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"The White Cappers are the Lord's chosen to wrea~ out his vengeance on the wicked and unjust."- White Oap notice at .Napoleon, 0.

IJlolts and 9Jlippings.
ARoHBISROP RIORDAN, of San Francisco,
has asked the California superior court for
permission to sell a portion of' the mission
church property on J?olores and Sixteenth
streets, of that city, that Sixteenth street may
be opened. It seems, comments F1•eetlwugl!t,
that when property is taxed the church does
not hold on to it so tenaciously as when it
costs nothing to keep it.
Wxdnm F. CRAFTs has resigned his pastorate in this city to take the office of field seCretary of the American Sabbath Union, the
organization which J. B. Wolff, for the
American Secular Union, recently confronted
in Washington. Mr. Crafts is now to travel
and organize auxiliary unions among the
churches· of the country, and hold public
meetings in advocacy of a national Puritan
Sunday law. Secretary Stevens of the Secular Union will hav to look sharp after Crafts.
Tms is how the Rev. Madison C. Peters, of
Philadelphia, discusses the theater : " All
actors are not moral; all preachers are not
moral. There is not a better woman in Philadelphia than Charlotte Cushman was or
Mary Anderson is. Nor is there a man in
this city whose character is more spotless and
we more beneficent than Joseph Jefferson's.
Honor to whom honor is due. Crimes are
committed on the stage; so they are in the
Bible. The chief themes of the theater are
the passions of men; so are the subjects of
the ch~sel of Angelo, the brush of Guido, the
brain of Dore, the burden of the Sermon on
the Moutit by Christ. If the exposure of sin
is an inc:\ecency, to be consistent all the literature in the world, sacred or profane, must

be committed to the fiames. The plays that
achieve the widest and most permanent suecess are as innocent as milk."
IN considering the subject of Spiritualism
the other day, the Rev. J. A. Roney, Catholic,
gave utterance to these inspired remarks:
"Angels, saints, and the souls in purgatory
are under God's order and not subject to man,
not even to the churches established by Christ.
Mediums may call them, but they will not
come. Neither can the reprobated souls
come, because, being consigned to the regions
of perdition and being under God's sentence,
it is not in the power of the devil to produce
them at seances. If there are spirits at the
service of Spiritists it is certain that they are
devils, and it is also certain that they hav no
good object in answering the call of the
mediums. Spiritism is, beyond question,
demonism." Spiritualists will kindly note
this, and consider the matter settled.
THE Evening Post thus describes the life of
the missionaries in Turkey : " They liv in
good and often handsome houses, with sufficient servants, and surrounded by every
European and American comfort. They are
far better off than country clergymen at
home, because they preach but few sermons,
hav absolutely no parish work, receive fairly
good salaries, are sure of a pension for their
old age, of occasional journeys home with
expenses paid, and know that funds will be
found somewhere to send the boys to school
and college. At Manissa (Magnesia) the
missionaries used to occupy the best house of
the place, a former harem of the pasha,
which was furnished well, where they had a
large library, engravings, and photographs,
a Steinway piano and cabinet organ, and re-

ceived most of the magazines and illustrated
papers. At Constantinople the mission has
become a mere business institution. . The
ladies conduct a large and flourishing girls'
school called' The Home,' and the men run a
large printing establishment called 'The
Bible-House,' where they print Bibles, books,
and, religious or mildly secular papers in several languages. They go to their offices in
the morning· and· return to their families at
night, like so many men of business at home."

•

THERE lire a good xqany towns of which
this story has been told: The Rev. Dr. A. E.
Dunnlng, of Boston, tells this story : he was
visiting his home in Maine, and an old fellowtownsman began a theological discussion
with him. "Parson," said he, "the Bible
says that the Lord made the world in six
days. · Do you believe it?" "Yes." "Now,
do you think that he finished the whole thing
up in that time?" "Yes." "Well, all I can
say is, that he could hav put in one day more
to mighty good advantage right here in this
town."
ELLIOTT F. SHEPARD, the bombastic and
bigoted editor of the Mail and Express, has
become an issue in this little town. He has
hired a " war correspondent" on his staff,
has ·been challenged to fight a duel, and has
besides attended to his religious duty of
getting control of the board of directors
of the Fifth Avenue Stage Company, to the
end that he may stop the running of stages
on Sunday. It is alleged that in the interest
of righteousness he has used his paper to
depreciate the stock of the company, while
his brokers hav been buying it in cheap. He
has succeeded in putting six of his directors
on the board. The opposing members•

wicked, worldly-minded men-are mad all
through, and will try to keep up the ungodly
Sunday sta.ges, but the colonel, armed on his
knowledge that he has a majority of the directors, will go ahead without fear of the
consequences. It is said that chromos of
men prominent in church circles will decorate
the stages, and that each passenger will be
furnishe:l with a suitable biblical ·text. It is
also hinted that he will shortly turn the stage
line into a street railway company, when he
will reap the just reward of his virtue, as a
railwailine will pay better than the stages.
The Evening Sun publishes the following
rules, modeled upon those in force in the
Mail and Express office, as to be posted in the
stables : " On and after this date no stages
will be run on the Sabbath day. (Read the
Mail and Express.) All employees will be required to attend church twice on the Sabbath.
All drivers and stable hands will at once fill
out blanks giving their full names, residences,
number and names of the members of their
families, where born, their faith; what church,
they attend, and whether they are regular
members thereof; the names of their pastors; .
where educated; their experience (if any) in
Wall street ; their politics, and such other information as may be required at the discretion
of their friend and employer.-Col. Elliott F.
Shepard. It is also stipulated that all employees shall at once become members of the
Salvation Army. (Buy the Christmas number of the MailandExpreBB, price three cents.)
If you can't ride on my line use the Fourth ·
a venue line and keep the money in the family."
Colonel Shepard, concludes the Sun, will
thus combine business with morality, and he
will hav no man in his employ whose habits
nd pedigree are not on file."
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The Semitic prophets told us that our bodies are action. Let us vi;ndicate the sac~edness of our
only fit to be mortified; that they must be macerated c~us~. Shal~ the fnends of truth cn~ge befor~ the
in order to deaden our natural instincts, and that h1relmgs of 1mposture? The. ~ba~p1ons ?f SCience
The Mission of Freethought.
physical health is unfavorable to true saintliness. before the slaves _of supershtwn · ... U pry~bt men
Freethougbt is the religion of Nature. It has We believed it, and the gymnasium was abandoned before mo~al prostitutes T Shall we. sub1~nt to be
often been remarked that under normal conditions, for the convent, the god-like athletes of Greece and branded· w1th the name of Injidels-z.e ' fa1thl~ss deunder circumstances favorable to. healthy social the invincible Roman warriors_ were superseded by serters-~y cre~tures who bav abandoned the1r readevelopment, the political institutions of antiquity whining wretches who gloried in sickness and de- son for bhnd fa1th, n~ture for ~ dogma, and her eternal glories for a crucifix? .It IS true th!lt some of us
difftlred but little from those of the freest nations of formity.
They told us that all human wisdom is vain, that hav fo1·saken a chu;ch whl<'h once claimed them as
our age ; and with equal truth it may be declared
that the religious opinions of the great thinkers of faith is superior to science, that spiritnal poverty is her own, but they _zmgb_t as well call a reformed toper
by-gone ages exhibit a striking resemblance to the bliss, and an inquisHiv mind a proof of an unregeo- an Infi~el for. freemg himself from the sl!"very of the
most advanced views of modern Rationalists. Their erate heart. They found believers, and a general alcc;>hohc. h~b1t, or !" woman for aba~don!ng a ho?se
philosophy may hav been biased by the prevailing eclipse of common sense and reason followed like an of 1ll-fame mt? whiCh she bad been mve1gled dnrmg
scientific crochets of their respectiv centuries, but unnatural night upon the bright sunrise oi Grecian her unsuspectmg youth.
.
.
.
·
In the second place, keep t~e1r controverswnahsts
they all agreed in recognizing the right of freo in- civilization.
They propagated the do~ma of eternal to~ment as to tb~ point~ do not p~rm1t t~em ~o·obscure the ...
quiry, in respecting the aancmy of truth and the
power of knowledge, and in oppositJg the claims of a punishment of theologiCal nou-conform1ty, and queshons at .Issue by their favor1t artifices. Expo~e
dogmatic monopolists, especially when their dogmas t.heir converts desolated the earth by a series of mur- the contemptl~le strategy ~hat has ~o. take refuge m
extended their pretensions to the domain of the un- derous aggressiv wars and persecutions, whose atroc- slander and m1srep~esentat10n; exh1b~t the weapons
knowable. They all preferred the eternal oracles of ities seemed fully justified if they resulted in the Eal- that bav been used~ the warfare agamst the heroes
of Freethought, agam~t Socrates,, Bruno, Servetus,
Nature to the gospel of pretanded· supernatural vat.ion of a single immortal soul from such a fate.
revelator!!. They honored God by studying his
Their gospel inculcated an implicit belief in the Spinoza, Hume, Vo~tall'e, ~nd Pame; challe~ge the
works, and by obeying his moral and physical health possibility of miracles and demoniac possessions, and church to name a smgle d1ssenter whose log~c th~y
laws, rather than by celebrating the anniversaries of the ·pantheism of the ancients degenerated into 1\ could ans~er in any other w~y than by attackmg h1s
his family events and feeding the ministers of his pandiabolisrn / in trees, in mountains and rivers, body or h1s .personal reputatt?n.
.
altars. They refused to sacrifice earth to heaven, and wherever the pagans had sought a god, the Chris
Let us scrupulously abstam trom anytbmg ~bat
the certain present to a doubtful future ; they did tians feared a devil; the witchcraft mania raged might give color to rude calummes; let our actiOns
not insult their All-father by despising his visible through the world like a mental epidemic, devouring prove that mor!l-1 health _not. only can, but ~s a rule
works and the form he created in his image; they more victims than all the wars of As8yria, Pet sia, does go band m hand With mtellectual samty; that
did not believe that the road to the New Jerusalem and Rome taken together, and turned 1be lands of those who resist the tyranny of an ant~-na~ural dogma
lead 'I over the trampled flowers of this earth; they Christendom into such a pandemonium that the lot are the readiest to obey the laws. of JUShce and the
advised their brethren to eojoy paradise on this side of African and American savages appeared heaven in laws of nature. Let the world JUdge between our
comparison.
morality and theirs; let us clinch our charges and
of the grave.
The confessors of that religion, from Plato to
Humanity, justice, manhood, sciencro, ar:!d common specifications bef?re they hav time to f~lsify the
Thomas Ptline, from Aristotle to Charles Darwin, sense were thrown prostrate and fettrred at the foot records of the M1~dle .Ages; but let us str.JCtly confrom Confucius to Jean Jacques Rousseau, hav been of the cross; mankind Jay in a fever dream, and a fine ourselvs to hbtor.ICal facts, w~ose terr1ble truth
united by r.n unbroken bond of fellowship, by a swarm of vampires sucked their lif<;~-blood with im- can, indeed, defy the rivalry of fiction.
.
unanimity w hicb unitary truth can alone inspire; punity.
But, abov~ all things, keep ?onstantl:r before the1r
theii' system, 4·ounded on eternal facts, can never fall,
When the disease reached a point beym:d which eyes the antz-na.tural tendenczes of t~e1r _dogma.
their enthusiasm can never wither while Nature re- recovery would bav been impossible, the norther~
Do not perm1~ the~ .to o_bscure, d1sgmse, or de~y
mains young and fair. Science, self-reliance, justice, nations saved themselvs by a revolt wl:ose sianifi- the fact that the1r rehg10n IS founded on the doctrm
love of light, truth, and freedom, were the bulwarks canoe can no longer be concealed-the success of the of total natural _depravity .and the ne~essity ~f prewhich hav stood, like the mountain ramparts of the Reformation is a secret whose solution has long ternatural salvatto~; that 1t teaches m1strust m our
Waldensel', between spiritual despotism and the last enough been whispered in the chambers, and may inborn instincts; teaches the duty of sacrificing our
strongholds of mental liberty.
now be openly proclaimed. It was an insurrection physical and secular welfare on the altar of superFrom the beginning of authentic history Rational- against Jerusalem as well as against Rome, a protest naturalism, and directly encourages neglect of the·
ism bas been the leaven of mankind, the salt.whicb against St. Pater as well as against his successor.
most important health laws of God. We are called
preserved the moral world f1·om putrefaction. FreeWe got our bands free, and before long managed upon to believe on the authority of a divin\'nne·ssenthinkers hav been the champions of nature against to pull the bandages from o·ur eyes and the shackles ger that it is indifferent what enters our mouth so
all hu enemies; they hav never abandoned that from our feet. Blind submissien and the repetition long as the words that leave it are soundly orthodox;
standpoint, though they bad to face attacks from of prescribed prayers were exchanged for the more that sickness is a consequence of diabolical possession
many different directions, and had once to rally on a congenial occupation of protesting, eE pecially against and prayer its proper cure; that it is heathenish and
single center when their outworks were forced by the suppressors of free investigation. The claims of unw()rthy of a saint to work and busy himself with
overwhelming numbers. In the dark ages of the our religious system were then investigated, and terrestrial affairs; that health, strength, knowledge,
world Freethinkers bav liberated their brethren from with curious results. If our spiritual Bastile bas and industry can be dispensed with by true believers,
the fear of the ghosts and monstrous phantoms to not been toppled yet, it is at least well undermined; in whose favor the laws of nature that would visit
which that night gave birth; in the dawn of civiliza- its dungeon gates bav been unlocked, and all but the such neglect with dire penalties will be miraculously
tion they bav led the way toward the mountain- utterly blind bav availed themselvs of the open doors. suspended.
tops of knowledge, which were already lighted by the
When our fathers bad invigorated their bodies and
To this doctrin we owe all the physical woes that
rays of a rising sun. Before the citizens of the first souls in the free air of America, the Liberals of all made the Middle Ages the unhappiest period in the
republics had learned to. circumscribe the license of sects and nations united their strength for a grand history of mankind; all the intemperimce, quackery,
their rulers by general laws, Freethinkers bridled the and successful effort, and effected the divorce of our and scrofulous imbecility that blights our mode~
caprice of kings and priests by satire, and made sue- legislativ and educational institutions from their un- civilization; all the unmanliness that contrasts our
cessful appeals from the throne of power to the tri- natural alliance with a spect.er of the Old World. We generation with the hero-race of antiquity. All our
bunal of humanity. They stoqd up for common dared to uae our eyes for seeing, and our feet for dietetic abuses, all our modern outrages against the
sense and the right of free inquiry whenever the progressiv purposes; we transferred our attention science of health, all our sins against the fertility of
absurdities of polytheism threatened to assume the from the mysteries of the New Zion to secular our Mother Earth, are due to the belief that the laws
form of autboritativ dogmas; to such men as Socrates, affairs; we resigned heaven to the ghost, and tried o( nature can be neglected with impunity. The
Aristopbanes, and Lucretius the Greeks and Romans to recover our lost earthly elysium. As a result our destruction of forests alone bas made two-fifths of the
owed it that their mythology never became anything nation prospered beyond anything in the experience Old .World uninhabitable by drouths and locust
worse than a fanciful nature-worship.
of the last fifty generations, our country began to swarms, which our spiritual guides still advise us to
And finally, when the childhood of the human race blossom like the Garden of the Hesperides, and the avert by prayer-meetings. Like an all-pervading
was past; when logic, science, and self-reliance were days of the golden age promised to return. ·
mist, the poison vapor of mysticism bas obscured the
snfficiently de1eloped to grapple with such an enemy,
But as paradise attracted the fiend, as a sweet light of science ·and blinded the eyes of common
the men of Freethought were called upon to save the fruit attracts the worm, our plethora of health and se11se to innumerable fallacies and charlatanries.
world from the fearful danger of an anti-natural re- happiness has attracted the vampires that drained Our physical training, our diet, our hygienic tenets,
ligion. Our foes bav been overpowered, but only the life-springs of our ancestors. The ghouls hav and our entire educational system need a thorough
after a struggle which bas trampled the garden-spots risen from their shallow..,;graves-they stalk in our revision. Our codes and school-books must be purged
of the Old Wcrld into dust; they hav been expelled midst in their traditiona~disguises; while we slept from anti-naturalism. No hope of progress while our
from their strongholds, but only after turning so on oui- laurels t.hey hav been wide awake; they are at feet are tied with such shackles, no chance of. recovmany happiest countries of this earth into s. hell of tbeir old work again wherever their designs are ery while ou~ daily food is such a poison.
madness and tyranny that it might once seem doubt- favored by darkness, wherever they can lull the vigIf tbia side of the question were kept constantly in
ful if the rest were worth while saving, if the discov- ilance of their victims by their somniferous artifices. view the controversy about the toleration of FreeHY of a new continent had not given us a new lease They hav gained access to our schools and firesides; thought would speedily assume a different aspect.
of life and liberty.
their opiate artists take a band in the preparation of Toleration of Freetbougbt! 'rhe very word implies
From North America, at least., our victories bav our mental food; the ominous smell of orthodox a misconception of our mission ar,d our claims. Our
averted the danger-for a time. What that danger narcotics mingles once more with our social atmos- right to occupy our present standpoint would not be
means our favored land can hardly conceive, unless phere ; audible whispers repeat that the light of the disputed, if we bad made it clearly understood that
we review the fate of t.hose nations to whom salvation apocalypse is, after all, superior to sunshine, and that we must ~nd will advance-if we had demonstrated,
came too late, on whose destiny the curse of that metaphysics ought to be a monopoly of the church. as we could demonstrate, the duty of every honest
moral disea'e bas been wrought out to the bitter end. They altempt to graft their insidious doctrin on our man to aid the progress of our cause. Not as a right
Like a moral pest, the Semitic insaoity has swept republican institutions; yes, try to attach a hood- only, but as a solemn obligation, truth seeking and
over the Mediterranean god-gardens and left a desert winking appendage to our very liberty cap, and im- truth speaking should be recognized; our fellow-men
in its track, physical, political, and intellectual.
portune our government to subsidize their free should honor as well as tolerate our principles, reThe founders of that religion assured us that the dormitories.
spect our loyalty to facts as they should respect constudy of natural sciences is unworthy of the sons of
And these are the moralists who to-day denounce formity to any other moral law. A society of Free·
the thaumaturgic church, and, indeed, superfluous, our impious interference with the darkness of sacred thinkers craving the indulgence of the mythology·
since all-the blessings of earth are distributed by su- mysteries and the bliss of obedient recumbency, and mongers is in the position of the honest tradesman
pernatural agencies, and, if lost, may be restored in with whom we are now called upon to try conclusions deprecating the wrath of a gang of counterfeiters, of
answer to prayer. We believed it, and the elysian as the champions of sunlight and free air against the a virgin imploring a coterie of prostitutes not to treat
fields of !'outhern Europe were changed into hopeless dealers in beeswax and gilded candlesticks.
her as an outCi>st.
sand-WaAtes; husbandry, agriculture, and the science
In the first. place, let us make a stand against the
Do not condescend to any compromise with jugof hea1th languished; cadaverous saints burrowed eontinuation of a nomenclatural abuse. Transfer the glers and miracle-mongers, do not encourage thtm
in the deserted mountflins, and the nymphs and fauns favorit epithet of our slanderers to those who hav to by connivance or the slightest sign of fear. Numerleft their old haunts forever.
reproacb themselvs with any disloyalty in thought or ically we are still in the minority; but this world is
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guided, governed, judged, and educated, and has attention which they hav bestowed upon mythological misfortune if one of their children should become a.
always been reformed, by numerical minorities. A squabbles has been withdrawn from physical prob- Christian. It is hard for those who hav not move<!
cause imparts its strength to its representative; we lems of the highest importance.
among these people to understand it, but the fact is,
are the healthful police of the moral world; we need
Mental liberty itself has a positiv mission. Free- they regard a church about as an old Scotch Covenot doubt that the officers of the health bureau and dom of inquiry means the right to obey the impulses nanter used to regard a surplice. Christian parentstheir employees are in a numerical minority against of our intellectual conscience'-the right to investigate feel no keener grief over a scoffing son than these
those who secretly prefer· the darkness of their slum suspicious claims; but also the right to rescue from people feel over a child that joins the church. In
alleys to light and air, aud disiike the trouble of oblivion many a forgotten or suppressed truth, famil- order to keep their children away from the church
removing pestiferous rubbish heaps, and yet the iar to the wisdom of the ancients. It means the Sunday-schools, they years and years ago established
health·office prevails by the strength of an overwhelm- right of revising the canons of justice, and the code Sunday- schools of their own.
·
ing array of proofs in favor of thd necessity of this of the health-police-it means the right of proclaimIn these schools teachers giv lessons and demonwork. A majority of voters will follow, if it is once ing a gospel of Nature.
strations in all branches of. science and inculcate a
sufficiently known that we hav on our side not only a
Let us deserve that right. Let us honor our cause Materialistic philosophy. Skepticism about the existmajority, but a monopoly, of unanswerable arguments. by valor, by vigilance, and progressiv activity. Do ence of fi\ personal God and the truth of the Bibie is
Ooe advantage bas already been added to the not let us rest while our task is but half done.
freely . expressed. Lately the. missionaries of the
direct superiority of truth over imposture; the ac·
It will be done when candor and love. of knowledge Catholic and Lutheran churches hav been very activ
cumulated testimony of science and genius can no hav been recognized as the first manly graces, and trying to get the pupils of these schools into the
longer be overlooked. Millions are familiar with the hypocrisy and spiritual sloth as the most contempti- Sunday-schools· of the churches. This has rubbed
fact that our roll of honor displays the names of ble vices; when mental prostitution is no longer the skeptical parents on their sorest spot. To counnearly all men who hav ever distinguished themselvs commended as a praiseworthy act of Christian teract the efforts of the missionaries they hav underin science and literature; that, with the rarest ex- humility; when the acquisition of knowledge, taken to extend their own school system. Two or
ceptions, all great thinkere, discoverers, inventors, strength, physical purity, and the conformity of our three new schools hav been opened. At a meeting
authors, and poets were Liberals, and hav recorded habits to the laws of Nature, hav been acknowledged Sunday arrangements were made for several more.
their protest against a creed w•hose delusions are as primary duties; when we hav fully established the
Not one in one thousand of the supporters of these
fatal to originality and genius ; millions are familiar fact that health, wealth, wisdom, and all earthly schools is an Anarchist. Not a great many are prowHh the documents of history and the results of bleseings are. given as a reward of industry and nounced Socialists. Very likely in some of the
critical research into the evidences of our worshiped rational habits, and never in answer to prayer or schools the Socialistic theory has been explained. It
dogmas. Nature herself bears witness against them. mysterious ceremonies; that we hav been sent to is just possible, though there is no trustworthy testiFrancis Volney used to assert that a self-thinking this earth to ennoble it, and not to despise it; that mony to that effect, that some· teacher may hav referred
man of a fair average education who still professes a our reason was given us to be used, lUld not to be to Spies and Parsons as martyrs to the cause of
labor. If so, it is safe to say the children heard
belief in the Semitic myths must either be a hypocrit sacrificed on the altar of a dogma.
or a blockhead; nowadays we may say that such a
When the opponents of free inquiry hav become as nothing they had not heard at home a thousand
man must be either a hypocrit or a maniac. Human odious as the conspirers against our free political times. It must be borne in mind that thousands of
stupidity has its limits. Unless the right of free institutions; when all men hav rediscovered the workingmen in Chicago who hav no kind of symopinion is denounced apriori, it is not possible for truth that only a healthy body can be the abode of a pathy with either Anarehism or Socialism still believe
a normally constituted human being to adhere to a healthy mind ; that the highest physical and moral that the executed men were champions of the labor
dogma whose absurdities admit of mathematical well·being can only be conjointly attained; that the cause who were sacrificed by the capitalists. They
demonstration-it· is not possible to believe in the destiny of man must be worked out on this side of and their children \Viii probably believe so as long as
divine authority of a church which has sanctioned the grave ; when life is valued for its own sake; they liv, schools or no schools.
There is nothing secret about the "Schools. They
atrocities against which the better part of mankind when we hav regained our terrestrial paradise-then,
had to combine in sheer self defense.
and not till then, the Mission of Freethought will be stand open to the public every Sunday. Detective,
reporters, alarmists, and disinterested observers hav
We hav to stultify ourselvs before we can see in fulfilled.
FELIX L. OswALD.
visited them. You might pass all they hav heard
which sense of the word our present polytheism is an
improvement on the ancient system-what we gained Those Terrible Anarchists and . Their Schools. through a sievA and not catch revolutionary ideas
enough to startle the most timorous person in the
in exchanging a pantheon for a charnel-house, a comOhicago OorresPond.ence of the New York World.,.
pany of happy gods for an assembly of tearful
"The Anarchist scare is an intermittent fever in world.
saints, a chief-god with the propensities of a buck- Chicago," said a citizen the other day. "Its out- · Here is the testimony of one of the best informed
goat for a supreme being with .the disposition of. a breaks are recurrent about every four months. Just detective in Chicago, one who has made a special
tiger-it is difficult to see why it is more unworthy now, among part of the population, it is semi- study of the AJ?,archist movement from an impartial
of a god to persecute four or five earthly beauties epidemic.. In two weeks it will subside ·to the spo- point of view. That is Emil Sandmyer. When a
with his illicit amours than to torment untold mill- radic stage. In two more weeks it will be utterly World reporter asked him to-day what he thought
ions of his helpless creatures in an eternal abyss of forgotten. In four months, when the city election of the scare that had been 'raised about "Anarchist
brimstone and fire. It is not possible to believe that will be well on, the diseas·e will return, no doubt with Sunday-schools," this is what he said :
"I am satisfied that it amounts to nothing. These
we owe our civilization to a church which has been the most malignant symptoms."
in league with all despots that consented to make
A city that has had Chicago's exciting experience schools are not 'Anarchist Sunday-schools' in any
themselvs her tools, which has always opposed free- with Anarchism may readily be pardoned some ner- sense of the word. They are merely established by
dom of speech, of doctrin, and of conscience, to the vousness about such things. Still, the rest of the parents who are Freethinkers and opposed to the
utmost of its power, and has never failed to aim its country should not for that reason get the impression church and religious influences. They hav existed in
poisoned daggers at the heart of every reformer, that Chicago rests on a mine of lawlessness, with the West for twenty-five years. You will find them
every scientific discoverer, and every destroyer of thousands of red-handed Radicals running around in every big city where there is a large German-bOrJ).
error. It is not in human nature to honor a system with torches to blow it up. Careful investigation population. The attempt to distort them into trainwhose anti-natural tenets hav degraded its disciples shows that there is nothing going on at present ing-schools for Anarchists is absurd. Their object
to the verge of beasthood, and which has yearly for among the Red brethren that need disturb anybody. is to keep the children out of the churches and giv
the last four centuries demonstrated its own fallibil- Sensational stories about the "revival of Anarchism," them scientific education. So far as I can see they
and the renewal of dangerous agitation and the plot- are not at all dangerous or worthy of serious considity in a thousand different ways.
A sincere adherence to such doctrine implies vol- ting of dreadful plots, hav been sent from here all eration, except so far as it may be considered dangeruntary blindness. It is a consoling circumstance to over the country. With few exceptions, they are ous for children to grow up without re!igious instrucknow that all clear-seeing men are openly or secretly either wholly imaginativ or greatly exaggerated.
. tion. I do not consider that they hav any bearing
of our opinion. Many who are wide awake to the
"Anarchist Sunday-schools" hav been the subject on the Anarchist problem."
The directors, organizers, and supporters of ·the
absurdities of their professed creed dislike to expose of many of these stories. According to the worthy
what they may hav'private reasons to think a useful but preternaturally excitable people who are going to schools strenuously deny that they hav any kind of
superstition, and may hate UB for proclaiming"the hav an Anarchist uprising here whether or no, these connection with Anarchy or Socialism. Dr. E. Kleintruth, but their wrath is impotent; hypocrite can institutions are a frightful source of danger. The odt, one of the directors, makes this statement:
"We do not teach Socialism or Anarchism in our
never be formidable enemies. The unchangeable common account runs that they hav recently been
laws of the universe are antagonistic to unveracity; organized to teach little children hatred of govern- Sunday-schools, and the newspapers do us injustice
only he who is himself convinced is blessed with the ment, the doctrine of Most, the use of explosive, the when they say we do. The object of our schools is
possibilities of assassination, and like delectable mat- to keep the children away from the influence of the
gift of convincing others.
Hav confidence enough in the mightiness of truth ters; that the teachers hold up Spies and Parsons as· Jesuits who teach the Bible, religious songs, and
to rely on the completeness of our ultimate victory. blessed martyrs, and u~e the children t.o emJllate church'doctrin, subjects that are very distasteful to
) Let us encourage our weak brethren by our unanimity, their example; that, above all, their chief object is to us. Our course of instruction includes reading,
. ~ . our hearty cooperation, and our confidence in the keep alive a passionate recollection of the executions writing, natural history,. geography, literature! gen·strength of our cause. Present a bold front to the of November 11th, and the idea of some day reveng- eral history, and morahty-so. I?uc?, of eth10s as
• enemy, and be sure that every victory of ours will ing them in a sea of blood. From this the somber young minds are capable of rece1vmg,
"And you do not teach the tenets of Anarchism'"
.:·lessen their numerical superiority by hundreds whom conclusion is drawn that the Chicago Anarchist is a
"By no meanR. We. say nothing of ?ombs, dy:;_·fear alone prevents from joining our ranks. Let us very much more dangerous fellow than most persons
· . not insult the manhood of our race by doubting that had supposed, and that some day he will be heard of namite overthrow of kmgdoms, uprootmg of our
present social system, or anything of th~t kind. I
· thousands secretly detest the chains w.hich the cow- in another sanguinary outbreak.
All this is amusing to those who know the facts cordially invite reporters, clergymen, ~ffiClals, and all
.~ardice of their felJow-illaves obliges them to wear in
-- silence. In this age of anachronistic dogmas and and don't care: and exasperating to those who know others interested, to attend our sess10ns. We use
>pious shams, they must yearn for a believable relig- the facts. and hav some regard for the J;eputation of the same books that are used in the day-schools, and
what we teach is what I hav told you before-only
'· ion, as the prisoner yearns for pure air and sunlight. Chicago.
The easily ascertained truth about the matter is this and nothing more."
It is a serious grievance for a manly man to be reIn regard to the reports of renewed activity among
fused the right of standing erect in the presence of this:
the
Anarchists Detectiv Sandmyer says :
These schools are not of recent origin. They hav
;;: a contemptible idol; it is no trifle if the eternal hopes
"A careful distinction should be drawn between
-and the ent1re moral system of a nation are founded existed for years and years. They are not Anarchist
schools. They hav nothing to do with Anarchism. the Anarchists and SocialistE>. The latter are harm;;;: on a t.ransparelit fraud.
~ Accept no compromise. Do not share the shame They are not perpetuating the cause of Spies and less. They believe that education wilt eventually
of hypocrisy; do not barter your self-respect for any Parsons. They are not teaching· the doctrine of bring all men to believe in the peaceful abolition of
personal and temporal indulgences. "The whole Most. So far as any person of ordinary powers can the government. Many of the Chicago Socialists are
truth, and nothing but the truth," must be our see and hear their teachings are just about as dan- well educated prosperous, and substantial citizens.
motto. Only whole-souled devotion can make a cause gerous as the teachings of Colonel Ingersoll and not They are ear~estly opposed to violence. There is
some activity among these men. It could hardly be
victoriou~>. Creeds hav never been supplanted by a whit worse.
expected that believing in what they consider a great
A
very
large
number
of
the
German-born
residents
indifference or half-hearted aversion, but only by
stronger creeds. Our claims should be positiv as of Chicago are disbelievers in Christianity and the reform they would keep still. They hav held s~veral
well as negativ. We hav to charge our opponents Bible. Many of them hav a violent hatred for all public meetings, which hav been fully reported 1!1 the
with sins of omission as well as of commission. The religion. They would regard it as a great personal papers. Nothing revolutionary has been siUd at
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these meetings, and there is not the least cause for
al1.rm in the movement. The real Anarchists are not
displaying any activity. It should be remembered
that there are very few Anarchists in Chicago, but a
good many Socialists. The An archiE ts are completely cowed, and under the thumb of the police department. Being naturally cowards, they will not
run the slightest risk of the fate of Parsons and
Spies. The educated Anarchi&L lenders in times past
hav been men like Spies and Schwab, who made
their living by agitating. When they fouz;d by the
execution that agitation ;was most likely. to bav a
dangling rope's end for them, they got a lesson they
will never forget as long as they liv.
"Without leaders the few Anarchists will never
make an effort, and the leaders may be depended
upon to keep very quiet. There is not now, and I
don't see how there ever can be, the slightest danger
of a revival of Anarchism in Chicago."
It is worth while to me:ntiou here that the alarming
circular which a recent sensational dispatch from
Chicago says has been circulated among the Anarchists is five years old. It was issued in 1883, and is
very much of a chestnut to every person who has E'Xamined the Anarchistic problem. Two of the persons who signed the circular hav been hanged, and
the others hav gone out of the r.gitation business.
How much effect their tumid phrases can hav now
may be easily guessed.
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Statistics and Crime.
As our government goes to the expense of gather
ing statistics upon which future legislation may be
based, and as the United States census is soon to be
taken, we hope that some of our frieDds can be found
with sufficient tact and influence to secure the insertion in the list of questions of something that will
accurately demonstrate the disposition, or, I might
say, p1·edisposition, of theological· training to crime.
For instance, that criminals be required to answer
"what had been their religious training, if any."
From those responses it "would easily be shown that
the institutions furnishing, proportionately to the population, the largest amount of criminals were at the
same time the most adroit tax-dodgers, solely on the
pretext of their moral training and its beneficent
effect on the entire community. Such statistics
would be invaluable.
THE sUNDAY NEWSPAPER.
_ All the leading papers gave reports of the brilliant
lecture by our able coadjutor, P. J. O'Shea, although
! regret that they did not giv his best utterances.
The Herald admits that it "proved to be one of the
most brilliant defenses of the Sunday newspaper ever
made, the large audience which gathered in the
Forum cheering him to the echo." Mr. O'Shea was
.
h" h
I
formerly prmcipal of the 1g schoo , and is both
student and orator. Following is the report of the

'Times:
"The Sunday" Newspapers, was the subject of a brilliant
Forum, corner Washington boulevard and Sangamon street,
lecture delivered last evening before the Secular Union at the
by Lawyer P. J. O'Shea. The speaker addressed himself
principally to pointing out the unstability of the ground upon
which the preachers based their protests, and said:
"Happily for the continued progression of the human race,
the Sunday newspaper is not an infant industry. It needs
no protection-it needs no champions. The time has passed
when clerical influence can injuriously affect it. The opposition of the clerical element to anything is the measure of its
success. The immense sale of' Robert Elsmere' is largely
due to their condemnation alone. Certain assemblages of
ministers who profess to preach the gospel of Jesus hav
lately condemned the publication or circulation of news.
papers. on Sunday. I hav admiration for much of the teaching of the ministers and for all the morality inculcated by
them. They are the children of civilization, not its parents.
The days of blind faith are numbered. The gospel of
Rationalism is being preached to the sons of men and is
filling the world with its light. Moses did not condemn the
Sunday newspapers. If the ministers were consistent, their
churches and Sunday-schools would be empty and cold on
the modern Sabbath day. There is no trace of a Sabbath in
nature. Every animal, including man, seeks foori, rest, and
happiness on all days alike. And as in the physical so in the
moral world, people should be good and moral on all days.
The· ministers hav disobeyed the sugge~tion of Jesus, embodied in the sentence, 'Render to Cresar the things that are
Cresar's and to God the things that are God's.' That is, to
keep the state and church sepa~ate. From their untaxed
pulpits they are now Sunday after Sunday denouncing one
of the most useful institutions of the world. Their opposition to knowledge should be rebuked. It is to the unhallowed influences of the churches of the world that we can
trace even in free America the existence of laws which are a
hx on our very thoughts. Surely if an institution like the
church escapes the just burdens of taxation because, as is
alleged, it teaches men to be moral, what will be said of the
Sunday newspaper?
"The American newspaper, chaste, bold, honest, able,
affectionate, impatient of restraint, its myriad hands extendi ng not, indeed, over our northern continent alone and unify.
ing it, but including the whole planet, and even penetrating
the abyss of the infinit in ita efforts to satisfy the great mind'

of:man; with its stories, its poetry, its humor, bringing gladness wberever it goes; in its divorce and criminal departmenta warning us by the experience of ot.hers of the dreadful
consequences of crime or ill-advised marriages; in its political dep!lrtment showing the citizen his duty to his count_ry,
in all its pages contributes to the happiness and well-bemg
of society, and its moral teachings hav superseded those of
the pulpit. It sways the people, not, indeed, with tortures
at~d persecutions and burnings, but through the spirit of
Rationalism. It instructs the politicians and statesmen, and
warns them that behind the custodians the real custodians,
the people, stand, menacing, silent. I may well say of the
Sunday newspaper that he who carefully reads it avoids the
saloon, the gambling house, and perhaps thinks the Sunday
minister largely unnecessary. The American is willing
enough, it may be, to permit others to hav their hell and
their heaven and their Sabbath days; he insists that these
things be not obtruded upon the body politic. It is American thought, as seen in the writings of those pure transcendentalists Whitman, Emerson, Burroughs, and such ma11:nttic
speakers as Ingersoll, and countless others, that has made
America take the lead in the intellectual world.
After the lecture the president presented the following, which was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the ChiCI~~o Secular Union stands ready to
prove that the Bible contams more vulgar, foul, filthy, and
indecent utterances than ever appeared in a Sunday newspaper. That we regard the Sunday paper as the most important and essential of the seven j:(reat daily secular educators,
filled as they are with more facts than fables, with science,
art, amustment, with the progressiv literature of the period,
and most welcome substitutes for the sapient sermons which
the pulpiteers of seventeenth-century ideas still continue to
inflict upon a long-suffering people.
IRISH DISLOYALTY TO AMERICA.
. The leading Irish organ of Fenianism- United
Ireland-which is certainly an authority, thus editorially di!~courses on our recent election:
Republican and Democrat were nearly balanced, but the
touch that turned the scale was given by a foreign hand, and
was directed by an impulse that had no regard for American
interests. The policy of Mr. Balfour had more to do with
deciding the el~ction than the policy of Mr. Cleveland, and
General Harrison owes his victory less to any merits of his
own than to Lord Sackville's indiscreet profession of regard
for his opponent. It is the Irish vote which nowadays has
the final say in the making and unmaking of American governments, and the Irish vote bas, on this occasion, chosen to
look askance on Mr. Cleveland, because Mr. Cleveland's government bas been suspected, however unjustly, of too close
a friendship with Lord Salisbury's.
Irishm~n, when they go to the United States, should (and
would under other circumstances) think only, in American
politics, of the welfare of their adopted country. But so
long as they leave behind them an oppressed and misgoverned mother country, Irishmen, to their honor be it said,
for it is the highest testimony to their patriotism and their
civic fiber, will never do this. They brmg away with them
memories of wrong and a devotion which will claim their
first thoughts and their beat energies, and which will hold
even their American. born children under its spell so long as
a helpless and downtrodden Ireland exists to claim it.
Here is the explicit declaration that it is to their
honor that Irishmen commit perjury when they profess allegiance to the United States above all other
countries, and not merely do this themselvs, but
transmit the same unpatriotic spirit to their American-born offspring. They are not Anarchists, oh, no!
At the meeting of the Chicago Secular Union
December 23d, the following was adopted:
WHEREAS, Our fellow-member R. J. Midgeley, an activ
worker for the Secular cause, and an efficient promoter of
our Young People's Society, has departed from our midst
and severed his connection witlt. us,
Resolved, That the Chicago Secular Union hereby expresses
its regrets at his departure and its best wishes for his future
career, and highly commends Brother Midgeley to our Secular friends of Hamilton, Canada, as a young man of great
promis, a careful student, and an earnest, intelligent Seculariat.
E. A. STEVENS.

and shouted back," You area damned liar," which was,
perhaps, quite Christian, though not gentlemanly.
At Pocahontas, the 13th, we bad 8 good audience,
but 8 great c:leal of annoyance from about twenty
half-civilized young Christians. The second night we
had a much better audience, but were annoyed by the
same brilliant offshoots of Christian parents. The
·
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third mg '
suppose 1D answer O some
riB·
tian's prayer, a hard rain set in, and, having seven.
miles to drive to and from the lecture, we concluded
to postpone the lecture for one week. In the mean
time a friend wrote that we had better not attempt a
third lecture, as there was likely to be trouble. But
not being made of the kind of material that scares
very easily, I met my engagement. A very fair audience again greeted me-about forty men and two
.
ladies. The ladies did not attend the last mght, because of anticipated trouble. The same young bloods
were in attendance, but soon vacated the room, and I
had been speaking about forty minutes when a stonE>,
as though shot from a sling, came crashing through
. d
d
d · t · f
t f
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a WID ow, an passe JUS Ill ron O me.
e audience stampeded for a few minutes, but we soon got
them seated and resumed the lecture. After tL e
lecture the men in the audience saw frieiJd Kr&ft
d
If t
b
f 1
h
an royse in o our uggy and sa e Y on t e way
home.
The Liberal friends at Pocahontas are Henry
Kleinman, Wm. Powell, Mr. Nelson, Jacob Kehr.
Mr. Maxey and Mr. Ploge came from Old Ripley.
If thare an, anv who think the Liberal lecturer hils
a sinecure, he bad better make the attempt for a few
months and realize what it really is. The activ
oppoEition of the Christian, even shown by a mob,
is not half as discouragiDg as the half. heartedness
and cowardice of pretended Liberals.
While here I bav been entertained by Mr. and
Mrs. Kraft. Mr. Kraft is a kind, generous, and
enthusiastic Liberal. If the "itinerant men" could
meet friends wherever they go half as earnest as Mr.
K f
h
k
ld b
h
·
ra t., t e wor wou
e roue easier and more
encouraging.
I cannot close this Jetter without sayiDg something
about the Rev. Mr. Wm. Feutterer, the Catholic
priest of this village. He very kindly invited Mr.
Kraft and myself to calJ· on him. We did so, and
spent some hours in pleasant conversation on religious matters. He returned our call and spent half v.
day with us, and of course the conversation again
turned to religious subjects. He knew positivly that
there was a God, and seemed very desirous of convincing me of that fact. I told him I was in the
dark about that matt(lr, and the facts wsre what I
was after. He commenced his argument by introducing the watch theory. After scratching my head
awhile, I remembered having heard that old chestnut
before. He was logician enough to appreciate thA
difficulties I threw in hie way, and finally admittr d
that we did not know. I think very much of Mr.
Feutterer. He did that which few men of his cloth
will ever do. He does not hav that cunning, deceitful countenance that characterizes men of his profession. He looks more like a studious, well-informed
pedagog. He was honest enough to admit that the
Catholic church was endeavoring to destroy our
public schools, and from the immense number of
h- I h
. •
paroc 1a sc oo1s sprmgmg up in our country, unless
activ, energetic work is done, the days of our public
schools are numbered.
GEO. H. DAwEs.
Dec. 23, 1888.
------...--..::....__
. c. B. Reynolds on His western Tour.
D
C 1
Notes from the Field.
enver, 0 ., is one of the wondrous cities of the
mighty West, the capital and commercial center of
After resting a day at Grantfork, Ill., friend Kraft glorious Colorado. Denver can now send its repretook me riding for the purpose of working up lecture s_entativs to Washington by six different palace-car
engagements. We vieited Highland, and immediately 1 e 8 Th fi t
ttl
t
- N
m •
e
rs se emen was made
ov. 1,
arranged for 8 lecture Sunday night, Dec. 9th, We 1858; West Denver was laid out three days later,
also drove to St. Jacobs an.d Morine, but these two and on the 6th less than two hundred citizens held a
places contained no Liberal'S that we could interest meeting and elected a delegate to Congress, and on
in the work.
the 8th, mounted on a broncho, he started for WashTh
t d
d
t Alh b
H
·
e nex
ay we rove 0
am ra, and
enry mgton to try to get the Pikf>'B Peak gold-mines set
Sharp, an ex-preacher but now a Spiritualist and a apart from Kansas as a separate territory.
firm friend to the workers in the Liberal field,
The real struggle for the exh1tence of the town
arranged for lectures the 1 nh, 18th, and 19th.
commenced in 1861. The mines were declared
M 1 t
· H" hl d
11 tt d d I
Y ec ure In
Ig an was we a en e ·
" played out ;'' the war divide? the people; the grasshad an audience of about one hundred intelligent hoppers hopped onto everythmg green, leaving famin
gentlemen and ladies. The lecture was held and dreary desolation in their track; fire consumed
in the Turner hall. Highland has a large Turner nearly half the buildings; then came a terrible flood
· t
h" h
t f
th
· t II"
d
d
t
h b
some y, w 10· accoun s or.
e m e Igence an an swep away t e est half of what the flames had
Liberalism of the place. I made the acquaintance of spared. In 1864 the Indian war cut off all supplies
several Liberals there, but their German names I can from the East and all mail communication. The
not hold in my memory. But there is August Pagan, Indians murdered immigrants, and burnt the ranches
who has been a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER for over t.he entire route between Denver and the M1·8 _
b t
d S p b 8t
d C F K h
h
· ·
a ou a year, an
· a • an
· · a nen, w O sour! rtvu, some six hun~red mile~. Every man was
gave me their subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER. under arms, and the burned erectiOn of blockhouses
Then there are Messrs. Miller & Knroble the drug- in th~> E>xposed parts of the city was the only indusgists, and Mr. Machtlin the photographer.
try. Then, as a final "crusher," came the announceWh
· Alb b
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h
en m
am ra was en ertame
Y
• and ment, "T ~' Union Pacific railroad is b?ilding up
Mrs. Sharp, who are true-blue Liber3ls. But I must Pole.Creek.
Many abandoned the town 1D despair.
say that when there I realized something of what quarter sections of good farm land on the outskirt~
Christ felt when forsaken by his friends. Of all the of the town were offered in exchange for an old
audiences I ever had to speak to, those at Alhambra lu ber wag 0 n
d a·
f
"th h" h
O
d Ch . t"
I!C
m
an P tr 0 oxen WI
w IC to flee
were th~ worst.
ne goo
riB 1an ouered a young away, while corner lots were eagerly swapped for a
man $1If he would egg me. Another good follower rifle or a few bronchos. But those who had their all
of the meek and lowly Jesus went down the stairs invested, and found it impossible to get away, rallied
1
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and resolved to do or die. Finding the Union Pacific
would not come to them, they resolved to go to it.
They raised sub3criptions, bonded the county; and
to their indomitable grit, enterprise, and push we are
indebted for the great city of Denver of to-day, with
its immense smelting works, extensiv foundries and
manufactories, magnificent public buildings and
schools, unsurpassed-! think, unequaled-in any
Eastern city of ten times its age.
·
Denver is the county seat of Arapahoe county,
fourteen miles in a direct line from the base of the
Rocky mountains, at the junction of the South Platte
river and Cherry creek Its elevation is 5,224 feet
above sea level, with a population of over eighty-five
thousand. The alpine view from Denver of the great
Rocky mountain chain, extending north and south
for two hundred miles, with Long's Peak to the
north, Pike's Peak to the south, ai!d the colossal
Gray's Peak in the center, is-most exquisit. ,
The city is built mainly of stone and brick. Buildings are surerb in style, substantial, and provided
with all the modern improvements. The streets are
broad, the sidewalks paved with large flagstones, and
there is an abundance of shade-trees. Independent
of a very extensiv and perfect system of street-cars, a
cable motor company has just completed its extensiv
routes at an outlay of several millions of dollars.
Nor~h, south, east, and west the city is reaching out,
and property is doubling in value each year. There
ara hundreds of fine private residences in and
around Denver that hav bee:1 built within the last ten
.vears by men of wealth a!l homes, that cost from
$15,000 to $75,000, furnished with every conceivable
luxury-miners, cattle and sheep barons, men of
brawn and brain, who hav made success on the
mountains and the plains, and hav now settled down
to enjoy their well-earned fortunes in this beautiful,
health-giving, prosperous city.
Denver needs no boom. It is the port of entry
where the greater portion of foreign goods that are
sold in Colorado arrive direct in bond. It is the
base of supplie·J for rich mines, and an unsurpassed
farming and grazing country for a _radius of :five h;undred miles, and for :five hundred m1les has no poss1ble
rival.
There is a large, powerful Liberal element. Many
·of the leading business men and capitalists are Infidels. Heretofore the responsibility and burden has
rested on a few willing burden-bearers, not the best
able to meet expenses. Brother John G. Jenkins
has been long the leading self-sacrificin_g worker, a~d
is worthy of the honor, esteem, and h1gh regard m
which he is held by all classes. And that energetic
and successful business man, and stanch, outspoken
Liberal, E. I. Weber, proposes to secure the cooperation of leading business and professional men of the
city who will subscribe $100 each, and, thus having
formed a fund, secure the service of able lecturers,
and establish a practical organizil.tion of the Liberals
of Denver.
Heretofore the Opera House had been rented for
the Liberal lectures, but the rent was raised from
$75 to $100 per night; so the friends engaged the
Odd Fellows' Hall for my lecture, and, despite some
unfavorable circumstanceR, I had a very fair-sized
audience of highly intellectual people.
Greeley, Col., is fifty-two miles from Denver, with
a population of 2,500. It is the county seat of
Weld county, and was laid out in May, 1870, by the
Greeley colony, under the fostering care of poor
Horace Greeley. The colony controls about 100,000
acres of the very finest land in the whole state, well
irrigated by extensiv canals,_ bri~gin_g wa~er !rom
Cache-a-la-Poudre river. No mtoxlCaHng dr1nk 1s allowed to be sold. The penalty of so doing is forfeiture to the city of the lot upon which H is sold.
The city is laid out over a very large _territory; the
dwellings generally are a goodly d1stance apart..
Unless Greeley can secure extensiv manufactures,
she has reached the limit of prosperity. Wiser to
sell than to buy property in Greeley. The lectures
were delivered in the Unitarian church, Liberals having contributed largely toward its erection. The
Rev. Mr. Savage, the pastor, is a young man of m~re
t_han average ability, but is dwarfed by the neoess1ty
of ever carefully trimming his ideas so as not to ~rou~e
ire and opposition of the orthodox t~lement m h1s
church. Many of his members are quite as narr?wminded, bigoted, and fanatical as Free Methodists
and Salvation Army tramps; and, with a f_ew no~le
exceptions, they all lack the courage of their convictions living in terror of Mrs. Grundy.
H~re I hn.d a happy home with that undaunted,
honest old hero Capt. A. J. Wadlia. A kinder, truer,
more generous-hearted man cannot be foun~ in all
Colorado. A Liberal from conviction, he dehghts to
Jiv up to his ennoblina
belief. Those desiring to
0
arrange for lectures at Greeley will _do well to confine their correspondence on the subJect to Capt. A.
J. Wadlia, as the deserved high respect in which he
and his family are held makes him a po:ver. for g:ood
in overcoming disastrous effects that the md1acret10ns
of some in the past hav produced. Among the '?ost
earnest, self-sacrificing Liberals is the ever rehable
old veteran James Henry.
J 1\ID i11 r~oeipt of ~ Jetter from thl\t qe~r qlq Inn-

del blacksmith Wm. Thorpe, of Ballston Spa, N.Y.,
·calling my attention to the appeal of his darling little
daughters iu the Children's Corner of THE TRUTH
SEEKER to raise, by dime subscriptions, monliY enough
to purchase a cow for old Mr. and Mrs. Casey. The
poor old man met with an accident so severely
injuring his wrist that he has permanently lost the
use of his right hand.
While laid up, disabled, he borrowed a small sum
of money of a good Christian neighbor, who, for security, took a chattel mortgage on their cow, and then
suddenly seized it, thus obtaining an ·excellent cowthe main dependence of the old couple-for about
one-fifth of its value. "Good enough treatment for
old Infidels." Many readers of TnE TRUTH SEEKER,
like myself, failed to make immediate response to the
appeal, and there is danger of the poor old couple
suffering, and the dear little Thorpe girls becoming.
disheartened at the lack of readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER to respond to the call of distress, or liv up to
the principles of Liberalism.
Dear reader, let us make glad the hearts of jhe
worthy old couple, and cause rejoicing to the darling
little Thorpe girls, by at once-by next mail-sending postal note addressed, Miss Sadie Thorpe, Ballston Spa, N.Y.
C. B. REYNOLDs

Destruction of Dogmas.
It is asslimed by some Liberals that the work of
destroying church creeds and superstitious notionEJ,
in which the Boston Invest-igator has been engaged
for more than half a century, and THE TRUTH SEEKER
its young, vigorous, David-like ally, B wonderftll child
which talked as soon as it was bom, and Freethought,
grandchild of the Boston Infidel, hav bean effec~ivly
engaged since, should cease.
Sometimes it is pathetically pictured that the
Christian church is on its banded kuees imploring the
iconoclastic Infidels to " hav mercy on us !''
I am glad of it-if it is so.
If the church has -given up its foul plotting to
overthrow American libedy by a union of chu,.ch and
state, then the advice for us to make masons, carpenters, architects of ourselvs should be respectfully
considered.
I hav been asleep for twenty yeers tmd awake to
find all the Demands of Liberalism granted ! No
more chaplains in Congress or legislatures! That
grand old patriot, John Gage, can split kindlingwood Sunday morning~ without liability of a prosecution on Monday by a God-loving, lnfidel-hatiJ;g,
Sunday-service deacon. The churches pay taxes hke
honest business men! The Bible-reading school exercise is abolished! Swearing and praying hav walked
out of the nation arm in arm without reeling.
Sectarianism is dead and cremated. The human
race is a vast brotherhood helpin~ one another to
find trutb, and no church too sacred in which _to look
for it.
Finally, brethren, the Freethinkers and Christia~s
find themselvs as near together as the DemocratiC
and R9publican parties on the tariff-both. are. for
reduction and neither for free trade-and the1r voices
blend in harmonious notes-the Freethinkers' a iittle
husky from many year~ of ;non-use. By our destructiv blows we hav Liberallzed the churches, and
they hav balanced the account by teaching us to
"c~nstruct" something! Just what it is passeth
human understanding. :Sut we want to be grateful
just the same, an~ when we learn ~hat we ar~ to be
grateful for \VS Will make our gratitude speCifiC and
join the Japs in building a monument to Gran~.
Poor Grant is nearly out of monuments! But th1s
is one of the ways to keep our hand in as :' buil_ders:"
Angels are now whispering to the patient m h1s
sleep.:_see him smile !
.
Will the Liberal destroying angels-there 1s veteran Seaver the two Macdonalds and the one Putnam and se;eral otheraovering near-will th~y _not
please meet in Boston to hold a conference (1t 1s a
not~d conference center), and lay down their a:ms of
destruction and proclaim the golden era of un1versal
peace ?
h" . " b t d
,
Alack! it would be a pity if t 1s IS
u a !eam.
my child " aud that the orthodox, like the fox m the
poultry-pen, should fear the rab~,d destructionists
had "perhaps not heard the news !
Wilber, Neb.
W. F. JAMIESON.
The Heptameron Still Sold.
J. A. WilSon, of Camaen, N.J., to the New Yor~ Wo!"lel.

For Anthony Comstock's edification you v;:lil state t~at
"The Decameron" of Boccaccio has com~ up_ m the Enghsh
courts as to the fitness of its sale anC. pubhcat!On. Th" publishers of this work set up as a defense t~e fact that ~he book
had been recognized as a work of high hterary ment for the
last five hundred years· that during that time it had never
been out of print, and' ~hat the Brit!sh Museum J?o.ssessed
two hundred copies of 1t. The magistrate, reeogmzmg ~he
roof of these claims, dismissed the. case: Comstock, w1th
fhe power of the United States behmd h1m, forced a heavy
cash compromise out of a ~ew Je~sey dealer two years ago
-after convicting and sendmg to pnson ~yself f?r two ye!lrs
for mailing another precisely sin;ilar ?lass!C, cop1es of W~!Ch
are in your Astor and Lenox hbranes, and were then lDamong other private libraries-that of the late Henry Ward
Beecher himself a member of the society that prosecuted
me. What was my surprise upon my rel~ase to find the
boo~!> in queetioll in no le~~ tP.~~on five fhilaQ.elphia book"
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stores; openly shown in the windows of three of them j and
two large Broad way dealers hav them on their latest catalogs,
though Saint Anthony denied my assertion before Judge
Nixon at the time. I am not a detectiv, but if Anthony
Uomstock wants to know the names of the parties I will
name them to him.
J. A. WrL50N.
1,140 Oarpente1· street, Camden, N.J., December 22.
A.bol1t Thtlt PostscritJt,
To THE EorToR oF TaE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: That " Postscript" on ~·Slate-writing" requires explanation. It has
appeared twice. The first article, dated November 1st, got
lost, and so a second one was written, which appeared in THE
TRUTH SERKEH Decembe1· 16th. And no .v the first one turns
up and gets printed. It is your fault. Mr. Editor, and it n;ay
cause your amiable correspondent, Thomas Knott, to thmk
that " the Burr family ha v a first mortgage" on your mantle
as well as on that of George Chainey.
BuRR El' uxoR.

The l<lol 's Lament.
F1·om the Worza.

I'nr a bloody little idol from a temple in Nepaul,
I love my bloody heathen rites, I love my victims' squall,
And I'm 8tceped up to my brazen lips in wickedness and sin.
l'm an Afreet I'm a fetich, I'm a ghoul, and eke a djin.
But as long a~ this Museum Metropolitan remains
And I'm here for folks to stare at, with my patience for my
pains,
.
I should like to hav it known at once, fiat-footed and straightout,
That I won't f tay here on Sunday if the rabble is about.
My Sabbath days I must an!I will reserve for thought and rest
And devotion to the worshrp that I find repays me best.
So in solitary grandeur on a Sunday here I be
A-musinp: on the niggers that they used to bake for me I
It's bard enough two evenings in the week to hav to pose
Without daring once to blaspheme if a fly perks on my nose!
It's hard enough to hav a crowd of humble working folk
Con>e here on holidays and stare and push and talk and poke!
But on Sundays I won't hav it I It's the aristocracy
Who don't go out on Sundays I would hav to gaze on me!
I dop't care a fig for the people who work six: days out of
seven
.
And then come here instead of staying home to thmk of
heaven.
The gentleman who lent me to the trustees feels the same;
If the mob comes here on Sundays, why he'll just withdraw
his name;
He'll no longer be a patron nor a trustee nor a donor,
And that means, of course, when people come to look I'il
be a-goner.
The museum without his name may flourish, I'll admit,
But deprived of me it wouldn't get along a little bit.
Afreets and djins are not_ to be fou~d on eve_ry fence,
And a foreign archmolog1st once sa1d I was rmmense.
Whence after all this low, unseemly cry for Sabbath shows?
How fa~ this vulgar impudence will go nobody knows.
The people who are best informed on bigotry and virtue
Would j11st as leave unfr-ock you or unpant you as uncburch
you!
The really intellectual and upper classes go
To church on Sundays; they don't want to see a heathen
show.
. .
And if the common people will insist on commg '.U•
•
Wby, they'll hav to get along as best they can wrthout their
JoHN PAUL BooooK.
djin.
"God Bless Bob Ingersoll."
'' Every night before I sleep I say, 'God bless Bob Inger.
soli,'" said a young lady to a Sun reporter recently. ''Why ?
Well. I'll tell you.
.
.
,
"Everything has been gomg wrong w1th me lately. I ve
been what you would probaoly call 'playing in hard luck.'
I've lost all my money, my income has been stopped, and
I've been for the first time in my life thrown on my own re.
8ources entirely. I tried everywhere to get employment. I
am willing to do anything, but everywhere I've been confronted with tbe question : 'What ~xperience ha! you ~ad
in tbi 9 line?' Not having had any, 1t has been Simply lmpo>sible for me to get a start even-and it sounds funny to
me when I sa.y it-eve~ at tyi!'g up bunqles. No one knows,
no one can realize until she IS thrown mto the world unexpectedly, how hard, oh, ho':l' hard it is for a woman to get
employment in this great, b1g, dear old New York.
"Failing at every turn and getting poorer and poorer, I
went to a clergyman whom everybody knows, and whom I
bad known in prosperity pmsonally. Going around among
the stores was bad enough, but this was wo~se. Sti~l, I had
known him, and I was now cordially rcce1ved un!Il I had
made known the object of my call, and then I was mformed
very sweetly that ' we hav so many members of our o";n
congregation to assist, you know, t~at really ~-well:-I 11
talk it over with the ladies of our somety, and wlil see 1f we
·can't recommend you to some place,' etc. And this was
about the result with them all.
" By this time I was in actual need, when the thought occurred to me to go to the opposit extreme and see ~obe!t
Ingersoll, a total stranp;cr to me. I k~ew he couldn t k1ll
me, and was sure I would be at least pohtely tr~ated .. I was
shown into his private office with my heart beatmg furJOusly,
my brain in a whirl, and without an ~dca of what I s~ould
say first. We shook hands, and showmg me to a cbarr opposit to him, be said: 'Sit do;vn, please •. and l~t's see what
the trouble is ' with such a kmdly, cordial smile th~t I was
at once at eas~, and told him plainly just what a pr~dwament
I was in. He watched me clos~l~ and . questwned me
shrewdly, and then kept people wa~tl~g wh1le he gave m~ a
lot of his precious time and just such fnend!y, fatherly ad~we
as I hav been yearning for. I could hav JUSt h~1gge4 hu~,
while my eyes were full of tears. · I felt already nch w1th ~1s
earnest sympathetic words, but before I left he voluntanly
helped 'me substantially. Then he cam(~ way out to the door
with me and after asking me to let him know how I got
along hls la~t words were, as he shook my hand: 'Goodb 6 • 'success to you-and, yes, I'll say God bless you.'
y" i think I've got a little start now, and that's why I say
every night before I sleep, and a thousand times a day,' God
bless" Bob" Ingersoll.'"
------~~.--------

THE Christmas number of Puck is gilt-edged, rubJ:-tinte_d,
and decollete. 'fhe aged will perk up, t~e y:m~g w1ll C~Jr
rup, and the midway.between will hav t~err cardJacal.reg!On
dangerously stirred by its gorgeous p1ctures 1 co:rcmnous
stories and poems, and resplendent style. Its art IS almost
good enough for Anthony Comstock to prosecute. 25 centfl
of any newsdealer~
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Boyhood Reminiscences.
Standing o:pe day on the lower part of the Castle
Hill, leadi:r:g to the front gate of the immense fortification, Edinburgh castle-a favored place of resort
for young loafers-my attention became divided. between two quite conspicuous specimens of God's
handicraft in man-making; specimens one of whom,
when regarded with reference to the fitness of his
aurroundings, was strangely incongruous, indeed, altogether incompatible with divine wisdom; so much
so, indeed, as to be shocking even to the callous re:B.ectiv faculties of a youth of fourteen-my age at the
time; he was the specimen nearest to me; a full-grown
human, but, unfortunately, one of "God's poor," as
idiots in the olden time were called. Daft Willie was
indeed an idiot. Amorphous as a carelessly stuffed
bag of hay, he would stand for hours on the same
spot, as if incapable of locomotion, and with his right
hand inverted, his fingers in his mouth, he would
recognize his tormentors by a prolonged inarticulate
sound, about as significant as the howl of a houseless
dog. His place was invariably the same.
It is possible, I thought, that deep in the idiot's
being t.here might be a loophole through which his
fettered soul looked out, enabling him to see attractions in the locality he never failed to select as his
standing-ground; a spot giving him a panoramic
view of surpassing grandeur ; the Frith of Forth
with its blue horizon belt, embracing its naval line-ofbattle ships in the Roads, and its passing argosies of
commerce outward and inward bound; its stretches
of New Town buildings, palatial and grand, seen in
avenues, in squares, in terraces, and parks; its spurs
of the Pentlands ; its overlooking points of Salsbury crags; its Arthur's Seat; its monumental Calton
Hill ; its castellated masses of rocky embrasures,
with heavy ordnance peering threateningly out; its
massiv gates and yawning drawbridge. Be that as
it may, on the same spot of ground the poor idiot
stood on "bonny days," the butt of the young and
thoughtless, his only protection being the occasional
passing of the policeman on his beat. There he
stood, no butt of ridicule for me, but rather an object of pity, while I vainly wondered 1. t the causes
of his great failure as a man.
The other specimen referred to was a comely youth
of about my own age, dressed in the costume worn
by the fox-hunter, a velvet cap, green cutaway velvet
coat with gold-plated buttons, riding gloves,
breeches, and top-boots, garnished with spurs. He
was mounted on a cream-colored Spanish genet, saddled and bridled as if got up for a festal day. He
had just emerged from the castle, accompanied by a
score or so of young officers of the garrison, who all
seemed to vie with each other who should do him
most honor. A more hilarious party, bridled by decorum, it would be difficult to imagin; brimful of
delight they bustled around the young horseman,
while they bubbled over with checked merriment
when he essayed a touch of humor.
At length the boy horseman moved off, the officers
uncovering their heads as, cap in hand, he bade them
au ?"evoir. Behind the yolith rode a strong, han!lsome young fellow dressed in the rich livery of the
ducal house of Buccleugb.
The pace of the horsemen was slow as they
threaded their way down the inclined plane leading to
the south, slow for the reason they had to conform
to the movement of the crowd, who were, if anything,
more deferential to the young rider than even were
the officers he had just parted with. It was a sight
worth a day's march. to hav seen the dainty Spanish
pony treading the smooth macadamized road, its
sweeping mane and tail :flashing in the sunlight like
so much :floss silk. Hats and bonnets slid from their
places as the youth pushed on through the demonstrativ crowd. I kept my bonnet on, while my brain
below it throbbed in perplexity as I compared the
specimens, wondering to which of the two categories
I belonged; I partaking so slightly of either party,
yet quite distinctly a something claiming relationship
with both, but as far separated from the one as from
the other.
In the presence of BO monstrous a failure as "Daft
Willie," the human mind, unaided by science, looks
on appalled, antagonized, confronting an enigma rising before it a mere blank wall, against which the
intellect butts itself in vain; a condition of stultification rejecting all appliances of religious explanation as priestly impertinences; mere anodynes of
sentiment; balms of Gilead exhaled ; their savor
whistled down the passing years. To say that it
pleased God to fashion Daft Willies, is to suggest a
rod subject to aberrations, himself at times daft.
To urge the curse pronounced against the race by
Adam's fall ·as giving occasion for such c~nditions,
curls the lip with contempt, dismissing it at once as
unworthy of regard. ·And yet, in my youth, that was
the popular explanation given of all such phenomena.
The pulpit could giv no other interpretation of such
departures from the established standard; and, beyond the pulpit, there was no wide-spread reliable
guidance.
Not so with the present. Science stepped in and
at once placed such lapses above all litigation, attributing to physiological violation what was 'ascribed to
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God-visitation or the presence of "evil spirits."
True, the explanation brings with it the condemnation of the pretentious assumption of Christ and his
apostle&, thus exploding the system on which the
Christian faith rests, quite as completely as any other
fraud has been, and will continue to be, exploded by
the truth which is in nature; not, of course, explaining phenomena in all their details-mystery asserting itself at all times in all operations in the laboratory of nature-but at least to the degree of
justifying the. inquirer in pushing superstition aside,
placing the mind in harmony with truth. All interpretations of nature are necessarily partial. Who
can explain the mystery of the growth of the seed
which brings the harvest? Yet the most illiterate
rustic calculates on reaping the full ears of grain at
the proper season.
"Bow thy he~~od, proud Sicambrian," said the bishop
to King Clovis, the first convert to Christianity in
ancient France. And through all the centuries the
same blind exaction of the altar has continued to be
mude alike to prince and peasant.
Religion has nothing to do with causes beyond sin;
no system to avert penalties but the parrot phrase,
" Come to Jesus." The yellow fever is sent to punish
man for moral transgression. The anger of God is
seen in the ravages of the fire-stricken city to reiterate the announcement, "I the Lord am a consuming
fire." The cholera comes to justify the text, "Visiting the iniquities of the fathers upon the children to
the third and fourth generations of them that hate
me;" the blighted product of the field and orchard
to enforce the text, "He treadeth the wine-press in
his wrath." Bow thy head to the mandate of the
altar ! And thus the government of the church became " a terror unto evil-doers and a praise unto
them which doeth good "-evil-doers as tlie church
regards evil and good as it regards good. ".IJies irce"
has been the sing-song doom of maD kind, grunted in
organ groanings, piped in female screechings, and
yelped in pulpit ravings from year to year. And yet
the primal yeast keeps rising, enabling the busy
baker Evolution to shovel out his loaves of fruition
alike to Christian and to pagan. The altar of the
only living and true god is the big world; its high
priest is Science, and before him only "every knee
shall bow and every tongue confess "-Science, at
once the teacher, the healer, the redeemer, and
conqueror; uniting the nations in the fraternal
·fellowship of unbroken inte:rests; the solidarity that
knows no party, no nation, no creeds, no religionScience, a thousand harbingers of whose approach
already hav marshaled him the way that he is going.
A leaning in the direction of religious dispute had
been gradually preparing the minds of the Sawnies
for at least the past half century.
A }i)rilliant galaxy of lights had burnt in the sky
of civilization. In France Voltaire had passed like a
comet with a splendid train, illumining as it swept
by. In America the sharp glare of J;>aine had been
seen with a train of coruscations lighting up the
skies of progress from horizon to dome.
The irreverences of Burns had loosened out the
early teachings of the youth of the workshop and of
the field; particularly had his "Holy Willie's Prayer"
made havoc with the popular faith; a poem without
a parallel in any language; its lines burning and
scalding the thoughtful reader into compliance of
contempt for the subject of the lines from first to
last, so true to nature is the presentation of the
character and the faith of the Holy Willies of Presbyterianism. The sharpest virulences of rancor run
scorchingly through the closing stanzas, showing
how deeply the cruel lessons of the Bible had sunk
into the poet's young soul; lessons which, but for
the original sweetness of his nature, would hav given
another name to the roll of the Presbyterian pulpit.
All the malignities of the Hebrew God shoot through
the lines, keeping the text aWtall times in mind : "]'or
they shall know that I am the Lord." The stanza
preceding the last fairly welters in molten wrath. I
quote :
Lord, in the day o' vengeance try him ;
Lord, veesit them wha did employ him ;
And in thy mercy pass not by him,
Nor hear their prayer;
But for thy people's sake destroy him
And dinna spare.
Many great names besides had :flashed abovtl the
mental horizon to assist in heralding the advent of
the great and only true redeemer of mankindScience. Lord Monboddo had held the public attention. Shelley, too, had seared himself into public
favor by the searching splendor of his genius. Lord
Byron was then passing on strong wing, cleaving his
way to immortality. Taylor and Priestly had lived.
Besides all these, bringing like effects, Modern Athens
the great metropolis of Sawniedom, had had its local
agitators; all tending to disrupt the established
humdrum, though not in open rupture with religion.
Henry Irvine was jabbering in the unknown tongues
of the " Pentecostal season," giving a holiday activity
to the "auld Wast Kirk at the fit o' the Lothian
road." Dr. Thomson was hammering Dr. Gray in
the arena of debate, in St. George's kirk, on the
subject of the Apocrypha; filling the great edifice to
over:B.owing with delighted listeners from counting-
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room and workshop; the debate g1vmg no signs of
abatement in either disputant or hearers. The great
city rang all over with the echoes of the sacred clang
of the combatants; the followers of the leaders
repeating the arguments in private contest. Over
pots of "remin' swats" and whisky toddies contraversy grew warm; the disputation waxing hotter as
the drinkers drank. The weaver wove them into his
web, giving his shuttle an extra yank as he remembared successful points; the shoemaker pounded
them into the soles of his boots, the tailor worked
them into button-holes. The artist caricatured the
principal 'disputants, representing Dr; Thompson as
a snarling bulldog, his rival as a greyhound, each
effort of the pencil delighting the passer-by. And
so the battle raged, till at length death came to the
rescue, silencing the eloquent pastor of St. George's
church with apoplexy, striking him down at the door
of the "sanctuary."
And so, below the cuticle of society, an itching of
controversy broke out, irrepressible, on Sawnie's
favorit topic, religion.
About the period I refer to Combe had thrown
among the hornets of the pulpit a brand of disturbance, rousing the entire sacerdotal swarms of both
city and town, and, buzzing around them, rose clouds
of followers. The brand I speak of was a course of
lectures on moral philosophy. A series of dynamite
bombs exploding in the market-place could not hav
brought more disturbance to the public pulse. Scotland fairly :flamed all over with disputation, heard
alike in humble boothia and in ducal palace, the
theme, 1' Phrenology vs. Theology." Then followed
a carnival of the Scottish intellect, where Sawney
pelted Sawny, not with bonbons of confections, but
with texts of scripture and with bumps of craniology.
Without the theological feature there would hav
been no such mental gamboling, such spirit banqueting, the themes of the pulpit being the nuts and wine,
par excellence, of the Scottish disputant.
Then came another "rippit" of enthusiasm to the
metropolis, viz., the reception of "Mons Meg," the
great cannon of Scotia. In compliment to the na1 ional
vanity, the ancient mass of ordnance had been conceded to Scottish keeping-a mass of old iron hooped
into semblance of a cannon, but as unfit for use as a
weapon of war as a mammoth main tube would be,
shotted and aimed against an enemy. War, however,
is the handmaid of religion, and therefore dear to the
Scottish heart. "Our GQd is a man of war;" a
splendid day was the consequence. The morning
gun rung out its summons, awaiting echoes and
sleepers; and, as if in answer to a proud defianc_e,
the naval squadron in the Roads poured out its
broadsides in response, while answering rounds from
mole and artillery barracks called to "Jock's Lodge"
to "boot and saddle," to join the grand procession
now forming. And at once, obedient to the summons. chargers could be seen wheeling into place to
the sound of kettledrums, cymbals, and trumpet
calls.
The metropolis was in holiday costume. Ranks
had merged for the nonce in a common interest, all
but the "beastly poor" mingling in festal gaiety.
From all accessible· projections of the towering castle
:flags :fluttered, while high above all, in loving juxta,
the red lion banner of the Stuarts mingled with the
union jack of England. The monuments were draped
wit~ bunting. Church steeples blossomed with :flags,
while bells rang out, some sweet and silvery, ravishing the ear with melody; others clamorous and arl'Ogant, as if they only should be heard, while the deep
voice of the n;tassiv Tron made bass for all. The sun
looked down with fnvoring eye, quite unaccompanied
by cloud or mist. Martial notea kept breaking on
the. ear, as g~ittering files of cavalry and infantry,
artillery and City bands, marched by. All the carriages
of the city, public and private, were in motion, filled
with gay inmates, women and children alike represented. Rich liveries, gleaming with buttons and
silver lace, clothed coaehman and :flunkey, the horses
champing silver-~ounted bits as they decorously
passed each other 111 the crowded streets. Nothing
to mar the harmony of the scene save where knots of
"pa_rritch "-fed dwellers of tenements looked ou· t of
alleys, closes, and wynds, their sad, wan faces scowling at the pageant as it passed. What was Mons
Meg to them~ Let them hav it and they would
quickly hav sold it to the dealer in old iron, to purchase oatmeal and "penny swipes" to satisfy their
hungry "bairns." "God help them!"
The esplanade leading to the principal entrance of
the cast~~ was thronged with the grand equipages of
~he nob1hty and wealthy nabobs of the city, includmg the lord mayor-once a mechanic-his \'elvet
robe of office and civic chain of gold significantly
outlustering the crowd.
So dense was the mass of carriages that wheel
touched wheel, as, ranged in rows, they stood, leaving
a channel in the middle wide enough for easy access
to the authorized procession accompanying the old
iron.. Th'e arrangement was complete, not a disturbing movement occurring to mar the harmony of the
occasion.
All went merry as a marriage bell.
The occupants of the carriages were all on tiptoe,
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straining their vision in the direction of Leith Walk
where the mass of old iron, mounted on wheels, wa~
seen slowly advancing, drawn by twenty massiv gray
horses, t.wo abreast, gorgeously caparisoned, and
mounted by as many handsome boys tricked out in
flesh-colored tights, and with silken wings, a la
Raphael's cherubim; their fat, round, dimpled hands
guiding the teams with silken-tasseled cords. .A.ud
thus, to .the blat•e of bugle, trumpet, and cornet, and
flageolet, and clash of cymbal and tintinnabulation of
orchestra_\ bells, the procession toiled in the hot summer sun.
I sat with my father on the" dicky "-the driver's
seat of a g-randee's family coach-a concession gra-.
ciously granted in consideration of the event. On
. our left stood the massiv traveling chariot of his
grace of Dalkeith, in the front of which I recognized
the young rider referred to in the opening of my
sketch, now a mustachioed, dashing youth of twenty.
His appearance at once coupled the driveling idiot
with him in my mind; and under the inspiration of
the sad remembrance, I whispered to my father my
first introduction to the youth.
" He might well hav been so mounted and so
entertained by the officers and the crowd you speak
of," said my father. " He is the eldest son of the
great duke of Buccleugh, and heir to the title of one
of Scotland's oldest . nobility, along with whole miles
of the best lands in the Lothians, besides rich coal
mines and farms yielding a fabuious revenue."
To which I replied : ".A.nd how comes it, father,
th"t' you, a larger, stronger, and, no.doubt, as deserviog a rn'\n fl.S the d•1ke, hav not a. single rood of earth
to call your own !"
.A. sharp, devouring glance, a glare at the audacity
of my question, and he shot out the words, "Boy,
you hav been reading ' Tom Paine.' "
"Never heard the name bffore," I responded.
He was silent for a minute; then, while a deep
Sunday gloom shadowed his face, he uttered a sentiment which, until lately, guided and directed the
whole current of my life; shaping and giving character to thought and leading to action at va1·iance
with my surroundings; in fine, placing me in the attitude of a pigmy Ajax defying the lightning. Casting a glance at the youth beyond me, I Bf\W in him
on<:! of heaven's favorite, while I sat a poor, despairing lad, doomed to lead a life productivless of usefulness as was the idiot's. This was the sentiment:
" My son, if it pleases God to giv to one man more
than to another, it is no business of mine. It is for
me only to know that when the duke comes to die,
he will be asked to giv an account of his stewardship
while in life. .A.nd if it be found that he has acted
the part of the unjust steward he will be eent to hell.''
".A.nd where will be the compensation to the laudless man in such a decision, father~··
.A. feu de joie from the garrison here broke up our
discussion.
The cortege passed on. Battery replied to battery,
welcoming the old iron to its place on the platform
so carefully prepared for it. Mons Meg stands
there still, awaiting the summons of the future to
take new forms in the matrices of the moulder.
It's comin' yet for a' that,
When man to man, the world o'er,
Shall brithers be for a' that.
LeRoy, N. Y.
74.
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So, before I examin your testimony, I propose to
But charges such as Mr. Baker EO openly mqkes,
set myself aright on a. quotation you make from .my and coming from such au unquestioned and uuquealast letter.
tionable source, may cause serious consequences.
In speaking of a credulous man, Christian or MaWhen THE TRUTH SEEKER reaches England, the
terialist, I remarked: "The former foolishly believes queen, though a." ghost monger" herFelf, may be (om.
there it! nothing impossible to his GJd, and the latter palled by popular clamor to sus1:1end the operatiou~ of
that there is nothing outside or beyond his exceed- t.he Royal Geographical Societ.y, as a majority of its
ingly small brain capacity." .A."Jd I s•ill think this to members are "illiterate." .A.nd the Royal .A.~;trvuom
be correct.
ical Society, also, presided over by that "hoodoo "
It was not intended as a slur on anyone in partic- the earl of Crawford, may be closed. Cambridge,
ular, and was and is just as applicable to credulous too, may lose her professor of astronomy, t.hat wellSpiritualists, of whom, unfortunately, there are too known" fool" Plumierian, and also Lord Rayleigh,
many. I am not so deeply enamored of my own who, until this charge of being "abnormal," was conmentality as to feel to slur that of another. But I sidered one of the most levtJ!-beaded men in Eng·
land .
like level-headed people; I deflpisa fools.
Since we bav started this correspondence, no doubt
Students of the electrical phenomena would miss
you hav noticed several communications from various that "knave" V <l.rley, and evolution would lose her
parties concerning it, und I propose this to be the last first advocate, "ridiculous" \Vall ace. Mathematics
time that I will pay particular attention to any of might be the gainer when that "ab3urd" Morgan
them till we are through.
stepped down tmd out, and physiology would receive
I made another remark, simple and true, "There is a ,new impetu~ when Mayo n.nd Barrett, "whose facas wide a divergence between theoretical and prac- ulties are aberrant," were sent to the lunatic
tical mathematics as it is possible to conceive," and in asylum.
The army would lose Lo~·d Wolseley, and Dr.
connection with it instanced a race between two
athletes. Mr. Priestly jumps in with an alg~;braic Robertson would be removed from the editorship of
solution, claiming that I may be aujait with ghosts, the ,Jonrnal of Afeclical r!cience, and a new poetbut know nothing of mathematics. He also insists laureate created in place of that "illiterate, hoodoothat "it is impossible there should be two athletes ing imbecil," Tennyson.
Then the works of MaHsey, tbe Howitts, Trollope,
and one of them run ten times as fast as the other.''
I.t is very possible that the gentleman has been Bulwer, Lytton, Thackel'ay, Browning, and Bayard
somewhat "too previous" with his remarks, and the Taylor would be deHtroyed as tending to "immoralvery solution he offers may prove my case. For he ity;'' actors like Jefferson be prohibited the countq,
givs a practical solution, and credita it to the and Hllxley sent to the penitentiary for daring to
say that there was enough in the phenomena to claim
theoretical.
.A.s Mr. C. L. Jn.mes, auotbet• correspondent, says, his respectful attention and patient investigation.
The new'l would spread to France, and the preHithe question is an old one; but with all respect to
him, it iB" not an attempt "to refute mathematic3." dent, another "ghost-monger," would banish his
It was simply to show the opposit sides that I quoted 'predecessors Thiers and Jules Favre and Flammait. But, as Mr. James ha!l given a difficult solution, :rion tbe aaitonomer, and prohibit the works of
if the question be of B\lffic[ent interest, let him and Victor Hugo, Guizot, and Dumas.
Germany wc..uld expel her Goldschmidt, Ho«;ffie,
Mr. Priegtly decide :first which of them is right.
Figures bav at all times been a source of trouble, Fechner, Weber, Scheibner, Fichte, and Hoffmann, of
and some of our greatest minds h!lv stumbled while the nuiversitie'l of Gottinv,en, Leipsic, and Wertz.
burg, and clostl up the Royal Academy of Hcience,
dealing with them.
The "divine Plato" proved (to his own satis- presided over by that "illiterate" Von Esenbeck, and
faction) that, one and one made two owing to their destroy tho works of Von Hnruboldt.
RusFia would send to Siberia Wagner, DuLlerof,
"participation in duality." St. Augustine proved
the existence of the trinity and man's likeness to it, Dahl, Yowkevitscb, .A.ksakoft', and all bar Liberal.
because, "First, man is; second, he knows be is; leaders. The clergy of Spain would glory over the
third, he delights in the knowledge.'' .A.nd now Mr. downfall of Castelar, and the pope would anathemaPriestly adds his testimony that the race proposed tize the memories of those "knaves" Garibaldi and
Mazzini.
must be run on the "installment ulan."
.A.nd Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Gerrit Smith, and
Before I drop this, let me call
attention to an
adicle by .A.. D. Swan, in the issue of December 8th, Parker Pillsbury, who "hoodooed" the .A.meric:m
people on the slavery question; that "ghost-monger"
and entitled, "Why Deny!"
I feel to thank Mr. Swan for his effort. It is one Ex-Vice-president Wilson; that "illiterate" chid
of the best articles on the subject that has claimed justice S. P. Chase, and that "abnormal" Stephen
my attention. If our ''impossible" friends would Pearl Andrews would be consigned to oblivion in
read it carefully and then giv it their best thought, company with that "deluded" Abraham Lincoln.
Tnis is a V6l'Y poor pen-picture of what mi~ht be
they might agree with him when he says, "Better
plead Agnostic to what we do not know than deny effected by such articles as that of Mr. J_ K. P.
what we cannot prove.'' And if Mt·. Swan be not Baker, of Irwin, Ia., U. S . .A.. By the way, where is
sufficiently high authority, I wi!J add that .A.rago Irwin ' and, if you know the gentleman, do me a
wrote: "The man who, outside of pure mathematics, personal favor to ask him not to pursue those "poor
pronounces the word 'impossible' is wanting in creatures" any further. Please do.
Let us now proceed with the matter in hand, and
prudence."
These " impossible" gentry are too near akin to consider your letter as far as is possible under the
the dogmatic churchman to suit me. For ages the circumstances. I should hav suggested beforA this
church governed the world\vith that word, for every- that you confine yourself to a relation of your exMcArthur to Mrs. Slenker.
thing waR possible only to their God. .A.s the light- perience~ at one seance, or aeveral of like nature,
Without candor, discussion, in the highest sense, is impos- ning flashed across the sky, the priest pointed to it giving all the conditions, for what seemed a trifle to
sible: All hav the same interest, whether they know it or as a manifestation of the wrath of his particular deity, you might be of some importance to me.
not, in the establishment of facts. All hav the same to gain, and the people sought to allay this indignation by
I read your account of the first seance carefully,
the same to lose. He loads the dice against himself who
and from t-he eight lines it occupies, fail to fin~ anyoffering
alms
to
his
vice-regent.
scores a point again~;t the right. Absolute honesty is to the
But to the Infidel Franklin there was no such thing except the fact that you had a sitting with the
intellectual perception what light is to the eyes. Prejudice
and passion cloud the mind. In each· disputant should be word as "impossible," for be dragged this lightning daughter of a lady friend, who was not a medium,
blended the advocate and judge.-IngersoU.
from the· footstool of the deity and made it man's but was simply mediumistic, or, in other words, an
undeveloped medium.
Do not let us quarrel over trifles, " words, mere most bumble servant.
.A. few sentences were given, but nothing that could
words.'' I remarked that you were a violent oppo.
Just one minute with J. K. P. Baker and then!
nent of the Spiritual philosophy, because I hav am done. In the words of the immortal William (or be called a test. · You also discovered that., by a
slight movement, imperceptible to others, you, too,
noticed for several years past that, whenever anything Bacon):
could move the table. .A.nd· that is all.
Now, in the names of all the gods at or:;ce,
could possibly be construed to its disadvantage, you
Upon what meat doth this our Cmsar feed
Now, this is not a seance. I had thirty-four sitimmediately appeared in print and- always sided
That he has grown so great?
tings before I accepted table-tipping and raps to be
against it-. And I fail to remember a solitary instance
Spiritualists, according to this gentleman, are illit- facts, and that an intelligent power was operating
in which you had even a kind word to say in its
behalf. It may be because you deem it " false, erat~, ridiculous, absurd, foolt~, knaves, and prac- through the medium. I might hav sat as you dirl
untrue, and mischievous," but you hav never proved tice hoodooing. They are always "abnormal," and for fifty years, and would, like you, not hav taken
any of these charges, and I am now giving you an their "faculties are aberrant.'' Many other choice any stock in it. But at my ee!tnces all questions were
terms are used, showing that although one might mental, and I bav never beard of a seance being conopportunity of so doing.
I do not claim that you admitted the phenomena question his attainments in any other :field, yet in this ducted under other conditions.
If you and I were to sit at a table and I, though
t.o be either Spiritual or miraculous; for to hav particular and peculiar domain be is unquestionably
not a medium, were to officiate, and you were to ask
admitted the first would hav proved you a Spirit- " monarch of all he surveys."
"Induction," says he, "is the only key to unlock your quefltions aloud, I could very easily giv satisualist, or the other would hav landed you in the
the universal storehouse of facts.'' Indeed, and pray factory answers.
Christian church.
So I must ask you again to go into details. .A.nd
How many times are you to be assured that we who told him so 1 Does he know the meaning of the
Spiritualists do not believe in the miraculous' term "induction~ " From his handling of it I should as we are to consider this table-tilting and raps first,
Why do you bandy this term? Do you know say not. Its primary. meaning is simply "introduc- let us confine ourselvs to them. They are practically
any Spiritualist who claims that there is anything tion," and, as used by Mill, whom he quotes but evi- the alpha. Although materialization is a fact to me,
above nature! If you do, then that one is a new- dently does not understand, it means, "The act or I should prefer not discussing it thus early. It is
comer from the church, and his proper place is where process of reasoning from a rart to a whole, or from the highest known phase, and can only be proved
after other points hav been taken up and discussed.
he came from. We hav nothing in common with him. particulars to generals."
Now that we hav embarked in this discussion I
Now, in the name of common sense, what are
But you did admit, and in this last article you do
suggest that we constantly bear in mind those noble
admit, the reality of the phenomena, for you say, " I Spiritualists doing 1
The "ghost-mongers," as be affectionately calls us, sentiments of Ingersoll which head this letter, for
am requested to relate the portion of the phenomena
I believe was real," and then you go on to relate your recognize no omniscient being, whether called Jehovah surely they will commend themselvs to your intelliMoABTHUB.
of the sky or J. K. P. Baker, of Irwin, Iowa, U. S . .A.. gence.
experiences.

your
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Our Annual for 1889.
CoNOORD, N. H., Dec. 25, 1888.
DEAR FRIEND AND EDITOR: Just a flying word to thank
you most devoutly for the handsome Year Book. It is the
first ANNUAL that has reached me, and probably is much the
richest one that will reach me, this season.
It had never occurred to me that you contemplated so fine
an investment. I am truly glad that so many of your natrona,
readers, and friends responded to your proposal. The book
is surely very valuable, and will be in time to come. Indeed,
the calendar is not by any means the most important department; and yet you hav filled its pages so full of important
historical events, as well as astronomical matters, that it will
be worthy of preservation even for them alone.
With compliments and all good wishes pertinent to the
holiday season, I am, my dear Editor and friend,
Faithfully and fraternally yours,
pARKER PILLSBURY.

The Truth Seeker.
We hope that as renewing-time for a large number of our
subscribers has come around they will each make a little
effort to procure us a new subscriber. Two subscriptions in
this way cost but $5, and it is money in a subscriber's pocket
when he procures another, to say nothing of the good done
for the cause of mental freedom. If he can obtain more than
one, the cost is dlmfuished still more, and three subscriptions
(one old and two new) make the paper very cheap to each.
There is no reason why THE TRUTH SEEKER should not hav
a list of fifteen or twenty thousand. We need it to make the
paper all that we desire, and if we had it Liberalism would
spread with tenfold greater rapidity. When D. M. Bennett
was alive, we knew that THE TRUTH SEEKER did more to disseminate Freethought than any other agency, except the
lectures, writings, and life of Coionel Ingersoll. Since Mr.
Bennett's untimely and lamentable death, we hav done what
we could to carry aloft the standard dropped from his dead
hand. By the aid of our friends, we trust we hav done some
good to the world. We hav at least kept alive one free journal in which honest thought could find expression. But we
want to push ahead a little faster. We want freedom to be
the rule and not the exception. We want more power to our
own and our contributors' elbows, and to obtain this we must
hav more readers. And we ask every one of THE TRUTH
SEEKER's friends to see if he or she cannot find another Liberal who will take the paper.
Freethought during the past year has prospered and
advanced as much as during any previous twelve months.
The secular journals hav helped the work along, by reporting the utterance of Liberal thought, and magazines like the
Popular Scienoe Monthly and, especially, the North .Ame1ican
Re'Diew, hav diffused our principles broadcast in regions
where our own journals could never go. Our lecturers hav
opened up new fields and hav done much missionary work
with small reward. They, also, we desire to recommend to
the good offices of all activ Liberals. They should hav more
engagements and better pay. It requires the greatest courage
and Eelf-sacrifice to go personally among hostil forces, to
carry the good news of freedom to slaves who hug their
chains, and they should hav such reward and encouragement
as Liberals can giv. Aside from the papers and magazines
and lecturers, Freethought has been helped along by our
national organization, the Secular Union. It is the only
organization prepared to fight for our rights, but it, too, is
sadly crippled by lack of funds, though it enters upon the
new. year with promis and resolution, and has already met
the foe in the national Senate with, we are privately assured,
exceedingly good effect. The Union should be generously
supported, for it has much work to do. In England Charles
Bradlaugh has pushed Freethought ahead by passing his
Oaths bill, and Annie Besant now represents Freethinkers in
the Londo1;1 School Board, where at the first meeting sh!'l

made her power felt in behalf of Labor and Freedom. Across
the border line of Canada, where superstition and ignorance
reign almost supreme, are embodied in the very constitution
of the country and appear in almost every law, Freethought
has advanced amazingly. Even some of the ministers are
fighting for the right of personal opinion against traditional
enactments. More Liberal literature has been scattered
throughout the Dominion than ever before in one year, and
·what is better, it has been read and its influence felt. On the
European continent, in Germany and France ami Italy Freethought, or anti-clericalism, as our cause is known in the two
latter countries, has gone on conquedng the legions of religion, until these countries are comparativly civilized. InGermany scarcely any educated citizen is Christian, and the
governments of France and Italy are both controled by Freethinkers. Spain, the home of the bats and cruel beasts of
religion, has an anti-clerical organization, and sent a protest
one hundred and fifty thousand strong to Rome against
restoring the temporal power of the pope. All along the
line in the civilized world our cause is growing, because civilization is Liberalism. And, as Colonel Ingersoll says in our
new ANNUAL, unless the race is to be a failure, the cause of
Liberalism must succeed.
But we must keep on working and pushing and growing,
and fighting in our courts a little if need be, to obtain our
rights. It won't do to sit down and rest content with what
we hav gained. We must get more. We must make the
Christians honest enough to pay their taxes at least. And
we ought to do this in some states this year. THE TRUTH
SEEKER wants to help in this work more than ever, and that
we shall hav the ability to do it we want a good many more
new subscribers. Again we ask every friend to see if he or
she cannot find another Liberal who will take THE TRUTH
SEEKER. It is not much for each one to do, but if each one
does it the aggregate will be very large, and result in an
enormous amount of good for Freethought.

Somet,hing Gained.
At the meeting of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment of this city last week, the managers of
the two Museums in Central park appeared and
asked for an extra annual appropriation of ten thousand dollars. Mr. Marquand, treasurer of the Art
Museum, said that the increase is necessary, since the
building had been doubled in size and· the collection
increased.
Mayor Hewitt, Tax Commissioner Coleman, Comptroler Myers, and Alderman Dowling at once tackled
the Museum deputation to ·open the Museums on
Sunday. The Herald epitomizes the ensuing conversation as follows :
'' ' This Museum of Art is built on city property and the
city contributes to its support,' said Mr. Coleman. 'I think
it should be opened to the people on Sunday.'
"Comptroller Myers agreed with Mr. Coleman, but Spokesman Marquand said that the principal objection to Sunday
openings was that many gifts would be diverted from the
Museum were it opened on that day.
"Tax Commissioner Coleman then moved that the increase
be allowed, and that it was the sense of the board that the
Museum should be opened on Sunday.
" The mayor : ' My position in this matter is well known.
I am in favor of having these institutions open on Sunday,
and would be glad to hav the whole appropriation thus conditioned. I know that it oup;ht to come, and that it will
come. I hav suggested as an equivalent that the Museum
be opened two evenings a week for free admission as a condition of the increased appropriation.'
"President ·Dowling contended for Sundays, because
many people could not go to the Museum in the evening.
"Mayor Hewitt: 'You are right, Alderman Dowling. I
hav fought inside and outside in favor of this step. · I know
there are many who would go to the Museum of a Sunday
who cannot attend at any other time.'
" 'Every day,' interjected Mr. Marquand, 'we get inquiries from persons who intend leaving us legacies in their
wills, but these people say that they will not leave anything
to the Museum if it is to be opened on Sunday.'
"Mayor Hewitt: 'I am only sorry for the man who is
going to meet his maker who would deprive his fellow-men
of an edifying Sunday among works of art.'
" Mr. Marquand : ' I suppose you hav read Friend Ruskin's opinion?'
" The Mayor (curtly): 'Ruskin is a lunatic.'"

Senator Langbein said to a Star reporter that one of
the :first bills he should introduce in the legislature
this session is one opening the museums on Sundays
anyway, without regard to appropriations, though
the money to pay the expenses would be cheerfully
given. "The citizens of. New York," declares the
Herald, " do not feel that it is morally wrong to
spend an hour or two on Sunday looking at w9rks of
art. If they produce a bad effect on the mind, then
the museum should be closed all the time. But if,
on the contrary, the wo1·k of an artist is both an education and a spiritual impulse, then it is safe to say
that a good picture or statue ministers to the wants
of human nature more e:ffectivly than a poor sermon.
Some time that museum will be open every day in the
week. The directors are rowing against the tide,
and doing it for the present with entire success.
But while there is a limit to their strength, the tide
rolls on forever."
The Herald is right. The wave started by the
Secular Union two years ago is rolling along, and
within two years more the museums will be crowd€d
every pleasant Sunday in the year. The managers·
must yield to public opinion or to legal force.
Which, is at their own option.

The Christian

FOI·gerle~

in J osephns.

A reader in Des Moines, Iowa, writes for "information concerning the Christ-forgeries in Josephus,"
as he is destitute of the facts. If this information
has been supplied once in these columns it has been
supplied at least a dozen times. And there is not a
Christian scholar of any reputation to-day who pretends that the passage in Josephus's Antiquities,
book 18, chapter 3, section 3, is genuin. Its authenticity was given up as long ago as the time of Dr.
Nathaniel Lardner (born 1684, died 1768), author of
the "Credibility of the Gospel History," and one of
the most highly regarded of Christian writers. Gibbon, too, decided it to be a forgery. Bishop Warburton, the distinguished defender of Pope's Essay
on Man against the charge of Atheism, and one of
the most distinguished of Christian defenders, agreed
with Lardner. The Rev. Robert Taylor quotes many
other Christian writers as coinciding, and the Freethinker's Text-Book, Part II, by Annie Besant, adds
still other reverends as holding the same opinion.
The biographer of Josephus in the Encyclopedia
Britannica says the passage is unanimously regarded
as spurious. Drs. Oort, Hooykaas, and Kuenen,
German Christian writers of great repute, in the
" Bible for Learners " declare the passage to be "certainly spurious" and ''inserted by a later and a
Christian hand."
Gibbon says it was forged between the time of
Origen (A.D. 230) and Eusebius (A.D. 315). The
credit of the forgery, however, is generally given to
Eusebius, who :first quoted it. Th€! distingu.ished
authors of the " Bible for Learners " distinctly state
that Josephus never mentioned Jesus, and cite
Josephus'$ close following of the atrocious career of
Herod, up to the very last moments of his life, without mentioning the slaughter of the innocents, as
indubitable proof that Josephus knew nothing of
Jesus. Dr. Lardner givs these reasons why he regards the passage as a forgery :
" I do not perceive that we at all want the suspected testimony to Jesus, which was never quoted by any of our
Christian ancestors before Eusebius.
"Nor do I recollect that Josephus has anywhere mentioned the name or word Ch1iBt, .in any of his works; except
the testimony above mentioned, and the passage concerning
James, the Lord's brother.
" It interrupts the narrativ.
"The language is quite Christian.
" It is not quoted by Chrysostom, though he often refers
to Joseph~s, and could not hav omitted quoting it, had it
been then ID the text.
"It is not quoted by Photius, though he has three articles
concerning Josaphus.
"Under the article Justus of Tib~rias, this autho~ (Photius) expressly states that .historian (Josephus) being a Jew,
has not taken the least notice of Christ.
"Neither Justin in his dialog with Trypho the Jew, nor
Clemens Alexandrinus, who made so many extracts from
Christian authors, nor Origen against Celsus, hav ever mentioned this testimony.
"But, on the contrary, in chapter xxxv of the first book
of that work, Origen openly affirms that Josephus, who
had mentioned John the Baptist, did not acknowledge
Christ."

It was :finally voted to increase the appropriations
for the Museums to $25,000, provided they were
opened Saturday evening and one other evening each
week, or on Sunday from noon to six o'clock.
The directors hav chosen to open the museums on
Tuesday and Saturdayevenings,and that is something
of a gain. It is an admission that the people who really
support the institutions cannot :find the time to visit
them in business hours. On Christmas the Metropolitan Museum 'Was visited by sixteen thousand
people1 ood tais number would be duplicated every
pleasant ·Sunday, provided admission were possible.
That Sunday opening has got to come there is no
shadow of doubt. The evening concession is a
beginning. The Herald well says that it is a live
topic, and one in which the public has taken, is takThe Rev. S. Baring-Gould, in his "Lost and
ing, and will continue to take a very large interest. Hostil Gospels," though considering it killing dead
The prellsW'e is growing stronger every month. birds to again examin and discredit the passage,
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goes into the matter somewhat exhaustivly. He
says:
"This passage is first quoted by Eusebius (fl. A.D. 315) in.
two places (Hist. Eccl. lib. i, c. xi; Demonst. Evang., Jib.
iii); but it was unknown to Justin Martyr (fl. A.D. 140),
Clement of Alexantiria (fl. A.D. 192), Tertullian (fl. A.D. 193),
and Origen (fl. A.D. 230). Such a testimony would certainly
hav been vroduced by Justin in his apology or in his controversy with Trypho the Jew, had it existed in the copies
of Josephus at his time. The silence of Origen is still more
significant. Celsus, in his book against Ohristianity, introduces a Jew. Origen attacks the arguments of .Celsus and
his Jew. He could not hav failed to quote the words of
Josephus, whose writings he knew, had the passage existed
in the genuin text. He indeed distinctly affirms that Josephus did not believe in Christ (Contr. Cels., i).
" Again, the paragraph interrupts the chain of ideas in the
original text. Before this -passage comes an account of how
Pilate, seeing there was a want of pure drinking water in
Jerusalem, conducted a stream into the city from a spring
two hundred stadia distant, and ordered that the cost should
be defrayed out of the treasury of the Temple. This occasioned a riot. Pilate disg~ised Roman soldiers as Jewa,
with swords under their cloaks, and sent. them among the
rabble, with orders to arrest the ringleaders. This was done.
. The Jews, finding themselvs set upon by other Jews, fell
into·confusion. One Jew attacked another, and the whole
company of rioters melted away. 'And in this manner,
says Josephus, 'was this insurrection suppressed.' Then
follows the paragraph about Jesus, beginning, ·'At this time
lived Jesus, a wise man, if indeed one ought to call him a
man,' etc.; and the passage is immediately followed by,
'About this time another misfortune threw the Jews into
disturbance, and in Rome an event happened in the temple
of Isis which produced great scandal.' And then he tdls
an indelicate story of religious deception which need not be
repeated here. The misfortune which befell the Jews was,
as he afterward relates, that Tiberius drove them· out of
Rome. The reason of this was, he says, tllat a noble Roman
lady, who had become a proselyte, had sent gold and purple
to the temple at Jerusalem. But this reason is not sufficient.
It is clear from what precedes-a story of a sacerdotal fraud
-that there was some connection between the incidents in
the mind of Josephus. Probably the Jews had been guilty
of religious deceptions in Rome, and had made a business
o! performing cures and expelling demons with talismans
and incantations, and for this had obtained rich payment.
"From the connection that exists between the passage
about the 'other misfortune which befell the Jews,' and the
former one about the riot suppressed by Pilate, it appears
evident that the whole of the paragraph concerning our
Lord is an interpolation. That Josephus could not hav
written the passage as it stands is clear enough, for only a
Christian would speak of Jesus in the terms employed.
Josephus was a Pharisee and a Jewish priest. He shows in
all his writings that he believes in Judaism.
"It has been suggested that Josephus may hav written
about Christ as in the passage quoted, but that the portions
within the brackets are the interpolations of a Christian
copyist. But when these portions within brackets are removed, the pp.ssage loses all its interest, and is dry statement,
utterly unlike the sort of notice Josephus would hav been
likely to insert. He givs co1or to his narrativs; his incidents
are always sketched with vigor. This account would be
meager beside those of the riot of the Jews and the rascality
of the priests of Isis. Josephus asserts, moreover, that in
his time there were four sects among the Jews-the Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Essenes, and the sect of Judas of
Gamala. He givs tolerably copious particulars about these
sects and their teachings, but of the Christian sect he says
not a word. Had he wished to write about it, he would hav
given full details, likely to interest his readers, and not hav
dismissed the subject in a couple of lines.
"It was, perhaps, felt by the early Christians that the
silence of Josephus-so famous a historian and a Jew-on
the life, miracles, and death of the founder of Christianity,
was extremely inconvenient ; the fact could not fail to be
noticed by their adversaries. Some Christian transcriber
may hav argued either Josephus knew nothing of the miracles performed by Christ-in which case he is a weighty testimony against them-or he must hav heard of Jesus, but
not hav deemed his acts, as they were related to him, of
sufficient importance to find a place in his history. Arguing
thus, the copyist took the opportunity of rectifying the
omission written from the standpoint of a Pharisee, and
therefore designating the Loi'd as merely a wise man."
The Rev. Dr. Giles, an English clergyman, author
of the " Christian Records," adds to the reasons for
rejecting the passage, as follows:
" Those who are best acquainted with the character of
Josephus, and the style of his writings, hav no hesitation in
condemn:ng this passage as a forgery interpolated in the text
during the third century by some pious Christian, who was
scandalized that so famous a writer as Josephus should hav
taken no notice of the gospels, or of Christ, their subject.
But the zeal of the interpolator bas outrun his discretion, for
we might as well expect to gather grapes from thorns, or figs
from thistles, as to find this notice of Christ among the
Judaizing writings of Josephus. It is well known that this
author was a zealous Jew, devoted to the laws of Moses and
the traditions of his countrymen. How, then, could he hav
written that Je8U8 was the Cltrjot! Such an admission would
hav proved him to be a Christian himself, in which case the
passage under consideration, too long for a Jew, would hav
been far too short for a believer in the new religion, and thus
the passage stands forth, like an ill-set jewel, contrasting
mo~t ~a!-'mopi01J.I3l;Y with ~verything aroun<;l. it, If it had

been genuin, we might be sure thadustin Martyr, Tertullian,
and Chrysostom would hav quoted it in their controversies
with the Jews, and that Origen or Photius would hav mentioned it. But Eusebius, the ecclesiastical historian (i, 11),
is the first who quotes it, and our reliance on the judgment or
even the honesty of this writer is not so great as to allow of
our considering everything found in his works as undoubtedly genuin."
In Dr. Lardner's time the controversy over this
passage was quite warm, and its defenders resorted
to all sorts of verbal tricks to keep it as authentic.
The Rev. Robert Taylor tells us that they introduced imaginary parentheses,· made arbitrary omissions, and mistranslated it in order to make it harmonize with the style of Josephus, and to giv it even
the appearance of genuinness. The Abbe Bullet, one
of Dr. Lardner's chief opponents, argued that J osephus ought to hav known of Jesus, and that as he
gave accounts of all the impostors or heads of parties
which arose among the Jews, he must hav spoken of
Jesus, and that as Eusebius was the first to discover
the passage, Josephus might hav published two.
editions of his Antiquities, inserting the passage in
that one which Eusebius obtained and omitting it in
the other ! "So struggles," says Dr. Taylor, "conquered sophistry against victorious truth."
Another forged reference to Christ is found in the
Antiquities, Book XX, chapter ix, section 1, where
Jol!!ephus is made to speak of James," the brother of
Jesus, who was called Christ." According to this
passage James was put to death under the orders of
the high priest. But according to Hegesippus, a
converted· Jew who wrote a history of the Christian
church about A.D. 170, James was killed in a tumult,
not by sentence of a court. Clement of Alexandria
confirms this, and is quoted by Eusebius accordingly.
Eusebius also quotes the line from Josephus, without
noticing that the two do not agree. The statement
is quoted in various ways in the early writers. and
the conclusion is irresistible that the copies of J osephus were t.ampered with by copyists. Even had
Jesus lived and taught as described in the gospels,
Josephus, an orthodox Jew, a priest, and conservativ
government official, would never hav given him the
title of Christ, or messiah, a party lea4er for whom
the Jews were looking to free them from their
Roman bondage.
The third and last supposed reference to Jesus to
be found in Josephus is found in his discourse on
Hades, wherein he says that all men "shall be brought
before God the word; for to him hath the father
committed all judgment; and he, in order to fulfill
the will of his father, shall come as judge, whom we
call Christ." But this paasage, says Mrs. Besant,
supposing it to be genuin, simply refers to the Jewish belief that the Messiah, or the Christ, or the
Anointed, was the appointed judge, as the prophet
Daniel saw in his vision-the son of man who came
with the clouds of heaven and to whom was given
dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people,
nations, and languages should serve him. This
dominion of the Jews' looked-for Christ was to be
everlasting. Josephus was a thorough Jew, and
depended a great deal upon the Old Testament, as the
fact that the material for his first eleven books of the
Antiquities of the Jews is drawn exclusivly from that
collection of documents shows. The passage is not
quoted as· evidence by any but the most ill-informed
of Christian writers. The only quotation from J osephus upon which stress is laid is the longillr description of Jesus first noticed. But the truth is, and it is
universally admitted, that Josephus never heard of
Jesus.
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Grahan:i. has had the impudence to demand that the
publisher shall deliver the plates to the Philadelphia
Society for the Suppression of Vice to be destroyed,
and that the book shall be withdrawn from circulation. Mrs. Fowler and the publisher refuse to do
anything of the sort, and hav engaged counsel to
combat the censoriously disposed society. As yet,
however, the legal machine of injustice has not begun
to grind.
Comstock annually has an extra attack of virtue
about this time of the year. His society holds its
public meeting within the next sixty days, and he
desires to advertise his doings that the contributions
may be large. Hence his activity. This year his
society's agents hav got so bad a blow in the face by
Sullivan's revelations, that he must hustle with
unusual vigor or the public will conclude that further
contributions to the treasury of the S. S V. will be
wasted. Perhaps some of them may even be irreverent enough to tell Colgate and Killy Van Renssa.elEr
to levy on some of that $120,000 which Sullivan
alleges that Britton, by using the society's prestige,
blackmailed out of the gamblers of the city. Mrs.
Fowler's book is no more obnoxious to the society's
supposed purpose than any other heretical work,
social or religious, and in threatening it Comstock
has made a mistake. His society is on the defensiv
even as to its legitimate work (if we can admit that
religious organizations are ever legitimately engaged
in enforcing laws-which we never can) in suppressing obscenity and gambling, and to undertake to
punish an author for blasphemous writing is a stretch
of authority very unwise for Comstock to countenance. He is very much better known now than he
was eight years ago, and consequently the general
public are less disposed to back him up in his
iniquitous attempts to strangle heresy.
The hypocrisy of the pharisaical censors of other
people's reading was never better illustrated than by
J. A. Wilson's letter to the World, which we reprint
in another column. When Wilson was sel!t to prison
for sellir:g Margaret of Navarre's collection of tales,
Henry Ward Beecher, a member of Comstock's society, had the work in his library, and presumably
W. C. Beecher, counsel for the society, or his n.other,
has the book yet. But either the great preacher was
guilty of possessing and reading obscene literature,
or else the conviction of Wilson was an infamous outrage. But if Wilson was justly convicted why was
•
not Beecher, and why is not every bookseller in New
York convicted? And why did Comstock take a
heavy cash compromise from one New Jersey seller
of the book, and put another behind the bars?
The fact is that the Society for the Suppression of
Vice is a tyrannical and bigoted fool concern, which
has no excuse to exist. It ought to be abolished,
and would hav been long ago but for the cowardice·
of the publishers and artists of this city.
A FEW weeks ago the chief of police of Galveston, Texas,
notified the people of that city that he should enforce the
Sunday law. He tried it one Sunday, very unsuccessfully,
and then gave it up. Public sentiment was too strong against
him. It givs us pleasure to state, alRo, that the Galvl:!ston
News is not quite so much in favor of the church l'unning
the town on Sundays as it used to be.

AT the evangelization meeting at Chickering Hall on
Wednesday evening of the 5th ult., the Rev.Dr. Crawford said
he could remember when the Sabbath was observed here;
when chains were stretched across the streets so that not even
a milk-wagon could pass; when few went out of doors except
to attend divine service; and he believed that such a state of
things would return. The audience applauded the idea. ·Dr.
Crawford is an exceedingly optimistic old gentleman. When
Pernicious .Activity.
the Protestant churches again get the power to stretch chains
At the instance of the clergy the Philadelphia across the streets of New York on Sunday to stop travel the
branch of Comstock's society has set the dietrict millennium will be so close at hand that the effort will be
attorney, Mr. Graham, after Sada Bailey Fowler's unnecessary.
book, " Irene; or, The Road to Freedom." The
THE Rev. B. F. DaCosta, D.D., rector of the church of
book is Mrs. Fowler's solution of the question, St. John the Evangelist, calls the Sunday newspaper the
Is marriage a failure? though it was written some modern Anti.christ. It displaces religion, he says, and takes
time before that conundrum was propounded by the place of the Bible. Its general influence is bad, very,
Mona Caird. It is a novel, with propagandistic very bad. One of Dr. Da Costa's reasons for condemning
motive, like "Robert Elsmere," and purports to the Sunday editions of the newspapers was that it compelled
Sunday labor, but the reverend did not allow that fact to
show by the heroin's experiences that bond mar- deter him from sending special invitations to the reporters to
riage is a most disastrous thing, while voluntary labor at reporting him on the Sunday he preached that serassociation leads to long life, health, happiness, mon. Another reason he adduced why Sunday papers
should be abolished was that they made men think, and
virtue, chastity, and so forth.
The clergy allege that the book is blasphemous, ''man has only a given amount of thought." Probably he
wants to get men into church where no thought is required
and of course the Society allege that it is obscene. to understand a sermon upon which no thought has been exThis latter charge, however, will be extremely diffi- pended in preparation. On the first reason Dr. Da Costa's
cult to sustain, as the book is in no sense obscene preaching and practice do not h!lrmoniile i on the second
either in language or intent. But District-~ttorney tlley coi,nc~qe_bt;~a.utUully.
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time cannot destroy, and will ever tend to elevate our lives.
LILAH C. WATKINS.
Rest, dear father, rest.

MILFORD, MABs., Dec. 9, 1888.
BARRE, MAss., Dec. 16, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Saladin's "Woman" came to hand on the
MR. EDITOR: Please say to your readers that my solution 5th, and what more " devotional" act can I perform than to
of the puzzle in the issue of December 16th is incorrect.
write an acknowledgment of it by making a. remittance?
Yours truly,
ELLA E. GIBsoN.
Inclosed find postal note for $2.28. You ought to sell many
copies of ''Woman." .Any Liberal that has not read any of
CoLUMBUS, KAN., Dec. 10, 1888.
Saladin's works does not know what he has lost, and only
MR. EDITOR: I glory in the way in which you subdued has the old adage to console himself with, "What a man
the board of registry and obtained your rights. "I still doesn't know doesn't hurt him." I am certain that what a
liv" and suffer. Bless you.
J. H. CooK.
man doesn't know doesn't help him, and is a. detriment.
Liberal women will read 11 Woman" if their attention is called
MILWAUKEE, Nov. 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Your paper grows better all the time, and is to it, as I presume that "Tray, Blanche, and Sweetheart,"
the best Freethought paper published in this country. I who, Mrs. Stanton says, "bark the loudest," are not fouud
among Liberal women. The priest, alias "Our pastor," has
could not do without it. You hav my best wishes always.
them
in his charge and they do not even whine. E. A.
A. B. SEVERANOE.
Stevens's letter in the last ·rRUTH SEEKER as to attendance of
woinen in Chicago holds true everywhere, and it is not
SHEPARD, 0., Dec. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: If 1-! hens lay 1§- eggs in It days, one hen changed by creed, race, or climate.
Fraternally,
CHARLES C. JoHNSON.
will lay one egg in It days (not one day, there is the catch),
or i of an egg a. day. Answer, 28 eggs. If it be held that
BuFFALo, N.Y., Dec. 10, 1888.
eggs are only laid at the end of each period of 1i days, then
MR. EDITOR: ~orne time ago a writer in these columns
'the answer would be 24, there being but four full periods of.
called attention to a long-felt want, viz., a biography of In-·
that length.
Respectfully,
F. S. MoNTGOMERY.
fidels who had benefited the world. Such a. book would be
of incalculable value to all Freethinkers, who are almost
LISBON, IowA, Dec. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished reading the three letters constantly being asked by Christians, "What good has Infion the hen.a.nd.egg problem which are found in THE TRUTH delity ever done for th<-l world?" A little information, such
SEEKER of the 15th, and ha.v decided that none of the three as a. brief sketch of the life, works, belief, and death c.f some
answers is quile correct. My answer is 28. It can be worked of the world's noted Infidels, would be. just the thing for an
out by compound proportion or by analysis. The proportion occasion like this, and wha.tl!,reethinker has not felt the need
is between the hens and the eggs, and the time must remain of it? In commenting on this subject before, you suggested
as it is. Ella E. Gibson does not observe this; "Volunteer" it as a. good chance for some Freethinker ambitious of literary
does not in the first part of his explanation, but does in the fame. Now, I would like to propose the the name of Prof.
last, and S. F. Hazeltine's answer is nearly the same as mine, Felix L. Oswald as the author of this proposed work, for
but I do not understand how he gets his fraction. If my an- these reasons: Dr. Oswald is a writer of univ!olrsa.l reputation;
he is a. fearless Freethinker, and an acknowledged scholar,
swer is wrong, I hope that some one will correct me.
whose name alone would commend the book. I would like
A. LAURIE SAILOR.
to hear the opinion of eome of the truth seekers on this subDALToN, GA., Dec. 10, 1888.
ject.
ALEx. D. BLAIR.
MR. EDITOR: I am in full sympathy with the Secular
[React" The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers," by
cause, and cannot do without the paper, which I highly a.p. D. M; Bennett.-En. T. S.]
precia.te, pictures and all. Heston is a. brick. The masses
in this country are highly imbued with the Christian superKEoTA, lA., Dec. 12, 1888. ·
stition, and very fond of the orthodox pastime of persecuting
GENERAL OOMMANDING THE ARMY OF TRUTH WRITEllS AND
and proscribing Infidels. There are a. few Liberals in this SEEKERS: I read that you need money, and as I farmed in
country, but the most of them hav not backbone enough to Iowa. when the rate of interest was twenty-five per cent, and
avow their sentiments for fear of church influence. Yet hogs one to two cents, I know very well what need of this
there are a. few of us who hav the manhood to proclaim and merca.ntil fluid, money, means, so I hasten to inter $3 for
defend our sentiments in the face of all opposition. I feel resurrection at your headquarters, to keep in rank and file
that I am getting old-sixty-five years-but hope to liv to with your a.Dilly of seekers. No one will desert whilst the
see the day when there will be a change for the better.
bullets fiy thick and fttst between Elmina. and lUcArthur,
Yours for universal mental liberty,
W. W. BAKER.
Irwin, Parker, Burr, and others, and good, well-meaning
Jeremiah Hacker is dividing and Robert Gunther defending
the ground. If a. man paid twenty-five per cent interest on
MIDDLEFIELD, N. Y., Dec. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: You may be surprised to hear from a lone the value of his land, but by sweating sixteen hours a day
subscriber living in Middlefield. There is not another near for a. quarter of a. century cleared his possessions from brush
here. I hav not been able to place the paper in any family and mortgage, and p :ovided a. comfortable home for his
yet. They look upon me as a monster, but I hav a good family, such a. man will ask, Why not divide first the millions
many young gentlemen and ladies that are getting their eyes absorbed from agricultural states by your Eastern specuopen. The darkness of superstition is dense. That imagin- lators, and decide what to do with their palaces? But I will
ary God of the heathen rules supreme. I hav neighbors that not write to-day, but will enjoy the rich selection of rations
believe in witches and the efficacy of horseshoes over. the our TRUTH SEEKER general divides among us, and be proud,
door. I take five papers; THE TRUTH SEEKER takes the because he, like Belisa.r, came, saw, and conquered.
CHAS. NAUMAN.
cake. Find inclosed $1. Please send me as many back
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER as you can for the money.
CHIOAGo, hr.. , Dec. 18, 1888.
I want these to distribute among my friende.
MR. EDITOR: I ha. v to say that I think the cartoons on the
Yours for truth and reform,
ANGUS GRIFFIN.
first page of THE TRUTH ~REKER are excellent, and speak
volumes on the subjects treated. Still, I must say that I fail
MONTE VISTA, CoL., Dec. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Long ago, it has been my understanding, the to see that anything is gained by those on the last page.
Rev. DeWitt Talmage said that he "longed to see the They strike me as being ri:iicule only. The last two frontBrooklyn Tabernacle spattered with Ingersoll's brains." page cartoons, viz., ''When Reason Rules," and "When
Now, if he said this, I think he merits. the scorn and con- Rome Rules," are worthy of especial notice. They seem to
tempt of every decent person. He should be refused a bear- express so much that I feel myself impelled to write some
ing in every civilized community. He should be refused verses about them. Here they are:
.space in every respectable journal. Yea., he should be ostraWhen reason rules and honest thought
Is placed upon tho fulcrum, truth,
cized from decent society. If he said it, he .loses all claim to
Error's displaced and facts are taught
respect. A gentleman here undertakes to deny the charge.
In all ou" schools to all our youth.
I told him I would ask you· to publish what you knew about
:But when Rome rules then down with thought,
it. Will you giv us the evidence ?
Burn all the books which science teach,
JoHN TRUEBLOOD.
Destroy the press, all must be brought
To bow to prieEts and what they preRcb.
[We never heard that Mr. Talmage said anything of the
Yes, when RJme rules, farewell free speech,
sort. Giv the devil his due; he's black enough now.-ED.
Tbe schools are into convents turned,
T. S.]
Truo liberty is out of reach,
Because its friends hav all been burned.

MEMORY OF A FATHER.
GIDEON, KAN., Dec. 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I will announce that on the 24th of Novem.
ber, 1888, our father, R. W. Watkins, breathed his last, and
has gone, as we believe, to that long, last, beautiful rest.
He was a. Freethinking Liberal, and made the request while
living that some one of his near friends should make a. few
remarks at his funeral-one who knew his views and character, etc. His wishes were carried out as nearly as possible,
or I might say entirely. The words which constituted the
tribute to the memory of the dead were warmly and kindly
spoken by Mr. Gideon Elias, who had known the deceased
for more than twenty years. It was a just tribute. The
deceased was sixty.eight years of age; was an honest man,
a generous friend, and a. kind and loving husband and
father; believing that goodness was greatness, and that those
attributes and the memory of such would cause a. better
feeling when we come to pay the debt of nature. He also
believed that death is an eternal rest. He was of a bright,
cheerful disposition, and the memory of his good deeds, kind
ac;:tions, and loving ways will make an oasi~ in .our lives that
A
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JOHN HUDSON.
EAU CLAIRE, Wis., Nov. 13, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I was about to be very wroth with your correspondent "W. T. S. H." for injecting into the middle of a.
letter about the tariff the following sentiment: "The Chica.go Anarchists were murderers, and had a fair trial. No
man with any manhood can place these murderers with John
Brown." But on second thoughts it occurred to me that he
was partly right. No one doubts that John Brown killed
people. No one doubts that he did so contrary to law. No
one doubts that he did. so deliberately. No one doubts that
he did so without the sanction of any belligerent power. It
follows that, whatever claims John Brown may ha.v to be
considered a hero, there is no doubt that he was technically
a murderer. But Judge Gary himself, in the act of refusing
a new trial to his victims, admitted that they had not killed
anybody. He rested his construction upon the ground that
they had advised killing persons undesignated under circumj stances non-existent, and that u~der somewhat simil.a.r cir.
cumstances some one else had lnlled some one. This way
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of making them accessory of an alleged murder he very cor.
rectly said was unprecedented. There is, therefore, a very
serious doubt whether the Chicago Anarchists were technically guilty of anything. That doubt has been expressed by
B. F. Butler, General Trumbull, Colonel Ingersoll, and
others, who rank among the first Ja. wyers in America. Besides, supposing it were clearly proved, instead of disproved,
that one of those who suffered for it had thrown the bomb
in the Haymarket, no less a. legal authority than Judge McAllister, of Illinois, has declared that under the circumstances
the law, fairly interpreted, would justify them on the ground
of self-defense. Clearly, then, the Anarchists ought not to
be classed with John Brown. But that they are not worthy
of as much admiration as John Brown is a different proposition. John Brown'~ son would seem to ha.v thought otherwise. The dogmatical opinion of" W. T. S. H.," that they
had a. fair trial, opposed to that of such jllrists as I ha.v mentioned, is worth as much as a. parson's on theology. If you
think of a. stronger simile to express utter ignorance, please
substitute.
C. L. JAMES.
CmoAGo, ILL., Dec. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : While being an adherent to the tenets and
entertaining a. warm interest for the work, principles, and
Nine Demands of the American Secular Union at Chicago, I
very seldom come to its instructiv meetings, lectures, and
discussions, on account of distance from my home, and othel'
impediments, but I could not· forego the great pleasure of
attending on Sunday evening last the lecture of Mrs. Matt.ie
A. Freeman, so justly reputed for her profound thoughts, her
brilliant ideas, her scathing, sarcastic exposure of Rnperstition a.ud religious dogmas, and her eloquent delivery, so
well displayed on the subject of "Cross and Crown" of
that evening, given to an admiring assemblage at the Fvrum.
A feminin Ingersoll, I would call her, and if ever geuuin
Freethought has had in her sex a. worthy defender from the
rostrum, blen:iing with her radiant sentiments of sense and
reason those of .pure American patriotism, it is in the· person
of Mrs. Freeman, of Chicago, and to whom I hereby beg leave
to tencler my most heartfelt thanks for the high enjoyment
infused by her greatly edifying lecture. Some men, I had
cause to remark on the occasion, "should not speak in meeting" when such a woman as she has spoken before, ·and to
such a. delightful perfection, on the subject under discussion.
Sincerely,
CHARLES J. SuNDELL.
RooHESTER, N.H., Dec. 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I ha.v been taking your 'rRuTH S&ERER for
about five years. I prize it very highly. It is food and
drink to me. I distribute the papers wherever opportunity
offers. While some portions of humanity are willfully blind,
and " none are so blind as those who will not see," yet I do
think there are others who do hunger and thirst for the
bread and the water of fact, but they are weak-the weakness being brought about by the poor food furnished in the
dark past-and they fear to express their dissatisfaction with
their present condition or hav it understood that they desire
~omething better to-morrow than they ha.v to-day for fear the
God of popularity will be displeased-for fear they will lose
some of their idols-forgetting they are injuring themselvs
most by so doing. I liv in hopes, and can see a. vast difference
to-day compared with a decade ago. The death of the old
is the birth of the new. Gra.dqally the old heavens and the
old earth are passing away; gradually the new are forming.
Don't talk to me of future bliss ;
I want my heaven now.
Don't sing to me of the by and by,
In a thousand years or so;
Now, just now, is the only time,
And the best that ever has been.
Let the dead past bury its dead
With all its ghostly kin.
Wander no more in the wilderness,
Or grieve o'er the might hav been;
Instead giv thanks for tbe blessed to· day
And renew your courage again

Yours, etc.,

EuzA CADIEUX.

KENT, 0., Dec. 9, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR : Please find inclosed clippings from the
Akron, 0., daily Becwon, giving some of the doings by the
citizens of that place, who, as you will see, are using every
effort to close all places of business and amusement as well
as stop all modes of travel, thereby restricting the laboring
class from all chances of enjoyment, except thoee who derive
enjoyment in hearing poured forth the stultifying op:a.tes of.
the gospel teachings. They will make a big effort to hav
the lawmakers of our country pass such laws as will compel
the citizens to giv aid in some way to the support of the
Jewish God. Everyone will soon be compelled to acknowledge
the sacredness of the Sabbath by staying at home if in no
other way.
Methinks I see the· danger ahead and the coming crisis,
when everyone will be c,ompelled to " show his hand" and
either acknowledge the God of superstition or defend the
truth with a. daring spirit. Which sha.11 it be? The churches
ha.v the law, the money, the ignorance, also the organizations
on their side, versus the truth, scientific proof, honest
investigation, etc., minus the wealth and deceitful power of
enforcement. What are we to do with all this great difference against us? We must not yield to the enemy of truth
one point uncontested. Truth is right, just, and must prevail. In the dark hours of adversity and discouragement is
the time for each to giv battle to the storm that would close
to us the rising sun of advancement. Hold high above our
heads the martyrs of the past, whose blood is now calling for
revenge, that tl,e universal liberty of individuals, communities, and nations may be upheld.
P. S. Gilmore was advertised to giv one of his grand sacred
concerts in Akron to-day (Sunday), but was induced by
threats and persuasiou \o Qqa,n~e the date to, .M;onqay a,fte~;-.
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noon. In consequence, many of our merchants, mechanics,
clerks, and professional men who could not leave their
occupation on a week-day, but who hav been as nobly
endowed with the love and appreciation for fine music as
the clergy, hav been deprived of the privilege of hearing the
greatest musical entertainment in the land. Surely the God
of superstition and persecution must rule.
A. D. S.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Brother Hacker's letter has elicited some
remarkable theories of economic reform; but I shall freely
admit that "Mr. Gunther told much truth in saying that the
labor of Brother Hacker had been a waHte of time," for that
appears to hav been the result thus far of all the labor that
has been applied to telling the truth about the cause and cure
of economical ills. Mr. Wood asserts that" only by taxation
can the people be robbed of their land or home," and challenges any person to dispute it. Further on he adds that
"to license as many banks as are asked for, and then tax
the people so as to compel them to borrow bankers' debts to
pay taxes with, is the only slavery that ever existed anywhere, and the only way possible to cause slavery, poverty,
war, vice, crime, and misery to exist." Nevertheless, I shall
challenge him and all others to successfully controvert the
self-evident fact that except for ownership taxation, usury,
and slavery cannot exist. That is the truth, briefly stated,
that Brother Backer has been telling us about; and it is not
the fault of his theory if his labor has been wasted. Therefore, and notwithstanding present appearances, I shall venture to hope that final results will not prove that he has
committed tbe indiscretion of casting pearls before swine.
Ownership without taxation, usury, and extortion would
prove to be a ridiculous absurdity, if not an absolute impossibility. What purpose can ownership reasonably be expect-ed to serve than to make every known or Gonceivable
method of extortion possible, and necessary to procure the
means of living? Other results are but incidental, not desired or intended. Taxation being but a simple effect of
ownership, I think Mr. Wood has greatly exaggerated its
importance by itself considered. For, it being obvious that
ownP.rship is the parent of all abominations, and capable of
breeding them ad infinitum, it is equally obvious that we
had as well talk of damning up the Niagara with sawdust as
of suppressing evil but temporarily and partially unless
ownership is abolished.
Mr. Wood p·oposes that the government shallabolish taxation and issue ''fiat money "in payment of current expenses,
and loan without interest to those who hav occasion to borrow. That will require a lRrge and continuous issue of " fiat
money," none of which will be available unless put in oirculation through commercial exchange. I am unable to perceive how the issues can be absorbed through commercial
exchange except by inflating the price of labor and product.
The issue being continuous, the inflation will be so. Hence,
if his theory is reduced to practice when wheat is a dollar
per bushel, a thousand dollars borrowed of the government
will be the equivalent of a thousand bushels of wheat; but
inflation will soon make five hundred-bushels of wheat, or its
equivalent in other products, the equivalent of a thousand
dollars. And in time one bushel of wheat, or . even
less, will become the equivalent of a thousand dollars.
And "fiat money" will become plentiful as autumn leaves,
and of but little more worth, and will make ownership
such an intolerable nuisance that people will desire to
abolish it and transact exchange and distribution without
money and without price. I am not informed of any good
reason why that method should not be more convenient and
satisfactory than the present cumbersome and absurd methpd,
whose results are a disgrace to civilization. What they are
to Christianity I shall not venture to say, but shall respectfully submit the solution of that problem to Christians themselva.
That theories of economic reform should logically lead to
abolition of ownership is not surprising, for ownership has
in. itself the elements of its own dissolution that should
make its extinction but a question of time. When the fruit
is ripe it will inevitably fall, in spite of all efforts to prevent
it falling, and those who would avoid the danger of being
hurt will hav no recourse but to "stand from under."
Therefore, I am not so much annoyed by the manifestations
of hostility to Socialism as by the blind stupidity that such
manifestations indicate, and for which, agitation and free
discussion is the only remedy that I am aware of.
The thought comes to me that Mr. Wood, in a previous
letter, alludes to Socialism so mew hat contemptuously;
nevertheless, I shall think there is danger of his becoming a
Socialist· himself, if he livs long enough to learn the .A, B,
and U of political economy, and the cause and cure of economic ills. For I shall award him the merit of a sincere
desire that the world shall be relieved of the abominations
that he enumerates, but having mistaken their cause he has
mistaken the remedy.
J. A. TUTTLE.
MARioN, UoNN., Dec. 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : That the writer is not a professional scientist
is to be deplored, and for the sole ·reason that the forthcumin~ narration of facts will not receive the credit actually
deserved from those who enjoy regarding themselvs descendants of that celebrated mythical pair Adam and Eve. Nevertheless, it is pr~sumed a large majority of readers of THE
TRUTH BEEKER know at least a little concerning evolution of
life-perhaps they read this valuable paper through natural
selection. I wish to say a few words concerning animals,
and propound a number of questions which I desire answered
in these columns by anyone who can answer. I once kept a
large number of domestic rabbits and had a fine opportunity
to observe their relations, habits, etc. At that time, if I had
been as interested in evolution as my limited knowle?ge of

its doctrine allows at present, I should hav endeavQred to
carefully investigate the lives of these apparently remarkable
·animals. However, in. devoting the necessary care to my
rabbits, I was surprised at several wonderful cases of exhibition of intellect by one of them-a doe-which would not
fail to attract the acute attention of an observer, and which
became indelibly imprinted ou my mind. I distinctly recollect what is about to be related, and although the facts seem
highly incredible, marvelous, and almost miraculous, it is to
·be hoped parallel cases can be cited to keep my reputation
higher than that of the doctors of faith, Christian science, and
other supernatural nonsense. !commenced raising rabbits with
one pair only, and should, if I had not learned something,
probably hav had no more except by gift or purchase. I
confined this pair in a box cage consisting of two apartments,
so arranged that both had free access to each. In due time
the female produced her young, but her mate stamped their
life out, as soon, I suppose, as he became aware of their
existence. This did not teach me the lesson it ought, for the
same was allowed to occur again. In my opinion the conduct of that buck was an exhibition of-instinct, but I will
say reason. It demonstrated his aversion to rivalry and
declared him a monopolist. Possibly the inhuman millionaire monopolists who succeed in crushing out the life of
American workmen took cue from buck-rabbits. My original female rabbit proved very prolific. She occasionally
gave birth to from ten to thirteen young at a time, and invariably ate on each occasion all over nine. It seems singular
that this doe should devour her young, but· more singular it
appears when it is known that does usually hav ten nipples,
and that she w.a:s provided with only nine. On one occasion
this doe produced at one birth over twenty very small young
ones. I am not positiv as to the exact number; I think it
was twenty-three, but I well recollect counting over twenty.
Suffice it to say she reduced this extraordinary number to
nine by her usual process. I hav forgotten whether she ate
the most puny ones of the litter-! do not recollect whether
she evidenced a knowledge of the survival of the fittest.
Accepting the truth of the immediately foregoing statements,
it must be admitted that doe was far-sighted, prudent, etc.
Subsequently I kept said doe with about fifty other rabbits
in a house having a ground floor, and allowed them all
together. Now, this doe savant would burre>w in the ground,
giv birth to her young thtrein, and after nursing would Eeal
the outlet of the burrow. I believe the readers of THE TnUTH
SEEKER are thinkers, and therefore consider it not essential
to offer further comment concerning the facts set forth.
Perhaps, if' they glance between the lines, a lesson will be
revealed which, if rightfully interpreted and followed, may
benefit the human race.
I will close with the following questions :
.
1. Is it absolutely certain that the brain is ~commander
of all power over the body ?
2. What causes a chicken for a minute or more after it is
beheaded to first run, then flop, then be comparativly motionless, and then, when disturbed, to invariably renew its energies to escape from death or the beheadcr?
3. What causes the loggerhead turtle after it is beneadedand for at least an hour after-to attempt to crawl, and to
strive to draw the extending portions of its body into its shell
when pricked, cut, or punched?
4.. What causes the body of this turtle to quiver after it is
made headless, and for at least five hours after, when it is
being cut and dressed ?
5. What causes the heart·of this turtle to quiver and beat
after it is beheaded, andil.ve hours after, and why will small
pieces of the heart at this time quiver after they hav been
knifed from it?
6. Can headless body be vivisected ?
7. If the brain is the throne of reason, instinct, etc., how is
it that the headless bodies of said animals exhibit-at least
instinct?
8. Is there no feeling in the bodies of said animals after
decapitation?
EDWIN N. BEEOHER.

a
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PAOIFIO, Mo., Dec. 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: No matter how a man may resolve, conditions are forced upon him. I resolved not to write to you,
but that "old story," as repeated by Mr. J. K. P. ~aker and
applied as a criticism on Mr. McArthur's saying that " the
evidence of one who has seen has more weight than the evidence of a thousand who hav not seen," forces me to upset
that resolve. The " old story" with which he attempts to
prove the negativ to that assertion has as much to do with
and relation to it as the corncob has to the peach or the
broom to the feather. He says of the advice of D. Higbee,
M.D., as to proper conditions for witnessing Spiritual phenomena, that it is too lengthy and worthless to repeat, except
for the use to which he is now putting it-to show the utter
unreliability of those who giv such testimony. How does
he know that it is" hoodooing?" Has he tried it? And did
such a small affair upset his reasoning capacity? If it did,
it upsets his own point and makes him the '' fool," incapable
of judging. A man with reason, and choosing the conditions, cannot be "hoodooed," and his brain cannot be upset
when he sees a thing which is put there for his inspection.
The shout, Ridiculous! Absurd I applies solely to such a one
as he is. He '1:alks of" poor creatures, fools, and knaves," as
though he were not one of them and more deserving of the
title. He says, '' When I come to the logic of facts I find
them on this subject alone disqualified from giving testimony." 0 thou bigot I Better men than thou art were
imprisoned, tortured, and even murdered for what they
"alone" saw, discovered, and invented, and what such as you
could not understand or were too cowardly to investigate.
Is there no law, no cause, above your state? Does a fact, a
truth of law and cause, depend only, and hav value only,
on th~ assumption that it would hav been the experience of
any other person in the same circumstances and conditions?

.11.

Are, then, all men alike circumstanced and conditioned
Hav all the same brain and reasoning faculties? Don't you
see your own abnormal condition and false logic? Spiritualists
do not wander from human experience. It is their experience,
as well as it has been the experience of the past and thousands
before yoll, written and proclaimed by men superior to you
"He must see as we all see." Indeed we must! So says any
Christian, "Believe as we do or be damned." And you
claim to be a Liberal! Bigot thou art I You quote Mill. I
do not know much of him. But what I do know is that you
do not understand his meaning. What is true of a class or
individuals of a class is true of the whole class. Are there
no classes, no differences in classes; no higher, no lower
classes, laws, and natures?
It is but too true that every observation and every induelion draws ·its value from itself, but not from '' similar"
ones, where truth and bare facts only are called for.
I hav for twenty years and more had experience with
unseen forces and intelligences, even against my will and
well-being, which is not the lot and experience of common
nature or mankind in ·general. Am I, therefore, incompetent
to be a witness, and you competent to sit in judgment of the
same? Ridiculous ! Absurd I
Now, Mr. Ed~tor, there ought to be a cessation of such
provocation, of such insults, of calling people fools and
knaves, etc. It kills the Liberal thought, disharmonizes.
Spiritualists are more in number than those mere ranters.
I inclose a slip cut from the Chicago Tribune, to add another
one who had experience that all the "ones of us" had notone who was a man of worth and reputation, as you will

~KL
LORD TENNYSON'S TRANOE.
It is well known that among the higher scientific circles of
England Spi.rituali~m made a few yem sago rapid and remarkable progress. Wallace, the co-discoverer with Darwin of the
principle of natural selection; Professor Crook s, the eminent
chemist on whom the French Academic des Sciences conferred a gold medal with an honorarium of three thousand
francs for his discoveries in molecular physics; Sergeant Cox,
the noted psychist, and Professor Huxley himself, a skeptic
of skeptics, were concerned in a series of experiments,
chiefly with the medium Home, which attracted wide attention at the time. None of the scientists could explain the
phenomena produced by the medium, and the report made
by Professor Urookes is held by the professors of the Spiritualist belief in overwhelming testimony to its genuinness.
The name of the poet Tennyson has never before been connected with Spiritualism. A letter written by him has come
into the possession of the T1·ibune, which shows that he
holds lhe conviction that consciousness may pass from the
body and hold communion with the dead. This is essentially
Spiritualism; but in Tennyson's case, at leas: so far as the
letter indicates, he is his own medium. The statement he
makes is curious.
.
The letter is in the poet's handwriting. It is dated Farrin~
ford, Freshwater, Isle of Wight, May 7, 1874. It was wntten to. a gentleman who communicated to him certain strange
experiences he had had when passing from under the effect
of anesthetics. Tennyson writes: "I hav never had any
revelations through anesthetics; but a kind of waking trance
-this for lack of a better name-! hav frequently had, quite
up from boyhood, when I hav been all alone. This has often
come upon me through repeating my own name to myself
~ilently till, all at once, as it were, out of the intensity of the
consciousness of individuality the individuality itself seemed
to dissolve and fade away into boundless being; and this not
a confused state, but the clearest of the clearest, the surest of
the surest, utterly beyond words, where death was an almost
laughable impossibility, the loss of personality-if so it were
-seeming no extinction, but the only true life."
As if conscious of the incredible significance of the statement thus compacted, he adds: "I am ashamed of my feeble
description. Hav I not said the state is utterly beyond
words?"
·
This is not a vulgar table-tipping Spiritualism. It is the
most emphatic declaration that the spirit of the writer is
capable of transferring itself into another existence almost at
will; that the other existence is not only real, clear, simple,
but that it is also infinit in vision and eternal in duration.
For he continues· that when he comes back to "sanity" he is
'' ready to fight for the truth" of his experience, and that
he holds it-the spirit, whose separate existence he thus
repeatedly tests-" will last for eons and eons."
It is pointed out by Prof. Thomas Davidson, who has seen
the letter, that the same conviction, if not the same experience, only with another, is described in "In Memoriam,"
xcv. The stanzas are generally passed over as referring to a
mere poetic frenzy of grief. But reading them in the light of •
the calmly penned prose puts an entirely different aspect on
the incident contained in the lines :

-

• . . And in the house light after light
Went out and I was all alone.
A hunger seized upon my heart; I read
Of that glad year which onoe had been
In those fall'n leaves which kept their green,·
The noble !otters of the dead.
And strangely on the silence broke
The Rilent.speaking words, and strange
Was Love's dumb cry defying change
To test his worth, and strangely spoke
The faith, the vigor, bold to dwell
On doubts th&t drive the coward back;
And keen through wordy snares to track
Suggestion to her inmost cell :
So word by word and line by line
The dead man touched me from the past,
And, all at once, it seemed at last,
His living soul was flashed on mine.
And mine in his wae bound, and whirled
About emoyreal bights of thought
And came on that which is, and caught
The deep pulsl\tions of the world,
lEoni&n music measuring out
The stepa of time-the shocks of ohanceThe blows of death. • • •

The idea of the actuality of the unseen is conveyed in the
letter in terms which correspond nearly to those in the rhythmic expression. That ''which is" is certainly a con~rmation
of the state "surest of the surest;" and the lastmg "for
eons upon ~ons" finds its counterpRrt in "JEonian music."
As Tennyson has never been connected in any way with psychic science or Spiritualism, the letter, not to mention the
now clearer reading of the poem, will create not a little
surprise.
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall
Ri'iler, Mass., to tohom all Communications for
this Corner should be sent.
Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomea a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

New Year's Bells.
.Ring, bells, ring, with your mellow din,
Ring the Old Year out, and t.he New Year in,
Like the voices of birds from the old gray spire,
Let your silverY musio rise higher and higher.
Floating abroad o'er the hillside bare,
In billows of sound on the tremulous air
Let it rise and fall with the fitful gale.
Tell over citY aud wood the tale:
Say that to-night the Old Year dies:
.Bid the watche•s look to the eastern skies
For the beautiful halo that tells afar
Of the welcome rise of the New Year's eta r.
Ring the Old Year out, with its sighs and tears,
Its withering heartaches and tiresome feara ;
Away with its memories of doubt and wrong,
Its cold deceit, and its envYiugs strong.
All its pandering lures to the faltering sense,
All its pitiful shams and cold pretense,
We will heaP them together and bind them fast
To the old man's load as he totters past;
The ills he brought he may take again,
Keep we the joys, let him bury the pain.
Ring soft. 0 bells, as he goes to rest
Far in the shades of the darkening west.
Ring, bells, ring, with a merry din:
The Old Year has gone with its care and sin;
Smiling and fair at the enstern gates,
Clad in tinted white, the New Year waits;
Welcome him in with the rOAY b!tnd,
Who wait the wave of hiA beckoning handHope, with be~ wreath of sweet spring flowersJoy for the summer's glowing hours,
PlentY and Peace for the fruitful fali,
And Love for all Reasons-best of all.
Ring merrily, bells! o'Gr the blushing skies
See the beautiful star of the New Year rise.

More About Manshope.
Not long since you were told a tradition
about a famous giant called Manshope. It is
not likely that such a being ever existed,
although it is probable that a powerful
and eccentric Indian did liv in the long
ago somewhere about Cape Cod. On account
of his size, strength, or peculiarities, or perhaps by reason of all three combined, his
exploits passed into tradition or folk-lore.
Tradition means the handing down from
father to son, mother to daughter, by word of
mouth, a story that gains credence as it goes
along, and is regarded as actual fact by credulous and ignorant people. The more ignorant men and women are, the more credulous
they become. Imagination was very large in
those who lived in the days gone by. Happenings they could not account for they
attributed to gods, demons, fairies, giants,
ghosts, and goblins. The past is full of
myths concerning these imaginary creatureB
that hav appeared from time to time under
various disguises and different names, and
_many of them may be traced to the changes
and variations of nature.
The story of Cinderella has been traced
away back to our Aryan ancestors, under the
name of the ''Sun and Dawn." The dark
clouds are represented as the jealous sisters
of Cinderella, her stepmother is the dark,
grim Night, while she herself is the lovely
Dawn. The fairy prince il'l the Rising Sun,
• who comes to claim the beautiful Aurora, or
Cinderella, as we hav it, for his sweet bride.
So of other popular tales, whose origin may
be traced thousands of years backward to a
period when humanity was in a state of childhood, and believed everything.
But, about Manshope the giant. The northwest point of the west end of Martha's
Vineyard is called _Gay Head. Here a cliff
rises nearly a hundred feet, and is composed of clay or ochers in various colorsred, pink, blue, black, yellow, and white.
When the sun shines upon these colors on the
cliff, a dazzling and beautiful sight breaks
upon the eye of the beholder. Hence you
can see at once the appropriateness of the
name, Gay Head. This part of the island bas
long been reserved by the state for the use of
the Indians, the remnant of a tribe still inhabiting the spot. There is also a lighthouse
here, and the place has become a famous
resort for excursionists and pleasure-seekers.
It is said that the old giant Mansbope lived
here once upon a time, and the spot he is said
to hav called home is queer enough. Along
the cliff there is at one place a deep depression, as if it might hav been fashioned for a
large bowl, with an opening on the side facing
the sea. It resembles somewhat the mouth
of a volcanic mountain. It is said to be four
hundred;yarqs in .circumference and one hun-

dred feet deep. Before the white people had
found Martha's Vineyard, the Indians say,
old Manshope lived in this caTe or dugout.
He was looked up to with great respect by
all the Indians thereabout. He was reputed
to be so strong that he could pull up large
oak-trees by the roots. With th~::se trees, it
is said, he made fires and broiled whales and
other creatures for the Indians to eat.
There is a little island not far from Gay
Head called No Man's Land, and this, the
Indians say, Manshope cut off from Gay
Head in a fit of anger. Although, in the
main, reported as a very good giant, yet was
_he subject to passionate outbursts, when the
earth would tremble as he walked. In one
of these angry moods, it is related, he
changed all his children into fishes, bluefish
and tautog, and their descendants liv around
Gay Head in the waters to this day. Some
of the Indians who reside there will not eat
bluefish or tautog for fear of devouring some
of Mansbope's great-grandchildren. At the
time he thus turned his little ones into fish,
the Indians say that his wife interceded in
their behalf, imploring him not to be guilty
of such cruelty, whereupon he seized her by
the hair of her head and swung her over on
Seaconnet Point, where she was immediately
changed into a huge rock which anybody
can see, even to the present day. The
Indians think this has a preference over the
story of Lot's wife being changed into a pillar of salt, as is related in the Bible, as the
salt woman must be melted by the rain and
sun, while Manshope's wife is still as solid as
the rock.
Manshope undertook at one time to build a
bridge across from Gay Head to the island of
Cuttyhunk. He had thrown in several rocks
for the foundation, and had just scraped up a
shoeful of earth, when, as he stood kneedeep in the water, a crab came along sideways, and, having no respect for Manshope,
bit his great toe, which made him so angry
that he went away, and nobody ever heard of
him afterward. The bridge, however, may
still be seen, half finished, and is known as
the Devil's Bridge.
·
The reputed home of old Manshope is also
called the Devil!s Den, because, it is said,
flames were seen issuing f'iim it in later days.
Now, how shall we account for the origin
of these stories? The fires may be accounted
for by the colors of the cchers, which are
brilliant enough in the sunshine to giv the
impression of dying embers and coals of fire.
Fossil remains; too, hav been found here,
skeletons of monstrous fish or sea animals,
and this fact would giv rise to fhe story of a
giant like Manshope, broiling these creatures
upon the fire that was supposed once to hav
blazed there. The rocks in that township
farther on from Gay Head are of a singular
shape. ·They are granit, and very curious
indeed in size and form, and ha v sometimes
been mistaken for houses and barns. Some
are conical, others are almost square, some
look like elephants, ani still again, the
imagination might easily picture some as
giant men and women. One is scooped out
like a sugar bowl, and still another is called
the Sugar Loaf, from its resemblance to a
huge loaf of sugar. From this it may easily
be seen that it was easy to think the strange.
appearing rock at Seaconnet Point might be
old Manshope's wife. The ignorant native,
not being able to account for certain facts in
nature, ascribed them to the workings of a
.c;iant. Nothing is more probable. The
legend of old Manshope remains and his
exploits hav passed into traditionary history.
Science, however, has made such progress
that the children of to. day are able to explain
many things that perplexed the minds of
grown men in former periods. The legends
and traditions of the past are useful in showing the errors of ignorance, as well as the
beautiful facts of nature.
S. H. W.

Con-espondence.
TORONTo, CAN., Dec. 18, 288.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN! Herewith please find
in?losed forty-eight cents toward the cow. I
w1sh also to express my appreciation of your
efforts on behalf of our poor aged friends.
also to express my pleasure with the manage~
ment of the Cl!ildren's Corner. I hope to ·uv
to see the day when our so-called Liberals
will expend a little of their surplus cash in
forwarding the cause which they so grudgingly cling to. Yours for the whole truth,
G.M.
TILDEN, NEB., Dec. 15, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I thought I would
write you a few lines to let you know how I
am getting along. Last Tuesday we had a
little snow, an·J it just went away to-day.
O?r school is out now, and the;spring term
will commence the 1st of_February, ~nq my

sister is going to teach. My sister, eighteen
years old, went up to the county seat to get a
teacher's certificate. Christmas will come
pretty soon, and I wish you a merry Christmas
and a happy New Year.
Your true friend,
GEoRGE WHITNEY.
CAMBRIDGEP IRT, Dec. 22. 1888.
'DEAR Mrss WIXON: I thought I would
write a letter to the Children's Corner. I am
seven years old. There is no school till theholidays are over. My papa has taken THETRUTH SEEKER for many years, and I like to
read it very much. I bav a kitty; her name
is Dot.
Wishing you and all the children of the
Corner a merry Christmas and a haproy New
Year, I remain,
Your Liberal friend,
VIOLET I AROBIBALD.
RAINIER, Orm., Dec. 12. E M. 288
lHiss SusAN H. WIXON, Dear Ji'1•imd: I ha.v
just been reading your "Apples of Gold" for
the second or third time, and this morning
our chapter has been "Forenoon Faces,"
"Little Nancy," and "Looking for Work,"
and when I come to where the brother and
sister were talking over their father's death,
and· Augusta said, "Why should death take
him when there are so many useless men and
women all about?" it is, as you say, just what
many hav pondered over and cannot see why.
When we lost our dearest mother two years
ago last September, bow many such thoughts
would come, and do yet, never to be answered!
I wanted to tell you how much we like
your writings. I hav wanted to write you
ever since we read the lecture of yours,
"Where to Begin," in the Boston Investigator,
and when we read such good thinp;s as your
and L. K. Washburn's lectures, I do so long
to be there in Paine Memorial Hall to hear
and see the champions of freedom. It makes
me feel almost homesick. I never hav heard
a Liberal lecture, but bav read many, and
that is much to feel thankful for; but I would
like to see the very Liberals, and feel that at
last we meet some of our kindred spirits and
shake them by the hand, I am so proud of
our Liberal lecturers and writers-but it is
always a wonder to me how they know so
much. I was born and brought up in a little,
rough valley in Pennsylvania, seven miles
from the Smquehanna river, and never went
to any but the public school; but how dear
the hills and valley are I I often think of the
bright October woods where we gathered the
hickory nuts, chestnuts, butternuts, and frost
grapes and autumn leaves and ferns. Ma
always kept the house decorated ·with them
and the ieathery clamatis and bitter-sweet
berries. How I long for the old home sometimes I But if I was there all would be
changed-the old home in strangers' hands,
and the_ dear, loving mother gone I I should
miss her more there where we always saw
her. This world will never seem the same
again, and we are never quite so happy;
there seems to be a shadow over all our
hearts, but we are happier now than n:ost
people, I believe, and try to liv for the living
and not pine for the dead.
Our father is doubly dear to us now. Our
father and mother hav been all the god we
children ever knew, and they hav been Liberals in P.Very sense of the word ever since
be{ore.we were born. There are four of us,
three girls and one boy, all scattered in the
West. We came here in August, and are on
claims in the woods- Pa livs with us, as his
claim adjoins ours. I hav two gir~s, aged eight
and three, and if one of them, or both, would
turn out a Susan H. Wixon, E. L. Rose, E. D.
Blenker, Annie Besant, or Frances Wright, I
~hould be the proudest of mortals, but if they
are good, honest, healthy women, I shall not
complain.
You hav my heartfelt sympathy in your
great affliction. Ever since I first read of
your mother's death. I hav had a tender love
and pity for you. I know fr-om experience
the heartaches and void.
The children and I are here alone now, as
Mr. Graham and pa bav gone to the Columbia
river, seven and a half miles, for work, and
we are in the woods alone, where wildcats
and cougars are plenty, but we don't go out
after dark, and spend our time reading and
working. It rains here most of the time.
I want to tell you about the children.
While I was washing the dinner dishes they
had got their dolls to sleep and had a long
ride on the cars (the old lounge). I think
Lou, the oldest, said they got off at Spokane
Falls to get work. She came to my house
and rapped on the door, when I told her, or
them, to come in; and they wanted work.
I asked Lou how much she wanted, and she
said, "Five cents per day." I told her these
were hard times, and there were so many idle
and homeless that I thought if they gl)t their
board and clothes that would be better than
nothing, so they agreed to work. Then I told
L:m she should bring the night wood in, and
I wo:;.ld do the dishes, so they sat down with
papers to re!lld, and Lou read, or pretended
to read, about a little girl that was so naughty
to her mother that she got whipped unmercifully, and finally made up her mind to be
better and more cheerful, and not look so
cross nor scold so; and .the little girl Dorothy
brought her rna some flowers, and they were
happy. This story was taken from "Forenoon Faces," I suppose. She said at the
end, "By Susan H. Wixon." Baby Gerty
then repeated :

Ba ba. bat seet, dot any wool?
Yessnr, masser, fre bad foo:
One fo• a masser, one fo' a deem,
One fo• ~ liHle bo;y, sjn in e leen,

And then read right on· about, "Ma is a
nassy dao [girl]; no, see, my rna is a dood
dao,'' and laughed and said this all over and
over, looking all the time on her paper. She
went and took up her doll, and said, "Don't
ty; I tate you and wead fo' you." She is on
the lounge now with dolly. Now they are
up and off for wood. Baby likes to help, and
can bring quite an armful; it is raining, so
Lou brings it to the door, and Gertie piles it
up behind the stove.
We are poor and liv plainly, but we hav
many things to be thankful for-plenty of
wood, a dry house, if not very warm, and
plenty to eat, such as it is. We miss a cow
most of anything, and will hav one, if nothing happens, in the spring when feed comes.
But we expected to rough it if we got a home
of our own.
We are very thankful for the blessings,
such as good health, the Investigato·r every
week, etc.
A healthy body and a mind at ease,
And simple pleasmes that a !ways please.

With kind love, and wishes that you may
liv long_to do your good work,
Your friend and admirer,
JENNIE V OBE GRAHAM.

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Educational.-Aunty: "So you're studying
Roman history, Robby? Why did Cresar
hesitate when he came to Rubicon?" Robby :
" Oh, 'cause he wanted to see if he had the
Gaul to cross it."
A widower married a second time, and his
choice was a wealthy lady about fifty years
of age. When the bride and bridegroom returned home from the wedding the husband,
introducing the wife to the children, said :
" My dear children, kiss this lady's hand.
She is the new mother I promised to bring
you." After taking a sq1mre look at the new
mother, little Charlie said : "Pa, you hav
been fooled. She ain't new at all!"
"Let us not cross the bridge before we get
to it,"~ says "Bill Arp," addressing those
Southerners who feared the result of the
election. "Not long ago a little girl, whose
father lived by a creek, heard grandmother
say with a sigh that her time was 'most out,
and she would very soon hav to cross the
river Jordan. Like a sweet little philosopher,
she said: 'Well, never mind, grandma, I
reckon you will find a foot-log there."'
Little Flora, three years old, live in the
country, where pigs are numerous and are in
the habit of rubbing or scratching themselvs
against the fence or anything convenient.
Flora saw one indulging in this one day,
when she said : "Oh, mamma, there is
another pig sharpening himself!"
Grandma is pretty well on in years, and
time has left his marks in many wrinkles on
her dear old face. Little Lucy was sitting in
Grandma's lap the other day, and after a long,
inquiring gaze asked, "Grandma, what
makes your face all so mussed up?"

Miss Wixon's. Works.
A.H in a Lifetimfl. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., $1.50.

A.ppl.-s of Gold.

And mber Stories

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handwme and Interesting Book, Without SnpArstition, for Children and Youth. ~·he Only Freethinkers' Ohildren's StorY-Book ever issued.
66 full. page illustrations and ll5 smaller: large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
.

These books are particularly suitable for
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The Twentietll Century
Contains the Sunday addresses of Hngh 0. Pentecost, New York's famous Agnostic and social
economist, besides other interesting matter.
Iesued weekly. Annual subscription $1. Sample
copies sent on aPplication. Address the publisher,
FRED. C. LEUBUSCBER,
88 Park Row, New York City.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
on,

A Key to Bibl9 Investigation.
.
Containing 148 Proposit.ions
W1th RAferences to tbe most Plain ani! Striking
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Read the following extract from a letter by ExRev. 0. B. Iteynolds:
-"The 'Bible Inquirer' is better than a Con·
cord ..nce a• a reference, to speedily find the teaching of the Bible, on any subject. It is a sledgehammer in demolishing error, yet the mo•t devout Bible. worshiPer can find no cause of offense.
Using no word of argument, it simply permits
the Bible to dest.roy all faith in the Btble, by giving chapter and vArae-word for word-showing
its palpable absnrdities and contradictions."
EverY Liberal needs a cop_y for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever Published.
Price only 25 cent.s.
MtlressTHE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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BY E. C. WALKER.
rhia is a companion book to Remsburg's "Biblo
Morals.'' 48 pages; price 10 cents.
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8AKYA BUDDHA.

A middle-aged gentleman of education and
Freethought principles, seeks prepossessing lady,
unencumbered, a. bout thirty, with means. Object;
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and the !Sabbath. " A law

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
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The .l!'alse Teaching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine
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The .l!'oolishness of Prayer.

''Think
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Teachings.
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With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
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Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a .I!' act·~

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
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schools in ()eylon.. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-PhiloaoPhical Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
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Social ProiJlems. Price, 10 canto.
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" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.''
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MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with snrPrlBing
skill.-[Literary World.
Yon turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading W aahington
Irving.-(Inter-Ooean.
Eis history has a continuity, a. rash, a. carrying
power;,. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New .tiaven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a ma.aterp1ece of historical writ.
ing, He has a style that reminds us of .Macaulay.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo,543pp,,$1.75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, 12mo, 226
pp,, 25 cents; Boards, ~0 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general delightfulneaa.[N. Y. Evemng .Mail..
.
A story of life on 1sb.nda of coral, frmt-treea,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apolloa and the women dreams of beauty.-(N. Y.
T1mes.
·
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama. and La unagala-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas; bathing m the surf on
shining sands, basking on shores of et~rnal summer, attending moonlight llanque•a, and aeemg
the peculiar danl'e called Ka-lu-!ah-no more to
do than the preaiden t of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day,-Critical Review.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~8 LafaYette PI, Newlrork.
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A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Christian Religion and t.he Significance .
of ita Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure,·• "Household Remedies 11 "The
Poison Problem, or the C~use
a.nd the Cure of Intemper-

ance," e6c.,

etc.

Felix L. Oawald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subiects.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oioth, 12mo, 240IJp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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Strengthen the Memory,
oR,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladium says: "The chapter
on • How to Learn a New Language 1 is of remark·
able intere~t."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order.''
Sctence \h1gh authority) sa:ya: "We hav tried the
methods of association adviBed in this book on
several persona, and found them most excellent."
Price by mall $1.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D.
Godev's Lalli!'·• Rook says: "We giv our cordia.!
approbation to this work. The information it
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vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations,
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Introduction by
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OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
By T. E. LoNGSHORE·
An explanation of the meaninll' of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. "Lord" should be
"Rabbi." The words "Jeaus ChriHt "mean "Bav·
ing Wisdom."
Excellent for MissionarY Work.
Paper, 12mo, 8c., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

'.I'HE STRUGGLE
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Religious and Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
libertY ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of everY age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughou~
the work is replete with astounding facta and
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp. 1 price 75 cents.
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THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
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Poems from Pu()k.
NEW YEAR.

0 Happy New Year's day of yore,
To rich and poor a pleasure,
Your memory forevermore
Some old-time folks will treasure !
Yon still are dear to grandpapaA memory of Madeira
He drank the dav when grandmamma
11 Received " with Cousin Sarah.
He met J.er-sweet and guileless EveThe cnp of love she proffered.
Her duty was but to receive ;
She took what then he offered
And so they went their love-warmed way
Amid the snow a.-fallingThe Cupid of our New Year's day
Is far too fine for "calling."
0 happy New Year's day of yore!
Because we overdid yon,
When now yon knock upon the door
We haughtily forbid yon.
Go, in your last gay pageant's tail
Good form and yon are strangersE'en the " Fantastica " soon will failGo, join the 11 Squarback Rangers."
And when you're gone, and gone for aye,
When your last horn has sounded,
And yon are just a common day
By common days surrounded,
Perhaps, old friend, the very men
Who found your pleasures palling
Will vainly call yon back againBut yonYou let them do the calling!
BETWEEN THE DANCES.

Two waltzeBT Yes. A polka. T Yes. Another
waltz-that's four;
And please Clo take a lanciers, Jack-well, then,
there's nothing moreBut when I gave the rest away, yon were not on
the floor !
Four dances. Now. that isn't bad. Ob, yes; I aia
wait, dear !
I really thought yon wouldn't come, and-other
men were here ;
I couldn't watch the door all night, in hopes that
you'd appear.
What? No, indeed! Make Arthur giv his galop
np to yon?
•
And this third waltz T The poor dear boy, he only
has these two(Yonr face is like a thunder clond-oh, smile a
little, do 1)
And so yon think I should not waltz with any
other man,
Nor dance round dances-that's absurd; just reason, if yon can,
And don't be such a jealous thing, and please don't
break my fan.
Oh, yes! Of course, those other girls yon mention
will, no doubt,
Take pity on your lonely state, and try to help yon
out;
Bnt I will not be jealous, dear. I will not scold
:nor pont!
Only-don't dance with M,lnd-yon know that puts
me on the rack ;
Yon will T Then, yon don't love me-(ob, here is
my partner) Jackl•ll giv yon all the wa.Itze~, dear-wait here till I
come back.
-Madeline S. Bl'idges.
UNCLE SAM AND MISS CANADA.
UNOLE BAM;

0 fair and frigid northern maid,
Excuse me if I WO'l
With a. string, so to speak, tied 'round my heart,
To yank it back from yon I
To tell the truth, I am not yet
Dead smitten with your charmsBut Erastus Wiman says I must
Invite yon to my arms.
And likewise Butterworth the bold
He giveth me the steer-·
Though yon ain't smit, nor me not a bitCome to my arms, mY dear !
MIBB CANADA :

I don't know that I've ever tried
Your heart to fascinateWhen I do, good sir, you'll snrtp that stringIn the interim, kindly watt!
UNOLE SAM (~ozus) :
I'll take my banjo under my arm,
And I'll travel south alone;
And next time, my dear, I'll take my own steer,
When I seek yon for my own.

Church Incidents Among the Bald
Knobbers.

•

The stranp;er who visi1 s Taney county, Mo.,
and talks to the Bald Knobbers, and to no one
else, will gather the idea that the organization,
if not exactly a lawful one, was wholly beneficent in its effects on the county. The
Bald Knobbers say that their only acts in that
county were the frightening of young Hervale, the lynching of the Taylor boys, and
the procuring of a man to investigate the
county books. They had intended to do
more, but circumstances arose which, to their
regret, prevented their doing anything more.
They say they never whipped anyone, and
never ordered anyone to leave the county.
By this they mean thllt they never did these
things upon a formal order by the chief
Knobber and his council. They just did it

informally. A gang of a suitable size for the
job would get together and make matters
uocomfortable for the citizen who was obnoxious to them, and then ride away and
disperse.
Among the citizens who became obnoxious
to the Knobbers were the Coggburn boys,
sons of John Coggburn, at the time the
master of the Masonic lodge of the county,
and a man of excellent repute. The boys
were good average boys, even according to
the :Bald Knobbers. Lots of Knobbers had
boys quite as bad, and some had worse boys.
Like all other Taney county boys, they carried concealed weapons, and sometimes fired
their guns in the public highway, and yelled
in cowboy fashion, contrary to the statute in
such case made and provided. Worse than
this, however, in the Bald Knobber mind,
was their avowed hostility to that order.
They even threatened to shoot if attacked.
The Bald Knobbers determined to hav the
boys arrested and punished for carrying concealed weapons and threatening the lives of
citizens. A warrant wa8 easily obtained, and
a squad of Knobbers went with the ofl'icer to
make the arrest. The boys resisted, and
were victorious. A larger and more discreet
squad got the drop on the Coggburns, and the
two were taken before a magistrate and fined
$25 each, which they paid. This was in the
summer of 1885.
At about this time Captain Kinney, chief
of the Bald Knobbers, made up his mind to
try the gentle· suasion of the Christian religion, in addition to the halter and revolver, in
his efforts to promote the moral and intellectual growth of his neighbors. There never
had been a Sunday-school in Taney county
before 1885, and Captain Kinney organized
the first one. It was at the Oak Grove
church, not far from Forsyth. Captain Kinney was the superintendent. Among his
pupils were the Coggburn boys. The Knobhers say the boys went there solely to scoff.
The rest of the community deny this. The
Coggburns say, however, that. they did not
see much religion or solemnity about a Sunday-school conducted by a man who had
hanged two men unlawfully, shot no one
knew how many more to death, and whose
chief claim to respectability lay in the clearness of his vision when looking at the sins of
others.
That the Coggburns acted irreverently is
not disputed, and Robert Coggburn made
blasphemous responses during the service.
This was during the early and conservativ
days of the organization, or both boys would
hav been severely whipped before Monday
morning.
A few weeks later a Sunday-school convention was held that lasted all day. The Coggburns had been warned to keep away, but
they were not easily frightened. While everyone else there was dressed in store clothes,
the Coggburns were in their shirt-sleeves.
The boys carried no weapons themselvs, but
their sisters and sweethearts carried several
revolvers under their skirts for them to use
in case " Old Kinney got mad at their little
joke."
When Captain Kinney reached the church
and opened the door, he found hanging on the
inside a coat with a little coffin on it and a
piece of paP,er with a rude sketch of a skull
and cross-bones pinned beneath it. Inside of
the coffin was a bit of paper directed "To Old
Kinney," and marked within "Pizen" and
11
Death in his favorite role." A buckshot
was wrapped in the paper.
The people crowded into the building, and
Kinney showed the coffin and papers to everyone. The Coggburns snickered audibly. They
called it a good practical joke on the Bald
Knobber chief. Going to the pulpit, Captain
Kinney pointed his finger at Andrew Coggburn, and said.: .
"The man who did that is here, and he will
need a box before I do."
There was no claptrap about that. It was
a promis that Kinney would kill Andy Coggburn at the first opportunity that, in Taney
county ethics, would warrant the deed.
Everyone so understood it, and had Coggburn shot Kinney dead at any moment thereafter, provided he did not shoot from the
brush, that threat would hav cleared him
before any Missouri court of justice. The
threat proved to be a prophecy as well as a
warning.
During the exercises of the morning Captain
Kinney made the little coffin a text, and
scorched the boys verbally for their sins.
There was a novel spectacle at the afternoon
services of this Sunday-school convention.
Teachers and pupils came carrying loaded
guns and revolvers in the right hand and the
gospel in the left. There were two mottoes on

the walls of the church. One read, " Peace
on Earth and Good Will toward Men," the
other, " God is Love." A double-barreled
shotgun leaned against the wall beneath the
first, and a Kentucky rifle, with broken stock
that had been mended with wire, was beneath
the other.
There were no converts made at this meeting.
" Of course we watched each other pretty
closely as time went on when he was in the
neighborhood," said Captain Kinney, in talking of the case afterward. Had this occurred
in the Big Sandy region in Kentucky or West
Virginia, one or the other would hav been
shot to death from behind the brush. Business is not done in that way here. The Ozark
mountaineer is not a coward. by any means,
although an occasional cowardly murder has
been committed. Kinney and the Coggburns
were of reckless courage.
They met at last after months of watchful.
ness, 'on the night of Feb. 28, 1886, at the
same place-the Oak Grove ~burch. Andrew
Coggburn and Sam Snapp, a ch11m, were in
attendance at the meeting. A Bald Knobber
parson was in the pulpit preparing for the
service. · Seeing Coggburn there a Bald
Knobber ran away to tell Deputy Sheriffs K.
and M. Branson that Coggburn was there if
they wanted to arrest him on a warrant they
had for him for shooting at a man named
Andrew Watson some time before. The
Bransons were told that Coggburn was
armed.
At this one of the Bransons sent his son to
tell Kinney. 'l'he lad met Kinney short distance away, and Kinney at once went home
and got his revolver. There are two stories
about what followed. The opponents of the
Bald Knobbers say that Kinney sent in and
called Coggburn out. The Knobbers say that
Coggburn heard that Kinney was coming and
slipped out with Sam Snapp, and lay in wait
in the shadow of the building (it was a moonlight night.) for the Knobber chief.
The undisputed facts are that Coggburn
came out of the church with Snapp as Kinney
was hitching his horse.
Kinney · walked
toward the church door revolver in hand,
while Coggburn walked out into the moonlight. Coggburn stepped to one side of the
path and said aloud :
" Who is it ?"
"Now's yer chance," said some one.
"Hold up your hands!" thundered Kinney, leveling his revolver.
Coggburn turned his left side partly toward
the Knobber chief, threw up his left hand,
and with his right drew his revolver. It was
a lightning motion, but Kinney's finger was
quicker. Pressing the trigger, the Knobber
chief sent a bullet into Coggburn's left breast,
through his heart and out under the right
shoulder. The young man was leaning partly
forward, but the impact of the bullet straightened him up, and· over he went on his back,
dead before he struck the ground. As he fell
his revolver, thrown by his swaying right
arm, flew from his grasp and struck on the
gravel twenty feet away behind him.
The parson in the church was just giving
out the first hymn. It began ;
·

a

he bitterly denounced the murder of his son
and the acquittal of the murderer. The ties
that bound the Bald Knobbers were stronger
than the ties that bound the Masons in a land
where Masons often do go afoot and barefoot
because it is necessary to help a brother
Mason. .
·
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·Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D •• editor of the
Presbyterian EvangeliM., to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Christians who hav opposed Colonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper ; $1.00 in cloth.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAUSM
By DR. FREDERIC B. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiologjcal Medicin and Medical Jurisprnden.~e in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 1~mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
. His analysis of nervens and mental phenomena
is sharply scientifl·~; his pathological theories are
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Medtcal Revtew.
His Ian!fU!tge is strong and well chosen, his
sty !e admirable in its directness and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logical.-Liberal Chi-lstton.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.
By Milton WoolleY, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
M.rthology," 11 The Career of Jesus Christ."
The !Jol bath said in his heart, There ill no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1.
Chlldr£'1 and fools speak the truth.- [Old Ba.w.
Paper, 12!ll.o, 10 cents.
M lress THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ReminiscBnces of a Preac~er,
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," 11 Family Creeds,"" Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay.
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them,
The book is an argument as well as a novel but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along 1 and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, i-n paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentass, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The antho~is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a. history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
Sweet hour of prayer, sweet hour of prayer,
of hnman life as we should expect Colonel ln«erThy.wings shall my petition bear.
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
The sweet hour of prayer was interrupted and
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
by the report of Kinney's pistol, and a mo-

ment later Sam Snapp walked into the church
with his hands up and the muzzle of Kinney's
still smoking pistol close to his head. Kinney had held him up the moment Coggburn
dropped.
" That was one of the most interesting passages of my life," said the Bald Knobber in
speaking of the homicide afterward. He
"came clear," as they say here, easily. A
Bald Knobber justice of the peace impaneled
a Bald Knobber coroner's jury. The Bald
Knobber chief told his story, not defiantly
over the butt of a shotgun, as his opponents
ha v since said, but in regretful tones as became a Sunday-school superintendent under
the circumstances.
Sam Snapp was not called as a witness. He
would not ha v heard the call had it been made.
He was not in the counky. He had involuntarily become an assisted emigrant. The
Knobbera provided the assistance.
The Knobber jury heard Kinney's story
respectfully and sympathetically.
"He jest done had t'," said the Knobber
justice when the recital was ended, and thereupon the Knobber jurors returned a verdict
of justifiable homicide.
It is an interesting matter of fact that the
Knobbers, many of whom were members of
the Masonic order, were able to wield enough
influence in the lodge to expel Worshipful
Master John Coggburn from the order because
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of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
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STEVENS.

A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
in snob compact form.-[Literary Review.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp,, $1.50.
Address,THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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PHOTO-ENGRA.VING, are all superior to any
other like met. bod•.
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The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Cllristianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TWELV-E OTHER Drs<iOUBBEB OF REASON.

B!1 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A vignrous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thnu~ht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phtla. Press.
Extra cloth, 1llmo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

')THER BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHEB AND ESSAYS.
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlau!l"h has "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
•t no very distant dar. hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and w1ll doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and Bide stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.~5.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROJ\IIE ~ REASON
A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBB.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vanta,l!'e-ground of an
in tima.t11 personal experience With the two BYB·
tems. It deals the most t~enchant blows which
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Review.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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ARGUMENT
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Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 l'.:H., corner Bangamon street and
Washin.~rton boulevard.
Lectures and debatea
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Robert G. Ingersoll,
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Stenographically repwted, and re'Dised by the author.
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BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
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Paper_,12mo, 105 pp., 25c.: cloth, 50c.
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.:.il
~o~d letters on the outside.
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the :file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail~ostpai<h for 11.
Address THE TRUTl:l BEEKER,
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28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.

GIRARD'S WILL

BY REPORTER.
This is the history_ of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pelitical, and other~EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magniflcen t
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Pr!ce, n.oo.
By RICH. B. WEsTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Pnce $1. ·:)'
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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By A. J. GROVER.
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Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
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SOCIAL WEALTH,

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND ITB lNFLUENOE UPON
SooiETY.
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter,'' etc ..
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, suitable for frami~.!.sent postpaid,
for 95 cents.
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SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Bixty.fi'De Years' In'DariabZe Bucce88.

rr" FoB ALL DIBEABEB 01!' EYES OR EABB. lm·
mediate relief from Granulations. Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failin11
Bight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringin11 of
-the Ears dispelled by a few ~tpplications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instn.ntly removed. Bent the world over. Box with instructions, bY mail, 25 cents.
B. A. NEALJil,
Sm~o
Shakers P. 0., N.Y.

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

Bankers' aud ttlel'chants' Tele· Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
~rraph Company
·rhe History of Freethought. Bound
Western Union Telegraph Om:npany
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ROBT. G. INGER"lOLL'S
in the suit of the

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11!100 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in English or German.
A new cheap edition at only 1.5Q.
SCIENCE IN STORY; O':J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, anti Sponsie, the ·.l'roublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
-per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages 1 illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in StorY.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-BOIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam," considering the pine-glass cure--of value
to sicK and well. By mat!, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 PJ>ges1 cloth
bound, $2"h "Heredity!" by Loring_l\Iooay, 159
p_ages, clot h75 cents; • The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Mars , 10 ·cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Rer:eneration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ' Re-ports of Conventions and Parlor meetin!J'B during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of th~>
Institute of HerA<lit:v.Mav 2R, 1883." 10 cents.
l<lii"A..
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNU A.L.
Price, 25 Cents.

'l'lte Newark Liberal. League

Meets ev~ry Sunday afternoon, at 3 o;clook, at the
League rooms, Broad and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

BACON AND

~HA.KSPERE.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not wrtte
The Bonnets written by b'rancis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE ORISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Grea
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
tlaming arguments
will not leave num
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or a!!_Y of Paine'
writin.~rs,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D
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Ea~t, Christianity a Reward for Crime.

The Origin of the r.hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

Price, $1.00.

OPENING SPEECH TO 1'HE JURY

anllattao Liberal Club, N.Y.

EDITI!}N.

OB,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

.II

Meets every Friday eveninll', at 8 o•olock, at German Masonic Tempie, 220 East 1Mh street. Lectures and discussions. Tile public cordially in vi ted.

The Greatest of all .&nti·Bibll
For the benefit of our readcal U' orks.
ers who preserve their papers

1'

BeM"etary of the American Beculatr Union.

o.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHToN, Bee.

The
cents; paper, 25

In this ll.rgument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champiOn of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice. hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light--of eloquence, legal learning,logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
· The many_ca.lls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest D.ntions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
·
··
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury;
-:a..11.nd politicitins a clear exposition of Constitutional ri_ghts and powers; and intelligent, pat
.uu '"""men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New
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The Bo/.6 !!'actors and JfJxact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionrmnt.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
MAN paints himself in his gods.-Sohtller.
Tllll: national department of labor will in- 1 GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER, VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinGon
is a white sheet of paper which contains
ton.
vestignte the wages, hours, and condition of ,
LINTON, REVILLE.
This is a new book and contains the latest discus- nothing save what thou hast written thereon.On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
sion
on
the
mistakes
of
Moses.
The
names
of
the
all railway employees.
coNTENTS:
Lut7tf?',
1 I. Dawn of Creation a.nd of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character.
.
. .
Oua ideas of God arise from reflecting on ourW. E. Gladstone.
THE census comm1ttee are pellt10ned to
Price, paper, 50 centS; cloth, 75 cents.
selva, contemplating our own intellectual an<\
collect elaborate industrial statistics showing I II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Inter'
praters of Nature. By Prof. 1'. H. Huxley,
moral qualities, and ascribing them to an imagAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER,
the number out of work, etc.
' III. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
inarY being, beyond the range of' the sonsell, an•l
28 LafaYette Place, New·fork.
Muller.
·
connecting this being with
Lxss than one-tenth of
the opera tiona of nature.
Jupiter, a brttve and amorour wage-workers are
ous god, was a. projeotion
organized.
of the Greek mind. Jehovau, a partial, changeful,
GERMANY's expenses
bein~?, was a repvmdictiv
hav more .than doubled
rese~:~_tation of the Jewi•h
since 1872.
minct in early times as
faithful as though reflected
AT present Europe prefrom a mirror.-B. F. Unsents the appearance of
de?·wooa.
one immense rifle factory.
AN honest God is the no-blest work of man.-InotrTHE European powers
soll.
are scrambling for a footTHE primitiv uncultured
hold in Asia and Africa.
man worshiped external
objects in love and ia fear,
A sxooND Mississippi
ascribing to them quasisteamer fire occurred on
human powers and feelings.
the 25th ult., in which
There is the germ of religion.-Freaerio Hm'1'ison.
thirty lives were lost.
THE
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ORDER OF CREATION.'

----

THE ideas of the divinitY
hav been created by the
affect.ions of the human
heart; they became necessarily divided into two
classes, a.ccordin g to tb e
sensations of pleasure or
A·r the emperor's repain, love or hatred: the
quest horse-racing in
powers of nature, the gods.
Prussia on Sundays and
the genii, were divided into
holidays has been
beneficent and malignant.
good and &Vii; and h~Jnce
stopped.
the universality -of these
two characters in all the
MILITARY and tenants
s"stems of religion.- Volare making extensiv
nev.
preparations for a conTHE historical progress
test over evictions at
of reJ:gion consists in t-his :
Letterkenny.
that what by an earlier religion was regarded as obIN Germany workingj ectiv is now recognized as
men's societies cannot
subjactiv; that is, what was
rlebate politics, and must
BALAAM FINDETH THE LORD AND RECElVETH IN8TRUCTIONS.
formerly contemplated and
worshiped as God is now
indicate their loyalty on
And God met Balsam: and he said unto him, I hav prepared seven altars, and I hav offered upon every altar a
to be something
perceived
the banners they carry.
bullock and a ram. And the Lord put a word in Balsam's mouth, and said, Return unto Balak, and thus thou shalt
human. Man is seen to hav
speak.-Num. xxiii, 4, 5.
adored his own· nature.IT is stated that the
Feuerbach.
main cause of dissension
in women's organizations is difference in reIN the ruder forms of savage life, we find the
belief in witchcraft universal, and accompanied,
ligious belief.
in most instances, by features of peculiar atrocFRANOE will construct double railways conity. The reason of this is obvious. Terror is
verging at the eastern frontier to mobilize her
everywhere the beginning of re!ig.ion·.. The phenomena which impress themselvs most forcibly
war forces.
on the mind of the savage are not those which
GENERAL LEGITIME has been elected presienter manifestly into the sequence of natural laws
dent of Hayti, and will take prompt measures
and which are productivof most be-neficial ~ffect~,
but those which are disastrous and apparently
to put down the rebellion.
abnormal. Gratitude is less vivid than fear, and
JusTroE LAMAR, of the Supreme Court, is
the smallest apparent infraction of a natural law
said to be a Catholic in conviction, and about
produces a deeper impression than the most sublime of its ordinary operations. When, therefore,
to formally enter the church. ·
the more startling and terrible aspects of nature
DURING the great republican exposition and
are presented to his mind, when the more deadiy
forms of disease or natural convulsion desolate
celebration in France next year an internahis land, the savage derives from these things an
tional labor congress will be held.
intensely realized perception of diabolical pres1
1
THE only jubilee gift that the Austrian
ence. In the darkness of the night ; amid the
yawning chasms and the wild echoes of the mountemperor Francis Joseph accepted was a moain gorge ; under the blaze of the comet, or the
saic image of the Virgin from the pope.
solemn gloom of the eclipse; when famin bas
blasted the land; when the earthquake and the
As the clergy hav been unable to control
pestilence hav slaughtered t4eir thousands; in
Cornell as they do other universities, they are
every form of disease which refracts and distorts
circulating lies that its students are bad.
the reason; in all that is strange, port en toue, and
deadly,
he feels and cowers before the supernatTHE clergy continue to talk of a grand
ural. Completely exposed to all the influence of
combined attempt to'' bring the whole city
nature, and completely ignorant of the chain of
<E. M. 289.)
of New York to a confession of Jesus Christ."
sequence that unites its various parts, he livs in
continual dread of what he deems the direct and
Tor.STOI, the eminent Russian, says Chris+WIT!)+ IL!a$TIUtTIOD$.-f.
isolated acts of evil spirits. Feeling them contintianity has become a word instead of a thing,
ually near him, he will naturally endeavor to enter
but that soon it will be made a reality again.
into communion with them. He will strive to proPAGE
pitiate them with gifts. If some great calamity
Calendar for t88g,
5
AT Rome there is being formed a society
has fallen upon him, or if some vengeful passion
Freethought in the United States for I888, 17
called the Red Cross, "to assist the dying
bas mastered his reason, he will attempt to invest
Liberalism: a Symposium.
himself with their authority; and his excited
and to facilitate access of the clergy to deathCoL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
28
J. H. BURNHAM, imagination
will soon persuade him that he has
beds."
JAMES PARTON,
32
L. K. WASHlltmN, succeeded in his desire. If his abilit es and his
ELLA
GmsoN,
HELEN
H.
G.AlUlENER,
33
LAsT month was celebrated the semi-cenambition place him above the common level, he
36
S, P. PUTNAM, •
Su~ H. WIXoN, tenary of· the first Catholic church in Rhode
will find in this belief the most ready path to
CHAJ!LES wATTS, 37
JoHN PECK, •
power. By professing to hold communion with
Island, that state now containing 140,000
41
W. S. BELL,
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U. •
and to control supernatural beings, he can exerCatholics.
PARKER PILu!BtmY,
42
E. C. WALKER,
cise an almost boundless influence over those
EDisoN is experimenting on a process of
ROBERT c. .ADAMS, about him; and, among men who are intensely
44
MRs. M. A. FRE:EMAN, predisposed to believe in the supernatural, a. very
J. D. Sru.w, 46
DR. JULIET H. SEVERANCE,
getting electricity directly from coal. If suclittle dexterity or acquaintance with natural laws
F. M. HoLLAND,
47
MRS. E. D. SLENXER,
cessful he will hav made one of the greatest
will
support his pretensions. By converting the
E.
B.
FooTE,
JR.,
M.D.,
50
CoL.
J.
R.
KELso,
inventions in history.
terror which some great calAmity has produced
LuCY N. CoLMAN,
51
G. H. DAWES,
into anger against an alleged sorcerer, he can at
THE Herald ,says that " unless the people
The Nine Demands of Liberalism,
the ilame time take a. signal vengeance upon those·
Ingersoll and Shakspere,
awaken to the divorce.danp;er marriage in the
who bav offended him, and increase the sense of
states will be undermip.11d by divorce as it is
his own importance. Those whose habits, or apin Utah by polygamy."
pearance, or knowledge, separate them from the
,,· ::.~
multitude, will be naturally suspected of commuTHE Bavarian bishops hav sent the pope an
nicating with evil spirits; and this suspicion will
address saying that they;'' will work with insoon
become a certainty, if any mental disease
NEW YORK:
should aggravate their peculiarities. In this manexhaustible zeal to restore
the holy father
ner the influences of ignorance, imagination, and
true and complete independence."
ISHED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER
imposture will blend and co-operate in creating a
belief in witchcraft, and in exciting a hatred
THE anti-dancing clergy in Ohio and other
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
against those who are suspected of its practice,
states are protesting against the inauguration
commensurate with the terror they inspire. In
ball. At Columbus the M. E.'s resolved :
a more advanced stage of civilization, the fear of
"We, the Methodist preachers of Columbus,
witches will naturally fade, as the habits of artificial life remove men from those influences which
n view of the elevation of a Christian man
~ct upon the imagination, and as increasing
to the presidency, do feel that this is a fitting
knowledge exPlains some of the more alarming
time for high official discountenance to " the
phenomena of nature.-Leokl/ tn The Historv or
ball and similar evil things.
Rationalism.
TEIE duchess of Cambridge pays a wellknown vocalht $4,000 a
year to sing to her daily.
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SUPERSTITION THE SAME

iJlolts and 1/Ilippinns.
Tms is Cardinal Manning's idea of what
his church is: "The Catholic church is not a
mere vehicle for the propagation of a doctrin.
It is a kingdom; an imperial power."
IT is said that Saxony furnishes the largest
percentage of suicides of any civilized state.
The number last year was 1,104, or one to
about every 3,000 of the population. In 1881
the total number was 1,248.
THE Savannah News reflects: "The New
York ministers hav been giving their views
concerning the Sunday newspaper. They
are opposed to it, almost to a unit. And yet
the Sunday newspaper in New York' seems
to grow bigger every Sunday."
THE pope has published an encyclical in
which he complains that the tendency of the
age is toward material interests and that this
tendency is strengthened by worldly pride, an
evil press and drama, demoralization of the
arts and a changed education in schools, Materialistic and Atheistic teaching obscuring
true notions of right. Poor pope! It is a
pity that the world won't let him run it !
AROHDEAOON MAOKAY SMITH says, in
Harper's Magazine: "The Sunday newspaper has arisen within a generation, one of the
greatest dangers to the churches which hav
ever threatened them. Every Sunday morning it takes the multitude of our towns up
into a mountain, and displaying the treasures
of the world, gathered with incredible pain,
from every land, during the preceding week,
says, 'All these will I giv thee, if thou wilt
forsake the house of God to-day.' Pastors
know the result oJ1lY too well."

THll: "Catholic Directory, Register, and
Almanac for 1889," shows that the total of
priests in England and Wales is 2,380, who
serve 1,306 churches, chapels, and missionary
"stations;" in Scotland there are 341 priests;·
the churches, etc., served by them being 423.
M. CoQUELIN has been very much pleased
with California. In fact, he likes the West
better. than the East. He says that the people
are more broad-minded in San Francisco than
in New York. The Wo·rld thinks this is
doubtless because the people of this city are
all trying to walk in the strait and narrow
path.
AT the opening of the Players1 Club on
Monday night Commissioner W. S. Andrews
spoke of his experiences as an actor on the
stage, and some of his friends who had seen
his performances years ago expressed regret
that he had left the dramatic profession. He
had appeared chiefly in light comedy parts,
but he had given signs of his ability to take
up tra)l;ic roles and win success in them. But
Mr. Andrews himself, who prefers politics to
play-acting, says that no man can be a politician and an actor at the same time. W. S., as
his relative distinguish him, would hav made
a great success as an actor, and has achieved
considerable fame as a politician, and some
fat offices. Samuel J. Tilden regarded him
as one of the best of political organizers. He
inherited a good deal of Stephen Pearl Andrews's intellectual shrewdness.
OsE of the most amusing things the editor
of the Boston Courier has heard in relation to
the recent elPction is the conversation which
a gentleman overheard in the horse-cars on
Saturday morning. A lady who had charge
of getting voters to the polls in a Roxbury

_'/OODOOISM IIV KANSAS, DE
"GoOD OLD REBECCA," /I NEG.t?.ESS, ,..?/
.7£/r/YIE BARTLETT f'OR WITCHCRAFT
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\
IN ALL PLACES AND
precinct was relating her experiences to a
friend. "And there was Mrs. S.," she said.
" She had moved into town after she rl'gistered, and of course she had to vote in Roxbury. So I took a carriage and went after
her. First she said she'd go round the corner
to a voting-place that was near, and when I
told her she couldn't do that, she said then
she wouldn't vote. Then I argued with her
and told her it was her duty and all that sort
of thing, and when she said she had no time,
I said I had a carriage at the door, and so at
last I persuaded her to come. But," she
added, with feminin glee, "I didn't tell her
she'd hav to go home in the horse.cars. That
must hav made her mad, but I didn't care for
that after she'd voted."
THE Pittsburgh Volksblatt procured for its
issue of New Year's day brief dispatches
from many governors concerning the condition of t1ings in their respectiv states and territories. They are mainly in one strain,
and that is the exultant strain. Governor
Taylor says that Tennessee is "on top
of a rolling wave of prosperity;" Governor Adams says that Colorado has just
passed through the most " prosperous year
in her history;" Governor Lee says that the
"rapid development of the resources of Virginia points to a new era of prosperity;" Governor Taft says that Rhode Island is "confident of the prosperity of her industries;"
Governor Perry says that Florida is "making
marvelous advancement;" Governor Riggs
says that Delaware is "prosperous and
happy;" Governor Leslie says that Montana
''has the brightest and most prosperous outlook;" Governor Semple says that Washington territory will soon be " the richest com-

'"' ""

AGES.

"'

monwealth on the Pacific," and so it goes to
the end of the chapter, according to the
VoUcsblatt•s dispatches from the states of the
North and South, East and West.
THE Mirro1· prints this apostrophe to Cuba
by Colonel Ingersoll: "Nearly four centuries
ago Columbus, the adventurous, in the blessed
island of Cuba, saw happy people with rolled
leaves between their lips. Above their heads
were little clouds of smoke. Their faces
were serene, and in their eyes was the autumnal heaven of content. These people were
kind, innocent, gentle, and loving. The
climate of Cuba is the friendship of the earth
and air, and of this climate the sacred leaves
were born. The leaves that breed in the
mind of him who uses them, the cloudless,
happy days in which they grew. These
leaves make friends and celebrate with gentle
rites the vows of peace. They hav given
consolation to the world. They are the companions of the lowly, the friends of the imprisoned, of the exiled, of workerR in mines,
of fellers of forests, of sailors on the desolate
seas. They are the givers of strength and
calm to the vexed and wearied minds of those
who build with thought and dream the
temples of the soul. They tell of hope and
rest, they smooth the wrinkled brows of care,
drive fears and strange misshapen dreads
from out the mind, and fill the heart with
rest and peace. Within their magic warp
and woof some potent, gracious spell imprisoned lies, that when releasej by fire doth
softly steal within the fortress of the hrain
and bind in sleep the captured sentinels of
care and grief. These leaves are the friends
of the fireside, and their smoke, like incense,
rises from myriads of happy homes. Cuba
the smile of the sea."
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.f/lommtmications.
First Principles.
There is very great difficulty in accepting the
theory that there ever was a creator of what we call
temporal things, at least such a creator as the "Jehovah " of the so-called holy writ. In fact, after
much study of the situ·ation, viewing it from every
conceivable standpoint, I am forced to the concluf'ion that neither the great solar, or other systems,
the vegetable, animal, or mineral kingdoms, are the
result or product of any personal, spiritual, or other
being, or of any intelligent sympathetic ca.use, but
that everything belonging to eilher system or kingdom is the necessary temporary result of an unsympathetic, natural, unalterable law, of modalic essence.
'rbat all things !lre temporal only, so far as this earth
and, pHhaps, many other planets are concErned, and
that they are only the "fungi" of the "ego "-the
great eternal, all-prevailing principle, governing all
t hinge, itself an unsympathetic Law per se.
Some
one will say, Who made the Law? To which we reply, Laws are never made-never were made-they
are modalities, or first principles, and always were,
always will be, the same. We sometimes discover
some distinct feature of the ego principle, or law of
"the self," and accept it, or declare upon it., as being
law. These laws permeate our social compact, and
by the use of our intelligence we discover them, or
think we do, but sometimes are mistaken, which we
will call antagonizing the true principle; we finally
discover the error and repeal the supposed law,
But there are certain laws of which we bav no con: rol; they are uncontrolable by any agency or power,
for they are of the ego.
When we &ccept this
thecry, everything is in harmony; without it, all is
·~onfusion and discord. This law of the ego justifies
:tself by the result. It has no moral quality.
':[orals are temporal and local ; a certain Ret is moral
here and immoral there, moral there and immoral
llere, this being governed by the education and cirCilmstances of each particular case. We insist that
,,one of the modalities, or first principles, or laws,
,:re subject to the caprice of any will or power.
L8t us examin a few of them by the light of our
i o.telligence. Take the law of the divisibility of matLGr, applying it to an imaginary entity-i.e., an apple
exactly divided would make two equal pieces; multiply them by saying twice one are two, and you hav
Lhe whole of the law and the apple. This law was
•Llways as you find it. Through all the dim vista of
inexhauetible eternity it was always the same-semper id-im.
J ehove.h could not change that Jaw any more than
your school-teacher could-more than you could.
l'ake any other of the modalities and you find them
idim, sonaus. Gravitation, for instance. You may
. imagin a time, perhaps, when there was nothing to
gravitate to, but still there was the law, waiting to
perform its offi<le. The law of specific gravity, the
law of space, the law of force, of decomposition and
absorption, the allies of the law of force, are all the
same and utlerly incapable of change, always requiring a given result, always obtaining that result.
There has never been furnished us an authenticated
circumstance of any suspension of any of these modalities, and, notwithstanding all the miracles of the
Bible, each and every one of them is predicated
upon some violation of these Jaws. I maintain that
the commor:Jest dictum of reason givs them the lie,
and our experience furnishes the proof of the error.
Under these laws let us exaroin into the possibilities of a Jehovah with the attributes and powers
given, or rather accorded, him by Moses, and by him
called" Jesus Christ." We will first examin his creativ .capacity. In the first place, his own existence
merits our attention. Tbey wake him to say: "Before anything was, I am." Oue of the unalterable
modalities is that whatever exists, exists upon some
law or principle. Then the principle upon which
Jehovah existed was before him, as he could not,
from a n?n·exis~ent E.tate, hav created the principle
upon whiCh to hv, any more than the boy could lift
himself by the straps of his boot, which is another
law of force which he is unable to changer The law
of space also; let us try and think of a time when
there was no space, and speculate as to where Jehovah was while be was creating a place to put himself
and this creativ epoch will look chimerical in th~
extreme. The Bible student shuts his eyGs at all
this and looks only to the gentility with which he
may maintain himself quite easily through life, and
commences his study at a more advanced condition
of things, to wit, a. garden of Eden in a little corner
of Asia. Well, let us go there and help him fix things
in. shape for investigation aided by a little fair reasoning. But here we "Ome in contact with another
of those stubborn laws that stems to Rpend all its force
among the temporal conditions of every kind, and
will admit of no interference fmm any source, and
seems to laugh the smile of derision at the suggestion of sympathy. This law of which we now speak
all Bible authorities from the Ulema down to
i\loses say the Jehovah made ; they say it is a beautiful

conglomeration of his wisdom, mercy, justice, and
love. We mean the law of personal antagonism, in
obedience to which all of the larger, more powerful,
more subtle, more intelligent specimens of temporality, animal and vegetable, hav since the creation by
J ehovab been mercilessly devouring each otlulr in a
selfish desire to sustain in turn their own lives. The
quintessence of this Jaw is, that first, change of
form, or evolution, is the law of temporalities, and
this law !'eems so closely related to the eternal ego
as to be a part of its ramifications or activ principle,
and makes the condition of life depend upon a previous death, which in reality is merely a change of
conditions, t.he one as desirable as the other, when
we come to fully understand the effect. .A.nd to this
law no creature, auiwal or vegetable, has ever interposed the slightest protest, except it be in those instances where the resulting change has been artificially produced or hastened, and thereby oper6tes to
suspend another intermediate law, that of purpose
and design ~let some one snap bait at thi8), from
which we get slill another Jaw, that of self-preservation.
After a vain and tedious attempt to accept the
legal inconsistency burled by Moses at the law of
matter and its capability of divisibility, we lay down
as silly the proposition that from a choice selection of
nothings, with no ~pace in which to place them,
Jehovah made a great quantity of material somethings
possessing all kinds ot properties, qualities, and conditions, and gave them names in the tongue of
Moses, such as sun, moon, stars, sea<.l, land, etc., all
of which was of the most momentous nature, yet
Jehovah did not deem it of sufficient importance to
giv it a record until the lapse of over five hundred
yea1·e.
·
After regulating the days and nights und the seasons, then comes the proposition, "Let us n:;ake
wan," for the purpose of dominion over the cattle of
the field, and the beasts of the forest, the fishes in
the sea, and for the purpose of husbandry and the
praise and glory of his maker. Adam and Eve were,
as the story goes, the first product of this resolve,
and they came forth in . all purity and virgin loveli
ness, naked as a ramrod, knowing neither good nor
evil-and of course were not ashamed, as they did
not understand all of their functions which Jehovah
had implanted within them-and they were placed in
the garden of Eden to dress it, where the poet Milton finds them joyfully acquiescing in their dual
necessity, of which they were denounced by their
creator and their God, whose purpose it was that
they should only liv upon the fruits that grew
therein, and upon other trees than that of knowledge
of good and evil. It was the evident design of
Jeho-Vah tht\t his two only children should liv forever
in a state of benighted ignorance of good and evil ;
and as these heads embrace about all there is to
know, Adam and Eve-to brush away the figurewere destined to go down the vast stretch of eternity
with abject ignorance their only companion. Suppose that this plan had been carried out to the letter,
and the figure of the forbidden fruit left out of the
chapter, would tha_t important factor in the character
of Jehovah, mercy, hav remained intact T By no
means. If the record is true-and it is, in the law
of this case-the beasts, the cattle, the fishes,· had
been given to this virgin pair for food, which involved
their agony in death. Where was the attribute of
infinit mercy, which would bav averted the agonies
of a painful death'!. In our feeble way of thinking,
the merest smattering of mercy would bav abolished
the law of personal antagonism, if that law were
under the control of J<Jhovah; or, in the absence of
such control, and in the combined exercise of wisdom
and mercy, these innocent victims might hav been so
constituted as to bav been incapable of enduring or
suffering pain, and the same purpose hav been accomplished independent of the law of self-preservation.
But charity suggests that we excuse Jehovah on the
grounds that the educational advantages of Moses's
day were too meager to admit of his acquisition of
the necessary erudition to enable him to get up a
wore plausible story, or a record that would bear the
investigation of a race of philosophers whose advent
be knew not of.
But here is a harder nut to crack, and I hav wished
it could hav been thrown out as a bait for some
Ulema of theology, theocracy, and theogony, on
either side of the sea. We learn from the holy writ,
and from every orthodox pulpit in the land, that
pain, sickness, and death, with all their concomitant
evil attendants, are the resulting consequence in the
human family of the disobedience of Adam and Eve
in eating the forbidden fruit in the garden. In justification of the entailed punishment we are also taught
that from this one act of disobedience of Adam and
Eve all other sins sprang, and which bav been handed
down from generation to' generation, while we in our
turn transmit them to our children that-in the praise
of God, I suppose-they may not be lost to p~sterity.
Here we get our moral qualities, which are of mental
origin, and under the physical law are good or bad
according to our braiu quality, location and condition, which rule holds good in all of the lower order
of animals. We find that we are possessed of three

leading moral qualities-love, hate, selfishness. ·'!'he
first two are regulated by the law of affinity, the latter by the law of personal antagonism. All crimes
and lesser sins may be properly attributed_ to hate
and selfishness. For indulgence in these sms; then,
we are under the curse of Jehovah since Eve took the
apple. Now let us return to the lower branch of the
animal kingdom. From the mo:st vicious and dangerous to the most docil, in water, air, land, forest, or
plain, every individual, species, or genus possesses
thes~ same leading moral qualitie!l, and i~ .vicious
and dangerous, tame or docil, as these quaht:es predominate. With due allowance for the correctness
of the deductions of Darwin, neither disputing nor accepting him here, it is not supposable that at the
time of taking the forbidden fruit by Adam and Eve
there was such sanguineous affinity between the
human family, or the first sinful psir thereof, and the
lower order of the animal kingdom, as to admit of a
transmission to the cattle, fi•hes, birds, and beasts of
these three moral qualities or deformities, whereby
pain, sickness, and death became a just penalty to
them under precisely the same circumstances and
conditions in which these penalties were visited upon
the actual sinners, Adam !lnd Eve. If Adam and
Eve were disobedient a suitable pt<nalty might be
justified, but wby punish the unborn descendaot_s ~
And still another why. If it is trus that all paw,
sickness and death is the direct sEquence of the sin of
Adam, ~hy in the name of justic~ and mercy were
these consequences visited upon the fishes•of the sea,
the birds of the air, and the cattle of a thousand
hills~ They had no~ sinned; there was no. apple. in
their crop. These thmgs may not be reconCiled w1th
wisdom, mercy, and justice, much less truth, therefore either :hbses and all others who wrote of these
things were wrong, or Jehovah was unjust, crl.lel, and
knew not mercy, and was himself a Jawbreaker to the
Jaw of right and equity. Leaving .Jehovah out of the
case and looking to the law, the gnat ego principle,
as the causa and source of all temporal conditions,
we hav no trouble, meet with no inconsistencies.
For instance under the activ principle of the ego, in
a prehistoric' 11ge there were certain resulting conditions favorable to animal organizations. Protopla~tic
affinity being a Jaw or principle of the ego, by absorption of one minute animal entity, another of a
little higher order caused thousands of instant deaths
and instant lives (just the same as we are doing today to sustain our own lives-millions of them in air
and water). resulting in the formation of higher organizations. Varying conditions caused varied results,
such as shape, size, kind, and quality, among all of
whicb, when they had arrived at a perfected temporal
state we find they all possess intelligence in a graded
degr~e, suited and necessary in every case for their
self-preservation in their temporal condition, and
here it stops. They all hav a common destiny, which
is a restoration through the law of decomposition
and change to the original self, the ego. When we
dispense with the error of punishment beyond this
life, the more intelligent animal, man, when his organization is worn out by natural wear and tear,
will also recognize the mortuary condition to be as
desirable as auy, and he will no more think of offering a protest to the demands of the ego than tbe
birds of the air, or the fishes of the sea, or the cattle
of a thousand hills. Ob, die like a horse! some one
will say. Yes, if you are equal to the occasion. You,
like the faithful horse bearing the scars of a cruel
master, abnormal causes and effects being avoided,
the mental and physical organization having gradually yielded to the law of friction and combustion,
will think no more of a protest at the legal proceEs
of dissolution than at the protoplastic process
of formation, since it is all the property and law of
the ego. Some one ask!!, Is there no· punishment for
the wicked~ I answer, No; there are no wicked
people, except as we declare them to be such by the
local temporary law of our social compact. I might
in turn ask you what you me m by wickedness. Is
it when some one has doneao oething you don't like¥
Your likes or dislikes migh1 LOt affect the equity of
the act you complain of. Haa EOme one done what
you would not hav done to him or her T !!fay be
what you would not do to your neighbor is just the
thing you should do. Has a horse kicked you' there
are so many theories upon which to justify the horse
that I will leave this matter to you. If you bad
learned of Pope, you would hav known that ''all that
is is right," and you would then see that it is not
wicked or sinful to do right. But you demur at the
Jaw Pope laid down, or rather discovered, but nevet·
analyzed. This is because you do not understand
legal propositions, and that law is a modality and
cannot be changed, and is therefore right, and the
results of the law are also right.
You ask if it would be right for me to kill my
mother, my best friend on earth. Most certainly it
would. But your trouble will be to get the law
upon which to act just at the time I giv my consent
to the killing, and you cannot do it unless the conditions are lawful. If you think I am mistaken, try it,
and you will see I am right and your mother safe,
unless you are insane. Here is another line of proof
of the correctness of this theory, under the law of
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gravitation. There is an apple on a tall tree and
rain in the distant cloud. You want the apple-not
the Adamic apple-to eat, and the rain to water the
plants and to drink. The law of· gravitation gets
you both, and ·you say this is right, though the law
has not considered your case at all in the matter and
was not in sympathy with your want, but, in fact,
was entirely indifferent as to whether you were
drowned by the water or poisoned by the apple.
Mrs. Jones's child, just large enough to get up to the
attic, went over the open scuttle to the roof of the
house. Losing its balance, it fell and was killed.
The law of gravitation would hav but one result,
viz., that the child should fall to the earth. It was
not in sympathy with the child or its frantic mother.
It cared nothing for the future possibilities of the
child-whether it might be the instrument for the
conversion of one or a thousand souls to the faith of
Christ or Jehovah. Nor would the law hav been
offended if the father had opportunely appeared
upon the scene and caught the innocent and saved it
alive. The law would not be tampered with, and
had all the prayers, offerings, and sacrifices from the
day of Adam to the moment the child began to yield
to the law which compassed its destruction, been
directed as a unit of appeal to Jehovah, either for
the suspension of the law of gravitation or for a
change in the law of the physical organization of the
child to meet successfully the contingencies, the
result would hav been the same. When the child
fell a brick was also loosened from a pilaster and the
same law brought it to the ground. It incidentally
struck soft ground upon the end, and, the law of resistance being equal to the conditions, the brick was preserved intact. Be it said to the credit of the Jehovah
of Moses, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob: he
was not there, and was wholly ignorant of the circumstance, which he was also powerless to prevent.
The thief robs us by a law of his moral organization, caused by predominant selfishness and inertia
or indisposition to activity. He acts in direct obedience to the blended qualities of his mental and moral
organization. The law of self-preservation on our part
prompts us to provide a temporal law, social in its
nature, to restrain the thief by a penalty-which, in
justice, must be only temporary, for he has committed
only a violation of a temporal law, as to us, while he
acted in obedience to the law of his make-up. Some
one says he was a free-will agent, knew good from
evil, and voluntarily chose the evil, "because the
carnal heart is at enmity with God." But you are
mistaken in t:Pis also, for there is no such thing as
free-will agency. If you desire proof of this, try and
exercise your free will to believe that three times two
are eleven, or while some deluded or hypocritical
priest is preaching a funeral fraud over your dead
child try to whistle "Yankee Doodle" or "Rory
O'More" and feel indifferent to the lovely babe. By
these experiments you will demonstrate that you can
not exercise free will in those cases where the subjectmatter is of vital or serious importance-such, for
instance, as being contrary to the force or law of
reason, of love, of hate, of self-protection. Let the
law of reason, of love, be wanting in its apprehension,
as in case of a non compos, and the whistling at the
funeral, or that three times two are a hundred, are
quite possible. Did you ever see an innocent babe
under an acute attack of cholera infantum or diarrhea, unable to lisp its mother's name, much less to
make complaint of the racking pain it must endure,
but knows not why, until its precious life is tortured
out by some abnormal condition? I. hav heard a
lying priest, with saintly voice, tell the bereaved
mother, who gladly would hav borne thrice o'er the
pain and suffering of her darling child, that God in
his infinit mercy had sent this dire affliction upon the
child to draw the mother to him, "for whom he
loveth he also chasteneth," which caused me to regret
that indeed there was no hell for such as he. In this
case also an unsympathetic modalic law was doing a
work under conditions where a temporal physical law
had been violated by some superinducing cause,
against which error to the physical law there came
the protest of pain. Whosoever charges such a case
to even a mythical God has so violated a sense of
j ustica and mercy by his ignorance that his final
pardon could hardly be expected, unless he began
repentance very early in life, with a license for eternity. There are in the Bible very many essential
truths, but they were true before they were placed
there, and receive no strength by being there; and to
burn every Bible in the land would not destroy or
alter them, for they are modalities or first principles,
and had all been recognized as such long before they
were thus made the subject of plagiarism. It has
long been a conundrum to me why so much that is
unprofitable and filthy can be tolerated in a book of
its pretensions, to the exclusion of what inspiration
might hav furnished with great profit to mankind.
But as inspiration has otherwise been satisfactorily
disposed of by other writers time and again, I will
leave this matter to the reflection of the credulous.
There are many other vital propositions, of both
Mosaic and gospel economy, that invite careful and
cal!did scrutiny, and v.-hich are now receiving a
generous share of Liberal, intelligent investigation, t.o
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which they yield their essence of truth, as a morning J form, but laughs the reformer to scorn-treats him
with derision. His idea is perverted, motiv misfog in the presence of the regal sun. E. C. C~nK.
Nickerson, Kan.
understood, character maligned. He essays to defend himself, talks extravagantly and without judgSome Opinions on Liberalism.·
ment, broods over his wrongs, imagins he is a great
The general principles of Liberalism are right. reformer, begins to adopt all · kind6 of uncouth
They are easily proved. Every fact in nature is a theories, and almost before he knows it develops into
testimony against church dogmas and creeds. As a a modern crank. Now, if such meb, as is often the
whole the facts of history furnish evidence against case, make Liberalism a hobby, they do so to its everchurch organization. Yet organized Liberalism makes lasting injury. They prevent many people from
joining the ranks. To lose them would be gain.
slow progress. Why ?
The church is well equipped for war. Her social They hav the right t~ advocate their peculiar idea.
and business influence is a. thousand times more than They can please their fancy with the tltought that
a match for our arguments-facts. She makes it a they" are great reformers ; but morally they hav no
social and financial object for men and women to pay right to giv the impression that the ideas they hav
tribute to her. It is in her power to injure those form any part of the great principles of anti-churchwho refuse to do so. Where necessary she uses that ism. Liberals should make an effort to keep such
power. Against such power and influence right, jus- men under cover. Make them think .they were born
tice, and truth are of little moment. The majority of "five hundred years too soon," when in fact they
people never reason beyond dollars and cents. Church belong to the Shaksperean age-anything to keep
theology and church organization are not the same. them quiet-unless they cease to associate their antiWe see very few pious or even l"eligiously inclined modern theories with advanced Liberalism.
As I hav said, we hav but little to fear from church
people, but many who want to be called Christians.
Men do not fear the hell of theology, but organized creed or Christian belief, but everything to fear from
their organization.
church power they do fear.
We hav a great battle to fight with that. We hav
The church is constantly doing little things to attract people. It builds up its power by catering just one point to assault that promises a victory for
to the weakness of human nature. The influence of us. Our entire force must be concentrated on this
music, women, and social gatherings are its elements one issue. That this issue is presented to us is lucky,
of strength; the preaching is of little or no account. because it makes it necessary for Liberals to unite on
Not one in twenty of the average church-goers dis- a single issue-the one thing we need. The Blair
cusses the sermon, but nine-tenths of them can re· bill is a desperate attempt by the church to attach itinember all the social appointments announced from self to the government. Such a thing never has been
the pulpit. The best minister of an orthodox church attempted in the United States before; and the tradiis not the man of great ability and learning, but the one tions; the spirit and letter, of our Constitution being
of great social qualities, of whom the ladies will say, radically opposed to it, it hardly seems possible that
"Isn't he lovely!" Efforts made against Christian the bill can become a law. Yet a fight must be made
belie~ are in a great measure lost; the efforts that against it; and it is a great opportunity for Liberalcount are those directed against the organization. ism to form an organization that will become popular.
In Liberalism the church has but a feeble opponent. Rightly managed, " The flag above the cross" can be
At best it is an unequal fight, but the odds might be made the popular battle-cry the country over.
Organization for some special object, with due re·
reduced. Liberalism has been so long showing up
the follies of religion, etc., that it has not found time .gard to social requirements, will accomplish more in
to criticise itself. A battle cannot be won by simply one year than ten years of disorganized, bit-and-miss
attacking the weak points of the enemy ; our own arguments on a thousand different subjects. I do not
weak points want to be strengthened. It i.s impor- mean to exclude the minor matters, but, having a chief
tant that we look to ourselvs, and tell our faults object to be attained, keep it as the rallying-point.
right out "in meetin'." The word Infidel is not a Now, as a closing summary, I set down the following
good one ; its use is a detriment to the cause. Re- as necessary for the progress of our cause :
1. The word Infidel must be expunged from our
ferring to it in a public address, the writer used about
the following language: "I hav thought the epithet vocabulary.
2. The friendship and cooperation of Spiritualism
Infidel might be made popular as the name of the
great movement in religion that is to lift the human must be courted.
3. The cranks must be controled.
race from the slums of error, and place it on a basis
4. The creeds of the church must be left to die
where knowledge and not belief will guide its destinies ; but am now satisfied that the prejudice against of their old age, and our efforts directed against the
'Infidel' is too deep-rooted to be overcome, and for organization.
5. Our organization must be more thoroughthe good of the cause shall discontinue its use." We
with
some live issue-some definit object to be atcan throw this word overboard to the advantage of
A LmERAL.
our cause, and not sacrifice a single principle. Let tained.
Worcester, Mass.
us avoid its use, and employ the better and more
------~~.-------popular term Liberal. Many will acknowledge themForeign Items from the London "Freethinker."
selva Liberals who shun the idea of Infidelity.
Christianity in Spain resists all the efforts of the Liberal
Many of our Liberal writers do not treat Spiritual- government
to renrler it tolerant. A JeBnit father at the
ism with proper respect. Spiritualists are Libet·als. head of twenty Catholic students has attacked an agent of
They are progressiv, and can always be depended on the Bible Society at Biscay, and seized his Bibles, Testaas anti-church people. We need strength. Lose ments, and tracts, which were then torn up and consumed in
holy bonfire. The Spanish judges decline to deal with the
sight of their theories regarding spirit return ; that acase.
While Protestants are treated thus, journalists are
is not all there is to Spiritology. Extend the hand sentenced to penal servitude for criticising the state religion.
of Liberal friendship. Do not be guilty of saying, Who says that Christianity does not make men fair and just
"Thou lunatic," for there is a chance that t.hey may and brotherly in their conduct toward each other?
Bot-h the candidates of the London Secular Federation for
be right. If they are, the great principles of our remembership in the school boards hav been defeated, and we
form will not be injured thereby.
are not altogether surprised, although we expected a better
Unthinking men and women judge of the merits of polling. Freethinkers hav-we regret to say it-been so long
a cause chiefly by the men who are its leaders or ad- unused to work together for anything pr~ctical, th~t it y<ill
vocates. Thus the church takes great pride in point- require more than one such struggle to bnng them mto line.
Mrs. Besant we are glad to say, is returned for, the Tower
ing out the good and prosperous leaders in the Hamlets
at th~ top of the poll. We rejoice at it, but we can ·
church. This is not argument, but it has more not regard it as simply a Freethonght victory.. Mrs. Besant's
weight than a thousand sermons on the masses who canclirlature has turned on many other qnestwns than Secuare not capable of reasoning. Its force is doubled lar education. She was recommended by the daily New8,
the Star and the Pall Mall Gazette. The Radical clubs
if a comparison fails to show equally substantial men favored
her us a politician. Above all, perhaps, there was
in the Liberal ranks. Now, the church is strong and Mrs. Besant's personal popularity and her womanhon_d,
can stand the strain of a great many drawbacks. which is at present a distinct advantage. We frankly adm1t,
She has her dishonest preachers, deacons, etc., and however, that a good deal of Mr_s. Besant's success must _hav
the prayer-meeting always brings out a crop of been due to the energy with whiCh she fough! t_he electwn,
the wide publicity which a good subscnptwn enabled
cranks. But she is not troubled thereby. But and
her to secure. Anyhow, Mrs. Besant is in. So is her frienrl,
among Liberals, few in number, a bad egg spreads the Rev. S. D. Headlam. Both are in favor of Secular eduits disagreeable odor over us all; and much to our cation and we look forward with great interest to their work
hurt.. I remember but one or two Liberals of any on tbd London school board. Mrs. Besant is a woman of
ability and energy, and she can do ?rudgery as wel~ as
prominence who hav proved dishonest. Our record great
make eloquent speeches. Mr. Headlam 1s more easy-gomg,
is clear in that respect.
but he is an honorable man who may. be counted on to reReligion develops lunatics and cranks in great deem his pledges.
.
The French clericals are much annoyed at the Pans
numbers, but Liberals do not set them up as repmunicipality
having
ordered
the
cross
to
be
taken
off
the
resentativ Christians; while the church always makes Pantheon, late the church of Sainte Genevieve. But thi~ is
a great splurge over an unbalanced L'.beral. They onlv part of the secularization which was decreed at the ~Jme
mske him appear at his worst, and claim him as a of Victor Hugo's death .. The cross h~cl been o~ly permitted
representativ of the cause. It goes that way among to remain on account of Its extreme hight. It IS understood
that the remains of Gambetta and possibly also of Blanqui
the people, much to our reproach.
be removed to the Pantheon.
A word further on this subject. Cranks ar!'l gen- will
Onr high church and ?onseryativ jour~als ?ontinually
erally made by getting one particular idea into their speak of th~ French re~~bhc pnttmg the cl_encals JD the sa !De
brain and harping on it so much that they lose category w!Lh ot?er Cit!zens as p~rsecutwn. .&~- Lemome
interest in everything else. Then, also, men often points out that it IS nothmg of the kmd, and that 1t was only
sheer and unmistakable persecution that popery was got
take up some theory which seems so plain to them by
rid of in England. The clericals hav ?ever returned to power
that they think the world only needs its attention without reenacting their olrl persecutmg laws, and were Engcalled to it and it will adopt it. They promulgate lishmen in the place of Frenchman, they would doubtless
it ; try to reform the world; the world doesn't re- put a wholeso~e restraint on the ancient mother church.
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B_rot~er
Corm~h1~n

Smith's is the kind of an Epistle from a
we are most happy to receive, holding
. that 1t 1s more worthy to be incorporated in the
grand gospels of common sense than both of Paul's
giving evidence of a gentleman of culture a student
of history on whom its lesson is not lost, 'and a Liber~l of broad ideas of nature and humanity. He
wr1tes:
Inclosed send d:aft on New Y?rk for $20, for Campaign
of the ;Amencan Secular Umon. Under a misapprehenSIOn of tbe t1me of the meeting of the late congress I did not
s~nd my communication quite soon enough to reach you at
Pittsburgh. I am one of the few who hav never changed
my opinions, having, like J. 8. Mill, always regarded the
" modern as I did the ancient religions, as in no way concerning me." I am aware that it is no easy task to combat the
errors and superstitions resulting from education tradition
~nd example. But. the sentinels round about the. posts of
hberty must exermse unceasing vigilance in order to avert
the calamity which has befallen tile downtrodden millions of
Europe, Asia, .and Africa, who are being crushed by the iron
heel of despot1sm.
Yours respectfully,
WILLIAM C. SMITH.
:~fund

My good friend S. D. Moore, a sturdy Secularist
whose seventy·six eventful years hav not cooled hi~
ardor for liberty-for his brain is as clear and his
heart responds as patriotically as when he championed
the antislavery cause-enrolls among those Americans who do not propose to be ruled and duped by
myths and dreams. Brother Moore is delighted
with the work of the congress, the setback Brother
Wolff gave the Sabbath Association, and believes
that the American Secular Union is completing the
true foundation of American freedom, and declares :
I mu~t r.enew my stock in this noble work of complete
BeculanzatiOn and keep watch on these Christian meddlers
that they .get no more unconstitutional laws palmed off o~
the Amencan people. . • • That movement in reference
to taking Girard College out of the hands of these meddlers
meets my most hearty approbation. I feel that the congress
was fortunate in putting at its head such a worthy and able
leader as R. B. Westbrook. I trust tllat he, in company with
Mr. Ingersoll, will giv this matter a thorough canvassing
. so. as to be-able to meet the shabby plans the church party
w1ll must~r up. 'fhe!l.those w~o hav a regard for justice
and the nghts of md1v1duals w1ll come solidly together to
support this movement and hav the college where Stephen
Girard willed it to be.
8. D. MooRE.
Yours ever for truth and right,
Jo~n D: Powers stands as fir~ as the granit hills
of h1s nat1v Vermont for Secular Justice and though
surrounded by superstition, can be depended on to
keep . our banner br~ght. He did not forget the
Amencan Secular Umon when sending for his holiday presents to our jeweler treasurer at Rochelle a
circumstance which I know would make Brother
Wettstein as I?roud as though it were for himself.
For the Amer1can Secular Union is the "crown
jewel" with both these gentlemen.
From the sparkling Southern orator and brave
Texan Secularist, J. D. Shaw, of Waco we are in
receipt of a contribution of $5 worth 'of his able
pamphlets, "The Bible-What is it?" "The Divinity of Christ," "Studies in Theology," "A Myth
.. Exposed," and a renewal of our subscription to the
Indep?ndent Pulp~t,_ which is booming the Secular
ca~patgn as a _POhbcal movement, and is growing
brtghter every 1ssue. May Brother Shaw liv long
and prosper, is the sincere desire of the secretary.
Owen Thomas Davies is another life member who
openly maintains his Liberal convictions, andmore, much more-sustains them, too. In that
beauteous garden of the world, California, nature
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seems to lure men from the solemn absurdities of the certainly is willing for others to do likewise. An
past, ~d they become ardent lovers of liberty. The honest man is always welcome.
Brother Geeting's new home is at McKeesport.
name reminds us forcibly of
He will be remembered as the representativ of our
.
Arthur and Merlin of yore,
cause at Washington, Indiana. To aU these friends
Of Griffith, of Conan, and Owen Glendour,
we bid a Happy New Year and many of them.
for it is of decidedly Welsh flavor, and if Mr. Davies
FREE SPEEOH.
possesses the sterling characteristics of that hardy
It appears rather strange that citizens of Chicago,
race, we c_an hav no more valuable ally.
Brother Pepper has kept his nurseries for thirty in the state of Illinois, should be eagerly pursuing
years in Petaluma, and the place and occupation are their papers this bright new year morning to ascersuggestiv of buds and blossoms, of luxurious :flowers tain whether Master in Chancery T. G. Windes, in
and fruit-laden vines, and when to this is added that his report on the Arbeiter Bund case, has affirmed or
inimitable climate which we hear so much about, it is denied the people's right to free speech and free aslittle wonder that the genial spirit of justice asserts semblage, or whether our blue-coated official despots
shall be permitted to continue suppressing the hereitself where intellect abides.
From Portland Friend Neunert sends generous tofore acknowledged Constitutional right of citizens
words and substantial aid. He is a stalwart icono· to peaceably assemble and discuss their grievances.
That these uniformed bullies, under Bonfield, hav
clast who is every ready to stand by our colors.
As the first contribution the present secretary become the most-to-be-dreaded AnarchiRts, there is
received from a Union was, I believe, from San Jose, not the slightest doubt. For instead of protecting
he has a warm regard for that aativ host, at the head the people's rights they hav unwarrantably and preof whom are Mr. and Mrs. Schwartz. We are as meditatedly violated them. Instead of preventing
Anarchy they hav created it, and hav inaugurated a
grateful for their confidence as their assistance.
Emmetts is most fortunate, for Vice-President system of espionage on law-abiding citizens which
Wardwell is full of splendid enthusiasm, having built would hardly be tolerated in Russia.
To the Chicago Times all honor is due for rescuing
a fine hall entirely alone, and will donate it to the
Liberals if they will organize and make a success. and vindicating the reputation of Chicago, the state,
Surely there ought to be an awakening. 0 that and the nation from the blind prejudice which had
some good Liberal would do that in this city ! so insidiously been warping the judgment of our
Brother Wardwell promptly redeems pledges made people, and arousing a reaction of sentiment.
to his friend Putnam by Liberals whose names are Through the bold and unwavering efforts of this
given above, and promises to do what he can in future public benefactor the people now realize the danger
for the cause, and would giv $100 a year toward of placing the greatest fundamental right at the diskeeping_a lecturer in his neighborhood who is not a cretion of an ignorant and brutal police.
The Arbeiter Bund was treated by Bonfield with
crank, for he remarks : "A Liberal crank is worse
than a preacher crank." Jas.· Wardwell is deter- less consideration than a riotous mob. In vain was
mined the :flag shall tower above the cross. To his the representation made that the Bund was a lawful
generous associates we tender our grateful saluta- organization. The word of Bonfield was omnipotent,
and the meeting was suppressed. Its attorney
tions.
In Frederick, Md., it seems there are still those applied for an injunction to restrain the police from
who, like Barbara Freitl.lhie, possess the pluck to their threatened interference. The matter went to
defiantly shake the :flag in the face of ecclesiastical Master in Chancery Windes, who, while reporting his
inability to find authority to issue a writ to preserve
rebels. However, we prefer that
a personal right (as there are no property rights inPeace and order and beauty draw
volved), yet very clearly and forcibly declares that
Round the symbol of light and law,
the course of the police is without warrant of law.
And ever the stars in love look down
He declares that the police hav no discretionary
On Aaron Davis of Fredericktown.
power
given them to prevent the peaceful assembling
Brother Conley is the kind of man from which
heroes are made. He writes: "We hav a hard fight of citizens, saying : " It is hostil and even dangerous
for our right to life, liberty, and happiness, but if we to the genius of our institutions and in con:fl.ict with
lose, the smoke of battle will obscure from view the those upon which they are based to assume that a
taunting jeers of priestcraft over our defeat. They policeman, without judicial responsibility, shall exercise the judicial power to grant or withhold the
may take our lives, but our liberty-never !"
In San Pasqua! Brother Rockwood is our standard- right of citizens constitutionally to meet in public
bearer, and bravely stands the brunt of the battle. assembly." This is a black eye for Bonfield. Not
one of the complainants was shown to be a lawless
There will be no retreat at that point.
Utah is looming up in the fight for liberty, and person. The Constitution of the United States promay soon be the banner state or territory of Secular- hibits Congress from making any law "abridging the
ists. A faithful friend of our cause there is Charles freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble and to petition the
de la Baume.
government
for a redress of grievances."
Fresno's activ friend of Free thought is Joseph
What Congress has no right to touch Grand InLee, and he does not propose to giv up to ministerial
quisitor Bonfield felt competent to knock down with
dictation.
a
club.
At Volo, Ill., headed by Brother Howard, Messrs.
Chicago has established its title to a liberty-loving
Russell and Tiffany form our " band of hope " and a
community,
as Mr. Windes says: "The complainants
right royal trinity they are. The amount tbey forwarded was a ~ew Year's gif~ for the secretary, but may also at any time hereafter in a peaceable or
I know they wlll excuse me 1f I turn it in to the orderly manner insist on their right to assemble and
Campaign Fund. My sincere salutations to this if the mayor or chief of police shall prevent o~ use
force to prevent their peaceable and orderly assembly
splendid trio.
Friend Corbet is anxiously watching the progress or cause their arrest, they and each of them hav a
of. mental liberty. ~e. is a great reader, a deep right of action in case, trespass, or for false imprison.
thmker, and always wilhng to aid the cause to the ment against said officers."
extent _of his means. We are going to wake up Min- . A~ t~e Chicago police hav shown no regard for the
msbtubons of th1s country, and are so lacking in
neapohs soon.
W. 0. Williams is enthusiastic for reform and often humanity and decency, it is high time that this checkenlightens· the readers of THE TRUTH SE~KER as to rein be placed on their mad career. An elevenththe status of affairs in his locality. He will keep the hour-repentance letter was sent to police headquarters
from Mayor Roche when the report of the master in
:flag :floating.
Henry McElsander, of Eagle Creek even if the chancery was already well known on the streets. It
current is not favorable is perfectly willing to pull was to the effect that the police must obey the law.
against the stream in bringing up the forces of free- Small thanks to Mr. Roche for his procrastinated
missiv. However, the matter is referred to Judge
dom.
Katie Kehm is the brilliant young pagan " school- Tuley for decision, and I think it safe to say that the
marm" of Iowa, who is thinking of entering the injunction will be granted, and the reign of the club
removed from Chicago.
E. A. STEVENS.
le~ture fie~d. From all reports she certainly would
wm fame, ~f not fortune. She is worthy of both.
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
The philosopher and writer of Ogden is our earnest ally J ohnA. J oat. His work evidences the higher
Omaha, Neb., is situated on the Missouri river, and
inspiration of humanity.
has a population of one hundred and fifty thousand,
Chas. Crane, president of the Utah Wool Growers' increasing with amazing rapidity. This city has
As~ociation, has no use ~or the churches, and though eighty mile.s of graded streets, thirty-eight miles of
~n 1mporte~ of fine Mermos, does not take any stock paved streets, and seventy miles of sewers. It has
m the lambs book of life. Wm. Reynolds, of Wan- one gas and two electric light plants. The gas comship, is gathering them in.
pany hav sixty miles of pipe already laid. The two
Brother Leitch is a worthy worker who puts his electric light companies furnish twelve hundred incanshoulder to the wheel in his Wisconsin community.
descent and two hundred arc lights. The Omaha
Wm. Luke Gallup is another Golden state Secu- horse railway company has thirty-six miles of road in
larist whom every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER well operation, the electric motor company ten miles and
knows. He sends words of cheer and aid.
the cable company five miles. There is an abu~dant
Brother Brewer is another careful student radical supply of good, pure water. The waterworks combut not iconoclastic. He forwards $1 for th~ Girard pany's. plant c?st over $1,000,000; they hav ninetyCollege redemption fund.
five ~des of p1pe al~eady lai~. The new bridge and
A. D. Co~well, of Bristol, is one we are glad to electnc motor, now m operation across the Missouri
greet, as he 1s not afraid to express his opinion, and river, virtually make Omaha and Council Bluffs one
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city, but I prefer to confine this letter to Omaha
alone.
The city has a very large number of magnificent
buildings of immense size and cost. Among the
most gorgeous are the Paxton on Sixteenth and
Farnham streets, the New York Life, and the Bee
building, which covers an entire block. · But always
to me the most interesting buildings in any place are
the public schools.
·
Probably no city in the Union has better school
facilities than Omaha. The high school situated in
the heart of the city on a handsomely fe~ced ten-acre
lot, has a capacity for seven hundred pupils. The
value of the grounds and building is $1,250,000. The
aggregate value of school sites in the city is $1 400 000. The school buildings cost $706 000 · avallable
school fund for this year, $300,000; ndmbe; of pupils
in daily attendance, 9,000. These facts and figures
refer to public schools only. There are a good many
private schools, besides colleges, academies, and seminaries.
The city abounds in churches, nine-tenths of which
should be promptly converted into science schools
gymnasiums, and workshops for youth to pract'fce in:
and the other tent.h should be furnished as musical
academies. Until this great desideratum is attained,
all church property should be taxed exactly at the
same rate as the theaters, hotels, stores, etc. Why
not?
·
Manufactories abound, and the famous smelting and refining works, affording steady employment
for five hundred men the year round, are unsurpassed.
Down by the bank of the Missouri river is a cluster
of many buildings, the majority of which hav the appearance of great sheds, but are surmounted by tall
and char~cteristic chimneys which send forth black
smoke, white steam, and gases that make their existence known by strong and disagreeable odors.
Railroad tracks run on each side, and wagons loaded
with coal, coke, lime, ore, and gravel are continually
dumping their contents. The mere smelting of ore
into bullion pigs is a comparativly simple and inexpensiv process. But refining, which is extracting
from them t~e~r gol~, .silv?r, and copper, and freeing
them of thetr tmpurttles, 1s both costly and complicated. A bullion pig, such as comes in vast quantities from the Colorado smelters to this institution
contains ninety-elght per cent lead, and in a ton ther~
will be from $20 to $100 worth of gold, and from
$100 to $250 worth of silver, besides considerable
copper. But the main work is to make pigs of refined lead, which go from this place all over. the
United States. The resources and future of Omaha
can scarcely be overestimated. The salubrity of the
climate, the richness of the soil, and the extent of the
country tributary to it are a sure guarantee of her
glorious future. Her immense stock-yards, packinghouses, smelting and refining works, machine-shops
foundries, etc., disburse millions of dollars every
month, and her industries are in their infancy-sure
of rapid, healthful, continual growth. Omaha, so
prolific in all else that makes a great, thriving, prosperous city, is sadly lacking in genuin Liberals who
possess the courage to openly avow their honest convictions. If org~ization could be effected, it would
do much to impart stamina to the weakly ones.
There are a few noble, independent Infidels who rejoice in their mental liberty, and liv out the ennobling principles of Liberalism. Vodrie T. Boyle is of
this number, and so is that sturdy old veteran Liberal
E. L. Emery, to whose kind help I am indebted for aid
in collecting the exact facts in regard to Omaha.
There is no better-posted man on actual values of
real estate fn Omaha and vicinity than E. L. Emery
of the Weir block. After much of effort I only sue~
ceeded in delivering one lecture. That was on Sunday afternoon at the Germania Hall. Local election
excitement and other causes interfered so that there
was but a small audience, yet those in attendance
evinced great interest.
I found a pleasant home with that hard-working,
self-sacrificing worker for Liberalism Andrew Jacobson, author and publisher of that most excellent aid
to Bible study, "The Bible Inquirer." He has just
issued a third edition, revised and enlarged. Most
decidedly "The Bible Inquirer" is just the pamphlet
to present to any honest investigator, and is needed
by every Liberal. It is better than a concordance,
enabling one who is unfamiliar with the Bible to
readily turn to texts on any given subject. Besides
one hundred and forty-eight palpable contradictions,
it contains a fund of important information, cleverly
arranged for ready reference. The price of the nttle
book is only twenty-five cents, for sale at THE TRUTH
SEEKER office.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

Mr. Hacker's Needs.
It is not the first time I hav had the misfortune to

be poor, but when I read Mr. Hacker's letter in your
last issue I greatly wished I had a $1,000 check to
send to help him and Mrs. Hacker in their failing
yet brave years. As you know, he was one of the
first and the ablest to revolt against theological despotism in New EnglRnd-quite as notable and serv-

I

iceable as editor and publisher of his Pleasure Boat
a he~etic man-of-war in Maine, as Abner Kneeland
was m Massachusetts. The Christians down there
were not so savage, or they would hav imprisoned or
hanged Hacker before they jailed Kneeland in Boston
If ever a man did great and serviceable work, thi~
man has done it. I trust those able will feel privileged to giv Mr. and Mrs. Hacker a lift in their old
age.
E. H. HEYWOOD.
Princeton, .Mass., Jan. 4, Y.L. 17.
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The Bruno Statue at Rome.

The contributors to the Bruno fund and the friends
of liberty and Freethou~ht generally will rejoice at
the following news from Rome, which shows that the
statue to Bruno is to be a fixed fact, " his holiness,"
the pope, to the contrary notwithstanding.
The committee pledged America as good for $1,000
for this noble work, of which about one-half has
been raised. At the earliest opportunity the state of
the account will be published and the work of completing the fund continued.
A Consensus of Opinion on One Subject.
"Still the world moves."
T. B. WAKEMAN,
E. 0. Wallem· in Fair PW.IJ.
On beh"lf of the American Committee.
. In these columns I reproduce from the Symposium
New York, Jan. 5, 289.
1n the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 289 the expressions
ROME OORREBPONDENOE OF THE MAIL AND EXPRESS.
of twenty-three Liberal speakers and writers touching
The municipa!ity _of .Rome has decided to giv up, in the
the question of Prohibition. Of these, fifteen- square Campo d1e Fion, the necessary space for erecting the
Robert G. Ingersoll, Helen H. Gardener, Samuel P. statue to Giordano Bruno, already sculptured by the clever
Signor Ettore Ferrati. The statue will be raised
Putnam, E. A. Stevens, Robert C. Adams, E. B. sculptor
then in the same place where the poor friar-philosopher was
Foote, Jr., Lucy N. Colman, J. H. Burnham, John burnt alive by the popes. It is a great homage to free examPeck, W. S. Bell, E .. C. Walker, Juliet H. Severance, ination that the Roman citizens hav given. The Romans hav
Elmina D. Slenker, John R. Kelso, and G. H. Dawes been for some time too indifferent to the electoral struggles
and. to political life in ~eneral, and they had allowed th~
-declare unequivocally against Prohibition.
clencal. party to spread m the municipal council elements
Two-Charles Watts and Mattie A. Freeman- which, if not a.ll openly clerical, wished at least to be in
think that the question is one with which Liberals accord with the Vatican. They did not wish the statue to
or Secularists, as such, hav nothing to do. But it is the martyr of free examination to be raised in Rome, and a
quite clear that they also are opposed to the principle solemn protest of the human mind against the Vatican seemed
to them an excess. Last winter, after alivel:v debate, it was
of Prohibition.
decided by the municipal council that all. deliberations on
Parker Pillsbury's answer is not very clear although the erection oLthe statue should be remanded.
The cle~cal party ha~ ": moment of joy, but it was of
he concedes that, "in themselvs," Liber~lism and
Prohibition do not hav "much" relation to each short duratiOn. The maJonty of the Romans made a hostil
demonstration toward the resolution of the council, and a
other.
favorable one to Signor Crispi, to whom a deputation of citiJ. P·. ~haw does n.ot to?ch upon the principle of zens presented themselvs to express the sentiments of disgust
Prohtbttlon, contentmg h1mself with a remark re- of. th~ Roman population at the resolution taken. ·Signor
garding the relation of Liberalism to the Prohibition Cnsp1 gave the best of answers. The government, he said,
cannot, and must not do anything, because it is a thing that
party;
concerns the citizens of Rome. If your representative hav
. Frederi~ May ~o~I~nd is inclined to favor high not interpreted your sentiments you know what to do.
hcense, wtth Prohtbtbon "at particularly objection- Next summer there will be new elections All the electors
in Rome go to vote.
·
,
able places and times."
And so it happened. The next summer an immense numL. K. Wa~hburn is a "dis!nterested spectator."
ber of electors went to vote, and all the members of the
. Ella E. Gtb_s~n. says noth.mg regarding the prin- municipal council whose time of office had expired and who
ciple of Prohtbttlon, but thmks its expediency is yet· were suspected of having a sympathy or meekne~s for the
an "undecided question." At the same time she Vatican, were excluded. The other evening, when they
holds that " the political Prohibition party is a fraud were to deliberate on the concession of the Piazza de Campo
dei Fiori for the monument to Giordano Bruno, the hall of
and a snare."
the Campidoglio was full of people, and a great crowd was
Susan H. Wixon is evidently somewhat unsettled round the Campidoglio. Marchese Guiccioli, the mayor, put
in her views upon the subject.
the question and opened the debate. Nobody asked to speak,
Of the twenty-three not one declares unreservedly and they ordered the voting to begin. Excepting a few, all
rose to approve. When the mayor declared that the resolufor Prohibition. This is encouraging.
tion had been carried by a great majority there was a storm
. Of the seven w01;nen who .t~k~ part in the Sympo- of applause iD;Bide and outside of the Campidoglio. The
smm, four antagomze Prohtbttlon while none of the statue, then, will be erected as a symbol of the emancipation
remaining three squarely indorse it. This is still of the Italian thought.
·
more encouraging.
L. K. Washburn's idea that the relation of LibLectures and Meetings.
eralism to Prohibition is that of a "disinterested
W. F. JAMIESON is lecturing every night, and was engaged
spectator," J?artakes both of the comic and the tragic. in Wilber, Neb., five nights. He will lecture one week in
How any Ltberal can look upon a denial of liberty Shenandoah, Ia., where he may be addressed.
disinterestedly is a mystery. And Mr. Washburn
MR. CHARLES W ATTB'B lecturing engagements are as folsh~uld be aware of the fact that, abstract principles
as!de, the success of the Prohibition party means the lows: White Hall, lll., January 13th, 14th, and 15th; Burtrmmph of the church ; means national Sabbath lington, Kan., 17th and 18th; Olathe, Kan., 20th, two lectlaws, the Bible in the schools, God in the Constitu- ures; Alamoso, Cal., 23d, 24th, and 25th; Denver, Col.,
tion, and, in short, the enthronement of Christianity 27th; Salt Lake City, Utah, February 3d, 10th, 17th, and
and the extirpation of Liberalism. Instead of look- 24th ; Kaysville, Utah, 6th and 7th ; Stockton, Utah, 13th
ing upon Prohibition from the standpoint of dis- and 14th ; Morgan, Utah, 20th and 21st; Coalville, Utah,
interested spectators, Liberals should know it for 27th and 28th. Friends requiring week-night lectures from
what it is, the most deadly weapon that the church Mr. Watts in Utah during February or the first week in
wields to-day, a poisoned dagger driven by the March, or at places on his route back from !3alt Lake City
relentless hand of fanaticism through every defense to Chicago, will please·address him up to February 23d, care ·
H. P. Mason, box 1,073, Salt Lake City, Utah.
strai~ht t~ the heart of Freethought.
Mtss Wtxon remarks that "all laws are necessarily
THE death of Judge Krekle left his wife with no estate,
prohibitory, nature's laws included." In a sense yes and dependent upon her own exertions for a livelihood. She
but not in a sense justifying the government or' ma~ has decided to enter the lecture field, and L. B. Leach, manby man. It is a law of nature that fire burns and ager of the Opera House, of Wamego, Kan., has become her
in burning, hurts the one who puts his hands' in it' business manager for general purposes. Her subjects are
and by that pain he is " prohibited" from doing so' nearly all such as will interest Freethinkers, and we can corbut I am not aware that a statute is needed to keep dially recommend Mrs. Krekle to societies and individuals
men from putting their hands in the fire.
desiring one or more lectures. She is able, entertaining, and
While declaring that Liberalism and Prohibition eloquent. The following is a list of the topics she treats :
are antagonistic, Elmina·D. Slenker seemingly quali- 1. Evolution of Thought and Progress of 'Ideas. 2. Religfies t_hi_s .declaration. by. adding, "and yet a generous ion 'DB. Theology. 3. The Unity of Ideas. 4. The Brotherprohtb1tlon of all evils 1s best." This is a sad misuse hood of Prophets. 5. Religion and Church of the Future.
of words-a misuse both of "generous" and of ''pro- 6. Natural Morality Superior to Theological Restraint as a
h~b!t!on.:: That she does. Il;O~ by '' generous pro- Safeguard to Society. 7. The Decay of Protestantism. The
htbttlon mea~, legal. ~rohtbttlon is proved by her Cause. 8. The Ethical Movement-Culture. 9. Mental Ennext se.nte~ce, Proh1~1t by good advice aBd a higher franchisment. 10. Cause and Cure of Crime. 11. Woman's
education. Good adviCe and education are not Pro- Equality 'Before the Law. 12. Woman as a Social Political
hibition ; no straining of meaning or construction Factor. 13. Marriage-The Home. 14. The Divinity of
can ma~e ~hem ~uch. On the contrary, Prohibition Motherhood and Fatherhood. 15. The Rights of Children.
renders 1t unposstble for good advice to be heeded · 16. The Relationship of Poverty and Crime. 17. Am I my
n~ matter how mu~h good advice you giv a man h~ Brother's Keeper? 18. Religious Amendments to the Conwill not act upon 1t so long as you stand over him stitution. 19. Thomas Paine as a Patriot and Reformer.
with a club to compel him to heed you. And educa- 20. Thomas Paine, one of the World's Saviors. 21. The
tion acts from within, and through external moral Modern Inquisition. Address L. B. Leach, Wamego, Kan.,
or Mrs. Mattie P. Krekle, 1101 Charlotte street, Kansas City,
influences, not by the law, by pains and penalties by Mo.
Her terms are $10 for a single lecture, or $25 for three
confiscation and imprisonment. One of the first lectures, and expenses, which will be made as economical as
lessons reformers should learn is precision in the use
of words. To call Prohibition "generous," to say possible.
that we can prohibit by "good advice," is to employ ~.HERE is a fact for Sir Wilfrid Lawson. In Cardiff, Wales,
language to conceal thought, is to use words so in the year before the passing of the Sunday Closing act, the
loosely as to culpably mislead inquirerl:l and sadly number of persons summoned for drunkenness on the Sabbath was 43. Since the passing of the act the numbers hav
retard the solution of vexing problems.
118, 127, and 139. The publicans should no longer opUpon the whole, the attitude of Liberals toward been
pose the passing of a similar measure for other localities. It
Prohibition is a cheering one for the cause of all- seems to increase their takings considerably.-Lmd<ln Tataround liberty.
tler.
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Qlommunications.
A Plea for Atheism.
Among persons of pious reputation, there seems
to be a constant desire to attack, in one form or
another the now established and generally accepted
ideas of Atheism. They speak of it in unmeasured
language, and of those who prof~ss it as :rersons who
are necessarily immoral and decidedly wicked. The
cumulativ arguments from men of creed hav awakened
in the minds of the people not merely R doubt but a
positiv conviction that the opposition, in form if not
in fact, must indicate a weakness which now and in
the future will be the cause of the total break-up of
the churches belonging to the popular creed ; and
to-day superstition, bigotry, and intolerance are seen
trying to work themselvs into a more subtle, threatening, and dangerous attitude, and the result thereof
has been the erection of a mental arena in which the
self-elected gladiators can display their skill; but as
yet the Freethinkers hav obtained the victory, for
their arguments and evidences are still unanswered,
i.e., irrefutable.
.
The researches into modern science hav dissipated
the original and most ancient notion and belief in a God.
The telescope has chased him from the heavens, and
navigation has left him no heaven above, and just in
proportion as man has grown in knowledge God has
diminished in extent, and each acquisition of truth
has lessened the domain of uncertainty over which he
spreads.
In entering upon a discussion of this kind, Mr.
Beecher must not forget that the onus probandi lies
With £he affirmer of every proposition; and if it can
not be supported, then, as a matter of course, it refutes itself. No logic can be more simple or more
conclusiv than this. The definition of terms is the
:first step in all philosophy, therefore the Theist
should'lay down the precise terms of the nature and
existence of his God; in fact, it is his duty to do so,
else where is the argumentativ ground for reason to
explore and discussion to elucidate?
If t.he Theist does not define his position, what
right bav we to argue with him~ We are, as it were,
:fighting with shadows, on a quagmire which every
moment sinks us deeper and ~eeper with our burden.
What is Atheism? It is a negativ, a mere intellectual state respecting Theism, and therefore has no
strictly de:finit existence. To what are we Atheists 1
To what description of God are we renegades?
When we say to the Theist, " Prove to us that God
exists," it is no answer for him to say, "Prove that
he does not!' Until a proposition has been proved
or demonstrated to be true, it practically remains
untrue; and the man who would be imposed upon
by such methods has yet to learn the rudiments of
Freethought. Atheism does not " deny" God, as
Mr. Beecher informs us; but in demonstrating the
Atheist'l:l position I will endeavor to do so in such a
manner as to enable you to form a aonception of
what I mean. The Atheist does not deny God ; h~;~
does not say, There is no God, but he says, I am
without "idea" of God; the word "God" is to me
a word without meaning, a sound conveying no clear
or distinct affirmation. If the Theist says to me, "I
believe in God," it means nothing to me, because the
word " God" represents to me no idea. If a man says
to me," Thought is of a black color," or," The square
of eighteen is sweet to the palate," or, "Jesus is t.he
son of God," I should not .understand him, for the
three" phrases are alike absurd and ridiculous to me.
I cannot adopt them as truth. But the Theist can
accept a phrase quite as mystic as these and adopt it
as truth, repeating it from his cradle, until the constant repetition, like the dropping of water on a rock,
has worn away the opposition which the absurdity of
the phrase would bav created in his mind. That
man's belief in God was inevitable, I admit, because
Theism is a stage in civilization through which the
race must pass; but, while such belief was inevitable,
human progress has consisted in growing out of it.
In the early ages of man's history he perceived forces
that appeared superior to his own and independent
of his will-the sun gave him light and warmth; the
:fire burnt, the thunder terrified, the winds buffeted,
and all the various elements acted upon him despite
his resistance. Therefore he attached to them ideas
of power. Their action upon him produced sensations of pleasure or pain ; he conceived a like or dislike for them ; he desired or dreaded their presence.
Then he prayed to the sun ; he prayed to the moon ;
he prayed to the stars. He thought by vain sounds
and useless. practices to govern the elements, to
change existence. 0 fatal error! But it has lasted
till now, and, although we place the lightning conductors to guide and convey the electric fluid, although
we hav learned to control in a great degree, and to use
for our own purposes, :fire, air, earth, and water, we
hav still retained the practices of those ignorant men.
Now, to a person who really believes that a God is
ordering all things for the best, everything must be
necessarily good, and he can for his own part care very
little about his wrongs here, {or it is the will of God,
he says, and there the matter ends.

Mr. Beecher then states, with some degree of certainty, that "Belief in God is necessary as a preventiv to crime ·" and asserts that "The Atheist may
plunder and rob' without fear of the consequences. "
Let me ask Mr. Beecher, "Do Theists ever steal!"
What will be his answer? What can it be? "Yes."
Then is not the belief in God and his power to punish
totally insufficient as a preventiv of crime? You
cannot brand a man as a liar, thief, and hypocrit
because he cannot accept certain disputed doctrins or
propositions, however reasonable they may seem to
you. Who has not been amazed at the utter powerless·
ness of Theistic ethics to abolish or even restrain
wrong-doing? The belief in God has at all times encouraged murder and bloodshed; it bas led to human
sacrifice; and sin is just as rampant and widespread
as if the name of God bad never been uttered.
Surely there must be a better way to reform the
world. Sad, indeed, would be our lot if we had no
better. But the Atheist is convinced that he has a
better; for while the Atheist needs no further inducement to virtue than the simple love of virtue for its
own sake, the Theist does need such further inducement in the love and favor of God, and generally in
the selfish hope of heaven and the base fear of hell.
Thus the morality of the Atheist, even in theory, is
higher, nobler, better, and purer than is the morality of
the Theist. Atheism teaches that everyone in society
has an obligation to his neighbor, and that he can
never be held to be moral if such trust is broken.
Honesty is manly; dishonesty is a social evil. What
more can Theism advocate? Does the Theist believe
that he is one whit the better because of his belief in
a comprehensible something than I am? I advocate
no robbery, fraud, or murder. Thus it seems to me
that the Theist has a most degrading view of human
nature when he asserts that Theism is necessary as a
preventiv to crime. I venture to think that if Mr.
Beecher will make a tour of inspection to oin- prisons
and penitentiaries he will :find that their inmates are
all, without exception, "believers in God;" and, indeed, it would occupy a lifetime to tell all concerning
how the believers in God hav persecuted and even
murdered each other. Ignorant and miseducated
men often mistake the true path to happiness and
commit crime in the endeavor to obtain it. But
Atheism would preserve man from lying, stealing, and
murdering, not by fear of the imger of God, but-because
these crimes make this life itself a cause of misery.
The bellef in a future life is to my mind a great and
dangerous obstacle to present reform. The Atheist
who expects no hereafter says that if good is ever
to come to man at all, if peace and justice are to prevail, it must be for him right here and now. But the
Theist, on the other hand, who has his thoughts
:fixed upon heaven, generally regards this life as a
vale of' tears through which man must pass on his
way to that 1and whose streets are of shining gold,
and where we shall hav nothing to do but sing
psalms, twang harps, and blow trumpets .all day
long; therefore his only desire is to quit this world
as soon as possible ; hence he can hav but little
thought of human welfare. Atheism affirms one existence, the existence of which it knows, and refrains
from speaking of an existence of which there is not a
shadow of foundation.
It is said that Atheism has relation only to this
world and to this life. Admitted. But does not
Mr. Beecher think that it is necessary to liv well
here-that a well-organized society, clean, healthful
children, a society whose only noblemen would be
men of noble deeds and noble thoughts, would be
far preferable to the society now existing·? And
the society we should hav if man would only perform
the duties he owes to his fellow-man would be a
society coinciding with the burden of Massey's song
when he said :
This world is full of beauty as other worlds above,
But if we did our duty, it might be full of love.

There are three words, says Shelley, by which
kings and priests
Support the system whence their honors flow,

And these are :
" God," a vengeful, pitiless, and almighty fiend;
" Hell," a red gulf of everlasting fire;

And
" Heaven," a meed for those who dare belie
Their human nature, quake, believe, and cringe
Before the maker of earthly power

in wonder and fear; and it remained for the
light of science to dispel the darkness and to remove
the mental manacles by which men were fettered.
Then one py one the myths began to fade away; one
by one the phantoms disappeared, and facts, truths,
and realities hav taken their place. The gods hav
vanished, but man remains. As Byron remarks in his
passage upon the ruins of Athens:
8on of the morning, rise; approach you here;
Come, but molest not yon defensele8s urn.
Look on this spot-a nation's sepulcher;
Abode of gods whose shrines no longer burn.
Even gods must yield, religions take their turn;
'Twas Joves's, Mohammed's; and other creeds
Will rise with other years, till man shall learn
That vain his incense soars, his victim bleeds,
Poor child of doubt and death whose hope is built on reeds.
JOHN

R.

CHARLESWORTH.

The Function of Capital.
When :first I read Colonel Ingersoll's Reply to
Cardinal Manning,. I · did not notice his view of
capital and interest because I wanted to congr~tulate
him on his rapid approach to those sound views of
the relations of the sexes, which always seemed to
me the most important and fundamental part of
Anarchism. But I am glad my friend Cook has
taken up the subject. Colonel Ingersoll says: "In
no other way [than by borrowing money on interest]
could a capital great enough bav been formed to
construct works of l!!uch vast and continental importance" as railroads. He should bav added, " under
the existing bourgeois, or capitalistic system." And
this is what I call the original sin of political economists-assuming the universality of the bourgeois
system, which, in fact, is quite modern; or, in other
words, confounding wealth in general with money.
The most signal instances of this 'error are the socalled commercial theory of trade refuted by Adam
Smith, and the doctrin still held by soma of our
Greenback theorists but refuted long ago by Ricardo,
that money, meaning any medium of exchange, is
wealtl!, and that a high value of paper money means
a low value of gold, while in truth the value of gold
is relativly constant, and a hig-h price of bullion
means depreciation of notes. But the same fallacy
pervades all economic reasoning, and every improvement in economic theory consists in partly getting
rid of it. With respect to the employment of labor
by capital, it bas been so lucidly refuted by Henry
George-a writer whose works in some other respects
leave much to be desired-that I can do no better
than condense his argument in the third, fourth, and
:fifth chapters of" Progress and Poverty." To begi;n
at the beginning, Mr. George says in effect that when
a man works for himself, as if he gathers eggs, picks
berries, or makes shoes in his own shop, it is very
evident that his labor is not employed by, nor his
wages drawn from, capital. In the case of the eggs
or berries, the possession of these things is his
wages, and there is no capital in the matter. In the
case of the shoemaker, his wages are the difference
between the value of the completed shoes and that
of the leather, thread, and pegs with which he began,
and this value is in no way derived from his capital
(the aforesaid leather, etc.), but solely from his labor.
So, again, where one man works for another on
shares-a common practice in all agricultural countries-it is evident that his wages are not advanced
by his employer but created by his own labor.
Sometimes, as in the whaling trade, the wages,
though paid in money, are estimated in kind-such a
share of the ship's catch, or, what amounts to the
same thing, of its value. Here it is really as evident
as in the former case that the wages are created by
labor and not paid out of pre-existing capital.
Only where the returns of the business can with a
fair degree of certainty be estimated in advance is-it
customary to pay :fixed wages, and the reason is evident in these, but not in other cases. The employer
knows what :fixed sum it is safe to pay for the work.
In these, as in the other cases, the work precedes the
payment, and is expected to yield more wealth than
is paid out in wages. It ia, indeed, true that in these
cases the ·laborer bas a legal claim for his wages,
even if the enterprise should wholly fail. But this
circumstance is accidental and immaterial. If the
enterprise fails the legal claim is liable to become
worthless. The actual payment of wages depends,
law or no law, on the previous production of wealth.
It is also true that where wages are paid, as most
generally they are, by the day or week, a considerable
amount may be disbursed by ari enterprise which
eventually fails. But in all such cases the employer,
before becoming bankrupt, bas received more wealth
in stock than he paid out in money. It may perish
through his inability. to convert it at a forced sale;
but it has been created all the same. Wages properly so called are never paid in advance of production. The few apparent cases are either charitable
advances to a poor man, or else bounties required to
bind the contract. Again, the subsistence of the
laborers while at work is not drawn from previously
accumulated wealth, but from contemporaneous production. At the harvest season scarcely any of last
year's crop remains unconsumed.. The groceries,
pork, flour, etc., which a farmer uses to feed his
hands are, in nine cases out of ten, neither his own
produce nor purchases made with last year's produce,
but advances made by the country merchant on the
very crop which the hands are sowing or cutting.
The real functions of capital are very different from
either feeding or paying employees. They are to
facllitate production by the use of machinery, to facilitate production by breeding or sowing, to facilitate
production by the division of labor. That a railroad
may be built there must be mines for iron, smelting
works for pigs, factories for rails and nails, shops for
rolling stock, horses, wagons, wheelbarrows, and the
directly applied labor of surveyors, engineers, navvies, woodchoppers, etc. But it is no more necessary
that money enough to pay the actual constructors of
the railroad in cash should be accumulated, than that
the railroad company should own the mines, smelting
works, factories, forests, shops, and so on, What is
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needed is only that mutual confidence among the
producers engaged iu all these different bri.mches,
which would enable them to deal with one another
as the country merchant does with the farmer. And
it is thus .they actually do, with the Hception of
those who, having nothing to sell but manual labor,
hav neither motiv nor opportunity to wait for that
sole remuneration, their daily bread. Were the
labo~ers on a ·tunnel paid In tunnel, which, if convenient, coul(l easily be done by paying them in
stoc&: of the company, no capital for the payment of
wages would be required, observes Mr. George. This
is the just and reciprocal method of Socialism, which,
generally applied, would render the accumulation of
money unnecessary.
C. L JAMES.

1'he Sabbath Day.
While thousands of Christians preach that Sunday
should -be· made a compulsory holiday and that we
should hav a Sunday law, they forget that Christ
himself was a violator of the Sunday Jaw. Should
they read what Christ said and did they would find
he was not so crazy as one-half of our fanatical
Christians of to-day. Mark credits him with saying:
And it came to pass that he went through the corn-fields
on the Sabbath day; and his disciples began, as they went,
to pluck t]?.e ears of corn.
And the Pharisees said 1_1nt~ him: Behold, why do they
on the S:1bba~h day that whiCh IS not lawful?
.
And be sa1d unto them: Hav ye never read what Dav1d
did when he had need and hungered he and they that were
with him?
'
How he went into the house of God in the days of Abiathar the hip;h priest and did eat the shew-bread, which is not
lawful to eat but for the pnests, and gave, also, to them that
were with him ?
And he said unto them: The Sabbath was made for man,
and not man for the Sabbath. Therefore the son of man is
Lord also o~ the Sabbath (Mark ii, 23-28).
He not only breaks the Sabbath, but upholds
David, who did likewiso, and ate the holy bread
that was made for the priests only; and again, he
says the Sabbath was made for man, not man for the
Sabbath, and the son of man was Lord also of the
Sabbath, yet the so calied Christiana of to-day
reverse this, and instead· of man being lord of the
day, they want the day to be served as a lord and
tyrant. It is plain, according to their inspired book,
that mau was to do as he pleased on that day, i. e.,
he was to be lord of the Sabbath; and, again, even
the old God-God No. 1. or God the father-called
it a day of rest. And he himself rested after talking
to nothing for six days, saying: Let there be this,
etc. So if God No. 1 rested on that day, and God
No. 2 said the day was made for man and he was
Lord of that day, there is no reason why he should
not rest and enjoy himself upon his day, for as man
is lord of the Sabbath, God must be Lord of the
other six days. And it is plain that the six must be
the holy days, or God's days, and the seventh is man's.
However, this is another biblical tangle that they hav
not yet unraveled. Yet it is plain that David and
Christ did not respect the Sunday law.
SAM KELLY.

the cause of poverty, of actual starvation? Does
theology condemn men to work for wages whose
tendency is always toward a minimum which will but
support an animal existence? I hardly think it.
Then why is it that we thus suffer from the dfecte
of au evil constantly augmenting T
.
Th('l duty of a Liberal is double-to free the intellect; to free the animal. Bear in mind that it can
only be in the elevation of the advantages of the latter that the former can assuredly advance. Men
must hav leisure for improvement; and that leisure
can only be found in t.he diminution of the hours
required for the gratification of animal needs. Time
is what is wanted. Time for improvement. Time to
progress in knowledge; that is, time to study, to
develop, to acquire the ideas and arts of others, to
benEfit by the experience of the whole world. And
ever~ moment devoted,. ~e!ond a certain numbe~,. to
exer~10n for th_e acqms1h~n of actual necessities
depnves the br_am of an eqUivalent amount of ene:gy
n~cessary for tts. development. DJes any sen~1ble
~ 1 be~al (for all L1berals are ~upp~sed to be sens1ble)
~magm that. the con;plete exhrpatwn of theology and
Its concomttan~. disadvantages woul~ benefit th~
world economiCally to an;r ap~re~l~ble extent .
~ ould poverty decrease T cnme d!mtmsh ~ Would
1t hav a tendency to check the mighty waste of
wealth in luxury and dissipation and turn it _to productiv uses T Would it change the tide and make
h
. h
th - h
·~ Th
·
t e poor grow r1c er and e nc poorer .
ere 1s
not a Liberal in the land who will say Yes. Then
what willT
That's the question, and discovery of cause pre. t"
d
I d
t w 't th" f
th
ce es app1Ica 10_n.
o no 71 e · lB or e purpose of supportmg through this column any theory,
but simply to call the attention of a great number
of Liberals to the fact that while their effor_ts are
directed against one monstEr a many-headed devil in
the rear is rising and gaining strength. It lies in
the fact that under our present economical institutiona the tendency of the fruits of labor is to unequal
distribution. I appeal to all Liberals to take up the
study of social science with reference to the fact
stated above. I do not wish them to relax any efforts
to crush out mythology, but to giv more attention to
this; for it is through this means that the salvation
of the race will be worked out. H. W. HAMMOND.
Orange, Mass., Dec. 22, 1888.
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Charles Brad laugh On His Victory.
Prom tile National Reformer.

the Evidence Amendment acts, 1869 and 1870. Those
aeta are now expressly repealed by the present &ct,
and the words of section 4 giv the form of writtbn
affirmation; while by section 1 affirmation is permitted, "instead of taking an oatb, in all places and
for all. purposf'P." The most gratdul acknowledgments of Freethinkers are due to Earl Spencer, the
earl of Aberdeen, Lord Coleridge, and Lord Esher,
for activ help given in passing the bill through tbe
House of Lords, especially remembering that each
one of these peers is earnestly opposed to our Freethought, and bas been moved only in this legislation
by a desire for justice. If I might without offense,
I should like to add my most respectful tribute to
Lord Esher. As law officer of the crown he prosecuted me twenty-one years since; as puisne judge he
held at chambers that m:v evidence was not receivable
before an arbitrator under the act of 1869, and the
full court uphdd his judg-ment; I hav had very
many times to argue before Lord Esher as master of
the rolls in the court of appeal; and this very
" Oaths act," which he has generously helped to pass
into law, is in effect the repealing of the common law
aR interpreted in the judgment he delivered against
me four years since. The judge was sometimes a
little bard, but .I knew he always meant to be just.
I always bowed without complaint to his decision,
even though I did not accord with it, and continued
to struggle against it. I knew that my opinion
might be colored by my strife, and that he on t bl'l
judicial bench was authorized to interpret. The
member of the House of Peers, though opposed in
religion and politics, has been very generous to his
lesser adversary. I am sorry that I am unable to
write anything kindly of the lord chancellor. He
pref<rred fighting me right through, and I thought,
and still think, with unfair weapons. Some who
know him better than I profess to do, say that he has
a kindly nature. In more than ten years' continuous
fighting he has neverlet me find a trace of it, though
I trust that I am never too unwilling to find a pleasant phase. It may be that he thought me too bad to
.be ever treated well. At last for me, at any rate, the
oaths fight is over, and the parliamentary struggle is
more than half finillhed. No other duly elected member can hav the 3d August, 1881, happen to him in
the future for similar cause. On the 23d of June,
1880, standing at the bar, I asked the House:
Do you mean that I am to go back to Northampton as to a
court, to appeal against you? that I am to ask the constituency to array themselvs against this House? I hope not.
If it is to be, it must be. If this House arrays itself against
an isolated man-its huge power against one citizen-if it
must be, then the battl3 must be too.
And after this I did go back, and the battle was
bitter enough. REelected, I spoke again from the
bar on April 28, 1881, and told the House, as I stood
with my return in hand :
I hav been hindered in every way that it was possible to
hinder me, and it is only by the help of the people, by the
pence of toilers in mine and factory, that I am here to-day,
after these five struggles right through thirteen years. I hav
won my way with them, for I hav won their hearts, and now
I come to you. Will you send me back from here? Then
how? You hav the right, but it is the right of force, and
not of law.
And in a third speech, at the same bar, on Feb. 7,
1882, I told the House:
If I am not fit for my constituents, they shall dismiss me,
but you never shall. The grave alone shall make me yield.
. And now all this seems long ago. I hav sat in the
House and worked -as a legislator through three full
years, doing at least a little each year to justify my
presence there. The House since 1885 has been
very generous to me, and bas helped me to achievo
work which I could not hav done had it been bostil~
or even if it had been indifferent. If the Home
would be as just to my constituents as it bas been
generous in its audience to myself, and would voluutarily erase the obnoxious resolutions from its journals; then the page of the struggle story might he
CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
well closed.

No person need now on any occasion whatever
take an oath unless he desires to do so. By section
1 of the ·Oaths act, 1888, any person who on any
occasion, or under any circumstances, where an oath
is required, shall say either, " I object to be sworn, I
hav no religious belief," or, "I object to be sworn:
the taking of an oath is contrary to my religious
belief," is at once entitled to affirm. The judge or
commissioner or officer charged with administering
the oath must allow the affirmation, and has no right
to ask any question whatever. There is no obligation
on the person to say one word beyond either of the
Social Economy.
forms of words already quoted. No counsel or
I wish to call the attention of some of the Liberals attorney or other person has any right on this head
in the United States to the fact that there is some- to question the person so claiming to affirm. The
thing else required of them besides a continual person claiming to affirm after he has used one of the
expenditure of mental strength against Christianity. sets of words quoted may legally, and in principle
Whatever may hav been the evil disaster resultant ought to, refuse to answer any question whatever
from the dominance over human thought of that sys- touching his claim to affirm. The objection aLd
tern of speculation, there hav been, and there are now, statement should be made slowly, quietly, and very
at work, other evil factors, wholi!e tendency to prevent distinctly, but meat respectfully, on the witness
human development and retard the advancement of entering the witness-box, or on the juror being told
the intellectual world is quite as conspicuous in to take the book to be sworn. There should be a
its results.. Clear-sighted men perceive that the complete avoidance of anything like defiant or selfgreatest obstacle which the reformer has to overcome assertiv declaraHon. There is now only one simple
is the blind faith with which men regard the institu- form of affirmation,-that given .in s.ection 2 of the
.tiona of their fathers. This does not refer solely to Oaths act, for persons whether religious or without
religious institutions by any means, but to every religion. In the event of any magistrate, coroner, or
custom; habit, p~culiarity in line of thought, etc. Is commissioner·offering any insult or making anyhostil
there a Liberal in America who would say that theol- comment on a person so claiming to affirm, the exact
ogy is the only institution which is, or can be, radi- words should be at once carefully written down and at
"IT is not safe," warningly to his brethren says Dr. J. 0.
cally wrong without attracting the attention of the once sent to me, verified, if possible, by independent
Murray in the Homiletic Review, "for the minister t<;> qnotc
masses of men? Are there not institutions which testimony.
·
from the pulpit what his scientific professors taught him ten
the majority of peoplA consider fair and desirable
All Freethinkers in any part of the United King- or twenty years ago in the class-room. Some of the so.calkd
which in themselvs produce vice, misery, and poverty! dom can now, under this act, affirm as jurors without scientific statements made by divines in a late general aHsembly were, as viewed by scientific men, so much hopeless
Why do people starve in a land of plenty? Why question.
are thousands of healthy and willing men and women
All Freethinkers are now, and for the first time, blundering. They only made men of science laugh. llut
they were uttered with a sublime unconsciousn~ss o~ ~heir
crushed into a premature grave by anxiAty, by the competent as witnesses in Scotland. It is trusted egregious
folly." Just so. The average Methodist mm1ster
pressure of competition and the fear of poverty? that all will avail themselvs of the affirmation.
knows as much about the conclusions of modern science as
Why do strong men groan in large cities when winIn any case in whioh .the oath of allegiance is a horse knows about astronomy.
ter comes and work is scarce, and feeble women and required, affirmation of allegiance may now be subchildren cry for bread they cannot find?
ntituted. Freethinking justices of the peace who bav
THE Mid-Continent groans over the alleged fact that in
Why is the life-blood of our cou·ntry drained away already taken the oath of allegi\nce are now protected three-fourths of the garrisons of the United St'ltes. ar.,my
.
d
I" d b
t'
3 t.here are no chaplains. Our government, s~ys the_ M~-Conby a mortality double among t h e poor th a t among from penaIt y, as th e oa th lB rna e va 1
y sec ton . tinent has from its foundation recognized Its obhgatw': ~o
the rich T Is nature niggardly! Is there not food I, who hav been liable to be again sued by the crown provide religious instruction for its army and navy: Th1s ~s
· enough for all? Is all the land occupied or put to for £500 penalty for each vote I hav given, and for not true. The founders of the government recoKn1zed th_e1r
productiv uses? If not, why, then, is it that thou- each debate I hav taken part in since the genua! obligation not to provide religion for anybody, and embodJed
sands hunger for the bread which nature holds within election of 1885, am now protected, as the swearing the obligation in the Constitution, b~t the ch~rchcs hav pre· h th
t vailed upon the politicians to overnde that mstrument and
her breast, which may be bad for the digging T Is it at the table in 1885 and 1886, whtc
e cour s saddle a burden of several thousand dollars per annum. ~pcm
that men are lazy, that they prefer the chance of declared would be null and void, has been made the people for their benefit. The arroganc~ of t~e ;ehg1~us
charity to the regular but scanty fare of honest valid by section 3.
folks of this country is equaled only by thmr s~Ill ID maiDlabor? No. Is it that there is not sufficient wealth
The whole of the difficulties as to wrift<>n nffirmR- taining their religion at the expense of the public.
produced or can be produced, wbicb, after con- !ions in liflu of nffidavits ar<~ now clfared away by
sumpiiv desires nm grllt iiit>d ll11i v J'f'main as ca .. jtal i section I:! 1 and 4. ~I any ju-dges anrt officials bav
THE Tuu·rH SKrtK.rtlt UoMP<~.NY:s Catalu::; (~{ /reclhought,
for.,incre!'\Bed productiv purp~ses T No, Is religiol:!. , hitherto refuaed to receive written affirmations under I Reform, aud Scientific ~ooks will_ be maile ree.
1
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Superstition in Crime.
A most savage exposition of the result of the Christian belief in witchcraft is the picture on the titlepage of this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The Massachusetts tragedy is historical evidence
to the brutality of the Puritans; as is the English
murder committed nearly two hundred years subsequently. Between these two, as we11 as before the
first, hundreds of persons perished at the hands of
ignorant and ferocious Christians. The existence of
witches is recognized by the Bible, and in that barbaric book is also the law by which the Christian
church has justified their murder. The latest crime
of this nature occurred in Kansas on the 19~h ult.,
and was the direct result of superstition engrafted
upon ignorance. The horrible story is as fo1lows:
Several weeks previous to that date, an old negro
servant of Eugene Bartlett, a wealthy cattleman of
Kingman county, who :was known as "good old
Rebecca," conceived the idea that she was bewitched
by Jennie Bartlett, who was about twenty years old.
While· gradually showing an increased dislike for the
girl, she kept on with her work, but two days before
the commission of the crime, in the presence of the
family, she told Miss Bartlett that she was being
hoodooed by her and she would hav to cease or
there would be trouble. This created considerable
merriment, but the old colored woman watched her
opportunity for breaking the spe11 of witchcraft.
Monday evening, December 19~h, early, all the
family except Jennie went to visit neighbors. Shortly
after their departure Robert Donnelly, a young man
who live at Bross, called to see Jennie, as had been
his custom for some time, and remained until about
9 o'clock, when Rebecca appeared and stated that
there was a very sick horse at the barn and she

twenty-one years of age or more, hereby respectfully but
earnestly petition your honorable body not to pass any bill in
regard to the observance of the Sabbath, or Lord's day, or
any other religious or ecclesiastical institution or rite; nor to
favor in any way the adoption of any resolution for the
amendment of the national Constitution that would in any
way tend, either directly or indirectly, to giv preference to ·
the principles of any religion or of any religious body above
another, or that will in any way sanction legislation upon tho
subject of religion : but that the total separation between
religion and state, assured by the national Constitution as it
now is, may forever remain as our fathers established it."
Dr. Westbrook, president of the American Secular
Union, will also hold some public meetings in Philadelphia, the headquarters of the Gad-in-the-Constitution party, to protest against the passage of this
bill. The California protest is a good form, and we
urge Liberals everywhere to cut it out or copy it,
and obtain signatures, sending them direct to the
Senators from their states, with letters of the same
purport. The Baltimore .American and scores of
other papers hav spoken out in denunciation of the
bill, and the Sabbath Union wi11 find its road. a
harder one to travel than Crafts and Shepard imagined.

Marl'iage and Divorce Laws.

The New York Herald, for the sake of making a
sensation, has gone in for an amendment to the
United States Constitution, in these words: "The
Congress shall hav power to make a uniform law of
marriage and divorce." The amendment was embodied
in a joint resolution and introduced in the
New Editions of Good Books.
House
by
Representativ Springer, of Illinois, and
A new edition of" The Brain and the Bible" is now ready for
the
judiciary committee.
referred
to
the buyer, improved and illuminated by a splendid portrait
This is an old scheme of the church, the idea being
of the handsome author, Mr. Edgar C. Beall. The Preface
to make marriage a religious instead of a secular
to this work is by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, and he says the
arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theoloceremony, and to make divorce possible only on
gians in the world. The author's contention is that the uni.
verse is natural, that man is naturally produced, and that wanted him to go up to Bross for some medicin. He scriptural grounds. If the amendment is adopted
and such a law is passed, it ought to be entitled, A
there is a necessary relation between character and brain. left in response to the request.
Among subjects Mr. Beall treats are: The Fall of Man; the
As soon as the young man was out of hearing the Law to Make Marriage a Fight to a Finish. The
Plan of Salvation; Is Nature Self-Existent? the Design servant caught the young lady, and tying a rope clergy hav always opposed the secularization of marArgument; Scientific Theism, and the Logic of Jesuitism. around her hands swung her up to a joist with her riage, because that event is one of the three chief
The book contains nearly three hundred pages and sells for
one dollar. It is one of the best books Liberalism ever feet about two feet from the floor. This done, she acts in a man or woman's life which brings money to
produced.
stripped her of her clothes and covered her body the church and magnifies the position of the minister
Helen Gardener's "Men, Women, and Gods" is another with paint and then tar. In a short time she had or priest. Their claim is that marriage is a sacrabook the popularity of which has demanded a new edition- placed a kettle filled with kindling-wood under her, ment, and that as it was " ordained by God" the
the seventh. This work, we presume, will be read and and after putting a large amount of oil on it applied representative of that personage are the only proper
admired when the men and women of to.day hav all gone a match.
officers to solemnize it. The legislatures of the
where the gods of yore hav gone. This ~ook likewise contains a portrait of its beautiful writer. Price fifty cents in
While the flames were curling around the poor various states hav made various laws, but all more
paper, and one dollar in cloth.
girl's feet and limbs Donnelly returned with the or less ignoring the " sacredness " of the act and
Mr. B. F. Underwood's" Woman" has also been honored medicin for the sick horse. Before reaching the placing it on the basis of a civil contract, or partnerwith another edition by the reading public. In these days house he saw a bright light shining through a window ship. Hence the tears of our self-constituted
of discussion of the failure or success of marriage, so much
f
H
d
guardians.
of either of which depends upon the woman in the case, this and heard rantic screams.
e· suppose some one
There could be no objection to a uniform marriage
book is worth careful study. Price ten cents.
had caught fire from an exploded lamp and hastened
Voltaire's "Pocket Theology," being sharp and pertinent ·to the door. The front entrance was locked, and law, provided that law made it a simple coptract
definitions of theological terms, viewed from the point of going to a window the horrible spectacle met his between the parties, and provided also that the law
view of a philosopher and satirist, is again in print. It is a eyes. For a moment he scarcely knew what to do on divorce allowed the bonds to be slipped as easily
splendid book to read to a Christian friend. Price twenty- but finally rushed back to the door and broke it as a partnership is dissolved, with due care for the
five cents.
·
open. Then he removed the kettle, cut the rope, and assets and col1ateral issues of the firm. But to make
The Truth Seeker Annual for 1889.
conveyed the girl to a resting-place. }'or a few min- a law that adultery only shaH be a cause for divorce
From James Heaaen, Publts'fler Dowagiac, Mioh., Ttmes.
utes she was unconscious, but she sOOn recovered is to put a premium on that act. If men and women
The ANNUAL is certainly a gem, and $5 would not induce
1
h
us to part with our copy if we could not get another one. It sufficient y to tell t e story of her fiendish treat- cannot be divorced they will separate, and the
hits us squarely, as we hav had many a tilt with literary ment. Her feet and lower limbs were burnt into a chances are about a hundred ·to one that if they can
friends whose eyes for the old would not let them see the crisp, and a few minutes later death relieved her of not legally take another partner, they will do so
~enius of the new, by claiming that Ingersoll was at once the the intense agony.
illegal1y. It is not good for man to be alone, and in
poet laureate of the living and the dead. This almanac setExcept in details, and in its nearness to us, the this case man certainly does embrace woman. To
tles it to everyone who reads it.
religious tragedy is no more horrible than the witch force disagreeing husbands and wives to continue· to
From the Denver, coz., .Arbttrator.
burnings and hangings and drownings of Europe dwell together is extremely bad for the present and
A valuable publication. Well worth the price. Contains and America. In the heart of the old woman still future generations. Homes wi11 be converted into'
answers of twenty-four distinguished Liberal writers to four- linger some relics of African religious superstition, arenas for scolding matches, if not worse, and the
teen pertinent questions relativ to the status and prospects of reinforced by the teaching of the Bible, which the children will early learn how to make things unLiberalism in this country. The answer to the fourteenth
1 d
f f
question, "What do you advise as a remedy for economic co ore race takes with ear ul literalness, just as our pleasant for their future partners. A law the effect
troubles?" we hav perused with care; and, while they con- New England ancestors did before heresy crept of which is to do this is the worst possible policy ; it is
tain evidences of anxious interest, we regret to say that they among them. Probably the old negress will be bad statesmanship, and is unpatriotic, inasmuch as it
generally show a lack of technical acquaintance with those hanged; but how shaH the cause of her crime be will destroy homes and families, which political econphilosophies that are calculated to suggest the adequate reached? Isn't the one who taught her her supersti- omists assure us are the foundation of the republic.
remedy for social ills. '.rhe comparison between the poetic tion as culpable as the instigator of a murder for
The founders of this republic never contemplated
thoughts of Shakspere and those of Ingersoll is highly enterthat
Congress should interfere in domestic matters
taining and is far from disadvantageous to the latter.
revenge or greed T
--------~~~----and it is not wise that it should. To increase th;
The Sabbath Bill.
Frorn the Investtgator.
functions of Congress is to decrease the independThis large, useful, and handsome pamphlet of 124 pages,
The Milwaukee, Wis., North Side Vorwaerts and ence of the states. Home rule, from the family to
published at the TRUTH SEEKER office, 28 Lafayette place, South Side Turner societies hav indorsed the Secular
New York city, is valuable and interesting for two important protest against the Blair bill, which declares Christian- the nation, is bett~r than to hav all power lodged in
a huge and unwieldy machine, which once started
reasons. It contains twenty-five very good articles from able
writers-Colonel Ingersoll, Messrs. James Parton, S. P. Put- ity to be the official religion of the United States, and can commit a thousand crimes against liberty and
nam, Charles Watts, E. M. Macdonald, E. A. Stevens, Parker the Turners want the government and public schools justice before it can be stopped. Our cities should
Pillsbury, L. K. Washburn, W. S. Bell, J. H. Burnham, to be secular. Copies of the protest will be sent to attend to an municipal affairs, the states to those
G. H. Dawes, Mrs. M.A. Freeman, Mrs. E. D. Blenker, Mrs. Congressmen Smith and Van Schaick, The Kala- things affecting its own citizens, and the general
Lucy N. Colman, Miss Susan H. Wixon, Miss Helen H. mazoo, Mich., Gazette reprints Mr. Wolff's speech
Gardener, and a number of others, all devoted to the subject against the biB, as it appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, government to interstate, foreign, and national concerns. For Congress to meddle with marriage laws
of how Liberalism can be best sustained and promoted .. This
ANNUAL also contains a calendar or chronology of Liberal and the W a.shington Sentinel will reprint the speech would be an intolerable usurpation of state rights as
martyrs, dates of their births, deaths, etc.; likewise a picture entire. A protest, as fo1lows, is also being distributed now existing, and to giv the national government
of the statue of Bruno at Rome. An excellent publication from the office of Freethought, San F,rancisco :
such legal power would be to set the prying and
to refer to and preserve. ·
"We, the undersigned, adult residents of the United States, domineering clergy-for they are the fellows who are
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going to draft that law-astraddle the necks of the
whole people, :firmly :fixed. in their seats by the enormous power of the entire nation.
The fact that it is a clerical move is of itself sufficient
reason for opposing the scheme. It might be going
too far to say that no clergymen ever were engaged
in any good work, but it is the absolute truth that
whenever the c1ergy set about securing laws for their
own benefit, the welfare of the people suffers. The
clergy's interest and the people's liberties are diametrically opposed. When the ministers made the laws
were the times when those frightful enactments which
stain history's pages were conceived. The clergy
put the barbarism of the Old Testament on our
statute books, and it was only when the ghosts were
retired from politics that they were repealed. The
Herald is supporting the proposed amendment as a
sensation to get advertising, but behind the buncombe scheme are the ministers and lay bigots «:Jf
the country, who long to get a :firmer grip on the
lives of the people, and to regulate their conduct by
the word of God as interpreted by themselvs. They
are about the only advocates of the proposed amendment and law, and their reasons may be given in
their own words, as told to a Herald reporter. The
Rev. W. A. Leonard, of Washington, said :
" The canons of the Protestant Episcopal church are simple and very explicit as to divorce. Her clergy are permitted
to remarry 'persons as God's word doth allow,' viz., (a)
- divorced parties 'seeking to be united again' and (b) 'the
innocent party in a divorce for the cause of adultery' (canon
13, title 2, section 2). The easy and corrupt methods for
securing absolute divorce prevalent in many parts of this
country are abhorrent to the church. The holy rite of marriage should be performed by some authorized minister of
religion, for it is a divine institution. And the ministers of
religion should be made justices of the peace, as in New
York state, so as to cover the civil rights of contracting parties.'"
The Rev. John H. Eliot, Jesuit, said:
"As a disciple of Christ, I believe that divorce from the
bond of matrimony should be regulated by his word. I
believe that the contracting of marriage without a religious
ceremony has contributed greatly to the deplorably low
views prevailing in this country. The highest authority on
the subject, the Rev. S. W. Dike, says : 'The current was
set wrong in part by the early Puritan dread of everything
like ecclesiasticism. Marriage at the first was made a civil
contract only, and a religious ceremony was forbidden or
discouraged.' The civil aspects of marriage are recognized;
the state ought to recognize its religious aspects.''
These are the sentiments of all the church authorities, and the whole scheme is one to augment the
power and prestige of the cle~gy, both of which are
gradually dwindling away before the advance of civilization. There is small prospect of the amendment
:finding the necessary two-thirds vote in either house,
and still smaller of its. being ratified by three-fourths
of the state legislatures. But ~he attempt, :first
made by the clergy themselvs some two years ago,
shows that our spiritual rulers itch for an empire
temporal as well as ghostly.

The Eugene City "Debate."

nity to denounce that pamphlet as a mess of unmitigated
lies, and I denounce that man '-pointing to Mr. Braden' as an unmitigated liar and unprincipled scoundrel."'
If Mr. Underwood made the remark attributed to
him it was as truthful a sentence as any spoken during the debate.
We do not beliel"e that the cause of Liberalism
needs, or can be advanced by, further notice of this
man. Dignified discussion will do much good by
enlightening such Christians as can be induced to
attend, but to oppose scholars to clowns is not dignified discussion.

Freedom to Speak.
The master in chancery, Chicago, has decided that
the police ha v no power to prevent the meetings of
the Arbeiter Bund, which he declares to be lawful.
He says:
" It is hostil and even dangerous to the genius of our
institutions, and in conflict with those upon which they are
based, to assume that a policeman without judicial responsibility shall exercise the judicial power to grant or withhold
the right of citizens constitutionally to meet in public assembly.
" If the mere belief of a police officer that projected public
meetings are for unlawful purposes shall operate to their prohibition of such meetings, such belief, created by error,
malice, bigotry, or political partisanship, may be resorted to
for the effectual extingui~hment of a fundamental constitu tiona! right.
"When citizens hav assembled, if they advocate or proceed to the commission of unlawful acts or the overthrow of
government or· the destruction of property, then the conservators of the peace may exercise their discretion in dispersing them.''
The police did not claim that at the meetings of
the Bund dangerous doctrine were advocated, but
said that after these meetings the audience would
gather in groups and denounce the government as
tyrannical. Therefore they had prevented the gatherings.
It strikes us that the police is the more dangerous
force of the two. If they can say arbitrarily who
shall and who shall not meet in public halls, then
Chicago is under monarchical rule, unauthorized and
irresponsible, and the liberty of the citizen is gone.
But this whole scare about Anarchists is a political
dodge to keep the present officials in power. Their
charges are buncombe arid blow and lies.

Monotonous Puerility.
Mr. E. C. Walker is dancing around like the Irishman at Donnybrook looking for a head to hit. There
seems t!) be something in the philosophy of Anarchy
which leads its followers to :fight every other person
in the world, and to be particularly belligerent toward
friends. Here is Mr. Walker's latest blow :
"Sunday shonld be a non day, made so by law. that business may
be suspended by all without injury to any; But no law should
apply to that day that does not apply to other holidays, and no law
sbonld ever hav religions significance, or take cognizance in any
way of religions reasons for its being.-Trullt seeleer, New Yo1·1e.

"Why should Sunday be made a non day by law? Why,
says THE TRUTH SEEKER, ' that business may be suspended
by all without injury to any.' But suppose there are those
who prefer to continue to perform their business duties on·
that day? Will you compel them to abstain from so doing?
If so, wherein does your despotism differ from that of the
church? But if not, if you 'let' them do as they please,
what becomes of your 'no~ day,' the day whereon business
is ' suspended by all?' "-Fair PZOJU.
Mr. Walker is hard up for a head to hit when he
writes such unmitigated nonsense as this from Fair·
Play. We did not say that business, under a secular Sunday law, shall be suspended, but that it may
be, by those who so choose. If anyone desires to
work, let him, precisely as he can work now on the
Fourth of July. Let anyone who wants, keep his
store open, and let anyone who so elects trade with
him. Sunday should be a legal non day 11imply to
protect mercantil paper, and those persons who feel
the necessity for rest or recreation.
Our Anarchist editor appears to hav great difficulty
in being pleased by anyone but himself, and his captious criticisms are becoming childish.

The unwisdom of noticing such scamps as Clark
Braden is again shown by the result of the Eugene
City, Oregon, debate between him and B. F. Underwood. It appears from resolutions adopted by the
Liberals of that place printed in San ]francisco
Ft·eethought, that Mr. Underwood was induced by
deception of persons acting in the interest of Braden
to visit Eugene City, the Liberals not being consulted
at all and knowing nothing of the _proposed debate
until Mr. Underwood landed in the town. The resolutions further set forth that Mr. Underwood behaved
himself well and Braden ill, and conclude by asserting that Braden should be condemned by all honorable men and women. This last sentiment, it will
be noticed, coincides with those often expressed in
these columns.
Braden, too, has not been idle. We hav received
three printed copies of his side of the story. ·Between every line can be plainly read the man's dishonesty, charlatanry, and brazen ·meanness. We
Tlfo Loving Bodies of Christians.
presume that there is not a statement made which is
not either a falsehood or a fact distorted. But we
The Northern and Southern Presbyterians hav
do really hope that the following is true so far as Mr. failed to unite, because the Southern Christians can
not yet recognize the negro as a man and brother.
Underwood's part therein is concerned.
"When Mr. Braden, after the audience was dismissed, The Northern Calvinists demanded that at the South
Monday night, December 10th, announced that persons who colored Presbyterians shall be admitted to full equalhad been inquiring for his pamphlet could come forward and ity with white Presbyterians in the Christian brotherobtain it, Mr. Underwood roared out,' I forbid my opponent hood, but the Southern committee insist that they
selling that pamphlet in this hall,' an~ denounced it as false shall be kept apart in an organization of their own,
and Mr. Braden as a liar. Tuesday mght he demanded that
· . ·
h . h f
·
t t•
the moderators forbid the sale of the pamphlet, and when ~nd whtch shall not hav t e rl~ t O represen a ton
th~y refused to do so, he vociferated, 'I take this oppbrtu- . m the general assembly of a umted church.
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It is apparent that the Northern Presbyterians are
moved by hypocritical motive in making this demand,
for they do not comply with it themselvs, and neither
do the other Protestant denominations. The black
Christians always hav their own churches, and we
doubt very much if Dr. Hall, for instance, would
admit a full-blooded negro to the communion table.
But the Northern Presbyterians having extended
their mission work in the Southern states and established some hundred black churches, desired that the
Southerners should take them to their bosoms, admit
them to their presbyteries and synods, and then the
entire Northern and Southern Presbyterian bodies
could dwell in harmony. The Southern Christians
wouldn't. They wanted the negro.churches to hav
separate presbyteries and synods, and mingle with
the whites only ·in the general assembly. The
Northern churches in turn refused, and the two
bodies of loving brethren could only agree to disagree.
It is probable, therefore, that the hypocrisy of the
Northern and the prejudices of the Southern Presbyterians will always prevail to keep alive · sectional
animosity. But what will they do when they get to
heaven T Will the negroes hav separate apartments
in Abraham's bosom, and sit on the far-off corners of
the stools around the throne of grace ?

The Pope's Italians.
The pope has written to the bishops in this country that the Italians now here are in great danger of
losing their souls beoause of the diffioulty in meeting
priests who speak the Italian language. This danger,
the pope says, attends them both on the voyage over
and on their arrival. Hence he proposes to send
over some Italian reverends, and desires the bishops
to extend to them all possible facilities for a successful hunt for souls.
To one conversant with the physical degradation
of our Itf!olian population it would seem that the
pope's solicitude should be for their bodies rather than
for their souls, the possession of which even may be
reasonably doubted. On the voyage over they are
crowded into small spaces, ill fed, and often brutally
treated, and they arrive here hungry, dirty, and diseased. Morality is almost unknown. Almost every
girl of sixteen has a child, whether married or not.
Quarrels are of the most frequent occurrence. Honesty is a word for which they hav no Italian equivalent. They are sober only when deprived of the
means of getting drunk. When ashore they herd
together in the :filthiest of tenement houses. They
gather stale beer and driD.k themselvs into beastly
intoxication. They obtain only the most menial of
oocupations, and liv in dirty barracks wherever they
are digging aqueducts or railroad cuts and tunnels.
They squander their small wages for drink, :fight, and
steal from the people dwelling near the :field of their
occupation. They are swindled by unscrupulous
contractors, and. they revenge themselvs by being
about as low down in the scale of civilization as it is
possible for human beings to descend. Compared
with the Roman Catholic Italians the heathen Chinese
are respectable citizens.
If the pope will set a lot of his priests to looking
after their physical welfare, if he will make them honest, moral, peaceable, sober, and clean, he will :find
that their souls will take care of themselvs. They
hav religion enough now. What they need is a bath.

Editorial Notes.
THE Buffalo Courier publishes a paragraph intimating that
George Chainey has turned Methodist. This would not surprise us. George hasn't called in here for a long time, though
his office, from which he proposed to publish Psycl1e, a
Theosophical magazine, is but three minutes distant. The
magazine has not appeared, but perhaps we shall hav it soon
as a 01tristian Advocate. If his reversion to his old faith is
really a fact, he might get up a debate with his old colleague
Charles Watts. It would be worth traveling a long way to
hear.
THE volume of Horace Seaver's writings, compiled by his
friend Washburn, is now for sale. It is called "Occasional
Thoughts from Fifty Years of Freethinking." There is
much sound wisdom, deep philosophy, and knowledge of
human nature displayed in the articles, and the writer can
shake hands with himself for not having been once betrayed
by his pen. The book was compiled with the desire to preserve the writings of one who has honored the cause of
Freethought by his ability and devotion, and who is honored
and respected by thousands of his fellow-beings as the Nestor of Liberalism. As we hav said before, it is a sort of
memorial volume which every friend of the aged editor will
certainly desire to possess, not only for the book itself, but
for its author's sake. The price is only one dollar.
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Jttitrs Jrot1( Jlritnds.
LEIGHToN, ALA., Dec. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav seen several solvers in THE TRUTH
SEEKER about the hen-and-egg question, so I thought I
would send my answer. I worked a. long time on it, and got
twenty-eight eggs every time. If one hen in one and onehalf days can lay one egg, six hens in one and one-half days
can lay six eggs; one hen in seven days can lay four and
two-thirds eggs; six hens in four and two-thirds days can lay
twent.y.eight eggs-answer. I hope this is correct.
. LIBBIE C. TROUTMAN (aged fifteen years).
NATIONAL MILITARY HOME, Wis., Dec. 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In TIIE TRUTH BEEKER of December 15th I
perceive the hen-and-egg question is still worrying some of
your readers. I off«t this as the solution. If a hen lays an
egg in a day and a. half it will lay four eggs in six days ;
consequently six hens would lay twenty-four eggs. The
good hens performed all their work in six days, and on the
seventh rested-keeping it holy. S. F. Haseltine would ha.v
been correct had he omitted the seventh day, as the time
had not arrived for another egg to be laid. No hen that I
ha.v ever heard of laid two-thirds of an egg.
CHA11NOEY BRow·N.

sume that the rate of laying should be considered as uniform,
and the laying of half a. hen equivalent to half the laying of
a hen. Then, if a hen and a half lay an egg and a. half in a.
day and a. half, they will lay at the rate of an egg per day.
If a )len and a half lay at the rate of an egg per day, six
hens, being four times one and a half. hens, will lay at the
rate of four eggs per day, making twenty-eight eggs in seven
days.
Poultry-keepers, however, sometimes observe that
actual experience" knocks out" the nicest mathematical calculations. Perhaps, after all, the most reliable way of a.scer.
taining just how many eggs six hens would lay in seven
days, would be to procure the six hens and make an actual
test. I do not see how even the Tribune man could withB. M. KNAPP.
stand the logic of a demonstrated 'fact.

JAcKsONVILLE, FLA., Dec. 18, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Hundreds ask the author every day what it
was that exempted his family, him, and his clerks from the
yellow fever. The reason, I presume, is because there was
no such disease as yellow fever here at Jacksonville. What
was it if it was not the yellow fever? Yellow fever con.
sisted in the effect of a false rumor. It scared the public.
They advocated the theory that yellow fever was a. germ, a
microbe, which after sunset floated on the air. They thought
that it could be destroyed by concussion, or by adulterating
the pure air wi~h powerful poison, which we had to inhale,
hence many took sick and died from the remedy employed
for the destruction of the microbe. No such silly theory was
BusHNELL, ILL., Dec. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I see three attempts to help out "Constant advocated by me, therefore no poison to rid myself of the
Reader," in the issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER of December microbes was used, and as a. natural result we all enjoyed_
AuGusT BuRSING.
15th. They all differ, like the different religious creeds, t.he very best of health.
and I think they are all wrong. I will giv my statement of
NoRsE, T.11x., Dec. 17, 288.
the p'roblem. If a hen and a half lay an egg and a half in a
MR. EDITOR: We had the pleasure of having Prof. W. S.
day and a. half, how many eggs will six hens lay in seven Bell deliver an able and interesting lecture upon the "The
days?
Gods" at Norse, on Nov. 22, 1888. The Old Testament or
Hen.
HAns.
FlJZ~tS.
1.5
6
1.5
Bible Jehovah-God was shown up in his true hideousness
da.vs.
d"'YB.
and moral depravity, as being -in fact a moral monstrosity,
1.5
7
a mere imaginary being, the fictitious creation of a. design2.25
42
ing and mercenary priesthood. His attributes ought to
1.5
create
abhorrence, instead of enlisting the adoration of all
2.25) 68 (28 eggs.
rational beings.
S. WEsT.
Some of the young people, nominal Christians, who were
BRoNsToN, KY., Dec. 17, 1888.
present at the lecture will not soon-no, never, perhapsMR. EDITOR: I would not hav said a word about the hen- forget the convincing arguments the professor made. Their
and-a.-half, egg-a.nd-a..ha.lf, and day-and-a.-half puzzle if Miss old idol was indeed shattered. Seed was sown that unElla E. Gibson had not said that the six hens would lay doubtedly will bear fruit.
forty-two eggs in Reven days. Now, this is the way I work
I only regret that our financial and other circumstances
it. I divide my six hens into four squads, a hen and a half in will not permit our having such lecturers oftener. We find
each squad. At the end of three days I collect three eggs our struggle for existence to be indeed hard. Millionaires,
from each squad, which givs twelve eggs in three days for trusts, and vast combinations of capitalists are fast gaining
the six hens. That is undoubtedly four eggs per day for the control of everything, including the government itself, and
six hens. The balance is easy-four times seven are twenty. we, the people, are being reduced to poverty and serfdom.
eight. If that is not correct, Mr. Tribune and Mr. TRUTH
Fraternally,
T. THEO. CoLWIOK.
SEEKER, I will engage to eat all the eggs the six hens will lay
HANNIBA.L, Mo., Dec. 31, 1888.
in a twelve months' scratch. Now, Ella dear, you must not
MR. J. R. PERRY: Your article of Dec. 15, 1888, in THE
make such a mistake soon again.
J, N. BRowN.
TRUTH SEEKER, referring to the Brotherhood of Agnostic
Moralists as the mushroom society, headquarters Hannibal,
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Dec. 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The pathetic appeal of "Constant Reader" Mo., has been perused. You say much of the constitution
in your issue of the 1st inst. touched my heart, and I set to of the Brotherhood of Agnostic Moralists you cannot object
work at his hen problem, which really at first did look to; your only objection is against article 2, section 4, stated
puzzling. But it is only the ridiculous verbiage of the state. to be to eradicate from the mind all belief in spirits, etc.
ment which makes it so.
The framers of the constitution fully comprehended the im"If a hen and a half lay an egg and a. half in a day and a. portance of a separation from all supernaturalism. The true
half, how many eggs will six hens lay in seven days?"
Liberal disbelieves the old book ca1led Bible being of
Let us translate the data into decimal fractions, and we divine inspiration. To it modern Spiritualism adheres to
hav 1.5 hens lay 1.5 eggs in 1.5 days. All these may, aC- prove its position of a world hereafter to exist, spiritual or
cording to a familiar rule, be multiplied by ten without otherwise. Such delusion has called forth a disregard of any
changing their relations. Therefore fifteen hens will lay fif- such belief and created the constitution of the Brotherhood
teen eggs in fifteen days; and therefore, again, one hen lays of Agnostic Moralists, to which over five hundred, in one
one egg a day. Six hens in seven days will 11\,Y six times year, of the brightest minds in the United States and Canada
seven, or forty-two eggs. Thue are many similar questions ha.v signed their names and given their support. Judging
which depend for their puzzling qualities solely on a laby- from the success so far obtained, we hav reason to believe
rinth of words. In England, wtere twelve pence make a that this society will not be so short-lived as you predict.
F. H.RA.u.
shilling, one of them was, "If a herring and a half are sold
for three half-pence, how many can be bought for a shilling?"
The answer, of course, was twelve; but many people lost TO THE REV. GEO. W. SWEENEY, EDITOR CHRISTIAN INDEPENDENT, OAKLAND, OAL.
,.
themselvs among the words, and could not find it.
MY DEAR GEoRGE: I use the adjectiv prefixed to your
c. L. JAMES.
name, because I do still hold you dear in memory. Six
months now ha.v gone since I wrote you an open letter in
LITTLE EGG HARBoR, Dec. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Your egg puzzle by "Constant Reader" has these columns offering you a fee of $25. I ha.v not been
awakened some responses, and they greatly differ. Let us drawn upon for the money, although the First National holds
work it out by putting the hens to work, loaded up, so to the stakes, thus to say, and I can only conclude that you ha.v
speak, as Si Slokum would say. On Monday morning we not earned the cash. It was my hope that you would come
will put a hen and a half a hen in our coop. On Monday the forward as all your brethren do when a fee is lying round
whole hen, feeling industrious, lays an egg. That is her and take the same in for the benefit of the Lord, who, poor
part fairly done •. On Tuesday forenoon our half hen gets in and dejected, so much needs the last scrapings of the widow's
her work, and at 12 has a half egg on the nest. On Tues- locker. You did not see my offer? Well, I iterate. If you
day, immediately after 12, we gather the other half of our will write a little article for THE TRUTH BEEKER and separate
hen, put her in the coop with our whole hen and half hen, the foreknowledge and foreordination of God almighty, you
and she attends to her knitting, and the result is another half will be sent a draft for $25. To you this ought to be a
egg. On Wednesday morning we put in a. fresh whole hen, bonanza-bigger than marrying some poor wight-or better
and she adds an egg by night. At the close of Wednesday, than the pay for words of doubtful import spoken at a
the third day, we hav two whole hens, two whole eggs, two funeral. Of course, you get pay for a "send off" when you
half hens, and two half eggs in our coop. Now, two half start a couple, telling them and their friends and the bystandhens will make one whole one, two half eggs one whole one, ers that God has joined them, and no ruthless ll.a.nd should
and the three whole hens hav put three whole eggs in the sunder the ties. Yes. By the authority of God you start
nest in three days, -or one egg a day for each hen. Now, six them along life's fitful journey, and when the ruthless hand
hens at one a day will lay forty-t:wo eggs in seven days. that never tires does part ,them, one to go down to hades,
you appear again, and for another fee set the lost one going
What says Si Slokum?
SAGE OF WINTERSETT.
on a final" send off" to that place of which you know just
PINE WooDs, N.Y., Dec. 16, 288.
nothing. Being, as thusly apparent, in the fee business, why
MR. EDITOR: The replies of several of your correspondents not respond to my call? I make it in behalf of a large and
in your last paper to " Constant Reader" in regard to the intelligent body of men and women who are constant readers
hen-and-egg problem, seem quite likely to place him in the of their cherished paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. When I 1:1ay
quandary of the "Puzzled Pilgrim," illustrated in your pa.- intelligent, I mean that I will pit them against ten times
per a short time~ since.
I hope to persuade him he is t!Jeir num bcr , f Il'aders of Ro called Christian paper's, for
P?t ~0 badly)nixed !J.S:_)lC mi~ht be. I think it fair to a.s- . iHtelli~en~e ~~q real appreciatiozr gf ~u f~~:t~ ~nq t4eoJie!l

presented.

These friends are now panting for. knowledge.

If God's skirts could only be cleared of the stain of first

knowing everything that would happen, then damning mankind for being there and doing the very things he knew they
would do, then his character would be redeemed of its hideous aspect, now so much dreaded by the credulous. Hail,happy day, George, when you will settle this important
question. If you had stuck to your original calling of teaching children facts. science, philosophy, and usefulness, you
would ha.v been of value, but teaching dogmas, isms, and
ologies is of no use here and less hereafter.
Let us hear from you soon.
JoHN BusHEL.
RocHESTER, Dec- 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3 for another year's
subscription for THE TRUTH BEEKER. Orthodoxy says that
God has implanted a con~cience in every person, telling him
when he is doing right or wrong. Now, if that is so,
how is it that we all do not hav the same kind? If a Roman
Catholic was to waste any of his holy water, his conscience
would condemn him; but. a Protestant might upset a barrelful of his conscience and it wo:Jld not trouble him. I take
no stock in the conscience theory. I believe it is the rll,!lult
of 'education and training. I would like very much if
Colonel Ingersoll could spare time and giv us through the
columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER his views on the subject of
conscience, as I do not know of any person that could
handle that subject as well as he could. By doing so he
would greatly oblige,
G. F. THoMPsON.
.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Dec. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: "The world moves." I p'cked up a paper
this morning containing, with other items, under the heading, "The Pope's Support Appreciated," the following sentence: "The bishops draw attention to the great importance
of the University (the one now building at our capital), which
they believe will act as a bulwark aga.insL the rise of Rationalism and Freethought in America.." Just how it will act as
a bulwark is a mystery I cannot solve. It will further serve
to disgust all Freethinking, reasonable people to see another
building erected, costing millions of dollars, in which will be
stuck, maybe in an obscure corner, a chapel. This will free
the whole gigantic mass of priestly imposition from paying
any taxes. A few more millions of dollars appropriated by a.
lot c>f lecherous priests to perpetuate their horrid mummeries
and anti-republican, anti-democratic notions brought from
the dear! past! Go ahead, though. Instead of such influences serving as a. "bulwark against Freeth ought and Rationalism in America," i.e., against liberty and reason, it will
strengthen the nineteenth-century lovers of liberty, who can
behold in such wanton expenditure of money in the erection
of useless universities only a. grand scheme of robbery; an
entering wedge in the very heart of our government to split
it asunder; a great aristocratic temple erected to draw the
wool over the eyes of the representa.tivs of the people at
Washington. How very appropriate that a second Vatican
temple should be built at our American capital! Continue
to usurp authority. Make yourselvs obnoxious by your opposition to our free schools (which we admit must be improved), and before you are aware of it, a mighty "ground
swell" will arise all over the United States that will place a
right estimate on the destru'ctiv inroads of Catholicism against
liberty and reason. Then no army large enough will be
found to protect your priestly palaces.
BREAD WINNER.·
Dec. 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I admire THE TRUTH SEEKER for its Liberality in giving all sides. a chance to be he~rd, but don't yon
think that as the organ of the Secular Union, you are yielding valuable space that might be used to further the interest
of the Nine Demands, when you giv so much of it to the
discussion of that sum of all superstition, Spiritualism ?
Why not let the believers in that humbug use the sp1we of
their own papers to discuss the merits of their own folly?
For one, I decidedly object to the valuable columns of THE
TRUTH SEEKER being filled with such trash that ought to be
used in defending and propagating the Nine Demands. I
know I shall be accused of il-Liberalism for objecting to
this, but I cannot see any good reason why the organ of the
Liberal League should be prostituted in this way. If Spiritualists hav anything to say for or against any of the Nine
Demands, giv them all the rr.om they want, but to use our
organ in debating a question that has not the least bearing on
these Demands, seems to me to be a wrong that I must protest against. There are many things relating to this world
that might reasonably be discussed in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
such as the assaults of the Catholic church on our public
schools, the selling out of the Knights of Labor by Powderly
to the same church; also, as is the case in one of our Echools
here, giving the use of the school-house every Sunday to
Presbyterians for a Sunday-school, and many other questions
that show us the danger to our liberties from the encr-:>a.chments of the churches. But to prostitute the columns of
THE TRUTH Sa:EKER by discussing table-tipping, etc., is too
bad: You might as well fill your columns with astrology,
witchcraft, or any other exploded demonology. You would
serve the purpose pf the Secular Union just as well ..
In your words of caution to J. K. P. Baker yon say, Spiritualism is a subject your readers seem to never tire of discussing. I believe you are mistaken in this. As long as you
will giv them space I hav no doubt you will find cranks
enough to occupy it, but if you could get a statement from
the majority of your readers, you would find they are heartily tired of it; they merely grin and bijar it for the sake of
the good sense they find in the paper. With that. exception
it is not many that will take the trouble to complain, as they
do not wish to be drawn into any controversy. 'l'hey prefer
to drop the paper when it gets to be more of a Spiritual
organ than the organ of the Secular Union. And more, I
b!Jlieye tl~e ilJcoJ!s~st!Jnc,r of !\paper like THll; T~u'fa: SBB&:i~
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and members of the Secular Union countenancing such eplendid intellectual training schools, in which young and their ends. i hardly feel qualified to giv any other remedy
superstition causes many to shun the Secular Union itself.
old learn to" think on their feet." The people are interested for the existing danger to. our freedom, except the one of
D.
in hearing both sides, hence the building was crowded. The education ; and how to accomplish the education of the
" study" last night was Miss Alcott. In time it will be Vol- millions of illiterate children of the country is a problem that
EAu CJ.AIRE, Wis., Dec. 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Being an old advocate of women's rights, I taire, Paine, Hume, Gibbon, Shelley, and the rest of those wiser heads than mine will hav to solve. If the Blair bill or
want to call you as witness to the refutation of certain terrible fellows called iconoclasts, but really chain-breakers. some similar measure could be passed into a law it would
After a few year's silence on the rostrum I am at it again. greatly facilitate the education of our children in the common
masculin assertions afforded by the late election in Boston.
school branches, yet we would hav the ever-present religious
The lord of creation saith, " The women would vote just the I may be addressed, until further notice, at Wilber, Neb.
w. F. JAMIESON. fanatic at the head of our school boards, and as principal in
same as their· husbands, and so the number of votes would
the preceptor's chair. If Liberals were able, a great deal
be doubled, but the result not changed." You say, "The
MT. UNION, 0., Dec. 20, 1888.
could be accomplished by sending out tracts and scattering
women decided the election." The lord saith, " The women
~- EDITOR=. I must tell you about the little affair we had· them broadcast through the land the same as the church now
are the special victims of priestcraft, and their votes will be
against intellectual liberty." (Not very consistent with his this summer with a preacher, and one of the members of his does. One finds quotations from the Bible on car seats in
former assertion, by t~e by, but who ever expects consistency chur~h, a man that we were well_ acquainted with. One railroad cars, posted up on the sides of the cars where all
from a lord of anythmg ?) You say: "The motiv moving mornt?g, aa my husban~ was _gettmg ready to go ~ut to who can read cannot help but observe them, and they are
the women was the attempt of the Romanists to control the mow •m came two buggtes, out JUmped two men and hitched carried by colporteurs and left in each family of the land
schools in the interest of the Catholic church. • • • ' Elect their horses, and by that time my husband· had got around both rich and poor. In this way the churches scatter their
no more Roman Catholics to the school board' has been their to w~ere they wer?, and this man shook hands with him and doctrine where they will do the most ·good. Liberals might
cry." The lord saith, "Women don't w·ant to vote, and, then mtroduced hrm to the Re~. Mr. Zumpe, or Donkey, or profit by their example. I am a poor man, and in debt, payunless forced to, wouldn't vote if they could." You say some s_uch name-the latter I thmk most appropriate. Well, ing interest of twelve per cent, because I am not able to rethey dtd not exactly come to see ~s, bu_t they saw us all the lease myself from the clutches of the usurer. Hav a large
"More earnest workers than the women were never seen.':
The lord eaith, "The scenes of a heated election are not fit same. My old moth~r was sta:rmg with us, and they said family of girls to feed and clothe and educate, or I would
for women to witness." You say, " Their presence at the t~ey came to hav_a httle talk Wl~h her. But the preacher giv liberally to the cause of freedom and independence, for I
polls was conduciv to good order, and at one place a row dtd n~t get pe_rmttted to _come m the house ; my husband feel the galling effects of the chains of fanaticism. IE any
told ~Im he mtght be a mce man, but as he was a stranger who are able will send me the documents I will sow them
was stopped by the policeman exclaiming that there were
we
dtd no~ ~ow • as many of ~hem were not to be trusted. broadcast where they will sprout up and grow into trees
ladies present and that talk of the kind being indulged in was
~e told him JU~t to st~y outside of the hous? and talk to whose shades will tend to relieve the minds of our country
out of place." The lord saith : " The ballot and the bullet
him. He told hrm we drd not ta~e any stock m his kind of from the heat of superstition. I will take the time to go to
go together. Women ought not, and, indeed, cannot, vote
cloth; t?at p~eachers were a nrusance and that they went the houses of those who are not church-members, and to sucb
unless they are prepared to fight also." You say," Only in
~round rmposmg u~on pe?ple. Then the reverend got a members of churches as I think can be induced to read, ana
one instance, quickly suppressed, did the roughs attempt to
httle
wrat~y and satd he ~1d not come here to be insulted. leave such tracts with them to be read at their leisure.
annoy them." In conclusion you say, very truly, that if the
Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER the widest circulation of any
Protestants replace Catholic with Protestant dogmas the We t?ld htm there was his horse ~nd buggy-he could just
t~ke It and go out where he came m. ~e _thought he was a journal existing, 1 am, Respectfully, AMos L. GRIFFITH,
change is not of much account. I feel moved to add, neither
httle god when he came, and owned this httle earth, but he
Editor and proprietor of Sequachee Herald formerly Beis voting anyway. Absolute personal liberty is, in the noble
found out before he left that there was one little· spot he quachee Sun.
·
'
language of our collegians, "the cheese " for women and did not own on that particular occasion. He wanted to
men alike. But the election at Boston shows that women know where we ever. saw or heard of preachers imposing
CoALING, ALA., Dec. 10, 1888.
are benefited by every extension of freedom, however small upon people, so I wen~ and got him a paper we had got a
MR. EDITOR: In THE 'fRUTH BEEKER of the 15th inst. Mr.
in the same way and to the same extent as men.
'
day or two before. That told about a man at Youngstown, Perry makes some statements in regard to spirit phenomena,
c. L. JAMES. 0..
His wife belonged to the Presbyterian church, and she as well as Mr. McArthur in previous numbers. Now, I wish
took sick and the preacher and the members came every to ask those gentlemen and others some favors and some ques.
MAYo, MAINE, Dec. 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR.: G. H. Dawes, of Pittsville, Wis., gave us a morning and sat and talked all day. He ordered them away, tiona. I hav a dead child. Will they tell me the name, nge,
lecture last Friday evening. His subject was, "Has Chris- and they came the more. So he had to get the sheriff to and sex of it? Also will they send me a picture of it? I
tianity Benefited Woman?" His lecture was systematically serve warrants on them to keep off his premises. He read will pay handsomely for the picture, if it is like mine. That
arranged. He spoke fluently, without hesitation, showing it, and asked if he could take the paper with him. We told I am a skeptic is certain; but I am rational enough to know
that he was master of his subject. Considering the small him he could hav it. We told him we did not need any we believe as we can. Many things that I would like to
audience-not over twenty-five persons, though nearly one- preacher to stand between us and God and tell us what to believe I can't, and 'Dice 'Dersa. As there is no one here that
half women-it was hard work for him to talk in a large hall do, as he did not know any more about a God than we did. can giv any information conceming the questions, if they are
to empty seats. Political and church interests combined And we told him no intelligent man could preach from that answered correctly it might go far in convincing me. I
Bible without doubting it. We said we would giv him buried my child without any parade of a clergyman, or, as
held the people back from attending a free lecture. It would
$150 if he would read a chapter out of the Bible to his audi. is the custom· in backwoods, of singing. Sincere grief or
require the mental force of a second Ingersoll to bring out an
ence and let us select it, but he did not accept the offer. love seeks quiet and privacy. The singing over the dead is a
audience to an Agnostic lecture here. We hav a strong When they started to go away my husband told this man to
sorry sight to me. The poet expressed my idea in that beau.
Catholic society here, with which one of the old parties is go home and go to doctoring horses, as he was a veterinary
tifiil poem, "The Burial of Sir John Moore." Will Mr.
in league; whilst the other party is in league with the Meth- surgeon, and get a potato patch for the preacher and let
Perry or McArthur say it is more difficult to write between
odist and Congregational societies, hence the leading politi- him go to raising potatoes, as that would be a much more
slates than to hold the arms extended and pass a dollar from
cians gave us a cold shoulder. But in a financial respect we
respectable business than what they were at.
one to the other, or throw a quarter into the middle of a ball,
were more successful. Though I am the only Liberal here
If preachers would get more of that kind of receptions or cut off the head of a chicken· or man and put it back, or
that could take an activ part in doing anything toward de- they would not be a-poking their noses in where they hav no
fraying the expenses of the lecture, for Mr. C. B. Haseltine, business. Bring on your preachers ; we can giv them a thrust a knife through the· arms? Some see these things
apparently done, and believe they are done. Please explain
another member of THE TRUTH BEEKER family here, is rather
send-off.
how some are honest in believing and others know it is not
too old and infirm to giv any assistance. Mr. Dawes came here
Well, I must say something about some good folks. There true.
without knowing that I could raise anything for him. But I is Heston ; I must thank him for getting up that hose com.
Now, I had a friend that was many years my senior. In
succeeded in raising a subscription of $14. Twenty-two pany. May he liv to see the last spark 'put out, and then he
his young days he was an Infidel. He finally became a Spir.
persons contributed. Amongst those that are considerably
need not be afraid of going to hell. And there is our good itist. I said, " If I die first I will come to you, and if you
advanced toward full-fledged Liberalism-for I cannot con- Editor; may he liv to wear out many new hats.
die first come to me." He has been dead some time, but has
sider any person a full-fledged Agnostic who can afford to hav
Yours truly,
Mns. S. A. FITZPATRIOK.
not come. He liked me much. I wrote him a question in
an Agnostic publication but does not subscribe for one-are
his lifetime that interested me much. Will any medium tell
D. N. Smith, leading hardware merchant and tinsmith;
me what that question was? Will they tell me who was the
JASPER,
TENN.,
Dec.
27,
1888.
Fred Johns, editor of our local newspaper; John Hodgson,
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find check for $5, for which send person? I hav paper and pencils in my de8k; why don't the
retired farmer.
me
"Why Did Not God Kill the Devil ?" and other Free- spirits write on them if they require a screen and darkness?
I must do considerable more missionary work before we
thought
literature, selection left to yourself. I am running I hav gone to the. grave of some of my dead time and again;
will venture to hav another lecture here. I hav distributed
nothing comes. There is a clock in my house that belonged
the American Secular Union tracts which Mr. Dawes left me, a newspaper in Jasper, and owing to the priest-ridden, fanat.
to my brother in life. He gave it to mother. It has been
my
patrons
I
dare
not
utter
a
sentiment
ical
sentiment
of
and I am distributing copies of THE TRUTH BEEKER and
broken for fifteen years-broken all to pieces, and bas not
tinctured
with
Infidelity
lest
I
raise
a
howl·
of
"Stop
my
F1·eethinkers' Magazine to the best advantage. Mr. Haseltine
paper!" You cannot imagin the situation of a fellow who is run for that time. Yet all along it strikes one tick, and no
informed me that he was doing the same thing.
brimful of ambition, so smothered up with opposition that more. The house is as steady as a brick wall. No amount
JOHN LEITOH.
he is unable to get a long breath. I dare not advertise Free- of shaking will cause that phenomenon. Yet summer and
thought papers or pamphlets for fear of incurring censure and winter for fifteen years it has performed that striking without
WILBER, NEB., Dec. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The cartoon in the issue of December 6th is pecuniary loss. 1 hav a terrible reputation religiously, and winding. It was suggested that it might be spirit manifes. one of Heston's happiest hit.s. Truly, there is a world of according to orthodoxy am on the steep grade sliding into tations, so I put a card in it. But no writing. So you see I
error to remove. Free thought, free speech, free press will that country that has no icebergs. THE TRUTH BEEKER is was willing to investigate and believe if I could. Why don't
do it~in time. The controversies constantly kept up in your the best paper on my exchange list, edited with the most murdered people tell who murdered them and keep innocent
columns are educativ. Ill-nature should never mar such a brains and with the brainest corps of correspondents of any people from being hanged for the murder? Why don't fathers
symposium. Why should not these intellectual contests be paper that reaches me. If I could get enough Liberal sup. and mothers speak to their erring children when they are
always sweet-tempered? Let hard hits be given and taken port to my paper from Liberals to keep the pot boiling I pursuing the road to ruin? To my thinking, this spirit busi.
good-humoredly. It js easily perceived by the impartial would copy largely from THE TRUTH BEEKER correspondents ness is too thin. With all the vexations attending this life,
readers or hearers when an opponent is hard-pressed-when in its columns, and let home folks hav a treat they little it is the best I ever expect to see. It is a question to me
he or she loses temper, as is· shown when >he hard words dream of. As it is, I am confined to political issues, which whether or not every person does not bav the same amount
which usually accompany soft arguments are fired off. are so mixed that the average reader is not competent to of pleasure and trouble. One that has but little trouble bas
little pleasure. To illustrate : a person dying for water or
Rancor, bitterness, offensiv personalities, bootblack epithets grapple with them.
The TRUTH BEEKER ALMANAO for 1889, and" Was Jesus bread would esteem the vilest water or bread a greater
are not only signs of weakness, but do not clarify truth nor
settle anything but the mental infirmity of the author of such Insane?" came to hand, and were read with deep interest. bounty than one who was not in want would the purest
trivialities. For more than a generation we hav been saying, The ALMANAO is replete with historical events that ought to water or finest bread. So of all conditions. The sooner
to the Christian world especially, that we deal with systems, be in the hands of every seeker after truth and knowledge. man learns that this life is all, the sooner he will be a better
The questions asked and answered by the different parties man; for the reason that if he thinks he will liv again and be
principles, and not with persons merely.
in
the AU!ANAO it' would pay every thinking individual to better off in some other sphere he will try to rough it here
This appears to be a hard lesson, naturally enough, for
Christians to learn; for their Jehovah,. they believe, will study and ponder. They are of vital interest to our free in- and on the morrow better his condition, or at least trust to
roast a man for an honest difference of opinion. But it stitutions. The ignor&nce and superstition of the masses, luck. I don't puzzle myself with how I came here. I know
ought to be an easy lesson for all Freethinkers. Is it ? For through the medium of the churcaes, more especially the I am here, and will go away. That life feeds on life; as I
my part, I think if we study the matter carefully, we will Roman Catholic church, is sapping the foundation of our knew nothing before I was capable of reasoning, so I shall
find that every fundamental principle of Freethought will republic. It is of the greatest importance that the people know nothing after I am dead. The man that looks on his
incline us to harbor no malice toward Christians, however be educated out of the ruts of superstition of every grade. family and surroundings and thinks that when they are gone
badly they misbehave toward us. We cannot, in reason, Fanatical Christians are moving everything within their they are forever gone, will think more of them here. He
expect them to Eee the elements of Universal Mental Liberty power to get God in the Constitution, and the Sabbath es- will not think to make up for his shortcoming here somewhere
tablished by law as a day of worship. The disorganized r.nd else. Now, I hav not written this to get up a correspondence,
as clearly as we do who hav spent years in studying them.
Last night I attended a •' literary" in the Olive Branch scattered forces of Liberals are no match for the organized but for information. I will walk out of house and home,
school-house, near my friend Jason Bloodgood's fine Nebraska and concentrated efforts of the various denominations of goods and chattels, just to P.av IllY child back in this world.
.
:JI. J. WARD.
farm three miles from Lowell. Such debating lyceum,s are Christians, who willle~ve I)o stolle fqntqmed to accomplish
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Correspondence.

MONTE VISTA, CoL., Dec. 29, 1888.
DEAR MisS WixON: I am a little girl eight
Baited btl Mms Busu H. W:a:oN, Fall years old. This is my first letter to the Children's Corner.
RitJer, .Mass., to fllkom a!! Oommunfcations flW
My papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I
this OlWner slwu!d os BSnt.
·
like it very much.
I go to school and study the fourth reader,
grammar, arithmetic, and geography. I am
" Between the dark and the daylight,
taking music lessons, too.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Please find stamps, ten cents for .the Casey
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
dime fund and ten cents for the Hacker
That is known as the Children's Hour."
family.
Yours truly,
LAURA MANsoN.

The Tongue.
" The boneless tongue, so small and weak,
Can crush and kill," declared the Greek.
·~ The tongue destroys a greater horde,"
The Turk asserts," than does the sword."
The Persian proverb wisely saith,
' A lengthy tongue-an early death."
Or sometimes takes this form instead,
'Don't let your tongue out off your head."
'The toneue can speak a word whose speed,"
Ba.y the Chinese." outstrips the steed."
While Arab sa.ges thus impa.rt,
• The ton!l'ne•s great storehouse is the heart."
From Hebrew wit the maxim sprung,
'Though feet should slip, ne'er let the toBgne."

Good Resolutions.
If you're waking, call me early, call me early,

mother dear,
For I've a heap to resolute upon this glad New
Year;
There's lot's of things I'm going to say that I'm
a-going to do,
And I kind of hope in a thousand things I'll manage to keep a few.
I'm going to do the very best that ever a fellow
can,
And I will make no friendship with a very angry
man;
I will not look upon the wine when it is glowing
red,
So may my evening hat sit loose upon my morn·
ing head.
I will not loaf with sinners at the corner of the
street;
Nor will I talk about myself to everyone I meet;
I'll be the good boy of the school, and study all
the day,
Nor prod my seatmate with a pin, to see him
laugh and play.
I will not lie about my age, my salary, or my
weight;
To help indeed, the friend in need, I will not hesi •
tate.
I will not scoff at feeble things, our navy and the
poor;
And fractured toys and broken hearts I'll try to
mend and cure ;
I will not wear my dress-coat when the sun is in
the sky;
I will not wear a collar more than seven inches
high:
'
I will be so good and sensible that people in the
street
·
Will lift their hats to me and say, "Ah, Gabriel,"
when we meet.
Good night, dear mother, sweet good night; nay,
do not weep for me,
I am so good to-night, I fear the morn I ne'er may
see,
But if I do liv through it, when to-morrow disap.
pearsYou'll likely think your precious boy will Iiv a
hundred years.
-BU1·11ette in the Brookl!Jn Eagle.

OAK MILLS, KAN., Dec. 25, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I hav nothing to
do at:' present, I will occupy the time ip.
writing to you. I go to school almost every
day. Our teacher, Miss Schiffbauer, is a
Freethinker, and was once a reader of THE
TRUTH BEEKER. I hav been reading some
good poems lately; among them were Longfellow's "Evangeline," Bryant's "Thanatopsis." Whittier's "Snow Bound," Tennyson's
"Enoch Arden," and Campbell's "Gertrude
of Wyoming." I hav also been reading
"Essays," by Ralph Waldo Emerson, and
must say that they are perfect gems, produced
by one of the world's greatest master minds.
I am a great admirer of Emerson, and read
his poems, essays, and other writings with
deep interest. They should find a.welcome
place in every American home.
I read your article entitled, "Humanity
Abroad," in the last TRUTH SEEKll:R, and it is
very good, and instructiv.
To-day is Christmas, but it is dreary, as it
has been raining all day. I gave my sister
Lura a copy of Aunt Elmina's " Little Lessons " for a Christmas present, and she seems
to be interested in it. Every child in America
should hav your " Story Hour" and Aunt
Elmina's "Little Lessons."
I just received a copy of the Open Oourt,
published at Chicago, and am very much
pleased with its form and contents.
Well, as I hav nothing more to write, I will
close, ever remaining,
Your true friend,
GEO. J. REMSBURG.
[We are always pleased to hear from
George. He is one of our brave boys upon
whom the world must depend in. the days
that are _to come. The editor of the Corner
feels proud and happy when slie thinks of all
her bright boys and girls who hav classed
themselvs as true Liberals. By and by, their
influence will be a great power in the land.En. C. C.]
--------~~~---------

The Center of the United States.

An army officer now in Chicago asked the
other day : " Do you know where the exact
geographical center of the United States is ?
Never thought anything about it, probably?
Well, it's marked by a grave-that of Major
Ogden, of the United States army, who died
at Fort Riley, in Kansas, in 1855, during the
cholera epidemic of that year. Major Ogden's remains were afterward removed to
Fort Leavenworth and buried in the national
cemetery there, but his monument still stands
on a knoll a little to the northeast of the
post-Fort Riley-and it lifts its head toward
the clouds in the exact geographical center of
the United States. This isn't a conceit; it's
a fact, though probably of the hundreds of
men now at the fort not one in a hundred
ever stops to think about it. Fort Riley is a
Mind Your Words.
few miles east of Junction City, Kan., and is
Words hav great power. Thought unex- one of the most important cavalry posts in
pressed is a hidden force. A spoken thought the country."
•
becomes a thing of life. It is an arrow
Babies of the Antipodes.
piercing the heart and felt for a lifetime, or it
may be a gift that lasts forever, breathing
Thomas Stevens, one of the editors of Outsweetest incense, blessin~ the heart that has ing, thus describes, in Babyhood, a curious
received it and bestowing constant and pur. sight that he saw in China :
est joy. "Silence is golden. Speech is
One day when travtling through China on
silver." To know when and where to apply my bicycle tour around the world, I came
the gold of silence or to giv the silver of upon a very novel and interesting sight. It
speech is one of the fine arts. A wore once is the first thing of the kind I ever saw or
sent forth cannot be recalled. It is gone for- heard about. My overland journey led me
ever on its path of joy or sorrow. Many a through many out-of-the-way districts where
person would giv worlds to recall one single the people are primitiv and curious in many
thoughtlessly spoken word-a word that respects. In one of these obscure communigave sorrow and pain and despair to some ties, in the foot-hills of the Mae-Ling mountsensitiv heart. It is of no use. The word has ains, I saw about twenty Chinese infants
gone forth. It comes no more back. All tethered to stakes on a patch of greensward,
the honeyed phrases, all the sweet love- like so many goats or pet lambs. The length
words in the language, cannot rub out that of each baby's tether was about ten feet, and
one word, that had its mission for grief or the bamboo stakes were set far enough apart
gladness. If for gladness, there is no wish to so that the babies would not get all tangled
recall it, for it is that which giveth sorrow up. Each baby had a sort of girdle or Kamand pain that people desire to recall.
me?·bund around his waist, and the end of the
Then be careful of your words. Strive tether-string was tied to the back of this.
that they be always gentle, loving, and Some of the little celestials were crawling
humane-that they may giv peace and hope about on all-fours ; others were taking their
instead of pain and woe.
first lessons in the feat of standing upright
Many a word at random spoken,
by steadying themselvs against the stake they
May heal or wound a heart that's broken.
were tied to.
S.H.W.
What queer little Chinese mortals they all
--------~~------A LI'ITLE daughter of a family on Alfred looked, to be sure, picketed out·on the grassstreet was teasing her mother, who at last land like a lot of young calves whose mothers
said hastily : " Do be patient, child, be pa- were away for the day l In this respect they
tient." "I don't want to," retorted the little did, indeed, resemble young calves; for I
girl. " That's what they put in the ambu. could see their mothers at work in a rice-field
a few hundred yards away. All the babies
lance."

seemed quite contented with their treatment.
I stood looking at them for several minutes,
from pure amusement at their unique position; but, although they regarded me with
wide-eyed curiosity, I never heard a whimper
from any of them. Nobody was paying the
slightest attention to them, ap.d from appearances I should conclude that they were most
likely picketed out in this manner every fine
day while their mothers worked in the neighboring fields. Very probably these Chinese
babies soon come to regard their daily outing
at the stake with the same degree of satisfaction that very Young America derives from
his perambulator ride on sunny afternoons in
the park.

NOW KEAD·I'".

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED BY
L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver during the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

------~~--------

AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

When Chaplain McCabe was in Kansas last
year, on a tour to raise $1,000,000 for missions, a little boy heard his appeal, and thinking of the large sum he had to raise, determined to help him. The first chance he had
early in the week, he gathered a basketful of
chestnuts, which he sold for five cents. He
sent this to Mr. McCabe, with the· note: "If
you want any more, let me know."
Fond mother (showing off her son to the
parson): "Would you believe it, sir? He
can read fluently in any part of the Bible;
repeat the whole of the catechism, and weed
onions as well as his father." Hopeful son:
" Yes, sir-ee ; and yesterday I licked Ned
WilRon, throwed the ~at in the well, and stole
old Brown's gimlet."
"And now, children," remarked the superintendent, " what happened to those people
who reviled Noah and refused to heed his
warning? Where did they find themselvs
when the flood came?" "In de soup!" exclaimed a dass of newsboys on the back seat
with one voice.

French Revolution

What the Little Ones Are Saying.

ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. B. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

FAITH

REASON.

A oonoise aooount of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.

By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt~quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
in snob compact form.-[Literary Review.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface·by R. G. INGERSOLL

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentass, with little money, fa1r education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
ll'Oing to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workSumach.
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
Anna, dear little girl, has just brought a among
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
bunch of beautiful sumach fruit. " Tell me of human life as we should expect Colonel lnRerto be interested in; and whatever he admires
about it," she says in such a way, leaning soll
and appreciates is snre to be worth the attention
upon my knees, that I cannot resist the of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
appeal.

~cientt

g[olumn.

Anna tastes it, and says it has a lovely acid
flavor, very agreeable. That is due to a
quality of lime. The color is lovely, too-a
rich, dark, crimson-like velvet. Boiling
water poured upon this fruit makes a nice
drink in sickness.
There are twelve varieties of sumach in
this country. The sumach is not a tree, but
a shrub from two to twelve feet high. When
it grows to the hight of the last-named number, it may, however, be called a tree. It
blooms in June, and its flowers are small and
a pale green in color. They hav a spicy
taste. Some kinds are poisonous, others not.
The dwarf and stag's horn sumach are the
most common in northern latitudes. The
Indians are fond of smoking the leaves of the
sumach, and they call it "killikinick." The
berries are used for coloring purposes as well
as for medicin. Tannin is found in this
fruit of the sumach in large quantities.
One of the varieties of sumach is known as
the poison ivy. Its fruit is white and brown,
and is poisonous, as its name indicates. This
is a running vine, a:nd, although it has medicinal properties, it is exceedingly poisonous
to some people. So, also, are the dogwood
and a species of elder, whose flowers are
very beautiful but dangerous to handle. In
the West Indies 'there is a lovely kind of
sumach bearing rich scarlet berries, but this
is also poisonous. You hav sometimes seen
the" smoke tree," so called. Nursery folks
call it the purple-fringe tree. This is a kind
of sumach, and resembles a' tree enveloped in
clouds.
The lacquer wood of Japan comes from a
tree similar to the sumach, and is poisonous.
The Chinese galls are the result of the deposit
of eggs in the young shoots of a sumach
shrub. The poison sumachs will poison
some people who simply pass the shrubs
without ha,ndling them at all. The poison is
due to a chemical acid. The juice of the
sumach makes an indelible stain. The
sumach grows wild and is quite common.
In autumn its foliage is the first to show the
scarlet and golden tints of early frost.
S.H.W.

Reminisconces of a Preac~er
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," " Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is 'llsed by the author to teach Freethonght, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay.
and to urge fact~ against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert thebm
The book is an argument as well as a novel 01t
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effeotivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous workii need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
.,
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.
By Milton Woolle:v, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
M:r~hology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
The t.>ol hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Childrr:u and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 1flmo, 10 cents.
Ail 'lress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

FIELD
·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTIOISM?
-0-

Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D.• editor of the
Presbyterian Evanr;eltst, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exoeeding!y few Christians who havopposed Colonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Gre~t~
Agnostic has nsed him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OB,

THJJJ RATIONALE OF THJJJ BIBLE.

QUESTIONs.-What is the flavor of sumach fruit 1 Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
the color? Did you ever see any sumach 1 What
of Natural Phenomena only.
is it used for sometimes 1 How many varieties of
sumach in this country 1 Describe it. Which are
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
the more common kindS? What do the Indians
do with it 1 What name do they giv it 1 What is
Among t.·, · many attempts made by scientists to
found in sumach 1 What is tannin 1 Tell what crush
the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
you know of poison ivy and dogwood. What of vigorous,-[Chioago
Times.
the smoke tree 1 ·What is lacquer? What are
Chinese galls 1 Are some people more easy to be Oloth, Illus., heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
poisoned than others 1 What is the nature of
Acldress 'l'HE :l'BU'l'll SU:KEBsumach poison 1
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Age11ts for the Truth Seeker.
OALUOIBNU..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.
CANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge s.t., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
OOLOBADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
FLORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

THOUGHTS ON SCIENCE, THE· CODS AND RELICIONS
OLOGY, AND ETHICS.
OF
BY JoHN WILsoN, M.A.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

The object of the book, as expressed in the preface, is to giv a correct sketch ot. the main lines of Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inmodern thought in small compass, and in lancluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
guage simple enough to be easily understood. In
Jesus Ohrlst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
other words, it is a condensation of more volumi8vo, 835pp, Vol. II. Describes Fully all
nous writers, and classification of their definitions
of science, theology, and ethics, and a statement
the Religious Systems of the World.
of what belongs to each. As a text-book to clear
8Vo, 957pp, Oloth, $3 per vol.; the
thinking and logical reasoning, and a guide in
2 voJs., i5; leather,' $7; moforming scientific conclusions, this book is in·
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
valuable. The LilerariJ Gutd.e ranks it as "one of
the foremost works of the present·century i" while
BY D. M. BENNETT.
the F'reethtnker, in "heartily recommending it"
as "simple and lucid in style, correct in thought,
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
and ample in informatioiJ," declares that it "is
1!8 Lafayette Place, New York.
just the thing to put in the ha.nds of a plain man
who desires the best ideas on evolution in relation
to science and ethics in a moderate compass."
THINKERS,
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. WORLD'S SAGES,

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.

.

ILLINOIS,

Post-office News Co., 103Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
LOUISIA.N A.

Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
M.A.INB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
IU.SSAOHUSBTTS.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

The Agnostic Annual: 1889.
OoNTENTs.-Mr. Gladstone and Oolonel Ingersoll, Samuel Laing The Atrophy of Religion,
Oonstance 0. W. Naden; lEquo Animo : A Sonnet, Joseph Ellis i Life: the Agnostic Definition,
A. Simmons Ugnotus) ; Now is the Accepted
Time: A Poem, W. B. McTaggart; Women and
Agnosticism, E. LYnn Lmton; The Sublimity of
Nature, Oha1·les Watts; Immortality: A Poem,
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin) ; Science and its Detractors, John Wilson, M.A.; Ag11ostioism among
the Moors, H. L. Hardwicke, M.D.; The Aloneness of Man, 0. M. MoO.
Price.>. 25 cents ..
Address THE THUTH BEEKER 00.

Bi~lo Tomporanco:

s. D. Moore, Adrian.

Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.

LIQ.UOR DRINKING

.Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis •.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. ·
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave.; New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. at,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.

omo.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
2B ~fayette Place, New York.

SAKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Llfe and
'l'eachiDgs.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in spe11.king in praise of this
work.-Praf. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

OBBGON.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 ~opard st., Phila.
W. F. Bchaae, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
TBNNBSSBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson, Chattanooga.
TBX.i.S.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Sunday and the Sabbath. " A

la~

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath IS
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Chris·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine

MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.
"The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents, Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Social .Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

BY HARRY JULIAN.

-a-

1.6 Full-page French-At•t I.llust •
tions.

Beautifully Illustrated Oovers. Paper, 12Ino, 226
pp,, 25 cents; Boards, 110 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general delightfulness.[N. Y. Evenmg Mail.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-[N. Y.

the Islands of Koro-kama. and LaunaMARTYRDOM OF MAN. Ti:l!t~:·on
gola-" Summer isles of Eden lying iu dim purple

spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas; bathing 1n the surf on
shining sands, basking on shores of eternal s~m
mer, attending moonlight banquets, and seemg
the peculiar dance called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
WASHINGTON TBRBITORY,
It is really a remarkable book, in which 'Bniver· do than the president of a life insurance company
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising -eeems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
American of to-day,-Oritical Review.
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination simBNGLA.ND.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Address
ilar
to
that
experienced
in
reading
Washington
iS Lafayette Pl., NewYor.k,
Watts & Co., 17 J ohnson'a Court, Fleet street, Irving.-[lnter-Ooean.
London.
His history has a continuity, a rash, a carrying
W:J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutterst.,London,E.C. power-'-which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New .Haven Palladium.
AUBTBALIA..
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W. first
chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W. ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay,
-[Penn Monthly.
,
NBW ZEALAND.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 1211\0, M3pp., $1.75.
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A

OOMPENIJIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

THE

Bi~le

THE. ORIGIN OF ENERGY ;
OB,

ALL :MA'l''l'ER TENDS '1'0 ll.O'l'A'l'ION.
A hypothesis which throws light upon all the
phenomena of nature. Electricity, magnetism,
gravitation, light, heat, and chemical action explained upon mechanical Principles :md traced
to a single source.
By LEoN 0. HAMILToN, M.D.
Vol. I. Origin of Energy; Electrostatics and
Magnetism.
100 illus -inc. ports. of Faraday and Maxwell.
Bvo, clo., $3,
Address THE TRUTH HEEKER 00.

The Twentieth Century
Oontains the Sunday addresses of Hugh 0. Pente·
cost, New York's famous Agnostic and social
economist, besides other interesting matter.
Issued weekly. Annual subscription $1. Sample
copies sent on application. Address the publisher,
FRED. 0. LEUBUBOHER,
88 Park Row, New York Oity.

COL. INGERSOLL'S TRIBUTES,
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices, The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing, The titles are:

The Grant Banquet Toast.
The price of these heretofore has been 50cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN OENTB EAOH; THE
TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTB. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

RUPTURES

CURED~,

m}'Medica1 Compound and J;mproyed
Elastic Sop orter Truss mfrom3 to
90 dau•. Refi!'ble references given. ~nd
atamp for Ctrcular1 and 1a11 in tJJhat paper
11ou """' mu adv.,.tilement. Address

Qa111.

Y. "'Glllllll.llll1lll'rlllt,:~ Cit. liDo

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,

on,
NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
Articles of the Ohristian .church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions.~' 10 cents.
The New Haven Pallad.tum says : "The chapter
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think on • How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkof a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trYlJlg to induce the Deity to under- abJ.t~n~~:r~~· Post says : "This book actually
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado shows us how to keep our memories in good work·
ing condition and repair them when out of order."
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.
Sctence (high authority) sa:ys: "We hav tried the
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. methods
of association advised in this book on
several
persons, and found them most excellent."
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price by mail $1.
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The Coming Fight.
M. M. lllanqasarfan Befm·e the Ethical Sociqll/.

The inevitable revival of the old contest
between Protestantism and Catholicism has
taken place. The mode of warfare is modern, but the spirit is ancient. The lines that
uivide the two faiths are tightly drawn, and
each is arrayed against the other.
We are far advanced in positiv science beyond the Middle Ages, but are we advanced
in moral science ? Are we less bigoted in our
religious views than our forefathers, who instituted the Inquisition? Is the age of seCtionalism over in America ? Is fanaticism
dead? Is the mind of our religious world re •.
'lieved from bigotry? Hav we received the
blessings and benediction which enlightened
, Christianity is supposed to bestow?
On the contrary, the opposit is the case.
The two religions hav recommenced their
quarrel, and our free public schools hav been
converted i.Iito the battlefield for the contestants. How the slumbering fires of hatred
hav been inflamed, and to what lengths each
side goes in order to denounce the other I
The Protestants in this disgraceful quarrel
hav not behaved any better than the Uatholics, though they are the more numerous
and powerful in this country. Protestants
were expected to carry on their side of the
controversy with the more dignity, but they
hav thus far failed to do so.
There was a law in ancient Sparta that a
successful general should not defeat his opponent too frequently, lest his enemy discovered the secret of his success. Uatholics by
their repeated persecution of Protestants hav
taught the Protestants the art of persecution.
In Boston, where the spirit of intellectual ad·
vancement is supposed to be greater than at
any other part of the country, on the eve of
the last election one of the great religious
orators advised his hearers to learn what
ticket the servants intended to vote, and if
they did not vote the Protestant ticket to dismiss them. Was there ever bribery more
flagrant?
Again, the Catholics hav not behaved any
better toward Protestants. The cunning
head of the church, ever sharp, shrewd, and
skilful, opened a way to American institutions,
and will, unless checked, infuse her spirit
into them.
The present trouble arose in Boston over
one of Swinton's historical text-books used
in the public schools. A priest objected to a
certain passage describing the abuses existing in the Middle Ages from the selling of indulgences-how the custom encouraged rather
than checked crime. It referred entirely to a
past age, but this priest declared that it was
intended to apply to the present time.
Did not the Puritans, the upholders of
free thought and speech in England, persecute
whoever disagreed with their religious opinions in this country? Do their descendants
object to the truth being told? It was a
great mistake to remove Swinton's text-book.
I insist upon unsectarianism in our public
schools. ·Our children should learn the truth.
Do Catholics try to spare the feelings of
Protestants? Guizot tells children that Martin
Luther rebelled against the Roman church
because he was mad at the pope's refusal to
allow him to sell indulgences. In a book recently published, written by a professor of
one of our Catholic colleges, it is stated that
the only part the priests took in the massacre
of St. B~rtholomew was to save as many
Protestants as they could, and that the pope's
Te Deum, celebrated the day after the butchery, was in thanks for the escape of the royal
family from murder I
The pope of Rome has denounced the freedom of the press and free speech as the freedom of perdition. The freedom of the press
is an essentially American institution, and
any condemnation of it may justly be called
treason!
The Jesuit to-day has the same Jesuitical
character now as when he was banished from
Switzerland, Spain, and France, and who
can say but that the safety of our country
may necessitate his expulsion from America?
In the religious world, Jesuitism is Anarchy.
Let us declare that the old man of the
seven mountains interferes with American institutions only at his peril.
There is a terrible conflict ahead. The
ambition of the Catholic church is to absorb
everything there is of power.
It is said that the Greeks to-day carry a
knife in their breasts with which they drill
and train every day to be ready for the final
conflict when they shall overthrow the Ottoman empire and regain their lost Constantinople.
It is so with the priests of the Catholic

church. They are training for the time i In every religion there is a heroic period.
when the great conflict shall come and tlie Both Catholics and Protestants hav had their
Catholic church shall regain her lost glory heroic age. Their glory lies in the past, the
and power on the earth. The Catholic priest future lies in Rationalism. There is no hope
loves our institutions ouly so far as they tend for the Catholic church in America. Can
to serve his ends. Even now he is attempting the Middle Ages with all their barbarity be
to hav public money appropriated to his see- revived? It is impossible for any systems of
tarian uses. The audacity of the prO:r>Osition 1 the night to prevail over the children of
commands our admiration.
light.
The Catholic church is even now about to
Can Catholics be true American citizens?
establish in Washington a Catholic university. Yes, if Protestants can. If a Roman CathoThis means money and property, and prop. lie cannot be a true American citizen, neither
erty means power, and power means corrup- can a Protestant. .
tion.
We boast that in this country there is no
But the spirit of the age will not tolerate state church, yet the sessions of the American
the founding in this country of a religion Congress are opened with prayer by an
that threatens to sap our government. AI-~ orthodox clergyman, who is paid from the
ready the Catholic church in America is public treasury. Does this look as though
yielding to surrounding influences.
we had no church of state? The Bible, old,
Merit in tlte end will decide the contest. and encrusted with dirt,- may be found in
1
The institution that is imbued with the spirit· every court-house in the land, and in many
of the age will survive. Make our schools/ courts of justice the word of an honest
worthy of American institutions, educate Agnostic will not be taken in evidence
1
broad and Liberal ideas, and we need not fear against a Christian. Every year the presithe Catholic power.
dent issues a Thanksgiving proclamation
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calling upon all the people of the land to giv 1 her dtsire, the funeral was conducted on
thanks to God for their prosperity.
1 purely Freeth ought principles. This b~ing
'fhe Bible is the pocket-book-the pocket I the first of the kind ever conducted upon this
God, of Christendom.
plan in this section of the country, it was a
Would I do away with all religion from novelty to most of the saints, as quite a numthe public schools? Which religion shall we ber were present.
take? If there is no religion without the
By request of Mr. Brash I made a few apBible, and no morality without religion, propriate r"marks at the residence, and also
which religion will you take? Whose relig- at the grave. I also read a number of verses
ion makes morality? Hav there not been from Kingsley's poems, which our departed
moral men in all religions, an!! without any friend loved to read so much when living.
religion?
She was a true Freet1inker in every sense of
There must be systematic moral education the word; her desire was to do all the good
and no sectarian theology in our public she could for poor, suffering humanity. She
schools. Moral education alone saves.
was always on hand in sickness, and in her way
tried to ameliorate the sufferings of humanity
Obituary.
in general. In her death the Freethinkers of
The Liberals of Lake Shore were called Lake Shore feel they hav lost a friend and
upon to mourn the loss of one of their number sister. The Christians do not seem to under.
by death in the person of Mrs. Brash, the stand the reason that, in the services, we
wife of Charles Brash, who died Dec. 12, E.M.I omitted prayer. I told them that our sister
288. The Brash family hav been constant did not believe in a god that required prayer.
readers of TaE TRUTH BEEKER for many I She did not believ~ she was born _in sin. And
years, and are among the inost outspoken although she was hke all humamty-had her
Freethinkers of this district. According to failings-she always said she was not afraid

to meet either gods or angels in the hereafter.
I closed the services at the grave with the
following words : '' Dear sister and friend,
we hav now committed thee to the tomb.
Rest in peace! and from thy unpolluted
flesh let violets bloom. I will also rehearse
the sublime words or the great Ingersoll,
'That in the night of death hope sees a star,
and listening love can hear the rustle of a
wing.' Whilst we liv we shall remember thee
in love until we also shall follow thee to the
great unknown. Until then, at least, we bid
you an affectionate farewell."
Lake Shore, Utait.
H. S. BROOKs.
Another Freethinker Gone.
DIED.-Near Sub Rosa, Ark., Sept. 7, 1888,
Henderson Rice, in his seventieth year.
The neceased had been a clergyman for
more than twenty years until some five or six
years ago, when, laying aside traditional
teachings and orthodox superstition, he became an outspoken Agnostic. Just before be
died he requested his friends that the writer
should make some remarks at his burial.
Below is the address :
FRIENDS : It being the request of my departed brother that I should make some
remarks at his grave, in discharging that
painful duty we but return to nature what
her laws hav given forth. For him life's fitful fever is over. The dnties of earth he has
nobly filled by generous deeds and free investigation. His religion was the religion of
kindness and humanity. He was an inde- ·
pendent thinker, and worked for truth, justice, and morality. He was not afraid to die,
because he had lived right. He was not
afraid of hell-that heathen myth-believing
that in all the shining universe there was no
room for such a black spot. Our departed
brother was a Freethinker because he had
burst the ·shackles of hidebound creeds and
dared to think for himself.
His liberality, courage, calmness, and fortitude let us endeavor to emulate. Although
onr brother is now at rest, his words we
still hear urging us on to deeds of right and
usefulness.
To him death had no terror, but caine as a
soothing friend to release him from the toils
and sufferings of humanity. In the sere and
yellow leaf of his life he passed to "that undiscovered country from whose bourne no
traveler returns."
Friends, death is that kind friend which
takes us by the hand when we are sick an:l
weary, and leads us to the cocl and silent
shade. In the repose of the tomb our friend
has found that eternal rest which is the heritage of the weary. When his end drew near
he said: "I die a Freethinker, and am not
ashamed of it. No argument can change
me; no prayers can make me more resigned
to death. I hav lived long enough, and am
ready and willing to go." These were his
words. So to you, his bereaved friends, I
can only say all is well. Our brother feared
no angry or vindictiv being beyond the grave,
for he believed in no superstition or eternal
punishment. And now as the grave closes
over his once loved form, may the earth lie
lightly on him; may the flowers ever bloom
over his grave, while evening zephyrs softly
sigh as they herald the coming night. Peace
and rest to his ashes, his memory we will
always love and cherish. Farewell, a long
farewell!
·
After his death the Christians circulated a
report that he recanted-the biggest lie
they ever told for Christ's sake.
·
W. R. BACHELOR.
Pauline, Ark., Dec. 31, 1888.
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.
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THERE seems to be just one good point in

A DISOUSSION BETWEEN

GLAD8TON.BJ, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, R.BJVILL.BJ.

GLADSTOI\"E 1S SeVentyninth birthday was celebrated on the 29th ult.
GOVERNOR AMKS of
Massachusetts r e com - mends municipal suffrage for women.
THE recent accident to
the czar's train is now
known to hav been the
result of conspiracy.
LAST Sunday the contributionsatBishopNewman's M. E. church, New
York, amounted to $16,000.
A CATHOT.Ic paper says
that since the war Rome
has been quietly propagating its belief among
the negroes.
THE Catholics of Liege,
France, hav adopted a
resolution favoring restoration of the pope's temporal power.
THE English journal
Vanity Fair describes
Bradlaugh's Oaths act as
" an iniquitous and unprecedented bill."

IT is estimated that the
wealth of the Vanderbilt
family, despite their profuse expenditures, has
reached $274,000,000:

=-===================
'
h

THE virtue of a merchant should not beweig ed
on his own balance. The merits of a. creed cannot
be proved by its conformity to its own precepts.
The standards we should apply are the laws of
nature, the revelations of science, and the lessons
of history. Such tests would teaclt us that the
love of gloom is a mental disease; that, in a state
of nature, every normal function is connected
with a pleasurable sensa. tion; that happiness, therefore, is the normal condition of every living creature; that to enjoy is to
obey; and that he who deprives himself or his child
of any innocent pleasure
commits a crime against
nature. They would teach
us that physical vigor is a
prime condition of moral
health, and that he who
neglects the health-laws of
nature sins against his soul
as well as against his body.
They would teach us that
light is the harbinger of
happiness, that the sun of
science has ripened more
blessings in a single year
than the moonshine of mysticism in eighteen centuries, that the suppression of
free inquiry has never benefited any country, and that
faith without reason is not
a virtue, but a vice. They
would teach us that the love
of earth was the gospel of
all progressiv nations, that
the love of life lends wings
to every valiant enterprise,
that the love of joy is the
parent 9f every healthy instinct, while the worship of
sorrow has never produced
anything but monster11 and
chimeras. They would
teach us that pessimism is
a blasphemy against the
au thor of life, against the
' power whose all-sustaining
hands furnish the weapons
of its very assailants-an
insane, impious, and sui·
BALAAM BLESSETH ISRAEL.
cidal rebellion against our
All-mother Nature, a foe to
And Balaam lifted up his eyes, and he saw. Israel abiding in his _ten!s according to th~ir tribe~; and the spirit of
happiness, and the antitheGod came upon him. He couched, he lay down as a lion : who shall stir him up? Blessed IS he that blesseth thee, and
sis of all true religion.cursed is he that curseth thee.-Num. xxiv, 2, 9.
Pror. FeliX L. O.<;wald In The
Secret of trte East.

the character of William II., and that is
that he doesn't favor Catholic power.
On the Oonfiict between Genesis and Geology.
GEORGIA, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee,
I. Dawn of Oreati~~N:::~~ :Worship. By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
and the Carolinas constitute the industrial .
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterSouth. There is little progress in the other
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
III. Postscript to Bolar Myths; By Prof. Max
•
states.
Muller.
REVERENCE for royalty
is gradually decreasing
inEngland.
·

IV • .l'roem to Genesis: A Plea. for a. Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Orea.tion. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussian on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,

THERE is fighting in Hayti, in Samoa., and
in eastern Africa., among a complication of
nativ rulers a.nd revolutionists, and European
colonizing powers.

UJdds aqd

~nds.

WE notice that a waterspout burst in KentuckY

IT is estimated that New York churches the other daY. A waterspout that would go into
are attended by a. larger percentage of the
working population than those of a.ny other
large city in Christendom.
SOME members of the Anglican church are
getting civilized into a shame of their Athanasian creed. Archbishop Tillotson wishes
"we were well rid of it."
ARCHBISHOP CORRIGAN says that Father
Malone cannot officiate till he apologizes for
siding with Dr. McGlynn when the latter
was deposed for embracing land reform.

lN a religious paper Edward Anthon says:
" In no part of the world has religion ever
been so generally revered and intelligently
supported as in the United States."
THE NO'/Jue Vremya, a Russian journal, declares that Russia must henceforth side with
the Vatican against its enemies and prevent
whatever tends to- annihilate papal prestige.
· AT the inauguration of a "House of
Trades" at Lou vain, Belgium, it was decided to send an address to Leo XIII. as the
most powerful protector of the working
classes.
WISCONSIN Catholics will appeal from the
Edgerton decision favoring the use of the
Protestant Bible in the schools. The Milwaukee Catholic Citizen asks contributions to
assist the work.
THE pope proposes to establish diplomatic
relations with Russia arranged the same as
those with Germany, no papal nuncio to be
sent to St. Petersburg but a Russian minister
to be sent to the Vatican.
ENGLISH Catholic bishops hav forwarded to
the pope an address fervently praying that
"the new laws about to be carried in the
Italian Parliament against the bishops, the
clergy, and the faithful of Italy, under the
pretext of repressing attacks against authority, may come to naught."
SmNOR MANCINI, formerly Italian minister
of foreign affairs, died last month, aged
seventy-three. He was a Radical, and fought·
nobly to defend his country against ecclesiasticism. He was one of the three that the
pope complained of as " tormenting" himthat three of whom Colonel Ingersoll asks :
" Is it possible that this patriotic trinity is
more powerful than the other?"

business in Kentucky might expect to burst, with
no assets.
WINKS: "So YOU married a divorced woman
whose husband is still living. Don't you hate
him?" Jinks: 11 Well, I felt that way at first, but
now I'm beginning to sort o' sympathize with
him."
"MAliiM~I" 11 Well,mydearT" "What awfully
queer ways. these Western folks do hav, don't
they 1 I hav been reading an article in the Stock
Breeders' Gazette that papa brought home, and it
says that cows should hav their corn fed to them
in the ear I"
ELDEBLY spinster (to dry-goods clerk): "I'll
look at some stockin's, mister." Olerk: "Stockings, mum 1 Yes, mum. Something for yourself T" Elderly spinster (scanning him over her
spectacles) : "Sartain, young man, d'ye think I'm
buyin' stockin•s for the neighborhood?"
"THE contribution· box will now be passed for the
heathen fund," announced the minister. "'Let
your light so shine,• etc." "Why, pa, you put a
plugged half dollar on the plate," whispered Miss
Bagley. "That's all right," replied the father.
"You don't suppose a cannibal knows the difference between that and a good half, do'you ?"
LITTLE Willie (aged ten) : " Mamma, what is an
Elite Social Olub T" Mamma : "H is a club coml!>OBed of the choicest people-those who move in
the best society." Willie:" Is that what Webster's
Dictionary says?" Mamma: "H Bays that, or the
same thing in other words. Why do you ask T"
Willie : "I see an advertiament in the paper of
the Elite Social Club's dance, and our colored
hostler, who sleeps in the stable, and the black
cook are the committee on invitation."
WALTER has been put in the corner for being
naughty, Mother: "Unless little boys are very
good and do what they are told, they will never go
to heaven and hav beautiful little angel boys to
play with." Walter (after long con-sideration):
"Is heaven very, very bootful 1 and are there
lots of little angel boys?" Mother:" Oh! yes,
yes, very beautiful, and full of little angels."
Walter : "Ma, suppose I am a very, very good
boy, will they let a little devil play with me sometimes?"
"I WANT to ba registered as a voter, please,"
said a tall, slender woman, wearing corkscrew
curls 'and green spectacles, appearing at the office
of registration in Boston. "I'm glad the women
of our city hav the right to at least vote on the
school question, and. I think it the solemn and
sacred duty of every true woman to overcome
every weak scruple, and go boldly to the polls and
grandly and nobly-'' "What is your name,
please?" a.skfd the registrar. "Maria Antoinette Higgins, and I rejoice that I hav the moral
courage to do my duty, and boldly, without any
foolish, feminin weakness-" "How old are
yon T" "Sir I" "How old are you, please T"
"You don't mean to tell me that I hav to swear
how old I am before I can vote T" "Oertainly,

·madam." "Why, 1-1-it's a shame 1 A down-1. W~EN life has been daly rationa!ized ?Y science,
right insult, sir! n•s &-a-you can just ssratch ; 1t Will be ~e~n tbat, _among a man B duties, care of
ff th book sir and the country can go the body IB 1mperat1v, not only out of regard for
my name 0 . e
' ' ,
.
· personal welfare. but also out of regard for de1,
Jscendants. His constitution will be considered as
to grass for all~ care; that 8 what It can·,
He wuz de meanes•, no-count chil'
an entailed estate, which ought to pa•s on uninDis nth bed on it;
i jured, if not improved, to those who follow; and
Dya.h wuzn' anyfing so vileit will be held that millions bequeathed by him
But wha' dat limb ud fahly spile
will not compensate for feeble health and deUnt,wel he done it!
creased ability to enjoy life.- Herbert Spencer.

I

Dee call't •im Bose, kase why, yo' know
It 'Peahed to fit •m;
Fo' Bose means bad, an• way-down-low,
An' po' white trash, an• on'ry, so
It sut'n'y hit •im.
He'd steal an' swar an' smoke an' lie
To shame de dickens;
,
Yo• mellion-patch he' squelchily,
An' rob y_o• roos' befor' yo' eye
Ob all de chickens.
His miechief-wo'd wuz laike a law
•Mongst t•urr chillen ;
An' plenty times l'se tole his paw
Dat wha' dat runt wuz itchin' fo',
Wuz sholy killin'.
An' yit dat weerly spit o' sin
Dat •sarved no pity,
Growed up a high-tone' gentlemin !
H•m-m-m l a Mef'dis' preacher, in
Dis ve'y city!
A LITTLE boy of three was playing with his
grandmother's work-basket when his mother
entered the room and said : "Charles, don't you
know that your grandmother has forbid your
meddling with her-basketT" "Yes," said Oharley,
11
but grandmother is not here.'' "No, but God
is." The child was in deep thought for a few
minutes, and, looking up to his mother, said : "I'll
take my chances with God saying anything as
long as grandmother is not here." •
" I OBSERVE," remarked a Prospectiv investor in
New Jersey real estate," that your town has no
sidewalks, no paved roads, no gas, no water, no
police force, no fire department, and no system of
dra'nage." "No," replied the real estate agent,
enthusiastically; "we ain't got no time nor no
money for them things. This here town is on a
boom. It's the future metropolis of the state, and
we're jest building houses for all we're worth.
Sidewalks! Why, when we've got those houses
built up there in the woods on the top of the hill,
it'll be time to talk about sid&walks. You don't
seem to know what a boom is."
A CLERIOAL·LOOKlNG gentleman, in the hope Of
obtaining a contribution, entered the office of·a
newspaper, and finding the editor at his desk,
said: "I am soliciting aid for a high-toned gentleman of refinement and intelligence, who is in
need of a little ready money, but is too proud to
make known his sufferings." "Why," exclaimed
the editor, "I'm the only man in town who answers to that description. What's the gentleman's
name T" "I'm not at liberty to disclose his
name." "H must be me, parson. Heaven bless
you and prosper you in your good work," said the
editor, wiping away a tear. The editor says that
the look the parson gave him as he went out will
haunt him in his grave.

WHENEVER a country becomeli prosperous-and
this has been pointed out many times-when a
wave of wealth runs over the land, behind you
will see all the sons and daughters of genius.
The stage is born, and we like it because we love
life; ·and he who likes the stage has a double life.
One great thing the stage does is to cultivate the
imagina tioi:t, and the imagination constitu tee the
great difference between human beings and animals. The imagination is the mother of pity-the
mother of every possible virtne.-InuersoZZ.
To the principle of government of the universe
by law, Latin Ohristianity, in its papal form, is in
abwlute contradiction. The history of this
branch of the Ohristian church is almost a diary
of miracles and supernatural interventions.Draper.
ALL religious superstition has had for its basis
a belief in at least -two beings, one good and the
other bad, both of whom could arbitrarily change
the order of the universe. The history of religion
is simply the. story of man's efforts in all agea to
avoid one of these powers, and to pacify the other.
The first thing that tended to disabuse man's
mind was the discovery of order, of regularity, of
periodicity, in the universe.-InuersolZ.
OoNCEDING to Jesus all the prai~e that may be
due him for many of his utterances, candor and
truth compel the averment that his best sayings
were not original with him. and if they were not
absolutely borrowed they were certainly used by
others long before him.-D.llf. Bennett.
THINK of reading the 109th Ps!\lm to a heathen
who has a Bible of his own in which is found this
passage : "Blessed is the man and beloved of afi
the gods, who is afraid of no man, and of whom
no man is afraid,"-InuersolZ.
AND yet we do not provide for the greatest good
of life. We take care of our health; we lay up
money; we make our roof tight, and our clothing
sufficient; but who provides wisely that he shall
not be wanting in the best property of allfriends?- Emerson.
IN looking at our age I am struck, immediately,
with one commanding characteristic, and that is
the tendency in all its movements to exPansion,
to diffDBion, t.o universality. Human action is
now freer, more unconfined, All goods, advantages, helps are more open to all.-Ohanninu.
HE who would do some one great thing in this
short life must apply himself to the work with
such a concentration of his forces as, to idle spectators who liv only to amuse themselvs, looks like
insanity.-John Foster.
FEW things are impracticable in themselvs, and
it is for want of application, rather than of means,
that men fail of success.-La Roohefoucaula.

A JOURN.AL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-01ftce at New York, N.Y., as Second-clasa :Matter.
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THE

POLITIC~L

CALIBAN AND THE

RELIGIOUS

ROGUES.

American Politician, as Caliban: "How does thy honor? Let me lick thy shoe ?"-The Tempest, .Act iii, Scene 2.

IJlolts and ~lippinns.
THE Methodist bishop Merrill says that if
General Harrison attends the inaugural ball,
"as he may from a sense of duty, it will be
no doubt with a protest, for he is an earnest
Christian." The Waterbury American remarks : " This is a curious view of Christian
ethics, doing a supposedly wrong thing from
a sense of duty."
THE grand jury of Warren county, at Belvidere, N. J., last week found an indictment
against Mnason Hontsmann, of Newark, on a
charge of blasphemy. The prisoner, on being
arraigned, pleaded not guilty, and said the
Lord would become his bondsman, and that
God almighty would defend him from his
enemies. The court assigned him counsel,
and his trial was set down for January loth.
This Mnason is the revivalist crank who has
made so much trouble for the Christian Jerseymen, whom he has denounced as the incarnation of wickedness, and rebuked for not
following Christ and living up to scripture.
It appears that the godly New Jerseyite cannot stand too much Bible and religion any
better than too little. A blasphemy law that
works both ways is a mighty handy statute.
IN a letter from Standing Rock Agency,
Dak., published in the Southern Workman,
Hampton, Va., Gen. S.C. Armstrong says of
the Indian schools : " Government seems
ready to provide fine and complete boardingschool buildings for Roman Catholics, but I
know of no such provisions anywhere for
Protestant church work. Much is no doubt
due to the energy of the Roman Catholic Indian Bureau at Washington, under Father

Stephan, who appears to hav peculiar advootages. Protestants would be wise if they
combined to push their legitimate work."
What business has tb,e government to build
schools for either sect? Are the officers of
the interior department bribed with cash, or
does their party get returns in votes ? The
government should kick all sects off ·the Indian reservations, and care for the Indians
itself.
SAM JONES told his audience the other
night : "When you get up from a progressiv
eucher table, whether you win or lose, you
are as much of a blackleg gambler in the
sight of God as any faro or poker player in
Chicago." "This," says the Chicago Times,
"is on a level with the doctrin of the drys,
that the man who drinks a glass of hard cider
is as wicked as the one who goes to bed
drunk every night. The doctrin of degrees
in crime is unknown to all of them. The
lovers of progressiv eucher need not tremble,
however. It is not likely that on the last day
they will find the Rev. Sam Jones occupying the judgment seat and consigning peo.
ple to hell or heaven after his peculiar notions. Jt is even possible he may be among
the goats."
THE Sun says that there are again discouraging reports from Camden about the health
of Walt Whitman, the poet. His paralysis
h<:~s assumed features which take away the
hopes of his recovery tbat hav occasionally
been indulged in during past years. His
mind, however, is not paralyzed, nor is he
given up to dejection. He ruminates on
many things during his long confinement to
his room, and there are gleams of his old-time
humor now ..and then when he meets a friend.

Fortunately for the aged poet, he has had
warm and generous friends through all the
years of his illness at Camden, and he is full
of the assurance that their friendship will
last until he rests beneath the "Leaves of
Grass " about which he sang forty years
ago.
A REMARKABLE compliment was paid to
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll the other day by
Manager Abbey, reports the Sun. The colonel had been dining at Mrs. Abbey's on
Forty-second street the night before, and, as
is his custom, he had run off on the subject
of Shakspere and its newest exponent, Julia
Marlowe. The colonel recited poem after
poem, and gave numerous illustrations of his
the~ries of when and where Shakspere had
written his plays. After dinner he declaimed
some more. " It was the most excellent
treatment of Shakspere," said Manager
Abbey, "that I hav ever heard. Given in
the form of a lecture, it would attract
the attention of the entire world. I believe
that there is not a man alive to-day, not
even excepting the great political lights of
England, who can compare for a moment
as a lecturer with Colonel Ingersoll. I
bar nobody. After he had gone I remarked
casually that I would be willing to engage
the colonel on a basis of $50,000 a year, but
when I .pad thought the thing over more
carefully and figured a bit with a pencil,
I came to the conclusion that I would be
willing to double the offer. In other words,
I would giv him $100,000 a year and make a
contract for a number of. years, with a single
stipulation that he would devote his entire
time to his lectures. A hundred thousand
dollars a year is a big income, but there

would be a fortune in handlingOolonellnger
soli even on that basis."
IT has been suggested, in view of the recen
sound words uttered by great theologia;n
concerning the ~ttacks on the church by what
was thought to be a positiv indifference to
doctrinal points arising from wide-spread
skepticism, that the great men in the church
should turn their attention to astronomy. It
was stated the other day that the study o
astronomy should be made one of the chief
text-books in the divinity student's curriculum. All this was brought about, it was said,
by the increased number of amateur and
semi-professional
astronomical societies
springing up all over the country, and the
statement that these societies were fertil
gardens of skepticism. It was also said that
the reading of astronomical books is becoming very muck more general in the home
circle, and the deductions from them con.
cerning material, space, attraction, and other
philosophic matters had disturbed many
minds naturally prone to accept the Christian
religion. It was urged that a sound study of
the philosopl•y of astronomy would be beneficial in combating these deductions. So far
the Sun. But how will a better knowledge
of astronomy lead the mind back to a belief
in Joshua and his solar exploit? The second
astronomer who discovered that the biblical
accou:nts of celestial phenomena were all
wrong was made to recant and put in a dunjl;eOn, and from Galileo to Proctor the best
astrnnomers hav been heretics. The more a
person knows of astronomy the surer he is
that the Bible is wrong. Would an exhaustiv
study of mathematics ever convince a man
that two and two are five ?
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IIommnnicalii.ms.
Creeds.
A FRIENDLY CORRESPONDENCE BETWFEN W. E. GLADSTONE
AND SAMUEL LAING.
This correspondence originated from an article of
mine * on the controversy between Mr. Gladstone
and Colonel Ingersoll in the North American Revieto. Mr. Gladstone, having seen a proof of this
article, wrote me a kind and courteous letter, saying
that he had read it with interest, and that it suggested to him to ask ·me if I could furnish him with
a ~hort summary of the negativ creed, or " body of
negativ propositions, which bad been so far adopted
on the negativ side as to be what the Aposilfs' and
other accepted creeds are on the positiv." He 13aid
that "the negativ propositions seemed to him to lack
definitne~s, and to be nowhere collected as a whole,
so that we cannot tell what is the body of reasonabie
belief which we are challenged to adopt in lieu of the
body of reasonable belief which we now hold."
Hence the positiv writer is liable to be told that he
is beating the air, and, "after he has done his best to
deliver his blow, he is cutting through a ghost, and
not a real antagonist." In short, he wished to see the
alleged contradictions between science and orthodoxy
fairly set out in series, "so that, like counts of an
indictment, the whole case may be heard and a verdict bad." And he was good enough to add that,
having read my works on the:e subjects with interest,
he knew no one who, if so disposed, would be better
able than myself to comply with his request.
To this I replied in the following letter :
HoMBURG, Aug. 20, 1888.
DEAR MR. GLADSTONE: Your letter reached me here. I
had no idea that the publiEher had sent you a proof of my
article, and was alike surprised and gratified to find that. you
bad read enough of my writings on these subjects to make
you think that I might be able to meet your wish for a more
distinct and complete statement of the negativ creed.
My chief difficulty is that our creed is, to a great extent,
having no creed. We think that many of the things which
are defined in the positiv creeds are either beyond human
knowledge, or contrary to the facts of science, or held on insufficient evidence. But we are not an aggressiv or proselytizing race, and hav no very definit scheme of dogmas
which we wish to impose on the world in substitution for the
old ones.
In fact, we prefer to wait and trust to the force of truth to
make these dogmas transform themselvs or gradually die out,
rather than destroy them at a blow, even if it were possible
for us to do s::>. However, I hav tried to comply with your
request by drawing up a conciae statement of what I believe
are the principal articles of our creed, such as it is, with the
reasons on which they are founded.
You will doubtless disagree with many of these; but I
think they will raise a sufficient number of clear and intelligible pleas to enable you to join issue, come to close quarters,
and demolish them if you can. Of course, the limits of a
correspondence do not admit of anything more than the most
concise summary of these issues, and when I return home I
will send you copies of my two books, " Modern Science and
Modern Thought," and" A Modern Zoroastrian," in which
the facts and arguments for my side of the question are more
ful!Y developed.
You say you wish this correspondence to hav some practical issue. If by this you mean in the way of publication, I
shall be most happy to allow my part of the correspondence
to be published, with any refutation of my conclusions, long
or short, which you may see fit to write. Or, if you prefer
it, I would publish it myself, with your refutation as the last
word. under some such title as "A Friendly Discussion with
Mr. Gladstone as to Creeds." But, of course, if you do not
mean «publication" by "practical end," I shall treat everything as private and confidential.
I was very glad to find that the labors and responsibilities
of political life left you free to giv so much time and attention to a totally different class of subjects.
I heartily wish you may hav health and strength to liv to
crown the edifice by creating a real union of good will between England and Ireland.
S. LAING.
Yours very truly,
ARTICLES OF THE NEGATlV CREED, AND REASONS FOR THEM.
Article I: That the subjects which positiv creeds profess
to define are, for the most part, unknowable-i.e., beyond
the scope of human reason or conception.
REASONS : For the philosophical proof of this see
Herbert Spencer passim/ also Huxley on Hume,
Kant, Spinoza, etc.
We cannot conceive the first cause which lies behind the phenomena of the universe, which are all
linked together by known or knowable secondary
causes (i.e., by laws or invariable successions), either
as being finite or infinit, conditioned or unconditioned, created or self-existent. In other words, we
cannot conceive it at all, and therefore cannot either
affirm or deny any proposition respecting it.
Article II: That Darwinism, or in other words, evolution
by known or knowable natural laws, affords the true explanation of all that (apart from revelation) we do or can know
respecting this inscrutable first cause, its attributes and relations to man, and such mysteries as birth, life, and immortality.
REASONS: See the works of Darwin, Lyell, Herbert Spencer, Huxley, and Haeckel. And, above all,
note the fact that nearly the whole scientific opinion
of the civilized world bas come round, in little more
than twenty-five years, to tb:s view as completely as
it did from the Ptolemaic to the Copernican astroncmy. Every day adds fresh diswveries of missing
*"Mr. Gladstone and Colonel Ingersoll," by S. Laing;
" Agnostic Annual," 1889. Supplied by TEE TRUTH BEEKER
for twenty.five cents,

links, and fresh evidence confirming this theory.
See, for instance, Huxley's pedigree of the horse,
and Professor Cope's discoveries of ancestral forms
of almost all the mammalil\ in the Eocene, Miccene,
and Pliocene strata of NorLb America. Also the
similar discoveries by Falcomer and Gaudry .on the
Scwalik hills, and at Pikermi; and the clearly traced
development of birds from reptils, as shown by the
archmopteryx in the British Museum.
'I' he only remaining conti oversy in the scientific
world is not as to the reality of evolution, but as to
the precise laws and methods of the variations which
hav led to it. All agree on the fact of evolution, and
all attribute a principal cause of it to Darwin's laws
of the struggle for life and the survival of the fittest
by natural selection and heredity. But some think
these laws sufficient, while othert~, admitting them to
be a true and principal cause, think them insufficient
without the aid of other causes, such as use and disuse, which are not yet fully understood. But there
is no difference of opinion, as far as I am aware,
among competent judgeP, as to evolution being the
true law of the universe.
Nor is this confined to men of science; it has become the general mold of modern thought. Bishop
Temple, and other eminent divines, practically adopt
it, and when they talk of "original impress," they
discard secondary supernatural interference, by what
I hav ventured to call elsewhere a "grandmotherly
God," as completely as Darwin or Spencer. When
Tennyson, the great poet of modern thought, says,
Behold I know__not anything,
And in solemn words,
Behind the veil, behind the veil,
the words ccme home to us, with almost a thrill of
awe, as the condensed essence of the true truth.
Article III: I bav said "apart from revelation,'' for a
revelation, attested by prophecies and miracles, is a conceivable proposition, and might teach us things which, without
it, we could never know. But it is a question of evidence,
and whereas every fair-minded man must admit that it ought
to be extremely strong and almost irresistible, we find it to
be extremely weak and wholly insufficient.
RFASONS: As regards the first part of this proposition, I think you would agree with me and Huxley.
I never could indorse Hume's • theory that miracles
were impossible; but, looking at the thousands, or
rather millions, of cases in which events, formerly accepted as miraculous, hav turned out to be either
mistaken "explanations of natural events, as confounding sickness with spiritual possession; or subjectiv
converted into objectiv impressions, as in dreams,
visions, and hallucinations; or else the product of
superstitious fancies and excited imaginations in uncritical ages; I hav always felt that the evidence for
anything really miraculous ought to be of the .most
cogent and convincing character.
Here, then, we join issue on a definit fact-whether
the evidence for such a miraculous revelation is or is
not conclusiv.
A1·ticle IV: It is insufficient, because it rests solely on the
assumed inspiration of the Bible-a theory which breaks
down when tested by the ordinary rules of criticism and
examined impartially by the light of modern knowledge,
unbiased by any violent prepossession in its favor from tradition and authority.
REAsoNs: Both Old and New Testaments are, to a
great extent, collections of writings of unknown dates
and authorship, compiled no one knows exactly how
or when, but certainly long after the events they
describe, and containing many passages which are
mutually contradictory.
For the best summary of this branch of biblical
criticism, see Strauss, Kuenen, and Renan.
Article V: The theory of revelation breaks down, because
an inspired revelation cannot contain falsehoods, and many
of the statements in the Bible are demonstrably untrue, generally as regards the facts of the universe, and specially as
regards the origin of man.
REASONS: The account of creation in Genesis is
obviously inconsistent with the real facts, both as
regards the relations of the earth to the sun, moon,
and stars; the crystal vault separating the waters;
the manner and order of succession of vegetable and
animal life, and numerous other poin!s. It can be
defended only on the plea that the inspired revelation
was not intended to teach ordinary facts, such as
those of astronomy and geology, but only the religious facts of the existence of God and of man's relations to him. Taken in this sense, we may consider
it as a poetical and sublime version of the older
Chaldean cosmogony, which it closely resembles,
rf>vised in a Monotheistic sense, and writing "God"
for " gods," and as an interesting record of the ideas
floating in the East at an early period.
In this sense it has a great value, and scientific
men ljke the American you refer to (who, I think, is
not Dana) may say that it is not inconsistent with
modern science. But, if taken as anything approaching to an inspired narrativ, and using words in their
natural sense, the account utterly breaks down, as
Huxley has conclusivly shown. But, as a chain can
not be Rtronger than its weakest links, I prefer to
take as the test of inspiration, instead of the vague
and poetical and therefore contestable narrativ of
Gen. i, those of the Noachian deluge and the tower of
Babel, which are precise and definit statements,

forming a part of the biblical account of creation as
much as the proem of Gen. i.
The account ·of a universal deluge and the destruction of all life, except that of a few pairs· of
animals preserved and living together for a yea~ in
an ark of limited dimensions, from which the earth
was repeopled, involves not only physical impossibilities, but is directly opposed to the most certain
conclusions of geological and zoological science. The
existence of separate zoological provinces, like those
of Australia, South America, and others, is absolutely inconsistent with the theory that all animal
life has radiated from a single center, like Ararat,
within a recent period.
Shem, Ham, and Japhet may represent progenitors
of the human races known to the ancient world of
Chaldea and Syria; but how of the other races-the
yellow Mongolians, the red Americans, the black
Negroes, the pigmy Negritos, the oliv-colot•ed
Malays, and other races, who could by no possibility
hav been descended from these patriarchs?
Again, can anyone read Max Muller's works on the
origin of language and believe that all the hundreds
of different human languages originated from the
confusion of tongues and dispersion of tribes, inflicted
as a punishment for attempting to reach heaven by
building a tall tower in Mesopotamia?
The origin of man is, however, the point upon
which the radical opposition of the orthodox and
scientific creeds comes out most sharply. It cannot
ba true both that man has fallen and that be has
risen / that he was miraculously created, quite recently in the world's history, in God's own image,
and in a state of high moral perfection, from which
he fell by an act of disobedience, introducing sin and
death into the world; and, on the other hand, that
he has been evolved, during an immense period of
time, from semi-animal paleolithic ancestors, ruder
than the rudest savages. The evidence of perhaps
one million of human implEiments, found in strata of
great geological antiquity in all quarters of the globe,
proves to demonstration that man's course bas been
upward, and not downward, and that the true history
of the human race has been the direct contrary of
that given by the Bible.
Whether man, like other mammals, was evolved
through millions of years from primitiv forms may
be as yet uncertain, though every fresh discovljlry
points that way. But this much is absolutely certain: that be existed on earth at the least fifty thousand, and more probably two hundred or three hundred thousand; years ago, in a state lower than that
of the lowest savages, but already spread over the
four continents, and therefore far from his first origin; ignorant of all arts except fire and the rude
chipping of stones; and that, as ages rolled on, his
progre8s may be traced, step by step, from rude to
finer chipping; to the hafted celt, the arrow, and
javelin ; the barbed harpoon, the eyed needle, tbe
art of drawing, and finally to polished stone, pottery,
bronze, iron, and the other arts of civilization as we
find them in full force at the dawn of history of six
thousand years ago in Egypt and Chaldea.
Read Lyell's "Antiquity of Man," Geikie's "Prehistoric Europe," or almost any recent work on the
subject, and then go to the British Mus.aum and look •
at the collection of stone and other human implements, and you will see the answer to the question
which perplexes you, why modern science and evolution should be considered as hostil to Genesis and
orthodox theology. How can these facts be reconciled with the biblical theory of Adam's creation and
fall, with its logical consequence of the atonement
and redemption?
As regards the New Testament, it may be true
that, when Strauss and other critics attempt to show
a mythical origin for everything in the gospels, they
go too far and may be refuted. But their negativ
and destructiv criticism has never been answered.
It remains true that the prophecy of the end of the
world in the lifetime of the existing generation, distinct and precise as it is, was not fulfilled; that no
one has been able to show who were the authors of
the gospels as we now receive them, bow much was
original from eye-witnesses, how much compilt1d from
tradition and older manuscripts, and when and by
whom.
Evidently most of the miracles are explicable by
natural causes, related in the language of the day;
and by far the most important miracles of all, those
of the resurrection and ascension, are related with a
hopeless contradiction of place and circumstance.
According to one, they took place in Galilee ; according to another, at Jerusalem; while, according to St.
Mark (who, if we are to believe tradition and Papias,
comes nearest to the fountain-bead through St.
Peter), if we omit the verses at the end which are not
found in the oldest manuscripts and are plainly
added, there is positivly no mention of any miracle. at
all. We are merely told that the women went to t.he
tomb, found it empty, and saw a young man in white
clothing, who gave them a message, which they never
delivered, being afraid. Would this evidence prove
the signature of a will, much less a miracle ?
I do not, however, myself attach so much weight to •
this element of biblical criticism, which can always be
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disputed about, al!l I do to what seems to me the
crushing and conclusiv refutation of the whole theory
of the creeds and orthodoxy by the incontrovertible
facts which hav been exhumed from the high-level
gravels of the Somme and the Thames, the caves of
Devonshire and Belgium, and the rock-shelters of the
Vezere.
Article VI: Thus far the articles of the negativ creed hav
been purely negativ; and I believe that ali' who are called
Agnostics would agree with them, There are, however, certain positiv articles which are generally, though perhaps not
universally, held. For instance, the denial of Atheism, and
of a purely mechanical Materialism.
REASONS: If we cannot prove an affirmativ respecting these mysteries of a first cause and a personal
God, assuredly we cannot prove a negativ. There
may be anything in the unknowable, "behind the
veil," for aught we know to the contrary. All we
know is that, in our present existence and with our
present faculties, we do not know it, and that, as all
truth is one, any guess at. it, which is inconsistent
with what we really do know, stands, ipso facto, condemned. Thus, if anyone tells me in general terms
that there is a heaven or hell behind the veil, I reply,
"It may be so; I do not know." But, if he attempts
to define them, and tells me that by going vertically
upward I shall meet the one, and by going vertically
downward the other, I reply, " This is merely an erroneous guess ; it is simply impossible."
Article VII: Morals and religions are products of evolution.
REASONS: Morals can be clearly traced to the "survival of the fittest," of the ideas and rules of conduct
which hav proved themselvs the best both for individuals, families, and societies in the "struggle for
life," and hav become more and more fixed by heredity and environment, until, in modern civilized nations, they hav become almost instinctiv. This is
clearly proved by a reference to history, and by the
existing state of morals among races in different
stages of civilization and with different environments.
Thus, mm·der is honorable among Dyaks and red
Indians, but is execrable in England. Polyandry,
legitimate in old India (see the Ramayana), and to
this day among certain rude Indian tribes, is repugnant in modern Europe. Polygamy, not inconsistent
with divine favor in the days of David, and now
thought to be right by all Mohammedan races, is
considered as criminal in Christian countries.
This shows that morals are not the result of any
implanted instinct or divine revelation, but Test on a
surer basis-that of heredity and environment, making it certain that, with or without creeds and dogmatical religions, the laws of conscience and morality
will go on widening, strengthening, and becoming
more and more instinctiv with each generation of
civilized nations.
As to religions, it is even more evident that they
are products of evolution. They are all, in effect,
"working hypotheses," by which different generations of men, in di~erent ages and countries, seek to
represent their hopes and fears, their rude or refined
ideas of science and morality, their aspirations after
a future life, and even their fancies and poetical feelings. They all hav, or hav had, some good in them
suited to their environment, and all that hav survived
hav changed with the changes of that environment,
brought about by evolution.
Christia.nity is, on the whole, the best of these
religions, as being that of the most civilized and
advanced nations; but it has undergone great modifications, and must undergo more if it is to remain a
tolerable "working hypothesis" under the altered
condilions of modern science and of modern societies. Imprison it in hard-and-fast dogmatic creeds,
and it must wither and perish.
A1·ticle VIII: Polarity is the great underlying law of all
knowable phenomena, whether of the inorganic or organic
universe, or of the spiritual world of conscience, morals, free
will, and determinism.
REASONS: This article is, perhaps, rather one personal to myself than generally accepted, though partial statements of it may be found in the works of
Herbert Spencer, Emerson, and other writers. For
a detailed argument in support of it see my "Modern Zoroastrian." The following is a brief summary
of it. The material universe is built up out of atoms
and energies by a first cause, or, as Bishop Temple
calls it, an "original impress." How! By a polarity
which makes them combine and pass from the simple
and homogeneous into the complex and heterogeneous, in a course of constant change and evolution.
This polarity is a part of the "original impress," and,
like space and time, is what, in Kantian language,
we should term an "imperativ category" of human
thought and conception. How or why, we know not,
any more than we know what lies behind the original
atoms and energies. But there it is, and it extends
to all the higher questions of morals and philosophy.
Every proposition has two sides. Right becomes
wrong and wisdom folly, if pushed to the "falsehood
of extremes." Determinism, or mechanical Materialism, may seem to be a necessary consequence of
Darwinian evolution; but it is only one pole of the
truth. There is another pole, which givs us a con• viction of the reality of free will. The reconcilement
lies beyond our' reach, in the law of polarity, which,

in its ultim:<~.te essence and origin, is part of the
great unknown.
'
So, again, the Christian virtues of meekness, selfsacrifice, and love, are good; but so also are the
sterner virtues of self-reliance, courage, and providence; and it would not work in practice to take "no
thought for the ·morrow," an(j, "if smitten on one
cheek, to turn the other." Wise economy and wise
liberality are both good; but the one easily degenerates ~t.o parsimony, and the other into extravagance.
Pa~r10t11!1m, pushe.d to excess, becomes Jingoism;
phllanthropy, earned beyond the mark, lapses into
weak sentimentality; and so of all things.
This creed is the only one consistent with facts.
It makes us tolerant and comprehensiv, and teaches
us to find
Sermons in stones and good in everything ..
It has approved itself to me as a good "working
hypothesis" to go through life with, and taught me
to try to stand firm in the middle, not letting myself
be absorbed by the exclusiv attraction of either pole,
striving to appropriate all that is true and good,
whether it be in the discoveries of science, the beauties of art and nature, the calm and serene philosoph:r .of Epicurus and Co~fucius, the magnanimous
stm01sm of Marcus Aurehus, or the pure morality
a~d gentle virtues of Jesus. I feel sure that you
w1ll applaud the effort, though we may differ as to
the best ~ode of realizing it.
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see you come in at the door~" To which he calmly
replied: "I did not come in at the door."
This was a poser, and I rapped out: "How the
devil did you get in, then ?" '
" How I got in," replied my visitor with a grin, "is
my business; but you are correct in appealing to me
for information on that subject, for I am 'the devil.' "
This abrupt statement astounded me; and to hide
my confusion I went to the stove which stood behind
me with intent to replenish it, but my visitor interposed, saying: "Not for me, not for me, neighbor.
I'm quite comfortable." To this I answered : " I
thought as you were accustomed to a warm climate
you would--"
"No, no, I assure you, you are quite mistaken;
since the Revised Version was published it has
become quite cold down below; so cold that it is
absolutely a pleasure to us to see the sparks of fire
on the ends of our cigars when we are smoking."
Here was another wrinkle, but I turned the conversation, inquiring of him the intent of his visit, to
which I received the following reply: " My intent,
young man, is to find out how things are going on in
this city. I sent one of my aids for that purpose,
but was not satisfied with his report. True, he made
a general statement that my affairs here were prospering as well as I could desire, but when I asked
him to particularize, he said that to relate a tithe of
the deviltries he had seen here in full blast would
take him to the far end of eternity. ' Confound you,'
To this Mr. Gladstone replied in a letter which I replied I, 'if you can't tell me what the folks there
should hav been glad to publish, as it illustrates are doing, tell me what they are not doing.'
both the candor and courtesy of his nature, the ' That is easily done,' he answered; and drawing
depth and since_rity of his convictions, and the range out of his pocket the Revised Version he read the
and acuteness of his intellect. But I am precluded Sermon on the Mount, and, after he had so done, he
from doing so, as Mr. Gladstone, having no time at added: 'There, that's what they are not doing!'"
his disposal for an exhaustiv reply to my propositions,
"I think, sir, your aid was mistaken, and if you will
naturally does not wish the hasty and discursiv take the trouble to visit the churches in this city, I
remarks which are alone possible in such a corre- hav little doubt but that you will indorse my opinion."
spondence to go f~rth to the world as containing all
"I fear not," said my visitor. "I know what they
that he has to say on the side of orthodoxy. I hav are ; your temples are nothing but coffins for dead
only to add, therefore, my concluding letter, in reply faiths; three hundred years ago people believed in
to which he gave me full permission to make what what my priests told them; three hundred years ago
use I pleased of my part of the correspondence.
hell was hot; now it's getting to be so cold down
HALL GnovE, BAGSHoT, Sept. 13, 1888.
there that I don't know but that I shall hav to send
DEAR Mn. GLADSTONE : I received your letter on my return
from Homburg yesterday, and can only thank you for the to Scranton for coals; three hundred years ago men
kindness and courtesy of its expressions. You are most wel- threw themselvs by hundreds under the car of Jugcome to keep, and make any use you please of my part of gernaut, and Hindoo widows sacrificed themselvs on
the correspondence, and I am only too glad to think that I their husbands' funeral pyres. It's all up with tkose
may hav assisted you in forming a more definit idea of the games now. Three hundred years ago the Japanese
precise pojnts at issue between the positiv and negativ
Buddhists drove the Christians out of their country,
creeds.
I never expected that you would write an exhaustiv reply but when the late William H. Seward visited them,
to the very wide and varied propositions in my attempt to they offered to sell him their largest idol, the 'Diasummarize the negativ creed; nor can I pretend to hav suffi- butz,' for the market value of the old copper concient authority to speak for others who hold, more or less,
the same views ; and especially for the far greater men than tained in it."
"What you say is all very well, but faith in Asia
myself, such as Huxley and Herbert Spencer, whose works
must be studied to apprehend rightly their respectiv points has little to do with faith here," I replied.
of view and arguments.
" You are mistaken," said my infernal visitor ;
Stil~, I think that my summary conveys clearly enough
what Is generally accepted by what I may call the scientific " there seems to me to be a collapse of religious
thought of the present day; and your letters, though of faiths throughout the globe. Where will you find a
course not exhaustiv, indicate with equal clearness the leading man now willing to die for his religion? Compare
lines of thought in which you and other enlightened believ- the deeds of the Christians of the past with those of
ers in the old orthodox creeds would seek to uphold them. the present age. Three hundred years ago, when
If I suggested publication, it was only because your first
letter stated your wish that the correspondence should lead the Anglican church tried to coax the Scotch Covto some "practical end." There is no doubt that, if it were enanters into their fold with the unsparing use of
published as it stands, either as an article in a review or a the maiden, the rack, the thumbkins, the steel boot,
pamphlet, it would, like your article on Colonel Ingersoll,
excite great interest, and be very extensivly read and com- and other tortures, one of their preachers, to whom
mented upon, and thus forward the cause of truth by mak- the latter was about to be applied to force a confesing many minds think, and, as you say, fixing the points at sion, was asked which leg he would hav operated on.
issue more definitly, and in a candid rather than a controver- He replied, pointing upward: 'It is for him, take the
sial spirit.
But this rests entirely with yourself, as I can understand boot;' and held out his right leg. If you read the
that there may be many reasons why you would not wish twaddle in the book called 'Robert Elsmere,' you will
to present your views to the public in the necessarily brief, see how far short of this is the faith of the present
incomplete, and familiar form of a couple of letters. The age, which could -not part a Calvinistic wife from her
question of publication is, therefore, altogether in your husband. Three hundred years ago the Spanish
hands. I shall be glad myself to giv publicity to what I am
sure would be extremely interesting to many thinking minds ; Inquisition was founded, the members of which,
but, if you see the slightest objection to it, the whole corre- being sturdy believers, caused in the century followspondence shall remain strictly "private and confidential·" ing eighty-five thousand human beings to be burnt
and I shall be only too happy if I can think that I hav co;_ in Spain. Those were rightly termed .Autos-dd-fe, or
tributed in any way toward giving more precision and defi- · acts of faith. How different is it now ! I solemnly
nitness to your own individual mind on some of the important questions which occupy so much of your attention. and assert I do not believe that there is. sufficient real
on which, at some future ·day and with more leisure; you faith in the world now to roast a tomcat."
may wish to giv the public a more full and elaborate exposi"If that's the case," I rejoined, "you'll not lack
tion of your views.
Yours very truly,
S. LAING.
for plenty of company down below."
"There you are wrong again," said my visitor. "I
The Devil's Complaint.
like people to be decently honest in religious matters.
The interview, of which the following is a faithful I don't care a rap whether they believe in Jupiter,
report, occurred about the time Santaclaus paid his Jahveh, or Mumbo Jumbo so long as they are conannual visits to our young folks on last Christmas sistent. I love to see them throng their temples to
eve. Wearied with the day's toil-for mental is as worship their various gods as they did in old times,
hard as physical labor-! was sitting in my library but it makes me sick to see them congregate in their
retlecting on my past and present, and speculating churches, as they do now, for the purpose of humon my future career, until I fell into a pleasant doze bugging their respectiv deities.''
from which I did not awaken until near midnight.
" What do you mean by ' humbugging deities !' "
"Why, trying to bamboozle them that you respect
The library table before me was covered with sketches
and manuscripts, one of which I selected and was their orders, when you do no such thing. I plead
making some slight corrections in, when the clock with you for a decent regard for the commands of
struck twelve. This effectually roused me, and your gods. You cannot insult Jahveh without
glancing across the table I perceived a gentleman insulting me, for we are in padnership, only I hav the
sitting bpposit to me. He had a sardonic smile, dark, best of the contract. Anyway, your folks had better
piercing eyes, a Napoleonic mustache, and a peaked mend your manners or we shall both be shipped off
beard about four inches long. He was dressed in a your planet together."
Having said this, he rose, and after buttoning his .
black overcoat with a fur collar and cuffs, and his
overcoat, and telling me he couldn't stand the cold
beaver hat was on the table before him.
I confess I was quite startled at the sight of him, here, for he had enough of that now where he came
H.
and said, hesitatingly : " Excuse me, sir, I did not from, he vanished.
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President Westbrook on Girard College Affairs.
To THE DIRECTORS AND MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN
SEcULAR UNION: At tbe last annual congress of your
association a resolution was adopted, asking me to
furnish "a brief report on the status of affairs as to
Girard College, and to suggest, if possible, a
practical method tbat might be made use of to
reform the abuse of Christian domination and to
restore this institution to conformity with the expressed purposes and wishes of the founder, Stephen
Girard."
I bav delayed my answer to this call in order to
thoroughly investigate certain preliminary questions
regarding the proper remedy and course of procedure
in bringing the case before the civil courts. After
much hard work, with occasional consultations with
eminent lawyers in Philadelphia, I bav fully settled
these questions in my own mind.
It would be manifestly unwise to giv aid and comfort to our opponents, and embarrassment to_ ourselvs, by a full disclosure of our case until we are
ready to file our papers and actually open the judicial
contest. The case could not fail to become a most
"notable" one, involving several important questions
which hav never been clearly settled by the courts.
My conclusions may be summarized as follows:
1. There is without doubt a good cause of legal
action against the trustees of Girard College for the
violation of t.be express conditions of. the will of the
founder. The proper policy is not to attempt to set
aside the will, but to enforce a strict conformity to
its provisions.
2. Although this subject is primarily a local one,
it is a matter of public interest throughout our Entire
country as involving queotions bearing upon similar
trusts already created, and that may hereafter be established. Philadelphians should undoubtedly and
must necessarily take the lead in this contest, but
there are many reasons why they should ask and receive the countenance and financial aid of all friends
of right and justice throughout the entire land. The
interest manifested by the American Secular Union is
worthy of all commendation, and the offers of pecuniary aid from several of ita members and friends are
highly appreciated.
3. The success of a law suit is always contingent.
Rufus Choate once said: "Divine prescience itself
could not possibly foretell the possible finding of a
petit jury." The same is true of judges. We may
fail in the first court. We bav more hope in the
supreme court of Pennsylvania, and still more in the
Supreme Court of the United States. I believe that
we should succeed in one of the higher courts. It is
worth the effort, and great good could not fail to
come out of the full exposure of sectarian fraud and
bigotry.
I am happy to say that public opinion is growing
rapidly in Philadelphia, and all over this country,
against the palpable perversion of Girard's will, and
the courts are bound to feel this influence. The
Dartmouth College decision could not possibly find
favor in our supreme court to-day, and Judge Storey,
if on the bench now, would be ashamed to make the
concessions he made in the Girard will case forty
years ago, on questions not really before the court.
While the courts of Massachusetts are wrangling
over the Andover Theological trust, it is high time
than the courts of Pennsylvania were waked up on
the Girard College perversion.
4. I hav by no means abtmdoned my purpose to
hav the trustees of Girard College arraigned at the
bar of justice, unless they speedily change their
policy in the matter of moral instruction of the
orphan students, but the preparation of the case is
not the work of a day. It may take several months
to settle numerous principles of law and practice.
No money is needed at the present time beyond
what I am willing to pay out of my own pocket.
When it is needed I will not hesitate to ask for it., with
the assurance that it will be forthcoming. I find
Liberals of all classes interested in this matter, as
well ns many persons professing to call themselvs
Christians, not excepting the Jews and Freemasons,
of which latter fraternity Girard was a prominent
member and a generous benefactor. It would be
bad policy to "rush" this case. It will "keep," and
our views at·e growing in public favor every day.
5. There are other matters that are larger and
more urgent than the Girard will case, and to these
I recommend the American Secular Union to devote
its attention for the present. I specially note the
joint resolution now pending before the Senate of the
United States, introduced by Senator Blair of New
Hampshire. It has just enough of sugar-coat to
make it go down palatably. Girard College has
only about thirteen hundred pupils, while there are,

or ought to be, more than thirteen million pupils in
the public tachoola of the United States. The sectarian fight between Romanists and Protestants over
"religion" in our public schools will hav to be settled
by Secularists and on the Secular principle.
The people of this country, if properly warned,
will never establish ~religious sect-Christianityunder the thin disguise of not doing it. But
"eternal vigilance is the price of liberty," so let the
American Secular Union labor diligently to increase
the number of its local auxiliaries, and, for the present, giv its best energies to the Nine Demands, and
in every consistent way encourage our Liberal papers
and lect.urers. Ultimate success is certain, for "ever
the truth comes uppermost and ever is justice done."
Finally, allow me to make a practical suggestion.
Progressiv Liberals are called iconoclasts, "destructiv critics," tearing down without an effort to
build up. There is too much in this charge. If we
object to the present system of moral instruction in
Girard College and in our public schools, we are
bound to show a "more excellent way." What we
want is a carefully prepared scheme or manual for
general use in schools, showing how the "purest
principles of morality" can be taught, utterly ignoring theological dogma. Why should not the American Secular Union offer a prize for the best treatis
or manual on this subject ? I would divide it thus :
~lay $500 for the best, $300 for the second. best, and
$200 for the third best, the awards to be made by a
carefully selected committee. Such a work is greatly
needed, and the copyright would soon pay all the
expenses of premium and publicatio:p. I hav a plan
thoroughly matured in my own mind,. but can only
giv this hint here. This letter is already too long,
and for further information as to my views, I must
refer inquirers to my book, "Girard's Will and
Girard College Theology." Respectfully,
R. B. WESTBROOK.
Your obedient servant,
1707 Oxford st., Philadelphia, Pa., Jan.14, 1889.

To Enjoin the Cook County Commissioners.
Notwithstanding that most unequivocal decision
of the supreme court, it is evident that its enforcement will hav to be fought step by step, for reasons
outlined in former letters. Last Tuesday the city
comptroler referred to the county board a bill from
St. Mary's Training School for $2,313, and the
county board not only referred the bill to the finance
committee for payment, but instructed the county
'kttorney to draw up a new contract. Having over a
month ago engaged one of the brightest Liberal
lawyers to prepare for the case, you can imagin my
surprise and chagrin when, instead of finding everythin~ ready, he notified me that he had polit\cal aspirations and Catholic clients, and would rather contribute toward some other lawyer taking the case.
Finally Judge Francis C. Russell was found, who
never brought in the question of expediency, but
promptly started out in the blinding blizzard,
prompt action being necessary to get all the points
and law in the case. The case will be brought into
court Friday or Saturday, and there will be quite an
excitement, no doubt. The ground is going to be
most thoroughly covered, and we- hope this injunction will be perpetual. Still the work goes on.
OUR INJUNCTION ON THE COOK COUNTY BOARD.
In the Circuit Court of Cook County. In Chancery.
To the Honorable the Judges of said County sitting
in Chancery :
The complainants, Edward A. Stevens and John M.
Stilel', bringing this bill of complaint on their own
behalf and on behalf of all such aggrieved citizens
and taxpayers of the county of Cook, in the state of
Illinois, as are inclined to promote the objects of this
bill of complaint, and shall hereafter duly cause them. selva to be made parties complainant in this suit, and
shall duly contribute to the expenses of maintaining
the same, do set out as follows, to wit:
1. The complainants, before proceeding to allege
in detail the facts which constitute their grievance,
desire to state in a summary way that they Complain
against the board of comraissioners of· Cook couuty,
in the state of Illinois, the individual members
thereof, the St. Mary's Training School (a corporat.ion
created and existing under and by virtue of the law
of the state of Illinois), its officers and governing
board, and George R. Davis, county treasurer of said
county of Cook; that they are about to allow and
cause to be paid, out of the public funds in the custody of said county treasurer, to St. Mary's Training
School a very large sum of money, to wit: the sum
of $2,313, and that they propose and intend at each
period of three months hereafter to repeat a like
p~yment, contrary to the form and effect of section 3
of article viii of the constitution of the state of
Illinois, said St. Mary's Training School being an
institution controled by the Roman Catholic church,
and organi'Zed and maintained mainly for the religious purposes of said church. And the complainants
pray the court to refer to said constitutional provision, also to an act of the general assembly of the
state of Illinois entitled, An Act to Provide for and
Aid Training Schools for Boys, approved June 18,

1883, in force July 1, 1883, t.he fame being printed
with the official publication of th!l Iliinois Laws of
1883 at page 168, and also an act. amendatory of the
act just mentioned, in force July 1, 1885, and printed
with the official publication of the Illinois Laws of
1885 at page -, both of said acts being printed with
the ordinary and recent publications of the Laws of
the Sts.te of Illinois, as parts of chapter 123, Revised
Statutes of Illinois, 1874.
2. The complainants, taxpayers, and citizens allege
and show that not long after the going into force of
said act of 1883 a number of gentlemen belonging
to a certain church known throughout the world for
centuries as the Roman Catholic church, did organize
under the legislativ act first mentioned, and pursuant
to its provisions, and did become thereby a body corporate under the laws of the state of Illinois, subject
to the provisions of all the valid parts of said act.,
the sa:t;ne being the aforenamed St. Mary's Training
School.
And complainants further allege and show that the
said St. Mary's Training School was instituted and
always maintained, and is now maintained, and while
it exists is to be and will be maintained, as a Roman
Catholic church instrumentality. That one of the
main purposes inducing the incorporation of said St.
Mary's Training School, and governing its whole copduct, is its fitness for effectually meeting the religious
objects of said Roman Catholic church.
That said Roman Catholic church deems itself
specially and exclusivly commissioned to teach religious truths, and to administer the offices of religion.
That said Roman Catholic church bas an elaborate
scheme of religious doctrine and religious offices
which it insists upon as of an importance param~mnt
to all else, and whose acceptance and observance said
Roman Catholic churcn, its priests of all orders, and
its earnest adherents, with universal accord, strive
zealously to promote. That in this effort, purpose,
and design, said Roman Catholic church, its priests
and earnest adherents, are combated by divers other
religious sects, societies, and individuals, who respectivly adhere to beliefs, doctrine, and religious
offices, all more or less diverse from those of said
Roman Catholic church, and from· each other, or who
altogether repudiate and contemn the beliefs, doctrins, and offices of the said Roman Catholic church
in common with all the rest. That to prevail in due
time over its said opponents and contemners, and to
substitute its own doctrine, diEciplin, and .offices as
much as possible in place of those diverse from them,
the said Roman Catholic church, by its organized
priesthood constituting its government, has de:finitly
resolved upon a certain policy of effort to be consistently championed by its entire following, and in fact
regarded by that following with substantially one accord as obligatory upon them, which policy is to attend specially. to the young to withdraw them as
much as possible from the environment that would
without special effort naturally encompass them, and
to surround them with influences controled as much
as possible by the Roman Catholic church. That
this said policy is the chief inEpiration of the incorporation and maintenance of the St. Mary's Training
School; that said school is intended to be, and in
point of fact is, governed and controled in accordance with said policy by priests and laymen devoted
to said Roman Catholic church, zealous to promote
its designs and policy, and obeying its expressed or
tacit wishes without dissent.
That the_ intended and effectual consequence of
sending a minor child to said St. Mary's Training
School is to put him in training to become a Roman
Catholic churchman, unless be is already, since, in
which case, he is put in training to be confirmed as
such. In all cases the leading purpose and intent. to
be effected by said St. Mary's Training School is to
make or keep the inmates of the same devoted members of the said Roman Catholic church, and without effected intent and purpose said St. Maris
Training School would be abandoned by its promoters.
CHRIST THE NOTORIOUS JEW SABBATH•BREAKER.
Taking note of the news which THE TRUTH SEEKER
furnished, that Rev. Wilbur E. Crafts had resigned
his New York pastorate to assume the secretaryship
of the American Sabbath Union and enter the field
to organize the churches in the interest of the Blair
Sabbath law, I put on my most sanctified smile, entered the Young Men's Christian Association, and
meekly inquired when Brother Crafts would besiege
the modern Gomorrah, as it were, and where I could
procure the petitions. To both my interrogatories
negativ answers were returned. So I concluded that
my vis-a-vis was a first-class candidate for a knownothing-at-all party, and as I walked out of the
sacred portals of Farwell Hall, I ruminated profoundly as to whether Wilbur E. Crafts was not also
afilicted in the same ·way, for aU I knew about the
alleged Christ in reference to the Jewish Sabbath
was that he fractured the commandment in reference to keeping the Sabbath holy in a most unmitigated manner. Yet Rev. Wilbur E. Crafts is to
organize the churches for the compulsory.enforce-•
' ment of a Christian Sabbath law.
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Well, really, what next?
Wilbur is surely crafty enough to remember the
rebuke Christ is said to hav made to the Pharisees
of his time when he plucked the few ears of corn.
We would also gently remind our brother secretary
that the" divine" Sabbath-breaker whom he assumes
to be the founder of his system of religion said : " I
will ask you one thing! Is it lawful on the Sabbath
day to do good or to do evil ! To save life or to
destroy it ~" And the Blairs and Crafts and Shepherds of that day were filled with madness and communed with one another as to what they might do
with Jesus. That was the polite language of Judea
for "putting a head on him," a matter which they
merely deferred to a more convenient season.
For fear of wearying Wilbur E., let us refer him
once more to John ix : "And it was the Sabbath day
when Je.sus made the clay and ·opened his eyes, and
they said he was not of God because he keepeth not
the Sabbath day."
·
To be consistent, the Christians ought to organize
a~ "Sabbath-smashers "-but if they attempted conSistency, to be sure, there would be no Christianity.
Then to take the Mosaic view of the matter,
"Abide ye every man in his place. Let no man go
out of his place on the seventh day"-as that would
hav a most depressing effect on church attendance it
had better not be brought forth from obscurity..
Yet we are assured that Sunday observance must
be enforced because he-the Lord-rested on the
seventh day and hallowed it.
That's all right. We hav no objections, if he and
his people will only "giv us a rest."
When we think how his omnipotence made and
fashioned this universe in a week, where the evening
and the morning measured the day as at present, we
must conclude that it must hav made him very weary
of his world-making toil, if it can be supposed that
omnipotence could get fagged out. Well, it makes
me tired to think of it.
Without consulting Jesus or securing any authority, the early Christians ch"anged the Sabbath from
that of Saturn to the equally pagan day of the suna day devoted by the ancients to fire-worship. And
right here an idea strikes me. (Something quite
unusual, of course.) Is that the reason why even
the Christians are willing to make it so exceedingly
hot for those who do not keep the Sabbath in the
regulation way! That idea might be elaborated at
great length by th~ Sabbath Unionites.
But some one suggests that the present day was
selected because it is the day of the resm;rection;
that Sunday was to be observed as a day ofi'holiness
because of Jesus's resurrection. If we critically
examin the assorted stories of the resurrection, we
shall be more impressed with the childish credulity
which can for a moment accept them, written as they
·were when men were unfamiliar with the rules of
evidence and saturated with the grossest superstition.
Then, if there is no historical basis for the Sabbath
observance, is there any reason from the utilitarilln
or Rationalistic standpoint-is there a trace of necessity for Sabbath observance? None that we can
discover. To nature all days are alike. Natural
law is the same on Sunday as on Monday, and while
days of rest are desirable in this age when our physical and intellectual faculties are exercised more than
ever before, a Lord's !lay should be treated as a
superstition of the past, and instead of its extension
and more rigid enforcement should be unconditionally
abolished. None must be the Lord's day, but all
shall be man's day. As Americans let us "keep
the church and the state forever separate." When
the ministerial meddlers step outside their untaxed
pulpits to thrust upon us the sifted sediments
of ancient dogmatism and stupidity, they had better beware. They should understand that the genius
of the age simply permits them to exist. That the
enlightened public sentiment no longer approves of
the encouragement they receive at the hands of the
state by immunity from taxation. Through this
they hav grown rich at the public expense, and now,
becoming arrogant, seek not only the abridgment of
our liberties, but the destruction of our magnificent
system of secular education.
They declare that the non-observance of the Christian Sabbath is sinful, but if asked what is sin would
refer us to Lawyer Moses's revised statutes.
Brother Crafts is traveling after the manner of the
crab, for his Sabbath law would, if possible; revive
the Christian idea by wb.ich, according to Buckle, it
was a sinforaProtestantto travel in a Catholic country
or admit a Catholic to an inn. It was also a sin for
a Scotch town to hold market on Saturday or Monday, because both days were so near Sunday. It was
a sin to go from one town to another on Sunday,
however pressing the business. It was a sin to water
your garden, shave your beard, or visit a friend.
Such things are not to be tolerated in a Christian
land as this will be if the Sabbath Union has its way.
It was also a sin to go to sleep, ride a horse, walk in
fields, meadows, or streets, or sit at your own door,
and to take a swim was particularly sinful. It was
t~ven Sinful to S~Vt;l ~ vessel lD distresS OJ' 8UCCOJ' tbe

sufferers. To help a heretic with food or shelter
because he was needy was outrageous, as there was
no need for him to liv-indeed, it was a sin for the
Christian to do anything except to try and save his
own miserable and worthless soul. This is only a
seventeenth-century picture. , Then the churches
reveled in power. Now they must plead and petition.
Because the scepter of their power has departed from
~hem their real sentiments are concealed, but'enough
IB seen to assure us that the Sabbath Unionists are
enemies of our country and the human race. Their
system has always enslaved the mind, impaired
moral perceptions, and destroyed happiness.
The time was when the violation of the rule to
"keep holy the Sabbath day" was considered a crime
of deeper dye than ·murder, and the Sabbath Union
desires to interpret the "holy" to mean going to
church and supporting its revenue, because, according to the old maxim of the church, "If you reason
you are lost."
To properly enforce the Blair bill it would be
necessary to open every letter, so that our modern
Index Expurgatorius, with Crafts and Gibbons at the
head of the Congregation, may decide whether it
shall or shall not be forwarded. There is a serious
omission in Senator Blair's bill, that has not a list of
books which are considered heretical and pernicious,
and if the Lord's day is to be enforced as a holy day,
~hy, ho~ can sue~ books be read without violating
It 1 This defect will doubtless be supplied later on if
they succeed. They hav indicated their disposition
to be in harmony with the Middle Ages by their
vicious and bungling attacks on the Sunday newspaper. The Sabbath Union's avowed purpose is to
enslave the human mind, to suppress liberty of speech
and freedom of the press.
The coming conflict-yes, the present conflict-is
between clerical authority and civil liberty-between
republican or democratic progress and Middle Ages
despotism. On the one hand are the combined, consolidated forces, Catholic and. Protestant; on the
other the unorganized, scattered, but valiant Liberals
of the American Secular Union. For every Liberal
not engaged in this work is a hindrance rather than
a help. Come to the call of the muster roll. Enter
the army of freedom, and under our banner-Universal Mental Liberty-we are bound to win a glorious
Attention ! Answer to the roll can !
victory.
Shoulder arms ! Forward, march !
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

W. S. Bell in Missouri.
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erals of this country to hav this fraud wearing the
livery of their fair and honest name.
Let no good Liberal people contemplate moving
to Liberal; they bad better move anywhere else than
go there. Many who are there now would be glad
to get away if they could. Property doesn't selL If
it did they could sell out and go. The people are
getting poorer all the time. Many a man has pulled
up from his home and brought his little all to Liberal, hoping, as he was led to hope, that he and his
children could find· employment. But there is nothing going on there to employ all those who would be
only too glad to work.
Mr. Walser rules the town, and rules it wretchedly.
The man who objects to his way of ruling soon finds
himself in uncomfortable conditions. Walser holds
mortgages on the lands, houses, besides notes, etc.,
hence his power. But few there dare openly opp>Jse
his despotism.
I gave one lecture before a very large audience,
Mr. G. W. Baldwin, banker, presiding.
From the il-Liberal town of Liberal I went to
Humbol~t, ~an., to lecture. While there I enjoyed
the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Holtscheider,
and they hav a splendid way of making a frifnd feel
at home with them.
W. S. BELL.
Chicago, Jan. 1, 1889.

Sound as a Silver Dollar.
THE TRUTH SEEKER in its last issue cautioned one
of its correspondents " against the too free use of
epithets." "Gentle sarcasm and good-natured raillery may be admissible, but personal denunciation
is out of place among friends." "We must, however,
draw the line at harsh personalities."
Is there a reader that would refuse to "second the
motion?" Every Freethinker and every Christian
ought to study Hedges's "Rules of Logic" and
Mill " On Liberty."
After reading THE TRUTH SEEKER's just remarks,
and supposing they were in line exactly with my own
principle and practice for a quarter of a centut'y, I
turned to the" Letters from Friends," when lo! it
is announced that I was a party to a "disgraceful
controversy !" that I carried on a "war of vile words
and opprobrious epithets;" "insulting the common
sense and sentiment of Liberalism," etc.
To all these charges I plead "not guilty." These
are just the things which I do not believe in. I go
further than some Freethinkers and refuse utterly
to employ such weapons against Christians. I hav
no right to use" vile words and opprobrious epithets"
against any human being. Will W. W. Bishop,
Rockford, W.Va., be kind enough to prove that I ever
did T I am not responsible for an opponent's words,
his manner, nor his matter.
Am ·I to understand, from what Mr. Bishop says,
that there should be no controversy between Liberals ? The " common enemy are pressing us on all
sides," he remarks, and he concludes the "combatants" ought to "hoist the white flag" or go to a
monastery. He chooses to consider discussions
among Liberals quarreling !
.
I hav over and over colldemned quarreling, but upheld debating. They 1\re not the same. Unhappily,
the church has made its members believe they are
identical. So, everywhere among the churches the
right of one man to speak and the duty of all hearers
to be silent is the rule to-day. Consequently, such
a thing as mental liberty in the church is unknown.
I hope suppression of debate in Liberalism, and
among Liberals who see error in each other, will
never prevail. Peace on such terms is a mockery.
I would rather be pelted with epithets as long as life
lasts than lend my voice, vote, or pen to the denial
of free discussion to any. As Charles Bradlaugh
well says, the abuse of free speech "dies in a day,
the denial slays its thousands."
Says our new bishop: "Did the Andover controversy add strength to the missionary cause T"
No, sir, but it added mightily to the truth.
" Did the quarrel of Martin Luther and the pope
strengthen the Catholic church T"
•
No, sir, but it helped liberty of thought.
Says Brother Bishop : "Let the house come to
order and brotherly love occupy the chair."
And this is what he says in the very article in
which he complains of the habit some hav of "calling
each other names." Speaking of Rev. Mr. Weiss, he
said: "Every other remark made by this gospel
sharp was as false."
W. W. Bishop, occupying the chair of "brotherly
love," said: "The clergy don't know, or else they
lie."
I like debate, but courtesy as well, and am of the
opinion that true dignity, polite demeanor, and
uncompromising warfare upon error-no matter by
whom believed, Liberal, Christian, or heathen-are
not incompatible with each other.
Shenandoah, I a.
W. F. JAMIESON.

On December 16th I stepped off the train at
Liberal, Mo. I had no previous engagement to lecture there, nor even so much as a " come and see us."
As I had, however, a little time to spare, I concluded
to spend it there. This was my second advent to
this badly and sadly misnamed place.
Before I went to Liberal the first time, which was
some six or seven years ago, I was sorely puzzled
over the fact that I had hardly ever read of any of
our Freethought lecturers going there to giv scientific and Liberal lectures. I called the attention of a
leading mind in the progressiv ranks of the town to
the question, why it was. He smilingly answered:
"Why, we depend wholly on home talent." Then,
after a moment or two, he added : "Well, no, Brother
Bell, it is not on account of our high estimation of
home talent so much as it is because of' our poverty.
We are not able to employ any of the traveling lecturers. We are too poor." This was the naked truth.
And I find the people as poor to-day as they were six
years ago. If there is any appearance of improvement in the town, it consists in two stone buildings
put up by outsiders, parties not interested in our
CJI,use at all. Aside from these two buildings, there
is no change. There squats the dingy little town in
the mud almost the same as she did six years ago.
But this is not all. The town is not only non-progressiv and poor, but it is not a Liberal community.
It .is true there are a great many Liberal people in
the place, but they do not manage the affairs of the
town. Its rult:r, from a moral and intellectual point
of view, is a Lilliputian czar, and he holds his minions well under control. It is astonishing to hear
the people tell of those who once lived here but hav
been driven away through the petty tyranny of this
man Walser. I do not think it would be overstating
the facts to say that more people hav been compelled
to leave here through the tyranny of this one man
than the number now living here. Most of those
who still remain dare not protest against his misrule
as they hav before their eyes his ways that are dark
and tricks that are mean for making it red-hot for
his enemies, and all are enemies who do not obey his
commands. I want only a provocation to publish in
the Liberal papers of the country the names of the
good people who hav gone to Liberal to spend their
days in peace and comfort who hav been compelled
to leave on account of the displeasure of the ruler.
Let Mr. Walser dare to call in question the stateThe Annual fer 1889.
ments I hav made, and I shall furnish the facts. But
From Fa,:r Play.
I shall not reply to anonymous writers. . I only seek
The TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAI. for 1889 is a valuable publicaa fair chance to show up the rottenness of this little tion. It costs l:)ut twenty-five l)ents, and will be found upon
·
·
Demnark. It ie a ehaJUe and a disgrace to the Lil>- ow- book tabl~J.
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t!ommnnicalions.
Oaths and Affirmations.

Desultory Thoughts.
Life, we've been long together,
Through pleasant and through cloudy weather;
'Tis hard to part when friends are dearPerhaps 'twill cost a sigh, a tear.
Then steal away; giv little warning,
Choose thine own time.
Say not good night, but in some brighter clime
Bid me good morning.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In THE
TRUTH SEEKER of December 29th, A. Rolle, in reply
to a statement of yours, expresses the belief that
-Letitia .A. Barbauld (1743-1825).
witnesses in the courts of Pennsylvania can choose
Careful
observ(lrs
cannot fail to notice tb.e strong
whether they will svyear o~ affirm ; but he was mu~h
mistaken if he apphes this rule to all the courts m tendency of the church and secular society toward the
that state for in some courts none are allowed to philosophy of Spiritualism. It is permeating the
affirm unl~ss they are Quakers, and in one court at strongholds of Christianity and Materialism, illumileast no one is allowed either to swear or affirm un- nating tl:ose dis.mal and hideous doctrine with brillless his or her religious opinion agrees with that of a iant and ennobling truths as never before, notwithstanding it has just had another" deathblow" by the
bigoted judge. Here is proof of what I say.
Some years ago, a man drove in from the railroad "toe-joint" theory. Creeds are being closely into our cottage on business. When he drove out the spected. False assumptions and erroneous teachings
whistle of a passing train frightened his horse, and are frequently discovered wrapped snugly up in
the man came near being killed on the spot-was so religious blankets and relegated to the rubbish closet.
injured that he walked several years half bent to The atonement, everlasting punishment, no probathe ground, and :finally die~ of the injury; but be- tion after death, etc., are meeting with a genuin
fore he died he sued the railroad company for dam- Waterloo in many places, and are ignored and nearly
ages in Judge Biddle's court i~ Philadelphia. My annihilated by the intelligent onslaughts of the best
minds in pulpit and college. I know we hav enough
wife and I were summoned as w1tnesset~.
When my wife was called to the wit.ness-stand, the yet left of these nauseous ecclesiastical syrups to
clerk offered her a dirty, old book to kiss and swear disgrace even a less pretending nation than ours, but
by. She declined the oath and told him she wouJd old forms of theology and religious sanctification are
·
prefer to affirm under the pains and penalties of P.er- doomed.
The rights and necessities of individuals, regardjury, which gave a crafty lawyer a chance to questiOn
her on her religious belief. After he had asked her less of" thus saith the Lord," are being recognized
a few questions, the judge called her nearer to his even . by church people. The devil is dead ; hell is
bench and questioned her. He asked her if she be- nearly extinguished, except in places where ignorance
lieved in a supreme being. She told him she prevails and pork and tobacco are the chief articles
believed in principles of honesty, justice, truthful- of diet, and God must go along with the other evils
ness, etc., that should guide us, but had never had that hav so long aftl.icted a patient and long-suffering
satisfactory evidence of the existence of a supreme race. Grease and grace always go together. I mean
the grace of religious sanctity. My intercourse with
intelligent being.
After questioning her thus, he decided that her all classes of the community convinces me that there
testimony could not be received. After she had re- is a more general interest in the facts of Spiritualism
tired from the holy place, a middle-aged lawyer came and cognate subject~?, a higher and grander appreciaaoo shook hands with her and said, "I hav seen the tion of their usefulness in this life, as well as the
sublimest sight here to-day that I. ever saw in a other that we are fast approaching, than was ever
court-bouse-a pale, feeble woman with a calm, ear- before experienced. Its remarkable Liberalizing influence upon the churches and their iron-bound
nest eye!"
But the jury were not so bigoted as the judge, for creeds; the doing away with an endless hell and an
I understand they gave the injured man a verdict of angry God; its undeniable proofs of immortality;
$8.000 damage. In less than twenty-four hours after the getting rid of the fear of so-called death; the
the judge decided that she could not testify, we were multitudinous cases of magnetic and spiritual healtold by several persons that all the Christians in ing, where the old systems of medicin hav entirely
Berlin were rejoicing at my wife's great disgrace in failed, and the vast amount of superstition removed
having her testimony rejected in court. Poor, igno- about Gods, devils, hobgoblins, myths, etc., all prove
rant, thoughtless dupes of priestcraft! The judge this.
Emerson said in his ·address to the students in
could not hav conferred on her a higher honor than
he did by rejecting her testimony, for it was not Divinity College, at Cambridge, Mass., three or four
done on account of any blemish in character, but years before A. J. Davis commenced "Nature's
simply on account of her religious belief or unbelief, Divine Revelations," in 1845:
and every answer to the judge proved her honesty
It is my duty to say to you that the need was never greater
and truthfulness. She could not honestly swear by a of a new revelation than now. From the views I hav already
expressed you will infer the sad conviction which I share, I
supreme being, because she had had no more proof of believe
with numbers, of the universal decay, and now
his existence than the judge or anyone else has. almost death, of faith in society. The soul is not preached.
She could not honestly swear by a book that tells The church seems to totter to its fall-almost all life is exher to " swear not at aU ;" she had too much regar·d tinct.
for health to kiss a dirty old book that had been
This great man who has made Concord historic no
pressed to the syphilitic lips of scores or hundreds less than its cannon shot that was heard around the
of drunkards, libertine, and harlots, all of whom world April 19, 1775, had caught, mostly through
may testify by kissing that old man-made book.
deep research and thought, similar sentiments that
Since that decision of the judge only two of aU soon after came so strangely through the lips of unthe church people who lived here then hav ever educated Davis, the poor shoemaker's son, then only
made us a neighborly call; but having mistaken nineteen years old, who was controled by advanced
honor for disgrace, they seem to regard us as things minds in spirit-life. Davis said:
accursed of God and man. Thus you see that the
The few who hav dared to express themselvs freely hav
influence of a bigoted judge, after depriving men of done it at the immediate risk of their physical destruction.
honest, truthful testimony in court, can go forth like Truths that are eternal hav been conceived of, yet smothered
the same blasting influence from the pulpits, to de- by the hand of a dominant and tyrannical ignorance. This
still exi.sts; this bigotry and superstition still exist,
stroy friendship and create enmity or enstrangement ignorance
and where is the responsibility for the cause of their existamong neighbors.
ence ? Sectarian usurpation must bear the charge. It has
Several months ago I wrote a letter to Judge in its long career prohibited and crushed the free exercise of
Biddle, which was published in the Boston Im,esti- moral and intellectual attainment. . . . It has obscured
gator, asking him for proof of the existence of a the main features and manifestations of truth, and thrown a
of ignorance and fanaticism over the world. . . .
supreme being, and hav since written two others to mantle
It has sapped the foundations of human happiness. It has
him in the same paper, and though I sent him marked produced a schism in the race, and a wasting prostitution of
copies of the paper, I hav, as yet, received no word human powers yet uncorrected and uncontroled. The true
of proof, and will, here and now, call on the eighty interests of mankind hav thus been perverted to those of
thousand priests of the different sects in this nation vice and misery.
to come to his relief and giv me proof of the existWhat an arraignment against the rich and powerence of the supreme being that they preach so much ful churches by an unlettered youth ! Yet it was so
impregnable that the clergy and press dare not atabout.
Our fathers gave us a secular government that had tempt to answer it only with lies, abuse, and slander.
nothing to do with religion, except in pretending to Such a charge was a much more serious matter forty
protect all in their beliefs; but the crafty priests of years ago than at the present time when so many
all sects hav worked their creeds into our laws so polished radical axes are cutting away the roots of
much that nearly all courts are in the hands of the " ignorance and fanaticism " that support the Christian churches of all lands.
church.
Think of a witness in court being denied the right
Emerson saw the need, like a real prophet as he
to testify about what she has seen, heard, or knows, was, of a "new revelation," but when it came dealing
just because she has not been nobody knows where, heavier and more effectual blows against " sectarian
nor seen a being seated on a great white throne, who usurpation" that had "perverted the true interests
is, at the same time, everywhere present, sees every of mankind to those of vice and misery" than he had
sparrow that falls, numbers all the hairs of our done, he was not brave enough to accept it from this
heads, watches over us every moment, does more for unheard-of youth, who was ignorant of philosophy,
us than we can do for ourselvs without our knowing history, and science.
it, and at the same time kills thousands of us every
Some good and well-meaning church people cry
day by whirlwinds, cyclones, tempests, shipwrecks, out and say, Spiritualism destroys all our cherished
idols and grindi! to powder· all the old ideas that hav
earthquakes, and pestilences.
· J. HACKER.
been handed down to us by our ancestors and
Berlin, N. J.

nourished by our most tender sympathies. Yes, I
admit all that. I want to. destroy all creeds, idols,
fetiches, priestcraft; and more than all the slavery
of women that Christianity has so long upheld.
Spiritualism leads off in all our grand reforms, and
in its zeal for human advancement, may sometimes
pull up some golden grain in its struggle to free the
earth of vast fields of weeds sown and nurtured by
ecclesiasticism.
The grain so destroyed is hardly missed, and only
a mere ripple is made on the great sea of truth. If
it tears down the old, it builds up the new with more
beautiful and useful structures. It destroys nothing
worth saving.
Tear down the old,
Build up the new,
The mass shall rule,
And not the few.
Phenix-like from the bloody ashes of the Past,
when every priest's prayer meant the torture of some
noble man or woman, shall arise the New, as Whittier
has so truthfully expressed it:
The Waster seemed the Builder .too ;
Up springing from the ruined Old
I saw the New.
'Twas but the ruin of the badThe wasting of the wrong and ill ;
Whate'er of good the old time had
Was living still.
Coleta, Ill., Jan. 1, 1889.
JAY CHAAPEL.

God Discovered by an Atheist.
· It has at last been revealed to me what and who is
God. They say that man by searching cannot find out
God. That's a lie. They say that the finite cannot comprehend the infinit. That's another. They say that
God is incomprehensible, .inconceivable, and past
finding out. That's a great mistake. I hav found·
him. I now clearly understand him perfectly. It's ·
just as plain as can be. God: Why, God always
existed, and created all things out of nothing. Before
the beginning of creation he was in utter darkness,
for he made light to start with. He was in a perfect
vacuum, with nothing to stand, lie, or sit on, nothing to feel, hear, taste, smell, see, or think of, for
nothing had ever existed, and he filled all space.
What, space! Yes, space. Then, if he _filled space,
and there was nothing in space but nothing, he
must hav been that identical supreme nothing.
Verily he was all and in_all-equal to nothing. He
was possessed of all the wisdom, knowledge, power,
and muchness in the universe, which all amounted
to simply zero. He is described in the creed as
"withoilt body, parts, or passions," I believe. And
to put that into plain words it must mean, without
substance, form, or force. Well, that describes
nothing exactly. God is the original and only perfect vacuum. He is the sublime and unapproachable
nothing. Behold a solution of the holy trinity; three
in one, and one in three. Three ciphers equal nothing. Three nothings are no worse than one. Infinit nothing ! Blessed nothing! Mankind hav bowed
before thee for thousands of years ! Verily the
clergy hav been telling us the very truth. That we
should love nothing as God. When they want to be
like their creator they sing, " 0 to be nothing, nothing!" And some of them come near having their
prayerful song answered.
God is infinit, so is space ; God is everywhere, so
is space, though it is generally occupied by something. God does all that is done. Well, so in reality
do vacuums cause all the motion in the universe.
The one universal primal principle of the universe
seems to be equilibrium. Light shines toward where
there is no light or less· light. Heat radiates toward
a place of less heat, or, in other words, a more or
less perfect vacuum as regards heat, called cold.
Electricity travels from an accumulation to a place
of scarcity called negativ, and the greater the accumulation in one, and the more absolute the absence
of electricity in the other two bodies, the greater the
intensity of attraction. "Nature hates a vacuum,"
is not so far wrong after all. If a balloon shell
could be made to withstand the atmospheric pressure, of the same weight and size, it would lift several times as much filled with nothing as though it
was filled with gas. Because nothing is lighter than
gas, and thus could be made to lift something. The
heat in one locality rarefies the atmosphere, causing a
partial or relativ vacuum, which causes a current of
air from the surrounding country which we call a
wind. Thus God, or nothing, is the cause of all
winds. Nothing can move in any given direction till
there is less pressure on that side of it than on any
other. All motion is in the line of the least resistance, i.e., the line of the most perfect vacuum of that
kind of force. When the interior of the earth contains a greater pressure of gas than there is on the
outside its crust, the relativ vacuum outside tends
toward allowing a fracture of the crust that the gas
may escape and thus the pressure be equalized.
Thus a vacuum, partial, of course, causes the earth<quake. Whether the pressure is inside or out, there
must be an absence of pressure in some direction to
cause motion. Not,hing, that is, God, is the cause of
all life, motion, pleasure, pain, and even religion.
Six hundred thousand lives hav been sacrificed for
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nothing, God. A. Holy Ghost in scientific language,
made plain, is simply, nothing full of holes, or wholly
nothing, or complete Vf!.CUum.. There isn't a Ghost
of a chance to make anything of it, he or she. I am
not positiv what the sex of nothing is. I hope it has
sex, but this convinces me that I really do not know
so much about God as I thought I did. Why, come
to think of it, 1 never saw any nothing, never heard
of anybody who had, and, by the way, I begin to
doubt whether there ever was really any such thing
as absolute nothing. Let's see. A space utterly
devoid of light, heat, magnetism, electricity, no center of gravity running through it, no air, gas, ether,
odor, sound, or substance in it. Can't go it. Then
my newly discovered God must be only a partial God
-partially nothing, approximately a vacuum. But a
partial God is a finite God, _and that will not do.
Well, no use to feel bad if my newly diecovered Gop
is vanishing away. I've lost nothing, and ought to
be thankful that I am still without God and with lots
of hope in humanity.
Gods, Christa, and Bibles all are gone,
That once I fixed my hopes upon;
Their narrow track I'll not pursue,
A fairer way I hav in view.
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fatal to his peace and to Katharine's. All the reader United States, holding and using the enormous cenknows is that he came out from his reading sure tralized power of the federal administration, always
that there was no apostolic succession; sure, as Car- speaks very respectfully of Thomas Jefftrson, but
dinal Newman says, in the passage I hav cited, that still takes very good care that none of his earlier
there was no scientific doctrin of the trinity ; sure maxims, about the danger of a central government,
that there was no doctrin of the vicarious atonement shall ever be alluded to. Cardinal Newman would
in these early books, and shocked to find, for in- say that this was a perfectly fair illustration. He
stance, that an author like Clement, a friend of Paul, would say that the United States has found out that
speaks of the resurrection of the Phenix once in it cannot get along without a very strong central
five hundred years, apparently in the same confidence government, that the doctrin of a central government
with which he' speaks of the resurrection of Jesus bas been "developed" in the last hundred years; and
be would say that, in exactly the same way, the
Christ.
Also, Robert Elsmere was one of these people who church bas found out that it cannot get along withreally believe that a man has a right be a minister out. an infallible chief, and without a great many
only because he has been or.dained by a bishop, who other things which cannot be found in the letter of
has been ordained by another, who is tbe last in the early records. But, just as a strong central gova long series which began with St. Peter. When he f rnment has been "developed" in the United States,
came to read the history of the first threfl Mnturiee, P,e would say that these convenient enlorgements hav
he found that there was no such succession. He been "developed" in the history of the church.
So much for the reason why Robert. Elsmere and
found that those whom modern language chooses to
call "bishops" were the business officers of the little all other intelligent people who care to preserve a
Christian communities, who did the work intrusted historical foundation for Christianity, find that the
to them as well as they could, and were quite indif- study of the first three centuries makes Christianity
ferent about the manner of their appointment. This to be a very different thing from what it is called in
for a single instance. He found, also, that in the the creeds of the Dark Ages.
.. PROF. c. L. HASKELL.
It is interesting to see that Mr. Gladstone, in his
very queer and fragmentary scraps of Christian literature which testify. to the existence of the church review of the book, virtually repeats Cardinal NewA Great Theological Chasm.
man's statement. Thus he says that the baptismal
Ertuil'lra Eve1·ett Hal~, Reviewing Robert Elsmere, in the North Arnert- between the time of St. Paul and the time of Concan Review.
·
stantine, there is not the least uniformit.y of doctrin. formula " was speedily developed into the substance
The hundreds of thousands of people who read There is not slightest critical habit of investigation. of the Apostles' Creed." None the less does he claim
"Robert Elsmere" in Eog!and and America, ap There is often preposterous wildness of fancv, amount- that that creed must be received, if we are to hav a
proach the book from two wholly different points of ing to tedious rigmarole. There are confident asser- good working religion. And he seems to rely for
view.
·
tions of many things much harder f o believe than the the authority of the organized Christianity of to-day
By far the larger set of them has been taught from the miracles recorded in the gospels. And no pretense on "the concord of Christians, ever since the adjudipulpit, and has believed, that some particular church, is made anywhere to critical investigation of author- cation of the fifth century." And he says that "an
ebtablished church, priesthood or ministry, sacraPresbyterian, Episcopal, Baptist, or Catholic, has dis- ity or authenticity.
tinct title-deeds running back to the moment when
If the plan of the No1·th A me1·ican Re1Jiew per- ments, and the whole established machinery which
Jesus Christ parted from his apostles.
mitted, the whole of this number could be filled with. trains the Christian, are the wings of the souL"
Still, he knows that many people do not find this
The other set has known that there are no such very entertaining ex~racts from these books of two
title-deeds for any of the great ecclesiastical organi- centuries and a half, which Robert Elsmere read. machinery to fly very well, and that for many people
zations. The Roman Catholic church, which Bunsen Most of them are not very long book~. It is fair, it does not help them to fly. Many people believe
calle~ " the First of Schismatics," has none.
The perhaps, to B\Y that none of them were written by that a church can exist without so much machinery,
Episcopal church has none. The PresbyLerian church men of genius; almost all of them were written by very .and that if the savior of men had thought the mahas none. Cardinai Newman put the truth forcibly, igno.rant men, and some by very foolish men. so that chinery absolutely necessary, he would not hav left it
but not too forcibly, when he said of the Catholic this word "rigmarole" applies very fairly to mucb to the chances of development.
EDWARD EVERETT HALE.
doctrin of trinity: "The creeds of that early day more than half of their contents. For all this, thev
make no mention in their letter of the C"tholic doc- are vastly entertaining, som£:times amusing, though
The Power of the Churches.
trin at all. They make mention, indeed, of a three. often ridiculous. Almost the whole of theFe collecBut that there is any mystery in the doctrin-that tions is contained in a series known as the "Ante
Trinity church is one of the richest corporations in
the three are one; that they are co-equal. co-eternal, Nicene Fathers," which bas been published. quite the United States. All of its wealth has come from
all increate, all omnipotent, all incomprehensible, is conveniently, within the last twenty years. The fact the labor and toil of the poor. An Elmira paper
not stated, and never could be gathered from them. that these things exist in English now, while for- lately asked why people did not go to church. A
Of course, we believe that they imply it, or rather merly they were buried in Greek and L'!.tin, is one of flood of answers came, from Maine to California,
intend it ; God forbid we should do otherwise. But the reasons why the young theologians of the "estab showing the dissatisfaction with the churches. One
nothing in the mere letter of those documents leads lished" church now read them a great drP.l more of the preachers, finding the complaints were univerto that belief. To giv a deeper meaning to their easily than they did. Indeed, if anybody asks why sal against church corporations as mere social gathletter we must interpret them by the times which the revulsion of feeling which now shows itself in erings for stuck-ups, the expense whereof was chiefly
c9me a~ter ;" that is, by the fourth and later cent- the English Church Congress never showed itself borne by working people, preached against letting in
fifty years ago, ib is probable that a good work- further light, whereupon the paper discovered it was
uries.
He goes on to say the same of the one great Chris- ing answer would be found in the fact that English- a subject of no public importance, although it has not
tian council of the third century, of the six great men now read the literature of the first tbr<e cent- hit on a subject that broull;ht so many answers.
bishops and saints of the first three centuries, of the uries a great deal more easily than they could read it
Political organs are of course afraid of the shadow
three great doctrinal writers; and he quotes Bqll, before. Frankly, let it be said, the average clergy- of every corporation. The defeat of Warner Miller,
an English bishop, as saying tha.t nearly all the man in a country cure in England did not read Greek the church candidate ·for governor of New York,
Catholic authors who preceded Arius "hav the ap- at sight very easily, and would rather reRd the shows tbat the church has not as much political
pearance of being ignorant of the invisible and in- Guardian in English than such a book as Tatian's power as the saloons. There are less than twelve
"Orator," or "The Constitutions of the Apostles." in million church-members, and less than one million
comprehensible nature of the Son."
In the same way, he says of the doctrin of original rather rrabbed Greek. Now he has the whole thing liquor dealers, in the United States. These thirteen.
sin "There are two doctrine which are generally at hand, as any of our readers hav, who chrose to millions cannot very well expect to boycott the balas;ociated with the name of a Father of the fourth send to the next good public librarv to ask for any ance of the nation.
·
and fifth centuries, and which can allege little definit of this literature, so lately .forbidden."''
Should the National Reform and Evangelical AlIt also ought to be said, however, that the grand liance succeed in passing the bill now before the
testimony in their behalf before his time, purgatory
church writers of every school, excepting the liberal United States Senate stopping the mails on Sunday,
and original sin."
All well-read clergymen, interested in history, hav schools, hav turned up their noses at the literature and all Sunday papers, it is doubtful if the twelve
always known that these statements of Cardinal before the time of Constantine. As Dr. Newman million church devotees coald force the other fifty
Newman are true, that is, that there is a historical says, theology was not at all "developed" at that millions to go into the church shea.rings on Sundayl'.
gap between modern scientific theology and the New time, and it is only a "developed theology" that the The Spiritualists, humanitarians, and Freethin'kers
Testament. Since the publication, a. few years ago, church at large has cared to present to Christians at are superior in intellect and love of liberty. It is
of au English translation of all the Aute-Nicene large, whether of the Protestant or of the Roman more than probable that they would not be driven
fathers, all intelligent Eoglish students of history, schisms. Original Christianity, simple Christianity, into the churches. To a well-fed minister with an
whether clergymen or Greek scholars or not, hav is quite a different affair from the "developed" or annual income of $100,000, like· Dr. John Hall,
manufactured article. And the reading of these churches are not a failure. But to the humane, and
had a chance to see this with their own eyes.
To a.ll these people, therefore, the feeling about fathers before Constantine was by no means encour- the sorrowing, starving, dying poor, the thing looks
"Robert Elsmere" has been that which it is said aging for neophytes, or for anybody else who under- different.
the reader of a great publishing house had, when he took it, unless he came to it, as Cardinal Newman
I saw a woman beg- in the street
determined that that house should not reprint it for came to it, with a determination in advance to believe
On Christmas day for bread to eat;
circulation in America: "It is straw which has been the religion of the Middle· Ages, and to make the
The city's chime;; were ringing then
Pea,ce on earth, good will to men.
thrashed over for fifteen years," he said. It had been religion of the first, second, and third centuries
thrashed over for him and pElople like him. But the match that, by reading between the lines. It has
I saw a churchman, sleek, well fed,
Pass by the woman, and he turned his head ;
great run ?f Ch.ristian people.had been pe~itted or been the fashion, therefore, in most theological
The crumbs that fell from his table that day
led to behe\'e m what I thmk an uncandid way,* schools, in most books of criticism, and, one might
Would hav feasted the beggar he turned away.
each that his' own church was sustained in its or· say fairly enough, in most well-bred theological cirFollowing the churchman came
ganization and its dogma by the consent and custom cles, to set out of sight the ''ignorant and unlearned
A woman whose brow was stamped with shame;
of the earliest Qenturies of Christianity. People .al- men," who are, as it happens, the only persons
From out her purse a coin she cast
ways alluded fondly to the " early Christians," and through whom we know what Christianity was O!'
And the beggar blessed her as she passed.
everyone liked to think that the "early Christians" was doing in the first three hundred years of its
To
the church the sleek man went his way;
existence. I do not myself remember any such
and he were exactly in accord.
The woman of shame would hav blushed to pray;
Now "Robert Elsmere" steps in. With artistic curious instance of the suppression by indirection of
Yet which of the two the more blessed will be,
Magdalen, scorned, or the proud Pharisee?
· skill Mrs. Ward refuses to tell one word of what he a sort of literature which came inconveniently in the
read' in these mysterious " studies" which were so way of a regnant school. But, if one may be parVerily I say unto you, the harlots shall enter into
doned an allusion to the customs of our own time, it
*I said so in the No'l'tlt .A.me'l'ican Re1Jiew some years ago. was a little as a modern Dem'ocratic president of the the kingdom of heaven before you.
Corry, Pa., Dec. 29.
G. F. LEWIS.
The Review and I were much abused in consequence. The
"religious" press answered, almost unanimously,_" If Mr.
* Ask for any volume you choose of " The Ante-Nicene S
f
t 1
f
bli ti
Hale is uncandid, let him reform, but do not let h1m attack
END or ca a 0 " 0 our pu
ca ons. Sent free
others." But the secular press, with nearly equal unanim- Fathers," or ask for " The Catechism of the Twelve Apostles,"
which
is
not
in
that
series.
on
application.
ity, said that Mr. Hale had touched a sore point.
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Let the Chicago Union, and all other Secular
Unions, stick to their work. Liberalism is civiliza-_
tion, and if, when the world.is civilized, it finds that
the economic principles of Mrs. Holmes and her
friends are the proper thing to adopt, it will no doubt
adopt them. But if by any possibility she should be
wrong-and all must admit that it is possible-then
the Liberals will hav no pangs of conscience because
they hav propagated falsehood. The Secular Unions
cannot be wrong, for their demands are based on absolute justice between man and man.
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Two Thoughts on the Truth Seeker !nnual for 1889.
Prom Secular Thought.

.

The TRUTH BEEKER ANNuAL for 1889 has reached us. It is
in every sense of the word an excellent publication, and
should be read by every Freethinker and Secularist on this
continent. It has a carefully prepared calendar, full of valuable information, and an extensiv account of "Free thought
in the United States for 1888." The comparison of " Colonel
Ingersoll and Shakspere" is unique ; some of the most poetic
selections from the colonel's writings are given with quotations from Shakspere. A very interesting and useful feature
in the ANNUAL is the opinions of twenty-four well-known
Freethinkers of the States and Canada upon fourteen of the
most important questions affecting the Secular movement.
What those subjects are will be seen from our answers,
which we reprint in another column from the ANNUAL. Next
week we shall giv our readers the views of Colonel Ingersoll and afterward of Captain Adams upon these questions.
The ANNuAL has 124 pages and some fine illustrations. Its
price is twenty-five cents, and it can be had from the TRUTH
BEEKER office, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
F'rom New Thought.

Every Liberal in the United States should take the TRUTH
BEEKER ANNUAL. He who takes it and reads it year after
year will get a better idea of Liberalism and its progress than
can be obtained by any other means. The writers for this
number are Col. R. G. Ingersoll, James Parton, Helen H.
Gardener, S. P. Putnam, Charles Watts, E. A. Stevens,
Parker Pillsbury, Robert C. Adams, J.D. Shaw, F. M. Holland, E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D., Lucy N. Colman, J. H. Burnham, L. K. Washburn, Ella Gibson, Susan H. Wixon, John
Peck, W. B. Bell, E. C. Walker, Mrs. M. A. Freeman, Dr.
Juliet H. Severance, Mrs. E. D. Blenker, Col. J. R. Kelso,
and G. H. Dawes.
Among the contents may be found a calendar for 1889,
"Freethought in the United States," "Liberalism, a Symposium," "The Nine Demands of Liberalism," and "Ingersoll
and Shakspere."
The twenty-five cents asked for this pamphlet cannot be
better invested than in its purchase. Send to the Truth
Seeker Company for it, or we will, if you prefer, order it for
you.

Mental and Economic Liberty.
In a recent number of the Alarm appears a twocolumn communication from Mrs. Lizzie S. Holmes
in which she accuses· the Liberals of threshing old
straw, and finds fault because they will not giv up
Liberalism and devote their time and talents to economic reforms. Her point of attack is the Chicago
Secular Union, of which she says : "The Secular
Union in Chicago flourishes intellectually and financially. Among its members are numbered many
brilliant Ininds, and right gallant are the onslaughts
against the tottering walls of orthodoxy. The words
'free speech,' 'free thought,' 'free press,' ring out
from their platform weekly, with magnificent eloquence. They are becoming almost popular, and
their demand for free speech is not so necessal'y to
themselvs as once it was. This may be why,
though they still roll out the words with grandeur,
they are not so urgent in the practice of them.
Little patience is shown toward any industrial reformer who believes in a radical change of systems
and institutions, and a self-confessed Anarchist would
not be given the floor."
Most of this, we presume, is true. But why shall
the 'Union be bl"~qe<l T ':Che~Vnion i~ nQt:~ So9ialist

• is an accomNow, unless universal mental liberty
plished fact-unless all men are free to think and
express their thoughts-unless they can work for reform within the church-unless they are, in short, as
free to labor for their conception of right as they are
to toil for Jesus, without ostracism, excommunication, or prosecution-then according to Mrs. Holmes's
own statement the work of Liberalism is of paramount importance to that of the social reformer.
We hav heard the same cry before. The labor reformers of this city hav told us time and again that
we were " charging on ghosts in broad sunlight ;"
that there was infinitly more need of "freeing men's
bodies," as they term it, than of freeing their minds ;
and that, even to make Freethinkers, we must first
liberate the people industrially. We like to hav a
man say that to us, for we hav a question or two for
his special benefit. Admitting for the moment that
his particular reform is a beneficent one, the inquiry
naturally follows, Are those who hold with you Infidels or Christians' The invariable reply will be,
Infidels. Arid he will usually add, in a contemptuous tone, as if pitying the mental condition of one
who would ask the question, We outgrew Christianity
long ago. Well and good ; but, take your own case,
were you an Infidel or an economic reformer first 1
And the answer always .obtained ie, an Infidel.
It is a fact that the leaders of all the economic reforms of the age are Freethinkers, or hold religious
views at variance with the_churches. Dr. McGlynn
even, while asserting his religious feeling, has been
excommunicated. A conservativ reform like the
single-tax doctrin is reprobated by orthodoxy. To
preach it, Pentecost had to leave his church. Right
or wrong, good or bad, social reform is,heresy, and a
man cannot embrace it without becoming a heretic.
So we see that from the standpoint of Mrs. Holmes
herself, the Chicago Unjon is doing work of primary
and fundamental importal!ce, and is pursuing the
right road. From the conservativ standpoint, the
Union (and we use the Chicago Union ns a type) is
all right, too. If Mrs. Holmes's economic reform is
wrong, then the Union is not leading men astray. It
is simply freeing minds and educating people to that
point where they can look over the ground and decide their own course. Within the church they are
bound Without, they are their own masters, and to
berate them because they do not choose to follow
social will-o'-the-wisps, or even substantial reforms, is
to endeavor to coerce them as do the churches. A
man has just as good· a right to think wrong as he
has to think right, but it is no denial of another's
right to refuse to be guided by him, or to oppose
hiln, or to decline to talk with him at all,

Some time ago a company was formed in this city ·
to refine sugar by means of electricity. The originator of the secret pretended to put raw sugar into
a hopper of his machine and bav it come out of a
spout purer and cleaner than any sugar now manufactured. The whole scheme was a swindle, but its
fraudulent character was not discovered till some
million dollars' worth of stock had been sold, principally in England.
It now turns out that the Christadelphians are not
only the swindlers but the swindled, with an incidental Methodist who was the right bower of the
principal swindler, and also an exhorter on Sundays
in the city hall park. ·The secretary and treasurer of
the company came to this country from Birmingham,_
which is the head center of the Christadelphians.
The peculiar tenets of this sect are a rejection of the
trinity, a belief in God, acceptance of Jesus as coequal with God, but a· separate person, and the idea
that the Holy Ghost is an influence. They hold that
all men are not immortal, but. that at death the
wicked are annihilated, while the righteous, through
faith in Christ, are endowed with immortality. They
employ no ministers, priest, or clergyman, holding
that all believers are equal. Robert Roberts, the
recognized head of the sect, publishes a monthly
periodical called the Ohristadelphian, a magazine of
about sixty broad pages, which is filled with religious discussions and news from the various ecclesias.
This magazine is looked upon as the official organ of
the sect. The secretary of the swindling sugar concern, named Robertson, was a Christadelphian in
Birmingham, and an intimate friend and companion
of Roberts, the'editor of the Ohristadelphian. Robertson brought his Christadelphian faith with him to
this country, where he also found it established,
though the membership was small and mainly composed of people of limited means. A promising ecclesia
existed in Jersey City, and feeble ones in New York
and Brooklyn. Robertson came among these struggling disciples of the new faith as an apostle from
the fountain-head, and was received as such. Then
he began to work oft' his sugar stock on the brethren,
helped along by Editor Roberts, who printed such
editorial mixtures of piety and greed as this :
'' It is not unlawful to combine with the world in efforts to
obtain or produce the means of convenient life, whether in
the shape of articles of use and comfort, or the money repre.
senting those articles, but it is unlawful to combine with the
world in the purposes for which the world employs those
articles when produced or obtained.
" When a godly man owns shop property and lets it to ungodly tenants, there is a combination of which he gets the
benefit, but it is not an unlawful combination, though the
tenants may get the money to pay the rent by robbing their
customers. The robbing is not in the contract. • • • So
a man in a situation under a company, managing a business
for them at a salary, and perhaps receiving, in addition to
his salary, a commission on the businetJs transacted for the
yPar, is morally a constituent of the company. His salary
and his commission are his 'share.'
"These remarks are suggested by the objections raised in
some quarters against the participation by some brethren in
the Electric Sugar Company. The objection, where it is a
sincere one, is based upon misconception. The Electric
Sugar Company is not a 'bubble' company; it is not a speculation in the sense of being a chance affair. It is a solid,
honest, legitimate, trading. enterprise, which has taken some
skill to develop, and in which a brother may take more t.han
usual liberty because of the guarantees that exist that all
things connected with it will be done according to honor and
godliness. Lies hav been told about it, and these receiving
credence where the truth of the matter was not known, hav
created a prejudice. The prejudice is without ra_tional foun.
dation.
"A statement of the most elementary principles of the case
is all that is necessary to demonstrate its legitimacy. It is
lawful to refine sugar by a new method if you can obtain
command of it. It is lawful to make as large a profit by the
operation of the new method as the price of sugar may allow.
It is lawful to raise money to develop the process by offering
others a participation in the benefit at any price it may seem
to them to be worth. It is lawful to hold a share under a
coutr"'ct which limits· your respQnsiQility to yoyr OWP. !ll!.Me
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and its financial object. You exchangevalues by providing creatures injured are insignificant worms unworthy
from superstition's grasp. It was Luther who is said
a stipulated convenience now for a definit measure of the reof re,sard!
to hav said that there was no good reason why the
sults afterward. Your liberty is merely a questio~ of confiBut the indirect way in which Christianity pro- devil should hav all the good tunes, and straightway
dence in the facts."

The brethren in England were fiercely eager to obtain shares in the company, and stock sold as high as
£80 or £100 a share. To-day, after the thing is exposed, and it is shown that the only refining the
machine could. do was to crush sugar already refined
into smaller particles, made peculiarly white by a
chemical preparation, the Christadelphian speculators
are paying $5 for the stock, and looking for a miracle
to make it valuable. Their faith in their religious
leaders is touching indeed, but under the circumstances somewhat misplaced.
A few years ago some editors of a Methodist organ
were taken in on the ground floor of a bogus mining
company, and in return for the favor used their influence to boom the stock. The mine did not pan
out, the papers. exposed the officers, ar'd the connection of the pious boomers with the sv, 'ndle was established; There was much squirming~: 1d denial in
the office of the organ, but the fact came out that religious confidence had been abused for the profit of
those high up in Methodist councils. The experience of the Christadelphians is that of their American Methodist brethren over again. Both swindles
form instructiv lessons for the faithful, and though
expensiv the pious who hav been bit will hav the
satisfaction of knowing that they will remember
them, and that the scripture is fulfilled which says
that thorns and snares sha~l be in the way of the froward. If the Christadelphia.ns were not so ·determined to remain unworldly they might hav had the
knowledge which would hav kept them out of this
speculation.

Christianity and Morality.

motes immorality is most potent of all. Morality,
like every human good, depen<ls upon knowledge.
What does not depend upon knowledge! Knowledge is the fruitful and inexhaustible mother of all
good. And knowledge has been crushed, even every
avenue of research or method of thinking that could
lead to it has been systematically blocked and forbidden, by Christianity since its first appearance on
the earth. Morality depends upon conditions~ of
every kind-physical, economical, political, social.
Wendell Phillips said that crimes were in exact
proportion to the rise and fall in the price of bread
When in France prior to the Revolution the nobles
and clergy exacted seven-eighths of the toiler's
whole products and made it nearly impossible for
him to support life, morality declined, desperate
peasants assembled in whole armies of vagrants and
brigands and lived in the forests in open outlawry,
faith between man and man dwindled, and human
society began to sink and disappear in savagery.
People who can obtain prosperity and satisfaction of
their desires by moderate and equitably requited exertions do not become crimi'nals. It is those embittered
by disappointments or want, or injustice seen around
them, who become so. There are a thousand conditions
under a concurrence of which alone can morality and
consequently happiness be produced. Social science
is just lleginning to realize this and in its infancy to
grope feebly about for them. This science, this
knowledge, Christianity has made it her special object
to obstruct, trample, extirpate for fifteen hundred
years.

:Music for Liberals.

his church borrowed the music of the reveler to entice people into the fold. A German drinking song
furnished the church with one of its noblest airs" Old Hundred "-and th~ devil was defrauded right
and left to build up godliness, in which the priests
found much profit. Since then superstition has monopolized two-thirds of the· music of the world, and
the most cheering and civilizing harmonies hav been
wrapped a-round cannibalistic and brimstone teachings. There is better reason for rescuing them from
the sens~less twaddle of theology than from the roystaring devotees of Bacchus. Music C!\n be made to
help Liberalism, by adding attractions to our meetings, and in the home it is most useful to aid in
teaching children, whose tenacious memories oftentimes cling closer to the words and meanings of the
hymns they sing than to the instructions of the
parents. If the youngsters sing at all, and most of
them do, it is of the greatest importance that they
hav sensible words as well as good tunes. The Cosmian Hymn Book supplies both.
Mr. Washburn merits much praise for the good
judgment displayed in the selections for the book,
and he should be encouraged by a large demand for
the hymnal. The price is $1.50.

Editorial Notes.
THE effort in Minneapolis to form an evangelical alliance
to fight the Roman Catholic church failed through disagreement of. the orthodox churches. Each sect prefers to go its
own way and grab for itself, even though Rome should ultimately get everything. The press of the city seems to fear
the Roman church, too, and the chances are good that the
pope'.s Germ~ns, Swedes, and Norwegians will run the
state of Minnesota for some time yet.

At last the Liberals of the country are furnished
Christians say that their religion promotes moralMAYoR GRANT, of this city, starts in well, though his
ity. Freethinkers know that it is more subversiv of with a book of songs, hymns, and music which any church cares little what the people do on Sunday after atmorality than any other institution. There are two musician can use. Heretofore such attempts hav tending mass and contributing their cash to the priest. In
ways of showing this to the Christian. One way is been somewhat futil for the reason that music did his first message to the board of aldermen he says: ''The
through observed facts ; the other is through theory. not accompany the words of the songs, and those parks of the city hav been established for the use and enjoyment of the whole people. Everything that they contain
As to the first way, the facts. At what times in who essayed to sing them must choose their own should therefore be freely accessible to the citizens. The
the history of the Caucasian race did the highest tunes, or rely upon memory or some other work for closing of the Museums of Art and Natural History on Sunmorality prevail? At the time of the pagan civiliza- the fitting notes. The Cosmian Hymn Book, com- days is a practical exclusion of the industrial masses from all
tions before Christianity arose, and at present as it piled by L. K. Washburn, remedies this defect. The opportunity to visit them. I hope that some means will
declines. When did the lowest morality prevail T book is not, o{ course, the final work of the k_ind, soon be devised by which these museums will be made ac·
During the medieval centuries when Christianity was but it is an ambitious and exceedingly excellent be- cessible to the public on Sundays."
most strongly believed. Which nations are now the ginning. It will meet the crying public want for
THE secretary of the Young Men's Christian Association
most moral? Those in which Christianity is least which it has been prepared, and the beauty and good of Newburgh, N.Y., is a real good believer. When the
belie-v;ed. Which the least moral ! Those in which taste of the selections will preserve it a place on the North American Review containing the controversy between
it is the most believed. Which of the nationalities in music tables of Liberals when other works shall be Colonel Ingersoll and Cardinal Manning reached him he
promptly tore out Colonel Ingersoll's articles, and placed '
this country are the least moral? Those by which it issued as the demand increases.
those in which the churchman's articles were printed on file
Mr. Washburn states in his preface that care has for preservation. A member of the society, noticing his
is most believed.
Having seen by the testimony of facts that Chris- been exercised to hav the book of the higl ::a't moral zeal, remarked to him that a religion which could not stand
tianity promotes immorality,_ we may apply to sentiment, united with the choicest music. Of the up before an argument was scarcely worth lugging around
theory, to general reasonings, and consider how it music we cannot pretend to judge; but tl· a senti- the country, and the secretary ordered the heretic out of the
building, sent him his membership fee by mail, requested
does, why it does. It does so in two ways, directly ment of the songs is surely moral, educativ, inspiring. the return of his ticket, and told him that if he ever came
The book is not at all sectarian, it is not even relig- inside the building again he should be arrested. In this
and indirectly.
One direct way is through the examples of egotis- ious, except as truth and beauty and melody are re- kind way the secretary doubtless hopes to win souls to
tic and bloodthirsty scoundrels presented in the Old ligious. If .the word God is in the book anywhere Christ.
it escaped our somewhat careful reading of the hymns.
Testament a·s men after God's own heart.
IN sending out its New Year's regards-which THE TRUTH
Another direct way is by the substitution of a The. Qosmian contains two hundred and fifty-eight SEEKER is happy to receive and more than willing to return
false criterion of standing in respectable society. hymns and songs, and all but a dozen or two, which -San Francisco Freetlwught converts the benediction of the
For the criterion of morality Christianity substi- are sung to familiar tunes with which all are ac- heavenly host into this : " Peace on earth to men of good
tutes that of church membership and orthodoxy of quainted, hav the music with them. Hymns of Nat- will." From a human point of view this paraphrase is an
ure form the first section of the book, with twenty- improvement. Men of bad will-mean fellows, the liars, the
belief.
pharisees, the bigots, the defamers, the hypocrite, those
Another direct way is by quieting the troubled five songs ; Hymns of Humanity, the second section, trying to injure their brethren-don't deserve much peace,
conscience that might hav led to reform, by absolu- with thirty-eight distinctiv pieces ; Hymns of Free- and, if we ever prayed, we should pt·ay that they didn't get
tion from supernatural tribunals, at the easy price dom, the third, with seventeen patriotic airs. Mis-. any. We congratulate our witty brother upon his amendof belief. When a Freethinker has done a wrong cellaneous songs with music reach from the eightieth ment of inspiration. California, by the way, is coming along
to the front in Liberalism. In San Francisco this month,
thing, he knows that there is no way of wiping out hymn to the Doxologies, the first of which is the one and
in Oakland across the bay, meetings are being held every
the score. He has done it, and it cannot be undone. hundred and eighty-seventh and the last the hundred Sunday, and the outcome of the 'Frisco gathering will be the
The injury has embittered some being, and that be- and ninety-first. Liberal Hymns occupy seven pages, formation of a state organization. Over five hundred Caliing. will injure some other, and that one some other. and Children's Hymns about forty pages. Hymns fornians hav signed a call for that purpose, and on Sunday,
An endless chain of cause and effect, of wrong and for funerals appropriately close the collection, which the 27th, the largest auxiliary of the American Secular Union
in the country will hold its first meeting. 'fhe object is to
suffering, has been started. It has been started, and is thoroughly indexed by subjects and tunes.
"help secure throughout the country practical compliance
A great many of the hymns and songs are taken with the Demands of Liberalism." California is generous,
, it must go on and add to the great sum of misery in
the world~must put pains in the· hearts of good from the Spiritual Harp, Mrs. Burnz's Liberal Hymn and having forced its own churches to pay taxes proposes to
men and loving women, and cannot be stopped. And Book ; others are used by permission of the writers; aid its sister states. This activity, we imagin, is due to Freethere is not another world in which all this shall be selections are made from the best music of all coun- tlwught, which shares the prosperity it has helped create, and
comes out enlarged to sixteen pages, printed very neatly, and
made right. He can never hold quite the same opin- tries, and a large number are original both in words edited with ability, discrimination, poetic fervor, and humor.
B.
Brown's
name
appears
freand
music.
Jennie
ion of himself as before-can never be quite as
George Macdonald is the presiding office genius, and since
happy. This tends to reform. But what devil could quently as a contributor, as do Susan H. Wixon's, making bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh one of the late
invent a more ingenious device for producing crim- Mary Baird Finch's, Mrs. Burnz's, and others. Caleb Theron Leland's fairest daughters, he scintillates with added
inals than that of the church by which there is pro- S. Weeks figures as an adapter, and some of Whit- brightness. Mr. Putnam bubbles all over with poesy, but
has a hard, logical side nevertheless, as the ministers he has
vided for the very first risings of the conscience in tier's and Longfellow's choicest songs hav had music met on his ten months' lecturing tour, in which he reached
fitted
to
their
rhythmic
preachment.
The
old
tunes
such a case the assuagement of a turning to God and
as far as New York, can testify. Their paper is a credit
a welcome reception and pardon in the breast of that are given reasonable words, and the new words in- to themselvs and the cause, and they deserve all the good
great being who is indeed · the author and source of spiring music. It is, in short, a hymn book for fortune that has befallen them since the big-heatted Cali~1 right ~nd justicE) a!!<l love an<I b.esiqe whom the Freethought, a rescuing of one of civilizatiou's aids fornia Liberals took them into.the family.
1
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ST. CHARLEs, MINN., Dec. 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : As regards the hen problem in THE TRUTH
BEEKER of December 1st, I will say, if a hen and a half lays
one and a half eggs in one day and a half, will it or will it
not make forty-two eggs for six hens in seven days? If not,
I giv it up.
Yours truly,
WM. TnoMAs.
ALMA, ILL., Dec. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Answer to the Tribune puzzle. If a hen
and a half lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, a hen
and a half will lay one egg a day, which is seven eggs in
seven days, and six hens will lay four times ·as many, which
is twenty-eight.
AARON SHREFFLER.

•

BELLows FALLs, VT., Dec. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 15th 1
see three answers to the hen-and-egg problem. All I think
wrong. I would say to the " Constant Reader" in THE
TRUTH BEEKER of December 1st that if a hen and a half lay
one egg and a half in a day and a half, then one hen would
lay one egg in three half days, or two eggs in three days;
then six hens would lay in seven days six x seven = fortytwo eggs; and two-thirds of forty-two
twenty-eight ;
therefqre the six hens would lay in seven days twenty-eight
eggs.
N. MoNROE.
CANON CITY, CoL., Dec. 23, 288.
MR. EDITOR: The egg problem does not seem to be settled
to the satisfaCtion of the truth seekers. It is certainly important tl).at it be decided before setting time comes again. Had
each one given his or her solution the readers would be better able to judge of their correctness. Analysis : Since a
ben and a half lays an egg and a half in a day and a half,
and since one hen will do two-thirds the work of a hen and
a half, one hen will lay one egg in a day and a half, and twothirds as much in one day as in a day and a half, or twothirds of one egg in one day. Then again, if one hen lay
two-thirds of an egg in a day, six hens will lay four eggs in
a day, and in seven days seven times four, or twenty-eight
eggs.
If, as our friend Miss Gibson says, the hen were to lay one
egg a day, she would lay the egg and a half alone in a day
and a half. The Tribune's mathematician must hav been
out. "Constant Reader" is evidently correct. ·
ORELLA Loor.:E.
RED BANK, N.J., Dec. 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am obliged to my friends for trying to
help me out of my egg puzzle difficulty; but I am about as
well off now as I was before they tried. I think Friend
B. F. Hazeltine is right; and I should thank him if he would
explain how he arrives at his conclusion-27.9996 eggs.
The majority of the answers first given to the puzzle in the
Tribune were twenty-eight and forty-two, and the paper
says that these are incorrect. Both the answers fourteen
and forty-two, however, are easily seen to be incorrect; but
the answer twenty-eight seems correct. If a hen and a half
lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, four times that number of hens, or six hens, will lay four times that number of
eggs in a day and a half, or six eggs in the same time, a day
· and a half; and if six hens lay six eggs in a day and a half,
six hens will lay in seven days, or four and two-thirds times
a day and a half, twenty-eight eggs. The same result will
be arrived at by working the example by compound proportion.
Now, although I think the answer 27.9996 is the correct
one, I cannot see the fallacy in the answer twenty-eight;
therefore I appeal again to my brother truth seekers for aid.
Who will aid me in extricating myself from this difficulty?
Fraternally,
CoNSTANT READER.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Jan. 10, 18'89.
MR. EDITOR: I am going into the egg business right away.
C. L. James says that "one hen lays one egg a day."
Then by his "familiar rule," one twenty-fourth of a hen will
lay one twenty-fourth of an egg in one twenty-fourth of a
day, or an hour. As each twenty-fourth of 'the hen will lay
one twenty-fourth of an egg in an hour, the whole twentyfour twenty-fourths of a hen, or the whole hen, will lay
twenty-four twenty-fourths of an egg, or a whole egg, in an
hour. The next hour another egg will be laid, and so on,
making twenty-four eggs in a· day from the whole hen. As
soon as I can get from Wisconsin a good stock of hens familh:lr with this rule, laying twenty-four eggs apiece in a day, I
shall make my everlasting fortune.
But I hope these hens will not form any trusts or combinations; for, starting as before with "one hen lays one egg a
day," if it takes 365 hens .a year to lay 365 eggs, I am afraid
it would not pay for their feed.
HENRY M. PARKHURST.
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., Jan. 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am a reader of your valuable paper. My
son, just seventeen, is a subscriber for THE TRUTH BEEKER.
It is well perused in my family, consisting of husband, children, an aged father, and myself. How well Mr. Heston
caricatures the passages of that great equivocating book!
Some of my friends think I am a terrible woman and mother
to allow it in the house. Indeed, some of them hav ceased
to call, and are friends no more, because of my terrible
belief, as they call it. But I shall continue on, and hope they
may finally become clear-sighted and see the incredibility of
that fabled book. Last Sunday I attended the Criterion to
hear Mr. Pentecost's address. He handled his subject well,
showing his great thought on the subject, as he always does
on all topics. I consider him a second Ingersoll. They are
both great and good men, who hav done and are doing great
work in freeing mankind from the terrible bondage of ChrisW~~ t;rranny. As~ left the place l overheard two gentlemen

discussing the speaker. One said he cannot come up to
Talmage. I could not refrain from saying, Giv UB\l,more
Pentecosts and fewer ']Jllmages. As I had not heard the
great divine in several years, I concluded to go and hear him
in the evening. Of course the Temple is grand and spacious,
and wealth flowed in tlntil it was full, but there lacked the
true and just man, for man's earthly welfare while we exist
on tlris beautiful earth. It was all for God and our future
happiness in the sweet by and by. He also said an abbreviated life wall to be much desired, and longevity was only
desired by Agnostics. They were extra careful on stormy
days to go protected, so that their days might be lengthened.
Judging by his looks, he is good to himself, and no doubt
does not forget his umbrella and galoshes when be ventures
out in the storm. No doubt he wishes to be a Methuselah
as much as anyone.
Please send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERs' ALMANAC FOR 1889. Hoping the year 1889 will
bring you many subscribers,
MRs. M. L. PoLLARD.

being an Infidel than George Eliot's, 'That one so believing
cares for this world and its affairs so much that he lets the
other world take care of itself.' One reason why I am an
Infidel is that the church has opposed all legislation for g<:>od
until it saw that opposition would make it unpopular. The
Christian church reminds me of the clown in the circus.
Some athlete performs some act which calls for applause, then
the clown steps forward and imitates it, and kissing his hand·
to the audience awaits the acknowledgment of the lookerson, which rightfully is not his. And so the church, after
any great reform, steps in and claims all the credit. Christianity claims to hav abolished slavery. My first recollection
of that is that my parents were turned out of the Methodist
church at Painesville, 0., for being Abolitionists. They tell
about the sublime and heroic death of JeRus. It seems to. me
anything but sublime. He died in a more cowardly manner
than the thief by his side, and if he were God I do not see how
his death called for any more courage on his part than the
snapping of my finger on mine. His expression at the ninth
hour, 'My God, my God; why hast thou forsaken me?' expresses more cowardice than courage, and shows that he
feared death. There hav been many deaths, and among
Freethinkers, more noble than that of Jesus. We· do not
know but he could control pain, and that he really suffered
notlifug. Christians are too willing to quote what they consider the bad words of Infidels, while they never cite their
good deeds. On the other hand, they quote the good sayings of Christians, but keep silent about their bad deeds."
F. t;. MERRILL, Secretary.

MoAB, UTAH, Dec. 13, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Being a reader and an admirer af THE TRUTH
SEEKER, for its grand and brave sentiments, its ceaseless
warfare against dogmas and error, and also for the volumes
in its illustrations, and being so greatly impressed with the
one in the issue of December 8th, "When Reason Rules," I
thought I would suggest the idea of having it chromoed. I
would venture to s~y that three-fourths of your subscribers
would be only too glad to procure not merely one but many
others, and I for one will take one dozen to start with. I
see no reason why that would not be one of the best means
MoNTPELIER, INn., Dec. 11, 1888.
of putting those grand thoughts before the public mind.
MR. EDITOR : I would like to say a few words in behalf of
Hoping you will giv the n::.atter a careful consideration, IreFatlrer Hacker-though he is able to fight his own battle.
main,
Respectfully yours,
0. H. MAsoN.
Mr. Gunther expresses himself that J. Hacker is full of
things not worth knowing; and J. H. Wood treats the ideas
BAMOTH, ILL., Jan. 1, 1889.
of Mr. Hacker more severely than justly, denying his position
MR. EDITOR: With my best wishes for you and our cause,
and saying "it is not land robbery, but taxation." If by
I hav the honor to send you herein the necessary amount for
tax he ineans sums assessed by government, he is badly mismy renewal as subscriber to "my Bible," THE TRUTH BEEKER,
taken. Poverty is not taxes, but money or property.
also for a new one, and for one copy of the TRUTH BEEKER
I feel like giving some of my experience, 'Which is similar
ANNUAL.
to that of many others. I chose farming for my business,
I hav had the pleasure of one year's advantages of the and wished to till my own soil; bought a farm, for which I
lights and truths of your paper, but it has cost me the loss paid part in 1863. It was wet and badly out of repair.
of my position as notary public. As soon as this priest-ridden Fences were to be made, clearing, ditching, building to be
community found out that your paper was taken and circu- done, orchard to plant, and interest to pay. The interest
lated by me-Down with the French Infidel! In fact, how must be paid if the family went without clothes ; crops might
could I make a good Christian take an oath in which he- fail, sickness come, or diseases destroy animals, but the interthe Christian-did not believe himself ? Well, they can re- est never failed to become due. In the mean time the greenfuse me their custom, but they cannot stop my TRUTH back was partly retired, silver was demonetized, the ResumpSEEKER.
tion act was passed ; bankruptcy followed, as my readers
We hav but one true Liberal, but a good one is he-A. B. well recollect. I hav thus far come through the war paying
Agnew, M.D. We hav many insignificant Christians who are interest at a rate seldom less than ten per cent per annum,
unbelievers in their faith but too cowardly to say so.
but the slain or bankrupts are lying all around me, and I ha v ,
Samoth is built up with about twenty dwellings; we hav neighbors that must fall under the weight of usurious interone "pen" called sometimes church, school-house, political est. The system pursued by the cunning, plundering clas,,
den, fair for .Christ-agents, and, in fact, it is used for any aided by venal officers, could not well be more surely ca'c•Ipurpose except for a Joss-house. These twenty families are lated to make millionaires and paupers than the American
divided in equal numbers into Methodists, Presbyterians, finance of the last twenty-five yeara. The wealthy gobble all
Baptists, Christians, and two Infidels.
labor makes. The farmers build the cities, railroads, deNotwithstanding the opposition I hav to meet, I will try velop the mines, and produce all. And the laborers are pauto circulate enough of our Freethought papers, etc., to ob- pers just as soon as they stop work. The .farmer gets sick,
tain some more subscribers for your valuable paper.
his work stops, expenses increase, money must be borrowed,
Fraternally yours,
D. L. n'ELYBEE.
interest must be paid, the farm is under mortgage, and soon
the money-loaner forecloses the mortgage and takes the farm
LINES AND RHYMES EULO(IISTIO FOR THE TRUTH SEEKER.
at perhaps less than half its cash value, and rubs his hands
The grand TRUTH BEEKER livs to battle for the right.
and calls it a lucky turn in business. Father Hacker knows
Important messages it givs, well shown in black and white.
all this, and that probably not less than half the farms in
Ten thousand homes it doth make glad in freedom's work the United States are to-day under mortgage. I honor Jereand way;
miah Hacker for helping to start rolling a very little ball that
No honest reader is made sad in what it hath to say.
is now getting large, and will soon be large enough to bury
Against priestcraft, that ancient thief, yet humbug of our beyond resurrection these money lords, railroad magnates,
time,
and land robbers-not the men, but their nefarious business.
It strikes hard blows of unbelief, nor is it any ~rime.
WILLIAM ALLEN.
Liv and let liv, frank and fair, it givs each man his chance
To speak his mind as free as air, as time and sense advance.
LEmGH, IA., Jan. 2, 1889.
Old-fogyism it discard~, and superstitious lore,
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 29ch,
Of wild fanatics still at large, in churches by the score.
Richard Conway wants to know what action was taken by
THE TRUTH SEEKER is now indeed a light to all mankind ;
the Knights of Labor in A. C. Everett's trouble with that
It fills a want that millions need, they nowhere else can find. "noble order." Then comes the letter of Mr. Everett himLong may it liv to speak the truth, as it is wont to do;
self in answer. I hav read Mr. Everett's ·Jetter very careEnlight'ning aged men and youth in science grand and true. fully, and I believe that he is telling nothing but the truth.
Let Comstocks rage and gnash their teeth-lie, decoy, and I was a member of the Knights of Labor for nearly eight
boast;
years, so I am pretty well posted as to their methods and
Their work is like the barren heath on rocky, sandy coast.
workings. At the time of the trouble I was recording secThey may succeed by crafty lies to block the golden wheels
retary of Local Assembly 1,613, Knights of Labor, and as
Of progress, yet'll do no more than hold it by the heels
the Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER wanted so!De one to fincl
But for a day or two, and then the ponderous truthful car
out the facts in his-Everett's-case, I wrote to the secretary
Will crush all silly Comstock men, who seek the truth to
of the Wabash assembly in regard to the matter. Inmar.
closed you will find his answer :
Alas for them I the time is near when they will hav to '' git ;"
WABASH, INn., June 20, 1886.
No more against good men appear from out their slimy pit.
WM. PARRISH, Dea;r Sir and Brother: In regard to Mr.
THE TRUTH BEEKER will wind them up with all their wicked Everett, he is a natural crank and an avowed Infidel. At.
plans;
the time we organized our assembly, Everett came in as a.
They're worthless as a yelping pup, or rattling of tin pans.
charter member.
At the first meeting we held some one laid a large Bible:
Long may the dear TRUTH SEEKER liv to bless mankind full
on the· center-table. Everett got up and said "he would'.
well,
And lessons grand of truth to giv! In all good deeds excel ! hav that book out of the hall; that it was a book he hated,.
and if it wasn't taken out he would leave and never come·
E. D. BLAKEMAN
in again as long as that book was on the table."
(D. M. Bennett's old playmate, Echoolmate, messmate, etc.).
By a unanimous vote of the assembly it was ·decided to
hav the Bible in the center. That made Everett mad.
He was publishing an Infidel paper at the time, and he
CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 31, 1888.
wrote up three of our officers in his foul and slanderous
MR. EDITOR : At the meeting of our society yesterday in language, and published things he was bound by his obliga.
Memorial Hall, the speaker for the afternoon was Mr. G. F. tion to keep secret. There were charges preferred for that
Moore, a member of the Union. His style is somewhat out reason, and he was expelled by the court. We never boyof the usual order of speakers, but attractivly so, and he cotted his paper. He never had any patronage. He has
held the close attention of the audience to the end. He been driven out of every town he has ever been in. He
curses God and all who love l!im.
.
made a number of points which are new to me at least. His
Question 1. Everett damned the Bible and God in the
subject was, "Why I am an Infidel," and the following is a assembly room, and printed a slanderous article. iJ! his paJ?er
synopsis of the lecture : "No better reason can be given for which caused us a great deal of trouble.
·- ·· '
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2. There were charges preferred by the officers who were
abused.
3. He asked for a withdrawal card, but there being
charges against him it was not granted.
, 4. His dues were paid until Nov. 1, 1885.
5. There was no boycott placed on his paper.
6. The judge of court said " he was notified, but did not
appear." ·
7. I hav no reason to think he never received a copy of
.
the charges.
I am sure that Mr. Everett had no injustice done him. He
is not a fit man to be a Knight.
I received a letter from T. V. Powderly concerning this matter, and showed it to Everett .. He published that in the article previously mentioned.
Should Mr. Everett fight aggregated capital in place of
God he could accomplish a great deal more.
Hoping I ha v· given information wanted, I remain,
L. W. BowERs, R. S.
. Fraternally yours,
L.A. 4,204o.
Some may ask why I kept silent so long. Well, I will tell
you. I knew that we had (f{Uite a number of more influential
and more capable Infidel members in the order than I. So I
. waited. Oh, thinks I, there's Mrs. Severance, a delegate to
the general assembly. Surely she will look this matter up.
You would think her heart would break because those
Anarchists were hanged. But no one did anything but you.
You hav told what the outcome would be from time to time
as you thought occasion required. Now, Mr. Editor, I
would like to whisper a word in Brother Everett's ear: I
want to tell him that I am in about the same "'fix" that
he is in-that some Knights would like to kill me. . That I
hav been assaulted twice, knocked down, and nearly killed
by kind brothers because I told the truth. But I did not go
after any will-o'-the-wisp executiv board. Not much. I
know how it is myself, because I was at one time judge, and
charges being brought against a party, the person bringing the
charges said: "Be Jasus, this man must be expelled." But
he was not, though. But that assembly was too hot for me
afterward.
Now, Mr. Everett, quit your booing. Let every tub stand
on its own bottom. The Knights of Labor has the· rope
around its neck, and if you and others will leave it alone it
will hang itself. Instead of fooling away your time fighting
WM. PARRISH.
them, spend it fighting for yourself.

I will refer to tl:le five historical plagues. What did religion do then? Nothing, absolutely nothing. What has it or
its followers ever done for civilization? Absolutely nothing.
I think all Christians will admit that sanitary knowledge is
not due to religion. Now take the great plague of London.
For months death and devastation went on, and in the lontt,
still hours of the night the only cry that was heard was,
"Bring out your dead." Religion was at its hight; prayers
could not stop the destruction. Science stepped in and removed the cause, which stopp!!d the effect; and so it has
ever been-religion doing nothing, science everything. Because religion is one of the things found with civilization is
no sign that it created civilization. In this era when civilization has reached the greatest hight ever known, all round
is found the Salvation Army, yet I do not think anyone
could be found, outside of an asylum for the insane, who
would claim that the Salvation Army is the cause of this intellectual grandeur. People would not listen to the seTmons
that were preached fifty years ago. The men and women
of to-day want to learn how to liv, not how to die. Religion is a negativ force, and has little practical effect. Modern
civilization has killed the devil and shut up hell, and thus
done so much to civilize religion. Religion is not a practical
force in every-day life. The rough element ignores it, so it
does nothing for them. The intelligent classes do their own
thinking instead of hiring some one to do it for them and
then finding fault with the result. · Society in general go
to church for Mrs. Grundy's sake, but do not regulate their
lives by its precepts. Enthusiasm has been the cause of the
great reforms and movements, not religion, and when. it has
run counter to religion, religion has found it impossible to
check it. Wars are opposed to the teachings of the meek
and lowly Jesus, yet they go on; and in the Christian countries you see the engine of destruction manned by those
whose purpose it is to kill their co-religionists. Christianity makes the Bible a master. A book to be useful must
be one's servant. Twa-thirds of the race hav never heard of
the Bible. Of the third that has, one-third of that third do
not believe. it, another third is doubtful, the remaining third
indorse it but do not liv up to it. Now, where is your Bible?
There are two books in the Bible. If the second was necessary the first was imperfect, and therefore not inspired.
Here are two passages which are contradictory. The first
book says, "An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth." The
second says, if we are struck on one cheek to turn the
other for the same polite treatment. Both cannot be true,
therefore both cannot be inspired. The Bible by alleged inspiration has held the w.orld in awe and made its believers
slaves; been a weight hung to the neck of knowledge, and
a fetter to the feet of civilization. I understand there is to
be a debate after this lecture. I am through. "Now is the
accepted time; now is the day of salvation." ··come on.
No one responded to the invitation to defend the shattered
dogmas. Mr. Lees made a few comments on certain parts
of the lecture relativ to a belief in a future life being detrimental to civilization. Mr. Watts returned that a belief in
that was not necessarily an obstacle, but that the theological
phase upheld by Christianity and taught by the Bible was.
F. S.M.

CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: At our meeting yesterday th6 members of
the Secular Union, and others who were so fortunate as to be
present, had the pleasure of listening to the editor of Secular
Thought, Mr. C.has. Watts, that indefatigable worker and
inspiring speaker of the Secular cause. His energetic and
enthusiastic spirit seemed to diffuse itself through the audience, and one listener near me remarked, "I begin to feel
ashamed.of myself for not doing more for the Secular cause,"
at the same time handing me a $10 gold-piece. I hav heard
Mr. Watts twice before, but it seems to me that in this lecture, "Religion and Science: Their Relation to Civilization,"
he even outdid himself. I hav never listened to a lecture
that contained more telling points against the Christian
mythology and its errors. They were irrefutable. A pair of
parsons sat in the back part of the audience, and it was
expected that they would challenge some of the statements
of the speaker, but they must hav felt their inability to cope
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 22, 1888.
with such a power, for they never murmured, and sat as
MR. EDITOR: It may be considered a little too subsequent
meek as a weeping willow. The following is a brief synopsis to reply to the communication of my fellow-Brooklynite,
of this excellent lecture :
J. A. Tuttle, whose letter appeared in your issue of October
I hold that religion has played no important part in the 13th, but I hav the same excuse for not replying sooner that
march of civilization, and has no necessary connection there- the newly converted "tough" had for his belated assault
with. In the past, when religion ruled and controled every- upon the Jew, whom he accused of having crucified the
thing and all, civilization was naught-progress stood fettered former's savior, and who, upon being reminded by the judge
and still. In those countries where skepticism is most prev- before whom he appeared to answer for the assault that the
alent the wave of civilization has swept the highest, while crucifixion took place eighteen hundred years ago, replied,
those which bow to creed and dogma and are obedient to "Well, I only heard of it last night." So I hav just finished
religious thought lag in the rear. In the long and dreary the perusal of Mr. Tuttle's epistle to the free traders, and
road from barbarism to civilization there hav been obstacles. reply as soon as possible thereafter. It may be considered
The distorted ideas and nightmares of theology hav been one, that the topic smacks of ancient history, because the election
and one of the greatest. A dominant and powerful and rich is over, but inasmuch as any future contest between the two
church has been another. Kingcraft and priestcraft hav ever great parties must necessarily be fought out on the same
had a tendency toward barbarism. A concentration of wealth lines as the last one, the topic would seem to be one which
has been yet another impediment. I believe there is enough should be ventilated to the greatest possible extent, in order
for all. This cannot be accomplished by force, but by rea- that those misguided voters, who at the last election threw
son, argument, and love. Among other obstacles there hav their ballots directly in the opposit direction from the one in
. been intellectual laziness, and an other-worldism which pays which their true interest lies, may be educated up to the
too much regard to the future and not enough to the present. point of wisdom, which shall prevent them from thinking
Certainly, if you devote a considerable portion of your time that their prosperity can by any possible chance be enhanced
to preparation for another world, you must giv so much less by a system of taxation which robs the many for the benefit
to this. The greatest aid we can giv to civilization is to of the few. I am too modest to make any such demand on
. remove these obstacles, which religion has not done, but has your spactl as a thorough analysis of all the points touched
even added to them. A great many of the modern theolo- upon in Mr. 'l'uttle's letter would require, and shall therefore
gians are trying to convince you that religion and science are only notice the most saliently idiotic of the gentleman's
in accord. It is not so. ·science has had no fiercer enemies alleged arguments. To begin: Does Mr. Tuttle fancy that
iQ. all the past than those who were pillars of the church and he has answered the arguments of free traders when he menpromoters of religion. When science was a babe they tried tions the interesting fact that he knew a man who was an
to strangle it; when a youth they tried to stifle and banish adept in factory work, who was unable in 1848-60 to find
it; but now it has become a man in spite of them, and satisfactory wages and employment ? Has there ever been a
threatens the very existence of religion. Religion has its time under any fiscal system when this same fact might not
origin in ignorance, or, to put it more mildly, lack of knowl- hav been true?
·
He mentions that his remembrance is that $150,000,000
edge, and in fear. Religion is founded on emotion; science
on reason and the experience of the past and present. Relig- were needed to pay the interest on the foreign capital which
ionists believe it to be true because they feel that it is true, was needed during that free trade epoch to furnish the proswhich is not a reliable. guide, which has been the case with perity attributed to the operation of a low tariff. Does the
the belief of the worshiper of every idol, with the devotee of gentleman suppose that the country pays less than that sum
every religion. The Christian, would hardly allow that this now in interest to foreign capitalists to produce the prosperproves the truth of such a belief. Religion is emotional and 'l.ty which protection receives the credit of bringing about?
depends on external things, while science requires demon- If so, he is in error, for a large proportion of the exports
stration, and depends on the internal ; that there is no end to which go from this country to foreign lands-and which
progress, and there is that within man which ever urges him render it possible for us to maintain the favorable balance of
forward and onward. It has a. necessary relation to civiliza- trade, which pleases so hugely those who believe that a
tion, while religion has not. Science is of the mind ; relig- country should receive less than it give in order to get richion of the heart. The former never sneers ~t f:lli.epticism. It a large proportion, I say, of the exports from this country
go in payment of interest, or ground rent, or to repay the
is thll i.p.tellectual nobody who does ~h!'~,
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advance of foreign capitalists. What has the sending of
a German or of an Englishman over here to mismanage
the Erie railroad got to do with the right or wrong of protection? If the German or the Englishman had not gone
yachting or fishing, but had administered the affairs of the
Erie railroad in an effectiv and efficient way, would free
trade therefore hav been proved to be right? It would seem
as if that must be the necessary conclusion, since the fact of
their mismanagement was considered as proving that protection is right.
The gentleman says that " the tariff of 1861 enabled our
manufacturing and railroad companies to extricate themselvs
from the difficulties into which free trade had lured or forced
them," because "it gave full and remunerativ employment
to existing factories and railroads, and created an additional
demand for factories and rail facilities, without the aid of
foreign capitalists." How does Mr. Tuttle know from whence
the capital came that built the factories he speaks of? But
let that pass. The tariff of 1861 added largely to the cost of
those commodities upon which it was levied, and we are
therefore surprised that enhanced cost should increase demand. It does not usually do any such thing as that. Dry
goods men and storekeepers generally do not raise their •
prices when they want to increase the demand for their
goods. Iriutgin for a moment the effect of an advertisment
stating that Brow;n, Jones & Tuttle, the popular dry goods
house, will place upon their bargain ·counters goods of a
certain sort at an advance of twenty-five per cent over
ordinary prices. How the people would rush to their store
to obtain, if not the goods, at least a glance at the lunatics
who wrote the advertisment !
But Mr. Tuttle would no doubt claim that this prosperity
was caused by the manufacture of things in this country
which had formerly been imported, in which case it is only
necessary to point to the fact; that the reduction in importation, which is made by the tariff, would be met by a corresponding reduction in the exportation of the things that
formerly went out to pay for that importation, which is now
stopped. Imports are paid for with exports, and any falling
off in the amount of the former will be counterbalanced by a
corresponding decrease in the latter. Mr. Tuttle may (and
probably does) not know this fact, but it is true all the same.
That the tariff of 1861 "·enabled our government to sustain
the burden of the war which ensued, does not prove that
some other system of taxation would not hav been preferable
to a tariff, any more than the fact that robbery keeps the
robbers in luxury would prove the beneficence of theft.
The gentleman says that the country was more prosperous
at the close than at the beginning of the war. Very well;
the war resulted in killing something like two millions of
men, directly •and indirectly, and in dissipating, in various
ways, some $5,000,000,000 Truly, if protection could cause
a people which had been subjected to such gigantic drafts
upon its material wealth to be more prosperous after than
before the drain, it is a thing that should receive the reverence and veneration of even the free traders. But there is a
little, but very important, hiatus in the proof which protectionists offer as establishing the fact that protection did anything but hamper the people in the time of their extremity.
For what is protection? It is merely the imposition of a tax
on imports, which makes them cost the consumer more, in
order to benefit the home producer of the competing commodities, by enabling him to get greater prices, in consequence of the fact that the prices of the goods which compete with his are enhanced by the tax, and which raised
prices those who use those goods are finally forced to p~y.
Now, how can prosperity be increased by increasing the
cost of living? How can opulence result to a people as the
effect of paying more for what they buy, to the manufacturers, thus increasing the maker's profit, when every dollar
that he gets above the price that would rule without restriction is at their directcostand expense? Suppose that con sum.
ers should save the amount by free trade that. they now waste
by protection, is it not evident that the country would be at
least as rich as now, inasmuch as the money would all be in
the country then as now, and as according to protection logic
it does not matter whose pocket the amount happens to be
iri, it may as well be held by those to whom it legally belongs?
Really I hav been carried beyond the limit I had set
myself, but these protectionists do need such a lot of instruction and correction, that the length of this communication
seems in a measure excusable. I shall notice but one other
point, however.
The gentleman shows his complete ignorance of the state
of affairs in England at the time of the advent of free trade,
when he says that "England was protectionist until she had
built up her manufacturing industries to such an extent that
her agricultural resources would no longer support them."
The opponents of free trade in breadstuffs were exactly
those who raised breadstuffs-that is to say, the farmers and
landlords who were enabled by the corn laws to get an
enhanced price for what they raised by reason of the increased
price of imports of grain. Again, manufacturing industries
were not prosperous, as how could they be when the cost of
living was doubled by the tax o'n necessaries? It was the
general depression of business and the consequently resulting
state of starvation which gave Richard Cobden and John
Bright their immense audiences arid which made the change
in the fiscal system which they advocated possible of accomplishment. All England was starving in 1846.
The gentleman says that " war and commerce are the same
in principle and effect." War is a conflict. Commerce Is a
bargain. In war only one party can gain. In commerce
both parties must find profit or commerce would cease. It
is only in the distempered brain of a protectionist that any
similarity can be supposed to exist between grim-visaged
war and peaceful commerce, for the first is never anything
but destructiv, and the last is never anything else but productlv.
E. 0. Rowo:m.
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g[llildren~s

9lorner.

I learn fast. We hav a good teacher; her
name is May Brauner. I study reading,
spelling, arithmetic, and geography. The
school-house was painted this year. It was
Edited by MIBB SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall also fixed up inside. Father bought "The
Bi'Der, Ma88., to tohom all aommunications for Story Hour" and Buffon's" Natural History"
for us children. I like to read the Children's
this Oorner Sh{)'Uld be Bent.
Corner, and to look at the pictures in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I will close, for this time.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
JUDGE MERRITT MINER.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren'a Hour."

Heart and Mind.

•

When love and kindness all adorn
The festiv board of joy,
And every smile anew is born
A sadness to destroy,
The heart will know no more distress,
And agony and gloom
Will fade away in tenderness,
To wakeless death and doom.
When deed and action form a part
Of every book and creed,
When swift shall come from every heart
A balm for every need,
Then mi·ad expands to nobler truths,
By rich affect-ion led;
The vilest thonght it takes and soothes,
And makes it good instead.
The laurels won on earth entwine
Life's duty to the right;
While evil jnstice doth consign
To dark abodes of night.
The spirit in sweet communion dwells
Throughout eternal SPace ;
The goodness of mankind impels
J nstice to all the race.
Rtcliland, Dak.
Lours N. CRILL, JB.

The Ag('d.
Childhood is beautiful with its bright and
eager hopes, its fond, trustful pursuit of happiness. Every motion of its activ limbs is
grace and beauty. Childhood is the rosy
flush of the morning of life. Middle age,
too, in royal stateliness, with aims fixed and
permanent, strong and athletic, counts and
calls for admiration and homage. There is
still another period in human life that challenges our love and veneration. It is when
man, rounding the time when health and
strength is at its highest, has entered the decline of his days. It is the greatest and
grandest, and should be the best, of all times
in life. The western windows are flooded
with purple and golflen light, and warm with
rosy sunset hueR. This light and warmth
sheds a halo over the pilgrim coming toward
the western hills.
The aged are the true millionaires, holding
the weal1h of experience, the wisdom
gathered throughout all the days of a lifetime. The eyes may dim, but they see
clearer and steadier than ever before. The
dimples may hav changed to wrinkles, but
they hav become the mirror reflecting the
truth or falsity of passing events. The tones
of the aged may be feeble, but no one can instruct so wisely or so. well. More can be
learned from their lips than from any other
source.
Notting is more cruel than to neglect or
burt the feelings of those who are passing
close to the land of shadows. Speak kindly,
pleasantly to all such, who, having borne the
heat and burden of the day, deserve the best
the world can giv. Let no hasty word, no
covert sneer, no slight, bring a tear to the
eyes that hav already shed their share of
tears.
Be gentle with the aged, patient to listen
to all they hav to say, earnest to catch and
treasure all their words of advice. Bring
theminto the younger life around them and
make them partakers of every joy and pleasure possible. Let them never feel that they
are slighted or overlooked in any way, but
seek their opinion, and trust them with responsibilities. Do not make them feel that
they hav outgrown their usefulness, or are
troublesome, or in anybo:ly's way.
The aged are the possible angels of earth.
We should so regard them, and ever treat
them with the love, honor, and respect we
would like bestowed upon us when we stand
where they do.
S. H. W.

Correspondence.

GRANTFORK, ILL., Jan. 4, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: This is my second letter, which I would like to see in print. We
had a jolly time during the Christmas week.
I wish some of the girls would correspond
with me. I would answer right away. I am
corresponding with a girl in Ontario, and it is
so nice to know how everything looks far
away. I am twelve years old, and next birthday I will be sixteen. Many people wonder
how it is; and. no doubt, you will, so I will
explain. My birthday was on February 29th,
which occurs every four years, or every leap
year. Of course I am every year older,
which is March 1st. But every leap year
comes my birthday. Now, if anyone can't
understand this, I would like for them to
write; and, otherwise, I would like to hav
them correspond witk me. My papa wants
me to learn to write, and write letters, too;
so he said I should correspond with some
girls who like to get nice letters. I must
close, with best wishes to you and all children. Your loving friend, EMMA KRAFT.
P.S.-Girls, don't forget to write ..

A.Hundred Years to Come.
THE PO!lM WBIOH MILLIONS HAV READ WITHOUT
KNOWING. THE AUTHOR'S NAME.
Who wrote the verses, "A Hundred Years
to Come?" They are old and familiar. They
hav gone the rounds of the papers of America
uncredited to anyone. They are included in
the Bryant collection, and there given as
anonymous. Very recently they appeared in
a St. John letter written to the country papers, evidently by one who knew the name of
the author, but still leaving that name undisclosed.
Hiram Ladd Spencer was the writer of the
letter, and when questioned by Progress he
stated that he was the author of the verses.
They were written by him when he was a boy
at school_, at Brandon, Vt.,. and were sent
without his knowledge to the Voice of Freedom, published in that town. From that obscure country paper, with a circulation of
five hundred copies, they hav spread over the
universe. Every once in a while they take a
fresh start and go the rounds again. Here
they are:

GRANTFORK, ILL., Jan. 4, 1889.
MY DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As this is my first
letter, I would very much like to see it in
print. I am going to school and study seven
studies. I am eleven years old. I study
spelling, history, arithmetic, reading, language, geography, and writing. I would
like to correspond with somebody that is
about as old as I am.
Mr. Dawes stayed with us three weeks.
He lectured three times in Pocahontas, three
times in Alhambra, and once in Highland.
He had a debate with a preacher, and Mr.
Dawes did the preacher up in a fine shape.
As I hav written all I intended to write I
will close my letter. Don't forget to write to
Your Liberal friend,
me, boys.
JoHN KRAFT.
P. S.-I nearly forgot to tell you that the
last time Mr. G. H. Dawes spoke at Pocahontas some good orthodox Christian threw a
stone through the window at Mr. Dawes. _
But it seems that God was with Mr. Dawes,
for the stone did not hit him.
J. K.
RIOHLAND, DAK., Jan. 5, 1889.
Mrss WrxoN: I desire to add my mite of
appreciation and praise for the able and
valiant service you are executing in behalf of
the younger generation.
The noble seeds of thought planted in the
sterling soil of youthful vigor will eventually
bud and bloom into a grander and higher
manhood and womanhood. Once show to a
child's mind the cruelties and deceit of orthodoxy, and you hav for evermore put over its
peaceful couch a barrier through which the
diseased skeleton of religious bigotry cannot
enter. It is pleasing to note that the Children's Corner also teaches us to throw in
superstition's grave the malice, brutality, and
ignorance of the present as well as the past.
I inclose the following lines for the Children's Corner, if they hav the necessary merit
required.
Wishing you years of heal! h and prosperity
to carry on the good work for the redemption
of the race, I remain, Yours in the onward
course,
Lome N. CRILL, JR.
[We thank our correspondent for his kind
appreciation of our work in the Corner, and
trust we may always merit the good will of
all our friends and readers.-ED. C. C.]
BALLSTON HPA, N.Y., Jan. 6, E.M .. 289.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: The following are the
names of the donors to .the amount of $5,
which I bav already forwarded to Mr. Casey:
Nicholas J. Kraft, Grantfork, Ill .......... $ 30
Lours Odell Perkins, Bay City, Mich.... 10
Fred A. Perkins,
"
"
10
G. E. Swan, Beaver Dam. Wis............
10
L. Garlick, Ballston Spa, N.Y............ 10
Wm. Thorpe, "
"
" ........ .... 10
J. C. Phelps, Pikeville, Ky.................. 10
James W. Dare, New York, N. Y ........ 10
S. W. Prescott, Cavalier, Dak............. 50
L. Garlick, Ballston Spa, N.Y............ 10
Mrs. H. White, "
" ............ 10
Codima Cook, Greenwood, Wis............ 10
Henry Moore, Ballston Spa, N.Y........
10
Harry Sheperd,
"
" . . ...... 10
C. B. Reynolds, Aurora, Neb............... 1 00
A.M. Miller, Pryalent, Wash. Terr ...... 1 00
Mrs. McKinnon, Fort Wrangle, Ark .... 1 00

GoLDTHWAITE, TEx., Jan. 1, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As I see other children
are writing for the Corner, I thought I would
Total. ...................................... $5 00
write a few lines. I was twelve years old
I wish to thank the <!onors very much for
last May. I go t.o school every day. My
papa takes THE 'fRUTH SEEKER. I enjoy their kindne~s, but I still want $5 more.
reading the Children's Corner very much. If Hoping you enjoyed a Happy New Year, I
you think this will do, I would like to see it will clnse, remaining,
Y ourR in truth and love, BATIE THoRPE.
in print. Your little Freethinker friend,
rThe names of Henry, Nelson, and Edwin
InA MoPaERBoN.
Seide, Johnny Ramm, L. S., Mary BairdAxTELL, KAN., Dec. 30, 1888.
Finch, and one other, with their donations,
DEAR Mrss WIX•>N: I thought I would hav been forwarded to Satie, and will probwrite to the Uhildren's Corner. We had ably be acknowledged hereafter through the
chicken for dinner and cake for supper on
Christmas day. I got ten cents' worth of Corner. It is as safe, however, for donors to
writing paper and ten cents' worth of envel- forward their gifts direct to Batie, inate&d of
oves for C.b.ristJII&S. J like to ~o to sphool. through the .Editor.of the Corner.~

Where, where will be the birds that sing,
A hundred years to come?
The flowers that now in beauty spring,
A hundred years to come 1
The rosy cheek,
The lofty brow,
The heart tbat beats
So quickly now 1
Where, where will be our hopes and fears,
Joy's pleasant smiles and sorrow's tears,
A hundred years to come 1
Who'll press for gold this crowded street,
A hundred years to come 1
Who'll tread yon aisle with willing feet,
A hundred years to come 1
Pale trembling age
And fiery youth,
And childhood with
Its brow of truth ;
The rich, the poor, on land and seaWhere will the mighty millions be,
A hundred years to come 1
We all within our graves will sleep,
A hundred years to come;
No living soul for us will weep,
A hundred years to come ;
And others then
Our lands will till,
And other men
on~ homes will fill,
And other birds will sing as gay,
And bright the sun shine as to-day,
A hundred years to come.

A Monkey's Temperance Lesson.
In my youth, says a writer in an exchange,

I had a friend who had a monkey. We always took him out on our chestnut parties.
He shook all our chestnuts for us. One day
my friend stopped at a tavern and gave Jack
about half a glass of whisky. Jack took the
glass and drank its contents, the effects of
which soon set him skipping, hopping, and
dancing. Jack was drunk. We agreed to
come to the tavern next day and see if Jack
would drink again.
I called· in the morning at my friend's
house, but instead of being, as usual, on his
box, Jack was not to be seen. We looked
inside, and there he was crouched up in a
heap. "Come," said his master. Jack came
out on three legs, applying his· fore-paw to
his head. Jack h.ad the headache. He was
sick and couldn't go. So we put it off three
days. We then met again at the tavern and
provided a glass for Jack. But where was
he ? Skulking behind chairs. " Come here,
Jack," said his master, holding the glass out
to him.
Jack retreated, and as the door opened he
slipped out and in a moment was on the top
of the house. His master called him down.
Jack refused to obey. My friend got a whip
and shook it at him. The monkey continued
on the ridgepole. His master got a gun and
pointed it at him. Jack slipped over to the
back of the building. He then got two guns
and had one pointed on each side of the
house, when the monkey jumped upon the
chimney and got down in one of the flues and
held on by his fore-paws. My friend kept
that monkey twelve years afterward, but
never asked him again to take whisky.

Prince Harry's Thread and Needle.

tom. One solution given is that the name of
the founder of Queen's College was supposed
to be taken from two French words which
mean "needle" and ''thread;" but another
historian tells how King Henry V;, when he
was prince of Wales, presented himself before his father in a blue satin coat, which was
full of eyelet-holes, and in every eyelet the
needle and silk used to work it was left hanging. And it is supposed that Prince Henry
was a student of Queen's, whence arose this
curious observance every New Year's day.
King Henry IV., his father, was very much
afraid his son would take the crown from
him, and therefore was glad to see him habited as a scholar.

Old English SpPlling.
Epitaphs in the churchyard of the cathedral of Glasgow afford some examples of
English spelling in 1612. The first, upon the
tombstone of Dr. Peter Low, founder of the!
faculty of physicians and surgeons:
Stay, Passenger, and View this Stone,
For Under it LYes Such a One
Who cuired many; while he lieved,
Soa Gracious He no man grieved
Yea when his phyaick's Force oft failed
His pleasant purpose then prevailed,
For of his God Lle got the grace
To live in Mirth and die in peace.
Heaven hes his Soul, his Corps this Stone,
Sigh, passenger, and Soe begone.

Another tombstone in the same yard bears
the following:
Ah me I graven am and dust
And to the grave deshend I most.
Oh painted peice of liveing clay,
Man, be not proud of thy short day,

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
" Who is your family physician, Freddy ?"
asked Mr. Hendricks of the Brown boy.
"We've got none," said the boy. "Pa's a
homeopath, rna's an allopath, Sister Jane is a
Christian scientist, grandpa and grandma
buys all the quack medicine going, Uncle
James believes in massage, and Brother Bill
is a horse doctor. I tell you, sir, we're in a
bad shape."
" Tommy is not well. He has a bad cold,
and is a little shy," said Mrs. Yerger to a
visitor, in explanation of the boy' a conduct.
" If he is a little horse, I don't wonder that he
shies," replied the visitor.
Edna's grandmother has two friends, each
named Mrs. Jones. As one is tall and the
other quite short, they are often calle<Lin the
family big Mrs. Jones and little Mrs. Jones.
The other day a neighbor came in and Edna
met her with the information : " Gamma's
gone to see Mis' Jones-way-up-high Mia'
Jones."
"My friends," said a temperance lecturer,
lowering his voice to an impressiv whisper,
"if all the grog-shops were at the bottom of
the sea, what would be the result ?" For
answer from a youngster came : " Lots of
people would get drowned l"
Little Bessie dropped an armful of playthings. " Did you break anything ?" asked
the mother. "Nothing but the quiet," she
replied, "and that's mended already."
A mother was correcting her little boy the
other day, and, appealing to him, asked how
he would feel if he had 1\ son who didn't do
that, and so on. When she had reached the
end of the inquiry he answered, "Well,
mamma, if I had a little boy eight years old,
I don't think I'd expect the earth of him."
A little chap, whose love of Bible history is
indulged in at all times and in all places, was
recently reproved by his mother for his lack
of order. "You must get in the habit of
putting away your rubbers and overcoat,"
she said, "and not leave it for others to do."
"Well, mamma," replied the young reasoner,
" don't you know that a person's head can
only contain just so much? Now, if I put
rubbers and overcoats and such things into
mine, then Moses and the kings and all the
prophets will hav to be crowded out."

Miss Wixon's Works.

Many customs handed down from olden
in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
times are still observed at the ancient seats .All12mo,
300pp., $1.50.
of learning in England, Oxford, and Cam.
.ApplPS
of Gold. And Other Stories
bridge.
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888pp., "$1.25.
At Queen's College, Oxford, a boar's head
Hour. An Exceptionally Handis serTed up on Christmas day, as was done Story
Eome and Interesting Book, Without Superstithree hundred years ago; and on New Year's
tion, for Obildren and Yonr.h. 'I he Only Free·
thinkers' Children's Story-Book ever issued.
day every guest at the dinn:Z.. table in college
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned p>tper, broad margins, illushall is presented with a needle and the thread,
trated covers; 4to, 22tpp., boards, $1.
the latter being in three colors-red, black,
and blue-emblems of m.edicin, divinity, and These books are particularly suitable for
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In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
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THE ORIGIN OF ENERGY;
OR,
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A hypot,hesis which throws light upon all the
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gravitation, light, heat, and ohemioal action explained upon mechanical principles and traced
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able interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actuall;y
shows us how to keep our memories in good work·
ing condition and repair them when out·of order.'
Sctence (high authority) says: "We hav tried th<
methods of association advised in this book on
several persona, and found them moat excellent.,.
Price by mall $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
OF

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.

Strengthen the Memory,

.J"UST PUBLISIIED%

TBX.U.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.

HOW TO

BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
Go<te'/I'B Laav•s Boolc says: "We giv om· cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is moat im_Ilortant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalliil.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNSYLVANIA.

Unequaled in quality and price. Evel'Yone
carefullY examinea before shipment, sent prepaid
w1th guarantee.
BEST AMERICAN STEM· WI~DEJl.S :
3 Ounce Bilverine Oaae: 7 jewels, $3; 11 jeweie, $9.50;
15 jewels, $12.50; do., adjusted, $16.50. In 3 ounee
coin silver case, $8 more; 4 on••ce, t4 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust-proof, $l' more. In open face, pateHt
dust-proof filled gold cases, $16; 11 j~wels, $1.50
more; 15 jewels, $4 50 more; do., adiuated $8.50
more. In hinl!ed back cases, glass inside cap, $2
more; do., gold cap, $4 more. Extra. fine, artJHtlc
chased, very rare, m hunting or open face, $32 to
$40: •ll filled cases accompanied by man ufacturer•a
guarantee for 20 years.
THE CELEBRATED" OTTO WETTSTEIN" WATCH:
All modern imProvements-a perfect watch-in
B1lverm~ caPe, $19 50; iu 8 ounce B1lver case, $22 50;
4 ounae, $23 50; 5 ouuce, $25; 6 ouuce, $21 (uo better
>old elsewner·e for $40). IuoPen face, screw filled,
Gold case. $27; do., hin~Prl, gold cap, $31; do.,
bunting, $33; do., Loms XIV style, $35. In Special
artistic cases, $5 to $10 morA. In 14k Solid Gold
cases, t50 to $100. L.dies' BAst Fuled, $18. 20 to
$>6; 14k Solid Gold, $28, $30, f32, l34, $40, $50 to $150 ;
latter cases set richlY With jewels.
DIAMONDS:
I am an expert in this line and guarantee my
g_ooda below regular market price. Ringp, Pins,
Ea dropat Studs, Ptc., worth $35, for $25: $70 for
$50; $1GO ror $75; $200 for $lEO; $500 for $375. All
sent subject to approval, and ca•u refn uded if not
stri!ltly ae represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinds a Specialty. Ohalns and Jewelry of all
kmda. Seleet from any catalog, order of me and
save money.
SUNDRIES:
Best Spectacles, $1 (send line of. finest print ron
can read 14 incheo from eye•). Razor, n; beat, $2.
Best Triple-_pla•ed Knives, $1.75 per 6. Forks, $1 75
per 6. Tea t>poons, $1 70 per 6 Table Spoons, !3 40
per 6. Solid Silver Spoons, $1.60 per onuce, marked.
B1lver Thimbles, 35 cents. Bet Beat Violin Strings,
50 cents; Guit.otr Strings, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
Alarm O!ock, $4 50, worth $6 Largest Albums, in
plush and leather, $1, $2, ~3, $5, $7, $10. Bend to me
and save money.
OT'l'O WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. Ill.
MY Popular FBEETHOUGHT BADGES: $2, $2.75, $3.
$3.50, $4, $4.50, $6, $8, $10, $12.501 $15,$20,$25, $40, and
$65. All Solid Gold.

Parturition Without Pain.

OBBGON.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schaae. 8.706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
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rth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt ed gea, $4. 50.
BY D. M. BENNEI'T.

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innova.tora, Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Ohriatiana),
from the time of Menu to the present. 8vo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

The Agnostic Annual: 1889.

New Edition. Revised and Enlar~red.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

1118 TradAl Supplied at Spedal Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with auto.~rravh, 50 cts.
Photo-engravin~a

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

Ool!ITENTB.-Mr. Gladstone and Oolonel Inger- A COMPENDIUM 0]1' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
soll, Samuel Laing The Atrophy of Rehg_ion,
Oonatance 0. W• .Naden; .lEquo Animo: A BonBy WINWOOD READE.
net, Joseph Ellis; L1fe : the Agnostic Definition,
A. Simmons Ugnotus): Now is the Accepted
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which n.niverTime: A Poem, W. B. Mc'raggart; Women and aal history is "boiled down" with surprising
Agnosticism, E. Lynn Lmton; The Sublimity of akill.-[Literary World.
•
•
•
.Nature, Oharlea Watts; Immortality: A Poem,
You turn over his pages with a fasmnat10n simW. Stewart Rosa (Saladin); Science and ita De- ilar to that experienced in reading Waa,hington
tractors, John Wilson, M A ; Ag!!osticism among Irving.-[lnter-Ocean. . .
.
the Moors, H. L. Hardwicke, M.D.; The AlonePia history has'!- contmmt;s:,,a rll.sh, a C!arrymg
ness of Man, 0. M MoO.
power.,~, which remmda us atnkmgly of Gibbon.PriCe~ 25 cen ta.
[New Haven Palladium.
Address THE T~UrH BEEKER 00.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a maaterpieC!J of historical writ.
ing. He h1ta a style that remmda us of Macaulay,
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

MIRACLES

MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.

"The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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which even politicians may not go without
incurring religious censure. They can stand
robbery, they can stand vote-buying, they
can stand the degradation of free-born AmerSongs of the Elizabethan Age.
icans, they can stand lying and slander and
F1·om the Independent.
forgery. All these things are mere incidents
A FEDLER'S SONG.
of politics, .regrettable, perhaps, from a
Fine k11acks for ladies, cheap, choice, brave, and purely ethical point of view, but in no way
new,
irreligious. But when it comes to an inauguGood pennyworths, but money cannot move ;
ration ball, they feel bound to speak. Against
I keep a. fair but for the fair to view,
A beg!la.r may be liberal of love.
round dances, low"necked_ dresses, and the
Though all my wares be trash, the heart is true,
possibility of champagne and Roman punch,
The heart is true.
they uplift their voices in solemn warning
Great gifts a.re guiles a.nd look for gifts again,
that if such things are permitted, the future
My trifles come as treasures from my mind;
of the republic is indeed gloomy. They are
H is a precious jewel to be plain;
Sometimes in shell the orient•st pearls we find ; a comical set, these preachers of the gospel of
Of others take a sheaf, of me a grain,
things as they are.
Of me a grain.

1/ottrg.

THE POWER OF LOVE.

Thorough

In Sherwood lived stout Robin Hood,

An archer great, none greater,
His bow and shafts were sure and 2:00d,
Yet Cupid's were much better;
Robin could shoot at many a hart a.nd miss,
Cupid a.t first could hit a heart of his.
Hey, jolly Robin Hood! ho, jolly Robin Hood!
Love finds out me
As well as thee,
To follow me to the greenwood.
A noble thief was Robin Hood,
Wise was he could deceive him;
Yet Marian-in biB bravest mood
Could of his heart bereave him.
No greater thief lies hidden under skies
Than beauty closely lodged in women's eyes.
An outlaw was this Robin Hood,
His life free and unruly,
Yet to fair Marian bound he stood
And love's debt paid her duly:
Whom curb of strictest law could not hold in,
Love to obedience with a wink could win.
Now wend we home, stout Robin Hood,
Leave we the woods behind us;
Love. passions must not be withstood,
Love everywhere will find us.
I lived in field, and town, a.nd so did he;
I got me to the woods ; Love followed me ;
Hey, jolly Robin Hood l ho, jolly Robin Hood !
Love finds out me
As well as· thee,
To follow me to the greenwood.
DOMESTIC ADVICE.

Never love unless you can
Bear with all the faults of man;
Men sometimes will iealous be,
Though but little cause they see,
And hang their head as discontent,
And speak what straight they will repent.
Men that but one saint adore
Make a. show of love to more ;
Beauty must be scorned in none,
Though but truly served in one;
For what is courtship but disguise t
True hearts may hav dissembling eyes.
Men, when their affairs require,
Must awhile themselvs retire:
Sometimes hunt and sometimes hawk,
And not ever sit a.nd talk.
If these and such like you can bear,
Then like, and love, and never fear.
CUPID'S VOYAGE.

Upon a summer's day Love went to swim,
And cast himself into a sea of tears;
The clouds called in their light and heaven waxed
·dim,
And sighs did raise a tempest, causing fears;
The naked boy could not so wield his arms,
But that the waves were masters of his might,
And threatened him to work far greater harms
If he devised not to scape by flight;
Then for a. boat his quiver stood instead,
His bow unbent did serve him for a mast,
Whereby to sail his cloth of veil he spread,
His shafts for oars on either board he cast;
From shipwreck safe this wag got thus to shore,
And swa.re to bathe in lovers• tears no more.

The Ways of the Clergy.
The ways of the clergy are truly past all
understanding, says T. L. McCready, in the
Standard. A great political campaign has
just been fought, and during this same campaign the electoral franchise has been prostituted as it never was before. Men of influence
and note in Christian circles hav unblushingly collected and contributed huge sums of
money for the purchase of voters, hav issued
instructions for the guidance of vote. buyers,
hav actually bought and paid for votes, hav
compelled their employees under threat of discharge to assist in political demonstrations,
hav done all in their power to convert the
ballot, which should be the safeguard and
guarantee of freedom, into a weapon of
monopoly. All this the clergy hav seen in
silence. It was none of their business. Politics and religion must be kept separate if religion would preserve its dignity and influence.
They simply stood on one side, and either
said that what everybody knew perfectly
well to be so was not so, or else admitting
and mildly regretting the facts, murmured
gently that no religious principle was involved, and that much must be allowed to
men in the heat of a political struggle. But
now, at last, the clergy-or a remnant of
them, at all events-hav waked up. They
hav decided that- there is a point beyond

The

Bun•~

Christians and Thoroughly
Sn}>erstltious.
Taney Counw, Mo., aorreS1lonaence.

"It will never come out until it's burnt out
-that's what they say." So remarked an
intelligent business man of Forsyth, pointing
to a black stain of blood on the floor of J. S.
B. Berry's old store, where Captain Kinney,
the Knobber chief, had fallen when shot to
death by young Bill Miles. A" good many
hav tried to scrub out blood stains, they say,
but never could do it."
This is a common mountain superstition.
The mountaineers hav noticed that blood
stains on cotton goods turn black and are not
easily washed away. They conclude that
some supernatural power, instead of a chemical combination, keeps the stain there. It is
a common practice, they say, to cut out blood
stains and burn them.
If there is any place in the country where
a living spirit of evil, the personal devil, is
believed in unquestioningly, it is here.
Satan travels up and down the gulches and
ravines and peers in at the open doorways at
the firesides, or, finding an open door, "just
melts his way in." Those who hav read the
story of the Bald Knobbers will perhaps
think there is good reason for their faith.
But the mountaineer goes further. He sees
Satan and his imps. There are mysterious
sounds and sights in the woods-that is, they
are not understood by him, and he says the
spirits are responsible for the mysteries.
Not alone does he see the evil spirits, but the
souls of the murdered dead, he believes, are
never at rest. Captain Kinney, the dead
Knobber chief, stalks forth by night clad in
mask as of old, but now with a blood-stained
shroud around him instead of· the marshal's
coat of blue that was his pride. That he
will seek vengeance on those who oppose the
Knobbers is not doubted.
On the other hand, there are those in plenty
who say the old oak from which the Taylor
boys were hanged by Kinney's men still
shrieks and groans in agony as the boys did
vainly for mercy, while the spirit of murdered
Coggburn comes down to the village square,
and there materializing as a man once more,
throws up his left hand, and striving to draw
a revolver fails to get it raised. Then, falling
backward on the ground, it hurls a phantom
pistol away through the darkness.
They do not believe that the spirits of the
dead seek vengeance vainly. Whenever misfortune befalls anyone they shake their heads
ominously if he has ever shed human blood.
Sickness, accident, death, are not the results
of bad sanitary conditions or carelessness;
they are the visitations of justice-loving
spirits. But the fear of future visits of spirits
never acts as a power to keep the· ready hand
from the pistol.
Perhapg good people who hav read of the
cold-blooded murders that hav been committed here hav wished that missionaries
might be sent hither to preach the gospel of
peace. That would be a natural wish. But
the Taney man would hear it in astonishment.
The truth is that they hav nearly all been
converted, according to their understanding
of holy writ. Preachers and churches
abound. There are twelve preachers in a
population of seven thousand now. What
more could one wish ? Only the low trash
are beyond the pale of the church. "All the
best citizens_ of the country" are churchmembers. They read the. Bible carefully,
they sing religious hymns melodiously, they
pray and say amen fervently. They giv liberally to the poor; they are careful to entertain strangers. But somehow they never
comprehend the Sermon on the Mount or the
seventh Commandment. There is old Uncle
John Hildreth. He is the remover of warts
for the mountaineer lads and lasses. The old
man takes a piece of thread six inches long
and ties a knot, drawing the knot tight
directly above the wart, saying some mysteri-

ous words as he does it. The wart goes The "Uncle Tom's Cabin~' of the
away, the mountaineers say, within a week.
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.
The superstition about the number thirteen
has a curious hold here. They think a combination of thirteen people for a purpose will
be invincible. The Knobbers are said to hav
organized in groups of thirteen at the :first,
and there are those that believe that had that
principle been adhered to the Knobbers would
Br Edward Bellamy,
hav still ruled the Ozarks as they did in 1886.
Author
of" Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc.
In their thirst for whipping people· they
Vita.!, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Lilera.ry
wholly neglected to organize gangs of thirteen
World.
or multiples of that number. Renee their
This a.stonishinlf book, how it haunts one,
like a. grown-up • Alice lll Wonderland !'•· The
downfall.
mind follows entra.nced.-[Boston Gazette ..
There is another curious theory held by ·It is a. thought-breeding bookJ and all Who a.re
to receive new light will fina in it satisfaction
some of the mountaineers. Thus, Liveryman free
a.nd inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
"R11.y, who carried a visitor from New York
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel·
to see the victims of the Knobbers in the flshness.-[Boston
Post.
·
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
vicinity of Sparta, told of a. revolver that he
where the pleasures of this world are free to a.ll,
had, which would sweat drops of blood when to cheer but not ensla.ve.-[The Nation.
suggestion of a. really practicable a.nd feasi.
fired und~r proper circumstances. Two men bleAsocial
state greatl;v in advance of the present.
had been killed with it. When a weapon has The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
a.ctua.l
possibi!ities.-[Boston
Traveler.
killed' two men it will thereafter sweat a
12mo, cloth, $1.~0; paper, 60o.
drop of blood whenever fired at a living
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
target. An inanimate target is of no effect,
they say.
The whips that vrere used to whip "inen
with were invariably burnt afterward. It
would hav brought bad luck to hav left a
bloody switch in existence. Various theories
about the ill luck that would foilow were
held. Jarvis Lawrence says that such a whip A thorough a.nd overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
would turn to a serpent that would hunt the
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerman who had used it and avenge the blood
ican Revolutioi!.. Containing
of the victim with a bite, There was no use
both the slanders a.nd
in taking whisky for such a bite. Death was
their refutation,
sure to follow. Another notion is that the
-ocattle of the men who used the whip were
BY ROBERT G. IN4ilERSOLL
sure to find it within a year and lick it with
-otheir tongues. Then they would die of the
The New York Obsert181' (Presbyterian) having
murrain.
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
A little while ago in Sparta the village hogs Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everythat everywhere run the streets in this coun- where in vindication.
. TOGETHER WITH
try were dying at the rate of three or four a
day right in the street. The reason was plain A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
enough to one who knew anything about hog .A Fabricaud .Account of a Scene at the Deathcholera, so called. There was a great pool
bed of Thom_as Pldne.
of stagnant water near the center of the vilBY
W. H. BURR.
lage that was the resort of all the hogs of the
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
neighborhood. They had wallowed in it the dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
season through, and got nothing else to drink (upon which the Observer relies to prove its princisave when a rain storm made scarcely less· pal charges) is a. forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could ha.v written the alleged account.
filthy pools elsewhere. Why shouldn't they
78pp. Price 15 cents.
die? Would the hog-owners see it? Not at
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
all. It was a mysterious visitation. Probably
enough when the Knobbers were hanged at
As a Means for the Production of
Ozark the hogs would not die any more.
B ellet' Printing Plates
That's what the anti-Knobbers thought and We can recommend the three Processes operated
·
said. The Knobbers said it was a just infliC- by this ComJla~.
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for cheap and coarse
tion on a people that were going to sacrifice newspaper
work, and their MOSt!-TYPE process,
four victims to blind prejudice, and that, too, by which engravings are made direct from photographs, a.s well ~ts their MOSS PROCESS OF
when the hogs of both factions were dying. PHOTO-ENGRAVING, a.re a.!! superior to a.ny
AddreAs
Of course there were others who thought that other like methodA.
MOSS ENGRAVING CO.,
the cholera was due to a visitation on general
535 Pearl St., New York.
principles-a sort of a warning to the whole
people to abandon their sins. When the peo- W. S. BELL'S P A. :MPH LETS.
ple get to dying of diphtheria this winter, as
they are pretty sure to do from drinking well The Con:Oict between Christianity
water contaminated by that pool, the visita.
and Civilization.
tion will fill the churchyards.
PRICE,
15 CENTS.
Captain Kinney, the Knobber chief, underYour treatment of the " Contlict" is excellent.
-Harry
Hoover.
stood the people very well when he devised
the horned mask for his murderous crew. It
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
is impossible to appreciate the abject te_rror
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
which those masks created among the majorAccept my thanks for your excellent a.nd useful
ity of those who were visited. The relative discourse ...:.James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, a.nd will
of the murdered men in Christian county, notice
it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 p_a.ges. It is a. very
Charley Green and Will Edens, are unable to
able pap<:r, a.nd deserveswidedissemina.tion.-The
go on with their stories when they come to Age,
describe the impression created by the masks.
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
Old Mrs. Elizabeth Eden turns white at the
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
mention of the word, and barely escapes faintThe number of heads under which you hav
ing. It is said that men who had determined divided
the subjeot matter of the pamphlet, and
to fight and were well fixed for a battle lost the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed,
~hould be highl:y commended. Therefore
their courage and wits entirely when they I take ~~·eat pleasure m recommending "Antisaw the masks, and took their whippings like ProhibitiOn "to the consideration of ever_y person
who is interested, not only in the cause of tempercowed curs.
ance. bot in the principles of self-govermnent.J. J.McOabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Looking Backwar~.

Paine

Vin~icate~!

AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution Reminiscences of a Preacher.
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
B11 W. 8. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
By DR. FREDERIC B. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jurispruden<Je in. the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 1~mo, 68pp,, cloth, 50 cents.
His a.naiysis of nerveus a.nd menta.! phenomena.
is sharply scientifl,l; his pa.thoJogica.l theories a.re
rational, clear, and modern.-Meatcal Re'llteto.
His lani)'Uage is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness a.nd brilliancy,
his thought clear a.nd logical.-Ltberal Ohrttman.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," " Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a. polemical esBa.y.
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them,
The book is an argument as well as a. novel but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, a.nd to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowinlf it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
a.nd convinmng!y,a.nd always braces his romances
with facts on one side a.nd figures on the. other.
Those who hav rea.d his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so a.t once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 715 cents.
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The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper,~2mo, 61pp.,.25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the· early Christi !lin Fathe rs and others, and· cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Sold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TW&LVB 0THKR DISOOURSKS OF RKASON.

ARGUMENT

'l'lle Forum,

BY

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Sangamon street al!d
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

R_obert G. Ingersoll,
IN THE

Plliladclpltia Liberal LcaKUC 2:J'r.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOB

"B LAS PH EM Y,"
AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and revised by the author.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

Bv 0, B. F'ROTHI.'VGH.AM.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows hi's great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it, It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
A vig'lrons thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par· we
see
him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of ma.n. His love of freedom
•ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, symfathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
Daep th'lu~ht, thorough conviction, and great and
courage
and candor, hav in this Argument ful scope of expressionl and he makes grand use of the
abilitY.-:-[Plula. Press.
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, ogic, pathos, poetry, and patriotExtra cloth, 12mo, 238pp,, $1.
ism-is not often poured out "in a court of justice.
·
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspa)?er references.
··
.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional ri.~thts and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rig!tts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city,

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

'JTHKR BIOGRA.PIDOAL 8KKTOHBS AND EssAYS.
BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
~t no very distant dar. hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlangh, and Will doubtless get the best of
the argnment.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
8ecreta"1J of the American Becula!r Union.

BINDER}or THE TRUTH SEEKER
For the benefit of our read.
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ers who preserve their papers
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weofferanewstyleofbinder,
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meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts,, at 2 :30 arid 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
BeekerpnblicationsalwaYson hand at cheap rates
.

Tile Secular Society of Kent, 0.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MAnrus HEIGHTON, Bee.

Tile .;Janllattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'olock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Tile Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Broad and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnets written by l!'rancis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Tile Greatest of all Autl·Biblf
cal \\'orks.

BY THOMAS PAINE,
made for the purpose, and
with the h.eading of THE
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
TRUTH SEEKER printed in Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
1
Price 10 cents.
11 >1;
.g_o.' d letters on the' outside.
$1.00.
l
This binder allows the openAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
ing of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
THE ORISIS.
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bv
Thomas Paine.
Bent by mail, post~>.aid, for '1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER!
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Speaking of this work in connection with tl:.e
tf
28 Lafayette P ., New York.
proposed independence of America from Great
OB 1
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
The Church of Practical Religion.
flaming arguments • . •
will not leave nnm
BY REPORTER.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa
This is the history of an attempt to found a
A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experation."
AND·
church without superstition, and its success.
rience.
Price, 40 cents.
Uncle
Job
Sawyer,
the
pastor,
having
established
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBB,
For either of these works or any of Paine•
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
writinJls,
Address TH:E TRUTH BEEKER.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Ca.tbolicism, from the vantage-ground of an of human concern, religions, P0litical, and otherAN EXPOSE
intimate per~onal experience with the two svs- wise; The book is written in well-chosen lan·
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which gnage, and easily understood. T'nere is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
HISTORY
be<J.nest to Philadelphia by the Christian
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Re- cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
01!' THiii
churches
and
Young
Men's
view.
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian AssociaINTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMENT
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
to his mind.
"
tion.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Of
Europe.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By BIOH, B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Prioe, SS,
Price $1,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• LL.D
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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REASON

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

Essencs of Religion

ROMAN ISM, ----------------------------NEW EDITION.
OB

DANCER AHEAD.

By L. FEUERBilCH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 cts.
·
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Extract.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

A.dvanoament~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtbune.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

OPENING BPEEGH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Mercllants' Tele·
graph Company
against the

SOCIAL WEALTH,

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
weech that THE TRUTH BEEKER ha.s obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11!JOO pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in English or German.
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5Q.
SCIENCE IN STORY; O':J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey,
By
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
ITs HrsTORY AND ITs lNFLUBNOB UPON
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SOOIKTY.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUNG.
BY DB. LoUIS BUOIINEB, Author of "Force alid 250 pages 1 illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
Matter," etc.
volume ot"Bciencein Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReTranslated from the German.
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Address THE ~rBUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Belation to Disease," repreaen ting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the t:!nnSteel engravings of this celebrated naturalist. beam1"
considerin_g the blue-glass cure-of value
2x15 inches, suitable for framiJ!8'.1.Bent J?9Bh>aid, to
sicK and well. By mail, 10 ce11ts each.
for 95 cents. Address THE TRU'J:H SEEKER.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
tf
Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_a.ll'eBl cloth
--------------------------- of
bound, $2'h "Heredity!" by Loring_Mooay, 159
THB
11.ages, clot t 75 cents; • The Law of Heredit:~C•" by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
and
Human Temperaments!" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 centsl • Generation before Rer:enBixty.fl;oe Years' In'!Jariable Buaoess.
eration," by Dr. E. l:S. Foote, Jr. _10 cents; • RelF' FoB ALL DIBEABEB OF EYES OB EABB. lm· ports of Conventions and Parlor 1meetin¥B during
mediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations, 1882,"
10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing Institute
of Heredity,:~Iav 29, 1888," 10 oents.
Bight of Eves. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
Addrea•
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Bent the world over. Box with instruc- THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNU A.L.
tions, bY mail; 25 cents.
B. A. NEALl<l~.,
Price, 25 Cents.
8m50
Shakers P. 0., N. l:.

MATERIALISM:

ALEX,NDER VON HUMBOLDT.

SHAKER EYE

EAR BALSAM

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For sale at this office.

INGER~OLL'S

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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Price, $1.00.

ROBT. G.

Western Union Telegraph Company

The. 8ol6 Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Clotll,
•
•
$1 00.

The Secret of the East,

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners~ 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

WORKS OF' 0, B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

lOc.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED;
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
-

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
- 15c.
A.ddrese THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2~ Lafayette Pl., New York.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2~. CoNTENTS:
Section I. Definition of Freethon_gbt and its
E&rly Struggles for Life. Section II. Whq.tit
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Fteethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec- Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
tion V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nine- B. llloss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freeteenth Century.
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
Secularism; Destructiv and Construc- 25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~.2. and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
Secularism; its Principles and its vs.
Darwin. 5 eta. l:locrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious
Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. The Old Faith
tbe New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE Bpinoza. 5 cts. and
The Bible God and His Favorits,
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles; 5 cts. Miracle-Workers.
5 cts. Health, Wealth.
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity; and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The
and the Soul.
Moral Value of the Bible ; Freethonght and 5 cts. .Nature and the Gods.Brain
Design and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man5 cts.
and
the Lower
Influence on Civilization i.. Philosophy of Secu- Animals. f> cts.
larism; Science and l:Sible Ant~~.gonistic i
Address
Watts
and
Co.,
17
Johnson's
Court,
Ohristian Scheme of Rede.I!!IJtion. For all 01 E. C.• Lonlon, EniZ.
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

JUST OUT.

aATIONAL COMMUNISM.

Tile Preseut. and the Future
Republic of North America
BY A CAPITALIST.

Christian Absurdities •
BY JOHN PECK.

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
poverty, vice, an<j. mirp.e. I_t deals with tl,le J;lresent
conditiOns of somety 1n this country, pou~tmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it IB almost
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
USE THE
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be o~ganized on the _pri~ciples of In your meetings, to make them lively and interRational Commnmsm. The book IB VIgorously estmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN·BOoK contains Bongs
by the· best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
and interestingly written.
It is hi@ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Paper, :;oc.; cloth, $1.
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. ll5 Cen~S.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
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Jjltws of lht ffttTt.

ORDER OF CREATION.

SuNDAY labor is increasing in all the l!!rge
cities.

GL.ADSTONJJJ, HUXLJJJY, MULLER,
LINTON, RJJJVILLJJJ.

A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

On the Confiiot between Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
THE mayor of Syracuse, N. Y., has got
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
into trouble with the clergymen by recomW. E. Gladstone.
·
mending that saloons be crened part of II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. p_y Prof. T. H. Huxley.
Sunday.
III. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
Mnller.
MRs. JAY GouLD died
on the 13th.
MR. O'CoNNOR, M.P.,
says that Socialism is
spreading in England.
GOVERNOR Hrr.r. is mentioned as the next Democratic presidential candidate.
.THE pope recently gave
a cordial reception to
Charles A. Dana, editor
of the New York Sun.
NOTWITHSTANDING the
reports that John Bright
was dying, he now seems
on the way to recovery.
MEETINGS are being
held in Belgium and Holland to protest against
Italy's treatment of the.
pope.
ON the 9th a cyclone
destroyed many buildings
with a large loss of life
at Reading and Pittsburgh, Pa.

IV, Proem to Genesi&: A Plea for a. Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CREEDS are very handy for reference by churchmembers when they hav occasion to know what
they believe. By this means they can become
informed of what are presumed to be their beliefs,
without the mortification of applying to their
spiritual advisers to giv them the instruotion.Bobert 0• .Aaams.
IT is the duty of each and every one to maintain
his individuality. "This
above all, to thine own self
be true, and it must follow
as the night the day, thou
oa.nst not then be false to
any man." It is a; magnificent thing to be the sole
proprietor of yourself. It
is a. terrible thing to wake·
up at night and say, •'There
is nobody in this bed." It
is humiliating to know that
your ideas are all borrowed ; "'
that you are indebted to
your memory for your principles; that your religion is
simply one of your habits,
and that you would ha.v convictions if they were only
oon ta.gious. It is mortifying to feel that you belong
to a mental mob and ory
"crucify him," because the
others do; that you reap
what the great and brave
hav sown, and that you oa.n
benefit the world only by
leaving it.-Ingersoll.

SACRILEGE: A dreadful
word invented by the priests
to designate a fearful crime
which is committed by any
one touching with a profane
hand anything they, the
priests, ha.v proclaimed sacred. Anything that wrongs
THE clergymen who
the priests wrongs God.
hav been praying free
Hence it Iii evident that to
for the Indiana legislature
take from God, who is the
sovereign owner of heaven
hav refused to continue
and earth, is a far more
·unless they. get $5 per
heinous crime than to take
prayer.
from the poor, who ha.v
nothing. The richer the
AFTER some bloodshed,
despoiled, the greater the
HIS . MAJESTY GIVETH BALAAM A PIECE OF HIS MIND.
the disgraceful jealous
crime of the despoiler ;
war as to the county
And Balak's anger was kindled against Balsam, 2and he smote his hands together: and Balak said unto Balsam, I called
thus, he who robs the Lord
s.eat between Cimarron
thee to curse mine enemies, and, behold, thou hast altogether blessed them these three times. 'fherefore now flee thou to thy
shall be burnt, he who robs
place.
I
thought
to
promote
thee
unto
great
honor;
but,
lo,
the
Lord
hath
kept
thee
back
from
honor.-Num.
xxiv,
10,
11.
a rich man shall be hanged ;
and Ingalls, Kan., seems
but he who robs the poor
over for the present.
shall hav nothing to fea.r.steers an giv up stealin' Iicker outen the still- Voltaire's Pocket Theologv.
FRANCE is manufacturing millions of rifles,
house, a.n' ever'thing went on like a. bullfrog aTHE judges of (the only independent) ecclesiasthat each soldier may hav four ready when
swimmin' till about half a hour ago." "What tic courts confined their attention to ferocious
mobilization comes.
occurred then 1" the traveler asked. " Why, I lost punishments of neglect in the payments of tithes,
THE pope recently instructed visiting AmeriBoBBY: "Ma., is the church raiSing a. fund to my religion right here as I jumped across this and the performance of socage duties and ceremobranch." "Nonsense, man." "No, it ain't noncan prelates strenuously to combat the Social- send our m'nister to EuropeT" Mother: "Yes, sense. I came along here all right, but jest as I nies. The belief in the divine right of potentates,
passiv submission to even the most outrageon&
ism spreading among Irish Catholics in dear." Bobby: "And will the church be closed jumped across this branch I heard suthin' snap, and
abuse of that power, were assiduously inculcated
while he is gone T" Mother: "Yes." Bobby:
America.
"Well, ma, can't I giv that dollar I've saved up to an' dinged ef it wa'n't my religion. Yes, sir, jest as primary duties of a Christian citizen. Natural
as soon as it snapped I knowed what was up." justice, civil rights, and the laws of humanity had
IT is said that Gladstone has agreed that if the fund?"
The traveler was amused. This strong suporsti- no place in that code of revealed ethioii.-Prot.
"Miss BIGGS made those slippers," remarked tions belief of the ba.ckwoodsma.n was new to him. Feltx L. Oswala tn The Bible oj Nature.
he can be returned to power he will promote
a European congress to adjudicate between the parson's wife, a.s she glanced over the proceeds "What are you going to do about it?" "Wall, I'll
IT was believed by our intelligent ancestors that
of the donation party, "How do you know, ha.fter wait till the next protracted meetin'-about
the Vatican and Italy.
dear 1" asked the meek, long-lfnffering man. next fodder pullin' time-an' try the mourner's all law derived its sacredness and its binding force
from
the fact that it had been oomn:mnioated to
Ex-REv. MR. PENTECOST says: "The pious "Because I recognize the old blue shawl she ripped bench another whirl. Ef that don't patch me up
man by the ghosts. Of course it was not pretended
I'm gone."
briber is another corrupter of the ballot, but up to liet the worsted."
that the ghosts told everybody the law; but they
"WHAT'S up between Miss Dorcas Holder, daughas long as he goes to church and pays for his
HE had been wondering for some time how he told it to a few, and the few told it to the people,
ter
of
P.
U.
Holder,
and
the
young
curate
1
He
escape
from
the
toils
that
were
gently
creepcould
pew he is considered anything but a ballotand the people, as a rule, paid them exceedingly
used to walk home with her regularly after Bun- ing around him, and break the spell of soft con- well for their trouble. It was thousands of agel
briber."
day-school." "I don't know, positivly; but they verse and witching eyes. An opportunity came at before the people commenced making laws for
Mns. GLADSTONE is quoted as saying that say he presented her with a box of Sunday-school last. As she ended a spirited description of her themselvs, and strange as it may appear, most of
oa.ndy at the Christmas celebration, and now all journey through the Alps, she said impulsivly: these laws were vastly superior to the ghost artiher husband "considers it one of his most is over between them."
"Oh, Mr. Blopace, I think you ought to travel!" cle. Through the web and woof of human legissacred duties to do his utmost to check the
A BOY who had been in the habit of repeating a He looked at her rigidly, rose slowly, and grasped lation began to run and shine and glitter the
flood of Infidelity that is sweeping over formulated prayer every evening surprised his his hat. "No woman shall· say that twice to me," golden thread of justice.- Ingersoll.
England."
parents the other evening by saying, "0 God, I he remarked, in a. firm and desperate voice. "I
THE greater portions of the Bible were undoubtknew it was after eleven o'clock, but I thoughtFROM the Catholic University at our national wish you would make the trees walk l" When that is-1 hoped-no mat.ter. Farewell, Miss edly written since the Institutes of Menu were
remonstrated with for his singular request, he
capital there will go forth, says an eminent replied: "You say God oa.n do anything, and I Phineweb-1 will travel!" And he did with penned, since the voluminous Vedas and Puranas
were written, since the grand teachings of ZorouCatholic writer, "generations of priests, of want to see the trees walk, and I shan't pray for alacrity.
ter and the A.vesta were committed to parchment;
jurists, of physicians, of artists, and of scien- anything else until they do."
MY old Uncle Peter's a famous relater
long &inoe the cuneiform inscriptions of Nineveh
Of marvelous stories; but my U nole Peter
tists, to be the leaders of thought."
and Assyria were executed; since many of the
"'DARLING, will you marry meT" asked young
sacred writings and inscriptions of Egypt were
George De Sappy, in low, passionate tones. Is a vigorous foe and a rigorous hater
IN all the states the tremendous bribery at "Yes," she softly murmured, a.s she tried to sink Of wile and of guile; he despises a. cheater;
produced; about the time, perhaps, of the Indian
the election has roused agitation toward on his shoulders, like girls she'd read about. He's frank and sincere on a. very large soa.le,
saint, Buddha., and the wonderful sayings he
uttered, and the grand old Chinese philosopher,
measures against its growth. Radical labor "Well, all right," he replied coldly. "I just And this is his manner of telling a tale :
Confucius, with his eminently practical and useful
reformers say that in a country containing a wanted to know in case I ever got the worst of it " Oh, onoe in the chivalric days of old,
precepts and morals. All these were written by
on any other deal of this kind." And the lawyer
In the wonderful long ago,
very rich class and a poor and ignorant class she consulted said he didn't see how she could
men, and you will hardly claim that Jehovah had
There dwelt a. giant full bad and bold
it is inevitable.
anything to do with them; and as they are, in
makeaoase.
<But this is not a fact, you know)point of ability, purity, and grandeur, equal, and
THE other night a lady of the listener's ac- In whose darksome dungeon a maiden fair,
MONSIGNOR POHOSKI arrived at Waterbury,
more than equal, to the Jehovistio sacred wrttings,
Whom atrociously he had stole;
Conn., last week, sent by the Propaganda to quaintance happened to be visiting in a. house- She
it is preposterous to insist that these latter could
languished and wept (to be candid, there
where it is safe to say "Robert Elsmere" has
"look after the spiritual welfare of the Rus- hold
not also hav been written by men.-D. M. Bennett.
Was no snob girl nor hole).
not been read, because the family are of the exsian, Polish, Italian, and Hungarian children tremest sect of orthodoxy. There was a little gtrl, " But, lo l on a rapturous morn there rode
IN ·all ages of which any record has been preof the church whose ignorance of the English and after dinner this little girl found her way to
A valorous knight that way;
served, there ha v been those who gave their ideas
the visitor's lap, where she sat, big-eyed and wist- His snowy palfrey he bravely bestrode
of justice, charity, liberty, love, and law. Now, if
language is an obstacle."
ful. The visitor asked:" Would you like to hav me
the Bible is really the work of God, it should con(Don't credit this fiction, pray),
A TEXT used extensivly by workers for tell you a. story 1" "Oh, no," said the child with a And straight he sprang from the noble steed;
tain the grandest and sublimest truths. It should,
reform of election btibery is the late affirma- little shudder, "•cause God would 'trike you dead
His sword it gleamed in the sun,
in all respects, excel the works of man. Within
that book should be found the best and loftiest
tion of Judge Gresham: "It is men of promi- if you told a. •tory !" This anecdote is absolutely And the dragon that guaided the gate (a deed
true, and yet we send missionaries to Japan and
Which he could be no means hav done)
definitions of justice; the truest conceptions of
nence and respectability who raise these the South Sea. islands.
human liberty; the clearest outlines of duty; the
"He felled at a. blow, and with mighty force
large sums of money knowing the use that
tenderest, the highest, and the noblest thoughtsA TBAVELEB through· the woods of Tennessee
He battered the dungeon wall,
they will be put to, men who deal openly in came upon a "raw-boned" man standing near a
not that the human mind has produced, but that
And he seized the sorrowing maid. (Of course
the human mind is capable of receiving, Upon
corruption one day and go to church the rivulet. The traveler asked the direction to the
It never transpired at aii)every page should be found the luminous evidence
nearest railway station. The man .looked up, And he slew the giant, the dauntless youth,
next."
of
its divine origin. Unless it contains grander
gazed at the stranger for a moment, and then
And the beauteous maid he wed
and more wonderful things than t;nan has wr!Uen,
FATHER LAVELLE of the New York Cathe- said: "Ef I was at myself I mont tell you all <But you mustn't imagin a. grain of truth
we are not only justified in saying, but we are
dral says : "What sort of Protestants are the about this country, but in my present trouble I In a single word that I've said)."
compelled to say, that-it was written by no being
public schools turning out? You can find can't talk about no worldly matter." "If you are Oh, my old Uncle Peter's a famous relater l
superior to man. It may be said that it is unfair to
in trouble I a.m sorry that I disturbed you," the
1he answer any Sunday in scores and scores traveler replied. "May I ask the nature of your
But I wish, goodness me, that my old Uncle cite certain bad things in the Bible, while the good
are not so much as mentioned. To this it may be
of almost empty Protestant churches. Our diffioultyT" "Religion." "Ah, unsettled in your
Peter
replied that a divine being would not put bad
churches are not big enough for our people. mind concerning the course to pursue, eh T" " No, Could be rather more of a prevaricatorHis stories would be more absorbing and things in a book. Certainly a being of infinlt
The most thoughtful of Protestants are recog- not that. I know all about the right course, but
intelligence, power, and goodness could never fall
neater;
ain't able to follow it. Wall, I'll tell you all about
nizing the necessity of tea.ching religion in it. I professed religion a.n' j'ined the ohuroh I wiah his integrity didn't prevail
below the ideal of" depraved and barbarous "man.
-Inaerso!!,
about two months ago. I stopped oussin' the In so stern a degree-when he'd telling a. tale.
the schools."
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PROVIDENTIAL OVERSIGHT.-AN

CHARLES WATTS'S Secular Tlwugltt notices
that "Dr. Oswald is rapidly taking a foremost place among the foremost writers of the
A BosTONIAN speaks of " those two great time. His 'Secret of the East,' 'Bible of
Infidels, Robert Ingersoll and Robert Els- Nature,' and works on sanitary science are
becoming widely read and, are producing
mere.''
AGREEABLY to the wishes of the German remarkable effects."
emperor, the theaters hav resolved to abolish
THE Rev. Dr. Keeling and the Rev. Dr.
all French theatrical terms which hav crept Everett hav entered upon a lively contest for
into the language.
the chaplaincy of the Pennsylvania senate.
JAMES Rli:DPATH is about to sever his con- It has been proposed to them that each shall
nection with the Nortlt American Re'IJiew. He make a prayer on alternate days and divide
will go to Ireland to represent an American the salary of $300. They seem inclined to
accept this compromise.
newspaper syndicate.
BELVA ANN LOOKWOOD has been appointed
THEY are still pegging away at the Cape
representativ of the 1Jniversal Peace Society Cod ship canal, which was begun nine years
of America at the Paris Exposition. She will ago. The contract requires the work to be
finished by June 20, 1891, but as there are
start for France about the 1st of May.
A. MAN wrote the Sun to know if a man can seven miles yet to be dug, and as during 1888
consistently tend bar and be o. Christian at there was only about seven-eighths of a mile
the same time, and the Sun replied: " Why, opened, the prospects are not good for the
certainly. Why not?" Jesus Christ was a fulfilment of the contract.
wine-maker.
ILLINOIS census returns show that outside
CoL. ELLIOTT F. SHEPARD speaks of" our of the cities the population is decre!tsing.
own beloved city of New York.'' How sweet The school census of 1888 shows that in July
and lovely a thing it is, says the World, for a last there were in the state 843,976 males
great, big, wicked city to win the affection of under twenty-one years of age. In 1880 there
were 789,676. This is a gain of 54,300, but
such a good man as Shepard.
the gain in Cook county was 83,217, so that
!BELAND no longer sends the greatest num- the loss in the rest of the state was 28,917.
ber of emigrants to this country, being behind
THE Catltolic Cltampion says : " The strongScotland and England. During last September and October the number of emigrants from est argument for the pew system is that it
these countries was three times the number enables the rich to hav the best seats. As the
from Ireland. During the ten months of 1888 best seats are those which afford the greatest
ending iri October there came 237,814 English edification from the service and sermon, and
and Scotch emigrants, against 129., 779 from as it is by the teaching of scripture very much
Ireland. The influx from Italy also bids fair harder for rich people to get to heaven than
or the poor, it is right that the rich should
overshadow that from Ireland.

IJlolts and UJlippinns.

INCIDENT OF THE

LATE

STORM"

ABOUT half of the Baptist church at Cedar
receive the maximum of help in their difficult
task of being saved.''
Springs, says the Kalamazoo Gazette, believe
there is no harm in dancing or playing cards
ONE of the proof-readers of the Charleston, at social parties. The pastor thinks differ.
S. C., World, is an unmarried woman of ently, and has denounced the practice in no
refinement, who is glad to support herself in measured terms. This raised the ire of the
that way. She goes to her work about 8 money-paying members of the church, and
o'clock in the evening, and does not quit the they demanded that the Rev. C. Oldfield reoffice until 3 the next morning. Then she sign. He was not built that way, and the
lights a lantern, and with that in one hand doors and windows of the church were nailed
and a loaded revolver in the other she goes up• The Gazette sympathizes with the
home. Speaking of her the Atlanta Consti- preacher, and says : "Those who believe in
tution says: "She has no fears in the heart card-playing and dancing are worldly and
of Carolina, where woman is next in divinity hav no business claiming membership in the
to God;" but to the Sun it looks very much Baptist church. Get out, you heathen, and
as if she thought that the divinity of woman leave that preacher in the enjoyment of his
even in the heart of Carolina wasn't as good just rights I"
a protection as powder and ball.
THE Maharajah Dhuleep Singh is just now
VERILY it looks now, says Life, as if the in Paris; and has been telling an interviewer
unholy abomination that exists in the rattling what he thinks of the English. "A thieving,
of the Fifth avenue stages on Sunday is at hypocritical Christian nation, grabbing at
last to be banished permanently from the what does not belong to them all over the
pious thoroughfare of our local aristocracy, world. Let them wait a bit; in less than
owing to the efforts of the great and good three years-in less than two, perhaps-! and
man, Elliott F. Shepard. Hereafter those my 250,000,000 fellow-countrymen will hav
foolish and improvident Christians, who hav driven them out of India. I am working
not accumulated sufficient wealth' to set up quietly, secretly, but none the less surely,
carriages, and hav been in the habit of using and in the long run -we will see who shall
the stages as a means of traveling to and prevail. I am the proud and implacable foe
from church, may stay at home, or walk, or of England. Individually I do not hate
go to houses of worship that are nearer their Englishmen, from whom, during the course
humble domicile-a result that will hav this of my thirty-two years' residence in their
beneficial effect, at least, that the rich may country, I received much kindness. But as a
not be annoyed in the houses of God on nation I hate them. I am laying my plans
Fifth avenue by the presence of the poor, for a grand coup. I intend to consolidate the
and that the creator may be glorified in hav- native of India against the common enemy.
ing at least a few temples in the city where No compromise with the British government
the congregations are nearer his own social is possible now. I would not even accept
level than in the plebeian churches of less from it the indemnity I originally asked. It
is war to the knife. Wait and see 1'1
exalted neighborhoods.
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How beautiful arc thy feet with shoes, 0 prince's daughter I the joints of thy thighs are like jewels, the work of the
h1.1nds of a cunning workman.
Thy navel is like a round goblet, which wanteth not
liquor; thy belly is like a heap of wheat set about with
More About llible Poetry nnd :Evolution.
lilies.
Such samples as we hav already given demonstrate
Thy two breasts are like two young roes that are twins,
beyond doubt the human qualities, not always of the etc. (Song of Solomon vii, 1-3).
highest character, of biblical poetry. They show
Though there are many fine passages which we
conclusivly that the Bible versemakers had low ideas hav not quoted, the above may be taken as fair
of God and man, small ideas of nature, and no idea samples of the variety of styles as well as diversity of
whatever of duty apart from obedience to a supposed sentiment in the poetry that pervades the pages of
divine command. None of them sing the praises of the Bible.
-virtue for virtue's sake. The sentiment of Socrates,
Our contention is ·that the poetry of the early
that "a man who is good for anything ought not to books of the Bible is poor, both in conception and
ea\culate the chance of living or dying; be ought only execution, as compared with that of the more recent
to consider whether in doing anything he is doing books. And further, that there is a distinct developright or wrong, acting the part of a good man or a ment-an undoubted evolution-in all the poetry cif
bad," was quite beyond them. They were in favor of the Bible no less than in poetical effusions of profane
bad deeds which they supposed were sanctioned by writers.
deity, and good deeds, in their judgment, had no
True it is, no doubt, that one poet among many
special value, unless they were commanded by Jah- will staiJd out prominently at times by virtue of the
veh. Still, it would be a gross misrepresentation of largeness of his mind, of the loftiness of his sentifacts to say that there were no good sentiments poet- ments, the nobility of his ideals, or by some special
ically expressed by the contributors to the pages of skill he possesses in the expression of his ideas. And
the Bible; on the contrary, there are many, and we just as we may say that the writers of such books as
now proceed to giv a few examples.
Job, Proverbs, Psalms, etc.-the authorship in each
Job recognized that the world did not always ap- case being extremely doubtful-are conspicuously
pear to be governed upon: just principles, that some- fine among all the biblical singers, so may we say
times the innocent suffered for the guilty, and the that in every age in the world's history there hav
wicked gloried in their sin. This is how he ex- been one or two masters and multitudes of minor
presses it:
poets, and that each has expressed up to the fullest
There are those who rebel against the light: they know measure of his ability the ideas and sentiments of the
not the ways thereof, nor abide in the paths thereof.
age in which be lived.
The murderer rising with the light killeth the poor and
In a few very exceptional easel'~: such as Homer,
needy and in the night is as a thief.
Chaucer, Shakspere, Milton, Shelley, we find ideas
But Job did not think that the wicked went alto- beyond the age of the writers-ideas which seem to
gether unpunished. He felt sure that nemesis embody sentiments that are new, or are soon de~tined
awaited them.
to become universal.
For the morning is to them even as the shadow of death,
From the poets of the world we may glean ideas
if one know them they are in the terrors of the shadow of upon which to found the noblest philosophy, the
death.
·
He is swift as the waters; their portion is cursed in the highest morality, the purest religion-using the latter word in a purely secular sense.
earth; he beholdeth not the way of the vineyards.
Beginning with the crudest ·thoughts we go step
Drouth and heat consume the snow waters; so doth the
grave those which hav sinned.
by step, until we nre able to build up a veritable
The womb shall forget him; the worm shall feed sweetly pyramid of ideas, which would demonstrate the proon him: he shall be no more remembered; and wickedness
gressiv character of humanity in all ages-in its
shall be broken as a tree (Job xxiv, 17-20).
social, political, and moral life.
· Shakspere said :
In an earlier stage of this article we endeavored to
Murder, though it hav no tongue,
show that beneath the undoubtedly poetical effusions
Will speak with most miraculous organ.
of the biblical -poets we frequen~ly found low and
And so indeed it does. But Job seems to think, and coarse ideas of God and man, debasing ideas concernthe sentiment does him credit, that even the undiscov- ing man's work and his conduct toward his fellowered murderer does not go unpunished in this world, man, and if we are able to show that poets who laid
whether there's another or not; ·
no claim to divine inspiration were capable of loftier
David in the Psalms proclaims the highest princi- and holier views than those entertained by the sople for the regulation of conduct in the Theist's life called God-inspired writers of antiquity, we shall bav
when be says:
demonstrated either that the Bible poets were not so
0 worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness ; fear before highly developed as most people imagin-that is,
him all the earth.
.
.
they were less civilized than their descendants-or
l::lay among the heathen that the Lord reigneth : the world that uninspired persons are often superior both
also shall be established that it shall not be moved; he shall mentally and morally to inspired ones-in which case
judge the people righteously (Psalms xcvi, 9, 10).
the value of inspiration is not only doubted but
For a cbeedul song of praise take the Psalm c :
denied.
Mr. Gladstone has recently shown that the poet
Make a joyful noise mito the Lord, all ye lands.
Serve the Lord with gladness; come before his presence Homer held very lofty ideas in respect to God and
with a song.
·
·
mau ; but when the learned and esteemed English
Know ye that the Lord he is God; it is he that hath made statesman goes as far as declaring that Homer was
us, and not we ourselvs; we are his people, and the sheep of
in all respects equal to Shakspere, we may regard it
his pasture.
Enter into his gates with thanksgiving, and into his courts in the same light as the exaggerated statement of
with praise; be thankful unto him, and bless his name.
Algernon Swinburne-tbe modern Shelley-who afFor the Lord is good, his mercy is everlasting; and his firmed in an article in the Nineteenth Century that
truth endureth to all generations.
Sbakspere bad only one equal in the world's history,
And for d3ring metaphor we may take:
as poet, philosopher, and playwright, and that was
Bless the Lord, 0 my soul. 0 Lord my God, thou art very Victor Hugo.
great; thou art clothed with honor and majesty.
Our opinion is that every man of genius stands
Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment; who alone and unapproachable in his own particular line;
stretchest out the heavens like a curtain.
Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters; who and just as no man of good sense would think of
maketh the clouds his chariots; who walketh upon the wings comparing a great tragedian with a great comedianof the wind.
though both were actors-or even one tragedian with
Who maketh his angels spirits; his ministers a flaming another, unless each enacted the same part, so no
fire (Psalms civ, 1-4).
great poet can be justly compared with another
The Proverbs also contain some good teachings master, because each in his own line has great qualifelicitously expressed, and may be regarded as model ties, indefinable qualities, which make comparison
prose poems. Here are a few :
impossible. That Shakspere was a great poet all
Every prudent man dealeth with knowledge ; but a fool men acknowledge; that he held lofty ideas of huDfanlayeth open his folly.
ity is unquestionable. Take his sublime declaration:
A wicked messenger falleth into mischief; but a faithful
What a piece of work is man ! How noble in reason I how
ambassador is health.
infinit in faculties ! in form, and moving, how express and
Poverty and shame shall be to him that refuseth instruc- admirable I in action, how like an angel I in apprehension,
tion; but he that regardeth reproof shall be honored (Prov. how like a god ! the beauty of the world ! the paragon of
xiii, 16-18).
animals!
Better is a dry morsel and quietness therewith, than a
Next to u lofty idea of man is a noble idea of
house full of sacrifices with strife (Ibid. xvii, 1).
A merry heart doeth good like a medidn; but a broken nature as a whole-of purity and beauty considered
spirit drieth the bones- (Ibid. xvii, 22).
pe1· se. Of the beautiful in nature John Keats says:
Wine is a mocker, strong drink is raging; and whosoever
A thing of beauty is a joy forever.
is deceived thereby is not wise (Ibid. xx, 1).
Its loveliness increases; it will never
The getting of treasures by a lying tongue is a vanity tossed
Pass into nothingness, but still will keep
to and fro of them that seek death (Ibid. xxi, 6).
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep
It is better to dwell in a corner of the housetop than with
Full of sweet dreams, and health and quiet breathing;
a brawling woman in a wide house (Ibid. xxi, 9).
Therefore on every morrow are we wreathing
A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches and
A flowery band to bind us to the earth
loving fa.vor rather than silver and gold (Ibid. xxii, 1). '
Spite of despondence, of the inhuman dearth
The wwked_fl.ee w~en no !:!an pursueth, but the righteous
Of noble natures, of the gloomy days,
· are bold as a bon (Ibid. xxvm, 1).
Of all the unhealthy and o'erdarkened ways
But for voluptuous imagery take the following
Made for our searching. Yes, in spite of all,
Some shape of beauty moves away the pall
passage from the Song of Solomon. The following
From our dark spirits. Such the sun, the moon,
lines are supposed to refer to the graces of the
Trees, old and young, sprouting a shady boon
church:
For simple sheep; and such are daffodils

g[ommunications.

With the green world they liv in; and clear rills,
That for themselvs a cooling covert make
'Gainst the hot season; the mid-forest brake,
Rich with the sprinkling of fair musk rose blooms,
And such, too, 1s the grandeur of the dooms
We hav imagined for the mighty dead;
All lonely tales that we hav heard or read;
An endless fountain of immortal drink
Pouring into us from the heaven's brink.
And if men bav any opinion of God at all, any
belief in him, it is well to hav a good one. For a
lofby and majestic view take Pope's. He says:
All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body Nature is, and God the soul;
That, changed throu-gh all, and yet in all the same,
Great in the earth as in the ethereal frame ;
Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze,
Glows in the stars, and blossoms in the trees,
Livs through all life, and extends through all extent,
Spreads undivided, operates unspent;
Breathes in our soul, informs our mortal part;
As full, as perfect, in a hair as heart;
As full, as perfect, in vile man that mourns
As the rapt seraph that adores and burns.
To him, no high, no low, no great, no small:
He fills, he bounds, connects, and equals all.
Here, then, we bav from profane writers nobler
ideas than any that entered the minds of the Bible
poets. Bible poets sang the song of warfare-uninspired poets hav sent up an earnest cry for peace.
Physical and intellectual freedom were as nothing to
the Bible poets, yet profane poets for ages, growing
stronger in each successiv age, hav pleaded for Liberty
in every form as the great essential to progress.
Shall we quote Shelley, or Milton, or Burns~ Let
the maligned Atheist po~t speak. What says he?
Giv heed to his words:
ODE TO THE ASSRRTERS OF LIDERTY.

Arise, arise, arise I
There is blood on the earth that denies ye bread.
Be your w~:mnds like eyes
To weep for the dead, the dead, the dead.
What other grief were it just to pay?
Your sons, your wives, your brethren were they
Who said they were slain on the battle day.
Awaken, awaken, awaken!
The slave and the tyrant are twin-born foes;
Be the cold chaips shaken.
To the dust where your kindred repose, repose,
Their bones in the grave will start and move,
When they bear the voices of those they love
Most loud in the holy combat above.
Wave, wave high the banner
When freedom is riding to conquest by,
Though the slaves that fan her
Be famin and toil, giving sigh for sigh.
And ye who attend her imperial car,
Lift not your hands in the banded war,
But in her defense whose children ye are.
Glory, glory, glory
To tho~e who hav suffered and done I
Never name in story
Was greater than that which ye shall hav won.
Conquerers hav conquered their foes alone
Whose revenge, pride, and power they hav overthrown.
Rise ye, more victorious, over your own.
Bind, bind every brow
With crownals of violet, ivy, and pine;
Hide the blood stains now
With hues which sweet Nature has made divineGreen· strength, azure hope, eternity.
But let not the pansy among them be ;
Ye were injured, and that means memory.
Or again:
Rise like lions after slumber
In unvanquishable number ;
Shake your chains to earth like dew
Which in sleep had fallen on you.
Ye are many, they are few.
(The Masque of Anarchy, page 470).
Intellectual Liberty we want that we may discover
truth, to the end that we may ach upon our know!-,
edge, by living a career of virtue. For Truth, Russell
Lowell sings :
Truth needs no champions; in the infinit deep
Of everlasting soul her strength abides,
From. nature's heart her mighty pulses leap,
Through nature's veins her strength undying tides.
I watch the circle of the eternal years,
And read forever ou the storied page
One lengthened roll of blood and wrong and tears,
One onw;ard step of truth from age to age.
No power can die that ever wrought for truth;
Thereby a law of nature it became,
And livs unwithered in its sinewy youth,
When he who called it forth is but a name.
And for the efficacy of Virtue we quote again from
Shelley, "The Virtuous Man:"
As great in his humility as kings
Are little in their grandeur; he who leads
Invinciblv a life of resolute good,
And stands amid the silent dungeon depths
More free and fearless than the trembling judge,
Who, clothed in venal power, vainly strove
To bind the impassiv spirit; when he falls
His mild eye beams benevolence no more ;
Withered the hand outstretched but to relieve;
Sunlt reason's simple eloquence, that rolled
But to appall the guilty. Yes, the grave
Hath quenched that eye, and death's relentless frost
Withered that arm : but the unfading fame
Which virtue hangs upon its votary's tomb;
The deathless memory of that man whom kings
Call to their mind and tremble; the remembrance
With which the happy spirit contemplates
Its well-spent pilgrimage on earth,
Shall never pass away.
Herein we find the highest sentiments of all the
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ages. And what a vast gulf it is that separates us
from the remote past-the ages of ignorance and
superstition, the ages of lust and passion, of folly
and faith!
Yet from the distant past to the present there is
an unbroken chain even in the world of poetry.
Every poetic effect has had its cause, and though we
cannot put oar finger upon every link, who can doubt
that there is a perfect chain of development from the
earlil:'s_t dawn of poetry till the sun shall reach its
zenith f Tennyson well says :
Yet I doubt not through the ages one increasing purpose
runs,
.
And the thoughts of men are widened with the process of
the suns;
Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers, ancl I linger on the
shore,
.
And the individual withers and the world is more and more.
And this is true, whether there is a God behind
phenomena or. not; whether the process is an intelligent one, or results only from the inherent forces of
nature operating through invariable law through all
time.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
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gation was either- for life or for a defined time." cates, and probably hav more kindly correspondence
There is no record that Jesus was set apart or that with believers and mediums than most of the readers
he was under any vow. His long fast in the wilder- of our dear old TRUTH SEEKER. I did not., as the
ness might be adduced to show that he was a Naza- great majority of skeptics do, refuse to read and inrite, but even that could not make him a fulfilment vestigate, and content myself by poohing at it and
of the prophecy, "the ehild shall be a Nazarite to pushing it on one side, hut entered heart and soul into
God from the womb." Further on Dr. Smith states the work of trying to prove it true or false. I find
that the N azarite was forbidden "to approach any a world of beauty in the idea of a life in a summerdead body, even that of his nearest relation." Jesus, land where all is love. Evolution, hope, and happiaccording to the chroniclers of his life, not only ness are all tending that way. No downward, backapproached dead bodies, hut touched t4em. And, to ward dissolution, but all onward and upward. No
make a final quotation, Dr. Smith says: "We do not hell with its horrors, but smiles, flowers, and perpetknow whether the vow for life was ever taken by the ual paradises everywhere.
individual. In all the cases mentioned in the sacred
I presume where two people passionately love one
history it was made by the parents before the birth individual, and wish to hav him or her s.s their own
of the Nazarite himself." If such a vow was made special dearest, there will be special homes and neighby the parents of Jesus, there is no record of it. 'In borhoods for each, where each shall hav the self-same
t:uth, he .was not a Nazarite at all, and the applica- Mary or John, and all the surroundings.
twn to h1m of any of the. so-called prophecies as to
The man who has four wives and one after another
Nazarites is simply a pun-the only one, I think, that dies, and he takes a fifth and loves them all, and they
the Bible contains.
love him, will find himself multiplied into five indiNow as to the idea of prophecy itself. Is there vidualities, and scattered into five different localities.
any proof that such a thing, as it is regarded by Or how will it be~ IL's very puzzling to me, but no
theologians and religionists, exists, or ever existed f doubt McArthur's larger brain has it all nicely arProphecy Honored Overmuch.
The
burden of proof rests upon them, and we who ranged. No doubt he knows whether I can hav my
One of the main reliances of the Christian theology
is the alleged fulfilment of prophecy in the life of tne deny their affirmation that God has spoken through first sweetheart, whom Spiritists would say is now
man Jesus, as set forth in the writings known as the his prophets might very safely leave the burden reunited to his dead wife, and my duplicate can hav
gospels. In those writings it is frequently appealed there and hav the best of the argument. We deny my present husband, or whoever it prefers. Oh, the
to as evidence that the extraordinary character claimed the truth of the claim. We go further and support tangled web !
McArthur seems to usk for further descriptions of
for him is susceptible of the strongest kind of sup- our denial.
port. For the sweeping away of this evidence, how- . At the outset I am ready to admit much more other seances, but he has only mentioned the one of
ever, no very deep study is required; though the than the other side would expect me to admit. They eight lines, which was only a preface. True, the
deeper the study the more apparent becomes the fact may take the books of both the Old and the New others did not deal in raps ; the raps were plenty,
that, even admitting that the older writings in the Testament as veritable history, and then, quoting but did not amount to anything so far as I was conBible· contain anything "which was spoken of the some poetical passage from the older books, show me cerned.
I hav sat at numerous home seances for raps, but
Lord by the prophet" -that is to say, uttered by deity ·the realization of it in some event or some person
through human agency-there is nothing in them described in the later writings. The argument is a never, in any other case, heard what I called a rap.
that can, except by clever wresting of its meaning, be good one, and can be made repeatedly from the, The table would tip and crack, etc., but no real rap.
made to refer to the birth, life, or death of Jesus of story of Jesus and from other portions of so-called Questions were answered, but no real test. A lady
friend told me one time that, simply out of a spirit
Nazareth. In some portions of his history, as told, sacred history.
of mischief, she took up the role of fortune-telling.
But
if
the
argument
is
a
sound
one-if
some
scene
there certainly are things that suggest the poetical
utterances of the older Hebrew writers, but in many in the life of Jesus, suggesting some grand poetic She was surprised and confounded to see how often
instances the suggestion is a faint one, requiring a utterance of Isaiah, or some wail of J eremiab, proves she hit the nail on the head.
She would tell entire strangers they would receive
large degree of credulity to believe that "there was that God was speaking of the- yet unborn N aM rene
through the mouths of his prophets-avery realiza- a ring, or some other present ; would be married,
fulfilled that which was spoken."
One noteworthy ins~ance is all that need be cited tion, in the entire history of the world, of the lofty be sick, hear bad or good news, receive money, take
here, for my object is not to prove that Jesus was aspirations or dreams of poet or thinker proves that a journey, etc., and customers :flocked in till ehe had
not a being whose advent in this world had been through that poet or thinker God spoke of that com- to own up to her deception, and even then a great
many insisted on her occult powers, just as Spiritpromised through prophetic inspiration, but to pre- ing event wherein the realization was effected.
uaiists now do in the case of every medium who conAnd
so-called
profane
history
is
as
full
of
these
sent some arguments in favor of the position that
there is not, and never has been, such a thing as coincidences as the Bible is. I will tnke an example fesses to fraud, or is detected in it.
I never said Spiritualists believed any of the pheprophecy, interpreting the word according to the from recent times, finding my prophecy in words
nomena was" miracle;" only that if it nally ,occurred
written several hundreds of years ago.
views of theologians and religionists.
Shakspere in his play of "Midsummer Night's much of it, to me, seemed miracle.
The man, deified by his followers, was known as
As to the portion of phenomena I believe real,
Dream"
makes the fairy Puck exclaim, when Oberon
Jesus of Nazareth throughout his life, and, according
to the gospel attributed to John, thi& name was em- sends him upon a mission, bidding him be back " ere much depends upon the meaning we attach to that
word " phenomena."
bodied in the inscription placed by Pilate over the the leviathan can swim a league:"
Things may be real and we not understand the
I'd put a girdle round about· the earth
cross upon which he died. He was called a Nazarene.
In
forty
minutes.
laws
that govern their occurrence or the causes that
His activ life begins with a journey to Jerusalem
Cables under the ocean pulse to-day with currents produce them. We are not bound to say why a
from the city that gave him the title, to which city
his parents directed their way, when, returning from of an element Shakspere knew nothing of except as thing is or else accept it as Spiritual. We hav a
Egypt, whither they had fled with the child to save the lightning in the sky. These currents carry, swift right to wait for knowledge.
It is you who claim a Spiritual origin for a thing
him from Herod's destructiv fury, they feared to go as thought itself, the thoughts of men between the
who
are the ones who should furnish evidence and
old
world
in
which
Shakspere
lived
to
a
new
world
to their own home on account of reports they had
heard concerning Archelaus, Herod's son, who suc- of which he did not even dream. Over a vast eonti- proof that it has such. I never claimed that there
ceeded his father as ruler in Judea. The father of nent, unknown and pathless in Shakspere's time, was nothing outside or beyond the brain capacity of
Jesus, so the gospel attributed to Matthew says, many wires stretch, and carry men's messages in a anyone, for I know too well there if:l. But this is no
"came and dwelt in a city called Nazareth," and then :flash from the shores of one great ocean to those of reason we should not seek for light whenever we can,
the writer givs as a reason, "that it might be ful- another. The occurrence of the hour is known all and refuse to accept what seems to us impossible, as
filled which was spoken by the prophets, he shall be around the world within the hour. Shall I not, in real facts.
I am sorry for "fools," but cannot say I despise
view of all this, say, "And now is brought to pass
called a Nazarene."
them.
They, like all of u9, are the outcome of cirthat
which
was
said
of
the
Lord
by
his
prophet,
It would puzzle the best-informed biblical student
cumstances,
and deserve pity rather than condemnaWilliam
Shakspere
?"
that ever lived to find in any part of the Old TestaIf God spoke of Jesus in the Hebrew prophet's tion.
ment the words embodying this alleged prophecy,
The quotation from our grand and good Ingersoll
and to sustain Matthew's claim concerning it. In description of the king and deliverer for whom the
fact, such an utterance is not to be found. In what downtrodden Jews were hoping and praying-if God I accept as our rule and guide, and hope to keep
E. D. BLENKERis known as "reference" Bibles the r~ader will be spoke of Jesus in the sensuous Song of Solomon-if within its bounds.
referred to several passages in the Old Testament God spoke at all through those men whose utterances
Two Opinions.
that by means of the punster's art seem to support make up the Bible-then he spoke through ShakTilE STRONGLY DEVOUT GENERAL VON MOI,TKE.
War is a holy thing, of divine institution; it is one of the
the claim, and by those who accept the Bible as spere as be has spoken through every man who ever
God's word are accepted as doing so. To examin had an aspiration or an imagination that carried his sacred laws of the world; it keeps men from sinking into the
most hideous Materialism.
one of these passages will be sufficient for my pur- thought beyond the age in which he lived.
And
what
is
more,
I
contend
that
it
would
honor
pose.
THE FREETHINKER VfOTOR HUGO.
If to kill is a crime, to kill much cannot be an extenuating
One of the heroes of the Old Testament was Sam- God more to class as his utterances such "prophecies"
as
the
one
just
quoted
from
Shakapere,
than
to
circumstance. If to steal is a disgrace, to rob a nation can
son. In Judges xiii a wonderful story is told to the
not be a glory. Te Deums are of small significance here;
e:(fect that Samson's mother, hitherto b!\rren, was attribute to biro such filth as Solomon's Song.
The world has always had its dreamers-will homicide is homicide; bloodshed is blood!' heel; it alters
visited by an angel, who said to her (see verse 5 of
nothing to call one's self Cmsar or Napoleon; in the eyes
the chapter): "Lo, thou shalt conceive and bear a always hav them. Dreams will be realized as long as of the eternal God, a murderer is not changed in charthe
world
lasts,
and
there
will
always
be
opportuniacter because, instead of a hangman's cap, th(>re is placed
son ; and no razor shall come on his head; for the
upon his head an emperor's crown. Ah, my friends, let us
child shall be a Nazarite unto God from the womb; ties for saying, "Now is fulfilled," but the day has proclaim
absolute verities! Let us dishonor war! No;
and he shall begin to deliver Israel out of the hand gone by in which the thinking man can believe that bloody glory does not exist. No; it is not good, and it is
anything
which
may
hav
been
fulfilled
in
any
age
or
of the Philistines."
not honorable; to make corpses. No, It cannot be that life
Without pausing to more than note the fact that clime was ever "spoken of the Lord by his prophet." should travail for death. No, 0 mothers who surround me,
F.
WEBBER.
it cannot be that War, the thief, is to continue to seize and
this prophecy, if such was really uttered, was fulimmolate your offspring I No, it cannot be that women are
------~~.-------filled in the history of a man who came into the
to bear children in anguish ; that men are to be bo~n; that
Mrs. Slenker to Mr. McArthur.
world and passed 9ut of it again: centuries before
communities are to plow and sow; that the peasant IS to ferI do not mean to "quarrel" at all. Words may be tilize the fields and workmen enrich the cities; that thinkers
Jesus was born, let us see whether it can be made to
"trifles," but they are, in all arguments of this kind, are to meditate and instructors to teach; that industry is to
apply to Jesus.
perform its marvels; that genius is to accomplish its prodWhat is a Nazarite' I will take a good orthodox the only implements or weapons we can use, and so igies· that the vast human activity is to multiply, in the
authority in answer to the question-the "Dictionary become of the greatest importance.
pres~nce of the starry heavens, its efforts and creations, in
I object to the word "violent" as being applied to order to produce that frightful international exhibition which
of the Bible," by Rev. William Smith, LL.D.-and
here is what I find. In the first place, the etymology my opposition of the Spiritual philosophy. I never is called a field of battle I [The whole audience rises and
the speaker.] The true field of battle-behold it I
of the word makes it indicate " one separated." Dr. intend violence in any debate or mental contest. I applauds
[pointing to the International Exhibition.] That is the true
Smith says a Nazarite was "one of either sex who confess to being a persistent opponent of all that I battle-field of the human race, the rendezvous of the masterwas bound by a vow of a peculiar kind to be set deem false and untrue everywhere. I hav said many pieces of human labor, which Paris presents to the world at
apart from others for the service of God. The obli- kind words of the Spiritual philosophy and its advo- this moment I

w.
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STATE OF ILLINOis,}
The People of the State
CooK coUNTY.
ss.
of Illinois.
To the St. Mary's Training School, the Board of
Commissioners of Cook county, Henry C. Senne,
President of said Board, Frank M. Blair, Thomas
Brennan, Nelson A. Cool, John M. Dahl, George Jj]dmanson, 'Henry Englehardt, Arnold P. Gilmore, Jefferson Hodgkins, Michael M. Hayes, Spencer F.
Kimball, Anton Pluckebaum, Jacob Stainer, George
W. Spencer, and John C. Schubert, and George R.
Davis, County Treasurer, etc., and your Attorneys,
Solicitors, Agents, and Servants, and to each and every
one of them, Greeting:
WHEREAS, It hath been represented to the Honorable the Judges of the Circuit Court of Cook County,
in the State aforesaid, on the part of Edward A.
Stevens and John M. Stiles. Complainant in their
certain Bill of Complaint, exhibited before said
Judges, and filed in said Court against you, the said
St. Mary's Training School, the Board of Commissioners of Cook County, Henry C. Senne, President
of said" Board, Frank M. Blair, Thomas Brennan,
Nelson A. Cool, John M. Dahl, George Edmanson,
Henry Englehardt, Arnold P. Gilmore,. Jefferson
Hodgkins, Michael M. Hayes, Spencer S. Kimball,
Anton Plnckeba.um, Jacob Stainer, George W.
Spencer, and John C. Schubert, and George R.
Davis, County Treasurer, etc., et al, among other
things, that you are combining and confederating
with others to injure the complainant, touching the
matters set forth in said bill, and that your actings
and doings in the premises are contrary to equity
and good conscience. And Honorable 0. H. Horton,
one of the said Judges, having under his bands in~
dorsed upon said bill an order that a Writ of Injunction issue out of said Court, recording to the prayer
of said Bill : We, therefore, in consideration thereof,
and of the particular matters in said bill set forth,
do strictly command you, the said St. Mary's Training School, the Board of Commissioners of Cook
county, Henry C. Sennl3, President of said Board,
Frank M. Blair, Thomas Brennan, Nelson A. Cool,
John M. Dahl, George Edmanson, Henry Englehardt,
Arnold P. Gilmore, J e:fferson Hodgkins, Michael M.
Hayes, Spencer S. Kimball, Anton Pluckebaum,
Jacob Stainer, George W. Spencer, and John C.
Schubert, and George R. Davis, County Treasurer,
etc., and the persons before mentioned, and each and
every of you, that you, said St. Mary's Training
School, do absolutely desist and refrain from setting
up or prosecuting against the County of Cook any
claim for aid or for compensation for the subsistence,
shelter, clothing, care, or instruction of any of its
wards or inmates, and from making any contract with
said county or any of the administrators of its public
affairs with reference to such aid or compensation.
And you the said Board of Commissioners of Cook
County, and Henry C. Senne, Frank M. Blair, Thomas
Brennan, Nelson A. Cool, John M. Dahl, George Edmanson, Henry Englehardt, Arnold P. Gilmore, Jeff erson Hodgkins, Michael M. Hays, Spencer S. Kimball, Anton Pluckebaum, Jacob Stainer, George W.
Spencer; and John C. Schubert, do absolutely desist
and refrain from approving or ordering paid any such
claim for aid or for compensation and from making
any contract with reference to the same, and from
doing anything as the administrators of the public
affairs of the County of Cook to promote or abet the
payment of any such aid or compensation, or to promote the making of any such contract,
And you, said George R. Davis, as County Treasurer do absolutely desist and refrain from paying
out of any public funds in your custody any sum
of money whatever on any claim of said St. Mary's
Training School, or for its aid or for compensation
to it for subsistence, shelter, clothing, care, or instruction of any of its wards or inmates, until this
Honorable Court, in Chancery sitting, shall make
other order to the contrary. Hereof fail not under
the penalty of what the !aw directs.
To the Sheriff of said County, to execute and return in due form of law.
Witness, Henry Best, Clerk of said Court, and the
seal thereof, at Chicago, aforesaid, this 14th day
of January, A.D. 1889.
[L.S.]
HENRY BEsT, Clerk.

That Injunction.
The law's delay is proverbial, but if a person wishes
to ~now the. ~mount of -~oral cowardice which many
of Its practitwners exh1b1t, when confronted with an
opportunity to . corre~t a gigantic wrong, as well as
the amount of Impediments and obstructions its ad-_
ministrat?rs can throw in the way, he only needs
my experiences of the past week. Having authorized
an attorney about a month ago to keep a sharp look-

out for a bill which I thought barely possible the
St. Mary's Training School might or might not present, since the supreme court's decision so emphatically pronounced their receiving public funds illegal,
you may imagin my surprise to find that the bill was
presented, and chagrin that my legal friend was reluctant to go into the case at all. There was no
time to waste, so I went to consult General Stiles.
He was at home sick. From that point it would occupy the larger portion of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
synopsize the various interviews with lawyers, some
of whom would "just like to take the case, but they
were so fearfully rushed with business," you know.
Then I thought of our friend Judge F. C. Russell,
who accepted without a word of objeclion, buttoned
up his overcoat, and sallied forth in the worst storm
of the winter to collect the facts.
In a couple of days the lengthy legal document
was drawn up, asking for a writ of injunction. The
next thing was to find a master in chancery who
would recommend its issuance. Knowing that I. K.
Boyeson was a professed Freethinker, I thought it
safe to see him. But I had not taken into consideration that he was also a Democratic politician with
aspirations. .He absolutely refused. Master in
Chancery Windes was next visited. He read the
do!3ument through, acknowledged that we had a
strong case, but he would like his friend Russell to
get one of the chancellors to recommend him to issue
the writ, as he bravely said, " Then I will do my
duty," but he wanted the responsibility to rest on
some one else's shoulder. We returned to the various judges' chambers. None were comeatable.
This being Saturday, the board would meet and
probably pass the bill Monday. Friend Galpin, who
had been waiting to appear as our bondsman, had
returned home long ago. In case of emergency our
old comrade, A. C. Berg, had also promised to sign
the bond. Finally Horatio L. Waite, a master in
chancery, gave us the recommendation for the writ,
subject to the approval of one of the chancery judges.
Monday morning, the preliminaries having been
gone through, Judge 0. H. Horton signed the
recommendation, and our ever-present helper in time
of trouble, A. D. O'Neil, scheduled enough property
to cover the bond, and thus did honor to himself and
the cause.
On Saturday I was desirous to secure a down-town
bondsman, so that part of it would be conveniently settled, and I called on a friend of ample property. I asked
him if he would go on my bond. He said, " Cheerfully." When I explained matters, he begged off,
saying, "If I did that, I might just as well shut up
shop." Still there are those who pretend the Romish
church exercises no arbitrary power in the community.
Seventeen copies of the writ must be served on the
board and county treasurer, and thirty summonses
for the board of the Training School to appear; so
there is money needed. This will be the last ditch
of Romish lllliders on the Cook county treasury, and
if we win, our triumph will be complete, and establish a precedent throughout the entire state.
On account of the vast interests involved, the
Romish church will doubtless make a stubborn fight
in the courts. But it seems as though we hav a clear
case.
Already the secretary is receiving the congratulations of citizens, for they .find the American Secular
Union is doing a patriotic, necessary, and practical
work.
THE PROPOSED CONFERENCE.
Doubtless, disappointment will be felt at its postponement. While I realize that midwinter is not a
propitious time for traveling in this region, and that
the notice of such a meeting. was scarcely given
ample time, yet -I also know that at least two hundred people were directly communicated with the
majority of whom never answered the letters or
circulars. Fearing that such a poor turn-out would
hav more of a chilling effect than no conference at all,
I hav concluded to await more favorable weather and
greater exhibition of energy and fervor by individual
Lib~rals in behalf of their rights and liberties. The
financial aid promised or sent was far in excess of the
attendance pledged, which proves the passiv interest
of many, but we must at this crisis exnect nobler
effort. The battle of mental liberty must be fought
out again, as we cannot rely on substitutes in this
conflict. Each one man should fill a gap in the
breach. We do not need the conference for Chicago,
and a conference not well attended would retard
rather than advance the interests of Secularism at
this critical period. A great many hav written me
letters praising the idea, but so few could attend
that the best interest will be served by awaiting a
better time. Those who sent funds and those
who pledged them will hear from me personally.
Do Liberals realize the dangers of the hour ? Are
they not willing to respond personally when the cry
for help goes forth ! Do they wish to resist the
powerful machinations of
The Gad-in-the-Constitution party.
The Evangelical Alliance.
The "King Jesus" of the Women's Christian Temperance Union.
The American Sabbath Union.

The compulsory (Christian) Educational Amend·
ment Act.
The ecclesiastical trick to make the centennial
Washington inaugural a big boom for the church
power.
Besides the innumerable injustices and robberies
now extant, and last, but not least, resistance to the
inroads of Rome on our public school system, as well
as its raids on the various treasuries?
A valiant veteran writes: " It seems to me, Friend
Stevens, what is wanted is more earnest, honest, and
~ntelligent enthusiasm among our people on the subJect of the danger to our American institutions of
liberty and independence from the encroachments of
this old tyrannical . . . system of superstition.
When we try to bring this before the people they
will turn up their noses and say, ' Oh, fudge ! there's
no danger.' That is just where the danger is. They
sleep, as it were, on a magazine of deadly explosive."
Another activ comrade says: "The American Secular Union is not properly supported. The burdens
fall upon a few, while the others loaf around the
throne and sing psalms at the expense of the
workers.''
It is for those who read this to remedy this state
of things not only in their own case, but on the
part of eve1·yone with whom they come in contact.
Ask yourselvs, Hav you any duty in this matter !
PROGRESS IN MIORIGAN.
My friend Hon. Judson Grenell informs me that
Ron. A. F. W ettaufer has presented a bill in the
legislature which, although it is not what I wanted
will perhaps do as a starter. The bill exempts ali
personal property from taxation, and proposes to tax
all land, which, of course, includes church sites.
. If the Liberals of Michigan approve of this, let
them write me, and those, also, who will volunteer to
appear before the committee of the legislature should
notify me at their earliest convenience.
ANOTHER OHRISTIAN SOHEME.
Washington's centennial inaugural is going to be
used to advance the interests of the ecclesiastical
be observed by the following:
party, as

will

A committee of clergymen, which has been for some time
assisting the executiv committee of the centennial celebra.
ti01~ of Washington's i_nauguration, has .prepared an address,
which was made pubhc to-day and will be sent to the ministers and churches throughout the country. The address
concluded:
The morning of April ao, 1789, the bells at 9 o'clock summoned
the people to the churches to implore the blessing of heaven on
the nation and its chosen president. We respectfullY and earnestly
r~quest of fellow-citizens of every name, race, and creed of this
c1tY and throughout the entil·e country, following the examPle of
our fa there, to meet in their respectiv places of worshiP at 9 o'clock
the morm!lg of APril ~0, 1889, and to hoi~ such.religious services of
thanksg1vmg and pra1se as may seem smtable m view of what God
h.as done for us and. our land during the century which has elapsed
smce George Waahmgton took the chair of state. Religion and
patriotism hav been united among us as a people from the very
beginning. May they so continue forever.

The address is signed by Morton J. Brophy, representing
Archbishop Corrigan ; John W. Brown, rector of St. Thomas's
church; E. Winchester Donald, church of the Ascension ·
Talbot W. Chambers, of the Collegiate Dutch church; Gus:
tav Gottheld, of the Temple Emanuel; John Hall, Fifth
Avenue church; William M. Taylor; Broadway TabernacleJames M. King, Methodist Episcopal; G. P. Co pel, English
Lutheran; R. S. McArthur, Calvary Baptist church· and
'
William Hayes Ward, editor of the Independent.

E. A. STEVENs, 16 Union Park place.

Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.
Max O'Rell 'in his "Jonathan ana His Continent"

I one day asked one of the cleverest ladie~ of New
York whether she had met Colonel Ingersoll.
"No," she answered, "I never met him, and do
not wish to make his acquaintance.''
" May I ask why!" l said.
She replied : " Simply because I am told that it is
impossible to know him without admiring and loving
him.''
"Well?"
"Well, I don't want to admire or love him."
I had the h~nor of .making his acquainta~ce and
like all those who hav approached and known' him'
I soon admired him.
'
He is one of the greatest figures of his great
country. In a book on contemporary America one
must needs speak of this celebrated advocate. He
is a , personality apart. He has little in common
with the rest of his countrymen but the title of
colonel.
Once more I say it: in this book of jottings I do
not sit in judgment, I merely describe impressions.
It is not necessary to indorse a man's theories in
order to enjoy his society, and this is especially true
in the case of Colonel Ingersoll, who is many-sided
in his powers, and who charms theologians and Agnostics alike when the subject of religion is not to
tha fore.
Col. Robert Ingersoll is a man of about sixty six
feet high and strongly built, a colossus physi~lly
and intellectually. The eyes sparkle v.ith wit and
beam with the enjoyment of life; the mouth is humorous and smiling; the head large and well planted
on broad shoulders; the face shaven, the brain bristling with humanitarian thoughts; a man with the
heart of a lion to fight the battles of life but the
heart of a woma~ in presence of human suffering.
He has substltuted for the love of religion, the

religion of love and of the family; According to
him, religion should hav but one aim : to teach us
how to be happy in this life. He repeats with Christ:
" Love one another, do not to others what you would
not hav others do to you." And he adds : "A God
that is represented as weaving webs to catch tile
souls of men whom he has created is not adorable."
As to a future life, the colonel does not con;tmit himself: He says: "We do not know, we cannot tell,
whether death is a door or a wall, a spreading of
pinions to soar or the folding forev!ilr of wings." In
the eyes of most pious people, his theories are abominable, and he is the Antichrist; but the Americans
are unanimous in admitting his extraordinary talents,
and among the dear friends of the colonel and his
family nre many Presbyterians, some of them ministers.
Antichrist if you will-that is, if you can imngin
such a personage endowed with every moral and intellectual faculty.
In his presence men feel themselvs small, and
womel: put their hands over their eyes, being careful
to keep the fingers well apart. A decidedly dangerous Antichrist, this.
Mr. Ingersoll is not only America's greatest living
orator, he is a great writer and a great thinker; an
infusion, as it were, of Johnson, Voltaire, and Milton.
He possesses the logic of the first, the persiflage of
the second, and some of the sublimity of the third.
His arguments are constructed like propositions of
Euclid; his style is vigorous, as clear as it is graceful, as poetic as it is humorous, and his verve is inexhaustible.
The trinity that he worships is the trinity of
science-reason, observation, and experience.
His enemies call him Atheist, because he does not
believe in their God. Man has made unto himself a
God in his own image, and is apt to treat as Atheists
all who do not worship him. Voltaire, who said that
l' if God did not exist we should hav to invent him,"
is still called an Atheist by many ignorant people.
I never heard Mr. Ingersoll say he did not believe
in a God.
He will not acknowledge the existence of Jehovah,
the God of the Jews, a God who commanded the people of his choice to exterminate their enemies, sparing neither old man, women, nor children. In his
eyes J ahovah is 11 myth ; the creation of a cowardly,
ungrateful, and bloodthirsty race.
In the opinion of Robert Ingersoll, a religion is
not moral which practically says to man: " Do not
sin; but if you do sin, console yourself, come to me
and I will forgiv you." Such a theory is not calculated to improve mankind, who should be taught to
do good, not in the hope of being one day rewarded
for it, not in the fear of being punished for the
neglect of it, but out of love and admiration for what
is good, and with the aim of adding to the happiness
of their fellow-creatures. Mr. Ingersoll's religion is
the religion of humanity; he says: "Happiness is
the only good; the time to be happy is now, and the
way to be happy is to make others so." Liv to do
good, to love, and to be beloved by those around,
and then lie down and sleep with the consciousness
of having done your duty to men. Do not .ask pardon of God for an injury done to man. Ask pardon
of the man, and make reparation to him for your
offense.
"I rob Smith," exclaims Mr. Ingersoll in the ironical language he is such a master of, " God forgivs
me. How does that help Smith!"
He maintains that the Christian religion teaches
less the love of an infinitly just and merciful God
than the fear of a demon thirsting for human victims.
This charge is borne out by a proverb used by the
Scot, who is a student of human nature.
Needless to say that he looks upon the Bible, not
as an inspired book, but as a collection of literatures,
something akin to the "Arabian Nights," and this is
what makes discussion with him difficult, if not out
of the question. How is it possible to imagin a discussion between faith and reason?
To Protestants, the practice of religion is an occupation for Sundays. To Colonel Ingersoll, it is an
occupation for every waking hour, and consists in
accomplishing your duty to your fellow-creatures.
Son of a Protestant ministe1·, Robert Ingersoll
early showed special aptitude for the discussion of
theological questions. By the age of sixteen he had
thoroughly studied the Old Testament, and would
reason upon it like a doctor of divinity. The father
in vain drew Robert's attention to the beauties of the
Bible; the son could see little in it but absurdities
and inconsistencies. The old minister was heard to
say: "It grieves me to hear my Robbie talk so, but
I declare he is too much for me; I cannot answer
him."
Who can answer Ingersoll? is a question often
asked. Apparently not the ministers of the hundreds
of different Protestant sects that flourish in America;
not Mr. Gladstone, student of the Bible and profound reasoner though he be.
For more than a year the vresident of the Nineteenth Century Club of New York was trying to get
a Protestant minister to break a lance with this

redoubtable Agnostic in public, but without avail.
No one felt equal to the task.
That which makes this man so formidable is not so
much his eloquence, his quick repartee, his sarcasm,
his pathos, his humor ; it is above all the life he leads,
the example he sets of all the domestic virtues. One
must hav the privilege of knowing him intimately, of
penetrating into that sanctuary of conjugal happiness, his home, before one can form an idea of the
respect he must inspire even in those who abhor his
doctrine. His house is the home of the purest joys;
it holds four hearts that beat as one.
Mr. Ingersolllivs in one of the handsome houses
on Fifth avenue. His family consists of his .wife
and two lovely daughters. Athens and Venice, as an
American whom I met at Colonel Ingersoll's used to
call them. Indeed, one reminds you of the beautiful
creations of Titian. The other seems like a mythological vision, a nymph from the banks of Erymanthus. As you look at her, while she speaks to you
with her eyes modestly lowered, almost seeming to
apologize for being so lovely, you involuntarily think
of " Le J euene Malade," of Andre Chenier, that
last of the Greek poets, as Edmund About called him.
Authors, artists, journalists, members of the thinking world of New York, may be met at the colonel's
charming Sunday evenings. About eleven at night,
when all but the intimate friends of the family hav
left, these latter draw around their host and entice
him to talk upon one of his favorit subjects, poetry,
music, or maybe the "Mistakes of Moses," while
they listen with avidity. He knows his Shakspere as
thoroughly as the Bible, only he speaks of him with
far more respect and admiration. He adores Wagner, whom he sets even above Beethoven. I mention
this to prove once. more that we hav all our little
faults, and that Colonel Ingersoll, in common with
his fellow-mortals, is not perfect. Between midnight
and one in the morning the last visitors reluctantly
depart. On the way home you think of all the witty
things that hav bean said, the arrows of satire that
hav been shot at hypocrisy and hum~ug, the ennobling humanitarian opinions that hav been advanced;
and though you may not feel converted or diverted
or perverted to Ingersollism, you are sure to leave
that house feeling fuller of good will toward all men,
and saying to yourself: "What a delightful evening
I hav passed!"
I was present one evening at a meeting of the
Nineteenth Century Club to hear a discussion on
"The Poetry of the Future." Colonel Ingersoll was
to hav taken part in it; but, being retained professionally at Washington, he was obliged to excuse
himself at the eleventh hour. The president immediately telegraphed to a well-known minister, asking
him to take the colonel's place.
" I distinctly decline to take Colonel Inga1·soll's
place in this world or the next," exclaimed the recipient of the telegram, as soon as he had read it. The
reverend gentleman nevertheless took part in the
evening's debate, and when he repeated his repartee
to the audience, was greeted with hearty laughter
and applause.
Now, the lot of Colonel Ingersoll in this world is
very enviable, for his profession brings him in a magnificent income. As to refusing his place in the
next, what an absurdity!
When Robert Ingersoll presents himself at the
gates of paradise, and St. Peter sees that good, open
face, radiant .with happiness, the doors will be thrown
wide to let him pass, and the saint will say :
" Come, Robert, come in. Thy happy face pleases
me. We hav just let in a cargo of long-faced folkPresbyterians, I'll be bound-and it does one good
to look at thee. Thou hast done thy utmost to stifle
the hydra-headed monster Superstition, and to destroy the infamies which are in circulation on the
subject of the Lord. Come in, friend, thou hast
loved, thou hast been beloved, thou hast preached
concord, mercy, peace, Jove, and happineBs ; come,
take thy place amongst the benefactors of the human
race."

Gender and the Great Cosmic Unity.
The article by Ella E. Gibson in reply to my communication escaped my observation. The lady, I am
glad to know, approves the monism advocated by me,
but objects to two expressions used by me in referring
to the Great Cosmic Unity.
First, she objects to my us'e of the masculin gender "he" I adopted purposely. Her point would
hav been well taken if it had been my intention to
designate the male sex, exclusiv of the female one,
ae the attribute of the " God."
Being obliged to use the masculin or the feminin
or the neuter, I was compelled to utilize the masculin
for the reason that it, the masculin, also includes the
feminin, as the words " man" or " mankind," that
include as well "woman" and "womankind."
I could not use the neuter (or the negativ and
steril) gender to designate the fountain-source of procreation and fecundity, the Great Cosmic Unity, inherent in which is the principle of both the paternal
and maternal creativ powers. All the mythologies
and anthropomorphisms hav established one or several
personal gods and goddesses to represent the positiv

nature and prolific or fecund powers of the universe.
As to the negativ and steril powers of nothingness,
they had rightly represented them as devils having
nullurn cujusvis sex.us indicium, or as being without
any sex and essentially steril.
It is true that, at times, some devils hav been represented as prolifics ; as, for instance, in the old
Christian legend of Robert the Devil, duke of Normandy; but it was during the Dark Ages. Then
mythological symbols had lost their primitiv meanings, and had been, little by little, transformed by
public ignorance and by priestly craft into mere gross
superstition and fetichism. In this legend of Robert
the Devil, the Christian object was to illustrate the
dual nature attributed to man, attracted as he is at
one and the same time in opposit directions, toward
good and toward evil.
In the Greek and Roman mythologies it is darkness, night, death, horror, despair, etc.-i.e., negation only-in all its human aspects that is begotten
by the negativ fecundity of infernal deities.
So it is only the masculin gender· that could
properly be employed in reference to the Great Cosmic Unity.
Of course, if there existed that ideal hermaphrodite gender dreamed of by the great Greek philosophers and formulated by the great Greek artists (as
evidenced by the Hermaphrodite of the villa Borghese,
on whom .are seen cujusvis sex.us indicia); if there
was, in the English language, such a gender, combining, in an august unity, the two creati v !' electricities "-the paternal and the maternal-! would
certainly hav used it, instead of the masculin that
bas been misunderstood by your correspondent, Ella
E. Gibson, as an ungallant masculin egotism, and an
unjust slight of her own sex.
The lady is again mistaken when she objects to the
use of the word God as bringing back to her mind
the remembrance of all the superstitions, fetichisms,
and anthropomorphisms by which the progress of
civilization has been so long trammeled. The word
God is, again, the only word in the language that can
be used by a thinker to express the infinitade of the
Great Unity, of his power, wisdom, and beauty.
The Great Cosmic Unity, with his" holy" trinitySubstance, Movement, and Law-is greater than any
anthropomorphic god. The only defect of the word
God, when applied to the Great Unity, is its relativ
insignificance. But there is no greater one in the
language, and one can but use that which he possesses. To refuse the highest possible title to the
Great Unit.y. would be as ridiculous as unjust and
irreverent. No true believer in the Great Unit.y of
substance, no intelligent monist-be he (or she) a
philosopher, a poet, or an artist-will ever refuse his
(or her) worship to the sublime Great Cosmic Unity.
PERICLES.

Lectures an(l Meetings.
GEORGE LONGFORD, secretary of the Philadelphia Liberal
League, writes: "Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia
will commemorate the anniversary of the birth of Thomas
Paine, on Sunday, Feb. 3, 1889, in Industrial Hall, Broad
and Wood streets, at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M., order of exercises
consisting of orations by talented lady speakers, vocal and
instrumental music, recitations, etc. There will be refreshments served during the intermission at 5 to 7 P.M. Tickets,
twenty-five cents. We hav secured a spacious hall for this
occasion, so that there will be ample room for people coming
a long distance. Liberals, let us show our appreciation by
turning out in full force!"
W. S. BELL senrls this notice : " I am going to start next
April on a lecture trip to the West, and would say a word
or two to the Liberal ' brethren' who may be likely to be
interested in my lectures, through the columns of your valuable paper. My line of travel will be through St. Louis,
Denver, Leadville, Salt Lake City, Sacramento, to San Francisco. I would like to hav many opportunities to ring the
liberty Bell at places on or near this line of travel, as I shall
not return the same way. From San Francisco I shall follow
in the footsteps of my illustri(Jus predecessors, S. P. Putnam,
C. B. Reynolds, and B. F. Underwood, in my tour through
Washington territory, Oregon, and parts of Idaho. I would
like to get into correspondence with our Liberal friends all
along the line from Chicago to Seattle at once, to arrange for
lectures. Address, 248 State street, Chicago, Ill."
W. F. JAMIESON was given a week of lectures in Shenandoah, Ia , and now Christianity is at the boiling point.
Slys the Post: "The mental, moral, and spiritual forces of
this community were in a state of violent agitation, this
·week~ as tbE;y were affected with the Week of Prayer services and sermons, Professor Jamieson's Freethought lectures the stirring revivals in the Christian .and Free Methodist ~hurcbes, and the grandly impressiv Odd Fellows
installation services. After all this, we ought to be a very
wise and good community." In the same issue appeared the
following: "Professor Jamieson is a pleasant speaker, and
attracts a large audience every evening, in the Knights of
Labor Hall, to listen to his Freethought lectures." His address is Shenandoah. Ia.
------~~.--------

Only a

C~Stholic

Version.

•' Peace on earth to men of good will" is not a paraphrase
of a New Testament text by the editor of Freethougltt: You
will find in the Douay version that when the angelic hpst
greeted the illegitimate child of the Virgin Mary they sa1d:
''Glory in the highest to God, and on earth peace to men of
good will." All Catholics rea:l it that way.
ANTIO.
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Qkommnnications.
The Cowardice of' the Board of .Missions.
It has long been a cause of righteous indignation
with me that, after having enf_orce? upon h~r ages
of subjection, humiliation, and mfer1or educatiOn and
position, men should demand of woman. that she
:fight her own battle for freedom and equahty of op·
portunity. That she plead her ow~ caus~, that _she
sustain her own argume~ts an_d conv1~c~ him, agamst
his will and his sisters, m spite of his m~uence and
disabling precautions, that she has the nght to the
same status as a human being t~at is enjoyed ~y her
brothers. He handicaps her Wlth every conce1vable
device, and then says : " Show me that you can compete with me prove to me that you are able, and I
will cease to ~ppose you." But he does more than
this. He denies his wife and daugh~ers all broadening education, occupation, and stunulus; . he ~ets
them know in a thousand ways that he thmks 1t a
woman's duty to be satisfied with what he is J?leased
to term her "sphere;" he makes her whole hfe dependent mentally, s.o~ially, legally, and morally upon
his pleasure and opmwns, and above all he ke~ps her
his financial dependant, and then be says, tnumphantly, "If women wanted ~o be free; if they ?esired
equality before the law ; 1f they demanded_ It, they
could hav it quick enough. They don't want 1t. They
don't feel equal to it, therefore they don't deserve it."
It is as if a man and his wife start out for a walk,
and he givs her the baby and a market-basket and a
lighted lamp to carry. Another man attacks them
and he dodges behind a post and says: "Now, Mathilda, you show him you'r,e not to be ~u~ upon.
You fight. Show him you re game. Sail rn, but
don't drop the lamp, and hold the basket ~o things
won't spill out, and keep the baby from gettmg hurt.
Look out ! Don't hit that way, it will hurt him.
Remember his feelings are tender. Don't kick, it
isn't ladylike. Stop biting, men hate to see a woman
use her teeth on things that will soil them. Dear
me, dear me ! I didn't think Mathilda would run. I
didn't know she was such a coward. But I begin to
agree with you now that women are all cowards, and
besides, they rather like to be thrashed."
I repeat that I hav grown somewhat weary of this
sort of thing, and in several instances hav declined
on this ground to reply to articles which were submitted to me by editors for that purpose. It is,
therefore, peculiarly gratifying to see any phase of
woman's cause taken up by men who hav not been
shamed into it, but it is especially pleasant when it
is done by a man so capable as E. H. House. His
last novel, "Yone Santo,"* is a most beautiful story,
but it is far more than this. Its exquisit literary
workmanship places it in the front rank, but even
yet its value is not told. It is one of the tenderest
studies of young womanhood in one of the phases of
her bound and disabled condition that it has ever
been my fortune to read. It is written with the
heart of a good woman who cries ont against the
fate of her daughters, an(l with the experience and
force of a good man who blames himself and his kind
for forcing such a fate upon them. Mr. House holds
his readers with the threefold strength of a woman's
tenderness and insight, a man's power and experience,
and withal the literary skill and exquisit workmanship of a polished man of letters.
Incidentally he touches upon one or two points of
a theological nature, and for this reason it wns sought
to suppress the book, and the effort would hav been
successful but for a happy accident which enabled
Mr. House to secure a friendly publisher in the firm
of Belford, Clarke & Co. There is no novel recently
written that deserves such careful reading. There is
not one more thoroughly interesting, more effectiv,
more genuinly progressiv, and if there has been one
of recent date that is its equal in finish and artistic
ability, I hav not chanced to read it.
Every Liberal-minded person will wish to read it
when I say it was sought to suppress it by the board
of missions, and that they do not dare attempt to
answer its brave and effectiv exposure .of some of
their doings in the Lord's field. Every woman should
read it, for it is the sweetest and most ter:derly appreciativ work possible in its dealings with the trials
of a pure young girl, whose mental development -bas
endangered her peace of mind and comfort of body
in the narrow limits of the sphere assigned her, and
under which she is compelled to liv.
It is a plea .and a protest so strong, so simple, so
tender1 and withal so gentle, that, although it claims
to be but the story of one little maid in a distant
land, it is the story of many little maids in every
land. This American gentleman, this gentle American, has done a brave thing, a good thing, and a much
broader thing in its scope than I believe he himself
has fully understood, and he has done it so well that
I, for one, feel that he has extended to me a personal
favor. In the person of his sweet little heroin he
bas fought for us all-for every woman of every country. It is the new chivalry, and we are to be con-

gratulated that the knig~t who breaks_ the lance for
progress and fair play 1s so well .equipped for the
battle. I would not hav it inferred from what I say
that the book is either a theological treatis or an
equal-rights argument. It is si~ply and solely, so
far as its rank goes, a story. It 1s no more an argument than was ''Adam Bede," or "Bleak House."
It is no more a theological treatis than "The S.carlet
Letter," but the missionary board took exceptiOn to
it as it appeared in the Atlantic. M_onthly, a~d found
means to frighten Houghton, Mdll.m & Co. mto submission to their desires to see the book suppressed.
But the story of this outrage is told most effe?tivly
by its gifted author in a postscript to the book Itself,
and a most striking commentary it is upon free
speech and free press in this country.
The board of missions did not attempt to ans~oer
it-in so far as it purported to giv an account of
some of their doings in Japan, where the author then
lived-but to force a great publishing house to suppress it. And they succeeded in so far as that they
found means to control those publishers. I hav had
the pleasure of seeing a somewhat long and interesting correspondence on the subject, and I do not
hesitate to say that, in my opinion, it is the most
dangerous and serious case of attempted subjugation
of the press and of free speech by the pulpit that I
hav yet known to occur in America. For th~ book
is only a novel. It makes no pretense to be h1story.
It is a work of fiction by a gifted and cultured man.
Has the time come in America when, in such a work,
the author may not even refer to certain abuses of
which he was an eye-witness, unless he first asks permission of some body of ecclesiastics who are too
holy to be even criticised in a novel? Drop "Robert
Elsmere" and " John Ward, Preacher," and "The
Story of An African Farm," long_ enough t? read
"Yone Santo," which is written with far more hterary
skill than any of them, and see if you think it a book
to be suppressed, or that Americans can afford to
stand by while it is done and say nothing.. The
book is written with such depth of feeling that from
the first page to the last one is touched to the quick,
and one's sympathies enlisted for those who suffer
or are tried beyond their strength, wheresoever
they may liv, whomsoever they may be-and yet
this is the book the board of Christian missions tried
to suppress! There is not a line in it, from first to
last that is not for the uplifting of those who are
we~k, for the encouragement of those who aspire, for
the condemnation of those who are cruel or wicked
or hardened-and this is the book the board of
Christian missions tried to suppress. Every Christian who is an honorable man will scorn them for it,
and every woman who reads the book-no matter to
what church she belongs-if she has within her a
heart to feel, will look upon the organization that
attempted such an outrage with the contempt it deserves, and with ·the suspicion it now proves itself
entitled to by its own acts in a land where it is not
so easy to cover up its tracks a.s in the one of which
the book is written. If those who read the book
closed it with any doubt as to the justice of its criticisms of the spirit of those missionaries in the little
land of which Mr. House wrote, their own actions in
dealing with the book, and with this crippled son of
genius (whom they believed they could crush because
of his physical misfortunes), would more than brush
the doubts away and make one feel "the half has
HELEN H. GARDENER.
not been told."

Our London Letter.

The Christmas season has once more produced its
quota of pulpit lying and hypocrisy. Once again
are we told Christmas day is the anniversary of the
most beneficial event to man in history, and the. simple sheep is informed by the artful shepherd that the
reputed birth of Christ has been a wonderful power
for good, resulting in the brotherhood of man and
the general establishment of peace and good will.
Christian labor-sweaters hav shown their excessiv
love for their fellows by assisting their poorer brethren by means of dinner tickets entitling the fortunate holders to a pound or two of butchers' scraps
and sufficient material to make a microscopic plumpudding; not too rich, though, out of tender consideration for their weak digestions. One band of
Christian workers has been so overpoweringly generous as to distribute fifteen hundred new sixpences to
as many workhouse children. Fancy one Christian
parish containing that number of workhouse children!
Altogether this has been a season of great rejoicing. Everybody ought to hav been happy and contented, though the papers record several cases of
obstinate, unregenerate individuals who would persist-no doubt possessed of the devil-in dying of
cold and starvation. What can be done with such
people? They are prayed for continually, and will
not, in spite of all that can be done in this direction,
humbly and resignedly wait for the heavenly ravens
to feed them. No doubt the ravens are trying to find
them, but they will persist in hiding away in dark
arches and empty coal-cellars, and all sorts of most
* Yone Santo, a Child of Japan. By E. H. House. 285 out-of-the-way places, where no decent ravens could
pp. Paper, 50 cents.
properly go, and thus rush on their own fate.

After ~11 the hungry ha~ be:an fed and the naked
clothed, those who hav done these good deeds, the
churches, settle down to enjoy their own well-earned
reward, and enjoy themselvs immensely on the eve of
the new year.
I saw an advertisment on a board in front of a
neighboring gospel-shop, that at 9:30 a meat supper
would be provided, tickets one shilling each; if two
or more 'were taken the price was onlv ninepence
each; and at 11 P.M. there would be spiritual refresh- ·
ment in the way of prayer and spiritual songs. The
announcement did not mention if drink was provided
at the meat supper. But as there was a public house
just opposit, possibly the publican had managed to
supply liquid refreshment on equally liberal terms.
A retrospect of the year does not offer much
encouragement to the Christian party. The superstition is slowly dying, genuin believers are few and
far between, and the form is only kept up by strenuous efforts on the part of those most interested in
doing so. Lectures on topics of the day take the
place of the old-fashioned sermon, trained singers
bav taken the place of congregational amateur performances, theatricals in the church school-room are
instituted, bazars and lotteries are indulged in, and
yet it is extremely difficult to keep a decent number
of members on the church books. Education is
developing common sense, and unsuspected reasoning
powers are brought into play. People are becoming
less superstitious and more natural, and a slow but
sure development is observable. T~e.Romish churc~
is the most powerful of all the Christian sects, and If
not firmly opposed will place the United States in
the same position as Europa during the Dark Ages.
While losing ground in the Old, it appears to be
concentrating its chief efforts in the New World, and
will do incalculable damage if it has the power.
I wish you, your staff, and subscribers greater
happiness in this than preceding years, and all suc.T. D.
cess to the cause of Liberalism.
London, Jan. 1, 1889.

The Unfortunate Prince.
From the London F1·eet1dn1Cer.

·

[During the year of grace 1888, Dr. Voelkel, the able Freethought lecturer and editor of the Neues Ji'1·eireligi0ses Bonntags-Blatt, Magdeburg, was tried on a charge of "indirect
blasphemy, gross insult of Christian doctrin, and abus~ of
the Bible," contained in a tale entitled, "Der Ungli.ickhche
Erbprinz." Th~ case was heard with closed doors, but Dr.
Voelkel obtained !\verdict of" Not guilty." We publish a
translation of the indicted story. J

Once upon a time there was born a hereditary
prince and his name was Man. He was promised all
the pdwer and glory on earth, and was to be invested
in them the day on which he would marry Princess
Liberty, who was of the same age. The bringing up
of Prince Man was intrusted by the Lord God to
Uncle State and Aunt Church, a husband and wife
who had been living in heaven from all eternity.
They were, however, a malicious uncle and a
wicked aunt. They hated poor Princess Liberty,
and, longing to possess all the power and glory
themselvs, they would take care to prevent the Prince
ever getting out of leading strings and becoming
acquainted with Princess Liberty.
And a very strange affair it was. The Prince,"having grown up a tall, strong lad, desired to eat roast
meat and drink wine, but he was still nourished with
ewe's milk. He desired to climb trees snd swim
through the river, but he was still swaddled like
a baby; and when he kicked and complained he was
threatened with the black man, or else the sugarstick of Patience was put in his mouth.
Now, Aunt Church had engaged a maid called
Science, who behaved quite submissivly, but she was
really also a princess and was faithfully attached to
her sister, Liberty. One day the Prince asked of her
his age, and the maid told him he was many thousand years old. The malevolent aunt having heard
this, the poor servant was much scolded and beaten,
and shut in the dark chamber, whilst the lad, although
a hereditary prince, was every day called a stupid
little boy.
The good and faithful maid got weary of her sufferings. She ran from the house, and thenceforth
living in the fresh air, grew very t~ll and pretty: At
night she went secretly to the Prmce, taught him to
read, and told him about the wonders of the sky and
many other beautiful things.
·
Prince Man now became aware of his strength.
He tore his swaddling clothes to pieces, and although
they punished him severely with the rod of the law;
they could no longer restrain him. They were compelled to giv him his first breeches and allow him to
walk in the garden.
" He feels his strength; we must giv him some
occupation," said the malicious uncle to the wicked
aunt. So they put a stripe to his breeches, and gave
him a colored coat and a saber. He could now run
to his heart's content against trees and rocks. And
when he .hit himself with his own sword and fell to
the ground badly hurt Uncle State praised him, for
he thought he could in this way repress the lad. But
when the Prince tried to climb the wall which separated the garden from the realm of Princess Liberty,
he was again forcibly put into swaddling clothes,
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which they wrapped so tightly that his flesh was cut,
and he cried he would never do it again..
In order that he should not become too wild, and
having learned to read, Aunt Church put in his
hands a charm-book which makes everyone blind and
lame who reads it three times. But there was a leaf
in the book that contained a counter charm, and tl: is
leaf, which the bad aunt had forgotten to tear out,
was read by the Prince in preference to all the other
·leaves in the charm-book, for it treated of love.
" I desire a sweetheart; I will marry," said Prince
Man one day to the evil-minded old couple. This
terrified them immensely, for they knew very well
that their dominion was in danger. They sent to the
chamber of the Prince, who had long been a tall,
strong young man, at the same time three maids
named Faith, Hope, and Charity. But though they
could look devoutly toward heaven, they had neither
flesh nor bones, and our Prince turned sadly away
from them.
At that time it happened that the two old people
often had shocking quarrels about the ·allowance and
the jewels which by right belonged to the Prince.
When they were engaged in one of these bickerings,
the Prince quickly climbed up a high tree and looked
over the garden wall. Ah, what did he see! The
sun shining and glittering, the birds singing joyous
songs on all the trees, huge blossoms exhaling wonderfully sweet perfume. And in all this glory the
fair Princess Liberty was walking, her golden hair
flowing about her. From her large, proud ey3s a
dazzling flame darted to the heart of the Prince.
Sister Science touched with a magic wand the wall,
making it fall with a crash. The youth leaped
boldly over the ruins, embraced the Princess and
kissed her, holding her closely pressed to his heart,
fondly fancying they bad been united forever.
But Uncle State and Aunt Church had hastened to
the spot in the great.est rage, surrounded by the
colossal army of priests, monks, knights, officers,
j a.ilers, and soldiers; in .short, by all the detestable
demons that were kept in the pay of the malicious
couple fo;r the protection of their dishonest rule.
Alas, alas, what a dreadful fight ! Of what avail
Prince Man's strong fists 7 what use was Liberty's
flaming sv. ord? From behind these legions seized
the lovers, twined ropes around their bodies, stupefied
their senses with vapors of incense, and with scepters
broke their noble limbs.
The Prince was cast into the darkest prison chamber, and when Uncle Sbate did not beat him with a
stick, Aunt Church preached to. him a sermon with
much worse effect. Science, having bean reduced to
an abject state, entered into service again, and Liberty, bleeding and soiled with the dirt of scorn~ fled
far, far away, exiled, broken-hearted, dying.
Dead? No. Sometimes, in the quiet hours of the
night, when Prince Man was in terrible pain and
thought of his distress and misery, the nightingale
would sing to him a song of Princess Liberty betrayed and sold, and the loud, sweat tones would
cause his heart to melt in tears of love. And oftentimes a joyful ray of light would struggle through
the prison bars and proclaim to him that Liberty was
living still and would get well again-he should yet
call her his own. Then his heart rejoiced; and he,
in fetters, sang a proud and hopeful song of the time
to come.
·

.

'

" That was a sad tale," said the child to whom I
told it; ''there is not even a wedding in it."
"Yes, my child, and much more sad because the
. tale is true, and has happened more than once, and
will happen again and again."
" Is there no end to it ~, asked the child.
" Oh, yes, for you and me. When we are in the
grave, the tale is at an end."
R. R.

Liberalism East and West.
F1·om San Francisco F?·eethougl!t.

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1889 is a publication of unusual importance. Its illustrations are
good; its calendar is most valuable; its review of
"Freethought in the United States, 1888," written in
thunderous Gladstonian sentences, is complete and
comprehansiv, if we except its failure to record the
birth and growth of a Freethought journal in San
Francisco; its Symposium on "Liberalism" is the
greatest and best addition to Liberal literature made
for many years, and the collocation entitled " Ingersoll and Shakspere" is nothing less than wonderful.
But the chief feature of the ANNUAL is the Sym. posium. The Editor submitted a series of fourteen
questions to the leading Freethinkers of the country,
and twenty- four replied. The fourteen questions
cover a great deal of debatable ground, but perhaps
the one the answers to which will be of the most
interest to the readers of Free thought is this:
Where are the most Liberals, and in what section of the
country is the best work for Liberalism being done?

Colonel Ingersoll answers as follows :
The most Liberals are in the most intelligent section of the
United States. Where people think the most, you will find
the most Liberals ; where people think the least, you will
find the most bigots. Bigotry is produced by feeling; Liberalism, by thinking-that is to say, the one ir; a prejudice,
the other a principle.

James Parton answers none of these questions,
but, as he says, merely sends the thought that came
into his mind when he read them.
Charles Watts replies that according to his experience, there are most Liberals and the best work is done
in Grand Rapids, Mich.; Chicago, Ill.; Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh, Pa., and in Toronto and the Lower
Provinces, Canada.
Capt. Robert C. Adame mentions Canada and
Boston.
J. D. Shaw finds most Liberals among the reading
classes. .
·
·
J. H. Burnham believes that both the East and
the West offer interesting fields.
Mrs. E. D. Slenker names New York and Boston
as the best points for Liberalism, though not in proportion to population.
Thus three writers locate the center of Liberalism
in the East, and four are non-committal. Now let us
quote the seventeen others. They answer the question where the best work is being done for Liberalism in this way :
Helen Gardener: ''In the West and. Northwest."
S. P. Putnam: "The West."
E. A. Stevens: "In the West."
Parker Pillsbury: "In and west o'f New York."
F. M. Holland: "In the Northwest."
E. B. Foote, Jr.: "West of the Mississippi."
Lucy N. Colman : " The West."
L. K. Washburn: "In the Western states."
Ella E. Gibson : "In the West."
Susan H. Wixon: "In the West."
John Peck: " The grand prairies of the West."
W. S. Bell: "In the wide West."
E. C. Walker : "The Pacific coast, the territories,
and Texas."
Mattie A. Freeman: "In the West."
Juliet H. Severance, M.D.: "In the West."
John R. Kelso: "I would prefer the Pacific coast."
G. H. Dawes: "North Central and Pacific statef'."
Out of twenty writers, therefore, who express an
opinion, seventeen agree that the best work for
Liberalism is being done in theWest. It is certainly
high praise to the workers in this section; but a few
years ago, before the American Secular Union had
sent its secretary through the country to lecture
wherever an audience could be found, this verdict
would not hav been given. Since that tim£>, however,
and especially during the past year, there is little
doubt that the West has been the scene of the
greater activity in Liberal work. · THE TRUTH SEEKER
and the Liberal Club in New York; the Investigator
and L. K. Washburn in Boston; E. A. Stevens and
the local Secular Union in Chicago; Charles Watts
and Secular Thought in Toronto, Can.; tile Pennsylvania Liberals, and others, are doing magnificent
service. The lecture and newspaper work in the
West has heretofore been done largely by non-residents. Now that this state of affairs is. changed,
still greater results may be looked for in the future.
Not a Religions Nation.
Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin.

The battle for religious liberty was fought out and settled
in this country during its evolution between t.he landing of
the Mayflower and the adoption of the federal Constitution.
In that great debate the niembers of all denominations took
an activ part, and, to their lastinb credit be it said, the clergy
of all shades of religious belief agreed that a purely secular
~~:overnment would best subserve the highe~t i~terests of the
American people. The framers of the ConstitutiOn proceeded
cautiously along this line, and the name of the supreme ruler
of the universe is not once mentioned in the organic act.
Many pious people regarded this omission as a great disgrace,
and several unsuccessful efforts hav been made to hav God
recognized in the fundamental law of the land. The same
class of religious thinkers who wo?ld like to J?.av. the name
of deity incorporated ~om&wher~ !n th~ Constr~utw~ wou!d
also like to hav some kmd of rehgwus mstructwn given m
the public schools; but experience has shown that the only
way to get along to the best advantage and suit the most
poople is to make both the government and the schools
purely secular. The reason is that neither the civil government nor the public school has any interest w!ratever in any
other life except the present, and one world IS enough at a
time Religious belief is founded on faith rather than upon
kno~ledge; and as religion mostly concerns itself with t~e
de~tiny of man beyond the grave, the secular government IS
best adapted to deal wit~ mankind on this side.
. .
The fathers builded wisely therefore when they prohibited
all 1 eligious tests for public officers, and drew the line on
morality in foundin~ the common school system. The state
has a deep interest m having men of good moral char~cter
for citizens and that they shall obey the laws, and neither
steal murder. nor bear false witness. The state has nothing
whatever to a'o with saving men's souls, ~or has it anY: means
of knowing officially whether men ~~;re Immortal ~erpgs or
not Hence in this country there IS no state rehgwn, no
tax~s levied 'for the support of religion in any of its multitudinous forms, and the man who objects to being sworn is
allowed to afiirm.
Many of the old forms and customs are eith.er omitted !lr
are being modified. In some states of the Umon an Atherst
was once not considered a competent witness in courts of
justice, and the tes~i';llony. of an Infidel :voul~ not be ta~en
in evidence in a CIVIl smt, much less m trrals for caprtal
offenses. In other places a man could not be supposed to be
telling the trutJ;t under oath if h~ was a disbeliever in the
everlasting pnmshment of the wrcked after death, though
that dogma rests upon evidence that would be rejected by
any court of just.ice.. Formerly it. was the custom to ask a
witness to kiss the Bible after bemg sworn, and before he
proceeded to giv in his testimony. The judicial oath was
not considered binding unless it ended with, " So help you
God!'
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The other day at the inauguration of Governor Hoard the
venerable Chief Justice Cole omitted to say, "So help you
God," when he administered the oath of office to the new
executiv, but merely solemnly pledged him to do his duty to
the best of his ability.

Calvary Nowhere, But to Be Moved.
Rev. Dr. Charles s. Robinson in the Centm·y.
The only representativ site for Calvary now offered pilgrims
in Jerusalem IS found in a couple of rooms inside the old edifice; one is owned and exhibited by the Greeks, another by
the Latins. These share the same disability; both-since
the church is already so full of traditions on the ground floor
-had to go up a flight of stairs into free space nearer the
roof. And there it is, amidst tawdry curtains and gilt
bedizenments of candles and altar-shrines, that this ancient
"spot upon which the cross of Jesus ChriEt rested is pointed
out, and the veritable hole is shown in which it was planted.
And the thieves' crosses-a decorous but rather inadequate
distance of five feet between them on the right and left of the
middle·one-are ranged alongside. And down underneath,
far below, across some intervening space left by grading
away the actual soil of the hill, so we are sagely told, is the
grave of Adam. Tradition has related that at the crucifixion
of Jesus some drops of blood fell through upon Adam's skull
aud raised him suddenly to life; and there are commentators who declare that so the prophecy quoted by the apostle
Paul (Eph. v, 14) was well fulfilled: "Awake, thou
Adam that sleepest [for thus the former versions read in the
textj, and arise from the dead, for Christ shall touch thee."
The art-people say that this is the origin of the fact that in
those early rude representations of the death of our Lord a
'
skull is introduced.
' Can any man of sense be blamed if he makes an
imperious demand that something more-something else at
least-shall greet him in answer to his question, Where was
our Lord crucified? If there should be no other advantage
gained by the acceptance of a new site as now proposed, this
would be enough; it would put an end to the awkward and
offensiv impostures daily exhibited under the roof of that
filthy old church. They are a standing mockery of the
claims of the Christianity they profess to uphold. Those
ceremonies of Easter at the tomb where our Lord is declared
to hav been buried are a caricature of an event so glad and
holy. The struggle around the flames that are chemically
forced out of the smoky hold in the sepulcher, so that
devotees in frantic zeal may light their lamps, brings death
from the trampling of thousands, fills the house with howls
that put heathenism to shame, and semis true believers away
with infinit disgust and horror deep in. their hearts. How
long must such a scandal be patiently endured?
A.. Metho!list E11iscopal 011inion.
F1·om the Enterprise, Kan., lnaependent, Jf. K. DeMotte, Ed.ito1·.

A few days since a young man sent us a copy of Trm
TRUTH SEEKER, one of the most bitter and unroosonable opponents of Christianity published by an Infidel press. It
was marked through and through, showing careful and critical reading. Even the book notices had been marked to
indicate that they had not been overlooked, or possibly to
indicate that the books had been ordered. In addition to
the paper there was a bundle of tracts of the Valley Falls
style of Freeth ought. We are pained to see a young man
who ought to be a noble support to everything good and
true, compass sea and land to convince himself that he has
no soul; that Christianity is a farce, and that after all he is
only a brute. Not that we question the right of man to
thoughtfully consider the claims of Christianity. This is
right. The Bible courts the most critical inquiry, and the
religion it teaches has stood the severcet tests for centuries.
But such literature as THE TRuTn SEEKER is more dangerous
than the most vicious dime novel, or the vilest obscenity
that ever came from the press. Young man, let that stuff
alone! Your mother's religion, the religion which sustained
her through life's fiercest conflicts, which brought light and
comfort to her in the hour of death, that religion will carry
you safely through storm and tempest. Without it you are
like a ship without a rudder, or you are billow-tossed in
darkness which can be felt, with no compass to guide you.
You may laugh at the suggestion, but there will dawn a day
when you will reach out a trembling hand for something to
sustain you, and the religion of Jesus Christ will be a diadem
of precious brilliancy and value just beyond your reach.
For as you seek to seize it your doubts will come in and dash
the sparkling jewel from you. Be careful how you t~ifle
with your faith in God's word. You may see many thmgs
you don't understand, many things yon cannot know, but
rest assured the simplicity which takes the Bible for God's
revealed truth is priceless in comparison with your boasted
independence which ridicules its grandeur and beauty.
You'll see the day-or night-when one ray of simple faith
in the Bible would be worth a whole volume of Infidelity,
and you'd giv anything to hav your mother's hope of heaven.

A Most Excellent Policy.
From the Jnvesti!lato1·.

To Whom It May Concern: Ever since our management
of the Inve~tigator, we hav endeavored to keep it clear of
personal attacks or quarrels, believing that this was the best
course for us to pursue. We hav never had, in all our long
work of fifty years, and amid exciting times, but one personal quarrel or wrangle in the pal?er, a_nd that was not of
our choosing, for we were dragged mto It and came out of
it unhurt, but as we hav no desire to hav another we prefer
a peaceful disposition and quiet nerves for the rest of our
days.
. ,
.
We will fight bigotry, snperstrtwn, prrestcraft.,_ tyranny,
and intolerance until our last breath, and longer-If we can.
Yet as our warfare is against doctrins and principles rather
than men we shall always hav room for the former, but
never for' the latter. Questions of public interest . are of
course admissible in a newspaper, but personal drsputes
should be settled privately.
Sound Judgments.
From the Mapleton, Iowa, Home Advocate.

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1B89 is one of. the ~est
literary productions ever placed before the pub!Ic, bemg
filled with useful information and interesting readmg. The
price is twenty-five cents, postpaid.
F1•om the Wo1·1emen's .Advocate.

Unusually interesting this year.. Th~ main fea~ure of the
ANNUAL is a Symposium on Liberalism, contrrbuted by
twenty-four leading American Freethinkers.
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The Blair Bill.
Mr. Samuel R. Wetherill, of Jobstown, N. J.,
writes:
" I am getting up petitions through this county against the
Blair bill in the Senate. I copied it from THE TRUTH SEEKER
of Jan. 12th, and shall send them to Hon. John R. McPherson;
senator from New Jersey. When would be the best time to
forward them to him? Please answer and let me know
what you think about it."

The best time to send these petitions is to-day,
to-morrow, and every day thereafter, until the last
shall hav been heard of this bigot's bill.
The Sabbath Union has had space for a department presented to it by pious Shepard of the Mail
and Express, and in that organ of last Saturday
Wilbur F. Crafts, field secretary of the Union, wrote:
" The great fourteen-million petition was yesterday presented in the Senate, and made an impressiv spectacle. It is
desirable that the snowstorm of letters and petitions shall
fall upon the desk of every senator every day until the Sunday law is passed."

That shows what the Christians are doing to enslave us. Let the snowstorm of counter petitions be
as heavy as the fall whioh would smother liberty.
The Fight in Chicago.
In the Seoular Union department will be found
the injunction granted by Judge Horton restraining
the Board of Commissioners of Cook county, Illinois,
from paying any more money to the Roman Catholic
institution called St. Mary's Training Sohool.
The importance of this result of the application of
the Secretary of the Union cannot be overestimated.
It is a victory at the threshold of a struggle gigantic
in dimensions and far-reaching as the existence of the
American republic. Catholicism is rampant all over
the country. It is entrenched in custom and statute.
It controls majorities in votes. It puts its men in
office and they giv it millions of dollars. In our
large cities it has its grasp on all municipal departments. It prescribes the studies and the methods of
studies of the school children. It has its men in the
tax department. It selects juries and it appoints
judges. It exacts pledges from politicians and
demands compliance with its wishes. It has forcEJd
presidents to flatter popes. Its shadow is over all ;
its cunning hand is in all the trades and dickers of
lawmakers. It makes and unmakes senators, assemblymen, and aldermen. Its purpose for its own
aggrandizement is constant and unrelenting. Men
come and go, but the Roman machine goes on
unceaeingly. Its aim is to control the people and
the people's government-to subordinate the state
to the church-to tax the people for its own benefitto build itself legal fortresses from which it can
never be dislodged. In Boston it has received a
temporary setback. In New York it has won a huge
victory, and won it quietly through the greed of our

politicians and the blindness of the voters. In the
West-in Iowa, in Wisconsin, in Minnesota, in Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado-it controls whole sectiona of the country. In isolated towns in other
states it has ruined the schools and grabbed the
reins of secular government. Thousands of parochial schools hav been established within the past
four years. In these institutions of ignorance children are taught that'their first duty is toward God
or the church and second to the state. It teaches
that Rome is supreme in all matters of faith and
morals, and in the first it puts all social relations and
the right to think; in the second, all political mattars and the right to vote. Over all-over every act of
life, even of death-the church claims to be an infallible ruler, guiding, controling, using all for her own
unalterable purpose of subjugating a New World to
replace the Old she has lost.
Rome's methods are known to all, and the St. Mary's
Training School is but one of hundreds of similar
institutions which Rome conducts for her own business
and which she makes the people at large pay for.
For years the country has paid the expenses of this
school, the church first getting laws giving her so
much par month for each child supported, and then
getting the children by legal hook and crook,
through poverty of parents and favoritism of judges
who owe, perhaps, their office to Catholic votes or
influence. This year the officers foresaw no trouble
in renewing the contract, and the County Commiesioners were equally willing. The officers of the
school proposed ·that the county should pay them
eight dollars per month for small boys, seven dollars
for large boys, and nine for cripples, in addition to
what the institution could make from the boys' labor.
But the Secular Union had its eye on them and their
purpose. The supreme court had decided that institutions of this sort are sectarian within the meaning
of the section of the Illinois constitution which prohibits counties from granting money to sectarian
schoole, and egged on by Secretary Stevens DistrictAttorney Bliss had prevented some twenty thoussnd
dollars from going to a similar institution. No deciaion had been made against St. Mary's school, and
no one but the Liberals seemed disposed to question
its right to the county's money. Mr. Stevens, therefore, sought the injunction, basing his plea on the
decision of the supreme court. It was a hard fight,
but he won, and until other courts overrule Judge
Horton, St. Mary's Training School will get no publie money to pay for the manufacture of Catholics.
In a personal letter, Mr. Stevens describes his experience in the courts. " We went," he says, " to Master
after Master in chancery, and some of them would
hardly look at the papers. If anyone wants to know
the power of Romanism in Chicago, let him try to get
out an injunction against the church. He will find that
most lawyers will shrink and shrivel up into miserable
specimens of manhood." This is to be expected.
There is nothing the average lawyer so hates as a case
with religion in· it. They are afraid of it. Custom
has made cowards of them all~ It takes a brave man
to stand up against prejudice of any sort, and religious prejudice it> the most bitter of all malignant
passions. And for attacking Rome, lawyers know
that somehow they will be punished. If they hav
political aspirations she will take her revenge at the
polls. If they practice in civil courts, she will through
her judges hamper.them and make them lose cases and
clients. Lawyers, therefore, are shy of such cases,
and electiv judges are absolutely frightened by them.
All honor to Judge Horton for his manly independence.
This case is probably not settled yet. The principle of state subsidy to religious schools is too valuable for the church to giv it up without a great war.
She has unlimited money, and enormous influence.
St. Mary's School is but one among dozens in Illinois
which would lose thousands of dollars annually.
The legal fight, therefore, is not ended, and Secretary Stevens needs the moral encouragement and
financial backing of the Liberals of the country.
This is a national question, and citizens of all states
are equally interested, for if Illinois can be redeemed
from the clutches of Rome, the prospects for other
states are brighter. The power of Rome must be
broken, and to do it completely and effectually it
must be done by Liberals. Protestants will but
substitute their own faith for that of Rome, and if
they drive Rome out of the state treasuries it is that
there may be but the more for themselvs to steal.

Blasphemy in New Jersey.
In the unique blasphemy laws of New Jersey is
this section: "All impostors in religion, such as personata our savior, Jesus Christ, or suffer their followers to worship or pay them divine honors, or
terrify, delude, or abuse-the people by false denunciations of judgments, shall, on conviction, be punished
for every such offense by a fine not exceeding one
hundred dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding three
months, or both."
In the spring of 1887 a man calling himself Rev.'
Henry M. Mnason, but whose real name is Mnason
Huntsman, put in an appearance at Park Ridge, and·
with Rev.. Samuel H. Switzer, another crank, started
a .revival meeting. Huntsman is a· crazy Christian,
like Greenslade who calls himself Lewis the Light,
and who has just been sent to the insane asylum by the
New York authorities. Huntsman imagined himself
endowed with the divine spirit, whatever that is, and
likened himself to Jesus Christ. He obtained great
influence over other fanatics whose minds were prepared by ail ignorant but honest belief in the Bible
to welcome another messiah, and these followers
transferred to Huntsman some portion of their idolatrous regard for Jesus Christ. Huntsman also
threatened the inhabitants of Park Ridge with the
vengeance of God, called them all the opprobrious
names hurled at the Pharisees byb,is prototype Jesus
-hypocrite, vipers, serpents, etc.-told the ministers
that they were blind guides, making their proselytes
twofold more children of hell than themselvs, and
consigned all the Park Ridgeians, preachers and people, to perdition.
According to the New Testament Mr. Huntsman
was probably right, for the New Jerseyites are the
kind of Christians who "do all their works for to be
seen of men," making broad their phylacteries and
enlarging the borders of their garments, but within
full of extortion and excess. But they do not like
Jo be told of it, and their mirrored selva are to them
like the visions of the inebriate. So they told Mr.
Huntsman to depart from among them, which had
the effect only of making that follower of Christ more
emphatic in his preaching. Then one 9f the Park
Ridgeians visited the revival tent and knocked both
preachers down. Mobs also gathered round the
c1m.vas tabernacle, stoning it as the crowd did Peter,
and making threats to lynch the preacher. Mr.
Switzer deserted Huntsman, and the latter was left
alone. He was visited at his boarding-house, cowhided, his beard and· hair shaved close, and conducted
to the railroad station with an invitation to make
himself hard to find. He came to this city, but
could not giv up his mission to the New Jerseyites,
whom he regards as the direct descendants of the
scribes and Pharisees who once sat in Moses's seat,
and whom Jesus verbally chastised in the same Jailguage that Huntsman applied to the Park Ridgeians,
He returned to New Jersey, setting up his tent at
Phillipsburg, and held meetings, talking to the multitude and to his disciples, who comprised two
women and one man. He and his apostles were arrested, and the women were sent to jail, the male
apostle and himself escaping. The Phillipsburg
rulers sent word to the chief priests and elders of
Park Ridge to arrest him if he appeared there, which
he did a few days later, when his old partner Switzer
proved traitor as well as deserter, and with the help
of his son tied Huntsman to a fence, and sent for a
constable with a stave. The constable said he could
not lay hold on him without a warrant, and he was
allowed to go his way. Subsequently, however, a
Phillipsburg detectiv found him and took him to
Belvedere, where the elders sat, and put him in jail
to await the action of the grand jury.
On January 5th the jury indicted him, saying that
he had spoken blasphemy; what further need hav
we of witnesses? and cited the statute. Huntsman
was clearly an impostor in religion, and he had deluded, abused, and terrified the people by false denunciations of judgments. On the 17th a petit jury
agreed with the grand jury, and the next day the
court sentenced him to six months in jail, and to pay
a fine of one hundred dollars and costs of prosecution. If the clerk of that court' swells out the fees
as the clerk of the Morristown court did in the prosecution of C. B. Reynolds, the latter item will be expensiv to Mr. Huntsman.
No doubt the New Jerseyites need this statute for
protection, for the temptation to tell them the truth
about theinselvs is almost irresistible to a visitor in
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their state. A fair sample of the nativs of that commonwealth is an old farmer we once encountered,
who wanted seven dollars for . hitching his horses in
front of another team and helping pull a load up two
rods of hill. He was the fellow whom Jesus had in
view when he said some men were full of extortion
and excess. But we question the wisdom of calling
attention to their peculiarities by such methods as
prosecutions of crazy Christians. The Bible is directly responsible for Huntsman's mental condition,
and his being lodged in jail for closely following the
ways of Jesus only emphasizes the absurdity of founding a religion upon the wild oratory of that irresponsible individual. How do the elders and rulers of
Phillipsburg know that Christ's denunciation of judgment was not as false aa they presumed Huntsman's
to be 1 And why hold an everlasting hatred against
the Jews for doing in a more or less barbaric age precisely what they do who ha.v all the advantages of
civilization to enlighten them? The Jews had the
same proof, and no more-nainely, his assertionthat Jesus was the authorized messiah, that the New
Jersey folks hav that Huntsman is the son of God.
Why blame the Jews, therefore, for doing what they
hav done themselvs? The Freethinkers who do not
believe in crazy saviors are the only ones who can
consistently censure the Jews, and must equally censure the New Jerseyites. The best way to treat such
ranting nuisances is to let them alone. No one is
compelled to attend a revival meeting against his
own will, and Mr. Huntsman's declaration that some
gentlemen in Park Ridge or Phillipsburg were bound
for hell does not necessarily consign them to that
region, though it might possibly arouse the latent
feeling in their own bosoms that that is about what
they deserve.
On the whole, by this prosecution, the New Jersey
Christians hav fairly earned the cap and bells, as by
their previous prosecution of a heretic they had made
good their title to the champion bigots of that year.

The Baptists.
Mr. Edson Smith, of Santa Ana, Cal., writes that
some of the Baptists in his neighborhood " claim
that they never came out from the Catholic church,
but are a. directly descended organization from the
days of the apostles." Mr. Smith adds that he knows
not how to combat these assertions, and asks for
information.
We fail to see that the burden of proof is on Mr.
Smith. If the Baptists make assertions, let them
prove their truth. Let them find some reliable historical account of the existence of any body of Christians previous to the Reformation holding the
doctrine of the Baptists, or, as they were first called,
Anabaptists. The Baptists were not organized till
after Luther had been excommunicated, and are not
known as a church till after 1520. The Reformation,
of course, was a long time forming, and was not a
sudden and instantaneous revolt against the Roman
church, and many people for many years before
· Luther's apostasy held all sorts of notions differing
from the orthodox religion-among them Luther's
to-be followers, and the Waldenses, Albigenses, etc.and it is presumable that there were isolated persons
holding substantially the Anabaptist faith some score
or so of years before the revolt, but there 'were no
churches, and it is certain that no trace of Anabap·
tism can be found very long anterior to the sect persecuted alike by Lutherans and Catholics. If such
trace can be found, it behooves the Baptists of Santa
Ana to reveal it.
The A_nabaptists of the sixteenth century were
regarded as a bad sect, but unjustly. They were
cruelly persecuted all over Europe, and hundreds
of thousands of them paid the' penalty of their independence with their lives. In this country, their
record is · about the most honorable of any sect.
Roger Williams, who introduced the doctrin into the
Colonies, denied the right of the church to control
in civil matters, and for his independence had to
leave Massachusetts, which resulted in the formation
of what is now the state of Rhode Island. From
Rhode Island the Baptists wandered to Virginia and
New York, meeting in both states with persecution
from their Christian brethren. The Revolution,
however, afforded the other Christians some one else
to fight, and the Baptists had their first respit and
church recognition. After the war, recollecting the
injustice which they had suffered, they strenuously
fought in the nation's councils for separation of

church and state, and we owe to them a share of the
admiration Liberals giv those of our forefathers who
secured in the national charter the declaration that
the national government shall never establish religion.
We hav no wish to deprive the Baptists of any
credit d:ue them, and if they could find Baptists
scattered all through the centuries from 1889 to the
year 1, and from America to Jerusalem, we should
not care to rob them of such ancestral glory. Neither
.would such establishment of their antiquity attest a
whit to the truth of their peculiar theology. But the
fact is that the Anabaptists and Baptists must find
their primeval ancestor somewhere near the year
1500,· and submit their doctrine to the court of
reason, like other bodies of religionists. That they
hav always contended for a separation of state and
church is to their honor, but their contempt for
learning, and their blind adherence to a childish
faith, must inevitably lessen our respect for their
theological and historical claims.

"Thou Shalt Not Steal."
The city of New York owns a block of land
between Slat and 82d stree~s and Madison and Park
avenues. The ground is occupied by the St. Joseph's
Industrial Home and the Church of the Redeemer,
Episcopal. These organizations hold the ground
under a license from the Common Council, by paying
one dollar per year ground rent. The Catholic institution has the larger portion of the block, the Church
of the Redeemer having only eight lots. Two years
ago ~he latter society began the erection of an edifice.
The officers of the city, stirred up by Mayor Hewitt,
began to investigate the lease, and finally decided
that if the church was to be built the ground must
be paid for, and the price set was $675,000.
Last week the matter came up before· the Sinking
Fund Commission, in the shape of a protest against
the price from the church officers. The protest
recites that once upon a time (before the Catholics
controled the city so completely) churches were
forced to pay assessments for street improvements,
which assessments had so depleted the treasury of
the Church of the Redeemer that the ground it then
owned had to be given up. Afterward the city
allowed the chm·ch to use the lots now in controversy. The protest further states, which is obviously
untrue, that the charities of the church are such as
to relieve the Department of Charities and Correction of expenditures more than enough to make a
reasonable ground rent, and that the establishment
of the church enhanced the value of property in the
neighborhood.
The protest then leaves the broad ground of the
rightfulness of general stealing from the public treasuries by any Christian church and pursues the narrow path of sectarianism. It charges, in brief, that
the Roman Catholics are getting all the booty, leaving the Church of the Redeemer with nothing.
And ~ncidentally its protest shows that ~ur Hebrew
fellow-citizens are not above a little quiet robbery of
public property. The document sets forth:
"If the city is in need of its real estate, how is it that a
certain. Hebrew society continues to hold, in direct violation
of its license, a large part of· the city property in 77th street
between Lexington avenue and Third avenue, upon which
are erected buildings which are used for purposes quite foreign to any charitable or benevolent object?
" It is a hardship under the circumstances, and after undisturbed possession of the property for twenty-four years, to
be forced to purchase it at any price, especially when the
balance of the entire square, which is also owned by the
city, bounded by 81st street, Madison avenue, 82d street,
and Park avenue, is now occupied by a Roman Catholic
institution which never paid a cent to the city for it, which
is a nuisance to the neighborhood, and which receives from
the state $110 per capita per annum for its inmates. Said
Roman Catholic institution was licensed to occupy its
premises shortly after we were granted license or permission
to occupy ours, and instead of trusting implicitly in the faith
and 'the fair dealing of the city and its officials, as we did,
they, metaphorically speaking, took the city by the throat
and forced it to sign a lease for ninety-nine years at a legal
nothing, viz., $1 per annum rental. They remain encouraged
and undisturbed in possession, while we, at their instigation,
are to be evicted, in order that they may enlarge their buildings over the ground we are forced to vacate. Such religious persecution in the interest of tlie Roman Catholic church
should not be tolerated in a great city like New York and in
this enlightened age.
· "Upon what basis of law or equity does the city make a
proviso in the proposed sale of the property to the Church
of the Redeemer that the deed from the city is to provide
against encroachment by any obstruction upon the light and
air space between the church and the adjacent buildings
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occupied by the Sisters of Mercy as the St. Joseph's Industrial Home? Has not that institution sufficient light and air
on three sides of an entire city block without placing an
embargo upon a few feet of adjacent land at the northeast
end of the large building ? Why should they be protected
more than we? They are an expense to the city and state;
we are not.
"It is financially impossible for us to pay $675,000 for the
property. It is not worth it, with its surroundings; but,
inasmuch as the foundation of the new church is laid, we are
willing to purchase the eight lots for $60,000, said amount
to remain upon bond and mortgage at four per cent per
annum for ten years, and without any restrictions in the deed
of sale. This is all we are able to do, and, under the circumstances, it is far in excess of the price that we should be
forced to pay."
We fail to see any great difference between the
Church of the Redeemer, the St. Joseph's Industrial
Home, and the Hebrew Society. It is on the part of
all of them simply a scramble for property to which
they hav no shadow of right, and the occupation of
which by them is nothing but robbery of the public.
The Catholics hav grabbed all they can, the Hebrews
hav done the same, and the Church of the Redeemer
is only in the position of a thief who objects to
restoring his plunder. The city officials say the
ground is worth $675,000, while our Episcopalian
marauders think they should hav it for $60,000.
The margin is so wide that the transaction ceases to
be business and becomes a" charity" where the beggar holds his patron down, and makes him giv up
money which is not his.
There is and can never be but one way of finally
settling these church quarrels and stealings. That is
for every church to pay for its property, and pay its
taxes on that property. The officials who gave the
block of land to the church ought to hav been sent
to the penitentiary for malfeasance in office. They
misused their power as much as any other member
of the old Tammany gang who robbed this city for
years, and whose leader finally died, in the prison
where he was sent for his crimes. Those were great
days for the churches, especially the Catholic institutions, and tb.ey improved them like the busiest of
busy bees. If some of their honey is now taken
from them, they can hav no. just cause of complaint.
They hav subsisted· on stolen goods long enough.
SoME of the East African native recently attacked a missionary station, captured it, ami sold the preachers into slavery, This is carrying opposition to Christianity too far.
IN THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 12th inst., in acknowledging
the receipt of Braden's account of the Eugene City ''debate"
between him and ·Mr. Underwood, we said," We presume
there is not. a statement made which is not either a falsehood
or a fact distorted," though we did really hope that the
statement that Mr. Underwood called him" an unmitigated
liar and unprincipled scoundrel" was true. We find now, on
receiving F1·eetlwught, containing an account of the same
meeting, that our presumption was true. Braden cannot
tell the truth in detail, though stating a general fact. Mr.
Underwood did not call him an unmitigated liar and unprincipled scoundrel. He merely stated that Braden was a
"mean vilifier and an infamous liar." As we like to giv
reverend gentlemen all the credit due them, we make the
correction.
WE begin to hav a suspicion that the Symposium in the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL is not all that our editorial fancy
painted it. We had reckoned it to be sound Liberalism, but
perhaps it may turn out to be false doctrin. From the use
our contemporaries make of it, it seems to be a kind of a
·Bible in which all find texts and statements supporting their
previously formed views of Liberal things. E. C. Walker
first counted up the Prohibition texts, and found that the
weight of authority was. on his side a.nd against the Prohibitionists. Now FreethougM uses the Symposium to show
that the West is the great civilized district of the country,
and that we of the East, consequently, are living in semibarbaric or Christian darkness. We suppose our related
contemporary found this to be so because San Francisco and
thereabouts is the last place on the earth looking west. The
next editor who dives into that Symposium will also undoubedly find what he is looking for, and we may yethav sects in
Liberalism, all believing in the Symposium because of the
full discovery it makes of the way of man's salvation from
the church, the brilliancy of the matter, the efficacy of the
doctrin, the majesty of the style, the consent of all the parts,
the scope of the whole, the many other incomparable excellences, and the entire perfection thereof, as the "Confession
of Faith" has it, yet differing from one another because all
things in scripture, to follow the " Confession's" train of
thought, are not alike clear unto all, and so we shall hav the
original Symposiasts, the free will Symposiasts, the close
communion Symposiasts, and other Symposiast sects, some
repudiating the vain talk of the Infidel Pelagians and some
upholding the good old doctrin that what is writ goes regardless of the commentators. If these suspicions should be well
founded the regret of the Editor will be not less keen than the
grief of Jeremiah. He will need a "head of waters" big
enough to run a saw-mill.
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J,tfftrs pront Jiritnds.
ALnAMBRA, ILL., Dec. 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. George H. Dawes, of Pittsville, Wis.,
has just closed a course of Infidel lectures in our town, and
I take pleasure in recommending him through your columns
to the public as an interesting, pleasing, and instructing lecturer, using neither sarcasn:., wit, nor ridicule, but confining
himself strictly to his propositions and lucidly illustrating
and demonstrating them to a certainty.
HENRY SHARP.
BARRE, MAss., Dec. 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I only write to thank you for a copy of the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, received last week, and say a word
in praise of the neat, impressiv volume; and, further, to add
that no TRUTII SEEKER subscriber or Freethinker can afford
to. do without the present issue, for reasons given in your
advertisment. I will do my best to promote its circulation.
Respectfully,
ELLA E. GmsoN.
ANGOLA, IND., Dec. 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed twenty-five· cents, for
which send me the TRUTH SEEKER·ANNUAL. .I hav taken it
since the first issue, and liked each one very much, and
therefore I wish to hav the present issue. I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER; hav taken it ever since the first issue in New York
city. I like Heston's pictures very well. I think they are
opening the eyes of many persons, and making them thin~!:
for themselvs.
DR. J. H. MOORE.

I

after being covered with generations of dust which they refused to remove.
Liberals are too conservativ. They refuse to organize.
They will not maintain the simplest and best method of organization, the press. They will sit still with arms folded
and see ignorant and bigoted cranks deprive their fellowcitizens of their property, their liberty, yes, even their lives,
for no other offense than the exercise of their rights.
F. o. HELLSTROM.

GREENVILLE, MroH., Dec. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5.25 for THE TRUTH SEEKER and a
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
My home is the home of a Freethinker. ·On the many'
questions of religion I ask no advice of ancient Rome. I am
glad that the American Secular Union is activ. Gospel big.
ots are altogether too numerous. They shadow the path of
the people with gloom, and consume their earnings. All
they do in return for their salary is to talk hell, and spout
fire like so many dragons. Probably they enjoy the price.
Do not let us be inactiv, but let us make a desperate scramble for the truth.
Sincerely,
JosEPH BuEGESB.

them to take THE TRUTH SEEKER, their chains will fall off as
did mine, and they will be free. May the day soon come
when all the gods, devils, and saviors will be remembered no
more, and Science, Reason, and-Humanity reign supreme.
Yours for all that is good and true,
WM. THORPE, WIFE, AND FAMILY.
HANOVERTON, 0., Dec. 18, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I hav not failed to mention THE TRUTH
SEEKER to my friends, at the same time urging them to
support it, but thus far without success; which condition of
things may be attributed to the existence of three gospelmills in our village, which, though almost petrified, still
retain sufficient life to make an effort to injure in some way
all whom they cannot control.
I like THE TRUTH SEEKER because all classes of thinkers
are accorded a hearing without prejudice; which is certainly
the most important feature of a Liberal paper.
The pictures furnished by Mr. Heston are a valuable
feature of the paper, for which I almost feel like thanking
him personally. But, above·all else, I approve the paper for
the courage with which it opposes the curse of popery, as no
thinking man can fail to observe that priest, poverty, and
pestilence go hand in hand to prepare the conditions for an
increase of vice and criminality, on which this monster
fattens and fiourishes.
In short, I look upon THE TRUTH SEEKER as an educator
which I cannot afford to do without so long as I can secure
the means to pay for it. Accordingly you will find inclosed
money order for $5.10, for which please continue my paper
for one year, and send the followi.Dg publications : " The
Story Hour," for the children.; Oswald's "Secret of the
East," for myself, and for the remaining ten cents Putnam's
poem, " Why Don't He Lend a Hand?" for my wife.
With best wishes for the continued prosperity of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, I am,
Yours for U. M. L.,
H. KINTNER.

FonEBT, ONT., CAN., Dec. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I will try to help " Constant Reader " of
December 1st, and also Ella E. Gibson, of December 15th,
out of their trouble with the Tribune puzzle. "Constant
Reader" says, twenty. eight. Ella E. Gibson says, forty-two.
I say, twenty-four, because it takes each hen a day and a half
to lay one egg; one hen would lay four eggs in six days; six
hens in six days twenty.four eggs, and as it takes a day and
HANNIBAL, Mo., Dec. 28, 1888.
a half for each hen to lay one egg, they could not possibly
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. ~Iary G. Willis, a lifelong Agnostic, lay an egg in one day, and as no doubt they were good Chrispassed away on the 25th day of December, 1888. Apoplexy tian hens they rested on the seventh day. S. C. MALLERY.
did its work, at her advanced age of seventy-six years, well
spent for Freethought. She was an old citizen of Hannibal,
HAzEN, ARK., Dec. 21, 1888.
Mo., respected by everybody, regardless of creed. Her body
·MR. EDITOR: "Constant Reader's" hen-and. egg problem
was consigned to the tomb. President Dr. A. R. Ayres of
in THE TRUTH SEEKER does not seem to be a hard one, as
the Brotherhood of Agnostic Moralists conducted the cereNEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Dec. 23, 1888.
every mathematical rule applied give twenty-eight eggs. If
monies at the house and grave in his usual dignified manner.
MR. EDITOR: The Young Men's Christian Association has
a hen and a half lay an egg and a half in a day and a half
F. H. RAu.
then three hens would lay three eggs in a day and a half; resorted to intimidation, or a silent threat to boycott. They
six hens would lay six eggs in a day and a half ; six hens canvass a city to see how folks stand on the goose question,
BLOOK, KAN., Dec. 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I think there are many good writers for your would lay four eggs in one day; one hen would lay two- as it were, and of course the timid become frightened, and it
valuable paper. I like to read a paper where everyone has thirds of an egg in qne day ; six hens would lay two eggs in is hard for them to find one with backbone enough, one with
his say. We ought to put in otir work where it will do a half day, and t)le result will be twenty-eight eggs in seven self-respect enough, one with firmness enough, one that· is
the most good, and not quarrel among ounelvs. Liberals, days. The hens multiplied by the days, divided by the num- honest enough with himself, one with dignity enough, to
Spiritualists, and everyone that is Liberally inclined, ought ber of eggs that one hen lays in a day, givs twenty-eight eggs. tell these goody-goody young men that he is what Christians
to fight the church in some way that would count. I think The above must be right, unles.s there is something in the term an Infidel, but all cringe, crawl, and crawfish to these
"nice young men." Two of these young men of Salina reT. G. STIOKELL.
W. F. Jamieson's ideas, December 22d, good. He is one statement that we hav overlooked.
fused to buy books of me because I was an Infidel, and told
of our best thinkers.
MRs. M. D. LowE.
WHITELAND, IND., Dec. 17, 1888.
me they did not want to ·be b:>thered with me on that acMR. EDITOR : My subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER began count, but still I make the best success of any agent in the
CALHOUN, ARK., Dec. 11, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.50 to pay for one of with the first letter of the Humphrey-Bennett debate, and I same field.
Everybody can see the danger to morals and to liberty
the best of papers, the fearless TRUTH SEEKER, for six hav been a constant reader of its pages ever since. And it
months. I wish to say that I think we hav the most intelli- would now be like parting from an old friend to giv it up. from this powerful organization. Then up and be doing.
gent lady correspondents in our ranks of any society. And Why are not more such debates as the Humphrey-Bennett Better do too much work than not enough. What care they
I think Col. R. G. Ingersoll the greatest man in this or any discussion published in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER for a few Liberals unorganized and without leaders ? They
other age. You may think that rather extravagant language. now? I don't think you could publish anything mere are trying to cut off the most infiuential men in the Unitea
instructiv, or that would be more likely to arouse a spirit of States from even as much as whimpering on the subject, so
Well, I can't help it.
The Democrats are taking their defeat in the South very investigation. And I further believe that such discussions it behooves every individual Liberal to take it upon himself to
would be a great inducement to church-members to read spread Liberalism in every conceivable way, because churches
mildly.
Yours,
JoHN H. HASLAM.
THE TRUTH SEEKEH. And when once started in the road of will hav a very great infiuence on the incoming administrainvestigation you know where they will be led to-Infidel- tion, and if you would retain your liberty yon must recollect
LEBO, KA.N'., Dec. 22; 1888.
Yours truly,
S. E. BREWER.
that "eternal vigilance is the price of liberty," and make the
MR. EDITOR : W. S. Bell has been with us and gone. He ity.
opposition so strong that no hypocritical lawmaker will dare
gave us his popular lecture, "Liberty and ·Morality," on the
PoRTLAND, ORE., Dec. 19, 1888.
to make such a step as the God-in-the-Constitution party will
20th. A special effort was made by church sympathizers to
MR. EDITOR : The great trouble with most Freethinkers is
prevent the attendance of many, on account of the bad effect that they are afraid to speak out and show their colors. They want them to do. I suggest that all Liberals send copies
which might be produced upon the great revival effort which act as though it was a disgrace to be one, just because the of the locQ,l papers they are taking to the editors of Liberal
has been going on for several weeks. The attendance was church people say so. Let all Liberal-minded folks not be papers for the purpose of procuring names from them to send
small, but Mr. Bell gave us the lecture all the same, and afraid to let others know what their ideas are, and there sample copies to, also send in the names of all you can recolmany wondered and regretted that so few should be there to would soon be a goodly company of them, and numbers lect, and their addresses, for the same purpose, and giv out
every Liberal paper after you hav read it. Do not allow
hear it.
W. H. PENFIELD.
would giv co~fidence and strength to carry on the good work
one
of them to get torn up, but send them out on missionof Secularism.
ary errands, and you will be surprised how much good you
MoTOR, KAN., Dec. 18, 1888.
I don't believe in a six-year term for the president.
MR. EDITOR: Youmayalwayscount on measasubscriber,
can accomplish. I hav been giving out mine, and the whole
I think J. R. Perry got a little excited over the circular
and also a paying one, if we do not starve o'ut, out here in
neighborhood, nearly, has been Liberalized. Quite a num.
eent to him that he mentioned in his letter of November 27th.
western Kansas. It is now dryer than Gilboa ever was. It
ber hav signified their intention of becoming subscribers
:i
see more reason to believe in Materialism than Spiritualhas not rained or snowed for six months, and things look
when
I renew my subscription. There are three at Niles
ism, mud or no mud.
gloomy. I say this to warn Freethinkers not to come here,
and one, I guess, at Calvert that hav become sub3cribers by
In answer to the egg question, I should say they laid
if they do not want to see hard times, as I hav tried this
my giving out my papers. At least, such is the fact about
twenty-eight eggs.
C. W, SAUNDERS.
country for sixteen years and know of what I speak. Inthe first-mentioned place. A Mr. Olds, one of them, said
closed please find $5-$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER; $1 for
so.
JOHN
ABBOTT.
CATHLAMET, W. T., Dec. 19, 1888.
"Men, Women, and Gods;" fifty cents for Father Hacker;
MR. EDITOR: We hav sent you two new subscribers, two
twenty-five cents for the FREETHINKRRS' ALMAN.A o; twentyST. JoHNS, ILL., Dec. 24, 1888.
of the best men of our little county.
five cents for Casey dime fund.
H. WADE.
MR.
EDITOR:
After
many
months of absence from your.
·We were at Stella with Brother Putnam last Saturday
invaluable paper, I pen a few thoughts. Early last spring I
night,
where
we
had
an
enjoyable
time.
Mr.
Putnam
sold
QmNOY, ILL., Dec. 24, 1888.
wrote a lengthy letter intended for your p~per. In it I had
Mn. EDITOR: Your ANNUAL for 1888 has been the cause of three or four dollars' worth of literature. We could not stay the second time referred to the (as I thought) uncalled-for
to
the
last
two
lectures,
so
with
"
Good-byes"
we
separated.
many a good, hearty laugh in my family, and so I want your
criticisms of the life and Liberal -work of our worthy pioneer
ANNUAL for 1889, for which I inclose you twenty-five cents. I must tell a joke on Samuel Putnam. On his other trip he hero J. H. Hacker, by Brother Gunther, who professes to be
Your Illustrated Bible Stories answer some questions to per- was taken for the father of your humble servant ; which I a Liberal and no doubt conscientiously believes himself one.
fection. One I must note as being beyond all praise : considered highly complimentary. Do not know what view But alas I I wish to remind the reader that conscience.is not
"Where was Moses when the light went out?" This has he took of the matter.
Freethought is growing gradually; and we are of good a true guide by any means. I do not deny that it is the best
been a subject of contention for years among the· darkly
cheer.
Hoping you will bav a merry Christmas and pros. we hav, but it is often very much at fault. I doubt not
shining lights of biblical knowledge, and for it to be solved at
(according to the story, if true) that St. Paul was as conlast by an unbeliever is a stunner not to be forgiven in this perous New Year, with hosts of new subscribers, we are,
scientious when he held the clothes of those murderers who
Yours,
etc.,
MR.
AND
MRs.
S.
F.
ALBERT.
world or the world to come-a simon-pure mortal sin against
stoned Stephen to death as at any time after his conversion
the ghost.
Yours in the unfaith,
JOHN L. MoORE.
to Christianity-notably when he said, "But I suffer not a
BALLSTON SPA, N.Y., Dec. 24, E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3.75 for my subscrip- woman to teach nor usurp authority over the man, but to be
BOND, KAN., Dec. 11, 1888.
tion to the best Infidel paper in the world and three TRUTH in silence;" a positiv proof of the defects of conscience.
MR. EDITOR : It seems as though Liberals with plenty of SEEKER ANNUALS. Please send one to me, one to Mr. L. Excuse the fiight of the imagination, which has seemingly ·
means at hand should support at least one Liberal paper, Garlick, and one to Mr. J. Allen, of this place. I hav done led.me off my subject. Anyway, just before I got my article
but they do not; There are thousands of men who are Rad- my best to get some subscribers, but it seems to me that referred to above ready to send for publication I got a letter
ical Infidels who will not admit thll necessity of a Liberal this three-headed monstrosity the Christians hav in the from old Brother Hacker. After reading its contents, of
press or Liberal agitation. These men, if the church should sky'flas the inside track. But I will never say die while itself pathetic, and in addition looking on the lines penned
ascend to power and dethrone Uncle Sam, and begin to turn there is a shot in the locker, but will try to dispel the cloud by the trembling hand of one who had before those eyes of
on the screws, would be the first to complain. They will of godly fear that hangs over the minds of the dupes of the mine, which are now dimmed by age, stood in the front of
then bitterly denounce the Liberal press for not being able so-called Christian church. Oh, how the gospel. pounders do battle and manfully fought with tongue and pen for the freeto swim and carry them. They expect a diamond to shine hav their poor fools by the throat l But if I can get a few of dom I and other Liberals are enjoying at so much less dan-
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. ger and cost, my sensibilities were in a conditi~n, as I
thought, unfit to do justice to the subject. Consequently I
did not forward my letter. I am sometimes confronted with
the assertion from my Christian disputants, "Oh, you Infidels
differ as much as we do." Also, "Some Jnfidels if they had
power would persecute others for opinion as much as Christians do." In sorrow I am compelled to admit that the truth
of the statement applies to many claiming to be Liberals.
To me it is easy to see the cause of all this. We can plainly
.see a similar defect in many otherwise noble characters. For
illustration see the manner and mode of those who protested
against Catholicism. At first they only eliminated a few of
the most silly and absurd doctrins of the mother church. In
like manner many who think they are Liberal hav hardly
succeeded in breaking the spell of dogmatism. For instance,
we see how our friend Knott in the last issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER speaks of our able and worthy McArthur and the
noble Burr family.
I will now get on to a· subject more pleasing, and healthy
to our mental constitutions. Inclosed you will find $6.50,
$3.25 for my renewal another year an:l the ANN~L. Also
$3.25 for Mr. Thomas Goddard another year and an ANNUAL.
WILLIAM A. THOMPSON.
SAN FRANorsoo, CAL., Dec. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEEKER should be in every
enlightened and common-sense family throughout the United
States. THE TRUTH BEEKER has so much various, instructiv,
interesting, and useful information for both old and young,
that a portion of it should be read every day by all that are
able to read. That is, it should become the family Bible in
every household, and the old Jew Bible be thrown overboard.
THE TRUTH. BEEKER, I should judge, is the best Freethought
journal ever published. Mr. Macdonald must hav been very
favorably considered, to be selected and sent from heaven,
or from some equally as good and holy a place, as an angel
of mercy to edit and run THE TRUTH l::lEEKER for the enlightenment and salvation of the benighted Christian world.
The priests and the clergy make their impression on the
minds of the faithful that they must believe that Jesus Christ
was the son of God, who died on the cross to satisfy divine
justice, and they through faith in his death and resurrection,
if truly penitent, will be eternally saved. Being redeemed
here insures them eternal life with the redeemed hereafter.
The priest told them, his dupes, that to secure heaven they
must make it their every-day study to liv in the faith, fear,
and love of God, and they promised that they would. As I
see it, I should think that by such false teaching and misleading these ignorant dupes would be in such a bad and hopeless
state as to be beyond redemption, eternally lost.
In '' Notes and Clippings" on the title-page there is always
instructiv and interesting reading.
The official members of the American Secular Union hava
great deal of work to do, and especially the secretary. There
is much that is interesting in the letters very frequently from
those activ and very useful members engaged in the lecture
field, giving us ample description of the country through
which they pass, of the business places of importance, of the
picturesque scenery, and of their success in their lecture
engagements. Their letters are always very acceptable,
instructiv, and pleasant reading.
I think that Mr. Ingersoll's Replies to Cardinal Manning
are grand. The editorials are up to the high-water mark in
pith, and to the point. · I always read them with pleasure.
The clergy very often get rather hard knocks. Well, if they
don't like it, they must stand from under. "Letters from
Friends" are welcome reading to me, although my views do
not correspond with the religious views of some of them.
I think a great deal of the "Ob.ildren's Corner,".the poetry,
the children's letter correspondence with each other and to
Miss Wixon. The "Gems of Thought" contain a great deal
of food for tb.ought. The cartoons are up to the point and
purpose intended. They show up the hypocrits in grand
style. It is a grand addition to the paper. Mr. Heston was
born to perform that kind of work-a good artist.
THOMAS B. SMITH.

to hell. So I think it very wrong in the rulers of this coun-·
try to allow so many poor dupes to take the oath, thereby
sending them straight to hell. I hope Harrison will see to
it that there shall be no more.. poor souls roasting in that hot
place through his administration. He ought to think of the
awful responsibility resting on him and the government of
this country by allowing such awful things t~ go on unchecked, for his-H· rrison's-book says they will go to hell
surely. Oh, horror of horrors 1
I wish to say one word about this lump of mud we are
living on. I hav been told that the earth revolves. Christians hav told me the good Lord made it revolve. I hav
never heard why it continues to do so, only it is God's wish.
Now, I hav an idea which perhaps soljle may laugh at, but
I will giv it to you, and if any person can show me that I
am wrong I will readily abandon the idea. Why does the
earth revolve? Drop a ball of uneven surface for a considerable distance and it will turn round in falling, and as the
earth is heavier than the air it is and has been falling, sinking through space, and as there is no end to space the planets will continue to sink, consequently to turn round.
I. H. AROHillALD.
RIDGEWooD, N.Y., Dec. 31, 1888.
MR. EpiTOR: Having been a reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER
for several years and always finding pleasure and profit in
reading" Letters from Friends," it occurs to me that a few
suggestions from my pen may be kindly received. Mrs.
Herman's letter of December 3d offers several suggestions
which I think Liberals should consider. That Infidels should
avoid Rhocking their Christian friends by rash and ill-considered language seems to be a wise a"dmonition. While we
cannot afford to abandon our principles, we should endeavor
in setting them forth to do so in language the least calculated
to offend our friends and neighbors whose views differ widely
from our own. Many Infidels I think injure our cause and
repel people from us by using coarse and abusiv language,
when a different course might win them over. I know how
hard it is to tolerate intolerance, but if we are truly Liberal
we will try to deal in a kindly spirit even with the most intolerant. Infidels and Free-thinkers above all others should
exhibit charity, kindness, and forbearance in their intercourse with each other. Instead of employing their time
and talents, as too many Liberals do, in mutual wrangles
and recriminations, why cannot all agree to sink their minor
differences and devote all their energies to the cause of Universal Mental Liberty? By united, persistent action we may
hope to accomplish something for humanity. By divided,
disjointed, and spasmodic effort we accomplish little or nothing. Mrs. Herman's suggestion that Infidel meetings should
be opened with singing I heartily indorse, but I must diss~nt
from her proposition to hav gospel songs sung at our meetings. Hav we not enough Liberal songs and hymns available.? If it is best to sing orthodox hymns to please our or.
thodox friends, if it is so very important to please them that
we should stultify ourselvs in this way, why not go a little
further and hav orthodox sermons, too? I for one am per.
fectly willing that Christians should worship in their own
way and sing their own gospel hymns, but when we are
asked to indorse their superstition in that way, I think there
can be but one answer. While genuin Liberalism would lead
us to deal kindly with those who differ from us in belief,
and avoid wounding their feelings unnecessarily, I cannot
see that it requires us to desert our principles and inculcate
doctrins we abhor, even to please our Christian friends.
Does anyone imagin for a moment that the singing of gospel
hymns has no effect in inculcating religious dogmas? Just
think of singing at an Infidel meeting:
There is a fountain filled with blood
Drawn from Immanuel's veins,

or some other hymn indorsing the doctrin of the atonement.
No doubt we all desire that our friends and neighbors who
attend our meetings should go aw~>y well pleased, but if they
are not prepared to receive Freetho"ught doctrins-if the presentation of Liberal ideas in a kind and gentle way should
shock them, as Mrs. Herman seems to fear-1 do not see in
that case that we would be to blame.
R. B. JAcKsoN.

HELix, ORE., Dec. 20, 1888.
CAMBRIDGEPORT, MAss., Dec. 22, 288 .
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.50. Please send me your
MR. EDITOR : Four years ago I voted for Cleveland, thinkb
d"
·
paper for six months. I hav een rea mg It, through the
ing him a better man than Blaine ; at least, I thought him a kindness of a friend, for nearly two months, and like it very
loyal American. But from the ·moment I read of his tak- much. indeed, I can scarcely find an objection to the sentiing that which d\d not belong to him and giving it to the ments'expressed in any part of it.
pope of Rome-giving what ought to be one of- the most
Freethought is my motto, but I find a person is best ensacred documents in the United States to be trampled or abled to think by first obtaining enough education and ex.
spit upon by the greatest enemy America has got-1 hav perience to enable him to arrange his thoughts in a philo.
changed. I wish I could portray the laugh in his sleeve had sophical manner, and he should express those ideas. in a
by his holiness when he received the Constitution of the comprehensiv and elegant way. Rude language and weerUnited States from poor, knuckling Grover. "Ah," said he, rect spelling are unpardonable in printed matter, especially
"Grover, my boy, I've got you, but that filthy, man-made when it takes the form of argument, for, in a refined mind,
document I shall soon be able to trample underfoot!" So it causes a feeling of disgust and disrespect
.
f or the aut h pr,
right there and then I concluded I should never vote for although his argument may be perfectly sound.
·Mr. Grover again, nor hav I, and glad I am that the people
1 hav heard remarks made and hav noticed these two
of the United States did not need h m for president again. faults-particularly the spelling-in your paper, and you will
Of two evil choose the least. We hav now an avowed pardon me, for I am deeply mterested
.
. your success, an d
_m
Presbyterian, but let us hope he will be better than an fault-finding by a friend should never giv offense, if I ~all
avowed nothing. At least, I hope _and trust he will not bow your attention to the latter fault. I find that words en?mg
and scrape to the pope of Rome. Presbyterianism is bad in silent 8 almost invariably hav that letter left off, especially
enough, but these poor dupes are not bound hand, foot, and the word hav. Do see that your proofreader corrects this
soul to foreign power. And let me add one word about the error, and oblige several Freethinkers in this localit!, among
government of the United States. I think they do very whom is your new subscriber and interested well-wisher,
wrong in allowing foreign Catholics to take the oath and
LIZZIE CoLLIER.
pretend to become American citizens, for every one of them
E r
d
who takes the said oath takes a false one, for they hav sworn
[The following arc the rules of spelling ng Ish wor s
before and are at the time of taking such oath bound to a recommended by the English Philological Society and by
foreign power (as witness the oath of T. A. Sequin, which I the American Philological Association: 1. Drop the finale
inclose in this and it is impossible for them to become citi- when it is phoneti~ally useless, for example, gi~, hav, etc~
zens of a repjblic, as the Shorter Catechism (of which Harri- 2. Drop the phonetically
lettr
.on is a full believer) says that all wb.,o take a false oath go. as in hed, hart, for head an
ear .
·
o
e

usel~ssh

f;o~rt~ ~~gra:~r:~
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beauty. 4. Drop o from eo when the digraph has the sound
of e, as Iepard, peple. 5. Omit i from parliament. 6.
Write u for o in above, some, etc. 7. Drop o from the
digraph ou when it has the sound of u as in nourish. 8.
Drop silent u after g in nativ English words, such as guard,
guest, etc. 9. Drop final ue in catalog, etc. 10. Substitute
rime for rhyme. 11. Drop the final consonant in such words
as egg, odd, etc., when it is phonetically useless. 12. Drop
silent b in bomb, dumb, limb, debt, doubt. 13. Change c
back to s in cinder, pence, etc. 14. Drop h in choler, school,
etc. 15. Change d and ed final to t when so pronounced ;
as crost, past, wisht, etc. 16. Drop g in feign. 17. Drop h in
ghost, aghast. 18. Drop 1 in could. 19. Drop p in receipt.
20. Drop s in island and aisle. 21. Drop c in scent. 22.
Drop tin catch. 23. Drop win whole. 24. Write f for ph
when the digraph has the sound of f. Miss Collier will
notice that our.spelling reform is a very moderate one com.
pared to that advocated by two scientific bodies, who make
language their specialty. Miss Collier probably knows that
the English language has been a growth, an evolution, ~rom
barbaric gutturals to the chaste and copious and flexible expression of to-day. There is no more reason why the language should stop at its present point than at the point
attained in Chaucer's time, or at Shakspere's time. Miss Collier probably could not read Chaucer's works in the original
or even Shakspere's without a glossary, yet no doubt th6
people thought they had arrived at perfection then, and
the ancient Saxons rebelled when the Normans improved
their language by mixing with it the French and Latin of
the continent. And there is plent.y of room for improving
the English language. There is no better reason for drop.
ping the u in labor than for ignoring the silent e in hav, giv,
and liv. But the u·has gone in America, and thee is going.
Let all reformers speed its going.-ED. T. S.]

DwKoRY-DooK RANCH, NEAR MANZANo, N. M.,}
Dec. 21, 188~.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my year's subscription to TrrE
TRUTH SEEKER. The fact of it is, the paper has come to be
an actual necessity with me. It is to a Freethinker's
literary appetite as hog and hominy to the laboring man.
Heston is immense. His cartoons hit the Christians just
where they Ev, and the pious spot is very tender. Your
Eastern subscribers think they see something of the wretched
rot of ignorant slavery to the Catholic church, but they
should see it among the Mexicans, where the priests and
Jesuits are little gods among their deluded worshipers. And
to see it in its perfection they should witness the march
of the Penitents during "Passion Week" in April. They
are the modern Flagellants, and torture themselvs in the
most barbarous manner. In early times in New Mexico the
ceremony of the crucifixion and sacrificing little children to
the Christian deities were features of the observance of Passion Week, but the march of civilization has compelled a
discontinuance of these more barbarous practices. Parents
would even kill their own children as an evidence of devotion
to their deities, an idea they got from hearing the story of
the old knave Abraham, who was willing to sacrifice his son
-Isaac. Those old rascals never sacrificed themselvs; it was
always some other poor devil they were willing to send to
kingdom come-like Mark Twain, who attested his devotion
to the country by sending all his wife's relations to the war!
So true is it that we bear the misfortunes of others with
heroic fortitude.
The communication, "Here It Is," in THn: TRUTH BEEKER
of December 1st, by Milleson, is a most valuable and interesting contribution. I read it the third time, so intensely enter.
taining and instructiv was it to me •. It is worth all the
superstitious trash ever scribbled by priests or preachers
since the first sky-pilot began trading treasures in heaven
for cash down. It wipes away, as with a broom, the con.
temptible yarns with which religious knaves hav from time
immemorial duped their deluded followers. The theory of
world-making establishes beyond all question that nature is
the great architect, and that all the heavenly bodies, like
man hav their successiv ages of infancy, manhood, and
deca~. No lesson could be more grand or instructiv to mankind and the more it is pondered and understood by the
people, the less use will they hav for preachers et id omne
genus.
No question of the popularity of THE TRUTII SEEKER cartoons will be raised in the West. In the Eflst, where the
people o.re priest-ridden, and for the sake of popularity and
business bow down to the legends of gods, ghosts, and Jew
virgins and their illegitimate offspring, you may expect them
to be scared up and shocked by Heston's pictures. It is
superstitious nature pictured too severely true, and of course
they don't like it. But in the West,_ ':h~re people go ~o
church very-little, and where Sunday, If It IS a pretty c:a~, IS
just as good as Friday, the people grow ~ut of _tiiC rehgwus
nonsense with which they were crammed ID therr youth, and
get to be free men and women who do _their own _thinking.
Such enjoy innocent fun of almost any kmd, and Friend Heston's pictorial lampoons, you may be sure, will never hurt
their feelings. I only wish there were more of _ihem, and
that they could go with the old T~UTH Sn:EKEH mto e~ery
home where the English language Is spoken. Then Dllght
we begin to hope for t!Ie early coming of_ the day when the
chains of religious servitude could be stncken from all our
people, and the superstitious m~s~es, di?e~thralled by _the
grand truths of science and the divme rehgw~ of huma~It!,
could join in a mighty march onward to an enh~hte~ed civilization, compared with which the most utopian Ideals of
to-day are only crude and commonplace.
Wishing a merry Christmas and happy New_ Year. to THE
TRUTH SEEKER and all its friends, and espeCially Its subscribers, I am, Very truly your friend,
JoHN M. BRADFORD .
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giitiltlrtn's #lorntr.

Correspondence.

MILTON, DAK., Jan. 9, 1889.
MY DEAR FRIE:>'D Mrss WixoN: This is my
first letter to the Children's Corner. My papa
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXON, Fall takes THE TRUTH BEEKER. I read the ChilRifJ6f', Mass., to whom all Oommunicationsfor dren's Corner. I am ten years old. I hav
two brothers and four sisters. I liv on the
this Oorn6f' should be sent.
Pembina mountains, some seven hundred
feet above the Red River of the North. Not"Between the dark and the daylight,
withstanding that we are up so high I hav
When the night is beginning to lower,
never seen an angel yet. So good-bye. From
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
your Freethinker friend, WM. A. HAIGHT.
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Mother and Child.
r.
T~o little, dimpled, rose-bud feet,
Aa the apple blossoms sweet,
Nestled in one loving hand,
Where bright sea waves kissed the sand,
Long ago!
Two little hands like the rose leaves lay
On a warm breast as fair as they ;
Two little hands all pink and white,
Like the tinted sea-shells bright,
Long ago!
Two merry, glad, wide-open eyes
Looked up with wondering sweet surprise
Into two mirrors, faithful, true,
Which mother eyes looked fondly through,
Long ago!
Two Pretty, 'pouting, pink-pearl lips,
Peach-tinged, like toes and finger-tips;
Two lips of richer, riper red,
On love's warm kisses sweetly fed,
Long ago!
A precious, helpless lump of clay
In wJ.ich a pure, bright StJirit lay
Waiting the mother's watchful eye
To train it for the "by and by,"
Long ago!
II.

wrinkled hands like dead leaves lay
Soft folded o'er a breast of clay;
Two wrinkled, bony, bare, brown hands,
Where sea waves kiss the crystal sands,
Now as then!
Two tired, tired feet, all thin and wornOn life's rough rocks oft bruised and torn ;
Two weary feet too weak to go
On life's rough pathway to and fro,
Now as then!
Two tearless eyes close veiled from light,
'Neath soft fringed lids of pearl-gray white;
Two love-lit eyes, deep, tender, true,
No more the mother soul looks through,
Now as then!
A precious, lifeless lump of clay
From. which the soul hath passed away;
A loving woman, tender, sweet,
Kisses the face, the ha.nds, the feet,
Now as then!
Two

-Detroit Free Press.

" Drunk in the Streets."
"Drunk, your worship," the officer said;
"Drunk in the street, sir!" She raised her head-·
A lingering trace of golden grace
Still softened the lines of her woe-worn face.
Unkempt and tangled her rich brown hair,
Yet with all the fntTows and stains of careThe years of anguish and sin and despairThe child of the city was passing fair.
·
The ripe red mouth, with lips compressedThe rise and fall of the heaving breastThe nervous fingers so taper and small,
Crumpled the fringe of the tattered shawl,
As she stood in her place at the officer's call.
She seemed good and fair, she seemed tender and
sweet,
This fallen woman found drunk in the street.
Does the hand that once smoothed the ripple and
wave
Of that tangled hair lie still in the grave 1
Is the mother who pressed those red lips to her
own
Deaf to the pain of their smothered moan 1
Has the voice that chimed to the lisping prayer
No accent of hope for the lost one there,
Bearing the burden of sin and despair 1
Drunk in the street-in the gutter foundFrom a passionate longing to crush and drown
The soul of the woman she might hav beenTo fling off the weight of a fearful dream,
And awake again in the homestead hard by
The wooded mountain that touched the sky;
To linger awhile on the path to school,
And catch in the depths of the limpid pool,
Under the willow shade, green and cool,
A dimpled face and a laughing eye.
Yemen with sisters, and mothers, and wives,
Hav ye no care for these women's lives?
Must they starve for the comfort they never speak 7
Must they ever be erring and sinful and weak,
Staggering onward with weary feet,
Stained in the gutter and drunk in the street 1
-Tl!e Gooa Templar.

Sad Misconception.
Freethougltt says that a five-years girl whose
father was a strict church-member, told him
hat at the Sunday-school she had been singng about Jesus. "That's right," he said,
'leave off that ugly Yankee Doodle you are
so fond of, and sing about Jesus." His horrur ruay be imagined when, a few days theref>fter, 1e heard the little one sing, with great
devvtwn.
Holy Jesu went to town, riding on a pony,
Stuck a feather in his hat and called it maccaroni.
Holy Jesus, keep it up! Jesus is a dandy,
Mind the music and the dance, and with thu girls
be handy.

The German Emperor's Childhood.

Miss Wixon's Works.

The German emperor was 11. bumptious and
overbearing child, and never endured being
beaten in any game. If he could not get his All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., $1.50.
own way he would first sulk, and then try
and take advantage of his position as a "royal Apples of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1.25.
child." But this was never allowed. The
Story
Hour. An Exceptionally Handrule in the nursery was strict equality, and
EOme and Interesting Book, Wi1hout SupPrstithe nurses had stringent orders to enforce it.
tion, for Obildren and Yont.h. 'rhe Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-Book ever ifsued.
He has a cold, proud manner, which made
66 full-page illustrat.ions and 25 smaller: Ja.rge
him anything but popular with his other
type, heavy, toned PAPer, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, ·224pp., boards, $1.
playmates. It was quite the reverse with
Prince Henry and the little Piincess Sophie, These books are particularly suitable for
who were beloved by all.
IIOLIDi\ Y GllF'i"§.

VxsTA, NEB., Jan. 12, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my til'St letter,
so I thought I would write to you. I read
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and like the letters in
the Children's Corner. I bav five sisters and
Wbat the Little Ones are Saying.
no brothers. I burnt my thumb and it is real
A
little girl, aged nine, called her father
sore. We hav a pet pig and his name i
Dexter, and he is as fat as butter. We take to her bedside the other evening. "Papa,"
THE TRUTH BEEKER to get pieces out of it to said the little diplomat," I want to ask your
speak at literary meet:ngs. I will close for advice." "Well, my dear, what is it abOJ.lt ?"
this time, hoping to see this in print.
"'\Vhat do you think will be best to giv me
Yours truly,
EDA WEDEKIND.
on my birthday]"
Teacher: "Now, boys, can any of you tell
MoNTE VIsTA, CoL., Dec. 31, 1888.
DEAR Miss 'WixoN: I inclose ten cents for me what is meant by pcsthumous works?"
Boy at head of class: "Yes, sir, I can."
the Caseys.
I wish you a happy New Year. I read the "Well, now, let me hear what "it means?"
Children's Corner every week.
"Sir, posthumous works are books which a
I send you some Colorado wild flllwers.
man
writes after he is dead."
Your Freethinker friend,
Little Elsa, who has learned that it is night
STELLA E. PowELL.
[Thanks for the lovely pressed flowers. in America when the sun is shining in GerThey seem to speak of soft air and sunny many and vice ve1·sa, hears that an aged lady
is preparing to go to her son in America, and
summer days.-ED. C. C.]
asks : " How will the old lady ever get used
to living there when it is night in the daytime
VEsTA, NEB., Jan. 12, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my first letter and day in the night time?"
to THE TRUTH BEEKER. I hav been going to
school for some time7 We hav a little puppy
and his name is Shep. He is as black as he
can be. I am eight years old. I hav five
sisters. My papa takes THE _TRUTH SEEKER.
I and three of my sisters go to the schoolhouse every Friday night. I read in the
The Goat.
Third Reader. I got a book for a Christmas
present with 122 pages in it. I will close, for
Anna has just seen a goat for the first time.
this time.
Your little friend,
l::lhe is quite carried away with it, and says,
BERTHA WEDEKIND.
"Do tell all about the- goat." "I will, but
you must sit still and listen," I say to her.
VE&TA, NEB., Jan. 12, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is my first letter So she pulls her little rocker close to me and
to THE 'fRUTH BEEKER, and I hav been read- we begin at once. She says the goat she saw
ing in THE TRUTH BEEKER and like the paper was white and black, and had four feet and
very much. We hav two teams of mules; two horns, and an udder. Now, we learn
one team is gray and the other is black. I from that brief description that the goat beam eleven years old. I and my sister, nine
years old, milk the cows; we only milk longs to the class of mammals. They nurse
three. I go to school and read in the Fourth their babies with their own milk. The pretty
Reader, and stu_dy arithmetic, geography, word mamma is derived from the Latin
and grammar. Well, I guess I will close for mammalia. The goat goes on four feet, therethis time. I remain,
fore it is called quadruped. Goat's milk is
Ever your friend,
MAGGIE WEDEKIND.
said to be very rich. The goat Anna saw
must be a female because it givs milk. Such
BERTRAND, NEB., Jan 10, 1889.
are called "Nanny" goats. The male goat
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am a little girl eight
is
called the " Billy" goat. They are easily
years old. 1\fy papa takes THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and I like to read the Children's Corner. My tamed, and will run in and out of doors, and
school is out. I hav an organ, and hav up and down stairs. A lady was greatly
learned to play thirteen pieces on it. I hav a frightened once when visiting at a house
canary bird, and it is a nice singer. I hav where the family kept goats. In the night
one brother nineteen years old. He is a Freethinker, and clerks in a hardware store in the door of her room was pushed open, and
the lady thought she saw a ghost, and
Bertrand. I will close for this time.
screamed. It was only the pet goat who had
MAUD A. OLMSTED.
P.S.-Will inclose ten cents to the Casey strolled up the stairs and into my lady's
cow fund.
M. A 0.
chamber.
Goats are quite intelligent; they can be
BRIOEVILLE, TENN., Jan. 7, 1889.
harnessed to little wagons, and made to draw
DEAR Miss WIXON: I now will write to
you while everything is quiet. I hav just small loads. They are fond of climbing hills
been reading the correspondence in the Cor- and moun1ains, and, when domesticated, they
ner, and I like to read the letters. It has do damage by destroying trees and shrubbeen. a long .time since I wrote to you, and I bery. They eat almost everything. The age
hope I will see my letter in print. My papa of goats can be ascertained by their teeth
don't take THE TRUTH BEEKER, but my
grandpa does. I am not going to school and the knobs on their horns. The goat has
now, and I would like to hav some of the four stomachs, and chews the cud like the cow
Liberals write to me, for I get lonesome some- and oxen. Goat meat is considered nice for
times. I would answer them. So I will eating, and resembles lamb meat. The long
close by saying, I hope to see my letter in hair of the goat is used in the manufacture of
print.
certain goods, notably that kind known as
Your sincere friend,
CLARA LEINART.
mohair. The young goats are called kids.
There are several varieties of goats, the
BERTRAND, NEB., Jan. 11, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My little girl is greatly most famous being the Angora. It is a nativ
taken up with the Corner, and is anxious to of Syria, and its hair is very long, tine, and
contribute to it. 'fo facilitate matters I will silky. The material made from it is almost
copy her. letter.
like silk, it is so soft and tine. Lizzie FuguWe liv in a new country and hav poor
son sent me a bunch of the Angora fleece,
school facilities.
Maud is quite a musical prodigy. She from Arizona. It would readily pass for
traded her horse for an organ last July, and white human hair. It makes soft, nice yarn,
has become quite a player; but knows noth- and commands a good price.
ing of heaven, hell, ghosts, or any of the conBoys enjoy playing with goats, and the
comitants of the Christian superstition, nor
do we intend to hav her know until she is old animal will follow the boy who is kind to him
enough to understand about them. I read anywhere. When the goat is teased, he
the Investigator, and think that your lecture resents the teasing with his horns, and can
at the Paine Hall should be read by every make his tormentor remember him a long
lady in the broad land. We pass it around
S. H. W.
to everyone that will read Liberal literature. time.
Your name has become a household word
with my folks. With kind regards and best
QuESTIONs.-To what class does the I!"Oat belong 1
What is the meaning of mammal 1 What word in
wishes, etc.,
HENRY J. OLMSTED.
common use is derived from it 1 What is the
[Such kind appreciation helps us in the meaning of quadruped 1 By what general name
male and female goats known 1 Tell the
work in which we never weary. May all aTe
ghost story. How can the age of the goat be
good things come into the home of our friend known 1 In what respect are goq,ts like some
other animals 1 What is the hair of the goat used
Olmsted, and of each reader of the Corner, for? What is a kid 1 What is the most poPular
and, in fact, into all homes the wide world kind of ~toat 1 What is made from its hair 1 What
else 1 Do boys like to play with and tease goats 7
over, is the wish of the En. C. C.]
How do goats defend themselvs 1

~cienct

g[olnmn.

Address

THE TllUTH SEEKER 00.,
28. Lafayette PJ., New York.

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.

-

The Bible-What Is It?

A pamphlet. containing eight chapt~rs in refut.ation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure tbou~rht, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies in Theolo~y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, th<>ologically denominated "the
fall:" Price, 10 cents.
l..cibcraltsm. 'freating the subject from a
negativ and Bffirmativ standPoint, showing
what it is IJot and what it is. Price, 5 cents.

·-·---=tf~---------------------------'NOW :KEADY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPIIED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises Aome of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. 8eave1· during the
past forty-five years. It is neatly Printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

P1•ice, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her DailY Bt·ead is the story of two yotmg
girls and a younger brother who were left parentass, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Ohicago. The author is also the hm·oin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in thecityof Chicago
among bluff business 1pen, k!n!l hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocri ts. It ts Just such a story
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and appreciat.es is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world- Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

FJELD
·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D •• editor of the
Presbyterian Evangelist, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Christians who havopposed Oolonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth

LOVE VENTURES.
A Novel with an Aftldavlt,
BY HARRY JULIAN.

1.6 Full-page French-Art Illustrations.
Beautifully Illustrated Oovers. Paper, 12mo, 226
pp,, 25 cents; Boards, M cents.
A lively narrativ of adven~ures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general delightfulness.
[N.Y. Evening Mail.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty .-[N. Y.
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagaia-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim pur_ple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foanw casca.des, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs1 bananas ; bathing in the surf on
shining sands, oaskiug on shores of eternal summer, attending moonlight banquets, and seeing
the peculiar dance called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day.-Oritical Review.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl •• NewYork

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OR,

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
Whereinitisshown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
BY MILTON WOOLLEY, M.D.
Among !, many attempts·made by scientists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Ohicago Times.
Oloth, Illus.,heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2.50,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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8vo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Religious Systems of the World.
8Vo, 957pp, Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; morocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
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28 Lafayette Place, NE>w York.
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Greater Ability.
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and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
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28 Lafayette Plaoe, ~ew York.
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THOUGHTS ON SCIENCE, THEOLOGY, AND ETHICS.

BY JoliN WILBON, M.A.
The object of the book, as expressed i~ th!J pref·
NEW ZEALAND.
ace, is to giv a correct sketch of the mam hues of
A. D. Willis, Wanganui..
modern thought in small compass, and in language simple enough to be easily understood. Ip.
other words, it is a oon,dens!ltion of l!lore vo,l~mi
nous writers, and olasaificatwn of thetr defimtwns
of science, theology, and ethics; and a statement
THE ORIGIN OF ENERGY ;
of
what belongs to eaoh. As a text-book to clear
OR,
t.hinking and logical reas~ming, a_nd a gu~de_in
forming
scientific conclusiOns, thiS book IS lll·
ALL MATTER T:EJNDS TO ROTATION.
valuable. The Lilm·arrJ Gutae ranks it as "one of
A hypothesis which throws light upon all the the foremost works of the present centurY i" while
phenomena of nature. Eleoti·ioi~y, mag101etism, the F'reethinker in "heartily recommendmg it"
gravitation, light, heat, and ohem10al aotwn ex- as "simple and. lucid in .stYlEh correct in tho.ugh~,
plained upon mechanical principles and traoed and ample in mformatwn," declares that It "IS
just the thing to put in the hands of a plain man
to a single source.
who desires the best ideas on evolution in relation
By LEON C. HAMILTON, M.D.
to
science and ethics in a moderate comPass."
Vol. I. Origin of Energy; Electrostatics and
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Magnetism.
100 illus.-ino. ports. of Faraday and Maxwell.
HE
avo, clo., $3,
Address THE TRUTH l:!EEKER CO.
T

The Twentieth Century
Contains the Run day addresses of Hl/Gl! 0. PENt:EaosT, New York's famous Agn!)stto and so01al
economist, besides other interestmg matter.
Issued weekly. Annual subscription $1.
~ Subscribers will receive as a Premium Mr.
Pentecost's book," WHAT I BELIEVE."
Sample copies sent on applicat.ion. Address the
publisher,
FRED. C. LEUBUSCHER.,
70 Nassau street. New York City.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 110,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illus·
trated catalog free.

.JUST PUBLISHED !

C. H. Wilcox, Portland.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson, Chattanooga.

approbation to this work. The information it
contRoinll is most im_poi·tant, and, we are fully oon·
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
·

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.

TBNNBSSBB.

OR,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC IIIETHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The Now Haven Panaatum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good work·
ing condition and repair them when out of order."
Sctence (high authority) says : "We hav tried the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Prioe by mail $1,

Go<lll1J's Laav•s Bool:. says : " We giv our cordial

OREGON.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butleretreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.

HOW TO

Parturition Without Pain.

OHIO.
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Unequaled in quality and prioe. EverYone
carefully examined before shipment, sent prepaid
with guarantee.
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15 jewels, $12.50; do., adjusted, $16.50. In 3 ounoe
coin silver case, $8 more; 4 ounce, $4 more; 4 ounoe
patent Dust-proof,$~ more. In open,face, patent
dust-proof filled gold cases, $16; 11 Jewels, $1.50
more; 15 jewels, $4 50 more; do., a?i~sted $8.50
more. In hinl(ed back oases, glass mside cap,~
more; do., gold cap, $4 more, Extra fine, artiStic
ohased, very rare, in bunting or open face, $82 to
$40. All filled cases accompanied by manufacturer's
guarantee for 20 years.
THE CELEBRATED "OTTO WETTSTEIN" WATOJI :
All modern improvements-a .p~rfeot watch-in
Bilverine case, $19.110; in 3 ounoe B1lver case, $22.110;
4 ounae, $23.110; 5 ounoe, $25; 6 ounce, $2f (no better
wld elsewhere for $40). In open·faoe, screw. filled,
Gold case, $27 ; do., hi!!!J:ed, gold cap, $31 ; d!J.i
bunting,$33; do., Louis XIV st.yle, $35. In Specia
artistic caaea, $~ to $10 more. In 14k Solid Gold
cases, i50 to $100 Ladies' Beat Filled, $18, '20 to
$>6; 14k Solid Gold, $28,$30,$32, $34,$40,$50 to""$150;
latter oases set richlY With jewels.
DIAMONDS:
I am an expert in this line and guarantee my
goods below regular market Price. Rings, Pins,
Ear drops, Studs, etc., worth $35, for $25; $70 for
$50; $100 for $75; $200 for $1W i $500 foi' $375. All
"ent ~ubjeot to approval, and cash I'efunded if not
strictly as represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinds a. Specialt:v. Chains and Jewelry of all
kinds. Seleet from any catalog, order of me and
save money,
SUNDRIES:
Be&t SpEctacles, $1 (send line of finest Print you
can read 14 inche• from eyes). Razor, H; best, $2.
BeRt Triple-plated Knives, $1.75 per 6. Foi'ks, $1.75
per 6 Tea B_poons. $1 70 per 6. Table Spoons, $8.40
per 6 Solid Silver Spoons, $1.60 per ounce, ma~ked.
Sliver Thimbles, 35 cents. Bet Best Violin Btrmga,
50 cents; Guitar Strings, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
Alarm Clock, $4.50, worth $6. Largest Albums, in
plush and leather, $1, $2, $3, $5, $7, $10. Send to me
and save money,
01'1'0 WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
l\o{y Popular FREETHOUGllT BADGES: $2, $2.75, $3,
$3.50, $4, $4.50, $6, $8, $10, $12.50, $15,$20,$25, iWJ, and
~65. All Solid Gold.

Strengthen the Memory,

The Nine Demands of Liberalisn1J
Ingersoll and Shakspere,

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
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CHAMPIONS o!EI~HE CHURCH:

Crimes and Persecutions.

Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Foundocs of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the present. Svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.110.·
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Place, N.Y.

Tne ~gnostic Annual : 1889.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 110 oents.

TluJ Trad6 Supplied at BpecW-Z Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price. 40o.; with autovapb, 110 ots.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

CoNTENTS.-Mr. GladstoDe and Colonel IngerHISTORY.
soll, Samuel Laing The Atrophy of Relig_ion,
Constance C. W. Naden; lEquo Animo : A. BonBy
WINWOOD
READE.
net, Joseph Ellis; Life: the Agnostic Definition,
A. Simmons (Ignotu~): Now is the Accepted
It is reallY a remarkable book, i~ whioh un,i~er
Time: A Poem, W. B. McTaggart; Women and sal history is "boiled down " with surpnsmg
Agnosticism, E. L:vnn Lmton; The Sublimity of skill.-[Literary World.
.
.
.
Nature, Charles Watts; Immortality: A Poem,
You turn over his pages ')Vith a rascmatlqn SimW. Stewart Ross (Saladin); Science and its De- ilar to that experienced m reading Washmgton
tractors, John Wilson, M.A..; Agnosticism among Irving.-[Inter-Ocean. . .
.
the Moors, H. L. Hardwioke, M.D.; The Alone·
His historY has a contmmtx•• a rash, a <)arrymg
ness of Man, 0. M. MoO.
power, which reminds us strikmgly of Gibbon.Prioe.t 25 cents.
[New Haven Palladium.
.
.
Address THE T.uUrH SEEKER CO.
The sketoh of early Egyptian ~Isto~y, m t!le
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical wnt·
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, M3pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

MIRACLES

MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.

8vo, 1,1l9pp. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, f4,110.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

6UPTU RES GU REDb,

m}'IUedical Comvound and Impro• e d
Elastic Soppol'ter Truss u•J,rom 3 0 to
90 dav•· Reliable Iefcrences g!ven. Send
ltamp for circular, a"d Sal/ "'dwhat P!'¥2(P"
vou taw mv adv.,.tiBement. Ad ress ..a
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on Nature and the Supernatural. Both of
these pamphlets will be very useful to Freethinkers. They are written in Mr, Watts's
well-known clear and logical manner, and his
reasoning and conclusions mark the scholar
and thinker. The price of the essay on Christianity is 15 cents; of that on Agnosticism, 10
" The Gypsies' Festival " and " The Court cents. To be had at this office.
of King Christmas" are two amateur theatHiram Maine, late candidate of the Union
rical and musical entertainments for young
people. Price, 25 cents each, of Harold Roar- Labor party for lieutenant-governor of Indiana, has indicted the Democratic and Repubbach, 9 Murray street, this city.
lican parties with sixty-one counts, and pubM. L. Holbrook has printed another edition lished the indictment at 5 cents per copy, to
of "Eating for Strength," in which he con- be had of him at Harlan, Ind. According to
siders the relation of food and diet to health Mr. Maine, the politicians of to.day are legisand work, and give several hundred recipes lativ scoundrels, who cannot tell the truth
for wholesome foods and drinks. It is a good and are only kept from stealing the earth because they can't find a place to put it. Union
book. Sold at this office for $1.
Labor voters will, no doubt, enjoy the book.
"Artificial Persons" is the title of a pam- Democratic and Republican voters will hardly
phlet which the author, Mr. Charles 'f. Palmer, care for it.
B.L., calls a philosophical view of the law of
" The American Bible and the Americsm
corporations. It contains also some prefatory remarks by Paul Carns, editor of the God," is the title of a bulky pamphlet by W.
Open Court. The pamphlet is a consideration D. Condon, of Palatka, Fla. Mr. Condon
· of the relations of corporations to society. has been a diligent reader of Ingersoll,
Remsburg, and THE TRUTH BEEKER, as well
·
Price, about 15 cents.
as church and Amedcan history, and he
Members of the American Turner Bund scores tbe.orthodox Christians with whips of
will all want the 1889 almanac of their soci- scorpions. He writes in behalf of a new sect,
ety, published by the Freidenker Company, "The American Christians," whose object is
470 East Water street, Milwaukee, Wis., for to organize churches and societies to protect
25 cents. It is filled with information inter- religion from Christianity. Were he not so
esting to the Turners, and poems and essays serious in his purpose, we should judge him
interesting to others. The circulation is lim- to be sarcastic in its statement.
ited to those reading German.
Paul Carus, editor of the Open Court, read
Those interested in '' Inebriate Asylums a paper before the Chicago Society for Ethand Their Work," will perhaps find some- ical Culture, entitled, "The Idea of God,"
thing to think over in a sixteen-page pam- and then printed it in good shape for general
phlet by T. D. Crothers, of Hartford, Conn., circulation. Mr. Carus's notion is that "the
to which is appended an advertisment of the idea of God is the grandest thought which in
institution over which Dr. Crothers presides. ages past humanity ventured to think," and
The pamphlet is part of a lecture delivered that when it comes to making a decision
before t.he Young Men's Christian Association whether we shall "faithfully retain it as a
sacred inheritance," or " discard it as a falof Toronto.
lacy," we may by his method be able to stradH. S. Drayton has collected and edited the dle the fence and do both. We disagree with
"Masterpieces of Pope, 1Esop, Milton, Gold- the able editor, as we are no mugwump in
smith, and Coleridge," and the Fowler & religion, but others may not, and such can
Wells Co. has published them in handsome send 15 cents to the Open Court, 175 La Salle
shape, with profuse illus.trations. It is an street, Chicago, Ill., and get a copy.
excellent plan for getting the best of the
The Christmas number of the London Freeworks of these famous authors, and the volume will be of value to students of literature tldnker for 1888 is not quite so blasphemous
as some of the previous issues, but is wicked
with limited time at their disposal.
enough for all practical purposes. It contains
Our neighbor, Science, published at 47 sixteen pages in pink cover, filled with huLafayette place, enlarged with the new year, morously illustrated Bible incidents, and
altered its make-up, and assumed a form and much witty reading matter, some of which
editorial policy which will certainly entitle it would scarcely suit the members of the Free
to a wider circulation. Science aims to.epito- Religious Society. And, by the way, we
mize the scientific news of the week, and to wish the F1·eethinke1· artist would giv THE
keep its readers informed of the"progress in TRUTH BEEKER artist credit when he feels
knowledge the world is making. It is more inspired by that individual to outdo himself
technical than speculativ, and deals with what by reproducing Mr. Heston's cartoons. ''With
is rather than with what is thought. The compliments to Watson Heston of THE TRUTH
BEEKER of New York," would look well at
price is $3.50 per yea:r.
the bottom of several of his late pictures.
We mention this solely upon Mr. Heston's
"Personal Rights vs. Prohibition, Consid- account.
ered in Conjunction with the Laws of Personal Liberty and Responsibility," is Mr. G.
" The readers of -the Populm• Science
A. Lafayette's contribution to the liquor Monthly will be glad to learn that Dr. Andrew
question. Mr. Lafayette is not a ProhibitionWhite's' New Chapters in the Warfare of
ist, and he give good reasons for not being. D.
are to be resumed in the February
If he had told us where he lived, and bow Science'
number. Dr. White has devoted several
much he asks for his sixteen-page pamphlet years
to the investigation of this subject, and
(two pages blank), we would hav published is now
Europe making an unusually
the information for the benefit of Mr. Walker exhaustivinexamination
of the libraries there
and other anti's.
for additional material, which shall enable
him to continue his remarkable account of
The" Confessional Box Unmasked" is one the persistent dominance of delusion in the
of the rotten sort of pamphlets against Rome human
The chapter immediately forththat publishers of claptrap put out to please comingmind.
will treat of 'Demoniac Possession
sectarian prejudices. 'fhey go as near the edge and
Insanity."' The publishers of the
of obscenity a<> they dare, and depend upon Monthly
sent us that, and we believe it to be
implied nastiness to sell their books, which in
accurate. Mr. White's showare worthless from any reasonable point of ingalluprespects
of the church is very damaging to
view. Rome is dangerous in politics and that institution.
degrading in religion, but books of this sort
are not calculated to turn people away from
Christian Scientists" hav had a fallher. Price, 10 cents-C. L. Palmer, 170 ingThe"
out, and Ursula N. Gesterfield has pubMadison street, Chicago.
lished a 25-cent pamphlet to show that Jesumethods are playing the very deuce with
Moses Hull has removed his New T1wught itic
the divine science. The pamphlet is chiefly
from Des Moines, Ia., to 675 W. Lake street, an
attack upon Mary B. G. Eddy, of Boston,
Chicago, Ill. The change will no doubt be
claims to be the discoverer or founder of
1\'ood for the paper, as it certainly is an who
the cult, or sect, or priesthood, whatever it is,
Improvement for Chicago to hav a .decent and
Ursula asserts in substance that because
Spiritualist journal published there. D. W. of Mrs.
Eddy's egotism and great claims and
Hull, Moses's brother, is editing a paper in employment
of the spy system of the Jesuits,
Colfax, Ia., but he wants to get a fruit farm the house of the Christian fCientists is divided
in a Southern latitude, because ordinary jour- against itself, to the great scandal of the
nalism is a slave life, where he has to sup- faithful, and contrary to the well-being of the
press the useful and print the useless. Infidel pockets of those who liv off the credulity of
Spiritualists will doubtless enjoy a perusal of the Christian people. It is a very pretty quarNew Thought.
rel as it stands, and 'twould be a pity to
spoil i_t; therefore St. Ursula's pamphlet
Charles Watts has written and published should be well circulated.
in pamphlet form two long essays: one upon
" Christianity : Its Origin, Nature, and InAfter the greatest possible solicitation on
fluence," and the other upon "Agnosticism the part of her friends (so she assures the
and Christian Theism: Which is the More reader), Miss Adelaide Johnson, of Washing.
Reasonable?" The titles of these pamphlets ton, has "·consented, though reluctantly, to
lucidly describe their contents. Mr. Watts formulate her wonderful philosophy, so poetfinds Christianity to be of human origin, and ical, and chiefiy great in that the cleared way
not original with the ostensible inventors. is pointed out to each lover of peace by which
It is, he says, .impracticable of application to make this existence on earth of that charand contradictory in its nature, as well as in- acter, in every home as well as the nation."
definit in its teachings. Its influence in the This great reluctance, perhaps as wonderful
world has been bad, and its exit will be the as the philosophy, takes the form of a pammost graceful act of its existence. In the phlet, called, "Harmony the Real Secret of
other pamphlet Mr. Watts defines Agnosti- Health, Beauty, and Happiness; or, Vegetacism, describes the relation of its philosophy rianism from Principle." The book is "parto the universe and to Christian Theism, and ticularly necessary to all instructors in the
affirmativly answers the question, whether it different departments of healing, Christian
is sufficient to satisfy man's intellectual re- science, metaphysics, mental science." Miss
quirements. To which he appends a discourse. Johnson has no reluctance in disclosing the
People about to build new houses can get
various good ideas from Shappell's Modern
Houses, an architectural quarterly sold for 25
cents by the Cooperativ Building Plan Association, 63 Broad way.

price, which is 25 cents, nor the place where the citationA of miraculous cures from a Cathit can be obtained, which is 1603 S street, N. olic correspondent of the Sun, "which hav
W., Washington, D. C.
been ~uthenticaled by the ecclesiastical authorities," though accompanied by Mr. KeyEsteemed Mr. Shaw sends us two pam- ser's offer to prove that miracles occur under
phlets-" Studies in Theology," and a second n11tural laws, is argument which greatly reedition of " The Bible : What Is It?" sembles foolishness. Poems, too, about di-." Studies in Theolo!l'y" is a consideration of vine love, maiden's dreams, and morning
theological propositiOns and assertions, with light, fall from Ingersoll's armor. like little
reasons why they are absurd and untenable. .leaves from granit walls. Altogether, Mr.
Mr. Shaw's reasoning is sounc, his language Keyser's new spiritual theology is a little less
temperate, and his conclusions irrefutable. fitted to cope with Infidelity, or to satisfy a
"The Bible: What Is It?" has proved to be public want;than the Christian scheme of sala very popular treatis, and has been reprinted vation. The borderland between theologies
in London in the Secular Review as well as by of this sort and complete vacancy of mind is
·the author himself. It conclusivly shows that extremely narrow; and respect for the author
whatever the' Bible may be it is not what the only can prevent harsh criticism. Price, in
Christians claim it is. These two pamphlets paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
are admirable documents to hand to Christians of whose conversion to common sense
In "Vital Force and Magnetic Exchange :
there may be a moderate ]J.ope, and we can Their Relation to Each Other and Life and
strongly · recommend them. '' Studies in Happiness," Mr. Albert Chavannes, of Adair
Theology" is 10 cents; " The Bible : What Creek, east Tennessee, holds that what we
Is It?" is 25 cents.
call motion, heat, force, life, knowledge, intelligence, sensation, feeling, consciousmess,
The Fowler &Wells Company expect us to mind, spirit, soul, are all manifestations of
say this of a ~awed-off little book of poems one actual substance, which mal{eB use of
called, "Forward Forever and Other Poems," atoms to cause what we recognize as material
being a poetical reply to Lord Tennyson's phenomena, and he further believes that this
latest pessimism : " The ' other poems' are substance is itself subject to the law of evo'Stand Fast' and 'The Evening Hour," alto- lution ; that its combinations are obliged to
gether forming a little chaplet of thirty-four struggle for existence, and that the test of
pages. In his' Forward Forever' Mr. Shaw their adaptation is found in the survival of
takes a more cheerful view of life's conditions the fittest. Consequently, the Materialists
at the present day than Lord Tennyson does and Spiritualists are all mistaki"'l. " 'Vita\
in his late poem, and points in its Alexandrine Force'' also contains some chapters advocating
lines to many features that intimate advance- doctrine on "Magnetation" peculiar to the
ment in moral as well as material affairs. Dianites, and much othei· speculativ matter
Without claiming to be a great poet, Mr. upon Individuality, Motwn, Sensation,
Shaw reads us in his quaint rhymes lessons of Knowledge, Health, Magnetic Exchange,
value in our domestic and secular life." We Intellectual, Emotional, and Sexual Magnetare willing to say it, but expect Mr. Sizer ~o ism, Mind Reading. Hypnotism, etc. Mr.
prove it if it is thrown up at us when the B1g Chavannes's contention is that Vital Force,
Ledger is pulled down off the golden shelf on of which these are manifestations, is the one
our arrival before the Throne. Price of the thing of importance in the world, the power
poems, 25 cents.
which builds, maintains, and runs the human
machine. Price, 20 cents.
David A. Andrade, of Melbourne, Australia sends us " An Anarchist Plan of CamAn eminent writer, having in mind the
paign:" It is a scheme of cooperation for serene passing away of great skeptics, like
workersl-by which " they may e~cape from Courtlandt Palmer, observed that lately the
their intolerable slavery"-that IS, employ death of unbelievers had been more peacethemselvs, sell their own products, and re- able than the deaths of believers, and that
ceive the benefits. Interest, rent, and profit, the church would do well to giv up the scarehowever, are barred. The idea is to show to ghost of devils lingering at Infidel bedsides
the world that there is a system of sociology to clutch the souls that Satan owned. What
by which all can be made equal, no one get- is true of this rlecade is true also of other
ting more or less than another, and all having times, and G. W. Foote shows it in his pama sufficiency. Under this system no one-gets phlet on "'Infidel Death-Beds." The "idle
anything unless he or she works f~r it, and no tales of dying horrors," with which ministers
one willing to work can be depnved of the hav scared the unread and unlearned-such
opportunity. The scheme is very much like as those about Voltaire and Paine-are but
the Socialist plan, with the noteworthy excep- the malicious inventions of priests, for the
tion that no one is obliged to come in against truth is, as Tyndall testifies, that Atheists
his will. Socialists propose that all shall usually approach the inexorable goal with no
come in or jump off the earth. Price. 10 dread of a hangman's whip, with no hope of
cents. Sold by B. R. Tucker, box 3,366, a heavenly crown, but still as mindful of
Boston, Mass.
theh· duties, and as faithful in the discharge
of them, as if their eternal future depended
The Fowler & Wells Company take great on their latest deeds. Mr. Foote has given
pains to obviate the necessity of our reading good and full accounts of the last hours of the
the books they send here for review, by always most prominent Freethinkers in history, and
inclosing a ready-made notice, for which they in every instance it is seen that the ministerial
will please accept thanks. Th~ next book accounts are slanders of the dead. The book
which we pull out of the huge pile before us is a good one to hav on hand, with which to
has this notice accompanying: "Nervous- silence little country parsons who hav learned
ness: Its Nature, Causes, Symptoms, and nothing since they left school, and forgotten
Treatment. Illustrated. By H. S. Drayton, most of what they learned there-theological
A.M., M.D. Price, 25 cents. This fresh con- hyenas who gain fame by despoiling graves
tribution to popular medicin applies to a aml ruining reputations. The price is 50
growing malady in America, and is, therefore, cents.
seasonable. The statements are definit with
re-gard to the common causes of nervousness,
Mr. James H. West has begun in Boston
and no attempt is apparent to excuse or con- the publication of a sixteen-page monthly, to
done the ignorance or impropriety of life take the place of the Index, deceased. He
among intelligent people. If fashion, habit, calls his journal T1te New Ideal, and has the
vice be reprehensible, the author shows why, same corps of contributors as the Index, inand 'also reftects not a little light upon unin- cluding F. E. Abbot. The New Ideal is not a
tentional errors that people are constantly destructiv paper, neither anti-feligious nor
committing in their ways of life, and for religious, but sort of mugw·umpery in tonewhich nature compels a penalty. The cases neither fish, flesh, nor fowl, nor good red
from the author's own observations are very herring. The experience of the Index leads
instructiv, and hav doubtless many parallels, us to seriously doubt if there is a field for it
for which the very reasonable _and simple outsirle of Boston, and there seems not to be
course of treatment will as well serve." It is a sufficient constituency in that city to supto be presumed that that is all so.
port such an organ. Ex-ministers who bav
just crawled a little way out of the theological
We always pick up a book by John H. Key- shell, donned a swallow-tail, and drawn on a
ser with interest, and read it with respect, pair of kid gloves, are like the bumble-bees,
for Mr. Keyser is one of those practical, biggest when first hatched. They talk of
big-hearted men that the world ought to love, Rationalism before they comprehend its
if it doesn't. Bnt "Reason vs. Revelation: meaning, and prate of culture and refinement
The Theological Question. A Reply to Rob. when doing the most ungentlemanly acts.
ert G. Ingersoll," is a disappointment. We We are tired of such pharisees, and hav no
hav no fault to find with Mr. Keyser's belief sympathy at all with their work. They natin immortality, per se, but whea he lowers urally belong in the· church. When an editor
that belief to il. defense, or even to an exege- is tickled by such words as these, "There is
sis, of the Bible, he wanders off into laby- now no Liberal paper in the United States
rinths where he not only easily gets lost, but that combines Rationalism with scholarship
makes himself and his cause a trifle ridicu- and refinement, so as to be a suitable means
lous. To explain the crudities of revelation of propagandism with cultured ChriAtians,"
with the jargon of Christian Spiritualism is the first inquiry that occurs is, What dirty
only to mal{e confusion worse confounded, business has he been in? and when he anand to replace barbaric guesswork with nounces that his journal is " not free to
mouthfuls of words which no etymolo~ical coarseness, or flippancy, or mere destructivanalyst can translate into sense. Mr. Keyser ness; not free to crudeness or triviality, or to
has become convinced that death is a door iconoclasm pure and simple," we wonder why
instead of a wall, and now "when he opens he does not get on the housetop and shout,
again the lids of his mother's Bible, lo, its ''I am a pharisee!" Great pretensions to
mystic pages glow with a new light." It is "broadest search, deepest study, widest outneedless to say that this Sunday-school sort of look," are usually cant. If Mr. West and his
literature will never answer Colonel Ingersoll, contributors desire to save a few "shreds
even so well as Dr. Field, Mr. Gladstone, or and patches" of the old religion, and of them
Cardinal Manning, three biblical champions put together a ·crazy-quilt to hide from dull
whom Mr. Keyser admits hav been over- eyes the loss of the ancient superstition, they
thrown, unhorsed, rolled in the dust, and should do it without claiming to be Liberals
buried out of controversial sight by Free- or Rationalists. The world is wide, and
thought's greatest luminary. NPither will there is no use of bumping into other folks
Mrs. Richmond's version of the New Testa- when setting out on a journey which is likely
ment hero's mission answer any better, and to be troublesome enough anyway. The sub·
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rcription price of The New Ideal is $1, and mode of faith against the aHpersions and
the address is 620 Atlantic avenue, Boston, - misrepresentations of those who asperse or
:Mass.
misrepresent it through hostili~y or igno-ranee." It will not escape observation that
"Social Struggles," by John P. Phillips, is in this Saladin and Mr. Taylor hav given
an elaborate discussion of the relations of Agnosticism a progressiv lift from being a
.Jabor and capital, and the Socialism which negativ philosophical p:>sition to an affirmanas resulted from their antagonism under the tiv belief regarding the absolute. But this
present system. Mr. Phillips sees that these belief or faith is not the faith of creedalists,
relations are now so strained that unless some and is entirely independent of dogmas.. The
form of reconciliation is found in which labor faith of our Agnostic authors is the power,
shall get a great deal more of what it produces, so they assure us, of identifying the abstract
·something must burst. He has no panacea with the concrete, the ideal with the real.
to offer, but hopes by his presentation of We suppose there is no limit to the capacity of
facts to stir up sufficient thought to finally man to construct faiths which may serve him
settle the problem. He seems to think that instead of a religion, for even the main affirmaPoverty, like vice,
tion of Atheism-that the universe is all that
Is a creature of such hideous mien,
is, and consequently there is no room for a
That to be hated it needs but to be seen,
God-may be used by religiously inclined
and he has therefore put all our economical natures . to base a faith upon, leading
evils on view, but we are afraid he has closed them ultimately to pantheism, if there be any
the door on them to the very people who bump of worship in their heads, but we fail
need to see them by making so large a book to recognize the utility of any more complicathat by one of these classes it cannot be pur- tiona in either theology or philosophy. Thechased, and by the other it will not be read. ology is now only a splitting of hairs from a
All who keep up with current events cao head which has mainly disappeared-only the
agree with Mr. Phillips that Europe is drift- hairs being left-or as Conway puts it, a buildc
ing into a terrible revolution; that this coun- ing seeming to stand from which the foundatry is nearly as badly off; that the resumption tiona hav all been removed. And there is no
of specie payments has not cured the evil of· great object gained, that we can see, in subpoverty; that the farmers, mechanics, and dividing philosophy into sects-some negativ,
laborers hav been wronged by legislation in some with faith, and some metaphysical,
the interests of corporations and wealth, and which is a mixture of both. An Agnostic, as
that all these evils can be remedied at the defined by Professor Huxley, the coiner of
ballot-box; and that for the present condi- the word, is one who neither affirms nor
tion of things to remain undisturbed is impos- denies the existence or presence in the unisible. These are ·facts patent to everybody verse of the Unknowable or God or a
who reads, and if disputed, are easily shown supreme directing intelligence. That is, a
by Mr. Phillips's book itself; but what is certain class of thinkers, recognizing the
more wanted than the pointing out of this impossibility of knowing the Unknowablecondition, is a pointing out of the way to get for when it is known i.t is not the unknowable
the voters to hang together, refuse to sell out -andseeingthelogicaldifficultyofsupporting
to church or politician, and to go in for some an affirmativ negativ-concluded to achieve
new legislation and governmental changes greatness by becoming modest, and adopted
which shall relieve the congestion of the the title of Agnostics. Others, recognizing
country. This Mr. Phillips has not done- the advantage to be gained from that position,
perhaps it is impossible to do it-but if his and the more to muddle the already flounder-book will stimulate others to undertake the ing theologians, adopted the name and argolabor, it will prove a very important contribu- mente, and when the preachers attacked tkem
tion to economic literature.
would with great candor and polite effusivThe book is published by Tuttle, More- ness admit that they knew nothing of the
house & Taylor, of New Haven, Conn., and unknowable, and then ask their opponent,
with every appearance of great interest in the
the price must be at least $3.
-reply, if he did. Agnosticism began as a
Vol. I of "The Origin of Energy," by tactical and strategical method of anti-theaLeonidas de Cenci Hamilton, M.A., is at logical warfare: it seems that now it has
hand. In these volumes 1\Ir. Hamilton has evoluted into a faith, thou~li, to be fair with
put forth "a new hypothesis which throws the makers of that faith, It is only faith in
light upon all the phenomena of nature,'' and natural laws, such as the farmer may hav
by which he traces electricity, magnetism, when he sows his grain one year in order to
gravitation, light, heat, and chemical action reap a harvest the next. In this case the posto a single source. Mr. Hamilton places nat- sible is converted into the actual, the ideal
ural science upon mathematical and mechan- and the real reduced to identity, as the collabical principles alone, and whatever theories, orators express it. ·
suppositions, or systems are not based on , The necessity for making this new faith, or
these principles, he rejects as unscientific. at least singling it out for a definit sectarian
But the gist of his book can best be given in label, is what we !luestion. "Charley," said
his own words: "This treatis is based upon an old-school English Secularist-Atheist to an
the atomic theory, and is an attempt to trace intimate friend and prominent expounder of
the various forms of energy to a single source, that philosophy~ as they sat in quiet converse,
namely, the inherent energy of the atoms of "What in the aevil is this new-fangled thing
matter. The atoms are conceived to be the you lecturers are calling Agnosticism? Isri1t
simplest geometrical solids, or tetrahedra, it our real old-fashioned Atheism under a
varying in the inclination of their angles, and new name?" "Yes," answered Charles, "it
possessed of varying masses and inherent en- is. The difference is more verbal than actual."
ergy in proportion to their mass. This in- " Well," retorted his Atheistic friend, "Atheherent energy is traced to its specialized form ism is still good enough for me, and I don't
or to a persistent tendency to rotation, which propose to change." But that Agnosticism
is the primal form, and all other forms of en- has been and is of considerable use and merit
ergy are but accidental resultants, and, there- its popularity attests. A great many will
fore, convertible into the original form when call themselvs Agnostics when they would
the environing conditions permit their return shudder to say Atheist. There is, however,
to it.
little use of stretching it, by running in
"It entirely discards all 'mysterious' or hylo-idealism, to the dimensions of a faith.
'occult • forces, and is an attempt to reduce
Having said so much, which some may
all the phenomena of nature to atomic me- wrongly think is rather aqyerse to the merit
chanica. In other words, it is an attempt to of the book, it is only candid to say that
reach a mechanical interpretation of all the Saladin and Mr. Taylor hav collaborated a
phenomena of the universe, the object and very useful and keen volume, which every
aim of modern physics.
student of Freethought and of the various
"It approaches the problem from a new phases of critical h-eresy will desire to study.
standpoint, however, recognizing motion as They will not, probably, wh0lly agree with
the normal state of the atoms of matter, and all the statements made, but there is sufficient
arrest of motion the abnormal state. Every unimpeachable material to help the best read
phenomenon presented by the movements of among the de>troyers of creeds. We conbodies is conceived to be the resultant of are- fess though that we like Saladin in his whirllease from stress which is ever present in the wind assaui'ts upon the citadel of Christian
interstellar medium, every motion being in superstition bette'-: than in his. didactic m~ods,
the direction of least resistance. Internal or when he is apt to maculate his readers with a
molecular motion is a release from molecular vague desire to climb after the incomprehenor atomic stress which is ever present in all sible. With Mr. Taylor's other works we are
bodies. Every body in space is an aggrega- unacquainted. The price of "Why I Am an
tion of atoms in an abnormal state, or in a Agnostic" is 75 cents in this country.
state of stress surrounded by an illimitable
field of released energy, and it is therefore
subject to constant changes upon us surface
1
and throughout its mass."
The price of the book is $3.
~unday and the Sabbath. "A law
regulating human con!lnct on the Sabbath is
Saladin, of the London Secular Review, is
an impertinence." Pnce, 10 cents.
blossoming out as a full-fledged Agnostic in The False Teaching of the Chrisphilosophy, and with the first of the year
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine
calls his paper T!te Agnostic Journal and
Articles of the Christian C)h'!lrch ,are thirtyBeculmr Review. In copartnership with Joseph
nine poor, broken-down opmtons. 10 oe~ts.
Taylor he has also written a little book giving The Foolishness of Prayer. "Thmk
the reasons why he is an Agnostic. We do
of a minister's pr_aying God to ~ill grasshopnot imagin that Saladin is any the less a Secupers, or trying to mduoe the Darty to undertake
a crusade of one against the Colorado
larist, or any the less an Infidel, because of
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.
the change of the name, for the Review is as
burning hot against orthodoxy as of yore, Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
and we regard the new appellation as only Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
putting a foreign label on nativ wine. So_me
Price, 5 ce.nts.
people with uneduc~ted. tastes may. thmk Is Liberalism Moral ~ Price, 5 cents.
more of it but the wme IB the same-Just as
good_:and probably better than the foreign Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
article it pret'3nds to be. The dual brochure, Social Problems. Price, 10 cents.
"Why I Am an Agnostic," is meant to serve Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
the purpose (so the authors explain) "of plac- The Public Schools and the Catholic
ng before the honest inquirer the real scope
Church. Price, 5 cents.
and aim of Agnosticism, and to vindicate that

L. K. Was J burn' s WorJrs.

The Antiqui t,y of ChriStianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Moriks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathe ra and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

THE SAFEST CREED,

'I ltc lrorum.

Chicago Secu!H.r Uuion meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 P.za:,, corner Bangamon street al!d
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Plliladclphia Liberal League 2:J7.
meets every Sunday in Induli!trial Hall, Broad a~d
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.u. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!.'ruth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of l"cnt, 0.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MAnmB HEIGHToN, Bee.

The .t<anhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.

AND
TWELVE OTHER DIBOOURBEB OF REASON.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'olock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15\h street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially in vi ted.

B1J 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

Tile Newark Liberal Lea;-ue

A vigorous thinker as eloquent as TheodorePar- Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'olo~k, at the
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou11ht, thorough conviction, and great League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everYbody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
ability .-[Phila.. Press.
at same place in the evening.
Extra. cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Akron, o., F.rcetbougllt Union
The Akron Freetliought Union meets -everY
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramsr's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE ,DEVIL,
AND

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere oould not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By Wu. HENRY
Bunn. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

'JTHER BmGRA.PmoAL SKETOHEB AND EssAYS.
BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to Tile Greatest of all Antl-BlbH·
his "few words," and the devll will, we presume,
cal \Vorks.
•t no verY distant dar. hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and w11l doubtless get the best of
By THOMAS PAINE,
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Extra cloth, ·gold back and side stamp, l2mo,
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
260 pp., $1.25.
$1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON

ROME~

REASON

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY- WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svs:
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critioal Review.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with tl:.e proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
fiaming arguments .
will not leave num.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa.
ration."
Price, 40 cent11.
For either of those works or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTORY
OF

Essence of Heligion
By L. FEUERBACH.
Translated from the Germa.n. Cloth, l2mo, 75pp.;
50 ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Extraot.

Address THE T~UTH BEEKER Co.

THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN1'
Of Europe,
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8,
By JOBN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
WORKS OF 0. B.

WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
---

100.

BIBLE F ABRICA'l'IONS REFUTED;

Advancement~ Soienoe

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

Origin of the Christian Bible

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and ,4rticles on
Prayer.

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 250.

Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 250.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most extraor-

dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtbune.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages, - • • - 15o.
A.ddres~
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2F Lafayette Pl .• NAw York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS·.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Bol6 Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B.
Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
Acguirdment and Apportionment.
times. 180 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought.
50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
By J. K. INGALLS.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
Price, Clotll,
•
•
$1.00. eta. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Brble 1\Iakers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~-.2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
Addi-ess THE TRUTH SE:f-JKER,
vs.
Darwin. 5 eta. ~:~ocrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
28Lafayette Place, New York.
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 eta.
Fictitious God8. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
M-ATERIALISM:
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
ITs HISTORY AND ITs !NFL UENOE UPON
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
SoornTY.
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of " Force and Animals. 5 cts.
Matter," etc.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., LonJon. EnJZ.
Translated from the German.
Paper,12mo,15 cents.
.JUST OUT.
Th~

A~EBxiHN~ERH ~oNB·~~~B~~DaT: Christian Absurdities.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
suitable for framil!f{, sen~stpaid,
Address THE TRUTH I'!E.i!<KER.

2x1~ inches,
2~ cents.

for

tf

THB

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
BixfiJJ-fi:oe Years' Irl'l!ariable Bucces&• .
IF'" FoB ALL DISEASES OF ~YES on EARS•. Im·
mediate relief from Granulatrqns, Infiammat!~ns,
Dim Vision, WaterY Gathenngs, and Farhnl!
Bight of Eyes. Deafness, Drummin_g, ~ingingCof
the Ears dispelled by a few appllca trona. a~a.rrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears iJ?-Btap.tly removed. Bent the world over. Box wrth mstruotions, by mail,ll5 cents.
B. A. NEALNE~.-.
8m50
Shakers P.O., . .1.

BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

-

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYliiN·BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hig!rly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by 11:11 who hav examined it. Price,
15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB Co.
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ORDER OF CREATION.
A

HENRY GEORGE thinks that many states
may adopt the Australian voting system
before the next election.

DISOUBBION BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
.
LINTON, REVILLE.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. w. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion· on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its.able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

YEB, I venerate the grand, infinit, powerful,
ever-prevalent Universe, far more than I do· the
old Jewish divinity who, as has been quaintly_..,
described, was one who raised up enemies that·
I. Dawn of Creati~~~:l~~ :Worship. By Hon.
IMMIGRANTS landed at New York in 1888,
W. E. Gladstone.
he might conquer them-made promises that he
383,595; 1887, 381,612. ·Total immigration II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Intermight break them-caused moral disease·s that he
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Hnxl_e_y.
might cure them-who permitted his favorit peofor 1888, about 550,000.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
ple to go after other gods that he might butcher
Muller.
TExAs no longer has
them. A God who was before time was; cogitated
any public domain.
before there was anything
THE whole of London
to cogitate about ; who
is to be illuminated by
made the Universe before
--==--..
there was anything to make
electricity.
----~
_ . . . . : . . _ ..
it of, and dia before ,there
THE total resources of
was an'Vthing to do. A God
-·____
- -_ J ..
.·-·~
who formed man in his own
Professor Proctor's
·-=-image, though his own·im·
widow are $750.
age had no form; created
SoME Germans in East
an author of evil, though
not himself the author of
Africa hav beeri killed
any evil; who caused his
and eaten by nativs.
children to commit tbe most
abominable
crimes and sufCoNGRESS has received
fer the intensest agonies,
a bill to prohibit disfranthough not himself the
chisment on account of
cause of either criminality
sex.
or agony. A God who saw
the work he had performed
DARTMOUTH College has
was very good, yet presdecided not to grant a
ently discovered that it was
very bad ; foreknew that
scholarship to any perman
would sin, yet was in·
son who smokes.
dignantly astonished that
THERE are race conhe did sin ; foreknew that
the forbidden fruit would
fiicts between Hungarian
be eaten, yet damned the
and Italian miners near
whole human race because
Carbondale, Pa.
it was eaten. A God who,
though always in all places,
FORTY-THREE per cent
occasionally came down
of the population of Alafrom heaven just to see
bama over ten years old
how the world wagged;
though always of the same
cannot read or write.
opinion, o o o a s i o n all y
BISHOP WIGGER is inchanged his mind: though
in good temper, frequently
vestigating, by order of
got into a towering pasRome, the intermarriage
sion : though always merciof Catholics and Protful to perfection, yet often
estants.
murdered millions of innocent beings. A God so deENGLISH, French, Gerceptiv as to send upon his
people 11 strong delusions"
man, and Belgian steel
that they might believe a
rail manufacturers are
BA.LAAM AND BALA.K SEP A.RA.TE.
lie, so very sillY as to suffer
forming a trust and will
himself to be checkmated
And Ba!anm rose up, and went and returned to his place·: and Balak also went his way.-Num. xxiv, 25.
advance prices 30 per
by the devil, and so ferociously cruel that no human
cent.
tyrant could ever equal him
GLADSTONE recently visited the pope, to
I's er mighty strong Bavtiz, an' I kain't do myse'f in monstrous severity and vengeance. A God.
jestice lessen I preaches that doctrin'. I picked whose Presence would make a hell of heaven ;
whom he says he has a great personal attachout er ole nigger dat wuz ·settin • er little way off, whose virtues are vices (Ex. xx. 5), whose reason
ment.
an' gunter feel o' him wid my doctrin'. Afterwhile would disgrace an idiot (Ex. xxi, 21), whose laws
VANDERBILT, Depew, and other rich men
" WAITER, bring me some Eastport herrings in he nodded his head in erproval. Den I put iter would shook a savage (Num. xv, 31-35), whose
addressed the Railroad Branch of the. Y. M. cotton-seed oil." "Not on the bill, sah." "Never little stronger•. He .nodded ergin an' den I gin fi~kleness provokes derision <Jer. xv, 6), and whose
him er clincher. He gin me er big nod an' den I whole character is a horrible compound, an "in·
mind the bill-bring me a box of sardines."
C. A. at its recent anniversary.
turned loose wid de red fire o' glarin' faith. Putty tense concentration," of the wor.Be vices which hav
IN
reading
the
story
of
Jonah
and
whale,
THE national debt statement issued on the
soon I seed two fellows get up an• go ont. I didn't stained the worst human natures (Ex. xxxii, Zl;
Thet·e arises the serious question :
know why da went out in de middle o• er sermon, Ezek. xiv, 9; 1 Kings xxii, 21, 22).- D. AI. Bennett.
2d give the amount as $1,685,363,271; deWas it ground for a solemn, miraculous tale,
but I soon found out, fur putty soon da come
crease since June 30, 1888, $31,522,398.
TnE books containing the revelation on which
· Or merely the whale's indigestion?
back, an• de fust thing I knowed. bip I er bad
goose aig come an' tuck me side de head. Neber Christianity is founded everywhere displaY to us a
TIIBRE are frequent murders arising from
REV, MR. BBIMLET : " I've accepted that cal). wuz hit wid er bad goose aig, wnz you, Rnbner ?" God of goodness in the commission of wickedness:
the numerous feuds between families in the You know, Thomas, seven thousand a year is not The governor admitted that he never had been. an omnipotent God whose projects unceasingly
more uncivilized and superstitious parts of to be sneezed at." Mr. Razzler (a pronounced lay- "Wall, yon neenter wanter be, nnther. It's bad miscarry; an immutable God changing his maxman) : "No, indeed, old nfan. You ought to snufile ernnff ter be hit wid er pullet aig, but er ·goose ims and his conduct ; an omniscient God conthe Southern states.
along on that very well."
aig I Huh, take yere! After diz I wnz so kivered tinually deceived unawares ; a resolute God
ABOLITION of slavery in Brazil is having
0HARITABLE visitor (about to leave the hospital): up wid aigs dater alerpacker coat datoost me fifty repenting of his most important actions; a God
temporarily a bad effect. The freedmen do " I never saw such a cold-hearted person as that cents wnz dun mint bodationsiY. I got 'waY frum of wisdom whose arrang_ements never attain suonot work steadily, having yet to acquire patient near the window. I read one of Heber dar de bes' way I could, an' now I wants ter know cess. He is a great God, who occupies himself
Newton's sermons to him fully ten minutes, and ef I kain 't hP b dat ole nigger whut nodded at me with the most pneril tri11es; an all-sufficient God,
habits of industry and thrift.
he didn't show the least emotion." Attendant : tuck up by de law." "He didn't throw the eggs, yet subject to jealousy, and a just God, yet perTHE proprietor of Nilsson Hall, New York, "I'm su:te he didn't mean to hurt your feelinks, did he?" " No, sa.h, but he Jed me on inter makin' mitting and prescribing the most atrocious iniq •
er bad blunder." " Probably Your views agreed uities. In a word, he is a perfect God, yet display.
has been arraigned for breaking the Sabbath mum; he's as deaf as a post."
with his." "No, sah, da didn', oaze he didn' Yere ing at the same time such imperfections and vices
by permitting dancing in his hall on that day.
AFTER their return : The baronet : "I see there er word I said, fur I afterwards found out dat de that the most despicable of men would blush to
Dancing on the Sabbath has not heretofore has been a great fire in New York" The Lady triflin' sconn•ul wnz fas' ersleep an• wnz noddin! resemble him.-D'Hol~ach.
Franc's: "In New York 1 Fancy I We saw New caze he couldn't he'p it. -Yon say dar's some law IT remains the simple fact that those to whom
been interdicted.
York, didn't we 1 The baronet : "Why, of course, yere fur me?" "I don't think yon need any."
CONGRESSMAN FORD, Of the special com- my dear. We were there a week. Don't you re- "Whut, yon gwineter let folks nod in church dis we owe the earliest Bible teachings about the godhead, so far from being inspired to conceive of
mittee on immigration, has made his report member an enormous town with ash-barrels and way an' ruin er preacher's. prospects?" "I SUP· deitY as· almighty, all-wise, all-perfect, pictured a
garbage
in
front
of
the
houses?"
pose
I
hav
to."
"Den
I'm
ergin
You
from
dis
time
to Congress. It recommends the exclusion of
being whose plans were constantly foiled, who
on .. Good-day ter yer, sah."
Socialists, Anarchists, polygamists, convicted
was no wiser than they were themselvs, and whose
I'vE had
ways were the ways of the worst and most brutal
To draw or not to draw? that is the fl.Uestion.
A fad
felons, and paupers, a head tax of $5, and
of the savage rulers they chiefly feared.-Professor
Whether 'tis coonier in the mind to venture
inspection of intending immigrants by U. S. Of late in puffing at a hubble-bnbble,
The doubtful chance of skinning for a straight,
Proctor.
Chibouque, narghileh, hookah-what yon willconsuls abroad.
Or to stand pat against a C of greenbacks,
Inhaling smoke through perfumed water; still
"WoRLDLY pleasures" are still under the ban of
And then by bluffing, get 'em. To draw-to ante
RuMORS were started that Boulangism I am not quite assured. I only know
our spiritual purists. Daily drudgery and daily
More. But by that draw, to fill; and end
That
as
I
lie,
white
smoke-wreaths
upward
curl,
seJf.denial are still considered the proper sphere
would be supported by French Socialists, but I make a striking oriental show
The tremors and the thousand direful haps
of a law-abiding citizen, and special afiliction a
the latter affirm that Boulanger, the type of And deeply hav impressed the hired girl.
That bands are bare to. •Tis a consummation
special sign of divine favor. Life has become a
Devoutly to be wished. To draw-to filii
the dictator, the soldier who helped shoot the I heard her talking with ·the girl next door,
To fill ?-perchance to bust I Aye, there's the rub I socage duty. We do not think it necessary to
Communists in 1871, and whose advocacy of W.bo 1hus a vaunting testimony bore:
alleviate
the distress of the poor till it reaches a
·'MY master smokes a meerschaum pipe as brown For in that vagrom draw, what cards may come
degree that threatens to end it. We hav countless
war means wealth and glory for the classes As
When we hav shufiled off th' uncertain pack,
coffee: 'tis the finest pipe in town I"
benevolent institutions for the prevention of outand bullet-holes for workingmen, is the one Then, Norah, tossing back her hair unkempt,
Must giv us pause. There's the foul take
right death, not one benevolent enough to make
That makes calamity of a bob-tailed flush I
above all others whom they will try to defeat. Replied in tones of withering contempt:
life worth living. Infanticide is now far more
11
.
MeeBhom ! Phwat's that 1 It•s not worth while For who would stand the blind, the crafty raise,
rigorously punished than in old times. We enforce
As a result of the recent attack of the GerThe wait upon the age, the recklelll! straddle,
to talk
every child's right to Jiv and become a humble,
The insolence of pats, the vile, base cards,
mans on Mataafa, Samoa, in which 22 German
The day wid ye !
tithe-paying Christian; but, as for its claim to Jiv
sailors were killed and 32 wounded, the Ger- Meershom be dom'd ! Bedad, Oi'll hear no more ! The patient player of the dealer takes
happy, we refer it to the sweet by and by. We
When he as well might his spondnlios save,
Me
masther•s
got
some
sthoyle
about
him,
for
man war-ships hav burnt the American houses
shudder at the barbarity of the Ooosars, who perBy simply passing 1 Who would chaffing bear,
He smokes a bose fixed on a cuspidor I
mitted the combat of men with wild beasts to
and flags, and seized some American citizens
Or grunt and fret under a cruel raise,
Go •way wid ye I"
cater to the amusement of the Boman populace;
Forsake his aces up, lay down three queens,
on neutral waters. The U. S. cruiser Vanbut we contemplate with great equanimity the
"I WANT to know, sah," said an old negro, ad·
dalia has departed for the scene·, to be fol- d•essing the governor of Tennessee," ef dar's any But that the dread of seeing after call
miserY of millions of our fellow-citizens wearing
The
undiscovered
full,
against
whose
might
lowed by the Monongahela, to reinforce the Jaw lyin' 'bout yere ter perteck a man agin bein•
away their lives in workshops and factories; millNo flush can stand, puzzles the will,
ions of children of our own nation and country
hit by aigs an' tomatoes dat's dun got too ripe?" And makes us rather nurse the chips we hav
two vessels now there,
who hav no recreation but sleep, no hope but
"What's the matter ?"the governor asked. "Men Than curious of hands we know not of.
KINGS MwANGA and Riwewa are fighting hit me wid rotten aigs an' ole tomatoes, I tell yon " Thus doth the draw make cowards of us all!
oblivion; to whom the morning sun brings the
summons of a taskmaster, and the summer season
over the throne of Uganda, Africa. One wishes "Political trouble?" "No, sah, 'ligious. You see And thus a sangnin four-heart speculation
nothing but lengthened hours of weary toil-nay,
to establish Mohammedanism, and the other da wanted er new -preacher down yander at Shady Is sickened with a black, unwelcome club:
we make it the boast of our pious civilization to
P'int, an' I made my 'rangements wid de comChristianity. By looking into the merits of mittee ter feed de flock. Wall, I went down dar, I And lovely jack-pots of great wealth and moment, deprive them of their Bole day of leisure, to interWithout the cards, their fortunes turn awry,
dict their harmless sports, lest the noise, or even
the latter religion, both will probably find it, did, ter preach las' Sunday mawnin•, and I clar fo' Losing the right to open.
the rumor of their merriment, might disturb the
as did the ancient rulers to whom we owe its goodness I furgot ter ax what •nomination de
solemnity
of an assemblage of whining hypocrite.
establishment in Europe, t'he most ingeniously church wnz till I had dun got up in de pulpit. I
Hence, the recklessness, the Nihilism, and the
thought den datI better ax, but den I thought dat
devised machine possible to keep peoples in I better sorter feel myse•f erlong. Wall, I tuck my THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNU A.L. weary pessimism of our times.-Pror. FeW;; L,
oswaza, M.D., tn Ph!lsicaz Ec!ucatton.
Price, 25 Cents.
contented subjection to despotism.
tex• an• sorter went wadin' out, keerful like. Now,
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Seeond.claas Matter.

ONE VIEW OF THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
Museum simply because it is supposed not to
be a theater, and yet they giv cotmtenance
there to things which a New York audience
would not stand. It is, aslsay, an odd illusTHE Pennsylvania House. of Representative
tration of Boston's Puritanism."
has passed a bill requiring the schoolmasters
of the state to hav the American flag wave
. THE Hastings, Mich., Plaindealer, prints
over their school-houses during school hours. this petition to the legislature of that state :
Delinquents to be fined.
"To the Honorable Legislature of the State of
AT the Female Suffrage Convention held Michigan: We, the undersigned citizens of
in Washington last week, Mrs. May Sewell the state of Michigan, respectfully ask that
said that during the past few months two you will so amend what is called the Sunday
hundred and thirteen clubs of women for the Ia w that mortgage and other interest obligastudy of political economy had been organ- tions shall not draw interest on the first day
ized.
of the week. We deem it unjust that the
OvER in Flushing, L. I., a wide-awake laborer shall be prohibited from earning
evangelist began business by converting one wealth on the Sabbath to pay interest, and at
of the wealthiest young ladies of the village, the same time allow capital to work on that
and then running off with her and marrying day.''
her. It is a peculiarity of these wandering
A BILL has been introduced at Albany to
missionaries that they always look out for
authorize the completion of the addition to
"number one." Harrison, the boy preacher, the building used as the American Museum
who has returned here for another onslaught of Natural History in Central park, the gradupon Satan, has his $100 a week and his ing of the grounds and the construction of
board paid at a hotel, and. those who assist proper drives, pathways, and approaches.
him are quite as zealous for the conversion of For these purposes it is made the duty of the
the mighty dollar into their own pockets.
comptroller, on the authorization of the board
"I HAD to cut out the sinful part of 'Sweet of estimate and apportionment, to issue bonds
Lavender,'" said Manager Daniel Frohman or stock of the city to the amount of $400,000
the other day, "in order to meet the preju- at not exceeding three per cent interest. Let
. dices of New York theater-goers for purity in the appropriation bill become a law, says the
a drama. The play has been successful ever World, but let it contain a provision requiring
since the wicked part of it was eliminated. I the trustees to keep the museum open every
observe they are now playing' Lavender' in Sunday in the year as a consideration for the
the Boston Museum precisely as it was writ- money. Private museums can be run as their
ten, and with all the details to which New .owners please. But public institutions in
Yorkers objected fully set forth. Nothing which the people invest money must be concould be more indicativ of the queer temper ducted in a manner acceptable and just to
of Boston people. They go to the .Boston the people.

IJotts and flippinns.

THE legislature of Maine is deluged with
petitions in favor of granting the munit:~ipal
vote to the women of the state. They are
signed by people of both sexes, many of them
prominent citizens, and the agitation on the
subject is vigorously prosecuted. The advocates of the new system point proudly to the
facts that women can now vote at municipal
elections in Kansas; that they hav the full
right of suffrage in Wyoming, and that they
are entitled to vote on school questions in
fourteen states. The latest reports from
Maine lead to the opinion that the petitioners
for municipal suffrage for. the women of the
state hav a good chance of success in the
legislature.
THE following bit of court news is from an
Eastern paper. The event occurred in Portland, Me.: "There was a sad scene in the
municipal court this morning-one seldom
witnessed in Maine. Among the crowd of
prisoners there was one easily distinguishable
from the usual occupants of the pen. His
name is Rev. Benjamin F. Pritchard, and he
is a regularly ordained minister of the gospel,
who has preached throughout the state a
great deal. When his name was called to
answer to the charge of being drunk last
night and beating his wife, be carefully laid
aside his silk hat and reoponded, 'Not guilty.'
Then the officer told his story-how the minister was drunk and beating his wife-and
when he had finished his testimony the prisoner straightened up, and, executing an impressiv gesture, said, '•Tis false!' Then
another officer testified to his being drunk by
the smell of his breath. The minister replied
that it was due to the rhubarb be had been
drinking. His wife, a remarkably pretty

woman, interceded for her husband, and the
charge of wife. beating was omitted. He was
given thirty days in the county jail, but
appealed, and was ordered to recognize in
$200 'for his appearance at the April term of
the superior court. As he can secure no
bondsmen, it is probable that he will remain
in jail until then."
A OORRESPONDENT of the Advance (Cong.)
points out some vagaries of Sunday observance as follows : " I am interested in observing the customs of individuals as to the
observance of Sunday. I remember very well
when I was a boy in my old home that Sunday afternoons in the summer time my father
would go out and dig potatoes in the garden
or pick cucumbers from the vines, but he
would never pick peas or beans. I remember
what an abhorrence I had for the neighbors
whose boys could be seen picking and shelling peas Sunday afternoon. I do not kuow
but this is drawing the distinction pretty fine
and thin, but never;heless the distinction was
thus drawn in my own home. I hav recently
seen a similar instance. We hav been putting
into our church in Chicago a little book of
responsiv readings. A member came to the
janitor, who is selling the volumes, Sunday
morning, saying that he desired copies for
use during the service, that he disliked any
pecuniary transactions on the Sabbath, and
would pay him the next day. The janitor
told me with a smile, ' It is two weeks since
he bought the books, but I am still waiting
for the cash, and, what is more, I need it.•
I invoked mercy to the debtor from the jan.
itor, and refrained from uttering my opposing
sentiments as to the moral value of consistency."
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in any avenue of thought evokes reason, comparison,
experiment, and the inductiv formulas of bwlogical
and cosmic science. Hence, mind is only the result
modes of motion upon the sensory structure of the
Frigid Atheism vs. the Theism of Incompre- of
cerebral organism and consciousness.
hensible Intelligence.
It is claimed by many "that mind invents and
There is a principle which is a bar against all argument, creates within itself," and therefore "may be a cause as
and which cannot fail to keep a man in ignorance. This well as an effect." This claim will be seen, upon close
principle is contempt prior to examination.-Paley.
analysis, to be an error, for two e~pecial reasons. First,
A very large class of people who claim intelligence all so-called inventions and creations within the provas a formula of action seem to take a real satisfaction inca of mind, are the result of a thought projection
in berating that system of inductiv philosophy known upon the conscious principle of the individuaL If
as Atheism. To be considered an Atheist by the consciousness (erroneously called the mind) sees sub
popular mind, although no moral taint appears upon jectivly the invention or improvement clearly, and is
·one's social record, is equivalent to being known as a able to comprehend it in all of its details, and it
criminal, an Anarchist, a disturber of public morals, seems practical and complete, volition, a servitmt atand in many instances to being treated as such. This tribute of consciousness, can put into operation this
sentiment is by no means limited to those who be- mental vision. Individuals lacking in this capacity
lieve in Theism, but obtains with very many who ape of consciousness, hav not the mind of the inventor
popular sentiment in social affairs, but who in reality .and builder. Mind vision depends upon capacity
are in the "toils of unbelief" and the shadow of un- and genius of consciousness. Our second objt1ction
certainty regarding the origin of nature and the con- to "mind being a cause" is, that, strictly speaking,
tinuity of life. The expressions that "Atheism ie there is no such thing as "cause and t;ffect "per se,
frigid," "Materialism gross and horrid," and "Spirit- since every phenomenon occurring in nature is the
ualism a stupendous humbug," are the wild invectivs result of many causes and many effects, and herein
and cheap word artillery of mental weakness.
lies the fundamental issue between Atheism, which
Our attention was particularly called to the gen- accepts only the revelations of nature witn her nueral criticism upon Atheism by an article from E. N. merous elemental sources of causation, and Theism,
Beecher in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 29, 1888, and which seeks to trace all causation to a single source.
feeling that be is in error regarding the philosophy In justice to this discussion, Jet us amplify more fully
of that system of thought, and believing that he un- the claims of Theism, with its speculativ data,_ that
wittingly makes a mistake in statement and in logical we may contrast it more clearly with the philosophy
deduction, we will, at the risk of drawing his concan- of Atheism and its scientific truths.
trated Theistic fire, attempt to direct his attention
Theism means the doctrin concerning God. The
to these, and to lay before him some pertinent truths Theist, popularly speaking, believes that "a personal
which he, in common with other Theists, fails to rec- god is the creator of the world, but is independent
ognize, and which hav an important bearing upon of it." There are some who claim to be Theists
the discussion.
who reject the personality of God, but believe him
Mr. Beecher would hav us believe that the funds- (sic) to be 1\ spirit, or overruling power. Theists in
mental ethics of the Atheist is " the denial of the general accept the Mosaic account of what is called
existence of God," and tlrat his favorit apothegm is, "the creation;'' the "creation." in that treatis
"Ftom nothing nothing comes." I will concede that meaning our planet, the earth in particular. Since
the denial of the existence of a personal God, or an the acceptance of the " Copernican theory of cosmos"
overruling providence, is a conclusion, a mere senti- by the popular mind, Theists and theologians hav
ment indeed, of Atheistic philosophy. It is one of extended the boundaries ascribed in "the revealed
the mathematical sequences to elemental physical word," to include the universe as a whole. This is a
science, as. we will dem~ns~rate further on, but can little rough on Moses and "divine revelation," but
hardly be called the prmmpal postulate of modern Atheists can note the corrcessioL and let it pass with
Atheism; it is rather a logical deduction.
a smile. According to the speculations of Theism,
The "favorit apothegm," that "from nothing noth- all phenomena in space ·are "only manifestations of
ing comes," is not an apothegm with Atheists in par- the divine will of God." Cataclysms, earthquakes,
ti~ular, but a mathema~ical truth which all in~elligent. cyclones, tornados,, disasters by sea and land, sickmmds concede, exceptmg, perhaps, the Theist, who ness famin and death, are "only manifestations of
in his overwrought zeal to explain the origin of cos- God:s pro;idences." When asked for some reason
mos upon the Theistic plan, ptlrverts this truism by for these dire calamities upon the just as well as the
declaring t~at :·from nothing_ som~thing co~es." unjust, we are informed that "~t is in consequence
Mental perJury_ IB not a besettmg sm of Atheism; of sin and Adam's transgresswn," and that God
that characteristic is rather a trait of its opponents visiteth the sins of the fathers upon the sons to the
w~o uublushingl;y ask civilization to accept their un- fourth generation, and this just and economic procthmkable propositions, and to ignore mental concep- ess must, of course, include the "divine visitation"
tiona of int~grity in matters of reason and common of suffering and death upon many good men.
sense. L3t us note in this connection Mr. Beecher's Finally, as a clincher, we are told that "God's ways
idea of God. He says : "A clear idea of God is as- are past finding out."
sociated only with intelligence, and in my humble
Contrast this mental drivel and imbecility with
opinion God is incomprehensible (sic) intelligence." the philosophies of Atheism. It plants its banner
This may seem clear to Mr. Beecher's mind, but we of intellectual progression upon the rock of scientific
must confess to some misgivings of conscience when induction. It reasons from the known to the anwe c~ll a hypothesis intelligent which is incompre- known. It establishes its hypothesis in the nebular
hens1ble. We do not doubt Mr. Beecher's integrity theory of Kant, Laplace, and Herschel, not in a
of i~te~t in this definition, but it is too ambiguous in "handful of primal germs" as Mr. Baecher claims.
TheistiC vernacular to be worthy a place on the page The ablest expounders of Atheism are evolutionists.
of accurate expression. There is this consolation, The nebulous matter of which our sun and earth are
howe_ver, which we extend t~ ou.r opponent ; he is composed, contains all of the chemical forces of natcertam of a very large followmg m his definition of ure1 as modes of .molecular motion which constitute
God, and it comprehends the ideas of nearly all the the various elements of visible and invisible nature.
~heistic fact~rs, and it is fully as lucid as any defini- Already, though retarded by Theistic bigotry, zeal,
tlon before g1ven.
.
and persecution, our· savants hav placed the symbol
Mr. Beech~r says: "Materiahsm claims the uni- of chemical individuality upon sixty- five primal eleverse-less hfe-existed ~nterior · to life, and the menta and factors of cosmic causation · and the end
credulous believers insist mind was the antecedent of to discovery in this direction is not' yet. Of the
the ~niverse." Who a~e. the credulous believers 1 elements already known, repeated chemical and specC~rtamly ~ot the Matenahsts. Theists claim mind tr,um analysis establish their identity, and the prinexlsted priOr to matter, so our friend must be one of ciples underlying chemical equations prove their
"the credulous believers." In reply to this we de- molecular structure to be automatic. In continuation
sire to ~ay tha_t the p~ysiol_ogy of bra:in st~ucture and of this line of scientific discovery, Galileo formulated
the logiC ?f r~n?d a~twn disp~ove this cla1m. There the fundamental laws of Dynamics. Herschel, Lamust ?e md!vi?uahzed conscwusness before we can place, Kant, and Newton amplified this truth; Newha~ mi~d, as mmd of wh_atever c~aracter is the result ton's further discovery that "the celestial bodies in
of mgomg- waves of sentient mot10n upon conscious- their movement are a mathematical necessity'' is a
ness. Whenever any ?f the avenues of sensation are grim commentary on the omnipotence of the Theistic
closed through an~ mr?umstance, modes of motion god. As if to wipe out the last vestige of Theistic
do not ev?ke se~sa~10n I? the central structure, hence superstition, the great discovery by Lavoisier of" the
the consc10us prmciple Is not acted upon and there chemical balance" and his deduction that "in nature
~s no mental ac~ion, th.erefore no m~d. This truth nothing is created, nothing lost," hav found a place
Is fully esta~hshed m the opera~mg-room of the as truisms in the schools and colleges of the civilsurgeon, a?d m numberless expenments extending ized world.
over a penod of _two hundred Y?ars in hospitals and
Let us ask Mr. Beecher, if his " God of incompreasylums where diseases and acmdents to the sensory hensible intelligence" figures so potentially in the
stru~ture are treated. . The word "mind" is a term structure of matter and form, why do we hav this
apphed to me~tal _ac~wn, ~nd in the original Ian- automatic equilibrium in chemical balance; and why
guages from :WhiCh It IB derived, relates to the intel- dynamical law in the structure of atoms as well as
lectu~l fa~ulties of I?an: From childhood to old age in cosmic systems T Dynamical law of cosmic equithe V1brat10n.s of ObJeCtiv nature are projected upon Jibrium is only continuation of the grand truth of
huma? conscwusness through the structure of nervous Lavoisier's chemical balance. Does integrity consist,
gangh~ and the sensory. syst~m, promoting thought let me ask, in ascribing a fetich to a molecular equiand mmd, and the contmuatwn of this phenomenon poise? Are honor and morality conserved by declar-

~ommunieations.

ing a God actuating matter that repeated chemical
analysis disproves T It is time that civilization inquires, who are these Theistic Infidels (not faithful
to the revelations of nature) that ask us to pe1jure
our senses and renounce the demonstrations of pnysical science? Theism, with its careless platitudes
and cheap certificates of morality, has held sway too
long, and intelligence demands ~bat a truth take its
place. A truth Which demonstrates man's relation
to nature, and his mental organization for continued
progression; a truth which educes that high moral
character is not attained by a belief in gods, but by
the evolution of man's intellectual nature, through
which alone he rises superior to groveling appetite
and sensuous desire.
Mr. Btlecher informs us that when Atheists hav
answered the questions : What is electricity ? What
is attraction of gravitation T and What is hfe? they
can perhaps convert the civilized world to their
horrid Materialism. We grant you and your compeers that the work of conversion in this instance is
a most arduous undertaking and fraught with questionable mental ddli.~ulties, since our first labor must
be d1rected toward the {livi!Jzation of Theism. With
that mental weakness dispelltld, success would soon
emblazon the records of time. Without desiring to
be considered an egotist, or thought "·horrid," we will
answer all of these questions consecut1vly. F1rst,
What is electricity! Ans. It is an expression of
a plus molecular force or activity. Second, What is
the attraction of gravitation! Ans. The phenomenon of molecular and cosmic equilibrium demonstrated by "the chemical balance." Third, What is
life! Ans. It is that sentient evolution of liftl principle formed by the blending of those automatic
chemical forces that project being. It has its hldividual vibratory rate in harmony with a law of propagation, and in accord with analogous principles of
evolution. Life is manifest throu·ghout the entire
range of vegetable and animal nature, !rom embryotic and fetus, to integral form; and whether
vegetal, instinctiv, or sentient, is the resultant of
those formativ forces or principles which underlie ail
plasmatic integrations. Its potential premia obtains
m molecular motion, and the tendency in matter to
higher form. We assure .Mr. Beecher that these
answers are ''not mere stories," but the induction~
of physical and biological science.
, IUpon, lVis.
· W. M. LocKwooD.

Able Threshing of Old Straw.
Our free trade friends appear to think that we hav
not given the tar1ff question all the attention that
should reasonably be desired. Being on the winning
side, and prepared for every emergency, we should
afford to stay by them until they are perfectly satisfied, though they should require u~ to keep up the
fusillade, or gasconade, right straight along until
after the next presidential election. The assumption
that the tariff is a pauper-breeding institution comes
with shocking bad grace from those who are continually carping about our importing "pauper labor"
from free trade Europe, and is suggestiv of the question, What has pauperized the labor of Europe?
Like cause should produce hke effect everywhere,
conditions being equal. I think we hav the cause,
but not the conditions, and will suggest in this connection that pauper-breeding is the only homa
industry I am aware of that is likely to be facilitated
by free trade.
So long as the entire wealth of the world is owned
and controled by a comparativly few, as it always will
be if owned at all, the working people cannot reasonably hope to realize any other than an incidents!
benefit from business transactions, that will be
awarded in consideration of their labor, and wiil
usually be the least that they can be perouaded or
compelled to accept, and much of that will be tlxtorted
from them by various devices. Therefore, when a
man endeavors to persuade us that working people
will be especially benefited either by a high tariff,
low tar1ff, or no tariff, be givs ua good cause to suspect him of being either a knave or an ignoramus.
If he is a partisan demagog, we should readily determin which peg to hang him on.
We hav a country that is capable of yielding a
greater abundance and variety of products suitable
for manufacturing than any other country on the
globe; therefore the proper question for working
people and their advocates to determin should be,
whether it will serve their interests best to send these
abroad to be manufactured by" pauper labor," foreign
machinery and capital, at a cost Gf more than a hundred per cent for transportation, commission, and
profits, besides the labor; or, to manufactur~ them
ourselvs, and save the hundred per cent cost for
employers? I think it better to make millionaires
by saving than by plundering either by force or
frand. Hence, I am a protectionist.
The thought comes to me that British statesmen
suggested some years ago that ·England would need
protection from AmHican competition unless something was done to prevent such a calamity. Something was done. A firebrand was projected among
us, evidently intended to disrupt our national organ-
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· ization, and was lighted at one end with free trade his co~ntry, ~nd his innocent dupes should take
hallucination, and at the other with Abolition fanati- refuge m our msane asylums until permanently cured
cism, and was vigorously fanned until it culminated of the free trade hallucination.
in our late internal war, when chattel slavery was
Comme~ce is a bargain frequently analogous to
abolished and protection was demonstrated to be that the highwayman offers his victim. Nobody supcapable of making us a really free and independent po~es that the English and French waged war upon
nation ; that no people can be so long as they are Ohm~ and J ~pan for a bootless victory. The comunder the necessity of sending their material abroad mermal treaties they forced from those nations by
to be manufactured for them by "pauper labor" in a the law of "stand and deliver" were supposed to be
foreign country, and especially not in time of war. a sufficient remuneration.J. A._. TuTTLE.
T~eref?~e the ability to do our own manufacturing
and utilize the advantage that nature has given us is
Economic Progress.
well worth the cost of our protectiv system, even if
all that the advocates of free trade say of it is true,
Having read and admired the communication enwhich I am not preparei to admit by a large majority. ti~led, " Socia.! Economy," by your interesting con.A.t the close of our internal war, the English tnbuto! H. W. Hammond, I submit the following,
branch of the Anglo-American conspiracy to disrupt p~rtly I.n reply and partly by way of amplifying the
our national_ity sen~ a dele~ation over here, probably diSCUSSIOn.
to confer With their conspirators on this side; anyMuch that your contributor urges with reference
how, they reported that free trade was dead in the ~o the indifference of Liberals toward social inequality
United States. But now that the world is over- IS true--too true. Freethinkers are too willing to bestocked with all kinds of fabrics, causing a depression lieve that the prevailing supe1·stition is the one arand
in all branches of trade, they· evidently hope to citadel of mental despotism about which sbou!a"mass
resuscitate their old issue by persuading us that the the legions of intellectual progresl', and· slow to see
universal stagnation is caused by our protectiv tariff and realize in their entirety the conditions which
and if we accept free trade, the excess will disappea~ ;ender r?ssible and ~hape the galling injustice and
as if by magic, and everybody will hav full employ- mequahtieR that contmue to affi.ict societv. I agree
ment and high wages, and buy everything they need with Mr. Hammond when he says that th~ duty of a
at less than the cost of the labor to procure it. Liberal is double-to free the intellect to free the
That looks like exaggeration, I admit, but I think it animal; but he appears to fail to co~prehend an
is not. We are informed that our manufacturers are important item in the value of the effort toward
selling some goods at a less price than the English riddin_g _the world of .the. nightmare of theology.
can sell like goods in their own home market and
Rehgwn, or a behef in the supernatural, at the
that free trade will enable us to buy them at half 'their present time comes from heredity, and is little else
present price, and will not affect the price o_f labor. than a species of collectiv insanity. This condition
I think that is promising too much.
of things simply proves that the human mind is in a
Will somebody inform us how many Freethinkers state of transition, and is as yet but ill prepared for
there were amoug the Pennsylvania miners when anything like an advanced condition of intellectual
they were earning $130 to $200 per month ? Having or matPrial prosperity. If men were honest, notably
. been educated from childhood not to think at all, those who shape opinion, this condition of affairs
they are not the kind of material that Freethinkers would rapidly disappear. But alas, alae ! Mr. Hamare usually made of. The education of American mond asks: "Does any sensible Liberal imagin that
farmers on that racket ha.s been sadly neglected. It the complete extirpation of theology and its conwere hardly necessary to pay much attention to it comitant disadvantages would benefit the world
anyhow, for they hav but little time to think of any- economically to any appreciable extent' Would
thing but how to get. a living and keep a roof over poverty: decrease' Crime diminish! Would it hav
their heads in this ''land of the free and home of the a tendency to check the mighty waste of we11lth in
brave." They evidently need protection-not from luxury and dissipation, and turn it to productivness ~
foreign competition, but from home extortion-and Would it chan!{e the tide and make the poor grow
are beginning to comprehend the fact that nothing richer and the rich poorer~" Well, no- I am willing
but abolition of ownership to some extent will ade- to admit that such a ~onsummation w'ould scarcely
quately protect them. But I will suggest that bring about this beneficent change. Nevertheless,
ownership is either a just or an unjust principle. If this negativ innovation would go far in clearing the
just, it should be universal, and the exercise of the way toward establishing these positiv blessings.
rights that inhere in it should be unrestricted. If
When the thoughtful mind pauses a moment to
unjust, it should not be tolerated within any limits.
reflect, it is easily seen that the one overshadowing
, My thanks are due to my fellow-townsman, E. 0. obstacle in the path of social reform lies in the fact
R0scoe, for his highly complimentary letter in THE that the human mi.nd is distracted and led away
TRUTH SEEKER of the 19th inst. I presume he is well from the tangible evils that affi.ict us by a slavish
aware of the obvious fact that his quibbles are not fealty to both theological and political superstition;
arguments, nor do they controvert anything. But and until this blind adherence to creed and party
inasmuch as they indicate a good will to controvert 11nd public opinion be banished from the mind, there
the facts and arguments if controvertible, the offer- can be absolutely no hope for a better condition of
ing of them is a virtual admission that the facts and society. Even while I write this, here in a civilized
arguments are incontrovertible. Thanks. Having village of t.he enlightflned commonwealth of Illinoifl,
virtually admitted and indorsed all my propositions a Ctristian "revival" of hoodooif!m is in progress,
and arguments, I shall fail to see the consistency or which has already culminated in an odious puritanpropriety of his complaining that "these Protection- ical Sunday law. See despotic Russia wilh her
ists do need such a lot of instruction and correction," millions of population in want and degradation, her
etc., unless he desires to create the impression that 11ppalling code of penal lllws, and her army of exiles!
his liberality impels him to generously bestow upon How is it possible to bring relief to these people so
others that which he himself bas the most ne~>d of. long as their leisure time is occupied in kneeling
It is because Mr. Tuttle does know that imports are before shrines and kissing the rotten teeth and bones
paid for with exports that he proposes that we sup of saints? . Look at poor, priest-ridden Ireland,
ply ourselvs with that we hav been importing and occupying the garden spot of the world, and surhav that for our own profit that we would otherwise rounded by modern civiliz11tion, lying prostrate beexport at a heavy discount. His charging Lord fore a foreign power and subsisting on the broken
Brougham and others over my shoulders with being victuals of her enemies, yet whose thoughts are
ignorant of the state of affllirs in England at th~> principa11y engaged on how best to please and
time of the advent of free trade is suggestiv of . propitiate a tyrant in Italy !
idiocy or insanity. They distinctly asserted in Par
Witness throughout enlightened Europe the slavish
liament that England then "had a protectiv tariff adoration shown toward monarchy and royalty, and
that was well-nigh prohibitory. Half of her manu eve~ in our own country the degree of respect and
facturing population was idle and the other half waP condescension extended to weaH.h and material power.
on half time, and all Eogland was starving.'' I think How often in " free" America do we hold elections
they could hav excepted present company, but these which only ·result in the triumph and ascendancy of
free trade advocates cannot afford to tell the whole economic principles antagonistic to the welfare of the
truth even when they hav the best of the argument. people and the advanced thought. of our time!
The true solution of the difficulty lies here : FreeIt is hardly possible that such a condition of
affairs could exist in any country permanently whose thinkers should never cease their efforts toward
agricultural resources are equalto all demands upon negativ destruction so long as superstition, either
them, which the agricultural resources of England religious or political, stands enthroned and fortified
notoriously are not. Hence foreign commerce and in the human mind. When this is accomplished, we
free trade had become an absolute nec.essity to Eng· can proceed with reasonable hope of success in the
land, but it cannot reasonably be pretended that such work of positiv building up. But in t.he mean time
a necessity is existing in this country or is likely to we should be laying the foundation for the new order
in the near future. Our manufacturing industrielil of things. Ring out the old, ring in the new.
Above all we should endeavor to establish by
are smceptible of being made equal, to all demands
upon them if fostered and encouraged by adequate painstaking research and absolute honesty correct
protection. And it is notoriouR that home competi- opinions in political economy, refusing to hav our
tion is equally as potent as foreign competit-ion to keep conclusions shaped by newspaper editorials. Explore
prices at a minimum. Therefore, we hav no rational occasionally the sources of the streams of knowledge.
pretense for accepting free trade prematurely or at all, Eodeavor to keep reasonably well informed with
except the protection of foreign industries from regard to tlie advanced thought of the age by readAmerican_ competition. And the American who will ing occasionally a book culled from the lists given
advocate free trade for that purpose is a traitor to by periodicals like THE TRUTH SEEKER, the North
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American Review, Pop1~lar Science ]1£,)//thly and
the New York Standard.
A. 0. GENu'NG.
Campbell Hill, Ill., Jan. 15, 1889.

The Clergy Complaining of (.;lerical Dishonesty.
I happened lately into an assembly composed of
clergymen of various denominations. l::J. the course
of the informal interview, several spoke of the alarming increase of dishonesty in their ranks. 1\'lention
was made of a class of. preachers removing from
pla~e to pl~ce, and when all credit was gone in one
pansh seekm~ another. Names were given of partJes
who hav habitually done this for thirt.y or forty
years. Instances were mentioned where m0ney was
~orrowed of the unsuspecting poor, all their savmgs of m~ny years; and. sometimes great privation
and sufferm~ ~ere occaswned by the rascality. .A.
doctor of d1Vlmty was named who had carried on his
tricks for many years, from place to place, living always extravagantly, issuing orders in various directions for gold and silver ornaments, and foremost in
borrowing money at fashionable summer resorts. He
was finally arrested for getting money under false
pretenses, but his tears, entreaties, and the influence of
the clergy, released him. Now, the clergy at large
knew generally of that man's antecedents in adjoining towns and counties, and far throuah the state ·
knew that in one village he owed a poo~ widow, wh~
supplied his family with milk, nearly $100. She
was relying upon this sale for some necesEary things
for her children, but, with long waiting, received not
a single farthing. The clergy knew that the arrival
of the doctor of divinity would Le followed by his
usual fleecing of all who would trust him. But
not a warning note was given.
Another of the company said he had bEen astonished in his travels, and among his home acquaintances, to find how largely this question was engaging
the attention of business men; that his own grocerman
had said to him, "Don't send me any clerical custom3rs."
Another, a visitor from Philadelphia, suid, " Dr.
Blank receives as much salary as any man in the city,
and yet he seeme to be so largely pressed by creditors that a majority of his people are clamoring for
his resignation."
Not long since, the daily papers gave notice of a
bishop who was sued and compelled to pay a small
sum.
Now, this dishonesty ha13 become so extensiv as to
be an alarming sign of the times. I can now but
call attent.ion to it, but will giv in full statistics and
items if the clergy desire. We all know that there
are many noble and self-sacrificing pastors; but since
the churches offer to lazy young meu to support
them, and pay for ten Jears all their expenses at
school, college, and seminary, if they will become
candidates for the ministry, they are tempting an idle
and worthless class into the pulpit. These young
dudes, supported by charity for ten years, are
tempted, when left to themselvs, to questionable
methods for money-getting.
U. C.~
Cranh.:~.

I see that" A L'beral," of Worcester, T'tL•stt., bas
been giving you '·Some Opinions on Libtmtlism."
"A. L1beral" has a right to bifl opinions. So has
another Liberal to "b1s'n." One of the former is
that the word Infidel must be expunged from our
vocabulary. One of the latter is that the word
Infidel can't be expunged ; and that there wonl d be no
advantage in expunging it if it could. It is a word
borne by tbousandl3 as an honorable dicJtinction.
And why not? A.n Infidel means an unbeliHrr. To
believe is to hold something yon don't know as firmly
as if you did know it. Why be ashamed of not doing
this 7 "A Liberal" thinks the friendship and cooperation of Spiritualiam must be courted. I don't
object. But how does this proposition agree with
his next, "The crabks mu.=;t be cont.roled ~" ·who
are the cranks~ Thousands of Liberals would say
the Spiritualists. If they are to be controled, bow is
their friendship to be courted? "A. Liberal" thinks
cranks belong to the ShakBperian age. Surely a fair
description of those who believe that
A couple of ghostises
Sat upon postises.

But from other allusions to nranks in his papAr, I
sho~ld infer that "A Liberal" would regard Mrs.
Besant as a very fair specimen of a crank. How does
his proposal to control such specimens h~rmonize
with his other proposition that we should hav some
Jive issues 7 .A. proposition which I heartily indorse.
It is the mark of a crank to hav live issues; and the
mark of live issues to hav cranks. ·when a live issue
cesseR to interest cranks it Jivs no more. Liberalism
cannot afford to control cranks. They are the breath
of its nostrils; the very differentia which separate it
from conservatism. I heartily agree with "A. Liberal" however, that the creeds of the church should
be ieft to die of old age and our Efforts- directed
against the organization. Always direct efforts
against organizi!.tions. In the noble language of
Connemara, ""Wherever you see a head-hit it 1"
Eau Claire, lVis.
C. L. JAliiES.
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!lesson of nature, from which there is little fear they
will ever backslide. The young ladies are brimful of
brilliance and vivacity.
By some misapprehension, the committee on whom
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
16 Union Park Place, Ohic!wo. devolved the duty of reporting a nllme, constitution,
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
Rochelle, Ill. etc., bad reported in favor of naming the organization
E. B. FooTE, Jn •• Ohpjr. Ex. Com .• 120 Lexington Ave., New York. the R!!dical Club. However, after a bl'ief exhortaMils. M.A. FBEEMAN,Chair. Fin. Com., 241 Washington Boulevard,
tion, showing thA demand for a national organization
Chicago.
to combat the encroachments of church and state,
the committee magnanimously and unanimously withA Secular Uevival in Minnesota.
drew their report, and the Secular Society of MinneFor some time Brother Marlett, whose duties take· apolis, a regularly chartered auxiliary of th~ Amerihim to Minneapolis eech week, has been on a still can Secular Union, with by-laws and constitution
hunt for Liberals to inaugurate a Secular Society in drawn up in accordance therewith, was soon an
the latter city, and he discovered several, who were accomplished fact. The meeting remained to a late
finally drawn together and became enthusiastic for hour listening to the secretary, who in an informal
organization. Foremost among these was John manner related what the national organization had
Maddock, a stalwart Freethinker, physically and in- accomplished in the past, what it was doing· now, and
tellectually, and who, I bad heard, held down the the wmk it had outlined for the future.
Next day Brothers Maddock, Lownd, Marlett, and
ministers of Minneapolis through the press, occasionally hiring a ball or opera house to reply to some the writer dined at the Windsor, where I learned
particularly erroneous or malicious sermonizer. something of the remarkable history of Brother
Messrs. Greaves & Lownd, both bright, intelligent Maddock, which would furnish ample mat6!rial for a
business men, took up the question with enthusiasm, first-class romance, as fact is, after all, stranger than
and their importing and jobbing house on Nicollet fiction. When a boy in his teens he was on a British
avenue has fo~ se>me days been alive with Libsral transport before Sebastopol, in the Crimean war, and
work. Partners and he.lf brothers, they are a unit in helped to carry the wounded from the hospital· at
sympathy with the American Secular Union, and pro- Scutari. After that he was in the British naval
pose to firmly plant the standard of Universal Mental service, and has seen nearly every country and every
clime on the globe, affording opportunities of perLiberty in the fairest city of Minnesota.
Some preliminary meetings bad been held, and sonal observation and comparison which are a rich
Brother Marlett offering to secure my transportation mine of wealth to the man of activ mind. Brother
over the Wisconsin Central line, so that I could Maddock still believe;s that truth ever sails to windmore thoroughly explain the attitude and objed ward.
of the Union, an invitation was sent me to lecture,
An afternoon lecture having been arranged, I had
to which I gladly responded.
the pleasure of greeting Brother H. C. Draver, whom
Friday night, the 19th, we whirled out of Chicago, we appointed as the executiv member for Minnesota,
and I found, to my surprise, that the Wisconsin and who had come down from Stillwater to attend
Central can boast of as creditably equipped a road as the lectures. Brother Draver is a young man of brillany in the Northwest, although it has been in opera- iant attainments, having graduated at the German
tion only two years.
Freethinkers' Academy of Milwaukee. He is thorSaturday afternoon we passed through St. Paul en oughly alive to Secular interests. As a clerk in a
route to Minneapolis, and the first thing to attract a large manufacturing concern he is doubtful whether
stranger's attention was the fur overcoats in which he can !!pare the time for the duties, but his desire is
men were attired, giving them the appearance of per- for the good of the cause.
ambulating bears or stuffed buffalo robes out on a
I had intended to giv my lecture on Romanism,
masquerade. The children even wore highly colored b::~t by request gave "Reasons in Denial of a
toboggan suits in the streets. As it is seldom a fa- Personal Creator," at which Mr. Maddock presided.
vorable impression is obtained from railway tracks of I prefaced my remarks by stating the attitude
the beauty of a city, I charitably ktpt that fact in of the American Secular Union, giving those present
mind in reference to St. Paul. High on one bluff or to understsnd my views were not necessarily those
promontory could be discerned the palatial residence to which members of the U uion were expected to
of some magnate, whose minaret-like towers pointed subscribe, as the organization, outsida the Nine
ambitiously upward, but looking down the eye meets Demands, represented no special beliefs, but stood
the" flats," a sort of scooped.out gully where shanties for the rights of all.
appear to hav been thrown with particular regard to
The leading journal of that city, the Tribune, depromiscuity, as no two stand at the same angle. The voted nearly a column to a very fair and impartial
inhabitants pay $1 per month for ground rent, and report of the afternoon lecture, and prefaced it by
throw up their own shanties, seemingly more like remarking:
pig-pens than habitations for human beings. Little
The Liberals of Minneapolis were treated to two addresses
wonder such occupants are lured with stories about yesterday by E. A. Stevens, of Chicago, secretary of the
American Secular Union. Mr. Stevens is one of the brighthouses with many mansions.
A short ride and we are in the " Modern Marvel," est writers in the country on the subject of Liberalism, and
he bas had an interesting life. At the age of fourteen he ran
Minneapolis, a city scarcely more than a score of away
from home and joined a cousin who commanded a
years old, a young suburban stripling which has far detachment under Colonel Peard, "Garibaldi's Englishman."
eclipsed its ancient, saintly sister-but as the saints He was afterward sent home, and upon the death of his
are generaily getting left, St. Paul cannot expect to grandmother, apparently the only attachment that held him
to England, he came to America, where he served the last
be made au exception.
year of the Rebellion. He is considered authority on SecuWe had little time to more than eat supper and larism, and is a contributor to several l!,reethought publicavisit the barber-as we were warned that Minne- tions. The subject of his afternoon lecture was, "Reasons
apolis ministers allowed no competition in shaving in Denial of a Personal Creator."
the public on Sunday-before it was time to attend
In concluding its report the T-ribune quoted:
the business meeting in the handsome parlors of the
The primal principle of Christianity is at once a promis
Eastman block. Brother Greaves being secretary of and a threat. " He that believeth and is baptized shall be
an association meeting there, he secured these lux- saved; he that believeth not shall be damned," places a preurious quarters for the Liberals. A pretty silk flsg mium on crime. I would rather be damned with intellectual
was fastened above a gilt cross, symbolizing the men and women, who hav the courage to reject what seems
contrary to their reason and sense of right, than be saved
Secular Union motto, "Our Flag Above the Cross." with
those who dare not investigate. Prayer and praise are
Among those assembled we met an old acquaint- the words of worship Christians employ. They build costlr
ance, W. G. H. Smart, fot'merly of Boston, who has churches in which they tell the creator how great and gloribeen in a sort of monastic retin1ment in Dakota for ous he is, and how miserable the men and women he created
are. This is a doubtful compliment to the creator, and
the past four years, one of the ablest writers on would
be an insult, if he w.as capable of being insulted.
economics I ever read. Readers of the Investi,qator, This creator of Christianity consigns all human beings after
Index, and other Liberal journals will well remember death to two localities-heaven or hell-one a place of hap ..
him. He cheerfully responded to the call for Secular piness, the other of torment. The road to the first is a narworkers. Mr. George Davis, author of a new theory row, contracted, little, moss-grown, miserable tow-path,
while the other has to hav broad-gage double tracks for its
on the origin of " Life and Soecies, and Their Distri- enormous
traffic, with a terminus at the sulphur springs.
bution," was also there to be' enroled.
This comforting religion requires us to believe that countless
Dr. and Mrs. Van Damm were activ participants in millions will suffer unending torment ; that our dearest
the formation of the Society, and are Libsrais of the friends, if not converted, will be elected to this fate. What
a consolation for those who imagin they are not going to get
cultured class. Mr. Curtis, who acted as a temporary left!
This revelation indorses the barbarism of the Jews.
secretary, is one of the grand guard of the old League, It treats women as slaves, made for man's gratification and
as is also Mr. Macomber, whose years hav not convenience. The death of our friend Jesus will neither
impaired his health, mind, or enthusiasm. Years diminish our guilt nor sa~isfy the demands of justice. Evoago he shook up the judges and courts in this city lution, the basis of Rationalism, is the excelsior of humanity.
by refusing to swear when drawn on a jury, and the It is the doctrin of hope and cheer.
The evening lecture was reported in the same
agitation which followed doubtless resulted in the
favorable law which Minnesota has since adopted. cordial and candid manner, and it is evident that the
Mr. West has been reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, which most important paper in Minneapolis is beyond the
accounts both for his interest and for his heresy. I pale of bigotry and prejudice, at least its reporter is.
was also introduced to a young Mr. Stevens, who, I I cannot do better than take the Tribune report of
the evening lecture :
hope, will in Secular work follow my example.
The evening lecture in Plummer Post Hall was well atMrs. J ohJ?- Ma~dock is an earnest, cordial, motherly
matron, anxtous tnat her charming daughters, whom, tended. The subject, "God in the State," was calculated to
explain the objects of the Secular movement. After a few
as I did not learn their names, I will call our Artemis introductory
remarks, Mr. Stevens said:
and Aphrodite, shall learn something of the moral
The primary factor which called the American Secular

fl[fre Jlmtrican

~ttular

IJnion.

Union into ~ctivity was the National. Re!orm A~sociat~on,
which proposed to amend the Const1tutwn of the Umted
States so as to suitably acknowledge almighty God the author
of the nation's existence and ultimate source of its authority,
Jesus Christ. as its ruler, and the Bible as the supreme rule
of its conduct, and thus indicate that this is a Christian nation and place all Christian laws, institutions, and usages
on ~n undeniable legal basis in the fuodamental law of the
land.
This amendment brought out appeals, arguments, aod
censure from the Freethought press, and on Oct. 17, 1875, a
few delegates met in Philadelphia and formed a preliminary.
organization. On July 4, 1876, the National Liberal Le!tgue
was organized. Its purpose was to oppo~e the amendment
of chu·rch and. state proposed by the God-m-the-state party.
These Liberals reaffirmed that this republic was designed to
be divided from all religious dogma of Christianity, or any
other sect or creed, Activ measures were taken to defeat
the amendment and the movement was successful.
The speaker then gave a number of illustrations showing
how religion had been introduced in courts of justice and
other public institutions, and people in different parts of the
country had been persecuted lmder outrageous Sunday laws.
He opposed the reading of the Bible in public schools, because Jews and Catholics are obliged to listen to Protestant
teachings. One of the illustrations _showed that the commissioners of the District of Columbia, the headquarters of
our national capital, formulated a new code for its " good
government" whereby dogs must not bark, cocks dare not
crow, and hens must not cackle; there is to be neither
whisky.driuking nor cooking on that day; soda-water, when
used medicinally, may be by special dispensation taken in
small doses, but whisky must be laid iu Saturday night;
milkmen must not cry " milk," beat gongs, or ring bells,
alt.hough the Salvationists' trombones and tamborines may
raise the devil.
Nearly every state bas laws enforcing S!lbbath observa!lce,
a glaring example of church and state umon, and a mamfest
outrage on the conscien~e of anti-Ch~istia.ns. A still m?re
~triking illustration of this unholy umon IS the exemptiOn
from taxation of church property. Over $700.000,000 of
church property is now exempt from taxes amounting to
about $10,000,000, of which the people are defrauded year
by year.
Speaking on the subject of public schools, Mr. Stevens
said:
Our public schools are the main pillar of our republic.
In them no sectarianism should be taught. A Protestant
preacher demands t~at we purge our s~hools of th.ese Catholic intruders, yet begins each day's exermees by readmg a chapter of God's word and a prayer. Most Protestants want the
King James edition because it teaches Protestantism, while
the Catholics oppose it because it does not teach the tenets of
their sect. From this Protestant blunder the time is coming
when the Catholics will hav turned the tables, for if they
increase in the future as they hav in the past, in 1900 they
will hav a majority, and, as Father Hecker says, they will
take this country and keep it. Then our children will be
debauched by such driveling idiocy as is prevalent in such·
ultra-Catholic countries ~s ~pain and Italy, :vhere intellectuality has been almost ehmmated and credulity ~as reached
its highest point. We should resolve ourselvs mto an aggressiv, educativ, organizing propaganda for total separ~t~on
of church ann state; taxation of church property; abolitiOn
of Sunday laws and chaplaincies; secularization of public
schools; sec~rity of all citizens. in t_heir equ~l ri~hts and
privileges, without regnrd to their beliefs and disbeliefs.
At the close of the address the speaker urged those present
to b!'cr>me members of the Union and work against what
they regard as wrong.

Qllite a number responded to the appeal, among
whom were Mr. and Mrs. Brockman. The latter,
having attended our Chicago meetings, was more
than pleased to see a similar movement in Minneapolis. I had also the pleasure of meeting Mr.
Corbet, a TRUTH SEEKER reader and ardent lover of
liberty. The audience very generally camt: forward
to sign a protest against the Blair Sunday bill.
Bright and early Monday mori1ing Mr. Maddock
drove up to the hotel to show me the glories of
Minneapolis, and when Brother Lownd had invested
me in a fur-lined overcoat, it was concluded that, like
Ajax, I was ready to defy the elements. It was gray,
frosty, and misty, and it required no great stretch of
the imagination to conjure up phantoms of Ossian's
heroes doing battle in the heavy-hanging, snow-laden
clouds, · or seeking fir-trees for spears under the
ghostly guidance of some Fingal of the north. As
we drove on, I paid little heed to locality, pBBsing
beautiful temples of superstition, maasiv marts . of
trade, the finest hotel (said to be) on the American
continent, and palatial residences, where but a few
years ago wolves in plenty prowled and, possibly,
nightly howled. Nineteen years ago, when Mr. Maddock came to this city, not a house was erected over
all the space we rode; only a few shanties occupied
the splendid main avenue, now as fine a drive as any
boulevard. The residences being erected are particularly fine, largely running to the castellated order,
having Norman towers, turrets, miniature battlements and embrasures.
Can the imagination take in a panoramic generalization from the landing of the persecuted and persecuting Pilgrims on that rock-bound coast of
Plymouth-men who fled from death at the gibbet
through religious persecution, and whose spirit and
tendency are still manifest to-day-to this modern
marvel of the Western World?
How little these Pilgrims knew tha~, in spite of
Blue laws or witch- burning, the great broadening
continent stretc\ling out thousands of miles would
through that great underlying law, necessity, sweep
away their •tenets as they would hav swep't out cobwebs! The stroke of the first ax made by willing
but unskilled hands foretold the aggressiv efforts of
man the conqueror. · The clearing of the way for
this western empire made man more and more conscious of his powers and capacities, and, consequently, less credulous of creeds.
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· We hal~ on one sid? of. the mighty Mississippi, nized, ~ence, I say, a wise man would hav found no
whose vm~e and motwn 1s very pacific, and my fault With anyone who placed a Bible on the table of criminals, besides that other dark throng of
"!ortby gmde proceeds to explain how this great any more than if the "Age of Reason," or a TRUTH wronged and outcast women. If we saw a group of
r1ver has been harnessed up by man to perform cease- SEEKER ANNUAL, had been placed there. I am known people drowning we would naturally rush to their
less labor for these vast flouring-mills. Another throl!~hou~ the order as an Atheist, and, still worse, reHcue rather than spend our strength aiding t.hose
mill-race is being made, so we look into the rocky a Spmtuahst, and yet I am always treated with re- who had already" touched bottom" and were wading
out.
cavity, which suggests Byron's line.:
spect, and I think the reason for it is I resoect other
No. I hav no antagonism to the work of Liberals.
To gaze on the torrent that thundered beneath.
people in their rights to their opi~ions, ~as I wish I only hope they will be Liberal m all things, and not
Aa this was not the great Pittsburgh mill, Brother t?em to. me. Some Atheists, as well as the Chris- be ungrateful and silent to old workers becrtuse they
Mad~ock, who holds .the respo~s}ble position of pur- tu~ns, fall to remember to do this. The order was hav been wronged by the very Christian civiEzation
chasmg agent for th1s vast mllhng aggregation the founded for the sole and only purpose of aiding in they are working against.
largest interest of the .character ol! the giobe, ~mancip~ting the toilers from the clutches of greed,
Chicago, Jan. 24.
LIZZIE SWANK HOLMES.
hastened me over the nver to a mlll claimed to trres.Pect1v of class or creed, hence the wisdom of
barrmg
the
door
against
religious
disputation.
And
be the eighth wonder .of the world, because it grinds
Mr. Walser Angry at Mr. Uell.
about 10,000,000 bus.nels yearly; has a capacity of a master-workman who knew his proper business would
To. THE Jl!mToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In your
7,~00 barrels daily; makes more flour than any two at once silence a~yone who might so far forget himself
mdls on the globe ; could feed two cities as large o.s as ~o speak agamst any form of religjon, or in favor last 1ssue 1s a most outrageous libel on Liberal as a
New York;. and 200 cars are daily required to of ~t. Any person who takes the obligation of a town, snd myself as an individual, from the pen of
take wheat m and· flour out of these mills. whose Kmght knows this, and if he is not satisfied to thus W. S. Bell.
Every one of those charges is criminally false ; and
net he can peaceably withdraw without offending
combined capacity is 10;500 barrels.
'
I was astonished to learn that wheat ground in anyone. I feel complimented by the allusion of I am very greatly of the mind to bring the matter
this mill goes through 175 different processes. Brother Parrish to my feelings for the Anarchists before the courts in prosecutions for libel. I surely
Brother Maddock took me from floor to floor · with which feeling, I judge from his tone, he has n~ shall do so if a requisition will lie for crimes of th~t
explaining minutely the machinery, but as the build~ sympathy, and yet one of these condemned men was kind, and I am having the matter investigated. I
ing itself was filled with a continuous mo.notonous a Knight of Labor-an Atheist most proncunced- bav suffered so long under such outrages that I am
. " soun d, I could not comprehend' and s.till, .as long as he lived! was a member in good determined to bring the thing to a crisi<'. The world
subd ue d , " yv h"1rrmg
half he s1ud. He showed me the turbine wheels standmg m both local and d1strict assemblies where ought to know from indisputable evidences whether
the powerful . gearing, the conveyors, separators: he lived, and the ignorance and cowardice of his I hav been wrongin_g others, or hav been wronged by
cyclone dust-sifters, bplters, and every conceinble brothers in the order was one of the strands in the those who ought to protect and aid me in my work.
G. H. WALSER.
device, but when I got through I could not tell rope wherewith he was strangled. The time will I hav nothing to fear.
Libeml, Mo., Jan. 22, 1889.
whether I was a conveyor, a separator a grinder or come when those whose cowardice caused them to
a bolter-more likely the latter-as that "whi~r '' refuse to even ask clemency on the ground of general
Death of 'Eve and Advent of Christ.
" ~ b'rrr, " was s t'll
.
' mercy, will be looked upon with scorn and contempt,
1
ommpresent.
Machinery, to my
The Washington Post of J,\nuary 25th announced the death
while those who faced death so heroically-martyrs
mmd, was always very much of a muddle.
of Mrs. Eve in Georgia, and the advent of Q_ Christ from
·Out of a trap-door at the roof we went to behold to the right of free speech-will be remembered with Arizona_. If G. ~- bad come from Italy, where they spell
the beauties of the city lying innocently at our feet increasing admiration as the years roll by.
Jesus With a G, hiS full name might be Gesus Christ.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
but as it was one of those
'
ANTIO.
Milwaukee, Jan. 21, 1889.
Breezy, incense-breathing morns,
THE lectures for February at the Brooklyn Philosophical
Association Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and South
and looked so helpless-like, I considerately refrained
Mrs. Holmes's Complaint.
Second street, Brooklyn, E. D., are as follows: Feb. 3d, Mr.
from concocting a scheme to carry it back to ChiI think I am misrepresented in your number of R. S. Perrin, "Ethics of Christianity;" Feb. lOth, Professor
cago, and left the whole business untouched for the
Minnesotans, who had a narrow escape, especially January 19th, .or perhaps misunderstood. This is 80 Potts, "Evolution of Vegetable-Life;" Feb. 17th, Dr. L. G.
easy to do where the critic givs only his own criti- James, "Morality and Religion;" Feb. 24th, Mr. Martin
the owner of a fur-lined overcoat.
One marvel of the mills I should hav mentioned cisms, leaving th:~ reader to judge or guess at the Drennan," Buncombe Philosophy." On March 3d and lOth
was that everything works automatically. They hav original article. If everyone who reads your reml\rks Mr. T. B. Wakeman will speak. Subject for both 8undays,
an automatic fire service, which will deluge the could also read "What Is Secularism?" I should "The Historical Evidence Underlying and Permeating Chrisfloors whether anyone is
the building or not. " rest roy case." As it is, I wish only to say I never tianity." These lecturl)s are followed by discussions. LectElevator doors close automatically, machinery fills advoeated and do not wish that "Liberals should giv ure every Snnda_y_at_3_P_.1_l·--.-...----the sacks and barrels, and there appears but one up Liberalism and devote their time and talents to
For Proltibitionists and Clergymen.
handicraft left for human skill-nailing up the barrel- economic reform." I would like to see Liberals LibFrom tile DeniBon, Tex., sunaau Gazetteer.
heads, and the mpidity with which they do it is won- eral, and not think that when the Bible is exposed
The Gazetteer bas receiverl from the Truth Seel<er Publishderful. Great skill and accuracy is attained in this. and the gods demolished all of "Liberalism" is ac- ing Co!llpany, of New York city, 28 Lafayette place. a copy
of the Illustrated TRuTH SEEKER ANN1JAL for 1889. In urldiI regretfully learned that Fort Snelling was only complished.
" Giv up" no truth; but if the freeing of one's tion to the Calendar and copious chronology, it contains one
five miles distant, 1.\nd as Major Forwood is stationed
hundred large pages of valuable information. It opcnR with
there I felt doubly sorry I could not meet our mili- mind does not lead one to investigate the wrongs of an able review of the progress of Freethought in the Unit.ed
tary vice-president.
our "Christian" civilization and to endeavor to make States during the year just closed, by the editor. 'l'he next
At 1:15 my train was ready, and though the this world a better place to liv in, the mind is freed sixty-six pages are taken up with "Liberalism: A SymOpera House was burning down as we passed to no purpose. People will not be in a fit state of posium," which is really a feature of the publication. Four. d t fi d
t h th
teen questions are submitted to twenty-fonr of the prominent
through St. Paul, I could not stop to save it, as the mm o n ou w e er my economic principles or Liberalists of the country, and their replies are published in
Paine anniversary· was fast approaching and other anyone else's are the proper things to adopt, if they full, the first in the series being a characteristic letter from
giv Bnch subjects no study whatever until "Liberal- Colonel Ingersoll. Our friend J.D. Shaw, of the Independent
important work was awaiting.
Well pleased with my visit, I earnestly desire ism" or universal Infidelity prevails. My principles Pulpit, Waco, also furnishes an interesting reply. Then fol· d
f:
f d'
·
low the "Nine Demands" of the Secular Society, and a
that Minneapolis Secularists will show an unflinch- or th ose of my f r1en
s are no" up or 1scusswn. I well-wrt'tten article entitl<>d "I ng~r
, S'·>11 and "h
I
"
o a rspere,
ing and undaunted front, and, besides the pleasant d 0 no t as k I n fid e1s .t 0 " a d op t" tbem; b u,t I d o abounding in quotations fron:, those
popular authors. Promemories of my sojourn, a grand purpose will hav expect of advanced thmkers that when they are clear hibitionists and all clergymen who desire to keep posted
from old superstitions they will investigate the real --sb.ould not. fail to ~ecure a copy and pern.se it carefully. It
been given a splendid impetus.
world in which they liv, make a study of the con- Will be mailed to any address by the publishers for twcntyE. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
. t y an d th e un d erIymg
.
causes o f so five cents.
d 1't'wns of so01e
much unnecessary suffering and poverty, and then
Altogether, a Great Annual.
Our Female Daniel Come to Judgment.
draw their own conclusions, adopt their own theories.
li'mrn Pittsburuh Truth.
The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FRE&TIIINRERs' ALMANAO
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I I expect t.hem to be as Liberal toward such subjects
1889 is, in many particulars, sup~rior to the prrceding
hav been thinking that the readers of our pa· as they think th. e church ought. to be to them, so that for
ANNUALs, which is saying a good deal for it. The Ciilendar
per would forget me if I did not write something as- discussion may bring out the truth.
is well arranged, and contains about all the useful informaa reminder that I still liv. As I read yours of the
l was one of the first members of the old Chicago tion that could be crowded into it. The editor's review of
19th inst., I perceived Brother Parrish had been Liberal League, and know that in tbe first declaration the progress of Freethought in the United States for 1888 is
waiting for me to act as "general investigator" in of principles was a clause saying in E>ffect that no very interesting, and shows that our cause keqJ" gaining in
strength. The ANNUAT" bas a fine illustration of tbc statue
the case of Everett vs. Knights of Labor for over subject of a religious, scientific, industrial, or social to Giordano Bruno in Rome; also illustrations of the Lick
two years. That is too· bad. If I had only known nature sbould be denied a hearing on that platform. Observatory and its great telescope, the largest in th(l world
that such service was expected of me, I should hav Now you are granted free speech "within certain and the gift of a Freet.h!nker; and he~utiful Fccnes from
bad that matter adjusted long ago. However, judg- limits·" if you are wise enough to know where the "The Story Hour,"· b.y MI£s Susa~ H. Wixon. TIYeutv-four
·
'·1
d
·
f
. well-known and promment Freethwkers of the Ull!trd States
ing from the letter from the recording secretary of hne
Wl 1 be rawn, you may consider :voureel well -and Canada giv their opinions upon fourteen of some of the
the Local Assembly 4,204, I fear it would not hav off.
most vital questions in which Liberals or Secularists are
I do believe Universal Mental Liberty precedes interested, and nearly all of them agree tllstt the pro~ poets of
been to the liking of Brother Parrish that my j udgment wonld hav been rendered. It is a fact that economic liberty, but, as I said in the Alarm, I Liberalism are _very ?right; that th~ l?.ost Lihera!s are i_n the
· practicall gained E e West; that Liberalism and Pr~JhtbitiOn are dmrnetncally
some of my Atheistic brothers are as dogmatic and bel'e
1 ve mental liberty M
Y
:
V ,U opposed to each 0ther; that L1berals should uml('rtake a
unjust as are those they oppCise. If Everett did as members of orthodox churches are broad m their reform in the marriage anrl divorce laws and relations; th&t
claimed in that letter, he should bav been repelled as views, and few define their religious beliefs anywhere they can unite with the Spiritualists; that Liberals should
he was. The placing of a book on a table does not near within the old boundary lines of orthodox faith. organiz~; should vote on Liberal _issue.s; ~hat. the Catholic
very many church-members-orthodox as chu~ch Is more daorrero_us. to AmeriCan m8tlt.u:wns than the
require a Bible, and I never saw one used. A spell- . I know
.
.
. NatiOnal Reform AssocmtiOn; that to make this a really free
ing book or a novel would do just as well, so far as lB usual. m t~es~ days-who are ~eeply mterested m country legally, and to spread their doctrins, Liberals shonlrl
any requirement of the order is concerned, as it is economic ag1tatwn, and devote time, money, and tal- disseminate Liberal literature, support the Liberal paper~,
never read, nor expected to be read, and it was out ants to the cause. I am acquainted with many Infi- and keep th~ Iectu~ers busy; that the Ch;istian religion is a
all their powers against religion but fraud. T~eir opmwns !lpon the econom:c troubles are not
of place in anyone to object, no matter what the dels who use
·
f
t
so harmoniOus, and their reasons for leavmg the church arc
book was, as religion, or irreligion, was equally out h av on1y sne~rs or every o~her reform bat .comes intensely amusing. Among thr 2e Freethought writer~ and
of place in the assembly room. There IDay be some up; and a b1goted Infidel lS as bad as a b!goted lecturers are seven women-smile of them olrl-time reformers
-and their opinions upon the fourteen qu~stions propounded
assemblies, or some leaders m the order; who are Christian, and almost as common.
I do not decry the work of the Secular Union. I by the e~itor show that they are as well mf~1rmerl upon th.e
under church domination, but so far as the law of
'tb th · f
· d leading Issues of the day as the men, and JUSt as smv.rt, If
the order is concerned, I will state explicitly, as one on1Y as k th em ·t ~ go f.urth
· er Wl.
~1r ree mm s not sniartl'r, than the "lords and masters." One of the
who knows. that there is less of a religious character and do the work lD somety that IS crymg loudest to nicest features in the AmmAL is the comparison nf " Cnlonel
in the order of the Knights of Labor than in any be done-to take less ple11.sure in crushing a harm- Ingersoll anrl Shal,spere.'' Many of the most P•>etic ~:·lee
other organization (with the exception of the Secular less, earnest believer, and pay more attention to the tions fro~ Ingersoll's writings ar~ ~ivcn Vl'ith q~:~,;~tions
that make men and women hungry and home- from the ~mmortal poet. The Al>ir-;v_u has 124 p~.;',; , and
Union) I know of in the country. It is more causes
·
ld f 1 t
th t
k d' t t d d
should be m the home of every Freethmker. Pne1e, ~o cents..
thoroughly secular than the government itself. 1ess m a wor o p en y ; a ma e lEi or e , aTHE TnuTH SEEKER Co~IPANY's Catalog of ]'rcethought,
There are no chaplains, no oaths, no prayers. The formed little automata of tender, innocent chilBibllil is nowhere referred to, Iihr its authority recog- dren; that create an army of unemployed and an army Reform, and Scientific ll<JOks will be mailed free.
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of the situation she began to realize that the whole of the treasury, in 1864 : " The experience of the last
truth had not been told."
few months cannot hav failed to convince the most
Has not a woman some other calling than to sur- careless observer that, whatever may be the effect of
round herself with eight or ten children, with the pos- a redundant circulation upon the price of coin, other
The Reverends and the Women.
sibility that her daughters may become the victims of causes hav exercised a greater and more deleterious
A woman in limbo again. Sada Bailey Fowler and the procurer or the hound? Or, that her daughter influence. In the course of a few _da:vs the price of
"Irene" hav fallen under the censorship of " the may, as an innocent, unsuspecting child of sixteen in this article rose from about $1.50 to $2.85 in paper
clergy and others," and the bo:Jk must be suppressed, this city was a few days ago, be subtly chloroformed to $1 in specie, and subsequently fell in as short a
she is notified, or the district attorney " will proceed when on a visit to a mate, and wake to find herself period to $1.87, and then again rose as rapidly to
against her."
in the clutches of a debauchee~
$2.50; and all without an assignable cause, traceable
The reverends are disturbed. They are waking up
And if such horrible calamities do not overtake the to an increase or decrease in the circulation of paper
to the fact that woman i~ not learning of her husband daughters, or sink the sons of mothers in• a worse money, or an expansion or contraction of credit, or
ai home; but is exercising her own reasoning powers, than brutal debasement, what kind of qualification other similar influence on the market, tending to
and having some confidence in her own jlldgment. for motherhood has the woman of to-day who fails occasion a fluctuation so violent."
She dares to suggest and to claim that the social to appreciate the physical, moral, and social bondage
Gold is "constant," is it 1 About as constant as
state which man has evolved on the lines of fighting, of the slaves of the sewing-machine, the workshop, the average husband, who is "virtuous" so long as
grabbing, and the ownership of woman is not the factory, and store-of both sexes-in our present there is no opportunity ! Gold has always proved
brost that might be. Miserable sinner that she is. system?
unreliable when put to the test, as during the late
This will not do. She must be taught by the pro- - Motherhood is more than multiplying forms. The war.
.
ceeding of district attorneys whom she had no voice high calling of woman as mothH includes the organi"A high price of bullion means depreciation of
in choosing, and the execution of laws which she had zation and well- being of the social body as well as notes," precisely as a high price of wheat means
no part in making, that free speech is only a pretense of the individual, to be her realm of effort.
depreciation of notes. The dearer the wheat . the
in our country, and the experiences, and convictions,
The book ''Irene," however open to criticism it more money it takes to buy a bushel.
and humane impulses of women must be bottled up, may be, is a gratifying prophecy of awakening
I do wish that men of rare intelligence and high
unless she is willing to be bottled up herself.
womanhood coming to rescue the race from deaden- character and purpose, like Mr. James and his comThe sublime impertinence of the reverends is un- ing artificiality, blind selfishness, consuming lusts, rades, wou]d abandon their unpractical Anarchist
surpassable. Oae of them has lately informed the and perv.arted social relations.
nonsense, and join us in doing something available
women of Chicago from his pu,lpit that "there was
The hounds of the stockaded dens of Wisconsin for humanity's interests and advancement.
no reason why a woman should not be surrounded pineries are no more persistently set to prevent thf'
Kent, 0.
FRANCIS BARRY.
by Rix, eight, or ten children !"
victims escaping, than are the abettors of the viceWhy should a woman dare to claim that she, as a· hunting institution set upon smothering any individIndorsed by the Secular Union.
race-builder, and bearing the heaviest burden in rais- ual who tries to point to a social structure wher~in
ing a child, or ten of them, has any knowledge, or woman may be free.
The much-abused Sunday-school at 636 Milwaukee
aptitude, or prevision of any better state of things
Under the present system of society woman neces avenue, Chicago, has been investigated by the Chicago
or of any more favorable social arrangements for the sarily becomes a narrow, flippant, frivolous bit of Secular'Union, with a view to get at the facts, with
benefit of herself as a mother and for her children artificiality-a toy and pet, with no moral backbone the following res1:1lt : That the school is unsectarian
when she is surrounded bv them 1
or purpose in life-a stifled, toiling drudge-or a -it neither teaching nor condemning any creed,
The reverend says: "There is no reason why a rebeL May the tribe of rebels increase, tbougb belief, or religion. Further, that it aims to te:!lch
woman should not be surroundeil py six, eight, or prison bars await them, till the evolution of intelli- morality-not the Christian article, but pure, natural
ten children." He knows, of course. He has had gence, common sense, humane and fraternal impulses, morality. The scholars are also taught lessons in
the experience, and understands thoroughly in his and enlightened selfishness shall establish such an nature, such as the probable formation of the earth
own nature and organiz~ttion the experience of thou- industrial system and such cooperativ home life and and kindred subjects.
·
sands of mothers and wives. And this reverend too institutions, as shall set woman free from ministering
It is a falsehood that the children are inoculated
informs us that Europeans claim that "the d~nge; to the desires and appetites.
with the ideas of Socialism or Anarchy, which should
which most threatens America is not Anarchy nor
We may then hope that the human family will find be emphatically denied, as it does a grave injustice
Communism, but its childless homes !"
.
its high estate, and become, as a whole, equal to the to the people who support this school.
Till there are less than forty thousand children of few exalted types that hav redeemed the race from
We consider that schools of this sort are benefischool age who cannot be furnished sittings in school- such bestiality as builds stockaded dens or gilded cial and should be m6intained, as they provide a
houses in this city, Chicago certainly has no occa- houses of infamy.
_ place where parents may send their children Sunday,
sion to bewail childless homes. Another reverend
We may hope that the stifling factory and thE> without having them taught the hideous stories of
has assumed that woman has not yet arrived at dis- treadmill life of the shop shall not stunt and dwarf the Old Testament or other mind-debasing tales.
cretion and intelligence concerning her bodily struct- the future parents, nor the devouring clutch of diaMARY MANn, Sec.
ure and her mission-" the purpose for which she was bolical vice seize upon tender childhood. We may
--------~~------Our Religion and Our Prudery.
created ·:-and ~nswers Mrs. Stanton's question, then expect that the wife who chooses to assume the
"What IS the chief obstacle to woman suffrage?" in responsibilitifs of motherhood will be able to control
.Max O'Rell in "Jonathan ana. His Con 1inent."
this fashion :
the conditions of her l:Iigh calling. - Till this is
The Americans are Christians-that is to say, they
Let woman learn for what purpose she was created then achieved t1e reverends may expect to hear from attepd church on Sundays. Like other ChristianP,
me all the energies of her body, mind, and soul to the ac- woman, and it is to be hoped she will speak fearlessly they attend to business on week days.
complishment of her mission; learn for what purposes God and without regard to the favor of the wise pulpitIn America religion is served up with sauces to
gav_e her the vari?us organs of the body; the appetites, the
suit all palates. Independently of the Catholic
desues, and passiOns all were given for a good purpose, all ears or the agent of the New York V10e Society.
LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.
are perfect, and when used as Uocl intended they should be
religion, t.here are 189 different religious sects.
used every human being born into the world shall be a perEngland has only 185.
What Greenbackers Believe.
fect temple of God in which his spirit can dwell.
Every good preacher draws a full congreQ'ation, .no
These reverends ought to stad a crusade, and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr. C. matter to which sect he belongs. The church in
devote all their "energies of body, mind, and soul" to L. James has for many years commanded my admira- itself is not the. attraction, and the minister has no
the instruction of women whereby t,bey ma,y h·eooma tion for the brightness of his intellect and for having other influence over the people thRn that which he
the creators of "perLct;" children. Wii:honli; doubt "the courage of his opinions." But his article in exercises by his oratorical talents. A religious or
they would accomplish this wi~honli n:eing any lim- 'THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 12th, page 22, is in evi- moral lecture is as popular as a literary lecture, a conguage that would r,;:nder t.~em liable t,o, snpp:re,s:sion deuce that he has not given his best thought to the cert, or a play.
Put a bad preacher into the pulpit in America, and
by the New York "hoe .Somety. H they sra eo much finance question.
m~re competent than woman t.o. il'ater~in how many
He assures us that some Greenbackers hold to the he will soon empty the church; replace him by a
children s~e should hav,. or> het:her :sna should hav · doctrin that. money is wealth. Now, I do not doubt, gifted orator, and soon there will be "standing
an~, and If they know, as the las!i,-named re,verend. aft.er what Mr. James has said, that he has heard room" only, and every seat will be at a premium.
The priesthood is not a vocation, it is a profession;
claims! t~at ".when wom_~n shaH thus. Jearn to fnliHl somebody who t.hougM he was a Greenbacker admit
her ~ISBIOn (t.e., to muluply) she aha.U hav not only the correctness of this absurd idea, but I hav been a no talent, no success. An American will go and
~he rrght. of suffrage, but ever! other ri~ht and priv- : "member in good standing " of the Greenback party listen to the minister of a sect differing from his own
1l~ge which perfected humamty. can g1v her," c.er- for the ]a,st twelve years, with "from fair to good" rather than sit and be bored by a tiresome preacher
tamly they ~ho~ld s~op preachmg what does not. opportunities for learning its doctrins, and I did not belonging to his own deno:r;nination. He will rather
ten~ to effdct this d~s1rable end, and set about pre- know, till J\llr. James told me, that there was a single go to hear Dr. McGlynn, the excommunicated Roman
pann~ woman to build "perfe_cte~ humanity."
, Greenbacker in the whole country who believed any Catholic priest, or Dr. Felix Adler, the eloquent
It IS a puzzle! to be s~re, m vtew of t~e wrecke~ such thing. And I am affected by the information Agnostic; religious as he is, he will sometimes rtJgret
he~lth and happ1~ess of faithf~l~ d6voted w1ves whose that g portion of the Greenback party hold this that Colonel Ingersoll does not 11ppear in public on
children are. viCtims of. syphrhs, how the teaching doctrin precisely as I should be if told that Col. Sundays any longer; Protestant as he is, he bas no
th~t "trppetltes and des1res are perfec~" will accom- Rob2rt IngusoU's favorit ideas were t ht, immaculatA scruple about going to hear a musical mass in the
pllsh thia-:bu~ t~e reverends lire s? Wise.
conception of the "Virgin Mary" and the literal Catholic cathedral ; in fact, you can see him everywhere, except in the churches where dulness prevails,
And, agam, 1t IS a puzzle to conJecture how thou- presence of the body of Christ in the eucharist.
sa~ds of . ~others who are unable ev~n ?Y excessiv
I presume that Mr. James wiU not care to dispute and the mind waits in vain for fresh nourishment.
The churches advertise a preacher in the newstoll and tigid economy to properly mamtam and care very much about this matter but. as a Greenbacker
for one, two, or three children can fin~ "no reason I naturally feel sensitiv, kno;,ing 'that a great many papers as the theaters advertise a "star." In default
why she sho~ld_ not be surround~d by mght or ten." very good and tolerably intelligent people know of a good preacher, other attractions are put forward
However, It Is no puzzle, nor Is there a question, very little about Greenback doctrins, and will nat- to draw the public. How resist the two. following
appealfl, posted at the doors of a New York and a
th~t a :putty ~oman.hood that could be overawed by urally calculate that he "speaks by the book."
t~Is pnest.ly Impertmence ~ould render humanity no
Anyone at all conversant with Greenback literature Chicago church 1 I copied them word for word with
high serviCe by the exermse of its high calling in has seen it reiterated ten thousand times that money great care:
Musical Evangilists.
motherhood.
is only "a medium of exchange " a "representativ of
Solos;
" Irene" suggests that another system of social value."
'
Short sermons ;
relations than our pr~sent crime-breeding one may
Mr. James further credits us with holding that" a
The place to be happy and saved.
abate some of the evils we. are appalled with. Dr. high value of paper money means a low value of
Walk in, ladies and gentlemen, walk in.
~at~- Bu~hnel! has I?ad~ a six months' tour of inves- gold." We do not hold that the relation of (legitiThe o~her, more seductiv still, was worded thus:
tJga,lOn ~~, W:rsconsm ~mce last liay. She "went," mate) paper has any other relation to gold than
No reason for not coming I
s~e says, With a readmess to find that the terrible it has to any other commodity. The dearer the
Free seats;
piCture _had_ been _overdrawn_-:-th~t the stories of money, the cheaper the commodity, of course.
Cheerful services!
Books supplied to the congregation.
. women Impnsoned m dens of 1mqmty and hunted by
But Mt·. James says "the value of gold is reladogs whe~ they a.! tempted to, escape were frightful tivly constant." I propose7to offset. this statement
The public are requested to leave the books in the
eJ~:aggeratwns of the truth." "After a month's study by a quotation from W m. ~itt Fessenden, secretary seats after use.
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Not to take the name of God in vain, the English
hav invented many euph6misms; some men, imagining, I suppose, that tile deity takes no cogniz1.nce of
any language but English, venture so far as to say
Mon .Dien or llfein Gott.
At this kind of thing the America.ns are as clever
as the Engli~h. They hav invented Great Scott I

71.

fanatical Methodist sect founded by one Lector P.
Waldenstrom, under whom he was at first educated.
In his youth Lennstrand ardently desired to become
a missionary. He matriculated at the university of
Upsala, where his studies of Channing and other
theological works, with a view of becoming a clei·gyman, unsettled his faith, and he advanced by gradual
stages from being a Unitarian to confirmed FreeThe New England desMndants of the Puritans thought, and is at present in the very front rank of
the small but energetic Freethought party inS wed en.
hav inherited a more than British prudery.
Charles Dickens speaks, in his "American Notes,"
In 1887 Lennstrand lectured for the first time in
of people who covered the nakedness of their piano- Upsala, against the Christian religion. This we belegs with little ornamental frills.
lieve was the first occasion upon which uncomproThere still exist worthy creatures who would think mising Freetbought was promulgated in conservativ
it indecent to speak of such and such a star as being Sweden, although it has obtained footing in Radical
visible to the naked eye.
Norway, where most of the ablest writers, su~h as
The word "leg" is improper; you must say Ibsen, Bjornsterne, and Kielland, are Freetliinkers.
"lower limb." Trousers bav become "lower gar- After several lectures in Stockholm. l\Ir_ Lennstrand
ments." Instead .of going to bed, people" retire," established there on March 27, 1888, a Frf'etbought
body, the Utilistiska Samfundet, or Utilitarian
so that the bedroom becomes the "retiring-room."
A lady having said not long ago, in a Philadelphia Society, their principles being almost identical with
drawing-room, that she felt cold in her back, created those of the National Secular Society. This attracted
much attention, and it was not long before proceeda veritable panic among the hostess's guests.
I read the following piece of information in a New ings were instituted for "blasphemy and denial of
York papar among the news from a New England the Christian religion." In May last, Lennstrand
was sentenced to a fine of two hundred and fifty
city:
The authorities hav begun a crusade against the nude crowns, Owing to his continuing to propagate his
in art. One of the wealthieRt gentlemen of the city will be views this sentence was increased by the supreme
proceeded against for kePpiag in his house copies of the court to three montha' imprisonment. He appealed
Venus of Milo, the Venus de Medici, Canova's Venus, to the king, but without result. Meantime be conPowers's Greek Slave, the Laocoon, and other works.
tinued lecturing and establishing new branches of
During my stay in New York I was constantly the Utilitarian Society, of which there are at present
hearing of a certain Mr. Anthony Comstock, who had two branches in Stockholm, and one each in the towns
attained celebrity by a campaign he had undertaken Gothenburg, Orebro, Eskiltuna, Soderhamn, Soderagninst nudities. Mr. Comstock visited the museums, telje, Norrhoping, ~elsingburg, and Malmo. Tbe
galleries, exhibitions, and shops, and whenever he last one he eRtablished two days before being arrested
found a bit of flesh portrayed in paint or marble, be (Nov. 29, 1888) and incarcerated at Malmo to undergo
went before the magistrates and had a grand field- his sentence. Another prosecution was then instiday. I must say, for the credit of New Yorkers, that tuted at Malmo, and it is expected that this will
Mr. Comstock had earned for himself a reputation as terminate in an additional three months' imprisongrotesque as it was noisy. To take up such a line of ment.
censorship is, it seems to me, to publish one's own
Lennstrand is as undaunted as ever, and his one
perversity, and the individual whose mind is so ill vexation is being unable to write to the press while
formed that he cannot look at an artistic counterfeit in prison. He has written several pamphlets showpresentment of the human form divine without think- ing the stages of his mental growth. The last one,
ing evil thoughts is to be pitied, if not despised. . occasioned by his prosecution, bears the title, "What
But I suppose there will always be quack doctors I Hav Said and What I Hav Not Said." Captain
with the cant of virtue on their lips and filthy imag- Otto Thompson, to whose kindness I am ind~?bted
inations in their hearts.
for these particulars, says that as a lecturer LeonBe that as it may, the nude in art has been having strand carries everyone along with him by his oratora bard time of it lately.
ical powers and pleasing, unpretentioua appearance.
Meanwhilt>, the American newspapers seemed to Fanatics who bav never heard him are his worst
look upon Mr. Comstock as a legitimate target for enemies, but they hav been unable to detect a single
their jokes and satire.
blemish in his private life.
The New England ladies hav the reputation of
Alfred Lindkvist, in an interesting sketch of his
being the most easily shocked women in the world. career, which he wrote at my rf'quest while in the
An American gentleman told me that a Philadelphia Crown prison, Langholmer, Stockholm, but which he
lady at whose side he was seated one day at table, could not forward until his term f'xpired, says that
gre~ red to her very ears at his as~ing her which he was born (also at Gefle) in 1860. His parents
part of a chicken she preferred, the wmg or the leg. were intensely pious, and inculcated upon his mind
Are the New England women Saintes-Nitouches? from early childhood the necessity of becoming a
The following information is from a correspondent: child of God in order to escape the flames of eternal
There Pxists in a certain New England city (he names it) a hell. His first and only book with pictures was an
fashionable man-milliner who bas a room reserved, osten- old illustrated family Bible, in which the barbarities
sibly for fittinj!;, but really for ladies wh<? do no~ disdai~ to
imbibe privately through a straw, certam AmerJc&n dnnks of .the Jewish warriors were depictad. He was
which tbev wo~ld not d:ue touch in public. In this dis- brought up most rigorously, denied all sports and
simul&ted bar under cover cf silks ami satins, they delight companionships, and kept strictly to religious dntieE'.
to chat on fa'shion and. frivolities, while absorbing pretty His father sternly exhorted him to conversion. "Many
tipples invented for their lords.
a ·morning when I awoke," he says, "I found my
A publisher, who is not above making money by
The pret.tiest part of the affair is that the husbands mother kneeling by my bedside, and in fanatical
the sale of books stolen from English and French pav for the beverages without knowing it.
despair praying· to God that he might pluck her son
authors, is yet godly enough to build a church with
On the bills the milliner bas added so much for as a brand from the fire, else he would be burning in
part of the proceeds.
trimmings (read: iced champagne), so much for lace hell forever." The youth's mind revolted from this
An immense quantity of literary piracies issue from (read: sherry cobbJer)-and the duped husbands .hav barbarous deity, and sought in the masterp~eces of
another firm whose warehouse rEjoices in the appel- nothing to ccmplain of except that the new fashwns literature a livelier world than that around h1m. It
lation of "Bible House."
demand a great deal of trimming.
was not however without much anguish of mind
A popular preacher sells his church sittings by
that he' emancipated himself from those beliefs in
auction.
Swedish Prisoners for Rlasphemy.
God and immortality which he had been brought np
Another furnishes to a syndicate advance _sheets of
Fro•n the London l.i'reelh·ln7ct1".
to regard as indisputable truths. At the university
the sermons he preaches on Sunday, so that the
Christian bigotry in Sweden has added two more of Upsala he studied European litera.tur_e. and .became
principal pape~·s th~oughout the U oited States. are names to the long and glorious roll of" the noble army acquainted . with the works of Mlll, Darwm, and
able to furnish the1r readers, on Monday mornmg, wbo bav suffered on behalf of Freethought-those of Spencer. He has published two volumes of poems,
with the full discourse delivered the day before in V 1ktor Lennstrand and Alfred Lindkvisb. The first- "Snow Drops," and "April Dllys," and lost a stipend
Brooklyn.
named is still undergoing his sentence of three at the university by translating from the Dmtsh a
months' imprisonment. for denying the Chdstian re- R~tionalistic life of Jesus entitled, "Tha Reformer
Sabbatarian hypocrisy is as flourishing in the ligion, and the latter bas but r?cent.Iy accomplished from Galilee." Mr. Lindkvist has visited Pari~:~, and
E!lstern states of America as in England and Scot- his milder term of one month's 1mpr1sonment.
collaborated on a daily journal at Sto~kholm. L.ast
Both the pri8oners, it will be seen from the por- vear he joined his friend LAnnstrand m propagahng
land.
I was visiting the Sub-Tropical Exhibition at traits we are able to place before our readers, are Freethought, and was apprehen~ed on November 21st
Jacksonville one Sunday, and at a certain stall I young. This is as it should be. Positions of dan- for having translated and pubhshed a pamph~et ?n
ger among those who work for the future must be Christianity by our friend Joseph Symes. Th1s Cir~hose a few little natural curiosities.
" I cannot sell them to you to-day," said the stall- taken up by those upon whom the future will mainly cumstance was not wanted to call out our deepest
depend. Both hav received a university education, sympathy with our brave young Sw~dish comrades,
keeper to me, after well puffing his wares.
and hav by their studies independently emancipated but it lends additional interest to the1r ca~e.
"No! Why?"
.
J. M. WHEELER.
"Because it is Sunday-! can put them as1de for themselvs from t.he creeds of their childhood. Both,
it may be seen in their portraits, are highly intelliyou-but you must buy them to-mor~ow."
"
This is the kind of thing one 18 supposed to gent and of that firm, resolute independence which
Spfrihmllsm Not Superstition.
refu~es to proRtrate honest thought before authority
admire.
He
who
cJtlls
Spiritu&'ism "a humbng 11 and "the ~urn of
and
power.
Both
ar.e
of
unblemished
c~aracter,
and
A truly edifying sight is that of the noisy, dh:ty,
11 iR indeed unworthy of the _uam_e of L1ht.'r~L
all
~nperstition
blaspheming crowd collected O(l a Sunday evenmg are, in short, empbat1rally made of the r1ght stuff for "Educ<ltion," said Wenrlell Phillips, "consists 111 gettmg nd
outside Madison Square Garden, New York, on the the arduous fight in which they are engaged.
of prPjndice-'' Many Freet.hinkPrS are not _half educated,
Viktor E. L~nnstrand, the younger of the two, is, and some hav had only a rudimentary schoolmg.
eve of a "Pix days go-as-you-please walking-match."
AGNOSTIO.
From 6 or 7 in the evening there is a betting-swear- aR the founder and pr~>sident of the Freethoug?t
Utilitarian
Societ.v
in
Sweden.
the
greater
culnnt.
ing-match outside the gates. But the walking only
THB TRUTH SKEKER CoMPANY's Catalo~ of Freethought.,
He was born in Gefle on the 30th of January, 1861.
begins at one 1nimtte past mid"l~,ight."
His parents were extremely pious, belonging to a Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.

Religious sects multiply every day. No doctrin is
too absurd to make proselytes.
Tile latest religioui it:vention in America is Esoterism, which promises immortality to its followersimmortality, that's all! The doctrin of the E3oterists teaches that, if man were really pure and followed
-the precepts of the gospel to the letter, he would
become immortal, not in paradise, but here below.
As it is probable that no Christian ever yet succeeded
in following minutely the precepts of the gospel, the
Eioterists .may be right. To liv forever, say they,
you hav only to remain virtuous, even in the married
state. Celibacy must be embraced. Celibacy pure
and simple, however, is not sufficient, for where there
is no struggle there is. no victory. Devotees must
therefore marry, but in all honor remain celibates.
If you succeed in mastering your passions, no malady
will attack you, and you will become immortal.
"But," you will probably say, "do the Esoterists
never die?"
Yes, they die-once; but, according to them,
this does not prove the fallacy of their belief. If
they die, this simply proves that they hav failed to
attain the necessary degree of perfection.
Now, the Esoterists are safe to continue with us,
for either they will arrive at perfection and become
immortal, or they will fall away from grace and will
hav children to swell their ranks. The head of this
sect, which is as yet only about two years old, claims
that when the E~oterists attain perfection. not only
will they be immortal, but they will hav a clear
insight into the future, a gift which will enable them
to amass great riches. And, indeed, the utility of
such an accomplishment on the Stock Exchange, for
instance, must be apparent at a glance.
Another sect pretends to be able to cure all diseases by faith. -The faith of these fanatics is not
shaken by the death of their patients. "If they had
had more faith they would hav recovered." Doctor
Sangrado cured all illnesses by bleedings and hot
wat.,r._ When 8 patient died, it was because bleeding
had been too copious or not copious enough, and the
water administered too hot or not hot enough. The
theory remained excellent.
Most of these new sects are commercial enterprises, some of them established on the plan of
limited liability companies. A room is hired and
supplied with a table and chairs, and a few noveltyhunters are soon attracted to the ·embryo temple.
These in turn draw others, and by and by a more
imposing meeting-place is secured, and the pockets
of the proselytes are appealed to for funds to found
what is called "the Lord's treasury." Many poor,
simple folk hav been persuaded into giving all they
Possessed to ''the Lord's treasury."
- No need to put by a reserve fund; human credulitv is an inexhaustible mine.
Fortune-tellers are punished with some six months'
or two years' imprisonment. How is it the law
allows schemers to found 8 "Lord's treasury" by
promising immortality to the geese who bring their
money to itT It looks as if in America, as in England, swindling may be practiced with impunity in
the name of religion. One meets with just as many
cases of the adroit blending of the worship of God
and mammon.
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when starting on a journey. The_ number _of shri;'les in
Russia where candles are burning before holy pictures IS very
great, and much greater importance is attached to th? sci~n?e
of genufiexion than is easily credible to the non-ritualistiC
Englishman."
What kind of a country is Russia 1 Wh~t is the

Editor.
well-being ·of its people?
Business Manager.

E. M. MAcDONALD,
c. P. SOMERBY,

" Crime appears now to be very prevalent in Poland~ and
from accounts recently received the Poles are of an unusually
disagreeable character. ·Numerous murders hav occurred
THE :I'.R V:I H SEEKER OOMPANY. simply for purposes of robbery, in which the most wa?ton
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
cruelty has been displayed. An old man butcher~d m a
little village proved to hav but one rouble, a~d the disg_usted
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. murderer left upon his victim a card on which was written:
'I regret to say that this undertaking has not realized my
expectations.'"
Addrus all Communications to THJJJ TRUTH BJJJJJJKJJJR
The Poles are one of the most devoutly Christian
OOMPANY. Make all Drafts, Clwcks, Post-ojjice and Express Money Orders payable to CHAR LJJJB P. BOMJJJRB Y. peoples in the world.
"The peninsula which in the sixteenth century was a terror to all Europe, has been subsiding ever since. Spanish
FEBRUARY 2, 1889. civilization reminds us more of the far past than any other
SATURDAY,
in Europe. Bull-fights alone are an indication of the antique
tastes of Spaniards, and are suggestiv of the gladiatorialsho~s
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of eighteen hundred years ago. There seems to be no mBingle subscnption in advance .•.•.••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 's oo herent life. The people are largely uneducated, and there
5 00 are still brigands in considerable quantities in her mountains.
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advanced countries T Are Freethinkers numerous
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
there T Are science and Freethought well spread
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In The Truth Seeker of February 16th
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The Limitations of Toleration.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

and influential T What influence gained strength in
Spain when it began to lose that position which in
the sixteenth century made it " a terror to all
Europe?"
" The Greeks hav earned a name synonymous with ckat.
'A very Greek • is a mode of expression the justice of which
is supported by travelers and voyagers; brigandage, fraud,
lying, and cheating are qualities exercised by so many of
that nation as to giv it a character."

COL. ROBRRT G. INGERSOLL,
HON. FREDERIC R. COlJDE.RT, and
These are the descendants of the pagans of anGOV. STEWART L. WOODFORD, cient Greece. Those pagans were as eminent above

BEFORE
their neighbors for nobleness as the present ChrisThe Nineteenth Century Club of New York. tians are sunk below them for despicableness. These
Stenographically reported for The T1·uth Beeker
very brigands and fraudulent dealers spoken of are
by I. N. Baker.
probably
the last persons on earth who would neg'fhe publication of this discussion has been delayed from
various causes, but will now be of more interest than ever lect or giv up their religion. They hav a strong bebecause of the other mi~hty men Colonel Ingersoll has since lief in its superiority over that of their neighbors
met and overthrown. F. R. Coudert is a Roman Catholic, the Turks. Yet the integrity and honesty of the
and one of the best orators of New York. Gov. Stewart L. Turk-are as proverbial as the reverse qualities are in
Woodford is a Protestant, and a splendid speaker. The dis- the Greek. In a Turkish hazar it is common to see
cussion is the only oral public debate ever engaged in by Colonel the goods exposed, the price marked, and the owner
Ingersoll. He had the opening and the closing of the arguaway; a purchaser leaves the price and takes the
ment, and made two of his most forcible and eloq11ent
goods. The word of a Turk can be relied on ; it is
speeches. President Palmer's introductions of the orators
a characteristic. Yet he is a Mohammedan; the
will also be given .
Greek,
a Christian ; and they are neighbors.
This will be 1.\ great issue for our friends to send to Christian acquaintances, or to use to procure us some new sub" The Roman Catholic is the dominant church of Mexico.
scribers.
• • • The administration of justice is inefficient, and the
courts corrupt. Brigandage and violence endanger perSend in orders for extra TRUTH SEEKERS at once.
sonal security, and damage commerce and prosperity.
In quantities of five copies and over, 5 cents each.
Notwithstanding the enormous advantages presented by her
Single numbers, 7 cents.
natural productions, and the important geographical position which she occupies between the Atlantic and the facific,
Facts.
Mexico has not been able to develop commerce."

Facts are better than theory. That ie, in forming
judgments, observed facts are more trustworthy
than are theories. The proverbial expression is in
everyone's mouth. Why protract theoretical argumentation without end in a case where it is totally
unnecessary to hav recourse to theory at all-where
abundance of facts in proof or disproof are lying
heaped up everywhere about under our eyes! How
can . a Christian hav the hardihood to maunder on
hour after hour about the capability of his religion
to promote civilization and morality-general wellbeing-in the face of the glaring evidence on the
matter presented by the nations around him 1
Theory does well enough when we cannot refer to
the facts. When we can, why bother with· theory
at aU! When the facts are so convenient, so simple,
so obvious, why on earth not turn to them 1 From
papers read within merely the last few days we hav
collected clippings about the most Christian nations :
"In Moscow the number of shrines is so great and the
sanctity of the people so overpowering that it is difficult for
the orthodox to get across the street for the continual brossng of their breasts. In St. Petersburg the number of shrines
is much less, but it is still sufficient to keep your isvostchik's
arms in tolerably activ exercise. Officers and gentlemen
were not so particular as the isvostchiks and workmen, but
it was no uncommon sight to see them making the sign of
the cross. I traveled with General lgnatieff from St. Petersburg to Moscow. The moment the train started the general
crossed himself twice, remarking that although you should
always pray, it was especially incumbent upon you) to do. so

The superstition of Mexico is so great that miracles are continually supposed to be performed there,
and are earnestly believed, much as was the case in
Europe during the Middle Ages.
" The inhabitants of Abyssinia are fierce and turbulent in
character, and addicted to cTuelty. . . . In manners they
are rude and barbarous. Engaged as they are in continual
wars, and accustomed to bloodshed, human life is little
regarded among them. . . . Each chief is entire master
of all sources of revenue within his territory, and has practically full power of life and death. 'If at any time,' says
Dr. Beke, 'a chief has found himself strong enough to
march upon the capital, he has done so, placed upon the
throne another puppet emperor, and been by him appointed
ras or vizie:::, till a rival stronger than himself could turn him
out and take his place.' The trade and manufactures are
insignificant. 'The Abyssinians are, I think,' says Mr.
Markham, ' capable of civilization.'"

If Christianity is capable of producing good effects
Abyssinia is of all countries perhaps the one where
those effects should be most shown. Christ!anity
was introduced in 330. Since then Abyssinia has
been thoroughly isolated from all other countries.
She has remained unpenetrated by modern influences
and the elements of material civilization. She has
had Christianity and nothing else. If that religion can
do anything for a nation, here it has had its chance
to do it. No better case could be got for a judgment
upon the matter. All other factors are eliminated;
the one whose effect we wish to observe alone
remains. How strongly in force it remains is well

known too. Feasts and fast days are very frequent.
The children are circumcised, and the Mosaic commandments with respect to food and purification are
observed. The eating of animals which do not chew
the cud and which hav not cloven hoofs is prohibited. · The ecclesiastical body is very numerous, consisting of priests of val'ious kinds, with monks and
nuns, and is looked upon with great awe and reverence. Thepeoplehavinnumerablesaints. Legendsof
saints and works of religious controversy form almost
their entire literature. This is their degree of Christian excellence; their degree of human excellence we
hav seen.
Shall we hunt up testimony as to the mental,
moral, and physical condition of the Italians, the
descendants of the great pagans of antiquity? Does
anyone need citations in regard to the religious fervor
of the Irish and their civil condition and intellectual
and moral character?
How do these nations compare with those in which
Christianity is, comparativly, far declined-France,
Germany, England, and the United States T Is it
possible for facts to make any impression at all on
the head of one reared obediently and subserviently
under the care of Mother Church! Let us hope
that is is possible, however slow the process, and
patiently persist in endeavors to show Christians
the unhappy effects of their belief.

France and the Roman Church.
Episcopal bishop Coxe, of western New York, was
sent over to France last spring to assist Pere Hyacinthe in his work of bringing France "to Christ."
Within the past week he has been telling a Herald
correspondent about the matter.
It does not appear from Bishop Coxe's statement
that Pere Hyacinthe is making very great headway,
or that the result of the bishop's visit is any very
great transformation of the existing state of religious
affairs in France. But it does appear from the bishop's statement that France is rapidly becoming lost to
Rome and eqnaUy as fast going over to Infidelity.
According to the bishop there are three parties in
France, the church party, the Freethought party, and
a handful of half-and-halfs, or moderates. Of these
the Freethought 'party-which Coxe calls Atheistshas two wings, the radicals and the opportunists.
The opportunists are now in power, an<J the present
legislativ body is opposed to extreme or ultramontane
measures, but the moderates (or middle votes) are
relied upon by the government not to infuriate the
" priest party" by defying their known wishes, for
which the government does not feel itself sufficiently
strong. Over and over again, reports Bishop Coxe,
hav they received warning that when the moderates
choose to transfer their votes to the radicals the embassy to the Vatican will be discontinued, or even
the dominant church will be disestablished. The
dominant church, so far as religion is dominant at all,
is ultramontane Romanism, but it is powerless except
through political intrigue. The French radicals believe, queerly enough, in keeping a state church, for
the reason that by its support of the institution the
state has the right to control it. So France subsidizes a church from which her government is yearly
taking away more and more of its power and priv- .
ileges.
Aside from its fight with the state, the church is
weakening in other ways, mainly through unbelief of
the people, and their disinclination to train their sons
for the priesthood. Ten years ago the vicar-general
of the diocese of Orleans published a book giving the
official figures of the parishes without priests. There
were 481 such vacant parishes in seven dioceses,
besides 144 vacant curacies. In all France there
were, in 1877, 2,568 parishes without priests, and
since then the prospect of the church has not mended.
In Gambetta's time, Bishop Coxe heard a debate in
the National Assembly in which one of the speakers,
turning to the ultramontane benches, said, "You
claim all France for your church. Not a million of
them, all told, believe your dogmas, or go to church."
And this statement was not denied. The Paris Gallican recently said: "Out of 36,000,000 of the French
people the total number of those who make their
Easter communion does not reach one million. It
must be remembered that this million includes all
ecclesiastics, nuns, and officials of the church, and
thousands of children who neglect this duty on reaching adult years." By the Roman Catholic law those
who fail to confess and receive the_ sacrament at
Easter are excommunicated. Abbe Bongaud, author
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of the book quoted, says that "even the poor are losing their faith, and peasants who were proud of making priests of their sons now refuse their children to
the altar." This he attributes to the Materialistic
tendency of the times, and consequent growth of
Atheism.
From this it can be seen that the despotic Roman
church is rapidly going to pieces in France. Of
course Bishop Coxe and Pere Hyacinthe are trying
to save something from the wreck, as they regard, or
profess to regard, a nation without Christianity, no
matter how virtuous, prosperous, and honest the people are, as worse than one deeply dyed in crime if it
be only religious. They are trying to revive the
ancient Gallican church, which limited the power of
the Vatican over the French national church. The
difference is one of administration only, not of dogmas and beliefs. The liberty desired by the Gallican
church did not coutamplR.te the establishment of an independent church, but 6imply a limitation of the papal
power in favor of the episcopal. But such a change
from one master to another is of course no settlement of the war between Rome and the French government, and Hyacinthe's movement is not likely to
hav much influence outside his own circle of friends.
For· all practical purposes France is a nation of Freethinkers, and when the government feels that the
time is auspicious it will disestablish the church, and
make the government and education purely secular.

a representativ of a ghost that if he was not satisfied an annual income of $191,500. Ten years hence it
with his seat he could sit on the floor with pendulOliB is believed that the rental will be $250,000 at least.
feet, or outside where the cool breezes picked their
Here is something for the Secular Union to look
way through rheumatic corridors, they build him a after. Illinois exempts church and religious corporathrone alongside the quean's and right under the tion property from taxation, and the Women's Chrisroyal arms ! The throne, of course, was hastily con- tian Temperance Union will endeavor to come in'
structed, perhaps of a barrel stood on end with a under that or the law exempting benevolent instituchair on top and draped with velvet-but never- tions. Here in this state, the Young Men's Christheless it was symbolically, at least, a throne, and tian Association of Brooklyn obtained exemption
the cardinal mounted thereon was a ghostly 'ruler, because they maintain a library, open, however, only
equal if not superior to the representativ of the to members. They had to resort to a special bill,
human ruler. And then parliament passes laws which was opposed in the legislature by the Consti"subject to the approval of the pope." And on the tution Club. The same association of this city is
statute books are other laws with " decrees by our exempt on religious grounds, though it rents a large
holy father the pope to take precedence." Out upon share of its building for stores and offices. The
such a country! The United States don't want it. Freethinkers sought to pass a bill taxing this and
It should go to Patagonia with its two gods, or to other church property, but were defeated, though
the South Africans with their ido1s and their cave- not for all time, by a good deal. The Women's
houses and their rum.
Union will find some way to abstain from p!l.ying
The Province of Quebec should be set apart for taxes, and so enjoy their enormous rental, with municthe museum of nations. It is a freak, a monstrosity, ipal protection of their property, wibh()ut returning
a survival of utter barbarism, as anomalous as absurd. any equivalent to the state.
About the most dishonest folks in the world are
When the pope leaves Rome he should ship his lares
and penates to Montreal, where, unlike the Italians, all the religious corporations which hold and manage
that the people do when he jumps on them, robs them, the churches and their institutions.
holds their faces in the dirt, is to remonstrate. And
Editorial Notes.
most of them do not even do that. It is safe to say
SINOE
Charles
A.
Dana
went to Europe to hobnob with the
that no French Catholic's name will be found on that
pope
.and
the
pope's
biographer,
Dr. O'Reilly, the Sun has
remonstrance " against the dangerous influence being
been catering to the pope's Irish in this country. The latest
exerted in public affairs by the Catholic church" in is an interview with an Italian prelate, who canvassed the
the Province of Quebec. A race of people like the chances of the various cardinals to become pope when Mr.
French " Canucks," who will pass laws to sell their Pecci dies, which he must do soon, and found that owing to
own farms to build churches or church institu- European jealousies in the college of cardinals, Mr. Gibbons,
tions; who allow a priest to rob them of their prop- of Baltimore, Maryland, U. S. A., is a very available man.
The Sun seems to think that such a choice would be ·a great
erty at his own will ; who cannot be born or marry thing for America, but how or why it fails to explain. The
or die without asking the church'~ permission; who opinion is fast gaining ground around here that the more
are abject slaves of Rome; who treat their wives like America has to do with Rome, the worse off America is.
beasts and their children like dogs-such a race will
DowN in Springfield, Ill., the faith-cure craze is booming.
never sign even a remonstrance against the arrogance
A Mrs. Woodworth is the high priestess, and her method is
of their masters. And it is these Canucks who enable to work on the nerves of the audience by an address, and
the church to control Quebec.
then to "pray for power," in which prayer all join, each
No; the United States don't want to annex Que- auditor praying aloud with frantic gestures and expressions.
bec. New England has enough of Canadian Catholics She sends little girls into trances, wherein they say they see
within her borders to-day. They hav driven the heaven-which they describe as having the traditional streets
of gold-and hell, in which are people tormented by serpents
New Englander out of his woods, the shoemaker in flames. Miracles of the regular sort are also performed in
from his shop, the Massachusetts girl from her loom, the meetings-the lame walk, the blind see, etc. It is the
and the honest Yankee laborer from the farm. They same pitiful tale of superstitious ignorance led and gulled by
are given over to religion and rum, to horse-trading greedy fanaticism, that the world has had since men could
and wife-beating. They hav none of the virtues of talk. Investigation will show tl;e leaders to be knaves or
lunatics, the dupes poor credulous fools. The" cured" are
the French Frenchman, but all his vices. The men usually liars; the trances are induced by nervous derangeare thoroughly bad; the women worse, and the boys ments, and if persisted in will land the subjects in the insane
and girls are a little smarter in evil-doing than their asylums. It is criminal to allow children to be operated on
parents, readily'assimilating the cuter wickedness of by such religious fakirs.
----the Yankee. We hav seen these Canucks in all their
WRITING from Washington county, Ark., a correspondent
glory in New England towns, and it is this race in of the Kansas Blade sums up the result of the hot weather in
Quebec who make it possible for Cardinal Taschereau his section last summer. He is writing of his neighbors.
with his " bodyguard of prelates" to insult by his "It got so hot," he says, "that they started a protracted
preposterous claims every decent man in the neigh- meeting, and ran it five weeks before it rained a drop. They
the Southern Methodists, and beat anything I ever saw.
borhood. The politicians are afraid of the priests are
We attended two evenings and that was enough. Such
because the latter own the majority of voters body shouting I never heard. One good old sister weighing about
and soul.
two hundred and fifty pounds got to going it big, broke out
There are a few Freethinkers in Montreal, and the of the ring, ran over seats, out of doors, and my God, didn't
Pioneer Freethought Club, comprising most of the she ' holler!' They kept it up all night, and it was the best
I ever attended. During the meeting there was one
intellect of the city, has done some good work. The show
preacher hanged and another shot. You see, they tried to
members of this club would make splendid step- make some of the young sisters believe there was 'no hell to
children if Uncle Sam should wed Widow Canada, speak ·of. • The members said 'they had no use for a religion
but with the present officials in power, truckling to without no hell in it.' " The Southern Methodists seem to
the woman with the name on her forehead, the words be a little hard upon their preachers, but perhaps they know
most applicable to them are those of the voice, best what is good for them.
"Come out of her, my people, that ye be not par- ' A GENTLEMAN who " has been through all the various
takers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her stages of what is called charity work," assures the Ohurch
man that " there is no fraction of any percentage of meritoplagues."
rious mendicancy in New York." In other words, there are

The Cardinal and the Premier:
We confess to having had a good deal of sympathy
with the scheme to annex Canada to the United
States. It is a. cold country, and cold countries
usually possess a hardy, temperate, industrious population, who make things hu~, and are of some use to
the world. Annaxe.tion, too, would settle the fishery
fight, abolish the bigoted custom houses, and do
away with the necessity of the retaliation bill. Then
Alastor and C. Watts would be countrymen of ours,
and Secular Thought would be an able American
journal-for be it known that nothing on this continent is American unless it is also United States.
There are other advantages, also, too numerous to
enumerate, as the writers of auction posters say.·
But this sentiment has entirely changed. We do
not want Canada. So far as our pen can reach we shall
write 'lJainst the annexation scheme, and if our .subscriptiun list were larger the pen should reach farther. We would as soon see Africa annexed, with its
monkey men- and naked, flat-nosed Hottentots, or
PatMonia, with its painted savages and barbaric
religion, as the Province of Quebec. Read this: At
the opening of parliament Friday (Jan. 11, 1889),
Cardinal Taschereau and his clergy were assigned
seats on the floor. The cardinal was very indignant
and demanded a seat on the throne, claiming precedence over the lieutenant-governor, the quean's
representativ. Speaker Bruere and Premier Mercier
sent a hasty apology to his eminence, and a throne
was speedily constructed beside the quean's throne
and directly under the royal. arms; and this was
occupied by Cardinal Taschereau and his bodyguard
of prelates when parliament opened. Much indignation was expressed by the Protestant members of
the legislature, and there is a movement looking
toward sending a remonstrance to the imperial government against what the· English-speaking population call " the dangeroua influence being exerted in
public affairs by the Catholic church in this province."
Only a short time ago a law was passed by parliament
giving the Jesuits $400,000, subject to the approval
of the pope before it could become a law. The
church exacts tithes from the Catholic inhabitants of
the province, and there are statutes on the books
having marginal references such as "decree by our
holy father, the pope, to take precedence," etc.
That is not romance, nor an account of the opening
of a conclave of feudal nobility in the year of our
Lord 1200, but a plain statement of something that
occurred in Canada last month, in this year of the
same Lord, 1889. The cardinal, who is a representativ of a representativ of a ghost, was slighted.
He was indignant. Ghosts should take precedence
of men. Therefore as the representativ of a representativ of a ghost, he should precede human
authority. He protested. The speaker of the
House and the representativ of the queen who is
supposed to rule Canada because the people like to
suppose that way, got down o~ their knees. They
apologized. Instead of assuring the representativ of
G

-----

A Scheme of the Fanatics.
The Women's Christian Temperance Union contemplates having a million-dollar building in Chicago.
The central union of that city has procured incorporation papers so that it might hold the property,
which it will present by a legal hocus-pocus to the
national union. The money is now being collected,
and the plans are completed. The structure will be
situated on Dearborn street, and will front the postoffice and custom house. It will be one of the most
handsome buildings in a city remarkable for handsome structures. It was found impossible, however,
to purchase the lot upon which the building will
stand, so a perpetual lease has been taken at a rental
of $35,000 a year. It will cost $800,000 to put the
building up, and the style of architecture will be the
late Gothic of France. Much of the building will be
rented, and it will contain room enough tQ brimg in
I

,

no beggars who deserve help. Yet, adds the Sun, "the
charitable societies are competing with each other in the creation and encouragement of pauperism, while in many cases
the really deserving and self-respecting poor endure distress
in silence so that charity must search to find them out.
There is s~mething radically wrong about this whole business, and it has its origin in the multiplication of the professional philanthropists. They are the men and women who
make a living out of dispensing other people's alms, and who
seek to magnify their office by collecting and distributing as
much money as possibie.'' These private societies of professional ecclesiastical reformers ought all to be done away.
Let the state take care of those who cannot or will not work,
and not turn them over to men whose interest lies in making
paupers who are to be used as levers to pry cash out of the
pockets of goodhearted people. The sta~e might.flnd a wa'!
to make those who will not work reconsider their determination 1 but the incentive of the charitable societies are all in
the ot her direction. Honest destitution should be a~ded
tenderly; willful wretchedness should be ~rea ted as a cnme.
It is undoubtedly true that professional philanthropy encourages pauperism more than it relieves actual distress.
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l,tfttrs Jront. Jlritnds.
DANSVILLE, MIOH., Dec. 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office money order,
which please credit me on your valuable paper. Please keep
that Catholic ball rolling. I hav been looking for the last
thirty years for a revolution on account of Roman Catholic
interference in political matters, and a determination to control our public school system. We hav plenty of people in
this country that are not Catholics in any sense of the word,
and yet it seems to be impossible for them to realize any
danger on account of Roman Catholic interference.
Yours for liberty,
E. J. SMITH.
ST. PAUL, MINN., Dec. 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1, for which please
forward to my address as above, THE TRUTH SEEKER, beginning with the first number in the year 1889. I hav been
a reader of the paper for a year or more, having ordered it
for my brother early last spring, but I think it best for me to
hav a copy of my own.
I wish to congratulate Mr. Macdonald on the masterly
manner in which he conducted his case against the registrars,
in forcing them to register his name without the fiapdoodle
business of taking an oath. I consider myself under great
obligation to him for what he has done for a liberty-loving
people, and I do truly wish that there was at least one
Macdonald in each and every state.
JoHN MoNROE.
Los ANGELES, CAL., Dec. 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed twenty,five cents, for
which please send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1889.
This will be the first copy I hav ever seen of the ALMANAO
I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER now for about a year, and
will doubtless become a life subscriber. It is the grandest
paper I hav ever seen. In this city the church is making
great head way. There seem to be more churches here than
in any other city in the United States according to its size.
I think there is great need of some of our Liberal lecturers
comin~~: to this part of the country. Had it not been for Dr.
J. L. York arid Mr. S. P. Putnam lecturing here two years
aho I would be a church-member yet, but fortunately I see
- things in a better light. I know of no better way to reform
the Christian people than by getting them to hear an able
lecturer on Liberalism. They will then see that they hav
been off and the Holy Queer is mistaken.
J. C. HAGUE.
MouND CITY, KAN., Dec. 30, 1888.
EDITOR: I do not waut THE TRUTH SEEKER discontinued, for it is an old companion of mine, as I hav been one
of its readers since its birth; and I am in hopes of continuing
so while I liv and can pay for it. Our l!"reethinkers here are
many, but do not seem to be doing anything .for the cause.
Like many I read about, I cannot do much, as I liv on a
farm and do most of my own work, and am well up in years,
but those in town r.ould do much good if tbey would. Tbey
seldom hav a lecture there. They need some one to arouse
them. It troubles me to read so much about the Roman
Catholics, as I dread them so much. I know enough of them;
there are very few in this part of the country, and I am glad
of it.
Anyone wanting to find a Jesus no~adays should go to
Mexico, where at least one_.fourth of the males hav that
name, and the females the name of Mary. JAMES ADAMS.
~:In.

STEUBENVILLE, 0., Dec. 24, 1888.
MR. EniTOR : A new idea as to reformatory societies has
just come to light. An officer of the Humane Society of
Pittsburgh, Pa., being requested to look into the fact of
children being overworked in certain factories, said that the
greatest violatcrs of the law against child-labor were the
most liberal contributors to the Humane Society's support.
To prosecute them would deprive the society of a considerable portion of its revenue. Is not this a strange feature of
Christianity, professing to be anxious to remove a great evil,
and joining a society for the avowed purpose of removing
an evil of which they themselvs arc the pt>rpetrators? Can
hypocrisy go farther? The Pittsburgh 1'imes well says that
one cannot at any time see on what an evil thrives before
taking a look beneath the surface. In this instance such a
look discloses the fact that it is not impossible for sin to liv
on its own wages paid to a society ostensibly engaged in
eradicating it.
J NO. DowNES.
UPPEI! MATTOI.E, CAL., Dec. 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In reply to the letter written by Marcus
George, I must say tbat I am surprised to think that any
Liberal could allow himself to be so presumptuous as to SR.y
that he knows more about foreign affairs than the United
States consuls, e;.pecially those of the present administration. What I said about the "necessaries of life" was taken
from the Consular Rep0rt of 1887, and what Marcus George
said was the product of his imagination (observation). Marens George may be right about what he says, but we must
look to the two source3, and then decide for ourselvs which
is the best authority. For my part, I will take the Consular
Report.
In my former letter, I said that the laboring man was better off in this country than in any other country in the world,
"with wage3 higher on the average, with the price of living
lower on the average," and I still maintain it; but I will own
that wages are high in protected Australia.
I am against Anarchy, not through prejudice, but from
observation. Nowhere it has ever existed has it been of any
good, but, on the contrary, it has always been the true source
of misery. If to further the cause of Anarchy is the objPct
of Liberalism, let me be anything but a Liberal. I said,
"Hang the agitators," and I reaffirm it; but when I say this,
I hav reference to those who preach strikes, destruction of

I

property, and the murder of innocent people. With ignoI:ant · people I think that the accessory is always worse than
the real criminal. I am in favor of anything that will do the
people any good, and for this reason I am down on Anarchy
and the Anarchist.
W. T. S. H.

Inature was. suspended

for a time or set aside in order to
work a miracle; that the miraculous-i. .,., the impossibleis the true, then I deny, and call for proof. The reason of
mankind does not harmonize on the personal god idea, for
really there are as many ideal gods as there are believers in
God, and there are no two alike, so that every man makes
DETROIT, MIOH., Dec. 29, 1888.
his god. He is in the mind and imagination of man, and noMR. EDITOR: I would like to call your attention to C. B. where else that we know of; and so with all the rest that
Reynolds's article in the Ironclad .Age of Nov. 17, 1888, in we say we believe, but really do not know.
reference to the Girard College case. He makes a quotation
Yours for truth,
T. M. MAsoN.
from the will and conveys the idea that his quotation is the
only point in the will that bears on the 'religious question.
I::JIOU:X: FALLS, D.\lr. TERR., Dec. 31, 1888.
On page 75 of the published will, by Henry W. Arey, 1872,
MR. EDITOR: At the same time I renew my subscription,
secretary of the college, but a few lines above C. B. Rey- I must mention that about ten days ago Brother C. B. Reynolds's quotation, is a much stronger clause than the one he nolds gave us three lectures, and for the benefit of mentaltook. I don't think Mr. C. B. Reynolds bas acted in good liberty;loTing truth seekers that may desire a Liberal lectfaith in this case by trying to convey the idea that Girard urer to visit their neighborhood, I must say that Brother
made but little objection to religious teachings. In justice Reynolds is a little giant. Still, I must confess, in spite of
to the testator, I would like your say-so if C. B. Reynolds his brilliant handling of the subjects, the audience was small
hasn't let himself a little loose.
E. CHOPK.
every night. Sioux Falls is the busieF<t young city imR.gin[Our view of this matter was expressed in TnE TRUTH able, and just before Christmas everybody acts as if it deSEEKER of Dec. 8, 1888. We advise investigators of the pended on him whether the universe woulrl continue in its
~ubject to read" Girard's Will and Girard College Theology," course or not. Numerous business men and mechanics of
by Dr. Westbrook. The whole subject is there plainly set every grade expressed regret that they could not under any
forth.-ED. T. S.]
cil:cumstances find time to be present. And another reason
was, every night some large club or society had to meet for
S. W. OswEGo, N. Y., Jan. 5, 289.
some business. And for young folks there were several enMR. EDITOR: I write to thank you for your noble effort to tertainments, dances, concerts, and sociables of some kind.
establish the rights of "American citizens in regard to the ju- They had greater attractions to them. Besides all of these,
dicial oath. Every reform has had its martyrs-; and when I there are a great number of fanatics that would rather see
write the history of this country I shall number you with its everybody go to sheol than to hear a Liberal lecture, as well
''sages, thinkers, and reformers."- Say I you should hav inay be supposed in a city of ten or elevm thousand inhabseen the justice squirm yesterday, when he tried to admin- itants with fourteen churches and a Comstock society. So a
ister to me the judicial oath. He acted like "Pat "-tickled stranger would naturally suppose Sioux Falls an orthodox
all over to hav" a job ''-and hardly knew whether it should hotbed. Yet it is not so. The people in general are indifferbe his "profanity" or mine, and bee:an (raising his hand): ent in regard to churches and their creeds. You can believe
"You solemnly s.wear before almighty God"-- I said, what you hav a mind to. At the same time, they assist in
"No, sir, I do nothing of the kind. I choose to affirm."- "Oh! building churches for the purpose of advertisment and inall right I You do solemnly affirm in the presence of the creasing the value of their own property. I believe if a lectever living God"-- "No, I don't."- "Well, what do you urer of Reynolds's capacity would reside here and giv a lectdo then?" "I solemnly affirm, by my manhood, under the ure every Sunday afternoon, be would soon take the starch
pains and penalties of perjury, to tell the truth." "Well, out of the goody-goodies. Inclosed find $3.25-$3 for my
that'll do," and soon the ~eance ended.
subscription, and twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
MoraL-You hav bumped the funny-bone in more than
N. S. JoHNSoN.
one elbow.
A. H. W ALKKR.
CHILLICOTHE, Mo., Dec. 29, E.M. 288.
LIBERAL, Mo , Dec. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find the requisit amount of
MR. EDITOR: The Freethinkers of this place were much filthy lucre for the renewal of my subscription, and for the
gratified on Sunrlay, the 16th, to receive a call from W. S. entering upon your subscription list of a quartet of new subBell, the well-known lecturer. In the evening Mr. Bell gave scribers, who hav resolved "in their hearts" to dine upon
a short address before the Liberal Lyceum to a good-sized the wholesome mental viands served up at the festal board
audience. Mr. Bell contemplates writing up the facts con- of your banqueting-house. The autobiographical signatures of
cerning this place and publishing the names of the hundreds said_Hon. in-dwellers of the city named in my date-line, will
of people who hav been driven away from the only "Lib- be found elaborately inscribed within the folds of this ungodly
eral" town on earth. The truth about this place should be effusion, as follows: Messrs. Wm. Mcllwrath, F. H. Hoppe,
known by the Liberal public, for it is a true saying that to T. C. Hogan, and J. Mohrs. Thus you will perceive that
be forewarned is to be forearmed, and I think it high time your humble servant has been enabled to verify his proposithat the truth should be put in motion to overtake, and if tion to present the Truth Seeker Company, including the
possible, counteract, the lying advertisments that hav been devil-not his satanic majesty, however, nor Peck's bad boy,
sent out puffing up this place. If Mr. Bell gets a complete but a utilitarian printer's devil-with R. magnanimous h::lliday
list of all the men and women who hav been driven away greeting in the form of the almighty dollar,
from here he will hav nearly one thousand. Talk about Bald
With "In God we trust" engraved UP()ll it.
Knobbers and the Ku-Kiux-Kian! These· are but novices in
So yon nns won't bnst, is why we done P.
the art of bulldozing when compared with a gang of perseNow, to casual observers the consummation of the marvelcutors who hav infested this town from the beginning some ous feat of the enlistment into the Liberal ranks of the aboveeight years ago.
ELI.
named intelligent members of the genus homo may not seem

LoNGSTREET, GA.., Dec. 2Q, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me two ANNUALS for 1889, three
copies of "The Logic of Death," the "Agnostic Annual,"the "Field-Ingersoll Discussion," and "Answers to Christian Questions."
I am the only subscriber to your paper in this section, but
I am not the only reader of it, for it has many strong admirers, and it goes wherever wanted and appreciated. I had
hoped to gain for you more subscribers, but for want of
means and for other causes I hav not succeeded. What is
most needed in the South is an organization of Secularists,
Agnostks, Freethinkers, Liberals, or Infidels (so-called-if
you please-no matter). There are thousands of them all
over this land, in the churches and out, and my opinion is
that a few lectures from some one of our ablest, delivered in
the principal cities in the South, would " put the ball in motion." Excite discussion, and cause Liberals to organize and
work for the good of humanity, as in organization there is
strength.
The people need to be edncated up to a correct idea of
mental liberty, of true morality, correct ideas of right living
and right doing, as consistent with common sense and human
reason, and without regard to any belief whatever.
Man shou'd be held responsible for what he does, not for
what he believes or disbelieves. If reason is man's highest
faculty, then it should be our guide in our search for truth,
and reR.son should dominate us in our every act of life. So
long as reason dominates, the man is safe. Whenever belief
dominates, the reason is ignored and the man is adrift, subject to be tantalized with doubts and fears and superstitious
nonsense.
It will not do to say, " There is much that we must believe
which human reason and the highest human intelligence can
not prove." Truth that is beyond the possible grasp of human reason and human intelligence at present-and there is
much-must wait until the time comes for science to say her
Eay, for by belief you can never settle the question of absolUte truth.
If I say, "I am I," "I am myself," I hav made a statement, I hav stated an absolute fact, truth, that needs no
proof. But if some one tells me there is a personal god, a
personal devil, a local heaven, a local hell; that there is such
a thing possible ~s the absolute pardon of sin; that a law in

to be a herculean task, but they would judge differently
if they could take into consideration the fact that this community is cussedly blessed, and 'IJioe 'IJeraa, blessedly cussed,
with a Salvation Army barracks,
· At:d numerous hallelnj>\h institutions,
Wbere drowsy mugwumps snore root-to-tote,
Wbilet their efficient Bible thnmpersJ,ike Sam Jones, great shekel hnntersDo cry aloud, for J esns•s sake,
Just telling sinners they must take
Rome stock in Joes-be a. spookiteOr they'll get left, by a big sight!

Be that as it may, however, we are sanguinly hopef,J! that
by a judicious bombardment of the rickety ramparts of z,on
and posting our Liberal sharp~hooters, picket lines, and
skirmishers round about the gloomy spook-jun~le of orthodoxy, we can capture in the near future another squad of
skeptic~, heretics, and Agnostics to annex to the above list,
as the woods are full of 'em. Selah I
Now, by the grace of the all-mighty Bob, we subscribe
ourself,
Fraternally yours,
L Crru-rE.
NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, Wis., Dec. 19, A.B. 288.
MR. EDITOR: I am perusing with great satisfaction one of
the many millions of semi-weekly leafi~ts sent forth by Christian bigots to enlighten this nineteenth century anent the
salvation of its precious souls. Here is one of their divine
delusions. It strikes the cringing fanatic with a sort of grim
delight to learn that by this process he can shift his crimes
on another and thus escape just punishment: "This is a
faithful saying, worthy of all acceptance, that Christ Jesus
came into the world to save sinners, of whom I am chief,'•
said Paul (1 Tim. i, 15). No rational man or woman who
has ever read the villainous career of this Paul, as recorded
by himself, will doubt for a moment that he was not only the
chief of sinnArs, but the most diabolical cut-throat, murderer,
liar, and impudent, brazen scoundrel that ever aided in the
slaughter of human beings for holding honest opinions. Lies
and deception governed all his actions. Boasting publicly of
his craftiness and guile, and justifying falsehood with the
lamest of sophistry, constituted some of the milder offenses
of hi~ vicious life. Hear him : " For if the truth of God
hath more abounded through my lie unto his glory, why yet
am I judged a sinner?" (Rom. iii, 7). This is a fair speci.
men of sacred logic-this self-confessed li~r ~nd chief of siu.

THE TRUTH SEEKER~ FEBRUARY 2, ~889.
ners asking the people of Rome, "Why yet am I judged a
sinner?'' This may pass for the quintessence of godly
impudence. 0 ye pulpit savants, maulers of God's holy
word! deep-read oracles of the Moody wisdom of ancient
lore! peers of Sam Jones and the Salvation Army! deign to
enlighten a seeker after honest, undefiled truth. Was St.
Paul what he has written himself to be, the chiff of sinners
and the vender of lies, or did he simply lie when he acknowledged both these saintly qualification.s? And does he still
retain his sain:hood in good standing and in accord with
your multiplicity of clannish creeds, which for centuries resisted science, philosophy, and civilization? Now, when
these sanctimonious spouters condescend to answer these
few reasonable questions about their lying eaint, I will circulate their Sunday-school mythology per rfq'Iest-but not
among the innocent, unoffending children. NELSON HUNT.
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arrested, ordered his followers to sell even their clothes to hundred and ten years, that the people should be free. For
buy swords. Now, in looking over his life and times, as that Constitution strikes down every vestige, every shadow,
recorded by Matthew, we find that he was acquainted with of every one of the rights which the Declaration of In dependthe sacred writings of the Jews, and we find in the ninth ence claimed were the inalienable and universal possession of
chapter of Zechariah and the ninth verse this prophecy: every person born. The people of the colonies revolted
''.Rtjoice greatly, 0 daughter of Jerusalem I behold, thy against the one only possible slavery that ever existed on
kmg cometh unto thee. He is just and havir>g salvation; earth, taxation. I challenge any person on earth to show
lowly ancl riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the foal of an bow any one or number of persons could ever be made
ass." Now, Jesus knew of that prophecy, and thought he slaves by any other process. (I expect to see plenty do
could fill the bill if he could ride two animals at once. Now it right away.) The war of the Revolution, which fully demturn to the twenty-first chapter of Matthew and read the onstrated how ignorant the people were of the true liberty
fi~st seven verses and you will see that he filled the whole for which they were fighting, had hardly closed when Captain
bill. 'fhe~e we read that he actually rode two asses at once, t:lhays in Massachusetts raised a rebellion against the very
thus fulfillmg the prophecy, and at the same time performing self-same slavery that had caused the Revolution, and the
on.e of the most wonderful feats ofhorsemanship, or assman- same men in the government who had engineered the war of
ship, .that the world had ever seen up to that time, more seven years in the interest of the realslaveowners, the moneyespecially as one of the asses was not broken to ride at all. lenders, sent .a portion of the same army that were said to
GRANTFORK, ILL., Dec. 27, 1888.
Now, when the people saw him in this (what showmen would tJav fought so bravely for liberty to put down this first, this
MR. EDITOR: Mr. George H. Dawes arrived here in our call) ?reat two-ass act, they were filled with wonder, but early, protest and rebellion against slavery. I am nearly
burg on Tuesday, the 4th day of December, 1888, and gave knowing that one of the asses wasn't broken to ride, the} •ixty years old, a mechanic. I hav very little sympathy with
his ·first lecture at Highland, Ill., December the 9th, Sunday made all baste to strip off their clothes, while some cut ofl ltDY form of patchwork to put patches that are not new upon
evening, the subject being "Tile Mission of Liberalism." branches or brush from the trees and spread them on tbt rbe old garment of !!lavery. And, now, why was not the
He epoke to a fair and intelligent au:lience. I dare say, the pavement lest he should tumble off and break his preciom Constitution made to conform to ~he rights claimed in the
cream 'or Highland and vicinity was there to hear him. The neck, there being no sawdust laid down. But Jesus wa~ De<'laration of Independence? The reason is very simple
Turners' Hall being very large, it left an echo, so that some fully equal to the occasion, and performed the difficult ann -md plain. In all past history every government has been
of the audience did not hear all, sitting off so far from the dangerous feat in gallant style, winning golden opinions and formed and put in motion by and for the money-lenders. and
speaker, but it was a success and did good work. The ~xtravagant praise from the mob who had assembled there tcr nas been the abject tool of the said money-lenders to rob the
audience was very attentiv, and it also panned out lively for see the performance. Jesus was probably the inventor or people and enslave them for the said slaveowners' sake.
Mr. G. H. Dawes. There are a great many Liberals at High- originator of that style of riding. I hav never read any o\nd what bas puzzled and astonished me for some years
land~ although some need bracing up on account of business. account of anyone previous to that wonderful ride attempt.
past is, that all of the great minds of this and other nations
But we expect to organize a local Union in the ,pear future ing to ride more than one animal at the same time. Since tJav been so miserably befooled by the clatter about this land
there, ar>d I think when once started it will work like wildfire. then some daring riders hav ridden two and even more at a of liberty, and hav even talked about and eulogized this conDecember the 17th to l9ch Mr. George H. Dawes lectured time, but mark this difference. They ride around a ring and dition of slavery and called it liberty. They hav even
at Alhambra to a fair audience. December 13th and 14th he lean toward the center, thus making it comparativly easy. believed the monstrous impossibility that slavery did really
lectured at Pocahontas, Ill., and had very good audiences. But the hero of. this great two-ass act rode straight ahead on exist for over seventy years in a free country under a free
He invited any gentleman or lady to ask any question or a pavement wit bout any sawdust; nothing to break a fall but government among a free people-a miserable, impossible
make a reply if they wished. On the night of the l41h one some brush and clothes hastily thrown down by some humane absurdity. And now to answer Brother Greene's question,
CongrPgational minister, a Rev. Mr. Vulliet, accompanied by people who saw the danger he was in. Now, kind reader, How will I hav this government overhauled so as to obviate
one of his members, of Highland, took notes as Mr. Dawes pause; consider a moment what Jesus accon:plisbed by this the necessity of taxation? First, there is not and never was
was speaking, and got up to make a reply, which was great ride. He fulfilled a prophecy. He established and the least necessity for taxation. There is one only reason
granted him. .He made a perfect failure of it, and Mr. Dawes proved his claini to be the son of God. And he broke a colt. that can be given for taxation-it compels the people to buy,
overthrew him unmercifully and disordered him badly, when All in less than an hour. Now I would respectfully ask any beg, borrow, pay usury for bankers' debta to pay taxes with,
he and his member left the hall in a hurry, and the audience skeptic, Infidel, or Spiritualist, or any other who denies the and so puts them in circulation and keeps them there. I
godsbip of Jesus, to explain if he can how any mere man challenge any person to giv any other valid reason for taxaapplauded Mr. Dawes immensely.
A lecture was to be given in the same place on the 15th of could hav taken such a fearful ride without harm to himself. tion. And it proves beyond a doubt that· our government is
December, but on account of steady rainy weather it was But this exploit, performed at such fearful risk, seems to hav and always has been the base tool of the money-lenders to
postponed until Saturday, the 22d of December, 1888, when elated him beyond measure; for the very next thing he did enslave the people. "And would he hav it pay its expenses
the last lecture was to be given at Pocahontas, when I after this famous ride was to go into the temple and drive with money, say greenbacks, of its own furnishing?" Ay,
received letters from friends warning me and Mr. G. H. out the men who transacted business there, and who up to my brother, with money, say greenbacks, of its own, its very
Dawes not to come, as there would be some unpleasantness. that time supposed they had a right there, as they had prob. own furnishing, and no other. It shall neither authorize nor
But, not being so easily scared out, we went, prepared to ably paid a fair. rent for the stalls they occupied. He also recognize anything else as money in any sense.
And about the land distribution and non-usury of Brother
face the music. Everything went on peaceably at first, and kicked over the tables where people were making change,
Mr. Dawes gave his lecture, but during his lecture a rock was scattering their money in every direction, at the same time Hacker. I hav not a featherweigkt to lay against Brother
thrown through the window, and, passing Mr. Dawes's head giving them such a blowing· up as they did not forget for Hacker. He has done what he could according to the light
by a foot, struck on the opposit side on the wall and made a many a day. For this was the first intimation they had that be had. But his causes were all effects that cannot be
great dent. The audience all jumped up to leave the ball, be was the owner of the building. But these successes seem removed until their causes are first removed. The secretary
expecting a riot or mob, but I at the door did not let any out, to hav turned his head, and the idea of empire filled hi~ of the treasury in his rPport for 1884 says there hav·been
and Mr. Dawes gently and coolly told them_to keep their brain. So the next time he was attacked, instead of running taken in taxes in the past ninety-seven years for the support
seats, as it was nothing new in a priest-ridden town like away and hiding, as he had aiways done before, he ordered of government twenty thousand millions. Ex:-Sonator Jones
Pocahontas; that where there are so many ill-mannered his followers to sell even their clothes to buy weapons to says that taxation of states amounts to about the same. Oaly
ignoramuses (which accounts for so many churches being fight his enemies with. But the odds against him were too think of it, that about forty billions hav been robbed from
there) we could not expect anything else., But as the stone great. When the fight came on his men only cut off one ear, the poor laborers o: thi.s so-called free country in less than
was thrown three or four men went downstairs to see who which Jesus kindly put back again, and the lion became a the first century of Its hfe by a so-called free government as
did the throwing: There was nobody around, which shows lamb again. He was soon after put to death. He died com- the tool of the money-lenders. And just so long as taxation
a dirty, cowardly act; no one but a coward would hav done plaining that his God had forsaken him. After he was dead and debt exist I defy all the powers of the people to stop
it. But it was a point for Mr. Dawes all the same, for Poca- a soldier stuck a spear in his side and let out a lot of blood paying interest to thoRe who hold the debts. It is utterly
hontas is thereby shaken up, and a good many got their eyes and water, which seems to bav been caught and saved in impossible; as are also the theories of land ownership, theresome mysterious manner, as according to Christian theology fore I waste no thought upon them.
open.
Brother Greene also criticises my history, bnt does not
And now for Mr. Dawes, I must say that his whole pride people whose souls are washed in that flood are entirely
and mind are for our cause. He is a brave, fearless little cleansed from all sin and made holy and fit to be compan. alter it in the least. I waR the son of a devoted D.Jmocrat,
fellow, and is well qualified to cope with any minister, dea. ionR of the pure and virtuous and good. I notice almost all who; when I was a child, loved to study the situation and
con, and, I should say, bishop or cardinal, and he will down murderers about to be hanged take advantage of this offer argue politics witl:l any Whig he met, and from my tenth
them every time. He is well versed in the Bible and in and get their souls washed and are happy forever, while year I hav read and studied the same subj~ct as earnestly as
ancient history. He knows he has the arguments and truth their victims, although often honest, honorable, pure, merci- any other p~r~on I hav met.. I h.av nev?r wasted my time in
in his favor, and deems it his duty to fight superstition and ful, and just, but who hav neglected to hav their souls.prop. saloons or InJured my br~m with whisky or tobacco. and
delusions, which hav kept our people in ignorance ancl pov- erly wasl!ed in this blood, are punished and tormented in fire therefore feel that I am as liable to see ~he truth as any other
erty and slavery for two thousand years or more. And fur- and brimstone forever and ever. Great is the mystery of pers:m. The very fact that the Republican party to-day and
ELISHA c. Sr.Y.
for twenty-five years past hav claimed to hav liberated the
ther, Mr. Dawes is a man such that the more you are around godliness.
colored people, and also the claim of the Christians that they
him the better you like him-a perfect gentleman in every
liberated the slaves, and that there has been no· Abolition
DETROIT, MIOH., Dec. 24, 1888.
way. And I do hereby recommend Mr. G. H. Dawes as a
MR. EDITOR : I feel impelled to write an answer to Brother party since the war, are enough. I take no consideration of
No. 1 lecturer, who thoroughly understands his business, to
C. H. Greene, who livs so near me and yet so far, who asks, the outside appearance o~ the parties d~ring the great exciteall Liberals and communities wishing a lecturer.
dramatically, What, art mad? Well, I should remark. How ment at the beginning of the war. It is sufficient to quote
A. J. KRAFT.
much time and space and trouble would be saved and spared from Goodrich's Common School History of 1857. The
ATTLEBORO, MAss., Dec. 25, 1888.
if the readers of the letters would first try and understand Democratic party gained almost unopposed control in the
MR. EDI·roR: I will send you a communication on the sub- what they read! Will my brother now please read the short Southern states, while in the free states the organization
ject of the wonderful ride of Jesus into Jerusalem. As ~o- article above his own letter in the last TRUTH BEKKER, C. L. opposed to the extension of slavery became powerful under
day is the anniversary of the birth of our Lord and savior James's, and then read the letter to Colonel Ingersoll by J. H. the name of the Republican party. The Whig party ceased
Jesus Christ, and as all business has stopped, and I hav noth- Cook on the following page, and then please read over care- to exist as a national organization. That is enough. The
ing else to do, I wa8 Jed to contemplate some of the incidents fully my last letter and try and understand what they all whole South looked upon the Republican party as Abolitionthat happened in the career of the son of God while he was mean? and I also ask in the name of liberty and humanity ists at that time, and that was the ground of their secession
here on this earth trying his level best to work out our salva- that every reader of THE TRUTH BEKKER will do the same. I upon the election of Lincoln.
Now I hav given to the truth seekers a few of the most
tion for us, and appease the wrath of his father, our creator, am trying to giv to the Liberals and the world the greatest
who had condemned u~ to everlasting fire because Eve bad and most important truth that was ever given to humanity, important truths that were ever given to the world. They
eaten an apple that did not belong to hH. Now, Jesus, and I only desire that all may try to understand what I write are simple and plain. They are the germ of all liberty, and
knowing that we were not at all to blame for that lunch of before they criticise what they hav never heard or dreamed I ask every reader to study them and also to read some preEve's, concluded to try and make it np with his father and of. Mr. Greene just lightly skips over my letter without any vious letters of November 24th and February and April.
get a few of us out of a scrape which we were in no wise to thought of the stupendous consequences that must follow And I challenge any and all to giv me just one reason for
blame for getting into. S:> he came down and spent a few the taking off from the people of the burthen of about eight taxation, except that it compels the people to use bankers'
years·among the Jews, leading a roving life, living on what hundrPd millions a year by, as he surmises, stopping all debts to pay taxeR with and so lteeps them in circulation.
people gave him and never refusing an invitation to dinner taxation. But I wish to get the attention of all of the readers My idea means liberty not only for this country but for the
from anyone who would giv him a good square meal or a of THE TRUTH SEEKER, a11d'hope that all will try and becorre world, and it needs all of the patriotism that can be brought
Fraternally for liberty,
J. H. Woon.
drink. And if any offended him they got a piece of his mind interested in the great welfare of all. To do this I therefOJ e to it.
then and there, for he could not bear any opposition from
anyone, high or low. But he always took good care to make
himself scarce when his words stirred up the people beyond
endurance which was often the case. But many people hav
wondered 'why Jesus, after preaching a.!'d practicing nonresistance all his life, at last, jiJ.Il!t ~~ )I.e was about to be

make some very astonishing statements. First, I declare that
LOUISVILLE, KY., Jan. 1, 1889.
the almost universal b?lief. in the clai';ll that this is a free
MR. EDITOR: I shall never think of stopping my paper.
country has no foundation In truth. It IS not a free country,
Let the good work go on. There is no God. We hav a
never was a free country; it never was intended by thoee
thousand times more proof that there is no God than we hav
who
labo~ed
!or
four
month~
in
the
convention
that
created
1
that there is.
R. MoDoUGAL.
the ConstitutiOn, under which we hav been slaves for one

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 2, 1889.
I found that the train I was to go on was
to be delayed two or three hours, so I thought
I would take a stroll about this town called
lCdited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall Stomach. I had some very new and curious
Ri'ller, Mass., to t11hom all CommunicatiOTMfor experiences here. There was a shower that
this Corner sh<JUld btJ sent.
poured down about fifteen minutes after my
arrival. It did not seem like a rain storm, so
"Between the dark and the daylight,
I asked the conductor what it meant. He
When the night is beginning to lower,
told me that every time there was a nice pasOomes a pause in the day's ooonpations
senger on the trl!in they were put into a regThat is known as thll Ohildren's Hour.''
ular deluge of gastric. After this came a
kneading of some girls called Misses Muscle.
1\ Rhyme of Little Girls.
I was so churned and battered my own
Prithee tell me, don't yon think
mother would not hav known me.
Little gir's are dearest,
I soon found out the reason of this confuWith their cheeks of tempting pink,
And their eyes th9 cl~a.rest?
sion, for when I glanced down at my dress I
Don't YOU know that they are best
found it to be changed for a gray one, the
And or all the loveliest?
goods of which was called chyme.
Of all girls with roguish way3,
I was looking at a car when the Muscle
TheY are surely truest,
girls came up and carried me into it without
Sunshine gleams through all their days,
asking :whether I wanted to go in or not.
They see skies the b!nest,
A.nd they wear a diadem
The door of this car was -labeled Pyloric
Bummer bag bestowed on tlaem.
Orifice.
Lydia does not care a cent
After being seated in the car a few minutes
For the newest dances,
a card from Dr. Liver was handed me, aCShe is not on flirting bent,
companied with a bottle of wine called bile.
Has no killing glances,
Bn~ wHhout the slightest art
It was very bitter stuff, but tasted very sweet
She had captured many a heart.
in my mouth.
Older sisters cut you dead,
I bad just finished drinking the wine from
Little sisters never ;
Dr. Liver, ·when in came a new friend, Mrs.
They uon•t giggle when they'Ve said
Pnncreas. She came to me and gave me
S<}mething very clever.
some very excellent juice. I began to think
They just get behind a ehair,
Frowning, smiling at you there.
I had taken the right route to travel, a!l the
Florence, Lyd;a, Margaret,
greatest attention had been paid me ever since
Or a gen tie ~Iary,
I had left my home; with the exception of two
They form friendships that, once set,or three frights I received at first.
Never more can varyI omitted to say that the custom house
Stanch young friends they are and true,
officers .went and searched my satchel, and
Always clinging close to you.
took out all the goods that were in the shape
Bud• must into blossoms blow.
(Morn so earlY leaves us!)
of sugar and albumen that they could carry,
Maid3 mu,t into women grow.
and took them to Dr. Liver.
(I' here's the thing that grieves us!)
After Mrs. Pancreas left me my old friend
Psyche knots of flying curls,
Will came to the car door and told me he
That's good-bye to little girls.
could not accompany me any farther on my
-Mereatth Nichol•on in Indianapoli• Journal.
journey. I told him I was sorry, because he
Alle~ory.
was such good company, and it would. be
[Miss Carrie Sweet's (a piece of candy) very lonesome without him.
journey through the human body on Nov. 3,
I soon found I must change my gray dress
1887.]
for a white one called chyle goods, and send
In starting on tte interesting journey of my old dress on the Intestinal canal, which
my life, I was taken frommy quiet home by was broad-gage. I looked and felt so tall
a happy-looking echool.boy to a depot called that Mr. Digestion sent some servants by the
Mouth, on the D. A., or Digestiv Apparatus, name of Lacteal to carry me into the car of
road.
the Small Intestine. They took me in their
It was a dark place, except where the light arms and I rested as sweetly as a tired baby,
came in from the door when it was open, for but they were taking me to an L of grandthe dcor reached half. way around the room. mother's house, whose name was Mesenteric
There were twenty-eight bony-looking fel- Gland. As long as I stayed there I was petted
lows sitting in the depot when I entered. and fed until I was carried out into the ThoThey had little wh:te caps on their heads, racic duct. I had a most delightful trip down
which looked as if tl~y bad recently been in the Rhyne river of the body.
bed, and on rising bad forgotten to take them
I passed out through a stream called the
off, as they were in a hurry to meet eome of Sub-Clavian Vein. It was a regular Mammoth
their friends belonging to the Wisdom family Cave stream, and if I were asked to name it
who were coming on the train. It seemed by I should call it the river Styx.
the way they were talking and acting that
The water was a dark-red color and very
they belonged to a different family of Incisors, muddy. It did not look very inviting to take
the Cuspids, Bicuspids, and Molars.
a bath in, but that did not matter, as it was
All at once they ru~hed at me, and before the custom of every traveler. I was put into
I could get out of the way they commenced a plunge-bath, and then went into the Supetossing me about terribly, when a long fellow, rior Vena Cava. I then went over a dam
with red clothes on and a very red face, kept called Mitral Valve into Right Aurich~ Basin.
tossing me at them, and as I was constantly The water went over another dam, and I
bumping against them, tb,ey thought I wanted went into Right Ventrical. There was an
to hav another tussle. Dut if that long, red arrangement that had three points on the
fellow called Tongue had minded his own top. We passed this and sailed through an
business, I would hav been all right. But archway shaped like a half-moon, called Semi
now I thought my last day had come. Just Luna Valve, into a new river called Pulas my poor bones were almost made into monary Artery.
powder, my friend Will made his appearance.
From here I was taken into a county which
1 thought he could stop all the trouble I was looked like a Dutch bleachery. This was
·in, for I was nearly pulverized, and I thought Lung county.
it was time somebody was coming to save
Some pretty little fellows called Capillaries,
what little there was left of me. As my seeing the tired look on my face, offered
friend Will entered the depot Mr. Long their assistance by picking me up in their
Tongue pulled a cord, and six shower-bath arms, when instantly I was changed into a
sprinkles came down upon me until I was healthy, rosy-looking damsel, and was carnearly drowned. Just as I came up the ried into the prettiest little room, called Left
second time, I noticed that the wall was Auricle. There was a handsome crimson
covered with a velvety paper of a pink shade, curtain hanging between the room called
and that a curtain hung in the back end of Bicuspid Valve and the room I was in. I
the room. I did not know what was behind went past it into the Left Ventricle. From
the curtain, but I thought I would rather be there I went into a moon-shaped door, and I
anywhere than where I w:as, so when I came found I was on a large river called Aorta.
up the third and last time I gave one big
I told the captain I had some food for a
jump and landed somewhere behind the cur- friend of mine living on a farm owned by one
tain. I thought I had jumped from the Foot.
frying-pan into the fire. I landed on a trapThe custom house officers had not meddled
door called Epiglottis, and I came near fall- with my satchel, containing this jewel of
ing into a deep hole called Trachea, from gypsum formation, so I had no trouble about
which I am sure I should never hav escaped. obtaining it.
This place was not much better than the first
I gave this expensiv stone to Miss Corn,
place I was in. I stepped into an elevator feeling quite certain that she would most
room, and saw that the elevator was labeled probably wear it for memory of me as long as
Esophagus. I stepped into the elevator. It she lived.
went down so fast that when it stopped I was
You will probably hear of my death by
too dizzy to walk, so the elevator-boy by the means of a sharp razor or knife, and I will
name of Muscle pushed me into 1J. room, the spend the rest of my noble life in preparation.
1
ALMA V. WINEMAN.
door of which was labeled Cardiac Orifice.

Correspondence.
BuTLER, INn., Jan. 20, 1889.
Miss WIXON: I thought I would write you
a letter and tell you that my papa and mamma
read THE TRUTH BEEKER. I am twelve years
old. I go to school. ,
Please excuse me for not writing much this
time. If you will oblige me by putting this
in print, I will write again.
Little Freethinker, WILLIE ToMLINSON.
HoME CITY, KAN., Jan. 13, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I now endeavor to
write my first letter to you, telling that I go
to school every day I can. My teacher's
name is Miss Smith. She is a Christian. My
papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav two
brothers and. no sjster. My oldest brother's
name is Otto. His age is eight years. My
youngest brother's name is G. Bruno. His age
is six months. My own age is ten years.
With best wishes, I will cease writing.
Your Infidel friend 1
MARY VoGLER.

With kind wishes for you and all the little
girls of the Children's Corner, I am,
Your little friend,
ANNIE WILBON.
[We hav long promised ourself a winter
trip to Florida. Should we ever go there,
we will surely call on our bright little friend
Annie.-En. C. C.] ,
[It is a great pleasure to receive so many
letters ·from children. It is a matter of special
pride and interest that the .first,etters of many
children are written for the Children's Corner •.
There is great power in first principles. And
we trust the little trembling germs of thought,
sometimes very feebly expressed, will grow
to great strength and· far-reaching influence.
Now, we want all the children who write
the beautiful letters that appear from week
to week in the Corner to try their hands at
essays. We offer this subject for the first" Why is Free thought the Best Thought?"
Write brief essays on this topic and send
them to the editor of the Corner, and they
shall all be printed. Can you ask your papas
and mammas to help? Yes, if you wish; but
the ideas must be pnt. in your own language,
and you must tkink out the reasons yourselvs
as far as you are able to. This suggestion is
made in order to develop thought and the
reasoning faculties.-ED. 0. C.]

BAN JAOINTO, Jan. 12, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is Sunday and it
has been raining almost all day. I read THE
TRUTH BEEKER instead of the Bible. I am
glad to ·say that churches don't thrive out
here in our valley. We are free to do as we
choose. Some of our pious friends of the
next valley started a Sunday-school here, but
it soon went oiown. Farmers are busy putting grain crops in; prospect of a good season. There are twenty scholars in our school
now. Inclosed find ten cents toward the cow
Her Own IH:es~enger.
for Mr. Casey. I will Close. I remaifl as
A rain storm is really no excuse for keepever, Your Freethinking_ !riend,
ing a healthy, strong child from school; at
MARTHA DEMING.
least, teachers assert this is so. Some time
GEORGETOWN, CoL., Jan. 15, 1889.
a!!,O a teacher, on answering a knock at the
MY DEAR Miss WIXON: I see in THE TRUTH ecbool door, found one of her pupils well
SEEKBR of December 15th, and other issues, wrapped up to protect her from the rain.
a good deal about the hen-and-egg question,
and I thought I would figure on it a little. "Teacher, mother says I needn't come to
One way I make it forty-two, and another school to.day, 'cause it rains;" and downfifty-two and one-half eggs. I gave the puz- stairs the little maid flew like a frightened
zle in school to-day. No one seemed to know deer.
the correct answer, not even the teacher. She
is a very pleasant teacher. I like the Chil- SrNG a song of sixpence, you fellow full of rye,
dren's Corner very much. If any little Free- With not a cent to bury you to-morrow should
thinker would write to me I would gladly
youdil'.
answer such letters. I hav a magpie that The keeper's in the barroom counting ant his
runs after the cat, and pulls her fur and
money:
whiskers.
.
His wife is in the parlor with well-dressed sis and
sonny;
I wish you a very happy new year. From
Your wife has gone out working and washing
your little Freethinker friend,
people's clothes,
WILLIE WE8COTT OLD.
To pay for old rye whisky to color up your nose.
GEORGETOWN, CoL., Jan. 16, 1889.
Miss WIXON, Dear Madam: As Willie is
visiting, I inclose a few lines to yc>u. We
enjoy the Children's Corner in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. You are doing a· grand work in
educating the young in Freethought principles-no superstition in your teaching. May
you be spared many years to continue your
good work, is our sincere desire.
Yours for Freethought, MRs. T. B. OLD.
P.S.-We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
from the start, nearly fifteen years ago.
[Such kind words as the above, which frequently come to us, giv us courage to go on
with our work. There shall be no superstition in our teachiJ;Ig if we know it, only
truth, knowledge, common sense, the virtues,
and right principles.-ED. C. C.]

PERHAPS those who are fond of tonguetwisting sentences may like to repeat the
following couplet correctly and rapidly:
The swan swam over the river; swim, swan, swim;
The swan swam back again ; well swam, swan !

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a LifetimP. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.

ApplPs of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 3~3pp., $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

E.ome and Interesting Book, Without Superstition. for Obildren and Youth. 'I'he Only Freethmkers' Children'S Story-Book ever iesned.
66 full- page Illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

AusTIN, ILL., Jan. 12, 1889.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: I hav at last prepared the Allegory I promised to send to
you so long ago, and I hope it will appear in
the Corner. It has been 9-,uite a long time
J.D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
since I hav written to the Oorner, but I will
try and write often hereafter.
We hav moved from Chicago to a subur- Tile Blble-Wimt Is IU A: pamphlet containing eight ohapt~>rs in refut,ation
ban town six miles from the court house, and
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
are building us a home.
book of pure thoul!'ht. and correct in all its
I thank you very much for your kind reutterances. Prioe. 25 cents.
gards forwarded to me by Mr. Hoffman, and Studie!' in 'Jrbeolo;;y. A clear exposihope you will be able to come and visit us
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse. th~ologically denominated "the
some time. Wishing you a long life, I remain,
fall."
Price, 10 cents.
Your Liberal friend, ALMA WINEMAN.
Notice.-Any of theyoung folks that cor- Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ and effirmativ standpomt, showing
responded with me and received no answer
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
to their letters, please send their address to
tf
Austin, lll., and the letters will be answered.
A.W.
NOW R.FADY.
LAKE CITY, FLA., Jan. 12, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am a little girl eleven
years old. I liv with my brother Hugh, about
a mile from town, and our friend W. H. H.
Pearson, from Parkersburg, W.Va., is living
with us now. My mother is living fifteen
miles from here, on a farm, ~nd comes to see
me nearly every Saturday. I hav been going
to the Peabody school, but had to stay out
during Christmas to help my brother in the
store, but my friend helps me learn my lessons evenings. We hav a real nice _teacher,
Miss Julia Thweatt, from Georgia. My
brother and I go to the Presbyterian Sundayschool every Sabbath, except when we go to
see mother. I hav a beautiful pigeon. Her
name is Daisy. I got a huge doll for one of
my Christmas presents. I named her Violet,
because she has such bright blue eyes.
We hav no snow in this summer land, and
seldom any ice, but we hav many chilly days.
The orange-trees look green and beautiful.
My brother has some Le Contt: pear-trees,
which do well here.
Miss Wixon, if you should ever cvme down
to spend a winter in Florida, please come
and see me.
'

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
. This volume comprises ~ome of the abl~st and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver dnrmg the
past forty-five years. It i8 neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likene~s of the venerable editor of the
Investiyator. Every Liberal should l)av this book
in his nome. It is now ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE .TRUTH BEEKER CO.
As a Means for the Production of

Relief Printing Plates
We can recommend the three processes operated
by this Company.
Their ZINO ETCHINGS for cheap and coarse
newspaper work, and their M088-TYPE process,
by which engravingR are mAde direct from photo-.
graphs. as w~ll "" t.J,eir MOSS :PROCESS OF·
PHOTO-ENGR\ VING. are all superior to any
other like metb d•.
AildreAs
MOBS ENGRAVING CO.,
635 Pearl St., New York.
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NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallacttum says: "The chapter
on • How to Learn a New Language ' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
Bctence (high authority) aa:ya: "We hav tried tha
methods of association adVIsed in this book on
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NEW YORK:

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Godev's Lad.ll's BooJc says: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most important, and, we are fully convinced, reliable."· Price by mail, $1.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

CODS AND RELICIONS

THE

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
I

Marriage and Parentage.

=Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inI eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
8vo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Religious Systems of the World.
8vo, 957pp. Cloth, $8 per vol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; morocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 La.fayette Place, N~>w York.

In Their Sanitary and PhYaiolol{!cal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
The Sctenttllc .4mertcan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this ia
radically different ; it is scientific, sober, olean,
and worthy of conamentioua consideration by ev·
ery possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co:l
28 Lafayette Place, l'lew York.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.

New Edition, Revised and Enlar~red.

OF

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
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. D. P. Henderson, Chattanooga.
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1
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TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
'
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Fo1· Schools and the Home.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY,

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
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COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

THOUGHTS ON SCIENCE, THE·
OLOGY, AND ETHICS.

BY JoHN WILSON, M.A.
The object of the book, as expressed in the pref·
ace, is to giv a correct sketch of the main lines of
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
modern thought in small compass, and in language simPle enough to be easily understood. In
other words, it is a condensation of more voluminous writers, and classification of their definitions
of science, theology, and ethics, and a statement
THE ORIGIN OF ENERGY;
of what belongs to each. As a text· book to clear
OR 1
thinking and logical reasoning, and a guide in
forming scientific conclusions, this book is in·
ALL MATTER TENDS '1'0 ROTATION.
valuable. The Literary Gutae ranks it as "one of
A hypothesis which throws light upon all the the foremost wnrka of the preaen t century i" while
phenomena of nature. Electricity, mag~etiam, the Preethinlc:erl in " heartily recommendmg it "
gravitation, light, heat, and chem10al actiOn ex- as "simple and ucid in style, correct in thought,
plained upon mechanical principles and traced and ample in information," declares that it "is
just the thing to put in the hands of a plain man
to a single source.
who desires the beat ideas on evolution in relation
By LEON 0. HAMILToN, M.D.
to
science and ethics in a moderate comt1_asa."
Vol. I. Origin of Energy; Electrostatics and
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Magnetism.
100 illus.-ino. ports. of Faraday and Maxwell.
8vo, clo., $3.
THE
Address TH"E TRUTH I:IEEKER CO.
NEW ZEALAND.

The Twentieth Century

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MA.N
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The moat. perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

.JUST PUBLISHED !

ORRGQN.

PENNSYLV.ANIA.

Unequaled in quality and price. Everyone
carefullY examined before ahtpment, sent prepaid
with guarantee.
BEST AMERICAN STEM-WINDERS :
3 Ounce Silverine Case: 7 jewels, $8; 11 jewel@, :t9.50;
15 jewels, $12.50: do., adjusted, $16.50. In 3 ounce
coin silver case, f3 more; 4 ouDce, ~4 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust-proof,$~ more. In opon face, patent
dust-proof filled goJd oases, $16; 11 i!lwela, $1.50
more; 1-5 jewels, $4.50 more; do., atiiusted $8.50
more. In hinged back cases, g_laaa malde cap, $2
more; do., gold cap, $4 more. Extra fine, arti•tic
chased, very rare. in hunting or open face, $32 to
$40. llll fiiled oases accompanied by manufacturer's
guarantee for 20 years.
THE OELEBBATED "OTTO WETTSTEIN " WATCH :
A.ll modern improvements-a perfect watch-in
S!lverine case, $19 50; in a ounce Silver case, $22.50;
4 oun«e, $28.50; 5 ounce, $25; 6 ounce, $2f (no better
•old elsewhere for $40). Inopen.face, acrew·filled,
Gold case. $27; do., hin!!:ed, gold cap, $31; do.i
hunting,$33; do., Louis XIV stYle, $35. In Specia
artistic oases, $5 to $10 more. In 14k Solid Gold
cases, S50 to $100. Ladies' Beat Filled, $18, •20 to
$26; 14k Solid Gold, $28, $8(), $32, $34, $40, $50 to $150 ;
latter oases set richly w1th jewels.
DIAMONDS:
I am an expert in this line and guarantee my
goods below regular market Price. Rings, Pins,
Eat drops 1 Studs, etc .• worth $35, for $25: $70 for
$50; $100 tor $75: $200 for $HO; $500 for $375. All
sent subject to approval, and cash refunded if not
striotly as represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinds~> Specialty, Chains and Jewelry of all
kinds. Seleet from any catalog, order of me and
aave money.
_SUNDRIES:
Beat Spectacles, $1 (send line of finest print you
can read 14 in chew from eyes). Razor, $1; beat, $2.
Boat Triple-plated Knives, $1.76 P.er 6. Forks, $1 75
per 6. Tea S_poona. $1 70 per 6 Table Spoons, $8 40
per 6. Solid l:lilver Spoons, $1.60 per ouuce, marked.
l:l1lver Thimbles, 35 cents. Set Beat V10lin Strings,
50 cents: Guitar Strings, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
Alarm Olook, $4.50, worth $6. Largest Albums, in
plush and leather, $1, $2, $3, $5,$71 $10. Send to me
and save moneY.
OT'l'O WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. III.
My Popular FREETHOUGHT BADGES: $2, $2-75, $3,
$3.50 1 $4, $4.50, $6, $8, $10, $12.50, $15 1 $20,$25, $40, and
t65. All Solid Gold.

CHAMPIONS o!EI~HE CHURCH:

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders o.f
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christiana),
from the time of Menu to the present. Svo, 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
leather, $4 ; mor ., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. N.Y.

The Agnostic Annual :

1889.

Coi!ITENTs.-Mr. Gladstone and Colonel Ingersoll, Samuel Laing The Atrophy of Religion,
Constance 0. W. Naden; .lEquo Animo: A Sonnet, Joseph Ellis; Life : thfl Agnostic Definition,
A. Simmons (lgnotm): Now is the Accepted
Time: A Poem, W. B. McTaggart; Women and
Agnosticism, E. LYnn Lmton; The Sublimity of
Nature, Charles Watts: Immortality: A Poem,
W. Stewart Rosa (Saladin) : Science and its Detractors, John Wilson, M.A.; A!fnOstioism among
the Moors, H. L. Hardwicke, M.D.; The Alonenasa of Man, 0. M McC.
Price.t 25 cents.
Address THE THUTH SEEKER CO.

MIRACLES
Al!ID

MIRACLE WORKERS.

Contains the Runday addresses of HUGH 0. PENTECrimes and Persecutions.
cosT, New York's famous Agnostic and social
By JOHN PEOK.
economist, besides other interesting matter.
8vo, 11119pp, Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
Issued weekly. Annual subscription $1.
gilt edges, J4.50.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
pr· Subscribers will receive as a Premium Mr.
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Pentecost's book," WHAT I BELIEVE."
Sample copies sent on applicA.tion. Address the
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
publisher,
FRED. C. LEUBUSOBER,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
76 Nassau street. New York Oit.!!".

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, ffioth, 1.00; PaPer, 50 cents.
1.'luJ Trade S'Up']Jlied at Spedal ~aunts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings o! Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with auto.ll"raph, 50 ota.
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The Bishop and the Dallet-Gir:h.
Every reader of the-daily papers has heard
of the great debate in the Pan-Anglican
synod on that. momentous topic, "The attitude of the church toward the stage." The
bishop of Sadlers Wells it was who, on that
occasion, took up his parable on behalf not
only of the drama as a fine art, but on behalf
of actors and actresses as human beings. His
lordship even went the length of saying a
word in defense of the ballet-girl, being nobly
seconded in this respPct by tbe bishop of Fiji,
who stated that in his own diocese saltatory
exercises, not dissimilar from those of the
ballet, were considered to possess a deep re.
ligiouR significance. One or two other libera\.minded prelates took the pame side; but,
on the whole, the feeling of the meeting ran
high the other way. Indeed, so warm became some of their lordships that if the conference had not had to rise early in order to
attend the banq•1et given in their honor by
the Poulterers' Company there is no knowing
what the (Hference mi~ht hav grown to.
.
Now, among the anti-theatrical party there
was none more violent or dogmatic tban Dr.
Septimus Grundy, hrd bishop of Malta. If
raving and thumping coulrl hav destro.yed
the British drama, the bishop of Malta's
spl'ech would, undoubtedly, hav had that
effect. He ridiculed actors, he denounced
actresses; but it was against the ballet and
all who took part in or abetted it that he directed the brunt of his attack. " He was
pained and grieved bel:ond expression," he
said, in a fine· peroration, " by the words
which had fallen from their brother of F1ji.
For the poor cannibals of heathen climes there
might be some excuse. But what condemnation could be too strong fur thoPe who would
encourage their white sisters in this Christian
isle to exhibit themselvs in a condition which
put the naked savages of the South sea to
the blush?"
Several other prelates spoke to the same
effect, if less eloquently, including the bishops of Coventry, Laputa, California, Botany
Bay, as well as one of the most con~picuouR
figures in the conference-the black bishop of
Ulundi. They all went home togetht·r in an
omnibus, comforting themselvswnh a further
interchange of virtuous indignation, aqd their
speeches were subsequently pubiishld in
pamphlet form by the Anti-Theatrical League
and distributed gratis at the doors of Exeter
Hall.
The day after the discussion, when the
bishop of Malta came down to breakfast
(which he did rather late, having overslept
himself, owing to the exhausting effects of
the Poulterers' banquet), he found the following note among his letters :MY DEAR GRUNDY: I ~m ~RlriDg the few members
of the conference whom I know personally to
honor me for an hour or two· after dinner to-morrow. Will you m~ke one of th•m 1 We shall hope
to see Mrs. Grundy on a future occasion, bnt I am
planniug th1o evening specially for the bi•hops.
Yours very truLY, STANLEY HAWTHORNE.
Now, although the bishop had formerly
known the Rev. Atanley Hawthorne rather
well. he did not much like him, and he re.
sen ted being addressed as "My Dear
Grundy." Moreover, Mr. Hawthorne was a
clergyman of notoriously heterodox views,
especially on the subject of the theater.
"I don't think I shall go," said the bishop
to his wife; "let me see; what is arranged
for to.morrow night ?"
"Dinner of tht" Home and Foreign PrayerBook Society, 7:30," replied Mrs. Grundy,
referring to a li~t of her husband's PanAnglican engagements. "I myself hav arranged to dine with Mary Anne, but I shall
be home at 10 o'clock, and I should not
advise you to go to Mr. Hawthorne's. After your speech yesterday, he ought to
know that you and he hav nothing in common."
"Just so, my dear," said the bishop; "but
I do not wish to offend the man. I wish you
would drop him a line for me, and say that I
will come if I ca~, but hav another engagement for that evemng."
Mrs. Grundy did so accordingly.
The next evening, however, at the Home
and Foreign Prayer-Book Society's dinner,
the bishop discovered that his brethren of
Coventry and Lnputa, who were sitting near
him, were both going to Mr. Hawthorne's.
They pressed him strongly to accompany
them, and, as the dinner was over at 9.30. Dr.
Grundy thought that he might as well look
in at Mr. Hawthorne's for half an hour and see
what was going on.
There was quite a string of broughams and
hansom cabs at the door when they arrived,
and as they went up-stairs the biRhops heard
the sounds of a piano and female voices in
the drawing-room.
"Dear me," said Bishop Grundy to Mr.
Hawthorne, who was awaiting them on the
landing, "I was hardly prepared for this."
His lordship was a little shy by nature, and
was accustomed to rely on the support of
Mrs. Grundv in female society.
. "There are only one or two lady friends of
my wife's here, who hav come to giv us a
little music." said Mr. Hawthorne; '• pray do
not mind them. You will find it is quite a
bishops' party." And with that he ushered
the three new arrivals in and presented them
to Mrs. Hawthorne.
The bishop of Malta looked around him
rather nervously when he had paid his com.
pliments to his hostes~. He did not ft>el more
comfortable when he discovered that, besides
the two ladies at the piano, several others
were scattered about the room, while the
back drawing-room was quite full of young
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ladies, with the bishop of f:ladlers Wells gadding about among them like an episcopal
btitterfl.y. After this sight it was a relief to
Dr. Grundy to find some of his own friends
among the dozen or so of prelates who were
standing about talkin~ to the ladies. There
was the bishop of California and the bishop
of Botany Bay, and presently, in a distant
corner, his lorcship detected the ebony complexion and fl.a8hing teeth of the bishop of
Ulundi, who appeared to be very much ti!tea.rete with a dt-cidedly attractiv lady in black
lace and diamonds.
" Let me introduce your lordship to my
friend, Miss Tottie Simpson," said the voice
of Mrs. Hawthorne.
The bishop submitted mechanically. In
another moment he found himself seated in
a bay-window besirle a siren with a bewitching little smile and a pair of eyt-s which at
first made the bishop blush each time they
looked at him. Miss Simpson, however,
proved to be one of t-he most agreeable, as well
as the most beautiful, ladiPs the bishop had
ever met. She asked him innumerable questions about his diocese and the work of the
synod, and presently the good man was telling her all about Malta and the Maltese, and
the Carthaginian Mission, and chatting as
confidentially as though they had been friends
for years.
There was more music, vocal and ir.strumental. The young ladies in the back drawing-room-Dr. Grundy was quite surprised on
a closer inspection to see how young they
were, and how comely-,.came out in a borly
and sang a lively little chorus, in which Miss
Tottie took a part. Some one told the bishop
it was out of ''Ali Baba," which rlid not enliJ!hten him much. · Then the black-lace lady
left the bishop of Ulundi, and sang a ~ong in
Italian, in a style which even Dr. Grundy
dimly perceived to be magnificent. Our good
bishop was introduced to the black-lace lady,
and to several other young ladies, and found
them all very chatty and pleasant and dePply
interested in church affairs and the work of
bishops. Altogether his lordship was having
a very agreeable time of it, when he suddenly
looked at his watch and found it was ten
minutes to 12. A Cinderella in apron and
gaiters could not hav got down Mrs. Hawthorne's staircase more expeditiously than did
Dr. Grundy on making this discovery.
" On, but you mustn't go yet, Grundy,"
said Mr: Hawthorne, encountering his guest
in the hall; " I hav got several things to say
to you; in fact, I want to hav a word with
the members of the synod collectivly."
" I really can't stop a moment, thank you.
Should like to very much, but my wife expected me at 10 o'clock."
" Well, I hope you hav had a pleasant
evening. Did you like that Miss Simpson?''
"A most charming girl," replied the bishop,
struggling into his ·overcoat; '' perfectly
charming. Who is she ?"
"Well, she's a professional dancer. I fancy
she is now engaged in the ballet at the opera.
My wife
, could tell you. I am so glad you

__

"You don't mean to tell me, Hawthorne,"
gasped the bishop. Then a light broke in
upon him. "Who were the other women?"
he a~ked, in a very different tone.
"All theatrical penple. They belong to
our Gospel Players' Guild, you know. Most
of the younger ones were chorus or balletgirlR, but there were one or two actresses of
higher standing in the room. Miss .KitcheRthe one in black lace, who sung last-is the
new prima donna, Mme. Schicini, who has'
just made such a hit at the opera. The truth
is, I planned this as a little surprise, Grundy,
in the
, hope of dissipating prejudices which

__

"Upon my word, Hawthorne, I cannot
complimPnt you upon the good taste of your
joke." (The bishop drew himself np as he
spoke and frowned portentously.) ''Under
your roof, I can hardly say more, nor hav I
time to discuss the matter. I wish you a
verv goorl-evening."
With that his lordship stalked majestically
off to the cab which harl been called for him.
•• What on earth makes you so late, BPptimue ?" aPked Mrs Grundy, as her spouse
came in, and there was something in her voice
which the good man did not at a)l like;
"where ht.v you been to?"
"To Hawthorne's, my dear."
"Indeed; and what was going on the:r:e?"
" Oh, tea and small talk," returned the
bishop, evasivly.
" And who was there, pray?"
"About twenty members of the synod, I
should think." His lordship had a feeling
that he would rather defer any allusion to
Miss Tottie and the other ladies at present.
" But what hav you bPen doing all this
time, Septimus?" persisted the lady.
" Hawthorne wouldn't let us go. He
wanted to get up a church and stage discussion, I think; but I left bPfore it came to
anything. Excuse me, my dear," added the
misguided man, conscious that he was not
showing well under cross-examination, "but
I hav a ·bad headache and should like to go
to bed." And to bed his lordehip went,·
where he dreamed all night that he and Miss
SimpROD were playing harlequin and eolum.
bine, with the biPhop of Ulundi as clown, in
a private pantomime at Lambeth Palace.
Some few days after this incident, Mrs.
Grundy received one of the most severe
shocks she had ever experienced.
"My dear," said the bishop one afternoon,
on returning from lois Pan-Anglican labors,
"a Mr. Oldrury, whom I understand to be a
theatrical manager of some eminence, has

sent, through the honorary secretaries, an
invitation to the entire synod to witness a
performance of Italian opera at his theater."
"Was ever such impudence!" exclaimed
Mrs. Grundv.
"No doubt," replied the bishop; and thim,
after a little hesitation, he added: " The·
matter was talked over at the rising of the
C'Ooference, and it was agreed that, as a re.
fusal in the name of the synod might expose
the church to obloquy, no jflint action should
be taken, but the individual bishops should
be left to accept or not, as they think fit."
. "Indeed!" said Mrs. Grundy, pursing up
her lips.
.
"Yes, my dear, and-h'm-taking various
circumstances into consideration, I hav-h'm
-purely on public grounds, you understand
-h'm-in short, made up my mind to attend."
,
Mrs. Grundy literally jump~d. out of her
seat.
" You, Septimus!" she shriei ed. and the
shriPk was distinctly audible in the ba~ement.
"Yes, Maria," ~aid the bishop, with a deprecatory wave of tbe hand; "the position 1
hav taken up in relation to the stage make~
it important that I should show myself perfectly unprPjudiced. I shall let it be publicly
known that my purpose in attending this performance is solely to inform my own mind.
On the occurrence of any breach of propriety
I shall at once leave the building. Those
who supported me in the recent debate agree
that this is the wisest course. They also
intend to be present."
Mrs. Grundy was silenced. Apparently
she was also convinced; for when a week
later the bishop of Malta took his place in the
front row of the stalls at the Opera House,
strange to rdate, Mrs. Grundy was by his
side.
Looking around her as soon as her eyes
grew accustomed to the unwonted glare, the
good woman was much ~omforted to find in
the seats immediately behind her the bishop
of Laputa and his lady. lt'urther down in the
same row were to be seen their lordships Gf
Coventry and Botany Bay, each accompaniPd
by his wife, while in the very center of the
house stood out the burlv form and curly
locks of the bishop of Ulundi, who w!ls a
single man. Of course there were many
more bishops. The house seemed swarmin~~;
wilh them-not to mention the lesser ecclePiastic!\1 lights which studded the firmament
in all directions. The news of such an unusual audience had also drawn a "very full
attendance of the general public.
All went well till the end of the second act,
and, happily, up to then no "breach of propriety" compelled the bishop of Malta to
fulfill his threat of retiring from the scene.
At that point, however, some evil spirit .bad
prompted Mr. Oldrury to interpolate a ballet,
as though that were the one thing wanting to
adapt the .opera to the taste of an episcopal
audience. Not having studied his program
very closely, the bishop of Malta was quite
unaware of the treat in store, until at the end
of the act troops of short-skirted damsels suddenly invaded the stage and commenced to
pirouet and caper, apropos of nothing. His
lordship hardly &new how to act in this terrible emergency. He had a const-itutional
aversion to creating a scene, and, besides, the
movements of the dancers struck him as picturesque and interesting.
"Sit still for the present, Maria." he whis.
pered, in answer to an inquiring glance from
his wife; "we need not look."
So Mrs Grundy thonght; but she noticed
that the bishop did look all the same, and, an
instant later, she saw him start and color
crimson. Little did ·she know the cause. In
the front row of the band of coryphees who
tripped down to the footlights at that moment
his lordship had recognized Miss Tot tie Simpson.
"It surpasses the worst I could hav imagined, Septimus!" whispered Mrs. Grundy;
"look at that dreadful creature in frontpainted up to the eyes I Why, what is she
doing? I declare the hussy is nodding and
laughing at us!"
"Nonsense, Maria; it must be some one
behind." said the poor bishop, with a jerk of
his shoulder in the direction of his brother of
Laputa.
·
"It is some one in this direction," continued
the lady; "and I declare that there's another
behind her doing it, too."
Mrs Grundy was right. In the row behind Miss Tottie was another of Mr. Hawthorne's gospel players who had just recognized the bishop of Laputa, and bestowed a
friendly nod on that young and good-looking
prelate.
Bishop Grundy took out his handkerchief
and mopped his brow. What would Tottie
do next? That was the agonizing thought
upon his mind. Would she kiss her hand?
Heaven alone could tell what these girls were
capable of. His lordship felt the eyes of the
whole house (not to mention those of Mrs.
Grundy) upon him and Tottie. It was the
most awful moment of his life.
•' I shall leave the theater for a moment,
Maria," he whispered; "it is worse than I
expected. I feel it iR-h'm-necesRary to
make a protest. You hRd better r~main here.
I shall return for the last act." With that he
arose and made his way out.
It seemed as if all his lordship's party in
the synod were only waiting this signal, for
simultaneously the bishops of Laputa, Coventry, Botany Bay, and California arose and
left, followed by the ebony prelate of Ulundi,
who created a profound impression by tread.
ing on the toes of every lady he passed on his

way out. The withdrawal of their lordRhips
was, of course, noticed all over the house, and
its significance could not be mistaken.
The six dissentient prelates met in the corridor. While they were standing there up
came a gentleman of affable bearing and
courteous manners, and introdticed himself
as Mr. Oldrury. He expressed himself
stricken with remorse and dismay that anything in the ballet should hav given offense to
his guests, and besought their lordships toremain for the rest of the performance.
The bishops murmured that such was their
intention.
"I confess I think it a pity that you introduced this dancing business," said the bishop
of Malta, with a mixture of hauteur and con.
descension; "still, we muRt not look a gifthorse in the mouth, Mr. Oldrury. On the
whole, we are indebted to you for a very
agreeable entertainment."
"Delighted to hear it, I am sure," said Mr.
Oldrury in a much more cheerful tone;
"now, might I ask if any of your lordships
would honor me by taking a peep at our stage
and scenic arrangements. I take the liberty
of hoping that a moment'11 personal inspect-ion would. correct many misconceptions.
Thank you, my lord. This way, please.
Mind thP. steps, gentlemen."
Mr. Oldrury had moved off as he delivered
his invitation, and was followed instantly by
t.be bishop of Ulundi. The example of the
black bishop !Pd the others to follow one by
one, until Dr. Grundy found himself bringing
up the rear of the procession.

.
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The curtain had .been down some time, and
the orchestra were taking- their places again
for the next act. Mrs. Grundy was looking
rather anxiously at the door by which her
hmb~nd had disappeared, when simultaneously exclamations from several parts of the
house called her attention to the stage.
•• Look, look," she heard; ''the curtain's
going up! Something's wrong!"
Something certainly was. The curtain was
going up, and-good hea.vens !-what was it
revealing? Left center-two bishops with
two ladies of the ballet. Right ceoter-two
more bishops with two more ladies of the ballet. Up the stage, center, one bi~hop (my
lord of Malta) in conversation with one lady
of the ballet (Miss Tottie SimpAon). In the
extreme distance a negro bishop tete a. tete
with Cherubino (Mme. t:lchicici). It was all
over .in a quarter the time it takes to tPII.
There WRB a wild shriek on the stage. In an
instant :fleshings and gaiters scuttled wildly
away in difftrent directions. Then down
came the curtain again amid one of the most
spontaneous roars of laughter ever heard in a
theater, and Mrs. Grundy was seen to rise
from her seat and rush wildly out of the auditorium.
There were six empty chairs at the Lambeth conference next morning. Within a
few hours six ladies, each attended by a.
bishop, might hav been observed leaving
London en route for various. portions of the
globe.-London T1·uth.
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the Ears dispelled b:l' ~ few applications. Cata.rrhal difficulties of Eyes or E ..rs insto.ntly removed. Bent the world over. Box with lnatruotiona, by mall, 1111 cents. ·
B. A. NlllALlll~
11!1&0
Shakers P. 0 .• N. x.

The Secular Soeiely of Kent, 0.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at~
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MAlliUS HEIGHToN, Sec.

oB,

r' .

""""'

Meets every Friday even in~:, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15'h street. Lectures and discussionK. 'l'ne public cordially invited.

'I be Newark Liberal

GIRARD'S WILL

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, havin~r.established
b.is Pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pelitioa.l, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen lanAN EXPOSE
guage, and easily understood. T'.aere is just suffi. Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
~ient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth iB being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion ..
:ror 1ale at this oftloe. Price. S1.00.
By RroH. B. WESTBBoox, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEXEB.

Girard College Theology.

ROMAN ISM,

Akron, 0., Freetlaotl;ttt Union.
The Akron Freethought Uuioo meets every
Sunday evening in the Elall or Cramdr's BlOck,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.
BACON AND !SHAKSPERE.
Proof. that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnets written by I!'ra.ncis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HE~l<Y
Bunn. Price. 25 cents. For sal~ at this office.

PAIN~'S

NEW EDITION.

DANCER AHEAD.

The Secret of the East,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
OB1
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
The Origin of the Christian Religion
this Republic.
and the Significance of its

By A. _.. GROVER.

Rise and Decline.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Addre&s Tl'IE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

AGE. OF iU.ASON.

The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll
cal \\'orks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies fo.
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with t.t e
proposed independence of America from Grea
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
daming arguments •
will not leave num
bers at·a loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepa
ration."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paint'
writine:s.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

HISTORY
01!' TlJB
INTEU,ECTU .AL DEVELOP:MEN'J

Of Europe.

------------------~-----

oB

Lea:~.ue

Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 8 o'clo"k, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

The Church of Practical Religion.

Revised Edition-2 vols-Prioe, $8.
By JOliN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.T'
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
WORKS OF 0. B.

Christianity a

WHITFORD, M.D.

Reward for Crimt>,

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo. 29 pages,

RinLE

FARRICATIO~S

100,

REFUTED;

And Its Errors Exposed.
Price, $1.00.

ROOT. G. INGERSOLL'S

For sale at this office.

•OPENING BP:IGIGOH TO THE JURY

Charles Watts's Works.

in the suit of the

Bankers' and Derchants' Tele·
I'J'aph Company
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
ipeeoh that THE TRUTH SEEXEB he.s obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

L. K. Washburn's
works.
--~nnday and the !ilabbath.

"A law
re~atinl!' human con~ not on the Sabbath is
an Impert1n11nce." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the ChrisCh
h
"Th Th' t
·
•
nrC o
e
1r y-mne
t Ian
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to l!;ill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the De1ty to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.

Saints and Sinners.

10 cents.

'rhe History of Freethought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price,1.2b. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freetho-qght and it~
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Free·
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Bee·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine.
teenth Cen~ury.
Se('nlarism; Destructiv and Construe·
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 76 ots.
,
Tracts. The _followmg tract~ by Chas.
Watts are published at the low priCe of FIVli
OENTB EACH: Defense of Secular Principles.
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the B~bl!l; .Fre!lthouf,ht and

fn'Il~e~c!'~~gb~~~i~~t~a~~\{~!~~~; ~r~:c~~
larism; Science and Bible Ant~J.gonistic:
Christian Boheme of Redem_Iltion. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

SpiPrri.ten,al iesnmts.: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1'
10 5 0
Is Liberalism Mora11 Price, 5 cents. The

Present and the Future

Temperance and th~ BiblA. 5 cents.
Republic of Nortl• America
Social Problt>ms. Price, 10 cents.
BY A CAPITALIST.
Was Jefilnq lnsanA1 Price, 10 cents.
A book advooatingassociatelife as a remedy for
The Public Schools and the Catholic povert;v. vice, and crime. It deals with the ~resent
Church.
Pn'ce, 5 cents.
oondit10ns of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poora.ndviciousunderourpresentsystem. The
~
remedy, the author thmks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a. vivid picture of the future
By Kilton WoolleY, M.D •• Author of "Hebrew Republic of North Amer1c1>, as it will be when
Mr~hology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
society shall be or~ranizad on the _Principles of
~-:d i h' h
t Th
.
G d Rational Communism. The book iS vigorously
The~~1 hath""" n 18 ear '
ereil no 0 • and interestingly written.
-[Ps. XIV, 1'
k th t th [Old B
Chlldrr"''. and fool1 spea
e ru .aw.
Paper,.."'0 c.; c I o th , '"'I
~ •
Paper, 1llmo, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
AcUress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
ll8 Lafayette Pl., New York.

•LSAM ON THE WORD GOD
and EAR B"
EYE
SHAKER
·[
·
\,
.
81~*••-fl."~
-·a • y,~nM.,
' "" In"n.Jnl.7• 8··-···.·
e·

2~7.

meets every Sunday in Induatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social question~
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Tru1 h
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap ratt s

The"" anhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.

AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSBS 01!' RBABON.

A FEW WORDS

79

I

Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

•

150 .

Origin ot the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 250.

A.

Masonic Vindication of Right,
A Protest Against Persecution.
Pa'Per, 12mo, 86 pages,
- 15c.
Addresr THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2F Lafayette Pl.. NAw York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. Muss:
Was Jeans an Impostor 1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or
Real Blal:iphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Mose
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Bocrates1 Buddha, and Jesus
s cts. Christianity a Degraoing Reljg10n. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
t'!pinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits,
Sets. Miracle-Workers. 5cts. Health, Wealth.
and H!iPPiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 6 cts.
Address Watts and Co .• 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E. C., Lon lon. Enll.

JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In vour mAetings, to make t heni hvely and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYliiN BooK contams songs
by the best. uotHB, adapted to ~ eH·known tutJes.
It is hil!'hly recomm•nded by MesKrH. Wakeman,
Parton Wrigbt, Green, Uuderwood, 1\Irs. Bleuker,
and, indeed, by a.ll who hav examined it. Pnce,
15 cents.
Address TuE TBUTH SEEXEB Oo.
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THE rabbi of the synagog at Omaha recently

1

gLADSTONE, HUXLEY, M ULLJCR,
LINTON, REVILLE.

IV. Proem-to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone .
V. Dawn of Creat.ion. An Answer to Mr. Glad-stone. By Albert Reville, D.D. .
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. LYnn Linton.
This is a new book and contains thelat~st discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of ita able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
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of g[hought.

ABRAIIAM, Jacob, and David, the three greatest
favorite of their God, and to whom were given
the largest·.favors, showed by their conduct a
most depraved disposition. Apparently they bad
but one good qualit.y-viz., willingneRs to obPv
and flatter God. But, from the theologiMl point
of view, this iR tile sum and substance of morality,
No one except a person of the most degraded
character could act as
Abt•aham is said to hav
acted to his wife, his concubine, and his son. Yet
MAx O'RELT.'s "Jonahe is held up as an example
than and His Continent "
of goodness. Jacob was
is having a great sale.
the meat contemptible deceiver. Yet not only in
THE great New York
·api te of his deceit, but by
cathedral is to hav the
means of it, he secures a
finest chime of bells in
blea~ing from his God. His
the world.
brother Esau, who seems to
hav been an honorable and
A CATHOLIO society to
R"eneroua man, is forsaken.
colonize the South has
DR.vid appears to hav been
born a natural criminal.
been formed at PittsHaving formed a band of
burgh, Pa.
sll the desperadoes in the
country, he began life as a
THE Universal Peace
brigand chief. During life
Society of this country
ho committed the greatest
will hav an exhibit at the
m·imes, and on his death•
Paris Exposition.
bect requested his son to
murder a man whom he
IT is said that America
was in honor bound to Pl'O·
may furnish the next
t.ect. Yet this criminal was
pope, in the person of
"the man after God's own·
heart." Blessings were
Cardinal Gibbons.
showered upon him. When
THE clergy continue
he offended his God he was
not punished personally,
clamoring at Harrison to
but his innocent subjects
absent himself from the
were slaughtered. -John
ungodly inauguration
Wilson; !II.A., tn Science,
ball.
Theo/Oflll, ana Etl!tcs.
SoLoMoN _was the wisest
MRs. HARRISON is beof kings. God himself ensieged with letters begi
dowed him with the g1ft of
ging her to inaugurate
wi~dom.
He was accordingly
a much greater rake
religious and prudish re---·~I
than his heavenly papa,
forms.
which is saying a great
deal. From the midst of
AT the Peace Congress
his five hundred wives this
held at Milan it was
saint proclaimed that all is
threatened that a revoluvanity.- Vollaire.
TRYING TO GET GOD IN A GOOD HUMOR.
tion would be fomented
HAs any race of men ever
And the Lord said unto Moses, Take all the heads of the people, and hang them up before the Lord against the sun,
fairlY tried even the humif any nations go to war.
that the fierce anger of the Lord may be turned away from Israel.-Num. xxv, 4.
blest experiment of freeCARDINAL MANNING has
dom and found it fail?
written '' Fifty Reasons
r
Hav not the human faculof naught save the gaming-table." "'Vat I dell ties grown in every field just as freedom has been
why the Voluntary Schools of England I
yon, vat I dell you,• shouted the Irishman." ''As given to them? Hav men ever clung to protection
Ought to Share the School Rates."
she entered the room a cold, damp smell met and restraint and officialism wtthout entangling
THE Catholic Directory for 1889, just issued,
her sight."
themselva deeper and deeper in to evils from which
givs our Catholic population as 8,157,656;
THE church and the !tage should be more
OLD WAYBACK WAYBAOK (from Wayback town· there was no outlet ?-Auberon He1·be~·t.
priests, 8,118; scholars in parochial schools, friendly than they are. The average actress can ship): "Gee whack! things is scrumptious, ain't , FoB books are not absolutely dead things, but
furnish a larger harvest of marriage fees than five they? What fnr is that •ar a:i: in th' fnrrard part do contain a progeny of life in them to be as activ
597,196.
ordinary women.
o• th' kYar?" Young Wakeup Wayback (from the as that soul was whose progeny they are; nay,
THE committee on commemoration of
TEE minister who, sixty years ago, preached the city) : "That's to help kill the passengers in case they do preserve as in a vial the purest efficacy
Washington's inauguration, April 30th, are first sermon in Chicago atillliva; and he is still of of accident, so as to bring the damages down to and extraction of that living intellect that bred
them. , • . And yet, on the other hand,
arranging elaborate religioui exercises for the opinion that the Chicago of to-day is good $5.ol00." /
missionary ground.
MISS A.: "Don't you find New York society unless wariness be used, as good almost kill
the occasion.
a
man as kill a good book ; who kills a man kills a
MoTHER: ''Why did you throw that .pebble at rather empty and unsatisfactory 1" Mr. B.: "Not reasonable creature, God's image; but he who
ST. MARY's parish, Plainfield, N.J., Rev.
your little brother 1" Boy : "I was preaching to necessarily. Yon can take your choice in that re- destroys a good book, kills reason itself, kills the
Father Smythe, pastor, is appealing to the hiin." Mother: ''? 1 1'' Boy: "Yea, I was. spect. There is the Bohemian set, all brains and
no style: aooiety 19roper with a fair amount of image of God, as it were, in the eYe. Many a man
courts against a tax levied on its $20,000 pa- Pa. says 'there are sermon~ in atones.' "
each, and the four hundred, all style and no livs a burden to the ea-rth ; but a good book is the
rochial school.
THE "family entrance" was probably named on brains."
precious life-blood of a master-spirit, embalmed
and treasured np on purpose to a life beyond life.
A SYNDIOATE proposes to the government to the same principle as the asylum which is called
"BAY,
Padhrick,"
whispered
Jacobson
to
his
protect our coast by pipes laid at the bottom a" Home." Yon never see a family enter one, nor Hibernian friend ; "I vonder vot sort of man dot It is true, no age can restore a life, wuereof, peris there anything homelike about the other.
haps, there is no great loss; and revolutions of
of the sea to project to the surface oil which
is at d, odder end of de 1oonch-counter ?" "BeFmsT bunco steerer: "What, in luck again 1" gob," returned Pat, eyeing the stranger, "he ages do not oft recover the loss of a rejected truth,
shall be ignited by rockets.
Second bunco steerer:" Well, kinder; police were mnaht be wan a.v thim new-fangled ducks called for the want of which whole nations fare the
ANNEXATION is becoming an issue in Cana- getting onto my racket, and so I am telling fort- Eggnoatica. A man that will ate bacon on a Froi- worse. We should be wary, therefore, what persecution we raise against the living labors of pubdian politics. Candidates for and against are unes at church fairs. There's more money in it." day is nayther Jew nor Christian-!"
lic men, how we spill that seasoned life of -man,
ToM BIGBEE (at the club) : "How devoted young
being put in the field, and the strength of
preserved and stored up in books ; since 'Ire see a
AN
Epitaph's
a.
"
recommend
"
kind of homicide maY be thus committed', someboth sides will be shown from time to time at Sidney is to· Miss Oldmayd I" Rockaway Beeche :
They
giv
to
folks,
when
starting
"Yaa, very. Oleahly love at first sight." Tom
times a martyrdom; and if it extend to the whole
To make their way in parts unknown,
the polls.
Bigbee: "It may be with him. Bii.t it's love at
impression, a kind of massacre, whereof the exethe
pang
of
parting.
And
soothe
A RussiAN named Ashinoff has entered last sight with her."
cution end; not in the slaying of an elemental hfe,
It trumpets all their virtues forth.
but strikes at the ethereal and fifth essence, the
Abyssinia with a religious expedition of many
BERTHA: "You seem very happy, Dora." Dora:
For fear yon shouldn't find •em ;
breath of reason itself: slays an immortality
priests and monks of the Greek church, and "Ah, yea; I hav everY reason to be. We hav a
Good character to take ahead,
rather than a life. -lllilton.
And leave the bad behind 'em.
will found a colony and be followed soon by beautiful home, two lovely children, a snug. sum
in the bank, my husband's life is ininred for $20,''ALL scripture is God-inspired" (2 Tim. iii, 16).
2,000 young men.
TEE scene is an American man-of-war anchored This is awkward for such theologians as would
000, and his health is very far from robust."
off an island in the Pacific. Admiral, U. B. N.: like to claim that only their own favorit texts are
AFFAIRS at Samoa between Germany, Eng"You must stick to facts," said the editor, in- "Are the islanders armed?" Ensign : "No, ad·
land, and America still maintain a threaten- structing the new reporter; "the only fictitious mira!, there isn't a weapon among them." "Hav inspired and the passages that lend support to
ing character. Secretary Bayard on the 28th character you can introduce into your articles is they an army?" "Yea, but it's awaY on leave.'' their little isms, but that texts that are repugnant
the well-known man who consents to speak on the " The population numerous 1" "Enough to fill to them, and passages which conflict with their
ult. exhibited an American flag that had been subject providing his name isn't mentioned."
·iam, are not God-inapil·ed. This contention, of
an ordinary rowboat." "Then prime the guns course, implies that the Holy Ghost produced
fired on by Germans.
TEAoEEB: "JohnnY, can yon tell me anything and drum np the marines! Let the banner be some writings and shook them up in a sack with
EXPERTS examining records find the land you hav to be thankful for in the past year ?'• unfurled and every man do his duty 1 If my de- the writings of mere mortals, and set mankind to
mortgages of Kansas to amount to $232,000,- Johnny (without hesitation):" Yessur." Teacher: mands be not complied with in twentY-four hours, a desperate effort of eclecticism, the determining
"Well, Johnny, what is it7" JohnnY: "Why, theY must take the consequences." D-r-r- which are the writings of God and which are the
000. At 8 per cent the annual interest would when you broke your arm yon couldn't lick us for rnm-m-m, d-r-r-um·m-m.
T-r-r.ram-p, t-r-r- writings of patristic. forgers. Man cannot hav
be $18,000,000, or much more than the value two months.''
am·m-p. Eagle screams in the distance.
been made so much lower than the angela after
of the yearly wheat crop.
THE craze for whistling among girls is seriously
WE hav heard, with the deepest regret, certain all, if he can write so alarmingly like God that
troubling
the
humorous
editor
of
the
Boston
disrespectful comments upon BishoP Potter's ap- even the learned hav not been able to agree as to
HuxLEY, having seen it reported that he
Transcript, He says it is almost impos-sible to tell
favored Spiritualism, has written to the Pall whether a girl is wlicitine- a. kisll, or is only pre- pearing in knee-breeches and silk stockings. how much of the holy scriptures hav been written
There were ever groveling natures who scoff at by Jehovah of heaven, and how much by John
Mall Gazette in denial, and. says that he has paring to pucker. He ought tu giv the girl the everything,
Even a bishop's legs inspire them Smith of earth. If this half-and-half inspiration
met many of the best mediums and found benefit of the doubt.
with little reverence. How are we to know the theory be not particularly complimentary to El
REv. HEBE:B NEWCJ!O!II thinks the world needs a motivs that promoted him to this step 1 It is not Shaddai, "the almighty," it is certainly a feather
them" all utter impostors."
for individnal members of the laity to pass judg- in the cap of John Smith, a poor "worm of the
THE church people threaten that if we do new religion. If he refers to a brand of theology ment
upon ecclesiastical affairs; for a bishop's duRt." We are to "search the scriptures" in
that will permit a young man to attend a church
not stop demanding Sunday opening of the fair witbgnt being seduce,d into paying $5 for a legs ought certainly to come under that head. It order to obtain "eternal life;" and some of us,
museums the result will be estrangement of ten-cent pinllllshion, he will find many persons to is also manifestly unfair to accuse him of personal who would reallY like "eternal life," would not
vanity, a qualitY unknown to a model bishop. mind the trouble of searching the scriptures if
wealthy Christians who make donations of &lilre,e with him in his belief.
Equally unfair would it be to assert that he did it we could only find out what the scriptures reallY
art-works to those institutions.
A. WE&r.BB!f paper recentlY o1)'er~d a ·Prize for because "it's l!!a::tgliah, you know." Rather let us are. Not one man In fifty thonaand has had the
the best stor:v to be written by a pupil of the pub- believe Bishop Potter possesses a deePer insight leisure and the learning to con over the ancient
FRENOH elections last Sunday were attended lic schooL Here are a. few passages from the conMSS. and codices, and to determin for himself
with great excitement. The military were so tributions : "Cora Brown was fortunately the than onraelva into the subtle influence exercised which writings are divine and which human.
upon the morals ot the community by a reasonable
disposed as to resist any attempt at usurpa- possessor of a birthdaY, for she was the daughter display of the contours of those useful members. Even if God did giv man a written revelation, one
thing is certain-we hav either never geen that
tion by Boulanger. The latter was elected of rich friends." "But all this time a cloud was
lilathering over Mrs. Delaney, which lilrew large as
revelation, or, when we do see it, we fail to clearly
deputy, and at this the ministry hav tendered years went by, and that cloud was full of grassdistinguish it from the mass of ancient writings
their resignation, but President· Carnot will hoppers." "My father desired me to marry a THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. of a similar character with which it has got inexPrice,
25
Cents.
bank president, a handsome, reoklesa man, fond
not accept it.
tricablY mixed.-Salaain's Goa ana BisJ!ook,

.

s·

p t

a d va~c~d t h e t h eory that. It was Imon e er, -On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
not Canst, that was crucified, when a shower
ooNTENTB:
of church furniture struck him, and he barely
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
escaped his infuriated congregation through II. The Interpreters of Ge'nesis and the Inter·
the back door
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
·
Ill. Postscript to Bolar Myths. BY Prof. Max
Muller.
LEo XIII. is failing in
health seriously.
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,j/Jotts and tflippinys. Idomg
~ORm~n~ years theRuss!anchurchhasbeen
missiOnary work m Alaska, chiefly

A DISTINGUISHED Boston clergyman, the
Rev. Dr. Bliss, is the leader of an organization
which is striving to establish a new "Society
among the Thlinkets of southeastern Alaska.
of Christian Socialists," founded upon faith
-!'- RA.THER strange &fRiction happened to a I Sixty, thousand dollars has been appropriated
in the "fatherhood of God and the brotherMmnesota couple _who were sleigh-riding .. annually for this work from the imperial
hood of man." Beautiful indeed is the
The young man's r1ght ear and the Jady's left j treasury at St. Petersburg, but in spite of the
program of the Rev.
were frosted, while the
·
'
Dr. W. D. P. Bliss,
_other two were not cold
sneers the Sun. It reat all. Why all four
~
minds us of a beautiful
ears were not frosted is a
sunrise, or a beautiful
problem which has been
work of painting, sculptsubmitted to the high
ure, or architecture, or a
school class in physiolbeautiful poem, or a
ogy.
beautiful piece of mechanism, or a beautiful
A BILL providing that
dream. If it were only
women shall ha v the right
in harmony with human
to vote in this state "at
nature, or adapted to
any municipal election
human society, or capa.
or any election for superble of being put in pracvisors or excise officers "
tical operation by man.
has been introduced in
kind, it would be interthe assembly by Mr. Ainsesting indeed, though
worth.
lacking in novelty or
THE way .Colonel Ingeroriginality. The Rev.
soll settled a Ia wsuit : l1r.
Dr. Bliss does not seem to
E. S. Stokes said to a re.
be aware that be can
porter : " There seems to
easily procure a library
hav been· an extraordi.
of books, ancient, midnary misconception about
dle-aged, and modern, in
the compromise over the
which his notions shine
suit of that man in Brookwith beauty unsurpassed
lyn. I had a row with
even by his imagination.
him one day last summer
THERE was a time, says
and pulled his nose, and
the Sun, when the devout
then he sued me for $10,Protestants of this city
000. Now the papers say
would bav been astoundthat I hav compromised
ed at the notion of giving
the suit, and that it has
a " dramatic entertainbeen withdrawn. The
ment" for the benefit of
word compromise is a
a church fund. But there
large one. to use in conhavbeen changes of opinnection with this suit.
ion on the subject, and
Colonel Ingersoll had
incidents of that kind are
been called o v e r t o
now frequently reported.
Brooklyn two or three
There was one of them
times to attend to the
here lately, and an Epismatter for me, and the
copal church was the
last time he was over
beneficiary. The patrons
there he had a few spirand patronesses of the
ited words with the counentertainment were
sel of the man who was
church people.
suing me. The colonel
THERE is a theory that
said it was an infernal
the advance of populanuisance and not worth
tion, building of railbothering with, and he
roads, etc., in the far
did not intend to go over
West is attended by a
to Brooklyn again.
gradual increase in the
Thereupon the other lawmuch-needed rain fa II.
yer said he did not think
Those interested in the
there was much in it
truth of the proposition
himself, and t h at he
will be disappointed to
would pull out if he
learn that there are no
could get .his own fee.
scientific facts to sustain
The colonel asked him
it. Prof. Cleveland Abbe,
what his fee would be,
in the February Forum,
and the opposition attorasserts that the study of
ney said he would be
the known "phenomena
well satisfied with $100.
has failed to establisll
The colonel pulled out a
that there has been any
$100 bill and tossed it
Aensible change in the
over to him, and came
climate at any point of
back to New York. That
the earth's surface dur.
is the end of the whole
ing the past two thousand
suit as far as we are conyears."
cerned. Ingersoll did not
A OATKOHISM prepared
think it was of enough
by the Rev. F. A. Gace,
importance to tell me
Anglican vicar of Great
about it even until I saw
Barling,Eng., and widely
it in the papers and quescirculated, contains the
tioned him."
following: " In what
ARKANSAS ANGELS.
light ought we to con'!'HE fact that the elem en t a r y substances
THE prayers delivered in the House by the sider dissenters? As heretics. Is their wornow number, according to chemists, full
AooORDING to a German scientific journal
blind chaplain, Milburn, as reported in the ship a laudable service? No; their worship
seventy, shows an increase within the last they are using electricity in India to prevent
Congressional Record, giv daily proof of the is idolatrous. Is dissent a great sin ? Yes ;
fifty years of nearly one ..fourth in the num- snakes going into dwellings. Before all the
report that he has the papers read to him it is in direct opposition to our duty to
ber known. The size of an atom of oxygen doors and around the house two wires are
every morning, so that he may be kept in- God. Why hav not dissenters been excomor nitrogen is said to hav a diameter of one-ten- laid, isolated from one another and connected
formed on all the events of the day that can municated? Because the law of the land
millionth part of a centimeter; the atoms are with an induction apparatus. When the be brought into his supplications. Many of does not allow the wholesome Jaw of the
supposed to be in a state of constant motion, snake attempts to enter the house or go under
church to be acted on. Is it wicked to enter
his prayers are of the nature of orations
at the rate of seventy miles a minute, and to it, he completes the circuit as he crawls over
a meeting-house? Most a,gsuredly." The
rather than orisons, and the rhetoric he emmake them visible, the present highest known the two wires, and if the shock he gets ploys in them is often too gaudy for the news Rock says Mr. Gace is a " shining light among
magnifying power of the miscroscope would doesn't kill him, it is likely to frighten him so
the ritualists."
hav to be increased nearly a thousand fold. , thai' he goes away from there as soon as he can. that they contain.

================== I

labors of a large band of priests and deacons,
the success of the movement has been small
and it is reported that " the strength of th;
Russian church seems to b wa ·
b f
the incoming of American
ever that may mean.
'
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fommunicafions.
Life in the Institute of Charity.
In the ANNUAL for 1888 I gave some account of my
life in a Trappist monastery, and at the request of
some friends promised to supplement it with a description of my career in a more modern order. Sev:
era! months bav elapsed since then, and· many circumstances bav combined to prevent my doing so.
I hav not, however, forgotten my promis, and will
now fulfill it by relating something of my experience
among the Fathers of Charity,
In the April of 1855, I turned my back upon the
Abbey of Mount St. Bernard, and drove seven miles
through the treeless Forest of Charnwood to the old
town of Lf)ughborougb. A French priest who was
returning from a short visit to the monastery was my
only companion. As we rode along, early on that
spring morning, I remember bearing, for the first
· time in f-ight months, the cheerful voice of a young
boy, exercifling his natural-born right of free speech,
flavored with a strong Leicestershire dialect. In my
southern ears it sounded as a strange tongue. At
Louf;{hborough Station, I took my seat in a carriage
for Rugby, and was somewhat amused by the interest
my closely cropped hair evidently excited in two
ladies who were my fellow-passengers. At that time
in England the hair was worn long, except by the
inmates of lunatic asylums and prisons.
At length we reached Rugby, and I made my way
at once to St. Marie's College. It is rather a handsome building, in the center of a large and well-kept
garden, which is divided by a low wall on one side
from a cemetery in which stands a small but very
pretty Gothic church. Beyond the garden, and also
divided from it by a low wall, was the garden of the
female members of the order, the sisters of the Institute of Charity. Their convent was in the center of
their own garden, but very much smaller than the
college. I suppose it was large enough, for there
were but three usually there. We numbered about
fifty or sixty, more or less, as some were sent to
other colleges or missions, or brought from them to
ours.
I was expected, of course, as my transfer from my
late order to that I was about to join bad previously
been arranged between the superiors of both. I was
conducted to the parlor, where I was shortly visited,
first by the provincial (the superior of the entire
order in the English province) and next by the rector (the superior of that particular bouse). Then
dinner was served to me and I was left alone. After
a little time the Father Socius (companion, next in
rank to the rector) came to me and told me that I
must go into retreat for a week. I thought I bad
been in retreat for the last eight months, and an additional week would not make any material difference.
This Father Socius, whose name was Cardoza, was a
Brazilian of Portuguese extraction, an extremely
small man, and of such an extraordinarily juv~nil appearance that, although he was my superior, spiritual
adviser, and confessor for more than a year, I could
never rid myself of the impression that be was a boy
about fourteen years of age. This impression was
afterward rather strengthened by my being appointed
his instructor in the English language.
·
Speaking of language, it ie rather ahead of the
proper course of my narrativ, but something happened to me that night which I will relate here. I
had a room in the upper part of the building, and
was already secluded in it for the purpose of retreat.
For the previous eight months I. bad been living in
perfect silence, and the conversations I had taken
part in ~hRt day_had been with single individuals,
and carrxed on m a subdued tone. True, I bad
beard some merry chat during the hour of recreation
after dinne;, but that was out of doors in the garden,
and the vmces :floated to me from the. distance. But
~hen supper in the refectory was over, I having finIshed my lonely repast in the parlor and retired to
my own apartment a few moments before, suddenly
within the Gothic cloisters, up the broad staircas~,
~long the narrow corridors, waking up, as it seemed,
m every corner a hundred echoes, rolled a mighty
volume of sound. It issued from some fifty or sixty
throats and took its mu~tiplicity of shapes from as
many tongues. Tongues from all parts of England
and Ireland, each with more or less of the accent of
its nativ country. London tongues, Warwickshire
tongues, Northumberland tongues, Lancashire
tongues, Dublin tongues, Kerry tongues, Galway
tongues. Scotland was represented by only one
tongue, b_ut it wagged its ?est. French tongues
from Pa~xs and from Marsexlles, Austrian tongues
a~d Itahan tongues which disowned all relationship
wxth each other. Some with Florentine.Jike purity
from Milan, some mixed with barbarous French from
Piedwont, a?d some with the indescribable patois
known only m Genoa. Even far-off South America
made itself heard. I thought of the tower of Babel.
But it was only the recreation of the religious brethren at the close of the day.
I. passed my week of retreat in pious meditation.
Tw1ce each day the monotony of this occupation was

I

broken by a visit from Father Socius, who treatfd beer. After dinner one hour's recreation, walking in
me on each occasion to an hour's explanation of the the garden if the weather permitted, if not, in the
sinfulness of sin, of my own innate propensity for it., cloisters, general conversation, and ball-playing.
and of its various punishments in hell, which last, After this we recited vespers and compline in the
however, I might perhaps finally escape, if I perse- oratory. Then three days in the w~ek we returned
vered to the end in religious life, thereby avoiding to our studies for the remainder of the afternoon,
the seductiv pleasures of the outside world. One and on the other days walked in the surrounding
hour in the day I was allowed to walk in the garden. country two or three together. Of course, we did
It was the time of the novices' recreation, but as I not choose our own companions, but bad them sawas in retreat I could not speak to them nor they to lected for us by superiors. The same couples were
me. At the end of the week I bad to make a general not sent together more frequently than could be
confession. For the benefit of the uninitiated I will avoided, in order to prevent the forming of special
explain that a general confession is a declaratioQ of friendships. After this, matins and lauds for tbe
the sins of an entire lifetime, as distinguished from next morning were said by anticipation. Then more
a particular confession, which covers the period from study or school. Supper at 7:30, and afterward reothe last confession only.
reation, of which I hav already spoken, until 9:30;
This duty performed, and having received forgiv- then to the oratory for rosary, night prayers, sprinkness for all the sins which bad been forgiven before, ling with holy water, and to bed at 10 or shortly
as well as for those which bad not, I was admitted after. Same slept in separate rooms, others five or
into the community. For a few weeks I continued six in a dormitory, their respectiv cells being divided
to wear my own clothes, and then I received the cas· by curtains from each other.
sock, beretta, stock, and Roman collar. As these did
During all meals an appointed reader read aloud
not differ from those usually worn by priests, they to the rest, who ate in silence, but on Easter Sunneed no particular description. There was no cere- day, and on days when a newly ordained priest said
many connected with the clothing. The articles his first mass, we had no reading at dinner, but genwere simply handed to me by the Father Socius in era! conversation. was indulged in. Wine on such
his own room, and I substituted them for the coat occasions was added to our banquet, and singing
and necktie I had previously worn.
songs and telling stories kept us at table till late in
Before describing the daily life in my new order, I the afternoon. Every year in the early summer we
will explain some points of difference between it and bad a week's retreat, during which strict silence was
that which I had just quitted.
observed, and the time entirely given to the conThat which I had left was in the twelfth century tamplation of the four last things, death, judgment,
of its existence; that which I joined was still in its heaven, and bell. This week wound up with a geninfancy. Its founder, the author of its rule, was still era! confession. It was followed by four weeks'
presiding over it as general. He died during my no- vacation. We did not rise till 6 o'clock in that
vitiate. Those old orders are all socialistic repub- month. We bad no schools, no study, unlimited
lies. These of modern origin are absolute monarch- freedom of speech, and two country walks daily.
ies. The general appoints provincials, and the proThere does not appear to be anything in this life
vincials appoint the rectors of the colleges within injurious to the physical condition, and yet it is cartheir respectiv provinces. The only elected officer tain that while the Trappist monks, with all their
is the general, and he is chosen by the votes of supe- severe penances, dirty habits, and generally unriors only. The order being young in my tim<>, the healthy surroundings, seemed to be remarhbly free
Institute of Charity consisted of but two provinces. from sickness, and were in most instances strong,
The one provincial resided in England, the other in vigorous men, the reverse was true of the inmates of
Italy. Both provincials, however, as well as the rec- St. Marie's College. The only explanation I hav
tor of our college, in fact, nearly all the superiors of ever heard of this was that the water was· conveyed
the order, were of Italian birth. The provincial of to the building in leaden pipes. Some time after my
the English province was the Very Rev. Father Pa- leaving the community I was informed that they had
gani, D.D., author of many well known theological been removed, and pipes of some other material suband devotional works. He was elected general after stituted.
the decease of the founder, and appointed another
I will now say a few words regarding our course of
Italian priest to succe~?d to the office thus rendered studies, and then conclude. The first was the clasvacant.
sica! course. Many who joined the order bad already
In dress and manner of living it is the rule of the completed their classical studies in other colleges.
Institute to follow the custom of the secular clergy If so, they were placed at once in the school of
of the place. Mass and office are said according to philosophy, which might more appropriatEl'l.y hav
the Roman ritual. That is, the order not having been called metaphysics. Their stay there was very
been in existence long enough to produce saints of short, for they had to master only a single treatis,
its own, whom it might celebrate on special festiVllols, written by the founder of the order. Essentially it
its members observe the same calendar as the secu- was very much thus. Loeke taught that there are
Jar priests of. the diocese. I suppose it is scarcely no innate ideas in the human mind. Locke was
necessary for me to explain that secular priests are wrong. Rosmini teaches that every man is born
those who are not members of any religious order.
with an innate idea of the reality of a personal God.
The one feature which distinguishes the Institute Rosmini -is right.
1
of CbarHy from all other societies bound by religThe final study was theology. Th~ professor of
ions vows is the obligation of indifference.. Not only that branch in my time was Rev. Father Carlo Caccia
must the religious be ever ready to obey his superior (please· pronounce Catch'er, and you will be about
in all things, but he must never show nor feel any right), once a canon of Milan cathedral. I cannot com~
preference of his own in anything. If be is told to press the theological teaching within the limits of an
receive ordination, to take charge of a home par- article, or within the limits of five hundred TRUTH
ish, to teach a country school, to preach on foreign SEEKERs, but I can tell you something of much more
missions, to go out begging for alms, to do anything importance that I learned in St. Marie's College. I
possible for man to do, he must obey without besita- learned to doubt Christianity altogether. It was not,
tion, and without having any preference in the mat- indeed, till many years after that I finally burst the
ter. He must thoroughly sink his own individual- chains that bound me to the dead thought of past
ity, and force his will, his intellect, and even his ages, but the first little seed was sown there that in
senses, into entire submission to the man who is set time grew up to a very large tree of disbelief, and
over him.
the article I am now writing is a specimen of its
Instead of living by rule every day alike, as the fruit.
members of the older order~ do, the religious of the . This is where I ought to finish, b'1t if I do, I supInstitute of Charity are subject to constant changes, pose I shall be charged with another sin of omission.
without having any choice in the matter themselvs. I had enjoyed the best of health among the Trap.
!. man may pass years studying for tbe priesthood, pists, but at the college, like everybody else, I fell
and the remainder of his existence in teachipg an sick. I hope I shall be forgiven for that, for I never
infant class the alphabet. Or he might be taken did it before or since, to anything like so serious an
from the latter occupation and sent to preach in extent. I suppose I was really suffering from leadsome foreign country, among people of whose Ian- poisoning, although I had no suspicion of it there.
guage he was utterly ignorant. And when after a It was judged advisable that I should leave the comfew years of patient study he bad qualified himself munity for a while, mingle with the world again, and
for his duties there, he might, and certainly would if I recovered my health, return. I [left the comif his indifference were considered at all doubtful, munity, I mingled with the world, I recovered my
be transferred to some other part of the world.
health, and-well! I was no longer seventeen, but
Now for the regular life in the college. We rose twenty-one, and I did not return. E. J. BowTELL.
at 5. From 5:30 to 6:30 was spent in meditation,
Interesting and Instructiv.
the first and last fifteen minutes on our knees.
From the Freethinkers• lffagazine.
From 6:30 to 7:30 was spent in study. At 7:30 we
The TRUTH S!!EKER ANNUAL for 289 is an unusually inattended mass in the oratory, a room within the col- teresting number. It contains twenty-five articles, each
affording
valuable information and instruction as to the best
lege fitted up as a chapel. From 8 till 8:30 study
of the rule, and at 8:30 breakfast. After this we . mode of arlvancing the Liberal and Secular movement.
names of the well-known writers are: Robert G. Ingermade up our beds, and then studied alone, or at- The
soll, James Parton, Helen H. Gardener, S. P. Putnam. Chas.
tended the schools of our several professors, recited Watts, E. A. Stevens, Parker Pillsbury, Robert C. Adams,
the little hours, as they are called, primE:', tierce, J.D. Shaw, F M. Holland, E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D., Lucy N.
sext, and now all run into one in the oratory, and Colman, J. H. Burnham, L. K. Wa~hburn, Ella Gibson,_
so passed the time until the hour of dinner, which Susan H. Wixon, John Peck, W. S. Bell, E. C. Walker, Mrs.
M.A. Freeman, Dr. J. H. Severance, Mrs. E. D. Blenker,
was 1 o'clock. Dinner consisted of soup, roast meat, Col. J. R. Kelso, and G. H. Dawes. Price, twenty-five
vegetables, pies, puddings, bread, cheese, salads, and. cents ; for sale at this office.
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of an individual or a class. This is the action of a this mental subjugation and moral debas!)ment, and
protectiv tariff. Let examples illustrate. In the to the advancing hosts of freedom it issues its marchA Christian has a great advantage over a Ration- United States, petroleum of good quality was discovalist in deciding questions of morality. His short ered, and the skill of refiners has finally produced an ing orders:
Follow what is good and pleasant,.
and .easy method is to consult the Bible upon the admirable, odorless burning oil. In Ontario an infeLinger not among the dead;
question raised, and if the directions are not explicit, rior article was found from which no skill ·available
Act-act in the living present,
Be sure you're right, then go ahead.
as is sometimes the case with "God's own word," he has yet made satisfactory kerosene. The Canadians
asks the opinion of priest or parson a1;1d their decis- naturally bought the best oil and the Ontario prodROBERT 0. ADAMS.
ion makes his path plain. This saves a great deal uct was .unsalable. The owners of the oil wells
of perple-xity, which befalls him who tries to settle a therefore went to the dominion government in a
Mrs. Colman's Views.
question on its merits and weigh all the pros and fever of patriotism, and showed that the welfare of
I
think
it
is
a long time since my name has found
cons before deciding the issue. A devoted evangelist the country demanded the development of the oil
THE
TRUTH SEEKER as a correspondent,
its
way
into
received a telegram urging him to take the next u- industry. The Canadian oil was so bad that the
assure
you
I never miss anything that another
but
I
press train and come to a certain town to preach. unpatriotic people would not use it even if they had writes. The last issue,
January 2Gth, makes me very
He prayerfully opened the Word, to learn the mind to pay considerably more for good oil raised under 11. anxious as well as very glad. Glad that our secreof the Lord, and his eye fell upon the passage (Isa. foreign flag, so a duty of seven and one-fifth cents tary, Mr. Stevens, is so faithfully doing t.he work for
xxviii, 16), "He that believeth shall not make haste."· per gallon was imposed, and while the citizen of thfl which he was reelected at the annual meeting of the
So he wrote to the " dear brother " who had sum- United States gets his oil for fifteen cents the Cana- Union in Pittsburgh. .Anxious, because so few peomoned him that it was not the Lord's will that he dian has to pay thirty-five cents for it. His nativ oil ple realize how specially needful it is just now that
should go hurry-skurry by express trains upon tele- has to be sold at twenty-five cents to secure custom, every Liberal, either by voice, pen, purse, or by the
graphic orders, but when the Master wanted him and even then few well-to-do people use it; but the three combined, come up to the work for Universal
deliberate notice would be given. The same man poor are forced to buy it and its foul odors render Mental Liberty. It seems to me· that never were the
had boarded a steamer in New York to go to Eng- their homes noxious. Now, a tariff of this character church and state so activ in using all the powers of
land. A friend came to him with an urgent request outrages natural morality, and anyone who has the their organizations to. stamp out freedom. The
that he should giv up his trip and remain in America. opportunity to smuggle oil for his own use is perfectly woman suffrage societies will hav to use great dili"Come to my state-room, brother, and we will ask justified in evading the tariff, which in this case per- gence to keep themselvs from being entirely controled
the Lord about it," was the response. They prayed petrates an iniquitous robbery. To smuggle for by the church.
in turn for guidance, and the evangelist opened the trade profit is another matter and under any tariff is
What a howl the entire Protestant church is makBible for the answer. In .Acts xvi, 36, he saw the to be condemned as wrong, because it takes an unfair ing about the encroachment of the Catholic church
words, "Now therefore depart, and go in peace." advantage of other traders. .Another example of the in its attempt to decide upon the use in the schools
This settled the matter in favor of the continuance cases in which it is right to smuggle may be men- of histories which reveal to the thinking student the
of the voyage. .A.s in olden time the " priest. with tioned as showing a somewhat different phase of the true inwardness of that church ! .A.t the same time
Urim and Thummim " could answer hard questions, question. Two young ladies, one a gifted poetess and the Protestant church declares that its Bible shall be
so now the minister with the Bible settles all vexed the other a minister's daughter, stood upon the read, and its ministry shall pray not only in the pubdiscussions as to the whole duty of man.
steamer wharf after a visit to Europe. The searcher lic schools, but in all the public places in which peoIt is a'great comfort to be saved the wear and tear approached the well-filled tr1:1nks. The minister's ple assemble to do the government's work.
of brain caused by the exercise of the mind upon daughter declared that hers contained only personal
The church demands the shutting up of saloons
doubtful points, and this is one great reason for the effects; but the tender conscience of the poetess one day in seven, and Prohibition on all days, and
hold of the church upon the p.nthioking masses. It caused her to say, "I hav a dozen silver teaspoons weak men and ignorant women do not see that that is
givs some warrant for the otherwise dubious anec- for my mother." ''Fifteen dollars' duty, miss," said an entering wedge by which the church hopes to, and
dote of a man who received a severe injury to his the searcher, and with great consternation the fine will, if it is successful, decide upon what we shall
head, affecting the brain. The surgeon removed a was paid out of a slender purse. ''I declare you are eat, drink, and wear; what we shall read and print, and
portion of the brain in order to put it to rights, but too good to liv !" exclaimed the spirited daughter of what works of art, or attempted art, shall be upon
when he turB.ed around again to replace the repaired theology. " I wouldn't hav told about it !" _Nor our shelves and tables. Our people who really
organ, he found that his patient had disappeared. should she hav done so. They were as fairly to be believe with us in liberty hav been frightened by the
Some months after, he met him upon the street, and classed with personal effects as many other articles in cry of obscenity, as they are now by the fear of
accosting him he said, "My man, do you know that her trunk. They would never hav been purchased if encouraging dram-drinking and licentiousness. There
you left your brains in my office? How do you get it had been known that duty was to be paid, nor seems as yet no other way but that the John the Bapalong without them~" "Oh, first rate," was the would similar goods of home manufacture hav been tists who go before declaring the way of freedom
reply; "I've joined t.he church and don't hav any use bought if these had not been procured. No one must bear the stigma of reproach, the mffering of
for them now."
would hav been wronged had she smuggled.
imprisonment and death, for what must be said and
But the man of reason has to weigh the evidence,
To evade the demands of a protectiv tariff by all done if civilization is to be a success.
and on many points where the Christian has a sure moral means (not by lying) is ·the right of every
I hav never said more radical things upon tlte quesguide he must beat about in uncertainty till a pre- freeman; for this legislation is merely the most civil- tion of woman's subjugation under the marriage laws
ponderance of arguments decides his course. The ized method and latest refinement of the tyrannical than the Rev. Minot Savage said from his pulpit in
ethics of smuggling is one of the subjects upon robbery which formerly was practiced in the various Boston recently on that subject. Mona Caird's
which the Christian can hav no doubt. ''Keep the degrees of barbarism, under the power of clubs, articles are published in popular reviews. And at last
king's commandment." "Render unto Cresar· the spears, knives, and pistols, but has now disguised its we hav a woman learned enough and popular enough
things which are Cresar's." "Be subject unto the operation under the shadow of laws, ostensibly pa- (though ·she is not afraid to be known as belonging
higher powers." "Whosoever resisteth the power, triotic and sophistically beneficial to their victims.
to the Secular- Union) to administer a scathing rePeople are prone enough to smuggle and do not buke to the Board of Missions thv.t presumes to dicresisteth the ordinance of God; and they that resist
shall receive to themselvs ·damnation." "Submit need any incitement thereto. The real purport of tate and succeeds in its dictations, to the large pubyourselvs to every ordinance of man for the Lord's this article (apart from a spiteful slap at the tariff) is lishing house in Boston, Houghton, Miffiin & Co.,
sake." It is clearly a Christian duty to obey the to call attention to the distinction between Christian what it shall publish, if it is not creditable to their
laws; and the many church-members, who, like the morality and Rationalistic ethics and to point out the doings. So really the world moves, and perhaps I
statesman of Maine, get their well-filled trunks true method for determining right conduct. The am needlessly anxious. My letter is already long,
passed from the Eoglish steamer onto .American standard of rectitude for the Christian is "the will and though I intended when I took my pen to say at
soil free of duty, whether by fraud or favor, are of God" as expressed in the Bible and interpreted least my thanks to the good friends at Pittsburgh
guilty of sin and abide under sentence of damnation. by the church and clergy; but this means merely the whom I met for the first time at that place, and
The Rationalist does not admit the divinity of law. opinions of Jewish and Hebrew writers in dark and the others who were already my friends, I must
Great consternation was caused among the clergy distant ages-men who were profoundly ignorant of waitfor another time. Only this much let me say, that
when the Freethinking .Abolitionists proclaimed the order· of nature and of the facts upon which your kindness and loving manifestations are among
allegiance to a higher law than the edict of govern- morality rests. But the Rationalist is freed from the pleasant est reminiscences of my life. May all good
ment and refused to return the fugitiv slave; but at bondage to ancient prejudice and barbarian fancies. attend you. In my next letter I wil_l tell you of my
the South, Christian obedience made many adhere to His maxim is: "Do no harm," and whatever conduct visit, .and of the people whom I met m old Massachusecession; by the maxim, " My country, right or is useful and injures no one, that is right, no matter setts and some other states the last autumn.
Syracuse, Jan. 27,289.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
wrong." That loftiest of moralists, Emerson, said, how many gods or bibles or priests may hav forbid"Good men should not keep the law too well." It den it. · This simple rule removes the burden of
The Calendar Alone Worth a Quarter.
is usually expedient to keep the law, and if its infrac- slavery to old customs and speeds the willing feet on
F1·om Dr. Foote's Health Jlfonlltly.
tion is detected the offender must submit to the the path of progress.
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In Memory of 'l'homas Paine.
The following notice is fi.'Om the Chicago InterOcean:
The one hundred and fifty-second .annivereary of the birth
of Thomas Paine was celebrated last night at Princess Opera
House 558 West Madison street, by the Chicago Secular
Union: The hall was handsomely decorated with American
ags, and upon the walls a number of selections from P~ine's
wr1tings were displayed in large letters. " The world 1s my
country to do good is my religion," <;Do justice, love mercy,
11nd end~avor to make our fellow-creatures happy," "Freethought will giv us trut~," wer~ the most promin~nt. ~he
program consisted of vocal and mstrumental selectiOns, With
several brief speeches on the life and ch.aracter of Thomas
Paine. The president of the Secular Umon, E.!'-· ~tevens,
said it was fitting that they should celebrate With JOY and
gladness the natal day of the truest friend the people e':er
had. Paine was a glorious patriot; a statesman whose prmciple was higher than diplomacy, and whose ~evotion to
justice and freedom was above and beyond all chicanery and
selfishness. Prof. George A. Vinton, of the Chicago Dramatic and Musical College, said Paine spoke like an oracle
from heaven. He loved liberty, not only for himself, but for
all mankind. He bated bigotry and oppression, b?th. in
church and 5tate. Professor Vinton also gave as a reCitatiOn
the well-known poem·, "The Queen's Touch." Mrs. M.A.
Freeman also spoke in eulogistic terms of. Paine: '• He did
not believe in hell," she said. "He believed m a hea.ven
here. He did not come to save a few sects or even a nation,
but the whole world. He preached eternal salvation for all."
Musical selections were rendered by G. H. McNab, Frank
Pearson, C. E. Thompson, Mrs. Anna Orvis, and Joseph
Nay. Short addresses were also made by William Thompson, B. H. Marlett, and Judge F. C. Russell. Refreshments
and dancing followed the formal program.
PROGHAM.
,
OPENING Sol\'G.-" Tell me, Flora,"
Emerson Quartet.
REOITATION.-Selected,
.
Prof. G. A. Vinton.
TENOR SoLO.-" Dear Heart,"
.
.
G. H. McNab.
l3Ass SOJm.-" The Skipper of St. I vee,"
Frank Pearson.
PIANO SoLO,
.
.
.
Master C. E. Thompson.
SoPRANO SoLo.-" Vive !'America," . lllrs. Anna OrviE.
BARITONE SoLo.-" Three Sailor Boys,"
Joseph Nay.
Five.minute orations between the musical numbers by E.
A. Stevens, Wm. Thompson, Mrs. M. A. Freeman, B. H.
Marlett, Judge F. C. Russell.
ORDER OF DANOlNG.
1. QuADRILLE,
Chicago Secular Union.
2. WALTZ,
"Age of Reason."
3. GALOP,
.
"Rights of Man."
4. VIRGINIA REEL,
"Common Sense."
5. PoLKA,
.
"The Crisis."
6. QUADRILLE,
Evolution.
7. WALTz,
.
"]'rcethought."
IN'rEHMISSION-TIEFlti!SliMENTS.
8. BoHOTTISOHE.-Military,
.
.
U. M. L.
9. QuADRII.LE,
Col. R. G. Ingersoll.
10. WALTZ,
President ·westbrook.
11. PoLKA, .
.
"Truth Seeker."
12. Om DAN TuoKER,
"Investigator."
13. QuADRILLE, . .
.
. "Freethought."
14. VIRGINIA REEL,
Our Flag above the Cross.
Among the musical performances those worthy of
special mention were the charming soprano solo,
"Vive !'America," by Mrs. Anna Orvis, who kindly
volunteered her services; the splendid rendition of
" The Skipper of St. I ves" by the leading bass of
the Apollo Club, F. Pearson, Esq.; the creditable
piano performance of young Master Thompson; and
the acceptable style in which the quartet sang, "Tell
Me, Flora." 0£ course Professor Vinton's z:ecital was
rendered faultlessly and £-ffectivly;
Of the eulogies, the best were Mrs. Freeman's,
Thompson's, and Marlett's. The two latter carried
off about equal honors as to composition. Mr.
Thompson's delivery was easy and unconstrained,
and speaks weli for Professor Vinton's tutelage.
Judge Russell is not so much of an orator as a
thinker, having more depth than dash, while Mrs.
Freeman fortunately possesses both. Here is a portion of her oration:
In the old book it reach: "And I will put a lying
spirit into the mouths of my prophets to deceive the
people." In one of the editions of the sacred volume are given what purport to be the last words of
eminent Freethinkers-their fear and repentance.
Among these is a short sketch of Thomas Paine.
The misrepresentations embodied in it, the untruthfulness, is evidence, according to the passage quoted
from holy writ, that the compilers were true prophets
of the Lord.
Among Paine's opponents there were none grand
enough to grasp the meaning of his philosophy, to
conceive even an outline of his life. "Doing justice,
loving mercy, and endeavoring to make our fellowcreatures happy." That was the man. That was the
life he lived. That was the simple faith he died in.
Had he need of more? Should his deathbed hav
been one of terror T What phantom wrong could
hav been evoked at that last hour? Doing justice?
Justice has no nemesis to torture him who does her
will. Loving mercy? The dew from heaven falls
not lighter than peace on the white soul of the <JOmpassionate man. Eadeavoring to make our fellowcreatures happy? An ambition worthy of a god.
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He should hav died as Socrates died-calmly, sweetly,
at peace with all t.he world. He should hav died as
a Christ died-forgiving the hands that hurt him .
He, too, came to save the world. He didn't believe
in a hell. He believed in a heaven here. He
wouldn't accept eternal torture for one poor,
wretched human being.
Paine was a patriot, but the world was his comtit·
uency. He didn't come to save Ireland, Germany,
Russia, or France. He didn't come to save a few
sects-Methodists, Bapt'ists, or Catholics. He came
to save the world. He knew that eternal justice
demanded that t.he world should be saved, and he
refused to accept anything short of eternal salvation
for all.
An Englishman by birth, yet the history of Amer.
ica could not be written without his name. He knew
'no nationality. He came to save the people-the
whole people. To save them from poverty, from
superstition ; to lift from their bowed necks the cruel
heels of tyrants, to take from their poor, patient
hands the chains of oppression.
He hated the tyrant everywhere. He denounced
injustice. He scorned the sycophant. With pitiless
power he tore the mask from the face of royalty.
Reason laughed at the exposure-the poor defense
of "divinely anointed." The head of the king could
nevermore be made to touch the clouds. His glory
had departed. He lay prone in the dust, henceforth
and forever a poor Baal, a priest-made thing at the
people's feet. For Thomas Paine had written the
"Rights of Man."
He never sacrificed principle for policy. He never
stopped to ask: "Is it popular~ Does it pay?" He
did what was right, assured that the right must ever
pay. He spoke what he thought-for be felt that
truth only is eternal. And, because he did this, his
name will endure so long as men love justtce and
honesty is more admired than b:ypocrisy.
He was never on the popular side. The republic
glow(d and burnt, an all-consuming fire, alone in thr.t.
activ brain. His great heart held the grand ideal
He bent all the energies of his wonderful will to
impart to others a conception of his daring dream.
J e:fferson, Franklin, Washington, one by one caught
the spirit of his inspiration and the Revolution was a
reality. The people had been born. W11Bhington is
called f.he "father of his country." Paine was the
incarnation of its liberty.
Amid the red glare of the downfall cf Bourbon
reign, the intrepid soldier and statesman is found
again facing the fearful forces of despotism. The
tffete monarchies of Europe tremble. Through a
thousand centuries Christian civilization has tortured
the people, la~hed them, robbed them, beat them
with cruel blows into a white heat of fury. Now it
looks on dismayed at the madntss of the wretched
canaille. Even the loving persuasion. of Paine was
powerless to arouse them to reason. The elements
would not be stilled. The storm would not be
hushed. When the sky cleart:d the scene was like
fair fields laid waste by wind and hail ; the grandest
and best as well as the weakest had gone down.
Nature is pitiless in her progress. To giv vent to a
volcano, a continent must crumble to ruins.
The life of Paine is a lesson for all time. It illustrates how great a work can be accomplished by one
individual. His dream, it is trae, has fallen far short
of. realization, but it has left its impress upon the
ages, for love of liberty must exist so long as the
footfall of man is felt on the green earth. The work
he began must go on. He did not, he could not
accomplish all. A thousand battles are to be fought.
Wrong is on every hand. There is not a noble deed
of the past but that may be emulated to-day. Tyranny, superstition, monopoly, are advancing terrible
forces over the rights of the people. No need to
look back and sigh for glory. The Thermopylre is
here. See to it, 0 young American, that you as
readily as a Trojan hero defend the pass to liberty.
No need to long for the days of Valley Forge. A
great army is marching now through the land, loyal,
as yet, to the flag-men, women, and little childrentheir feet are bare and bleeding, their clothing tattered and torn. They cry for bread, and, stretching their hands toward the eternal hills, they beg for
coal. This army grows larger year by year. It is
becoming a terror. See to it, 0 young American,
that you do something for this army of destitute fellows. Its existence is a danger. Sure destruction
comes to the land whose people are ~oo wretched to
be trusted in its defense.
This is a Christian civilization, we are told. Let
Christianity hav the glory of this wretchedness. The
ideal of the Freethinker, the humanitarian, has no
eternal misery here, nor in the hereafter. The greatest happiness to the greatest number. Christianity,
the greatest misery to the greatest number. In that
eternity whose limit is boundless only the few are to
be saved-the vast, vast majority, forever damned.
All Christian civilizations hav been modeled on that
plan. And when a nation has been made thoroughly
Christian the poople hav been most thoroughly
wretched.
To save them, the people, from this wretchedness,
is the work of the American Secular Union-the
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separation of church and state. To do this is to
eventually realize the glorious life-work of Thomas
...'D'
ame.
Here are a few excerpts from Brother Thompson's
tribute, which are a credit to a youth of twenty:
"Paine needs no praise, but if jusbice were done him
we should write one of the grandest epitaphs dedicated
to man. . . . In the name of humanity, his
fervid words in freedom's cause burnt deep into the
tyrant's heart, and shook the foundation of the bastile of oppression. His 'Rights of Man,' ' Crisis,'
and 'Age of Reason' will hold their kingly throne
as long as reason lasts and justice reigns. .
.
Few of the brilliant phrase-coiners liv up to them,
but he who uttered one of the grandest of recorded
sentences, 'The world is my country, to do good my
religion,' lived up to it in its broadest sense. To
him humanity had no narrow bounds,. and no limitations of state, town, or country fettered him like a
caged sweet warbler or a chained slave. . . .
Nothing so inspires the soul as contemplation of a
life spent in the interests of humanity; a life where
chagrin and anguish hav been. borne with fortitude,
that a grand purpose may be achieved. . . . Liberty, justice, and equal rights are not yet respectable.
mental freedom is an outcast, is spurned with contempt, and the minds of the majority are still bound
and riveted by the shackles of superstition. Mental
liberty is below par, and mental slavery is the passport of the day. . . . When Paine receives his
just deserts, then truth will not be dressed in rags,
nor liberty be hunted round the world.
" Then in reason's holy light,
Glowing in majestic might,
Willi·eign
Liberty, justice, equal right."
Perhaps the entertainment part of the program,
owing to the unavoidable absence of some of the
promised talent, was not quite up to our usual
standard. During the intermission of the dance, the
little Ls Paige Sisters-Ella and Maud-gave their
Highland Fling and Sailors' Hornpipe to the delight
and ustonishment of all pres..ent. They pel'formed,
by special invitation, at the Opera House in Minneapolis a few weeks ago for the Actors' Benefit Fund,
when W. J. Florence made them the recipients of his
special sol!lvenir-his little hatchet-- being emblematic of his relationship in the matter of veracity to a
certain historical cherry-tree chopper. They hav become quite eminent in the professional :field.
Mr. and Mrs. Semple (who never missed our anniversary yet) braved a cold two hours' ride to come
from Englewood and 'lend their presence to honor
Thomas Paine, as also did Mr. Parker Wineman and
several members of his family from Austin, and Mr.
laid Mrs. Chas. Hunt from their suburban home.
The Chicago Union never held a ball before where
everyone present seemed to so thoroughly enjoy
themselvs, and where such happy, innocent abandon
and good-fellowship prevailed.
REJOICE WITH HAPPY VOICE.

L. K. Washburn's "Cosmian Hymn Book" is, like
all his conscientious work, a credit to the Liberul
cause, and is an additional evidence of the versatility
of his genius. As a book of song it is of great importance and worth. Music is as absolutely essential
to the successful consolidation of the forces of Freethought as any other organization. If Liberal thought
is not organized-either as a passiv educativ or a
positiv political force-it will result only in a
repetition of the failures of the past. The" Cosmian"
comes to us at a critical period, and is capable of
being made a most valuable aid to the much-to-bedesired organization. It is the most elaborate
collection ever produced in the interest of Liberals,
and its preparation must hav involved a very large
outlay. That fact portends the trend of modern
thought and givs us reas.on to rejoice at indications
that ''this old world is growing brighter." Good
music givs life and vigor to all our aspirations-it is
the poetry and mirror of human emotionsThe caressing, lingering touch that stilleth so.
As a practical illustration of appreciation, I referred
a copy of the" Cosmian" to our musical director, Mr.
Card who is an authority, and his verdict was that
it w~s a splendid production, both as to arrangement
and selections, so that the next mail bore an order to
Boston, and our Union has listened to ita songs with
pleasure.
E. A. STEVENs.

Why Believe 1
"How often do we see those who" believe and even
contend for the reality of things that hav not been
demonstrated ! Some seem to think that belief is
the mother of wisdom. They ask us if there are "not
some things beyond investigation that we are bound
to admit as true even though they cannot be demonstrated or understood." It seems to be a great source
of pleasure to some persons to believe a great deal
that may not be true. They seem to like to parade
themselvs· as credulous Liberal a, just as credulous as
a real Christian ought to be. I fancy that they bav
a weak back and dislike to stand the stigma of
an out· and-out position; so they wish to sort of
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compromise. Doubt some, deny a little, and dfirm
less, but believe a good deal.
No, there is absolutely not one single thing that
anyone should believe without evidence. We are
warned that all we know comes from, or through,
our five senses, and cautioned that if we had more
senses we might be able to know more, etc. We are
told that "we know of existing laws and forces that
none of our five senses can explain." 0 man !
did the five senses ever explain anything? Never I
Reason, reason does. It takes brains to understand
and explain things. We can believe in a fact bec:use
we know it is a fact. We do not need to understand
attraction in order to believe there is such a thing.
We may believe in one explanation, or a dozen, or
none at all. If you know of no solution, do not
suppose everyone is equally as ignorant as yourself.
It is a favorit method of some to parade a lot of
things that are mysteries to them, and endeavor to
show that everybody is equally helpless; things, too,
that any young philosopher ought to understand in
these days as well as the addition-table.
· It is asked, "Wht is instinct, but a sense of natural, unthinking knowludge given by nature? Why
has not the same and all its benefits been given to
man~" Then cornea the crushing reply, "Because
we are finite and not infinit." Oh! And the animals
possess instinct, then, because they are infinitY
What a fool I hav been all my life ! If I only had .a
little more "unthinking knowledge," how easily I
could believe in a God ! But we are asked, ""Why
not deny the existence of attraction, as well as of
God, when we can see the work done by one as well
as the other!" If we could only see the work done
by God, we would not deny his existence, but there's
the rub. No man has ever seen one iota of work
done by a God, and never will.
And as to the possibility of there being forces that
we are not conscious of, think of this : Man has developed gradually from an atom up. As many forces
as are in existence hav constantly been his environment, they bav constantly impinged themselvs on the
tender forms till they hav made senses to perceive
them. .A. force is that which is capable of producing
an effect. That which is incapable of producing an
effect is nothing. Evel"y really existing force, then,
must hav produced its effect in the shape of organs
to sense it. Man is but a product of his surroundings, brought to his present perfection by variation,
heredity, and the survival of the fittest. No argument is valid founded on what may be unknown, or
on a supposition of an impossibility. The finite
mind has discovered what it has named the infinit.
Infinity, then, being purely a human conception, can
be comprehended by humans. The reasoning of
some is a great deal harder to understand than the
infinit.
C. L. HASKELL.

Work for Washington Territory Liberals.
As there is a prospect of a constitutional convention being held this year, it is time for the Liberals
of this territory to take action in regard to it.
An effort will ba made to elect delegates who favor
the measures of the National Reform Association.
This should be checkmated by an organized effort on
the part of men who believe in a secular government.
An effort will also be made to strengthen the power
of corporations at the expense of the laboring classes.
Questions of equal taxation, and equal political rights
irrespectiv of sex, will also come before the people.
The platform adopted at Cincinnati in 1879, by the
Liberal League congress, is as pertinent in this territory to-day as it was then. It was embodied in the
following :
.
·
" 1. Total separation of chtlrch and state, to be
secured under present laws and. proper legislation,
and finally to be guaranteed by amendment of the
United States Constitution, including the equitable
taxation of church property, secularization of the
public schools, abrogation of Sabbatarian laws, abolition of chaplaincies, prohibition of public appropriations for religious purposes, and all other measures
necessary to the same general end.
" 2. National protection for national citizens in
their equal political, civil, industrial, and religious
rights, irrespectiv of race or sex, to be secured under
present laws and proper legislation, and finally to be
guaranteed by amendment of the United States
Constitution, and afforded through the United States
courts.
" 3. Universal Education the basis of Universal
Suffrage in this Secular Republic/ to be secured
under present laws and proper legislation, and finally
to be guaranteed by amendment of the United States
Constitution, requiring every state to _maintain a
thoroughly secularized public school system, and to
permit no child within its limits to grow up without
a go9d elementary education."
The new constitution should be based on equal
rights, irrespectiv of sex. There is an element which
denies any political rights to women, falling back on
the old ecclesiastical fiction of law that the husband
and wife are one, and that one the husband. The
legislation of this territory has been progressiv, and
P1lS reeo9llb:ed ti:J.e :poUtical as well ~s oh"il equality

of woman. Since the supreme court has annulled
the election law which abolished sex as a qualification
for suffrage, a tendency has been shown to take
advantag~ of that fact to readjust the property rights
of women upon the old so-called common law basis.
This is the protection which is to be afforded those
who by disfranchisment cannot protect themselvs.
If the ballot is necessary for the colored man of
the South to protMt·his rights, it is equally necessary
for woman to protect herself against the men who
claim that she should bav no civil or political rights
except what they choose to giv her. Condorcet held:
"Either all human beings hav equal rights, or none
bav any." Abraham Lincoln expressed the snme
idea in hia statement: "No man is good enough to
govern another man without that other man's
consent."
The constitution for the state of Washington
should be framed on those broad principles of civil
liberty. There should be no disfranchisment on
account of sex, race, or religion.
W. S. Busrr.
Seattle, Wash. 1'err., Jan. 25, 1889.

What Shall We Do?
To my mind, the Symposium of Liberalism in the
United States, as given in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL,
affords a quantity of food for thought, study, and
reflection to Liberals in all parts. Out of the twenty
writers whose ideas and opinions are set forth in this
collection, "seventeen proclaim that the center of
activity in the Liberal ranks is the West." Why is
this.? Should not Liberals of all shades and opinions
that are to be found in the Eastern states rouse
tbemselvs from that" apathetic" feeling which, cloudlike, has fallen over them. There seems to me to be
a lack of tht spirit of independence which has characterized the Freethinkers of the last twenty years.
Apathy is the curse of our party, for it is evident
that the efforts of leaders and lecturers cannot bG
productiv of much good unless they are supported
by the Freethinkers throughout the country. Right
here in New York city is a good and large field where
valuable work might be done. We hav to do here
with a deadly foe, who bas vainly tried to consign the
cause of Freethought to oblivion, and who now strives
to crush it by an immeasurable superiority in numbers, in organization, and in wealth. I mean the
Roman Catholic church. We must persevere steadily in the path before us, though at present it may
appear a stormy on a; we must not lose an inch of
ground or relax a single effort; we must continue to
fight, or we nre forgotten; we must fight the priest
on the platform until he is compelled to meet us
upon equal ground; we must ruffie the smooth and
stagnant waters of superstition with the sharp,
healthy winds of free thought and free speech.
When I first came to this cop.ntry a few months
ago, I was surprised at the apparent di~quietude of
the Liberals in this city. I made all manner of
inquiry as to the place of meeting either in or around
New York of any branch of the American Secular
Union, but all my inquiries were fruitless, for ninetynine out of every hundred persons did not know of
the existence of such an organization ; therefore I
had to resort to strategy to find them out. So I
ordered THE TRUTH SEEKER of a news-agent in the
city, and from it I got a part of the information
I desired. The result was, I visited the Manhattan
Liberal Club, and I can truly say, without o.ny hesitation whatever, that, no matter how good their
intentions may be, still, to my mind, they are far
from being sufficient in a city like this. What we
want is an organization that is fully prepared to carry
out a bold, destructiv, and aggressiv policy. This is
wanting in the Manhattan Liberal Club. Their chief
fault appears to me to be a lack of energy, and in this
they hav failed to make tbemselvs felt as a power in
the city. The spirit of complacency seems to be carried on to an excess among them, which bas brought
on a general fear to over-excite the delicate feelings
of too sensitiv opponents, a course which all honest
thinkers should make it a rule to abandon; they
exhibit to a great extent that amount of equivocation
which the high priests of error glory in so much, for
under it they are suffered to proceed on their way
unmolested and without an obstacle.
Of late we hav bad far too much advocacy of a
diluted kind, and the result is obvious enough to
casual observers. Are the I:riberals in the EQst afraid
of their task T Here and there some solitary individual makes use of the pruning-knife to the tree of superstition, but that is not enough. What we want,
and what we must bav, is a united and courageous
attempt to strike at its roots. At present it seems
to me that the Liberals of the East· are not only
apathetic, but they seem satisfied with the work
already accomplished. This should not be, for while
ignorance, bigotry, and superstition are ever on the
alert to meet fresh dangers we should exert ourselvs
with redoubled vigor; then if any amount of success
is obtained we should find that every honest man and
woman would strive to increase it. It bas been
suggested to me that it is possible that we might
form another society in New York city whose meet~ngs Bhould be bald 9n Sunday, ~d, one w4ich ~s
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fully prepared to carry on such work as I hav de·
scribed. I bav obtained the promis of several Freeti:Jinkers to render whatever assistance they can for
the promotion of such an organization, and all that
is required to insure the 1:1uccess of such a scheme is
a united action of all parties concerned. Such a
society would, I am sure, produce good results, for
if a city like London can support about twenty
branches, surely New York city can support two.
Let us then unite aud show what the Liberals of the
East can do. Without union we are not wol"lh a
moment's consideration. Let us then unite and endeavor to form a scciety at the other end of the city
to follow out a distinct and unmistakable course of
propagandism. We could bav lectures constantly,
followed by questions and discussions if you will.
The purpose of these lectures should be to prove the
truths of Secularism, and to ovedhrow every error of
a superstitious character; to make man an intellectual
being and to divest his mind of folly. We should
endeavor to make our lectures free, and thus hold
out greater inducements to an audienct~ than those
offered by the enemy.
But it may be said, Who will pay the expenses T
I ask, Who pays the expenses of many of the
religious sects? In the case of the churcheE',
everyone pays as he or she can afford. Are you not
able to do the same! If they can do so to support
error and to debase mankind, E>urely you can do so
in the cause of truth and the elevation of humanity.
We bav Liberals of means in our ranks, and as our
cause is far better, why not support it as you ought!
We bav men of ability on our side who are fully prepared to fight the battle of Freethought, and hav
come forward with that object in view. I am convinced that we hav the best men and the best side;
we hav men of courage and daring; and let us hav
but a judicious organization and our triumph is certain. Let us carry out mm·e energetically the hereditary policy of our party ; we hav vast numbers,
great intelligence, disciplined scholars, eloquent
advocates, in fact, all the materials to make a strong
union, in the East, but they are-at present-deficient in cohesiv power.
The desire of Secularism is to see the people socially and morally regenerated, and enjoying their
rights as citizens. But no such end can possibly be
obtained while the Christian faith prevails; it is the
sou1·ce of nearly all the mischief that affiicts society;
it is a state engin used to crush the liberty of the
people ; its influence is the stone of stumbling, and
the rock of offense, which prevents a thorough, practical education among the people. I would, therefore, exhort all who wish well to the cause of Freethought to bestir themselvs with renewed vigor and
energy, for there is yet a great work to be done,
though at present the laborers are few. Then let
those who are willing to work prepare themselvs for
"the combat, and those who cannot take an activ part
assist and encourage those who can.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
THE London National Secular Society appeals for financial
aid for the Swedish prisoners for blasphemy, an account of
whose incarceration was last week transferred from the London Freethinker to these columns. The last issue of the
same journal says: "Mr. Lennstrand is still in prison, and
after his release he will hav to answer another indictment.
He is allowed to hav his meals sent in from a tavern, the
cost being about £2 5s. per month, so that his diet must be
extremely simple. But the resources of himself and his Freethought friends are meager, and they are burdened with the
expenses of the prosecution and fine. In the circumstance3
it was feared that the prisoner would hav to fall back on the
jail fare, which we suspect is rough indeed in a country like
Sweden. Over £2 was subscribed by members of the executiv and forwarded immediately. Further subscriptions are
needed and can be sent to Mr. R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter
street, London, E. C., or to ourselvs. Every sum received
will be acknowledged in the National Reformer an:.l the
Freethinker. We trust there will be a generous response.
Freethought knows no distinction of nationality. The battle
of freedom is the same in whatever country it is fought.
Should the subscription be in excess of the immediate require·
menta, the executiv will hold the bllance for future contingencies."

One of tile Best of Annuals.
From the Lonaon Freethinlce?·.

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FR!IETIJINKKRS' ALMANAO.
Good typography and excellent illustrati?ns make thi~ one of
the best annuals in the Freethought servJCe. The chief feature this year is a symposium on ·'Liberalism," as the Americans term Freethought, from the pens of twenty-four leading American Freethinkers, including Colonel Ingersoll.
The Calendar is well compiled, and a photograph of the
statue to Bruno in Rome forms a fitting frontispiece.

A Liteury as Well as a Liberal Success.
From Watts•s.Literartl Gutae, Lon!lon.

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1889, edited by E. M.
Macdonald the enterprising New York journalist, contains,
as its princlpal attraction, a Symposium on Christianity and
Freethought, to which Colonel Ingersoll, Miss Helen Gardener Mr. Charles Watts and all the leading American
Freethinkers contribute. There are also other entertaining
papers the most noteworthy being that on "Shakspere and
Ingerebll." The numerous illustrations are, as usual, admirably executed. We congratulate Mr. Macdonald on his sue~
~essfullitera17 ach~eve~ellh
··
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fiommunications.
.Missionary Terrorizing.
The statement by Helen Gardener in her review of
a new book just issued called" Yone Santo," that the
attempt of Houghton, Mi:ffiin _& Co. to suppress it
" is the most dangerous and senous case of attempted
suppression of the press and of free BJ?eech bJ: th~
pulpit that I hav yet known to occur m AmeriCa,
was a trifle startling to the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and it occurred to him to find out what the
Boston' Puritans had been doing. With that object
in view he visited the author of the book one day
last week, and had a two hours' conversation on the
matter.
Mr. House is an exceedingly interesting talker, as
one might easily believe from reading his book.
Years ago, when Horace Greeley was damning things
around the Tribune office, he was engaged on that
paper. Since then he has been about everywhere,
especially in the Orient, and he knows a good deal
about the humbug of the missions, though he doesn't
put it quite as strongly as that. He brought a
servant home wi~h him from Japan, to whom he talks
in the boy's own language, thou~h ~he pleasan~
mannered little fellow speaks Enghsh like an Amencan. Mr. House thinks little of the Chinese, but of
the Japanese he speaks highly, aside from the evident
interest he takes in them from having made the
career of _one of their girls the basis of a most
interesting work of fiction. They are, he says, a
gentle, tender-hearted race, easily moved by gratitude
for kindnesses and it is this trait in their character,
he says, that ~akes them an easy prey ~o the missionaries. They will do anything for the1r benefactors." Yone Santo" is a book descriptiv of the trials of a
little Japanese girl in getting. an education, which
the harsh customs of her race and the morbid puritanism and hypocrrsy of the missionaries make exceedinaly difficult. There is in the story a big-hearted
d~ctor who helps her against her relative and the
missionaries, and explosivly abuses the old maids and
hypocritical prudes who are kept in Japan by the
Boston Board of Missions to convert the heathen to
Christ. It was this trait of the doctor's, which 1\Ir.
House, in making the character, allowed consider~~le
latitude, that aroused the anger of the Boston mmlsters, who compelled Mr. Houghton to suppress the
story in book form, though the editor of the Atlantic
-Monthly published the serial entire, unamended.
Not content with this frightening of Mr. Houghton,
the ministers used their brethren in New York to
deter other publishers from printing the book, and
did everything in their power to suppress it.
Mr. House was quite willing to tell of the meanness of the ministers, and in response to the inquiry
whether one of his objects in writing "Yone Santo"
was to expose the shortcomings of the missionary
system and the hypocrisy of the missionaries, he
said:
"I intended to show how utterly disqualified the
American missionaries in Japan are for the work they
undertake, and the evil influence of their methods
upon the youth of that country. As to 'hypocrisy'
I meant to express no opinion. If they had all the
sincerity of the blindest fanaticism, their teaching
would be none the less injurious."
"Did the editor of the Atlantic Monthly know
how the missionary question was treated when he
accepted the story ~"
"I particularly called his attention to it, and mentioned that I believed the missionaries would make
trouble on that account."
"Did he require, at the time of acceptance, or
previous to publication, any changes to be made in
regard to the implied criticism of the missionaries ~"
"None whatever."
"Did he afterward desire the alteration or suppression of any of the missionary passages?"
"After disturbances had been created by the
missionary party, he suggested that it would be
judicious to modify or omit these passages from
that part of the story which had not been put in
type-about one quarter of the whole; but I am not
aware that he objected to them except on grounds
of expediency."
"Do you understand, then, that he was in accord
with your views, so far as expressed in the novel ?"
" Entirely so."
"Then no part of the hostility to your book originated with him ?"
" Certainly not; I am inclined to believe that he
was, for a time, quite as much a victim as myself."
"You say that he suggested the modification or
omission of_ certain missionary passages. Was this
sugf;l"estion carried out~"
" It was not. I should like to say, if you will
allow me, that the only alterations ever made, at his
suggestion, were the omission of three or four lines
in one place, and three or four words in another.
These, however, had no connection with the missionary episodes; they related to wholly different subjects. But I must tell you that if he had proposed
a hundred alterations, at the outset of affairs, I

should hav endeavored to meet his wishes. I had
such regard for his critical judgment, and such confidence in him personally, that I would hav distrusted my own opinions if they had conflicted with
his. But when I found myself virtually subjected
to the dictation of the missionary brotherhood and
the head of a publishing house who was in sympathy
with them, I was obliged to resist."
"Do you mean that the principal partner of
Houghton, Mi:ffiin & Co. was your only opponent in
the firm!"
" I believe that he was individually responsible for
all the difficulty, and for the final breaking of the
contract to publish 'Yone Santo' in book form;
and therefore what I say of Houghton, Mi:ffiin & Co.
is probably applicable to Mr. Houghton alone."
"Was his action voluntary, or was he instigated
by the clerical domineering T"
"My conviction is that he would never hav taken
an adverse step if he had not been driven to it by the
missionaries. In March, 1888, when about one half
of the story had been published, Met>srs. Houghton,
Miffiin & Co. signified their desire to issue the novel
as a volume, upon its completion in the Atlantic
Monthly. The proposal was theirs, not mine. They
knew perfectly well what they were doing; and it
was not until two and a half months after the contract
had been signed that I heard a word of objection
from them. But in May the missionaries massed
their forces and instituted a hostil campaign, the
result of which was that the eminent publishers
surrendered with a lack of discretion seldom exhibited
in honorable contests of any description. I believe
that their decision to break the agreement was taken
early in that month, but I was allowed to proceed
with the work of preparation until the last page of
copy had been delivered to the magazine, when I was
advised of the changed aspect of affairs. The pitiful
and ignominious pretexts upon which they then
sought to evade their obligations were such as I could
not hav imagined it possible for a respectable publishing house to employ ; and in subsequent efforts to
justify their conduct, they did not scruple to resort
to gross fabrications. They had the singular effrontery to assert, for example, that six or eight months
before the story began to appear in the Atlantic
lJfonthly they definitly formulated their objections
to the missionary episodes, and caused them to be communicated to me; that in compliance with their request
I then made various changes in the text; that it was
only in consequence of this deference to their wishes
that they contracted to publish the completed volume;
that the modifications made by me for the Atlantic
Monthly proved, after all, insufficient to meet their
views, so that the book, as printed in the magazine,
was ' not what in good faith they had taken it to be,'
but there was no doubt in their mind that I would
alter it to any extent that they might demand. As to
what may hav been ' in the mind' of the Boston
publishers, I cannot pretend to speak; but in all that
remains of their pronunciamento there is not a single
word of truth. It is not true that I ever received a
statement of objections from Houghton, Miffiin &
Co. As I hav said, I heard nothing from them on
the subject until the publication in the Atlantic was
nearly at an end. It is not true that I made alterations, nor yet one solitary alteration, at their behest.
Their declaration that they contracted to issue the
volume only after I had acceded to their demands is
a· sheer fable; and the imputation that the book was
'not what in good faith they had taken it to be' is
an outrage. 'I'he contract was signed in March, 1888.
In April, the missionaries set their aggreseiv machinery in operation, and apparently succeeded in frightening the publishers out of their integrity; but it
was not until the end of May, after all the copy was
in their hands, that I received the first direct intimation of their purpose. It is reasonable to infer,
therefore, that their action, or, to be more precise,
Mr. Houghton's action, was not voluntary, and was
instigated by missionary influences."
" Did the Christian opponents of the story write
to you expressing their condemnation ~"
"Not directly. They wrote to Messrs. Houghton,
Miffiin & Co. in language which I would not hav
ventured to reproduce in my book, lest it should be
taken as the wildest and most extravagant misuse of
caricature. No letters with authentic signatures
were sent to me; but I received dozens of anonymous
epistles, filled with the absurdest threats and denunciations, consigning me to ingenious and unprecedented processes of damnation, and prophesying
wholesale punishment of a more realistic description,
in the pages of American religious newspapers."
"Were these threats of newspaper intimidation
carried into effect~"
"They were, but to what extent I cannot say. I
know some interesting instances, and one of a
very peculiar significance, as showing what a leading religious editor's word is worth. The Independent published a paragraph, written, I hav grounds
for believing, by the Rev. W~ E. Griffis, of Boston, in
which several accusations were brought against me,
the most offensiv being that from the beginning of
my residence in Japan I was' bitterly opposed to
the missionaries, and improved every opportunity,

through the Japanese papers, to say sharp, bitter,
and sarcastic things of them.' It did not please me
to be charged with stabbing people in the dark, and
habitually attacking individuals in a language which
they could not read, and I sent a note to the editor
of the Jndependent, offering to place at his disposal
$1,000, to be devoted to any missionary enterprise
he might select, if his. informant could produce a
single example of such contributions to the Japanese
press as, according to his statement, I had promulgated 'on every oppor.tunity.' The writer had professed to 'know pretty thm:oughly Mr. House's career
in Japan,' during the 'ten or twelve years' that I
lived there, and, under these circumstances, I suggested that 'it should surely not be difficult for him
to supply evidence of at least one of the assaults
upon missionaries which he said I was continually
making.' I repeated that I wanted to see only onejust one-of the alleged ' sharp, bitter, and sarcastic
things,' and the money should instantly be handed
over. After a delay of a fortnight-doubtless required for consultation with the 'robed and reverend
backbiter'-a not~ came from the 'superintending
editor' of the Independent, informing me that he
could 'hard_ly giv room' to my 'whole article,' but
would pubhsh ' the substance' of it. The substance
of my communication was what I hav just told you
-the offer of $1,000 for the production of one solitary specimen of work which the Independent declared I had been doing 'on every opportunity,' for
ten or twelve years. Very good. The next issue of
that paper announced the receipt of a 'long letter from
Mr. E. H. House'-(it occupied, in fact, less than
two pages of note paper)-but made not the slightest allusion to my offer of a reward for a single fragment of testimony to the honesty of the original
accusation. All that was carefully suppressed. A
farcical misrepresentation of what I had really written
was given in a few lines, and so the matter ended.
In the secular press, a performance of this sort would
be properly stigmatized as a piece of dirty t1·ickery
and evasion. My experience does not enable me to
judge how it may be characterized by the branch of
journalism to which the Independent belongs.''
"All the way through, then, the attitude of the
missionary party and its supporters has been that of
persons angry at being detected in raising money to
bolster up what we might call a fraudulent schemea sort of commerce in religion, which has a pecuniary value for themselvs ?"
"They 3re certainly very angry at the illustrations
of missionary methods given in my book, and it is
likely enough that they especially object to revelations which may tend to diminish, in any degree,
their pecuniary revenues. Undoubtedly they do
gather enormous sums of money from multitudes
who hav little knowledge of the uses to which it is
applied. The pl:lblished reports afford no satisfactory intelligence on that head. As to whether any
of the funds are wasted, or not, Canon Taylor and
other investigators of his class can supply trustworthy information."
"You hav been pretty flatly accused of being an
enemy of the missionaries; and if you are, will you
tell why! What do you think of the system and of
its representative, as you find them in Japan~"
"Toward the missionaries personally I hav no illfeeling, and it is not my purpose to say a word
against them individually. I would be glad to do
the contrary, if I saw an opportunity. But the system of the American Protestant missionaries is, in
my estimation, wholly false ·and injurious. They act
upon a theory which is oppoRed to the moral and
aocial principles most dearly cherished by the Japanese. Life .among that people has no meaning or
value if the family tie is weakened or broken, and
there is nothing that they hold in greater reverence
than the memory of their ancestors. These ideas are
the very foundation of their most sacred convictions,
and yet by ridiculing, uprooting, and dest.roying them·,
the missionaries expect to conquer. They are bound
by contract with the managers of their organization
to proclaim to every convert or neophyte that in
adopting the religion of Christ he separates himself
forever from those who hav died before him, and that
his nearest relations can be nothing to him theLceforth, unless they follow the course he has chosen.
That much chance they volichsafe to the living, but
for the dead there is no possible redemption. They
are all damned in a heap, ruthlessly and unconditionally. I do not believe that, while they operate on
this line, the American missionaries will make much
impression upon the forty millions who regard such
teaching with abhorrence. Apart from this open and
avowed antagonism to Japanese principles, there is a
great deal to repel nativ susceptibilities in the habits
and demeanor of the Protestant missionaries. Their
angry quarrels, in which they often invite publicity,
instead of shunning it; their frequent fondness for
gain, sometimes leading them to acquisitiv contests
which require the peremptory interference of consular
authority; their sharp dealings with the poorer class
of tradesmen and laborers, which are notorious wherever they dwell; these and other unpleasant features
of their life in Japan are by no means calculated to
endear them to the populace. The contrast between
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their practices and those of the Roman and Greek an inner feeling of "the eternal fitness." I fear you excuse my saying that though the slinging together
priests exposes them to criticism which may not be will make a poor logician.
of words and harping on terms may be considered a
highly intelligent, but is extremely incisiv. In their
We will agree, no doubt, sir, that a Christian is criticism in some sections of this country, yet, in
own households they generally set an example of superstitious, and you object to my remark that a these parts, educated people in reading a criticism
commendable decorum, but there hav been instancHl certain portion of the Materialistic fraternity are look for and demand anything other than abuse.
of shameful domestic scandals, a single one of w:lJich even more superstitious than the average Christian. For abuse shows that the so-called critic, bEing unis sufficient to throw discredit, justly or unjustly, Let us examin this.
equal to the task, is trying to cover his own discomupon their entire organization. The Protestant misA Materialist is supposed to be a Freethinker. He fiture by covering his opponent with mud. So,
sionary who can influence a race like the Japanese, fears no jealous God, angry devil, or infallible pope. admitting the correctnees of these remarks, perhaps
must be something very near an ideal of moral and
The. book of nature is open to him, and he can a reperusal of your article may satisfy you of the unintellectual perfection; and such men hav not thus read the pages as far as his mentality will permit. productivness of your tffort.
far been found available by the American Boards. But if his mentality be very limited, the moment the
It is generally admitted that gratuitous advice is
It is not, indeed, in the nature of things that they term " phenomenon" is mentioned his thoughts turn seldom appreciated, but, at the risk of having mine
should be."
immediately to Spiritualism, and be seems to forget, ignored, I will advise you not to rush into a contro"What do you think of the Missionary Board and if be ever knew, that every display of nature is a versy carried on between others, unless you hav
its representative in and around Boston?"
phenomenon little understood by the ordinary man, something to say and know how to say it. Learn to
"I hav no othElr means of forming a judgment and eagerly studied by scientists. He imagine" phe- deal justly and honorably with the subject and the
concerning the Board than those which are accessible nomenon" to mean something unusual, and as he writer; do not assume a knowledge which you do
to the gElneral public, and can be found in its pam- cannot penetrate the earth, or peer beyond a certain not possess, and under no circumstances deny a
phlets on 'probation' and kindred doctrine upon distance into the skies, he associates it with the terms proposition after having admitted your ignorance of
it, for it is not impossible that
which its vitality is said to depend. Of course I hav "miraculous," " supernatural," and the like.
an opinion with regard to the interdiction of my
Now, as to the Spiritualist there is nothing superThere are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamed of in your philosophy.
book; but that is a small matter, and I would rather natural. The laws governing the Spiritual phenomleave others to express their views than giv my own. ena, though little understood, are sufficiently well
Then remember that very few writers are adaptui
. If you mean, however, by the representative of the demonstrated to cause scientists, men at whose feet by nature to successfully play a funny part. A good
missionaries, those who appear in public as their you and I could sit with advantage, to respectfully story, well told and to the point, oft-times will make
supporters and vindicators, I may say that they and assiduously investigate them.
a mark when solid reasoning fails. But you seem to
might better serve their cause by exercising a little
Hence I claimed, and now repeat, that "we relegate be pal'ticularly unfortunate when you attempt that
of the discretion which religious valor is frequently superstition to the churches and that portion of the role. Your picture of a dwarf" trying with one hand
in need of. I recall the case of a reverend Boston- Materialistic community who refuse to credit any- to tear frcm its pedestal a placid statue," is certainly
ian, the same that I hav previously alluded to-who, thing . outside of the commonest known physical a brilliant and classic idea, but it becomes ridiculous
in his eagerness to Elxalt the missionaries in Japan, laws."
when you paint him with the other hand "tugging
is said to hav filled successiv columns of the Evening
But you say: "A fact is not a statement to be at his boot-straps." It reminds of an Irishman who
Post and the Nation of this city with mendacious emphasized or believed." "A fact," according to described himself as writing a letter with a sword in
aspersions upon the administration of that country, Webster, is," reality," "truth;" and "emphasize" is one hand and a pistol in the other. But remember,
which is known by all who honestly investigate the "to utter or pronounce with a particular stress of particularly, that all your readers are ordinary
question to be far more tolerant in matters of faith voice." So your criticism is that " the truth should mortals and shape your phrases accordingly, and
than the majority of Ch1·istian governments. The not be uttered with a particular stress of voice." follow the advice given by Daniel O'Connell to an
·
Japanese rulers were falsely charged with the vilest Shades of Solon !
Englishman desirous of literary distinction : "In
You continue: "It is to be received into our promulgating your esoteric cogitations and articulatand most atrocious crimes, for no apparent purpose
but to represent a little knot of political agitators in conscious experiences, as a feeling, seeing, or bear- ing superficial sentimentalities and philosophical or
the light of martyrs to their belief. As a rule these ing." This sounds like solid Catholic doctrin, and psychological observations, beware of platitudinous
fanatical demonst.rations are co:stemptuously over- Pat Cronin. will vouch that " a sacrament is ·an out- ponderosity. Let your writings possess a clarified conlooked, but this piece of audacity was too much for ward sign of inward grace."
ciseness, compacted comprehensibleness, coalescE:nt
the patience of those who believe in the integrity of · But I_ suppose you .intended saying that our consistency, and a concatenated cogency. Eschew
Japan's position before the world, and the astonished material senses are the only ones to be depended on. all conglomerations of flatulent garrulity, jejune babcalumniator found himself held to account with a Well, that may be so, but come with me into yonder blement, and asinin affectations. Let your extemsternness and a severity which compelled him to laboratory presided over by a Materialist. He will poraneous descantings and unpremeditated expatiuretract his libels, and left him with very little char- inform us that everything is matter, and that matter tiont3 hav intelligibility and veracious vivacity without
acter as an authority on Japanese politics and public is eternal. This you accept, as it is the very founda- rodomontade or thrasonical bombast. Sedulously
avoid all polysyllabical profundity, pompous prolixmorals. But incidents like this are too common to tion of Materialism.
The.cbemist then takes a piece of paper, and on ity, citations vacuity, ventriloquous verbosity, and
be worth your consideration. I mention it only as
an example of the expedients employed to glorify a immersion in acid, it disappears from material eye- vaniloquent vapidity. Above all shun double entencause which seems to require the aid of sensational sight. He then assures us that, though invisible to dres, prurient jocosity, and pestiferous profanity,
inventions to maintain its hold upon popular atten- the eye and not to be cognized by any of the material obscure or apparent. In short, write plainly, sensisenses, it still exists, and, strange to say, the acid bly, naturally, truthfully, and do not gasconade or
tion."
The unsuppressed book is meeting with a large which absorbed it has not increased in volume.
use big words."
How does be know it still exists T Is his stateIt has always seemed strange to me, sir, that the
sale, and we trust that the Boston clergy, and Mr.
Houghton, will derive from that fact whatever con- ment a 'fact or a theory? Can it be proved by" feel· most violent opponents of any new movement are to
solation is necessary to enable them to recover from ing, seeing, or hearing~, Is it a "conscious experi- be found among the so-called Liberals. And no
sooner is an advanced thought advocated than it is
the chagrin of defeat in an attempt to .bide from the ence'"
Think the matter over calmly, sir, and I venture attacked, often before its promulgators hav had an
public all knowledge of the incapacity of the missionaries and the uselessness of their missionary system. to predict you will decide that you owe an apology opportunity for its proper presentation. And then,
if a man investigate the proposition, and becoming
But if the fact does not console them, we know of to yourself for having msde this remark.
You say: "Genuinness of experiences is a Mc- convinced that it possesses some merit, dares to hav
nothing that will except a season of prayer.
Arthurism, and a literary curiosity." Are you the "courage of his convictions," his old-time friends
are the very first to forsake and slur him. The
correct?
McArtlmt· to J. J{. P. Baker.
Genuinness as defined by We bater is, "not altered greater his intellectual ability the greater the abuse.
0 wall some power the giftie gie us,
I refer in particular to one of the most valued corTo see oursels as ithers see us!
or corrupted; not forged or substituted ; purity;
respondents of THE TRUTH SEEKER. One whose comI regret, sir, that you should hav deemed it reality; sincerity."
Experience is defined as, " practical acquaintance munications hav attracted attention in every part of
necessary to misconstrue a jocular sentence, and by
crediting it with so serious a motiv hav placed the with any matter by personal observation or trial of the civilized world, and hav been translated into
lady in a position where she may be compelled to it, or by feeling its effects, by living through it, or almost every known language-for I hav met them
send you her acknowledgments for your gratuitous the like; experimental knowledge; actual trial," etc.; in Spanish, French, German, and Italian papers.
Acknowledged as the peer of any writer in his
and the conjunction of these two words you call " a
insult.
line, his articles are read with eagerness by careful
I hav beard it said that in order to hav a joke literary curiosity."
Now, candidly, don't you think that some one and studious men, and are placed in scrap- booka for
penetrate the brain of a Scotchman, a surgical operation was oft-times necessary, and I now learn from should accept your offer of " braying a fool in a future reference.
While be was known as a Materialist, his school
you that the services of a surgeon are needed in your mortar?"
could not do him too much honor; but, when he inBut let us proceed.
section of Iowa.
Possibly you may be aware that "phenomenon" is vestigates and then pubiishes his expt;riences with
Had you done me the b~nor of rea~ing the _enti!·e
series of letters, and restramed your Impetuosity till a singular noun, its plural being " phenomena." If the Spiritual phenomena, every effort is made to betheir conclusion, mayhap you would not hav rushed you bad carefully read the article which you at- little him.
I speak of W. H. Burr-"Antichrist "-and the ~g
so inconsiderately into print and found yourself in tempted to criticise, you would hav discovered that
your present unp}easant posi~ion as!" self-appointed I was dealing with the latter. Consequently had you norance which seeks his belittlement honors me With
.
.
critic upon a subJect concernmg whiCh you hav ad- supplied the ellipsis you would never hav attempted a place by his side.
But enough of this. I had mtende~ confinmg
that very small piece of sarcasm.
.
mitted your ignorance.
.
Although· five feet eleven inches in bight, and myself entirely to Mrs. Slenker, and had It not been
Moreover it might possibly bav suggested Itself
to you that' your criticism and claim of omniscience weighing over two hundred pounds, it is permissible, for your double entendre should hav remained silent.
This necessitated a reperusal of your letters, and
I suppose, for you to call me a long, lank, slabsided,
were not in the strictest accord with each other.
Men who criticise even subjects with which they long-haired, hysterical ghost-monger, and add to I notice in them a sort of swagger suggestiv of a
are familiar should be very careful ; and well-known them any other choice epithet; but I draw the line "chip on the shoulder" which you se~m to be anxcritics, fully aware· that they the~selvs are no.t above there, so, when you attack my syntax, I rise and ious some Spiritualist should try to knock off. Well,
I am the man.
criticism handle doubtful subJects very gingerly. point out your ignorance.
At present I am engaged in a discussion with Mrs.
I regret, sir, having coupled your name with that
So, as y~u assume the rol.e o~ a .critic, let me examin
of Pat Cronin, since it seems to be so distasteful to Slenker but should the lady at any time show a disyour criticism if I may dignify It by that name.
You harp o~ the term I used, "small brain capac- you ; and if Pat should ever be heard from on the inclination to continue, I will notify and publicly
ity." Well what of it~ Who has more brain than subject and agree with you that "the insolence of challenge you to take it up.
.And I hope, sir, that it is unnecessary to assure
he needs 1 ' When a man admits his ignorance of this is only exceeded by its unfairness/' then I stand
any given proposition and pronounce~ it." impossiblet prepared to make a public apology. But to which you that I will do so in unmistakable but gentlemanly
terms.
because be cannot understand it, I Insist that be IB oneT
Pending that, I hope it may be unnecessa~y to ~all
I hav carefully examined your article, and beyond
entitled to be considered of "small brain capacity."
your
attention again to the fact that the discussiOn
nature
to
those
already
noticed,
I
see
matters
of
like
And I don't see that there is room for any argument
between
Mrs. Slenker and myself not only should be,
nothing
worthy
of
consideration.
It
is
not
"
imon the subject. Moreover, it was not applied directly
to you, but you chose to _assume it. .You were too. possible" that I may bav come to this conclusion but is, shielded from unwarranted and personal atMthTHUB.
quick, therefore, in your mferences, unless you had because I am unusually obtuse, and I hope you will tacks.
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In The Truth Seeker of February 16th
WILL BE PUBLISHED

The Limitations of Toleration.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
COL.

ROB~RT

C. INCERSOLL,
HON. FREDERICK R. COUDERT, and
COV. STEWART L. WOODFORD,

BEFORE

The Nineteenth Century Club of New York
Stenographically reported for The T1·uth Steker
by I. N. Baker.
'fhe publication of this discussion has been delayed from
various causes, but will now be of more interest than ever
because of the other mighty men Colonel Ingersoll has since
met and overthrown. F. R. Coudert is a Roman Catholic,
and one of the best orators of New York. Gov. Stewart L.
Woodford is a Protestant, and a splendid speaker. The
discussion is the only o1·al public debate t'I!M' engaged in by
Colonel Ingersoll. He had the opening and the closing of
the argument, and made two of his most forcible and eloquent speeches. President Palmer's introductions of the
orators will also be given.
This will be a great issue for our friends to send to Ohris..
tian acquaintances, or to use to procure us some new subscribers.
Send in orders for ex.tra TRUTH SEEKERS at once.
In quantities of five copies and over, 5 cents uch.
Single numbers, 7 cents.

Tbe Schools to be Turned Over to Protestantism.
Besides his Sunday bill, the character of which has
been fully exposed in these columns, Senator Blair of
New Hampshire has another job in hand for the
benefit of his church. It is an amendment to our
national Constitution, which, if adopted, would giv
endless trouble, because of its contradictory nature,
and ·if the second clause were enforced, would simply hand our public schools over to the Protestants,
with the power of Congress behind them to force
every child to be inoculated with Christianity.
This is his proposed amendment :
'
"Sec. 1. No .state shall ever make or maintain any law
respeeting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof.
"Sec. 2. Each state in this Union shall establish and maintain a system of free public schools adequate for the education of all the children living therein, between the ages of
six and sixteen years inclusiv, in the common branches of
knowledge, and in virtue, morality, and the principles of the
Christian relip;ion. But no money raised by taxation im.
posed by law, or any money or other property or credit
belonging to any municipal organization, or to any state, or
to the United States, shall ever be appropriated, applied, or
given to the use or purposes of any school, institution, corporation, or person, whereby instruction or training shall be
given in the doctrine, tenets, belief, ceremonials, or observances peculiar to any sect, denomination, organization,
or society, being, or claiming to be, religious in its character;
nor shall such peculiar doctrine, tenets, belief, ceremonials,
or observances, be taught or inculcated in the free public
schools.
"Sec. 3. To the end that each state, the United States, and
all the people thereof, may hav and preserve governments
republican in form and in substance, the United States shall
guarantee to every state, and to the United States, the support and maintenance of such a system of free public schools
as is herein provided.
" Sec. 4. That Congress shall enforce this article by legislation when necessary."

By the decisions of the United States Supreme
Court, the amendments to the Constitution are binding alone upon Congress, hence the possibility at
present !or each state to establish a church. Most
of the state constitutions, it is true, prohibit this,
but state constitutions are easily amended, and the
churches could put such an amendment through
without the knowledge of the :people, At O\lr l~~oEJt

election, for instance, the constitution of New York
was ameBded simply because the politicians had
bunched the ballot "Yes" to it with the other votes.
Not one in a thousand of the people knew what it
was for. We endeavor ·to keep well up in current
affairs and watch the legislature with care, but when
we found that ballot among the others procured at
the different polling-places, it was put aside because
the significance of that little "Yes" was too obscure.
What the amendment was no one around the polls
knew.
The first section of. Mr. Blair's amendment is a
good one.
The second section contradicts the first section,
however. After prohibiting the states from establishing religion, it compels them to establish the principles of the Christian religion.

Minnesota-Dwight M. Sabin, R.; Cushman K. Davis, R.
Mississippi-Edward C. Wallthal, D.; James Z. George, D.
Missouri-George G. Vest, D.; Francis M. Cockrell, D.
Nebraska-Charles F. Manderson, R.; Algernon S. Paddock, R.
Nevada-John P. Jones, R.; William M. Stewart, R.
New Hampshire-William E. Chandler, R.; Henry W.
Blair, R.
.
New Jersey-John R. McPherson, D.; Rufus Blodgett, D.
New York-William M. Evarts, R.; Frank Hiscock, R.
North Carolina-Matthew W. Ransom, D.; Zebulon B.
Vance, D.
Ohio-Henry B. Payne, D.; John Sherman, R.
Oregon-Joseph N. Dolph, R.; John H. ".Mitchell, R.
. Pennsylvania-James Donald Cameron, R.; Matthew S.
Quay, R.
Rhode Island-Jonathan Chase, R.; Nelson W. Aldrich, R.
South Carolina-Matthew C. Butler,D.; Wade Hampton, D.
Tennessee-Isham G. Harris, D.; William B. Bate, D.
Texas-Richard Coke, D.; John H. Reagan, D.
Vermont-Justin S. Morrill, R.; George F. Edmunds, R.
"No state shall ever make or maintain any law respecting
Virginia-H. H. Riddleberger, R.; John W. Daniel, D.
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
West Virginia-John E. Kenna, D.; Charles J. Faulkner,.D.
thereof."
Wisconsin-John C. Spooner, R.; Philetus Sawyer, R.
But

Take your choice in politics, but write to at least
"Each state in the Union shall establish and maintain a
system of free public schools, adequate for the education of one of your United States Senators, and send petiall· the children lfving therein, between the ages of six and tion protesting against the passage of the Sunday
sixteen years inclusiv, in the common branches of knowl- bill or educational amendment.
edge, and in virtue, morality, and the principles of the ChrisThe Seventh Day Adventists are doing splendid
tian religion."
And further:
"The United States shall guarantee to every state, and to
the people of every state and of the United States, the support and maintenance of such a system of free public schools
as is herein provided."

work against Blair and his fellow-fanatics. In all
towns where they hav organizations petitions are in
circulation. Their headquarters are at Battle Creek,
Mich., and Oakland, Cal., and their presses are busy
printing petitions and arguments against the bill.
The Liberals must not be behind them in this
effort to preserve our secular American government.
The German organizations, too, are awake to the
subversiv intent of Blair's two bills, and the National
Executiv Committee of the North American Turnerbund has just issued a circular letter to its subsidiary vereins, calling upon t.hem promptly to forward
an energetic remonstrance to their Senators, with the
request that they oppose Senator Blair's measures by
every means in their power. The same action was
taken by the local vereins some time ago.
We earnestly ask all of our readers who hav not
already circulated the petition printed in these columns two weeks ago, to circulate the present one
promptly and widely, and send it to one of the
United States Senators from their state.

Not only does this authorize each state to establish Christianity, but it sees to it that each state does
it. The amendment therefore establishes Christianity as the national religion, violating the present
amendment which prohibits its so doing, because as
each state must teach the principles of the Christian
religion, those principles must be declared and formulated, and this will necessitate a council held by
order of the national government, which guarantees
the teaching, to find out what the principles held in
common by the churches are. When these are declared
the government has established a religion, and is
pledged to see that the states teach it. This give us
a national creed. The amendment is. but another
scheme to put God into the Constitution, along with
the religion that the believers in God hav constructed.
A "Religious Tendency."
Senator Blair ought to be kept at home and given
the diaconate of some New Hampshire church which
The picture on the title-page of this issue of THE
holds its meetings in a backwoods school-house. TRUTH SEEKER is inspired by a statement in the Fort
His talents make him specially fitted to ornament Smith, Ark., Journal of January lOth. The military
such a position.
character of the revival is due to the fact that Fort
Smith is a military station. The Jmtrnal says:

Circulate the Remonstrance.

There remains but this month for effectiv work
against the two Blair bills now pending in the United
States Senate, either or both of which fanatic Blair may
call up at any moment after their report back from
the committees to which they were referred. Mr.
Blair may try to rush them through in the last hours
of the session, as the Comstock bill was passed, but
we doubt if the Senate will allow their adoption without full discussion.
To strengthen the opposition to them, Senators
should be asked not to vote for them, and perhaps
the petition form is as good as any. On the last page
of this paper will be found a convenient-sized form
of prayer to be cut out, pasted on a foolscap sheet
of paper, and circulated around tho neighborhood.
When all the names of all who will sign hav been
obtained, the petition should be sent to one of the
Senators from the state in which the petition is
signed. The following are the names of the Senators. The R stands for Republican, D for Democrat.
Their address is Senate chamber, Washington, D. C.:

"The religious tendency that has set in among the prisoners at the United States jail resulted Wednesday in the
baptism of seven prisoners, Rev. Dr. Riddle, of Muldrow,
officiating. They were as follows : George Brashears and
W. H. Miller, convicted of murder; Lafayette Tee!, Jason
Stilly, and John Massey, convicted of manslaughter; Joe
Martin and J. M. Trout, charged with murder. They were
immersed in a huge tank filled with water and placed in the
jail yard. Col. J. C. Pettigrew assisted in the ministerial
functions. Much of the religious activity operating within
the jail has resulted from the work of Joseph White, a
preacher confined therein, charged with murder."

It will be seen that Mr. Heston has not drawn
upon his fertil imagination for any of his facts. The
guards, the baptismal tank, the murderers, are all
there-and, of course, the religion ! And it is
extremely fitting that these murderous convicts
should hav been brought to Jesus by a preacher who
is himself a prisoner, charged wit.h murder.
We may, however, be allowed to doubt that any
very substantial benefits will accrue to Christianity
by this addition to the number of the saved. They
may be, and no doubt are, as real and orthodox
Christians as is Dr. John Hall or Talmage, but the
Alabama-John D. Morgan, D.; James L. Pugh, D.
world of sensible folks outside of jails will look
Arkansas-James H. Berry, D.; James K. Jones, D.
askance
at such representative of a faith which already
California-Leland Stanford, R.; George Hearst, D.
requires too great an amount of gullibility in those
Colorado-Thomas M. Bowen, R.; Henry M. Teller, R.
Connecticut-Orville H. Platt, R.; Joseph R. Hawley, R. who would accept it.

Delaware-Eli Saulsbury, D.; George Gray, D.
Florida-Wilkinson Call, D.; Samuel Pasco, D.
Georgia-Alfred H. Colquitt, D.; Joseph E. Brown, D.
lllinois-Shelby M. Cullum, R.; Charles B. Farwell, R.
Indiana-Daniel W. Voorhees, D.; David Turpie, D.
Iowa-James F. Wilson, R.; William B. Allison, R.
Kansas-Preston B. Plumb, R.; John J. Ingalls, R.
Kentucky-James D. Beck, D.; Joseph C. S. Blackburn, D.
Louisiana-Randall L. Gibson, D.; James B. Eustis, D.
Maine-William P. Frye, R.; Eugene Hale, R.
Maryland-Ephraim K. Wilson, D:; Arthur P. Gorman, D.
D-Iassachusetts-George F. Hoar, R.; Henry L. Dawes, R.
Michigan-Thomas W, Palmer, R.; Francis B, !;tackbridge, R,

..---------

--------~

Roman Catholicism in Canada.
The scene in the Quebec parliament, so humiliating
to the government and disgraceful to any people,
which we chronicled last week, has been the text for
a good many newspaper articles. The Protestant
religious journals hav commented extensivly upon it,
and denounced the government of French Canada in
ornate language. These papers are now making demands for a recognition of Protestantism in the gov·
ernment. While this, of course, would be but a
QhiWSe frc;)ltl o~~ theocracy to another1 ~t tna1 b~ ~h!\t
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the hatred of this set of Christians toward the older
set will somewhat ameliorate the condition of the
people by taking away some of the power of the
Roman church.
The Rev. J. R. Black, writing from Barrie, Ont., to
the Independent, discloses a little more of that
. church's doings. The population of Lower Canada
is about a million and a half, of which all but two
hundred thousand are slaves of the Roman church.
The provincial parliament consists of a council of
twenty-four, appointed for life, and an elected assambly of sixty-five. The executiv part of the provincial
government is administered by a lieutenant-governor,
with a cabinet of seven. With the exception of a
small Protestant minority, all these officers are tools
of Rome. Though Quebec is a British possession, its
population is French, and these French are increasing
their proportionate number so rapidly that they will
soon entirely overwhelm the Protestants. These
French are all Cat.holics, and their religious system is
supreme, not only in religious affairs, but in political
and social matters -as well.
The wealth of the Roman church in this· province,
as given by the RL v. Mr. Black, is something astounding. No one knows the exact figures, for while the
church is unsparing in her denunciation of all secret
societies, she practices the utmost secrecy in conducting her own business. The historian looks in
vain for published statements of revenue and expenditure, such as are had from all civil governments,
loan companies, banking institutions, and Protestant
denominations. But her wealth is estimated roundly
at $80,000,000. This is made up of nine hundred
churches, valued at $37,000,000; nine hundred parsonages, together with the palaces of the cardinal
and the archbishops, whose value is $900,000; twelve
seminaries worth $600,000; seventeen classical colleges, $850,000; two hundred and fifty-nine boardingschools and academies, $6,000,000; eighty convents,
$4,000,000;sixty-eighthospitalsandaeylums,$4,000,000, and two million one hundred and seventeen thousand acres of land, the gift of the state in 1857.
The yearly revenue is derived from tithes and
assessments_ and fees, payment of which is made
compulsory by laws framed by the church. The
tot!!ol amount, estimated by Mr. Black, is not less
than $8,000,000, as follows: Two hundred thousand
farms under cultivation giving a total yield of thirtyone million two hundred and eighty thousand bushels,
whose value is $18,000,000, and upon which the
ehurch tithe is $700,000; taxes on families not poesassing land, $300,000; pew rents, fees for marriages,
baptisms, funerals, and masses, $2,000,000; voluntary g~fts, legacies, income from land owned by
the church, $3,000,000; taxes for the maintenance
and construction of ecclesiastical edifices, $2,000,000.
These items do not include the wealth of the numerous ecclesiastical orders, and it is known that some·
of these are very rich. The Sulpicians own some of
the most valuable business property in Montreal,
and their wealth exceeds that of any corporation on
the continent.
The schools of the province are managed exclusivly
in the intere,at of the churches, the Protestants being
allowed their small proportion of the public money
for that purpose. The educational council consists
of fourteen Roman Catholics and seven Protestants.
The school rates are fixed by law, and regularly collected, but, as may be imagined, the bulk of the cash
finds its way to the Roman church. The st!hools are
conducted by nuns and friars, and are not only very
poor, but are taken advantnge of by but few of the
French Canadians anyway. Mr. Black a 8 serts that
twelve in thirteen of the French Catholics can neither
read nor write.
Considering this question of Catholicism in Canada Alastor the pro tem editor of Toronto Secular
'
'
~'hought,
says:
"The truth [about the Roman
church] is not half known. Its power in the upper
as well as in the lower provinces is little short of
supreme. The statesmen of all parties cringe before
it like whipped curs. It controls the school systems
of Quebec, and has a separate system of its own in
Ontario. Thus thousands of schools are used to inculcate, not a useful education, but a knowledge of
the Romish catechism sufficient to turn out annually
hundreds of thousands of bigoted Roman Catholics
whose supreme ruler is a foreign despot. What kind
of a country shall we hav presently when these aliens
obtain the upper hand? There is a very broad, deep,
f:'Jld perplexing side to this 'luestion, ;But ~~~~~ ~~~

people of Canada wish to return to the Dark Ages it
has got to be grappled with by brave and resolute
statesmen now : it will be too late before many years
are past. I am aware that in a country where there
is party government, everything must sink before the
exigencies of t·he party which carried the government to power; yet unless some way be devised
right speedily to overcome the weight of Catholic
numbers there will be a sort of party government
which will not be specially relished by the Protestant majority in the upper province. How does the
Roman Catholic church stand now in the dominion T
It is the owner of five million acres of land-making
it the biggest landed proprietor on the American
continent-paying no taxes, making the laws, compalling the courts of the dominion to do its willyea, standing as it does on the. statute books above
the law, blindly obeyed by more than three-fourths
of the inhabitants of the province of Quebec-you
can easily understand what a power for good or evil
is this institution. It will infallibly destroy all veetige of liberty in this country unless wise legislation
be speedily instituted to curtail its special privileges."
A writer in the New York Times, in describing the
low French race-which he calls the habitant-whose
blind and slavish subserviency enables the church to
keep her grip on Canada, says: 11 The Roman Catholic
church rules the dominion to-day, and its rule is as
grasping as if this were the seventeenth instead of
the nineteenth century. This rule of the church has
proved profitable for it and for it alone. The habitant ~bo was to be elevated by the concessions
granted to the church is, in thousands of cases,
where his ancestors were a century ago. He can be
found to-day, within twenty-four or forty-eight hours'
journey of. the United States, living as he lived. one
hundred years ago, working as he worked one hundred years ago, entertaining the same beliefs as held
one hundred years ago, and possessed of the same
characteristics that marked him in the days of Count
de Frontenac, saving the spirit of adventure that
daring leaders were then able to evoke. The Quebec
of to-day'"' is the Quebec of ancient story. All the
rest of the world may move, Quebec clings to the
past. The farmer tills his fields according to the
most approved methods of the days of the grand
monarch. Famin and pestilence are warded off by
offerings to saints, whose ability in that direction has
been forgotten beyond the boundaries of New
Fnnce. The appearance of the potato bug is quickly
followed by the erection of numerous wooden
crosses, and if the crosses do not prevent the bug
from entering the fields and there filling their bellies,
no blame is attached to the crosses; the habitant
simply invokes a curse upon the bug, crosses himself,
and fills the pipe which he has made himilelf with
tobacco grown on his own patch of ground, and puffs
his cares away. If he would only puff the smoke of
that tobacco at the potato bugs the latter would
either die or quit the province never to return. This
the habitant will not do, because he never knew his
father to do so. Of the government the habitant
knows no more than he cares. He pays no taxes,
because he cannot. His wants are few and they are
supplied by himself and family. He has no money,
for all that he can rake together, generally speaking,
is absorbed by the tithes which he must pay to the
church. He may be able to read; generally he
is not. A little learning is considered even more
dangerous in Quebec than elsewhere, so that the
amount possessed by the habitant is very little indeed. So long as he confines himself to the country
districts he is very easily managed. There the sway
of the priest is absolute. In affairs of the church as
well as of affairs in which the church should hav no
part, the priest is judge and jury. It is well to get
on the right side of the priest. If this be impossible, there is nothing for the habitant to do, unless
he be an extraordinary specimen and with a strong
liking for solitude, except to emigrate or die, taking
care, if he decide to die and hav any thought for his
soul, to will his property to the church, that the
requisit number of masses to get his intangible part
out of trouble may be provided for, even if they be
not said."
This is a fine country to talk about taking into our
Union of states. It is a section of Italy in the Dark
Ages. Nowhere else on earth is the pope so potent
as in the province of Quebec, and he seems to be
perfeQtly wiUin~ tll~t bi,~ sl~-ye~ sboll],d continqe to
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liv in squalor a~d ignorance. Yet Quebec is only a
sample of all countries that submit unreservedly to
religious rule. As she is now, so was all Europe
when Christianity guided the affairs of part of the
world.

Editorial Notes.
A FBBBTHOUGHT society has been formed at Tampa, Florida,
and the daily News of that town reports it to be flourishing.
Meetings are held on Sundays, with large audiences. Christians are welcomed in the discussions of the society, and all
sorts of views are listened to with respect. The editor of the
daily News is in sympathy with the organization, opening
his columns to communications on religious subjects, and
reporting the meetings fully, so that Freethought is getting
quite a boom in that far-off Southern town.
0. B. REYNOLDS has been having a hurly-burly sort of a
time in Yankton, as we learn from the Dakota Herald. Not
for many a day, says that paper, has Yankton been so stirred
up. Mr. Reynolds's first lecture was on Sunday night, when
the preachers were busy with their own aff!l.irs, and his
audience was large. Monday night the Episcopalian preacher
.was on hand, and at the conclusion of the lecture he climbed
upon the platform, so excited, says the Herald, that he could
hardly speak:. He criticised Mr. Reynolds very harshly, and
Mr. Reynolds replied in equiilly forcible language. The
meeting broke up in excitement. The next day Mr. Reynolds received this letter :

"Yankton, Dakota..
"Yon·had better lave town to once. I am after you. I will fix
JACK THE RIPPER"
yon, 0 yes.

Mr. Reynolds declined to leave town, and lectured again
on Tuesday evening, and the same preacher again appeared.
When the audience arose to go the clergyman mounted a
chair in the rear of the hall and began a speech. 11 Pandemonium reigned supreme," says the Herald. "The clergyman was trying to talk, while boys were shouting, and a
general uproar prevailed that was extremely disgusting and
reprehensible in the eyes of all who love decency and
orderly behavior. The riotous discord prevailed for some
minutes, but finally the people commenced to pass out and
thus the meeting closed." Wednesday night the clergyman
remained away, and the meeting passed off quietly. The
Herald speaks highly of Mr. Reynolds's oratory 1 and of the
matter of his lectures.
THE daily papers of this city published a story that Colonel
Ingersoll had been rejected from membership in the Players'
Club because of his opinions on religious matters. The story
was untrue, the colonel not having been even proposed for
membership in the club, but the rumor givs the New York
Dramatic Mi1·ror-a paper that can be termed the official
organ of the actors-the opportunity to put on record what
is probably the opinion of all Players of worth and reputation. It says : 11 The publication was instrumental in showing most strikingly the great orator's popularity, and creating
a tremendous amount of indignation among his friends and
admirers before its falsity was discovered. The Players
couldn't choose a better man than Ingersoll for rejection if
they wanted to excite the enmity of the entire profession.
The stage and its people hav no warmer friend in the world,
and surely no abler one."
IT is desired to return to the following named persons
warm, sincere, and hearty thanks for their recent endeavors
to extend the circulation of THB TRUTH S&EKBI! by obtaining
new subscribers as set forth by the figures :
Henry Allen, ·Clear Creek,
W. E. Walton, Indian
N.Y ......................... 1
Grove, Mo ................ 1
G. H. Holzgrafe, Havana,
W. P. Ro_gers, Rockville,
Ill ............................ 1
Conn ......................... 1
J. H. Atkins, Elk Grove,
H. Kilgore, Wilber, Neb ... 1
Cal. .......................... 2 W. F. Jamieson, Wilber,
Geo. H. Dawes, Ill.. ......... 1
Neb .......................... 1
F. A. Day, Ia................... 2 H. A. Lyman, Richville, Vt. 1
F. M. Woodward, Edina,
S. R. Day, Oto, Ia ........... 1
Mo ........................... 1 F. H. Lovering, Nelson,
Sam Clark, Hood River, Or. 1
Mont ........................ 1
M. E. Dodge, Plymouth,
A. G. Phillips, Virginia
Mass......................... 1
City, Nev .................. 1
W. E. Masson, Balto., Md ... 4 Mrs. E. S. Bigelow, SkowL. L. Northup, Prov., R.I. 1
· hegan, Me................. 1
H. Chase, New Haven, Ct. 2 T. G. Stickell, Hazen, Ark. 1
H. L. Wright, Reno, Nev. 2 W. J. Locke, San Antonio,
S. F. Albert, Cathlamet,
Tex .......................... 7
W. T........................ 2 Hy. Kemble, Boonsboro,Ia. 3
L. Chute, Maryville, Mo ... 4 C. B. Reynolds ................ 12
C. E. Cohoon, Ia .............. 1 H. J. Ward, Coaling. Ala .. 2
J. A. Akers, Loveland, Col. 1 Peter Spang, Ono, Wyo .... 1
D. L. D'Elysee, Samoth,
W. Thompson, AckleySta.,
Ill ............................ 1
Pa ............................ 2
W. S. Wood, Wis ............. 2 M.P. Steel, Des Moines,Ia. 2
A. S. Himebaugh, Col.. ..... 1 D. L. Hanna, Blocksburg,
De Witt T. Root, Farmdale,
Cal............................ 1
0 .............................. 2 Mabell M. Tarbell, SmithJoe. Hicklin, Wis ............. 1
ville Flats, N.Y ......... 1
s. (). Hedgecock, Shenan- N. J. Rice, Sub Rosa, Ark. 1
doah, Ia ................... 4 A. W. Berry, Gloversville,
D. McReynolds, Gillespie,
N.Y ................. : ....... 1
Ill ............................ 4 E. F. Besancon, MillersB. G. Smith, Pt. Townsend,
burg, 0 ................... .
w. T ........................ 1 L. C. Collins, Columbus, 0. 1
Wm. McDonald, San BerH. B. Mea~, Edwardsnardino, Cal.............. 6
burgh, Mwh.... ... ...... . 1
Silas Hallock, Avoca, N.Y. 1 Jno. S. Byers, GreensJno. W. Long, Leon, Ia.... 1
burgh, Pa.................. 1
J.M.Hagaman,Concordia,
W.N.Trumble,Eag1e,Neb. 1
Kan ......................... 1 Z. C. Denney, Mt. Vernon,
R. Davis, Lunenburg, Mass. 15 1
Mo ........................... 1
To all 'friends whose names do not appe11r in thi~ list, '\'\'~
would say, Go thou and do likewis~,
·
1

1
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l,tfters protl( Jlritnds.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Feb. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $10.25-twenty-five cents
for the ALMANAO; $5 for renewal of my subscription; $5
for the maintenance of pictures iu THE TRUTH SEEKER.
DR. WHITEHEAD.
CASTANA, IA., Jan. 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to your paper for a
long time, but hav never noticed anything in its columns
about the secret order of the Knights of Pythias. Will you,
or some of your many correspondents, giv through the columns of your paper a history of its origin, what its object is,
and the benefits, if any, which are derived from it, and oblige
a "seeker for truth?" Very respectfully,
A. A. DAvis.

proves that a railroad train making a yard a second will
never catch a cow running before it at the rate of a yard in
two seconds, and by which" Zeno," Tucker, Henry George,
et al prove that a geometrical increase of population will
never overtake an arithmetical increase of food. The best
possible proof that it is the same, is that they did not see the
fallacy until Mr. Parkhurst pointed it out to them, and then
triumphed over the refutation of arithmetic, that is, Tucker
who has spoken, does so. The correct answer to the hen
problem is as follows, with analysis, which Orella Locke
asks for:
Eggs.
As (hens) 1.5 : 6
El>"ll"S.
As (daYS) 1.5 : 7

Multiply
and

mult,ply

"'and
"'"

2.25 ": 42
•..:.~ 1.5

=

~?"""'"

..

1.5

28

• • 1.5

210
42

~~·-----

2. 25)63. 0(28
divide.
BRISTOL, VT., Jan. 5, 1889.
45 0
MR. EDITOR : As some of your correspondents who are
1R on
interested in the hen-and-egg problem are widely apart, and
18 00
others do not understand how I got the answer I did, I
The
mistake
of
Mr.
Hazeltine,
and, no doubt, of the Tribthought I would try and explain. I think they will all readily see that the whole time given, divided by the time required ~tne man, consisted in running out seven divided by oneto produce one egg, and that multiplied by the number of fifth into a circulating decimal, and multiplying this (imperhens, should giv the correct answer; stated thus, seven fect) result by six, the result of the first simple proportion,
instead of the sum of the circulating decimal.
divided by one and a half multiplied by six equals 27.9996.
c. L. JAMES.
s. F. HASELTINE.

PITTMAN GROVE, N. J., Jan. 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents for " Bible
Inquirer, or a Key to Bible Investigation," by A. Jacobson.
I buy a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER every week at the foot
of Market street, Philadelphia. Those cartoons are just too
great for anything. I get my work in on the ferry-boat
when I sit down and spread out the paper in full. Oh, the
black looks I get! Keep it up. They speak for themselvs.
I am right in the hotbed of rampant fanaticism, the campmeeting grounds of the New Jersey Methodist conferehce.
Yours, etc.,
J. G. JoHNSON.
LJNOMONT, CoL., Jan. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It has been some time since I hav seen anything in THE TRurH SEEKER regarding the Longmont brimch of
the Secular Union. This aociety was organized over two
years ago, and has more than held its own. It has steadily
increased its membership, and missed but one meeting since
its organization. Among the stalwart members are Colonel
Kelso, Joseph Wolff (brother of J. B. Wolff who spoke so
ably before the Blair committee), Mrs. Etta Kelso, Mrs. Georgiana Rice, Mrs. E. J. Mellette, etc. Mr. and Mrs. Thornburgh, lately from Alliance, 0., were present at the last m·eeting. About half of the members are Spiritualists, the rest
are Agnostics and Materialists-but the latter are not so arrogant as some of THE TRUT!I SEEKER correspondents ~eem to
be.
GEORGE X. YOUNG.
SmNEY, 0., Jan. 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Twenty-eight is the correct answer to the
hen-and-egg problem from an arithmetical standpoint, but
the New York T1·ibune, the originator of the problem, gave
twenty-four as correct; claiming that the hen was not thirtysix hours laying each egg, but that she laid an egg at the end
of each thirty-six hours, and that each hen would lay four
eggs in six days, and that the fifth egg worrld not be laid
till the end of seven and one-half days. It is a " catch"
problem, and of little interest but for the fact that it has
shown how a simple problem will at times puzzle fair math·ematicians. Many hav given forty-two as the answer. They
reasoned in this wise: If a hen and a half lays an egg and a
half in a day and a half, one hen will lay one egg in one day.
It should be: One hen will lay one egg in a day and a half.
A similar problem is. this: If six cats catch six rats in six
minutes, how many cats will it take to catch one hundred
rats in one hundred minutes? One hundred is not the answer,
but six. This ehould settle it, but it will not, for some will
never be able to get any answer except forty-two.
EMORY P. ROBINSON.
CoREsoo; MIOH., Jan. 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
and other books per inclosed list. THE TRUTH SEEKER is
doing a great work. I hope it will liv forever, and assist
the poor, trodden-down human family. I saw my eighty.
third birthday the 20th of December last, so I cannot do
much more in this world.
Yes, it is time to hav a new miracle. It is nearly three
thousand years since Elijah had his little fracas, and Balaam
had his, and it all went up in smoke-nothing left as a
memorial as evidence to the human family that the thing
ever occurred at all. Now, if we cau get a· stone cathedral erected right in the city of New York in one night by a
real god, it will convince everybody, and make rnore converts than all the Sam Joneses that were ever born, and save
all the missionary expense to the heathen. Besides, we will
find out who are the heathen-whether it be Talmage or the
Chinaman. Of course, I expect it will be the old, old story,
that gods are all asleep or gone on a journey. Even Talmage's God will be no exception. If Talmage be an honest
man he will back up this test, because if his god be what
he says he is, he is abundantly able to meet the te3t.
Yours in the bonds of humanity,
THos. KNIGHT.
~-"---

EAU CLAIRE, Wis., Jan. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It was too bad in me to play that joke on my
mathematical friends B. R. Tucker, McArthur, "Zeno," and
company. The argument by which I proved that if a hen
and a half lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, six will
lay forty-two eggs in seven days-namely, that all the data
may be repeated an indefinit number of times without changng their relations-is the very same by which McArthur

Feb.!, 1889.
1\'IR. EDITOR : There are a class of people called the clergy
and their followers who claim to be teachers. They hav constructed a book and called it the Holy Bible. This book
starts out with the assertion, "In the beginning God created
the heaven and earth." They hav been talking and writing
about tais God for a long time. From my own knowledge
they hav talked and written about it over sixty years. It is
expected that sensible people will talk about what they know
and can demonstrate to be a fact. I hav found this to be a
fact, that all we know is what we learn, and that we are
never too old to learn. I hav inquired for a number of years
of the people and also of the clergy. They are claimed to be
God's agents. They tell us that God created us after his own
image, but I hav not been fortunate enough to find out anyone to represent his character. I hav observed the word
"create." I find it impossible to create something from
nothing. I hav observed the words the clergy use in teaching, such as God, devil, heaven, hell, ghost, soul, spirit,
angel, and immortality. These are words they hav invented·
expr~ssly to de~eive the people. They are words without
any meaning. They are talking about something they do
not know anything about, nor anyone else. Nq,w. if we examin the matter calmly, candidly, and scientifically, we shall
find it to be a fraud and a deception. In the coming
year 1889 let us all try and be truthful and honest, and try
and help each other along the journey of life. I believe we
shall evolve out of darkness to something that we can understand and demonstrate to be a f11ct, and that our condition
will be very much improved.
HARRIEON HALBERT.
ONONDAGA HILL, N.Y., Feb. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: To questions by Mr. Beecher that appeared
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 5, 1889, I would say:
That the brain is not the commander of all power over
the body. The vegetativ functions are directly under the
control of the sympathetic system, which consists lilf a multiplicity of ganglia distributed throughout the 1iody or organism. _Each ganglion is itself a separate brain which cooperates
with but is not commanded by other nervous structures sim-.
ilar to itself. Within the spinal cord there are nerve centers
consisting of gray matter, which centers control unconscious
reflex actions.
All the phenomena described in succeeding questions are
explained by the fact that there are reflex and sympathetic
nervous centers apart from the brain, which centers preside
over the functions of certain organs.
The lower the form of life the smaller proportionally is the
brain to the entire nervous system. Therefore, the less will
the functions of organs be affected by the removal of the
brain.
As long as the protoplasm within a cell is in motion, that
cell is alive, brain or no brain. The very cell itself has a certain amount of independent nerve-power within its own protoplasm, else the protoplasm could not move after section of
the nerves presiding over the part.
The brain is as much a conformer to the nervous states of
its branches, even to the twigs that end in the cellular protoplasm of its peripheries, as it is commander of these branches
and their cells.
Speaking broadly of all forms of life, the brain is no monopolist of nervous power; it is simply a cooperator, not a
commander. And its cooperation can be dispensed with for
a length of time that varies inversely as the grade of the
organism.
Dissection is vivisection as long as the protoplasm is in motion.
Instinct has never been resolved into components that hav
been proved to differ from those of reason.
Though reason and instinct present themselvs under different conditions, we hav not the data to say wherein they are
. essentially alike or different.
The reason movements of the limbs are executed by decapitated animals or men is because the multapolar cells in the
spinal cord, with the nerves leading to and from them, are
intact, and reflex actions follow the excitation of these cells
by the shock of the blow received. Also, a panic may be said
to arise at this time in every nervous center of the cord.
This panic is due to the non-cooperation of the partner nerve
cells that belong to the brain.
1n the instance of tl:J.!l t!J.rtle performing coordinated move-

ments after removal of the head, there is good evidence that
there are coordinating centers in the so-called column of
Clark, situated in the gray matter of the cord, and connected
with the direct cerebellar tract which is but an extension of
the cerebellum.
I will close by asking one question myself, What is the
" vital knot?"
CHAS. E. BOYNTON, B.S., M D.
CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Although not a subscriber to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, I am a devoted reader, buying the paper of newsdealers ever since Heston's creation of Adam-which, by tile
way, I believe is the only creation Adam ever had. But first
let me say, as an excuse for not being a direct subscriber to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, that I am traveling most of my time,
and would not receive the papt>r with any degree of regnl11rity
through the mails. But to return to the object of this letter,
I will say I do not agree with Mr. John Hudson in regard to
the biblical illustrations which appear on the last page of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, as in my experience I find the majority of the
so-called Christians with whom I come in contact hav never
read the Bible, except certain verses which suit their particular ideas, and therefore are unacquainted with the absurdities which the Bible contains. And to illustrate the value of
the a~oresaid biblical illustrations, I will merely relate one of
my many experiences with them and the parties to whom
they are bad medicin. Once while passing THE TRUTH
SEEKER around to my acquaintances for inspection one said,
at first glance, with a smile, "Why, it is a religious paper."
But at the. next glance he said, "I would not read such a
paper." Said I, "My friend, I pity the man on whose case
you should happen to sit as judge." In surprise he ·asked,
"Why?" I replied, '' You would hear only one side of the
case before rendering a decision." "But," said he," there is
no such verse in the Bible." I persuaded him, however, to
take the paper home and compare the verse as given in the
paper, with the result of getting him to. read both the Bible
and THE TRUTH SEEKER, the latter of which I loaned to him
from time to time, and I think he will soon be safe ; as your
humble servant used to be quite orthodox until he started to
read the Bible through, but now he is one of those obnoxious
Freethinkers who delight to pass THE TRUTH SEEKER around,
and he succeeds in g~tting it read by four or five persons
each week who are on the orthodox side of the question, and
who, by the way, could not be induced to even look at the
paper if it were not illustrated. And I, for one, hope
Brother Heston will not stop until he has John the Divine's
last Delirium in the so-called Revelation illustrated to his
entire satisfaction.
C. E. MooRE.
VINELAND, N.J., Jan. 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In No.2 of the current volume of THE TnuTH
SEEKER, a Worcester "Liberal," in "Opinions on Liberalism," commences well, but falls into common errors. robe
brief, I will pick out points, and quote little. He sees that
church strength and advantage are gained by many issues,
topics, and artifices, and thinks that against its powEr and
influence right, justice, and truth are of little moment. If he
means exerted only theoretically, he is right; but practically
exerted against its organization, by a firm counter organization, those attributes would be of much moment. He approves strengthening our weak points to reduce the odds of
advantage, but would confine our opposition to one object,
while the enemy is armed and activ against us at all points,
on all objects. Probably he would advise that we organize
on one branch or topic, and had need to be studying the
situation. A well-poised Union could face an avalanche like
the Blair bill, and turn to any of the myriad forms of oppression that tyranny conceives. Church organization takes in
every earthly topic but the liberty it fights, and makes them
serve its treasury and authority. Its great wings and flanks
are also composed of many issues and hav proportionate
power; the source is practical _and power-combining, as all
may see. It expels nothing that is Christian, or that is not,
if it will conform. The cautious "Liberal" would be a
despot, on so-called cranks' control, and gladly lose them.
They are as likely to hav a large range of ideas as most men,
and about as likely to present them, but may exercise less
suavity and regard for popularity. True Liberals will accord
them due chances. This one is also sensitiv to prejudice,
and would take care to lessen it. If he will reason upon it,
he may see it the very heart of poison that supports theology,
and all care to escape it. Popularity, as now known, is the
imagined superiority ?f assumed authcrity. It is kept prevalent by ostracism so vile as hardly to deserve the slang title
of Grundy. By it despots of all orders sway the masses,
taking in Liberals, save a few who ignore it, sentiment and
practice. It is unrepublican; our Constitution repudiates it.
For a time it was !JO little apparent that our nation got favorably started; then church strength gave pride of power,
assumption revived its smoldering embers, and has acquired
the status of present popularity. Under it liberty cannot
thrive. To gain their hold, true standards must be set and·
sustained by calling together their own.
MARY E. TILLOTSON.
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Dec. 25, 1888.
EDITOR : If Ella E. Gibson ever shakes hands at so
long a range, I ask the privilege of being permitted the honor,
for these sensible words : " Is it not a great mistake for people who do not believe in the anthropomorphic God to use·
the same word, 'god,' as those who do believe in him, and
then attempt to argue away their own change in the meaning
of, or new uae to which they put, the word God? Why will
they endow the material universe-their 'it '-with the attributes of the gods of the Christian and pagan worshipers,
even calling it-the universe-God ? The only way for Liberals, or those who disbelieve in gods, is to discard the word
entirely 1 then they will rid themselvs of tbeir contradictions,
~R.
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and escape the ridicule they so justly merit for their seeming
inconsistencies."
Can it be that they are unable, that they lack the force of
will necessary, to break entirely away from their early training in the Christian faith? Is it not strange that so many,
who claim to be Secularists, must patch up something to
take the place of their old-time God? I believe that my
·early training was as strictly religious as that of any child,
and yet I now find it utterly impossible for me to place anything above or beyond nature; and that my individual being
is simply one of the outgrowths of the operations of nature,
and, like everything else belonging to it, subject to its inevitable laws of growth and decay, faring neither better nor
worse than other forms coexistent with it.
It has been a long time since I hav contributed anything to
the '' Letters from Friends" columns of the grand old TRUTH
8&EKER, although a constant reader of it. ·I find my, time
much more advantageously employed in endeavoring to disseminate my Freethought ideas through the medium of local
newspapers, in the way of discussions, than in employing my
feeble efforts in writing to you and your readers, who are
not supposed to be of the "ninety and nine," and therefore
"need not repentance."
We who are not blessed with the knowledge and ability of
your many very excellent contributors should, through the
medium of our home papers, be of untold benefit to our
cause; for while we are endeavoring to air our crude ideas
in THE TRU'rH BEEKER, better writers more sensibly, or in
more fitting language, say what we try to say. In fact, I
deem our local papers the most effectiv method of educating
people wh.o could not be reached through any other medium.
When a discussion is once provoked, it can be continued a
long time and do a world of good by using proper discretion
in the language. Taking my own experience into consideration, I would say, a void strong language; be courteon~ and considerate of your opponent's feelings and
beliefs. Strong language comes soon and fast enough without courting it, and generally through such language the discussion is brought to a close by request of the readers on the
other side, thereby shutting out the very best possible avenue for effectual missionary work.
In conclusion- I would say, if at any time any of the friends
are confronted by the " lengthened period of time " argument in opposition to the " seven days' creation " of the Bible,
they will confer a favor if they will turn the aforesaid
•' lengthened period of time" theorist over to me. I am anxious to "air" my arguments in opposition to that idea.
D. D. LAKE.
DETROIT, MIOH., Jan. 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been trying for some time to arouse
the readers and writers of THE TRUTH 8EEKEH to some new
truths that are of more vital importance than any that hav
ever appeared in any paper yet, and am very glad to see that
two or three hav taken so •much notice of me as to try to
criticise my writings. But they should first try and understand what they read, and then try and understand what they
write. Mr. J. A. Tuttle in the last TRUTH SEEKER says that
"Mr. Wood asserts that only by t~ation can the people be
robbed of their land or homes," and challenges- any person
to dispute it, and further on he adds that" to license as many
banks as are asked for, and thus tax the people so as to compel them to borrow bankers' debts to pay taxes with, is the
only way possible to cause slavery, poverty, war, vice, crime,
and misery to exist." Nevertheless, says Mr. Tuttle, I shall
challenge him and all others to successfully controvert the
self-evident fact that except for ownership taxation, usury,
and slavery could not exist. So the only liberty that Mr.
Tuttle has to offer to his fellow-men is to rob them of the
best, the greatest, truest attribute of freed.om, the liberty of
owning a place to lay one's head. What miserable absurditie-s will not people uphold with fanatical zeal under the
name of religion and reform I How many thousands hav
wasted their lives, destroyed the lives and hopes of their
. families, and starved to death, following the advice of the
newspapers by going to this, that, and the other place where
times are so good and lands all free! I am very glad that
Gabriel will be far more apt to blow his last call some ten
million years hence, than that the people will ever become
such fools as Mr. Tuttle hopes they will. Mr. Tuttle says,
Mr. Wood proposes that the government shall abolish taxation and· issue '' fiat money" in payment of all expenses,
"and loan without interest to those who hav occasion to
borrow;" and Mr. Tuttle adds that will require a large and
continuous issue of "fiat money," none of which will be
available unless put in circulation through commercial
exchange. Oh, dear I will Mr. Tuttle please tell where he
finds this in my letter? Certain I am that I never dreamed
of having· the government loan one cent to anyone, either
with or without interest, and cannot find a word about it in
my letter. Will Mr. Tuttle please tell of an instance in the
history of this country of fiat money ever being inflated or
depreciated? The only real fiat money that history givs any
account of was $60,000,000 issued in the year 1861. They
were a full legal tender for all debts and dues. They were
and are the only true fiat money that has ever been seen in
this country, or any other, and hav never varied one mill up
or down in over twenty-seven years of war and peace. Mr.
Tuttle does jlOt seem to know what fiat money is nor what
liberty is. I do not suppose he has ever had any serious
thought of the real meaning contained in the Declaration of
Independence, nor ever thought to compare it with the miserable creed called the Constitution of the United States.
Had the government of this country been formed in accordance with the Declaration of Independence, the government
would hav never robbed anyone of life, liberty, or happiness, for the Declaration claimed that the natural right of
every p€rson born was and is always inalien<1ble, above all
earthly power of right. to interfere with. The Revolutionary

war was caused by taxation, and the rebellion of Captain
Daniel Shays in Massachusetts just at the close of the Revolutionary war, against taxation, was more significant than
the Revolutionary war itself. But the government sent the
same veterans who had fought so long for liberty to put down
this protest against slavery.
Perhaps I know mere of Socialism than Mr. Tuttle. Certainly I never hav seen a Socialist, Communist, Anarchist, or
any Georgeist or anti-landist who was ever able to show that
the theories he advocates would ever lighten the burdens of
the people. Now, the secretary of the treasury for 1884
says that the government had taL en in taxes in ninety-seven
years over $20,000,000,000. An ex-senator lately declared
in this city that the expenses of the state governments are
about the same as those of the general government, from
which I assume that upward of $40,000,000,000 hav been
forced from the people of this so-called free land in less than
the first one hundred years, ostensibly for. the support of
government. But I say that it is for the purp:>se of compelling them to borrow bankers' debts to pay those taxes with,
so that bankers and money-lenders may enrich themselvs by
debt and interest. I can show Mr. Tuttle places within
twenty miles of this city where people hav been driven from
land and home by taxation. I can show him the places
where twenty houses and business buildings stood forty years
ago within the space of two miles square, where not a vestige remains to-day nor anything to replace them; and the
young people who should fill the place in the future are
gone, wanderers from land and home.
But enough of Mr. Tuttle. It is not for or to him that
this is directed. He has never tried to think, yet he jumps
his whole weight onto any new idea that happens to be
placed before him in a pleasing light. He should join the
few old fanatical Abolitionists who are still telling the Lord
how they freed the nigger.
Ever for liberty or death,
J. H. WooD.
AuRORA, 0., Feb. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Among New Year's greetings I received a
very friendly and interesting letter from a reverend gentleman settled in a village on the lake shore about thirty miles
away. He is better read, and more Liberal and broad in his
views, than men of his cloth generally are. I would send
you a copy of part of his letter, but find that in my answer
to 'him I hav copied enough of it to show how extensiv reading and knowledge tend to Liberalize minds and change
opinions begotten in the lessons and formulas of pulpits and
Sunday-schools. He published some three years ago an
article in the North American Review, or Popular Science
Monthly, entitled, ''The New Religion," which attracted
some attention at that time. Heber Newton is not alone in
efforts to reconstruct Christianity on some different basis.
The old hell, and heaven, and supernatural instead of
natural morality, are worn-out planks.
N. EGGLESTON.
DEAR FRIEND: . . . . You say you are reading a book,
the oldest in the ~orld, much older than Moses; and after
saying that "it carries us back three thousand years before
Christ, and introduces us to a society as refined as that of
the best part of Christendom to-day, and to a code of morals,
and of social manners, and religious teachings, that will
compare with those of the Bible, and some of which are
doubtless contained in it;" after saying " that Moses and
Solomon are great, but largely as transmitters of the greatness
of the great ages prior to their own;" after eloquently saying that " we are basking in the light of the nineteenth century, but the brightest beams hav come to us from the heavens
which canopied the prehistoric race," the word" matchless"
which you apply to the Bible, in near connection, seems to
me like a sort of extravagance, or the result of habits acquired
in professional life.
My brother, you speak of "decadence." I suppose you
refer to the more than fourteen hundred years commencing
about the time of Constantine, called in history properly the
"Dark Ages." That "decadence" was inaugurated in
Alexandria by the burning of the most important library the
world will ever contain; and the most cruel and shocking
murder ever committed. Its victim was the loveliest and
most learned woman that ever lived, and one of the last
students and philosophers of that ancient "society," and
school, of which you say you are reading. Charles Kingsley
has wept over her fate, and so hav you. Neither you nor he
acknowledge brotherhood with that Christian bishop whose
name cannot be wiped out of the account of one of the blackest crimes ever recorded.
That " decadence " lasted till Galileo was imprisoned and
made to renounce-till Bruno was burnt at a stake-till
Calvin burnt Servetus-till the rivers of Europe ran with
human blood-till the Inquisition was abolished, and persecution exhausted itself.
The renaissance is slowly coming, and it cheers me to know
that you are helping to redeem the race-not to restore it to
Eden or to Jerusalem, but to exhume it from beneath the
strata of superstition and ignorance that vicious selfishness
and unholy craft hav piled up and incrusted over it, until It
almost needs the convulsions of an earthquake to break and
upheave them.
Your thoughts and illustrations are most beautiful toward
the end of your letter. You compare these old volumes of
ante-Mosaic times to the coal and oil that hav been stored so
long in the earth and hav only until now begun to be utilized
for the enlightenment and comfort of the race. I cannot add
anything to this, and am afraid of getting tedious.
The calendar of my life is reaching its last page. Whether,
as Franklin said, there will be a second edition, I know not.
If each life from Menes or Moses or Abraham had been
written in brief, the books could not stand singly in the land
where the subjects lived, and fought, and killed each other.
Whether my struggle has been manful, whether I hav
wrestled unfairly, I am not the only judge. I want no crown
to wear here or hereafter-no harp and no robe, that cost
another a moment's toil or suffering. I hav paid all my bills
so far, and should lose my independence if I felt that I could
not to the end.
I am content "iri the love of nature"To lie down
With patriarohR of the infant world, with kings,
The powerful of the earth, the wise, the good,
Fair forms, and hoary seers of ages past,
All in oue mighty sepulober.

Farewell and good night,

Your friend,
N~

EGGLESTON.

NEr.soN, NEw ZEALAND, Dec. 10, 1888.
Mn.. EDITOH: I hav been in receipt of your publication
about two years and R half. I receive it through your agent,
Mr. Willis. I hav much pleasure in indorsing the many
statements continually made, namely, that THE TRUTH
BEEKER is one of the most Liberal and tolerant papers
extant. I notice that some of your correspondents complain
that you are in sympathy with Anarchy. I fail to see in any
one of the editorials on this question one line or seutence that
can convey such an idea. The impression made on my mind
is that the writer urgently and warmly pleads for a fair trial,
a fair investigation, for a class or organization that as a
citizen he would not support or countenance; that as the
controler of a medium claiming to court free and open criticism, irrespectiv of class or creed, position or wealth, he has
kept THE TRUTH SEEKER true to its professions-that is
to say, so'far as we are able to judge-giving every cause a
fair field.
Self and friends hav perused with pleasure and profit the
many able and welcome articles' from the pen of Robert G.
Ingersoll. The refrain throughout all his contributions is
the ".brotherhood of man." This sentiment is the foundationstone that transcends preeminently all creeds and religions;
it is the basis on which the anticipated millennium must
stand. To take up a position antagonistic to old and cherished institutions, such as the church with her army of
wealthy adherents, needs extraordinary ability and resolution
in order to accomplish any' appreciable result; so that those
men and women who elect to stand out as enemies to superstition and tyrannyneed and should hav all the sympathy
and cooperation of those who accept their teaching. I trust
Mr. Ingersoll may liv long, and in t.he end hav the satisfaction of knowing that he has been true to his convictions,
hence true to himself. That the world will be better for his_
having lived, goes without saying .. Strange, I never read his
articles without thinking of Robert Burns.
But, sir, there is one question that shocks us. I allude to
Mr. Ingersoll's views on protection. That a man who has so
ably dealt with other and larger questions should be the defender of an old, narrow-minded, and clannish policy is to
very many a puzzle. One would hav thought and expected
to find him taking a much higher stand than the role of
a pettifogging politician. Why, sir, are you not preaching
and teaching "reciprocity," the federation and commonwealth of the world? Is not protection the outcome of
selfishness, often, too often, prompted by bitterness and
retaliation? I find a splendid article in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of June 23d, "The Principles of Freedom in Trade," by
Robert C. Adams. While reading it I felt sure that it must
be Ingersoll's, it seemed so in keeping with his usual broad
and Liberal views-but, alas! no. Yet I was agreeab.ly
pleased to find that you, Mr. Editor, had another as able contributor. Study it, Mr. Ingersoll-! mean the article in
question. I hav been holding you up as the very model of a
reformer and statesman, but your expressions on protection
hav lowered the barometer.
Your artist Watson Heston is doing well. His subjects
seize and compel attention, and thus prove interesting to
hundreds who will not and who cannot read. The front
page of July 7th has a splendid picture, "Fishing." September 1st is the only one I take exception to. The word
"blow" is applicable; the more especially is it conspicuous
in the title, "Here is Our Goliath-Bring on Your David."
I am sure Mr. Ingersoll needs none of this. October 6th,
"The Burden of the Cross;" here we hav the situation at a
glance. September 15th, "A Comparison of Records," another noble picture out of the many that grace THB: TRUTH
SE!!KER and make it an attraction to all Liberals. I
must not overlook the one for August 18th, " The Movement
of the Clergy." This grand illustration and index of the
coming day makes one feel assured and encouraged to work
on for the" good time coming." April 7th," The Mask Torn
Off." This picture is, I think, perfectly true; and, without
any exaggP.ration, is what may be expected should the" cross
supplant the flag."
THE TRUTH SE!!KER of October 6th contains the best brief
'exposition of Atheism that I hav read. I refer to the article
over the slgnature of Prof. C. L. Haskell, "How to Convert
an Atheist." It should be put in leaflet form and scattered
by the thousand for mission work. It is just the article.
The issue of September 15th contains another good and ably
written article, "Wages and. Tariff," by F. M. Holland.
Yes, THE TRUTH SEEKER is certainly an educator that Liberals may be proud of. The issue of October 6th contains a
reprint from the Banner of Light, "A Spirit's Tribute to
Thomas Paine." It is certainly a worthy tribute to a worthy
man-a man who, in my opinion, was one of the true apostles of the godhead, or, rather, perhap9 I should say, of
humanity. His fame and worth hav been obscured by
church dignitaries and their dupes so long and successfully
that few, very few, know the great worth, ability, and benevolence of Paine. But thanks and gratitude to him and
others for the many privileges we now enjoy. Paine's life
and works will yet illuminate the world and become the
watchword of liberty everywhere. And while the morning
star of intellectual liberty is brightening the coming day, the
gloom of night and oblivion is now casting its shadow on
the detractors of him who said: "The world is my country,
and to do good my religion." Paine was an intellectual
giant. That he never occupied the hi~hest positi?n of t~ust
and confidence in the gift of the American people IS certamly
not his loss, as he merited the fullest confidence and respec~.
But America can make some amends. She can rear to his
memory a monument that will remind posterit~ of .the man
who, more than any other, defied the tyrant, Inspired you
with confidence, and pointed the way t~ freeqom. America,
you are a great continent. You are mhabited by a great
nation. Do not forget to be great in gratitude. When you
honor the miO"hty dead-the dead who fought for you, bled
for you and ;ould hav died for you-you honor yourselvs.
'
Yours truly,
THOMAS HARWOOD,
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ways keep that pledge, I'll never come home u.p a great deal of space for the names, so soned and unfit for its work. It dilates the
as you did last Fourth of July."
good-bye.
Ever your true friend,
smaller blood-vessels, as can be seen by the
His father said no more, but concluded
Miss BATIE THORPE.
flushing of the face; and the internal organs, if
[In addition to the above, the editor of the we could see them, would look redder. The
Edit6d by Mrss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall that Johnnie did know more than he gave
Corner has received fifty cents from G. F. flushing will pass off after a certain time on
lli'Der, Mass., to mhom all Communications/or him credit for.
Moore, Cleveland, 0., which she lias for- a person not habituated to it, but if the use
thi3 Corner slwuld be sent.
warded to the Caseys.]
of the poison is continued in, the vessels will
Calling a Newspaper a Worm.
remain dilated. A red nose shows the state
Speaking of children, we hav this from the
" Between the dark and the daylight.
Correspondence.
of many parts of the body.
When the night is beginning to lower,
South Side. A family over there, subscribers
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
Jan. 25, 1889.
Even a moderate use of alcohol, as wines,
to the De1-rick, hav among their household
That is known as the Children's Hour."
DEAR Miss WIXON: I will send you a etc., at meals, will excite the appetite ·for
treasures a three-year-old daughter. Some"Memory Gem," which you may print if you food, so that a man will overload his stomach
times the mother goes out on the porch in the like:
and thus injure himself. And the habitual
The Perfect Word.
morning to get the paper and at other times
Hearts. like doors, oan opo with ease
To very, very little kers,
drinker is apt to lose his appetite, and after a
the father gets it. Recently the father and
My dear little Willie-my boy of fourAnd don't forget that thAY are these,
Played with his blocks on the nursery :tl.oor.
time will get so he cannot digest food. Our
the little girl went out for the paper, and as
"I thank yon, sir," and" H ron pleasa.''
In gaudY tints on the blocks was set,
stomach
was made for the digestion of food,
he picked it up he remarked: "The early
JENKIN RERS.
In printed letters, the alphabet;
and not intended as a receptacle for liquors.
bird gets the worm." The following mornThis way and that way, side by side,
If used as a pouch for burning liquor, it will
HoME CITY, KAN-, Jan. 21, 1889.
ing the father did not rp.ake his appearance
Block after block he turned and tried.
Mrss WrxoN, Dea1· F1·iend: I now endeavor soon get so it will gladly receive it, but will
Watching my Willie, his voioe I heard:
when breakfast was ready, and a member of
"C3me and see, mamma., I've made a word!"
the family inquired where he was. Little to write you my first letter, telling you that I not be of use for the digestion of food.
am going to school. My studies are reading,
Though busy at work, I never forgot
The use of spirits has a manifest effect
Tot
answered up promptly: "Papa is out spelling, arithmetic, grammar, geography,
To look when he asked-what mother would not?
on
the
porch
reading
the
worm."-Oil
City
"Is tha.t a word, mamma 1" he always said;
and physiology. I am twelve years old. We upon the breath. If a person takes more
, I laughed, and said, "No," and shook my head.
hav much snow here. I like to go to school; than a small quantity of alcohol, it will be
De7·1·ick.
At last worn out, too tired to oreep,
hav not been absent yet. We had school four thrown out of the body with no change. The
On the nursery floor he fell asleep;
months. We are to hav school four months breath of a person who has been drinking
TJte Casey Cow.
To lay him in his crib I went,
more. I like to read books. I hav four sisAnd I saw he he.d made by accident
Below are the additional names of donors ters and two brothers. We liv in the country. will always betray him, no matter what he
A word with the blocks set side by sideI do not go to church very often, because uses to drown the odor. There is nothing
to the Casey Cow fund.
A word when he hadn't even tried.
mamma
papa do not want me to. We which will disguise the smell of alcohol. The
William Thorpe, Ballston Spa, N. Y .... $ 10 were onceand
He had made a litter, a.s oft before,
we gave it up; now breath of a drinker contains, besides the
Catholics,
With the blocks all over the nursery floor;
Essyalth Cook, Greenwood, Wis ........ ..
10 we do not belong to but
any church. My uncle vapor of water and carbonic. acid gas, which
But, like a mother, I could not bear
William Thorpe, Ballston Spa, N. Y .... . 10 keeps
THE TRUTH SxxKER, and I like to read
To spoil the word, so I left it there.
10 the letters from other little girls. My teach- are found in the natural breath, the vapor of
L. Garlick,
"
"
"
A thought oa.me into my heart : Just so
10 er's name is Melissa B. Smith. She is a Chris- alcohol, which is unnatural and is known
H. Sheperd,
"
"
"
We grown-up ones to our duties go,
10 tian. She goes to Sunday-school as often as by its odor. Such a breath is very offensiv.
William Thorpe,
"
"
"
We ponder them over, we toil and fret
Mrs. I. Albert, Cathlamet, W. T ..........
10 she can. The people around here are almost
Knowing the injurious effects of alcohol on
Over our life like an alphabet;
Mr. S. F. Albert,
"
"
10 all Christians. I will now cease writing. 'HopTill, after a while, too tired to weep,
the human system, we should avoid cultivatMr. S. B. Jackson, Ballston Spa, N. Y..
10 ing
you success with your work, I remain,
Over many failures we fall"asleep.
ing a taste which may get beyond our conW. H. Gerbrick, Hegenrsch, Ill .......... . 25
Your Freethinker friend,
Only a. letter through life we've made,
Geo.
M.
Hill,
Boston,
Mass
...............
,
..
25
trol, and which, besides ruining our own
And, dreaming of doing, hav only played.
AGGIE
HARTMANN.
L. Garlick,
Ballston Spa, N.Y .. ..
10
health, may curse our offspring.
Yet the wondrous power of love may ohange,
10
Harry Sheperd,
"
"
"
And unknown to us, ma.y the deeds arrange.
[The subjoined well-written letter was
If parents taught their children the science
William Thorpe,
"
"
" .. . 10
Oh, if we wake may the voice be heard
J. E. Cay, Sodus, Wayne co .............. ..
10 written by a colored boy attending the Holley of health instead of the superstitious dogmas
Telling at last of the perfect word.
Mrs. Jason Passmore, Sioux City, JR ... .
30 school at Lottsburgh, Va. It was written to which are crammed into their heads, we
Mr. J_ E. Welch, New Haven, Ct ....... .
10 Photius Fisk, Esq., a friend and patron of should hav a better, healthier, and more temL. Gtulick,
Ballston Spa, N.Y .. ..
10 that school, and also a dear lover of human. perate race. If they would teach them anatThe Reward of Perseverance.
Harry Sheperd,
"
"
"
10 ity, who kindly permits the publication of the omy and physiology one day in the week
At one of the mills in the city of Boston a Henry Seide,
"
"
"
25
boy was wanted; and a piece of paper was Nelson Seide,
"
"
25 letter in the Corner. We must all admire instead of sending them to Sunday-school,
tacked on one of the posts, so that all the Ed win Seide,
"
"
25 Carey Parker's determination not to use to- they would hav healthier bodies and minds.
"
"
"
25 bacco in any form, and we feel sure all the
JoHN T. RxED.
boys could see it as they passed by. The John Ramm,
S. l\1., Toronto, Can .......................... .. 48 boys and girls who read the letter will be as
New Yo1·lc, Jan. 20, 1889.
paper read:
Mrs. Bissel, Ballston Spa, N.Y .......... .. 10
"Boy wanted. Call at the office to-morrow G. W. Drake, Bozeman, Mont.. .......... .. 50 wise as Carey in refusing to use that noxious
morning."
L. Garlick,
Ballston Spa, N. Y .. ..
10 weed that is destructiv of the soil as well as
At the time named there was a host of boys Harry Sheperd,
10 human beings.-ED. C. C.]
"
"
"
10
''
''
''
HoLLEY SoHOOL, VA., Jan. 16, 1889.
at the gate; All were admitted; but the William Thorpe,
25
DEAR FRIEND: I am going to tell you about Ail in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
overseer was a little perplexed as to ~he best H. Wade, Motor, Kan ....................... ..
Silas La Follett, Grand Coulee, W. T .. .
20 a lesson that we had on tobacco last Sunday.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.
way of choosing one from so many, and said William Thorpe, Ballston Spa, N.Y ... . 10
I did not know before that it was a poison.
he:
L. Garlick,
"
"
"
10 We·learned that it has a bad effect on the Applf'S of GoJd. And Other Stories
"Now, boys, when I only want one of you, Harry Sheperd,
"
"
'•
10 body, the mind, and the morals. I am glad
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 3~3pp., $1.25.
Laura Manson, Monte Vista, Col. ........ .
10 that you do not use tobacco. I never mean
how can I choose from so many?"
Story
Hour. An Exceptionally HandAfter thinking a moment, he invited them Mary Baird Finch, Clearwater, Neb .... .. 20 to use it. Nine of us boys signed the pledge
EOme and Interesting Boolt, Without SupArstiBen Turner, Fairburg, La .................. . 1 00 not to use it. I wish everybody would stop
tion, for Children aud Youth. 'fhe Only Freeall into the yard, and driving a nail into one Jay Wheeler, Ballston Spa, N.Y......... . 10 using it. I wish that there was not any
thinkers' Children'S Story-Book ever iFsned.
of the large trees, and taking a short stick, Vara Dell Stevenson, Mechanicsburg,
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tobacco in the world. I learned in the histype, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
told them that the boy who could hit the nail
Pa...........................................
10 tory that tobacco was first raised in Virginia,
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
10 and twenty slaves were brought from Africa
with a stick a little distance from the tree Clara E. Stevenson, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,,
Mr. J. R. Potts,
"
"
10 in a Dutch vessel to tend the tobacco crops.
should hav the place.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.
Mr. J. Zook,
"
• 10
Tobacco was the ruin of the soil all about
The boys all tried hard; and after three Geo.
Williams, Noble, Ill.....................
50 us in this part of old Virginia.
trials, each failed to hit the nail. The boys J. G. Witham, Plantsville, Conn .......... 1 00
Only one stalk of corn for our bread can
were told to come again next morning; and C. Fannie Allyn, Pittsburgh, Pa..... ... ... 25 grow in a hill here, the ground is so poor and
10 worn out.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
this time, when the gate was opened, there Mrs. G. M. Hoover, Dodge City, Kan...
"
"
"
10
I am trying to learn to be a teacher, and I
was but one boy, who, after being admitted, Mrs. C. Petty,
Preface
by R.. G. INGER.SOLL.
"
"
10 thank you for all the beautiful kindness you
picked up the stick, and, throwing it at the J. Dean,
For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory of two young
John Maxfield, Boonton, N.J.............. 1 00 hav shown to this school. The winter is so
gj.rls and a younger brother who were left parentnail, hit it every time.
L. Garlick,
Ballston Spa, N.Y....
10 warm little flowe-rs are in bloom now. I did !ll!s,
with little moneY, fatr education, and much
'' How is this?" said the overseer. ''What Harry Sheperd,
"
"
"
10 not see the eclipse of the moon last night. I courage, to make their way through the world by
F. S. Taylor and Par, Adrian, Mich......
20 trust vou are enjoying health.
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
hav you been doing?"
The narrativ is, in the main, a. history of a work10
Very sincerely,
CARRY P ARKRR.
And the boy, looking up with tears in his William Thorpe, Ballston Spa, N.Y.....
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Ohicago
Mrs.
E.
Kredell,
Pine
Grove,
Pa
..........
1
00
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
- eyes, said :
and dtsreputable hypoorits. It is just such a story
Mamie Griffin, Middlefield, N. Y....... ... 10
"You see, sir, I ha v a mother; and we are Belle Griffin,
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger"
"
10
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
~cienct
very poor. I hav no father, sir, and I thought Susie Young, Stony Ford, N.Y......... .
25
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
I would like to get the place and so help all Edward Mayer, Galt, Col. ................... 1 00
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
50
I can; and, after going home yesterday, I Chas. Baker, Orange, Col....................
Alcohol.
"
" ....................
50
drove a nail into the barn, and hav been try- I. H. Parker,
This fluid poison can be made from anyL. Garlick,
Ballston Spa, N. Y.......
10
THE
ing ever since, and hav come down this morn- Harry Aiarey,
"
"
"
10 thing containing sugar. It is a chemical
ing to try again."
Maud A. Olmsted, Bert~and, Neb.........
10 which has a great effect upon the brain and
Many years hav passed since then, and Stella Powell, Monte Vista, Col............ 10
10 nerves. In small quantities, it excites; in
this boy is now a prosperous and wealthy Martha Deming, San Jacinto...............
DISCUSSION.
greater, paralyzes. By its use a man's higher
A
Liberal..........................................
30
man; and at the time of an accident at the
FAITH
OR AGNOSTICISM?
faculties become paralyzed and leave him
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Prickett, Forest
mills he was the first to step forward with a
-oGrove, Ore ................................. .
50 under control of his lower and debasing pasgift of $500 to relieve the sufferers. His suc- J. B. Prickett,
Two Letters from Dr. Field, D. D.. editor of the
Forest Grove, OrE' ... .
25 sions; his senses become ob,cured, and his Presbyterian Evanuezut, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
cess came by perseverance.
Myra Prickett,
"
"
"
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field ia one of the ex~~ judgment impaired, until finally his whole ceedingly
few Ohristians who havopposed Oolonel
M. Bislue,
"
"
''
25 nervous system becomes exhausted, and he Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Great
Mary Bislue,
"
"
"
He Knew All About It.
Agnostic
has
used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
25 dies of paralysis, epilepsy, or insanity.
Miss M. E. Bayer,
"
"
"
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
Johnnie livs out in western New York, Mrs. M. Wheeler,
"
"
"
25
If we use alcohol, we blunt our finer per"
"
"
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.
near the famous Silver Lake camp-ground. Mayn Abbott,
25 ceptions, which we should cherish and culti"
"
"
One day at Sunday-school the minister talked John Abbott,
25 vate by obedience to the laws of health.
Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Chas. Davidson,
"
"
" ... .
10
to the children about the duty of their mak- Frank
If we persist in the use ·of spirits our musWoodmancy, :prattsville, 0 ....... . 10
ing a right start early in life, and showed Harry Coffin, Longmont, Col. ............ ..
50 cles will change, in a great degree, to fat, and
them what a safeguard the temperance
will soon become flabby and feeble.
pledge would be. He had a supply of triple$18.33
Athletes know that if they indulge freely
Great Centennial Oration
pledge cards on hand, and Johnnie with
in alcoholic drink, they will fail to harden
ON THE
many others very gladly gave his name. He Total amount received for Casey Fund, $33.33 their muscles, and in order to attain the vigCost of forwarding same,
50
' carried the card home to his mother, with his
orous conditione desired they-abstain entirely
BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1889.
name written on it in his very best style, and
DEAR Miss WIXON: Here are the names from its use during their time in training.
ALSO THE
proudly showed it to his mother and father. of the donors up to January 27th, which Firm and activ muscles are the desire of
His good mother was very glad of his act, make up the sum. It has been better than everyone. Some say that men who are disImmortal Document,
but his father only laughed. Said he:
I expected. And many thanks to the donors, tinguished for their strength of body and
And the National Anthem entitled:
"Why, Johnnie, you don't understand and the old folks down South can drink mind are the users of intoxicating drinks, but
this. you are too young to know all it milk from their own cow, which I hope will such men frequently become diseased, and die "LAND OF LIBERTY."
means."
do them good. I will send, in a few days, a
"
. ,
,
.
.
beautiful poem that was sent to me from one before they reach an old age. Such men Price, 6 cts; · 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1,
No, I am t, papa, Bard Johnnie. "I of the donors for the good of the Children's squander their natural powers.
Address Tam TBUTII BmEKEB OoMPANY,
Wldereti1Jl<l all al,>out it, lt meaps 1 if I al- 1 (Jorn.er, J will close, as l h~v a,Ireadr taken
V "\Ve lJS«;l B,lqo4ol 1 o~r bloo'l be~;:o!JleS poi~s ~a!"'YI)tte fla.oe~ New Yol,'k 1
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Strengthen the Memory,
OR,
NATURAL AND BCIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallaatum saYs : "The chaptex
on • How to Learn a New Language • is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in ~~:ood working condition and repair them when out of order. •'
Sotence (high authority) aa:ys: "We hav tried the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persona, and found them most excellent."
Price by mail fl.

NEW YORK.

NEW YORX:

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBBOOB:, M.D.
Qooey•s Lal!l/'8 Book says: "We giv our cordia

approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully con.
vinoed, reliable." Price by mail, $1,

OHIO.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior Rt .• Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
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Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson, Chitottanooga..
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Cosmian Hymn Book.
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
(Words and Music)
For Liberal and iEthical Societies,
For Scbools and the Home.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houstori st., Fort Worth.

COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
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John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
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Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
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W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
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TffE ORIGIN OF ENERGY;
OR,

ALL MATTEI!. TENDS T ROTATION.

$1.50.

PRIOE,

SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY
OF

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MA.N
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
Published. 150,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

Marriage and Parentage.

CODS AND·

OREGON,

B. F. Hyland, Corvallilil. ·
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
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Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 ~1onroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler. cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Vauden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.

Unequaled in quality and price. Everyone
carefully examined before shipment, sent prepa1d
w1th guarantee.
BEST AMERICAN STEM·WINDERB :
3 Ounce Siiverine C~se : 7 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9.50;
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Greater Ability.
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BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
the Religious Systems of the World.
The Sotenttllo .d mertcan says : " Books on this
Bvo, 957PP. Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moradically different; it is scientific, sober, clean,
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
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BY D. M. BENNETT.
YOUng," $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINiiERS,
AND REFORMERS.

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teaohers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
N•w Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christiana),
from the time of l\Ienu to the presThe BJble-WJlat Is IU A pament. 8vo, 1,075pp., cloth, $3;
phlet containing eight chapter~ in refutation
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of the assumption •h~tt the B1ble iB a divme
book of pure thou~rht, and correct in all ita
BY D. M. BENNETT.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Studie~ iu 'l'lteolof{f. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
28 LafaYette Place, N.Y.
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

New Edition. Revised and Enlar~red.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

-----------------

BY HELEN H. CARDENER.
Introduction by
BOBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

J.

Liberalism. · Treating the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standPmnt, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf
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We oau recommend the three processes operated
A hypothesis which throws ljght upon all. the by !·his Company.
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for cheaP smd coarse
phenomena of nature. Electrici~y, mag~etism,
gravitation, light, heat.• and o.he~ucal actwn ex- newspaper work,. and their llfOS"cTYPE process,
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to a single ROUrce.
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Contains the Finn day addresses of Humr 0. PEN~EcosT, New York's fe.mous Agn()Stic and socia 1
economist, besides other interest.lng matter.
Issued weeklY. Annual subscription !1.
pr Subscribers wiU recP.ive as a Premium Mr.
Pentecost's book," WHAT I BELIEVE."
Sample copies sAnt on application. Address the
publisher,
FHED. C. LEURUSOHER•.
76 Nassau street, New York Oity.

Crimes and Persecutions.
svo, 1,1l9pp, Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, f4.50.
BY D. M. BENNE rT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
2B Lafayette Place, New York.

The Agnostic Annual: 1889.
CoNTENTS -Mr. Gladstone and Colonel Inseraoll, Samuel L~tin_Jl: The Atrophy .of Re!Jgwn,
Constance 0. W. Naden; lEquo An.ImO: A. Son·
net. Joseph Ellis; Life: the AIIJ?.OStiC Dtfin1t10n 1
A. Simmons {lgnotm) ~,Now IS the Aocept.ea
Time: A Poem, W. B. mcTaggart; Women. and
Agnosticism, E. LYnn Lmton; Th~ Bubhmity of
Nature, Charles Watts; Immo.rtahty: A. Poem,
W. Stewart RoRB. (Saladin); SClenoe.and Its Detractors, John Wilson, M.A.; Agnostictom among
the Moor8, H. L. Hardwicke, M.D.; The Aloneness of Man, C. M McC.
PricP, 25 cen t.s.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MIRACLES
.UiiD

MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.
" The miraouloua is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.''
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

'1:'11.8 Trtule Supplied at Bpedal DiscountB.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
ai this office. Price, 40c.; with auto~rraDh, 50 ct11.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A

OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

It is reallY a remarkable book, in which Rnh:eraal history is "boilad down" with ~urprJsmg
akill.-[Literary World.
.
.
Yon turn over his pages with a fascinatiOn similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-(lnter-Ocean.
.
Fia history has & continuity •. a rilsh, a garrnng
power. which reminds us stnkmgly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early E~yptian ~iatOI:Y, in tile
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical wr1t
inll. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1.75.
Address
THE THUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 La!aYette Pl .. New York.
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RoME OR REASON. A Memoir of Christian
and Extra-Christian Experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay Waters. Price, $1.75.
This book comprises a very critical analysis
of both Protestantism and Catholicism, from
the vantage-ground of an intimate personal
experience with the two systems. The writer,
't appears, is determined to nothing extenuate
nor set down aught in malice. His examination of the Protestant principle will be new
to some Protestant~, as will his philosophy
of Catholicism to many Catholics. Besides
the very interesting memoir which is the
main part of the book, it contains notes, parts
of correspondence, and an essay or two; all
partaking of the analytical and deeply earnest spirit which appears in it from the first.
The plan of the work is strikingly original,
ts purport is set forth in the tersest and
clearest language, and the manifest sincerity
with which the whole is written will commend it to readers of many various shades of
opinion. The work is very argumentativ,
with touches of liveliness here and there,
which serve to relieve the. general gravity of
its strain. It has lhe merit throughout of being free from coarseness and gibing; while it
deals the most trenchant blows which pure
logic is capable of inflicting.
From the lndianaiJolis Senrinel.

"The Bible of Nature, or the Principles of
Secularism," by Dr. Felix L. Ogwald, is described on the title- page as" a contribution to
the religion of the future," and is" reverently
dedicated" to the memory of Benedict Spinoza. Dr. Oswald's view of the religion of
the future is that it "will preach the gospel
of redemption by reason, by science, and by
conformity to the laws of our health-protecting instincts." The present work consists of
a large number of maxims-classified as
'physical," "mental," "moral," and "objectiv," whose universal ·observance, the
author holds, would elevate the race and
finally make of this earth a paradise. The
professor is a physician of fine attainments,
a very clever writer, a radical Freethinker,
and a devout believer in physical culture.
Many of his maxims are eminently sound and
may be practiced to advantage, whether they
really embody what is to be the religion of
the future or not. Price, $1.
Frederick May Holland's admirable work
on " The B.eign of the Stoics" has reached a
second edition. The writer is a scholar and a
thinker of eminence, whose "Rise of Intellectual Liberty" is decidedly one of the greatest and best books ever written. His "Reign
:>f the Stoics" is, we believe, the first attempt
to relate the history of that remarkable body
Jf philosophers, in connection with an exposition of their creed, which has been pronounced by a distinguished divine "the
noblest ever made out by human beings."
Their maxims embody some of the best fruits
of human wisdom, and most ·of them are as
safe rules for conduct to-day as when they
were written. This little volume presents a
comprehensiv view of their philosophy and
morals, and its study will yield the highest
intellectual enjoyment and promote the best
moral culture. $1.25.
" The Order of Creation-The Conflict Beween Genesis and Geology" is a collection
of notable papers from the pens of JHr. Gladstone. Professor Huxley, Professor Max Miiller, Dr. Albert Reville, of the College of
France, and Mrs. E. Lynn Lynton, the English novelist, which appeared some time since
in British reviews. Mr. Gladstone is represented by two papers, Professor Huxley by
two, and the other contributors by one each.
The great English statesman is one of the
5turdiest and ablest defenders of the Moeaic
account of the creation in the world, and his
papers in this volume are marked by cogency
of logic, cleverness of statement, and breadth
of scholarship. The "scientific" view is presented with great skill and vigor by the four
other controversialists. It is four against one,
but the one is a good match for the four. 75
cents.
A LETTER TO OOLONEL KELSO.
MoDESTo, CAL., Aug. 10, 288.
CoL. JonN R. Kxtso, Dear Sir: I wonder
if you would like to bear how I like your last
book, "The Universe Analyzed." I hav read
it once, and am going over it again with my
husband, for it will bear more than one readin~. I cannot find words to express my admiration for this the latest and best work of
your brain. In mauy portions it is inexpressibly grand. This book has touched a
responsiv chord within me that none of your
other works ever did. After reading thi~,
however, I appreciate them more. This is
the key to them all.
It ought to be read by everyone, for it is
food for thought, if notting more; but the
ordinary mind can never grasp your master
thoughts, and the ordinary mind will never
read it. I never before read anything that
lifted me so far above everything as do some
passages in this book. I was fascinated, and,
for the time being, left all thoughts of 1he
petty annoyances of life in the bacl<ground.
I think that in some respects you hav gone
beyond the thoughts of most mortals, and
that in others you hav voiced the thoughts of
many. I wish I could talk to you and your
oved and loving wife about these great
ruths. if such they are. Her " Arbor Homnis" is a fine production, and is certainly an
original one. I imagin the honored individual

who crowns the apex bears a resemblance to
her husband.
If there are weak places in your theories, I
am not wise enough to find them, though
some of your reasonings are almost past comprehension, notably the formation of worlds.
Your fiight of imagination (if such it be) is
grand, or, rather, sublime, and if it be not
imagination, your reasoning is more sublime.
I hope you will find sale for this work. It
ought to attract scientific minds.
·
FLORELLA A. FINNEY.
OF MRS. BLENKER'S" JOHN'S WAY," AND "LITTLE
LESSONS."
"I,ittle Lessons" is a very interesting little
book, there is so much information to be
learnerl from it.-ALIOE CARY JoRDAN,Wytheville, Va.
·
We hav glanced over "Little Lessons for
Little Folks," and think them splendid, and
hope you will receive a large sale for them.BEVERIDGRS, Perrysville, Pa.
I hav read both books and think they are
grand. The "Little Lessons" are splendid,
and most old people can learn a great deal
from them.-BENJ. J. DANAWAY, Terre Haute,
Ind.
The children are much interested in "Little
Lessons." I am surprised that so much can
be said and made so pleasant to read about
such ordinary things.-OLivE T. WooD, Sebastopol, Cal.
Commentaries on the Bible without number
hav been written, but we can assure our
readers that the richest and raciest of them all
can he had by sending 75 cents to this office
for Mrs. E. D. Blenker's commentary, entitled.
"Studying the Bible." Also, if they want
two of the best stories ever written; send 15
cents to the same for" John's Way," and 75
cents for "The Darwins."-Investigator.
"John's Way" entirely fills the bill in my
estimation. Its deep interest will hold the
mind of a young lady until she sees more
truth than she thinks for. Once started, thay
develop rapidly, and, Eve-like, they love the
fruit so well they want everyone else to share
in their joys. I keep it moving-the book.
I like the "School Teacher," and will send it
to my young friend shortly .-JOBN N. LEARY.
Inclosed please find $1 to pay for six copies
of "John's Way." I may say I hav bought
at various times about one dozen copies,
and lent them to orthodox friends, who
in every instance desired to retain the little
book, and it in several instances has been the
means of their calling a halt and examining
their creed, and becoming subscribers to our
Liberal papers.-GxonGE MADDOOKB, Hamilton, Ont.
'' Little Lessons" is nicely printed, in large,
clear type, and is very prettily and sD.bstantially bound. The lan~uage in which it is
written is comprehens1v to the young, and
interesting to older people as well. The lessons are about the stars, monkeys, fishes,
water, stones, leaves, nerves, frogs, cows,
grass, dolls, etc. Concerning t:Qese she has
s11cceeded in imparting trmch knowledge in a
form that is likely to hold the interest and
deeply impress the minds of the young.~· GRAVES, Hastings, Mich.
'' John's Way" was taken at a single dose
-between ten and bedtime. The heaviest
blows posBible at that monster of superstition,
theology, are always in order, and add to this
proof from nature that every right thought,
word, or act is an impress on character, and
that character is our real selva, the germ of
which is as indestructible as is the universe.
My little boy nine years old, and just learning
to read, is already jealous of anyone looking
at " Little Lessons." For children, even if
they are sixty years old, "Little Lessons" is
a gem.-C. C. LITTLEFIELD, Omaha, Neb.
You should all read "John's Way," and
hav the children read it. I once saw the eldest of a family read "The Darwins," by the
same author, to a listenin!l group of little
folks, and it is a pleasant thmg yet to remember how much they all enjoyed the story.
"John's Way" givs us a glimpse into the
every-day life of a household where tbe inmates are agreeable and polite as well as intelligent. After reading this little book you
feel at peace with all the world, and as though
you bad met and talked with delightful people. It will make a nice holiday present for
your little d!iu_ghter, granddaughter, niece,
cousin, or neighbor.-MARY BAIRD FINOH,
Frenchtown, Neb.

disposition; she found her happiness in ~ak
ing heaven in her own home, and reaching
out from thence her loving nature sought to
promote the happiness of all with whom she
associated.
There was a very large attendance at her
funeral. Many for the first time witnessed a
burial service without priest, parson, or
prayer; without Bible or any reference to
God, Christ, heaven, or hell.
Sabra was a good girl, a loving daughter,
a most affectionate sister, and a faithful
friend. She worshiped at the shrine of truth.
Her god was nature. Her church, all humanity. Her creed, justice-justice tempered
with mercy. She read, studied, thought for
herself, and rejoiced in the glorious freedom
and ennobling truths of Liberalism, and
scorned alike the empty profession of faith
and the bigotry and fanaticism of sectarians.
Sabra believed, and her life justified her
belief, th~;tt a life of uprightness, actuated by
a desire to do good to her fellow-creatures,
was sure of happy results. This made her
life one of bright, joyous happiness, and she
died without the faintest shadow of a fear.
The remembrance of her loving, pure, useful life, the joy and brightness she brought
into their lives, is now the source of comfort
to her near and dear ones.
Back to the bosom of her mother earth we
consigned the fair young maiden.
Let the birds· sing above her, '·
The flowers bloom over her,
The sighing winds sing her requiem.
Beneath the icy mantle of winter we left her
Sweetly sleeping. Sweetly sleeping ever.
To wake to pain and sorrow 1 Never! no, never!
c. B. REYNOLDS.

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Con:flict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
• • • • • •
1~ CENTS.
Yonr treatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
-Harry Hoover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and usefn
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with yonr address! and will
notice it inJfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paJ" r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Al!"e.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take gJ'eat pleasure in recommending" AntiProhibitwn "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not onlY in the cause of temperancedmt in the principles of self-goverJllY'Ient
J. J,ll1c0abe.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Reminiscences of a Preader.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
Heath,"" Family Creeds,"" Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the anther to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical es!aY.
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert themn
The book is an argument as well as a novel b t1
the serious predicaments of the hero are skiltnlly
used to lure the reader along, and to indnoe him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and· convincingly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paPer, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.

Looking Backwar~ French Revolution
AN-OUTLINE OF THE

By Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
World.
This astonishing book, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up ''Alice in Wonderland I" The
mind follo'I\B entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tnbnne.
The appeal is always made to a man'S reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his selfishnees.-[Bost.on Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospsl of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicabl5 and feasi
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boeton Traveler.
12roo, cloth, $1.~0; paper, 50c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. B. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAl JSM
By DB. FBF,DEBIO B. MARVIN Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jurispruden1>e in the New York Free
Medical College for Women,
Paper, 1l.'mo, 6Bpp,, cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nervous and mental phenomena
is sharply scientifh,; his pathological theories are
rat•onal, clear, and modern.-Jfeawal Review,
His lan!fuage is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directnesti and brilliancy,
his thought clear and lollica.I.-Liberal Ohr!sttan.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER- CO.

-----------------------------------

Paine

Vin~icate~!

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
npon the An thor-Hero of the Amer·
ican Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refnta tion.
-o-

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

BIBLE INQUIRER;

A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

A Key to Bible Investigation.

BY W. H. BURR.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(npon
which the Observer relies to prove its princi.
Obituary.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
DIED.-Jan. 9, 1889, at the residence of her Fenwick conld hav written the alleged account.
parents at Plymouth, Ransom county,
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Dak., S11bra S. Harris, a~ed seventeen,
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
daughter of Jackson and Susan C. Harris.
Brother Harris, like his father before him,
is an outspoken Infidel. He and his good
wife hav faithfully taught, alike by precept
and example, the ennobling principles of
OR,
Liberalism to their children. All are earnest,
genu in Infidels.
1'HE RA1'IONALE OF' 1'HE BIBLE.
E. E. Harris, the eldest son, is the third Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
generation of earnest workers in the cause of
ol: Natural Phenomena only.
Freethought, and of course subscribes for
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
THE 'fRU'l'B BEEKER. The entire family are
Among the many attempts madjl by scientists to
held in the highest esteem even by Christian crnsb.
the Bible, this is unquest10nably the most
neighbors, on !Iecount of their good, happy, vigorous.-[Chicago Times.
Oloth, Illus.,heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2.50.
and useful lives.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.
Sabra was of a most gentle and affectionate

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,

OR,

Containing 148 Propositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Inspir0d Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third editiO'!l, carefully revised and enlarged.
Bead the following extract from a letter by ExRev. C. B. Reynolds:
''The • Bible Inquirer' is better than a Concordance a• a referBnce, to speedily find the teaching of the Bible, on any subieot. It is a sledge.
hammer in demolishing error, yet the most devout Bible-worshiper can find no cause of offense.
Using no word of argument, it simply permits
the Bible to destroy all faith in the B1ble, by giving chapter and verse-word for word-showing
its palpable absurdities and contradictions."
EverY Libera! needs a copJ' for ready rBference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
the most effectiv Iconocli\Bt ever published.
Price only 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York

'l'he Career of Jesus Christ.

-

An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Character as described in the New Testament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of ''Hebrew MrtholPaper, Bvo, 25 cents.
ogy.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 9. 1889.

The Antiquity of Christianity.

ARGUMENT

Robert G. Ingersoll,

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo,. 61pp., 25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Ctlristianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TWELVE OTHER DrsoouRsEs OF REASON.

'lbc Forum
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Bangamon street a~d
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

BY

Philadclpbia Liberal League 2:i7.

IN THE

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
!!'OR

AT

"B L A S PH E MY "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
'stenographically reported, and re'IJised by the author.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,

'JTHER BroGRA.PHIOAL SKETOHES AND EsSAYS.
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlangh has "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlangh has a right to
his "few words," and the dev1l will, we presume,
't no very distant day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlangh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argnment.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra oloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME~

REASON

!1. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
~nd C:~,tholicism, from the v~tntage-gronnd of an
intimate personal experience with the two sYstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infticting.-[Critical Review.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Essenoe of Heligion
By L. F .EfJERB !l(JH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-E:~:tract.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co,

Advancement~ Science

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. f>UTNAM,

Beoreta:ry of the .American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE·
OB 1

'

.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of TnE
rRUTH 8EEKlilR printed in
'!0.1d letters on the outside.
rhis binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly !lat. It ah!o allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail, post.p_!tid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28Lafayette Pl., New York.

The Church of Practical Religion.

GIRARD'S WILL

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHiiAO.

The Secret of the East,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
OB 1
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
The Origin of the Christian Religion
this Republic.
and the Significance of its

By A • .J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ROBT. G.

INGER~OLL'S

Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER ha.s obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

L .. K. Washburn's

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND ITS INFLUENOE UPON
SOOIETY.
J)y DR. Lours RuoHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
A1dress THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Plaoe.

AlEXANOtR VON HUMBOLDT.

work.s.

10

cents.

'fhe History of Freethought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.25. CoNTENTS:
Section I. Definition of Freethonght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. BectioB III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
Secularism; Destructiv and Construetiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
Secularism; its Principles and its
Dnt'
Price 75 eta.
Ies.
•
.

an 1mpertmence." Prwe, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the Chris- Tracts. The followmg tracts by Chas.
•
Ch
1
'' The Th'11't y-nme
·
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
t Ian
nrC 1.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Articles of the Christian church are thirtyIs the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
Moral Value of the Bib!~; .Fre~thonght and
'shness of Prayer
"Think
Modern Progr~B~ ;_ Ch).'lBtlamt_y, Its Nature and
The Fooll
.
~
Influence on CIVIhzatwn; Philosophy of Beenof a minis~er's pr.aymg God to k;lil grasshopIarism; Science and Bible Antl!>&'onistic ·
pers, or trymg to mdnce t4e De1ty to underChristian Scheme of Redem]ltion. For all of
take a crusade of one agamst the Colorado
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKbeetle I" Price, 10 cents.
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
P1·ice, 5 cents. ·
Is Liberalism Moral ~ Price, 5 cents. The Present and tbe Future

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Republic of North America
Steel engra.vings of this celebrated naturalist. Social Problems. Price, 10 cents.
BY A CAPITALIST.
2 x16 inches, suitable for framil!g.t.senU!_ostpaid,
Was Jesus Insanef Price, 10 cents.
fo· 25 cents.
Address THE TRU'.l'H BEEKER.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
tf
The Public Schools and the Catholic povert;v, vice, and crime. It deals with the ~;>resent
conditiOns of society in this country, pointmg out
THB
Church. Price, 5 cents.
their imiJerfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
and
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
Btxty.fi7Je Years' In'IJartable Success.
• and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
tr" F 0 R ALL DISEASES OF EYES oR EARS. lm· By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "J;lebrew Republic of North Alll:erica, as it wil! b~ when
med 1ate relief from Grannla tiona, Inflamma tiona,
MJ"*.hology," " The Career of J esns Chr1st."
society shall be or~eamzed on the prmmples of
The tool hath said in his heart, There is no God. Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and. F!J-iling
and interestingly written.
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drnmmm_g, J!mgm~e of
the Ears dispelled by a few applu;ations. Ca- -[Ps. xiv, 1•
0 B
Paper, SOc.; clot11, if.
tarrhal diffionlties of Eyes or Ears mst~tntly reChildrr'IJ. and fools speak the truth.-[ ld aw.
moved. Bent the world over. Box with instrncPaper, 12mo, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
tiona, ~y mail, 25 cents.
B. A. NEALE,
AC:!ress THE TRUTH SEEKER28 Lafayette PI., New York.
3m o
Shakers P. 0., N.Y.

SHA~ER EYE

1\.l:eets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discnssionH. The public cordially invited

The Newark. Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

Ak.ron, 0., Frcctbougbt Union.
The Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.
BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex aJi!d his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BURR. Pnce, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Biblf
cal \Vork.s'.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

Of .Europe.
NEW EDITION.

'Fhs Bole !!'actors and Exact Ratios in Its
.Aoquirsment and .Apportionment.
--By J. K. IN6AL_LS.
13unday _and the l-labbath. "A la~
Price, (Jloth,
•
•
$1 00.
reg)llatm~ human conllnct on the Sabbath IB
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28I,afayette Place, New York.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Bee.

Girard College Theology.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
Prayer.
graph (Jompauy
Saints and Sinners.
Paper, 12roo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

.

BY REPORTER.
Speaking of this work in connection with tl:.e
This is the history of an attempt to found a
proposed independence of America from Great
church without superstition, and its success.
AND
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
flaming arguments •
will not leave nnm.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, P<'>litical, and otherbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanAN EXPOSE
ration.''
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
Price, 40 cents.
cient narrativ about· it to interest the reader and
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
F:oF either of these works or any of Paine's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
ohurches and Young Men's
wntmgs,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Chi'istian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale a.t this office. Price, Sl.OO.
HISTORY
By RIOH. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
OF THI!i
Price·$1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

It is in many respects one of the most extraoi'dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0

The .uanhatlau Liberal (Jlub, N.Y
Handsome Bvo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
.

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
A vig'>rons thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par- are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we
see
hinl as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
ke~. -[New Bedforu Standard.
Deep thrmght, thorough conviction, and great and justice, hatred of tyranny and chain at sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
.courage
and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
ability.-[Phila. Press.
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotExtra cloth, 12mo, 238pp,, $1.
ism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
·
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rig!lts ..
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
AND

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the e.ndience. N.B.-~rnth
Beeker pn blica tion s always on hand at cheap ra tt e

EA_R B~LSAM ON TI-IE WORD GOD

Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, SB.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
~

WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a

Reward for Crime.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

100.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED;
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
-

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.
A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
•
• 15o.
A.ddresr THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2P Lafayette PI .. New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS·~
Was J esns an Impostor T A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. l'Yioses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Socrates Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Bon!.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desig__n and
Natural Selection. 5 eta.• Man and the Lower
Animals. I'> eta.
Addr1JBS Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.C., LonJon, Enll'.

. ..JfJST OUT.

• •

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BING, BROTHERS, SING.

-

USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter
eating, THE LIBERAL HYli!N-BooK contains song
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
B5 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKU Co.

THE TRUTH

Jjltws of the fltth.

SEERER~

THE

ORDER OF CREATION.
A·DISCUSSION BETWEEN

THE pope has refused an interview to Car- GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.
1
dinal Lavigerie, who is pretending great On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
activity in antislavery work. Perhaps Leo '
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
thinks they may wish to establish slavery
W. E. Gladstone.
again if they can get civilization down low II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
enough, and so will not commit himself.
ill. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.
·
THE Senate now contains thirty-two millionaires.

FEBRUARY 9. 1.889.

IV, Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
·
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis•. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea.. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

PROTESTANTS in Brazil
are working to secure
toleration.
THE Vanderbilts hav
sailed for Europe in their
steam yacht.
PART of a huge mastodon has been dug up near
Oswego, N. Y.
NEW YORK has a big
street-car strike, with
riots and loss of life.

·9J~ms off

~honnl11.

TnE commilt~e of the church council that made
the "four gospels" the canons of th~ir faith had
to select them from fifty-four contradictory versions. The evangelists themselvs contradict ·each
other on many essential points; ·and their chronicles can hardly hav been written before the end
of the second centurY, as not one of the ea.rlier
·fathers {before Ireneus) ever quotes a single passage of their text, while they relate many events
which seem to hav been recorded in the apocrypha.
These apocrypha, like the
arbitrarily excepted works,
originated in a century so
prolific of spurious prophecies,· forged epistles and
biographies, that it has
justly been called the age
of pions frauds. The four
gospels, as well as the
larger part of the Pauline
epistles, were repudia. ted
by the Sooinia.ns, a. n d
others of the more intelligent sects of. the early
Ohristia.ns.-Prof. Felix L.
Ostnaza,.in Tile SefJret of tile
East.

WORK has commenced
on the permanent buildings of Chicago's military
post.
A BILL providing for
executions by electricity
has been introduced in
the Illinois legislature.
THE czar of Russia
wears " a ring in which
is imbedded a piece of
the true cross."
THE daughter of Emperor Dom Pedro of
Brazil, who will succeed
at his death, is reactionary in ideas, and led by
Jesuits.

Fon our Bible, snob as it
is, we are indebted to the
wranglings of the fathers
and the laborious plodding
of subsEquent pedants.
We are entirely at their
mercy, and they are at
deadly variance among
themselva, not only as to
certain books which are
altogether rejected, but as
to which passages are inspired and which are not in
the books that hav been accepted. In finding out
what the Ghost aot.ually
bas written, the difficulty
of the task becomes more
formidable every attempt
we nHke to undertake it.
Certain books of tl1e Bible
quote from books and records which no longer exist.
Were these books and records also inspired 1 If not,
how can portions of books
which are not inspired
form any portion of books
which are inspired 1 If the
Holy Ghost were to quote

CHUROH-MEMBERS
TO ARMS!
among college students :
And Moses spake unto the people, saying, Arm some of yourselvs unto the war, and let them go against the Midiap.Yale, in 1795, 4 or 5; toites, and avenge the Lord of Midian -Num. xxxi, 3.
.
day, one-half. Princeton, in 1813, 2 or 3 ; tofrom the
1
would
the Secular
Secular Review,
Review
A SoUTHERN hotel adverti~es among its attrac- i thereby become insptred 1 The references of the
day, one-half. Williams College, 147 out of
tiona a "r>arlor for ladies thirty-five feet wide."' Holy Ghost to wol"k9 which seem to hav existed
248. Amherst, 233 out of 352.
We trust this paragraph will catch the eye of the before he began to write the Bible for our salvaTHE Baptists wish to match the Catholic
woman who occupies three seats in a crowded oar. tion and bewilderment are more frequent than a
THE woman: "1 think the women will shortly superficial reader would suppose. I here ~iva list
University with one equally great at New
NIAGARA falls, Cedric, because its bed cannot
hold it up.
do all the work now done by men, even to running of the wor~~ the Holy Ghost h_ad before htm when
York.
So.ENE: Grammar class. Teacher: "What is steam engine." The man: "I think women would he was wntt?g• ~nd from whwh he has quoted:
THE three daughters of General Sheridan
the future of 'He drinks?'" Johnny {after con- do well around steam engine. Tb.ey fire up 80 Books lost, ctted tn the Old Tostal?ent. The Book
quickly,
of the Wars of the Lord <Num. xxt, 14). The Book
and one of General Ewing were recently con- siderable thcmght): "He is drunk."
•
of t1le Covenant <Ex. xxiv, 7). The Book of Jasher,
firmed by Cardinal Gibbons at the Visitation ·MR. BLoPAOE: "Er-ah-do you sing, 'Whistle,
AUNT {who is entertaining Miss Breezy of Obi- or the Upright {Josh. x, 13; 2 Sam. i 1 18). The
1
convent, VVashington.
and I'll Oome to You, my L'id ? " Miss Liepyer : cago) : "That is a beautiful dress you hav on, Book of the Acts of Solomon {1 Kings xi, 41). • •
IN the House of Commons there are more "I don•t sing; but perhaps you can whistle, and Geraldine, and the shade seems to be quite new." These works may each and all hav beeil inspired.
-1 might try the rest"
Miss Breezy {complacently): "Yes: it is a new I cannot allege that I say so through inspiration:
Catholic members than there hav been at any
nevertheless, I feel inclined to think that the
A YOUNG man can't take his girl out skating this Chicago shade, called the 'pig's snore.'"
time for some years. Five sit for English and Winter, but he can let her slide. Something like
011! I dreamed that I lay on a hot summer's day
Book of J asher, the Book of lddo, and the rest of
seventy-five for Irish constituencies.
this m!Ly hav been said before, but the remark
'Neath the shade of a spreading b.eech-tree,
them, were juveniland immature performances of
was never more timely than at present.
Nought the deep silence broke, save the grass- the Ghost. I opine that he incorporated the gist
THE swindler Fisk who robbed the public
hopper's croak,
of them into his more recent writings, and then
"WE are related, I believe," said the Earththrough the Marine Bank has had his senAnd the faint lullaby of the bee.
committed to the flames the crude compositions
quake to the Case of Ague. "I think so, though
of his adolescence. It is, however, a pity he burnt
tence commuted by the president from ten to we hav never met before," re;>lied the Case of
Boon the sun to his rest slowly sank in the west,
them. With what holy and absorbing interest we
five years, and will be at liberty in May.
Ague. "Shake!" both exclaimed, simultaneously.
And there broke on my ear a sweet lay
should hav read them as milestones on the road of
Of maidens returning from milking and churn- mental development on which tra.veletl the only
HE timidly climbed up the brown-stone steps,
GoVERNOR LEE of Virginia says : " The
ing,
He
timidly
rang
the
bell,
ghost that ever took to writing books I Bt1l!, some
increasing power of money and its free use
And reapers from meadows of hay.
He felt that this visit might be his last,
Tischendorf or Bhapira may yet unearth the
at our elections must ultimately threaten the
Though the reason he couldn't tell.
Ghost's boyish volumes, the Book of Gad and the
Far away in the dell I could hear the sheep-bell
perpetuity of the form of our government."
Book of Nathan. We hav certain of the boyish
As the fiock homeward wended its way.
As he stood at the door the winter wind
Hark I now it draws near. Who speaks in my writings of Sir Walter Scott, which were tenderly.
Whirled in the streets about,
IMITATORS of the White Caps all over the
preserved by his mother; bnt the G'J.ost, being
ear?
But above its roaring he beam her say,
country, and several imitations of the Whitehis own mother, does not stand on quite parallel
Who is it, and what does he say 1
"John, tell him that I am out."
chapel murders, show how much there is to
With a snort and a larch I awoke. •Twas in lines with Sir Walter Boott.-sazaatn's Goa ana
Then timid no more, with stately mien,
His Book.
do yet" before we can say we hav a civilization.
church,
He said to the butler tall,
•Twas the preacher had droned, not the bee ;
"Pray
go
to
Miss
Jones
with
my
compliments,
TilE word "mind" de~cribes all the possible
THE extradition treaty with Great Britain
'Twas a hymn that they sang, and no sheep-bell st.ates of consoiousness o! each animal; but as
And tell her I didn't call''
has been rejected by the Senate. .The govthat rang,
· after its death there is no longel' in that case any
0LABA: ''Mother, just think of it I" Mother:
But the bag-which they're handing to me.
continuing animal so neither is there any possibly
ernment would like to get at Canadian refu- "What is it, my daughter?" "Oharles has ingees, but dislikes to return Irish political sured his life for my benefit for $50 000." "He
BT. PETER : "So you were a coal-dealer on earth. continuing mind. But it id onlY in connection
has? Well, now, my daughter, there is no longer Did you join in any of the combines to raise with the mental and vital prooesPeB tha~ there is
offenders.
any objection to your making him that angel prices?"' New spirit {proudlY): "No, St. Peter; I any shadow of attempt by theologians to in any
LEO XIII. in an encyclical just out says cake you hav been talking about.."
identify soul, and therefore when life has
never did." St. Peter: "Were you careful to see fashion
ceased and consciousness is consequently no
that" Rationalism, Materialism, and Atheism
REGINALD YoUNG {who has been very attentiv that your scales were correct?" New spirit: "Al- longer, there is not even the fA.intest trace of
hav begotten Socialism, Communism, and during the evening) : "I wonder, Miss Mabel, if ways." St. Peter: "Did you giv full weight?"
aught remaining to which the word "soul" can
Nihilism, hideous and deadly plagues arising you would consider me impertinent should I ask New spirit: "Invariably." St. Peter: "When with any reasonableness be applied from the theyou
the
old
question
1" Miss Mabel {greatly agi- people asked for Lehigh coal, did you always denecessarily from those principles."
tated) : '' 0 Reginald I This is so sudden-1-1- liver Lehigh 1·• New spirit: ''Great Anthracite! ological standpoit~t.-Braazaugll.
CoNCEN'InATioN is the secret of strengt.h in polAT Reading, Pa., a 'Illan has been arrested yes, I will listen to you, Reginald." Reginald If you are going to be as particular as all that I
for selling charms to cure the sick. The Young : "Well, then, hav you read 'Robert Els- might as well giv it up. Where. is the entrance to itics, in war, in trade; in short 1 in all· managemere 1'"
the sulphur slope ?"
ment of human affairs.-Emerson.
larger organizations who dea1 in such charms
hav formed a trust and persuaded government not only to tolerate their swindling but
to compel all to patr()nize it.

==================================:::'::====================qjdds aqd

~nds.

·To the Senate of the United Sta,tes:

THE Austrian crown prince is dead. It is
known that his death was by shooting, and
that there was a woman in the case ; but
rumor is divided by reports that it was a
suicide and reports that he was shot by a
nobleman for. betraying his wife.

We, the undersigned, adult residents o£ the United States, do hereby respectfully but earnestly petition
your honorable body NOT to pass any bill in regarcl to the observance of Sunday, or any other religious
institution or rite.

BooKs that hav been dropped from Boston
public schools in the last ten years through
Catholic interference are Dickens's Child's
History of England and Miss Thompson's
History of England. The histories of Macaulay, Green, and Knight are excluded as
text-books or works of reference.

would by instruction in public schools or in any other way give preference to religious principles over the

We also petition you NOT to adopt any resolution for the amendment of the national Constitution that
views of religion held by non-religions persons, but to keep the government strictly secular, and the separation of church and state complete.
Nmnrs.
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when it bursts-and burst it will as surely as
the sun will rise to..morrow-it means not, as
in former days, a contest between two highly
TnE Evening Post speaks of the editor of trained armies, but a war of extinction, of dethe Independent as "that amazing and amus- vastation, between great armed nations whose
ing old moralist." The Post is right ; the populations are armed and trained to fight."
In.ndent's morals are amazing if compared
Mn. MoREA, a farmer near Winnipeg, loves
with the mo~:als of truthful folk.
money more than .b.e loves religion; at least,

and flippinss.

so it seems, for when he learned that his wife
had given $10 toward building a Presbyterian
church there, he tried to hang himself in the
barn. Mrs. McRea cut him down, and then
he jumped into the river. Mrs. McRea and a
neighbor fished him out, and the church
authorities voted to return the $10 and save
· IT is with great pleasure that we read that further trouble.
the British East Africa Company has succeeded in obtaining the release of the Catho" So the clergy are all down on Robert
lic missionaries recently captured by the in- Elsmere I" exclaims Puck. '' Discerning men I
surgents by the payment of a ransom to It i!l certainly far better that the lambs of the
Bashiri. But what we are aching to know is fiock should pore over the society journals,
if the pope reimbursed the East Africa Com- where some careful collector of our friends'
dirty linen holds it up with a chuckle and a
pany.
THB Methodist Episcopal church now has le~:r for us to see-or the elevating columns
2,154.287 communicants.
The value of of the great dailies, devoted week after week
church property, including parsonages, has to accounts of women's underclothes and
reached the enormous sum of $97,546,515. their kisses. 'Verily, we are growing hard
The church property, exclusiv of the parson- up for subjects,' as the professor of anatomy
ages.t is valued at $85,000,000. There was said, when all he could find to dissect was
raised in 1888 for building and improvement the leg of a table."
purposes $2,449,804. The current expensesTHE New York Bun is proud of the fact
sexton, light, fuel, etc.-were $2,140,o:u.
that Pope Leo pe~sonally ihanked Charles A.
LoRD Wor.SBJ.BY took this view of the Dana for the good work of his paper. Alas!
future in making an address at Birmingham : exclaims Liberty, that the idealist of the
"Those who study the map of Europe at the Brook Farm has sunk so low as to pride himpresent moment and the condition of things self on the compliments of that king of imin Europe must feel that there is hanging postors and human enslavers, the pope.
over us a war cloud greater than any which What would his former fellow-dreamers and
baa hung over Europe before. It means that gentle reformers hav thought of the " good

A Y.BAR ago the study of German was abolished in the public schools of St. Louis, a city
with a large German element. The school
board of Louisville, another city with a considerable German population, has now taken
a similar step.

A L 0 N E.

work " which now so pleases Pope Leo as to
induce him to forgiv and forget Mr. Dana's
youthful sins against the authority of the infallible church-state combination?
THE Bun thus rebukes Revivalist Harrison:
" We regret to learn that Brother Harrison,
the young revivalist now operating in this
city, sometimes uses language in his sermons
that devout people must consider irreverent
or even blasphemous. Some of his remarks
of last Sunday, for example, as reported in
yesterday's Bun, must hav given a shock to
those of his hearers who truly reverence the
divine power. He should study the scriptures and follow their teachings in regard to
the deity. He cannot find there any such
phraseology or imagery as he indulges in at
time;;. He boasts that four hundred sinners
hav been converted in his revival campaign,
and we are surprised that some one of them,
after hearing him preach, has not asked him
to follow the example of the king of Israel,
who said : 'I will keep my mouth with a
bridle.'"
LIBERTY, in the widest and best sense of the
term, says B~oula;r Thought, is little understood in this country. We boast that we arc
free people, and we best illustrate this freedom by imposing all sorts of restrictions upon
our people. Moncure Conway, in one of his
recent essays on this subject, alludes to the
large number of amiable people who are full
of ardor to fasten on their neighbors their
private notion of personal conduct which
does not concern them otherwise than sentimentally. The fanatic who aims to punish
his neighbor for drinking a glass of wine, or
for selling it, is really proc~eding on the principle of the Inquisition. A man has as much

right to punish his neighbor for his belief as
for any conduct which does not specifically
injure another. He may claim that drinking
does injure others; but so said the inquisitor
concerning heresy. It is not inconceivable
that a salvation theocracy may yet punish all
persons for not attending church, or neglecting to say their prayers. There is really no
limit to the interference with the liberty of
the individual on this continent, aud it might
as well be carried into the domain of religion
as any other.
THE New York Herald says: " Speaking of
an appeal to the Baltimore municipality for
the suppression of a so-called Infidel Sundayschool, Cardinal Gibbons said in a sermon
recently: 'For my part, I would be sorry to
see the arm of the civil law used toward the
suppression of this school. Coercion is not
conversion. The only sword I would draw
against the enemy of Christ is the sword of
the spirit.' Did you say the Catholic church
is not liberal, Dr. McGlynn?" Dr. McGlynn
responds : " I should not be surprised to learn
that some un-American, malevolent colleague
of Cardinal Gibbons in the episcopate had already sent to Rome, with unfriendly comments, the fuller press report of the cardinal's
utterances, in the hope of seriously impairing
his standing in Rome by pointing out the discrepancy between his words and those of the
ill-omened syllabus of Pius IX., in which all
mo.dern liberties of speech, of the press, and
of conscience are denounced and proscribed.
The cardinal's words are clearly at variance
with the spirit and practice of the Inquisition
for the last six hundred years, and from the
point of view of an inquisitor would fairly
wanant his being dragged before that tribunal
for conden:.nation."
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A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

COL. ROBf'R.,.. C.--INCERSOLL,
HON. FR!DE:RICK R. COUDERT, and
COV. STEWART L. WOODFORD,
BEFORE

The Nineteenth Century Club of New York
Stenographically reported for The Truth BEeker
by I. N. Baker.

The points for discussion, as submitted in
ad·mnce, were the following propositions : ·
Fi?·st. Thought is a necessary natural product-the result of what is called impressions
made through the medium of the senses upon
the brain, not forgetting the fact of heredity.
Second. No human being is accountable to
any being-human or divine-for his thoughts.
Thi1·d. Human beings have a certain interest
in the thoughts of each other, and one who
undertakes to tell his thoughts should be
honest.
Fmt?·th. All have an equal right to express
their thoughts upon all subjects.
Filth. For one man to say to another, "I
tolet:ate you," is an assumption of authoritynot a disclaimer, but a waiver, of the right to
persecute.
Sixth. Each man has the same right to
express to the whole world his ideas, that the
rest of the world have to express their thoughts
to him.
THE PROCEEDINGS.
Courtlandt Palmer, Esq., President of the
Club, insaid:
introdueing. Mr. Ingersoll, among other
things
The inSI)iration of the orator of the evening
seems to be that of the great Victor Hugo, who
uttered the august saying, "There shall be no
slavery of the mind."
When I was in Paris, about a year ago, I
visited the tomb of Victor Hugo. It was 'Rlaced
in a recess in the crypt of the Pantheon. Opposite it was the tomb of ~Tean Jacques Rousseau.
Near by, in another recess, was the memorial
statue of Voltaire; and I felt, as I looked at
I
these three monuments, that lac1 Colonel Ingersoll been born in :France, and had he passed hi
his long life account, the acclaim of the liberal
culture of France would have Bnlarged that trio
into a quartette.
Colonel Ingersoll has appe~red in several
important debates in print, notably with Judge
Jeremiah S. Black, formerly Attorney-General
of the United States ; lately in the pages of T!te
North American Review with the Rev. Dr. Henry
M. Field, and last but not least the Right Ron.
William E. Gladstone, England's greatest citizen, has taken up the cudgel against him in
behalf of his view of Orthodoxy. To-night, I
believe for the first time, the colonel has conI
ll
sented to appear in a co oquia1 discussion.
have now the honor to introduce this distin~uished orator.
COLONEL INGERSOLL'S OPENING.

Ladies, Mr. Pnsiclent, and Gentlemen: I am
h~re to-night for the purpose of defending your
) ight to differ with me. I want to convince you
I hat you are under no compulsion to accept my
creed; that you are, so far as I am concerned,
absolutely free to follow the torch of your reason according to your conscience; and I believe
that you are civilized to that degree that you
will extend to me the right that you claim for
yourselves.
I admit, at the very threshold, that every
human being thinks as he must; and the first
proposition really is, whether man has the right
to think. It will bear but little discussion, for
the reason that no man can control his thought.
If you think you can, what are you going to
think to-morrow? What are you going to think
next year? If yon can absolutely control your
thought, can you stop thinking?
·
The question is, Has the will any power over
the thought? What is thought? It is the
result of nature-of the outer world-first upon
the senses-those impressions left upon the
brain as pictures of things in the outward
world, and these pictures are transformed into,
or produce, thought; and as long as the doors
of the senses are open, thoughts will be produced. Whoever looks at anvthing in nature,
thinks. Whoever hears any sound-or any
sym1'hony-no matter what-thinks. Whoever
looks upon the sea, or on a Htar; or on a flower,
or on the face of a fellow-man, thinks, and the
result of that look is an absolute necessity.
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·your~l to-b~ing hi~shcrifice

altar,,ha~l

2

T·he
prOduced will 'clep,end upon
to the
fai1'etf to
brain, up_ on your experience;· upon· the hiE;tory· kne~l, it may be tO' the prie;st, f~.iled tc;> be~ pr_es- ,
of your life.
·. ·
.·
ent m the temple, or had given It as Ins opmwn-)
One who lo9ks upon the sea, knowing that·the that the God of that tribe or;of that nati_9n Wft.\L -~
one he loved the best had been devoured by its ot'no use, then, in order ·to· placate the""G<)~; ;
hungry waves, will have certain thoughts; ;tnd they seized the neighbor and sacrificed him on
he who sees it for the first time, will have dif- the altar of their ignorance and of their fear.
ferent thoughts. In other words, no two brains
They· believed when_ the lightning leaped
are alike; no two lives have been 01' are or ever from the cloud and left its blackened mark upon
will be the same. Consequently, nature cannot the man, that he had done something-that he
produce the same effect upon any two brains, or had excited the wrath of the gods. And while
upon any two hearts.
man so believed-while he believed that it was
The only reason why we wish to exchange necessary; in order to defend himself, to kill his
thoughts is that we are different. If we were neighbor---:he acted simply according to th.e die-·-"
all the same, we would die dumb. No thought!' tates of his nature.
.
.
·. :. :' ·
would be expressed after we found that our
What I claim is that we have now advanced
thoughts were precisely alike. We differ-our·1 fa1~.enough not only to think, but to know; that
thoughts are different. Therefore the commerce the condupt-of man has nothing to do with tl!fl
that we call conversation.
phenomena of natu.re.. We are now advanCfHl
Back of language is thought. Back of lan-·.; far enough .to absolutely b?-ow that no man can
guage is the desire to express our thought to; be·bad enough and no nahon. infamous euough
another. This desire not only. gave us language . to cause an earthquake. I thmk we have got. to
-this desire has given us _the ~ibrari~s of t_he 1 that po~n.t ·that we absolute!.~ know ~hat no man
world. And not Qnly the hbraries : this desire : can be wiCked enough to entice one of the boltR
to express thought, to show to others the splen- !from hea'veu-that no man can be cruel e:tJO~lgh
d_id children of the brain, has w;itten ·every lito cause a drouth-and· that :rou coul.d ~ot·have
book, formed every language, pamted every Infidels enough on the earth to cause another
picture, and chiseled every statue-,-this desire 1 flood. I think we have advanced ·far enough
tc express our thought to others,_ to reap the not only to say that, but to absolute~y kno_w
harvest of the brain.
_
it--I mean people who have thought, and m
If, then, thought is a necessity, "it follows as whose minds thei;e issomething· like reasoning.
the night the clay" that there is, there can be,
We know,:if we knowanything, that the lightno responsibility for thought to any being, hu- ning is just as apt to- hit a good man as a bad
man or divine.
_
. .
. man. We know it. We know that the earthA camera contains a sensitive plate. The quake is jnst as liable to swallow virtue as to
light flashes upon it, and the sensitive plate , swallow vice. And you know just as well as I .
·
·
I sIt
· m
· f_au 1t, IS
· It
· r~sponsi·
d o t h at_a s 1np
· 1oa d e d WI'tl I pHa
· t es Is
· JU~
· t as a_P,t
receives
a p10t:ure.
ble, for the picture? So With the bram. Ani to outntle the storm as one crowded With m1s-·
image is left on it, a picture is imprinted there.,· sionaries. You know it.
The plate may not be perfectly level-it may
I am no~ speaking of the phe:wmena of ~at
be too concave, or too convex, and the picture ure. · I beheve, as much as I beheve that I lne,
may be a deformity; so with the brain. But l that the reason a thing is right is because it
the man does not make Lis own brain, and the tends to the happiness of mankind. I believe,
consequence is, if the picture is distorted it is as much as I believe that ·I live, that on the
not the fault of the brain.
average the good man is not only the happier
We take then these two steps: first, thought man, but that no man is happy who is not good.
·
·
1
d
I
h
t
tl t f · 1 tf 1
IS a necessity; anc secon , the thought depends
f then we ave. ~ot en over 1a. ng1 .u,
upon the brain.
that awful supershtwn-we are ready to e:liJOY
Each brain is a kind of field where nature hearing the thoughts of each other.
sows with careless hands the seeds of thought.
I do not say, neither do I intend to be underSome brains are poor and barren fields, pro- stood as saying, that- there is no God. All I
clueing weeds and thorns, and some are like the intend .to say is, that so far as -we cari see, no
tropic world where grow the' palm and pine- man is punished, no nation is punishe<l by lightchildren of the sun and soil.
. ning, orfamine, or sto_;r.m. E\'erything happens
You read Shakespeare. What do you get out to the one as to the other.
of Shakespeare? All that your brain is able.to
N'_ow let us admit that there is an infinite
G
T
h·
1
· h 1
· 1
hold. It depends upon your brain. If you
od.
hat has not mg to c o wit t te sm essare great-if you have been cultivated-if the ness of thought-nothing to do with the fact
wings of your imagination have been spread- that no man is accountable to any being, human
if you have had great, free, and splendid or divine, for what he thinks. And let me tell
thoughts-if you have stood upon the edge of you why.
things-if you have had the co:urage to meet all
If there be an infinite God, leave him to deal
that can come-you get an immensity from with men who sin against him. You can trust
Shakespeare.. If you have lived nobly-if -.rou him, if you believe i_n him. He has the power.
J
have loved with every drop of your blood and He has a heaven full of bolts. Trust him. And
·
'f you have suffered now that yon are sabs
· fi e d t 1mt t I1e eart h qua IrP
every fiber of your b emg-I
-if you have enjoyed-then you get an immen- will not swallow you, nor the lightning strike
sity from Shakespeare. But if you have lived you, simply because you tell your thoughts, if
a poor, little, mean, wasted, barren, weedy life one of your neighbors differs with you, and acts
-,-you get very little from that immortal man~
improperly or thinks Qr speaks improperly of
So it is from every source in nature-what your God, leave him with your God-he can
you get depends upon what you are.
attend to him a thousand times better than you
Take then the second step. If thought is a can. He has the time. He lives from eternity
necessity, there can be no responsibility for to eternity. More than that, he has the means.
thought. And why has man ever believed that So that, whether there be this Being or not, you
his fellow-man was responsible for his thought? have no right to interfere with your neighbor.
Everything that is, everything that has been,
The next proposition is, that. I have the same
has been naturally produced. Man has acted right to express my thought to tbe whole world,
as under the same circumstances we would have that the whole world has to express its thought
acted; because when you say "under the cir- to me.
cumstances," it is the same as to say that you
I believe that this realm of thought is not a
would do exactly as they have done.
democracy, where the majority rule: it is not a
There has always been in men the instinct of republic. It is a country with one inhabitant.
self-preservation. There was a time when men This brain is the world in which my mind lives,
believed, and honestly believed, that there was and my mind is the sovereign of that realm.
above them a God. Sometimes they believed We are all kings, and one mau balances the rest
in many, but it will be sufficient for my illus- of the world as one drop of water balance~ the
tration to say, one. Man believed that there sea. Each soul is crowned. Each soul wears
was in the sky above him a God whc attended to the purple- and the tiara: and only those are
the affairs of men. He believed that that God, good citizens of the intellectmtl world who give
sitting upon his throne, rewarded virtue and to every other human being every right that
punished vice. He believed also that that God • they claim for themselves, and only those are
held the community responsibie for the sins of. traitors in the great realm of thought who abanindividuals. He honestly believed it. ·When don reason and appeal tc force.
the flood came, or when the earthquake deIf uow I have got ont of your minds the idea
voured, he really believed that some God was. that you have to abuse your neighbors to keep
filled with anger-with holy indignation-at his · on good terms with God, then the question of
children. He believecl it, and so he looked religion is exactly like every question-! mean
about among his neighbors to see who was in of thought, of mind-I have nothing to say now
I fault, and if there was any man who had failed 1 about action.
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Is there authority i11 the world of art? Can would he just as responsible to that intelligence master that can honor the slave. In other
a legislature pass a law that a certain picture is as that intelligence can be to him, provided that words, I am going to act according to my right,
beautiful, and can it pass a law putting in the intelligence thinks as a necessity of his nature. as I understand it, without interfering with any
penitentiary any impudent artistic wretch, who
There is another phrase to which I object- other human being.
.
say!'! that to him it is not beautiful? Precisely " toleration." '"The limits of toleration." Why
And now, if you think-any of you, that you
the same with music. Our ears are not all the say "toleration?" I will tell you why. When can control your thought, I want yon to try it.
same; we are not touched by the same sounds- the thinkers were in the _minority-when the There is not one here who can by any possibil. the same beautiful memories do not arise. Sup- philosophers were vagabonds-when the men ity think, only as he must.
}'·~i :.:pose ) 0U liave an authority in mudic·? You may with brains furnished fuel for bonfires-when
You remember the story of the Methodist
. ;:\make men, it may be, by offering them office or the majority were ignorantly- orthodox-when minister who insisted that ·he could control his
: _LJ)y threatening thPm with punishment, swear they hated the heretic as a last year's leaf hates thoughts. A man said to him, "Nobody can
J.
that they all like that tune-but you never will a this year's bud-in that delightful time these control his own mind." "Oh, yes, he can," the
know till the day of your death whether they do poor people in the minority had to say to igno- preacher replied. "My clear sir," said the man,
·or not! The moment you introduce a despot- rant power, to conscientious rascality, to cruelty "you cannot even say the Lord's Prayer withism in the world of thought, vou succeed in born of universal love: "Don't kill us: don't be out thinking of something else." "Oh, yes, I
r:: ·~aking l)ypoc£ites-and you ge£ in such a P.osi- so arrogantly meek as to burn us; tolerate us." can."
"Well, if you will do it, I will give yo;1
bon that you never know what your neighbor At that time the minority was too small to talk that horse, the best riding horse in this countv."
·thinks.
about rights, and the great big ignorant major- "vVell, who is to judge?" said the preacl!er.
__
So in the great realm of reli~ion, there can be ity when tired of shedding blood, said: "Well, "I will take your own word for it, and if yon
-· · no force. No one can l>e compelled to pray. we will tolerate yon; we can afford to wait; you say the Lord's Prayer through without think-: --No matter how you tie him clown, or crush him will not live long, and when the Being of infinite ing of anything else, I will give you that horse."
. ·_d{Jwn on his face or on his knees, it is above the compassion gets hold of you we will glut our So the minister shut his eyes and began: "Our
; · power of the human race to pnt in that man, by revenge through an eternity of joy ; we will ask father who art in heaven, hallowed be-thy name;
·- ''fotce, the spirit of prayer. You cannot do it. you every now and then, 'What is your qpiuion thy kingdom come, thy will be clone--" "I
Neither can you compel anybody to worship a now?'"
suppose yon 'vill throw in the sacldle and
God. Worship rises from the heart ·like perBoth feeling absolutely sure that infinite brielle?"
fume from a flowei". It cannot obey; it cannot goodness would have his revenge, they "tolerI say to you to-night, ladies and gentlemen,
do that which some one else commands. It ated" these thinkers, and that word finally took that I feel more interest in the freedom of
must be absolutely true to the law of its own the place almost of liberty. But I do not like thought and speech than in all other questions,
nnture. And do you think any God would be it. When you say "I tolerate," you do not-say knowing, as I do, that it is the condition of
sati:;;fiecl with compulsory worship? Wonlcl he you have no right to punish, no right to perse- great and splendid progress for the race ; rememlike to see long rows of poor, ignorant slaves on cute. It is only a disclaimer for a few moments bering, as I do, that the opposite idea has covtheir terrified knees repeating words without a and for a few years, but yon retain the right. I ered the cheek of the world with tears; rememr:onl-giving him what yon might call the shucks deny it.
bering, and knowing, as I do, that the enemies
of sound? Will any God be satisfied with that?
And let me say here to-night-it is your of free thought and free speech have coverr(l
And so I say, we must be as free in one depart- experience, it is mine-that the bigger a man is this world with blood. These men have filled
ment of thought as another.
the more charitable he is ; you know it. The the heavens with an infinite monster; they have
Now I take the next step, and that is, that the more brain he has, the more excuses he finds filled the future with fire and flame, and theY
rights of all are absolutely equal.
for· all the world; you know it. And if there be have made the present, when they have had tb-~1
I have the same right to give you my opinion in heaven an infinite Being, he must be_grander power, a perdition. These men, these doctrines,
that you have to give me yours. I have no right than any man; he must have a thousand times have carried fagots to the feet of philosophy.
to compel you to hear, if yon do not want to. I more charity than the human heart can hold, These men, these doctrines, have hated to sen
have no right to compel you to speak if you do and is it possible that he is going to hold his the dawn of an injiellectual day. These me1J,
not want to. I£ yon do not wish to _know my ignorant children responsible for the impres- these doctrines, have denied every science, and
thought, I have no right to force it upon you.
sions made by nature upon their brain? Let us denounced and killed every phiiosopher they
could lay their bloody, cruel, ignorant hanch;
The next thing is, that this liberty of thought, have some sense.
this liberty of expression, is of more value than
There is another side to this question, and upon.
And for that reason, I am for absolute liberty
any other thing beneath the stars. Of more that is with regarcl to the freedom of thought
value than any religion, of more value tl!,an any and expression in matters pertaining to this of thonght, ererywhere, in every department,
domain, and realm of the human mind.
government, of more value than all the constitu- world.
tions that man has written and all the laws that
No man has a right.to hmt the character of a
PRESIDENT PALMER.
he has passed, is this liberty-the absolute lib- neighbor. He has no right to utter slander.
In the very amnsing sketch of "Father Tom
erty of the human mind. Take away that word He has no right to bear false witness. He has and The Pope," Father Tom is represented as
from· language, and all other words become no right to be actuated by any motive except for saying that "every sensible man is tt man who
meaningless sounds, and there is then no reason the general good-but the things he does here judges by his senses; but we all know that
to his neighbor-these are easily defined and these seven se11ses are seven deluders, aDLl that
for a man being aucl living upon the earth.
So then, I am simply in favor of intellectual easily punished. All that I object to is setting if we want to know anything about mysteries,
· hospitality-that is all. You come to me with up a standard of authority in the world of art, we call in the eighth sense-the only sense to
a new idea. I invite you into the house. Let the world of beauty, the world of poetry, the be depended upon-which is the sense of the
us see what yon have. Let us talk it over. I£ I world of worship, the world of religion, and the Church."
~lo not ·like your thotlght, I will bid it a polite world of metaphysics. That is what I object
Mr. Kernan was to have attended to-night, to
"goo.::l clay." If I do like it, I will say : "Sit to; and if the olcl doctrines had been carried give us "the sense of the Church "-the Roman
clown; stay with me, and become a part of the out, every human being that has benefited this Catholic-but he, unfortunately, has been forced
world would have been destroyed. If the people to go to Chicago. .M:r. Coutlert, however, wlw
intellectual wealth of my world." That is all.
And how any human being ever has had the who believe that a certain belief is nY.eessary to is one of the few men I know who conlcl take his
impudence to speak against the right to speak insure salvation had had control of this world, plac~ iu such an emergency, has kindly conis beyond the power of my imagiuation. Here we would have been as ignorant to-night as wild sented to appea,r.
is a man who speaks-who exercises a right that beasts. Every step in advance has l>een made
REMARKS OF MR. COUDERT.
he, by his speech, denies. Can liberty go in spite of them. 'rhere has not been a book of
Ladies and Gentlemen and J.l[r, P !'eBidcnt : It is
further than that? Is there any toleration pos- any value printed since the invention of that art
sible beyond the liberty to speak against liberty -and when I say "of value," I mean that con- not only "the sense of the Church" that I am
-the real believer in free speech allowing tained new and Rplendid truths-that was not lacking now, I am afraid it is any sense at all ;
others to speak against the right to speak? Is anathematized by the gentlemen who believed and I am only wondering how a reasonably inthat man is responsible for his thought. Every telligent human being-meaning myself-could
there any limitation beyond that?
in view of the misfortune that befell Mr. KerSo, whoever has spoken against the right to step has been taken in spite of that doctrine.
Consequently I simply believe in absolute lib- nan, have undertaken to speak to-night.
speak has admitted that he violated his own
This is a new experience. I have never sang
doctrine. No man can open his mouth against erty of mind. And I have no fear about any
the freedom of speech without denying every other world-not the slightest. When I get in any of Verdi's operas-I have uever listened
argument he may put forward. Why? He is there, I will give my honest opinion of that to one through-but I think I would prefer to
·exercising the right that he denies. How clid country; I will give my honest thought there; try all three of these performances rather than
be get it? SuppoRe there is one man on an and if for that I lose my soul, I will keep at go on with this duty which in a vain moment of
deluded vanity I heedlessly undertook.
island. Yon will all admit now that he would least my self-respect.
I am in a new field here,. I feel very much
A man tells me a story. I believe it, or dishave the right to do his own thinking. Yon will
nll admit that he has the right to express his believe it. I cannot help it. I read a story- like the master of a ship who thinks that he can
thought. Now will somebody tell me how many no matter whether in the original Hebrew, or safely guide his bark. (I am 110t alluding to
men would have to immigrate to that island whether it has been translated. I believe it or the traditional bark of St. Peter, in which I
lJefore the original settler woulcl lose his right I disbelieve it. No matter whether it is written hope that I am and will always be, but the or_in a yery solemn or a very flippant manner-I dinary bark that requires a compas~ and a rudto think and his right to express himself?
If there be an infinite Being-and it is a have my idea about its truth. And I insist that der and a guide.) And I find that all these
question tha.t I know nothing about-you would each man has the right to judge that for ·himself, ordinary things, which we generally take for
be perfectly astonished to know how little I do and for that reason, as I have already said, I am granted, and w?ich are as necessary to om saf~t.Y
know on· that sul>ject, and vet I know as much defending your right to differ with me-that is as the air wh1ch we breathe, or the sum;lnne
as the aggregated world kli.ows, and as little as all. Ancl if you do differ with me, all that that we enjoy, have been quietly, pleasantly, and
the smallest insect that ever fanned with happy proves is that I do not agree with yon. There smilingly thrown overboard by the gentleman
wings the summer air-if there be such a Being, iH no man that lives to-night beneath the stars- who has just preceded me.
Carlyle once saicl-ancl the thought came to
I have the same right to think that he has, there is no being-that can force my soul upon
me
as the gentleman was speaking-"A Comic
1
its
knees,
unless
the
reason
is
given.
I
will
be
simp y because it is a necessity of my nature.because, I cannob help it. And the Infimte no slave. I do not care how big my master is, History of England !"-for some wretch had
would be just as responsible to the smallest I am just as small, if a slave, as though the mas- just written such a book-(talk of free thought
intelligence living in the infinite,, spaces-he ter were small. It is not the greatness of the and free speech when men do fmch things!)1
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,-,A -Comic History of England! The next I past events that we would wipe out with our they believe in my precepts? Is that the char-.
thing "1\'G shall hear of will be A Comic History tears, or even with our blood-and make us ity that you speak of? Heaven fDl'bid that libof the Bible!" I thiuk we have heard the first slaves of a power unseen but uncontrollable and erty of speech such as that should ever invade
· chapter of that comic history to-night; and the uncontrolled? Is it not unworthy of so eloquent my home or yours!
only comfort that I have-and possibly some and intelligent a man to p·reach before you here
We all understand, and the learned gentleman·
other antiquated and superannuated persons of to-night that thought must always be free?
will admit, that his discourse is but an eloquent
either se~. if such there be within my hearingWhen in the history of the world has thought apology for blasphemy. And when I say this,
is that such things as have seemed to me charm- ever been fettered? If there be a page in his- I beg you to believe me incapable of resorting
ingly to partake of the order of blasphemy, tory upon which such an absurdity is written, I to the cheap artifice of strong words to give
point to a p<9intless argument, or to offend a·
have been uttered with such charming bonho- have failed to find it.
mie, antl receiYed with such entlmsiastic admi~
Thought is beyond the domain of man. The courteous adversary. I think if I put it to him
ration, that I have wondered whether we are in most cruel and arbitrary ruler can no more pen- he would, with characteristic candor, say, "Yes,
a Christian audience of the Nineteenth Century, etrate into your bosom and mine and extract the that is what I claim-the liberty to blaspheme;
or in a possible Ingersollian audience of the inner workings of our brain, than he can scale the world has outgrown these things; and I
Twenty-third.
the stars or pull down the sun from its seat. claim to-day, as I claimed a few months ago in
And let me first, before I enter upon the very Thought must be free. Thought is unseen, un- the neighboring gallant little state of New Jerfew and desultory remarks which are the only handled and untouched, and no despot has yet sey, that while you ·cannot slander man, your
ones that I can make now and with which I may been able to reach it, except when the thoughts tongue is free to revile and insult man's maker."
claim your polite attention--let me say a word burst into words. And therefore, may we not New Jersey was behind in the race for progress,
about the comparison with which your worthy consider now, and say, that liberty of word is and did not accept his argument. His unfortuPresident opened these proceedings.
what he wants, and not liberty of thouqht, which nate client was convicted and had to pay the
There are two or three things upon which I no one has ever gainsaid, or disputed?
fine which the press-which is seldom mistaken
am a little sensitive : One, aspersions upon the
Liberty of speech !-and the gentleman gen- -says came from the pocket of his generous
land of my birth--the city of New York; the eroi1sly tells us, ''Why, I only ask for myself counsel.
The argument was a strong one; the argunext, the land of my fathers; and the next, the what I would cheerfully extend to you. I wish
bark that I was just speaking of.
you to be free; and you can even entertain those ment was brilliant, and was able; and I say now,
. Now your worthy President, in his well-meant old delusions which your mothers taught, and with all my predilections for the church of my
efforts to exhibit in the best possible style the look with envious admiration upon me while I fathers, and for your church (because it is not a
new actor upon his stage, said that hehad s~en scale the giddy hights of Olympus, gather the question of our differences, but it is a question
Victor Hugo's ren.<ains, and Voltaire's and Jean honey and approach the stars and tell you how whether the tree shall be torn up by the roots,
Jacques Rousseau's, and that he thought the pure the air is in those upper regions which you. not what branches may bear richer fruit or deserve to be lopped off)-I say, why has every
niche might well be filled by Colonel Ingersoll. are unable' to reach."
If that had been merely the expression of a
Thanks for his kindness! But I think that it Christian state passed these statutes against
natural desire to see him speedily annihilated, is one thing for us to extend to him that liberty blasphemy?
Turning into ridicule sacred
I might pel'haps in the interests of the Chris- that he asks for-the liberty to destroy-and things-firing off the Lord's Prayer as you
tian community have thought, but not said, another thing for him to give us the liberty would a joke from Joe Miller or a comic poem
"Amen!" (Here you will at once observe the which we claim-the liberty to conserve.
-that is what I mean by blasphemy. If there
distinct.ion I make between free thought and
Oh, destmction is so easy, destruction is SO' is any other or better definition, give it me, and
free speech!)
pleasant! It marks the footsteps all through I will use it.
Now understand. All these states of ours
I do not think, and I beg that none of you, our life. The baby begins by destroying his
and particularly the eloquent rhetorician who bib; the older child by destroying his horse, care not one fig what our religion is. Behave
preced.ed me, will think, that in anything I may and when the man is grown up he joins the regi- yourselves properly, obey the laws, do not resay I mtend any personal discourtesy, for I do ment with the latent instinct that when he gets quire the intervention of the police, and the
believe to some extent in freedom of speech a chance he will destroy human life.
majesty of your conscience will be as exalted as
UP_On _a platf?nn like this. Such a debate as
This building cost many thousand days' work. the sun. But the wisest men and the best men
tlus nses entirely above and beyond the plane It was planned by more or less skilful architects -possibly not so eloquent as the orator, but I
(ignorant of ventilation, but well-meaning). Men may say it without offence to him~other names
of persmwlities.
I suppose that your President intended to lavished their thought, and men lavished their that shine brightly in the galaxy of our best
compare Colonel Ingersoll to Voltaire, to Hugo sweat for a pittance, upon this building. It took men, have insisted and maintained that the
and to Rousseau. I have no retainer from months and possibly J;ears to build it and to Christian faith was the ligament that kept our
either ~f those gentlemen, but for the reason adorn it and to beautify it. And yet, as it stands modern society together, and our laws have
that I Just gave yon, I wish to defend their complete to-night with all of you here in the said, and the laws of most of our states say, to
memoq from what I consider a great wrong. vigor of your life and in the enjoyment of such this day, "Think what you like, but do not, like
And so I do not think-with all respect to the entertainment as you may get here this evening, Samson, pull the pillars down upon us all."
eloquent and letuned gentleman-that he is I will find a dozen men who with a few pounds
If I had anything to say, ladies and gentleentitl.ell to a place in thut niche. Voltaire did of dynamite will reduce it and all of us to instant men, it is time that I should say it now.. My
many wrong things. He did them for manv rea- destruction.
exordium has been very long, bnt it was no
sons, ~·mel _chie:?.y because he w~1s ht1man." But
The dynamite man may say to me, "I give you longer than the dignity of the subject, perhaps,
V ~lttme. did a great dea.l to b~Ild up. I_jeaving full liberty to build and occupy and insure, if demanded.
as1~le Ins I~oble ~rageches, wh~ch.ncharmed and :y~u will g!ve me liberty to ~low up." Is that a
Free speech we all have. . Absolute libert]J of
dehghterl his anchences, and chgmned the stage, fan bargam? Am I bound m conscience and in speech we never had. Did we have it before
throughout his. ,~·ork -:as some effort to arnelio- good sense to accept it? Liberty of speech! the war? Man:y of _us he~e remember that if
rate the ?onchtwn of the human race. He Tell me where liberty of speech has ever existed. you crossed an Imagmary hne and went among
fou!Sht agamst torture_; he f<;mght against perse- There have been free societies. England was a 1some of th.e nobl~st and best men ~hat ever
cution; he foufl:ht ag.amst bigotry; he cl.amored free cd'untry. ]'ranee has struggled through adorned th1s contment, _one word agamst slavand wrote agamst httleness and fanaticism in crisis after crisis to obtain liberty of speech. ery ~eant death. And If you say that that was
every wa_r, nncl. he wa~ not ashamed when he We thi;nk we have liberty of speech, as we under- the mfiuence ~f slave_ry, I will carr:y: y~m .to
entered upon his d01,nams at Fernay, to e~·~ct a stand It, an_d yet who_ wou~d ~ndertake to say Boston, that ?Ity ~hwh numbers withm Its
church t_o the God of whom the most our fnend that our somety could hve with hberty of speech? walls as many mtelhgent people to the acre as
can say Is, "I do uot know whether he exists We have gone through many crises in our short any city on the globe-was it different there?
or not."
.
.
history, and we know that thought is nothing Why, the fugitive, beaten:> blood-stained slave,
Rousseau Lhd _many noble thmgs, but he was before the law, but the 1.vord is an act-as guilty when he got there, was s8lzed and turned back;
a madman, and I~ our day would probably ha_ve at times as the act of killing, or burglary, or any and when a few good and brave men, in defence
?een .locked up m an. asylum and treated by of th~ violent CI:imes that disgrace humanity and of free speech, un~lertoo_k to. defend the slave
mtelhgent doctors. His works, however, bear reqmre the pohce.
and to try and give him hberty, they were
the_imp.ress of a religi~us eclucati?n, and if there
A word is an act-an act of the tongue; and mobbed and ~~ltecl and driven through th~ city.
be m his works or saym~s anythmg to parallel why .s~oul~ my t~ngue go unpunished, and I You may ~~y, Th~t proves th~re was no hberty
what .w~have hear~l to-mght-whether a parody who wield It mercilessly toward those who are of speech.
No; It proves this: that wherever,
on c1Ivme revelatiOn, or a parodJ: upon the ~eaker than I, e~cape, if my arm is to be pun- and wh.er~soever, !'l'nd 'Yhenever, liberty of
praJ:er of prayers-I han) not seen It.
Ishecl when I use It tyrannously? Whom would speech Is mcompatible with the safety of the
. VIctor ~ugo has enriched the literature of you punish for the murder of Desdemona-is it state,, liberty of speech must fall back and give
h~s day with prose an~ poetr~' that have made Iago, or Othello? Who was the .villain, who was way! m order that the ~tate may be pre~erved.
him the Shakes:t:feare of the Nmeteenth Century the criminal, who deserved the scaffold-who
First, above everythmg, above all thmgs, the
-poems a.s .d.eeply imbued _with a devout .s~ns'e but fr~e speech? Iago exercised free speech. ~afety of. t?e peop~e is the supreme law.. And
of responsil;nhty to the AlJ:?Ighty as the wntmgs He pOisoned the ear of Othello ancl nerved his If rhetonCian_s, anxwus to tear down, anxwus to
of an archbishop or a cardmal. He has left the arm and Othello was the murderer-but Iago pluck the faith from the young ones who are
traces of his beneficent action all over the liter- went scot free. That was a word.
unable to defend it, come forward with nickelature of his day,• of his country, and of his
"Oh," says the counsel, "but that does not plated platitudes and com~onplaces clothed in
race.
apply to individuals; be tender and charitable second-hand purple and tmsel, and try to tear
:\II these men, then, have built up something. to individuals." Tender and charitable to men down the temple, then it is time, I shall not say
Will anyone, the most ardent aclm_irer of Colonel if they endeavor to destroy all that you love and for good m~n-for I know so few they make a
Ingersoll, tell me what he has bmlt up?
venerate and respect!
small battahon--but for good women, to. come
To go now to the .argument. The lea1:ned
Are you tender and charitable to me if you to the rescue.
gentlema_n says that freedom of thought IS a enter my house, my castle, and debauch my chilPRESIDENT PALMER.
gr~nd thmg. Unfort~mately, freedom of thought dren from the faith that they have been taught?
In what I said, ladies and gentlemen, I tried
exiSts. What one _of us woulll ~ot pnt manacles Are you tender and charitable to them and to to sink my personality. I did not say, in introand fetters upo? lns thoughts, If he only could? me w~en you teach them that I have instructed clueing Colonel Ingersoll, that in case he had
What per~ecutw~ have any of us suffered to them .m falsehood, that their mother has rocked been born in France, and in case he had passed
compare with the mvoluntar:y recurrenc~ of these them m blasphemy, and that they are now among.1 away, I thought that a fourth niche should
demons that enter om· bram-that brmg back · the fools and the witlings of the world because be prepared for him with the three worthies I
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ment~oned; but that I thought the acclaim of them; you know perhaps with blessin~ lives his mistakes. You never can honor vour mother

the
culture of France-the same free
h hberal
h
t o~~ ~ that had erected these monuments,
wou
ave erected a fourth for Colonel Ingersoli had he lived among them. But perhaps
~ven iJ?- ~aying th.a.t I was led away from the
1~part1ahty I des1red to show, in my admirahon and love for the man.
I now.have the honor to introduce to you that
accom:J?hshed gentleman and scholar, my- friend
our nmghbor from the goodly city of Brooklyn:
General Stewart L. woodford. .
GENERAL WOODFORD'S SPEECH.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: At this
late hour I could not attempt-even if !'would
-the eloquence of my friend Colonel Inaersoll·
nor the wit and rapier-like sarcasm of my othe;
valued friend Mr. Coudert. But there ai:e some
things so serious about this subject that we discuss to-night, that I crave your pardon if, without preface, and without rhetoric, I get at once
to what from my Protestant standpoint seems
the fatal logical error of Mr. Ingersoll's position.
Mr. Ingersoll starts with the statement.....,..and
that I may not, for I could not, do him injustice
~or myself inju.stice, in the q~otati~n, I will giv~
It as he stated It-he starts With tins statement:
that thought is a necessary natural product, the
result of what we call impressions made through
the medium of the senses upon the brain.
Do you think that is thought? Now stopturn right into your own minds-is that thought?
Does not will power take hold? Does not reason take hold? Does not memory take hold,
and is not thought the action of the brain based
upon the impression and assisted or directed by
manifold and varying influences?
Secondly, our friend Mr. Ingersoll says that
no human being is accountable to any being
human or divine, for his thought.
'
He starts with the assumption that thought is
the inevitable impression· burnt upon the mind
at once, and then jumps to the conclusion that
there is no responsibility. Now is not that
a fair logical analysis of what he has said?
My senses leave upon my mind an impression,
and then my mind, out of that impression, works
good or evil. The glass of brandy, being presented to my physical sense, inspires thirstinspires the thought of thirst-inspires the
instinct of debauchery. Am I not accountable
for the result of the mind given me, whether I
yield to the debauch, or rise to the dignity of
sel£-control?
Every thing, of sense, leaves its impression
upon the mind. If there be no responsibility
anywhere, then is this world blind chance. If
there be no responsibility anywhere, then my
friend deserves no credit if he be guiding you in
th.e path of truth, and I deserve no censure if I
be carrying you back into the path of superstition. Why, admit for a moment that a man
has no control over his thought, and you destroy
absolutely the power of regenerating the world,
the power of improving the world. 'l'he world
swings one way, or it swings the other. If it be
trtl.e that in all these ages we have come nearer
and nearer to a perfect liberty, that is true simply and alone because the mind of man through
reason, through memory, through a thousand
inspirations and desires and hopes, has ever
tended toward better 1·esults and higher achievements.
No accountability? I speak not for my friend,
but I recognize that I am accountable to myself;
I recognize that whether I rise or fall, that
whether my life goes upward or downward, I
am responsible to myself. And so, in spite of
all sophistry, so in spite of all dream, so in spite
of all eloquence, each woman, ea.ch man within
this auclience is responsible--first of all to herself and himself-whether when bad thoughts,
when passion, when murder, when evil come into
the heart or brain he harbors them there or he
casts them out.
I am responsible further-! am responsible to
my neighbor. I know that I am my neighbor's
keeper. I know that as I touch your life, as
you touch mine, I am responsible every moment,
every hour, every day, for my in~uence upon
you. I am either helping you up, or I am dragging you down; you are either helping me up
or you are dragging me down-and you know
it. Sophistry cannot get away from this; eloquence cannot seduce us from it. You know
that if you look back through the record of
your life, there are lives that you have helped
and lives that you have hurt. You know that
there are lives on the downward plane that
went down because in an evil hour .you pushed!

1

th a t h ave gone up
' b ecause you h ave reac
o• 11ec1 by saying that ignorance is blessecl.becanse
.I
she
out to them a helping hand. That responsibil- did not know e_verything. I -w::mt to honor my
ity for your neighbor is a responsibility and an parents by findmg out more than they did.
accountability that you and I cannot avoid or
There is another thing that I was a little
evade.
astonished at-that lVlr. Coudert, knowing that
I believe one thing further: that because he would be in eternal felicity with his harr)
th ere IS
· a crea t'IOn tl1ere IS
· a Crea t or. I b eI'Ieve in his hand seeing me in the world of the
that because there is force, there is a Projector damned, could yet grow envious here to-nicrht
of force; because there is matter, there is at my imaginary monument.
"'
spirit. I reverently believe these things. I am
And he tellR von--this Catholic-that Valnot angry with my neighbor because he does taire was an exceeLlingly good Christian comnot; it may be that he is right, that I am pared with me. Do yon know I am glad that I
wrong; but if there be a Power that sent me have compelled a Catholic-one who does not
into this wo~·ld, ~o far as tha~ Power has given believe he has the right to express his honest
me wrong duectwn, or permitted wrong direc- thoughts-to pay a compliment to Voltaire
tion, t~at Power w~ll judge me justly. So far simply because he thought it was at mv exas I chsregard the hght that I have, whatever it pense?
"
may be-whether it be light of reason, light
I have an almost infinite admiration for Volof conscience, light of history-so far as I do taire; and when I hear that name pronounced,
that which my judgment tells .me is wrong, I am I think of a plume floating over a mailed kuio·ht
responsible and I am accountable.
- I think of a man that rorle to the beleao·ne~ed
Now the Protestant theory, as I understand City of Catholicism and demanded a sur~ender
it, is simply this: It would vary from the theory - I think of a gren,t man wlw thrust the dagger
as taught by the mother church-it certainly of assassination into your Mother Church, '[mel
swings far away from the theory as suggestecl from that wound she never will recover.
by my friend-I understand the Protestant
One word more. This gentleman says that
theory to be this : That every man is responsi- children :tre destructive-that the first tbiwr
ble to himself, to his neighbor, and to his God, they do is to destroy their bibs. The geutl~~
for his thought. Not forth~ first impression- man, I should think from his talk, has presenecl
but for that impression, for that direction and his!
result which he intelligently gives to the first
They talk about blasphemy. Whnt is biasimpression or deduces from it. I understand phemy? Let us be honest with each other.
that the Protestant idea is this: that man may Whoever lives upon the unpaid labor of others
think-we know he will think-for himsel£; blit is a blasphemer. Whoever slanders, mn,ligus,
that he is responsible for it. That a man may and betrays is a blasphemer. Whoever Lleiiies
speak his thought, so long as he does not hurt to others the rights that he c1aims for himself
his neighbor. He must use his own liberty so is a blasphemer.
that he shall not injure the well-being of any
Who is a worshiper? One who makes r,
other one-so that when using this liberty, happy home--one who fills the lives of wife and
when exercising this freedom, he is accountable children with sunlight-one who has :1 heart
at the last to his God. And so Protestantism where the flowers of kindness burst iuto biossends me into the world with this terrible and som 11nd flll the air with perfume-the mrm >vho
solemn responsibility.
.
sits beside his wife, premrrturely old aml
It leaves Mr. Ingersoll free· to speak his wasted, and holds her tltin hands in his aud
thought at the bar of his conscience, before the kisses them as passionately and loves lwr as
bar of his fellow-man, but it holds him i-n the truly and as rapturously ns when slio y;as a
inevitable grip of absolute responsibility for bride-he is a worsltiper-thnt is worship.
every light word idly spoken. God grant that
And the gentlermm brought forward :1s a
he may use that power so that he can face that reason why we shonld not have free specc~11,
responsibility at the last!
that only a few years ago some of the best men
It- leaves to every churchman liber~ to be- in the world, if you rH1id a wonl in f:wor of liblieve and stand by his church according to his erty, would shoot you down. WlHtt an arguown conviction. It stands for this: the abso- ment was th:1t! They were not good men.
lute libe:rby to each individual man to think, to They were the whippers of women and the
write, to speak, to act, according to the best stealers of babes--robbers of th-e trnmlle-bml
light within him; limited as to his fellows, by --assassins of human liberty. They knew 110 betthe condition that he shall not use that liberty ter, but I do not propose to follow the example
so as to injure them; limited in the other direc- of a ·barbarian because he was honestly a hartion, by those tremendous laws which are laws barian.
in spite of all rhetoric, and in spite of all logic.
So much for debauching his family by telliug
If I put my finger into the fire, that fire them that his precepts are false. If he has taught
burns. If I do !I' wrong, that wrong remains. them as he has taught us to-night, he has deI£ I hurt my neighbor, the wrong reacts upon bauched their minds. I would be honest at
myself. I£ I would try to escape what you call the cradle. I would not tell a child auything
judgment, what you call penalty, I cannot escape as a certainty that I did not know. I would
the working of the inevitable law that follows a be absolutely honest.
_
cause by an effect; I cannot escape that inevitBn t he says th~tt thought is absolutely free
able law-not the creation of some dark mon- -nobody can control thought. Let me teH
ster flashing through the skies-but, as I be- him : Superstition is the jttilor of the mind.
lieve, the beneficent creation which puts into You can so stuff a child with superstition that
the spiritual life the same control of law that its poor little brain is a bastile and its poor
guides the material life, which wisely makes me little soul a convict. Fear is tlw j:tiler of the
;responsible, that in' the solemnity of that re- mind, nnd superstition is tho n,s::;assiH of liberty.
sponsibility I am bound to lift my brother up
So when auyboLly goes into ltis family and
and never to drag my brother down.
· tells these great and shiuiug truths, iJJstencl of
debauching his chilclnm -they will kill the suakes
REPLY OF COLONEL INGERSOLL.
tl w t craw1 m
' tl1en·
. crac11 es. L c'~L us• b o 1wnes t
The first gentleman who replied to me took ancl free.
the ground boldly that expression is not freeAnd now, coming to the second gentleman.
that no man has the right to express his real He is a Protestant. 'l'he Catholic church says :
thoughts--and I suppose that he acted in ac- "Don't think; pay your fare; tllis is a through
cordance with that idea. How are you to know ticket, and we will look out for yom baggage."
whether he thought a solitary thing that he The Protestant church sa,ys: "Head that bible
said, or not? How is it possible for us to for yourselves; think for yomsel vos; but if you
ascertain whether _he is simply tho mouthpiece do i1ot come to a right conclusion yon will he
of some other'? Whether he is a free man, or eternally clmnneLl." Any sensible man will say,
whether he says that which he does not l.:Jelieve, . "Then I wou't read it-I'll believe it without
it is impossible for us to ascertain.
readino- it." And that is the only way yon cn,n
He tells you that I am about to take away the be sur~ you will believe it: don't read it.
religion of your mothe1·s. I have heard that
Governor \Voodforcl says that we are responsaid a great many times. No doubt Mr. Cou- sible for onr thoughts. Why '2 Coulcl you help
dert has the religion of his mother, and judging thinking as you did on this subject? No.
from the argument he made, his mother knew Could you help believing the Biblo? I suppose
at least as much about these questions as her not. Could you help believing that story of
son. I believe that every good father and good Jonah? Certainly not-it looks reasonable in
m?ther .wants to see the son and the ~laughter Brooklyn.
chmb h1gher npon the great and splendid mount
I stated that thought was the result of the
of thought than they reached. You never can impressions of nature upon the miwl thmugl;
honor your father by going around S\Yearing to. the medium of the senses. He says you canno~
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have thought without memory. How did you
get the first one?
· Of course I intended to be understood-and
ihe lancruage is clear-that there could be no
though{' except through the impressions made
upon the brain by nature through the avenues
called the senses. Take away the senses, how
would you think then ? If yon thought at all, I
think you would agree with 1\Ir. Ooudert.
Now I admit-so we need never have a contradiction about it-I admit that every human
being is responsible to the person he injures.
If he injures any man, woman, or child, or any
do"',· or the lowest animal that crawls, he is
re~onsible to that animal, to that being-in
other words, he is responsible to any being that
he has injured.
But you cannot injure an infinite. Being, i£
there be one. I will tell you why. You cannot
help him, and ~'on cannot hurt him. If there
be an infinite Being, he is conditionless-he does
not want anything-he has it. Yon cannot help
anybody that does not want something-you
cannot help him. You cannot hurt anybody
unless he is a conditioned being and you change
his condition so as to inflict a harm. But if
God be condi tionless, you cannot hurt him, and
you cannot help him. So do not trouble yourselves about the Infinite. All our duties lie
within reach-all our duties are i·ight here; and
my religion is simply this: ·
First. Give to every other human being
every right that you claim for yourself.
Second. If you tell your thought at all, tell
your honest thought. Do not be a parrot-do
not be an instrumentality for an organization.
Tell your own thought, honor bright, what you
think.
:M:y next idea is, that the only possible good
in the universe is happiness. The time to be
happy is now. The p~ace to be happy is here.
The way to be happy Is to try and make someboclj else so.
'
l\Iy good friend· Geneml Woodford-and he
is a good man telling the best he knowssays the.t I will be accountable at the bar up
yonder. I arm ready to settle that account
now, and expect to be, every moment of my life
-aud when that settlement comes, if it does
come, I do not believe that a solitary being can
1·ise and say that I ever injured him or her.
But no matter what they say. Let me tell
you a story, how we will settle if we do get
there.
You remember the story told about the Mexican who believed that his country was the only
one in the world, and said so. 'l'he priest
told him that there was another country where
a man lived who was eleven or twelve feet high,
that made the whole world, and if he denied
it, when that man got hold of him he would
not leave a whole bone in his body. But he
denied it. He was one of those men who would
not believe fnrtl1er than his vision extended.
So one day in his boat he was rocking away
when the wind suddenly al'ose and he was
blown out of sight of his home. After several
days he was blown so far that he saw the shores
of another country. Then he said, " My Lord;
I am gone! I have been swearing all my life
. that there was no othei:· country, and here it
is!" So he did his best--paddled with what
little strength he had loft, reached the shore,
and got out of his boat. Sure enough, there
came down a ma,n to meet him about twelve feet
high. The poor little wretch was frightened
almost to death, so he said to the tall man
as he saw him coming clowiJ, "Mister, whoever
you are, I denied your existence-! did not
believe you lived; I swore there was no such
country ·as this ; but I see I was mistaken, and
I a.m gone. You are going to kill •me, and the
quicker yon clo it the better and get me out of
my misery. Do it now ! '
.
The great inan just looked at the little fellow,
and said nothing, till he asked,· "What are you
going to clo with me, because over in that other
country I denied your existence?" "What am
I going to do with you ?" said the snpfosed
god. "Now that you have got here, i you
behave yourself I am going to treat you mill."
Subs~qu• nt to l\11·. Foote.
From tl1e London F1'eft/oinlcfr.

"Was Jesus Insane?" By L. K. Washburn. Truth
Seeker Company, New York. Il'Ir. C. B. Reynolds was
prosecuted fot some blasphemy, much of which was borrowed from Mr. Foot.e. yet vigorously defendeu by Colonel
Ingersoll; and now Mr. Washburn, another American lecturer, t&.kes the title of one of Mr. Foote's old pamphlets. He
does not go into the subject of the insanity of Jesus so
thoroughly as Mr. Foote did, but he says enough, in his
usual bright style, to make out a very good case.

A Funeral Address.
fMary Fiske, over whose remains the following funeral
address was ~poken by Colonel Ingersoll, was one of the
characters of New York city. Her life was essentially Bohemian. Her direct associations were with the stage and its
people. ThrouiZh this association and her work upnn dra~
matic papers. and the plays she wrote, Phe was aR well known
as the leading actors. She was born F~bruary 18. 1837,, and
died February 4,1889. Her life, says one who knew her,
was a story of good-fellowship, thnnghtlessness, impulsive.
ness, and generosity. Her career was all romance. She was
a genius. No writer for the press was ever better known to
the theatrical profession, and in her the army of men and
women upon the stage who mimic and exag~erfl.te life alwayR
bad an advocate. She had lived with them, fasted and
feasted with them, san!! and danced with them, wrote play~:~
for them, and defended them with voice and pen. Of late
she was best known as the author of "Philip Herne," one of
the most succe~:~sful of recent plavs. and as a st.aff w~iter on the
Dramatic Mirror. Harrison Grey Fiske. the editor of the
Mirror. who knew her through and through, says: "She
was thoroughly original, and so she studied men more than
bnoks. She had a superb cnntempt for those crutches and
~:~lavish devices wherewith less ~elf.reliant and splendidly
equipped writ.Prs seek to hobble along the dusty hlghwav of
journalism. There was in her character an imperious disreIZard for conventional methnds. Winged with her own
genius ~he flew fearleRsly to dizzy bights while patient plodders toiled in the valleys below. Her practical 1· nnw ledg-e
ran the whole gamut of mankind. Wit.h equal folcility tmd
truth she depicted every stratum of life. Whether it was a
play or a prize.flght; a ~:~cene in the city's noisome slums or
an unsullied page straight from the book of nature; a comic
Incident behind the scenes or a pathetic one in a church~
yard. that commanded her att~ntinn, she was alwayR
graphic, analytical, and adequate. She numberPd amonl!'
her hunrlreds of aC'quaintances all sorts anrl cnndit.ions of
men-great and humble, rich and poor. good and evil. Her
sympathies were unlverPal. The unfortunate and down.
trodden could always claim her pity and her help. She wa~
blind to nothing on earth but the faults of her friendR. Her
humor was irresistible. Her pat.hns was as sweet and tender
as her humor was spontaneous and infectious. She was able.
when she wished, to put more genuine tf>ars into tvpe than
any press writer with whose work I am familiar. Her touch
was dextrous, delicate, and highly artistic in its power of
suggestion. And there are some of her printed articles that
bear evidence of a poetical feeling, a wealth nf im~IZery Rnd
rhythmic beauty, and a flow of fiery elnq•1ence that forcibly
reminrl us of the mighty thinker, writer, and orator who. by
her express deRire, is to speak the final words nver her cl11.y
before it is committed to the restful bnsom nf her mother
earth." The funeral was at l::lcottish Rite Hall, on the 6•h
instant. About a thousand people were present, amone
whom were ~cores of those prominent in various walks nf
life who had been her comrades or had known and admired
her genius. The altar was buried under an avalanche nf
flowers. The services were of son!!, a fpw wordR by Mr.
Harry Edwards, and this short addrt:ss by Colnnel Ingersoll,
who spoke in response to a last request by Mrs. Fiske herself:]

MY FRIENDS: In the presence of the two great
mysteries, life and death, we are met to say, above
this still, Ul!Conscious bouse of clay, a few words of
•
kindness, or regret, of love and hope.
In this preE!euce let us speak of the goodnl'ss, the
charity, tbe.generosity, and the genius of the dead.
Only flowers should be laid upon the tomb. In
life's last pillow there sh-ould be no thorns.
Mary Fiske was like herself. She patterned after
none. She was a genius, and put her soul in all she
did and wrote. She cared nothing for roads, nothing
for beaten paths, nothing for the footstf'ps of others
-she went across the fields and through the woods
and by the winding streams and down the vales and
over the crags, wherever fancy led.
She wrote lines that leaped with laughter and words
that were wet with tears. She gave us q•1aint
thoughts and sayings filled with the '' p~rt and nim·
ble spirit of mirth." Her pages were flecked with
sunshine and shadow, and in every word were the
pulse and breath of life.
Her heart went out to all the wretched in this
weary world, and yet she seemed as joyous as though
grief and death were nought but words. She wept
where others wept, but in her own misfortunes found
the food of hope. She cared for the to· morrow of
others but not for her own. She lived for to-dav.
Some hearts are like a waveless pool, satisfied to
bbld the image of a wondrous star-but hers was
full of :QlOtion, life, and storm.
She longed for freedom. Every limitation was a
prison's wall. Rules were shackles, and forms were
made for serfs and slaves.
She gave her utmost thought. She praised all
generous deeds, applauded the struggling, and even
those who failed.
She pitied the poor, the forsaken, the friendless
No one could fall below her pity, no one could wan.
del' beyond the circumference of her sympathy. To
her there were no outcasts-they were victims. She
knew that the inl-abitants of palaces and penitentiaries might change places without adding to the injustice of the world.
.
She knew 'that circumstances and conditions determine character; that the lowest and worst of our race
were children once, as pure as light, whose cheeks
dimpled with smiles beneath the heaven of a mother's
eyes. She thought of the road they bad traveled, of
the thorns that bad pierced their fl'et, of the deserts
they bad crossed; and so, instl'ad of words of scorn,
she gave the eager band of help.
No on~ appealed to her in vain. She listened to
the story of the poor, and all she. bad she gave. . A
god could do no more.
The destitute and struggling tun:ied naturally to

her. The maimed and burt sought for her door, and
the helpless put their bands in hers. She shielded
the weak, she attacked the strong.
Her heart was open as the gates of day. She shed
kindness as the sun sheds light.
If all her deeds were flowers the air would be
faint with perfume. If all her · charities could
change to melodies a symphony would fill the sky.
· Mary Fiske had within her brain the divine fire
called genius, and in her heart the " touch of nature
that makes the whole world kin."
She wrote as a stream runs that winds and babbles
through the shadowy fields, that falls in foam of
flight and haste, and laughing joins the sea.
· A little while ago a babe was found-one that bad
been abandoned· by the mother, ltlft as. a legacy to
chance or fate.
The warm heart of Mary Fiske, now cold in death,
was touched. She took the waif and held it lovingly
to her breast and made the child her own.
We pray thee, Mother Nature, that thou will take
this woman and hold her as tenderly in thy arms as
she held and pressed against her generous, throbbing
heart the abandoned babe. We ask no more.
·
In this ·presence let us remember our faults, our
frailties, and the generous, helpful,·self-denying, loving deeds of Mary Fiske.

Materialism.
Mate!"ialism does not certainly insure the mind
against error and superstition.
Democritus, the" L11.ughing Philosopher" of Greece,
who died in the centennial of his age, 460 no., says :
',' Everythi11g is composed of atoms of wfimtJy small
elements, each with a definit quality, form. and move·
ment, whose inevitable union and separation shape
all different things and forms, laws and effects. and
dissolve them again for new combinations." "Tnere
are no casualties ; everything is necessary and determined by the nature of the atoms, which hav c~>rtain
mutual affinities, attractions, and repulsions.'' From
such an elevated platform of elementary principles
he might hav beheld " all the kingdoms of the world
and the glory of them" without having any occasion
to "fall down and worship " either gods or demon·a.
Was it because he did not wish to offend the prevailing sentiment of that age that he admits its spiritualistic inventions but insists that ''the gods themselva, and the human mind, originate from such
atoms!" The Laughing Philosophtr's theory is
complete without the further hypothesis of the existence of gods; and the existence of the human
brain might account for the "human mind" without
any necessity of assuming the entical or atomistic
character of the mind, independent of the brain.
This would entirely harmon•ze with and complete
the atomistic philosophy of Democritus.
It is well to observe that the title of " Laughing.
Philosopher" is misleading ; for his "laugh " is only
a complacent toleration of prevailing foibles and
follies, which he taught his discipl«ils to "regard with
serene equanimity."
·
Mr. J. R. Pe~ry says that "the idea that intelligence is floating about in chunks or like a cloud in
a rainy day, and may be drawn down occasionally, is
too absurd for belief."
To me this "chunk" or" cloud" idea of the nature
of intelligence, absurd as it may seem, appears no
more improbable than does the idea that the mind or
spirit hal:! a s~>parate entical organization capable of
maintaining consciousness indept-ndent of the visible
bodily organs. Thought is functional, and the brain
is· its organ. In a scientific sense this bypotnesis
accounts for every phase of mental phenomena. The
dual, or spirit theory is as unnecessary to science as
is a fifth wheel to a wagon. It is prompted by the
natural love of life, that would invent some scheme
by which we might snatch the wreath of immortality
from the very jaws of death. Alas for our drt>ams!
We must die ! Let us, then, be as kind and good and
true as we can for the little day we may liv. When Mr.
Perry speaks of the " higher sense " by whicb · he
knows and has experiences of things outside of the
range or capacity of the ordinary senses, I am such a
blankety-blanked "Blank Material" brother that I ;
must hav a Baphometic baptism or a Pentecostal
inundation of the Holy Ghost to even comprehend
him. This egotism without its sentiment is what
makes Mr. Perry admirable. Few men can support ,
at the same time such lofty notions of themselvs and
such generous toleration of others.'
I do not pretend to any experiences outside . the .
limits of the ordinary senses; and I find thl;lt ,tqe.
contents of "memory and thought" and the inven~
tiona of the most fervid imagination, no matter bow._
kaleidoscopic fancy's vision, are all entirely. con~
structed of bits of mundane experiences. Even if we
fancy a future life, we simply project the lights and '
shadows of this hfe beyond the grave. The only ·
thing we can imagin of a "higher sense'' than ours, ·
is that it is not ours. Paul when caught up to the i
third heaven related his experiences in the language
of the ordinary senses. He says he "hearcl unspeakable words," not by a "higher sense," but through 7
the aame sense of hearing. Such is. the limit of . the ·
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b~man understanding by virtue of it's own organiza-l~s shining examples of cussedness in the Atheistic the pulpit and laity of the orthodox churches are, if
. tion.
ranks, and lying and malicious stories are told of the honest, in the use of the every- day language or slang
· ' -Mr. Perry relates that be saw a picture of Black lives of those illustrious gentlemen. The mention of of the pulpit, and how malicious religious bigots and
Hawk produced through the mediumship of Mr. their names is made to call up in the minds of the slanderers are in the use of certain harmful words. l
..R;>gers; by placing a carrlboard upon which it waE> ignorant and bigoted an association of wickedness believe that to orally accuse another, or to write or
drawn within a folding slate, securely closed, a box and horrors sufficient to make stout-hearted persons print a statement charging him, maliciously and
of oil paints being fastened to the slates on the out- turn pale. They serve among the ignorant to falsely, with being an Atheist, or with being an Infiside: And _be says "the various colors of paints frighten grown people and children into churches, as del, in a theological sense, bas never been held by
must hav been by some means conveyed through goblin stories ·c1o to compel naughty boys to obey any cour~ to be slanderous or libelous, yet owivg
them" (the slate~). Now, it is intimated that this is their parents.
·
to the bigotry and ignorance of mankind, such
a scientific ereperime,,t according t'o the law of inTo call a man an Atheist or an Infidel in an aver- charges are quite as injurious to a man among his
duction. I wish to examin this pretension carefully age community where religious bigotry and hatred associates and in his business relations as many other
and critically. This supposed drawing in of. the are still in vigorous life, evinces a design to injure charges that are actionable at law. This impunity
paint, I suppose, might be called a spiritual test of him in business and among his associates. I think extends to the pulpit and its followers an opportunity
endosmose. Let us compare it with a well-known just as little of the honesty and manhood of one who to indulge in malice to their hearts' content, and to
· experiment in natural science. Let a solution of applies to me either of those epithets of scorn and force every moral coward to join them in their cam.. . sugar in a tube closed below with a slip of bladder contempt as if he had called me a criminal The paigns of slander. All of these deserve the contied acroRs the end and open above be suspended in animus in both cases is the same. He means to tempt which we extend to other slanderers and villia vessel of water. The quantity or liquid in the tube attach odium to me. And the pulpit and the relig- fiers.
is soon seen to increase by the passing through bf the 1ous press in their free u~e of these epithets are not
As long as men and women, for the sake of busithinner fluid. It will flow over and run down into .only accountable for the1r common use among the ness or social standing, will pander to these abuses,
the outer vessel, and so the action will go on till the people, but are Exceedingly mean and dishonest in so the race of hypocrite will_nen·r die out, and they
two mixtures become uniform. I giv this experiment doing; An ignoramus who takes up and repeats this will continue to contribute to the support of causes
on the authority of Dutrochet and Liebig. . They pulpit slang, if be mingle11 no malicious intent with which belittle their own manhood. The pious and
. describe it in all its details, so that you or I or any- the act, may be pardoned because be· knows no bet aggressiv villifier silences most voices and the sneaks
one can also actually realize it.
ter. General!y, the presumption of ignorance, and creep under his wings for protection, and pay tribute
The only part of Mr. Perry's statemfnt that is therefore freedom from scoundrelly intent, may be for that protection.
LEVI NoRTH.
Kewanee, Ill.
really his own experience is, "I ~aw 8 picture." ~U indulged i~ favor of Sunday-school children an'd
that part that relates to the Otrcumstances of 1ts most other Ignorant persons who hav not learned to
seeming prcd11ction is given on the relation of others. weigh t~e meani~g- and effect of their words, but if
Gt'nder and the Great Cosmic Unity.
L!'lt those others speak; and let them, like Dutrochet the pulptt and rehgtous press ~re ~ne-balf as learned
To "PERICLES:" No, 1 did not consider it "ungallant
and Ltebig, appeal to the ereperiment in our own &!I they are supposed to be, their misuse and abuse of masculin egotism, and an unjust slight of her [my]
hands.
these words is unpardonable.
sex," when " Pericles" used the masculin gendtlr to
Ther~ is no evidence that the paint went through
To be an Atheist is no crime, nor is it the least evi- represent the Great Cosmic Unity. How could I,
the slateP, no more than that the brushes went den.ce that a person is a bad neighbor, a bad citizen, . when mythology, Judaism, and Christianity make my
through them.. It is the logical necessity of a con- a bad husband or father. "Why, then, should he be sex superior to the masculin, and even to God himfnrmity to material conditions that demands paint ; considered odious T Why ~each ~is neighbors to self, since one woman, by eating an apple, defeated
and yet th, re is no more need of providing visible abhor him, and wo~en and httle chlldren to shudder the grand purposes of the almighty, turned the
paint than there is need of brushes, and there is just when they behold him ! There a~e very few Atheists, world upside-down, which God nor man has ever
the same need of a visible painter as of either. To but some of the very best men m every honorable .been able to right!
be consistent an artist should hav been tied to the relation in life that I bav ever known were of this
Jesting aside, I did but question the utility and
outside of th~ slates, to be gradually absorbed wi.thin d~stinction. ·
•
1
Ab · .
consistency of using mythological titles to represent
W~en the pulptt cal sa rnan an t etst I cannot the Universe, if the old theory of a Being was not
them through their pores. 'l'o entitle this experiment
to scientific regard, "everything else being equal," a t~ke Its wo_rd as proof. Nearly every ortho~ox pul- intended to be conveyed. To be sure, we call the
similar result should follow for anyone without the ptt many times a year speaks of Thomas Pame as an sun he, and the moon she, metaphorically, but each
intervention of mediums.
Atheist, yet in the first sentence of the fourth para- is only a portion of the Universe, while we never
This mediumship smacks of mediatorship and is flrapb of his_" Age of Reason" be says, "I believe in hear the Universe itself called he, him, and his, but
euggestiv of Christ and the priesthood.
'
one God and no more." And it is !Dore reaso~able to use the-pronoun it; and as the Great Cosmic Unity
. It is also suggestiv of fraud; and the history of presume that he kne~ ~hat he believed than It woul_d is but another name for the Universe, I fail to see
modern Spiritualism is mostly a history of exposed, be to suppos~ the mmis_ter _of the to-day kn~ws. His why it would be detracting from its vastness, wholeand often self-conft>ssed, deception. I do not think honesty tn this declaratiOn IS surely more UDlmpeach- ness, or grandeur to apply the same pronoun in this
that Mr. Perry or Mr. Burr, nor even Mr. McArthur, able than that of ~is assailants.
case, since the substance is one and the same. When
Who are Atheists T In any honest sense of the referring to the Great Cosmic Unity, it might be
are deliberately trying to deceive us. They are probably the honest, though willing, victims of this im- w~td they are tlJ.Ose and those only w~o deny the written in capitals or italics, if preferred.
As our Christian friends make a personal God and
position. To be sure, they are in em~nent company, exi~tence of God. Surely t~~ term Athetst does not
and that ought to comfort them a httle. Mr. M<l- •nc;ude thos~ who hav ~ 0 OJ?lLlOn °~~ way or th.e other place him outside of the Universe, it is consistent for
Arthur makes out a long list of eminent names, seem- on th~ quest-ton: Athetsm lS a positlv! affirmahv state them to endow him with gender (three persons, all
ingly for the purpose, wi~h his usual candor, of of !Din~. To I~clude those as Atheists ~ho hav no males), but for us, who believe in no personal God,
intimating by a profuse use of quotation marks that ~ehef ~~he extstence ~f God, we mu.st mclude thP anywhere, but that the Great Cosmic Unity contains
some one bas call"d them "illiterate," "knavE'," mfant In Its cradle, the httle boy ~n~ gtrls, the youths all that is, it seems to me inconsistent to use either
".ridiculous," etc. Now, for my part, I hav never who bav no knowledge or conVIctions on the sub- the male or female gender, for gender should only be
called such men fools or knaves though some of that ject-all of these, and also those older ones who are applied to persons, except when used metaphorically
list hav been menta!ly aberrant and hav even been honestiy and diligently. seeking the truth, but bav as a personification. If any gender is used we want
inmates of insane asylums. In some cases it was yet reached no. conc~u~wn, are to be scheduled to- a word that comprises all genders, since the Great
this very Spiritual delusion that. constituted their gethe~, b~cause 1D thetr I~norance they cannot declarE' Cosmic Unity is the All.
lunacy. I might write volumes, as volumes bav been a belief tn <;lad.. _And If orthodoxy be true, they
" The Great Cosmic Unity" being ",zreater than
written, to show that often great mental ability is must be pumshed 1D an endl~ss hell. Ey-e~ Colonel any anthropomorphic god,'' as "Pericles" says, such
conjoined with some mental disability-,-the iron and Ingersoll mu~t be rank~d With the Atbeistica~ host, an insignificant word as God should never be used ~o
clay of the human organiution. But what if Gerrit though be, With a man.lmess and hones~y ~htch all describe it. It is degrading to the Great Cosmic
S;nith and Horace GrE>eley and Tasso were in insane would do w~ll to practice, 0'!08 up_ to hls tgnora~~~' Unity, belittles and stultifies it, is a mi.,application of
asylums T What if Hugh Miller and other grfat at the preOtse pomt where It begms, and says, I terms or language, as it does not convey our meanmen committed suicide? "A fool has not sense don't know." If all who "do not know" were bon- ing, and ·give the Christian reason to sneer at us for
. enough to go crazy." These men are not knaves est and courageou~ enough to adm~t their ignorance, coming to his vocabulary for words to express our
generally, though Baeon (somebody's Shakspere) the army of the Ignorant would mclude nearly_ all "negations," and justly subjects us to his scorn and
confessed· it. Moreover, 1 do not know that a single. men, and t~ey would be more manly, self-respecttng, deri~ion.
name in the list is that of a pretender to medium· and deservmg of rE>gard than they now. are, and
This is the idt>a I intended to convey in my article
ship. Browning is therfl-Browning, the author of would grow m~re h~nest. Instead of ~~ndm~ them of December 22J, not that I ridiculed the form of
"Sledge the Medium." Ha, ha, ha! but t.hat is rich ! selva to the bigots hue and cry_ of Atheist and expression, but the Christian would, and did, to my
McArthur says: c; One minute with J. K. P. Baker . Infidel,'' as they now do, and huntmg down and de- knowledge.
•
and I am done."
straying honest nien, they would s~and by these and
It will be perceived I 'do not consider God "the
say, " Stand back, slanderers and hbelers !"
highest possible title," but a disgraceful app~llation,
Well; fare thee well; and if forever,
Still forever fare thee well.
To say "I don't know" does not imply a denial of invested with the accumulated madness growmg out
"A. II. K," of Pacific, Mo., comes up to the help a fact, but ig11orance of its existence. And no just of all the religions that hav centered around that
C>f the spirits, and b"t.ters his man of straw fero- man will treat a want ·of knowledge as either a vice cruel myth since man began to manufacture a demon
ciously. He is up altitudinisimusly.in ghos~ experi- or a crime.
to worship!
Who are Infidels ! To be an Infidel is to be
ences, but he cannot understand plaw Eogltsh. Su
1 admire many tbinl?f.l, but worship nothing, not
mfrely unfaithful. This is the true meaning of the even the Great Cosmic Unity. Worship is servilityta, ta, "A. H, K,"
J. K. P. BAKER.
word Infidel, and no more and no less. To be un- it betrays inferiority. Man is puperior to the whole
Irwin, Ia.
------~~.-~--~
faithful, to be an Infidel, implies that one must know, Universe, aside from himself; thert.fore, should not
'I' he ~lauderer't~ Vocabulat·y.
first, of the existence of some being or person ; sec worship it. Worship is born of the de gma that gods
The Christian slanderer abounds everywhere. The ond, that he owes to that being or person an obliga and angels exist superior to man. D~>stroy that falsepulpit, th.e prayer-meeting, the Yl.lung Men's Chris- tion or duty; third, he must be able to perform that hood and there is nothing left above man for man to
tian Association, the religious press, the ~ecular obligation or duty ; fourth, he must be unfaithful to worship; and for him to worship himRelf, or his
press, and all kinds of tb~o~ogical. controverst~s are that obligation or duty-that is, must fail or refuse inferiors would be fooliAbness.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
'
full of slauders• The rehgtous btgot revels m ·the to perform it. Then, and not before, is he an Infidel.
use· of certain bate and·tfrror-inspiring ,words in All of these facts must exist before be can be conTHEoLoGIANS are the confirlants of the most high;
order to induce ".conversion£'." Once. fix. upon a demned as an. Iofidal. In theology, therefore, be
\lated person the stig~a im~lied in. one of. the~e must believe there is a God, be must believe he owes they know the motivs of all his acti~ns, and assure
words and be is ruined ID busmess and espemally lD that Gud a duly or service, be must bav the ability us that if there are plagues, wars, f,.mins, musketoe~,
social 'life. As a business man pious men shun him, to perform that duty or service, and be mu·st willfully bed-tucrs and theological bickerings here below It
women and children· of the timid and pious order neglect or refuse to perform it. If this be so, shall is ever 'fdr the greater good and well-being cf manlook with horror on him, and every moral sneak in infants, small children, and youths be con!!idered im- kind. Anyway, it is quite sure that whatever hap. ths community sides with them. The ~inister and moral persons and be punished as Infidels 1 Shall pens in this world invariably turns to the greater
·' ,de.acon with horror point to the Fr.ench R~~<;>lutjon honest inquirers before they hav reached any conclu- advantage and profit of the priests, God, in all his
works, having in view the benefit of none other thtw
.
·
.-.~"--~~ ,legitim_ate . fruit of -~tbei~ID _s:nd ~n~d~bty. siOJil!
I bav now shown bow incautious and often unjust his clergy.- Voltaire,
· 'Tfiomas· Plline and Colonel Ingersoll are pointed out
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The great aim of the church is to govern the education of the children and to control one-seventh of
every man's time. If she could only run the world one
day in each week she could get a great deal of cash
out of the people, and the importance of her clergywho are the church-would be enormously enhanced.
They would be as great men as the state officers, and
·they would wax fat, even as·the politicians do.
There used to be a law on the statute books of the
New Haven Colony, which forbid profanation of the
Lord's day by work, sport, or recreation, and concluded thus:
" If the court, upon examination, find that the sin was
proudly, presumptuously, and with a high hand, committed
against the known command and authority of the blessed
God, such a person therein despising and reproaching the
Lord, SHALL BE PUT TO DEATH, that all others may
fear and shun such provoking, rebellious courses."
We recommend Senator Blair to try and get this
reenacted into law. It seems to agree with the sentiment of the churches of to-day as well as with the
desire of the ancient Puritans.

Single subscnption in advance ............................. . '8 00
· One subscription two years, in advance.............•.... 0 00
Two new subscribers .........................................•• 0 00
The Priest.
One subscription wi~h one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... . 0 00
There are several points of view from which the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. . 'l 00 doctrine taught by priesthoods to their peoples may
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
be regarded. One view contemplates these doctrine
remittance ................................................•... 8 60 as emanating from the people themselvs. The peoOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .....•.............................................. 10 00 pie, it may be said, essayed to explain nature's work·
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
ings around and within them, made a rude guess,
with one remittance.
and deputed a priesthood to the work of the continned exhibition of their supposed knowledge. But
The War on Senator Blair's Bill.
there is another view. The doctrine may be considThe war on Senator Blair's bill to make Sunday a ered as emanating from the priesthood. They may
day of religious languor, so far as the power of the be considered as fictions got up by knaves and imnational government can do it, and against his reso- posed upon the people with the design of -securing
lution amending the Constitution so that Christianity an easy and luxurious living.
is our national religion, goes merrily on, and protests
It makes a great dift'erence, when we read of aft'airs
are loading down the Washington mails and cumber- between peoples and their priesthoods, what specing the desk!! of the Senators inches deep.
tacles we look through. Prepared spectacles are
Secretary Stevens sends report of his own and two used by Christian'!~ in inspecting the account of the
other speeches before the Aurora Turnverein of Jewish priesthood. They discard these in examinChicago, and the .Drovers' Journal prints the protest ing corresponding pagan organizations. Then they
sent to Washington by the Columbia Turnverein of hav no trouble in discerning all sorts of guile. Let
the Town of Lake, and which Senator Cullom pre- us try to view their own institution with equally acsented to his associates in the Senate. In California curate vision.
the Liberals are alive, and though obliged to :fight a
Opening Exodus and Numbers, we at once meet a
proposed Sunday law of their own state, hav not for- familiar eight. Somebody has had intercourse with
gotten to whisper in the ears of Senators Stanford and a deity, and has by him been appointed ruler. Of
Hearst that they·would better not vote for Mr. Blair's course. Zoroaster received his laws from Ormuzd,
fanatical measure. The Chicago Law TimeB has the god of light. The Egyptian priests communed
given Mr. Charles B. Waite sixteen of its big pages with the god Thoth. Was not the Cretan lawgiver
to ~rgue against the bill, and the Seventh Day Ad- Minos the friend of Zeus 1 Was he not even his
ventists are working fiercely against their religious son, and did he not ascend to the sacred cave on
foes, and for the preservation of their own religious Mount Dicte to bring down the laws that his god
liberty. We hope every individual reader of THE had placed there for him T Lycurgus was instructed
TRUTH SEEKER will do his duty, by getting our peti- by Apollo. Numa Pompilius received more than
tion signed and sendi.Eg it to one of his Senators at mortal wisdom from the nymph Egeria. The Koran
Washington. The petition will again be found on was given Mohammed by the angel Gabriel. So
the last page of this paper. The names of the various when we see a man named Moses claiming divine
Senators were given in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the vicegerentship under a gotl named Jehovah, we are
not surprised. Neither are we surprised on learning
9th inst.
The people are being foully deceived by the pro- further that the persons chosen as associates were
moters of this Christian movement. Its advocates Moses's brother and the brother's sons. We are
declare that the Sunday bill is in the interests of equally prepared to meet the following: " Every
labor, and we regret to say that there are laborers oblation of theirs, every meat oft'ering of theirs, and
shallow enough to believe them. In this state, only every sin oft'ering of theirs, and every trespass oft'ering
last week, an assembly of the Knights of Labor of theirs, which they shall render unto me, shall be
officiall:y sought the help of the clergy of their town most holy for thee and thy sons. In the most holy
to stop Sunday traveling, because it deprives the place shalt thou eat it; it shall be holy unto thee.
workingmen of a chance for recreation. But just let . . • All the best of the oil, and all the best of the
the clergy hav charge of the day, and what oppor- wine, and of the wheat, the first-fruits of them, which
tunity will the workingman hav for recreation? What they shall oft'er unto the Lord, them hav I given
can he do T Where, but in the church, can he spend thee" (Num. xviii). Burke, by the way, innocently
the day ? Can he travel on the steam-cars? Can he remarks that he can see no purpose and meaning in
travel on an excursion boat T Can he even take a the universal custom of sacrifices if it be not of divine
horse-car to the suburbs of the cities and walk out ordination and significance. We can. We can see
into the fields? Not if the church knows herself! ever so much purpose in it without any effort at all.
Sunday will be a day of sleep-in the church in the To us it seems all bulged out with meaning.
morning, at home in the afternoon.
These " oft'erings" were exceedingly numerous.
The advocates of the Educational Amendment bill There was scarcely an act of daily life, from killing a
declare that they do not intend to establish a state chicken to bearing a child, which this Jehovah did
religion, and then invoke the whole tremendous not wish attended by an oft'ering to his agents. To
power of the general government to guarantee that make matters worse, Jehovah delivered to the miniseach. state shall teach the principles of the Christian try of his new government a constitution and code of
religion ! If this is not establishing a state church, laws and minute observances, every infraction of
it is establishing a state religion, and the church will whieh called for an oft'ering. But we hav space for
not long be wanting. Our secular schools will soon no further exposition of the offering business. A
be Sunday-schools, and the "principles of the Chris· sufficiently clear idea of the pertinacity and multitutian religion "-if anyone can define them-will be the dinousness of the demands for oft'erings may be got
a b a of the curriculum as well as the theme of the from something before our. eyes at the present day.
As the products of industryhav become vastly diver-·
graduating es~ay.

si:fied a circulating medium baa been invented. We
need only glance at the gentlemen now urging their
congregations to "put money into the Lord's treasury," meaning their own purses.
But with all the oft'erings and similar little ame- ·
nities, the life of priesthoods was not Bltogether a
happy and untroubled one. No age has been without its bad people, and those ages had their Infidels
as well as the present. Men hav been found in every
period so wrong-headed as to set themselvs against
the lawful and benefi.cent rule ·of God's friends.
Moses a.nd Aaron soon found their case no exception.
There were in each of the thirteen tribes restless
spirits continually seeking escape frQm the new government. Some retained an aft'ection for Egypt,
their nativ land, and these exclaimed against .what
they called inconveniences and hardships, and against
their leaders as the authors of their troubles, and
even wished to stone their benefactors (Num. xiv).
Notwithstanding that we are now told in legends
that their new God showed his power and care in
frequent miracles that should hav convinced the most
skeptical, it seems that those who were there, and
should hav known if anyone should, by no means exhibited such a faith as we should expect. Some
wanted to worship other gods. Others had more confidence in golden serpents. But there is no accounting for the waywardness of man.
Then many of the chiefs said that a trust and an unrightful and unlawful combination was being set up in
the God's-friendship business. This branch ofindustry
being such a profitable one in th.ose days, no wonder
they invoked opposition to the bloated monopolists.
Many and bitter were the complaints they made that
the new constitution would be injurious to their particular interests, and that the profitable places woUld
be engrossed by the families and friends of Moses
and Aaron, and others equally well born excluded
(Num. xvi, 3). In Josephus and the Talmud we learn
some particulars not so fully narrated in scripture.
We are there told that one Korah made public objections to Moses's conferring the priesthood upon
Aaron, and this, he said, without the consent of the
people. He accused Moses of having obtained the
government by fraudulent artifice, and having deprived the people of their liberties ; and of conspiring with Aaron to perpetuate the tyranny in their
fawily. The people then began to cry out: "Let us
maintain the liberty of our tribes; we hav freed ourselva from one slavery, and shall we allow ourselvs
to be deceived and subdued by Moses?" And so
these Infidel doubters clamored on, at great length.
The more hardened called in question the reality of
Moses's conferences with God; objecting to the privaoy of the meeting, and the preventing of any of
the people from being present at the colloquies, or
even approaching the place, as grounds of great suspicion. This seems strange when other passages of
scripture represent God every now and then appearing to the whole people. It would seem that if he
had really done so these men would not hav doubted.
Modern Infidels may go so far as to insinuate that
the supernatural events did not occur ; that the only
possibly truthful parts of the account are those
treating of the doubts, and natural events such as
we see around us every day, and that the aupernatural element was inserted in the legends later
to subdue future generations. But these scoffers
should take warning from the horrld fate that befell
their brother Infidels of those days, Korah and his
associates tNum. xvi).· Priesthoods hav always had
their little ways of getting rid of the contumacious
and unsubduable, and let it be remembered that our
own days present plentiful examples. But this ia
getting too far ahead. The intractable Korah and
friends made many other charges that are to be
named. They accused Moses of peculation ; aa,
embe•zling part of the golden spoons and the silver
chargers that the princes had oft'ered at the dedication of the altar (N um. vii) ; and the' oft'erings of
gold by the common people (Ex. xxxv, 22), as well
as most of the poll-tax (Num. iii; Ex. xxx). Aaron
they accused of pocketing much of the gold of which
he pretended to hav made a molten calf. Besides
peculation, they charged Moses with ambition; to
gratify which passion he had, they said, deceived the
people, by promising to bring them to a land :flowing
with milk and honey, instead of which he had
brought them from such a land. All this, they said,
he thought light of, provided he could make himself
an absolute prince (Num. x.vi, 13). Malcontents
urged as a grievance that, to support with splendor
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Union, and promised aid to defeat any Sabbatarian the last session, made a primary election for the office
legislation.
. .
of chtiplain."
More and uglier things would hav been said, but
It would not be disadvantageous to Freethought
the
presiding officer ruled the discussion out of
if the Liberals in every state would for a while leave
and the senators had to sit down.
order,
alone the abstract and get down to the concrete
The aim of the Rev. Mr. Leech was to hit the
issues of the hour. There is scarcely a state in which
there is not need for some special effort. The Chris- Catholic constituencies of Senator Grady and
tians are pushing ahead all along the line, in state Murphy. It was Methodist hatred of Catholicism.
and nation, and there are none to oppose save the But the senators deserve to be humiliated for being
Infidels. And where there is no defensiv work to be such willing tools of superstitious champions as to
done, there is the aggressiv propagation of our prin- spend the state's money in hiring prayers. There is
ciples to be attended to. Heretofore, we as a body of no earthly reason why legislativ proceedings should
Liberals hav mostly labored to get men and women include religious services. If religion really made
out of the church. We ought to now add to that the senators more honest, no one would lament the
work an effort to get the church out of the state. five dollars per day for that purpose, but as it does
Here in New York city we are snowed under by the not prevent all sorts of schemes and jobbery going
Catholics. Mike Corrigan is running the town, and into law, and as in itself it is only superstition, the
the only satisfaction in the situation is that the Prot- daily prayer is a daily five-dollar farce.
In this particular instance, Mr. Leech hit harder
estants are snowed under with the rest, and must
thanheknew.
SenatorGradyisaTammanyman. Tamcontribute out of their store to support the Roman
many
is
a
Roman
Catholic political institution. Roman
Catholic church, which had nearly a million dollars
given it last year, and will get more in this year of Catholicism is supported in this city by " a horde of
their Lord. The Chicago Liberals are making a ignorant immigrants committed to superstition."
brave fight in their locality, and on the national· Mr. Leech was right in asking for deliverance from
issues individuals are doing splendidly by protests to such cattle. Senator Murphy's idea of political life
their Senators. ·And at this time, this work is of and duty was summed up in his refusal to introduce
Paine Celebrations.
a great deal more importance than lectures. on sub- a bill to tax churches and church institutions because
The great discussion between Colonel Ingersoll, jects which hav been discussed a thousand times.
there are " thirteen institutions in the district, and
F. R. Coudert, and Stewart L. Woodford, printed in
they
would kill him politically if he did such a thing."
On April 30th of this year, New York is to celethis issue, precludes the publication of the accounts
brate the adoption of our national Constitution and
Editorial Notes.
of the Paine celebrations received. Mr. Stevens got
the inauguration of Washington as the first presiWE
congratulate
our
English friend and subscriber, Mr. T.
the ChiQago report in by running it into'his report
dent-practically the beginning of the Republic. Brumage, upon his election to the Portsmouth school board.
of .the American Secular Union. The reports from
The clergy hav obtruded themselvs into this affair We know te will render a good account of himself in the
_Milwaukee, Philadelphia, and other places came too
to such an extent that it is to be a religious carnival. work to free the school children of his town from superstL
late for last week's issue. We would urge our friends
tious teachings. To stand sixth among fifteen successful
There was no man who did more to accomplish the candidates, with no political organization to support him, is
who desire accounts of their meetings published in
independence of this country than Thomas Paine, very good proof that Mr. Brumage is well thought of by his
':J.'uE TRUTH SEEKER to send the copy at the earliest
but his name will not be heard in the exercises neighbors.
possible moment after the affair happens. News to
because he denied the inspiration of the Christian
MAINE uses her lottery laws to some purpose. A year ago
be interesting to other than the participants needs to
Bible. This is all wrong-infamously wrong-and the Saint John Baptist Benevolent Society held a fair, and,
be fresh.
the Liberals of this town ought to make some formal among other things, it offered a watch as a prize to the perPaine celebrations in the East this year hav not protest, demanding a place for some speaker who son having the greatest number of votes at ten cents each
been so frequent nor vociferous as in some previous will recognize Paine~ His portrait, also, ought to be Joseph Dion was a contestant for that pr'ze and failing to
years, nor as much so as we could wish. Boston had among those of the other great men who labored so obtain it, brought suit to recover the money which he contributed. The statute upon which the action was based proa good one; so diq Philadelphia. New York had to wisely for the republic. Let us see if the churches vides that " every lottery, scheme, or device of chance of
.be content with the regular meeting of the Manhat- hav got our throats so firmly in their grasp that we whatever name or description, whether at fairs or public
gatherings or elsewhere, and whether in the interest of
tan Liberal Club. MrR. Severance stirred the people caunot make at least a feeble outcry.
churches, benevolent objects, or otherwise, is prohibited."
11P in Wisconsin, and Pennsylvanians were roused to
It also affixes a penalty that is half to the person who sues
.enthusiasm by the Pittsburgh Secular Society with
and the other half to the state. Dion sued for $147. The
Trouble in the State Senate.
music, !!peaking by C. Fannie Allyn, recitations, and
jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for the full amount
The legislators up in Albany got the benefit of the sued for.
a social. We bav not heard from Alliance, Columbus, nor Cleveland, Ohio; though doubtless each had clergy one day last week with a result that made some
FoLLOWING the example of the Chicago German Freea celebration worthy of record. Probably the of them long for anything but a repetition. As is well thinkers, the Freethinkers of that nationality living in Millargest, most enthusiastic, and hilarious celebration known, it is the habit of the Senate to open proceed- waukee are founding a school for the instruction of their
Was held ou_t around the hinges of the Golden Gate. ings with a prayer. The senators delegate some children. The first session of the school was held January
It was acco)llpanied by the formation- of the Califor- officer to invite in rotation the preachers of the city, 6th, with thirty-seven scholars. Since then the attendance
has largely increased. A school building is now being
nia State Liberal Union with a membership reaching and for their communication to heaven, lasting from erected. The children admitted are between the ages of five
toward a thousand, and culminated Tuesday evening, one to ten minutes, the clergy get a five-dollar note. In and fifteen years, ·and the book adopted for use is the treatis
the 29th ult., in a great dance, in which a hundred this way the senators "work the religious racket" at by Prof. W. M. Kottinger, of Milwaukee, on" Freethinking."
the expense of the state and keep solid with the In addition to this the pupils will be taught history and natcouples amused some six hundred spectators.
clergy.
The praying on Tuesday of last week was ural science by means of object-lessons. The constitution aud
Moody has been working upon the nervous system
by-laws in use in the Chicago schools were adopted verbatim.
of ·the people of San Francisco for several weeks done by Rev. S. V. Leech, Methodist. One of the Some of the Milwaukee papers are howling" Anarchy!" at
with a " revival," and Sam Jones has dates at the things Mr. Leech wanted the Lord to grant was the Freethinkers, the reporters apparently bein11: too ignorant
same place for the same purpose. The Christians of "deliverance from the reckless flood of immigration to distinguish the difference between Rationalism and Anarchy, or too dishonest to tell the truth about the school.
the state are moving heaven and earth to secure the that has already deluged our great cities with a horde Our German friends ought to induce these sensational pencilof
ignorant
emigrants
committed
to
superstition,
passage of a Sunday law, and the Liberals found it
pushers to attend the school for an hour or two and get just
was time to bestir themselvs. S. P. Putnam began who now constitute the majority in the slums.''
a little education.
Senator Grady, of the sixth, a district in which "iga series of Sunday night lectures, lasting through
A REMINDER of the oft-repeated generous deeds of Photius
norant
immigrants" largely preponderate, was upon Fisk comes to us as a photograph of the monument erected
J "nuary. His audiences ran up to a thoqsand, and
on Monday the 28th the state Union was formed, his feet at once, at the conclusion of the stump speech. through his munificence over t~e remains of William Shreeve
and its ·officers directed to arrange for a series of " I ask unanimous consent," he said, "at this time to Bailey in the Mt. Olivet cemetery at Nashville, 'fenn. The inscription tells the story of the friendehip of two brave toilers
meetings to be held at Sacramento for the purpose make a motion that the officer in charge of the invi- fo( the human race : " William Shreeve Bailey, born February
of in:fluencing the California legislature. Money to tation of clergymen to open the proceedings of the 10, 1806, died February 20, 1886. One of the bravest pio:pay for this work and the distribution of documents Senate with prayer be directed to omit from the in- neers of abolitionism for chattel slavery, and of Freethought
was voted, and the Christians hav found a foe worthy vitation for the rest of. this session the gentleman for mental slavery. Though often outraged and martyred for
of their steel-or steal, which is what the Sunday who has just assaulted the throne of mercy with a his principles, he was never conquered, suppressed, nor discouraged. It was through the efforts of such heroes that
law would lead up to. Judge North, of Oleander, very peculiar petition. I do not think that under a the world has been made fit for the abode of humanity. He
was chosen president of the state Union, but declined guise of prayer we ought to be required to sit here rests in the peace and honor so nobly won. This monument
on account of age, and nominated S. P. Putnam, who and hav the .political majority of our cities assailed is erected to his memory by his Hellenic friend, Photius
was elected unanimously. The other officers are, as being ignorant immigrants committed to super- Fisk." So stands the record. It tells us truly of William
secretary, Emil S. Lemme, San Francisco ; treasurer, stition. That is a little heavy upon our consciences Shreeve Bailey's life. The equal heroism of his lifelong
antislavery friend is known only to a few of the present
A. H. Schou, Oakland; executiv committee, Ranford here. I hav no objection to any prayer that calls generation. May it be many years ere it be revealed on a
Worthing, San Diego; W. F. Freeman, Stockton; down from the throne of mercy such grace as may monumental sh'aft of stone.
Philip Cowen, Petaluma ; William Sohroeder, San be required for this body." Senator Grady was
Lectures and Meetings.
Francisco; W. S. Rogers, Boulder Creek; John followed by Senator Murphy. Mr. Murphy asked
W. F. JAMIESON lectured in Red Oak, Ia., from February
Robinett, Nipomo ; Mrs. Kate Parker, Anaheim; J. for the official report of the prayer. He s&id :
5th to 9th inclusiv. His next engagements will be Anita and
E. Clark, Los Angeles ; L. Magenheimer, San Jose. " It' is . time such a document as that should go Irwin. He will answer calls for lectures in Iowa. Address
to
the
people
of
the
state.
Why
should
seven
or
These are good men who subscribe for THE TRUTH
at Irwio, Ia.
SEEKER, and California is now s2cond to no state in eight men representing such constituencies of this
THE lectures at the Manhattan Liberal Club for the balance
Liberal organization and capacity for work. The state, as good and pure and intelligent as any other of the month are as follows : 15th, "The Abolition of Na
Germans of the coast, who were holding a convention constituencies ·of the state, hav their religion insulted tiona! Taxation," by Brick Pomeroy; 22d, "Hypnotism,"
at the same time, sent their official allegiance to the by the clap-trap politician who, at the early stages of experimentally illustrated, by Dr. R. A. Gunn.
the new dignity in the family, the partial poll-tax
already levied and given to Aa~on (Num. iii) was to
be followed by a general one (Ex. xxx), which would
probably be augmented from time to time~ if Moses
were suffered: to go on promulgating new laws, on
pretense of new revelations of the divine will, till
the people's whole fortunes were devoured by the
hierarchy. . In fine, no less than two hundred and
fifty men, " famous in· the congregation, men of renown," forming themselvs into a Hebrew Secular
Union, led the people against God's just and regularly ordained government, for all the world as similar ·intractable persons are doing to-day, and worked
th,e mob up to such a pitch of frenzy that they called
out, "Stone 'em, stone 'em, and thereby secure our
liberties ; and let us choose other captains to lead
us back into Egypt, in case we do not succeed in
reducing the Canaanites." Then-but our space is
ended. Let the reader call some Christian friend
and let the two sit down together and, without
Christian spectacles, read, and try to look into with a
discerning eye, the history of the course which never
ran smooth between God's acquaintances and those
who were not will4Ig to submi~ themselvs to them.
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i,etters Jrotl( Jlriends. ·

Mr. J. Hacker, in reply to my letter published aome months
6. Can a bearlle~s bony be vivisected? No.
7. Why do the headless bodies of·animals exhibit instinct? ago, claimed that I sanction~d lanil-grabbing. Nothing is
farther from the truth. And a gentleman from Detroit, by
They Clon't.
EAsT OTTo, Jan. 8, 1889.
8. Dn they feel P. You must ask some one who baR been name of Wood, thinks that I am a heap of selfishness. Let
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2. Send the TRUTH
m• judge pl'ople by their actions. I hav offered to contribut_e
decapitated.
C. L. J AMtrs.
SKRKKR ANNUAL and giv credit for the rest for THE THUTI£
$10, and more, if necessary, toward defraying the expenses
SEEKER, the best paper I bav to keep me posted on what our
HAMn.-roN. N.Y., Jan. 1. 1880.
tf snit is brought against the trustees_ of Gira1 d College. · If
Christian friends would like to do with our n11tural rights.
MR. Enr-roR: In the village of Hnmiltnn, one of the mo•t all Libernls would offer to contribute according to their
An Adventist preacher Fp·>ke here the other night on the beautiful villnges in the !<late of Nt>w York. is lo.-aterl 1\tllili means at the same rate, the sum offered would in the aggreBlair bill. He ~aid he did not want to be compell~d to keep Rnn U niver~itv, the lnrge!lt thPolO!!ical in~<titntion of tht> gate amount to hundreds of thousands of dollars. Yet, I am
any particular day of the week, or at least more than one. I B11ptist orrler in the Unite(! S•atP•. Tn this Pchool are en n- selfish. Now let such generous men as Mr. Wood· from
being a Spiritualist, all days are alike with me.
eaten ann flttl'il for the ChriRtian mini•trv mnnv hnnrlrei!R of Detroit come forward, and there will be no need for a suit.
Your paper is what folks should read in this orthodox young men, Rll bPiievin!!' it iRa nic>e thing to he caiiPil 11. min. We will get money enough to buy the coiiPge and turn the
place, but they are afraid the devil will get them if they do. i~tPr, that a miniRter'• life is 11n eaRy one. anrl one to he fie. ra11cals out. So come forward,. Mr. Wood; subscribe $100
I hav got past being frightened at-~ods, devils, and bells.
11iret1. ani! Pnc>h are the onPS who Pav thev !iav a call frnm nr $1,000, since you are so generous, ann verify your words
Yours fur truth and happiness,
C. BuROB.ARD.
the Lori! to become prPRc>herp, Tho•e RPpirBnts who hav with your actions.
RoBERT GuNTHER.
the means to pnr•ne thPir ~tnrlie~ ann pny the;r bills Brt>
BRoNsToN, KY:, Jan. 1, 1889.
marle welcome s•ndPntR ann are the privilPgPd ones. ann are
THE EGG DISOUSSION OLOSt!D.
MR. EDITOR : I send you $1 25, for wbid1 send me six
al)owerl to obtBin sitnntinns II.R beRt thPY eRn anywherP
GRATTAN. MrcH, Jan. 81, _1889.
copies of Paine's "Age of Reason" and the TRUTH SEEKER AN11ronnil. · Ann there if' sl•o a claP!! of yonn!! mPn who hnv A
MR
EDITOR:
This
may
be late for the egg problem. I
NUAL for 1889. I intend to be somewhat aggressiv this year.
fancy t.o becnme pre!lc>her!'l, a nil claim to hRv a !lpel"ial c11l 1 'ent my solution ten days ago, but not being exactly sat.bfied,
I want the ''Age of Reason" for distribminn in my neighfrom Goil to prenc>h, bnt hav not. the meRns to !!'O tl>rm•g'• I sent the problf:m to a friend twentv-five miles away, who is
borhood I like the course of TnE TRUTH SEI!.KER !!:enerally.
their stun it>•. Thill cla•• are .-allen "chArity !11ni!PntR," nnr m expert in mathematics. I inclose his answer herewith,
and especially its position on church and state and the taxaif they hsv a c111l from Goil to preach tbey am all looker •Dd. think he has found where the catch is.
tion of church property. Giv the Spiritualists, or anybod)
•Jpon a11 of a lower claPs of yonn.11: mPn. ani! if allowPrl tr
It is evident that; according to the way the question is
else, ample room to demonstrate that we liv again after
f'nter thP UniverRitV anfl bav their Pflncfl.tion fret> thPy hRV If' •tated,· the hens would not lay any more eggs in seven days
death. I suppose that there sre no persons but that would
promis that after they ohtaln a license to preach thev will !r" han in six, therefore twenty-four is probably the true answer.
believe it if they could. T11lmage in his sermon of Dec~m
aR miPPionarieR to some forPi!!n or unrlt>Pimhle p 1nce 11nr
Yours truly,
CoNVER'IE CLosu:.
ber 29:h, makt>s a good. issue. He says, "Take the supernresch for ~mnll pav. while the better-nff claPs of stnrlpnt•
LAKE~IEW. M1011., Jan. 26, 1889.
natural out of the Bible and you make it a collection of lie~
0 0Lnsl':, Mil DPar Sir: Your "Poultry proh•em" JB at hand. I
hav a good timf' of it. 11omewhere el~e. Some of the pnnrpr
and humbugs, in preference to which I choose lE•op's
<>.laP!! of atnrlPnts hav to u•e pxtreme PConomy to strnggl• ,,.,rewi•b submit aolutton a a it at first app~ared to me: If a ben and
Fables."
·
J. N. BRoWN.
-.half lay &n egg and a half in a day and a balf, then one hen would
throngob. A!l an illu~tration of this thPre is a notic>e pinnPrl •Y an ~g1r in a. da~ hDd a half; or sbe would lay two-tbirdli of an
np in the post-office in thil' vil'agt>, in writinl!'. nf ont> whn ~rg in one d,.y, or fourteen-thirds et:rllS io seven days; and six ht>n&
GowER, Mo., Jan 1, 1889.
MR EDITOR: I liv in Gower, a priest. ridden town. I ·am wishes to SPII a bPantiful B·ble co!ltin!! 11ome $12. a Bib'e .vould lay in sevPn dara s•x times Iourteen-th!rds eggs, or eightyro·n-tbirds, fqnal to tWPnty'~igbt
·
the only person, as far as I kn'lw, in the town taking your l'ontainin!! all the improvements lately barl in BibleR, rp.
T11is solution is manifestly erroneouP, since the SF>Venth day
vi•ed
eilition,
with
concorilanre.
illn•tration!l,
familv
rPcoril.
would not be a daY for laying. BY tbP. conditions, each ben goes to
paper. I hav been n subscriber for six or eight years
I hav tried hard to get others, persons that believe its pte., all for $6. Jnst. uniler this offer for sale· some other ·oer nPst.every tbiru-six bourp, Hence. she wonld lay at the ~xpira
·1on of one and a half <lara, threA daYs, four and a half days, stx
teachings, to subscribe for it, but so far hav failed. I re- person placPd a writing like this:
lt<yP, and seven and .. ha·f d~ys, Wbeoctl, &t the .,xpiration of aev~n
BiblPP
hnv
bP<'O"'e
un•n.lablA
MorP
are
eivPn
awAy
thon
•olr1
ceived a letter over a year ago from J. E. Rem&burg, statin!l
<l<Y•• ElROb b~tJ would bav a ·• charge to keep" unt-il tbe end of seven
rf tbA flib!e is true science Ia false. If science is true the D1ble i•
•ud a ba.lf days. ~ince ~ix is the bi~tbe•t common multiPle leas
he would giv one or a half dozen Jectnres in my vicinity if a. hnmbng.
•.ban &Pven of one llnd a ba'f. we bav only to determin how many
so desired. I knew I could get him an aunience, but a house
. The11e two notice!' attract a crown of obPervE>rs. ann mnnv -ggs they won'd lilY i~ six days. Tb .. n, if a ben lay a.n egg in a day
to lecture in was the trouble. Tuere is a good-siz~d hall in think thP comments in the lower notice are correct-that thP ·111d a half. in •tX da ra abe would Jay four eggs, and six h• na in-the
~ame time lay twenty-four eggs. Trn•, there I& an absurdity in the
the town, G.1wer, owned by a Bnp:ist, and I thought I could one who pays $6 for this book "pav!l iiPar for a whi~tle."
<tRtement that a "half a ben would lay half a.u egg." But we are
get it for Remsbtug, but I conld not; I offered to pay him
A RESIDENT OF HAMILTON.
oot at libert-Y by this inc~na-runna condition to impose anotherthe money, his price, myself; but he did not want any lnthat a hen would lay "before her time."
ONoNDAGA HILL, N.Y., Jan. 1. lfl89.
fidlll tn lecture in the community.
TbPre are many &Ppareutly simple quePtions that involve much
MR. Em-roR: No problem ever was solverl by pnssion lati•nde of discu•sion. We do not always tecbnicaiJy mean what
I long for the da.:y: when Truth shall reign.
The labor problem that involves the slavery question is sub- Wff&ay. For illtitan•·e, .. at the rate of t~n per cent per annum,'' in
J. W. HUTOHISON, MD.
~ promia ory not" du., in less than one year. For five per cent· paid
ject. to tbiR principle.
10 SIX moo bsJ& a bit:rber rate than ten per cent paid in one :rear,
DoDGE CITY, KAN., Jan. 1, 1889
The worlil wants· a Newton to formulate thiR problPm masmucb as ten percent rayable aemi-aonualiyis greatartban ten
MR. EDITOR: "Frigid Atheism." Turn to Ed"in N. logically. A• it took the mathematicians fifryyear• to a~sim oer cent payable ~tnnnally.
Brecher's anstlytical dissertation in THE Tl!UTH l:lEBKER of ihue tLe philosophy of the "Principia," en it will take the
I trust I bav P<lrtlall:v met your difficolty.
VtJrY truly YOIUB,
SALEM F. KENNEDY.
December 29-h. Study it carefully. Toward the close be philosophers of social Pcience many years to thoroughly
asks : "Can they [nonest Athtist~] not pe1 cei ve that a godless ma•ter a tr•tc calculus of that science.
MILWAUKI!E. ORE.
race-unless at the summit of intelligence-must inevitably
L11bor can nevPr gain its liberty or obtain its ju•ti.-e until
M'R. EoiToB: It may seem ungrateful to attack McArthur
be Finful ?"
it. compreht'ncls its own Clyn·amics. AR long as erlncation
Unless at the summit of intelligence I Dear Brother flmnders in the mire of history, she tskPs her knowleilgP when he has pledged himself not to reply, but that is his
Beecht'r, that is our goaJ.-our acme-our ineal condition of •econfl-hand from the past, and ailopts the error that is mor.. business, not mine. He does not propose to pay any attenman-our" de~tiny." The summit of intelligence I Repeat warped ina•much as it is more snciPnt. As long RS JaborPr~ •ion to any l•f us until he gets through with Mrs. Blenker,
it! Never let h die!
do not CClmpn bPnd thP laws of motion they will be the one~ but as he has started to compute the amount of agreement
By the plural personal pronoun "our" I mean all the moved and not the movers. As ]OD!!; as they cannot factor between him and hPr on the plan of diFCussion adopted in
his athlete problem, he is not likely to get through till "eterAtht'i~ts, all the Materialists, all the Infidels, all the Liberal~. the equation that contains their dues the11e Cliviilenns will
all the Freethir•kers, and all the trac!Jers and educators of only come to them in part. Men may calculate shrewilly for nity ceases." He commenced with the statement that Mrs.
thc;l world. We may never attain this heaven, but the strife themsf'lvs if they learn how to calculate. Each man shouln 8Ienker "publicly admitted a very small portion of the phefor it will purify us of much of this inevitable ~infulness, learn to u11e his brain, Ann u11e it on hiR bmine,;s, and minfl nomena fo be true." That is the first term of a decreasing
while the aids we lend our fdlows in the struggle will giv us that business wPII. O•ber mPn doiD!! the same, there wonlil series. Tbe next tf'rm Mrs. Slenker states thus: "I hav seen
. but I bel~eve
grace, mercy, and peace. Amen.
J. C. BAIIID.
be no call for charity, for t>&ch would get his share. The nearly all phases of the phenomena. .
everything
I
ever
saw
or
experienced
was
done by the
11tate of poverty exists became those that are in that statP
CHAMPLIN, MINN., Jan. 1, 1889.
know not bow to gtt that which is theirs. Their ignorance· mediums and their confederates. I know about half of it
MR. EniTOR :. I hav received the ANNUAJ.s sent for, ~tnd
is easily explained. For centuries men hav sought for wi~ was. b~cause I was told how it was d<lne. The rest of it I
hav di~tnbu•td thtm to my Libtral friends. They hav read
dnm in anci,nt bocks and nt>glecterl the volumes of natural could do myself with a little practice." The next terin carthtm V\ith much delight. We com·ider the fourteen quesphenomena before thPm. Nearly every man can tell ho"' ries the supposed anmission beyond the range of observation
tions JCIU gave your correspondents to answer, the gnmdest
to get to heaven on the Bible plan. Flcarcely one man in ten or theory and resolves it into a mere matter of charity. She
prClpCl~iti( n that can be cffered at this time to a reading pub.
thomand c>an calculate the formulro for potential energy per- 11ay~: '·I am loth to believe all are dPceivers or deceived."
lie. Ltt us hav natior,al questions like these, tested by the
Out of thi8, by his favorit tlteoretical process, McArthur. is
forming work by changes of position. Some will say thes"
clrarest heads and unpn·judiced minds of the country; ther
princ>iples of analytic wience are not practical. But ae long rryin~ to work some practical results in the interest of
your readers may jurlge, think, and settle down on wellas men choose to study scripture, fiction, history, ann ~piritualism, and we are all invited to hold our breaths and
dt fintd principles. Out of the twenty.four that hav an·'news," they will be slaves. When tht>y master the for- keep perfectly quiet until he gets through. If the concesswered, six hav failed to reply to the fourteenth. We hav
mulre of physics. chemistry, biology, and social science. they •ions to Spiritualism of all that immense array of distincarefully read the answers, and find many important suggesguished persons named by McArthur are to be discounted
will find broader lib~rties.
CBJ.B. E. BoYNTON, MD.
tions, but, nevertheless, many of the theories t,fiered on the
like those of Mrs. !:!Ienker, and we hav got to follow each of
"tconomic troubles" appear impracticuble under the present
EnREKA, C.Ar;., Jan. 6, 1889.
them up in the same way to get at results, anyone may hav
condition of soci!Jty. We think John Peck's answer to the
MR. EDIToR : In the issue of THE TRUTH S&RKER of Dec. my chance right now.
fourteenth is more compr. hensiv, better defined, and will 15, 1888. sppeare•l a letter from J. R Perry, of Wilkesbarre,
There is no disagreement between Mr. James's solqtion
woner be accepted when brou~ht out as a political _issue, P~ .• the Vlriter of which needs correcting. Mr. Perry claims and mine, hrcause we did not work the same problem. Not
than any theory advanced on the question. It is evident that that the main object of the Brotherhood of Agnostic Moral- being a mind-rearler, I do not know why he changed Jhe
in order to bring more harmony, peace, and prosperity to ists, of which society I am a member, is to sit down on mod- question of distance into one of time, but his solution, as· he
the masses, they must hav more money in circulation, more ern Spirituali~m. Nothing is more untrue. The object of .. tales it, is correct, and as he made seconds. corresp•md to
employment, and more homes.
J. KINSER.
the 11ociety is to sit down on all nonPense in genernl, but not yards, the numbers in his answer are the Pame as in mine.
on Spirimali~m in particular. Mr. Perrv relates some sleil!htMcArthur seems to assume that all correct mathematical
EAU CLAIRE, Wis., Jan. 5. 1889.
of.hand performan.-es, and asks ns to accept them as faCt!l. apparitions are practical, ann that the only way to be theo.
MR. EDITOR: In your last issue Edwin N. Beecher asks I hav seen many sleight-of-hand p~rformances in my life. I retical is to be absurd. I called Mr.Arthur's attention to the
some rational qu~stions about animals, which I will try to hav ~een men shot tlt·ad to all appearances, and a few min. fact that by a c •nverging series it was impossible to work out
answer as far as possible.
utes later tt.ey appeared upon the stage as well as ever. I as "wine a di-vergence as it was possible to imagin," :Not
1. Is it absolutely certain that the brain is the c>Ommander hav seen a boy throw a coin on the floor. and a lit.tle pig beinh able to dispose of this in any way he skips it.
of all power over the body? No. The inferior ganglia started up where the coin fell, and in less than half a minute
He repeats his proposition ovEr again that "There.is as
C!luse iuvoluntary motions without reference to the brain.
it grtw big enough to weilzh a hunrlred pounds, and it ran wide di'vergence between theoretical and practical mathemat2. \Vhat cau8es a chick«:-n to run, etc., after being btheaded? unilerneat.h the stage What would Mr. Perry say if I ics as it is possible to conceive " And by way of proof, .after
The irregular action nf the muscles when separated from the claimed to hav seen men shot dean and then come to life remarking that "figures hav, at all times, been a ·source of
contrnling brain. The nmewed fiopping.on being touched is again, and to hav Feen R coin turnen'into a pig? He would trouble to some of our greatest minila," he pro~~eqs to
caused by the stimulus applit>d tv the muscleP.
probably say I de~erved pity for being Ro silly. What, then, inform us that the "divine Plato" actually as~·-rtained
3. What cauees the t.urtle after being beheaded to draw in must. we say of Mr. Perry? He fini11bes with a postscript in that 1 plus 1 fqna\s 2. Plato, however, w·orkeil this out
its neck if touched?. Refiex action through an inferior gan- which he Pays he wouln like to s1e Mrs Blenker account for by a· " pnctical'' solution. If he had gone at it " theoglion.
those facts. Of course she cannot account f.,r them, as she rl'tically" it would hav stood thus: 1 plus }. plus t,
4. What causes. the body to quiver long after death? is not in the business; but if she was mRking a business of plus §, plus, etc., "till eternity ceases." Poor. PI& to,
Don't know.
legerdemain, she would not. account for it then, as it would however, had a world of trouble in finding a r!J~sop.: for
5. What causes the turtle's heart to beat after decapita- ruin the business to expose the tricks. For two years I left the surprising result obtained by working out (his abstr,vae
tion? Any animal's heart has an independent nervous no opportunity unimproved to investigate Spiritualism, and problem. He at la11t aPcertained that it was on account of
system.
my efforts satisfied me that it was all humbug.
their'' participation in duahty," or llQnL~t~!ng to that effect.
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But Plato· was never· quite himself· agq.in after that. Be
always appeared sorL of white around the gills, and bad a
kind of fil.r-off look, as if he was gazing· abstractedly. or
distractedly into the" summer-land."
To appreciate what comes next we- must understand that
McArtbur"has identified mediums with saints. He pr::>vPs
the wide divergence of theoretical from practical matb .. mat.
ics- by a quotation from St. Augustine'd idiotic rhapsody on
the trinity. Then he adds the misstatement that I said the
race must be run on the instalmPnt plan.
Aild this, alas, is McArthur I· This is the distinguished
Freethinker of .whom we v.ere proud and whose fume had
extended across two o'ceans I Ghost-hunting bas brought
him to this in so short a time I Better let the ghosts go.
" Let them· cover their' eyeless sockets with' their fitsbless
hands, and ·rade forever 'from the imaginations of men."
-D. Plil&sTLEY.

extracted from the contribution scoop.· Again, at. night, the
eame FCene was enacted. Thus each succeeding Lord's day
the same farce is gone through with, all·for Ohri~t.
Lies hav bPen the orthodox weapon since the origination
of the dogma~. The whole structure is a lie. The basis
was conceived in a lie. Its l:mge proportions hav been developed by lies. But it will m~et with a reality-oblivion.
The lies and fallacies that are improvised to run the dog.
matic structure, the mythical foundation, of a heartlt•ss
tloctrin, they do not believe will recoil upon themselvs. To
gratify their own love of ease and to arpropriate the earnings of their more industriou~ fellow-mortals, and, in obedi.ence to their licentious desires, to appropriate the chastity of
their neighbor's family, their avarice reaches out. to a lion's
share. Plunder is their direct aim; lying is their daily
weapon.
0. S. BARRETT.
MlmsoNVILLE, KY., Jan. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: About the 23d of December last an elder
(the Campbellites repudiate reverend, but they· recognize
elder,·althongh the wearer may be as youthful as Timothy,
or younger) by the vaine of Dorris, held forfh at a meetinghouse near me called Bethlehem, and after his preachment
took up a collection. In order to encourage his bearers to
donate. he said that he did not suppose there was a man or
woman in their graves who ever suffered for food or raiment
in con~equence of J;Javing given to the Lord. He next stated
that--he did not believe a man or woman living ever suffered
for having given to the Lora. ·He then said that on other
occa~ions like this he had said, and that he would say here,
that if anyone in the house had ever given anything to the
Lord in f!Ood faith, and now wanted it back, if such a one
would hold up his or her hand he would giv it back to
!Jim. I held up my hanrl. and he said, " How much did you
giv ?" I answered, " $25 " " When and where?'' he inquired. I answered, '' $25 to this church, $10 to Browder's
Methodist church, and $10 to the Methodist church on the
Henderson road." '' Ob," said he," you can settle that with
~he Methodists; I bav nothing to do with that." I suppose
he thought that Methodists were not working for his Lord.
Bv that remark, however! he recognized his obligation for the
$25. He then sat down a moment, and after ruminating
over the $25 be got up arid said that he did not believe that
I gave t)le money in ~ood faith, that the disturbance was. uncalled for, that it was all done for " sarcaPm " I replied,
not for sarca.m, or anything of the kind, that I meant business; that he bad promised to refund that money, and I
wantPd it. "Well. call art'und." said he, "and you shall
hav it." I slippoPed he ·meant when his meeting closed, and
I kept my !'eat until the 'meeting closed. He was near the
stove, and I went to the stove. He drew near me and I
thought be was going to say something to me, but when he
did not I said to him,'' Sir, I would like you to giv me some
good reason for S'lJ ing you oid not believe I gave that money
in ~rood faith." He Paid," Do you believe in G0d ?" I said,
'' Nc), not iu yonr G->d, or the God of the B1ble." He answered, "I hav no use for any other," and !Uroed rather
aPide. I ~aid, "Do you 'intend to p11y that money?" and he
replied," I do not." ·The nc.•xt morning he left without paying it. He informed the audience that he was an evangelist
for soutbweptern Kentucky. Thus this evangelist of southwestern Kentucky, r f the C'ampbellite persuasion, showed
how much more pnctous in his eyes was a $25 bill than his
character for VPracity. I hav talked with several members
of his own church, and with members of others, of the
Methodiot church, and of no church, who heard it all, and
all but one ml·mber of his own church thought he was
morally bound to pay it, and that one would not giv me his
opinion.
If this is called in question anywhere, any person can assure him<elf of the f~tcts in the case by addressing me at
Madis:mville, Hopkins Co., Ky., and I will refer them to
witnesses both in his church and out of it; I was a member
in good standing in the Campbellite church when I gaye that
money, and on that occasion gave more than all the rest of
that cobgrl'gation, though my memberahip was with another
congregation, and I was helping them to pay a preacher for
holding a protracted meeting for them.
· I o:. itted to state that, bt:fore he closed the meeting,
lie tolc.l the congrPgation he hoped they would repay the
money, and that he would throw in liberally. I told him I
did not claim anything from them; that the obligation rested
on him individually.
C. A. BlUTH.

Sum SING, N.Y., Jan. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR·: As I bav been an interested reader of your
valuable. paper for some. time, it has become ··my desire to
send you a few lines for publication, in which I could
express my views on religion_ and the. Btble. In my early
childhood I was trained ·under strict religious infltience, and
w~_e_n,.l became old enough to think'for myHHf I looked upon
religion-as a serious•matter,·and made up my mind to inves"
tigate it. I thought I believed the Btble from cover to cover.
and sil.i!,l I did, but when I ·started to read it I <lid not believe
somuch.of it, and by the time I had read it through I found
out that I did not believe any of it. Aud by careful investigation I tind out that the majority of people wlio think tl.ey
believe the· Bible are the very ones that never read it, and
inrleed it• is often the case that they cunnot read at all, and
do not know what they really do believe,·for they do not
know what the Btble contains. And 1 am satisfied that if
anyone will publish some statements which I can pick out of
the Btble and they get caught they will be arrested for printing .immoral literature.
I also wish to state that through looking into history I ·find
that, in regard to the life of Christ, there was no account
given of him until the sixth century, and consequently, the
account that was given at- that late date must hav been very
liable to errors, a~>d therefore I ask, on what authority do
Christians call the Bible the word of God ? I should hke to
hav somebody describe God. He is dewribed in _various
ways in the Bible, and among them are 8ome that ate very.
ridf'culous. He is described as a· jealous God. - lt also states
that he is a Gud of love; in another place we fiud that Gud
is a consuming fire. But 8t. John the Diviue mattes him the
most ridiculous of all; he describes him as follows: His
. head and his hairs were white like wool, as white as snow;
and -his eyes were as a flame of fire, and his feet like unto
• fine .brass, as if they. burnt in a furnace; and his voice aa
the sound of many waters; and he had in his right hand
seven stars.and out of his mouth went a twri-edg~d sword,
and his countenance was as the sun shining in his strength
(Rev. 1,'1~16). Now, I want to know if any thinkh•g person believes in any such a bUperbuman mtJnoter as tbut, or
if any sober or sane man has seen. it, ~>r if Gud e\er exhibited
himself in that shape to talk to anyone. H this can be proved
to be true, then I ~ay that I hav no respect fur such a Gud;
and if it is not true then I hav· no reEpcct tor the author of
the statement or for the so-called word of Gud.
I must now close by giving my opiuion of modern Christians, and ·that is, that the ru~jurity of thl·m do not know
what they really do believe, and the more ignorant they are
the more they think they be1ieve, and the tnc.re enlightcnt:d
they are on the subjtct the more they doubt it.
CnARLEB GnANT.
ADRIAN, ~fiOH., Jan. 8, 1889. MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find twertty-fi ve cents for the 'hwTH
SEEKEH ANNUAL.
Acacias was supposed to be the greatest liar of any age.
The habit originated with the creation. It.is inherent. The
example was set in the garden of ·Eden, and the pr11ctice has
been diffused by high and low, by Jew tmd gentile. Not
satisfied with ordinary prevarication, the Auaniasites form
themselvs into societie8, the Qetter to exercise tile accomplishment. One has recently been formed in this city. There
are no restrictions; anybody 1S eligible, the big liar, mec.llum
liar, little liar, in fact., all kinds of liars. Tue accomplishment has had its votaries from St. Paul down to r11ggLd St.
Patrick. But the most absurrl liar is one who assumes to
foretell the destiny of the human species, man. These liars
a.ffe.ct- to· consign the human fl!mity to eternal happiness or
to eternal misery. They state that the creator of all has
predestined a part. to damnation, yet they claim power
through that creator to redeem the world. What an idtocy!
The man who assumes (he pulpit and thunders forth hts
dogmas is the most devilish liar of them all. He knows be
lies, and knows that the bigger part of his hearers know he
., ,.
lies, aleo.
1
An old Ananias disciple who has grown g·ay in the service
of orthodoxy, occasionally calls on· me, for my soul's good.
He says, in-reply to questions asked him in regard to subterfuge u~ed in gospel teaching, that strategy is necessary to a
revival effort. It is ·sanctioned by. God. Any means is adtnissible to the conversion of a soul.
•· Years ago I used to visit the preaching precinct of a certain
mi,uister. As soon ·as his few hearers w¢re seated, the contribution scoop was thrust in front of them soliciting money
fot.'heathens abroad. After the main exerciSIJS were over
he :.scoop again was presented, this time for ' home
oritlngencies. If the contribution was· meager, dispW!asure was plainly visible on his countenance. Then
we would arise and sing,· and the'· benediction would
follow. '.Its intensity was governed by the amount'bf galore
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INDIAN GROVE, Mo., Jan. 3, 1889.
MR. EmTOR: As protracted meetings are on the rampage
bere this winter, I wtll giv you some of my experience at one
of their recent rarnivals, also some of my subdt quent rdl··C·
tions, after a futil t:ffort to digest the theologic11l hash that
was dishPd out to the eager multitude on this occasion.
There is ooe thing that I hav frt qnently observed, and that
is, when individual8 undertake to explain a thirig they do 'not
understand tbemselvs they always end in mystery, hence the
many frantic ffforts to explain the enigmatical problems with
which the Christian religion abounds hav all failed. The only
apology offered is simply the trite expression, Great is the
mystt ry of godliness. Ou the particular occasion to which
I refer the speaker went to some leogth to porrray sin in all
its hideous deformity as being the product of an inherent.
spirit or principle that appears to predominate in the moral
character of man, and from which man unaided by grace divine is unable to free himself, this gift of grace being contingent upon an expression of faith in Christ on the part of
those soliciting divine aid or freedom from the bondage of
sin. G ;d is ~pr>ken of as a consuming fire, it b<'ing meant
that he cannot behold sin with the Jeaqt degree of allowance,
invariably meting out· a punisbll}ent for .every sin. Then
following upon this was a course of reasoning that would
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leave you to .conclude that a man in an advanct'd age, in the
final winding-up of a long, sinful c11reer, after having committed all the dark and infamous crimPS to which a vicious,
low, depraved nature is addicted, when there is no longer
ability to 'make restitution, to restore what bas been taken
by fraud or force, when many long years of didsipation and
vicious. habits hav elimin11.ted from his nature every trace of
the distinguishing featur~s that elevate man above the brute
and that alone can crown his brow with glory-that by simple faith and prayer, only this and nothing more, this entire
load of guilt can be transferred to the shoulders of an inno.
c~nt Christ, and this entire catalog of crime be wiped out by ·
an application of the atoning blood by which his moral nature is renovated and made pure, and having rPceived a
full and complete pardon he is launched into eternity with
t be assurance that not a solitary stripe will be laid on his
back for the manv offenses committed. This we are tolii is
inflnit justicP, It seems to me that it would req•tire a microscopical iLvestigation to discover either j•tstice or the restraining power this Class or style of teaching is likely to exercise over the condur.t of man. The youth will persi•t in
sowing. wild oats, nnderstandin·g that provision baq been
made by kind providence by which the evil conseq•tences
may be avoidt>d. Those broken rem11rks from which the~e
·deductions are drawn were intersperded with vituperaliion
and invectiv hurled at the Infidel with all the fierce rancor
and vindictivness of a f~natical religious bignt. Tue speaker,
Mr. Herley, in the conclu~ion of his rem11rks p11.nsed to giv
vent to what lsuppo~.e to be an original in•piration, and stated
most emphatically that an individual that would endeavor
to alienate the affection of a person from his cburcil would
steal. He did not •ay steal in so many word;- I may put it
too strong. for he simply stated that if he had a purse with
money in it he would not leave it where such am Ln could
get his fingers on it, as hP. certainly would tRI<e it if he did.
Now, this man knows that some of the greatest m•~n the
world bas ever produced anta_goniz,ld the church. Tuey had
sipperltbe nectar from the sacred communion cup; th"Y follo\\·ed the blind. guide of credulity; they were obedient to
the dictation ,,f the elrlers, and some of them for a time went
whining at the feet of a haughty, dictatorial priesthood,
and after a ·genttin Christian experience tlley decided
that it was a giglintic fraud, a contemptible hu•nbu~, and
they sought to enlighten the minds of their fellows, to free
their intellects. and point out the impnsit.iOn'l and cunning
trickery by which an intolerant and cruel priesthood would
enslave them. And. not until this class of brave men became
strong enough to successfully resist religinuR intolerance, and
the church to a certain degree bec>~me civilized, bas the
world bPcOme a fit place for an honest man to dwell in. An
individual whose moral sensibility bas been outraged and
blunted. by the inculcation of the doctrin of total and hereditary depravity and kindre•l theological rlngmas abandons the
high e•tate of manhood to which he was born and adopts the
nature of a brute and givs full rein to all the base appetites
and paqsinns of his depraved nature. b·tt if be in the nick of
time preceding final dissolution embr11ces Christianity anrl
yields up the ghost, he is conveyed by a •hining coov'ly of
an~rels to the glorious shore, and is received wirb the plaudit,
"Well done, thou gond and faithful servant I" and is
seated at the right hand of God to bask in etern11l sun•hine
and joy forever. Another individnal b!ls traversed the
weary j<mrney of life; his sun is settln~ ben~ath the shadows
of eternal night; he takes a retrospectiv view ~f the p1st imd
lintls not a single action for which he needs to blush, and
while admonishing the friends to emulate the noble example
be has ldt passes to the unknown, dying as he bas lived, an
unbeliever, and is consigned to the fiery pit where the worm
dieth not, followed by the reverential ameos and throat.
splitting halklujabs of the blood-washed throng. This is
orthodoxy. If you huppen to be an unbeliever in such absurd vagaries, you are branded as a thief by the clergy, th0se
that think no ill of their neighbors, and they use their inflllenc~ to the utmost to prejudice the minds of all rdi-gious
people against you.
If there is a God, how would it be pnssible for him to reveal himself to man and establish his identity ? Should we
accept the bare statement, "I am Gnd ?'' I thiLk not, because we know not whether it be true. Sbonld the voice indicate that it r~q•lired the sRcritlce .of an Isaac or an incarnate God, it should be denounced at once as an imposit i m
and a fraud. If there is a God, i&finit in all his artributes,
whose inclination and ability to do gond is limit~d only by
the infinity of his pnwer, and who recognizes munkiud as his
children and is favorably disposed towarrl them, it would he
an easy matter for him to place man in a state where the
conditions would be such that he would hav no inclin11tion
to sin. He would tone up the moral nature of man and remove every temptation that would tend to lead him astray.
By the fiat of his omnipotence he would so change and revolutionize the nature of the most wicked and in!'Orrigible of
his children in one moment, in the twinkling of an e) e, that
every impuloe and emotion of his being would be in pNfect
harmony with the divine mind. The evil that is in man being annihilated, there would be nothing to imperle hi~ advancement in the divine life. Or will be cast r•ff his own
children aod consign them to a bmning pit to puffer the excruciating pain of sulphureous fi-1me and smoke, to bewail
and lament their sad fate forever, in pnr•nance of some prearranllt>d ·plan or some pet hobby to which be may formerly
hav committed himself, such, for inotance, as the free-agency
craZ'e or his unalterable decree to uhimately damn a certain
portion of the human family forever?
There are q•tite a number of nominal Liberals in this
locality. They are sneered at and derirlPd for their Antichristian views. They do not SPero to understa"d the importance of ccoperation in our 1 fforts to advance our cause.
Fraternally yours,
W. E. WALTON.
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as if I were myself again." Benjamin Frank--l measured in three words-giv and take.lin ·Said : " A dying man can do nothing En. C. C.
easily." Haller said: "The arteries cease to
CLARENCE B.-No, all are not worthy who
HditM. by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Jl'aiZ beat." Lamb said: "My bedfellows are call themselvs Liberals •. You hav heard of
RifJer, Ma88., to ttJhorrl all OommtJ;n.lMtionsfOJ" cramp and cough; we threa sleep in a bed." those who steal the livery of heaven to serve
this 00'/"Mr slwuld be sent.
The late vice-president, T. A. Hendricks, the devil in. Make the application.
knowing that his suffering was over, said:
JoHNNY R.-Cigarets are said to be made
"Between the dark and the daylight,
"I am free at last."
largely of refuse tobacco, and are poisonous
When the night is beginning to lower,
Thinking it would be of interest to the to the system. We would not like to think
Comes a p-ause in the day's occupations
young folks to know how some of the world's of our boys who read the Corner as using toThat is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
great lights were extinguished, I write this bacco in any form.
article
for the Corner, with a hope that it will
W. C. A., Chicago, lll.-Sorry you are sick.
Buying a Cow.
be accepted.
G. J. REMSBURG.
Take Spa Agna Herbalina. As a nerve tonic
TO SADIE THORPE.
and blood purifier. it has no rl'val. It is a
[DEAR MISS WIXON : The following iB the poetQ'
I promised to send. It is from C. FJtBUY AllYn. I
wonderful specific in liver and kidney
What tile Little Ones•A.re Saying.
thought it would be nice for the Children's Cor·
ner.-SADIE THORPE.]
The children of THE TRUTH SEEKER's Cor- troubles. For further particulars address J.
My dear little Sadie, your kindness of heart
ner hav undoubtedly derived much pleasure Waters, West Sutton, Mass.
To manY a worker will courage impart :
LILLA RAY.-lt is philosophic to bear
from the quaint and queer notions and expre!There's many a blessing will fall on your brow,
trouble as patiently as possible. The roses
sions
of
little
men
and
women,
as
they
are
For helping the aged and buying the cow.
told in a column of the Corner under the head yield the sweetest perfume when trodden
Some people pray loudly for mercy-and grace,
of
" What the Little Ones Are Saying." I upon. What we call ills sometimes develop
Some people pray softly for heaven's high placeBut none of them sweeter-though humbly they hav a few to giv to the children, and here into rare blessings. Be brave and hopeful.
The sun is behind the cloud.
bowthey are in a nutshell :
Than you by your action in buying the cow.
J. N. BRowN, Bronston, Ky.-Your interAway up in Wisconsin there is a little boy,
Our hearts grow the better for doing kind deeds, Otto by name, who very properly calls me esting article will appear soon. It is a fact
Our hd\nes are the brighter for work without "Uncle." Well, Otto is very fond of pan- that grown people are sometimes quite as apt
creeds.
cakes. One day, in the absence of his mother, to be led astray by myth and fable as chilAnd many a Christian will gladly allow
he unceremoniously helped himself to three dren. It illustrates that
That earth is the nobler for buying this cow.
Men are only boys grown tall ;
May the "worthy old couple " hav joy for a guest, or four, which had just been taken from the
Hearts don't cha.111re much, after all.
And peace clasp around them her mantle of rest. griddle and were awaiting the arrival of
May stars, moon, and sunlight impress 90 your papa. Presently mamma returned, just in
brow
Correspondence.
time to see probably the fifth pancake disapThe blessing of nature for buying a cow.
LEBo, KAN., Feb. S, 1889.
pear in Otto's capacious mouth. "My son,"
And we who are working for deeds more than
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
she
cried,
"where
are
those
pancakes
going?"
prayer,
write to you, for the first time. I read the
And Otto, unacquainted with his anatomy, Children's Corner this morning for about the
While suoh as you help us need never desPair.
We'll work with the children improving the now,
and not at all disturbed, pointed to his head first time. My papa has taken THE TRUTH
And send you our kisses for buying the cow.
BEEKER right along ever since I can rememand said, " Up here, mamma."
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
Rex-the short for Reginald-is the name ber; but I hav not been old enough to read
of another little Wisconsin man of my aC- it and understand it, or I would hav written
Last Words of .Noted People.
to you before. I hav three brothers and two
quaintance. One day, overhearing the conGeorge Washington closed his great life versation of some visitors, he heard the word sisters. My papa is a druggist in Lebo. I
go to school every day. I am in the fourth
with the brave words : "I die hard, but I "private" used, and not knowing its definition, reader. My teacher's name is Miss Kitty
s.m not afraid· to go." John Adams said: he inquired of his mother the meaning of this Jones. My age is eleven years. I will close
"Jefferson still survives," but Jefferson was word. His mother explained it to him, hav- for this time.
ELBERT E. PENFIELD.
then lying dead at his home in Monticello.
ing no idea that he would find any use for it
PoCAHONTAS, ILL., Jan. 27, 1889.
His last words were : "This is the 4th day of for at least ten years. She was, however;
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am a little girl twelve
July." Both were great pioneers of Amerimistaken, for the next day found Rex skir- years old. Pa takes THE TRUTH BEEKER, and
can Independence, ann both passed away on miAhing about the wet and muddy garden I like to read the Children's Corner very
the anniversary of the independence of the without having first taken the precaution to much. We get THE TRUTH BEEKlrn here on
country they had served so faithfully. John put on his shoes, and upon inquiry by his ex- Saturday, so I can read it on Sunday. Mr.
Q. Adams, knowing that the trials of life asperated mother, what business he had George H. Dawes gave three lectures here in
were over and that death was quiet and eter- in the garden, he replied that it was "pri- December. Before the last night there was
such rumor of trouble that the ladies did not
nal rest, said : " This is the last of earth ; I vate business."
turn out. There were only two ladies, and
am content." James Madison, already
A precocious little lady is one of my youth- I was the only girl there that night. They
touched by the sting of death, sank back ful friends in this city-Alice by name. Last did raise some disturbance, and some one
threw a rock through the window, which
on his couch, saying: "I always talk better
Thanksgiving I responded to an invitation went clear across the hall and made a
when I lie." William Henry Harrison closed
from Alice's mother to dinner. They are large dent in the opposit wall. Pa says the
his life with the noble words: "The pringood Christian people, but I am almost afraid throwing of that rock was the best a:lvertisciples of the government, I wish them carried that you will infer from the following that ment for the cause of Freethought that could
out; I aek nothing more." Gen. Zachary
hav happened; for the churches hav held a
Alice is rather a little heretic than a nice protracted meeting since .Tan. 1st, and closed
Taylor told the truth in his last words : "I
Sunday-school child. While all were at the last night with only one sixteen-year-old conhav tried to do my duty." General Grant,
table Alice's mother proposed that each vert, while four or five years ago they got in
seeing that his family were deeply grieved,
should cite some particular thing for -which the same length of time from twenty to fifty.
said: "I want nobody distressed on my
-he or she was thankful. Everyone was My letter is getting so I must stop, though I
account." Frederick V., the Danish sovwould like to write more. As this is my first
thankful for something. Finally the turn letter
to the Children's Comer, I hope you
ereign, cried with his latest breath: "There
came to Alice, who studied quite a little time, won't throw it in the waste-basket. Yours
is not a drop of blood on my hands." Charles
meanwhile eyeing the turkey which her truly,
LIZZIE KLEINMANN.
I. was executed on the scaffold. His last
brother Ted had had quite a time in catchword was, "Remember," referring to his
ing. "Oh," she finally broke out, "I am
desire that his son Charles should forgive his
~citnct
thankful that the turkey didn't get away
father's murderers. Anne Boleyn, who met
from Ted," the most witty and, at the same
the same fate, grasped her neck, saying, "It
time, the most sensible thing she could hav
The Fat Little Squirrel.
is very small, very small." Sir Thomas More
said, under the circumstances.
Where are the squirrels this winter? Fast
said on the scaffold: "For my coming down,
A boy of my neighborhood is quUe a punasleep in their little beds waiting for spring.
let me Shift for mvself." General Wolfe was
ster in his way. He has an older brother,
time. Nature permits their blood to cool, so
mortally wounded in the capture of Quebec
who is known as Fred, and not quite as wellthat they sink into torpor in the cold of win(1759). On hearing that the enemy was rebehaved a boy as I trust the children of the ter, but they will be wide-awake· again when
treating, he cried: "What, do they run?
Corner are, and a sister who is just old enough
the warm weather comes. In autumn, they get
Then I die happy." General Montcalm was
to be very inquisitiv, who is known in the very fat, feeding on nuts, of which they are
mortally wounded in the same battle. On
family circle as Toots. Toots asked her
fond, so that they get some nourishment
being told that he could not liv very long, he
mother recently, "Mamma, what made you
from their little layers of fat during their torsaid : " So much the better. I shall not see
call Fred ' Fred ?' "
" I know, Toots," pid slumber.
the surrender of Quebec." Captain Lawchimed in the young punster. "'Cause he
Did you ever notice how quick and spry
rence, the n0ted American naval officer, was makes ma Fret so."
they are, and how pretty and graceful are all
. mortally wounded in the battle between the
This last, I think, will not be considered a
Chesapeake and Shannon, and was carried very good pun, but when it is known tbat the their movements?
There are three species of squirrel that we
below. On leaving the deck, he shouted: boy can, as yet, neither write nor spell, his
"Don't giv up the ship I" Francis Bacon, little witticism is entitled to be greeted with know about that go to sleep in winter-the
when dying, said: "For my name and mem- a good, hearty laugh, of which latter I hope fat squirrel, the garden squirrel, and the cunory, I leave it to men's charitable speeches all the children of the Comer are chock-jam- ning little dormouse. The fur is soft and of
a lovely yellow-brown striped with black;
and to foreign nations and to the next age." ~.
a~
the eyes are black and sparkling, and the tail
Vanini said: "Come, let us die cheerfully
is tufted and nearly as big as its little body.
like a philosopher." Voltaire said: "Let me
Cosy Chats Witb CoiTespondents.
The Romans esteemed the flesh of the fat
die in peace." Diderot said: "The first step
toward philosophy is incredulity." Madam
H. T., Leavenworth, Kan._-Money received squirrel a great delicacy, and they used to
Roland's last words 00 the scaffold were : and sent as directed. Thanks for the little fatten it for food. Its flesh is said to be
not unlike that of the guinea pig. Squir" 0 Liberty I what crimes are committed in gems.
thy name." Mozart's last words were: "Let
DR. P. MILLER, Dak.-Our sympathies are rels may be tamed, and are susceptible to
me hear once more those notes, so long my with you in your bereavement. But the dead teaching. They are busy little creatures, and
hide away quantities of nuts and fruit, seemsolace and delight." Alfieri said to his friend neither suffer nor sorrow.
who was standing near : " Clasp my hand,
RosE A.-The Swiss Oross is a monthly ing to hav foreknowledge of days when they
dear friend; I die." Goethe cried: " Light, magazine of popular science, published at 47 may be hungry and not able to go out to find
more light." Byron: "Come, come, no weak- Lafayette place, New York city. It is clean food, or when food will be gone. We call
S. H. W.
this faculty instinct.
ness : let's be a man to the last. I must sleep and wholesome.
now." Boileau, as he closed his eyes, said:
MARY BAIRD FINCH.-Thanks for all your
QuESTIONs.-What has become of the s_g_uirrels
" It is a great consolation to a poet about to kindness. You wonder how we get along this winter 1 Are they actually asleep 1 What of
habits 1 their food 1 How many species of
their
die that he has never written anything in- with so many things. We are greatly aided squirrels
T Name them. Describe the general
jurious to virtue;" and Sir Walter Scott, not by just such love and goodness as you and appearance of the squirrel. Are they useful for
food 1 Can they be taught and tamed 1 What is
knowing the end was so near, said: "I feel . other dear friends so freely giv. Life can be instinct 1 Spell squirrel.

fihildr tn's flo.rntr.
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86 full-page illustrations and 211 smaller ; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 824pp., boards, S1. ·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
18 Lafayette Pl., New York

The Reign of the Stoics.
THEm

History, Religion, Philosophy, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With Oitatwns of Authors Quoted from on
Bach Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful pre~Ppts Rnd brave and
noble words which may become deede.-seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PBESB.
This book shows that many Christians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-.A.mertcan Booli:Beller.
One of the most valuable helps for those who
would understand the character of human progress in all ages.-National Quarter!!/ Review.
The author has shown himself a diligent student, an ardent admirer, and a faithful inter·
prater, of some of the most remarkable monuments of ancient thinking.-New Yorlc Tr'lfrnne.
Beading this book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Cincinnati Com mereta!.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : '' The purest
and gentleat P_pirit of all the pagan world." Merivale saYS : " Of all the line the noblest and dearest." Taine says : "The noblest soul that ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
through life not only the most unblemished justice, but the tenderest be art."
Extra Cloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ll8 Lafayette Place. New York.
THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTIOISM?

-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D. editor of the
Presbyterian Evangeltst, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Ohristians who hav opposed Colonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY .AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
0111

THII:

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO Tllll:

Immortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY.'
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THK TBtrrH SBBKEB COMPANY,
98 Lafayette Place. New York.

Reminiscences of a Preac~er.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of" Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay.
and to urge racts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them
The book is an argument as well as a novel b01t
the serious predicaments of the hero are skillully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take th·e antidote to theological poisoning without knowinJr it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one aide and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his J?revious works need not
be advised to purchase th1B they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 711 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread ts the st.ory or two young
girls and a younger brother who were Iert parentass, with little moner, fair educattonhand much
courage, to make the1r way through t e 'world by
going to Ohicago. The antnor is also the herotn.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
amODJ bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is Just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel In~er
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admues
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 211 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEXEB.
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A.geats for the Truth 8eeker.

Wa.t.chful Watch-Buyers Will Want
W£TTSTE~N'S
WELL-GOING, WAUAN'l'ED WA'l'OBES.

OALIJI'OBJ!IU...

J. E. Olark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, CaL
Estate of B. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., Ban
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.
OANADA.

THE

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R.-W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. B.

Truth Seeker Annual

OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

-AND-

li'LORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

Jf'rt~thinltt~n' jltmtflitt,

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
.

ILLINOIS.

Post-oftice News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. 8tevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentam
Bros •• Chlca~~:o.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., Chicago.

1889.
(E. M. 289.)

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

+IDITI) + IttU$T~1tTIOU$.+

LOmSIA.NA.

AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
ll.A.INB.

Calendar for I88p,
Freethought in the United States for 1888, •
Liberalism: a Symposium.
CoL. R. G. !NGEIISOLL,
J. H. Bumix.ur, •
28
JAMES PARToN;
32
L. K. WA.BHBURN, •
HELEN H. GARDENER,
ELLA GmsoN,
83
S. P. PuTNAM, •
SuSAN H. WIXoN, ..
36
CB:A:RLES WATTS, •
31
JoHN PEcK, •
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U. •
41
W. B. BELL,
PARKER Pn.!.sBmtY,
42
E. C. W A.L:B::En,
RoBERT C. .ADAMS, •
44
MBa. M. A. FREEMAN, •
J.D. SRA.w, 46
DB. JULIET H. SEVERANCE,
F. M. HoLLAND,
47
M:as. E. D. BLENKER,
E. B. FooTE, Jn., M. D.,
liO
Cor. J. R. Kmso,
LUOY N. CoLMAN, •
51
G. H. DA.'WES,
The Nine Demands of Liberalism,·
Ingersoll and Shakspere,

B. C. Hussey,. Oaldleld (Post-o11!ce, Smyrna
Mills).
Ji4SBAOBUSBTTS.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 188 B. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co•• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
KISSOUBI.

Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBBRASKA.

PAGE
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Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
NBW YOBK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
'Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 865 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 820 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
B. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.

NEW YORK:

. PRICE, 25 CENTS.
.JIJST PIJBLISHED !

TBNNBSSBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson, Chattanooga.
TBUS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.

THE

Cosmian Hymn Book.
A OOLLEOTION OF

Odginal and Selected Hymns
(Words and Music)

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home.
COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBIJRN.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASIIINGTON TBRRITOBY.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J.Ramsey, 28Btonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.B.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.
NBW ZB.A.LAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

THE ORIGIN OF ENERGY;
OB,

ALL :MA'l''rEII. TENDS TO li.OTATION.
A hypothesia which throws light upon all the
phenomena of nature. Electricity, magnetism,
gravitation, light, heat, and chemioal action ex•
plained upon mechanical principles and traced
to a. Bingle source.
BY LEoN 0. HAMILTON, M.D.
Vol. I. Origin of Energy; Electrostatics and

Ma~~:netism.

100 illns.-inc. por~B. of Faraday and Maxwell.
Svo, clo., $8.
Address THE 'l'RUTH I:!EEKER 00.

Strengthen the Memory,
OB,
NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS O;Jl'
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallaaium says : "The chapter
on ' ~ow to Learn a New Language ' is of remarka.ble m terest."
The Boston Po3t says : "This book actually
shows ns how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order "
Science (high antho_rity)sa.ys: ".We hav tried the
methods of assomat10n adVIsed Ill this book on
several persons, an!l found them most excellent."
Pr1ce by mail $1.

$1.50.

PBIOE,

SEXUAl, PHYSIOLOCY
OF

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The !!lOSt perfect book for men and women ever
pnbllshed. w,ooo sold. Price $2, by mail. illustrated catalog free.

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

Marriage and Parentage.

CODS AND RELICIONS

OBBGON.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes,722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. SQhaae, 8,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.

HOW TO

BY M. L. HoLBBOOB:, M.D.
Goaev•s.La.av's B9ol: says: "We giv our cordial
approbatiOn to th1s work. The information it
contains is most im.J>ortant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

OHIO.

PBNNSYLVANI.A..

Unequaled i~ quality and price. Everyone
carefully exammed before shipment, sent prepaid,
w1th guarantee.
BEBT AMERICAN BTEM·WI!iDERB:
3 O.nnce Bilverine Case : '\jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9.50;
15 Jewels, $12.50; do., adJUsted, $16.50. In 3 ounce
coin silver case,$8 more; 4 ouvce, 14 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust-proof,$~ more. In open face, patent
dust-proof filled gold cases, $16; 11 jewels, $1,50
more; 15 je..,els, $4 50 more; do,, adinsted $8.50
more. In hmged back oases, glass inside cap, $2
more; do., gold cap, $4 more. Extra fine, arne tic
'hased, very rare, m hunting or open face, $32 to
140. •I! filled cases accompanied by mannfaotnrer'B
guarantee for 20 years.
THE CELEBRATED "OTTO WETTSTEIN" WATCH:
\ll modern improvements-a I!_erfeot watch-in
d•lvermP caoe, $19 50; ill 8 ounce Silver case, $22.50;
4 ounge, $23 50; 5 ounce, $25; 6 ouiJce, $21 (no better
nld elsewuere for $40). lu open face, •creW·filied,
Gold_ case. $27; do., hin.-Pd, gold cap, $31; do.
ountmg. $83; do., L-'UIS XIV style, $35. lu Spemal
utlstio ca•e~, $~ to $10 more. In 14k Bo'id Gold
ases, WO t<? $100 L"die•' Beot F1.l~d. $18, 20 t.o
;26; 14k Bohd Gold, $28. $30,$32, $34,$40, $50 to $150;
attar oases set richly wuh jewels.
DIAMONDS:
[ am an expert in this line and guarantee my
<Oods below regular market Price. Ring•, Pins,
llla drops, Btncls, Pte., worth $35, for $25; $70 for
i50; $100, for $75; $200 for $1W; $500 for $375. All
'eut subJect to approval, and ca•u retnnded if not
·triatly as represented. Rings and Emblems of
til kinds a Specialty, Chams and Jewelry of all
amds. Seleot from any catalog, order of me and
<ave money.
BUNDBIEB:
Best Speota!)les, $1 lsend line of finest print yon
•an read 14mohe• from eyes) Razor, n; best, $2.
Best Tr1pie-ola·ed Knives, $1.75 per 6. Forks, $1 7 5
ver 6. Tea S_poons, $1 70 per 6 l'able Spoons, S8 4 o
ver 6. Bol.Jd Silver Spoona, $1.60 per onuce, marked,
d.lver Thimbles, 35 cents, Bet Best V10lin Strings,
50 cents; Gu1tar Btriugs, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
.~!arm Olock, $4 50, worth $6 Largest Albums, in
plush and leather, $1, $2, $8, $5, $7, $10. Bend to me
and save money,
OT'l'O WETTSTEIN. Rochelle. Ill.
My Popular FREETHOUGHT BADGES : $2, $2 75, $3,
f3.50, $4, $4 50, $6, $8, $10, $12.50, $15,$20,$25, $40, and
$6/i. All Bohd Gold.

P.arturition Without Pain.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Oleveland.
VanEpps & Co•• 259 Superior st •• Oleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
C. •H. Wilcox, Portland.
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Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayetie Place. New York.

Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in· In Their ,Banit~ry and. PhysiologiCal Relations,
and m The1r Bearmg on the Producing
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
Greater Ability.
8vo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fallyall
BY M. L. HoLBBooB:, M.D.
the Religious Systems of the World.
The Sctenttlle .Amertcan says : "Books on this
Bvo, 957pp, Oloth, $3 per vot; the
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; mo• radically different; it is soientifto, sober, clean,
and Worthy of conscientious consideration by evrocco, gilt edges, $8.
ery possible parent, and particularly by the
BY D. M. BENN,ETT.
young," $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEREB Oo,
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
liS Lafayette Place, New York.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
D.
W'S PAMPHLETS.
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the presThe Bible-What Is IU A pam.
ent. 8vo, 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thou~?ht, and correct in all its
BY D. M. BENNETT.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Studies In TheoiOIJY• A clear exposition of the biblical story of man 'a creation
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
and curse, theologically denominated ''the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

J.

SHA.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standpomt, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf

As a Means for the Production of
B ellef Prlntln§ Plates
We can recommend the three proceaileB operated
by this Oompany.
Their ZINO ETOHINGB f6r cheap and coarse
newspaper work, and their MOSI:\-TYPE process,
by which engravings are made direct frllm photographs, as well as their MOSS PROOEBB OF
PHOTO-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
other like method•.
Addr~PB
.
MOBS ENGRAVING 00.,
1185 Pearl St., New York.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

BY HELEN H, CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

TluJ TrtulB Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
· 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engraY!ngB of MiBil Gardener are for sale
ai this office. Price, 40o.; with antoa:raph, 110 eta.

THE

The Agnostic Annual: 1889,
OoN~ENTS.-Mr. Gladstone and Oo!onel In11ersoll, Samuel Lain_g_ The Atrophy. of Rehgwn,
Constance 0. W. Naden; lEqno Animo: A Sonnet, Joseph Ellis; Life: the A~tnostio Definition1
A. Simmons (lgnotn•); Now is the Accept.ea
Time: A Poem, W. B. McTaggart; Women and
Agnosticism, E.· Lynn Lm ton; The Sublimity of
Nature, Charles Watts; Immortality: A Poem,
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin); Boience and its Detractors, John Wilson, M A.; Agl}ostioism among
the Moors, H L. Hardwioke, M.D.; The Aloneness of Man, 0. M McO.
Price 211 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

MIRACLES

MIRACLE WORKERS.

EEDS

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN~

An Exposition of the True Meanin&' of this Oha.rAND
aoter aB described in the New Testament. By Milion Woolley, M.D., an thor of •• Hebrew MnholPaper, 8vo, 25 cents.
Contains the Rnnday addresses of HUGH 0. PENTE· OllY•
cosT, New York's famous. Agnostic and social
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
By JOHN PECK.
economist, besides other interesting matter.
leaned weekly. Annual subscription S1.
1
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
FREE!~::~' ~:~bc ~tt.b:!~
ll"" BnbscriberB will receive as a Premium Mr.
within the realm of the· possible is no miracle."
choicest Seeds for Ten ct&
Pentecost's book," WHAT I Bl!lLIEVB."
Double
35 vnrs, Prize
Sample copies Bent on applicati~ Address the
lsw.ootV.UllamB.
Petunias,&c.
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
pobltsliler,
FRED. 0. LEUBUBOHEI!J .
QO:!D·~~!''.~I. !FJ:~.~~!
Addre.ss THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
76 Nassau street. New York uity.

The Twentieth Century

New Edition, Revised and Enlar&"ed.

.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

It is really a remarkable book, in which ll!Jiver-.
sal hi&tory is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pagee with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
lrvinfl.-[lnter-Ocean.
FiB history has .,_continuity, a; ra.sh, a carrying
J!OWer,.~. which •Aminds ns strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a style that reminds ns of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo. M3I>p., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

SUPTURES

CURED~,

m.r_Medlcal Compound and lmproYed
Elastic Sup orter Trueo.in;rom30 to
90 dav•· Refiable Jeferenr.eo g!ven. Bend
atamp for circular, aita: •au '" tollaf JIJJOpi#
vou oato mv adv.rtuem.,.t. Addreaa ~~H.

Y. '- Gtllllp,llaWitllle,z....-a.. 3Ua

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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The Common Lot.
o~ce.

in the fl·gbt of a~te• past,
'There lived a m•n: and .. bo was heT
M •rtal. bowe'er thy Jot he cast,
Tb ..t man resembled thee.
Unknown the re~tion of hi~ birth,
Tbe land in whkb be dterl unknown :
Hid u.me baH l•erisbed from the earth,
This troth &unive• alone:
That j >Y• and ~rief. a11d b(lpe, and fear,
Alt.,rnli.tP trinmphfd 1D his br.. aot;
Hi• IJli•• and wo~-a smile. a. tear!
Obllv1oa bides the rear,
The bnmdtng p.,Jse. the languid limb, .
The cban~tinl( ~pirits' rt.e and fall;
We know that t.bese were felt by h1m,
For these are felt by all.
HP suffer• d-bnt his pangs are o'er;
Er i•>yed-but hi• dl'liuhh are fled;
Had fl'i~nd•-bio< friend~ are now no more:
And foes-his foeo are dead.
H> lov.rl-but whom be loved the gnve
H ... th lost. in It• nnconscit·Ua womb:
0 -he w~<• t.ir I but nan~tht could save
H•r beant.Y from the t mb.
He saw whatever tron bast sPen;
Encouutered all that. tronbiPB thee;
BA wa.s-what•ver thou bast been;
Ha io-wb~t thou ohall hP.
TbP rolling season~, da~ and night,
Bn11, moon. and starP, t.be earth and main,
ErPwbile ht• pnrtwn, life and light,
To him fXt•t lD van•.
ThP clon<l• and •nnbPam•, o'er his pye
That once thei •hadPs and glory threw,
H •V left in ynnder ~il~nt. •kY
N" ve~tie~ where they fi,w,
The annals of the hnmBn race,
Their rnin•, •ince tlrP world began,
or him >ff •rrl DO other trace
Than tllia-there lived a man I
-,Jfonturnneru.

Stray

Sc~rnps.

Some one has irqnired. ''What has got
into t be weathe~?' I inquire, " What has
got. into the ministers?"
Rev .•L W. O>borDI•, pastor of the Christian
cburch, Nnrtb Swansea, Mttss., expired in his
study .January 4 h, while writ.ing his sermon.
On the same day Rev. Dr. Fielder Israel,
pastor of the First Unitarian church, S:1lem,
Mas~ , cut his throat in his study about 8
o'clock P.M.
.
Rev. F. N. Knapp, Unitarian, also died
very suddenly in Plymouth, Mass., January
12'h.
Two more cases of ministers' sudden
dea·hs are recemly reported; one of them
dropping dearl while preaching. All these
were in New E~gland, and four of them in
Ma~~achusetts within a few days.
Aud iu New York state, the last week in
DPcember, Rev. Fll.tber Hecker died also.
And still later-January 12rh-another case_
in New York state, the finding of the body
of Rev. W. L. Parker on the shore of L11ke
Ontario a mile ~sst of o~wego, who, on Nnvemher 30 b, "took the water route to death."
rat her 1han face his wronged credit::>rs. B.e
could face his God, but not man. He had,
for tbirtPen years, been rector of Uhrist
church (Epi>copal) in the city of Oiwego.
What do these suddt>n deaths and ministerial suicides mean? Were heretics thus suddenly to die and suicide, it would be termed
by the Christian an evidence of Gorl's wrath
and the tendency of irreligion to self-destruction. Shall we, then, non-believers, attribute
these sudrlen dear bs and numerous suicide,.
in the ranks of the clergy to Gnd's judgmt>nl~
and the insufficiency of the Christittn religion
to enable a teacher from G.ld to bettr the ill>
of life, so that be "rushes off unbidden into
the presence of his mll.ker?'
Tbe gr~at Talmage a~s~rt@, "No Christian
commits sui:·ide unless he is imane." Suppose I should say, by the_eame rule, no AnttUhrisrian commits suicide unleRs· insane.
woulcl Talmage admit my statement? If not,
am I bound to admit his?
No, it will not do to attribute Christian and
miniRterial suicide to insanity, as has been
done in these two cases, and hold heretics
responsible for the taking r·ff of themselvs.
A bard silver dollar in the hands of a socalled Infidel will pay his fare over the railroad track to his destination as readily as will
the same in tbe bttnd~ of a Christian, and the
Infidel's suicidal death will no more prevent
his passage to the erernal realms of bliss-if
there are any-tban will the Christian's suicide annul his passport. If the cause of the
la11er is always to be rated in~anity, nonbelievers hav the same rigtlt to plead insanity.
Bav Uuristians taken ont a patent-right on
the d··dge, insanity? llav. we, the wicked
world's people, the heretics, bla~phemers,
and scoffers, not as good a right to _be insane

a~ God's holy, chosen teachers on the walls of
Z10n? Let us not deepair while ·ministers
drop dead in their pulpits and suicide ofteller
than others, if one of our L1beral lecturers
should expire in the desk, or strangle bims~;lf
with a rope in a fit of desperation, callecl in.
~anity by the Uhristians when one ot tl1eir
number find~ it inconvenient to liv longer and
bear the weight of his own deeds.
ELLA E. GIBSON.
Ba'rre, Mas.~ .• Jan. 14 1889.

Obituary.

FEB~UARY

,i~.

i889.

DmD.-Dec. 9. 1888. James McD 1nald, near
Hackett, Ark., in hi. fifty. first year ..
I hav been intlmat"ly acq•tainted with the,
dt·ceased six yt•ars. He was a stanch Free.,
thinker. a kind husband, an sff~ctionate par~·
ent. At his burial, .no Freethinker heine;
present to o:fiiciatt>, nothing was said, as his
family knew it was not his r~q·test for a'
clergyman to m'lke an address at his buri>tl.
He was a man who was not afraid for_ the
world to know he was an Infidel. A gf,od
Freethinker is .gone, but his -works still liv.
His family are: L,iberal and :intelligent, aud
will follow in his footsteps. The eldest
daughter is an outspoken Liheral, acd her infi,Jence in that vicinity will hav its .effect.
Pauline, A1·k.
DR W. R BdonELOR.

MR. EolTOR : It is with sail heart that I
pen these lines, stating the death of Mr.
l. J. Brown, which took place Aug 28, 1888
He was a kind and deToted husband, besJdl·s
a kind and &ffrctionate father. He leaves a DrED -At Glenwood Clll., Jan. 9, 18Q~. of
st.omacb and bowel t.roub!e, Tillman Everwife and five children, f·lllF boys and one girl.,
ett. aged 71 ) enrs 2 munthR and
dayR;
to mourn his death. No -better man ever
born in Uhristian county, Ky., Nov; 4,
lived. He was kmd to the poor and needy.
1817.
and acted -h Jntstly to his fellow-men. If he
Obeying one of the requests of my dying
bad lived he would hav taken your paper, for·
father, I send the above notice to THE TRUTR
he liked it very much. MRS. I.
BROWN.
:::JitEKII:R. A few days before he died he:ciilled
Silex, Ark., Jan. 29_ 1889.
.
me to his bedside, and asked me if I would
write an article to THE T!W1'11 8EEKII:R.
To THE EniTOH oF Tax TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
He eaid :- "I want it di.tincrly understood
I herewith ~end you funeral notice and eulogy that I die an Atheist. The idea of philoauf James D McKnight, a promint>nt Free- ophers recanting on their deatbbr d.s is al.l
thinker and a subscriber of THE TkUTR bosh. I am not much philosopher, but after
BREKER. The address was made in the ceme- reading after such men as Holbt~cb, H;uxley,
tery at the head of the grave, and was deliv- ryndall, and others, I cannot bl'lieve the docered in a masterly manner, completely elec. rrins of so called Christians. Christianity i~
trifying the large audience presP.nt.
~imply paganiem revamped. I hav no faith
Mr. Ensor is a highly educated and very in this thing called • Spiritualism,' neither
prominent attorney of 8avannab, Mo., and as ancient nor modtrn. I hav no fear of death,
an orator has no tqual in that part of th~ no more than going to a party or something
sta•e.
of that kind." ·
·
The forcible and pleasmg manner in which
Although he suffered considerably, the last
it was delivered ehcited many compliments day he passed gradually into unconsciousnes~
from those who heard it.
arid died ea~ily. We placed him to rest in
J. H. SHAMBERGER.
the beautiful cemetery upon the mountain, a
DEATH OF l\IR, J, D MCKNIGHT.
few hundred feet above tbe city, where, with
F'I'OntthP. D.-m t'T'a/ 0 Srlll!nU'l-h, Mo., Jan. 18,1889.
Mr. J .. meo D. McKuigbt, one of a.ndr~w the silent rocks and the evergreens, he sleeps
'·county's most promment citizen•, died at hi• the placid sleep of nature, eternal as the
re••denrl'l in So~.vanJl.ll,h, Mo., Friday morning, grand old mountains that environ his sepulJ rill. ll, 1889
chral 11.bode.
Mr. M K11ight. waR bnrn in Geneseo, Livin~slo"l
Though he was not as original as some
count~, N. Y, J ~n- 4, 1824, beingo at his death 6;
men, his individuality was marked. He was
ypar~ ana 7 daydold. At the age of twelve yearM
he emigrated wit.h h1s parPnts to Wtsconsin, a deep thinker, a good reasoner, and a cor;.
whero be lrved ti 'l the clo•e of the wa•, when be stant comp~nion of boo~ s of philo~opbers,
moved to Aodr~w county, M·'·• on his farm east
of Savannah. where be has oince re~ided ~x~nt ancient and modern. Voltaire and Paine
the l ..st two yeara, dnrinll' wbich tima be ha~ were Ppt cia! favorite. He threw off the
resid~ri in s~vannah. Hs wa~ married forty ye.trs shackles of superstition in early manhood
a~to J ~unary 4;h .last, the anniver~KrY of his
He had very little poetry in- his soul, prebrrthday, and leaves a widow and four children,
two son•. J j[}O and Panl. Yonogomen Still Jiving at ferring dry ft~cts, untouched by the tinge of
home, J.\[. s Bro'lks, w1fe of Mr J, 0 Bronk•• cir- poetical fervor.
cuit clerk, and Mr•. Seaman, wife of SJ.musl S,a.
THE TRUTH 8KEKER was his favorit journaL
mau, now living in Ark>l.nsas.
He has been a sub•criber almost from the first
Mr. McK·ti~bt bad always been a very act.iv
man, an.t nad bePn pro•peron•, Jeavin~ h s f>~.mily issue,- Its founder with him was not only a
,. ~ood estato. Hts remain• were mterred in tile martyr, but one of the greatest of modern
cemetery h~re ST),turdaY afternoon l.tst, b•ing fol- heroes.
l•>wed to their last resting-place hy a large cooTo ..-est beneath the ever~reera.
conr·e of reliotiv~ Bnd frteud•. BAfore bts de>~.tb,
Wllere peac~ o'er deatb d th bend,
llr. M"Kuigbt nqne~le·l that Mr. T, H. Ensor
Wbere the roar of dtotant wat"r" '
t.,Ik for him to those who m1gbt attend the
With the mouutam echotM lllend.
funeral, B3fore the rem 'loins were lowered in the
Sleep, sleep! all-sootbinl? sle~p l
>travP, Mr. Ensor steoosd to the head of the ovftia
- Lite'• balm &lld tiual bourn.
and pronounced the following eulogy :
Ullladen uow. all pea"" 1~ thine,
EUL' GY BY T, II, ENSOR,
AlJ.d only tilll li vtug illllU •n.
One of •he l<ot ttqueot. of my rrt" •d •nd T\Ai£!h·
n.. r, wbrle hving, who uow heo mottonleso bsfore
Mll.LARD F. EVERETT,
u•• wr<o th.t wb"n bio frrends sbour<i a•s~rul>le on
Glenwood-, Col., Jan;14, 18tl9.
ti!IM "'"'""l"D to PHY tbe1r last •ad r~•pects, I
•bould fnr bun gr~et them and gtv them b IS fare
well P»' trnl!, Att.bongh a paiuful duty f•.•r me to
perform. to., r• q•le~t ts oue I c>~.nnot d•C,lne to
"'rant. It onr cuudltions were changed, and I W. S. B E L L' IS PAll PH LETS.
b~d m•de t.be same r~qneot of him, I know it
would nav been willinrlv and cheerfully grantp<f,
lle was onr neighbor, 1 knew him intim .. tely; I The Contlict between lhriMtianit:y
Knew llistbongbt•,I ko.,whts impulse•. Eudow~d
and Civilization.
tl> nat.ure With more tb~tn or<ltnary 1utdli>~:ence.
h" was alwaYsiudustriono in ~he nnrMUtt of know]. PRIOE,
15 OENTS.
•<ill~.' II~ loved the tJUtlt, and wao a zea <>Us a.dvocar.e uf rigbr, lli• wa~ a pooltlV naturt>,.cunral!fl• , Your treatment of the "Oonflict" is bl!.CbHent.
-liany
Jiuover.
•n•, bonoral>le, and m~<nly; in<lepeudent in
r.buugbt, action, an<t 8peech He knew the rilcbr•
·•f utuerM aod always re•pected them. He know
LIBERTY A:SO MORALITY.
ttts own right• and rlared mamtaio tb~m. The
_
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
lolt'e•t elJC'jTlliDm that can be pi'Onounc~d over
n•s lif~la•s fnrru i•, that hio many aots of kiudoeMR
Accept my thank~ for Your el!.oellent and useful
.re •a"r~dly enobriu~d 1 u tr,e m.. mory, hA>trt•. dibcourse.-Jaru11• Parton.
<Dd affee·1ona of l!is fri~nds; that til .. worl<l iH
I ..m much ple><~td w1th your address. and will
bdttH hy ltts bavinll' llv~d in it; t.tu.r. tho•e who notice it in .lf<t•.. -T. B. Wak,.man.
~ -ew him bPst loved lltm moHt, He W><• cb~trt·
A l.eauttful pamphlet of 86 p .. ges. It is a ven
talllt>, gen~ruuo, aud kind. AnY d M•IeM• of otll.,rs able paJ•- r, and dtlserves wtde dissemination.-Tbt
-.Jwavo ll.Wakeued hio krn<iPst •Yml>&thte• and en. Aee.
118t~d hiM e~<rneo~ pff ort• of ll8.1MtllUCP, He liven
-.ud bPlteve<t 10 thtH hfe. He uPiievert tbPre was
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
, much good in tbi• world, Be could b~ar wn•ic in
r.llA harmony of nr<tur e anrl see grandeur aud
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
•nbbmity• on .. ~VPrY b&n<l. Hll lle'reved tttat the
The number of bead• under which yon hav
Derforru~nce of dury ll.t.d uot rha l!urHuit of ha.np;.
ue•• wao t.be a1m •·f tlllo hfP, He die<i •s be h•d. div1ded the subi~<·t wa t h•r of the panrpl.Je•, atJd
the conc1~e manner in wbieb eacb pomt 18 tli.liv~d, hatlUil hfpocri•V• f•uwntDI{ 00 f .. lsehoud,
<Uti d HPIOI!ll( dec.. lt, ln•mceritywa• an unknown cu~sed. •bouldl.P highly commeurled. Tbert<f<'t~
•lemel)t of ht• na.tur"; •lflcerity a crnwnir 11 feat- [take 11 eat pl~asurP in rec.omnr .. uding "Anti·
rtre of hi• every act. HA loved lifP, and thtR Prohlhltwn "t11 the oonsuler~ttion of evpry n~• ""~
-vorld to 111m was a •tern reality, He dtd nut Jnok who is ir tere•ted. not olllY in the cau~e oft emper·>D bf" as a <lruwsy dream nor de>l.t·h ao •u illnHtV >l.nce, br t w the principle~ of self·ll<>verPmP.nt.rauta.y, but eaull a• a Pbllosophic f>tut, y. t, J.J.Mcvabe. 'I'HE TRUTH SEEKEI1 CO.
l!hilosoJJb• r a• lie wao, Het'ktng fact.•, not r .. ncte•,
nio s•mp .. t.bet.ic, throbbing hf'art w""' thrilled
wlt·h the euubanring PCstasteo of rhYthmical DILt·
ure and the beauries and plP&Hllres of lifP, HH
was courteous aod pleas~<u•; fair and bouorable
lu his ntercourse with fellow m.. n, <tHl no more
DR. FTirDEHIC R. l\IARVTN, Professor of
trUthful IDMcrtpt.lou can mark ht~ last rt-stine. By PhY•inlogoH·al
1\lpdicilt and liie·ll<'al Juris·
vl•ce tba.n, "llere lies au boueHt mBn.'' Hi<
prurlt-U<'t' m the New Yu-k lt'ree
atfectiou8 were ••roog, and hiM death Jn•lles an
Medical
College f<>r Women.
!!.Cblll~ void and an nubealitH!' wnun<l in the
Paper. Hmo, 6BJ•p,, cloth. 50 c• nts.
llParts of ..11 wbo knew him. Hr• fnmlly loses a
kiod bnsbar•d .. nrt lovrnl( far.b~r. Andrew county
analysis of nervous and ruf'ntal Phenomena
,.,, act.1v, nprll!ht, entarpri~i g cit.iz~n, the mty of is His
sharply •ci~nti11 1; ht• patbolngwal tJ-worie8 are
'\>~.van nab one of onr kin<lest-hPar tE!d avd most
rat
~nal, cl~ar, an<.. modern. -Meet• cal llP·mPW,
intalltl!ent netgbbnr"· His hps arP •eale<l iu
Rnlemn 81Jence. Hr~ evA~ are clo"PI) fnrl'ver.
His lan~u~.ge is· str(lng _and well t•hosen. hiF
Frte"d~. our neigllllor, J .. mes D. McKo.igllt, has style adunrable in its directnes" "nd brilliancy,
gone to sleAP.
·
his thought clear and lol!ical.-LiiJeraZ Clorlsttan.
Sa'Dannak, Mo., Jan. 25, 1889.
Address THE TRUI'H SEEKER CO.
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A VOl.UME:·OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED

BY

L. K. JYASIIBU~N•
This volume comprises pnm" of t.he· ablest and
bPs'. P<lit.orttt·s writ.teu by, Mr. Seaver dt,triiur the
past fort.y.fi'Ve ·.;rAJSiit1\. ;; ·lr. I$ neatly Prmted on
'"""w-wrnre P•Pf'r, hp~lid ju cloth. and coutatns
rt tlnP •tkPnesa of the venerable Pp•ror of the
L>we.,,tg·r.•or. Every Liberal 81.-orlld bav "this book
1u ht8 uowtJ. I~ is uow ready for delivery.'· ·'
Pri~e,

$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

LOVE VENTURES•
A

Novel w11h .. an

Afll~.avlt.

BY·HAlbRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page FreriCh-Art .Illustra'''timill.
Beautifully IllnPtra,ted Oo:vers. Paper, lllmo. 1126
pp., 25 cetite·; "Boards, 1!0 cents.
A livelY narrativ of adventures in a. country of
o\r.,arltsn Mimphcity and general delightfnlness.[N. Y EvetJtng M.a.il. . ·
A otory of hfe on lelt1nds,of. cora], fruit-trf'e&,
"nd oocka.tool!.;· wbere''a.n ·tbe·'-nativ mPn are
Apollos and the women dreams•of beauty.-[N. Y.
T1m~s.
_- .
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lanna.gola-" tlnmmer i~ll'B of ~den lying in dim PUI pie
•Phere~ of sea "-Oili:rronnded by beckoning palmt.ree•.• foa_my C!lsca!l.ee,·:,.br~ad~fmlt. cocoanuts,
pineapple•, fi!{a. bananas; b•tbmg lD the surf on
•hiuh•g sand•, ba•king on shorn of ett-rnal HUm•
mer. a.ttf'ndiug· moonlight- haiJqne s. and see111g
the pPcnhardan•·e call~d K•·U.l·lah-no mure to
.,lo than t.be prf'Stdent of a.life in•nrancecompanr
-seems very alluring fo the· careworn, overworked
\m'erican of'to-dav.-Critical RPViPw. ·- ·
Address
THE TRUTH ~.EEKER CO.
iB-Laf&YAttP Pl .. Ne:wVorlll:,

tHOUGHTS ON SCIENf.I, 1'llE·
OLOG.Y; Al\D ETHit:S.
BY JuHN WILBoN. M.A.
The objoct of the book, &8 ~xpreased in the pref·
ace, i~ to lliv a corrpct. sketch or the main lines of
•uodern thungbt in small comPass, and in lHn·
.:u.ge simPle enoullh to be f'a<IIY undArstoorl. In
ottrer words, 1t is a condADSRtion of mora voJuminoue writers, lind ola~•itlcatioo of tbdr d~fiultions
of ocience. theology, and erhica, and a st.. rement
or whRt· belorr11• to eaob. A• a t~xt-book to I' lear
thiukiu2' and logical reasonin~. and a guJdH iu
formmg oCJent.rlic coJlCin.im,s, t.his book is in·
v~lu•hle. 'The Lileraru Gu>ctP. rank8lt as ... one o(
tbtl fnrPID(lAt. w rks of the pr.,8eut centurY;" wbile
the I<'r•PtldnkPr,tn •• hPartily rel'orum•nding it"
as" .-imple .. nd Judd in stYle, correct in tbonlll·t,
<nd ample in iufotmation," dPcl .. rPR that it "is
in-t the t·lling to put in the band• of a plain man
who desir•s t.he best ideas on evoln!ion in r~lat1on
to ecieo<'P and Ptbics in a morl<'•Rt·" comPR•R."
Prtce. $1; addr•ss THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

The "Unrle Tom'8 Cabin" of the
Industrial Slavery of To-Day. ·

Looking Backwar~.
BJ> Edward B«>llamy,•
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vttal, inspiring, hopeful. convincing.-[Li1erary
World,
'!'his antoni•hing bo~k. how it hannt.s one,
like a gruwn-np "Allee in WondAtland I" The
wmd follo .. s eutront>ed.-[Bn•tou Gazet.te.
It ts a thought brf'edinl! bool!, aDd all who ere
frPe to recPive ne ... li11bt will ftr d 1u ltoatisfaction
anrlmHpirat.iou.-[Nt!w York Tr1bnne.
Tlle a,pp .. al IS alwaYs marlA to a. man's rea.son,
~u<l to ht• noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
liobnePS.-[Buston Poot.
A glnwwg prophecy and a. goppel of peace,
wbf're t be pleaonres of tb1s world are frPe to all,
to cheer bnt not enAlave.- [The Nation.
A sult~testton Of a rPally practic~ hi and fead·
'•lP social state great-ly in advance of the pr~sent.
rhe romanti~ narrattv is rich in its forecast of
~ctnal pos•tbilitiPR.-[BoPlon Traveler.
· 12mo. cloth. 11.~0; paper. 60c.
AddreMs THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

rains

Vinflicate~!

A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New

York Ol>se-rver'B slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolutiov.. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation •.
-o-

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) ha'rinc
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be; circulated everY·
... here in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

. A ROliAN CA 1'HOL1C CANARD.
..i FalJri,(Jated Aooount of a &eru at the Deathbed of Thomas Pairu.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
1:vmg moments attributed to Bi~hop Fenwick
(upon which thP Observer rehas to prove its princioal charges) IS a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick conJ<I bav writt.Pn t.ba alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE 'l'BUTH BEEKER 00.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY

Paper, 12mo, 61pp,, 25 cents.
Oottta.ins' testimonies of the early Ohristiao Fathe IS and others, and cases of ·striking Btmilarity
to Cllridtianity in man:y ancient religions.
Bold at THE TROTH SEEKER Office.

TH.E SAFEST CREED,
AND
TW.BLVE 0THBR DISOOURS&S OF REASON.

B1J 0. B. PROTHI.VGHAM.
A vignroos thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par·
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou!fht, t.horough conviction, and great
ability .-[Ph1la. Pres•.
Extra. cloth, 1!mo, 238J:lP·• $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TfiE DEVIL,
AND

OrHER BroG&AP~IOAL SKRTOHES AND EssAYS.

BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH,
With Podrait and Antobiography.
Oharles Bradlaugh has" A. Few Words" to sas
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh haK a. right tt•
hi• "few worda," and the devil will, we pre.;ume
at, no verY di~tant dar. bav a few word• to say t•
Mr. Bradlangh, and wlll donbtlesa get the best ol
the argument.-[Chicago Int.,rior.
Extra cloth, gold b&ok and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
A.lidress THE TRUTH BEEKER.

RO~rE··~

REASON

A; Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe-

rience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Prntestautisn:
;md Oo~.tholil!iBm. from the vaot ..$.e-groood of aL
iotim&!tl pe '8ona.l experience· w1th the two svs
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows whicl.
pure logic is capable of in1licting.-[Critical Re
view.
·
Cloth, 12mo. 11. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,

Essence of Hsligion
By L. FEUERB \.CH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 cts.
The tr.utb-teller is ill-mannered. therefore immoral.-B:ctract.
• Address THE TRUTH SEE:KEB. Oo.

A.dvanoement ~ SoienoE
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper. 12mo, 105 pp,, 25c.: cloth, 50o.
It is in manY respects one of the most extraol'dioa.ry utterances of our time.-N. Y. TrttJUne.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

'i bel. orum

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of" Monks,

Chicago Secular Union meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80 P.:H., corner Sangamon street ar d
Washm~~:ton boulevard.
L~ctures and deba.tu.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PbiladCIJ•hia Liberal Le.,;;u., 2.)7,

Il!ITHB

TRIAL OF C. B. REYN 0 LDS
li'OR

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

1.~~

~889.

ARGUMENT

The Antiquity of ChriStianity.
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

~6.

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Btenograph:ically repO'J·ted, and re'IJised by the author.

meets every Sunday in Iodn11~ria.l Ra.ll. Broad a1 d
Wood sts., at 2:30 snd 7 :30 P.m. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questiOl·B·
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnlh
SeekerPoblicationsalwa.ysoo band atoheap rat. s.

The SeeuiKr !!iociel)' of Ken1, 0.
M ets semi-monthly, firdt.aod tbi•·d Snnd"y~. at 2
P 111, at tile town ·hall. ·All f·iPtJdd of human
cu,tlvation are invited. MAhiUS HEIGHTo~. Sec:

'I' he ' an hat! an Liberal Club, N.Y.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 .
cents, or $2 per dozen.
In this argument Mr. lnger~oll again shows hls ~reat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
ue in it, It is one of h1• greate•t productions. It is 1n his chooeo lield of intellectual uom bat, and
.ve see him as the splendid champion of human llperty and tile rigbt.s of mao, H1slove of freedom
.nd justice. hatred of tyranny and chaine. sympa~hy for the oPpreKsed, milu.tuided. and enthrallE>d, his
Jourag<l and candor, hav m this Argument full scope of expression, and be makes grand use of the
,pportonity, Such a llood of light-of Ploqnence, legal learning. logic. pathoo. poetry, and patriotom-is not often poured out in a cnurt of lu~tlce.
The ms.oy _call• for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
ts revised by Mr. Ingersoll hims.. Jf. A.ll other publications are the mere•t fictions-reprints from
.neager and misleadmg o"wspaJler references.
Law yen aud advocates w11l dnd thi• the model of an address to a Jury: statesmen and politi·
Jiaos a clear expo•ltioo of C<lOdtitutiooal rights and P••wers; and intelligent, patriotic, ana free men
•nd women everywhere, a. Magna Oharta of their r.!J!:hts.
Address THE TRUTH i!KEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

Meets PVery Friday f>Veninll, at 8 o•.,loek, at Ger·
man M••onic Temple, 220 Eaot -15 b streat. Lectures and rlio•·u••ioni!, 'l'ne pnvhc cnrdut.lly ioviLed.

'I he

~cwal'k

•.tbcr·al

Akron, 0., t'rectiaought Uolorr.
The Akron Freethonght Uuion meets every
Sunday evening 10 the Hall of Omro~r's B,ook,
SuUI b Howard •treet, at 7 u'clork.

~HAKSPl.:R.E.

BACON AND

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Secretary of the .American Secular Union.
Price 10 ceo ts.
Address TuJ: TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

BINDER fol' THE TRUTH SEEKER
For the benefit of our read·
·r• who pre•erve thilil' PaP.,r•
we offer a new •tyle of binder,
· wade for tile purpo•e, and
With the heAding of THE
TRUTH ~REKER printed in
d letters on the outside.
111
Ttns bmder allows t.he openlOll of the p~p.,r•.perf~ctll o.,~. ·It also allows the
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rhe Church of Praetieal Religion.

GIRARD'S

BY REPORT:&R.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND.
:hurch without superstition._ and its success.
Oocle Job Sawyer, the pastor, ha.viog established
1is pulpit. nses it to discnss all the vital questions
of human conoer.u. religious, P<Jlitlcal. and othernse. The book is written in well-cho•en Ian·
AN EXPOSE
ma.g!l, a.od easily understood. T'aere is just snftl Of the perversion of StePhen Girard's magnificent
•ient na.rrativ about it to interest the reader and
bequest to Philadelpbta by tbe Christian
cht..rcbes and Young Men's
~old his attention while the troth is being brought
Ohrist1ao A.d•ocia.o his mind.
tion,
l!'or aa.le aUhis office. Price, Sl.OO.
BY RtoH. B. WESTBROOK. D.D., LL.D.
Price $1,
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Girard Collf ge Theology.

ROMAN ISM,
OE

DANCER AHEAD.
l'he Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Gt>od Citizen of
this Republic.

BJ' A. • .Y. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address TPIE TRUTH BEEKEB 00.

ROBr. G.

I~GER'iOLL'S

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURI'
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company
against the

Western Unton Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famom
,peech that THE TRUTH BE&KEB ha.s obtained a
;upply and can mail them to those who desire
ohem. for teo cents each.

Lca~ue

Meets every Sun nay afternoon, at 8 n'olo·.,k, at the
League room•, l\Iarket and HalseY streets. Seats
free and ev.,rybodywe'come. Spiritualist meetmg
a~ same place in the evening.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
rhe Sonnets written by ~·rancis.Bacon to the Iiarl
of E••eJ. a~d his bride, A.D., 1590. By Wm. HEJol<Y
BURB. PriCII'. 25 oent~. For saiP at t.hi• offio!'.

PAINt'S AGI: OF KtASON.
The Greatest or all. Anli·Bibll·
cal \\'orks,
BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price. Smgle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with tl:e
Proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
!laming arguments
will not leave nom•
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Pr1ce, 40 cents,
~or either of these wo~ks or any of Paloe'd
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The Origin of the f'hristian Religion Christianity a Reward f'or Crime.
and the Significance of its
Authenticated by the Bible.
Rise and Decline.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
10c.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

BffiLE FABRICA.'fiO~S REFt'TED;
And Its Errors Exposed.
PaPer, 12mo, 47 pages,
•
150.

Charles Watts's Works.

Origin of the Christian Bible.

Saints antl Sinners. 10 cents.
rhe History of Fret>thought. Bound

.A. Masonic Vindication of Right.

in oloth and lettered. Price,1.2b. CoNTENTS:
Section [. DefinitiOn of Freethoqg:ht and its
Early Strnl{gles for Life. Section l[. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Seetion IV.
Freethought in Condict nunng the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth OenturY.

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 20c.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
•
• llio.
Addrese
TH~ TRUTH BEEKER.
2P LafaYette Pl.. N-:w York._

Tl" Bol6 Factor• ana JG:ract Ratios in It&
.AcquirMnBnt and .Apportitmment.
Sef•ulariRm; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Pnce, 10 cts.
By J. K. INGALLS.
~umla:.v aml the sabbath. "A law ~{'CO larism; its Principles and its
Price, Cloth,
•
•
tt 00.
regufating human conduct on the Sabbath i~
Duties. Price. 75 ots.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28T.afayette Place. New York.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND

ITS

INFLUENOB UPON

Soox&TY.
Dr DR. LOUIS BUCHNER• Aut.hor of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Tra.osla.ted from the German.
Paper, 11lmo. 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 LafaYette Place.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel euwra.vings of this oPlebrRted naturalist.
2x16 inches, suitable for framinl>!.!,&eot posl_paid,
for~~~ cents.
Addres• THE TRUTH t!EEKER.

an impertiN•nce. '' Price, 10 cents.

The following tracts by Chas.
The Fal~e Tt>achin2' of the Chris· Tracts.
Watts~t.rt> published at the low price of FIVE
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
CENTS EACH: DefPnse of Secular Principles:
Articles of the Christian churnh are tbirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 ""nt•.

fJ1e l<'oolishuNIS of Prayf'r. "Think

of a mlniHter's praving God t.o kill grasshopper•• or trying to induce the Dt-ity t.o nn•ler·
take a crn•arle of one against the Colorado
be~ tie!" Price. 10 cents.
Follower'~ of .}t>sns. Price, 10 cents.·

St'iritual ism: Is It a Faith or a }'act 1
Prwe, 5 cents.

[s Liberalism Moral f Price, 5 cents.
TPmJ"~rance and thP Biblfll. 5 cents.

Social Problt>ms. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jt>~UQ htS'!nPl Price, 10 centll.
The Public S(•hoob and the t.:atholi<·
Chnrr.h. Price, 5 cents.

Is the Bible Reliable? Thli' Chri•tian Deity:
Moral Value of the BiblE'; Freethongllt and
Modern Progress: Christianity. its Nature and
Influence on Civihzation l.. Philosophy of Secularism; Science and .uible Ant~Woni•tic:
Christian Scheme of Rt>dem_lltioo. For all of
the above works arlrlress THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

:tATIONAL COMMUNISM.
l'be Present and the Future
Republic of ~orth America
BY A CAPITALIST.

.JUiT OUT.

Christian Absurdities
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

A book advocating assoCiate life as a. remedy for
poverty,viee,audcrime. It deal• with the ('resent
Address THE TRUTH REEKER CO.
Jondition• of society in this country, poiutmg out
THB
their imperfections. and dbowing bow it i• almost
BING,
BROTHERS, BING.
1mpo~sible that the people sLould be other than
poor and VICious under our pre•eot oystem. The
and
USE THE
remerlv, the author thmks. ia in commnual life,
Birzty-fiTJe Years' Inf!ariable 8ucedaB.
(. L ~
'..
\ V
\,
J
• ~nd he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
nr FoR ALL DISEASES OF EYES 011 EARS. lm· By "{II too Woollev, 1\I.D., Author of "Hebre" l!epublic of North A~erlcfo.. a• it· will b~ when
mediat.e rE'li"f from Granulations. [ull .. mmatioos,
M:*·hology," "The Career of J~sus Chri•t."
•ocieh shall be ore-amzed on the prinCIPles of lu :vour mPetiuots. to make them hvety aud mwr
ftationa.J Commnoism. The book is vigorously estmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooK cnut!llno sougs
Dim Vision, Wat.erv Gat.heriogs, a11d Failing
The !Jol hath said in his heart, There is no God md interestingly written.
B•~ht of Eves. DAafness, Drnmmiorc, Ringing of
by the b"d'- Po"r". adapted to ~ tlll·kuowu t.lwes
xiv, 1·
the Ears dtBP'llled by a few applications. Oa· -[Ps.
It is b'llhly recommendPd by Me••rs. Wakeman,
Paper,:JO~.; cloth. i l .
Chtldrc'l and fools speak tbe truth.- [Old Saw.
tarrhal diftloolties of Eyes or E>trs insto.otly reParton Wright, Green, Underwood, Mn. Sl~nker,
moved. Sent the world over. Box with instrucand, indeed, by all who hav ~xamio~d 1t. Pr1ce,
Paper. 19~o. 10 cents.
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HANDBILLS containing scriptural texts commanding Sabbath observance were scattered
over New York city last Sunday.

I

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial

By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
ORDER OF CREATION.I V. Dawn
of Creation. An Answer to Mr. GladBy Albert Reville, D.D.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
I VI. Mr.stone.
Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and containR the latest diRcussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
of Creation and of Worship. By Ron.
IN Massachusetts the regular and licensed I. Dawn
W. E. Gladstone.
physicians are having a legal war with faith II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
curers and other irregular practicers.
ill. Postscript to Bolar Myths. BY Prof. Max
Muller.
NEBRASKA will submit
Prohibition to a popular
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vote.
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THERE are riots of Ull~
employed workingmen in
Rome.
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DAKOTA has rejected
woman suffrage by a
vote of 28 to 17.
. A V.B:RAGE earnings of
workingmen at 342 industries in 22 cities : $5.24.
JAY COWDERY fell dead
at New Haven on the 3d
while addressing an audience on the faith cure.
SrNOE the stoppage of
Chinese immigration the
wages of most Chinamen
on the Pacific coast hav
doubled.
EooLESIASTIOAL domination in Mexico is rapidly being superseded by
civil rule, and Atheism
is spreading.

THE de~oent of Spain, once the first among monarchiee, to the lowest depths of degradation, the
elevation of Bolland, in spite of many natura.
disadvantages, to a position Fuch as no commonwealth so small has ever reached, tEach the same
lesson of the inimical influence of the Roman
Catholic church. Whoever passes in Germany
from a Roman Catholic to a Protestant municipality, in Switzerland from
a Roman Catholic to a Prot•
estant canton, in Ireland
from a Roman Catholic to
a Protestant county, finds
that he has passed from a
lower to a higher grade of
civilization: On the other
side of the Atlantic the same
law prevaile. The Protestants or thb United States
hav left far behind them
the Roman Catholics of
Mexico, Peru, and Brazil.
T.lle Roman Catholics of
lower Canada remain inert,
while the whole continent
round them is in a ft~rment
with Protestant actiVity
and enterprise. The
French hav doubtless
shown an energy and an
intelligence which, even
when misdirected, hav
justly entitled them to be
oalled a great people. But
this apparent exception,
when examined, will · ·be
found to confirm the rnle
for in no country that· is
oalled R"man Catholic baa
the Roman Catholic church,
during several generations,
possessed so little authority
as in Franoe.-Macaul<ill''
Histo'I"IJ of Enulana.

THE New York Bun
points out that by 1900
the number of Catholics
in this country will be
twenty millions.

FoB the nations of the
La tin rao_E}s, ..the oha.noe of
salvation~ offered by the
Protestant revolt had eome
too late. The poison of
antinaturalism had fasMANY eminent Protesttened upon their souls.
ants, among whom is
They had lost not only their
Canon Farrar, express
liberty, but their desire for
THE LAST OF BALAAM.
concurrence in the pope's
liberation. The systematic
And they slew the kiJ?gS of Midian, besides the rest of them that were slain; namely, Evi, and Rekem, and Zur,
murder of all avowed Free·
en.cyclical enjoining huand Hur, and Reba, five kmgs of Midian: Balaam also, the son of Beor, they slew with the sword.-Nuru. xxxi, 8.
thinkers had emascnlated
mility.
the national mind. They
had ceased to despise menTHB Indiana senate has
made White Capping riotous conspiracy,
Wife (to daughters up-stairs) : "Girls, if you hav tal prostitution. They bad oome to enjoy the
finished looking through the bargain announce- ceremonies and wretched mummeries of their
punishable with two to fourteen years'
ments in that paper, bring it down. Your father church. Spain and Portugal hav sunk to the
imprisonment.
level of the East-Bnddbistio nations. Ireland,
wants it."
southern Germany, and southern France still
THB Pre8byterian Journal says that the
TH.I!l stars of a ballet form the constellation of LAWYER: "Will your honor put the usual ques- sleep; and Greece will awake no more.-.Prof,
fight with Catholics ov.er the schools is a the Great Bare.
tion to the. witness as to his religious belief?" FeliX L. OS1naZd, in Tile SeC'J"et of the East.
"question of the national religion," and that
"I BEAR Pa.rson"Pntup talking in the parlor." Judge: "Witness, do you believein the existence
PHILOSOPHERS are detestable in the eyes of the
"No; that is our new minister." "New minister ! of a supreme being that controls tbe affairs of church. The rascals hav the impudence to warn
" America is Protestant."
men?" Witness: "Yawohl, shudge, dot vas my the people that while they are looking up to heaven,
Why, it is the same old voice l"
AT Pierre, Dak., recently, a coroner's jury
wife, Katrina. Dot voman vas der boss!"
as they are told to,do, the strings of their purses
HE: "Become mine, Louise, and through life
rendered over the body of a boy a verdict of I will treat you like an angel." She : "That means
"VELL." said 1\lr. Isaacstein to his clerk as he are being cut here below.- Voltaire.
death from willful neglect caused by faith nothing to eat and nothing to wear. I don't like took off his coat, "how vos peezniss vile I vos
A THEOLOGIAN has the same hatred and tear of
the idea."
curers or Christian scientists.
oud ?" "I sold a two-dollar pistol," replied the science as one has of a wicked dog by which he has
got
terribly worried.-Jolm Wilson, M• .A., in
HusBAND: "Well, yes; I-I think it is." Wife: clerk. "Dot vos goot, Jaoob:...goot." "De shenREPUBLIOANISM is spreading in Brazil, and
. "Well, the nex"t time I catch you talking to the tlewan wanted it to blow his bNins oud," con- Thouunts on Science. Tlieolouy, ana Eth1.c8•
there may be an attempt to prevent the acces- girl, I'll dischanre her and do the cooking myself.'' tinued Jacob. "0h,11 said Mr. Isaaostein, dubiTHE church has the malice of the caught, the
ously, "dot vos bad, very bad. He vould haf Paid hatred of the exposed,-Ing•rsol!.
sion to the throne of the fanatical Donna Isa- That cured him.
five tollars."
WELL does religion suit with tyrannY l and well
bel or her husband, Conde D•En.
ToMMY: "I wonldn't want to be the preacher's
bav all tyrants known the fa.ot !-Robert Dale
UNCLE 'RASTUS (who has caused the arrest of his
THB pope's latest encyclical anathematizes little boy." Aunt: "Why?" "Oh, he's got hundreds and hundreds of slippers. They are scat- wife for assault) : "I want yo' ter gib it to her, OWen.
" those who say that everything in the world tered all over the house."
THE king made laws, the priest made creeds.
jedge; gib her de limick ob de law. Dis ain't de
With bowed backs the people received· the bur•
is corporeal, and that men and beasts hav the
How shall we giv our boys a taste for elevating fust time she •saul ted me." Judge : •• I'm afraid, dens
of the one, anil with wonder's open mouth
same origin and similar natures."
and refining books? Buy a few more Sunday aunty, I•ll hav to fine you $10." Aunty: "Well, the dogmas
of the other. If any aspired to be free,
papers with full descriptions of Whitechapel mur- yo' honah, I ain't got ten cents." Judge (to Uncle they were slaughtered
by the king, and Fvery
FoRTY clergymen called on Harrison on the ders and comic actresses, and talk over the things •Rastus): "It'll be $!~, Uncle •Rastus." Uncle
priest
was
a
Herod who slaughtered the children
•Rastus (banding over the money with a bewil4th, and said that they " rejoice that the chief in their presence.
of
the
brain.
The
king
ruled by foroe, the priest
magistracy is to be intrusted to one who holds
AN excited clergyman wrote to a Washington dered look as who 11hould say, This may ba right by fear, and both by both. The king said to the
or
this
may
be
wrong)
:
"All
right,
jedge;
dare's
editor asking if it was true that there would be
all Christian interests in sacred regard."
people : " Gnd made you peasants, and he made
dancing at Harrison's inauguration. "Yes," re- de money." (To wife as they leave court together) : me king. He made rags and hovels for you. robes
AN obstacle to the adoption of an educa- plied the editor, "and you had better engage Your "Dar, ole woman, I trus' dis yer sperience'lll'arn and palaces for me. Such is the justice of God."
yo' a lesson what yo' won' forgit."
tional qualification for suffrage is the liability partners now. Ther•ll be a rush."
And the priest said: "God made you ig"nora.nt
of such action to charges of political design,
THE lights were burning low, and the room was and vile. He made me holy and wise. If you do
THE minister (with severity) : "And so you do
not believe everything you learn at Sunday-school, filled with a mysterious, all-pervading air of not obey me, God will pun•sh you here and tor·
as most negroes would be disfranchised.
Richard 7" Richard: "No, sir; not everything." serene contentment. The clock ticked on un- ment you heTeafter. Snob is the mercy of God."
THE " British Catholic Directory" givs the The minister: "My little boy does." Richard: heeded, its silvery chimes ringing out at intervals The history of intellectual progress is written in
undisturbed. It seemed as though the earth were the lives of I~ftdels. Political rights hav been
number of Catholics in the British empire: "Yes, 11ir. I suppose your little boy baa to."
wrappAd in a cloak of happy, joyous bliRs, so per- preserved by traitors-the liberty of the mind by
AT a hugging bee for the benefit of a. church fect
Ireland, 3,913.000 ; England and Wales,
was the sense of pleasure unalloyed. Sud- heretics. To attack the king was treason-to dis.
1,360,000; Scotland, 327,000, and others along the upper Hudson a few evenings since, a denly, from a corner of ti.Je room, came a voice pute the priest was blasphemy. The sword and
.man, while blindfolded, hugged his wife for sevstealing over the joYous stillnP•s of the air like cross were allies. They defended each o"ther.
making the total 9,730,000.
eral minutes without knowing who he was hug- the
sound of distant music. ''Dearest, don't you The throne and the altar were twins-vultures
ging.
When
he
did
find
out
he
wanted
his
fifteen
A. C. BowE at New York city recently ran
think it's growing late?" "Ye-es, George, iove." from the same egg. It was James I. who said:
cents
back.
·to the roof of his boarding-house shouting
"It must be after ten o'olook, my all/~el." "Ye-e-es, "No bishop, no king." He might hav said: "No
that the devil was after him, and was com- THE Rev.Mr. Behindtbetimes: "Emily, will you George, dear." "Hadn't! better go, sweetheart?" erose, no orowu." The king owned the bodiea, and
please send out and get a Sunday paper? I &m- "No ! no l no!" And then over them all fell a the priests the souls, of men. One lived on taxes,
mitted as insane. The others who believe in er-preparing to preach a sermon against SundPY cloud
of sweetness so heavy that it might bav the other on almP. One was a robber, the other a.
that sort of thing are still at large.
beggar .-Ingersoll.
newspapers, and I must hav one to examin." been borne away in a scoop-shovel.

9/dds Ht(d ~nds.

.,.

A CATHOLIO speaker givs as a reason why
Catholic girls marry Protestants, that "they
complain that Catholic young men do not
make so faithful husbands, but spend too
much time and money in saloons."

To the Senate of the United States:

THE Catholic church, having held untaxed
the site of their old seminary at Troy, N. Y.,
until land prices hav risen so that they hav
sold it for $300,000, will add $100,000 to that
sum and erect a new $400,000 edifice at New
York city.

institution or rite.
We also petition y0u NOT to adopt any resolutio~ for the amendmfmt of the national Constitution that

BuDDHISM, the religion most similar to
Christianity in doctrine of antinaturalism and
renunciation, seems meeting favor with some
clergy here lately. The renunciation means
renunciation of our worldly goods in favor of
the priests.

We, the undersigned, adult residents of the United States, clo hereby respectfully but earnestly petition
your honorable body NOT to pass any bill in regard to the observance· of Sunday, or any other religious

would by instruction in public schools or in any other way give preference to religious principles over the
views of religion held by non-religious l?ersons, but to keep the government strictly secular, and the
ration of church and state complete.
Name.~.

Residence (town (tnd state).

sepa~

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Polt-011lee at New York. N. Y., as 8econd-claBa Matter.
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,j)Jolts and f&lippinns.

I

A BILL has been intr?duced in the Michigan before marriage by gift, grant, inheritance, or

UNIVERSAL peace among the Christian na-

==================
~ouse o~ ~epresen~ahvs to p_rotect unsophis- in any other manner, except a homestead, tions of Europe is still afar off. Seven nations
A
f
. .
,
! t10ated Citizens agamst the wiles of adventur- shall be and remain the sole property of such -Germany, France, Russia, Italy, Austria,
i

MIN~BTER 0

one of Trmity churchs par-i esses who may attempt to marry them for male, and may be sold, mort a ed and be- Turkey, and the Balkan states-says the Herthat ~ully twenty par cent of j' their monP.y. It provides that all the real! queathed by such male in theg s!m~ manner ald, show a war strength of 10,480,000 men.
To this are added the second reserves, 8,335,the !~habitants of this town are "professed and personal estate of every male acquired ' as if he were unmarried
000, and the final reunbelievers, who under
'
·
serves, 9,195,000, in all
no ordinary c i r c u In28,000,000 of Europeans,
stances can be induced ,
in the prime of manhood,
to attend church."
liable to be exposed in the
next war.
REVIVALIST HARRISON
told a Bun reporter that
THE American Sabbath
he gets $100 a week and
Union-which in spite of
expenses. Mr. Ackerthe word "Sabbath" is
man, of Brooklyn, wrote
a Christian associationto say tliat Harrison wa~
is moving briskly for the
a humbug. The Bun
passage by Congress of a
comments : " There are
" National Sunday Rest "
many other religious
law.
Exactly what Conpeople who hold the
gress has to do with 1he
same opinion, but it
matter, says the Detroit
seems to us that the
Free Press, beyond reguword humbug, which
lating or prohibiting Sunmeans deceiver, is too
day work by employees
rough. V\'e hav no
of the federal governdoubt that Brother Harment, the transportation
rison believes in his own
of mails on that day, and
sermons and has faith in
a few matters of that
his peculiar methods of
kind, the Union does not
revivalism. It is his
say. But there will almercenary spirit, as deways be people and assoscribed by himself, to
ciations, probably, who
which we object. The
will regard Congress as
terms which he demands
the proper body to do
are beyon"d all reason for
anything which they
such work as he does."
think ought to be done,
without any regard to
AVERAGE Egyptians
tho purposes for which
and the residents of the
Congress was instituted
Isthmus of Panama look
or the limitations on its
at isthmus canals from
powers.
very different standpoints. The people at
THE Catholics of CanPanama believe the great
ada are still showing
De Lesseps ditch will add
their superiority over the
boundlessly to their prosgovernment. John A.
perity if it is ever comFlanagan and Emma
pleted, and the troubles
Murphy, Catholics, were
of the late canal company
married at Quebec by a
hav been a source of
Presbyterian clergyman
great anxiety to all
under a license signed by
dwellers on the isthmus.
the lieutenant governor.
The Egyptians believe,
Three days afterward the
however, that the Suez
bride was induced to
canal is at the bottom of
leave her husband by
all their evils; They say
relative, who assured her
it not only cost the lives
that the marriage was inof many hundreds of
valid. It is claimed that
their people during the
under the French law,
excavations, but it also
which governs such cases
helped to bankrupt the
in this province, the marcountry by the debt it
riage of Catholics by a
imposed, and diverted
Protestant clergyman is
from their railroads thou.
not binding or legal.
sands of tons of freight.
The Catholic church is
Their great grievance is
<;J.etermined to make a
that while property worth
test case out of the affair,
millions passes through
with a view to legislation
their country in the
prohibiting the issue of
canal, not a penny of it
ci vii marriage licenses to
helps to enrich the land,
members of that church.
and they think the canal
bas been a curse instead
Tax Living Ol~U7"Ch (P.
of a blessing to Egypt.
E.) says : " Any cont c n t i o n between tho
THE evening Telegram
'Evangelical' and Cathof the 7th inst. said :
olic elements of tho
" It is sad to think that
church is very much
when Col. Robert G.
to be deplored. 'rhey
Ingersoll leaves this
ought to join hands in
'mysterious life to enter THE TRINITY THAT RULED THE WORLD DURING THE DARK AGES. defense of the faith.
the equally mysterious
The issue is not to-day
hereafter,' there will
between
high
church
and low church, but bebe no one in this world, which he loves so! A REOENT German statistical work estimates the Mohammedans about 120,000,000, and tween Christianity and Rationalism. It is not
there
are
fully
seventy
smaller
sects.
well, who can be called upon to speak at his' the total number of inhabitants on the globe
whether we may hav flowers and lights on
grave with the same profound eloquence with at 1,435,000,000. The total of religions is These constitute the monotheistic religions of the altar, but whether we may hav any superwhich he has so often moved people to tears. 1,100. There are, according to this statisti- the globe. The rest number altogether 875,- natural at all in our religion. Oh, the pity of
Colonel Ingersoll's funeral oration at the bier· cian, 432,000,000 adherents of Christianity. 000,000 souls. The strongest of the non- it, that bishops and standing committees
of Mary Fiske was a garland of beautiful The Roman Catholics number 208,000,000; Christian religions numerically are Brahman- should ostracise men whose great fault is revwords wrought with an eloquence that was the Greek Orthodox church 83,000,000; the ism with 138,000,000 devotees and Buddhism erence for the Lord in his holy temple, while
of the music of angels. It charmed the ear, I Protestant churches 123,000,000. Besides with 503,000,000. The other religions hav there are clergy preaching the incarnation as
while it moved to tears many who hav stood these there are about one hundred sects with 135,000,000 adherents. In other words, there a 'philosophy,' and treating the Pentateuch
beside graves time and again without giving 8,000,000 followers. Of the non-Christian are on the globe more than 1,000,000,000 non- as a myth!"
vent even to a sigh."
l peoples the Jews number about 8,000,000; Christians.
.

Ishe~ est1~ates
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flommunications.
Conspiracy Against the Republic.
BLA.IR AMENDMEN'l' TO THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.

'.

Too many amendments to the Constitution are
contemplated, and it is not clear that too many hav
not already been made.
The first eight amendments, which may be.. called
the National Bill of Rights, were of doubtful necessity.or utility. Alexander Hamilton, who, on account
of his consummate wisdom, and l:lecause of his tact
and_skill1n carrying the grand work through BO!lle
of its most difficult stages; has been caUed ·the
Father of the Constitution,· thought, .that as the very
purpose of the C<mstitution·was t'o secure the· blessings of liberty, this declaration was .a better recognition of popular rights than that contained ;in the
elaborate declaration of rights in every state constitution. The same idea is embodied in the reason
given in the Federalist; why the constitution had
not given a bill· of rights; because the res,ervation
of powers without a bill of rights was larger than a
reservation of powers with a bill of rights.
Several of the states, however, were fearful that
too much power-·would be claimed and exercised by
the new government which was being formed. They
insisted upon amendments, which should guard the
rights of the. states and of the people against
encroachments of federal power. Such amendments
were proposed by several of the states, and though
they wer~ not made conditional to the ratification of
th~ Constitution, there was a general understanding
that those of. them which were considered of most
importance would be ·ad<;>pted.
In New York an effort was made to make the
amendments conditional, and was only defeated by a
vote of 31 to 27.
After the first eight amendments, constituting the
Bill of Rights, had been tacitly agreed upon, it was
feared that the very adoption of these might raise an
implication th~t they contained all that the people
would insist upon as against the government; hence
a ninth was thought necessary, as follows:
The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights shall
not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the
people.
To thia was added a tenth, as follows :
The powers not granted to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the
states respectivly or to the people.
The;~e ten amendments were at various times, from
1789 to 1791, adopted in a body.
The eleventh amendment was occasioned by the
decision of the Supreme Court of the United States
in the case of Chisholm, Exr. v. Georgia, 2 Dallas'
.
Rep. P: ~19.
This was a suit brought by a citizen of South
Carolina against the st.ate of Georgia; and the question was, whether the Supreme Court had jurisdiction
in case of a suit brought against a state by a oitizen
of another state.
The. question was argued at the February term,
1793, and decided by five judges to one in favor of
.
the jurisdiction.
The ·decision caused a good deal of excitement.
Hence the Eleventh Amendment, as follows :
The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to. any suit in law or equity, commenced or
prosecuted against one of the United States .by citizens of
another state, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign state.
This was proposed by Congress in 1794, and was
declared in force January 8, 1798.
The occasion of the Twelfth Amendment was the
bitter struggle in Congress to determin who should
be president after the presidential election of ,1800.
The excitement which had been caused by the long
contest in the Houlile, resulting in the election of Jefferson, had made apparent the necessity of a change
in the mode of electing president.
The amendment was proposed Dec. 12, 1803, and
proclaimed Sept. 25; 1804.
Then came a long period of quiet so far as Constitutional changes Were ·Concerned-a quiet which
'lasted over sixty years. Not until about the close of
the civil war was there any further amendment.
Tlie ·Thirteenth Amendment, proclaimed, ratified,
in December, 1865, declared that neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude, except as a punishment f{)r
crime, should exist within the United States, or any
· place subject to their jurisdiction.
The word slave was not in the Constitution, and
though slavery exi~ted in this country when the Constitution was formed, it was expected. that ~he slave
states would soon adopt .measures looking toward
gradual emancipation. The inconsistency .of slav.ery
with th.e fui).damental law was felt and frequently
adverted to. By general consent the Constitution
was so framed that when .slavery should be abolished,
the charter of opr. government wou,ld be f.ound perfectly adapted to the new, order of things, ~nd posterity ,would look in vain into the Constitution for
any evidence that such · a sys,te~ ·as sl!~very bad
existed. ·
·
. .· . . .
Such being the case, th~ Thirteenth Amendment,

except as a sanction of the Emancipation Proclamation rendered necessary by the war, and as a guarantee that it should be carried into effect, would not
hav been necessary.
The suffrage amendments introduced a new departure in the r~lation of the states to the general government.
The theory·ofour government in its organization
was, that the regulation of the suffrage· and the conditions upon which it should be exercised, should,
with .certain exceptions, be left to the control of the
states. In each state the citizen may contend, and
justly contend, that suffrage iH a right of. citize~ship;
that as a 'citizen of the stateJie is entitled to tlie auffrage-as a matter of rig:h.t;sU:bject to uniform-regula-·
Hons in common with other 'citizens.' But this· contentiofi. is between him and the :state government;.
between him and the electors iii his own state. As a
citizen _of the United States;. all' the ,right he had
previous· to· the war in regatd to the suffrage wa~ to
claim the benefit of the second aection"of 'the fourthArticle of the Constitution, ·and the right, under the
second section of the first Article to vote for Congressmen.
'
The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments baving been adopted as a part of the reconstruction
measures rendered necessary by the war, introduced
a radical change in this respect in our form
government. The Fourteenth declared ratified m the
summer of 1868, prescrib~s a penalty for denying
the suffrage to certain classes of citizens, while the
Fifteenth, proclaimed in March, 1870, substantially
guarantees the electiv franchise to those classes in all
the states, at all general elections, state as well as
national.
· ·
From this brief history of the amendments made
up to the present time it will sufficiently appear
tb ~ t . th e. :firs t .t en. were 'B~b s· t.an t'Ia11Y a par t 0-f th e
ongmal Constitution, while the last five hav been
made to meet certain exigencies in the history and
administration of the government.
.
The civil war rendered necessary the exermse of
extraordinary powers o:a the part of the general government for its own preservation. But it did not
entirely change our form of government, nor did it
destroy the autonomy of the Southern states. Their
continued existence as states was implied in the very
term Reconstruction.
No republic with a single government-what may
be called a centralized republic-has ever endured
for any considerable period of time, except San
Marino, a republic of twenty-two square miles in
extent, and containing about eight thousand inhabitants; and . no federativ or non-centralized republic
has endured for any great. length of time; those now
in existence being all of comparativly recent formation.
The republican form of government is, therefore,
still upon trial.
Of the federativ republics which hav perished, the
two most notable examples hav been the Grecian
states under the Achaian League and the Hanseatic
Federation. While other things contributed to the
downfall of these republics, no candid inquirer can
fail to come to the conclusion that one of the most
potent causes was the difficulty of maintaining a
proper balance of power between the general and
local governments.
The fathers of our republic studied carefully this
balance of power, and guided by the light of history, ~hey placed such safeguards against encroachmenta of federal jurisdiction on the one hand, and
against usurpation of power by the states on the
other, that the mixed government thus established
has for a hundred years commanded the respect and
admiration of the world. There is every reason to
believe that the perpetuity of the republic depends
largely upon the preservation of this balance of
power.
To say that the federal government is one of delegated powers, is simply to repeat what every student
well understands. But the powers of the state government are inherent in the people of the state, and
in the state legislature, as representing the people.
There are certain limitations placed upon the exercise
of that power. Some of these limitations hav been
established by the people of the United States in
the federal Constitution-some by the people of the
state in the state constitution-others necessarily result from a. republican form of government. But
within these limitations the states are sovereign.
They possess what has been well designated by
jurists as quasi-sovereignty; while as to foreign
states or communities, the people of the United
Statee, represented by the federal government,· constitute the state.
This state sovereignty, except as limited in the
manner described, should be sacredly respected. It
is just as dangerous for the federal government to
encroach upon the rights of the states as it would be
for the states to usurp .the power of the general government. Every disturbance of this balance of
power is fraught with danger to our institutions.
.• The . motto , of Illinois is, "State SovereigntyNation.al 'Onion." But the states can maintain their
sovereignty. only: by· acting in concert. Let, there~
.

o!

fore, the motto of Kentucky be added, "United we
stand-divided we fall."
Every Amendment to the Constitution is a change
in our form of government; and- every change tending to tlle centralization of power, is a .blow at . the
liberties of the people. Under ou:r form Of 'govemment, t.he rights and liberties of the citizens can only
be preserved by maintaining the rights of the states.
·Let the people once become habituated to surrendering the rights of their states to the general government, and they will soon reconcile themselvs to the
sun·ender to the same power, of their rights as individ(lals.
,
.
. The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, tak10g
ji:tr~sdi«;'tion over subjects which, under our system of
government, w.ere, with the exceptions stated, under
the control of the states, could only be justified by
the condition of the country after the war, and
~hou1d not. be·r~garded as preced?nts for the still
further ds~apgement of our fedetab! sys~em.
·The Blall' Amendment, proposed m a time of profound peace, is a plai.n encroachment upon the rights
of the states, and 1s not called for by any . such
emer~ency as g~17e rise to the bt~er Amendme~ts.
The right to legislate upon the subJect of educatiOn,
is in that vast reservoir of rights which are :reserved
to the states, not only by the lOth Amendment but
by our ve~y. form of g?ve~nment.
The origmal ConstitutiOn gave to Congress no
power oyer the subject of religion or of 'edu~ation.
T.he Blair Amendment proposes for .the ~rst t1me to
gtv Congress su~h power. Where JB this encroachment u~o~ the ngh~s o~ the states to stop! .
.
The .JOmt. resolution mtroduc~d by Senator Blair,
proposmg biB Amendment, provides, that
Each atate in t~is Union shall establish and maint!lin a systern o~ free J!U~IIC scho?ls adequate for the educ~t10n of !111
the children hvmg therem, between th~ ages of SIX and SIX·
teen years, inchisiv, in the common branches of knowledge,
and in virtue, morality, and the principles of the Christian
religion.
What are the principles of the Christian religion?
If the question could be determined by reference to
the teachings of Christ, there would be less difficulty
attending the matter. But Jesus had far less to do
in establishing the Christian religion than Paul; and
Paul said, "If anyone preach any otber gospel unto
you than that ye hav received, l(!t him him be accursed." Is this one of the principles of the Chris·
tian religion? It was the hypocrite whom Jesus
denounced; but Paul denounced also those who
honestly differed with him in opinion.
In some respects Paul was one of the most remarkable men that ever lived. In' his Jnoments of enthusiasm and of spirituQl exaltation, he gave forth some
of the grandest utterances recorded in the pages of
history. Nevertheless he wa.s a persecutor, by temperament and practice. B~ore his conversion he
bad persecuted the Christians, making havoc of the
church, entering into every house, baling men and
women and committing them to prison (Acts viii, 3),
pursuing them relentlessly, even unto death (Acts
xxvi, 10).
There is sufficient reason to believe that in this
respect his nature, after conversion, was essentially·
the same as before. He hurls his anathema at· heretics, p.ot only in the passage cited (Gal. i, 8, 9), but
in various others. In 1 Cor. xvi, 22, be says, " If
any man love not the Lord Jesus·Cbrist, let him be
anathema maran-atha." In 2 Thess. i, 8, he pictures
the Lord Jesus as "taking vengeance" on those who
obey not his gospel. In 1 Tim. i, 20, be says that
Hymeneus and Alexander, who had departed from
the faith, he bad "delivered unto Satan." In 2 Tim.
iv, 14: "Alexander the coppersmith did me much
evil; the Lord reward him according. to his works."
In Titus i, 11, referring to those in the church who
were unruly, and vain talkers and deceiver~, he declares that their "mouths must be stopped," and in
Gal. v, 12, he says, "I ~oould they wert} even cut off,
who trouble you."
An attempt has· been made to break the force of
this paseage, by claiming that the apostle meant only
that the offenders should be cut off from the church;
but that be had power to direct. This is something
which he "would" could be done. The Greek verb
is apolcopsontai, from !cop to, " to strike, smite, cut."
Apolcopto, "to cut off, to hew off." It is manifest
that the· words "I would that they were cut off,"
had a deeper significance than mere expulsion from
the church, coming as they did ft·om one who bad
been accustomed to persecute even unto death those
holding a different religious faith from his own.
This disposition of Paul must hav been well understood by the autho,r of the story related in Acts
xiii, 8-11, where the apostle is represented as punishing with blindness that "child of the devil," Elymas,
. wP,o withstood Paul, seeking to turn away the deputy
from the faith.
.
The Inquisition, which did its bloody work for
so many hundred years, like everything else, bad·
a cause. It found at least some excuse in the fierce
denunciations of heretics by Paul, and in the ·reported killing of Ananias and Sapphira at the word
of Peter. As late as the middle of the present century, an approved Catholic historian commented upon
this. transaction in the following terms:

.
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The su?den death with which the.y [Ananias and Sapphira] ' hav upon those who deny that God is the soverei n, Christ
In reference to this phase of the subject, a timely
were smitten at th~ feet of the prmce of the apostles, dem- the ruler and the Bible the law? This brings ug th
_ warning was given by Mr. Abbott, editor of the Indere,
o!lstrated. to the ~ai~bful, that they ~ould not with impu- science question at once. . . . The class~:s vfho !b~Id in a protest against the movement, which he was
mty deceive the mimsters of the Lord ' (Darras, Hist. Oath; object are, as THE TRUTH SEEKER has said, Jews, Infidels,Ch._ vol. 1, ~· 31).
.
A!heists, and .oth~rs. ~h.ese classes are perfectly satisfied permitted to present at the national convention of
The History of the Church by Darras was in- :VI!.h ~he Consti~utwn as It IS. How would they stand toward the National Reform Association, held in Cincinnati
dorsed by Pope Pius IX August 8 1855
It, If It recognized the authority of our Lord Jesus Christ? in 1872. He said :
The Inquisition found still further 8·~
t .
<J;o be perf~ctly plain, I be~ieve th~t the existence of a ChrisI make no threat whatever, but I state a truth fixed aa the
.
I . l t"
. h
ppor m a tmn Constitution would disfranchise every logically consist- hills
:when I say that before you can carry this measure and
d ocum~n t m genera Circu a Ion m t e early ages of ent Infidel.
·
trample on the freedom of the people, you will hav to wade
the church, and then. considered of high authority.
In the Statesman of· Feb; 21, 1884, Mr. J. C. K. through seas of blood. Every man who favors it votes to
It was cal.led th~ Epistle of Clelll:ent to James; and Milligan, writing upon the-same subject, said: ... The precipitate the most frightful war of modern times.
a translati?n
It may ?e .foun~ m the 17th volume worst result will be to disfranchise them."
To accomplish their purpose, the fanatics who are
of the ~nte-~1cene Christian Lt~rary.
Those who are endeavoring .to establish a national engaged in this enterprise are willing to unite with ·.
In this epistle Clement descnbes his ordination. religion do not _admit that they are working for a those whom they and their ancestors hav been
H~ says when Peter was about to die, the brethren union of ch1;1rch and state but at the same time they abusing for centuries-the Roman Catholics.
bemg assembled (~t Rome), he laid his hands on advocate the supremacy of the church over the state.
"Whenever," said the Christian Statesman of
Clement, as t~e ~nshop, and .co!llmunicated to him They avow their purpose to bring the whole land Dec. 11, 1884, "they [the Roman Catholics] are
the power o,f bt~dmg and loo~mg, etc., and as to him under the control of 1i religion the principles of which willing to cooperate in resisting the political progress
who s}10uld gneve the president of the truth, after would hav to be authoritativly determined.
of Atheism, we will gladly join hands with them."
declarmg that such a one sins against Christ, and
President Seelye, of Amherst College, in an article
In the Statesman of August 31, 1881, Rev. Sylvesoffends the father of all, Peter proceeded as follows: published in the Forum for July 188G entitled ter F. Scovel said:
Where~ore, he shall not liv; and therefo!e. it becomes him '' S~ould the State Teach RE~Iigio~ ~·· (a' questio~ W.e may be subjected to some rebuffs in our first proffers,
who.presides, to hold .the place of a physiCian; and not to which he answers in the affirmativ) after stating that and the time has not yet come when the Roin!ln church will
to strike hands with other churches as such; but the
cherish
·
• t ructiOn
· of a people
·
· mdispensable
· ·
W the rage of an Irrational beast. .
re I"Igwus
ms
Is
and consent
has come to make repeated advances, and gladly•to
hen,. aftE-rward, t~e church, havmg gr~w:n strong that the family would not and could not provide it, time
accept cooperation in any form in which they may be willing
and dommant, .found Itself possessed of CIVIl power, also that "the church is confessedly not doing this to exhibit it. It is one of the necessities of the situation.
or s~fe from mterference, ":ha~ more natural than work, and unless you giv it the ubiquity and power
Said Dr. A. A. Hodge, of Princeton, in an article
that It s~o"Q.ld undertake to rid 1ts~lf of those making of the state; the church neither will nor can do it" in the Princeton Review, for January, 1887:
trouble m the church by employmg tl).e means for said.
'
All we hav to do is for Catholics and Protestants-diRciples
which
T itSfound such sanction T
. The• state·shoul~ provide for instruction in the gospels for of a common .master-to come to a common understanding
he panish Inquisition of the fifteenth century Its own prese!vatwn. If the coll:science of its subjects ap- with respect to a common basis of what is received as
was the successor of the Dominican Inquisition of prove, well; If not, the state will be cautious, but cour- general Christianity; a practical quantity of truth belonging
equally to both sides to be recognized in general legislatiOn,
the thirteeJ?.th century. This in its turn was the ageous also, and if it is wise, it will not falter.
legitimate outgrowth of the papal and episcopal perThe word" subjects" was well chosen by President and especially in the literature and teaching of our public
·
schools. ·
secutions of the preceding ages, which.had been con- Seelye to designate the citizens of a free country,
Said
the
Christian
Union,
of Jan. 26, 1888:
tinued, with but little interruption, from the edict of whom he proposes to bring under his religio-political
It
is
quite
possible
that
the
time
may come when the real
Constantine in 316, against the Donatists and that despotism.
will be between the Theist and the Atheist. . . .
of Theodosius, in 382, against the Manich~ans 1 who
In a speech in Kansas City, Sam Small, a prom- issue
Whenever that time comes, the Protestant and the Catholic
were punished with confiscation and death. Thus inent worker in this movement, said:
·
will stand side by side in a common defense of those common
has persecution been a handmaid of the church for
I want to see the day come when the church shall be the beliefs which hav been their mutual possession these many
fourteen hundred years, commencing at a period but arbiter of all legislation, state, national,- and municipal; when centuries.
rttl
d f · th t"
f th
the great churches of the country can come together harrom
e Ime o
e apostles. No momously and issue their edict, and the legislativ powers . At the Saratoga National Reform meeting, Aug.
I e remove
15-17, 1887, a motion was adopted requesting the
other religion, in the history of the world has been will respect it and enact it into laws.
attended with so much persecution.
'
In March, 1884, Rev. J. W. Foster, in the columns National Reform Association to undertake to secure
a basis of agreement with the Roman Catholic
Nor has it been confined to the Roman Catholic of the Christian Statesman, said:
church~ Nearly every sect of the Christian religion
According to the scriptures, the state and its sphere exist authorities. And these newly made friends are
has. sought to def~nd and stren&'then itself by parse- for the sake of and to serve the interests of the church. . . . already working together in Washington to forward
cut10n, whenever It has found Itself armed with the The ~xpenses ~f the ch.urch in car~ying on her public ag- the religious legislation there pending.
Now, who are the Atheists, who, by this grand
sword of civil authority. The bloody persecutions gresslv work, It me·ets m whole or m part out of the public
religi0-political combination of orthodox Protestants
of the Catholics by Protestants in Great Britain and treasury.
What is this in fact but a union of church and and Roman Catholics, are to be driven from the
elsewhere, are well known to every student of history. Equally well known are the persecutions of state, except that the church instead of the state is to country?
Cousin, the eclectic philosopher, maintains, with a
the Baptists, Quakers, and others in this country.
be in the ascendancy! The change of conditions
good deal of force, that properly speaking, there can
Among the Jaws of Connecticut of 1650, are the would be far from being an improvement.
•
The editor of the Statesman does not advocate not be, in the last analysis, any such thing as
following:
Atheism. He says :
If any man or woman be a Witch, that is, hath or con- union of church and state, but says;
sulteth ~ith a familiar spirit, they .~~all be put to death
It is the duty of the state as such to enter into alliance
It is sufficient for you to hav the idea of the imperfect and
(Ex. xxii, 18; Lev. xx, 27; Deut. xvm, 10, 11).
with the church of Christ, and to profess, adhere to defend the finite in order to hav the idea of the infinit and the perIf any man, after legal conviction, shall hav or worship and maintain the true religion.
'
' fect, that is, of God; though you may not thus name him;
The spirit of the Inquisition is not yet extinct nor thou~h you may be able to express in words the spontaneous
any othe!:.God tha.~ the Lord G:?d, bee shall bee put to death
(Deut. xm, 6; xvn, 2; Ex. xxn, 20).
are its methods entirely foreign to the purpos~s of conVIctions of your intelligence, or for want of language and
they may remain obscure and indistinct in the
Among the laws of Massachusetts (General Laws many of those engaged in this religious crusade analysis,
depths of your soul (Hist. Mod. Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 420).
of Plymouth, published in 1658), is one reciting that against the Constitution. Their hearts are filled
This simple and beautiful explanation of Cousin,
"of late time the Quaker!:J hav bine furnished with with bitterness and hatred toward those who differ
who, imbued with the spirit of charity, would deny
horses, and thereby they hav .not onely the more with them in opinion in religious matters. They
the possibility of Atheism, is not acceptable to the
speedy passage from place to place, to the poisoning would fain strike thflm to the earth as Peter was supreligionists of the day. They must hav Atheists, and
of the inhabitants with theire cursed tenetts, but posed to hav struck Ananias and Sapphira.
they must hav the privilege of defining an Atheist.
Rev. E B. Graham, one of the vice-presidents of An Atheist is one whose idea of the infinit is different
alsoe therby hav escaped the hands of the officers
that might otherwise hav apprehended them;'' it the National Reform Association, an organization
from theirs. Or, an Atheist is one who does not
was therefore enacted that the horses furnished them whose special object is to secure an amendment to
believe in _a personal God. Or, an Atheist is one
or which were brought into the country by them the Constitution, making Christianity the national who does not accept ''Our Christ." Whatever may
should be forfeited to the government (Brigham's religion, said in an address delivered at York, Neb., be the definition finally agreed upon-and it would
Compact, etc., of New Plymouth, Boston 1836. p. reported in the Christian Statesman of May 21, hav to be settled eventually by a Supreme Court
.
1885:
127).
chosen in the interests of the national religion-an "
If any person should permit a meeting of Quakers
If the opponents of the Bible do not like our ~overnment
Atheist, thus defined, is to be placed outside the
in his house, he was to be publicly whipped or pay and its Christian features, let them go to some wild, desolate
£5 (Ibid. p. 131).
land, and in the name of the devil, and for the sake of the Constitution; is to be no longer entitled to the beneThe ministry were supported by taxation (Ibid. p. devil, subdue it, and set. up a government of their own on fit of its provisions. He is to be disfranchised and
186).
Infidel and Atheistic ideas; and then, if they can stand it, outlawed, and driven from the country. Even those
stay there till they die.
who did the most in founding our government, would
The following may be taken as a specimen of the
At Lake Side, 0., in August, 1887, Dr. McAllister not, i{ living, be p~rmitted to participate in its blesslaws enacted under a religious rule:
said :
ings.
.
If any' man had a stubborn or rebellious son sixThose who oppose this work now will discover, when the
It is time the people arouse to a sense of the
religious
amendment
is
made
to
the
Constitution,
that
if
they
teen years or more of age, he or the mother could
danger which is menaced to their free institutions,
bring him before the magistrates, and " such a son do not see fit to fall in with the majority, they must abide the and realize the attempt which is being made against
shall be put to death" (Deut. xxi, 20, 21). See consequences or seek some more congenial clime.
In a apeech in a convention of the same National their liberties.
Connecticut Blue laws of 1650.
Some of the religious journals oppose the moveHere was a cruel and inhuman enactment of a Reform Association, held in New York in February, ment; among others, the ably conducted American
1873,
Rev.
Jon
a
than
Edwards,
D.D.,
said:
distant land, thousands of years old, brought to this
We want state and religion-and wear~ going to hav it. Sentinel, published at Oakland, Cal. The only concountry and put into the form of law, because it was
It shall be that so far as the affairs of state require religion· siderable national organization which is ~ffectually
found within the lids of a religious book. Could it shall be revealed religion, the religion of Jesus Christ: making opposition, is the American Secular Union.
anything more vividly illustrate the danger of relig- . . . The Atheist is a dangerous man. . . . Tolerate
It is a question that interests the so-called Atheists
ious legislation ? And having once accomplished the Atheism, sir I There is nothing out of hell I would not not only-it interests all classes. For no sooner will
divorce of church and state, shall we now take the tolerate as soon. . . . Atheism and Christianity are con- the Constitution be placed und,er the control of the
tradictory terms. They are incompatible systems. They
back track with such beacon warnings before us-!
Christian religion by the combined forces of Protestcannot dwell together on the same continent.
In the "establishment of civil government by the
ants and Catholics-and it can be done in no other
The
spirit
here
exhibited
is
the
same
as
that
which
free planters of the colony of New Haven," June 4,
left its footprints in the ":Blue laws" of several of way-than the question will immediately arise, which
1639, it was enacted,
the American colonies. It is inherited from the of the allied armies best represents the Christian
That Church Members only shall. be free Burgesses, and Inquisition, and turns for its justification or excuse religion? The Catholics hav the older title, having
they only shall chuse magistrates, etc. (Conn. Uode of 1650,
to the teachings of those who founded the Christian themselvs made the Bible, and it may turn out that
p. 18).
they will vindicate their right to control the ConstiWhat guaranty hav we that this law of suffrage religion.
tution.- In that case those who originated the moveThose
animated
by
this
spirit
can
even
coolly
conwill not be reenacted, if the church gets control of
ment may find themselvs called upon to drink of the
template
the
contingency
of
a
war
to
be
prosecuted
the,state?
cup which they had prepared for the Atheists.
.
for
the
establishment
of
the
Christian
religion.
Said
'rhat we hav nQ such guaranty is manifest. Listen
If, on the other hand, the Protestants should preRev.
M.A.
Gault,
in
the
Statesman
of
Apri11,
1886,
to an exponent of the National Reform religion, writ"It cost us all our civil war to blot slavery out of vail, the next question will be, which branch of them,
ing in the Christian Statesrnan of Nov. 1, 1883:
our
Constitution, and it may cost us another war to or which denomination, or sect, or combination of
What effect would the adoption of the Christian amendsects, is best entitled to speak for the Christian
ment, together with the proposed changes in the Gonstitution, blot out its Infidelity."

o!
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and his donation is to help redeem Girard College.
Though that fund is not, we are informed, in need of
assistance just now, he may rest assured that the
money will be placed where it will do the most good
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A; STEVENS, Secretary,
16 Union Park Place, Ohioago. to advance the cause of Secularism.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas,,
Rochelle, Ill.
To our thoroughgoing Liberal friend K. HellenE. B. FooTE, JB., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
.M:Bs. M.A. FBEEMAN,Ohair. Fin. Oom.,241 Washington Boulevard, thal, of Pittsburgh, who conscientiously redeems his
pledges made at the last Congress, we heartily exOhicago,
tend the hand of fellowship. He is a high-minded
gentleman and a fearless Freethinker.
·
The Roll of Honor.
Vice-President Redfield, of Stanley, Ia., manifests
E. B. Foote, Sr., New York city ........................... $100 00 his faith by his works-one of the bravest officers of
E. B. Foote, Jr., "
"
" ........................... 25 00
Ron. Abram Schell, Knight's Ferry, Cal................ 25 00 the Secular army, having valor, influence, and integ·
N.D. Goodell, Sacramento, Cal............................ 25 00 rity, and still carrying aloft the orifl.am of liberty.
Joseph Sedgebeer, Painesville, 0........................... 20 00 In short, the vice-presidents this year are showing
Photius Fisk, Boston, Mass.................................. 20 00 themselvs worthy the occasion, justifying by their
''Unknown," Savannah, Ga................................. 20 00
K. Hellenthal, Pittsburgh, Pa............................... 10 00 devotion the wisdom which placed them in the posiWm. Redfield, Stanley, Ia....................................
5 00 tion they fill with credit and honor to the cause.
Geo. Hendee, Royal Center, Ind...........................
5 00 The zeal they display cannot fail .to send dismay to
Geo. N. Hill, Boston, Mass..................................
3 00 the enemies of the Union, whether still lurking in
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis, Ore.................................
3 00
G. F. A. de Lespinasse, M.D., Orange City, Ia.......
2 00 the ranks of Liberalism or out of it.
George Hendee, while sending for a diamond
A. J. Kraft, Grantfork, Ill....................................
2 00
Isabella .McElsander, Eagle Creek, Ore..................
1 00 badge to Brother Wettstein, considerately incloses a
L. S. Luce, Los Angeles, Cal.................................
1 00 V for the Union. Hendee is one of our rough dia8. L Hogen, Mariposa, Cal..................................
1 00 monds and proposes to be incinerated, as the orthoL. P. Anderson,
Farmington, Utah...................
1 00
Hector W. Haight,
"
" ...................
1 00 dox hav "sent him to hell anyhow.'' Hendee keeps
J. H. Collins, Placer, Mont ................................. ,
1 00 a standing offer of "$500 for a Christian. They
Chas. Biggs, Westfield, Ill....................................
1 00 want the money, but they can't fill the contract."
Geo. E. Andrews, Pleasant Prairie, Wis................
1 00
George_ N. Hill, of Boston, founder, I believe, of
Alex. Buttes, Gillespie, Ill....................................
1 00 the "Era of Man," is one whose motto is, "Who
Friends of the American Secular Union hav reason would be free, themselvs must strike the blow." He
to rejoice at the noble record of generous contribu- writes:
tors confronting them in this month's Roll of Honor,
DEAR SEORETARY : A hundred thousand thanks and cheers
names yet to be revered as bright stars of the morn- for that glorious injunction I "Now is the winter of our
ing in the approaching dawn of liberty. The Footes discontent made glorious summer" in very truth. You
are facile princeps. Quiet, unostentatious, eve:tl deserve the largest kind of a testimonial of appreciation from
person.
modest, they are d the heroic .mold, never having every I"ight-mindedCordially
yours,
GEORGE N. HILL.
abandoned the outposts of freedom even when our
This
is
just
a
little
previous,
as
will
be seen elseforces hav·been overwhelmed by superior numbers.
where.
Theirs is not a momentary, effervescing enthusiasm,
B. F. Hyland, of Oregon, never failed to carry the
but a stern, persistent, and consistent purpose,
flag
at the head of the center column, and symbolizes
which crowns as a sacred cause every effort when
on
his
stationery "Our flag above the cross." He has
carried on purely for a just principle. The above
CHARLES B. wAITE.
sent for Wettstein's beautiful badgepin, a suitable
amounts
represent
their
minimum
annual
contribu--------~.-------tions. The Drs. Foote strongly commend our course decoration for so stanch a Secular soldier.
A. Petition for Ministers to Sign,
A. J. Kraft contributed to the conference, as also
in
the Feehanville fight, and, as usual, do so by deeds,
Prom San Fmncisco Freethouyht,
did
Brother Lespinasse. To Miss McE!sander,
To tlw Honorable, tlte Senate and Hou,se of Rep1'e enta!ivs of not idle words. If a few more had the cause of
the United States of America:
Secularism as much at heart as the Drs. Foote, we Friend Luce, and the rest of our friends and fellowGREETING AND BENED!OTION: Your honorable body (or would soon rout the priestly brigands, "horse, foot, workers named above, who contribute to our noble
bodies)is(or are) doubtless aware that a bill under the name and dragoons." Let their example stimulate to cause, we extend our thanks, not only for their conand title of the " Blair Sunday Rest bill" is now pending
tributions but for their expressions of sympathy and
before your honorable body (or bodies) providing for the emulate, for all we need is funds to make our Union encouragement. We are glad to feel and know that
feared
by
all
the
agents
of
ecclesiasticism,
and
reprohibition of all secular work upon the first day of the week,
commonly called Sunday.
spected by every honest American. The junior is they are with us, and that their influence is extendNow we, citizens of the United States, having reached fast following in the footsteps of his father, and is ing itself in many directions, silently, and, perhaps,
(and some of us passed) the age of discretion, would sol- bound to be one of· the brightest leaders in the field imperceptibly, but none'the less surely, securing for
emnlp: move that the said bill be amended, before passage,
of reform. May the doctors continue in as vigorous Secularism a firm place in the minde and hearts of
by striking out the word " secular."
And for the following reasons: We, who comprise a large health as their Monthly, and continue to spread the people.
OANNOT BE RRBTI!AINED.
body of citizens (forming a profession), known as priests, "Common Sense" for the physical, as well as secuThe injunction obtained in the circuit court some time ago
preachers, dominies, sky-pilots, and ministers of the gospel, lar, redemption of priest-ridden people.
by the American Secular Union to prevent the county board
by the provisions of the said bill, as it now reads, would be
The Hon. Abram Schell, a liie standard-bearer of from paying money out 0f the public fund to St. Mary's
wholly deprived of the blessings of the proposed legislation.
It is notorious that we, members of the aforesaid sacred the Secular cause, from his mountain vinyard for- Training School at Feehan ville was set aside to-day by Judge
profession, numbering some eighty thousand, many of us wards evidence of unflagging zeal in our attempts to Horton.
In rendering his decision the judge said : " The bill is
moral, are now, habitually, in a most shameful manner, com- raise the priestly boycott. His able articles in the upon
the theory that the St. Mary's Training School is a
pelled by our employers to perform services upon the first Secular pu.blications prove his culture and trenchant school
conducted by a church or sectarian denomination, and
day of the week, commonly called Sunday, in the way of
therefore, no appropriation or payment from ' any
preaching, praying, and reading hymns, to the utter dis- logic-perhaps not gained from college, but acquired that,
public fund' can be legally made to or for any schuol; that
regard of the Lord's day, to the total demoralization of the in the greater university of experience, where one such
appropriation or payment would be in violation of seccommunity, and to the manifest peril of our souls.
does not hav to unlearn more than half he's been tion iii, article 8, of the constitution of the state.
On that day when all nature sleeps, when rivers forget to taught.
"The bill also states that said school, while incorporated
run down to the sea, when mankind rest (and womankind if
Vice-President Goodell, of Sacramento, sends his under the general law of the state, has presented a claim to
they get a chance), when the gin-mill is accessible only by
county board amounting to the sum of $2,313, and has
means of the side entrance, shall we, respectable (and often annual contribution and a letter full of noble aspira- the
applied to said board to renew a contract with said school
moral) citizens of this republic, be forced by a tyrannical tions and desires. Our venerable friend is conclud- for
further payment for the care of boys sent to said school
congregation to work ourselvs into a copious perspiration ing a well-spent life, and still his good works make by orders
of court. The complainants believe that said claim
hammering the cover off the word of God? In the name of
possible the career of the " angels of progress." will be allowed and the contract made by said board unless
home and foreign missions, we protest.
Let us hav a United States Sabbath, when no citizen under He is doing his best to get people to think, for if restrained.
"There is no averment that any warrant has been drawn
the bright shadow of the ship of state and the broad regis of they will think they will leave the old rotten hull of upon
county treasurer, or any appropriation made by the
the American fundamagoozlum shall be compelled to earn "the ship of Zion," and take refuge in the new, countytheboard
which he might pay if so disposed. While
the sweat of his brow by labor performed upon the first day commodious, and fast-sailing clipper Secularism, there may be room
for argument as to whether the bill in.
of the week, commonly called Sunday.
·
case sets out facts sufficient to 8ustain the averment that·
We are excited and we mean business. Giv us a rest, and remarking that it is "made of the sound and strong this
this is such a school as that payments of public funds made·
pray that we may giv you one.
timbers of common sense, reason, and justice."
to it would be in violation of said provision of the constitu-.
In the bowels of Christ,
THE CLERGY oF THE U. S.
Friend Washburn forwards from Vice-President tion, yet this court is of the opinion that the averments of'
Photius Fisk another donation in addition to what the bill are sufficient to present a prima facie case as to that·,
For .Missionary Work.
has already been received from our venerable sage of point. But that is not sufficient to sustain the temporary'
From Pittsburgh Tl·uth,
injunction issued upon this bill, nor to sustain the bill itself..
"Was Jesus Insane?" This is a pamphlet of twenty pages Boston, whose almost boundless charity has been a
" This court has no right or power to enjoin the countyr
benison
of
human
love
to
thousands
of
the
aged,
by one of the most brilliant Freethought writers in the counboard from exercising the authority and discretion vested in•.
try, L. K. Washburn. In attempting to prove that Jesus poor, and persecuted of earth. His history is filled it by the constitution and laws of the state, nor can this
was insane the author givs numerous passages from his with pathos and romance. Born where
court, upon the allegations in a bill that the complainants
teachings, among which we find the following: "Your
believe that they will do so, assume or presume that the
Sappho
loved
and
sung,
father Abraham rejoiced to see my day; and he saw it and
board, in the exercise of such authority and discretion, will
was glad. Then the Jews said unto him, Thou art not' fifty a plague swept away all his kindred, and the Greek do an illegal act. In other words, the county board is, in a
years old, and hast thou seen Abraham? Jesus said unto boy was brought by a patron to be educated in the certain sense, a co. ordinate branch of government and this
them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was, I ministry. Photiua Fisk has been on the retired list court cannot interfere to direct or control as to what action
am." "Imagin a man making the statement," says the of the United States navy chaplains for over twenty it may take in the future in regard to any matter with which
author, "that he had been living for fifteen hundred years!"
it is by law vested with discretionary power or authority.
Mr. Washburn uses strong argument all through to show years, and the only sermon this patriarch preaches is
"Neither is there any reason apparent in this case why a
that Jesus was non compos mentis. The pamphlet will do "Love thy fellow·man."
·
court of chancery should restrain the officers of this school
good missionary work, and should hav a large sale. Price,
Scarcely less distinguished is the honorable record from .presenting a claim to the county board. To make such
10 cents. For the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL and" Was Jesus of another of the
action by the court necessary or proper it must be presumed
Insane?" address the Truth Seeker Company.
by the court that the county board will do an illegal act ;
Few immortal names
that it will allow and order paid out of the public funds a
Mr. Shaw's Opinion of the Pamphlet.
,
'fhat were not born to die
claim which the constitution of the state provides shall not
Mr. Washburn does not admit that any such person as while Secularism livs-that of our sturdy adherent be so allowed. This, as stated above, the court cannot asJesus is supposed to hav been ever existed; or that any such at Paineville, 0., Vice-President Joseph Sedgebeer, sume. Besides, there is no special inhibition against the
language was ever employed or deeds performed as are
h
h'l b t 'th
t'll f
t b
t th presentation of a claim which the party presenting may conreported of him in the gospels o~ the New Testament. But w o, w 1 e en W1 years, s 1 re uses o ow a
e tend is legitimate. Nor can I see any necessity in this case
as long as others accept the story as true and reliable, and beck of superstition, though completely surrounded for holding that any citizen can enjoin another citizen from
teach that to so accept it is a virtue, he deems it worth his by orthodox influences.
presenting a claim against the county."
'
As to the county treasurer, Judge Horton ~aid no warrant
while to examin it according to rational processes of investiOne of those individuals who do good by stealth and
had been drawn upon him. "To enjoin him, therefore, was
gation. It is an interesting tract, as is everything Mr. WashBlush to find it fame,
burn writes. It is published at the office of THE TRUTH
to assume that the county board intended to do an illegal
SEEKER, 28 Lafayette place, New York, where it can be had and who are EOmewhat rare in this age, sends $20, act. 1f an allowance which was illegal should be made by
for ten cents.
i merely saying he is a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER1 the board and a warrant should be drawn on the treasurer-

religion, and therefore best entitled to say what
shall be taught in the public schools under the
amended Constitution!
It is no answer to say that the Blair Amendment
provides that no public money shall be expended for
instruction or training in the doctrine of any religioua
sect, and that such peculiar doctrine shall not be
taught. The fact would still remain, that one sect
or combination of sects might say what should be
taught, and with such pow~ in their hands, this
provision of the Amendment would be of but little
practical value.
Nor does it essentially detract from the dangerous
character of the proposed Amendment, that the
author has the inconsistency to declare, in the first
section, that " No state shall ever make or maintain
any law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof." This is a
mere subterfuge. What more efficacious law respecting the establishment of a. religion could its votaries
desire, than an Act requiring the principles or
doctrine of that religion to be taught at the public
expense; thus compelling those who do not believe
in such religion to pay for promulgating its doctrine
to the youth of the country ?
The ecclesiastical power has already lost its hold
upon the reason and conscience of the masses. This
attempt to get control of the Constitution is a
desperate effort to bring the aid of the civil power to
the support of a "lost cause."
The attempt should meet with a prompt and
merited rebuke. Let church and state remain forever separate. Let us heed the maxims and wnrnings of the founders, the def~nders, and the pre!'ervers
of the republic-of Madison and Hamilton, of Washington and Paine, of Jefferson, of Lincoln, and of
Grant. Let not a spirit of persecution worthy only
of the Middle Ages find sanction and encoure.gement
under the stars and stripes which hav been dedicated
to liberty. Let the Constitution remain what our
fathers intended it to be, the common heritage of a
great, a generous, and a free people.

Jlmerican_
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and he should pay it his bondsmen would be held liable for
the amount."
The injunction, the comt held, was premature. Whether
a court of chancery would enjoin the county treasurer from
paying a. warrant drawn by the board for the benefit of a sectarian sch;ool, and in viola~ion of the cons_titution, Judge
Horton said he had not considered or determmed.
Attorney Charles F. Russell, who represented the compla.inants, prayed an appeal, and the matter will be taken to
the appellate court at once.-Chicago News.
HORTON "HAD TO."

117

1

I was told that when Judge Tuthill made his silly
decision a year ago in a similar case, a legal friend
was so surprised tha~ he confidentially inquired why
On earth he t.-d
uu made "ou.ch a fool of h1'mself. 'I'he
Judge's testy retort was, "I had to," and he hastily
broke away from his questioner. The Romish church
works in such mysterious ways "its wonders to perform, that evidently Horton also " had to."
,
.
If this decision 1s a criterion of the court's legal
acumen, we should conclude he did not know enough
" to pound sand in a rat-hole," as it were.
Horton assumes the injunction was premature,
as the board had not acted upon the bill-had not a
chance to "exercise its discretion." Yet they (the
county boat·d) had for years contracted with St.
Mary's Training School, and the bill in question was
for the last quarter's payment under the contract for
1888. Making a specific contract was not exercising
"discretion," by the county board, according to
Judge Horton, oh, no! The board were not very
" discreet" in violating the constitution, we· admit,
and perhaps Horton ironically wanted to giv them an
opportunity to use " discretion." As the bench is
not the place for jokers, we must conclude that
Horton meant it seriously, although before the temporary injunction was granted the county board had
instructed their attorney to prepare a new contract
for 1889, and he had done so. Then this wise and
noble judge clothes the county treasurer with extraordinary judicial functions. He pretends to assume
that the treasurer must decide what is a legal or
illegal bill whether passed by the county board or
not, and if he pays an illegal bill, his bondsmen
would be liable for the amount. Buncombe and
bosh ! If a bill is properly audited by the board
and no injunction lies against it, the county treasurer
has about as much authority over its legality as the
mythical man in the moon. Should the supreme
court decide this a sectarian institution, then the
bondsmen are liable for all the authorized expenditures of the county board to this school and others
of like character. Under that rule of law nobody
would be very anxious for the treasurership.
We hav taken the case to the appellate court,
where, on account of the composition of that court,
we can reasonably look for another "bluff,'' but
Judge Russell intends to earn a solid and substantial
victory in the supreme court of this state, where it
would hav to be a wonderful subterfuge that would
change their recent decision in this matter.
Certain'lindications make me sure the Romanists
feel "shaky." One is that the grand jury, for the
first time on record, were solicited to visit St. Mary's
Training School and indorse a column of whitewash
as to the excellence of the accommodations of that
institution, which was duly printed in all the papers.
While there are, I believe, two sides to this story of
accommodations, that is not the question at issue.
It is whether there is any binding force.o( this state
or not. Our only regret is that the rules of practice
would not permit us to take the case to the supreme
court direct, where we feel confident we shall be sustained.
E. A. STEVENS.

cah of right be com ..elled to attend erect or su....ort
The Cosmian Hymn Book.
r
'
•
r.r.
any place . of worshiP,,· or to maintain any ministry
When Mr. L. K. Washburn kindly sent me a copy
aga~nst hzs consent.
·
of his new "Cosmian Hymn Book," I am sure he did
The exemption of church property from taxation not realize that he was casting pearls-that is to say,
virtually compels taxpayers to support against their
that he was-that I am not a musician. I hav said

t 11 1
f
}' ·
h!
consen •. a . Paces ? ~e 1g10us wors 1p so ex.empt.
True, th1s IS done md%rectly, but the result 1s the
same as if the taxpayer were compelled by direct
legislation to support churches with which he may
hav no sympathy, and whose dogmas he may abhor.
He is compelled to contribute to church support just
as much as his own tax is increased in consequence
of the exemption of church property from taxation.
If these UDJUS
· t tax laws are continued: taxpayers
should carry their grievances to the courts for
judicial relief, and sooner or later it will be done.
II 0
t 1
. ur presen a:ws exempting certain property
from taxat1on are UDJUSt and oppressiv, and should
be repealed They impose a tax on the many for the
benefit of the few, and practically, in some instances,
on the poor for the benefit of the rich. It is said
that property exempted from taxation is public property devoted to the public good. This is only in
part true.
Moreover, multitudes . of taxpayers
believe that the dominant churches teach not a
sound morality, but instead certain dogmas of the
Dark A9;es which logically hav an immoral tendency.
The Rev. Dr. Wayland, in his "Political Economy,"
well says:

once or twice, I think, that I once had a white-haired
German music-teacher who used to pace up and down
the floor with frantic strides and fling his arms about
in wild despair, exclaiming: " Mein Gott in himmel,
but you wiU be the death of me yet !"
He was still alive the last I heard of him. But
then he did not teach me very long, and, I may add,
he did not teach me very much, either. I should like
to display a wide knowledge of music and say any
number of nice things of Mr. Washburn's work
(which, I am sure, must be good, judging from his
writings and lectures, which are always a pleasure
and profit to read or hear), but how am I to write or
talk about demisemiquavers when I would not know
one if I saw it coming up the street 1 I do know
this, however, that the Liberals needed a good book
of songs, and I don't doubt Mr. Washburn has given
them one. When a lot of people get together to
hear a .lecture or sermon or talk they like to take a
hand themselvs. They like to " Pull for the shore"
and "Read their titles clear" and all that sort of
thing. They don't care to sit perfectly silent all the
evening and let the man on the platform hav all the
say. They want to sing if he is to do the talking.
I feel that way myself often, and if I ever get a
chance when I think the result may not prove fatal
to too large a number of people, I am going to try
Mr. Washburn:s "Hymn Book." Meantime I'd like
to hear how it works where it has a fair chance-with
people who ean sing without endangering the lives
of their neighbors.
HELEN H. GARDENER.

All that religious societies hav a. right to ask of the civil
is_ the saJ?le_ privileges for the transacting their
own a.ffaus ~hlCh soc1et1es of every other sort possess. This
they hav a nght to demand, not because they are religious
societies, but because the exercise of religion is an innocent
mode of pursuing happiness. If it happen accidentally that
others are benefited, it does not follow that they are obliged
to pay for this benefit. It cannot be proved that the Christian religion needs the support of civil p;ovemment, since it
has existed and flourished when entirely deprived of this
Lectures and Meetings.
support.
JoHN E. REMSBURG will lecture for the Chicago Secular
If the old American axiom be. true, " that where
there is no representation there should be no taxa- Union on Sunday, March 3d, at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M., at
tion," it is equally true that property exempted from Prince's Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
taxation is not entitled to protection. As has been
W. F. JAMIESON is now engaged giving a. course of lectures
shown, taxpayers are not only " compelled to sup- in Irwin, Ia., and announces that he is ready for lectures
port" institutions and societies which pay not a dime and debates wherever called. Address Irwin, Ia.
for the maintenance of municipal and state authoriTHE Cleveland, 0., Secular Union meets every Sunday
ties, for preserving life and property, but they are at 7 P.M., at room 29, City Hall. ' On the 21st of March, or
liable to a further special tax to pay to exempt prop- thereabouts, the Union will listen to a debate, for three
erty-holders for property destroyed or injured by a nights, betwee.~atB. F. Underwood and the Rev. Dr. Bates,
mob or riot.
Of this injustice Philadelphi~ and ex-president oroa.mbier College.
Pittsburgh hav had more than one example.
THE lectures before the Brooklyn Philosophical Association
No system can be just based upon a principle of are announced as follows: Sunday, February 24th, Dr. R. G.
injustice. A religion that is true does not need Eccles. Subject, "Evolution of Mind." Sundays, March
pecuniary aid from the state, directly or indirectly. 3d and lOth, T. B. Wakeman. Subject, "The Historical
The church would grow in public esteem if it would Evidence Underlying and Permeating Christianity." The
voluntarily practice justice and right and refuse to association meets at Bedford avenue and South 2d street,
accept state aid through tax-laws which violate every Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M.
principle of equity and honesty.
Senators and Representativs of this great comThe Roman Church to Make Her Own History.
monwealth, the question of the taxation of church
The Rev. Professor Townsend, in a speech in Tremont
property has got to be met soon, and you might as Temple, gave the following history of past dealings with
well deal with it now while you are wrestling with some school-books in Boston :
'' At one time, ten or twelve years ago, if we remember the
the important subject of taxation.
date correctly, Dickens's 'Child's History of England' was
President Grant, in his message (187 5), thus introduced into some of our schools to the great delight of
treated this subject:
the scholars, and remained in use until the clerical expurgaIn connection with this important question, I would 4l.lso tors of this city discovered something distasteful in it, and at
call your attention to the importance of correcting an evil their dictation it was dropped. In 1879 Miss Thompson's
that, if permitted to continue, will probably lead to great 'History of England ' was introduced by order of the comtrouble m our land before the close of the nineteenth cent- mittee into the Boston schools, but subsequently, being
ury. It is the acquisition of vast amounts of untaxed church objected to by the Inquisition, it was dropJ?ed.
"Not long since an excellent school history of England
property. In 1850, I believe, the church property of the
United State~. which paid no tax, municipal or state, was prepared by one of the masters in our public schools.
amounted to $87.000.000. In 1860 the amount had doubled. Efforts were made by his publishers to introduce it into the
In 1870 it was $354,483,587. By 1900, without a check, it is schools of our city. It was, however, like other books, subsafe to say, this propertywll;l ~each a. sum exceeding $3,000,- mitted to the Inquisition. It was returned with twenty or
000,000. So vast a. sum, rece1vmg all the protection and bene- thirty alterations. The publishers, anxious to pa.v the work
fits of government, without bearing its proportion of the adopted, applied to the author to accede to these Roman
An 0 pen Letter
burdens and expenses of the same, will not be looked upon Catholic expurgatorial demands. This he did, and the book,
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE OF PENNSYLVANIA acquiescently by those who ha. v to pay the taxes. In a growing as altered, was again submitted to the priests, who again
country. where real estate enhances so rapidly with time as returned it with a demand for further alteration. The conON IMPARTIAL TAXATION.
in the United States, there is scarcely a limit to the wealth tortions of history, however, would ha.v been such, had these
GENTLEMEN AND FELLOW CrriiimNs : The subject of a that may be acquired by corporations, religious or otherwise, additional priestly requirements been acceded to, that the
new revenue 'law is soon to come before your honor- if allowed to retain real estate without taxation. The con- book would ha.v belied the history it pretended to record.
templation of so vast a. property as here alluded to, without The author refused to make these alterations; he could not
able body, an:d I venture to call your attention to a taxation,
may lead to sequestration without constitutional make them and retain his self-respect. The result was that
few points bearing upon this subject.
authority, and through blood. I would suggest the taxation the school committee declined to adopt the book.
"Standard histories, ornaments to literature and accepted
Thirty.eight years ago the commissioners of the of all property equally.
authorities in the world of letters, are not allowed by Roman
county of Philadelphia, aided by the city solicitor,
President Garfield put on record a similar voice of Catholic priests to be used in the schools of Boston; and
presented to our state legislature a memorial upon warning. In Congress, June 22, 1874, he said:
Boston you are accustomed to call the birthplace of Amerithe subject of the laws exempting cer'tain property
can freedom. The history of Macaulay, and that of Green,
The
divorce
between
church
and
state
ought
to
be
absofrem taxation. The amount of property then exempt lute. It ought to be so absolute that no church property that of Knight as text-books or as books of references, are
in this county, at a very low nominal valuation, was anywhere, in any state, or in the nation, sh0uld be exempt excluded from' the public schools of this city.
" Indeed henceforth Rome herself proposes to write the
set down at $10,586,415. According to well-known from equal ta;x:a.ti_on; for if you exempt the property of any
world's history. She alone has th;e right. By the ~ogmas of
figures, found in official reports of the United States, church orgamzat10n, to that extent you impose a. tax upon the Roman Catholic church, as la.1d down by Cardma.l Manregarding the. average annual increase of the value of the whole community.
ning, the pope is the judge of_ what hi~tory is._ If the pope
The old Democratic party, true to the principles says that a. thing did not ex1st, notwlthstandmg the world
church property, these figures would now probably
knows
it did the church is bound to believe him. ' History
reach $50,000,000 or more. The amount of property of Thomas Jefferson, declared in its national conis a. wildern~ss into which infallibility will allow no one to
ventions
of
1876,
1880,
and
1884
against
everything
now exempt from taxation in our entire state prt>bwander of his own appointment without guilt, and it denies
ably exceeds $200,000,000, and might reach $300,- looking to a virtual union of church and state, and to every man the right to exercise his own reason or common
000 000. I hav no official figures on this subject the Republican :party has explicitly and repeatedly sense in separating the true ,from the false' ('Papacy and
fro~ our commonwealth, but I notice that in New done the same thmg. Will not our statesmen of all Civil Power'). 'The only source of revealed truth is God;
the only channel of the revelation is the church. No human
York the state board of assessors estimate the political parties in our grand old Keystone common- history can declare what is contained in that revelation. The
wealth
examin
this
subject
of
impartial
taxation
amount of property in that state exempt from taxachurch (the pope) alone can determin its limits, and therefore
tion aa exceeding $500,000,000, and in Pennsylvania and promptly wipe out the public wrong of the ex- its contents. And when the pope, acting for the church,
emption of church property from equal taxation with does determin what are its limits and contents, no difficulties
the figures cannot be very much less.
of human history can prevail against it, The church is its
Allow me, gentlemen, to call your attention to the other property? The people are ready for such a own
evidence, anterior to its history and independent of it.
reform,
and
if
it
is
not
voluntarily
made
by
our
legisla·
following suggestions :
Its history is to be learned of itself' (Cardinal Manning,
I. Our existing laws exempting church property ture, the vox populi will soon be heard in no un- 'The Vatican Council and Its Definitions,' p. 121). ThereRICHARD BRODHEAD WESTBROOK.
fore Macaulay, Green, and Knight ha.v no busiuess to write
from taxation undoubt~tdly conflict with Section III certain tones.
1707 Oxford st., Philadelphia, Feb. 12, 1889.
history."
of our Bill of Rights, whioh provides tb~t "no man
governm~nt
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tkommn.nications.
Transportation for the Million.
There is no question now of more import to the
people than the one conc?rning cost of railw_ay transportation and yet there 1s hardly one man m a hundred tho~sand who has anything like a clear idea of
the cost of building road.s and equipment, and moving trains. The charges for travel are so very high
that they prevent six-sevenths of us from enjoying it.
It is the truth that women, children, and poor men
~re by the high rates excluded. Oannot the rates be
made so low as to induce the great masses to travel
for pleasure ? Labor can be had at one place as well
as at another. Once arrived at a destined point the
poor family might be even better off than they were
where they are residing. Why may not the rates for
the ordinary passengers be reduced to something on
a par with cheap postage, street-car travel, cheap
publications! Let us see. The roads charge for
carrying hogs a small sum, comparativly. They carry
them on slow-moving trains, load and unload, feed
and water them. They make money by doing so.
Why not carry us on the same terms on fast trains,
and therefore at less cost to them, letting us wait
upon and feed ourselv& ~ They can do it if they will,
and beyond all doubt would make more money than
they do now. Would the people travel! Undoubtedly. Even now, whenever there is a break in rates
and they carry us from the Missouri river to the
Pacific for $10 they cannot begin to accommodate
the travel, although they do all they can to prevent
it by exacting an overcharge to be· repaid (called a
rebate) and hmit the time. The rebate is imposed
lest the hundreds of thousands who would like to go
part-way will take advantage of the low rates. Still,
it is not the people who crowd the trains then-only
those in comfortable circumstances, mostly citizens
of villages and towns. I venture to say that if one
road would thoroughly prepare itself with cars and
engins, and throw down the rates at something like
ten or twenty cents per head per trip of one hundred
miles or less, it would open their eyes. Oould they
afford it 1 Suppose a train all made up at Topeka
for the Pacific, what will it cost extra to carry
one car more ? At the outside, not over $12, including every conceivable thing. Oall it $20 (the cost of
moving a car from New York to San Francisco).
Sixty persons is a carload, the dista8he is two thousand miles-sixty multiplied by $2 equals $120.
But as innumerable persons would be on and off,
taking short trips, the receipts would be greatly
more. As there would be several carloads of firstclass passengers at higher rates, there can be no
question as to the profits to inure to the roads.
Jt would be well for people to investigate the question of cost to the roads of moving trains, including
cost of road beds, management, everything, and not
allow themselvs to be deluded any longer. The
roads now stand in their own light by ~barging too
much, and by permitting their profits ,to be juggled
from them by various means-rings within rings,
express companies, fast lines, palace cars, etc. A
few great manipulators are gathering up millions,
while often the roads may suffer. Common sense
tells us that men may be carried as cheaply as hogs !
These are matters for people to study, and as there
are thousands of stockholders among them, perhaps
their influence may revolutionize the maladministration of the railways in this respect.
The writer can remember when the street-cars,
then called "horse-cars," were a novelty, and when
under a a~milar narrow policy one car was driven
along each half hour, with one or two passengers,
fare twenty-five cents. What fool first advised to
" charge . three cents and start a car every minute ?"
How the conservativ mind despised the lunatic! And
yet that was the policy that made street-car stock the
best in the world. You see, the competition of the·
public's legs drove the companies into low rates for
the millions. Unfortunately for the world and for
the railways, there is no competition. Still, the high
charges compel invention to set about finding substitutes. More cars could hav been used to supply the
demand for ice down South than are now used in the
whole traffic, but the high rates compel the resort to
artificial ice and refrigeration. A chronic coal famin
existed in Kansas, Nebraska, and Dakota on account
of the high charges for carrying. A straw and trash
burning stove is coming into general use-so convenient, so cheap, that every family and business
house that uses it declares it would not use coal
now if it were given to it gratis. Millions and
millionFJ of bushels of apples are left to rot in this
region because it does not pay to move them a couple
of hundred miles where none can be grown. Necessity will create some invention, perhaps, which will
limit the cal'rying of apples. Thus in a thousand
ways this great invention, the railway, is hindered
from expanding commensurate with the growth of
man's desires and necessities.
Is not the ;,Pullman Oar Oompany wealthy? It is
now one of the most powerful corporations on this
planet, Originally it w~s obliged to pay the railways

for hauling its cArs a sum equal .to its proportion on I lecturers say nothing of irop?rtance, but he t~lked an
the cost of the roads and services done. Every car hou; and a half, and then .sa1d he would continue the
costs four or five times as much as ordinary coaches. subJeCt tP,e next Sunday mght, to reply to my lecture
On every palace car was one conductor a porter and of about an hour and a quarter.
Had he offered me thirty minutes, I think I could .
two brakemen. Rarely was a sleeper ~ore than' onethird full, and the Pullmans charged not over one- hav ~et him r!ght in all. he said.. .I should lik_e very
third or one-fourth as much for the same service as much to contmue to g1v our mimster somethmg to
did the railway companies. For instance, you paid preach about, but I can hardly affor? to be responthe roads about $18 for a day's ride, but gave the s1ble for ~all rent and lectur.e for not~mg, though the
sleepers $5 to do the service. And the coaches of church fa1ls to ~raw ~n ~udi~nce.agam for a year.
the railway companies were nearly always crowded.
When I was m Ilhn01s this w~nter, I ~ent a chalYet the roads grew poor while tho sleeper co~pa~y lange to the p~eac~er to engage m a pubhc depate. of
became rich, and they actually did all the serviCe m not less than s1x m~hts: The challeng~ was sent to
a more costly way, paying the roads their proportion t~e paper for pubhcatwn, but the .editor very conof the cost. It is easy now to see why, although the s1derately showe? the challenge ~o the preacher, and
inventor of the sleeping car system had an awful the good guardian of t~e Lords flock begged th~t
time to convince tallow-brained managers that it the challenge be_thrown Into t~e waste-baske~, and It
would pay At the outside including every expense, was done accordmgly. The ed1tor, however, gave me
in did not "cost the Pullman~ over $10,000 per year to a ~ery iair notice in the Pittsville Independent. He
operate a coach, allowing interest to be seven per Stud :
Mr. Geo. H. Dawes gave an interesting lecture on Liberalcent. Twenty passengers per day paid $100, and
at Cotey's Hall, Monday evening, to a fair-sized audi$ 100 per day are over $36,000 per year receip. ts as ism,
ence. The lecturer is an easy, fluent speaker, evidently
aaainst $10.000 or $12,000 for expenses. Here is a having a good understanding of his subject, and handling it
s~bject for rF:flection, and here I take leave of it.
in a confident and studious manner.
Oregon, Mo.
HoLT.
When the preacher can find nothing more to preach
about, and his audience drops off so that he has to
Our London Letter.
turn the meeting into a "season of prayer," I will
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Dr. once more say something that will again fill . the old
Parker hae possibly found that he is likely to slide gentleman's church.
GEO. H. DAwxs.
into the background unless he introduces new
"wheezes" into his pantomime, and his latest dodge
Christian ()lams nt Shenandoah, Ia.
is giving weekly addresses to workingmen (artisans),
To THE EniTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Eviwho are invited to come in their dinner hour, and dently the Ohristians of Shenandoah were not willing
smoke their pipes during his discourse. He invites to leave the results of the debate between one of
them to put questions, and those that hav been asked Iowa's greatest preachers, EldH D. R. Dungan, and
he finds it more expedient to waive than answer myself, to rest on the arguments on both sides.
direct. A few pointed queries from intelligent, un- Freethinkers, of course, made capital out of the fact
believing artisans will cause him to drop the game that their Christian opponents sent for Wendling to
before long. He made a very reckless statement a appear one week from the ciose of the debate. But
few days back, to the effect that the men who hav the Christians assured us that Mr. Wendling had
denied the godhead of Christ or the reality of the been engaged two months before in the l~cture course.
supernatural hav never been able to draw wit-hin lYir. Wendling himself publicly stated that there
their ministry those who are known as the common was no change in the leoture with reference to a
people. By naming one or two well-known Unita- "recent event."
rian ministers, it would seem that he referred to t.he
Now, this may be all; but the announcements in
Unitarians, but as they do not deny the reality of the the newspapers of the week before had a singular
supernatural, his remarks could not properly refer to sound. Here are extracts from the Post:
them, but to the Atheists, where he is again wrong,
Hon. George R. Wendling, America's greatest orator, in
for the National Secular Society is composed largely his famous lecture, "Voltaire," in the Opera House, Friday
of those whom Parker would term the "common evening, January 25th. A fitting climax to the great discussion, "Christianity 'VB. Freethought.~' In presenting the
people."
second in our course of entertainments we are justly proud
The "learned doctor" is a poor thing, and occu- of
the man and of the subject. This subject is presented by
pies the same intellectual -level as Spurgeon, Booth, special request of the ministers of our city, who are espeMoody, and Sankey, whom he professes so much to cially anxious for this subject at this time, because of the
great amount of good it is bound to do. The exposition of
admire.
life and aims of the great French writer, Voltaire, and
" A Friendly Oorrespondence with Mr. Gladstone the
the effect of his writings on modern Infidelity, are handled in
About Oreeds," by S. Laing, has ext~ited a consider- a masterly way by Mr. Wendling.
able amount of attention in the religious world, and
Wendling has talent,. he is an excellent declaimer,
articles hav appeared in some of the sectarian papers a fine elocutionist, and his lecture is thoroughly
criticising the pamphlet. Mr. Laing's article is memorized. Out upon that littleness, in either Libthoughtfully and carefully written, and givs the eral or Ohristian, which blinds us to merit in one of
Aonostic creed from his own point of view, but it opposit belief. ''America's greatest orator." Ingerd;es not follow that all Agnostics will hold to his soll must be content with second place, if our Ohrisopinions in their entirety. It appears to roe that his tian p1·eachers are willing he should hav even that
school of thought is greatly inclined to mysticism, if honor.
not supernaturalism to a certain extent, and are so
By special request of the ministers of our city, who are
f!tt in opposition to the Materialistic school, generally especially anxious f01· tltis subject at tltis time.
distinguished as Atheist. Mr. Laing appears to be a
Yet, for ten two-hour sessions their cause was ably
deep reader, and well versed in scientific facts, as far represented by a gentleman of great learning, of
as they are known, which he has well digested, and wonderful skill as a polemicist, and truly a silvergiven out again il! a very lucid manner in his tongued orator. This did not satisfy the "ministers
"Modern Science and Modern Thought," which is a of our city.'' They know perfectly well that Chrisbook worth reading. His theory thDtt ''polarity is tianity is damaged by joint oral debate. Hence, they
the great underlying law of all knowable phenomena," were " especially anxious" for a one-sided effort by
I do not quite follow in the paragraph regarding it in the "greatest orator in America." This one-sidedhis letter to Mr. Gladstone, but that may he owing ness is peculiar to faith.
to my obtuseness. Perhaps I shall get a better
Liberal lady: " Did you hear Mr. Wendling last
understanding when I hav found time to read his night~"
"Modern Zoroastrian," which contains a detailed
Ohristian lady: "Yes. It was fine."
account of the theory.
Liberal lady : "I presume you will go and hear
He shows himself to be a conscientious writer, one the reply to-mght 1"
who thoroughly believes in his own ideas, and his
Christian lady: "No, indeed."
works are worth reading carefully, even by those
Liberal lady: "I should think you would want to
who are opposed to the spiritism to which he evi- hear the other side~"
dently clings. Such writers do good service, as
Ohristian lady: "There is but one side!"
their tendency is to make for Freethought, and show
It is this spirit that, more than anything else, will
the fallacy of ihe Ohristian religion to those who kill Ohristianity. A source of strength now, this onewould never think of reading the more robustly sidedness, it will eventually prove its destruction.
written works of more militant Freethinkers. J. D.
I want to hold such debates everywhere Liberals
will arrange for them, for I will meet any opponent
Mr. Dawes and His Home Preacher.
indorsed by any Christian denomination. Let us
Notwithstanding the truth of the saying that "a crowd Ohristians into debates. The more the merprophet is not without honor save in his own coun- rier.
W. F. JAMIESON.
try," I lectured here in. Pittsville, Monday night,
Shenandoah, Ia.
~----~~.-------January 28th, to a fair-sized audience. This was the
In Memoriam.
first lecture on Liberalism ever delivered in this
The morning paper of Rochester, N. Y., January
place, and it has given the preacher something to do.
I gave anyone who desired an opportunity to reply, 30th, contained the following notice: "Died at her
hoping to drive the minister into a public discussion, residence, 56 Sophia street, last evening, Mrs. Amy
but he was too wary for that. He simply arose and Post, aged eighty-six year a." Then followed a column
said he would review my lecture in his Sunday even- giving a synopsis of her life and life's work. The
ing sermon. Of course I attended, hoping be would obituary was very good, but not as comprehensiv as
offer me a chance to preach awhile, as I had given the readers of THE TRu'rH SEEKER are entitled to ·re·
him a chance to talk at my meeting, but he was not ceive, ar;~d so with saddened spirit and trembling
that courteous. The preachers are very br&ve when fingers I write this notice of my dearest frieud's QE}they know tbey CRD do all tbe talking. We Infidel partu.re fJ:om earthly life,
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Mrs. Po~t was one of the notable w~men
this
century. Born in 1802, of Quaker par3ntnge, she
early learned of the persecutions' which that penple received from the Puritan Christians of Massachusetts
as late as the time of her birth, and doubtless inherited from her good parents a hatred of oppression in
ev~ry form. . So in the early days of antislavery agitation she, w1th her husband, the late Isaac Post, who
waa always a coworker with her in every good cause,
became almost as noted Abolitionists as Mr. Garrison. I doubt if there. ~erfl one thousand of the fifty
thousand escaped fug1t1vs who were not familiar with
the names of Isaac and Amy Post. . The eldest
daughter of these people, Mrs. Mary Hallowell after
we returned from 'the burial of the dear mothe~, said
that she remembered well, one Saturday evening,
when the shadows of night hid from the public the
cri~ninal act of harboring a slave, the penalty of
whwb, for each one thus protected, was imprisonment
one year and a fine of $100, a light tap came upon
the window. Mr. Post went out. At his door stood
a covered wagon, the driver of which informed him
that in that wagon were twelve fug1tiv slaves, and as
the "sacred" Sabbath was upon them, and no more
crossing the lake till Monday, the query was, What
to do with them? Isaac Post went back into the
house and repeated the question to Mrs. Post, the
loving ~nd truste~ ~ife.
She ans)Vered, "Why,
thee brmg them m, ' and Mr. Post with cheerful
look but softened voice said, '' I hoped thee would
say so." And so all through the night, and the l.ong
hours of the "Christian" Sabbath, while in the pulpits of the many churches of the city the people were
admonished to worship as God Jesus of N azarath,
the outcast from Judea's church nearly nineteen
centuries ago, this husband and wife watched over
these despised and hated slaves, and saved them from
the clutches of the law and the gospel. Such, dear
readers of our TRUTH SE!EKER, was th~ woman of whom
I write, " instant in season and oU:t of seaso11 " to
work for humanity. Mrs. Post was a " woman's
rights woman" when that term applied to a person
meant obloquy, contempt,' insult. And if there be
any other words which mean more than those I hav
written, substitute them; they will be in order. But
space forbids that I shall tell you of her work for all
reforms; abe helped in them all, but the truth seekers
will most wish to know what abe was to the cause of
Universal Mental Liberty. She was one of the first
members of the Liberal League, and always true to
the Nine Demands. She gave bonds for one of the
three arrested at Watkins for selling "Cupid's
Yokes." Mr. Bennett was her personal friend, and
she was his. She felt that the working to obtain the
right to think, to speak, to print, and to circulate
one's thoughts was emphatically the work of the
present hour, and that the right settling of the labor
problem, in which she was earnestly engaged, must
follow rather than precede that reform. Mrs. Post
was a firm and activ Spiritualist, saying often to me,
"It is not belief, it is knowledge. I know death is
only an awakening to a higher life." Such was my
friend of more than forty years. Her name can
never die. She is immortal, not in my belief living a
continued individual life, but in and through her
work for humanity. 'Tis hard to write the word
farewell. Oh, how often, almost daily, some friend
departs ! Will the present generation be able to take
up the unfinished work of these departed and departing .friends? I am glad to know that the Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER will do all in his power to benefit
humanity.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 10, 289.
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Treasurer, T. B. Wakeman, 93 Nassau street, .New
York city.
RoBT. G. INGERSOLL,
T. B. WAKEMAN,
Committee.
DANIEL _G. THOMPSON,
THOMAS DAVIDSON,

J

STATEMENT OF THE U. S. l)IINISTER AT ROME ON THE
LAST LETTEl! FROM THE BRUNO COMMITTEE THERE.
"As is stated in the foregoing letter, the Common
Council of Rome bas granted permission to erect a
statue of 'Giordano Bruno in the. Campo de Fiori."
"Rome,. Jan. 12, 1889.
J. B. STALLO."
COLONEL INGERSOLL OPENS THE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.
LAw OFFICE,
}
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL,
NEw YoRK, Feb. 8, 1889.
40 WALT- STREET1
.
.T. B. WAKEMAN, EsQ., Treasurer· of the Bruno Monument Committee:
My JJear Sir: It givs me great pleasure to inclose
my check for one hundred dollars ($100).
I shall never be quite satisfied until there is a
monument to Bruno higher than the dome of St.
Peter's.
Yours very truly,
' R. G. 11NGERSOLL.

A Story of James Lick.
Miss Alia Ballou at the San Francisco Paine Celebration.

The speaker said that in the Centennial year, when the
celebration was about to take place in San Francisco, a committee of gentlemen called upon her and asked her to paint
something suitable to display on the line of march. The
time was limited, but she painted a portrait of Thomas Paine.
The committee were afraid. They thought if it were exhibited on the street it would provoke expressions of disapproval and the picture would be shot at: " I went down iu
the morning," said Miss Ballou, "and with the help of a
friend got the picture in the street. I went to the committee
and returned their money, and said, 'This picture is mine
now, not yours, is it not?' They answered, 'Yes.' I then
waited upon James Lick, who lay gasping on what proved
to be his dying bed. I stated my case-that the picture of
the man whose motto .had been 'The world is my country,
and to do good my religion' could hav no place on the street
that day. He asked me to hav it brought up that he might
see it. Upon its being. brought ·he, with tears in his eyes,
eulogized the patriot of the past, and he himself ordered
that the picture be placed where the thousands of people
must see it. I need not say it was not fired at, nor did it
provoke any expressions of disapproval ; and when the procession marched through Montgomery street, those who
would not look at this picture of a patriot were obliged to
march under it."
·

New Stories About Colonel Ingersoll.
Prom tli.e Star.

At a recent meeting of the Boucicault Club here Mr. Ingersoll spoke upon the " Art of Acting." Among his hearers
was a nephew of Cardinal Newman, ~ man whose special
forte is dramatic criticism. ." I thought I knew something
about the subject,'·' said· he; "I surely thought I had heard
the best upon it, but till to-night has it been reserved for me
to hav the veil lifted before the true inwardness of dramatic
art."
'' So you are·.the man who has been trying to abolish hell?"
remarked a minister of strong prejudices, upon being introduced to the great Freethinker; "but ah, my good sir, you
can't do it; you can't do it." "Well, if I can't, sir, I am
afraid that when you come to die you'll be-sorry I did not,"
was the quick retort.
"I want to know, colonel, if you really believe your grandfather was a monkey," said another to him. "Whether I do
or not, sir, I believe your grandson will be," returned the
colonel.
His daughters unite the most intelligence with charm of
any .girls in the city, perhaps. Their knowledge is vast,
their accomplishments varied ; but there is not a trace of
"scholarship" or pedantry in the sweet ladylike adaptability
with which they receive their guests. The whole morning
of each day is spent by them in study.

.Trusts.
From tli..e Monte Vista, Col., Jour.nal.

The Statue to Giordano Bruno at Rome.
A noble life-sized statue of Giordano Bruno is to
be erected in May next in the Campo de Fiori at
Rome, on the very spot where he was burnt alive
by the order of the papal Inquisition on the 16th of
February, 1600.
The completion of this undertaking, which has had
the general support of the Libarals of Europe, has
been delayed for several years by local opposition in
Italy, but finally the consent of the Roman municipality has been obtained by an overwhelming majority,
and the monument to the great proto-martyr of
Freethought, modern science, and philosophy will
be inaugurated in May with a becoming celebration.
We bav been appointed for the United States of
America upon the International Committee, and re.
quested to assist in raising funds to secure this noble
act of historic justice. Already $400 hav been contributed through this Committee by Liberal Americans, but we desire to send a much larger sum, and
hav promised at least $1,000, which will be about
one-tenth of the total cost.
The Committee will be pleased to bav the number
of sub!!Cribers as Dl!lmerous as possible, so that subscriptions of $1 will be appropriate, though larger
sums will be gladly received. All contributions will
be publicly acknowledged and forwarded. The time
is short, and the necessity of immediate action is
urged by the Committee at Rpme.
fle~se

to pubscribe ftnd send at OilQe tQ our

During the past few years we hav heard much about trusts,
combines, and corp_orations. The object of these is to control the markets and advance prices. Instead of .prices being governed by the natural law of supply and demand they
are to a large extent governed by artificial laws .unknown to
our ancestors. The supply of nearly everything is regulated
by large combinations and is kept so near to the daily consumptiOn as to enable the combinations to fix their own prices
and thus extort from the consumers all that they will bear.
Of late years labor has combined and fixes the price to the
same extent that trusts do, namely, all that can be charged
under our present conditions. The latest is the preachers'
and priests' combine, by which they are now seeking to hav
passed by Congress laws for the better observance of the
Sabbath. They hav to their petitions eleven million signatures asking Congress to pass such Ia ws. In these latter days
only a small perct:ntage of the American people attend church
regularly. It is hoped that if all secular work, including
railroading and Sunday newspaper work, is prohibited,
.larger congregations may be secured. Such laws are contrary to the spirit of our institutions, and if not, such laws are
reserved for the states and do not come within the province
of the general government. We believe that providence has
ordained that· at least one day i.ri seven should be set aside
for the use and contemplation of spiritual things. But no
law can make a man tired or determin how or when he shall
rest. Neither can laws turn men's attention to sacred things
or prescribe rules for worship. Some men are born tired
and desire constant rest. while others hav a desire to be constantly on the move. Some men are endowed with large
veneration and spirituality and are by nature worshipers of
the supernatural, the Great Unknown and Unknowable, while
others are almost entirely devoid of spirituality and. arc not
given to worship or credit anything which cannot be seen or
measured by the senses. The latter as a rule are endowed
with as much morality as the former, and should not be
forced by the law to conform to the ideas of the spiritualminded. So tar as the peace and ~ood of aocietr is concerned,

ii9

the clergy must advance 'with' the· tim'es.' T~ draw larger
congregations they must not attempt to force men into their
chu,r('hes by Jaws reetraining .them' from •se'cular work or
reading " profane" literature. They must vie with places
of amusement and not condemn them if they would better
succeed in preaching the gospel-to the-world.
,

A Job Lot Sale.
Fnm Lire.

Carefully assorted and warranted to deceive the best
critics. First job lot this season. All familiar with therevised Testament. Sold positivly without reserve. Empty
churches will find this the best opportunity yet offered.
No. 1. Twenty-seven years old, sickly, pale, and interesting. Andover. Took first prize for essay on pre-Adamitism. Hasn't read a word of modern science. and don't want
to; plays chess, hut no cards. Salar.v, $1,200.
No. 2. Thirty-four years old. Yale and Goettingen.
Traveled through Europe. Describes· Paris vice like an
eye-witness. Devout. Divorced from wife in Connecticut
because she was Unitarian. Disowned her and two heretical
childrenhe had by her. ·willing to marry again. Two barrels of unused sermons all paid for. Salary, $3,000.
No. 3. Forty-three years old. Self-made man. Formerly
a baker. English at times bad, but sincere and a powerful
voice. Refuted Darwin but Infidel press wouldn't publish
it. Married; eight children. Considers waltzing immoral,
but will take part in quadril. Small salary. Donation
parties thankfully received.
No. · 4. Amherst. Trinity. Forty-three years old and
handsome; florid, complexion guaranteed. Dining and
wining a specialty. Short sermons; beautiful manuscript
prayers. Unmarried. D.;sires a delicate -partner of pious
character, and wealth, demanded by the exigencies of modern
life. Church rows attended to. $5,000.
No. 5. Forty-nine years old. Oxford, Dalmatic; incense
and. private confessional. Preaches to the elite; no Irish
allowed. Four rear pews 'for colored people and domestics.
Slight flaw in early record-deacon's wife; all a malicious
lie; circumstantial evidence and a packed jury. $6,000.
For pther lots see catalog. Two weeks' trial.. Also job
lot second-hand sermons, all doctrinal, fifteen cents a pound.
Great bargains in assorted prayers ; also one barrel Sundayschool addresses, good as new.

Editor
From tli.e

Pixl~y's Conversion.
S~tn · F1·ancisco Argon~tut.

~eligion caught like an endemic disease from contact with
those who pretend to hav it, does not last. It catches, but it
does not stick. We speak from experience, because we hav
been converted several times· in our youth, .and, save in our
own opinion, we are no better now thau some who passed
successfully through the trying ordeal. A youngster educated in the sternest Prcsbyterianism-imd from his days of
childhood taught to look upon God as a holy terror and hell
as only avoidable by a miraculous interposition of divine
providence-is a brave boy if he can withstand the thunderings of an eloquent divine who, in the basement story of a
meeting-house on a dark night, pictures to him the enduring
torments of the damned. We recall our earliest conversion
as distinctly as though it happened yesterday; it lasted only
one night, and passed away with the bright morning suu
that burst in its glorious radiance over the church, tile village, and the farm. We were caught in relaxed tuental condition; we were in love, and the black. eyed, curly-haired
little maiden of our first adoration was present. She caught
it first, and somehow when her susceptible feelings were
touched and she went forward to the anxious seat to be
prayed for, we sheepishly followed, not so much for the
"love of Jesus," as for the love of the maiden. We do not
pretend to say that we were not frightened. The Rev. Dr.
Burchard was the divine, and he was eloquent beyond auy
man we ever knew; his voice was musical as a lute, and he
could roar like the red dragou with seven heads and ten
horns, represented in Revelation. The time was night and
dark, the place an underground room in the village church ;
upon the dais where the preacher stood were two tallow
dips, and on the walls sconces or tin reflectors that seemed
to make the darkness visible; there was no gas iu those
times; the theme was hell; the audience all the pious people of the congregation, all the devout deacons, all th~ tn mbling old maids, and here and there some wickeu ones
gathered in from curiosity. The Rev. Dr. BJrchard afterward becanie president of Oberlin University in Ohio. There
were no stenographers in those days but we recollect the
discourse, for it was branded in upon our soul as with an
iron heated in the inner furnace. Extending his hand ~oward
the lighted candle, he said: "Now, my beloved smners,
should I place my little finger in this burning taper and hold
it there for one moment, you cau conceive the p~in I must
endure. Now, with this little finger compare the human
body, with its complex and marvelous organization, its
nerves, sinews, ligaments, bones, and muscles, its sensitiv
vital organs, the brain that thinks, the heart that beats, the
blood that courses through the veins, and with this dull
taper, its simple wick of cotton, its envelopment of tallow,
compare the intense heat of the sulphurous fires ~hat bu~n
and surge in the lowest depths of eternal hell; co~s1der. the1r
capacities of torture and the torment of the revolvmg billows
of flame as they envelop not only the human body but the
human soul, and remember that in this flaming torture you
must struggle and writhe as the worm that never dies; for
unending ages you must endure the torture that never ends,
the fire that never consumes; for, if you pass this opportunity, you may hav lost the only chance of conc!liating an
offended God and when once the decree of pumshmeut is
pronounced, the penalty can never be annulled and forgivness can never be considered. I despair of conveying to
your minds the duration of eternity; but if all the waters of
all the rivulets, rivers, streams, lakes, and oceans, all the
mountains of ice that are piled in polar seas were melted and
gathered in one great reservoir, and this liquid ocedb was
turned to ink, and (lD its brink sat the recording angel who,
once in ten thousand times ten thousand years, should dip
his pen to make his mark on some enduring, endless scrollwhen this vast reservoir was cxhauated eternity would hav
but just begun." And th~n he invited us t.o come forward ~o
the anxious seat and wh1le we were commg up, he sang, m
gentle tone, som~ sweet hymn that thrilled our inmost souls.
Does any reader who knows our prudence, doubt that we
hastened to the 'front, and that, on that anxious seat, we
were most anxious? Does anybody doubt that we repented
ourselvs of sin and were !'ntirely willing to be pardoned of
all our transgressions? The same careful prudence ti.J~t
makes us invest in masses, and that has purchased and pa1d
for eleven millions of chances for purgatorhli relief, in~u~ed
us then to hedge and dodge the divine wrath by perm1ttmg
the Rev. Dr. Burchard to pray that our sins might be forgiveu.
·
·
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" The Limitations ot Toleration."
The edition of THE TRUTH BEEKER in which this discussion
between
Colonel RoBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Hon. FREDERIC R. CouDEBT, and
General STEWART L. WoODFORD,
appeared i! exhausted, and we hav put the matter into
pamphlet form. It makes a handsome appearance with
cover, and can be had for
TEN OBNTS PRR OOPY.
It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrine of Liberalism on the most important subject of the
. world-the right to think and speak and write. The superiority of our doctrine on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was never better set forth, and
must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power
to reason.
THE argument in this issue of THR TRUTH BEEKER against
the Blair amendment to the Constitution by C. B. Waite,
entitled '' The Conspiracy Against the Republic," is from
advance sheets of the Ohicago Law Times. It will also be
printed in pamphlet form by the American Secular Union,
and can be had of the secretary, E. A. Stevens, 16 Union
Park place, Chicago, Ill., for five cents a single copy; ten
copies, thirty cents, forty copies for a dollar. Mr. Waite's
argument should be read by everybody.

The Sunday Rest Bill.
When the presiding officer called for petitions and
memorials in tlie United States Senate on Tuesday
of last week, Senator Palmer of Michigan obtained
the floor .first, and put in a petition for the Sunday
rest bill. Iceberg Edmunds of Vermont followed
with another. Standard Oil Payne of Ohio had one,
too, from churches in his state. Senator Cullom of
Illinois had one from .both sides. Senator Wilson of
Iowa put in one for the churches, and the other
Wilson from Maryland did the behest of the pious in
his state. Half a dozen prohibition petitions accompanied the memorials in favor of the Sunday rest
bill. Senator Cullom presented the only protest
against Blair's Sunday bill.
The churches, it seems, are much more activ than
their opponents, but this we presume is because they
got the start in the matter. For a year or more they
hav been pushing their petitions quietly, and are now
all ready to dump them on the senatorial desks.
Very few people knew about the proposed law, and
Senator Blair as chairman of the committee having it
in charge did all he could to prevent any knowledge
leaking out. Mr. Wolff, the Secular Union's representativ in Washington, had the hearing sprung on
him unexpectedly, and was given but an hour or two
to prepare his argument against the specific provisions of the bill. Now that the matter is before
the country, we trust that the Freethinkers will do
their duty and send petitions to their senators in
large numbers. Mr. Wolff says that he shall challenge " the whole crowd " of advocates of the bill to
a public discussion.
The time, however, is getting short. Only a few
days of this session of Congress remain, and whatever is done must be done quickly.

The Statue to Bruno at Rome.
Now that the common council of Rome has removed
the prohibition against the erection on the Campo de
Fiori of a statue to Giordano Bruno, the friends of
that great Atheist should promptly provide the sum
necessary to put the statue in place. The design is
chosen, the statue sculptured, and it only remains to
place it on its pedestal and dedicate it as a tardy act
of justice to one of the noblest of the many victims
of Roman Catholic intolerance.
All Freethinking Europe is contributing to the
fund necessary to accomplish this-England, France,
Germany, Italy, and even in Spain there are found
some Infidels who will aid in the work. As will be
seen by the communication from the committee in
another column, America is asked for one thousand
dollars. About four hundred dollars was raised a
few years ago, when the project was young, and with
the one hundred dollars given by Colonel Ingersoll
this month one-half the amount is in hand. In the
letter accompanying the communication, Mr. Wakeman, the treasurer of the fund, says the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and other Liberal
papers hav done their share, and he asks that this,
the second appeal, shall be spread before another
constituency, which we shall take pleasure in doing.
There may, however, be several readers who hav
come into the family since the first appeal was made,
who may be anxious to enroll their names on the
honorable list of those who are vindicating one of the
gl.'eat characters of Freethought from the cruel hostility of religion. To such we suggest that they send
their contributions direct to T. B. Wakeman, 93
Nassau street, New York city.
It has taken nearly three hundred years to moTe
public opinion in Rome to the point of allowing this
statue to be erected. But it is now to be· placed on
the very spot where Bruno's life went out in flame
and smoke, surrounded by brutal priests and howling
devotees of the most slavish faith ever invented by
men. To-day, the Roman church. protests against it,
and only a few days ago a prominent Catholic wrote
to the Sun, sneering at the act and insinuating
a doubt "if Bruno was ever burnt at all." Only a
year ago the council refused permission to place the
statue, but those councilmen who were the tools of
the pope hav been retired to private life. The
government of Rome, like the government of Italy,
is not now the puppet of Leo XIII.
The inauguration of this statue next May means a
good deal. It means that not only does the intelligent part of Italy condemn the murder of Bruno, but
that it has determined that the arrogant power of
the Vatican is at an end in the Tery city where its
most hideous crimes hav been committed, and where
it thought itself intrenched forever. When the St.
Bartholomew massacre was accomplished Gregory
XIII. celebrated the event and ordered a commemorativ medal to be struck. This statue vindicates
a victim of one of Gregory's successors, and commemorates an event as important for the world of
freedom as the Bartholomew massacre was infamous
in the history of religion. That event is the overthrow of the power of Rome.

A. New Christ.
Out in Minneapolis, Minn., there is a new sect.
Its chief creedal article is that Christ has returned
to earth. He is a reverend, of course, living at Rock
Island, Ill., and he has an apostle named Whitney
who preaches at Minneapolis. The Chriat's name is
J. Schwemfurth, and he writes letters to Mr. Whitney, which the latter uses as sermons. A reporter
attended one of Mr. Whitney's services. The apostle
read the fifty-fourth chapter of Isaiah, and said that
it referred to a woman who should giv birth to the
new Christ. He said twenty years ago he met Mrs.
Beekman in K~nsas, and was convinced that she was
absolutely filled with the spirit of the Lord. She
fulfilled all the provisions of the prophecy contained
in the chapter read. He asserts, therefore, that the
son she gave birth to (Mr. Schwemfurth) is the second Christ. Whitney said that the Bible, when it·
speaks of the bride and the groom, meant Jesus
Christ as the groom and the mother of the second
Christ as the bride. The Bible, when it speaks of
this matter, certainly means that some one person is
the bride, and that person must be a woman. The
woman must be absolutely filled with the spirit of
the Lord. He says that that woman is Mrs. Beak-

I man.

He says that she has spoken before eminent
divines, and they all say they hav never heard such
words out of the· mouths of men. There were
several persons present, whom Mr. Whitney mentioned as having received benefits from the new.
Christ. One, a Mrs. Thrall, he said, was one day
riding down-town with him in the street-car. He
had been exhorting her for three days to accept. the
new faith, but she resisted all his efforts. H'er mind
was tortured with doubt, so that she suffered bodily
as well as mental agony. Her face was distorted
with pain. Mr. Whitney said to her : "There is no
reason for all the pain you suffer; b,elieve in the
new Christ," and left her. Such an instant change
came over her that some ladies in the same car remarked to her : " What did that man say to you!
Your face looks like an angel's."
Mr. Schwemfurth, the Christ, seems to keep largely
in the background, and let his apostle Whitney do
the advertising. Mr. Whitney promptly performs
the necessary miracles, and give the new Christ the
credit. This is modest, anyway. The lady in the
horse-car is another St. Veronica, without the handkerchief, and no doubt the whole story is as true as
its prototype.
But if they had this new Christ over in New
Jersey they would shut him up in jail for six months.
It's fortunate for Jesus that he died befor.e New
Jersey was discovered.

"Christian Science."
During the past few weeks the "Christian Scientists" hav received several severe setbacks through
the death of the victims under their treatment. The
latest, and a peculiarly sad case, is reported from
Pierre, Dakota, where the "scientists" are liable to
find themselvs haled before a legal tribunal, if it has
not already been done.
The story of the evil effects of Christian superstition is briefly as follows: W. G. Nixon and wife were
until a few months ago prominent members of the
Methodist church in their vicinity. Mrs. Nixon's
father is Bishop Andrews of Washington territory.
Last August the Nixona lost a young son. The boy
was treated by regular physicians until, despairing
of its recovery by ordinary means, a telegram brought
from Des Moines a man who professed to cure by
faith or by " Christian Science," but the child died.
Since that time Mrs. Nixon has brooded over the
subject so much that she became a monomaniac and
an ardent believer in Christian Science, and Mr.
Nixon also adopted the new faith. Mrs. Nixon, after
the death of this son, went to Des Moines.
A few weeks since Mrs. Nixon returned from Des
Moines, and with her a Miss Campbell, a disciple of
Christian Science, and a little later a Mr. Elliott, also
of Des Moines, arrived on the scene, and since that
time a regular class has been conducted in Christian
Science and alleged cures hav been effected and a
number of converts made to the faith. The last
week in January another child fell sick, but no doctor was called. The disease was inflammation of the
bowels. The inquest brought out the facts that the
child had hardly ordinary care, no effort being made
to treat it except by faith and prayer, and it was permitted to suffer tortures and die a victim to superstition. Inquiring neighbors were constantly told that
the child was all right and well. Hours after the
child's death this statement was made repeatedly.
The evidence shows that the concealment of the
death was due to the "Scientists," who were trying
to resurrect the child, even telegraphing Mr. Nixon,
who was in this city, to see Mrs. Eddy, of Boston, to
hav her bring the child back to life. ·
When the child's death became known, Coroner
Sprague, of Hughes county, summoned three jurors
to hold an inquest. A post mortem examination was
also held. The verdict of the jury was as follows:
"An inquisition holden at Pierre, D. T., in Hughes county,
territory of Dakota, on the 26th and 28th days of Jan., A.D.
1889, before C. C, Sprague, coroner of the said county, upon
the body of Eddy Nixon, son of W. G. Nixon, there lying
dead, by the jurors whose names are hereto subscribed ; the
said jurors upon their oaths do say that from all information
and evidence obtained at the inquest, do declare and believe
that the disease from which the child died was inflammation
of the bowels, and that there was no physician callM to giv
medical attention as prescribed by law; that the child probably died through ignorance and medical neglect caused by
the influence over the parents of the following persons: Mr.
M. A. Elliott and Miss M. R,, Co.mpbeU, of Des Moines, Ia.
who profess to be Christian heale~s.
'
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" In testimony whereof, the said jurors hav hereunto set
their hands, the day and year aforesaid. ·
}
" B. C. AsH,
"P. W. CoMFORD,
Jurors.
"WIJ:.LIAM H. GLl!OKLER.
"Attest: C. C. SPRAGUE, coroner of Hughes county."

"We havn't any room in our church for people who
havn't paid for their seats. Our trouble is not to find places
for strangers, bat to keep them out. We don't ask them to
come and we don't want them. If they come, they are in
the way, and we hav hard work to get them out of the way;
but we manage to do it nevertheless. We hav to watch them,
A Dakota paper, discussing the case, says: "Mrs. put sometimes they elude us and contrive to find seats someNixon has the sympathy of a greater portion of our where. Then we hav to tell them very plainly to get up
people; for they think her mind weakened, and that and go out. And we make them do it."

she has been but putty in the bands of designing
people. They are severe on Mr. Nixon, for on him
they lay the blame of first introducing Christian Science in the family and arguing in its favor. On these
parties from Des Moines who hav been the leaders
of the movement here there is nothing but the severest censure, and had it not been for consideration of
Mrs. Nixon they would hav been driven from the
place at once. The case is extremely sad, but it is
only a repetition of many similar cases reported
from other states, brought on by the same doctrin.
It might be summarized as murdering a child (for it
is little less) and driving a good woman insane. In
view of these facts is it any wonder that our best
citizens met and held indignation meetings 7 Is it
any wonder that society demands protection! Is it
any wonder that men look at these revelations with
fear, not knowing where the next blow will fall, or
who will be the next victim? Let us be charitable,
let us b~ just, but let us protect the young, the innocent, the weak."
It may be nec.essary yet in civilized countries to
make legislation to protect the poor victims of superstition against the machinations of their leadersagainst the strong brains which· delude the weak,
against the designing who deceive the ignorant and
lead them into crime. The Christian religion is,
directly and indirectly, the cause of this child-murder
and the insanity of its parent. Directly, because the
"Christian Scientists," the faith curista, are only
preachers of another superstitious sectarianism ;
indirectly, because, had not the minds of the parents
been prepared by acceptance of the Christian religion to believe the miraculous, the supernatural, the
impossible, they would not hav allowed the " Christian Scientists" to inveigle them into the senseless
course of conduct which terminated in the practical
murder of their child.
It is a very difficult question to handle, but a law
to punish parents for allowing a child to die without
doing for it all that human skill can accomplish is
not violating any right of conscience. Such neglect
is a positiv act against humanity, and comes perilously close to murder.

Catholic America.
The following two paragraphs we find in juxtaposition in a Catholic journal:
" On December 6th the sisters were compelled to leave the
Institution for the Dei!>f and Dumb, in Paris; and on the 8th
of February they will be compelled to quit the Asylum for
the Youthful Blind. And this in spite of the protests of the
most eminent physicians of Paris."
''As an illustration of how the old order has changed in
.New England, it is stated that in the entire district of South
Boston included in the large parish of Our Lady of the
Rosary there are only four non-Catholic families. New
England has become New Ireland, and the prestige of the
Puritans is at an end.''

As the anticlericals of France are steadily abating
the influence of Catholicism there, it seems to be
waxing strong here. But is it really gaining
strength in general here ? From the increasing
success of its corrupt schemes, from its advancing
boldness and dictatorial doings, from its extending inroads among our common schools, from the
growing silence, subservience, and connivance of
politicians as to its proceedings, we must pronounce
that-what? That it is growing? Yes. And that
those who love their children, their homes, their
country, must awake, and act.

A Corporation for Worshiping.
There is one bluntly honest churchman in this city.
The great cant cry of the average Christian is that
the churches make all welcome-in fact are just aching to grasp the stranger by the hand and lead him
to Christ without money and without price, and with
no thought of his previous condition. But Mr. Benjamin W. Williams, chief lay manager of the St.
Thomas Episcopal church, at 53d street and Fifth
avenue, entertains different sentiments, and was not
at all backward about expressing them to a &tn
reporter one:day last week. He said; . _

Then he explained the plan the church is run on at
length and with commendable frankness. As sexton
and business manager of the church he has no theory
on the subject of free pews for impecunious worshipers. "It's plain business. The church is a corporation for worshiping, and when the members of the
corporation come to church they want the places
they hav paid for. Free salvation is all sentiment.
It won't work in this age, and it won't do in such a
congregation as that of St. Thomas. We don't ask
people to come, for we don't want them. We don't
advertise in the papers, 'Strangers welcome,' as some
churches do. Free salvation ! U mph ! If we were
Methodists we might hav our ushers standing at the
door and go out and grab people, and say : 'How
are you, brother?' ' Glad to see you, sister.'
'Bless the Lord; come in and hav some salvation.'
But we are not that kind. It wouldn't work even on
a small scale in this church. It would be queer to
see the pewholders of the church, when they observe
some stranger standing in the aisle, rise and throw
their arms around the stranger's peck, and greet him
with that same exclamation of 'Bless the Lord, I am
glad to see you in church. Come in and sit with me.'
It is a mistake to suppose that that is what St.
Thomas's .is for. No. I am not looking for souls
for the pews. It's the dollars that are wanted. I
don't consider the question of Christianity. It's
none of my business whether the people that hav
seats are Christiana or pagans. As for the theology
of the question, I don't hav time to think of that.
The minister is hired to look after such matters.
There are always people who havn't money to pay
for salvation. Take our church, for example. In
the morning, when we hav our congregation fully
occupying the pews, the collection will be $2,000.
In the afternoon, when the strangers are there, how
much will the collection be~ It may be $40. That's
all. So that proves that the outsiders are not ·profitable.''
Mr. Williams is straight business from the beginning. To him the question has no theological
aspects. It is simply so many dollars for his corporation, and he proposes to adjust his tariff on salvation according to what the traffic will bear. Each
pew to him represents so much cold cash, if a• rich
man gets in it, and so much less cold cash if a
stranger occupies it who will limit his contribution to
a dollar or two. Mr. Williams possesses a great brain
for business.
There are a good many more fashionable churches
in this city which pattern after St. Thomas's church,
but their business agents are not so brutally frank as
Mr. Williams. If they were, the effort to make
these corporations for worshiping pay their taxes
would be nearer success.

For the Benefit of New Zealanders.
A New Zealand correspondent sends us these
questions:
1. What constitutes the political difference between
Republicans and Democrats ?
2. How is the president nominated!
3. Is the Senate the local state government? Is a
Senator by virtue of his election to the Senate a
member of Congress, or as we would put it, a member of the general assembly?
For the benefit of the New Zealanders, in whose
behalf Mr. Harwood writes, we answer : 1. The difference between the two dominant parties is mainly
one of men to fill the offices. In our last campaign
the Republicans made an issue of high protectiv
tariff duties as opposed to the Democratic advocacy
of a tariff revision which should put raw material on
the free list, and lower the duty on many manufactured articles. Broadly speaking, also, the Democratic party stands for state rights-home rule-as
against a strong central government which the
Republicans hav favored more by acts than by talk.
2. The president is not voted for directly, but is
chosen by electoral colleges from each state, meeting
at the capital of each state, and sending a certificate
of their choice to the president of the national
Senate. These ~lectors IU'e not bound to vote for

the man chosen by their party, but of course they
always do. The country would be too warm for
them if they did not. The parties proposing to run
candidates for president, a few months before the
election, send their delegates to a national or general
convention-these delegates are chosen in each state
by their respectiv parties-and they ~ominate the
man who shall be their party's standard· bearer. Then
in each state each party nominates men as candidates
for the state electoral college, and the men so nominated who get the most votes in their respectiv states
vote in the electoral college for their party's choice,
as expressed in the convention.
3. We hav two kinds of senators-state senators
and national senators. Each state has two legislativ
bodies-assemblymen, or representative, and senators.
The national Congress is also composed of a House of
Representative and a Senate, like the House of Commons and the House of Lords. The state assemblymen, or representative, and the state senators are
voted for by the people directly. The congressmen, as
the members of the national House of Representative
are commonly called, are also voted for directly. National senators are chosen by the state legislativ
bodies-a joint ballot of senators and assemblymen,
or representative. Each state has two national senators regardless of population. A senator is a member of the body to which he is elected, and helps
make state or national laws according as he is a state
or national senator.

Editorial Notes.
NoTwiTHSTANDING repeated denials, the Christians are still
circulating the story that Colonel Ingersoll's daughter Eva
visited the Catholic cathedral, and was so impressed with its
magnificence that she at once became & Christian. After
circulating for fifteen or sixteen hundred years a gospel which
is entirely false, we cannot be surprised that. the lovers of the
Christian religion should push along a little lie like this, but
it is surprising that any Freethinker should hear "with halfbelieving ear this slander of a foe," and think a denial necessary. Liberals should hav more confidence in each other's
integrity of purpose and mind, and especially should yarns
about Colonel Ingersoll and his family be taken with a large
amount of salt. It is safe to deny instantly and point-blank
any story to their discredit, from whatever source it may
emanate.
THE American Museum of Natural History, on the west
side of Central park, is now open Tuesday and Saturday
evenings until 10 o'clock. The Museum of Art, on the eaEt
side, is not yet open evenings, lighting facilities not being
complete. Electric light is necessary to display the paintings
to the best advantage, while gas answers for the specimens
of natural history. The Art Museum will, however, be
opened soon. The evening exhibitions are the result of the
compromise between the museum directors and the city
officials as to Sunday openi.Bg. It is a step toward the latter,
and the large number of evening visitors at the Museum of
Natural History shows conclusivly that if the museums were
open on Sunday they would entertain more people than now
visit them on all the week days. For this concession of
evening opening the people can thank the American Secular
Union, which began the agitation. That they don't get
more, they can blame themseln. If every man who desires
Sunday opening would write to his assemblyman and senator
in Albany urging it, the doors would speedily be unlocked.
If you want anything, you hav got to ask for it, 1md ask in
no gentl"l tones when the ears of politicians and Presbyterians
are to be assailed.
THE Tribune of this city now employs a moralist who
lingers in church porches and intercepts the hunks of virtue
that fly out from the pulpit. He is an amusing as well as a
necessary addition to the Tribune staff. Even " open and
professed Infidels" can find a laugh in this which he found
in some church porch on a recent Sunday: "It often happens
that men of the world whose "morals are notoriously loose
are most severe in their denunciations of intellectual unbelief. And the strange part of it is that they are really sincere
in their repudiation of such unbelief. Down in the bottom
of their hearts there is a profound belief in the code of Christian morality which in their daily lives they fail to follow,
but which they vaguely expect some day to follow, when
they hav exhausted all the pleasures of life. I am neither
defending nor justifying these men in their inconsistent attitude toward religion, but merely refer to it as an interesting
phase of .human nature which manifests itself in every age
and country. The roues of the court of Charles II. of England were, as a rule, sturdy believers in God and the ?hurch,
and to.day the libertine and roisterers of the capitals of
Europe would, almost to a man, refuse to .associate with an
open and professed Infidel. And the fact IS to be regarded,
not as an argument against Christianity, but as an unintended
tribute paid to it." If Christianity finds comfort and consolation in such support as that, we think the " open and professed Infidels" will not seek to deprive her of it.

A. Happy Hit,
. From the Inaepenaent Pulpit.

The TRUTH SBEKER ANNUAL for 1889 has attracted considerable attention. It turns out now that the Symposium ot
opinions on Liberalism was a very happy hit.
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to-day, and hav ever trusted to your obliging manhood all
our means and business relations with Truth Seeker Company
in books, papers, or charity. Excuse and hint as much if we
ask too much at your hands. Our means are limited, but in
AVERY, 0., Jan.. 12, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.25 for paying up, a renewal, small things we can help some. The illustrations in THE
and your Aut:ANAO for 1889. I am Spiritualist, but hav taken TRUTH BEEKER are marked educators. Oh, that the world
SARAH GREGG Fox.·
THE TRUTH BEEKER nearly from its first issue. Reason why could be made to study them !
-because it-is a Ffeethought paper, and Liberal enough to
CHAU LEVEL, Mo., Jan. 17, 1889.
publish all sides.
MRs. E. R. WILwox.
MR. EDITOR: I am well pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER,

l,ttftrs Jro"l Jlritnds.

and although in time past, through the agency of St. Paul, I
was enabled to "see through a glass darkly," at present,
by the aid of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I am enabled to behold
things face to face. I never saw Paul to a greater disadvantage than in Heston's picture of him as a member of a school
board. · The lady teachers of Qur land should be very thankful that those of us who occupy the position of school director
are not of Paul, nor Apollos, nor of Cephas, or they would
Los ANGELES, CAL., Jan. 12, 1889.
be sent about their business of drudgery with the information
MR. EDITOR : In scanning the contour of Balsam's form in that, "I suffer not a woman to teach." In your endeavor to
your issue of January 5th, the impression is created that he ring out the old systems of religion and ring in the new, you
was cradled on a barrel, and for this reason I think he must hav my best wishes for success.
W. 0. LEWIS.
hav been born in Canada. But a doubt rises as to his nativity
CHICAGO, ILL., Jan. 10, 1889.
when I look at his feet, for they giv unmistakable evidence
MR. EDITOR.: Following is a piece of poetry which was
that he was a bogtrotter from Ireland. Hav you authoritativ
information as to the birthplace of this illustrious character? repeated to me by a man who said he had learned it about
forty years ago. He knew not who was the author. I think
.
ANSON COBURN.
it is worth saving:
FREDERIOK, Mo., Jan. 12, 1889.
Would you both please and be instructed, too,
Watch well the rage for shining to subdue.
MR. EDITOR : I write you ihese few lines to let you know
Hear every man upon his favorit.theme,
that I will be an applicant to the president of the United
And ever be more knowing than yon seem.
States for postmaster in Frederick, Md. I hope you may·
The lowest genius may afford some light,
become interested in my behalf. If I can get the office, with
Or giv a hint that had escaped your sight.
Resist not, therefore, with your utmost might,
my standing in society, and the money which it will bring,
But let the weakest think he's sometimes right.
Freethought will be permanently established in Maryland.
He, for each triumph you shall thus decline,
Please send me the FREETHINKERS' -ALMANAc.
Will giv ten opportunities to shine.
Yours respectfully,
AARoN DAVIS.
He sees, since once you owned him to excel,
NEw YoRK, Jan. 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read Dr. Westbrook's excellent
article ; its wisdom and sound, good sense show us plainly
the way for our actions, especially his recommendation to set
out a prize for a plain manual for the instruction of all man~
kind in the " purest principles of morality" in accord with
the laws of nature.
Yours truly,
FRED. KoEZLY.

While, as a rule, your editorials are excellent, and there is
always some good reading ·in THE TRUTH SEEKER,· at the
same time there is much space given up to correspondents
that ought never to hav space assigned to them in any paper.
Hoping your paper will grow with the times and do much
good, I remain,
Yours truly,
F; B. NoRTHUP.
SMITHVILLE FLATS, Jan. 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I hav long wished to tell you of a smart little
boy in this county,. whose speech ought to appear on the
back page of your paper-little Master Hazard, son of exSheriff Hazard, of Sherburne. Some two years ago while his
father lived in Norwich attending to his office, this little lad
was seven years old and went to school there. The boys at
school finally succeeded in making him understand that his
parents put the presents in his stockings instead of Santa
Claus. He could not believe for some time that his father
and mother would lie so about such a little matter, but he
was finally convinced. The last of the week his mother told
him he was playing so much in the street she feared he
would not.hav his Sunday-school lesson ready. "Well," he
said to his mother, "old Santa is played out, and I guees
this Jesus story will be before long!"
M. M. T.

DEXTER, Mo., Jan. 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3 for payment of my subscription for 1889, which I send cheerfully, as I hav never
taken a paper that suits me in every particular as well as
THE TRUTH BEEKER with Heston's addition. I will try to
get some new subscribers, though I think it will be hard for
me to get one in this vicinity. I am now taking three Liberal papers-THE TRUTH SEEKKR, Boston Investigator, and
the Ironclad Age, and as fast as I read them I giv them to
my neighbors, and some of them hav been conve;ted, but it
seems that the new spirit is not strong enough yet to get
them to subscribe for a paper. Just as soon as I can get one
I will nail him to the cross, hoping th; day may come when
It is his interest you should reason well.
there will not be TRuTH SEEKERS enough to supply the
COVINGTON, IND., Jan. 14, 1889.
I think it would be well for every Freethinker to commit greater demand for them-and I do believe that that day
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3 50 to pay as follows: $3 those lines to memory. It might do us all good.
will come, and in my time. I am now fifty-four years ·
for THE '!'RUTH SEEKER; twenty-five cents for your ALMANAC;
old, and, being an Infidel, I think I will liv fifty more ; but
JOHN HUDSON.
and twenty-five cents to giv Watson Heston as a treat from an
as that is none of my business, I will not set the time.
old man seventy-seven years old on April 14th next. It is
McCUNE, KAN., Jan. 14, 289.
A true Liberal,
J. W. McCALLUM.
one of. the proudest thoughts of my life to think that I hav
MR. EDITOR: I write again to let our truth-reading friends
never got on my knees before the altar of superstition, and know we are yet alive. This is a lively little town of about
CAMDEN, N. J., Jan. 16, 1889.
prayed to a God who is deaf, dumb, and blind to all prayers. eight hundred inhabitants. We hav the usual number of
MR. EDITOR: I had thought that the acme of judicial
Yours respectfully,
ELISHA RoDGERS.
churches for such a place (three), Methodist, Baptist, and outrage possible under the Comstock laws had been reached
Presbyterian, all in good running order. I t&ke no part when I was convicted by a jury chosen in my absence, and
NEw CAMBRIA, RAN., Jan. 13, 1889.
in church matters, and yet I must say that the Christian peo- the first sight that met my eyes upon entering the courtMR. EDITOR: The New Cambria Literary Society !s run
ple treat me well-as well as they do each other. Please find room was the spectacle of the United States judge who was
strictly on a Liberal basis now. It virtually accepts the
inclosed fifty cents, for which send me the TRUTH BEEKER to try the case shaking hands and exchanging fervid conLiberals' motto, viz., "Think for yourself and express that
ANNUAL for 188!); also, Ingersoll's defense in the case of the gratulations with my prosecutor, or when, later, the governthought: Freethought will giv us truth." This change of
ment witness not being quite prepared to swear away the
people of New Jersey vs. C. B. Reynolds.
affairs was brought about by A. Williams, W. A. Murphy,
I am well pleased with THE TRUTH BEEKER. I commenced liberty of a neighbor in the glib manner expected of him, the
and Wm. McLaughlin, of the above address. Much
taking it when D. M. Bennett was in prison, and hav read same judge petulantly exclaimed : " This man is evidently a
credit is due Mr. Williams for drafting a new constitution
every· number since. It seems to me it gets better all the most unwilling witness." But I am not sure that a Philadeland by-laws for the society strictly on a Liberal basis. I
time. Those pictures are splendid. And to those that talk phia district attorney in his demand that Mrs. Sada B. Fowler
am sorry I cannot attend their society. JoHN W. ABBOTT.
politics I want to say I am a Republican, because that is the shall surrender the plates and copies of her novel, "Irene,"
party that saved our flag, and I want R. G. Ingersoll for has not capped the climax of official insolence. What!
OsHKOSH, Wis., Jan. 20,_ 289.
Submit to be robbed of property and means of subsistence
M.S. GoWIN.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find twenty-five cents in president. Yours, fora free country,
at one man's dictation, even though in the name of law and
stamps for the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1889. Will giv
justice? Never! I am glad to hear the little woman
SALEM, 0., Jan. 19, 1889.
you one or two more subscribers in April, if nothing happens.
MR. EDITOR: I received the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for pluckily exclaim that she will "take the prison bars first."
We hav had a detachment of the Salvation Army here for
the last two months, and some of our churches haT been 188~ on the 11th of this month. When I first opened it I did But, seriously, Mr. Editor, and thinking nien and women of
JOHN A. WILsON.
holding revivals, but none of them. has got a single convert not know who Giordano Bruno was, for I am a real igno- America, where is this thing to stop?
up to date. And that makes me feel splendid. I am more ramus, but after examining our cyclopedia I knew the statue
BURTON, MioH., Jan. 12, 1889.
quite well, afrd think it is a beautiful picture. When I
than pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER and the cartoons.
MR. EDITOR : I must continue the visits of the grand warturned over a few pages through the calendar, I thought it
Yours muchly,
GEo. M. HARE.
was going to be only a repetition of last year's ANNUAL. I horse, THE TRUTH SEEKER, to keep me and others posted all
UPPER MATTOLE, CAL., Jan. 15, 1889.
quickly changed my mind as I noticed it closer. As we, my along the line. The Blair bill, the Gad-in-the-Constitution
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5 to apply on sub- husband and myself, are interested in astronomy, telescopes, party, the attack on the Sunday newspaper, the Catholic
scription, and twenty-five cents in postage stamps for the and observatories, and as we are Liberals also, you cannot encroachment upon our common school system, the secret
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. We are about entering on a new imagin how well pleased we were when we turned to the machinations of both Catholic and Protestant powers to seera of prosperity. Already business is improving as a result ·Lick Observatory. We had seen cuts of it in scientific cure some legal vantage-ground by which they can humiliate
of the intelligent action of the voters in the last election. papers before, but we did not enjoy it as we did when we and crush all Freethinkers, must be watched with eagle eyes
The nativ-born voters of the state of New York hav shown saw it in your Liberal ANNUAL.
and scotched by lectures, debates, petitions to Congress, etc.
that they cannot be misled by free tJ:ade sophistry, even if it
We hav a three-inch telescope of our own, and it is Liberals, Secularists, Spiritualists, Agnostics, rally, unite,
comes from a New York president. As to the European mounted on an equatorial stand. We hav spent a great and fight if need be, for Universal Mental Liberty, or the Dark
vote of New York city and Brooklyn, it went as it always many pleasant evenings studying the stars and planets.
Ages with ostracism and persecution will soon be upon us.
goes, for Europe and against the interests of this country.
To H. J. Ward, of Coaling, Ala., I wish to say: Dear
Since we commenced the study of astronomy the Bible has
Yours truly,
A. A. HADLEY.
fallen eight or ten degrees or more lower in our estimation, brother, I feel you are honest to the core. Your article in
and i.t was low enough before, "dear knows." We think THE TRUTH BEEKER of January 12th is a gem-clear, conWHITEHALL, ILL., Jan. 16, 1889.
that there is no science that will so make the Bible ridiculous densed, and candid. I sympathize with you. I hav been
there. Some spirit strikes that clock, and that is all it can
MR. EDITOR: The distinguished Secularist, Charles Watts, as astronomy.
of Toronto, Ont., deliTered three lectures at Union Hall, in
With a mere smattering of reason and a little study of do for you until you make right conditions. Now send sixty
this place, on the 13th, 14th, and 15th inst., which, in spite astronomy we cannot imagin how one can call the Bible the cents to Colby & Rich, No.9 Bosworth street, Boston, and
get a planchet, postpaid. Then get, if you can, three males
of inclement weather, were attended by large and apprecia- work of God.
tiv audiences. The subject of his first lecture was "SecularWith our three-inch telescope we cannot expect to see and three females, kind and loving, a medium if possible ;
ism," in which he answered the question, Wherein is it bet- everything, but we are ready to swear that Joshua never sit round table at night, room dark and still, sing ten or
ter than Christianity? His second subject was "Christian- stopped the sun, and we hav not yet seen the stars, or even fifteen minutes some Spiritual song or songs; all touch hands
ity," in which he examined its alleged evidences as a super- the one star, that an image like man could hav thrown into and some two lay their hands lightly ·on planchet, and ask
natural religion. His third subject was "Religion and Sci- space. We hav seen objects far grander, far more sublime. that friend and others to come and talk through it. Ask
ence," iB. which he showed their relation to civilization. He As I turned on through the ANNUAL I thought I never could question so answer can be by raps, three raps for yes, one for·
evinced a thorough knowledge of his subjects, using Ian-· read anything better or more interesting than the " Sympo- no, and two, do not know. Be calm and quiet one hour, so
guage eloquent and arguments logical, without being offensiv sium." It was "quite a treat for us. And when I read the spirits can cli!.arge table, persons, chairs, electro-magnetically.
to the religious portion of his hearers. While laboring to gems through I thought I never read a better selection of Sit twice weekly, and your child will come, and friend and
dispel belief in the superstitious teachings of religion, he gems. I enjoyed the ANNUAL all through very much. It is others, and your soul will be satisfied. Write me at Burton,
Mich., and I will further aid you. Darkness is best for a
strenuously advocated the observance of ethical principles- the best I .ever read.
MAME FRENcH.
few weeks.
D. HIGBIE, M.D.
which is the only true course to disarm adverse criticism and
WYKERTOWN 1 Jan. 19, 1889.
make converts to the Secular philosophy. Mr. Watts left
MR. EDITOR: You wish to know why I stop your paper. I
here this morning for theW est, to fulfill engagements in KanELMSPRINGil, ARK., Jan. 8, 289.
sas, Colorado, and Utah. On his return East, in March, he hav several reasons: First, I am a little stingy; second, I
MR. EDITOR: I know that the readers, and especially the
will deliver two more lectures in this place, providence per- hav not time to read it, unless I neglect some other reading publishers, of THE TRUTH BEEKER would like to know what
matter that! ought to attend to; third, I want a little rest from has become of me. On the lOth of May, 1888, I, in company
mitting.
J. H. HILL.
that kind of literature. I do· not want you to think for a with my family, left our home at Cleopatra, Mercer county,
LEMoORE, CAL., Jan. 16,' 1889.
moment that I am changing my views. I am an Agnostic Mo., traveling southeast over a great portion of that rough,
MR. EDITOR: Must hav the ANNUAL. Please find inclosed from birth, and expect to die in that belief. Being such, I mountainous country in Missouri. The majority voted to
stamps to pay for the same; also, twenty.&ve cents for the am not zealous as young converts are, and do not expect to travel southwest. using the argument, "We shall find a
Casey fund of the "Children's Corner." You are not the one see the world all come to my way of thinking, and I am not smoother country," so the minority reluctantly turned the
to trouble apo~t th!)S!l t1Iin~s, b~t ~t is handy to inclos~ . ready to al,iuse my frie!l<].B l;>ec!\u~e they do I!O~ tl!~ ~s J qo. te!\ms, anq trud~ed up and llow~ th~ ~oqnt~ins ov~r t4~
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rocks, all the time after coming into Arkansa~1 with nothing vent~ Wo117e_n expect. schi~ce to shed light up'on the unselfish
to cheer up despondency but plenty of fruit and goOd water. path of morality; A priU:Cipie so pure in their hands is bound
Finally the majority got tired of traveling, and tlie minority to rule the world. Christian efforts are too. "Y'eak· to arrest
went into camp near Felix post-oilice, ten miles south. of this the downward·cours_e_o_f society. _-~he religiou~ delusJoris of
about the last days of July, 1888. -The weather was ver; the :Protestant ~n~UISitlOn,· _h?'_>dool8n'l. and witchcraft, like
dry and hot. I could not· rent a house, so W6 remained in ~e. ~na~e tattoo~g of the ·Figr Is~ands, r~tard the progress of
camp two months, the most of us comfortably covered with civilization-which, how~ver, will contmue to advance, in
boils. At intervals we could eat peaches an!} pass_ around a some degr«le, in spite of e~erythirig. Prohibition, that last
sad-looking smile. Whenever I could, I would saddle a dose _of holy fervor and d~gerous principles, Is i?ferior to_
mule and venture out a few miles from camp.-'·-The 6th day the Simp!~. temperance SOCiety. Religion· con~icts with the
of September the people here held their state election. After moral p~Ilos?ph-!' of ?ur sch?ols, but the yoting lmind, 'being
it was over some few of the nativs, Christian politicians, told sponge-like, rmbibea It re~~Ily, so at last the wotld is govme what great things they had done. They ·had elected a ?rned_ by the lowest prochvrty of which we are capable. Is
man to the legislature that was going to try hard to get a - It not ~ecessary, then.' !or some one to break the spell of
law passed to fine these Saturday worshipers. I replied that vague and vulgar stupidi.ty, and save from ruin and oblivion
I thought well of Saturday and Sunday worshipers but I those transcendent faculties already trembling in the balance?
liked lllonday worship the best. Then they began to ~rispect
~r. E. C. Clark must remember th~t fixed laws prove the
something, but did not know with certainty, yet they treatea e~1stence of a God, ex.?ept. th_ose whic~ gr?w out of necesme kindly, and went slowly on trying to get acquainted. ·r sit~. Law first. MotiOn 18 m the drrectron of the least
think the Christians here are about a fair sample of the stuff resistance. Second, the effect in contained in the cause.
that it takes to make Christians even up North. I hav Bu~ who knows anything of the origin of motion or life,
bought a home here of one hundred and sixty acr~sn:ocks, which seem to be vivid in ·proportion as they resist law? An
hills, and small valleys; am trying to study the advantages org~nization rises superior to chemical laws, and then begins
of all around me. If any of my old friends and readers of tohv. What law can teach you to feel and know? Fixed
THE TRUTH SEEKER should get started as I did for a change laws, or grooves for atoms to fall into, would turn the uniof climate and surroundings, and should come this way, they verse to marble if it were not for that great Anarchist, ElecALHAZA.
will find my latchstring out. I hav not been here long tricity.
enough yet to tell them how I like all that is here. I hav
BELMONT STATION, Jan. 1, 1889.
been going slowly. There are a few around- here tl:.a.t think
MR. EDITOR: In the issue of THE TRUTH SEBKER of Nothe illustrations in my paper the best thing they ever saw.
It may be that I shall be able to send you two or three new vember 17th, the frontispiece exhibits a belated traveler
subscribers after they pay their tax. Watson Heston is a staring at a guide-post showing the ways to glory by several
success in his business, and should be well paid. It will take routes, each strewn with skulls, crosses, spear-heads, etc.
him a hundred years yet to show up all the smart thil!gs tha_t If you find the following of .any use; you are welcome to it:
hav been done by Christians.
J. W. :Qu.
ALL tHEBE ROADS TO GLORY LEAD.

•

.
HAZEN, AIIK., Jan. 10, l889.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to subscribe for several more
·Liberal papers, but don't know where they are published and
can't get sample copies. If without inconvenience to yourself you can communicate this information to those publishers, please du so, as you will confer a favor.
This is a religion-stricken community, but THE TRUTH
SEEKER, like a little David, has been slaying the Goliath of
superstition in a surprising manner. In the little time that
I hav been taking THE TRUTH S_EEKER I hav made about ten·
converts.
A young man here was just ground through the Methodist
mill and came out a full-fledged gospel-slinger. He preached
last Sunday evening and succeeded in disgusting even his
own members. He said that dancing was a sin per se, but
didn't say why. He said the government was using the
church wrongly-that the church ought to be superior to the
government. He said that Prohibition was a grand thing,
and that church and state should be united. An appalling
disaster is just ahead unless we show a bold front to the
enemy. Ignorance is a dangerous obstacle in our way, and
11hallow-brained ignoramuses like the above make ignorance
doubly dangerous. Prohibition is an imposition. It is a lie,
a cheat, a fraud, and a snare.
Just one thing more and I will not bother you any further.
I notice some contributors to THE TRUTH SEEKER using
extremely vehement language against Spiritualists. I do not
think that is fair. I am not a Spiritualist and don't know
anything about Spiritism, but I believe in fair dealing. Giv
the Spiritualists a show, and if they can prove anything let
them·prove it. Edgar C. Beall, in his" Brain and Bible,"
speaks of Spiritualism as though there might be something
in it, and a man of his sound reasoning cannot be a fool. _D.
M. Bennett thought Spiritualism might be true. If the Spir-·
itualists can bring up an array of evidence to prove their
position correct, so much the better. For sometimes when I
am in good health I feel that I would like to etherealize, so
that I could skip with the ease of a sunbeam from one world
to another. No, sir, don't rule the Spiritualists out of your
columns. Let them hav their say and giv them ample time
and opportunity to prove if they can.
T. G. STIOKELL.
LEXINGTON, KY., Jan. 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: With regard to the school question, which
occupies so large a share of public attention, the Protestants
are evidently to blame for all the evils which beset the path
of science. The churches ought to hav been the first to banish sectarian notions and to make their house a place so
sacred to progress, to the welfare of the masses.
,All the conservatism we need in this country, and all the
religion necessary to make ~ heaven of the entire universe,
could be comprised in two sentences, and these are already
written upon the heart of every thinking being-! had almost
said, of every dog also-first, the Golden Rule; secondly,
"Honesty is the best policy." A constant appeal to such
principles by the leaders of society should be made, instead
of teaching to steal and lie genteelly, Antiquated notions
should be laid aside ; they tend to infuriate the minds of
young and old, bringing on fierce conflicts between those
who would otherwise be peaceful and friendly if left to themselva. Even '' Honor among thieves" is a better incentiv to
morality than sensual, furious, misleading fanaticism. The
simplest natural principles in favor of the right which are
suggested and are on probation in the worst of places, these
hav power to change the moral atmosphere as nothing artificial, supernatural, can. All positions in life invite culture,
and such experiments could be safely tried everywhere.
Why do the Jews confidently expect another age of barbarism to darken the world and plunge the human race into
degradation and misery ? Because the present march of
civilized society toward wickedness leads them to think that
malevolent. principles are in the ascendant, and will remain
so, unleel! s~ron~ hea.rts ~rise !lt o~c::e i!! their power ~9 pre-

Weary traveler, now beware l
Of your footsteps hav a care l
Of these routes be sure. Take heed,
For they all to glory lead.
Bee how they're wUh crosses strewed !
See the remnants of. the dead !
Christian sword and broken spear,
Shackle, chain, and skull lie here.
All these routes to glory lead,
But each step has cost a head;
Many a skull fell here to blea.eh
Ere this glory it_ could reach.
Hollow mockeries are then
All these signs held up'to men.
Each points out into the night
Of savage gloom-appalling si~ht!
All men see that each road leads
Out in track of heathenish creeds:
Not one points above the shades
Leading downward into hades.
Affrighted man ! One broad road still
Leads to camp-of Infidel.
It points above the clouded tomb
Of glory's road which ends in gloom.
Its pathway leads in the go~geous light
Of the glorious rays of reason bright.
Follow this road. Join the great host
Who're fleeing tke presence of the Holy Ghost.
Oourage, reason, and chal'ity,
I~ a creed the Infidel carries free.
If not emblazoned with holy grace,
The stamp of honesty is on its fa.ee.

J. N. LEE.
SAN DmGo, CAL., Jan. 11, 289.
MR. EDITOR : The following language used by Colonel
Inger;;oll, and clipped from a recent number of your excelent.paper, deserves to be repeated a thousand times over:
It would be hard to overestimate the good tha.t might be done by
the millionaires of New York if· they would turn their attention to
sending ihousavds and thousands into the country or to building
them homes miles from the city, where they could hav something
like privacy, where the family relations could be kept with some
sacrednes~.

That millionaires are not given to such labors of love, we
all know. The best thing to do is to enable people to get
homes for themselvs. To those who would like to see a
move made in this direction, I will say that I represent a
company the object of which is to giv cheap homes to worthy
Liberal people out here in this sunset land, where heaven
and earth hav kissed each other, where the climate is always
delightful, and the soil yields an abundance with but little
exertion.
In the easter~ slopes of the Cayamaca range of mountains,
lying some sixty miles east of San Diego, there are thousands
of acres of government lands, subject to entry under the
homestead, preemption, or desert acts, which only need
water put upon them to make them among the best fruit
lands in the world. Our company is preparing to irrigate
,these lands by damming the San Felipe river as it passes
through a mountain gorge, and conveying the water in pipes
onto the land.
The Cayamaca railway, now being rapidly built from San
Diego in that direction, will afford a market for the oranges,
lemons, raisins, olivs, figs, and other semi-tropical fruits
which flourish there in rich profusion. We propose to found
a Liberal town. The San Felipe valley, which contains
thirty thousand acres of rich, level land, shut in from the
outside world by snow-capped mountains, is. the place for
such a town. A fairer portion of the earth I hav never
found. Tlie scenery is grand, the air pure, the climate delightful, and Freethought indigenous to the sojt As this
may sound strange, I will explain. The first !lexican Indian
I hav ever met wno is a Freethinker of the pronounced Ingersollian variety, resides in this valley. Catholicism almost
universally holds this race in its deadly clutch. Anrbrose
Ruis-for this is his name-was reared in that faith, but
emer~eg 4!to t4e realm of freethou~ht from 1,1, clos~ etudr of

"It was all the book I had for years," he said,
" and it made an Infidel of me." I am inclined to think
however that the pure air and fine water of his beautifui
valley h~me had something to do in developing his brain
power, and giving him clear perceptions of truth and justice.
There is something in the adage, "Blessed are the pure in
liver," and one· living in such a climate could but be
healthy in-mind and body. Mr. Ruis had the misfortune to
hav his house burnt recently, and, having a wife and six
children; is pffering a part of his fine fruit ranch for sale in
order to rebuild ·-his home. His greatest loss, however, was
a translation of all :of Irigersoll's lectures and a part of Paine's
"Age of Reason" into the Spanish language, which he was
intending to hav published for free distribution in his nativ
land, priestridden--Mexico. This commendable undertaking
was retarded by the burning of his house, but we trust not
entirely thwarted. His intention is to write it over again,
and if possible get it published for the good it may do
amongst the benighted and enslaved of his own race.
Here is a good opportunity for Liberals to contribute their
means for missionary work. What a pity it is that Liberals
are not enthusiastic for their cause like those who insure
their souls against future fire by paying the priest! But so
it is. We think the money can be raised to pay for printing
these translations even if it comes from the sale of some of
the translator's v~luable fruit lands. There are none better
in our golden state, and he offers them as low as $25 an acre.
I am not advertising' the land, but the noble spirit of the
owner, whose name should be immortalized next to the
original authors he translates.
MARY A. WHITE.

BUNDYSBURG, 0., Jan. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It is seldom I occupy any space in that sheet
founded by the hero D. M. Bennett, but as I hav just
finished reading one of the greatest books ever put before
the American people, I desire to say just a word for it-"A
Short History of the Bible," by Bronson C. Keeler, of Chicago. This work of one hundred and twenty.five pages
shows up the origin of that book to the best effect of any work
I ever read. It proves its claims by the best Bible scholars
of the world, and by the Bible also. It is to be regretted, I
think, that the author has not quoted more from authorities
cited, instead of merely referring to them, as thous::mds of
the poor people can never hav the opportunity of seeing onetenth of the authors cited; but on the other hand, the expense would perhaps be too great. R. G. Ingersoll has
spoken highly of the work in question. In "Is Darwin
Right?" by Wm. Denton, the author has attacked some of
Darwin's views in a straightforward and logical manner.
Denton's ability is a sufficient guarantefi that the work is of
value to the scientific mind. Send to the widow of this
champion of liberty and purchase a copy-Mrs. E. M. F.
Denton, Wellesley, Mass. This heroic lady was raised within
five miles of this place, and she has taught school in this district. There are many here who well remember her and
speak praises to her name. Denton was a man whom the
cleri!.'Y did not care to tackle. In my judgment he was second to none as a debater on biblical matters. Peace to his
ashes-everlasting remembrance to his name.
"Sixteen Saviors or N::>ne," by Kersey Graves. This is a
sledgehammer on the he\ld of John T. Perry, and no Freethinker can read it without laughing many times. He has
completely demolished Perry's criticism of his former work,
"The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors," by citations from
Max Muller and other unimpeachable authors. Send to THE
TRuTH BEEKER and purchase a copy, and read it and lend to
your orthodox neighbor. If we Freethinkers are to be forced
into a combat with Rome, it is high time that we be doing
something in the way of enlightening humanity. No better
way than lend books that are easy of comprehension by the
average reader. This is why Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason" has been and is and still will be a matchless success in
undermining the structure of Christianity. Many condemn
me for my outspoken opinions. Can liberty and scientific
knowledge be obtained otherwise? No l Think of Bruno,
Servetus, and the millions that hav suffered death at the
hands of the despots of faith. As humble as I am, I am
about to cross swords with a Methodist divine in discussing
the divinity of the Bible. I had a debate with him last
winter on the same question as stated in the UnderwoodBurgess debate when the former affirms. I also had one with
him on Thomas Paine and John Wesley. Never shrink from
your duty. In the language of Mr. Paine let us ever say,
" Let us propagate morality unfettered by superstition."
No grander man than Thomas Paine was ever born. His
writings contain a spirit of sincerity unequaled by any of my
acquaintances. His writings are one of the main structures
upon which this government rests. He was the author of
the Declaration of Independence, but Jefferson got the
honor. See the works," Junius Unmasked" and" Modern
Thinkers." Ingersoll is of the same opinion. See his introduction to the last work named. And see Wakeman's
speech, published by H. L. Green, on Paine. He was the
author of the celebrated Junius Letters of England that hav
baffled the world for a century. It is to 'Qe hoped that Burr
will write a new life of Thomas Paine, and giv to the world
his discoveries on the man of three nations, disowned by all.
His life cannot be written completely, as anyone can see by
studying the matter as closely as the writer has, but Burr
knows more of· it than any other man I know of, an_d could
do an act of justice for the dead if he would perform the
task.
"History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200," by
Waite, is a terrible blow to that religion. Waite has gone
deeply into the matter, and like Keeler has ehown up many
things not generally understood. All Freethinkers should
h~V 3 copy. to post up on, anq to leu(\ also.
.
,
:jl. Q. _flliN'fON,
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used to believe in Santa Claus, that your
mammas told you all along through summer
and autumn that you must be good children,
Bdiud by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fan that you must not quarrel, fret, or cry, or
Ri'Der, Mass., to UJhom all Communicationsfor Santa Claus would not bring. you a single
his Corner sh{}'Uld be sent.
thing on the night before Christmas; that
Santa Claus loved good children but hated
"Between the dark and the daylight,
bad children, and would send Old Nick after
When the night is beginning to lower,
them.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
Now for the parallel. The preacher tells
That is known &S the Children's Hour."
his flock (children) that God givs them life,
'1.1he Little Old Man Like Santa Claus. health, strength, and everything that they
possess; indeed, givs them their dear little
A merry man like Santa Olaus
children, and also takes them away ; but if
Goes riding up a.nd down;
they will be good children, and love and obey
His curling hair is streaked with white;
His eyes are sharp and brown;
him, everything shall work together for
His cheeks the hue of scarlet haws •their good. He also tells them that they
This little old ma.n like Santa ~laus.
must pay the preacher-that the laborer is
His honest face is round and bright
worthy of his hire; but if they do not do
From pleasant thoughts within,
these things then God will turn them over to
And all his mufllers maY not hide
The dimples in his chin;
the tender mercies of the devil.
His coat and cap for some good cause
J. N. BROWN.
Make him a very Santa Claus.
·
And down and up the winding road,
Why Freethought is the Best Thought.
To hill and plain below,
The reason I think Freethought is the best
This little old man like Santa Claus
thought is because we are free, and can do
Does daily come and go ;
His toil is such he may not pauseanything that we please, and are free from all
This little old man like Santa Claus.
churches and do not hav to believe in the
His wagon just a white and red;
Bible and other religious books that we do
His horse a bay or brown;
not care for. People that are not FreethinkAnd many packs of many kinds
ers try to rule the whole world. I do not
He brings from either town,
believe in that.
And like his heart they bear no flawsThis little old man like Santa Claus.
People that belong to churches do not read
all kinds of books and papers, but it is one
From everywh~re he brings the news
In mails of Uncle Sam,
thing all the time; while Freethinkers may
Nor snow nor storm may e'er dispel
read all kinds of books and papers and decide
His strength of cheer and calm ;
for themselvs.
His boyish face fulfills the laws
These are the reasons I think Freethought
Of everY pictured Santa Claus.
is the best thought.
CLi~LIE JAMES:
F'renahtown, Neb.
MARY BAIRD FINOJI.
Zaleski, 0.
• Through the West the berries of the buckthorn are called "haws," tbou~rh there is o. differFreethought is the best thought because it
ent shrub bearing a flat, black fruit resembling a
watermelon seed which is known as the "black is free; because it raises anyone's mind above
haw."
the bygone dogmas of two thousand years
Santa Claus and Jesus.
ago; because it does not bind its upholders
There was an intelligent lady who was very to any particular religion or creed; because
conscientious, and noted for her great regard it encourages inventions and science, which
for truth. This lady was wealthy. She had hav always been hindered by the church;'
a bright little daughter whom Santa Claus because it improves the moral character.
I am glad that I liv in a time when people
had never failed to.visit on the night before
Christmas from her earliest recollection, al- can think for thernselvs, and such papers as
ways bringing her a variety of presents that THE TRUTH SEEKER and others of a Liberal
greatly delighted her. When this little girl character can be circulated without oppowas eight years old her mamma S!lid to her: sition. Yours for Freethought,
WALTER W. CLARK (aged 13)..
"My precious little darling, having such great
Worcester, Mass., Feb. 5, 1889.
regard for truth, I think that it is my duty to
undeceive you in regard to Santa Claus, and
What the Little Ones Are Sayiog.
to tell you the whole truth about him.
"My dear, there is no Santa Claus. The
Robbie (returning from school after a hisnice and valuable presents that you found on tory lesson): " Mamma, was Charles II. an
Christmas mornings in your stockings were Episcopalian?" "No, my son. Why .do you
all put there by your papa, myself, your ask that?" " Well, the history says he did
uncles, aunts, or some of your friends. It things he ought not to hav done, and left unwas an innocent deception intended to please done things he ought to hav done, and so I
your childish fancy, but now at your age I supposed he was."
think that you should know the whole truth
" Go to bed, sir, in the closet there," said
about it." 'fhe little girl did not say a word, an enraged father to a son who had given
but walked slowly out of the room. She him just cause for offense; "were it not that
stayed so long that her mamma became un- these gentlemen are present I would giv you
easy and went out in search of her. When a sound whipping, but you shall hav it before
her mamma found her she was alone in the breakfast to-morrow, certain." The little
garden with great big tearR running down rebel went to his crib with a heavy heart, and
her cheeks. Her mamma said: "My darling, the enjoyments of the party continued until
precious little child, what is the matter with a late hour. Just when the party was about
you?"
to break up the closet door was quietly pulled
The little girl clasped her mamma around back and the young offender put out his head,
the neck, and with a sobbing voice said: requesting that the sentence might be put in
" 0 mamma, mamma! I am so sorry that execution. "Father, would ye just gie me
there is no Santa Claus!" Then after a pause my liks this night, for I canna sleep without
of a minute or two, in which she became them?"
much calmer, she unwound her arms from "Mamma," said sweet Mabel, as she looked
her mamma's neck, and with tearful eyes
through the pane
looking earnestly in her mamma's face said :
At the beauties of Venus and Mars
"Mamma, is it the truth that you hav been And the other bright jewels that garnished
telling me about Jesus?"
the night,
Her mamma replied : '' Oh, yes, my child! " Can you tell me just what are the stars?"
All that I hav told you and more, too, is true
about Jesus. He suffered death on the cross Before mother could answer, a voice at her
that you might escape hell and gain heaven
side
through faith in his name, and he is now in
Called out in the tones clear and silvern
heaven on the right hand of God interceding Of her four-year-old Frank, "Don't you know
for you. And more, he sees every act of your
eben that?
life and knows every thought you hav,
The stars is the moon's little children."
whether it be good or evil."
Correspondence.
The little girl remained ·pensiv for a while,
ZA.LESKI, 0., Feb. 7, 1889.
and then said : " 0 mamma, I do hate so
DEAR Miss WIXON: I send an essay "Why
much to giv up Santa Claus!"
Freethought is the Best Thought." It is not
Little readers of the Corner, this story a very long one. It is the second one I hav
shows why so many good people believe in written for the paper. I hope this one is betthe story of the garden of Eden, Jesus and ter than the first.
From your little friend,
Cr.EuE JAMES.
the cross, the resurrection and ascension, etc.
Now' dear little readers of the Corner, I suppose that there is not one of you who is afraid
to investigate and search out the truth. Did
this little girl's mamma tell her the truth
about Jesus as she did about Santa Claus,
or ia the story of Jesus an innocent deception
.
to please chll~ren
a more advanced a.ge?
You know, little cmldren, all of you who.

o:.

PRESQUE 1;;;:;,-ME.' Feb. 3, 1889.
DEAR .Miss WIXON: I elle quite a number of
little boys and girls are writing to you , so
I thought I would try and write you a letter
•
.
.
t oo, w hic h I h ope t o ~ee m
prmt. 1 will be
ten years old next April. ¥Y papa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and we hke to look at the
pictures very much. We hav two horses,
seven cows, thirty-two sheep, fourteen hens,

and a rooster. One of our sheep is a pet.
We call her Topsy. I will now close.
FRANK AsHBY.
WoRCESTER, MAss., Feb. 5, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: My papa takes four
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like to hav
mamma read the Children's Corner Sunday
night. I hav a little baby sister five months
old, and she is real cunning. I hav a brother
thirteen years old, and I am eight years old.
We hav nice neighbors. It is nice sliding on
the common in front of our house. Goodbye, with much love.
Your little friend, MABEL M. CLARK.
LoUISVILLE, KY., Feb. 8, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav written to the
Investigator once, and this is my first letter to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like to read the Children's Corner very much. My papa takes
THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Ironclad, the Investigator, and FreethQ'Ught. We hav Colonel
Ingersoll's picture hanging in our front room.
We liv at 1,019 East Broadway. I am nine
years old. I go to school every day when I
am well and am in the Fourth Reader. I
study reading, writing, spelling. arithmetic,
geojl;raphy, and German. I do not attend any
Sunday-school now and never hav. My papa
gave me "Apples of Gold" last Christmas,
" The Story Hour" Christmas before laat, and
"All in a Lifetime" last summer. I like
"Apples of Gold" very much, but I like "The
Story .Hour" the best. I like " All in a
Lifetime" very much indeed. Even our
Christian neighbors that I hav loaned your
books to like your writings very much. I
think "The Story Hour" is the best book I
hav. 1 hav read it several times. I hav one
brother fi~teen years old. He goes to school
also. I send ten cents for the Casey cow
fund.
Your Freethinker friend,
Lois BLIGH CARTER.
[Money forwarded.-En. C. C.]
FRENCHTOWN, NEB., Jan. 29, E.M. 289.
MY DEAR Miss WrxoN: I wish to thank
you for the explanation, also the publication,
of that beautiful poem, "A Hundred Years
to Come." The words were set to music,
and it was a favorit song of mine that I san11:
to my children times without number, but I
never knew the name of the author. Every
line is a gem that has enriched our literature
and will surely be known many hundred
years to come. The article of your own
entitled, '' The Aged," should be preserved in
every home, and its precepts practiced.
Nothing is more sad than to see old people
looking weary and heart-broken, as they too
often do. I hav sometimes wished for wealth,
though not the'' great wealth and power" that
Jenny Lind sang of, but wealth that I might
build homes, real homes for our aged ones.
I was much pleased with your grand lecture
delivered in Paine Hall, and would be glad if
every woman in every land could hear it and
be made free from the chains of orthodoxy,
superstition, and custom. I hope you will
hav health and strength to "lend a hand"
for years yet. Though how you can do so
much and carry on the work of the Children's
Corner, which improves steadily and surely,
is a mystery to me.
Yours for the truth,
MARY B. FINCH.
P. S.-1 hav not said a word in explanation
of the inclosed lines, but it is a true picture
of our kind little mail-carrier, who, sad to
relate, was found dead in his bed last summer.
M.B.F.
OscEOLA, lA., Feb. 4, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: It has been a long time
since I wrote to you, so I thought I would
write. The wind is blowing very hard to-day.
I got a silk handkerchief, story book, and
candy for Christmas. For New Year's I got
a. book, candy, and peanuts. I hav an organ
and can play several pieces on it. My brother
Pearl has a violin, and my brother Willie has
a drum. Mamma got a silk muffier for New
Year's, and papa a silk muffier. Brother
Willie a box of ABC blocks, a toy horse, and
candy. Pearl had the same as myself for
Christmas. I hav a pet canary bird; it is a
nice singer. Its name is Billy. My brother
Pearl has a pet goat-her name is Ethel. We
hitch her up to our little wagon and she will
pull us all around the yard. Sometimes she
runs off with us and upsets the wagon. We
hav a good time playing with her. One
morning, when we were going to school, she
followed us half-way to the school-house.
She would hav gone all the wav with us if
we had not driven her back. ·1 guess she
wanted to go to school to learn her letters.
She will eat a piece of bread out of our hands.
We hav no school now. Our teacher's name
was Lorena Jones. I think she is a good
teacher. I like her very much. She has
taught two terms at our school-house. I attend literaries and debates at No. 1 schoolhouse. I hav two recitations for next Friday.
Well, I will bring my letter to a close.
Will inclose ten cents for the Casey cow
fund.
From your Freethinker friend,
JENNIE GIGRAY.
"I'vE got a boy for you, sir." " Glad of
it; who is it?" asked the master workman of
a large establishment. The ·man told the
b oy's name an d where he lived. " I don't
want him," said the master workman,· "he
has got a bad mark." "A bad mark, sir?
What?" "I hav met him every day with a
cigar in his mouth. I don't want smoking
boys."

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1llmo, 800pp., $1.UO.

A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 1llmo, 388pp., $1.211.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Ha.nd-

E!Jme and Interesting Book, Without Superstitton1 for Children and Youth. The Onl:y FreethinKers' Children'S Story-Book ever 1ssued.
86 full-page illustrations and »5 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York

The Reign of the Stoics.
THEIR

History; Religion, Philosophy, and
· Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With Citations of Authors Quoted from on
Each Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy~ seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble woras which may become deeds.-Seneoa.
OPINIONS OF THE PBESS.
This book shows that many Christians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-.Amertcan Bookseller.
One of the most valuable helps for those who
would understand ·the chaTacter of human progress in all ages.-Nattonal Quarterlv Revtew.
The author bas shown himself a diligent student, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkahle monuments of ancient thinking.-New York Tribune.
Reading this book, we find the doctrins of the
Sooics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest arid· most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Cinctnnatt Commerctal.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The pnrest
and gentlest PPirit of all the pagan world." Merivale saYs : "Of all the line the noblest and dearest·" Taine says : "The noblest snul that ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
through life not only the most unblemished justice, but the tenderest heart·"
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $!.25.
Address "THE TBUTH SEEKEB CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
Presbyterian Evangeztst, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Beplies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly f!JW Christians who hav opposed Colonel
Ingersoll kmdly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him aocordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY .AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
OH THE

Declaration of lndeper.derce,
ALSO THE

Immortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TBUTJI SEE.KEB CoMPANY,
~8 Lafayette Place, New York.

Reminiscences of a Preac~er~
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teaoh Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay.
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing 'Yhlch their supporters will desert them,
The book 1s an argument as well as a novel but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure tl!e reader along, and to induce him
to take th!l an~1dote to theological poisoning without knowml!" 1t. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
aJ?d convincmgly, al\d always braces his romances
wtth facts on one 111de and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, ~o cents; in cloth, 711 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread 1s the story or two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentass, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make thmr way through the world by
going to Ohicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
amonll' bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inllersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 211 cents.
4ddresa TBE TRUTH SEEKER,
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.JUST PUBLISIIED :

CODS AND RELIC&ONS

Cosml·an Hymn Book.

ANCIENT AND m:oDERN TIMEs.

TRE

A OOLLE<lTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
(Words and .Music)
For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home.

TBX.'-8.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.

James AshJn,an, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBRRITORY.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

COMPILED BY

L. H. WASHBURN.
$1.50.

PRICE,

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER OO.t
28 Lafayette Place. New You.

J.D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
The Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight ohapter.s in ~efut~t!on
of the assumption that the B1ble 1~ a d1v1p.e
book of pure thought, and correct 1n all 1ts
utterances. Price, 25 c.ents.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
v
Studies in Tlteology. A clear exp~si
tion of the biblical story of man's creatiOn
W. J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

and curse, theologically denominated " the

fall." Price, 10 cents.
Mrs. J. Hadtl.eld,Market st., Sydney, N.S.W. Liberalism.
Treating the subject from a
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
negativ. and affirma.tiv. sta.ndllo!nt, showing
.
NEW ZEALAND.
what it IS not and what 1t 1s. Pnoe, 5 cents.
tf
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
As a Means for the Production of
Relief Printing Plates
THE ORIGIN OF ENERGY;
We can recommend the three processes operated
by this Oompa.ny.
Their ZINO ETOHINGB for cbe!ill and coarse
newspaper work, and their MOSS-TYPE process,
A hypothesis which throws light upon all the bY which engravings are made direct !rom photophenomena of nature. Electricity, magnetism, graphs, as well RB their MO~B PRQOEBB OF
gravitation, light, heat, and chemical action ex- PHOTO-ENGBA.VING, are all superiOr to any
Plained upon mechanical principles and traced other like meth.:>d•.
Addre•s
to a single source.
:MOBS ENGRAVING 00.,
585 Pearl St., New York.
By LEoN 0. HAMILToN, M.D.
Vol. I. Origin of Energy; Electrostatics and
OR,

ALL MATTEll. TENDS TO ll.OTATION.

Ma~tnetism.

100 illus.-ino. ports. of Faraday and Maxwell.
8vo, olo. , $3.
Address THE TRUTH I:IEEKEB 00.

The Twentieth Century

OR,
NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallaatum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is o! remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says: "This book aotua.ll:v
shows us how to keep our memories in llOOd working condition and repair them when out of order."
Sotence <high authority} sa.¥8: "We ha.vtried the
methods of association a.dv1sed in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mail $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

OBBGON.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson, Chattanooga.

Strengthen the Memory,

By M. L. HOLBBOoJt, M.D.
Goaev•s Laay•s Book says: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im_porta.nt, and, we are fully con•
vinoed, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
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Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.

HOW TO

Parturition Without Pain.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
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Unequaled in quality and price. Even·one
carefully examined before shipment, sent prepaid,
with guarantee.
BEST AMEBIOAN STElli·WIImEBS:
3 Ounce Bilverine Oase : 7 jewels, $3; 11 jewels, $9.50;
15 jewels, $12.50: do., adjusted, $16.50. In 3 ounce
coin silver case, $3 more; 4 ounce, 14 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust-proof, $6 more. In open face, patent
dust-proof filled gold oases, $16; 11 jewels, $1.50
:nore; 15 jewels, $4.50 more; do., a.diusted $8.50
more. In hinged back cases, glass inside cap, '2
more; do., gold cap, $4 more. Extra fine, artistic
'ha.sed, very rare, in hunting or open face, $3ll to
&40. 311 filled oases accompanied by man ufacturer•s
{Ua.ra.ntee for 20 years.
THE CELEBRATED "OTTO WETTSTEIN" W ATOH :
~II modern improvements-a perfect watch-in
::lllverine case, $19.50; in 8 ounce Silver case, $22.50;
4 ounae, $23.50; 5 ounce, $25; 6 ounce, $27 (no better
-old elsewhere for $40). In open face, screw-filled,
Gold case. $27; do., hin<red, gold cap, $31; do.
<mnting, $83; do., Louis XIV st~Ie, $35. In Speoia1
utistic cases, $5 to $10 more. In 14k Solid Gold
,a,ses, Sl'iO to $100 Ladies' Best Filled, $18, 120 to
;26; 14k Solid Gold, $28, $30,132, $84,$40, $50 to $150;
a.tter oases set richly With jewels.
DIAMONDS:
[ am an expert in this line and gua.ra.n tee my
goods below regular market price. Rings, Pins,
Ea.• drops, Studs, etc., worth $35, for $25; $70 for
'50; $100 for $75; $200 for $lEO; $500 for $375. All
•ent subject to approval, a.ud cash refunded if not
•triotly as represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinds a Specialty. Oha.ins and JewelrY of all
kinds. Seleet from any catalog, order of me and
eave money.
SUNDRIES:
Best Spectacles, $1 (send line of finest print you
can read 14 inches from eyes}. Razor, 11; best, $2.
Best Triple-plated Knives, $1.75 per 6. Forks, $1.75
per 6. Tea Spoons. $170 per 6. Table Spoons, 18.40
per 6. Solid Silver Spoons, $1.60per ouoce, marked.
Stiver Thimbles, 35 cents. Bet Best Violin Strings,
50 centl!-i Guitar Strings, 75 cents. Elegant s Day
Alarm ulock, $4.50, worth $6. Largest Albums, in
plush and leather, $1, $2, $3,$5, $7, $10. Bend to mil
and save money.
OT'l'O WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. III.
My Popular FBEETHOUGBT BADGES: $2 1 $2.75, $8,
$3.50, $4, $4 50, $6, $8, $10, $12.50, $15, $201 $25, $40, and
$65. Ail Solid Gold.
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Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New- York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
8. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
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FAITH

BEASON.

A concise account of the ~hristian ~~ligion, and
of all the Pronunent ReligiOnS
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.

OF'

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oa.refully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 110,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. IllnB·
tra.ted catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.

Sanitary and Physiolog!oal Relations,
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in- In Their
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
Greater Ability.
8vo 1 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
Br M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
the Religious Systems crf the World.
The 8ctenttflo American says : " Books on this
Svo, 957pp. Oloth, $3 per vol.; the
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different; it is scientific, sober, olean,
2 vols.,$5; leather, $7; moand worthy of conscien tiona consideration by evrocco, gilt edges, $8.
ery possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo:l
THE 'J'BUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.
Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
'l'ea.ohers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christians},
from the time of Menu to the present. avo, 1,075pp., cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

New Edition. Revised and Enlar~~red.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pri0e, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

Th6 Tra& Supplied at Specful DiswuntB.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pr1ce, 40o.; with autollraph, 110 ots.
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MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OO.MPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HI81'0RY.
Ool'l'l'El'ITs.-Mr. Gladstone and Oolonel Ingbrsoll, Samuel Laing The Atrophy .of Religion,
By WINWOOD READE.
Constance 0. W. Na.den; lEqno Ammo: A Sonnet, Joseph Ellis ; Life : the Agnostic Definition,
It is really a _remarkable book, il! which unh:erA. Simmons (Ignotua}: Now is the Accepted
history is "boiled down" With surpr1smg
Time: A Poem, W. B. ~oTagga.rt; Woll!e~ and sal
skill.-[Litera.ry
World.
Agnostioi.llm, E. LYnn Lmton; Thfl Bubhm1ty of
Yon
over his pages with a fascination simNature, Uha.rles Watts; Immortality: A Poem, ilar toturn
that
experienced
W. Stewart Boss (Saladin}; Science and its De· Irving.-[Inter-Ocea.n. . in. reading Wa.shington
.
tractors, John Wilson, M.A.; Agnosticism among
E'is history has'!- contmmt~\a. ro.sh, a ga.rrymg
the Moors., H. L. Hardwicke, M.D.; The Alone- power_,_
which remmds us str1kmgly of Gibbon.ness of Man, 0. M MoO.
[New .tJ.aven Palladium.
Prioll1, 25 cents.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
Address THE T.HUTH BEEKER 00.
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, lllmo, M3pp., $1.711.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO ..
.uro
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.

MIRACLES

MIRACLE WORKERS.

Oonta.ins the !'Iunday addresses of HUGH 0. PENTE·
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
COST, New York's famous Agnostic and social
By JOHN PECK.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
economist, besides other interesting matter.
with many apt_quota.tions from the sacred books
Issued weekly. Annual subscription $1.
" The miraculous is the i!Dpo~sible. . Anything
the East. Nowhere else can so much ·knowl...., Pr Subscribers will receive as a Premium Mr. of
edge of what is generallr ~nknown l!e obtained within the realm of the possible IS no 1lllracle."
.renteoost•s book, "WHAT I BELIEVE."
in such compact form.-[Lltera.ry Bev:ew.
Sample copies sent on application. Address the
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Extra cloth, 111mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Pnblisker,
FRED. 0. LEUBUBOHEB
Address TH:E TRUTH BEEKER.
A.ddre88 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
.
76 Nassau street. New York Oity.
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lfottrg.
Our Bonnivard. •
Thou last and lonely Bonnivard,
We hear thy freeman's (T) chains afar,
And bow our heads in silent shame
That freedom prostitutes her name,
While yet her lamp is on the sea.,
Proclaiming we "are free, are free I"
And luring thee from Polish plains
With welcome of our newer chains,
Where liberty with noisy clan
Delivers thee to a. Caliban,
Thy sweet young dream of freedom sold,
And wrung thy home~ick heart for gold.
No threshold bough with singing bird,
As some sweet soul with pitY stirred;
No homelight beckons thee within;
Our unknown tongue but voiceless din;
No fair Edwina with her kiss ·•
That filled thy Polish home with bliss;
No Marianne's baby hand;
No little Josef's future plannedThy sacred shrine and trinity
Where Russia's tyrant bigots be,
Siberia's shadow mocks to green,
And haunts with chains each summer scene.
Thy rent form wrecked with hunger's grief,
Though gameredst thou the golden sheaf;
And while the wintry winds are chill,
And snows ha.v mantled vale and hill,
Thy meager garments cling in vain;
Thy limbs are cold a.s that fell chain.
While weeping sadly and alone,
Thy captor's heart a. thing of stone.
We feel that Russia. could not be
More cruel than we've been to thee,
Where freedom's fitful voices are
Thy wrong and ruin, Bonnivard.
Into the market-place they bore
Him chained. Our kingly bird may soar,
And loudly shriek to sun and star
Of Lincoln, yet in Bonnivard
He plants the eyrie of his throne
•Neath waves that thunder of Ohillon.
0 Holyoke hills! what bond of shame
Dishonors thus thy early fame 1
Outlines, ye stand a.t freedom's grave,
Whereon we read: "Here wept a. slave,
Chained on theBe shores, long held to be
The home of freedom and the free."
Woe! woe I to thee, America,
When sleuth-hounds claim a. human prey;
When exiles from a. land of czars
Become our weeping Bonniva.rds;
And Leman, lying deep and lone,
Pa.inta on the darkness our Ohillon;
That builds a. monument of chains
On Labor's blood and hunger-pains.
Ohillon, that sits beyond the sea,
Thy Bonniva.rds they were but threeSwift now thy dungeon gates unbar,
We brinK thee yet a Bonniva.rd.
MARY BAffiD FINCH.
* To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Dear
Sir: Inclosed l send you a. p_oem founded on a.n

incident that occurred at Holyoke, Mass,. not
many montba since. A man by the name or Parsons, I believe. a. zealous church-member, if not a.
deacon, had the .busine1s in hand of hiring out
newly arrived emigrants, and thereby turning
many a. dishonest Penny. The Polish man refened
to in my lines, becominll dissatisfied with the man
he had been hired (sold) to a.t Northampton, ran
a.wa.y, whereupon Pa.r•ons followed, caught, and·
chained him in his wagon, and the wagon was
then left in the rear of a. store and Parsons went
off on other business. People, seeing a. man sitting so long in the cold, began to wonder, and
finally went and asked wby he staYed so long
in the wagon. The poor creature was -weeping
bitterly, and replied by lifting the blanket _that
covered him, and disclosing the fact that he was
chained. with the chain around his bare ankle.
His clothinll consisted of a. collarless shirt and a.
pair of cotton overalls. To make his misery complete, he was famished with hune:er. Parsons was
son«ht for, and when found was marched off to
jail. I ha.v heard nothing further from the case,
and if you can inform me that he has had to pay
a. heavy fine besides his imprisonment, I shall feel
that it is no more than a. just retribution. Yours
for huma.nit.y,
MARY BAIRD FmcH.
.Frewhtown, Neb., Feb. 8, E.l!l. 289.

The Great American Fraud.
.From the Washinqton Senttnel.

Rev. W. F. Crafts, of New York, who is
engineering the passage of the Blair Sabbath
bill, and claims to hav presented petitions
with nearly seven millions of signatures, ask.ing Congress to pass tbat bill, has written us
the following letter, which 'we publish in
paragraphs, 'attaching thereto our answer :
EDITOR SENTINEL: Yon ha.v repeatedly attacked
the petition for a. Sunday Rest law, which has the
indorsement of the Brotherhood of Locomotiv
Engineers and the Knights of Labor, and Oar
dina.l Gibbons and numerous Protestant churches,
bnt you ha.v not yet specified just what sections of
the bill you oppose. May I ask you to be more
·
specific.
1. Do you object to the provision in the proposed
law that the employees of the government in its
military service, the soldiers of the nation, shall
ha.v freedom from their usual duties on Sundays
a.s the employees of other corporations usually
doT How would such a. law injure the liquor
traffic?
We don't care whether the soldiers drill or
not on Sundays any more than on week days;
nor whether they mount guard in time of
peace on Sunday. But we would like to hear
the band play. If soldiers drill or are on
duty they injure the liquor traffic niore than
if they are off duty, because they do not then
imbibe.
• 2. Do you object to the provision of the bill by
which the employees of the government in the
ma.il service, more than one hundred thousand of

them, shall be granted their desire to rest on Bun.day from the utterly needless work of handling
the ma.iiBT How would such a law injure the
liquor traffic 1
Yes, we do object, because we want our
mail on Sunday, too. The government is rich
enough to employ sufficient hands to do the
work, and, if necessary, giv extra pay for it,
so that everyone can hav his Sunday mail.
If the employees don't work they injure the
liquor traffic less than if they do, because
when they do work they do not dl-ink.
, 2. Do you' object til that pa~t of the hili by
which railroad employees, half a million of them,
shall be given their Sunday rest, as far a.s it can
be done by stopping interstate trains. which are
chie:il.y used by rich merchauts for making long
trips in palace cars, while seven-day .toilers run
the engine and work the trains 1 How would this
BJlspension of Sunday trains injure the liquor
traffic 1
Hav no objection to stopping the rich merchants from making long trips in palace cars,
but would like to see people use cars on Sunday to go to church, or on excursions, picnics, or wherever they think proper. The
railroad companies are rich enough to employ
extra hands to run the trains. Sunday trains
rather injure the liquor traffic by taking the
people away from the latter.
You then add :
The nation, of cQurse, has no. control over.Bun.
day excursions, which are in the domain of state
laws.
Well, if that is so, what is the use of asking
Congress to pass the Blair bill? If state laws
control Sunday excursions, they also control
the railroads.
.
4. Do you object to those ci.a.uses in the law by
which those in the liquor traffic are put on the
same basis a.s other· shopkeepers. in being obliged
to close on Sundays that the merchant class may
rest?
·
The liquor tra~c (retailerfl) wQuld not sell
on Sunday if the merchant class 'and all other
classes would not drink. Rest- means not
merely lying down and sleeping, but rather
recreation; and for that reason the restaurants where people can rEstore their powers
used up and din!inished more or less during
week days, are open at least half a day in
all civilized Christian countries,. except the
Benighted States of America, where religious
slavery of the medieval ages rules " ~he land
of the free."
If the proposed law were passed, as far a.s the
Sunday closing of the liquor stores is concerned,
in what respect. would the status be changed from
what it is a.t present? The selling of liquor on
Sunday is now illegal in nearly all, if not all. the
territories and in the District of·Oolumbia., and
the proposed law has uo application to tlie~·states,
in most of which the selling of liquor ·on Sunday
is not Iega.J.
It would seem that this proposed Sunday Rest
law has very little bea.rinll on the liquor traffic.
Well, why then ask tis whether the liquor
traffic will be injured thereby, if you know
ah;eady that it will not be?
Please giv an explicit statement a.s to your views
of each of the main divisions of the law. Remember that the bill is to be changed by the wish
of its friends and on consent of its author, in its
title and close, where it speaks of!' promoting the
religious observance of the da.:V," the wo~:d :pro.
mote being changed to :protect, as every legitimate
institution of the people has a. right to protection
on every day, This was the only part of the bill
which could in any way be considered as a.n effort
to enforce" religion or even to promote it by law.
The aim of the law, we claim, is mainly to protect
the Sunday rest of workingmen, who, in recent
years, ha.v made numerous efforts to resist the increase of Sunday work.
WILBUR F. 0BAFTS,
Field Secretary, American Sabbath Union,
No. 320 E. Capitol street, Washington, D.o•
We regard the whole bill as simply a
swindle that should be denounced by every
liberty-loving American citizen I It is an
I)Utrage upon the civilization of the age, and
a testirrwnium paupertatis of the American
people of the present day, who will be looked
up:m by future generations with the same
contempt and pity with which we now regard
those "Christians," your predecessors, who,
two hundred years ago, enacted the Blue
laws, burnt the witches, tortured the
Quakers, murdered the Indians, etc., and all
that in the name of Christ, who daily taught,
" Love thy neighbor as thyself."
The Seventh Day Baptists and Adventists
and other advocates of religious liberty hav
so completely destroyed your Bible claim for
the Christian or "American" Sabbath before
the Blair commission that you hav had to
change your base and now clamor for " Sunday rest," which is no longer to "promote"
but only to " protect" the " religious observance of the day "-not much difference after
all, but a trick and subterfuge worthy of
those gentlemen whom _Christ so frequently
eulogized as "whited sepulchers." But that
change of title will not help you-it is Esau•s
voice.
Not rest, but slavery, you hav in stor~ for
the workingman I . All your love for him is

tbe love of the Pharisees who persecute.!I
Christ for breaking the Sabbath ! Remember
that he told men just like you that the " Sabbath was made for man, but not man for the
Sabbath," and as your title "reverend" indicates that you are a minister of the "gospel,"
go home to New York and pray to the Lord
to forgiv you for having sided with the
enemies of Christ, and let l:!enator Blair anljl
·his Unchristian bill alone.· We want rest oil
Sunday both for soul and body, for the workingman as well as others, but it must be in
harmony with the teachings of Christ and
views of the immense majority of
dom, amounting to over three hundred mill~
ions, of whom you and your petitioners
hardly constitute two per cent.
Go for Christ and not against ·him I Be~
come his" fielcl secretary," and let the Amer:.
ican Sabbath Union go where it belongs:
Go home I
P.S.-You hav forgotten to mention one
class of "workingmen" who need rest on
Sundays more than any other class; who rest
during week days and make their living on
Sundays, and as they work for money, are,
according to your theory, the worst Sabbath~
breakers in the country-we mean the overwo_rke!l and worn-out " ministers of the
gospel." They can perform their duties and
earn their livelihood during week days as
well as on Sundays! Why shall they be deprived of the benefits of your " civil day of
rest? " Why should they be treated so
cruelly?

W. S. BELL'S :P AM:PHLETS.
The Conftict between Christianity
and Civilization.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
Investigation.

' is better than a. Oonspeedily find the teachau bject. It is a. sledge.
u"'Lll.u!'"'~liJ<K error, yet the most dewnrou.welr can find no cause of offense.
argument., it simply permits
destroy all faith in the Bible, by giva.nd verse-word for word-t!howing
absurdities and contradictions."
· Every Libet a.l needs a. OOl!l" for reild:v reference.
As a. pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
~he most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
·
Price only 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 La,_fa.yette PI•• New York
,ref'ere,nc,e.

THE

PHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR

Crimes and Persecutions.
Bvo, 11119pp, Cloth,- $8; leather, $4; morocco,
·
gilt ed!les, !4.50.
BY D. M. BENNEl'T.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

NOW READ'Y.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILED BY

L. K. W .ASHBURN•.

This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best. editorials written by Mr. Beaver durina the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
PRICE,
15 CENTS.: cream-wP-ite paper, bound in cloth, and contains
fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Your treatment, of the "Oon11.ict" is excellent. a.Inoosttgator.
Every Liberal should ha.v this book
-Harry Hoover.
in his .trome. 1\ is now ready for delivery.

LIBERTY A.ND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 OENTB.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I a.m much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A bea.utifnl pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able pa.~r. and deserves wide disseminatio11.-The
Age,

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads undel"'which you ha.v
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, shonld be highl:y commended. Therefore
I take ~eat pleasure m recommending" AntiJ
Prohibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause oftempera.nce, but in the principles of self-govemment.J. J.lllcUa.be.
'.fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THOUGHTS ON SCIENCE, THE·
OLOGY, AND ETHICS.
BY JoliN WILBo:K, M.A.
The object of the book, a.s expressed in the preface, iB to ariv a. correct sketch of the main lines of
modem thought in small compass, and in Ian·
guage simple e11ongh to be easily understood. In
other words, it is a. conde!lsa.tion of more voluminous writers, and cla.ssiftca.tion of their definitions
of science, theology, and ethics, and a. statement
of what belong• to each. As a text-book to clear
thinking and logical reasoning, and a. guide in
fonniilg scientific conclusions, this book is in·
valuable. The Ltl.erarv Gutae ranks it a.s "one ol
the foremost w• •rks of the present century i" while
the Preethinkerl in " heartily recommendmg it •·
a.s "simple and ucid in style, correct in thought,
&!ld &lPPie. in infonnation," declares that it "is
just the thfug to pnt in tb:e handll of a. plain man
who desires the best ideas on evolution m relation
to science and ethics in a. moderate coml!!I-_!!B."
Price, $1; a.dl,ir~_ss THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
B11 W. B. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

Looking BackwarU.
By Edward Bellamy,

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Lit.sra.ry
World,
This astonishing bo!lk, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up "Alice in Wonderland I" The
mind follo'I'IB entra.nced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a. thought-breeding book_, and all who are
free to receive new light will fiua in it satisfaction
and inspira.tion.-fNew York Tnbune.
The a.p~ea.l is a. ways made to a. man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a. gospel of peace,
where the pleasures of this worln are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation .
A suggestion Of a. really practica.bh; and fea.si.
ble social state greatly in advance of the Present.
The romantic na.rra.tiV is rich in its forecast of
·actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo. cloth. $1.50; paper, 50c.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
By· DR. FRF.DERIO R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jurisprudence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women,
Paper, u•mo, 88pp,, clot)l, 50 cents.
His analysis of nervGuB and mental phenomena.
is sha.l'J)lY scienti1i.1; his pathological theories are
ra.t•ona.I, clear, and modem.-Meatcal Jrevteto.
His l&nfPlage is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directBeBB and brilliancy, A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
his thought clear and lolricai.-Ltberal C11rtsttan.
York Obseroor•s slanderous attacks
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer.
ica.n Revolution. Containing
LOVE VENTURES.
both the sla.ndera and
A Novel with an Amdavlt.
their refutation.
BY HARRY JULIAN.
-o-

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU.liSM

Paino Vin~icatoU !

~6

Full-page French-.Art Illustra-

ttons.
Beautifully Dlustra.ted Covers. Paper, 1Bmo 1 226
pp.,ll6 cents: Boards, 50 cents.
A lively na.rra.tiv of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general delightfulness.[N. Y. Eve11ing Mail.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the na.tiv men are
Apollos and the women dreams of bea.uty.-[N. y,
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-ka.ma. and La.una.gola.-" Bummer isles of Eden lying in dim pur_ple
spheres of sea. "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, ba.na.ua.s ; b..thing in the surf on
ehining sands, oaskin_g on shores of eternal summer, attending moonlight banque•s, and seeing
the peculiar dance called Ka-lu-Ia.h-no more to
do than the president of a. life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the ca.rewom,overworked
American of to-da.y.-Oritica.l Review.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
IS La.fa:veite Pl., RewYort.

BT ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon_ the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A. ROM:A.N CATHOLIC CA.NA.RD.
A FiJlnicated Account of a Beene at tlltl Death.
1wl of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Pa.ine•s
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obseroor relies to prove its principal charges) is a. forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Addres11
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE TRUTH ~~EKER•. ~JiJBRUARY 23, 1..889.

The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues." .
Paper, 12mo, 61pp,, 25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the ea.rly Ohristia.n Fathers and others, and oases of striking siinilarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
. Bold'" .at THE l'BUTH
BEEKER
Office.
.
-.
'

'

ARGUMENT

THE~·~sA.FEST CREED
AND.

Tile Forum.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 P.H., at 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debate&. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,
IN THE

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
JtoB

"B LA S PH E MY "

-~.

AT

MORRISTOWN,

'

NEW JERSEY.

BteriographicaUy rePO'l'ted, and re'Dised by the autlwr.

'

TWBLVB 0THBR: DISOOUBBEB OF RBABON.
BrJ_ 0, B. PRQ_THINGHA.M.
A. vig_qrous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par·
ker .-[New Bedford ·standard.
Deep thOUJlht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phlla. Press.
Extra cloth, l:llmo, 238pp,, $1.
. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND

1..27

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
. I~ this ~rgument f!lr. Ingersoll again. shows h~s 11rea~ forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are ln 1t~ It lB one of hlB. greatest .ProductiOns. I~ lB m hlB chose~ field of intellec~ual combat, and
we B(le him as the splendid champiOn of human liberty and the nghts of man. His love of freedom
and Justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy f'or the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage ~nd candor, hav in this Argument full scope of exp1·ession, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Buoh a fiood of light-of eloquence, legal learning,logk, pathos, poetry, and patriotIBm-is not often poured out in a court of just1oe.
·
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
·.
.
·
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an addr.ess to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent. patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rwts.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
·

2""'·

Philadelphia Liberal Lea;rue
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :SO and 7 :SO P.H. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest lihe audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.
The Secular Society of Kenr, 0.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUBHEIGil'i:iON, Bee.
The"'·' aultat• an Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday evenin~r, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.
Tile Newark Liberal ·Lea.-ue
Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 8 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.
Akron, 0., Freetllou;rht Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.
Brooklyn Philosophical Assocla·

THE NEW GOD.

tton;

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South ~d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
For
the
benefit
of
our
read·
BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH.
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
q
~rs who preserve their papers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
T~• r<•'illl': ·
we offer a new style of binder1 lectures,
With Portrait and Autobiography.
, IIN'~l
lllade for the purpose, ana
Becreta'1'11 of the AmeriCan Secular Union.
Charles Bradlaugh · has "A Few Words" to say
I
with the heading of THE
1
111
BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
TRUTH 8EEK1!:B printed in
1
Price 10 cents.
his "few words," and the devll will, we presume,
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
Pofl~!!!!!!ti!IJ·-!!!!!l!ligo.' d letters on the outside.
ill
This binder allows the open- The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
at no verY distant daf. hav a few words to say to
A.ddress THB TRUTH BEEKER ColltPANY.
Ing of Htt> P<>Pers perfectly fla;t. It also allows the of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1500. By WH, HENRY
Mr. Bradlailgh, and Will doubtless get the best of
taking out and replacing of one or more papers BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
the argument.-[Chioago Interior.
·
from any part of the file without disturbing the
Extra cloth, gold back and Bide stamp, 12mo,
other parts.
260 pp,, $1.25.
HISTORY
Bent by mail,_postp_ai'1 for ~1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
·
011' THB
A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tf
28
Lafayette
Pl.,
New
York.
OB,
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
The Church of Practical Religion.
Of Europe.
BY REPORTER.
Revised Edition-2 Yolo-Price, sa.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
By JOBN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
~ Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe- church without superstition, and its success.
A.ddresa THE TRUTH SEEKER.
AND
rience.
Uncle Job Baw:ver, the pastor, having established
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
WORKS OP 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
his pulpit, uses it to disouss.all the vital questions
A. very critical analysis of both Protestantism of human concern, religious, p0litioal, and other~nd Catholicism, f~:om the vantage-ground of an wise. The- book is written .in well-chosen lanChristianity a Reward for Crime.
AN EXPOS~
intimate personal experience with the two BYB· guage, an·d easily understood. There is just suffiAuthenticated by the Bible.
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
Of the perversion of Btephlm Girard's magnificent
.bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian.
pure logic is capable of infl.ioting.-[Critical Re- cient narrativ about it- to interest the reader and
Paper, 12mo, 211 pages,
100.
hold his attention while.the truth is being brought
churches and Young Men's
view.
Oloth,12mo, $1.75.
Christian Associ&·
to his mind.
tion.
Address '!'HE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED;
For sale at this office. Price, Sl.OO.
By RICH. B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
And Its Errors Exposed.
Price $1,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
150.
•
0THEB BxoGBAPIDOAL BKRTOHEB AND EssAYS.

TRY•SQUARE;

ROME~· REASON

GIRARD'S WILL

-

Girard College Theology.

Essonco of Roligion
BTL. F~UERBt\.CH.
Translate!} from the Germa.n. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-B:I:tract.
Address To TRUTH BEEKER Co.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

NEW EDITION.

DANCER AHEAD.
The Rea~n Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Price, cloth, 75. cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address TKE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
ROBT. G. INGER80LL'S

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

OPENING BPEEOH TO THE JURY

Paper,12mo, 105 pp,, 25o.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.
Address THE TRUrH BEEKER CO.
SOCIAL

WEALTH,

Tl&' BolA Faeturs and Exact Ratios in Its

.Acquir6m611.t anti AppO'l'tion.men.t.
By J. K. I~GALLS.

Price, Cloth,

•

•

~1.00.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

MATERIALISM:
ITs HIBTOBY AND ITs lNFLUli:NOB uPON
SooxETY.
9r DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc. ·
·
Translated from the German.
Paper,lll~o, 15 cents.
A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl.acle.

Al-EX "•NOER VON HUMBOLDIT.
'I

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
lxu·inohes, suitable for fram!I!81_Bent.11_ostpaid,
for 15 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf

8Uflty.fifJ6 Y6MB InfJartable 8UCC688.
ALL DIBEABEB oF EYES Oil EABB - Im·
mediate relief from Granulations, Intlammat~o_ns,
Dlm Vision, Watery Gatherings, and. F!Liling
Bight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Rmgmg of
the Ears. dispelled byE& few Eappli~titonst.l Oatarrhal d!ffiotilties of yes or arB 1ns an y removed. Bent the world over. Box with instruotiona, by ma.il,ll5 cents.
Bh B. A.PNEALNE!..
llm50
akers • 0 ., • Jr:.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

Telc·

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that To TRUTH BEEKER ha.s obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Saints and Sinners.•

10

cents.

'fbe History of Freethought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price,1.2~. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism .. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Bee.
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
Secularism; Destructiv and Oonstructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 ots.
Tracts. The following tracts by Ohas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; .Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Beonlatism; Science a.nd Bible Ant~onistic ·
Christian Scheme of Redem]ltion. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

~nnday and the ~abbath. "A law
regulatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Teaching of the Christian Church.
"The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Chtistian church are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism; Is It a Faith Or a Fact 1
- Price, 5 oen ts.
,.
Is Liberalism Morall Price, 5 cents. Tile Present and the Future
Temperance and the Bible. 5cents.
Republic of Nortll America.
Social Problems. Price, 10 cents.
BY A CAPITALIST.
Was J ei'UR Insane 1 .Price, 10 cents.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
The Public Schools and the Catholic pove;-t;v. vice, ang oriJ!le. I.t deals with t~e ~;>resent
5
t
1 conditiOns of society m th1B country, pomtmg out
·
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
C hnrc h • P nee, can S.
'impossible that the people should be other than
poor
andthe
vicious
under
!>Dr Pre~ent
system. ilfe,
~he
-,
• remedy,
author
thmks.
1B m communal
.
..
and he. has d1·awn a vivi<:l pictu~e of. the future
By Milton WoolleY,. M.D., Author of ~ebrew Republic of North Amenca, as 1t wlll be when
M:r~hology ," "The Career of Jesus Chnst." · t soci!ltY shall be o~ganized on the .Pril;lciples of
Th t 01 h th 'd. his heart There is no God. l Ratl«?nal Co~mnnlBJ!l. The book lB ngorously
p e ~ 1 a Bal In
.
'
and mterest1ngly wntten.
-g~U~;; ~nd fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, "Oc.·, cloth, $1.
Paper, ljmo, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
A.ci: ires& THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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alSAM ON THE WORD G0 D
EAR
SHAKER EYE and
,
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.
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BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Charles Watts's Works·.

in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merchants'
graph Comp&nf'
against the

0B 1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

BJ' A. • .J'. GROVER.

Advancement 'a Science
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
•

The Secret of the East,

R_ ATION. AL COMMUNISM,

Origin

of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 250.

A Masonic Vindication of Righ&.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
•
• •
• 150.
Addrese THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e Laf.&YeUe Pl., New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS-~
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes· Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. .190 pp,, 25 ots. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 ots. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
ots. Two J.l.evelations. 5 ots, Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 ots.
Bible Saints-Nos. 11.2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Mosel
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. tlocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 ots. Christianity a Degra.aing Reljgion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ots. Natural .Man. 5 ots.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 ots. Bruno and
Bpinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favorit&,
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and H!!-PPiness. 5 ots. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ots. Nature and the Gods. 5 ots. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Animals. r. cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon..lon, Enao.
JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY jOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

SAKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified. Annotated Narratlv of his Life and
TeachiDgs.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Pror. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and manr Bl?iritualist papers and lecturers, hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Cloth, 175 'PP·• $1.

BINtJ, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter·
esting. THE LIBERAL HYMN·BOOK Contains Bongs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hillbl:y recomm~nded by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
15 cents.
Address TBB TR11Tll BEEltBll Co,
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ORDER OF CREATION.:
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
THB bishop of Cracow has received from
the emperor of Austria the title and rank of a
prince.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
CONTENTS!
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, By Hon.
.AROHBISHOP lrul:LAND recently confirmed
W. E. Gladstone.
Interpreters of Genesis and the Intertwenty-five inmates of the state prison at II. The
preters of Nature. p_y Prof. T. H. Huxley,
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. BY Prof. Max
Stillwater.
Muller.
LABOR riots in Rome
continue.

JV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Glad·atone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley,
·vii. A Protest and a PlGa. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

NEw YoRK is subscribing relief for the starving
in China.
A CATHOLIO pilgrimage
to the Holy Land has just
left New York.
THE Baptists are to
establish a great university to cost millions.
SJOIALISTS in France
are pressing demands
upon the government.
SEVEN prominent Detroit Catholics hav subscribed $5,000 each to
build a Jesuit college.
WISOONSIN railroads
are forming a political
organization to influence
legislation in their favor.
THE Comte de Paris,
who aspires to the throne
of France, contributes
largely to Catholic projects.
CINOINNATI has given
its laborers on public
works the,eight-hour day
without any reduction of
wages.
BY a storm in England
on a recent Sunday the
Lord wrecked three of his
buildings. In one church
a heavy stone crushed a
[
little girl, and in another several were injured.

l'tiOSES'S ANXIETY ABOUT THE W0l\1EN.
And Moses said unto them, Hav ye saved all the women alive?-Num. xxxi, 15.

A DRAGooN, slightly drunk, was vainly trying to
mount hili horse, calling loudly on the saints:
"Saint John, help me! Saint Peter, assist me!
Saint Paul, come to my aid !" By a mighty effort
he jumps clear over his horse, then, turning
THE
man
who
is
believed
in
everything
he
says
THE New York street-car men who are left
is far luckier than the man who always tells the around : "Gently, gently, my friends," says he,
out of work by the failure of their strike are truth.
"not all at once !"
suffering.
"No," said the actor, as he trod wearily over the
REV. DB. LASTLY : "Sad indeed it is, brother,
THB Young Women's Christian Association railroad ties, "I am not looking for Jay Gould, that Your efforts should bring down such abuse
but
I've
been
on
his
track
all
day."
upon rour head.'' Tho <ditor·colonel: "H-m! I
opened a state convention at Newburgh,
ST. PETER: "Here, hold on a minute! I havn't try to bear it with .Christian resignation, doctor.
N.Y., on the 15th.
It
helps to bring the Wail of Distress before the
had time to question you yet." New spirit: "Oh,
THE Federation of Labor is opening the I•m all right. I'm a Biddle, of Philadelphia."
eyes of the ungodly, and-really, you hav no idea
how our circulation is increasing !"
campaign for a national eight-hour movement
ToMMY: "I wouldn't want to be the preacher's
by holding conventions.
little boy." Aunt: "Why?" Tommy: "Oh, he's Is marriage a failure 1 I fancy, if so,
AROHBISHOP CORRIGAN has arranged to ·got hundreds and hundreds of slippers. They are It beats a success any bachelors know;
scattered all over the house."
What 'tis to be wedded nnknown·ia to meerect in New York a large convent to be
MioS BAPPELL: "I think it's an awful shame to l hav a good notion to try it and see.
called Corpus Christi monastery.
close the museum on Sunday. What shall we do 7" My sweetheart's so sangnin she ventures the guess
SEVERAL K. of L. assemblies in New York Holbert: "Let's go down to the church and get Our failing together would be a success!
I've nothing to lose, and I blush as I own
state hav sent to the clergy circulars asking up a rehea.rsal for next Thursday's comic opera." That I am a failure when taken alone.
"I WANT to see the wheels go round,"
them to preach against Sunday work.
Said little Tommy Green;
HoTEL clerk (of the Tacoma House, with air of
THE pope says that it is now more than
But father had a reason sound
the cheerful and unabashed liar) : "Why, yesterever necessary for governments to make comWhy the wheels should no~ be seen.
day there was such a demand for rooms h9re that
we had a line of applicants from this offi~e to the
mon cause with him, by reason of the revoFor mother sat beside him there,
door." Commercial man (wit.h a look of guileless
And on the inside case
lutionary perils with which they are threatinnocence): "Really I that's nothing. I was in
Of
his
gold
watch
was
pictured
fair
ened.
Seattle the other night, and there was such a line
Another woman's face.
waiting to get into the Occidental that the four
THE Catholic World says that as the Indians
MISS KETCHON: "Did yon knock at the door last fell off the end of Yesler's Wharf."
cannot receive religious instruction at when you came to-night, George?'' Mr. Tumchurches and from parents like whites else- blety: "Yes, Amy; why do yon ask?" Miss
EASTERN man (in the West): "Beg pardon, sir.
where, the EChools for them must, "together Ketchon (shyly) : "I thought perhaps yon had I came West in hopes of bettering my condition,
but everything has gone wrong, and I am now
with a secular educatiOn, giv proper religious come with a ring."
TEACHER : " What does Condillac say about entirely without means." Prominent citizen:
training."
brutes in the scale of being?" Seminary girl: " Seems to me it's queer ye can't find something
CATHOLIOS denounce faith healers, but are "He says a brute is an imperfect man.'' Teacher: ye kin do. Understand farmin', sheep-raisin"
untiring in wheedling people to visit their "And what is man 7" SeminarY girl : "Man! Oh, or cattle-herdin' 7" " No, I am sorry to say I do
not." "Up in gold and silver minin•, maybe."
shrines for "miraculous cures." The differ- man's a perfect brute I"
"No; I know nothirg about those industries.'
ence is that in one case the money gets into
"SIR," said the missionary to the departing "Huh I Go to storekeepin'." "I hav no experilegislator,"
I
wish
you
would
do
all
in
your
power
their pocket and in the other into that of
ence and hav no capital." "Well, well! What kin
to reclaim the poor red man of the West." "I ye do 1 Kin yo shoot 7" "Yes. In the East I was
somebody else.
will," said the lawmaker, heartily; "I'll begin the proPrietor of a shooting-gallery.'' "Good!
AT Montreal a notary named Valiquette with their reservations first."
Try train. robbin'."
who by extraordinary devoutness and attend"Do yon not know, Uncle Jason," said a gentle"You a-s-say you found li-li-liquor in this man's
ing church daily had secured the adoration man to a darkey, "that yon are trampling under
house 7" "Yes." "W-w-what kind of liquor w-wand trust of all, has run away betraying trusts foot as a worthless thing the sacred right of was it 7" "Whisky." "Urn I Now, h-h-how mn0h
suffrage?" "No, sah," replied Uncle Jason; "it
that leave penniless two hundred farmers and am not wufless. I got two dollahs for it."
w-h-h-hisky did you f-f-f-f-find ?" "About half a
pint, sir." "H-h-half a pint; Yes. Now, g-g-ghis two sisters.
"WE should never complain, whatever may be- g-gentlemen of the j-j-j-jury, I want you to take a
THB Catholic bishops here hav sent the fall us," said the minister. "The moment we good 1-1-!-long look at my c-c-c-di-li-lient ." The
pope an address denouncing Italy's treatment grow dissatisfied we become unhaPPY." "Do you jury took a good long look at him. He wasn't a
of him. "Wicked people," say they, "are reallY think so?" she sighed. "Yes," returned the very pleasant sight to see; his nose was a sort of
good man; "the first woman who complained of purple vermilion, and considenbly eXA.ggerated
in insolence acting in a manner justifying her Lot was turned into a pillar of salt."
in its proportions at that; his brows were low and
the supposition that their aim is to set aside
FRIEND: "Surely, Textson, this ont·of-the-way shaggy, and his eyes bleared. "Now, g-g-g-gGod's authority on earth."
Kansas settlement has no advantages over your gentlemen of the j-j-j-ju-ry," the lawyer went on,
A GIRL at Harrisburg, Pa., bas "been in a former pastorate in Massachusetts." Rev. Text- " I want you to t-t-t-t-tell me if my c-c-c-c-clison:" Advantages? It has a heap of 'em! To be lient looks like a man that would a-s-sell half a
trance most of the time since conversion at a sure, I don't get half as much salary ; but yon pint of whisky if it was all he had in the house 7"
revival, and believes herself in heav.en and don't know the consideration I receive. Why, on The jury acquitted the man without leaving their
with the savior. Rev. Mr. Keefer, the pastor, mY last birthday theY did not giv me a single pair seats.
says: ''I do believe that this girl has direct of slippers adorned with blue dogs with red tails
and green ears. Instead, they even postponed for
communication with the spirit world. She is four days the running on t of town of two trifling
a manifestation of the divine power." The citizen•, so that the interesting event might occur 1'HE TRUTH SEEJ{ER ANNU .\L.
Price, 25 Cents.
girl will probably end in the lunatic asylum. on that anniversary.".
A CATHOLIO paper says that $8,000,000 has
been raised for the Washington University.
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WHEN yen wish to know if a man aspires to pet-sonal power, watch how he bears himself toward
the churcb.-Eaum· Quinet.
WHo can estimate what the world loses in the
bright intellect.s who cower before popular prE>jn •
dice 1-J. s ..iftilt.
RoGER BAcoN was at last conquered by the
church. He was imprisoned for fourteen years.
At the agr of eighty years
he was released from prison, but death alone took
him beyond the reach of
his enemi!)B. How deeply
the struggle had racked his
mind may be gathered from
that last affecting declaration of his: ''Would that I
had not given myself so
much trouble for the love
of science !" Sad is it to
think of what this great
man might hav given to the
world had the world not refused the gin, He held the
key of treasures w h i c h
would hav freed mankincl
from ages of error and misery. With his discoveries
as a basis, with his method
as a guide, what might not
t.he world hav gained l Nor
was the wrong done to that
a.ge alone; it was done to
this age alec. The nine,
teenth century was robbed
at the same time with the
thirteenth. But for that
interference with science,
the nineteenth century
would, without doubt, be
enjoying discoveries which
will not be reached before
the twentieth cent nr y.
Thousands of precious lives
shall be lost in this century, tens of thousands shall
suffer discomfort, privation, sickness, Poverty, ig.
norance, for lack of discoveries an d me t h o d s
which, but for this mistaken religious fight against
Bacon and his compeers,
would now be blessing the
earth.-PI·of. A. D. White, in
Tile Wm:tm·e or Science.
WE almost all and almost
always stand ready beforehand to combat what
others say. Still, when anyone speaks, it is natural
to suppose that he has been thinking on the subject
on which he is speaking; and hence is in advance
of us (unless we perchance hav been thinking the
same), and it demands thought corresponding be.
fore we answer. Moreover, when anyone speaks,
he, of course, does so for the purpose of stating
something which he supposes will be new and
interesting or useful to us; so it is hardly generous of us to attack what he has said, without
great deliberation.-Evening Post.
I HAY never in my recollection written or spoken
a word to an acquaintance, from indignation at
the supposed wrongs he had done me, for which I
hav not afterward been deeply ashamed, if not
inconsolably sad.-S. P. Herron.
DESIGN represented as a search after final cause,
until we come to a first came, and then stop, is an
argument, I confess, which in itself brings me no
satisfaction.-P. w. Newman.
THE attempts which Paley and others hav made
to solve this mystery [design in nature] by rising
from the laws to the cause, are evidently fntil, because to the eye of reason the solution is as incomprehensible as the'problem.-Buckze.
THE old argument from design in nature, as
given by Paley, which formerly seemed to me so
concluaiv, fails, now that the law of natural selection has been discovered. We can no longer argue
that, for instance, the beautiful hinge of a bivalve
shell must hav been made b;r an intelligent being,
like the hinge of a door by man. There seems to
be no more design in the variability of organic
beings and in the action of natural selection, than
in the course which the wind blows.-Darwtn.
WHAT claim has Christianity to be considered
the source of moral ideas 7 Its central dogmas
are, that man is a depraved being condemned by
his maker to punishment, which may be escaped
by believing that God himself was born of a virgin, suffered, was crucified, and ascended from
his grave into heaven. So far from promoting
morality, these ideas are all immoral in their tendency. To assure men that they are depraved is to
induce them to act accordingly; and to teach
them that a life of crime may be atonrd for by a
death-bed emo'ion of trust in Jesus, is to remove
the strongest safeguard of morality, the assurance
of the natural retribution of ill-doing. 'rhe conscience is satisfied by the worship of God; and
immorality thrives best where the peop·e are the
most formally religions. • . . Religion is not
the author of morality, for among civilized conntries the most religious are the most immoral.
Spaiu, Italr, and Ireland are the most devcnt, the
most ignorant, and the most criminal among
modern nations.-Robl. a. Aaams, in Ptoneer Pith.
AnsoLUTION is a most happy invention, well calculated to reassure certain timorous rogues who
miibt be inclined to feel remorse for their shortcomings did not the Mother Church thus ta\.e the
trouble to set them entirely at their ease on that
score.- Voltai1·e.
Is it not immoral to teach that man can sin,
that he can harden his heart and pollute his soul,
and that by repenting and believing eomething
that he does not comprehend he can avoid the
consequences of his crimes? Has the promis and
bope of forgivness ever prevented the commission
of a sin 7-Inaer~oll.
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RELIGIOUS TREASON THE
are not so patriotic or so enlightened as that
Pope Clement of one hundred years ago;
and Canadian Liberals must not shut their
eyes to the fact that they ha.v before them a
TE:XAS BENDERS, a Cqlorado ranchman and
task of no mean difficulty to secure and conscout, says of Colorow, the Ute chief who
solidate
their own liberties.
recently di~d, that nobody mourned his taking off. " He wus the greatest villain that
THE status of the effort in Oregon to tax
ever tra;versed our lands," says Benders. the churches is given by San Francisco F1·ee.
'' When he died his followers killed thirty of thought: '' The petition to the legislature
the best horses in their possession and buried of Oregon, asking that the ecclesiastical propthem with their old leader. They thought erty in that state be no longer exempt from
Colorow would hav a long trip in the spirit just taxation, received about eight hundred
signatures, and has been presented and reland, and so they provided a big string."
ferred
to a committee. Mr. Laughlin, of
ARKANsAs, though a pious state, where
they imprison men for working on Sunday, Yamhill, has prepared a bill covering the
is not much in favor· of Senator Blair's edu- ground of the petition. There is little chance,
cational amendment to the Constitution. On it is feared, that the bill will pass this session.
January 22d the Arkansas senate passed the The legislators know the power of the orthoconcurrent resolution previously adopted by dox, but they hav not as yet become acthe house, instructing senators and requesting quainted with the strength of the Secular
representative from Arkansas in Congress to element. Their action will be watched and
use their utmost efforts to defeat this part of recorded, and data will be gathered for proMr. Blair's religious propagandism. The ceedings at the next election."
ONE of the promoters of the Hindoo Conresolutions hav been adopted in both houses.
IT is related that when Pope Clement XIV. gress recently held at the East Indian city of
abolished the Society of Jesus in 1773 as Allahabad, for the purpose of promoting the
being too diabolical to be endured by human- cause of popular liberty, was Amrita Lal Roy,
ity, he said: "It will cost me my life, but I a young Hindoo who was well known in this
must abolish this dangerous order." A notice city a few years ago, and who is a scholar of
was placarded on his gate, a few days after rare attainments. Lal Roy is a man of high
the bull appeared, stating that "the see caste, but he worked as a printer for several
would soon be vacated by the death of the years in this city, and while here became
pope." He died of poison a few days after- thoroughly imbued with the democraticward. That the Jesuits in Quebec should republican spirit of the American people. He
hav received a government endowment of is a graduate of an East Indian college, and
$400,000, and that the Protestants should hav reads and speaks the English language as
accepted $60,000 as hush-money, would seem perfectly as he does his nativ tongue. He
to show, says the Toronto Secular 'l'hought, studied Christianity, as well as politics, while
that the statesmen and clergymen of to-day here, but never surrendered his original faith
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RUIN OF THE 'REPUBLIC.
of Buddhism. He is in every way, says the
Sun, well fitted to be a leader of his ancient
race in its struggles against the wrongs which
it suffers under British domination.
THE Catholic Re'Diew says : " In the contest
that is now being waged on the public school
question, it is painful to hav to confess that
the hearts of many Catholics are more with
the opposition to parochial schools than with
their own coreligionists. What is that but
saying that t-hey are not loyal to the church?
It seems to hav no weight with them that the
church has spoken in positiv and emphatic
terms on the subject. They apparently overlook the fact that the church absolutely and
unconditionally requires the establishment of
parochial schools in every parish as soon as
practicable, and that all the members of the
church shall send their children to them and
aid in supporting them. From their conduct
one might infer that they felt at perfect liberty to judge for themselvs, and as they hav
been educated in the public schools, and they
consider them, as they say, 'good enough for
them,' they do not hesitate to speak their
minos and express their preferences freely,
thus practically joining the ranks of the opponents of the. church, and proclaiming to
the world that on the school question at least
their church is wrong and they are right, and
they are therefore at perfect liberty to judge
for themselvs, and refuse to obey her behests."
THB: New York Press, after printing statements from the chiefs of police in several
cities showing an increase of crime throughout the Union, sent reporters to prominent
men to seetl{e their opinions as to its cause
and cure. The president of the board of edu-

cation doubted the. increase, and gave igno.
rance as the cause of crime and education as
the cure. Gen. Clinton B. Fisk attributed the
evil to liquor. Dr. Abbott of Plymouth church
doubted the increase, attributing the increased
number of arrests to development of police
service, adding that if, however, there is an
increase, it is caused by.European immigration. Judge Moore affirmed that crime is
decreasing though arrests are increasing.
Colonel Ingersoll said: "It is to be expected
that crime will increase when the rich are
getting richer and the poor poorer. Poverty
and injustice arc the natural parents of crime.
The wonderful increase in immigration and
the exportation of paupers and criminals from
abroad hav done much to add to the criminal
record in this country. Most of this immigration concentrates in the large cities, where
competition is strongest, and the natural
result is that the weakest are pushed to
extremities. The country is growing so
rapidly that legislation cannot keep pace
with development. It is not to be imagined
that crime is more prevalent now than it has
been in rormer times. The world is better
to-day than it was a hundred years ago.
There are more criminals now, but the popu.
lation of the world is far greater and the proportion of good is larger than it was a century
ago. It is impossible for us to hav an ideal
world; that cannot be, but all things will
right themselvs in the long run. Honesty
and justice among those most favon;d in a
worldly sense will do much to bring about
the millennium. It is not well to be pessimistic because we find that there is a great
deal of crime. It is better to be optimistic,
and to believe that there is much good in the
world yet."
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The Future of Agnosticism.
Frorn the Forlniqhtlll Review.

The central and pressing problem that awaits
Christianity in the future, if we are to trust its official and orthodox teachers, is how shall it overcome
that paralysis of religious faith which passes under
a convenient solecism as Agnostic. Agnosticism is a
vague and elastic phrase to describe the state of mind
of large and growing sections of all cultured and
thoughtful minds. It is almost assumed that the
philosopher, the man of science, the man of great
praatical experience, is more or less an Agnostic,
until he declares himself a convinced Christian, and
then. the fact is widely proclaimed and heartily welcomed. I propose to ask whether a phase of mind
so largely prevailing in the higher intellectual ranks
is permanent, creativ, final. Is Agnosticism a substantiv religious belief at all? Can it grow into a
religious belief 1 Can it supersede religious belief ?
It is not at all necessary to frame an exact definition of Agnosticism, a task that is far from easy. It
may embrace a variety of different opinions, ranging
through many types of Pantheistic and humanitarian
belief, to the religion of the Unknowable, and so on
down to a convenient screen for cynicism or a simple
state of mere indifferency. The forms of Agnosticism may be almost as many as the forms of Theism,
for it includes in the widest sense all those who consciously avow I_qnorance to be tho sum of their reflections on the origin of the Universe, the moral government of the world, and the future of the spirit after
death. In one sense this represents the conclusion
of Auguste Comte; it was that of Charles Darwin,
as he says, in a far less steady way; it is certainly
that of Herbert Spencer, and of most of those who
rest in a philosophy of evolution. An eminent politician who was once pressed by an equally eminent critic to formulate his views on these, as most
think them, all-important problems, replied: "My
dear fellow, those are matters whereon I never could
feel the slightest interest I" But this is not the true
faith of the Agnostic-indeed, this eminent politician
counted himself a churchman. Thousands of busy
men, men of pleasure, of ambition, the selfish, the
vicious, and the careless, hav no definit opinion and
no perceptible interest. But they are not properly
Agnostics. To be undecided, indifferent, or callous,
is not to be convinced of one's own ignorance. The
Agnostic proper is one who, having honestly sought
to know, acquiesces in Ignorance and avows it as the
best practical solution of a profound but impenetrable problem.
Such is the mental attitude of a very powerful
and growing order of intelligences; who, if far from
a majority in numbers, include a heavy proportion of
the leaders of thought. Is this mental attitude a
religious creed in itself? Can it become the substitute for all other religious creeds!
The true Agnostic by conviction puts forward his
ignorance as the central result of his views about
religion. A man may incline to the agnostic frame
of mind, or he may be agnostic with respect to given
metaphysical problems, without being fairly and
truly an Agnostic by profession. The Agnostic takes
his stand by principle on ignorance, just as the Protestant takes his stand on protesting against the
errors of Rome, and makes that the badge and test
of religious belief. Many other churches, schools,
and creeds abjure and reject the errors of Rome
quite as much as Protestants can, without becoming
Protestants. Deists, Atheists, Jews, Positivists,
Buddhists, Mussulmans, and Brahmans reject the
pope and all his works quite as thoroughly as any
Protestant. But it would be ridiculous to class
them as Protestan"ts, because they do not make the
differing from the church of Rome the central result
of their views about religion. They are each prop·
erly described by the name which connotes the main
body of their positiv beliefs and practices. The
Protestant. is a Christian who protests against the
Roman Catholic form of Christianity. The Atheist
is one who protests against the theological doctrin
of a creator and a moral providence. The Agnostic
is one who protests against any dogma respecting
creation at all, and who takes his stand deliberately
on ignorance. All these put some specific denial
into the forefront of their deepest convictions.
But the Agnostic is far more distinctivly a denier
than the Protestant. In spite of this unhappy name,
of which large sections of the Protestant world are
heartily ashamed, the term Protestant still means
something Embstantiv, something more than one who
protests. Protestant still means evangelical Christian. And so, the name Dissenter implies much more
than one who dissents from the Established Church.
In spite of all the gibes and :flouts of a great Agnostic, the "dissidence of Dissent" marks those who
hold to a biblical and Presbyterian type of Christianit.y, much as "the protestantism of the Protestant
religion" includes all types of Christians who look
to the Bible rather than the church of Rome as the
source of faith. The Agnostic, as such, has no positiv religious belief apart from the assertion of his
ignorance, for if he had, he would be named from
such belief. He is rather in the position of the
Atheist, whose religious position is based on a denial

of God, or of the Anarchist, whose political aim is
directed toward the suppression of all government,
not the establishment of any new government, Socialistic or otherwise. The Agnostic, the Atheist, and
the Anarchist concentrate their opinions respectivly
on opposition to creeds, opposition to providence,
and opposition to governments.
Whatever t.he logical strength of Agnosticism as a
philosophical position, as a moral and social creed it
must share the. inherent weakness of every mere
·negation; · In the realm of ideas, quite as much as in
the realm of action, it is· forever true-" he only de~
strays who can replace." The reaction in living
memory against all forms of mere unbelief such as
from Voltaire to Richard Carlile awakened the passiena of our ancestors, shows no signs of abatemfnt.
The net result of the whole negativ attack on the
gospel has perhaps been to deepen the moral hold
of Christianity on society. Men without a trace of
theological bE>Iief turn from the negativ attack now
with an instincti 11 sense of weariness and disgust.
Just as even radicals and revolutionists look on the
mania of pure Anarchism as the worst hindrance to
their own causes, so all who hav substantiv beliefs of
their own, however unorthodox, find nothing but
mischief in militant atheism. Auguste Comte found
not only mischief, but folly, in accordance with his
profound aphorism, "Atheism is the most irrational
form of metaphysics ;" meaning that it propounds as
the solution of an insoluble enigma the hypothesis
which of all others is the least capable of proof, the
least simple, the least plausible, and tae least useful.
And although Comte, in common with the whole evolutionist school of thought, entirely accepts the Agnoetic position as a matter of logic, he is as much
convinced as any Ecumenical Council could be, that
everything solid in the spiritual world must rest on
beliefs, not negations; on knowledge, not on ignoranee.
So clear is this now that Mr. Herbert Spencer, the
most important leader of the pure Agnostic school,
has developed the Unknowable, about which nothing
can be conceived or understood, into an "Infinit and
Eternal Energy, by which all thiogs are created and
sustained." As Everyone knows, he has tried to
make out the Unknowable to be something positiv
and not negativ, activ and not indifferent. So much
so tbat his most important follower, Mr. John Fiske,
of America, bas declared that this Energy of Mr.
Spencer's "is certainly the power which is here reco~nized as God" (Fiske's Idea of God, p. xxv).
This, however, is a subject which there is no need to
pursue farther, at any rate unt.il some one bas appeared on this side of the Atlantic to contend that
Mr. Spencer's idea of the Unknowable is certainly
the power which is here recognized as God. I shall
not farther argue this point. But this abortiv paradox of an eminent thinker suffices to show how steril
a thing he recognizes a bare Agnosticism to be.
What is the source of all religion T Religion
means that combination of belief and veneration
which man feels for the power which exercises a dominant influence O"ll"er his whole life. It has an intel!actual element and a moral element. It includes
"both faith and worship-something that can be believed and something that can be reverenced. These
two are fundamental, ineradicable facts in human
nature. And what is more, they are the supreme and
dominant facts, whi,Jh will ultimataly master- or absorb all others in the long run. For this reason
what men ultimately believe and venerate-their religion-is very rightly assumed to be the characteristic fact in every phase of civilization. We talk of
the Mohammedan, the Buddhist, the Catholic, the
Pagan world; of the years of the Hegira, of Anno
IJomini.
Our deepest and our widest thoughts, our earliest
and our latest, about human nature, life, and the
visible world, bring us always back to this : " Here
am I, and millions such as I am, surrounded, as it
seems, in a huge universe of outward activity, distinct
from it, but unable to exist an hour without it, able
in many ways to act upon it, being acted upon by it
in ways far greater and more constant. What is it!
Is it well-disposed to me, is it ill-disposed~ Is it
disposed at all1 Has it any will or any feeling at
all? Is it the instrument of any being with will and
feeling, and if so, of what being? What is that
relation between Man and the World!"
Our hearts, like our brains, are ever stirring us
with wonder, fear, love, admiration, and awe as we
watch the forces around us, sometimes so cruel, so
terrible, so deadly, sometimes so lovely, so beneficent, so serene. All we enjoy, and love, all we can
produce, or look for, all we suffer and fear, pain,
death, bereavement, life, health, and protection from
torture, all alike come to us through the visible forces
of the earth. Our entire existence, material, emotiona!, practical, depends on them. Do they seek to
help us, or do they seek our ill, or are they absolutely
indifferent! The individual by himself is as absolutely powerless in their presence as the minutest
winged thing before the summer breeze which may
gather into a tcrnado. But man in his helplessness
and his blind 4'terror or keen hope turns ever to
the reason, and those who seem to reason best, say-

I ing:

"Tell us something about this World in its
relation to Man: tell us something of the living
Spirit which is within: it, or above it, or behind it: or
if there be no such Spirit, tell us something about
the workings of this world and how to get the good
from it and avoid the evil."
There is, however, much more than the World.
There is Mankind, the most powerful, the most
numerous, the most noble, the most universal living
force visible upon the planet, through whom and in
whom alone real life is possible for an individual.
The individual man, when we think out the real
meaning of civilized life, is just as completely
dependent on mankind for everything he has, or
does, or knows, or hopes for, as the infant is dependent on its parent or nurse for every hour of. existence.
Withdraw them and it perililhes in a day. Withdraw
froin the mightiest intellect or the most potent
charaGter, the cooperation of men past and present,
and it sinks to the level of the fox or the tiger; and
being neither so :fleet nor so strong, would perish in
less than a week. At every turn of huma.n life, in
activity, in thought, in emotion, there· are always
three powers perpetually in contact-the living soul
which is thinking, acting, or feeling; the mass of
the world outside man, touching him at every point;
and between these two the sum of mankind past,
present, and to come, through which alone he live
and acts. Whether the universe be itself living and
conscious (Pantheism), whether it be selfexistent
and purely material (Atheism), or whether it be
created and directed by a Supreme Mind (Tbeism)all this is a matter of religious and philosophiCal
speculation. But in any case there are always at
least three elements-the man, mankind, and the
world.
The most profound thought, like the experience of
every day, always comes back to this, for it is a
matter of morality and of conduct quite as much as
of intellect and sympathy. Morality, the very poesibility of morality, depends on this: that a man feels
the pressure over him of conditions. There can be
no true duty without the sense of the limits, poesibilities, and aim of human life. Life is an endless
caprice, where there are no definit lines of duty,
recognized as set by the order of things, and a poesible end which effort can reach. And so the bare
knowledge of the laws of nature, with no supreme
conception of what nature means, such as can fill the
imagination, with no dominant idea whereon the sympathy and the reverence can expand itself, is mere
dust and ashes, wholly incompetent to sustain conduct or to giv peace. The Agnostic is willing to
trust to science as an adfquate answer to the intellect, to ethics as a sufficient basis for conduct. He
might as well trust in the rule of three and the maxims in a copybook to deal with the storms and trials
of life.
All that has been said by preachers and prophets
from Moses and Isaiah down to Kable and Cardinal
Newman as to the importance of religion to life, as to
the paramount necessity of a ce:atral object of reverence, devotion, and faith, is not by one word in
excess of the truth. On th~ contrary, it is still
lamentably short of the truth, for it has been based
by all theological preachers ~m a very narrow and
imperfect conception of religion. Not one word of all
this has ever been shaken by the infidel or agnostic
schools. It is true that they hav not only shaken to
their foundations, but in our opinion finally annihilated, the particular type of religion which theology
presents, the actual doctrine, the "assertion of sup·
posed historic fact, the gratuitous assumptions which
theological religion teaches under a thousand contradictory forms. But criticism has never shaken,
nay, bas never even addressed itself to weaken, the
dominant place of religion in life. For some two
centuries criticism has exhausted itself in battering
down the. doctrine and methods of the current religion. But not a rational argument has ever been put
forward to show that religion of some kind is less
necessary than before, less inevitable, less dominant.
Agnosticism says to the churches: "I decline to
believe in your religion." But the necessity for some
religion remains just as it did before. And until
Agnosticism bas told us what religion we are to
believe, or why religion is henceforth superfluous, it
will remain the private opinion of isolated and cultivated minds in more or less comfortable surroundings.
This explains the mysterious fact that, in spite of
the hailstorm of destructiv criticism which is incessantly poured in every bastion, fort, and outwork of
the churches, they still continue to reply to the fire
of the enemy, and are still full of enthusiastic defenders. "He only destroys who can replace." And
the agnostic position is ex hypothesi a pure negation.
The profound instinct of all healthy spirits recognizes
that a state of no-religion, of deliberate acquit~scence
in negation, of non-interest on principle in these
dominant questions, is weak, unworthy, even immoral.
It is in vain that the man of science and the man of
affairs ask to be left alone, to do their own work in
their own Wl\y, to leave these ultimate problems to
those whom they concern, or to those who care for
them. The instinct of all good men and women tells
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that a man without a genuin religion, a man to whom
the relation of Man to the World, Man to his fellowMen, is a mere academic question, a question to be
put aside-is a source of danger and corruption to
his neighbors and the society in which he livs; that
selfishness, caprice, anti-social self-assertion, or equally
anti-social indolence, are his sure destiny, and his
besetting weakness. The app~als and reproaches of
the- older religious creeds .as to the folly and danger
of stifling the eternal religious instincts, are as true
and as powerful now as ever, though every single
dogma of religion were shivered to dust.
It would be idle indeed to attempt to repeat in the
feeble tone of a far-away echo the arguments, the
appeals, the yearning cry of the great religious minds
for thousands of years as to the hollowness of life,
the feebleness of man, without an object of awe and
love. The sayings of an army of ..preachers crowd
upon the memory as we think upon this, from Job,
David, Solomon, and the prophets. "Happy is the
man that findeth wisdom, and the man that getteth
understanding. Her ways are ways of pleasantness,
and all her paths are peace." And so on, through
the prop~ets to the worde of the gospel and of Paul,
of Augustine's vision of the City that cannot be
destroyed, and down to Gregory and Bernard,
A Kempis and :Bunyan, Bossuet and Taylor, Wesley
and Da Maistre, from countless voices, Jewish, Christian, Mussulman, Confucian, and Buddhist, Protestant, Catholic, and Deist. However much they differ
in the form, they all agree in this-=--the supreme importance of religion to man. Not a word of all this
has ever been shaken : not a word of it has even
been impugned. All that Agnosticism has done is to
assert that theology has not solved the religious
problem. It has not offered a shadow of a sug.gesLion as to what the solution is, nor has it cast a
doubt on the urgency of the problem itself.
Agnosticism is consequently a mere step, an indispensable step, in the evolution of religion, though,
by its very nature, a step on which it is impossible
to rest. Intellectually it is quite as impossible to
remain an agnostic as politically it would be to
remain an anarchist. And for precisely the same
reason. Society is such that only the most vapid
and uneasy spirit can permanently acquiesce in the
negation of all government. And society is· likewise
such that only a dry mechanical soul can permanently
rest in the negation of all religion. A thousand
commonplaces hav shown that unless the first place
in the imagination and the heart be duly filled, the
mind and character are perpetually prone to improvise worthless ideals of love and reverence, under
the force of which mind and character are liable to
be violently carried away.
The orthodox and the agnostic view of religion
are not at all the true antitheses one of the other.
The only true antithesis to a religion of figments is a
religion of realities, not a denial of the figments.
Tile agnostic reply to the theologians is but half a
reply, and a reply to the least important half. Orthodox theology asserts, first, the paramount need for
religion, and next it asserts that this need is met by
a particular creed and a specific object of worship.
To the first of these assertions agnosticism has no
reply at all; to the second it replies "not proven."
The question is a double one, and no single answer
can at all cover the ground. It is quite possible that
the orthodox view might be partly right and partly
wrong, and the agnostic view may be partly right
and partly a mere blank. And this is just what
has happened. The theologian is on ground unshaken whilst he contends that true religion is the
sole guide of human life. The ·agnostic is on ground
as firm when he contends that theology concerns
itself with a world where knowledge is impossible to
man. But the agnostic has yet to carry the argument to a world where knowledge is possible to man.
The positivist point of view thus stands midway
between theology and agnosticism, recognizing the
strength of each and offering to both a modus vivendi,
a basis of conciliation. It not only earnestly maintains all that theologians hav ever urged as to the
paramount place of religion, as to the universal part
of religion in every phase of life, as i;o its power .to
transfigure the individual man and human society,
large or small, but it vastly extends the scope of
religion beyond the wildest vision of theology. On
the other hand it adopts without reserve the whole
of the agnostic' logic as against the theolog.ical creed~,
very greatly reinforcing it by ma~ing this ag:t;J-oBtic
logic the outcome of a complete phllo~ophy of sm~nce,
and an organized scheme of m~rahty and. so.mety.
No agnostic reasoner can more .mexorably msis~ on
·eliminating from thought and hfe whatever philoRophy and science rej~ct as " ~ot. proven." ~ o thea
logian can more passiOnately IDBJst on the wllde~ness
that is left in the heart of the man and the life of
society which is without the guidance of religion.
Strangely enough, it is this latter point which. theology in our day most miserably neglects. It IB s.o
strictly absorbed in its own special creed, that It
abandons the defense of the infinitly greater <~ause,
the meaning of r~ligion, the .r~l~tio;n of religio:t;J- ~o
life, conduct, happmess, and m.vihzatwn. All this Is
totally distinct from any partwular creed, and may
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stand untouched by the downfall of a dozen creeds.,. to the human intellect, 88 is natural science; though
So coml?letely ~av tbeo!ogi~tns i_dentified thiEi eternal they recognize its present condition as far lees
~ruth With their own formalanes, that the agnostic advanced a.nd far more obscure. But the fi~ld of
1~ allowed to suppose that when the formularies are natural science is itself so gigantic that they may
disposed of t~e r.eligious problem is at an end. And very fairly claim to limit their labors to that. In so
the result of It Is, that the cause of religion as an doing, and missing in social science and in historical
i~stitution is to-day seriously jeopardized by theolo- evolution the precision of proof which they justly
gums, who are far more concerned about particular seek for in physical studies, they are somewhat
Books and sectarian dogmas than about the central inclined to overrate the proportion which natural
princ~ple of human life.
science bears to the whole field of knowledge, and to
It I~ therefore quite natural, however much it may forget that physical laws are only a part, and the
surpnse some, that the first task of Auguste Oomte smaller part, of science in the sum. Nothing is
was to show, how religion was a force, dAeper, wider, more common than to hear an eminent savant say:
~nd more omnipresent than theology had ever deemed ''So far as I understand anything of science," mean·
It; ":hat a~e the eternal bases of religion in the heart ing by science our knowledge of nature exclusivly,
and m somety; and what are the indestructible ele- when, perhaps, he has given as little attention to
menta of religion, and function of religion. It is social science, to history and social evolution, as the
not in the least a paradox, but a truth capable of first n1an he meets in the street. As to the great
easy proof, that no theologian in ancient or modern discoverers in the physical realm, as the Darwin a, the
times, neither Paul nor Mohammed, neither Aquinas Huxleys, the Tyndalls, the Lyells, the Hookers, it
nor Bernard, neither Bossuet nor Calvin, neither would be preposterous to expect them to withdraw
Hooker nor Butler, hav ever penetrated so profoundly precious hours from their special pursuits; as Ariainto the elements, the function, and the range of re- totle says, it would be ridiculous to ask a geometriligion in the abstract as does Auguste Comte. All cian to reason persuasivly, or to a~k an orator to
this, his philosophical analysis of what religion can prove his points by geometry. Mr. Spencer, on the
do for life and society, is entirely detached from any other hand, is not a specialist observer, but a philoeogiven religious creed, and it is quite as much appli- pher, and no English philosophtr before him has
cable to Pagan, Mussulman, Catholic, or Calvinistic ever so forcibly insisted on the supreme place held
theology, as it is to the religion of the fetichists, in the intellectual synthesis by social ecience. This,
Buddhists, or Confucius. It is so because Comte therefore, is all the more a disappointment to those
was the first who exhaustivly considered religion who most admire his genius and most carefully watch
apurt from any creed, on a social analysis of human the development of his "Synthetic Philosophy," that
nature and society, by the light of history and social he has not yet been able to turn his extraordinary
philosophy at once. When so viewed rAligion is powers of coordinating ideas to the systematic study
found to hav a meaning far more varied and certain of universal history. It is difficult, indeed, to ncall
than appears in the sacred writings of any confes- a passage in which he has contributed to this grand
sian, and to be capable of infinit applications to life, task of the future a single reflection that does justice
undreamed of yet by the most ecstatic mystics and to his eminent position. Yet, without a systematic
the most ardent spirits of the Catholic or Protestant conception of history, a synthetic philosophy of
communions.
human nature is as utterly futil as a synthetic phiIt is not, however, the purpose of this essay to put losophy of physical nature would be without biology.
We may now form some general forecast of the
forward Comte's answer to theology, but merely to
consider the Agnostic answer, and the future of Ag- future course of Agno~>ticism. Agnosticism is a
nosticism. The queEtion of the place of religion as stage in the evolution of religion, an entirely negativ
an element of human nature, as a force in human stage, the point reached by physicists, a purely mensociety, its origin, analvsis, and functions, has never tal conclusion with no relation to things social at all.
been considered at all from the agnostic point of It is a stage as impossible for a social philosophy to
view. What eminent agnost.ic has ever attempted to rest in as it is for a statesman to proclaim his policy
grapple with the problem, e:xcept by the unmeaning to be "no law" and "no government." But if
phrase of Mr. Spencer, that the business of religion Agnost.icism cannot rest as it is there is not the
is with the consciousness of a mystery that cannot slightest reason .to suppose that it can go back.
be fathomed? This meager formula about a very Agnosticism represents the general conclusion of
real and vast power is obviously only the flourish of minds profoundly imbued with the laws of physical
a man who has nothing to say and who wishes to say nature, minds which find the sum of the physical
something. Apart from this, what agnostic has ever laws to be incompatible with the central dogmas of
told us what religion is, what it ought to be, what theology. And since the physical laws rest on an
part it plays in life and in civilization! Agnosticism enormous mass of experimental demonstration and
has not, in fact, carried out its own principles. Both the dogmas of theology upon the unsupported essevagnosticism and atheism are still so completely under erations of theologians, the agnostic, as at present
the glamour of the older theology and its creeds, that advised, holds by the former, and, without denying
they take it enough has been done for religion when the latter, treats them as" not proven." But ~he
some definit assertion has been formulated about the laws of physical nature show no signs of becommg
~antral theological dogmas, even though that definit less definit, less consistent, or less popular as time
assertion be a negation, as the atheist contends, or a goes on. Everything combines to show that natural
mere assertion of ignorance, as the agnostic contends. knowledge is growing wider, more consolidated,
But when these hav been asserted, the whole ques- more dominant year by :year; that the ~eign of .law
tion of religion still remains open as a factor in becomes more truly umversal, .more mdefeasible,
human existence. If the agnost,ic and the atheist more familiar to all, Just ~s the reign of supernatural
would fairly face this problem from the solid ground hypotheses retreats into regions where the light of
.
of human history, social philosophy, and moral science fails to penetrate.
analysis, and wm:~ld entirely put aside all further
Whatever, therefore, has fostered. the agnostic
thought of smashing theology hip and thigh, they habit of mind in the past seems destmed to rxte~d
would come to see that everything yet remains to be it enormously in the future. ~nd, when the en~ue
said and done in the matter of religion, assuming public are completely trained ~n a sense of physJCal
their specific denials to be perfectly logical and finally law, the agnostic habit of mmd must become the
proved.
mental state, not of isolate~ st.udents an~ thi~k~rs,
In other words, agnosticism as a religious pbiloso- but of the general body whiCh forms publ.w opl~I?n.
phy per se, rests on an almost total ignoring of his- There is no weak spot about .the. a~nostic posihon
tory and social evolution. History and social evo- per se, no sign of doubt or .rift ~n 1ts ar';llor, as .a
1ution force all competent minds which grasp logical instrument. All that IB obJected to IB, t,hat 1t
them to frame some positiv type of religion, and to is simply one syll?gism in a very long an~ co~plex
recognize the indestructible tie between religion and process of reasonmg, JlOt that the syll?gism Itself
civilization. A strong mind, really saturated with has any vestige of error. :rhe result ~s that the
the historical sense, turns from agnosticism and agnostic logic shows every ~Ign not of. failure, but of
atheism, with the same weariness and pity with which ultimately becoming an ax1om of ordmary ~bought,
it turns from the Law of Nature and the Rights of almost a truism or a commonplace, as mmds .sre
Man. They are all as sounding brass or a tinkling more commonly imbued with .the s~n~e of physiCal
cymbal. History and a theory of social evolution law. But to accept the agnostic logic IB not to b~ an
based on history and social statics, compel us to think Agnostic, any more than to accept th~ protest ag~mst
upon the past of religion, the need for religion, and the papal infallibility or the Council. of Trent IB to
the future of religion.
be a Protestant. Hence, t~e mor~ ~mversal becomes
Agnosticism is thus found to be simply the tempo- the adoption of the agno.stw positiOn, the more rare
rary halting-place of those scientific men who hav will agnostics pure and simple become, and the less
not yet carried their scientific habits of mind into the will agnosticism be looked on liS a creed. When aghistory of humanity as a whole. It marks, indeed, nustic logic is simp~y .one. of ~he ca~ons of thought,
the physicists and the thinkers about physics, using agnosticism, as a distmcbv fa1th, Will hav spontane.
.
physics in the widest sense as the study of Nature ou~ly disappeared.
rather than of Man. It would be difficult to name a
As social science and the laws of somal evolutiOn
single known agnostic who has given to history any- more and more engross the. h~gher minds, an?. bething like the amount of thought and study which come the true ~enter of pubhc. I?-teres~, AgnostiCISm,
he brings to his knowledge of the physical world. the mere negatiOn of th~ physJcJsts, ~Ill h~v left the
The D~rwins, the Huxleys, the Tyndalls, hav been ground clear for .the nee of. a defimt. behff. That
absorbed in other labors which hav left them no belief, of course, hke everythmg destined t?. hav a
opportunity to enter on the vast field. of univer~al practi.cal influence over men,, m~st be posit~v! not
history. They would, of course, admit that somal negabv. It must also be scientific, not tradi~wnal,
science is quite as legitimate, quite as indispensable - or fictitious. And it must further be human, m the
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I as I will to your readers. It was only an advertisFense of sympathetic and. congener to man, not
~
ment of his watches! At his comfortable residence
materialist and homogeneous with the physical world.
Its main 1basis obviousiy must be social science, the =-=-=-=--=-=-=-============-=-========= I received a hearty welcome from his charming and
accomplished wife, a cordial salute from Mr. Frank~
lt£rger, more noble, and dominant part of science. in
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
the sum. And its main inetrument and gui.ill !!l. A; STEVENs, Secretary,
16 Uuion Park Place, Chicago. who, being in a local bank, acts as a deputy treasurer
OTTo WETTSTEIS, Treas.,
Rochelle, Ill.
be the history of human evolution, which is to E. B. FooTE, .Tn., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave .• New York. of the American Secular Union-also from Otto
physical evolution all that man himself is to the M.>ts.l\I. A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com.,241 Washington Boulevard, junior and his pretty sister Olivia. Their delightful
home abounds in gems of literature, the reche1·cM
animal series. To collect these suggestions in one,
Chicago.
and refined in art, for art is another of Brother
what we hav is this. Agnosticism must be absorbed
Wettstein's hobbies. Since my last visit a most
in a. religious belief, for which it will hav cleared the
'l'o 'l'ax Church Property.
ground. That belief will necessariiy bav these charFor over a month I bav been endeavoring to find important-yes, the most important personage I bav
acters. It will be at once positi'u, scientific, human, some one of the senators or representative of Illinois met-is domiciled at his home. No less than William
sociologic, and evolutionary or histo7'ical.
who bad courage enough to present a bill for the tax· Cullen Bryant Ralph Waldo Emerson, but as I found
These five characteristicd are all, it is plain, dis- ation of church propel'ty in the Jegislatm·e. At each him fonder of pranks than poetry or philosophy, my
tinctiv marks of the system for the future that of the m~ss meetings I bav addressed on the Blair embarrassment gradually gave way, and I struck up·
Auguste Comte propounded as the 1·eligion of bill, a resolution was adopted demanding taxation of quite an intimacy with the personage of the overHumanity. Indeed, taken together ihey would be a church property, and now Hon. Q. J. Chott, of awing name. He's quite autooratic, as young gentlevery good description of it. But it is no ·part of my Chicago, has po8itivly promised to present the fol- men of sixteen molrtihs usually are, but they would
not part with the little tyrant for all his weight in
present purpo&e to pursue t.hat topic further, or to lowing to the general assembly next week:
diamonds, for after all he's really good natured. So
insist on Positivism as the inevitable soiution of th~:
A BILL
problem. Tbe objact to which this paper is confined To amend section 2 of an act entitled. "An Act for the far he displays more of the propensities of the disis to examin what., upon t.he principles of agnosticism
Assessment of Property and for the Levy and Collection tinguished scientist J obn L. Sullivan than those of
itself, would be the natural development of agnostiof Tuxes," approved M~rch 30, 1872; in force July 1, his Materialistic progenitor. When W. 0. B. R. W.
.
f
t
].
.
,
1872.
cism m the uture, when its protes against tue
SROTION 1. Be it enacted by the people of the state of E. W. comes to realize the weighty responsibility
assumptions of theology shall hav done its work, Illinois represented in the general assembly: That section 2 such a patronymic implies, it will be a wonder if be
when antagonism to theology has become an anach· of an act entitled, "All AcT: for tho Assessment of Property survives.
Next noon Brother Jas. A. Greenhill, of Clinton,
ronism, and when the world has realized how com- and for the Levy and Collection of Taxes," approved March
letely religion has yet to create its future. Tb.ere 30, 1872, in force Jnly 1, 1872, be and the same is amended Ia., who has been on a European tour, was passing
P
so as to read as follows:
through Rochelle homeward bound, but was prevailed
.is no reaSOn to think that thoughtful agno~tiCS
PROPERTY RXEMPI' FROM TAXATION,
would very much disput,e the gener~l line of thiB
SEa. 2. All property described in this section to the extent t:ipon to remain over one train to partake of the good
reasoning. Very many agnostics already bav recog herein limit<:d shall be exempt from taxation,.i that is to say: cheer at the Wettstein mansion, and unveil some of
nized in a general way, and for a distant iuture, some
Fir. t.-All lands donated by the United ;:;tates for school the rich reminiscences he bad recently acquired in
kind of humanitarian idE·al ss the ultimate bu.sis of purposes, cot sold or leased; all public schoolhouses; all thE>~ land of his birth. He told of his visit on Burns's
property of strictly non-religious institutions of learning,
the religious sentiment. And this bas been done including the real estate on which they are located, not birthday to the bouse where he was born in Ayr; of
most defioitly by those agnosti:JB who are the most leased by institutions or otherwise held with a view to his journey to Abbotsford, as you know, the residence of Sir Walter Scott ; of his pilgrimage to Loninterested in social science, and espEcially by those profit.
who hav the keenest grasp on the laws of historical
Second.-All lands used exclusivly as public graveyards, don, where he went to Westminster Abbey to view
or grounds for burying the dead, except when owned by the tombs of Darwin and Dickens, and other places of
evolution. Every student of social philosophy, wto ecclesiastical corpmations or canied on for profit.
combines a knowledge of physical lo.ws wlth a dom1'hird.-All unentered government lands; all public build- intense parson16l and historical interest. But, as his
inant interest in history, is already a hum,\nita:dau ings or structures of whatsoever kind and the contents friends in Clintvn were to giv him a reception that
in eml:Jryo, though he choose to maintain an attitude thereof and the land on which the same are located belong. night, we reluctantly let him go.
ing to the United States.
Brother Wettstein's store is filled with a finer and
of mental suspense on the reiigious problem as a
fi'ou1·th.-All property of every kind belonging to the state
costlier assortment of diamonds and watches than
whole.
of Illinois.
Further f,han this I )lav no wish now to carry the
Jlifth.-Ail property belonging to any county, town, vii- can be found in an ordinary country jeweler's, but he
argument. I am not advocating Positivism, but am lage, or city, used exclusivly for the maintenance of the explained to me that he was compelled to carry a
examining the fut.ure of Agnosticism. Agnosticism, poor; all swamp or overflowed l.ands belonging to any stock adequate to send out samples to the Liberals of
~,
county, so long as the same remains unsold by such county,
indeed, bas no future, unless it will carry out its township, city, or incorporated town, with the ground on the country, as be was now almost entirely dependent
scientific principies to their legitimat,e conclusion. which such buildings are erected, not exceeding in any case on their patronage, the local trade having abandoned
him because he has lived here over thirty years, carIt offe-rs no lucus standi by it,self. A.s Charles Dar- ten :-cres.
. .
. . .
win so pathaticaliy tells us iu his diarv it affords no
Sl~'th.-A)I property of non-rehgwus m~t1tutwns of purely ried an unblemished reputation, assisted as much as
• .
h
. d ".' ~ .
"•·
publiC chanty wuen actually and exclusivly used for such
permo.nei_I t cousolahon to_ t, ~ rum ' anc.t lS COuulllU- charitable purposes, not leased or otherwise used with a any in the town's development, but could not be
ally meltmg away under the stress of powerful sym- view to profit, and all free public libraries art and scientific coerced into hypocrisy and thus int.o the church.
This proves how Christians love their neighbors as
patbies. It destroys but it does not replace.
'
, institutions.
That. which alone can take the place of th. e mighty
Seve?~tlt.-;-All ?re-eng~ns aJ?d other, ~mplem.ents used. for themselvs. Before leaving I procured a Freethougbt
mystenes and the grand moral drama created by the 1 t.he exnngutshm~nt ~f fires, with the bmldmg used excl?sivly badge· pin, for my scarf, so in traveling, though smaller
.
.
.
.
.
.
, for the safe-keepmg thereof and the lot of reasonable size on
Hnagmatwn of tne prophets and pnests of old lS the which the building is located when belonging to any citv than the former, a Liberal would soon discover it.
· E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
final scheme of moral and social life which social villn.ge, or town.
'
-'
10cience shall finally elaborate for man, which shall 1 • Eigllth.-All market-~ouses, publi,~ Equares, or other pub.
be the fruit of science as a whole with physic~l he gr?unds used exclus1vly for pub,Ic pu~poses; all works,
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
·
't f
.
. ' .
,
.• machmery, and fixtures belongmg exclusn•ly to any town,
I find that the many demands on my time while on
, Ect~nce for 1 B oundahon .a~d socwJ sm~nc,e ior .~~s village, or city, ~nd used exclusivly for conveying water to
mam gospel, a scheme whtcn shall be entm31y pos1bv such town, village, or city.
the road prevent my preparing the argument used in
and entirely human; sud its main characteristic will
JY"i1~th.-All p~operty which. may be used ex?lusivly. by the Fishback debate, held at Dorchester, Neb. I
be that it explains the bistmy of humanity as 1\ S?Cieties for_ agnc~ltural, hortiCultural, mecham~al, ~men- will at the very earliest after my arrival home write
' 1
d
· t t t' f t · f h
•t
h . t1fic, and phJ]osophic purposes, and not for oecumary profit.
~h o.e an pom s o . ne . u ure o
umam Y as t ' 6
SEa. 3. 'I'hat section 2 of said act, and all other acts or it up, embodying my articles on Facts and Fallacies
mev1table sequel of 1ts htstory. In whatever form parts of acts in conflict herewith, be and the same are hereby of the New Testament and Brief Historical Evidences
such a view of religion may approve itself to the repealed.
on the Canon of Scripture, making a pamphlet that
· ages to come, it will only be agnostic in the sense
Will the executiv members of the several states will be a ready reference, thoroughly equipping its
that it is ready wit-h the agncttic answer to all idle bav a similar bill drafted and presented to their possessor with the facts that will refute any asserand irrelevant questions.
FREDERIC HARRISON.
legislature as soon as possible, and demand a bear- tions or arguments of orthodoxy.
ing before the committee having the bill in charge?
Albert Lea, Minn., is one of the most energetic,
Treeing Largo Game.
Do this without delay. Let the agitation be all along wide-awake of small towns. I met a cordial welcome
A farmer out west who had never paid much attention to t.ha line. The attack bas been made upon us, and from that prince of bonifaces, S. J. Johnson, and his
r.;ligion was last sumrr..er brought to seek grace and a change this robbery has been permitted too long. Now let brother, of the Hall House, and bad a good visit at
nf heart by his pious wife, though he was evidently a reluc- us assert our manhood ! Because of this Blair bill the happy home of Brother E. K. Picard, the pioneer
lant pupil.
The weather was dry and rain badly needed. His wife there could not be a more favorable opportunity for Liberal and 1110st outspoken Infidel in the county.
Fears were entertained in regard to our having
thought he should pray for rain. He consented, and down retaliativ agitation.
11pon his knees he went one night before retiring and assailed
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.
good attendance, but joyous disappointment awaited
1 he Throne of :Mercy.
"0 Lord," be said, in conclusion,
As our Union is trying the experiment of a us. The Opera House was nearly filled at the first
'· if it rains to.morrow it will do my potatoes good. If it monthly dance to knit the people more clooely lecture, and each night the attendance greatly indon't, I can get in my hay. There!" turning to his wife,
together, we shall bold a ball to-morrow (Feb. 22d), creased. I sold a large quantity of Liberal literature.
·'I think I've got God up a tree." ·
.
and the Vorwaerts Turners hav kindly volunteered Every inducement was offered the clergy to attend
to giv us a gymnastic exhibition. Perhaps the and defend their faith, but all in vain. Liberals were
Comstock's Mental Rottenness.
writer will make a brief address bearing on the surprised to find, instead of being almost alone, they
·Front the Gal1JeRton XeW$.
Anthony Comstock in a recent address said that this is an Secular character of the first president's public mustered quite a goodly company. All were greatly
nge of corruption arid that all good influences are openly utteraoces and documents, and something as to his encouraged, and are eager for the continuance of the
r!erided. Mr. Comstoclt has spent his life hnn1ing up naughty non-Christian principles.
good work and impatient for the advent of Mrs.
books and pictures in order to proeecute the offenrlers against,
A VALENTINE'S VISIT.
Reynolds. A good, able, eloquent woman, with her
public morals. Naturally everything in h1s eyes is corrupt.
In file third centmy a priest of Rome interfered exp<3rienca in Christian life, can do a wondrous work
1 fc is in the fix of the lady who objected to ::-lam Johnson's
,;ictionary on account of the bad worrls in it. "Ab., madam, too much with the secular pleasures of the pagans, by enlisting good women and securing their zealous
I see you hav been looking for them," said Johnson. "It is for which, it is asserted, he was beaten with clubs cooperation. Without the whole-hearted help of
f rl with Comstock," eays the Atlanta Oon1tit1dion.
"He bas
been looking for corruption." And he has beEn laying temp- and then beheaded. His martyrdom secured canon- women no real, efficient, permanent organization can
lations with false pretenses. Is that the way to promote ization, and the day of "solemn remembrance" of his be maintained.
morality?
terrible death bas, through the perversity of human
Dundas, Minn., is a quiet little village, devoutly
frolic and pa8sions, become celebrated for the pious, and so it was deemed best to giv them a lectContingen1lr Trnthfnl.
mirth-provoking propensities this monk was trying ure on "Mormonism as I Saw It in Utah." For this
From lite Concontw (Kan.) lil'lae.
The last TRUTII SEEKEH has a cartoon with a dog repre- to suppre<·s. Alas for human irreverence! To think subject good Brother Tue obtained the free use of
Fenting the state and a shield with U. S. around his neck, a monk's bones merely develop more monkery. How the Seventh Day Adventist church. Considering the
and Edmunds, Blair, Hale, and a W. C. T. U., with the face excruciating to the saints this must be !
only advertising was half a dozen written notices, the
r.f a fury, attaching a serpent to the tail of the dog. The
Wa!.!ting a couple of days' rest, I dropped in to attendance was good. It was the first time I ever
Hxt stage presents the serpent, which is named the church,
'.nlgging the dog, who rernonstNtes, and the next stage his R-ochelle, Ill., and discovered our worthy l\'Iaterialistic delivered a lecture on this subject. It proved of
~nakesbip is dragging the dog toward its "old hole, Puritan- philosopher, whose admirable articles are such severe very great interest, and there were eager demands
ii:m." Next the snake has the dog up in the air, ~tnd finally specimens of logical reasoning, perusing-just think for its repetition.
swallows him. In these different stages his snakeship in- of it-···11 valentine. When about to tell him of my
Northfield, Minn., is a theological college town,
c~cases in size until he becomes a monster, and the dog grows
willingness
to
enter
into
a
solemn
covenant
not
to
mainly
inhabited by fossils-old farmers, who hav
lank and lean.
It is a very truthful portrait ol' what would result if that mention the matter to Mrs. Wettstein, be took me n-nted or sold their farms and moved into town to
into his confidence, and "gave the whole thing away," board students and enjoy the sanctifying influences
Sunday bill should become Ia w.
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of their Zion. They mostly liv in· their back kitchens
on the interest of what they owe. The young foika
by vigorous hustling keep the town from stagnation,
and the students for the ministry necessitate an activ
police force.
I delivered a lecture on "Mormonism" at the
Opera House. The attendance was small, but I was
astonished at the great interest awakened. Very
many were earnestly detairous I should repeat the
lecture, and promised a crowded house, but time
forbade.
Mrs. S. J. Lanont, her sturdy sons, and fair young
daughters, are each and all noble representative of
Liberalism, and comprise about all the· genu in Infidels in the township.
St. Paul, Minn., is the S!iintly city of ice palace
f;me, with ·grand, mammoth buildings, but narrow
streets. I had counted on witnessing the ice carnival, but this has been a most exceptional winter:
The Mississippi river was not frozen over until
December 21st; last winter it was solidly frozen on
November 25th. The weather this year has baen so
balmy and genial that they could not obtain ice
enough to build a palace.
James L. McKelvey, from whom I do hope and
expect the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will in the
near future receive an account ,of good and efficient
work done by him in the lecture field, is a young
mau of brains, sterling worbh, · modesty, and very
great ability ; John Monroe is a zealous, self-sacrificing, indefatigable worker; C. J. Greenleaf is a
practical, studious thinker; C. Nichols is earnest.
and ever reliable. They form a quartet invincible.
Yet, while living in the same city, they were unknown
to each other until arranging for lectures made them
first acquainted, and now leaves them warm friends.
The lectures were delivered at a church between
Eighth and Ninth streets, an out-of-the-way place.
The Grand Opera House having burnt down, the
theater people had secured the sole use of Market
Hall, the only r<~ally suitable place, so the church
was Hobson's choice.
One of the results of the lectures was a rea!" practical organization, starting with a few members, but
they are among the best and most estimable people
of the city. They intend to hav science schools on
Sunday with an extempore speaking class, and also
provide for sociability by a succession of entertainments. C. I. Greenleaf was elected president, and
James L. McKelvey, secretary.
River Falls, Minn., is quite a pretty, thriving town.
I. C. Putnam, the jolly miller, and his queenly and
accomplished wife; Chris Nebel, and his bright,
amiable better half; the brave old veteran, by all
beloved, S: M. Rosenquist; the outspoken Liberal
and practical reformer, George H. Bates, and the
ever reliable, sturdy champion of reason, right; and
truth, Leonard Stiles, make a glorious vanguard of
Liberals that it is an honor for any to follow.
All were astonished at the great success of the
lectures. At the last two lectures the Opera House
was crowded and a furore of enthusiasm evoked.
One more course of lectures and a large and powerful organization can be effected at River Falls.
I go from here to Minneapolis, thence to Princeton,
thence to St. Charles, stop over to visit the gentle
Wettstein at Rochelle, Ill., thence to Kalamazoo,
Mich., and home.
I hav now been away from home eighteen months.
I now hav to cancel engagements, so that I may
return to my loved ones, and make ready to return
to the Pacific coast with Mrs. Reynolds early in May.
St. Paul and Minneapolis are called " the twin
cities," being less than twelve miles apart. Minneapolis was the 1a.st born, yet has got to the front and
secured first place, having to-day a population of
over 130,000 against 112,000 of St. Paul, her firstborn sister. Both cities evince remarkable energy
and progress. There is a v~ry laudable spirit of
emulation, resulting in both keeping well up to the
times, promptly adopting every modern improvement. Both cities are surrounded with lovely, picturesque, and exceedingly productiv farm land, while
their geographical position makes them natural railroad centers. Minneapolis has the advantage on
account of her prodigious flour and lumber mills.
Her production of flour for 1888 was· 7,130,135 barrels, as compared with 6,574,900 barrels for 1887, an
increase of 555 235 barrels. And the value i!f$35,549,371, as agai~Rt $27,811,827 for 1887, a nice little
increase of $7,837,544. Aud last year was not a good
year for making flour either.
·
Minneapolis made a few feet of lumber last year,
at least, enough to be worth making a note o~. T~e
indications are that more lumber was made m MIDneapolis during the past year than at any other point
in the country, with the possible exception of M~s
kegon and Menominee, Mich. The cut of the Mmneapolis mills was 338,000,000 feet.
.
For the skilful, industrious mechanic there 1s
abundance of work at good wages. A large number
of stupendous buildings, eight to twelve stories high,
are in course of erection, and very many more will be
started early in the spring.
.
The cost of living is very low. I noticed 1ll the
markets good boiling pieces of fird-class beef at four
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IN this iasue we print Mr. Frederic Harrison's Positivistic opinion of. Agnosticism. It is worth reading, though
most Agnostics strongly dissent from his conclusions. England possesses no more brilliant essayist than Mr. Harrison,
unless it may be Professor Thomas Huxley, who in the
.Nin.ntlt Century for the month following the date of the
Fo1·tniglttly Review, in which Mr. Harrison's article appeared,
took occasion to macerate a Christian who had spoken
slightingly of Agnosticism, and to reply to Mr. Harrison's
misconception of the popular heretical philosophy, Mr. Huxley's answer to both his opponents is as keen as a knife, and
will be read with great eatisfaction by the Liberals of this
country. He also points out to Mr. Samuel Laing, whose
Agnostic creed appeared in Trn: TRUTH SEEKER of January
19th, that he has fallen in various logical and creedal errorP.
Professer Huxley's paper will appear in the two succcetling
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
A GREA.T sensation was made by an evening paper laot
week by the allegation that President Cleveland is a Spiritualist. It would be no one's business but his own if he is,
aud nothing to his discredit, as the dailies seem to think, but
the facts are that he probably is not. His intimate friends in
Buffalo positivly assert that he is not, though the dispatch
from that place states that " they are not so sure but that he
is a 1\Iaterialist," in spite of his PresbyteriRn antecedents and
attendance upon churche3 of tbat ilk. All that we know
upou the subject is what an Albany frienrl says, which is to
the effect that Cleveland, when governor of this state, was in
tbe habit, when among his personal friends, of arguing upon
the heretical side wben religious questions were broached.
By the general consensus of the Albanians, who had opportunities to know, he was put down as a Freethinker. It is
snid, too, that his sister Elizabeth used frequently to reason
with him on his unb~Iief. and come off seconcl-best.
THE Rev. Dr. Alfred Nevin, of Philadelphia, according to
the Tribune, has some sharp ideas on the preecnt status of
Christianity. In his opinion it is not advancing, but declining. Every year larger numbers of people are ceasing to
attend church services, and every year more sensational
efforts are being made on the pnrt of the churches to attract
them. Entertainments and amusements are often made to
take the place of gospel preaching. There is plenty of
church machinery, he says, ancl religious conferences of all
kinds are more numerous than ever; but tbe saving of men's
souls is often lost sight of. The re~ponsibility for this Dr.
Nevin places upon the civil war aud tbe subsequent attacks
upon religion of" noisy Infidels," and recreant clergy. The
revision of the Bible, too, had much to do with unsettling
the belief of many in the integrity of the Bible. Other
reasons. he has, antong them the multiplication of religious
associations-which divides and therefore weakens the
workers; the decline of church uifciplinary authority-or
the tendency of tbe pe0ple to force the preachers to mind
their own business ; the discontinuance of family worship,
and relegation of the religiouq training of children to the
Sunday-~chool. This may be all so; if it is, we are glad of
it, but the one great cheering fact is Dr. Nevin's well-founded
statement that Christianity of the orthodox sort is going
down.
IN his last encyclical Mr. Pecci, of Roma, as the Mail and
E:rp1·ess writes it, devoted a few lines to the erstwhile
"strolling vagabonds" now known as actors, and generally
received into rather more intellectual eociety than the average
priest can frequent. Mr. Pecci says: "We know that impious and immoral dramas are exhibited on the stage; that
books and journals are written to jeer at virtue and ennoble
crime; that the very arts which were intended to giv pleasure and recreation lmv been made to minister to impurity."
The Dmmatic .Mirrm· doesn't like this, and reads the old
gentleman a short lesson on consistency. "The Romish
church," said the Mi·rror, "is not averse to accepting benefits at the hands of this ' impious and immoral' institution;
indeed, if' the pope would but glance over the accounts of
the Catholic churches and charities in this city he would find
ths,t the stage had been to them a source of considerable
revenue. It is a matter of fact that actors hav raised more
money for Catholic charities during the past five years than
they hav for their own chal'ity, the Actors' Fund. And pray,
by what means did his holiness lettrn that 'impious and immoral dramas are exhibited on the stage?' He hasn't seen
them, of course, nor lu1v the priests of his church, for theater-going is not Rnpposed to come properly within their
province. The testimony he hns depended upon, whatever
Its nature, must hav been decidedly unreliable. It is astonishing that he should hav permitted himself to be led into the
foolish, sweeping conclcmnation o~ something of which he
has no personal knowlcrlge, and of whose character it is evident that he has been falsely informed, The fallible assertion of the sovereign pontiff, whom good Clltholics believe
to be infallible, rmist either test their faith in his judgment
or do wrongful mischief to the theater." 'fhe Mi1·r·m· seems
to be more astonished than it probably is. The editor undoubtedly knowA that anything th!lt keeps a penny from the
church or a person from the confessional, or raises a doubt
of the 'church's supreme importance in the world, or that
inculcates virtue and bravery and goodness without giving
the church credit must be condemned by the head of that
organization. Of course the church will take all the IJ,l.Oney
the actors are foolish enough to giv her-that is what she is
here for.
A PAPER callerl River Falls, published at Beaver Falls,
Minn., prints in one issue two items of interest to Freethinkers: "The meetings conduct~d by Mr. Reynolds, the
Liberalist, which closed Su?day mght, were well attendfd
throughout. Mr. Heynolds 1s a fluent speaker and very able
withal and his discourws will hav a tendency to inspire
those ~ho heard him with a commendable desire to 'search
t.he scripture~.·" "To evidence their. ~iberaliotic ideas in a
material way, four of our esteemed Citizens-Messrs, F. W.
Houston, J. T. Starr, J.D. Putnam and George FortuneTHE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY's Catalop: of Freethought-, 'pooled,' and sent to a worthy widow of our city, with six
Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
r children, a barrel of flour last Monday."

cents per pound; roasts, choice cuts, at seven and
eii~ht cents; mutton, six cents ; potatoes, thirty-five
cents per bushel, and other things in proportion.
With thrift and economy the industrious hav every
chance !o save money, and there are excellent opportunities for safe and profitable investments.
The three lectures were well advertised, yet the
attendance was not large, simply because delivered
at the Grand Army Hall away up in the sky parlor
with a long, winding, dismal, dreary, rough, and
rugged stairway to climb to reach it.
·
When you hav lectures, apply strict business rules
to the endeavor.
It is not profitable to go to much expense to carry
coals to Newcastle, nor to proclaim Infidelity to
Infidels. We desire the greatest good to the greatest number, and should, therefore, strive to insure
the largest possible audience, and especially offer
every inducement to the ladies to attend.
Ladies will not-unless deeply interested-climb
up long, dark stairways to listen to unpopular truths.
In big cities especially, second-rate, sky-parlor halls
should be shunned.
. The most popular place in town is always really,
m the end, the most satisfactory. Opera houses are
generally to be preferred.
Advertise thoroughly. But never giv "hand-bills"
to boys to distribute, nor to regular bill-posters.
Hire some good gil'l or woman ; then your work will
be well and faithfully done, and, at the same time,
you are helping the deserving.
Three lines of editorial is better than six squares
of ordinary advertisment. One dozen lines of editorial in the local newspaper is better than five hundred dodgers, and equal to two hundred small
posters.
Despite all disadvantages, very much interest was
manifested in the lectures.
Minneapolis had the start of St. Paul in organizing
its Liberal society, but she will hav to "hustle," or
St. Paul will excel her· in efficiency and propaganda
work for Freethought. Both societies report excellent and interesting meetings last Sunday.
At Minneapolis Brother John Maddox delivered a
very telling and able address. He is a power for
goo_d, a reliable helper, intellectually, financially, and
every other way. A deep .thinker, a genuiu honest
man and true Infidel, with the courage of his convictions and the ability to express them. Then he has
the great advantage of a true helpmeet in his noble
wife, and able, powerful auxiliaries in his independent, intellectual, very pretty daughters.
Good old father John Macomber, the president of
the society, a lifelong worker for Liberalism, is a
host in himself, while the genial, gentle Fred Greaves
and the indomitable, zealous, practical Charles Lownd
represent the younger element, and are determined
the cause shall be sustained and Minneapolis keep
ahead, if pluck, self-sacrifice, and persistent efforts
can accomplish it, and there is a host of loyal, generous-hearted Liberals in the society backing them.
Princeton is quite a large, prosperous place,
depending mainly on chopping and hauling wood in
winter and farming in summer. Two churches had
been holding revival meetings and were just concluding with a good hallelujah of glory. The Methodists concluded to hold on yet a little longer-at least
as long as the Infidel lecturer remained, for fee.r ho
should entice away some of the lambs. The Congregational minister did attend two of the lectures, and
would bav attended the last, only he had to be
at his church, as they were to vote if he should be
retained another year. While at the lecture he failed
to avail himself of the invitation to correct any real
or supposed misstatements, or to say a word in
defense of his faith.
The lectures created wonderful interest. The hall
was crowded each night. Very few had ever before
heard an Infidel lecture; and they had been led to
believe it would consist of a tirade of abuse of Christians-a wild denunciation of everything good.
Very many expressed their approval of the lectures
and their high appreciation of t1te ennobliDg principles of Liberalism, and all were astonished to learn
how in the past they had been deceived, and what;
the Bible really taught.
So great was the ·interest that a very general request was urged for a fourth lecture. I Epoke the
fourth night on "Salvation : Christian or Secular,
Which'" And the eager and extreme interest manifested well repaid for the extra effort I put fort,b.
I disposed of quite a number of Liberal p?.mpblets,
and obtained some subscribers to THE TnuTH SEEKER.
Irving R. Zimmerman, Louis Proctor, and J. C.
Hatch are the chief burden-bearers. I enjoyed a
very pleasant home at jolly Henry Haubert's Commercial House. He is a Liberal, and knows bow to
keep a hotel. There are brave, noble women and
earnest men devoted to the advancement of the work
of Freethought at Princeton. I left them with regret,
promising to use all my influence to induce Mrs.
Reynolds to visit them on her way to the Pacific
coast.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
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hrommnnications.

If the moon's attractiv force is greater than that of
the sun, then the earth would revolve about the
former instead of the latter.
Tidal Waves.
In order to avoid these difficulties it is necessary
It will no doubt appear presumptuous i . e to at- to fall back onto the "differential effect "-that the
tack an old and apparently well-established scientific moon exerts a greater influence in producing the
theory-a theory which seems so well founded on facts tides because it is claimed that does not depend
that I shall no doubt, be considered an idiot, or a upon' the entire attraction of either, but upon the
madman to ~ttempt to controvert it. But I shall offer difference between their attraction upon the earth's
no apolo'gy for attacking a scientific theory which I center and the earth's nearest surface. For the
believe false, anymore than. I should were I criticising moon on account of her nearness, the proportion of
a religious dogma or a somal custom.
the distance of those parts is treble that of the sun,
I am not making this criticism for the mere sake and hence her greater effect. But how this overof controversy, or for the purpose of appear~ng er~- comes the difficulty is not made clear. For, from
dite. But having had several years' experience m the law of universal gravitation and a mathematical
the school-room, and having many occasions to dis- demonstration the sun exerts a greater influence
cuss the subject of the tides with my cl~sses, I hav upon the cent~r of the earth, or upon any point of
always been linable to reconcile, to myself, at least, the earth's surface, than the moon.
To say that the moo_n exerts . three t~mes the
many seeming absurdities.
It may be that it is ignorance on my part in not attractiv force of the sun m producmg the tides, and
being able to fully und~rstand, and therefore ac~ept, yet declare that the sun exerts one hundred and
the universal explanatiOn of the cause of the hdes. twenty times the greater attractiv force, is a flat conBut I hope that if I hav gone astray in my reason- tradiction.
ing, some one will kindly set me right. .
If the moon, by her attractiv force, draws the
I shan· not so much as offer a suggestion of what water fl'om the earth on the side adjacent to the
I think may be the cause of the tides. I shall only moon and the earth from the water on the side
present my reasons for reje?ting the present· expla- oppo~it the moon, heaping up the water on oppo~it
nation of the cause of the tidal wave.
sides of the earth, then we should expect the entire
May it not be that a mere coincidence has been amount of water on the earth to be drawn to the
taken fm· a cause in the theory of the tides! Ooin- moon. For, from the law of inverse squares, when
cidences hav often been mistaken for causes, and the moon has drawn the water from the earth to
may it not be the same with the subject under dis- produce a wave fifty feet in hig~t •. t~en the earth's
cussion 1
_
attraction for the water has dimmished, and the
. For many centuries the early Egyptians had ob- moon's attraction for the water has increased.
It will no doubt be urged that the earth's superior
served that the rising of the Nile coincided with the
heliacal rising of Sirius, and thus it came to pass attractiv force is sufficient to prevent any such cataathat the appearance of the Dog-star on the horizon trophe, which I am willing to accept, and I further
at the rising of the sun was not only viewed as the believe it sufficient to prevent a mass of matter the
signal, but as the ca?se of the inundations.
size and distance of the moon from drawing the
The priests proclaimed how the water stood on the water from the earth, or the earth from the water, in
Nilometer, and the husbandman made corresponding the slightest degree._ But if we once admit that the
provisions for an abundant or a scanty harvest. moon does produce such a tidal wave, there is no reaSirius is the most brilliant star in the heavens; to son why we should not expect to see all the water on
the Egyptian the inundation was the most important the earth drawn at once to the moon. For if the
event upon earth. Mistaking a coincidence for a attractiv force increases as the square of the distance
cause, the Egyptian was led to believe that 'Yhen the decreases and conversely, the attractiv force decreases
splendid Dog-star emerged from the mornmg rays as the square of the distance increases, then the
of the sun, and began to assert its own inherent earth's attraction for the water decreases just in propower, tht:J great river, moved by sympathy, com- portion to the increase of the moon's attraction.
menced to rise. From coincidences like this the beTrue fifty feet is but an infinitesimal part of the
lief soon arose that the star, in some mysterious distanc~ from the earth to the moon, but if fifty feet
manner exercised an influence over terrestrial affairs would make no difference in the relativ energy of the
and th~ lives of men; they were therefore objects two bodies, neither would two hundred and forty
worthy of veneration, and from star-worship evolved thousand miles produce any difference in their
astroloav. And modern civilization is tinctured, in attractiv energy.
no smali degree, with these ancient superstitions.
If the moon attracts the water of the ocean so
We frequently hear people, apparently well in- strongly, why should it not do the same in the case
formed, contend that farm products will be more of rivers and lakes? Now, that the moon should pull
certain of yielding well if planting snd sowing is the water from the earth, and the earth from the
done at the "right time of the moon." For in- water on the side oppo~lit the moon, seems very much
stance, wheat and other cereals should b~ sown in of an absurdity.
_
the "light of the moon," as then they will "head
Aside from the evidence that the conjoint action
well·" but potatoes and other vegetables, whose of the sun and moon produce the highest tides,
fruit' is borne in the ground, should be planted in the fact that the moon rises about fifty minutes later
the "dark of the moon," for, if planted in the "light each day, and that there is, therefore, a correspondof the moon," they would "run all to tops." In like ing difference in the rising of the tides, is the s_trongmanner many people pretend to predict the weather, est proof in support of the theory.
_
or attribute the condition of the weather to changes
The tides do not occur at any place when the moon
of the moon. May it not be that the theory of the is on the meridian of that place-not until- she has
tides is just as erroneous, and has originated in su- passed several degrees. From this it would. seem
perstition 1
that the moon has much falling force but very little
Since the days of Anaxagoras and Thales it has lifting force. A reason which might be given why
been believed that the tides are caused by the the moon does not ·continually pull the water of the
influence of the moon, and Newton's discovery of the oceans around the world with her is that she is unable
law of gravitation seems to hav firmly established to lift the water over the hills and mountains.
the present explanation of the tidal wave. And yet
The attractiv force of any body acts instantly, that
it seems to roe that the theory is encumbered with is, if there were a new planet created but a thousand
difficulties sufficient to break it down.
miles from the earth, its influence would be felt inIt is claimed that the tides are caused by the stantly by the earth, but just as instantly by the reattraction of the sun and moon. The tide is highest motest star in the heavens. Why is it, then, if this
when the sun and moon act conjointly, and lowest be true, that the tides should not rise when the moon
when they act in opposition, a fact which givs much is on the meridian where the tides occur! We are
weight in support of the theory. It is also claimed either compelled to say that the law is false, or that
that as the moon is four hundred times nearer the that which is considered a cause is a mere coinciearth than the sun, her attractiv influence is much dance.
the greater. But it must be remembered that every
It is a well-known fact that high headlands jutparticle of matter attracts every other particle of ting into the ocean greatly diminish the tides; as for
matter directly proportionate to its mass, and in- instance, off Cape Florida; but that a deep bay exversely as the square of the distance increases. tending into the land like a funnel converges the waves,
Though the mpon is four hundred times nearer the making them roll to a great h!ght, as in the Bay of
earth than the sun, yet the mass of matter of the Fundy.
moon is so small compared with that of the sun that
Now, if the tidal wave is caused by the attraction
the sun exerts upon the earth one hundred and of the moon, why should the coast line make any
difference 1 And as the moon must be several
twenty times the greater attractiv force.
Then if the moon causes a rise in the tides to the degrees to the westward of Nova Scotia,. there should
bight of fifty feet or more, as in the Bay of Fundy, really be LO tide in the Bay of Fundy, for the wave
then as the moon exerts only the one hundred and should follow the moon. The Bay of Fundy lies
twentieth part of the influence of the _sun, when the nearly in an easterly and westerly direction, with the
sun and moon act conjointly there should be a tidal western end opening into the ocean; then the wave
wave seven hundred feet in bight rolling upon the must flow in an easterly direction to enter the bay,
peninsula of Nova Scotia and the province of New or in a direction opposed to the moon's attractiv
Brunswick. And, furthermore, while the conjoint force.
action of the sun and moon should produce the
In this discussion I hav endeavored to be fair, givhighest tides, yet the sun should produce, in oppo- ing due credit to those facts which seem to support
sition to the moon's influence, far higher tides than the prevalent theory. My only desire in t.his case,
t~e moon does in opposition to tb.e suu'a influence. , "a ill reli~ion, is to 8et the truth. GEo.
DA.wEs.
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McArthur

to Mrs. Slenker and Mr. Baker.

I hav found you an ar~ument; I am not obliged to find
you an understanding.-Johnson.

I was in hopes that a writer of your distinction,
holding such extreme Materialistic ·opinions, would
hav a better appreciation of the subject under consideration than your letter of January 26th would
seem to indicate.
The solution of the question: "If a man die, shall
he liv again?" has agitated humanity for co~ntl~ss
generations, and I regret to find that your obJectiOn
to the affirmativ side is purely sentimental and not
philosophical.
·
Those " believers and mediums" who .in their
"kindly correspondence" with you no doubt are
earnestly trying to satisfy your scruples, can now
concentrate on one idea, and I hope their joint
efforts may enable you to arrive at a satisfactory solution.
But as far as I am concerned, life is too short to
de bat~ a question such as you propose, and determin,
if a man should marry five wives here, whether he
would be obliged to liv with them consecutivly or
en 1nasse "over there."
So, bidding you a kindly farewell, I will now turn
my attentions to Mr. J. K. P. Baker.
1

M0 ARTHUR TO J,

rr.

P. DARER.

In argument with men, a woman ever
Goes by the worse, whatever be her cause.

When I invited Mrs. Slenker to debate the subject
of Spiritualism, I heartily disagreed with the above
words of the "blind poet," but, I think, sir, that you
will agree with me that the time has arrived when,
to make my promis good, she should be dropped and
you invited to take her .place.
.
As in your last artiCle, you frankly admit that
" Materialism does not certainly insure the mind
against error and superstition," I _accept it as !'.concession and an acceptance of one of my propositiOns.
But., in this my first letter to you, I propose dealing in facts-theories will naturally follow. So let
me call your especial attention to the following.
On Thursday, January 17th, the Editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Eugene M. Macdonald, Prof. Henry
Kiddle, Isaac B. Rich, publisher of the Banner of
Light, and myself, paid a visit to Dr. Slade, the
medium, at his residence, 58 East 9th street, New
York city.
We critically examined the table at which we were
to sit, and all of us pronounced it as being of the
ordinary kind, with no accessories.
We had the usual raps, etc., and then the medium
took two slates and placing between them a small
piece of pencil, and joining them together, held them
beneath the table with his right hand.
The thumb and wrist of the right hand, and possibly one-third of the upper slate, were nearly always
in view, and the left hand touched ours on top of the
table.
In a few minutes writing was heard, and when the
noiEe ceased the slates were opened before us, and
on the inner side was found the following :
MY FRIENDS: The Apostle John declares that no man hath
seen God at any time. Paul -says: He dwelleth in the light
which no man can approach unto, that no man hath or can
see. Yet it is recorded in the Old Testament that Moses,
Aaron chief of the seventy elders, and the nobles of the
children of Israel, all saw God. Doubtless it was a spirit
they saw, which they mistook for the. gr~at creator of the
universe in the same way that John did m the Isle of Patmos. when he fell at the feet of the spirit of one of his
brethren, the prophets, and was about to worship him. The
angel stating who he was, forbade John, and told him to
worship God only. So _you see in those days people could
be deceived as well as nowadays. It was proof, however,
that spirits did return.
_ (Signed) DR. DAvis.

From the number of words (152) in this message
you will perceive that the slate was not a small one.
After this we had several other manifestations,
which, though somewhat remarkable in themselvs, I
will reserve for another occasion.
Then two more slates were carefully cleaned, and
on being joined together were placed on top of the
table, and Professor Kiddie leaned his arm on them
and we then joined hands.
.
Writing was distinctly heard, and by way of experi·
ment, Dr. Slade woulliil. withdraw his hands from ours
and the noise would instantly cease. On his completing the circle, it recommenced. The following
was the result, written on the inside of the slates,
which you will please remember had been cleaned
before our eyes, were on top of the table, and had
Professor Kiddie's arm resting on them :
MY FRIENDS: Spiritualism indorses what is true and good
in. all religions. It frees humanity from thos~ foul aspe!aions
With which a false theology has too long disfigured It. It
vindicates the omnipotent ruler from those horrible things
which the Bible and Christianity, both distorted as they are,
hav attributed to him. It exalts reason over superstition,
science over faith, and it unfolds a future stat'e alike worthy
of God and man, while it demonstrates by incontrovertible
evidence the immortality of the human soul, the eternal fatherhooll of God, and the universal brotherhood of man.
Now, who can object to this? May all mankind know more
of this that they may learn to love God but not to fear him.
I am very truly,
[SignedJ DR. DAVIS.

This message, though not so lengthy as the first,
ope hundred aud twenty-five wor(tq. WQ

cont~ine
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will not discuss their sentiments-simply the facts as
above stated.
The ~eance then ended, and I made an arrangement for a aiMing for Brother Macdonald and myself
for the following Saturday, January 19th.
We were promptly on tim£>, and two slates being
cleaned and a small piece of pencil placed between
them, Dr. Slade placed them on Brother Macdonald's
shoulder. Writing was instantly heard, and on examination the following message was found written on
the inside of one of them:
MY FRIENDS: The cry of fraud, humbug, and doubt can
not hinder the progress and investigation of this subject. It
has been in all ages in the past, and it will be in the future,
as it is a law of God and not of man. So man cannot stop its
progress by doubts. I am very truly.
[Sigueil] DR. DAVIS.
The medium then stated that he thought Brothu
Macdonald possessed mediumistic qualitiee, and that
he, unassisted, could obtain slate-writing. Mr. Macdonald then took two slates and held them under the
table, and the medium placed another slate on his
bead and asked the spirits if they would try to write
on Mr. Macdonald's slate. Back came the answer:
" We will try to do so."
Remember, please, the slate on which this was
written was in plain sight.
Not being able to obtain writing under the tab!£>,
Mr. Macdonald laid the slates on top of it, placed his
hand over them, and shortly after writing was beard.
The message was as follows:
MY FRIENDS: Spiritualism comes to man to cheer his soul
and to giv him hope. It comes and tells all mankind t.hey
are the children of God. So many are taught to fear God.
While there is fear there is no love. So love God and do not
DR. DAVIS.
fear him.
Mr. Macdonald then said that he would like to
write to a friend who was dead. He took a slate· and
wrote a private message. This slate was then placed
under the table by the medium. In a short time
writing was heard.
_
The question was, "Will S. P. A. write here'" and
the answer, "S. P. A. will." These initials were intended for St£>phen Pearl Andrews.
Now we come to a very important part. Some of
these slates belonged to the medium and others had
been carried to the house by Mr. Macdonald, and, as
I observed before, each one was cleaned in our presence before using.
Two of Mr. Macdonald's slates were then cleaned,
a small piece of pencil placed between them; and the
medium held them under the table in his right hand,
his thumb being always in sight. The power was so
very great that the medium withdrew the slates, and
tied them together with the same cord that came
with the original bundle.
The slates were then placed on Mr. Macdonald's
chair, and he sat on them. Writing was beard, and
on opening the slates the following message was
found:
Never doubt this power. We do and can return. Try us.
[Signed] S. P. A.
Now, I claim, sir, that these experiments prove:
1. A force.
2. That this force is intelligent.
Let me bear from you at your earliest convenience.
McARTHUR.

Discuss Principles-Not Persons.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : If
Christianity could hav seen this truth, which I bav.
been t.rying to maintain for thirty years, and presenting through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER at
sundry times for the past few months, the horrors of
the Inquisition would never bav been; thousands
would bav-escaped pious massacres in Europe and
America; Quakers would hav been permitted to liv
their usual humdrum and peaceful Jives, and Roger
Williams would not bav been compelled to tear himself away from the society of saints and take up his
abode among savages for the sake of quiet.
Says the veteran editor of the Investigator, "We
will fight bigotry, priestcraft, tyranny, and intoler. ance.'~ "Our warfare is against doctrine and principles rather than men."
That is it exactly. Liberals in their controversies
should take higher ground than C~ristians-as much
higher 8S Liberalism is superior. A Liberal should
be what the good name implies-r!lfined; should lead
a life befitting a freeman or gentleman; should be a
person not narrow or contracted in mind; independent in opinjon; kind; courteous. In my deba.tes
with the clertzy I hav endeavored to keep these h1gh
principles of Liberalism before me, still never forg~t
ting the "warfare," as our Horace Seaver so happlly
terms it, "against doctrine and principles." .
In my last debate with Elder Dungan, whde the
people on both sides exhibited a great deal of feeling, the elder and myself were placid. An earnest
friend of mine, an energetic Liberal, sugges~ed. to me
that I was too gentle with the elder, and m.t1mated
that I ought to giv him more "grape and canist.er"
-not just these words, but that was the meanmg.
In some localities I bav been advised to be less
severe. What shall one do in such cases? Years
ago I settled that in my own mind, to .govern mys.elf
P1 our Lib~J"al pri~oiples; to tre~t opponent~!! w~th

Liberal politeness, but to make no compromise with
~rror, or, what is the same to me, with what I think
IB error.
. While engaged in the late debate, assailing opinIons deemed sacred by millions about God heaven
hell, saviors, religions, the looks of anguish 'depicted
on the faces of some Christian ladies made me feel
tha~ it would be downright cruelty to add abuse to
!ogJC. In fact! t~ do so is to confess Lbat our logic
Is lame. Herem IB where Christianity is weak. We
need to avoid this mistake. But shall we make another kind of mistake? Shall we withhold unwelcome truth because its avowal will cause aome individuals to suffer 1
In the endeavor to ascertain in what manner we
should prese~t our teachings to the world, I perceive
that some thmk "sarcasm, wit and ridicule" should
~e omitted. .In my view they 'are the shining, flashmg weapons m the arsenal of truth. They are what
we need to parry the thrusts of personal abuse
heaped upon us by the church. True, all are not by
nature fitted to use them to advantage. Let each be
true to himself.
W. F. JAMIESON.
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dividual attitude is such as, if practiced by politicians
in America, would secure their complete overthrow
at next election. It is probably for this reason, among
others, that· republicanism is so distasteful to the
Vatican.
Papal policy bas always been opposed to negotiating with electiv assemblies, for men who feel that
their responsibilities are immediate and revocativ are
generally slow to barter away, for personal benefit,
the liberties of their fellow-men with whom they
must daily associate. Much different is it with high
hereditary functionaries who liv by bribe and intrigue, for the great may associate with the great,
and feel not the shame and dishonor cast over an
unsuspecting land by their blunders or their crimeP.
The power of Rome has come and gone over the
soil of France. The sons of Voltaire scorn the advice
of Italian despotism, and ridicule the clerical-coat in
the streets of Paris.
The relics of patriotism now draw admiring gaze,
while the bones of doubt.ful saints repose in obscurity
and decay.
H. W. HAMMOND.

Orange, Mass.

_.Irwin, Ia.

------~~.-------------~~.--------

lnterrogativ.

France.-'fhe Pope.
How the poor old pope of Rome must groan over
the sad fate of his dear French children ! In utter
darkness, spiritually blinded. by the light of science
and philosophy, the destruetiv advances of the nineteenth century hurling them remorselessly against
the rock of eternal perdition. Science, 0 Science!
that thou shouldst thus lead my babies away from
the Jig.ht of my counsel, from the bosom of my
church! How· that clique of soul-mongers and firespitters called cardinals must deplore, ab, yes, sadly
deplore, the miserable condition of their misguided
French brethren ! And think of the opportunities
lost for advancing the church interests!
Eight million Infidels in France! Impossible !
Horrors ! And all Catholic· Infidels ! Much worse
than if they were derived from Protestant sources.
The priests made the first Infidels of France, and
philosophy has but hastened the ball that has rolled·
up so tremendously.
France occupies to-day the most unique position
in the philosophical scale among nations. Notice
that her Atheists bav been produced directly from
Catholicism, whereas the rule is, from Catholicism
to 8 milder form, or to Protestantism, and then to
Liberalism. Perhaps, when a Frenchman gets sick
of religion, it's an all-fired malady, and he spews up
all he ever bad. with the seeds to boot.
Well, a lllJln who doe~n·t prefer nothing to priestcraft isn't much of a man anyway. Do you want to
tingle the ears of a good Infidel and make him grin
and feel lij{e throwing up his hat with hurrahs T
Just talk to him about ancient days when honest
men ruled France; when Marat and Mirabeau, etc.,
steered her course; when twenty-eight thousand
sleek-coated, honey-mouthed friars and priests hied
tbemselvs over the channel and through the continent like Chinese with a Wyoming mob after them.
But the general reader's mind is aut to be clouded
over the bright picture of moder~ France as she
struggles higher and higher up the ladder of civiliza·
tion, when confronted with the fBct that the contribution of the government toward the support of the
Catholic church is fifty-five million francs per annum.
It is not given with a view to support, but to bold
her down. It_ is worth more than $11,000,000 per
annum to the French people to keep these fellows
under control. Their monasteries are rigidly inspected ; pastoral duties regulated and limited, and
civil functions and privilt1ges exactly prescribed, so
that where all was confusion, interference, and arrogance, when not subject to state control, now is
found peace, tolerable chastity, humility, and dissatisfaction. For when priests are satisfied woe unto
the race amongst whom they dwell.
·
When the pope meditates on his great dominions,
and views with his mental eye those countries that
enjoy his most special and holy blessing, and which
are held up constantly as .specimens of virtue and
filial obedience, such as Spain, Mexico, Portugal, etc.,
how poor France must suffer in comparison ! The
. 1 t b"
pope sent ou t recent Iy an encyc11ca o . IB numerous
bead wolves, I mean leading shepherds, expressing
his deep regret for the unhappy condition of his
children, surrounded, as it were, by a world of Infidelity, indifference, and Matuialism. The pope
does not like the tendencies of the times. Perhaps
they tend too much away from his treasure. M. Jules
d t f L d
d "I • k t h
.
S Jmon,
a correspon en o a on on Ill y, lD s e -C ing the religious condition of the French people,
declares· that the sole support of Catholicism among
city populations is from the women. The men are
religiously reckless and indifferent among themselvs
-in their politics, in their affairs. And nothing but
family considerations restrain them from activ opposit.ion to church interests~
The- best evidence and the most irrefragable testimony in support of this is found in the attitude of
. '
.
.
. .
the chamber of deputies when leg~slatmg on rellgJOUB
affairs. Though a pretense of friendship toward
Catholicis~ is ~ai~taiJled for policy's Bllke1 yet their in-.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Mrs.
Humphrey Ward ~as just written a letter protestiug
against the dramatization of her "Robert Elsmere,"
in which she says, '' I cannot believe that an American, or, in fact., any other public, would beRr to hear
the most intimate and sacred speculativ problems
discussed behind the footlights."
I hope you will not think I am like the little girl
who came home from Sunday-school and wanted \o
know what kind of a bear was a consecrated, crosseyed bear, but I really would like to be informed
what kind of a speculativ problem is an intimate and
sacred speculativ problem, and why a speculativ
problem should be either intimate or sacred. Can
you tell me!
ED. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
Feb. 10, 1889.
------~~.--------

Monasteries and Mental Diseases.
Pror. Andrew D. ll"llUe, in Populm· Science Montllll/.

The monasteries were frequent sources of that forrn of
mental disease which was supposed to be causerl by bewitchment. From the earliest period it is evident thl!-t monastic
life tended to develop insanity. Such cases as those of
St. Anthony and St. Augustine are typical of its effects upon
the strongest minds; but it was especially the convents for
women that became the great breeding-beds of this disease.
Among the large number of women and girls thus assembled,
many of them forced into confinement against their will, for
the reason that their families could giv them no dower, subjected to the unsatisfied longings, suspicions, bickerings,
petty jealousies, envies, and hatreds, so notorious in conventlife, mental disease was not unlikely to be developed at any
moment. Hysterical excitement in nunneries took shapes
sometimes comical, but more generally -tragical. Noteworthy is it that the last places where executions for witchcraft took place were mainly in the neighborhood of great
nunneries, and the last famous victim-of the hundreds of
thousands executed in Germany for this imaginary crimewas Sister Anna Renata Sanger, sub-prioress of a nunnery
near Wilrzburg. The same thing was seen among young
women exposed to sundry fanatical Protestant preachers: insanity, both temporary and permanent. was thus frequently
developed among the Huguenots of France, and has been
thus produced in America, from the days of the Salem persecution down to the " camp-meetings" of the present time.
New York's Great Pietist.
From tile World.

Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock,
and H shall he opened unto you.-From tlle ltfail and Exp1·ess, the
da!l ofler

Cl>rislrna~.

When the Mail and Express composing-room was " unionized " for political reasons last fall the stereotypers thought.
they might as well come in for a share of the good things,
but the colonel induced. them to wait until after election.
Since that event the stereotypers hav again importuned
Colonel Shepard to pay union wages, but without avail, and
last Thursday the members of the union in that office struck
at a critical time of the day. The manager of the paper
promised to agree to the union's terms. Last Saturday,
however, every stereot.yper and helper found a note in his
pay envelope discharging him. One of the helper~ was ~o
tifiPd that if he would work for $11 a week (the umon pnce
is $16) he could return to work to-day. The union scale for
stereotypers on an afternoon paper is $4.50 a day. The Mail
and Express has been paying $22 a week.
Here is a quotation Colonel Shepard probably will not use
at the head of his editorial columns to-day:
Thou shalt not oppress an hired sArvant that is p~or "nd !leedY
whether be be of thy br<>t.hren, or or tbe strangers that are ltJ thy
land within thy gates.-Dent. xxiv, 14.
The Best Pens of Librralism.
sazadin'.• A ano,lia Jo•mwl.

The TBUTR SEEKER ANNUAL for 188!> is to hand. This
popular, but cultured and sol_id, contrib.ution.to Antichristian
literature iR published yearly m connectiOn with our excellent
contemporary, THE TRUTH BEEKER, of New Yor!r· We. think
we trace in it the guiding hand of our able and mdefatJgable
fellow-worker E. M. Macdonald; but he is always as modest as he is loyal, and is apparently anxious that the publ~c
should be benefited by his work rather than dazzled by his
name. The conspicuous feature of the ANNUAl. is a Symposium on a number of the burning questions which affe~t
American "Liberalism," a tour de jone by the best pens m
the service of Heresy of which the New World can boast.
Colonel Jngersoll_appears to advantage. and another strong
and eloquent man, L. K. Washburn, and Helen H. Garilener,
and ou~ old colleague on t~1is journal, Charl.es Watt~, who is
stru~rghng along bravely m the lana of h1s adoption, and
meriting a success which we trust be will win. Among the
excellent full-pa_ ge m_ustrations, a tragic interest attaches to
that of tlle statue of Giordano :)3ruuo at !tome,

I
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" The Limitations of Toleration."

•

The edition of THB TRuTH BBBKBR in which this discussion
between
Colonel RoBERT G. Iz<GBRBOLL,
Hon. FRBDBRIO R. CouDBRT, and
General BTBW ABT L. WoODFORD,
appeared is exhausted, and we hav put the matter into
pamphlet form. It makes a handsome appearance with
cover, and can be had for
TBN OB:NTB PER OOPY,
It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrine of Liberalism on the most important subject of the
world-the right to think and speak and write. The superiority of our doctrine on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was never better set forth, and
must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power
to reason.

Sources of Moral Inspiration.
In Hugh 0. Pentecost's Twentieth Century of last
week he runs over a list of papers he reads, and
among them we find THE TRUTH SEEKEB. This is
what he says of it :
" THB TRUTH BBBKBR is certainly ' Liberal ' enough to suit
the most radical taste, and as zealous in its iconoclastic work
as the War Cry of the Salvation Army is in its way. But
there are many Liberal-minded readers who do not find moral
inspiration in the columns of THB TRuTH BBBKBB, and it is
far more interested in demolishing Calvinism than the causes
of poverty. It is doing, no doubt, a good work among those
who subscribe for and enjoy it, but there are multitudes
whom it can never influence."

.

'

Mr. Pentecost, our readers will recollect, is a young
and able preacher who a year or two ago shed the
garments of orthodox Christianity and assumed the
mantle of a prophet of the Henry George period.
He is doing splendid work, and is growing all the
time. When he arrives at that stature that he can
forget he ever was preacher, we predict for him an
exalted station in Infidelity.
We hav it on no less an authority than St. Paul
that " it is good to be zealously affected always in a
good thing," and therefore we shall not quarrel with
Mr. Pentecost for finding us zealous in our work.
But why he should quotatiously insinuate tpat our
Liberalism is not real Liberalism is inexplicable.
Surely THE TRUTH SEEKEB is liberal in allowing space
for all issues to be discussed, even the Christian finding welcome and courteous treatment in its columns.
Mr. Pentecost's own theories of taxation hav time
and time again been exploited therein.
We admit that we are greatly interested in destroying Calvinism, and one of the main reasons for
the interest is that Calvinism perpetuates poverty,
by leading men to be satisfied with their poor condition in this world, which will be recompensed by
additional riches in another. One of the Presbyterian representative of wealth, monopoly, and Christianity said. in his paper the other day that to
alleviate the condition of the poor would be to discredit scripture, which says the poor ye hav always
with you, and before that the same sentiment had
been editorially uttered by the chief Presbyterian
organ in the country. Mr. Pentecost himself had to
leave the church of Christ when he began his labors
for the poor by advocating the new-old land theory.
We consider that in demolishing Calvinism we are
doing quite as eft'ectiv work toward removing the
causes of poverty as is the able editor of the 'I wentieth Century in pushing the sale of a social remedy
which after all may not be sufficiently heroic in its
composition to cure a patient who is rapidly approaching that condition which the church describes as "in
erotremiB." We judge from a pretty close perusal of

Mr. George's paper that his theories find little favor
in orthodox circles.
If Mr. Pentecost and others can find no moral
inspiration in THE TRUTH SEEKER, the fault, it seems
to us, lies with them rather than with the paper.
Our main work is for justice, for liberty, for equality
of all men before the law, regardless of religious
belief. We ask for justice for the Jews, for the
Adventists, for .every little sect, and for every person
whose rights are now ignored by the dominant religion. Is seeking justice no source of moral inspiration T
We work for liberty, for the opportunity for every
Christi~n to worship as he chooses as well as for the
Infidel to not worship if he doesn't choose. We
stand for M.r. Pentecost's right to be a heretic, and
Mike Corrigan's right to be a Catholic. We stand
for absolute liberty, for a perfectly unfettered freedom of the human mind, which is now so cramped
and chained by custom and creed. Is there no moral
inspiration in working for such a condition T To us
there surely is.
We work for equality. When one man can build a
church and make another pay for its support, there
is no equality between them. When one man does
as he likes on one day in the week and forces his
neighbor to do as he does also, then equality ceases,
and we hav tyrant and slave. When the tyrant takes
the education of the other man's children into his
care and· keeping, the equality still further disappears. And just so long as we find one man enslaving
his neighbor, either by statute or force, just so long
will THE TRUTH SEBKER be found demolishing that
man's power in the most zealous manner it knows
how to use. And. in doing it we find, if others do
not, a goofll deal of moral inspiration. The highest
morality man can practice is justice, honesty; and the
giving to others every right he claims for himself.
That there are multitudes whom we can never
influence we know too well. We cannot reach a
Presbyterian so long as he remains in that church.
We cannot influence the mentally dead, nor the
idiotic nor the Methodists-the insane nor the Catholics. We cannot influence the despot nor the bigot
-the fanatic nor the grasping churchman who loves
power for the pelf and satisfaction it givs him. We
do not expect to influence those. who think that
somehow two and two may be five, if it should be so
stated in scripture; nor those who are always casting
anchors to windward of the devil, to kedge oft' with
for fear that that scarecrow of the church may become
animated with life; nor those who are eternally strl\ddling the fence, afraid to put a. foot down on either
side, hesitating, hanging back, trembling for a soul
it's a thousand to one they havn't got. Neither do
we anticipate influencing the unreasoning. And the
hater of justice, the despiser of liberty, the destroyer
of equality, will always oppose. But we suspect that
Mr. Pentecost will also find difficulty in converting
these to his economic scheme. The church will never
yield to soft words, nor is she deceived by low bows
and profound reverence for her great personages. It
is a square fight between Liberty and Ecclesiasticism that is upon us, and when Liberty swings her
troops into battle line, one of the things she will say
is, He that is not with me is against me; and he that
gathereth not with me, scattereth abroad.
We sincerely trust that we shall not be found
scattering abroad.

Work for Western Liberals.
Last week both houses of Congress agreed to admit four new states to the Union-North and South
Dakota, Montana, and Washington-and by these
names. By the law passed, and which the president
has signed, the people of the four territories
are to elect delegates to constitutional conventions on the 7th of May. The conventions are to
meet on the 4th of July, with authority to form constitutions and state governments; and if the work of
the conventions is ratified by the people at an election to be held in October, then it. is made the duty
of the president to admit the four states by proclamation.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 9bh ult., Mr. W. S.
Bush, who was formerly in Colonel Ingersoll's law
office in Washington, called attention to the forthcoming convention to formulate a state constitution,
and urged upon Liberals of Washington territory
the necessity, of action. We hope his words hav
been heeded; if not, we earnestly urge Liberals in

that soon-to-be state to bestir themselvs. In Northern and Southern Dakota, as well as in Montana,
prompt efforts should be made to secure a constitution which shall tax the churches and forbid the
appropriation of money to religious institutions.
California's constitution is a good model of an
organic instrument which secures the equitable taxation of all property. But in forbidding the appropriation of money or property to religious institutions
the word " religious" instead of " sectaril\n" should
be used. Many states now forbid giving money to
Bectarian institutions or charities, but this provision
is no bar at all to the churches, which maintain on
the state's funds ostensible unsectarian eelemonysary
homes and asylums. This should be stopped.
The Liberals of the new states should also see to
it that no recognition of God or the Christian religion, or of Sunday as a religious institution, is allowed
in the constitutions. They should watch the proceedings, and hav an influential and able speaker
ready to oppose the ministers who ar_e as sure to be
at the constitutional conventions as buzzards are to
hover over a field wherein they hope to find material
for a feast. It will require vigilance to defeat the
church, but a few months of hard work now will
insure liberty for years to come. The constitutions
should provide also that the legislatures cannot hire
preachers from the state funds to open proceedings
with prayer. And in converting the territorial laws
into state enactments, blasphemy and Sunday laws
should be eliminated. In providing for the public
schools, care should be taken to see that the education obtained therein should be only on known matters, and not on speculativ subjects. Religion and
the Bible should be left out. In short, the Nine
Demands should be insisted upon.
All this can be done if the Liberals will unite and
work heartily together on these points, no matter
what. their political differences may be, and whether
they agree on other subjects or not. A few dollars
spent now will save thousands for the future. It is
an opportunity of a lifetime for the friends of freedBm and justice in the great Northwest. "The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot may shrink
from-the service of his country, but he that stands it
now deserves the love and thanks of man and woman."
These thrilling words, written by Paine in the crisis
of our nation's life, splendidly fit the case of liberty's
friends in the proposed new states. What are a few
months of work-what the few dollars necessary to
be spent-compared with the inestimable privilege of
living \n a state where complete liberty of thought
and expression, perfect equality in all things, is forever guaranteed by a constitution irrevocable except
by the will of the people ! The prize is worth a
a mighty struggle to obtain. Let the Liberals of
these territories communicate with each other, select
their representative, and prepare for the battle. We
feel sure there are enough Freethinkers in each of
the four territories to carry their points. All they
need is to find each other out and work together.
Up, guards, and at 'em!

The Design Argument.
Freethinkers trying to convert Christians find that
one of the arguments most difficult to remove from
the minds of the latter, and the one affording their religion its most substantial support, is the argument
that there is a design in nature evidencing an intelligent personal creator. Even some who hav rejected
the Christian revelation still halt as Deists; and though
denying Jehovah affirm a superintending, beneficent
personal god. But the argument from design has
been totally exploded in a dozen different ways. It
is well that Freethinkers should familiarize themselvs
with these refutations for use against Christian
neighbors.
When the child who WaEI told that "God made
everything," asked, " Who made God ?" there was
asked a question sufficient to silence every Christian
in the world. This question has never been answered.
It cannot be answered. After hearing it once every
Christian should close his mouth in silence and never
be heard to speak on religion again. No further
argument should be required. Consider it. We
find a watch and we say: " So curious and wonderful
a thing must hav had a maker." We find the watchmaker, and we say : " So curious and wonderful a
thing as man must hav had a maker." We find God
and we then say: " So curious and wonderful a thing
must not hav had a maker." What kind of reasoning
is this T If it is the wonder of the thing th~t first
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suggests the necess1ty of a creator, must not that
necessity for a creator increase just as the wonder
increases 1 This is precisely the reasoning of the
Hindoo in accounting for the position of the earth.
" Whate~er exists,•: said he,, "must hav some support; th~ earth .extsts, and 1s therefore supported."
So he satd that 1t ~ested on the back .of an elephant.
The eleph~nt needmg support, he satd that it rested
on a torto1~e. Then he forgot ~hat according to his
own prenus, that .whatever extsts must hav some
l!lu~port, the tortotse must ~av something upon
wh1ch to rest. Just as the Hmdoo stopped reasoning when he got to. the tortoise, the theologian stops
when · he gets to hts God. The Christian generally
~sea the ~ords, ord~r, harmony, in describing that
m the umverse whtch he says evidences a God.
Order, harmony-these must equally exist in the
divine nature to en~b~e hitn to reflect and design.
Or suppose ~he Chrt~ttan affirms-though. where on
earth he arrtve~ at ~1s knowledge about 1t nobody
can tell-that ?ts de1ty do~s not reflect, reason, cogitat~, but percetv~s truth wtthout the labor of investigabon and contrivance, then two more words appear.
.A.dapta~ion, fitness. Deity must. still possess an
a?apta~lOn or fitness, .thus to pe~C81V8 and to execute
hts des1gns. And thts adaptatiOn and fitness would
presup~ose another inte!ligent designer capable of
producmg t~at adaptatiOn and fitness. This one
would necess1tate another. .This one ano~her. And
~o on. An endless successiOn of Gods m the log1~al consequence. The common-sense decision is
SJmply to confine ourselvs to the a:liirmation of a universe, for we ha~ daily evidence of it and know that
it is her~; ~~ for any creating, designing, self-existent
God, he 1s dtsproved by the very argument by which
it is attempted to prove his existence.
Another argument establishes that if such a God
did exist, he could not be a beneficent God, such as
the Christians are forever prating about. What
effrontery is it that talks about the mercy and goodness of a nature in which all animals devour animals,
in which etery mouth is a slaughter-house and every
lltomach a tomb l "Observe," said the minister to
his son, "with what beneficent design is the crane so
fashioned, in legs, bill, and feet, as to tlatch fish with
ease and provide its means of subsistence." "Yes,"
replied the boy, "I think I see the beneficence of
God, at least so far as the crane is concerned, but
don't you think the arrangement a little tough on the
fish!" What about that wonderful adaptation of
means to ends, that exquisitly contrived mechanism,
by which the cancer fastens and feeds upon the body
of the loving and beautiful girl T
Let us ask another question. If, when we perceive
results similar to those that might be due to a wise
man, we conclude that they hav been produced by a
being similar to a wise man, then, when we see results similar to those that might be due to an idiot,
shall we not conclude that they hav been produced by
R being similar to an idiot T Proceedings such as if.
seen in a man would be pronounced idiotic, may be
seen· to constitute almost the whole workings of
nature. We will mention a few.
An egregious slowness of process is found to hav
characterized the production of things as they are.
"Suppose," says Colonel Ingersoll, " that upon some
island we should find a man a million years of age,
and suppose that we should find him in the possesIlion of a most beautiful carriage, constructed upon
the most perfect model. And suppose, further, that
he should tell us that it was the result of several
hundred thousand years of labor and of thought;
that for fifty thousand years he used as :flat a log as
he could find before it occurred to him that by splitting the log he could hav the same surface with only
half the weight; that it took him many thousand
years to invent wheels for this log; that the wheels
he first used were solid, and that fifty thousand years
of thought suggested the use of spokes and tire;
that for many centuries he used the wheels without
linch-pins; that it took a hundred thousand years
more to think of using four wheels instead of two ;
that for ages he walked behind the carriage when
going down hill in order to hold it back, and that
only by a lucky chance he invented the tongue;
would we conclude that this man, from the very first,
had been an infinitly ingenious and perfect mechanic!
Suppose we found him living in an elegant mansion,
and he should inform us that he lived in that house
for :five hundred thousand years before he thought of
putting on I' :r:9of, and that hE!
but •·eftleutly' in- l!!'{l
. .. . . . . .
;
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~anted windows and doors · would we say that from is not necessarily a thing designed to be done.

the beginning he had been' an infinitly accomplished
and scientific architect T"
Again. To make a machine adapted to serve a
purpose and then to wantonly destroy it without allowing it to fulflll its functions, would be conduct
such ns we tlould expect only from a fool. Now, in
nature we see the immense majority of the seeds of
plants produced but to perish, and the immense
majority of the young of animals formed but to die.
A thousand are born. where one Iivs; where one
attains perfection a thousand are wretched miscreationa. What shall we say of this stupendous pr~d
igality of waste? What should we say of a like
waste in a man! If we say that success in nature is
the work of a man-like intelligent being, why not say
that failure in nature is t.he work of a man-like idiot?
Again. Many animals hav what are called purposeless organs-some rudimentary and never developed sufticiently for use, others suppressed and
degenerated, others aimless and inactiv, others positivly injurious to their possessors. What kind of
design is this? Why do some animals like the
dugong, hav tusks that never cut through the gums!
Why has the guinea-pig teeth that are shed before it
is born! Why has the whale teeth that it never
uses! Why has man in his eye a remnant of the
membrana nictitans, or third eyelid of birds and
reptile, not of the slightest use to the human being!
Why has man that useless organ~about which so
much has been said lately in this paper-the vermiform appendix ? Evolution shows us that these are
remnants of a former state which once served a purpose, and are not yet eliminated from succeeding
forms of life. Theology requires us to believe that
a God .of omniscience made all these animals just as
they are now.
But of the creatures that hav got here at last
after all the eons of slow striving at production, of
those that hav survived the frightful carnage of life
, on life in which thousands perish and one escapes, of
the organs on these creatures which are not rudimentary, or degenerated, or aimless, or hurtful-of
the organs, that is, that now perform functions, in a
manner mainly helpful1 not one is perfectly adapted
to its environment and performs its function perfectly. The eye, upon which Christians lavish so
much admiration, is an extremely imperfect instrument. The number of persons seen with eye-glasses
and other devices to aid vision shows how easily the
organ is disordered. In mechanical construction it
is inferior to the cheapest optical instrument in the
market. The ear is as imperfect as the eye. In the
structure of the external ear, and attached to it, are
ten muscles all in a rudimentary condition and all
absolutely useless. Indeed, all of the ear visible to
the eye, except a small shell-shaped depression immediately around the opening, is completely useless.
For what purpose was .this mass of useless material
formed ! To get frozen, is the only answer we can
think of just now. The internal construction of the
ear, testifies Professor Garrison, is quite as faulty as
that of the eye. Hardly has a child got its first set
of teeth when they hav to be removed to make room
for the next, which are called the "permanent " set.
How permanent, probably many readers know. As
a matter of fact, the dentist furnishes the only permanent and reliable set we ever hav. In the throat
we find the tonsils, which serve no earthly use but
to get inflamed. Every bit of food and drop of
liquid on its way to the stomach must pass over the
opening of the trachea, or windpipe. Thus the life
is endangered every time a mouthful of food is swallowed. Sometimes the result is merely the spasmodic
coughing we may notice in ourselvs every day caused
by the entrance of small crumbs or drops of water.
Sometimes the person is choked to death. Space
will not permit mention of the misconstruction and
misarrangement of the great organs of the trunk, and
of the whole body.·
•
But, finally, there is this argument, irresistible and
concluaiv, which .supersedes and renders unnecessary
all the preceding. We simply deny design. Adaptation, fitness, is one thing. Design is another. The
adaptation we admit; the design we deny. When
two organs or functions are so·constituted that each
has reference to, and assists in, the working of
the other, we hav adaptation. Design is this with
the addition of something else-the addition of the
fact that this adaptation was antecedently set up
lUI
end
J>y some intelligent being.
A thing done
.
: :.
....
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When design is aftirmed of an action 1 it must
be shown that the agent in that action had the
result in view at the beginning of the action.
'.the fact that things e:tist as they now are proves
simply-that things exist as they now are. ttn•
less we can first examin the volitions of some be=ing at the beginning of the course of nature, and
discover that he had in view the present constitution
of things, we hav no means of guessing whether this
constitution came about by negligence of his, or
through mistake, or in direct opposition to his
wishes, or that there is such a being. All that can
be said of present nature is that it is; to an affirmation of its design the first datum, that a being had
it in view, is utterly lacking. The fact that any object is constituted in a highly complicated manner
does not tend to prove that it was designed. The
reason why we believe on finding a watch that it was
designed is not, as has been commonly held, its com·
plication and adaptation. '.the reason why we believe
that it had a designer is solely that we bav had a
previous experience of similar mechanisms being designed by men. Experience is in this as in everything else our only source of knowledge; and as to
the contemplation 'Of the present order of the universe by any pre-existing being, experience is totally
lacking. The judgment, says Hume, which infers a
designing cause from adjustments adapted to effect
an end rests wholly upon experience; and as we hav
no experience of world-making, we hav no right
in such a case to infer a world-maker. There
still linger in our habits of thinking remains
of that old egotism of considering ourselvs the end
of all creation, and so seeing design in all the processes that hav led up to the production of us and
the establishment of our sovereignty over creation.
But this is unfounded; it would hav suited nature
just as well, as far as we can see, to hav produced an
intelligent elephant, or an intelligent cat, as an intelligent ape ; and in that case the intelligent cat
would hav looked ·back and egotistically discovered
the same designs to produce and exalt him that
we discover now. Of complicated reciprocity of
action, organic action, there is in the world very
little. Nearly all matter is inorganic. Inorganic
matter has for inconceivable time been worked
and reworked by that energy inherent in matter
which both Christians and Freethinkers recognize, they under the name of God and we under
the name of Force. Among the endlessly varied
combinations and recombinations of matter some
combinations hav become highly concatenated Such
masses of matter exhibit a lengthened concatenation of varieties of matter and of combination each
of which varieties or divisions in its workings has a
bearing upon all the others. This concatenation of
forms of matter we call organisms, life. Such a concatenation does not necessarily carry in itself an
implication of a previous design. Of such combination there is very little; the endless permutations of
inorganic matter must necessarily hav produced .
some ; the only wonder is that there is not more.
And from these concatenations of forms and activities we are no more to infer design than we are to
infer, when a man taking a blind backward step
overthrows some object which falling causes the successiv fall of a long row or concatenation of objects
which chanced to be behind him, that that man
designed that concatenation-that chain of causes
and effects.
The manner in which complicated organisms are
produced from simple beginnings, priest-hated evolution fully shows. We cannot giv it here; we
recommend an exhaustiv study of the literature of
evolution.
.To summarize: (1) The design argument vitiates
itself by necessitating an infinit series of designers ;
(2) if there be a designing deity he cannot be
beneficent; (3) if there be one he cannot be wise, for
(a) his processes are egregiously slow; (b) they are
egregiously wasteful; (c) they are often purposeless,
and (d) thay hav produced at the present day
wretchedly imperfect mechanisms; (4) finally, adaptation must be distinguished from design: the
continual workings of a simple force must in
time necessarily produce complicated interacting
combinations of matter and forms of matter, which
we call orgilnic life, as explained by evolution, and
any arJsumption· of design is totally unnecessary,
baseless, and illogical.
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lfoLINE, ILL., Jan. Hi, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose renewal. Mr. Heston give us the
countenances and style of dress, even to the shoes, of the
people in the old times when the Lord made a business of
talking to men, thus making the matter vivid and distinctly
realized.
Y. E. MoCLENDON.
MILI. GROVE, MIOH., Jan. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: A great religions revival has been going on
all around this point the last ninety days. All the howlers
intend coming together right here in a week or 80 and mak~
ing a combined attack to whip the devil or bust, as this
spot of earth is looked upon as a powerful satanic strong.
hold.
1rishman would say, "Be the powers of Moll
Kelly," there is going to be fnn galore, if those church
galoots go to crowding too much.
W. J. SHIRLEY.
Jan. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I was very much pleased with the suggestion
of Dr. Westbrook, that the American Secular Union offer a
prize for a manual containing the purest principles of morality, freed from superstition of any kind.
I will head the subscription list with $25 provided the
$1,000 is raised this year and the essays are published in THE
TRUTH BEEKER, and that Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and Dr.
Westbrook will consent to be a committee of two out of three
to pass upon the said composition.
J. B. ELLIOTT.
CHIOAGo, ILL., Jan. 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Disbelief in what is termed "holy scriptures" is to remove from the mind of man, tearing down, as
it is called, the idea of an imaginary kingdom of a personal
and revengeful God, dwelling in the biblical heavens, a situation altogether incomprehensible, ai!d is the building up of
the real kingdom or man, of humanity, morality, culture,
education, sense, and reason, things comprehensible.
When from the lips of truth one mighty hrea.th
Sha.ll, like a. whirlwind, scatter in its breeze
Thfl whole dark pile of buma.n mockeries,
Then sha.il the reign of·mind commence on earth,
And starting fresh a.s from a. second birth,
Ma.n, in the sunshine of this world's new spring,
Shall wa.lk tra.nspa.rent, like some holy thing.
CHARLES J. 8UNDALL.
MoNTE VIETA, CoL., Jan. 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Charles Watts lectured in Monte Vista on
the 25th inst. His discourse was fine-acknowledged so by
all. He is a nice, genteel man. I don't like his hurry-skurry
style of getting through life, however.
The brave general, H. F. Sickles, introduced him similarly
to this: "We regret that the distinguished gentleman is met
by such a small audience. The people's minds hav been
polluted by priestly theology, and they are not to blame.
Those of us, however, who hav been liberated from the
thralldom of priestly dominancy think it a great intellectual
treat to hear Mr. Watts."
Success to you, Mr. Watts, but do not hurry through life,
because it will be a long time befme another Watts is born
into the world.
JOHN TRUEBLOOD.
BRISTOL, Wis., Jan. 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find· $5.25, for which
please send me your ANNUAL for 1889, and send me THE
TRUTH BEEKER for the next two years. It has been my custom to renew my subscription and pay two years in advance,
but this must come to a close before long, as old age and
infirmities are creeping upon me. If I close my· career
before the two years roll around, I shall hav the satisfaction
of knowing that I hav contributed to extend the life of one
of the grandest, freest, and most enlightened Liberal papers
published on this planet. I am proud that my name -was enrolled on its list from its first number to the present, and
want to continue with it to the end of my time. Had I the
means 1 would endow it and make it free to all mankind,
and put it out of the reach of superstition's grasp. I want
no Paine Hall or Girard College in mine to quarrel over, but
I would like an absolutely free paper to reach every poor
man's home.
A. ·D. CoRNWELL.
MmmE FALLS, N.Y., Feb. 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Will Mr. Parkhurst kindly inform me
through the columns of THII: TRUTH 8EEKER what explanation
is given by scientists for the orbit~ of the planets being ellipses instead of perfect circles? I ask eo the question of the
Bun some lime since and was answered: "The shape of an
orbit depends upon the direction of the original impulse,
and in the case of the planets this was such as to produce
revolution in ellipses instead of in circles." Now, this reply,
to my mind, is just no answer at all. It is the same as to
say, 11 The planets revolve in ellipses because they commenced
going in that way." I would like to get beyond this 11 original impulse" theory, if possible, and find if an ellipse is
invariably the shape of every planet's orbit, and why it is so.
If I revolve rapidly a ball attached to a string, holding the
hand stationary, it moves in a circle. Why should not a
planet? Will Mr. Parkhurst please giv me a little light?
D.L. B.
PLATTBVILLE, 0., Jan. 22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : This village has been thrown into considerable excitement in the past few days on account of the sudden insanity of one of the prominent members of the Methodist church. The Methodists are holding a series of mee~
ings here and hav been trying hard to get up• a revival, using
the usual material-hell fire and the wrath to come. The
teachings of the Holy Queer were held up in such rigorous
terms that one of the members, John Metz; became erratic in
lUS talk and wild with e!l-citewe!lt. Ue forced
two small

me

children to the mourner's bench, and from that time on he
gradually grew worse. The next day he paraded the streets
with a tin horn asserting that the judgment day had come
and that he was the angel Gabriel. ·He was very noisy and
fancied that the people of the town and vicinity were going
to hell while he was goiug to heaven. He was placed in jail
at Sidney, the county seat, where he became very profane
and vulgar. lie was subsequently adjudged insane and
afterward taken to an insane asylum. Thus orthodoxy in
this section has received a death-blow. The meetings are still
in progress, but little interest is being taken.
FRANK W OODMANOY.

of Spiritualists as well as some Liberal cranks. Spiritualists
are for the Nine Demands and will fight theological Catholi.
cism to the bitter end. "D," your saying that Spiritualists
are cranks proves nothing. Calling honest people cranks and
fools proves nothing. Calling Spiritualism an exploded
demonology does not any more explode Spiritual philosophy
than a bumblebee buzzing in a jug explodes the jug. Now,
"D," buy a TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL, read it, and next time
giv us facts. Remember, pet names prove nothing, and if
your brain is too small and you are t:>o bigoted to grasp after
grand arid noble truths, don't heap up abuse on others who
are more progressiv than yourself.
INVESTIGATOR.

VINELAND, N.J., Jan. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I renew my subscription, not that I feel the
need of the articles in the paper, but I know the world
at large needs THE TRUTH BEEKER. Husband and myself are
getting advanced in years. We read but little, and hav all of
our years been battling for the right of everybody to seek
truth according to their own conscience; but so long as men
will send such bigots as Blair, of New Hampshire, to make
laws, and feel the necessity of flooding Congress with petitions to prevent other bigots or knaves from enacting Blair
bills into laws, there must be a "counter-irritant," and THE
TRUTH BEEKER is as good as any I know of. I coincide with
J. Hacker in the idea that Liberals (if any such could be
found) should ·hav a home, or homes, for such as Mr. and
Mrs. Hacker. Their declining years must be very lonely
and destitute, and as they gave all the best part of their lives
trying to improve humanity, humanity should care for them
now in a pleasant, comfortable home. After reading Mr.
Hacker's letter in the December TRUTH SEEKER, instead of
making Christmas presents to A, B, C, and D, who needed
nothing, I sent what I had to spare to Mr. and Mrs. Hacker,
and enjoyed my Christmas much better for having done so.
Yours truly,
PoRTIA GaGE.

CHATl'ANooGA, TENN., Jan. 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1 for the ANNUAL and
the "Age of Reason," by Thomas Paine, aud "Romanism,
or Danger Ahead," by A. J. Grover. I send you a clipping
from our daily Times of Sunday. The editor is a Jew, consequently a half Liberal as far as his bread and butter allow
him. Chattanooga is cosmopolitan. It would be a good field
for Liberalism if we could hav good speakers occasionallY.
that are better than our home talent. I resided for two years
in Nashville and found there the three extreme elementsgamblers, church riders, and harlots. While there I agitated
through the medium of the Liberal, the organ of the Liberal Club. · It existed three months and died of senility.
J. P. MuLLER.
I remain yours for mental liberty,
One city pastor objacts to the Sunday newspaper, as will be seen
from the following letter received a.t this offiae last week:
"MY DEAR Time.~: I surely a.pprecia.te your kindness in oJfering
to publish..a. column of 1 R•ligious News.' I a.m by no mea.ns insensible to the va.lue of the press iu giving information to the people it
reaches of the doings of the churches. There is only one thing
tha.t ha.s prevented my hea.rty response to your solicitations for
news-tha.t is, tha.t you desire to publish them in your Sunda.y edition. I laa.v studied a.ncl Pra.yed over the rua.tter carefully a.nd ha.v
come to the conclusion tha.t I ca.n in no wa.y discharge my obligation to God a.nd patronize a. Sunda.y paper or ta.ke the a.dva.nta.ges
offered by it.
·
"If yon will publish the news growing out of our churoh life on
Saturday morning I will gla.dly furnish you with items of interest
a.s they ma.y occur.
,
"Whether you see fit to do this or not, I prefer that you lea.ve a.ll
mention of the church of which I ha.v the honor to be pa.stor out
of your Sunday columns.
"Thanking yon for your ma.ny pa.st fa.vors a.nd nquesting you to
discontinue your Sund'tv editions altogether, I am,
"Very respect.fully yours,
A. B. RurEa."

PITTSVILLE, Wrs., Jan. 20, 289.
MR. EDITOR: I left Friend Crafts home at Grantfork, Ill.,
Friday, December 28th, and stopped at Greenville, and
called on a few of the Liberals of that place, but nothing
could be done in the way of lectures, so I shook the dust off
my feet from the early home of R. G. Ingersoll and came on
to Paxton, Ill., and visited a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Newkirk and Dr. Farrer and wife. New Year's day
Mr. and Mrs. George Newkirk, from Ludlow, Dr. Farrer
and family, and myself were the guests of Reuben and Sophie
Newkirk. I enjoyed myself with these stanch friends of
Freethought. My visit with them made my hear,t lighter,
and my-well, they did not forget that the Liberal lecturer
cannot travel on wind.
When I arrived in Chicago I was suffering severely with
headache, but thought it only a temporary attack that would
pass off as soon as I could get a short rest. I called on
Friend Stevens, but before I had been with him two hours
16 Union Park place had very much the appearance of a
hospital. But by good nursing I was able.to resume my journey home the next day. Having about recovered from my
bilious attack, I shall soon, "the Lord willing," take the field
again. My next engagement is M~ther, Wis., and I shall
probably visit Evansville, Wis., but dates are not fixed.
GEORGE H. DAWES.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of Jan. 19, 1889, J.
Hacker tries to convey a wrong idea to the readers of your
valuable paper, by saying that I " expressed the belief that
witnesses could choose to swear or affirm." If he will read
my letter over again, he will find that I only gave my experience with the courts, which I found to be contrary to the
law quoted in your p'lper, and certainly more liberal. To
further show you the liberality of our judges and lawyers in
court, I will relate that I waR present at the· trial of a murderer before Judge Hare on Jan. 22, 1889, and found that,
out of fourteen witnesses, six or eight affirmed, by saying,
"I do most solemnly and sincerely and truly declare and
affirm." Not one of these witnesses was asked any question
regarding his belief or disbelief in a deity, nor were they
requested to lift up their hat;~ds. What happened "some
years ago" does not concern us now. "Some years ago" it
was an offense punishable by a fine or imprisonment to kiss
a wife on Sunday. The present and future is all we hav to
look after, and if there are any laws in existence which are
not practiced, we certainly should be Liberal enough to
acknowledge it and" giv the devil his due." I find that
many Liberals of to-day will exaggerate .their statements
and thereby impress a wrong idea on the public. Such a
case came under my observation lately, when I listened to
a lecture on Girard College. The lecturer remarked that one
of the directors, a Roman Catholic, was the head and instigator of all the theological movements in the college. After
the lecture his statement was contradicted, and it ·was proved
that the gentleman referred to was a very Liberal man and
never had anything to do with the movement. A. RoLLE.

MoUND CrTY, MINN , Jan. 23, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: The ANNUALS arrived all right, and, after
reading, I find myself impelled to write you a letter.
i hav a large circle of acquaintances who are Spiritualists,
and comparativly few of them hav any use for TRUTH BEEKER
literature, and I want to tell you the reason why; it is the
eternal iteration and reiteration of the phrase "LibP.rals and
Spiritualists " whicb. is found in said literature. Common
sense would seem to teach" that a "Liberal" is one who is
heartily in favor of enforcing the Nine Demands of Liberalism, and I hav never seen nor heard of a Spiritualist who did
not wish for the establishment of said Demands. Why not
ask your correspondents to use the phrase Agnostics and
Spiritualists? No one could object to that, and it would
greatly please large numbers.
You cannot deny that the Spiritualists hav the numbers,
CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 26, 1889.
and, admitting that the Agnostics hav the brains, they will
MR. EDITOU: I read every line in THE TRUTH BEEKER
scarcely enforce the Demands until they swell tl:teir ranks e~ch week with unflagging interest and increasing profit,
numerically, and surely the Spiritualists are the most avail- and the more so as the subjects presented were a few months
able material at present.
ago entirely new to me, and as my mind becomes developed
One thing is quite certain, and that is : The Nine Demands I bless anew the hand that placed the first copy within my
will never be obtainEd until all their friends unite and work. reach. It ig my Bible, -and of whether there is or is not any
They are fully united now, in thought, and only fail to work other holy writ I know nothing. I am not made of the
together because of their quarrels on outside issues.
despicable material which will cringe before a stronger mind
Yours in earnest,
DR. SHUOK.
or toady to any opinion-in fact, I hav the spirit within me
which will not kneel-still, I can speak upon a proper occaCHAT_TANooGA, TENN., Jan. 29, 1889.
sion those three hardest words in the English language, I was
MR. EDITOR : I am a constant reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER mistaken. Accordingly I acknowledge that the reproof conand admire the bold and fearless way in which it defends tained in R. B. Jackson's letter in yesterday's TRUTH BEEKER
truth and liberty. Heston's cartoons speak volumes for the was richly deserved, concerning my suggestion that gospel
cause of liberty and truth. In this city, at the foot of grand songs might be sung in Liberal meetings. To do myself
old Lookout mountain, dwell some as stanch Liberals as can justice, though, it did not take me until now to see the
t.:fo.und anywhere, but no organized society. If some good inconsistency of it. When I wrote it I knew nothing of any
Liberal lecturer would come here I think be would meet with Liberal song-books, and thought it all right to sing gospel
good success. The harvest is ripe. In Vol. 16, No. 2, of songs, as the music and words are familiar ,to all; but some
THE TRUTH BEEKER, page 26, I notice an article from weeks later, when I saw my words in THn: TRU'rH BEEKER, I
"D," complaining or taking you to task for prostitut. blushed at my own folly, as just three evenings- before it
ing (as he is pleased to call it) so much space for "supersti- came out I had raised considerable of a breeze by refusing to
tion "-that is, Spiritualism. He C!ills 8piritualists humbugs, sing "Just as I Am, Without One Plea," around a parlor
cranks, and fools. • Will " D" please tell me how he knows organ at my boarding-place. At the tin;te I wrote my letter
that Spiritualism is a hum bug? How does he know that of December 3d, I had just attended a meeting of the Secular
Spiritualists are cranks? Were Denton, Parker, Robert Dale Union, and listened to an address, which was an answer to
Owen, Tennyson, and Byron cranks? Read Longfellow's the ranting Dr. Robinson. In it the speaker courteously
poem entitled, "Haunted Houses." Galileo was called a refuted the charges made against Infidels, defined and decrank because he said the world was round and did move. fended his own position, scoring some points, and downing
Columbus was a crank because he said there was a western his adversary, all without clubs. 1\-'[y business brings me into
hemisphere. Now," PI" ~4erl) fl.r~ some cran~s ~ th~ ran]+s couto.ct witb. all classes, and l boug;:P,~ ~wentr co:pies of the
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paper containing the address and gave them away. I beard
it afterward favorably commented upon by business men,
and I thought and still think that many Infidel writers and
speakers defeat themselvs by rough language and too much
ill-timed ranting and bigotry.
I want to th~n~ John M. Bradford for giving his opinion
of the article, "Here It Is," by Milleson, in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of January 26th. His opinion of it is an exact echo
of my own. It was a revelation· to me. It ljwept out of my
brain-a small one, by the way-the last remnants of my
former belief in the creation of the world, and settled for me
;1,:;- the then puzzling question of bow the worlds came to exist un~t:. less God did strike them into existence. · I am glad my opinion is ?onfirmed by good authority. I love Ingersoll; he
and Editor Macdonald are writers after my own heart. Twice
an opportunity to hear Ingersoll was given me, but I refused;
now, when I so desire to see and bear him, I cannot.
MRS. MILDRED HERMANN.
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Eau CLAIRE, Wis., Feb. 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I· hav to confess that I bav not read the
truths which l\Ir. J. H. Wood thinks of such vital imporance. I am sorry I hav not. A man with truths of vital
Importance is liable to be a crank. I bav a profound respect
for cranks. The universe is turned by cranks, as was long
ago perceived by Ptolemy. My only reasons for not reading
all the vital truths propounded by this meritorious but illrequited class of people are, first, that life is too short to read
them all, and secondly, that, being myself one of the-crankiest
of cranks, I.Mv quite a lot of the same ware to dispose of in
my own shop. But Mr. Wood's last contains reflections on my
vital truths which impel me to rise and explain. Mr. Wood.
says he never knew an Anarchist who could show bow the
application of his theories would benefit the people. I am
just the Anarchist Mr. Wood wants. The application of our
theories ninety-seven years ago would hav prevented this
glorious government from taking that $40,000,000,000 out of
the dear people in taxes. The application of onr principles
now will prevent this glorious government from taking $40,000,000,000 more out of the dear people during the next
ninety-seven years. This, together with the discontinuance
of war, Comstockery, priestcraft, and a few other evils of the
same type, is how the application of our principles will
benefit the people.
C. L. JAMES.
Nxw BEDFORD, Pa., Jan. 30, 289.
MR. EDITOR : I am surprised that one so intelligent as
Lizzie Collier seems to be should find fault with you for
introducing a little spelling reform into THE TRUTH BEEKER.
The orthography of the English language is most absurd,
unphilosophical, and, in its effects, a curse to us all. Of all
the one hundred thousand English words, scarcely one in one
thousand is spelled as it is pronounced. Our letters bav no
fixed sound. Different sounds are represented by the same
letter, and by combinations of letters in the most arbitrary
manner, and in accordance with no law or natural fitness.
The result is that our children haY to spend years laboriously
learning to spell the words of our language in common use.
If they could comprehend fully the magnitude of the task
allotted to them, and know that it might easily and with
great ultimate advantage to all be avoided, they would rebel.
There should be letters enough to represent every elementary
sound in the language, and each letter should invariably represent one and the same sound. Then, when the alphabet is
mastered, the orthography of each word is exactly indicated
by its pronunciation, and the learner can devote the years
now spent in learning to spell to useful scientific studies.
What sense is there in writing ppll for f in sapphire? or eiglt
for a in eight, sleigh, etc.? or pltth for tin phthisic?· According to these examples, it would be correct to spell the word
fate thus: ppheighphth-fate. How absurd I And it is so,
more or less, with nearly every word in the language. It is
astonishing that the intelligent English-speaking race bas
tolerated this folly so long.
It shows how hard it is for mankind to leave the old ruts,
even where it is a manifest advantage to do so. I hope you
will soon be able to introduce all the changes recommended
by the philological societies. THE TRUTH REEKER should, as
far as possible, lead in all reforms.
W. W. WALKER.
P.S.-For the inclosed $1 please send me this year's
ANNUAL and the balance send to Father Hacker.

whe~

t?e smoke and mud bav cleared away, be thanks God
that It IS no worse than it is. But when be turns to his flock
one has jumped out and is gone, and six more are on the
fence.. MoraL-Liberalism is progressing beyond our most
sangum expectation. They used to laugh and say, How is
your congregation? But it has become too solemn, as my
members never backslide.
·
Find inclos~d money for four more ANNUA.J.s for 1889, and
"For Her Daily Bread."
.
A. YoRK.
CHIOA.Go, ILL., Feb. 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am more than pleased with THE TRUTH
SEEKER editorials. On receiving the paper I first glance at
the front-page cartoon, then I skip everything else and read
the editorials. Next come the "Letters from Friends."
After that I look for the spiciest articles, and so on until it is
all read. I also take Secul111r Thought, of Toronto, and am
highly pleased with it.
I don't know whether Watson Heston regards my rhymes
on his cartoons as being helpful or hindering, but they are,
many of them, so. good that I cannot refrain. Here are a
few verses on his " Sunday law" cartoon :
I come before you, Uncle Bam;
I think you all know who I a.m
Throughout this Yankee nation.
My Sunday plug I'll guarantee
Will stop that wicked, busy bee
From Babbdh desecration.
I know that those who don't believe
Will not at once this plug receive,
But then we'll use coercion;
This "Christian nation" never can
Be prosperous so long as man
On Sunday makes exertion.
These Sunday papers I would stop,
The pulpit then would hav the drop
On working people Bunda.y.
Poor men, they work hard all the week,
On Sabbath da.y the Prea.ohers speak,
And they can rest on Monday.
And all these women come to you
(They are theW. C. T. U.l
To present their petition.
Six million children hav it signed;
All these, you'll please to bea.r in mind,
Are under our tuition.
Our Mumbo Jumbo's here behind;
If you refuse us you will find
That you hav made a blunder.
Our Mumbo Jumbo cannot fail;
He's filled with wind from head to tail,
Damnation, hell, and thunder.
JoHN HUDSON.

FREDONIA, N. Y., Jan. 21, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money for the paper and the
ANNUAL.
I dare not ask a furlough, or straggle from the veteran fort
of the invincible TRUTH BEEKER. If I fail to keep step
with- the already organized soldiers of Freethought, just so
soon I begin to weaken. Despair begins to loom up in the
distance as I chance to turn my mental vision from the flag
still waving above the cross. The hordes with their money
and influence besieging Congress to legalize the handcuffs,
chains, stocks, and dungeons masked within the Sunday
Blair bill form a menacing foe that should· warn every
liberty-Joving man and woman who bas not yet enlisted
somewhere under freedom's banner to do so at once. The
vantage-ground already gained is too precious to be lost to the
genius of our Constitution even for a short period of time.
We hav no spare time for reconquering lost ground. Then
let us rally as never before around the flag of freedom and
keep it waving above the cross.
Single-handed and alone I can do but little, but organized
under some free press I can be beard around the world, imparting courage and hope to my almost desponding brother
and sister who perchance hav been less favored than myself,
in helping in so organizing and uniting our efforts on this
S'unday Blair bill that sufficient timely knowledge may by
voice and pen be brought to bear to consign the bill to ignominious defeat, that we may breathe the air of freedom as
never before. As I said before, I cannot stand upon the
rostrum and go from place to place in calm or storm, sunshine or cloud, to meet the jeers of the superstitious, or take
up the pen and move the press and silently rap on every
w.w.w. door throughout the inquiring land. But I can contribute
the sinews of war, money, to THE TRUTH BEEKER garrison to
STRASBURG, ILL., Jan. 20, 1889.
cheer them on to still " hold the fort "-for we are coming,
MR. EDITOR: President Westbrook's annual message bas coming I up the steps of time from all the hills and vales of
an encouraging ring mIt. We ought to organize for the pur- our beautiful land, to save from sectarian bigotry. United,
pose of buying books and papers, and then an organization we are invincible to all oppressions.
PLINY SMITH.
of ten or more could, and I think would, contribute twentyPrTMA.N GRovE, Pa., Jan. 13, 1889.
five or fifty cents apiece for the Secular Union, while as it
MR. EDITOR: In taking the stand that I always bav in the
is th'ere is no leader, and a great many do not feel like sending a dollar. It appears we are all "going it alone." We field of Freetbought, I hav argued that it was not essential
buy a few books and pamphlets and loan them, and that is for my well-being to allow a priest to dictate to me, or to hav
very often the last of them; sometimes they are kept going him do my thinking for me. At one time I lived in Salt
until worn out. Another reason for organization is, that Lake City, and anyone who is acquainted with that locality
where there is a half dozen Liberals, some one has to take is well aware that Spiritualism abounds to an enormous exthe whole discharge of theological mud, and that intimidates tent, as those who apostatize from the Mormon church, wi~h
a good J.IIany that are in sympathy with the Liberal cause very few exceptions, become_ Spiritualists. Once I, being at
from taking part with us. The Christians hav no love for that time young, and at all times of a Liberal turn, was easily
Liberals, no intercRt in their welfare, and would leave them persuaded to attend seances. I did so frequently. It was
alone, only they are afraid that they will say something that there that I saw my first wife-in flesh, I mean. This ms.v
will offend God, and cause him to send a cyclone or earth- not appear to bav any bearing on the subject in question, bu"t
it bas, my object being to show that mediums are just as ar.
quake that will hurry them off to that "better land."
I will giv you a bird's-eye view of Strasburg. The parson rogant as the Bible-pounders. All the bl.J.siness of spirits is
with his flock corraled in a pen ; the fence seven feet high ; conducted through them. Now, my wife was told that she
:, gate closed and barred; enemy outside. Parson bears a was not a good subject, as through h~ indifferer;ce she in··· noise but cannot tell if it is Watts, Remsburg, or the deviL terfered with the working of the spirits, so the medium ruled
He tells his sheep not to be frightened. "See what David her 0ut on several occasions. I pretended to believe, for I
did with a sling; and see, I bav a whole tnbful of mud to was ready to be-convinced the same as I am to-day, but I
fire into the enemy's camp." But his aim is too low, and he never received any manifestation of note. And if I bad, no
f~lll! i~ tlle ~r~a of~ conu~de saying, "l'm woqnqed,.'; ~<'! ar~ument of m\ne coul<'l convmce anybodr else that they had,
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So the discussion between Mr. McArthur and Mrs. Blenker
.could go on until doomsday and no one be the least bit
benefited, for the only result will be that McArthur did see
spirits and Mrs. Blenker did not.
Now, Spiritualism in thought is simply grand, for to be
able to converse or communicate with the spirits of departed
friends is, to my mind, one of the most inspiring and pleasing prospects ever conceived by the mind of mortal man.
And I hav tried hard to talk with my friends, but no such
privilege bas ever been accorded me, therefore I fear that I
am in some way handicapped, and leave -it all a mystery, the
same as any other system of belief founded on somebody
else's say-so. It is a sort of a second-band revelation, and I
repudiate it on those grounds. I ignore the teachings of the
Holy Queer on the same grounds. If I cannot see Spiritualism, no man can possibly make me see it. And if it is only
a belief that can be enjoyed by a few chosen ones, either as
whoopers-up or paid mediums, then r say it is poor shucks,
and does not compare favorably with Methodist orthodoxy, as
one can slip in on the back seat of the gospel shop and get
salvation's inspiration at much less cost. "D." is not very
Liberal when he calls Spiritualism a humbug simply because
he cannot see it as others do. McArthur no doubt is sincere
in his belief, but he is off, terribly off, when he tries to show
Mrs. Blenker physically what he claims to bav spiritually.
When he suceeeds in doing that he can lift himself by his
bootstraps. Nor is it fair or just in "D." when be calls
Spiritualists cranks. Simply because people differ with us
is no plausible excuse for calling them bad names. We all
hav our faults, and we should hav thought very much more
of" D." had he signed his full name.
J. G. JOHNSON.
EUREKA. SPRINGs, ARK., Jan. 23, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Before leaving Van Buren I promised Secretary Stevens that I would do what I could toward organizing
a Secular Union in Eureka Springs when I came up here. I
hav kept my prcmis. "There is only one Eureka Springs,
and one railroad to it." Yes, only one Eureka Springs, with
its forty.odd springs-within a radius of two miles-its
gorges and cliffs, its pine.clad hills, and its quarries of fine
building-stone, marble, and onyx. Pleasant home-like cottages dot the hills, and oak and chinquipin brush patches are
rapidly being transformed into gardens filled with all kinds
of small fruits-peaches, apples, plum5, cherries, and grapes.
It is indeed pleasing to see the gardens terraced one above
the other with neat cottages peeping out from their aerial
perclres amidst the verdure of fruitful trees and fral7rant
flf)wers, and one cannot help thinking with Dr. Fellows':_ the
Congregational preacher here-" what a pity it would be to
burn this world I" It would be hard to imagin a better
place for the worn and jaded business man to visit. A few
weeks among the hills of Eureka with its health-g-iving
waters, its pure and bracing air-absolutely free from malaria-and its romantic scenery, ever varying as the position
of the beholder is changed, and the numerous places of interest, will send the sluggish blood, vitiated by overwork,
bad. water, and poisoned air, coursing through the veins,
bringing renewed vitality and energy to body and brain that
had become nervous and weak through suffering, anxiety,
and pain; filling one with such renewed vigor and exhilaration
as to make mere existence a pleasure.
Immediately upon my arrival· I went to work to get up an
interest in the organization of a Union. I found quite a
number who expressed a willingnesS' to join, and would bav
had an organization effected bad I been able to procure the
use of a building to meet in. I am still hopeful of organizing. Yesterday! started out with a petition against the8unday Blair bill, and found that some one else bad been
around with a similar petition. I then started to hunt him
up and, finding where be lived, called in and found that he
was an Adventist; His wife said he was then out with his
petition. Well, I made up my mind that the Adventist
should not beat the Secular Union in this work if I could
help it, so I started to work and in about four hours I bad
received sixty-four signatures out of between ninety and one
b,undred persons that I " struck." I ran across two or three
teetotal fanatics, a few who would not sign because they did
not want to work on Sunday, and quite a number who said
it would not become a law, and some who were indifferent.
I strike them all alike, preachers and all, but hav not secured
the signature of any sky. pilot yet. It rained all day to-day,
but I met the Adventist and we "joined drives," and be is
going to help me secure a building in which to organize a
Union and bold our meetings.
Let us let the hen and a half go for a whiJtl, and " stir our
stumps" with these petitions for a few weeks and see if more
good is not accomplished. One very encouraging feature
that I see is the large number of female signatures that I
obtain. In Eureka the women are not so very much more
badly under the preachers' thumbs than the men. Catholics
are scarce, there being a very small percenta,ge of foreignborn persons here. Several of the churches bav been holding" big meetings" since the first of the year, which bav,
in reality, been Rmall meetings, and what f6w ''converts" they
hav bad bav been, generally, very young children. I bav
attended the north Methodist meetings most of the time,
and kept the preacher "hoodooed" by sitting "away up
front" and keeping my eyes fastened on his. He soon "got
onto" me and wanted me to join the church, bringing my
Infidelity along with me if I could not leave it behind.
That is their game these days. Get them into the church,
no matter what they believe. · I am going to ask him to sign
HENRY Aoms.
my petition.
Yours for the cause,
P.S.-Just returned from church. They got all, except
myself and one other, on the "men's side," up around the
altar. Not so on the women's side. Most of the "experience" was given in by men. If the attendants of all the
churches "si2:e \lP" tha~ way, it is truly a fine showing for
t}Je ladief!,
·
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out of school quite a little while. If you ever
come to Canton stop and see me, for I would
like to see you very much. My little pinymates that I go with most are named Beryl
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WxxoN, Fall Fosdick, Laura Christensen, Hattie May Flory,
lli'D6'1', MaiJs., to whom all (JommunieationBfrw and Maud Shufelt. I study arithmetic, geography, language, spelling, and reading. My
this Corner should be sent.
grandma is visiting us now; but she thinks
·she will go home next week. I read the
" Between the dark and the daylight,
Children's Corner every week, and like it
When the night is beginning to lower,
very much. It is very near Valentine's day,
Gomes a panse in the dey's oconpations
and I think that I shall send some ;valentines.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
I think this is all I can say now, so with
much love I remain,
lVe Hav a Little Baby.
Your friend,
Bun AVERILL.
[We would like to see Bud as much as she
we hav a little baby
To cheer our hearth and home,
would like to see us. Should we ever come
To fill our hearts with gladness,
to Dakota, we shall certainly try to find her
And cause us not to roam.
as well as other friends in that territory.-En.
Its eyes do glitter fondlyC. C.]
In sweet affection shine;

fihildr tn' s tlqrntr.

We see the image plainly
Of beauty most divine.
They hold a hidden magic
In every look and st.a.re,
Compelling pure devotion,
Unceasing love and care.
We hav a little baby
Our leisure to employ ;
It drives away all sorrow
And fills our lives with joy.
The clouds hav southly drifted,
The sky is bright and clear,
Then comes the tiny tendril
To draw our hearts so near;
And like the gentle zephyr
'That wooes the morning sun,
It brings to us the emblem
Of heaven here begun.
We hav a little baby
So sweet, so pure, so fair,
To bear our name and fortune,
To drive away dull care.
It is a little f,iry,
Bedewed with winsome smiles,
And 'neath its little dimples
We see its gleeful wiles.
. Just like the morning roses,
Just like the morning dove,
It is a little blessing
To link our lives in love.
Rtoi'ilana, Dak.
Lours N. CnrLL, Jn.

Baby and tbe Sunbeam.
Crawling round in Banta's circus,
Just as jolly as a grig,
Is onr precious Tootsy Wootay,
Where he runs a lively rig
In the midst of lambs and lions,
Among mastodons and mice,
Among mooly-oows and monsters
That look naughty and yet nice.
He is cuddling np a camel,
When all goldenly do.es glance
Through the pane a splendid sunbeam,
And upon the carpet dance.
''It's more Christmas I" thinks the crawler,
"Something Banta Olans forgot;"
And he scuttles for the shining
And too tantalizing spot.
"Pretty, pretty," gently gurgles
From the lips by angels kissed,
As he tries to grab the glory
In his greedy _little fist.
Now the pinky palm so pudgy
Oloses tight; but see him stare
When he opens it, next minute,
And the sunbeam isn't there I
The dear little hand is empty,
And there, dancing on the floor,
Is the sunbeam in the self-same
Perverse fashion as before.
Baby claws the air and clutchesNothing-till his heart is sore.
Then collapses on the carpet,
And sets np a royaf roar
Snob as came from Homer's heroes
In the Trojan war's fierce tug !
Baby cannot catch his Christmas
That is dancing on the rug!
While we laugh, our heartstrings tighten;
For we know how surely Joy
To the Man mns~ prove elnsiv
As the sunbeam to the Boy!
M. N. B.

DAvENPORT, WAsH. TERR., Feb. 1, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: My mother sent you a
letter in December, and inclosed $2.25-$1.25
for the "Apples of Gold," and $1 for the
Casey fund. We received the return card,
but didn't get the book. We thought you
didn't hav any at present, so we would like
to get it as soon as convenient. We had a
grand time when Putnam was here. We
expect W. S. Bell to lecture here in July, and
if he can ring his bell as well as Putnam can
blow his horn, we shall hav a good time.
Very respectfully yours, HENRY SELDE.
[The book was sent as ordered. It is a
long distance to Davenport, and it may yet
come to hand.-En. C. C.]
RosooE, Mo., Feb. 15, 1889.
MY DEAR Mrss WrxoN: You requested in
your last that the children would giv reason
why Freeth ought should be tolerated; and
as my pa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, I thought
I would try and ariswer it with verses in our
Children's Corner.
It is because Freethonght means liberty of mind,
Therefore to suppress Freethought would be
unkind.
And mankind would become mentally blind,
And the why and wherefore of things would
never find.
People hav just found out that negro slavery was
a curse,
They hav yet to learn that mental slavery is ten
times worse.
Men are endowed with both mental and physical
• nature,
And mental slavery is as far worse than physical
as it is g~eater.

From your little Liberal friend,
CHARLEY IRWIN HOLMES,
BENNINGTON, N.H., Feb. 8, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I will try to write you
a letter, as I am much interested in the
Children's Corner of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
My papa has taken the paper several years
and likes it very much. He is an earnest
Freethinker, and I do not know of any other
one around here. I enjoy looking at the
pictures and reading the children's letters.
I do not go to school, as I should hav to walk
two milee to school, but I study at home.
Papa has a steam sawmill, and I can tend
the en gin and take a way boards. I ha v two
sisters and a brother and two little nephews;
for pets, a dog named Rover and a cat. I
should be pleased to hear from the little readers of the Children's Corner. I will now
close, for fear my letter is now too long and
may find its way to that dreaded wastebasket.
Your little Freethinker friend,
LILLA D. LAKIN (age 10 years).

Cosy Cbats with Correspondents.

BONHAM, TEx., Feb. 6, 1889.
DEAR Miles SusAN H. WrxoN: As I hav not
seen any letters from this part 'of Texas, I
thought I would write one. My. papa takes
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I like to read the
Children's Corner. I am going to school. I
learn very fast. I study arithmetic, gr_am.
mar, geography, dictionary, Swinton's Word
Book and Fifth Reader. Well, as this is my
first letter, I will close, hoping to see this in
print. I remain, Your Freethought friend,
SARAH WHITE.

J. L. TOMPKINS, Lake City, Ia.-Yours received, and your donation of $1 forwarded to
Mr. Casey.
JoHN PEoK, Naples, N.'Y.-Your article is
safe, and will appear soon. We hav the best
correspondents and friends, and with their
aid our Corner does not lack for variety and
interest. Please accept our kindest thanks
for your most excellent contribution.
HANNAH B., Chicago, lil.-All reforms hav
to struggle against popular customs and fixed
opinions. But we must not weary in well
doing on that account. Keep to the right as
conscience directs, and you cannot be sorry.
Lore BAKER, San Francisco, CaL-Woman's
wages are, as a rule, about half of that which
a man receives for the same work-in many
cases, one-third, and often less even than
that. Were women equal with men before
the Ia w this state of affairs would be remedied.
Even men who profess to be the friends of
women, are slow to be just to them.

CANTON, DAK., Feb. 11, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: As this is my first
letter to the Children's Corner I will try and
make it satisfactory. Papa takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and I always look at the pictures. I
hav one sister older than I am. She will be
fifteen this month. I am ten years old, and
my birthday comes in March. I go to school
and a lady by the name of Miss Kennedy is
my teacher. I would like to see you ever so
much; and I would like to know some of
the little girls that write to the Children's
Corner. I liv in town, not far from the schoolhouse. I hav not been to school much this
term because I hav been sick so much. I hav
had scarlet fever, a cold, and-a lame leg, and,
yo-q see, all those in succession made me stay

Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: I think your Corner
in THE TRUTH SEEKER is splendid for the
little readers, and not uninteresting to the
grown-up children of the paper. The collections of innocently bright sayings by little
folks is a fine feature, and I hope the sparks
of wit will keep falling onto your table in
sufficient quantities to make this feature
permanent.
Here is a genuin incident :
Little Orland is three years old, very bright
and inquisitiv. His mother has taught him
that "God is everywhere." She has taken
great care to hav this impressed on his m.ind.

Correspondence.

What the Little Ones Are Saying.

I had been away for several days, and on returning stepped suddenly into the room
where Orland was playing. He looked up in
surprise and asked : " Where you been ?" I
answered, "Oh, everywhere!" His eyes
opened wide, snapped, and sparkled as he
asked in a voice of innocent wonder, " Be-e
yo-ou God?"
M. A. B.

I

The Baby King of Spain.
The only monarch in the world of whom
absolutely nothing disagreeable is said, his
majesty King Alfonso of Spain, is getting on
toward his third birthday, and preparations
for that event are being made and written
about, though it is still several months off.
A great many industrious writers and corre8pondents continue to pour out information
regarding this important baby. One fullgrown scribbler declares with the utmost
seriou&ness that the little king is modest and
unassuming and give no thought to his exalted position or his future destiny-a truly
remarkable thing in a boy thirty months old.
It seems, teo, that his lonp; list of names, and
the fact that he is officially known as the
well-beloved son of the pope, brother of all
gentlemen who wear crowns nnd cousin to all
Spanish grandees, has not inflated him with
pride. The principal misfortune of Alfonso's
life appears to be that he has no one to play
with him. No child could be allowed to play
with him unless it were old enough to understand how careful it would hav to be not to
infringe the royal dignity, and besides, the
queen is afraid of causing jealousy by conferring upon any great lady the honor of
having her children play with the king. The
hardest work to which this young monarch
is subjected is that of receiving his ministers,
dignitaries of state, generals, grandees, and
so forth, while sitting on the throne in his
nurse's lap, a ceremony which entails his
sitting still while all these things pass before
him. At a late reception two thousand
great men of various kinds turned up to see
the king and bowed to him. One precious
advantage this royal baby has over ordinary
ones, which cannot be exaggerated, is that
everybody who comes along and admires his
yellow curls has not the right to kiss him.Ph.iladelphia Press.

~citntt

Qlolumn.

About the Beaver.
Yesterday was Carrie's birthday, and I
determined to present her with a new muff,
as her old one had seen much service. I
desired to please her, and so let her go with
me to purchase .it. After looking at many,
she at last selected one of a rich dark brown
color, of fur that was of very fine texture. She is very proud of it, and last evening, while displaying it among some of her
little friends, who had come to spend the
evening with her, she said : '' Papa, please
tell us all about roy muff and what it i.e made
of." I replied: "I will, if you will all sit
down and pay attention." They drew their
stools to the fire and I began. I told Carrie
that the muff which .she has is made from
the skin of a beaver. You hav probably
seen the beaver pictured in your books as having a short, thick-set body, and a fiat, scalecovered tail. You will find it fully described
in your natural histories. But in many
of the accounts of its mode of life and its
habits there is a mixture of exaggeration and
fiction.
A full-grown beaver has a body nearly
thirty inches long, over ten in width, and less
in depth, and sometimes weighs sixty pounds.
The beaver's forepaws are small, and disproportionate in comparison with its hind
ones. The hind feet are much larger and more
powerful, and are webbed to the nails something after the pattern of a duck's foot, and
furnish its chief power in swimming.
I remember a beaver that my grandfather
caught near the old dam back of his house
many years ago. This animal's fur was
composed of two kinds of hair-one close-set,
very silky, and of a grayish -color, the other
much coarser and longer and of a reddish
brown. And then he had an oddclooking
tail, which attracted the most attention. One
of the largest beaver tails is a foot long,
nearly five inches in width, and less than
half an inch thick in the middle. It is a
deep black in color, quite free from hair, and
looks as if it were covered on both sides with
scales a third of an inch and less in size.
The beaver's tail is muscular and manifestly
for a purpose. And what? It does not, as
is often stated, serve as a mud-scow upon
which to move building materials, nor is it a

trowel, which it resembles. It serves as a
rudder in swimming, and aids the animal in
diving. It also serves as a prop when the
animal is standing on its hind legs and work. _
ing.
The beaver never travels by land unless it
is necessary and unavoidable. And sometimes
while swimming he makes a noise by striking
on the surface of the water violently with his
tail, a noise so loud that one would not think
it possibly could hav been made by him.
The chief food of the beaver is the bark of
the birch, poplar, and willow, though he
sometimes varies his diet by roots and grass.
During the summer the beavers leave the
ancestral mansion and take life rather easily.
They go to their burrows in the banks, of
which there are many in every range of land
and water occupied by a settlement of bea.
vers. The bun:ows open into the water at
some depth below the surface, sometimes
under the roots of trees where the bank is
very steep. If the water is not deep enough
so that the opening would come below the ice
in the winter, they improve by digging a
canal back from the deep water to the burrow. Their burrows are usually a dozen feet
or more in length, and rise up gradually
almost to the surface of the water, and end in
a chamber, often under the roots of a tree,
where there is more security and better ventilation.
The beaver is very intelligent, and he is
very ingenious in the construction of his
houses.
The house of the beavers looks something
like a pile of old brushwood, but when we
come to examin it, we see it is made with
some deRign. They place a number of poles
together so as to form a sort of a wigwam;
then they pile short sticks-the remains of
former meals, and from which they hav
gnawed the bark-and mud and grass upon
them to a thickness of two or three feet, over
which they pile more poles; and this they
cover over every autumn with fresh mud,
which freezes hard as stone when winter
comes, and serves them as a protection against
wolves and other marauders.
It requires great skill to trap these wary
little animals, but there are many men who ,
make it a business.
'
Just at this moment mamma rang the bell, :
and the story of the beaver and his habits, :
which had interested the youngsters, sank
into insignificance before the prospect of a
steaming supper which was awaiting us.
JoHN T. REED.
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g:ooda below regular market Price. !tinge, Pins,
Ea' drops 1 Studs, eto., wort.h $35, for $25; $70 for
$50; $tOO ror $75; $200 for $lEO; $500 for $375. All
sent subject to approval, and ca•h refunded if not
strictly as represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinds a SpecialtY. OLains and Jewelry of all
kinds. Seleet from any catalog, order of me and
save money.
SUNDRIES:
Best Spectacles, $1 (send line of finest print yon
can read 14 inohea from e:ves). Razor, $1; best, $2.
Best TriPle-nlMed Knives. $1.75 Per 6. Forks, $1.7 5
per 6. Tea Spoons, $1 70 per 6 Table Spoons, $3.40
per 6. Solid Silver Spoom, $1.60 per on lice, marked.
Silver Thimbles, 35 cents. Set Best Vwlin Strings,
50 cents; Guitar Strings, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
Alarm Clock, $4 50, worth $6 Largest albums, in
plush and leather, $1, $2, ts, $5, $7, $10. Send to me
and save money.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. Til.
My Popular FREETROUGDT BADGES: $2, $2 75, $3,
$3,50, $4, $4 50, $6, $8, $10, $12.50, $15, $20, f.25, $40, and
$65. All Solid Gold.

OR,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING •
The New Haven Palladtum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says: "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
Science (high authority) sa:ys: "We hav tried the
methods of association adVIsed in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by m"'il $1.

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincohi.

1
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MIRACLE WORKERS.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which nn!:ver·
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pagea with a fascination similar to tbat experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
E'is history has a continuit.J:, a rilsh, a carrying
power..!. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New l:laven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, M3pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl•• New York.

8UPTURES CURE Db,

mzltledlcal Compound und lmpro,.ed
JJ:iastlc Supporter Truss in}rom 3 0 to

VO davs. Reliable reterenoes glyen. Bend
atamp for circular, and 1a11 in"'""' papetclo

vou """' mu adu.,.t..ement.

AddreliS 0~1.1

W• .l.~llll\llll.llt,ZdUI!alt.~
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Chips Thrown to Hit.
Long ago, in an academy debating society,
it was resolved that "putty won't explode."
The Editor, by heading an article of mine,
"Mr. Guild's Explosiv Notions," thus acknowledges that they are not putty, whatever
else he may think them, for which honor he
has my many thanks. I open my batteries
designing to do execution, and if the enemy
cries that my bombshells burst, why, that
satisfies me that they are effecting the purpose for which they were prepared. I do not
intend to agree with everyone, and should
be sorry to learn that everybody agreed with
me, for then I should think that I were a bigger fool than I believe I am. I subscribe for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, but not to the infallibilty of its EJitor.
AN AROH "ANGELL."
Says Mr. George T. Arigell: "We want no
French Revolutions here, with barricades and
guillotine, and the streets red with blood.
We think the best way to avoid such
things is through widespread, merciful, and
humane education in our schools. How
can you better reach the Anarchist father
and mother who never enters the door
of a church, or uses the name of the supreme
being except in bla£phemy, than through his
or her child in the public schools? And how
can you better reach the heart of the child
than by teaching it kindness to the weakest
and most defenseless of God's creatures, with
such other merciful teachings as may be
added? For this purpose was founded in
BostC)n, on the 28th of July, 1882, the American Band of Mercy, whose badge·I wear."
No, we want no French Revolutions here,
and neither do we want a St. Bartholomew's
day massacre. The Anarchists are not confined to those who bear the name, neither are
all those thus designated the devils they are
represented. The way to avoid repetitions of
the French Revolution is not to invite them
by the Christian conditions which produced
he first. The Red Terror was the outcome
of the White Terror. Priestcraft and statecraft combined to crJsh the people, and the
people kicked back to save themselvs. The
worm will turn when it is pressed. To drive
men mad with starvation wages and then
prate to them of mercy to dogs and horses is
cruel mockery. Preaching to children about
a God of wrath will not make them gentle.
To worship the maker of hell will not inspire
hem to be humane.
TAniFF IN A THIMBLE.
The tariff is not a question of theoretical
principle, but a matter of expedient practice
The right to tax commerce is the same as
hat to tax any other trade. The best economical plan of taxation is to lay the levy
where it will be least felt, and incidentally
promote business.
There will be no need of tariff when : (1)
he government lends money at interest, instead __ of borrowing, and thus supplies its
revenue ; (2) when the intelligence of the
people enables them to compete with ignorant
labor abroad-machinery must outdo cheap
manual work; (3) when the people of foreign
countries gain their independence from kings
and priests, and so raise themselvs that they
furnish 8. home market for their own wares.
These are all conditions morally to be wished,
and some time may occur, but will be a
mighty long time coming. Meanwhile we
must wriggle along the be&t way we can.
Hev. Dr. Thomas, of Brooklyn, Mass., says
n a sermon: "If we had been at Calvary
and stopped the crucifixion of Christ, we
would hav helped to do the worst thing that
could hav been done for the world. By that
death there came into the world a new order
of thinking; joy and gladness to hundreds of
thousands of souls."
Dr. Thomas does not seem to 9ee that if
hat affair had been prevented, the prevention"
would hav been on account of a correct order
of thinking which ought to hav been in the
world, and would hav long before prevailed
but for the preaching of a bloodthirsty God.
Whilst the world thinks that such a Goddesigned murder was a mercy to mankind,
here is greatest need of a new order of thinking. The theory that it is good to cut your
toe off so as to hav it feel better after it has
done aching is infinit wisdom compared with
he notion that a loving God ordained the
slaughter of his own son to satisfyhis own
wrath. The best thing that thinkers can do
to.day is to denounce that kind of thinking,
for- until it is done with the world will not
know what loving-kindness is.
SONNET TO SOLOMON.
[With compliments to Bi Blokum, author of a.
'Sonnet to David."]
Go, Solomon l Sun-god is thy name,

Thou hast been counted of all men most -wise;
Can any tell whence is Puch flaunting fame,
Or why on thee there were no foolish flies?
Thou triedst all t-he follies known to kings,
Had all the trouble, toil, and pain
Which chasing pasJing pleasure brings;
Thyself owned up that all was vain.
And that is where, I ween, yon got the bulge
On other mortals, much like the~nclined,
Who lawless passion m~y too free indulge,
But not the e•ror of the evil find.
The world to-day is full of fools, •tis true,
Who'll never know their blunders, as did yon.
JOHN PREBOOTT GUILD.
Tyngsboro, Mass.

Pre-Columbian Discovery of America.
From the Home Journal.

The ancient lore of the Icelandic sagas furnishes proof of the early colonization of the
American continent in the tenth century by
the Scandinavians. The sagas and songs
upon which ancient Scandinavian history is
founded, and those containing the history of
America by the Northmen, were originally
intrusted to the memory, and these verbal
traditions formed historical narrative. In the
early part of the twelfth century, when the
Icelanders had become familiar with the Latin
chirography, they were committed to writing.
Manuscripts found in Iceland during the year
1650 make record of an expedition to Greenland, led in 986 by Eric Red, of Iceland. His
son Lief, who accompanied him, enlisted a
crew of thirty-five men, and set sail from
Greenland on another voyage of exploration.
In due time they came to a well-wooded land
to the southwest of Greenland, where day and
night seemed more equal than in Greenland
and Iceland.
'
After a ehort sojourn in this newly found
country, Lief, in company with his followers,
returned to Greenland, and the fame acquired
by this expedition encouraged his brother
Thorwald to embark in the saine vessel in
1002 for the recently discovered territory, to
which was given the name of Wineland
(Vineland). Thorwald and his crew, having
safely reached their destination, spent the
winter in the booths which Lief had erected.
In the spring he explored the western coast,
and found the land not only attractiv, but
rich in vines and forest. No evidences of
human habitations were visible, nor did he
find the lairs of animals. Afterward sailing
eastward, they came to a cape, upon whose
sandy beach they landed. Having crossed a
projection, to their surprise they saw three
boats made of skins, partially bu~ied in the
sand, beneath which nine men lay hidden,
eight of whom were caught and killed, one
managing to escape. Later these Northmen
were attacked by the Esquimaux, to whom
the eight so recently killed probably belonged. Thorwald, fatally wounded in the
encounter, was buried on the promontory
where he fell ; his crew returned to Greenland with a rich cargo of timber.
The sagas make mention of another expedition, undertaken by Thorfin Karlsfue, who
enlisted as his associates sixty men and five
women. Sailing from Iceland in a southerly
direction, they arrived at the place where
Lief had built his huts. After landing the
cows and a bull to graze, wh:ch they had
brought with them, Karlsfue ordered his
men to fell trees and prepare timber for the
ship's cargo, and while thus engaged they
saw emerging from the woods many Skraelings. They happening to appear where the
bull was feedil)g, he, being rather of a ferocious spirit, bellowed loudly, and made an
attack upon them, which led them immediately to retreat. After securing reinforcements they returned, and although they were
not able to make themselvs understood to
the Northmen, by means of signs they
were enabled to barter furs for such other
commodities as the Northmen were willing
to sell. When the native had withdrawn,
Karlsfue caused a strong wooden fence to be
placed around his booths, which proved to be
a wise precaution, as a short time afterward
the Skraelings returned, when a fierce fight
ensued, in which many of the Esquimaux
fell. Th!'l Northmen, soon becoming weary of
their abode in so strange a country, and ex.
posed·to the frequent attacks of the native, in
tte spring returned to Greenland.
The tJ.lird expedition was undertaken in
1011 by Freydissa, a daughter of Eric Red,
in company with two hundred Icelandic
traders, but as no further exploration of this
country was entered upon no new facts were
obtained.
The theory of the population of America
by Irish colonists has been founded on the
mention of a saga writer, who observes that
Wineland must hav been Flvittramannaland,
or the Great Ireland. It is not improbable
that a similarity in the sound of the language

j of th'e

people caused the name of a smaller
body of land in the eaj!tern hemisphere to be
given to a part of the country by its first discoverers. Be this as it may, it is certain that
the theory has never been authenticated.
Thus we become acquainted with the Icelandic history of certain portions of the western hemisphere, as given by the sagas of the
Icelanders.
The discovery by Christopher Columbus of
the West Indies in 1492 was perhaps the
result of a trip made by him to Iceland in
1477, at which time the discovery of unknown
lands to the southwest of Greenland and Iceland was made known to him by the sagas of
the people of lceland.-0. W. Da1·ling.

:NO'V KEAD'I!'.
A VOL·UME OF THE WRITINCS

OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best, editorials written by Mr. Seaver during the
past forty-five years. It iB neatly -printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable edl!or of the
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this hook
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

PI·icc, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

.AN OUTLINE OF THE
THOUGHTS ON SCIENCE, 1.'HE·
OLOGY, AND ETHICS.
BY JoHN WILBON, M.A.
The object of the hook, as expressed in the preface, is to ~riv a correct sketch ot. the main lines of
modern thought in small compass, and in la~
guage simple enough to he easily understood. In
other words, it is a condensation of more volumi·
nous writers, and classification of their definitions
of science, theology, and ethics, and a statement
of what belongs to each. As a text-book to clear
thinking and logical reasoning, and a guide in
forming scientific conclusions, this book is invaluable. The LtterarrJ GuuJ.e ranks it as" one al
the foremost wnrks of the present century;" while
the FreetMnker, in "heartily recommending it"
as "simple and lucid in style, correct in thought,
and ample in information," declares that it " is
just the thing to put in the hands of a plain man
who desires the best ideas on evolution in relation
to science and ethics in a modEirate compass."
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

W. S. BELL'S P A.:MPHLETS.

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. 8. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAUSM
By DB. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiolog!<:al 1\:Iedicin and Medical Jnrisprnden"e in the New York Free
Medical Oollege for Women.
Paper, U'mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nervans arid mental phenomena.
is sharply scientifl ~; his pathological theories are
ra.tlonal, clear, and modern.-llfelt>Ca! Re-vtew.
His language is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logical.-Libera! Chrtsttan.
-Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Conflict between Christianity
The Greatest of all A.nti-Bibll·
and Civilization.
PBIOE,
• • • • • •
15 OENTS.
Your treatment of the "Oonflict" is excellent.
-Harry Hoover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

cal \Vorks.

BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Oopies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

PBIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
THE ORISIS.
disconrse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
By
Thomas Paine.
notice it inllfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
Speaking of this work in connection with tte
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paJ"r, and deserveswidedissemina.tion.-The proposed independence of America. from Great
A.ge.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments
will not leave nnm.
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
hers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepa.
PBIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which yon hav ration."
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
Price, 40 cents.
the concise manner in which each pomt is disFor either of these works or any of Paine'S
cussed, should be high!{ commended. Therefore
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I take l{i"eat pleasure m recommending "Anti- writinll:s,
ProhibitiOn "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temPerance, but in the principles of self-government?- The -"Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
J. J.McUa.be.
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.
'.fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
on,

A Key to Bible Investigation.
Oonta.ining 148 Propositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-ContTadictions of the so-called
Inspired Boriptnres.
BY A. JAOOBSON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Bead the following extract from a. letter by ExRev. 0. B. Reynolds:
"The • Bible Inquirer' is better than a Concordance a• a. reference, to speedily find the teaching of the Bible, on any subject. It is a sledgeham mAr in demolishing error, yet the mo•t devout Bible-worshiper can find no cause of offense.
Using no word of argument, it simply permits
the Bible to destroy all faith in the Bible, by giving chapter and verse-word for word-showing
its palpable absurdities and contradictions."
Every Liberal needs a copy for readY reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette PI., New York

Looking BackwarU.
By Edwa1·d Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Lilerary
World.
This astonishing honk, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up "Alice in Wonderland l" The
mind folio Vis entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought· breeding boolr and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The appeal is always made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his selfishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospsl of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi.
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibi!ities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEm

Crimes and Persecutions.
Svo, 1,119pp. Oioth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNEl'T.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OB1

Pains Vin~icatsU!
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer·
ican Revolntiov_. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

-oBY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o-

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Wherein it io shown that the Holy Scriptures treat Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyof Natural Phenomena only.
• where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
A
ROMAN
CA1.'HOLIC CANARD.
Among the many attempts made by scientists to
crusll the Bible, this is unquestionably the most A Fabricated Account of a Scene at t'M Deathvigorona.-[Chica.go Times.
bed of Thomas Paine.
Cloth, Ill us., heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2.50.

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.

Addre&s THE 'FRUTH SEEKER.

BY W. H. BURR.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
The Career of Jesus Christ.
(upon which the Obser1Jer relies to prove its princi·
An Exposition of the True Meaninll of this .Char- pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
acter as described in the New Testament. By Mil· Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew M~·thol78pp. Price 15 cents.
ogy,
P~tper, Bvo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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The Antiquity of ChriStianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of ''Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold ~t THE TBUTH.BEEKER Office.

THE SA-FEST CREED,
AND

TWELVE OTHER DrsoOURSES OF REASON.
B1J 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thon~ht, thorough conviction, and great
a.bility.-[Phlla.. Press.
Extra. cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER. BroGRAPHIOAL 8KETOHES

AND

EssAYS.

BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlangh has" A Few Words'' to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the dev1l will, we presume,
at no very dietant dar, hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlangh, and w1ll doubtless get the best of
the argnment.-[Chioago Interior.
Extra cloth, golil hack and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ARGUMENT

'lbe Forum.

BY

Chicago Secular Union meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80 P.lll., at 558 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Robert G. Ingersoll,
IN

!!'OR

"B LAS PH EM Y"
'
MORRISTOWN. NEW JERSEY.
Stenographically reported, and re-oised by the author.

REASON

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of in tellectnal combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of huma.n liberty and the right-s of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppres8ed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
oppor.tunity. Such a flood or light-of elqquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIsm-Is not often poured out 111 a court of Justice.
Tbe many oall8 for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this. publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an addness to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place; New York city.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Becretaru of the .American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THB TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
For the benefit of our readr~ '
era who preserve their paperli
T~• ,.....,. ··
we offer a new style of binder,
liN<~!
made for the purpose, and
' 8.,..
1
with the heading of THE
J
TBUTH I:!EEKEB printed in
"
gold letters on the outside,
This binder allows the openin~ of the pap~rs perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out. and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail, postp_aio;h for tt.
Address THE TRUT11 BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

Girard .College Theology.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
this Republic.

By L. FEUERB&CH.

50 ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-E:ctract.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER Co.

By A • .T. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
6.ddress T1'IE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Advancement'= Soienoe

.

Tlte Secular Sociely of Kent,

o.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHToN, Bee.

ROUT. G.

INGER~OLL'S

OPENING BPEEOH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
Prayer.
r.;raph Company
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25o.; cloth, 500.
against the
It is in many respects one of the most extraorWester1& Union Telegraph Company
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
urea and discussions. The public cordially invited.

The NcwarJ..: Liberal Lca:{ue
Meets every Sunday afternoon, a.t 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

Akron, o., Freethour.;ht Union.
Th!l Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Brooklyn Philosopbical
lion,

As~ocfa

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

Cleveland, 0.,

~ecular,

Union

Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 P.M., a
room29, City Hall. Everybody is invited to attend

~HAKSPERE.

BACON A..ND

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HE~BY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

GIRARD'S WILL

This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
~ Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe- church without superstition, and its success.
AND
rience.
·
Uncile Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism of human concern, religions, p®litioal, and otheril.nd C~ttb.olicism, from the vantage.ground of an wise •.- The book is written in well-chosen lanAN EXPOSE
intimate personal experience with the two svs-· guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi.
tems. It deals the most tt·enchan t blows which
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
oient
narrativ
about
it
to
interest
the
reader
and
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[C~itical Rebequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
view.
churches and Young Men's
Cloth, 12mo, $1.75.
Christian AHsocia.to his mind.
tion.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
For sale at tb,is o_fli,oe. Price, $l.UO.
By Riou. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.

Essanoa of Religion

2~'1

meets every SundaY in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.lll. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'rnth
Beeker publications always on hand at oheap rates

The·" anhatran Liberal Club,N.Y.
Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

OB,

ROME~

Philadelphia Liberal Lear.;ue
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INTELLECTUAL DEYELOPMEN1'
Of Europe,
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• LL.D
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

too

NE'V EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
·ou,
The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED)
And Its Errors Exposed.
,
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
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Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
- 15c.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TBUTH BEEKER ha.S obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

Tha Bola FaJJtors and ErcaJJt Ratios in It8
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
~unday and the Sabbath. "A law
Price, Cloth,
•
•
$1.00.
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
The False Teaching of the Chris28Lafayette Place, New York.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
tian Church.

"The Thirty-nine

Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

MATERIALISM:
ITs HisTORY AND ITs lNFLUENOE UPON
SoorETY.
Boll DB. LoUIS BUCHNER• Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place,

ALEX ANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engnvings of this celebrated natnrali!lt•
lx15 inches, suitable for framing, sent poatpaJd,
for 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf
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The l~oolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of J(lsus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Charles Watts's Works. WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b. CoNTENTs·:
Section I. Definition of Freethon_g:ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Se('.ularism; Destructiv and Conatruc·tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 eta.

Tracts. The. following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethonght and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Infinence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ant!l.gonistic;
Christian Scheme of Redem]Jtion. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

iiATIONAL COMMUNISM.

Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents. Tbe Present and tile Future
TemJlerance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Republic of .Nortb America
Social Problems. Price, 10 cents.
BY A CAPITALIST.
Was Je~<u>~ Insanf'l Price, 10 cents.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the J?resent
The Public Schools and the Catholic conditions
of society in this country, pointmg out
Church. Price, 5 cents.
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost

impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
fir" FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYEs oB EARS .. 1m· By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "~ebrew Republic of North America, as it will be when
mediate relief from Granulations, InflammatiOns,
Mr*·hology," "The Career of Jesus Chnst."
society shall be organized on the principles of
· Dim Vision, WaterY Gatherings, and Failing
The 1->ol hath said in his heart, There is no God. Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
Bight of Eves. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
and interestingly written.
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Ca- -[Ps. xiv, 1·
"'-Oc cloth ot~;l
Chlldrc'l. and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
P a per,"'
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or E~trs inst •.ntly re.;
'v '
moved. Bent the world over. Box with instrucPaper, 12mo, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,,
tions, by mail 25 cents.
B. A. NEALlil
28
Lafayette
PI.,
New York. 1
Aci:,Jress
THE
TRUTH
BEEKEB.
Bm50
Shakers P.O., N.

SHAKER
EYE and EAR BALSAM ON
'TI--I~
WORD GOD •
Bixty.fi'De Years' In'Dariable Success.
l.'J

Y.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between he
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. lSO pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism .
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or
Real Blaaphemy. 5 eta. B1ble llfakers. 5 eta
Bible Saints-Nos. 11-.2, and 3. Each 5 eta. ll!ose
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. ~:~ocr a tea Buddha, and Jesus
5 eta. Christianity a Degrading Reljgion. 5 eta
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 ctsd.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruna an
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorite
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth
a.nd H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Sonld.
5 eta. Na tnre and the Gods. 5 eta. Design an
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. ~eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.G., LonJon, En~~:.

THE' STRUGGLE
FOB

1

Re igiousand Political LibArtv
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very founda
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
leng~h Upon the wrongR of Ireland, and, in detail
ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throngbout1
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this al!e.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 13Bpp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE THUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafA.Jette Place. New York.

SING, BROTHERS, BING.
~SE

THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them hvel:V and intereating. THE LIBERAL HYli!N BooK contains songs
by the boat poets, adapted to well-known tuues.
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
15 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BuKER Oo-
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9Jffn:s of l[hought.
METAPHYSICS: A. most important and sublime
science, by the help of which a. man is enabled to
arrive at a thorough knowled~te of things of .which
his senses will not permit him to form an idea.
A.ll Christians are profound meta.physiolans. Any
P.'ons prude will explain to you with imperturbable ooolneEs what is the nature of a pure spirit, of
an immaterial soul, and the grace that sufficeth to
itself.- Voltaire's Pooket Plleolor/ll.
THE course of philosophy was stopped from its
first introduction by an error at that time indeed
excusable. This was the fixing the attention upon
questions incapable, perhaps forever, of being
solved; suffering the mind to be led awaY by the
importance or sublimity of objects, without thinking whether the means existed of compassing
them; wishing to establish theories before facts
had been collected, and to fr~~ome the universe before it was yet known how to survey it.-Conaorcet.
THE whole literature of the church was absorbed
ip. foolish, metaphysical questions and theological
disquisitions, with no bearing on the science and
the concerns of life. The subject of the trinity
was fertil in dispute. The nature of spirit caused
long, learned, and ridiculous disquisitions. It
was gravely debated: "How manY spirits could
dance on the point of a needle," and the remnants
of this learning still hang about our churches.
Piety (praying, psalms, and charity, especially to
the chnroh, or for God) was at a premium over
knowledge and morality. Knowledge was depreciated, history called profane, and nature interpreted by the scriptures, or by church authority.
On such authority man was a degraded being;
and life a brief period for sorrow, repent!Lnce, and
abasement (except the ohurch).-Gilbert Vale.
IN the final, the Positiv state, the mind has given
over the vain search after A.bsolut!l notions, the
origin and destination of the universe, e,nd the
causes of phenomena., and applies itself to the
study of their laws-that Is, their invariable relations of succession and resembla.noe.-Comte.

CHINA is having famine.
THE Pinkertons employ 5,000 men.
NoRTH CAROLINA seems in·danger of a race
war.
WrsooNSIN has 84,000 children in parochial
schools.
THE pope eulogizes the ·activity of American Catholics.
JAPAN has secured a constitutional in place
of an absolute monarchy.
AN extremely cold wave was felt all over
the country about last Sunday.
IT is wished to merge in one the great
labor organizations of the Union.
SEVERAL international Socialist congresses
will be held at Paris during the year.
HENRY GEORGE will go to England again,
and expects to start a great movement.
THE Japanese minister of education has
been assassinated by a religious fanatic.
CmoAao's parochial schools contain 42,500
children, or one for every two families in the
city.
WITHIN a few months 213 clubs of women
to study political economy hav been organized.
THE Indiana senate has passed a bill adopting the principal features of the Australian
system of voting.
Tm: New Jer~ey bureau of labor has ascertained that the child-labor law is being violated in 8,000 cases.
A MrLWAlJKEE preacher will be brought
before a church committee for buying chewing tobacco on Sunday.
·
CATHOLIO reve!lues from Quebec, recently
estimated at $8,000,000 yearly, are now
stated to be $12,000,000. •
A RRFORMRn system of balloiing modeled
after th!l Australian system has been declared
constitutional for Louisville.
THERE seem prospects of an actual war in
Canada between Catholics and Protestants,
quite like the good old times.
THE Pennsylvania Railway officials hav
ordered that all freight trains. except those
carrying perishable goods be discontinued
Sund~ys. ·
CARDINAL GIBBONS eaid on the 12th: "Nowhere do we enjoy greater liberty than in
this country, and nowhere does the church
make greater progress." True.
THE great New York cathedral is being
connected by special signals with beadquarters of the fire department, toward supporting which it pays no cent of taxes.
AT Newark, N. J., Sunday evening concerts bav been opened at a theater, and the
bigots, feeling the effect on their church contribution-box, are casting about for excuses
to suppress them.
DR. McGLYNN in his lecture last Sunday
described the parochial schools as taught by
ignorant persons " who sandwiched bad
grammar with the catechism in ill-ventilated
rooms in church basements."
PREI!IIER SALISBURY hopes " that the day is
not far distant when women will hav their
share in determining the policy of the country. Their influence will weigh in the direction of morality and religion."
GovERNOR LEE says·: "The whole thing,"
that is, the settlement of sectional trouble,
"depends upon the South being recognized
as a white-governed portion, and that there
shall exist no African sovereignty."
THB people of highly Christian Servia are
having a desperate struggle to keep down
their equally Christian brigands. Recently
all the girls in the village of Graditz were
captured and carried to the mountains.
REv. DR. EATON of an aristocratic Fifth
avenue church devoted a recent sermon to
denunciation of workingmen's organizations
and their proceedings. He says that workingmen are "the ignorant dupes of selfish
leaders," angry, no doubt, that they do not
adopt as leaders himself and the clergy.

.

THE pope's encyclical which was read in
all churches on a recent Sunday condemns
the public schools, and says of them: "There
is no ecclesiastical authority left in them;
and during the years when it is roost fitting
for tender minds to be carefully trained in
Christian virtue, the precepts of religion are
for the most part unheard.i'

MOSES EVIDENTLY REFERS TO THE BLAIR BILL.
Neither shalt thou bring an abomination into thy house, lest thou be a cursed
thing like it : but thou shalt utterly detest it, a.nd thou shalt utterly abhor it; for it
is a cursed thing.-Deut. vii, 26.
·

fdds aqd

~ntis.

NEw York ll"irl: "Why do yon dislike 'Macbeth·'
Miss Lakeside?" Chicago girl: "Because tragedy
sEems so commonplace to me. Yon know my papa
has a slaughter-house."
Yxs, Alcibiades, your ancestors believed that
'\"enus rose from the sea; but it wasn't from
Anthony C. That would hav been too much of
a temptation for Saint Anthony.
JACK : " Gus, giv me a oigaret." Gus : "Well, I
havn't but one left, Jack. Would you take a.
man's last oigaret ?" Jack (taking the cigaret) :
"Oh, yes, Gus; I can't smoke but one at a time,
you know."
STRANGER: "Ah, yours is indeed a. model city.
I see all the ladies remove their hats at the
theater." Manager: "Yes, it is a. matinee for
ladies and children. Each is afraid of the others'
criticisms."
DrsAl'POINTED author: "And there is one person whose manuscript is n.ever returned, you say?"
Editor: "Oh, yes." "Would you mind telling me
who he is?'' "Oh, no ! He's the fellow who fails
to inclose a stamped and directed envelope."
NEW girl: "An' how long should I leave this
thing called a 'blower' tight up a.gin the open
fireplace?" Experienced girl : "Lave it until it
do be hot enough to take the akin off y'r fingers
when yez touch it. Thin lift it off.''
Mrsa BRACER : "It must be his mother, he's so
attentiv to her." Miss Frenshaw: "Or possibly
that rich aunt of his." Mollycule : "I think we'll
walk, PeneloPe. There don't seem to be a cab in
sight." Both listeners (in a breath): "Mercy
sake l It's his wife !"
BoBBIE (returning from school after a. history
lesson) : "Mamma, was .Charles II. an EPiscopalian T" Mamma. : "No, my son. Why do you ask
that T" "Well, the history says he did things he
ought not to hav done, and left undone things he
ought to hav done, and so I supposed he must be."
"WELL, Wllliam,"said Mr. Hardhead to his new
confidential clerk," you are in a first-class position
now at a good salary. I shall exnect you to be
faithful and diligent; in fact, to make all my interests your own. It won't be neoessary,however,
for you to make love to the typewriter. I'll attend
to her mYself."
DARLING, I hav often thought
That I'd put my racket in,
But I've had to listen on
To the music of your chin.
Will you love me when I'm old,
And my locks are turned to gray?
Will you bnzz into my ear
With Your grand and flowery play?
When I weigh two hundred pounds

Will you keep your love for meT
Will you promis, cross your heart,
Tha.t you•ll hold me on your knee f
Shall we be the same as now
After we hav older grown T
When you're troubled with a. boil,
Will you be my ownest own 1
When my hair is dapple-gray
A.nd I cannot make it curl,
Shall I be your solid pard,
More so than the hired Jrtrl?
Will you hover o•er my head
When I'm going up the flume T
Will you weep and paw the ground
When I'm planted in the tomb 1
Will yon watch the lowly spot
Where your loved one's dust is laid,
With your shot-gun cooked and primed,
For the student with his spade T
Will you shoot him full of holes
If he digs around my tomb 1
Will you send him by express
To his long, eternal home T
"MARRIAGE a failure l I should say not/" remarked an Oregon farmer, whose opinion was
desired on one of the great questions of the day.
"Why, there's LucindY gits in up the mornin',
milks six cows, gits brekfas', starts ·four children
to skew!, looks a.rter the other three, feeds the
hens, likewise the hogs, likewise some motherless
sheep, skims twenty pans o' milk, washes the
clothes, gits dinner, et eatery, et oetery. Think I
could hire anybody to do it fur what she gitsT
Not much. Marriage, sir, is a success, sir; a great
success!"
A CANNIBAL lived on a cannibal isle,
And was thinner than thin could be,
His legs were as lean as the tail of a rat,
His head rattled round in his No. 5 hat,
And he left no mark on the sand where he sat,
Oh, a woeful sight was he l
So he was...:.
A dismal sight was he.
Now, there came to this island from over the main
A laudable missionaree,
His weight was three hundred and forty.three
pound,
His paunch and his jowls and his tonsure were
round,
A.nd he left a mark when he sa.t on the ground
Just two and a. half feet by three,
So he didJust two and a half feet by three.
But the moral I'm trying to teach in my song
You soon will be able to see,
For the Christian proved dooil and teachable
quite;
He learnt from the heathen the thing that was
right,
And one Sunday morning, as soon as •twas light,
He ate np the oannibalee I
Yes he didHe ate up the oa.nnibalee.

WE now see the use of science. Science dis.
covers the order of facts-the laws of nature.
With this knowledge we gain the gift of prophecy,
the order of nature being invariable. The forces
of, nature are manifested under certain conditions,
and, under those conditions, always in the same
manner. Science, by discovering these conditions,
places it in the power of man to command the
forces of nature. to call them into activity at any
time and set them to work to fulfil his desires.
All man has to do is to bring about the conditions,
placing things by transfer in certain relativ positions, &lld the forces of nature leap into activity
to do his work. Science thus givs to man, in relation to these forces, the position of a monarch. A.
monarch, as a man, has no more personal power
than any other man; his power as a monarch is
his ability to bring to his aid his mighty hosts-to
command his servants "to do this, and they do
it." Exactly similar is the sovereignty with which
science has ·invested man : she has subjected to
his service the forces of na.tnre-c.;~nverting them,
it ma.Y be, from enemies into friends ; and so has
rendered him not only the most powerful of living
creatures, but the veritable master of the world.
-John WilSon, M.A.., in Thoughts
0(11!. ana Ethics.

.on Solence, 'l'lteol-

PEOPLE imagin that if the thieves are sent to
the penitentiary that is the last of the thieves;
that if those who kill others are hanged society is
on a safe and enduring basis. But the trouble is
here : A man comes to yonr front door and YOU
drive him a.way. Yon hav an idea. that that m!ln'B
case is settled. Yon are mistaken. He goes to the
back door. He is again driven away. But tbe
case is not settled. The.next thing. yon know he
enters at night. He is a· bnrglar•<J:I!!A~toa.n~rht;
he is convicted; he is sent to the penitentiary,
and yon imagin that the case is settled. But it is
not. You must remember that you hav to keep
all the agencies alive for the purpose of taking
care of these people. Yon hav to build and maintain your penitentiaries, your courts of justice ;
you ha.v to pay Yonr Judges, your district attorneys, your ·juries, your witnesses, Your detective,
your police-all these people must be paid. So
that, after all, it is a very expensivwa.y of settling
this question. You could hav done it far more
cheaply had You found this burglar when he was
a. child, had yon taken his father and mother from
the tenement house, or had you comPelled the
owners to keep the tenement olean ; or if you had
widened the streets, if you had planted a few
trees, if you had had plentY of baths, if you had
had a school in the neighborhood. If you had
taken some interest in this family-some interest
in this child-instead of breaking into houses, he
might hav been a builder of houses.-Ingersoll.

:A. TBIBD means of promoting morality is ethical
culture. Let pure modern morals be taught in
the schools in place of biblical instruction. Teach
children that morality is wholly independe-nt of
theology, and its claims are enforced, not by Sinai, but by usefulness.-Bollert c. A<!amsinPioneer

Pith.

.

IT is the Christian who can consistently commit
unmanly deeds and be guiltY of immoral conduct,
for he does not expect to be saved by his own
merits, or to be damned for his misdeeds; it is
faith in the blood of Jesus that takes him to
heaven. No matter how much vile conduct be
may be guilty of, if he only has "faith," he is all
safe. Let him contract ever so many debts, Jesus
"pays it all." If Ohristia.n dootrins are true,
moralitY is wholly unnecessary. Morality cannot
save the world, but the blood of Ohrist oan.-D.
M.Bennett.

TnE church BaYS that the sinner is in debt to
God, and that the obligation is discharlled by the
savior. The best that can possibly be said of snob
a transaction is, that the debt is transferred, not
paid. The truth is, that a sinner is in debt to the
person he has inJured. If a man injures his neighbor, it is not enough for him to get the forgivness
of God, but he must hav the flirllivnesa of hiB
neighbor.-Ingersoll,
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Jlolts and Qilippinns.
A DASHING Utah brakeman has eloped with
all three of the wives of a prominent Mormon.
Thus do the customs of the occident meet
with an accident, and the wives of the orient
take a levant.
CoNGRESS last week appropriated $20,000
" for the relief of the trustees of the Protestant
Episcopal Theological Seminary and High
School in Virginia." No explanation of what
the money is for was given.
THE latest society formed to run other people is in New Haven. It was started by a
preacher, and is composed of church-members. The idea is to make the city warm for
all who do not come up to their notions of
" morality." The report says: " Their investigations will be carried on secretly, and
as far as possible without any publicity whatever. If necessary, a professional detectiv,
or a force of them, will be employed. Nothing will be done to bring discredit upon the
city. The society will ask itself the question,
' Am I my brother's keeper?' and will answer
it in the afllrmativ."
WHEN the agitation was begun by the Secular Union for the opening of the museums
in this city on Su!lday, one of the objections
of the trustees was the expense. The World
now makes it publicly known for the first
time that Mr. W. T. Walters, of Baltimore,
offered to giv the trustees $10,000 to pay the
estimated expense for three years. He would
hav made further contributions if the amount
fell short. He is hopeful that the desired end
will. soon be gained, saying that he feels
" lure we shall not be required to wait much
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NEW APPLICATION

longer until greater enlightenment through
public sentiment will make itself felt."
IT is estimated that the present population
of the United States is 64.000,000. The total
increase is said to be 100,000 a month, exclusiv of immigration, and last year the increase
by immigration was 518,000. At this- rate
the next. census, which will be taken in July,
1890, will show about 67,000,000.
BISHOP HuNTINGTON gave this warning to
his Episcopal brethren last week: " Intense
political and commercial forces are ready to
push their way into the church, to magnify
its material aspects in commercial and polit-ical centers, and to match the weo.lth, official
pageantry, and corporate power of the world
with hierarchical and other like distinctions
of the kingdom of God." That is to say, we
shall hav medie-,alism back again, when cardinals marched with kings and priests with
politicians (nobles, they called them then)
and the pope led the crowd. It wouldn't surprise us to see it. In fact, we shall see it on
the anniversary of Washington's inauguration,
right here in New York.
Dn. AusTIN PHELPs, in the Oongregationalut, givs rules for the preaching of the hellfire doctrin. "It is," he says, "one of the difficult arts," and for its successful application
he givs eighteen rules. "The art requires a
'still force,' the elocutionary utterances should
be in 'low and gentle tones'-' vociferation'
would be 'burlesque,' the gesture should be
not with the 'fist,' but with the 'open palm'
and so on. We are told that ' in sermons on
endless punishment more evil than good is
done by prolonged descriptiv painting,' that
'a restrictiv principle underlies the argument
in defense of endless punishment, which the
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pulpit often ignores, to its own hurt,' that 'in
treating the doctrin of endless punishment for
endless sin, preachers should adjust discourse
to the cundition of minds under the enervating experience of sin.'" That is ·seriously
written, for serious consideration, and shows
to what depths of idiocy a complete belief in
the Christian religion can reduce a man
otherwise sane.
THE Woman's Journal, published at Beatrice, Neb., has a little catechism of interest
to clergymen. It runs this wise : " Who inculcate purity of heart, and yet are so confined to the sentiment of sex that they decide
from the shape of the body, instead of attributes of the soul, in admitting candidates for
the ministry? Ans. Clergymen, Who are
so obstinate in their self-conceit, and so fond
of doing all the talking, that they will not
allow a word from any representativ of the
majority of the church? Ans. Clergymen,
Who require women to promis obedience in
the marriage service? Ans. Clergymen (except among the Methodists). Who point the
way of humility, courtesy, and self-denial to
women, but refuse to lead the march? Ans.
Clergymen. Who love the topmost seats in
every place? Ans. Clergymen.''
THE Rev. Mr. Sprecher, of Cleveland, 0.,
propounds a hypothesis reconciling the Genesis account of man's creation with the explanation offered by evolution which has the
merit of uniqueness, if not of truth. If it
should be scientifically demonstrated, he says,
that the body of man was included io the
chain of nature reaching back to protoplasm,
why, then, we should'' know that God took
from the soulless creatures with bodies like
men, one whom he endowed with a human

soul, and by whom he began the Adamic
race." But what was God doing before he
made a grab for that soulless link and
"breathed the breath of life" into it? Did he
stand an idle spectator watching the procession go by till a fellow came along that he
thought would make a good Adam, and then
drag him out of the ranks and put him into
the garden of Eden? And what becomes of
the statement that God made the earth and
the animals, as well as man ? We fear Mr.
Sprecher's reconciliation of the Bible and
science will stretch no farther than other attempts in the same line.
SoME wond~rful stories are coming from
the Congo about missionary success in that
region, and over a thousand converts are
reported from one station in the cataract
region. It is to be hoped, says the Sun, that
these fortunate native are more firmly established in their new faith than the youth whom
the Catholic fathers at Bagamoyo nurtured
for years, and finally sent ou.t with the
Rl!.maeckers expedition to Central Africa.
This young black man shot himself in the
foot on the shore of Tanganyika. Several
Europeans were the first to reach him. They
found him more scared than hurt, and calling
in loud tones upon the savior, Mary, and
Joseph to help him. Then some porters carried him to his hut, and as he wai borne
through the camp of the zqnzibar carriers,
all Mohammedans, he kept shouting at the
top of his voice: "There is no Gorl but Allah,
and Mohammed is his prophet." He had been
baptized by his R'lman Catholic teachers as
Boniface, but after the shooting incident he
became known to the European contingent
as Doubleface.
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Agnosticism.
From the :Nineteenth CentUi"V•

•

Within the last few months the public bas received
much and varied information on the subject of agnostics, their tenets, and even their future. Agnosticism
exercised the orators of the church congress at Manchester, (See the official report of the church congress held at Manchester, Oct., 1888, pp. 253-4.) It
has been furnished with a sat of "articles," fewer,
but not less rigid, and certainly not less consistent
than the Thirty-nine; its nature has been analyzed,
and its future severely predicted by the most eloquent of that prophetical school whose Samuel is
Auguste Comte. It may still be a question, however,
whether the public is as much the wiser as might be
expected, considering all the trouble that has been
taken to enlighten it. Not only are the three accounts
of the agnostic position sadly out of harmony with
one another, but I propose to show cause for my
belief that all three must be seriously questicned by
anyone who employs the term "agnostic" in the
sense in which it was originally used. The learned
principal of King's College, who brought the topic
of Agnosticism before the church congress, took a
short and easy way of settling the business :
But if this be so, for a man to urge, as an escape from this
article of belief, that he has no means of a scientific knowledge of the unseen world, or of the future, is irrelevant. His
difference from Christians lies not in the fact that- he has no
knowledge of these things, but that he does not believe the
authority on which they are stated. He may prefer to call
himself an Agnostic; but his real name is an older one-he
is an Infidel-that is to say, an unbeliever. The word Infidel, perhaps, carries an unpleasant significance. Perhaps it
is right that it should. It is, and it ought to be, an unpleasant thing for a man to hav to say plainly that he does not
believe in Jesus Christ.
And in the course of the discussion which followed,
the bishop of Peterborough departed so far from his
. customary courtesy and self-respect as to speak of
"cowardly agnosticism" (p. 2G2).
So much of Dr. Wace's address either explicitly
or implicitly concerns me, that I take upon myself to
deal with it; but, in so doing, it must be understood
that I speak for myself alone. I am not aware that
ther? is any sect of Agnostics; and If there be, I am
not Its acknowledged prophet or pope. I desire to
leave to the Comtists the entire monopoly of the
manufacture of imitation ecclesiasticism.
Let us calmly and dispassionately consider Dr.
Wace's appreciation of agnosticism. The agnostic,
according to his view, is a person who says be has no
means of attaining a scientific knowledge of the
unseen world or of the future; by which somewhat
loose phraseology Dr. Wace presumably means the
theological unseen world and future. I cannot think
this description happy either in form or substance,
but for the present it may pass. Dr. Wace continues,
that is not "his difference from Christians." Are
there then any Christians who say that they know
nothing about the unseen world and the future! I
was ignorant of the fact, but I am ready to accept it
on the authority of a professional theologian, and I
.
proceed to Dr. Wace's next proposition.
The real state of the case, then, is that the agnostic "does not beliAve the authority" on which "these
things" are stated, which authority is Jesus Christ.
He is simply an old-fashioned" infidel" who is afraid
to own to his right name. As "presbyter is priest
writ large," so is "agnostic" the mere Greek equivalent for the Latin "infi.del." There is an attractiv
simplicity about this solution of the problem; and it
has that advantage of being somewhat offensiv to the
persons attacked, which is so dear to the less refined
sort of controversialist. The agnostic says, "I can
not find good e"idence that so and so is true." "Ah,"
says his adversary, seizing his opportunity, "then
you declare that Jesus Christ was untruthful, for he
sai~ s? and so;" a very telling method of rousing
preJudiCe. But sappose that the value of the evidence
as to what Jesus may hav said and done, and as to
the exact nature and scope of his authority, is just
that which the agnostic finds it most difficult to
determin ~ If I venture to doubt that the duke of
Wellington gave the command "Up, guards, and at
'em!" at Waterloo, .I do not think that even Dr.
Wace would accuse me of disbelieving the duke.
Yet it would be just as reasonable to do this as to
accuse anyone of denying what Jesus said before the
preliminary question as to wl;lat he did say is settled.
Now, the question as to what Jesus really said and
did is strictly a scientific problem, which is capable
of solution by no other methods than those practiced
by the historian and the literary critic. It is a problem of immense difficulty, which has occupied some
of the best heads in Europe for the last century; and
it is only of late years that their investigations hav
begun to converge toward one conclusion.* ·

--

.. Dr. Wace tells us: "It may be asked how far we can
rely on the accounts we possess of our Lord's teachings on
these subjects." And he seems to think the question appropriately answered by the assertion that it "ought to be
regarded as settled by M. Renan's practical surrender of the
adverse case." I thought I knew M. Renan's works pretty
well, but I ha v contriv~d to miss this " practical" (I wish
Dr. Wace had defined the scope of that useful adjectiv) surrender. However, as Dr. Wace can find no difficulty in

That kind of faith which Dr. Wace describes and
lauds is of no use here. Indeed, he himself takes
pains to destroy its evidential value.
"What made the Mohammedan world! Trust and
faith in the declarations and assurances of Mohammed. And what made the Christian world~ Trust~
d f "th ·
. ·
an
at . m the ?eclarahon~,. and assurances of
Jesus Chrtst and hts apq_stles (l. c. p. 253). The
triumphant tone of this imaginary catechism leads me
to suspect that its author has hardly appreciated its
·
t p
bl D. W
d M h
f u 11 trupor
··
r~suma y,
1.
ace regar s .o ammed as an unbeliever, or, to use the term whwh he
prefers, infidel; and considers that his assurances
hav given rise to a vast delusion, which has led and
is leading, millions of men straight to everla~ting
punishment. And this being so the "Trust and
faith" which hav "made the Mohammedan world"
in just the same sense as they hav "made the Chri~tian world," must be trust and faith. in falsehood.
No man_ who has studied history, or even attended
to the occurrences of every-day life, can doubt the
enormous practical value of trust and faith· but as
little will he be inclined to deny that this practical
value has not the least relation to the reality of the
objects of that trust and faith. In examples of
patient constancy of faith and of unswerving trust
the "Acta Martyrum" do not excel the annals of
·
Babism.
The discu!lsion upon which we· hav now entered
goes so thoroughly to the root of the whole matter ·
the question of the day is so completely, as th~
author of "Robert Elsmere" says, the value of testimony, that I s~all off~r no apology for following it
out somewhat m detail; and, by way of giving substance to the argument, I shall base what I hav to
say upon a case, the consideration of which lies
IStrictlywithin the province of natural science and of
that particular part of it known as the physiology
and pathology of the nervous system.
I find, in the second gospel (chap. v), a statement,
to all appearance intended to hav the same evidential·
value as any other contained in that history. It is
the well-known story of the devils who were cast out
of a man, and ordered, or permitted to enter into a
~erd of swine, to the great loss and damage of the
mnocent Gerasene, or Gadarene, pig-owners. There
can be no doubt that the narrator intends to convey
to his readers his own conviction that this c3 sting
out and entering in were effected by the agency of
Jesus of Nazareth; that, by speech and action, Jesus
enforced this conviction; nor does any inkling of
the legal and moral difficulties of the case manifest
itself.
On the other band, everything that I know of
physiological and pathological science leads me to
entertain a very strong conviction that the phenomena
ascribed to possession are as purely natural as those
which constitute small-pox; everything that I know
of anthropology leads me to think that the belief in
demons and demoniacal possession is a mere survival
of a once univeraal superstition, and that its persistence at the present time is pretty much in the inverse
ratio of the general instruction, intelligence and
soun~ judgment o! the population among wh~m it
prev~Ils. Everythmg that I know of law and justice
convmces me that the wanton der.truction of other
people's property is a misdemeanor of evil example.·
Again, the study of history, and especially of that of
the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries
leaves no shadow of doubt on my mind that the belief
in the re.ality of posseEsion and of witchcraft, justly
base?, ahke by Catholics and Protestants, upon this
and mnumemble other passages in both the Old and
New Testaments, gave rise, through the special infl.uence of Christian ecclesiastics to the most horrible
persecutions and judicial murde~s of thousands upon
thousands of innocent men, women 1 and children.
~nd when I r~fl.ect that the record of a plain and
simple declaratiOn upon such an occasion as this that
the belief in witchcraft and possession is wicked' nonsense, ~ou}d hav ~endered the long agony of medieval
humai;uty Impossible, I am prompted to reject, as dishonormg, the supposition that such declaration was
withheld out of condescension to popular error.
"Come forth, thou unclean spirit, out of the man"
(Mark v, 8),* are the words attributed to Jesus. If
I declar~, as. I ~av no ~esitation in doing, that I
utterly disbelieve m the existence of "unclean spirits,"
and, consequently, in the possibility of their "coming
forth" out of a man, I suppose that Dr. Wace will
tell me I am disregarding the testimony "of our
Lord" (l. c., p. 255). For if these words were really
used, the most resourceful of reconcilers can hardly
venture to affirm that they are compatible with a disbelief in "these things." As the learned and fairminded, as well as orthodox, Dr. Alexander remarks,

* Here, as always, the revised version is cited.
pointing_ ou~ the. passa~e of. M. Renan's writings, by which
he feels JllStlfied In makmg his statement I shall wait for further enlightenment, contenting myself for the present with
~emRrking that if M. Renan were to r~tract and do pe~ance
m Notre Dame to-morrow for any contributions to biblical
criticism ~~a~ may be specially his property, the main results
of that cntlcism, as they are set forth in the works of Strauss
Baur, Reuss, and Volkmar, for example, would not be sen:
sibly affected.

in an editorial note to the article" Demoniacs," in the
Biblical C.}clopedia (vol. i, p. 664, note):
. . . On the lowest grounds on which our Lord and
his apostles can be placed they must, at least, be regarded as
honest men. Now, though honest speech d?es no~ require
tha~ words sh_ould be us~d always and only m their etymologiCal sense, It does reqmre that they should not be used so
as to affirm what the speaker knows to be false. Whilst,
therefore, our Lord and his apostles might use the word
o_r the phras_e as~ribed to. them, ~s. a :popular descr~·p
tw~ of certam diseases, Without gmng m to the b~ltef
which lay at the source of such a mode of expressiOn,
they could not speak of flemons entering into a man, or bein~
caet out of him, without pledging themselvs to the belief of
an actual possession of the man by the demons (Campbell,
P~j).- D~ss., vi, 1, 10). If; consequently, they did not hold
this behef, they spoke not as honest men.
.
The story which we are considering does not rest
on the authority of the second gospel alone. The
third confirms the second, especially in the matter of
commanding the unclean spirit to come out of the
~an (Lu.ke viii, .29); and, al.though the first gospel
etther givs a different versiOn of the sam.e story, or
tells another of like kind, the essential point remains:
"If thou cast us out, send us away into the h~>rd c.f
swine. And he said unto them, Go!" (Matt. viii,
31, 32).
· If the concurrent testimony of the three synoptics,
then, is really sufficient to do away with all rational
doubt as to matter of fact of the utmost practical
and speculativ importance-belief or disbelief in
which may affect, and has affected, men's lives and
their conduct toward other men in the most serious
way-the~ I am bound to believe that Jesus implicitly
affirmed hu~self_ to possess a "knowledge .of the unsee~ w?rld, whwh afforded fu!l confirmatiOn to t~e
behd m demons and possessiOn current among his
contemporaries. If the story is true, the medieval
theory of the invisible world may be, and probably
is, quite correct; and the witchfinders, from Sprenger
to HopkinR and Mather, are much-maligned men.
On the other hand, humanity, noting the frightful
consequences of this belief; common sense, observing
the futility of the evidence on which it is based, in all
cases that hav been properly investigated; science,
more and more seeing .its way to inclose all the
phen~mena of so-called "possession" within the
domum of pathology, so far as they are not to be
relegated to that of the police-all these powerful
influences concur in warning us, at our peril, against
accepting the.belief wit~ou.t the most careful scr~tiny
of the authonty on whiCh It rests.
I can discern no escape from this dilemma: either.
Jesus said what he is reported to hav said, or he did
not. In the former case, it is inevitable that his
authority on matters connected with the "unseen
world" should be roughly. shaken; in the latter, the
blow falls upon the authority of the synoptic gospels.
If their report on a matter of such stupendous and
far-r£ aching practical import as this is untrustworthy,
how can we be sure of its trustworthiness in other
cases f The favorit "earth," in which the hardpressed reconciler takes refuge, that the Bible does
not profess to teach science,* is stopped in this. instance. For the question of the existence of demons
a~d .of possess~on by th~m, t~ough it lies strictly
Witbm the pro~I~ce of .sm~nce, IS also of the. deepest
moral and religiOus s1gmficance. If physical and
mental disorders are caused by demons, Gregory of
To~rs and his c~ntemporaries rightly considered that
rehcs and exorCists were more useful than doctors ·
the gravest questions arise as to the legal and morai
~esponsibilities of persons inspi~ed by demo~iacal
Impulses; and o~r whol~ conceptwn.of the u~Iverse
and of ou~ relatiOns to It becomes totally different
from what It would be on the contrary hypothesis.
The theory of life of an average medieval Christian was as different from that of an average nineteenth-century Englishman as that of a West-African
!legro is now in these resp~cts. The modern world
1s slowly, but surely, sbakmg off these and other
monstrous survivals of savage delusions, and, whatever h.appens, i~ will not retur!l to -that wallowing in
the mire. Unttl the .contrary IS proved, I venture to
doubt whether, at this present moment, any Protestant theologian! who has a reputation to lose, will
say that he behaves the Gadarene story.
The choice then lies between discrediting those
who compiled the gospel bio.graphies and disbelieving
the master, whom they, simple souls, thought to
honor by preserving such traditions of the exercise
of his authority over Satan's invisible world. This
is the dilemma. No deep scholarship, nothing but a

* Does anyone really mean to say that there is any internal
or external criterion by which the reader of a biblical statement, .in which scientific matter is contained; is enabled to
judge whether it is to be taken au serieum or not? Is the
account of the deluge, accepted as true in the New Testament, less precise and specific than that of the call of Abraham, also accepted as true therein? By what mark does the
story of the feeding with manna in the wilderness, which
involves some very curious scientific problems, show that it
i~ p1eant merely for edification, while the story of the inscripbon of the law on stone by the hand of Jahveh is ·Jiterally ·
true? If the" story of the fall is not the true record of. a;
historical occurrence, what becomes of Pauline theology?
Yet the story of the fall as directly conflicts with probability
a_nd is as devoid of trustworthy evidence, as that of the crea:·.
t10n or that of the deluge, with which it forms a harmoniously legendary series.
·
1

•
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knowledge of the revised version (on which it is to selected t~e c~nonical .books, unless they themselvsl After what has been said I do not think that any
be supposed all that mere scholarship can do has were al~o. mspired, must be regarded in the light of sensible man, unless he happen to be angry, will ac:
been done), with the application thereto of the com- me~e C~ItiCs, and, from ~he evidence they hav left of cuse me of "contradicting the Lord and his apostles"
. , monest canons of common sensa, is needful to enable their mtellec~ual habits, very uncritical critics. if I reiterate my total disbelief in the whole Gadarene
us to make a choice between its horns. It is hardly When. one thmks that such delicate questions 8ft story. But, if that story is discredited, all the other
doubtful that the story, as told in the first gospel, is those m~olved_fell into the hands of men like Papias stories of demoniac possession fall under rmspicion.
merely a version of that told in the second and third. (who behaved m the famous millenarian grape story); And if the belief in demons and demoniac possession
Nevertheless, the discrepancies are serious and irrec- of Irenams with his "reasons" for the existence of which forms the somber background of the whol~
oncilable ; and, on this ground alone, a suspension only .four gospels; an~ of such calm and dispassion- picture of primitiv Christianity presented to us in the
of judgment, at the least, is called for. But there is ate ~u?ge~, _as Tertulha~, with his "Credo q1tia im.- New Testament, is shaken, what is to be said, in any
a great deal more to be said. From the dawn of possz?zle / the marvel IS that the selection which case, of the uncorroborated testimony of the gospels
scientific biblical criticism until the present day the con~titutes ou; N~w Testament is as free as it is from with respect to "the unseen world~"
evidence against the long-cherished notion that the obviOusly O~Jectwnable matter. The .apocryphal
I am not aware that I bav been influenced by any
three synoptic gospels are the works of three ind"e- gospels certamly deserve to be apocryphal; but one more bias in regard to the Gadarene story than I
pendent authors, each prompted by divine inspiration, may suspect that a little more critical discrimination hav been in dealing with other cases of like kind, the
has steadily accumulated, until, at the present time, would bav enlarged the Apocrypha not inconsider- investigation of which has interested me. I was
there is no visible escape from the conclusion that ably. .
brought up in the strictest school of evangelical
.
.
. . .
each of the three is a compilation consisting of a
At th1s pomt a very obviOus obJeCtiOn arises and orthodoxy, and when I was old enough to think for
groundwork common to all three-the threefold tradi- de.serves full. ~nd candi? . consider.ation. It may be myself I started upon my journey of inquiry with
tion; and of a superstructure, consisting, firstly, of said that ~nt~cal ~keptlcism ~arned to .the length little doubt about the general truth of what I had
matter common to it with one of the others, and, suggested I~ histo;tcal pyrrhomsm; that If we are to been taught, and with that feeling of the unpleasantsecondly, of matter special to each. The use of the altogether discredit an ancient or a modern historian, ness of being called an "infidel" which, we are told,
terms "groundwork" and "superstructure·" by no ~ec~use he has assumed fabulous matter to be true, is so right and proper. Near my journey's end, I
means implies that the latter must be of later date It. will be as well to giv up paying any attention to find myself in a condition of something more than
than the former. On the contrary, some parts of it history. It may be said, and with great justice, that mere doubt about these matters.
may be, and probably are, older than some parts of Eginhard's "Life of Charlemagne" is none the less · In the course of other inquiries, I hav had to do
the groundwork.*
trustw.orthy because ~f the astounding revelation of with fossil remains which _looked quite plain at a
The story of the Gadarene swine belongs to the credulity, of lack of JUdgment, and even of respect distance, and became more and more indistinct as I
groundwork; at least, the essential part of it, in for the eighth commandment, which be has uncon- tried to define their outline by close inspection.
which the belief in demoniac possession iii! expressed, sciously made in the "History of £he Translation of There was something there-something which, if I
does ; and therefore the compilers of the firat, sec- the Blessed Martyrs Marcellinus and Paul." Or, to could win assurance about it, might mark a new
ond, and third gospels, whoever they were, certainly go ~o farther back than the last number of this epoch in the history of the earth; but, study as long
accepted that belief (which, indeed, was universal .(levze?o, surely that excellent lady, Miss Strickland, as I might, certainty eluded my grasp. So has it
among both Jews and pagans at that time), and IS not to be refused all credence because of the myth been with me in my efforts to define the grand figure
attributed it to Jesus.
about the second James's remains, which she seems of Jesus as it lies in the primary strata of Christian
What, then, do we know about the originator, or to hav unconsciously invented.
literature. Is he the kindly, peaceful Christ depicted
originators, of this groundwork-of that threefold
Of course this is perfectly true. I am afraid tnere in the catacombs~ Or is be the stern judge who
tradition which all three witnesses (in Paley's phrase) is no man alive whose witness could be accepted, if frowns above the altar of SS. Cosrnas and DamianusT
agree upon-that we should allow their mere state- the condition precedent were proof that be had never Or can he be rightly represented in the bleeding
ments to outweigh the counter arguments of human- invented and promulgated a myth. In the minds of ascetic, broken down by physical pain, of too many
ity, of common sense, of exact science, and to imperil all of us there are little places here and there like medieval pictures 1 A.re we to accept the Jesus of
the respect which all would be glad to be able to the indistinguishable spots on a rock which giv foot. the second or the Jesus of the fourth gospel as the
render to their master~
bold to moss or stoll.e crop; on which, if the germ·of true Jesus 1 What did he really say and do; and
Absolutely nothing. t There is no proof, nothing a myth fall, it is cedain to grow, without in the least how much that is attributed to h m in speech and
more than a fair presumption, that any one of the degree affecting our accuracy or truthfulness else· action is the embroidery of· the va ious parties into
gospels existed, in the state in which we find it in where. Sir Walter Scott knew that he could notre· which his followers tended to split themselvs within
the authorized version of the Bible, before the second peat a story without, as he said, "giving it a new twenty years of his death, when even the threefold
century, or, in other words, sixty or seventy years hat and stick." . Most of us differ from Sir Walter tradition was only nascent T
If anyone will answer these questions for me with
after the events recorded. And, between that time only in not knowing about this tendency of the
and the date of the oldest exhnt manuscripts of the ll!Ythopeic faculty to break out unnoticed. But it is something mora to the point than feeble talk about
gospel£~, there is no telling what additions and alter- also perfectly true that the mythopeic faculty is not the " cowardice of agnosticism," I shall be deeply
ations and interpolations may hav been made. It equally activ on all minds, nor in all regions, and his debtor. Unless and until they are satisfactorily
may be said that this is all mere specuiation, but it under all conditions of the same minda .. · David answered, I say of agnosticism in this matter, "J'y
is a good deal more. As competent scholars and Hume was certainly not so liable to temptation as suis et j'y reste."
But, as we hav seen, it is asserted that I hav no
. honest men, our revisers bav felt compelled to point the Venerable Beda, or even as some recent historians
out that such things hav happened even since the who could be mentioned, and the most imaginativ of business to call myself an agnostic; that if I am not
date of the .oldest known manuscripts. The oldest debtors, if he owes five pounds, never makes an obli- a Christian I am an infidel; and that I ought to ca.U
two copies of the second gospel end with the eighth gation to pay a hundred out of it. The rule of com- myself by that name of "unpleasant significance."
verse of the sixtflenth chapter; the remaining twelve mon sense is prima facie to trust a witness in all mat- Well, I do not care much what I am called by other
verses are spurious, and it is noteworthy that the ters in which neither his self-interest, his prejudices, people, and if I had at my side all those who since
maker of the addition has not hesitated to introduce nor that love of the marvelous, which is inherent to the Christian era bav been called infidels by other
a speech in which Jesus promises his disciples that a greater OJ; less degree in all mankind, are strongly folks, I could not desire better company. If these
concerned; and, when they are involved, to require are my ancestors, I prefer, with the old Frank, to be
"in my name shall they cast out devils."
The other passage "rejected to the margin" is corroborativ evidence in exact proportion to the con- with them wherever they are. But there are several
points in Dr. Wace's contention which must be
still more instructiv. It is that touching apolog, traventi0n of probability by the thing testified.
Now, in the Gadarene affair, I do not think I am eliminated before I can even think of undertaking to
with its profound ethical sense, of the woman taken
in adultery-which, if internal evidence were an in- unreasonably skeptical if I say that the existence of carry out his wishes. I must, for instance, know
fallible guide, might well be affirmed to be a typical demons who car: be transferred from a man to a pig, what a Christian is. Now, what is a Christian T By
example of the teachings of Jesus. Yet, say the does thus contravene probability. Let me be per- whose authority is the signification of that term derevisers, pitilessly, "Most of. the ancient authorities fectly candid. I admit I hav no apri01·i objection to fined 1 Is there any doubt that the immediate fol- .
omit John vii, 53-viii, 11." Now let aily reasonable offer. There are physical things, such as tceni03 and lowers of Jesus, the "sect of the Nazarenes," were
man ask himself this question. If, after an approxi- trichince, which can be transferred from men to pigs, strictly orthodox Jews, differing from other Jews not
mativ settlement of the canon of the New Testament, and vice versa, and which do undoubtedly produce more than the Sadducees, t.he Pharisees, and the
and even later than the fourth and fifth centuries, most diabolical and deadly effects on both. For Essenes differed from one another; in fact, only in
literary fabricators had the skill and the audacity to anything I can absolutely prove to the contrary, the belief that the messiah, for whom the rest of
make such additions and interpolations as these, there may be spiritual things capable of the same their nation waited, had come 1 Was not their chief,
what may they hav done when no one had thought transmigration, with like effects. Moreover I am "James, the brother of the Lord," reverenced alike
of a canon; when oral tradition, still unfixed, was bound to add tLat perfectly truthful persons, for by Sadducee, Pharisee, and Nazarene~ At the faregarded as more valuable than such written recordR whom I hav the greatest respect, believe in stories mous conference which, according to the Acts, took
as may hav existed in the latter portion of the first about spirits of the present day, quite as improbable place at Jerusalem, does not James declare that
"myriads" of Jews, who, by that time, had become
century! Or, to take the other alternativ, if those as that we are considering.
So I declare as plainly as I can that I am unable N azarenes, were" all zealou!'l for the law?" Was not
who gradually settled the canon did not know of the
existence of the oldest codices which hav come down to show cause why these transferable devils should the name of " Christian" first used to denote the
to us; or if, knowing them, they rejected their au- not exist; DOl' can I deny that, not merely the whole converttl to the doctrin promulgated by Paul and
thority, what is to be thought of their competency Roman church, but many Waceau "infidels" of no Barnabas at Antioch' Does the subsequent history
mean repute, do honestly and firmly believe that the of Christianity leave any doubt that, from this time
as critics of the text?
·People who object to free criticism of the Chris- activity of such-like demonic beings is in full swing forth, the "little rift within the lute" caused by the
new teaching developed, if not inaugurated, at An
tian scriptures forget that they are what they are in in this year of grace, 1889.
Nevertheless, as good Bishop Butler says, "prob- tioch, grew wider and wider, until the two type~ ~f
virtue of very free criti<1ism; unless the advocates of
inspiration are prepared to affirm that "the majority ability is the guide of life," and it seems to me that doctrin irreconcilably diverged! Did not the primiof influential ecclesiastics during several centuries this is just one of the cases in which the canon of tiv Nazarenism or Ebionism develop into the Nazawere safeguarded against error. For, even granting credibility and testimony, which I hav ventured to renism, and Ebionism, and Elkasaitism of later ages,
that some books of the period were inspired, they lay down, has full force. So that, with the most en- and finally die out in obscurity and condemnation as
were certainly few amongst many; and those who ti~e respect for many (by no means for all) of our damnable heresy_; while th? younger doctrin th~ove
Witnesses for the truth of demonology, ancient and and pushed out Its shoots mto that endles~ vanety
modern, I conceive their evidence on this particular of sects, of which the three strongest survivors are
* See, for an admirable discussion of the whole subject, matter to be ridiculously insufficient to warrant their the Roman and Greek churches and modern ProtestDr. Abbott's article on the gospels in the Encyclopedia Brit- conclusion.*
antism?
annica; and the remarkable mono~raph by Professor VolkSingular state of things ! If I were to profess the
mar Jesus Nazm·enus unrl die m·~te cl!ristliclie Zeit (1882).
*Their arguments, in the long run, are always reducible
Wh~ther we agree with the conclusions of these writers or
not, the method of critical investigation which they adopt is to one form. Otherwise trustworthy witnesses affirm that No one can prove that the sensible phenomena, in these
such and such events took place. These events are inexplic- cases, could be caused only by the agency of spirits, and
unimpeachable.
able, except the agency of "spirits" is admitted. Therefore there is abundant ground for believing that they may be produced in other ways.
tNotwithstanding the hard words shot at me from behind the "spirits" were the cause of the phenomena,
Therefore, the utmost that can be reasonably asked for, on
hedge of anpnymity by a writer in a recent number of the
And the heads of the reply are always the same. RememQum·terly Review, I repeat, without the slightest fear of refu- ber Goethe's aphorism : " .Alles factisclte ist scli.on Tlleorie." the evidence as it stands, is suspension of judgment. And
tation, that the four gospels, as they hav come to us, are the Trustworthy witnesses are constantly deceived, or deceive on the necessity for even that suspension, reasonable men
work of unknown writers.
themselvs, in their interpretation of sensible phenomena. may differ, according to their views of probability.
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their morals will become corrupted by reading the poetry of
doctrin which was held by "James, the brother of truth would hav convinced him thnt, as a matter of Solomon's
song~. Will the. story of Jesus, whose broad
fact,
the
tt:rm
arose
otherwise.
I
am
loth
to
go
'the Lord," and by every one of the "myriads" of
humanity, magnificent individuality, and heroic self-sacrifice
his followers and co-religionists in Jerusalem up to over an old story once more; but more tban one bas no parallel in the. history of worlds, damage the intellect
twenty or thirty years after the crucifixion (and one object which I hnv in view will be servfd by teliing of these Freethinkers if they should be compelled to read it,
which they won't?
knows not bow much later at Pella), I should be it a little more fully than it has yet been told.
Mr. Blair's bill is for the purpose of giving a day of rest,
T. H. HuxLEY.
condemned with unanimity as an ebionising heretic
recreation, and proper enjoyment of one day in seven to fifby the Roman, Greek, 1\nd Protestant churches I
(CONCLUDED NEXT W.EEK.)
teen or twenty millions of overburdened and overworked
And, probably, this hearty and unanimous co~dem
·people, for the hewers of wood and the drawers of water.
A careful study of its provisions will convince anyone with
nation of the creed held by those who were m the
as much brains as a chippy that it will not interfere with
closest personal relation with their Lord is almost
any body's" personal rights." It has been carefully drawn
the only point upon which they would be cordially of
with wise and beneficent provisions for the rights of humanone mind. On the other hand, though I hardly dare
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
ity. It ought to pass and become a law, and if they don't
imagin such a thing, I very much fear that the "pil- E. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
16 Union Park Place, Chicago, want to read the Bible on Sunday, or don't want to go to
Rochelle, Ill, church, they can get a copy of the Day's Doings or the Police
lars" of the primitiv Hierosolymitan church would OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. News and go a-fishing or duck-hunting, or they may hie themhav considered Dr. W ace an infidel. No one can E.
M.as. M. A. FBEEru:AN, Chair. Fin. Com., 241 Washington Boulevard, selva to a north side beer garden, carry a keg or barrel of
read the famous second chapter of Galatians and the
Chicago,
beer with them, and when they get sufficient inspiration they
book of Revelation without seeing how narrow was
can assemble in the educational institute of the Secular
Union and blow their bazoos for the entertainment of each
even Paul's escape from a similar fate. And, if
Washington's Birthday.
other, or for anyone they can get to listen to them.
ecclesiastical history is to be trusted, the Thirty-nine
Of all the miserable blizzards I ever encountered
articles, be they right or wrong, diverge from the
The above is from a disreputable rag, the Knights
primitiv doctrin of the Nazarenes vastly more than last Friday night, the occasion of our celebration of of Labor, existing for the " boodle" of a few politiWashington's birthday, was the worst, but, strange cians who hope to frighten business men into advereven Pauline Christianity did.
But, further than this, I hav great difficulty in to relate, the storm and cold did not deter a large tising under the impression that it is supported by
assuring myself that even. James " the brother of the number of ladies from attending, some of them com- the Knights of Labor. But that body is practically
Lord," and his "myriads" of N azarenes, properly ing ten miles to participate in the dance. They were dead, and scarcely any even of them would touch
represented the doctrine of their master. For it is far more heroic than the men, which made those this paper. It took nearly three weeks for me to
constantly asserted by our modern " pillars" that present in much greater demand. To the Vorwaerts learn of its vaporings, which hav been ably answered
one of the chief features of the work of Jesus was Turner Society we were indebted for one of the by your brilliant brother George, in Freethought.
the instauration of religion by the abolition of what finest gymnastic performances on the "horse " and But that was entirely unnecessary. The editor was
our sticklers for articles and liturgies, with uncon- the horizontal btrs ever witnessed, by a class of fif- expelled, if my memory serves me, from the Knights
scious humor, call the narrow restrictions of the law. teen sturdy Germans. The Chicago Times said:
of Labor, and came near wearing a suit more fashionThe Chicago Secular Union celebrated Washington's birth- able than gay at the state retreat at Joliet, for some
Yet, if James knew this, how could the bitter controversy with Paul hav arisen; and why did one or day at Princess Opera House last evening-. The first num- of his numerous swindling operations. If that paper
ber on the program was an address by President Stevens,
the other side not quote any of the various sayings who
after a tribute to the first president's generalship and praised a decent person, he ought to see that the
of Jesus, recorded in the gospels, which directly bear sterling qualities as a statesman, proceeded to claim him as edition is suppressed. Nothing could be more welon the question-sometimes, apparently, in opposit a Secularist. The speaker said all good and great Free- come to me than the hatred of this pariah. The
thiiil{ers were counted as Christians when dead, evidencing special animus of this attack on our Union arises
directions 1
the moral decadence of orthodoxy, as it relied on the power from the speeches I bav been making under the
So if I am asked to call myself an "infidel," I and
influence of great names, not moral force, to hold its
reply, To what doctrin do you ask me to be faitbful1 sway in society. Washington's supposed piety, to use com- auspices of the German Turner societies against the
Is it that contained in the Nicene and the Atbanasian mon parlance, has been worked for all-it is worth, and as an Blair Sunday bill, at some of which I pointed out
creeds' My firm belief is that the N azarenes, say of en.mple to Sunday-school children he has ever been held up that this piece of religious tyranny was indorsed by
for emulation. But when Huxley, Emerson, and Powderly, and Powderly was indorsed by Cardinal
the year 40, beaded by James, would hav stopped as a model
hav been claimed by preachtJrS in this city for Christheir ears and thought worthy of stoning the auda- Darwin
tianity, can we reasonably expect that these reputation- Gibbons, and the cardinal wore the bloody insignia of
cious man who propounded it to them. Is it con- snatchers would not " resurrect" the bones of George Wash- Rome as the traitorous agent of Pecci. It looks as
tained in the so-called Apostles' creed? I am pretty ington ? The speaker laid particular stress on the non-com- though the remarks were appreciated.
sure that even that would bav created a recalcitrant mittal attitude of George Washington on the matter of reli~
EIGHT MILLION AGENTS OF THE ITALIAN BANDIT.
in his public utterances. Referred to his companionship
commotion at Pella in the year 70 among the Naza- ion
The Catholic Directory for 1889 informs us that
with the Deists of his day and showed that the first president
renes of Jermalem who had fled from the soldiers of was a thorough Secularist, for had he desired to engraft any the Romisb banditii in the United States hav a
Titus. And yet, if the unadulterated tradition of religious tenet on the Constitution, as president of that con- membership of 8,157,676, 8,118 priests, and 7,353
the teachings of " the Nazarene" were to be found vention he had the power and opportunity to force any houses of conspiracy, called churches, all exe~pt
he could hav desired. While it might possibly be from taxation, so as to more easily undermine the
anywhere, it surely should bav been amidst those not measure
well for Washington not to lose the respect of the Christian
very aged disciples who may hav heard them as they community
by openly avowing his convictions as a Deist government. This Italian conspiracy is officered in
were delivered.
along with Franklin, Paine, and Jefferson, yet how much the United States as follows: One cardinal, twelve
Therefore, however sorry I m!J,y be to be unable to more glorious would hav been his name had he done so! archbishops, seventy-two bishops, one prefect-aposdemonstrate that, if necessary, I should not be afraid Paine willliv in loved remembrance of the progressiv future tolic, and eight mitered abbots. Those in charge of
his moral courage as much as for patriotic statesmanship.
to call myself an "infidel," I cannot do it, even to for
They,
The speaker then quoted John E. Remsburg to prove that the seven vicarates-apostolic are bishops.
gratify the bi~hop of Peterborough and Dr. Wace. Washington was a Deist. A feature of the evening was a ·with fifty-eight over-sees-two of the sixty dio~eses
And I would appeal to the bishop, whose nativ sense splendid exhibition of gymnastics by a select class of the being vacant-and seven who hav resigned, make up
of humor is not the least marked of his many excel- Vorwaerts Turn Society. Dancing was kept up till early the seventy-two bishops. The Rt. Rev. John J.
lent gifts and virtues, whether asking a man to call morning.
Keane, the former bishop of Richmond, Va., is one
The following is the handiwork of one of Pow- of those who bav given up their sees. He is now
himself an "infidel" is not rather a droll request.
"Infidel" is a term of reproach, which Christians derly's tools:
rector of the Catholic University at Washington. In
There are individuals in this world with .mental calibers a general summary the directory gives the total numand :Mohammedans, in their modesty, agree to apply
to those who differ from them. If be bad only that resemble the traditional Revolutionary smoothbore ber of priests in the United States as 8,118. Of
that when it goes off generates more force behind
thought of it, Dr. Wace might bav _used the term musket
than before it. They are continually obtruding their pedal these 2,008 are members of religious orders and
"miscreant," which, with the same etymological sig- extremities in hopes that some one will step on their corns 6,110 are secular clergymen. There are 7,353
nification, bas the advantage of being still more and giv them an opportucity to kick. Their egotism is so churches, 2, 770 stations-that is, places where there
"unpleasant" to the persons -to whom it applied. immeasurably superior to their sense of justice and fair play are not resident pastors-and 1,480 chapels. The
that no amount of argument will convmce them that they
But, in the name of all that is Hibernian, I ask the are
not the target at which every gun is aimed, and in con- Catholics hav 199 orphan asylums, with 21,358 inbishop of Peterborough why should a man be sequence they are always on the warpath, with their toma- mates; 32 theological seminaries, with 1,570 students;
expected to call himself a "miscreant" or an "infi- hawks in their belts and their knives sharpened ready to take 124 colleges, 549 academies, 2, 799 parochial schools,
.
del1" That St. Patrick "bad two birthdays because somebody's scalp.
with 597,194 pupils. There are thirteen archAmong this unfortunate class are many members of what dioceses-New York h,.aving more priests than
be was a twin" is a reasonable and intelligible utteris known as the Secular Union, an institution whose object
ance beside that of the man who should declare him- of existence, judged by its past record, would seem to be to any other, Baltimore second with 325. As to
self to be an infidel on the ground of denying his compel the use of the United States mails for the distribution the number of churches Milwaukee takes the lead,
own belief. It may be logically, if not ethically, of obscene literature. They delight in calling themselvs having 268; St. Paul second, 245 ; Cleveland third,
defensible that a Christian should call a Moham- "Freethinkers," and claim to be organized for the purpose 226; and Chicago fourth, with 210. Brooklyn" takes
propagating the principles of Freethought. As if there
medan an infidel and vice versa; but, on D1·. Wact/s of
was any restraint upon Freethought, or that people were care" of more orphans (2,357), and New York comes
principles, both ought to call themselvs infidels, prevented from thinking as they please or even expressing fifth-Philadelphia providing for 1,404, San Francisco
because each applies that term to the other.
their thoughts so long as they do it with a proper regard for 1,350, and New Orleans 1,300.
Now I am afraid that all the Mohammedan world their neighbors.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati, BufThis so-called Secular Union has discovered a mare's nest falo and St. Louis bav more theological seminaries
would agree in reciprocating that appellation to Dr.
the bill recently introduced by Mr. Blair in the United
Wace himself. I once visited the Hazar mo~?que, the in
States Senate to prohibit Sunday labor. With their charac- tha~ New York, there being three each in Baltimore
great university of Mohammedanism, in 'Cairo, in teristic egotism, some of the members of the Secular Union and Philadelphia, and two in each of the other sees.
ignorance of the fact that I was unprovided with imagin Senator Blair has his gun aimed at them, and with a
In the number of parochial schools New York
proper authority. A swarm of angt·y undergraduates, freedom that givs the lie to all their claims of a suppression takes the lead, Louisville being second-125. ChiFreethought they meet on Sunday and between drinks
as I suppose I ought to call them, came buzzing about of
they air their eloquence and resolute. In their endeavor to cago takes first place for attendance, as its p~pils
me and my guide; and if I had known Arabic, I sus- bolster up a bad cause they do not hesitate to distort and number 42,087.
pect that "dog of an infidel" would hav been by no misrepresent the tenor of the bill. In order to incite the
New York bas 325,000 more Catholics than its·
means the most " unpleasant " of the epithets show- opposition of that class of small fry and narrow intellects nearest competitor, Boston, in which reside 475,000
go into spasms at the mention of the name of the
ered upon me, before I could explain and apologize who
despised Nazarene, the members of this so-called Freethought Romanists.
for the mistake. If I had had the pleasure of Dr. brigade
Each of these archdioceses is the head of a provsubstitute the "Lord's day" wherever " Sunday" is
Wace's company on that occasion, the undiscriminativ mentioned in the bill. In order to catch those who delight ince, which is again made up of several sees. In the
followers of the Prophet would, I am afraid, bav in "beer picnics" on Sunday they try to make it appear that thirteen provinces there are sixty dioceses, seven
made no difference between us; not even if they bad all kinds of pleaRure is to be prohibited on Sunday. To vicarates-apostolic, and one prefecture-apostolic, that
mystify the workingman they say the bill provides that the
known that be wa!j the bead of an orthodox Christian Employer
need not pay for work done on Sunday. Now the of the Indian Territory.
seminary. And I bav not the smallest doubt that fact is, while the tendency of the bill will be to discourage
The statistics for the archdiocese of New York
even one of the learned mollahs, if his grave courtesy "beer picnics," it will not prevent any man from making a show that there are churches with resident priests,
would hav permitted him to say anything offensiv to hog of himself and drinking all the beer he wants if he does 144; without resident priests, 46; chapels, 60; stain a way that will not annoy his neighbors nor infringe
men of another mode of belief, would hav told us it
upon their rights. 'fhese so-called Freethinkers are terribly tions (without churches) regularly visited, 42;
that he wondered we did not find it "very unpleas- afraid if the Blair bill is passed it will compel them to read priests, 479 (secular, 311; regular, 43; not affiliated
ant" to disbeli~ve in the Prophet of Islam.
the Bible. The bill won't hav any such effect, but what if it with the archdiocese, 25); brothers, including novFrom what precedes, I think it becomes sufficiently did? Are their intellects so terribly weak that they are ices and postulants, 398; religious women, including
afraid they will become unbalanced if they are compelled to
clear that Dr. Wace's account of the origin of the read
struggles of humanity in its attempt to attain the novices and postulants, 2,17(}; 1 theological seminary,
name of "Agnostic" is quite wrong. Indeed, I am infinitof? the
These individuals who sleep with a copy of the students, 134; 4 college~:~, students, 1,107; 8 boys'
bound to add that very slight effort to discover the Police News or Day's Doings under their pillow are afraid academies, students, 886 ; 32 girls' academies, stu-
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dents, 2,957; 78 boys' parochial schools, pupils,
18,148; 79 girls' parochial schools, pupile, 19,658; 6
orphanage schools, pupils, 1,201; 7 industrial and
reform schools, inmates, 3,153; 6 orphan asylums,
inmates, 1,201; 17 homes for destitute or wayward
children, inmates; 9,292; 6 hospitals, inmates, 5,127;
3 homes for the aged, inmates, 814; 1 insane asylum,
inmates, 58; 1 foundling asylum, inmates, 1,670 (not
all Catholics though); 44 conferences of· St. Vincent
de Paul, members, 1,200. The Catholic population
is 800,000.
These figures, aompared with the statistics of 1888,
show that during the year the archdiocese has gained
2 churches, 1 chapel, 1 station, 42 priests, 54
brothers, including novices and postulants; 3 girls'
academies, 9 boys' parochial schools, and 11 girls'
parochial schools. The increase in the number of
pupils in the boys' schools is 1,577, while in the
girls' schools the gain is 462.
In spite of the above showing of wealth and
power, these traitors feel ill at ease as long as education 'is unrestricted. Being fortunate enough to secure an admission
ticket to the lectures of the Young Men's Sodality of
the Society of Jesus, I Mncluded that my presence,
if discovered, would perhaps raise a disturbance, so
I delegated our good friend James Gruber to put on
a most humiliated look, enter Sodality Hall, and
inform me if there was anything in the Jesuit father's
lecture that would interest the readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. The topic of the evening was "Literature,''
and the Rt. Rev. Dr. McKeogh did the discour!ling,
from which our special reporter made the following
excerpts: "Infidelity had captured the free platform," asserted the holy father, "and as all Infidels
were immoral, we as soldiers of Christ should put
them down. .
Our public libraries contained
such damaging books as Spencer, Darwin, Huxley,
and Tyndall, which taught Infidelity and Anarchy.
These books made immoral Infidels and should not be
countenanced. Catholics should read only such books
as are written by Catholic writers or as are sanetioned by the church, as Infidelity in its mildest
form had a tendency to weaken a Christian's faith.
By getting such literature in our libraries Infidels
hoped to keep Catholics ignorant of the teachings of
their church. While the Holy Inquisition was to be
deplored, he denied that Catholics as such had any
knowledge or hand in that prolonged massacre; The
speaker denied that Catholics murdered Galileo, and
Infidelity alone was responsible for that historic
.lie. . . . The right reverend indulged in abusiv
billingsgate on all prominent Infidels, and warned
his hearers that if the Catholic church was not more
activ, Infidelity would grow and spread and sap
the life-blood out of our holy mother church. . . .
The learned(~) Jesuit regretted there were so few
Catholic writers, as the tendency of modern literature
was to weaken the cause of Christ and his church,
and he could see every day evidences of its pernicious
doctrins. He acknowledged that on the whole the
church was deteriorating, and was fast losing her
grip on mankind, but he looked to this country as
the rock on which Romanists would build their
church."
E. A. STEVENS.

Justice.
All men appeal to justice, and it must, therefore,
be a natural and fundamental moral principle. Justice is something· that cannot be manufactured and
shaped into laws. The elements of justice may be
discovered, but not made to order. Some people
seem to think that congresses and parliaments create
justice in their law-making, but they do nothing of
the kind. On the contrary, most laws enacted are
made in direct and open violation of the common
principles of jul:ltice. We sh!lll see more about this
by and by.
Just here we may say, in passing, that theological
mills cannot grind out justice from injustice. Man
is insane when he attempts to prove that there are
two kinds of justice, one human and the other
divine. There can be on,ly one kind of justice for
earth and heaven-that is, if there be a heaven. No
. gospel of duty is more fundamental than man's du~y
to giv justice to every other man, ~nd, the duty ~s
just a~ imperativ for him to demand JUStice of all hts
fellow-men. For convenience's sake I will divide justice into three heads.
1. Justice in religion.
2. Justice in politics.
3. Justice in government.
Let us take a brief look at justice in religion. Is
there any justice in compelling a man to believe, or
to say that he believes, in things he cannot understand~
How can he preserve his reason while
attempting to credit that which is impossible 1
It is a complete. overthrow of t~e moral !lature of
m ..nn to force hl'm to say he beheves a thmg to be
true which his reason convinces him is false. What
place in the order of natural ju~tice is ther~ for _idolatry-for singing fulsome praises to an 1magmary
superstitious prayers to an unknown
b eing or wnt'll'ng
..
and unknowable being? Does it agree with our
ideas of justice for a human parent to demand constant praise from his children T Then why should a

heavenly parent demand what an earthly parent
would not deem it just to ask 1
· '
Is it justice for God to command us to love him
before we see him' Can we love anyone before we
see him T No. There is eertainly no sense of justice in that man who can weep and pray to God
and who at the same time knows his neighbor is
starving.
Is it justice for a father to put bribes before his
children to tempt them to praise him? The good
father will not need to corrupt the hearts of his
children b,v offering them rewards to giv him flat~ery, nor will he curse them if they do not.
The good father need not command anyone to
praise him. His goodness is sufficient. Goodness,
like beauty, music, and truth, does not need commandmenta to enforce itself, any more than sunlight
needs proof of its existence. Besides, a good father
will hav good children, and thoy will not need anything more than the sight of their father's face to
induce them to express their love of him. The
happy father has happy children. The Jehovah of
the Old Testament W.as never happy. He was always
angry, and his chosen people were in the same ternper, and were constantly making war on neighboring
nations and trying to exterminate them.
Is it any part of justice to teach people to pray
selfishly for good gifts? What is prayer but a piece
of selfishness. I get down on my knees and ask
God to bless me-to do a little better by me than he
will by my brother John. Prayer implies that you
cannot get justice of heaven without ·entreating for
it. That won't do; heaven must be just though
every man on earth should be unjust; or be a politician. ·· If, however, heaven will administer justice
without prayer, then it does something bettel' by
him who prays. But that won't do; there is nothing
better than justice.
Here is another phase of the selfishness of prayer
in the case of the importunate widow and the unj1:1st
judge. She wearied the unjust judge, she made
him tired, and then follows the logic in this form :
"And shall not God avenge his own elect which cry
day and night unto him~" (Luke xviii, 7).
The principle here taught is that God can see injustice go on for a long time and not interfere, but
that if the person suffering the wrong can only keep
on persistently praying God will, without any sense
of justice, giv heed to the supplicant and take revenge
upon some one. Although God may not be willing
to answer prayers, yet he can be teased into doing
so. If it were justice to answer prayer, why did not
God do it without teasing T Yes, why did he not
right the wrong before ever a prayer was offered ?
And if the prayer was conceived in the spirit of injustice, how could the judge of all the earth be tormented into doi.ng injustice? Does prayer imply
that man mm hav justice only when he prays for it?
It would seem that justice is meted out to man
according to the quantity and quality of his prayers.
Why should a poor mortal ask God not to lead
him into temptation 1
There is no justice in punishing a person for not
religiously observing the Jewish Sabbath.
There is no justice in coercing men to subordinate
reason to credulity. Every doctrin respecting the
supernatural is at war with reason, arid therefore at
war with justice. Is it justice that dooms millions
of children to hell for the sins of an imaginary
Adam and a hypothetical Eve!
Where is the justice in sending babies to hell!
Is it justice to leave the majority of the race without a true revelation and a trusty guide 1
Is it justice to damn the skeptic for not believing
the false guide, which the Bible is?
Does justice gleam out of the Bible on every page !
Has the church made a record of justice 1
If no one can be saved except those who believe
in Christ, and nine-tenths of the human race hav
never heard of him, is it justice to damn the ninetenths who hav never heard his name for not believing in him~
Is not the· doctrin of the atonement the violation
of justice, and, therefore, a doctrin that must degrade
rather than save man?
·
.
Where is the justice in punishing the innocent and
allowing the guilty to escape?
Is it justice for the ruler of this universe to stand
back and allow the worst men to step in between him
and his people of this world, and thus to take the
reins of government out of his hands?
Nowhere is there any evidence that this world is
controled, or undEr the management of a just ruler.

w. s. BELL.

We Hav the Pamphlet Now_;..Price 10 Cents.
l''rorn the Investigator.

On our first page we copy from the New York TRUTH
SEEKER a speech by
Colonel Ingersoll, it being the commencement of his deba 141. with the Hon. F. R. Coudert, Catholic,
and Gov. Stewart L. Woodford, Protestant,· before the Nineteenth Century Club. Colonel Ingersoll also makes the closing speech in reply to his two opponents.
We shall giv the three other speeches in future papersMr. Coudert's next week. So great is the demand for this
very able discussion that THE TRUTH SEEKER will print it in
pamphlet form, when we shall advertise it and hav it on sale
· at this office.

Heresy in Congress.
Washtnqton C01·responaence or the Boston Globe.

Naturally, it will surprise most people to be told that
Senator Tom Palmer, the millionaire Michigander, who has
wearied at the shams of the capital, and is about to go back
home with an extra curl in his cynical sneer-it will surprise
them to hear that he is an ardent revolutionist. He is a Communist, and is forever dropping some little hint or other of
his discontent with existing systems. Only a few days ago·
he spoke pityingly of labor strikes as the " teething pains of
civilization." Senator Palmer is probably tbe warmest radical in the Senate, and if he were out of politics, and lived in
New York, he would probably succeed his namesake, the
late Conrtlandt Palmer, of the Nineteenth Century Club.
John James Ingalls, the vinegary president pro tempore, is
no novice in Radical ~peculation. He is a steady reader of
the literature of Radicalism, and he sits in the vice-president's
chair and laughs at the unwitting Socialism of Senator Blair.
Ingalls is an Individualist, and some people say an Anarchist. Everybody knows that he is an Agnostic in religion.
John Jones, of Nevada, the golden phenix of the Senate, who
almost annually rises from his financial ruins, is no less a
Radical because he is so signally successful in availing himself of the present order of things. Senator Jones is a bold
philosopher. Senator Davis, of Minnesota, who looks like a
picture of General Butler on the eve of the war, dreams of
the social millennium, and expects its coming on earth.
Senator Eustis, of Louisiana, is deeply versed in and much
attached to French Radicalism. Senator Platt, of Connecticut, is a close student of advanced economics, whatever his
present conclusions may be. Senator Reagan, of Texas, who
held two cabinet offices in the Confederate government, is
perilously near a state Socialist in his reasoning and impulse.
Senator Turpfe, of Indiana, has bnilt up his mental structure
on the basis of Jefferson, and is extremely jealous of the
exactions of the state in its relation to the individual.
These are only the few Senators who hav given some outer
sign of what is passing in their minds. Sehator Stanford's
radicalism has no relation to government or industry. He is
a devoted Spiritualist. The radical group in the House comprises many elements and such members as Anderson of Kansas, Weaver of Iowa. Farquhar of New York, Tom Browne
of Indiana, Charles R. Buckalew of Pennsylvania, Ben Butterworth, J. Logan Chipman of Michigan, Charles Dougherty
of Florida, Martin A. Foran of Ohio, Thomas N. Norwood of
Georgia, James Phelan of Tennessee, and Deacon Stephen
White of New York.
Probably as many lines of radical thought are em braced in
this list as there are names, but they are all men who hav
indicated in different w-ays, more or less frank, that they
sometimes think there are vital screws loose in c>ur social and
political machinery. Both of President Cleveland's appointees on the Supreme bench are men who do not think in ruts.
Justice Lamar has often expressed the ·feeling that the last
thing men will learn is how to treat one another, while a
close friend of the chief justice once told me that, while Mr.
Fuller believed profoundly in the American form of government, his belief was equally ~trong that the future would
prove that we do not now know the just way of administering- the powers of the Constitution.
}<'in ally, I may recall that the president's last message to
Congress on the subject of the aggregation of national wealth
in a few strong hands smacked unmistakably of thought and
study, in which the very conservativ never indulge. Indeed,
Mr. Cleveland's letter of acceptance last summer had a paragraph in it relating to the currency that met with the full and
hearty approval of Liber·ty, whose editor, Benjamin K Tucker,
of Boston, is the torch-bearer in this hemisphere of what may
be termed intellectual Anarchy.
A Reliable Es1ima1o of Sam Jones.
S. P, Putnam in San Francisco F1·ee11>ought.

Sam Jones is a unique character. There never was anything like him, and never will be again. Nature broke her
mold in forming him. The combination is a rare one.
There hav been comedians in the pulpit, but never such a
minstrel show as Sam Jones, He plays the "end man" to
perfection. His jokes are " chestnuts," but he has a wonderfully cute way of cracking them. As comedy, Sam Jones is a
supreme success. No one can deny that. His hits are
palpable, and so is his accent. If Sam Jones were on the
stage with the tambourine, I should enjoy him without
dissent. But the idea of combining his jokes and slang with
the solemn, awful, tremendous doctrin of orthodoxy and
eternal damnation is something that one could not realize
without an actual experience. The idea of cracking a joke
with Calvin and St. Paul, and heaven and hell and the great
white throne as a background, is simply inconceivable. I
hav no doubt that when Sam Jones passes the golden gates
he will chuck St. Peter under the chin and say, " How are
you, old feller?" and he will giv Gabriel a poke in the ribs,
and sauntering to the central throne will say to the archangels,·
"I will see you later;" and if he should happen to meet
Lucifer no doubt will announce, " You make me tired."
Sam Jones caricatures. He can't help it; but that Christians should accept the caricature for the reality is somewhat
strange. Outside of pnre comedy Sam Jones is a fool. He
doesn't know anything. He has no theology, no philosophy.
His religion is simply feeling. He is without thought or
logic. He is absolutely unworthy of intellectual respect.
He is a show and nothing more.
The Day of Uest.
Fl·om tile Denver RepuiJlican.

If Monday were preferred by the majority of people as the
day of weekly rest, it should be selected. Sunday is probably selected now only because it suits the convenience of
the greatest number of people. A certain fixed day is named
rather than leave th!l choice to the individual, for the same
reason that a certain day is named for an election. It is to
the public convenience and advantage that the day be
observed generally.
------~~.--------

Comr;tock's Lavatory Habits.
Unlcnown E:cclwnge via Denison Gazetteer.

Mr. Anthony Comstock declares that this is an age of corruption and that all good influences are despised. The
trouble 'with Mr. Comstock is that he uses his office towel in
wiping his spectacles.
ON Sunday evening, March 17, 1889, Robert W. Hume, of
New York, will lecture for Friendship Liberal League, of
Philadelphia, in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets.
Subject: "A Glance at the Incoming of a New Civilization."
The Liberal public are cordially invited.

,-'f
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g[ommunications.
Frigid Agnosticism.
REPLY TO THE AUTHOR, C. N. BEECHER, OF "FRIGID
MATERIALISM."
An Agnostic is one who does not pretend to know
what he does not know. He is thus far honest. But
most Agnostics are as fond of setting bounds to
human knowledge as any Christians ever were.
'I'hey seem proud to proclaim themselvs to the
world as men who are ignorant, and who know that
they don't know certain things ; and more than that,
they know that no one else is a whit more intelligent
than themselvs. Their egotism cannot be surpassed.
They can define the limits of human knowledge to a
hair's breadth. This and thiEI is knowable and that
and the other is absolutely unknowable, and they
know it. You ask them a question, and you generally get one uniformly frigid reply: "I don't know,
and neither does anybody else." Is there a God?
I don't know. A future life? I don't know. They
are in the fog and they don't know where they are,
only that they faooy that all the world is in the same
fog. Nothing hurts them so much as to hav some
one try to penetrate the unknown. A man who
claims to hav seen farther than they, is treated by
them just as a Christian always treats a man who
makes a new discovery in science. They like to
atgue Christians out of their Christianity, only to
leave them in equal ignorance and greater uncertainty.
Christians are saying: "For mercy's sake, if you do
not know but there is a God and a future life, why
do you try to unsettle other people who are perfectly
contented with their present views? You are neither
wise nor kind so to do."
A certain Agnostic says : " When Atheists hav
answered the questions, What is electricity, gravitation, and life? they can, perhaps, convert the world
to their horria Materialism." Atheism is explaining
more and more every day. Suppose some day it
should really come to know what the above-mentioned
really are, would our ignorant (Agnostic) friend be
an Atheist at once? If not, why is he so ready to
advance such statements as a reason why Atheism is
untrue. He, like most critics of Atheism, has a little
smattering of philosophy, but does not know or
keep in mind the first principles of nature, namely,
that "action and reaction are equal," and the correlation of forces and the "conservation of energy." He
thinks it impossible tha"t life is a product of fire,
probably because he thinks fire such an enemy of
life; while the facts are that fire is only one kind of
phenomenon illustrating combustion, and combustion
is only a disorganization of compounds. Heat
always results from every disorganization of a compound, and the more rapid said disorganization the
more sensible the heat. Life is a union of organization
and disorganization, and growth is when organization predominates.
No heat, no combustion, no life; yet either too
great or too little heat or combustion will destroy
life. This is in accord with every principle of nature.
Equilibriums depend on opposite whi<1h mutually destroy each other.
.
"Highly organized matter" is not mind, but a
special form of organized matter may evolve a force
called mind, just as it evolves a force called heat or
work. All forces are transmutable, that is, can be
converted from one into another, therefore, the force
which at one time manifested itself as heat, light, electricity, magnetism, etc., may now manifest itself as
intelligence, but must finally return to its cruder
forms. If Spiritualists would substitute the word
force for spirit everywhere, they would greatly simplify and harmonize their philosophy. They say:
''He is controled by the spirit of Dr. A." They mean
the force of Dr. A. If spirit is not force, it is nothing. Intelligence is force, life is force. Only force
can accomplish results. Only force can control an
atom or a man, therefore every medium is controled
invariably by a force. Materialists believe in matter
and force, but not in matter and spirit; or at least
they object to the use cif that word because it is
vague and ghostly.
All should remember that there is really no such
thing as absolutely dead matter in the absolute sense.
Inasmuch as matter and force are always found together, and can in no way be separated from one
portion except to enter another portion, so even the
so-called deadest matter has all the latent potencies
of life in a greater or less degree. A piece oi brass
naturally give forth odor ; rub it and it becomes
electrified; pound it and it givs sound; compress it
and it give out heat, compress still more and it will
giv forth light also.
So the earth at one time may hav given light; then
no light, but heat; then no heat but what it reflected
of the sun's. Now it supports a very advanced class
of animals and plants, and geology proves that the
time was when all its living things were of a very
different and inferior order.
We are asked: "If there is no God, why continue
to perpetuate the human race ?'' I reply, Why if
there ie ~ G-Qd T Tbt~ fact is, lif~'s. 9bjeot1 if it;bas.
A

any, is happiness-enjoyment. Parents enjoy children; children enjoy life and their parents. Chi!dren are necessary to complete the happiness even of.
Atheists. I know many ladies and gentlemen who
were both born and raised Atheists, and happier and
more exemplary persons cannot be found. They hav
no fears of God, death, or the future.
Our Agnostic, Spiritualistic friend still speaks of
death as the "king of terrors," and seems "horridly"
afraid he is going to be annihilated. But he admits
that a " godless race," " at the summit of intelligence," might be sinless. Atheism, science, my friend,
is just what makes people· intelligent. As long as
people are satisfied with the idea that " God did it,"
as the cause of a thing, they never study nature to
find out the real cause. The God idea is a bar to all
investigation and human progress, and people who
believe they hav another world in which to love and
be loved, do good and be good, are inclined to put
off doing their duty here. While the Atheists vividly realize that "life is real, life is earnest," and
that death must be its goal, therefore they feel that
if they are to do anything good and true which will
enable them to liv in the pleasant memories of future
generations, they must do it now.
.
As to "stealing $5 from a man who would never
miss it, and who would and could never be conscious
of his loss," sure enough, "what's the harm'" Taking what no one values, what no one is conscious of
the loss of, like drinking from a brook or a spring, is
no theft. To steal is to take to yourself what is valuable to another or to its proprietor. But your supposition of stealing $5 is impossible, without injury
to the one stolen from. I hav yet to find a philosophy which give greater incentive to honesty, goodness, and morality, in general, than philosophical
Atheism.
C. L. HASKELL.

Something Outside of Man.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
latest criticism of my position by Ella E. Gibson
deserves yet another reply. It is well known· that
this lady bas been honestly and bravely warring
against superstition, fanaticism, sectarianism, and
clerical hypocrisy. As St. Michael the archangel, or
gallant knights of old, she has given many powerful
blows to the spirit of evil and darkness. She de-serves in no small degree the praise and respect that
are due to the noble champion of a good cause. So
much more the pity to see a lady, so worthy to be
considered a Minerva, dwarf herself, as she does
in her last criticism, in so emphatically denying
everything that is above humanity-above man, that
small inhabitant of this minuscule sublunar planet of
ours. I wonder that, in enlisting herself under the
banner of such gross and negativ Materialism, the
lady did not fear to find herself in bad companyamong the herd of Epicurus.
It is with great pleasure I observe that the lady
has, in one sentence, completely indorsed my position
as to,..the gender of the Great Cosmic Unity. She
says: "If any gender is used, we want a word that
comprises all genders, since the Great Cosmic Unity
is the All." So when she, more emphatically than
ever, concludes that the neutral or negativ gender is
the one that must be used, exclusiv of any positiv
one, in reference to the same Cosmic Unity, she
evidently contradicts herself as much as she contradicts me-and I complain no more. The inconsistency, if I interpret the article of Ella E. Gibson
correctly, that partiality for the neutral gender, is the
result of the great fear that seems to _possess the
lady that, if the masculin gender was used, it would
be thought to exclude the feminin, instead of including them both, as does the word mankind. The lady,
too, remarks with disgust that Christianity has made
the persons of the trinity "all males," but forgets
that this is the very reason why the divine three
could not, in spite of their power, procreate a savior
without the help of the immaculate wife of poor
St. Joseph, which compensation ought to be more
than sufficient to please and pacify,thewhole feminin
sex.
But, "jesting aside," as says my gentle contradictor, I must add that, beside that esprit de corps
against any unjust masculin privilege that animates
the lady, there is another fear-that the theory of a
"being," of &n "individual," is meant in the same
sense it is understood by anthropomorphism. That
fear is as unreasonable as it is misleading.
The lady, as well as the numerous class of negativ
or Materialistic Freethinkers she represents, seems
to be much more under the influence of feeling and
passion against the past than under the control and
the direction of sober thought and pure reason with
which to construct the future. She is merely prejudiced against the words, " God, religion, worship,"
believing they only represent superstition, and are
deprived of any higher and truer meaning.
A very little science is sufficient to destroy superstition; but only a greater science can: ·enable a
thinker to understand pure religion. The distance
between exoteric and esoteric religion is a difficult
one to measure.
Superas revertere ad auras
:ijic lal)or, hoc opus est,

It is why so many founder in the bog of Materialism and remain there as one Epicuri de grege porcum.
They are inevitably precluded from understanding,
and even from seeing, the great truths that underlie,
not only the magnificent mythologies of the past, but
even the grossest fetichism.
One of the greatest Freethinkers and destroyers of
superstition, Renan, has written: "Are we then to
conclude that religion is destined to die away like
the popular fallacies concer-ning magic, sorcery, and
ghosts ! By no means. Religion is not a popular
fallacy; it is a great intuitiv truth, felt and expressed
by the people. All the symbols which serve to giv
shape to the religious sentiment are imperfect, and
their. fate is to be one after another rejected. But
nothing is more remote from the truth than the
dream of those who seek to imagin a perf.ect humanity without religion. The contrary is the truth.
Let us suppose a humanity ten times as powerful as
we are; it would be infinitly more religious." And
speaking against selfishness, the same great Freethinker says also: "Egotism is the measure of· inferiority, and decreases as we recede from the animal
nature. A perfect being would no longer be selfish,
but purely religious. The progress .of humanity,
then, cai::mot destroy or weaken religion, but will
develop and increase it."
Religion, the idea of God, and worship are pure
diamonds that require only to be cut by Science and
Reason from the dark and dense layers of ignorance
and superstition that obscure their essential and
brilliant truth. That slow process of cutting is the
result of evolution. The religious sentiment of man
and his conc~ption of "God "-the Great Cosmic
Unity or Monos-hav progressed from the lowest
fetichism to the purest, the most ecientific Monism,
step by step, evolving with man from his primitiv
bestial nature to his highest modern intellectuality.
Why Ella E. Gibson refuses to accept that Monos,
the unique substance, is a " being," I am unable to
comprehend, when she accepts that this same Un~ty
is " the All," the spring source from which man and
all the other " beings" are so many emanations.
Monos is not only a being, but necessarily he is
the being-the only being-to whom other beings
and individualities are merely that which electric
sparks are to the universal electric .fluid.
Dr. Carus, in the Open Court, recently (and justly)
eays: '' Freethought is so much identified with Materialism that this prejudice will, for a long time, still
be the greatest obstacle to progress. . . . Monism,
although it opposes the systems of orthodoxy, differs
fundamentally from the prevailing Freethought,
which tends to destroy all religious faith and ideals.
It differs especially from .that view which is commonly called Materialism-a view the cruder it is the
more radical do its advocates consider it."
Indignant to see faith, ignorant and superstitious
and the prey of priestly craft, many Freethinkers
become themselvs possessed by the no less blind
fanatic and sectarian spirit, when they pretend to
excommunicate scientific, rational, and refined faith,
and to bring back mankind to the animalism of gross
Materialism. Seeing the substance, movement, and
law of the Great Cosmic Unity concealed under
imperfect myths and deities, these Freethinkers,
instead of trying to disengage them out of these
rude travesties and helping them to shine in all their
radiant truth and beauty, prefer to revile them.
"Man is superior to the whole universe," s.ays Ella
E. Gibson. Poor little man ! I wonder that in
writing these words the lady bad not seen that this
negation was inferior intellectually to even anthropomorphism itself, which at least concedes man's attributes as shared by the original substance he is
emanated from. The theory of Ella E. Gibson's
school, its axiom and fundamental dogma, is that
man is greater· than his spting source, or, in more
precise terms, that the part is greater than " the
All," or the whole. Such is the absurd and monstrous conceit of Materialism. After that, my gentle
contradictor is logical when she adds that "there is
nothing left above man to worship;" and even that
she refuses to do-which is, I concede, perfectly
excusable, particularly if the word "man" is considered as exclusiv of "woman."
The daily dis"coveries of' science are enlarging
rather than diminishing the human conception as
well as knowledge of the Cosmic Unity, of Monos.
So the admiration of cultured and intelligent men is
increasing pa1·i passu. The essenc3 of worship is
nothing but admiration-sublimed admiration. The
essence of religion is nothing but pure science-so
really so that our Aryan forefathers bad one word
only, "Veda," to designate both science and religion.
The essence of the idea of " God " is nothing but
the idea of the existence of the Great Cosmic_ Unity
with his substance, movement, and law.
Though for ages obscured, these human ideas of
essential truths cannot be destroyed, but, as all other
true human ideas, they are bound to evolve to a
purer, more scientific and artistic, that is, a more
intellectual conception.
That progress of evolution is only impeded by the
well-meaning but mistaken and too superficial Free~hjn~er1 wbo1 ar;~ my gentle contr~diotor1 Qlos~~ .Pill
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eyes to the imminent truths that are underlying, and
disfigured by, the exoteric teachings of antbropomorphism. Superstition is to him what a red cloth
is to the bull. He sees nothing else, and madly
·destroys everything, the true as well 'as the false.
The fact noticed by Ella E. Gibson that Christians
would ridicule a "form of expression" is also acting
on her mind as a banderillo. The lady ought not to
take such- things into account. The only thing, in
my estimation, that ought to be feared by Materialists and the. other n~gativists of the religion of the
future, is the possibility that there is under the
grossest superstition of the past, as well as the present, some great underlying truth perfectly unknown.
to, or at least inconsiderately ignored by, them.
·
PERICLES.
-----------

M:r. O'Brien's Philosophical Notions.

Having read the discussion between Messrs. Ingersoli, Coudert, and Woodford, I find the impression
left upon my mind is not a happy one, for the reason
that I am constrained to differ from our ch~j.mpion in
his treatment of the philosophical side of the question. If I am able to catch his meaning at all the
substance of it is. that a man has no choice in selecting his thoughts, but must necessarily accept and
assimilate every separate notion as it happens to
come, without having the power to modify or reject
any. Looking at it in that light it _seems to me the
argument has a tendency to contradict itself, for
without the power to select and adopt such thoughts
as commend themselvs to our better judgment, I fail
to see how or when any real freedom -of thought
begins. Surely it cannot be said that a man is enjoying freedom while he is being pushed relentlessly in
any direction by an unseen power over which he has
no control. This power of selection and adoption is
distinctly admitted when considering the thoughts
offered by another, but seems to be tacitly denied in
·respect to those that come spontaneously to himself.
I can't see why this distinction should be made.
Here is what Mr. Ingersoll says: "I admit at the
very threshold that every human being thinks as he
must. And the first proposition really is whether a
man has a right to think. It will bear but little discussion, for the· reason that no man can control his
thought. If you think you can, what are you
going to think to-morrow? What are you going to
think next year! If you can absolutely contro~ your
thought, can you stop thinking 1
"The question is, has the will any power over the
thought? What is thought' It is the result of
nature-of the outer world-first upon the· senslils,
those impressions· left upon the brain as pictures of
things in the outward world. And these pictures
are transformed into or produce thought, and as long
. as the doors of the senses are open thoughts will be
· produced. Whoever looks at anything in nature
thinks. Whoever hears any sound or symphony, no
matter what, thinks," etc. I suppose the object of
all this is to demonstrate that every animal that
breathes performs some small, feeble act in the way
of thinking, but that it is almost entirely passiv
in the hands of nature. I protest against this mode
of reasoning. I believe it is deceptiv, illusory, and
calculated to lead us away from our object, which is1
as Mr. Ingersoll" himself has suggested, a proper
definition of the word thought. ·He asks: What is
thought' but neglects to giv any definit answer.
My answer would be, that thought is an elaborate
product of the mind, including the brain and nervous
system. Simple impressions derived through any or
all of the senses do not rise to the dignity of thoughts.
Neither does an idle whim, a passing illusion, a
momentary sensation of pleasure or of pain. These
are but the raw material from which thought is manufactured. The vainest, giddiest boy or girl in the
country is susceptible to every one of these sensation~;
but yet, whenever we hav occasion to mention any of
those poor creatures we characterize them at once as
thoughtless. And 80 they are. It is a very proper distinction. I presume Mr. Ingersoll will agree to this,
but he will say at once they are not to blame for it.
They cannot help it. Their brains were imperfect.
Their environments were unfavorable, and so on.
Let it be admitted once for all that a very plausible
argument could be made on that side. ~ut when it
was done it would smack more of char1ty than of
sound philosophy. One great trouble with all that
kind of people is sheer downright laziness-too lazy
to think. Another barrier in the way of improvewent is timidity carried to the verge of cowardice.
This applies mostly to persons who are willing
enough to use their brains in affairs of this world,
but would shrink with horror from a thought that
suggested the use of their own judgment in matters
f . •t
L
relating to what they call the world o spm s.
eaving those to one side, let us turn to men of our own
class-those who glory in the name of Freethinker
and are determined to follow it up until it is recognized
all over the world as a title of honor, applicable to
all men having courage enough to be honest, and
intelligence enough to know that honesty is the best
policy. Allow me, as one of those, to ·answer a few
of Mr. Ingersoll's questions.
- . f' UM ~l!~ will !J!ny power over the tbou8ht T" l'es1
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if you mean by will the whole power of a man's 1 .
The Parish Minister.
mind concentrated upon a single object. "If you
Some time ago, when listening to a fashionable
can absolutely control your thought, can you stop
sermon preached by a society preacher, I was terribly
thinking?" No, but I can do better than to stop. I impressed with the difference between the stern
can change the complexion and the current of my Covenanting minister of the past generation and the
thoughts almost any time except when under the kid-gloved, dudish-looking gentleman who was then
influence of violent passion. The simple method of holding up Christ crucified to his audience, and to
closing one book and opening another will often be me it appeared as if, by his twaddle, he was crucifysufficient to change the condition of the mind from ing that ancient gentleman once more.
gloom to gaiety, from despondency to cheerfulness.
The society clergyman, with his "aws" and "ers,"
And so with regard to our companions, our occupa- had a look of weariness about him that seemed to
tions, etc. We cannot prevent those impressions of take well with his audience, the majority of whom
nature that he calls the seed of thought, but we can were asleep, and he seemed rather to be thinking of
often determin what kind of seed shall be planted in his vacation than of his sermon.
our minds. "What are you going to think next
After my dude had drawled out to his slumbering
year'' If I liv and hav my senses next year I shall audience all he knew, and more of what he did not
use my thinking machine much the same as I did know, about the text," The watah ov life flows-ahthis year-for the benefit of myself, my family, my freely," I fully expected him to add, "dontcherknow,
neighbors, and for the country at large when election deah fwends." He had a hymn sung by his fashionday comes around. When next year comes most of able choir, then the audience filed out, sympathizing
us will be found working among our thoughts as we with the "deah parson" upon the "twemendwos"
do in our gardens-selecting the proper seeds, culti- effort he had made that morning, while the deah parvating, pruning, weeding, and fertilizing, so the son slowly descended from his pulpit with the look
annual crop will not fall short of what we had antici- of weariness greatly increased, and entered the vespated at the beginning of the year. And I can't die- try, where he doubtless consoled himself with a
cover anything in the ·laws of nature to hinder us glass of the sacramental wine. Such is the presentfrom doing this.
day servant of the meek and lowly Jesus, who, in his
He tells us that " whoever looks at anything in day, had not a place to lay his head. Not so with
nature thinks~ Whoever hears any sound, or sym- the pastor of my boyhood. ·When the Rev. Dr. M.
phony, no matter what, thinks." We must regard mounted the rostrum and thundered out his extemthis as a hasty and inconsiderate remark-a mere pore sermon, woe betide the luckless wight who
outburst of enthusiasm from a soul ovetflowing with attempted to slumber, for would he not be held up
sympathy for everything that is beautiful and sublime as a terrible example by the doctor to the entire conin nature, But unfortunately the real facts are often gregation, forbye being brought before the elders, in
at variance with these . poetic sentiments. There is judgment assembled, to answer for his heinous
scarcely a grown person in the country but has some crime! Asl,luredly, and for that reason not even the
time witnessed sights and heard sounds so appalling laird suffered himself to be taken captiv by the
to the senses as to deprive him for a time of the drowsy god.
power to think of anything. The sight of a house
Dr. M., as I remember him, was a short, burlyon fire, a_ train of cars falling through a bridge, a ship looking gentleman, well up in years, with a florid
sinking in mid-ocean, the shock of an earthquake, the face and twinkling blue eyes, and who seemed to
roar of a cyclone in its career of devastation across know more about the ultimate fate of the Romanists
the country, the explosion of fire-damp in a coal than any preacher for miles around. Oo that point
mine followed by the wail of anguish from bereaved he was positiv. The scarlet woman was in league
orphans and widows-some one or more of these with hell, and the pope was the vicar of Satan. Dr.
horrible catastrophes are taking place every day, but M. knew it, and that settled the question, at least for
are not calculated to inspire thought in either the the doctor's parishioners. Of course, he was a firm
victims or the beholders. A man witnessing one of believer in Calvin and his backbone election. He
those frightful scenes may act under the impulse of was certain that only the elect were to be saved.
sudden immediate intuition, but ae cannot do any And that the elect· numbered his congregation, tothinking until afterward, when the excitement is gether with the rest of the- Presbyterians, he was as
over. How often do we hear it said: "I had no sure as he was of his own salvation. Of that latter,
time to think." And generally it is true. Thinking like all Calvinists, he was confident. He was dubious
is a deliberate act and requires time, more or less, as to whether the Episcopalians would ever get a
from everybody. While anything that causes sur- mansion. He was not prepared to say they would
prise, admiration, or terror is passing suddenly before not. But "they did cater an' awfu' lot to the scarlet
us, we hav no time to think. We think of these woman, puir fowks, yet, nae doobt, they wud be
things afterwards when memory recalls them to our judged accordin' tae their Iicht," which latter, of
minds.
course, was none of the brightest, if the word of our
Mr. Ingersoll asked in his closing remarks, reverend friend was to be taken.
Where was memory when the first thought· came?
But if ther.e was anything our minister loved, really
It strikes me that question was answered before it loved to descant on, it was hell, pure and unadulterwas asked. The proposition they were discussing ated. Then would the sinners come in for a share
contained this clause: "Not forgetting the fact of of his affections. "He would," as an old lady said
heredity." Now, this fact of heredity is nothing who sat under the doctor, "jist tak' them by the
more or less than a memory of bygone ages trans- nape o' the neck, like, and baud them over the
witted to posterity in the flesh.
reekin' pit till he gaved them sweat for fear, and had
·
JEREMIAH O'BRIEN.
brought them tae a knowledge o' salvation."
.
Although a firm believer in hell, he also was one m
The Giordano Bruno Statue at Rome.
whisky. . When one day he was twitted upo~ .that
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The point by a clerical brother, who told our .mm1ster
contributions to raise the $600 necessary to complete that it was written, " Look not upon the wme when
the $1,000 for this international monument to Free- it is red," the latter gave the reply: "Oo ay, brither,
thought do not proceed as rapidly as could be that's a' richt,·but de'il a word it says aboot the
wished. Your editorial was a grand one and you hav whusky, an' wine I canna' thole."
the thanks of the committee for it. We had hoped
Such was our parish minister, a r~pres~nta~iv o~ a
that .others not distinctivly known as Liberals would class which is fast dying away-a b1got m h1s rehgnow take up this work, but they do not seem to be ion, but a Liberal in his philanthropy. C. BRITON.
anxious to do so. Can it be possible that the power
which butut Bruno alive still represses the expresA StJlendid Publication.
sions and contributions of American citizens? Is it
From tlw Independent Pulpit.
true that nearly every American newspaper has some
The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. A splendid publication, and
adherent of "his holiness" in its management who in every way up to the standard of for~e~ editions.. It c_:onsees that nothing distasteful to his mastvr is inserted tains an interesting Symposium of opmwns on L1berahsm
from twenty-four well-known Liberals, followed by a comthere?
parison of passages from Colonel Ingersoll's writings wi~h
If this is so, can there be any re~edy for this quotations from the world's greatest .Peets and orators, m
state of things other than a Liberal or Secular organ- which the great Liberal loses nothmg by the c~mtrast.
ization powerful enough not only to erect this monu- Among the engravings is one of the statue of ~tordano
and one of the Lick Observatory. It IS worth
ment, but to secure the free expression of the love of Bruno
twenty-five cents, and can be had at THE TRUTH SEEKER
freedom to every American, and even to every A.meri- office, 28 Lafayette plRce, New York.
can newspaper and politician?
The events of the past week hav pressed these As the Religion of St. Thomas's AlllJears to Texans.
questions upon some of us in a way never raalized
F1·orn uw Galveston News.
The sexton of a fashionable church in New: York pulled a
or felt before. The account stands thus :
Col. R. G. Ingersoll... .......................................... $100 00 lady off her knees in prayer in a pew belongmg to some on.e
J. J. McCabe, Albany, N. Y.................................
1 00 else and told her she must pray in the aisle. The sexton IS
G. B. Hastings, Tonawanda, Pa .......... ;................. . 1 00 a b~ld man. He said even if Christ.were to occupy~ pew
R. s. Pitcher,
"
" ............ ................
1 00 without paying for it, he would pu~ ~1m out. Who will say
Eliza Burnz, New York city.................................
5 00 after tbis that the dollar is not a rehgton ?
. George L. Ditson, M.D., New York city................
1 00
George N. Hill, Boston, Mass·..............................
1 00
What Did She Really Mean~
1 00
T. R Burrows, Chatham, N.Y............................
Frorn the Boston Globe.
Carl Neumann, Locust Dale, Pa... ........................
3 00
"Rev.'' Mary B. G. Eddy, of this city, ~aid in a recent
lecture in New York: "God has a supreme contempt for
$114 00 Jaws of health. Spell God good, and good God~ and Y?U hav
Send to
T. B. WAKEMAN,
it. Man is only what he thinks he is. Man _Is. the 1?ea of
Treasurer Bruno Monument Committee, 93 Nassau God and God and man are coexistent." Chnst1an Sc1encel
e-vi(\~ntly, .is uot Mlrninistered in small dos~s,
pt,, New York city.
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Religion in the Government.
The petitions for and against Blair's Sunday Rest
. bill hav been tumbling upon the senatorial desks in
great swarms during the past week. Not a session
day has passed without several on both sides- being
presented.
The Sun of this city has been watching and reporting the senate attendance upon prayers. One
day, fourteen senators were in their places when the
$900 a session chaplain rose to tell the Lord what to
do. The next day fifteen appeared. The day following only five turned up. Another day but four
were on hand. The greatest number that has listened to the spiritual lobbyist on any one day is
twenty-five. The senate is composed of seventy-six
members. In the House the Sun's correspondent
found at prayers on Monday of last week but onesixteenth of the three hundred and twenty-five Congressmen. And these twenty-two didn't look as
though they cared much for what the blind chaplain
had to say. It is evident that the prayer business
in Congress, upon which our legislators annually
waste $1,800 of the people's money, is a farce, and
only indulged in because of the fear the Congressmen
hav of the church.
This view is strengthened by the remarks of two
Representative in discussing the Indian Appropriation bill, in which appeared this clause:
" For pay of the Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian church, for buildings and other improvements made
by said board on land at Albuquerque, New Mexico. don11.ted
to the government for Indian school purposes, $6.803, being
the appraised value of said improvements as agreed upon
by a representativ of said board and special agent of the
Indian bureau."
Notice, now, the power of the church: "Mr. Randall said that he disliked to interfere with church
arrangements, but he hardly thought it right that
we should pay for a donation. As the church was
concerned, however, he would make no point of
order. Judge Holman said that he had visited this
school, and was doubtful as to whether the appropriation ought to be made. The situation of the school
was not good. The scholars were the children of
Apaches. They were brought from the reservation
against the protest of their parents. It seemed to
him that the school ought to hav been established
upon a reservation. Out of deference to the Presbyterian church, he would not make a point of order."
Here are two aale, and presumably honest, Congressmen possessed of serious doubts as to the wisdom and equity of this clause. Yet, because the
Presbyterian church asked for these few thousand
dollars, they would vote for it. Suppose the Presbyterian church had asked them to steal $6,803 .from
a private party-would they hav done it 1 There is
probably an inside history to this transaction, and
the probabilities are that it is abou't like this: The
Board of Missions begged the money to build the
school, to which, according to Mr. Holman, they
dragged the Indian children from unwilling parents.
The support of the school became a burden, so it

The reason for the Advocate's wholesale falsehood
is found in this paragraph i
" How does Toronto, the most purely Sabbatic city in
America, get along. without a Sunday paper? We can all do
just as well. There are multitudes of people who stay away
from church because they dawdle away all the morning over
a newspaper, and imagin that because of the finger-length of
so-called religious matter-arid always growing beautifully
less-they are getting a substitute for the gospel."
The preacher~editor cannot bear that anyone
should stay away from church. Ele can bear anything
but to be ignored by the populace. He can bear and
lie about the Sabbath-breaking done by the Monday
paper because it reports his platitudes, but he cannot
keep quiet when the people lessen his importance in
the community by leaving him out of their calculations for Sunday. He sighs for the good old times
when the preacher was a great man in the community,
the magistrate, the dictator of actioJ!, of study, of
recreation. He would like to prescribe our dress,
our food, our drink, our very thought. He wants to
be the Great I Am, a temporal ruler al!l well as chief
guesser on " spiritual" things. He desires our reverence. He wishes us to take off our hats. when he
passes by. Representing a great divinity, he thinks
The Preachers and the Papers.
a little worship of that repres~ntativ is not entirely
Writing against the Sunday papers, the editor of out of place-simply as an honor to the divinity, of
the Christian Advocate says :
course. He demands a bending of knees before him
"The old argument that the Monday paper is worked iipon and a bowing of heads to his commands.. There is
Sunday, and that the Sunday paper is really made on Satur- no limit to the arrogant claims for himself because
day, is wholesale falsehood. It has now been proved, by
careful examination of the inside working of the newspaper of the Thing he imagins he represents. He is the
offices, that the news in the Sunday paper is largely commu- most intolerant of tyrants, and has really the least
nicated on Saturday night and Sunday morning early, and upon which to base his claims of any two-for-a-cent
.
that the editorials on them are prepared practically on Bun. despot on earth.
day morning early; that the· working force gets out the
The immensity of the arrogance of these preachpaper on ·Sunday morning, and. that the Monday paper needs
no Sunday work at all."
ers is seen in the laudation of a theologically stagUsing the language of the Christian editor, this. nated Ca~adian city. To get people in~o. their
statement is a wholesale falsehood. It is a deliberate churches m New York they would be wdhng to
attempt to deceive the readers of his paper. The reduce the metropolis of the ~estern world to the
Christians do not like Sunday papers because reading level of Toronto! Great God·
them has a tendency to interest people in worldly
"We Told Yon So."
affairs on the day when the church desires people to
think only of herself, and to keep them from attendance
Mr..T. B. Wakeman's communication about the
upon " divine worship." The ~reachers do like Mon- Bruno statue at Rome emphasizes some points, and
day dailies because, as news, except police reports, contains an admission, of great interest to. all
is usually scarce on that day, the editors fill up with Liberals.
The points are these, succinctly stated : That the
reports of sermons and church doings. To destroy
the Sunday paper and keep the Monday issue, relig- Roman Catholic church is at present running things
ions editors deliberately lie about the time when the in this country, and second, that no class of _people
labor on the respectiv issues is performed.
but Freethinkers can be depended upon to work for
Sunday papers are almost entirely prepared on or to remember the workers for freedom. _
regular working days.
The literary matter is
The admission is, that the eminent gentlemen who
selected during the week. The news is gathered by hav activ charge of collecting the funds for the Bruno .
the reporters on Saturday. It is written up and in monument hav found these things out.
·
the composi~or's hands by ten or eleven o'clock.
Colonel Ingersoll, we believe from his published
Correspondence must be in the office Saturday even: expressions, has long known the great strength of
ing. The typesetting is mainly done between seven Catholicism, but Messrs. Thompson, Wakeman, and
and twelve o'clock, only the very latest news being Davidson either hav not known it~ or hav failed to
set after the latter hour, and this employs but a few see its significance. At any rate, if they hav spoken
men. Advertisments are not received after nine or against th~t church, or worked against it, their words
ten o'clock, and are all set and made up before twelve and efforts hav not reached this office. But now.
o'clock. The stereotyping, printing, city distribution, that they are seeking to do partial justice to the
and mailing is of course completed during Sunday memory of one of that church's victims they find the ·
morning, but using only some six hours at the most avenues of public communication closed to them by
of "sacr&d" time.
the same power that sent G:iordano Bruno to the
Monday papers, however, are chiefly made up dur- stake. Their eyes are suddenly opened.
There can be no doubt that the press of this conning Sunday. The reporters work all day, the office
is open to receive advertisments, the news gathered try is afraid to offend Roman Catholics. So are the
is written up, is edited, and the compositors set it politicians. So are the business men. And so is
up on Sunday night before twelve o'clock. The tele- everybody not in an independent position. The Protgraph news is sent and received on Sunday, the ser- estant churches denounce the " mother of harlots,"
mons are reported on Sunday, and the whole paper is but at the same time never oppose her public steals,
completed on Sunday with the exception of the ster- so long as she leaves a dollar in the public treasury
eot;yping, printing, city distribution, and mailing. that they can get for themselvs. Justice and a secThe night editor begins to make Monday's paper as . ular government will never be born from the quarrels
soon as the Sunday paper forms are closed on Satur- of these sectarians; for the quarrel ceases the moment
day night; the editorial staff do their work on Sun- identical interests are touched, and they hav a great
day, the reporters begin early Sunday morning, the many interests in common. In fact, the great intermanaging .editor, proofreaders, and compositors all est of both now is to preserve their lives. Hence we
do nine-tenths of their work on Monday papers on see them uniting on the Sunday bill and other iniqSunday.
uitous measures. And the only salvation for this
It is the sheerest nonsense to say that Sunday country now is, as Mr. Wakeman admits, a" Liberal
papers are prepared on Sunday morning after twelve or Secular organization powerful enough not only to
o'clock, and equally false to say that Monday papers erect this monument, but to secure the free expres.
are manufactured ~After twelve o'clock Sunday night. sion of the love of freedom to every American, and
·The principal portion of the labor on any daily paper even to every American newspaper and politician."
is done on the day and evening previous to its issue,
We hav the nucleus of this organization in the
whether that day be Saturday or· Sunday. These A~erican Secular Union, which if guided wisely and
facts are known to everybody who· knows anything directed to practical work such as taxing churches,
about the business, and for any Christian editor to opposing grants of money to religious organizations,
say otherwise is to prove him wholly ignorant or opposing Sunday bills, and kindred pertinent efforts,
intolerably dishonest.
may become a great power. The Union was never

was given to the government. Then the Board of
Missions comes up to Congress and begs to be paid
for a gift. The Board makes both ways. It begged
the money to build the school from the Sundayschools of the East. So much ahead. Then it sells
it to the government, and has its cake again after
eating it. Good financiering. This does not interfere at all with the proselyting of the Board, for the
government will employ their teachers, and what before was a charity, expensiv to them, becomes a
source of employment and profit. Splendid financial genius. The people of the United States are
taxed to make Presbyterians out of little Apaches,
and the pennies of the Sunday-school children in the
East can go to the foreign heathen.
After Messrs. Randall and Holman had given their
heads for footstools for the Board of Missions, Mr.
Toole, of Montana, " succeeded in doubling the appropriation for the support of the pupils at the St.
Ignatius school on the Jocko reservation." The
amount given is $45,000. The Presbyterians are
neophytes in robbery compared with the Roman
Catholics.
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intended to teach new philosophies, nor social economy. Its ascension to power, however, can be
achieved only through unanimous and harmonious
support by the Liberals, who are the chosen ones of
the republic. They alone hav the right conception
of a government so far as it touches religious matters.
We are not particularly sorry that the church
world refuses to help erect a monument to Bruno.
Unle.ss an enemy voluntarily lays down his arms, it is
better to keep him out of the fold. The refusal is but
another disgrace to Christendom, and the erection of
the statue. by the Liberals-the INFIDELS-will
add one more leaf to their wreath of laurel. They
ought to be thankful that the church which burnt
Bruno has shown them how to make that deed
app~ar a thousandfold more hideous than ever before.

Some "Sabbath Notions."

153

ous foes to liberty, because the majority of folks hav converted all of that part of the country they will come
seem to care so little for their own rights that they East and wake the folks up.
will not take the trouble to maintain them.
WE hav received this query from Martin Newlin, of

An Unreliable Historian.
Ever since last summer the religious press has
been circulating a story purporting to be an account
of a meeting between Colonel Ingersoll and J o Cook
at a summer ltotel. The story as given by the religious editors is an absolute falsehood, but it has
Cook's indorsement, and enables us therefore to
measure that fellow's regard for truth. This is the
latest shape the traveler's tale has taken:
"A statement is in the papers to the effect that Joseph
Cook and Robert G. Ingersoll recently met at a hotel near Lake
George, and that the 1atter used profane and indecent language. Particulars are given, and there is little room to
doubt the substantial accuracy of the report, and the world
thus sees a side of this blasphemer's character which is not
often on exhibition. He is evidently capable of using the
most ungentlemanly and brutal language. He even threatened Mr. Cook in these words: 'You are a - - liar and a
dirty dog, and I hav a half a mind to giv you a licking now.'
Mr. Cook stepped up to him at once and said: 'You will
never hav a better chance than now. Put your fingers on
me and I will hav you arrested in three minutes.' The coarse
Infidel then slunk away, still muttering vulgar and profane
words.''-New York Ad?Jocat6.
"When we read the above, we clipped it and sent it to Mr. Oook
to know the truth of the statement; to which we received the following reply: 'Entirely correct. The quotation of lugeraoll>a is
only one small part. You are safe in using it [this extraotJ.-W. J.
SHEILIDA.Y, Secretary to Joseph Oook."'

Annapolis, lll.: "Did the Catholic church, as an organization, hav anything to do in electing Harrison president of the
United States P That is, did they vote in an organized body
by order of the pope P" To which we must say, No. The
influence of the church is not usually exerted openly, as we
imagin that the pope thought he could get as much from Mr.
Cleveland as from Mr. Harrison. But Tammany Hall gave
votes for Harrison for votes for·her local officers, and Tammany Hall is the political side of the Catholic church in this
city. The Roman church in this neighborhood will profit
greatly through last fall's election.
ELEVEN ministers of Nashville, Tenn., hav banded together
and formally resolved that they will not giv to the papers the
items of religious news which hav customarily appeared in
the Sunday morning editions of the Nashville papers. The
American, of the place, points out some inconsistency of
action which this resolution discloses. Their position is that
any news which is to appear in the Sunday papers must be
withheld, though its appearance is the only manner in which
it breaks the holy calm of Sunday, as the work upon it is
done on Saturday. But these same preachers are peifectly
willing that their sermons may be put into type on Sunday to
appear on Monday. Indeed, the American accuses them of
working on Sunday night themselvs, reading the proofs
of these same sermons. The American, concludes, there.
fore, that the preachers are as apt to liv in glass houses as the
rest of their fellows, and that it will take actions instead of
words to prove themselvs at all superior to their neighbors.

Colonel Elliott Fanatic Shepard has "consented to
giv an expression of his views on the subject of
Sabbath-breaking," provided they were not printed
in the Sunday edition of the paper- whose reporter
he talked to. His views, as given under this pledge,
are a mixture of hypocrisy, puritanism, and religious
cant. He started off with a lie upon his lips, saying
that he did not set himself up as a standard for anyone else,· or to judge any other man.- When it is
considered that he and his fellow-churchmen are trying to enact their views into laws to be enforced by
THE Minneapolis Secular Society sent its protest against
the whole power of the government, the sni:ffling
Blair's Sunday bill and educational amendment to the House
As the story is given here by the Aduocate it is a of Representative, and it was duly placed in the petition box.
hypocrisy of this declaration is at once apparent.
lie
pure and simple, and Cook in indorsing it makes It ought to hav been sent to the Senate, as the two measures
Naturally, in this interview, Mr. Shepard touched
himself
a liar without mitigating circumstances. In are not yet before the llouse; but it has done its work and
upon his stopping the stages on .Fifth avenue on
THE
TRUTH
SEEXIR of October 27, 1888, we printed has its influence. A daily paper of this city, referring to our
Sunday. He did this, he said, because Fifth avenue
friends as" a society of some kind," oracularly
the
truthful
version of the incident upon which Cook Minneapolis
is the street of homes, and he wanted quiet. He
says that they need not be alarmed at the prospect of the
would also stop all the horse-cars if he co~ld on all bases his lie. Cook had been trying to meet Colonel adoption of these measures as long as the country is governed
the avenues. Travel violated the first commandment, Ingersoll, and at last found a gentleman-the hotel by the Constitution. The sapient editor who wrote that
should instruct himself. The Sunday bill could be passed,
and God knew what he was about when he gave us manager, we believe-who offered to introduce him. as
it applies only to places and trains and labor within the
When
the
two
approached
Colonel
Ingersoll,
the
that commandment. He thought it perfectly feasible
jurisdiction of the general government, and the educational
to stop all public transportation by railroad, steam- latter turned away, and said he did not. desire to measure is not a proposed act, but a resolution calling for an
boat, or stage on Sunday, which he persistently but know Mr. Cook. Thereupon Joseph bellowed out in amendment to the United States Constitution. Neither bill
mistakenly calls the Sabbath. Stores, he thought, his coarse manner that as Colonel Ingersoll had been nor resolution should ever be adopted by either branch of
should all be closed. Candy stores, especially, must so badly defeated by Mr. Gladstone, he probably felt Congress.
be closed because-and here Mr. Shepard revealed sore toward Christians. Colonel Ingersoll paused
SENATOR BLAIR is a great favorit with the good old maids
fully his broad mind and comprehensiv view of social long enough to say that that was not the reason, but of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, and one day
economy-" we know that children are often tempted that he declined to know Mr.. Cook because that in- last week they decked his Senatorial desk out with posies,
to which was a card with this apocryphal inscripto spend for candy the money that their parents hav dividual was a liar. One witness of the meeting re- attached
tion:" Hon. H. W. Blair, by District of Columbia Woman's
ports
that
the
coloneladded,
"and
a
coward;''
He
then
given them for the .missionary cause. The candy
Christian Temperance Union, in behalf of the National
stores should be closed, so that children should not walked away, leaving Cook very much embarrassed. Woman's Christian Temperance Union, in grateful acknowlThat is all there is to the story. Neither party edgment of his brave championship of Senate bills favoring
be subjected to such temptation. The Bible says,
uttered
an oath, and no further conversation ensued. Prohibition, education, woman's ballot, and the resolution
' Lead us not into telhptation.' We may find in the
In
indorsing
the Advocate's account as "entirely guarding against sectarian interference with the public schools
Bible explicit instructions how to conduct ourselvs
of the nation." " Guarding against sectarian interference"
under all circumstances and in any emergency of correct," Cook has revealed his own dishonesty. His is the neatest bit of Jesuitical phrasing that we hav seen for
word
cannot
be
taken,
and
his
indecency
of
statelife." If there is an idiot asylum anywhere handy
many moons. Diplomats acknowledge that they use lanthe man who talks like that should certainly be ment is very good evidence that Colonel Ingersoll guage to conceal their thoughts, and the Woman's Christian
was quite right in declining to permit him to be Temperance Union hav evidently been attending the school
placed therein.
of diplomacy. The ingenious hypocrisy, the naive dishonintroduced.
Sunday newspapers came in for strong condemnaesty, the artless cunning of that statement has never been
tion, for "they are not in harmony with the object of
Editorial Notes.
excelled. The Blair educational amendment is the most
the Sabbath, which is to giv to the man an opportuANY of our friends having copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER of gigantic sectarian measure that ever legislator had the hardinity to commune with the Lord and Savior Jesus February 23d and March 2d that they do not care to preserve hood to propose. It would educate every child in the country to be a Christian, and establish a particular religion as the
Christ, to hear the teaching of the gospel. The will confer a favor by sending them to this office.
legal belief of our government. Local and petty sectarianism
Sunday newspaper reading diverts the mind from
Tm: biggest petition against the Blair Sunday Rest bill
might indeed be wiped out in our schools, but its substitute
these topics to merely secular matters." Concluding, secured by any Freethinker was circulated in Salina, Kan., would be a mountain to what is now a molehill.
he said : "What we want is the spirit to obey the by John W. Abbott, of New Cambria. About a thousand
names were attached, being rather more than half the voters
word of God. God will accept every man's honest of the place. Mr. Abbott encountered bigoted opposition THis is a pleasant resolution to receive concerning a wellbeloved brother :
effort to obey the law and to discharge his highest from the preachers, but he fought his way through in a spirit
"LoNGMONT, OoL., Feb. 22, 289.
"DEAB TRUTH SEEKER: In compliance with a resolution of the
duty· in the best wayrhe can. One man may think deserving of wide commendation.
Longmont Secular Union, we address through you the Liberals of
it is wrong to take a walk on Sunday, and God will
A GOOD way to prevent heresy is the course pursued by a United States and Oa.nada. We do this for the purpose of inauguaccept his worship. Another may think it is right to minister out in Bangor, Pa. He bought a cheap copy of rating, if possible, some plan by which that rising light of Liberalism, George E. Macdonald, the spicy associate editor of Jl'ree!lluu(/11!,
walk abroad and view with reverence the wonderful "Robert Elsmere," read it, and then got up in his pulpit and ma.y, in the interest of our cause, be sent around the world, as was
works of nature, and God will accept that worship. forbid any member of his congregation to do as he had done. D. M. Bennett, a few years ago, to make and to publish in book
form the observations of the journey; the books to be furnished at
The test to be applied to the opening of stores or And the best part of it is, the men of the congregation could ooat to the parties who subscribe the funds necessary to the carrysee nothing derogatory to their manhood in this prohibition. ing out of t.hia undertaking. ·
the publishing of newspapers or public transportation They actually believe that the minister is their mental
" We, therefore, invite all who are interested io this matter to
is, after al1, as to the motiv. What is the motiv of guardian!
correspond in regard to it with us and each other through your
{JoHN R. KELSO,
columna.
doing these things T The act must be judged by the
"Committee. GEORGIANA RroE,
A Herald correspondent interviewed Signor Crispi, premier
ETTA. D. KELso."
spirit. If the motiv is good, the act is right."
of Italy, last week, and asked him whether he would deal
There are several leagues of territory intervening between
Mr. Shepard's views are in themselvs and by them- with the question of the restoration of the pope's temporal
this office and the generous person of our only brother, but
selva of no more value than the views of any other power. The premier replied: "As well talk of the obsolete still we feel that he is nearer than he would be if he were
narrow and conceited simpleton. But as president governments of the Middle Ages. The temporal power is wandering around the streets of Jerusalem, turning over ash
of the American Sabbath Union, supported by a lot now a thing of the past-a toy for dull hours of· mimic and barrels and peering into dark corners looking for signs of our
would-be statesmen." It is a good thing for Italy that she risen Lord, and we cannot say that we indorse this scheme very
of United States Senators, and backed by wealth has a Freethinker running her government.
heartily. That his book, or books, would be worth several
and powerful church organizations, his ideas may be
Tm: Leadville, Col., Liberals are stirring up the dry bones times the cost we willingly grant. The " Innocents Abroad "
taken as foreshadowing the laws we shall hav if the of orthodoxy in their city,· and their organization, effected a would be nothing to them. But the effects of such a trip are
Union succeeds in its efforts. Relying upon the Jes- few weeks since, numbers one hundred, with more to come. too far-reaching. After his explorations the Sanday-school
uitical philosophy that the motiv governs the act, During this month Mr. Watts lectu'res for the association, to maps would all hav to be changed and another committee
they will under the pretense of "doing good'' make be followed by Mr. Bell. Mr. Underwood has just concluded appointed to revise the New Testament. The economy of the
Sunday a day of forcible "rest" and "worship." an engagement. The Association has published its declara- theological world would be disturbed, and the old gentlemen
up here in the Bible Houae might get excited. It wouldn't
And only lack of power will prevent their going a tion of principles, which led to a spirited controversy between do to unsettle their geographical and historical convictions
a mossback bigot, signing, "Chaffee County," and A. L.
great deal farther.
Heister, president of the Leadville Freethought Association. on biblical subjects. The lunatic asylums are not numerous
Fellows like Shepard and Blair, and the evangeli- Mr. Heister is a valiant warrior, anti our cause is safe in his enough. Better let George stay where he is-though if it is
cal clergymen who want to run everybody else hands. · Utah, Colorado, and the Pacific coast are at present determined to send him out of the country, we know a few
according to their own religious notions, are danger- in the lead in Liberalism. We hope that when the lecturers good people who ought to be willing to con~ributeheavily.
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Jetters Jrolt( Jlriends.
BouLDER, CoL., Jan. 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Find $3.25 to renew subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER and for a copy of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
I find the paper better and better from week to week, cartoons
and all. By the way, is it not possible. that the cartoons
could be placed in· a volume, with copious explanations for
each? Such a volume would be the best educator in existence. Watson Heston has no equal to-day as an artist, and
1 move that the volume be printed for his benefit. I will giv
$10 for a copy. Indeed, I do not know but he may hav
retained the copyright for his cartoons. In either case, I
want the volume.
Jos. WoLFF.

fully charged with kindness to all his fellow-men. This
world was his country, to do good his religion. He was
never so happy as when engaged in making others happy.
He leaves a wife and large family (my wife is one of his
daughters) to mourn an irreparable loss. I cannot find
words to write his worth ; your paper would not hold the
names of persons that hav been befriended by him. His
house was an open house for all wayfarers; never was a poor
man or woman sent from his door without some act of kindness shown them. He died as he lived, trusting not in the
revengeful Christian God, but in nature. He loved the liberty of speech. There was no bigotry in him. And so, with
loving thoughts, I bid adieu to this noble, generous, and
loving man.
I. W. AROHIBALD.

Jan. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As an old Freethinker of forty years and a
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER from its first issue at Paris,
Ill., I am surprised that men and women of apparent intelligence on all other subjects can adhere to the absurdities of
the Bible and the great plan of salvation, as they term it.
It does seem to me, if I had been God and had the love for
my children that the Christians claim that God has for his,
I would hav taken that old serpent by the tail when heappeared in the_ garden of Eden and snapped his head off and
saved the human family from the curse of total depravity,
and saved the sacrifice of the innocent and only begotten
son, and also saved the world the vast expense of the costly
churches, and the great army of priests that are required to
instil into the minds of their dupes the necessity of their
believing in the business. And when you try to get them to
read or reason and investigate, they are afraid to do so. If
VERSAII.LES, IND., Feb. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: To a question by Mr. Boynton that is stated they could be induced to read. THE TRUTH SEEKER or some
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 9, 1889, I can giv a sufficient Liberal paper and think for themselvs, they would soon hav
W. E. CRANDALL.
answer. A portion of the medulla presides ove:r: the impor- no use for church or priest.
tant function of respiration, and from it arises the pneumoDAVENPORT, Jan. 21, 1889.
gastric nerve, so called because its branches serve both the
MR. EDITOR: My object in writing to you is to let you
lungs and stomach. The feelings of hunger, thirst, and the
know that my paper of January 12th was cut upon the inside
desire for air are aroused by means of this nerve.
pages. For instance, the article from the National Rejm·mer,
The wounding of the gray matter of the medulla, even of
a small portion of it, near the origin of the pneumogastric also articles on "Superstition in Crime," "Marriage and
nerve, at once stops the action of the·lungs and causes death. Divorce Laws," which I would like very much to· read.
From the great importance of this part it has been termed Please send me another copy of said date, for such articles
the" vital knot." We find, also, that its location with the skull are of great value, not only to myself, but to others, espeis exceedingly well protected, it being quite beyond the reach cially milk-and-water Christians, that are hanging on the
fence and don't know which way to fall.
of any ordinary form of harm from without. LxoNORA S.
Mr. Putnam's lecturing trip was hailed with delight by the
Freethinking fraternity, and I will say that they were not
HARVARD, ILL., Jan. 24, 1889.
disappointed in his ability as a lecturer and debater. His
MR. EDITOR: I receive THE TRUTH SEEKER regularly. It
coming to these parts again will ever be appreciated by his
is the best paper I take. It is a paper that it pays us to read.
many new-made friends. May his shadow never grow dim.
Some people think Heston's pictures are rather hard on the
I will further state that if any Freethought lecturer happens
Christian~, bt,t admit they show the facts only. The fact is,
to wander in this direction, I, for one, would like to hear
all the churches, both Protestant and Catholic, are badly him. He will address some of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Freehoneycombed. The young Catholics in our country are thought, and Investigator readers around Davenport. Please
leaving the old Mother Church at a fearful rate here, and find inclosed money to pay for the book, ''Looking Backwomen are beginning to do their thinking themselvs. Man ward," by E. Bellamy, and for one TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
is a progressiv being. 0Ithodoxy says that he has got the and one "Agnostic Annual" for 1889. PETER SELDE, SR.
whole truth. If that is so man cannot advance. He is at
the end of his rope. Man has discovered that the old theory
VERSAILLES, Mo., Jan. 27, 1889.
is not true. If the old theory was true we would be nothing
MR. EDITOR : I ani. glad to know that there are still men
but a set of savages. Please find money order for twenty- and women who hav the courage to speak out in behalf of
five cents to pay for the FREETHINKERS' ALMANAO for 1889. liberty. I thinkit a grand mistake in Liberals not organizYours with respect,
ABRAM CARMAOH.
ing so as to make themselvs effectiv. And this, I think,
should be done at once, if we expect, or even hope, to perAusTIN, NEv., Jan. 21, 1889.
petuate liberty. We can afford to agree to disagree about
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find postal order for which minor things to maintain the great cause of liberty, too dear
you will please send THE TRUTH BEKKER to Isaac G. Me- to trifle away in seeming differences. Success to your paper
Monigal, Belmont, Nev. That makes one new subscriber and the cause of truth and liberty!· The more I read your
for me. I liv twenty-five miles from Austin, out in the paper the better I like it, from the fact I find it loaded down
mountains, and my neighbors in passing frequently stop with valuable and instructiv matter; not that I am in harover night with me, and here they hav the privilege of mony with all of its utterances, but because of its manly
perusing one of the most valuable of papers, THE TRUTH defense of liberty, without which life is not worth living for.
SEEKER. They almost all speak well of the paper, and fre- It does my soul good to know and learn that we hav men of
quently ask for the loan of some of the papers, and if they are courage and independence enough to b
the lion in his
as I was, after reading a few numbers they will subscribe for own stronghold. I feel and I hav felt for me years past that
the paper and become Enlightened. That is the way it acted we as a people are fast drifting into a period in our history,
on me. I borrowed some of the papers from David Deen, goaded on by the so-called religion, much more destructiv
of Austin; after reading the papers, they suited me, so I than any of nature's upheavals, such as cyclones, earthsubscribed. And I am not a bit sorry. And I hope all who quakes, volcanoes, floods, etc. Inclosed find $1, for which
borrow THE TRUTH SEEKER and read it will be served by it send me two copies of Thomas Paine's '' Age of Reason "
as I hav been.
G. S. CROFT.
and one of" The Crisis."
JoHN GRILLS ..
STREATOR, CoL., Jan. 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Charles Watts" lectured at Alamosa, Col.,
on the evenings of January 23d and 24th, and at Monte
Vista, Col., on the evening of January 25th. Considering
the sparEe population and the very cold weather at the time,
the audiences were good, and Mr. Watts was listened to
with close attention. Our friends without exception expressed themselvs as highly pleased with the lectures, and
our only regret is that our financial condition was not such
that we could hav had Mr. Watts at least a week in each
place. I wish to say to all Liberals desiring lectures that
Mr. Watts will giv the utmost satisfaction to all, and should
be kept busy. Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER continued suecess, I am,
Fraternally,
F. M. BoRDEN.

ARMSTRONG, lA., Jan. 21, E.M. 289.

EARLVILLE, ILL., .Jan. 14, 1889.

MR. EDITOR: I take it upon me to giv the brotherhood

MR. EDITOR: Sometimes one needs an incentiv to make one

·and sisterhood of TnuTH SEEKER Infidels an understanding
of how the vinyard of the Lord is being worked in this
vicinity. The Presbyterians starved out. The Methodist
Episcopals .starved out. The Catholics hav only two families. And the only live society is the Free Methodists, who
serve the young folks, by way of amusement, as a kind of
loose theatrical si:J.eshow. Their pastor, a Mr. Norten,
who established the society here, claimed when he came
that he intended to convert just fifty people here this winter,
but so far his labor is summed up thus, 0. And still there is
but one copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER coming to this place,
though that is lent where it will wield the most influence for
humanity. The readers of your paper here think Watson
Heston's pictures are timely and like arrows well directed.
They are doing good work. That your paper may be
ever managed as it is, is the wish of,
Yours respectfully,
PETER H. BuRT.

wield the pen. This morning words were uttered by the
lips of a faithful Christian that hav made me decide to celebrate my forty-sixth birthday by writing to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, that was so dear to my mother. The topic of conversation in this vicinity is the conflict going on between
the Protestants and Catholics over .the Protestant Bible being
read in the schools. Four Catholic families are represented
by one person on the school board. A teacher began teaching in this district last spring, and he felt it his duty to read
the Bible. The Catholic director interfered, and he decided
to call the school at 8:50 o'clock an~ still read it. This winter
the Catholic children hav to stay out in the cold or hear it
read, just the same as though they were called at 9 o'clock.
It is such a farce to them that the Catholic director has
opened fire again, but the other two directors and the Protestant families tell the teacher to go ahead. To-day Mr.
Paine has been appealed to by the Catholic director to know
if there was any way to stop his reading it. He told him
that the way he understood Bateman's Decisions any teacher
could not be disturbed in his religious exercises outside of
school hours. The Catholic director says no teacher shall
be hired again till he knows whether he is going to· read the
Bible.
·
January 16th.-:-The teac;her holds out tl:ie oliv branc;:h of

CAMBRIDGEPORT, Feb. 14, E.M. 289.
MR. EDITOR: It becomes my painful duty to record the
death of C. W. Grant, of Nova Scotia, who died Feb: 8, 289,
in his seventieth year. He was a true friend to the cause of
Freetholight, and ·not only a friend of free thought, free
press,·and free :Qlails1 bqt he was one of natllre's nol)lemen 1

peace by saying he will read the Catholic Bible one morning
and the Protestant the next, but the Catholics say they hav
not got any, so I suppose Protestantism will rule. · ·
These passing events create a desire in my breast to see
some philanthropist found a Freethought school at Chicago
also a home for aged Liberals, as Father Hacker suggests.
Chicago is situated midway between the two oceans, and its
superior. commercial advantages, also its being a great rail-.
road center, together with its marvelous growth, recommend
it as a suitable place for these two institutions. I hav
watched the school at Liberal with interest, thinking it might
be a haven of rest for Liberals, but there seems. to be too
much dissension to allow its being a success. One established further north I think would be more favorable for
freedom.
January 20th.-THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 19th was
received last night, and has been my reading to-day. I can
truly say it has been ari intellectual feast. On opening it I
always turn to see what our workers are doing. I hav missed
the poetic Putnam much, but Secretary Stevens's inspiring
words fill that piace now with me. I felt happy when he
w&s reelected at the last Congress. The words of Professor
Bell in regard to Liberal greet my eyes. I always think of
him as the person that conducted the funeral services of my
dear mother. Long may he liv to wave·the banner for Universal Mental Liberty. The desire of my heart, to hav Liberal hymns accompanied with music, has at last been gratified by Mr. Washburn's "Cosmian Hymn Book." I hope
the Liberals will appreciate it by adopting it immediately.
The suggestion of President Westbrook for a " manual of the
purest principles of morality" hits me exactly. I hope our
wise heads will act on the suggestion. Edward Everett Hale
shows that the world "do move." So many of our workers
are doing such valiant service in the field, and we welcome
the new ones.
January 29th.-This eve, while sitting in my peaceful
home, my he. rt beats in unison with all the Liberals that are
celebrating our Author Hero's natal day.
.I bid you adieu, with the wish that the ennobling spirit of
humanitarianism may mf!ke the whole world a bond of
brotherhood.
MRs. SARAH J. PAINE.
DENVER, CoL., Jan. 30, 289.
MR. EDITOR: The announcement that Chas. Watts would
deliver a lecture before the Denver people on Sunday evening,
January 27th, called forth at that time a goodly number of our
citizens. The Odd Fellows'. Hall, a very pleasant auditorium,
had been engaged for the occasion, and, though its seating
capacity is estimated at from five to six hundred, it could
not seat the people in attendance. However, many were
pleased to stand rather than deny themselvs tne pleasure .of
hearing the great lecturer. And if one can judge from the
applause elicited by the happy hits made by the speaker of
the evening, all present were richly repaid. The subject,
"Secularism Superior to Christianity," was treated with the
accustomed strength and eloquence which Mr. Watts bri.Bgs
to the rostrum. This was the first. visit of Mr. Watts to
Denver, but so favorably has he impressed the people by his
effort of last Sunday, that it is more than probable he will be
asked to return·from Salt Lake, where he has·now gone, by
way of Denver, and giv the Radicals of this part of the West
an opportunity again to be edified, socially by his presence
and int€llectually by the grandeur ·of his thought and the
ready adaptation ·of logic and wit in his argument.
.
THOS. J. TRUSS.
SENKOA, S. C., Jan. 31, 1889.
.MR. EDITOR: A little more, ttum one year ago, while ·making boards to cover our poultrf L 'C:~l', I unfortunately ran a
sliver into my right wrist 1i inche;; in length. It broke off
below the surface and the orifice closed up immediately,
leaving no visible trace of its entrance. My wrist and p.and
began to swell before I could walk two miles to Seneca to
hav the fatal eliver extracted. Anyway, the surgeon-one
of eminence too-failed to find it. The result was inflammation and erysipelas of the most alarming type. 1 suffered
unutterable anguish for ninety days. The sliver remained in
my wrist until t.he work of ruin was complete, when it gradually worked back to the surface and I pulled it out myself.
Suffice it to say, I am a cripple for life. But enough of this.
What I set out to do was to beg the use of a small space in
THE TRUTH SEEKER columns to express my lifelong love and
gratitude to all those kind friends whose timely aid has kept
the wolf away from our humble cot. Had it not been for
the assistance of Infidels and Spiritual friends I should long
since hav been an inhabitant of the tomb. I am master of
no language that will express what I feel. I regret that it
is out of my power to make each .and every contributor in
our distress realize the depth of our gratitude.
Fraternally,
R. M. CASEY.
Jan. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I must tell you of an idea a good Christian
lecturer advocated in a lecture delivered by him here. It is
as follows-that the New Jerusalem is to be here on earth;
first the souls are to return a.nd inhabit the bodies, and they
are all to be taken up, he did not say where to, but led us
to believe to some safe place, while this earth is to be cleansed
from all wickedness, etc., then the good people iue to hav
their bodies go through some process to adapt them to the
climate and then be returned to the new world, which is
none other than this old one in a new style, to liv in peace
and happiness forever and eve:r:, The wicked are also to go
through some preparation to adapt them for their new world
of fire and brimstone. But he failed to locate their future
abode. And as h\l gave us leave to ask him any questions, I
had one there for him and put it in the following fotm :
Take, for instance, old soldiers (let alone other cripples of
every description) i they lof)e a le~ or pot!) 011 tlle. b~J.ttletlel(\
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in some foreign country, or at home. Is the Lord going to
gather up the lost members of their bodies and thus complete
their happiness, or are there to be men running around the
streets of the New Jerusalem on crutches, without arms, eyes,
or with no head at all P Answer: The goo.d Lord will provide in some way unknown to his children. You must hav
faith in the Lord Jesus.
Yours, etc.
J. H. M.

wanted, and the people get all the whisky they want-both
sides are accommodated."
·
Eastern Colorado is a fine prairie country, with lots of
public land yet. Home-seeking Freethinkers coming West
to see the country should not forget to stop off at Granada.
Stop at the Brunswick Hotel and start about six to eighteen
miles north of Granada and look all over the country. I am
sure almost anyone will be suited if he seeks l&nd for homes.
Los ANGELEs, CAL., Jan. 27, 1889.
Lots of it will be covered by irrigation. On the other hand,
MR. EDITOR: The ministers of Los Angeles had about run
if the party or parties are only on a hunt or bumming excurout of. blasphemy and brimstone, but now their supply has sion, pass on.
been replenished. The "dugout," Sam Jones captain,
With fraternal feelings I sign myself a
MuGWUMP.
arrived in port two weeks ago, five or six days out from
negrodom, and the captain is now unloading his cargo of
STURGIS, Jan. 24, 289.
superstition and other stale material twice a day to about
MR. EDITOR: The knowledge that you are kept busy
four thousand of his customers, and demanding pay for the through your attention to correspondents and editorial duties
same as the work progres5es, without allowing a chance for is not sufficient to deter me from intruding an additional
investigation. He says, "I despise theology, but I ·love· re- letter. The later numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are of such
ligion," and it takes money to buy it. He says, "It takes character as to seem to justify me in taking this liberty.
grace, grit, and greenbacks to run me-$25,000 a year. God The progress and healthy growth of Rationalism, made
furnishes the grace, I furnish the grit, and you must furnish manifest in so many ways throughoutthe land, should cause
the greenbacks." He has greatly insulted many of our very all true Liberals to look back with pride upon the struggles
best citizens, especially the ladies, by his harang of vulga-r. and sacrifices endured, in greatoc or less degree, individually
ity, and there has been talk of riding him out of town on a and collectivly, during the last decade. Many who could hav
-rail. If he- modifies his remarks doubtless he will remain done more must as necessarily regret that they did not as
here another week in order to unload his usual number of those who regret that they could not for want of means.
almanac anecdotes, after which he sails for Sacramento with To my mind, it is a glorious thing to realize· that nothing of
a cargo of legislativ gas, where it is to be hoped the papers value is ever lost; that every defense of the right, every honand members of the legislature will shut down on him worse est protest against wrongs, no matter how humble or insigthan the Angel City is serving him. Two of our dailies are nificant the protester may be, eventually shows itself as seed
denouncing him in ·very strong language; the other two do sown in good ground. Bread of this character cast upon the
not speak encouragingly of him. This ecclesiastical black- waters is surely seen after many days.
guard goes around the country preaching that "no lady
While THE TRUTH SEEKER and other like publications were
who cares anything for her virtue can ever be found in a being cursed and condemned for telling the truth, and forcing
· ballroom," or words to that effect.
FRED S. LuoE.
their way into recognition against mountains of prejudice,
but a tenth of a century ago few of their supporters believed
GRANADA, CoL., Jan. 28, 1889.
th[lt a more general demand for Freethought literature would
MR. EDITOR : Granada is the first town in Colorado on the be made so soon. Very few, even the most sangu:in, imagSanta Fe railroad, seventeen miles west of Kansas state line. ined that a work like '' Robert Elsmere" could, in this year
Many Freethinkers are here who hav never seen THE TRUTH of our Lord-with a little l-attract so much attention and
BEEKER or any other Freethought paper. The Germans, as create such a furore, while the much superior writings of
everywhere else, form the greatest numbers, pro 1·ata, of William McDonnell, "Exeter Hall," "The Heathens of the
.skeptics. Granada was settled a year and a half ago. As it Heath," and others, had been so long on the market begging
started into notice the Methodist preachers were not behind. for readers. Such is the advantage of having a quasi-ortho.
They soon collected the people's square quarters and buzzards dox house for a publisher. The Liberals of the country
(dollars) and built a $2,500 gospel shop to support a lazy could do much more to advance their cause if those who hav
preacher, who livs off the sweat of other people's brows. opportunity would identify themselvs with the many other
And now what P Well, we struck a little reverse, tempo- reform movements organized. Legitimate strategy is honest
rarily, in our progress of prosperity, and all because these wlien applied for ·the advancement· of truth, and as this
worthless preachers got our spare money invested in a useless should be the object in view rather than a desire to become
gospel shop, where the gospel.bangers work one or two hours notorious by courting antagonism and posing as martyrs,
a week to earn a good salary, while we farmers work six there· is reason to believe the adoption of this method of
days to earn half as much. Besides, we hav to pay high propagandism would yield good results. Many of these
taxes on our poorly furnished and constructed houses, while organizations may not be just what we would like them to
these self-styled embassadors of the Lord pay no taxes on be, yet through them their members soon learn-that o.ne fact
their gilded, painted, and varnished joss-houses. Truly sustains a necessary relation to all facts, and a careful expoChristianity has a queer way of interpreting justice and nent finds but little difficulty in inspiring thought. It is
civilization. But we are hopeful, and don't you forget it. almost impossible to talk labor reform, temperance, or even
Colorado is progressing, and some of these days we will imi- Prohibition, without l'eferring to and quoting history, and as
tate Califo~nia and make these gilded gospel shops and -soon as people become really interested in -history the crimes
mental dude factories pay equal taxation. Colorado is the and falsehoods of organized Christianity become so manifest
Centennial State, and it will not be behind in its growing to that the most illiterate are-able to see that everyevll of which
manhood among states.
we complain is directly traceable to church domination, sup·
We hav got the Salvation Army in some towns of the ported by ignorance.
state, to the amusement of the idle miners while winter lasts.
I regret very much the trouble Brother Everett and some
In Trinidad the Salvation Army, while marching through the others hav had with the Knights of Labor, but I cannot help
streets, in order to represent the vernacular of the common believe they in some way courted all they got. I was an
wicked people sing, "Th0re are no flies on Jesus, you bet." activ member of that organization four years, during which
When the local papers reported it first I thqught it was some time I edited-papers in three different places, made over two
lying sensation, but upon investigation !found it pure truth. hundred public addresses, and in every one took particular
Not only that, but a crowd of miners, women, and children pains to credit Infidels with having originated every real
will go half a mile to hear the Salvation Army sing, "There reform, religious, social, and political. I spoke in schoolare no flies on Jesus, you bet." And now every wicked houses, court houses, town halls, opera houses, and in the
kitcten maid and all youngsters sing the same gospel chant. open air, was known as an uncompromising advocate of
And your humble writer is puzzled why flies and musketoes Liberalism long before and during this time, and never
did not light on Mr. Christ's as well as on any other man's visited a place where I was not invited to come again, and
several places I did go to the second time. I was frequently
nose.
I suppose you learned the news through the press how an abused and misrepresented by the political press, but this
·evangelist who was conducting revival meetings at Hiawatha, was nothing compared to the treatment received at the hands
Kan., eloped with the daughter of a local preacher while he .of some notoriety-loving individuals calling themselvs Libwas enjoying the preacher's hospitality of his home. Moral: erals. Despite all this, I was sustained by the Knights of
Always giv a tramp preacher the point of your boot if he has Labor from head to foot. I was frequently ·asked how it
the audacity to ask for anything without paying for it. Had came that Mr. Powderly, a Catholic, permitted me, an Inwe taken the nearly $3,000 we squandered for a new gospel fi,del, to lecture for and organize assemblies. My answer
shop and built an irrigating ditch eight miles long we should was that "Mr. Powderly has sense enough to know that I hav
hav our lots and suburbs beautified with flowers, trees, as much right to be an Infidel as he has to be a Catholic."
shrubs, grasses, etc., and our neighborhood farms would "That may be, but his church doesn't think so." "True,
raise grains, stock feed, vegetables, flowers, etc., thereby but the church did not establish the Knights of Labor, and
enhancing the value of our farms three times, as well as you will find nothing in its constitution, by-laws, or ritual
every city lot more than doubling in its value. In ~hort, had either encouraging or forbidding in any member the enjoywe ·followed the common-sense, natural way, we should hav ment of his religion." "Do you ever discuss religious matters
made the desert blossom as the rose. But as we spent all in your assemblies?" ,., Certainly not. We are n.ot organized
our cash for public works, the first thing in a gospel shop, for that purpose; besides, there is much more of importance
we raise only sage weeds and cactuses. The class of people to the assembly as such to discuss than we usually get through
that cannot liv without a gospel shop, where they can sing with." "How is it that you ring in so much about what
Hosannah to a Jewish God, never put their shoulders to. the you call the crime of Christianity when you talk to the pubwheels of progress in a .new country, and never did, nor do H.::?'' " I do this because it is impossible to separate the
they contribute to a community's morality. The way these present from the past. To show how mankind has advanced,
priest-ridden Methodists take up land claims under preemp- it is necessary to show what we advanced from, and why
"tion laws and fill the United States land offices with perjury advance was necessary. If we believe in liberty, we must
can only be compared to Kansas Prohibition. The latter show that its enjoyment is preferable to a condition when
takes the cake, causing more perjury than all the combined liberty was not. This compels us to tell why it was not, and
criminality in the United States. Yet there are liars even show who and what must be held responsible for its opposit,
among so-called Freethinkers, narrow-minded, self-conceited slavery. If the facts of history locate this responsibility
cranks who say Kansas Prohibition is a success-the biggest and throw it upon the priesthood and the church, so much
lie in the West. United States Senator Ingalls from Kansas the worse for the church. I cannot help that."
In the labor movement I found that the infinential memlast .summer was right when he answered a reporter who
said that Kansas Prohibition is a great success, that 1 ' thE! bers of our unions were heterodox without exception, and
l'rQhil;litjomets ~ot tH-~ f.fohi~it~o~ J~w, ju~~ what t~ll,Y li~~ !!J.,Yself reK!\rged, ou.r or~aniz,~~tt~on~ ~s onl.y a lllfillltnB tQ' IUl
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end, the end being the elevation of men and women by educating them up to a point that would enable them to use as
individuals the power residing with themselvs to the best
possible advantage. I believed and still believe that, deprived
of their educational features,- labor unions are valueless.
Their utility consists chiefly in the liberty of thought and
discussion essential to their existence, and for this, if for no
other reason, they should be encouraged. For centuries
prior to their establishment, self-constituted arbitrators
claimed and enjoyed the right to answer all questions. The
justly dissatisfied were answered with a text, "The poor ye
hav always with you." The advocates of political libertyself. government-were told to "be subject to the powers
that be, for they are ordained of God." The larger number
of members of labor organizations sneer at these old " chestnuts" nowadays, and disdainfully listen to those who quote
them. This denates progress. The Knights of Labor assemblies hav one by one dwindled away during the past three
years, but not because Mr. Powderly is a Catholic. His
religious opinions hav prejudiced a very insignificant number. Other circumstances and conditions hav contributed
far more than his Catholicism. By many he is considered
too conservativ; others believe him incompetent; many more
hold him responsible for their own acts of either commission
or omission~ Envy has had a great deal to do toward· working up opposition. Hobbyists hav objected to his rulings
because their hobbies hav not been considered the salvation
-of the race, while the real eause of loss of membership in the
" noble order'' is in its- defectiv constitution, a document
well enough suited to the government of a small organization,
but inadequate to the requirements of a very large one such
as the Knights of Labor was in 1886. Its principal defect
will be found in its failure to emphasize the importance of
self-reliance. Local assemblies were subject to the district
and state assemblies ; · these in their turn to the officers of the
general assembly. This, with such a variety of cases demanding attention, was a greater burden upon the executiv
board than it had time or ability to handle, besides creating
and encouraging a centralized form of government.
Any movement must fail that tends to the establishment of
an autocracy. I could cite to you a very forcible illustration
of this fact, if necessary' in an effo_rt made afew years ago
to found and maintain a "Liberal" colony in the state of
Missouri~ The Knights of Labor as an organization will
soon be supplanted by one of much greater worth and influence. The rank and file of the order will never go backward. Enough has been done to demonstrate that the educational advantages incident to these labor unions are of too
much value to be thrown away, and when the time comes
. that any man or woman can manage a large number of their
fellow-men any great length of time to the satisfaction of
eaeh, organizations will be no longer necessary, the millennium will hav arrived; governments, ecclesiastical and social, will then be things of the past; everyone will know
just what to do and how to do it, and all will do right
because it is right. Until that time, however, the old conflict will continue. Organized labor will meet organized
capital, and organized tyranny, under the garb of religion,
must be met by its opposit-organized l:lecularism. I find
a great deal of effectiv work in behalf of the latter can be
done in connection with other reform movements, and although it may not show at once, it ''bobs up serenely" after
· a while. Should the progressiv daily papers continue to
profit by printing the leading thought of the day, the glory
that should be in great part yours will be shifted. The
grand old pioneers will care little for that. Their unselfishness has been sufficiently established to guarantee a calm and
serene old age, crowned with glory and honor enough to
make their pathway toward the grave a pleasant one to
travel. If the daily press is to be the vehicle for the dissemination of real race enlightenment, and get credit for the
abolishment of mental slavery, they can stand it as well as
they hav stood the claim that the church abolished chattel
slavery.
The Blair Sunday bill is all that is now required to furnish
Liberalism a formidable auxiliary. Of course, vigilance is
as necessary now as ever, but the zeal exhibited by a few of
your correspondents, apparently based upon fear that the
republic is doomed, and that the sanctified are about to get
control, is far-fetched and misapplied. The real danger to
the republic is centralized money, not religious, power.
As Henry George, against the advice of his friends, insisted
that single-tax advocates by using the national Democratic
party as a means of educating the masses would strengthen
their cause more than by-placing a ticket in the field, and as
time has demonstrated the "wisdom of his plan, let the Liberals learn a lesson, and instead of holding their Secular Union
aloof from all other purely political reform organizations,
take advantage of such circumstances as present themselvs,
and the two, five. or nine Demands will be reduced to practice
that much sooner. The" whole hog or none" policy has
held the movement beck. We hav all heard a great deal
about striking at the root; this is all well enough, but so
long as there are so many obstacles between where we now
stand and the much-talked-of root, we shall hav to discover a
means of removing them one by one, or we shall be, as ever,
deprived of opportunity of striking the much-talked-of root.
I was somewhat amused at Mr. Westbrook's remark, wherein
he suggests tht:.t the Secular Union might do more for morals
by getting up a manual for public schools than by pushing
their claims against the Girard College thieves. It does not
appear to me that humanity is short on manuals of the highest principles of morality. The trouble seems to be in find.
ing a school wherein they can be taught. The best way, in
my judgment to impress the public with the superior quality of Secular 'morality is to force the thieving propensities of
Christian moralists upon public attention through the C?urts.
Push the Girard College case, and compel a general discus.
sion of thQ m"tter. The result must be favorable.
fraternally yours,
f~ Gl\BKNlli·
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llditt!d btl Miss SusAN H. WxxoN, Fall
BifJ6f', Mass., to Mhom all Oommu:nfcationsfor
hil 00'/"Mf' should b6 smt.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
·
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a panse in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Honr."

God Helps Those Who Help Them:selvs.
Be the thing that nature made yon,
Not one false pretension show;
Be trne and kind to fellow-mortals,
Then no fear of hell yon•ll know.
For if there's snch a place as heaven
In the fntnre bright and gay,
•Twill be gained by doing kindness,
Not by wasting time to praY.
All the praYers that e'er were uttered,
AU the prayers that e'er were read,
Never fed a poor m~n's family,
Or pnt cover on their bed.
If there is a God almighty
Who, they say, will answer praYer,
WhY doesn't he cheer the aching bosom,
And drive off sorrow and despair?
Why doesn't he feed the manY millions
That are starving day by day 1
Why doesn't he, in a case of sickness,
Bne the ones for whom yon pray 1
A.h, my friends, prayer neve~ saved,
Not so much as one poor elf;
And now I hope yon will remember,
God helps him who helps himself.
Miss NETTIE 0LDS (aged 15).
McMinnville, Ore , Feb. 11, 1889.

Edith Belle.
In the city of Winimee there lived a
wealthy family. They had one little girl
whom they loved very dearly, and she had
no' name. None could be found sweet enough
for her. Papa wanted Lilly, Mamma wanted
to name her Daisy, aunty wanted Pansy, and
uncle wanted to name her Rose._ So, you
see, there were a good many names ready for
her, but none would suit, till at last, when
she was a year old, her mamma said she was
going to call her Daisy Emma, but papa
called her the old pet name of Darling.
When she was fourteen months old she
began to walk. Then there was great excitement in the house about the baby, and
she was petted until aunty said she was
entirely spoiled.
When she was six years old she started to
school. She was bright at her lessons, and
soon was in the Seconfl Reader. She studied
hard, and always had her lessons well. When
she was ten years old she was in the Fifth
Reader.
It was a hot morning on the 1st of May,
and the teacher and scholars started on a
picnic. There were just twelve girls-Lucy
Wilson, Kitty Moore, Jenny Wilson, Lulu
Elliott, Eva Stewart, Nellie Collins, Ethel
Joy, Florence Baylor, Flora Baylor, Julia
Whitney, Edith Bell, who was a poor little
girl eleven years of age, and there was Daisy
herself.
The boys said they would giv the girls a
row in the boat on the lake if they wanted
one, and they thought it would be splendid.
There was just room for four boys and four
girls. Edith Belle staid on shore. They had
not gone far when Daisy, in reaching for a
water-lily, fell out of the boat. She screamed,
but no one tried to save her, till Edith, hearing the cry, started at once toward the boat.
She was just in time to save Daisy's life, and
nearly lost her own.
The teacher knew nothing about what was
going on ; but when she heard the cries she
rushed toward the lake, and got there just
in time to see the bright, sunny head go under
the water.
She did not speak, but went in the water
and succeeded in saving the young heroin.
Daisy's father took the brave girl home for
his adopted daughter. She always lived
happy and made others happy besides herself.
Daisy was never lonesome after that.
Ontario, Cal.
MAY A. JoHNs (aged 12).
Wby Freethooght is the BPst Thought,
Freethought has been the foundation of
every invention and discovery. The greatest
and purest minds of the universe were and
are to a great extent Freethinkers.
We are all born Freethinkers, and it is a sin
to pollute the minds of the children with
things that are unreasonable and opposit to
nature.
Theology teaches what we hav scarcely any
proof of, while Freeth ought investigates and
givs us the truth. Freethought tends toward
the perfection and enlightenment of every
human being, promotes. the growth and de-

•

velopment of the human mind, and forms
new and better thoughts for the benefit oflhe
civilization and the welfare of the people.
The good Freeth ought has done for us, and
the harm theology has, can be conceived
through observation and investigation. Taking, for example, some of the first men of
inventiv genius; every inventor of a new machine was watched by very superstitious people, who claimed that he was in league with
the devil. So he was forced to giv up his
experiments, and was at tke mercy of the
flames.
Where Freethought has once rooted itself
into the mind, orthodoxy and superstition
are no longer retained there. Our country
was discovered by means of Freeth ought.
Freethought is scarcely ever known to be
. an inmate of the asylum. It seeks to make
the most of the present; its motto being, "One
world at a time." It causes many beautiful
cities to be built, which contain many beautiful houses and streets, instead of temples and
monasteries, built only for the benefit of a
worthless lot of priests and nuns. It causes
better houses to be built, better clothing to
be made, better fruits to grow, and better
food to be raised. Any person of intelligence
ought to see at once the good that Freethought has done for us. It ought not to be
necessary to argue the point at all. ·
Freethought is far superior to any other
creed, because it is working for our present
good and welfare and not fretting over the
future. How could our present system of
telegraphs, telephones, steamships, and all
our glorious modern inventions be brought
about if it were not for steady, hard Freethought? Surely the prayers and snivelings
of priests do not result in such improvements
as these!
Did you ever see a steamship cross the
mighty ocean? How grand, magnificent, and
majestic she appears! She is steered on in
her course by one man who stands at the
helm. Do you think he could steer this
gigantic vessel by prayers? Does he not hav
to exercise a little Freethought and some
muscular power? Who will contend that she
has been brought to her present high degree
of perfection as a steamship without the exercise of Freethought, science, art, and practical sense and reason? All the theology in
the world, past, present, and to come, has
not and never will hav power to make a
steamship or to make it go by prayer.
EMMA STOCKINGER.

corral, onto the board, and off again, till they
run themselvs down.
We hav a large cow-bell hanging on the
fence where they are kept. They will stand
~pon thei~ hind feet ringing it, often: two at a
time, until they are completely tired out,
when others will take their place and keep it
going from morn to night. They often wake
us up during the night with the noise. It
seems to F:iV them perfect delight.
Yo
· ht bo t th
tb ·
d
u were rig a u
e mea emg goo ·
For sweet, juicy, fine-flavored meat, nothing
can surpass that of a six-month-old kid.
They seem always to be healthy, while mutton is often diseas€d. The milk also is richer
and sweeter than that of cows. We often
use it in coffee, it being exceptionally fine.
The nannies make nice, kind pets ; but
woe to the little boy or girl who undertakes
to make a pet of a billy, for they will find
they hav made a sad mistake.
I could relate quite a thrilling adventure
which mamma and I had with a large billy,
that papa was compelled to kill by shooting
Km.
before he could be conquered.
[We should all be pleased to. read the adventure if you will kindly write it out for us.
-En, C. C.]
.
LEoN, lA.., Feb. 2, E.M. 289. ·
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is my first letter
to the Corner. My papa and mamma take
THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I like to read the
Children's Corner. I am nine years old, and
I go to school and study the Third Reader,
oral physiology, arithmetic, language, writing, geography, and spelling. My teacher's
name is Miss Trask, and she does not read
the Bible in the school.
·
I hav two little brothers, Jamie and Leroy.
One time mamma was coring some crabapples, and Jamie watched her a little bit
and said : " Are you takin' 'e diggards out 'e
tabs." One night Leroy wanted a needle
and thread to sew on some buttons. He
sewed them on the corners of his handkerchief, and when he was done the corners
were all drawn together. He examined it,
and with much surprise said : " My sakes adacious, I sewed it too tight I"
Your Freethinker friend,
LORNE L. LONG.

Miss Wixon's Works.
.All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800pp., $1.50.

.

FJELO··JNCI:'RSOLL
&
DISCUSSION.

FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?

-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D. D.• editor of the
Presbyterian Evanaezt~t. to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedinglf few Christians who havopposed Colonel
lngersol kindly and courteously, and the Grea,t
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
-THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

ROBERT G. INGEESOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THB

Declaration of lndf.~enoerce,·
A.LSOTHB

Immortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address TH& TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life a.nd
Teachings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in spea.king in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritualist papers a.nd lecturers hav spoken highly·of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.

Bi~le

Temperance:

LIQUOR DRINIHNG

epme and lllteresting Book, Without Snperstitu~n, for Chi\dren and Youth. 'lhe Only FreeBY E. C. WALKER.
thinkers' Children's BtorY·Book ever itsned.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
l'his is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus- Mora.ls." 48 pages: price 10 cents.
trated covers ; 4 to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

VOLT !IRE'S ROMANCES.

The Reign of the Stoics.

DEAR Miss WrxoN: I hereby mail you the
names of a few more donors to the Casey
THEIR
dime fund, which run as follows:
Sarah Gregg Fox, Lemoore, Col. ........ $ 25 HistorY, Religion, PhilosophY, and
T. S. Sticken, Hazen, Ark..................
25
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfW. J. Kraft, Grantfork.....................
20
Culture, Benevolence,
John Tiedemann, Crown King, A. T... 1 00
and Justice.
Mrs. T. W. Farmer, Cureall, Howell
26
With Citations of Authors Quoted from on
Co .• Mo ...•.....•.•........•....•..••..••...•..
10
Each Page.
Mrs. Bissel, Ballston Spa, N.Y ..•...•..•
Mr. Bissel,
"
"
" •......•.•
10
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Wm. Thorpe, "
"
" ......... .
10
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
Clara N. Bury, Metamora .•••.•.......••..•
10 life happy, seeking nsefnl precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
Ed. Ames, Edison, Skagit Co., Wash.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Terr .•.....•.......•.•.••.•...•.••.•.•...••......
30
This book shows that many Christians might
learn
mnch
from
Total ......•....•••..•.•.•....••• $ 2 66 can Booll;seller. these ancient heathen.-.timeri·
One of the most valuable helps for those who
Wishing you success to the Children's Corwould understand the character of human progner, I will close. Sincerely your friend,
ress in all ages.-National Quarterlll Review.
The author has shown himself a diligent stu.
BATIE E. THORPE.
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interBallston Spa, N. Y.
preter, of some of the most remarka.hle monuof ancient thinking.-New York Tribune.
(To which list are added the names of Lois ments
Reading this book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics
to
be almost identical with the views held
Bligh Carter, Louisville, Ky., 10 cents; Jenby the broadest and most enlightened minds of
nie Gigray, Osceola, Ia., andJ. L. Tompkins, the
present day.-Cincinnati Comm,erctal.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The pnrest
$1; N.J. Kraft, 25 cents. The above sums
and gentleet PPirit of all the pagan world." Merihav been forwarded direct to Mr. Casey. 'I'Rle savs.: "Of all t.he line the noblest and dearTatne says : "The noblest s~nl that ever
Those desiring to contribute further to the est."
lived." J~hn Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
Casey fund will please forward their dona- through hfe not only the most unblemished justions to Batie E. Thorpe, Ballston Spa, N.Y., tice, but the tenderest heart."
Extra O!oth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
or to R. M. Casey, Seneca, S.C., instead of
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
to the editor of the Corner.-En. C. C.]

MORE ABOUT THE GOAT.
BRIDGEPORT,. CAL., Feb. 11, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixON: Although you hav told
us much about the goat that Anna saw, there
remains yet much that can be said about that
animal. We hav about one hundred goats
and I can assure you it is more than interes~
ing to watch them-especially the kids-in
their gambols. We hav between thirty and
forty of them that came about the last of
November, but on account of the coyotes
catching them while small, we hav never yet
turned them out with their mothers, but hav
kept them all the while in a corral. We
sometimes, for their amusement, fix up a
spring-board, and it would do you, as well as
the little readers of the Corner, good to see
them, as it were, form themselvs into line
and run, one after the other, jump onto the
board out ·to the end, spring off, often turnmg a complete summerset, up around the

THE

Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined
for Boys and Girls. Hlmo, 383pp., $1.25
by the Bible.
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

The Casey Dime Fund.

Correspondence.

I

LOVE VENTURES.
A. Novel with an A.fHdavlt,
BY HARRY JULIAN.

1:6 Full-page ;French-Art Illustrations,
Beantifnlly Illustrated Covers•. Paper, 1llmo, 226
pp., 25 cents: Boards, 110 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
A,rcadi~tn simplicitY and general de!ightfulness.[N. Y. Evenin~ Mail.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beanty.-[N. Y.
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagola-" Bummer isles of Eden lying in dim pnr_ple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by becko'ning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts
pineapples, figsJ bananas ; bathing in the surf oX:
shinins: sands, oaskin_g on shores of eternal summer, attending moonlight banquets, and seeing
the peculiar da.nce called Ka-ln-lah-no more to
do th&n the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
America.n of to-day.-Critical Review.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.
18 LafaYette Pl., NewYoriE.

(JONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-Microm~aB.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philoso'[)her.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Natnre.-A Conversatic:!
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 6?
engravings. Price1_cloth, beveled boards, $1.50jEB·
per covers, $1. Hnu calf or half morocco, maro ed
edges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechanics. Machinists,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Generally, with

Numerous Maps, lllustra.tions, and Diagrams
Illustrating some of the more Important Comparativ Statistics of the World.
MorA Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of" Cold F~tcts" hoiled down iu a
Nutshell. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of near]y 1 000 pages, fully
illustrated. O!oth, 8.25-in Engllsh or German.
A new cheap edition at only 1.5P.
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, aml Sponsie·, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story. "l 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-BOIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
phlets). BY Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
in their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bnnbeam1" considerin_g the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, IO cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof.. Brooks, 336 p~esd cloth
~~~~s~'c~th;;~~r:ei~~~·~::L~~r~¥1ler~8it~:.. ~:
F. H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HumanTemperaments " with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents_;_ '1Generation before Rillleneration/' by Dr. E • .Jj. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; •rReports or Conventions and Parlor Meetinl!'S during
1882,'' 10 cent!J "Third Annua.l Convention of the
Ins~itnte of J:leredity,l'rJ:ay 29, 1883." 10 cents.
Addre11
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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Oonstanoe 0. W. Naden; lEqno Animo : A BonBy WINWOOD READE.
net, Joseph Ellis; Life : the Agnostic Definition!
It is really a remarkable book, in which aniverA. Simmons (lgnotns) t,Now is the Aooeptea
Time: A Poem, W. B. lllOTaggart; Women and sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
.
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Agnosticism, E. ~n -Linton; The Sublimity of skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fasomat10n simNature, Oharles WattsJ Immortality: A Poem,
W. Stewart Ross (Salaain); Boienoe and its De- ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
tractors, John Wilson, M.~.; Al{l!ostioism among Irving_.-[lnter-Ooean.
His history has a continnit7., a rllsh~a carrying
the Moors, H. L. HardWioke, M.D.; The Alone·
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[New .11aven Palladium.
Prioe.t llll cents.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in •he
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-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. M3pp., $1. 75.
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PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

Abraham Lincoln.

only God, the narrator of Judg. xi, 24, who ' Abraham, we hav probably several ancient
certainly lived later than this prophet, puts Hebrew divinities, but the most of this is un- The Gr«)atest ol' all Antl-Bibll·
words into the mouth of Jephtha which certain, to which must be added that much
cal \Vorks.
acknowledge Chemosh as the god who cares of it may hav come from Babylon."
BY THOMAS PAINE,
for Ammon as Jehovah cares for Israel. Sen"The Author-Hero of the Bevolntion."
tences like that in Ex. xv, 10, • Who is like
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Si:r. copies for
NOW R.EAD·I'"~
$1.00.
unto thee, 0 Lord, among the gods?' presupA VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
pose the acceptance of more than one God ;
OF
~HE CRISIS.
only at a later date were such expressions
Bv Thomas Paine.
employed for rhetorical purposes.
Speaking of this work in connection with tbe
" The polytheism of Israel was supported
OOMPILED BY
proposed independence of America from Great
materially by the use of images. A dilierBritain, Washington wrote: "A few more snob
L. K. WASHBURN.
ence in the kinds of images causes, in a
will not leave num.
marked degree, a faith in different divine
This volume comprises some of the abl~st and flaming arguments
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver dnrmg the hers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepabeings. But the old religion of Israel was by past
forty-:tive years. It is neatly printed on
no means without images. Baethgen tries to cream-white paper, bonnd in cloth, and contains ·ration."·
Price, 40 cents.
a :tine likeness of the venerable editor of the
explain away the Teraphim, but 1 Sam. xix, Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book
For either of these works or any of Paine's
writings,
13, jf, shows plainly that David had a house- in his home. It is now ready for delivery.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
hold god in the shape of a human being. It
Price, $1.00.
is further narrated as something quite natural
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
AN 0 UTLINE OF THE
that Gideon made an idol (Judg. viii, 24-27,
a); the blame attached to this further on
THE
(27, b) does not suit to the connection. The
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
picture of Jahveh in Dan is attributed to a
By W. B. BELL.
THEIR
grandson of Moses (Judg. xvii, if). In the
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
,
Crimes and Persecutions.
light of these facts, the golden images of
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
steers made by Jeroboam receive a certain Svo, 1,119pp. Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco.
gilt edges, f4.50.
legitimacy. It is even not certain that SoloBYD. M.BENNEFT.
mon's temple was entirely without images,
for it was only Hezekiah who destroyed the
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, I'rofessor of
Physiological 1\Iedioin and Medical Jnris28 Lafayette Place, New York.
image of a serpent of brass which was attribprudenoe in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
, uted to Moses (2 Kings xviii, 4). It is vain
Paper, H'mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
to try to explain away these plain facts by the
His analysis of nervens and mental phenomena
legend in Num. xxi, 6-9.
is sharply.soientifi,,; his pathological theories are
rat'onal,
clear, ancl modern.-Meatca! Revtew.
"But it is also a certain fact that at an
OR,
His lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his
early date there was an opposition to the use
style admirable in its directness and brilliancy,
of images for worship. The second com- THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE. his thought clear and logical.-Lii'>BI'al Clirtsttan.
mandment, which is certainly very old, for- Wherein it is shown that the Holy Soriptnres treat
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER QO.
bids the use of any and all images, and the
of Natnral Phenomena only.
story of the golden ca.lf of Aaron, which in
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
itself is certainly unhistorical, condemns even
Among the many attempts made by s01entists to
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
before the days of Hosea in the strongest crush the Bible, this is unqnestionably the most
terms the official religious cult of the north- vigorous.-[Ohioago Times.
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Cloth, Illns., heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
ern kingdom.
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
girls and a yonnger brother who were lett parentAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
" As was the case with the other Shemass, with little money, fair education, and much
ites, the Israelites, too, had human sacrifice,
conrage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The anthoris also the heroin.
especially the horrible sacrifice of children.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workW.
S.
BELL'S
PAMPHLETS.
The law which demands all the first-born for
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
amon~ bluff bnsiness men, kind hearted folks,
Jahveh, Ex. xiii, 2, was undoubtedly meant The Con:ftict between Christianity and
disrepntable hypocrits. It is just snch a story
of !inman life as we shonld expect Colonel lnl!'erliterally at first. The very fact that ransom
soll
to
be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and
Civilization.
money was paid for the first-born shows that
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
- - • - - 15 CENTS. of the rest of the world Price 2!1 cents.
origina.lly these were sacrificed tl:J.emselvs. PRICE,
Yonr treatment of the " Conflict" is excellent.
Address THE 'I'RUTH SEEKER
The story in Gen. xxii, would be without -Harry Hoover. ·
meaning if it did not presuppose the sacriti,ce
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
of children as an ancient rite. The prohibiPRICE, 15 CENTS.
tion in Lev. xviii, 21; xx, 2, not to sacrifice
Accept my thanks for your excellent and usefnl
children to Moloch, is not given as against a disconrse.-James Parton.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.
foreign custom. As was the case with the· I am mnch pleased with your address, and will
By WILLIAM McDONNELL
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
Greeks, spiritual progress among the Hebrews
A beantiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
pap• r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
also at a very early date crowded out this able
Heath," "Family Creeds," "BeauAge.
barbarity, while among the equa.lly pious but
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
innerly wild Carthaginians it remained in full
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
The
story
is
used by the anthor to teach FreePRICE, 20 CENTS.
sway. But in Israel, too, it from time to
thonght, to remove snperstition from the minds
The nnmber of heads nnder which yon hav of those who would not read a polemical esBay.
time comes into the forefront again.
divided the subje·ct matter of the pamphlet, and and to nrge racts against the varions chnrches,
"We accordingly find throughout Israel the concise manner in which each pomt is dis- believing which their snpporters will desert them
should be highly commended. Therefore The book is an argnment as well as a novel, but
cussed,
religious ideas a.nd customs such as were in I take great
pleasnre in recommending "Anti- the serions predicaments of the hero are skilfnlly
vogue among their related polytheists; but Prohibition 11 to the consideration of every person nsed to lnre the reader along, and to indnce him
who
is
interested,
not only in the oanse of temper- to take the antidote to theological poisoning witheverywhere there is seen also, even in the anoedmt in the principles
of self-government.- out knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effeotivly
oldest times, a striving for a pure monothe- J J.m.cCabe.
and convincingly, and always braces his romances
'
'fHE TlWTH SEEKER CO.
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
ism and a higher religious serv_ice, and this it
Those who haf read his previons works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
is that give Israel its characteristic position in
at once.
history. But just the origin of this feature is THOUGHTS ON SCIENCF, THE- soPrice,
in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
wrapped in darkness. The Old Testament
OLOGY, AND ETHICS.
represents Moses, who grew up as an EgypBY JoHN WILSON, M.A.
Oak Mills, Kan.
tian, and whose name is Egyptian, as the
The object of the book, as expressed in the prefis to Jliv a correct sketch of the main lines of
lawgiver of the monotheistic religion. Un- ace.
The Primitiv Religion of Israel.
modern thonght in small compass, and in lanfortunately, we cannot secure a historical gnage simple enongh to be ea~ily understood. In
From the Inaepenaent.
words, it is a condensation of more volnmiProf. Th. Noldeke, of Strassburg; "the picture of his person and work, and still less other
nons writers, and classification of their definitions
little giant," as the Semitists of the continent of the legislation of Sinai; but we can cer- of science, theology, and ethics, and a statement
of what belongs to each. As a text-book to clear
are accustomed to call him, the best philo- tainly trust tradition sufficiently to believe thinking and l01dcal reasoning, and a guide in A thorongh and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderons attacks
forming
scientific conclnsions, this book is in·
logian of the times, in a recent review of a that the new departure was contemporaneous
valnable. The Lilera7'1J Gutae ranks it as "one ol
npon the Anthor-Hero of the Amerwork by Baetbgen, in the Journal of tiM Ger- with the exodus out of Egypt. In Egypt the the foremost works of the present oentnry ;"while
ican Revolntion. Containing
the Freethtnkerl in "heartily recommending it"
man Oriental Society, gi.vs this summary:
Israelites doubtless received many germs as
"simple and ncid in style, correct in thongbt,
both the slanders and
"A remnant of original fetichism was pre- which were developed later. There, where and ample in· information," declares that it "is
their refntation.
the thinll' to pnt in the hands of a plain man
served for a long time in Israel. I refer to crude fetich worship and deep wisdom were just
who desires the beat ideas on evolntion m relation
-oto
science
and
ethics
.in
a
moderate
compass."
both
at
home,
a
gifted
nation
could
receive
the reverence for sacred stones, as this has
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH SEEKER Cp.
been practiced by a number of the Semitic many an impetus. At any rate, it would be
-aribes. That the stone of Jacob was an orig- my supposition that the service of Jahveh
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
BIBLE INQUIRER;
nally Canaanite one we hav no reason to was also taken from them. But, however
recently reissned its assault npon the memory of
OB,
suppose. The sacred character of Bethel is, this may be, I would forego the explanation
Paine, this pamphlet shonld be oircnlated everywhere in vindication.
according to all indications, original with the of the mystery, that this originated 'in the
A Key to Bible Investigation.
TOGETHER WITH
Israelites, as the Old Testament is still ac- constant divine conduct and divine revelaContaining 148 PrOJ:lOSitions
quainted with the fact that the place was in tion.' This is certainly no scientific explana- With References to the most Plain and Striking A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
former times called Luz. The interpretation tion.
Inspired Scriptures.
A Fabricated Account of a Beene at tiM Death" It is more than doubtful that the original
given to the divinely revered stone in our
bed of Thomas Paine.
BY A. JACOBSON.
present accounts must not deceive us any Israelites already in Egypt, or their ancestors
Third edition, carefnlly revised and enlarged.
BY W. H. BURR.
more than the legends of the Moslems con- before going there, were to a greater or less
Read the following extract from a letter by Ex"
This pamphlet shows that the aoconnt of Paine's
cerning the stone fetiches in Mecca, which extent monotheistic. Of Abraham, the God- Rev. C. B. Reynolds:
moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
•• The • Bible Inquirer' is better than a Con· dying
fearing man, something may be saved as his- oordance
hav remained as a singular relic in Islam.
aR a reference, to speedily find the teach- (npon which the Observer relies to prove its principal
charges)
is a forgery, it being impossible that
"That Jahveh, at a comparativly late to~cal. I cannot at all understand how a ing of the Bible, on any snbjeot. It is a sledgehammer in demolishing error, yet the moRt de- Fenwick conld hav written the alleged acoonnt.
man
from
whom
not
only
all
Israel,
but
also'
period, too, was worshiped merely as the god
vout Bible-worshiper can find n_o C!~nse of offense.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
no word of argument, It SimplY permits
of his own people, and that other beings a number of other nations descended, could Using
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
the Bible to destroy all faith in the B1ble, by givwere regarded by them as gods among the hav been a real person. How can a tradition ing chapter and verse-word for word-showing
palpable absnrdities and contradictions."
other peoples, Baethgen himself acknowl- concerning such a one hav been developed? itsEvery
TJ1e Career of Jesus Christ.
Liberal needs a cop.:v for ready r~ference.
edges. The absolute monotheism attained Is his personality or that of his immediate Aa a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is An E:r.position of the True Meaning of this Char·
supremacy only very slowly. Thus, e. g., descendants testified to any better, historic- the most effeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
Price only 25 cents.
ton Woolley, l\I.D., an thor of "Hebrew Mytholwhile the prophet Amos declares him to hav ally, than that of Deucalion, Xuthus, or
ogy,
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
been the creator, and hence certainly as the Dorus ? In the account given by Genesis of
28 Lafayette PI., New York
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

There were Lincoln memorial services held
at the school-house of this vicinity on the
night of February 12th, the eightieth anniversary of Lincoln's birth. The house was
completely filled. All the seats were occupied. Many had to stand and a large portion
sat on the fioor. It was the largest and most
enthusiastic crowd ever assembled together
in that school-house, if not in the whole community. The house was called to order by
George J. Remsburg, and on his motion Mr. J.
D. Richardson was elected chairman, and on
motion of Eugene L. Bell George J. Remsburg was elected secretary. The meeting
was opened with a song, " Abraham Lincoln "-tune, "Marching through Georgia"to which George J. ~emsburg responded in
an address on the virtues, merits, and achieve-.
mente of Abraham Lincoln, followed by.
Eugene L; Bell, who reviewed Lincoln's life,
and spoke of his many noble qualities of
head and heart. After many interesting:
declamations by the pupils of the school, Mr.
f.). T. Pomeroy was called upon, and in a
beautiful and touching address he outlined
the horrors of slavery, gave a brief history of
the colored race, and paid a beautiful tribute
to the memory of Abraham Lincoln, who
freed them from the bondage of slavery.
The next speaker was Mr. H. C. Buchanan,
the district treasurer. In language simple,
but full of meaning, he expressed his desire
to stand by the memory of Abraham Lincoln
and Ulysses S. Grant, the men who worked
together for the greatest cause on earth. Rev.
Mr. Kirchafore was then called upon. He
dwelt upon the history of the colored race,
.gave a brief view of slavery and his experience as a slave, and spoke of Lincoln as" one
of the grandest and noblest of men." The
famous old song, "John Brown," was then
sung by the large crowd, and George J.
Remsburg adjourned the meeting with the
following benediction : "My friends, may
you all leave this place to-night feeling that
it is good to hav been here. May each of you
feel within your heart a stronger desire to
honor and cherish the memory of the great
and noble Abraham Lincoln. May you, my
colored friends, more fully realize that you
are indebted to him for all that you are or
ever hope to be. And may the blessings of
liberty, which he so freely gave to you, rest
upon and be appreciated by. you now and
forever."
The house was beautifully decorated with
evergreens, fiags, and pictures. Over the
blackboard was rais~ in large letters the
name Abraham Lincoln, and at each side of
this was a large picture. One piece of canvas
contained portraits of Washington, Lincoln,
and Grant, and beneath it said, " Our Country's Heroes." On one side of the chimney
was a large g:ilt frame containing portraits of
Harrison and Morton, Washington, LincolB,
Grant, Garfield and Arthur, While beneath
these pictures was draped a large fiag. On
one side of the house was the word Liberty,
and on the other a fiag. The meeting was a
success, and the speeches were made amid
cheers, stamping of feet and clapping of
hands. We hope the seed sown that night
will bring a rich harvest.
REPORTER.
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The Antiquity of Christianity.

AR-GUMENT

'I' he. Forum.

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and .Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathe rs and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TBUTJ! BEEKER Office.

Philadelphia Liberal League 26'f.

IN THE

TRIAL· OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

THE "SAFEST CREED,

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and re'Dised by the author.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champiOn of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
a.nd justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
.
The many_calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references. .
.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelliaent, patriotic, and free men
and womeu.everywhere, a Magna Charta of their Jjg!tts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHEs AND EssAYS.
· BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH,
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
at no very distant day: hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtlese get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
·
·
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME~

meats every Sunday in Indni'trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questior s.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beeker publications alwaYS on hand at cheap rat<~.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHToN, Bee.

The .<.«anllat!an Liberal Club, N.Y.

AND
TWELVE OTHER DrsoOURsEs OF REASON.
A vig_Q.rous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou~ht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phlla. Press.
•
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Chicago B~cular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

THE NEW GOD.

BINDER for THE TRUTH. SEEKER
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
.with the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKER printed in
ilfj~~!lt!!~!!!!!:!l~' gold letters on the outside.
,~
This. binder allows the openIng of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail,_post~ai<h for 11.
Address THE TBUT.t1 BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BY SAMUEL P. P!JTNAM,

Secretary of the .American Secular. Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY,

TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

REASON

Meets every Friday eveninll, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussionij. The public cordially invited.

'l'he Newark. Liberal

Lea~ue

Meets every Bun day afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
a.t same place in the evening.

Akron, 0., FreetllouM"ht Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Brooklyn PJtilosophical Associ&•
tton.
Meets at Fraternity room~, Bedford avenue and
South 2d streEt, Brooklyn, F. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

Cleveland,

o.,

Secular, Union

Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 p.M., at
room 29, City Hall. EverYbody is invited to attend.
:UACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write,
·The Bonnets writteu by lt'rancis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

The Chnrch of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
HISTORY
This is the history of an attempt to found a
-AND
~ Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe- church without superstition, and its success.
01!' THJ:
rience.
Uncle Job Sawyer, fhe pastor, having established
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
OfEurope.
·
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism of human concern, religious, p(!)litical, and other·
AN·EXPOS1i:
;~.nd Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, ss.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanintima.te personal experience with the two sYS- guage, and easily understood. There is just snffi· Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent By JOHN WILLIAM DBAPEB, M.D .• LL.D
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
tems. It deals the most t~enchant blows which
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Be- cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches -and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associaview.
tion.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
to his mind.
WORKS OP 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
By BraH. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
·For sale a.t this office. Price, 11.00.
Price $1,
AddresS THE TRUTH BEEKER. Christianity a Reward for Crime,
Authenticated by the Bible.
NEW EDITION.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
lOc
OB

GIRARD'S WILL
Girard College Theology.

Essanca of Holigion
·By L. F .EUERB .l.CH.

Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.,--N.l:tract.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

ROMAN ISM,

The Secret of the East,

DANCER AHEAD.

OB1

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
The Origin of the Christian Religion
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.
and the Significance of its
Bise and Decline.

By A • .J". GROVER.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,

Advancement~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
~
PaPer, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
SOCIAL

WEALTH,

Ths Sol6 Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
.AcguirtmwJnt and .Apportionment.
By J. K, INGALLS.

Price, Cloth,

•

•

$1 00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

MATERIALISM:
ITs HISTORY AND ITS INFLUENOE UPON
SOOIETY.
Bli: DB. Loui.s BuOHNEB, Author of "Force and
·
·
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
AddreSS· THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.

ALEX~ND'ER

VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel engra.vings o! this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, suitable for frami:J!g, sent PO_!!_tpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TBUTB SEEKER.
tf
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Si(()t'!J-fi!D6 Years' InMriabls Success.
·
nr:' FOB ~LL DISEASES 01!' ~YES OB EARS .. lm·
m~d1ate. r_ehef from Grau u!atl<;>ns, Inflammat!o.ns,
D1m V1B1on, Watery Gathermgs, and Fa!lmg
Bight of Ey~s. Deafness, Drummin_g, l!inging of
the Ears dispelled by a few apphcat10ns. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears inst~tntly remt. oved. Ben.t the world over. Box with instruc1ons, by mall, 25 cents.
B. A.P.NEAL
Bm50
Shakers
0., NJilt..
. .I,
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SuA KE R

Price, $1.00.

For sale at t]lis office.

ROUT. G. INGERSOLL'S
OPENING SPEEOH TO THE JURY The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
in the suit of the

_

Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

Bankers' and Mercllauts' Tele·
graph Company

BIBLE FA..BRICA..TIONS REFUTED;
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
• 15c.
Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.
A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
- 15o.
A.ddre&f THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2~ LafayeUe PI., New York

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate bet een E
Scotch novelist, Agnes Bolio Wilkie, and Arthnl
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freeagainst the
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
Western Union Teleg'l'aph Company
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Beal Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1ble Makers. 5 cts.
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~-.2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Mosea
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER ha,s obtained a
By Edward Bellamy,
vs.
Darwin. 5 cts. ~ocratesl Buddha, and Jesus.
supply and can mail them to those who desire
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Author
of
"Dr.
Heideuhoff's
Process,"
etc.
them, for ten cents each.
-Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Lilerary The Old Faith aud the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Bpiuoza.· 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits,
World.
This astonishing book, how it haunts one, 5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and
H!!PPiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
like a growu-up "Alice in Wonderland!" The
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
mind follows entranced.-[Boston Gazetle.
Natural
Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
~unday and the Sabbath. "A law
Auimals. 5 cts.
regulatin~ human conduct on the Sabbath is free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
Address
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune,
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.
.
The aPJ;>eal is always made to a man's reason, E.C., LonJon, En~~:.
The False Teaching of the Chris- and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his selfisbness.-[Boston Post.
tian Church.
" The Thirty-nine A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
THE STRUGGLE
Articles of the Christian church are thirty- where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
FOB
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
suggestion of a really practicable and feasiThe Foolishness of Prayer. ''Think bleA social
state greatly in advance of the present.
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop- The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
In which theauthorshowsthe repeated attempts
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to nuder- actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
of men of every age to acquire ~~:reater political
take a crusade of one against the Colorado
12mo. cloth, $1.50; paper, 500.
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very founda·
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.,
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calla
the attention of thinking men and women to the
SpiPrri_teU,a1iesnmt.s.: Is Ita Faith Or a_Fact 1
10 5 0
position of womankind in America. Throughout1
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
Is Liberalism :Morall Price, 5 cents. The Present and the Future
age.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Republic of North America the minds ofBythis
THEO. C. SPENCER.
Social Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Was JelinF< lnsme1 Price 10 cents.
BY _A CA..PITA..~IST.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
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A book advocatmgassomatehfe as a remedy for
28 Lafa}ette Place. New Yorio.
bl IC C 00 Sam
Th e P U.
e a
0 ICjpoverty,vice,audcrime. ltdealswiththeJ;>resent
Church. Price 5 cents.
con!lltions of s~ciety in this co,nntry, P<;>i~tmg out
'
, their 1mperfect10ns, and showmg how 1t 1s almost
BING, BROTHERS, SI.lfG.
impossible that the people should be other than
1'1-·II~
I poor and viciousunder_ourpre~entsystem.
'.!'he
USE THE
.J
·
:\.,
• remedy, the author tl~1~ks. !S m communal hfe,
.
"
and he has drawn a VlVld picture of the future
By M1lton W~?)!ev, l\I.D., Antpor Of ~ebrew, Republic of North America, as it will be when
Mr\-hology, The Career of Jesus Chr1st."
society shall be organized on the· principles of In your meetings, to make them hvely and int~r
Th 1 1 h th "d. h" h t Th
.
G d I Rational Communism The book is vigorously esting. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
p e -?O 1 a Sal m lS ear ' erelli no o . and interestingly written.
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes
-[J s. XIV, •
1
·
It is higllly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Childr£'1. and fools speak the truth.-[Old Baw.
Paper, :JOe.; cloth, 81.
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price.
ll6 cents.
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Jjltws of lht 1/ltth.
AT Memphis, Tenn., Alfred Reeves recently
stabbed a priest to death, saying, ''God told
me to do it."
DURING the last week movements demanding restoration of papal temporal power took
place in Canada, Ireland, and Austria.
FLooD, the California
millionaire, is dead.
ARizoNA has made train
robbery punishable ·by
death.
SooiA.LIBTS in m8Dy
parts of France are being
dispersed by the police.
BosTON CoLLEGE, since
its founding, has ordained
thirty J eeuits for service
in America.
THE Maine House of
Representative has rejected woman suffrage
by a vote of 90 to 40.

MANY churches held
special services last Sunday to invoke a blessing
on the new administration.
OF the 2,222,611 colored children of school
age in 17 states, 1,118,556
are enroled in
schools.
THE duchess of Galliera, recently deceased,
contributed during her
life $25,000,000 to religious institutions.
THE New York Sun
estimates our Catholic
popu1ation at a higher
figure than the Catholic
Directory, placing it at
12,000,000.
WILLIAM n. has obtained an addition of
$900,000 to his previous salary of $3,300,000.
MRs. PRESIDENT HARRISON has secured a
promis from the pastor of the Fifth Avenue
Baptist Church to pray for her husband every
day.
THE Peter's Pence of the season are beginning to come in, the archdiocese of Armagh
sending $12,500 and Down and Connor
$10,000.
CLERGYMEN of all denominations hav
signed a request to President Harrison that
he proclaim April 30th a day of national
thanksgiving.
AT VIENNA a printers' boy has been sentenced to six months' imprisonment for
merely expressing his opinion on the character of the dead prince Rudolf.
CATHOLIOS continue their warfare against
our public schools, saying now : "The fact
is, it is impossible to teach history in public
schools without giving offense."
FREQUENTLY parties of an ignorant and
destitute class of people who hav been promised homes and plenty of work under the
Mormon church, leave the South for Utah.
UPON the statement in Baltimore papers
recently that an Infidel Sunday-school had
been organized in that city, several pastors
at once applied to the municipal authorities
for its suppression.
A MAss meeting of Orangemen in Ottawa,
Ont., resolved to withdraw support from the
Conservativ party if the government persists
in refusing to disallow the Jesuits' Compensation act passed by the Quebec legislature.
THE .government hydrographic office is to
secure knowledge on ocean currents by issu.
ing to various vessels bottles to be dropped
in the sea, containing requests to the finder
to forward to headquarters with statement of
place of finding.
IT is pointed out that the growing danger
to government from use of money in elections
is new here, as in 1831 De Tocgueville said,
"In the United States I hav never heard of a
man accused of spending his wealth to corrupt the yopulace."
THE Spanish Catholics will celebrate this
year the thirteenth centenary of " the return
of Spain to Catholic unity," that is, the establishment of that system that has brought
their country to the lowest depth of savage
8Dd ignorant degradation.
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IV. Proem to Genesis:

A' Plea. !or a. Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
j
V. Dawn of Orea.tion. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
I
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Hurley.
·GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
VII.
A Protest and a. Plea.. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- IN vain shall we attempt to cure men of their
LINTON, REVILLE.
ton.
viceB, unless we begin by curing them of their igThis is a. new book and contains the latest discus- norance. It is only by showing them the truth,
On the Oonfiict between Genesis and Geology.
Pion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the that they will perceive their real interests, and
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Orea.tion and of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guaj."antee of its able character.
the real motive that ought to incline them to do
W. E. Gladstone.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 oen ts.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Intergood. Instructors ha.v long enough fixed men'•
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Hnx!ey.
eyes upon heaven; let them now turn them upon
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
III. Postscript to Solar 1\lyths. By Prof. Max
earth. An incomprehensible theology, ridioulonl
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Mnller.
fables, impenetrable mysteries, pneril ceremonies,
are too fatiguing to be any
longer endured. Let the
human mind apply itself to
what is natural, to intelli, gible objects, sensible
truths, and useful knowledge. Let vain chimeras be
banished, and reasonable
opiniQns will of their own
accord enter into heads
thought to be destined to
eternal error.-D'Holbaah.
MAN vainly aecribes his
misfortunes to obscure and
imaginary agents; in vain
he seeks for mysterious and
remote causes of his ills.
In the general order of the
universe his condition is,
doubtless, subject to inconveniences, and his existence overruled by superior
powers; but those powers
are neither the decrees of a
blind fatality, nor the ca.prices of whimsical and fantastic beings; like the
world, of which he forms a.
part, man is governed by
natural laws, regular in
their course, oonsiste11t in
their effects, immutable in
their essence ; and those
laws, the common source of
good and evil, are not written among the distant stars,
or hidden in mysterious
codes; inherent in the nature of terrestrial beiv g s,
interwoven with their existence, they are a.t all times,
and in all place a, present to
man ; they act upo11. his
sense11, the:r warn his nn·
derstanding, and dispense
THREE LINKS IN THE OLD SAUSAGE.-WHIOH IS THE WORST?
to every action its reward
or punishment. Let man,
then, study these laws!- Volrl8fl.
THE poet in a golden clime was born,
With golden stars above;
Dowered with the hate of hate, the scorn of scorn,
The love of love.
-'l'ennvscm.
BY
HE who hates, blasphemes.-Ingersozz.
Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
THE truly moral deterrent from murder is not
constituted by a representation of hanging a.s a
Hon. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, and
consequence, or by a. representation of tortures in
General STEWART L. WOODFORD. hell as a. consequence, or by a. representation of
the horror and hatred excited in fellow-men, but
by a. representation of the necessary natural re.
snlts-the infliction of death-agony on the victim,
PRICE, TEN CENTS PER COPY.
the destruction of all his possibilities of happiness, the entailed sufferings to his belongimgs~
It should be extensivly circulated, as. it teaches the doctrine of Liberalism on the Spencer.
most important subject of the world-the right to think and speak and write. The supe- THE child has no moral rules, but is governed
riority of our doctrine on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was by fear; the youth is controled by authority; the
never better set forth, and must be manifest to anv Christian who possesses the power adult is infinenced by reason. Corresponding to
this we find that the religion of savages rests
to reason.·
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
upon fear, that of the masaes of civilized nations
upon the authority of church, prieats, and .sacred
books, while the more highly educated are swayed
foresight): "Well, John, dear, we understand wholly by reason. Rationalism is, therefore,
each other now ; but please do let me hav the let- proved to be the highest order and latest developter, too. I would so love to keep it as a memento ment of mental evolution. These three stages in
of this happy evening !"
the l!rowth of morality may be illustrated by the
A PBIMJ!l minister-a missionary not underdone. A FAIR cashier a.t the desk did stand,
conduct of persons in a park, where is placed the
wal'ning, "Keep off the grass." One says, If I go
And wrote out a bill for a. man near by;
NUBBS : "Didn't yon think the andante was
on the grass I shall be arrested and fined. He is
lovely 1;' Stubbs: "Didn't hear it, old chap; was He watched the pen in her snow-white hand,
restrained by fear. Another says, The law should
And saw the amount with a. great, big sigh.
too busy looking a.t A.nne Bummers."
"A fine business hand; how I wish 't were mine l" be respected by all good citizens. He is ruled by
authority. A third person says, If I walk on the
•Trs said Love's blind, and cannot see
The man with the writing like Greeley's said;
grass I shall injure the appearance of the park.
Jnst where his darts to aim"If this is a serious offer, 'tis thine;"
He is infinenced by reason. A fourth, and still
'Tis noticed, though, that spite of this
He looked up surprised, and tumbled and 1led.
Love gets there just the same.
higher, stage will be reached when long continu" Do yon know I am surprised that the blood ance in rational WAll-doing becomes a habit, and
Sulli : "Why, George, I didn't understand that sent out through the arteries ever gets back to the men do right as a matter of course. Punishment
the Mail ana Express was a. religions paper; I heart again," reflected· Litewate yesterday. "Why and the law are useful means of restraint for
thought it was a funny paper I" He : "Yes, it's shouldn't it 1" anxiously inquired Featherbrane. those who are in low stages of moral development,
both; its manner of being religions makes it "Why I Because it has been proved that every but they are useless for the more advanced. Some
funny."
course the blood takes to reach the heart allain is are restrained from ill-doing by fear of hell and
in vein." Then they both began to develop cases God ; still more by fear of the policeman; others,
DoWN in the cellar, dark, remote,
of blood-poisoning.
without thought, follow the orders of church and
Where alien oats your larder noteIn solemn grandeur stands the goat.
ONE day Dr. McCosh came into the mental phi- state, while the most enlightened believe, with
losophy class and said : "Ah, young gentlemen, I Kant, that duty OU!lht to be done for duty'S sake.
Without he hears the whining storm,
And feels the draughts around him swarm- hav an impression)" "Now, young gentlemen,'' These last certainly are not the people that Ohriscontinued the doctor, as he touched his head with tia.n ministers should hold up to scorn. It ill beHe eats the coal to keep him warm.
his forefinger, "can yon tell me what a.n impres- comes those who are under the restraint of the
LocKBLEY (who has jast given a cigar to Sharp. sion i81" No answer. "What I No one knows? lower motive to rail at those whtl hav the loftier
son from his own private box) : "I say, Sha.rpson, No one oa.n tell me what a.n impression i81" ex- oonsi<terations.-Robert C• .A Clams tn Pioneer Ptth.
tell me what you think of that cigar." Sharpson: claimed the doctor, looking up and down the
CHRISTIANS consider each other incapable of
"Well, if yon say so, I will, but I want yon to class. "I know," said Mr. Arthur. "An i!I!Pres- telling the truth, except when kissing the Bible.understand that I'm no optimist."
sion is a dent in a soft place." "Young gentle- 'l'he Beacon.
man," ga,id the doctor, removing his hand from
ALL theologies contain devices and plans by
WHEN lovely woman stoops to weather
his forehead and growing red in the face, "you which the supposed anger of the God can be
The stormy blast that sweeps the street,
are
excused
for
to-day."
turned aside and his forgivness obtained. There
Beware, young man, her fixed umbrella'Twill knock your teeth out if you meet l
Mrss CoULTER: "Oh, dear l I'm afraid I'll be is no limit up to the last moment of life to the
amount
of forgivness obtainable. It is a frequent
late. Mother, won't you come help Marie pull on
LrTTI;E girl (a.t school) : "What did the teacher thie corset 1 I'll never get dressed a.t this rate. occurrence for a murderer to state on the gallowl
send yon here for 1" Little boy : " She said I was There, that will do nicely. Whew l Giv me a. that he is perfectly certain of having been forbad, and must come over and sit with the girls." moment to see if I can breathe in it. Yes. Now uiven, and of baing received into the favor of
"I like yon. Can yon stay longP "Guess not. bring me my naper-sole walking shoes. They God forever. By the plana of salvation so proI waen't very bad." "Well, you be badder next look r;;ther t,hin for wet weather, but it can't be vided, a lifetime of crime is obliterated and an
time."
helped. I couldn't drag myself along in heavy eternity of bliss secured. It is quite evident how
JACK SPOONER (who has managed to blunder shoes, with the weigbt of this new street costume this ia calculated to lessen the strength of the
through it): ''Edith, dear, 1-1-ha.rdly know just to carry. It nearly breaks my back. ThHe, I'm moral aanotion.-.lolm Wil•on, M.A.
what to say-I am so happy and so agitated. It ready l" Mre. Coulter:" Where are yon going?" THE Christian world has endeavored for nearly
may seem foolish to yon-bnt-1 put my senti- Miss Coulter: ''To the Modern Progress Society two thousand years to explain the 'atonement, and
ments in writing before I came-half intending to meeting. I am to read a. paper on 'Woman's every effort has ended in an admission that it oa.n
not be understood.-Ln(ler~oil.
leave a letter I" Miss Korton (with admirable Weakness Due to Man's Tyranny."
'l'HB
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ANOTHER PHASE

J/Jolts and flippiniJS.
BAD effects of attending a religious meeting: Two English servants went to a Salvation Army meeting on a Sunday evening,
o~erstayed the time when they should hav
been home, and for fear of a scolding, tied
themselvs together with a woolen scarf and
drowned themselvs in a canal.
BosToN boasts of a dog, the member of a
family where fish is always eaten on Fridays,
that for some time past disappeared on
Thursday evenings and was not seen again
until Saturday morning. So says the Sun.
Investigation showed that the intelligent but
heretical brute spent Friday with a family
where meat was eaten on that day. Even a
dog knows better than to be a Catholic.
AN American man-of-war's man was once
in a Washington church on an Easter Sunday.
Seeing an American flag laid down in the
aisle, he indignantly asked what it was placed
there for. He was told that it was to save
the carpet. Thereupon Sailor Jack picked
up the flag from the floor, and, as he folded
it carefully, exclaimed : "You people may be
good Christians, but you are damned poor
Americans."
MR. BowEN, proprietor of the Independent,
a Congregational journal published in this
town, went to Washington to see Brother
Harrison inaug:.rated. He spent several dollars telegraphing to his paper his opinion of
the affair, as follows: "It has been my privilege to hear other presidents speak on similar
occasions in the past, but I venture the opinion that, never since the immortal Washington

OF THE SUNDAY QUESTION.

addressed the people one hundred years ago,
has any_ president touched the hearts of the
people as President Harrison has on this
occasion. Tears of gratitude were seen in all
directions, while the vast multitude present
gave vent to their joy by such cheers as probably never were heard before in the city of
Washington.'! Brother Bowen ought to get
an office.
MR. WANAMAKER, our new postmaster-general, presided last Sunday over the Sundayschool of the Bethany Presbyterian church.
He is superintendent of the school. He does
not travel on Sunday, so that in order to
teach his school he is obliged to leave Washington on Saturday and return on Monday
morning. The question of interest to the
public just now is whether he will try _to
interfere with mail arrangements of Sundays.
MATTHEW HENRY once said: " He who
prays in his family does well. lie who reads
the scriptures and prays does better. He
who reads the scriptures and sings and prays
does best of all." Quoting this, a religious
journal says: ''Let the head of every Christian family seek to excel.'' But supposing
the head of the family can't sing, then how
can he excel? And isn't the Lord responsible
for his lack of excellence by not endowing
him with a comprehension of music?
A WRITER in the Glasgow, Scotland, evening News give us this: ''Most people now, I
daresay, interpret sacred writ in a way to
suit themselvs. Professor Adams, of the
theoloiical faculty, Edinburgh University,
does so anyhow, and nothing can exceed the
ingenuity and nonchalance, so to speak, with
which he can get over a scriptural passage
which is not to be reconciled with the laws

of human nature. A few days ago, when
his class was reading the song of Deborah,
he stopped them at the words, • To every
man a damsel or two.' • You will observ!J,'
he said, with a twinkle in his eye, ' that there
is an evident mistake here. It would be a
peculiar consolation to the women folk to
find their men coming home with two girls
apiece. In fact, damsel here means lteap of
spoil.' And the class smiled sadly."
THE Gltristian Ad'llocate says : '' The good
old times of our fathers, when there were
no railroads and telegraphs, were favorable to
family devotion. But now conditions hav
changed. The father leaves home early and
returns late, and prayer gradually loses its
place among the family customs. It is said
that family devotions are becoming exceedingly scarce among church-members. If this
be so, whatever the cause, it is a serious
symptom of spiritual decline."
THE status of the past and present attempts
to repeal the blasphemy laws in England is
given by the London Freethinker: "Mr.
Courtney Kenny is:retiring from Parliament
His little bill for abolishing the blasphemy
laws has never got further than being printed.
Fortunately Mr. Bradlaugh has now taken the
matter up, and we expect to sec it vigorously
carried forward. Mr. Bradlaugh has given
notice, and, with his usual good fortune, has
secured an early date in the ballot. He will
bring on his bill ClD March 20th. Whether it
stands a fair chance of success is more than
we can say. But there is no need to worry;
the bill is in the best hand", and every Freethinker may rest satisfied that whatever euccess is possible will certainly be achieved.
Should the bill fail in the firEt debate, it will

be brought in again and again." Petitions in
favor of the bill are being vigorously circulated in England.
TrrE Rev. Dr. Talmage, acrobat of the
Brooklyn Tabernacle, says that "No man
can be a Christian if his stomach is out of
order." The Inquisitors, the persecutors
of Europe, and the Puritans of New England
must hav possessed exceptionally good digestiv apparatus.
CoNTINENTAL bigotry is still rampant, and
Jews as well as Freethinkerb appear to be
under the ban in Sweden. The London
Freetltinktr says: " It is evident that hard
fighting will hav to be done in Sweden ere
the fangs of bigotry are rendered harmless.
It appears that on one of the counts against
Mr. Lennstrand his jury acquitted him. Not
satisfied with the imprisonment Mr. Leonstrand has undergone, the public prosecutor
has appealed to the supreme court against
this acquittal on the ground that there was a
Jew among the jury, and the supreme court
has, in its impartial wisdom, declared that onthat account the jury was invalid, and the
case must be tried anew. This charge was
that of being concerned with Mr. Lindkvist
in translating one of the Freetllinker tracts,
that by J. Symes, entitled, ' Who is to be
Damned if Christianity be True?' Mr.
Lindkvist, it will be remembered, received
one month's imprisonment, and the Swedish
bigots are nol yet satisfied. We are pleased
to notice as a set-off that Norway has recently
reecinded the laws by which the state was
wont to bind consciences to the established
church, a measure which has produced loud
indignation on the part of the national
clergy."
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itself with entire openness; most of my colleagues
were -ists of one sor~ or another; and, however kind
Looking back nearly fifty years, I see myself as a and friendly they might be, I, the man without a rag
boy, whose education had been interrupted, and who, of a label to cover himself with, could not fail to hav
intellectually, was left, for some years, altogether to some of the uneasy feelings which must hav beset
his own devices. At that time I was a voracious and the historical fox when, after leaving the trap in
omnivorous reader; a dreamer and speculator of the which his tail remained, be presented himself to his
first water, well endowed with that splendid courage normally elongated companions. So I took thought,
in attacking any and every subject., which is the and invented what I conceiv.ed to be the appropriate
. blessed compensation of youth and inexperience. title of" agnostic." It came into my bead as suggestAmong the books and essays, on all sorts of topics ivly antithetic to the "gnostic" of church history,
from metaphysics to heraldry, which I read at this who professed to know so much about the very
time, two left indelible impressions on my mind. things of which I was ignorant; and I took the
One was Guizot's "History of Civilization," the other earliest opportunity of parading it at our society, to
was Sir Wiiliam Hamilton's essay "On the Philoso- show that I, too, bad a tail, like the other foxes. ·To
phy of the Unconditioned," which I came upon by my great satisfaction, the term took; and when the
chance in an odd volume of the Edinburgh Revie?o. Spectator had stood godfather to it., any suspicion
The latter was certainly strange reading for a boy, in the minds of respectable people, that a knowland I could not possibly hav understood a great deal edge of its parentage might bav awakened, was, of
of it;* nevertheless, I devoured it with avidity, and course, completely lulled.
That is the history of the origin of the terms
it stamped upon my mind the strong conviction that,
on even the most solemn and important of questions, " agnostic" and "agnosticism;" and it will be obmen are apt to take cunning phrases for answers; and served that it does not quite agree with the confident
that the limitations of our faculties, in a great num- assertion of the reverend principal of King's Colbar of cases, renders real answers to such questions lege, that "the adopt.ion of the term agnostic is only
not merely actually impossible, but theoretically an attempt to shift the issue, and that it involves a
mere evasion" in relation to the church and Chrisinconceivable.
Philosophy and history having laid hold of me in tianity (Report of the Church Congress, Manchester,
this eccentric fashion, hav never loosened their grip. 1888, p. 252).
The last objection (I rejoice, as much as my readers
I hav no pretension to be an expert in either subject.;
but the turn for philosophical and historical reading, must do, that it is the last) which I bav to take to
which rendered Hamilton and Guizot attractiv to me, Dr. Wace's deliverance before the Church Congress
haa·not only filled many lawful leisure hours, and still arises, I am sorry to say, on a question of morality.
"It is, and it ought to be," autboritativly declares
more sleepless ones, with the repose of cban~ed
mental occupation, but has not unfrequently disputed this official npresentativ of Christian ethics, "an
my proper work time with my liege lady, Nat ural unpleasant tbiz;g for a man to bav to say plainly
Science. In this way I hav found it possible to cover that he does not beli&Ve in Jesus Christ" (l. c. p.
a good deal of grcund in the territory of philosophy; 254).
Whether it is so, depends, I imagin, a good deal
and all the more easily that I hav n<'>ver cared much
about A's or B's opinions, but hav rather sought to on whether the man was brought up in a Christian
know what answer he had to giv to the questions I household or not. I do not see why it should be
had to put to him-that of the limitation of possible "unpleasant" for a Mohammedan or a Buddhist to
knowledge being the chief. The ordinary examiner say so. But that "it ought to be" unpleasant for
with his" State the views of So-and-so" would hav any man to say anything which he sincerely, and
floored me at any time. If he had said, what do you after due deliberation, believes, is, to my mind, a
think about any given problem! I might hav got· on proposition of the most profoundly immoral character. I verily believe that the great good which
fairly well.
The reader who has bad the patience to follow the has been effected in the world by Christianity bas
enforced, but unwilling, egotism of this veritable been largely counteracted by the pestilent doctrin
history-especially if his studies hav led him in the on which all the churches bav insisted, that honest
same direction-will now see why my mind steadily disbelief in their more or less astonishing creeds is -a
gravitated toward the conclusions of Hume and moral offense, indeed a sin of the deepest dye, deKant, so well stated by the latter in a sentence, serving and involving the same future retribution as
murder and robbery. If we could only see, in one
which I hav quoted elsewhere.
"The greatest and perhaps the sole use of all phi- view, the torrents of hypocrisy and cruelty, the lies,
losophy of pure reason is, after all, merely negativ, t.he slaughter, the violations of every obligation of
since it serves not as an organon for the enlargement humanity, which hav flowed from this source along
[of knowledge], but as a disciplin for its delimitation; the course of the history of Christian natiom, our
and, instead of discovering truth, has only the mod- worst imaginations of hell would pale beside the
est merit of preventing error" (Kritik der reinen vision.
A thousand times, no! It ought not· to be unVernunft. Edit. Hartenstein, p. 256).
When I reached intellectual maturity and began pleasant to. say that which one honestly believes or
to ask myself whether I was an At.heist, a Theist, or a disbelieves. That it so constantly is painful to do
pantheist; a Materialist or an idealist; a Cbrist.ian so, is quite enough obstacle to the progress of manor a Freethinker; I found that the more I learned kind in that most valuable of all qualities, honesty of
and reflected, the less ready was the· answer; until, word or of deed, without erecting a sad concomitant
at last, I came to the conclusion that I had neither of human weakness into something to be admired
art nor part with any of these denominations, except and cherished. The bravest of soldiers often, and
the last. The one thing in which most of these good very naturally," feel it unpleasant" to go into action;
people were agreed was the one thing in which I but a court-martial which did its duty would make
differed from them. They were quite sur-e they had short work of the officer who promulgated the docattained a certain "gnosis "-had, more or less suc- l.rin that his men ought to feel their duty unpleasant.
I am very well aware, as I suppose most thoughtcessfully, solved the problem of existence; while I
was quite sure I had not, and had a pretty strong ful people are in these times, that the process of
conviction that the problem was insoluble. And, breaking away from old beliefs is extremely unpleaswith Hume and Kant on my side, I could not think ant; and I am much disposed to think that the en· myself presumptuous in holding fast by that opinion. couragement, the consolation, and the peace afforded
Like Dante,
to earnest believers in even the worst forms of
Christianity are of great practical advantage to
Nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita
Mi ritrovai per una selva oscura,
them. What deductions must be made from this
gain on the score of the harm done to the citizen by
but, unlike Dante, I cannot add,
the ascetic other-worldliness of logical Christianity;
Che Ia diritta via era smarrita.
On the contrary, I had, and hav, the firmest convic- to the ruler, by the hatred, malice, and all uncharition that I never left the "verace via "-the straight tableness of sectarian bigotry; to the legislator, by
road; and that this road led nowhere else but into the spirit of exclusivness and domination of those
the dark depths of a wild and tangled forest. And that count themselvs pillars of orthodoxy; to the
though I hav found leopards and lions in the path; philosopher, by the restraints on the freedom of
though I hav made abundant acquaintance with the learning and teaching which every church exercises,
hungry wolf, that "with privy paw devours apace whEln it is strong enough; to the conscientious soul,
and nothing said," as another great poet says of the by the introspectiv bunting after sins of the mint
ravening beast ; and though no friendly specter has and cummin type, the fear of theological error, and
even yet offered his guid"nce, I was, and am, minded tba overpowering terror of possible damnation,
to go straight on, until I either come out on the other which bav accompanied the churches like their
side of the wood, or find there is no other side to it, shadow, I need not now consider; but they are assuredly not small. If agnostics lose heavily on the
at least, none attainable by me.
This was my situation when I had the good fortune one side, they gain a good deal on the other. People
to find a place among the members of that remark- who talk about the comforts of belief appear to forable confraternity of antagonists, long since deceased, get its discomforts; they ignore the fact that the
but of green and pious memory, the Metaphysical Christianity of the churches is something more than
Society. Every variety of philosophical and theo- faith in the ideal personality of Jesus, which they
logical opinion was represented there, and expressed create for themselvs, plus so n:tuch as can be carried
into practice, without disorganizing civil society, of
.
the maxims of the Sermon on the Mount. Trip in
must years
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hav laid
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for, Imany
afterward,
when
Bampton lectures were published, it seemed to me I already knew due repentance or retractatiOn, or fall to get properly
all that this eminently agnostic thinker had to tell me.
, baptized before you die, and a plebiscite of the
Agnosticism.
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Christians of Europe, if they were true to their
creeds, would affirm your everlasting damnation by
an immense majority.
Preachers, orthodox and heterodox, din into our
ears that the world cannot get on without faith of
some sort. There is a sense in which that is as eminently as obviously true; there is another, in which,
in my judgment, it is as eminently as obviously false,
and it seems to me that the hortatory, or pulpit,
mind is apt to oscillate between the false and the
true meanings, without being aware of the fact.
It is quite true that the ground of every one of our
actions, and the validity of all our reasonings, rest
upon the great act of faith, which leads us to take
the experience of the past as a safe guide in our dealings with the present and the future. From the
nature of ratiocination it is obvious that the axioms
on which it is based cannot be demonstrated by ratiocination. It is alao·a trite observation, that, in the
business of life, we constantly take the most serious
action upon evidence of an utterly insufficient character. But it is surely plain that faith is not necessarily entitled to dispense with ratiocination because
ratiocination cannot dispense with faith as a startingpoint; and that because we are Q.ften obliged, by the
pressure of evunts, to act on very bad evidence, it
does ncit follow that it is proper to act on such evidance when the pressure is absent..
The writer of the epistle to the Hebrews tells UB
that "faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the
proving of things not seen." In the authorized version "substan~e" stands for "assurance," and "evidance" for" the proving." The question of the exact
meaning of the two word.s, translated thus differently, affords a fine field of discussion for the scholar
and the metaphysician. But I fancy we shall be not
far from the mark if we take the writEr to hav had
in his mind the profound psychological truth that
men constantly feel certain about things for which
they strongly hope, but bav no evidence, in the legal
or logical sense of the word; and he calls this feeling
"faith." I may hav the most absolute faith that a
friend has not committed the crime of which he is
accused. In the early days of English history, if my
friend could hav obtained a few more compurgators
of like robust faith, he would hav been acquitted.
At the present day, if I tendered myself as a witness
on that score, the judge would tell me to stand down,
and the youngest barrister would smile at my simplicity. Miserable indeed is the man who has not
such faith in some of his fellow-men-only less miserable than the man who allows himself to forget that
such faith is not, strictly speaking, evidence; and
when his faith is disappointed, as will happen now
and again, turns Timon and blames the universe for
his own blunders. And so, if a man can find a friend,
the hypostasis of all his hopes, the mirror of his
ethical ideal, in the Jesus of any, or all, of the goapels, let him liv by faith in that ideal. Who shall or
can forbid him? But let him not delude himself
with the notion that his faith is evidence of the objectiv reality of that in which he trusts. Such evidance is to be obtained only by the use of the
methods of science, as applied to history and to literature; and it amounts at present to very little.
It appears that Mr, Gladstone, some time ago,
asked Mr. Laing if he could draw up a short summary of the negativ creed; a body of negativ propositions, which hav so far been adopted on the nagstiv side as to what the apostles' and other accepted
creeds are on the positiv; and Mr. Laing at once
kindly obliged Mr. Gladstone with the desired
articles-eight of them.
· If anyone had preferred this request to me, I
should hav replied that, if he referred to agnostics,
they hav no creed; and, by the nature of the case,
cannot hav any. Agnosticism, in fact, is not a creed,
but a method, the essence of which lies in the rigorous application of a single principle. That principle
is of great antiquity; it is as old as Socrates; as old
as the writer who said, "Try all things, hold fast by
that which is good;" it is the foundation of the Reformation, which simply illustrated the axiom that
every man should be able to giv a reason for the
faith that is in him; it is the great principle of
Descartes; it is the fundamental axiom of modern
science. Positivly the principle may be expressed:
In matters of the intellect, follow your reason as far
as it will take you, without regard to any other consideration. And negativly: In matters of the intellect, do not pretend that conclusions are certain
which are not demonstrated or demonstrable. That
I take to be the agnostic faith, which if a man keep
whole and undefiled, he shaH not be ashamed to look
·the universe in the face, whatever the future may hav
in store for him.
The results of the working out of the agnostic
principle will vary according to individual knowledge
and capacity, and according to the general condition
of science. That which is unproved to-day may be
proved, by the help of new discoveries, to-morrow.
The only negativ fixed points will be those negations
wh"lC h fl ow from th e d emons t ra bl e I"1m1"t a t"10n of our
faculties. And the only obligation accepted is to hav
the mind always open to conviction. Agnostics who
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never fail in carrying out their principles are I am
afraid, as rare as other people- of whom the' same
consistency can be truthJully predicated. But if you
were to meet with such a phenix and to tell him that
you had discovered that two and two make five, he
would patiently ask you to state your reasons for
that conviction, and express his readiness to agree
with you if he found them satisfactory. The apostolic injunction to " suffer fools gladly," should be
the rule .of life of a true agnostic. I am deeply conscious how far I myself fall short of this ideal, but it
is my personal conception of what agnostics ought
to be.
However, as I began by stating, I speak only for
myself; an.d I. do not dr~am of anathematizing and
excommumcatmg Mr. Lamg. But, when I consider
his creed and compare-it with the Athanasian, I think
I hav, on th13 whole, a clearer conception of the
mPaning of the latter. "Polarity;' in article viii, for
example, is a word about which I heard a good deal
in my youth, when "Naturphilosophie" was in fashim:;, and greatly did I suffer from it. For many years
pa&t, whenever I hav met wi~h "polarity" anywhere
but in a discu~sion of some purely physical topic,
such as magnetism, I hav shut the book. Mr. Laing
must excuse me if the force of habit was too much for
me when I read his eighth article.
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Will he kindly help me out of my bewilderment when It would be difficult to name a single known agnostic who
I try to think of "logic" being anything else than has given. to historr anything like the amount of th?ught and
the canon (which, I believe, means rule) of thought T study which he brmgs to a knowledge of the physiCal world
As to agnosticism being a distinctiv faith, I hav (p. 153).
alrea~y shown that it cannot possibly be anything of
Whoso calls to mind what I may venture to term
the kmd; unless perfect faith in logic is distinctiv of the bright side of Christianity, that ideal of manhood,
agnostics, which, after all, it may be.
with its strength and its patience; its justice and its
Agnosticism as a religious philosophy per se rests on an pity for human frailty; its helpfulness, to the extremalmost total ignoring of history and social evolution (p. 152). ity of self-sacrifice; its ethical purity and nobility ;
. But neither p~r se nor per aliud has agnosticism which apostles hav pictured, in which armies of mar(If I kno'!V ~nythm~ about it) the least pretension to tyrs hav placed their unshakable faith, and whence
~e a religious _Philosophy; so far from resting on obscure men and women, like Catherine of Sienna
Ignorance of history, and that social evolution of and John Knox, hav derived the courage to rebuke
~hi~h history is the account, it is and has been the popes and kings, is not likely to underrate the impormevitable result of the strict adherence to scientific tance of the Christian faith as a factor in human hismethods by historical investigators. 011r forefathers tory, or to doubt that if that faith should prove to be
were quite confident about the existence of Romulus incompatible with our knowledge, or necessary want
and Remus, of King Arthur, and of Hengst and of knowledge,. some other hypostasis of men's hopes,
Horsa. M~st of us hav beco~e agnostics in regard genuin enough and worthy enough to replace it, will
to the reahty of these worthies. It is a matter of arise. But that the incongruous mixture of bad soi~
notoriety, of which Mr. Harrison, who accuses us all ence with eviscerated papistry, out of which Comte'
so freely of ~g~J.Oring history, s.hould not be ignorant, manufactured the positivist religion, will be the heir
that the critiCal process whiCh has shattered the of the Christian ages, I hav too much respect for the
foundations of orthodox Christian doctrin owes its humanity of the future to believe. Charles the
origin, not to the devotees of physical science but Second told his brother, "They will not kill me,
before all, to Richard Simon, ·the learned F;ench James, to make you king." And if critical science is
Oratorian, just two hundred years ago. I cannot remorselessly destroying the historical foundations
find evidence that either Simon, or any one of the of the noblest ideal of humanity which mankind hav
And now, what is to be said to Mr. Harrison's great scholars and critics of the eighteenth and nine- yet worshiped, it is little likely to permit the pitiful
rerQarkable deliverance "On the future of agnosti- teenth centuries who hav continued Simon's work reality to climb into the vacant shrine.
cism?"* I would that it were not my business to had any particular acquaintance with physical science:
That a man should determin to devote himself to
say anything, for I am afraid that 1 can say nothing I hav already pointed out that Hume was independ- the service of humanity-including intellectual and
which shall manifest my great personal respect for ?nt of it .. And certain.ly o~e of the most potent moral self-culture under that name; that this should
thiH able writer, and for the zeal and energy with mfluences m the same directiOn, upon history in the be, in the proper sense of the word, his religion-'-iB
which he ever and anon. galvanizes the weakly frame present century, that of Grote, did not come from not only an intelligible, but, I think, a laudable resoof Positivism until it looks more than ever like John the physical side. Physical science, in fact, has had lution. And I am greatly disposed to believe that it
Bunyan's Pope and Pagan rolled into one. There is nothing directly to do with the criticism of the gos- is the only religion which will prove itself to be unasa story often repeated, and I am afraid none the lees pels; it is wholly incompetent to furnish demon- sailably acceptable so long as the human race endures.
mythical on that account, of a valiant and loud. voiced strativ evidence that any statement made in these But when the positivist asks me to worship "Humancorporal, in command of two full privates, who falling histories is untrue. Indeed, modern physiology can ity"-that is to say, to adore the generalized concepin with a regiment of the enemy in the dark, orders find parallels in nature for events of apparently the tion of men as they ever hav been and probably ever
it to surrender under pain of instant annihilat.ion by most eminently supernatural kind recounted in some will be-l must reply that I could just as soon bow
down and worship the generalized conception of a
his force; and the enemy surrenders accordingly. I of those histories.
It is a comfort to bear, upon Mr. Harrison's author- "wilderness of apes." Surely we are not going back
am always reminded of this tale when I read the
positivist comm&nds to the forces of Christianity and ity, that the laws of physical nature show no signs of to the days of paganism, when individual men were
of Science; only the enemy show no more signs of becoming" less definit, less consistent, or less popular deified, and the hard, good sense of a dying Vespasian
intending to obey now than they hav done any time as time goes on" (p.l54). How a law of nature is to be- could prompt the bitter jest, "Et puto .Deus jio."
come indefinit, or "inconsistent," passes my poor pow- No divinity doth hedge a modern man, be he even a
these forty years.
The allocution under consideration has the papal ers of imagination. But with universal suffrage and the sovereign ruler. Nor is there anyone, except a municflavor which is wont to hang about the utterances of coach-dog theory of premiership in full view; the ipal magistrate, who is officially declared worshipful.
the pontiffs of the church of Comte. Mr. Harrison theory, I mean, that the whole duty of a political But if there is no spark of worship-worthy divinity
speaks with authority and not as one of the common chief is to look sharp for the way the social coach is in the individual twigs of humanity, whence comes
scribes of the period. He knows not only what driving, and then run in front and bark loud-as if that godlike splendor which the Moses of positivism
agnosticism is and how it has come about, but what being the leading noise-maker and guiding were the fondly imagine to pervade the whole bush T
I know no study which is so unutterably saddening
will become of it. The agnostic is to content himself same things-it is truly satisfactory to me to know
with being the precursor of the positivist. In his that the laws of nature are increasing in popularity. as that of the evolution of humanity as it is set forth
place, as a sort of navvy leveling the ground and Looking at recent developments of the policy which in the annals of history. Out of the darkness of
cleansing it of such poor stuff as Christianity, he is a is said to express the great heart of the people, I hav prehistoric ages man emerges with the marks of his
useful creature who deserves patting on the back, on had my doubts of the fact; and my love for my lowly origin strong upon him. He is a brute, only
condition that he does not venture beyond his last. fellow-countrymen has led me to reflect with dread more intelligent than the other. brutes; a blind prey
But let not these scientific Sanballats presume that on what will happen to them, if any of the laws of to impulses, which as often as not lead him to destructhey are good enough to take part in the building of nature ever become so unpopular in their eyes as to tion; a victim to endless illusions, which make his
the Temple-they are mere Samaritans, doomed to be voted down by the transcendent authority of univer- mental existence a terror and a burden, and fill his
. die out in proportion as the Religion of Humanity is sal suffrage. If the legion of demons, before they set physical life with barren toil and battle. He attains
accepted by mankind. Well, if that is their fate, they out on their journey in the swine, had had time to a certain degree of physical comfort, and develops
hav time to be cheerful. But let us hear Mr. Har- hold a meeting and to resolve unanimously, "That a more or less workable theory of life in such favorthe law of gravitation is oppressiv and ought to be able situations as the plains of Mesopotamia or of
rison's pronouncement of their doom.
"Agnosticism is a stage in the evolution of religion, repealed," I am afraid it would hav made no sort of Egypt, a:nd then, for thousands and thousands of
an entirely negativ stage, the point reached by phys- difference to the result, when their two thousand un- years, struggles with varying fortunes, attended by
icists, a purely mental conclusion, with no relation to willing porters were once launched down the steep infinit wickedness, bloodshed, and misery, to maintain himself at this point against the greed and the
things social at all" (p. 154). I am quite dazed by slopes of the fatal shore of Gennesaret.
The question of the place of religion as an element of ambition of his fellow-men. He makes a point of
this declaration. Are there, then, any "conclusions"
that are not " purely mental?" Is there "no relation human nature, as a force of human society, its origin, analy- killing and otherwise persecuting all those who first
to things soci11l" in "mental conclusions" which affect sis, and functions, has never been considered at all from an try to get biro to move on ; and when he has moved
on a step, foolishly confers post-mortem deification on
men's whole conception of life! Was that prince of agnostic point of view (p. 152).
agnostics, David Hume, particularly imbued with · I doubt not that Mr. Harrison knows vastly more his victims. He exactly repeats the process with all
physical science! Supposing physical science to be about history than I do; in fact, he tells the public who want to move a step yet further. And the best
non-existent, would not the agnostic principle, applied that some of my friends and I hav no opportunity of men of the best epochs are simply those who make
by the philologist and the historian, lead to exactly occupying ourselvs with that subject. I do not like the fewest blunders and commit the fewest sins.
That one should rejoice in the good man, forgiv
the same results T Is the modern more or less com- to contradict any statement which Mr. Harrison
makes
on
his
own
authority;
only,
if
I
may
be
true
the
bad man, and pity and help all men to the best
plete suspension of judgment as to the facts of the
history of regal Rome, or the real origin of the to my agnostic principles, I humbly ask bow he has of one's abiiity, is surely indisputable. It. is the
Homeric poems, anything but agnosticism in history obtained assurance on this head. I do not profess to glory of Judaism and of Christianity to hav proand in literature! And if so, how can agnosticism know anything about the range of Mr. Harrison's claimed this truth, through all their aberrations.
studies; but as he has thought it fitting to start the But the worship of a god who needs forgivness and
be the " mere negation of the physicist?"
"Agnosticism is a stage in the evolution of relig- subject, I may venture to point out that, on the evi- help, and deserves pity every hour of his existence,
ion." No two people agree as to what is meant by dance adduced, it might be equally permissible to is no better than that of any other voluntarily selected
the term "religion;" but if it means, as I think it draw the conclusion that Mr. Harrison's absorbing fetich. The emperor Julian's project was hopeful, in
ought to mean, simply the reverence and love for the labors as the pontifex maximus of the positivist comparison with the prospects of the new Anthroethical ideal, and the desire to realize that ideal in religion hav not allowed him to acquire that acquaint- polatry.
life, which every man ought to feel-then I say agnos- ance with the methods and results of physical science
When the historian of religion in the twentiet'h
ticism has no more to do with it than it has to do or with the history of philosophy, or of philologicai
with music or painting. If, on the other hand, Mr. and historical criticism, which is essential to anyone century is writing about the nineteenth, I fore~>Ee he
Harrison, like most people, means by "religion" ~~o desires to obtain a r~ght u~derstanding of agnos- will say something of this kind:
The most curious and instructiv events in the religtheology, then, in my judgment, agnosticism can be tiCism. Incompetence m philosophy, and in all
said to be a stage in its evolution, only as death may branches of science except mathematics, is the well- ious history of the preceding century are the ri~e
known mental characteristic of the founder of Posi- and progress of two new sects, called Mormons and
be said to be the final stage in the evolution of life.
tivism. Faithfulness in disciples is an admirable Positivists. To the student who has carefully con
When agnostic logic is simply one of the canons of thought;
quality
in itself; the pity is that it not unfrequently sidered these remarkable phenomena nothing in the
agnosticism, as a distinctiv faith, will hav spontaneously disleads to the imitation of the weaknesses as well as of records of religious self-delusion can appear improbappeared (p. 155).
.
I can but marvel that such sentences as this, and the strength of the master. It is only such over- able.
The Mormons arose in the midst of the great
those already quoted, should hav proceeded from faithfulness which can account for a "strong mind
Mr. Harrison's pen. Does he really mean to suggest real.ly. ~aturated with ~be historical sense" (p. 153) republic, which, though comparativly insignificant, at
that agnostics hav a logic peculiar to themselvs? exhibitmg the extraordmary forgetfulness of the his- that time, in territory as in the number of its citizens,
torical fact of the existence of David Hume implied was (as we know from the fragments of the speeches
of its orators which hav come down to us) lllO less
by
the assertion that
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remarkable for the nativ intelligence of its population, hanged. But the majority never dreamed of persethan for the wide extent of their information, owing cuting them; on the contrary they were rather given
to t,be activity of their publishers in diffusing all that to scold, and otherwise try the patience of, the matfJe.v could invent; b~g, borrow, or steal. Nor were jority.
thfly less noted for their perfect freedom from all reThe history of these sects in the closing years of
straints in thought or speech or deed; except., to be the century is highly instructiv. Mormonism . . .
sure, the beneficent and wise influence of the majority
But I find I hav suddenly slipped off Mr. Harriexerted, in case of need, through an institution son's tripod, which I bad borrowed for the occasion.
known as "tarring and feathering," the exact nature The fact is, I am not equal to the prophetical busiof which is now disputed.
ness, and ought not to hav undertaken it.
·
There is a complete consensus of testimony that the
T. H. HuxLEY.
founder of Mormonism, one Joseph Smith, was a lowminded, ignorant scamp, and that he stole the
''Scriptures" which he propounded, not being
lf~e Jlm~!ritan ~teular
clever enough to forge E?.ven such contemptible stuff
M they contain.
Nt.vertheless he must hav been a
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
mlln of some force of character, for a considerable E. A; STEVENS, Secretary,
16 Union Park Place, Chicago,
number of disciples soon gathered about, him. In OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas,,
Rochelle, 111.
.Fpit.e of repeatEd outbursts of popular hatrEd and E. B. FooTE, JB., Ohair. :!lJx. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
violence-during one of which persecutions, Smith Mns. M. A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com., 241 Washiugton Boulevard,
Chicago,
was trutally murdered-the Mormon body steadily
increased, and became a flourishing community.
The Roll of Honor.
But the Mormon practices being objectionable to the
majority, they were, more than once, without any A. D. Swan, Kent, 0 ............................................. $25 00
pretense of law, but by force of riot, arson, and Capt. Robert Davis, Lunenberg, Mass..................... 10 00
murder, driven away from the land they had occu- R. F. Grigsby, Napa City, Cal............................... 10 00
· d I'T · d b th
t'
th M
Alliance, 0., Secular Union, per R. G. Smith........... 10 00
p1e . :::tarne
y · ese persecu 10ns, e
ormon Molalla. Ore., Secular Union, per Reuben Wright..... 10 00
body eventually committed itself to the tender mer- G. H. Hauschild, Victoria, Tex............... ............... 5 00
cies of a desert as barren as that of Sinai; and, after Mrs. 111. J. Olds, McMinnville, Ore......................... 5 00
terrible sufferings and privations, reached the oasis Charter Pine River, Col., Union, per C. Hensely....... 5 00
of Utnh. Here it grew and flourished, sending out Jas. A. Greenhill, Clinton, Ia..................................
3 00
.
.
.
F. H. Nicoles, Medaryville, Ind ............... ;.............. 2 00
m1ssionanes to, and receivmg converts from, all parts Jacob Zimmer, West Brighton, N.Y............ ..... ... . 1 00
of Europe, sometimes to the number of 10.000 in a
Rec<:ived from THE TRUTH BEEKER office:
year; until in 1880, the rich and flourishing com- Susan Reichester, Valley Falls, Kan........................ 1 00
munity numbered 110 000 souls in Ut!!.h alone, while W. Wilcox........................................................... 1 00
therA were probably 30,000 or 40,000 scattered Captain Smith...................................................... 1 00
H. J'l:Ierrick...................................................... ....
1 00
abroad elsewhere. In the whole history· of religions C Rogers.............................................................. 1 do
there is no more remarkable example of the power of Alex. Hardy......................................................... 1 75
faith; and, in this case, the founder of that faith was
A. D. Swan, at present a soJourner in our city,
indubitably a most despicable creature. It is inter- heads the list of last month's contributors with a lifeeating to observe that the course taken by the great passage fee. Brother Swan is a studious reader and
republic and its citizens runs exactly parallel with that deep thinker, possessing marked ability also as a
taken by the Roman empire and its citizens toward writer, and is brave enough to express his conthe early Christians, except that the Romans bad a victions, though they be unpalatable to some who, in
certain legal e:xcuse for their acts of violence, inas- his view, are too positiv on matters purely speculativ.
much as the Christian " sodalitia" were not licensed, Not regarding rashness of expression as the sole
and consequently were, ipso facto, illegal assem- demonstration of Radical Liberalism, he believes a
blages. Until, in the latter part of the nineteenth little more modesty would better become the philocentury, the United States legislature decreed the sopbical inquirer. Severely practical, his Secular
ill~gality of polygamy, the Mormons were wholly principles are therefore of the most robust order,
within the law.
for, believing in our rights, be takes care to sustain
Nothing can present a greater contrast to all this them. Brother Swan bas bad a remarkably varied
than the history of the Positivists. This sect arose life, bas been an extensiv traveler, and has been
much about the same time as that of the Mormons, famous as a musician. He is now a "promoter" of
in the upper and most instructed stratum of the scientific inventions, and bas just organized a comquick-witted, skeptical population of Paris. The pany with $50,000 for the manufacture of combination
founder, Auguste Comte, was a teacher of mathe- locks for general purposes. He is one of the stermatics, but of no eminence in that department of ling, reliable men of the Secular cause.
knowledge, and with nothing but an amateur's acCapt. Robert Davis was one of the benefactors of
quaintance with physical, chemical, and biological the Liberal cause. He is a gentleman of culture and
science. His works are repulsiv on account of the sterling character. We are happy to learn that the
dull diffuseness of their style, and a certain air, as of work of the Union has won his confidence arid supa superior person, which characterizes them; but port, and we hope be will hav reason to rejoice at the
nevertheless they contain good things here and there. work being done, to which we bid him a most hearty
It would take too much space to reproducE) in detail welcome. He writes: "Inclosed find order for $10,
a system which proposes to regulate all human life which please accept as a slight token of my appreby the promulgation of a gentile Leviticus. Suffice ciation of your recent and present labors in the cause
it to say that M. Comte may be described as a syn- of Freetbought, as well as an encouragement to percretic, who, like the Gnostics of early church history, severe in the good work."
attempted to combine the substance of imperfectly
R. F. Grigsby had just re' urned full of enthusiasm
comprehended contemporary science with the form from the grand California convention in San Franof Roman Christianity. It may be that this is the cisco when he wrote Brother Wettstein for some
reason why his disciples were so very angry with jewelry, and considerately inclosed an X for the
some obscure people called Agnostics, whose views, Union. He rejoices over the wonderful results Freeif we may judge by the accounts left in the works of thought bas accomplished on the coast, and says:
fl great Positivist controversial writer, were very " Samuel P. Putnam is a good, whole-souled worker,
and is doing a grand work in waking up the people."
absurd.
To put the matter briefly, M. Comte, finding Chris-.
Alliance is an important Liberal center, and R. G.
tianity and Science at daggers drawn, seems to bav Smith is the man at the helm in that community.
Faid to Science, "You find Christianity rotten at the He forwards the amount pledged by their delegates
core, do you 1 Well, I will scoop out the inside of at the last congress, and reports the Union in
it." And to Romanism: "You find Science mere ·splendid working order. At their Paine ball they
dry light-cold and bare. Well, I will put your bad ninety-four couples, and a handsome surplus is
shell over it, and so, as schoolboys make a specter now in the treasury. In one set danced the venerout of a turnip and a tallow candle, behold the new able, lifelong Liberal, Mrs. Bailey, aged ninety years,
religion of Humanity complete !"
her daughter, grand-daughter, and great-grandUnfortunately neither the Romanists nor the peo- daughter. Quite a unique quartet, possibly one
pie who were something more than amateurs in which never could be repeated by a Liberal.
science, could be got to worship M. Comte's new Brother Smith is now busily engaged in defending
idol properly. In the nativ country of Positivism, Paine's memory in the local press. .A llez Alliance !
one di&tinguished man of letters and one of science,
Reuben Wright, secretary, forwards $10 for the
for a time, helped to make up a roomful of the Molalla, Ore., Secular Union. This "band of
faithful, but their love soon grew cold. In England, brothers" was the first to respond, as an organizaon th.e other ~and, there appears to be little doubt tion, to my appeal for funds after accepting the secthat, m t~e . mntb decade of the century, the multi- retarysbip, and I consequently bold it in grateful
tude of dtsmples reached the grand total of several remembrance. Their secretary hopes "the cause
score. They had the advantage of the advocacy of may be pushed forward as far in the present year as
one or two moat eloquent and learned apostles, and, it bas in the past." We'll try. Reuben is all right
at any rate, the sympathy of several persons of light -on the Secular question.
and leading-and, if they were not seen, they were
G. H. Hanscbild is the worthy host of the Herman
heard all over the world. On the other hand, as a House, Victori&, Tex., and we earnestly hope his
sect, ~hey labored u~der the prodigious disadvantage generosity to the Union will be the means of his
of bemg refined, ?S~t.ma~le people, livin~ in the midst making many valued friends among Secularists of
of the worn-out ctv1hzat10n of the Old World; where the South. His vocation affords the most pleasant
anyone who had tried to persecute them, as the "propaganda by deeds." In all my trav~ls I found
Mormons were persecuted, would hav been instantly but one boniface bold enough not to bide his being

lJnion.

a Freethinker, and whose portrait of Colonel Ingersoll
found a prominent place in his parlor. The American House at Kalamazoo is nearly always full, and it
is the best in the state of Michigan.
Mrs. Olds, one of our lady vice-presidents, is a
ceaseless worktr for the Union and a most generous
helper. She sent $5, which, if I remember right.,
was to be credited to others, but her letter bfing
mislaid, she will kindly convey those friends our
acknowledgments.
Clarence Hensley is waking up his community in
Colorado, and has organized the Pine River Secular Union. Bravo, Hensley! That is what we
should do everywhere. Join the' American Secular
Union. Organize! organize!! organize!!! Those
who stand in the way of that consummation are
traitors to the cause of Secularization, and deserve
to be treated with utter contempt by all Liberals.
They are stumbling-blocks in the path of progress
which should be and must be hurled aside.
Brother Greenhill, a life member, did not forget
the Union on account of his foreign tour, and before
reaching home left a donation. Being quite an
astronomer, would be inform us whether " 'faurus "
is not the solar biological sign of Senator Blair, and
whether the Bull is on the ascending or descending
node!
F. H. Nicolas, of Medaryville, enrols as a member,
and orders some pamphlets. He proposes to do
some propaganda work on his own account.
Brother Zimmer desires to take an annual trip
among those who comprehend the baneful influence
of priestcraft upon legislation, and work to remedy
that state of affairs.
With only one of those who forwarded their
donations to THE TRUTH SEEKER is the writer personally acquainted, Mrs. Susan Reichester, of Valley
Falls, Ran., a most energetic and intelligent worker
in the Freetbought vinyard. To the othu friends
we desire to tender our sincere thanks.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
This noted pioneer of freedom, whose name is
honored by Freethinkers as a household wotd, lectured Sunday, March 3d, at the Princess Opera House
for the Chicago Secular Union. His discourse in the
afternoon was "Bible Morals," which elicited from
Judge Russell, for years a leader in the Philosophical
Society, this compliment: "While most of the statements made by the lecturer taken separately are not
new to me, I never before realized the mass of immorality contained in the Bible, which the lecturer,
by his masterly collation of facts, bas given, or the
danger to society of puWng this book, as a moral
guide, in the hands of children. It is the most
conclusiv lecture I hav beard on the question."
When it is generally recognized that Judge Russell is one of, if not the best read man in Chicago in
philosophical literature, the estimate he held of
Remsburg's lecture is worth recording.
There is nothing of the Bombastes Farioso about
Remsburg, but, with the rapier of reason and the
skill of a most accomplished swordsman, be delivers
the most deadly heart-thrusts at superstition, and
orthodoxy would become a vast graveyard if Remsburg could but reach it all.
The Chicago News reports his evening lecture as
follows:
The Seventh Demand of the doctrin of Secularism is that
no laws shall be made to compel people to observe the Sabbath. The Hon. John E. Remsburg, ex-superintendent of
public instruction for Kansas, addressed the Chicago Secular
Union last night on the subject of "Sabbath-Breaking_"
His view of the subject was entirely different from that of
the speakers at Central Music Hall. The Blair Sunday bill,
now before Congress, he said proposed to giv eighty thousand people-the clergy of the country-a monopoly of one
day of the week. By preaching that the Christian Sabbath
was a Christian institution the clergy were practicing a gross
fraud on the people, as the speaker declared he could prove
by the Bible and by the early Christian writers. They conceded that there was no divine command to keep Sunday
holy after the abrogation of the Jewish laws, in which Saturday was the designated Sabbath. Jesus Christ, the
speaker held, was a Sabbath-breaker, and Sabbath-breaking
was one of the accusations made by his executioners.
Sunday was designated as the Sabbath by the em-peror
Constantine in A.D. 321, because it was the day on which
the pagans honored the sun. Mr. Remsburg told of the
punishments meted out by the early American Puritans, who
punished mothers for kissing the fevered lips of a dying
child on the Sabbath day. He quoted Calvin, Tyndall,
Cranmer, Milton, Jeremy Taylor, William Penn, James
Freeman Clarke, and Cardinal Gibbons in defense of his
position that no divine authority existed for a Sunday Sabbath. Cardinal Gibbons, a sagacious theologian, favored the
Blair bill becauee he knew it meant union of church and
state, and because he knew the Catholic church would eventually rule both.
The speaker asked thst the state make the day a holidaynot a holy day for the support of priesfcraft. He was opposed, he said, to a law that would punish a newsboy for
earning a few pennies on a day when clergymen were earning their living. The clown in the circus had as much right
to amuse on a Sunday as the clown in the tabernacle.

E. A.

STEVENS. '

SoME people think that the diptheria is a disease of recent
origin, but the Baptists hav had the dip theory among them
for two hundred years or more.
"DuRING a ministerial career of fifty years," said a New
England clergyman, " if ev<:r I got into pecuniary difficulty
it was some good-natured sinner who helped me out,"
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South Dakota's Constitution.
The people of South Dakota are about to launch
out in the ship of statehood. They will vote to sustain or not the Sioux Falls constitution of 1885 in
May next. I herewith append the sections which
are of interest to Freethinkers. Article vi, section 3,
relating to worship and p)lblic expenditure of money
to religious societies, reads as follows :
The right to worship God according to the dictates of conscience shall never be infringed. No person shall be denied
any civil or political right, privilege, or capacity on account
of his religious opinions; but the liberty of conscience hereby
secured shall not be so construed as to excuse licentiousness,
the invasion of the rights of others, or justify practices inconsistent with the peace or safety of the state. No person shall
be compelled to attend or support any ministry or place of.
worship against his consent, nor shall any preference be
given by law to any religious establishment or mode of worship. No money or property of the state shall be given or
appropriated for the benefit of any sectarian or religious
society or institution.

Section 5 of the same article relates to free speech,
and is as follows :
Every person may freely speak, write, and publish on all
subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that right. In all
trials for libel; both civil and criminal, the truth, when published with good motivs and for justifiable ends, shall be a
sufficient defense. The jury shall hav the right to determin
the fact and the law under the direction of the court.

Article xxi, section 3, does not bar the Agnostic
from taking the oath of office. It rE)ads as follows:
Every person elected or appointed to any office in this
state, except such inferior offices as may be by law exempted,
shall before entering upon the duties thereof, take an oath or
affirmation to support the constitution of the United States
and of this state, and faithfully to diwharge the duties of
this office.

Article xxii relates to modes of worship, and reads
as follows:
OOMPAOT WITH THE UNITED BTATRS.
The following article shall be irrevocable without the consent of the United States and the people of this state: First,
That perfect toleration of religious sentiment shall be secured,
and no inhabitant of this state shall ever be molested in person or property on account of his or her mode of religious
worship.

I find' nothing in the constitution relating to chaplains of the legislatures. I think the above sections
show a Liberal tendency in Western statesmanship.
South Dakota will sail into the Union without
a religious fetter upon any of its citizens if the Sioux
Falls constitution becomes a reality. The Agnostic,
the Jew, the Protestant, the Catholic, the Spiritualist, will hav equal privileges to worship God according to the dictates of conscience. The state will
show no preference nor appropriate any money for
the benefit of religious institutions.
True, it does not embody the Nine Demands of
Liberalism, yet it is free from the greedy power of
religious intolerance and bigotry, which is always
sure to assert itself whenever a chance is given.
It has the spirit of Thomas Jefferson and Thomas
Paine embodied in its principles. But it may yet
take vigilance on the part of the Liberal element to
save the constitution from bigotry's stamp. The
Yankton Press says: "The July constitutional convention might make any alterations demanded by
public sentiment, as the document is to be submitted
in October."
Would-be senators and representative who sit in
the conventions are sometimes led from the path of
equality and justice by those who threaten to withdraw their influence. Let us hope and strive to the
end that when another star is pinned to the flag of
the Union to represent South Dakota, it may be the
emblem of a state whose people enjoy civil, mental,
and religious liberty. ·
Lours N. CRILL, JR.
.Richland, Dak., March 8, 1889.

Things in London.
The appeal of Mr. A.. B. Morse to the by-laws
committee of the London school board, asking them
to rescind a previous resolution that he should not
be permitted to advocate Freethought doctrine, has,
up to the present, been ?~~uccessful. The question
will come on again, and It IB to be hoped Mr. Moss
will gain his point, though this seems somewhat
doubtful while the clerical element is so strong. Of
course, if he belonged to any sect of the very united
Christian church, he could lecture, preach, or write to
his heart's content, even if he neglected his duties
for the purpose, but on no account, even in his own
time, must he say or do anything in opposition to
the only true religion. One opposing member of the
committee took up his petition on commercial
grounds, saying that a business man would not allow
a person in his employment to lecture and circulate
books to the effect that his master's wares were falsehood and imposture, which is a very beautifully ex·
pressed and logical argument, only it happens to hav
no bearing on the c"se in point. I only wonder the
bold bad Freethinker has not been charged with
every possible crime-probably he would be,. were _it
not for the law of libel. So long as he contmues m
his present evil courses I fear he will not be able to
emulate that pious Baptist minister who appeared
this week in the bankruptcy court and acknowledged
that he had got into difficulties with regard to funds
collected from the elect to build a new cbapel, and
borrowed money from various confiding believers to
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make good the deficiency. He cleaned out one I might, as a sort of preliminary, be induced to write
widow of his congregation, but a~though she has them out, and number, or mark them, for future use
been brought to poverty, no doubt It was the Lord's or reference. It would be quite laughable after this
will . executed through the hu.mble . instrumentality "tempest in a teapot," if we were to find our6elvs
of his servant, andber chastenmg will be blessed to agreed on all these propositions. My special attenher, and compensated for most fully in the new Jeru- tion is called to a statement of "facts." I am quite
salem. Another man of God is under remand for willing to admit that, when a distinction is made bedecoying a girl of fifteen from her home and £:ffecting tween inference and experience, that stat6me11t
h~r t:ui.n. It is ~leasant to ;ead. that the Lord is st~ll r~lat~s McArthur's real experiences. For instance,
With him, and stirred up his friends to become ball- six t1mes, he says "~oriting was heard." The act of
bonds, so that he may not be degraded by spending writing can always be seen, but not always heard/
a week in jail with low criminals. These are on~y besides, a similar noise to that of writing can be
two cases of clerical weakness-there are plenty made without writing on a slate, or writing . on anymore-though in many instances interest is used to thing. I suppose McArthur will accept this judicial
keep them from being publicly known, lest the ene- emendation of his statement, so as to read, "a noise
mies of the Lord should rejoice.
like writing was heard-'' .
A.s I anticipated, Dr. Parker has soon given up his
I am afraid that critical prudence exhausted itself
discourses to workingmen; they evidently did not in an examination of the table, for six tirnes an insuit him. The home thrusts he received made him ference in the nature of petitio principii has bet n
feel uneasy, and he must hav confessed to himself substituted for the naked fact. Now, I shall thi::k
wb!lt a humbug he really is.
this was done unconsciously and from the natural
Although it is well known that missionary efforts bent of the witness, unless he "slops over" like a
in the East are dismal failures, but not admitted to pettifogging lawyer, and tries to defend the usagP.
be so by those interested in keeping up the farce, the He can say that it is an ellipsis if he choose, but it i"l
testimony of Mr. Caine, M.P., and Nonconformist, vital in this case to supply it, for writing was not
should tend to open the eyes of all who are not ab-. heard, at least,_ not that writing. A.s a matter of
solutely blind. He states that, in the main, the course, the slates, as usual, were marked for the pur·
results are "miserable, inadequate, and discourag. pose of identification, but I hav heard of Slade, aDd
ing." A.t Serampore the Baptist church has fallen I would suggest that he also should hav been
from eighty-five members in 1880 to twenty-four in marked, as he is apt to lose his own identity. But
1888, and the same tale of decreasing congregations more of this in its proper place, and when I can promay be told of the churches in other places. In fact, duce the documents to prove it.
the members are so few that, in the Baptist schools,
"The power was so very great [inference again~
Hindoo and Mohammedan teachers hav to be em- that the medium withdrew the slates and tied therr
ployed, and the result is easily to be foreseen. In It certainly took " a force" to tie them; it wou ...
Mr. Caine's opinion the tendency amongst educated take some force to tie any slate. It would also re·
nativs is to exchange Eastern superstitions for West- quire some degree"of intelligence to make even the
ern skepticism, and not for the decaying forms of most simple knot. So I am inclined to say: "Yes;
Western Christianity. The missionary societies must these experiments prove: 1. A. force. 2. That this
curse him for his disclosures, and will hav all their force is intelligent." There you are, up to this date,
work cut out to neutralize the effects of his statement just where you wish to be; so go ahead and don't
at the forthcoming May meeting.
mind me if I am a little facetious, for I am built that
Mr. Waller, part proprietor of the London Tirnes, way and can't help it. Now, if those slates had not
is about as pious a person as you would be likely to been tied they might hav suddenly disappeared like
meet, and fully acts up to the example. set by the the Sangrael, or they might hav set out tramping
early Christians in lying for the glory of God, and around the world like the Wandering Jew, or
the increase of his own riches. The exposure of his "Japhet in search of his father." There is nothing
false witnesses this week has been the all-absorbing like having "a force" intelligently applied to tbe retopic, and shows to what depths of infamy a fervent straint of such slates. It seems Mr. Macdonald took
Christian can descend to injure his fellow-men, who, this experiment a posteriorily, for you say, emphatby the way, are also orthodox believers. Mr. Foote, ically, "He sat on them." A.s the old-time doctors
in his paper, has ably compared these forgeries with in desperate cases applied leeches about everywhere
those of the Christian fathers, and has shown how they could find a place to put one, so Mr. Maceasy it would be, in the Dark Ages, for the interested donald's companions seem to hav applied slates in
majority to impose all sorts of lying tales on the his case. Slates on his shoulder, a slate on his head,
world. The parallel is extremely apposit, though it one in each hand, and "he sat on them." With slates
will not be seen by those who do not wish to see it. all around him, too, in utter confusion, he must hav
Mr. Tom Mead, the Shaksperian actor, late of presented the appearance of an animated slate
Irving's company, has passed away full of years and quarry, and might hav passed himself off on some
honor, and I do not hear that he was converted or unsophisticated school-marm for a whole class in
died miserably, as Freethinkers are popularly sup- arithmetic. By the Immense J ubilator ! I am surposed to do. I had the pleasure of meeting him prieed that he lived through it! I am anxious to
once with Mr. Watts, and found him a most genial hear from him-very. Above all, I wish to know
and well-informed conversationalist, and hav always how much of a rnedium he is when you fellows are
regretted circumstances prevented my seeing him not with him. Now come, Eugene, "honest Injun,"
again. Such men are the salt of the earth and can can you run the thing "all by your lone self~,
ill be spared.
J. D.
Now, my dear Mr. McArthur, I really Wish you
coulcl succeed in fairly proving a life beyond this
Chips.
fleeting show that we call life. To me it is not
It is to be presumed that even if McArthur were pleasant to contemplate the complete and total obto die and not liv again, the world would manage to literation of my consciousness in death. Still, this
struggle along in some sort of way, and, bidding seems to be what we must expect, and I try to make
him a "kindly farewell, would turn its attention" to the best of it. Indeed, it is not very fearful when it
is seen in its true aspect, and it can be made useful,
the next most available curiosity.
McArthur quotes from Milton's "Samson A.gonis- too, as an incentiv to right and earnest living, as I
know from my own experience. Your seances seem
tes" Dalila's wordsvery foolish to me, and I am amused at your childish
In argument with men, a woman ever
credulity; but drive right ahead and let us see how
Goes by the worse, whatever be her cause;
and he professes that Mrs. Slenker has caused him you "get there." I will address you directly and
to adopt the sentiment of this quotation. I wish seriously hereafter, if you will take off your gaJfies.
J. K. P. BAKER.
this gentleman would designate the " sections of this
country" where he livs; for I hav a curiosity to
know if "in these parts educated people in reading a
Lectures· and .Meetings.
criticism look for and demand" such exuberant disW .. S. BELL lectures April 7th in Kansas City, at Bond
plays of chivalry.
9th and lOth, Emporia 12th, and Bavaria 15th.
He forgets what is due to Mrs. Slenker's age; and
TnE Manhattan Liberal Club will J~teu on the 15th inst.
generally acknowledged character as an honest, able,
candid, conscientious, courteous public writer. He to Starr H. Nichols on the" Phflo3ophy of Evolution." On
forgets what is due to the sex, all women, even his the 22d, Lucian Sanial will tell of the "Genesis of Religion."
own mother and sisters. I can imagin Samson On the 29th, T. B. Wakeman will speak in commemoration
weighing over two hundred pounds and standing of the birthday of Courtlandt Palmer. Every friend of Mr.
five feet eleven inches in hil!l stocking feet, and in his Palmer's will of course be there. The club meets every Frirage resembling McArthur, but only in this one thing day evening, at 220 East 15th street, at 8 o'clock, E. B.
does Mrs. Slenker resemble·Delilah-that is, she has Foote, Jr., M.D., in the chair.
shorn, shaven smooth, yea, pulled up by the very
J. E. RxMsnunG lectured in the following places during the
roots, the locks that were thought io be the source of month of February: Creston, Ia., 1st; What Cheer, h., 2d,
his great strength. All metaphors fail at some point; 3d; Eddyville, Ia., 4th, 5th, 6th; Clayton, Ill., 7th; Virden,
and try as he may, McArthur cannot, like Samson, Dl., 8th; Litchfield, Ill., 9th, lOth; Strasburg, Ill., 11th; Redby one supreme, final desperate effort, "bring down mon, Ill., 12th, 13th, 14th; SL•ymour, Ind., 15th; Coolville,
the house."
0., 16th, 17th; Little Hocking, 0., 17th; Center Belpre,
It seems that, without my knowing it, my guides 0., 18th; Akron 0., 19th; Andover, 0., 20th; Painesville, 0.,
hav led me to formulate one of McArthur's " proposi- 21st; Greenwich, 0., 23d, 24th; Toledo, 0., 26~h; Sidney, 0.,
tions "-to wit, that Materialit:;ts are not infallible.
27th.
This is the first intimation I hav had that McTHE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought 1
Arthur has any "propositions," and as I am not used
to discussing matters in this vague way, perhaps he Reform, and Scientlflc :(looll;s wUJ b~ ma,iled free.
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universal purpose with equal profit to each and all. here to fight a Sunday law will be done. I am sorry
Can the God of a sect perform a beneficial assump- to say, however, that tha precipitancy of the action
tion t.hat is not in accord with natural law? Impos- taken by the churches found many people not insible. Another question: ShaH the clergy, who are formed on this momentous subject, and a large num~
Sunday Observance.
never schooled in anatomical facts, declare what laws her are to-day regretting the hasty impulse of signVerily this is a time that tries men's souls when shall be enacted for human weal, or shall the schooled ing upon a first invitation. How I wish these first
honest, loyal citizens are forced to bestir themselvs, and experienced physicia:a be called upon to do this T petitions could be made unlawful, so as to giv the
leave their legitimate work, tp rouse their liberty- It is the same ignorant presumption, the same igno- populace, now it has had a chance to think, the
revering brothers and sisters into action against a rant spirit of persecution, that legalized the Inquisi- happy liberty of signing again.
It seems to me it would be more in accord with
superstitious invasion, a horde of tyrannical "believ- tion, which would to-day enforce a Sunday observers" whose tyrannous determination is to coerce un- ance on free men. Conceive the instruments of tort- nature, the natural demands of the human organism,
believers, thinkers, scientists, into observing, or the .ure used in those dens of religious torment, and the if the two Houses would enforce a night law for the
appearance of observing, with all respect, the day and demoniacal insensibility of the priests who applied rest of the weary who are commonly kept awake by
faith they in their narrow minds hav set aside as the them to athletic manhood, beauteous womanhood, the howlings of protracted revival meetings, etc.
day and faith belonging to their God!
and tender children until bones were crushed, sinews Night law, say I, in preference to the Sunday law,
Their day! God's day! The day God demands strained, and idiocy, dementia, and physical and which robs man of activ employments when e. blessed
of man to rest ! Is there one man, woman, or child mental wreck in every conceivable form was to be sun is shining, and all the sleep-restored energies are
in the universe who, if God could prove his existence, met in all parts of those countries ·where a Christian responsiv and eager for another twelve hours' tournaM. E. C. FARWELL.
or these believers could prove it, or could prove God's ordinances reigned supreme. God and relig- ment with life.
Vineland, N. J., Jan. 27, 1889.
that he settled on such a day of observance for man, ion ruled, and the sacred ordinances of nature, under
would hesitate an instant to accord him and the day which man and woman were formed beautiful to
their heartfelt respect? Not one. Nay, if there look upon, physically robust, able, happy, great, and
Canada.
were a God whom we could define, we would recog- capable of marvelous development toward yet diviner
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your
nize and obey his words whenever he spoke. "Not perfection-these holy, natural ordinances were
my will but thine, 0 God!" would be the articulate abused from alpha to omega, their supreme rights issue of February 2d contains an editorial which
.
love of every soul. Church people know this; they respected in no instance. The church never asks : much disturbs my most delightful dream.
For years I hav looked forward with unspeakable
also know that the thinking part of the community "What shall we do to develop a noble, a perfect, and
hav by careful research proved the Bible a mere book beautiful race?" It s11ys: ''We will be respected as joy to that glorious and happy hour when my nativ
of history exaggerated in the telling and extravagantly a power though blood :flow, discontent, idiocy, crip- land shall be added to this great union of states, and
translated; they know the " holy standard" under ples, and maniacs abound." In the old days the never was I inspired with so much hope as when I
which the world's churches hav been planted discloses church was permitted to make the mass believe with read General Butler's essay entitled, "Defenseless
too plainly the touch of l:larbarous fingers, the it, or at least appear to join with it. Individuals Canada," in which that great diplomat and statesman
guidance of a semi-barbarous intellect, for the nine- hav never been considered by the church, and never showed unquestionably that all British territory
teenth-century thinkers to giv it a chance in the ranks will be. It still tries to bring them all under one north of us "must come to us sooner or later, peaceof science; and they know that the standard Science mold, into one groove of thought. Behold it to-day, ably if possible but forcibly if we must." No man
hoists must carry no superstitious element-naught tyrannical and selfish as it dares to be, striving to with such a profound love for the great American
but the cleanest of progressiv truths-hence the force a nation of free people into sacerdotal harness, republic has more deplored the fact that he was
blood-bought, agony-bleached, terrorizing church-rag practically obliging them to restrain all aches and ushered into this world under the rule of a monarchy
must soon occupy space in time's attic among other ills through six hard days of labor, and in return ac- that lies beyond the "briny deep" than has the writer.
outgrown, too-long-worn representative of torture, if cording them the privilege of consulting its God And I will furnish ample reasons for entertaining
Liberalism, science, and honest thought is not checked about these same physical disorders when Sunday such a belief.
I first saw the light about one and thre~-quarters
directly. So the church lifts her bigoted throat and comes round. Consulting its God ! What a travmiles from the Maine line in the province of New
pours forth her tyrannical voice, asking that. the esty on life.
nation force its people to respect her God, whom
Again I say, let these believers prove their God Brunswick.
I was taught to love and also to be ever ready,
she cannot prove exists, and yield him one day for exists before giving into his mercy the multiplicity
glorification out of every seven. Because, says the of ills and woes which are every Sunday befalling when old enough, to defend the United States-the
church, he demands it. It is right, and he knows the human race. Shall the restaurant close when loved land of my mother's birth-whose dear old
what is best for the people, etc.
the human stomach continues to work its digestiv :flag was grander to her than all other things of
Before the Senate and House respond to this plea organs T Or shall man fast one day-as the church earth.
My paternal parent was not a citizen of tho United
by either a yea or a nay, they should insist on actual used to insist-and thus disorder his system and
proof that this God who demands so much is a entail upon his body diseases, weaknesses, he must States when I was born, and of course that made me
reality. Irrespectiv of church worship, says the suffer from all the ensuing week? And the causes an alien. I remember, when a child, a visit that I
bigoted Christian, we want the people to enjoy the being repeated every first or seventh day, he must, as made to my Yankee cousins in Maine. I soon got
blessed privilege of a day of rest; it is a physical as a consequence, soon become affl.icted with chronic acquainted with the American children, but as soon
well as a spiritual need. So it is. But- what right ailments, whose vitiating effects will enfeeble his pos- as they found out that I was a nativ of New Brunshas another person, or a body politic or religious, to terity, and decimate the numbers thereof even more wick they had little use for me. Said they: "You
declare the day I am to rest in ! According to my largely than those of the first generation religiously are a pretty good fellow, but you are a foreigner."
Oh, but methinks I hear some person say: "Those
honest necessity I ought to rest on the day in which experimented on.
my system calls for rest and not wait for the healthThe physician must not run his business when were children, and their talk childish!" But listen.
restoring blessing during several days which must others cannot. Neither must the preacher! Shall a It was only last winter when the gay and fashionable
intervene betwixt the day of my need and the day sermon-writer be allowed to work all Sunday deliver- young American gentlemen with whom I associated
which some religious sect has decreed its day of wor- ing his wares if you and I may not also hav the priv- were organizing the well-known society called the
ship and sanctified repose. Nay, those intervening ilege of delivering our wares? Clergymen unani- Patriotic Order of Sons of America. I should hav
days will be a drag on my spent energies, harbingers mously declare the Sabbath "a very exhausting known by the very· name of the order that they exof disease, decay, and death. Humim anatomy with day," a "day of hard labor." I wish the Sunday law cluded aU persons not born within the domain of the
its aches and ills cannot accommodate itself to ch 1rch might be tested on these Sunday laborers. They are United States. But it seems I did :qot, for I applied
ordinances, and if we are really living in a civilized paid for working on "God's day," paid in the same for membership, with my initiation fees in my pocket,
era, that incontrovertible fact will be duly and con- coin that compensates the compositor, the railway only to be told that they had heard I was a Canadian
scientiously weighed by our law-makers before de- employee, the barber, the counter clerk, and all hire- by birth; that prior to hearing this they thought
claring any special day belongs to either rest or God. lings, even unto the organist and soloists, etc., who the world of me, but now they would advise me to
As well specify the style and size of garment which form the church choir. Shall the farmer let his crops go hunt up ·a Kanuck society.
But I hav seized my pen for the purpose of setting
the people are lawfully enjoined to wear, or the physic become weather-ruined on days wherein parsons and
every mouth shall swallow on stated days for" the church choristers are earning their salaries? What aright our kind and obliging Editor, who never fails
to publish the honest opinions and conscientious
general weal.
noble consistency !
thoughts
of those who contribute to THE TRUTH
"Why," says the doctor, "physic will injure the
I .was informed this morning that the signers of the
system if not judiciously administered at the hour Sunday law petitions in the churches are not confined SEEKER. Our good Editor says: ''We do not want
and on the day when. the functional irregularities de- to adult members, but that all the little boys who Canada. So far as our pen can reach we shall write
note its need. Anyone must be crazy to swallow could write their names plainly were invited to help against the annexation scheme." And after describsuch doses indiscriminately, and none but heathen the "grand work" along, and did so in large num- ing the scene in the Parliament House about Cardigovernments will prescribe such customs." The doc- bers, aided and abetted by parents, deacons, pastor, nal Taschereau growing indignant because the memtor speaks with reason here ; he will also claim it and Sunday-school teachers. I do not believe my bers failed to erect a little throne for that aristocratic,
barbarously health-deteriorating for government to informant falsified. I do not believe he repeated a domineering despot, the Editor says farther on:
enforce a specified idle day upon those who do not mere rumor. The churches are so anxious to secure "They are given over to religion and rum, to horse·
need it-those who may hav been compelled per- the largest array of signers they will, in my opinion, trading and wife-beating."
Why, sir, if you object to annexation because of
chance to take a day of rest for health's sake earlier resort to any method to procure such a result. Disor later in the week, and whose· income, being thus honesty in the Lord's cause is not dishonesty, you the reasons you hav given, it would be consistent· if
docked two daj's, will not meet life's requirements. know. Lack of space forbids the entering of quota- you should object to the union of all the states. Let
me, my dear sir, tell you a few things that I know
Demand, 0 America, that man rest one day in seven, tions from the holy book proving this policy.
if you will, but, pray, permit him, as the individual
I do not suggest that the Liberals and "Saturday about the Catholic church in the United States.
to be benefited, the pers<;mal right of selecting that observers" follow this fraudulent system. I hope Some years ago in the state of New York there lived
day, he being qualified to recognize his recuperativ they will be honest and upright in every respect; a priest io whom it occurred that he ought to build a
need as no sect, creed, or political body can be. but I would like the two Houses· to investigate the church, and his parishioners being poor, it devolved
Such a law, making man his own arbiter, would re- matter before accepting the church rolls and pro- upon him to invent some scheme by which he could
lieve him of a multitude of physic~! ills, restore the nouncing them the greatest. Town and state records raise the amount of money needed to complete his
bloom of health to his cheek-by removing the strain can be easily compared with the lists sent in, and I edifice of superstition. Well, this is what he did to
obtain part of it. He had one thousand cards made,
hitherto imposed on failing strength-renew his hope the comparisons will be demanded.
manhood, and by ingrafting a new sense of freedom
The majority of the preachers in Vineland hav each about two inches wide by four inches long.
and responsibility throw his mind unconsciously waited on Mayor Lord, requesting him to enforce Then he got an engraver to cut the picture of the
toward scientific educational pursuits-the science of· Sunday laws, but their plea amounted to nothing in proposed church, which was placed on the top of
anthropology in particular. Let the church stand on its results. Since then meetings ha.v been held in each card, and below were printed these words:
its own merits (if it has any) and giv man a chance to the churches for the discussion of a Sunday-law
Whoever contributes twenty-five cents for the above purbe free-the nation a chance to select her own shoes. petition, etc., and now petitions are being signed. pose will be entitled to two masses per week, one hundred
[Signed] J. J. L., Pastor.
Nature has, by creating all individuals dissimilar But the Liberals of Vineland are also working dis- and four for one year.
b;r striking one with ~l:aess while the others sing tributing tracts and soliciting signatures for the
Then these CSU'ds were sent to lady acquaintances
w1th health, by entombmg one while others abound preservation of our national Constitution in its pres- of the priest who were then living in Montana, and
with life, decreed that no specified day can serve a ent wise and civilizing form. All that can be done are yet, I think. Well, these women were ·1\aked to

Qiommnnications.
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sell these pieces of paper and send the money to the
What Are We to Believe 1
pale thieves, adulterers, fornicators, and extortioners,
priest, which they did. I remember meeting the
wh.o. however, had been washed and justified in the
"It
seems
to
be
a
great
source
of
pleasure
to
some
devoted ladies with their "holy cards." How does persons to believe a great deal that may not be true," name of Jesus. In the fifth chapter he declared that
this compare with the Canadian cardinal's ·freaks~
and allow me to add that many disbelieve much that it was commonly reported that there was fornication
.!.gain, let me tell another true story. About two may be true simply because they do not understand in the church, and such as was not so much as named
months ago I had the good fortune to entertain a it. The article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December among the gentiles.
guest from Oregon. His name is Joel J. Parker. 8th, headed "Why Deny?" was written to show those
According to this pedigree given to the early
He is a distant relativ of the immortal Theodore, positiv people that it is possible there may be things Christians by St. Paul, how edifying to contemplate
and this is one of his stories: "About five years ago they do not know, or, at least, cannot explain, and their many excellences! But why blame them for
I was in Arkansas. One Sunday I went to church was not written to prove or diPprove the existence of their depravity, when they believed themselvs justijust for pastime~ When it came to preaching, the deity, as such proof has never been satisfactory to fied by Christ's righteousness instead of their own!
minister selected a text from the Old Testament. It everyone; yet the author of "Why Believe?" seems
.
w.s.
wM on slavery, or, as the Bible calls it, bondmen. to know all about it, and perhaps I should hav asked
The sermon amounted to this: That slavery is just, his opinion before writing the article. If so, please
Planetary Motion.
for the Lord approves of it and commands it. And excuse. I undertook to say that I could not see
In reply to D. L. B, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
the preacher perspired freely, for he gesticulated vio- how a being of personality could be omnipresent, March 2d, let me say that if a planet were attached
lently, so enthusiastic was he to show that slavery disproving the Bible idea of God, but my good to a string, and were moving with sufficient rapidity,
was a holy and commendable thing." Well, how brother calls me ignorant (which I confess), classes and if the string did not break or burn off, the planet
does this compare with the velvet-lined high seat me as a credulous Christian, thinks I hav weak back would revolve in a perfect circle. Now suppose the
that the cranky Taschereau gave a hint to the mem- (I had my back broken once by a positiv saying too string should break while it is moving in the circular
bers to prepare for him !
suddenly he "knew there was no God"), because I orbit, the form of the orbit would depend entirely
Now, in regard to religion and rum and crime in did not say positivly that which cannot be proved.
upon the velocity of its motion. If the velocity were
general, do you think, really, that the French CanaI, for one, hav learned not to think everyone a such that the centrifugal force exactly equaled the
dians can compare with the Catholic Irish who yearly fool because he does not think and talk just as I do, sun's attraction, the orbit would continue circular.
come to our shores in such vast numbers! I tell for he may hav as good reason for believing as he If the velocity were greater, the orbit would be ellipyou, sir, that the French Canadians-the hospitable, does as I hav for my belief. Brother Haskell, you tical, that point being the perihelion of the new orbit.
. good-natured kind that I hav met in the West, at greatly err when you think the problem of creation If the velocity were checked, so" as to be less, the
least-are as different -from the Hibernian Catholics has been properly solved to the satisfaction of all, for orbit would still be elliptical, but that point would be
as day is from night. No, I beseech you, Mr. Editor, many are yet in the meshes of doubt. Your mind the aphelion of the new orbit. So starting from a
not to use your influence against that for which I may be settled, but everyone is not. as easily satisfied motion which may be called for convenience an "m·igam living, and if it was not for the bright star of as you seem to be.
inal impulse," the orbit depends upon the velocity of
hope that hovers so brilliantly over my head since
You say "there is absolutely nothing that anyone the motion as well as upon its direction. But why
the efforts to popularize the scheme on the part of should believe without evidence." Wrong again, for the motion from which we thus start was greater or
General Butler, and General Butterworth, of Ohio, we should be a very unhappy people did we not less, or in one direction"rather than in another, astron•
life to me would be a far more galling load than it believe much that we hav no evidence for. Chris- omers hav not yet satisfactorily ascertained. We do
now is. And again, I believe there is much in Mr. topher Columbus undoubtedly believed there was not know whether the orbit was first circular and
Parton's opinion that we should not trouble ourselvs land toward the setting sun, or he would never hav became elliptical from a change in its velocity or in
about the opinions of others.
·
dared his trip across the Atlantic to discover it. the direction of its motion, from the attraction of
What is the mission of Free thought! To endeavor Thomas Paine believed in a God (perhaps only one other bodies, or not. The only reasons we can giv
to extricate the minds of men, women, and children little one), and probably had what he thought was are reasons why the orbits are elliptical now and hav
from the thraldom of bigotry and priestcraft. Can this evidence, for unfortunately you were not born in been for many ages. Thus much we do know; but
be accomplished by denying to 4,300,000 people the time to tell him differently. There is none of our what occurred many ages before that, we do not
pure and priceless prerogativ of becomingAmericaris~ so-called sciences true and perfect in all particulars know.
HENRY M. PARKHURB'r,
And is it a fact that the Catholics are liable to get (e~cept mathematics as far as understood), and
Ne1o York, Feb. 28, 1889.
the control of the public schools and the legislatures T we may yet learn that there are unknown forces that
I think not. But, if they should get in the majority you may yet know. You scoff at the idea of our
The Tides.
in the future state of Quebec, can they make laws to senses being our instructors, and say it's our reason,
Mr. George H. Dawes seems to hav got foundered
conflict with the Constitution 1 · And is it not reason- and that it takes brains to understand and explain in his "Tidal Waves." The attractiv force of the
able, in view of the vast progress that Freethought is things. (0 that I could hav what brains you hav sun is only about four-tenths that of the moon,
making, to suppose-in fact, to believe-that after to spare!)" Reason is not an actor in any sense, but instead of one hundred and twenty times greater, as
annexation it will not take many generations before the act of the mind in weighing evidence "pro and he estimates it.
the bigoted people will die out by amalgamation with con," as gleaned from our senses and other sources
The tide on the side of the earth farthest from the
the energetic Liberal American? Do you not know of information. The brain is simply the storehouse of moon is caused by the centrifugal force of the revothat if the Dominion had belonged to this Union for knowledge and the center of our nervous system, and lution of the earth and moon about their common
the last ten years the former would to-day hav could never hear a sound were it not for the organs center, which is situated within the earth about
millions more of people than she now has 1
of hearing, much less being the evidence itself. But three-quarters of the way from the center to its cir. In enumerating the advantages of annexation, you I am aware I am walking on ticklish ground, and cumference.
·mention the fact that "it would settle the fishery will leave the subject for my professio-philoeophicoThis explanation of the tide on the side of the
question, abolish the custom houses, and do away mathematical author of "Why Believe T" As to the earth farthGst from the moon is quite recent. It was
with the necessity of the Retaliation bill. Then real existence of a deity, I do not care to spend my nguely hinted at by Andrew Jackson Davis in a
'Alastor' and C. Watts would be countrymen of time to discuss it, as probably no two hav exactly the mesmeric state, and his abortiv attempt to explain it
ours, and Secular 1'hought would be an able Amer- same idea of a God, and it is as easy for me to com- will be found in "Nature's Divine Revelations," pubican journal." And we should also hav the great prehend the one plan of creation as the other, viz., lished in 1847. But a satisfactory elucidation of it
gold-bearing country called the Youkon, which I that the world has always been, as that God created appears in Newcomb's "Popular At;tronomy," third
. understand lies in the northwestern part of the it out of nothing. Either is beyond a brainless edition, 1879, which also explains the cause of the
Dominion. · It is a vast mineral belt of enormous man's power to understand, and I will leave it for high tide in the Bay of. Fundy.
BURR.
wealth. The Oregonian, one of the leading dailies Brother Haskell to tell us all about it, as he seems
Reflectiv and Intnitiv Thoughts,
. in the West, is responsible for the statement that it to know everything and its pedigree. A. D. SwAN.
Any person who has made observations on the state and
wouldpay the United States to acquire Canada, if for
progress of the human mind, by observing !.tis own, cannot
no other purpose than to become the possessor of
The Church as a Promoter of Morals.
but hav observed that there are two distinct classes of what
that rich mineral-bearing section, which is left almost
are called thoughts-those that we produce in ourselvs by
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Being reflection and the act of thinking, a:ri.d those thflt bolt into
untouched on account of the few moneyed men in the
Dominion, who could not think of investing their a constant reader of your valuable journal, I would the mind of their own accord. I hav always made it a rule
to treat these voluntary visitors with civility, taking care to
money in a country whose public debt amounts to fain contribute a few ideas to the great mass of hon- examin
as well as I was able, if they were worth ent~rtaining;
est
thought
so
palatably
served
up
in
your
regular
$300,000,000, with a population of only 4,300,000.
and it i~ from them I hav acquired almost all the knowledge
weekly
issues.
that I hav.-Tlwmas Paine, in A,qe of Reason, Part I.
Now in relation to the immigration question. Be
How strange the delusion into which the great
it known that it is against the nature of the governA. Western Religious Editor's Methods ol' Work.
ing cla~ses of these United States to use their influence masses in this land of wondrous opportunities hav
From the Hastinus, lt!icll., l'lainrleale1',
fallen!
We
hav
thousands
of
people
in
our
midst
agaimt the restriction of foreign immigration. I
From his annex editorial rooms on Robbers' How, Hungrythe
church
is
the
only
promoter
and
who
believe
mean the people that come from Europe. Consider
johnson, the ostensible edit?r of Bown_e's _Demucra(, leaving
how very difficult was the task of passing the bill for safeguard of public morals, and that without its hie game of pedro and settmg down !JiB gm, announces t!Jat
elevating
influence
men
would
soon
deteriorate
to
the
his next week "Sunday School Lesson" will be from words
the restriction of Ohinese coming to our shores, then
in Mark viii.
you can realize how next to impossible it will be to level of a savage.
With your permission, I will write a series of short
stop Europeans from coming to our domain.
One Influence.
Now how shaH we make room for these millions articles illustrativ of the True Nature of Church
From Life.
Many Christian people regard with alarmed wonder the
of people 1 Millions of acres of the territory lying Influence, from its primitiv state up to the present
spread of Infidelity in the land, and t!Je defection o~ yom,g
north of us are the finest wheat-raising land under day.
We often hear the Christian clergy boasting of the people from the religion of their fathers, without bmng nlJJe
the sun; and yet that vast section lies idle because
to comprehend th,.t any reasons exist for a clecaclence c_Jf
of the unpopularity of tl:e Canadian government and goodness and purity of the primitiv church and prim- popular belief in divine institutions. Of course the progrcsstv
itiv Christians. As the apostle Paul was the organ- spirit of the age is primarily responsible for ~he d~cl~n\ of
the fact that she is connected with Great Britain.
In conclusion I would say that we can never izer of the primitiv Christian church, it is presumed faith but there are other influences for which Uhnsttan
are responsible themselvs, that assist to bring about
Liberaliz3 the inhabitants of Christendom by being that he knew more about the goodness and purity of peopie
the results that alarm them. For instance, there has been
the
early
Christians
than
anyone
else.
In
his
letter
il-Liberal, which we should be if we kept back any
disporting himself, under the patronage of leading clergymen
to the church at Corinth he makes some revelations in
several churches of this city, a blasphemous young •tcrocountry that was longing to join us.
There must be over a million of Canadians in these as to the moral standing of the early brethren that are bat by the name of Harrison, who ha~ been c_ondu<:ting w!Jat
he calls ''revival services " for and m cons1derat10n of the
United Rtates, avery one of whom is enthusiastic for iruly refreshing. In the sixth chapter and fifth verse sum
of one hundred dolla~s per week and his expenses. The
says
:
"
I
speak
to
your
shame.
There
is
not
a
he
annexation · and all their friends at home sympathize
performances at these "revival services" are of a nature to
wise
man
among
you
;
no,
not
one
!
Brother
goeth
with them.' And of course it would not be Liberal
disgust every intelligent person, and arouse the contempt of
in us to help deprive millions of people of the happi- to law with brethren, and that, too, before unbe- all who scorn a hypocrit. Religion maybe morality touched
emotion, but it is hard to make the non-beliPvcr accept
ness that would result from joining us. Now, I lievers." In the eighth verse: "Nay, ye do wrong awith
religion that consists of asininity touc!Jed with finance.
and
defraud
your
brother."
In
the
third
chapter
and
should like well to get the valuable opinions of
third verse he sets forth the moral standing of the
that great and good man whom I love more than all brethren
in the following language: "For ye are yet NONYSunkday evening, March 1?, 1889, Ro~ert W. Hume, of
others of earth Colonel Ingersoll. I know that his
.
·
ew or , will lecture for Fnendship Liberal League, of
F
carnal.
or, wh areas, th ere IB among you envymgs, Philadelphia in Industrial Hall Broad and Wood streets.
great, loving n'ature would not permit him to look
strife, and divisions." In the sixth chapter he de- Subject: "A. Glance at the Inco:Uing of a New Civilization."
with disfavor upon the scheme.
G. MACAULAY.
clares that the church contained within its sacred . The Liberal public are cordially invited.
lVardner,.lfta1to.
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pie, the means are so just, the results so gratifying,
that it surprises us that all men do not see and
recognize them. The formula is: Let every sect
FOUIWDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
subsist by voluntary contributions of its sectaries.
E. M. MAcDONALD,
Editor. The state should never vote a dollar in any way,
C. P. So.MERBY,
Business Manager. shape, or manner. to any religion. Then, the bone of
contention being removed, the dogs could lie down
PUBLISHED BY
peacefully in the same kennel of superstition.
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The Freethinkers and the German organizations
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
and the Seventh Day Adventists of California hav
won a victory over the orthodox hosts on the Sunday
Address all Gommunicati1Yn8 to THE TRUTH BEEKER
OO..MP ANY. ..Make all D1·atts, (]hecks, Post.ojfiee and Ex.. bill. The American Sentinel of the 13th inst. says:
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" The Sunday bill which was introduced into both houses
of the California legislature met an ignominious death in the
MARCH 16, 1889. senate, where it was refused a second reading. This will
SATURDAY,
leave California free from any dat>ger of a Sunday law for
two years more, as it is not at all probable that another bill
SUBSCRIPTION BATES.
would fare any better. Meanwhile the Sunday law agitators
00 may agitate themselvs to their heart's content."
Bingle subscnption in advance ............................ ..
One subscription two years, in advance ................ ..
5 00
This shows what effect the glorious climate of
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
0 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one reCalifornia has upon legislators when reinforced by
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5 00
the people. For months the churches hav been
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .
7 00 striving to obtain a Sunday law which, as printed in
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 1)0 Freethought, would compare favorably with some
remittance ................................................... .
Connecticut legislation of the seventh century. The
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. .. 10 00 measure has been fought with great energy by the
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
Freethinkers of the state, by meetings and distribu_
with one remittance.
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A. Coming War.
The religious strife in Canada is drawing away
from the bitter and vituperativ stage-which is the
usual plane upon which Christian sectaries liv-and
is approaching the open warfare phase. The Jesuits
of Montreal hav entered action against the Toronto
Mail for $50,000 damages for libel. The special
complain·t of the plaintiffs is that the Mail published
what it alleged to be the oath taken by all Jesuits, in
which the pope only is acknowledged as their spiritual
and temporal head, and they renounce ail allegiance
to any heretical king, prince, or state named Protestant, and that in all things Catholic the end justifies
the means.
The cause of the trouble just now is the award of
$4:00,000 to the Roman Catholic institutions as payment for estates confiscated years ago. Indignation
is flirther excited by the law that the government
cannot divide the money without the consent of the
pope, thus acknowledging the latter's supremacy to
the civil power. As a sop to the Protestants, $160,000 was offered them, but they prefer to go without
H rather than see the Romanists get the $4:00,000.
The publicity given this division of spoils has brought
out the fact that the Vatican is the real ruler of
Canada East, and the Protestants are angry clear
through. Hence t,he attacks upon the Jesuits of the
Toronto .ltfail.
In reply to the war which the suit foreshadows,
the Episcopal Bishop Usher, of Montreal, writes to
the Mail that war is inevitable. "I say to the Protestants," he exhorts, "put forth your power to
prevent war, civil war, for come it will." To a
correspondent of an American paper he spoke equally
plainly. "I desire," he said, "to see all hav what I
would desire to hav for myself, the .fullest religious
liberty to worship as conscience dictates, but in the
province of Quebec the church of Rome is practically
the state church. It rules the province, and rules it
to its injury, as seen in the dwarfe~ city of Quebec,
where Rome has undisputed sway. The aim of
Home is to make it the state church of the Dominion.
That the aim will be frustrated we all foresee; but
there is a vast difference in opinions as to the way
this will be done, and for the welfare of Canada let it
be remembered that the easiest is the best way, and
that ballots are better than bullets. Let every Protestant use them with effect. Let the Dominion Parliament be dissolved and the country be appealed to
on the Jesuit bill. That defeated, Rome may take a
hint and gracefully back down to her legitimate position. If not, war will come."
No doubt the Jesuits will retort with just as much
acrimony, the fight in the courts will breed still more
religious hatred, riots may follow, and finally war
come. Then England, as a civilized nation and the
owner of Canada, will hav to interfere to prevent
these children of God and brethren in Christ from
cutting each other's throats. It has always been so
when the two sects were left alone together.
The prevention of all the~:~e relisious fights is so sim-

tion of documents. Their state convention made the
bill a direct object of, attack, and S. P. Putnam has
since been lecturing in Stockton and Sacramento, the
capital, to large audiences. His object was to affect
the legislature. · He was assisted at Stockton by
Schunemann-Pott, who addressed the Germans in
their own language. At Sacramento the lectures
had a decided influence on the public. The Seventh
Day Adventists hav, by means of the Sentinel and
anti-Sabbatarian tracts, cooperated most effectually.
Though numbering only about twenty-five thousand
in the whole country, they are wide-awake, zealous,
and ably led in resisting legislation which encroaches
on their own peculiar belief.
We notice that Mr. Crafts, the secretary of the
American Sabbath Union, is viciously activ in support of a national Sunday law. He reports that
when he addressed the Florida legislature he received a very cordial welcome. Why cannot the
secretary of the American Secular Union be provided
with funds and opportunity of addresshig the various
state legislatures on national issues' This work is
of the utmost importance. It won't do to go to
sleep and let the enemy lock their shackles on our
lhnbs. Especially should some good speaker be on
hand at the constitutional conventions of the new
states of Washington, Montana, and the two Dakotas,
though perhaps South Dakota's organic law will
answer, if not amended by the churches.
Three cheers for the workers of California-the
English and German heretics and the Adventists !
Here's to them! here's with them ! here's congratulations ! and a tiger!

The Art Museum and Its Secretary.
The Sun of this city published last week a statement of facts very damaging indeed to the activ
manager of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
rather severely reflecting upon John Taylor Johnston's
policy of Sunday closing, a policy which he said
must be maintained because of the expense of departing therefrom.
When Sunday opening of the Museums was first
called for, Mr. Johnston and Mr. Cesnola said it
would cost more money than the Jl).useums possessed.
Mr. W. T. Walters, of Baltimore, then sent to Mr.
Johnston a check for $10,000 and desired that it
should be applied to defraying the expenses of keep·
ing the museum open on Sundays. The check was
returned. Week before last a daily paper of this
city brought the fact to the notice of the public, as
of recent occurrence, and quoted it to show how fallacious were the arguments adduced by those of the
trustees who are opposed to opening the museum on
Sundays. This led Mr. Walters to call attention to
the fact that the offer was not recent, but had been
made several years ago, and that it still remained in
force and was not limited to $10,000, as several persons were aware.
A reporter of the Star then called upon Mr. Casnola, and obtained an interview upon the subject of
the check. In this interview Mr. Cesnola denied the
whole transaction. The Sun] now says that "Mr.

Cesnola knew Mr. Walters made the offer at the time
that Mr. Johnston received the check, and consequently did not utter a falsehood by inadvertence."
That is, Mr. Cesnola told a deliberate falsehood to
the Star reporter about this fund. In this matter
we believe the Sun, as we hav had some experience
of the inability of Mr. Cesnola to remember important affairs. A petition of twelve thousand persons
is not so small an object that it can be presented to
a man not inordinately large, nor occupying a position
not quite so prominent as the president of the Union,
and be at once forgotten and lost; but this is what
Mr. Cesnola assured the secretary of the American
Secular Union had happened to the petition of the
Germans asking for Sunday opening. A man who
could forget the reception of twelve thousand names
asking for certain action could easily forget the receipt of ten thousand dollars when they were to be
applied to making the action possible.
The hypocrisy of the expense objection to Sunday
is made still more glaringly apparent by the Sun.
That paper proclaims that it is to-day '!able to pledge
for the purpose of defraying that expense three dis~
tinct contributions which aggregate $30,000." But
the Sun will urge its friends to withold these and
all other contributions until the charter of the museum is amended. Mr. Cesnola told the Star
reporter that there were many reasons why the museum should be closed on Sundays :
"Chief among these is that within the next five years we
expect to receive works of art valued at from $3,000,000 to
$10,000,000, which we believe we would not receive if the
museum was thrown open on Sunday. SeeP Sunday opening will come in due course of time, but any effort to force
us will only postpone the opening. The museum is a private
corporation, and it fulfils every duty it has contracted for
with the city.
" Our charter specifically provides that it is not obligatory
for us to keep the museum open on Sunday. The exact language of the charter is as follows :
"'That the exhibition halls of s~id building shall on Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of eaoh week, and on all legal or
public holidayS, except Sundays, be kept open and accessible to the
pnblio, free of charge, from ten o'clock A·lll· until half an hour before sunset, under such rules and regulations as the party of the
second part (the museum) Sh!l-11 from time to time prescribe; but
on the remaining days of the week the same shall be only Oi)en for
exhibition to such persons and upon such terms as the said party
of the second part shall from time to time direct.'

" There is nothing to prevent us from taking all our pictures and works of art from the museum and putting them
in a storehouse if we so desire. A clause was inserted in the
charter to cover this in case of any friction. It reads :
"'That the said party of the second part (the museum) may, at
any time after the expiration of three and before the expiration of
nine months from the date of the servioe of a notice in writing •
• • quit and surrender the said premises and remove all its property therefrom.'

"From all of this you can see that it is not compulsory on
us to open on Sunday. My personal opinion is that the museum will be opened on Sundays within the next year or
two, but if an endeavor is made to compel us to throw it
open now it will only result in postponi.ng that event to II.
later time."

Two facts in the foregoing, says the Sun, require
immediate attention. "First in importance is the
nature of the charter and the power it givs to trustees
who confessedly will not scruple to use that power.
If compelled to open on Sunday, they may legally
remove the gifts and acquisitions of the museum to
a place of storage, and they threaten that they will
do this. The second point concerns those persons
who are about to make bequests of the value of from
$3,000,000 to $10,000,000 to the museum provided
it is kept closed on Sunday. Mr. Cesnola says explicitly that it is proposed to keep it closed in deferenca to their scruples until they ,,shall hav made over
their gifts, and then it will promptly be opened."
The second point, however, the Sun does not
press, as it is "only too probable" that the statement that there are persons about to make heavy bequests "is untrue." The proposed trel\tment of such
persons is certainly dishonorable in the extreme.
Gifts should not be accepted under conditions as to
exhibition, but if accepted should be returned when
the conditions are violated. The Sun is entirely
right in saying that "if there are any persons contemplating endowments, they want better security
for the honest and capable administration of the
museum th.an its present management · affords."
''And," adds the indignant editor, "we ourselvs are
made aware of a most important gift to the museum
that will not now be made until this cloud is dispelled." It is evident that the Sun has no confidence
whatever in Mr. Cesnola, as it says, judging by his
own explanation of the relations between the museum, its patrons, and the public, the management "is
incapable, ignorant, and dishonest, and it is forti1ied
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by a dangerous privilege. There can be no confidence reposed in it or its purpose while Mr. Cesnola
remains secretary, and there can be no belief that he
will not defeat its purposes. He has been a blct
upon the institution since his first appearance here
with his doctored and fictitious antiquities, and the
sooner the museum is rid of him the better."
This is strong language, but, perhaps, no stronger
than_ the case warrants, though we believe that in
blundering and selfishness John Taylor Johnston,
the ex-president, and William C. Prime, now president, are at least as culpable as Mr. Cesnola. For
unless the latter spoke falsely, he was, three ·years
ago, personally in favor of Sunday opening, and
Johnston, then president, and Prime, then vice-president, were the backbone of the opposition.
What this museum has lost through the stupid
Sabbatarian notions of these gentlemen, the city
which supports the institution does not know.
Thirty thousand dollars and an important art gift we
know of through the Sun. But it is more than
probable that these arE! only a small portion compared to what it might receive were it in a condition
to attract the attention and receive the confidence of
wealthy philanthropists and art gatherers. A public
museum can never be successful as private property,
managed by a little ring of incompetents, though
they may be sharp enough to make the public pay
for their fad. But now that the people hav found
them out, they can rest assured that they will not
much longer be allowed to use millions of the people's money to house and care for a museum which
is the private property of a few old gentlemen, some
of them more or less estimable, and some not at all
so. This exposure by the Sun is, we believe, the
beginning of the end.
--------~~-------

The German Contingent.
It is exceedingly pleasant and encouraging to note
the interest the German soci~l societies and German
papers are taking in fighting ecclesiastical encroachments upon American liberty, and their disposition
to join forces with the American Secular Union.
In Milwaukee the Liberals aud the Germans hav
for a long while been more or less working together
in the Personal Liberty League, but it is only recently that the German social organizations hav
voted on Liberal issues. Among the papers the
Freidenker, of course, takes the lead, and as it is the
organ of thousands of Germans its work is most
effectiv. In Chicago and other Illinois towns the
various vereins hav been vigorously opposing Mr.
Blair's bill. Secretary Stevens has spoken before
several of the societies, and one week received invitations to speak at three such meetings in one day. He
could only speak at two. At the recent Freethought
convention in San Francisco, the Turners of the Pacific
coast sent a ~ommittee to assure the ~iberals of their
cooperation and willingness to become an auxiliary
Union to the national Freethought organization.
At Stockton, the week after the convention, the local
verein and the Stockton Liberal League joined
forces and held a large meeting to protest against
the passage of Sunday laws. Schunemann-Pott
spoke in German and S. P. Putnam in English, and
the Stockton Express reported the meeting fully,
giving both speakers great credit for their efforts.
These things are indeed encouraging, for the Germans will make noble allies, and there are thousands
of them. In some cities they hold the balance of
political power. Of course their methods are different from American methods, but their votes are
identical, and the final settlement of the church
claims will be by ballot-freemen on one side, tyrants
on the other. There are only three kinds of Germans-Lutherans, Catholics, Freethinkers. The
Llllherans are few, mostly in cities. The Catholics
are the agricultural class who hav enabled the priests
to obtain so strong a hold in Iowa, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin. The great body of intelligent Germans
-artisans and merchants-are Freethinkers. They
pooh-pooh Christianity as a superstition they hav
long since outgrown, and the chief censure to be
passed upon them is that they are too indifferent to
take any means to resist the legal encroachments of
the church. That they are now waking up is a
healthy sign, and they will also find that it is necessary fpr them to act if they wish to preserve the
liberties they hav hitherto been enjoying as a matter
of course. They hav found that this is not the free
country they imagined, and caiUlOt t>e so lon~ as tbe
church is in power,
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It is not probable that the vereins will join the to enhance the value of their inevitable victory over him),
Union en masse for habits and language will still
.
'
. .
.
for~ a barne~ t~ as clo~e personal assomat~on as .1s
desn:able, but 1t 1s suffiment that they are w1th us m
the war, and that they will be found voting on the
right side. Their scholars hav done an infinit deal
in their own country to upset and break down theology, and in elucidating the science of evolution no
one has surpassed Haeckel and his fellow-workers.
It is eminently fitting, therefore, that those who hav
left the mother country should join the Freethinkers
here in perpetuating the liberty given America by
her heretical forefathers. Here's a welcome to them
all!

and. has the weaker.side: Mr. Wa:ts is . a first-class de~ater,
and has the truth with him. In h1s paper Mr. Watts IS going to explain why he met Braden. We await the statement
with curiosity.
A MANUFAOTURER whose goods and trade-mark were being
counterfeited to his serious loss employed a detectiv to catch
the culprit. He was found in a Canadian town, and is
described as "a prominent politician and Sunday-school and
church worker." Who says religion has no connection with
morality?
THE Popular Science Monthly will next month print the
article by Professor Hnxley which is concluded in this issue
of THE TRD'rH SERKRR. 'f.he Monthly is a little behind the
procession, but as it reaches other readers than this enterprising journal, it will do much good by its reprint.

A Flat Earth.

THE way of the converted Catholic is'not smooth in Catskill, N.Y. The members of the abandoned sect conceive
that they hav, somehow, the right ·to say what a man's
religion shall be, and with the spirit of tyranny so common
to Christians, they make life unpleasant for the apostate.
About a year ago Joseph Reilly left the Roman Catholic
church and united with the Methodists. Since then he has
been boycotted, threatened, insulted, and derided; and now
the Catholics hav borrowed the title of White Caps and sent
him this cheerful note :
"JoSRPR REILLY: This is to let you know that we ate well aware
that. You didn't heed our notice that we sent you three weeks ago.
" Now we will giv you another chance to mend your ways. The
plain way to tell yon is this: the faith of your father is good enough
for you, or ought to be good enough for you. Now, you damned
apostate, if you continue going amongst them damnable 1\iethodist.s, disgracing your wife and your people, you will in the near
future be taking tea with the devil, for we will blow your brains
out of you. There never was known in Catskill any Irishman that·
done what you hav done. You know that every time that you go
to these so-called prayer-meetings you crucify again the son of
God and make a mockery of him. Now you hav your choice to stop
this sort of conduct; if not, leave the town in forty-ei~:ht hours, or
mark the consequences from your friends."
Mr. Reilly has, of course, the sympathy of the Protestants,·
and as they possess political influence, the matter. will be
brought before the grand jury.

Mr. James H. Wilson, of Augusta, Wis., has asked
this question :
" Will you please tell me where in the Bible I can find
where the earth is flat and stands on four pillars? I hav
read it and forgot to make a note of it, ·and I send my
TRUTH SEEKERS off to do missionary work, so cannot refer
to them."
Mr. Wilson's custom of sending his papers out on
missionary visits is a commendable one. The paper
cannot get a too large circulation, and if some new
subscribers proceed from his efforts we are sure he
will not regret it.
The texts supporting the theory of a flat earth
are many. In fact, until the fifteenth century all the
Christians thought the earth to be flat.
They
"imagined the earth to lie upon a flat, and that the
heavens rested upon its extremities." From St.
Augustine to Luther this erroneous notion was held
by the church. They rejected the germ-ideas, as
Professor White calls them, of the pagans as to the
rotundity of the earth, and denounced and damned
everybody who held the pestilent notion. They went
so far as to deny salvation to any believer- in the
theory. "In the fourteenth century Cecco d'Ascoli
was burnt alive for holding the heretical view that
the antipodes ~o exist. Cosmas in the sixth century
formulated the doctrin held by the church, which
was that the earth is a parallelogram, flat, and surrounded by four great seas. At the outer edge of
these seas rise immense walls, closing in the whole
structure. These walls support the vault of the
heavens, whose edges are cemented to the walls.
The sun and stars were moved by angels. At night
the sun, according to Cosmas, was pushed behind a
great mountain. Some of the commentators, however, held that it was dropped into a great pit, to be
pulled out in the morning.
The texts to support this theory of the church,
are scattered all through the Bible: Genesis i, 6, 7;
vii, 11; Exodus xx, 4; Job ix, 6; xxvi, 7, 10, 11;
xxxviii, 4-6; Psalms xxiv, 2; cxxxvi, 6; cxlviii, 4;
Isaiah xi, 22, and 2 Peter iii, 5. It is Job who talks
about the pillars.
The church has made a great many mistakes in
science, but those in regard to the shape and motion
of the earth are perhaps as gigantic as any.

Tm: Jetter of our London correspondent tells us of the
death of Tom Mead, "full of years and honor." Mr. Mead
visi~ed this country twice with Irving's company, and many
Americ~ns will therefore hear this news with deep regret.
At his first visit he was, if we recollect aright, nearly seventy
years old, but no one would credit him with so mauy years
by looking at him. Between his first and Eecond trips he
was knocked down in a London street, near his home. and
on the Eecond visit here showed the effects of the cruel blows
received about the head. But he still stepped nimbly, his
voice was sound, his mind vigorous, and when Irving was
sick and unable to appear on the stage, he took that great
actor's part with such perfection that the audience never
knew of the substitution, and indeed applauded extraordinarily heartily, as though Irving were excelling himself.
Mr. Mead was a warm personal friend of Mr. Watts, as of all
prominent English Atheists. He had little p<ttience wit4 the
new name of Agnostic. New Yorkers will recollect his
splendid elocution on the occasion of a Liberal Club festival,
and readers of our ANNUAL of 1885 hav been entertained by
his recollections of an English general election fifty years
before. The one ambition of his later life, he saiu, was to
meet Colonel Ingersoll, and it was gratified on his last trip
here. He and the Colonel discussed Shakspere and poetry
till about twelve o'clock, and though they did not agree on
very many points, Mr. Mead said afterward that it was the
event of his life. His admiration of Colonel Ingersoll was
genuin and profound. In his death a truly noble man has
gone, and all who knew him will share with us a pang at
parting.
DuRING the month of February we mentioned with gratitude in our Thanksgiving service the names of Mr. J. D.
Changing Officers.
Steves for seventeen new subscribers sent us while he was
The change of the political parties at the nation's rustlin~ through the West; Mr. J. R. Mcintyre, Greensboro,
capital, and swearing in of some new Senators, hav Pa., forfour; Messrs. S. F. Haselton, Bristol, Wis., and M. J.
Draper, Prairie City, Iowa, for three each; Messrs. H. yr. Willset the more restless of the members of the Repub- iams, Buena Vista, Cal., D. W. Isenhart, Montpelier, 0.,
lican party to thinking of changing offices all around. Edwin N. Beecher, Marion, Ct., C. G. Austin, Rochester, N.
The Senate is Republican now, as it was before the Y., C. B. Reynolds, North Parma, N.Y., for two each, .and
expiration of the Fiftieth Congress, and the chaplain Messrs. D. L. Styles, Dexter, Minn., H. E. Burnham, Sagis a Republican, as well as a Lutheran, but denom- inaw, Mich., J. H. Barber, Big Creek, N.Y., C. Bauman,
Carbon, Ind., W. S. Wood, Kalamazoo, Mich., N. R. Howination seems to count more than party, and the ard, Boulder, Col., W. L. Johnson, Highlands, N.C., B. R.
ministers of the other churches are casting sheep's Hopkins, McKeesport, Pa., Dr. H. Patrick, Concordia, Kan.,
eyes toward his position. The new Senate will be G. S. Croft, Austin, Nev., Wm. Wilkie, Riverton, Ill., Wm.
asked to oust Dr. Butler and let somebody else hav Randall, Baltimore, Mich., J. N. Jones, Susanville, Cal., W.
a chance. The preachers haY already begun their Wedeken, Seattle, Wash. Terr., John W. Abbott, New Can:bria, Kan., M. C. Felker, Kimball, Dak., J. M. Woods, DIlobbying.
ana, Tex., J. Kling, Seymour, Ind., James Uyan, Pt.
The present chaplain is said to be quite popular Blakely, Wash. Terr., L. Pulsifer, Edgewood, Ala., J: Gunbecause he makes his prayers short, and judging by debach, Trenton, Tex., A. Fisher, Dora, Mo., B. Hoxie, Pt.
their attendance the senators employ him only for Townsend, W. T., J. Dutton, Grand Mound, Iowa, J. Beck,
form's sake. It would be as well if they cared as much Seattle, W. T., W. Fox, Capron, Ill., F. W. Leidecker, Bald
Ridge, Pa., E. P. Hassenger, Bangor, Wis., J. H. Koch,~·
to be hones~ in using the people's money and to up- Benton, 0., C. H. Wilcox, Portland, Ore., J. Morey, Milhold the Constitution as they do to placate the ford, Mass., w. Baxter, Urbana, Ore., R. Stine, Washington,
D. c., J. Pennington, Twin Bridges, Mont., and A. Sorenso~,
church.
N. Lake, Wis., for one each. Others desirous of sharing m
ANY of our friends having copies of THE TnuTH BEKKER the benefits derived from the services aforesaid know how
of February 23d and Mareh 2d that they do not care to pre- to do it. We cannot guarantee that those sending new subserve will confer a favor by sending them to this office.
scribers will go to heaven, but we will guarantee that they
M1~. CnaRLRB WATTS has been holding a four-session dis- won't go to the other place. At any rate, they will ~av t~e
cussion with Clark Braden at Salt Lake City. The Salt satisfaction of knowing that they hav done good 10 this
Lake Times of February 28th says: "The debate finished world in giving pleasure and profit to those they induce to
last night, but Braden was finished_the first evening." Nat- subocribeand byhelpingsustain the laborers-not unworthy,
)lrally.~LBraden is no.debatei(though some say he is in order 1 we hope-in a good cause.
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Jttltrs frot1( IJritnds.
BuTLER, PA., Jan. 31, 1889.
MR. EDlTOR: Through the columns of your valuable paper
I desire to inform our Liberal correspondents that the editor
of the Pittsburgh Ptnny Pnss has opened up his heart, and
also a column in the above-named paper, for the discussion
of all subjects, and as a great deal of soft solder in favor of
superstition has appeared in his paper, I would like to see
some of our Liberal correspondents represent our cause in
the Press.
J. 0. FuLLERTON.
Dxs MOINES, lA., Feb. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The presidential election threw me off my
reckonings somewhat. I wish the folks would let the hens
alone. Let Powderly work the hens, and he will make them
lay if the pope is egg-hungry. If a squirrel is on the side of
a tree and you with a gun after llim, and he just keeps out
of bullet's reach, you following in a circle round and round
the tree, and the Equirrel all the time keeping the same distance from you, do you go around that squirrel? Let the
hens rest and go for the squirrel, boys. Well, I send inclosed $7.75-$5 to be credited to A. M. Foster. Giv me
credit for $2.50, and send me the ANNUAL; and oblige a
Christian, or a couple of them.
CAPT. T. J. KENNEDY.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 3, 289.
MR. EDITOR : The petition against the Blair bill is being
circulated at Salina with good results, and to tell the truth,
I hav had something to do with it myself. And to my great
surprise, there are lots of men and women who, after knowing me for two years past, and that, too, in a business way,
believe that such as I need a law passed to keep us from
injuring their God, just as though he were not able to take
care of himself. And they are about right; he certainly will
get left if there are not some human laws to protect him.
I want to offer a substitute for the Blair bill: Art. 2. 'fhat
there be a law passed to teach the Christians, if possible,
common sense. Art. 3. Be it enacted that no person is a
competent juror who is not ready and willing at all times to
hear all sides of all questions.
JoHN W. AnnoTT,
HARRINGToN, CAN., Feb. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot get you a new subscriber in this
priest-ridden section, but one thing I can do-renew my own
subscription. Inclosed find money order for the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER another year. I hav taken it for eight years,
and it is now a settled conviction in my own mind that I
shall hav to keep renewing every year so long as I liv. I am
the only outspoken Infidel around here, and require THE
TRUTH SEEKER to help me defend myself. No church dues
nor pew rents to settle, which is quite annoying to the dear
minister and his dupes. True, they all treat me with respect,
and consider it very unfortunate that a man honorable to deal
with and generous when charity is a duty does not belong to
the church. One prominent member, a lady, told me quite
lately, if I would only join the church, I should soon become
a leader in church matters. My reply was, I felt infinitly
ab'ove being such.
As you are my teacher, one thing I ask. There was a
verse in one ·of tte back numbers purporting, I think, to be
a Methodist hymn. I quoted it as such, and it was denied.
If it is to be found in any of the Christian hymn-books, please
direct. The verses ran thus:
How blest must be the ransomed souls
When tbey in glory dwell,
To see the wicked as he rolls
In queucb!Ess flamES of he!I.

PETER STEWART.
ST. E.uro, T.!!NN., Feb. 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am surprised, worse than that, I am utterly
dumfounded, to find in your issue of January 26th a letter
from a Liberal young lady trying t1J block the wheels of
progress by keeping young America in the old style of spelling.
Some men don't know anything, some are idiotic, and
some are hopeless damphool~. It is my private opinion that
Webster and Worcester had the three diseases all at once,
and had them bad. Else they would hav kicked the letters
o nnd q entirely out of the nlphabet, making all words take k
or s where c hard and soft are now 1:1sed. They would hav
let r; hav its present hard sound. and given its soft sound toj.
The present use of the letter c is the most abominably outrageous of anything I can conceive.
Beautifully and truly does Miss Collier say that rude language and incorrect spelling are unpardonable-and I am
astonished that a person using such fine language as she
does in her letter can possibly fellowship our present barbarous spelling.
I hav two little cubs now trying to master the English
speller-McGuffy's-and I do pity them from the very bottom of my boots up. Just fancy a child learning to spell
"roulette!" By the way, I'd like to ask what possible use
we hav for the letter "doubleyou." Let us spell'" cow,"
see-oh-doubleyou-kou. Why not spell it see-oh-wheelbarrow-kou? Can anything be more inveterately barbarous? Nothing, except compelling our dear little ones to
commit the outrageous barbarism to memory.
I do hope the time will soon come when some one of the
states will adopt a United States alphabet by publishing a
set of school-books under state direction, and furnish them
to the schools of the state at net cost, or even free to introduce them. Then soon the other states would fall into line.
Then we should talk United States, spell United States, and
be a nation.
Children would learn to read and spell in one-tenth of the
time they now do. Of course it would look odd to us old

Jfolks, but to the next generation it would look all right and work without ceasing.
· be all right. There is so much capital interested in the present system that it would be folly for private enterprise to try
to effect the change. A state could easily accomplish it.
I hav a large scrap. book filled with Heston's cartoons. I
keep it on my center-table, and it attracts everyone that
calls. Everyone that examine it, if only for an instant, gets
either a blessing or a bomb. Long liv Heston.
When I came to Chattanooga five years ago it was all one's
life was worth to proclaim one's self a Freethinker. Then it
had a population of ten thousand. Now it has over forty
thousand, and, I believe, a majority of Freethinkers-but,
alas, unorganized. A man can affirm with his hands in his
pockets or behind his back if he chooses. Life is very tolerable here now. We need a good lecturer and an organblation.
There has been no snow here this winter, and the ground
has not frozen over an inch or two in depth. Persons desiring a genial climate in a healthy country should not fail to
visit east Tennessee.
Last spring I advertised for" a ghost-black or white, old
or young, male or female, holy or unholy-correspondence
solicited." I got no ghost or correspondence either. It is
very strange that not one of the eighty thousand that get a
living by the Ghost would giv me any consolation. I don't
believe they hav a ghost, or ever had one.
L. L. GooDWIN.
EAST RANDOLPH, N.Y., Feb. 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: This is rather cold weather outside the
churches, and evidently the spirit of God is cold in the
would-be revival of religion· our Methodist neighbors and
friends are trying their level best to conduct in the Methodist
Episcopal church, which is, from all appearances, a decided
failure. Possibly it would not be out of place to giv them
a few pointers. In the first place, the members should not
look like the last rose of summer, but look more like the first
rose of spring-not melancholy when they don't feel that
way, but cheerful and pleasant in deportment and speech.
If they then would infuse a little life in their sermons, coupled with historical evidences and an occasional flight of
rhetoric and eloquence, backed up by sweet singing, short
but earnest and fervent prayers and testimonies, and hav
good teasers to work a racket' on the minds almost persuaded, all working hand and heart together, they might
possibly reclaim some of their lost sheep and tender lambs
who hav fallen from grace.
I will say, for my part, I can't accept all the teachings
imputed to Christ, for he taught that those who cannot
believe on him shall be damned (Mark xvi, 16). Oh,
what infamy! Can a person be damned justly for not being
able to believe anything that he or she cannot believe? He
might just as well be damned for not being twenty feet high,
or as strong as the Philadelphia giant. Nonsense! Christ
also taught to take no thought for to-morrow. This, you
see, if obeyed, would actually place us beneath the beasts of
the field, and sweet and happy feathered children, birds of
the air.
I hav often, in my boyhood, watched birds working away
for three or four days building their nest in Mr. Dow's woods
-not to sleep in, for they roosted on a limb every night-but
the little bird was thinking of the eggs it was going to deposit
in that nest, and we often stoned the little birds, just as boys
hav often done before, I suppose, for mere devilment, getting their ears twisted afterward for their naughty behavior.
Mr. Editor, I apprehend yon hav had experience in eartwisting. Birds do not think, eh? Admitted. But would
to gracious the Mohammedan, Buddhistic, Jewish, or Christian gawky-! mean the veritable, religion-struck gawky,
not one of those hypocrite-would think half as much as the
little birds (Matt.- vi, 25, 34). Christ also taught us to hate
our friends and relations and love our enemies. He did,
didn't he? Yes, you know he did (Luke xiv, 27, 28). Christ
said: "He that is not with me is against me" (Matt. xii,
30; Luke xi, 23). "And he that believeth not on me is my
enemy; and my enemies that would not that I should reign
over them, bring them hither and slay them before me." I
say, most unjust, most damnable tyrant! A Nero, or the
devil, if there be one, couldn't express himself worse than
your Christ did. "I come to set a man at variance against his
father." Kick him out. Don't let him fool about my son.
"And the daughter against her mother, and the daughter-inlaw against her mother-in-law" (Matt. x, 35). Oh, horrors!
What a terrible hot-house! I must refmin; I can't say I
admire such cussedness, fiendishness, else I might write
more showing up this bloody tyrant. I do wish you would
refer me to just one good doctrin that was taught by Jesus
Christ and that was not taught long ages before the time he
is said to hav lived-by Confucius, Buddha, and others.
Please send me the TRUTH S&EKER ALMAN.Ao, for which
please find inclosed twenty-five cents. Brother H. 0. Burt,
one of your old subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, also give
me twenty-five cents, and wants me to hav you send him the
ALMANAO.
R. R. JoNES.
PITMAN GRoVE, N.J., Feb. 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The " Letters from Friends " in THE TRUTH
SEEKER are gratifying to me, and through them a great deal
of that which is useful is to be gained. One learns with
what degrees of success other Freethinkers meet in
various portions of this great country of ours, and in them
finds more or less to console him as he sees that others are
subjected to the same persecutions and privations. It requires a stiff upper lip and a good supply of nerve to stand
up even to-day and say, I am a follower of the just, honest,
and honorable Robert G. Ingersoll. We hav lots of
battles to fight and much to contend with, and the whole
business has got to be done without prayer. Now, Mr.
Editor, and fellow-readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, we must
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The great trouble with Liberals is
this-they keep their light under a bushel. They are, some
of them, almost afraid to iet bystanders at the news-stands
know that they buy the Liberal papers of the day, and
quietly ask for their favorit, or say, "Hav you got my
paper?" and slip it in their pockets before they could say
Robert Elsmere. We must not fear to proselyte,. as the
church fanatics are at it all the time, and the way they press
their claims is to a person of my disposition outrageously
disgusting. Whenever the opportunity offers itself for the
undersigned to get in his work, he does, with as much neatness as possible and all the dispatch at hand. It is my lot
to ride on the railroad twice a day, and often my misfortune
to be placed in front of, behind, or between a couple who
take delight in parading their piety. Sometimes it happens
that bne of the pair takes exception to some of the other's
assertions, ~nd on iiome points expresses doubt. Now, my
fellow-Liberal, there is a chance for you to do a little missionary ·work. Not then and there, but one thing you can
do, and that is, fix that doubter's features in your mind and
lay for him or her. If you are a man and the doubter is
likewise, try and get into a conversation, which is not a difficult thing to do, since you meet twice a day on the train.
Keep up this mode of warfare and in a very short time you .
will be surprised at the progress you are making. This can
be done without giving offense. Only a few evenings r.go,
whilst riding on the train to Woodbury, a young fellow who
is studying for the position of Bible-pounder commenced his
work on a young lad seated with him. He got off a good
bit of the old, old story (should read, stale, stale lie!), and
ihe young lad tantalized him with questions, then apologized,·
sufficiently to convince me that the young lad was on the
fence when it came to religion. Pretty soon the would-be
Bible-pounder got off, and that gave me a ch.ance to ventilate my views. I hopped on the young lad like a 4en on a
June bug. I told him since, according to that young man's
account, all trouble of whatever nature emanated from the
devil, and since God almighty was the supreme ruler of the •
universe, it would be a good idea to petition His Royal Upness to kill said devil. He said he would ask the Biblepounder why it was that God did not kill the devil. I gave
the young lad some good, sound arguments-something for
him to think over. And whether he is or is not a Liberal by
this time, I had the happy experience of pointing out to
him a portion of the other side of the question. Liberals, I
will giv you a good pointer. Purchase the" Bible Inqui:er,"
by Jacobson, at TB& TRUTH SEEKER office. Keep that in
your pocket all the time. If you make an assertion, that
handy little book will save you heaps of trouble and often
lead you to a grand victory. When I get into a controversy
I instinctivly place my hand in my inside coat pocket.
Parties ask," What hav you. there?" "Ah," I say," my
ready reckoner." It is small, but gets there the whole twentyfive cents' worth every time.
I started in to speak with Liberals about the new story
that Mrs. Ward has just written. It is, "Robert Elsmere's
Daughter," and it promises to be very good. It is just the
thing needed in this good, great country of ours, and I hope
every Liberal will make it a point to read it. It is published
in the New York Family Story Paper, commencing in No
802.
Youre with an earnest desire to ever keep the Flag Above
the Cross,
J. G. JoHNSoN.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Feb. 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Secularism has just scored a great and, we
believe, a lasting triumph in this city, far exceeding the expectation of its most sanguin adherents.
The quiet, dignified, and scholarly way in which it has
been presented by Messrs. Underwood and Watts has inspired almost universal respect, and the impression that had
hitherto prevailed among some classes that our representativ
men were superficial and inclined to treat the important
questions at issue in a flipp!lnt and undignified manner, has
certainly been dissipated.
Many persons of education and refinement outside of our
faith hav in the most earnest and cordial way spoken of
these two worthy representative of modern thought in very
flattering terms.
Mr. Underwood gave four scientific lectures in the Opera
House in January, which would hav been a brilliant success
but for the parsimony of the proprietors in trying to economize on fuel at the expense of the comfort and health of the
audience. The place was so uncomfortable that it was found
necessary to adjourn to the federal court room, where the
lectures hav since been given.
Mr. Watts followed with four lectures also, and from the
first had large and enthusiastic audiences. He has a strong,
pleasant voice, and his evident training for the stage has
added a charm to his oratory that places him amongst the
foremost in his profession. His language is lucid and logical, and he never fails in impressing his audience with his
earnestness and candor. He is gentlemanly and dignified in
his deportment, and always commands the respect of his
auditors, although many may differ with him on the questions at issue.
Mr. Watts has just finished a four nights' debate with the
notorious Clark Braden, which resulted in an overwhelming
defeat of Braden and the church militant.
The religious element in this city did not seem to be acquainted with Clark Braden or his antecedents, neither were
they willing to be enlightened by one not of their faith, but
were determined to indorse him as their representativ. This
they made one of the conditions of the debate.
Although Mr. Watts was ready to meet any respectable
and honest opponent, he at first declined to hav anything to
do with Braden on account of his previous history and conduct. After much solicitation upon our part, however, Mr.
Watts consented to qeqate upon tb,ce ~xpress und~.retanding,
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to be in writing, that he was discussing with the representativ
of the Christians of this city, and that Braden would retract,
also in writing, a f&lse and malicious statement that he had
two years ago caused to be printed and circulated about Mr.
Watts.
Braden had in his plausible way related to the various
ministers of the city how he had pulverized the anatomy of
every Liberal lecturer in the field, that the scalp of Underwood was now hanging from his belt, that he had driven
Putnam from the field, and that Ingersoll dare not meet him,
and that time and opportunity were all that was needed to
chain Charles Watts to his chariot wheels.
This was quite enough! he must need be a man sent of
God to be able to wipe out Infidelity from amongst our people. The presiding ministers of the Presbyterian and Methodist churches sent our society a challenge for Mr. Watts to
debate "Christianity 'IJS. Secularism" with their champion.
Arrangements being completed, the discussion commenced
on February 19th, and lasted four nights. Each speaker had
two speeches of thirty minutes every evening.
The first two evenings Braden affirmed, and used manuscript that surely must hav been written f9r some other
proposition than the one under consideration, as many portions of it were irrelevant and not at all suited to the q uestion under discussion.
It was evident throughout the debate that Braden was no
match for his opponent, although some of the church-members seemed at first sanguin. 'fhis feeling, however, was of
short duration.
One very noticeable feature in connection with the matter
was the fact that while at a meeting of all the ministers of
the orthodox churches in this city Braden·was unanimously
indorsed by that body, but few indorsed him by their presence after the first night.
A very good illustration of the estimation in which he is
held by the church people here can be shown by referring to
a lecture given by him in the church where the debate was
held, the night following its close, on "The Fallacies of Infidelity." There were present twenty-two persons, including the writer.
The lecture was tame, consisting of the most exaggerated
assertions rrgarding the character and teachings of Secularism and Secularists, and laudations of the great ability and
wonderful attainments of Clark Braden.
We wish to state that the ministers who conducted the defor Braden ha v the thanks of our society for the spirit
fairness and cordiality with which they conducted their
uart of the program. There was not the slightest ill-feeling
exhibited, and everything went off in the most harmonious
manner. They kindly offered us the choice of churches in
which to debate, and the Methodist was accepted. Mr.
Watts was congratulated by the ministers for the masterly
way in which he presented his side. Good feelings prevailed, and we hav no doubt that beneficial results to Secularism will follow. Full houses greeted the disputants each
night. and great interest was manifest throughout.
M.
CAse CITY, MIOH., Feb. 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose with this a funeral address delivered
at the grave of Mary A. Dew, my dear wife, on the 7th of
November last at her home in Wood Lake, Neb. I send it
to you for publication if it meets your approval, many friends
having expressed a wish to see it published. The deceased
was a stanch admirer of the grand old TRUTH BEEKER, also
of its founder. She used to say she could not keep house
without it. 8he lived and died a Freethinker stanch and
true, outspoken at all times, yet by her life commanding the
WILLIAM DEw.
respect of Christians as well as Infidels.
MY FRIENDS: We owe to each other in this life constant
obligation. The ties of friendship demand from each of us
many duties. It devolves upon me, a friend of the deceased, and a frequent recipient of her kindness, to pay
unto her this final tribute of my respect. To me it is a duty
I cannot avoid and which I would not evade. I shall say
but little, and speak nothing but the truth. To do less
would be a great wrong to her, sleeping sweetly and at rest.
In the midst of life we are in death. In a moment the hopes
and aspirations of humanity are blasted. And yet the lesson
it teaches is well for all of us. Life is an eventful drama.
Its many adversities, allurements, and attractions are a warning to us that there are responsible duties enjoined upon us
to perform. We should so conduct ouroelvs that life meets
the approval of our own conscience and fulfils the daily
requirements as we are ~iveu the understanding to discharge
them. Charity, the basis of religion, should cover with its
flowery mantle the loved one called to a final account.
Death, even when we are admonished, has its pangs and its
doubts. But when with its sickle it cuts down the old and
the young, it is well to remember that such is the inevitable
destiny of all, and a penalty which must be paid. What
shall I say to you in simple justice to the dead? I know
that as she understood and believed them she faithfully performed in this life all of the obligations of wife and mother.
True to her noble instincts, she never faltered or hesitated in
sunshine or in storm when sacrifices were necessary to promote the family good. In broken health she surrendered
her personal ease and comfort, and with · one left almost
alone, planted in your midst a new roof-tree for the children.
Possessed of a strong will, which ill health never checked,
her only wish was that before she crossed over to the other
side the children should be so situated as to be enabled to
acquire a comfortable and an honest living. To them she
ever inculcated precepts of morality, urging upon them with
tenacity to establish a good name and a spotless character.
Possessed of a kind nature, she yielded readily and imperceptibly to the most generous impulses. She fed the hungry and clothed the naked and sheltered the oppressed.
She practiced the religion which bade her do unto others as
we would they should do unto us. She practiced no guile;
she lived and died for her family. She was sincere in all of
her professions, and allowed to others full credit for their
belief. The deceased was in many respects a peculiar character. She was an apologist for the frailties of others and
not disposed hastily to credit statements injuriously affecting
human character. She ignored self, if necessary, to contribute to suj!ering humanity. An alms-giver, her charity was
'
: -.- . ··--· ..

not ostentatious. A recent bereavement only strengthened
her desire to do equal and.exact justice to those left behind,
as she recently expressed It to me. In fits of despondency
she had words of cheer for him who has so manfully
struggled with her. Her idea was that the domestic hearthstone should be a haven of peace and that no disappointmente in life should disturb its quiet. Thus she lived and
died within its sacred precincts. She never doubted or faltered in her belief. that all was well. She was not afraid to
die, but ever regarded death as but a prelude to life eternal.
Unfettered by human creeds, bound by no dogmas, no manacles of prejudice controled her actions. The human spirit
took its flight on the wings of benevolence and charity.
Under the weight of affiiction she complained not but endured ~ll unto the end wit~ patient resignation. Gloo~y
forebodmgs of the future disturbed her not, but she dted
with an abiding confidence of a terminated suffering in a
better world. Her last mission on earth was an errand of
relief to the suffering sick. To all such she was always the
good samaritan. Speaking ill of none, she excuse~ rather
than accu~ed. She opposed cant, abl;wrred hypocnsy, and
espoused nght. She was slow to pass Judgment upon others,
and never sought the popular side until she ascertained the
truth. She always declined to be a censor of others• conduct.
As the ivy clings to the majestic oak, so the deceased adhered
with a constant and an irresistible tenacity to these stricken
ones. Her ~ome was her c~urch.
.
She worsh1pe~ at her family alt~r and communed ~th her
husband and children. She was, m fact, a constant aid and
attendant to him whose name she bears never failing him in
her delicate condition, and this must be a lasting solace to
him in this hour of deep affiiction. None excelled the departed in maternal tend~rne~s: . The springs of her love
~ever ceased.to flow. Datly VIBitmg the grassy mC!und holdmg the remams of a loved one, she J?lanted upon Its surface
evidences of her remembrance. This is but an additional
laurel in her crown. Let these plants she nurtured and cared
for blossom over her grave. This is her due. May her
motherly dev~tion, ~er unselfish life, and h~r ~nsatiable lo.ve
be a constant mcent1v to these mourners to 1m~tate her daily
example of loyalty to them, and may they chensh forever her
sainted memory.
Green be the tnrf above thee
Friend of my troubled days!
thee,
Whilst
others
mourn
I miss
in an
honored
grave.
Resting
To the stricken husband and father I offer words of heartfelt sympathy. I know well that human language is inadequate to assuage h~s silent grief. T~is br~ken circle is but
a natural result. Lmks from the cham of life are gradually
severed and death comes to all. As the autumnal leaves fall
to the ground wither and decay so man and woman must
yield to the in'evitable' decree of n'ature. Be watchful of the
domestic tree as she watched it with a womanly tenderness.
Watch and water with the dews of affection the nativ trunk.
Other branches will ~e sundered. R~mem~er to treasure all
of them, even when m decay. Requtescat zn pace I
Th' th . k f
th d ft f b th

Fr~~ t~:~r~in~no~~lfe t~ t~! ev~n~ngr~? d~ath;

From the gilded salon.t<? the bier and the shroud.
Oh, why ehould the sp1r1t of mortal be proud 1
JAMES w. DAVIS.
DEs MoiNEs, lA., Feb. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : " The reliances of error must be shaken, or
truth must remain silent." Having written on the topic of
the Jesus Christ myth recently in THE TRUTH BEEKER, it is
only because it is the cornerstone in the theological structure
that I return to it, after a fuller and more careful investigation of its claims, fully believing that until the question is
incontrovertibly settled the light of truth will beam with but
a faint glow throughout the wide-but lessening-orthodox
domain. "Robert Elsmere" is the mythical "John the
Baptist," the pioneer, which is "going before" and stirring
up the soil of fossilized bigotry and conservatism, preparing
it for the sowing of the seed of Rationalism, which ere long
will culminate in the ripened harvest of the sway of reason
and truth, in all their divine and omnipotent supremacy.
When the popular mind arrives at the pass of reading that
" miracles never occurred " and that the resurrection is fable,
it is at a point where it will naturally inquire, "If these
fundamental principles of the Christian scheme are spurious
and baseless, what else in that scheme is sure and steadfast,
and can be accepted as reliable?"
Christianity was born, not in Palestine, but in Rome ; not
as Minerva, leaping from the brain of Jove in full armor,
but by increments of dogma and doctrin, until, rrmning
through nearly sixteen centuries, it came forth full-fledged in
the King James version of the New Testament. It came as
the substitute of moribund, declining pagan religion; and
here, in confirmation of this, it is well to pause and inquire,
" If the nan:.e of .Jesus Christ was the only passport to
heaven, why was his advent delayed four thousand years,
and humanity left without a savior?" Simply because not
unti.l that date, assuming the Mosaic record as a basis, was
there a demand for such a being. Jesus Christ is a composit creation, made out of, first, the Christna of India, and
doubtless embellished and " plumped" by investing him
with the achievements of Apollonius of Tyana; while his
first name is probably a Latinization of the cabalistic
"I.H.S.," metamorphosed into Jesus. Hence Christianity
was vamped out of the mythologies of India and Egypt.
There is nothing original in it, not even the rite of baptism,
which was in vogue among nations of the East hundreds of
years before the apocryphal time of Christ.
A person who will read the New Testament with an eye
to flaws and discrepancies will not need to go outside for
evidence to invalidate the claim of its entire structure ; not
only as regards the verity of a Christ, but of the whole cata.
log of characters who figure as its prominent actors. "Falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus;" if the parts are faulty, the
whole must be so of necessity. The internal evidence of
fraud in the New Testament is stamped upon its pages
throughout. Beginning with the genealogy of Christ in
Matt. i, we find twenty-six generations from D!lvid to Joseph,
husband of Mary, while Luke give forty-three, and no two
names agree in their order. Matthew, again, has the flight
of Joseph, his wife and child, into Egypt, while Luke states
that Christ was circumcised eight days after his birth, an~
forty days t'fte~wll,rd l!e was .presented in the temple, and
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that when the legal ceremonies were performed he went with
his parents to Nazareth. At his baptism by John, the
"chestnut, protrudes a trifle "too steep" to render credu.
.
.
d 1 t' ·
lity a fac~ operatiOn e~cept to those whose. eg u 1t10n~ry
powers, like young robms, are of such capac~ty that t~e Size
of the object opposes no hindrance; as witnessed 10 the
white dove performance and the calling out of heaven,
"This is my beloved son "-all of which analyzed and
sifted means that Christ's putativ father the'" Holy Ghost"
'
. '
. '
performed the dual feat of descendmg f~om heaven m the
form of a dove and at the same time calling out of heaven
announcing the sonship of the man Christ.
The most befitting and appropriate delineation of this trin.
.
.
1ty sche~e 1~ found. m the st~ry of the. Dutchman who had
been takmg m a senes of revival meetmgs, and wh ') afterward applied to the officiating minister for admission to the
church. "Me vants to jine your church, I does," was the
introductory announcement of the new convert to saving
"
,
.
"
.
grace. . Yes, . responded the delighted sh~pherd, tha~ IS
very necessary m order to make your calling and electton
sure, but before admitting a member we wish to ascertain
whether he is sound in the faith. Who made you?" "It
bee Got," was the ready reply. "Yes, that is correct," reaponded the man in black cloth and white necktie; " who
d' ·
...
"U
C .
,
Ied to save you?"
It bee Got, too.1
c, uc.1 hnst,
God's son." Then, with a puzzled air, "A-a-a-hI ish dot
s.o? It vash der poy den I Me tinks all der time is vash der
old man!" There is no joking when it is said the unsophis- .
ticated Hollander gave as clear and intelligent an exposition
. .
"
,
of the trm1ty and atonement muddle as the most astute
doctor of divinity is capable of rendering. Cicero said that
no two pagan priests could look each other in the face without laughing, in view of the hollow farce they daily plttyed
on the unthinking multitude, nor can I conceive it possible
th t
d
· · t
d
· t
t t
th b
b
a mo ern mm1s ere an. pnes ~_can .rea . on e uga oo
of orthodox theology without mdulgmg m a huge fit of
laughter in their sleeves.
1ns t ea. d of. any H o1Y Ghost b emg
·
h'LB father, the J esus
Christ of the New Testament had as many fathers as Penelope had suitors; nearly all of the patristic writers of goapels, epistles, and ecclesiastical history contributing something to his ideal make-up somewhat as all the gods lent a
.
.
'
.
hand m formmg Pandora, the first woman of Grectan mythology. And how perfect the endowment was in the matter
of astronomical knowledge will be seen from Matt. v, 34, 35:
"Swear not at all· neither by heaven for it is God's
throne· nor by the e~rth for it is his foot~tool." Were I a
'
'
Heston I would regale the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
with a visual delineation of this profound piece of cosmical
verity· in defect of which let the reader giv loose wing to
•
• ' •
'
•
1magmatwn and attempt to conceive of the picture as an
actual fact. Portray a huge anthropomorphic being seated
on an ivory throne above the clouds, with legs depending
from the airy perch and feet resting on the earth-revolving
at the equator a thousand miles an hou,r-and forests, cities,
and oceans knocked into splinters, and scooped up in tidal
waves upon the land. Talk about the moon causing the
tides,-when here-to a reverent believer in "inspiration"is a cause for this phenomenon so plain and palpable that an
average Hottentot would take in the problem at a glance.
But to attempt to treat this question with anything like
interest or dignity, is about on a par with a savant discussing with a lot of cheesemongers the probabilities of the moo
being composed of green cheese, with the breed of kine tha
furnished the lac, the proportion of rennet to form the curd,
and the kind of press used to extract whey. We take leave
of it.
The Bible and theology are being weighed in the balance
of reason, and when examined are found wanting. What
next? Agnosticism and Materialism I regard with leniency
and toleration, as implying a loyalty to conviction that will
not tamely and blindly subscribe to the dicta of dogma and
creed makers, as the infant imbibes from the bottle of the
nurse ; still, Agnosticism does not kn()W but there may be
hereafter. If there is, and this life has any relation to it, as
a school of preparation, it is material that we know as faz
as possible what that relation is. Were the ante-natal state
one of mental exercise, reasoning from analogy, there would
doubtless be as much skepticism regarding any other existence, or the present one, as there is in this life any certainty
of a future, spiritual existence. Paine postulates this problem in a manner the most rational, yet simple, that it is possible to conceive, when he says : " I trouble not myself about
the manner of future existence. I content myself with believing, even to positiv conviction, that the power that gave
me existence is able to continue it, in any form and manner
he pleases, either with _or without this body; and it appears
more probable to me that I shall continue to exist hereafter,
than that I should hav had existence as I now hav, before
that existence began." This is the equivalent of saying, it
is easier for a railroad engineer to continue the motion of a
heavy train on an up-grade than it is to start it on .the same
grade while it is yet in a state of rest.
Whether it be correct to say that the human mind is prone
to skepticism, or that that skepticism is the result of the inability of the mind to span the unknown, but probable and
possible, is perhaps an open question and one of not easy
solution. Were I not a lifelong Spiritualist, I should perforce be an Agnostic or Materialist. I am too far along in
the space of THE TRUTH BEEKER to discuss the pros and cons
of this latter question, and will not now attempt it. I am
often amused to see how affirmativ certain ones can be in the
negativ of this question-but " it is all of a lifetime," and
no one can be a Spiritualist by any process of vicarious absorption and assimilation of evidence, but all must travel
the road singly, and if happily" converted," when they embark in the missionary. business of evangelizing others to the
faith, they will, in classical parlance, "know all about how
it is themselvs."
V. C. TAYLoR:
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In the morning of life accustom yourselvs enough to buy a better cow than he had betime to read a book in this way, and so it
would; but then think what you hav accom- to the improvement of all your spare mo- fore. During such times let us remember the
plished, what a step you hav taken, when you ments. If you let the moments run to waste words of D. M. Bennett., "Where man fails,
Edited by Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall hav read a book in this way. Suppose it is a life will prove a failure, for life is made up of God can't help." If man had failed, Mr.
would not hav lost his cow, for God
Rifler, Mass., to whom all Oo-rr.municationsfor history of the United States. If you hav read moments. Do not allow yourselvs to form Casey
would not hav foreclosed the mortgage.
this Oorner should be sent.
Whatever
is
worth
doing
at
careless
habits.
as I ha v directed, you ha v learned the meaning
Again, if man fails now, Mr. Casey will not
of every word in the book. You will know all, is worth doing well. Be thorough in get another cow. God will not send him one,
"Between the dark and the daylight,
the name of every city, where it is located, its whatever you undertake. Habits formed in because he cannot make a six-year-old cow
When the night is beginning to lower,
commercial
importance, etc. You will know youth will be the glory or shame of old age. in a minute. I will be thirteen years old next
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
month. Went to school steadily all winter.
the name of every river, how far it is navi- Bad habits are like dead weights, they grow School will be out in three weeks. Would be
That is known as the Children's Hour."
gable, where it rises and empties. You will the heavier the longer they are carried. Cul- glad to sec this letter in print.
Your Liberal,
CLARA V. BuRG.
know the name of every man who has figured tivate a courteous spirit. Above all, show a
Quiet Ways are Best.
in American history, when he was born, and decent respect for old age. Be truthful and
Selectea for tne CornEr "b1J J. T. Reea.
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
what part he acted. You will probably know punctual. When you giv your word, let it be
What's the use of worrying,
One of the brightest of Elmira's little fivemuch about the government, how the laws kept with the most scrupulous exactness. If
Of hurrying
And skurrying,
are enacted, how its officers are chosen, their you mean to fill the stations of noble men year-old girls was taught an appropriate verse
Everybody flurrying
respectiv terms of ol'Il.ce, and many other and womtn, you cannot begin to shape your to repeat in Sunday-schoollast Sunday. She
And breaking up their rest,
things which will prove useful in after life. course and character too early. Now is the had also recently learned a little nursery
When everyone is teaching us,
rhyme which had profoundly impressed her.
Preaching and beseeching us
Rigidly pursue this course with every book time to begin.
To settle down and end the fuss,
I wish I could make you understand how In Sunday-school, when her teacher called
you read. Books which are not worth readFor quiet ways are best 1
ing by the young in this way would better be much depends upon a right start in life. It upon her to giv her verse, little Miss FiveThe rain that trickles down in showers
is sad to think that a single misstep in the year-old forgot all about the hymn, and
thrown aside.
A blessing brings to thirsty flowers;
And gentle zephyrs gather up
Every boy and girl can go through a his- morning of life may cause a cloud to hang electrified the whole infant department by
Sweet fragrance from each brimming cup.
tory of the United States as I hav directed in over you as long as you liv. Try to ascertain rising and solemnly repeating the following :
There's ruin in the t-empest's path,
The owl and the eel and the warming-pan,
one
year, and then he or she will hav obtained what occupation or calling in life will be best
There's ruin in a voice of wrath,
They went to call on the soapfat man.
more solid information than most people pos- suited to your taste and condition. Many a
And they alone are blest,
The soapfat man was not within,
Who early learn to dominate
sess at middle age. Then think how this in- man has made a failure in life by choosing
He had gone to ride on a rolling. pin,
Themselvs, their violence abate,
formation will come in play in reading other some business repugnant to his nature, and
So
they all came back by way of the town,
And prova by their serene estate
And turned the meeting-house upside down.
books, and what an advantage it will prove for which he had no aptness. But where a
That quiet ways are best.
business is suited to a man and a man to a
to you all through after life.
A complaint came up from the kitchen the
Nothing"s gained by warning,
In reading other books you will not hav to business, it is ever a pleasure, and generally other day, where the writer's Small Girl was
By hurrying
consult your dictionary nearly as often, be- a success. In this matter good judgment an unwelcome visitor, and she was called to
And skurrying ;
With fretting and with flurrying
cause you will hav learned the meaning of and great caution should be used. Having account. 11 Mary tells me, Small Girl, that
The temper's often lost;
most words. The same will be true in regard decided upon your course, pursue it with un- you were rude to her, and tohl her you had a
And in p!!.rsuit of some small Prize
bending energy.
to
the other " helps."
better right here than she had." "Well,"
We ru~h ahead and are not wise,
In all the transactions of life let reason be with the utmost sweetness, "havn't I?"
Then I would hav you remember how the
And find tile unwonted exercise
A fearful price has cost.
knowledge of one fact or circumstance helps your pole-star. Remember that the laws of
"How did you get along at school to-day,
>T1s better far to join the throng
you to remember another. Facts and cir- nature will never lead you astray. They are Tom?" asked the old man at the supper table.
That do their duty right along;
cumstances bear such a peculiar relation to ever truthful, ever constant.
"Papa, our physiology says that convenaReluctant they to raise a fuss,
There is much more that I would like to tion at meals should be of a pleasant chareach other that the mention of the one brings
Or make themselvs ridiculous;
say, but my article is. already too long. If acter," replied Tommy. "Let's talk about
Calm and serene in heart and nerve,
to the mind the other to which it is related.
Their strength is always in reserve,
For instance, you read that General Wash- you follow the hints which I hav given, you the minstrels."
And nobly stands each test;
ington was commander-in-chief, and was will certainly make the world better by living
Teacher: "Now, children, I will giv you
And every day and all about,
engaged in many battles of the Revolution. in it. And it is the next thing to impossible three words-boys, bees, aud bears-and I
By seen'S within and scenes without
We can discern, with ne'er a doubt,
The mention of his name will probably bring to make the world better without being made want you to compose a sentence which will
That quiet ways are best.
JoHN PROK.
to your mind the battles in which he was en- better yourselvs.
include all three words." Small boy: " I
-Phrenological Journal.
Naples, N. Y.
gaged. So Charlestown will suggest the
hav it." Teacher: "John McCarthy, you
battle of Bunker Hill, ·and the battle of
may gi v us your sentence." John McCarthy
A Chat With Young Trutli Seekers. Bunker Hill will suggest the names of GenCorrespondence.
"Boys bees bare whin they go in swimmin'."
ARMSTRONG, lA., March 4, 1889.
Old age is drawing near, life is uncertain, erals Putnam, Warren, and Gage who were
Fond mother (teaching her child the Bible
DEAR
Miss
WIXON:
My
mother
has
been
and I thought, while the privilege is still engaged in the battle. Thus you will see
lesson): "Yes, Gracie, had not Eve eaten the
sick
for
a
month,
and
is
getting
better
very
spared to me, that I would like to giv a few how the acquisition of one fact helps you to
now. Our school was just out yesterday. I apple we would never hav known sin or
words of counsel to the young readers of remember another.
study reading, penmanship, arithmetic, and suffering. Ah, me! It saddens me to think
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Such little scraps of knowledge may seem spelling. Papa has had a headache for two of it." Gracie (consoliugly): "Well, never
Those who hav parents who are able to giv insignificant in themselvs, but it should be or three days. The weather has been very mind, mamma, if Eve hadn't eaten it some
them a liberal education will, of course, be borne in mind that the largest oak was pro- fine. We hav had only two storms this win- other lady would; so there, don't be sad."
directed by them, and therefore need no ad- duced from an acorn, and that grains of sand ter. I hav a two-year-old colt. She bas a
There is a little boy residing not many
white ~pot on her f::>rehead; her mane is a
vice from me. But even to those a good sug- will make a mountain, and that while you are white color, and she has a white foot. She is miles from Boston who rather astonished his
gestion may not prove unprofitable.
parents and a visitor at the house not many
acquiring this inf'Jrmation you are all the very nearly as big as her mother.
I wish to address myself to those-far the time training the mind for greater achieveROBERT BTIRT.
days ago. The child's teacher had announctd
larger class-whose advantages are limited, ments.
the fact to her pupils that they were to h~:~. v
BouLDER CREEK, CAL., Feb. 7, 1889.
and to whom good words may be spoken
a
new graded school, and, scarcely able to
Every boy and girl should strive to get a
DEAR Miss SusAN H. WIXON: I thought I
which may prove useful at the critical time few useful books at least. While you are would ·write vou a few lines for the first time. retain the important information, the little
when they are starting out on life's journey. young, in selecting books, keep your mind I will be thirteen years old the 21st of next fellow burst in upon his parents and their
The character of this class and their success on the good and the useful. When you are month. I liv miles from town. In the sum- visitor with the announceme-nt: " Oh, ma
in life w-ill depend in a great degree upon older, and the judgment matured, I am sure mer time there is a school here, and we hav We are goin' to hav a large, degraded
about twenty-five scholars, most of them
what they read and how they read.
you will see the propriety of the course recI am living with my father and brother, school!"
There is scarcely a boy or girl in any neigh- ommended. Such a course is within the boys.
and my sister is married and has a little boy
borhood who cannot obtain books, which, if reach of nearly all the young readers of THE named Earl. I guess I will close this time.
properly read, will build up for them a noble TRUTH SEEKER, even the poorest. And it
Your Liberal friend,
DoRA HAY.
P.S.-My father has taken THE TRUTH
life. Indeed, the bent of the mind de- will make you useful in the world, and giv
pends almost entirely upon what is read. It you a fund of information which many with SEEKER for two years, and likes it very much. All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.
has been said that "reading makes the full better opportunities might well be proud of. I like the pictures. If some of the girls will
correspond with me, I would like it.
ApplPS
of Gold. And Other Stories
man." This was eminently true in the case
I would hav you read the lives of Benjamin
D. H.
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1.25
of Abraham Lincoln. His reading was his Franklin and Abraham Lincoln. You will
Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandTILDEN, NEB., Feb. 12, 1889.
sole education. So much depends upon what then see how it is possible, .by dint of perseEome and Interesting Book, Without Supersti·
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
tion. for Children and Your.h. '!he Only Freeis read and how it is read, that I wish to verance, to rise, unaided, from poor, pennithinkers' Children's Story-Book ever issued.
write you a few lines to let you know how I
dwell at some length upon this point. I am less boys to the highest stations among men. am
66
full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
getting along. My school is very nearly
type, heavy, toned pAper, broad ma1·gins, illusnot afraid to warrant distinction to any boy
Although reading is the great source of in- out, and I hav not missed a day. This term
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
or girl who will pursue the right course in re- formation, it is not the only one. In almost I hav won two prizes; one at the clo8e of
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
gard to wltat they read and how they read. every neighborhood there are men and women each month, for not whispering. I got a
28 Lafayette P!.• New York.
Many believe that if they are to know a great who are proficient in some branch of knowl- writing-box and a lead pencil. I received a
from Miss Lucy L. Churchill; she
deal they must read a great many books. edge. Try to engage them in conversation in letter
SAKYA BUDDHA.
wanted me to take the agency for several
This is a great mistake. A few books thor- regard to the study which they hav made a articles, but I could not. because I liv in the A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
oughly studied are worth more than an un- specialty. If they find out that you are country. There are no Liberals here at all,
Teachir.gs.
digested library. Books which are really really interested and trying to learn, they wii.l except my fatker. I am going to write to With Citations from Buddha's " Path of
worth reading are worth studying. It will be take pleasure and even pride in giving you Miss Churchill, and send for one of her pictVirtue."
Your true friend,
seen at once that if books are to be studied information. When you hear intelligent men ures.
BY E. D. ROOT.
GEORGE WHITNEY.
only first-class books should be selected: and women in conversation, listen to what
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
As I hav laid so much stress on reading, I they say with the utmost attention. A great
MoMINNVILLE, OnE., Feb. 11, 18S9.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
DEAR Miss WIXON: My papa has taken
would like to giv you a few hints as to how deal of useful information may be picked up
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light"
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
for
many
years,
and
I
you shall read.
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and man;v Spiritin this way. Always endeavor to lead men
ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
To read understandingly, three books are and women to talk about what they best un- hav often thought that I would write to you, the
book.
as I wish to know if the " Story Hour" of
necessary, viz., a dictionary, a cyclopedia, derstand, then you always hav them at their 1889 contains the same readinjl; as former ones,
Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
and an atlas. These books may be regarded best.
as my papa got me one some years ago and
THE
as tools, or helps, or teachers.
So you must learn to turn the knowledge I enjoyed it very much. Would be glad to
In reading, pass no word the meaning of which others hav acquired to your own ad- hav another if it contains different stories. I
which you do not fully comprehend. Turn vantage. You will be all the richer, while am ten years old. This is my first letter to
the Corner, so excuse mistakes.
to your dictionary, and be sure you get the they will not be impoverished in the least.
DISCUSSION.
Your little friend,
LILLIE BALL.
full meaning as it is used in the sentence.
Every day you are surrounded with teach[The reading matter of the "Story Hour"
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
When you read of a place, take your atlas ers if your eyes and ears are only open.
is the same as formerly. Some time, perhaps,
-oand find where it is situated, and fix its loca- There are " sermons in stones and books in
Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of tile
the editor of the Corner may hav another
tion firmly in your mind. Then take your running brooks." Every hill and valley and
Presbyterian EvanoeZt•t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
book of stories for her friends and patrons.] two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the excyclopedia and read what is said about the stream has a lesson of instruction. Nature's
ceedinglf few Christians who ha v opposed Colonel
Ingersol kindly and courteously, and the Great
place. 'Ihe cyclopedia will also giv you great school is constantly open to you, in
METAMORA, Feb. 14, 1889.
has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
sketches of the lives of eminent men whose which the richest lessons may be learned.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Three cheers for Sa tie Agnostic
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
names are mentioned, which should be read The way to obtain a store of knowledge is to and her list shown in the Corner. Heap up
the cow money. I send Batie my ten cents.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.
with !he utmost care.
keep constant)y gathering. The largest rivers I cannot stand back when such noble work is
You may think it would take you a long are made up from small strCf!,Jli.S,
going on· do not stop uutil ~ou hay money • P>ice, oQ cents in paper· $1.00 in clQth

Miss Wixon's Works.
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Ingersoll and Shakspere,
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NBW YORK.

NEW YORK:

BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
Godev's Laav•s Book says: "We giv our cordial

approbat.ion to this work. The information it
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
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A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that tbe Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents,

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S.W. Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
negativ and affirmativ standpoint, showing
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A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

what it is not and what ilois. Price, 5 cents.
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As a Means for the Production of

TlfE ORIGIN OF ENERGY ;
OR,

ALL MATTER TENDS TO ROTATI0N.
A hypothesis which throws light upon all the
phenomena of nature. Electricity, magnetism,
gravitation, light, heat, and chemical action explained upon mechanical principles and traced
to a single source.
By LlllON c. HAMILTON, M.D.
Vol. I. Origin of Energy; Electrostatics and
M~t~rnetism.

100 illus.-inc. ports. of Faraday and Maxwell.
8vo, olo., $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
The Sotenttllo A mertcan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different; it is scientific, sober, olean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co:l
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" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
A concise aooount of the Ohristian Religion, and within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
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tianity.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
With elaborate index.

Contains the Aunday addresses of HUGH 0. PENTEBy HALSEY R. STEVBNS.
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A popularized account of Oriental religions,
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!~sued weekly. Annual subscription $1.
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The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition ofthe True Meanine of this Char·
acter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology,
Paper, 8vo, 25 cents,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

New Edition. Revised and Enlara-ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
In traduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
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THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is reall:v a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary Worlrl.
.
.
.
.
You turn over hiA pagee With a fascmatwn Similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-{Inter-Ocean.
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first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, M3pp., $1. 75.
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•·1,he Principles of the Christian
Religion."

THE TRUTH SEEKER, :MARCH
be deemed guilty of a sin against the Holy
Ghost and shall be punished by any penalty
which the Holy Ecclesiastical Office aforesaid
shall see tit to inflict, not excepting death by
torture to the culprit.
Sxo. 8. If any person whomsoever shall
sneer at, cast odium upon, or deny in any
manner whatsoever the Infallibility of his
holiness the pope of Rome aforesaid, or
question his right to be the Temporal Ruler of
the World, or discredit his divine successorship of the most holy St. Peter, or deny the
power of Mary the mother of God to successfully intercede with almighty God aforesaid,
to confer full kingly powers on his well-beloved son Jesus Christ aforesaid in all things
relating to this earth, or deny that the aforesaid Christ can and does use the pope aforesaid as his Vicegerent on Earth, then such
person shall be adjudged as guilty of outrageous sacrilege and shall be punished by the
Holy Ecclesiastical Office aforesaid as follows: If a man, he shall be stretched upon
the rack and hav his bones broken and dislocated; if a woman, she shall be stripped
naked, hav her hands tied behind her, and
shall thus be suspended by the hands till her
feet are free from the floor, and shall hav her
feet, while thus suspended, roasted to a crisp
over a slow fire, in both cases their estate to
be confiscated to the uses of the Holy Ecclesiastical Office aforesaid, and then shall be
burnt at the stake. If the offender shall be
a child, then it shall be the duty of the Holy
Ecclesiastical Office, without discretion, to
cast the miscreant at once into the den of
wild and savage beasts, kept for that purpose,
as a warning to all other children to respect
and adore the attributes, offices, and infallibility of the most holy pope of Rome aforesaid.
Sxo. 9. In all questions in controversy as
to "the principles of the Christian religion,"
Christian Graces, and Christian Morality that
may arise before the Holy Ecclesiastical
Office, the Rev. W. F. Crafts, Senators Blair,
Hale, and Edmunds, the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, the Reformed Presbyterians, the Young Men's Christian Association, the National Reform Association, and
the blessed Hardshell Baptists, all aforesaid,
shall meekly submit their views and arguments before his holiness the pope, aforesaid,
or his duly accredited cardinals, archbishops,
priests, or prelates, and, in case they are at
variance with the practices and traditions of
the Holy Mother Church, they shall, with all
due reverence for the pope and chJrch aforesaid, waive and abandon their convictions in
deference to those of the church aforesaid,
under the pains and penalties of excommunication from all hope of eternal life, and absolute and unconditional expulsion from any and
all future share in any acts or deliberations
of the Holy Ecclesiastical Office aforesaid.
Sxo. 10. An emergency existing in the
shape of a rapid increase of scientific knowledge and an alarming tendency of the ungodly
mind to investigate the laws of nature, to the
manifest detriment of the welfare of the
churches and " the principles of the Christian
religion," and "Christian Graces and Morality" aforesaid, this act shall be operativ and
take full and immediate effect from and after
the date of its passage; and all other acts or
parts of acts, and all clauses, sections, or
parts of the Constitution of the United States
at variance with any of the provisions of this
law are hereby repealed, revoked, and forever
annulled.
·

AN ACT
Supplementary. to an act entitled, "The
Blair Sunday Law," and for the purpose of
promoting "religious worship," sustaining
the " principles of the Christian religion,"
cultivating Christian Morality, and for
other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representative of the United States in Congress· assembled, for the honor and glory of
almighty God and his precious son Jesus
Christ, at the suggestion and with the hearty
concurrence of Rev. W. F. Crafts, Senators
Blair, Hale, and Edmunds, the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, his holiness the
pope of Rome, the Young Men's Christian
Association, the Reformed Presbyterians, the
National Reform Association, and the blessed
Hardshell Baptists.
SROTION 1. If any citizen of the United
States shall be smitten on one cheek by anybody whomsoever, and shall not quietly and
in godly manner turn the other cheek to be
also smitten by the party aforesaid, such citizen shall be deemed guilty of a grievous
offense against Christian Morality, and shall
be punished by a fine not less than $100 nor
more than $500 (to be paid into the treasury
of the Holy Ecclesiastical Office), and by
imprisonment at hard labor not exceeding
one year, at the discretion of the Holy Ecclesiastical Office aforesaid.
Sxo. 2. If any man shall sue a good Christian at the law and take away his coat or his
cow or his horse, and the Christian aforesaid
shall not at once, and in meek and godly
spirit, render also to the man aforesaid his
cloak or his calf or his ass to go with the
respectiv articles aforesaid, then the Christian
aforesaid shall be tried and punished as set
forth in Sec. 1 of this law, as an offender
against one of the fundamental " principles
of the Christian religion."
Sxo. 3. If any man shall by force of
arms (or boots) compel a Christian to" go a
mile with him," on any road whatever, by
a tie-pass or any other pass whatever, for
good and lawful purpose or for any other
purpose whatever, and the Christian aforesaid
does not immediately and cheerfully ''go
twain with him," by the means and for the
purposes expressed or unexpressed aforesaid, then the Christian aforesaid shall be
apprehended, brought before the Holy Ecclesiastical Office, and punished as in Sec. 1 of
this law, as one who utterly disregards one of
the finest and most popular of Christian
Graces.
Sxo. 4. If any professing Christian, when
brought before the Holy Ecclesiastical Office,
cannot giv sound and convincing proofs that
he" hates his father, mother, brother, sister,
wife, children," as well as his· mother-in-law,
as taught by the holy Lord Jesus Christ, he
shall be deemed guilty of a flagrant disregard
of the command of Jesus Christ aforesaid, a
violation of " Christian principles " and
"Christian Morality," and shall be condemned to sit in the stocks for three days, be
flogged with fifty lashes on the bare back by
the truly Christian correctiv, the cat-o'-ninetails, and to pay a fine of $500 to the Holy
Ecclesiastical Office aforesaid.
Sxo. 5. If any citizen of the United States
shall assert or maintain the right of private
judgment in interpreting the holy scriptures,
or shall question the authority or decisions of
the Holy Ecclesiastical Office, either in its
penalties inflicted for crimes against " the
The foregoing law I hav carefully prepared
principles of the Christian religion " or its to save the labor of the bigoted Senator Blair
interpretation of those "principles," or shall and his no less bigoted and blinded religious
teach that there is any violation of the
sciences to be found.:within the holy Bible, or colleagues, to follow right on after the passany contradictions, or any lying, or any de- . age of his Sunday law·and his amendment to
ception, or any whoremongering, or any the Constitution of the United States. Some
butchering of men and debauching of women such law as this is the logical and inevitable
at the command of almighty God, or any anger, sequence of the present attempt to connect
or jealousy, or revenge, or repentance, or mistakes of the aforesaid God to be found within church and state, if it succeeos. The aim is
the lids of the 1\-Iost Holy Bible, then such citi- to remand us to the ignorance and religious
zen shall be punished by the Holy Ecclesiastical barbarism of the Dark Ages, and it is well for
Office with a fine of $2,475, to be paid in law: us to know just what that means. The above
ful money to the Holy Office aforesaid, and act will giv but a partial glance of the horshall be joreve1· di.ifrancltised from the exercise
rors in store for us, if the enlightened public
and enjoyment of any and all political righU!.
Sxo. 6. If any person whomsoever, male or opinion of this nation does not set its seal of
female, old or young, shall, by speaking, condemnation on the jnsidious efforts now
writing, or gesture, attempt to throw dis- being made by religious fanaticism to undercredit on the most holy power of the holy mine our form of government and giv us the
pope of Rome aforesaid, or his holy priests horrors of an ecclesiastical despotism. I comand prelates, to forgiv sins already committed,
or to grant indulgences to commit any sin mend the law I hav prepared to the careful
whatever (the necessary fee always to accom- consideration of Senator Blair and all his
pany tb.e application for the privilege of com- misguided coadjutors. The logic of their
mitting sin), such person shall be adjudged efforts is to be found in the act I submit for
by the Holy Ecclesiastical Office to be guilty their consideration.
J os .. WoLFF.
of a most atrocious crime a~ainst the most
Boulde1·, Col.
holy " principles of the. Chnstian religion "
and against "Christian Morality," and shall
Obituary.
be punished by being placed in the stocks
and having the feet religiously roasted over DIRD.-In Newark, Mich., on Nov. 10, 1888,
of hemorrhage of the lungs, Mrs. Elizabeth
a slow fire, and by a fine of $1,500, to be
Gabrion, wife of Isaac Gabrion, aged 48
paid to the Holy Ecclesiastical Office aforeyears 6 months and 15 days.
said.
Sxo. 7. If any person shall question the
Mrs. Gabrion was born in Rutland, N.Y.,
right of the parties mentioned in Section 1 April 25, 1840, was married Feb. 9, 1864, and
of this law, to wit, Almighty God and his
son Jesus Christ, the Rev. W. F. Crafts, Sen- moved with her husband to St. Johns, Mich.,
ators Blair, Hale, and Edmunds, the Woman's March 11, 1864, then moved from Clinton
Christian Temperance Union, his holiness the county to Northstar, Mich., in March, 1872,
pope of Rome, the Young Men's Christian and lived in Gratiot county until her death.
Association, the Reformed Presbyterians, the She leaves an invalid husband and six chilNational Reform Association, and the blessed dren to mourn her loss. She was a kind,
Hardshell Baptists, to determin just what
" the principles of the Christian religion" are, affectionate, and devoted wife and mother,
or what shall constitute the Christian Graces and a good neighbor. She was loved and
and Christian Morality, such a person shall respected by all good, intelligent people who

1~,

1889.

knew: her. I hav been informed that some W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
one has started a story that she was afraid to
die, and that she said she was going to hell. The Conilict between Christianity
It is not true. She had her reason till the
and Civilization.
last breath, and never did a mortal cross the PRIOE,
- • - • • 15 CENTS.
dark river with more courage or less fear of
Your treatment of the "Confiict" is excellent.
-Harry
Hoover.
death or the future than did this noble
woman, and whoever started that story is a
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
slanderer and a liar. She was an honest and
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
conscientious Spiritualist, and was not afraid
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
to speak her hon·est thoughts. She had the discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
moral courage to be honest, and if those who notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A
pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
started that story, and are so sure she is lost, ablebeautiful
pa~v r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
were one-hundredth part 1\B honest and truth- Age.
ful and good as she was, they would hav no
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
reason to fear hell or an angry God. As IngerPRIOE, 20 OENTB.
soll said of his brother at his grave, I can
The
number
of heads under which yon hav
say of my dear, departed wife: This brave divided the subject
matter of the pamphlet, and
and tender woman in every storm of life the concise manner in which each pomt is dis·
cussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
was oak and rock, but in sunshine she was I take l{l.'eat pleasure in recommending "Antivine and flower. She was the friend of all Prohibition "to the consideration of everY'person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperheroic souls ; she had climbed the bights and ance, but in the principles of self-goverllll1ent
left all superstitions far helow, while on her J.J.McOabe.
'.I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
forehead fell the golden dawning of a grander
day. She added to the sum of human joy,
and were everyone for whom she did some THOUGHTS ON SCIENCE, THEkind service to bring a blossom to her grave,
OLOGY, AND ETHICS.
she would sleep beneath a wilderness of
BY JoHN WILSON, M.A.
flowers.
The object of the book, as expressed in the pref·
is to giv a correct sketch of the main lines of
A Liberal Spiritualist lady conducted the ace\
moaern thought 'in small compass, and in lanfuneral services, as requested by my wife. guage simple enough to be easily understood. In
words, it is a condensation of more volumiThe following are the lines read at the grave: other
nous writers, and classification of their definitions
of
science,
theology, and ethics, and a statement
Sweet rest at last.
of what belongs to each. · As a text-book to clear
At last the hands are folded
thinking and logical reasoning, and a guide in
forming scientifiC conclusions, this book is inUpon a pulse less breast,
And a soul tired, of earth'• great burden weary, valuable. The Lilerarv Gutae ranks it as "one of
the foremost works of the present century i" while
Hath found sweet rest.
the F'reethtnkerl in "heartily recommendmg it"
as
"simple and uoid in style, correct in thought,
Sweet rest at last.
and ample in information," declares that it "is
A long and faithful worker
just the thing to put in the hands of a plain man
On life's broad, beaten road,
who desires the best ideas on evolution in relation
to science and ethics in a moderate compaRs."
Reaching the confines of a life immortal,
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Lars down her load.
Sweet rest at last.
No longer thorns are pressing
BIBLE INQUIRER;
Upon a careworn brow,
on,
Bnt from the heavens a fadeless crown of blessing
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Rests on it now.
Sweet rest at last.
Containing 148 Prol!ositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
No more earth's fretting discord
Self-Contradictions
of the so-called
Distnrbs the holy calm,
Inspired Scriptures.
But angel choirs chant to the listening spirit
BY A. JACOBSON.
Their peaceful psalm,
Sweet rest at last.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Bead the following extract from a letter by ExWe clasp our hands in silence,
Rev. C. B. Reynolds:
And only hope to be
"The 'Bible Inquirer ' is better than a Con·
Some time with those who enter at the portal,
cordance as a reference, to speedily find the teachAnd heaven to see.
ing of the Bible, on any subject. It is a sledgehammer in demolishing error, yet the most deSweet rest at lastSome time amid the realms of fadeless beauty, vout Bible-worshiper can find no cause of offense.
Using
no word of argument, it simply permits
Earth's toils and sorrows past,
the Bible to destroy all faith in the B1b!e, by givgFind with the dear ones who hav gone before ue, . ing chapter and verse-word for word-showin
its palpable absurdities and contradictions."
Sweet rest at last.
Every Libe1al needs a copy for ready reference.
ISAAO GABRION.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
THE
28 LafaYette PI., New York

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR

Crimes and Persecutions.

Paine Vindicated!

Svo, 1,1l9pp. Oloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNErT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.
-o-

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL

OR,

-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
TOGETHER WITH
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
A ROMAN CA'fHOLIC CANARD.
BY MILTON w OOLLRY, M.D.
Fabricated Account of a Scene at th8 Death
Among the many attempts made by scientists to
bed of Thomas Paind.
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Chicago Times.
BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
Oloth, lllus. ,heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
Address THE '!RUTH BEEKER.
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its princi.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
'W
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
BY JOHN PECK.

Chris rian Absurdities.

Reminiscences of aPreac~er,

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

A RADICAL ROMANCE.

NOW KEAD·l".

By WILLIAM McDONNELL

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
HeMh," "Family Creeds;" "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILRD BY

L. K. W .ASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver durin« the
past
forty-five
years.
It in
i& cloth,
neatlyand
printed
on
cream-white
P'lPer,
bound
contains
a fine )I'keness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. Every Libera\ should hav this book
in his home. It is ~ow ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00,

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition· from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical esBay,
and to urge facts against the various churches.
believing which their supporters will desert themu 1
The book is an argument as well as a novel b t
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
t 0 t a ke th e an t'd
1 ote t 0 t h eo1ogica1 poisoning without knowinl! it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous workll need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at onc.e.
Price, in paper, 50 cents ; in cloth, 75 cants.
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'fhe Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Sold. at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

THE SAFEST CREED,

ARGUMENT

'Ibe Forum.
Chicago Beonlar Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 l'.M., at 558 West Madison street.
,~tnres and debates. Strangers from abroad
IS welcome.

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

Plliladelpllia Liberal League 2:i'2'.

IN THE

TR1AL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOB

"BLASPHEMY"
AT

MORRISTOWN,

.

'

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and re'Dised by the author.

BIJ 0. B. FROT_HlNGHAM.

. II} this ~rgumen,t ¥r. Ingersoll again. shows h\s great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are m 1t, It IS one of his. greatest _productions. I~ 1B in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we s~e h!m as the splendid champion C?f human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and JUStiCe, hatred of tyranny .and chams, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage ~nd candor, hav m thiS. Argument full scope of expres_sion, alJd he makes grand use of the
~ppor.tumty. Snob a flood of light-of elf:!qU(!nce, legal learmng,log!o pathos poetry and patriotIsm-Is not often poured on~ 1n a oourt of Justice.
'
'
'
~he many calls for this ~rgument in complete !J.ndaccurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by J'dr. Ingersoll himself. All other pubhoatwns are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and m1sleadmg newspaper references.
Lawyers and _!t~vocates will.fin~ this ~he model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politi.
Cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rl_ghts.an!l powers; and intelligent, patriotic and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their. rights.
'
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York oity.

ABOUT TI-!E DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHKS AND EssAYS.
BY CHARLES BBADLAUGB.
With· Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has " A Few Words " to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
~ot no ve~y distant day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chioago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold baok and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

RO~IE ~REASON

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

8eiYT'eta'l'1/ of the .American Secular Union.
Price 10 oente.
Address TUB TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

TRY •S·QU ARE;
OB,

The Church of Practical Religion.

EINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKER printed in
gold letters on the outside.
.
This binder allows the openIng of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail, postpaid, for 11.
Address THE TRU1'H BEEKER
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

GIRARD'S

l

WILL

BY REPORTER.
1
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
A. Memoir of Christian aild Extra-Christian Expe- ohuroh without superstition, and its success.
rience.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
'e •
AN EXPOSE
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism of human oonoern, religions, pelitioal, and other~nd Catholicism, from the vanta,l!'e-ground of an wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanintima.te personal experience w1th the two BYB- guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
.tems. It dell.ls ·the most trenchant blows which cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
pure logic is capable of i!lfiicting.-[Critioal Rehold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associaview
tion.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
to his mind.
By RIOB. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Girard CoiJnge Theoloay

Essence of Religion. R 0 M A N I S M,
OR

By L. FEUERBl.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-E:l:tract.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

Advancement r; Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
. this Republic.

By A .

.-r.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRU'rH BEEKER CO.

R.OBT. G. INGERiiiOLL'S
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company

So many hav asked for copies of thls famous
The Bole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its speech
that THE TRUTH SEEKER ha.s obtained a
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
supPly and oan mail them to those Who desire

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
•
•

them, for ten cents each.

$1.00.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28I.afayette Plaoe, New York.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND ITS INFLUENOB: UPON
SOOIETY.
Bw DB. Lours BuonNEB, Author of "Force and
Matter," eto.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pla.oe.
THB

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Bixty-fi'De Years' In'Dariable Buooess.
IF' FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYES .OB Ems. Immediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drummin_g, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Bent the world over. Box with instructions, bY mail, 25 cents.
B. A. NEALJ'J.._
10t28
Shakers P. 0 .• N. :x:.

AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. 8. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

L. K.

W hb
as

The Secret of the East,
OB 7

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp,, 25c.; cloth, 50o.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

NEW EDITION.

GROVER.

It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trilntne.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
l'.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Bee.

The ~•.. anllattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

A FEW WORDS

meets every Sunday in lndnstriat Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :80 l'.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Beekerpublioationsalways on hand at cheap rat(B

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.

AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSES OF REASON.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New .Bedford Btandal'd.
·
Deep thou!ilht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phlla. Press. .
·
Extra cloth, 12lno, 238pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

1~5

, W
orks.

urn s

--

'3unday and the Sabbath. "A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

L

Meets every Friday evenin2', at. 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussion8. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal

Lea~ue

Meets every Sunday afternoon, a.t 3 o'clock, at the
League room~. Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening,

Akron, 0., Frcethougltt Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Brooklyn PhilosOJ)bical
Uon.

As~ocla·

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South ~d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

Cleveland,

o.,

Scculai·, Union

Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 P.M., at
room 29, City Hall. Everybody is invited to attend.

BACON A..ND SHA..KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere oonld not writP
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HEN BY
Bunn. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

HISTORY
OF TUB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPM.EN'J
Of Europe.
Edition-2 vols-Price, ,s,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
R~vised

WORKS OP 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime,
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 2V pages,

10o

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

•

15o

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A.. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
•
- 150.
AddresP THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e Lafayette Pl.• New York.

6
WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
OOKJN
BACKWARD
WasJesusanlmpostorT Adebatebet een
Br Etlwar..J Bellamy
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthm

,
"\
'
Author of " Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Li1erary
World.
This astonishing book, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up •· Alice in Wonderland 1" The
mind foJloVIB entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought· breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new Jight will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The appeal is always made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicabl6 and feasi·
ble socia.l state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50c.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp,, 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Uevelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blaaphemy, 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Jlfoses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorite,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Woolth.
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Bon!.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. b cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.C., LonJon, Enll.

THE STRUGGLE
FOB

and Political Libertv.
RATIONAL COMMUNISM. Religious
In which the an thor shows the repeated attempts

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado Tlte Present and tile Future
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty; also vigorously attacks the very foundaRepublic of North America tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailFollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
ing the account of slavery in this conntry1 calls
BY A CAPITALIST.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
the attention of thinking men and women to the
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for position of womankind in America. Thronghont
Price, 5 cents.
·
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the J?resen t the work is replete with astonndinf facts ana1
Is Liberalism Moral ~ Price, 5 cents. conditions of society in this country, pointmg out weighty arguments which cannot fai to interest
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost the minds of this age.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents. impossible
that the people should be other than
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
poor and vicious under our present system. The
Social Problems. Pl'ice, 10 cents.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
remedy, the an thor thinks, is in communal life,
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents. and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Republic of North A:rn,erica, as it wiiJ b!l when
28 LafaJette Place. New York.
The Public Schools and the Catholic society
shall be orgamzed on the Jlrmmples of
Rational Communism. The book IB vigorously
Church. Price, 5 cents.
and interestingly written.
BING, BROTHERS, BING.

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.

Paper, :JOe.; cloth, $1.

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
By Milton Woo!le:v, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
28 LafaYette Pl.. New Yorlr.
Mr*·hology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
- - - - - - - - - : : - _ : _ __ _ _ _ _ __

ALEX ANDER \/QN HUM BOLDT.

The t.>ol hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
OhlldrC'l and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents,
2x15 inches, suitable for framil!8'.t.Ben~ostpaid,
for 2~ cents. Address THE TRU'.l'H SEEKER.
AO: lress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In Your meetings, to make them lively and in tareating. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hi@ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Pa.rton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 0o
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9Jlf:mS of g[hought.

THH

ORDER OF CREATION.
JunGE O'CoNNOR, of San Jose, Cal., h'
endowed a chair in the American Catholic
University.
THE Italian cabinet has been reorganized,
Signor Crispi, the valiant l!'reethinker, fortunately continuing at its head.
REv. CHAS. SMITH, of
Boston, committed suicide on the 9th.
RrvAL faith cure congregations are fighting in
Jersey Oily, N. J,
HARVARD will probably reenact compulsory
attendance at prayers.
THE captain of Montreal's Salvation Army
hns dcfaultt:d with $500.
THE Minnesota legislature bas refused to submit a Prohibition amendment to the people.

THE considerations I hav
.adduced in the first part of
'this chapter will be snffi'ciellt to ~how howinjurioull
'hav been the effects of the
doctrin of exolusiv salvation. Wehavstill,however,
PHOPLE am flocking to
one cons~quence to examin,
new gold fields that hav
before which all others fade
~into insignificance. I mean,
been fom1d near Enseof
course, religious persecunada in southern Califortion. This, which is pernia.
haps the most fearful of ail
the evils that men hav inCONTINUED investiga.
flicted upon their fellows,
tions sbow more and
is the direct practical result
more the wretchedly
of the principles we hav
neglected state of our
hitherto considered in their
speculativ aspect. If men
schools, especially in
believe with an in tense and
large cities.
realizing faith that their
own view of a disputed
REFUGEE boodlers in
question is true beyond
Canada are rumored to
AN INSPIRED WAY OF GETTING RID OF TEMPTATION.
all possibility of mistake, if
be collecting money to
they further believe that
If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which i.s as
bribe the Canadian parthose who adopt other views
thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go and ~erve other gods, which thou hagt not known, thou, nor thy
will be doomed by the alliament to reject an exfathers;
. thou shalt surely kill him; thy hand shall be first upon him to put him to death.-Deut. xiii, 6-9.
mighty to an eternity of
tradition bill.
misery which, with the same
moral disposition but with a different belief, they
THE duke of Norfolk and the marquis of' LI~{I'TA.
would hav escapEd, these men will, sooner or
Ripon presided at a recent meeting in' EngI
later, persecute to the full extent of their power.
land protesting against the anti-papal action

Two bishops and forty
prifsts hav left Paris
with the American pilgrims for Palestine.
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of Italy.
IT is suggested that a government bureau
for the facilitation of the finding of situations
by the unemployed, like the one at Paris, be
established.
THE Kansas legislature celebrated the inauguration by rising at the hour when it took
place and singing, "Praise God from whom
all blessings flow."
IN Waltham, Mass., on the lOth, a Catholic
lady was buried without a church funeral
because the burial work had been given to a
Protestant undertaker.
SAYS the World: " This is going to be a.
very religious administration." Senator Aldrich says it "is going to be a good Presbyterian administration."

A MAN named Abbott Harvey, probably
crazy on religion, tried to drown himself recently at New York city because" the people
at his church refused to offer special prayers
or him."
THE North Carolina legislature is taking
steps toward establishing an educational
qualification. Unfortunately, the motiv is
not zeal for education but desire to disfranchise negroes.
DR. MoGLYNN keeps up his attacks on
parochial schools, saying that trusting
churches with education of the people would
be like trusting the care of sheep to a council
of foxes or wolves.
THE cabinet are: secretary of state, James
G. Blaine, of Maine; secretary of the treasury, William Windom, of Minnesota; secretary of war, Redfield Proctor, of Vermont;
secretary of the navy, Benjamin F. Tracy, of
New York; secretary of the interior, John
W. Noble, of Missouri; postmaster-general,
John Wanamaker, of Pennsylvania; secreary of agriculture, Jere; Rusk, of Wisconsin; attorney-general, W. H. H. Miller, of
Indiana.

-Ibia.

Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Hon. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, and
General STEWART L. WOODFORD.

IF ·you approach them [book~] they are not
asleep; if investigating you interrogate them,
they conceal nothing; if rou mistake them, they
never grumble; if you are ignorant, they cannot
laugh at you,-De Bw·g,
TJIE Freethinkers of every community should
combine to engage a teacher, or at least facilitate
home instruction by collecting text-books of Sec-
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ularism.-ProfesBor OstcaW in The Bible of Nature.

BY

It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrine of Liberalism on the
most important subject of the world-the right to think and· speak and write. The superiority of our doctrine on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was
never better set forth, and must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power
to reason.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

WE might consistently claim that all advance is
due to the principle of unbelief. The progress of
mankind depends on investigation of phenomena
and diffusion of knowledge. Skepticism is necessary to secure.t.his. Doubt is the father of knowledge. Liberty to examin is the idea of Freethought. The authority of a church or a Bible is
fatal to this principle.-Robert 0 • .Aaams in Pioneer
Pitn.

f/ldds aqd .lnds.

THE legislature of Columbia, 8. A., has 'fEACIIER: "Master Bronson, you may tell me
enacted that on each New Year's day a serv- one of the chief industries of the ancient Troice of thanksgiving to God be held by the peo- jans." 1\Iaster Bronson: "I don't know, ma'am,
unless it was the laundry business."
ple in a form approved by the church.
CAPT. JOHN ERIOSSON, to whom the world is
indebted for a long succession of valuable inventi0ns in mechanics, e'pecially in appliance!! for locomotion, lias died, aged eightysix.

~rOLERATION.

"You won't go to heaven if you're such a
nanght.y boy, Michael!" "Oh, well, one can't expect to go everywhere l I went to the circus yesterday, and to the pantomime the day before I"
~ENNSYLVANIAN: "I suppose Maine will never
vote for tariff reform, will it?'' Maine man :
"Wall, I dunno. Some of us who liv near the
young.herring canneries is mighty anxious fer a
heavy tariff on imported sardines."
TENrH avenue landlord : ''And why is it that
you havn•t enough money to pay your rent?
You've been working steadily." Tipperary tenant: "Sure, sor, Oi've had to pay me conthribution to aid the evicted in Oirland !"'
A PA'RIS paper wonders why the American press
pays so much attention to the affairs of Ireland,
and adds that the average daily has one hundred
lines about l~ela.nd to one about Frotnce. Wait
till the British lion has France by the scruff of the
pants as it has Ireland, and the French people
will get their share of lines.
"I TRUST, Robert, when you grow up yon will
show yourself on the side of temperance and
morality by voting the Prohibition ticket." "Oh,
rats! Wby, aunt, water's killed more folks 'n
liquor ever thought of doing." "I am ashamed of
you, Robert! Can you think of one instance in
which water, judicially applied, has caused death?"
"Well, what's the matter with the flood?"
"MY so::," said the solemn passenger, tickling
the young man's neck with his breath," remember
that integrity is the foundation of character and
character is the vital principle of all moral life. I
never see a life just crystallizing from youth into
manhood's prime, like yours, that I do not feel
impelled to impress these great truths upon the
mind." "Excuse me," replied the young man,
languidly, laying down his paper, "but-er-did
you speak?"

"WHAT'S all this talk about preserving the • anat•
omy' of the Samoan islands T" remarked a Congressman-elect to a member of the House foreign
affairs committee. "So far as I can understand
it,'' responded the able foreign affairs man, "it's
saving the bones of what's left after the treaty
powers hav treated tbemselvs to all they want."
"Ah ! I see now," rejoined the new member; "a
sort of joint protectorate."
EMINENT statesman (walking np to reporter) :
"My face is fR.miliar to you, I presnme ?" Reporter : "I hav certainly seen you somewhere,
and yet I cannot exactly-" Eminent states
man : "There is no use in trying to keep anything
from the watchful eye of a reporter. Yon recognize me, of course, as Congressman Blank?" Reporter: " Why, so it is! May I inquire, sir, the
object of your visit to our locality T" Eminent
statesman (with dignity): "You may say, sir, that
I am traveling through here in a quiet way, and
as far as possible avoiding publicity."
MoDERN novelist (to stranger just arrived in
Boston from Hayseedville) : "I like your placid
countenance, sir. What is your walk in life?"
Stranger:." Me? I liv 'bout ten miles from Hayseedville, an' I raise chickens fer a living, with
incubatorP." Modern novelist: "Ah, incubators!
lVIethinks I scent a clue to a great American novel
at last. Do all the chickens hatch?" Stranger:
"No; eome of •em don't hatch, an' some of 'em
what do batch die." Modern novelist: "Die I
Horrors ! I fear the literary materials to be found
on an incubator farm would be too exciting for
modern taste."
Mns. SPRAGUE is a member in good standing of
the first church (Presbyterian), and brings up her
children in the way they should go. They hav all,
upon reaching a suitable age, united with the
church. While I was in there one day last week,
making a friendly call, Fred, the roungest boy,
came into the parlor in a very demoralized condition. He was covered with mud, and looked very
much as if he had been the under dog in a fight.
His elder sist.er, Alice, said, by way of an explanation of Fred's appearance, that he was going to
join the church at the next communion Sunday,
and there were three boys on that street he
wanted to whip before then.

GuARD with jealous attention the public liberty,
Suspect everyone who approaches that jewel.Patricle Henry.

TJIEOLOGY has an influence which, instead of
sustaining and strengthening the ascendancy of
the moral code, cuts at its very root.-John Wilson,
M.A., in ThoHghts on Science, Theolo(ly, ana EtlticP.

AccoRDING to 1\Ir. Black, the man who does not
believe in a supreme being acknowledges no
standard of right and wrong in this world, and
therefore can hav no theory of rewards and punishments in the next. Is it possible that only those
who believe in the God who persecuted for opinion's sake hav any standard of right and wrong 1
Were the greatest men of all antiqnity without
this standard? In the eyes of intelligent men of
Greece and Rome, were all deeds, whether good or
evil, morally alike? Is it necessary to believe in
the existence of an infinit intelligence before yon
can hav any standard of right and- wrong? Is it
possible that a being cannot be just or virtuous
unless he believes in some being infinitly superior
to himself? If this doctrin be true, how can God
be just or virt.uous? Does he believe in some
being superior to himself? . . . In ordet" to
know the difference between right and wrong, you
must believe in the right God-in the one who
established slavery, . . . '[he idea of justice is
not the child of superstition-it was not born of
ignorance; neither was itnnrtured by the passages
in the Old Testament upholding slavery, wars of
extermination, and religious persecution. Every
human being necessarily bas a standard of right
and wrong ; and where that standard has not been
polluted by superstition, man abhors slavery, regards a war of extermination as murder, and looks
upon religions persecntion as a hideous crimt'. If
there is a God, infinit in power and wisdom, above
him, poised in eternal calm, is the figure of Justice.
At the shrine of Justice the infinit God must bow,
and in her impartial scales the actions even of
infinity must be weighed. There is no world, no
·st.ar. no heaven, no hell in wbiob gratitude is not
a virtue and where slavery is not a crimP. Ao·
cording to the logic of this" reply," all good and
evil become mixed and mingled-equally good
and equal!y bad, nnless we believe in the existence
of the infallible God who ordered husbands to kill
their wives.-Ingenoll.
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THOSE

JJloits and flippinss.
IT is reported that a bill making church
property taxable bas passed the Michigan legislature.
LBNT bas one good effect in this town.
Our Catholic politicians are drinking soft
drinks on account of the holy period.
THE missionaries recently captured by the
native of Zanzibar bav been released on the
payment of $3,000. This shows, says the
irreverent World, that next to terrapin, missionary meat commands the highest price
among edibles.
A SPEAKER before a farmers' institute in
Massachusetts the other day argued that farm"
ing had more bright sides than any other busi!less if the farmer only knew it. Unfortunately, the farmer didn't always know it.
Then he used this illustration : " Do you hear
that delightful music?" said a traveler to his
comrade, as he heard the soft baying of a
hound. "No," was the reply; 11 that devilish dog makes such a racket I can't hear anything."
THE Boston Hm·ald thus slanders President
Harrison, the idol of Brother Bowen, the
Prohibitionist: '• The crowd may hav thought
that it was cold tea of which the president
and vice-president partook on the reviewing
stand to drive off the chill, because it was
taken from teacup3, but it was a good strong
brand of toddy, with a rich flavor that was
grateful to the nostrils of the shivering bystanders." Mr. Harrison will get a churchlug if he isn't careful.

SABBATH

THE Philadelphia Inquirer, in casting up
the creeds of the occupants of the presidential
throne, finds this result : " Seven Presby.
terians, five Episcopalians, three non-classible,
two Unitarians, two Methodists, one Dutch
Reformed, and one Disciple." Why not be
honest and put Washington, Jefferson, and
Lincoln down as Freethinkers? George Washington was a Deist, Thomas Jefferson a Materi!ilist, and Abraham Lincoln a Freethinker,
inclined on public occasions toward the faith
of Washington.
THE assembly has adopted an amendment
to the Central Park Museum bill under which
that institution may be kept open on Sundays. The provision is a desirable one, says
the Sun. The greater part of the people of
the city are unable to visit the museum on
the working days of the week, and these
people, as well as others, contribute to the
public fund from which it is supported. Its
doors should be unbarred every day of the
year, and this would not be in violation of
the Fourth Commandment.
THE Palmer, Mass., Journal of a recent
date says: An interesting and instructiv portrayal of an unsatisfied life was given at Boaton last Sunday, in a lecture by George
Chainey (formerly of San Francisco), from
the text: "For there is none other name under heaven given among men whereby we
must be saved." Relating his religious experience, Mr. Chainey said he was first a
Methodist minister, but becoming full of
doubt he broadened his views and entered
the Unitarian ministry. Soon he came to the
point of Infidelity, and then went through
Spiritualism, Theosophy, Rosicrucianism,
hermetic philosophy, and esoteric culture,
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but the further he went in these lines the
more unhappy he became, and his search for
a new faith and peace brought him finally
back to the good old way, and in his joyous
relief he exclaimed, " I will go unto all the
world and preach this gospel."
A FRENOH writer tells this story: A certain
French Jew was anxious to fill some position
under the government, for which he was well
qualified, but was debarred in consequence
of his creed. On bemoaning his fate to a
friend, who was a Catholic, the friend said :
"My dear fellow, why do you allow your religion to stand in the way of your advancement? Change it, change it at once." "Ah !"
said the Jew, "I never thought of that. I
certainly will." He did so, and the valuable
post became his. Shortly after his promotion
he was met by his Catholic friend, who had
heard of his advancement, and after congratulatin!!: him upon it, said: " When I advised
you to change your religion, I meant that you
should change it for the only true religion,
the Catholic. Now I hear that you hav
turned Protestant." "To be sure," said the
Jew; "I wanted to be as little of a Christian
as possible."
THB Toronto Mail, although it is threatened
with a $50,000 suit for libel, still keeps up its
tremendous attacks upon the Jesuit order.
It appear8 in no wise dismayed at the prospects of a law-suit, and in a long series of
masterly articles tells the Canadian public its
opinion of the society which it characterizes
as the most gigantic engin in the world for
the maintenance and consolidation of popery.
It has shown by what process the Romish
church reduces its members to a condition of
blind instrumentality, and in how subtle a

manner it contrives to gain influence in every
class of society, and in every country in the
world, acting like a leaven of spiritual corruption upon the mass of mankind. It has
dilated upon the immorality of Jesuit casuistry-the iniquity of their code, to the utter
abrogation of all laws whenever they may
militate against the interests of the order.
In fact, it has proved its case, and the libertyloving Canfl.dian is beginning to realize the
fact that be is face to face with a dangerous
foe.-Secular 1'1wug1tt.
THE Methodists are holding out their hands
to the Catholics on the school question. The
Nashville, Tenn., Ch1istian Advocate (the
Methodist official organs are all labeled 01!1'istian Advoca~e, as though that church were the
only advocate of Christianity) says: 11 It is
agreed among Christians that Christian education, distinctivly such, is a necessity. Secular
schools do not and cannot meet all the needs
of education in our country. This the Christian conscience and judgment universally
affirm and maintain. It is generally agreed,
also, that Christian education means denominational education. The Christianity that is
not denominational in this country is hard to
find, and when found does not amount to
much. All the churches hav practically settled the question for themselvs that they will
hav their own schools. Education is in this
country universally r~cognized as a function
of the Christian church. There will be no
retrogression on this line. On the contrary,
th~ conviction is deepening that the church
must do more than it has ~ver done for Christian education. The more fully the subject is
canvassed the more urgent does this necessity
appear."
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Humanity's. Gain from Unbeliff'.
Fnmt the 1\"o?"th A m•rican Ret·ieto.
unbeliever, I a~k leave to ptead

As an
that humanity has been a real gainer from skepticif"m, and that
the gradual and growing rEjection of Christianitylike the rejection of the faiths which preceded ithas, in fact, added, and will add, to man's happiness
and well-being. I maintain that, in. physics, science
is the outcome of skepticism, and that general progress is impossible without skepticism on mattt>rs of
religion. I mean by religion, every form of belief
which accepts or asserts the supernatural. I write
a'3 a Monist, and use the word " nature" as meaning
all phenomena, every phenomenon, all that is necessary for the happening of any and every phenomenon.
Every religion is constantly changing, and at any
g. ven time is the measure of the civilization attained
by what Guizot described as the juste milieu of those
wao profess it. Each religion is slowly, but certainly,
modified i::J. its dogma and practice by the gradual
development of the peoples amongst whom it is pro• fessed. Each discovery destroys in whole or part
some theretofore-cherished belief. No religion is
suddenly rejected by any people; it is, rather, grsdug,Jly outgrown. None see a religion diP; dead re
.ligions are like dead languages and obsolete customs;
the decay is long, and, like the glacier-march, is only
ruceptible to the careful watcher by comparisons
extending over long periods. A superseded religion
may often be traced in the festival~:~, ceremoniFe, and
dogmas of the religion which has replaced it. Traces
d obsolete religions may often be found .in popular
cnstoms, in old wives' stories, and in children's tales.
It is necessary, in order that my plea should be
uuderstood, that I should explain what I mean by
Christianity; and in the very attempt at this explanation there wili, I think, be found strong illustratioL
of the value of unbelief. Christianity in practice
may be gathered from its more ancient forms reprel'ented by the Roman Catholic and the Greek
churches, or from the various churches which bav
grown up in the last few centuries. Each of these
churches calls itself Christian. Some of them deny
the right of the others to use the word Christian.
S me Christian churches treat, or hav treated, other
Christian churches as heretics or unbelievers. The
Roman Catholics and the Protestants in Great
Britain and Ireland bav, in turn, been terribly cruel
one to the otbu, and the ferocious laws d the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries enacted by the English Protestants against English and Irish Papists
are a disgrace to civilization. These penal laws, enduring longest in Ireland, still bear fruit in much of
the political mischief and agrarian crime of to-day.
It is only tbt tolerant indifference of skepticism that
has repealed, one after the other, most of the laws
directed by the Established Christian church against
papists and Dissenters, and also against Jews and
heretics. Church-of-England clergymen bav in the
past gone to great lengths in denouncing nonconformity; and even in the present day an e:ffectiv
sample of such denunciatory bigotry may be found
in a sort, of orthodox catechism written by the Rev.
F. A. Grace, of Great Barling, Essex, the popularity
of wh!ch is vouched for by the fact that it has gone
· t,brougb ten editiom•. This catechism for little children teaches that "dissent is a great sin," and that
DiPsenters ''worship God according to their own evil
and corrupt imaginations, and not according to his
revealed will, and therefore their worship is idolatrous." Church-of England Christians and dissenting Christians, when fraternizing amongst themselvs,
d:en publicly draw the line at Unitarians, and positivly deny that these hav any sort of right to call
tbemselvs Christians.
In the first half of the seventeenth century, Quakers were flogged and imprisoned in England as
blaEOpbemerE', snd the early Christian settlers in New
England, escaping from the persecution of Old-World
Christians, showed scant mercy to the followers of
F. x and Penn. It is customary, in controversy, for
1 hose advocating the claims of Christianity to include
all good done by men in nominally Christian countriefl, as if Ruch good were the result of Christianity,
while they contend that the evil which exists prevails
in spite of Christianity. I shall try to make out that
the ameliorating march of the last few centuries has
been initiated by the heretics of each age, though I
quite concede that the D)en and women denounced
and persecuted as Infidels by the pious of one century
are frEquently classed as saints by the pious of a
later generation.
What, then, is Christianity! As a system or
scheme of doctrin, Christianity may, I submit, not
unfairly be gathered from the Old and New Testaments. It is true that some Christiam to-day desire
to escape from submission to part, at any rate, of the
Old Tecit~ment; but this very tendmcy seems to me
to be plrt of the result of the beneficial heresy for
which I am pleading. Man's humanity has revolted
against Oid Testament barbaris·m, and, therefore, be
has attempt,ed to dissociate the Oid Testament from
Chr,ot.ianitv. Unless Old and New Testaments are
accepted as God's revelation to man, Christianitybas
no uJgllHr c>atru t1an any other of the world's manv
reli~ions-if no ~uch claim can be made out for {t

apart frc m tb£> B:blf'. And thouah it is quite tnw
tl..at SC>ll!e who deem tbemaelvs Christians put tbe
O!d Tes· amPnt completely in the background, this is,
I allq!P, because they are outgrowing their ChriRtianity. Without the doctrin of the atoning sacrifice of
Jesus, Christianity, as a religion, is naught; but unless the story of Adam's fall is accepted, the re-demption from the consequences of that fall cannot be
believed. Both in Great Britain and in the United
States the Old and New Testaments are forced on
the people as part of Christianity, for it is b!aPpbemy
at common law to deny, the scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments to be d divine authority, and such
denial is punishable with fine and imprisonment., or
even worse. The njection of Christianit.y intended
ttroughout this paper is, therefore, the ujection of
the Old and New Testaments Bfil.,being of d1vine revelation. It is the nject.ion alike of the authorizt d
teachings of the church of Rome and of the Church
of England, as these may be found in .the Bible; the
creeds, the encyclicals, the prayer· book, the canons,
and the homilies of either or both of thE>se churches.
It is the njllclion of the Christianity of Luther, of
Calvin, and of -Wesley.
A ground frequently taken by Christian theologians
is that the progress and civilization of the world s.re
due to Christianity, aLd the discussion is complicated
by the fact that many eminent servants of humanity
hav been nominal Christians of one or other of the
sects. My allegation will be that the special E>ervice
rendered to human progress by these fXcepiional
men has not been in consEquence of their ndhe&-ion to
Christianity, but in ~pite of it; and tba_t the specific
points of advantage to human kind bav been in ratio
of their direct opposition to precise biblical enactments. Take one clear gain to humanity consequent
on unbelief-i. e., the abolition of slavery in r;ome
countries, the abolition cf the slave trade in most
civilized countries, and the tendency to its total
abolition. I am unaware of any reli~ion in the world
which in the past forbade slavery. Thfl professors of
Christianity for ages supported it ; the 0 d Te~<t.ament
repeatedly r;:.anctioned it by special lawf:'l; the New
Testament has no repealing declaration. Though we
are at the close of the nineteenth century of the Cbristian era, it is only during the past t.hree-quarterB of a
century that the battle for fretdom has been gradually
won. It is scarcely a quarter of a century since the famous emancipation amendment was carried to the
United States Constitution; and it is impossible for auy
well-informed Christian to deny that the abolition
movement in North America was most steadily and bitterly oppo~ed by the religious bodies in the various
states. Henry Wilson, in his "Rise and F11ll of the
Slave Power in America;" Samuel J. May, in his ''Recoll€ctions d the Antislavery CoLflict," and J. Greenleaf
Whittier, in his poemP, alike are witnesses that the
Bible and pulpit, the church and its great influence,
were used against abolition and in favor of the slaveowner_ I know that Christians in the present day
often declare that Christianity bad a large share in
bringing about the abolition of slavery, and this
because men profef"sing Christianity were abolitionists. I plead that those so called Christian abolitionists were men and womon whose humanity-recognizing freedom for all-was, in this, in direct coLflict
with Christianity. It is not yet fifty years since the
European Christian powers jointly agreed to abolish
the slave trade. What of the fffo:ct of Christianity
on these powers in the centuries 'which had preceded!
The heretic Condorcet pleaded powerfully for freedom, whilst Christian France was still slaveholding.
For many centuries Christian Spain and Christian
Portugal held slaves. Porto R10o freedom is not o~
long date, and Cuban emancipation is even yet newer.
It was a Christian king, Charles V., and a Christian
friar, who founded in Spanish America the slave trade
between the O:d World and the Nf!w. For some
eighteen hundred years almost all Christians kept
slaves, bought slaves, sold slaves. bred slaves, stole
slaves. Pious Bristol and godly Liverpool, less than
one hundred yeara ago, openly grew rich on the
traffic. During the ninth century Greek Christians
sold slaves to the Saracens. In the eleventh century
prostitutes were publicly sold in Rome as slaves, and
the profit went to the church.
It is said that Wil iam Wilberforce was a Christian,
but, at any rate, his Christianity was strongly diluted
with unbelief. As an abolitionist, he did not beliPVfl
Lev. XXV, 44-46; he must hav rejected Ex. xxi, 2-6;
he could not bav accepted the many permissions and
injunctions by the Bibls deity to his cboaen pf ople
to capture and hold. sl'lves; In the House of Commons on Ft:b. 18, 1796, Wilberforce reminded that
Christian assembly that Infidel and Anarchic France
had given liberty to the Africans, whilst Christian
and monarchic Eugland was "obstinately continuing
a system of cruelty and injustice." Wilberforce,
whilst advocating the abolition of slavery, found the
whole iLfluence of the English court and the great
weight of the Episcopal be.pch against him. George
. III., a most Christian king, regarded abolition theories with abhorrence, and the Christian House of
Lords was utterly opposed to granting freedom to
the slave. When Christian missionaries, some I!Jxtytwo years ago, preached to Demerara negroes under

the rule of Christian England, they were treated by
Christian judges, holding commission from Christian
England, as criminals for so preaching. A Christian
coiDmissionPd c:fficer, member of the Established
Church of England, signed the auction notices for
the sale of slaves as late as the year 1824. In the
evidence before a Christian court martial a missionary
is charged with having tended to make the nt>groes
dissatisfied with their condition as slaves, and with
having promoted discontent and dissatisfaction
llmongst the slaves against their lawful masters.
For this the Christian judges sentenced the Demerara abolitionist missionary to be hanged by thA neck
till be was dead. The judges belongt>d to the Established church ; the missionary was a Methodist. In
this the Church of England Christians in Demerara
were no woree than Christians of other sects. Their
Roman Catholic Christian brethren in St. Domingo
fiercely attacked the Jesuits as criminals, because
they treated the negroes as though they wu:e men
and women, in encouraging "two slaves to sl'parate
their interest and safety from that of the gang,"
whilst orthodox Christians let them couple promiscuously and· breed for the benefit of the ownPra, like
any otbf'r of their plantation cattle. In 1823 the
Royal Gazette (Christian) of Demerara said:. "We
~hall not suffer ycu to enlighten our slaves, who are
by Jaw our property, till you can demonstrate that,
when they are made religious and knowing, they will
continue to be our slaves."
When William Lloyd Garrison, the pure-minded
and most earnest Abolitionist, delivered his first antiElavery address in Boston, Massachusetts, the only
building be could obtain in which to speak was the
Infidel ball owned by Abner Kneeland, the ''Infidel"
editor of the Boston Investigator, who had been
sent to j11il for blaEiphemy. Ail the Christian sects
had, in turn, refused 1\lr. Lloyd Garriwn the use of
'the buildir;gs they Fevually controled. Lloyd Garrison told me himself, how honored deacons of a Chrisdan church joined in an actual attempt to hang- him.
WbPn abolition was advocated in the United States
in 1790, the rPpresentativ from South Carolina was
able to plead that the Southern cltorgy "d;d not cond.,mn etther Blavsry or the slave trade," and Mr.
Jackson, the representativ from Geor~ia, p'eaded
that "from Gent<sis to Revelation'' the current was
favorable to slavery. E;ias Hwks, the brave Abolitionist Quakf.r, was denounced as an Atheist, and less
tban twenty years ago a Hicksite Quaker was upelled
from one of the Southern American legislatures became of the rPputed irreligion of these Abolitionist
"Friends." Wben the Fugitiv-Siave Law was under
discussion in North America, large numbers of clergJmen, cf nearly every denominatioq, were found.
ready to defend this infamous act. Samuel James
May, the famcus Abolitionist, was driven from the
pulpit as irreli~?ious, solely because of his attacks on
slavebolding. Northern -clergymen tried to induce
"silver-tongued" Wendell Phillips to abandon his
ad~ocacy of abolition. Southern pulpits rang with
praises for the murderous attack on Charles Sumner.
The slayers of Elijah Lovejoy were highly reputed
Christian men.
Guizot, notwithstanding- that he tries to claim that
the church exerted its ir;flumce to restrain slavery,
says (European Civilization, vol. i, page 110 :)
It has often been repeated that the abolition of slavery
among modern people is entirPiy due to Christians. That, I
think, is saying too much. Slavery fXisterl for a long period
in the heart of Chri~tian society, without. its being parricularly astonished or irritaled. A multitude of cau~es, and a
gr!'at development in other irlens snd principles of civilization, were necessury for the abulition of this iniquiLy of all
iniquities.
And my contention is that this "development in
other id.,as aLd principles of civiliz~tion" was long
retarded by governments in which the Christ.ian
church was dominant. The men who advocated lib·
erty were imprisoned, racked, and burnt, so long as
the church was strong enough to be merciless. The
Rev. Francis Minton, rector of Middlewicb, in his
n-cent earnest volume (Capital and Wages, page
19) on the struggles of labor, admits that "a few
centuries ago slavery was acknowledged throughout
Christendom to hav the divine sanction. . . .
Neither the Hact cause nor the precise time of tbe
d~:cline of the belief in the righteousness of slavery
can be define!l. It was, doubtless, due to a combination of causes, one probably be,ing as indirect as the
recognition of the greater economy of free labor.
With the decline of the belief, the abolition of slavery
took placE>." The institution of slavery was actually
existent in Christian Scotland in the seventeenth
century, where the white coal-workers and salt-workers of East Lothian were chattels, as were their
negro brethren in the Southern states thirty years
since, and "went to those who succeeded to the
property of the workR, and they could be sold, bar~
tf'red, or pawned" (PerverAion cf ScotlaDd, page
197). There is, says J. M. Robertson, "no trace that
the Protestant clergy of Sl.lotland ever raised a voice
11gainst the slavery wbil'b grew up before their eyes.
And it was not until 1799, after republican and irreligious F.rance had set the example, that it was
legally abolished.".·
Take the further gain to humanity consequent on
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. the unbelid, or· rather disbelief, in witchcraft and ' . As l~ng a~ men refer the movements of the comets to the
wizardry. Apart from the brutality by Christians 1 m'?edi~te finger of God, and as lo~g aH they. believe that an
t d f
· b ft th b' d
eclipse IS OLe ••f the mod~s by which the deity expres~es his
t owar d tb oee suspec.e
o WI 1c era , e m ranee ar ger. they wi'll nevtr be guilty of the blasphemous pre.
to scientific initiativ or Hperiment was incalculably sumption of attempting to predict such I'Upernatural Hppeargreat so long as belief in magic obtained. Tbe ances. Bef<_>re they could d~r~ to investigate the causes of
inventions of the past two centuries, and e~<pecially these mystenous phenomena, It Is nece~sary that they ~hould
thoee of this nineteenth century, might bav benefited believe, or, at all events, that they should_suspect, ~hat the
phenomena them@e]vs were capable of bemg explainPil by
mankind much earlier and much more largely but for the human mind (History of Civilization, vol. i, pHge 345).
the foolish belief in witchcraft and the ~;~hocking
ferocity exhibited toward those suspected of necroAs in astronomy, B? in geology, the gain of t~e
mancy. After quoting a.. large number of cases of knowledge to bui?an~ty has been a.l~ost solely ln
trial and punisbmE>nt for 'witchcraft from dfioial rec- measure ':f the reJectw? of the Chr1sban theory,, a
ords in Scotland, J. M. Robertson says: "The peo- century smce ~I most umversally held, that the wor.d
ple seem to hav IJassed from cruelty to cruelty, pre- 'was created SIX thousand years ago, or, at any rate,
cisely as they become more and more fanatical, more that by the sin of the ~rat man, Adam, death comand more devoted to their church, till, after many menced about that per~od: E~hnology and anth_rogenerations, the slow spread of human science began pology hav only been pos~1ble m so far~~! adopting
to counteract the ravages of superetition, the clergy the regretful words of Str W. Jones, mtelhgent
resistint? reaRon and humanity to the last."
and v~r.tuous persons are inclin~d to doubt the auTbe Rev. 1\'lr. Minton (Capital and Wages, pages then~101ty of t~e_d:ocun.ent~ delivered by Moses con15, 16) concedes that it is "the advance of knowledge cermng the pr1m1t1v world.
which has rendend the idea of satanic agency,
Surely it is clear gain to humanity that unbelief
through the medium of witchcraft, grote~quely i:idic- has sprung up against the divine r1ght of kings j
ulous." He admits that "for more than fifteen bun- tbat men no longer believe that the monarch is
dred years the belief in ~itchcraft was universal in "God's anointed," or that "the powers that be are
Christendom, and that" the public mind was saturated ordained of God." In the struggles for political
with the idea of satanic agency in the economy of freedom, the weight of the church was mostly thrown
nature." He adds: "If we BE<k why the world now on the side of the tyrant. The homilies of the
rejects what was once so unquestionably believed, we Church of England declare that "even the wicked
can only reply that advancing knowledge bas gradu- rulers llav their power and authority from God," that
ally undermined the belief."
"such subjects as are disobedient or rebellious
In a letter recently sent to t.he Pall Mall Gazette against the1r p•inces, disobey God and procure their
against modern Spiritualism, Profes.sor Huxley de- own damnation." It can ~carcely be necessary to
clares ...that the older form of the same fundamental argue to the citizens of the United States of America
. .
delusion-the belief in possession and in witchcraft t h a t t h e orlglD of their liberties was in the rf'jection
-gave rise, in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seven- of this faith in the divine right' of George III. Will
teenth centuries, to persecutions by Christians of anyone, save the most bigoted, contend that it is not
innocent men, women, and children, more extensiv, certain gain to humanity to spread unbelief in the
more cruel, and more murderous than any to which terrible doctrin that eternal torment is the probabltthe Christians of the first three centuries were sub- fate of the great majority of the human family T Is
jected by the authorities of pagan Rome." ·And it not gain to hav d1minished the faith that it was
Professor Huxley adds:
the duty of the wretched and the miserable to be
No one deserves much blame for being deceived.in these content with the lot in life which providence had
mattPrs. We are all intellectually handicapped in youth by awarded them'?
the incessant rPpetition of the storieR about po~session and
·If it stood alone, it would be almost sufficient to
witchcraft in both the Old and the New Testaments. The
majority of us are taught nothing which will help us to plead, as justification for heresy, the approach toward
observe accurately, and to interpret observations with due equality and liberty for the utterance of all opinion~
caution.
· achieved because of growing unbelief. At one period
The English statute book under Elizabeth and 'in Christendom each government acted as though
under James was di~figured by enactments against only one religious faith could be true, and as though
witcbcrafu passed under pressure from the Christian the holding, or, at any rate, the ,meking known, of
churches, which acts hav only been repealed in con- any other opinion was a criminal act deserving punsequence of the di~ belief in the Christian precept,, ishment. Under the one word, "IDfidel," even as
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv.'' The statuti' late as Lord Coke, were classed together all who
1 James I., c. 12, condemned to death "all persons were not Christians, even though they were lHohaminvoking any evil spirits, or consulting, covenanting medans, Brahmans, or Jews. All who did not accept
with, entertaining, employing, feeding, or rewarding the Christian faith were sweepingly denounced as
any evil spirit," or generally practicing any "infernal Infidels and, therefore, ho?"s de la loi. Oae hundred
arts." This was not repealed until the eighteenth and forty five years since, the attorney-general pleadcentury was far advanced. Edison's phonograph ing in our highest court, said (Omycbund vs. Barker,
would, two hundred and eighty years ago, hav 1 Atkyns, 29): "What is the definition of an Iufidel1
insured martyrdom for the inventor; the utilization vVhy, one who does not believe in the Christian reof electric force to tr!lm~mit messages around the ligion. Then a Jew is au Infidel." And EJglish
world would hav been clearly the practice of aT-J infer- history for several centuries prior to the commonnal art. At least, we may plead that unbelief has wealth shows how, habitually and most at.rociously,
healed the bleeding feet of Science and made the Christian kings, Christian courts, and Chri~t;an
road free for her JJpward march.
churches persecuted and harassed these Infidel Jew!'.
Is it not also hir to urge the rzain to humanity There was a time in England when Jews were such
which has been apparent in the wiser treatment of Infidels that they Wlll'e not even allowed to be sworn
the insane consequent on the unbelief in the Cnris- as witnesses. In 1740, a legacy left for establishing
. tian doctrine that these unfortunates were either an assembly for the reading of the Jewish scripturPB
examples of demoniacal possession or of special visi- was held to be void (D'Costa vs. D'Pays, Amb, 228)
tation of deity? For centuria", under Cnristianity, because it was "for the propagation of t.he Jewish
mental disease was most ignorantly treate :l. Ex:or- law in cont.r!l.diction to the Christian religion." It is
cism, shackles, and the whip were the penalties, only in very modern times that municipal rights hav
rather than the curative, for mental maladie~. From been ac1,1orded in England to Jews. It is barely
the heretical departure of Pinel, at the close of the thirty ye:us since thfly hav been allowed to sit in
last century, to the position of Maudsley to-day, Parliament. In 1851, the l11te Mr. Newdegate, in
every step illustrates the march d unbelief. Take debate (3 Ham~ard, cxvi, 381), objected "that they
the gain to humanity in the unbelief, not yet com- should hav Pitting in that House an individual who
plete, but now largely preponderant, in the dogma regarded our redeemer as an impostor." Lord Chi"f
that sickness, pestilence, and famin were manifestn- Justice R~'l'mond has shown (1 Lord Raymond's
tiona of divine anger, the results of which could R •ports, 282 Wells Vfl. Williams) how it was that
neither be avoided nor prevented. The Christian Caristian intoleranC'e was gradually broken down:
churches hav done little or nothing to dispel this "A Jew may sue at this day, but heretofore he could
superstition. The official aud authorized prayers of not; for then they were looked upon as enemies, but
the principal denominations even to-day re.d'firm it. now commerce bas taught the world more humanity.''
Modern study of the laws of health, experiments in Lord Coke treated the Iofidel as one who, in lsw,
sanitary improvements, more careful application of had no. right of any kind, with whom no contract
medical knowledge, bav proved more ~fficacious in need be kept, to whom no debt was paya~le. The
preventing or diminishing plagues and pAstilence plea of "alien Infidel," as answer to a claim, was
than hav the intervention of the priest or the prac- act,ually pleaded in court ss late as 1737 (R~mkJj~en
tice of prayer. Those in England who hold the old seat VI'!. Barker, 1 Atkyns, 51). In a solemo judgfaitb that prayer will suffice to cure disease are to-day ment. L"lrd Coke says (Coke's reports, Calvin's case):
termed "peculiar people," and are occasionally "All Iufidels are, in law, perpetui inimici, for be
indicted for manslaughter, when their sick children tween them, as with the devils whose subject,s they
die, because tbe parents hav trusted to God instead be, and the Christians, there is perpPtual hostility."
of appealing to the resources of science. .
Twenty years ago the law of Eoghnd required the
It is certainly clear gain to astronomical science writer of any periodical, publication, or pamphlet.
that the church which tried to compel Galileo to under sixpence in price to giv sureties for £800
unsay the truth, bas been overborne by the growing against t.he pubiication of hlBqphemy. I wa!l the
unbelief of the age, even though our little children la!lt person prosecuted, in 1868, for non-compliance
are yet taught that Joshua made the sun and moon with that law, which wqq rep,aled by Mr. Gllldstone
stand still, and that for H.-zekiah the sun-dial re- in 1869. Up till the 23d of December, 1888, an Inversed its record. As Buckle, ar-guing for the fidel in Scotland was only allowed to enforce any
morality of skepticism, says:
' legal claim in court on condition that, if challenged,
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he denied his Infidelity. If be lied and ~aid that be
was a Christian be was accepted de~pite his l)ir g.
f
,
'
.
'
I be to.d the truth an~ said that he ~as an unbehever, then he was practlcally an outlaw, mcompE>tent
to giv evidence for himself or for any other. Fort-.
unat.ely, all this was changed bv the royal assent to
the 0 ths A t
th 24~ h of Dt:cember
Has not
~
c ?n
~
·
.
·.
humamty clearly gamed a little m th1s struggle
through unbelief!
For more than 8 century and a ba1f the Roman
Catholic had, in practice, harsher measure dealt out
to him by the Eoglish Protestant Christian than w11s,
even during that period, the fate of the Jew or tbe
unbeliever. If the Roman Catholic would not take
the oath of abjuration, which. to a sincere Romanist,
was impossiblt!, he was, in 1 ff,ct, an outlaw, and the
"jury-packing," so much complained of to-dey in
Ireland, is one of the survivals of the old bad time
when Roman CArholics were thtu•, by la~, excluded
from the jury-box.
The Scotsman d Jan. 5, 1889, notes that., in 1860,
the Rev. Dr. RobErt L~e, of Gre.J friars, gave a course
of Sunday evening lectures on "Biblical Criticism,"
in which he showfd the absurdity and untenableness
of regarding every word in the Bible as inspired, and
adds:
We well remember the awful indignation ~u<'h opinions
inspired, and it is rdrc>lliPg to contla"t thPm with the calmness" i h which they arc now rfreiv• d. Not only from the
pulpits of the city, hut. from tbe press (n.hnamed religir·u~)
were ll•s dou•Jius dem unced. And PUP, emiLent U. P. romister went the lergth of publicly praying for him, and for
studerns unrh>r his, are. It FJ:e"l'~ volumr s for the progrPss
mad" since theu, wLeu we thin!' that. in all probabtlity, Dr.
Charteris, Dr. Let'H Fucccssor in t~>c chair. (!Jtlers, m his
teachinl!, from the Ooute~sion o[ J<'a1th much more widl'ly
than Dr. Lee ever did, anrl :Vtt he 1s con.sider1,d 8 , 1prewely
Oitllodox, whertas tile stigma of bere~y "as attached to the
other all bi; life.
And this change and gain to humanity are due to
the gradual progress of unbelief alike inside and outside the churches. Take, from differing churches,
two recent illustrations. 'I'he late principal, Dr.
Lindsay Alexander, a strict C 11 lvinist, in his important wm k on "Biblical Theology." claims that ''all
the statements of scripture are alike to be dE>ferred
to, ns presenting to us the mind of God." Yet the
..
reverend doctor cf divinity also says: "We find in
their writings [i. e., the writings of the Eacred authorsl statememe which no ingenuity can reconcile
with what modPrn r~<search has shown to be the
Rcientific truth." ·At the last Southwell diocesan
Church-of-England conference, at Derby, the bishop
c,f the dioceB" presiding, the R~v. J. G. R.chatdson
said of the 0 !d TAstament that '' it was no longer
honest,, or even safe, to dPny that this noble literature,
rich in all the elements of moral or spiritual grandeur,
given-so the church had always taught and would
always teach-under the inspiration of almighty God,
was sometimes mistaken in its science, was sometimes inacc uate in its history, and sometimes rolativ
and accommodatory in its morality. It resumed
theories of the physical world V;hich science had
abandoned and cou~d never resume; it contained
paseages of narrativ which devout and tempuate
men pronounced discredited both by external and
internal evidence j it praised, or justified or approved,
or cond:med, or tolerated conduct which the teach.n!(' of Cbrlst and the conscience of the Christian
allke condf-mned." Or-as I should urg~J-ttJe gain
to humanity by unbeli~f is that the "teaching of
Christ" has been mod1fied, enlarged, widened, and
humanized, and that "the conscience of the Christian" ieo, in quantity and quality, made fitter for the
ever-increasing additions of knowledge of these later
and more heretical days.
CHARLES BnADLAUGH.

What is a Pn•acher1
A preacher is a pendulum wagged by a creed.
A preacher is a puppet who closes his eyes and
ears to reason's ''open q'leBtions."
A preacher is a noisy j·tCk, braying on the highway
of thought as the car of philosophy passe~;~.
A preacher is an astronomflr trying to eclipse the
sun of reason with the shadow of bell.
A preacher is an insumnce agent offering life policies payable after death-the premium always payable in this world.
A preacher is a keeper of a toll-gate on heaven's
high,vay.
A preacher is a vuHure plucking geese.
A preacher is a member of n board of trade dealing in futures for pay.
.
.
A preacher is a ~:scarecrow, to fr1ghten children and
dupe the timid.
A preacher is a ram's born of Gideon, to make a
noise.
A preacher is a clock E~et to run ba<'kward.
A preacher is a pilot in a fog-he doesn't know any
more than the passengers.
A preacher is a doctor of divinit.y wbl'n it gets
sick.
GEoRGE ENnERTON.
IF tbe ministers of the ct.u; cb hav often permitted
the people to revolt for the interest of heaven, they
hav never permitted them to revolt for their own
d~I:verBnce from real evils and known oppressions.JJ' IIolbach.
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g{lft ~mtrican Jtcnlar IJnion.
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
16 Union Park Place, Otw.>~lto.
0-r'l:o WE'r'I:STEIN• Treae.,
Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, JB.• Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
MBS. M.A. FREEMAN, Chair. Fin. Com.,241 Washington Bonlevard,
Chicago.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary,

'l'be American Secular Union and Its Board of
JJirectors.
From H. L. Gre1n's Freelldnkers· Jlagaztne.

1Ve present the likenesses of the board of directors
of the American Secular Union-Judge R. B. Westbrook, of Pbiladelpbill, president of the association;
E. A. Stevenfl. of Chicago, the pecretary; Mr£>. M. A.
Freeman, of Chicago, chairman of the finance committee; Dr. E B. FJote, Jr., of New Yotk city,
chairman of the executiv committee; and Otto Wettstein, of Rochelle, Ill., treasurer.
By the constitution of the Union, these officers
constitute the board of directors, which board is
intrusted with the gmeral management and control
of the affairs of the Union, and all appropriations
from the treasury are made by this board of directors.
We are sure that the Pittsburgh congress could not
· hav selected a better board of diucton·, and one in
which the Liberals and Secularists of this country
would hav bad more confidencl'. They are each and
all intelligent, honest, earnest ·advocates of the entire
separation of church and state, and possesP, in a
large degre~>, those business qualifications that
admirably qualify them for their respectiv positions.
They are entitled to the hearty and unanimous support of the friends of state Secularization, and, if
they can bav such support, will achieve a grand work
fvr the association.
In these days we hear much of an "American
party," but the only real Aroericlln party in this
country is the American Secular Union. That is the
only association that fully maintains the principles
upon which this government was founded, and every
friend of our republican form of government should
baa friend of this association. The Secular Union,
at it3 last congress, planted itself squarely upon the
Nine Damands of Liberalism, which were formulated
by Francis E Abbott., and adopted at Philadelphia
on the fourth day of July, 1876. These Demands
bav been rightfully declared to bathe second Declaration of American Independence,. and they more clearly
state the true American doctrin than does the former
immortal document. That doct.rin is simply this :
"No c0nn€ction of church and state shall be allowed
in this country." Tbat was what the fathers of our
country, the ~hffersons, Paines, and Franklins, and
their co- workers, intended when they established this
nation, but the doctrin has not been fully maintained.
It is everywhere violated, and attempts are now
being made in the national Congress and state legislatures to further vif•late that sacred and only safe
and consistent principle. Our limited space will not
allow of a more specific statement. We can only say
here that the attempt to pass the Blair Sunday law
is the fire upon Fort Sumter in the irrepressible conflict between Mental Liberty and Mental Slavery, and
it ought to arouse and enthuse every friend of our
American institutions as did the fire upon Fort
Sumter at the opening of the civil war.
It is the church, led by the priests against the
people; an attempt to ptace the cross above the
stars and stripes; to establish the church as the
supreme power in this country; to make it a crime
to think; an attempt to disfranchise and debar from
citizenship every non Christian in the United States.
No such blow as the Blair bill was ever before
attempted to be struck at civil liberty in this country. It is the culmination of all the diabolical work
that the God-in-tbe-C:mstitution party bas been doing
for the last twenty years, the most un-American party
that ever existed. It is a more dangerous attempt
to overthrow the institutions of this country than
was the war of the R3bellion, for it comes clothed in
the garb of piety and religion, and is falsely named
the "Blair Educational bill," and, under the guise of
liberty, it attempts to establish the worst kind of
despotism.
.
Both the Protestant and Catholic churches are
now making a despt!l ate attempt to obtain the control of this governrornt, and about the only hope of
safety seems to be t be prospect that each may succeed in preventing tho nefarious designs of' the other.
The new "American party" is fighting valiantly to
keep the Catholics frc~m taking control of the government, but, to a careful observer, it can readily be
seen that their zeal to keep the Catholics out is
largely kindled by t'le desire to get control themselva. They would like to put the Catholics out of
the school boards, so that they may get the Protestant Bible into the tchools. As between these two
great Christian sects it is only a fight for supremacy.
Christianity proper cannot bav any love for a government that derives its power from the people, so
that if our institutions are to be protected it must be
by those who are net distinctly Christian. This is
not saying but that there are thousands in the
Ohristian church who are only nominally Christians,

and who totally reject these old church and state
theories. This large class of true Americans are the
people wl.o now need to bav their eyes opened to
what the Gad-in-the-Constitution party is attempting
to do. We feel confident that if these patriotic people, and that other numerous class who "never attend
church or make any public profession of Liberaliero,
could be fully educated as to the work these bigot~>
are now attempting, they would place themselvs
pquarely Ly the side of the friends of Secularization.
To educa~e these two classes is the important duty
of the American Secular Union.
Now, in these perilous times, is it not the duty of
every Liberal in the land to lay aside all minor objections to the Union and its officers, if they hav any,
and heartily unite in a grand attempt to make th~:
Union a power for great good in this country? The
Union has but one object in view, to maintain our
free institutions against the seemingly united attack,
at the present time, of all the bigots in our land ill
an att6'ropt to destroy them. Its only platform i~
the Nine Demands of Liberalism, to which everJ
Liberal in this country subscribes. Each member
is at petfect liberty to bold and advocate such views
as may seem reasonable to biro, outside of this
organiz!ltion. All the association demands is that he
or she honestly subscribe to the Nine Demands. If
persons cannot do that, they belong to the God-in
the-Constitution party, and should there enlist.
There are but two sides to this question. All who an
not for a secular government are against it. Either
the gol"ernment must be run by the people or the
eburcb ; there can be no safeLy in a maion of the two,
and we propose it shall be run entirely by the people.
We make no war on the church, only demand that i1
keep its bands off the state. God can rule in beaver,
1f tbE:re be such a place, but we do not propose that
be rule our government through his eart.bly repre·
sentativ, the church. This is a very FqnarP issue..
The chief working offi.Jtr of the Union, Secrt!tar~
Stevens, h!is thoroughly proved his fitneFs ior th1
pOEition since be was chosen. We cand1dly a.dm11
that on account of some views Mr. Stevens expresoec
before he was elected to the place, we were a lit tit
pnj adiced against him at the first, but we ha•
watched his course very carefully, and we can truth
fully say that we fully indorse his administration.
He has shown himself an ( fficient secretary ; he ha·f
worked with a vigor and energy worthy of the caus<
he represents; he bas proved himself to be an able,
thoughtful, and judicious officer, and he is entilied
to the cordial support of every friend of state Secu·
Jarization in this country. AU the other officers 11rt
eminently worthy, as we hav heretofore stated. The
president is just the man for the position. No bet
ter selection could hav been made.* Otto Wettstein
is the proper man for treasurer. Money will be safe
in his banda. Dr. Foute is the right man for chair·
man of the execuliv committee, and we hope he will
soon wake up the members of that committee and
set them to work. Mrs. Freeman is one of the best
female Freetbought workers in this country, an ablt:
writer and speaker, and will thoroughly ·discharg<
the duties of her office.
What the association needs most just now ifl
money. Without money it can do but little. Will
the Liberals of this country fully supply this want?
This is the important question. The platform is
right, the cause is just, and the officers are the right
persons for their reapectiv positions. There is no
good reason at this time why there should not be an
enthusiastic union of all our forces. Every Liberal
paper should hoist the flag of the Union; every
speaker ought to work for its success, and every
friend of the cause should put his band in his pocket
and pay into the treasury every dollar he can spare.
Those who are financially able should pay in their
hundreds, those who are not so able, smaller sums.
Everyone should pay something. As you bav seen
by the constitution, not a dollar can be used until it
is voted by this eroineBtly qualified board of directors. Are you not willing, my Liberal reader, to
intrust a few dollars to their control! If so, before
you forget it, send what you can afford to Treasurer
Otto Wettstein, and he will duly receipt it. A distinguished Freethinker said to us: "The trouble
with our cause is, we bav too many professed Liberals who are only Liberals because they are too
damned stingy to pay pew-rent." To that class we
do no~ appeal for aid.
*In the April Maganne we shall publish a full-page likeness of President Westbrook and a short sketch·of his life,
that we are sure will very much interest our readers.-ED.

"The Limitations of 'l'oleration."
It is such a rare occurrence to meet with an Irish
name in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER that I
feel something like duty-bound to avail myself of the
opportunity to furnish our Irish friend, Mr. JeremiaL
0' Brien, with the exact truth be is so honestly seeking.
He feels by his sound, natural common sense, that
there is Rometbing out of order in that discussion
about "The Limitations of Toleration." But what
that thing is, where it lies, what sort of mistake it
. must be, be cannot discover.

Before pointing out that latent stone where every
passer- by must stumble, I wish to make a few generalremaiks.
There is such a rush toward realities in our day
that E:>ven our education, literature, and- the very sciences are carried away with it. People are satisfied
with a l:iuperficiaf, varnish-like education, mostly got
through newspapers, reference-bookE', dictionaries,
and tmcyclopedias. Take the clergymen for exa~ple.
Most of the applicants are ex-farmers, blacksmiths,
laborers, etc., who, too lazy to work, begin to feel calls
to a "vocation," upon wbich they enter colleges, run
tbrough in three or four years-perhaps two years
more in so-called "theology." Then be comes out
ready, prepared, "ointed" to preach and teach.
With more obscure sects it is still worse. This rule
applies also to lawyers, doctors, engineers, architects,
and almost the whole of modern American society.
Few mEn enter, even upon the professorial vocation,
systematically and conscientiou~ly prepared, which,
of course, can easily find excuse Jn the fact that such
a preparation takes eighteen to twenty years of yo~r
life. This is the reason why even our greatest pubhc
men are not well versed in the elements of sciences.
They devour the works of great authors and thinkers. They fish out ideas, and these ideas are rapidly
brought into circulation, and men talk about them.
They become the common property of all, and those
who are not familiar with the same ideas are wondered
at as being so far behind. Yet-and I am sorry to
say-we see our greatest public men display a perfect,
a full ignorance of the elements. I do not allude to
any individual person just now. I used to read articles in our high-toned, pntentious magazines. I find
the same faults. You read modern scientific books,
articles, listen to political or church orations, always
the same. I found preachers who are regarded much
like pyramids of learning. Come down to the bottom with them-not up to the top-and you find
them invariably ignorant of the elements and princiI--·les.
Let us apply these remarks now to "The Limitations
d Toleration;" and see first the general character of
t'le discussion. I felt sorry that I could not be
presmt, although Mr. Court1andt Palmer bad invited
me, both orally and by ticket.
.
The first we see is that the discussion never reached
as fsr as the question of tolemtion, except that Colonel Ingersoll touched upon it in quit~ ~ ~ens_ibl~~
Voltairean way. In the f'econd place, 'hmttat10n
never came under discussion.
In my mind, the controversists had the appearance
d three men starting somewhere "West," but falling
out when the question of the route arises. One claims
the Erie, the other the Pennsylvania, still another
the Baltimore & Ohio, to be the proper route. The
first mistake is in the too general term West-that
is, in the wording of the title, "The ,Lim~tations of
Toleration." Mr. Courtlandt Palmers mtnd was to
put this question: Which are the reasonable limits of
free discussion! Or, to put it in a more scholarly
phraseology, The reasonable (moral, philosophical,
advisable etc.) limits of free speech! For, as Colonel
Ingersoll' so well remarked, the term "toleration"
implies tyranny and theology, and consequently no
man has the right to say, "I tolerate you."
The second and the really fatal mistake, like a misplaced switch: was th!lt none of· the three disputants
has given a definition, and the consequence is, that
all three orators spoke of three different matters.
Colonel Ingersoll insiEited, in his brilliant diction,
upon free thought. Mr. Coudert, in his boorish
insults, galloped up and down upon blasphemy,
personalities argumenta ad hominem, destrllction,
murder, Ana~cby, dynamite bombs, etc., as results,
consequences of free speech. What a mental condition what a narrow insight, this man must bav, who
bad 'not a single reasonable phrase on his lips, not a
solitary logical thought in his brains ! General Stewart L. Woodford, in a thoughtful, urbane, and gentlemanly manner, gave his reasons for the restriction
of unlimited free speech. That iP, all three spoke
about three different subjects.
Now Mr. Jeremiah O'Brien comes in, quotes the
colonel's words: "What is thought?" and adds: " .
. . . but neglects to giv any definit answer."
You hit it, Mr. O'Brien; for the colonel, instead of
having given a firm definition that be could bav
found in any elementary or manual book of logic,
continues : " . . . It is the result of nature-of
the outer world-first upon the senses," etc. But
our philosophical friend, Mt:. O'Brien, does not bit,
rather falls himself into the same ditch, when be
says : " My answer would be, that thought is an
elaborate product of the mind, including the brain
and nervous system." In one word, be could bav
said: Thought is a brain-work. Does Mr. O'Brien
think that the question is brought to a greater light
by his answer T You are near it, the colonel was
near it, Mr. Coudert was near it, so was General
Woodford. But why did they all not come to the
point T That would hav given an altogether different
turn and direction to the whole discussion.
My answer is : Because none of the participantsdirect or indirect-were drilled in the clements of
logic while students, and made no use of any manual
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while preparing their respectiv speeches. Any logician can see that in a ''jiffy."
Only for the sake of Mr. O'Brien I shall solve this
question, the simplest in the world if a person
knows it.
'
Question. What is thought?
Answer. An unexpressed judgment.
Q. What is judgment 1
A. Judgment is an act of our mind comparing two
terms, ~bi~h, if th~y agree, are connected by the
copula zs / 1f they disagree, separated by is not
Q. What is a term?
·
A. A ter~ is ari idea expressed by a word.
Q. What Is an idea ?
A. An idea is a conception of which we become
conscious.
Q. What is a conception?
.A. A conceJ?tion
an image impressed upon our
nnnd of exteriOr obJects through the instrumentality
of our senses.
The first element is the conception· this becomes
an idea, .but remains in our mind; if ~e express it by
a word,. It becomes~ term, otherwise writing, or some
?ther. st~n. Two term~ cOJ·~pared giv a judgment;
.If th1s JUdgment remams m our mind it is called
thought ; if expressed, it becomes a proposition.
Mr. 0' Brien thinks that thought can be checked
by disasters, calamities, etc. No. Thought is spontaneous-even the delirious think, the insane think
the animals think-but he means our judgment:
This is right.. So is Col?nel Ingersoll. Thought is
free. Eve!! JU~gment Is free. But the judgment
can c~mm1t mistakes on a~count of the misrepreBentatiOns of our senses, whiCh often deceive us. It
is the proposition which is not free which is interfered with. Therefore to say '' f~ee thought " is
nbsurd, except as indicating, in a translated sense
i~dependence from theo,Iogical suggestions and dicta:
t10n.
They bad to dispute about the "Limits of Free
Speech "-:-where it may become reasonable to check
it by autborit.y or law, where the individual lacks
necessary prudence. This was to be discussed-not
the liberty of thought, nor the evil results of an excess, nor finally any theology. There is not the
least contradiction, logically speaking, between Colonel
Ingersoll and Mr. Coudert; therefore there can be
no dispute. The colonel says : " My thought is
free. I am bound to think, and I am allowed to
empress my thoughts." This is one step farther than
he was allowed. Mr. Coudert: "Yes, your thoughts
are free, you damned Infidel; but I protest against
your spoiling my children." He did not show that
the colonel is not free to erep1·ess his thoughts. He
jumps from A to C-contradicts a thing that the
colonel did not assert and never would assert.
Now, one word about that" Limitations of Toleration," or, as it was meant," The Reasonable or Moral
Limits of Free Speech."
" I feel sleepy "-am I free to say this ! Yes.
"Hurrah for the republic !"-am I allowed to say
this? In America, yes ; in Russia, no.
"If you bav no money, go to the one who has · steal
from him; and if be resists, murder him!" 'Am I
allowed to say this? You say, No. Why not!
What constitutes the "limits?" Religion T Religion
committed more murders than any other cause.
Laws! Laws hang, shoot, murder. Society! Society
is full of murders. Nature? Nature knows no such
restriction. What, then T It is the developed sense
of justice of which an individual, a member of civilized society, must be conscious, that constitutes a
limit to the act of murder as well as to the instigation
to the same.
Mark well that this is an excess, an abuse, of free
speech.
Did Colonel Ingersoll defend this excess and abuse
of free speech 1 No. What should he be attacked
and insulted, then, for?
If he says, " Hurrah for the republic," yo"\! assent.
If he says, "I feel sleepy," you say, "What do I
care for it ?"
But if he says, "All religions are a humbug," is he
allowed to say that? Does natural justice forbid
that? No. Who does forbid it? The religious.
Who forbids him to say, " Hurrah for the republic?"
The monarchist. Well, here you hav them-the
theologian and the tyrant.
Hence natural justice opposes the abuse of free
speech. Social (individual) injustice opposes natural
free speech. There are, of course, minor subdivisions, such as time, place, circumstances, prudence,
etc., that may, and do, influence free speech, but the
above two propositions are two absolute principles.
Unfortunately for us all, the elements of sciences,
because they constitute the studies of our boyhood,
are generally scorned by all in advanced age, when
they are all forgotten-and in most cases they were
never thoroughly acquired. There follows the absurdity that, when we see positivly that a person does
not know a syllable of these elements, we must, in
order that we may not slight him, suppose him to
k.now them. This is a great evil--.an intolerable
hypocrisy.
Every lecturer, writer, and speaker ought to hav
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memory as much as the spelling of the words used
and hav a small classbook or manual always at hand
before a Webster. In ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred there is a chance for an Agnostic or Atheist
le.cturer to bounce a preacher by compelling him to
g1v an accept~d de!inition of terms, like nature, pers.on, etc., and 1f he 1s unable to furnish them, compel~mg hi!D to acknowled~e that he does not know what he
IS talkmg about; while the Liberal can send to the
next boo~sto~e for such a manual, if the opponent
~oubts. h1s ~1ven definition. It is of no use to go
mto high sCiences. To convince and bounce a com!Do~ preache~, lawyer, or any other man not a specialIst m a certani science, a common elementary book is
wo;th m~re than ~ w~ole library of the highest
philosophiCal and sCientific books. It is no disgrace
for a man to learn what he does not know.
May I hope that Mr. Jeremiah O'Brien is satisfied
wi.th this explanation T We hope that a clear-headed
Irishman as he is, judging by his philosophical ecrupies, will find no reasons to attack our great Col. R.
G. Ingersol1.
A. J. MoGYOR6sr.

cation of. the people, and that to make education universal
t~e public schools of the. state must be sustained. If this
bill should become a law It would prove the entering wedge
\o the destruction of the free schools of Texas. There
are too many opposed to making our public schools agents
of the church to submit to such an innovation without an
earnest protest, and that protest would manifest itself in a
refu~al to pay ~heir school tax. To introduce the Bible as a
readmg book In the free schools would, moreover give rise
to the q?estion, Which Bible shall be adopted-the Protestant versiOn or the Catholic ; the new translation or the old .
the ~I? Testament of the Jews or the New Testament of th~
qhnstlans? Then would come the objection of the Agnostics and the Freethinkers, comparativly few in numbers to be
sure, b?t equally citizens of the state, and entitled to like
protectiOn under-the Constitution, who are opposed to being
taxed to educate the rising generation in dogmas they do not
approve. If this bill b~comes a law the next step will be an
~ffort t? secure a division of the school fund, for it will be as
Impossible for Catholics and Protestants to agree to the use
of. the same Bi~le as a text-book as it is for oil and water to
mmgle, and this secured, our magnificent free school system
now the pride of the state, will be destroyed. An earnest
pro~est sh_o~ld go up to Austin from all parts of the state
agamst this mfamous measure.

'l,he Church-Its Moral Status.

We finish in this number the di8cussion between Colonel
Ingersoll, the Hon. ~Ir. Coudert (Catholic), and Governor
Woodford (Protestant). Last week we gave the answer of
the col?nel's two opponents, and now we publish his incon.
~roverhbl~ reply to both. It is a settler and a crusher-th'lt
IS to say, It settles theology and crushes its pretensions.
The Ne;w York TRUTH SEEKER Liberals hav dcne an excellent thmg by printing this great discussion in pamphlet
for~, and as we wish to help circulate it all we can, we
notify our .readers that we hav it for sale at thi.s office-price,
ten. cent!! .a copy. ltdeserves, and we hope It may receive,
a CirculatiOn of hundreds of thousands, for it is truly a mindopener.

The Great Discussion.
From the Investiqatm·.

In our first article on this subject we referred to
the pri~itiv church founded by St. Paul; and from
the testimony of that individual, which should be
authoritativ with Christians, we proved these "early
Christians" to be both immoral and depraved. However, we write in no spirit of censure, as we should
not reproach the many shortcomings of Christians in
any age, as their standards of morality are lamentably
low. Any class of men who can accept Noah Lot.
Jacob, David, and Solomon as favorits of God and
exemplars of morality, should excite our pity and
commiseration as well as our disgust.
Ireneus, one of the distinguished church fatherp,·
who lived about the commencement of the third
century, in his f~u~th book. against Heresies, chapter
31, refers to Lot s mcest w1th his daughters as typical. Lot represents God and his daughters, the
elde~ and younger church. And as Lot gave increase
to h1s daughters, so does God giv increase to the
elder and younger church. Some ecclesiastic writers
whose natures were better than their religion protested agai_nst t~is illu.stration; but before we get
through w1th · this senes of short articles, we expect to prove this comparison of Ireneus between
Lot and the Christian's God and Lot's daughters
and the elder and younger church to be a most
suitable one, and strictly in harmony with the future
of things.
Luther branded the elder church as being the
Mother of Harlots, and her Protestant daughters hav
proved themselvs to be strictly in moral harmony
with the old harlot mother that gave them birth.
The early fathers of the church were bitter in their
denunciations of the heathen, but Paul, as quoted in
my previous article, accused the primitiv brethren of
outrages against morality and decency such as were
n?t even men~ianed al?ong the gentiles, while the
p1ous Wesley, m speakmg of the church during the
first century of its career, declares that "Christians
in general were scarce distinguishable from the heathens, except by their opinions and modes of worship" (Wes. Ser., vol. i, page 63).
In speaking of the church and its devotees in the
second century Tertullian (an eminent Christian writer
of that period) stated that, "Not only the tempers
of the Christians were exactly the same with those
of their heathen neighbors (pride, passion, and
l?ve of the world reigning alike in both), but their
hves and manners also" (Wes. Ser., vol. ii, page 63).
Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, about the middle of
the third century, stated that the church at that
time was "immersed in ambition, covetousness, envy
luxury, and all other vices." Now, our modern clergy
are familiar with the depraved and venal character of
the early Christians, based upon the testimony of
their own historians, and yet they preach millions of
sermons and write thousands of books to prove that
the Christian church, in every age since its origin,
has had an exclusiv monopoly of justice, truth, and
virtue. If they are ignorant, they are inexcusable;
if they are informed, they are dishonest disseminators of falsehood and misrepresentation of the
most damaging character. Perhaps they know better, but, like Paul and Eusebius, their illustrious
p\"edecessors, are simply lying for a purpose-the
"glory of God and the advancement of the church."

w.s.

Dangerous Legislation in Texas.
From the Denison E!unda!J Gazetteer.

" The school bill was again taken up and the reading began.
The amendment looking to the permission of the instruction
of tbe Christian religion of the Bible in the schools was
debated for an hour and much zeal for the churches was
exhibited. The Bible amendment was adopted.''
The above paragraph appeared in the bouse proceedings
as published in the Dallas News of last Wednesday. While
the Gazetteer has too much confidence in the good sense of
the members of the senate to believe they will pass such a
bill in the face of the plain l~J.nguage of the state constitution
prohibiting legislation of 1\ religious character, tlw sentiment
manifeuted in the house as revealed in the above action is
sufficient to warrant a vigorous protest from all those who
~I! ~i~ l}en\lY~ ~n9 Stl'bil\tf Of 0\lf WSt~t~tiP,D$ depenQ~ UJ!Qll ~q_Q e(l\1,

Information for Brother Heister.
"H.

H.," ot" Glenwood, Pa.," in l?"onclad Aue.

Why, bless rour inn(;>een.t soul, Brother Heister, you seem
!o b~ ~xceed1ngly .ch~d-hke and b1and. Did you reslly
1magm. It was .the missiOn _of ''a le~ding Liberal journal" to
r~cogmze ment and devotiOn to Liberalism wherever found
simply because they are .such? Where hav you been sleeping
durmg th;e last se'll,en years? Hav you not heard that D. M.
Bennett IS dead, and in his place sits one "who knows not
Joseph !"-one whose selfishness is only equaled by his
e!!Ot!Sm.
Remember that Lincoln's successor was Andrew Johnson
and do not rebel against fate; yon hav plenty of company.
Reports of ~iberal lectures, celebrations and p;coics-no
!hatt~r how Important: how well or by whom written upmvarmbly land m the limbo of "a leading Liberal journal's"
waste-basket if they happen to mention the name of some
unfortunate knight who has not bowed the knee to this
Scotch-yankee Baal, or brought grists to his" Secular" mill.

Uncle Bill on the Preachers.
Frorn the National Gum·atan, Calcutta, India.

They tell me this, and they tell me that,
And they tell me everything,
. The road forks here, and the road forks there,
And the road goes round in a ring.
They giv me wheat, and they giv me chaff,
And they call it the bread of life;
They claim religion is pleasure and peace,
They claim it is penance and strife.
They reason from love that God is good,
From hate-and they make him bad;
They preach," His mercy forever endures"They preach that he will get mad;
They figure and twist and make him onn,
They twist him again- he is three;
They split his kingdom in two, and yield
The devil, the earth, and sea.
They muddle my brain with doubt and dirt,
And talk of his marvelous light;
They say I am blind when I cannot see
A dawn thre>ugh eternity's night;
They stand me up in a row and draw
A crooked line in the dark,
And tell me to toe the scratch, and say
l'm damned if I straddle the mark.
They prove the Bible is true, and prove
It teaches an endless hell ;
They prove it is truer than that, and prove
That all shall at last be well.
They say that it says what it does not say,
And what it does say-deny,
And, say what you will, if you say they are wrong,
They say what you say is a lie.
But how in the devil, or how in the Lord,
Such mysteries may abound,
And celestially be all the truer because
They are not terrestrially sound,
Is more than my noddle can manage, and so
l say to the preachers: go on !
What God wants of me he can tell it to me
As well as he could to l:lt. John;
And I say to the Lord, and believe that the Lord
Has got the good sense to see,
He needn't to send any drummers around
When he has any business with me.
IT apiJears from the 1'lteosophist, published at Adyar,
Madras, India, that the great electrician, Thomas A. Edison,
is a believer in the mystical doctrin of Theosophy. He
joined the society in 1878, and" his signed obligation form,
framed, hangs on the wall o(,the secretary's office at Advar."
At the time of his affiliation he had in mind, says the 1'lteosopltist, " the idea of the mechanical application of a force
which, if ever realized, will be regarded as his greatest discovery." Mr. Edison's friends over here are wondering what
that force is?
TaE Ramsay County Association of Spiritualists and Liberals will celebrate the forty-first anni verAary of modern
Spiritualism, commencing Saturday, March 30th, and continuing two or three days. Correspondence solicited with first,
class independent slate-writing, materializing, and platform
W@t m~~\lmS.• Mrfl1 ~~w-~ 4 1 Qr~nt, Sec,
.,
.
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fEommunications.
Labor aufl Uapital.
Many of your rPaders bei~g il.ltenstEd in t~e labor
question, I will df_,r a few Ideas ~especnug 1t. The
ineq·1ality between labor. and capital makes necessary
labor agitators; they serve as a check to the encroachments of capital, but can do but httle toward be.t~er
ing the coudition of labor. The pre-sent condltlon
of society, and the narro"! and se1fish ~deas of l~fe
prevailing-, make any great Improvement 1n the affaus
of the laboring people imposs1b:e. As long as the
chid aim and ambitiOn of men is to acquire wealth,
ease and comfort for themselvs, and to store the
wealth awav where it cannot be used, with no care or
thought for the w~:lfrue of others, and as long as capital
is educated and labor ignorant, the present inequality
will endure.
A great change in the ideas of life muPt come
about btfore the wrongs of labor will abate. A
grander and more com.~unistic idea of life must pr.evail-the aim and ambitiOn of every man must be to
m11ke every other ma~ j ~st as c~mto:table and ha~py
as he is; and then will m£quahty disappear and JOY
reign supreme ih every home.
The truth of this is apparent when we realize that
there is enough of everything in this world to keep
every living creature in comfort.
It is plain thit m:w principles. bav got to be bred
int J human nature; and generatiOns wdl come an<:I go
btfore it can be accomplished. .A.tl ideas inculcated
by the church muot be ehminated before _the new
principle will make progrese. .A. commumsm that
springs fwm natural feelings cannot fail to spre.ad
happiness everyv.here; but a communism created by
11\w, with pt~esent CJnditions, would be abortiv.
Toere are many ideas which, could they be carried
into effect by law, would help the labor classes, but
constai.Jt allit1tion is about the only thing they can
do now. .A.g1htion means education. Inr•reased
intelligence un the part of labor will"help. But ail
thdy can do will make hardly a perceptible change
in the respect,v cond1t.ons of labor and capital in
this genu~t.on, even should beneficial laws be made.
Cip,tal is shrewd enough to combine-to be of one
mind. Toe superior education of its holders enables
them tJ coLtrollarge numbers of laborers at election
time, and to actually deceive many into believing that
the very hand that oppresses them is benEficial to
them. M:~.ny latorers are led to believe that a
diminution of the hours of labor would be disadvantageous to them. Laborers were deluded by the
thousand into believing a tar.ff for protectmg a
a ceJtain class of people at the expense of another
class waa beneficial tJ both classes. So it is evident
that it is easy for the rich and inteliigent class to
control in a great meamre the poor and uneducated
many; and also is it plain that a reform will only
come through a change in human nature.
Worcester, ~lass., Mnrch 3 289.
.A. LIBERAL.

"Something Out1'!ide of Man."
Of conrse there is ; who has said there was not 1
Does " Pericles" misunderstand me purposely ! I
thought I was sufficiently clear in my last to avoid
all misconception. I hav no fears of being ridiculed
by C1lristians. I only fear giving them reason to
call us to acc0mnt for our inconsistency in sexing a
god that we declare impersonal, the same as they do
their personal God.
"Pericles" quotes, "If any gender is used, we want
a word that compri11es all fl<'Dders, since the Great
Cosmic Unity is the All." Very well, does the masculin gender comprise all genders any better than
the neuter! Let us see. \Ve write, for in'3tance,
"The Universe,
. it is tbe All." Here the
pronoun "it" stands for the noun U uiverse-or the
Cosmic Unity-and includes the masculin, feminin,
common, and neuter genders, since it FXprPRE!es the
universe. Now, again, we will write, "The UniverBe.
. . . He is the Alt" Now, does this masculin
pronoun" he" Hpress tpe univerRe as fully as the
genderless "it~, "Pericles's" reiteration," the great
fear that seems to possess tbe lady that, if the masculin gender was used, it would be t bought to exelude the feminin," is entirely gratuitous, the intended
thrust not finding a vulnerable point, as I parri6d
that fling in iny last with a jest, and will now only
add, if the reformers are determined to hav a person
to worship, I greatly prefer it should be baptized
god instead of goddess, even if the femioin is excluded.
"Pericles" again quotes and criticises: "M~n is
superior to the whole universe." ·will he tell me of
anything that the universe has evolved that is
superior to man, in itself? If he can, let us
cease boasting. "Man is the (lrowning glory of the
universe!" God-tho Great Cosmic U oity-makes
an eye, the vision of which limits the stars to little
P?~nts. Man makes ~ tele!"c~pe that rxtends that
VISIOn. to the beboldwg of ImtnPme suns. Now
where is ~our Great C )~mic U oity T Just where
Barnum f!lnd_ he was Jlfl tr ~.he close of J ~nny Lind's
~ret coocert 1D ~ew YLrK c:ty, '.' nowhere"-nowhere
1D compar1son wtth the swett_smger.

" Such is the abBurd and monstrous conceit of
M'ltE ria:ism !" "P. ricles" exclaims. There he is in
advancH of me, for I profess nvt to believe in M ..terialism, if I understand what it it>.
I hav not intimatPd that I desired to destroy the
old. truths, as THE TRUTH SEEKER readers will bear me
witness, but merely ot>jected to using the old words
that obscure the new interpre'ations and mislead
those to whom the new views would be accessible,
but for these words and phrases that to tham convey
the same meanirig as when used by the crtbodox. If
"the essence of worship is nothing but admiration,"
why not nail this essence "admiration," and leave
"worship" to those who hav a personal being to rt:V~
erence and bow down unto? If "the essence of religion is nothing but pure science," as "Pericles" affirms,
why not call it "pure science," and leave the cruel
word '·religion" -that has caused more strife, crime,
and error than any other evil-to those who believe
in persecuting for Christ's sake, even unto the death,
as in olden times. I think this is the only difference
of opinion between "Perides" and myself, the
words to be used to define our nearly similar viewl'l,
and I regret to see the.main issue buriEd under a war
of words. The question is, Is it wise to use these
old cruel, misleadmg words to express the new interpretations 1 I should be most happy, with the permission of our· obliging Editor, to hear the opinions
·of some of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers on this important e;ubject.
I would not take space to urge my views, but that
I find so many putting· the new wine of truth into
the old bottles of error that I cannot rdrain from
uttering a warning that in the establishment of these
new facts of science, we build right, so that our foundation will not need to be overturned by our fU<lcessors, even as we are toppling over the towers of
the past by undermining their superstructure, the
strongest base of which is. a superstition resting on
a belief in non-existent Gods and their supposed
attributes.
ELLA E. GIBsON.
Barre, Mass., March 9, 1889.
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The Fate of a Prcvwus Sunday Bill.
I see by the papers, not only at Washington, but
all ovt>r the country, the Blair bill is having pretty
rough handling, and will continue to hav unless it is
withdrawn, and if not, it will be looked upon as was
tbe uninvited man at the wedding, "not having on
a wedding garment," and will share about the same
fate aa did he-be sent into utter darkness, where
there is weeping, wailing, and gnashing of teeth,
that it:, if such a place is to be found.
It is now sixty years since, and within my memory,
the priests, with their followers, presented a petition
to Congress pra...,ing that body to make it unlawful
to transport the "United States mails on the Sabbath
day, and this petition, like the Blair petition, had
only the names of the cltrgy and those who were
their bearers and supporters. This, I think, was the
first attempt of church people to get E:pecial favors
granted by the general government to legalize any
religious rites or ceremonies belonging to any church
societies. This petition, like all such petitions,
was got up and circulated among. the class who
sympathized with the movers of tb,e plan, and
done without the care or concern of people at large.
When the petition was presented to Congress, and
the natured the petition was learned, viz., that no
United States mail in the United States should b><
opened, or mail matter dtlivered, or mail matter
moved, on the Sabbath; that all such important accommodations for the public should be stopped one day
in every we4:;k, and for all time to come, to, th"
petition said, please "almighty God," the people
at large were as much surprised on bearing uf this
unexpected movement as they would hav been to
hear war was declared against the United States by
some foreign nation. .A.s there were then, and always
hav been, individuals in Congress who favored such
schemes, the ppt.ition was received and entend on
the files of the House. .A. committee was selected to
consider the subject of stopping the circu'ation of
the Unitf>d States mails on the Sabbath for the main
object of pleasing" almighty God," as set forth in
the petition, and this. committee was to make a
rflport of its discoveriPs in the matter. Col.
Richard M Jobnl'lon, of Kentucky, was chairman of
this committee. This committee gave due consideration to the subj"ct d the petition~', and, in due time,
made a report of their doings and their conclusions,
togetbH with the reasons why they reported unfavorably to the petitions. Much time m~tst hav been
devoted to the merits of the petition by this committee, fer they, in their report., a public documen.t
of about one hundred page~>, gave a history of the
doings and extent of the United States mail, the
amount of its usefulness, as well as the extent of the
service.
This lengthy report was entitled," Logic and Law,"
and copies of it were sent to all parts of the country,
creating disgust in the movers and advocates for
such change as WOJlld follow the granting of the
petitions.
.
This report named many rfasons wherem the
good of the public would suffer if the ULlited States

~8~9.

mails wHe to become useless one-sew nth part of the
t1me, havu,g nothing in view in so doing, except the
pacifying of almighty God in his anger toward us.
This report underwent much criticism by those
who were di~plt>ased by it. Among the many inconveniences the public would suffer if the United States·
mails were to be crippled, as set forth in this report,
one was the contingency of a war with some other
power, in which all national dispatches of importance would be compelled to be delayed. In the criticisms of those who were so dissatisfied
by Mr. Johnson's report, they had an fXcuse for the
objections in this report. I remember the remedy
t.bey offered for not transporting the mail on the
Sj,bbath in case of war, and that was, "No nation
would dare to make war on a people whose God was
the Lord." All their criticisms were of about the
same sort.
This r~: port put to silence all the religionists, of what.
ever name, as far as a~: king of the general government
religious f~vors, until, about twenty-five or so ·years
since, this same class of people circulated a petition among themselvs asking that Congress amend
the Constitution and put God in the United States
Constitution, with his son Jesus Christ, who bad been.
dead about two thousand years, as ruler of nations.
This petition was presented with as much apparent
confidence as was Mr. Blair's Sabbath bill.
When it became known what an abl!urd request
was made by a small portion of the people, and that
an expression from the people at large should be
made against such a fooli~h change of the United
States Constitution, such a flood of petitions
from the people came from all parts of the U nitt:d
States that the petitioners were frightened at the
storm they bad created, abandoned their Pchem~>,
and hav kPpt pretty still until the present movement.
'Now Mr. Blair is at the bead of a scheme to .per!!uade
Congress to pass a national Sabbath l"w-a law of
pains and penalt.ies if not strictly obeyed.
This last movement is looked upon not only with
disfavor, but great dislike, if the press of the country
is an expression.. I hav not seen a journal that
approves of the movement, unless it be religious ones,
and those say they depend upon the Lord for success.
Now, what would be the condition of things were
Congress and the president united in passing this
Sabbath law-a law that would fine and imprison, or
both, a man that did not respect and keep the Sabbath day, as it is regarded by this proposed law! A
man that did not believe the Sabbath was a better
day than any other, would ht! be willing to submit to
this new law T Would he willingly obey it, when
he knew no one was harmed by his breaking a law
that nine-tenths of good, moral, and learned people
had no relish or respect for~ .A. Jaw, as its advocates
claim, to keep a mythological God from being angry,
a God no one knows anything of, not even the petitioners tbemselvs-would people submit to and
cheerfully keep and respect a law for such a purpose!
It is very certain tht>y would not! And if not, what
would be the consequSnce, and what would follow 1
I hav hPard it Paid the law would not be enforced if
made-; that it would be a dead letter; tLat no one
could be found willing to enforce it.
If anyone believes this SabbBth law, as contemplated by Mr. Blair, would be a dead law for the reason that no one would enforce it, be would find that
he had made a mistake.
·
Let this request of those petitioners be acquieFced
in and allow this B'air bill to become the law of
the land, the first tbng, the clergy would Bay to their
followers: "Organize yourselvs. Appoint a Jaw-andorder committee whose duty will be to watch this
nine-tenths of the people who don't believe in God's
command to keep his Sabbath holy, and are not willing to obey this new Sabbath law. Hav them
arrested t.he first thing Monday, and see they are put
through."
Enoug.b could be found that would act the part of
"game constables," and enough could be found ready
to defy this pious law, and arrests would follow,
with crowds of witnesses and spectator;;~.
.A. queE~tion: What would be done with the fines
collected for viulations of this proposed Sunday law!
Such moneys would be a fioe help to enlarge the services of the priests, and help spread what, by some,
is called the" gospel of peace." There would be ways
enough to use up the money obtained from Sabbathbreakers. But that. petition for such a law will never,
never be granted. There is too much good sense in
tbe men who compose our House and Senate to
enact a law recognizing Sunday as more sacred
or holy than any other day, for every intelligent person, wbose mind is not warped by religious superstition, knows that this planet which we occupy, as well
as the unnumbered thoUFands or millions of other
planets of greatH magnitude than thi~:~, were not
made in six litera.! dayf!l, and but six thvu•and years
Aince. Everybody that knows anything knows this
thing is not so, and the ministers now are bPginnillg
to own that Moses's desc!iption of the creation of the
world, of time and things, is nothing but an allegory
unworthy the acceptance of intelligent people. And
to a~k or expect people of this or any other day to
respect or observe the Protestant Sunday aa above
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any other day, is asking too much-is asking more particular work be a work of necessity or charity, any with impunity his less enthusiastic neighbor. For,
than will ever be ~ranted.
CARLTON RICE.
person may apply to ary court having <quity juris- mark you, "any person aggriev~d" may file a petition
Hamilton, N. Y.
diction, to etjoin the same, and uron such applies- for injunction without giving bond for the same. It
t.ion the question aforesaid shall be determined." will surprise us to learn bow easily some persons are
Sunday L~gislntion in Illinois.
We are here informed that there really are works of "aggrieved" on this suhj~ct. When prominent
A. o. Tait, in the Am,rican sentinel.
necessity and charity. But the only way to find out clergymen within the last year of this enlightened
A bill was introduced in the House of the Illinois "in case of any question whether any particular work nineteenth century will say, "Nothing outside of the
legislature, January 25th, which is another evidence be a work of necessity or charity" is to go ahead, do home and the sanctuary is proper recreation for the
of the drift toward enforcing religious beliefs by civil the work, and be subject to the caprice of any per- Sabbath day," and," 0 for a breath of the Puritan I"
law. Notwithstanding the fact that the constitution son who wishes to" apply to any court having equit:y anyone can see that they are only waiting for such
of Illinois provides for the "free exercise and eujoy- jurisdiction, to enjoin the same," and by a suit at law Jaws as the foregoing to furnish them the unobment of religious professions and worship, without b.av the matter determilled. Our statutFs should be structed opportunity of making thfir ideas and
discrimination," these apostles of church and state so framed that we may know what is lawful and what desires felt. The above is only a sample of the kind.
want to compel, contrary to the supreme law of t.he is not, without first having to do some deed and be of legislation that is being asked in so many places
stah1, the observance of a religious institution. Fol- "enjoined," and bav a lawsuit in order to ascertain in favor of Sunday. Again, fellow-citizens, let me
lowing are the first two sections of the bill:
what the lo.w ie. Such a law would be expected aEk, Are you ready to accept such laws and be subSection 1. Be it enacted by the people of the state of from a tyrant, but is not becoming to a free people. ject to the intoltlrance of religious bigots who are
Illinois, represented in the general a strubly: That whoever An article in the f:peri!:l edition of the October even in our enlightened day clamoring for law that
shall keep open on Sunday any shop, BtorP, factory, or other Sentinel, entitled, "'The Savor of Tyranny," is ·to thE' they may compel, under pains and penalties, the obpublic place, fur the mHnufdcture, or p·eparatioo, or pack- point herE>, and we nquest all our readers who hav l.!ervance of religious dogmasT The bill closes thus:
ing, or sale, or <·ther dlRposition of any goods, wares, or
merchandiEe, except as in this act expn ssly provided, shall not a copy of the paper to send and get it. The
Sec. 5. Subject to the -pro viRions of this act, and of other
be deemed guilty vf a high misdemeanor, and uroo c•·nvic- article is well worth reading and re-reading. The· laws of this state, all persons may spPnd Sunday in any ort on thtred sh!lll be fioeu in a sum not Ieos than $50, nor bill continues:
derly and peaceable manner, as they deem proper, and no
more than $500, for each offense, and sh~ll be committed to
person shall be prosecuted, haras>ed. or annoJ ed under color
tLe common j><il till tbe lints and C<-sts a1 e ·paid.
Sec. 4. In addition to the penaltie!t in this act provided. of this act for anything done on Sunday, which is not prol:'!lc. 2. Whoever shall procu:re, or permit to be employed !he ~everal rPmerlies hPreinaf•er spec'fied may be harl f .. r hibit~d bv some law or ordinance, or which is not in its
in any ~ccular bu;,iness on Sunday in any of the places men- any ,,ff,.nse deFC'ibed in this act. A finr• nr.t txceeding $200 nature offensiv and contrary to the peace and good order of
uonLd in S(Ction 1 of this act. any clerk, workman, or othu may be reco>ered in a common suit., hefme a jusrice rof tbe society.
"t d h b pPRCe <•r police m~giotra1e, commmcing by snmmons in the
Th'
t'
ld
t
·
· '1
.
t
p1 roon, exc.. pt as m this ac express1y perm1 tP , s a11 e n!lme of tlJe reople <-!this state, on the relation of any person
IS sec lOD wou
seem o g1v some pr1v1 eges
uc~med guilty of a hke misdtmeanor, and shall sufftr the ltke who mav make complaint. Each and eve•y of thP offenseF after all in advance of the "Puritan Sabbath." But
penalty as is prescribed in the foregoing section.
rle~crihed in tbh act iR hereby declared to he a nnimuce, and take the bill as a whole, and how much is not proTaese sections prohibit only a certain class of it !!hall be the duty of all courts of equity in this state, upon hibited by some law or ordinance T Section 3
labor. However, the mover of the bill says privately the proper application. to enjoin and prohibit the Eame, and makes everything unlawful on Sunday except circuthat it does not cover all they want. But if they no bond shall be required of the complainant in such a case.
b k
th
f
d" .
A bill, or pet.ifinn for injunction, may be filed. by any p~rson lating 00 s, tracts, and papers,
e sa 1e o me JClD,
make the bill too sweeping on the start, they fear 11 aggrieved, either in his own name, or in the name of the the delivery of milk, and the running of railroad and
will be defeated; and he thinks that half a loaf is people on his relation.
street-cars and "works of necessity or charity;" and
bettPr than no bread. This will prove a steppingThis section endeavors to provide "remedies." we are assured that this law is only an iEitiatory step
stone toward getting stronger legislation in thP But instead of remedies it furnishes the most unob toward tho stricter legislation that is to follow later
future in favor of Sunday. True to the watchword structed liberty to those who may desire to show on. And while this last section might seem at first
of Sunday law advocates, the standard of the ideal their religious zeal by harassing those who may not to soften the whole bill, yet in reality it is only a
Puritan Sunday is erected in. the background, and desire to observe Sunday so strictly as their Purit!U! blind to lead us into the narrow confines of the ideal
they try to lead us on cautiously, step by step, till we neighbors. Chapter 6, paragraph 9, of the lllinoiP. of the Puritans. .
·
shall be hemmed in on all sides, and the only thing statutes, under the caption of "Injunctions," reads:
With all the history of religious intoleran<'e comallowable on Sunday will be to go to church to listen "In all other cases [except injunctions to enjoin a ing to our minds, are we ready to be drawn into the
to the lengthy disquisition of some prosy divine. judgment] before an injunction shall issue, the com· same thing again' The great clamor at the present
But even as an initiatory measure, on the class the plainant shall giv bond in such penalty, and upo,n time for civil law to enforce religious belid~ and obbill touches, it imposes a fine that would soon use up such condition and with such security as may be servances should arouse every American citizen from
a small fortune. The author of the bill ·frankl;)- required by the court, judge, or master granting or his feeling of security, and cause him to consider
stated to me that it was intended to protect the ordering the injunction, provided, bond need not bf< whether he is ready to submit to all the intolerance
religious interests of Sunday. It seems strange to required when, for good cause shown, the court, resultant upon a union of church and state.
hear men talk of imposing such fines if we refuse to or master is of opinion that the injunction ought to
observe in sacred style a dogma of disputed origin in be granted without bonds."
·Mr. Sraver in a Horse-car.
Told, bu Him<tlf in tile Jnveslillalor.
the Christian church. Think of it! from $50 to
This provides that in case a person has an injunc
The little wayside incidents of life are sometimes amusing
$500! Would it not be well before making such tion served on him or is enjoined to cease doing anywell as instruct.iv. Here is one of reel nt date. Tbe other
laws in favor of what he thinks to be the Christian thing, the person so enjoining shall be required to as
morning an Infidel in a horse.car who was l•.>oking rather
religion, to exal!liD the records to see if the author of giv bonds to cover the damage done the defendant, serious and solemn on account of ill health, was asked by a
the Christian religion would be in harmony with in case the injunction proves to be unjust. For lady of eighty odd years if he was not "the Rev. Mr. - ?"
"No, madam," was the reply; "I am very thanhful that
suoh action?
instance, a man is building a house, and his neighbor
According to these sections of the bill, the offender concludes that when the structure is up it will prove I am not a reverend, for I think it is the most foolish and
arrogant title that can be applied to a human being. I un"shall be deemed guilty of high misdemeanor." The a damage to him. So he has an injunction issued to derstand that it is used but once in the Bible, and then it is
criminal code of the Illinois statutes divides offenses hav the building stopped. This will necessitate the !ippl'ed only to God-' holy and reverend is his name.'"
•• Excuse me," said she, "for Epeaking to you; but I
into "felonies,'; "misdemeanors," and "infamous stoppage of all the hands on the building, and every.
crimes," but I do not find anything rBferring "to thing in connection with its erection must cease 1hougbt I saw you at our church last evening."
"No, madam," he replied. "There you are out again. I
high misdemeanor." In view of the fact that this is Anyone can see that tli.is would involve a big expensf:' don't
go to such places."
only a "stepping-stone" to the legislation they want to the builder. To cover the damage t.hus accrued,
11
You don't!" said she, with a look of amazement; 11 pray,
in favor of Sunday, I suppose it was deemed unwise in case the injunction proves to be unjust, the law how <lo you pass your Sundays ?"
"Very well, as it Feems to me," was his reply. ''A part
to call a violation of this act either "felony" or "in- requires that the complainant shall giv bonds.
the chty I go to Paine Hall to bear that excellent lecturer,
famous crimes." And yet the simple term of " misIf such bonds were not required, we should bP of
Mr. L. K. Washburn, and the rest of the day I work at my
demeanor" in the statutes is not strong enough, so exposed to the caprice and malice of any unprincipled business."
the term " high misdPmeanor" must be used. The person who might, to annoy us, keep asking a con"What!'; she ga~ped, 11 work on the Lord's day!"
"Even so," he mildly replied. "I bav: a grpat opinion of
Library of Universal Knowledge defines "high mis- tinuous round of injunctions on the pretext of varidemeanor" as "an offense short of, but cloEely bor- ous "grievances." This would not only be very work. Your minister works in his pulpit on Sunday. and I
work in my office. Besides, I read in the Bible that Jesus
dering on, treason." And in the Articles of Confed- annoying, but would involve much expense on the says, 'My father worketh hitherto and I work;' and if the
eration between the original thirteen states (article part of the person enjoined. But the statute, to father, son, and your minister work, I don't see any harm
iv) we hav the £:xpression, "If any person guilty of or prevent such annoyance and injustice, provides that in my working"
.
.
"Do you believe the Bible?" she mqmred earnestly.
charged with treason, felony, or other high mis- bonds must be given, except in cases where "thP
"Some of it," he replied. "When Jesus says, 'Do unto
demeanor," etc., thus associating "high misde- court, judge, or m3ster is of opinion that the injunc- others ·as you would hav others do unto you.' and 'Why
meanor" with treason and felony. Fellow-citizens, tion ought to b~ granted without bond." The framer even of yourselvs judge ye not what. is right?" he taught
are we ready to be classed with those guilty of the of this Sunday bill would claim, perhaps, that it very good precepts; but as for the Old Teotament, I think
infamous crime of treason just because we choose to should come under this provision of the statute, it one of the worst books ever printed."
"I am very sorry to hear you. falk so," she replied; "but
dissent from the idea of observing a religious insti- thinking that Sunday desecration is so clear an I hope
you are not a wicked Infidel." .
tution, no matter whether we are conscit-ntious about 0 ff8 nse as to rtquire no bonds. But he was not so
''Madam," he said, bowing, low and With a IJ;raceful wave
it or not! God does not in the Christian dispeDsa- clear on the subject when he was framing section 3 of his right hand, "I bav that honor"-and here the car
tion delegate to anyone th_e authorit.y !o inflict tem· for there we are left in doubt as to what are work>l stopped.·
The passengers who overheard this conversation, wP,ich
poral punishment on the VIOlators of h1s law. Would of "necessity or cbarit.y." And the only way to find
is not a fancy sketch, seemed to enjoy it as much as did the
it not be well for these would-be deffDders of the out what such works are is to get" enjoined" and go plainspoken "Infidel.
Christian religion to be more moderate in their pro- before the court for a decision. Could anything be
--------~.-------posed enactments f The third section is as follows: worse? Leave a law so loose that we cannot tell
What llors it Mran ~
Sec 3. Tnis act sbnll not apply to the prh~ting or circula- 'just what it means, and then hav the effrontery to
From tlle A zexandl"ia, .!1 tun., Post.
What means the introduction of a t:lunday bill and a resotion of newRpRJ:ers, nor to the. ~ale of !nedwm, nor to tbe pre8 ume that an injuiJct.ion provided by such law was
delivery of mi k. nor to the runnwg of rui road or street.ca•s. so obvious and palpab.ly clear that the complainant, lution for a change r,f t.Le Coo,titution by l:ienut<•r ~lair, w
or other means for the ncceasarv transport!lttPn of the per•p e
as to Efcure certain religions observances. and the tirsr. und
for all lawful purp< s~s, nor io the ci:cu'a ion of prol?er no matter who, if he be only "aggrieved," may pray second reading of that lnll in the 8enat without a dJs,en.ing
books, tracts. or papers, nor to a.ny other work of nPc!'sBlty for an injunction without giving bonds
votf'?
.
or charity. In case cf sny .quest too w~ether any partiCular
There are diversities of opinion in regard to works
What means the petition favorin~ the P.'>ssage of the b1ll
work be a wnrk of n· ce~suy or chanry, any per-.'n may of "necessity or charity," as well as works of privi- circulate1l in our stn· .. tq. and the prPRc·ntanon of tbe names
npply to any court Ju1,iug eq~Ji'Y j11ri~d ct!on, to evj:)in the
b
S d
d h
. of five miilions of pc·i·roners by the National Re•orm Associsame, and upon such applicauon tne questiOn aforeoaid sh11ll lege among many who o serve un ay; an t ere lB ation, the Ev11ngeliral Alliance, and tbP Women's Christian
be determintd.
also a respectable class of Christians who do not Ten•perance Umon, for the ensc,meut c•f those law~?
Wtwt mpaos tbe invitation to the Cathollc cht,rcb. by the
This section very graciously exerrpts newspaper believe in keeping_ Sunday at all, but observe the
Rl"fc·rm Lea!!HP, to cc operate in tbl'!\C' :lll'liStlteS?
men, druggists, milkmen, and railrohd and street- origiual Sabbath or Saturday. And still outsi.le of NatioDill
Wbat meaus the command of Pope L•·o XIII.. tnat all
cars because as the father of the bill says, they do these· there is a large number who claim the privilege Catt,olics should clo all in tbeir pcwer tn C<liS'" ll•e c;>r<>titunot ~are to b'av the opposition of theEe industries at of skepticism in regard to all religious beliefl', and ti• m of s•a•rs and legi~]at\on to bt: m~;dcl(;d·on lllc prmcrp~e
.
.
present. After they get the bill ~aBI'ed, t~ey ~ill CODBrquently hav DO conscience upon any s.bbath. of ttJc tr<;c cburcr'?
Whbt mears Cardiu11\ GibhnLS, a pronnnent Ca:l><·l,c.
be able to use it as 8 lever to get stu•lter leg1slat10n, All of these cla~ses hav a right to protection in a
b• ing takeo as an exponunt ·c f Se\CD nnllion t'Y'' LnLdrld
and stop everything on Sunday. But. the ~or~t Civil government, and none should be allowed to s~t thomand Cat holies iu fuv, r of tue prnpose<l mevsure~?, .
feature of this section is the loose \\BY m whiCh 1t up his conscience ns a 1-bn:dard, and compel the rest
Dats it not. mean a gigantic compiracy to revoh,twmze
leaves works of "necessity or. charity." The bill to come to it. But luis bill, if passed, would allow our government, a~d in its stead to "stablish a theocracy or
aya that "ill case of any question wliether any the narrowest-minded zealot in the land to harass ecclesiastical governmtnt?
11
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New York's Progress.
The Independent has been trying to find out if
New York city is growing better or worse, and to
that end asked the question of two ministers, one
police justice, and the secretaries of the Children's
Aid Society, the Young Men's Christian Association,
and the Society for the Suppression of Vice. With
the exception of the secretary of the latter society,
they all agree that New York is improving in collectiv
morals, and is a much better city than it was ten or
_
fifteen years ago.
Comstock's contribution to the symposium is a
screech in his usual key against impure literatureamong which he classes "Infidel publications"-and
the influences which lead people away from the
church. Comstock keeps up his reputation for piety
and mouths religious phrases with rather more frequency than he did ten years ago, but whether this
is a substantial growth in grace or only progress in
hypocrisy is left for those who support him to determin. Eleven years ago he announced that the publications of Freethinkers were in a fair way to be
stamped out, and by the bitterness of his allusions to
the Infidels and opponents of Sunday legislation it is
evident that his will is still good in that direction,
though he is unable through lack of power to do
much stamping at present. H~ draws what he calls
a dark picture of New York, and the colors with
which he paints it, aside from the muck-heaps
wherein he habitgally dwells, and from which he gets
a living, are "Infidel publications," "absence of any
pronounced religious efforts," " ridiculing of sacred
things, scoffing at religion, blaspheming the name of
God and ignoring the claims of God's word," " ranting blasphemies of the so-called Liberal press," and
" efforts to break down the Christian Sabbath and
remove Bible restraints." We are, he says, " in the
midst of a harvest of irreligion, skepticism, and immorality, resulting from the seed- sowing of the
past." . The animus of all these vituperativ writings
is to show that Saint Anthony is the one man. to save
the city, and contributions are earnestly solicited.
The howl, however, will hav little effect, except
among churchmen ignorant of the society's history
and burning with zeal to run the whole world in
their own little narrow groove. These fellows are
never happy unless they are forcing some one to conform to their ideas, and to them Comstock seems
the most likely instrument through which to work.
The most valuable paper in the collection is by
Judge Kilbreth of the Court of Special Sessions.
There is no religion in it, but many facts, and it is
therefore entitled to credence. He states :

to 66,867. From 1882 there has been an increase from year
to year until in 1888 the number, as I hav stated, reache.d
83,618. A considerable part of this increase since 1882 IS
due to the movement for a more rigid enforcement of the
excise laws, which was initiated at that time and continued
to the present time. The effect of the increased activity of
the police in this direction during this time upon the aggregate number of arrests is indicated by the fact that in 1888
the number of arrests for violations of the excise laws was
5 610 whereas in 1874 it was only 130. Nobody believes this
~ide' discrepancy in the number of arrests for offenses of
this kind represents any substantial or even appreciable difference in the number of such off~nses actually committed
in the two years, because it is contrary to the experience and
observation of all. It is matter of common notoriety and of
fact that such offenses were as freely committed in the earlier as in the later year, and were more flagrant because unconcealed and apparently unrestrained. I think, therefore,
that the comparison with the year 1874 is even more favorable to last year than the number of arrests indicates.
"In 1888 the number of arrests upon the various graver
charges classified as felonies, was 4,369, as against ·4,621 in
1874, showing a decrease of nearly five and one-half per
cent.
" In 1888 the number of arrests for misdemeanor .was 15,838, as against 12,798 in 1874, showing an increase of nearly
twenty-four per cent. This increase is more than made up
of excise cases, which constitute more than thirty-five per
cent of the total arrests for Inisdemeanor in 1888, and but
one per cent in 1874.
" In 1888 the number of arrests for intoxication and for
disorderly conduct amounted to 52,762, as against 61,470
in 1874, showing a decrease of more than fourteen per cent.
"In 1888 the number of arrests for juvenil delinquency
was 575, as against 874 in 1874, showing a decrease of nearly
thirty-five per cent. I regard this as especially suggestiv.
" In 1888 the number of arrests for vagrancy was 5, 108, as
against 3,139 in 1874, showing an increase of more than sixty
per cent. A very large proportion of those reported as
arrested for vagrancy are not criminals, but voluntarily surrender themselvs to the court for commitment. Th'eir misfbrtunes are often due to no fault of their own. A large
number, also, are transient among us, and are attracted to
our city on account of the assistance so generously extended
to those who are idle or in want."
Of real crimes, the decrease is noticeable by a large
actual percentage, while the population has increased
during the peri~d covered by these statistics from
about one million to something over a million and a
half. Keeping a store-even a saloon-open on
Sunday is only a statute offense, and vagrancy is as
often due to misfortune, as Judge Kilbreth says, as
to a deliberate and perverse· determination to not
labor for a living. Judge Kilbreth's facts, it is seen,
do not at all harmonize with Comstock's view that
New York is retrograding because of the progress
of influences hostil to Christianity. It is rather the
other way. What Comstock regards as the eeeds of
crime-nay, as a crime in itself-seems to work
exactly opposit. An actual decrease of crime occurs
during the growth of public sentiment away from
religion .. This shows that worldly wisdom and not
religion is the true civilizer. Comstock should retire
to a monastery and ponder on this.

The Episcopal Church.

tain the teaching of purgatory and pardons. These.
were not adopted till along into the twelfth century,
and the idea of papal supremacy was not admitted till
the eleventh century. As these constitute some of the
more radical differences between Catholicism and
Episcopalianism, the Church of England claims that
it was practically established in England when the
first inhabitants were converted, and legally in ·597,
when St. Augustine converted Kent. They claim,
also, that the church established by Henry VIII.
was only this primitiv (or old Catholic) church, and
their pretensions hav some basis in history. The
fight was over the question of papal supremacy;
whether the pope or king should appoint bishops;
and when the church in England united with Parliament to put an end to appeals to Rome, and to the
claims of the popes to a right to confirm bishops
(which under certain circumstances had been stretched
into a claim to the right to nominate), they held that
they were merely going back to the Catholic doctrin
(which they thought true) of episcopal and national
supremacy in local affairs. To conquer the pope
and overthrow his power Henry VIII. dissolved the
monasteries and confiscated the property.
The war between tb.e two was contemporaneous
with the greater Protestant Reformation, and' the
men in power in the Church of England were influenced by the Reformers. Had not the death of
Henry occurred, it is probable that England would
hav been wholly converted to Protestantism. The
Catholic church called the English churchmen heretics, and on the accession of Queen Mary the church
was forcibly suppressed. The authority of the pope
was restored and strengthened. The sects fought
and butchered each other.in the regular religious.manner. Cranmer and Ridley, the Episcopal leaders, were
burnt. Then Queen Elizabeth got possession of the
throne, and she leaned toward the so-called. here- ·
tics. One of the prayer-books used previous to
Mary's reign was again adopted-concessions being
made both to the Roman Catholics and the Puritans,
who began to be troublesome about then-the pope
excommunicated Elizabeth, and the English had their
religion cut and dried for them. The Catholics wor·
shiped with them, and only withdrew in 1570 on the
order of the pope. Some of the extreme Protestants
followed suit ten years later, and what were left
were the state religious party and the Church of
England .. The Prayer-book was amended twice, the
tendency being to go backward, and during the civil
war the church was suppressed. It was restored in
1650, since which time we had it the Church of England as it stands to-day.
The church historians claim that their doctrine
and their existence date back to the apostles, and
that the church has had a continuous existence both
in law and fact since 597. Neither claim can be
maintained, for their doctrine are not now the same
as Saint Augustine's teachings, and the Rev. Edward
Venables, chaplain to the bishop of London and precentor and canon of Lincoln, writing for the Encyclopedia Britannica, says that with the ancient church
the later Episcopal church has no connection. The
church was also suppressed in the reign of Mary, and·
during the civil war, though it maintained its existence in fact.
Whether Peter and Paul were bishops or not, is
one of thos<ll hair-splitting theological questions which
are best settled by rejecting the New Testament a
an authoritativ religious work. Paul lived and
preached, but that he was or thought he was a bishop
in the Christian church as we know bishops and
churches to-day is preposterous. Venables frankly
avows that "any conclusion drawn from the use of the
word 'bishop' in the New Testament, as to the
existence of the episcopal office [in apostolic times]
would be fallacious." And everything in regard to
St. Paul's exercising the office is hung upon the text
that he had to bear in his own person " the care of
all the churches." This burden being greater than
he could bear, it is supposed he delegated others to
help him, and texts in 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus are
quoted to support the theory. We should say, however, that he was more of a general sexton, with some
helpers to sweep out and build the fires, than a bishop
who managed the spiritual department· and kept up
the supply of preachers. The authority for calling
Peter a bishop is, if possible, more shaky than that
for Paul. In fact, we hav no authentic history
relating to them! ftD~ ~~9W ~l~o~t ~bfSOl\,ltelr notbiD(f

A subscriber in Omaha, Neb., propounds the following:
" In order to decide a dispute, will you be kind enough to
state in the columns of THE TBUTH BEKKER when, where,
and by whom the Church of England, known as the Episcopal church, was first established? One party maintains
that it was established in the first century of the Christian
era, and that Pete~ and Paul were Episcopal bishops, while
the other party contends that it had no existence until the
sixteenth century, when it was founded by Henry VIII. of
England."
In this, as in all church matters, authorities conflict. The facts seem to be about as follows : Christianity was introduced into England when that
country was part of the Roman empire. It did not,
however, obtain a very strong foothold, and until the
sixth century was confined to the nodbern parts of
the island. In 596 St. Augustine went on a mission
to England to convert the heathen Saxons. His
mission seems to hav been a success. Of course he
established Catholicism as it was at that date, and
which the English church now claims to hav been
substantially Episcopalianism. The Christians existing there previously were of the same sort as those
in the Roman empire contemporary with them. What
is now the Greek Catholic church is the direct sue" In 1888 the number of arrests in this city was 83,617, cessor of those times. In the sixth century there
and the number of arrests in 1874 was 84,821, a decrease
of nearly one and one-half per cent in fourteen years. I hav was but this Christian church, aud the doctrine of
selected the year 1874 for comparison because it is the earli- the church in England were of course the doctrinll
est year for which we hav any complete official and reliable common to 3Il Christendom. The pope was not the
statistics relating to crime in this city. That the selection absolute spiritual monarch he is now, and did not bemay not be deemed unduly adva~tageous to my contentio~, oome such till the division of the church into Eastern
I add that the number of arrests m 1875 was 84,399, and m
.
A
.
1876 it was 87,397. Since the last-named year the number and Western churches, At the t1m~. ug~stme con8t(}adil;y- an<l re~ul~rlr gegre~~~4 ~ntil18~2 1 W.\l~~ ~~ affiO\ll1t~q V~J'~~g ~D~langl tb,~ 9~'Jt14 9, Q@!t40bC}~fS~ ~g ao~ 99~· a,~o\\t
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The dispute is settled therefore in this wise: The
English church was not established in the first century, nor can it rightfully claim existence till the time
of Henry the Eighth. If Peter and Paul were bishops, more evidence must be adduced than we at
present possess.
------~~~------

A Good Amendment.
The bill giving ~he American Museum of Natural
History $400,000 passed the senate with no reference
to Sunday opening, but when it got into the asse;mbly,
• an amendment to that effect was put on, and the bill
passed. It is very probable that the senate will
agree to the amendment, though it was that body
which two years ago defeated a bill allowing the
museums $20,000 each annually provided they were
opened on Sunday.
Public opinion is now very strong in favor of this
improvement, and growing stronger every month.
The legislators feel it, and the museum management
will also feel it pretty soon. They are holding doors
to that must be opened, and the sooner they step
away the less danger there will be of their 1lying
heels over head when the locks giv :way.
New York is too big a city, and too cosmopolitan,
to be governed by puritans. The ideas prevalent
two hun<:Ired years ago are not held generally at
present. King Canute could not stop the rising
tide, nor can the prflachers of New York control public sentiment. Out of the way, gentlemen, and let
the procession pass! Otherwise, you probably will
get stepped on.
------------~~.--------------

A Little Family Jar.
A remark made by the Investigator a few weeks
ago to the effect that ex-preachers are a damage to
Liberalism because of a tendency on their part to
"construct" it as they constructed Christianity, has
roused Mr. Shaw, of the Independent Pulpit, to
come to the defense of his ex-reverend and present
brethren. This he is the more ready to do as the
Iniestigator's "indiscretion has been seized upon by a
vulgarian whose coarseness and brutality place him
beyond the pale of respectable notice, and used as a
text for depreciating the ~abors of ex-preachers in the
Liberal field." This severe characterization is intended for Dr. Monroe, of the Ironclad Age.
Mr. Shaw makes out a good case for ex-preachers,
as indeed there is.no reason why he should not. He
does not claim superiority for them, but puts them
to the test of service and manhood, and judges them
by their record. "Ex-preachers," he says, "hav
usually been serviceable to Liberalism, and Liberalism has, with great wisdom and justice, appreciated
their services as they deserve, and this is the first
attempt we hav yet seen by a respectable Liberal
journal to stir up any spirit of antagonism on that
ground. Ex-preachers generally bring to Liberalism
minds well posted and trained to think and speak,
and the vindictiv persecution that usually follows
them very naturally makes them all t,he more zealous
in propagating their new ideas." The tendency to
"construct," of which Mr. Seaver complains, Mr.
Shaw cannot find. "In the first place," he goes on,
" these men hav not been trained to 'construct'
things 'to suit themselvs,' as it so erroneously
assumes. Of all men, preachers hav the least liberty
in constructing their creeds. Their creeds are given
to them ready-made, and the quickest way for one to
get out of his church is to dare to 'construct' things
'to suit himself.' Subordination is the first lesson a
preacher learns, and if he succeeds in keeping the
good will of his church for any great length of time,
he must work in subordination to his superiors in
office. The Investigator's 1ling is, therefore, pure
bosh."
Mr. Shaw then comes down to facta. He has
heard that Thomas Paine was once a preacher, but
without dwelling upon that rumor, he reminds our
Boston friends that Abner Kneeland, who founded
their able journal, was once a reverend, and that
Robert Taylor, wh<;~se books they publish-and
exceedingly valuable works they are, too-used to
preach from "God's" pulpit before he did from the
"Devil's." Looking over the field to day and noticing those prominent and effectiv as Liberal workers,
he finds the ex-preachers keeping up their end of the
row in a most commendable manner. There are Miss
Gibson (once a chaplain in the army), Parker Pillsbury Photius Fisk (chaplain in the navy), L. K.
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J. H. Burnham, S. P. Putnam, C. B. Reynolds, W.
S. Bell, R. B. Westbrook, and several others, not to
mention Mr.. Shaw himself. If these are to be thrust
into the background, asks Mr. Shaw, "who will take
their places! They are no better than the few noble
workers who were never so unfortunate as to lie
preachers, but are they not just as good T Does the
Investigator think that Liberalism can be benefited
by stirring up a feeling of class enmity within its
ranks' We do not, and we deprecate such expressiOii more especially from a source we hav learned to
love and respect, as we hav the Investigator and its
veteran managers. Such bigotry can be indulged in
without any hurt to our cause by a brazen braggart,
but in the columns of the grand old investigator it
can only be mischievous and hurtful.'
Although making it a rule never to interfere in
other people's arguments, we find, on consideration,
that Mr. Shaw is right. The editor of the In?Jestigator undoubtedly only meant to rebuke those ex-reverends who push themselvs forward to the detriment
of our cause, and we think did not hav any of these
mentioned in mind when he wrote the paragraph to
which Mr. Shaw objects. Ex-preachers are just like
ex-blacksmiths or ex-doctors. They hav been brought
up to a trade or profession, and when they leave it, its
methods undoubtedly in1luence them for a time.
Take John Peck, for instance ; he is an ex-blacksmith
and he likes to pound the church and make the sparks
1ly as he used to do when bending over his anvil.
His blows are heavy and honest ones, and do a world
of good. More power to his elbow and a wider circle of readers. Doctors usually attack the church
scalpel in hand, and lawyers generally make their
points in legal phraseology. It's all in a man's training. A minister is a talker and ready for the rostrum as soon as hatched. Vide Pentecost. They
are good recruits ; and when trained by experience
make good leaders.
In the same issue of the P~tlpit l\fr. Shaw reasons
with an editor of his own old faith. He says:
"The creed-bound editor of the Texas Christia,n .Advocate,
failing in argument, has sought to get even with us by intimating that we are il-Liberal. It is funny to observe this
truckling bigot, who is not Liberal enough to be courteous
and act with journalistic dignity, applying the epithet 'ilLiberaJ' to us. When he rises to the hight of being Liberal enough to give half the courtesy to Liberalism that we
hav given to orthodoxy, then we will try to settle the question of who is Liberal and who is il.Liberal."
The fun of the thing is the frank language Mr.
Shaw uses. He is the mildest and gentlest of men,
and has always been exceedingly careful not to hurt
the feelings of the Christians he has left by using
harsh words. Only a few months ago he protested
to us that Heston's cartoons were too scrid and
would injure the sensibilities of people. He wanted
to win with sugar, and Heston's conceptions were not
only vinegar, but gall and wormwood. Now he is
himself scattering hard words around with a skill
and effectivness that must inake his adversaries
wince. We hasten to assure him of our regard and
affection before he turns his pen this way.

they celebrated on Saturday and Monday. Our Roman Catholic board of aldermen and our Roman
Catholic mayor ran up the Irish 1lag on the public
buildings. The Friendly Sons of the saint had a
dinner on Saturday, at which all the prominent politicians appeared, blarneying the Irish and Ireland,
and squinting over their shoulders to see if the Irish
voting public beard them. Sunday a large contingent
of the worshipers of Patrick-not the speakers at the
dinner, but the unwashed who looked up at the windows while t.hey were orating-turned up in the
police courts, and were let off because it was Ireland's great day. Monday there was a parade and
great festivities, and more dinners by the Ancient
Order of Hibernians and the Sons of Temperance
and Irish societies galore, and more blarneying of
Ireland with an eye strained to catch sight of future
votes. Democratic and Republican " statesmen"
vied with each other in spreading tnils of sugar to
the ballot-boxEs. If we could believe their speeches,
America owes all she has or will be to the emigrants
from Ireland, and the United States without Ireland
would be poor indeed. The newspapers followed
the clatter, and lied as vigorously as the orators. It
was a three days' hooraw for the Irish and a carnival
of buncombe and blarney. The brogans of our Milesian citizens are. probably cleaner than they ever·
would hav been through any effort of their owners.
But if our "statesmen" and editors like the taste of
dirt, it's their privilege to eat it.
All this is dollars and cents and power to Rome.
The priests own the brogans, though voters wear
them. The city treasury and offices might as well be
turned over to Archbishop Mike Corrigan at once,
that aspiring candidates for municipal, state, and
national positions could go direct to him to make
their bargains. It would save them much hypocrisy,
and would be precisely the same thing in the end.

St. Patrick and Our Statesmen.

THE 01!1'istian .Advocate, Methodist organ, makes the charge
that over one-third of the naval chaplains are off duty,
and "some of them enga11;ed in other work, while regularly
drawing their not illiberal salaries." One of them, after having been on sick leave for four years, is now to be retired,
and the .Advocate shouts that unless a Methodist is selected in
his place, that church will not bav its share of Holy Joes in
the service. That's right, neighbor; divide up the earth and
the fulness thereof among the saints ; no one but Christians
bav any rights in the country, and it isn't wrong at all for
them to steal from the taxpayers. What are we here for if
not to support the preachers?

Editorial Notes.
TEE Omaha lVo1•ld denies the report that Anthony Comstock has ordered the hoops of barrels worn inside, out of
sight.
FuANK EvEnLY, Marion, 0., writes that he has about one
hundred copies of THE TuuTn SERKEH which be will send
free to anyone who can and will distribute them where they
will do the most good. This is an excellent opportunity for
zealous workers.
Mil. WATSON HESTON has been sick for several days, and.
consequently unable to draw more than one picture for this
issue of THE TIWTH SERKEn. We judge from the cartoon
forwarded that his illness has been aggravated by the dingdong of the church bells of Carthage. The other members
of the Freethought family will be as glad as we were to learn
that his convalescence has advanced to a very healthy stage.

Mn. THOMAS L. NIXON, Freethinker and prominent citizen
of Tacoma, Washington, is advocating in the Mo1•nin,q Globe
of his city a scheme to make elections fall on Sundays, so
the suburban workingmen can deposit their votes without
losing a half or whole day's wages. The editor indorses it
as" a good idea." This is Europeanizing Sunday with a
vengeance. France holds her elections on Sundays, and a
full vote is usually polled. The custom might be adopted
here with advantage.

----------

There isn't a historian dead or alive who has told or
could or can teli us anything authentic about St.
Patrick. Dr. McGlynn thinks he was born of a
French mother and a Romanized German father.
Writers giv his birthplace all the way from Austria
to Scotland, and his date from 397 to 465. No one
knows, and if we except the Irish and the politicians
who want their votes, no one cares. If he lived, he
was probably a decent. enough man as men went in
his time. The Catholic church has manufactured a
IN the first half of last month the Associated Press corregood deal of history about him, which is just as good
spondent at Danville, Ill., had an item of news. It read like
and truthful as most of the chronicles invented by this:
that church. His chief claim to notoriety is that he is "Fannie Mann, Annie L~e. Douglas Cole, Jacob Grimes and
alleged to hav converted pagan Ireland to Christianity, wife, and Charlie Grimes and wife, of Blunt township, Vermilion
county, were baptized by immersion. yesterday, a few miles west
a feat concerning the utility and wisdom of which of this city. The Rev. Mr. Hodge, of Catlin, and John Lee, of this
there may be two honest opinions.
city, performed the ceremony. A large hole bad been cut in the
ice, and the minister took the thinlY clad and shivering converts,
St. Patrick is supposed to hav died on March 17th. one of whom is a chronic invalid, and another a young mother, one
Why his biographers chose that date for his demise at a time. into the water, which is five feet deep. A blizzard and
snow.storm were raging, and it was so cold that ice formed on top
no one knows. But it is so set down, and that is the of the pool and sWiened their garments as soon as they came out of
day Ireland celebrates. If they would confine the the water. On completion of the ceremony theY walked in their
stocking feet a quarter of a mile through the fields to tbe nearest
celebration to that country we should never object to residence to change garments."
the most unbounded exhibition of joy over the death
The next day he had another morsel of telegraph news to
of the saint. But the admirers of Patrick are not send out, and this is his dispatch:
content to hold their wake by themselvs; they must "MRS. 1\fcMANN, ONE OF THE WOi"IIEN IJIBIERSED
THROUGH A HOLE IN THE ICF. AT BLUNT, SUNDAY, IS
force everyone else to keep it, too. This year they DYING FROM THE SHOCK TO HER NERVOUS SYSTEM."
owned New York for three days. The 17th was
Is there another system of religion in the world :whioll
~undar1 ~9 the! Q9\1~4~'t b"v their public ~arade1 ~n<l , Plal,es euch insa~e f~IUJ,tics as the Christian ~ret em?
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l,etters troft( Jlriends.

I to ask you to set him ari!!ht, after you hav explained your 1time to "cut loose from this hun::.bug," or words having' the

position so many times? For my part, I can say THE TRUTH same effect. Somebody said, "U oited we stand; at variance
SEEKER is a model paper. I don't see how it can be made we fall." Then let us remember, when the time comes to
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 12, 1889.
much better. The illustrations are whole lectures in them- try our strength a.t the polls, we shall sorely need the aid of
:ftiiR. EDITOR: I cannot well afford to d0 without TER selvs. Through them the Bible loses its sacred polish, and all our Spiritualist friends, who at the present time outTRUTH BEEKER. I find more substantial food for thouitht in its unequaled absurdities. cannot but be recognized by all number us at least two to one.
NELSON HuNT.
it than in any paper I ever read.
J. R. BARRY.
lookers-on except religious fanatics or idiots. I am glad
that TEE TRUTH BEEKER is sustained so well by such matchCEDAR FALLs, lA., Jan. 29, 289
PAOIFIO, Mo., Feb. 5, 1889.
'ess writers; I am proud of them. And -the Corner, too.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 on subscription to
MR. EDITOR: I love THE TRUTH SEEKER and its cause, for grows better and better. Miss Wixon seems to impro~e
it is mine also; and therefore I inclose for another year'• with age. and, being yet in her prime, will teach the young THE TRUTH SEEKER. I bav taken the paper ever since it h11s
been printed in New York, and do not want to be without it.
subscription, with twentv-five cents added for the TRUTH ideas how to shoot clear of the blasting influences of superThanks to Heston, the pictures are just splendid. My
BEEKER ANNUAL, with my best wishes to all concerned in th<- otition.
B. F. RonmNs.
children think ever so much of the " Children's Corner."
cau~e. The paprr is rich and highly interesting. Truth
It seems to me that some of the editorials in THE TnuTH
will at hst prevail, if persevered in, and if bickerings are
DuNNVILLE, KY., Feb. 14, 1889.
· "'EEKER sound like Bundy, Underwood, and Abbot. Please
thrown overboard by ov<'r-zealous b'gots on both sides.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEEKER is a welcome visitor, put your head over a barrel some time and say it over and
Yours truly,
AuG. H. KRUGER.
and is doing a good work here. Several of my neighbors :;fe if it doesn't sound so to you.
after having read it !ind other Freetbought papers and book•
There are a couple of g·"spel-pounders holding meetings at
BANTA ANA, On., Feb. 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to giv a word of praise for the car tom nf mine, bad the courage to throw off the shackles of super 0ur school-house. They claim, I believe, to bav converted a
on the lrrst page of F.-brnary 2rl issue, "Trying to Get God s•ition, and accept the grand truths of Infidelity and Liberal. prostitute, but she never was anything but a Christian and
\\as brought up in t,he Sabbath-school. We bav bep,n comin a Good Humor." I hav not fully sympathized with all th~· ism.
The cartoons are a splendid feature of your paper, and pelled to pay taxes to furnish wood and to build schonlpast pictures, because I thonght them too •; strong meat."
Of course, the great aim of these pictures is to convict tlw <peak more than words. I wish you would bav them pub- l:!ousr s. For the last twenty years the meeting-folks hav
Christian of the absurdity of the B1ble being a book inspire<i lished in pamphltt form; I think they would find ready sale. nsed the house and burnt the wood with impunity every
The egg problem is still agitating the minds of your readerF, Sunday, and sometimes every night in the week for from
by a good and wise intellil!'ence. There is not the least exaggeration in this picture of drying he!irle, and it must produc<· and many different answers bav been given. I hav a prob- fonr to eight weeks at a stretch. This although I hav
a profound impression on all Christians who see it. Let thr· lem I wish to submit to the readers of THE TRUTH S&EKER remonstrated against it many times, and the constitution of
A certain man made an experiment in cattle-raising, com- •be state says no one shall be taxed to support religion; but
good work go on.
D. EDSCN SMITH.
mencing with one cow. She brought a calf every year, and •his is the way that Christians impose upon Infidels. They
t"acb of her calves, when two :years old, -brought a calf every bav stoned me, egged me, blown their noses in my face, set
FARMnWTON, UTAH, Feb. 11, 289.
'MR. Em ToR: Please find inclosPrl $2.50 for four copies of year, and so on to all the calves· that were born during a their children hooting after me in the streets, sworn fahely
the TRUTH 8EE.KER ANNUAr, for 1889, and L. K. Washburn's period of ten years. Supposing every calf to hav been a against me, charged me with forgery, adultery, and slander
heifer, how many cattle did this man hav on band at the when I was not guilty of any of these things, and, worst of
"Cosmian Hymn Book," as you advertise.
This winter, January 9th and February 7th, we are having expiration of ten years from the beginning of tile experiment? all, tried to get my wife to leave me and break up my family
With best wishes for THE TRUTH BEEKER,
-all this and much more I hav received from the follow< ra
a feries of lrcturres from tbo&e granrl champions of Secularof that meek, lowly Jesus that said, Think you that I came
I remain,
J. A. WINFREY.
ism, B. F. Underwood aml Chas. Watts, with marked sucto send peace on earth? I tell you nay, but a sword.
cess. They certainly are do'ng noble service for .the cause
Yours truly,
M. W. ST. JoHN.
of Freethougbt in Utah in the ~everal towns where they
PouGHKEEPSIE, N.Y., Feb. 8, 1889.
lecture. They leave a favorable impression on the Mormons
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2 50 for my subscripthat hear them; thus we are led to hope for the'' redemption
tion to THE TRUTH BEEKER, which is the best Liberal paper
UNITED STATES MILITARY HoME, Wis., Fo::b. 13, 1889.
of Utah" by conversion of the saints to Secular principles.
in the world. There are thousands of men who are radical
MR. EDITOR: I learn by the public press that Mr. ComWe are gaining some ground.
Hl!STOR W. HAIGHT.
Infidels who will not admit the necessity of a Liberal press, stock is still engaged in prying around to find some work of
or Liberal agitation. These men, if th.e church should art portraying man and woman as they came from the band
RIDGEWAY, Mo., Feb. 6, i889.
ascend to power and dethrone Uncle Earn, and bPgin to turn of their creator, that he may drag the owner before a court
MR. EmTOR: Please find inclosed $1.50, for which send fln the ocrews, would be the first to complain. They will of "justice" and fleece him of his surplus dimes, or send
me five TRUTH S&EKER ANNUALS and one Paine's "Age of then bitterly denounce the Liberal press for not being able him to prison.
Reason." I hav been taking THE TRUTH BEEKER for nine to swim and carry them. They expect a diamond to shine
If it be immoral, indecent, and obscene for man to produce
years. I think i_t one of the grandest p'lpers in the world, after being covered with generations of dust which they "like forms, which sculptors make and then love to agony,·,
and I would not do without it for twice what it costs. refused to remove.
was it not immoral, indecent. and obscene for God to set the
There is quite a good lot of Liberals in this neighborhood.
Mr. Editor~ it is not my luck to be advanced in history, example? It appears to me Comstock and his supporters are
But some of them are a little afraid of 11-lrs. Grundy. There though what I bav I am willir:g to use as far a~ I can, but giving the God of Moses a slap in the face.
are some !letting more Liberalized every day. I think I can coming in contact with all sorts of people, of all sorts of
And what are the Prohibitionists, among whom are a large
get a suMcriber or two in the spring. When I renew my opinion, I found, upon investigation, that many tim£"s I was number of Christian theologians, doing? They are following
pap"lr I will try them again. Several hav been reading my mistaken. I read Draper's "Intellectual Development of in the footsteps of a Parsec priest who a few years ago, in a
paper herelately, and eaid they would like to hav the ANNUAL. Europe," and his" History of the Confh•t Between Rdigion discoune to his church, said: "A man who encourages his
I think that if we could get a good lecturer in this place, he and Science;" Buckle's "History of Civilization," works followers to indulge in wine-drinking is not a fit teacher
could do a good work. With best wishes for THE TRUTH on evolution and the science of geology, and became for the people." This was, it may be presumed, an intended
!SEEKER and all connectcrl,
·
perfectly satisfied that the :Mosaic account of the creation of smiting on the cheek of the Christian's God, Jesus. Yet we
Yours for t1e truth,
E. M. Giu:s.
the world is not true, and that the Bible was not revealed heat these Prohibitionists crying with a loud voice, "Amen I"
or inEpired by a deity, but is the work of man, more parIf the drinking of spirituous liquors is so damaging to the
PINE RIVER, Feb. 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: After some bard v. ork for considerable time, ticularly the work of the priesthood and clergy, since 1 bav human family, bow is it that those nations that use such
and with the aid of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been ahle to been an open advocate of Liberalhm and Freetbought. I hope beverages are to-day the most advanced in all the arts of
organi7.c an auxiliary Union to the American Secular Union. you will pardon me for making so free with your Liberal civilization, whilst those that practice "total abstinence"
We obtained ten oubwribers and $5, the wherewith to send paper. I am an old subscnber; hav taken your paper for are, and bav been for centuries, at a standstill?
It may be that the Comstockers, the Prohibition party, ar:d
for the charter, and we ~xpect to enrol several new names many years. I bav learned more from it than I ever did at
when we get our pHpers. There was quite an interest mani- 8unday-whool. I bav learned to think for myself; ll:arned the God-in-tbe-Constitution party will go so far that the slumbering masses will leap to their feet, and wage such an opp'lfested by the people pnsent. some of them expressing them- to love my family-not to teach them the eternal hell.
J. G. O'HARA.
sition to these cranks that they and their Gods will be swept
selva as desirous of further information on the subject of
out of existence, as many other gods bav been.
I. C. B.
Freethought. The Nine Demands were read, togethtr with
NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, WI 0 . , March 2, A.s 289.
the constitution, by the chairman. After the papers were
MR. EoiTOR: I di~like personality, and hence will let this
BAMOTH, ILL., Feb. 14, 289.
signed, we took up a collt ction for the purpose of starting a
MR. EDITOR: Please accept herewith the necessary amount
Freethought library. anrl $10 wa~ the result., which I send apply to any who are so rigidly orthodox in their L beralism
incloEed to you for Freetbought literature. I think all Lib- that they would deny the right to Spiritualists to defend for papers to be forwarded as by note inclosed.
I wish to say that since my letter of Jan,uary 1st I hav met
erals should work for organization, as by agitation- we set tr eir pbilos'1pby through the columns of the truly Liberal
with some trouble from the parenta and neighbors of my
people to thinking, and thought leads to investigation, which old TRCTH SEEKER.
l\1odern Spiritualism is not religion; it is a positiv, provable young subscriber of late to THE TRUTH BEEKER. The father
is sure to advance our cause.
,
I adviE:e you to keep Heston at work, and let us bear from fact, or it is nothing. Nobody, not even Christians tl·em- of this youth is a strictly honest man, a veteran of the late
Slokum, as people like to laugh >\hen they won't do any- selvs, pretend that Christianity is based upon fact, or even war, and as so has bad some religious, or irreligiouP, experiupon common sense, but upon faith alone, which means a ences in his travels, and has g11ined some common sense and
thing else.
CLARENOE HENSI.EY•
sort of fraudulent, visionary nothingness, and hence past reason. But his good wife-the best of wives-is a great
finding ont.
slave of her creed; hence the rule I Said she: "That paper
H•RwiOH, Feb. 4, E.M. 289.
There can be no such thing as Christian Spiritualism, shall not come in my house, and the first one introduced shall
MR. EmTOR: Wit bin find $4 $3 25 for THE TRUTH B.&EKEH
and the TRUTH BRRKKR AN!> UAL, and seventy-five cents for Christian science, or Christian civilization; all these Chris- go intb the fire" (she did not say brimstone). As I bav often
tian inconsistencies savor rankly of the Irishman's white business to transact with this family, and fearing that the
THE TRUTH SEEJ(ER for three months to Nathan S. Smalley.
In Harwich about cne-balf of the inhabitants are F, ee- blackbird. We who read THE_ TRUTH BEEKER during the lady would be liable to mistakes, mistaking me for THE
tditorship of its great founder know that he left nothing T!mTH SEEKER, and casting me in her fire, I postponed my
thinker~, and upon the shoulders of the utber bulf Christian
ity bangs loosely, and yet I alm0st as well might try to get uncovered as far as he went; Spiritualism pure and simple visits for many days. But the ice was to be broken! What
subscnbers to THE ThUTH SREKRR among the Christians as had a bearing before this great reformer as wdl as Agnosti- was my astonishment when I received a hearty welcome, and
among the Fn ethinl;ers. I call< don a rich Freethinker yes- cism or downright Atheism. He who deludes himself with what was my joy to find our TRUTH BEEKER in the hands of
terday, who was exceedin!!lY el< qtlt"nt in his denunciation of the childish notion that we can afford to throw overboard the whole family and read by them, too-more than I can
the Btble and Cbrbti!lnity, and )et he takes no Freetbought the honest, upright part of our Spiritualistic fraternity should state here! Suffice it to add, Hurrah for our cause I I shall
literature and manifests an uttt:r indiffen·nce as to whether remember that our Nine Demands are yet to come up for try again.
it is dir,seminated or not. If I were to go out to solicit sub- trial, and will need all our united strength, and possibly
Selah I We bav gained our point. The Christian church
scriptions, I would start in among a people who bad never more, to enforce them. The time bas not yet come to decide out here haH discovered that which we as Liberals could not
beard of Frtethougbt papers, for the novelty of the thing what may or what may not be true in regard to all the won- unearth! We bav in this burg a literary debating society,
would help me out bdtcr than the philanthropy of the derful phenomena th'at bav so agitated the civilized world and on the 8th of this month their leader (si,;), of the Camp"Liberals" of this town. Tht>y recognize the fact that the PVen in our own time. What are we to do with Professor bdli;cs, invented the theory that the Christians as a whole
world moves, ar;d claim that it cannot retrogress, and when Hare's work? and are we to smile contemptuoualy at the should not hold public offices, and should not vote at all nor
they are told that it moves became of the persistent efforts laborious researches of Robert Dale Owen? And what put their noses in our public affairs I 'fhat is it. The
of rtformers, the ar;swer io, '' Ob, there will be somebody to >hould one think of Sir Walter Scot.t's feeble attempt to judges in this twaddle, selected, of course, by this pretentious
work, ar::d they can't help thtm"elvs! There will alwa:ys ·be explain, according to his Christian standard, his fHcts anent Jea:der, bav decided in his favor. So this question is settled
some who will take hPid and pm-h the work along." Thus, " Witchcraft and Demonology?" And is it an unaccount- fnr the whole Union, because that which is not decided by
because tbe wmll is sure to move in the right dirtction, th<·y able mystery that America's greatest benefactor, the never- 8amoth has not weight in other localities I Could we not, as
bav no need to trouble thcmsdvs. A curious position to to-be-forgotten Thomas Paine, should hav found nothing scientists, bav found out this to be the best way of turning
more wonderful in the theory of a future life than there is in these Christian impostors out of our politJCB? Why did we
take.
One of your fix modhs' sub~cribers st<'pped tak'ng THE the present life?
lose this chance, and be beaten by these superstitious cranks?
T!WTH OEEKEH bLc,,use Le tl.wugbt ) PU advocated AnarchAnd yet some few (thanks to the good sense of Liberals Well, let us be ~l~d that the l;lall i!l !ltarted. l,.et us ~iv it ~
ism, but l hav ser..L J.iilll to J ou ag~>m. Would it be too much that t4t:re are but few) are urging the Editor from time to "push,,"
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We are again up in full blast. A Campbellite pulpitpounder has been found-nobody knows where-but he being a very fat fellow, he should be in full strength to demoli~h the old, rotten planks of our joss-house. Oh! to see our
ladies fly about is worth all promis of heavp,n. And although
our people are over their ears in debt and mortgaged by the
last failure of crops, anu corn-bread, beans, and bacon be now
a luxury to them, they mu.st in honor to this sky-pilot kill all
their· chickens, bake pies, etc., in order to sustain him
through his ten days of shoutin!l: to the clouds, and then hav
this devil to p~y largely, and suffer to the end of this year for
their unpardonable stupidity. 0 for a black suit of clothing
and some black fabk-boo&! Now that I am out of office,
would I not start out preaching, too? There is not only
money in it, but glory also. And, as I am aware that there
is no need of brains in this job, I am satisfied that I am
very well qualified to preach their gospel, and that I could
also well paRs my hat and receive tithes, too.
Although I did not write the letttr published in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of ,January 1st with the intention of gaining notoriety,
I hav nevHtheless received many complimentary letters from
strange Liberal friends, and on this occasion I hav to offer
my heartfelt thanks to my French friends, H. W. Hammon,
of Orange, Ma;,s , 0. B. Lambott, Ingersoll Camp, Pipestone
Spring, Mont., and to all other friends who hav honored me
by such f<1vors. Fraternally yours in Universal Mental Liberty,
D. L. D'ELlSEK.

his faculty of justice. Yet you, the Editor of the leading ural laws and evolution. An acorn planted grows, and finally
Freethought paper of AmPrica, hav given evidence of devtlops into the great oak. It goes through all its natural
a lack of impartiality-of a tendency to jump at conclusions stages of growth without the aid of God or man. Each suc.
-that one would expect to find in a Methodist elder only. ceeding spring we behold new grass, green, fresh, and beauIn the article in question you represent the French "Ka- tiful. I can no more believe that any superhuman power
nucks," as you call them, as wife-beaters, given over to relig- that must be exerted by a God is necessary or does control
ion and rum. You assert that they treat their wives 1\ke the growth of that grass or of any vegetable or plant that
beasts a£d their children like dogs. .I maintain the assertion grows than I can believe that Moses wrote a book wherein
is false. There iA not a country on earth where the hushand he describes his own death and burial. I hav perhaps
uses his wife and children more humanely than do the French had a better opportunity of understanding the ChriAtian
Camidians. The respect the children bear their parents is religion and the beliefs thereto attached than most Infidels.
ample proof of what I here assert. A few years ago the And as this may come into the hands of some one who may
Harpers sent one of their staff to write up the province of be blindly believing in those things merely because he
Quebec, and although the articles that subsequently appeared was brought up so to believe, as was the case with me in my
in their Monthly were anything but partial to the Fre~ch early boyhood; and hoping it may be the means of helping
Canadians, although the correspondent made all the capital such a one out of the darkness of superstition into the broad
he could out of the people's superstition, yet he admitted light of truth, and from the thralldom of a vengeful God to
that a more industrious, honest, and.cleanly people did not mental liberty and a more perfect manhood, I will, briefly
Prist. Your national glory, Parkman the historian, has rec as I can, giv my experience with the Christian religion and
peatedly said the same. And these two men, with many the church. Both my parents were strong Christians and
others that bear the same testimony, had mingled with thi~ members of the Methodist Episcopal church. My father,
people, had traveled through the country, while you, who dead now about nineteen years, was superintendent in the
so mercilessly revile and slander them, hav evidAntly never Sunday-school and a class-leader. I hav a brother now in
set foot in the province of Quebec. Wif6-beaters forsooth! coliPge preparing for the ministry, and I myself was named
It was given to a freeborn citizen of the United States to giv afler an old Methodist minister. Queer stock out of which
the inhuman spectacle of a husband tearing and plucking to make an Infidel, is it not? From my cradle the doctrine
out of their sockets the eyes of his helplesR wife! They are and beliefs of the Christian religion were inculc9.ted into my
given over to rum-drinking, say you. The statistics prepare-d very being. I was taken to church as regularly as the SunCrNOINNATI, 0., Feb. 10, E.M. 289.
by the Dominion government of Canada for 1888 do not bear day came, and was so fairly nurtured upon religion that it
_MR. EDITOR: I had the honor of a theological controversy you out in this; they show that more spirits are consumed. was impossible that I, a mere boy, could do anything else
with a very orthodox Christian gentleman a few days ago, per capita, in the States than in Ontario, and less in Quebec but believe it. When only twelve years of age I was taken
and from opinions dropped by him at the time I was almost than in Ontario. The most cruel charge you make, though, to revival meetings by my mother and prevailed upon to go
persuad~d to judge that the Liberals of this country are is when you say, "The men are thoroughly bad, the women up to the altar and seek my soul's salvation. I went. The
treading the verge of a precipice, and only awaiting the worse." I remember that some years ago Robert Ingersoll good brothers gathered around me and talked to me, telling
action of the church to be hurled into the depths below. would not condescend to answer a Chicago minister who had me all that was necessary for my salvation was for me to
Now, my private opinion is that the aforesaid Liberals hav attacked him in the press, because this minister had given believe that I was saved. Well, young as I was, and with
still a tolerably firm footing upon the rock-although it can utterance to words not flattering to American ladies. The little thought or mind of my_ own, I believed all they told
not, under any circumstances, be compared with the Chris-· colonel deemed thR.t a man unscrupulous enough to insult me, and they finally convinced me that I was indeed aavedtian foothold, established as it is upon the rock of ignorance the ladies of his country was not worthy the notice of a had escaped hell and made my title sure for heaven. Mr.
and superstition. I therefore venture to giv my own opinion, gentleman. Yet you, a disciple and admirer of this great Editor, just. imagin a young boy of twelve years taught from
and in return should like to receive yours. I am well aware man, hav not hesitated to bespatter with the mud of cal- his cradle up to believe in a heaven and a hell, and that I
that it is a hard struggle to combat against the well-filled umny themotlters of a nationality!
must eventually fetch up at either the one place or the other,
pocketbooks of those who hav the greatest interest in-susThere is not a city in the United States with a population with the glowing descriptions they giv of heaven and the
taining this delu~irln, and deeply deplore tha fact that there of five hundred thousand that does not record more mmders horrible ideas of hell-could it possibly be otherwise than
are so many so-called Liberals who are possessed of amp!~ in one year than the whole of the province of Quebec does, that I should feel happy and highly elated over my escape
means to no longer be compelled to fear the conseqnences of with its two million inhabitants. The French Canadian from such a horrible place as hell and being convinctd I was
airing their honest opinions, and 'to exercise the liberty which mothers hav numerous children, but an illegitimate birth is on a straight road to heaven ? Well, the next thing I must
a free country and ample access to science and investigation almost unknown among the women and girl.s of that nation- join the church; although they told me I was already conhav allotted them, but who are still nominally clinging to ality, while they do no!; know t,he meaning of the word , verted and sure of going to heaven, still I must jt>in the
this three-headed monster for the sake of the few ''In God abortion. So much fur more]s. Hav you many 11tates of '-church, w t,hat b:r constant intercourse with the Christian
We Trusts" they are enabled to obtain by this procedure.
which you could make the same boa.st, with as, little fear of· bll"etbnn and si:!lterl! Is.bcmld grow in p;racc and in knowledge,
In rearlinll,' a story not long ago, I saw the description of a contradiction? That they, the French Canadiam,. are ghen and no!. be drawn b~cli: into the world again. Well, I think
" little streamlet runn iog a way in a silver current to turn over to religion I admit--that is, t.b.e generation now dj·in,<g; o!llt I re--d a b~:EieT~:r ab,r~ut fo!lllr or five yE:ars at most. Then
the ponderous wheels of a mill."- Is it not, therefore, reason- -but the reason is obvious to any observir,'g mi:nd. l\TJiiem ' I bft~.JllllltJ.Q> tllbliinlr 111!0d Jl!:ll.n<""'" for W:Ji':li'elf. l began lo notice
lin cblllrell-memhus, and hav.
able to conclude from all evidence that it is the "silver England took possession of Canada, all tbe FreDellll Ct'il!OBi!iittl!l · iinC'llllll!iiM!<fo'lllciell!l :@llld.
current" in this country which keeps the ponderous wheels of wealth returned to France, not wishing t.o, t·emailll :lillflld liw
ftlllcll • Bn1il1De 1ll ~.Jit
I lbs::ii!:711Jlll t,r; nottice s.o many
of the go~pelmill a-moving? At any rate, we notice that it under Eoglish rule. There remained but sixty tlllolli.QjDIIi •Df il'~''if~t~:crl!Jr Jlil,~llmiilblle t!J!ll1t<£ llll!Mll wp:D~!!iiib'le :ii:tni!!ii·eo-. U:i:~I I liJil"e'tdHy
is turning in excel:ent proportion to the amount of currency the poorest chl.FB, impoverished by a long and rmnous '\IW;!ll!'.. lilll"~ll!i'il: w.ar_w &IJ.rwl!!!n!l\wll ~~l!l: e~~- nm' .;,:m:te:ruc'e of ~~111~:h place:s a,s
supplied, and if the supply should cease for a while the mill The immigration soon poured from England, and there P'l]<ljll[ lilleii-wo<:ll!l ;lllllltJ!lfuill\, 1wnill ttmatt. tllil<ll<'e re~nl:r 'Jil':lil:i!l a God, and that
would not hav time to grind out so much falsehood and colonists were soon surrounded by an unsympathetic de-: lllillfl Eillbl~l!l1Wl!Jili l!lliiil~illwrcr,:~td.. 0\!JlJ!::o! tl:ieTUJ fir!i!.t. inconintolerance, and its millers would be compelled to find honest ment. Without schools, or means to establish them,. tbey llisaelll(;it.® l!Jlii:Jlt l :crellllllJl:mb!:v :lil:&
mr lllllind wa.l! tbat God
employment either as school-teachers or something Jess. It had to fall back upon their priests, who were but. too wilfu:lg . sl:u:.1uld ·cn:·ate m!iln oo JlUlJl"rnS''e ~'II !!End him to bd]. For
was also in conversation with the Christian gentleman that to take charge of the education of the children. Unfortu- aecor-dillg: to tbe Bible itrelf, the he,art of ma.n is sbovc all
the question concerning the so-called sacrE:d relics arose. nately, they taught more Catholicism than science, and the thing~ deceitful and de5p-eraldy wicked. Now, if God is an
Be maintained that the garments exhibited from time to following generations became undoubting believers. The all-wis.e being, he must hav known when he created man
time as being sacred by their relation to Christ, were genuin, result of this religious education is felt to this day. But whh a naturally de~perately wif;ktd heart that man would
as well as the relics of t.he true cross. Now, does it not s-eem travel through the province of Q•1ebec now, a.s I h-av; naturally and unavoidably sin. Yet after creating him so that
probable, or may it. not at least be rational to suppose,. from mingle among t.he ~rowing generation,. and you wm b-e a.!l- . he won~d sin, he sentences him to everla.sting torture for so
all evidences we now hav extant, that he either was not so tonished at. the spirit of inquiry and doubt prevailing among doing:. Tbat was more than I could blindly swallow, even
poor as depicted in the Bible, having such a. va.st. qu'lnlity of them. I honestly believe that wit.hiD twEDIY yea.rs the prov- if I did go to hell for daring to doubt "God's word." I
garments, or if he did hav, does it not appear li.S if the tem- ince of Q.uebec will! bav made more progress toward the could notsee any loving Gorlabout that, or one that thinks
perature of the country in which he is suppos,edl to hav lived t:rnlth and the principles of Freetbougb.t than any of your . more of us evPn than earthly parents do of their children.
had experienced a wonderful change 1 We presume it has, Eute.m. slates. You s.ay you hav observed the French Til en, a.s I be~an to think on theFe things, I began to read
for, at the present time, a single coat is s.uJ!licient, for mos~ Cma,dian in the New E~gland states, .and hence your opin- different scientific works, and amnng other tbiogs Paine's
men in that latitude, and even this need not be 1110 he::~.vy as ion. You mus.t llav been unfortunate and hav come in con- "Age of Reason," and I bav gradually but surely come to
some of the garments shown. As to the relics, of the cross, I tact with the scum of the nation, and pray what nation has my senses. No superstition for me. No worship of an
may it not be just as reasonable to suppose, considering the 'not its .s.hare of that. undesirable class? Frankly, what is a impossible deity. I believe not in God, but in man. My one
powerful incentiv for so doing, that the wood, whicll bas :reader of the article in question to think of your consistency grea~ wish is that I co~l~ i!O pl~i?ly show the falsi~y and
been produced in sufficiency to erect a building a.s large a.s when you, a believer in evolution, hint it as a mark of in- deceitfulness of the Chn•ttan rehgton and the worshtp and
the Capitol at Washington, instead of being taken from t.he feriority in the French Canadians of the Unitld States that fear of a pJantom creature of men's minds, that some one,
"true cross," may hav been taken from the" cross"-beams they" drive the New Englander out of his woods, the shoe- if only one, should be brought into the broad light of truth
of some deserted slaughter-house? If this be not ·the case, maker from his shop, the .Massachusetts girl from her loom, and mental liberty. I would rather be the means of helping
we hav not only to conclude that there is a wonderful variety and the honest Yankee laborer from his farm?" How do some poor, downcast fellow-man to a better and happier
of timber in the matket which once composed this cross, but you make the hint in::iplied agree with the theory of" the position in life, and do such deed.s of kindness and charity
we must further conclude that Chrbt was possessed of an, survival of the fittest?" Heally, I looked for more justice toward my fellow-men as come m my way, and I hav the
incredible q•1antity of the vital fluid. I read in one of our in the Editor of THE TRUTH S&EKER, and would never hav power or means to do, than to giv five minutes of my time to
papers here about the sale of "sacred blood'' at the very · believed that he could hav made such sweeping and dam- th_e ai~ and supp?rt of_ such a monster_ as the God of the
moderate price of three drops for $10. In regard to this aging assertions with as little ground. It proves that the Btble, 1f s~ch a bemg exJst~d. I am a ~1beral, and am he~rt
magnificent money-making fraud I can only say, considering Presbyterian is not. quite evoluted yet fwm some of our and soul, If I h~v su~h a piece of machiner~ about me, with
tbe fact that Christian intolerance forbids scientific investiga_ Freethought leaders.
Respectfully,
L. F. }lATHE.
the cause of L1berahBm: I hav alrei!dy Circulated several
tion, it may be as well to suppose-from the fact that l'anines
TRUTH SEEKER~ among fnends whom_I ~bought might th.ereby
are becoming rather scarce, and the gamins cann,ot find any
b-ecome subscnbers thereto .. I am _willmg to rlo what little I
N&w YoRK CITY, Feb. 7, 1889.
can for the furtherarce _of L1berahsm ~nd Freethought. a~d
place for their tin-can appendages-that the blood has been
been procureu from the rut bless slau!Zh'er of the lineal de11IR. EDITOR: I am an enthusiastic reader of your most , the glory and mental liberty of mankmrl. Ill.~ home ts Jn
fcendants of the animal buried at Valladolid, Spain, and valuable paper, THE TRUTH 8&&KEB. .And as I see you hav R'ihway, N. J. I do not know of many Freetbmkers there,
two or three, so that I am not alone, even
mentioned in Taylor's "D1C_2esis," for we know that the peo- space reserved therein for" Letters from Friends," and as I am ?'et I do Jm?w
pie who are generally engaged in this trade are not inclined a friend both to TH& TRUTH S&&KER and the cause it repre- m a small c1ty hke, R~hway. I see by my Tr.uTn SEEKER of
to approach so near martyrdom as to sacrifice their own sents, I thought perhaps a small contribution from me would ~ast l:laturd~y, th~ 2d 1nst., that the pllper ~or February 16.h
precious blood. But the Christian version concerning the be acceptable. Of all the papers and periodicals I read TH& 1s to contam a~ 1~portan~ debate, .and will. t?erefore, be a
article will go down just as easily as anything else, and TRUTH BEEKER is by far the most highly prized by me. The good one to d!Btrtbute with the aim of gettmg. new subwhere ignorance is bliss, 'twere folly to be wise.
sentiments and principles advocated and championed by Tm1 scnbers_- Inclose-d pl:ase fiod twent!"five C<'nta m stamps,
I
NoonPHYTON.
TRUTH SI!&KER are my sentiments and principles. I am an for wbwh pleaee ma!l me five Copies of that date. THE
POMEA
"Infidel," and glory in the appellation. I no more believe the Tur:rn 8RKK&R is doing a great work for Liberalism and
OTTAWA, Ot>T., Feb. 8, 1889.
Bible to be a God. inspired book than did the great apostle for mankind, ar:d may it long liv so to do. May its noble
MR. EorTOR: I read your article entitled, "The Cardinal of truth ~>.nd Freethought, Thomas Paine. Neither do I any Editor Iiv to sec tbc la~t I race of superstilion and dogmas forand the Premier," in your issue of February 2d, with a f~el- more believe that the human race began by the creation of ever banished from our fair land &IHI VbPralism universally
ing of indescribable sorrow. It is astounding to me that a Adam, or in fact that anything at all was created by an ·triumphant. Then, and only then, will wau !Juv r~ucllr-d thE:
man in your position-a molder of opinion, a. reformer- almighty God, than did the great, s-cientific Dlirwin. I bdieve high estate of real manhood, and will IlimEel f be the nearest
should eo f.:~rget his mission !IB to allow his preJudice tQ ))lind witb him that everythiDg that exists came by perfectly nat- pu~sible approach to deity.
CHAllLRS L. DuNHAM.
1
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sixteenth century, trouble arose in the family
of the earl of Orkney. His brother planned
to murder him, and was said to receive help
Ediud by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall from a "notorious witch," Alison Balfour.·
Ri'I!IYI', Mass., to tDhom all Oommunicationsfor When her life was examined nothing could
this Oorner sh{)'Uld bs sent.
be found concerning this strange affair or
witchcraft, but it was sufficient in those days
" Between the dark and the daYlight,
to be accused. She swore she was innocent,
When the night is beginning to lower,
but her guilt was made worse by perjury.
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
Her lower limbs were put in an iron frame
That is known as the Children's Hour."
called caschilaws, which was heated until it
burnt into the fiesh. This failed, though done
Little Marline-Spike.
repeatedly, and they thought they could
"John Kelly!" Loud ran~<: the court-clerk's call,
make her confess by torturing those she
The spectators craned their necks
loved. Her husband, son, and daughter were
For a. glimpse of the incoming criminal,
While the jnstice rubbed his "specks,"
tortured in this manner. The husband was
As a small, thin boy to the bar was led,
put in the long irons. She endured this; her
And on tiptoe grasped the rail.
son's legs were then placed in the iron boot,
"Are you John Kelly?" the justice said,
the wedges of which were driven home by
W1th a frown at the features pale.
fifty-~even mallet strokes which crushed the
"Yes, sir !"-the answering accents strike
The air with a sort of moanbone and marrow. These horrible things
" Bnt it's mostly as Little Marline-spike
failed to draw any confession, so the little
That on shipboard I am known."
daughter
of seven years had a thumbscrew,
"The charge?" "Your honor, 'tis drunk he was,"
called piniwinkies, applied, which brought
The policeman makPs reply.
" Come, now, John Kelly, show fitting cause
blood from under the finger-nails with a
For a small boy getting high."
terrible pain, and as the mother could
"Please, sir," falters out Little Marline-spike,
not stand this she said that she would grant
"It wasn't my fault, you see.
any wish. She confessed her witchcraft, was
I've a cabin-boy been, and it's much I'd like
then burnt, and her dying words were thuse
A cabin· boy still to be.
of her innocence. "We should not attempt
But my size is ag'in me. All yesterday
I was s~ekin' a chance to ship,
to apologize for these _things, still less to forTill almost froze by the wind at play
get them."
MARGARET S. CoLVIN.
Over wharf and pier and slip;
Omaha, Neb.
" When a man sung out from a bulkhead shed,
'Come and hav your New-Year's ashore!'
Mr. Fisk and the Sparrows.
And he gave me to drink what turned my head,
Aud I never knowed nothing more.
Mr. Photius Fisk, the well-known and
Till theY said 1 was tryin' myself to drown;
honored philanthropist of Boston, has a keen
But I wasn't allowed my like."
sense of humor, and likes a bit of fun as
"So. so," said the magistrate. "Step down,
well as the next one. He is in the habit of
My poor Little Marline-spike.
dividing his bread in the morning with the
" Go, look for a ship once more, my dear,
And. if still in vain, be brave,
sparrows and doves, who seem to know their
For I'll warm your body with better cheer
benefactor as well as those who walk and
Than the man on the bnlkhead gave."
talk and liv in houses. Mr. Fisk breaks off
Then, again, the judicial spectacles
the crust, which he soaks for his own breakWere rubbed, as if somewhat blurred;
While the prisoner tiptoed higher still,
fast, and sets the soft, inside part of his
And the chink of a coin was heard.
bread aside for the birds, and when Mr.
And as Little l\Iarline-spike steered his way
Hodge, his faithful friend and attendant, reThrough the peoplEd room, to begin
monstrates at this, the kind-hearted gentleHis lonely voyage of life anew
man says, "Why, Hodge, their little beaks
Through the ocean of guile and sin,
are not strong enough to tear the crust in
A sound of applause, like the breaker's roar
That welcomes a ship to port,
pieces, but I am able to soften it for myself."
Came murmuring up from the dusty floor,
When .Mr ..Hodge goes out for his own breakAnd be bowed his thanks to the court.
fast, he carefully crumbles and scatters the
-New Yorlc Lerlgm·.
morning repast for the birds who gather in
the lane back of the church on Clarendon
Europran Superstition.
street.
Superstition is defined as faith in omens,
One morning on Mr. Hodge's return, Mr.
and excessiv credulity. It existed to a great Fisk inquired, '' Did you feed the sparrows
extent in Europe, and seems to hav reached this morning, Hodge?"
its bight at the end of the fifteenth century.
"Yes," was the reply.
A belief in witchcraft was almost univer8al,
" Were there many present?"
as will be shown in the remainder of this
"Yes; there was a large congregation.
article. If anyone had a peculiar pain in any They were holding a prayer meeting in the
part of his body, or suffered misfortune in lane when I got there!"
family or affairs, or if a storm arose and did
"Ha, ha, ha," laughed Mr. Fisk. "They
any damage by sea or land, or if any cattle are Presbyterians, probably."
died suddenly, these calamifies were sup"Yes, very likely. They held a communposed to be caused by witchcraft.
ion service after I broke bread," said Mr.
If the persons accused of witchcraft did Hodge.
not at once confess, they were shaved and a
"Ha, ha, ha," again laughed Mr. Fisk.
close examination was performed for the dis- "Hail they any wine at their communion ?"
covery of "devil's marks," for it was then a
" No; I forgot to take a bottle of that
strong belief that the devil, when making cherry brandy of yours."
any witch, impressed certain marks on her,
" Then you did not administer the whole
and if any of these were found, the person's of the sacrament?"
guilt no longer remained in doubt. When this
"No; the 'holy spirit' came down from
performance failed, torture was applied, and the roof of the church near by in the form of
this generally made the unhappy wretches a dove to administer the last part of the sacconfess and be forthwith led to execution.
rament; that is, one might suppose so, as I
So as to illustrate this matter, I will giv saw a beautiful white dove descending from
facts which were collected from different the roof of the aforementioned church as I
books. "Cumanus, an inquisitor, burnt forty- passed."
one poor women for witches, in the county
There is probably as much .sense in the
of Burlia, from 1485 to 1486 A.D. He con- communion of the sparrows in the rear of
tinued the prosecutions the year following, the church on Clarendon street, as there is in
and many fled out of the country." "One communion of the saints inside the building.
inquisitor burnt one hundred in Piedmont,
and proceeded daily to burn more till the
W.hat the Little Ones Are Saying,
people rose against the inquisitor, and chased
A Washington seven-year-old received,
him out of the country." "A.D. 1488. A among numerous Christmas presents, a little
violent tempest of thunder and lightning in pocket diary. The entry, "Jan. 24, 1889,
Constance destroyed the corn for four leagues he didn't," created some surprise, until she
round. 'fhe people accused one Anne Min- gave the following (in a tone of injury):
delin, and one Agnes, of being the cause of "Johnny Smith" (a little neighbor) "said he
it. They confessed and were burnt." "About was corning over to see me, and-he didn't."
the year of 1515 five hundred witches were
Little Alfred, whose birthday occurred the
burnt in Geneva in three months, and in .other day. got up on the first snowy morning
France many thousands."
last week, and looked out of the window at
Between the years of 1590 and 1620, a strong the world covered with white. '' 0 niamma !"
belief in witchcraft prevailed in Scotland and he exclaimed in almost breathless excitement,
England, and terrible prosecutions took place "it's all just one great birthday cake!"
every day. It was the" Scotland of Knox
I had been reading to him-he is a sunnyand Melville" that existed at the time of haired little four-year.old-the story in Arthese witch-tortureR, and at this time the kirk thur's ''Child's History of England" of
(church) was the ruling power. A woman Prince William's drowning: "And when the
was burnt at St. Andrews, Scotland, while news reached the king that his only son was
Knox was living there, and a word from him lost at sea, it is said he covered his face and
would hf\V sav!Jd h!)r. · Some time before tllfl wept i a~d pq on~) ~ver E~tw hill\ smile a~ain."

I
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"But are you sure he never smiled again?"
"Quite sure; at least the history says so."
After a moment's deep thought: "You are.
really sure, Cousin Florrie?" "Yes." "Well,
then, what did he do when they tickled him?"
A friend of mine was speaking to his small
pupils of the remoteness of Christ's birth,
and then proceeded to ask each of the children how old they were. Each gave her age
until he· came to Rosie Moore, who said: " I
was six years old the other day, but I could
hav been horned long ago if I wanted to."
Mother (severely): "Robert, you did very
wrong to do what I told you not to do. As a
punishment for your disobedience, I forbid
you to play with Willie again this afternoon."
Bobby and Willie twist·nervously about their
respectiv chairs for half an hour, when Willie observes: "Ma, do you think it's fair to
punish both of us for what Bobby done?"
A lady living in Ohio is the mother of six
boys. One day a friend calling on her said :
"What a pity that one of your boys had not
been a girl!" One of the boys about eight
years of age overheard this remark, and
promptly interposed : " I'd like to know
who'd 'a bin 'er? I wouldn't 'a bin 'er; Ed
wouldn't 'a bin '< r; Joe wouldn't 'a bin 'er;
and I'd like to know who'd 'a bin 'er?"

Cosy Cllats witl1 Correspondents.
Eleanor B. W., Linwood, 0.-The sentiment of the poem is good, but the construction is incomplete. Apply the rules relating
to poetry, and you will agree with us that the
article would read better written in prose.
Joseph, Lancaster, Pa.-We do not know
of any really free agents. People are fettered,
bound, and hampered by various circumstances from the cradle to the grave. It remains for us to do the best we can under all
circumstances.
Jack Hanson, Cincinnati, 0.-Mind is a
faculty, or attribute of the brain. We do not
know anything of that which you term " the
soul." It is a mystical, fashionable something of which people talk, but concerning
which nobody knows anything.
Mary Lathon.-The medicin referred to is
Spa Aqua Berbalina, a remedy fully indorsed
by the editor of the Corner. For liver, kidney, and bilious troubles it is a specific. For
further information inquire of J. Waters,
West Sutton, Mass.
Augustus Bradford, Philadelphia, Pa.We are glad you are pleased with our storybooks. We cannot say when we shall write
another book. Yes, it will help us to extend
the circulation of those already written.

Correspondence.
WESTBORo, Feb. 25, 1889.
DEA.R Mrss WIXON: This is my first letter
to the Corner. And, as I take much pleasure
in reading the letters of your little contributors, I hope this will find a place in the Corner. I am nine years old and attend school.
I am in tl'!e fourth grade. My studies are
rPading, spelling, writing, arithmetic, geography, and music. My teacher takes much
pains to instruct me. My aim is to gain
knowledge, which is better than wealth, and
prepare myself to go out into the world to do
my part in behalf of mental liberty.
I hav a little brother seven years of age.
His name is Willie. He goes to school, and
we hav nice times coasting on Saturdays.
I will close. With love from one of your
little friends,
8TEPHIE T. MARSHALL.

when he looked at it he was to think he was
a pansy, and help his mamma all he could. I
will now draw to a close. From your Liberal
MARGARET CoLVIN.
friend,
[We are pleased to hear from Maggie once
more. Ollie must be grown quite a boy by
this time. Thanks for essay.-ED. C. C.]

~cienct

g[olumn.

The .Thermometer.
Doubtless most of our young friends hav
seen a thermometer. Very prob!lbly many of
them hav one. But I doubt that a great
number of the chilclren of the Corner know
much about it, beyond the fact that it is an
instrument for measuring temperature.
We take a thermometer and look at it. We
find that it consists of a glass tube, one end
of which terminates in a bulb. The bulb is
hollow and the tube has a fine, hair-like bore,
and they contain either mercury or alcohol.
We know that heat expands substances and
cold contracts them, so we see that the mercury that is in the bulb will expand or contract according to the temperature to which
it is exposed. As the mercury in the bulb
expands it rises in the tube; as it contracts
it falls. We know the exact temperature by
the position of the top of the liquid column
on the scale.
The invention of the thermometer, like
many other great inventions, has been claimed
for different philosophers. But there are
only three whose titles to it are worthy of
notice.
The Italian writers credit their countryman Santorio with the invention. This man
flourished at the beginning of the seventeenth
century and was for a long time a physician
at Venice and afterward a professor at Padua.
He obtained just celebrity by his discovery
of the insensible per~piration of the animal
frame. On the other hand, the Dutch philosophers ascribe the invention to Cornelius
Drebbel, a physician of Alkmaar, who had a
high reputation as a chemist, a mathematician, and an inventiv mechanical genius.
The invention is also ascribed to Galileo.
It would be improper, at this late day, to
attempt to decide who is entitled to the honor
of this discovery, but it is to be remarked
that Santorio· was born in 1561 and died in
1636, and did not publish his claim to the
invention until 1626; and although thermometers are alluded to by Robert Fiud, an Englishman, within the first quarter of that century, yet, as he traveled both in Germany and
in Italy for six years, no inference can be
drawn from that circumstance. But it is
certain that- thermometers were constructed
about the same time, both in Italy and in
Holland, and on the same principle.
But whoever is entitled to this honor, the
instrument, from its imperfect construction,
was of very little use, and required the successiv labors of different philosophers to render it an accurate indicator of the variations
of temperature. As first made, the instruments were unwieldy, and could not be
applied to high temperatures. This imperfection was removed by scientific men, and
by successiv improvements the thermometer
at last reached its present perfection.
JoHN T. REED.

GRANTFORK, ILL., Feb. 19, 1889.
DEAR Mrss S. WrxoN: What I wish to say
LIFE OF
is in regard to the Casey dime fund by Miss
Batie Thorpe. Some of them responded at
every time there was a fund started. Now I
hope that those that havn't sent anything
MODERN IMITATION OF CH:IUSr,
yet will send in some. He writes me that he
is sick in bed now himself with pneumonia As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
and Mrs. Casey is no better, and they only
hav a thirteen-year-old boy t0 depend upon.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Now, if those persons that hav not sent in
anything would read his letters they would
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
respond immediately. So I hope that all
- 75 Cents.
will send in their mite to the fund, for they
need it badly, and I know Mr. Casey will be r!W. This book was supp1·essed by the first AmfYI'grateful for it, if it is small. Yours for Freeican publis1te1· . ..JF,J
thought,
Nronous J. KRAFT.
P.8.-Please find 25 cents for the Casey
dime fund.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
OMAHA, NEB., Feb. 24, 1889.
Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would write this
essay for the benefit of the readers of the
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Children's Uorner. I hav read your books
for the third time and hav sent for "For Her A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Daily Bread." The disc·ussion and funeral
Teachings.
address in THE TRUTH BEEKER were splendid.
I went to hear the ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds With Citations from Buddha's " Path of
when he lectured here. We go to the Unity
Virtue."
church and Sunday-~chool, and inclosed you
BY E. D. ROOT.
will find a report of one of the sermons.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
Oliver wants me to tell you that he goes to work.-Prof.
J. M. Peebles.
Snnday-school and learns verses, asThe book has been introduced into Buddhist
Make life and death one vast forever,
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
( Jue grand, sweet song,
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and man¥ Spiritand his teacher explains them to him. She fC!it~C:~ers 11111<1 lecturers bav spoken hurbl;v Of
~ave him a paus;y ribbo!J 1 and told him tlu~t

Joshua Davidson:

· · · · ·"'
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gravitation, light, heat, and oheminal action explained upon meohanioa.l principles and traced
to a single source.
.
By LEoN 0. HAMILTON, M.D.
Vol. I. Origin of Energy; Electrostatics and
Magnetism.
100 illns.-ino. ports. of Faraday and Maxwell.
8vo, olo., $3.
A concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and
Address THE 'J'RUTH I:!EEKER 00.
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
Oon tains the Rnnday addresses of HUGH 0. PENTE·
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
oosT, New York's famous Agnostic and sooia.l
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
economist, besides other interesting matter.
with many apt ·quotations from the sacred books
Issued weekly. Annual subscription $1.
the East. Nowhere else can so much knowl.pro Subscribers will receive as a Premium Mr. of
edge
of what is generallY .unknown ~?e obtained
Pentecost's book, "WHAT I BELIEVE."
in snob compact form.-[Llterary nev·ew.
Sample copies sent on application. Address the
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
publisll.er,
FRED. 0. LEUBUBOHER,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
76 Nassau street, New York Oit;r. .,

FAITH

The Twentieth Century

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY

P:RICE, 25 CENTS.

OBBGON.

PENNSYLVANIA..

Strengthen the Memory,

Parturition Without Pain.

ohn Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co•. 259 Superior st.. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B. F. Hyland, Corvalliil. ·
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.

HOW TO
on,
NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladium says: "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
Science \high authority) says: "We hav tried the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and fuuud them most excellent."
Price by ma1l $1.

Ingersoll and Shakspere,

NEBRASKA.

Unequaled in quality and price. Every one
carefully examined before shipment, sent prepaid,
with guarantee.
BEST AJIIERIOAN STEM· Wli;DERS
3 Ounce Bilverine Oa.se : 7 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9.50;
15 jewels, $12.50; do., adjusted, $16.50. In 3 ounce
coin silver case, $3 wore; 4 ounce, f4 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust-proof, $1" more. In open face, patent
dust-proof filled gold cases, $16; 11 jewels, $1.50
more; 15 jewels, $4 "50 more; do., adiusted t-8.50
more. In hinged back cases, g:_lass inside cap, ~2
more; do., gold oap, $4 more. Extra fiue, aru;ho
chased, very rare, 111 huntinJr or open face, $32 to
$40. All filled cases accompamed by manufacturer's
guarantee for 20 years.
THE OELEBRATED "OTTO WETTSTEIN" W ATOH :
A.ll modern improvements-a perfect watch-in
S1lvenne case, $19 50; in 3 ounce BJiver case, $22.50;
4 onnae, $23.56; 5 ounce, $25; 6 ounce, $27 \no better
•old elsewhere for $40). lu open face, screw-filled,
Gold oase. $27; do., hin£!ed, gold cap, $31; do.,
bunting, $33; do., Lnms XIV style, $35. In Spemal
artistic cases,$~ to $10 more. In 14k Solid Gold
cases, $50 to $100 Ladies' Best Fuled, $18, 120 to
$26; 14k Solid Gold, $28, $30,$32, i34, $40, $50 to $150;
latter cases set richly With jewels.
DIAMONDS:
I am an expert in this line and guarantee my
goods below regular market price. Rings, Pins,
Ea. drops, Studs, etc., worth $35, for $25; $70 for
$50; $100 for $75; $200 for $1~0; $500 for $375. All
sent subject to approval, and cash refunded if not
striotly ae represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinds a Specialty. Ohams and Jewelry of aU
kinds. Beleet from any catalog, order of me and
save money.
SUNDRIES:
Best Spectacles, $1 \send line of finest print yon
can read 14 inohe• from eses). Razor, U; best, ~2.
Best 'l'riple.plated Knives, $1.75 Per 6. Forks, $1.7 5
per 6. Tea Spoons. $1 70 per 6 'l'aule Spoons, !3 40
per 6. Solid Silver Spoons, $1.60 per onuce, marked.
Stiver Thimbles, 35 cents. S~t Best Vwliu Strings,
50 cents; Guitar Strings, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
Alarm OJock, $4 50. worth $6. Largest Albums, in
plush and leatner, $1, $2, !3, $5, ~7, $10. Bend to me
and save money.
OT'l.'O WETTSTEIN. Rochelle, Ill.
My Popular FaEETnououT B;DGES: $2, :r<l75, $3,
$3 50, $4, $4 50, $6, $8, UO, $12.50, $15, $20,$25, $40, and
$65. All Bohd Gold.

REASON-

WORLD'S SAGES, 'l'HINKERS,
AND RE1<'0Rl1ERS.

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oarefnlly revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and PhYsiologwal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, !II.D.
The Soienttllo .J.mertcan says : "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it is sci en title, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo~~
28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlar~:ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
~reachers. Skeptics, Innovators, Fuunders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. \who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the present. 8vo, 1,075pp., cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pri0e, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
'l.'luJ Trade Supplied at Spedal Discmnts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
.
Photo-engravings of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; with anto~ravh, 50 ctll.

&HOLY GHOS~

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

FATHER, SON

BY T. E. LONGSHOH.E.
5 cents per copy; CO cents per dozen; $1 for 25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

MIRACLES
MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meanin£ of this Ohar·
acter as described in the New Testament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mrthology,
Paper, 8vo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

THE
A UOMPENDilJM OJI' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD H.EADE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which aniversal history is "boiled down" with mrpnsing
skill.-[Litera.ry Worl<l.
Yon turn over hi• pageA with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lntAr-Ocean.
Eis history has" continuity. a ril~h, a carrying
power. which .,,winds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first rhq_n\M. iR •· 'Uo•t.P1"PiA~A nf historical writing, He has a style that reminds us of MManlar.
-[Penn JllonthJy
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 543pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

8UPTU RES UU HE Db,

mvUedlcal Compound and lmJ>rOYI!d
Elastic SD'PPOrter 'l'ru•• mJrom30 to
VO dav• Reliable teferenr.es glveo. Send
1tamp· for circular, and &all in what p_apel
1/0U lafD mv advertuemen!. Address CI~Pi.
:1'. A. Gt~U~~~.bitk.W.,Ztl~ IJ. II;Tt
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Jlotfru.
The Conft>ssional.
SPAIN.
It is a lie-their priests, their pnpe,

Their Paintp, their ... all theY fear or hope
Are lieP, and lies-tberP! through my door
A nrl ceiling, there ! and wRllR and floor,
'J here, lies, they lie-shall still be hurled
Till spite of them I reach the world!
Yon think priPsts just and holy men!
Before they pnt me in this den
I was a human crf'atnrf', too,
With flesh and blood like one of you,
A girl that lauRbed·in beauty·s pride
Like lilies in your world outside.
I bad alover-~bame avaunt!
This poor wrenched body, grim and gaunt,
Was .ki••ed all over till it burned,
By lips the truest love e'er turned
HiR heart's own tirt: one night they kiseed
l\Iy Ponl out in a burning mist.
So, next day when the accustomed train
Of things grew around my sense again,
"That is a sin," I said; and slow,
With downcast eyes, to church I go,
And pass to the confession chair,
And tell the old, mild father there.
Bnt when I falter Beltran s name,
'' Ha !"quoth the father; •· much I blame
The sin; yet wherefore idly grieve 1
Deppair not-strenuously retrieve!
Nay, I will turn this love of thine
To lawful love, almost divine.
''For he is young, and led astray,
This Beltran, and he schemes, men say,
To change the laws of church and state;
Bo, ihine shall be an angel·s fate,
Who, ere the thurder breaks, should roll
Its cloud awaY and •ave his soul.
'"For, when he lies upon thy breast,
Thou mayst demand and be possessed
Of all his plans, and n•xt day steal
To me, and all those plans reveal,
That! anrl '"ery priest, to purge
His foul, maY fast and nEe the scourge.''
That father'~ i'eard was long and white,
With love and troth b1s brow ~eemed bright;
I went bark, all on fire with joy,
And, that Eame ~vening, bade the boy
Tell me, as lcivfrs should. heart-free,
8omethit1g t!' Prove bislove of me.
He told me wbat be would not tell

For bope of bea>en or fear of bell;
And I hty liateiJing in such pride!
And, Poon aR be had left my side,
Tripped to the. church by morning-light
To save his son! in hjs despite.
I told the father all his schemep,
Wbo wore his comrades, what their dreams;
"And now make baste," I said, "to pray
'l'be one •Pot from his soul away;
To-night be comes, but not the same
Will look !" At night he never came.
Nor mxt night: on the after-morn.
I went forth with a strength nf'w-born.

Tbe church was empty; something drew
. My steps into the street; I knew
It led me to the market-place:
Where, Jo, on high, the father's face !
That horrible black scaffo1d i!reRsed.
That stapled block ••. God sink the rest!
Tbat bead strapped back. that blinding vest,
Those knotted bands and naked breast,
Till near one busy hangman pressed,
And, on the neck these arms caressed •.••
No part in aught they hope or fear!
No heaven with them, no hE'll !-and here,
No eart.h, not so much sp~tce as Pens
lily body in their "orot of dens
But shall bear God and·mau my cr,.,
Lies-lies, again-and still, they lie !

And even old men sbamblin' round and walzin'
with 'em tbere!
And bands a-tootin• circus-tunes, •way in some
.ot.ber room
Jes cbokin' full o• hot-house plants and pinies and
Perfume;
And fountains, ~qnirtin• stiddy all the time; and
statutes, made
,
Out o• puore marble, 'peared like, sneakin' round
there in the shade.
And Finke be coaxed and begged and plead with
me to takf a band
And oaobay in amongst 'em-crutch and all, you
underotand;
But when I said how tired I was, and made fer
open air,

He follered, and tel five o'clock we set a.-talkin'
there,
" My God !" RaYS be, Fluke says to me, "I'm
· tireder 'a 1JO?J;
Don't put up :rer tobacker tel you giv a man a
chew.
Set back a leetle furder in the sbadder; that'll do:
I'm tirPder 'n you, old man; I'm tireder ·n you!
You see that air old dome," says he," bumped up
ag'inst tbe sky;
It's grand. first time You Pee it, but it changes by
and by,
And thPn it stays ies thata.way-jes anchored high
and dry
Betwixt the sky up yender and the achin' of yer
eye.
Night's purty; not so Pnrty, though, as what it ust
to be
When my first wife was livin'. You remember
ber 1" Pars he.
I nodded like, and Finke went on : "I wonder now
ds'fle

Knows where I am-and what I am-and what I
ust to be 1
Tha~ band. in there!-I nat to think 'at music
couldn't wear
A feller out the way it does; but that ai11"t mmic
t.benTbat's jes a' imitation. and like ever'thing, i: swear,
I bear, er sEe, er tetch, er taste, er tackle anywhere!
It"s all jes artifl1lal, this ere bigh.priced life of
ourP.
The theory, it"s sweet enough tel it eaps down and
sours.
They•s no home left, ner ties o' heme about it. By
the powers,
The whole thing'd artificialer 'n artificial flowers!
And all I want, and could lay down and sob fer, is
to know
The homely things of homely life; fer instance,
ies to go
And set down by the kitchen stove-Lord! that
'n'd rest me soJes set there. like I nat to do, and laugh and joke,
!on know.
J es set there, like I ust to do," says Fluke, a- startin'in,

'Feared li.ke, to say the whole thing over to hisse'f
ag"in;
Then stopped and turned, and kind o• coughed,
and stooped and fumbled fer
Bomepin er nother in the grass_:_ I guess his handkercher.
Well, sence I•m back from Washington, where
I .eft Fluke a-still
A-leggin' fer me, heart and soul, on that-air pension bill,
I've half-way struck the notion, when I think
o• wealth and sicb,
They•s notbin' much Patheticker 'an jes a-bein'
rich!
-,ramP.s Wllilcorn1J Rile!J, in t'fle Centurv.

Tile Shipman's 'l'al.-.

Listen, my masters! I sPeak nau.:rht but truth.
From dawn to dawn the> drifted· on and on,
Not knowing whit.her nor to what dark end.
Now the North froze them, now the bet Booth
scorched.
Some called to God, and found great comfort so;
Some gnashed their teeth wi;h curses, and some
laughed
An empty laughter, seeing they yet lived,
Bo sweet was breath between their foolish lips.
-Robert Browning.
Day after day the same relentle•s sun,
Ntght after night the same unpitying stars.
At intervals fierce. lightnings tore the clouds,
Down to the Ua.pital.
Showing vast hollow spaces, a.nd the sleet
I' be'n do'\Vll to the carital at Washington, D. C.,
Hissed, and the torrents of the skY were loosed.
Where Congerss meets and passes on the pensions From time to time a. hand relaxed its grip,
ort to be
And some pale wretch slid down into the dark
Allowed to old one-legged chap~, like me, 'at sence With stifled mo-.n, and transient horror seized
the war
The rest who waited, knowing what must be.
Dori't wear their Pants in pairs at all-and yit ho:w At every turn strange shapes reached up and
proud we are !
clutch~d
Old Flu kens, from our deestrick, jes turned in and The whirling wreck, held on awhile, and then
tuck and made
BliPped back into that blackness whence they
Me stay with him while I was there; and longer
came.
•at I staid
Ab, ha.pless folk, to be so tossed an!l torn,
The more I kep' a-wantin• jes to kind o' get away, Mo racked by hunger, fever, fire. and wave,
And yit a feelin' eociabler with Flnkens ever' day. And sw~pt at last into the nam~less voidYon see, I'd got the idy-and I guess most folks Frail girls, strong men, and mothers with their
agreesbabes!
•At men a.s rich as him, you know, kin do jes what
And were none saved?
they please :
My masters, not a soul !
A man worth slacks o• money, and a Congerssmau
and all,
0 shipman ! woful, wofnl, is thy tale !
Andlivin' in a buildin' bigger 'an Masonic Hall.
Our hearts are heavy and our eyes are d'mmed.
Now mind, I'm not a-faultin• Fluke-he made his Wnat sbJp is this that suffered such ill fate 1
hie money square.
We both was Forty-niners, and both busted gittin• What ship, my masters? Know ye not 1-the
World!
there;
-Thomas BailP.IJ Alaria71 1 tn Harpe1··~.
I weakened and onwindlessed, and he stuck and
staid and made
Hismi Iim:s; l]on•t know what I'm worth untelmy
Trntlt Sel'ker Annoal.-Review.
pension's Paid.
I
hav
read the ANNUAl. wi:h great interest.
But I was ~rain• to tell you-era ruther gain• to try
To tell you how he•s livin' now; gas burn in' mtghty Such a Symposium cannot be less than internigh
esting. Such a consensus of thought cannot
In ever' room about the house; and all the night, fail to be instructlv. It is, however, a matter
about,
Some blame reception goin' on, and money gain' of surprise to me that such writers as Ingerout.
soll, Putnam, aed Washburn should fail to
They's people there from all the world-jes ever• see that Catholicism .is a part, and though
kind •at !iva,
Ininns and all ! and senaters and ripresentativs; bad, not the worst part, of the Christian reAn<l girls, you know, jes dressed in gauze and ligion. They, and other writers, hav their
roses, I declare,
antipathies wrought into a craze, which ap-

pears to blind them to the avowed purposes of,
and imminent dangers to our inherent liber.
ties from, the Protestant borde of Christh.ns .
I venture to assert, and am Pustained by
Buckle, that since the rise of Protestantism
in 1520, it has been more intolerant than
Catholicism. Let us pit Calvin, Luther, and
Knox against the early Christian fathers;
Jet us offBet the Spanish Inquisition with the
Scotch Kirk sessions; finaily, Jet us add to·
get her all the crimeg of both Catholicism and
Protestantism, and the sum total will be the
sum total of the crimes of the Christian relijrion.
In answer to the qm'stion, Which is more
dangerous to American institutions, the Godin-the-Constitution party or the Roman
Catholic church? the writers named, and
others, decidedly fear the Catholic church
more. In this, I think, they err. Some
others answer more correctly, aq I think.
Thus, Helen Gardener says, "Six of one and
balf a dozen of the other."
John Peck, who rarely ever errs, S!lys,
"Neither can be trusted," but afterward
switches off on Catholicism.
Dr. Juliet Severance says, very truthfully,
"Either one in ascendency would destroy all
our liberties."
J. H. Burnham says, "The National Reform Association has all the essential qualifi
cations to ruin our national life. That it fully
has this determination does not admit of a
donbt."
Dawes says, "The Roman Catholic church
and God-in-tbe.Constitulion party are, in
principle, equally dangerous to American institutions," but turns off into greater fear of
Catholicism.
J. D. Shaw, like the first trio, says, "The
Roman Catholic ch:.rch." And so thinks
Aunt Elmina.
Kelso counts them one-alike dangerous.
Ella Gibson says, " Either would destroy,
both would blot out every vestige of, American liberty."
E. C. Walker, the man who edits the little
paper in Kansas, I think wrote more rationally and correC!ly on this subiect than the
whole outfit. He said: "The National Reform Association, by all odds, if by American
i~stitutions you mean the rlghts of men and
women. Allied as it is with the Prohibition
movement, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and the Sunday dosing crusade,
it now largely controls the country and community, and commits more outrages upon
individual rights in a week than the Catholic
church docs in a year." He mentiom the
school question, and says Protestants hav no
more right to tax Catholics for the support of
schools in which they do not believe than we
hav to be taxed indirectly to keep up the
church."
With the Blair bill and amendment, and
fourteen millions of petitioners to Congrt s•
for thfir passage, now pending, and threatenc
ing by one fell stroke to subordinate the state
to the church-to the Protestant church-it
is strange that old hates will so blind to
present facts that men and women cannot see
that Protestantism is our nation's present,
most bold, and deadly foe. Theee are butforms of one religion. They both worship
the same, the Jewish, God. I believe in a
Ged of goodne~s, justice, and mercy; they
believe in a barbaric myth. They hav a remarkable sameness. They believe in the
same my1hic Gvd, mythic virgin mother, and
mythic vice-God. 'fhey both believe in the
holiness of this mother, in the godsbip of her
baby, and in the justness of the murder of
this young God. They believe in the samtmiracles, and hav the same stories about the
fall, the resurrection, the atonement, and the
trinity, and about the ark, Eden, and the rib
Had the Protestants renounced the faith and
doctrins of the Catholics they bad done well,
but they adhere to these, and to the intolerance of tbe mother church.
These devout Christians hav devoted themselvs for about three hundred and sixty years
to beating and killing each other, and to slandering and burning a class of very reFpectable
and intelligent men and women known as
Freethinkers.
When there is much discrepancy in numbers, the strong party practices intolerance
and the weak pl!•ads for toleration. Lord
BHltimore was the first to proclaim toleration
in America, became other Christians were
persecuting his Catholic brothers in Maryland.
I speak now for toleration toward all the
mi,guided nvea 1ed religinnists, when onr
growing civilization shall bring superstition
into disrepute. I would uphl,ld the Christian
religion if it were wronged, bnt I commiserate its absurdities and abhor its dogmas and

its crimes. When the church was weak it
was mild and harmless, till its cause was
espoused by theJnfamous Constantine. After·
the council of Nice, in 325, it soon became
powerful, dogmatic, and intolerant. Since
that time it 11as caused more human suffering, physical and mental-yes, more death
and carnage-than any religion or delusion
!mown to history. I speak in the intere&t of
truth and humanity, and in behalf of reason
and liberty. We should open our eyes to the
fact that Protestantism has already entered
Congress as with tomahawk and ~calping
knife in band, for the purpose of controling
the public Echools, to subjugate the C' nscience
and liberties of the people, and to subordinate
the civil powers of this government to ecclesiastical dnmioation. C. L. CARTER, M.D.
Eldorado Sp1·ings, Mo.

Death of

Denni~

Dowling.

tr.e Jtuskegon, Jtiah., Morning NP!DP.
Dennis Dowling d1ed at Lake City on Saturday, March 2d, of inflammatory rheumatism.
The dtceased was an old resident of the
city and one of the best known practical lumbermen. He was fifty.se\"en years of age at
the time of his death and has lived in this
city since 1857. He bas bfen engaged in
almost all the practical branches of lumbering
and has held re@ponsible positif ns with various firms. At the time of his death he was
in the employ of the Thayer Lumber Company
as its repreEentativ in the woods. Mr. Dowling leaves a wife and two children, the
daughter residing in Manistee, where she is
employed in teaching school.
Tbe funeral rites were conducted by Mr. A.
F. Temple, at the ~pecial request of Mr.
Dowling just before his death; Mr. Dowling
was a Liberal.
From

W. 8. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15 OENTS.
Your treatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
-Harry .floover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse. -James Parton·.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in .tfan.-T. B;Wakema.n.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a. very
able pa.JY r, and deserves widedissem.ination.-The
A.ge.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you ha.v
diVIded the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt IS discussed. ~hould be )lighl;r commended. Therl'tl're
[ take ~··eat pleasure ID recommending" AntiProhibttlOn "to the consideration of evE-rY pE-rson
who is intere~ted, not only in the cause oftemper"nce, bt; t lD the principleli of self-l!"overr>ment.J. J.M1lllabe.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Paine Vindicated!
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refn ta.tion.

-o-

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should bo circulated evenwhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A. R.OMAN CATHOLIC CANABD.
Fabricated .Aeeouni of a Beene at th6 Deathbed of Thomas Pai'M.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine•s
dying moiDjllts attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its princi.
Pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

NOW ftll' AD I'".
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED

BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises pnmE' of t.he ablest·o.nd
best. editor1a;s writl·en by Mr. Seaver dnrmg the
past forty.five YflarR. Ir. 18 neat.Jy JlTIJJ!ed on
cream-white paper, bound in clntb, and contains
a fine 'ikE>nePR of the venerable Pdllor of the
Investign.tor. Every Liheral should bav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery •.
Prlee, ljl.OO.
Address THE 7BUTH SEEKER 00.
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The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, lSmo, 61pp,, 25 cents.
Oontains testimonies of the early Ohristian Fathers and others, and oases of striking similarity
to OnrL!tianity in many ancient religions.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

LINill'ATlONS OF TOLERATION.
BY

Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Hon. FREDEHIC R. COUDERT, and
General srrEWART L. WOODFORD.
PRICE, TEN CENTS PER COP¥.
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Chicago Secular Union fueets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debateE. ~trangers from abroad
are welcome.

PhiladeiJ•hia Liberal Lenguc 2;)7
meets every SundaY in Indu;.t.rial Hall. Broad and
Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and oocial questions
Able speakers interest the e,udience. N.B.-':::'ruth
Seeker oublicationa always on hand at cheap rat( B
-

The Sccuh1r !'!ociesy of' Kent, 0
Meets semi-monthly,

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TWELVE OTHER DIBOOURSES OF REASON.

most important subject of tue world-the right to think and spe~k and write. The superiority of our doctnns on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was
nevet better set forth, and must be manifest to any Uhristian who possesses the power
to reason.
Address
THE THUTH l:)EEKER, 28 Lafayette PJ., New York.

BTJ 0. B. FROTHINGHAM,

ARGUMENT

A vigorous thinker aa eloquent as Theodore Parket'.-[New Bedfora l:ltandard.
Deep. thou!fht,-thorough conviction, and great
a.biliti".-[Pbila. Press.
Extra cloth, lllmo, 288pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Robert G. Ingersoll,
IN THR

FOB

DANCER AHEAD.

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Pap.er, 12mo, lOll pp,, 25o.; cloth, IIOc.
It is in manY respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. TrtbUne.
AddreRR THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
The 8o!tJ F(JIJfm'B and E:ract Ratios in
.AeguirtJment and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Prlee, Cloth,
•
•

The J<'alse Tt'aching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Artwles of the Ohristian qhjlroh are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The J<,oolishut'SS of Prayt:>r. "Think

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

of a minister's pranng God to kill grasshoppers, or trymg to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Oolorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~

NEW EDH'IUN.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28I.afayette Place, New York.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

MATERIALISM:

BINDER for'THE TRUTH SEEKER

ITs HISTORY AND ITs INFLUENCE UPON
800IETY.
Blr DB. ·LouiS BuOllNII:B, Author of "Force and
.Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, ll!mo, 15 oer{ts.
Address THE TRUTH SE:II:KER, 28 Lafayette PJaoe.
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.AN OUTLINE OF THE

Paper,tsmo.tooents.
An ires& THE TRUTH BEEKER.

French Revolution - - - _ - - - - ITs cAUSES AND RESULTS.

B" W. S. BELL.

"
·
Paper. 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

thisR~lic.

By A. J. GROV.E.R.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Is Liberalism :Moral ~
in the suit of the
Temperance and th~ Bible. 5 cents.
Bankers'
and
Merchants' Telc·
Social Problems. Price, 10 cents.
;-rapb Company
Was Je!'U~ Insanel Price, 10 cents.
against the
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
WesteN& Union Telegt'aph Company

The Origin of the Christian Religion
Its
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

SHAKER EYE and1 EARb BllSAM

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of

ROB r. G. INGER~OLL'S
OPENING
SPEECH TO THE JURY
Price, 5 cents.

Price, 5 cents.

$1.00.

8
TR

Brooklyn i; liilosopllical
ttou.

As~ocia

Holds meetini'B every Sunday evening at 7 P.M., at
room 29. CitY Hall. Even· body is invited \o attend.

L. K. Washburn's Works. R 0 M A N I S M,

Advancement~ Science

The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Sunday evening in the ffa.ll of Cr>tm~r·s Block
Buuth Howard otreet, at 7 o'clock.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

MORRISTOWN. NEW JERSEY.

RO~IE ~REASON

Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The· truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-HJ:tract.
Address T.llll: TRUTH SE:II:KEB Oo.

Meets every Sunday aftern~>on, at 3 o'clo·Jk, at the
League room•• M>trket and HalseY streets. Seat
free and everybody we!cume. BPlrituali•t meeting
at same place in the evening.

SttJnographically 'reported, and re'Dised by the author.

AT

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows Ins ~rea~ forensic powers .. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest _productiOns. I~ tB m his chose~ field of mtellec_tual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champton of human liberty and the rights qf m!'n. Hts love of freedom
11.nd justice, hatred of tyranny and chams, sympathy for the oppressed, misgUided, and enthralled, hts
courage and candor, hav m thi~ Argument full scope of expre~stoni a~d he makes grand use of _the
opportunity, Such a tl.ood o! ilgh~f el<?quence, legal learnmg, ogiC, pathos, poetry, and patnot1sm-is not often poured out m a cnurt of JUstwe.
_
.
.
The many oalls for this Argument in complete and_ accurate shape hav led to thrs pubhoatiOn,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other pubhcatlons are the merest ficttons-reprmts from
meager and misleadmg newspaper references.
.
_.
and advocates wil~ tl.n~ this ~be model of an addres.s to a. JUry: statesmen and polrh!. Memoir of Ohristian 11.nd Extra-OhristianExpe- oians Lawyers
a clear exposition of OonotttutiOnal nghts. and powers; and mtelhgent, patriOtiC, ana free men
rienoe.
and women everywhere, a Magna Oharta of thetr ngbts.
.
.
Adclress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York oity.
By NATHANmL RAMSAY WATII:RS.
A very. oritical analysis of both Protestantism
i'nd Oo~.t!Iolidsm, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svs.
tems. It deala the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of intl.icting.-[Oritical ReOR
view.
~unday and the l"'abbath. ''A Ia~
Oloth, 12mo, S1. 711.
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath Is
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
an impertinE>nce." Prwe, 10 cents.
.

By L. FEUERB ,t,CH.

Meets every Friday FVening, at 8 u'douk, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 F.a8t 15'h street. Lect
urea and diecns•ion•. 'l'ue pnbho cordially invited

Meets at Fraternity rouruP, Bedford avenue and
South 2d stre•t·, Brooklyn, E. D .. at 3 P.M .. every
Sunday. Admission free. DIBCUBoions follow
lectures.

OTHER BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND EssAYS.
BY 0HARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait arid Autobiography.
Oha.rles Bradlaugh has "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil.'' Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few wordd," and the devil will, we preoume,
at no very diwta.nt day hav a few words to say to
Mr Bra.dlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Ohioago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold baok and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The ., anilat•au t.iberal Club, N.Y

---------------------

"B LA S PH E MY,"

AND

anrl third Sunda.ys, at 2
All f• iPudH of human
HEIOHTON. Bee.•

MAhiUB

Aliron, 0., f'rccthought Union.

TRI'AL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,

cultivation are invited.

'I he Ncwa.-k i.ibcral Lca&UC

BY

A FEW WORDS

Essence of Religion.

fir~t

It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrins of Liberalism on the P.M, at the town h8.ll.

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
'peech that THE: TRUTH SE:EKII:B ha.s obtained a
snpJllY and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Secretary of the Am61'ican Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Giral'd ColJPge Theology.
AN EXPOSE

Of the perversion of Bteph1m Gira.rd'RID:a~nificent
bequest to PhiladPlphla by the Ohr1st1an
churches and Young Men's
Ohristian Allsociation.
Steel engravings of this CE>lebra.ted na.turalist.
2x1~ mches, suitable for tr.. mli!8'.!.Bent postpaid,
BY RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
for~~~ oents.
A.ddren THE TRU'J:H I:!EEKEB.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTll SEEXEB.
tt

ALEXANOtR VON HUMBOLDT.

Union

BACON AND :SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write,
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D •• 15!10. Bt· WM. HE~BY
BuRR. Price. 25 cents. For sale at this office.

HISTORY
01!'

THII:

INTELLECTU.A.JJ DEVELOPMENT
Of Euro1•e.
Revised Edition-2 'tols-Price,S8.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAP!l.H. MD .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
WORKS OF 0. B. WH/7'FORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime,
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

100.

BIBLE FABRICATIO~S REFUTED;
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
- lllo.
Addrss~
THE" TRUTH BEEKER.
2F LafaYette Pl.. New York

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between the
Scutuh novelist, Agne• Rollu Wllkte, ~<nd Arthnt
B. Muss. The best coru.lnct.ed debate of modern
times. 1~0 pp,, 25 cts. Tl1e Mirror of . F_t·ee·
thought. 50 ots. The Btble and Darwmtsm,
25 eta. BibhcHl Errors and Seeular Truths. 25
eta. Two ltevelations. 5 ctH. BtblP Horrors; or,
Real Bla,phemy. 5 cts. Btble Makers. 5 eta.
B1ble Saints-No~. 1, 2. and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. D>trwm. 5 cts. Bocratt·s. Buddha, and Jesus .
5 cts. Christianity a Degradmg Rdu;:wn. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old l<'aith ar1d tbe Now. 5 ctH. Bruno and
Bpmoza. 5 eta. The Bible God aud His Favorite,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers .. 5 eta. H.-alth, Wealth.
a.nd Happiness. 5 cts. 1 be Bram and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Destgn and
Natural Selection, 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. b cts.
Adclress Watts an.d Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E. C., Lon.lun. En~r.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss. all the vital questiOns
of human oonoern, religious, P"'littoal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen ian·
guage, and easily understood. There is lust suffi
cient narrativabout it tointerestthereaderand
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
p , $
Forsaleatthisoffioe.
nee, 1.00.

~cculur,

Cleveland, to.,

THE STRUGGLE
!!OR

Re igiouRaud Politic~ 1Libr.rtv.
1

In which the author sbowH the repeated attem_Pts
of men of every ><ge to acqmre greater pohtwal
libertY ; also vigormlHlY attacks the very foundation of the relildon of every age; d welll!Hl at
length upon the wrongs of Irelan~. and. m detailing the aceount of slavery m tbts country, calls
the att.entllln of thinking men and women to the
position of womanl<indin America .. Tbrongh~untJ
the work is replete wllh BHiountlm.s fa~ts ~ a
weighty arguments wh1cb cannot fat! to mterest
the minds of thi• age.
BY THEO. 0. BPENOER.
Cloth, 12mo .. t38po .• price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Laf~~o}At.te Pla.ce. New York.

SING, BROTHERS, SDYG.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your mAetiugs. to make them hvely ttnd inter·
eating. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooK con tams songs
by the bes,, poe'"· ttdaptH! to "ell-kuown tunes.
It is hi11hly reeomm• nded by 1\leHBrR. Wakeman,
Parton Wright, Green, Underwool_!, Mrs. Bknker,
and, indeed, by all who hRv exammPd it. Prwe,
Ill cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo

~dds

J/Jews off tile 'fleek.

aqd

~11ds.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF. THE CHURCH:
THEIR

ALL is quiet at Samoa.
FHEE trade with Canada is talked of.
RHoDE IsLAND will resubmit Prohibition to
the people.
SIX thousand weavers are on strike at Fall
River, Mass.
PROHIBITION has been lost in New Hampshire by a popular vote.
PoP& LEo and Mr. Gladstone are 79 years
old; Cardinal Newman, 88.
HENRY GEoRGE is meeting with warm re-

cepti~n of his doctrin in England.

THE papal brief approving the statutes of
the American University has been issued.
SwiTZERLAND is constantly troubled over
being used as a refuge by hunted revolutionists.
Miss CALDWELL, who gave largely to the
Catholic University, has been received and
blessed by the pope.
SEVRNTY policemen were sent to county
Armagh, Ireland, to prevent riots expected
on St. Patrick's day.
IN Montana parties of men representing the
Union Pacific and the Northern Pacific roads
seem about to go to war.

A JUST m~<n !Jat6th the evil, but not the evitdoer.-8 1· P1t1lip Sidney.
TBnnc·sT thou it honorable in a noble man
To still remember wrongs ?-Sfwk•vere.
THE way to get rid of the priesthood is to educate the people to rfquire evidences of what they
believe, and to fozm habits of mind which shall
·make them as inquisitiv as the followers of priests
are crednlous.-Gen·it Smith.
To skepticism we owe that spirit of inquiry.
which, during the last two centuries, has gradually encroached on every possible subject; has
reformed every department of practical and speculativ knowledge, has weakened the authority of
the privileged classes, and thus placed liberty on
a surer foundation; has restrained the arrogance
of the nobles, bas chastised the despotism of
princes, and has even diminished the prejudic~s
of the clergy .-Buckle.
To the poet, to the philosopher, to the saint, all
things are friendly and sacred, all events profitable, all days holy, <til men divine.-Ralph Waldo
Emerson.

NEVER was a Rincere word utterly lost. Never a
magnanimity fell to the ground, but there is
wme heart to greet and accept it unexpectedly.Ralph Waldo Eme1·son

A FEEBLE man can see the farms that are fenct>d
and tilled, the houses that are built. The strong
mR.n sees the possible houses and farms.-Emer~on.
You ID~<Y builil your Capitol of granit, and pile
it high as the RockY mountains; if it is found• d
on or mixed with iniquity, t.be pulse of a girl can
in lime beat it down.-Wendell Phillips.

TAKE from man all tba.t science bas done, aLd
THE state legislatures are considering de- leave hi::n all that orthodox ChristianitY can ilo
apart from science, and what would he be? No
vices for preventing trusts. Several hav house to shelter him; no garment to clot be him;
adopted what is called the Texas· bill.
no machinerY to assist him. The great Universe
a sealed book; himself little more than a blauk
A BILL to giv municipal suffrage to all on one of its pagee. In a cave be would aleE p;
women entitled to vote for school committee and when the sunbeam~ shone therein he would
has been defeated in the Massachusetts legis- waken to recite his prayers to the Mnmbo Jumbo
of his creed, who grumbles in the thunders, and
lature.
shows his anger in the oak-splitting lightning.THE negro exodus from eastern North William Dtnlon.
Carolina into Arkansas and elsewhere is
THERE is no virtue in the world .greater than
causing a Ecarcity of laborers that alarms that of doing good to ot.here.-From tr.e Bindoo.
farmers.
IT is reason, not rev&lation, that has taught
morality. Locke, in his "Essay on the Hnman
CANaDIAN Orangemen continue to bold Unilerstanding 1" givs unanswerable reasons to
meetings advocating revision of the constitu- prove that experience is the true sourced moril.lF.
tion, war upon the Jesuits, and the formation Bentham shows that utility is the true test of
right, "the greatest good of tbe greatest nurnof a Protestant political party.
ber," and SpencEr maintair s that wbat are caiJed
IT is propo~ed to erect a monument to the innate ideas, conscience, and " the voice of God
in the soul," are inberiteil iileas secured by the
late Captain Ericsson, who~e meful invenexperience of ancestors. Fourier sas·e pain is the
tions hav done EO much for civiliz.tion by sign of error, pleasure tbe ~ign of truth. Tbeae
promoting intercommunication and enlighten- are sufficient ins! actr··o.- Robl. C. Adams in rio
nee1·Pi!ll.
ment:
WHA.T is right and what is wrong? Everytbinl!
LAST Sunday London had a Socialist parade is right that tends to the happiness of mar kiad,
ami demonstration that with a little more and everything is wrong that increases the sum of
organization, and less firmness of London hUlllan miserY. What can increase the happiness
authorities, might hav initiated another Paris of this world more than to do away with every
form of slavery, and with all war?· What can
Commune.
increase the misery of mankind more than to
In the assembly of New York state increase wars and put chains upon more human
the Women's Municipal Suffrage bill has limbs? What is conscience? If man were incapable of Buffering, if man· could not feel pain, the
been ordered to a third reading, and a word "conscience" never would hav passed his
final vote upon it may be taken before lips. The man who puts himself in t.he place of
another, whose imagination bas been cnltiv"ted
adjournment.
to the point of feeling the agonies suffered by
PoSTMASTER-GENERAL WAN AMAKER, the re- another, is the man of conscience. 'But a man
ligious fanatic who built a church at Phila- who justifies slaverY, who justifies a God when he
delphia, contributed $10,000 to the late commands the soldier to rip open the mother and
pierce with the sword of war the child unborn; is
election fund to secure the election of the controled and dominated, not by conscience, but
officer of a republic by money.
by a cruel and remorseless snperstition.-Ing~r
so!l.

HARRISON's selection of a church has occaIF there be orie virtue more important and funsioned much interest and anxiety, as the
damental than any other, it is trulll ~ulness. The
church selected by a president is .always _greatest love and reverence for truth, and the
immediately filled with capitalists and poli- most sensitiv shrinking from the least contact
ticians endeavoring to ingratiate themselvs with falsehood, are characteristics of the moat
moral. On the other band, a disregard for truth,
with him.
and a tendency to q nibble,· deceive, and lie, are
NoRTH CAROLINA negroes threaten to make marks of a low moral nature. This great, if not
greatest of all virtues, truthfulness, theology has
trouble over their exclusion from voting consea distinct tendency to weaken. This tendency is
quent upon the device in the new election the ~trowth of modern times. When theology as
law rendering it necessary for the voter to "a theory of things" had the ground all to itself,
read the names on the various ballot-boxes when faith in its dogmas was undoubting and
universal, theology and truthfulness were not ina"nd deposit his own vote.
con sis tent. One cannot read the letters of such a
mR.n as St. Paul, a theologian in a theological age,
AT Milan, Italy, a new education bill occawithout seeing at once that he was truthful.
sioned the authorities' inquiring what propor- Whatever we may think of some of the theories,
tion of the people desired religious instruc- we cannot doubt the truthfulness of the mim.
tion for children. Ninety-five per cent But, in the present day, go into a mixed societ,y,
responding affirmativly, it was decided to and you find the. theologically-minded certainly
not conspicuous for truthfulness. Their look and
introduce religion in the schools at the public their manner do not impress you with the idea
expense.
that openness, honesty, and veracity are in them
pronounced characteristicP. The reason of this is
THE Territorial bill provides that South easy to understand. Theology, ever since science
Dakota shall hav two representative in Con- became her rival and threatened to supersede her,
gress, North Dakota, Montana, and Washing- has felt the necessity of defending herself. How
was she to do so? The attacks of science conton one each, five in all. Each of the new
sisted simply in the discovery of truths which
states will hav, of course, two Senators, were verifiable by evidence. These truths, in
eight in all. This. makes thirteen members many instances, contradicted the theories and
assertions of theology. Either, then, the revelaof Congress and thirteen electoral votes.
tions that theology had" accepted'' and the creeds
THE new Japanese constitution provides that abe had" clung to" must, if truth is to be
for a house of peers-partly hereditary, partly preserved, be cast away, or science must be proved
false. The latter was impossible, and the former
electiv, and partly nominated by the mikado too painful; the only other course open was the
-and a house of commons of 300 members. sacrifice of truthfulness. This sacrifice of truthSuffrage is given to men over 25 who pay fulness, though very real, is for the most part
taxes to the amount of $25 yearly. Liberty unconscious on the Part of those imbued with the
theological spirit. It is truly marvelous what a
of religion, freedom of speech, and the right power a wish exercises over thought.-John Wilson,
of public meeting are guaranteed.
M.A., in Tllougllts on Science, Tlleo!O(IIJ. and Ethics.

DnY goods merchant: "You hav called in reEponse to our advertisment for a floor walker?
Well, sir, what are your qualifications for the
position?" Applicant: "I am the father of three
pairs of twins."
MAN at the theater box-office: "Hav yon any
front seats in the upper gallery?" "Yes, sir."
"How high is that above the parquet?" "About
seventy feet." "Do you think I could see over the
millinery down-stairs?" " I think so." "Gimme

two."
OLD li:Ir. Candid (sexton) : "The ~p.inister told
me to close the windie, an' I said tu him as how
the young leildY wished it open, but says he, • I
run this congregation I and no lamb shall be lost
from the fold with such a overhanging debt on
the ohurch.'"

Crimes and Persecutions.
Svo, 111l9pp. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco
gilt edges, S4. 50.
BY D. M. BENNErT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OR,

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.

BY MILTON w OOLLEY' M.D.
WALT WHITMAN is not without a keen sense of
the humorous. An ambitious young poet called
Among the ma~y attempts made by scientists to
on him the other day to show him a MS. tragedy crus b. the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
entitled," Columbus." "Mr. Whitman," said be, vigorons.-[Ohicago Times.
"I should like to read you my drama and get your Cloth, Illus.,heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
opinion cf its merits." "No, I thank you," said
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Walt.. "I·ve been paralyzed once."
SPEAKING of short poems, it is believed that the
impromptu uttered by Julius Crnsar in addressing
his friend Brutus is one of the most striking instances of poetic brevity on record. Freely translated it runs thus, as the reader possibly may
remember:
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Reminiscences of aPreacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

2?
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath,"" Family Creeds,"" BeauNEW YoRK boodle alderman (at railroad depot,
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
disguised as a fat woman): "Here, sir, don't keep
a lady waiting.· I want a first-class ticket for MonThe story is used by the author to teach Freetreal." Former constituent (in ticket office):
"Hello, alderman, is there going to be another thought, to remove superstition from the minds
those who would not read a polemical essay,
trial?" Disguised alderman: "Heavens. Mike, of
and to urge facts against the various churches.
how did yon recognize me in Widow Kelly's believing whlch their supporters will desert them,
clothes?" Ticket seller: "Why, you hav your The book is an argument as well as a novel but
shliwl fastened with the diamond pin that the the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
to lure the reader along, and to induce him .
boys gave you for getting them on the pipes last used
to take the antidote to theological poisoning withfall. Better leave it with me, or you'll be caught, out knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincingly, and always braces his romances
sure."
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
OMAHA dame: ''How many chaplains are there Those who bav read his previous worki need not
in the United States army?" Army man: ''Thirty. be advised to purchase this they will probably do
four." "The army is very small, I suppose?'' so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents ; in cloth. 76 cents.
"There are about twenty-five thousand soldiers."
''What! Only thirty-four chaplains for twenty.
five thousand soldiers 1 That's terrible!" "Madam, The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
a soldier's first duty is to accept .things as he finds
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.
them. We hava.lllearned disciplin, and we won1d
not rebel against the government even if we did
not hear a sermon once in three months-no,
indeed, madam."

LOOKING BACKWARD

HERR HIRSCHBERG, a member of the chamber of
commerce, noted for the elegance of his manners
and the stylishness of his" get-up," was standing
one davin a meditativ mood near the exchange,
when there stepped up to him a seedY-looking
fellow, and said :."I say, my de->r friend, how are
you selling Russians?" Visibly annoyed, the
stockbroker turned round and spoke in his most
dignified manner: "First, you will please in
future to address me as Mr. Counselor Hirschberg;
secondly, I am not your dear friend; thirdly, by
when do you want them?"
MANDY SPILLERS, a colored lady, swore out a
warrant against Zeb Snow. "What did this man
do?" the justice of the peace asked. "He •suited
me, sah; dat•s whut he done." "How-what did
he say?" "Didn't say nuthin'." "How, then, did
he insult yon?" "W'Y, sah, be come erlong whar
I wuz sweepin' de yard an' grabbed me an' kissed
me, he did." "Did you make any outcry 1" "No,
sah." "Did you try to get away from him 1"
"Who-me 1 Look yere, jedge, do you think goodlookin' men is so plenty deze days datI gwine ter
git away from one when he grab me?" " Bn t if
you were so willing, bow was it an insult?" "How
wuz iter insult? W'Y sab, he turned me loose an•
went •cross de yard an' kissed er black imp o'er
lady dat is old ernuff ter be my mammy, sab.
Dat'a how he •suited me."

Bs Edward Bellamy,

Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
World.
This astonishing book, bow it haunts one,
like a grown-up '"Alice in Wonderland I" The
mind follo"s entrR.nced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tr1bune.
The appeal is always made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his selfishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicabl6 and feasi·
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, I>Oc.
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RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and tile Future
Republic oC North America,
BY A. CA.PITA.LIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the \)resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing bow it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the _Principles of
Rational Communism. The book 18 vigorously
and interestingly written.

AN ARIZONA EPISODE.
Never heerd tell o• Billy Martin ?
Wall, now, stranger, yo•r hoofs must ache!
Bill wur the deadest shot, fur sartil~,
•N all Arizony-make no mistake I
Sized yo' up fur a tenderfntter,
Paper, :iOc.; cloth, $1.
Boon as ever I seen yo' hit
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
The Box S Range 'n aech a splutter,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.
But yo•re the freshest, I mnst edmit.
I •llowed •z how thur warn•t no·bnddy
Hedn't heerd tell o' Pistol Bill!
" C•d he shoot better'n Carver?" Cun he?
By DB. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor •
Bill didn't monkey-he shot ter kill I
Physiological Medicin and Medical Juris·
pruden<le in the New York Free
None o• thet glass-ball foolin' in bis'nMedical College for Women.
Bill warn't built on no sech plan.
Paper, Umo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Men'• his marks, 'n he knowed his bis'n;
His analysis of nervous and mental phenomena
Never but once he missed his man.
is sharply scientifl,,; his pathological theories are
How wuz thet? Wal, thur warn•t much to it- rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Me!!!CaZ Revtew.
We wuz down •n the Gily Bend,
His lanll"nage is strong and well chosen, his
Ridin' the roundup-almost through itstyle adm1rable in its directness and brilliancy
his thought clear and logical.-LiberaZ ChrUJtian.
Allnv a snddent thur comes the end.
,A-ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Bill got gone on a senoreeter
Livin' thar in a 'do be townLord I The angels never wuz sweeter!
Tall, 'n' big-eyed, 'n' pinky brown I
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
Bronco Jim •ez the luck wud mix it,
He got gone on the selfsame bnte :
Preface
by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Bin great pards afore thet fix-itFor Her Dailr Bread Is the story or two young
Then, in course, •twas a case o• shoot I
girls and a younger brother who were left parent·
ess, with little mone;v. fa1r education, and much
Eh? I 1•eok'n I seen the shootin• I
courage, to make their way through the world by
Bhlit my ear-but I finished him,
going to Ohicago. The antllor is also the heroin.
Fa'r 'n' square. Wot•s tbet yo're tootin'?
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workSartin, stranger-I'm Broncho Jim.
ing girl's life and experience In the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
Been lookin' fur me? You're Billy's b1·othm· r
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel In~rer
Wal, I never did l'arn to run I
soll
to be interested in; and whatever he admire&
One time's about the same ez anotherand appreciates is sure to be worth the at ten tio•
Fair play, pardner-reaoh fur yo' gun I
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
-Ch.a?"les F. Lumrnis, ln 7'irne,
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TH£ CLERGY HAVE A DIVINE RIGHT
TO BORE THE PEOPLE'
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A

Jlolts and

~lippinns.

AsH WEDNESDAY no longer interferes with
theatrical performances in London. Whereas
all the theaters used to close on that day,
only two this year paid any attention to it,
and these merely announced that they would
keep open.
SIR JoHN LunnooK has a half-holiday bill
before Parliament that proposes that whenever two-thirds of the shopkeepers in any
given district vote for a half holiday on some
one day each week, all the shops in the district shall be closed at 2 o'clock on that day.
PRESIDENT H-ARRISON plays billiards with
his private secretary. Both are churchmembers and very pious, and it is thought
that their example will tend to demoralize
the rule of the church against the wicked
game. The president also smokes daily and
drinks whisky occasionally, and appears to
hav considerable human nature about him.
His fellow-pietists should hold a prayer-meeting over him.
THK papers which practice·a steady toadying to Ireland and the pope's Irish, for votes
and patronage, are complaining that ex-President Cleveland's speech at th6 St. Patrick's
day dinner did not allude to the saint at all,
nor to Ireland. In the ey11s of sensible people this was its strong point. Not looking
for votes ·just now, Mr. Clevelai;ld probably
thought he could afford to be a little honest
and not praise a "saint" who perhaps never
existed, nor blarney the chief supporters of a
hierarchy which is doing its best to destroy
the land whereon they fatten.

FORCED

THE Rev. Isaac F. Rowe, president of the
Anglo-Indian Evangelization Society at Bombay, is convinced with one year's stay in
Assam that coolies there are far better off
than the poor in England, and that the former
hav no grounds of complaint. Christian missionaries, comments tlile Calcutta National
Guardian, are out of date in India, and the
sooner they pack off with their institutions
and their ideas, and sometimes, their very
'' honest opinions." the better for the country,
and par~~odoxical though the remark be, for
their religion too.
- IN· a dime museum in Chicago there is a
snakeskin pasted upon a framed parchment
attached to which are large red scales, accompanied by hieroglyphics which only the
scholars are able to decipher, and above all
this the startling inscription : " Skin of the
serpent that tempted Eve in the garden of
paradise. It was killed by Adam the follow.
ing day after the treason.· Adam hit it with
a club, of which traces are still left. This
skin was part of the inheritance of Adam,
and was preserved in ),lis family in Asia.
The genuinness is attested by the doctors of
divinity, whose seals are attached."
P.ABTOB MoKINNEY, who has charge of a
Baptist church in Ansonia, Conn., recently
preached against card-playing. He was -decided in his opinion that a Christian ought not
to play cards, even whist, in which he could
see no science, and laid down these five
points : 1. Christians should not play cards
for amusement because it is a waste of time.
2. They sl;wuld not play cards because it dissipates the mind. 3. They should not play cards
because the example to others is one that is
injurious. 4. They should not play cards be-

I 1

REST.

cause it leads to gambling. 5. They should
not play cards because whist, the Christian
game, as generally played to-day, is gambling.
TBE Evening Sun of Friday the 22d pays
its respects to the religious editor of the 1lfail
and Express in these words: "It is difficult
for Brother Colonel Shepard to outdo himself,
but yesterday he did it, in the shape of simply the most asinin telegram that was ever
sent out of an editor's room. This precious
dispatch, which should be cherished in the
Lenox Library or the British Museum, informed the secretary of the interior that the
change in the Senate's hour of meeting from
12 to 1 o'clock was ' a great blow to the evening papers, causing delay in receipt of telegraphic reports of nominations, confirmations, and other Senatorial proceedings, and
a corresponding disappointment to the hundreds of thousands of people who leave the
cities every day for the suburbs.' The colonel therefore asks the secretary to do what he
can 'to hav the hour of 12 reinstated.' For
app!llling, Brobdingnagian, Himalayan gall,
mixeQ. in equal portions with stupidity, this
effusion elopes with the whole delicatessen."
COLONEL INGERSOLL was advertised to lecture at the Academy of Music last Sunday
night, for the benefit of the Confederate Soldiers' Home, at Austin, Tex., but his engagements prevented. He is one of a committee
to raise money for the Home, and has given
it a large check. The other day a Christian
bigot named G. D. Mackay sent this letter to
the committee: "I would feel my sympathies
drawn to an object so worthy as this, but the
promoters must be blind to the plainest sign
of the times when from the Christian people
of New York they expect contributions to

this cause-'-and they will get little help from
any other-while heading their enterprise
with the greatest enemy of Jesus Christ this
country has ever seen, namely, Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll. Nothing will be blessed by his
touch, and it is regretted that the work is to
be even colored by his assistance, far more,
begun and directed. Very respectfully." Mr.
Mackay can be satisfied with the assurance
that he is one of the meanest Christians in
the country-and that is saying a good deal.
THE Clmrchman holds that although in one
eense a church is the house of God, in another
it is on the same footing· as a club house.
Persons invest money In the fabric, the furnishing, and the salaries of those who serve,
and those who do not so invest hav really no
right to partake :of privileges they don't or
won't pay for. "Tramps and hearers with
itching ears who beat about from one church
to another must not be astonished if sometimes they meet with less attention in a
church aisle than habitual worshipers and
steady, consistent supporters." Speaking on
the club idea, the Independent makes this
point : " It is to be considered whether a
church which is not a church, but a club, has
a right to ask the state to relieve it of taxation. If there be any excuse for not taxing
a church it is becau8e it is a public benefit.
But if it is a private benefit, why should it
not pay taxes like any other private club?
If the rich are bound to hav their private and
extravagant religion all by themselvs, then
why not let them pay all its expenses, and
not ask the public, the poor public that are
shut out of their religious club houses, to
help them pay for the protection they receive
from the state ?"
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An Address in Memory of Thomas Paine.

,-

DELIVERED FEBRUARY 3, 1889, IN PHILADELPHIA..
The name we are assembled to commemorate is
the synonym of freedom of thought, freedom in
religion, freedom in social relations, freedom in
political life.
Born in England in 1736, Paine's life em braced
the period in European history of the dissolution of
the old feudal order, the protest against royalty,
aristocracy, nobility, caste,· against inequality and
oppression of every kind. It was the time of decaying institutions-of tyranny and corruption among
the class who embodied those institutions, and of
stern protest and heroic endeavor among all who
looked to the future, who revolted from the tyrannous
oppression of their surroundings, and found hope in
the promis of freedom, brotherhood, equality. The
American Revolution came and the American republic
arose. The French Revolution followed and feudalism fell, Paine doing a noble share toward bringing
about both changes. Then, in twenty years, he died,
leaving at a time in which in the new western world
freedom was no mere chimera.
For in a nation in which there were ilo sharp distinctions of wealth or poverty, where the possession
of land was open to all, and the artisan was master
of his own tools, there were the conditions of comparativ equality, and, with equality, freedom.
When Paine died the first railroad had yet to ·be
built in America, the first steamship line organized.·
The population was diffused, centralization had
scarcely begun to make headway. The children of
the nation grew up at home, going to school or not
according to circumstances, but to work only for the
sake of learning a trade or of helping on the paternal acres. Except the slavery of the negro, there
was no marked subjection of man to man, but all
were equally free and independent citizens of the
republic.
The functionaries of the young government were
chiefly farmers of moderate fortune like their constituents, or men from the professions or small business circles of those days. Washington, Adams, Jefferson, Hamilton, Jay, Livingston, Franklin, none of
them rich men as we count riches, represented fairly
·that social state in which there were neither millionaires nor paupers nor the economic conditions that
breed such extremes. Founded upon such a basis, a
government elected by popular vote might well aspire
to assure to each of its citizens the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
How changed .are the foundations of the republic
after one brief century I
The continent is peopled from sea to sea. The
oceans are bound together by steam and electrici-ty,
miracles which no prophet foretold in the days of
Paine and the fathers of the country, and mill and
mine and workshop, lumber camp, cattle ranch and
oil well, with the help of railroads on land and steamships at sea, hav yielded wealth the like of which
mother earth has never seen. Every day when the
sun sets $2,500,000 are added in value to the capital
of the richest nation of the world. The narrow horizon of the colonial life rises meager and cramped
before the mind's eye of a generation whose domain
extends from Maine to California, anil from the St.
Lawrence to the gulf of Mexico. The old Puritan
farming states of New England are hi~es of industry,
owned by the stockholders of vast corporation~, peopled by the French, Irish, and German immigitation
of the century. The Great American Deslrt of
Paine's day is the wheat-field of the nation, struggling with India and Russia for the mastery of the
market of the world.
The South, the earth's great cotton-field, begins to
rival Pennsylvania as a source of mineral wealth, and
mining and manufacturing extend their domain with
every passing year.
Hand in hand, and step for step, in the progress
of conquest and subjugation of the forces of nature,
goes the work of centralization and accumulation.
Vast cities hav sprung up as if by magic, at the side
of every port, in the heart of every great region of
mineral wealth; cities peopled not by the sturdy freemen of long ago, but by a horde of men and women
and children who toil early and late for the creation
of wealth in which they hav no share, a civilization
built upon their own enslavement.
In place of the old simple national life of the 'coloniai farmers and the young republic, there stirs
throughout the land to-day the unrest of a mighty,
unorganized army of impoverished toilers, conscious
that their labor is wrung from them, not for the
public good, not for the nation's need, but for the
enrichment of the few who toil not neither do they
spin.
The citizen who voted in the days of Paine and
Jefferson in the town meeting upon the schools and
roads and taxes kept a keen watch, too, upon all questions of national policy, and judged with the keen
insight and decided views of the self-dependent freeman, jealous of all interference with personal liberty.

voter of those days was a landowning farmer or
a householding citizen-for all the people held some
property-and having a stake in the nation, watched
sharply every inroad made upon ·his property or his
freedom.
The proletarian of our great cities, the farm laborer
of our bonanza farms, has no property, and none of
the civic qualities that accompanied its general distribution. His wages are driven by competition down
to the living-point; and the taxgatherer's taking is as
nothing to the share of the fruit of the laborer's toil
that is taken by the employing, exploiting c~ass.
The men of Paine's time revolted ·against paying
tribute. Taxation without representation is tribute
extorted by tyranny, and tl:e men of P. ine's day
would none of it.
The men and women and children of to-day pay
tribute in taxes, in kind, in life Hself, to our rulers,
the railroad kings, the coal barons, the cattle syx;dicates, the street-car magnates, the whole exploitirg
class, the regnant plutocracy.
Monarchy, aristocracy, nobility we hav none, but
something quite as bad. For the plutocracy which
holds in its vise-like grip the means of production,
rules by its own greed, taking tribute in the form of
profit not on tea alone, but on all our food, our
warmth, our homes, and our walks abroad. Our very
messages of Jove and sorrow, as they speed over the
wires, pay their quota of profit .into the bottomless
coffers of the plutocracy that rules the civiHzed w01ld.
The money tribute that we pay our masters is the
least baleful sacrifice we make. Far worse is tho
obedience of legislature!', the subservience of the
people's servants, the surre~der of men's independence, women's purity, and the very childhood·of the
nation's children, where the whole laboring class
depends for life itself upon the chance of working
to produce profits for the reigning plutocrats.
I went the other d~y iLto the home of a featherworker, a woman grown, a nativ of our free republic,
who earns her bread by toiliBg ten hours daily for
fifty cents a day the whole year through. I asked
her to come to a meeting of the women of her trade.
Her answer was: "The boss might heard it. And
it is not everywhere you can get the chance of earning fifty cents a day if I lose this work."
The right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness was the proud heritage bequeathed by Paine
and his fellow-patriots to us their heirs. And how
hav we guarded f>ur inheritance'! So ill, that this
poor feather-worker is but one of millions of men
and womer;. in our free republic who, for the poor
privilege of earning their scant portion of daily bread,
are fain to cast to the four winds of heaven, without
a sigh, the elementary rights for which our fathers
fought and died. For freedom of meeting and of
speech are the simplest rights of all free peoples.
Under the guise of republican freedom we hav
degenerated irito a nation of mock citizens, slaves of
the exploiting class. And how ruthlessly our rulers
play with the destinies of the republic!
The barons of Pennsylvania, the lords of coal and
iron, in common with the railroad kings, are pleased
to require serfs more abject and degraded than America has hitherto produced, and, presto ! their allies
of the steamship companies ransack Europe for coolies from Italy, Hungary, and Russia, and finding
profit of their own thereby, continue the business,
and flood the country with paupers, idiots, criminals,
the lowest of the low and the vilest of the vile.
Whosoever brings to the company the toll it takes
may send to the republic whom and what lie will.
But the nativ miners, and the~English, Welsh, and
Germans, rebelling against such importations, the
barons are forced to quell their unruly subjects by
force of arms, and lo ! in place of the J~tanding army
whose absence we boast., there spring up in true
medieval fashion bands of mercenary soldiers responsible to no one but the barons who pay them. For
such are the Pinkerton police.
The Molly Maguires were convicted of murder
and paid the death penalty of that offense. The
barons of Pennsylvania murder men and boys by
the hundred, underground, by refusing to take precautions notoriously necessary. They are guilty of
manslaughter by wholesale-burning, crushing, blowing their victims to pieces. And the coroner's jury
renders a verdict of accidental· death, wherever, for
the sake of saving a larger dividend, a band of baronial serfs are put to death by violence.
Thus does the ownership of the means of production confer upon the property-holding class dominion over the life and death of the free wage-earner
in the free republic which Paine and Jefferson
]aborad so nobly to found.
Most absolute of all is that dominion when it
pleases the lords of coal and iron to shut out their
serfs for a time from the means of production. The
market is overstocked, profit is less than their lordships desire, and the serfs must maintain themselvs
as best they may, since their labor is never performed
for the good of the .consumer, nor the maintenance
of the toiler, but solely to furnish profits for the
plutocracy. If hunger and cold and disease bring
death to wives and children and drive the harried
serfs to deeds of despair, who shall hold responsible

for this consummation rulers the essence of whose
rule is its irresponsibility?
The dregs and the scum of European population
are drained to pe.ople the republic. Why?. That
the steamship companies may b~:: enriched. Thirty
thousand child-slaves are toiling underground in the
mines of the republic. Why? That stockholding
plutocrats may be enriched. A million children are
earning their bread who ought to be in school, and
would be there if they belonged to the propertyholding class. Why are they toiling while a million
adults suffer the torture of the unemployed ? Because the reign of plutocracy rests upon the monopoly of the means of production, a monopoly which
forces the workers to struggl!l, against each other for
the chance of selling their one commodity,· their
labor power. And that which is cheapest, that out
of which the highest rate of, profit can be ground, is
the labor power of children.
And we sit Eilent while the plutocracy coins gold
from the life-blood of the republic's children. Freedom of thought we preach while eighty thousand
children in this one state are languishing in the deadening . atmosphere of milia and mines, incapable of
thought, stunted in body and mind, robbed of the
intelligence we falsely call their birthright. And
where is our protest 1 There were no toiling childslaves in mill or mine in Paine's day, or the nation
would hav rung with his onslaughts upon men who
enslave not alone thdr fellow- men, but w.omen and
l1ttle children; agaiiJst lawgivers who abet such
crimes by passing dead- Jetter laws; and most of all,
against the cowards who, hugging to their bosoms
in cra'l'en silence the worthless boon of their own
freedom of thought, utter no cry of withering scorn
of blighting condemnation, for a social system which
makes thought impossible, by deadening children's
brains.
Thomas Pai.ne has no successor in the republic of
to-day or the nation wo::.ld be ringing with his protest against the latest insult to our "free" institu- ·
tiona; and the framer of the Ford immigration bill
would be held up to immortal scorn as the first who
has dared to propose an embargo upon any man's
convictions. 'fhat ignorant servant of plutocracy,
the framer of the Ford bill, should he find support
in Congress, will enable the steamship companies and
monopolist employers to import, as they hav done,
unhindered, serfs for their own exploitation; and to
shut out at pleasure those immigrants who carry
with them wherever they go the conviction that under plutocucy there is no freedom-Russians fleeing
the oppressor, Socialists seeking in the republic a
refuge from the tyranny of Bismarck's Germany.
Should that bill become a law the political Inquisition will be upon us, and the American consul will
be e-;c.officio inquisitor. Freedom of thought, now
perishi~g; as we hav seen, within the nation, will be
placed under a prohibitiv duty and declared contraband by act of Congress-bitter irony of fate that
such a measure should receive grave discussion in
the Congress of the American republic during the
centennial year of the French Revolution !
I like the thought that the titles of Paine's two
works, "Common Sense" and the "Age of Reason,"
indicate the temper and activity of the man. When
war was inevitable, he threw himself with all the
energy of his nature into the toils of war, laboring
on two continents for the success of the party of
freedom. But his own appeal was to the thought,
the reason, the common sense, of men. He had faith
in the character of his contemporaries and appealed
not to the passions or pr~:judices, but to the highest
quality of men, their reason.
Were Thomas Paine alive to-day, how his pen
would flay the slavish, degenerate progeny of the
founders of the republic! For he carried his critical
thought and his rugged self- dependence in action
into every department of life. In politics, he was no
mere critic, but the hero rich in persistent sacrifice
of time, effort, fortune, and that liberty which he
held so dear.
And he was a democrat by conviction, in the original, unsullied meaning of the term. He trusted the
people and distrusted their rulers. For him, as for
every truly democratic soul who once gains a clear
insight into the meaning of plutocracy, there could
be but one solution of the problem of to-day, the
transfer of power from t-he few to the whole. If
possession of the means of production givs power
over life and death, then that power must be transferred from the irresponsible few to the responsible
servants of the commonwealth. If by owning the
railroads and the coal and iron fields, the coal and
iron barons hav come to own the commonwealth, let
the state of Pennsylvania exercise its righ"t of eminent domain, and take its coal and iron fields for
the good of the whole people, not the profit of the
plutocratic. Then, profit-mongering being swept
away, the life of the miners can be made safe by precautionary measures now too expensiv for the dividend-absorbing investors. Then, profit being no
longer the sole object of the work as now, labor can
be distributed over the whole year, and lockouts and
short-time working seasons abolished, overstocked
markets and the alternation of overwork with periods
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of enforced idleness and accompanying starvation
falling away of themselvs. Then, the plutocrats no
longer needing reinforcement of serfs, forced immigration will die of itself. The commonwealth having
no object in exploiting the labor of its children, it will
send them to school, leaving adults to do the work
of the commonwealth.
And so with the railroads, the telegraphs and telephones, the. transmission of electric power for motor
use, the city street-cars, and all our industries as they
grow centralized. One after another they must be
assumed by the community, and conducted not for
the enrichment of plutocracy, the extraction of profit,
but for the common weal.
It will be objected that Paine was never Utopian,
but that this is a Utopian scheme. Is our post-office
Utopian! Hav we any private corporation that
serves tbe people a tithe as well' Is the Eoglish
postal telegraph and parcels post Utopian! Are our
public schools Utopian' They are not what they
might be, what they must become, when the social
spirit takes the place of the individualist, self-seeking
spirit. We shall find them improving from month
to month under the demand of the workers that
more school-houses be built to accommodate the
children now in the mills; that more teachers be
employed for tho~e schools which ·are now overcrowded; that the high schools be multiplied by
hundreds and supplied with manual training to fit
for their life-work the thousands of children now
driven by poverty to begin their life of toil at the
age of twelve. No! Our public schools are not yet
what they must become, for under the reign of
plutocracy th£-y are class institutions, furnishing
scant kindergartens and underpaid primary school
teachers to the children of the toilers, keeping the
better grammar schools largely sacred to the use of
the children of the prosperous class who enter them
after the less fortunate children hav been drafted
away to the service of the telegraph monopolists and
the great retail stores. The public schools are not
yet what they will be when the mothers of the
country take their Bhare of responsibility in the
greatest of our institutions, and when the wageearners hav awakened to their right to the noblest
possession that any nation affords, the best possible
education of all its children.
Our schools are not yet all that they must and will
become, but a thousand times better they are already
than any profit-grinding system of education could
possibly be.
Believe me, he who insists that the people cannot
be trusted to taka care of their own interests, in the
management of the means of production by the servants of the whole community, is the servant of the
plutocracy, not, like Paine, the friend of the people.
I trust that no one will object that such a plan is
revolutionary. For he whose memory we are here
to cherish was a revolutionist of two continents.
And we cherish his memory because of his services to
the new order which was dawning in his day.
In one short century that order bas become disorder. The changes in the material basis of the
republic hav rendered the old, merely political functions of the government insufficient. Democracy has
become a_ mere name, as we hav seen. The ballot
to day is a means of tricking, duping, hoodwinking
the workers into the belief that they are governing
themselvs, while really they are serving the interests
of their masters. Capitalist society succumbs to the
force of ita own inherent antagonisms of plutocracy
and pauperism, of political freedom and actual slavery.
Surely to-day every man or woman whose thought
is really free must consecrate that thought and, with
it, his whole energy to the deliverance of the wageslaves, as Paine consecrated himself to the cause of
liberty in his own day. The task is a mighty one,
for the workers in all their unrest are not yet clear
by what measures they are to work out their own
salvation, and here in our own commonwealth we
are especially slow and backward. Such elementary
care of the workers' children as England has taken
for a quarter of a century we hav not yet begun. We
must. hav factory inspection and truant officers and
such search into the condition of the working children by the bureau of labor statistics as Massachusetts
began ftft.een years ago. We must hav child labor
abolished, and childhood kept sacred to school life.
Night work and overwork we must reduce to a minimum for everyone. The places of toil of men and
women must be made wholesome; and the hours of
labor shortened. And step by step, as the workers
· come to see the power that rests with them, they will
fill Congress, the legislatures, and municipal councils
with men and women who represent tlteir interests,
and to whom can be safely entrusted the management
of industry in the interests of all.
No easy task awaits him who makes free use of his
cri ical sense in our day. Struggle against deeprooted prejudice is not more agreeable to-day than it
was when Paine sacrificed for the sake of his convictions position, fortune, home-life, popularity, and
liberty itself. And the prejudice hardest to uproot
is the prejudice implanted in our own minds. Ye~
honest study of the question of the day, the question
par erecellence that underlies all others, t};l.e labor

question, leads straight to the convictio~ that the
work for the abolition of slavery was but begun with
the emancipation of the negro, and must continue until
plutocracy is superseded by the Social Democracy,
wage slavery by the labor of all the people for all the
people. Then first shall we hav a republic which can
assure to all its citizens the right to life, liberty, and
pursuit of happiness, the republic which Paine and
his contempor~ries believed to be founded a century
FLoRENCE KELLEY WISCHNEWETZKY.
ago.
Arthur B.

Moss.
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ical subjects, speaking on public questions in various
parts of London. He bas bad stormy meetings at
times, being on one occasion, at Hyde park, knocked
off the platform by a turbulent crowd, but he fought
his way back and regained possession. In two elections he spoke for Professor Rogers and Arthur
Cohen, Q.C., and from the former received a special
letter of thanks for the work he had done in promoting that gentleman's return. On Sundays when he
was not engaged he attended the Hall of Science
and listened to Mr. Bradlaugh, Mr. Holyoake, Mr.
Watts, Mr. Foote, and other leaders of the Freethought movement. In order to make his lectures
successful Mr. Moss wrote out the substance of some
of them, and has since issued them in pamphlet form.
In debate he has frequently encountered some of the
representative of the Christian Evidence Society.
In 1881 Mr. Moss became ·acquainted with George
R. Sims, the dramatic author, and accompanied him
and Mr. Barnard, the artist, through the slum land
of London, and prepared a large portion of the
material for "How the Poor Liv." He was also the
means of converting Mr. Sims to a belief in the
Malthusian law of population. In the series of
articles in the daily News on "Horrible London,"
Mr. Sims received the encomiums of Professor Fawcett for the courage with which he bad expounded
that remedy for poverty.
From the first, Mr. Moss bali! been a frequent contributor to the Freethinker. He has also written at
times for the National Beformer, Secular Chronicle,
and Secular Beview, as well as being a frequent
writer for TnE TRUTH SEEKER. When Mr. Foote went
to jail Mr. Moss came to the aid of Dr. Aveling, and
contributed regularly to the prosecuted journal. In
addition to this he has done a good deal of theatrical
work. Mr. Mo!ls has written a large number of
dramatic sketches, which hav bean favorably received
by the public. He is also. part author of three
dramas-two in collaboration with Mr. Henry Witton,
and one with W. J. Patmore, secretary of G. R.
Sims. Mr. Moss has had two or three written debates, the most important of which was with a Scotch
novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, on ''Was Jesus God or

Mr. Arthur B. Moss is the third son of George
William Moss. He was born on the 8th of May
1855, in the parish of Horselydown, near Londo~
Bridge. His father was manager of a large wharf
on the river Thames. He was a well-educated man
and had all his children well instructed. The subject
of our sketch was educated in the classical department of St. Olave's Grammar School, Tooley street,
one of the largest and finest schools in England. At
the age of twelve, when he left school, Moss was
accounted a good scholar. Owing to his father's
losing .his employment on account of ill-health, he
had to turn out into the world rather early in life.
At first be got employment at the establishment of a
large stationer and newsvendor in the city. From
that he became a clerk at a wholesale drug house in
Coleman street; but, not liking the confinement of
an office, he left; to become a reporter, and afterward
dramatic critic, for a south London journal. For
some years he worked at this; but, mainly on account
of a change of belief, be lost this berth and took to
journalism generally. Finding this a rather precarious mode of earning a living, he applied for an
appointment as school board officer for the Southwark division, and succeeded in obtaining· it, still
devoting his leisure time in the evenings to writing
for one or other of the Liberal journals in south
London.
,
Until his sixteenth year be was a devout Christian,
attending Sunday-school and church regularly.
About this time some of his friends thqught that he
possessed qualities specially suitable for the work of Man~"
the church, and he was induced to undertake a careLast March Mr. Moss came in conflict with his
ful study of the Bible. One evening he met his eld- employers. He wrote a letter to Mr. J. R. Kelly,
est brother, Alfred Moss, and entered into a discus- member of Parliament for North Camberwell, asking
sian with him on biblical matters. He bad not long him to vote for the Oaths bill. Somewhat indiabefore been studying astronomy, and his brother, creptly, be wrote t.he letter on paper on the back of_
having already become skeptical, asked him if he which was a list of his lectures. Mr. Kelly employed
thought it was probable that Jesus bad died on all a man to find out where he (Moss) worked, and then
other planets as well as this one. The train of sent a letter to the chairman of the school board dethought into which this idea threw him troubled him manding his dismissal. His character being good
for s.ome time, and he soon found himself calling in the school board could not dismiss him, but they
question a large number of the accepted notions of passed resolutions prohibiting him from lecturing or
orthodox Christians. At that time (his seventeenth advertising his publications.
The following is abridged from the current issue
year) be had just joined the Bermondsey Institute,
of which be was for several years writing-master and of the Church Beforrner:
teacher of elocution; and an old member induced
Now it must be remembered that there was no hint the.t
him first to read Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason," Mr. Moss's work as a visitor was badly done-on the conand subsequently to attend, at the Hall of Science, a trary, it was well done; no hint, either, that he in the slightdebate between Dr. Sexton and Mr. Foote on Spirit- est way used his position as a visitor to circulate his tracts
or propagate his opinions-on the contrary, he never even
ualism. He then read Bishop Colenso's "Examina- lectured in the district in which he was a visitor. 'fhis pertion of the Pentateuch," John Stuart Mill's "Exami- secution is grounded simply upon the character of his lectnation of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy," and a ures and his pamphlets. The question is a plain and broad
. h h d th one. Mr. Moss is fighting for the Eame liberty of utterance
long list of minor heretical work s, W b lC
a
e which has been fought for and won by the dissenters, Roman
effect of converting him into a thoroughgoing Free- Catholics, and Jews.
thinker. The first thing to do was to break away
"We teach the Bible and religion in ou~ schools," s~y M~.
from his Christian friends, which be did by question- · G;over and ~r. 9oxhead, _who are the,?hief leaders m this
at the Sunday-school and p1ece of stupid. Ignorant ~ntolerance; we cannot hav one
· th t th of th B"ble
mg ~ ru
e 1
.
. ' . of our own officers denymg the truth of what we teach."
declarmg that he could no longer behave 1t. Tb1s "As well" said one sapient member, "might an agent of
step was painful enough, but the most painful part Thorley's' Food for Cattle go about saying the_ food was poiof the whole busin~ss was, that when the Rev. son." . This is just on a par with those who sa1d, We ~fi:V an
Thomas Marsden the rector of St. John's church Established church; no officer. of the state, ~o lo,Yal Citizen,
'
·
' should be allowed to contradict or refute It. file school
,Horselydown, found out that, Moss had become a board has established an unsectarian r~tte-supportcd religion,
Freethinker, he called upon his mother, who was a and now wants to punish any of its officers who dissent from
Sunday-school teacher in the girl's department at it. Of course, the real answe~ ~o all this is. that we giv perSt. John's and told her that he would not bav the feet freedom to all our ?ther y1sitors, to beh~ve, or to teach,
'
"
" t h"
· h"
h 1 Th" or preach what they thmk nght, out of thCJr hours devoted
mother of an Infidel ea? mg 1D 18 S? oo ·.
IB to their work for us; that we hav Roman Catholics, Jews,
grieved Moss greatly. H1s father havmg d1ed, he English Catholics, Unitarians, and .every kind of Protestant
was left his mother's chief support, his eldest to deal with, and that it is absurd t? ~ssum~ that there is
brother having married and the two others having some special kind of school board rehgwn which the officers
· t th
All h" b th
F
of the board are bound to defend or not to attack. Indeed,
go_ne 1D o .e a;my.
. IS r~ ~rs are now ree- so far as the Education Act and the board's rules go, there is
thmkers; h1s Sisters remam Chnst1ans.
nothing to hinder an Atheist from giving the Bible lesson
In 1876 he. attended a course of lectures by Prof. and drawing what deductions as to religion or moralit.r; he
Leoni Levi on ."Political Economy," at King's thinks fit from the Bible. For the board allows no cate.chism
College and succeeded in winning one of the priz'3s or "man-made creeds," and there are ~!enty;,of Freethmkers
'
Sh
,
among the board school teachers.
Oh, but says Mr.
-a handsomely bound v?lume of
akspen,_ s pl'loys, Gover, "it is shocldng that such questions as 'Is Jesus an
and a volume on Rhetonc by Professor Bam, For Impostor?' should be discussed by one of our officers." On
the next few years he was very diligent in study, the contrary, we maintain that it is most. useful that ~uch a
reading almost all John Stuart Mill's works with question should be diicussed; that n_othm~ but g?od m th_e
· ·
11
f ·
h
f · t'fi b k long run can come from the free discussiOn of It; that It
av1d1ty, ~s we as a atr S are 0 Belen 1 c oo. B. would be well for Messrs. Gover and Coxbead t~ be forced
He was JUSt over twenty years of age when he dehv- to discuss it. for thev act as if indeed Jesus Chnst, instead
ered his first lecture on the Freethought platform, of being th~ eternal Wo~d of. God, as he claimed to be, w~s
Mr. T. E. Green having invited him to speak at the the puniest p~rson~~e Imaginable, so puny t~at he, h1s
.
Th
H h
th
h church and his rehgwn would be overthrown If Mr. Mose
L ,rceum, K mgston~onames.
e c ose e m~c
ere al'lowed to express his opinion about him.
misunderstood subJeCt of the "Freedom of the Will," w
.
and, though afraid that he did not do justice to the
Mr.. Moss has appeared twiCe. before the by-laws
theme, he succeeded in holding the attention of and commtttee; ?D the first oc~as10n, befo~e the old
pleasing the audience. After three or four years board, he d~hvered a speech ~~ favor of mtellectual
of practice be got a large number of engagements freedom whiCh amazed the _clencal members of ~hat
and lectured all over the country. During all this body. On the second o?cas1on he was cross-exa~med
time, however, he worked bard in his double capacity by the Rev. J osepb D1ggle ~nd others, but his anof reporter and critic. Being a Radical in politics, swe1·s were so frank and str~1ghtforward that some
he frequently devoted himself to lecturing on polit- . ol the members who were disposed at first to vote
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against him voted in favor of him-notably Mr.
Councilor Raphael, the Jewish member. Mrs. BeRant, Rev. Stewart Headlarn, Rev. Arthur Jephson,
Rev. Mr. Courtice, Rev. Copeland Bowie, as well as
Mr. Conybeare, M.P., and Mr. Edric Bayley, lf!l spoke
splendidly on behalf of _freedom, and there can be ~o
reasonable doubt that m a few weeks Mr. Moss Will
be able to return to the work to which he has devoted
his life, viz., the glorious work of intellectual emancipation from all kinds of superstition.

-.

project was starteJ some four o:J five years sgn, but
was delayed and additional expense incurred because
of the refus!ll of the municipalit.y to allow the monumcmt to be erected. Among the European contributors were V1ctor Hugo, Herbert Spencer, Ernot
Haeckel Ernst Rsnan, Emile Castelar, Professor
Bii~hne; and other eminent individuals in science
and lett~rs. The American committee are Col R )bt.
G. Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, Dilniel G.
Thompson, Thos. Davidson. Colonel Ingers~ll beads
the new subscription with the following sentiment:
LAW 0FF!Oll:
}
RoBllHT G. ho&HSOLL,
40 WALL STREET,

NEw YoRK, Feb. 8, 1889.

T. B. WARE~AN, .!£sQ., Treasurer of the Bruno Monument
Committ.-e,
.My Dea1• ::'i1·: It givs me i!'reat pleasure to inclose my check
for one hunrlrerl dollars (:$100).
.
I shall never be quite sati~fied until there is a monument
to Bruno higher than ·the dome of St. Peter's.
Yours very truly,
R. G. lNoER~.OLL.
I
am
informfd
that
the
students
of Rome had a
Giordano Bruno.
grand procession on the day the decision was anAs a general rule, I seldom favor the tendency of nounced that the monument might be erected.
Bruno was a prophet as well as a paladin. At firhero-worship as expressed in the desire to el"ect
monuments to those who trod the thorhy path of te2n years be ~:ntered a convent of the Dominican
·persecution for our welfare, feeling that to carry for- order, but soon rebelled against the rules; later or, his
ward the thought and work of their lives and labors, imaginativ and epeculativ mind began to work, and
!we would by emulation accord them the highest pos- the walls of his narrow cloister became too circumsible recognition. But as Rll rules bav exceptions, scribfd. He hP.d been a close, indefat,igable etudt:nt;
the most notable exception in history is that cf the was master of many languages. Finally he began
•grand proto-martyr of Freethought, Giordano Bruno. to disbelieve the dogmas of the church, and be found
·My reasons why Liberal Americans should honor means of escape. He bad studied books, now he
Bruno's memory by contributing to this international studied men and nature more. He unlocked hidden
·.fund are:
treasures of truth, nnd gave his life rather than reJ .1. No true recognition has ever been given the· Iinquish his self-imposed guardianship. Lecturing
'bravest hero who ever died to benefit man.
before universities in Geneva, Toulouse, Lyons, Paris,
I 2. The popular mind-especially in America-con- Berlin, or London, wherever he spoke be wes at first
~cedes to Galileo the honors which properly belong to greeted with outbursts of applause, but this was
'Bruno, as the first public advocate of the plurality generally followed by shouts of fury and ma!edic
t,ions, for he was sure to be followed by the wily
•of worlds.
3. This monument project embodies the conflict dncers of the church. Nevertheless, he boldly pro·
between the papal and Secular power which has been claimed his "impious heresy" on the s.pot where
waging in the Eternal City since the pope was stripped Servetus was burnt and Vanini met his martyrdcrn.
·of his temporal power, and the erection of this monu- London was his only place of safety, and there hf
-'lllent will be a mortal offense to the now toothless did the larger portior;. of his writing, and becoming
lion who wage his imbecil jaws in the seat where his the fast friend of Sir Philip Sidney, dedicated to
'predecessors made fuel of Bruno's body to stop him his "Spaccio dell Be.stra Triumphante." ThP
·Freethought in Italy. .
intellectual atmosphere of London chilled the fervid
; 4. It will be a warning to those who desire to Freethinker. It was like planting the most delicate
. _transplant the waning Romish power into the more perfumed flowl'r amid a lot of scrubby pines. He
>'iertil soil of our American republic that we know wandered back to the continent, was offered the
'something of its history and diabolical acts wherever hospitality of a Venetian nobleman(~), and tbis des'it has held sway.
picable host, through the manipulations of bis
It is a shame that the name of Galileo:.._after his priestly confess-or, betrayed his guest to the cfficen:
inglo~ious recantation-is yet the most familiar, and of the Inquisition. Bruno was &s bold, audacioue,
·attracts greater attention and esteem as the first and unflinching before his accusers, as he was brill.,public advocate of the Copernican system of astron- iant in propounding his philosophy. Add to his
omy than that of the intrepid martyr who preceded learning his extraordinary beauty of person, his gal!;him to a terrible but honorable death at the stake- lant bearing, his black, kindling eyes as eloquent as
Giordano Bruno.
his speech, .:. face of clasEic delicacy of autlme, and
The sixteenth century was an epoch of marvelous what wonder his Romish persecutors dreaded his
·. intellectual activity-a rebound from the long-con- influence 1 He must be made to recantf-that would
.. tinned mental thralldom which preceded.it. Never be a triumph for the church better th\n his death.
;,before .had so many fertil brains thrown broadcast For seven, long, weary years this young, impulsiv,
, their thoughts, but the meteoric figure which now impassioned orator was kept in a dungeon, with IJO
·looms up higher than all his contemporaries is that books, no companionship but the regular visits of
''of the fearless young orator, Bruno. He not only his tormentors to see if he were ready to say the one
'.',was the first during the Christian era to publicly word btween him and the blue sky-recant. But
·advocate the plurality of worlds and show that the this damp and death-dealing dungeon could not
·stars were suns shining by their own light, each hav- break or bend the heroic soul of Bruno. When
'ing its revolving planets, but purposely plac€d that finally brought for the last time before his accusers,
:'system in the most obnoxious light before the all- while standing chained before them, arguiEg still
~,powerful ecclesiastics, by adding the assumption of on his theories with an impassioned eloquence al. :their habitability and his own philosophical d~uc- most irresistible, he was condemned to that most
''tions thereon. This knight-errant of the now modern diabolical of. deaths; he only turned with supreme
:,'philosophy antedated Galileo over thirty years, and indifference on his. executioners, and said: "This
it was charged that the professor of Padua was reviv- sentence give you more alarm than it givs me." This
;,jng the heresy for which Bruno was burnt. Bruno brilliant young philosopher felt himself at this enanticipated many of the most "advanced" solutions preme hour stronger than all the ··power of Rome.
:'of modern science, and he is still the source from Contemplate such a character if you can without
':whence several celebrated thinkers draw their inspi- the throb of enthusiasm!
;,ration at the present day.
Most men may by circumstances be taught to be
'" The name of this Freethougbt champion rises from valiant, but it is generally when the blood is up and
-'jhe sixteenth to illumin the nineteenth century by its the eye flashes in response to the cannon's roar, the
~~pnparalleled example of intrepidity. No country or rattle of musketry, and the clash of battle, but to
nrace has afforded a more ennobling illustration of meet a most homble death with a smile as Bruno
,devotion to truth for truth's sake alone.
did is the concentrated essence· of heroism. ThP
I'' It was befitting that Bruno was born in the village Christian martyrs were buoyed up by fond hopes of
"of Nolan, under the fl11mes and amid the throes and heavenly rewards. Not so Bruno. He expected
;,thunder of Vesuvius, for the mere question of erect- nothing, hoped for nothing, o.nd still be met his fate
, ing a monument to the memory of this astounding -the most adverse and terrible. This was the year
'·linguist, this enchanting, youthful orator, this pro- of the Romish jubilee, when the holy cit.y was
"'1ound philosopher, satirist, dramatist, and poet, bas thronged with pilgrims from all over the world, and
·'so agitated the Eternal City that it is now mooted the burning of Bruno was one .of the attractions for
. that the holy father may move to Madrid. At last this crowd of worse than cannibal Christians. See
, t~e municipal co~ncil of ~ome has gr!\nted _per~.i.~. ;'· t·.b.is valiant Freethinker,.to whom life .might mean so
'swn for the erectiOn of this long-deferred tnbu~<,t · r:rmcb, Jed to the stake! No consolatiOn of comptm.. the Freethought martyr on the Campo de Fiori, the- ion ship, supported by no followers, gladdened by no
.sacred spot where the noble Bruno was burnt.
app.rnving smile, inspired by no kiss, refreshed by no
, . As the whole world was benefited by his daunt· tear, here is a picture of sublime heroism never
:Itss life and honored by hifl heroic death, the monu- equaled in history. Bruno died that truth might
fuent partakes of an international character, and liv. Will Ameri(lan Liberals do themselvs and their
.:'American Freethinkers are asked to contribute their cause a perpetual honor by aiding this monument~
':quota. Let. it be done q•1icklJ: and genero?sly, for Respond toT. B. Wakeman, 93 N-1ssau street, New
. 'th~ mon~y IB needed at on?e If the work 1s to be Yo;k, or to E. A. Stevens, 16 Union Park place,
·timshed m May. Many will remember that the Chwago.
f;.J:
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.

.,

E. A: STEVENS. Secretary,
16 Union Patk Place, Ohtcago.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
•
Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, JB•• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
-Mas. M.A. FBEEMAN,Ohair. Fin. Com.,24I Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.
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UNANIMOUSLY REPUDIATED.

At a meeting of District Assembly 24, representing the various branches of the Knights of L!Lbor,
a resolution was adopted, unanimously warning the
public against. the alleged labor organ which ~ttacked
the Secular Union some weEk:'l ago, and wh10h, perhaps, had too much prominence given it. One by
one the enemies of the Union fall into the soup, a~
it were. The resolution reads:
WHRREAB It has become notorious tbat a CPrtain publication is palmlng it~elf upon the public as the Offl.5!iaJ organ of
the Knights of Labor and organized labor generally; therefore be it
Resolved That District Assembly 24 does herebv notify
and cuuti~n all whom it may coneern that the publication
known as the Knights r>f Labo1" published in ·this city is repudiated, and is not the official organ of the order in this
district.
We are becoming «reat on prophecy, and will venture the prediction that, after the spring election, the
paper will die the death of the 1·ighteous, and its
editor will be looking for a friendly lunch counter.
REFUSED TO OBEY THE COURT.

Mary Angelique, or Mary Clarey, mother superior .
of the House of the Good Shepherd, showed the '
animus of Romish influence by defying an order of
Judge Tuley on a writ of habeas cmpus. NotwithAtanding that the bailiff explained the c~ns€quences
likely to follow her r<efusal to comply Wit-h an order
of the court, this bride of Christ concluded she
would not act in the matter unless so advised by the
attomey of the institution. The rest. of the story is
told by the Chicago 'l'imes :
Mary Schell, a sixteen-year-old _lass from Elgi_n,_ Ill., was
the party for whom the writ was .JSsued, and Wilham Corwin, the lover, also from the country, was the person who
made application to Judge Tuley for the writ. These young
people hav become ~mitten with er.cb other's charms and on
divers occasions bav triNi their hands at elopements,. but
were successfully thwarted by the timely act.on of the girl's
parents, wbo advised the police in Chicago ot their movements. The ]a8t attempt was made about a week ago, when
Mr. Corwin and Miss Schell came to the city. The police
were on hand, bowevPr, and arrested the young lady, who
was tal,ru before JnRtice H. H. White. By request of Mre.
Schell the would. hP bride was sent to the Hou~c of the Good
Shepherd on a $50 fine. It was said by Mrs. Schell that her
daughter bad been ruined by younf!: Corwin and she wanted
her put out of his way.
The anxious young man remaine:l in the city and worked
hard to hav the fine remitterl, but in this he was unsuccessful, even though he s.:cured the ~id of ~I?· Jr,h?. Powers,
who signed an appeal frnm Justice Whites deciSIOn. AttPmpts were made to get Miss Schell's signature to the document, bnt the mother' superior refused point. blank to ~ether
charge be seen. Judge Tuley then issued the wnt and
,instructed Attorney Allison to look after the case. Attorney
Wolcy, for the institution, succeeded in having the ca~e continued until to.morrow so that Mrs. Schell would hav au
opportunity of hearing the proceeding~. Judl!e Prendergast
will be applied to by the young woman's parents for an order
committing her to some institution .
It is safa to say that Judge Prendergast will do.
his very best to accommodate the interests of the
church. That is what he was put there for.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

Equal Taxation •
The organic net of Washington territory provides
that "all taxes shall be equal and uniform, and no
distinction shall be made in the assessments between
different kinds of property, but the assessments shall
be according to the value of the property." "No tax
shall be imposed upon the property of the United
States; nor shall the lands or otJnl!' property of non~~~~=:t~~=t::,!~~e.r ~~an the lands or other
Under such an"organic law, the exemption of public
property
taxation is provided for, but the intent
is that all private pronerty shBll pay taxes on the
value of such property. In 1883 the taxaticn of
church property was agitated, and the legislature
submitted to a vote of the people the question. The
vote was in favor of the taxation. The legislature of
1886 provided for a limited exemption of such property. The law of 1881 did not exempt it at all. The
hw of 1886 provided in clause 6, sec. 1: "~nd
'whereas religion, morality, and knowledge bemg
necessary for go?d gove-rnment and the ha:pp~ness of
mankind' there IB further exempted all bmldmgs or
instituli~ns of learning, benevoleiJt, charitable, and
scientific institutions, and hospitals for the J3ick and
infirm including t.he lands upon which such buildings
rue situated, not to exreed two acres if within a city
or town and not exceeding eighty acres if not within
a city o; town, and all buildings used exclusivly for
public worahip and Sabbath· schools, with parsonages,
and the lands upon which they are situated, not exceeding one-half of an acre if in a city or town, and
not exceeding five acres if not within a city or town .
Provided, however, that all such church property,
inc 1uding parwnage property, when valued at more
than $5 000, shall pay a tax upon all above that
vBlue, and if auy part of any building, being a house
of public worship, shall be kept or used for any other
purpose except for public worship, the port so used
shall be assessed and taxed upon the cash valuation
thereof. Provided furtbu, that this exemption shall
not apply to hospitals used exclnsivly for profit."
These exemptions are not authorized by the organic
act. The homestead of the mechanic is not used for
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profit, and if that principle is made the basis for
taxation, it should be exempt if the paroonage of the
preacher is to be exempt. The law taxes all homes
for the people, because the government is put to
expense to protect them. For the same reason all
private property should be taxed.
But this law discriminates not only between the
home of the poor man and the costly palace of the
church, but even between the latter and benevolent
institutions and hospitals. If a hospital has one free
bed, so as not to be used I'Xclusivly for profi~, it is
exempt from taxation .. A Young Men's Christian
Association may own a valuable lot., erect a magnificent building, and rent all but a few rooms at a
high rental, and pay no tax. A mutual benevoient
insurance company can hav no similar exemption.
Such was the answer of the legislators to the vote
of the people.
.
The revenue article of the new constitution should
provide for the fqual and uniform taxation of all
property according to its value, exempting only publie property of the United States and of this state
and its municipal subdivisions.
Church property was not always exempt. In the
early centuries of English history, the clerical barons
were assessed for military purposes, and either furnished tht>lir quota of armed men or commuted the
service by the payment of money. The bishops and
archbishops often led their retainers into battle.
Hospitals paid taxes. Chief-Justice Holt decided:
" Hospital lands are chargeable to the poor as well
as others; for no m11.n, by appropriating his lands to
a hospital, can discharge or exempt them from taxes
to which they were subject before, and throw a
greater burden upon their neighbors" (Salkeld's Reports, p. 517).
An effort will be ~ade by the corporations to tax
them upon their gross earnings on the traffic within
the state. The railroad attorneys will insist that
they are building up the &tate, and as public benefactors should be favored. When. they fix passenger
and freight traffic, they do not grant the pioneer or
the farmer any fayors, though they too are bu~lding
up the state and i.ts industries. They insist that the
fixed charges for dividends on their watered stock
must be paid by the excessiv charges on local traffic.
They demand all the favors, and claim the absolute
right to make their own rat(ls, to insist on such contracts as will free them from their common law
liability as carriers, and to pay taxes according to
their own returns of property and their own estimate
·of its value.
The question of equal taxation is one of the most
important questions that will come before the constitutional convention, and it should ba settled upon
principles of justice.
W. S. BusH.
Seattle, W. 1., March 10. 1889.

Three Months' Lecturing.
I visited Lowell Neb., where I gave two lectures
before small audie~ces. In fact, there is not interest
enough in religion, either pro or con,. in Lowell ~o
save a saint or singe a sinner; but .wife and I ~Id
enjoy that English plum-puddmg ~Ith our-Enghsh
friendB, Mr. and Mrs. Gray and theu daughters Amy
and Kate. That is the way we celebrated Christmas.
On the tree, the evening before, all the children, big
and little, were remembered.
. .
Olive Branch school-house, near the home of Jason
Bloodgood, was filled with an attentiv au~ience.
This was the first Liberal lecture ever delivered
there. Bloodgoods are good-blooded Liberals. I
gave my third lecture in Newbold's school-~ouse.
The building was packed at this place e.very time I
gave a lecture. l1·eall y like to lecture in the country
once in awhile, and particularly before such a wholesome wide-awake audience as always greet me here.
Som~ of the beRt thinkers liv in the country and try
to be independent, and would. be more so if the
mortgage were lifted.
.
N tJwark Neb.-small attendance, but best greenbacking grace up to that point. Mrs. Jones is pos.tmistress of Newark. She and her husband are achiv
Freethinkers and splendid people. All along our
. journeying we met with many ~uch .. :M:t·:· and Mrs.
Hecox are hearty friends of Ltberahsm m Newark
town. Dr. Hawkins is here, winning friends in her
medical practice.
.
.
A journey of one hundred mtles landed us m
Wilber Neb., where, I believe, I hav had the
pleasu;e of addressing good audiences ten. ti_mes.
Mr. J obn N. Gouff and wife are very earnest Liberals.
His health is not as good as when I saw him. two
years ago, but he is in earnest. Then ther~ ~~ H.
Kilgore one of nature's noblest men, whom It IS always a' pleasure to think of, and a joy to converse
with. His excellent family, wife, two daughters, and
son, reside about t.hree miles in the country.
On to Shenandoah, Ia., where a warm welco!lle
awaited us in the home of S. H. Holcomb and wife.
The churches were under a high·pressure revival. I
little dreamed that this apostle of heresy would
shake those churches over hell, as events proved;
p.nd succ~ed in buying five-columns of space in one
of the most popular journals of soutqwe:;t Iowa.
0 tht\t I w~r{l ri9h I (liv Jl'l(l I} t~O\.lSf!!IU}.th part Qf
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the wealt.h of the churches and I really think I could
capture CbriPthmity.
.
Elder D. R. Dung-an, president of Bible College of
Drake University, Des Moines, Ia., was 8ent for to
punish me for my Infidel impudence. It agrees with
me. Dr. James Vincent was my moderator. During
the debBte the Opera House was several times full
to overflowing.
Dr. Humphrey was c11lled away during the progress of the debate to Bpeak fitt.ing words over the
remains of MrE'. Ely, a Liberal lady whom the Christian people were anxious to claim for their side, for
she was a noble, intelligent woman. She Bpoke of
"angels" before she breathed her last. This was
enough for the church, which wes intent.ly waiting to
proclaim her renunciaHon of lifelong Liberal principles. News came with the swift.ne~s.of the windand like it-that she died a Christian. Mrs. Ely
fe11red the churl'h would claim her, and so she took
extra pains to call the attention of her friends to the
fact that she died as she lived-u Freethinking Spiritualist, having no use for Chr;stianity. and so Lib
eral that bv her Bpecial rc:-quest Dr. Humphrey, an
Agnostic Materialist., g-ave the- funeral addrer:s. Beloved by all who knew her, a large concourse assambled. Plainly but kindly the doctor ~quelc~ed tbe
Christian lie which bad already commenced to trav'll,
and many that day listened to the fitly chosen words
of the Ag-nostic.
W. F. JAMIEEON.
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Canada is not now as benighted as she was a hundred years ago, and may y~t ~ecome .a l?art of t,he
Unit.ed States-perhaps w1thm the lifetime of Mr.
Cockburn.
BuRR.

Lectures and Meetings.

As soon as arrangements can be made W. F. Jamieson
will start on a lecturing tour East, although business affairs
may detain him for several weeks in Colorado. Addrtss,
Coryell, Col.
Mns. MA.TTIE A. FREEMAN will lecture during the second
week in April at West Union, Maynard, Olwein, and Aurora,
F<>Jette count.y, Ia. Societies or individu~ls desiring the
services of this talented speaker ncsr these places, or on the
way to or from Cbica_go, will please address her at 324 West
Madison street, Chicago, Ill.
DATRS of W. S. Bell's lectures in Oregon: June 20th, Ashlan<l; 21~t, Talent; 221, Jncksonvil!e; 23tl, Myrtle Creek;
24th, R'1seberry; 26Lh to July 4th, Coos county; 6th, Coburg; 7rb, Lebanon; St.b, Corvallis; 9th, Stayton; 1?th,
Scott's Mills; 11th, Silverton; 14t.b, Dayton; 15th, Mcl\hnnville; 17th, North Yamhill; 18th, McCoy; 19th, Balaton;
20th, Forest Grove ; 23d, Hillsboro; 25th, Portland; August
1st, Oregon City; 4th, New Era; 6th, Canhy; 7th, :Molnlla ;
9th, Union Mills. Mr. Bell's address is 248 State street,
Chicago, Ill.
SAMURL P. PuTNAM's lecture dates are: March 17th, Sacramento; 19th, 20th, 21st, Lemoore; 24t.h, 25th, 26th, 27th,
San Jacinto and vicinity; 31st, San Dieg[); April2d, 3il, 4th,
Coryell, Col.
San Pafqual; 7th, San Diego; 8Lh, 9th, lOth, National City;
--~~------14th San Diego· 16th, 17th, 18r.h, Pomona; 21st, Los Aul\Irs. Slenker to McArthur.
gel€~; 23d, 24th, Norwalk; 25th, 26tll, Anaheim; 28th,
The rabble gather round the m'ln of news,
Santa Ana; May 1st, 2d, 3d, Oleander and vicinity; 5th, San
And listen with their mouths wide 0pen·; some
FraJ;cisco; 7th, 8th, 9th, Boulder Creek; 12th, 19th, 26th,
Tell, some bear, some judge of new~, Rome make it.,
San Francisco and vicinity. Mr. Putnam will be at Fn sno
And he that lies most loud is most believed.-Dryden.
Flnts, Grub Gulch, and vicinity the first week in June.
I am not at all disappointed that McArthur ba~ About the middle of June he will begin his Oregon trip,
"thrown up the sponge," thoug-h I rather deprecate taking in Silverton, Canby, Molalla, Hillsboro, Shed's, etc.
the unkindly way in which he did it.
About the third week in July he will be in Coos county,
It is easy to accuse another of a want of "under- Ore. Those desiring l~ctures will please write at their
standing" and to make a general fling at a woman, earliest convenience, addres6ing him at 504 Kearney street,
simply because she doesn't happen to be of the domiSan Francisco, C:...a_l_.- - - - - - - - - nating sex. But the real question is, bas McArthur
Tho Jtsuit Oatb.
furnished or ''found" any actual argument toward
proving that when a man dies he livs again, and is
The following is the alleged oat~ for publiRh!ng whi~h the
JesuitR of Canada hav sued the foro11to jlfazl for $;;0,000.
abl~ to communicate with thoso still in the flesh?
Mail.copied it from Le 8emeu1· }l'?'aJ<Co-~me?·icain:
He describes incidents of slate.writing and other The
"I N - now in the preEence of almighty God, the
phenomena, but how can we be sur.e it is not all bless~d Virgi~ Mary, the blesRed Michael the archangel, the
sleight-of-band? True, there is much one cannot blessed John the Baptist, the holy apostles St. Pet_er and St.
explain philosophically, but time may bring the solu- Paul, and the ~aints and sacred hosts of heave~, and to you,
tion, as it hBs done in many other cases, and I, for my ghostly father. do decl~re fro.m my. heart, without ~ental
reservation. that the pope 1s Chnst's VIcar-general, and IS the
one, prefer to continue the study and wait for devel- tTile and only head of the universal churP;h ~hrougbout !he
opments, rather than jump to conclusions as far- eatb; and that by virtue of the k~ys of bmdmg and loosmg
fetched as those which would forever and forever given to his holiness by Jesus Chnst, he has the power to
ke11p in continued existence all the countless billions (:h-pose heretical kings, princes, ~tntes, c~mmonwealths, and
governments,. all being illegal w1tbout Ins sacred confirmaof millions of human bein!l'B who bav had birth Elince tion,
and that they may be safdy destroy~d. Tb~refore, ~o
our planet was in a condition to generate or develop the utmost of my power, I will defend tbls doctrm and .hiS
th.,.m.
holiness's rights and customs ngainst a!lusm;pers of h.eretlcal
· Our friend did not quite "catch on" to my idea or Protestant authority whatsoever, especmlly agamst the
now pretended authority anu Church in Eoglnnd, an~ all
regarding the five wives.
adherents, in regard that they be usurped and herel.lcal,
I did not suga-est that the bueband would be opp0Eing tlie sacred mother church of R~1me.
obliged to "liv with them consecutivly or en masse,"
"I do renounce and disown my allegrance as due to any
but that there would hav to be five of t.be husbands, heretical king, prince of state, nnmed Protestant, or to any
and each of the five would l:oav to be identical in of their inferior magistmteR or aff~irs. I do further rl~n.lare
the doctrine of the Church of England, of the Calvmtsts,
make-up and mind, so as to fill the bill for each of Huguenots and other Protestants, to be damnable, and those
the five wives, and then each would hav her own. 'to be damu'ed who will not forsake the. same. I do furth~r
And there would need to be for each pair a separate dedare t bat I will bel p, assist, and ad v1se all or any of hiS
heaven or home, so they would not get mixed up and holiness's al<ents in any place wherever I he, al!d do my
utmost to extirpate the heretical Protestant doctnn, and to
create "confusion worse confounded."
destroy all their pretended powe.r. legal ?r otherwise. I do
You see it would not be heaven to 1\fary, if Susie further promis and declare, nntw!lhstamh.ng that I am disHnd Sallie and Jennie and Lucy each claimed J obn as pensed with, to assume my religion heretiCal for the prop~
gation of the mother chnrcll interest,, to keep secret and priher Fpeciallife-companion "ov.er there."
vate all her agents' connscl, as they Intrust me, .and not to
And. indeed, it does rather look as if there was a divulge,
direct.Jy or indirectly, ~ut execnte all whrch shall be
multiplication of identities in the summer land, as it proposed, given in charge, or c~Jscovered unto me by you my
is not. at all uncommon for some great personage to gho~tly father, or by any of tb1s co~vent.
,, In testimony whereof I take tb1s most holy and blessed
be at several Eee.uces at one timE'I, i. e., if we judge
from reports of them here and there. I hope, ev11n sncrament of the eucharist, und witne~s tbe same fur,~her
with my hand and seal, in the face of tb1s holy convent.
if I am only a woman who "ev11r goes by the worse"
in an "argument with men," that I flhall be credited
Mr. Seaver l!leaut tho Free Rl'ligions J>reachers.
with honesty of purpose and a willingness to be
Jl'l"o'ln t11P, lnve~llt}ntm'.
taught.
The
Indfperulent Pulpit has a long and bigoted a~t~ck
Acrninst the bead which innocence secures,
upon the Juveo~ti,llfltor, w brcb would hardly be worth nottcmg
In'Sidious m~tlice aims her darts in vain.
were it not that its editor mis1mderst!t;nriR our rPmarl's to
My address will hereafter be·as of old-Snowvil1~, which be takes exceptions. We sny mt~undentands, for we
know of ·no motiv he can bav to quarrel with us, as w.e ha.v
Pulaski county, Va, and I shall be tbe~e before tbiR never
spoken disresprct.fully of him. His comp~amt IS
is in print and hope to hear from friends far and founded upPn the following. r~marks of ours which we
near. I w~nt my heaven now, and friendship is life's applied to a certain class of mmrsters:
..
greatest boon.
ELliHNA DRAKE SLENKER.
It Apnearil to be generallY the_case,,bowetvber. I baht ~g.~~o~'st:-~g{~
·
reaching
and
take
to
L!heralJ•m,
·
eY "'''
.
Ehinebeclc, N. Y, 1\'hrch 23, 1889.
f~~ ~~tter as they did the former. TbiA P\Clll'atribt~ oi If~nJhler~

Annexation of Canada.
Mr. Cockburn, a mero ber of the Canadian Parliament ironically advises his fellow-Canucks, who
want' closer trade relations with the United States, to
accApt the offer made by the American colonies in
1777 snd become one of the states of the Union.
The offer referred to was made by Benjamin
Franklin who was sent on a mission to Canada in
the sprin'g of 1776 to endeavor to unite that country
to the common cause of liberty. Two papers were
print.Pd and circulated extensivly through Canad.a,
but if was found that not more than one person m
five hundred conld rea?. So the mission proved a
failure! and Dr. Franklin suggested th~ ~f a:cht:;l:
were mtended it spould be compose

. m!.'lsters,

th
e a
e
10 outgrow as a claoP. TbeJ nmH
of ee':..~reyv~~~:~ation, anrl "COllBtruct" to ~n~t tbei~ Wishes,

ea

Our critic, who has himself been a mmrster, J.nmps to t~e
COT'clusion that we meant him nnd the other fr1ends now m
h L'bernl
ranks who were formerly preachers, and whom
1
tb ee men t•tons by name · Now ' if be had read our
ld hremarks
more carefully-as he should hav ~o~e-he :v?u
av seen
that we were speaking of Free R~hgwn~, mimsters,,an? no
others They are the onPs who WiSh to constru~t. Lrberalism to ~uit their views, but we expres~~u the OJ?tnlon that
every Lib~ral ~hould "coustruct" for himself without a~y
rf'ligious d1ctatt.~o:.n;_._ _ _..,...__ _ __
A Wholly Accuu1e Statl'ment.
From A zcana•r LonylP>.J'S A lf>·ll H, Sl. Louis, Jfo.

TnE TIWTH SERKRH is a large sixtccn-p11ge weekly paper
devoteu to Freethought and reform, nnrl.c.very number .c?ntnining i\Jnstrations showing the absurdities of su~eb t;lt~o~
11 1 IS e
or the· follies of society. Three dollars a year.
by thA Truth Sl)eker Coml>any, 28 ~a.fayette place, ~e'Y
York city,
·
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fommnnications.
Ecclesiastical Plotting.
0 my God,
How sick we must be ere we ~ake men just l
-Elu;abeth B. Browning.

After some years of quiet scheming to get a firmer
grip upon the "dear people," the question of recognizing the Christian God and Jesus Christ in the
Constitution of the United States is again revived
with renewed vigor. The Woman's Christian Temperance Union and other enemies of freedom and a
secular government are asking for a national Jaw,
-compelling all men and women to bow to their
sectarian God and Jesus Christ; they also want to
stop all Sunday newspapers and railway trains.
To this end the praying people, whose ancestors'
hands are stained with crime and bloodshed for a
thousand years, hav now a bill before Congress,
l;>acked by six hundred thousand names, known as
the Blair Sunday bill, or Sunday Rest bill. " Sunday
Rest" is an attractiv name to hundreds of thousands
·of the overworked and unsuspecting classes, who
never dream that their liberty is in danger, and that
ultimately they will become slaves of or be utterly devoured by these religious wolves in sheep's clothing.
July 4, 1879, Gilbert Haven, D.D. (Nasby once
_ said to me, " That means Devilish Dunce"), a prominent Methodist bishop, made a speech at Woodstock, Conn., in which he said that Christ and God
were left out of the Constitution through an oversight by the framers of that document, "not as an
intended insult to God and his Christ."
Just stop a moment and think. A Methodist
bishop, Iate in the nineteenth century, giving us to
understand that we, struggling, fallible mortals, can
insult his omnipotent God and Jesus ! Can ignorance get much lower T Cowper truly says :
An honest, sensible, and well-bred man
Would not insult me, and no other can.

.-

This bishop said we should imitate the u feudatories, seignories, or higher powers" that were
ushered in at the breaking up of the Roman empire,
" by recognizing Christ as the supreme lord. The
church officials must anoint their ruler or the people
will not allow him to rule. He must receive the
sacrament before he can be crowned. The preacher.,
not the judge, makes him ruler. They are servants
of the church, and thus only can they reign. How
different our inauguration, where only the head of
the court administers the oath, and never a clergyman is called to consecrate the chief."
Again: " This country is not to spread over this
continent except by the will of God. It is only
through Christ that it can grow and prevail. It is as
a Christian republic alone that it can cover this continent. What our fathers meant to do we must do.
We must place Christ in the Constitution, and the
cross on our banner. How gloriously would that
flag wave if amid its heavenly stars would shin~ forth
the more he~venly cross !"
Remember this is the nineteenth century, not the
sixteenth, as one might think from such language.
He wants a clergyman to administer the oaths and
"consecrate" our chief magistrates. Everybody and
everything must bow in disgusting obsequiousness,
and be "servants of the church."
The oa'ths, as now administered to our state and
national officers, are silly and empty formalities, and
partake very largely of priestly rites, but what may
they not degenerate to when the church rules entirely as these men desire? He also puts great stress
on the importance of placing the cross on our banner, " amid its heavenly stars ;" yet it is quite doubtful if he kn~w its origin and signification in pagan
and Christian worship. If Christians knew just what
the cross and all their erueiforms mean, and even
what the steeples to their churches originally represented, they would be slow to parade them before
the people.
The truth is, with all their money and monopoly of
colleges, no assemblage of people can be found anywhere more ignorant than those who meet together
to worship God or some other imaginary being ; and
in no place in the world is more falsehood promulgated than in the Catholic and Protestant churches.
Clergymen and politicians are doing all that is possible, by cringing to Christianity and laws made in
its interest, to bring on another war against the
rights of human nature.
This noted Methodist minister-and he is not
alone-seems to be a theological fossil thrown off
from the minds of Calvin and Torquemada, in a similar manner that comets are said to be thrown off
from older planets. He was out on a holiday excursion in New England, where such pious bigots as he
used to hang witches and punish Atheists "by imprisonment, by whipping, or boring through the
tongue with a red-hot iron." That is what Spiritualists, Atheists, Agnostics, and Jews will get if these
praying gentry succeed in their desires, should we
not obey their inhuman behests.
Lately a Union convention was held in Washing·
ton, of vast influence, demanding the enforcement of
the observance of the Christian Sabbath upon all its

officers and clerks, and also to extend its power over
the several states. About a year ago the Baptists
had a similar convention in the same place; passed
resolutions, avowing with brazen effrontery their
intention to use the strong arm of the government-to
enforce their ideas of morals, etc. And everyone, of
thought, knows that Christian morals, like Christian
religion, tend downward and backward, and are consequently immoral and debasing.
In the report of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union of California I find this nauseating
morsel:
Resolved, That the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
aek all Christian and educational organizations to cooperate
in introducing the Bible into public schools.

They claim that morality is shut out of many public schools because the Bible is not allowed in them.
If these women, who claim among their leaders some
of the most cultured women of America, can read
passages that I can name in the Bible in a public audience of men and wqmen, without a blush of shame
tinging their cheeks, they are not only pious bigots,
but hav attained a state of indifference to public regard that very few frequenters of salcons and other
dens of vice hav. I hav, for over thirty years, been
an earnest advocate of equal suffrage for men and
women, but if the above resolution and others by
the National Woman's Christian Temperance Union
on Sunday laws, etc., are specimens of the wisdom
of representativ women, I pity all who are unfortunate enough to fall under their religious tyrannymisnamed wisdom.
The convention held in Washington lately had a
large and influential following, and was indorsed by
prominent Catholic ministers. Catholics and Protestants are ready to bow down and kiss each other
if, by uniting, they can cheek or put out the lights
of liberty. Some of our friends think there is no
danger and cry out, "Peace! peace !" or sit with
folded hands and watch the loading of our enemies'
guns with stupid, if not parsimonious, indifference.
Thue is no peace until liberty stands enthroned in
every and all things pertaining to individual rights.
There is more danger from these misguided men and
women working in the name of religion, an imaginary
God and Jesus Christ, than there was in 1860 from
the pro-slavery enemies of a free government. The
past history of Christianity is no better than that of
selling men and women as slaves. Generally, they
hav united their interests and blackened the pages
of history with cruelty, crime, and bloodshed. Protestant Scotland was no better than Catholic France
and Spain. Wherever Christians hav ruled, the dungeon, whipping-post, rack, gallows, and gibbet were
the means used to enforce their religion.
The same spirit is among us to-day that actuated
our. ancestors. What the Christians did in the
past, their devout followers will do now if they get
the power. All prominent religionists are uniting
except a handful of Adventists, who are opposing the
infamous Sunday bill with a noble zeal. These religious sects are numerous, activ, and wealthy, and
will stop at nothing within their power to accomplish
the unity of church and state and to rear upon the
ruins of the temple of freedom their Christian oligarchy.
If patriotic and clear-visioned men and women
everywhere, who hav caught a glimmer of the uses
of the broadest liberty, cannot combine and rout
these enemies of natural rights, then we shall be
turned back hundreds of yearP. If· they will not
giv time, influence, and money freely to checkmate
these nefarious movements to perpetuate the despotism of the Dark Ages ; if we do not realize that
eternal vigilance is always and forever the price of
all freedom worthy the name; and are willing to go
hungry and wear poor clothes, then we are not
worthy the little freedom our persecuted foremothers
and fathers suffered so much to attain.
I hope Spiritualists, Atheists, all classes of reformers, will unite and work with a zeal that the
enemies of freedom are showing, and be prepared to
meet them with a candor and firmness for any emergency, worthy those who fought at Concord and
Bunker Hill.
r
I offer, in as few words as I can, a few pertinent
facts as a catechism, to aid the young and old to
learn more readily the true spirit of Christians who
are so anxious to hav their God and Jesus run all
the railways, edit all the newspapers, and educate all
the children.
CATECHISM.

Question. Who burnt thirty men and women in
Lyons, France, in 1179 T Answer. Christians.
Q. What was the charge? A. Belief in the teachings of Peter Waldo.
Q. When and by whom was John Wickliffe accused
and persecuted? A. By Christians in 1380.
Q. On what charge? A. Heresy.
Q. Who dug up his bones and burnt them, vindictivly, after they had been buried thirty years ! A.
Christians.
Q. Who burnt John Husa, and·when? A. Christians, in 1414.
Q. On what charge! A. Belief in Wickliffe's
Bible.

Q. Who burnt -Joan d'Arc in 1431 ~ A. Christians.
Q. On what charge? A. Claiming she was inspired.
·
Q. How many persons were burnt as witches at
Geneva in 1515? A. Five hundred.
Q. By whom? A. Christians.
Q. How many were burnt as witches at Como,
Italy, in 1516? A. One thousand.
Q. By whom? A. Christians.
Q. Who burnt William Tyndale, and when! A.
Christians, in 1536.
Q. What had he done T A. Printed the Bible.
Q. Who kindled the fires at Smithfield, and when 1
A. Christians, in 1553.
Q. For-what purpose? A. To burn heretic!!.
Q. Who burnt Michael Servetus, and when T A.
John Calvin, a Christian minister, Oct. 27, 1553.
Q. What was the charge? . A. Heresy.
Q. Who burnt young William Hunter, and when 1
A. Christians, in 1555.
Q. On what charge! A. Reading the Bible.
· Q. Who insulted him while being burnt T A.
Priestfil.
Q. Who burnt John Rogers, and when! A.
Christians, in 1555.
Q. For what 1 A. Difference of opinion.
Q. Who burnt Latimer and Ridley, and when T
A. Christians, Oct. 16, 1555.
Q. What had they done! A. Denied the popular
creed.
Q. Who burnt Archbishop Cranmer, and when ?
A. OhristisnP, in 1556.
Q. What for! A. Expressing his opinions freely.
Q. Who caused the death of thousands during the
massacre of St. Bartholomew in 1572? A. Christians.
Q. Where T A. In Paris, France.
Q. How long did the struggle last 1 A. Thirty
years.
Q. How many Huguenots were murdered in that
struggle! A. About one hundred thousand.
Q. How many were burnt as witches by Christians
in Scotland from 1564 to 1603? A. Seventeen thousand.
Q. How many were executed as witches by Christians in England from 1600 to 1G80. A. Forty thousand.
One historian says that three hundred thousand
were tortured to death on the same silly charge in
France by Chris~ians, allin the name of religion.
Q. Who burnt Giordano Bruno, and when? A.
Christians, Feb. 16, 1600.
Q. Where! A.. Rome, Italy.
Q- When and where could only church-members
vote? A. In Massachusetts in 1631.
Q. Who was then governor! A. John Winthrop.
Q. Through whose influence was such a law
passed ! A. Christians.
· Q. Who ·ordered Rev. Roger Williams out of
Massachusetts, and when? A. Christians, in January, 1636.
Q. For what? .A. For advocating equal protection to all forms of religion and the repeal of all laws
compelling aUendance at church.
Q. Who banished Anne Hutchinson and her associates from Massachusetts, and when T A. An ecclesiastical synod, November, 1637, in Boston.
Q. Who fined, imprisoned, and banished six persons for attempting- a Baptist organization at Weymouth, MasP., in 1639? .A. A Christian court at
Boston.
Q. Who drove·Lady Moody from her plantation at
Lynn, MasP., and from the colony, and when 1 A.
Christians, in 1640.
·
Q. What for! A. Denying the efficacy of infant
baptism.
Q. Who banged Mary Dyer on Boston Common,
and wheri.? A. Christians, in 1660.
Q. What for? A. Being a Quaker.
Q. Who sold in perpetual slavery twenty-seven
young women, and when! A. Christians, in 1685.
Q. What forT A. Because they presented :i flag
and a Bible to the duke of Monmouth.
Q. Who hanged Rev. George Burrough, and when!
A. Christians, in 1692.
Q. Where, and what for 1 A. At Salem, MasP.,
for saying that witches did not exist, and being unusually strong, which was ascribed to witchcraft.
Q. Who pressed Giles Cory with large stones on
his body until he died, after several hours of torture,
and· when! A. Christians, in 1692.
Q. Where, and what for? A. At Salem, Masr;o., to
make him confess he was a wizard.
Q. How many were killed as witches liy torture
and hanging at Salem, Mass., in 1692! A. Nineteen.
Q. How many were imprisoned at Salem in 1692
on the charge of witchcraft! A. One hundred and
twenty-three.
Q. What were the ages of those killed and imprisoned at Salem as witches? A. From eight to eighty.
Q. Who tortured, imprisoned, and murdered all
those innoe~nt men, women, and children as witches?
A. Christianl".
Q. Where did they get their authority T .A. From
the Christian Protestant Bible. See Ex. xxii1 18 i
Lev. xxii.
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Q. Who tried to make it a crime for men to wear
hair 1 A. Christians.
Q When and where T A. In 1694, in a convention
in Boston.
Q. Who caused young Thomas- Aikenhead to be
hanged, and when? A. Christian priests in 1696.
Q. For what 1 A. Not believing that there were
three Gods in one.
Q. Where was he hanged! A. Between Edinburgh
and Leith in Scotland.
Q. Who insulted and spit upon him when dying?
A. Christian priests.
Q. Who imprisoned and broke up the seminary of
Miss Prudence Crandall in 1833, at Canterbury,
Conn.? A. Christians.
Q. What forT A. Teaching young negro girls.
Q Who forbid her and her pupils to mter their
shops and churches, filled her- with manure, and
denit:d water from other sources, daube.d with filth
and stoned her house, and finally set fire to it to appease their fiendish heathenism! A. Prominent
Christians of Canterbury, Conn., and vicinity.
Q. Who mobbed William Lloyd Garrison? When
and where? A. Christians, in Boston, in 1835.
Q. What for 7 A.. Advocating the unconditional
freedom of all negroes.
·
Q. Who aided and abetted that Christian mob !
. A. The Christian mayor of Christian Boston.
Q. Who imprisoned and chained in solitary cone
finement for a year Jonathan Walker; then rudely
dragged him into court without any chance for defense, put him in the pillory, branded his hand with
the initials S. S. (slave-stealer) with a hot iron, and
fined him $600 and costs ' A. Christians.
Q. Where and when was it done? A. Florida,
United States (not Spain or Turkey), in 1844.
Q. What for ! · A. AtteiQ.pting to assist a few
slaves to their freedom from Christian slaveholders. ·
Q. Who slandered, mobb!'ld, and tried to kill young
girls, Spiritual mediums, in 1848-49 and later T A.
Christians.
Q. Where T A~ Notably in Rochester and Troy,
Jon~

.
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Q. Who publicly justified kidnapping men and
women in 1850-51 ~ A. Prominent and leading Christian clergymen in the North.
Q. Who called a meeting Nov. 26, 1850, in Faneuil
Hall, Boston, to indorse the Fugitiv Slave bill-a
meeting to promote the stealing of men, women, and
children? ·A. Leading Christians.
·
Q. What society spent in Boston, in 1853, $79,983
and distributed over three million pages of literature,
and not one word against negro slavery? A. The
American Tract Society (Christian).
Q. Who dismissed Miss Barrett, a sixteen-year-old
girl from the Methodist Female College, at Pittsburgh, Pa., and when? A. Rev. Dr: Pershin~, ~he
principal of the school and a promment Christian
clergyman,.in 1866.
Q. What for? A. Because she had a tinge of
negro blood, though sh~ was so !'bite that neither
teachers or pupils had d1scovered It the first quarter
of her attendance.
Q. Was this the only charge against her? A. Yes.
Q. Who persecuted and imprisoned E.
H~y
wood in Dedham jail for seven months, causmg h1m
and his fal)lily great suffering and pecuniary loss for
many years ? A. Christians.
Q. What for 1 A. Writing and publishing physiological literature, notably "Cupid's Yokes," a pamphlet treating of the moral and physiological phases
of the natural right and necessity of sexual selfgovernment.
Q. When and where? A. From 1877 to 1887, at
Princeton, Mass.
Q. Who imprisoned D. _M. Bennett in the ~enit~n
tiary at Albany, N. Y., thuteen months, ca.usmg hzm
and his family great sorrow and pecuniary loss !
A. Christians.
Q. What for and when? A. Writing and publishing criticisms upon the Christians' Bible, their
God 1 and selling a copy of "Cupid's Yokes," in 1879.
Q Who persecuted and imprisoned E. C. Walker
and Lillian Harman in the jail, at Oakaloosa, Kan.,
and when ' A. Christians, in 1886.
.
Q. What for ! A. Not employing the church or
state to marry them.
Q. Who arrested and indicted Moses and George
Harman and E. C. Walker on two hundred a~d
seventy counts, causing them and th~ir_friehds great
sorr.:.w and pecuniary loss ! A. Christians.
Q. What for, and when? A. For publishing an
account of the inhuman and barbarous sexual treatment of a wife by her husband in the name of Christian marriage, in 1887.
JAY CHAAPEL.

'f!.·

To Massachusetts Readers.
Let all earnest opponents of church aggression
take notice of the movement now in vogue to establish Prohibition in this state.
The object to ·make a people temperat_e, and ~here
fore more industrious and tru·stworthy, IS certamly a
worthy one, but the mea~~ that may be employed to
·effect this end are multifar10us.
Relying upon experience and k~owledge of human
;nature, no single method, however r1gorously ellforced,

can ever remove from the human mind that tendency
to over indulgence which has ever manifested itself
in all ages and under all restrictiv conditions. We
believe over-indulgence to be the natural consequence
of forced abstinence; that balked desire to satisfy
moderate appetite destroys restrictiv mental control
by its accumulativ power. If men could obtain at
all times, purely and cheaply, that which they desire,
abstinence, which intensifies passion, would not break
down intellectual control and beget this tendency to
satisfy at one time the accumulated demands of an
unusual period of inactivity. Among peoples who
produce cheaply and consume largely their nativ
beverages, intemperance is comparativly unknown ;
while among nations destitute of vinyards, where
pure liquors are relativly scarce, intemperance corre~
spondingly obtains.
As the pent-up water in the brook will some time
dash away uncontroled, so do paslilions by accumulativ force overcome mental restraint. Without the
substitution of a more adequate means of enjoyment,
a lower process cannot be stamped out. Pent. up
force will expend itself somewhere; and if desires
are like physical forces, that is, correlativ, the only
means with which to supplant a low desire must be
one which will evolve it to a better sphere of action.
Yet temperance advocates of a certain class offer
only; as a relief to the appetite which they seek to
intensify and render abnormal by their ·restrictiv
measures, the holy enjoyments of the Christian
religion! .
If Prohibitionists would promis to establish public
lyceums like those of old; to afford better instructiv
methods in the public schools; to subsidize public
_places of amusement-in a word, to giv us better
intellectual means of enjoyment-on condition of obtaining power, their success might be assured. But
the deception is not difficult to penetrate. Their
object is not to substitute a better for a poorer
method of enjoyment in worldly things, but to supplant the material with the spiritual. With them it
is rum or religion. But how about those who care
for neither ! To preach temperance is the plea for
all this unusual hustling; to teach religion is the
hidden aim. Giv up your beer that ruins your
health, degrades your family, pauperizes your people,
and come-well, er-take J.esus in its place !
As a fighting issue with which to advance church
interests this temperance cry cannot well be overrated. Under the guise of Prohibition the theological wolf hides his head, and, if not careful, even
Liberal sheep will be caught unawares.
The churches in this part of the state are rapidly
coming to the front, and assuming an arrogant air,
due to the severe disciplin which a sympathetic or,
rather, a hypocritic, issue generates. Those who
imagin that the successful enforcement of the Pro·
hibition law (if such be the case) will be followed by
a voluntary cessation of theological aggression, show
little knowledge of church tactics and ultimate aims.
Prohibition is the first step toward church domination in national affairs-the forerunner of " God in
the Constitution" and the establishment of religion
in the public schools. Any man with thinking power
above that of a brute can see this.
That the church has never voluntarily lessened her
control in state affairs; that she has, on the contrary,
invariably strengthened herself at the expense of
others' rights, needs .no proof here. That she has
obtained her power in the world to-day by strangling
the infant hopes and liberties of free peoples; by
advancing her cause along the waysides of hypocrisy
and crime, and through the by-paths of trea~hery,
broken promises, and contempt for human rights,
needs no substantiation for Liberals to understand.
The church program is this: Firstly, Prohibition;
secondly, God in the Consti~ution; thirdly, religion
in the public schools; fourth!!, the_ enforcem_ent of
Sabbatarian laws and the practical disenfranchisment
of Infidels and the abridgment of their liberties.
Orange, Mass.
H. W. HAMMOND.

The Giordano Bruno Statue at Rome.
Colonel Ingersoll's contribution of $100 to the
fund to erect the monument to Bruno at Rome completed the first $500 of the $1,000 which the committee hav promised for America. Of the second
$500 we hav received $49 only, leaving $_451 to be
raised before May 1st next. How shall th1s fund be
raised?
We hav said that the Liberals hav done their share
in proportion t? the _numbers ~f th?se who ought to
be interested m this great historiCal protest. We
thought that three great classes of people would
gladly recognize the three great elements m ~runo:s
career of which the progress of the world smce his
.
.
day bas been largely a continuation.
1. The Freethinkers and lovers of hberty fQr Its
own sake. It was the boast of Bruno that he was
the "stirrer-up of the sleepy minds of his time." He
went through the cities an? universities ?f :ipurope
and challenged the highest ~ntellects of ~Is time to
meet him in disputation. He was the kmgh~-errant
of Freethought in B world of ghos~s, h~bgobh~s, an_d
darkness. The Freethinkers are right m making his
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monument rise within sight of the Inquisition and
the pope.
2. Bruno was the first. of the modern scientists.
It was he who published the Copernican astronomy
which had been hid undE:r a bushel. He first saw
tnat the old "firmament" heavens and earth had
passed aw!'y, and that we were floating in infinit
space studded by infinit worlds, and that, accordingly, human life and religion must be adjusted to
that fundamental fact. He was the forerunner of
our pantheistic, monistic, natural, evolutionary scientists; and they ought to contribute to this monument.
3. He was the religious reformer who declared
that the essence of all religion worth having was
truth and love. Creeds, forms, and theologies vanished into mysticism with him. But at lilottom,
instead of being an Atheist in any. proper sense of
the word, he was a "god intoxicated" and a profoundly religious man. Love was to him thoroughly
a fulfilment of the law, and rose supreme above it.
Nothing is more touching than the faith of this man
in freedom, science, and love. He would not and
could not recant. To the last he believed that if he
could only get at the pope and explain his views, all
would be well, and he would be called to lecture and
teach at Rome.
The time has come when his life-size form from
this monument shall speak tlrere for him. Certainly,
the Liberal Christiane, who tell us that love is the
life of the law, should vie with scientists and Freethinkers in finally enabling Bruno to giv his message
to the world.
But if others will not, as the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER said so grandly in his editorial of March 9th,
then the Freethinkers of America will do it, and
make the honor their own.
In writing in this way to my fellow-Liberals, the
rest of the committee (Colonel Ingersoll, Daniel G.
Thompson, and Prof. Thomas Davidson) must not be
held responsible for my expressions. There are thousands who would be glad to hear from them.
The account stands thus:
Raised and forwarded .......................................... $500 00
Acknowledged in THRTRUTH8RRKRR,December9th. 14 00
Joseph D. Sawyer,.Stamford, Conn.......................
5 00
F. Portugal; Baltimore, Md............ .... ..................
5 00
George Johnson, Oregon City, 0 ...........................
1 00
Peter Grandjean, Cohoes, N.Y.............................
2 00
I. A. Smith, Hudson, N.Y..................................
1 00
A. J. Kraft, Grantfork, Ill....................................
2 00
H. Fortini, Columbus, 0......................................
1 00
W. H. Gray,
"
"......................................
1 00
E. Q. Norton, Mobile, Ala....................................
1 00
C. C. Fisk, Milford, Mass.....................................
1 00
John Maxfield, Boonton, N.J...............................
1 00
M. Reiman, Chicago, Ill.......................................
2 00
George W. Watson, Washington, D. C...................
5 00
H. L. Green, editor Freethinkers' Magatdne, Buffalo,
N.Y ........................................................... .
1 00
Alex. Cochran, Franklin, Pa ................................ .
1 00
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Fisher, Silverton, Col. ............. .
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J. Victor Pedron, Camden, Ark ........................... .
1 00
Chas. Monholland, Brooklyn, N.Y ...................... ..
1 00
1 0 (
Geo. Longford, Philadelphia, Pa ......................... .
Total. ....................................................... $549 00
Send to T. B. WAKEMAN, Treasurer, 93 Nassau
street, New York city.
Wl1y Mr. Watts Met Mr. Braden.
Charles Watts in secular Thought.

Experience has taught me that controversy, to be intellectually profitable,·should be conducted by ~isput~nts who ~av
the ability to debate and who are honest m their profess10n
of conviction. In the absence of these two necessary requirements, all such mental encounters are not only farcical,
but they are dero~atory to the Secular cause. The truth of
this was forcibly Impressed upon my mind recently in Salt
Lake City, where I was induced, much against my ~wn desire to once more meet Clark Braden upon the pubhc platfor~. From my experience of the man I felt justified for a
time in persistently objecting to again discuss with him, for
the reason among others, that he lacked the two requisite
as a debat~r referred to above. It was not until my many
good friends in Salt Lake City en~reated ~e to forego ~y
opposition, upon 'the ground that, If I ~ontmued to persist
in my objection, my motive would be misunderstood by the
Christians, and the prospects of the local Secular Soc~ety
would be ruined, that I consented to the debate. Not wl1lhing to injure friends, or to giv the enemy grounds for rejoicing I yielded upon the principle "that of two evils it is
better to choo~e the lesser." I, however, made the condition,
wldch should be gua;ranteed in writing, that Clark Braden
should retract certain falsehoods which two years ago he had
published in a printed circular in reference to myse!f; that I
met him in this debate only as the representativ of the
Christians of the city ; that principles alone should be considered in the discussion, and that slanderous pamphlets
falsely reflecting upon the characters of my co-workers or
their families should not be circulated at our meetings. It
is only fair to Mr. Braden to record that "on this occ~s~on "
he coinplied with and kept each and all of the conditiOns,
and herein his failure as a controversialist was secured. My
action in this matter was a sacrifice to the repeated solioitations of some of the best friends that it has ever been my
good fortune to meet.
------~~.--------

Training for Camp-meeting.
Prom the Tiller, Texa~, Lead:er, Ora an or the Colored: Race.

The Rt. Rev. Mit~hell Hoard has been trit>d and fined $10
for stealing a few slices of bacon. The reason ~hy the fine
was so light is because the reverend l1ad previOusly been
given a hundred lashes by the person from whom he st.ole
the meat The crime will be forgotten before camp-meetmg
time, and then Mr. Hoard will be one of the leading lights
in winning souls for Jesus!
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Spain as She Is To-Day.
The editor of the Ohristian AdtJocate has been
visiting Spain, and contributes to his paper some
startling facts concerning the priests of the country
and the strong hold they hav upon the ignorant and
superstitious people. These are abject slaves of faith,
and are robbed right and left by their religious
teachers, who use their veneration for " sacred
things" as hooks to steal their purses. In Madrid
Dr. Buckley purchased of a priest a "measurement
of the 'Virgin's' sandal," which looks like an inner
sole of a shoe, with pointed toe. On it is printed an
. account of the benefits eonferred by its possesQion,
as follows:
''Long liv the holiest Mary, mother of God. This is the
· true measure of the sandal of the holiest Virgin., which is
preserved with great veneration in a convent of Spain. The
Pope John XXII. granted three hundred years of indulgence
to all who kiss three times this measure and pray three Ave
Mariaa.

" This indulgence con1l.rmed Clemens VIII. in the year
1603, and it can be gained as often as you wish for the

blessed works of the Purgatory and for the greater glory of
the Queen of the Angels.
" It is permitted to take from this measure others, and all
shall hav the same indulgences.
"Mary, Motl!,er of Grace, pray for us."
At Malaga he found a picture of St. Joseph suspended on a wall near a gate, and all over the wall
adjacent to it were votiv offerings hung up by the
persons whose animals or friends had been restored
to health as the result of special devotions and the
intercession of Joseph. In the smaller villages of
the oountry, the people are unabie to read or write,
and are completely at the mercy of the priests, who
do not hesitate to resort to fearful deeds to maintain
their power. In the village where hangs the picture
of St. Joseph, within a few years, a man who was ill
declined the services of a priest. The priest, notwithstanding, made efforts to administer the last sacrament, which the dying man with all his strength
resisted. The priest departed cursing the house,
and in the night in some unknown way the eyes
of the -dead body were removed. The priest and his
adherents circulated the statement that the devil had
come there and " gouged out the eyes as a punishment for his heresy." A physician of the town examined the body and declared they had been removed
by some sharp instrument. But the priest ingeniously stirred up other physicians, a suit was brought
and tried in the high court in Granada, and these
physicians were induced to testify that the eyes had
been qestroyed by rats, though they did not hesitate
to say privately that it was done with some sharp
instrument.
In another place, a Protestant was invited to
preach. On arrival in the town he was attacked by
roughs, male and female, and one of the ladies ac. companying him was knoeked down, and an old
woman jumped upon her, clutched her hair, and
screamed out, " Kill her ! kill her !" The ringleaders
were the sacristan and two others of the parish
· church. - Not a soul in the town came forward to.
tbeir cleteuse, thou~h senrt"l arolo~i~ed afterward,

Within twenty paees of the dwelling of the evangelists were the quarters of the civil guard, but no_ effort
was made to quell the disturbance. The alcade said
that if the government tolerated heresy, he would
not. Another Protestant preacher has been heavily
fined and sentenced to two years' imprisonment for
opposing the Oatholic doctrine regarding the "Virgin," and setting forth Protestant ideas in opposition. The fine has been __paid, but the man is still
out of jail, probably owing to the ease with which
Roman Oatholic officials can be bribed.
His journey through Spain has convinced Mr.
Buckley that Roman Oatholic Ohristianity exerts no
influence for good upon the morality of the people.
This is a pretty large admission to make, and if the
roving editor will report equally honestly on Protest·
ant communities, he will admit that Protestantism
has no better supported claim to be a source or basis
of ethics. Scotland, pious as bet people are, was
one~ as lewd as Spain, and that at the period, too,
when she was most zealous in believing and defending the creed of Oal vin. The priests of Spain, he
says, are notoriously frivolous and profligate. The
people consider the confessional, chiefly frequented
by women, as an organized institution for the destruction of the family. In one city the wife of a foreign
consuJ, herself a OatholiQ, declared that " there were
but three or four priests in the entire church in that
city to whom an honest womari could confess." Some
years ago, Dr. Buckley relates, a Freethinker named
Garcia Vao edited a paper in Madrid, largely devoted
to the publication of authentic cases of immorality
committed by priests. He was very particular to
hav facts, and the record was extraordinary and
awful.· It revealed in many of the remoter villages
of Spain, where no papers are published, a condition
of immorality defying belief. As the record weekly
increased, it became necessary to dispose of Vao, and
he was assassinated, no one could tell how. But
there are other Freethinking papers at work there,
giving many statistics of the kind, though the immoralities of the clergy are condoned by their superiors,
who often assert that the corrupt ones are mad, and
hence not responsible. Mr. Buckley's conclusion on
the church is that it does not promote IQ.orality, but
does promote licentiousness. One of the ways in
which it does this is by charging such exorbitant
marriage fees that the poorer Oatholics hav no
recourse but to liv in concubinage. Fine stories,
says Dr. Buckley, hav been told of bishops and
priests visiting the dying in the cholera epidemic
where the relations between the people were illegitimate, and by a few words (If marital ceremonies
legitimizing the children. When it is considered that
the expense of getting married is one of the chief
causes of persons living in this way, the halo which
surrounded those visits darkens into a part of the
general shadow which the moral and spiritual dun~
geon walls of popery throw over the whole region.
. One of the superstitious acts which disgraced the
nation in that dreadful time four years ago, when
"the poor wretches, depending upon their priests,
died like poisoned flies-died with prayers between
their pallid lips-died in their filth and faith," as
Ingersoll sorrowfully and indignantly said, was performed by the archbishop of Granada, whose good
works Mr. Buckley sarcastically says are certain to
be known while the archbishop livs to tell of ihem.
When the cholera had spent its force and had obviously declined, the archbishop carried in procession
in the streets of Granada an image_ of the Virgin, and
then ostentatiously proclaimed that through her istercession the scourge was mercifully stayed. Some
of the affiicted people expressed wonder, if such
power existed in the mere passage of the Virgin
through the streets and her intercession, that she had
not been brought out before, but these were, of
course, heretics, and their opinions and comments
could hav no weight. Unfortunately, this superstitious mummery is not confined to Spain, for when
the cholera raged in Montreal the church authorities
pursued the same course, and deluded the stricken
populace, which continued notwithstanding to die
like poisoned flies in their filth and faith. And,
if our memory serves us aright, the Protestants of
this country hav endeavored to stay plagues with
prayer,' to exterminate grasshoppers with sermons,
and .to cure a bullet-etricken man by petitions to
church roofs. The image of the "Virgin" was just
as efficacious in cholera as were the supplicaMO:tlfl to
tb~ -"-~Oll;l:'. these otber mstanoes.

m

Spain, it seems, is the same old haughty, intolerant, ignorant, superstitious, priest-ridden nation
that she was before the Inquisition was ostensibly
abolished, though a part of her people, Dr. Buckley
finds, are becoming imbued with modern Liberal
ideas. But these are yet too few to affect the social
and religious conditions to any considerable extent.
Persecution for religious opinion is still practiced,
and the dagger of assassination is still used as a
theological argument. This will probably continue
until heresy has made substantial progress among
the governing classes, when the church will be gradually pushed back, as she has been in France and
Italy. It is an immeasurable physical gain to hav
torn down the Inquisition buildings, abolished the
" Holy Tribunal," and put out the flames of the
autos-da-j6. The rest will come in time, and one of
the most encouraging signs is the existence of those
Freethinking journals which are exposing the rottenness and damnable character of the prieathood.

Realizing on Stolen Goods.
In 1830 the ''Female Academy of the Sacred
Heart" bought for about $40,000 a large tract of
land in the northwest part of New York city,
whereon the corporation built a convent school and
took girls to board and educate. The .grounds
extend now from 6hh to 1mb avenues, and from 130th
to 137th streets. The academy is in no sense a charitable institution, as the pupils all pay roundly.
Some one hundred and fifty nuns are required to
manage it, showing that it has prospered.
From the time the Sisters acquired the property,
it has ceased to be a source of revenue to the public,
while it has demanded and received public protection.
Last summer part of the buildings were burnt, and
all would hav been, had not the fire department,
supported by public taxation, been on hand to extinguish the flamee.
The property was insured and the Sisters at once
began rebuilding. The school was too profitable to
be suspended. It was so profitable, in fact, that the
old- buildings were insufficient to accommodate· the
pupile, and in rebuilding it is being greatly enlarged.
Needing more money, the Sisters a week· ago put a
few of their lots on the market and sold them at auction. Forty-seven lots realized about $160,000, or four
times what the· Sisters paid for the whole property
in 1839, which they hav since held at no expense to
themselvs. And not only hav they thus enriched
themselvs at public expense, but they hav stood in
the way of improvements in that section of the city,
refusing to allow streets to be cut through their large
property, and circumventing by political influence
all attempts to do this. To all arguments they
replied that it would be vandalism to disturb the
convent.
It seems, however, it is not vandalism for the convent itself to cut some of the ground up into lots and
sell them. It is holy work then. The Sisters prob.
ably thanked the Lord that they had the ground to
sell. To the outsiders, though, the deal looks like
the consummation of a robbery:-the realizing on the
plunder looted from the public. If they had paid
taxes and assessments on these lots, the ground
would hav been on the market long ago, and property
in that part of the city would be worth double what
it is now.

The Church Reaching Out.
They hav a Sunday law in the District of Columbia .much like other statutes of its sort, and
the District commissioners, like other local authorities,
are somewhat lax in enforcing it. This laxity does
not meet the views of the good Ohristians, principBlly the preachers, who .imagin they hav a divine
mission. to regulate the conduct of their neighbors,
and they are taking steps to enforce their views of.
Sunday observance. A new set of commissioners is
soon fo be appointed by President Harrison, and the
clergy propose to hav none but bigots put in office.
A delegation of them visited the president week before last and asked him to select all Ohristian men,
an idea said to hil.v been cordially entertained by
Mr. HarrisoB.
In addition, ana to be sure the Lord is all right,
too, they called a prayer meeting on the 19hh, and
engaged in an all-day' wrestle with the power above,
beseeching it to interfere with the president and
mold his mind and action in their favor-" asking
divi~e suid~Qe for the preeideQt in the appointmeilt
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of Commissioners of the District," they ~alled it. I Ol course, the clergy are arrayed on the side of
ANY of our subscribers having copies of THE TBUTH
The service began at nine o'clock in the morning and the prosecution. Theurgists never love those who 8EEKEB of ~arch 16th and February 16th that they do not
lasted until five in the evening, being continuous, and expose the character of their art. Both Lucifer and wish to preserve will render us a service by mailing them to
attended by a large congregation. About a dozen Fair Play are bold and harsh critics of the demoni- this office.
pastors of the evangelical churches of the city took acal fanaticism known as Christianity, and for this of . N:s:w HAMPSHIRE has again refused to put other sects on a
their turns in leadership, and the ladies of the course the soothsayers would· crush them. Unfort- legal equality with the Protestant Evangelicals. The pro.
posed amendment to article six of the Bill of Rights, making
Woman's _Christian Temperance Union furnished the unately the majority of people are yet influenced by it non-sectarian, did not receive the assent of the necessary
music. Each clergyman occupied the pulpit for half the medicin men of this faith and are willing to tort- two-thirds of the voters expressing their opinion at the polls,
an hour at a time, and people who attended generally ure those who make themselvs obnoxious to these and is consequently defeated. New Hampshire Christianity
remained as long as that, and many of them partici- performers of incantations and necromantic rites. is of th~ old Puritan variety, and as hard and cold as the
pated in the service of prayer and remarks.
They hold the support of the medicin men to be granit of her bills.
it not like the lion and the lamb lying down together when
We think this is taking an unfair advantage. The necessary for their own attainment of post mortem the"IsIngersoll
paper and the cr.ris!ian Advocate pull together 1
churches hav got their president, a zealous and bliss. The publishers of Lucifer and Fair Play, They join in severe oensure of the Christian l:!cientists who had a
bigoted Presbyterian, and hav besides in one of the therefore, find the numerical strength of the tribe of patient die up in Da.kota."-Galveston News.
We acknowledge that the agreement was remarkable, but
cabinet officers another zealous and bigoted and not Valley Falls Christians against them, notwithstandit is accounted for by cred_iting our Christian contemporary
very honest Presbyterian, and they ought to be con- ing their good characters and honest desire to serve with an occasional lapse from theol<'gy into common sense.
tent without enlisting the Lord in the matter. The humanity.
The infrequency of the occurrence constitutes its remarkabilworldly folk of the District might hold their own
These. two influences-local monetary and church tty, so to speall:.
against the two men, but they can hardly be expected prejudice-are very powerful, and the upholders of
THE New York Sun notifies the trustees of the Metropolito overcome the other fellow. Holding the prayer- social and economic liberty and religious heresy will tan Museum of Art that unless they take steps previous to
meeting shows that the churches will stop at nothing undoubtedly be hard pressed. Mr. Harman givs no AprillRt to open the museum on Sunday the offer of $30,000
to gain their ends, and if propitiation of the devil intimation of practical methods for his relief to be to pay the additional expense of the opening will be withdrawn. We do not believe the trustees will move in the
were of any avail, we should doubtless see the pursued by his friends, and we at this distance can matter at present. They are a stiff-necked and perverse gen· preachers on their knees beseeching the throne of not judge what should be done. There is, however, eration, and legal force will hav to be applied to get them to
unrighteousness.
·
one thing always in order. If, like the sailors do anything contrary to their prejudices.
The activity of the ministers at the beginning of abandoned at sea in an open boat, we cannot read
IN SeiYUlar Tllought we find a quotation from a Toronto
this administration is ominous. They feel that now the scriptures or remember a prayer, we can follow missionary's letter to the P1·esbytm·ian Review, writing from
as never before since Hayes they hav their innings, the example of one of them and move to take up a Corea, stating that in the city of Seoul, with four hundred
and they propose to play the game for all it is worth. collection. In old times escape from persecution thousand population, there is no heathen temple, and that
It is a fortunate thing that the president and cabinet and martyrdom was a question of running and hid- the inhabitants are absolutely without religion. Secula1·
7'hought exclaims: "Happy Coreansl Not a single heathen
do not make our laws, or we might get back to colo- ing; now it has become an affair of lawyers' fees and temple to four hundred thousand souls! . No pope, no archnial times at a quickstep. .A.s it is, there are laws court expenses.. The prosecution use the state's bishop, no cardinal, no bishop, no dean, rector, curate,
enough for the churches to get a deal of public money, but the defense must foot his bills from his deacon, or acolyte, no altar, no font, no incense, no bell,
money and to make it uncomfortable on United own pocket. Moses Harman, Valley Falls, Kansas, book, or candle, no miter, no cope, no-why, the devil must
hav it all his own way I And so he would, but the Coreans
States territory for those who do not bend the knee can undoubtedly find a legitimate place in this trial don't
appear to hav a devil either, and their only chance of
to the Christian superstition. The appoiritment for all the financial assistance he will receive.
getting one would seem to be through the aid of the mission.
of "only Christian men " to office is practically makarie~. And if these behave as some of them are said to be
Evidence to be Considered.
behaving in Japan, they will soon giv them the devil and let
ing a theocracy of the District of Columbia, and if the
It is a favorit allegation of the defenders of Chris- them know the reason why, ·too."
same policy governs in other appointments the United
tianity that honesty and that form of religion bear
A HEBREW correspondent of the Jew1:slt Messenger comStates will soon be an appanage of the Evangelical
some relation to each other. They even go further plains bitterly of the Episcopal church's methods of stealing
Alliance.
and claim that all morality is based on religion. This away the young Russian Jews from the faith of their fathers.
we hav contested, as two facts, patent to every- The Russian Jews are about the most ignorant, superstitious,
claim
'l'he lmiJeriled Philosophers of Valley Falls.
body,
seem to militate against it: first, irreligious and poverty. stricken race of people in the world. Under the
The Harmans, father and son, and Mr. E. C.
delusion that gold and silver are found in the streets of
Walker, will be put on trial at Topeka, Kan., April people are as honest as religious persons; and second, American cities, which the Americans are too lazy to pick
up, they flock to New York, only to find then::selvs at starva5th, for sending alleged obscene print through the religious persons are very often not honest at all.
A well-conducted argument has three stages or tion's door. They always, if married, hav large families,
United States mail. The indictment was found some
and it is here that the Episcopalians find grist for their mill.
months ago, and the trial has been postponed from steps. The first is the introduction of the subjeat; A missionary, usually a young woman, visits the Jew and
the
second,
the
facts
connected
therewith;
third,
the
·
time to time.
informs him that education is the base of success in this
We hav seen all the matter complained of by the conclusion. The preceding paragraph is the intro- country ; that without it his children will amount to nothprosecutors, and hav no hesitation in declaring that duction to some facts concerning a Christian church ing. Then the missionary offers to provide the educatinn
at Edwardsdale, Pa. These are the facts, gleaned in her school, which she s~ys is tlwroughly Heb:aistic in
none of it comes within the legitimate meaning of the
t0ne, and will besides provide the children vd h garments
word obscene. The prosecution seems to be rather from the World: The Welsh Baptist church of the snd one meal per day. Five dollars is also usually left with
town just mentioned needed some money. The cona weapon with which to destroy the papers Lucifer
the bead of the ftimily. The children then attend the Echool,
and Fair Play, and resorted to chiefly to drive the tribution-box having failed and a subscription paper and s: on become Christian, "weaned away frcm Judaism
proving useless, the Welsh Baptist church opened a forcvlr." The correspondent recently vi·ited tbe school,
Messrs. Harman and Walker out of town. The chief
lottery.. Lotteries, when conducted for other than which is located in East Seventh stnet, and writrs: "After
mover against them is a banker named Crosby, who
religious purposes, are usually considered immoral pas,ing the most rigid and peremptory crosB-examination by
conceives that their presence and papers are a dammethods of financial recuperation, and hav sometimes the principal, she let her tongue loose, anrl enthus'astically
age to Valley Falls. He and his church friends are
related to me how often it bappem tllat little girh, alter disbeen frowned upon by the church-when she was to covering
the ·true na'ure of the school, burst into ttats and
or pretend to be alarmed at the reputation the Falls
receive no benefit therefrom. This was not one of sob aloud that the teachings there arc antagonistic to their
is obtaining as a "free love town," and desire to
those timee, however. The Welsh Baptist church of Friday night h~>me surroundings. 'But.' coD:tir;urd the
purify the atmosphere by imprisoning the people who
Edwardsdale issued lottery tickets at fifty cents each. principal, triumphantly, 'we bav a way d obvmtmg these
by advocating the doctrin hav giveJ;I, the place its
difficulties. A five-dollar note to the parents, a a•ess and
The prizes were, first, one hundred dollars; second, a plenty of candy to the cllilrl, soon smooth things down.'"
notoriety.
lady's gold watch; third, a silver watch, and smaller
There is and there can be no pretense that these
MR. ELBRIDGE T. G!!RRY's l:'lociety for the Prevention of
prizes not specified. Lest we be suspected of undue Cruelty to Children is having a tussle with the legislature.
people are unworthy or immoral citizens. On the
partiality for the church, the rest of the tale we tell This wciety employs men to scour the city and grab children
contrary, the leading men of the place speak highly
in the words of the World's correspondent.
from their parents and get them committed by a police magof them, attributing to them honesty, indnstry, and
"The prospectuB issued by the church authorities an- istrate to the care of the society, when they are farmed out
kindness of heart. In Lucifer of the 15th, as a nounced that the drawing would be conducted fairly, and that to some one of the numerous Protestant institutions which
measure of self-defense, Mr. Harman prints this con- the chances for securing a prize would be better than those make the rearing of these waifs the excuse for generous
versation between two of the town's most prominent in the Louisiana lottery. The prospectus further stated that appropriations from the county treasury. The law commits
the paramount consideration is that the money invested would the children irretrievably, and the decision of the police magcitizens:
istrateis unreviewable by the supreme cour.t. Very frequently
"'What has Harman done, anyway, that the Ntw Era
folks should be pitching into him as they are doing?'
" 'I don't know, I'm sure. I know nothing wrong that
Harman bas done. I see him limping down to town early
in the morning, and I see him going home late at night. He
works bard, pays his debts, minds his own business, meddles
with nobocly's affairs, slanders nobody. I want no better
citizen for Valley Falls than the editor of Lucifer."'

Another man, a merchant, volunteered this testimony in favor of the reformers:
"'When these fellows come here and talk to me about the

Luclfer folks, I say this to them: "Whenever you get to
minding your own business as· well as the Luclfm· folks mind
theirs, you will do much better than you are doing now."'
'When,' he added, 'a traveling man comes along and asks
me about the reputation of the Lucifer Company, I say to
him, "You go up to their office and make what contract
with them that suits you, and if they don't pay you 1 will."'"

This evidence is not from their doctrinal friends,
but from those who do not attend the meeting~ ~f
~q,e radi91ds1 and dq uot eh~re their princi~i:es: ·

go to the church fund, and that if none of the prizes were
drawn the price of the ticket would be expended in the great injustice is done by the officers of the society in seizing
advancement of civilization and Christianity. Strangely, but children, and it was only the other day that the Evening
few of the tickets drew prizes. The winner's names hav not World compelled the society to return a child torn unjustly
from the care of parents who were shown· to be both able
yet been announced."
aDd fit guardians for her. The bill before the legislature
Conclusion: The conclusion that we draw is that makes all commitments reviewable before a judge of the
the purchasers of the tickets might hav known that supreme court, and Mr. Gerry is opposing the measure with
the minister would never be so foolish as to spend all his skill as a lobbyist. Of the bill and Mr. Gerry the
for watches and other gew-gaws the money he morning Wo'rld says: "It is opposed only by a few bureaureceived for tickets; and second, that if nobody cratic societies which draw from the public treasury a per
capita allowance for every child they can seize and interne.
drew any prizes the winners' names could not very The more children the more money. Mr. Gerry is lobbying
well be announced. The correspondent, we think, is to save his percentages. He has brought to bear seen t
unreasonable in· his desire for publicity, though his political and religious influences in a vain attempt to force
expectations are probably due to unfamiliarity with assemblymen to abandon their championship of parent's and
children's rights. He will fail. J :;stice is too strong for
ecclesiastical methods.
him." This is another instance of the danger of intrusting
If these facts and conclusions do not throw any private societies wit.h powe; to enforce laws made wlel.~ in
light upon the statements made in our introductory their intcre~;t. Their pecumary welf>1re demands the findmg
paragraph, the fault is not with us, but with the of crime and destitution, and their officers consequently hav
no difficulty in finding it. This society exists only to supply
church, and we beg to be absolved from any charge Protestant institutions with little human lev~r~ witll wbiQ4
to pry open tb(J PWlley boxes of the citr,
of inteutioually mi~leading the public,
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debate of the many points brought out in his lecture. None
seemed to be moved by the spirit, so Mr. Watts again came
forward and said: "Gentlemen, if my lecture conforms to
your
views, we hav nothing to discuss, but if it does not,
GREEN RIVER, WYo., Feb. 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please send my paper to Colfax, Washington why is it you do not defend your timid flocks now, at the
territory. I am going to go there. I should be pleased to aame time not do me the injustice of trying to refute what I
hear through THE TRUTH SEEKER from several parties in hav said after I am far away? Gentlemen, now is your time,
Washington and Oregon stating where they think would be and here is the p)ace." None would accept, so H S. Brooks
a good place for a poor man to get him a home. A piece of made a motion that a vote of thanks be given Mr. Watts for
his able defense of Secularism, which was acknowledged, by
land is what I am after.
the applame, to be superior to auy that had preceded him in
E. M. ELLITHORP.
Yours in Christ,
this city. Mr. Watts added many new subscribers to his
valuable journal, Secula1· Thought.
DAVID T. CLARK.
CENTER, ALA., Feb. 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosecl money for the TRUTH SEEKER
JASPER, ALA., Feb. 24, 1889.
ANNUAL AND ALMANAC for 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: Freethought is gaining in north Alabama
Never let up on the gods till they are demolished. When
they are doomed, priests and superstition will turn ble in the fast. I suppose there hav been fifty copies of the book called
mire. The invincibles, reason and science, are certainly "Robert ElsmEre" sold in this town, and the most intelbattering down the fortresses which superstitious tyranny ligent portion of the community prefer to read at home or
and bigotry hav erected, and on their ruins the great laws of exchange thoughts with their neighbors rather than go to
church .. Were it not for the influence of woman, the church
truth and justice will plant their victorious colors.
would fare hard.
Your friend in the struggle for liberty,
C. DANIEL.
Money is very scarce in the hands of those who earn it, or
CARROLL, IA., F< b. 20, 1889.
I could get some subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hope
MR. EDITOR: You may, or may not, be advised of the fact for a change in this respect. THE TRUTH SEEKER ought to
that we, in the West, hav a new crop of Jesuses in prospect. hav two hundred thousand subscribers, and then Liberalism
I hav clipped the following from the Council Bluffs Non- would be popular and respected. No Sabbath bill could be
pareil, which seems to intimate the possibility of such a executed then. Superstition and ignorance dare not solve a
"visitation:"
life problem, but unite to control by man-made law individual
According to the Omaha Republican, the Holy Ghost is at work in rights, and our politicians are their dupes. J. K. DEARTH.
that city.-Leaver.wortli Times. That is not so clear. Messrs. Potter and Miller, the revivalists, are a\ work there, but the third in
the trinity may, and may not be. Wait for result~.

Truly yours,

A. ToMLINSoN.

NEw Ross, IND., Feb. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I believe it would be well if some Liberal
thinker or thinkers would compile a guide or code of morals
in a cheap and neat edition, convenient for general distribution, answering the question, What does Liberalism teach?
or, What does Liberalism offer in the place of Christianity?
I suggest the above because such a pamphlet coming from
the Liberal press would save Liberals much time in continually answering the question, What are you going to giv us
in place of Christianity? I would like to hear an expression
on the above suggestion through THE TRUTH 8EEKER.
PHILIP BRUOH.
NxoHE, DAK., Feb. 11, 1880.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to your worthy
paper for only a short time, but had read it a great deal
before I subscribed, and as it comes to me on the "holy
day," I call it my Bible, and prize it just as highly as the
good people do (or pretend to) their Bible. There are quite
a number of Liberals here, but few of them will come out
and own it. I giv away my papers to anyone that will read
them. I had one of your ANNUAr.s for last year, but lost it
through lending it. Inclosed find twenty-five cents for your
ANNUAL for 1889. Yours for truth and Liberalism,
J. H. MASHER.

Ow RIPLEY, ILi., Feb. 18, 1889.
MR .. EDITOR: For many years I hav not patronized our
county papers on account of the presses being creed-muzzled.
It seems to me that it would be a good thing to'call the
attention of all the readers of your matchless paper to· the
folly and the inconsistency of that portion of the Blair bill
providing for instruction in the principles of t~e Christian
religion, when nobody knows what the Christian religion is.
Will you tell us if we can get the account of the Star Route
trial, and if so, where, as there are many who would like to
bav it?
JosEPH N. MAXEY.
[We do not know where the report of the Star Route trial
can be had.-ED. T. 8.]
EAST RANDOLPH, N.Y., Feb. 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The ANNUAL AND ALMANAC for 1889 received.
Please accept my many thanks. It surpasses any almanac I
hav ever had the honor to read, and every Freethinker ought
to hav one. Words cannot express my appreciation for it.
The knowledge it contains impresses me wonderfully. Such
· facts, such noble ideas, thoughts rich and ennobling, clothed
in the choicest and most refined language, from some of
America's most cultured ladies and gentlemen, surely cannot
help but make those who read better men and women.
Twenty-five cents is very cheap for such a splendid book,
and I hope everybody will buy the ALMANAC. With respects
to all truth seekers and success to all, I'll take my "exit."
R. R. JoNES.
PAYSoN, UTAH, Feb. 15, 1889.
MR. EmToR: Mr. Charles Watts, of Seculm· Thought, of
Toronto, Can., has just de:ivered two lectures in this place
on the subjects of, first, "Secularism better than Christianity
to Liv By, for This or any other Life." Second lecture, ''Freethought, or what Unbelief has Done for the World." It was
an intellectual feast of scientific Freethought. His lectures
were largely attended, the Opera House being filled on both
occasions. A more attentiv and appreciativ audience never
listened to a public speaker. Mr. Watts, in his fine bursts of
elocution and his strong appeals to the r~usoning faculties of
his hearers, cannot but arouse a greater intere~t in Secular: ism, and thus aid in redeeming this fair territory from the
power of priestcraft and the domination of ecclesiastical
theocracy. Then, and not until then, will Utah be suitable
to take her place as a shining star among the states that adorn
the emblem of the greatest nation tl e RUn ever shone upon.
Mr. Watts at the commencement of his lectures announced
that at the close of his lectures he would very gladly surrender one-half of the stage room to any one or all of the ministers and bishops present that they might enter into a friendly

GREAT BEND, PA., Feb. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $1. 75, $1.50 to apply on
my TRUTH SEEKER and twenty-five cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1889. This is a priest-ridden town. I
am the only outspoken Liberal that I know of in this vicinity.
I lend my paper to all that will read it. The most of them
will not look at me or the paper either. The sky-pilots, of
which there are six, shun me as a bad debtor does his creditors. I received. a letter from Mr. J. E. Remsburg, stating
he would giv one or more lectures in my vicinity, if so desired. I would like to hear the lectures very much; but as
the people here are so thoroughly Christian, and hold on to
the Holy Queer with both hands and eyes shut, I think it
·would be casting pearls before swine to run the risk of bodily
injury trying to enlighten them at present.
Yours for truth,
A. B. CoNKLIN.
TWIN MouND, KAN., Feb. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to continue THE TRUTH SEEKER, as ithas become a sort of family attachment, well-nigh indispensable. I hav the promis of a new subscriber in some two or
three weeks. I want him to take the paper. Except the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, very few in this state hav
heard anything about the six million petitioners asking Congress to establish and enforce a national Sunday and a national
religion. We hav been agitating this subject for two wetks,
trying to get signers to a remonstrance against the movement, and we hope when the principles .involved are more
fully explained the people will mostly sign it. The great
trouble is, the great majority of people, even some Liberals,
think there is no danger-Congress will never do that! and
no one has time to canvass for signers. The papers say
nothing, the politicians are mum, and the people a~e sound
asleep over a mine just ready to explode. Not Blair, but,
Yours,
HENRY HIATT.

LURAY, VA., March 1, 1880.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find fifty cents for one copy
of "Looking Backward," by Ed ward Bellamy; also, fifty
cents for two copies of "Bible Inquirer; or, A Key to Bible
Investigation.''
I like THE THUTH SEEKER exceedingly. It is great food for.
me,. as there are but very few of our Liberal denomination in
this country. I knew that there was something wrong about
the Bible as soon as I was big €nough to know anything. I
knew that God could not build human beings out of unconscious dust, and then suffer them to go to endless punishment. If there is a God, he may damn me forever for
knowing this, but I expect to stick to it until death, for his
sake and for truth's sake.
Please let THE TRUTH SEEKER come regularly, as I will
remain,
Yours fraternally,
M. V. DADISMAN.
0

EI,BA, 0., Feb. 20,.1889.
MR. EDITOR: It was my good fortune to attend a series of
lectures by J. E. Remsburg at Coolville and Little Hocking,
0., Saturday evening, Sunday, and Sunday evening of this
week. In a former letter I mentioned the fact that few Liberal lectures are delivered in this part of our state, but judging from the enthusiasm and liberality of Freethinkers in the
above-mentioned places, lecturers will get more work there
in the future. Messrs. N. C. Cooper, of Coolville, an:l J. W.
Tuttle, Little Hocking, hav the honor of being in the front
rank as Liberal workers.
The lectures were well attended, yet the weather could not_
hav been more unfavorable. One lecture was delivered in a
Universalist church at Porterfield, and many Universalists
were well pleased with it.
At Coolville a Christian or Disciple preacher attended and
took notes, and no doubt will answer Mr. Remsburg from
his pulpit. This will agitate the subject, and Christianity
will be the loser. " Giv the devil his dues," so let us thank
the gentleman for any good he may do, if it is unwillingly
and unconsciously done.
W. J.
HANNIBAL, Mo., Feb. 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: For the second time within the past sixty
days death has chosen a victim from our ranks. On Christmas day old Sister Willis, whose death was announced in
your columns a few weeks ago, was stricken down with
apople1i:y, and on the 15th inst. Brother A. E. Trabue succumbed to a very sudden and severe attack of pneumonia.
He was sixty-four years of age, a nativ of Tennessee, a graduate of the Nashville University, and a man of rare literary
attainments and moral culture. He had resided on his farm
-in the vicinity of this city for the past twenty-five years, and
notwithstanding his outspoken opposition to Christian dogmas, no man in th6 country was more universally respected
and beloved. The funeral, by request of ·his estimable wife
and daughters, was conducted by Dr. A. R. Ayres, strictly in
accordance with our brother's Agnostic views, and was
largely attended by citizens of all classes and creeds, who
came with one accord to do honor to the noble dead.
F. F. RAu, Sec. Local Brotherhood of Moralists.
ALLIANCE, 0., Feb. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I see, by the last TRUTH SEEKER, you speak
of the Paine celebrations in different places, and say you hav
not heard anything from Alliance, 0., so I will say that we
were not able to procure a hall to suit us on the 29th, so we
had our celebration on the 6th, and I assure you we had a
fine time, considering the weather, as it was one of the cold_
est spells we had this winter. If it had been a little warmer
I do not believe we could hav accommodated the crowd that
would hav:come. We had our largest theater to hold our dance
and supper in. In the grand march we had ninety-four
couples, and one thing that drew a good many remarke was
the appearance of our old lady and Liberal friend, Mrs.
Bailey (who is nearly ninety years old), on the floor to dance.
Herself, daugtter, granddaughter, and great-granddaughter
were all on the floor at the same time. It was considered
one of the finest balls given in our place for a long time.
The ladies, in sympathy with us, served a grand supper, and
all enjoyed themselvs well until 2:30 A.M. Although we
went to a good deal of expense, we bad the snug little sum
of $52 left in our treasury, which makes us feel encouraged
for the next year. We trust all the other Ohio celebrations
were as enjoyable as ours.
Yours for Univcrml Mental Liberty,
R. G. SMlTH.

OsHKCSH, Wis., Feb. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please excuse me for addressing to you these
few lines, as I am not a subscriber to your valuable paper,
but through the kindness of Mr. Hare I hav been enabled to
read THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last two years, and I am in
love with it. I hav been a cripple from my birth, and am
now twenty-one years of age, but never went to school a
day in my life. I was compelled by my people to join the
German Methodist church, and hav been told that if I
prayed fervently and had faith, God would enable me to
walk without crutches, but, up to date, he has failed to do
so, and now I am done with him. I never read the Bible
much until the cartoons in THE TRUTH SEEKER called my
attention to it, and now I am very much surprised to find-so
much in it that is unfit for a young girl to read. My eyes
are now opened, and I hav no further use for it nor for those
who preach from it. I cannot express my thankfulness for
CLEVELAND, 0., Feb. 18, 1889.
the privilege I hav had of reading THR TRUTH SEEKER, and
MR. EDITOR: The members of our society are much enI think the cartoons are splendid. Please keep them up,
couraged over the interest that is being manifested in the
and believe me,
Ever your friend, HELEN H. DAHLE.
organization of late. We are now in excellent running order,
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Feb. 10, 1889.
and hav a lecture on some living issue every Sunday evening
MR. EDITOR: Can you or any of _your readers tell me any- at our headquarters, Room 29, City Hall. We liav a prothing concerning the rarity or value of a book entitled, "Tbe gram laid out which will cover all dates up to the latter part
Resurrection Defenders Stripped of all Defense," and signed of March.
"Moral Philosopher?" It was published in England a hunEven the clergy of the city are taking hold and giving us
dred and fifty years ago, and suppressed by the English gov- lots of free advertising, for which we are duly thankful, of
ernment. The person in whose family this copy has been course. We hav just inserted a regular standing advertisfor a hundred years believes it to be the only one in this ment to appear in the columns with the church notices,
country, and probably in existence.
whicl). seems to ruffle the feathers or the cloth. Last evening
Some time ago two ladies, hailing from Topeka, came here Rev. Paul F. i:'lutphen, of the Woodland Avenue Presbyand circulated a petition to Congress in opposition to the one terian church, said something like this: "There is Socialism
circulated by the churches and Sunday-schools in reference and SeculariAm. I wonder how many there are in this house
to Sunday laws, etc. Nearly everybody signed it. After to night who saw yesterday's paper, announcing the meeting
they were gone a gentleman, who claimed to know, said he of the i:'lecular Union, which is holding its meeting in this
believed there was something wrong, and that they would city to-night. The Secular Union is to-night holding a meetuse these petitions for a different purpose by cutting off the ing, discussing the great question of Christianity and trying
headings and tacking the part containing the names onto the to throw a bombshell against the teachings of Jesus."
one got up by the churches. I signed the paper, thinking
But the most important thing on the tapis is a debate
it was all right, but when I asked them several questions in :which we hav arranged after a good deal of work. It is to
regard to the matter, they tluded thtm in a way tllat made be between the noted Mr. B. F. Underwood, who is well
known to the renders of THE THUTH SEEKEH, and Rev. C. S.
me suspicious. I send you a copy of the petition.
J. W. Or.rvEn.
Bates. The subjects discussed will be; First evening-" Some
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of the Teachings of Christianity are Detrimental to the Welfare of Mankind." Mr. Underwood, affirmativ; Dr. Bates,
negativ. Second evening-" The Bible Contains Special Revelations from God to Man." Dr. Bates, affirmativ; Mr.
Underwood, negativ. Third evening-" The Miraculous
Both Possible and Probable." Dr. Bates, affirmativ; Mr.
Underwood, negativ. This will undoubtedly be one of the
most notable oral debates that has ever taken place in this
country between.the representative of Christianity and Secularism. Dr. Bates is rector of St. Paul's Episcopal church in
this city, and is as able a minister as Cleveland has. Mr.
Underwood's record speaks for itself. We hav secured Case
Hall, one of the largest ·in the city, and look for a large
attendance. The debate will occur on the three successiv
evenings of March 21st, 22d, and 23d-Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday.
The Cleveland Union extends a hearty and earnest invitation to all neighboring societies and the members thereof, as
well as all L~berals and societies who can come, to be present
at this interesting debate.
F. S. MERRILL, Sec.
KENT, 0., March 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I came to America in the spring of 1873;
swore allegiance on June 25, 1878, and supposed I had the
right to speak of or publish facts. But it seems not.
A few weeks ago the editor of the Kent Courier kindly gave
me permission to enter his printing-office and set up the
patriotic poem, entitled, "All Hail to the Flag of the Free!"
I also was favored with the permission to publish my paper,
the Bugle Blast, or rather one"half of it, which I send yo;I.
But when it was discovered that the plot that I was e;tposing ·
was a Catholic and not an Anarchistic one, I was forbidden
printing the other half, and requested to deliver up what I
had. I complied with the request, preserving a few copie~.
All that I delivered up in my presence were committed to the
flames. That's the power, Rome in America l The great
political parties don't dare publish, or allow to be published,
the dark and bloody deeds of the Jesuit church, nor utter a
word of the infernal plot she had laid to overthrow this, the
only government in existence which promises relief to the
oppressed of earth, through fear of losing votes or being
"blown up." But, by -the eternal! here's the man
that will rip open their fiendish plot in the Bugle Blast, which
shall be printed under the floating star-spangled banner, and,
if necessary, under the protection of a military guard. Let
all lovers of liberty " fall in line." I desire your readers to
send two one-cent stamps for the Bugle Blast, which will Show
the avalanche that is about.to come thundering down on this
republic and sink it into eternal oblivion, unless our peopl~
immediately rouse to discharge of their duty.
JoHN DAvY.
ALLIANCE, 0., Feb. 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The admirers of Thomas Paine held a grand
benefit ball and supper at Goddard's, the largest opera or
rink hall in the city. As we could not secure the hall on the
29th, we had the dance on the 6th instant, which proved to
be a complete success, both socially and financially, there
being nearly five hundred present, and about one hundred
and ninety joining in the grand march. Though a cold night
the Liberal element from the country was well represented.
The last of November we had that .grand speaker, Mrs.
Colby Luther, who gave us three of the strongest speeches
it had ever been my fortune to listen to. We expect to hav
her with us a month in the spring. And for the next two
months we hav Frank T. Ripley engaged to speak and giv
tests. He is a Spiritualist, as are also C. Fannie Allyn, Mrs.
Colby. Luther, and other powerful Liberal ~peakers. We are
getting quite a list of names signed to the petition against
the Sunday law, or Blair bill. We are glad to see any effort
to oppose the great powers of ignorance and superstition,·
but we are not awake to the real danger, I fear. Nothing
but the education of the people who can be reached, so they
will see to what this church control of the government will
lead to, can save the country from a return to the Dark Ages,
or a :fierce struggle to regain what we may lose of our religious liberties, or hav already lost. But I expect we shall
hav to lose more before the people will be awakened to the
true state of danger so as to arise and resist the encroachment of ecclesiasticism. Heston has·well represented the
church and state union in the last TRUTH SEEKER.
MRs. S. S. RoOKHILL.
P.S.-I do not wish to be understood as saying that the
Secular Union hav engaged a Spiritualist lecturer and test
medium. Those who knew of our Independent church will
understand that we hav all Liberal thought presented from
our platform, and that the majority of the society are LibS. S. R.
eral Spiritualist.s, the writer included.
NEWARK, Feb. 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Last week a New York paper referred to.
Mrs. Webber committing suicide because she was poor and
could not obtain work, while high-toned ministers are receiving large salaries. The editor failed to say one word against
Roman Catholic priests, who receive good pay. and are well
fed and housed, and who preach the most bigoted and dangerous religion in the whole world. Sectarian editors are
like politicians ; they dare not say one word against Rome.
The churches in Judea and Jerusalem were not half so corrupt as this wicked monster. They pretend to preach and
hold up Christ as our savior, and his mother, holding Christ
in her arms in his swaddling clothes, as the mother of God.
He said our father was in heaven. Christ never claimed to
be God; only his son. No man can be his own father. He
called his mother woman. Christ was a tramp, and did not
hav home, church,·or altar. His disciples were illiterate, uneducated men who followed fishing for a living-yet an
honorable calli~g, far more respectable in my way of thinking than m1nistf;)rs or priests who fish for dollarlll!o.P.<l cents to

support them in luxury, while the poor are starving in cellars
and garrets in New York and all over the world.
The Christians preach charity, but they take good care of
number one :first. I hav seen Sisters of Charity leave an
order for a family of six to get eighteen cents' worth of provisions at a grocery store to keep a poor family from starving,·
and that is called charity to the poor. There is no charity to
bless the paupers in Potters' Field. Their blessings, like their
anathemas, are harmless for doing good or evil, but that is
all the capital they hav to start business; other professions
hav to possess the solid cash. Those sanctified beats, when
traveling, always parade and advertise their piety by reading
their prayer-books in cars and steamboats. The sister when
begging is always accompanied by a child, who resembles
the sister enough to be her own child or a relation; however,
that is their lame duck to create sympathy for begging. If
all church property were sold, and the money spent in building tenements for the poor to liv in, .it would reach and do
more to lessen crime and lure people from their evil habits
than to hold out vicarious atonement, by giving them absolution for their crimes and when dying to hold up a dirty
cross for them to kiss.
W. W. MoRRis.
Feb. 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I want to thank Brother Washburn for giving us a Hymn Book with music set to the words, the v~ry
thing I hav wanted for years. I hope he grew in grace, and
long may he liv to enjoy the fruits of his labor. THE TnuTH
BEEKER seems to grow better all the time, and our family
could not think of doing without it. The youngest member
asks as eagerly for it as the oldest. Of course, the "Children's
Corner" and pictures are their chief delight. There is one
thing I would like to see your correspondents improve in,
and that is their treatment of each other. They should use
milder and more brotherly language in discussing each other.
We are all striving for the same end, viz., freedom of speech
and complete separation of church and state. Our warring
brothers remind me of the fable of the dragon teeth of old
that were sown and grew into soldiers strong and brave,. but
some cunning fellow threw a stone among them and
straightway they fell to and destroyed each other. I think
all Secularists, Spiritualists, and Infidels should remember
that divided they fall, united they stand and become a power
that will eventually be felt and listened to with respect. If
you must :fight, let it be with the friends of superstitipn,
having only words of cheer and brotherly love for each
H. BEi,L.
other.
Yours fraternally,
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years, I am· unable so far to :find it. The point I would make
would be that in the districts quoted the Catholics are in the
majority, and not only that, but if I am not mistaken, the
statistics of crime show that about one.half of the whole
number of criminals are Catholics. There appears to be a
combined and determined effort on the part of the Catholic
church to destroy the free schools, and by assisting me in
combating their assertion regarding who make up this body
of criminals you will do me a favor. It would be wise if
friends throughout the country would at once report· to you
the point of attack, and thus allow you, through your central location, to hunt up the evidence in rebutting the charges.
I shall make the assertion that about one-half of all the criminals are Catholics, and await your reply for its confirmation.
Could not some capable person publish, to a profit, a work
on The Power, Wealth, and Aggressions of the Roman Catholic Church, giving the per cent of crime in Catholic districts over others, with the proportion of Catholic criminals
D. D. LAKE.
against all others?
[The passage regarding Canadian Catholics in New England to which you refer is probably this: "Canadian Catholics .
hav driven the New Englander out of his
woods, the. shoemaker from his shop," etc, By squalid
habits of living, such as letting buildings and all belongings
fall into disrepair, going without the appliances of enlightenment, ·such as books, papers, etc., they underwork the
Americans with their higher civilization and its accompanying requirements; But their increase has not been sufficient
to cause the growth of crime you mention. This is no doubt
due to the· great influx of Irish Catholics. The percentage
of these in Massachusetts has rapidly and steadily increased
for the last thirty years. During that period, says Scribner's
Statistical Atlas, they hav spread very thickly throughout all
the manufacturing towns. You may make this affirmation
with confidence and refer to any work of statistics of authority. Whenever one sees an increase of crime, it is always
iudicious to begin to look about for Catholics. The following is from the Oatlwlw Union and Times: ''As an illustration of how the old order has changed in New England, it is
stated that in the entire district of South Boston included in
the large parish of Our Lady of the Rosary there are only
four non-Catholic families. New England has become New
Ireland, and the prestige of the Puritans is at an end."-ED.
T. S.]

ADRIAN, Mwrr., Feb. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: One J. H. Weber, a reverend evangelist
who is a sort of traveling missipnary, is causing a sulphurous
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 24, 1889.
wave to vibrate through the Methodist Episcopal sanctuary MR. EDITOR: I hav just heard the discussion by the three in this city. The Rev. Mr. Weber has been holding revival
opposing religious thinkers read for the third time. . The meetings at various places in Michigan. An odor from Hillsopening and closing remarks are very characteristic of Colo- dale, this state, his last place of revival effort, comes wafted
nel Ingersoll, a man who uses his own reasoning on all sub- on the wings of gossip to the effect that Weber, the evangeljects, speaks his own thoughts, exercises his inherent rights, ist, is a crooked disciple of Jesus. He is employed here by
and defends all others, of whatever shade their opinions, to the Methodist Episcopal church at a salary Of $50 a week to
exercise every right he claims for himself. But not so with convert the ungodly of this place, and is paid by collection
Mr. Coudert, and it is of his remarks I wish to speak. He $8 a night. The contributions do not come up to the standhas given us his opinions in regard to free speech, yet, in ard. He, the reverend, lashes the crowd with threats of hell
accordance to the tenets of Catholic faith, he does not unless they contribute the amount. He is abusiv in his
claim for himself the right of either free speech or free remarks, calling the pillars of the church hoary-headed sinthought. Yet his inconsistent attitude toward his faith is as ners and devils who will surely go to helL The other night
consistent as the arguments he uses.. In the preface to his he was telling of the piety of his mother and the ungodliness
arguments he says that if President Palmer's remarks had of his grandma. She was a very wicked woman. She also
referred to '' the expression of a natural desire to see him is dead and now reposing in hell while he was rehearsing
-Colonel Ingersoll-speedily annihilated," he would "hav this. Some of the younger boys who were standing near the
thought, but not said, amen." How do we know he would .door started to leave the house. The reverend pointed his
not say it? How do we know he would not execute his finger at them and shouted, "Those boys are all going to
thoughts had he the power? The past history of his church hell." One of the youngsters sang out, "Say, Mr., do you
reveals the fact to us that he '\YOU!d, but free speech is the want to ~end any word to your grandmother?" The reverbarrier in his way which he opposes. And then he goes on end was nonplussed for a moment, but rallied to the abuse of
to make the foundation of his argument against free speech sinners. Thus he has now been a week abusing the church
on the basis that, if speech were free, crimes might be com- and the outside sinners. I am unable to attend the meetings
mitted in consequence thereof, and cites the murder of Des- myself, but ~ young student at Brown's Business College
demona to prove his theory. He adheres to the doctrine boarding at my house attends church nightly and keeps me
taught to him in his cradle, simply because they were taught posted faithfully. Rev. Mr. Weber has a lady companion with
him there. He insists on giving them to all his posterity him. Rumor says she is not his lawful wife. Indeed, the
just as they were given to him, and simply because they lady admits herself she is not. She and another lady were
were thus given to him. He was taught to accept them in doing some missionary work across the street from my house.
blind faith. He insists that they shall do likewise. He The lady said to my neighbor: ''Mr. Weber came to the town
would make the brains of his future generations automatic she residrd in to conduct revival meetings. She took him to
machines, all running in the same groove until they wrar out. her house and kept him seven weeks free. She is now
He would deny others the right of free speech for fear they with him, helping to convert our city sinners. She, I am
might prove th'at a "falsehood" which he has never dared informed, stops at the L!iwrence Hotel, a high-toned house"
to question, which proves that the :first impression made on -which is a fact. The firm looks like a traveling harem.. I
the mental faculties is hardest to remove. Has he the right hear he is going to call upon all Infidels in this place. If he
to influence the young mind into accepting something as in- comes to see me I will propound him a few conundrums. If
fallible because it was taught to him in that way, and of he tries any of his bu\lying upon me I will turn him out. I
which he is as ignorant as the child? And then deny Rad- cannot kick him, because I am crippled in both hind legs.
icals the right to undeceive the rising generations in what However, I will extend to hirn hospitality unless he merits
they can prove to be a delusion and a snare? In conclusion, other treatment. I am an obtuse sinner. My weapons are
I would say th'l.t he med hav no fear of Catholics ever scientific truths. I will countenance no nonsense from such
destroying the "bib" of their f<iith, for priests and parents a source. He is ignorant, and a fit subject for the mission.
see to it well that the infant's reasoning faculties are caged If such men are called of God, I pity omnipotence.
Church routine is getting monotonous. A new bull Dl~Jst
before it leaves the cradle, which is the only means by which
it could be destroyed; and this is well illustrated by his be enacted. An evangelist is sought for. One is found-one
who is qualified to perform the most attractiv antics and can
Mns. F. A. ABBoTT.
own arguments.
enunciate the biggest fabrication. The crowd is delighted,
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Feb. 24, 1889.
the people turn out en masse, hurrah, a great excitement preMR. EDITOR: We hav a three-cornered fight out here on vails. After the show society quiets down. What's the
the school question. The Catholics make the statement that, matter? There is no cause for further excitement. Now the
owing to the public schools, crime is on the increase, and show is over. A great work has been dime for the cause of
they in proof quote the proportion of crime of to-day as Christ and honor to the church. The exhorter has departed,
being vastly greater than it was a few years ago, and notably the cause of excitement is removed, solemnity and wonder
so when compared to many years ago in the infancy of, or take the place of the "ruction." A few of the more superstibefore the existence of free schools. The section assailed is tious adhere to the impression received by the exciting times
New England, and especially Massachusetts. In an editorial just passed, while the crowd, with the Infidel, the bald-headed
f T TRUTH BEEKER you stated that New England is being old reprobate, the one who has not the fear of G_od, cycl.ones,
~ettl:; up by the French Catholics of Canada 1 and notwith- the lightning-stroke, or any other calamity, contmue to JOStle
" th e race 0 f !ife.
0 - 8 BARRETT
standing I hav all the numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1 eac h 0 th er lD
0

0

..
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Qlhildrtn~ s

~orner.

Correspondence.

CLEVELAND, 0.; Feb~ 25, 1889.
DEAR Miss WuoN: · I send an essay on
Bdiud by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall "Why is Freeth ought the Best Thought?"
It is my first effort on any subject. I gradRi'De-r, Mass., to UJhom all Oommunlcationsfor uated from the public school about .two weeks
this Oorner should bs sent.
ago. My age is sixteen years.
From your sincere friend,
MILLIOENT H. So oTT.
" Between the dark and the daylight •.
When. the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occuPations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

1'he Dear, Blessed Now.
.I

" There's a lrmd that is fairer than day,"
Nor by faith do we see it afar;
For the fathers hav taught us the way
To pre;.>are us a dwelling-place here.
Caonus.-In the dear, blessed now,
We hav met on a beautiful shore.
In the here and the now,
Let us make it a beautiful shore.
Why wait for a" sweet by-and-bye?"
WhY swap for som~ fanciful bliss,
Some wonderful world in the sky,
All the beautY and glory of this?
Let uA cherish tbe bles@ings of earth,
Let us hY in the friends of to-day;
For who shall e'er measure the worth
Of our angela enveloped in clay?
Let us d·eam with the provhets of old,
or a world free from sorrow and sinBee! the hill-tops now glitter with gold !
As the reign of the Right cometh in !
Ob, sing of our glorious land!
Sing a race that iii worthy its home I
Sing of Freedom ! Fraternity's worth!
Bing the Kingdom of Man that's to come!
Then a truce to your" sweet by-and-bye,"
In the place where the good poople go;
We can beat all the tints of the sky
1f we garner the glories below.
CnoRus.-In the here and the Now,
We hav m6t on a beputiful shore,
In the dear blessed Now
Let us make 1t a beautiful shore.
-SeZeCled by J. Waters.

.A Tribute to Mary Baird Finch.
0 bard of

ble~tk Nebraska'~ pl~tins,

Of tender heart, impressiv brain,
The m~ntle of Old Scotia's b .. rd
To thee, most worthy, I award.
Ah, how thy sweet and thr!Jiing lays
Recall to me thy girlhood"s days;
Ah, thirty-seven years ago
How little I or you did know.
Without teachers, without schools,
Pedant-ic forms, restrictiv rules,
Thou hast g11.tbered a vast store
Of science, history, Scottish lore.
In all thY glitterin'l' diadem
Thy" Bonnivarrl"s "the brightest gem;
Oil, what a scathing condemnation
Of this enslaved and ruthless nation !
What patho~, ~ympathr, and heart
Thv words arouse, excite, Jmpart I
Humanity their burden, goal,
Oh, how they permeate the ''soul!"
Under repulsion~, toils, and Pains,
From pictures of thy fertil brain,
Clothed with compreb~nsiv word,
My higher nature's ever stirred.
0 n'lble, fral!i!, careworn friend,
Onr pen-impressions soon will end;
M~y your conc~pts, thoughts sublime,
B:ess mfn and women throue-h all time.
Columbus. Knn.
FnoF. J. H. CooK.

Wby Freethought is the ll"st Thought.
Freethought is the best thought-it expresses freedom. It does not confine the
powers of intellect to any subject.
Freethought has been the parent of science
and inventions.
Those who are masters of their own minds,
and are uncontroled- by creeds and dogmas,
do not believe anything until they hav just
cause to do so. Thoee who go to church and
believe all that they hear without having
satisfactory proof, would probably believe
that the earth is flat, as it must be according
to St. Matthew iv, 8.
Freethought give liberty of action in all
things by which others may not be injured.
It regards this life-we know nothing of the
hereafter.
Freethought "teaches man to ~earch for the
mOrality in nature; to study the truth and
judge for himself.
MILLIOENT H. SooTT.
A YOUNG man once picked up a silver dollar
lying in the road. Ever afterward as he
walked along he kept his eyes steadfastly
fixed on the ground, in hopes of finding
another. And in- the course of a long life he
did pick up at different times R. good amount
of gold and silver. But all these days as he
was lookir>g for them he saw not that the sky
was bright above him and nature beautiful
around. He never once allowed his eyes to
look up from the mud and filth in which he
sought the treasure i and wljen he died, a
rich old mao, he only knew this fair earth of
Q~Jrs as a dirtr road to pick up mone;r in.

VESTA, NEB., March 6, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I now seat myself to
write you a few lines. My sister Maggie and
I are going up to the school-house. ·we bav
another neighbor-it is Mrs. Wade and Mr.
Wade. Papa got some lead pencils and some
slate pencils. I read in the Second Reader.
My two big sisters read in the Third Reader.
Two of my little sisters do not go to school.
I am eight years of age, and my little sister
Anna is one year old, and my other little sister is three years old. We just .finished eating
dinner. Good-bye.
Your loving friend, BRRTHA WEDEKIND.
BoND, KAN., March 8, 1889.
DEAR MISS WixoN: I thought I would
write you a letter, as all the other little folks
are writing to the Corner. I like to read the
letters in the Children's Corner very much. I
uncle and aunt. They hav a
liv with
large bay-wmdow full of flowers. Many are
in bloom. I go to school. My teacher's
name is Shuck. He has fifty-~even enroled
scholars. I study reading, spelling, writing,
and arithmetic. I go to literary meetings
when the weather is nice enough. I will
close for this"time, hoping to see this in print.
Your little Freethinker friend,
IDA Hxoox (aged 9 years).

mr

· Sroux Cr'i'Y, Feb. 13, 1889.
Mrss SusAN H. WixoN, Dear Madam: I hav
been a faithful reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
for the last year, and hav read with pleasure
the Children's COl'ner. I enjoy reading the
brig-ht, l:lpicy letters written by the young
children from all parts of the United States,
and hope they will always continue to
brighten the Co7ner. I hav two children of
my own, aged six years and three years,
whom I will endeavor to hav grow up as free
from superstition as your faithful readers and
correspondents. I am also pleased to see
how the Casey dime fund has increased.
Hoping I hav not been too len~thy in this, I
am, sincerely, Your Liberal fnend,
MRs. J.ASON PAsSMORE.
BoND, KAN., March 8, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would write
a letter to the Children's Corner, as I take
great interest in reading the Children's Corner
and looking at the funny pictures. My little
brother Otto would like to write to the Corner, but he is. too little, because he is only
four years old. I hav three sisters and three
brothers. My oldrst brother takes THE
TRUTH SREKER. My papa has a large orchard.
and he sold about one hundred barrels of
apples last fall. I go to school, but I hav
been but three times since Christmas, because
I hav been sick, and then it has been so
muddy, too. I study rPading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic. I will close for this
time, hoping to see my letter in print.
Your little Freethinker friend,
THERESA HELLSTROM (aged 8 years).
VESTA, NHB., March 6, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Becoming interested
in the Children's Uorner and seeing so many
letters from others, I ask leave to join the
circle. I don't go to school any more; our
whool was out yesterday, and we had a gr~at
dinner. All the scholars and their parents
were there. and some came that were not
scholars. Our Literary is ended, and we
can't speak there any more. I Fpoke two
pit ces the last day, and my little sister spoke
one, too. My grandpa is talking of coming
out here, and I guess he will come this
spring. We are going to hav summer school
this year, and Mr. Gtbbs is going to teach it.
I hav au aunt and uncle out here. My birthday is the 4th of May. I had a present last
year---,my aunt sent it to me. I think of
nothing more to write. I hope I shall see this
in print. Yours truly,
MAGGIE M. WEDEKIND.
SALONIOA, TURKEY, Feb.- 20, 1889.
MY DEAR Miss WIXON: I nceived your
last kind letter some weeks ago, but. as I had
recommenced my schooling, I put off answering it; but the weather being damp and our
whooping cough worse (I do not know if you
hav heard that we hav it), mother has kept
us at home. But I hope to go again to-morrow if the weather is fine.
First, let me thank you for tlie pretty pictures you sent me. I liked them very much.
Mother is afraid our kind friend, Uncle
Fish, must be ill, as he has not written to us
for more than two months-not since he sent
us our nice Christmas present-so please,
mother says, if it is not giving you too· much
trouble, would you send us a line or two to
tPII us what is the matter with dear Uncle
Fish?
Mother has known Uncle Fish ever since
she was a girl, and she feels sorry to think he
is ilL
Papa has bad a garden made for us, and
we are .all going to help to work in it. We
hav planted very few flowers as_ yet, but we
hope to get some nice ones soon, Our first
flowers that we planted were " daisies" and
" lilies," and yoq eetl tnese ~re Oijl' ll!lmes,

CoLUMBUS, KAN., March 2, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I send another pentribute to Mary Baird Finch, whom I knew-as
a good, amiable girl of fifteen on the Illinois
prairie thirty-seven years ago. I thank and
bless you for the truth you are ~preading. the
good you are doing, and the upward and onward direction in which you are leading both
young and old. At seventy, and in poverty,
pains, and loneliness, I .am here, not able to
work, teach, or lecture, but I can still think
and f~:el for humanity. I shall soon, at the
most, rest from persecution and '' the sorrows
that encumber." Your appreciativ friend,
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
(Thanks for kind words. May the onward
days of our friend who has done good and
brave work for humanity be full of peace,
joy, and prosperity. He has done signal service in his time, and it should bring its rew·ard.-ED. C. C.]
VESTA, NxB., March 6, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Interested with the
Children's Corner, I thought. I would try my
hand again. Tuesday, March 5th, was the
last day of our school, and we had a good
time. We had a great dinner. We were
treated with peanuts by our teacher, Albert
Gibbs. My papa -sends and gets seeds and
has ·a large garden. I hav five sisters and no
brothers-Maggie, Bertha, Dorothy, Susie,
Anna-and my name is Ed a. Maggie's age is
eleven, Bertha's eight, Dorothy's six, Susie's
three, Annie's one and a half, and mine is
nine-I Rhall be ten the 7t.h of July. We bad
fourteen Pekin ducks and sold them to a man
named Smith. We hav a hand working for
us named Emil Smith. I guess I shall hav
company to-day-three "little girls-Mabel
Parker, Sadie RusEel, and Winnie Colton.
·But I think they won't come now. I've nothing more to tell. Hoping to see this in print,
Your loving friend,
good-bye.
ED.,A. WEDEKIND.
COUNOIL BLUFFS, lA., Feb. 24. 1889.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I would like to write
a nice letter for the Corner if I knew how.
I am nine years of age, and hav six sisters
and three brothers, the youngest of which is
nearly nine months old, and is named Robert
G. Ingersoll .. Papa and my eldest sister are
music-teachers. Papa has taken THE TRUTH
8EEKER as long as I can remember, and
mamma has told me as long as I am living,
and that's the reason I am a Freethinker.
Onr dog's name is Bruno and be sPems to be
an Infidel, too, as he doesn't mind Sunday any
more than we do; He can say his prayers as
well as I can. He is a brave dog, and when
we go away from home he will accompany
us. He would rather die than hav any harm
done to us. I am going to school, and my
teacher's name is Mrs. Ware. She is the principal of Bloomer school and does the praying
every day. She begins her prayer by saying:
"Remembe!" who you are talking to," and
closes with, '' 0 God ! let us all do right today, for Christ'.s sake. AmPn " Papa says
we can all do right without God's permission.
I don't want to wear you out with my first
letter, and close this before I go to bed.
Your little FreethinkPr,
CoRNELIA. Ku:B:N.
[Cornelia has written a very nice letter, and
we hope to hear from her again. Her teacher
should tell her scholars to do right for the
right's sake, and not for Christ's sake, who
cannot be benPfited in any way by our actions.-ED. C. Q.]

Wbat the Little Ones Are Saying.
A little friend of mine, on returning from
church last Sunday, when questioned by her
father about the sermon, said nai'vely, "I only
remember that he said Pa.ul planted and had
Apollinaris water!''
Grandmamma had been explaining to the
little girl how our earth is kept from flying
off into infinit space by the attraction of the
sun, which is constantly trying to draw the
earth toward iteelf, while the latter always
keeps its distance. "Grandma," said the
little girl, " I should think the sun would get
discouraged after a while and let it go."
Mamma was explaining to the children the
creation of the first man, and told them that
God made Adam out of the dust of the earth.
All during the story four-year-old Maud was
attending with deep concern, and when
mamma had finished she said, with an air
of profound conviction: "Now, that won't
do, mamma, 'cause if God had made him out
of mud, when he got dry he would all peel
off."
Josie, a bright little three-year-old, had just
made his first visit to the barber's. He looked
very dissatisfi~>d upon his return, and his
mamma asked the reason. "I don't like my
hair combed· this way, all ·in little curls," he
s~iq. " l;Jow do yoq wit>4 it?" queried. bi!!

mamma. " Why, I want it like Uncle. Tom's.
I want it in two slices." Josie's admiration
of the smooth hair and straight parting sug.
gested the funny comparison of two slices.
A minister's little daughter, who had be1~n
to church for the first time, and heard her
father preach, was questioned by him on
reaching home as to how she liked his sermon. There was an embarrassed silence;
then the little maid, tired out with the long
strain of "being good," and yet anxious not
to offend in any wise, made answer, with a
little, long-drawn breath of patient resignation, ''You preached awful long, papa, but I
beared it."
A few weeks ago 1t favorit uncle of Stephen
Abbey, a lad belonging in the neighborhood
of Kingston, N.Y., went away, to be gone
f'lr an indefinit length of time. Stephen
thought the proper thing for him to do was to
buy a present for his relativ, and the ohject
he set his young mind upon was a Bible.
''He has more than one Bih!e now," said
Stephen's mother. "And he'll hav another
when he gets minP," was the imperturbable
reply. The Bible was purchased, and then it
was decided by the boy to write an " appropriate" verse of scripture on the fly-leaf.
And these were the significant words selected
and writtm by Stephen: " And ye fathers
provoke not your children to wrath (Eph. vi,
4)." Stephen's uncle, who is a man of family, was, in all probability, duly impressed.

~Citnct

Qlolumn.

'l'oba~co.
The scientific name of tobacco is nicotiana
tabacum. Jean Nicot first sent some seeds of
the plant to France from Lisbon, and from
him it gets the name nicotiana. He thou!!ht,
good man, it a very excellent mediciu. l'abacum comes from the word tabaco, which is
the name for pipe in St. Domingo. 'fhere are
about fifty varieties of the plant, and it grows
in America, Turkey, Germany, Sweden, and
other countries. It is a nativ of America ..
It has large leaves, and clusters of pale-green
flowers. The leaves are used after being
dried in smoking, chewing, and snuffing. It
is not agreeable at first, and boys and men
are frequently made sick by its use. Strange
to say, they will persevere in miug it until
the system becomes accustomed to it. No
doubt it has caused the death of a great
many people, who did not realize its injurious
effects on the system. The writer has seen
hoys who first attempted to chew tobacco
made very faint and sick at the stomach. Its
use will produce convulRions, and it induces
heart disease by quickening the act.ion of that
organ. Some people bav been made blind by
its use. Notwithstanding there are many
horrors attending, there is no habit so common as smoking and chewiog tobacco.
As a medicin it is beneficial in gout, rheumatism, neuralgia, ringworm, and even toothache, it is said, may be cured by tobacco.
"Ah, ha !" says the user of tobacco, "then
don't say a word, but let me hav my cigar."
But medicin is good in its place. We do not
want castor oil, rhubarb, aloes, or any other
medicin used every day, or at all hours of
the day. Tobacco is an activ poison. The
fashionable cigaret, as well as the cigar, is
responsible for much clisea~e and. trouble.
We frequently hear of people dying of cancer
of the tongue or throat, which was induced
by us'ng tobacco. Those who work at the.
business of cigar and cigaret makin~ are
sometimes frightfully d isea~ed. They moisten
their work with their filthy saliva, and offensiv matter often clings to the finished cigar.
So I hav been told by those who looked on and saw that they reported. It is better
never to contract the habit of tobacco-using,
and then you will not suffer any disturbances
S. H. W.
from it.
QuESTIOJ<s.-What is the soientitlc name of
d>'rived? How did
How mH.ovvarieties
of it? DescribA H. I-< it a V••ison? Name the
ffi'ects or it• continued UPe. What of tobacco as a
medicin? Wbat filt.by pract.Jce can be named in
the making of cigars and cigaret•? How many
of you will nledge yourselvs never tn contract the
habit of smokfng, chewing, or snuffing tobacco?

t.obae~o? From what is it
J~an Nil'nt reuard thP plant?

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAliSM
By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jorispruden!le in the NPw Ym·k Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, ll.'mo, 68pp,, cloth, 50 c~nts.
His analysis of nerv0os and mental phenomena
is sharply scientifl '; his pathological t.h~ories are
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-AI~dwaz Revu<w.
His laoi{UR.ge is strong and well chos~>n, his
style admuable in its directne~~ and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logical.-Ltberal Cltrtllttan,
4d~jj.8S Tli~ TlHJfH £$li!~~~R 00,
.
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BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
The Sctentt~ A mertcan says : " Books on this
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young." $1.
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Introduction by
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A COMPENDIUM OF' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which ttniver•
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary Worlrl.
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Entertaining Angels Unawares.
One of the books that dropped upon THE
TRUTH SEEKER editorial table last week is
"Three Years Among the Americans," by
Amrita La! Roy, with the author's compliments. We remember Amrita well, and
with affection. He was for several months a
feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER's composing
room, and the best technically educated man
in the whole office. He is a Hindoo of high
caste, slight in stature, shrinking in manner,
but possessing a gn·at deal of quiet courage.
He visited England and this country to get
"civilized," but we fear his experience did
not bear out the expectations he had formed
from missionary report@. He wanted to learn,
he tells us, the srcret of the present greatness of Western nations-how the English
and Americans labor, struggle, and triumph
over the difficulties of nature and the problem~ of men. He had outgrown his own
country, and his curiosity, simple as a child's,
was to know what lay in the wide world outside his Hindoo notions and traditions. Contact with the Englieh conquerors of his
country probably inspired this ambition,
which first turned toward a medical diploma
and a commission in the E~glish army. To
that end he started for an English university
to learn the secret of health. But he had not
left Bombay harbor before his views widened,
and his greater project foru;ed in his mind.
Two years were spent in Edinburgh University, and then he was thrown upon his own
resources, to starve to death or liv as his own
efforts might determin. By ways known
principally in the bohemian world he struggled along in London for several months,
balancing between a little hungry and very
hungry, his one thought to save money
enough to buy a paFsage to the United States.
Becoming discouraged at saving it, he borrowed !he cash, and then found he could
retain most of it by working his passage as
-surgeon's assistant on a Dutch steamer. So
he landed in this city with something less
than forty dollars in his pocket, and then
promptly contracting the rneumonia, rose
from a sick bed to really begin life here with
a cash surplus of a dollar and a half.
Putting off for a few days his purpose of
digging out the secret of Western greatness,
he bestirred himself to find out how he was
to liv.· That he left the country three years
later with the acquaintance and friendship of
"some of New York's best men in point of
intelligence and culture," with an invitation
1 ' to write on the delicate subject of English
rule in India in the foremost of American
periodicals" (the N01·tlt Ame1'ican Review).
shows that he was not wholly unsuccessful
in his search, and that there is in the Hindoo
race sufficient energy to rehn bilitate India
au'd make it a nation of force and power if
the English conqueror ever giva them the
chance. Amrita had a friend in Dr. Holbrook, the health publisher, in Laight street;
afterward in Dio Lewis, and he occasionally
sold an article to the Sun. Previous to this
rise, however, he accepted a porter's situation
in a downtown manufacturer's office, and
after he left Dio Lewis he obtained a stand in
this office, almost by accident, when, he says,
his path was one of pleasantness and peace.
His wanderings previous to that, however,
hav some interest to TRUTH SEEKER readers,
though the Christian associations and Dr.
Ward, of the Independent, will probably not
relish his ingenuous disclosures.
Recovering from the pneumonia, he called
on Dr. Holbrook, whom be had never seen,
but with whom he had corresponded. The
doctor's advice was to apply to the religious
associations which send out mi>fionaries for
the benefit of the .heathen, and see if ·a
heathen at their door would equally draw
their sympathies. He was averse to this, he
says, as he had bad enough experifnce with
missionaries both at home and in England,
and "knew what they were like," and felt
mre he could serve ndrhH missionary or
Chribtian association witllont clashing wirh
their hobbies and fad a. But without a cent,
and knowing no one, he bad to throw away
his •queamishness and knock at their doors.
The result did not di•appoint him. He says :
I went on calling at the offices of all the
Christian newEpapers and a8sociations, as
wdl as on some well-known p!l.stors, whose
addresses I could find. But the result of my
applications was the same everywhere, and
~s l had wmewhat anticipated. Thc·y could
do nothing for me, although, as I subsequently learned, s.)me of them had large funds
which wPTe often Bpent in the most worthless
ways. They might-indeed, tbey would b~
glad to-help me if I would turn a willing ear
to the word of the Lorrl and glv hopes. if not
the promis, of a spetdy converoion-in which
case I might even be sent back home after a
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time with a salary and a "mission" to my his time till he came to this office. Reporting
benighted countrymen. In other words, they he found to be difficult, as his complexion
could not think of taking care of my vile and timidity were against him. - Besides, it
body until they had made secure my precious
soul. None of them, of course, said as much. kept him so busy that no time was left to dig
in so many words, but it needed no more out the secret of Western greatness, which
than a couple of eyes in one's head to see was his object in the country. So he looked,
what they were driving at. Since then I had he tells us, for a situation where he might
definlt proposals of a price for my soul by hav regular wages and need not be bound to
men and associations whose names there is
no need of mentioning. But I might, I think, stay longer than he liked. He tried various
very properly repeat a few words of the con- trades, and his last thought was of the
ver~ation I had with a gentleman belonging printing-o1fice. He knew a little of the art,
to the richest American religious paper, the not enough to make large wages, but he could
New York Independent, an organ of the eke out the income by contributions to the
Presbyterians. ·unless my memory fttils me,
the gentleman was a Dr. Watt [Ward], and, I daily press, and so, he says, he "kept looking
out for a job as a printer, and before long it
believe, the editor of the paper:
Dr. W.: Do you know Chunder Sen (mean- came." He tells us how it was:
ing Keshub Chunder Sen)?
It was in the office of the New York TRUTH
I: Yes, I do. I belong to the same caste SEEKER, the leading organ of the American
and village with him, and we may be said to Antichristians, followers of Bradlaugh and
be somehow related to each other. (This was Ingersoll. ~rt accordance with a rule ?f ~he
before Baboo Keshub Chunder died.)
printers' umon of New York, few prmtmg
Dr. W.: Do you sympathize with his views? offices would employ as a journeyman printer
I: No. Little, if at all.
anyone who had not served three years'
Dr. W.: What are your points of disagree- apprenticeship in the business, but an excepment with him?
tion was made in my case through the servI: Both in regard to creeds and practices.
ices of a friend who was one of the officers
Dr. W.:. Well, Chunder Sen's creed is not of the union, and the proprietors of THE
all correct, I agree, for he has not yet opened 'l'RUTH SEEKER were willing to giv me a
out his heart to receive the truth as he might; chance. I joined their office toward the end
but don't you think he is preparing the way of 1884, and stayed with them till the day of
for the rule of Christ in India?
my leaving America. · I was soon practiced
I: There is not much chance of such a in type.setting enough to make a living, and
thing ever coming to pass.
as the "boss" of the place allowed me liberDr. W.: Then you do not go so far even as ties not generally given in printing-officesChnndcr Sen does in accepting Christ?
for instance, in the matter of the hours of
I perceived the mistake I had committed in coming to work and leaving it- I spent my
the decisiv reply I had just given. I said most penceful days in New York as a printer
now that I was afraid my views were not so at THE TRUTH BEEKER office. At this date I
advnnced as those of Chunder Sen in regard cannot help comparing the conduct of these
to the future of Christianity in India, but so-called "Infidels" with that of the pious
that I was yet a young man who had not paid Christians of New York, to whom I had apmuch attention to religious questions, and plied for a situation on my arrival in America,
that frequent intercourse with enlightened very much to the prejudice of the latter.
Christians might by and by giv me correct Nor can I refrain from acknowledging with
views on those questions.
gratitude that by few persons in New York
Dr. W.: Well, sir, I am sorry for you, but were the peculiar circumstances iu which I
I don't see what can be done in this 0ffice to was placed so considerately rr cognized, or so
help you. You seem to be a bold young man much facility for making my way given to
ard think you can do without Jesus, but I me, as by the Infidels of THE TRUTH SEEKER
hope he will not forsake you in your trials. office.
Try somewhere else. There are store8(houses)
From the day of his entrance he waq weldealing in Indian goods where your knowledge of your country might secure you some- come. And when he left, the boys gave him
a "send-off" that very nearly wrecked the
tbin~r.
N;w that he is home again, and thinking office, and at which more talent assi8ted than
of these experiences instead of undergoing often gathers round the great ones of earth
them, Amrita can philosophize. ''I haT often when they take steamship for Europe. The
wondered," he says, "what meanings a great officer of the union to whom h~ refers was
many pious people and philanthropic associa- John N. Bogart, a labor reformer, and the
tions attach to such words and phrases as "boss" who allowed him liberties was the
charity, benevolence, brotherly love, doing foreman George Macdonald, now one of ~the
good to others, helping the poor, and the like editors of San Francisco F1·eethought. Am-seeing that their preachings and practice rita picked up ''civilization" fast, and unrler
sre so much at variance with each other. the genial tuition of the warm-hearted printers
Such inconsistency is by no means a charac- soon learned many things astonishing to the
teristic of Christian men and organizations simple heathen. A. p1ince in his own counalone. Hav we not enough of it in our try, he was in this a steadfast friend of the
own midst? Hav we not plenty of patriots workingmen, and took great interest in all
who extol the virtues of the se]f.denying their movements, attending their meetings
RiBltiB of ancient India, or weep tears of blood and speaking from their platforms. His pen
over the conrlition of the saltless ryot, but was freely at their service. In his own way
who at the same time scruple at no means to te wag independent as a king. Once some
turn a rupee, or liv a life ofluxury and extrav- thief broke into his lodging and stole his
agance that loudly mocks at the privations clothes while he was asleep. He came down
suffereil by those wilh whom they profess to to the office the next morning in borrowed
sympathize? Hypocrisy is the curse of the garments, and truly Solomon nor any of the
age, a hypocrisy fostered by the fact that the other wise men of the East were arrayed
current religious beliefs of the day hav been like unto him. The boys felt genuinly sorry
found to be at variance with the facts of life, for him, and printers' sympathy always takes
and therefore hav lost their hold upon the the form of a subscription. The writer and
educated mind. They are professed as a the business manager and foreman werE!"
matter of form, but having lost life their mulcted a couple of dollan apiece, and the
phrases and formul::e hav degenerated into printers and clerks made up enough to buy a
meaningless cant. No gospel has yet preached good suit of clothes. Bu~ Amrita vetoed the
that the performance of duty toward our Echeme, when he found it out, and the money
fellow-men is the supreme religion, and so had to be returned to the donors. He says
men now recite pious or philanthropic cant, now in his book that it is a consolation to
and earn the reputation of being good and know that during his three years' Atay in
great, even if they outrage every requirement America he never was obliged to anybody's
charity, nor did he evEr borrow a dollar that
of duty and spend time in worshiping self."
However, the missions were of use to he could not quickly repa.y. He carried this
Amrita, if the associations and individual independence even into his work, and set
Christians were not, and on Christmas, 1882, type when it suited his own convenience
among bootblacks and newsboys and the rather than the necessities of the office.
wretched of all sorts, he obtained a good Under another foreman Le would not havremeal at a downtown charitable "home," but tained his situation very long. But George
which, be says, put him vividly in mind of saw the angel feathers crr;pping out., and Jet
the days of want ahea:l. The missions only him come and go as he pleased. This was
feed the hungry on holidays, leaving them to necessary, for Amrita's object was not to
rustle the rest of the time. Some of the poor make a fortune, but to see for himself " what
who attend one of their Christmas or Thanks- made t11e Americans a successful people in
giving banquets are not present at the nPXt. the struggle f1f the ~orld." THE TRUTH
They are in Potter's field, which Christian SREKEH was not only enlightening the United
civilization keeps in order, and Archbiahop States, but it was a base of supplies for the
Corrigan blesses, for their especial benefit. ugenerator of ln<lia. Our princely composBut Am rita, on the day after his feast at the itor is now publishing in Calcutta a paper
mission, secured the place as porter, to which which he calls Hope, and which, perhaps,
his nationality helped him, the proprietor will hav a great deal to do with the inspirapreferring an "intelligent colored man," as tion of a new energy, if it be possible, in
his advertisment stated. From that on, the Indian race.
Amrita imagine he found our secret .. It is,
Amrita suffered no more, and though he did
not sweep the Cliff street office long, he always Energy. Our customs nnd manners he cares
knew where he could get a meal of victuals. little about; they are the merest externals of
Writing for the Sun and other papers, and life and he would not transplant them to
helping Dio Lewis on his Monthly, filled in India. But the push and swing and activity

of the West, mental and physical, carried into
Indian life would, he thinks, giv his race
more of the profits of India's connection with
England, of which heretofore she has been
outwitted. One cannot help thinking that he
has not in this taken sufficiently into account
the influence of climate and the habits of the
two races in eating ·and living. Energy requires cold weather in which to grow, and
brain is made from blood. Rice and vegetables are food for ascetics, for religious brooders, for mystical poets; but business men,
manufacturers, inventors, pioneer~, men of
action, want blood-making foods. But these
canno_t be safely eaten in hot climates, and
though it appears that the Hindoos mu~t ·
change their mode of living before they will
be able to cope wi~h the English among
them, the latter constantly recruited from
Engla~:d's colder climate, it is doubtful if a
change is possible. The history of the world
has shown us the inexorable natura} law that
only where winter alternates with summer
heat can man attain his highest development.
The energy displayed in developing India
during the past thirty years is more due to
foreigners than to native. The nativ population has seen its period of youth and manhood; its decay must be prevented by the
infusion of new and vital blood.
When Amrita lapded in New York he supposed himself to be a direct descendant of
the Supreme Brahm a. This idea the missionaries had never been able to wrest from him.
But at the "chapel send-off" (this is not
slang, but a technical name for a printers'
fare~ell meeting) given him by the printers
of this office, he said that what the missionaries had failed to do Freeth:mght and the
workingmen's cause had accomplished. He
bad cGncluded to drop the sacred thread
which bound him to the gods, and merge
himself with the great family of mankind,
who embodied all the godliness of which we
hav any knowledge. At this meeting, which
took place around the composing-stone
March 12, 1886, revolutionary talent was conspicuous, and Amrita has gone back to Calcutta imbued with all the independent
notions of Irish agitators, Russian Nihilists,
American labor reformers, French Positivists,
and United States heretics. lie was an
apostle of each and all. There were James
Redpath, Mr. Somoff,~Ed. King, and John
Bogart, all carrying the most explosi v notions
in their heads, and Roy had been indoctrin_
ated by each. He had an awful load to carry
back to India, and the wonder is, if not that
one small head could hold it, tlail.t he has
not ere now come into contact with the Calcutta authorities, who hav small patience
with revolutionists. That he has not may be
credited to the civilizing and orderly infiuences of the Freethought ideas he gained in
this office. But he will undoubtedly be heard
from in time, though not, it is hoped, through
carrying out Mr. Somoff's political policy~
Mr. Redpath is a better model, as he never
had to flee his country.

Obituary.
Mr. Joseph A. Allen, one of our very few
New Hampshire subscribers, sends us. this
obituary· of his wife, published in the New
Hampshire .A1·gus. Mr. Allen has our honest
sympathy in his affiiction. His wife, we
know, was all the obituarian writes:
Mrs. Isabel l\1. (Trescott) Allen passed to
spirit life February 7th. She was born in
Claremont, N. H., Nov. 2, 1852, and was the
only child of Abner and Malvinia Trescott.
t:lhe was married to Joseph A. Allen April 30,
1873. The two first years of her married life
were passed in the small manufacturing village of Guild, in Newport, N. H. From there
she and her husband moved to South Acworth,
where they hav since resided. She leaves a
husband, one son, an aged mother, and a wide
circle of friends to weep for her departure.
She w-as one of those generous persons whom
everyone respects, and her memory will be
enshrined in the hearts of all who knew her.
Sh.e was kind and loving, good and gentle.
Pnrity, sincerity, and charity were the activ
living principles that guided her life. Beneath
her quiet and modest exterior were stored
precious gems of useful knowledge. She
was an ardent supporter of everything conduciv to human well-being, either physically,
mentally, morally, or spiritually. Uharity
for all was the rule of life with her. She was
a stranger to selfishness and always tried to
see how ·much she could do for those· she
loved. Those who knew her best loved her
best. Earth has lost a noble soul, while spirit
life has gained a treasure. She has but laid
aside her earth form as a cast-off garment,
tha~ she may expand into a more perfect
state.
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Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
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Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
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Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o,
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A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
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Mr•·hology," "The Career of Jesus Chnst."
The tJol hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps.
xiv, 1·
h
Old B
Childrc'l and fools speak the trut .-[
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Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
'Au tress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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The Church of Practical Religion.

TilE STRUGGLE

BY REPORTER.
FOR
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
In wbich the author shows the repeated attempt&
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty
; also vigorously attacks the very fqunda·
of human oonoern, religious, P<'llitic~tl, and othertion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan- length
upon the wrongs of Ireland, ~tnd, in detailguage, and easily understood. There is lust suffi. ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
Steel engravinii'B of this oele.brated tnatnrtahisj· hold his attention while the troth is being brought the work is replete with a8tounding facts ana
Sx15 inches, suitable for framil!g,_sen~J!.UJa ' to his mind.
weighty
arguments which cannot fail to interest
for 25 oeuts. Address THE TRU~'H SEEKER.
For sale 11 t this office. Price, $1. 00.
the minds of thi• age.
U
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1he Ears dispelled by a few applH}atlOns. Ca! arrha! difficulties of Eyes or Ears i~stap.tly reu oved. Bent the world over. Box With instruo.
t ouR. by mail, 25 cents.
B. A. NEALl'}!..
10h23
·
Shakers P. 0 .. N. x.
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AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
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Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
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Jltws of the fltth.

ORDER OF CREATION.
A.

DISCUSSION BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER
LfNTON, REVILLE.
'

THE pope is about to issue an encyclical
to induce the nations to compel Italy to restore his temporal possessions.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geo.logy.
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, By Ron.
W.
E.
Gladstone.
OF the 11,000 people arrested in New York II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. !3.Y Prof. T. H HnX!.ey
for the last quarter officially reported, over
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof• .lll~x
one-haU: were without occupation.
Muller.
JOHN BRIGHT is very
ill again.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trialj'
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Glad-.
stone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
I
VL Mr.Gladstoneand Genesis. ByProf.T.H.
Huxley.
IT ia salutary for pious Christia-ns to Jiv retired,
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- and s~par"ted from the world; this is calculated
ton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discus- t • mahe them sour, unsociabl~, and, above all, to
sion_o!l the mistakea of Moses. The names of t>he be~tt. anrl excite their brain. The sooiet.y of men
partiCipants are a. guarantee of its able character. spoils us, and is a stumbling-block in the way
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
of our salvation by preventing us from giving
ourselvs wholly and entirely to the contemplaAddress THE TBUTH SEEKER,
tion of the sacred truths we shall never be
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
able to understand.- Vo~·

Ultms of lfhought.

==================::

iaire•s Pocket Theolo·7'1/.

THill settled practice of
renub!ioan and imperial
Rome was to hav swift communication with all liter
outlying proviuoea. by
means of substan.tial
bridges and ro>tdB. One of
the prime duties of the Ieldona was to constrnl)t them
and keep them in repair.
. . • Bnt the dominion of
p a p a 1 R 'me, depending
Uprm a different principle,
h~td no eX1genciea of that
kind. and this duty Mcordingly was left for the local
powers to neglect. • . •
These restraints upf)n intercommunicMion tended
powerfullv to promote the
general bsnigbted condition. Journeys by individuals could not be undertR.ken without much risk,
for tber~ was scarcely a
moor or foreRt t.hat hotd no~
ita highwR.ymen.-PI'Q(e,sso1'

HARRISON begins every
day with family prayers.
MINERS are now idle
about two-thirds of the
time.

---==._

----~---~-.....-----

TwRNTY·TWO states hav
established labor bureaug,

--~-

--.-

---

-

Tax Knights of Labor
are reported to be reviving.
HoNOLULu, Hawaii,
bas been lighted by electricity.
A PORTUGUESE antislavery society has been
formed.
CHIOA.GO Socialists hav
issued a ticket for the
election.

D1·.aver in Th.e aonttict Between R"ligion and Sci :nee.

THE weavers' strike at
Fall River, Mass., throws
out 20,000 employees.

Sn11n'l claim that the precepts of J osus are the source
of all morality. He certainlY was Iarrrely imbued
JNOUSTRI.A.L training is
with the spirit of morality,
founri to be the bfst basis
but Seneca and Epictetus
in ejucation of Iudians.
gave prAcepta eq nallY elevated. Ronan says: "Jesus
Sw&o&N now furnishes
Christ neither overturned
as large a number of our
nor discovered anything''
Some of his teachings are
immigrants as any other
impracticable, and some of
country.
his acts are opon to criticism. • , . The New TesTHE LUST FOR STRONG DRINK APPROVED.
IN the late labor riots
tament givs low views of
at Rome many buildings
And ~hou shalt bes.tow that money f~r whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, for oxen, or for sheep, or for wine, or for
marriage, represses woman,
were broken open and
strong drmk.-Deut. XIV, 26.
•
·
uphold~ tyrannY by preaching submispion to " the
plundered.
powers that be," givs but
THE ~apanese minister of the interior has'
hil
slight intimation of kindness to anim~tla, and
Might bav bequeathed her kisses
attempts to show that when God seemPd to care
To Faustus, or to yon or me.
at Berlin to study the German system i
for oxen it was really ministers of the gop pel who
She di1n't 1 and I don't quite see
were the objects of his concern. • • • Slavery
of government.
. . .
· That much a fellow misses.
received no condemnation,.aud worldly IParning
THE average age of criminals is dJmmish-1 "I DON'T know how it is,'' said the expressma-n
Of
course,
to
press
one's
liPs
to
hers
and
physical culture were deapised.-Rooert a.
in g. Two-thirds of professional criminals "but ever since our town went no license, more'~
Were· rapture; but a man Prefers
.Adams in Pionetr Pith.
are under twenty-one.
half my packages are marked' Glasa, handle with
Dtreot and labial contact
care.' I'm getting sick of it; I can't load and unTHE love of health is wronll; the body is the
Ar d, when one thinks of wax and wire
TnE great famin in China continues, and load in twice the time I used to."
enemY of the soul, and does not deserve our oare.
As media for Jove's" kiss of fire""Take no thought for your life. wha-t ye shall eat
many are committing suicide in despondency,
PHILADELPHIAN : "Is it true that the SoroBiB
No, Edisdr, it won't act!
or what ye shall drink, nor yet for your body,
Societ·Y has gone or is going ont of existence 1''
it being yet three months before harvest.
MRs. R-· was telling her Sunday-school class what ye shall pnt on." "Bodily exerci~e profitetb
New York Rirl: "Yee. Yon see, eve-rybody knew
'l'H& remarkable achievements of the Lick who the charter members were, and-and-well, of small boys about the" Shut-in Society," an or· but little." "Tbflre is nothing from without a
telescope hav stimulated emulation, and pro- they thought the society had lived long enough.'' ganizati<ili wboee members are mostly confined man that, entering him, can defile him." The
with illness to their beds or rooms. "Whom can pursuit of n!l.tural science is wrong ; doubt and
posals to construct still larger ones are made.
ScENE : Village SundaY-school. Olergyman we think of," said she, endeavoring to awaken the free inquiry are sinful; submisaiv faith is the gate
. THE New Jersey Federation of Trades ar~ q~estioning a lot of.~mall b_oys in a farming di~- interest of the class in these unfortunates," that to heaven. "Blessed are they that hav not seen,
pushing a bill forbidding employers' taking a trwt. C ergyman: :s;ow did Jacob know that It would bav had great sympathy for those that are and yet bav believed." "He that believeth in me
.
was really Joseph aendmg for him from Egrpt 1" so shut in 1" "I know,'' said a. little boy with bath everlasting life, and shall not come into conpledge from theu workmen not to belong to Small boy (excitedly): "He seed 'is name on the l::.rightened face," some one in the Bible, ian•t it, rlemnation." "-If any man love not. the L'lrd
·a union.
wagons."
teachrr?" "Yes," said Miss R-, "and who, Jeans Christ, let him be Anathema M'tranatha."
"If an angel from heaven preach any other gospel
THE New York legislature is considering
"ADELE. hav yon seen those lovelY prayer rugs Johnny?" "Jonah," was the spirited answer.
unto yon than that which we bav preached, let
repeal of compulsory vaccination, many at the down-town stores?" "Yea, I hav one mY- THE-l'BOFESSOR OF BDTA.NY TO HlS FAIREST PUPlL. him ba accursed.'' "He that believeth on me is
doctors holding that vaccination is valueless ee!f." "Oh, how nice!" "Yes; I told papa that I
not condemned, but he that believeth not is conThoU: tender, graceful little maid,
wouldn't pray any more unless I bad one, and
demned already, becanse be does not believe in
I see thee now at play at tennis,
or injurious.
that fetched him. Papa is quite pious at home,
the name of the only begotten son of God." "If
In modesty of y(mth arrayed.
PRINTERS' unions denounce Harrison for you know."
Thou 'mindeat me of the daisy, which to enlight- a m<tu abide not in me, hs is cast forth as a.
HE was taking her home, after the theater and
nominating as minister to France the editor
branch, and is withered; and men gather them
ened minds is yclept bellis perennis.
and cast them into the fire, and they are burnt."
of the Tribune, Whitelaw Reid, an enemy of a little suPper at Delmonico's. "Darling,'' said be
I can bnt love thee, little ~~:irl,
suddenly, as be gazed.dream;Jy at the silvery disk
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved,
organized labor.
I fain would call thee mia sposa;
overhead, "why am I like the moon?" "It isn't
but he that believeth not shall be damned." The
Thou
art
as
blooming
and
as
f-air
because
you're
.full,
is
it?''
she
asked,
as
she
edged
THE New York state labor appropriation of
trust in secular remetiies is wrong; diseases can
this year allows $15,000 for the board of arbi- away from him. "No," said be, sadly; "it's ·he- As that queen of the garden ~he rose; see Lin- be cured by faith. ''Receive thy sight, thy faith
nwus-Rosa.
cause I'm on my last quarter."
hath saved thee.'' "If anY man is sick among
tration, $30,000 for far.tory inspection, and
you, let him ca-ll for thA elders of the cbnrob, and
My ooting heart doth fiy to theeBEFORE EVOLUTION.
$20,000 for labor statistics.
let
them pray over him, anointing him with oil in
. It is thine own heart-nolens volen~;
Sweet monadesa, my darling,
the name of the L'lrd.'' ''And the praYer of fa1th
And in the garland of tby years
IT is reported that the French government
We love each other now,
I praY may come no rue, the proper name of which, shall save the sick, an<J. the Lord shall raise him
bas complained to the pope of the support
Bnt in the evolution
up." "Ani!, when be had called unto him his
by the by, is R•J,ta uraveolens.
Will
you
forget
your
vow?
given by the French clergy to Boulanger, the
twelve disciples, he gave them power against unOh, will You love me dearest
For all thy blue (vio!a) eyes,·
clean ~pirits to cast them ont, and to heal all manwould-be usurper and military dictator.
<The monad's pleadings ran),
Thy lips and cheekd like blushing rosa,
ner of s cknea• anrl all manner of disease."-P1'0•
When you ·ve become a woman,
A PAPER called the Woman's Jou1·nal has
Thon art as m'>dest and as shy
teshor Oswa!d in The Se01·et of tile East.
And
I've
become
a
man
1
As
the
common
field
flower
popularly
known
as
. been started in Greece by a nativ woman,
IT is incessantlY repeated, and many sensible
the buttercup, but genencally as the RaNAPIER's famous dispatch from India announced
who says that in that land " the rights of
persons are induced to believe. that religion is a.
nunculus bulbosa.
women are a.lmost nil." Greece is enthusi- his victory in one word, Peccavi-which is, by
reijtraint necessary to men; that witbGnt it, there
interpretation," I bav Scinde." Very much of the
Thy lips like Cupid's bow apnear
astically Christian.
would no longer exist the leaRt check for the vulsame kind was General de Bourmont'a message to
Or like a. cbarmlnll coral chalice.
gar; and that moralitY and virtue are intimately
IN London, which forbids the sale of papers the French war minister in 1830, when the dey of
Thou art as innocent and pure
connected with it. To perceive the inutility of
at news-stands Sundays, the New York Algiers escaped him after bemg taken. Perdidi AS pUrest snowdrop-the ilnowdrop is the collo· religious notione, we hav onl:v to open our eyes
Diem-I bav lost a. deY. It is said that Drake,
quia!
name;
in
rea.lity
it
is
the
Galanthus
and cont.emplate tho morals of those nations who
Herald has started the delivery of its Euro- when the ships of the Armada turned their sails,
nivalis.
are the most under the dominion of religion. We
pean edition by means of cabs, and is being sent to Elizabeth the word Cantharides-that is,
there find proud tyranta, oppreasJV ministers, perAlthough so gay and thoughtless thou,
denounced by the duke of Argyle, Cardinal the Spanish fiy, This last is probably a fable.
fidious cou·rtiera, shameless extortioners, corrupt
Thy joys on wantonness ne'er border,
Manning, and such pious despots.
magistrates, knaves, adnlt.erers, debauchees, prosKlBSING BY PHONOOBAI'H.
Thou art an airy QntterfiyButterfiy is only the vulgar vernacular for an in- titutes, thieves. and rogues of every kind, who
Few, of true amorous orthodoxy,
THE Palmer Brothers engaged the New
sect of the PaPilio familY, Leptaoptera order. bav never doubted either the existence of an
Hav ever cared to kiss by proxy,
Haven Opera House for a Spiritualistic seance
avenging and rewarding God, the torments of
But Cupid's realm looks clean awry
thou doat smile ln maiden glee,
When
bell, or the joys of pa-radiae.-D' Balbach,
on the evening of Sunday the 17th, but as the
When Edison-beahrew the man!· Thy profile is a classic Grecian,
doors were about to be . opened the crowd
Produces this proposteroua plan
ALL that is good in our civilization is !be result
Thy teeth to pearls I must compare
For kissing by machinery I
waiting to buy seats were compelled to re.
(Pearls, by the wa.y, are merely bicarbonate of of commerce, climate, soil, geollraphical position.
· turn home by the arrival of a notice from
" Make me immortal by a kiss I''
lime, interstratified with animal membrane: -ln(Jersoll.
Cried Helen's lover. How would this
in mollusks the result of a diseased secreCity-Attorney Dailey that all who attended
NoTBlNO can be more infamous than intellectStrike learned Dr. Faustus?
tion).
ual tyrannY. To put chains upon the body is as
would be prosecuted under a law of 1784:
Though Science dominates the earth,
nothing
compared w1tb pUU.ing shackles on the
If
thou
dost
love
me,
dear,
or
no,
"Any person who shall be present at a conOne sometimes wonders is it worth
bram. No god is entitled to the worship or the
I love s.s Strepbon loTed his Phyllis.
cert of music, dancing, or other public diverWhat it seems like to coat us 1
respect of man who does not giv, even to the
I pray thy fair head may be crowned
sion on 8unday, or on the evening thereof,
Troy's paragon-pray do not laughW th wreaths of laurel-which as Yon probably meanest of his children, every right that he claims
for himself.-ln(Jersoll.
Had abe possessed a phonograph,
know is the Laurus nobiUs.
shall be fined $4."
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'I'

TROUBLE

WITH

PAT.

The Irish nation lies between the millstones of Papal and Protestant tyranny, and at the slightest effort to make a healthy movement one or the other givs it a grind.-Ohas. De K_ay in March Century.

JJlolts and

~lippings.

TttE Methodist M;ssionary Society expects
to be something less than $300.000 short in
Its collections this year, and special contributions are solicited.
Two Scotch tramps, man and wife, make a
good living off of the bahy. "We ju•t gets
'im christened," explains the man, "in all
the towns we passes, and then, you see, parson makes us all comfortable wi' summat to
eat and money for beds. On days orful bad
we has to d.o 'm twice."
DuRING 1888 the pope's income amounted
to £504 0 0, of wbicb £372 000 came from
Peter's pence, and £132 000 from the interest
of money invested out of Italy. The Vatican
expenditure amounted to £340 000. His holiness also received in monry presents during
his Jubilee the sum of $480,000.
ToNY PrLOHER, of Melrose, Fla., became
impressed with the belief that the only true
baptism was immersion, and that everybody
and everything ~hould be baptized. He took
all his chickens and pigs to a lake and baptized tbem, and almost every day he would
bapti7.e himself. When Sheriff Shelly went
to arrest him Tony tried to baptize him, but
the sheriff was too much for him, and got
the irons on him.
A NEw ENGLAND Sunday-school teacher
had for a le~son the story of the Prophet
Elijll.h and the widow who .e whole supply of
food, when the man of God asked for refre8hment, was "not a cake, but a handful or
mEal in a barrel and a little oil in a cruse."
When the teacher asked her class how much

food the widow had, the answer came quickly
from one little fellow: " She had just enough
meal to make a cake Bl).d oil enough to start
a fire."
THE startling announcement goes forth that
Keely, the motor man, bas perfected the cylindrical device which will enable his ether
etheric to annihilate the obstacles which bav
hitherto stood in its way, and that his machine
can now pump water and raise stock in a
more remarkable way than ever. Keely put
his trust in Providence, R. I., and had the
cylinder referred to made in that city. It is
capable of withstanding a pressure of 3,500
pounds to the inch.
THE journal Science says that in an experimrn al observalion of thirty-eight boys of all
classes of society, and of average health, who
had been using tobacco for periods ranginp;
from two months to two years, twenty-seven
showed severe injury to the constitution and
insufficient growth ; thirty-two showed the
existence of irregularities of the heart's action,
disordered stomach-, coup:b, and a craving for
alcohol; thirteen had intermittency of the
pulse, and one had consumption. After they
abandoned the use of tobacco, •within six
months one-half were free from all their
former symptoms, and the remainder recov.
ered by the end of the year.
THE North Carolina papers contain surprising news of the negro exodus from that state.
The colored pPople are leaving some of ·the
eastern cou01ies in droves, and the consequent decrt-ase in the supply of field hands
is alarming the farmers, who are anxious to
hav the migration prohibited. It is estimated
that between fifteen and twenty thousand
hav left the state this year. At first they

for a murder that must always be memorable.
lt was that of one of the most influential
nobles in effecting the change in Japan's fortunes, Viscount Mori. He had become im.
bued with ideas in advance of his country
through a European education, and it was his
contempt for all superstition that cost him
his life. A very bitter opponent had been his
elder brother. He thought that the adoption
of Western institutions would be fatal to the
country, and when the new order of things
was decreed he recorded his solemn protest·
in a memorial, and taking the document to
the offi<'e of the council of state, disembow.
eled himself in the street, an act, doubtless,
that served to stimulate the fanaticism
which led to Mori's murder. That came
about in this way. One of the chief religions
of Jap11n is Shintoism, really a form of sunworship. In the eyes ot its votaries, among
which Mori had been born, Shintoism and
imperialism are synonymous. They hold that
the emperor derives his divine right to rule
from the Shinto deities, his ancestors, and any
semblance of disrespect to the shrines of the
latter constitutes a sacrilege. ~1ori had lost
all reFpect for the supernatural elements of
the religion, and on a visit to the shrin1 s of
Ise two years ago, the chief temple, he en.
tered the principal shrine without removing
his boots, and raised a sacred curtain with his
cane. A weak and delicate devotee, a government employee named Buntaro, was so
worked upon by this conduct, that upon the
day of Mori's triumph, the promulgation of
the constitution, he stabbed him to the heart,
and was cut to pieces the next moment by
the attendant soldiery. Strangely enough; the
THE promulgation of the new constitution murdered man was buried with Shinto cere•
ot Japan on February 12th, was the occasion monies.

struck out for the cotton plantations of
Georgia, Mississippi, and Louisiana, but more
recently they hav been going to Arkansas,
where, it is said, they propose to colonize on
unoccupied lands, as tillers of the soil in an
independent way. An Emigration t:!ociety
has been formed, and a state convention is
soon-to be held in R~leigh to promote its objects. Many North Carolinians desire to take
forcible means of putting a stop to the exodus;
but there is no probability that the measure•
propo~ed for that purpose could be enforced
for any length of time. There does not ap
pear to be any objec~ion in Arkansas to the
new-comers from the Tar state,
PoLYGAMY, says London Truth, starts with
the great advantage of the support of revelation. For whereas-as all searchers of the
scriptures are aware-the practice of polygamy is frequently recommended in the
sacred writings, it is' nowhere condemned,
except-and _then more by way of caution
than of prohibition-in the single case of'
bishops, who, being usually elderly-and in
those days invariably poor men-were advised
to content themselvs with one wife.. In fact,
I take it, upon a. calm and dispassionate view
of the subj~ct, that monogamy must be regarded as a politic concession made by the
early Christianized Jews to the pagan Romans.
It waR, in fact, a sort of giv-and-take, or
compromise. The pagan Roman found himself with many gods but only one wife. The
Christianized Jew had many wives but only
one God. They "split the difference," as
Artemas Ward would hav said, and the
result was "Christian marriage."
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cate of intellectual, political, and religious freedom. tism," for on May 20, 1672, we fin,d the general court
Williams was soon banished from the colony, and of Boston passed an act by which the penalty of
took refuge with the Narragansett Indians on L')ng banishment was to be inflicted upon all who should
Island sound, and formulated the model for the future openly oppose, or condemn, "infant baptism." Amid
How Jhey Behaved When Tbry Had the Power. republic of the United States, so far as concerns the all this persecution the adherents to the Baptist
Important lessons are drawn from history. Human total·separation of church and state.
church still increased. Six years after this it was
nature remains much the same as century after centSir Henry Vane arrived in Boston from England decreed by this same court that no person should
ury glides into the misty past. How man behaved October, 1635. Sir Henry was, perhaps, the first erect, or make use of, a house for public worship,
himself, under certain conditions, in times gone by, man that laid down with precision the inviolable without license from the authorities, undc-r penalty
furnishes .a fair index to his conduct at preEent, the rights of conscience and the exemption of religion of forfeiture of the house and land on wbich.it stood.
conditions being the same. A brief review of our from all civil authority. As· soon as his sentiments Soon after, the king interfered in behalf of these
colonial history is of the utmost value to us a't this were known he encountered violent opposition from persecuted Bapti3tB, but· it was more than a year
our critical period. Such review unearths "religious the clergy, headed by John Winthrop. He returnPd before this little band were again permitted to meet
- man" as be really is when clothed with authority. to England to find a more tolerant home than the in t.beir own cburJh for worship.
His selfish zeal leads him astray, and tramforms him land of the Pilgrim father!'.
Euly in the bisto;ry of these New England colointo a demon. We read the Blue laws of Connecticut
Anne Hutchinson, with her .bm band, landed in nies, the thirst for ''Quaker blood" was intense.
with amazement, and wonder bow the judgment of Boston in 1634. She was the founder of the Antino- Cruel and inhuman measures wue enacted to drive
man could be so twisted as to make it a crime to be mian society in the New England colony. She also the innocent ani unoffending "brolldbrims" from
punished for a mother to kiss her babe on Sunday. had the hardihood to assert womell's rights in a theo the <:olonies, also to prevent others from landing.
We read of Cotton Mather, of the Rbv. John Win- logical point of view. For this the tcclesiastical
Mr. Hinton givs us some mild statements describthrop, both filled so full of the Holy Ghcst that synod banish€d her, with several of b~r al!sociateP, ing the persecution of these much-detested Quakers.
holiness oozed out at every pore, and think bow much from the colony in November, 1637.
The first that landed on the soil of these Puritan
better for humanity had they never been born ! How
In 1639 six persons made an attempt to organize a Protestants were Mary F1sher and Anna Austin.
worthless is a man when he is filled with something Baptist association at Weymouth, some fourteen They came from Barbadoes. Soon after nine others
that cannot be verified, is not sueceptible of proof, miles southeast of Boston. Six of these offenders arrived from England. These eleven in number were
and benefits neither himself nor 1m_yone else! Cotton were arraigned before the general court of Boston. speedily arraigned as "contemptuous persons,'~ cqm·
Mather and the Rev. J obn Winthrop difftr from Some were fined and imprisoned, others fined .and mitted to pr1son, SEntenced to banishment, and the
G~engis Khan and Caligula only in utent of oppor- disfranchised. No Baptist association was formed at captain of the vessel that landed them on New Engtunity. The same loathing disgust arises when Weymouth.
land soil was put under heavy bonds to carry these
rehearsing the deeds of one as of the other. The
L1dy Moody was a woman ~f note, and quietly "contemptuous persons far beyond the confines of
name of John Calvin is in the same list. Some of resided on a plantation of her own at· Lynn. She these New England colonies." The Quakers were
the worst monsters· in human shape hl\v been very denied the tfficacy of infant baptism, for which shE- kept in jail unt<l the vessel was ready to sail While
religious. The amount of religion professed is no was banished from the colony in 1638. As early as in prison Mary Fisher and Anna Austin were accused
indtx to the manhood possessed.
1642 this Protestant colony bad enacted a code ot of being witches by Lieutenant-Governor Bellingham,
If anyone desires further testimony nlativ to the laws making twelve crimes punishable with death.
and he appointEd a committee of women to search
thoughts suggested in this article, such a one is
These Puritans hated to the death the religion them. This committee called to its assistance anumrderred to '• History of Early Quakers," by Sewell ; professed by colonists of Rhode Island, founded by ber. of men. The accused were stripped stark naked
"History of Quakers in New E:Jgland," by Joseph Roger Williams, whom they bad banished in July, in the preseme of the men, and their persons subBesse; " The Baptists," by Morgan Edwards; the 1651. Obediah Holmes. John Clark, and a Mr. mitted to indignities that modesty fcrbids to relate.
writings of George Bishop, entitled, ''New EngliUid Crandall, representative of the church at Newport, The books of the accused were seized and burnt.
Judged;" "The Bloody Tenet," by Rogt r Williams; R I., by request, visited the bouse of \Villiam W1tter, At the next session of the general court it was en" History of the United States," by J obn Howard of Lynn. It seems that Witter was in sympathy acted that the captain of any vessel bringing a known
Hinton; Benedict's "History of the Baptists;" also, with this Newport church, but of too great age to Quaker into the colony should pay a penalty of £100,
a lecture by E. P. Bassett, Esq., on ' Calvinistic visit Newport. On Sunday, the three, in company also that the Quaker so landing should at once be
Cruelty," before the Progressionists of Toledo, 0.
with Mr. Witter's family, held divine worship at the sent to the bouse of correction, receive twenty lashes,
The Blair Sunday bill is now at rest until the next house of Witter, some two miles from Lynn. WhilE- and be kept at bard labor until transported out of
session of Congress. In the mean time it is well to Clark was preaching, a constable entered the house, the colony. A fine of £5 was imposed on any person
not allow its rest to be one of continued quiet. We arrested the three friends of the venerable Mr. Wit- who should distribute Quaker books, and severe
sit in judgment-seats whether we wiil or not. We ter, hastened them to Lynn, seated them in the penalties imp')sed on anyone who should defend the
say of a man he is good or bad, according to his church, where prayers were being said. The three doctrine of tiJe Quakers. Any person that harbored
deeds. A political party is tried by its record, i. e., refused to take uff their hats, whereupon, by order a Quaker in his house was subject to a fine of forty
its works. The same is true of creEds. Our verdict of the magistrate, their bats were plucked cff. Mr. shillings. Any Quaker, after the first conviction as
is, good or bad, as results show. If more good than Clark arose and dissented from their worship and such, if a man, was to lose one ear, and after the
bad, our judgment affirms; if more bad tban good, refused to join in it. They were immediately com second the other ear. If a woman, each time to' be
we say, "Down with it!" These conclusions force mitted to pri!lon and remained in jail two weeb severely whipped. At the third conviction, whether
themselvs upon us whether we will or not.
before they were grar.ted a hfllTivg. The warrant man or woman, to hav their tongues bored through
Now comes Senator Blair, seconded by his orthodox for their arrest charged them with being "erroneous with a red hot iron, and all Quakers that should refriends, and asks that a law be passed by Congress to persons" and "stranger~!'." The court of assistants turn to the colony after banishment should be put to
nationalize the Christian Sabbath-unite church and passed upon them this sentence: "That Holmes death. Under this Jaw William Robinson and
state. We cast about us to see bow these Christians should pay a fine of £30, Clark £20, and Crandall Mat·maduke Stephenson were banged at Boston, Oct.
behaved tbemselvs in times past when thsy bad the £5, and in default of payment to be publicly 27, 1659. The following June Mary Dyer suffered
reins of government in their own bands. From the whipped."
death on the gallows, and soon after William L!lddra
time the Puritan fathers landed on Plymouth Rock,
They all refused to pay their finEs and were was tried, condemned, and publicly executed on the
in 1620, to the Revolutionary war, this Calvinistic returned to prietm. Mr. Clark's friends paid his same gallows. Wenlock Christeson was also conschool of Christianity swayed the sceptE'r of power fine without his consent. Mr. Crandall was releasEd demned to be banged June 13, 1661. While Wenover the American colonies. This historic period under promis to appear at the next court. Mr. Jock Christeson was lying in jail to await execution,
covers a little over a century and a half. Now let us Holmes was kept in prison until the nut September, the king again interposed to stay the bloody hands
examin the record and see bow these early Christians when be was dragged to the whipping-post aud pub- of these Boston Calvinistic Christians, and Wenlock
behaved themselvs.
licly whipped in a most unmerciful a11d barbarous Christeson, togethET with twenty-seven others, were
In 1629 the first court of the colony of Massa- manner. In Mr. Benedict's "History of the Bap- liberated from the Boston jail. This timely interchusetts was held in Boston. This court enacted tists" the sentence of Obadiah Holmes is copied in ference on the part of the king of England shortened
that none should be admitted freemen or entitled to full. He denied infant baptism, was an excommuni- the bloody record of these Boston bigots. The
a share in the government, be chosen magistrate or cate, and came within the colony. In a note copied names of the twenty-seven released from the Boston
serve as jurymen, except they be members of their from Gov. Joseph Jenks's manuscript we read that jail are given by Joseph Be see, a reliable and accurate
church. By this law, all persons that disagreed on "Mr. Holmes was whipped thirty stripes, and in Quaker historian. These twenty-seven were hastily
points of doctrin, church disciplin, or forms of wor- such a cruel manner tbst in many days, if not somo transported beyond the limits of the Massachusetts
ship were at once divested of all the rights of citizen!!. weeks, be could take no rest but as he lay upon his colony. The next year a letter ·from King Charles
Later in their colonial history, Charles II. forced knees and elbows, not bei:pg able to suffer any part II. to Gov. John Endicot, and the other governors
these fanatics to alter tbi1:1. cruel law, but they only of his body to touch the bad whereon be lay."
of the New Eogland colonies, put a stop to the inhuchanged it in appearance, not in its severity.
The punishment of the good man, Obediab man practice of banishment.
The Rev. John Cotton was the first minister of the Holmes, was so shocking to humanity that a number
The horrors of the Salem witchcraft will be passed
church of Boston. By request of the general court, of persons txpressed sympathy for the sufferer. For by for the present. Anyone not acquainted with the
this reverend framed a code of laws, founded on the these offenders, warrants were promptly issued . sickening details of this disgraceful page of our New
.laws of Moses. By these laws the government, in Eleven escaped arrest, but. two, John Spur and John England colonial history, will find it given in Combe
imitation of the Jaws, became a theocracy.
Hazel, were ,caught, tried, and sent~nced to pay a on the "Constitution of Man." Here we bav an
The Catholic colony, under Calvert, had fastened fine of fort.y shillings, and in default, to receive ten actual experiment made with church and state united.
itself in Maryland. This colony gave protection to all lashes. Ratper than witness a repetition of the The lesson taught is a silent but very impressiv one.
religious sEcts. The persecuted from the Puritans cruelty incident. to the wbipping,pollt, their friends It proclaims to the world in the tones of Boanerges
on the north, and the persecuted from the established paid the fines. John Hazel was nearly sixty years of that no religious sect can be intrusted with the reins
Church of England on the James river, south, alike age, and died before reaching home.
of government.
found an asylum with the Catholics in Maryland.
Such a step as the introduction of the wily, slimy,
The first Baptist church in Boston was organizfd
These Protestant fugitive soon became Lumerous, May 18, 1666, consisting of only nin~ persons. B~air Sunday bill into the national Congress should
revolted against the hands that had protected them, Benedict tells us that this little church, a part of arouse all the lovers of liberty to vigorous and immedioverthrew the Catholic rule, took Governor Stone whose members were females,' and the rest illit- ate action. The meaning of the petitions piled upon
prisoner, and condemned him to be shot. The vic- erate plowmen and mEchanics, made full employ for our senators' desb cannot be mistaken. The clergy,
tors persecuted and drove from the colony all who the rulers of Massachusetts for a number of years.
the lady laity, ·the gullible Sabbath-school teachers
could not rest on their "iron bedstead," and wound
Mr. Morgan Edwards further tells us that it would and pupils, are all banded together in one ignorant,
up the ungrateful proceedings by dEclaring that any require a volume to contain an account of the n:iffer· bigoted phalanx to unite church and state, as in good
person professing the Catholic religion should not be ings endured by this little b~nd of Baptists, inflicted old colonial days. There is as much ignorance
considered within the protection of the law.
by their rulerli'. The faithful nine were first fined, among the masses now as then. The hatred of reThe Podunk Indians rejected with scorn the Christ then imprisoned and sentenced to banishment. ligious zealots for Atheists, Deists, Agnostics, Infiof the Rev. John Cotton and the Rev. John Elliot, They refused to leave the colony, and were kept in dels, Freethinkers, Liberalists, and Spiritualists is as
but acr.epted the Christ of the "Black Robes"- prison nearly a year. Soon after this three more, intense now as their hatred for Baptists, Quakers,
Catholic!!.·
·
Elder Russell and his son, and one Foster, were and witches was in colonial timee. Giv to the
Roger Williams entered the ]and of our Pilgrim thrown into prison and remained six montbP. It churches the reins of this government, and our jails
athers in 1631. He was a liberal Puritan, an advo· seems these three denied the efficacy of "infant hap- and state prisons would soon be crammed with the

fiommunications.
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most intelligent and exemplary men and women of I race, and that it is infinitly safe in his hands to hold character, is not worth much. Man can be sure in
our land. A gallows would adorn every churchyard. and to run; that St. Paul was mistaken when he this world of only three facts, viz., himself, phenomThe rack and the thumb-screw would be common tried to scare somebody by saying that it would be a ena, and the impression which pl:lenomena make
implements of torture. Every Liberal paper in the fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God· upon his mind-the camera, the object, and the pictland would be summarily suppressed. Ministers of that everything is in his bands, if at all not becaus~ ure.. The quality of the picture depends upon tbe
.the "gospel of peace" would sit in our legitdativ it "fell" into his hands, but because if. was always quality of the camera; both of these are, it is to be
h_alls as they di~. in colonial days, and dictate legisla- there resting safely and beneficently.
hoped, improving, but phenomena remain the same.
tJOn. Superst1tJon and cruelty, silence and sorCertain it is, mankind know of no other power 'fhe picture in all ages will l:e the faith and plailosorow, p~verty_ and ignorance, would ushe~ in another that could do better with such an infinit job, if they phy of man-and these must be variable. There
long mght of mental darkness, known 1D the dim are wholly unable to comprehend it. It is never- can be no such thing as salvation by one particular
theless true that men suffer enough to challenge faith faith, or indeed by faith. For man makes and prefuture, as the historian writes, as Dark Age No. 2.
Fall River, Kan.
P. VAN HYATT.
in the beneficence of the power called God, with serve·s faith, but faith does not make or preserve
their inability to comprehend what they experience man. Phenomena will remain infinit. What man
and observe of the way all things work together for knows of phenomena will remain finite, because the
Faith and Knowledge, }'act and Fable.
This universe is a great, incomprehensible fact;. their good and their evil, so far as they can judge finite can never grasp the infinit.
But uppermost and innermost in the consciousness
there is no denying it. We must admit its infinity. what is good and evil to themselvs.
If there is a God he no doubt expects in men just of man springs the hope, if not the asmrance, that
No man can find its limitations or measure the force
that moves through it, holds it together, and binds what he finds in them. Men are and do about a8 he his own being is infinit though his development is
knew they would be and must do. They know about finite. This hope is the spring of aspiration, and the
all parts into the whole,
as much of him and· themselvs and the universe as safeguard against despair. It lifts and bears man
Whose body nature is
he expected, if he is infinitly reasonable and knew over the rough and painful journey of life, and keeps
And (possibly) God the soul.
exactly what he was doing when he put causation to his courage up. It makes the sun shine and the
It is not difficult to conceive abstractly that there work to bring about the human result. And it is flowers bloom, in spotP, along his path, and lights
can be nothing outside of nature or the universe. further probable that God, if there be a God, did up the dark threshold of the grave.
· But no man can find or even form a conception of the very best he could in making man, if he did
Is this hope delusiv 1 Possibly. But continued
any outside. If there is any outside, what is there make him, and man does the best he can on the life "is no more wond~:rful" than the life we are living.
beyond the outside T If there is anythirg outside, whole, made as he is or has been, however good or Hope is as much a fact as love or thought. Why
then the outside becomes the inside. No beyond bad that is.
should hope be a liar any more than conscience, or
can be conceived of, for the reason t.hat in any possiNo doubt God gaged human capacity, intellectual, any other faculty of the mind T Wby should nature
ble beyond there must be space, and space is a part moral, spiritual, as well as animal, to suit himself. delight to deceive~ Why should falsehood be
of the universe. Therefore there can be no known Man, so far a8 he can observe, bas never been con- planted in the human soul1 I prefer to believe in
or conceivable limitations.
sulted as to his own make-up. He has no responsi- no such necessity; that thete is nothing that naturIn essence and phenomena the universe is infinit. bility until he reaches the point of voluntary self- ally lies in f.uman nature or the universe. That there
No man comprehends what he can see, much less re-creation and improvement, if there is such a point. are better things in store for all men than they know
what he cannot see, or the spirit or force which moves Such power and responsibility, reached by mental or can comprehend, -or even hope. That mankind
through what he sees. The child knows about as evolution, may be possible to the race or the best of will hav a chance to master, to some extent, the in·
much of the infinit mystery as the man, and the fool the race, somewhere, some time in the infinit journey, finit lesson before the school of life closes.
about as much as the philosopher. The infant in the if the journ3y be infinit in development. If man is
A. J. GROVER
------~~.------cradle looking into space comprehend3 about as much only a germ in this world, to be perfected in neverThe Church-Its Moral Status.
as the astronomer looking through the Lick tele- ending life, he ought to be happy even in all the inscope. The questions of children are proverbially cidental suffering he encounters in this rudimental
In previous articles I · referred to the low and
quite as profound as the questiol!s of philosophers, life.
depraved condition of the devotees of the church in
and the answers of the latter hardly more 13atisfacPossibly pain and suffering, physical and mental, the first, second, and third centuries. Human beings
tory. than the answers of the former.
are processes by which spiritual ripening goes on, are not capable of reaching a lower depth of depravity
Mankind, covering the earth's surface, are as flies and that such processes of ripening are the best in- than that occupied by the early Christians. Ignorant,
crawling over a globe in a school-room, and compre- finit wisdom could employ. These facts, if facts, deluded, and with a constant and abiding faith in
hend but little more of the whence and the whither would be more comfort to know, than all that theol- their own " innate fileness," there was no crime so
of the universe than flies comprehend of the globe ogy as yet has been able to ·afford. At any rate, we hideous but they were ready to perpetrate it in the
and the meaning of the school-ror>m.
must endure the suffering and pain as they come to name of religion.
There is, in fact, much less difference between the us, whether they tend to rot or ripen us. We can
Dr. Cave in his celebrated work, "Primitiv Chrisintelligence of flies and the wisest man, than between not escape this real, practical life; we must meet it tianity," informs us that the " early Christians when
the wisest man and the wisdom that could construct as it comes-better heroically than with cringing fear assembled at their love feasts were wont to take a
the universe and run it. J\'Ien flippantly ascribe to -with brave and cheerful hope, if we can, than cow- live infant, bray it in a mortar, anoint it with honey,
such wisdom the attributes of infinit loving or ardly endurance. We hav to get along with our own and eat it as a hungry dog eats flesh;" and he also
cruelty, beneficence or malevolence, and undertake to ignorance of ourselvs and the universe, with all its describes some of their libidinous orgies that would
define his, her, or its powers, purposes, and motive, drawbacks. It is no help, but a hindrance, to believe bring the blush of shame to the calloused and hardto tell what pleases or displeases him, her, or it, and what is not true. Credulity is a wretched substitute ened cheeks of those old arch-reprobates, Lot and
call such opinions and definitions religion. To the for wisdom. If we can build a consoling faith on Solomon. A pretty set these early saints, surely ;
highest human consciousness such definitions as we what we know, let us do so, but not on what we do and yet they pretended to be sorely vexed over the
human flies invent concerning the infinit are arro- not know. If solid facts help us to console or be naughty practices of the heathen. Like Lot, repregant and irreverent, and would be wicked and blas- consoled or comforted, and to climb and be strong, sented by a New Testament writer "vexing his
phemous if we were not as flies, and if there could let us be comforted, climb and be strong; otherwise righteous soul over the filthy conversation of the
be sincere, honest, ignorant wickedness and blas- let us sit on the old seat of disconsolation and keep Sodomites." Modern clergymen rave in the pulpit
phemy. Suppose a philosophic fly should try to tell up mental activity at the expense of hope, as long as about the altars of the heathen gods being stained
his fly comrades his honest notions of the school we Iiv, and be honest. The cut-and-dried faiths of with the blood of human Facrifice, and yet never conglobe on which he crawls and of its maker and his the creeds and schools of superstition do not help, demn a celebrated judge in Israel for offering up his
purposes in its construction, as well as the, to him, but delude, bewilder, and cripple. Belief in a lie al- innocent daughter as a burnt offering to their grimwonderful phenomena of the school-room, however ways damns. What men hav thought in the past is visaged Jehovah. The church grew worse instead
wide of the truth such lucubrations might be, they not authority to men who think now, nor what men of better so long as it held the dominant power.
would not be wicked or displeasing to the pedagog think now, for men who will think in the future. With its doctrine of" original sin," "total depravity,"
in charge of the school, but would only interest and This endleBB chain of authority which has fettered and salvation through the merit of another, improveamuse him, coming from a fly. There would be no the race must be broken forever .. Truth is the only ment was simply impossible. In all the range of its
blasphemy in the poor fly's thoughts or words, and authority. Faith suggested by facts is the only true doctrins it posso>ssed not one single element of progthere could be no wickedness in them if he was an faith. Faith and hope, which thinking about the ress, or a single fact to support its claims.
Wesley, in describing the condition of the church
honest fly. It would be very silly for one fly to universe impresses on the human mind, as fragrance
accuse another of blasphemy or try to make laws to comes from the flowers, are the only true faith and in the fourth cmtury (Wes. Sar., vol. 2, p. 63), states
punish him. The little papal human fly at Rome, for hope. The quality of such faith and hope is deter- that, " Christians did not gradually sink, but ru~hed
instance, crawling about the rooms and gardens of mined by the quality of the thinking-the attainments headlong, into vice," and adds, "Then one m1ght
the Vatican, putting" on airs of infallibility and trying. of men. The teaching of any faith that is not nat. ural, truly say:
tio make his fellow-flies accept him as the agent on is not in any true sense religious, but irreligious.
"At once in that unhappy age broke in
All wickedne~s, and every deadly ~in.
earth of infinit wisdom, is inexpressibly ridiculous. There is no doubt that it would be better for the
Truth, modesty, and love !led far away,
.He and all who listen to him and believe such non- world if there was less faith and more facts, less
And force, and thirst for gold, claimed universal sway."
sense are very silly flies. So of all theological theology and more ethics, less guess-work and more
After
critically studying the character of the
attempts to define creation or the creator, or to tell certainty, less pretension and more sincerity. Let
church,
how
any man or woman claiming even a
what his object was in creating the universe-what us try and substitute facts for fables, no matter how
he intends to do with it or with any part of it; few and poor the facts. There is more value in one moderate degree of common decency can stand. up
what pleases and what displeases him ; what his little grain of fact than in all the Alps of fable of all and unblushingly defend it, is to me a most perplexmg
attributes are, or even whether he really exists or the creeds. Let us look for all revelation in the facts mysLery, and reveals the dar-k and damning i~~uence
of nature and science. Probably if we knew enough of a God-defaming, man-degrading superst1t10n on
ever made the universe at all or not.
The man who looks out upon this universe and is one little grain of sand would tell the story of crea- the human race.
But the end is not yet. The original fountain was
most overwhelmed .by its infinity and his own inabil- tion. But we reverse this method and build from a
vile
and corrupt, and the stream gre'Y more _filt~y
ity and littleness is probably the most reverent little grain of knowledge a fabled universe, of heaven
toward his maker, if his maker exists, and really the and sheoJ, purgatory, devil, angels, thrones, re- and poisonous as it broadened and w1dened m 1ts
wisest among the fly philosophers of mankind. He deemers, celestial cities, etc., all as fantasti<l as fabu- deadening and destructiv sweep down through the
W. S.
iii overwhelmed and givs it up, being wholly unable ulous, as profitless as untrue. Bet.ter a grain of fact ages.
Nashville,
Tenn.,
March
25, 289.
than
such
a
universe
of
fiction.
Better
try
to
find
to explain what he se~s, and only able to crawl about
within the narrow limits of his own mental world, out how little we know than how much we can beTHE priesthood, in every age,, in e~ery. country,
and content to measurably solve, if he may, his own lieve; for the chances are " the more we believe the
rule of life without attempting to tell his fellow-flies less we shall know "-the greater our credulity the forbid discussion frown down allmve~t•gatlon; they
all about a'God of whom he comprehends nothing. If more worthless our faith. I hav faith that the seed require, like othe~ tyrants, pa~siv obedience and nonto be an Agnostic is honest, he is content to be an of a plant· w"ill sprout and grow. This faith is resistance. They denounce evary man who opposes
Agnostic. He may possibly be able. t~ see and to founded on observation of nature. If observation their views-not merely their spiritus!, but the~r
say that if God exists he must be ms1de, and not of nature givs faith in the immort$1 and progressiv temporal views. Their intent here, as eleewhere, lB
outside of the universe, and a part of it. That if he outcome of human life; blessed are they who h"v to fetter your minds first .and your bodies afterwards;
exists he is probably infinitly obedient to law; that such facts and such faith ..· But faith, resting on the and, finally, to command' your pcckets.-.Dr. Thomas
tbe universe is in his hands, including the JlUman alleged resurrection of a fabled, not even a historic Cooper.
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ity, families of from twelve to twenty being quite and Protestant-are clearly, fully proved, we then
common. The clergy encourage early marnage~, meet with so·calJed Freetbmkers wha throw back
sternly punish infanticide, and accom~odate ~heu their heads, and with toyes portraying the intelligence
R. B. WESTBROOK. President.
people with foundlin~ asylums and _lymg-m h~•p1tals, of a. bog, off~r as an explanation for not doing anyE. A. STEVENS. Secretary,
16 Union Park Place, Ot.wago. so that they increase m greater ratio than theu Prot- thwg, supporting nothinl't, not even subscribing to a
OTTO WETTBTEHI, Treas.,
•
•
• •
Rochelle; Ill. estant competitors.
Ltteral paper: "I'm a Freethinker who think for
E. B. FooTE, JB•• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave •• New York.
m.Yself and let everybody else do their own thinkThe
power
of
the
papal
hierarchy
in
Quebec
can
~.as. M. A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fm. Oom., 241 Washington Boulevard,
be conjectured from the following estim&te of its iog."
Ohioa~ro.
'
1t is such silly, inane, asinin utterances of prowealth:
febBed
!Lfidels, all talk and no practice, which fill us
Rome Dominates the Dominion.
Annual tithes on 200.000 farms ......................... $ 700 ooo
"
taxes on f11milies not owning land..........
300,000 with more contempt f<;r this s~t who crawl under our
Canada is on the threshold of a crisis fraught For masses, b11ptisms. ma• riages, funerals, pew
tent t.ban for any foolibh capers of the sincere, earwith dangH not only to English interests, to Protestrents, and obj• cts of piety....................... 2 000 ( 00 nest S.&ivation Army dt~votee.
ant supremacy, to Freethought and progress, b~t LPgacies, solicited gtfts, mortmain property,_ove_r. 3.000,000
LAID OUT AT LANSING,
also menacing our repubhc. It may be that., In Taxes imposed to construct and mamtaJU 2,000 000
The measure prupo~:~td by our 1n"'nd Rt>presentativ
the not dtt!tant future, the intensely loyal Tory Prot- Grant ~~~;:~~~;1~~~-C~h~;ity):::::::::::::::::::::::::::
250,000 Wettlaufer, in the Michigan legis!ature, which was
flstant will be pleadiug for anntntioll to the Umted
- - - - paruaHy a Secular measure and partially a ''single
Scates rather than remain under the med1eval rule oJ
Total .................................................... $8,250 000 tax'' scheme, which, however, would hav taxed all
R >me. In this watttr we should see the warning to
This is in ibelf a tolerable annual tax on 1 359;027 and of the ecclesiastical corporations and cburchel',
all Americans to take time by the forelock and kEep inhabitants, of whom 1,170, 718 are CathoJICl:!, auo was deft'ated in the lowEor house by a vote of 68 to
the state and church forever separate.
178 309 of other denominations, thus showing that 10 iast Wednesday. That was not so bad a showing
Tne France of prol'tress is on the banks of the no ~pecial inducement has been oft"tlred non-Cathol~c· tor a '' compromtse" bill, and I really think that a
Seine; the France of Bourbonism and bigotry lie~.< to settle in that section. In Quebec the Romish stra'ght-out bill for the taxatwn of church property,
uncowfortably close on the banks of the St. Law- c'Jurch owns:
lJUre and simple, would hav fared as well, 1f not betrenee.
800 churchPS of a value of............................... $37.000 000 ter. Mr. Wettlaufer made a lengt.hy and able deThe province of Q 1ebec represents all that i(illit- 500 parsonages, palaces, etc.............................
900 000 fense of his bill, but it had the mitJfortune of being
erate and retrogr,.st~tV, owing to the overwhelming 12 seminaries................................................
6UO 000 very voluminous as to det.all.
influence of the U;tramontane~, the chief organ ol 17 colleges.....................................................
850 000 •
E. A STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
whlCb, L~Etauurd, floats at its head the white ban 259 board•ng Ectwols and academies..................
600.ooo
b
~0 convents.............. .................. ......... ..........
4011 000
ner and goldtln bties of the house of Bour on.
69 bospitals and asylums.................................
5.000 ouo
Who Can Comprt'11end the Infinit ~
The Q 1ebec provincial Parliament has recently
-- -gr~&nted the Jesmts $400,000 as Indemnity for landb
Total... ............................................... $54,350 000
The outgrowth of ideas is caused by expansion of
taken generations ago. But what ncites the an tipIt also owns the greater part of the numerous towns perct-ptiv powbt. Both n~w and modlfit-d symb?ls
atby of the Protestant portion of tbe en~re Domin- and villages, with lands, store11, houses, and invested are neces"ary to a pro15ressiv mental state. Outside
ion is that this same bill has a clause whtch le~>vtls capital in large quantities, and the bulk of all thir. of mathema ICtJ there are few ideas of absolute 1m port,
the disposition of this money thus obtained to be wealth is exempt from taxation, while the govern- that is, which will not admit of that variation prodistributed subj~ct to condittons to bA made by thA ment of Q'lE:bec recently went out of office declaring duced by intellectual advancement, and inteltt:ctual adpope. Protestant Ontario is alarmed, and their folly 1tself bat•krupt and unable to liquidate its indebted- vancfment must be accompanied by a corresponding
in religious matters is growing quite apparent. A ness. The bank of Montreal is the wealthiest mane- modification and creation of language, otherwise freemovement is on foot to compel the Dominion Parlia- tary institution in Canada, but the order of St. Sui· dom of thought wouid be hamperfd by endeavoring to
ment to annul the above grant, but the province of picians alone can discount that great finanetal represent a. growing idea. by an irfl-xtble sign. AnyQuebec has there a sufficient representation to score LDstitution. But the visitor to Canada must not be one may readily see in the analysis d compound
a. victory, for on matters pertaining to the church surprised to bear le bas Canadiene pere, whose Eons words how simple ideas, in theJr development,
there is no division amcng the representativd from and daughters find employment in the States and acquire complex signs, and complex signs, by further
this province, which has a guaranteed representation 8 end their earnings to enable him to pay his tithes, advancement, agalll become stmple in Hpn·ssion,
of sixty·five members regardless of the matter of 1oud!y declaiming against annexation.
that is, by conl.itant use no longer call to mind heir
population and not subject to change. So far
The aggressiv attitude of Rome is illustrated by components. To advance with the world it is necesback as 1759 a jlrant was made to· the Romish church the fact that at the opeuing of the provincial parlia sary to use the symbols of the age in which we Hv,
of Q~ebeco12117,000 acres, which, of course, has been ment Cbrdinal Taschereau persisted in demanding otherwise confusion of thought would arise in the
immensely enhanced by diplomacy, shrewd bargain- a seat beside the vice·rOJal representativ, and in tak- attempt to express by an ancient or undeveloped
ing, solicitation, and the natural increase of value.
in~Z precEdence as a prince of the church of Rome.
sign a complu modern idea.
This province has in round numbers a population
Flirthermore, to crown the climax, a resolution
This is observable in t~peculativ thought by the
of 1300 000. over 1 000,000 of whom are nativ-bnrn was adopted by the provincial Parliament, requesting endeavor to upress the modern idea of the infinit by
French Canadians, and tbere are not more than-250,- the qu£en of England to intercede for the restoration the old-time symbol-personal God. Is it strange
000 English-speaking people, and their ranks are of the temporal power of the pope in Rome. Dare that those who contemplate the iLfinit in this way
steadily decreasing. The French Canadians are she do it!
travel the slowebt on the path of progress, that they
bound toget.her by strong ties of race, religion, IanAs an indication of French Canadian exclusivness, are intellectually stunted 1 Great ideas, to be propgilage, and laws to which they cling with the tenac- Father Dowa, of Montreal, recently announced from erly expressed, require signs of relativ import., the
ity of ignorance. They look upon the English in the the pulpit that, acting under orders from the vicar- lack of which impedes their conve~ance, and ultilight of intruders.
general, be was directed to condemn the Ca~holic mately causes their obliteration. Thus, if a man
After Wolfe's victory at Quebec, the British govern- order of Foresters of Illinois (with headquarters in persists in ~ymbolizing the infinit as being personal,
ment guaranteed them, by the treaty of Montreal, this city), and to prohibit his congregation from a finite attnbute, will not the ~xpansion of his contheir law11, their language, and their religion. ·
joining the ordt:r or encouraging those who desired cept.iv f ..culties be retardPd or perverted 1
As the first" emt~grees" to Canada. were from Nor- to extend its branches into Canada.. His objections
How can a mind fully expand and impart its
mandy and Brittany, who were conspicuous for con- were ba<.!ed on the fact that it was a foreign organ- knowledge to ethers except by the creation of new
servatism, ignorance, and religious devotion, it is safe ization, aud did not allow interference on the part of signs to represent the diocovery of ntw relations T
to say that their descendants hav not lost their hered- the clergy. He warned them against joining these Among the ancients, when abstract reaEonitg was
itary ear-marks. Eugland acceded to the conces- interlopers, and rfquested those who had jomed to lees intense than now, when all conceptions were
sions made them rather reluctantly, but it was an sever their connection forthwith.
necessarily gross or iwperftct, with a. tendency to
exigency of the times, as England felt rather uncerThe Ultramontanes do not regard with favor the per~>onify the phenomena of nature, the conception
tain as to other provinces, and, after all, it served as tri-color of republican France, but are unanimously of the infinit on other than personal grounds must
a wise diplomatic move, for had it not been for this in favor of a restoration of the old French monarchy, hav bean nry difncult. The idea was then weak, so
fact, instead of resisting the gallant Montgomery, which was always a strong protector of the church. to speak, unable to ~hnd alone or be transmitted
tney would hav opened the gates of the citadel and There is little doubt but much of the plottings and from one to another w.thout the powHful support of
joined the revolution of the thirteen states.
turbulence tending to wreck or weaken republican the attribute-perllonified idelligence. Y<lt, to-day,
The laws prevailing in that province are only rule in France are hatched by the Jesuits in our there are thousands who still require the use of this
slightly modified from those in vogue under Bourbon neighboring city of Montreal; for it is one of their miserable crutch to cor1vey to conPciouanesa a workrule in France. Several of the old seignorial systems dreams that on this continent they will yet found a ing idea of infinity. To avoid this error it io;~ only
still exist-a system by which vast tracts of land French monarchy which will be supported by a uqllired that ideas purely ohjectiv be preservedfrom
are bf'ld by the "lord of the manor," or the church, strong ecclesiastical power. Their orators and jour- subjectiv influence. To illustrate: The only Hprtossand rented out to the peasants, or" habitants," as they nals boldly declare this as tbE>ir desire.
ible idea of personality implies limitation. If God
are called. As these French Canadian provinces
To the United States the French Canadians are the be infiait, how can it be proved that he i~ personal?
were early settled by religious orders who received "Chinese of the East," for being hardy, sturdv, and Here are two ideas in absolute mutual antagonismvast trusts to aid thew in propagating their faith, frugal almost to penuriousness, they find no difficuJt.y the one finite, the other iLfinit. Y.t in their reconand in Christianizing the Indians, and when· it is in getting employment, and they form already no ciliation only lies the possibility of the establishment
known that the church in Quebec is still supported inconsiderable portion of the population of Dttkota, of t.he personality of God.
by the tithe system now prevailing in EnglaiJd, but Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. As Prof. GoldThe objectiv in this case is influenced subjectiv:y
which has been abolished in most Catholic countries, win Smith once remarked: "If it were not for in conformity to a. law of ideal growth. which r• quires
a faint idea can be had of the wealth of the R:1mish copious emigration to the United States, 'the peoplfl the mind to clothe in the easiest poesible forD.Js its
church in Queb~c. According to the tithe system, of Quebec would be in a chronic state of starvation." priwitiv conceptions. It is but a few steps in adt:vary Roman Catholic family must., by law, pay a Their conservativ, non-assimilating tendencies are vance of the savage who per11onifies. and propitiates
fixed percentage on their crop to the church, but a strongly marked in the characteristics of the cities his wooden image, that the Theist performs the same
Protestant, who occupies the land, is t-Xempt. As they hav settled-Detroit, St. Louis, or New operat~on in regard to the infioit. The former marks
the church is a banking and money lending Shylock Orleans.
the prPponderance of the obj•ctiv, or the realistic,
in Quebec, when a farm comes into market it takes
When this element mingle with that of the Oath- over the abstract; the latter the next to the last step
care that it is occupied by one who will put coin in olic Irish-among them intermarriages are fre- in t.he emancipation of true ideal thought.
its coffers. If a new parish is made by the bishop quent-and combine, the United States will hav a
What barbarisms! "Moses went to Mt. Sinai to
of the diocese and a new church erE>cted, an ecclesi- problem on its bands more serious and important confer with God." " God eame down." The i11,finit
astical assessment is levied which lakes precedence than the Mormon question. These minions of the walked in the garden of Eden. The infinit descnbed
over all mortgages. In fact, tbe JARnits, who are papacy will use all tneir combined power as citizens as a thing moving from place to place. What objecbeing driven out of old France, are fl:lurishing and to destroy freedom, and vote at the b£ck of the tiv absurditiPs ! What gross misconceptions !
fostered in the new, for Quebec is more Catholic than clergy to disrupt this republic, as they .are att.empting
What mind can Bptoculativly advance when fettered
Italy or Spain. Among the laboring and agricult- to do with the si~:~ter republic of France. The only thus with such incomparablE> grossii3retes? But these
u·"l c:ass 'q not m0re tban sevAn per cent can read salvation of the United St ..tes is in the Nine Demands bav bad their day. Already the night of gloom is
a!ld sc:nc• ly ar y can write. But their fecundity is of the American Secular Union.
clearing fast, and faney's fears are dying, one by one.
wo,p.dertul, aud they incnase with ast<.ut d ng rapid-, When all these ecclesiastical aggressions-Romish
What a contrast! The Liberal stud~:nt seeking in

lflte Jfmtrican Jtcnlar IJnion.
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the laws of nature the secrets of material progress
to reduce to a minimum the necessity for physical
1abor by_ever-incre~sing labor-saving app_liances; to
uproot disease and Impure mental cond1t10ns by reforming institutional abuses; to return again to all
that with which injustice and cruelty has endowed the
few; to make hf"' longer, and purer, and nobler.
These are his aspirations.
The Ohristian student buried in theological lore,
st.riving for truth among rusty myths, ever seeking
to rei11vigorate the old, to make again presentable
fallacies a thousand times exploded. Who spends his
youth in studying backward, and from false standpoints judges men and things; and struggling for
freedom smidst ft-tters that bind him down, finds
nought but that which others found a million times
bdore; to reason in a circle; to liv on other's counsel; to abnegate self even to servi!ity; to attain
grt-~tnP.~B of the parrot-like variety; to turn men
from the service of science to that of the church; to
choke reason and to extol faith. These are his re·
e.lizations-the Lord only knows what his aspirations
were.
· Which strives for the advancement of the world!
To whom will we owe our future civilization? Which
is the best fitted to survive? They mark progreasiv
steps-the !lavage with his simple fetich, which is but
his own n1J.,.ction-the Roman who deifies passion,
principle, and element-the Ohristian wit.b all the
former gods reduced to three-the Deist, who
denounces all yet cannot free himself from one; and
finally the Atheist, who sees nothing in the infioit
save that of man's rdlection, nothing but shadows, in
which struggled the early mind.
The Atheist fearA no thing that hides in temple walls,
Nnr God divine that. rules but is not seen,
Nor ghnst, nor death, that brings but sleep,
With quietness.
There is a current idea much used by an Atheistical writer of prominence which contains a palpable
fallacy, and, as it has un.thinking supporters it is
worthv of refutation. It is: "Tbe finite can comprehe~d the infioit.'' The definition of ''to comprehend" he give as "to take in mentally," that is, to
receiv!l into the mind impressionably the image of
an obj ·'et-as, I comprehend that church by taking
it in mentally.
This definition we all accept as-perfect, and with it
we show up the fallacy. There is some difference
between knowing that a thing is and comprehending
the thing itself. We know that a thing has size.
Oan we comprehend the thing perfectly without
knowing what siz~ Y
• • • •
. •
The multiplicatiOn table lB llhmttable 1D processthat is a condition of it. We comprehend that perfectly, but the table itself!
If thought be the recognition of relation~ between
objects and condition, thaD: it i_s depen~ent m degr~e
on the definitness of theu s1gns or 1mages-theu
n1lections. How represent an illimitable dista~ce,
an oLject of infinit sizs 1 A church cr any obJect
involves limitation. Oould that ohurch be "taken
in" as a whole 1f it had no end! If not, would the
imag<1 of it be perfect-that is, represen~ the whole
of it! Then would not the comprehensiOn of that
infiuit church (or the universe) be d.fectiv!
If we could comprehend the infinit we would hav
a logical instead of a ~elativ ~emo~stration _of the
noo·existence d the de1ty. And, vwe versa, 1f God
exists faith would be unnecessary, as he would then
be demonstrable. When this state arrives THE TRUTH
SEEKER will change its policy or go_ out ?f b~siness.
This then we hav: Oomprehenswn tmphes the
kno~ledge 'of a whole, or a part, in limite~ thiBgs.
The infinit, being illimitable, cannot be concei~ed as a
whole, which precludes complete comprehAnston.
Orange1 Mr~ss.
H. W. HAMMOND.

Perides's Religion.
Not to the royal Athenian, but to him who wears
his mantle in o. recent TRUTH SEEKER, I address my sym·
pathy with his "esotenc" sent1ments, but am critical
toward his language. I may do th.is the mo~e f_ully
b3cauae, although imperfectly ~ogmz~nt of h1s aim~,
I hav reason to think that his Ideal IB not found lD
the past. It is to the past that_religion bounds ?ack,
practically as well as etymologiCally, re, back, lLgo, I
bind.
There are two pasts; the past is a palimpsest; the
p11st endeared to "Pericles" is that of art. It wall
Greek sometimes perhaps, Egyptian, Aryan, not
Semitic, unless with the Moorish scion of Ishmael's
progeny. But religio~ as unde~stood by ~~ose whom
"Pericles" addresses IS essentially Semitic. When
Solomon patronized art it was Phreoician. Ohristian
artists bad to seek their inspiration at pagan founts.
:Besides art there is honor. .Noblesse oblige. Ligo
is of the party here again, and the back binding
refers to the sources of privilege remembered by the
better types of old nobility, forgott~n by the mod.ern
plutocrat. OathoLcism has nothmg that cla1ms
"Pericles's" homa.re but what it has borrowed of
po.ganism. Protest:utism, in so far as ~tis not n~ga
tion of papal auth )rit.y, is infect?d w1t~ .a furi~an
virlls stiH more ho.stil to those art1st trad1t1ons wbioh

I

''Pt>ricles" loves. What is the sentiment of" worship" to which "Pericles" clings T Though a Oomtist, I doubt whether his piety prays every morning
t.o the saint in order on the Humanit.ary calendar.
Every artist worships with the tools of his art, as I
pray to the sun with my spade. But my Methodist
neighbors do not call me religious or a worshiper.
Admiration is the sentiment avowed by "Pericles" as
the sentiment of worship. What can he find to admire in the objects or aims of our worshiping religionists T Admiration and worship belong t.o love,
those of churches are shoddy. No met.aphysical
abstraction is admirable. But the cosmos?. Well,
the part is certainly bound back to the whole, but
the whole is full of holes, through which the holy
wat!'r of religion eecapes-holes of crime and misery,
at the bottom of which humanity grovels. As for
other worlds, distance may lend enchantment to their
vi~<w through telescopes, but I am yet to learn what
is known of them beyond the math~matics of their
orbitation. Tbis may be an admirable a:ff"ir, but
somehow I cannot harness mathematics and religion
in the same team, and it seems that Dr. Draper WM
not any more successful with chemistry. Hence thE>
'' Oor1lict of Science and Religion," a book whose
judicious point of view is well fitt.ed to cure "PericlPs's" infatuation with his neighbor, the church's,
wife.
THUcYDIDES.

Is Christianity :Morall
A religion which did not ·teach us how to liv on earth
would hav small claims upon our respect when it claim~d to
ti'RCh u~ bow to prPpare for heaven.- Lyman Abbott m tlu:
Century, August, 1888.
This is precisely what the Christian religion dof'P
not do-it does not "teach us how to liv on earth.''
Then what becomes of his logic? Does it not logic.
ally follow that it has "small claims" upon our
re~pect?
.
.
This is one reason why thousands of us hav logically dropped the Ohri1;1tian religion-and every othflr
sort. Millions still cling to these religions. But. by
their own confession, they are illogical. Who that
loves truth as he does his life does not rf'joice that
his thinking places him on the side o~ logic wit~ thP
minority rather. t~an <!n the weak·.Bide~, one-s1ded,
wrong· siiled maJority wtth aU the ~httermg pageants
marshaled by grave doctors of divinityT
To whom else shall the people look for instructio!' !n thl'
moral princinlf's of a true social order if not to the mm1stry?
-Lyman Abbott.
To themselvs my dear doctor. We Americans
govern ourselva:
''The minis~ry" hav no. b?tter
opportunity to learn and p~actice moral pr!nc!ple11
than we hav. "In~<truction m the moral prmmf!lel'
of a true social order" is not to be found ?om!nfl
from the ministry. The clergy do not hav thts kmd
of principles in stock-never had.
Shall they look to the politicians ?-Lyman Abbott.
As nearly all the politicians hav been pious this
year, what is the difference T.
.
Forgiv the glaring solemsm, but how weak ts a
strong Ohristian!
.
,
.
M.r. Abbott, in his article published m so ID~u~n
tial a magazine as the Century, !n~ther ex~Ibits.
unconsciously, the weakness of Ohr1st1an teachmg.
The people cannot learn the. ~~ral laws of the social order
from the politicians; the politicians must learn them from
the people.-Abbott.
And the people, he had just said, knew nothing
about them ! .
Would it not be a more direct method to shut ur
the preachers and politicians by themselvs and let
them fight it out on that lintc T If the warfare should
terminate fatally-for both sides-we would try hard
to bear up under the flffi ction.
Shall wf', then, look to the editors for mbo ~al tinsthructiobn itn
sociology? The editors ought to. be pu tc .eac ers, u ,
with few exceptions, they hav abd1cated.-Abbott.
That is a better showing than the politicians made,
for they all abdicated. We know who the "faw exceptions" are among the editors-Eu~ene, G~or~"·
S~muel, Horace, Luther, Moses, Edwm, BenJamin,
et al, Freethinkers every one.
.
Lyman Abbott, however, as we mtght exp?ct, concludes that the Ohristian clergy a~e the true mstructors in moral principles. That IS the way such a
story, written by one of the cloth, ends. But are
the moral instructorR! Oo.n they be, a~ l?n~ as
y dhere to the Bible and teaah Ohristiamty !
tb
' ey ofa the preachers in N ew York c1"t!• m
· a sermon,
One
·d.
"
Morality
is
no
better
than
wickedness,
and
8
~;!
1 ~ave a soul no more than blasphemy can." Rev.
D W"tt Talmage remarked: "All our good works
a~d ~o:ality on earth will not take us into the gate
of heaven."
t t h
And these are the men, are they, o eac us

1

T

Lectures and .Mt1.etings.
J. E. REMSBURG has now lect.ured in five hundred different
cities and towns, as follows: Kansas, 83; Illinois, 61; Obio,
57; Iowa, 50; Texas, 40; New York, 32; Missouri, 31;
N"braska, 30; Pennsylvania, 26; Indiana, 2·'i; Michigan,
20; Wisconsin, 12; Minnesota, 10; Ontario, 5; Connecticnt, 4; New Jersey, 3; Masstch•lset.ts, 2; Rhone Islar.d,
2; Kentucky, 1; Tennessee, 1; Maryland, 1; Dakota, 1;
-Quebec, 1. In the performance of this work he bas had to
travel one hundred and ten thousand miles.
What 1be Snbbatnrians are Doing.
It is reported that Ann Arbor has suppresaed the sale of

Sunday newspapers in its horders.
The Sunday League of Sioux Cit.y, Ia., is preparing to
rPsist the desecration of Sunday by baseball games on that
day.
Connl'cticut authoritii'S prevented Barnum from startinl.!"
his menagerie from the depot in that state until the close of
tbl' Sabbath.
· The anthnrities of B111timore forbade snv Sunrlay p'l.rade
on St. Patrick's dil.y, and also prevented Forepaugh's circus
from entering the city on that day.
The committee on criminal jurisprudence in the Missouri
1PgiAIBtnre March 12r.h reported favorably a bill intrndnced
hv Mr. Moore, of Laclede, prohibiting the playing of baseball on Sunday.
The firRt act of Sl'cretary of War Proctor has been t.o sboliPb Sunday occupation in the army bv dropping the evr'D;ng;
drl'ss pnrarle and lransferring the Sunday morning weekly
rn•pection to Saturday.
The p')lice comm!ssinn o!Cbattanooga, Tenn .. haq l"esolved
to break up the selhng of hqunr on SJndav. A year ago the
•aloonkePpers all Pignl'd a pll'dge to ob!!erve the Sunday
laws wit.hout'special police superviainn. and while this pler!ge
was observed for a time, the compact is now op~>nly brolun.
The Cincinnati DiRtrict Committee of the American Rabbath Union organiz~d dnrin!! the fipll} Pc~retary's rec~nt vi~it
to that citv by elect.mg the Rev. J. W. Stmpson, prPstdent nf
the EvangPiical Alliance, chairman of thP committee; the
Rev. John Pierson, vice-chairman, and the Rev. Dr. Ritchie,
district secretary.
A bill iR now before the Massachusetts le!!iRlature to abolish
Sunday towing, and a la~ge msjnrity of Bnst~m~R towboat
pnginl'ers are in favor of tiS p11Psage. 'fbey dt!!ltkl' the nnneceFsary labor tbev are forced tO perform on Snnrlay. and
hav or!!anized for the pnrpnse of securing ll'gislation to forhid it. though all would giv their services when life or property were endangered.
A committee con•i.•ting of Judge BPnnett, the Rev. Dr.
Hopkins, and J. K. MnllPn, repreRent.ing t.he mass meeting
rt>cently bPl.J at. thP OprrB HonR"• addrPRBPd the bnard of
'l.ldl'rmen. Denver, Col., March 4th, advocating the passage
nf an ordinance t.o P.lose the Ra)onns nn Bnndav. A rePolntion introdncPd by Mr. McGilvrav, that the cit.v Rltnrpey
rlraw an ordinance providin!! for the clnsin!! nf saloons on
Sunday was defeated in the board by a vote of 7 tn 2.
The.~inisters of Cleveland, 0., nnite in aAkin!! the maynr
nf that city to enforce the law of Ohio, which rearls as follows· "Whoever, on the first dav of the wel'k, C()mmnnly
called Sunday. part.icipate.in or ex~ibit to the pn?lic with or
without cha~ge for afimtttance, 1D anv bmldmg;, room,
.,.round gardert or other p1ace in this state, any tlwatric11l or
~ramatic pPrfo;mance of any kind. or di'Rcriptinn. or any
oquestrian or ci.rcus pe~;r!"ance of .JU!!~IPrS, acrobatA, rnJ?erla11cing. ~parring PXhtbltlnns,. variety PbnwA. negro I!JlD~trelsy, livine: statuary, bBilonmn!!, ~r .any b_qsP.b~tll T?lavm!!.
()r any ten-pins. or ~ther e;ames of ~.1m1lr.r ktnd or kmils, or
participates in kel'ptng any low or ih.~orrierlv hnuRP. of re~nrt..
. . . he or she Rhall, on complamt mRde w 1 ~.h1~ twenty
days t.bPrl'after. be finl'd in any sum no' PXCP<'rhng $100, or
he confined in tbe countv jBil not ~',~ceeding six months, or
both, at the discretion of the court.
Our Pions 4dminidt·a1ion.
Prortt.

~an

Prnnri co PrPPf1101Ifi''t•

We are pnterlne; npnn four vearA nf n'l.t.innal piety. :rhe
nresiilent and his Recre•arv nf state h11v SPcnrPd pews m a
Prt>sbvtl'rian church at WaRhin!!tnn; orilerR ha_v gnne forth
that no bnPini'SS is to be tranRRCted at the Whtte HouPP on
the· first day nf the WPek. cnmmon!v. cRll~>.d Snnil~y: Postma~ter.general Wanamakl'r will vtstt Phtlailelnhta once u
week to take charge nf the Sunday-~chool: and Mr. Pr~ctor.
oecrl'tarv 1,f the war dPpllrtm"nt, 1t lA. rennrted, has abohshe1l
the Snn~f!.Y dress pararle of the bovs m blue.
.
It will be a moRt edif!in!! Ppectacle. for the _people of thts
<'nnntry to behold then represent!lftvs b()wtn~ !·hi'~•Pl~s
down before the cnntempnra_ry fetwh. ~n.rl pqrt.tctpatml!' In
the in<'antalions nf Pre~bytertan Pupersttfton-mon_I.!""~B- We
•hall all take pride in knowin!! that our state bt~tlcltni.!"R are
locked every sPventh riav bv the RnmRn hypncr1t. and cutthroat who made SnndBV the Rahblllh fifll'en hundred years
lli.!"O. Likewise Ahal) we be !!lad to knnw that the Pame ~~r
harian aR• 11 meR command of our. armv.on t.hat d11y. fhe
eople of Wa•hin!!tnn who hav enJoyed hstenmg to the b11nd
~n Sunday will gladlv forego that pleasure when t~ey come
to realize 'that the musiciBn•' PO•I1• are takPn on~. of Jonpllrrly
by tbe new ordPr. Th_e Wa•~JD!!;ton Po.•bt hr1ts th11t ~e
arrnngement is (lirpctlv ID thP mtnpst of t ~ 1.qnn.r tr' c,
hl'cause wbl'n the soldiers are off dnty tbP.Y willimbtbe m< re
t.hRn when they bav to drill or mount gnard: .
.
B t p 0~tmastl'r-genpral WRn'lmakl'r's po•ttton will be the
moR~ 'criticlll. Every Sundav he will he fnnn~ at chmch
endeavorine: to tPach morality from a bonk whteh. unrlH a
fair ponf>trnction of the p()Rtal laws, ~onlrl _be c.')ndemned as
unmailahle by the depll.rtmel!t of whtch be tR the head.
Fnrtnnately we are ahl" to sav t~at the~e men dn not reprePent the sentiment of the Amerwan pPnp1e. Thl're are a
admire piet.v,
hnt the avPra!!P
I()>,• 0 f dev out 0 ld women who
•
·r n doeR not to UPe hts• own expres•tAn.
Pa e a d amn "
~~:l~ Societ ..:.tbP snohs. the dufies, a~d .the. riead. bcatF-:. b h y d the i"'nnrant anrl the Imtlattv follf)w thetr
!!O to c nrc . an
""
d
·
11 th d s
l'X!l.~ple. Pnblic men, in onr ay as In a o er ay ,
simply conform to the popular error.
r

"

morality!
· 0 1 d N
One Minister H· ne Right.
I
1·u answer calls to lecture m o ora o, eFrom lhP s·nt•n I lantfPr.
b ask: Iowa and further E"st; will attend grove , The RP.v. Dr. B•Jf<h, formeriy ra•tor of the c~nrch of the
:eetings th;oughout the summer, and meet the A•cPmioo nf WI'Rt Rrighton, b~t• aRked to be rpllpved of all
cler
in debate wherever arranl!'emAnts can be fnrthPr ecP'PRiaAtic'l.l charl.!"e. HP. has Inn!!; bePn known f~r
his nltra.Lib~>ral views, and he has recently_anuo'Qnced hi~
gy
Address
W. F. JAMIESON.
d
mae.
'
, disbelief in the divinity of Qhri~~-

Coryell, Ool. ·
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~onimunicafions.
"In the Beginning"-An Orthodox View.
Six thousand years ago God lived alone. He had
always lived that way. There had never been anybody for him to Jiv with. If there had been, he
would hav Jived with them as he livs with us now.
He is everywhere, is inside everybody, and everybody
is inside him. At that time which wa3 before time,
he filled all space before there was any space. Now
that there is space, he fills it entirely, and there
is space enough left for all creation besides.
This God is one. He is also three. There are the
father of him, the son of him, and the Holy Ghost of
him. He is three distinct persons, and each one of
him is the same as the other two. The father begot
the son, who is the same age as himself. 'l'he mother
had not been born then. She came into nistence
about four thousand years after the creation of time.
Her son was begot in the beginning of the first part
of the undivided eternity, which was before time, and
had no beginning. God created time, but we do not
know yet how much he made. He inserted it between
the two divisions of eternity which remained undivided and were without beginning or end.
The Holy Ghost proceeded from the father and
the son. He also bad no beginning. As they each
filled all space when there was no space, he proceeded
into the space outside the space that never had been.
He was the same as those he proceeded from. Some
heretics hav dared to deny that he proceeded ·from
the son. They contend that he proceeded from the
father only, who is the same as the son, and not from
the son, who is the same as the father. Orthodox
Christianity informs us that such damnable errors
will be burnt away in the eternal fire of bell whicb
never consumes.
God was eternally, infinitly happy by himself. He
is love. Love had nothing to Jove but love, but love
loved love with a perfectly infinit love, and love was
perfectly, infinitly lovely. If I were love, and could
love 'Jove and be loved by Jove in that loving way, I
would be satisfied to love love and be loved by love
forever. But " God's ways are not as our way!l.''
His wisdom is infinit, and ours but finite. Being
infinitly happy when there was nothing, be made
things that his infinit happiness might become infinitly happier.
God made a considerable number of things. He
made a world out of nothing. After he had made it,
it was "without form and void.'' That is, it had no
shape, and it was empty. It was partly land and
partly water. These were not separate from each
other. God's works are all perfect from the beginning. He made many improvements on their original perfection. He divided the land from the water,
and gave the earth a shape. He rolled it out flat like
a pancake. Then be made light and darkness. Later
on he created a sJn to giv light to see the light by,
and a moon to rule the darkness. He put a roof over
the earth, and bung a number of little lamps from it.
This roof be called the firmament. It divided the
waters that are under it from the waters that are
over it. He put some windows in it. He sometime11
opens these windows and lets the waters that are
above fall through.
God looked at his work and told himself that it was
very good. Then he thought that he would like to
hav others admire it. He wanted to be praised. He
made some things that they might praise him. First
he made some fish. I suppose they did not praise
him, for the psalmist afterward exhorted them to do
so. I do not think they paid much attention to the
psalmist, for I never heard of a fish praising the Lord.
I would not myself if I were a fish-more especially
if I were a little fish, and encountered a big fish who
had not yet dined.
God next made some birds, and afterward beasts
of all sorts and sizes. These were all original inventions of his own. He had no models to work by.
The material he employed was nothing. Then he
said, "Let us make man in our image, after our likeness." He made him out of dust. It has been suggested that the supply of nothing was exhausted.
But God is omnipotent, and could bav made more
nothing if he had wanted it. He need only bav said,
"Let there be nothing," and nothing would hav
sprung out of nothing in unlimited quantities. For
his own good purposes, whatever they were, he made
man out of dust. Dust is a dry material to make a
being who is three-fourth& moisture of. Herein we
see the infinit wisdom of God. He foreknew all
things. He knew that the man would find something to moisten himself with. The men did find it.
The man has continued to find it, Prohibition laws
. and temperance agitation notwithstanding, "even
unto this day.''
·
" God made man in his own image." " God is a
pure spirit without body, parts, or passions.'' He
made man with a body, -a considerable number of
parts, and more passions than be baa ever bMn able
to c~rry with any comfort to himself. He looked at
the likeness he had made of himself, and said that it
was very good. The man 1 bowever1 was not entirely

satisfied. All the other creatures had been made in
pairs, male and female in separate persons. But in
him the male and female were united in one body.
"God made man in his own image, male and femaie
created he them." He was obliged to carry the
female half of himself with him at all times, and he
found it troublesome. Then God performed the
.first surgical operation. He put the man to sleep
that it might not burt him. He took out a rib and
closed the flesh up again without leaving a scar.
When Adam awoke he was short of a rib, but be
owned a woman. He was happy for a whole week
after that. That is the tradition handed down to us
from the early Christian fathers. The Bible does
not say bow long it was. The early Christian fathers
were unmarried men.
God had placed the man and woman in a garden.
It was a large garden. There were four rivers in it.
All kinds of trees, bushes, fruits, and flowers grew
there. The tree of knowledge of good and evil and
the tree of life were in the midst. God commanded
the man and woman not to eat of the tree of knowledge. See the infinity of his wisdom. Had they
not eaten of that tree none of us would bav known
the difference between good and evil. Some of us
m11.ke mistakes even now. But God did the best
that infinit wisdom could do. He did not write this
knowledge on a scroll and giv it to the man to read;
be did not put it in the mouth of an oracle and bid
his creatures seek it out and inquire; he did not
utter it himself, and order them to listen and take
heed. Had he done any of these things we might
hav known nothing about the matter, "even unto
this day.'' He inclosed it within the fruit of a tree
and commanded the man and woman not to touch
it. Then he left them and awaited results.
The woman took a walk in the garden. She met
the serpent. The serpent began to talk to the
woman. The man was not there. The woman liked
to talk to the serpent. She bad been talking tO' one
man all the week of her life, and wan ted a change.
He was a very handsome serpent. God bad :made
him, and he does all things well. He bad bright,
sparkling eyes, an elegant shape, and could slide on
his belly with the most captivating grace. He told
Eve that if she ate of that fruit, she would not die,
as God had said she would, but could become like God
himself, knowing good and evil. The serpent bad
probably dined on that fruit himself, for be knew
good from evil very well. He was not a selfish serpent, but full of the milk of serpent kindness. He
wanted to share the knowledge be had acquired with
the woman. She was willing. She took some of the
fruit and ate it. Then she knew it was good, and
gave some to the man, who also ate. The virtue of
that fruit bas been inherited by all their descendants. That is why there are so many various OJ!inions concerning what is good and what is evil, and
men and women wrangle and fight over them, " even
unto this day."
When our first parents had eaten of that fruit,
they became aware that it was an evil thing to hav
no clothes. Eden was in a southern latitude, and the
winter season had not commenced. Their first attempt to remedy this deficiency was an exceedingly
·simple one, yet it was not accomplished without some
diffi.cult.y. They sewed fig-leaves together, and made
themselvs aprons. Their trouble was the absence of
needles and thread. God has not told us in his
book what substitutes they found for these useful
implements.
When God returned and found how well all his
plans had succeeded, be was VErY angry at his success. He cursed everybody and everything that had
had anything to do with it. He likewise cursed
everything that had bad nothing to do with it. He
cursed the earth, the elements, the animals, and the
birds. He bad threatened that Adam should die the
same day he ate of that fruit, and Adam died a little
less than a thousand years after. That is why God
is said to be all truth. The serpent had said the
knowledge of good and evil would be the resuit. It
was. That is why he is called the "father of lies,"
and "that old dragon who was a liar from the
beginning.''
The first curse was pronounced upon the serpent.
He was to go upon his belly and eat dust all the days
of his life. He was accustomed to going on his belly.
In fact, he hl\d never practiced any other manner of
going. Dust had proved good enough to make a
man, and was, no doubt, well adapted to build up the
constitution of a serpent. He was not, however,
limited to dust. He had to swallow some every day.
Others who are not serpents do the same. A little
game is sometimes added to his bill of fare. Occasionally another serpent finds its way down his elastic throat. There was to be enmity between him and
the woman. That is so," even unto this day," but as
they carefully avoid each other's society, breaches of
the peace are not frequent between them. Her seed
was to bruise his head, and be was to retaliate by a
bruise on the heel. This bruising match, like those
of some more modern bruisers, is yet within the
doubtful future. The serpent was the author of all
the mischief. He therefore escaped with a lighter
punishment than the others.

As the woman, at the time she took the forbidden
fruit, did not know good from evil and therefore
was not aware that it was an evil thing to do, the
curse upon her ignorantly dispelling her ignoranee
was a severe one. "I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception." She had acted so badly
that the Lord resolved to make many millions more
of her to act the same way. She has carried out this
end of her creation better than most of his works.
"Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and be shall
rule over thee.'' Her desire has been to her husband,
or some other woman's husband, and he has ruled
over her, except when she bas ruled over him, and so
it is, "even unto this day."
The man was to·" eat bread by the sweat of his
face." He has eaten bread by the sweat of his face, or
roast turkey by the sweat of some other man's fllce,
"even unto this day.''
Besides the tree of knowledge, the tree of life grew
in that garden. God was afraid that the man would
eat of that also, and so escape the threatened punishment of death entirely. So "the Lord God said:
Behold the man is become one of us, to know good
and evil. And now, lest be put forth his hand and take
also of the tree of life and eat and liv forever; Therefore the Lord God sent him forth out of the garden
of Eden to till the ground from whence he was
taken. So he drove out the man, and he placed at
the east of the garden of Eden cherubim and a flaming sword, which turned every way to keep the way
of the tree of life.''
E. J. BowTELL.

Fear.
Fear of God.-In the village where the writer
attended school in his childhood was a little Irish
tailor named Kennedy. He bad an enormous nose, a
jolly twinkle in his eye, and a special fondness for
children, who were wont to spend much of their idle
time in his cosy shop, listening to his pleasant oddities, spoken in his quaint Hibernian brogue. He had
many stories to tell his eager listeners, and among
them one in particular about a mysterious goblin
called" Old Bellison," who, he alleged, Jived overhead
in the loft of his shop, and who, at his bidding, could
and would do many queer and fearful things, especially to bad little boys. The little fellows, with staring eyes and hair almost on end, believed as firmly in
the reality of the tailor's bugbear as they did in their
own uistence; and so firm, too, was their faith that,
had anyone of their number ventured to express a
doubt on the subj~ct, he would hav been set down at
once by his bornfied companions as a reckless Infidel, whom " Old Bellison" would be sure to visit
with some direful punishment. Through this fear
they bad of "Old Bellison," the tailor, who was not
a little amused at their childish credulity, found a
ready means of exercising over them a controling
influence that brought him, by way of propitiation,
many a present of flowers and nice, red apples. And.
thus it goes the world over; every priest being nothing else than another Kennedy, making a similar use
of his "Old Bellison" overhead to stultify, rule, and
despoil grown-up children, and all through their silly,
superstitious fear!'.
or all hunian infirmities, fear seems to be the most
available for the wily purposes of priestcraft; on this
feeling it practices its arts with the greate5t assiduity
and success. Every calamity befalling either an
individual or a community, the priest!', with unblushing effrontery, are always ready to ascribe to
the displeasure of some offended deity-a plague, a
famin, a tornado, or an earthquake being, according
to them, a righteous judgment, decreed by him as a
punishment for unpardonable wickedness. In solemn, sepulchral tones they habitually dwell upon the
"awful majesty of God," whose wrath on occasion
waxes hot to consume his enemies, and before whose
altars all the children of men are expected to stand
bowed in the attitude of trembling slaves.
Above all things they insist on revt renee, on fearcrouching, cringing fear-until their abject dupes
quake and shiver whenever they chance to bear an
audacious unbeliever criticise their religion or talk
what they in their fanaticism are pleased to pronounce horrible blasphemy. It is fear of God that
makes the bigot; and the bigot, when he has the
power, never fails to make the bloody persecutor. It
is because the honest believer has his feelings disordered and his mind warped and unbalanced by this
palsying fear that he is hostil to argument and
incapable of reasoning in regard to the absurd dogmas be cherishes. The priests themselvs are ambitious of being fear.ed, as is plainly evident from the
prefix which they never omit to place ostentatiously
before their names-that of "reverend," _a word
derived from Llltin and signifying to be feared.
Fear of hell.-An implicit belief in the doctrin of
endless torment not unfrequently bas one very bad
effect, that of increasing crime. After going a certain length in the commission of offenses, the true
believer comes to look upon himself as past redemption, and in a spirit of despair and defiance grows
more and more reckless in his wicked career, resolved
that if damned be must be, he will snatch from his
impending doom all the selfiBb indulgence that his
opportunities afford. If hanging is to be the penalty
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for ste~ling a lamb, why not, while one is stealing
and whlle he has a chance, take the entire .flock 1
Thus ~easons many a b~liever who,. in sheer despair,
commits offenses of whtch otherwtse he might hav
remained altogether guiltless. May not the fear of
future punishment, which holds in check the timid
only, but increases the excesses of the bold be one
of the main factors helping to make Chri;tendom
what it undoubtedly is, the world's hotbed of crime
and general rascality 1 The whole end and aim of
life is hap~iness; but this, in the case of many a
poor, cowertng creature, the fear of hell blights and
!ltterly destroyP. Out of a million imagin a single
mstance, that
a lovely woman, who, it may be, is
as pure and as mnocent as an unborn babe. Observe
her face. It wears a deep shade of melancholy· the
music of her heart is silent, and a gloomy. sh~dow
chills and overawes her troubled soul. And would
you know the disturbing cause! She is a victim to
the terrors of religion. She has been listening to the
doleful rant of a wily priest, who, for purposes purely
selfish, has been practicing upon her fears and harrowing her nerves, by holding up to view the horrors
of an imaginary hell. All day she thinks of nothing
else-all night she dreams of nothing else-until in
great anguish of soul she wonders why she was ever
born into a life beset with so much anxiEty and so
many- perils. She sees the blue sky above and the
bright sunlight all aro11nd; she hears the birds warbling in every .flowering shrub, and the babbling
brook .flowing in musical ripples on its way to the
mighty sea; and more-she sees giddy people; with
no thought of their souls, looking on all these vain
transitory things with seeming enjoyment, with eve~
b~ight smiles beaming on their faces-yea, forsooth,
wtth smiles-and they, poor creatures, heedless of
the hell that moment yawning at their feet! Even
though her heavenly father should vouchsafe to spare
her from that awful place, will his bowels of compassion be moved, will his tender mercy be exercised,
toward others, toward those whom she loves far better than she loves herself-! To her, what were the
joys of heaven when not shared by the objfcts of her
affection on earth T what were even a harp and a
crown when, perchance, her own dear me ther must
. lie struggling and agonizing forever in the raging
heat of hell!
Overwhelmed by doctrine so monstrous, no wonder
that gentle, tender hearts are crushed with sorrow,
and that minds naturally sound giv way and drift as
hopeless wrecks into madhouses. And yet, for all
· the stupefying fear with which he has filled the souls
of his victims, and for all the manifold miseries growing out of this fear, what cares the cruel, selfish
priest T
The end for which he plans and preaches is increased membership, he knowing full well that success here means increased expectation of promotion
and also of additional dollars in his pockets. To
attain this end the terrors of hell serve him 8 valuable
purpose, so valuable, indeed, that he could not afford
to dispense with their use. Lay these aside, and the
love of God alone would prove a dismal failure; the
church would soon dwindle away, and the arrogant
calling of the priesthood, including high honors, high
living, and the love of the dear sisters, would soon
become a dream of the past. To protect himself and
his brethren against such a possible disaster, he
clings with stubborn determination to his precious
hell as a rich mine which he diligently and adroitly
works for all it is worth.
1 he fear of man.-In addition to the fear of God
and the fear of hell, there is still another species of
fear, equally widespread and equally hurtful-the
fear of our fellow-men as persecutors. It is this that
demoralizes every community and fills it with hypocrite. There are thousands with too much strong
common sense to believe the palpable absurdities of
Christian creeds but who nevertheless allow themselva to pass for believers, and sometimes even zealous believers, in order to avoid injury to their
business, to themselvs, and to their families. To be
made a subject for prayer by self-righteous fanatics,
and an object of abuse by malignant fanatics; to be
shunned, hated, and ostracized by the pious in general, ·and all this, too, for merely an honest difference
of opinion, is an ordeal through which only a few hav
the moral courage to pass. In a situation so trying,
it is commonly thought to be much easier and altogether more profitable to sacrifice all manhood and
independence, go with the stupid, intolerant multitude, and seek refuge in the prnctice of hypocrisy.
Thus we see that the fear of Christian persecution in
some form breeds dissemblers by the thousand, and
sows the land broadcast with the prolific seeds of
dishonesty.
In the palmy days of slavery, where was there in
all the South a single editor that dared to print one
line in opposition to the "divine" institution T Where
was there a single individual that dared in public to
raise his voice in favor of its abolition T The heavy
pecuniary interests involved imposed a slavish silence
upon the minds of the whole mass of people, and
engendered in them a spirit of intolerance equaled
only by that which religion this day, by reason of
similar interests, exercises over the minds 8iid feel-

o!

ings of mill.ions of bigots throughout Christendom.
Dr.. Frankhn once remarked that "he who spits
agams~ the wind only spits in his own face." It is
for. th1s reason that timid people, instead of boldly
facmg a stupendous fraud, prefer to keep silent, and
crucifying conscience and their common sense, play
the unmanly part of slave and hypocrit.
Gods are naught but horrid phantoms,
Unknown to fishes, birds, and beasts,
Yet planned and preached to frighten men,
And make them willing slaves to priests.
Brookhaven, llfiss.
S. F. SMUBB.
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it was wicked to dance around a Maypole~ to
rejoice about the ·heretic tortured at the stake.
The sacredness of the priesthood is played out.
The horny hand that holds the Fpade and digs is
more sacred than the pious palm lifted in prayer.
There is nothing sacred but the useful.
The pastoral office is an impertinence; I wonder
that it is tolerated.
The custom that givs friends and acquaintances
the liberty to visit each other in their homes is beautiful. We would not debar clergymen from the
benefits of social friendship; but they must come
as friends, not as dictators.
The world has grown too large to be chucked under the chin and rewarded with a plum for promptly
reciting catechetical nonsense. The minister who
insists on his pastoral privilege of inquisitivness and
unsolicited advice, has not the instincts and training
of a gentleman.
The minister is like the negro guide-when he gets
to the last crossing, where there is no finger-post,
the way to take is the very thing he wants to know
himself ; he does not know it any better than we do.
Once the clergy led and formed public opinion;
that was when the people did not read much, And
nearly everything published wes on some religious
topic. The public opinion was mostly religious
opinion.
When clergymen ruled liberty was ruined. But
the people broke through the fence. Then liberty
was a small word, but the tree has grown under the
fostering <>are of the press. To types and the press
the world owes most of its civilization.
The press has freed the people from the domination of the pulpit. The average mind to-day is indifferent to the utterances of the pulpit.
The power of the priest cannot exist with the
rights of man.
The press leaves man free to judge, the pulpit fetters the undel'standing.
Let the pulpit pla!!e itself on the same plane as
the platform and we will listen to it.
We insist on the right of investigation.
The press defmded the right of free speech in the
antislavery agitation when the clergy mobbEd and
haltered such men as the liberty-loving Garrison .
Well may Africa discredit Christianity, which
robbed her of beT children.
America, under the clergy, was a Mqcca from which
the dark-skinned pilgrim returnt d not.
The South wns 1:1aved by the bullet; it might hav
been saved by the ballot bnd the pulpit been true.
The Sunday paper is killing the Sunday pulpit.
The pulpit speaks one day in seven, the press speaks
eev£on days in the week.
Christian ministers are not up with the times;
they ought to read the Sunday papers.
What the pulpit calls gospel salvation is really
only llpiritual old junk.
.
I can get more good, more instruction and satisfaction, out of a copy of the Sunday Herald than I
could derive from all the sermons preached in the
pulpits of Lynn this afternoon.
One of man's rights is to read the Sunday paper;
another is to make it.
The cause cf the clergy's attack on the Sunday
paper is jealousy.
·
The theater interests the people, the church does
not.
The people can get along without the clergy; the
clergy cannot get on without the people.
The evening lecture on "Romanism" was a masterly presentation, solid as a rock, and every sent.£nce
a stinger. The Innestigator has already published
it. Without being sensational and alarming, like Mr.
Fulton's array, it is suggeetiv in warning of what we
hav to expect if we do not resist the menace of Rome.
Brother W. A. Simpson, of Stockton, Tenn., wrote
me on the reading of my abstract of the sermon on
"The Church that is Wanted," asking that I "do so
some more." I trust that the a-bove will redeem my
promis to when I found some more so to do.
JoHN PRESCOTT GuiLD.

·I when

Hav .the People Any Rights Which the Clergymen are Bound to Itespect 1
The Lynn Society of Independent Spiritualists
has been so- far Eensible as to employ that stalwat't
Secularist and irrepressible iconoclast, Mr. L. K.
Washburn, to lecture both afternoon and evening
March 17th. Herewith are a few extracts from th~
afternoon effort, which I noted down for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, trusting that they will not explode to the
danger of the Editor.
Clergymen are like other men-with a few honorable exceptions.
Clergymen are governed by the same motive as
in.fl.uence other men in the choice of a profession;
that is, they seek what they think they are best
.adapted to do and can make pay the best.
The day is done when we can be made to believe
that ministers are specially favored with a divine call
to proclaim inspired truth. We know and they
know, and they know that we know, they learn to
preach just as lawyers learn to plead. The gospel
ministry is a business, the same as legal attorneyship.
We respect clergymen not because they hav been
ordained to preach, but because they behave themsalve-with many glaring exceptions.
A divinity school does not change human nature;
it sometimes serves to eliminate common sense. The
more you hav of the gospel minister the less there is
generally of the mau. When the professor of a di
vinity school performs an operation on a theological
student he administers a mental anesthetic, so that
the student may stupidly undergo transformation.
The average minister is best able to discourse upon
what he knows nothing about. In his training he
has been guarded against acquiring too many troublesome facts.
There are a few, a very few, great ministers wno
can go outside of their pent-up creed and speak on
subjects beneficial to mankind. These ministers are
larger than their pulpits, larger than their. creed,
larger than their church. There is not a large pulpit
in the land. Most ministers are made to fit the pulpit, the pulpit is nevf?r conformed to the minister.
It is conceded by the church, and repeatedly proclaimed by the press, that the pulpit has lost its
power. The clergy do not receive the homage that
used to be given as a matter of course. This is because they do not evince the honor and ability which
call for esteem.
There is an effort being made to reinstate the
clergy on their lost popular pinnacle. The clergy is
expected to regain its power by taking away the
rights of the people. The restoration of the ministers, if made, would be of short duration-but a
momentary escape from Elba for banishment to SL
Helena.
What the pulpit has to giv is not worth taking ;
what the pulpit has to sell is not worth buying.
The church loves the world when the world can be
imposed upon. When people were ignorant they
could . be coaxed or threatened into submission.
When the people hav learned something they become
independent and strike out for themselvs. The
clergy become lowered as the people are elevated.
The church has made the assumption that unbelief
is sin ; a crime, it declares it to be, to ask for proof
of its own authority, which must be punished in this
world, if possible, and hereafter, anyway.
The assumption of authority is the foundation of
all the bloody persecutions of the past, aLd even
now it calls the clergy, uninvited, to our doors to
denounce us for reading or hearing or saying whatever makes against their claims.
Liberty of conscience is the victory won by the
Protestantism of the sixteenth century. Shall we in
the progressiv nineteenth century surrender that inheritance which cost our ancestors so dear?
We hav no further use for the pulpit. To-day it
is useless for the pulpit to say to us it has a message
for mankind. The pulpit knows nothing that mankind do not know.
Christianity is dead, its burial is not far off.
The pulpit inveighs against the Sunday paper.
The people hav a right to go where they like and
read what they please on Sunday, and if the clergy
cannot interest them the pulpifwill hav to pocket
the loss.
It will not make Christianity true to stop the mail
on Sunday. It will not establish the inspiration of
the Bible to stop the press on Sunday.
We are not going back to the times of barbarism

Boyden .liouse, Lynn, Muss.
Turkish Frrc11tiul\l'rs.
A. S. F1·anris, tn lhe North Amf1·tcnn

RAViP-W.

The progress of Freethought is not altogether con~n.ed to
the lands of the north Caucasian nat!onP. In the mues of
Japan the name of a Buddhist zealot has become a byword,
as odious as "Jesuit" in its !ll.tter-day ~igoificuncP, and the
private creed of educated Turks is gc,nerally a vague Thdsm,
strongly tinged with Agnosticism. In the bookRt<,res of Corstantinople skeprici8m in its most pronouncfd types forms
the staple 'of conversation. The p».oi>Jha himself (like Mohammed II. snd the Caliph AI Motadi) is w•~U known to l:e a
Rationalist; and a correspondent of the Pestfte1· Lloyd describes a soiree at the residence of a Syrisn pacha who
entertained his guests with anecdotes a Ia Mary Montagu,
quizzing the ulemas and the superstitions of the onhodox
pessantry. Mesltdan-literally an epileptic, a penon gaining
influence by pretended tits of religious ecstasy-is a sort of
Freemasonry term which an investigator founcl to apply fo
no less a personage than the Prophet bimself, und which
metropolitan Moslems often use with a chuckling irreverence
that would delight the soul of Colonel lnflerwll. "If Mufti
Mesbdan had revealed the secret of breech-loading six-sbooters, instead of his ordinance of six daily prayers,•: remarked
the impious Syrian, "we could still smoke our plpts on the
ramparts of Buda, and 'probably on the Alcazar of Toledo.''
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Two of a Kind.
The following anonymous communication is- a good
specimen of the way uninformed folks jump at conclusions:
"I am astonisbed to see published in THE TRUTH SEEKER
an advertisment entitled. 'The Limitations .of Toleration,'
by Colonel Ingersoll, Hon. F. R. Coudert, and General Stewart L. Woodford, price ten cents.
"Only a little over one year ago five men were by law
cruelly and inhumanly murdered in the city of Chicago for
merely having expressed their opinions; and as far as I am
aware, the great firm of Ingersoll & Co. never uttered even a
word of protest. Yet this firm poses as champions of Liberalism.
" Skies I oh, where are your cleansing waters 1
World I oh, where do your wonders end 7

"Ban Fraru:isoo, Cal., March 15, 1889."

"A CRANK.

Some humorist has pithily said that it is better
not to know so many things than to kuow so many
things that are not so.
In this country the voice of Liberalism has never
been raised in favor of any injustice, but has been
heard against all acts of tyranny and wrong, from
slavery to the taking off of the men lamented by "A
Crank." In the latter instance, which our craiJk
makes a test case, the great mass of the Infidel~;~ protested and spoke and wrote against the unjust verdict. THE TRUTH SEEXEBwas among the very first
and last denouncers of the trial. We lost subscribers
and friends by demanding for the victims a fair trial,
- which we conceived they did not get. It is very
gratifying now to know that the public is beginning
to see that we were right. Only two or thrPe weeks
ago the Chicago correspondent of the New York Sun
confessed that a reversion of feeling toward the condemned men is taking place, and that most folks now
considered their execution to hav been a "mistake."
The principal police officers who worked up the testimony against them hav been accused of receiving
stolen goods and of manufacturing testimony, and
the mayor considered the charges sufficiently serious
to warrant their removal from office.
The position taken by Colonel Ingersoll in the
matter can best be stated in his own words, in an
in~erview with him by the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. "I was anxious, in the first place," he said,
"that the Anarchists hav a fair and impartial trial.
The worst form of Anarchy is when a judge violates
his conscience and bows to a popular demand. A
court should care nothing for public opinion. An
honest judge decides the law, not as it ought to be,
but as it is, and the state of the public mind throws
no light upon the question of what the law then is.
"I thought that some of t~e rulings on the trial of
the Anarchists were contrary to law. I think so
still. I hav read the opinion of the Supreme Court
of Illinois, and while the conclusion reached by that
tribunal is the law of that case, I was not satisfied
with the reasons given, and do not regatd the opinion
as good law. There is no place for an Anarchist in
the United States. There is no excuse for any resort
to force; and it is impossible to use language too
harsh or too bitter in denouncing the spirit of
An!U"ehy iil this country. But, no matter how bad a

man is, he has the right to be fairly tried; and if he
cannot be fairly tried, then there is anarchy on the
bench. So I was opposed to the execution of those
men./ I thought it would hav been far better to commute the punishment to. imprisonment, and I said so;
and I not only said so, but I wrote a letter to Governor
Oglesby, in which I urged the commutation of the
death sentence. In my judgment, a great mistake
was made. I am on the side of mercy, and if I ever
make mistakes, I hope th~y will all be made on that
side. I hav not the slightest sympathy with the
feeling for revenge. Neither hav I ever admitted,
and I never shall, that every citizen has not the right
to giv his opinion on all that may be done by any
servant of the people, by any judge, or by any court,
by any officer-however small or however great.
Each man in the United States is a sovereign, and a
king can freely speak his mind.
-.. Words were put in my mouth that I never uttered
with regard to the Anarchists. I never said that
they were saints, or that they would be martyrs.
What I said was, that they would be regarded as
saints and martyrs by many people if they were executed, and that has happened which I said would
happen. I am, so far as I know, on the side of the
right. I wish, above all things, for the preservation
of human liberty. This government is the best, and
we should not lose confidence in liberty. Property
is of very little value in comparison with freedom.
A civilization that rests on slavery is utterly worthless. I do not believe in sacrificing all there is of
value in the human heart, or in the human brain, for
the preservation of what is called property, or rather,
on account of the fear that what is called" property"
may perish. Property is in no danger while man is
free. It. is the freedom of man that givs value to
property. It is the happiness of the human race
that creates what we call value. If we preserve liberty, the spirit of progress, the conditions of development, property will take care of itself."
"A Crank" can now see just how much value there is
to his complaint. If the possession of these facts
shall make him more careful in future about formulating charges against people, the !!pace we hav used
in presenting them will not be lost.
And this reminds us of a story : After the Dorsey
trial at Washington had resulted in the acquittal of
the accused some good man wrote to Colonel Ingflrsoll lamenting that a leader of Liberalism, a moral
teacher, one upon whom the breath of suspicion
could not leave a cloud, should hav been instrumental
in securing the acquittal of a man whom the whole
country knew to be guilty. By defending Mr. Dorsey this man thought that Colonel Ingersoll had
lowered the tone of Freethought, and he was thereby
greatly grieved.
The story goes that Colonel Ingersoll answered
him in this wise: You're just the man we want-the
fellow we've been looking for for months. The
United States government with all its power and
money could not find evidence against Mr. Dorsey
and no one else could. Now you say he is guilty,
and of course you must hav the evidence to prove it.
Come right on to Washington-bring the evidence
with you. Your expenses will all be paid, and you
will get compensation for your time. All you hav
got to do is to bring the evidence here.
The good man on receiving this request sat down
and wrote to Colonel Ingersoll. All he said was this:
"I am a damn fool."

Absolution and Ignorance.
It would be well to hav a short and handy formula
for the naming of those elements in Christianity
that cause the great immorality of believers in that
faith. We will omit as of minor importance the
influence of the example of a God of wrath with his
hell of revenge, the influence of the specimens of
God's favorits held up to us al!l patterns in the O:d
Testament, and the influence of the substitution of a
social standard of theological orthodoxy for one of
natural morality. Absolution, and ignorance-these
remain as the two heads under which may be groupPd
nearly all of the remaining immoral influences of the
Christian faith.
Absolution, supernatural absolution for the asking
-a moderate time ·Spent in rfflection on how this
must work in the human disposition will render it
obvious that had the devil himself come to earth to
devise some method of making people immoral and
keeping them so, all his ingenuity could hav devised

~o more efficient machinery for the purpose than this.
The influences that keep men from wrong-doing are
two, outward and inward. The outward influences
consist of the appliances of the law and its agents
to inflict material punishment on the offender by
deprivation of property or bodily confinement. The
inward influences consist in a set of painful effects
upon the feelings of the offander produced by the
disapprobation of his fellows and of himself upon
any wrongful act. Of these two sets of influences
the former, though the ones that strike the eye and
perhaps seem the principal ones, are comparativly
insignificant. By far the greater part of moral
restraint flows from the latter, the inward influences.
These latter, these painful influences upon the feelings caused by the disapproval of self and others,
being so important, clearly we should avoid everything
that can lessen them, that can in any way weaken
~heir action upon the mind or avert their following
immediately upon every misdeed. We should do
everything in our power to strengthen and render
invariable their action, and avoid most sedulously
everything that can in the slightest degree tend to
remit that action. Suppose, then, that we g~tt up
some (lreat being outside of nature and bring him
forward as the source of all these moral feelings-all
judgment, praise, blame, approval, love. Suppose
we get men thoroughly convinced of the existence of
this being, so incomputably superior to all mere
human creatures in love, and in power to bless and
reward, that the trifling glimmerings of judgment and
love in his creatures are in comparison unworthy of
regard and even of naming. Suppose we then tell
men that this being is always ove1flowing with love
for them and longing to grasp them and soothe them
in his bosom, whether th~y hav done right or wrong,
requiring only the simple preliminary of their saying
that they believe some incomprehensible stuff and
dropping some coins in the purses of ouraelvs, that
being's agents. What would be -the probable action
of such a belief upon the emotional processes of a
wrong-doer-upon one of us creatures who, we all
know, are only too prone to shrink from rigidly just
examination and judgment, and flee to the sympathetic, unblaming bosom of partial friendship and
love ? Would this be likely to add to or detract
from the action upon the mind of that sense of disapp.-oval of which we spoke, and which otherwise
would hav prompted to the cessation of the misdeeds?
What would be the effect of such a device on right
conduct T This is the Christian system, both Catholic and Protestant.
Ignorance-it is known that the Christian religion
plunged the peoples of the whole civilized world into
the blackest ignorance and kept them in it for fifteen
hundred years. How does ignorance aff"ct morality T
rn so many ways that the one or two we can here
point out are but a few among multitudes. For one
way, knowledge is our only means of securing any
end. Morality is an end continually aimed at by all
laws, all societies, all human regulations. Just
according to our knowledge can we intelligently
achieve any other desired end; just according to our
knowledge can we achieve this end. The laws that
govern conduct, the conditions under which right
conduct is produced, are just beginning to be known.
To science nothing is impossible; and this applies to
mental as well as to physical science. Moral conduct
is a product of certain determinate factors, just ~s
any other product. When people knew nothing of
chemistry, they could not put together certain chemical substances and obtain certain results; now that
they know something of it they put together certain
substances and a certain result follows. When people know nothing of social science, they cannot put
together certain social factors and obtain certain
desired results; as they begin to·learn something of
it they can more and more put together certain factors and desired results will follow. The mental and
moral world are controled by laws as fixed and inevitable as those that control the physical world; the
only d fference is that in the former the phenomena
are more obscure and complex and we are consequently longer in finding out their laws. Christianity
has done her best to keep us from ever finding them
out. For another way in which knowledge produces
morality: In proportion as we attain knowledge of
the inward life-the mental processes, the hopes,
fears, desires, pains, joys-of others, in that proportion does our own being merge with theirs ; do they
beeome identified with us, their desirea with QQr
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desires, their pleasures with our pleasures, their disappointments with our disappointments, their pains
with our pains, and do we, consequently, feel their
pain as our own pain, and avoid iLflicting it upon
them. The faculty by which we vividly conceive of
the emotional states of others-let it be called the
imagination or whatever one will-can work only
upon the material supplied it by knowledge. An
extensiv knowledge of other persons and other
classes than our own, an ability to conceive of· and
thus to enter into their wants, their feelings, their
temptations, and their ways-this is one of the greatest factors of moral feeling-this is dependent upon
general knowledge, mental activity and development
-and of this Christianity has ever been the deadly
foe. Knowledge is the source of every posFiible good.
Absolution and ignorance-this is the convenient
formula for the expression of those infl.uenees of
Christianity which hav made notorious for immorality
those periods in which that religion has most prevailed, and which confer the same notoriety upon
those peoples by whom it is most believed now.

biblical narrativ vouched for by Mr. TalmagP. It
looks reasonable in Brooklyn, as Colonel Ingersoll
said to Stewart Woodford. Jonah, says Mr. Talmage, could bav lived inside the whale for three
days, " if he had kept in motion so as to keep the
gastric juices from taking hold of him and destroying him." Of course ! It would be a little tiresome
for Jonah to dodge the gastric juice for three days,
and the ventilation might hav been a little poor, but
what is believing tbe story compared with enduring
the heat of hell for an eternity !
In fishing up the sermon from the barrel and
preaching it again Mr. Talmage has achieved his
purpose. The papers are making fun of him, and
this be considers better than being ignored. He
will now pass down in the country's records not only
as the most versatil and amusing scriptural com-·
mentator, but as one of the few preachers who had
the nervous caliber to deliberately turn his barrel
over before the congregation had bad time to forget
the bottom sermons. I~ anyone wants to see this
dusty speech treated in just the manner it deserves,
let him get Ingersoll's "Interviews on 'I'almage."

Turning the .Bat•rel Over.
A few years ago the Rev. Mr. Talmage, of Brooklyn, astonished the public by preaching sermons
defending the Bible account of creation. In those
sermons be had vegetation growing under the light
of the aurora borealis and volcanoes in activ operation on othEr planets; God making matter out of
his own omnipotence; the deluge reduced to a" local
option" flood, and made other equally absurd and

The Difference.

The New York World is very indignant that the
Bloomingdale Asylum is allowed to dodge the tax
assessor, and it puts the matter in a v-;ry clear and
forcible way. Listen :
" The Bloomingdale Asylum Is a private, money-making
Institution. It is in no sense a charity, althonl!h it seeks, by
taking an occasional free patient, to found a claim to be so
considered. There is nothing to prevent the rnormous propunscriptural statements in order to support his Bible. erty from beinp; sold out to-morrow, if such a thing were
He made quite a noise at the time and raised a hearty practicable, and the proceeds divided among the so-called
laugh all over the country. His stump pulpit trustees.
speeches were directed toward Infidelity, and _sup" The Asylnm has not only obtained the exemption of its
posed by himself to be an answer to Colonel Inger- buildinl! aud grounils p·opPr from taxation, but has also
soll's "Some Mistakes of Moses." In a series of mana~rrd to get about $4 000,000 worth of land exempted
which bas no more connection with the institution than the
''Interviews on Talmage" Colonel Ingersoll replied, New York post-office has. This is proved by the fact that
and since then comparativly little has been heard ninety-eight of the lots in the vicinity of the Asylum are now
from Mr. Talmage.
offl:'red for sale. None of these hav paid taxes since they
This obscurity evidently does not suit the Taber- hav been in P"ssession of the Asylum penple.
nacle entertainer. He pines for newspaper comment
"While the taxpayerR hav for years been compelled to pay
this wholePale incorporated tax dodger's share of the public
and notoriety. He wants to be talked about. To burdens. the property owners in the vicinity hav been seribring himself again into prominence he has fished ously damagl:'d and sometimes impoverished and ruined by
one of these old sermons up from the bottom of the the obstin~tte blockade maintained by the Asylum against
barrel, revamped it, and given it to the syndicate street opening~ and improvements. It is time this monstrous
who furnish country papers with patent inside!', and impo~ition should cease. Instead of any further exemptions,
the taxes ought to be restored on the whole of the Blonming.
also delivered it from the Tabernacle pulpit.. In its dale prope,rty, and the Jaw ought to compel the openin~ of
new form it is as amusing as in the old. "In the be- At.rl:'ets th•ough the so-called Asylum grounds. There is no
ginning," he says, is not a limitation; ''there you can reaFon whatever why the honest taxpayers of the city should
roll in ten million years if you want to." The idea be mulcted for the benefit of this entirely private and specuhe seeks to convey by this is that God may hav been lativ incorporation."
many eons of time preparing the universe, until he
Do you hear the anger verging en wrath in those
got it almost ready to liv in-the roof on, the plumb- tones of indignation at the outrage upon New York's
ing in, the plastering done, as it were-and then be tsxpayers T Every word of it is truer than gospel,
.finished it up in a week-" curtained and obandeliered and the injustice is monstrous. But hav you heard
and cushioned and upholstered for a bride and the World say anything about the "Female Acadgroom." · His exuberant imagination then give us emy of the Saered Hgart," a neighbor to the Bloom" God's days'' throughout the week in which it was ingdale Asylum! The cases are precisely parallel
completed, which days are as a thousand years. We The Academy is a money-making institution. It iR
are now living therefore in the Sabbath day, the in no sense a cbarit.y. It owns a million dollars'
seventh thousand of our ordinary years. This is a worth of land, and buildings costing hundreds of
pretty coneeit, and it has been given before, but it thousands of dollars besides. There is nothing to
bas one drawback in that it disarranges the script- prevent the enormous property from being sold out
tures. God made animals and man in the sixth day, to-morrow, and the proceeds being divided .among
and if Mr. Talmage's latest imagination is correct, the managers.
The Academy has not only obtaine·d the exemption
man can only hav been on earth between one and two
thousand years. As a matter of cold fact be baa of its buildings and grounds proper from tantioT>,
been here for a great many thousands of years. but it bas also mane.ged to get about $1,000 000
This would seem to militate against the theory of worth of land exempted which has no more con
"God's day "-but then, we don't suppose Mr. nection with the institution than the New Yolk
Talmage offered his explanation seriously.
post-cffioe bas. This i~ .i>~oved by the fact that
The Bible represented that light was created on forty-seven lots in the vicmity of the Academy hav
Monday, the sun on Thursday-" God's days." Mr. just been sold for $160000. N~ne of these ~av
Talmage got over this by repeating his old deliver- paid taxes since they hav been In the possession
ance about the aurora borealis and volcanoes on other of the Academy people. While the taxpayers hav
planets, and adding rocks in crystallization, heat, and for years been compelled to pay this wholesale incoreleetricity. The flood, he still thinks, was a "local porated tax-dodger's share. o.f ~he public burde~s, the
option" spell of wet weather. The one poor window property owners in the .vimmty. hav been s~rJOusly
in the ark be makes a " window course," a whole damaged and sometimes tmpovensbed and rumed by
range of lights. "Ignorant Iufidels," he says, "do the obstinate blocltade maintained by the Academy
not know a window pane from twenty windows." against street openings and improvements. It is
The ark story, in his opinion, is perfE>ctly reasonable. time this monst.rous imposition should cease. InThe statement that J osbua stopped the sun and stead of any further exemptions, the taxes ought
moon in their courses is as easy of belief as the to be restored on the whole of the Academy propother. "By unusual refraction of the f;Un'a rays the arty, and the law ought to compel tbe opening of
day might bav been prolonged." This is a good streets through the so-called Academy grounds.
phrase, and Mr. Talmage should carefully preserve There is no reason whatever why t.be honest taxit. This is the second time be has used it and be payers of the city should be n:u~cted. for the b~nefit
may need it again. the J onab incident is t·he l11st . pf tltia eptirely ~rivate li.Pd religiOus Ulcorporatlon.
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Hav you beard the lVorld Pay anything like this
about the Academy ! It is as absolutely true of the
Academy as of the Asylum. But the World doesn't
say it, and will not as long as the Roman Catholic
church can swap votes for cash and tax· exemptions.
The Asylum managers havn't got a hundred thousand
votes of ignorant religionists behind them.

Christianity in Georgia.
The Rev. George B. Starr, superintendent of the
Central Bible School for Home and Foreign Missions,
at Chicago, has received from Alpharetta, Ga., the
following letter written by Elder M. Huffman of the
Seventh Day Advent sect:
" Brother D. Conklin, of Michigan, who, with his family,
has lately moved into this neighborhood, bas been rl:'ported
to the grand jury, and a bill found against biro for working
on Sunday, and all he did was to cut a few sticks of wood to
build a fire. They bav in this state a 'chain gang,' where
those who violate the law are taken, and with a ball and
chain fastened to one leg, thl:'y are made to work on the public roads and railroads. Many of them are treated woree
than brntes, many hav been whipped to death, aad doubtless
if be should be taken there for workiog on Sunday be would
be compelled to work on the Sibbath. Should we be beaten
in the circuit court would you take the case to the supreme
court, and if so can you help us? We are all poor here."
This seems to be a good case for the Adventists of
Battle Creek, Mich., and Oak1and, Cal., to fight.
Theypossessthewealtb and hav many brainy men in
their movement. Their paper, the American Sentinel, could easily obtain subscriptions sufficient to
carry on the war and make things particularly uncomf0rtable for their fellow-Christians in Alpharetta,
Georgia.
Against the Blair Sunday bill the Adventists h11v
done glorious work. Let them fight in the concr"'"
as well as in the abstraet and Brother Conklin wlll
never wear a ball and chain in the convict gang.
What a barbarous, uncivilized, tyrannical, and
infamous set the evangelical Christians of Alpharet1 a
are! And they are the kind of folks who are tryiul!
to control this government and to put a ball and
chain on the limbs of everyone who dares to think
and act for himself. If of such is the kingdom
of heaven, what is the kingdom of the other place 1

Editorial Notes.
TaR present law allows only thirty-four chaplains for the
army. A bill introduced in thE' last Congress increased this
useless force to one hundred. The bill died with the Con~ress, but it will come up next fall, and possibly be smug~led
throu~rb. Tbe church is making de8perate efforts to prolong
her official life, and to get the state under her control. Surreptitious measures like this chaplain bill..:....introduced quietly,
referred in ~ilence, and to be passed without argument-are
her reliance now. Luckily the politicians were too busy
with their own schemes io spare the time to make this bill a
law.
Rl!:A.DB:Rs of THE TRUTH S&&KRR residing in Nebraska are
requested to correspond with Tripp & Miner, of Hay
Springs, that state, regarding a ·' N~:braska Lecture Association." Messrs. .Tripp & Miner are real estate agents there,
and rl:'port that there are mnny L'berals in the place and
more desired. "We are," they write, "going to organize
and bav our own social gatherings and make the church re~pect us. We bav the morals, money, and sincerity, and we
intend showing fight every time they assail us. We shall
stand by our supporters socially and financially." We
venture to predict that if this program is carried out in
honest and generous good faith Hay Springs will not be very
fertil ground for the church.

---+---

TaR French Roman Catholic journal published in Worcester, Mass., wbere the tight between the nativ populatiou and
the foreigners has raged hotly for months, comes out pl11in in
its advice to its readers. Hear it: "The French people
must. make a bold and united stand in favor of the parorhial
schools. In view of the criticism of the various school committees that tbe nuns' schools are not as good as the public
schools, the French people must support the parish schools
more generously than ever before, in order that the priests in
cbar~~;e can employ more nuns and thus keep the scboola up
to the legal standard. Politically, at the spring elections, in
all the towns where there are French Catholic voters, they
are advised that they ruust make close alliance with the Irish
Catholic voters, with a view to take between the two races
the entire charge of as many town governments as possible.
And this should be done without regard to party politics,.
because religion is of more account than party affiliations.
Democracy and Republicanism are of small account compared with the religious faith of the Irish and French."
ThP~e are the honest ~entiments of all Roman Catl.tolic.g, aod
it needs no comment to impress upon the minds of all Aml:'ricans the fact that when Rome succeeds, those places in which
she succeeds will be no places for men who bav formed the
habit of doing their thinking and expressing their thoughts.
THE TBUTH SB:RKBB CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
Reform, and Scientific Books will be m&Ued free.
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l,ttltrs Jront Jlritnds.
LEADVILLE, CoL., March 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Charles Watts, the celebrated lecturer
and brilliant orator, is now giving a series of five lectures
here. He is meeting with great success, and also giving the
Liberals a great many new ideas on which to work and
think. Leadville is a city of fifteen thousand inhabitants
and is ten thousand two hundred feet above sea level. The
principal industry is mining. I wish you great success in
your work.
Yours truly,
H. S. KENT,
Sec. Leadville Freethought Association.
OMAHA, NRB., March 9, 289.
MB. EDITOR: I would like to know if you or any of your
readers remember a poem, which appeared in THE TRUTH
BEEKER about six years ago, before I became a subscriber,
and of which the following memorized lines formed a part:
Thou great unbounded infioit, thou great unbounded whole;
Thy body is tbe universe, thy spirit is its sonl.
H thou doth fill the universe, if t.hou art all in all,
Then I am God, think as ron will, or there is no God at a.ll.

These lines are all I recollect of the verses, which at that
time appeared to me to pretty well define Materialism, and I
should like to see them in print once more.
C. H.
UNION PARK, ORE., March 3, 1889.
liB. EDITOR : I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
for over a year and I like it very much, and I do not know
how to get along without it. I am a Spiritualist in belief if
not in action. Now, I think the Spiritualists are as much
opposed to church and state as the Liberals, and we want to
keep together on that point-I mean chur.ch and state-and
I think we need all the help we can get.·
There is a little settlement here called the Park, a beautiful
little place, and the Spiritualists hav the majority, and
preachers are scarce around here. We hav debates here, but
there are not Christians enough to balance us on a religious
question. Please send me your catalog of books.
Yours truly,
WALTER ~1. LouTH.
ADRIAN, Mwn., March 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It is a sad sight, even only realized in a simple cartoon, the goddees of liberty in the midst of the ruins
of a republic. The picture, I fear, is prophEtic. What
'could cause a more pnfound and sad sensation than to see
this country in ruins, brought about by means depicted on
the opposit side of THE TRUTrr 8ERKER of March 2d-to see
the dilapidated structure of liberty shattered by unscrupulous superstition, orthodoxy, religions fanaticism in the Constitution devised by our forefather sages, who guarded
against the incorporation of a fanatical dogma in its constru;:tion? The picture iq a sad one. and I fear sooner or
later will be realized. We of the present generation will not
see it. I desire to be numbered with the unknown before
the calamity. If popery and its concomitants can bring the
ruin, be assured they will do it. All this ruin for an unknown
God. Over his glory and the disruption of this fair fabric,
America, humanity mourns. Virtue must cease to rejoice.
0. 8. BARRETT.
EsooNDIDo, CAL., Feb. 25, 1S89.
MB. EDITOR: The most logical contribv.tor to THE TRUTH
SEEKER is Wat8on Heston. Its inclination toward Spiritual. ism ani! female suffrage are enough to make a conservativ
Infidel giv it the "frozen elbow." Of course many guod
grains of wheat are to be found among its editorial chaff;
but the same may be said of a thousand other papers which
do not claim to be abnormally "Liberal."
I could get you a few subscribers here without much
trouble, but I do not propoee to encourage either Spiritualism or female suffrage, which means "God in the Constitution."
I hav been sick for the last two weeks, and perhaps will be
called upon to "pass in my checks" before I find time to
pay the few small debts I owe. My life has heen a long,
dreary storm of adversity, and the little good or harm I hav
done in the world will be hard to identify in a thousand years
from now. If I liv, I will send you what I owe you within
three months; otherwise-what I should much regret-you
may never get it. You can consult your own interest about
continuing to send me the paper. Some of its features I very
much admire.
HIRAM WENTWORTH.
SoUTH CHElMSFORD, MASs., March 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I attended a prayer meeting at this place,
where they talk to space and vacancy. The meeting was
conducted by a revivalist by the name of Fuller, from Lowell,
Mass., who said he got his orders from God every morning.
He delivered an oratioJI at the opening of the meeting on the
sin of unbelief-he said it was the greatest sin. He said
there always were and always would be Infidels. The greatest Infidel, B.obert G. Ingersoll, had a great dEal to say about
the mistakes of Moses, and had written a book on the subject. But that lllgersoll was kicking a dead lion. If Mose
was alive he could tell about the mistakes of Ingersoll.
That when Ingersoll was in the army and got into battle, and
the bullets began to whistle around him, he ran over to the
enemy, and a sixteen-year-old boy discovered him in a farmer's pig-ety. "T~ese are facts," was the way Mr. Fuller
wound up his tirade against the greatest Infidel.
I think the Christians conceal the truth and abound in lies,
and hav taken pattern after the apostle Paul (2 Cor. xii,
16).
They hav made several converts, all half.grown children,
all girls, unless the little boy that got anxious that evening
has got there since.
JoHN M. BLAISDELL.

CoBoooNK, March 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Will you kindly allow me a very small space
in your valuable paper to express my thoughts, and ask for
information, on the following subject, namely: I was walking
down the street on Sunday morning, March 11, 1889, when
one of my neighbors arrested my attention and asked me if
I knew of any remedy for poisoning, at the Eame time leading me into an outhouse, where a magnificent specimen of
the Newfoundland dog was suffering the most exr.ruciating
pains and spasms, having evidently taken poison laid out by
some sneak, who, out of jealousy toward his· neighbor,
thought fit to poison his dog. And there this poor dumb ani·
mal lay, with his big intelligent eyes dilated with suffering
at times, and then, when the spasms would pass, he would
look up to us, eeemingly imploring us to help him, and
finally, after four hours of such suffering, he died, exhausted.
Now, these were my thoughts while looking over the scene:
Was it a sin in the man who committed the mean, miserable
act, namely, of deliberately pohoning that poor, yet noble,
docil, and faithful creature who never harmed the hair c.f the
smallest child, and whose species hav performed more ac:s of
noble heroism than hav those whom these poor animals look
up to and recognize as masters? Now, tell me, will the
blood of Christ atone for that brutal act? Will that man,
who caused all that pain and suffering, go on his way rejoicing, feeling that the blood of Clirh t atones for all sins? And
•f this is sufficient atonement, then would it not hav been
better for these dumb creatures had Christ never been born?
And must we come to the conclusion that the originator of
all nature, in all his wisdom, hath made no provision for the
protection of his faithful dumb animals? J. H. HARVEY.
EAu'CLAIRE, Wis., March 5, 1889.

1Y1R. EDITOR: I hav received the following courteous epistle
from B. R. Tucker, and as I know he will not print ,my
answer, I want to see if you will :
Box 3.866, BoSTON, March 3, 1889.
C. L. JAMES, Dear Sir: Do you fxpect anYone to believe that
miserable pretense of yours tbat that mathemat-ical error was
intentional on your part? Bah! Yon simply made an idiotic
blonder, and are ashamed to own it.
Yours b'nntl:r,
B. R. TucxEB.

Let's reason the matter, Comrade Tucker. Henry George,
whom I select as the typic!Ll Malthus.demolisher, because he
has brought together all the refutations without being at all
particular about their consistency, founds his principal argument upon this assertion, that ten men can produce ten times
as much as one man in the same space, while Malthus
ignorantly imagined that production advanced only in an
arithmetical ratio to a geometrical ratio of numbers. It is
true Mr. George goes further, and says ten men can produce
more than ten times as much on poor Iand-e. _q., on the top of
Mount Blanc (?)-as. one man on good land. But Zeno
and Tucker are not so hardy. They are content to as~ert as
a self-evident propoaition that if one man can produce :v on
an acre, ten can produce 10 ro. Therefore, if a hen and a·half
lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, one hen lays one
egg a day, and six hens will lay forty-two eggs in seven days.
Are not the t'I'I'O arguments exactly parallel? Or, to cite
McArthur's dog before a locomotiv, of which I was thinking
more than of Tucker, the series 10, 1, .1, .01, 031, etc., may
continue to infinity. Therefore, 10, plus 1, plus .1, plus .01,
plus .001, etc., equals infinity. Behold my familiar rule l
Equal factors in the same problem may be multiplied by the
same quantity without changing their relations! And now,
when I hav been at pains to learn a new system of arithmetic,
to be told by one of the invEntors that it is an idiotic blunder,
"dot was rough I" But anything suits an anti-Malthusian
better than to admit that the freedom of woman must precede
that of man.
Yours smoothly,
C. L JAMI!S.
BAN BERNARDINo, CAL., March 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The diFcussion between Robert G. Ingersoll,
Coudert, and Woodford, truth and honor vs. bigotry and slavery of mind, was one-sided. The colonel had it all his own
way, and nobly passed over the low, jralmis 1hrusts of his
opponents. The world Fays that tmth shall triumph. Creation is truth and nature declares the fact. Man is the only
creation that is trying to smother all that is good and noble
to gratify Lis selfish ends.
Mr. Coudert is ev_idently jealous of the thought that Colonel Ingersoll's name ~hould be placed upon the same pedestal
with such grand names as Voltaire, Hugo, and Rousseau.
He, a Catholic, dares to eulogize Voltaire, to the detriment of
his own doctrin and church. "He built up," but forgets that
he was also a destroyer. Rousseau was a noble madman, and
Hugo willliv in the minds of lhe people when the history of
the church will be a tradition.
Mr. Coudert charges Ingersoll with having done nothing
to build up. The colonel was too modest to notice the
charge. He has done much to build up Freethought, and
the right to express it has been his watchword. He who
makes _those around him happier and the world better is
building up. He is destroying the church and upon the ruins
building up the love of family and humanity. He destroys
the di9)ease of superstition, and has been instrumental in
extinguishing the fires of hell. He has helped in the cause
of education, taught people to learn and think for themselvs.
.Mr. Coudert &ays: "Unfortunately freedom of thought
exists." He would to-day crush our civilization back to the
priest-ridden ages of the dark centuries when it was death
to say, "The earth moves."
Robert G. Ingersoll's name will be a bright star in the galaxy
of noble American minds when that of Hon. Frederick R.
Coudert will be forgotten. There is a niche in the hearts of
the American people in which Bob's name will be enshrined
to the end of time. To read his writings is to love the man
and be a better person for the reading. An h::mest heart
goes out to him with sympathy and love. He is hardly in

the prime of his usefulness, and may ·he be spared many
years to batter down the strongholds of superstition, and
build up the doctrin of "Jove your family and make others
happy." And when that career of usefulness is ended, where
will rise the one with his eloquence to pronounce the eulogy
of a mourning world? His epitaph will be the curse of
.
superstition and the tears of grateful humanity.
WALLAOE WE&TWIN.
LEXINGToN, KY., Feb. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Coudert knows that our holiest thoughts
come· with a sudden, ardent burst of enthusiasm. Then
repress not, in the name of justice, the words of the man
or woman who thinks well for our country. The logic which
represses honest thought, or the expression of it, runs backward and accomplishes no improvement. And who is fitted
to check or criticise the opinions of his friends? Who is
without some passionate prejudice, some dar:lng theory,
which ~ays: "I am competent to chaiu you. My object is
to save your poor soul, by force, if need be." Thus does the
fiend, Supernaturalisrc, take a man by the collar, drag him
out of liimself, and cause him to be the basest of persecutors.
Thus the purest hearts hav consented to the rack, the ghastly
tribunal, the fagot, the flame.
There is no danger of the want of conservatism. It is
always snpplied by selfish considerations, love of gain, burning ambition. These will throttle your hone8t opinions,
which are your life-breath. The man who throws contempt
upon another's views, boycotts his business, tells you not to
trade in his store, had about him' the odor of an intolerant
fiend just from the fires of the pit of woe.
Why force their inferior Christ upon us? Unholy ambition thirsts for his "heavenly kingdom-the sensual indolence which will not build one here.., Moses had some idea
of personal freedom, Christ had none. Does that betoken an
advance in civilization? "The fate of humanity at no time
depended on one man or one book," but bloody revolutions
against church and state hav changed the moral status of
ALHAZA..
society.
PALMYRA, KY., Feb. 18,289.
MR. EDITOR: The Christian churches combined constitute
the most soulless and gigantic monopoly that was ever in
existence. It is an outgrowth from'heathen idolatry and foolish superstitions, and with its relentless grasp it robs the
cradle.and the grave ; it robs and controls the intellect when
developing in childhood, and robs the grave of its peaceful
rest; it robs people of the time that should be used in
studying something useful, instead of learning ghost stories
from vulgar Bibles, or praying to imaginary gods. It tried
to ro~ Thomas Paine of the honors of an American patriot;
told falsehoods about his death-bed scenes, and in its grasping, selfish, and greedy embrace it presses to its putrid and
rotten, bloated, old carcass, Girard College, and forces its
foul breath inside its noble walls, so instead of its being an
honor to our cause, as was intended by its noble founder, it
is a blot and disgrace to civilization. Its frauds and methods
of supporting itself in idleness and ignorance encompass the
globe, and everything is grasped eagerly and adopted and
woven in to prove its wondr0us and untruthful creeds, and
their polished teachers are all the while conniving in the i 1
brain something new to hold the masses in their relentless
grasp.
They are all the while searching, planning, adopting, and
discarding to hold the slavish power of fear over their blind
followers. Their priests and ministers hav to adopt everything they can to keep their business-and bread and butter
-from slipping away from them, for their well drilled forces
are surrendering to the truthful batteries of Freethought and
mental liberty. Their cathedrals and creeds are crumbling
to pieces, and they are in peril, and to save themselvs from
total defeat they hav to adopt evolution now as s cornerstone for their theology to stand upon.
Here are a few words from the sermon of the Rev. Myron
·Adams, delivered at his church in Rochester, Dec. 9, 1888:
"The march of evolution, from the foundation of the Christian religion, is a Niagara stream impossible to put a stop to,
and it is a bad thing that Christian people should consent to
be Infidels [to it]."
I do sincerely thank Mr. Adams for daring to use his reason, and for casting from the shoulders of Liberals that old
disgraceful stigma of Infidelity and placing it where it belongs-on the back of Christians. Truly the intellectual sky
is brightening, and to keep their religious societies anywhere
near the army of progress they hav to reluctantly fall into
line, or they will be left out in the cold.
H. P. MARSH.
CHESANING, Mwa., March 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : A copy of your paper fell into my hands by
way of a brother of mine, in answer to my inquiry as to what
he thought of Senator Blair'R Sunday Rest bill. That paper
contained, among other things, the cartoon representinp: the
union of church and state under the guidance of the Blair
bill. We, with others, think it a forcible and correct illustration, though some church people do not see it in that light.
We read carefully the discussion by Robert G. Ingersoll
and others in the same paper. We hav no knowledge of the
avoirdupois of the gentleman, yet we will venture at our
distance to whisper that we think his theory on thought is
somewhat lame on one limb, at least.
He says that man is not responsible for his thoughts; that
he(man)cannot help thinking, etc. Now, compare this with
another teacher's statement, who lived 9ver eighteen hundred years ago, a recognized author by many, if not by the
colonel, at the present day. He says that whosoever looketh
upon a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery
already in his heart. Mark, it is not the look, but lust or
thought, that this teacher says breaks the Seventh Com-
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mandment l Is not here responsibility attached to man's
thoughts?
Again, says Mr. In.gersoll, man cannot help thinking or
stop his thoughts. We reply this time louder than a whisper
that we know better. It is one thinp; to say, I cannot, but
quite another to say, You cannot. Mr. Ingersoll may truthfully say he cannot stop his flow of thought, but when he
says that another man cannot, he is stating something that
he does not· know or cannot prove; and this has ever been
one of the strong pillars of Infidelity-to make assertions
without proof. He may never hav learned how to stop his
thoughts, or words, while others hav and can.
The writer has known others besides himself that hav
learned and practic~d this little, yet valuable, secret. Dr.
Jackson, founder of the home at Dansville, N.Y., taught it
to his patients. One of them gave us the key, and here it is:
Simply, stop thinking. But, says Mr. Ingersoll, you ·cannot
do it. Yes, I can; and hav many times, when I knew
my mind or thinker needed rest, after hours of hard study,
and the mind and thoughts all aglow with the intensity of
the subject under consideration, dropped my thoughts, and
in less than two minutes hav fallen into a sweet, restful, and
thoughtless sleep. I did not even think of saddle or bridle
either. It is simply the exercise of the will over the mind or
thought, as expressed by the great teacher above noticed;
and how much better if the great teachers of the nineteenth
century were in harmony with the teachers of the first
century l
I understand that the thought, as expressed l;ly the great
teacher, is the bud; the words issuing from the thought are
the blossom ; the act produced by both is the fruit. Is not
the bud responsible for the fruit? If so, could not the tree
(the man) hav killed the bud before it blossomed? Most
certainly. Then there lies his responsibility.
It seems to me that Mr. Ingersoll and Company would do
well to stop manufacturing that and similar buds from which
we are reaping a wonderful harvest at the present day. It
seems that in every age the main work of Infidelity is to tear
down rather than to build up. We may stop to-day and
patiently answer every question and every objection beyond
a reasonable doubt, and shut their mouths by askiDg them to
giv us something better than Christianity, and to.morrow
they will come back and ask the same, with as much
bravado and gusto as though they had never been answered.
Voltaire, Thomas Paine, and Company are a heavy firm,
yet their scrip is worthless according to the detector. Do
they ever offer us any better code of laws than the Ten Commandments? any better teachings than Christ taught in his
Sermon on the Mount? any purer, holier, more elevating
principles than were taught by him and his apostles? Hav
they ever given us any evidence of their superior knowledge
as to the rise, progress, and fall of notable men, nations,
kingdoms, and governments?
How did Daniel know that the kingdom of Babylon, that
in his day was at the bight of its glory, would be subdued by
the Medea and Persians, and that the Persian line would take
the lead in their kingdom ? How did he know that the
Medea and Persians would be overthrown by the Grecians
under Alexander, their first king? How did he know that
the Grecian kingdom would be divided into four parts, as it
was after Alexander's death, by his four generals? How did
he know that the Grecian kingdom would be subdued by the
strongest nation that would ever exist upon the earth? How
did he know that this kingdom or power would put Christ to
death upon the cross, and then continue until it would be
divided into ten parts, or kingdoms, which was done between
356 and 483 of the Christian era? And how did he know it
would continue in this divided state until the final consummation of all ellrthly kingdoms? Are they not still in
their divided state, and known in history as the ten kingdoms of the Roman empire?
How did Isaiah know Cyrus's name more than one hundred
years be:ore he was born, that he (Cyrus) would conquer
Babylon, and name the peculiar manner in which he would
do it? And how did he know that the city of Babylon after
it was destroyed would be inhabited by doleful creatures,
wild beasts, owls-that satyrs would dance there, and
drs gens cry in their pleasant houses, etc., and that the daring
Arab could not be induced to pitch his tent there?
Let Infidels answer these questions satisfactorily, then we
will giv them another batch. Let them try their hand at
such predictions, and see if they will be as literally and completely fulfilled as are the prophecies of both the Old and
New Testament writer~. We wait to hear from ttem.
Respectfully yours,
D. W. MILK.
DETROIT, Mwa., March 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. C. L. James, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
March 2d, says that some remarks of mine cause him to rise
and explain. I am very glad to hav done even so much as
to cause one thinker to rise and explain. But I am sorry
that, after rising, he forgot what he arose for. I hav, for
many years past, been very well acquainted with many able
men who advocated Socialism, Communism, and Anarchy,
and nearly all of them are brave, honest people. But their
theories hav never seemed either applicable or practicable;
they hav a condition of affairs before their minds which
pleases them and is desired by all other people, but no 1'one
has ever yet made known any practicable means of obtaining
those conditions. The trouble with nearly all reforms is that
we are all the victims of our educations. We hav been fed
from our birth upon the superstition that we are free and liv
under the tender protection of a free government. Now, no
advance in any real reform will ever gain one &tep forward
so long as this falsehood is believed. The superstition of the
church is secondary to this by long odds. In THE TRUTH
SEEKER of February 16th, on the first page, i.s a quotation
from Secular 1'hougltt as follows: "Liberty, in the widest
and best sense of the term, is little understood in:• this coun-
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try. We boast that we are a free people, and we best illus- press, that if he were mayor he would giv me peremptory
trate this freedom by imposiDg all sorts of restrictions upon
our people." Now, I think the writer of the above does
not understand liberty in any sense, any more than other
people, for liberty can hav no widest or narrowest sense,
any more than the sun can hav a wide and a narrow sense of
illumination. The declaration that every person born has
an inalienable right to life, liberty, and to pursue happiness,
has no widest and best sense. It is unqualified truth. To add
to or take from it is simply hypocrisy. As light is the opposit of darkness, so liberty is the opposit of slavery. As
the light is removed, an obscured darkness takes its place,
so as liberty is taken from the people, slavery takes its place.
People talk about feeling not very well and baH sick, and
they talk of wage-slavery and the slavery of capital, and all
sorts of slavery, when, in· fact, it is all slavery, and no person has ever yet known what a condition of liberty is.
There are laws everywhere making suicide a crime, because
they say life is inalienable. Yet our government has never
hesitated one moment to alienate the life, liherty, and happiness of every man, woman, or child, since the Constitution
gave it the power to tax the people, to raise revenues, declare war, and declare what constitutes treason.
We, the people, are either a free people living under a
government formed for liberty, intended to protect the people in their inalienable rights to life, liberty, and happiness,
and there has never been a person hanged or deprived of life,
liberty, or happiness in the past one hundred years-or we
are slaves and hav lived one hundred years under a government formed to enslave the people and to rob them of those
inalienable rights, and hundreds hav been hanged and deprived of life, liberty, and happiness. There is an old say.
ing that men do not gather grapes from thorns, nor figs
from thistles, and it applieli here very well. Let people giv
up the superstition that we are free, and all other fallacies
will soon follow. People hav all their lives been talking of
monarchical countries as enslaved, and of this country as
having a free government. Yet no one can tell where the
difference is, or show that ever one country had a government that was so different from all others as to make the
condition of the people continue to be prosperous, happy,
and contented. If ·such a thing had ever been known, other
countries would hav been sure to copy after it. And if, as
has been claimed for over a hundred years past, this country
had so constructed its government and laws as to protect the
people in the inalienable right to life, liberty, and happiness,·
the consequences would hav been that there would never
hav been any poverty, slavery, war, crime, vice, or misery;
no use for the gallows, the prison, workhouse, jail, or police
station, and every country on earth would, long since, hav
adopted the same kind of government, and the world would
be free to-day instead of millions of the best men standing
with arms ready to murder each other. But the money.
lenders own the earth, and the people thereof, and to hav a
fre.e government destroys their occupation, for all slavep;overnments are formed for and by the money-lenders.
Governments are only their tools. They tell the people that
governments cannot make money, but they can and will
license any number of bankers to lend their debts to the
people as money, and then, as no people would ever borrow
or use anyone's debts as money unless compelled to, the
government levies a tax upon all and everything that the
people hav or can raise or get or must hav, and thus compels
the people to borrow bankers' debts to pay taxes with, and
thus puts bankers' debts in circulation as money to rob the
people by debt and interest. And no person can think of an
evil or oppression that has not had its germ and root in this
slavery to the money-lenders by taxation.
I had hoped to hav seen this noticed by more of the
readers and writers in THE TRUTH SBBKBR, as it is plain and
simple and points straight to liberty by the only path that
can ever lead there. One of the largest and best-informed
papers in the city says that $1,000,000 a day in taxes are
handed over to the banks for the general government, and
about as much more for state governments. So that the
people must borrow $2,000,000 a day of bankers' debts to
pay taxes with, which is handed back to the banks to be
borrowed again to-morrow.
Now,' let all taxation cease. Let our government create
and issue its own money a legal tender, and never authorize
or recognize anything else as money, and with it pay all expenses of government, and all public works that are for the
good of all.
Ever yours for liberty,
J. H. WooD.
Nxw CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The young men of the Young Men's Christian Association think they are the center of the universe,
and everything, including this planet, revolves around them, or
not to put it too strong, they think they are the center of
attraction in every town and city where they hav an organization and imagin when they walk the streets that every.
body that passes them thinks to himself, There goes not
only a very "goody-good" young man, but one who shapes
the destinies and morals of all who happen to enter the place.
The first thing you will notice on entering the depot is a
notice that tells you where their headquarters are, where I
will assure you that you will not find any literature that will
cause such a sudden expansion of the cranium as. to burat
your head. In circulating the petition against the Blair bill
1 would come in contact with them once in a while, and
they would snap and snarl at it worse than any little cur you
ever saw. And if they held any official position, which
some of them did, such as police, they prostituted their
official position to try and intimidate a person that was exercising one among our first constitutional rights, that of petitioning Congress. There were no less than two of these
official meddlers trying to intimidate me while I was circulating the above document, and so they followed up the idea
that the Rev. E. P. Chittenden advanced through the Salina

orders to leave the city. What traitors to their country I
what traitors to liberty ! what traitors to justice I what
traitors to their oath of office ! Is it not plai.n that, if history
ever repeats itself, the first danger lies in municipal government? So it behooves every Liberal to know whom he
is trusting with the government of his town or city. See to
it that you are electing fair-minded men from mayor down
to city police justice. Of course I would hav a tilt with these
young men on the goose question, as it were, once in a while,
and their arguments consisted in the threadbare lie that
" Ingersoll does not believe what he advances," and " You
will see when you come to die," and "I would hate to think:
that I was no better than a brute," and "I don't see how
you can be happy in such a belief." I would retort: "Do'
you believe what you claim to? Now, then, if you can
show me wherein Colonel Ingersoll should not be credited with
truth and veracity, then there will be some ground for your
assertion. I happen to take a paper that records the death
of unbelievers daily, and not a single one of them changes
his belief on his deathbed, nor is there an instance on
record where any ever hav. So, judging by their experience,
I never will. But there are on record instances where Chris.
tians hav-that of Jean Mealier, a .Catholic priest, and Miutin
Luther. The latter sai.d, 'It is all dark.' And if you were
honest ~ith yourself you would say the same thing. Now
you believe or guess that when I die I will catch hell. I
guess not. Is your guess any better than mine? 'You will
see!' No, I won't, for I shall not hav any eyes to see with
and if you and your sky-pilot m11ke the same mistakes there
as you hav made in regard to the circulation of this petition
your guesses are not worth much here or hereafter, and I am
inclined to think I shall find it altogether different from what
you guess. And as for your claiming that I think I am no
better than a brute, you assume too much. While I don't
know very much, I try to do justice as far as I know how,
and as far as the brute is concerned it is not accountable if
it should happen to eat another up, but your God is. Now,
in circulating this petition I hav learned by sad experience
that those of your way of thinking will stoop to any injustice
or unf!l.irness to gain your point over an opponent. Now,
which is the most like the brute, you or I? Perhaps you
feel as I do about the brute, that if you do a fellow-man a
wrong your God will forgiv you for it. D m't you see
you place yourself on the same level with the brute? And
I look upon you with this difference, that you ought to be
accountable to your fellow-man, while the brute ought not
to be to his fellow-brute. And when you do a person an
injustice when he differs with you, or when you use a club
or the law to prevent him, you use brute force, and place
yourself on the same level with the brute-only worse. The
brute is excusable because he doesn't .know any better; you
are not because ·you ought to. Now, I want to show you
some of the injustice I hav received at your hands-that is,
by your side of the house. When I went up to get a reply
in the Republican to the attack: made on me through its columns by the Rev. Mr. Chittenden, I was accused of trying
to get my name in print, thus adding insult to injury. One
morning when I was taking the train at New Cambria for
Salina I called the agent's attention to the Blair bill. After
asking me eome questions, which I answered, he said he did
not want such talk before his children, and if I were not
careful I would find the door. He lived in the station, and
the children were asleep, and if they were not, who was to
blame, as he asked the question ? I wrote to the manager of
the road to know 'if it was a public building. I was fired
from Mr~. J. A. Shout's boarding-house because I was not
able to belie'V'e in the novelties that the rest of the boarders
did. They had the. Bible arid an immense stock of other
novels, in p11per covers, for a library. Now, I don't hav the
advantage of any such library, and yet I 'had to p;o,' as one
policeman put it about my leaving the city, so you see there
is no forgivness of sin on account of ignorance with you
fellows. You see, I was not educated in the same branches
of knowledge with that household. Methinks I hear you
say, 'You ought to hav been, and so it is your fault and ~ot
theirs and that settles it.' Let us be honest. I bunked w1th
one of these young men a week and found him a perfect
gentleman, but I must say he was a grand exception to the
rule. I hav gone to all this trouble to relate my charges
instead of asking you to believe in my assertions, as some
of your number did in Pcanning my petition. Some said we
were Nihilists, some one thing and some another, and when
called upon to show wherein we were not law-abiding citizens, or violated one right, that settled it, they did not giv
an instance~ So I am. in the habit, whenever any person
makes a charge against another, to hav him tell me all about
it. Ecclesiastes says: 'Man has no preeminence above a
beast· all hav one breath; all go unto one place; all are of
the d~st, and return to the dust again.' All of the above is
true except where it says that we are' all of the ilust.' This
is too but I want it distinctly understo:Jd, not in the sense
that 'Ada~ was made out of dust and stood up against the
fence to dry.' Now, you want to lo:Jk out if you deny this
passage of scripture I hav just quoted ; according to your
belief you will catc1t what you think your God has in store
for me. The best way I hav of getting you to understand
whether I am happy in my belief is to ask you, Are you happy
in yours? Echo answers the same for me. And when you
had a little more power than you hav now, did not some of
your way of thinking torture a few hundred thousands of
persons of our way of thinking? When they suffered death
for their belief, will you doubt that it was a source of
great comfort and happiness to them? How much more
80 to me, when I hav no fear of death from the same cause,
knowing that you who are so dreadfully opposed to boycotting will only try to hurt me by slander and abuse, and every
other conceivable plan that an ill-disposed person can bring
to bear upon me?"
JoHN W. AI!BOTT.
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friends the fact that the more we study and
observe the lllWS of nature, the more r~tloed
and elevating become our thoughts. A
knowledge of the pritciples of ecience 'l'l'ill
Mattf'r.
render us happier as we journey through the
Many learned m~n hav written on the sub- world by making us· better fitted to use the
ject of matter, and they hav told much of its advantages that come in our way. We shall
varied and wonderful qualities. I will tell never know too much.
JoHN T. REED.
about a few of the principal of these qualities
for the benefit of the Corner.
QnESTroNs.-Wha.t does tbe word "rnatt~r" ileThe word " matter " is a term used to de- nm., 1 Wbat quality of matter i• firMt mentioned T G1v a. •PeCimen of the chv •• lbllily of
note all those substances that affect our matter, Oan we d~~troy matter 1 If WE> ern· b a.
of sa.L>d, hav we dPstroyed itT If we burn e.
senses. This term includes an infinit variety grain
piece of wood, ha.v we destro1 •d It 1 H uot. wlJa.t
of forms-in fact, it includes everything that ha.v we dont> 1 If not destroyed, where is it. 1 Are
there any more or ftwer pa.rncles of matt. r now
"Ccupies space, ever:)'thing that has length, than
there were ages ago T What. do we mfa.u by
magnitude or extenstou 1 Where cin we fee this
breadth, or thickness.
qn,.lir.y 1 What 1s meant by impenPt.rab>hty 1
All matter is divisible. This is plain to .lfenhon the flr•t illn•tratlou. D"~" rnRt.ter "ver
everyone. When we walk through the parks, .puea.r to be p netra.ted 1 I• u penetrated 1 Wb .. t
••ln~rtia.? Does a. ball when ~·U' iu monon •lop
the fields, or our gardens, and the scent of ttself 1 Wh11t ca.n•es rt to ftop 1 What i• at.trac·
1 Of how ma.t•Y kiDde i• a.trraor.ion 1 Wbat
flowers comes to our nootrils, we hav a speci. non
trethey1 Whati~cob.,•iOn1 Whati•gravit-ali<'n1
men-and one that is very sweet. too-of thl' What is the result nf study 1 How will a knowldivisibility of matter. We hav learned thai edge of science bent :fit n~ f
the fragrance of which we are then consciou~
is composed of ·particles that were separated
from the flower.
We may divide matter-a bo:ly may be
~epsrated into smaller and still smaller par.
A. II in a UfetimP. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, SOOpp., $1,50.
ticlfs without limit-but we cannot destroy
it. Supp0se we crush a grain of· sand; we A.pDIPS of (-iuld. And Other Stories
for BuYs and Girls. 12mo, S~Spp,, $1.2~
may f!rind it all we please, but it will not bl' Story Hour. An Exct!ptwnally Hand·
destroyed. The pq,rtiC'les of which it was
wme and IntAresting B«ok, Wilhout. t'upHstitiOn, for Obildren a.ud Yon• h '' b~ Only Freecomposed will still exht. We may burn a
thinkers' Chtldten•s Swry-Bn"k E-ver u•n~d.
piece of wood, but we shall not hav destroyed
66 full. page tllnstra.t-wn• aud 25 •maller: large
type, heavy, tonPd p~per, broad margins, illus1t. We simply Fhall hav divided it. By that
trated covers; 4to, 2l!!pp., boards, $1.
process the parts that went to make up thl'
Address THE T}{UTB SFEh..bR C'O.,
28 Lafayette P; .• New York.
stick will hav changed their form-some of
them will hav gone off into the atmosphere
as smoke, and some will remain in the form
THE
of ashes-but none of them will be annihi
lated. They will not cease t().be. There will
not be a single particle of matter less or more
DISCUSSION.
after than there was before the stick wa8
FAITH
OR AGNOSTICISM?
consumer'!. There is exactly the same num.
-ober of the partic'es of matter or atoms io
Two Letters from Dr. FiPJd, D.D.. editor of the
~xi~tence now that there was ages ago.
Presbyterian EvanoeZ,;t.• to Oolonel IngHsoll, and
Matter has always been the same in quantity two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the E'X·
few Christians wbo ha.vopposPd Colonel
and will be for all eternity. Therefore it is oeedingly
Ingersoll kindly and conrtf'ou•IY, and thf GrPat
A.gnoetio
has
nseil him accordingly. Dr. Field's
obvi:ous that things may be changed but not
arguments, however. are broken in pieces.
destroyed.
By magnitude or extension, a second qnality
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION•
of matter, we mt-an its property of occupyPrice,
50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
ing space. It is by the observation nf this
quality that we know the shape in which a
body exists-that is,' whether it is large or
~mall, long or short, wide or narrow, thin or
thick, d what form or figure. This q•1alit.y
OR,
is manifest. We can see it in the trees, the
rivers, the fields, tbe Fun and the moon.:_in
THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
fact. in everything that occupies space.
is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
A third quality of matter is impenetrability Wherein it of
Natural Phenomena. only.
-that is, everything fi 1~ a certain space. a
BY
MILTON w OOLLR'i I M.D.
~pace that no other body can fill. As an ill us.
Among
tbe
many
attempt• made by "ClPntists to
tration: We take a glass. It is full of air.
'lrnsh the Bible, this is uuqnestiona.hly the most
When we pour water into it, tbe water dis- vi~roroaa.-[Cbicago Times.
pia cPs the air, but the air still .occupies a Cloth,lllus ,heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2.~0.
space. If we move, we displace the air
Addre&R 'I'HE '1 RUTH SEEKER.
around us, but b"th our bodies and the air
occupy the same ~pice as before. TP,ere are
srme instances in which me.tter may appar- The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
en•ly be pfnetrated, but it has been proved
Industrial ~lavery ot To Day.
that it can never be d<me. If a nail should
be driven into a piece of wood, the particles
of wood would not be peretrated; they
would be merely displaced. So it is to be
B} Edward Bt'llamy,
observed that every substance must hav a Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
place.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Lif erary
Inertia is a fourth quality of matter. This World,
This
astonishing bo()k, how it bannt.s one,
m1 ans the total inability of a body to change
like a. grown-up •· Allee in WondArla.ud I" The
its position or state. A ball cannot put itself mind folio\\ a ent.nnced.-[Bost.Ou Ga.zette.
It is a thought· breeding book, aud all who are
in motion, nor can it, when put in motion, free
to receive new light w11l fir d wit •a.tisfa.otion
~top itself. Suppose we start a ball rolling and inspira.tion.-[New York Tnllune.
The
is always made t-o a man's reason,
on a smooth pavement. It soon stops, but it and toappeal
his noblest sentiments: never to his selPost.
flshne•s.-[Boston
does not stop it~elf. It is the resistance of
A glowiug prophecy and a. go•pal of peace,
the air, the friction, and various other causes where the plea.snres of this worl<l are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
that make it stop.
A HUflgestion of a. really PractiCH bl· and fea.~i·
A fifth quality of matter is attraction. Of ble social state grea.t.Jy in advance of the present.
The roma.ntio narrativ is rich in its forecast of
this there are two kinds. The first is the at- a.atua.l
posslbilities.-[Boatou Traveler.
traction of cohesion, without which every12mo. cloth, $1.~0; paper. 50c.
thing about us would crumble to pieces. We
Addr.ess THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
break a stick of candy; by this act we hav
destroyed the attraction of cohesion which
held the candy together in the place where it
is broken. When we melt lead we destroy
A RADICAL ROMANCE.
by fire the cohesion of the particles of metal.
By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
The second kind of attrac1ion is the attraction of gravitation, which means the tendency Author of" Exeter Hall," "Heathen!' of the
Heath," " Family Creeds," "Beau.
of all bodies to approach each other. This
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
is witnessed when anything falls to the
ground. Newton, it is said, first conceived
The story is used by tbe author to teach Freethe idea of universal attraction from the thought, to remove superstition from the minds
of
who would not read a. polemical es~ay,
simple incident of an apple falling to the andthose
to urge facts against the varions churches.
ground from a trPe in his garden. It is be- believing whiCh thetr supporters will desPrt th~m,
book is an argument as well as a. novel but
Follow with reverent steps each great exam- cause of this quality of matter that things The
the senons predicaments of tbe hero a.re skilfully
ple
stand firmly on the earth on. every part of the used to lure the reader alnng, an<l to iudnce him
to ta,ke the antido~e to t.h,.ologica.l poisoning withOf all whose holy work was doing good;
globe.
out knowmg it. Mr. M<'Dounell writes effectiv\y
and
and always braces his romances
So shall the wide earth seems a sacred temSo much is to be said about the quality of withconvincingly,
facts on one aide H.Dd tl~~:ures on the other.
ple,
attraction, that I will tell the children of it Tho•e who hav read his previOus worka ne~d not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
Eacb loving life a psalm of gratitude.
at another time. But before closing I wish so
at once.
·
- Whittier,
l could impress upon the minds of our young l'rioe, in pa,per, 50 cents ; in oloth, 711 oents.

Adam
and he took one of his ribs
and
made he a woman," etc. Then
as he looked· his aunt in the eye, she asked him
lf!dited by Mrss .SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall what he thought of that. He said: ''I think
P.<fJ~, Mau., to whom all OommunicatiunsjOf' it is a pretty large ~tory." That boy is now a
man of family, but is still an Infidel.
hi"' G()NI,8f' slwuld be sent.
A !jmall boy had heard of hell, and he asked
his sister, who was older than himself, what
. " Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower.
kind of a place it was. She answered him,
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupations
conveying the idea that it was a pretty hot
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
place .that the wicked were cast into, etc.
Says he: "By mightiesl I couldn't stand that
-'' Hiv Me A Frosty Morning.
two minutes." He is now a man, and has no
Giv me a frosty morning.
fear of surh a place, as he is an Infidel.
When everything ie chtd
A boy of five, whose father .was something
Iu garments white adorninll'.
of a sporting man, asked his mother who God
To m~tke this old world gla.d.
Giv me the crystRIInster
was. She answered him to the best of her
or alinginu, trailing vines,
knowledge and llelief, giving him the idea
Wbere in profusion o!uster
that God was something pretty large. Says
A. thonoanrl odd designs.
be: " Do you suppo•e he can throw Lyge ?"
Giv me the river flowing
In ripples of deh11ht,
(the hired man). She answered him goodA II lined with trees a.glowing
naturedly that she thought he could. Sa) s
In liveries of white.
he : " I'll bet you a dollar that Lyge can
Giv me a frosty morning.
throw him higher than a kite." Lyge was
Jn•t a.S the BUD'S bright l'ayB
evidently his god. That boy died young.
A crYstal beauty are forming
To me<t our fervent 11aze.
Queer happenings occur on the occasion
Giv me a hut a.ll sprinkled
of liltle people's first "outings" at church,
With dots of hoa.ry frost.
~11 c•f them suggestiv of the startling innoWhPre vines, ,.)1 crook~d and crinkled,
Climb np, a. long, across.
rence of childhood and its bewitching talent
Giv me this scene of splendor,
for" hitting the nail on the head." A minTbis earthly paradise,
ister's little daughter was attending her first
W~ere fall the ge.ms so tender,
church service, at which her father presided.
Like meteors from the ~kiff.
She had never seen him in pulpit before, and
Giv m" a. frosty morning
on his entrance therein her presence of mind
Amidst the gilded boughs,
Where trumpet sound give warning,
f -rsook her, and she piped up, in a voice exAnd every thonght endowP.
pressiv of j•>yful recognition," Why, t-h.e-r.e's
Giv me tbi• scene all htden
papa,
up in that box!" Avenging prrpriety
W1th drops of fr(lzen dew,
swPpt down upon the little maiden, and for a
Jn•t hke a. jeweled maiden,
All r<,bed iu pMrly bne.
season there was a great calm. Bnt the servGiv me this lustrous vbion
ices were grievously long to such a wee wor•1'1• nature's wed<linll·gown,
shiper, and she became very restless, walking
All dr~tperl in neat precision,
up and down the pew and sighing audibly.
Replete with beanty'd crown.
, ivl.llJnt!, Dalr.
Lours N. CarLL, Ja.
Mamma whispered, comfortingly, "Papa'"
most through, dear," whereupon ensued an.
A Dutch Lullaby.
other brief period of quiet ; but it was not to
W· nken, Blynken. and Nod one uigJ..t
last. Tired baby nature had reached its
. ..;a !led off in a w••odeu sboeutmost limit of endurance, and by and by
!-1 1 ~d into a. river of misty night,
over the quiet listeners arose a little voice,
·· 1.. to a sea of dew.
" Whe-re >~.re you goine and what do ron wiah 1"
clear and plaintiv and coaxing, "Isn't you
. Tbe old moon a.Bkerl t.he three.
you most froo. papa?''
·~·We ha.v come to fish fnr the herring-fish
· Tna.t liv in this be~<ntifnl sea.;
· ~ets of silver and gold bav we,"
Correspondence.
Said Wynken,
TILDEN, NEB.·, March 15. 1889.
Blynken,
DEAR Miss WIXON : I thought I would
And Nod.
write you a few line• to let ~ ou know how I
Tbe old moon laue hPrl and enng & song
am getting along. Our fChool is out now.
As they rocked i" the wooflen shoe.
We are goinl!' to hav a sale to-morrow, and
A ud the wind that ~ped tbem all night long
are going to Neola, Ia. We traded our farms
· Rdfled the wav~s of dew;
for a hardware store in Neola.
The little stars were the herring-fish
GEORGE W BITNEY.
· Tba.t livfd 1n the beautiful •ea,
.:. Now cast your nets wh.raver you wish.
: But never afpared are we"PRoCToR, Mo., March 4, 1889.
So cried the st.trs lo the fishermen thref,
DEAR ;Miss WJXoN: I thought I would
Wynken,
wrhe a letter to the Children's Corner. We liv
Blynken,
one mile from the O.age nver; it is up Vt>ry
And Nod.
high-we can come in a skiff within two
hundred yards of our house. We take THR
All night long their nets they thrsw
TRUTH SEEKER, and I like it very much.
For the :fish in the twinkling foam;
Hoping to see this in print, I will cloH>.
Then down from the sky came the wooden shoe,
· Bnnginll the fi•hermen home.
DoTT.
•Twas all m pretty a. sail, it •e~med
As if it could not be;
LINDENVILLE, 0., March 16, 1889.
And porno folks thought •twas a. dream they
DEAR M1ss WIXoN: I inclose you some
dreamed
it.. ms giving ·• What the Little Ooe• are SayOf sa.iliua that beautiful sea;
ing," which yon c11n use as you see fit. They
But I shall name you the fishermen three:
are each of them true, and the boys were all
Wsnken,
of thc·m relative of mine. I am C'onsiderabll'
Blynken,
of a boy myself, only sixty. I take THE
And Nod.
TRnTR SEEKRR and, as the children say, "1
Wynken and BlrnkPn are two little ere2,
read the CbildrPn's Corner and like it very
· And Nod is a httle head,
much."
Respectfully yours.
And the wooden shoe tha.t sailed tb.e skiEs
M. F. DEAN.
Is a. wee one's trnnille-hed ;
So shut your eyes while mothu sings
BELOIT, 0., Ft>b. 25, 1889.
Of wonderful sights that be,
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am twelve yPars old.
And yon shall sey the beautiful things
I am stayin.l!' at my grandpa's. and am f!Oing
As yon rock on the misty sea.
Where the old sboe rocked the fishermen threo- to fChool. We hav a graded school, and I am
Wyuken,
in the upper room and the little ooPS in thl'
Blynken,
lower room. We hav good teachers and good
And Nod.
schools.
I am studying arithmetic, reading, spell.
-Eug•nP. Fi<lr1 1 in Chicago NewP.
ing, geography, and physiology.
1 hav three brothers and two sisters.
Wby Freethought is the B•st Thought.
Granrlpa takes THE TIWTH SEEKER, and ha~
Each one can do his own thinking. Free- t"hn it ever since it has been published. I
thought has no ruler. Each person has a l1ke· to read the Children's Corner, and look
ri~ ht to think for himself or herself.
The at the pictures This is my first letter to the
church has a ruler that tries to rule Free- Children's Corner.
Your Freethinker friend,
thought; it will not think for itself, but will
UARRIK GROVE.
hav others think for it. We are free to think
for ourselvs now, more than what people
0 BROTHER man, fold to thy heart thy brother l
used to be, and for that reason better
Where pity dwells, ~ heavenly peace is
thoughts are penned every day. These are
there;
the reasons why I think Fnethought is the
To worship rightly is to love each other,
best thought.
ETHEL BURT.
Each smile a hymn, each kindly deed a
ANmtron,q, Ia.
prayer.

Qkllildrtn' s

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
A boy of six took to reading the Bible,
commencing at the beginning. He soon found
something that interested him, and he submitted the matter to his aunt. She asked him
what he had found, when he read: "And the
Lord God c~used a deep sleep to fall upon
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The Man Who Brings Up the 'l'ail
End.
li'olks watch the drum major- and eay, " See him
come!"
And the fellow who playa on the fife,
And the rub-a-dub man who beate tbe big drum,
And the bugler who blowe for dear life.
They go with the mneic; they march with the
noiee:
For the chief in the van they all hunt.
There ie emiliug of maidene and ahontiug of boys,
· And cheering of men-in the front.
But there'e never a cheer that gladdene the ear,
Nor the about of a brother or friend.
For the mnd-l!l>attered man who baa dropped from
the van,
For the man who bringe up the tail end.
Not a bravo ie heard, not a word, not a word,
As they see him stub on round the bend;
Not a cheer from the churls, not a smile from the
girls,
For the man who brinKS up the .tail end !
There are shouts for the victor whose name, like
a star,
::Bose red from the hot clouds of flame,
Through the battle smoke of a lurid war,
To climb up the heaven of fame.
And his ears are beset with a tumult of tongues,
That prate of the danKer he braved,
With a chorus of praise from the lusty lnngi
Of the men of the land he has eave d.
But I sing of the man who has dropiJed !rom the
van.
From the front he could never defend,
Who could never a writ the harsh volley of fateThe man who brings up the tail end I
Then a good strong ehont in the rear of the rout,
And the brotherly cheer of a friend :
A cheer that shall start from the core of the heart,
For the man who brings up the tail end !
And who are the men who bring up the tail end?
The lagKards too weak to be great?
Time's water-logged timber too rotten to mend?
Abortions and weaklings of fate?
Not so : There are poets whose songs are unsung,
And.singers of wonderful tone,
Reformers whose thunderous words might hav
stung
To the roots of a tottering throne !
Then shout your huzzas and your loudest hurrahs,
Until the loud welkin shall rend;
Let your loud plaudits -grace the world-weary
face
Of the man who brinii'S up the tail end I
Then shout without fear for the man in the rear,
Let yonr heaven-scaling plaudits ascend I
Ory aloud ! cry aloud I yon men there in the
crowd I
For the man who brings up the tail end.
There are plebeian souls who sit on a, throne,
And kings who wear never a crown;
There are long-gowned priests who are devils unknown.
And saints in the frock of the clown ;
There are hearts that are black 'neath the king's
purple vest,
And wbite 'neath the swain's drilling frock;
And the laborer's coat may be armor the best
· For meeting adversity's shock.
Then a cheer and a roar, and three cheers more,
For the man most in need of a friend;
Good cheer for the man who has dropped from
the van,
The man who brings up the tail end !
Then shout your cheer right into his ear,
Let your voiDes in unity blend;
One loud, long shout in the rear of the rout,
For the man who brings up the tail end I
-s. W. Foss tn the Yankee Blade.

Consolation.

\!
'

When Molly Dame home from the party to-nightThe party was out at nineThere were traces of tears in her bright blue eyes
Thatlooked monmfully up to mine,
For some one had said, she whispered to me,
With her face on my shoulder hid,
Some one had said (there were sobs in her voice)
That they didn't like something she did.
So I took my little girl up on my kneel am old and exceedingly wiseAnd I said : " My dear, now list en to me:
J nst listen, and dry your eyes.
"This world is a difficult world, indeed,
And people are hard to snit,
And the man who plays on the violin
Is a bore to the man with the !lute.
" And I myself hav often thought,
How very much better •twonld be
If every one of the folks that .f know
Would only agree with me.
" But since they will not, the very best way
To make this world look bright
Is, never to mind what people say,
But to do what :ron think is right."
-Walter Learnea, tn St. Nic11ola8for March.

Fighting Over "Holy" Places.
From the Levant He1•aza a:'a Eas!Rrn

Expres~>.

The greater part of the Jews in Jerusalem
are those who hav been expelled from Ru~sia
by that delightful government which Mr.
Robert Lowe (before he became a lord and
learned occasionally to hold his tongue) called
the "father of the fatherless and the defender
of the opprefsed." Knouted, imprisoned, and
murdered, aud the remnant thrust across the
Russian frontier, the poor creatures hav come
in hundreds to Jerusalem only to find themselva worse off than ever. And the joke of it
is that the very Russian government which

created their banishment is now daily using
them as a convenient pretext for fastening
grievances on the Turkish authorities. Holy
Russia first expels her Jews and then protects
them. It is ingenious and characteristic.
If the Jews do not appear to advantage in
Jerusalem, neither do the Christians. Palestine is the rendezvous of all the Christian
sects, and the Holy City with its holy places
is the point to which they all converge with
the greatest perseverance, and where their
deadly hatred of each other is most apparent.
They each hav a share in the holy placesthat is to say, in the places which are held to
be holy because they are identified with some
notable event in Christian history-which the
Turkish government has allowed them to
divide between them. Each sect magnifies
the holiness of its own particular holy places,
and decries those of all other sects. Thus the
Latin church attaches much importance to
the fourteen " stations of the cross" extending along the Via Dolorosa, through which
our Favior carried his cross to Golgotha.
ThP-y hav accordingly marked each station
by a stone in the wall, with an inscription
thereon. The Greeks, however, think nothing of these stations, and, having become the
ownerR of a house in which the ninth station
is marked, they hav proceeded at once joyfully and triumphantly to efface the Latin
inscription. The Latins, however, hav got
even with them in another place. The Greek!!
hav made li eaint of Longinus, the Roman
soldier who is reputed to hav pierced our
savior's side and then to hav repented and
become a Christian, and they hav set up a
chapel to him. But the Latins declare him to
hav been no saint at all, assert that he was
never heard of till the fifth century, and when
they hav their procesPions they contemptuously pass the chapel of St. Longinus without even paying him the compliment of stopping before it as they do before all places of
reputed sanctity.
The struggle over these holy places is very
bitter. There are even opposition holy places.
Thus the Latins possess what they hold to be
the garden of Gethsemane, which they hav
fenced and planted, and the very oliv-stones,
whereof they sell at a great price to the
faithful to make rosaries withal. But the
Greeks hav set up another garden of Gethsemane of their own hard by, and Latins and
Greeks each denounce the garden of the others
as a swindle and ·imposture. As to the more
important holy places, which are agreed upon
as gtnuin by all the sects-such as the place
of the holy sepulcher-these are occupied in
common. In the chapel of the holy sepulcher itself for instance-a narrow place in
which there is barely room for three people
to stand-there burn forty-three silver lamps.
Of thes~, thirteen belong to the Latins, thirteen to the Greeks,thirteen to the Armenians,
and four to the Coptic Christians. ETen here
the sects would fight but for the Turkish authorities..:..indeed, they do fight; and the most
edifying of all the sights that the church of
the holy sepulcher has to afford is that of the
stolid armed Turkish guard, seated smoking
inside the porch to prevent the Christians
from cutting each other's throats over their
differences.
Th~se quarrels are not occasional, they are
perpetual, and take place over the most ridiculous trifles, so that the Turkestan government (now represented by Reouf Pasha, the
most popular governor Jerusalem has had for
many years) is daily driven to its wit's end to
understand arid to compose the most childish
disputes. One of these squabbles has recently raged with great virulence. At Bethlehem, over the spot reputed to be the birthplace of our savior, there stands a church.
Formerly it belonged to the Greek Christians
alone, but some years ago the Armenians and
Latins were admitted to a joint proprietorship, which they still enjoy. Now, in this
church there is a place covered by a straw
mat and over this straw mat a terrible battle
has been waged. The Latins, so far as I can
gather, complain that in some manner their
right of way is interfered with by the mat to
an extent which on inquiry proved to be
eighteen inches. The Armenians declare that
they will rather perish than move the mat or
hav it touched. Both parties here appealed
to the pasha. The pasha's common sense
suggestion that eighteen inches shall be cut
off the mat has been treated with derision by
both sides, and the dispute seems likely to
continue forever, and to add to the stock of
grievances which one sect is here always
storing up a~ainst the other. Meantime the
Turkieh solcjiers hav to be posted in the
church with fixed bayonets to keep the peace
between the Christians.
The most remarkable feat-ure about all this

is that the disputes are waged over precedency
in or possession of holy places all of which
are of doubtful authenticity, while some of
them are undoubtedly spurious. The holy
sepulcher itself is, as recent researches made
by pious men hav shown, in all probability
not that tomb outside of the city "wherein
was never man yet laid," which it professes
to be. The late General Gordon, who lived
here long in order to investigate these very
matters, was convinced that the real Golgotha
and the real sepulcher lie outside the present
wall, near to Damascus gate. And, to crown
all, it is most doubtful whether the spot now
covered over with the ~>plit marble slab which
all pilgrims devoutly kiss, contains any hewn
sepulcher at all. The same doubt covers al.
most every one of the holy places. But it is
of no consequence at all. The melancholy
truth is that all these holy places are a matter
of commerce. Each one of them is an annuity to the sect to which it belongs, besides
bringing to it an increase of importance and
dignity. Therefore, holy places are multiplied and will continue to be multiplied so
"long as the faithful continue their respect for
and their offerings to them.
The Protestants are, I am glad to say, the
least quarrelsome among the Christian sects
represented here. That is partly, perhaps,
because they are least numerous, but largely
because they hav no special holy place of
their own and no pilgrims. They are troublesome, however, in another way. A number
of well-meaning, foolish people subscribe
money in England for missions. The mission-.
aries-excellent men in eome ways, but bigoted and foolish-being thus provided with
considerable funds, feel that theymustdo or try
to do something for the money. So they try
to make converts from among the Jews and
Mohammed,lns to ProteEtantism. They
never succeed. They hav been over thirty
years at work here, and they cost, as I am
credibly informed, not less than £14,000 a
year. I will undertake to say tha~ in return
for the £400,000 thus sunk they cannot show
five grown-up bona fide honest converts.
They may think this sufficient; but £80,000
per convert seems to me to be dear. They
do, indeed, get hold occasionally of a child
and train it up to call itself Protestant; and
they are so very zealous and endowed with so
little discretion and good manners as to- thrust
themselvs and their dogmas upQn the Mussulman population in a pushing, persistent way
that is always impertinent and often insolent.
One of these days, I fear, some Moslem will
resent their pushing intrusions as any one of
us would resent the intrusion into our house
in England of a Moslem who had come from
Syria to convert us to Islam. Then there
will be a "que~tion" and troubles of all
kinds. I declare that an Englishman can do
nothing more mischievous to humanity, and
to his own country in particular, than to subscribe money to a missionary society.
There is, indeed, one undoubtedly authentic
holy place in Jerusalem. It is the " EsSakhra," that storie which has been held sacred from time immemorial, the rock on
which was written the great and unspeakable
name of God, on which Melchizedek and
Abraham sacrificed, and which is revered as
much by Moslem as by Jew and Christian.
Tllis is in the Haram esh !::lherif, a large open
plateau, which contains the mosque of Omar
and the dome of the Rock. It also does undoubtedly include the spot on which Solomon's temple stood; but as to which part of
the plateau that temple occupied no two
authorities are agreed. The mosque is a
splendid structure, as simple in design as it
is rich in ornamentation, and tremendous substructures in the rock beneath the plateau
show beyond a doubt that here were once
grand and vast buildings.
Altogether Jerusalem is a melancholy monument of the departed greatness, not only of
the Jewish, but also of the Christian faith.

Obituary.
F1·om the Northwest NerJJF, Hav Spring•, Neb.

Life, strength, and maturity are given only
upon condi•ions, and the conditions hav not
all been complied with.
The way up the hill summit of manhood
is paved with human bones, and each a lefson
to those who follow.
But we consign no soul to tormfnts; we
hav no feRrs of an aogry God or a gaping
pit; no walled-up heaven with gate-keepers
at the narrow portal ; no flaming sword or
cherubim in our garden to ket-p from the
tree of life. We fear the jaws of no roaring
lion eeeking whom he may devour, unlee_s it
be death, and. no fearful looking for the day
of judgment in the future.
And now, by the care of that fatherly
spirit of universal life which
Warms in the sun, refreshea in the brefZP,
Glows in the siRrs. and blossoms in the trees,
Live through all life, extends through all fxten t,
Spreads undivided, and operates unspent,

we leave our dead.
To the keeping of the life which buds in
the vegetable, blooms· in the animal, and
fruits in the human, which livs through time
and eternity, we consign our gentle little lilybud in the repose of the tomb.
Let the birds sing above her, the flowers
bloom over her head, and the sighing winds
gather their fragrance over our loved and
lost, and now farewell.
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Lord !/i!f &ufiu:t.i:.h.
(Deu"li XX 16./'l}

l11osn

E!'GI.ISH paper mann1"c un rs hav formed a
comb:nation
to raise
prices.

Tax Catholic Re'Di.ew
intimates that an educated few only are
netded.

LAsT Sunday respectable concert gardens
;n :s-ew York were closed by the authorities.
EsGINBRRIKG schemes for converting Paris,
Manchester, and Rome into seaport towns
are proposed.

QUESTION

FOR

CHRISTIANS TO

f}dtls aqd §nds.
Mns. ONTWIT (reading paper): "There, now!
Dr. Howard Crosby 8aya If there were only men
on the stage, men would not go to the theater."
Mr. On twit: "Well, perhaps if there were only
women in the pulpit, women would not go to
church."

GERMANY may invite France and England
PROFESSOR MARBLE: (examinine the work of a
to cooperate in suppressing the liquor trade
pupil In the modeling clasb): "Ve•y good, Mr.
to west Africa.
Clay, especially the foot and ank!P. Hav yon deW ORli:INGJ\lBN'B building and loan ai'SOCia- voted much attention to modFling ?'' Mr. Clay:
_tionB are doing a successful and good work, "No, •ir; I was. formerly a conductor on a twostory Fifth avenue stage."
and are spreading.
EONS AGO.
LAST year the number of persons in
(A setquipedaUan l"etro•PPCiiu reverie b!l a Boston
America sending money to relative in Great
111aiaPn.)
Britain waR 391,662.
Oh ! I oft cogitate on the mystical past,
Eon• of ages ago,
- Omo, Illinois, and Missouri are considering
When cohesion of molecules first began
adopting electricity for criminal execution
In terrestrial cave•ns below.
after New York's example.
Yes, I oft speculate how the henlandite grew,
In its "tetrahPxahedronical way,
A HURRICANE at Samoa has wrecked the Inclosed in its amygdaloidalic nome,
German and American warships and drowned
In that antediluvian day.
; IJ6 Germa.:•s and 50 Americans.
Oh l the great pachydermatous Dinotheriums
roamPd,
W ANAMAKKR said last Sunday: " There is
Though hypostalically unknown to me,
· only one side to Prohibition, and that is the Io th 1se hyperborean retdons of cold,
· right side-a constitutional amendment."
By the Pateocrystic sea,
f~
BosToN will try high license, raising the fee But by some sudden glacial cataclysmatic change,
Oh ! the whole Brobdiognaggian troop
from 50 per cent to 400 per cent, and will Were irrevocably buried in Oenozoio drift,
grant only 790 licenses against 2,600 last year.
And irretrievably lost" in the soup."
ON Sunday the 24th ult., at Stewartstown,

W. Va., two families held a long fight in a
church, spattering the walls-and ceiling with
blood.
THE gTeat copper trust, one of the largPst
commercial combinations ever attempted, has
gone to pieces with enormous losses to all
concerned.

SuNDAY scHooL teacher: "Now, children, we
left< ff lost week where Abraham was beggin2' the
Lord to spare the two wickedest cities in the
world from destruction. Who remembers their
names?" No answer. "What! No one remembers what those awful Wicked cities which the
Lord interrded to destroy were called 7" No
answer. "Well, can anyone tell me the name of
one of them 1" Small boy in the back : "Cbicago."

IN the Ppring, when the green gits back in the
trees,
THE Toronto Mail, being sued by the JesAnd the sun comes out and stays,
uits, has arran[ed with French and Belgian
And yer boots pull on with a good tight Equeeze,
statesmen to come over and giv witness
And yon think of yer barefoot days;
against the order.
When yon ort to work and you want to not,
And you and yer wJfe agrel's,
'l'HE new German penal code severely punIt's time to spade up the garden lotniBhes " insults to the sovereign " and all
When the green gits back in the trees;
attacks on the state organization and monarWtll, work is the least of my idees
When the green, you know, gits back in the
chy or on marriage and property.

AN election reform bill before the New
York legislature forbids employers influenCing their workmen by matter printed on their
pay envelopes, or threate of closing.
THE Christian Brothers of Montreal, Canada, hav petitioned the legislature for an
annual grant to aid them in carrying out a
large enterprise-the teaching of industrial,
commercial, and agricultural branches.

Robert
Pitll.

-?ii"iinnanded~ I I I

TBE famin in China is
causing some native to
fell their children to buy
food.

LnlllBRRING is growing m the South; syn.l
dicates are bnying up all the timber lands.

IT is true that in the most
civilized countries ·the
Bible is read, but it is aleo
true that they are all in the
temperate zone, and that
their inhabitants are
mainly of the so-called
Caucasian race. Christianity cannot be the essential
canse of progrPss, for observation shows that social
advance is coincident with
the decline of "fa'th."-

General Ol'de.,.
Of tlie edJes of tAue /'eojle
w7ritk 1/,e lo,.d tl.'f llod doth
!/'"e thee for an ihheri-tance.

Tax Wanamakers will
lt:ad the " society" people of the administra1i0n.

CARDINAL GIBBONE' has
started a paper, the Col.
urea Ha'l"De8t, to circulate
!1-mong colored Catholics.

"Tn.E just" are tho~e of the Christians who enjoy the advantage of being agreeable in the eyes
of God. The eart.h is theirs by ri~rht, ..nd thE>Y
may poPaess it if tbEIY are in number sufficient to
do so.- Voltaire's Pocket Tlleoloov.
IN all the factions and sects which for many
years hav distracted Christianity, the best a.rgu.
ment has always been that of the stronJlest party;
the arms and will of princes
ha.v alone ilecided which
iloot-rin is most co•· duciv
to the happiness of nations

CONSIDER.

When the whole tail feathers o' winter time
Is all pulled out and gone,
And the sap h thaws and begins to climb,
And the sweat it starh out on
A feller's forrerd, a gittin' down
At the old spring on hiP knees! ktnd o' like jes' a loaferin' ronn•
Wben the green gits back in the trees,
Jes' a potterin' ronn' asl-durn-please
When the green, yon know, g•ts back in the
trees.
-James Whitcomb R lev.
GREAT statesman : "I am glad to hear that yon
hav not decided on a man for the English mtssion." Barri~on: "It seems to be a very difficult
place to fill. N~arly every English minister we
hav had bas got himself disliked in this country,
and become a butt for the American press."
Grellt statesman : "Giv me a chance, and 1 know
I'll be popular. I am learning to talk with a
brogue, and I hav choilen the shamrock for my
coat of·arms; besides that, I believe I could knock
out the prince of Wales in a fair fight, and if it's
true that Victoria has red hair, I'll yell: 'Wbite
horse !' every time she passes. Ob, don't you
worry, I'll be the pet of the American press inside
of three weeks !"
A STUDY IN POTTER'S CLAY.
[The following more or le~s odious comparison
between the standing of the church and that of
the drama, was buggested by a pnvate v1ew hf
B shop Potter, in full regim~>ntals-apron, kneebreeches, black stocking•, ~tc.l
There's grace divine in Potter's lege.
"What, those of Egypt's queen 7"
Psbaw! Hers may be bnt clothes-line pegs,
His gr ace'd legs, I mean.
There's quite a charm about the hose
In which those legs are SPeDNut that which goeR with Cora's clothes,
His gr ..ce's hose, I mean.
There's nothing wrong about the skirt,
It only comes as low
As whne the calves begin to spurtHis grace's calves, yon know.
If accident that gown should raise,
Or Boreas make 1oo free,
You'd hav a chance to see and praise
His grace's shapely knee.
You'll find no stems of brooms or mops
Beneath his grace's frock,
B11t on his manly, sturdy props,
The churcu stands as a rock.
Were Cora Potter's skirts as short
As C•eOl•>'ltra's nose,
You'd see nnon what Plim support
The tottering drama goes.
WHe he but she, and she but be,
We'd bav the thing to rights;
For he could wear long gowns, and she
Could wear the bishon•s tights.

c. .Aaams tn Pioneer

THill western provinces of
the Roman empire were
broken in to by barbarians•
amongst whom, however,
Christianity had generally
been taught. The most
rude portions of that empire hav now become the
m"st civiliz•d, as Gaul
<F .. anoe), Germany, Britain, etc , yet the high civilizat.ion to which these nations hav attained cannot
be charged to the infioenoa
of Cb ri•tianity, for at everv
step the Christian priest
aud power was arresting
the progress of knowledge
and persecuting the philosophers of the age; nflither
is t.bis oiviliz<J.tion uniform
and where there has. been most of religion (Christian)
thore has been the least
p;ogress in the arts and
sciences. As Christianity
spread the Dark Ages advanced, and the civilization, the arts and sciences,
or the Gre~ks and Romans
disappeared, ani! thiP in a vit!ible connection with
the church.-Gilbert Vale.
WHEN any ordinary mortal writes a book he
tak•s some pains to ~tiv all the world an opportunity of reading it. When v- God writes a book U is
far otherwisP. ThE> Lord commanded his book to
be put inside the ark, e.nd ordered that the ark be
kept in the most holy inner rec•ss of the tabernacle or temple-a rPcess to Wl•ioh the Mgh prieBt
~lone hnt:l acreRs. Moreover, the place was too
sacred for even the high priest to visit it whenever it might enter his head to do so; for Aaron
was cautioned not to come" at all times into the
holy place w thin the v~il before the mercY·•eat
which is upon the ark, that he die not." From
this it is obvious that, if the Lord had peculiar
notions as to how to tnrtte a book, he bad even
more curious notions as to how to puhli•h one.
His mode of publishing was to put h1s MS. into a
closed box, place the box in a recess where only
one person was permitted to visit it. and that very
cautiously and at stated time•. under peril of
being struck dead on the spot. Tl e men of Bethshemesh were of an inqmrinll' turn of mind, and
one or two of them, on one occasion, ventnr~d a
peep into tbe box or ark in whieh the Lord kept
his book. But the Lorrl, who•e son sa.id, "Search
the scriptureP," did not approve of his book and
his box being peeped at, so he" smote the men of
BAth-shem"esh because they had looked into the
ark of the Lord, evan he smote of the people fifty
thonsand and three score and ten men" (1 Sam.
vi, 19). It. is evii!ent Jehov•h bad atrach•it •ome
importance to his book, Bince be "slew 50 070 men
becan•e one or two out of that number bRd craned
their necks to look into his book box. I repeat,
Jehovah's idflas of uubli•hing are just a trifle
peculiar.-Salaain's Got:! ant:! His Book.

IN those days there was an almost infinit difference between the erlncated and ignorant. The
people were controled almo•t entirely by signs
and wonders. By the lever of fear, priests mov~d
the world. The sacrPd r~cnrds "ere made and
kept, and altered by thPm. Tbe people could not
read, and looked upon one who cbnld a.s almost a
god. In our day it is_hard to concdve of the influence of an educated class in a barbarous age.
It was only necessary to produce the" sacred noord,'' and ignorance fell Upon its faoe.-Ingersoll.

THE element of uncerfaiuty will, in a great
be removed from the domain of the
future, and man, gathering courage from a succession of victories over the obstructions of nature, will at-tain a. serene grandeur unknown to the
disciples of any superstition. The plans of mankind will no Jnnger be interfered· with by the
fin~er of a supposed omnipot.encP, and no onA will
believe that 1 at10ns or individuals are protected
tree~.
or destroyed by any deity whatever. Science,
When the green gits back in the trees, and bees
freed from the cha.ins of pious custom and evanIs a- buzzin' aroun' agin,
gelical pn judice, will, within her sphere, be
In that kind of a IRzy "go-as.you-please"
"-GPorgR Crouch in To-aav.
supreme. The mind will investieate without reverence, and publish it-s conclusions without fear.
Old gait they hum ronn' in ;
Al{as~iz will no longer hesitate to declare the
When the ground's all bald where the hay-rick
stood,
The Career of Jesus Christ. . Mosaic cosmogony utterly inconsistent with the
demonstra.tbd truths of geolol!"y, a.ud will cease
And the orick's riz, and the breeze
An Exposltio'! of t.pe True Mea. nine- of this Cha.r- pretending any reverence for the J ewiah scriptCoaxes the bloom ID 1he old dogwood,
acter as descnbed m the New Te•tament. By !If!!. ·
.
.
.
And the grefln gits back in the treeston Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Ml"thol- nres. The moment BCIPnce s~cceetls ID rendenn~r
lUke, as I say, in sich scenes as these,
ogy,
Paper, 8vo, 2& cents.
' the church puwerlflss for evil, t,he real thinkerll
The time when the green gits back in the trees.
will be outspoken.-Ingerso!l.
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IJlolts and fllippings.
ARoHDEAOON CoLLEY, preaching on Satan
recently at St. James's church, Marylebone,
London, replying to an imaginary remonstrance from those who believe in giving the
devil his due, exclaimed: "Ah, my friends,
if we gave the devil hi' due many of us would
be missing." The congregation smiled.
JIM BuOKLEY, of the Advocate, continulng
his letters from Spain, says: ''Bribery is
general in Spain. Almost anything can be
done with a fee. Not more than' forty per
cent of the taxes levied by the government
can be collected. Mayors of cities get rich in
a year. One at least of the most important
cities is destitute of credit. No one will lend
it any money. Spaniards so distrust each
other that money is not for1hcoming for great
public works. The English manage the
waterworks, the street-cars, and almost
everything else."

NEW RENDERING OF AN

THE death of King John of Abyssinia
removes from earth the last of a noted lineif the late King John told the truth, He
claimed to be a direct descendant of King
Solomon and the vivacious queen of Sheba.
Owing to the death of his son by poison, King
John left no issue. The extinction of a line
going back to a period long before the late
civil war, says the World, will awaken regret
among the four hundred of New York. A
man like King John, who could claim a
descent from so ant; que a leader as Solomon,
is a loss to society, in spite of the fact that he
was a cold- blooded wretch.

OLD

RHYME.

land for manufactories, France for manners, secured warrants against them as insane, and
Germany for scholarship, Italy for pictures, a force of asylum officers, assi~ted by the
but the United States for God." By'' God" peasants, stormed the place, captured it, and
Mr. Talmage means the ministers. Always took the family prisoners after a hard fight.
when the great ones of the churcheg tell us One doctor's neck was grazed by a bullet, but
what God desires, it is found that his wishes there were no other casualties. The girl was
released, and the others incarcerated in an
are identical with those of the interpreters.
THE celt bra ted "Poughkeepsie plan" of asylum. Religion, when the patient has it
public education has its practical drawbacks, bad, is a terrible disease.
as well as being an actual injustice to the
taxpayers and thoroughly un~American and
injurious. A dispatch dated April 4th says:
"Some of the public schools in this city are
owned by Catholic churches, but supported
and supplied with teachers by the municipality. Much excitement has been caused during the past few days by the sudden appear.
ance on walls and bill-boards of enormous
posters bearing in big blue and red letters
words such as follows: 'Who shall rule our
public schools and our country, Americans or
Jesuits?' The feelillg among the Oatliolics
is intense. They assert that the recent organization of a society antagonistic to the Roman
Catholic church is for the purpose of creating
dissension in the board of education."

AT the dedication of a Catholic parochial
school building in Pittsburgh, Pa., last month,
Bishop Kane, of Wheeling, delivered an address in which he severely denounced the
public ECbool system of America. In the
course of his remarks he said the public
school svstem was a divorce from moral and
religious training. Be denied that the Catholic church waR opposed to education and said:
R&v. MR. SAVAGE in the Nortlt American "The great problem that confronts us to-day
Review singularly combats Bradlaugh's unbe- is the same as that which confronted the peolief by telling him that " free-minded, well- ple in apostolic times. There were schools
AT the village of Reinberg in Austria reinformed people no longer believe in any fall then, but they were pagan schools and the _only
of man." The Bradlaue;hs and Ingersolls, way to counteract their effect was to estab- cently a very religious family became posretorts the Galveston News, will say thanks ish Christian schools. That is what the Cath- sessed with the idea that they had been
for this kind of defense of Christianity, and olic church is trying to do in America now." bewitched by Bn old crone in the village, and
WHEN the Rev. Dr. Talmage visited the the man, with his three daughters and son
come back with the query that if it had
not been for Voltaire, Paine, Huxley, and Missouri legislature the other day he was the and a young girl, who was in their house at
themselvs, would not the "free-minded," recipient of special honors, and upon being the time, locked themselvs in, and began to
etc., hav been now believing in the fall of man introduced to the learned gentlemen who pray and sing. They remained without food
as of -old? Some people can hav the hardi- make laws for Missouri he delivered a very or drink for several days, and tired at neigh.
hood to set up as defenders, when they don't delightful optimistic address, devoted largely bors who attempted to come near the house.
themselvs believe, but only cling. to a name to the grandeur of the republic. In closing he They threatened to kill the girl when she
and a profession that enable them to maintain said : " The world started with a garden wanted to go away. Their cattle were left to
and it is going to close with a garden. Eng. starve in the barn. At last the neighbors
a certain position.

will

THE Washington correspondent of the New
York Sun sends home this interesting item:
"A reverend g• ntleman by the name of Dennis, from Dayton, 0., has been a persistent
applicant for the post of consul to Jerusalem,
and had his papers indorsed by a number of
leading Ohio politicians. The point was
urged in the Rev. Mr. Dennis's behalf that
inasmuch as he was a converted Hebrew it
was particularly desirable that he should be
sent to the Holy Land to convert other Jews.
Mr. Blaine sent for the papers yesterday, and,
after an examination of their contents, turned
Mr. Dennis down with the indqrsement: 'As
the state department is not an evangelical institution, the points herein made why this
appointment 8hould be made are not well
taken.' Mr. Dennis will probably now seek
the influence of PoRtmaster-General Wanamaker, who has secured the retention of Mr.
Straus as minister to Turkey, against the urgent protest of Mr. Blaine, as a reward for
his evangelical services in furthering the interests of Presbyterian missionaries in the
East, and Mr. Blaine's caustic indorsement of
Mr. Dennis's papers ia supposed to hav been
inRpired by the Straus incident." It's refreshing to find in thisadministrationof piety
one cabinet officer who will Lot run his department in the interest of his church.
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Professor Huxley and Agnosticism.
tile No1·th American Review.
. · In the February number of the Nineteenth Century
is an article by Professor Huxley entitled," Agnosti.cism." It seems that a church congress was held at
Manchester in October, 1888, and that the principal
of King's College brought the topic of Agnosticism
before the assembly and made the following statemmt:
But if this be so, for a man to urge as an escape from this
article of belief that he has no means of a scientific know!.edge. of an unseen world, or of the future, is irrelevant. His
dirl'erence from Christians lies, not in the fact that he has no
. knowledge of these things, but that he does not believe the
authority on which they are stated. He may prefer to call
. him,elf an Agnostic, but his real name is an olrter one-be is
·au lnfir!el; that is to say, an unbeliever. The word Infidel;
. perhaps, carries !l.!i unpleasant significance. Perhaps it is
right that it should. It is, and it ought to be, an unpleasant
~hing for a man to hav to s.ay plainly that he does not believe
in Jesus Christ.
Let us examin this statement, putting it in Ianguage that is easily understood; and for that purpose
we will divide it into several paragraphs.
Fi1·st.-" For a man to urge that be has no means
of a scientifiCl knowledge of the unseen world, or of
the future, is irrelevant."
· Is there any other knowledge than a scientific
knowledge 1 Are tbHe several kinds of kno~ing?
Is there such a thing as scientific ignorance? If a
man sayf:l, "I know nothing of the unseen world
because I hav no knowledge upon that subject," is
the fact that he has no knowledge absolutely irrelevant? Wiil the principal of King's College say that
having no knowledge is the reason he knows 1 When
asked to giv your opinion upon any subject, can it be
said that your ignorance of that subject is irrelevant?
If this be true, then your knowledge of the subject is
. also irrelevant.
Is it possib1e to put in ordinary English a more
pErfect absurdity 1 How can a man obtain any
: knowledge of the unseen world~ He certainly can
riot cbtain'it through the medium of the senses. It
is not a world that be can visit. He cannot stand
upon its shores, nor can he view them from the ocean
of imagination. The principal of King's College,
however, insists that these impossibilities are irrelevant.
No person bas come back from the unseen world.
No authentic message has been delivered. Through
all the centuries, not one whisper bas broken the
silence that lies beyond the grave. Countless millions bav sought for some evidence, hav listened in
vain for some word.
It is most cheerfully admitted that all this does not
prove the non-existence of another world-all this
does not demonstrate that death ends all. But it is
·the justification of the Agnostic, who candidly says,
"I do not know."
Second.-Tbe principal of King's College states
that the difference between an Agnostic and a Christian "lies, riot in the fact that he bas no knowledge
of these things, 1mt that he does not believe the
,authority on which they are stated."
Is this a difference in knowledge, or a difference in
belief-that is to say, a difference in credulity T
The Christian believes the Mosaic account. He
reverently hears and admits the truth of all that he
finds within the scriptures. Is this knowledge T
_How is it possible to know whether the reputed
authors of the books of the Old Testament were the
, real ones? · The witnesses are dead. The lips that
could testify are dust. Between these shores roll the
waves of many centuries. Who knows whether such
·a man as Moses existed or not~ Who knows the
author of Kings and Chronicles 1 By what testimony
can we substantiate the authenticity of the prophets,
or of the prophecies, or of the fulfilmenhs 1 Is there
any difference between the knowledge of the Christian and of the Agnostic? Does the principal of
King's College know any more as to the truth of the
Old Testam~nt than the man who modestly calls for
evidence? Has not a mistake been made! Is not
the difference one of belief instead of knowledge 1
; And is not this difference founded on the difference
'in credulity? Would not an infinitly wise and good
being-where belief is a condition to salvationsupply the evidence? Certainly the creator of man·if such exists-knows the exact nature of the human
mind-knows the evidence necessary to convince;
and, consequently, such a being would act in accordance with svch conditions.
· There is a relation between evidence and belief.
~ The mind is so constituted that certain things, being
in. accordance with its nature, are regarded as reasonable, as probable.
- There is also this fact that must not be overlooked:
that is, that just in the proportion that the brain is
:developed it requires more evidence, and becomes
less and less credulous. Ignorance and credulity go
hand in hand. Intelligence understand!l something
of the law of average, has an idea of probability. It
is not swayed by prejudice, neither is it driven to
c;lxtremes by suspicion. It takes into consideration
personal motive. It examins the character of the
.witnesses, makes allowance for the ignorance of the
time-for enthusiasm, for fear-and comes to its
conclusion without fear and without passion.
From

What knowledge bas. the Christian of another
world? The senses of the Christian are the saree as
. those of the Agnostic. He bears, sees, and feels sub·
stantially the same. His vision is limited.. He sees
no other shore and bears nothing from another world.
Knowledge is something that can be imparted. It
bas a foundation in fact. lb comes within the domain
of the senses. It can be told described anal:vzed
and in addition to all this it ca~ be classifi~d. When~
eve; a fact becomes the property of one mind it can
become the property of the intellectu_al world.' There
are words in which the knowledge can be conveyed.
The Christian is not a s~pernatural person, filled
with supernatural truths. He is a natural person,
and all that be knows of value can be naturally im·
b
parted. It is within his power to gtv all that he as
to the Agnostie.
The principal of King's College is mistaken when
he says that the difference between the Agnostic and
the Christian does not lie in the fact that the Agnostic bas no knowledge," but that be does not believe
the authority on which these things are stated."Tba real difference is this: the Christian says that
be bas knowlt>d,.;e; the Agno~tic admits that be has
none; and yet tbe Cnristian accuses the Agnostic of
arrogance, and aPks him bow be bas the impudence
to admit the limitations of his mind. To the Agnostic every fact is a torch and by this light and this
light only, he walks.
'
'
It is also true that the Agnostic does not believe
the authority relied on by the Christian. What is
the authority of the Cbristjan? Thousands of years
ago it is supposed that certain men, or, rather, uncertain men, wrote certain things. It is alleged by
the Christian that th'3se men were divinely inspired
and that .the words of these men are to be taken a~
absolutely true, no matter whether or not they are
verified by modern discovery and demonstration.
How can we kriow that any human biling was
divinely-inspirfd? There bas been no personal revelation to us to the Effect that certain people were
inspired-it is only claimed that the revelation was
to them. For tl:.is we bav only their word, and about
that there is this difficulty: we know nothing .of
them, and, 'consequently, cannot, if we desire, rely
upon their character for truth. This evidence is not
simply hearsay-it is far weaker than that. We bav
only been told that they said these things; we do
not know whether the persons claiming to be inspired
wrote these things or not; neither are we certain
that such persons ever existed. We know now that
the greatest men with whom we are acquainted are
often mistaken about the simplest matters. We also
know that men saying something like the same
things, in other countries and in ancient days, must
hav been impostors. The Christian bas no confidence in the wcrds of Mohammed; the Mohammedan
cares nothing about the declarations of Buddha; and
the Agnostic givs to the words of the Christian the
value only of the truth that is in them. He knows
that these sayings get neither truth nor worth from
the person who uttered them. He knows that the
sayings themsel vs get their entire value from the
truth they express. So that the real difference between the Christian and the Agnostic does not lie in
their knowledge-for neither of them has any know!edge on this subject-but the dtfference does lie in
credulity, and in nothing else. The Agnostic does
not rely on the authority of Moses and the prophets.
He finds that they were mistaken in most matters
capable of demonstration. He finds that their mistakes multiply in the proportion that human knowledge increal!!es. He is satisfied tha~ the religion of
the ancient Jews is, in most things, as ignorant and
cruel as other religions of the ancient world. He
concludes that the efforts, in all ages, to answer the
questions of origin and destiny, and to account for
the phenomena of life, bav all been substantial failures.
In the presence of demonstration there is no opport unity for the exercise of faith. Truth does not
appeal to credulity-it appeals to evidence, to established facts, to the constitution of the mind. It
endeavors to harmonize the new fact with all that we
know, and to bring it within the circumference of
human experience.
The church bas never cultivated investigation. It
bas never said : Let him who bas a mind to think,
think; but its cry from the first until now bas been:
Let him who bas ears to bear, hear.
The pulpit does not appeal to the reason of the
pew; it speaks by authority and it commands the
pew to believe, and it not only commands, but it
threatens.
The Agnostic knows that the testimony of man is
not sufficient to establish what is known as the miraculous. We would not believe to-day the testimony of millions to the effect that the dead bad been
raised. The church itself would be the first to attack
such testimony. If we cannot believe those whom
we know, why should we believe witnesses who bav
been dead thousands of years, and about whom we
know nothing 1
Third.- The principal of King's College, growing
somewhat severe, declares that" be may prefer to call
himself an Agnostic, but his real name is an older

that is to say, an unbeliev~r."
This is spoken in a kind of holy scorn. According
to this gentleman, an unbeliever is, to a certain extent, a disreputable person .
. .·In this sense, what is an unbeliever' He is one
"!bose min<l: is ;~_o ~one.titute~ that what t~e .Christtan calls evtdence 1s not satisfactory to b1m.· Is a
person accountable for the constitution of his mind,
for the formation of his brain 1 Is any human being
responsible for the weight that evidence has upon
hi~ T Can ~e believe wit_hout evid~nce T Is . the
ht f
d
t
f b
I the
wetg O .evl ence a ques .ton. O. c OlCe;
s
re
such a thmg as ho~est!y we1ghmg t~st1mony ~ _ls
the result of such w~~~~mg necessary . J?oes 1t Invalve monl ~esponsibihty? .H. the M_osatc account
d
t o
th t t s true IS he a w tch
oes no c nvmce a man a 1 1
'
re
because he is c.andid enough to tell the tr.uth ? C~
he preserve h1s manhood only by makmg a false
stat~ment?
. .
.
.Th,e Mohammedan "!ould call the pnnC!pal of
Kmg s Coll~ge an unbehever-so would the trt.bes of
Central Afnca-and be W?ul~ return the compl.tm?nt,
and all would be equally JUStified. Has the prmC!pal
of King's College any knowledge that he keeps from
~he ~est of the world ? _Has he. the confi~ence ?f ~be
mfimt? Is th?re any~hmg pr~1seworth;y 1n behevmg
wh~re the ev1~e~ce lB suffiCient, or 1~ one ~o ge
praised for behevmg only whHe the evtdence IS ms~fficie_nt T Is a. ~an to be blamed for ~ot ag~eeing
w1th h1s fellow-Cihzen? Were the unb~heve!S m _the
pa~an world better or worse than the1r neighbors T
It ~s pro~ably true that some of. the grea.te~t Greeks
behaved m the gods of that nabo~, and ~t IS ~qually
true that. BOJ?e of .the greate~t demed the1r ex1~tence.
If creduhty lB a VIrtue now, 1t must hav been m the
days of Athens. If to believe without evidence entitles one to eternal reward in th!s century, certainly
the same must hav been true 1D the days. of the
Pharaohs.
,
.
.
~n Infi~e~ lB one who does ~ot behave lD tJ:ie preva1hng rehg10n. We now: adm1t that theinfidels of
Greece and R~me "!ere right. The g.ods that they
refused to behave lD are dead. Their thrones a~e
empty, and long ago the scepters dropped from the~
nerveles~ bands. ~o-day the world honors the me~
who demed and dertded these god@.
. .
.
Fourth.-Tbe principal.of King's College ventmes
to suggest that "the word Infidel, perhaps, carries
an unpleasant significance; perhaps it is right that
it should."
A few years ago the word Infidel did carry "an
unpleasant significance." A few years ago its significance was so unpleasant that the man to whom the
word was applied found himself in prison or at the
stake. In particularly kind communities be was put
in the stocks, pelted with offal, derided by bypocrits,
scorned by ignorance, jeered by cowardice, and all
the priests passed by on the other side.
There was a time when Episcop~lians_ were regarded as Infidels; when a true Catholic looked upon
a follower of Henry VIII. as an Infidel, as an unbeliever; when a true Catholic held in detestation the
man who preferred a murderer and adulterer-a man.
who swapped religions for the sake of exchanging
wives-to the pope, the bead of the universal
church.
It is easy enough to conceive of an honest man
denying the claims of a church based on the caprice
of an En'glisb king. The word Infidel "carries an
unpleasant significance" only where the Christians
are exceedingly ignorant, intolerant, bigoted, cruel,
and unmannerly.
The real gentleman givs to others the rights that
be claims for himself. The civilized man rises far
above the bigotry of one who has been" born again."'
Good breeding is far gentler than "universal love."
It is natural for the church to hate an unbelievernatural for the pulpit to despise one who refuses to
subscribe, who refuses to giv. It is a question of
revenue instead of religion. The Episcopal church
has the instinct of self. preservation. It uses its
power, its influence, to compel contribution. It forgivs the giver.
Fifth.-Tbe principal of King's College insi~tts
that "it is, and it ought to be, an unpleasant thing
for a man to hav to say plainly that be does not
believe in Jesus Christ."
Should it be an unpleasant thing for a man to say
plainly what be believes? Can this be unpleasant
except in an uncivilized community-a community
in which an uncivilized church has authority 1
Why should not a man be as free to say that be
does not believe as to say that be does b!llieve T'
Perhaps the real question is whether all men bav an•
equal right to express their opinions. Is it the duty·
of the minority to keep silent? Are majorities:
always right? If the minority bad never spoken,.
what to-day would hav been the condition of thiBI
world? Are the majority the pioneers of progress;.
or does the pioneer, as a rule, walk alone! Is it his
duty to close his lip-s? Must the inventor allow. his
inventions to die in the brain? Must the discoverer
of new truths make of his mind a tomb? Is man
under any obligation to his fellows? Was the Epis·
copal religion always in the majority! Was it at
any time in the history of the world an unpleasant

I Qne-be is an Infidel;
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thing to be called a Protestant? Did the word
Protestant ''carry an unpleasant significance T" Was
it,_" perhaps, right that it should?" Was Luther a
mtsfortune to ~he ~uman race? • . .
. If a commumty HI th?roughly C1v1hzed, why should
1t ~e a"? unpleasant thmg for a man to express his
beh~f m .res~ecl!ul language? If the argument is
a~amst h1to, 1t m1ght be unple~sant; but why should
sunple nu~b.ers be the foundat1?n of unpleasantness T
If the maJority hav the facts-If they hav the argument-why should they fear the mistakes of the
minority T Does any theologian hate the m!ln he can
answer T
It _is claimed by the. ~piscopal cbur.ch that Christ
was 1n fact God;. and 1~ 1s fur~her cla1med that the
N~w Testam~nt _1s ~n insp_ired account of what that
. be1~g ~nd his. d1smples d1d and said. Is there any
obhgatwn restmg on any human being to believe this
acco~nt ? Is it within t~e !>ower of man to det~rm~
the mfluence that testimony shall bav upon his
mind!
.
.
.
If one dames the exrstence of devlls, does he, for
that rea~on, cea?e to. believe in Jesus Christ? Is it
not possible to 1magm that a great and tender soul
Hv:ing in Palestine n?arly tw~n~y centuries ago was
mis~aderstood 1.. Is. 1t not Withm t~e realm of the
possible that h1s words hav been maccurately reported? Is it not within the range of the probable
that legend and rumor and ignorance and zeal hav
deformed his life and belittled his character 1
If the man Christ lived and taught and suffered, if
he was, in reality. great and noble, who is his friend
-the one who attributes to him feats of jugglery, or
he who maintains that these stories were mvented by
zealous ignorance and believed by enthusiastic eredulity?
.
If be claimed to hav wrought miracles, he must
hav been either dishonest or insane; consequently, he
who denies miracles does what little he can to rescue
the reputation of a great and splendid man.
The Agnostic accepts the good he did, the truth
he said, and rejects only that which, according .to his
judgment, is inconsistent with truth and goodness.
T.be principal of King's College evidently believes
in the necessity of belief. He puts conviction or
creed or credulity in place of character. According
to his idea, it is impossible to win the approbation of
God by intelligent investigation and by the expressian of honest conclusions. He im~gins that the
infinit is delighted with credulity, with belief without
evidence, faith without question.
Man has but little reason, at best; but this little
should be used. No matter how.st:nall the taper is,
bow feeble the ray of light it casts, it is better than
darkness, and no man should be rewarded for ex tinguishing the light he bas.
We. know now, if we know anything, that man in
this, the nineteenth century, is better capable of
judging as to the happening of any event than he
.ever was before. We know that the standard is
higher to-day-we know that the intellectual light is
greater-we know that the human mind is better
equipped to deal with all questions of human interest
than at any other time within the known history of
the human race.
It will not do to say that " our Lord and his
apostles must at least be regarded as honest men."
Let this be admitted, and what does it pl"OVe!
Honesty is not enough. Intelligence and honesty
must go hand in hand. We may admit now that·
" our Lord and his apostles" were perfectly honest
men; yet it does not follow that we hav a truthful
account of what they·aaid and of what they did. It
is not pretended that "our Lord" wrote anything,
and it is not known that one of the apostles ever
wrote a word. Consequently, the most that we can
say is that somebody has written something about
" our Lord and his apostles." Whether that somebody knew or did not know is unknown to us. As
to whether what is written is true or false, we must
judge by that which is written.
First of all, is it probable? is it within the experience of mankind? We should judge of the gospels
as we judge of other histories, of other biographies.
We know that many biographies written by perfectly
honest men are not correct.. We know, if we know
anything, that honest men can be mistaken, and it is
not necessary to believe everything that a man writes
because we believe he was honest. Dishonest men
may write the truth.
At last the standard or criterion is for each man to
judge according to what he believes to be human experience. We are satisfied that nothing more wonderful has happened than is now happening. We
believe that the present is as wonderful as the past,
and just as miraculous as the _future. If we are to
believe in the truth of the Old Testament the word
evidence loses its meaning; there ceases 'to be any
standard of probability, and the mind simply accepts
or denies without reason.
We are told that certain miracles were performed
for the purpose of attesting the mission and character of Christ. How can theRe miracles be verified!
The miracles of the Middle Ages rest upon substantially the same evidence. The same may be said of
the wonders of all countries and of all ages.· How is

Iit a virtue to deny the miracles of Mohammed and to

believe those attnbuted to Christ T
You may say of St. Augustine that what he said
was true or false. We know that much of it was
false, and yet we are not justified in saying that he
was dishonest. Thousands of errors bav been propagated by honest men. As a rule, mistakes get their
wings from honest people. The testimony of a witness to the happening of the impossible gets no
·weight from the honesty of the witness. The fact
that falsehoods are in the New Testament does not
tend to prove that the writers were knowingly untruthful. No man can be honest enough to substantiat~, to the sati~faction of reasonable men, the happen1ng of a miracle.
For this reason it makes not the slightest difference whether the writers of the New Testament were
honest or not. Their character is not involved.
Whenever a ma':l rises above his contemporaries,
whenever he exc1tes the wonder of his fellows his
biographers always endeavor to bridge over' the
chasm between the people and this man, and for that
purpose attribute to him the qualities which in the
eyes of the multitude are desirable.
Miracles are dema~ded by savages, and, conseq~ently, the savage bwgrapher attributes miracles to
h1s hero. What would we think now of a man who,
in writing the life of Charles Darwin should attributa to him supernatural powers T Wh~t would we say
of an admirer of Humboldt who should claim that
the great German could cast out devils! We would
feel that Darwin and Humboldt had been belittled;
that the biographies were written for children, and
by men who had not outgrown the nursery.
If the reputation of " our Lord" is to be preserved
-if he is to stand with the great and splendid of the
earth-if he is to continue a constellation in the intellectual heavens, all claim to the miraculous, to the
supernatural, must be abandoned.
No one can overestimate the evils that hav been
endured by the human race by reason of a departure
from the standard of the natural. The world has
been governed by jugglery, by sleight-of.hand.
Miracles, wonders, tricks hav been regarded as of 'far
greater importance than the steady, the sublime and
unbroken, march of cause and effect. The improbable
has been established by the impossible. Falsehood
has furnished the foundation for faith.
Is the human body at present the residence of evil
spirits, or hav these imps of darkness perished from
the world? Where are they? If the New Testament establishes anything, it is the existence of innumerable devils, and that these satanic beings absolutely took possesion of the human mind. Is this
true? Can anything be more absurd 1 Does any
intellectual man who bas examined the question believe that depraved demons liv in the bodies of men?
Do they occupy space! Do they livupon some kind
of food! Of what shape are they T Could they be
classified by a naturalist! Do they run, or float, or
fly? If to deny the existence of these supposed
beings is to be an Infidel, how can the word Infidel
"carry an unpleasant significance!''
Of course it is the business of the principals of
most colleges, as well as of bishops, cardinals, popes,
priests, and clergymen, to insist upon the existence of
evil spirit!!. All these gentlemen are employed to
counteract the influence of these supposed demons.
Why should they take the bread out of their own
mouths? Is it to be expected that they will unfrock
themselvs!
The church, like any other corporation, has the
instinct of self-preservat.ion. It will defend itself j
it will fight as long as it has the power to change a
hand into a fist.
The Agnostic takes the ground that human experience is the basis of morality. Consequently, it is of
no importance who wrote the gospels, or who
vouched or vouches for the genuinness of the miracles. ~n his scheme of life these things are utterly
unimportant. He is satisfied that "the miraculous"
is the impossible. He knows that the witnesses were
wholly incapable of examining the questions involved,
that credulity had possession of their minds, that
"the miraculous" was expected, that it was their
dailyfood.
All this is very clear!y and delightfully st.ated by
Professor Huxley, and 1t hardly seems poss1ble that
any intelligent man can read what he says without
.feeling that the foundation of all superstition has
been weakened. The article is as remarkable for its
candor as f?r its clearness. Nothing. is avoidedeverything IS met. No excuses are g1ven. He has
left all apologies for the other side. When you hav
finished wha~ Professor Hu.xley has written, Y?U feel
th.at your mmd has been 1~ actual contact w1th the
mmd of another, that nothmg has been concealed;
and n~t ?nly so, but. you feel that this mind is not
only wllhng, b~t anxwus, to kno.w the actual truth.
To me, the highest uses of philosophy are, fi~st, to
free the mind of fear, and, secon~, to ~vert all the
evil that can be averted, through mtelhgence-that
is to say, through a knowledge of the conditions of
well-being. .
.
We are sat1sfied that the absolute lB beyond our
vision, beneath our touch, above our reach. We are
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now convinced that we can deal only with phenomena,
with relat~ons, with appearances, with things that
impress the senseA, that can be reached by .reason,
by the exe,rcise of our faculties. We are satisfied
that the reasonable road is " the straight road;" the
only "sacred way."·
Of course there is faith in the world-faith in this
world-and always will be, unless superstition. Sileceeds in every land. But the faith of the wise man
is based upon facts. · His faith is a reasonable conclusion drawn from the known. He has faith in the
progress of the race, in the triumph of intelligence,
in the coming sovereignty of science. He has faith
in the development of the brain, in the gradual enlightenment of the mind. And so he works for the
accomplishment of great ends, having faith in the
final victory of the race.
He has honesty enough to say that he does not
know. He perceives and admits tllat the mind has
limitations. He doubts the so-called wisdom of the
past. He looks for evidence, and he endeavors to
keep his mind free from pnj udice. He believes· in
the manly virtues, in the judicial spirit, and in his
obligation to tell his honest thoughts.
· ··
It is useless to talk about a destruction of consolations. T.bat which is suspected to be untrue loses its
power to console. A man should be brave enough to
bear the truth. '
Professor Huxley has stated with great clearn~ss
the attitude of the Agnostic. It seems that ·he is
so~ewhat severe on the Positiv Philosophy. While
it 1s hard to see the propriety of worshiping Humanity as a being, it is easy to understand the splendid
dream of Auguste Comte. Is the human race worthy
to be worshiped by itself-that is to say, should the
individual worship himself? Certainly the Religion
of Humanity is better than the religion of the inhuman. The Positiv Philosophy is better far than
Catholicism. It does not fill the heavens with monsters, nor the future with pain.
·
It may be said that Luther and Comte endeavored
to reform the Catholic church. Both were mistaken, ·
because the only reformation of which the church is
capable is destruction. It is a mass of supsrstition.
The mission of Positivism is, in the language of
its founder," to generalize science and to systematize
sociality." It seems to me that Comta stated with
great force and absolute truth the three phases of
intellectual evolution or progrees.
Fir.~t -"In the supernatural phase the mind
seeks causes-aspires to know the essence of things,
and the how and why of their operation. In this
phase, all facts are regarded as the productions of
supernatural agents, and unusual phenomena are interpreted as the signs of t-he pleasure or displeasure
of some god."
Here at this point is the orthodox world of to-day.
The church still imagine that phenomena should be
interpreted as the signs of the pleasure or displeasure of God. Nearly every history is deformed
with this childish and barbaric view.
Second.-The next phase or modification, according to Comte, is the metaphysical. "The supernatural agents are dispensed with, and in their places
we find abstract forces or entities supposed to
inhere in substances and capable of engendering
phenomena."
·
.
·
In this phase people talk about laws and principles
as though laws and principles were forces capable of
producing phenomena.
Third.-" The last stage is the Positiv. The mind,
convinced of the futility of all inquiry into causes
and essences, restricts itself to the observation and
classification of phenomena, and to the discovery of
the invariable relations of succession and similitude
-in a word, to the discovery of the relations of phenomena."
Why is not the Positiv stage the point reached by
the Agnostic? Ha has ceased to inquire into the
origin of things. He has perceived t.he limitations
of the mind. He is thoroughly convinced of the
uselessness, and futility, and absurdity of theological
methods, and restricts himself to the examination of
phenomena, to their relations, to their Effects, and
endeavors to find in the complexity of things the
true conditions of human happiness.
Althoug-h I am not a believer in the philosophy of
Auguste Comte, I cannot shut my eyes to the value
of his thought; neither is it possible for me not to
applaud his candor, his intelligence, and fhe courage
it r€quired even to attempt to lay the foundation of
the Positiv Philosophy.
Professor Huxley and Frederic Harrison are
splendid soldiers in the army of progress. They hav
attacked with signal success the sacred and solemn
stupidities of superstition. Both hav appealed to
that which is highest and noblest in man. Both hav
been the destroyers of prejudice. Both hav shed
light, and both hav won great victories on the fields
of intellectual conflict. They cannot afford to waste
time in attacking each other.
After all, the Agnostic and the Positivist hav t~e
same end in view-both believe in living for th1s
world.
The theologians, finding themselvs unable to answer the arguments that hav been urged, resort to
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6 00 said, "No man in the Liberal ranks has made grf'ater
2 011 ~acnfices than Brother Buruham." It is doubtful if
3 75 as great. From the pastor of a popular church
6 uo
310 built especially for him, he steps down and out, fully
a ou aware of the rulle;ed path he would hav to travel, and
1 20 •n f~ce of all ddficultlt.oS defends our cause with an
3 uo ard(;r, courage, and enthusiasm which cannot but
41)
75 tnspire the wuk and wavf'ring souls. He bas just
25 re ur.Led from a six we• k::~' l~cture engagemenL in
25 Toronto, where, I am informed, be met with unusual
. 611 ~ucct-ss. Brother B11rnham's sterling honesty, pa2o'i
50 til:!nt ~ffort, oratory,.and ~eDlal manners bav endear~d
50 bim to atl Secularists. He has few equals and no
50 nva 1s. Succee.s to him.
511
V10e-Prebident Wlllis communicates, and in him we
75 recognize a kindrPd spirit. Hi11 letters are always
1 2.'1
full uf practical sullgestions. His letter· beads are
$56 90 R .. dical tr,.c•s, appealing for "justice, liberty, and
Received payment,
J, P. Ml!NlJUIIl.
t:qual rights." He is one 'who hav!Dg "put his hand
~lte ~merican ~etular
We assure friend l\lendum that these valuable to the plow" will not "look back." Dr. W1llis will
works will be apprt-ciated by the Ltberals, as they art- not grow weary in the battle for freedom. He also
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENs. Secretary,
16 Uuion Pt<rk Place, Ollh>.a.ll:o. by the flecretary, w1th the warmest tba.11ks and detp- expresses a desire to follow up his genHous contriOTTo WETTSTEIN, Trea.e.,
Rochelle, Ill. tst gr11tttude, and we hope that tht-re will be live1.} butions by a11 e11Core during the year. Fur the sake
E. B. FooTE, JB.. Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. comp;.tmon among our well-wishers to b'!JY tbt>se of the cause, and not because we attach any undue
!f.Jis. M. A.. FBEElllANt Oban. F1n. Oom., 241 Washington Boulevard,
books, and thus put the C'ash in the treasury. Wt.o importance to money per se, we trust his desire may
OhiCIII/:0.
are pleased to lt.oarn that Brother Menduru's intellt:ct be abundantly rE>altzed.
1s t-till undiwwtd, bitt analytical powers as keE>n and
We t&ke pleabure in acknowledging an interesting
'l'he Rull of' Honm·.
judgmet.t as tiOUnd as in the days of youth. .As the letter from one of our ·noble women co- workers,
Josiah P. Mendum, Boston /n'Dtbtigator, gift nf books. $56 90 potlt says:
Charlotte Palm, who, though coLtendmg with chronic
Bamos Parsons. tlan "Jo•e, Cat................................. 10 !10
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us he will not be able to "look after our c.ame" till
Coll"cted by Tbos. Bnrk :
Toe Modern Athens just.fies in the cause of Secu- nt-Xt winter. We n•gret this, as l'O valiant a E<olditr
David Black, Bozeman, Mont ........ ....... ... ... .... ..... 5 00
Jobn Black,
"
" .............................. 1 00 larism tbe prestige ~>he has so justly won in other can scarcely be granted so long a furlough. He and
the donors bav our sincere thanks and best wi"'hf'F,
Peter M.-t:zger,
"
" ....... ..... ...... ...... ... ... 2 UO fi~;Jds.
Colonel Ed wards, "
" .............................. 1 00
Cheering words come from the venerable P. F.
Again, just like him, Phot.ius Fisk heads the list,
J. M. Linoley.
"
" .............................. 1 00
Spencer. wbo has more tban fillf'd out the allotted
this
ellrth
was
never
blessed
with
a
more
devoted
for
y,.geJ & Bucbler, "
" ........................ ...... 1 OU
Ricoard Plumb,
"
" .............................. 1 00 and generous soul. Laden with labors of lou• flpan. He rt>ads THE TRUTH SEEKER and declares be
Horace Edwards, "
" ...... ........................ 1 00 for his fellow-men, even though bent with years and, mtends to keep on as loug as he can read. He con· W. C Newton,
"
" .............................. 1 00 I believe, seldom free from atlment, he still thinks and tributE'S $1 to the Bruno monument, and $1 to the
Jos.,ph Plumb,
"
" .............................. 1 00 acts in a mannE>r which speaks louder than words for American SPcular U aion. We trust he may celebrate
J, A. More,
"
" ................. ............ 1 00
the benefit of the race. He espoused the Abolition his one-hundredth birthday.
We fully apprt>ciate the fact, and hope it will be
Friend Cochran sent us $1 with which to scatter
movement when his fellow-ministers regarded him as
recognized by members of the American Secular
a dangerous fan&t•c. But by persisting in bravely Judge.Waite's pamphlet on the Blair bills at our disU aion, that our "Roll of Honor" is not merely a
defending his po10ttton he became the friend of John cretion. Many thanks. That is the way to create
. bigh-soundJDg phrase of no ~>terling significance, but
Q
1incy Atiam~, Gerrit Smith, and Joshua R. Gtd- public opinion.
that it is an honor of which they should be proud,
Wm. Smith, of Geneva, N. Y., sent for $5 worth
When hving in his nativ Greece news
dmgfl.
' to be identified as promoters of one of the grandest reached him of the ureat Chicago fire, and he cabled of pamphlets. He is bound to go into the matter
movements of the nineteenth century for mental
his friend, Wendell Phillips, "Use my money for the wholesale. A. few more FUeh S~cuJar soldiers WOUld
emaumpation. and whose activity is curtailed for lack
sufftlring as though your own." He has the most rout an army of big-ots hke Blair. We can count on
of funds. Liberals who generously sustain the
generous impulst-s ever implanted in man, and a heart· the opposition of Geneva to the puritanical Sunday
Union are not prompted by a desire to see their as large as human needs.
law.
· names in print, but are sufficiently intelligent toreST. LOUIS FRFIE GEMEINDE.
Jonathan Stone gladdens our heart and replenishee
alize the dangers which threaten and the only means
the treasury at the same time, thus killing two birds
By invitation of this splendid, progressiv G~>rman
by which they can be averted. Some appear in the with one stone, as it were. Mr. Stone is a zealous organization, founded in 1850, the oldest in the U aited
'' R 1!1 of Honor," I presume, not only for the good upholder of the Nine Dtlmands, as is also RussAil States, and for many long years a Ltbf'ral oasis in an
the funds may do but to inspire others to go anJ do Marston,· who nobly re11ponds to the appeal. To almost impenetrable desert of cons~rvatiRm, I spoke
likewise. Cert&iuly that must be the purpose of the those generous friends Ernst Mendum, Mr. O'Con- Sunday afternoon and evening, March 31st, on the.
venerable publisher of the Boston Investigator,
nor, Pdlmer, Fairbanks, Fo~ter, Rush, and the Mes- Blair conspiracy again!!t the republic and t.be work of
Josiah P. Mendum, a gentleman of ex.3eptional abilit.y
dames Ko.ondall and Harris, the former of whom we the American Secular U a ion.
and broadest culture, whose munificent gift of $60
The social and religious status of Sh. Louis life
hav had the honor of hearing from in the aame manworth of books, accompanied by the following letter Df'r-to all this noble band of f'Xemplars, each and would form an intereRting study, even if not remarkof encouragement, was one of the most pleasurable
every one, we exter.d, in fancy, the right hand of ably encouraging. Founded under Spanish dominaexperiences of our life:
BnsToN, MAs~-. March 4, 1889.
fellowship, regretting- that our sp11ce is limited, and tion that left an impre~s of Rowanisw which is readily
Mn E. A. 8T&VJJ:NB, Dear .-ir: In due appr~ciation of your it would be impossible to greet each individually as recognizPd, followed by the old French period still
more strongly implanting conservativ characteriRtics,
services to the cause of L•heralism, as evidenced by the war- we would wish.
Our old friend and stanch ally of the Pacific coast 1t is little wonder that during ante bellum days it and
fare you are wagi• g »g•dnst the Catholic hierarchy in tbe
courts of Chicago, I beg you to acc.. pt the accc>mpanying writes us a most inspiring J.-ttH, and, as our readers JIB state were nearly secured by the the boastful
bill of book!l, which 1 trust you w1ll be able to di~pose of
among your associates to your pPcuoiary advantajre. Mr. may see, by no means an empry one. Brother P.u- .,Javeocrats to the "Jost CEiURe." Paying a visit to t.be
Washburn.bas collected q•1i1e a little sum among the Vberals BOllS belitlves, in the language of scripture, that Planters' House, I readily recalled tbe bloody "aff~irs
of this city, to whicb l would hav contl'ibuted d•d 1 not ·' fdith without works is dt-ai'l,'' so, notwithstanding of honor" and assassinations said to bav disgraced
thmk that, by this meth.,d-a consignment of bookM-you his advanced age and the ind,:ff renee and lukewarm- this now q'1iet, but eminently conseiVativ, hostelry,
could net more than my cash contribution would jlav
f
L
amounted to.
nf'SB o many profesEted iberals by whom be is sur· r~tripped as it now is of its ancient glory as chief
H11pin11: you will be able to realize a good return from the rounded, he is constantly ex ..rting himself to the resort of the SfJuthern slav:-Jholding grandees.
The proprietor reluct-4ntly submits t.o change, and
books, whtcb are expressed to you to-day, prepaid, and wisb- utmost to sprf'ad our principles and combat organlug you every suc..,~s>~ in your struggle with tbe cburcb, I 1zed error. Within a very short. t.ime be ba~ contrtb· a great painting of a Romish cathedral bangs deremain,
Vtry truly yours,
J.P. M&NnnM.
uted in various ways nearly $50 to !JiberaliEtm-a fiantly as the prmcipal picture in his rE-ception room,
List of books contribut.-d by J.P. Mendum, of Boston, record that ought to inspire oth~:~rs with the spirit of m proof, as it were, that a good Cathoiic must, as a
Mass., to E. A. Stevens, of Chtcago, Ill:
emulation.
matter of course, bate the modern heresy of social
2 One Religion Many Creeds .................................... $3 no
Many of tho8e who reF>pond most promptly and and political Pquality. The shadows of slave days
3 History of All Ubristian Sects............................... 3 00
l
h ·
d
1 Diegf'sis............................................................. 2 00 generous y to nur appea 1s or t e1r piP ges, are those are fal ing C'ff by dPgrees in the new order of
2 tlvn•a£ma .......................................................... 2 uo who, from a pecumary standpoint. can ill 11ff .rd to tbings, and the principal factor in this metamorphosis
1 Devil's Pn 1pit...................................................... 1 50 do so, and whose cont.nbutions necessitate consider- was tht~ infusion of Teutonic leva of liberty and intel! A•tro. Theological Lectures .................................. · 1 50 able self ~acr fice. To this c ass of contr1 hutors th .. ligence, f, r the GHmans are certainly the school4 Lytrers to Eugenia .............................. ·· .......... ·.... 5
Liberal lectUrtlrs must surely belong, and Brother J. masters of tbe world. They planted themse)v~ here,
2 Vestiges of Creation............................................ 2 00 H B
h
1
2 Heminiscences of a Preacher (pap!lr)...................... 1 00 · . urn aw, as we I as Mr. Washburn, doubly de- grew gigantically, and saved MrRsouri to the U aion,
2
"
""
"
(clo,n)....................... 1 50, serve our thanks and esteem. As Courtlandt Palmer and possibly the Union itself, for who can estimate
;•••ooooooooooooooooooooooooOOOOOOOoOOOOOOoooOOOOOOo
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tlie result had this state sided with the Oonfed~racy 1
This patriotic work can largely be ascribed to German
Freethought, ar.d RS the S&. Louis Fr.. ie Gemeinde
holds the proud distinction of foullder.of this class of
orga.nizfltion!l, its record of nearly forty years is filled
with honorable l-fforts to maintain and extend the
principle of liberty-political, civil, and religious. As
a school for moral and physical training it is unsurpassed, arid it takes the initiativ on Freethought
matters in St. Louts. Wm. Peterson, a fine, typical
German gentleman, holds the honnrAd post of prefli·
dent, and is dAservedly popular. Tbe institution's
intAllectuallife is well attended to by Treasurer Aug.
Hoffmann-whose father served as its s<-cretary tlll
his deat.h-who re-ceived his superior education within
its walls, and is juRt the sort of worthy son such a
noble Freethougnt society would naturally producE>.
It numbers among its membt>rs some of St. Louis's
best mt1zens. Owing to election excitement., rain,
and distance from central portion of the city, the
l• ctures were not Wfoil attended, although t.hey had
been largely advertised. Apathy and ind ff -renee is
unfortunately to a large degree charactPristlc of t.hose
who should sustain our cause in St. Louis. Those
who fa1led to attend their spacious ball. which will
St>at two thousand people, missed a rare musical treat
Sunday night.. Professors Sohilling-father and son
-each rf'ndered a solo, one on the violin, the other
on the :flute, with piano accompaniment, and all
the mel! :fluous melody I f'Ver ht>ard on tht~ :flute, the
elder Sch1lling certainly eclipsed by his pt>rformance.
Their well trained mannenchor of about twenty five
voicet~~, under the leadPrship of Professor Schilhng
the younger, m11de the rafters resound with glorious
songs of freedom. An acute attack of bronchitis
made it d,fficult for me to !!peak, and doubtlt<ss distressing to my audience, but an array of important
facts were presented, and reorganization attE>mpt"d,
the former society having only an abortiv existence.
My anticiP.ations were largely founded on the fact
that one of the most learnPil !l.nd talented Liberals,
Dr. Gray, now reE~ides at 1454 Wright str11et-one
whose classic poems and admu11b!e philosophical arti·
cles hav charmed and instructed thouPands of Freethinkers under tbe sobriquet of "Z )a Topsie." With
his talents, j ud~ment, and enthusiasm, I feel more
hopeful of tbe future of Secularism in St. Lnuis
Mr. S,dney A. Rend!, a teacher of "fonetics," and
who F>pellR his name in that way; the Stender broth·
ers, M1se Stella Campbell, Mr. Bariharam, and others
will form an important guard to the N me Demands.
C. L. Ha.!lkell, the well- known contribut.or to TBE
TBUTJI SEEKER and lecturer, is now in St. Louif:l, and
wiH doubtless devote his talents to the upbuilding of
the organization.
Onr friend Hoffcnan, who is a near neighbor of
De. Gray, has promised that the Freie Gemeinde will
aid the organiz"tion in every way, and it can call on
them for any assistance, and under their fostering
care its succt-ss should be assured. We eXpPct that
" z >a Topsis" will be as great a success in the practical wmk as he has been in the th~>oretical and literary field, and rai!le a good crop of Secularists in this
heretofore unpromising field.
Among those I met in the Mound city was ChaP.
W. Caines, of Manchester, Mo., a TRUTH SEEKER
reader, a cultivated gentleman, and a member of the
Ethical society.
Professor and Mrs. Barricelli, editors of Prog1·ess,
are people of unu>~ual capacity-the lady a tint~ conversationalist and acute thinbr; the prof ... ssor an
Italian poet of importance, and conversant with most
European languflges. Strange _to see an .~talian correcting the English of his Amer1ea.n contnbutors.
lH v old friend and associate on one of the R'lchester,
N. Y., dailies, is Edward A. Clifton, now editing the
new industrial daily, the New Order, which to some
extent is the successor of a paper your secretary
edited in St. Louis ten years ago. "Chff" is a bright,
brilliant, vers<1til newspaper man and a hustler. May
he Jiv long and prosper.
Another chum and worker in the labor cause was
Fred. Swaine. Fred ba1:1 got a handle to his name now,
"Hnn." Hope he Will break into Congress soon.
Had a pleasant visit with a lady of considerable
intelligence, Mrs. P1ke, whose daughter, our acc~m·
plishPd Mrs. Gruber, proves the iD:fla~>nce of heredtty.
St. Louis is branching out in metropolitan grand
eur and few citiAs bav made greater architectural
pro~ress in a single decad~>. The central portion of
the city is blessed with granit pavement and the de·
testable limestone is being rapidly replaced, and when
the city gets through with the election, and over its
"pigs in clover puzzle," it can probably settle down
to mundane matters. As an instance of perverted
in:fl,tence!l, we fiud that it still glories in the healthgiving qualities of its muddy watPr.
E A. STEVENS. Sec. A. S. U.

Our J.. oruJon Lett~r.
Thanks to the pertinacity d Mr1.1. Be11ant, who
was well supported by othPr Liberal-minded members of the London school board, the prohibition to
lecture and write on Freet.hought has at last been
removed; and Mr. A. B. Moss is now at libHty to
1!\~or Fubl~c11 ~q t.b~ c~use h~ bol4!l qear!" 'l'bis will

be a decided gain to the party, as be is an activ and
e~ergetic laborer in the VIDeyard. Beyond tbie par
tiCular advantage, it givs a good indication of the
advance being made in the extemion of Liberal idPas.
It must hav been a bitter pill for the chairman, Rev,
J. Diggle, to swallow, as he was chairman of the
board who passed the veto, and is greatly shocked at
the name of Secularism. At the next election it is
not improbable that this behind the-time par ... on and
his followers may be relegated to the obscurity they
would so much bettAr adorn, and with a mnj nity of
sensible members, children will not be required to
waste tneir time in lf'arning clerical fables.
Messrs. Watts & Co. hav sent me a parcel of brochures trE>ating of Agnostici!lm and ki• drt>d subjects,
written by men who are well qualifie>d to write on
such matters-Laing. Bit hell, "Julian." "Lara," and
"G M. MrC.,'' all well known as contributors to the
Secular RwieuJ at various times. These PXcAllent
text-books are well printed on good paper and should
command an extensiv circulation. Mr. C. A. W11tts
is steadily extf'nding his list of publi"ations of IIOntributions to Freethought literature, and if he continues muoh long~r in the sam"' rat.io as during tbe
last year or two, will hav to extend biR business prem
ises. His Literary Guide I hav bad from the fir11t
number, and find it a very welcome and useful
monthlv.
Mr. Foote has announl'ed bis int~>ntion of inrrPalil·
ing the size of the Freethinker, which is undoubtPdiy
a good !>ign of appreciation on the part of sub~<crib
Hs, and tohould be the meanP of extendin!f" the circu·
lation. Tbe "Biog-raphical Dictionary of Freethink
erP," by Mr. J. M Wheeler, promi~es to be a valuable
WOI k of reference, filling as it does a nlace hitherto
unoccupied. Sul'h a work muRt t>ntsil "ereat Ia bor of
research, hut it could not be in bflttE>r bands for that.
reason. Tbe only drawback ie the time that must in
consequ.,nc~> elapse before it.s comp).,t,ion.
The Radical, edited and published by Mr. G.
Standring, df'Rerves a wide circulation, and it.s clos~>r
attention to Freet.bougbt topicR ~<boultl a!ltoist it in
t.bat direction. The editor's "Hist.orical Sketch of
Freethought in Enaland" is of considerable interest,
and might. well be continued for 110me time to rome.
I hav just been reading "Rnbert Eh•mE>re" by
Mrs. H. Ward, and from the reviAwe I had seen of
the.boc,k was led to believe it a very wonderful ;,or k.
I must confess to having b~>en somewhat dillappointed. It is far too voluminou!l, and might, with
advant.age, be "boiled down" con6lidHably. In my
humble opinion Mrs. Lynn Linton's ''Under Whicb
Lord?" is far beyond it. None of the characters arf'
particularly attractiv, the reli,:l'i• us ones are very
narrow-minded, and the more Liberal ODE'S are not
ncessivly so; they all bav the FUpPrnntural bogey
to frighten them. U otil I read tbe bor k I waf.l undE>r
the impres&ion it recorded the path from Christianit:v
to Agno~<tici~m. but it appears the hero only got aP
far as Unit arianism when ·he died. If it took six
hundred closely printed P"fleS to describe that jflurney, I wonder bow many it would hav taken to hav
carried him to Atheism.
It is generally reporterl that Mr. Spurgeon is a
very humble indivirlual who devfltes all his salary to
works of charity, but if a report I saw in a new~;~paper
a few days back be correct, he livs in verv grand
r.tyle, and a y~>ar's expenditure would hav sufficed to
hav kept the whole Christian church in E>arly timPS in
comparativ 11ftluence. I wonder if be evf'r thinks it
would be more consistent to his professions to liv in
the same style as the apost.les he pretends to admire,
and· minister freely to the neces~<ities of the needy
saints attending his tabernacle. I never beard that
he ever proposed throwing all his wealth into the
common stock, so that all could share alikP. He ie
about as sincere in this respect ae in hie implicit faith
in the watchfulness of God over those who believe
and Jove him, which he so well proves by his periodJ. D.
ical visits to Mentone in Flt'IRrch of hPaltb.

n

Is Man llorally

Ue!ilponl'!ibl~1

is an axiom of philosophy that two like objects
will act the same, if acted upon by similar forces
unner the same condition!'.
Now Jet us take two men. They do not act alike
Then it follows that one of two tbinR"B is true-either
that they were not alike when born, or that they
were not acted upon by the same forces. If tbev
were not born alike,· it ie not their fault, and neit.her
is re11ponsible for not being like tbe othPr, though
one may be a criminal and the otbt>r a philanthropist.
Oa the other hand, if tbf'y were born alike, then they
were acted upon by d1fferent forces, ar d neither is
responsible, for tht'ly cannot control the forces that
act upon them. In either case, man is not responsible.
It seems, then, that character and morality depend
entirely upon two things-the accident of birth and
tbe circumstances of life; so we are forced to the
opmion of a modern pbiloBopher that "milD is ae he
must be." This may "eem all wrong, but if you rea·
son, the conclusion is inevitable.
"Yes," !lRYB the Christian, ''but man is not a
machine. He is a free ~orRl ~~ogent1 !'P.9 9a~ 4o ~i~ht

Qr wnmtr, 86 be desire~,·

.
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True, man is a free agent, and being sucb, he will
neces!larily make some uee of his fre~?dom. Then do•
not conditions and circumstances decide what that
use shall be ! And if it be a bad use, is the man
responsible 1
Of course man can do as he desires to do, but if
something else controls his dt>sires, he is really as
much of a machine as a wheelbarrow, and while he
may fancv himsf!lf a free agent, he is only free to
execute the commands of outside forces. He is only
a tool, and desire is the motiv power that makes him
act.
The psychological fallacy of man's moral responsibility ie the foundation upon which metaphysicians
hav built structures of sophistry 11ky-high ; but
modern thought is shivering thfl frail shams to
atoms.
WILLIAM ScoTT,
Osceola Mills, Pa.

Editorial Notes.
A VERY

book to gi v to Cbristians-ePpecially Methodists-to !let them to tbinkinp; about the trnth or fal•ity of
their theological scheme is a little ten.cent pamphlet which
we hav j11st publi~hed for Israel W. Grob, entitled, "Did
Man F111i ?'' Mr. Groh considers in detail the statements
made in Genesis conc.rning the garoen of Eden, and locates
the place where according t.o scripture the garden must hav
been, concluding with an offer of $;:;.ooo ''lo the person or
persons who will make it possible for excur~ionists to visit
Eclt•n and see the g11rd!'n with all its points of interest" Mr.
Groh thinks, and not illogically, that the clergy should spend
th~ir vacations exploring the garden, giving the results to
their congregations, or even !earling their lambs to the hallowed spot in order to convince t.bem of the truth of the
theological scheme of man's fall that he might be redeemed.
At present many doubt the need of redemption because of
the uncPrtainty of a prt•vious fall. These doubts will be at
once removed if the [).arden can be visit~d and the tree of life
and the cherubim and 1he blazing sword pointed out. Tbe
reward off,.red is in the intPre~t of Christianitv, and the public spirit Pxhibited by Mr. Grob will uo doubt be appreciated
by zealous church-members-Methodists especially. Price,
10 cents; sold at this office.
~ood

THE Rev. Charles Locke, of Pitt~ burgh, Pa., evidently bas
not recovered from the tff<-cts of the LibPral gathering in his
city last fall. On a recent Sunday he reart-d up in his pulpit
and told his herd what a bad thing Liberalism is. Liberali~m, he brayed, is the most slavish, the most contemptibly
narrow, the mo~t contracted thing on earth! Why! came
in splitting force frolil the pulpit, Lib!'ralism would even
erase from our national e~cutcbeon the motto of our fathers,
"In God we tru~t !" Htioous as is this charge, Liberalism,
according to Mr. Loeke, is open to worse. Liberalism gave
birth to the French RPvolution I "Liberalism makes men
moral cowari!s! Liberalism leads to despair anrl suicirle l
Liberalism buildR no universititsl Liberalism carries on no
~~:reat philanthropic enterprises!'' And so on to the end of
tbe Fame old chapter tbat all 1 avreai!, and everybody know11
to be a chapter of ministerial romance. An anl!'rY friend in
sending us thP report of the serm11n, writes, "Bee bow the
oamned scoundrel can lie. Wisb you would di~sect the
man!" But what is the use of wasting more time with such
an ignoramus? Our frieno would not go out of his way to
kick a cur sr arling in an adjoining town, and there is nothing to be gained by brt-akinl!' into Lof'ke's stable and feeding
him thistles till he ceases braying. Even thistles bav a slight
value.
Man's Worship Always of Himselr.
.A.laPtor tn SPculnr Tfloug"l.

The other day, while rearling Sir R;chard Burton'A remarkable translation of "The Thousand Nights and a Night " I
came across a note written by the learned translatrr which
mij!'ht be of interest to Fred .. rick Harrison and his friends.
If c~ptain Burton is right, "Comteism "-or what is under<Jtood when the tl'rm is med-is somewhat. older than thP.Iast
generation, and tbe religion is rather mor~ wid.-ly ~pread
than the wildest adherent of the FrPncb philosopher would
probably claim. •· The more," sa~ s Burton, ''I study religions the more I am cnnvinct-d that man never worshiped
anything but himself. Zeus. who became Jupiter, was an
ancient. kmg, according to the Cretans, who were entitlt-d
lillrS bt-cause tbey ~howed his bu.rial.place. From a. rfeitled
ance~tor, who would bf'come a local god, like the H.brew
Jt-hovah a!l oppmed to Cbemo~h l'f Moab, the name would
l!'ain amplit11de by lovg time and di~tar:t travel and the old
i~land chieftain woul:J end by bt-com1ng the D!'myurgltS.
Gsnvmecle ("'ho possibly gave rise to the old Latin Calamims) was probably some fair P~rygian bo! who in proct-ss
of time became a symbol of the w1se man ~e1zPcl by the eal!'le
to be raiser! among the Immortals; aud the chaste myth
~>imply E-ignififd that. rnly the prurlt-nt are lovt•d by the gods.
But it rotted with ag~> as do 1111 thin[l.S human." Elsewhere
Sir Rich~rd treats with contempt many of the scrip·ure
s• ori~>s. HiR learning, vaRt and varied as it is, hall undoubtedly placed him in the Agnostic ran• s.
Able

Rook~

From

ll••

.nnd Able P.nper,
Union Print•r.

We are indeb'ed to the Truth St'r·ker Company for copies
of rect-nt works. "The Limitation A of Tol~ration " is preRented in pamphlet form at tbe rPaRon~>ble pr10e of ten cents.
It. is the fammiR di~cnssion on this topic bv Colonel lngerPoll,
Fr.-cl!'ric R Courlert, and Stewart L. Wondfnrd, and will
amply repav a cRref11l pPrusal "Did Man F»ll ?"is the titl!J
of 8 vPry 11hle P~~ay by I~rael W Grob. and "Pioneer Pith,'!
by Robert. V Arlam~, embrHceR the ,e:i~t of hiP cel.ebraterl discourws on Ra•ionali~<m. THE T:arTH R&l!KRR II< the lt-~d
ine: jnurnal 11f Frl'etbou~~:ht in rhis country. anrl able contphutors »re being con•tantlv adderl to its already large sta~.
It i~ puhliPhfrl &t 28 Lafayette place, this city, wh~re popi~&
pf tb!l ~bOVtl·{U~tlqVlllold '\VOT~e WBJ' be OPtlliaeQ,
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doubly dear since this article bas appeared, as I now
feel that my cherished hopes are not doomed to
annihilation, at least from your pen, let us attend
strictly to business, that is to say, provided you mean
busines11.
McArthur to Mr. Baker.
You hav been calling for "facts," and I hav given
Friendly, free discussion ca!ling forth
them. Never mind theories. It is true that the
From the fair jewel, truth, 1ts latent ray.
. The discussion I believe, sir, is now between you moon may be made of green cheese, or it i~ even
-··and me, and I dpine that, in view of yours of De- possible, as Washington Irving says, that the mbabitant there_of may wear his bead under his arm. But
: cember 29th ult., a defense of Mrs. Slen~er from we are dealing with neither of these subjects-we
- your pen is not only inopportune but unwise. Let
·:the ''dead past bury its dead,'' for Mrs. Slenk~r has are treating of facts, cold facts. I don't desire to
'the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER open to her If she theorize as yet. I bate theories when they interfere
.
·•should deem that any of my remarks need explana- with facts.
Ingersoll, the Chevalier Bayard of Freetbought,
. tion.
•.·•. Even as a young man the pr~rient had fevy chariii:s sans peur et sans reproche, laughs at theories and
for me and now as I -am vergmg on fifty It haP, If deals out facts; consequently, be ie irresistible.
possibie, still less. Consequently I shall decline to Now, as a Freethinker, an admirer and possibly a
entertain such a subject, whether started by Mrs. follower of that noble man, why can you not treat
this subject in the same manner? Why treat SpiritSlenker or anyone else.
.
I hav frequently noticed while watching a discus- ualism and its claims only with quibbleP, and reserve
sion that the weaker party branches off from the reg- your " facts " for Christianity !
Does this not lay you open to the suspicion of
ular line, hoping thereb! either to c?ver his inability
having
no counter-facts to present'
~:·-to grapple with the subJect, .or to di.stract the a~t.en
Facts are ugly customers to controvert. Theories
.. tion of his opponent ; so, while heartily sympath1zmg
.with you in your efforts in behalf of a lone woman, never can successfully oppose them. So, let us argue
. yet I must beg to draw you back to the line of argu- this matter honestly. If you hav made a mistake in
your assertiomr, as I honestly believe you hav,
ment between us.
I regret that you~ " Chip~" forces. me to a recapit- and moreover think you will discover if you only
ulation of your various artiCles, as 1t seems to fav9r review your articles, then come out like a man and
the idea that I forced you into this controversy, in- admit it.
An honest admission disarms an adversary, and
·. ·stead of, as is the fact, that you forced yourself
that you do not know everything, though it may be
-'into it.
. Under heading" An Old Story," published in the humiliating to your pride, is no personal fault, for it
:November 24th issue of THE TRuTH SEEKER, you cir- is common to humanity.
" He loads the dice against himself who scores a
. culated a series of calumnies against Spiritualism, and
point
against the right," says Ingersoll, and Cicero,
uttered them in such a tone that one would hav
.-thought you had thoroughly experimented with whom both of us honor, wrote, "I am not ashamed.
.: every phase of the phenomen~, and. could not only as most men are, to confess my ignorance of what I
.''prove them false, but that their behevers were a set do not know."
So, I repeat again, let us keep closely to the line of
· of deluded asoee.
" Are these deponents," you ask, " in such mental argument, and I await with anxiety your confession,
condition that their testimony is to ba received with- or a conclusiv proof either that the sittings did not
take place or that all the sitters were "aberrant."
out any criticism'"
Now a few lines to Mr. Priestley in regard to his
Having set up your man of straw you then knock
letter
of February 16th.
him down with: "This is to giv all the advantage to
~ regret, sir, that my a<lvocacy of a " fact" should
fools and knaves, or if this is too harsh, to persons
draw your wrath down upon me. But I am so con; who are abnormal, whose faculties are aberrant."
; A shudder ran through the entire Spiritualistic stituted that I must continue my advocacy of that
' community on reading this, and many " ghost- fact until it has been proved that I am mistaken.
I hav no theory so cherished that I would not
.· mongers" felt to return thanks because you spared
it on its fallacy being proved. But arguabandon
· their feelings further by adding: "I do not wish to
ment is necessary; neither sarcasm, double entente,
.•·.: speak unkindly of these poor creatures," for
nor calumny can accomplish that result.
(Baker) was in logic a great critic,
Let me ask you a question. Hav you ever read
Profoundly skilled in analytic.
anything from my pen in advocacy of the "ghost
He could distinguish and divide
theory!" But, per contra, hav I not distinctly
A hair 'twixt south and southwest side.
stated that from my standpoint Spiritualism had no
· Well from this and similar articles I supposed ghosts, "either holy or otherwise?"
_• that yo'u carried a "chip on t~~ sho.ulder "which you
Therefore, wby. the lament? "And this, alas, is
. ' were anxious to hav some Spmtuahst knock off, and ·McArthur! This is the distinguished Freethinker of
. I volunteered to attend to the job and notified you whom we were so proud. and whose fame had ex.- accordingly.
tended across two oceans!''
·
Now, let us examin this-not that I agree with
· So under date of March 2d, I published an account
of t;o sittings held with Dr. Slade, stated them as you in regard to my reputation, for I do not deserve
clearly and concisely as possible, and calmly awaited it-but, to compare us, as man to man.
· your explanation.
.
In one of your letters to Mrs. Ritchie you remarked
Being a well-known "ghost-monger," I desired in proof of your evolution theory that Bucephalus,
that my personal character should not be called into the horse of Alexander the Great, had rudimentary
question so I invited three well-known and highly toes, or, in other words, was a pliohippus.
respectable gentlemen to be present at the first sit·
I do not object to this assertion. It may be true;
ting; and at the second the Editor of this paper, who it may be false. It can neither be proved DOr dishad also been present at the first, and myself, were proved. But it does seem strange to me that a man
the only persons present.
.
.
of your mentality-surely, fBr above the averageYou will pardon me for statmg r1ght here that I should, for his basic proposition of a theory, rely on
consider E. M. Macdonald to be as clear and level- ancient testimony of an uncertain character, and,
. beaded a man as I number in my list of friends. A when a live question such as Spiritualism comes to
;: pronounced Materialist, he could in no way be con- the fore, accuse a fellow-laborer of having lost his
, nected with Spiritualism or its claims, and the article wits, because he advocates the Spiritual theory from
was carefully read by him and pronounced to be cor- facts within his own personal knowledge.
rect before it was published in the columns of his
We-that is, you and 1-seem to hav different ideas
paper.
in regard to the meaning of our corps badge, InIt would be difficult to describe my feelings as I fidel.
I agree with S. P. Putnam, who, in a recent article
opened my TRUTH SEEKER containing what you style
your answer, "Chips." I felt it was not '' impos- in Free thought, said: "The true Infidel is he who
sible" that the omniscient Baker bad exploded the accepts no finality. He will always inquire, for he
whole fraud, and those cherished hopes of mine, will always believe that there is a new and better
built on what I had chosen to consider experience, way. Infidelity, therefore, is not a passing phase of
of many and many a year, had been shattered by one humanity, but a permanent necessity. There must
stroke of his pen.
be eternal search and eternal questioning."
But what did I find? Nothing but quibbling.
Both of us, sir, are Infidels. and both of u!l should
There had been presented an array of facts which be inquirers. I am seeking the truth and am willing
Mr. Baker had pronounced as "impossible," and to credit you with the same desire. I present my
whose advocates he had attempted to stamp as "facts" just as they come to me, and would it not be
"fools." Not an argument, not a counter-statement, wiser and better for you to disprove them first before
slinging mud?
nothing but a play on words.
I at first thought some joke had been perpetrated
Simply because you do not understand a proposion the Editor by the insertion of an article from tion, is the proposer a fool 1
some other pen, but on a rereading I determined
Now, if Mr. Priestley can advance any sound,
that it was a genuin article, and that the author was sensible argument against the Spiritual phenomena,
" not merely a chip of the old block, but the old as per the facts I hav already published, I am preblock itself."
pared to giv him a respectful hearing. But, if his
Candidly, I had looked for better things from you criticism is to be based on his· want of knowledge or
after all you had written, and really felt disap- indisposition to investigate, and consequent inability
to accept, then I must decline taking the time to
pointed.
· Now:, my de~r l\:Jr. :f3aJ.!:er1 froiXj. Qbv~om~ :reMons, anewe:r biJD,
MoA:RTBV~·

fommunicalions.

.-

The Church-Its Moral Statui!!.
The fourth century marked an important epoch in
the history of the church. It then impressed itself
for evil on the entire Eastern world. The conversion
of Constantine and his instalment as the head of the
Christian hierarchies, wrought a wonderful change.
The church, under the direct ion of its imperial leader,
made a new departure. Its attitude, previous to the
conversion of Constantine, had been submissiv and
persuaeiv, but, under Constantine, an alliance was
found between the cross and the sword, and Saome
Jenyns-a celebrated Christian writer-informs us
that, under Constantine, " nations were converted by
the sword, and converts to Christianity were baptized
:with daggers at their throats." But who was Co!lstantine, heralded by the cbprch orator and Christian historian as the "first great, royal patron of
Christianity?" As to the character of this man, the
secular and church historians widely differ.
Eusebius, the great ecclesiastical wliter, in referring to Constantine, passes on him the following eu·
logy: "I am annoyed when I contemplate such
singular goodness and piety. Moreover, when I look
up to heaven and behold his blessed soul living in
God's presence, and vested with an unfading wreath
of immortality-considering this, I am oppressed
with silent amazement, and my weakness makes me
dumb, resigning his encomiums to almighty God,
who alone can giv to Constantine the praise he
merits." On reading this eulogy of a church historian in relation to the character of this first royal
patron of the church, one would be forced to conclude that he was a veritable saint, in fact. This
high commendation of Constantine is worthy of the
arch Christian forger and prevaricator who wrote it.
No man, but one who believed that it was a virtue
to lie for the glory of God and the advancement of
the church, would hav been guilty of so gross and
willful a perversion of the truth. Now for the facts
as to the character of this first jlreat royal . convert
of Christianity. He murdered his two brothers-inlaw, hu&Jbands of his sisters, Constantia and Anatasia,
and also murdered his father-in-law, Maximum
Hercules. He drowned his wife, Fausta, to death
in a boiling bath, and beheaded his son, Crispus.
He also put to death his nephew, Licinius, a boy
only twelve years old. And this old, red-handed
monster-an incarnate fiend-is the subject for high
eulogies at the hands of church historians and the
Christian clergy.
Dr. John Draper informs us that the personal history of the sons of Constantine is an awful relation
of family murders-fit sons of such a son-and yet
Eusebius was dumb for want of words to praise this
illustrious saint, and re~igned his encomiums to God
almighty. Dr. Draper, in referring to the councils
and religioul'! assemblies of the fourth century, discloses "that the horrible bloodshed and murders
attending these religious quarrels in the great cities
showed that Christianity could not ·control the passions of men. Religion had disappeared, theology
had gone mad, and Maceiloneus, bishop of Constantinople, passed over the slaughtered bodies of tbree
thousand people to reach his episcopal throne'' (Draper's Intellectual Development of Europe, page 214).
When the church thus obtaimd dominant power
the Eastern world, under its blighting idluence, experienced twelve hundred years of intellectual and
moral night. Ignorance, oppression, cruelly, and
wrong held unive1 sal sway. "Throughout the East
men in terror burnt their libraries to save themselvs
and families from destruction." Thus did the vandal
hand of the church seek to destroy the grand discoveries of sciencP, and the literature of the world.
The famous library in the temple of Serapis at
Alexandria, cont.aining six hundred and fifty thousand volumes, the representativ literature of the
world, was wantonly burnt by a Christian archbishop,
Theopolis, and by the order of a Christian emperor,
Theodosius. The instructions of the emperor were
significant: '.'If the contents of the library are contradictory to the Bible, burn it. If it accords with
the Bible, burn it, as the Bible is all-sufficient."
The Christian Crusaders burnt the great Tripolitan
library in AlgierP, containing three hundred thousand
volumes. Dr. Draper thinks the destruction of these
two libraries alone set the world back a thousand
years in its progressiv march, and yet in the face bl
these facts that should cover Christianity with that
lasting infamy it so richly deserves, its ignorant or
dishonest devotees will claim for it all the intellectual
W. S.
advancement made by the civilized world.
Nashville, Tenn.
--------~~-------

The Jesuit

(~uestion

in Canada.

Goldwin Smith in the lndependmt.

When public men in the United States hav spoken
to me with indifference of Canada and her affairs, as
they usually hav, I hav told them that if they did not
take care trouble, as it had come to them from the
South, would some day come to them from the North.
It will not be trouble of the same kind, or trouble
which will bring on four years of civil war. It will
be trouble with which, if citizens hav common patriot~
ism and resolution, the ballot may deal; but it will
pe tJ"O\ll;lle1 apd perhaps J;~eJ.'iDI.l!' tJ:oul)le! 'fhe So"tb
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Car.olina of a seco~d irrepressible confli~t is not
unhkely ~o be .found m -French Canada, dommated by
the Jesuit..
.
.
.
.
_That a seoo!ld Irrepres~Ible confliCt, tho~gh happll_y
of a .much. mllder type, ~mpends ?ver soCiety on this
con~m~nt., Is a fact to wh10b AmeriCans are apparfnt~y
begmmng to awaken. ~he fight over t.he pubhc
school system at Boston Is the prelude probably to a
general struggle, other pr?ludes to which are the
fights. over grants of pubhc money on .land to the
sectanan pur~oses of .th~ Ro~an Cathohc church at
New Yor~, Chwago, Cm<>mnab, and elsewhere. Once
more, as m t~e case of free?o~ and sla~ery! two s.o~ial
syste.ms radically antag~mstw, each wtth Its pohttcal
and mte~lect~lBl conco.mitants, confront each other.
0 a one Side IS _the. ~omal ~ystem of the New World,
the system of mdivtdual hberty, of freedom of opinion and speech, of religious equality, of science and
progress-the system which, leaving all churches to
themselvs and the religious conscience to itself, repudiates all ecclesiastical domination and claims for the
state as paramount the undivided allegiance of every
citizen. On the other side is _the system of th.e
church. of ~')me, that compara.tiVly late bu~ formidable Immigrant-the system of the encyclical ·and
the syllabuP, the sy~tem w}lich seek_s t? make the
pope, as representatlv of the ecolesta.st1cal power,
supreme lord of all in thin~s teJ:?-poral, ~~far as ~he
church pleases, as well as m thmgs spmtual, wh10h
demands for th~ .ecclesia.s.tical power the first allegian~e. of the Citizen, wb~ch denoutt?es f;eedom of
opmwn, and asse~t~ the right of the mfalhble church
to put down opmions opposed to hers by force,
which declares that the papacy will not make terms
with modern science and progress, which combats
explicitly liberty of speech and of religious conviction, implicitly liberty of every kind. The two systams, that of civil .and that of ecclesiastical supremacy, that of reactwn and that of progress, cannot,
any more than could that of freedom and that of
slavery, liv under the same roof. The Roman system
was finally formulated by the cou:racil cf the Vatican,
wh!ch crowned it with the inf~llibility of th.e pope,
while the control of the papacy Itself passed mto the
bands of the Jesuit, the heir of that great and wonderful conspiracy which bas been carried on for three
centuries against freedom and progress. Still devoted
to the prosecution of his old enterprise, the political
power having departed from kings and settled in the
people, he has now to cultivate, and does with great
success cultivate, the arts of the demagog in place of
the arts of t~e courtier. It is needless to dilate to
Americans on the power of the church of Rome in
the United States-on her numbers now recruited
not only from Ireland and Germany, but from Italy,
her activity, the vast and steady growth of her
wealth, the disciplin which she maintl\ins among her
political legions, the prompt obedience with which
they obey her call on election day, and the effect, out
of proportion even to their real muster-roll, which
their compactness, and the unity and energy with
which they are wielded, make upon the imagination
of the politician. . It is a very weak point in electiv
institutions, at least under the party system, that any
interest or conspiracy which will deliberately treat
the state not as the object of civil duty, but as an
oyster to be opened with the knife of a sectional
veto, may, by holding the balance of parties, enslave
the commonwealth to its own ends. The green flag,
wbich is virtually the flag of the church of Rome in
the United States, after being lowered for a moment
by an insurrection of American nationality, floats
' again in triumphant domination over the city ball
of New York. Nor can a Canadian cast the stone of
reproach at the citizens of the United States. We
bow beneath the same yoke.
In attacking the public school system Rome attacks
the key of her enemy's position. Free institutions
cannot possibly continue to exist without an educated
people. Over an educated people Rome can never
reign. Nominally she opposes the religious system
of education to the secular system. Really, if she
could extinguish her rival and bav all things her own
way; popular education would cease. Look at the
countries which bav been thoroughly under her sway.
Look at Spain, Portugal, Italy, especially Calabria,
Sicily, Brittany, and other ultra-Catholic districts of
France, the remote provinces of Austria, Mexico, and
the South American colonies of Spain. In French
Canada, where the church is absolute, the bulk of the
people aTe illiterate, and we are told that eyen the
mayor of a town is not alway·s able to wr1te. In
British Canada the Roman Catholic church has managed to secure for herself separate schools, and these
are unquestionably inferior to the rest. Ireland bas
a national system of education, but it was introduced
by the Parliament of the United Kingdom against the
wishes, and in spite of the half-veiled resistance, of
the main body of the Roman Catholic hierarchy and
priesthood. ·whether the policy of the church be
delibe.rate or not, as it is everywhere the s3me, we
may infer that it is rooted in her character, and that
her victory would be the death not only of the secular school systeni but of popular edu~ati~n. The
Jesuit was, as Bacon saw, a great, and, xn his way, a
IIY90esaful ~gqc~tor. :f3ut gf whom T Not pf tl.!~

lpeople,
but of princes, nobles, youth of the wealthier
class, of those over whom he wished to get influence,
because influence over them was political and social
power. Nor was his object in teaching that of the
genuin educator, but that of the social and intellectual intriguer. What be imparted was not light,
much less independence of_ mind, but only genteel
accomplishments, with a hollow show of )earning
in return for which he exacted the entire submissio~
of his pupil's mind. His aim was, in short., to extirpate by educational vaccination that dangerous malady, the love of knowledge, which the Reformation
and the Renaissance had set up. If the church of
Rome throws herself into the work of popular education it is to take the people away from the heretical
schools. She cannot possibly love it for its own sake.
Where education is she dares not venture on the performance of miracles, and scarcely on tlfe exhibition
of relics. We hav miracles and relics in Quebec.
The scene of battle now shifts to French Canada
I bav tried to describe before the French Canadia~
theocracy, and those who bear the facts in mind will
see tha.t the chu~ch of Rome h~s in that theocracy
an admuable basis for her reactwnary operations on
the continent. The church in French Canada is virtually · ~stablisbed. She retains the legal power of
colleclmg from all Catholics tithes and other ecclesiasti~al due~ which she had before the conquest, while
she IS not hke aU other established churches under
state control. Her priesthood is supreme in all
things temporal as well as spiritual, her people are
uneducated and submissiv. Amid the general poverty
of the people she is rich, and her wealth is always
being increased by gainful investment as WPll as by
pious contribution. It is reckoned that she now
holds realized property to the amount of eighty millions and has eight millions of revenue. She derives
a great addition of strength and of security from her
identification with French nationality, which in late
years bas been growing more intense and more aggressiv, the British Canadian element havi"ng not only·
failed to assimilate the French, but having begun
visibly t~. recede before it. The eastern townships,
once Bnhsh, are now rapidly passing into French
bands. The church gladly advances money at a low
rate of interest to the Frenchman to buy out the
Englishman, because the land in Cl\tholic hands will
pay tithes. The assessor, under French Catholic
control, is able to help the process by raising the
taxes on a property in British hands. The British
element will soon be reduced to the commercial quarter of Montreal, while fhe French are overflowing
and carrying at once their nationality and their
ecclesiastical system with them into the adjoining
parts of Ontario and the maritim provinces. They
are also overflowing at a great rate into the Northeastern states of the Union, and, in combination with
the Irish Catholics, they bid fair to swamp the Puritan in his ancient seat.
Till lately, however, the Roman Catholic church in
Quebecwas comparativly quiet and unaggressiv. She
was a remnant of Gallicanism saved by distance and
British rule from the catastrophe of the Gallican
church at the time of the French Revolution, and
also cut off from the Ultramontane reaction which
followed upon the Restoration. She devoured the
substance of the people and kept them ignorant and
unprogressiv, but she did her best to make them
moral in an ecclesiastical way j and t.hough her influence upon the poli.tical parties and her use of it for
her exclusiv objects, as well as her irregular interference in elections, were great political evilP, she did
not systematically encroach upon the rights of the
state. She accepted the British monarchy pretty
much as she bad accepted.the monarchy in France.
But by the coming of the Jesuit with the program
of Ultramontanism embodied in the encyclical the
scene is changed. Quebec, in spite of the resistance
of some of the bishops, the parish priests, and the
old orders, such as the Sulpicians, is yielding to ~he
influences now dominant at Rome, and becommg
Ultramontane, and, what is the same thing-, Jesuit.
Her solid and separate nationality, cut off by difference of language from the liberalizing influences of
the New World, thoroughly permeated with Ultramontanism and identifying theocracy with patriotis~,
promises henceforth to be the citadel of the Jesmt,
and the ~enter from which be will ~arr:r ?:t;l b~s crusade agamst the free and progressiv Civilization of
the New World.
Flushed wit~ vicf.ory over his ecclesia~t~c~l rivals
and confident m his bold over the pohttmans, ~be
Jesuit in Quebec has now ventured on a stroke wbwh
make~ Canada ring and awakens echoe~ in New England, If not beyond. The estates which the order
held in Canada under the Bou~bonP, on the suppresRion of the order by the pope m 1773 lapsed to the
British crown. They had, i~deed, never ~~en held
by the order as a corporation under British rule,
since ~be Tre~ty of ~aris g~;u-anteed tb~ ,!ranch
Cana~1ans .~heir rehgt?~ only so far as B~ttisb law
per.mitted.; and J esuittsm was, at. th~t ttme, prescribed-mde~~· at the present day 1t IS hardly_ tolerated-by Bn~1sh law. To these estates the reVlved
order, after an mterv~ o~ mor~ than a centu~y, durjn~ forty ye3rs of wl:ncl.l '~WQS ~tself out of e~!jtenQe!
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bas bad the hardihood to put in a claim. Such a
demand, if preferred to any Roman government or
community in Europe or America, would at once be
dismissed with Pcorn ;·but in a Protestant communit.y
ridden by the Roman Catholic vote, it not only is not
dismissed with scorn, but is humbly admitted. An
act has been passed by the provincial legislature of
Quebec awarding the Jesuits, by way of compromise,
the sum of $400,000. To emphasize the aggression
the· act contains a provision· making the settlement
conditional on the assent of the pope, and thus submitting Canadian legislation to the control of a ·
foreign power. Through the provincial legislaturo
the act passes with no opposition b£:yond a protest
from members of the helpless Protestant minority,
and Mr. Mercier, the premier, receives as the guerdon
of his services a well-earned decoration from the
pope. From the provincial legislature the act goes,
like all provincial acts, to the federal government for
allowance or disallowance. The federal premier, no
doubt, abhors the act, and he bas a strong Orange
element in his following and the head of the Orange
order in his cabinet. But be dares not estrange the
Roman Catholic vote.. Accordingly be alJows the
act. Nor is the Opposition in a condition to do its
duty; since, like the government, it stands in nwe of
the Roman Catholic vote and has, moreover, recently
entangled itflelf in a very discreditable alliance with ·
the Nationalist party in Quebec. There bas been an
Orange and Protestant uprising in the government
part.y; but, according to the last advices, Sir John
Macdonald seems to hav succeeded in quelling this by
a threat of resignation. Thus tb6l act appears likely
to pass with no opposition beyond a feeble protest
from either of t.he organized parties and will stand
in our statute-book a monument at once of the daring of the Jesuit and of the liabilities of party government. In the people of British Canada, however,
a strong feeling bas been aroused and is not likely
to die away. The agitation against the act has been
led by the Toronto JJiail, an independent journal..
The Jesuits hav brought a libel suit against the
JJiail, claiming $50,000 damages and laying the
venue not at Toronto, where the journal is published,
but at Montreal, where they comllil.and the jury box.
This is putting British Canadian submissivmss to a
rather severe trial.
It is impossible not to regard with wonder, at all
events, this famous organization of the Sons of
Loyola-Ignatius's bl~ck militia, as Carlyle calls itwhich has done so much for reaction; which counts
among its achievements, or the achievements in which
it bas had a great sharP, the war of the Catholic
League, the Thirty Year:>.' war, the persecutions in
the Netherlands, the extirpation of the French Protestants, the war of the Sonderbund, and the FrancoGerman war, besides the plots against the government and life of Elizabeth, the Gunpowder plot, the
attempt of James II. against the liberties of England, a whole series of regicides or attempts at regicide, and intrigues which hav disturbed in turn almost
every community in Europe. Not only bas the Society of Jesus done all this; it has, to a wonderful
extent, held back the dawn of intellectual progress
in the morning sky. Marvelous bav been its vitality,
its tenacity of purpose, its sustained activity, its
power of adapting itself to changes of circumstances
which, it might hav been thought, would be fatal to
it. Wounded apparent.ly to death by the dart of
Pascal, it did not die, though it has borne and will
forever bear about the scar. Suppressed by the
pope himself, at the instance of the Catholic powers
it has risen again from the tomb of suppression.
Deprived by political progress of the despots who
were its foster-fathers aiid by intriguing with whom
its power was originally gained, it bas learned to intrigue not less cunningly and almost as successfully
with the leaders of the people. Expelled from
country after country, it found its way back, and
now at last ejected from Europe, by the combined
fear and loathing of tbe natio~;~s, it takes ship, crosses
the Atlantic, and sets to work at th€1 foundation of a
new empire for Loyola, and the powH which Loyola
served, among the democracies of the New World.
Its ultimate victory is inconceivable. Reaction,
ecclesiastical despotism, and obscurantism, whose
standard it bearr;~, cannot in the end triumph over
progress, freedom of opinion, and the kingdom of
Light. Morality fights against it, and will prevail if
this is 1r moral world. Oft<>n, as in France at the
time of the League, in Europo generally under Philip
II., in France again under Louis XIV., in England
under James II., in Switzerland before the Sonderbund in France once more under the second empire,
it ha~ seemed triumphant, and flattered itself, no
doubt that the future was in its bands; when suddenly 'the moral powers hav intervened, and its edifice of coupiracy so laboriously constructed bas
come to the grourid in a day. Its cunning, as its
behavior at the time of James II. showed, though
profound is not identical with wisdom. Fail in the
end the Jesuit must; but in the mean time there may
be considerable havoc if the United States and Canada remain in the hands of politicians who are COlltroled by the Catholic vote.
·

'J'oronto, Oanaa(.l,, .
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.Additions to the Agnostic Ranks.
The most famous preacher in-Chicago is the Rev.
W. H. Thomas, of the People's church. He is the
Beecher of the West in popularity, and his sermon
on the 24th ult. shows that he is like Mr. Beecher in
holding heretical notions. Chicago is greatly stirred
· by his utterances, and his fellow-ministers are obliged
to confess that he is right.
The paragraph in his sermon which causes the
flurry is this: "I question whether or not it is pos,
sible for man and the human intellect ever to stand
without the possibility of a doubt with reference to
God. I never saw an argument tending to prove
the existence of God that did not need another a!'gument to uphold the first. Reason tries to show
God and fails. It is the heart that perceives God,
but doubt will ever remain on the part of the understanding."
That is as close to Atheism as a minister can get
and keep his pulpit. The admission, however, is
portentous for Christianity. If God cannot be perceived by the mind, if his existence is not capable of
proof by mental process, if no reasonable argument
can be adduced in support of his actuality, then indeed must Theism be given up once for all. The
longing of the heart, like the craving of a child, is
worthless as a guide and of no possible value in determining facts. And to be anything, God must be a
fact-a something or a nothing. He either exists or
he does not. If he does, according to Mr. Thomas,
he can never know it, and by this statement he destroys, so far as he can, the positiv position of theology. If his statement that there can be no intellectual
processes which shall enable man to comprehend and
prove the existence of God is correct, then must the
Christian church come down in her assumptions .and
humbly assume the position of the Agnostic. For
the heart, or the emotional side of man, never yet
discovered a truth in nature. Its "perception" is
~imply a blind desire.
" An infant crying in the night,
An infant crying for the light"

.

is an object of solicitude,· perhaps, but not a lamp to
the feet of the searcher for truth.
Viewing the matter in this Agnostic way, which is the
sternly logical result of the adoption of Mr. Thomas's
philosophy, it is interesting to know what the other
preachers thin~ of his sermon. The Chicago NeuJs
has interviewed a number of the more prominent
ones, and prints their words :
Rev. W. H. Holmes: There is a shade of truth in
his doctrin.
Rev. Dr. Mandeville: The idea of God is an intuition. It doesn't come to man by any process of rea·
son.
Rev. Dr. Terry: It is the heart which perceives
God. No doubt ~tis true that while the other argu.menta _for the extstence of a God are comforting .to
the behever and confirmatory of the conviction that
there is a power without ourselvs which makes for
ri;ghteousness, still they would be inadequate to convmce a man to whom the dogmas of a creator were
presented as an entire novelty.
Rev. Dr. Henson: The tendency in human nature
is to reject as incredible all that is unthinkable and
the infinit is to the finite unthinkable. Paul ~aid :
"The world, by wisdom, knows not God." It isn't
· possible to know God intellectually any more than
it is to climb on a ladder to the moon · and therefore
there is a sense in which the Agnostic' is right. But
he is w~ong when he says I can't understand God.
T~e. philosopher. ~an't understand God, who is a pure
spmt. The spmt of understanding must .first be
imrarted i bl4ia i!Jte!li6"ence al?:Pe Il:f? r:p.a~ Q~~ ~ow

God. The tendency of learning is to pride of intellect. That is what ailed the devil.
Dr. Barrows: Dr. Thomas must hav felt pretty
well when he wrote .this discours3, since his wife says
that when he is suffering from dyspepsia he usually
preaches on hell !
Dr. Lorimer: Dr. Thomas is a good friend of mine,
and it is safe to say that any statement he made is
very nearly right.
Dr. Perrin : I think Dr. Thomas is right. It is
not demonstrable by reason that God exists. I
don't think that it can be reasoned from analogy, or
that there is a positiv confirmation of the existence
of the deity.
Other ministers said that Dr. Thomas was all
wrong, as t'he heart was an organ quite sufficient to
comprehend God. Others said that his opinion was
not of much account, that he was a skeptic, and that
the subject was too deep to be tackled anyway. Its
consideration only landed the inquirer in quagmires
as he proceeded. These latter are all agreed that no
matter what Mr. Thomas thought himself about the
possibility of proving the existence of God, he should
hav kept still.
A division of these criticising ministers becomes at
once, and naturally, apparent. They are in two
classes by reason of their views. These classes are
Agnostics and hypocrite. The first acknowledge
that they cannot prove the existence of God, the
second say that if they cannot they will 'keep still
about it. These latter can, of course, expect to obtain only the contempt of honest men. The first will
soon find themselvs in trouble to answer the very
natural inquiry why, if they cannot know that God
exists, they go on preaching as though his reality is
as undoubted as the Atlantic ocean T If they are
honestly at heart Agnostics, why act like Christian
teachers?

Life.
When Freethinkers get to arguing with Christians,
they seem to be usually expected to be able to answer
a quantit-y of questions like : What is life T how did
it come about T what is consciousness 1 how do we
come to think! etc. The Christian asks these with
a victorious air, and if all is not explained at once
claims that this is somehow proof for his whole nonsensical mythology. Freethinkers should familiarize
themselvs with that division of science that treais of
living matter, as distinct from not-living that is
biology; in particular, with that branch that treat~
of the origin of living matter, that is, etiological
biology. Those not familiar with this branch of
knowledge may perhaps be benefited if we present a
few of its fundamental truths. Besides, we must
answer a letter:
" March 11, 1889.
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Sir: I would
like, if you think the subject deserving of further elucidat~on, and space will permit, to ask a few questions in relatiOn to your theory found in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March
2d, under the heading of 'The Design Argument.' Apparently this inference is fairly to be rlrawn from your position
and argument: That life is spontaneous. And of this force,
or energy, which is equivalent to, or in other words is life I
would ask, is it recl'gnizable by any of the senses ~r is' it
invisible, imponderable, impalpable? . • •
'
"In the summary snri at· the clo@e of the article reference
is made to the theory of evolution, as containing the solution
of the m~s~ery of life, the brginning, etc. With due rrgard
to_ the opm1ons of those eminent thinkers and authors, Dar.
wm, Spencer, and others, is this theory of life and the beginning demonstrated as a palpable fact, a truth, or is it an
assumption, a guess? I submit that it is only that· and that
the time is not yet when a theory of such magnitude is t.o be
accep_ted on the guess of any party, no matter how distinguished they may be.
J. VAN DENBURGH,
"Mitwaukee, Wis."

On looking about us in this world, we find everywhere matter. We find matter, and nothing but it
-atoms of matter, each possessing inherent capabilities of action by which it moves and works and produces all the stir and change that we see around us
every . day. We find this matter assuming many
very different. forms, and working in many very different ways. There seems to be, between its workings in
more simple forms, like that of a rock, and its workings in more complicated forms, like·that of a man a
vast gulf of separation. Just where to draw the li~es
of this gulf, and how wide to make it, is a question
on which opposing views hav been taken in all ages.
There are two systems of thought that nass diametrical!! opposit judgments on this matter,-one wishing
to wtden the gulf, the other to diminish it. The
B~ste~ tl~~t wi~l.}ea to widen it is Qhri!lti~nity, The

system that wishes to diminish it is science. We
will state first the motive that impel Christianity to
try to widen this gulf between living· and not-living
matter, and then the motive that impel science to try
to diminish it.
The motive that impel Christianity are : 1. The
desire, common to all priesthoods, to keep the people
believing tha.t the more highly organized forms of
matter contain a something distinct from natural
forces, called " spirit," and in particular that men
contain the highest form of this something, as
" souls," so that priesthoods may hav a dominion over
which to reign. 2. The desire to support the special
revelation to Christianity which give life a special
and independent origin, and constantly speaks of
"spirit" as of a svecial and independent nature.
3. The desire to support that revelation by proof
from miracles, supernatural intervent.ions ; it being
clear that if the not-living and the .living are so different that the latter could not hav developed from
the former, then, as we know that the earth was once
in a gaseous state incompatible with life, the presence
of life now is evidence that a life-germ was introduced
by supernatural intervention.
The motiv impelling science to maintain the opposed view is simply, that the evidence it discovers
so tends.
Now as to proof of the view of science, that living
matter has developed, under natural laws, from notliving. Mr. Van Dan burgh wishes some that is direct,
"palpable." A way of obtaining such proof suggested
itself to science quite early-a hundred years ago. It
occurred to science that it might by experiment exhibit
actual cases of life developing, under the observation,
from lifeless matter. For while Christians directed
attention to those orders of living beings that we see
to be generated only by matter derived from previous
similar beings, science took notice that there were
other orders among insects and animalculm that wt~re
apparently produced without such germs and from
not-living matter merely. For instance, the maggots
that appear in decomposing flesh. But on the institution of experiments rigidly excluding all possible
introduction of germs, life has not clearly made its
appearance. It is true that Bastian claims to hav
succeeded in thus producing living creatures, and
has set forth many such results in his "Beginnings
of Life;" but other experimenters hav arrived at
opposit results. While some eminent scientists embrace spontaneous generation, others reject it, and
many are silent. On the whol~:~, we must pronounce
it unproved. So we cannot giv our friend proof of
that degree of directness and indisputableness that
would be possel!lsed by a successful oritcome of the
experiments named.
But we can giv proofs of a directness and cogency
quite sufficient. It is upon these that we made our
affirmation. It is upon these that all the eminent
men in natural science are unanimous in their conclusion-men such as Haeckel, Buchner, Vogt,
Maudsley, and Tyndall. For after all, what was
wanted was not to demonstrate that life could be
produced from not-living matter now, in a limited
number of experiments, under existing conditions.
Our claim is merely that it was thus prcduced at a
remote time, among an almost infinit number of ex·
periments, under then-existing conditions. And that
this should be the case there are strong probabilities,
strong analogies.
. For the conditions in remote ages were totally
drfferent from present ones. · "Think only," says
Haacke!, " of the fact that the enormous masses of
carbon which we now find deposited in the primary
coal mountains were first reduced to a solid form by
the action of vegetable life, and are the compressed
and condensed remains of innumerable vegetable
substances, which hav accumulated in the course of
many millions of years. But at the time when, after
the origin of water in a liquid state on the cooled
crust of the earth, organisms were first formed by
spontaneous generation, those immeasurable quantities of carbon existed in a totally different form,
probably for the most part dispersed in the atmosphere in the shape of carbonic acid. The whole
composition of. the atmosphere was. therefore extremely different from the present. Further, as may
be inferred upon cliemical, phyaical, and geological
grounds, the density and the electrical conditions of
the atmosphere Wtre quite different."
Besides this total general difference in the conditions, it is to be noted that that substance spoken
of aa tb~n abounding iP. 3 {li.ft'u~eg form ~!:1 CtQ"\)op1
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the substance that above all others plays the most
important formativ part in the composition of organisms. "It is this element," says a high chemical
authority, "which, by its peculiar tendency to form
complicated combinations with the other elements,
produces the greatest variety of chemical compounds,
and among them the forms and living substance of
animal and vegetable bodies."
Be it noted that there is in living bodies no element
that is not also found in inanimate nature.
Consequently the difference between living and
not-living bodies lies not in any difference in nature in
the elements composing them, but merely in the
different manner in which the elements are united by
chemical combination.
Once it was thought that a line of demarkation
between living and not-living divisions could be
drawn upon the criterion of simpleness or dissimilarity of the materials. The most perfect not-living
bodies, as crystals, were supposed to consist of matter continuous, all of one kind-homogeneous.
While on the other bo.nd, living bodies were supposed to consist of matter composit, dissimilar, of
several kinds--heterogeneous. But this distinction
bas been invalidated by the discovery of the exceedingly import!Ult monera, creatures consisting of formless, semi-fluid lumps of simple albumen, totally without organs, who yet grow, nourish themselvs, and
propagate.
Once that structure which we call organic-that in
which there is a division into special parts or organs
each performing some particular function that relates
to the welfare of the whole-was supposed a distinctiv mark of living bodies. But the discovery of
living orders destituteof organs and perfectly simple
in structure has destroyed that supposition. The
best examples of these orders of life are the monera
just mentioned, and says Haeckel, one of the very
first authorities, "the origin of the first monera by
spontaneous generation appears to us as a simple and
necessary event in the process of the development of
the earth." The terms " living" and "organic," and
" inanimate" and " inorganic," are commonly used
interchangeably, but not with scientific correctness.
Once it was believed that distinctiv differences
could be found in opposed outside forms of living
and not-living bodies. Living bodies were suppostcd
to possess only curved surfaces and crooked lines,
meeting at variable angles. While not-living bodies,
especially minerals, and among them prteminently
crystals, were supposed to possess exclusivly the
plane surfaces, meeting in straight lines and at
geometrical angles. But recently there hav been
brought to light large numbers of lower orders of
living bodies possessing .the same mathematically
determinable form as crystals.
We hav not space to detail all the cases in which
supposed distinctions hav been broken down, and in
which parallels of constitution bav been exhibited.
But we will add one more, a remarkable likeness in
the development of crystals and that of living bodies.
"We can perceive," says "The History of Creation,"
" that there exists no insurmountable chasm between
organic and inorganic nature most clearly if we examin and compare the origin of the forms in crystals
and in the simplest organic individuals. In the formation of crystal individuals, two different counteracting formativ tendencies come into operation.
The inner constructi1J force, or the inner formativ
tendency, which corresponds to the Heredity of organisms, in the c~ae. of the crystal is the direct result
of its material constitution or of its chemical composition. The form of the crystal, so far as it is determined by this inner original formativ tendency, is
the result of the specific and definit way in which the
smallest particles of the crystallizing matter unite
together in different directions according to law.
That independent inner formativ force, which is
directly inherent in the matter itself, is .directly counteracted by a second formativ force. The eruternal
constructiv force, or the external formativ tendency,
may be called Adaptation in crystals as well as in organisms. Every crystal individual during its formation, like every organic individual, must submit and
adapt itself to the surrounding influences and conditions of existence of the outer world. In fact, the
form and size of every crystal is dependent upon its
whole surroundings, for example, upon the vessel in
which the crystallization takes place, upon the temperature and the pressure of the air under which the
crystal is formed, upon the presence or absence of
13'~ero§e~eQq~ ~Qgies1 eto, Oo.nsequ~p.tl~~"tpe f<]n!J

of every single crystal, like the form of every singl~
organism, is the result of the interaction of two op¥osing factors-the inner formativ tendency, which
1s determined by the chemical. constit\ltion of the
matter itself, and of the eruternal formativ tendency,
which is dependent upon the in:O.uence of surrounding matter. Both these constructiv forces. interact
similarly also in the organism, and, just as in the
crystal, are of a purely mechanical nature and directly
inherent in the substance of the body. n we designate the growth and the formation of organisms as
a process of life, we may with equal reason apply the
same term to the developing crystal."
From this filling up with intermediate forms of
the gap that once existed between known living and
not-living bodies; from the intimate parallels between the two divisions; from the knowledge that
at the time when life appeared on the earth there
abounded the very material required for its development from inanimate nature, diffused carbon, and
electrical conditions and heat, strongly favorable to
such a process; and from application of that universal principle that is daily emerging more and
more clearly under the progress of science, that of
an unvaried and unbroken natural development of
the earth and its products from the simplest beginnings, we think our proposition receives sufficient
confirmation.
We take it for granted that our friend is a believe11
in those principles of evolution in accordance with
which, when the simplest living bodies are thus
produced, they may develop into the highest known
complexity of organization.
That highest manifestation of natural force 1 human consciousness, we find we hav no space to touch
upon. We will endeavor to satisfy our friend in regard to it in another issue.
It is asked : " Is life recognizable by any of the
senses, or is it invisible, imponderable, impalpable!"
Life is recogniz!ible by the senses. Life is a process,
not a thing. When matter gets together in certain
ways and works according to certain forces and in
certain processes, we perceive those processes by our
senses, and call them the processes of inanimate
nature. When matter gets together in certain other
ways and works in certain other processes, we perceive tho11e processes by our senses, and call them
the processes of animate nat.ure, of life.
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1887 and 1888, and the purposes or objects for which the

same was eo set apart, or expended in or about said museums."
The resolution was tabled and ordered to be
printed, and has since been smothered by a committee, and there is small prospect of finding out why
the trustees do not open the museums on Sundays.
The bill permitting the board of esMmate and
apportionment to appropriate the money was finally
passed in the senate and sent down to the assembly.
Senator Langbein's opposition to the biB awakened
the latter body to amend the bill, making the appropriation provided the Museum of Natural History
were kept open on Sundays. It then went back to
the senate, where the amendment was agreed to, and
the bill is probably now a law, for it is not likely that
Governor Hill would veto it. If the trustees of the
museum, therefore, desire new buildings, they must
opAn the doors on Sundays.
, In the matter of the Art Museum, the screw3 were
not .so directly applied, but Senator Langbein succeeded in giving them a gentle turn. The bill allowing the board of estimate and apportionment to aet
apart $400,000 with which to build an addition to the
Art Museum came up on a motion by Senator Grady
on the 27th ult., aPking it to go to a third reading.
There was no Sunday opening clause in it. Senator
Langbein, however, was on hand, and objected. He
was then allowed to insert the following amendment
when it comes up on third reading:
" Provided that the trustees of the said museum shall conform to such rules and regulations relating to the days of
opening and closing the Fame as may from time to time be
made by the said board of estimate and apportionment."
The senators hav held, as a means of escaping from
the responsibility of forcibly opening the museums
on Sunday, that the board of estimate and apportionment is the proper power to deal with the trustees,
and this amendment clearly throws the responsibility
upon our city officials so far as the Art Museum is
concerned. It was undoubtedly the best that Mr.
Langbein could get from the senate, and if the bill
passes, the board bas the whip band of the trustees
in a larger sense than ever before. They cannot giv
the Natural History Museum the money unless it
opens on Sunday, and they probably will not giv it to
the Art institution unless the trustees comply with
the same condition. It is possible, too, that when
the bill goes down to the aeser.n bly the same nmendOn the Museums-R"porting Progress.
ment that was put ou the other bill will be added to
Though the. Sun has apparently withdrawn from a this. The assembly bas for two years been ready to
contest with the trustees of the museums in Central force Sunday opening, passing in 1887 a bill intropark, those individuals hav found Rome legislativ duced by Mr. Langbein, then an assemblyman from
rocks which interfere materially with their sailing the Tenth district, giving the museums $20,000 ininto New York's treasury. In addition to the hun- ·stead of $15.000 annually, provided they were open
dreds of thousands of dollars-amounting, with the on Sundays, but which was emasculated in the senate
annual subsidies, to nearly two millions-already by striking out the Sunday clause. The trustees of
given the museums, both institutions are before the the museums bav always preferred to make their
legislature with bills allowing the city to appropriate fight against Sunday opening in the senate, as the
to each $4:00,000 for additional buildings. The bill less numerous body is more easily influenced by their
for the Museum of Natural History was put in early peculiar arguments. Social and church magnates
in January, that for the Art Museum not till later. and alleged aristocracy bav a stronger "pull" in the
senate than in the assembly.
B.otb bills originated in the senate.
It is to be hoped that when these bills becon:e
January lOth, when the first bill was under conlaws,
if the first is not already a statute, and the
sideration, Senator George F. Langbein, of the
trustees hat in band come begging of the board of
Seventh district, offered this resolution :
" WHEREAS, The legiRlature, by chapters 44, 460, 579, and estimate and apportionment for the issuance of tbe
581 of the laws of 1887, authorized the appropriation of $800 000 worth of bonds for which they get the
$750,000 for the completion and equipment of the American money and on which the city pays the interest,
Museum of Natural History and Metropolitan Museum of the board will hav backbones of a more rigid nature
Art, in the Central park in the city of New York; and
than the vertebHe of the laet·board, which asked for
" WHEREAS, Twenty thousand dollars of said sum is an
Sunday
opening and compromised on two evenings
annual appropriation, for the purpose of enabling the trustees
of said respectiv mueeums to exhibit the works of art and a week, and which the Art museum has found excuse
wonders of nature in said museums to the general public; to as yet evade. Every one of the board, we believe,
and
has publicly declared in favor cA tile Sunday openinp-,
" WHEREAS, It is alleged that the major part of the general
and
if they stand up to the rack, twelve months
public hav no opportunity to visit said mueeums and enjoy
more
will find crowds of delighted people WAnderthe benefits thereof because the same are not open on Suning
through
the balls and corridors of the museums
days;
" Resolved, That the board of trustees of said museums enjoying a view of treasures for the exhibition ar.d
respectivly and the department of public parks of the city of care of which they bav been taxed enormously tut
New York be, and they are hereby requested to furnish tbis never allowed to see because they were not in the
senate, within the next ten days, the reasons or causes why,
if any, the said museums hav not hitherto been open to the Puritan ring of alleged aristocratic millionaires whose
hardest labor is going to church on Sundays. The
general public on Sundays.
"Resolved, That the board of estimate and apportionment board of estimate and apportionment should be
of the. city of New York be, and the same is hereby requested made to thoroughly understand that the people of
to furnish this senate within the next ten days the amounts or the city do not desire to long~r support institutions
sums of money appropriated by said board for said museums
for any purpose whatsoever"since the first day of January, which are in feet but little more than private galleries and lecture rooms for those who toil not, but.
1887.
"R(solved, That the department of public parks of the city who array tbemselvs in gorgeous apparel, and when
of New York be, and the same is hereby requested to furnish the re31 world is bard at wor~ spend their time
this senate within the next ten days the amounts of money it among the tt:easures whiQq ~q(j l~bQ.f~t' va~e f<;n:
has set apart for eaid museums from aoy of the moneys
JlppropriMll<l fqr the '4S~8 o~ said department during the year~ holl,eipg ~q p:rQteQt\u6"1
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J;tlttrs Jron, Jlritnds.
TuLELAKE, ORE., March 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: We take this occasion to say to tlJe Liberals
of Longmont, Cal., that we are in favor of sending G. E.
· Macdonald on that proposed trip around the world, if he
wants to go, and will help to furnish the funds.
Yours truly,
WILLIAM Tl!RRILL,
C. L. Dol!BLER.
CANFIELD, CoL., March 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I think the suggestion of Colonel Kelso and
others, that the Liberal friends subscribe and advance a suffi.
cient fund to pay the expenses of George E. Macdonald to
Palestine,.is both good and timely. George E. Macdonald
has that Artemus Ward style of humor which Americans so
highly appreciate. The next few years is likely to be a period
of comparativ political quiet, and if the scheme could be
worked up, and George could be induc€d to go, it mfght turn
out to be quite a boom for the Liberal cause, Liberal papers
-and to the traveler himself, if he should succeed in finding
any of the chariot wheels lost by Pharaoh in the Red fea.
GEoRGE X. YouNG'
WELLESLEY, MAss., March 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am very glad that you hav no word of
encouragement for the proposed plan· of sending your
brother George on a trip around the world.
There is not the slightest doubt that, were he to accomplish
the undertaking as proposed, we should receive from him a
charming history of his travels, a delightful picture of the
people he met and the places he visited. But can the Radicals of the country afford the risk which such an undertaking involves-the risk of losing him and his services forever?
Hav they not lost too heavily in this way already? The
· activ brains of D. M. Bennett and Willi~m Denton were
never more needed among us than they are at the present
.time, but their places among us are empty. While they were
eagerly gathering materials with which to enrich the world's
· storehouse of knowl(dge, the poisonous vapors of those far, 'off shores were silently stealing from them the only ready
· 'medium' of communication between their intellects and our
·-own, and the knowledge they had there gathered lies buried
in thdr graves. And what assurance hav we that the life of
:the brilliant editor of Freethought would be exempt from the
,poisoned shafts which so cruelly robbed us of their aid?
No 1 We need him here. Let us keep him with us while
we may. It was, no doubt, needful that, with you and THE
TRUTH BEEKER establishment in New York, be and Mr. Put
: nam should establish themselvs and Jl'netlwught in 811n Fran.cisco, in order to maintain a proper balance of forces bet VI een
the ess!ern and western portions of the continent. But what
good reason can we hav for consenting that any of our
'"bright, particular stars" shall sink from our horizon and
·diE appear behind " the waters of the great deep?" I confess that I discern no reason that appears at all worthy, and
I am, therefore, glad that you do not encourage it.
Cordially yours, etc.,
E. M. F. DENTON.
ToRoNTo, CAN., March 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: While thinking over' the subject of prayer
. to-day,· the thought struck me that it was an "appalling
fact" that the time spent in praying could be put down as
·
almost beyond calculation.
' Now, there are, for easy calculation we will Eay, sixty
·million people in the United States, and with all the prayers
that are Eaid by priests and nuns in convents and monasteries
every day and night, and all said by women and children and
·ministers of all sects, allowing half a minute for the Lord's
·Prayer, the time amounts to the following enormous figures:·
Half a minute per day, per head, amounts to thirty million
minutes per day, or seven million six hundred and four
thousand and forty-five days in a year, literally wasted to the
winds. What a result 1
lf all those good people would spend their share of that
time in doing something to unloose the chains of mental
:slavery, and to alleviate the condition of poor, suffering,
· downtrodden humanity, what a world of good could be
accomplished, and how much brighter their crowns would
shine in the eyes of all the humane world! Society would
be graced, and better for their existence, and the whole
universe would ring with the sound fJf freedom and liberty.
Reason would hold high and undisputed sway, and super, stition would be a thing of the past.
Imagin all those millions of people every day getting down
reverently upon their" stubbs," and praying to some imaginary almighty God for strength and assistance, who, all the
intelll!ctual world ought to know, neither will nor can render
assistance to those who need help up out of the gutter of
"' distress and despair.
It seems to me that these agents of Christ ought to be
ashamed to read those figures, and look up into the face of
the world and Eay they are making the least effort to better
·the condition of one of their fellow-n.en, when they are only
drumming error and superstition into the ears and minds of
a blinded and misled race.
Just think of seven million six hundred and four thousand
·.and forty-five days ev€ry year devoted to such a foolhardy
cause, when there are countless numbers of our fellow: brethren ill. clad and hungry, who could be clothed and fed,
' made light-hearted and happy and better citizens, and are
now outcasts from society, neglected and spurned by the
very ones who are .claiming in stentorian tones to be their
benefactors !
My only prayer is that these heartless, superstitious teachers of tradition and error may be called to some bar of judgment, and made to giv an account of their doings and works
upon eartP,, and J believe tpa,t w~re Bll<;4 tQ.~ c~s~ t!le;r would

be ashamed of having lived where so m'ucb good could hav much in need of the knowledge. And they hav their organibeen done among men and having failed to do it.
zation so broad as to take those in that do not belong to the
J. B. VAIL.
church; it would be inconsistent if they would not allow the
more liberal Christian doctrine in their library. So I again
PHILADELPHIA, PA., March 18, 1889.
urge you very strongly not to neglect this important matter.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, which you will be If you hav any literature that you hav no use for, prekh:d enough to ~ee placed to the credit of the Bruno statue. sent it to them.
The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church. If this
One day Mr. A. R. Hayens, Hon. Joseph B. Negley, and
was a Catholic enterprise $6,000 could be raised in a week, Mr. Sweargen, of Canton, lll., were talking on religious matand I feel ashamed of men who call themselvs Freethinkers ters, and I was among them, and was acquainted with Uncle
who fail" to respond to so noble a cause. He gave his life for Joe~ as we were wont to· call him from childhood, and knew
me that the way might be opened for me to enjoy what little he used to be a Universalist, and I spoke up and said," Let's
liberty I hav, and I hope there are five hundred more willing see, Uncle Joe, I believe you are a Universalist." "Oh, God!"
to do their share, that the work may proceed at once.
-said Uncle Joe, "I've gone further than that." So you see he
J. B. ELLIOTT.
Respectfully,
has no further need of that kind of literature. Neither hav
you
for any that you hav outgrown. So be charitable, and
LYoNs, KAN., March 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 25, to renew subscrip- giv it to these young men, while I-to quote Mr. Chadwick's own words-! trust through you to sow a little of the
tion for this year, and the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL.
In spite of President Cleveland's bountiful proclamation of good seed of truth in their inhospitable fields.
JoHN W. ABBoTT.
crops, this part of Kansas for the past two seasons has gone
back on her record, and the farmers are in a tight place.
DANA, ILL., Feb. 27, 1889.
This day, I presume, will furnish us with a new presidential
MR. EDITOR: I don't w-ant to make myself conspicuous,
officer; and should he prove as true to the instincts of his
but I desire to mention a little circumstance. I take THE
Presbyterian crew, by favoring the theological party, in
TRUTH SEEKKR. After reading the proposed Blair bill, and
opposition to the equality of all, I fear the country will
the remonstrance against it, I took the paper to R. M.
receive a set-back which it will take years to recover from.
Pitchett, a reader of the paper, and also a Spiritualist. I
Hoping for the best, and for the prosperity of your valuable
aEked him to circulate it among his patrons in his store,
paper, I remain,
Yours,
E. BuTLER.
which he did. He soon got a number of n!lmes to it, and
sent it to Senator Cullom, receiving a prompt reply. Now,
March 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I would be pleased to send more names and this week's or last week's paper says Cullom had the only ·
money for THE TRUTH Sl!EKER, but am· unable to do so. protest against the Sunday Rest bill. You see the mass of
There are many Liberal thinkers here, but they care more people are in a state of blissful ignorance of such matters,
for politics than for any ism. I am nearly the only out- while the orthodox class are working like beavers.
Find inclosed ten cents, for which send discussion as
spoken Liberal here, and as. they cannot answer my questhe Ingersoll discussion with
tions, they are only too willing to avoid any conversation advertised in last paper, i.
WILLIAM STRAWN.
with me on subjects which need knowledge, not theory, to Coudert and Woodford.
answer. If some able speaker could come, an awakening
TouTE, Feb. 28, 1889•
might be effected, but things are running in old ruts.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $5 85 and apply as follows :
Church, and church infiuence, is bearing on the business
$5 for TBE TRUTH SEEKER, twenty. five cents for the ANNUAL,
men; they are obliged to contribute or be left out. So they
twenty-five cents for Paine's "Age of Reaeon," fifte€n cents
must submit or keep quiet; most of them do the latter.
for "John's Way," and twenty cents for two copies of
p. PREEMORE.
"Limitations of Toleration."
"These are the times that try men's souls," would apply
HAY BPRI!i'GS, Nl!B., March 12, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: 1 came here from Axtell, Kan., upon the to the present if written. These are the times that try senstatements of our Liberal brothers Tripp and Mattley, both ators' manhood, when confronted with the Blair Sunday bill,
stanch supporters of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I am greatly backed by a petition containing six million names, the same
pleaEed with the country. The climate is excellent, water being a mixture of Catholic and Protestant, men, women,
good, plenty of timber, vast rolling prairies, and some gov- and children. What a holy alliance for an unholy purpose!
ernment land. There are greater inducements here than in Should they get the bone between them, it would tax Hesany other country I know of. Mrs. Miner is delighted, and ton's ability to picture the scenes that would follow. Libjoy abounds. We will send a list of subscribers to THE erty might hav to fold her wings and remain a captiv while
TRUTH BEEKER in a short time. The Methodists are holding the demon that ruled in the Dark Ages overshadowed the
Very cordially yours,
SARA.ll A. CoP&.
~revival.
We are not numerous, but we intend to down land.
the churches, and want every Liberal that is seeking a home
W Aoo, Txx., March 18, 1889.
to write us, inclosing a stamp, and we will supply truthfully
a description of this country.
MR. EDITOR: Among the letters which appeared in last
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
E. W. MINER.
week's TnuTH SEEKER is one by J. G. Johnson, Putnam
Grove, N. J., recommending the story, "Robert Elsmere's
Daughter," which appears in the Family Story Paper. The
MAIDEN, MoNT.,. March 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5 to renew my subscription story is the most abominab:e stuff that ever appeared in a
and to pay for one new subscriber, viz., E. C. Abbott, sensational paper. If a single line of it was ever written by
l'tlrs. Humphrey Ward, she has suddenly chapged from a
Maiden, Mont.
I wish I could ~end one hundred names instead of only most chaste and classic writer to a common sensational
one to help along the cause of Freethought. There are a penny-a-liner. I, like many others, was induced to read the
good many Liberal.minded people here, besides a few out- story, thinking it was from the pen of the gifted author of
spoken Infidels, but they need stirring up. If we could hav " Robert Elsmere." But I had not read through the first
a few lectures delivered here by such men as Reynolds, chapter before the fraud was apparent, and upon examining
Remsbutg, or Watts, to arouse these people to a sense of the heading of the story, I found that it was ingeniously
their dut.y, and infuse a little of the spirit of the illustrious worded, so as to deceive the unsuspecting public. It reads,
patriot, Thomas Paine, into them, there would be no trouble "Robert ElEmere's Daughter, a companion story to 'Robert
to organize a Secular Union here. Though the roll of mem- Elsmere,' by Mrs. Humphrey Ward." So you see that it does
bership might not be very large, it would be composed of not claim to be written by Mrs. Ward, but only a companion
the best minds in the place. With such men as the Hon. story to one written by her. Such frauds as this cannot be
Granville Stuart, Hon; James Fergus, and William H. Culver too severely condemned by the press, and I hope THE TRUTH
as leaders, success would be assured.
HENRY WILLIS.
SEEKER will use its infiuence to protect Mrs. Ward from the
damaging imputation of having written such trash as
"Robert Elsmere's Daughter."
R. W. PARK.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., March 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : It is not necessary to be a Christian in order
to belong to the Young Men's Christian Association of Salina,
ST. STEPHEN, N. B., March 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In renewing my subscription to THE TRUTH
Kan. So I learn from one of the members. Now I do not
state this with the hope that any of the brethren will join SEEKER, I cannot let the opportunity pass without putting on
them, but to ask that if any of yoli hav any cast-off record my appreciation of your efforts in placing within the
clothing, as it were, or perhaps it would be more proper to reach of those who, like myself, hav outgrown the wicked
say any that you hav outgrown, you present it to these young doctrin of Calvinism, such an able exponent of Freethought.
men. I don't exactly mean clothing, either, tmless you con- I.bav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for four years, and having
strue it to mean clothing for the mind. For these young men been thirty-two years a denizen of the printing-office-oneare "seeking and hungering after righteousness." But I half of that time foreman in the present office in Canada,
notice they take more readily to the checker-board or a and the other half in Edinburgh, Scotland-! may be parnovel. But let us hav patience with these young men. I doned in saying that I should hav some ability in judging of
was up in their rooms the other day, and I noticed James the merits of a newspaper. Your paper is, to my mind, betAnthony Froude's history and some other works written by ter every week it reaches me, and so long as I am able I
some of our shining lights, and I presented them with John intend to hav it.
W. Chadwick's" Bible of To.Day," and also Hugh 0. PenIt givs me pleasure to introduce to you, Friend Macdonald,
tecost's paper, the Twentieth Centu7'1J, which is very good, a brother Scotsman, Richard Rose, who has d-ecided to take
but really belong!! to the eighteenth.
your journal. He is sixty-nine years of age, and although
Now, these young men hav much to learn. I would suggest brought up strictly orthodox in the land of the heather hills,
that they get some books on etiquet and Cushing's "Manual," yet he assures me he never scared a bit. Indeed, it would
or Hill's "Manual," or some other work on parliamentary seem that, like, in some instances, re-vaccination, it did not
rules, which they are really in need of. Why, Mr. Editor, "take" with him, or in my own case either.
you would be surprised at the young men in the Salina
Having visited Boston last November, and remaining in
Herald office. They taunted and jeered at me for more than a that city over a Sunday, I had the pleasure of hearing Miss
week after the editor refused' to giv me a tearing in self- Wixon deliver a lecture in Paine Memorial Hall. I need
defense against the scurrilous attack made on me by the Rev. hardly say to the intelligent readers of the "Children's CorMr. Chittenden. They forget that good manners is one part ner" of THE TRUTH SEEKER over which that lady presides,
of morality, and without it a person is not a gentleman. So I that her effort on said occasion was particularly able. And
suggest, brother Liberals, any books and papers you hav as at the time the school question was largely engaging the
attePW?~ o~ th~ ?iti~en.~ 9f th(l Hu}?t ~e~ pot~~ o~ "\'~l"Ping
OUt~ro\Vn prC?~lfl!~ ~q llll~ f!09ietr~ ~~ t~er St!ln4
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were both apt and opportune. I would take it a11 a particu.
·
Iar favor, I'f M'188 w·Ixon wou ld pu bl'ISh In
some part of THE
TRUTH SEEKER an illustration she made use of on that occa
sion. It was showing the treachery and danger of the Roma~
Catholic church if it had the power and she described a
man who trained a snake to coil around his body and exhibit
the same to audiences, when one· day it overpowered him
and he was crushed to death 1 am sure I't w·ould · t
t
m eres
many a truth seeker as well as• myself
·
I inclose 'money for the subscription
of Mr. Rose and
myself, and for an ANNUAL. Mr. Rose wishes ou to send
y
him a catalog of your books.
. h'
, •
.
W IS mg you many years o. hfe to contmue at the helm of
·
1 f F th
ht
d
·
.
our no b) e Journa o ree oug , an trustu:Jg your subscnp.
tion-llst may correspondingly increase, as it-deserves, I shall
draw these few lines to a close and subscribe myself
. .
•
Yours for the upbuildmg
of humanity,
J. C. HENRY.
,
March 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As I read THE TRUTH SBEKRR every week, I
am impelled to the belief that you are doing. a great work in
the interest of humanity. We hav but to look about to see
the baneful effects of the superstition called ~hristianity. Its
dfect is in everything that it comes in contaqt with, as it permeates the very being of those affected w~th its ideas, its
elements of fear, its would-be dealings witi~ the hereafter.
We look about us for advice, for comfort, for assistance;
is it the long-faced Christian that we seatch out on such
occasions; is it to his brethren that the profJFsor of the great
salvation goes for alms? Not often, but to the kind-hearted
Liberal, Deist, Atheist, if you like, but not to the good Christian who has too much to do working for his little creature
eslled God to be able or even willing to devote a small po~
tion of his time to the improvement or comfort of the unimportant contingent, the human family. ~or is it natural
that he should be much interested in such ttash as man after
tinkering with divinity-making and remode\ing gods to the
fancy of priests or the clamor of the multitdde. ·
Your picture of pagan and Christian Rou,le ought to be in
a frame in every house in the land. It is too true to life, as
the photograph man says, to be cast aside after a glance, but
should be allowed to provoke thought historical and psychological. Let the National Reformers hav thei.r due in good
measure, with a little to spare.
A. D. "CAMPBELL.
CoALING, ALA., March 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTH SEEKBR of February 23d is a
letter from D. Higbie, M.D., Burton, Mich.; in which he expressed his sympathy for me, for which I am grateful, and
my love to him and all Freethinkers is returned. He and I
differ as to spirits. I hav been investigating that clock phenomenon I wrote of in THB TRUTH SEEKER of January 12th.
It is a spring clock, and while the running-spring is broken,
and verge, pendulum, hands, and face are all off, the strikingspring is not broken, and was wound up. Also the spring
that timed the strokes was broken, so that it did not fall into
lhe catch, and if anything-moth or roach-should walk
over it it would strike once, and then fall in any of the teeth
on the spur-wheel. I let it strike until it tan down and it
has not repeated that phenomenon since, and I don't think
it will. Mr. Higbie asks me to get a planchet and hav six
to surround a table to produce spirit manifestatione. Does he
not do just what the priest dqes when he tells me I must
come to the anxious seat, consider myself lost, lay down my
reason, become a monomaniac, and then believe I hav been
pardoned and get what is called religion ? I think thisllpiritrapping can be explained by electricity, though I am not
posted well enough to do it. If any Spiritualist will find my
child or friend in the spirit world and answer the questions
I asked, it will come nearer convincing me. I don't take
issue with Mr. Higbie for his belief-it is better than the
Christian creei-but why don't spirits help to bring criminals to justice? I hav never heard of one yet. They seem
like Abraham and Lazarus-with no sympathy for the suffering of humanity.
H. J. Woon.
TRAVBRBE CITY, MzoH., ~arch 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I do not think I could get a better paper to
help along Freethought, and I liv in a neighborhood of
bigots, some of them believing and preaching that education
only injures- mankind. One offers to take his Bible and
argue with anyone, and prove by the Bible that a moralist is
of more damage in society than a rake or drunkard, and I
do not know but that he can, as the Bible is a very crooked
book.
Some time ago we had a literary society, and were having
a very pleasant time when, all at once, the Christians finding
that we were drawing the largest crowd to our meetings,
and there was a falling off of members of their revivals, they
kicked up a row and asked the director to order us out of
the school-house. Finding that to be a failure, they began
to preach about such a society being a sin. That aroused a
few of our members, and my brother rehearsed a declamation entitled, "The Devil is Dead." The preacher got to
hear of it, and preached a sermon on, or about, the devil.
He said: "Somebody said the ' devil is dead,' but I tell
you he is not ; he is going around getting converts every
day." We then invited the preacher to our meeting and rehearsed the piece of poetry to him entitled, "Why Does not
God Kill the Devil?" It was too good ; he left the meeting
before it was over with.
After this we concluded to discontinue our meetings, as
they were causing so much trouble.
At last the revivals had a damper put on them by the ap..
pearance of a certain evangelist preacher, calling himself W.
Davy, and claiming to hav been a partner of Moody, travelirig with him in some of his circuits; especially in New York,
Chicago, and other large cities.
pavy prea~;hed h~l].jlre and brf~!)tope ~s of old 1.ttnd 1 l ~m
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' the young. conv.erts got up a soCial for him, and raised
7
$ • The followmg mght they gathered as usual around the
school-ho~se to hear more about the torments of hell, which
the! had JUSt esespe~, but no Davy appeared. On investigatiOn the next day, It was found that he had left his wife
and c hI'ld In
· th e care of neig
· hb ors, an d had driven
·
to
townt 0 "blow In
· "h'IS $7'm a saIoon an d a house of ill
fame. A couple of days after ther~ was seen a few of the
converted one~ gathered aroun~ their drunken savior trying
to persuade him to go home with them. "For humanity's
sake , said one "1 h lp d h' h
b ·
•
•
e e
Im ome, ut It has shaken my
b r f in r ·
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· II
1
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think,"
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e e as time that 1 shall put
on ence In a preac er.
Well , 1 must c1ose. 1 wou ld l'k
1 e to te11 you, if I had the
time, of the success I hav had with the illustrations in your
paper ; they set a good many to thinking, some of them that
words could never a1fect.
!.wish some good lecturer would happen up here. We
hav a town of about four or five thousand inhabitants and
a hall which would accommbdate about six or seven' hundred people-the Ladies' Library Hall. I do not know
whether it could be got for a Freethinker or not, but I guess
it could, for there are quite a number of Liberals in Traverse
City, and I would giv considerable, according to my means,
to hear Robert G. Ingersoll. I sincerely believe that that
man's name will be looked up to and fairly worshiped in
one hundred years hence as no Christ ever was before.
I hav been trying to get up a subscription list of five and
hav_ two toward the number.
CH.A.BLEB A. EMERSoN.
PALATKA, FLA., March 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I notice with interest the anxiety ·evidently
felt by a class of your friends lest you may eventually m~~oke
the discovery that Spiritualism is entitled to the same patient
and scientific investigation accorded to evolution, geology,
and other not absolutely " positiv" sciences, not to mention
their greater fright at the prospect-such as it is-of your
making some actual discoveries favorable thereto.
I said, " I .noticed with interest," etc.-my interest lies in
the fact that your position in the Liberal ranks makes your
potency for good or ill equal to that of any and superior to
that of most ; you are a young man with exceptional naiural
ability, and the more knowledge you acquire the better can
you serve and seek the truth; jnd it occurs to me that you
hav fallen within the only lines that can lead you to an intelligent and satisfactory conclusion upon the whole or any
part of the subject. I allude to the lines of actual personal
investigation, with an honest determination to seek and follow tl!e truth, let it be found, or lead, where it may.
In looking over the old files of THE 'fRUTH BEEKER a few
days since, my eyes fell upon a ·communication from this
place, printed in No. 19, vol. xii, page 298, which pretty well
expresses my views upon the discussion of the subject as
well as upon the subject itself; and it occurred to me that
many of your controversialists on this and some other themes
might profit by observing the advice given in the last paragraph thereof. As I see you are following the lines of that
suggestion, I hope you will not abandon your efforts until
you learn the facts in the esse, and that you will let us hear
from you thereafter.
LEWIS MoRRIS.
BAKER's CoRNER, INn., March 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.25, to be appropriated in the
following manner : $5 for THE TRUTH SEEKER another two
years, and twenty-five cents for a pamphlet entitled, "For
Her Daily Bread." One word for Mr. Heston. The pictures
are all right, not just because some one else has said so, but
because I always appreciate them ; they speak volumes, and
no matter how hard household duty is pressing, I must hav
a look at the cartoons. They figure a conspicuous part as
an eduestor.
I am very much interested in the discussion between Spiritualists and Materialists. I think this is all right in a Free.
thought paper. Giv all sides a fair show. Truth, like pure,
unalloyed gold, only shows up brighter when roughly handled.
Some one has expressed the opinion through the columns of
THE TRUTH SEEKER that Spiritualism is an outgrowth of
orthodoxy, or something to this effect, and, if I mistake not,
another that it is a superstitious belief. Now, as for myself,
I will not here express an opinion one way or the other with
reference to an individualized existence after this life. My purpose here is to refute this testimony so far as my experience
with Spiritualists is concerned. My good old parents, now
both in their seventy-seventh year, are avowed Spiritualists,
and at the same time stanch Freethinkers, also great admirers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, being subscribers to the same. Before
they had any knowledge of the Spiritual philosophy they
were stigmatized by thtir neighbors as Infidels-and justly,
too-for they had never had any affinity for the orthodox
church and its dogmas. Their esse is only a parallel with
others who remain firm in the Spiritual belief, whilst those
of orthodox fatth prior to their professed conversion to Spiritualism could not stand the test, and hav been blown out as
cha1f and gone back to the church where they rightly belong,
not finding enough food in the Spiritual philosophy for their
superstition to feast upon.
My letter has already grown too lengthy, but I esnnot close
without striking one blow for the emancipation of my sex.
How any man could hav so far outgrown the church dogmas
as to become a subscriber to THE TRuTH SsEKBR, and yet take
up his pen and record opposing views in this paper to his
mother's enjoying political t'quality with himself, is something
entirely beyond my comprehension I How any man could so
far lose Eight of respect for his mother, siater, and, mayhap,
wjf~ too, as to sti~matfze tllem a!) "Biddys marching to the

polls to vote for the priests and preachers," -is an aggravating
problem which I cannot solve. I said this writer might hav
a wife. I hope he has not. In he has one, in order to insure
domestic tranquillity she must certainly be a true follower or
Paul. The article containing the above statement was read
in your paper published three years ago, but it has been a
·rankling sore in my mind ever since, and I feel with some of
my good orthodox friends that "I cannot breathe my life out
sweetly" until I hav given the writer a "piece of my mind."
How would it do to undertake to disfranchise the priests and
preachers, the non-producing class, and giv hard-working,
taxpaying women a chance to exercise for a time the right of
electiv franchise? I am inclined to think such a cban.e;e
might be fraught with good.
I am heartily glad to know one thing for certain, 'that this
brother in question is an exception to the general rule. The
majority of Li.berals are in favor of granting to women the
electiv franchise. I am glad also to know that this great
reform question has come to stay until it is fairly and squanly
met. But, "as those who would be free mustJirst strike the
blow," I will be found scoring one for the right whenever
and wherever lean, "let the chips fall where they may."
Yours for the speedy advancement of all good and great
reforms,
SARAH F. B&.KER.
.CINCINNATI, 0., March 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In TBE TRUTH SEEKER of the 9th instant, I
noticed with pleasure the following remarks by one of your
most ab'e correspondents, Mr. Frank Greene : " While TBE
TRUTH SEEKER, and other like publications, were b!ling cursed
and condemned for telling the truth, and forcing their way
into recognition against mountains of prejudice, but a tenth
of a century ago, few of their supporters believed that a
more general demand for Freethought literature would be
made so soon. Very few, even the most sanguin, imagined
that a work like 'Robert Elsmere' could, in this year of our
Lord, attract so much attention and create such a furore,
while the much superior writings of William McDonnell' Exeter Hall,' 'The Heathens of the Heath,' and othershad been so long on the market begging for readers. Such
is the advantage of having a quasi-orthodox house for a
publisher."
Truer words were never epoken. W. McDonnell's ·works
are, in talent and ability, immeasurably beyond anything in
the line of heterodox novels or romances yet written. In
powerful argument, in pathetic tenderness, in poetic illustra..
tion, he leaves all others far, far behind; and yet, though
many able critics are willing to admit that he is the most
gifted living writer in this way, how is it that he is compar.
ativly so little known? " Exeter Hall" was first published
by the American News Company of New York. The first
edition had a rapid sale, but, even before that edition was
exhausted, the clergy were aroused and indignant, their
suppressing influence was felt, and the author was politely
informed that the company would not stand sponEors to a
second edition. As the work was widely spoken of at the
time, for its good or evil reputation, the publishers of the
Banner of Ligltt, Boston, offered to do what the New York
company declined, and, at the present time, "Exeter Hall"
has reached its tenth or eleventh edition.
"Robert Elsmere" had a powerful send-off when Mr.
Gladstone. ex-premier of England, undertook to giv it a review. This undoubtedly has been the main cause of the
success. Had Mr. Gladstone noticed that far greater work,
"Exeter Hall," or had even Colonel Ingersoll publicly said
a word in its favor, the result, to the work and the author,
would hav been widely different. Mr. McDonnell is evidently an unassuming man who, in a manner, has been overlooked by the pressure of fourth or fifth rate authors seeking
for recognition. He is evidently too independent to solicit
any man's indorsement-his works speak for themselvs;
the public press, even in some cases with seeming reluctance,
has admitted· his ability, and no author of light literature,
either in England or the United States, has had a higher
compliment paid him than when Public Opinion (said to be
Lord Palmerston's favorit paper), in a review of the "Heathens of the Heath," expressed itself as follows: "Mr. McD.>nnell has, indeed, produced an interesting book ; his
characters are mostly simple and delightful, while llis descriptions of scenery are painted by the tenderest hand. • •
• Not a few of his readers will hope that the author may,
at no distant future, show his undoubtedly brilliant talents
in some fitting channel, say, for instance, in a historical work
free from the taint of skepticism .." Aye, there is the rub!
Even twenty years ago " skepticism" in England was, to
many, nauseating. Now what a change when the comparativly wishy-washy production of " Elsmere" esn find so
many readers because Gladstone noticed it I But there is a
good time coming-new editions of "Exeter Hall," "The
Heathens of the Heath," "Family Creeds," and the" Reminiscences of a Preacher," will be required, and eager readers
will find these books for sale on the shelves of the most orthodox publishers, and not confined, as they are at present,
to the fearless few.
In conclusion, I wish to say a few words by way of recommendation to my German countrymen.
Zu meinen deutschen freunden in the United States : Viele
von meinen deutschen freunden haben ohne zweifel gehiirt
und gelesen von den neuen werk " Robert Elsmere" in England. Die ursache der Beliebtheit dieses buches ist haupteachlich durch die kritische beurtheilung des Hon. Mr.
Gladstone darum in· anspruch genommen worden. Es ist
gestatted worden bei dem beaten kritikem, es nichts besseres
in vergleichung kommer kann zu " Exeter Hall" und den
andere werken and bi'!chern geschrieben bei William McDonnell so nun ml\rde ich meinen deutschen. Freunden und
bekannten aufs beste nach drt\cklich empfehlen die werke
William McDonnell's zie kaufen, and sie werden sich nicht
~etauscht finde~t dieselQen l'U Iessep,
A., SoR\fAHT?i.
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which, if not as amusing as the preceding,
.J1JST P1JB.LISUED %
are·at least new.
THE
Aunt Mary had changed her dress, putting
lldiud by Miss SusAN H. Waos, JJ'all on one with a train, noticing which little
Ri'IJM'1 Ma88., to t1Jlwm all Oommuni«JtlonBfOJ" Rob, a four-year-old, remarked: "Aunt
Mary, I think your dress has a great long
A COLLECTION OFthia OOJ"nM' shottld b~ ~nt.
mustache.''
Original and Selectt'd Hymns
Master Fred, an irrepressible nine-year-old,
(Words and Musio)
" Between the dark and the daylight,
had been reared in a honeehold where relig- For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
ions observances were conspicuous by their
For Schools and the Home.
~at is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
absence. Into a neighboring house where
familiar acquaintanceship rendered the preOOMPIL~ BY
The World is a Chess-Board.
liminary knock quite unnecessary, Fred
L. K. WASU.B1JRN.
rushed one morning unceremoniously while
• The world is a chess-board,
PruoE,
•
•
•
$1.50.
The game is called life, ·
the inmates were kneeling around the family
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
00.,
The pieces maneuver
altar, on beholding which, to him a novel
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
In noiseless strife.
sight, and calling to mind, no dol)bt, former
Some of the players are
sports in that room, he exclaimed: "What
Skilful and shrewd,
NOW KF.AD'I!.
Many, bowever, hav
new game are you at now?"
S. B.
Nii aptitude;
A
VOLUME
OF THE WRITINCS
Ithaca, N. Y., March 25, 1889.
And while th~y are moving,
Oll'
•Tis solemn to know
Each is pittPd against
The Boy and the Jug.
An invincible foe,
A Boy·who was carrying a Jug across a
And whether one's side
OOMPILBD BY
Field stumbled and Fell, and the Jug cried
Ia well managed or not,
L. K. WASHBURN.
out against the carelessness which thus
The result is the same
When the battle is fought.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
Threatened to put an End to his Usefulness.
best editor,laiS written by Mr. Seaver dnrin2 tht
As f.he game nears its close
"But yon received no injury," replied the past forty-Jive years. It 1s neatly· Printed OL
And the pieces move fast,
uream-wlnte paper, bound in cloth, and containt
Boy.
Then Death's voico is heard,
a fine likeness of tbe venerable edttor of tb•
Calling," Checkmate" at last.
"Yes, but I might hav been Broken to lr.vestigator. Every Liberal should hav this bool
ia his nome. It is now ready for delivery.
WILLIAM ScoTT.
Pieces," persisted the Jug.
Price, $1.00.
"Oh, well," observed the Boy as he conAddress THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.
Llnrs to a Daughter ou Her Birthday. tinned his way, "the Tumble proves how
good is the material of which yon are made,
I come with greeting• while I may
Upon this happy nata.! day:
and I value yon twice as much as before."
One little word of mother Jove
MORU.:
Like message from a. carrier-dove.
Men value that which stands the test of the rhe Present and the Fnture
WnatR'Gr though othArs bring of cheer,
Repnbllc of Nortll America,
unexpected.
or wiobes for each coming year,
or a:ol<len books and presents rare,
BY A CAPITALIST.
And gem• or art bPYOnd compare,
C~orrespondence.
A hook advocating assomate life aa a. remedyfot
Tbis simple line shall only he
povert;v, vice, and crime. It deals with the ~resen·
CoRINTH, ILL., March 20. 1889.
A token wrought with tears from me.
of society in this country, pointmg on1
DEAR Miss WIXON : I thought I would write conditwns
their imperfections, and showing how it is almoe'
An Problem set with dewy pearls
a Jetter to the Ohildren's Corner. This is my Impossible that the people should be other tha.1
In memory of your Rnnn:v curls
first letter. My uncle takes THE TRUTH poor and VIcious under our present system. Tht
Doneath the blue of •nmmer skies,
S&EKER, and he lets my ma bav it to read. I remedy, the an thor thmks. is in communal life
and he has drawn a viVId picture of the fntnrt
Whose azure blent with laughing eyes:
hke to read the Children's Oorner. I hope Republic of North Amenct., as it will be whe1
Bnt ne'er a scolp~.nrPd image stands
this will not go to the waste-basket.
society shall be organized on the .Principles o•
A model for your baby bands,
Rational Communism. The book is vigoronsh
Your friend,
MARY RoGERs.
And never fairy steps as sweet
and interestingly written.
•
To mother-heart as baby feet.
Papcr,~Oc.; cloth, $1.
FRENOHTOWN, Nn:B., March 15, 239 E.M.•
. The jewelPd whePls ofF •ther Time
DuR Mrss WIXON: While I inclose this
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Torn backward tbrongb th~> winter rime.
small poem let me take this opportunity to
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Where, on one tender, far-off morn,
tell you. as I bav long thought of doing. how
A tiny life to me was born
proud I am of onr young people-our Sadie
And laid within m'<' wA.iting arms,
Thorpes, our Maude Jliorrisons, George HemsA glad, n•w guide from eart.hly harms.
burgs, and the whole host of them who write
Then sbriPkod in vain the roarine: gale,
so well and do so much for humanity. We
I only heard the helple•s wail
shall see their names and their work " as the
That bound me heart and eon! alone,
years go by." Sincerely yours,
And made of life the corner-stone,
MARY B. FmoH.
Sweet monnmont of Jove to be
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of ''Monks.
The seRI of our maternity.
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
CoRINTH, ILL •• March 20. 1889.
J!'renchto•cn, NP.IJ.
MARY BURD FINCH.
DuR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
write you a letter for the first time. This is
Contains testimonies of the early Christian FaOur Boys and Girls.
my grandma's birthday. She is fifty-nine the rs and others, a.nd cases of striking similaritl
. .. They should hav good health and strrngth, yebrs old. I hav a sister sixteen years old, to Ohristianity in many ancient religions •.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
ability to play, to run, jump, kick, and roll. and one thirteen years old, also a brother fifteen years old, and one six months old. I
:They should be truthful, honest, and should like to. read the Children's Corner. I am
'practice right dealing. They should certainly twelve years old. I will close for this time.
be modest, and not appear to know too I hope to see this in print.
Your little friend,
much, or be too forward in llompany. They
MINNIE BELLE RoGERs.
·should show respect to their elders and heed
AND
P.B.-My grandma's name is Thompson.
'their opinions, for a ripe experience givs abil- Grandpa and ma liv at St. Johns, Ill.
TWELVE OTHBR DISOOURSES Oll' REASON.
-ity to impart useful and practical information
M.B.R.
B?J 0. B. F'ROTHINGHAM.
·and advice. They should aim to be helpful
A vignrons thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par·
STOOR:TON, CAL., March 17, 1889.
·to parents and friend~. There are mar..y little
Bedford Standard.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Mamma is a readtlr of ltet".-[New
things a boy or girl can do in the home that
Deep thon~ht, thorough conviction, and great
THE TRUTH Sli:EKKR, and I like to look at the ability.-[Phila. Press.
· will lessen the work of parents greatly.
pictures and read the letters. from the boys
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
They should learn economy and prudence. and girls in the Children's Oorner. I hav not
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
With these simple principles and a know!. seen a letter written from this place. We
edge of the common school branches boys hav two cows and seven head of horses, and I
and girls can push their way through the hav a sadtlle. I love to ride horseback.
Mamma has sent for "Th() Story Hour."
world with honor to themselvs and credit to
We are having vacation now. Our school
their parents and friends.
B. H. W.
will commence the last week in March, and
then I will go every day. I like to go to
AND
school. I am ten years old. I hav no brother
.. What the Little Ones Are Saying.
OTHER BIOGRAPffiOAL SKETOHES AND EssAYs.
or sister. I think this letter is long enough
MISTAKING A HOLE IN THE IOE FOR THE HOLY for the first one.
BY OIURLES BBADLAUGH.
GHOST.
Your Freethinker friend,
With Portrait and Autobiography.
VIOLET M. RIOH.
That editorial note in the last TRUTH
Charles Bradlangh has "A Few Words" to say
. SEBXEB about baptizing through a hole in the
"About the Devil.'' Mr. Bradlangh has a right to
DoDGE CITY, KAN., March 15, 1889.
hie
"few words," and the devtl will, we pre•nme.
ice out in Illinois, in defiance of its somber
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As I hav not seen any 't no very distant day bav a few words to say to
shading of fatal results to one of the candi- letters from this part of Kansas, I thought I Mr. Bradlangh, and Will donbtlese get the best of
dates, calls .to mind the ludicrous exploit to wonld write one. My papa takPs THE TRUTH the argnment,-[Ohicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back a.nd side stamp, 12mo,
which an imitativ little four-year-old was SEEKER, and would not be without it, as he
260 pp., $1.25.
prompted by witnessing a similar ceremony. likes it very mnrb ; also, be takes the L(qht
Address
THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Little Maggie went home from the scene fully Bearer, or Lucj"er, and Freethrn.t,qltt. l like
!.he Children's Oorner very much. I don'&
impres3ed with the idea that her pet doll, in tllink you will ever come to Dodge, but if yon
THE
order to hold caste as a good little Christian do, I would be plea~ed· to hav you stop and CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
doll, must undergo the ordinance of baptism. see me. There hav been no Liberal lectures
THEIR
So the next day, having procured a pitcher of here lately. I PXpect this is long enough, so
I
will
close.
With
much
love,
I
remain,
w11.ter, this is_ how-evidently through a slight
Crimes and Persecutions.
Your friend,
KA.TIE CoLLAR.
misunderstanding of the previous day's word[If ever we do come to Dodge City, we Bvo, 1,119pp. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
ing-she got off the ceremony: "I baptize
gilt edges, f4.50.
shall surely try to find Katie.-Eo. C. C.]
. thee into the name of the father, and of the
BY D. M. BENNErT.
sun, and into the bole you goes," and suiting
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
the action to the word, into the pitcher went
28 Lafaye~te Place, New York.
dolly.
B}' L. FE1JERB UJH.
I hope the foregoing will not be deemed
sacrilegious,: ~ipce it was told to me by an
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 71ipp.;
exemplary Christian lady of the Presbyterian
50 cts.
BY JOHN PECK.
persuasion.
The truth-teller is ill-ma.nnered, therefore imfrice 20 cents ; six: copies for $1.
And now . that pen is in hand, I might tt~llral.-Eztraot. ·
·

l!hildrtn' s

~orntr.

Cosmian Hymn Book.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

Th~ Bole Factors and Exact Ratios in its
_ Acguir~m~nt and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
•
•

The Antiquity of Christianity.

THE SAFEST CREED}

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,

Essence of Religion.

Christian Absurdities,

repc11.t

§Q~Ef sa~in~s

of QtW:r liHl!: Q~llij

Md.ft~6~ '-rmoi '-r~HJ'fi ~!l111!HHI QQr

~ddress

TmJ ':fm:rT:p:

~E~~.ll!~

(JO,

$1.04)

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND· ITS INFLUENOE UPON
SOOIETY.
B!r Da. LoUIS BUOHNER, An thor of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo,15 cents.
Address THE T:au~R SEEKE.Jt, 28 Lafayette Place

AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

HORACE SEAVER.

liATIONAL COMMUNISM.

,

By W. 8. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

A.dvanc,ement ~Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer. ·
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25c•. ; cloth, 5~c.
It is in many respects one of the most extraorJinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trilnme.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Tllill

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OOMPENDIUM OF' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WJNWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which lll>iver·

<al history is "boiled down" with snrpneing
<kill.-[Literary Wor!<l.
Yon torn over hiP pa2e~ with a fascination sim
,Jar to that exllerienced in reading Washington
frvin ll.-(Inter-Ocea.n.
Fis hiotoryhas "continnit;;. a ra.Ph, a carrying
'OWer, which ~"minds ns stnkingly of Gibbon.
·New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
>irst chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ
mg. He hBB a style that reminds n!fof Macaulay
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo. 548pp., $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl .. New York.

FATHER, SON

&HOLY GHOST

BY T. E. LONGSHORE.
5 cents per copy; W cents per dozen; $1 for 25.
Address THE 'fBUTH SEEKEB.

ROME~

REASON

! Memoir of Ohristian and Extra-Christian Expe

rience.
By NATHANIEL B.loMSAY WATJms;
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
~nd Oa.tbolicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate penoonal eJ[Jlerience with the two svs
terns. It deale the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infticting.-[Oritical Be
view.
Oloth, 12mo, 11. 75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
OR,

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena. only.
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
Among the many attempts made by PClentists to
~rush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vi"orons.-[Cbicago Times.
Oloth, Illns., heavy toned paper, svo, 613 pp., $2.50
~dora•• 'T'H'I<'

"lll.Ti'l'R REF.KER.

New Edition. Revis~~ L\lld Enlara-ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. t;.\RDENER,
Introdnctit .u by
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
TM Tr~ Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnce, 40o.; nth autograph, 50 eta.
THB

SHAKER EYE and EAR BILSAM
Sizty-fifle Years• ln'Dariable Success.
FoB ALL DISEASES OF E¥ES OR EARS. Im
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OR,
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NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER ,FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallaatum says : "Tbe chapter
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The Boston Post says: "This book aotualb
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~his work. The information it
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OF
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of oonao1entiouo consideration by evVol.
I.
Givs
a
Full
Account
of
all
the
Gods,
inery
poasi
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cluding Jehov~h, Satan, the· Holy Ghost,
young." S1.
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
As to his Life on Ea.rth and 'his ~ommuniam.
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Svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
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the Reli~tious Systems of the World.
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2 vors., $5 leather, $7; morocco, gilt edges, $3.
Crear ion.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
- 75 Cents.
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Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.',
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Preface
by R. G. INGERSOLL.
@" T!tis book was.auppressed by t?eji;rst Amer· 28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York.
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
ican publislter. .)£1
girls and a younger brother who were lett parent·
WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, ess,
with little monev, fau education, and much
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
courage,
to !llake their way through the world by
AND RE~'ORllERS.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
KOing to Ob1c~go. The autnor is also the heroin.
7'he
l).arra~iv
1~; in the .main, a history of a workBio11:raphiea of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
mg grrl'alife and experience in the cay of Chicago
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators. Founders of
among
bluff
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NAW Schools of Thought, Eminent Scienand dlllrepntable hypocnts. It is inat Mncb a story
tists, etc. (who were not Christians),
of
human
life
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soll to be interested in; and whatever be admires
ent. Svo. 1,075pp,, oloth, $3;
and
appreciates
is sure to be worth the attention
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New Publicatioos~
. . "Roman Rule ~nd Ruin " is a pamphlet
published by Putnam & Macdonald, Ban Francisco. It opens with the motto :
He that recalls the attention of mankind to
any part of learning which has been left behind
it. may be truly said to advance the literature
of his own age.-Dr. Johnson.
The writer then proposes to throw light
~pon the paths of our own age by ca:IIing
attention to the course of a certain institution
of ours when it had power in the past;' He
undertakes to indicate what would be the
conduct of the Roman church to-day, if given
power, by exhibiting that indescribably horrible ana infamous record of its career that
it now so carefully hides. This record is un_known to nine youths ont of ten growing up
in this country to constitute the guides and
guardians of America in her next generation.
It is time that it should be put in the hands
of every one of them. The price of the pam.
phlet is 5 cents; for sale, like all books mentioned on this page, at this office.
The English firm of W. Stewart & Co. hav
begun the publication of a useful and scholarly series of pamphlets called, "The Gospels
Critically Examined." No. 1 is" The Birth
of Jesus." The improbabilities, impossibilities, and self-contradictions of the scriptural
narrativ of this event are well exposed. Some
Christians who are forced to admit the falseness of the astronomy, geology, and science
generally, of the Bible, resort to the subterfuge of saying that "the Bible was not
given to teach science," and still claim divinity for its moral and spiritual instruction. So
our author observes :
A book which professes to guide us. to
.heaven is not worthy of credence if the portion dealing with this life be found untrue.
· If a guide were published to the star Sirius
and to the city London, in which we discover
that the latter-of which we hav an opportunity of testing tbe statements-be found to
be mis-described; if we discover that the
writer knows nothing of the British metropolis, and describes it merely from imagination
or from hearsay, what reason hav we for
giving credence to his remarks on t::lirius,
which we hav not visited? Are we likely to
believe the writer of the work?
"Church and State: The Bible in the Public Schools," is a large and handsome pamphlet issued by H. L. Green, Buffalo, N. Y.
Freethinkers wishing a work covering the
whole ground of Christianity's nature and
record, with a thorough exposure and denunciation of the Blair bill, may confidently
send for this. It will be good for their own
reading, and good to lend in anti-Blair propa_gandist work. We copy one good point:
If a man-but he must be an intelligent
and decent one-happened some day to be
present in a schuol in Chicago where his
sixteen-year-old daughter was engaged with
th6 rest of the scholars in reading the seventh
chapter of Paul's first epistle to the Corinthians as the one which fell out to be read in
course, and he joined devoutly in the exercise, would he not. when the shock was over,
and he came to reflect upon it, inlinitly prefer
that his daughter would form her opinions on
the subject of love and marriage, and the
relations she is to sustain to her future bus. band, according to the noble teachings of
Robert Ingersoll, in his reply to Cardinal
Manning, published in the November number of the North American Re'l!iew, instead of
the low conceptions of the "inspired apostle?" Accordin~ to Ingersoll, love is a holy
sentiment, and, 1D true marriage, the wife is
an object of the husband's purest worship
and devotion. According to Paul, love is
mere lust, and the Wife iR only a legalized
prostitute, hired, in consideration of her food
and clothing, for the purpose of keeping the
saints from indulging in sexual promiscuity
among the Corinthian women.
Price, 10 cents; five, 30 cents; ten, 50
cents. For sale at this office.
At last we hav the long-wanted means of
silencing those Christians continually inquiring for our great men, and asserting that all
great men hav been on the side of Christianity. J. M. Wheeler, the scholarly English
Freethinker, is compiling "A Biographical
Dictionary of Freethinkers of All Ages and
Nations," and it is being published in parts.
Part I is ready, and contains names and biographies from A to Ba. A very few niay be
mentioned. Abelard (b. 1079), "almost the
first," says the historian Hallam, "who awak·- ened mankind, in the age of darkness, to. a
·sympathy with intellectual excellenne." Abbot, Francis. Adler, Felix. Alembert, Jean
le Rood d', one of that illustrious group of
-great men, the Encyclopedists, contemporaneous with Voltaire, who freed France from
its monstrous incubus of monarchy and ecclesiasticism. Alfieri, famous Italian poet. Alfonso the Wise, king of Castile. Allen, Colonel
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Ethan, Revolutionary patriot, a.nd author of,
"Reason the Only Oracle of Mari," the first
publication in the United States openly directed against the Christian religio-n. Amberley, Viscount. Andrews, Stephen .Pearl,
prominent Abolitionist, and profound philosopher. " His principal work is entitled,
'The Basic Outline of Universology' (N. Y.,
1872). He also wrote 'The Church and Religion of the Future' (1886). He was a prominent member and vice-president of the
Liberal Club of New York, a contributor to
the London Times, the N~w York TBUTH
BEEKER, and many other journals." Arago
(1786-1853), French Academician, statesman,
physicist, and astronomer. Aristophanes,
great Grecian comic poet. " He wrote fifty-_
four plays, of which only eleven remain, and
was crowned in a public assembly for his
attacks on the oligarchs. With the utmost
boldness he satirized not only the political
and social evils of the age, but also the philosophers, the gods, and the theology of the
period. Plato is said to hav died with Aristophanes's works under his pillow." Aristotle,
the most illustrious of ancient philosophers.
" His inculcation of ethics as apart from all
theology, justifies his place in this list. After
the death of Alexander, he was accused of
impiety and withdrew to Chalcis, where he
died B.o. 322. Grote says: 1 In the published·
writings of Aristotle the accusers found various heretical doctrine suitable for sustaining
their indictments; as, for example, the deClaration that prayer and sacrifices to the gods
were of no avail.'" Arnold of Brescia. Arnold, Matthew. Aurelius; Marcus Antoninus,
Roman emperor and stoic philosopher. "His
1
Meditations,' written in the mid&t of a most
activ life, breathe a lofty morality, and are a
standing refutation of the view that pure
ethics depend upon Christian belief." Austin,
John, standard writer on jurisprudence.
Averroes (Muhammad lbn-Ahmad Ibn
Rushd), Abu al Walid, Arabian philosopher,
born at Cordova in 1126, died at Morocco, Dec.
10, 1198. "He translated and commented
upon the works of Arifltotle, and resolutely
placed the claims of science above those of
theology. He was prosecuted for his heretical
opinions by the Mohammedan doctors, was
spat upon by all who entered the mosque at
the hour of prayer, and afterward banished.
His philosophical opinions, which incline toward Materialism and Pantheism, had the
honor of being condemned by the University
of Paris in 1240. They were opposed by St.
Thomas Aquinas, and when profoundly influencing Europe at the Renaissance through
the Paduan school were again condemned by
Pope Leo X. in 1513." Bagehot, Walter,
author of "The English Constitution."· In
"Physics and Politics," a series of eFsays on
the evolution of society, he applies Darwinism to politics. Bain, Alexander, t::lcotch
philosopher. His "The Senses and the Intellect" and ' 1 The Emotions and the Will" constitute the best systematic exposition of the
human mind extant. Bakunin, Russian revolutionist against despotism. Barlow, Joel,
American statesman and minister to France.
He translated Volney's "Ruins," an Antichristian work, and contributed to the literature of the Revolution. When the eminent
Christian, Robespierre, contrived the arrest
of Paine, then a member of the French Convention, it was to Joel Barlow that the latter
intrusted the manuscript of the first part of
the "Age of Reason." Readers of that book
will remember the .Passage: "Conceiving,
after this, that I had but a few days of liberty, I sat down and brought the work to a
close as speedily as possible; and I had not
finished it more than six hours, in the state it
has since appeared, before a guard came there
about three in the morning, with an order
signed by the two committees of public safety
and surety-general, for putting me in arrestation as a foreigner, and conveyed me to the
prison of the Luxembourg. I contrived, in
my way there, to call on Joel Barlow, and I
put the manuscript of the work into his
hands, as more Eafe than in my possession in
prison; and not knowing what might be the
fate in France either of the writer or the
work, I addressed it to the protection of the
citizens of the United States." Baudelaire,
distinguished French poet. Bauer, eminent
Guman biblical critic. These names are but
a few among a very large number. Freethinkers would do well to get this work part
by part, and if they hav a cyclopedia handy
refer to it for information on the principles
and system of thought of each subject of the
biographer. Thus a great store of learning
would be accumulated. It would also be a
good work: to giv out to children for the
same purpose. The price is 20 cents per
part.

The Freethinker&' Magazine for April con.
tah]s a full- page steel-plate portrait of Dr.
R. Jj.;Westbrook, president of the American
Secular Union, a good likeness of J. J. McCabe, and full biographical sketches of each.
The contents are very valuable, including
"Respiration," by Prof. Hermann Ohlsen;
"The Logic of a Miracle," by L. K. Washburn ; "Did Bacon Compose the t::lhakspere
Poetry?" by J. J. McCabe; "Church and
State "-concluded; "The Late Amy Post"
-obituary, by Parker Pillsbury ; "The
Death Penalty," by A. Sch~ll; a poem "To
Giordano Bruno," and much other valuable
matter. For sale at this office. Price, 20
cents.
J.P. Mendum, In'Vestigator office, publishes
one of the best lectures of that admirable
speaker, L. K. Washburn, "The Protestant
Menace to Our Government." The pamphlet
deals crushing blows at the Blair bill, and is
a good one to distribute. It is pleasing to
read a style in which the author goes so
straight to the point. For specimens:
I i.Iisist that while every religion is free to
propagate its faith by all the ecclesiastical
arts known to priest and minister. no church·
has the right to claim the power of the law to
shield it from just criticism, or to enforce its
faith upon the people. • • • The Protestant church asks our government to giv it the
right to teach its dogmas to our children,
when there is not a Christian minister on the
earth that can dtfomd these dogmas before
the court of common sense. · • • • Here
is the truth: This bill is not to secure to those
who wish to observe the Sabbath in a religious manner the rigkt to do so, but it is for
the purpose of preventing those who wish to
observe it differently from so doing. • • •
This act of desperation on the part of the
Protestant Christians of the United States is
a confpssion that thtir religion is a failure •
that without the arm of the law to compel
people to observe Sunday as a holy day, the
church is powerless to secure such observance. . . • Let Congress pass this national Sunday law, and it will soon be asked
to pass a law for the endowment of the church
and the support of the clergy. • • • The
Protestants of this land are not restrained
from teaching their religious dogmas or observing the ceremonies of their religion.
Worship is free. A clergyman may teacb. the
most absurd faith, the most ridiculous superstition, and the law protects llim. It is not
for liberty of con!cience that the Christian
church demands the passage of this Sabbath
bill ; it is to kill liberty of conscience and
take away the rights of the people. ~ • •
I do not believe that sixty rirlllions of people
should be enslaved to please fifteen million
bigots.
· The price fs 10 cents.
In the Popular Science Monthly for April
Prof. Joseph Jastrow in "·The Psychology of
Spiritualism" affirms the falseness of all
Spiritual phenomena, and attempts to explain
the nature of those mental faculties that cause
the reception of the Spiritual belief. He givs
an estimate of the numbers of Spiritualists :
To-day Spiritualists count their adherents
by millions. In 1867 there were estimated to
be three millions in America. They publish
about one hundred journals, hailing from all
parts of the world (twenty-six of them appear
in America).
.Professor Romanes has a chapter on "The
Derivativ Origin of The Human Mind," taken
from his book, "Mental Evolution in Man"a book which Freethinkers would find it
profitable to procure. He shows the presence
in the lower animals of nearly all our emotions, volitions, and intellectual processes,
and argues conclusivly that the human mind
is an evolutionary outcome from that of the
lo_west orders of life. The editor of the
Monthly castigates the latest pietist who has
made an ass of himself, as follows:
It is a somewhat melancholy thing to reflect
that, while we hav a ministry of truth in the
men who, with dispa~sionate minds, are applying themselvs to discover the laws of nature and the true succession and affiliation of
historical phenomena, we hav also a ministry
of error devoted to opposing, one by one, the
conclusions of science, and fostering in the
minds of those to whom it is addres&ed habits
of false and inconclusiv reasoning. We may
quote, as an example of the first, the work of
a man like our valued contribntor, Dr. Andrew D. White, whose articles on "Demoniacal Possession and Insanity" in recent
numbers of this maga:r.ine hav attracted so
much attention. We regret to hav to quote
as an illustration of the second the recent
utterances, on the very same subject, of a
man who stands to-day in what but lately
was, perhaps, the most progressiv pulpit of
the whole country, that of Plymouth church.
The. Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott is a man of fine
sympathies, of wide culture, and of much
moderation of character and judgment. He
is a man to whom we should hav been disposed to look for steady work in the direction
of sound and reasonable views ; particularly
considering the vantage-ground he occupies
as successor to one who, whatever his faults
and eccentricities, was ever looking toward

the lfght, and had thoroughly reconciled himself to the lPading tenets of modern science.
Instead of this, however, we find him accepting to the fullest extent the doctrin of demoniacal possession, and defending it by arguments of the most sophistical character.
While the ex-president of Cornell is laboring
to bani~h from men's minds the last vestiges
of belief in diabolical agency, the successor of
Beecher is handling the devils of ancient n'arrativ with all the tenderness and respect due
to the most venerable possessions of the human race. Let us, then, briefly examin what
this prominent divine has to say on the topic
in question. Dr. Abbott announces the theory that 11 evil spirits enrcise an influence
over mankind." He explains later that by
"evil spirits" he means "disembodied, spirits;" and adds that there is "nothing unnatural" in their exercising the same kind of
control over men that masterful characters
exercise over others of weaker will. • •
Charles J. Guiteau, of repulsiv memory, he
cflnsiders to hav been a man possessed. • • •
What lusts are, we know; what devils are,
we know not, nor hav we any means even of
certifying ourselvs in regard to their exist-.
ence. Why, then, frame hypotheses bPyond
all need for them?· • • • We do not doubt,
indeed, that the amiable Brooklvn divine
would gladly throw the whole doctrin of
devils overboard, as not only useless but
hurtful, were it not for the sanction which he
understands it to receive from the scriptures.
• • • Take the case of Guiteau. If he had
a devil, why did no one of the hundreds of
thousands of orthodox believers throughout
the countrv cast that devil out? What do we
read? "These signs shall follow them that
believe: in my name shall they cast out devils." Did anyone so much as try to cast the
devil out of GuitPau? The only utterance we
distinctly remember as proceeding from the
pulpit at the time was a passionate demand
by the eloquent prfacher of the Brooklyn
Tabernacle for the hanging of Guiteau on a
gallows as high as Haman's. If Guiteau
really had a devil, it was certainly hard on
him that the faith of the Christian world was
at so low an ebb that no one cared even to try
to relieve him of it. Who knows what an
innocent and amiable person he might hav
become if the uncanny tenant could only hav
been dislodged ? • • • Surely it is time
that, for men as intelligent and with as liberal
instincts as Dr. Abbott, the bands of authority were broken in matters of this kind. What
do we want with devils in nineteenth-century
thought? Can any honest man say that we
need them as a working hypothesis for scientific purposes? Would not such a hypothesis
rather prove an obstacle to scientific investij!;ation by drawing attention away from the
natural antecedents of crime and insanity?
What misery has been wrought by this doetrio in past ages Dr. White has well shown.
To-day it is a mere wretched survival from
a~res of ignorance. and one which a wise man,
if he cannot afford openly to combat., should
at least studiously and conscientiously ignore.
The price of th6 Popular Science Monthly
is 50 cents per copy; $5 per year.
The North American Re'l!iew for April
further confirms our disposition to pronounce
that periodical the very first of the high-class
reviews and magazines. Colonel Ingersoll
takes up the question of Agnosticism, which
has been brought into special notice by Professor Huxley's recent paperin the Nineteenth
Century, and in his usual eminently clear and
brilliant style explains why, in his opinion,
the Agnostic's attitude is more reasonable
than the Christian's faith. We reprint the
article on another page. Senator Chace, of
Rhode Island, who has just resigned, discusses Congressional salaries, and contends
that Senators and Representative are sadly
underpaid. Another political topic of interest
at present-the question of the surplus apd of
an extra session of Congress to revise the
tariff-is handled by Senator Allison, of Iowa.
The symposium in this number relates to the
prevention of collisions at sea, which is the
chief subject to be considered at the approaching international marine conference; expert
opinions are expressed by Captain Kennedy,
late of the Germanic ; Captain Brooks, of tbe
Arizona; Captain Burton, of the Coptic, and
Captain Boyer, of La Champagne. The
Rev. Dr. Abbott, editor of the Christian
Union, points out the differences between
the underlying principles and methods of
Christianity and those of Socialism. Yan
Phou Lee, who was recently graduated from
Yale College, makes a strong plea in behalf
of the Chinese in America, and Mr. George
Haven Putnam tells of the advantages that
would result from international copyright.
An interesting chapter in reference to the
assassinat-ion of Lincoln, with inside facts regarding Booth, Mrs. Surratt, and others, is
narrated by John T. Ford, formerly. proprietor of Ford's Theater, in which the martyred president was shot. Dr. W. B. t::learle
describes many of the idiosyncrasies of alcohol, and some entertaining speculations in
reference to the probability of navigating the
air are furnished by Carl Blind. Per number,
50 cents; per year, $5.
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Any of our subscribers who like to read the
popular fiction of the day are recommended
to try Once a Week. This publication presents the best work of the best standard fiction writers.
Mrs. E. Lynn Linton, the distinguished
English authoress, has written a book presenting that view of Christ by which he is
regarded as a radical reformer, Socialist, and
revolutionist. The title is" The True History
of JoEhua Davidson." This JoshuR Davidson, a man who endeavors to follow with'the
-closest imitation the conduct of Christ, after
a life of persecutions from powers spiritual
. and temporal, is finally brought to a scene in
wh1ch he is denounced by a preacher, as fol-·
lows:
· Mr. Grand, the clergyman, rose, and standing up on a chair on which he had been sitting. waved his_ hand for silence.
" Friends," he said, " I am glad that by
yo11r honest English love of law and God,
you hav shown what you think of the poison
this demagog would hav poured into your
ears. I know that man well," pointing to
Joshua; "I hav known him from a boy; and
I can bear my testimony to the fact that he
has been an ill-conditioned, presumptuous,
insolent fellow from the first. I know that
he has led an infamous life in London ; and
that he kept such a disorderly house the police were obliged to interfere; and he was
imprisoned for the offense. Loose women,
thieves, burglars-all the scum of the earth
hav been his chosen companions ; and, to
crown all, be went over to Paris at that awful
time of the Commune, when, if ever hell was
let loose on earth it was then, and joined
himself to that band of miscreants who disgraced the very name of humanity. And
n·ow he has the audacity to come before you,
honest and sober men of Lowbridge, loving
your queen and country, abiding by the laws,
and fearing God as I hope you all do. And
what for?- to praise that pandemonium of
vice and crim:e-the Paris Commune-and
~lasphemously to liken those fiends in human
shape to our Lord and the holy apostles; to
incite you to a rebellion as bloody as that ;
and more than all this-to pick your pockets
of your honest wages, that he, an idle vagabond, who won't work, may wanfler about
the country, sowing his poison everywhere;
while living on the fat of the land. Giv him
your minds, my men ; and let him understand that Low bridge is not the place for a
godless rascal like him at any time-and by
no means the place for an Atheist and a Communist!"
Then he got down, and the men cheered
him as lustily as they had hissed Joshua.
I will do Mr. Grand the justice to say that
I do not think he intended his words should
hav the effect they did hav. Gentlefolks do
not often incite to riot; and a clergyman does
riot like to be the wirepuller for a murder.
But, maddened by their own misconceptions
to begin with, and excited still more by their
parson's abuse and encouragement to violence
as it were, the audience lost all Pelf-control.
A dozen men leaped on the platform, and in
a moment I saw Joshua under their feet. It
was in vain then for Mr. Grand to cry
'Order "-for the two policemen at the doors
to be sent for-for me to lay about me as
hard as I was handled. The men had it all
their own way. ThP.y were the representative
of law and order in their own minds, the
champions of God and religion, and they regarded it as a sacred dutv to take it out of
this godless Anarchist. Beaten, kicked, held
back by a dozen or more, I could not help
him. They beat me first; and tbeii the police
beat me, and knocked me about savagely
with \heir truncheons, because I struggled to
get fr~e, and to get to Joshua. He was lying
on the p;round, pale and semeless, with a
stream of blood slowly flowing from his
lips; while the men trampled on him and
kicked him, and one, with a fearful oath,
kicked him twice on the head. Suddenly a
whisper ran round them, and they all drew
a little way off ; when, at a sign from one of
them, the gas was turned down, and the place
cleared as if by magic. When the lights
were up again, and I went to lift him-lie
was dead.
I know no more-no more than this, that
he man who had lived the life after Christ
more exactly than any human being ever
known to me, who had ~iven himself to humanity and poured out his strength like water
for the sacred cause, who had been loving.
tolerant, pitiful to all-that man was killed
by the Christian Party of Order; his memory
denounced on the one hand as that of a bloodthirsty revolutionist who was justly punished
for his crimes, on the other, as that of a presumptuous and heretical enthusiast who had
insulted God and dishonored the true faith.
But the same things were said of the early
Christians as bav been said of him, of the Communists, and -of all reformers of all times.
The world has ever disowned its Best when
they came; and every truth has been planted
in blood, and its first efforts sought to be
checked by lies. So let them rest, our martyrs whom men do not yet know; as neither
did they know eighteen hundred years ago the
crucified Communist of Galilee-he who
dwelt with lepers, made his friends of sinners, and prettched against all the conventional respectabilities which society then held
in honor.
'fhe book contains 278 pages 1 price 75 cts.
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CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. By Hon.
THE land-tax clubs around New York will
W. E. Glarlstone.
Interpreters of Genesis and the Intercelebrate the decennial anniversary of the II. The
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
publication of" Progress and Poverty."
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Mnller.
CARPENTERS in Massachusetts, Missouri, and
, other states are striking
for nine hours.
JuLY 4th has been
chosen for the opening
of the eight-hour agitation at Chicago.
ARRESTS
hav been
made of NihilistR making
bombs to kill the czar
during his visit to Berlin.
SAVANNAH, Ga., on
the 6th had a fire that
destroyed fiftv buildings,
causing a loss of $750,-

000.
WALBBContinuesresistance to tithes of the
Established church, and
tithe-co 11 e c t o r s
are
mobbed.

13. 1889.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
1
V. Dawn of Oreation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
PARABLES: Indirect waya of expressing facts,
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin· much aff~cted by lhe godhead in holy writ, doubtton.
·
less for fear he should apeak too plainl:r to the
This is a new book and contains the latest discus- favored he wishes to instruct.-Voltaire's Pooket
Aion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character. Theo!u !J,
EVERY sect is a certificate that God has not
Price, paper, liD cents; cloth, 75 cents.
plainly revealed his will to man .-Ingersoll.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
IsAIAH is, upon the whole, a. wild, disorderly
28 La.fa:vette Place, New York.
writer, preserving in general no clear chain of perception in the arrangement
of his ideas, and consequently producing no de.
fined conclusions from
them. It is the wildness of
his style, the conflllliOD, of
his ideas, and the ranting
metaphors he employs, that
ha v afforded so many opportunities to priestoraft in
some case~, and to superstition in others, to impose
those defects upon the
world as prophecies of
Jesus ObriPt. Fmding no
direct meaning in them,
and not knowing what to
make of them, a.nd supposing at the same time they
were intended to ha.v a
m~aning. they supplied the
defect by inventing a meaning of their own, and called
it his.-Paine.

THE argnment
• •
would hav all the force
which is attributed to it,
were the ohjvctors able to
l>ty their finger on a ~ingle
O:d Testament prediction
clearly referring ·to Jesus
Christ. inlenaea b!l the Ulterer~ of it to rt!ate to h1m, prefiguring his character and
career, and manifestly fnlfilled in his aPPAa.rance
upon earth. This therJ can
not do. Moat of the passages usually addnced as
complying with these conIN New York' state
ditions referrfd, a.nd were
500,000 perwns, oneclearly intended to refer, to
twelfth of the populaeminent individual a in Is.A
TREATY
OF.
PE,!i.CE-DIVQRCE.
tion, received aid from
raelitiah history; many are
When a man hath taken a wife, and married her, and it come to pass that she find no favor in his eyes, because he hath found
not prophecies at all ; the
benevolent institutions in
messiah, the anointed delivS'Jme unclettnnes> in her; then let him write her a bill of divorcement, and giv it in her hand, and send her out of his house.-Deut. xxiv, 1.
1888.
erer, Pxpected by the Jews,
A LETTER has been rehoped for and called for by
their poets and prophets, was of a. character so dif•
ceived from Stanley describing two years'
Oollect in n urn hers such as these,
feren',
and
a
career
so
oppoait, to those of the
adventures fighting famin and savages.
To contemplate and pray.
meek, lowly, long-suffering Jesus, that the pas" How noble is the thought, my frien~ 1
FATHER O'HARE, of Greenpoint, N. Y.,
sages describing 1he one never could hav been apThat those from far and near;
plied to tbe other, without a perversion of ingenuwith other clergy, hav closed most of the
The rich. and great, do.congregate
"I AM humble," said the preacher; "anything is
ity, and a disloyal treatment of their obvious sigsaloons there on Sundays.
In humble suppliance here."
nification, which, if employed in any other field
Jl:'Ood enoull'h for me." "I believe yon," replied
than that of theology, would ha.v met with the
A RESOLUTION has been introduced in the his listener; "I hav heard your sermons."
The sexton wiped his weeping eyes,
prompt difcre di t a.n d derision they deserve. There
And sadly turned away;
Quebec legislature asking the queen to use
MOTHER·: "Y~>s, Bobby, God made you. I'm
are, no doubt, scattered verses in the prophetic
"The president, you know," he said,
diplomatic influence to hav the pope's tempo- aurpriaed that you should hav forgotten tha.t."
and poetical books of the Hebrew canon, which,
"Oomes here to church to-day."
Bobby: "Well, it happened a good while ago,
ral power restored.
a.a quotation•, are apt and applicable enough to
-WasMngton CrUCe.
ma. Seven years is a long time for a boy to
particular points in Obrist'a character and story;
IN Missouri a man named Lasater recently remember anything."
WRY do not the papers come ont and say that but of what f qnally voluminous collection of poems
Victoria is queen of England 1
became a. religious lunatic, and made his
or rhetorical compoRiliona may the same not be
WICRED boarder (on Sunday):" You do not read
Bocanee everyone knows it.
said?- Greg's Creea of Christenl1.om.
wife strangle their babe, saying he had
Sund•Y papers, I believe, Mrs. De Goode?'' Mrs.
Why do not the papers say that twice two are
received a. divine command to offer it as a De Goodo (severely): •·No, I do not, and 1 am four?
THE doctrin giving to the word its three senses,
viz., the material, or external, the spiritual, or
ll'rieved to find that you do.•r. "I was onl" going
sacrifice.
Because that fact is already well known.
Oan you tell us why the press refra,ns from stat- internal, and the celestial, is open to this objecMANY Knights of Labor displeased with to say that this copy of the Sunda.v Scan11al has a.
tion, that if applied to Morher Goo•e's melodi~s it
two-column account of that mimstet who was ing that Rhode Island is smaller than Texas?
the order are forming an anti-Powderly or- .arrested for improper-'' "Ob, if there is anyOertainly we can tell you. Everyone is in- prodncea the same wonderful results as if applied
to the Bible. It is a mere d~vice for pumping into
ganization to be run more stric1Iyon the lines thing ill the paper about ministers, that's differ· formed on that point.
narrativ whatever .. aen~e" or nonsense the
Now, then, why hav the papers been printing
proposed by the original founder, Uriah ent, · Tha.nk yon."
interpreter desires to get into or out of it. Thus
the
names
of
a
certain
four
hundred
people
as
Stevens.
·
take the simple stanza from Mother Goose:
A MARCH IDYL.
being ladies and gentlemen 1
Jack and Gill
AN "anti-Pinkerton bill," prohibiting im- Three women, I!'Ood neighbors, did all agree,
Oan it be because they think it is a matter of
Went up rhe hill
Oo St. Patrick's day, when the rain came down, news to the public, and, unless they were printed
portation of armed bodies for special police
To fetch a pail of water,
T,, Jock the door on their husbands three,
down as such, no one would ever know it1-Puck.
· Jaok fell down
service, has been introduced in the New York
Wbo delighted with red to paint the town
And broke his crown,
l'ASmoN"S LITANY•
legislature at request of the State WorkingAnd Gill came tnmbling after.
While the banda outoiite were droning.
Oh, thou, dea.r Lord. my sins forgivThree atweoipe hats of different shapes
men's Assembly.
In its material csenae it is a mere rhyme got up
(Hnmph I There comes dowdy Ditta)
Oame silently clown three fire-escapes;
to please a child's taste for tho j•ngle of ·wordP,
THE chiefs of the Patriotic League of Paris Three hu•ba.nd• climbed over the fence like apes
And make me bumble while I livNow1fwe say that Jack means the Western Roman
hav been arrested for treasonable conspiracy,
<How ill her clotb,ing fits !)
And left their wives ochoning,
empire, Gill means the Eastern Roman empire.
Ob, take f•om me all worldly prideTheir joint ascent of the bill signifies their mutua.!
and Boulanger, their bead, has fiPd to Brus- Three women leaned out of a casement high
(A. dark brown trimmed with blue I)
competition with each other for wealth, territory,
sels, fearing that he would be tried by courtOn Sr.. Patrick'~ night when the moon shone
And keep me ever by thy aideand power. The object of these competitione, viz.,
down;
martial and shot.
(Her last year's bonnet, too I)
•· to fetch a pa.ii of water," was to advance the
And saw 'neath the light of a cloudless sky
interests of civilization upon the earth, water
THE inclusion of a ball in the Washington
Make me to put roy trust in theeTbree men come rolling up, muddy and brown,
being t;picol of civilization, both as to ita purifY·
(Tbe Ban Dervelta! Such taste I)
centennial exercises is disapproved a~ unThe Sidewalk completely owning.
ing qualities and ita mobillty, Just as t.hey were
Protect me from all vanitydemocratic and am eking of courtly cus- For men mnHt march and women must wait,
about perfecting their civilization. "Jack fell
(Nice pattern for a waist!)
toms; and the attempt of high society to And in foroible lerms mankind berate,
down,·• etc .• i. e,, the Weatt>rn emt>ire passed
Oh, bless me with thy biding loveA• they open the door When. bonra are late,
under the sway of the Infidel, "and broke his
(Spring hat and winter sprig !)
make it exclusiv has caused unseemly quarFor husbands they'd rather be stoning.
crown," t. e., he lost his share of the scepter of the
And when I die take me aboverels.
-Judge.
world. "And Gill came tumbling after" indicates
U know her hair's a wig !)
IN the case of a clairvoyant physician who
the fall of the Eastern empire. We might go on
SoME railroad man bas gi11en to the world what
Ob, teach me not to envions beand giv to these words a third celestial senee·
allowed a patient with a curable hip dwease be knows on this subjoct in the following: "A
([ wish I owned that silk I)
whereby it would refer to the st.rnggle of the soul
to becon:e a cripple for life, the WiFconsin aleepPr is one wbo sleep~. A sleeper is that in
But kePp me meek's my Jowly pleawith ita passions, but this suffices to show tha.t
supreme court has decided that cl:J.irvoyant which t be Rlefper ale~pa. A sleeper is that on
(She looks like soured skim-milk I)
this paltering with words in a double and triple
which the Pleeper runs while the sleeper sleeps,
Teach me fo .. givneaa day by dayphyPicians are liable to pro3ecution for mal- Tber~>for!', while the alee per sleep• in the sleeper,
sense is mere jngglery.-Demzow.
(Ob, how I bate tbal thing!)
practice.
the sleeper carries tbe sleeper over the sleeper
MoDERN soholarabip joined with common sense,
And !Pad me in the hallowed waybaa shown that every claimed fulfilment of Bible
(M:y knees begin to sting!)
THE clergy of London continue to shriek under the sleeper, until the sleeper which carnes
tbe sleeper jumps the sleeper and wakes the sleeper
prophecy is fairly met by the the exp'anation of
against the New York Herald'a is~uing a. 10 the fleeper, by striking tbe sleeper under the
Plea•e cleanse my heart of wrong desirescoincidence, forgery, invention, or the correct
(!
wondedf
he'll
fiirt
I)
Sunday edition there, claiming that it deprives sleeper o· the sleeper, •nd there is no 10 nger a.ny
date of the writings.-Robert c. Aaarns tn Pioneer
With love for thee my soul inapirePith.
printers of their Sunday rest, in face of the sleeper sleeping in the sleeper on the sleeper."
(lll keep one eye alert!)
IF the naked are clothed, men must clothe them;
fact that the work is done Saturday, the SunAnd hold me in the narrow pathWORSHIP.
if the hungry are fed, men must feed tbeui.day work being all for Monday's paper.
([ think I caught his eye !)
Wide open stood the church's doors,
Ingersol!.
That I may '•cape thy cha.otening wrath· And hundreds crowded there,
PmNEAS PRATT, cashier of the First Na(C'ould he hav hea.rd me sigh?)
THERE is an Order of Nature, pervading alike
Bedecked in Sunday finery
tional bank of Anoka, Minn., bas gone to
the actions going on within us and without us, to
Because the day was fa1r.
And when temptation neareth mewhich, from mom£rnt. to moment, our lives muet
Canada. with $100,000 of the bank's money,
t! thought he looked again !)
A stranger strolling bv the place
conform, under penalty of one or other evil; theredeserting wife and children anrl taking a
Blind thou my eyes tba.t. I mayn't seeApproached and bowed his bead,
fore our first business must be to study this Order
(Oh,
clear
I
These
horrid
men!)
woman with him. He also took $30,000, the
And to the Rexton. gr,.y and grim,
of Nature.-Spencer.
0'Prlook my faults and make me shineHe reverently said:
support of a widow aged seventy-four. He
(He·a smiling sorely then!)
IT is only a question of man's knowle~ge or
1
was leader in religious. work and Sunday- !
A power on earth, the credit thineignor~<nce as to in what degree events sha.ll be
"Mo.tbinka; •t.is well, the peoJ;>le should
1
ISo brazen, too!) Amen. -Town Toptcs,
benefits or injuries.-Rol>ert c. Aaams.
school superintendent.
Upon the s.. bbath day,

THE Missouri House
has refusrd to order the
engrossment ot the bill
forbidding Sunday baseball-playing.
FouR states hav secured reformed ballot
systems-Massachusetts,
• Rhode Island, Indiana,
and Wisconsin.
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THB new German penal code authorizes
permanent suppression of offensiv periodic..
als, and dissolution of radical societies and
meetings.
A WELL-PRESERVED copy of Gordon's Geographical Grammar, published in London
in 1719, was purchased from a local bookseller the other day. Under the head of Pennsylvania the geographical and grammatical
Gordon observes : " The length of the days
and nights is much the same here as in New
Jersey."
PoPULATioN is so scattered in New South
Wales that the failure of fifty per cent of the
voters to go to the polls at a recent exciting
election, where the issue was between proteCtion and free trade, is accounted for by the
distances many would hav had to travel to cast
their votes. In one case, where there was an
omission to open polls at a given locality, the
electors had to travel two hundred miles or
lose their votes.
A NEw YoRKER explains why the people of
the divided territory of Dakota hav permitted
the two parts to go into futurity as North and
South Dakota, instead of naming one part
prettily as Pembina or Lincoln. It seems
that Dakota wheat has so high a rank in the
markets of the entire world, and is so much
the greatest pt·oduct of the territory, that
neither half of the territory would consent to
drop the magic word from its name. The
people carried their pride in their name so far
as to refuse to consider the idea of one half
being called Dakota while the other half went
as North Dakota or South Dakota.

QUESTION

FOR THEOLOGICAL ETHNOLOGISTS.

THE spring emigration from Europe to the
United States has assumed large proportions
this year. The arrivals since January at
Castle Garden hav added over fifty thousand
to our population. Advices from Germany,
Italy, the British Isles, and Sweden are such
as to lead to the belief that we are about to
hav an extraordinary number of newcomers.
A WIFE's affection may be legally excessiv,
according to the argument in a will case in
Liverpool. William Evans lived in great
happiness with his wife for twelve years,
when he died, after a month's illness. Mrs.
Evans was by her husband's side constantly,
and about a week before his death he made
his will bequeathing all his property to her.
A second cousin, however, disputed this testament on the ground of " undue influence"
during the period of illness.
StNOE the death of John Bright the story
told by the late artist Frank Roll is revived :
When Mr. Roll was taking the portrait of
Bright, the latter said, in speaking of Gladstone : " To think that after we hav trodden
the same path together, shoulder to shoulder
and hand in hand, we should be forced apart
in the evening of our lives. Do you know,
Mr. Roll, I seriously fear that my dear old
friend's mind has really become radically undermined." When Roll was painting Gladstone at Hawarden, reference was made to
Mr. Bright. "Ah ?" said Mr. Gladstone,
''and how did you find him?" "Fairly well,
and he spoke very affectionately of you, Mr.
Gladstone." " Did he ·indeed? It was a
cruel blow to be divided on so clear a question after a lifetime of mutual esteem. Tell
me, Mr. Roll, did you observe anything in
the mailner of my old friend which would

lead you to believe that his reason was be- ment of the healers, who urged her to stand
out against the doctors. Mr. Graves, who is
coming in any way unhinged ?"
a traveling man, was away from home, but
AoooRDING to a decision just given by Judge was telegraphed if he wanted to see his
Travers of Iowa under the anti-liquor law of wife alive to come at once. Immediately
the state, cider cannot be publicly sold there; upon arrival, seeing the critical condition his
for, as the judge argues, "though it is at first wife was in, a doctor was summoned, but too
a non-intoxicant, it produces intoxication late, for the last hope was gone, and the poor
when taken in large quantities." Whether woman died. The indign~tion of the citithe makers of apple cider in Iowa will be zens was aroused to such a pitch that 11
allowed to continue their business under the coroner's jury was impaneled, and, after
law has not yet been decided, but it may spending two days in making an examination,
be inferred that their mills are illegal estab- made a report condemning the Christian heallishments. As yet, lemonade may be lawfully ing or faith cure treatment.
quaffed in the state of Iowa.
IN Denver, on Sunday, the Rev. Myron
HERE's a temperance lecture that has the
Reed, while making an eloquent appeal for a
merit of being true: A Sun reporter met a
day of rest for barkeepers and whisky-sellers
man the other day who for years kept a wellgenerally, remarked: "I believe in a day of
known up-town grog-shop. "I've given up
rest. It is good for the wheel of the wagon,
the business; sold out and quit for good,"
it is good for the master, and it is good for
said the ex-saloonkeeper. "I couldn't stand
the horse. At my house Sunday is the best
drunken men. Oh, I could handle them all
day in the week. If we ever hav a good dinright-! wasn't afraid of them, but the idea ner it is on that day." The Field and Farm
of taking so much money that deprives adds: "We would like to ask the reverend
women and children of necessaries and com- gentleman what's the matter with the servant
forts was too much for me. I used to see
girl or the cook that prepares his sumptuous
poor fellows who gpt ten or twelve dollars a Sunday dinner I Is she not human? Is she
week come in of a Saturday and blow in half not as good as a barkeeper? Does she not
their earnings, and I knew that it meant dis- also need rest? There is less labor in mixing
tress for hard-working women and innocent a toddy or a cocktail than in cooking a goose,
children. I couldn't keep on taking their
and the peor woman who works in the kitchen
money. It broke me up."
over a hot stove fourteen to sixteen hours a
ANoTHER victim falls at the hands of Chris- day needs rest as well as does the horse or
tian science tl·eatment, and the affair produces the able-bodied barkeeper who is only on
a profound sensation at Charles City, Ia., duty a part of the day. We are in favor of
where the. death occurred. Mrs. A. S. Graves preachers eating cold lunch on the Sabbath
had been ill for several days, and, believing that their overworked wives and oft-times illin the efficiency of Christian healing, refused treated servants may hav a little rest. Let
to hav & physician, and relied on the treat- the reform commence in the right place."
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bility and public trust. The proportion of incompetent, or immoral, men seeking office and, by
cooperation with others like themeelvs, succeeding
in filching from better men places which they can
Humbug.
only unworthily occupy, is almost too· conspicuous
As the dictionary-makers would express it, hum- for patience. The game to such persons,. if they
bug is a. compound word of low origin, but its antiq- only knew it, is not worth the candle, which .also is
. uity dates in posse from the birth of language.. T.be the country's Ecandal. Possibly, as an ancient optiterm has two applications, one impersonal, as for mistic writer has declared, " the times shall reveal
example, "that is humbug," the other personal, for his iniquity, and the earth shall rise up against him."
instance, "he is a humbug." E'lery man, being
Having referred thus briefly to immoral, to conmore or less subject. to humbug, is in danger of be- temptible, and to abominable humbugs, there but
coming at any time, o:r all the time, either 3 con- remains to mention the most criminal, because the
scious or an unconscious humbug. Leaving out of most subtle and far-reaching in effect, namely, the
consideration all assumed humbug, adopted merely religious hypocrit, who, as a rule, combines in his
as a cloak to cover wit or humor and generically person all forms of humbug. Under disguise of
harmless, conscious humbug is to ba defined as superior holiness is concealed the cloven hoof, for he
hypocrisy and :unconscious humblig as unmistakable strives to deceive, not only his brother man, but also
evidence of imperfection.
in the shallows of his mind thinks to down the inIn all classes of people, and at nearly all periods finit. How often, for instance, are detected canting
of life, both forms may be manifested in a greater or humbugs, who hav traded on the reputation of being
lesser degree. When a person, be he child or adult, pillars of the church, subscribers to missions, patrons
claims to possegs knowledge and power which he of the Sunday-school; and aupplicators in the prayer
~as not, or professes a belief which he cannot estab- meet.ing! Yet the hands of such pious frauds bav
lish by rational testimony, then, whether he is aware been busy robbing the widow and the orphan and
of the fact or not, he is a humbug; though not alto- fiichir:g from honest industry its savings. Such ·men,
gether blamable, for as the twig is trained so will the lulling their victims into confidence by soothing
tree develop. We send our children to school, tak- shams, as a vampire gently fans the innocent sleeper
ing trouble to find that kind of school whence, or whose life-blood it suckF, yet insist on closing their
that particular teacher from whom, we expect the eyea, as only obstinate fools can, to the approach of
best possible education. We desire the pupil to be the pursuing nemesis, whose arrival, sooner or later,
so grounded in the elements of the branches of edu- is t.he surest of sure things.
cation desiderated, so trained in conect thinking,
Whenever humbug acts, then wrong may be certhat he shall, thereafter, hav reason for the faith that tainly predicated. Lawyers tell us that "for every
is in him, and shall be able to retrace mentally the wrong there is a remedy," adding parenthet.ically,
steps taken io the progress to his present beliefs. " or there ought to be." But the E-Xistence of wrong
School eductl.tion should be an appropriate prepara- is not now at issue. H is an a.lilstract fact, with the
tion for· life's later lessons, whereof we e.pprehend origin of which man certainly cannot be fathered.
the man is more likely to reap profib if the method It inheres with the imperfection of humanity, without
of his primary tuition has been founded upon correct which, however, progression and advance would hav
principles. It is the ultimate lesson of experience no theater. Or, to put it another way, if perfection
that those who first find out the folly of running was the absolute rule, there would be no need for
counter to the laws of being; who first realize dis- effort and no possibility of advance, for there would
comfort and posiliv loss by excess on the one hand, . exist only a dead. level of equality, without duty, disor from parsimony on ihe other; who first. acknowl- ciplin, or reward, destitute of hope, and, for want of
edge that the best life can be, after all, only a com- contrast, no happiness. This, not by way of justifipromise between circumstance and possibility, are cation of wrong, nor to indorse evil-doing, but rather
they who will the most steadily endeavor to conform to emphasize the necessity of acknowledging. in
c mduct to the inevitable course of nature-which, thought, word, and action the stubborn fact, impercould we conceive it to cease, or even for but one fection, so that if the highest pursuit in life is the
moment to be interrupted, could only giv us, for the greatest attainable happiness, the course of human
world, chaos, and for life, annihilation.
conduct must be so shaped as to avoid, as far as posBut the humbug thrives and replenishes the earth. sible, the rocks and shoals of wrong-doing whereon
Barnum's saying that "the American people love to and wherein so many lives hav been wrecked. Evil
be humbugged," owes its spice to the fact that no fastens, like a parasite, upon our imperfections, and
other nation is composed of so many varieties of the thrives best where these are in greatest force. The
outer barbarian. To the republic's own accrued wisest men, ex officio, best understand and are most
reservoir of humbug bas been daily added the drip- ready to admit that for any personallapsus they will
pings of the rest of civildom, sluiced hitherward hav a penalty to pay, they or their children after
through the palm-greased waste-pipe of free immi- them. No one can permit imagination to run riot,
gration. No wonder, therefore, if, in this country, nor formulate a lie, nor act a sham, without thereby
the professional hum bug should find rich soil for the bending his manhood before the sht·ine of the great
propagation of his weeds !
·
deity, humbug. Still, as no man can help being
Ignorance and immorality joining hands, the pro- more or less a. humbug, or, biblically, as "all men
fessional, the trading, the social, the political, and are liars," it is well to be chary in passing judgment,
the religious humbugs spread their branches, and or, possibly, better to judge not at all. For inaslike the upas-trees, do evil work on all who come un- much as no two persons are pre~isely alike, each
der ·their deadly shade.
springing from a diffHtmt set of antecedents, causIn professions the dishonesty of humbug impu- ing him to think and act in accord with hie particular
dently asserts itself:
entity, he being himself, plus circumstances thrown in,
For all ·know that quacks are full of pretense,
and in short imperfect, it is humbug for him to assert
And only the ducks g<:>- quacking with sense.
that he knows just how far he is a creature of free
In trades, witness the adulteration of food and lying will, or just how far he is responsible for his conadvertiements. Against adulteration there is some scious or unconscious humbug. Wrong is recognized
feeble legislation, called forth partly by the danger only by force of consequences, that is, by its evil
.to life, and by the palpable harm done to the health effects upon the individual or on society. It is emiof the people, and partly by the compara.tiv ease of nently humbug to assert or to believe that the conproof. Against mendacious advertising, however, sequences of evil can be cut off short, or suddenly
the only legislation, so far, is aimed rather at inde- absorbed, or totally averted by any mental pretense,
cency than dishonesty, and the responsibility is left for it is not a process such as is involved in blindly
with the people to discover, by personal experience believing dogmas which are confessedly mysterious,
and at their own cost, whether the baits held out by and only to be understood, if ever, after translation
traders are genuin or false.
of incorporeal ree.son into a perfect ego, located someSocial humbug is invariably tinged with vanity, where within the mystic portals of an utterly inconand is aping of better appearances than there exists ceivable future. Imperfect as we all are, yet a minorjust claim. to support. This is, perhap!l, the least ity of our fellow-mortals, affecting spiritual authority,
venal, as it is the most contemptible, form in which dogmatically assert that only in affairs of this munthe disease manifests itself. Its influence is more dane sphere can man be permitted to exercise the
general, but happily, its evil more limited than in virtue of skepticism; only as to material matters
other forn:is; yet it is none the less a symptom de- may ask to see, to taste, to handle; only for such
noting imperfection. Of this class, the prig, the things may require vouchers or seek the indorsement
snob, and the innocuous dude, are familiar spec:mens. of rational history. So far, indeed, we agree, but
It is evident that the individual who schemes to be when their command is to lower the flaming sword
taken for better, or richer, or even for worse than his of reason and bend the knee to fable, or in any way
compeers, is seeking that bubble, notoriety, which Jo sacrifice common sense on the altar of mythology,
sever in danger of being pricked and dissipated by we reply in one word, humbug. Under threat of
the first jocose gossip who comes along. Instead of direct penalty they insist the majority must accept
gaining the consideration for which he has sacrificed the minority's own particular account of the genesis
time, tide, and intellect, the society humbug is ridi- of human life and of the subsequent entrance of evil
culed, even by others who occupy the same social thereto, introduced through the agency of an illicit
plane to which he belongs. '·They which hav seen spirit, who, bringing a hybrid metempsychosis into
hin;l will say, Where is he~"
play, successfully buncoed our paradieaical motherNearly the most abominable form of humbug is in-law, whereby, alas, pitiful humanity lost irretrievthat which riots in our political world. For the sake ably its primitiv. perfection. If such as hold this
of filthy lucre, pretenders can hardly go greater belief claim direct lineal descent from poor, gullible
engths than when aspiring to positions of responsi- Eve, there will be few to dispute it. They omit to

tiommunications.

inform us whether wily Satan took advantage of a
moment when the "weaker vessel" was under the
influence of a dietary spasm or not, but what exalts
admiration is the 'implication that her assimilativ
passion, privily to devour a magic apple, should hav ·
so overwhelmed her presumably perfect reason as to
lead her eternally to sacrifice herself, her husband,
her home, her prospectiv progeny, and her only covenant with her creator. Yet, we must accept this
particular origin of evil in " blind faith," for without
it there is no basis for creede and no hope of hell.
And what is their penalty for unbelief? Nothing
less than consignment by infinit love to namelesu
torments, enduring through the countless eons of
eternity.
To all this the modern query, "What are you giving us1" is daily grQwing more imperativ and more
general. It is gradually borne in upon even the
average understanding that possibly the structural
argument thus offered starts from unwarrantable"~<·
assumption, and even if accepted is spt to arouse
skepticism when logic is conspicuous only by absence
from the premises.
Consider, if but for the first time, what centuries
of time, sums of treasure, and even riV6tS of blood
ha.v been wasted on such pseudo teaching. Consider
further, how it attempts to pervert the universal testimony of experience as to the majestic methods of
natural law, whereby the same process which inflicts
inevitable and, ceteris paribus, invariable penalty on
the lawbreaker, at the same moment enforces the
great, unavoidable lesson that he who conforms, as
far as possibilities permit, to the code of these laws
which no more surely hold the planets in their orbits
than they govern the infiniteemal organism and ultimate atom, undoubtedly will be doing his best to
increase general freedom from pain, and consequently
to secure the greatest possible happiness of all. And
were all the misdirected energies of teaching turned
into the true channels of progres!', how much more
rapid would become the amelioration of those pains
and penalties which result from humbug and wrongdoing! The profit of beating swords into plowshares
and spears into pruning-hooks would the sooner be
gained if our theological faith~temples were trans·
formed into knowledge-halls, and our mystics into
demonstrators. If the sincerest t·e1igion is the practice of truth, the acquisition of truth cannot be less
than a sacred duty; nor can immediate reward be
separated from the practice. Let us then rather
stray "in fresh fields and pastures new," wherein are
to be found " sermons in stones, books in the running
brooks, and goodin everything." Instead of devoting
the seventh day holiday to a genteel thrashing of
stale theological vapor, let us ha.v some hygienic
recreation, or exhibit some novel inductions or new
economics of force.
If experience teaches even fools, as is said, then
how much may not mankind in general expect from
the lessons of philosophy and science ~ A.ll things
affMting the reality of life may intelligently be appropria ed for future use, guidance, and benefit.
The study of the invariable sequences in nature, the
perception that no effect can be manifested without
adequate cause, or that every cause is followed by
corresponding effect, lead to an abiding conviction of
the absolute uniformity of law at all times and in ail
places, from which emerges a muxim, ever becoming
more prominent, namely, to avoid creating such causes
as experience bas taught can .only lead to bad effects.
It is for this reason the laws of being are designated
beneficent; that they are educativ, and lead to the
potent conception, that the trend of the average is
upward, and that good will ultimately prevail. A.nd
if so, these laws cannot possibly emanate from any
contaminated source. If, therefore, thare is a spiritual personality originating and in such manner maintaining the universe, the attributes of such spirituality
must be such as to leave no room to fear the mysterious future, but rather inspire with hope and giv firm
ground for patience, confidence, and courage.
Whether these things be so or not, of one thing feel
absolutelv certain, that the man who affii'ms or even
suspects he, at least, is no fool, is the biggest humbug in the whole crowd.
J. F. F.

"The Secotid Coming of' Christ."
Notwithstanding the popularity of and the widespread belief in the prophecy concerning the second
coming of Christ, I believe there are many people
who are professedly devout Christians who yet
regard the prophecy as nothing but an expectation
vainly hoped for but never to be realized. There
has always been a tradition in the Christian church
that the present state of things would be brought to
an end by the reappearance of Christ, who was to
reign both as a spiritual and temporal ruler. We
are told, also, that Mrtain signs and demonstrations
of the most remarkable kind were to be contemporary
with the appearance of the "son of man," such as
"the destruction of Jerusalem," immediately after
which shall "the sun be darkened, and the moon
shall not giv her light, ar;.d the stars shall fall from
heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shakened," etc. "A.nd verily I say unto you, that this
generation shall not pass away 1,1ntil all these things
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are fulfille~." He;e is. a· ~istinct prophecy, .so. clear [ What kingdom~· Ay, there's the rub ! It is not, that the Reformation did not find its origin in Martin
that there 1s no m1stak!ng 1ts purport. But 1s 1t ful- however, the "kmgdom of God" that they wished to Luther's zeal for the cause of Christ, but in his un- ·
filled? . Is the world aestroyed? Not only h~s that be restored, but the "independence of their nation·" gove1nable passion for the charms of a beautiful
generat10~ passed away, but many, and still the and in all probability it is this desire that will e~ woman.
prophecy lli! unfulfilled. The sun h~s not b~en dark- plain the zeal with which so many of the people
But let us be candid. Did the failure of the church
ened, nor ha.s the. mo?n cea.se.d to g1v her hght,_ and foliowed him on all occasions and hung upon the as a reformatory and soul-saving institution end and
t be f tars st.lll shme m br1lhant splendor, as 1f in words of his mouth.
its success commence in the sixteenth century!
~oc~ery .of such a monstrous blunder. They s_till
And accordingly the fact of .his accusation be- A majority of the Protestants so believe, because
r.Ide m tnumph through the ~~Ids of space, spreadmg fore the Roman emperor, his trial, condemnation, they are the willing victims of clerical falsehood and
hght and '!a_rmt~ to an adm1~mg world.
and speedy execution, did not deter his followers misrepresentation.
The anbc1patJOn of a ~ommg redeemer to save a from maintaining the belief that his glorious promIn proving the pernicious influence of the church
lost a~d degraded humamty has played an important ises would be realized, and that he would himself as set forth in history, we do not propose to quote a
part m all systems of theology. It is candidly come back to realize them: And still further single word from the mouth or pen of its adversaries,
admitted that .some such anticipat_ion prevailed after eighteen centuries hav passed 'away since th~ but will rely exclusivly on the testimony of its origamong the earh~r Js.ws, from the hme when the prophecy was uttered, there are still people who are inators and advocates to prove it to be one of the
decade~c~ o~ the1r natwn began down _to the advent foolish enough to believe that, "although these prom- direst curses that ever afllicted the human race. This
of Chnst1amty. Now, any man of ordmary intellect ises are not yet realized," they will be at some future etatement may sound offensiv to the ears of the faithCln ~nder~tand such an opinion, when he takes int? time. _Well may sober-minded and thoughtful peo- ful, but we hav now reached an epoch in the history
comnderatwn the character of the Jews and the pos1- ple sm1le at their credulity.
of the race when the truth should be fearlessly set
tion of surrounding nations. At the very time
Every student of history will .admit that the Jews forth, regardless as to its damaging effect on the old
when Christ is supposed to hav given utterance to neither ancient nor modern, had no expectation of a~ superstitious church fabric. To learn of the true
such words Rome was then the mistress of the world. incarnate deity; the idea as a canon of religious faith condition of the Reformed church during the early
S~e had de!uged Europe .wit~ blood, darkened it is pur~ly of paga;n origin; for the Jews only expected, years of the Reformation, we will consult its illusw1th desolat10n, and was still dtsposed to crush any- accordmg to their sacred books, a messiah, or a tam, trious founder, Martin Luther. In his " Postilla
one who might deny her supremacy. Knowing thi&, porary deliverer and a conqueror. According to the Adventus," Luther re~orded his opinion of the Protand being aware of. th~ insolent a~d rebellious char- forged passage r~lating to Christ in Josephus, we estant Christians in a manner not in the least creditacter of the Jews, 1t dtd not reqmre a deal of fore- are told that Chnst drew over to him many of the able to the character of the new religion of which he
sight to anticipate the demohtion of Jerusalem. gentiles as well as many of the Jews; but this would claimed to be the founder, and which reveals a state
Indeed, it would hav been a miracle if it had not hal'dly seem probable, from the fact that the very of morals among Luther's converts most disgusting
people to whom Christ was. sent did not accept him, to contemplate. Says be: "The world grows worse
been destroyed under the circumstances.
But what of the second advent 1 Did Christ really neither do they to this day, and according to the Rev. and worse, and becomes more wicked every day.
:ppear again immediately after the siege of Jerusa- Dr; Giles, in his ".Apostolical Records," p. 139, we Men are now more given to revenge, more avaricious,
lam, as predicted in the gospels! What assurance find that his own "brothers and sisters did not more devoid of mercy, lees modest, and, in fine, more
hav we that the prophecy was given before the event believe in him from the first," and, he continues, wicked than in papacy." If such was the effect of
actually occurred? I contend there is not the slight- "that it is not certain that the multitude were in- his doctrins, as observed by himself, why was he not
est. If it bas been so literally fulfilled, we ought to :f:luenced by other motive than wonder and reverence honest enough to confess it and quit ¥
inquire when it was written. Can this be shown 7 for the deeds of mercy and benevolence which he
In his "Table Talk," page 55, Luther makes the
The books w4ich record it, i. e., the gospels, it baa performed."
following astounding statement: "One thing no less
been proved were not writ.ten until upward of one
The chief of these being his doctrine concerning astonishing than scandalous is to see, since the dochundred yea~s after. How easy, then, to make a the equal division of wealth, a point round which trine of the gospel hav been brought to light, the
capital prediction under such circumstances ! What many men will be found to rally even in our day, world daily grows from bad to worse." Of course it
profound sagacity it must bav required to foresee though, unlike the modern Socialist, Christ did not did, and if Martin had properly understood the peran event of this character ! But what of the remain- wish to raise all to wealth, but to abolish it alto- nicious character of the doctrine he waa propagating,
dar of the prophecy, concerning the other signs which gather as a prolific source of evil, and together with he would not hav been in ibe least astounded; for, as
should mark the second· advent of Christ' Did they the enthusiasm engendered by the opposition of the deadly upas sheds its sickening poison, so has
really occur! Hav they occurred as yet! We think society and the infliction of persecution, would pro- the church by its man-degrading doctrins dwarfed
not. And yet all these things were to happen before duce the binding together of the followers of the new and deformed the loveliest powers of the human
that generation pMsed away.
mysticism. Therefore, without any reference what- mind.
The belief in Christ's speedy coming again pre- ever to the supernatural, we can account for in
In viewing the vicious and depraved effects resultvailed for many years, .and therefore it was very easy the natural the zeal displayed so prominently by ing from the propagation of his second edition of the
for Christ at this time to deceive the people into the Christ and his followers. Communism and social Christian church, Martin sometimes lost the entire
belief that he was the son of God, or psrhaps, being equality was the dream they indulged in; it was the control of himself, and indulged in language neither
deceived himself into such a belief, that he should chief attraction for the poor and oppressed Jew, for elegant nor edifying.
In his works, edited by Altenberg, he states with
thrust himself upon the people at such an opportune the needy Greek, and, in later times, for the slaves of
much vehemence that he " would not be astonished
moment, when he was almost sure to get their sym- the luxurious patricians of imperial Rome.
pathy and support. That Christ wished to intimiIt is, however, quite certain that the impression if God would open the gates and windows of hell and
date his audience and make them believe that the left upon his hearers by Christ was that be should snow or hail down devils, or rain down on our heads
end of the world was near, may be infen-ed from his return again during their lifetime, and that this was fire and brimstone, as he did on Sodom and Gomorown worde, when speaking to his disciples he says: generally believed in, and even taught, by his dis- rab. Since the downfall of popery and the cessation
" Verily, I say unto you, there be some standing here ciples is evident from their own words. For example, of its excommunications and spiritual penalties, the
which shall not taste death, till they see the son of we find James expressing his impatience at the delay people hav learned to despise the word of God."
man coming in his kingdom" (Matt. xvi, 28). '' .A.nd of Christ's second coming; at tlte same time still Awful must hav been the wickedness of this great
be said unto them, Verily I say unto you, that there insisting that it was "near at band" (J as. v, 8). This church reformer and his followers, and fearful must
be some of them which stand here which shall not is afterward indorsed by Peter in his lat chapter, hav been his feelings of seif-condemnation, when he
taste of death till they see the kingdom of God come 13th verse, who still says further on (4th chapter, confessed that the just deserts of himself and wicked
with power" (Mark ix, 1). Again we are told, in 7th verse):" For the end of all things is at hand; be followers would be ·a copious shower of devils and
Luke ix, 27: "But I tell you of a truth, there bs ye therefore sober and watch unto prayer." In the fire and brimstone, hurled "down" upon them by an
some standing here which shall not taste of death first epistle dedicated to John we find similar indica- infuriate God from the gates and windows of bell.
till they see the kingdom of God."
tiona that Christ was expected almost immediately, This elegant little impromptu effusion of Martin's
Thus it may be seen that what Christ really be- but "that generation" has long since passed away, would indicate that hell was located somewhere above,
lieved was that these things should happen during and many more besides, and in all probability there or else the devils, fire, brimatone, etc., could not bav
the lifetime of his bearers, and though he announced are many more to come before Christ shall hav ful- :rained down from the gates and windows of the
empbatically that such would be the case, he candidly filled his prophecy, and it is a source of regret that infernal prison-house, which is supposed by many to
confessed that he could not fix the day nor the hour. with our nineteenth century civilization there should be located in a different direction.
Now if any honest man or woman can read this
Why not ! If he had the power of foreseeing future be found those who are still credulous enough ~nd
events, or if be was divinity, why could he not hav still superstitious enough to look forward to the t1me pedigr~e of the early Protestant Christians1 as given
known the time of occurrence as well as the occur- when the "son of man" cometh, with power and by their famous leader, without feelings of deep
humiliation and disgust, it is because their reason,
renee itaelf! This is indeed r. damaging admission, great glory, to judge both the quick and the dead.
moral sense, and spirit of refinement hav all been
and vitiates the whole claim cf Christ's prognosticsJoHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
deadened by an und1,1e familiarity wit.b the low and
tiona to be regarded as an emuuation from divinity.
The Church-Its Moral Status.
depraved teachings of the Christian's Bible. Luther
It may, perhaps, be worthy of remark that the
When the history of the Christian church is held himself was a victim of these teachings. When his
prophecy of the end of the world being near at band,
t:lO earnestly taught by ChristL!lnd his apostles, com- up before the public gaze in all its hideous features, illustrious contemporary, John Calvin, burnt the
pletely falsifies the theory of Christianity, for if the its devotees, instead of accepting the facts, set about learned Servetus at the stake, Luther wrote to him a
world was to come to an end during that generation, making excuses and resorting to the most untruthful letter commending him for the promptness with
how could Christ hav been sent to save posterity, and questionable methods to shield their favorit in- which he executed heretics. With mcb a record,
when he himself disbelieved in any future on eart.h sUtution from the odium and condemnation it eo properly understood, who would not loathe the church
beyond his own times? In short, as strange as it justly merits. If the true history of the church was and its foanders? But, at last, Luther's race was
may appear, the Christian religion affords the best generally understood, it would justly receive public brought to a close, and when lying on his dying bed
refutation of itself. For the Christian muat admit and universal execration at the hands of an outraged and looking back over his li~e career, ~e fully reali~ed
that either Christ never gave such a prediction, and and indignant race. One of the standard methods the results of his labor, and mdulged m the followmg
thus the scripture£ are falsified; or, having given it, resorted to by the Protestant leaders, in warding off 11 ad refrain: "I hav .spent my strength for naught.
he never intended us to hav any scriptures, since, if the damaging truths of history, is to blame it all on Those who are called by my name are, it is true, rehis prediction proved true, they were entirely useless. the old harlot mother, wearing the scarlet, at Rome. formed in opinions and modes of worship, but in
Which of these two dilemmas will the church Protestant ministers, who know better, will write their hearts and lives, in their tempers nnd practices,
books and preach sermons to convince their poor, are not a jot better than the papists." Poor old deaccept~ It certainly cannot accept bot.b.
It must not, however, be expected that these crf!dulous dupes that the church was a most lament- luded fanatic ! What good he might hav done the
repeated predictions of a future state of things, com able failure up to the sixteenth century. At that world if when he apostatized from Rome, he had emmending itself to the- aspirat.ions both of religion and time a young monk, named Marlin Luther, became braced ~eason instead of a modified form of the old
patriotism, would paRs unheeded by the Jews, and o~mored of a pretty young widow, and so strong superstition ! But like causes produce like effects,
the belief in the speedy return of Christ was even was his desire to enjoy with her the sweets of mar- and as long as the cardinal church doctrins of "innate
believed in after his crucifixion, for no sooner do they lied life that he forswore his priestly vows, proving sin ""utter self-unworthinesP," and" EJalvation through
meet him again after the resurrection than the same that a woman's charms were more potent with this th~ merit of Chri&t" are aceepted and believed by the
subject, ever uppermost in their minds, recurs to young acolyte of the church than his religion, with all masees, j llst so long will man occupy a low place in
W. S.
them again. For, upon seeing him, they said: "Wilt its promises of heaven upon one hand and threats of the Reale of moral excellence.
thou in time restore again the kingdom to Israel ?" bell and purgatory on the other. Thus do we see . Nashville, Tenn.
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Centennial Commemoration.
To the Members of the American Secular Union,
ana to all Liberals, Deists, Agnostics, ana
Free-minded Citizens of the United Btates.
The president of the United States, in response to
the requests of "representative of the religious creeds,
both Christian and Hebrew," has recommended that
on Tuesday, April 30~h, at 9 o'clock in the morning,
"the people of the entire country repair to their
respectiv places of divine worship to implore the
favor of God that the blessings of liberty, prosperity,
and peace may abide with us all as a people. "Arrangements are accordingly being made by church organizations of all creeds to meet at the appointed hour
for prayer and thanksgiving, and in the words of
Cardinal Gibbons " to pray that the spirit of patriot. ism which burnt in George Washington may continue."
This is preeminently a proper occasion for those
· who do not classify themselvs either as Christians or
Hebrews, but who are Americans and lovers of their
country, to testify their appreciation of the blessings
of liberty ; . to express their gratitude to those
brave, noble, and broad-minded statesmen who,
without the trammels of church or creed, devoted
their lives ·to the founding of the republic ; to
manifest patriotic devotion to " the foundations
of liberty, law, and order," as laid down by the
framers of our Constitution; and to reassert their
purpose to contest in behalf of secular principles
every attempt at invasion of that Constitution by the
adoption of "the principles of the Christian religion,"
or its nullification by the enactment of unconstitutional laws for "the promotion of religious worship."
While recognizing the glorious success of our first
century, we must cherish and continue the traditions
of the Revolutionary fathers who laid the basis of a
purely secular republic, a government, in the words
of George Washington, "not in any sense founded on
the Christian religion;'' nor can we safely ignore the
dangers with which our future success in the enjoyment of' a free government is threatened at the beginning of its second century.
We, officers of the American Secular Union, therefore, recommend the branch organizations, and others
similarly minded, to meet at the appointed hour on
April 30th, to proclaim their allegiance to our secular, republican form of government, and to renew
pledges for its maintenance.
R. B. WEsTBROOK, Pres. A. S. U., Phila., Pa.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U., Chicago, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, Jn.,Ch.Ex.Com.A.S. U.,NewYork.

Milleson vs. Proctor.
From the Secular Union platform it is expected
that we should ha.v splendid scientific lectures, but
in the past year we hav been unusually fortunate,
for since Prof. J as. Milleson has been one of our
members we hav frequently called on him for lectures,
he having become a general fa.vorit. I know of no
one who can so simplify abstruse scientific problems,
ttlake a more compact and entertaining speech, drawing from the every-day facts of life the illustrations
for his argument, and at the same time adding to all
this the charm of an original though . not ornate
orator.
Professor Milleson is not merely a scientific theorist but a discoverer, and it now looks as though our
friend would receive the fame and recognition so long
withheld, but such tardy justice will scarcely be beneficial to him.
As a prelude to his lecture last Sunday night on
"What Science Would Substitute for a Creator,"
Professor Milleson preferred a rather damaging
charge against the probity and honor of the late
Richard A. Proctor and M. Du Bois, and reception
of unfair treatment at their hands has evidently
lowered these gentleman in his estimation. As the
statement is a matter of interest to al1, I will state
the case as nearly as possible in the lecturer's own language. He said :
While I was living at Indianapolis, Ind., in the spring of
1872, and shortly after I had developed this cosmical chain
and 3ecured the whole concatenation by known scientific
tests from eternity to eternity, I delivered a number of lectures on the subject of World-making in the halls and colleges

of that state, and especially in the state University and the
Acad~my ?f Scie_nce at Indianapolis,. where _my _bold and
startling discoveries created not a little trepidatiOn. The
teachers and preachers generally were up in arms against
both my scientific and Materialistic claims.
"I understand your system of nature, professor," said one
of these college chaD! pions of religio'!s scien~,e, "but what is
to beco~e of G-o-d If what you say Is t;rue?
.
" He IS a strong reasoner and a dangerous man," said another of these scholarly gentlemen; " be argues G-o-d out of
the universe."
The very air was filled with similar expressions, and Richard A. Pr?ctor, the famo'!ls London astronom~r, was q~ite
promptly Imported to this field of consternatiOn. Durmg
the winter of 1872--8 he delivered a course of lectures in these
same places, as nearly as possible, for the purpose of flatly
contradicting my statements in every essential particular.
To equip himself for t~is intended 'Yar o~ extermination, he
~tayed ·over Sunday with Prof. Dame! Kukwood of Bloommgton, who bad heard and comprehended one of my lectures.
Mr. Proctor then admitted the geological evidences of
the _growth of our worl~, for they cannot be gainsaid, put
~emed the co~stancy of Its.source from etherea! crystalhzatwn. My claims that aerohtes grow to be astermds, and that
some of these bodies may be lassoed while falling toward the
sun by the nearer and therefore greater attraction of the
planets and thus become their satellites, and afterward grow
into the estate_ of inhabita~le planets to take the places of t.he
older ones which are passmg away, were denounced by h1m
as impossible visionary speculations, calculated ·to destroy
all confidence in the misguided author.
· Of course the brilliancy of his world-wide reputation was
calculated to overshadow my little obscure taper before a
p~pular jury of ignorant, religi~us bigots. Milleson was
said to be squelched, and evcrythmg moved on serenely as
before. The dogmatic mouth was frothing with but one expression. ''But what does Mr ·Proctor say?" was the stereotyped answer to all my arguments. ·
But the years were rolling on, and death, the omnipotent
leveler, was stealthily approaching the residence of Richard
A. Proctor. Within three months after his sudden decease,
last September, M. DuBois, of the Paris observatory, published one of the most important scientific papers of this or
any other century, which had been mysteriously suppressed
for thirteen years. From this unexpected source we learn
that the well-known asteroid 1Ethra, at that time,revolving
within less than nine million miles of the planet Mars, was
lassoed by his attraction, and captured and converted into a
permanent satellite of that planet, on March 12, 1876, just
four years after my first public assertions that such must be
the order of planetary development, and three years after
Mr. Proctor came to America for the sole purpose of strangling these so-called impious propagations of mine.
Now, behold this most important scientific discovery of
the age lying like the worthies& balls of a thimble·rigger
under the palms of Du Bois, Proctor & Co., from 1876 until
1880, and then candidly ask yourselvs if it means nothing.
A paper that confirms the truth of every word in m:y TRUTH
SEEKER article, " Here It Is," of Dec. 1 • 1888 , and also the
whole chain of my System of Nature as embodied in my
earlier lectures, and published in book-form in 1878, has all
this time, and certainly would still hav, been withheld from
the public if the great Proctor's life had been spared to keep
it covered.
After lying covered with pigeonhole dust for thirteen
years, why did M. Du Bois remember that it bad not been
published so soon after the death of his friend Proctor?
Why giv to the public at this particular time in preference
to any earlier or later date ? If Mr. Proctor had nothing to
do with its wrongful suppression, why should his death hav
brought it to the mind of M. Du Bois?
Probably these two gentlemen were honorable members of
the same astronomical society, and Mr. Proctor had private
reasons for concealing from Professor Milleson this indubitable evidence of the truth of his already too well known
views. Such an exposure in the hands of Professor Milleson,
subsequent to March, 1876, might even blackball the fame
of a popular London astronomer among the good people of
lridiana.
The fact is, that M. Du Bois, the discoverer of this capturing operation, could hav had no personal reason for its concealment, but many noble ones for its prompt exposure to
the public gaze. Professor Milleson was the only living man
who had publicly declared that the planets must capture
their satellites from the domain of asteroids, and might,
therefore, profit greatly from such a confirmation. And Mr.
Proctor being the only man whose reputation had all to gain
and nothing to lose by such a concealment, we are left without a choice between conclusions. This wilful piece of
nefarious trickery attaches itself to the latter gentleman with
such an irresistible force of circumstantial evidence that
nothing can shield him from its damaging consequences.
METHODIST MEDDLING.
At the weekly ministers' meeting it was resolved
to forward a communication to President Harrison
protesting against military inspections and unnecessary labor "upon the Sabbath." These sleek gentry
should understand there is no "Sabbath" in the
United States.
Postmaster-General Wanamaker sent a letter in
reply to a resolution of thanks for his speech on
Prohibition. Our cabinet certainly contains a prime
assortment of fanatics and frauds.
NOT LIVING BY BREAD ALONE.
The Presbyterian and Methodist social unions
held a banquet at the Palmer House Monday night,
at which five hundred pietists tickled their sanctified
palates and told some monumental lies. Rev. H. B.
Ridgeway spoke of " Christian Education in its
Relation to the Republic." He said that Christian
education was necessary for the preservation of good
government, and without it Anarchy and ruin would
result. He claimed that the Methodist bishops were
the ones who first began to agitate the subject of-the
centennial celebration, an object which they all were
heartily in fsvor of.
" Christianity and the Founders of the Republic"
was the Rev. J. H. Barrows's subject, and the speaker,
"sketching the lives of the leading men of the Revolution," we are informed by the reporter, "proved
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ralso
that, in addition to being
good Christians."

good patriots, they were
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on "Chnstmmty Essentml to the Perpetuity of the
Republic." This shows the drift of modern orthodoxy and the concErted efforts that are making to
crucify truth and liberty. I replied to these misrep.
.
.
~esenta~10ns, but a_s th~ article has not y~t appeared It
IS not hkely that It will ever see the hght of day.
GOVERNOR FIFER's FIRST.
The governor's proclamation· setting apart April
SO'h
d
f
t · t' b
·
·
d'
~ as a ay O pa !I? IC ? servance IS qmte a IS!lP·
pomtment to the m1mstenal crowd who are boommg
this centennial as a drawing card for a declining orthodoxy. With the exception of thanks to the
" supreme being" and the formality of "this year of
L d, •t ·
't
'bl
1 d
t
our or , 1 IS qm e a sens1 e secu ar ocumen ,
the keynote of which is given in "demonstrating the
capacity of mankind to govern themselvs." The
Times which has taken some new man at the helm
' .
.
f .
'
~~d ~ho IS ev1dently no nend to Freethoug~~· sa;rs
1t IS too verbose, too oracular and patromzmg m
tone." It is a decided improveml!)nt, which, however,
can still be bettered.
Th f 11 ·
· 1 • •·
d b th U ·
e o owmg c1rcu ar IS ISI3U~
.Y e
mon
League Club, the treasurer of whwh IS a renegade
Freethinker who was connected with the German
re~llion of 1848 but since he became a millionaire
cannot afford to be a man. Note the craven crawl.
.
.
. .
. .
mg of thxs toadymg to the Cbr1shan rel!g10n:
In Chicago there will be a complete sup pension of business,
and an assembling of the people in all the churches at as
early an hour as 9 o'clcck, for religious services of thanksgiving and praise to God, as did our forefathers one hundred
years ago. to be followed by the gathering together in the
schools of the county, public and private, of their two hundred thousand scholars for appropriate exercises, addresses
and national music, raising of thgs on the school buildings,
and for the presentation to the pupils of centennial medals, as
souvenirs ot the patriotic occasion. Later in tbe day, the
adult cit-izens will a~semble in the largest halls to listen to the
distinguished orator; and, finally, tbe exhibition in the evening of fireworks to conclude the patriotic program.
R

" CHURCH AND STATE."
H. L. Green, of the Freethinkers' Magazine, has
just issued a most valuable brochure of twenty-eight
T
pages of the size of the Magazine.
hose who hav
read the logical articles by " Jefferson," which hav
appeared in the last three issues, will be glad to procure them in ·a convenient form. The article is
timely, and is a splendidly written defense of the
secular school system. This pamphlet should be
circulated by tens of thousands.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

The Bruno Statue at Rome.
The second $500 necessary to make the $1,000
promised rolls up slowly but surely, as the account
below shows. The chance for the honor of appearing on the list of contributors which will be sent to
Rome grows less, but the time is short, and those
who hav means should now step to the front and
close the matter before the end of the month. I hope
that this will be the last call.
Henry Clinton Backus, New York city ................ .. $10 00
Robert Davis, Lunenburg, Mass ........................... . 10 00
L. Geiger, Hudson, N. Y.................................... .. 10 00
H. E. Robinson, New Orleans, La ....................... .. 10 00
John D. Powers, Woodstock, Vt ......................... .. 10 00
W. R. Ramsdell, Egan, Mont .............................. .
5 00
Edmund Montgomery, Hempstead, Tex............... ..
1 00
Ben Hill, Tiona, Pa ............................................ .
2 00
L. R. Titus, San Jose, Cal. .................................. .
1 00
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis, Ore ................................ .
2 00
Charles Zeigler, Old DuQuoin, Ill ........................ ..
1 00
Stuart Merrill, New York city............................. ..
1 00
M. V. Palmer, Willimantic, Conn ......................... ..
1 00
Henry Johnson, Grand Rapids, Mich ................... ..
1 00
"
" .................... .
Dr. Joel Parker, "
1 00
Helen H. Gardener, New York city ...................... .
3 00
Dr. G. L. Parsons, Philadelphia, Pa ..................... .
1 00
Dr. Robert Lewis, New York city ....................... ..
2 00
Robert Gunther, Eureka, Cal ............................. ..
2 50
Wm. Wilcox, Warrensburgh, N. Y ...................... .
1 00
J, H. Green, Salisbury, Mo., ............................... ..
2 00
F. S. Gauter, New Orleans, L't .......... :................. ..
2 00
Dr. W. L. Willis, Kokomo, Ind ........................... .
1 00
Chas. P. Starr, Boston, Ind ................................ ..
2 00
Walter Hague, Pittsburgh, Pa ............................. .
1 00
Lyman Smith, Selma, Cal ................................... ..
1 00
Total............................................... $84 00
Last acknowledgment of contributions.................. 49 00
Total............................................... $133 00
Leaving $367 yet to be raised to make up the
second $500 promised.
Send to
T. B. WAKEMAN, Treasurer,
No. 93 Nassau street, New York.
April 12, 289.
------~~.--------

Mr. ami Mrs. Reynolds Going West.
I returned home here to North ·Parma, N.Y., and
three days after was taken down with inflammatory
rheumatism. I hav suffered fearfully for the past
three we.eks, but am now recovering.
Mrs. Reynolds is advertised to lecture before the
Secular Union at Cleveland, 0., on Sunday, April 14th.
I shall accompany her there, as we hav decided to go
to Walla Walla, Washington Terr., and make that
place our headquarters for the next three months,

I
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with a view of making our permanent home in that
or some other city of Washington or Oregon.
'
Mrs. Reynolds will lecture at Walia Walia, Sundays, May 5th and 12th, and then make a lecture
tou~ alone through Washington and Oregon, to the
Pac.1~c coast, and return t? Walla Walla. Friends
desmog to secure her services should write immedi.ately.. Address Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, Walla Walla,
Washmgton Terr.
I propose to devote the greater part of my time
!Lnd best energies fo~ the next three months to buildmg up and advancmg the interests of the Walia
"YValia Liberal Society, lecturing on week-day nights
m such places as are reachable, so I can return to
Walla Walia every Sunday.
I hav shi~ped the ~ant to Walla. Walla, and propose to agam use this very best and most effectiv
method o_f propaganda work as opportunity affords.
My_ be1?Jg severe~y ~ick, confined to my bed, and
suffermg mtense pam, IS the reason friends and correspondents hav been neglected.
I rely on the genial climate of the glorious West
to fully restore me to health and strength.
Mrs. Reynolds and myself alike desire lecture
engagements for every night in the week, and every
Sunday. afternoon and evening. Letters addressed
to Mrs. F. C. Reynolds or myself will receive immediate attention.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

The Single Tax.
In the Open Court of January 17th, "Wheelbarrow" records his agreement with Henry George
as to the "justice and practicability of land taxation." But he interposes several objections to
George's arguments and their foundation and
dire~tly,_and by inference, charges George with overlookmg Important factors. I will confine myself as
nearly as possible to the direct opposit of "Wheelbarrow," and my authority will be found in the writings of Henry George.
The land-tax theory is in no sense based on the
idea of " the fatherhood of God." To me, and to
nearly all single-tax people of my acquaintance the
phrase is as meaningless as "the fatherhood 'of a
clam." And we hav George's word for it that he
"~ollowed the course of his own thought • • ..
With no theory to support, and no conclusions to
prove." His basic propositions and arguments are
as un~entimental as those of an Agnostic geologist.
It was only after he gave himself up to contemplation of the finished problem that he " went beyond
the clouds." "But out of this inquiry hav come to
me some things I did not think to find, and a faith
that was dead revives" (Progress and Poverty,
Lovel1, p. 399).
George's claim to originality is roughly limited to
his correct apprehension of the law of wages, without which the science of political economy lacked
the relation and coherence of a system. He was the
first to show clearly that labor produced its own
wages and did not in any way intrench upon capital
during the process of production.
Labor applied to land produces all wealth. The
wealth is distributed between the two prime factors
in its production-wages to labor, rent to land. The
landowner, as s mere landowner, does nothing toward
production. His portion of every product is a forced
contribution of the laborer. This forced contribution
is specific, and can be located in every instance. If
all of these forced contributions are taken from the
landholders and applied to the distribution of free
gas, water, etc., the laborers will receive the full
reward of their exertion-directly, in that portion of
the product which they originally retain; indirectly,
in the benefits and conveniences that flow to them
through the centralized social administration. It is
thus that "a tax may be converted by political magic
from a burden to a blessing."
All taxes come out of the products of labor.
There is no other source. "In their wisest and most
virtuous form they are a burden." So is labor. The
narrow: use of the word tax may be confusing. There
are certain things considered necessary by organized
and civilized society, and they are most economically
administered in a community capacity-free schools,
for example. As these things can be limited in number and variety at the discretion of the people, let
schools stand for the job lot. A portion of each
laborer's production is given up to build schools and
pay teachers. His children are educated. Instead
of being "taxed," he gets what he wants in exchange
for something he had to spare-legitimate earning-s.
Prices cannot be "artificially raised " to any great
extent when all monopolies that grow out of the
necessities of human beings, or are produced by com·
munity growth, are under the control and direction
of society, and are administered for the general good.
Capital being merely an offshoot of labor, and its
activ use being necessary to its maintenance and perpetuation, perfect freedom of opportunity will reatrict capital to its legitimate earnings.
A tax on land values only cannot but be beneficial
to the real farmer, as he is more of a labor·3r and
cal?it!UifJt tlli'P ~ Iandow~er, Jn~ f9o<l1 qlc;>t~intr~ "n~
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What the Sabbatarinns are Doing.
implements would be cheaper (as acknowledged by
From the Pearl of Davs.
"Wheelbarrow"). The tax on his naked land would
A bill legalizing the pl11ying of baseball on Sunday was
be lessened by compelling idle land in his neighbor- reported
adversely in the New Jersey legislature.
~ood to pay taxes on its market value-by the evenAnthony Comstock, who resides in Summit, N.J., is vigrug up of taxation according to privilege.
orously engaged there in closing all pl~ces of business on
As to " another fundamental error" George has Sunday that violate the Sunday law.
The Methodist ministers of Minneapolis, Minn., are unanionly ment~one~ fact~ that. are everywhere apparent.
Labor-savmg mventwns mcrease the proportion or mously opposed to the Red Rock camp-meeting ketlping the
per.centage of .the product that goes to rent-neces- gates open upon the Sabbath the coming summer.
In a letter to the Railway Age, general superintendent
sar~ly decreas!ng t~~ wages proportion. Further, Whyte, of. the C~nadian Pacific Railway Company, states
th~I! advent IS anticipated and discounted in the t!J.at no freight trams are run on Sundays on the western divir_alBlng of ~he normal rent line to the speculati:v rent siOn of that road.
!me. Or, m another view, they add to the number of
By appointment of numerous Sabbath associations on
Idle lab?rers, thus inc~easing competition for the use ~oth sides of the sea the week beginning April 7th-includalso April 14th-is set apart as the "world's week of
of cer~am spots of desrrable land-land in the center mg
prayer for the Sabbath."
·
of a City, say-?':'- account of the economy possible
At
a
meeting
in
Manchester,
England,
28th it
through the utilization of the centralized facilities was sta~e? that during 1888 over fifty-two February
thousand pers~ns
afforded for production and distribution. The de· had petitiOned the House of Commons in favor of tbe Sunsired location be~ng forestalled, and the possibilities ?ay Closing bill, and eight hundred and thirty-two thomand
of the futur~ bemg, by th~ aid of past experiences, In ~ngland had approved the stopping of the sale of liquors
entirely on Sunday.
?}early perc.eived, the maximum speculativ rent line
following resolution was adopted at the late session of
Is r~ac~ed m acquiring the privilege essential to a theThePhiladelphia
Methodist Episcopal conference: "We
begmnmg of production. The enhanced value of one greatly deprec!lte the custom of holding camp-meetings over
sp?t of land is reflected to all surrounding land. the Sa~ bath with open gates on that day, thereby causing the
Wxth every improvement more rent is taken out of depletiOn to the congregations of the services in the churches
large districts, and encouraging Sunday excurthe product-in gross and in proportion-and more t~roughout
siOns and other forms of Sabbath desecration."
men compete for the opportunity to toil-compete
As a specimen of the gross misrepresentation of recent
!or the use of land-and while their wages are greater eff~rts to secure a national law to protect citizens in the
m the gross, they are less as a proportion of the enJoyment of a weekly rest day, the following is taken from
product. Now, with all this invention and improve- the Sacrame!lto (Cal.) Union of March 2d: "Samuel P. PutFreethmker, lectured at Pioneer Hall Sunday evening
ment, and the clash and jangle and competition in a nam,
upon t.he. subject: 1 Evils and Tyranny and Dangers of Sun:
progressiv civilization, the minds of men are broad- ?a:y: Leg1~la~10n. In the course of his lecture he Eaid:
ened, and their wants and ambitions outrun the pos- The C~r1stian has no right to compel a whole community
sibilities of gratification. As animals, they are im- to be piOus, any more than the Freethinker has a right to
measurably better conditioned than were their bar- compel the Christian to attend the theater or opera. The
shoul? be a free day for each citizen to use according
barian ancestors, but their sufferings are the more Bund.ay
to his own JUdgment. To enforce a particular kind of
acute because they so fully appreciate the value of observance is a tyranny; to forbid work or play is as much
a tyranny as to forbid worship would be tyranny.'"
those things just out of their reach.
[We wish the Pearl oj Days had told us just where the
George does not " lose sight of the fact t.bat land
in itself and apart from labor has no value whatever." misrepresentation comes in! From our point of view Mr.
Bearing in mind the fact that the prospect of future Putnam's statements are absolutely correct.]
demand for naked land would giv it a market value
Canada Going- to the Dogs.
the essence of the quotation from "Wheelbarrow,;
.Alcut01·, in Secular Tllouoltt.
would make one of George's fundamental proposi~ig!ls of sinist~r aspect are just now abundant enough,
tions. And while it is agreed that the value is due po~tmg to an evil futur!l for Canada. The war of religious
to labor alone, and that it is properly a subject of facti.ons; the almost universal corruption and selfish timetaxation, the objection is raised that "labor is taxed." servmg of our politicians; the significant and persistent
Assuredly it is, because in the last analysis there re- aggre~sion of the .Roman Catholic church; the apathy, the
the Ignorance of the people-all tend in one
mains nothing but labor-or its product-out of sl_uggl.shness,
di!e~mon: t_he ?eath of mental liberty in this country. The
which a "tax" can be extracted. Rent is a tax-the minister of JUStice on behaff of the government calmly argues
first that labor pays-and it is assessed and appro- that it is p~rfe.ctly right and natural that the pope of Rome
priated by the non-producing landowner. But to shou_ld be Invited b~ th7 government to assist the crown in
a final Rnd bmdmg agreement between it and certain
tax the first tax-rent-into the community treasury m~~:kmg
of. Its own subje~ts. This confession of the minister of justice
for the good of the whole people is not a tax at all will hav a startlmg effPct on the community. We hav been
in the sense that the word is used by " Wheelbar- accustomed, says the Mail, to think that the trust prerogativs
row." It is equivalent to the refund of a previous of the crown were on the whole wisely and beneficently
administered; and that all subjects of the crown were bound
extortion.
to sub~it their rival. claims to the executiv or judicial
There are no "lots on the lake side of Chicago that authonLies of the natiOn, and that such authorities were
consist of improvement only." They would be in suffi<;ient for all the purposes of a sovereign government. To
contact with what is comprehended in the economic call m some foreign authority whom the minister says can
term "land," even if suspended in mid-air, but as a alo?Je ,pre!ent the . rival claimants " making any further
cla1m, str1kes a serwus blow at and degrades the sovertignty
matter of fact they all :find a foundation on the soil of the nation as well as the status of the crown.
of Chicago, and that foundation has a value easily
What is the meaning of this confession ? It means but
one thing. That to maintain power in this land a governseparated from the improvement value.
In abstract justice, the question of compensation ment has got to truckle to one of the worst tyrannies which
ever cursed humanity. Neither of the political parties
is not to be entertained for a moment. A moral has
has .clean hands in this matter. That the course of both
wrong is a moral wrong, and that . settles it-in my parties ~as been prompte? solely by a desire to secure the
view. In the solicitude for the welfare of the land- goo.d 'YIII of t.h~ church IS confes~ed '!ithout the slightest
lords the natural rights of the landless are over- hesitatiOn by their newspapers. The Liberal journal at OttRwa says : "The Quebec people know very well that Sir
looked. Besides, the change would inure to the John
would veto the Jesuit bill if he dared to do so" therebenefit of all who worked, whether with hand or fore it_t!usts they ~ill not th~nk _him for ratifying, ~san act
brain; and as to idlers, society has performed its full of politiCal necessity, the leg1slat10n which has been passed
duty when it furnishes them the opportunity to by Mr. Mercier. The Hleu press, on the other hand, asks
clergy to note that not merely the Conservativ premier
work. The perception of these truths justifies the
but Conservativ Orangistes hav fallen on their bellies before
McGlynn in his most radical proposition for a change. them. ''We specially direct attention," says one of these
His plan does not contemplate as great a turning papers, "to the fact that Sir John in caucus threatened to
over as was engineered by Solon, and Solon has quite resign if his followers made up their minds to vote for disa reputation for sense. But it is considered expe- allowance. More the chieftain could not do in support of
the resolute attitude of Sir Hector and the five other Cathodient to move slowly-rather, it is impossible to move lic
members of the cabinet." Better still, says another
rapidly, and attention is being directed to the start- "it is evident from the speech of Mr. Rykert, who is a~
ing-point-the shifting of all existing taxation to Orangeman, that even the lodgeR hav felt the power of the
land values. Let it reach that point, and the move- party leaders, exerted as it has been in support of our religion and our laws." There conld not be more forcible testiment will take care of itself.
mony to the alarming depth of degradation which Canadian
I quote two separated sentences from " Wheel- politics hav reached.
barrow:" " Even a sudden change for unmixed good
What move on the part of the all-powerful Roman Catholic
may be fatal. . . • I know of one panacea only; church may we expect next? The Mail says that time alone
tell ; but it is safe to say her brilliant success in establi8hit is man's obedience to the moral laws." Which is can
ing the Jesuits under state auspices will not make either her
which T
or them any more modest or forbearing in their pretensions.
George is not "utterly blind to the fact that pov- The Jesuit journals tell us that one of the chief aims of the
erty has many sources." He has enumerated a dozen order at present is to fulfill the directions of the pope in a
"sourcee," but he finds upon investigation that they recent encyclical to the effect1 that the free institutions of the
should be turned to ' the real and true public good,"
are merely surface eruptions; and that the real .country
that is, to the good of the church. Hence we may look for
" source" is in the monopoly of the gifts of nature fresh attempts, both in provincial and federal legislation, to
and the consequent unjust distribution of wealth--in extend the sphere of clerical supremacy. It is also hinted by
the shutting off of opportunities from the able-bodied the JeHuit press that the order will set itself to promote the
spirit of French-Canadian nationalism. The greater its
poverty that is willing and anxious to toil for what it power
over the ltabitant the greater its power over us all.
needs.
S't. John the Divine "ate up the little book," and
Liberal Organizations.
then recorded the queer and curious things he saw.
The Liberals of Denison, Tex., ba.v organized under the
We are advised by" Wheelbarrow" that he "devoured" name of the Denison Philosophical and Social Club, with 'f.
V. Munson as president. They start off well, says Mr.
"Progress and Poverty."
JAMES B. HAsSETT.
J.D. Shaw, and we hope for them a long and useful career.
Anaheim, Cal., Feb. 10, 1889.
Organizations hav also been effected at Leadville, Col., and
Ban Jose, Cal. Thus the good work goes on, and t.he lump
THB TRUTH SBKKBB OonANY's Catalog of Freethought 1 of conservativ indifierence is being leavened with the leaven
of fr~ethou~ht~
· ·
·
· ·
·
, ·'
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i[ommunications.
How Gods Are Made Out of Men.
The Rosetta stone was discovered in 1799 on the
delta of the Nile, forty miles northeast of Alexandria.
It is a slab of black granit, and is deposited in the
British Museum, .but a fac-simile of it is to be seen in
the National Museum at Washington. This ancient
record shows bow gods were made out of men two
thousand years ago. It is dated " in the year 9 (of
the reign of Ptolemy Epiphanes), the lOth of the
month Mechir"-i. e., March 10, 193 B.c. The inscription continues :
Considering that the King Ptolemy, ever-living, the wellbeloved of Pthah, god Epiphanes, most glorious son of the
King Ptolemy and of the Queen Arsinoe, gods philapatores
(father-loving), has done all kinds of good, both to the ternphis and to those who therein make their habitation, and in
general to all those who are under his dominion; that being
(himself) a god, born of a god and goddess, like Horus, the
son of Isis and Osiris, the avenger of Osiris, his father, and
ambitious of signalizing generously his zeal for the things
which concern the gods, he has consecrated to the service of
the temples great revenues, as well of money as of wheat,
and has been at great expense to restore tranquillity in Egypt
and to raise temples; . . • that he has made many gifts
to Apis and Ninevis, and to other sacred animals of Egypt;
• . . it has therefore pleased the priests of all the temples
of the land to decree that all the honors belonging to King
Ptolemy, god Epiphanes, most gracious, as well as those
which are due to his father and mother, gods philopatores,
and those which are due to his ancestors, should be considerably augmented; that the statue of King Ptolemy, everliving, be erected in each temple, placed in the most conspicuous spot, which shall be called the statue of Ptolemy,
avenger of Egypt; near this statue shall be placed the principal god of the temple, who will present him with the arms
of victory; . . . that the priests shall perform three
times a day religious service to these statues; . . . and
in order that it may be known that in Egypt he is glorified
and honored, as is just, the god Epiphanes, most gracious
sovereign, the present decree shall be engraved on a stella of
hard stone, in sacred characters (hieroglyphic), in writing of
the country (demotic), and in Greek letters.

Another stone of an earlier date was discovered in
1866, in the vicinity of the Suez canal. It is the
decree of Canopus, bestowing divine honors upon
King Ptolemy III. and hie wife Bernice. The date
of this decree is March 7, 238 B.c. The copy in the
National Museum is in plaster, from the original in
the museum at Boulac, a suburb of Cairo.
The absurdity of a council of pagan priests conferring divine honors upon their reigning king is
apparent to every Christian: But how much more
absurd and grotesque has been the action of the
Christian councils ! King Ptolemy, the legitimate
son of his royal father, is solemnly declared to be " a
god, like Horus, the son of Isis and Osiris;" therefore
his statue is placed near that of the principal god of
the temple, and three times a day the priest must
perform religious service to the two deities. Such is
the decree of the conclave of Egyptian priests. Five
hundred years later a council of Christian bishops
assemble at Nicea, ten degrees north of Alexandria,
and solemnly declare that Jesus, the illegitimate son
of a Judean maiden, was begotten by the Holy Ghost,
and is of " one substance with the father, very God
of very God."
.
The pagan priests decreed that their living royal
master was one of the gods; the Christian bishops
voted that a Jewish peasant, who had been dead
some three hundred years, and about whom they
knew less than is now known of Jack Cade or Crispus
Attucks, was not only a god, but coequal with the
father almighty.
ANTICHRIST.

Mr. O'Brien and Mr • .Mogyorosi.

tous advice was out of place and uncalled for. I
never entertained so foolish a notion as wishing to
attack Colonel Ingersoll, nor hav I the least ambition
to be numbered among the headless victims of his
matchless skill. If I were asked to name three of the
greatest and best men now living, Mr. Ingersoll
would be mentioned as one of the three. But even
then his utterances are not too sacred for honest criticism, when the object sought is to obtain more light
upon an obscure subject. Himself would be one of
the first to despise a person that stood in silent awe
of his towering genius. I am willing to admire and
honor him, but I cannot worship him; nor do I think
he is endowed with infallibility.
I was brought up in the Catholic church, where
original free will was one of the fundamental doctrine
but I outgrew that fallacy some years before I wa~
able to shake off the rest of the creed. I figured out
to my own satisfaction that freedom and power were
so closely connected that one could not exist without
the other and consequently a man's freedom of will
depended upon the degree of power he possessedpower in its highest and broadest sense, including
mental, physical, financial, or offici~ power. . That is
to say, a man might be free to better his condition if
he bad power to do so; free to choose the good and
reject the bad if he knew the difference between good
and bad; and free to think if his intellectual faculties
were strong enough to formulate an idea. I became
c;.mvinced that the much-talked-of divine institution
of free will amounted to this and nothiug more, and
that the doctrin, as promulgated by priests, was but
an ingenious pretext for Jehovah to send his enemies
to hell. Multitudes of people were going there
every day, and, of course, it must be their own fault.
The merciful redeemer should not be held accountable for their stubbornness and folly so this doctrin
of free will was invented as a very plausible excuse
for the fiendish cruelty. During this time, too, I
was told that Protestants denied the freedom of
man's will, and compared it to a horse or an ass.
When the Lord had hold of the reins the will or the
as!', went on steadily in the way of righteouen~ss, but
when the devil got into the saddle he pointed straight
in the opposit direction. Under this simple regirne
the chief problem of life was to induce the Holy
Ghost to ride the animal, and compel Satan to trudge
along behind. Therefore, it was considered the
highest wisdom to pray always, and when a man
starved to death in the operation it was regarded as
a sure sign that he went straight to heaven. We
do not bother our heads with that sort of rubbish
now, but still the question remains, Has man any
power, or freedom of will, or has the will any power
to control thought T Having dismissed the ghosts
and Gods, saints and devils, that used to govern the
will of our ancestors, does the power of control revert
now to ourselvs personally, or is it scattered about
in the air, the events, the circumstances, and environmenta that surround us? What is this thing that
we call will, anyway? Is it anything more than a
name, a word without meaning, an official without
any functions to perform ! If that is all that it
means the word ought to be excluded from the Ianguage, for as long as it remains in use it will hav a
tendency to mislead and deceive people. If, as Mr.
Ingersoll's remarks seem to imply, a man's will bas
no power to govern his thoughts, it is no~ good for
anything, and had better be thrown aside so people
would not waste their time fooling with it. Or at
least it ought to be defined and eiucidated, so that
people could know what its functions and capabilities
really are. I am of opiniotJ. that a system of pbysiology and anatomy of the mind is quite as important
to the improvement of our race as the science of
physical anatomy, and I think if the subject was well
launched in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER your
contributors would soon shed a flood of light upon
the perplexing subject.
JEREMIAH O'BRIEN.
Forestpo?·t, N. Y.

I see our friend Mr. A. J. Mogyorosi has seen fit to
select my late article as a proper medium to intraduce a very elaborate and interesting essay upon the
"Limitations of Toleration," showing that all who
hav meddled with the question were laboring under
the disadvantage of not knowing where they started
from, nor where they were going to. That is rather
a singular condition of things, and it is greatly to be A Daughter of Massachusetts Offers a Few
regretted that he failed to accept President Palmer's
Free Thoughts.
invitation to attend that meeting, for if he had it
must be presumed that this unfortunate muddle
I like everyone to hav a free field and a fair fight..
would not hav occurred. But no matter. "All is I suppose that is one thing THE TRUTH SEEKER stands
well that ends well." We hav learned something for. And when one has been assailed in it I assume
about logic already-we know the difference between it is open for that one to speak for his or her self. I
thought and judgment, and if we keep up the agita- long ago learned to respect Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, of
tion awhile longer we may learn something more. temperance fame (that certainly is not ill-fame), as
Mr. Mogyorosi also assures us that it is no disgrace an Americnn, a reformer, and a woman; and, whatever
for a mr:&n to learn what he ought to know and for her cradle sentiments on the subject of religious
that valuable piece of information, of cour~e, he has creeds, her virtue, and her valor for the uplifting of
our unlimited thanks. But there are other difficulties manhood entitle her to the esteem of readers and
in the way aside from the disgrace. I must confess the courtesy of editors and correspondents of the
that I do not know any more about mental philoso- public prese. Last night I listened to her ardent
phy, self-culture, or self-control now than I did when address from the pulpit of the First Methodist Episthis discussion began, and that is just what I would copal church-formerly her father's-and transmit a
like to learn. It was in pursuance of that desire that few of her free thoughts for the benefit of our dismy article was written, and no one who read it could tant friends who fondly think to advise us how to
mistake my meaning. The subject is not even re- vote, with a multitude of words without knowledge.
motely referred to in Mr. Mogyorosi's essay although Mrs. Foster's language is as follows:
he says at the beginning it was for my sak~ he took
the trouble to write it. His last word is a hope that
The question before the voters of this state is not
I will ''find no reason for attacking our great Col. R. a question of the time when it should be presented.
g., In9erE!Qll." It a~em11 t<:> m~ that piece of gr~t~- . l'he ~~tver of suppress~n" ~ptc;,mverance in Mass~·

I

chusetts has been debated, and every other method
tried, during the past one hundred years, and the
trial of the ~onstituti_onal amen~men_t ~o~ld hav to
come some bme,.and It matters httle If _It IB brought
home to us now mstead of a few years m the future.
It is not a question of class, unless you n;tean to
regard good men as a class. Temperance IS what
ail good men wish, and I doubt not in the least that
if ali the good men in Massachuset~s should vote for
the amendment they would carry It by a large majority.
..
.
.
It is not a questwn of total_abstmence. You can
vote for the amendment he~rtlly, an~ yet be able to
get a drink when you need_ It; yet, If you ~re up to
the latest staten;tent of science on the subJe~t, ~ou
are all totsl abstamers. Those who offer the ObJeCtiOn
that the church needs alcoholic wine in the celebration of its rit_es, are miserable sinners ~hemselvs, _instead of con~Iste~t members of the somety_ of ~hrid.
The questiOn IB not one of a~solute extupatwn < f
alcohol. When the amendment IB made and enforced
you may still buy whi~k:Y for snake-bites: . On the
use of liquor as a medicm we hav our opmwns, ~lid
we hav them strong, but they are not the queshou
before the people.
It is not a question of politics. I mean ~t is not a
party issue. You may be a good Repu?liCan or a
good Democrat, a low free trader or a h1gh protectionist in the tariff definition. What we .want is the
protection of home, and no trade in the stuff that
will wreck it. If you do not like the word "prohibition," you can c~U_it by anothe~ n~me. It is not a
question of appe1Jatwn but of prmmple.
It is not a ques~ion of constitutional right to prohibit.. The best Judges of our. great states_ ~av dfcided that t,he people hav the r1ght to pr(lhibit that
which threatens and destroys the peace and welfare
of society. I notice that in the last political contest
protectionists and ~nti~prote~tionists both stocd
squarely on the constitutiOnal right to tax comr.nerce.
• The question is more than one of constitution!!~
right, it is the right of making a constitution. The
question is as much greater than the constitution, as
the soul is of more moment than the body. We
received col?ni~l charters from monarc~s; we se_t ~p
state consbtutwns ourselvs. The d1fference IS, Iu
the colony the power was_ dele_gated from the king ;
in the state the power res1des m the people. In the
Constitution t~ey tell w~at they want. If I cannot
make you see It as I see It, I shall not condemn you,
but be sorry that your eyes are so poor.
The reason that the amendment has not been
called for before is because there hav not been conditions that demanded it. The saloon has come as n.
mighty power upon us, and the saloon must go or it
will down society. It is against the saloon that the
amendment is aimed. You may ask, would not high
license and fewer sa!oons be better than many illegal
places of sale-and It cannot be stopped altogether Y
I say, no ! Can you prove that there will be less
liquor sold in ten first-class saloons than in twenty
ordinary ones~ You cannot, and I do not believe it.
Besides, with the fewer saloons there are abler, more
influential saloonkeepers, and it is more difficult to
successfully prosecute them. I know, for I hav tried
it. It is easier to prosecute poor lawbreakers than
it is rich ones. The attraction of ten high-toned.
saloons may be greater than the temptation more
frequently offered by twenty common ones, by making thein centers of sociability.
Those wlw talk high license do not stand by high
license when they get it.
The implication that Prohibition is not enforced
does not come with good grace from those who do
nothing for enforcement, anyway. Officers do not do
better than constituents expect and demand, any more
than family servants will manage well when the master
and mistress are abroad. Human nature is ~ot built
that way. The czar is able, in Russia, to keep his government running, but if he went journeying, how long
would it be before his empire was run into the
ground? The people are sovereign here, and they
must look to it that the laws are obeyed. We hear
about strong governments. Germany is called a
strong government.
Some express fears that
America will hav too strong a government. A republic ought to be strong as a monarchy, under the
dignity of a free citizenship. If the saloon is not
put away pretty soon by sober people, monarchies
may laugh in derision at our inability to govern by
popular sovereignty.
Do not think that license can settle this problem;
it can only be done by constitutional law.
Liquor making and selling are called industries.
Are they 1 What is an industry T Let us see. In
Lynn you hav principally the shoe industry, and it
is good not only to build up the city, but it blesses
people wherever the product goes. The shoe is
something better than the leather it was made of,
and the leather is better than the raw hide as it
came off a creature, because it is more easily conformed to the foot of the wearer. So of all industries; and not only so, but one industry promotes
another. He who wears shoes is better prepared to
earn a hat, and he who wears a ha~ is in better condi~ion to va;r f<>r ehoes, ~hat ill w:P~t pi~hir o:r~ani~eq
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society is. That is what America is. Here the chamberlain informed Franklin that though his ions, or better teachers or more consistent records;
humblest are lords and ladies because of our diversi- thanks were due to God, yet the visible means used or perhaps their beliefs are more universal fr!m
fied industries. But what of the distillery and the by the divinity was this very papal nuncio, who had, another fact-which I am inclined to think the true
saloon-are they shops of industry~ Whom do at the express command of the holy father, informed reason-that they embrac·e in their records and
they bless? Oh, the proprietor!
the king that it was necessary that the colonies creeds morality, to which the intelligent judgment
See the man from the still or the bar, as he comes should be helped.
naturally assents.
sw11ggering or·creeping among these steady crownless
Personally, I am of opinion, on general principles,
Is it not singular, and a significant fact, when the
kings, the ~aborers, and falsely talks of his ''indus- and from an intimate acquaintance with the methods Christian command was, Go ye into all t.he world snd
try!" "Put him out! Echo the call, put him out! of th~ papal see, that this is another acl majoram preach the gospel to every creature, and after the
We do not need him here. We won't hav him clei gloriam lie. But I am assured that it is going advantage of nearly nineteen hundred years having
among us." To ask these laborers to supp6rt him is the rounds of the Catholic press and remains uncon- passed, that the Mohammedans, six huLdred years
an insult to them. He does not help you, laborers, tradicted.
younger, and without any missionaries, bav much the
he loads you. Those who use his products become
Of course it would be futil to attempt to follow up larger following, if we reckon •ut the unbelievers in
thereby less able to buy the products of others..
all these extravagances, and I would not attempt it, Christendom ?
Talk of vested rights of the liquor business! only in this case I think I see traces of the Jesuit
The exclusiv belief, in Christian countries, of
Vested rights. to do what? Vested rights to impov- velvet paw trying to smooth the way to claims which those educated in Christi~~onity is at. once arrested as
erish the state' Vested rights to demoraliz':l the are more easily made t.han maintained.
soon as the belief of outsiders is shown to rest
citizen? Vested rights to disorganize government!
When Eugenia and her husband ruled France the on morals or good actions. This is the case now
Who wants such vested rights as that T Not the Jesuits controled the public school system, and I all through the Christian domain, even from whr.t
paople, surely, but the liquor dealer, for his sole once noticed in one of their histories, used as a text- liltle knowledge bas been EO far gained for comsatisfaction.
book by the younger scholars, that " Catholic Lqfay- parison, and what is known now of what has generBut why put Prohibition in the Constitution~ ette, assisted by one Washington, secured tbe inde- ally been called heathendom by the Christian world.
Because it is needed. Constitutional principles ar pendence of America."
Suppose beatheus bad had as many missionaries to
the final decision of long-controverted questions.
This was followed up by a writer in the Boston their belief and religion, in Christendom, as Andover
When we find out what we want and determin to keep Globe claiming that, as " Catholic L~fayette and his and allies hav had with them, it could probably .hav
it then W!l put it in the Constitution! We tinkered eight thousand Catholic soldiers" had done EO much shaken Christianity more than that has shaken the
with slavery until we tinkered up a war, and then we toward gaining our independence, Americans were heathen Infidels.
tinkered the Constitution, and that finished slavery, proving tbemselvs ungrateful when they objected
Had Colonel Ingersoll lived a century ago and
and no one to-day wishes it back again. You say, to the church having her share of the educational taught the world then what be bas since by his lectWhy lumbar up the Constitution! Because lum- money.
ures and writings on the subject, it is bard to imagin
bering up is a good thing, sometimes. You hav
Items of this kind show the tendency of the what the influence would now be. What an assumpbeen lumbering up Lynn a great deal since I left it. times, particularly when they remain uncontradicted. tion we are making-for, of course, at that time he
· ~This great population live in houses made of lumber; They show that the churc\1. is aware of the com- would bav been arrested before be bad really opened
they work in shops made of lumber; they labor in ing coiJflict and is carefully preparing her way, by out, and it could never hav been proved by pope,
sawmills to manufacture all this lumber, and all are claiming a participation in the effqrts of our early priest, or layman whether be went to keep Morgan
benefited. Yes, this church has been lumbered up; fathers. And now this Franklin goody-goody story company, or had, more likely, been torn in pieces
H is bigger than it was when my father preached will shortly make its appearance in the secular pres!?. on the ILquisition racks in Spain. There is a probahere and I came here a child to Sunday-school. Say, Thousands will believe it and swear by it, I'O I hope bility some Christians would vote for that now, and
I am not asking too much of "Antichrist," when I all this for a mere belief, without touching morals,
don't you believe in lumbering up!
and r:vl'n in direct violation of the first principles of
McARTHUR.
But you may say you never heard of such legisla- request him to explode it now.
morality, being simply a mere matter of superstitious
tion before-why do a thing so unheard of!
education, all authority, but no reason.
That is what we hav been doing ever since this
Thoughts;
Hewanee, 1889.
A. W. Woon.
coqntry was settled. It is America's business to do
I bav written below a few thoughts on various
unheard-of t.hings. Ours is a land of progress. topics. First, on the separation of religion and
The Great Work of the Vice Society,
They cannot do such a thing in England. Here any morals; and the fact that bare belief in a creed has
·From Dr_ Foote's Health ,}fonthll/.
schoolboy can pick up a book and read the Constitu- for a t;~ource merely arbitrary education in that belief
At every annual meeting of the N.ew York Vice Society
. tion. There you may bear them talk about the Brit- during you~b, while morals rests upon natural ap- Anth0ny Comstock stands on the platform, and with a great
ish constitution, but not Gladstone himself can find proval or disapproval of actions, arising spontane- flourish tells the bald-headed old gentlemen present what he
all its parts ·and put them together. Yet there the ously and nearly uniformly in all peoples. Second, bas been doing during the year. From what he sayR about
raiding gamblers one would suppose that no gambling· places
people of progress are strong for Prohibition, and on the relations between Christianity and " pagan " could be kept open in New Ycrk for twenty.four hours
the Irish League is bound to the support of that religions. Third, on the benefits that we could now bEcause of the vigilance of the Vice Society I But what are
the real facts? They are forcibly indicated by some circumcause. Parnell and Dillon hav told me so.
enjoy bad such a one as Ingersoll taught of old.
And BO here I stand, a Yankee. And if it were
Ne~rly a half century ago I heard Fanny w_ stances which latfly occurred. The Liederkranz had a great
flnd the police undertook to enforce the Jaw against the
not for my religion-if it were not for my love of Daras.mont speak from this text: "Religion : R belief ball,
sale d wine after 1 o'clock. It is said that the influential
Christ-yet still for my reverence for the dear old in, and homage rendered to, existences unseen and members determined to retaliate and compel the police to
.American flag, I would die, even gladly, if that causes unknown." From that day I never had any enforce the Jaw against gambling-houses. The New York
would wipe out the curse of liquor. But I am a doubt that all beliefs in creeds were greatly induced lV01·lcl of March 9th informs its readers that until two weeks
ago there were in the city one hundred pool-rooms in bustling
woman only. I can't even vote; you can. Do so. by yo:Jthful education.
activity, and as many more houses whue faro, hazard, red
Vote for me, for youraelvs, for your children and
There is a general impression in all Chris- ami black, und roulet were played nightly. It speaks of a
wives, and d!lughters and mothers. For, if we fail, tendom that religion is based on morals, while, in place in Fulton street that has been open for twenty years;
there will be joy in hell.
fact, it has no real or necessary connection another place in Broadway which has seldom been closed,
numerous others tbut. hav been untouched. Now, when
therewith. Religion is a mere belief,. which is re- and
the r~porters of the W01·ld know these facts concerning the
Mr. Editor, thus hav I pnt some of Mrs. Foster's duced to creeds by the interested part.ies, who claim gambling-places in New York, is it at all probable that they
ringing words on paper. Knock out their logic, if for it the domain of morals, while again the fact is, are not known to the officers of the Vice Society? That is
you can. The feeling with which she gave utterance morals is not a belief at all, but consists of conduct. to SRy, if the latter are as wide-1!-wnke ~s Comstock would
ba v his bearers at his annual meetings believe. We hav often
to her ideas, the strength of her unutterable emoPope says:
referred to the work of the Vice Society as one in whioh
tion her impassioned sigh of regret at her helpless'Tis education forms the common mind;
gamblerR are treated simply as sheep to be shorn and eaid that
nes~ before a woman-barred ballot-box, neither pen
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined.
the Vice Society would not ~uppreEs gambling if it could. Recent
revelations in the New Yorlr preEs hav si!!nally confirmed
nor types can make visible.
Youthful education in that direction bas the tendReaders, if you vote with dram-drinkers and drunk- ency, no matter how much we may endeavor t~ escape this "iew of tlJe matter. Brick Pomeroy's Advance T./wugltt
for :March contains an article on this subject which ought to
ard-makers, against the heart and head of such as it, to confuse belief with conduct. But when we be an eye-opener for those who believe that the Vice Society
the nativly noble and cultivatedly civil women of the reflect upon it, good actions always commend them- is really attempting to do anything more than to pay th_e Ealaland, you show yourselvs unworthy the founders of selva to every person who possesses any intelligence, ries of its agents and take to itself a little cheap notonety.
our country and the mothers who gave you form.
and, as a fact, mere creeds and beliefs do not.
.
Favorable Opinions On Our Books.
There hav been great moral teachers in the ChrtsI must add three words more: Damn the rum !
From !lie Denver Arbitrator.
JoHN PnEscoTT GUILDtian ranks, and it is only moral preaching that bas
"The Limitations of Toleration," a discussion between Col.
Boyden House, Lynn, Mass., April 5, 1§89.
saved them from sinking into obscurity or rendered Robert
G. Ingersoll, Hon. Frederick R. Coudert, and Ex-Gov.
them worthy of notice, operating as an ofl'Pet to Stewart L. Woodford, a neat forly-fourpage pamphlet. Every
McArthur to "Antichrist."
their bigot creeds.
lover of free speech should obtain, read, and circulate the
Last evening, in a discussion with a theologian of
No matter how moral the man, under the Chris" valuable document. The Truth t;;eeker Company. Price,
the holy Roman and apostolic chu~ch, I was surpris~d tian creed, if he does not believe and be baptized, 10 "crnts.
Pioneer Pith " or the gist of lectures on Rationalism, by
by a historical (1) statement, whiCh I take the hb- he will as surely be damned as the vilest wretch in Robert C. Ada~s, an excellent little work for circulation
among the people who ar~ mentally lazy. It is. well ?alerty pf referring to you, as, without intending any Christendom.
compliment, I consider you to be one of the best
Morals are not worthy of reward or commends- culated to make people thmk and keep them at 1t. Pr;ce,
25 cents.
posted men in the country, and should value any tion, without the creed and second belief.
Every student of economics should send to the Truth
statement you may make on the subject.
While the fact is, conscience unperverted is the Seeker ComJ?any for a copy of "Social Wealth," by J. K.
As is usual in discussions of this kind-! speak same in all according to the degree of intelligence, Ingalls. It Is a work of inestimable value, and givs unonly of my personal experience-! found I could not and hence there has never been an important differ- answerable arguments for free land. Price only $1.
confine the gentleman to "cold facts;" he would ence in intelligent opinions as to moral actions. If the
Frorn t~e Bastings, Jfich., PlaincteaUw.
deal only in "glittering gen~ralities."
. action is good, the general assent and commendation
The Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafay.ette place, New
In speaking of the moral mfluence always exerted is certain and in the main uniform. It bas always been Yorlr, are constantly issuing valn_able L1_beral and Freeby the pope, and his paterll:al anx~ety an~ tender- the reverse with all mere beliefs, and the Christian thought books, which are all very m~ely prmted and boun~,
ness for all weak and strugghng nat10ns, th1s gentle- belief is the worst of all in theory, as its leading de- prices moderate and ttey send their catalog free by mall.
bav recently' received the following:
m~n made the following assertion:
sire is to baptize, and the creed and record are We"The
Limitations of Toleration." By Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
That after Benjamin Franklin had spent over two believe and be baptized, or be damned, totally re- Hon. Frederic R. Coudert, and Gen. Stewart L. Woodford.
This should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the docyears as our ambassador at the French court, vainly gardless of moral actions.
striving to obtain recogniti~n, one mor.ning he w:as
This is the creed of Christendom, from Catboli- trins of Liberalism on the most important subject of the
surprised by the chamberlam announcm.g that th~ cism down its thousand branches to Mormonism, world-the right to speak and think and write. Price, ten
centR.
E
p _
king had concluded, not only to g.rant h1m. an aud1- morals being ignored in all the creeds.
"Tbe Religion of Humanit.y Better than ternal umshence but also to assist the strugghng colomes.
Buddhists are in striking contrast with Christians, ment." By M. Babcock, of St. Johns, Mich. Mr. Babcock
F;anklin immediately knelt in the center of the for where Buddhism only is taught, they are all is an able and vigorous writer, writing because he has someto say, and the Truth Seeker Company publish his
ante-room and fervently, and with tears streaming Buddhists. Where Mohammedanism only is known thing
works in neat form. Price, ten cents.
from his eyes, thanked God for this change in the and taught, they are all Mohammedans. And so with
" Did Man Fall?" By Israel W. Groh. The perusal of
heart of the French king.
every religion and belief exclusivly taught, except this able little pamphlet raises the devil with the g~rden of
In the midst of this solemn scene, the papal. nun- the Christian, showing pretty certainly that . they Eden yarn, and all will be interested and edified by ltfl rtl!!-<l·
·
·
giQ W~!! ~t1n<?uP ed ~d, ~EI bl) entered tbe ~9om 1 the ~itl~er hav p~tter eyiqenQe fQ~ tl;~ei~ bel~efa1 or relig- in~. frice, ten centR~
j
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The Inauguration Centennial.
A week from Tuesday New York will be in a glow
ef patriotism and religion. Committees of all sorts
hav different branches of the great celebration of the
lOoth anniversary of Washington's inauguration as
president in charge. There is a committee on parade,
one on a naval review, another on entertainment of
distinguished men, another on balls, and various
others on various subjects. No doubt the display
on land and water, both during the day and night,
will be well worth journeying miles to see.
As usual, the religious element has come to the
front in great m~mbers and importance. President
·Harrison has, first of all, helped them out with this
proclamation :
·
"A hundred years hav passed since the government which
our forefathers founded was formally organized. At noon
on the 30th day of April, 1789, in the city of New York, and
in the presence of an assemblage of the heroic men whose
·patriotic devotion had led the colonies to victory and independence, George Washington took the oath of office as
chief magistrate of the new-born republic. This impressiv
act was preceded at 9 o'clock in the morning, in all the
churches of the city, by prayer for God's blessing on the
government and its first president.
"The centennial of this illustrious event in our history
has been declared a general holiday by act of Congress, to
the end that the people of the whole country may join in
.commemorativ exercises appropriate to the day.
"In order that the joy of the occasion may be associated
with a deep thankfulness in the minds of the people for all
·our blessings in the past, and a devout supplication to God
for their gr!lcious continuance in the future, the representative of the religious creeds, both Christian and H~brew, hav
memqrialized the government to designate an hour for
prayer and thanksgiving on that day.
"Now, therefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, president of the
·United States of America, in response to this pious and reasonable request, do recommend that on Tuesday, April 30th,
.at the hour of 9 o'clock in the morning, the people of the
entire country repair to their respectiv places of divine worship, to implore the favor of God that the blessings of liberty, prosperity, and peace may abide with us as a people,
and that his hand may lead us into the paths of righteous· ness and good deeds.
"In witness whereof, I hav hereunto set my hand, and
.caused the seal of the United States of America to be
.affixed.
"Done in the city of Washington, this 4th day of April,
in the year of our Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and
Eighty-nine, and of the Independence of the United States,
·the One Hundred and Thirteenth.
"(Seal)
BENJAMIN HARRISON.
"By the president,
"JAMES G. BLAINE, Secretary of state."
This makes April 30th a combination of Fourth of
July and Thanksgiving. In addition to this worship
in our Christian churches, all the ceremonies and
occasions of the cel~bration proper will be opened
and closed with prayer, and sermons thrown in ad
lib. Cardinal Gibbons and Archbishop Corrigan
will be prominent features of the show, and the
notable Protestant clergy will all be on hand with
parts duly assigned. The Catholics will also turn
.out in the parade and hav a distinctiv position given
them, not as American citizens doing honor to the
anniversary of an immortal event, but as Roman
QatboJiQe WbQ "r~ I'D imvort~t part of our 8'overp-

..

ment. It is evident from all this that Christianity
will get an advertisment which may reasonably be
expected to add many thousands of dollars to her
market price in politics.
What we want to know is where the defenders and
eulogists of the Infidels of Washington's time are to
appear 1 In all the programs and orders of exercises
we hav seen no word regarding the appearance of
men who would be likely to even mention the name
of Thomas Paine. Jefferson may obtain a word as
the accredited author of the Declaration of Independence, but that is all, unless Mayor Grant shall introduce him in his Tammany Hall speech, for the
Tammanyites, be it known, pretend to be Jeffersonians. But where are the progressiv men to appear
-men who fitly represent the growth of the greatest
nation in the world ? We see the names of Bishop
Potter and Archbishop Corrigan and Dr. Storrs over
and over again in the program, but these are all orthodox champions, and represent in no way the great
difference between the religious intolerance of the
last century and the Liberality of thought prevalent
in this. From the selection of orators one would
suppose that though the country had enormously increased in material resources and grandeur it had
stood still in religious sentiment. It is not right that
this should be so; but as the whole arrangements are
in churchly hands we cannot expect anything else.
But it is a pity that amid the general jubilation
and recounting of great men's virtues and labor!.!
the two men who did more than any other two to
secure the country's independence and good government should not be specially honored, as will the first
president who without their aid would possibly hav
failed as a military commander. Let all Liberal
societies do their duty as recommended by the
officers of the American Secular Union.

Facts.
There is a certain funny story that cannot be told
too often. " Oh," cried the visitor to a jail when his
friend behind the bars told him what he was imprisoned for, "oh, they can't put you in jail for that."
"The devil they can't," exclaimed the man, "I'm
here !" To turn like this. man from theories as to
whether a thing can be or is probable to be so, to
the actual hard fact whether it is so-this is a n:tethod
of thinking that all should endeavor to adopt as
habitual. In every case where the practical facts
can be obtained-and there are few where they can
not-the application of this way of getting at the
truth should be the very first thing done.
Says one: Freethought must produce immorality,
Freethinkers having no foundation, no ultimate sanction, for the moral command ; while Ohristians hav a
foundation for it, and they are moreover incited to
virtue by promis of a heaven and deterred from sin
by threat of a hell. This sounds very well. But
how about the actual facts to be observed, which
testify to the precise opposit ? Which nations ar&
the most criminal, those the most or those the least
religious 1 Is it Germany and England that are
notorious for gambling, brawling, assassination, and
criminality generally, or is it Spain and Mexico 1 Are
France and America bywords for tyranny and extortion, cruelty and injustice, while Russia and Ireland
receive the praises of every tongue for equity and
peace 1 Which of the nationalities among us are
the immoral ones 1 Never mind theory; let us go
out to the nearest public place and see whether the
first couple we find drunk and quarreling there belong
to those nationalities which we know believe least in
Christianity, or to those that believe in it most.
Sometimes the argument takes this form : Freethinkers may perhaps be as moral as Christians, but
that is bet.lause they are more intellectual. A few
superior, thoughtful minds may be capable of continuing a just course of conduct without belief in God,
but for the great masses of the people such a belief
is absolutely necessary. This is a favorit position
with some who are Freethinkers at heart but from
fear of Christian ostracism are anxious to find some
excuse for withholding themselvs from propagandist
work. " Can they not perceive," says one of our late
correspondents-though we are by no means to be
understood as including him in the faint-hearted
class mentioned-" that a godless race, unless at the
summit of intelligence, must inevitably be sinful!"
No, we cannot perc(live anything of the kind. For
here we hav only to fall back upon the same method
use~ ~efore1 the :reff)rrin~ to aotual faQts1 ~4 we :(ind

the plainest evidence that such is not the case. The
facts are right at hand-nothing could be more convenient and more conclusiv; it is strange that it did
not occur to our correspondent to turn to them. · We
will not compare intellectual with unintellectual men.
We will leave out the intellectual men altogether.
We will consider the masses of the people, and them
only. And considering them-taking the masses of
any European nation at all, looking into any history
at all, do :we not find that the rise of strong Christian
belief coincided with the downfall of order and morals,
that the bight of the power of that belief coincided
with the midnight of barbaric ferocity and criminality, and that the decline of its influence has coincided
with the sunrise of public order, justice, and goodness!
Freethinkers are unhappy. All Freethinkers that
disbelieve in a future life hav lost what constitutes
the greatest happiness of mankind. Freethinkers in
spreading their doctrine take from Christia:tts the
only thing that makes life worth living, the only
thing that enables them to endure it and that supports them under its troubles. The foregoing is another of those propositions that look well. But by
looking around one will see Freethinkers everywhere
going about very jolly, quite absurdly oblivious
of the duty they are under to invest themselvs with
the degree of dolefulness requisit to corroboration
of their pious friends' theory. What Freethinker"
has felt a loss of happiness upon discarding the
Christian belief! How many Freethinkers cannot
testify to increased cheerfulness and appreciation of
life!
·
Freethinkers are also expected to be unhappy from
another cause. There is alleged to be in the world
of science into which we would usher mankind a lack
of human feeling. There is in it a lack of material
for emotion. It contains nothing congeneric, congenial, to man. In its inconceivable spaces, inexorable laws, unassimilable minerals, is found nothing
capable of raising or filling man's heart. The scien- .
tific beliefs are "unsatisfying," "innutritiv." Sometimes they are "cold," "frigid." What needs to be
said to all this? Simply what we said before. Look
about and see. Look about and see whether scien·
tists and Freethinkers are less happy, or more happy,
than Christians. Nothing further in disproof is required.
Surely it is well sometimes in making statements
to construct them so that they will hav some connection, some faint relation, with facts. Artemas Ward
said that a comic paper is the better for having a few
jokes in it ; perhaps theories about facts are the
better for having some distant correspondence to the
facts.

The Blair Educational Amendment.
It seems to us that Mr. J. M. Brown, of Fort
Worth, Texas~ is a singularly obtuse Freethinker.
He writes:
"FoRT WoRTH, TEx., April1, 1889.
"To THE EDITOR oF THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER, Sir: Under 'Editorial Notes,' March 9th, I find the following, viz.: 'The
Blair Educational amendment is the most gigantic sectarian
measure that ever legislator had the hardihood to propose.'
"I read the bill some two years ago and approved it. I
liked it so well that I procured and distributed over a hundred copies of it, and hav never ceased wishing it might be.
come a law.
" If there is a religious or sectarian scheme in it I failed to
see it.
"Would it not be well for you to print it, or so much of it
as contains the sectarian scheme P
J. !vi. BRoWN."
Mr. Brown is so familiar with the proposed amendment that he knows of course that its chief section
reads like this :
"Each state in this Union shall establish and maintain a
system of free public schools adequate for the education of
all the children living therein, between the ages of six and
sixteen years inclusiv, in the common branches of knowledge, and in virtue, morality, AND THE PRINCIPLES OF
THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION." ·
It seems to us that the concluding words of this
amendment are so plain that he who runs may read,
though he be running at a very rapid rate. Without
considering the conflicting theories as to what the
principles of the Christian religion really are-theories which hav led to interminable discussions and
upon which no two bodies of Christians ever did or
will agree-we may point out as the major premia
of our opposition to Mr. Blair's proposed amendments the incontrovertible proposition that among
the world's religions Christianity is only one sect and
J!()~ t9~ ~ar~est one eltb~r! As a~ainst Moh~m~e~·
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anism, or Buddhism, or Judaism, or Positivism, or
the educational principles of the. Freethinkers
Christianity has no right to impose its tenets upo~
the people of this country-no more than has either
o~e of the others. ~entioned. The question of equal
rights for all rehg10ns and for no religion, is of far
greater importance than the truth or falsity of any
particular opinion on religious subjects, and it is this
that is invaded and overthrown by Mr. Blair's
amendment.
In matters of religion the majority cannot rightfully. prescribe to the minority. Still less can they
rightfully use the power of the government to force
their principles upon the children of their opponents.
If there be but one man in the country who is not a
Christian he is just as much entitled to be protected
from interference by his neighbors as though his
views were supported by millions. To foist upon
the people governmental support of Christianity is
the biggest sectarian scheme the church has yet
undertaken in this land, where the very fundamenCal
idea is total separation of church and state.
Senator Blair's amendment uses a great many
words to delude the people into the belief that it is
not "sectarian." After ordering that all schools
shall teach the principles of the Christian religion,
section second goes on :

by imperial power. That establishment of an imperial religion ended only in the imperious despotism
of the papacy. And just so surely as the complete
establishment of the papacy followed, and grew out
of, that imperial recognition of Christianity in the
fourth century, just so surely will the complete establishment of a religious despotism after the living likeness of the papacy follow, and grow out of, this national recognition of Christianity provided for in the
constitutional amendment proposed by SenatorBlair."
As Felix Adler said of the Manual of the " unsectarian " House of Refuge, this Blair amendment is
scarlet and crimson with the sectarian spirit. If we
are to hav sectarian teaching at aU, let us place all
religions on an equal basis. If we teach Christianity,
to be fair .we must also teach Rationalism; if we
teach Theism, we must also teach Atheism. If we
teach the dootrin of personal immortality, Materialism and Positivism must also be given hearings.
Let us then hav a Christian service, a Mohammedan
service, a Buddhist service, a Jewish service, and all
the other services that the cosmopolitan character of
our population makes necessary. Giv all a chance,
or giv none a chance. And as it is utterly impossible
to giv all a chance, it follows that in justice and fair
play, no religion should ever be taught in the schools
or in any other institution supported by the taxation
of all people.
We trust that Mr. Brown will now see that Mr.
Blair's proposed educational amendment is not
just the kind of an amendment that the country
needs, and cease circulating and advocating it.

"But no money raised by taxation imposed by law, or any
money or other property or credit belonging to any municipal organization, or to any state; or to the United States,
shall ever be appropriated, applied, or given to the use or
purposes of any school, institution, corporation, or person,
whereby instruction or training shall be given in the doctrine,
tenets, belief, ceremonials, or observances peculiar to any
sect, denomination, organization, or society, being, or claimNo National Law Wanted.
ing to be, religious in its character ; nor shall such peculiar
Every now and then the marriage and divorce
doctrine, tenets, belief, ceremonials, or observances, be
question comes up and is discussed with all the vigor
taught or inculcated in the free public schools."

It is this part of the section, probably, which has of a new subject. The preachers of course all want a
deceived Mr. Brown. It is, however, seemingly law making marriage a sacrament, and divorce an im-

built on the principle that the less includes the
greater-a principle obnoxious to all true scienc~
and was no doubt read with closed eye and tongue
in cheek by the framers of the amendment. What
are the ceremonials to the substance 1 The visible
signs, they know, are of small importance if they
hav got- the true inward gr!)ce ! The mint and cummin can be dispensed with, if all are compelled to
bow to the weightier matters of the law! But wellintentioned people will find, if this amendment ever
becomes law, that the less does not include the
greater, and that the ceremonials of the Christian
religion would shortly follow the introduction into
our schools of its principles. Tailing on after the
principles would come the doctrine, tenets, beliefs,
and observances without which Christianity is but a
skeleton of no great beauty or vitality. It has to ba
clothed and animated with ceremonial life before it
can be taken into the parlor. Given. the right to
drag the skeleton into the schools, for very decency's
sake the garb must be brought along too.
If there is no sectarianism in the bill why did not
its promoters stop at the word morality T Are not
knowledge, virtue, and morality sufficient for the
children T Is it not plain, from the wording of the
bill, that it ia desired that they also become Christian, in addition to being wise and virtuous and
moral 1 Can Mr. Brown not readily perceive that
the whole thing is a scheme to make this a Christian
country, officially and in fact T Supposing there are
no doctrine taught, except those taught by all Christians in common; who is to decide what the principles shall be 1 Will it be the Methodists or the
Presbyterians or the Catholics? We shall hav to
establish a national council to decide, and this council must inevitably be composed of theological
experts, and we shall therefore hav a national and
established church whose authority in all matters
pertaining to Christianity is supreme and enforced
b;y; the nation. We then get our religion from the
government, and our children will be obliged to learn
it, whatever the wish of the parent may be. As the
Advent sect has pointed out so often, it was in this
way that Christianity became originally the state
church. " Constantine made Christianity the recognized religion of the Roman empire. Then it became
at once necessary that there should be an imperial
decision as to what form of Christianity should be
the imperial religion. To effect this an imperial
council was necessary to formulate that phase of
Christianity which was common to all. The council
of Nice was convened by imperial command, and an
Jml?eri.t cre!>CJ WI\B eBtAblished1 wh~~~ 'Y~s ·epforoed
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possibility, except for "biblical" reasons. This would
.bring prestige and money to them. Happily there
are a few persons who see that marriage is a social
partnership, which should not be enforced when it
has become irksome to one or both parties. The
Herald of a recent date printed a symposium on the
question. The following are a few sample opinions:

Speaker Carlisle : " The laws should be made as nearly
uniform as possible."
Senator Sherman : "The marriage relation should not be
dissolved except on the clearest and strongest proof of a
breach of the duty imposed."
Kate Field : " Legislators had better beware how they
put a premium on vice by forging the marital chains so tight
as to make a separation too difficult."
Dr. Howard Croeby: " Easy divorce breaks up families
and leads inevitably to a low standard of morality."
Marion Harland : "Neither of the divorced parties should
be permitted to marry again."
Frances E. Willard: ''Divorce is easier than marriage.
There should be a nationallaw.•il'
Joseph Cook: "Loose divorce is becoming a vast mischief. A national law is needed."
Bishop Newman : " The difference between Utah arid
some states is that in the former plural wives are simultaneous, while in the latter they are successiv."
President De Costa, of the White Cross Society : "We ask
for a national marriage law, in accordance with which a
woman legally married in one state would find herself legally
married in every state."
Annie Jenness Miller: "Make the gateway of escape as
wide as possible."
Congressman lVlcAdoo : "Make divorces odious ; no national law wanted; let states manage their own business."
Mayor Hart of Boston : "Let us all blush for our marriage and divorce laws."
Bishop Whipple, of Minnesota: " Marriage is divine institution which is desecrated by divorce."
Sarah K. Bolton : "Having worked in benevolent and
Christian societies all my life, and seen women and little
children made dependent on charity through intemperance
and failure to support, I cannot think that infidelity should
be the only cause for divorce."
Bishop Whitehead : " Heartily in favor of a national law."
William S. Holman : "Marriage belongs exclusivly to the
field of state legislation."

a

resulting from separation, too, can be more easily
cured than those springing from a continuity of
marriage enforced by law.
It is encouraging to reformers to note that the
prospects of the preachers in getting a national law
are not bright. A national law would be a retrogressiv step.

A. Specimen .Missionary.
Mr. Clark P. Streeter has been exploring the West
India islands in search of new species of birds for a
BC!ston taxidermist. On his way home he passed
through New York and was interviewed by a Herald
reporter. Mr. Streeter first visited Kingston, Jamaica,
and then went to the three Cayman islands, a group
lying west of Jamaica, in the Caribbean sea, about
three hundred miles from Kingston. It was on these
islands that he found a typical Protestant missionary.
His description is of interest :
"There are probably three thousand people on the entire
group, which is owned by Great Britain, though John Bull
takes very little notice of it. Jamaica is supposed to look
after these islands. There is no governor, but a sort of
magistrate who holds court when necessary in his own house.
" The people are all Protestants, and they hav schools,
though the education obtainable at one of them would hardly
fit one for a college professorship. The first missionary who
ever went there started a rum-shop. This was a few years
ago. Be preached on Sunday and sold rum during the week.
The one there now, a Mr. Rutty, believes thoroughly in the
doctrin of eterval punishment. He does not fail to impress
upon his parishioners the idea that if they do not come down
liberally in the support of the church, they will be held to a
strict account at the final judgment.
" Cayman Brack, on which Pastor Rutty is' now living, is
the most prosperous of the three islands. Probably the total
annual income would reach $9,000, and the pastor gets about
half of it. The people are very ignorant and superstitious,
and the pastor has a great deal of 'infiuence. He has established a number of offices, apparently as a source of revenue.
For instance, there is an office for the registration of births
and deaths, and an English shilling is charged for each registration. He also performs all the marriage ceremonies and
charges for them •
"Three times a week he preaches, and he has succeeded
in getting three email churches-small huts without doors or
windows-built in different parts of the island. He goes
about Cayman Brack on a sorry-looking nag, whose ribs can
be counted as easily at ten yards as the pickets on a fence.
Rutty often brings the people in from the fields to hold a
prayer-meeting, and they are now getting a little tired of it,
though they do not dare to grumble. Rutty never fails to
pass the contribution-box, and though the people are very
poor !t never comes back to him empty."

Probably nine of every ten missionaries sent out
by the church are of the class of men of which Pastor
Rutty is so enterprising a member. Their greed for
wealth is greater than their desire to civilize the
people among whom they liv. They are speculators
and despots, and do not hesitate at all to use the
terrors of their faith as means to compel the converts
to giv them a large share of their wealth. It is a
lazy and unenterprising missionary indeed who can
not in a few years scare r:md force enough money
from his dupes to enable him to return to this country and liv for the remainder of his days in comparativ luxury. By standing in with the officials they are
allowed to do pretty much as they please, and when
church and state combine the servants of the Lord
are rarely left in the division of the spoil of the people. Pastor Rutty is a good sample of missionary
stuff, and the theological manufactory here has a
large stock of him on hand.

Another One.
We learn from the San Antonio .Daily Express of
the existence of another converted Infidel. He is
lecturing in San Antonio, and the following is the
opening Faragraph of his speech as reported by the
Express:

" I was an Infidel for twenty years and taught disbelief in
the Christian religion under the auspices of the central organization. I hav been the friend and follower of Ingersoll. I
hav been in the prize-ring, and it was for an offense against
the laws of Canada that I was imprisoned. It was in that
jail in Canada that I realized the wrong of my past life. I
Supposing Senator Sherman, or Howard Crosby, was changed, and the change was brought about through the
or Joe Cook, or Congressman McAdoo, or Bishop influence of the little tear-stained, thumb-marked Bible
•
Whipple should find themselvs married to a woman which my mother sent me."·

who did not love them, and whom they did not love
-would they desire to remain in marital relations
with her all their lives? We do not believe they
would, and do not believe that any sensible man or
woman can honestly answer the question affirmativly.
Yet,to· be consistent, they must do so.
The most sensible answers in the Herald are given
by women-Kate Field, Annie Jenness Miller, and
Sarah K. Bolton. Make divorce easy and you remedy m.ost of tbe ills tha.t af!Uct .Qlatrimony. 'l'be ills

He goes under the name of J. S. Merriman, and
now makes a specialty of preaching to the poor. We
havn't the slightest doubt that he has been in jail,
and if lying were a criminal offense we hav no more
doubt that he would be there again. When and
where did the central organization of Freethought
employ him, and when and where did he enjoy the
high honor of possessing the friendship of Colonel
Ingersoll T Places and dates are <!uit~ import!l~t ill
oonveJ."siops of tbis eoft,
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l,ttftrs Jroll( Jlritnds.
RIDIIMOND, HALIFAX, N. S., March 26, 1889.
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $2, and be good enough
to send me the three named pamphlets, and please giv $1
to the statue of that wonderful man, Bruno. I hav been a
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for over twelve years, and I
am glad to hav so many of the works of D. M. Bennett.
Please send me a copy of the catalog of .THE TRUTH
BEEKER books and pamphlets.
WILLIAM JoHNSTON.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., March 21, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: I send you to-day some items in the'' Kicker's
Kolumn" of the St. Joseph Herald, to show you how " the
skunk is stirred up" in our city. This (on the surface) is a
ptiest-ridden place, abounding in convents,- brothers' colleges,
little sisters and big sisters, with their white caps and black
cap~. long-tailed robes and short-tailed, and God only-knows
what a'l of styles to produce effect on ignorant aHd superstitious minds. The whole gang are as one, however, when
it comes to begging. Our business men, almost without
exception, are afraid to refuse the meek-looking sisters when
called on for aid. Under the hypocritical guise of charity
priests are adopting the devil's own cunning to build up Catbolici~m. Oh, how strange it is that Americans will fold their
arms and take '' a little more sleep, a little more slumber,"
while this old hydra-headed monster is gnawing out the very
vitals of this nation!
*
FREDERIOToN, N.B., March 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $1 for the books mentioned in list inclosed.
I bad the pleasure of reading your paper for a year when I
was a subscriber at Brockton, Me., but since that time I hav
been traveling so much that I bav bad no settled. address at
which to get i.t. I sent for two copies lately, however, which
I received all right, and the matter was very refreshing after
reading so much religious intelligence and Talmage's sermoLs, which comprises the bulk of the reading matter in the
country hereabout.
There are a few Liberals in Fredericton, but they are of
the quiet and Ecared kind, who will take you into a back
room and make sure that the door is locked before expressing
their sentiments. They are afraid to assail the pet superstitions of the day for fear of losing caste. If you could send
a good lecturer here to heave a bombshell into the ranks of
"the clergy, it might open their eyes. If I remain here this
summer. I shall certainly subscribe, and perhaps get you
some new names.
l'YIARTIN BuTLER.
N&w YoRK, N.Y., March 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In reading an article in THE TRUTH BEEKER
of March 20th, by Mr. A. J. Mogyorosi, answering Mr. Jeremiah O'Brien, I was much impressed by what seemed to me
the writer's sound logic aud uncommonly clear and Eimple
style. It was my idea that I could quite couclusivly answer
Mr. O'Brien, and for my own satisfaction I wrote my answer,
well knowing that there would be one in some early is5ue of
THB TRUTH BEBKBR with which to compare it. I find from
reading Mr. Mogyorosi's article that on some points I was
insufficient, though not so much so as to be di~couraging. If
it is not asking too much, I would like you through your
valuable paper, for the benefit of others as well as myself, to
publish the name of the manual of which Mr. Mogyorosi so
earnestly spoke, as well as a few others on rhetoric, etc., if
he will kindly advise.
You will please exeuse this prolix way of asking so simple
-.a question. I do it to make my motiv perfectly clear. I am
ntensely interested in Liberalism, and hope to become a
writer on the subject, which to me seems the essence of truth.
Very respectfully,
J. A. WILBUR.
MoNTB VIsTA, CoL., March 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, which place to my credit.
I called on the MJlthodist minister to-day, and offered to sen
. him a copy of the Field-Ingersoll discussion. He said that he
·had no 'time to read it; that his studies for the ministry
occupied all his spare time; that oft-times he saw some
works which he thought he would like to read, but the question would arise in his mind, "Had I better not attend to my
- studies?" Four long years, be said, it took to complete his
. studies. Thus you see the craft exercised by religious institutions to prevent their apostles from learning that Christianity is not true. Doubtless, most preachers believe those
infamous dogmas are a matter of course. He said he had
·Father Lambert's" Notes," and implied that they were sufficient without the aid of Mr. Field. I remarked that Lambert's style(?) was savage, and would do but little good. He
retorted that they needed something savage to cope with Mr.
Ingersoll.
Is it possible, that in this age of religious liberty, with
eighty thousand preachers, with all their Bibles and Bible
houses, with reason almost eclipsed by superstition, and
with all their vast wealth, they are forced to resort to sav.
agery to answer one honest ma!l who bas attacked a religion
which their master said '' the gates of hell should not prevail
against?"
Such tactics shall enjoy my loathing and contempt, and I
shall do all I can with tongue and pen to expose the falseness
of a system which produces no better infiuence over its
devotees.
Poor man I Does he not think with me that, had Lambert
the power, he would cheerfully giv orders to hav the Methodists' throats cut? Is there not now some poor Protestant
languishing in a Catholic dungeon?
" A few more such good men might drive calumny from
the lips of faith, and render the pulpit worthy of esteem ; "
a~ain, " This ~ooq mtm m!!.dll me lU~ fri~nd by beiD.~ min~ "

I(R. G. Ingersoll's tribute to a Methodist divine).

~0,
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Compare for the first time, yet to find any of our modern astronomers
who plead ignorance as to the cause of a meteoric shower.
JoHN TRUBBLOQD.
A)l appear to agree that it is caused by the farth passing
102 E. 6TH sT., KANsAs CITY, Mo., March 25, 1889.
through the orbits of comets. And for the proof of. this I
MR. EDITOR : Observing the wide scope of territory over would refer to the American Encyclopedia, vol. xi, p. 429
which your list of corre~pondents are scattered, and the un- (and one will find that stars do not shoot), also Proctor's
usual amount of interest and intelligence manifested in every "Other Worlds Than Ours,"p. 202. Talmage settles the big
question that relates to this life and the next, from the egg fish story with a grand flourish. Having seen the skeleton
problem to eternity, I venture to ask a favor of this ever of a whale with a mouth plenty large enough to bold a man,
alertful corps. I would like to learn if there is any desirable be admits of some large fish that could take a man into
agricultural land- owned by the government and open to his stomach; then all a man would· hav to do would be to
homestead or preemption claim!\!. I hav vainly endeavored trot around lively to keep the gastric juices from acting upon
to gain some information on this subject from other sources, and destroying him. And in his anxiety to hav Jonah overbut hav failed so far. Now, the reason for such results, I come this juice, he forgets to pump in fresh air enougp for
dare say, is well known to all who hav been in my position. the three days' trot, leaving us to think that perhaps he
It is so difficult to get trustworthy information from any might die for the want of it before the juice would begin to
source other than a conscientious truth seeker, as nearly work. But then, I am willing to wait awhile, and by the
all seem to be actuated by pecuniary motivs, and they time Heston gets around to Jonah and the whale, we can
do not ecruple to resort to the most palpable exaggera- then take up the sermon, and, between the two, we may hav
tion of the desirability of one place and a like depreciation of things explained in a better way.
J. H. MoDowELL.
another. So, you see, these confiicting reports are so contradictory in their nature that it is extremely bewildering, at
FRANKFORD, Mo., March 20, 1889.
least to me. Now, if any reader of this paper will grant the
MR. EDITOR: We (wife and I) feel greatly encouraged.
desired information through these columns or to the sub- ",The meetings :will continue." We bad a talk last evening
scribed address, he will not only confer a favor on a party of with a neighbor who has been raised in the blessed hardFreethinkers, but will be compensated for his trouble in shell faith. He is honest, intelligent, benevolent, etc., and a
a more effectiv manner.
JoHN HARVEY
good citizen. We hav been trying for several years to get
some expression from him in regard to the fallacies in the
WAM&Go, KAN., March 18, 1889.
Bible. Once we asked him-what he thought of the barren
MR. EDITOR : In the last issue of THB TRUTH BEEKER, Mr.
fig-tree business. He merely said : " I don't know whether
Jas. H. Walker inquires of you where to find evidence in
there were any figs on the tree or not." Similar evasiv
holy writ that the earth stands upon pillars. The references answers hav been his forte until the present. We gave him
you giv him are right to the point, and there is at least one
our TRUTH BEBKBRB, hoping to get his opinion on the Nine
more place where direct evidence is given on this question,
Demands-but net a word. Next we gave him the Blair bill
namely, 1 Sam. ii, 8: "For the pillars of the earth are the and what has been said of it in THE TRUTH BEE;KER, which
Lord's, and be hath set the world upon them." In verse 10 opened his eyes, .and mouth, too, and we found him in line
we are told, among other important things, that "the Lord
with us-bitterly oppo>ed to any meddling with the Conshall judge the ends of the earth." Now, cannot we hav a
stitution. "Such a thing [the bill] would destroy our
cPrrect picture of the earth in THE TRUTH BBBKBR, by Watson liberties and finally end in bloodshed. It would be getting
Heston? He is well posted in the mysteries of godline5s.
back to the old Blue laws [TRUTH BEEKER information].
We know that the earth bas ends, and that there is a firma- Thought we had a right to think, speak, and act, so it did
ment and waters above the earth and pillars below, and that
not interfere," etc. We told him he was a" way.up" Libthese pillars are the "Lord's;" also, that there are waters
eral and considerable Infidel, to which he replied, "If what
under the earth (see Second Commandment); but there are
I hav said makes one, I am one." So we mark him down as
many of your ·readers who would like to know the approxiour third intelligent, thoughtful convert. He told us of his
mate size and shape of the footstool on which we liv, as well
brother in Texas who is, I believe, a "pulpit-pounder," who
as the strength and number of the pillars. It cannot be
bas been excommunicated from his church for talking against
denied that these are important questions.
the Sunday law. A" doubting Thomas" soon finds reason
Is there a reliable translation of the Old Testament in existto exclaim, "My Lord and my God!" This same Thomas
ence? If so, I hav never been able to learn of it. I believe
was the first who gave the title of God to Jesus. It is
it would be a severe blow to superstition just at this time to
worthy of remark that from this time forward the whole of
publish a correct translation of the Old Testament, and that
the disciples treated our Lord with the utmost respect (Dr.
the Eale of the book would pay for the labor involved. Next
Clark's Commentary). Don't think I shall be able to get
in order, in my opinion,would be to place the ancient Bibles,
even one more subscriber, but I am "dead sure" of..renewals
containing the originals of many of our beautiful Bible stories,
from those obtained last year. The .often repeated words
before the public at low prices.
A. T. MoMILLAN.
are true, "We cannot get along without THE TRUTH SEEKER."
In " Letters from Friends" I see one from Granada, Col.,
FAIRMONT, MINN., March 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: During the past week there has been held a dated Jan. 28, 1889. Will "Mugwump" please address me,
teacher's institute in Fairmont for the instruction of school- as I would like to stop over somewhere in his country?
Very truly,
F. D. HuTOHINSON.
teachers in the various branches of study requisit for teaching.
The instructors gave notice that any question that might be
CLEVELAND, 0., March 26, 1889.
asked would be answered. All questions were to be written
MR. EDITOR: The Underwood-Bates debate at Cleveland
on a slip of paper and put into a question box, and when the
proper time came would be taken out and dealt with. There took place at Case Hall, one of the largest in the city, on the bdng some of the teachers stopping at our place, I said I evenings of March 21st, 22d, and 23d, and attracted a great
would write a question or two and giv them to put into the deal of local attention. The two leading dailies gave a two
box, if they would agree to it. They did so, and I gave to three column report of each night's proceedings. One of
them the following : '' Wll'o was Thomas Paine? Of what them, which has strong orthodox tendencies, and never
"alue were his services to America during the Revolution?" reports Liberal meetings, tried to make it appear that the
The questions were placed in the box, and when taken out disputants were about evenly matched, but it did not seem
by the profeseor were squelched right there. The paper was so to disinterested listeners. The subject the first evening
m:tshed together in his hand and thrown away. I was asked was the proposition, "Some of the Teachings of Christianity
to write another one, and told they would continue putting are Detrimental to the Welfare of Mankind," whick was
it every day until answered. It was taken the second day, affirllMld by Mr. Underwood, while Dr. Bates endeavored to
and this time it was answered with the excuse that he had disprove the claim. The second evening Dr. Bates affirmed,
not time to answer it before. He told considerable about '' The Bible Contains Special Revelations from God to Man,"
Paine, but wound up, wHh his head down, that he was and on the third night took the affirmativ that " The Miracregarded by some as an Infidel. This was probably the first ulous is Both Possible and Probable."
Mr. Underwood is too well known as a writer, lecturer, and
time that Mr. Paine's name was ever brought in a prominent
manner before any school in our country, and I am not sorry debater to make it necefsary for me here to say anything in
his praise. His well-earned reputation, reaching back through
that I hav been instrumental in having it done.
I received the pamphlets containing the discussion between a quarter of a century of public life, does that much more
Mr. Ingersoll, Mr. Coudert, and Mr. Woodford, and hav dis- effectivly. Rev. C. B. Bates, D.D., is pastor of St. Paul's
tributed them. They are neat in form, nice large print, and Episcopal church, this city, and is regarded as one of our
interesting alike to Jew or gentile. I hope they will oe ablest local ministers.
The audience was comprised very largely of the thinking
largEly circulated.
JoHN MERRITT, JR.
people of the city, all schools and shades of thought being
SALEM, 0., March 26, 1889.
represented. In brief, it was a notable gathering. Gen, Ed.
MR. EDITOR: As I hav never as yet written a word of praise 8. Meyer, one of Cleveland's prominent lawyers, presided in
on the cartoons of Heston, I thought that it had now come an admirable manner during the debate.
The divergent styles of the speakers was one of the noticeto my turn. After reading one of Talmage's sermons-the
one he delivered last Sunday, March 24th, in which he ex- able features of the controversy. Dr. Bates is a very fluent
plains some of the tough things of the Bible-I think that talker, eloquent at times, and appealed directly to the symHeston and Talmage are both doing a good work on the pathies of his hearers, apparently directing his efforts to
aforesaid tough things. The preacher, in speaking of the those in accord with his own views. Mr. Underwood, on the
loading up of the ark, supposes Noah saw vermin, and contrary, made no attempts at oratorical fiights or catchy
the like, crawling in. Well, that is bad for Noah. And how phraEes, but talked to the reason, and appealed to the common
are we going to forgiv him for not sweeping off his gang- sense and every-day experience of the listeners' lives, suggestplank such vermin as rats, mice, roaches, and bedbugs, etc ? ing it was more probable in the biblical accounts of the
Of course, we believe he saw them, for did he not hav an miraculous that the writers were either deceived or deceiving
Ethiopian holding his nose with one hand, while shoving than that the things actually happened. The results of this
along a box with the other marked "skunk." See cartoon. method were apparent in the expressions of the faces of those
A man so particular about loading up a skunk would natur- who, for the fir&t time, perhaps, saw their idols crumbling
ally be careless about the vermin, thinking that he- had the under such a practical test. It would be strange if the oppoessence of all trouble in the box.
nents of Liberalism gained anything by this discussion, yet
He next reaches out into the shooting-star business. "He stranger still if some hav not been started a step along the
heard his father tell of the heavenly bodies being in motion : road toward r~ationalism. Dr. Bates undoubtedly maintained
-thousands of stars shooting-and that no astronomer has . his position ab well as any clergyman could, but joint public
I}Y~f J;l(!en!ll]l~ to explain ~b.,at st~r-s~ogtin~·'' Well,~ ~avl : qis~q!?eiou if)~ ~osin~ ~allle f9f ~\!em! ~nd l tQink pr, Uate!l
this with our minister's declaration.
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recognized this before the close of the discussi.on. Cleveland
Freethinkers are well pleased with the outcome, believing
that the local car of .moral progress has made another hitch
onward.
Sunday afternoon, following the debate, Mr. Underwo~d
lectured before the Secular Union on "Evolution, and What
It Implies in Regard to Religion," edifying the audience with
the fruits of his learning and study. In the evening he spoke
before the same body, at their pleasant rooms in the city hall,
on "The Necessity of Maintaining a Rational Sunday and
the Secularization of the State," demonstrating the tru'th of
the proposition in his usual logical way, and to the sa tis
.faction of all.
F. S. MERRILL, Sec'y.
BAuGus CENTER, MAss:, March 1, 1889.
For modes of faith let quarreling Christians fight;
His can't be wrong whose life is always right.

MR. EDITOR : On making my initial bow as one of your
would-be future correspondents, allow me to say that I take
a very lively interest in the noble cause with which you are
identified, and of which your paper is so able an exponent.
The cause you advocate and plead for is the elevation and
the welfare of humanity, but the latter will never reach its
normal point of greatness till the human mind becomes free
from the shackles of mental slavery and superstition. Then,
and only then, can he whose brow alone fronts the heavens
stand erect and noble in the greatness and glory of his dig·
nity and manhood.
It goes without asking among those who know me that I
am an Atheist of the wickedest stripe. I confess to the truth
of the last sentence, all but the only adjectiv contained in it.
Yes, I hav been a disbeliever in the existence of a god of
humbug since I mastered Euclid's pona asinorum, or became
acquainted with his axioms, i.e., about sixty years ago ..
Now, in philosophy there are axioms as plain as those of
Euclid, one of which is the indestructibility of matter, which
proves that matter is uncreated and eternal, and supplement-ing this by another axiomatic argu_ment, viz., de nihilo nihil
:fit, i.e., something can never be an outcome from nothing,
any man-every man-of unbiased, unprejudiced judgment
must reach the same " wicked" conclusion that I did.
I shall now giv my reason for refusing assent to what theologians call "original sin "-the sin of "man's first disobedience in eating the forbidden fruit of that tree whose mortal
taste brought death into the world," etc. Now, Mr. Editor,
the best way to prove or disprov-e anything is the simplest
and shortest, since "brevity is the soul of wit." Here the
nductio ad absuTdum comes to my aid.
The Irish landlords aTe a bad lot, and the worst among
the crowd is Lord Lansdowne. Yet, notwithstanding his
hellish cruelty and avarice, he never ejected any of his numerous tenants.except for non-payment of rent. Now we
are told of another landlord, in reality ''monarch of all he
8urveyed, and whose right there was none to dispute."
Well, this Lord Lordalmighty, by nature kind, loving, and
forbearing, had but one tenant, by name Mr. Adam, yet this
kind, loving, and forbearing landlord fired him out for the
terrible crime of eating an apple-in fact, it was a sour, bitter crab I Now, who believes this pure and unadulterated
lie?· Who, to-day, believes that God applied the top of his
patent-leather to Adam's caudal appendage and fired him
out? Echo answers, Who?
Now, when the pueril dogma of " original sin" goes by
"the board," it carries t.he crucifixion and atonement with
it (I suggest an improvement in orthography, viz., cruci-" fiction"), and the phantom ship of Christianity becomes submerged-wrecked in the black sea of superstition. Down,
down she goes engulfed in the seething waters, and " like
the baseless fabric of a vision, leaves not a wreck behind."
Of the cruci-" fiction " I will only say, on behalf of our
common humanity, that such an atrocious and damnable
crime never occurred of making the just and innocent suffer
for the unjust and the wicked, unless by mistake. The
learned rabbi, Solomon Bchendler, of Boston, observes that
ihe infliction of death by crucifixion was not in vogue among
the Jews at the time Christ is supposed to hav.lived. He
says it was by stoning. He indignantly repudiates the vile
slander that the Jews put any such man as Christ to death.
In conclusion, I will say that Christianity is as dead as an
Egyptian mummy. I shall not refer to it again. The body
of a defunct corpse can never be reanimated.
I."W. Cox.
Fraternally yours,
SYRA.OUBE, N. Y., March 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $2 for eight months' subscription
to THE TRUTH SEEKER. My delay in sending this is owing
to the fact that within the last few weeks I hav had charge
or thirty cases of small-pox and varioloid at the Onondaga
county house. Our buildings were under quarantine, and it
was impossible to send letters out. The ep\demic broke out
among us when the hospitals and asylums were crowded to
their utmost capacity with three hundred and fifty inmates,
consisting of maniacs, cripples, vagrants, paupers, and ex·
convicts. No prayers to God cleared the house of this
scourge. The work was done by the vaccine point, corrosiv
sublimate, carbolic acid, sulphuric acid, blue vitriol, green
vitriol, and white vitriol. Walls, floors, furniture, clothing,
everything, was saturated with these death-dealing agents.
In daily contact myself with the very virus of the disease,
handling the patients as though they were sick with some
non-contagious malady, I hav passed through these days of
imprisonment unscathed by the germ of variola.
Words can hardly depict the terror that prevailed in the
villages of Onondaga. Farmers even feared that the smoke
from our. bonfires of clothing would convey the disease to
them. A Sunday-school superintendent in the village called
a mass meeting with the endeavor to find some one of the
officials to whom to attach blame. There was quite an acffv 'f~ite-?a~ s~iri~ ~anife~t at ~his meetinr, pari1~~~rly by

I

church-members, among whom the Sunday-school superintendent was the leading spirit.
,
Now, if there is any man for whom I hav a minimum of
respect it is the man who, in a common calamity, is sneaking
around to find somebody to thump for it. It reminds me of
the days of witchcraft, when in times of epidemics, earthquakes, etc., the fathers of the church pounced upon innocent people, accused them of occult practices, and executed
them per order of Jehovah.
Now, for a physician of eight months' practice, I hav had
a fair experience in dealing with the most dreaded epidemic
of this latitude. I am feeling triumphant in the success we
hav had in staying this disease, and feel quite willing to
cross swords with yellow fever· or anything else in the midst
of which men fortified with the "grace of God" often
tremble.
Some years ago a relativ of mine, a man well known to
many Liberals, was crossing, during a furious storm, from
Isle Royal to the coast of Michigan. In the boat with him
was one of the officials of the Canadian government, and
some half-dozen oarsmen who were Catholics. When it
seemed that the boat must submerge, the oarsmen dropped
tlceir oars and crossed themselvs. Thereat my uncle swore
a terrible oath, leveled a revolver in their midst, and commanded them to pull or die. They pulled; the boat was
landed on the Lake state shore, and years afterward the man
whose oaths seemed to the poor Catholics more terrible
than the storm was introduced by the Canadian officer to an
assemblage of his distinguished friends with these words:
"Gentlemen, I hav heard of much being accomplished by
the efficacy of prayer, but here is a man who, in the face of
shipwreck upon Lake Superior, demonstrated. to me the effi.
cacy of ' aware.' "
Show me a Dian that in a place of danger can thunder out
a blood-curdling oath, and he will be the man that will flinch
the least when his energy is most required. In school and
college, during years of travel and " roughing it," I hav observed that the dude, the Christian young man, and the debauchee are not removed many degrees from each other.
Acquaintance with criminals of all varieties has emphasized
the fact·that it is rare to find an unbeliever among them.
But meaner in my eyes than the criminal is the man. who,
under the banner of the church, daring not to overstep the.
bounds of law, attempts to bibleize science, fetter the liberty
of thought, and Jl1ake the law of this free land the ally of
bigotry.
I remain an admirer of that valuable journal THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and shall probably continue to be a subscriber as
long as it is a social medium to the Freethinking public.
CHAB. E. BoYNTON, B.S., M.D.
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pays no attention to them, for the plague continues until the
season puts an end to it? During my observation I hav on six
different occasions seen all the Christian people of this country who believe in the efficacy of prayer all united in prayer
for one special favor, and in not one of those cases was their
prayer answered-no, not in the remotest degree. The last
notable instance is of recent occurrence, when about all the
miniEters in the United States, in company with churches
and all who had faith in prayer, were united as one individual, asking the Lord for just one thing, and that one thing
was claimed to be for his own benefit and his deceased son's
more than for the benefit of the suppliants. And in this as
well as in all the others those prayers ended in nothing.
This last ~ffort was the most vehement of all I witnessed,
embracing ministers, Young Men's Christian Associations, the
Women's Christian Temperance Unions, Christian Endeavor
associations, as well as all the Christian churches, all laboring
and praying with this one request, a request they all w~nted
answered. But, as usual in such cases, their prayers were
only wasted efforts. By this latter case I mean the recent
political effort engineered and led on by ministers of the different churches of the land, in their efforts to create and
establish a reli(?ious political party called Prohibitionist, .
instituted for the promotion of temperance ostensibly. And
what is most notable in this defeat is, the Prohibition party
in not having had their prayers heard, were badly defeated,
and the temperance cause was so badly shattered it will take
years of judicious nursing to put it where it was a few years
since.
·
Now the question comes up: If God is a prayer-hearing and
a prayer-answering God, why does he not manifest· it?
Prayers are constantly being offered and no response is ever
made, and yet they keep on praying, and will so continue as
long as there are people to hear them and pray for them.
Few prayers are made in private. They are all made to
entertain the hearers. And from upward of sixty years of
close observation I am compelled to believe there is no such
thing as a prayer-hearing and a prayer-answering being. If
there is, I am desirous of knowing it. It is a matter that concerns all living persons, and I know of but one way to ascertain the important fact. I will be one of five hundred persons who will pay $500 each, making $250,000, all to be paid
as agreed, upon the discovery of the existence of a personal
living God, Jehovah, as he represents himself in what is
called the "holy Bible," and let the test be something like
the following : Hav the believers in the existence of a personal God raise a like amount as the doubters. Place the
money in the hands of those selected. And those who believe
in the existence of God, Jehovah, ask that he manifest his
existence in a manner he was in the habit of hundreds,
thousands of years since, alld if he sees fit to do so, then all
HAMILTON, ONT., March 20, 1889.
the money those doubters hav raised shall be paid over to
MR. EDITOR: When of the age of seven years I was put to those who hav prevailed upon God to manifest himself. And
liv with an uncle until I was of the age of twenty-one years. if he fails to giv proof of his existence and power, and a failThis uncle was a warm member of the Presbyterian church, ure is made on the part of his believers, in a manifestation,
and one of its leading ones. While living in this family I then the believers are to forfeit their money to the doubters.
had an opportunity to become familiar with the Bible, being Hav the thing done something in the same way it was done
present and assisting in reading three chapters every day as recorded in 1 Kings xviii, 18-40. Or, if God cannot
during the fa~ily devotions, reading the book in its order; or will not do as he then did, ask him to show a miracle,
and in so reading it was read through by us a number of as he would oftt n do all along for thousands of years, as is
times, consequently all of its miracles and all are fresh in my. revealed in his recorded word. Hav him raise to life one
memory. I also was taught to believe it was the duty of dead person, or turn a human and living person into a lump
every living person to pray to God, that God did exist, and of salt. Or, if that cannot be repeated, hav him appear as
that he was a personal God, having the attributes of man, he did to Moses-in a burning bush-and talk audibly, as he
as well as a supreme being-a being beyond the comprehen- then did. And if that cannot be done over again, hav an
sion of mortals on earth, a God greatly to be feared and animal open his mouth and talk intelligently, as in the case
greatly to be adored. And under such teachings I grew to of Balaam. But not hav the same kind of animal as did
manhood. I was always watchful to see some evidence of Balaam. We hav too many jackasses now, with their
the existence of this superior being, and when I heard Chris- mouths open, preaching what they, nor no one else believes.
tian people praying to this individual being, asking of him If this challenge is accepted, let it be done at once. The
favors for themselvs or others-favors that they were in need doubters will do well to commit the preliminaries and manof, and favors that God could with propriety grant, I never agement of their part to the Secular Union. The believers
could see that any of those prayers were answered, any more will make their own arrangements, and if this suggestion or
than if they were never offered. I hav seen events occur plan gets even lf"faint manifestation of the existence of the
that were prayed for, and was satisfied they would occur if being so much boasted of, the part.y who lose their money
not prayed for. But I never did or could discover a special need not grudge it. The discovery is worth the cost.
When the Christian believers make known their willingness
answer to prayer. I am seventy-five years old, and hav
listened to as much prayer as almost anyone has, and during to perform what is asked of them, let each party agree upon
all these years I am unable to recall an instance wherein a the amount of money needed to call forth the evidence of the
existence of the living Jehovah, Hebrew God. Then tte
special answer was the result.
It is nearly or quite sixty years since the cholera raged terri- doubting ones will at once commence to raise the amount
bly in Europe and Asia, proving fatal to most of its victims. necessary on their part, for no others are more desirous to
And it was found the plague in some way might reach Amer- ascertain the existence and power of this concealed being
ica, and Christian people in this country were earnest in than are the class called Infidels, and this class numbers
their prayer that God would keep the plague from us. And three-fourths of the intelligent people.
From the fact this supreme being is usually present on the
so earnest were those prayers-not only by the clergy, whose
vocation was to pray, but all who believed in the offering of occasion of burnt offerings, there would be more prospect
prayer united in the same request. It was but a few months of" a success on the part of the believers if this test were to
after the commencement of the following year the Asiatic be held on the occasion of a burnt offering. If so, hav this
cholera, as it was then called, crossed the Atlantic and made tlll!t conducted just as it was at a trial tt st when Elijah conits first appearance in New York city. The disease waster- ducted it on the part of the believers, ae recorded in 1 Kings,
ribly contagious and very fatal, scarcely one ever recovering, where a conclusiv test was obtained. And if the believand people of New York fled from their homes for the conn- ers in the existence of this supreme being are willing
try. At this moment prayers were offered to the Lord that to risk their money for his diwovery, here is a. chance for
he would stay this awful !courge. So alarmed were people them. And if they say they want the wager larger, the
at the ravages of the cholera, that a day was set as a day for unbelievers will double it as far as the believers will meet
a national. fasting and prayer that the Lord would stay the them. If those who so believe in this supernatural being
plague. At the time set all Christian people in America were will not notice this honest proposition, then let them cease
supposed to be united in prayer for just one thing and no their efforts to get our national government to make laws for
other. And many believed the unnumbered prayers offered the benefit of this unknown being.
I hope others "ill express their views on this subject, anrl
on that day would cause a check to the spread of the dreadful epidemic, but it made no perceptible difference, the dis- when the preliminaries are arranged my $500 will be ready.
ease following the watercourse from New York to Albany, on And if a discovery of this supreme being is obtained by this
to Utica, up the Erie canal, to Rochester, Buffalo, up the means, the JnfidelA who hav been the means of this discovery
lakes, up and down the rivers of the West, and sweeping from can well afford to part with the forfeiture of their money, for
the face of the earth many thousands. The thought occurred the believers in the existence of this being hav never attemptfd
to many, Why is it that all the Christian people in the coun- to call him out. And if they neglect or refuse to meet this
try are on their knees begging of the Lord for but one thing, challenge, it is sure evidence they hav no faith in the exist
O,WlifQ~ ~()~,
tb~~ !J.~ stop tb,~ spread of ~~!l 9bOl!lfl' plague, and yet J:le enct~ of tbe l}eing tber 69 WQfllllip.
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9lhildr~n' s f!orn~r.
.Bdit«J bg Miss BusA.l!l H. WIXoN, Fall
Ma88., to whom all Oommunlcationsfor

Bit~w,

thia Oornlff' should b8 861&t.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Honr."

"Like John."
"How mnch a kindlY word can do I"
Shall I tell yon what two did,
And how the story of one lad'slife
In two little word& was hid 1
Now, Mike was only a poor street boy,
And hnngry, too, I ween,
When the sorrowfnllook of his soft brown
eyes
BY dear little Kittle was seen.
"Here's bread for yon, yon poor, poor boy,
And a cake with BUI!"R.r on ;
And I think perhaps I'll giv you a kiss,
For yon're so like my brother John.
And John the beatest boy, yon know,
That ever could be, and I love him so."
Mike's eyes shone ont. Of the village ladsAnd he knew them every oneThe veriest hero among them all,
He thonght, was this" brother John."
" Am I like yon-like a boy who livs
In a great house on the hill 1
I wonld giv my life to be like yon !"
John laughed, "Yon can, if yon will."
So John, with his tntor grand and grim,
Studied from day to day;
And little Mike kept pace with him
In the school-house dark and gray.
Then John, as a business man to be,
Entered his father's store;
And Mike went, too, the chores to do,
Ron errands and tend the door.
Thrn Jack went forward to sell the goods,
And Mike had letters to write,
Till side by side, with courage high,
They worked from morn till night.
Forever and aye what Jack wonld do
There Mike mnst follow on,
For dearer and dearer the motto grew,
"I mnst always be 'like John."'
Yes, boys, a hero is what we wantA hero good and true,
Who knows the path and will light the way
And show ns what to do.
Some day, when Mike is a merchant prince,
And is asked how success is won,
·
He will smile and say, "I found the way
By trying to be 'like John.'"
-ClLristian Unton.

The Story of American Literature.
Name over a dozen great writers with
whom we are all familiar, whose names are
on every tongue.
Dickens·, Macaulay, Thackeray, Shakspere,
Pope, George Eliot, Byron, Carlyle, Burns,
Walter Scott, Hume, Gibbon, and Johnson.
Indeed, among the great writers of our
language, we find scarce mention of an American. It is, in truth, distinctivly " English
literature."
Looking over our history, which extends
-over less than three centuries, we cannot but
:find justification for this in our struggles for
life and liberty.
Our annals read more of action-less of
thought.
Battles against every conceivable obstacle-.
a very struggle for existence-do not tend to
ripen the genius of the class who wield the
pen.
Few countries can show two such fearful
wars within less than a hundred years-pure,
ennobling thoughts are not fostered by strife
and bloodshed.
Our short history of literature, American
literature, is divided into three parts-the
colonial period; that is, when our population
was scattered here and there along the Atlantic coast, when we were the thirteen colonies, under English rule.
Next, the Revolutionary period, embracing
the eight years of the war for Independence.
Then, the national period, from July 4,
1776, to the present time.
The leading lights of the first period were
undoubtedly Jonathan Edwards and Benjamin Franklin.
The aim of both was to benefit their fellowmen, but each took his own way to accomplish it.
Jonathan Edwards gave a minorimportance
· to this life, ever aiming to :tit his readers for
a life to come.
Franklin started a penny paper to diffuse
general knowledge among the poor and middle
classes. He proved by his renowned experiment that lightning is electricity. He represented his country so well at the French court
that he, perh~ps, made the Revolutionary war
the success it was; for it was untold aid we
received from France during our great strug8le. IJe tau~ht hl8 l?fo$,~r(l ~ow ~0 l~v wen

I Men," which was a series of lectures

when, in "Poor Richard's Almanac," he embodied the principles of thrift, honesty, and
economy.
The man whose name is on every tonguewho is living one after.life, at least, in all our
hearts-is the one of these two who best sueceeded in his life work.
The Revolutionary period was a time of
quick, decisiv action. There was time only
for the men to fight, and for the women to
plow and mold bullets and teach their chi!dren .patriot~sm and love for the country their
elders were .fighting for.
'fhe statesmen were the writers of the day,
and political papers and pamphlets their
work.
Now, the national period.
Perhaps it was the :tiush of victory at having freed themselvs from tyranny of government that caused the theological "war of
words" that ensued.
Some of the pioneers of American ·Freethought probably thought the time was ripe
to free themselvs from the toils of superstition.
And here, towering above his opponents,
appears the man. of whom we are all proud,
Thomas Paine, with his "Age of Reason"
and "Rights of Man.''
The reaction following this excitement is
represented by the easy-going essayists, full
of fancy and imagination, with a vein of
humor through it an.
Washington Irving stands at the head of
this class-he who has done nearly as much
for the Hudson as nature herself I Why, the
Catskills are only a group of hills until you
people them with the "Ninepin crew," "the
wicked :tiagon," and old Rip Van Winkle
himself!
The "Sketch Book," in which this quaint
story of Rip Van Winkle is told, is probably
his most interesting work.
Then follow two of our .first poets-, Drake
and Halleck, the latter mostly famed for the
popular poem, "Marco Bozzaris.''
Now our first famous novelist, James Fenimore Cooper. He W!l.s a very voluminous
writer, producing over thirty different books.
Many of the historical events described are
very inaccurate, and it is sometime~ said that
his work, more than all else, led Europeans
into the belief that Americans were a mixture
of Indians and adventurers.
His most noted character was " Leatherstocking," a backwoodsman, who was one of
"nature's noblemen," and who figured in
many of Cooper's stories.
Next come our great poets Dana, Bryant,
Longfellow, Whittier, and Holmes.
" Thanatopsi-s," meaning a view of death,
is probably Bryant's prodigy, for although it
is the perfect work of a great man, it was
written when he was but seventeen.
This poet's style, in which he combines
vividness with quiet, may be well illustrated
by this couplet from "The Death of the
Flowers:"
When the sonnd of dropping nnts is heard,
Thongh all the woods are etill,
And twinkle in the smoky light the waters of the
rill.
Longfellow has many times been rightly
called the "poet of the people," and Whittier, too, the great poet of antislavery, we
all know.
Holmes is as much noted for his prose
work, "Autocrat at the Breakfast Table," as
for his poems, and has sometimes been called
the" poet-laureate. of America."
At this period come in the sister poets,
Alice and Phebe Cary. Also Edgar Allen
Poe-a grand life wasted.
In 1804 was born America's greatest novelist, Nathaniel Hawthorne. His three greatest books are "Marble Faun," the scene of
which is laid in Italy, and "Home of Seven
Gables" and "Scarlet Letter," New England
stories.
All of th!rse stories-all his works, in fact,
hav a weirdness of style combined with their
great elegance of finish. Perhaps a part of
their fascination lies there.
Then come Bancroft and Motley, our greatest historians, and James Russell Lowell,
who is critic, prose and poetry writer, editor,
and statesman.
Now comes Emerson.
Concord, Massachusetts, is ever famed for
the first battle of the Revolutionary war, but
that fame is outdone, in the estimation of
some, by the fact that, at one time or another,
it has been the home of Louisa M. Alcott,
and Bronson Alcott, her father, of Henry D.
Thoreau, one of our greatest naturalists, of
Nathaniel Hawthorne, and of Emerson, the
American philosopher, also a famous poet
and essayist.
Amon~ t}le l~ttlJf 1 ~ worl!: is Cl Re:presentativ

that he I hav nothing more to tell, I will close.
Hoping to hear from the boys as soon as posdelivered in England.
Your true friend,
JoHN KRAF'r.
sible,
Margaret Fuller is also of this time, and the
scientists Audubon and Agassiz, and Noah
Webster of dictionary fame.
Now come a series of very modern names
the owners of whom are mostly living at present, and of whom all of us know more or All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, SOOpp,, $1.50.
less.
.A.pDlfiS of Gold. And Other Stories
These are J. G. Holland, E. E. Hale, Marfor Boys and Girls. 12mo, SBSpp., $1.25
ion Harland, and E. P. Roe. Bayard Taylor, Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting Book, Without Snpt>rstinovelist, writer of travels and of poetry; E.
tion, for Ohildren and Youth. ~·he Onl;y FreeC. Stedman, the banker-poet; and Celia
thinkers' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever leaned.
66
full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
Thaxter and "Gail Hamilton," whom we
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 22tpp., boards, $1.
often meet in print.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Poets, Bret Harte and Walt Whitman;
28 Lafayette Pl•• New York.
John Hay, who is ~njoying at present the
fame derived from the Century war article;
Mrs. Stowe of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" renown;
Howells and James, the every-day novelists.
THEIR
Perhaps the most talked of " about town"
History,
Religion
Philosophy, and
at present is Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett,
Maxims of Self-Control, Selfauthor of "Little Lord Fauntleroy," than
Culture, Benevolence,
which no more charming child's story was
and Justice.
ever put on paper.
With Citations of .Authors Quoted from on
After all, we may be quite proud of our
Each Page.
literature of America.
1
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
LAURA. PRIOE STEWART.
Read the philosophers. and learn how to make
life happy, seeking nsefnl precepts and brave and
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
noble words which may become deeda~seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
A Sunday-school and Band-of-Mercy maie
Thig book shows that many Ohristians might
infant, after hearin~ the Bible passage read, learn much from these anoient heathen.-.AmeriBooksellPr.
"The young lions do lack and suffer hunger," can
One of the most valuable helps for thos~ who
feelingly inquired, " But, teacher, if· they are would understand the ch,racter of human progin all ages.-National QuarlPrly Re·view.
real good little lions, won't God help ·the ress
The author has shown bim~elf a diligent student, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interold lion catch a man for them to eat P"
preter, of some of the most remarks.ble monuBennie, four years old, comes to visit for ments of anoient thinking.-New York Tribune.
Reading this book. we find the doctrine of the
the .first time his grandparents, who are still Stoics
to be almost identical with the views held
on the sunny side of life. "This little fellow," by the broanest and most r<nlightened minds of
presen-t day.-Cincinnali Commercial.
said his mother, introducing the stranger, "is the
Lecky says of i\lttrcttB Aurelius : " The purest
Benjamin Franklin, named for his grandpa, and gentlest FPirit of all the pagan world." Merivale
: "Of all t.be line t-he noblest and dearand these people, Bennie, are your grandpa est." sava
Taine savs : "The noblest B<"Ul that ever
lived."
John
Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
and grandma.'' The little fellow looks from
through life not only the most unblemished jusone to the other and exclaims : '' H'm ! tice, but the tenderest be art·"
They're a sham. Real grandpas and grandExtra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
Addrei!S THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
mas hav white hair."
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Eip;ht-year-old Alice came to the table in so
dreadfully boisterous a. manner that her
THE
brother, who is preparing for a missionary,
asked if she were a heathen, her father seconded the reproof, Aunt Sarah stared at her
DISCUSSION.
over her spectacles, and to cap the climax
her mother quietly ordered her to the small
FAITH
OR AGNOSTICISM?
table in the corner, there to dine by herself.
-oThe little offender promptly obeyed, and now
Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D.. editor of th.e
Presbyterian
EvanueUFt,
to Oolonel Ingersoll, and
fancy the scene when with closed eyes and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exclasped hands she said : "0 Lord, help me oeedingly few Christians who havopposed Oolonel
kindly and courteously, and the Greltt
to say grace in the midst of my enemies."- Ingersoll
Agnostic has nsed him accordingly. Dr. Field'S
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
Sturdy Oak.

Miss Wixon's Works.

The Reign of the Stoics.

FIELD ·INGERSOLL

--------~~-------

Correspondence.

THE ONLY .AUTHORIZED EDITION.

L'RBO, KAN., l'rfarch 10, 1889.
Price, 50 cents in paper ; $1.00 in cloth.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I will write to you for
the :first time. I am eight years old, and in
.JUST PlJBLISIIED %
the third reader. I study spelling, reading,
arithmetic, and geography. I go to school to
THE
Miss Shortland. I like her very well for a
teacher. I hav lots of schoolmates, George
Brown, George Phillips, and others. My
teacher livs out in the country. I once lived
A COLLECTION OF
with her. She doesn't believe in the church.
Original
and Selected Hymns
We hav two weeks' vacation; I hav lots of fun
then. I hav three brothers and two sisters.
(Words and Music)
Clara and Mary are the names of the girls.
For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
Yours truly,
WILLIE PENFIELD.
For Scllools ami the liome.

Cosmian Hymn Book.

LRno, KAN., March 10, 1889.
COMPILED BY
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I will write to you for
L. K. 'WASHBURN.
the second time. My papa takes THx TRUTH
SEEKER. He gets it every week, and I always
PRIOE,
$1.50.
spend a little time reading it. There were
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
only six letters in the Children's Corner this
28 LafaYette Place. New York.
week. I am well. There are three different
schools here in Lebo. I worked on a farm
last summer for a man, and I did not get anything for it. I plowed, harrowed, cultivated,
raked hay, and did almost everything a man
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
could do, and I like to work very much.
OF
The man I worked for is named F. B. King.
They are both Christians. I go to Sundayschool, but p11pa does not make me. I just
OOMPILED BY
go to get pretty cards and papers to read.
My Sunday.school teacher's name is Miss
L.
K.
WASHBURN.
Swindler; the name of the superintendent of
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
the Sunday-school is Mr. Colwell. Most of
editorials written.by Mr. Seaver dnrin~r the
the people here go to church and believe in it. best
past forty-five years. It i~ neatly printed on
Yours truly, ELBERT EDWARD PENFIELD.
cream-white paper, bonnd in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable edttor of the
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book
GRANT FoRK. ILL., April 3, 1889.
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: This is my third letter
Price, $1.00.
to THE TRUTH SxxKER. You hav been kind
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
enough to publish my other letters, and I
hope that you are kind enough to publish
thi8. I would be very much pleased if some
of the children would write to me. I mean
boys. I would like to get a letter from
Stephie Marshall, and other boys, as soon as
possible. Stephie said that he took great
pleasure in reading the letters. I hope he
will come across mine. We had a young By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
coon for a few weeks, but one night he got
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
away. How do you think he got away? I
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
will tell you. He jumped through the collar,
and that was the last we saw of him. It
Oontains testimonies of the early Ohristiltn Fawas like what the man said of his horse-the thers and others, and cases of striking simila.rit;y
man said that he had to push on the lines so to Ohristianity in many ancient religions.
tllat hUi l:lors~ woHlqq't swe.Ugw th~ ~it. .f+s
S.o!~ ~~ 'fl!~ 'l'~U.'l'~ eJillilM~ Qmqe,

HORACE SEAVER.

The Antiquity of Christianity.
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FAITH

~

BEASON·

A concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.

Marriage and Parentage.

LIFE OF

COOS AND RELICiONS

Joshua Davidson:

OF

E.\.TIXG FOR STRENGTH;

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

OR,
FoOD AND DIET IN REL.l.TION TO HEALTH AND WORK.
.The New York Htrald BaYR: "Dr. Holbrook's
book is among t.he V&rY best of its kind."
The Hume a>oa Garaen says: "A study of this
book w1ll enable any intelligent r~ader to make a
choice of food which mA.Y save the cost of the book
every da:y in providing for a family, besides in·
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $!.
Address THE TRUTH BBJ:!IER Co:l
28 Lafayeiite Place, J.'llew York.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

MODEBU IMITA'l'ION OF CHRJSI',

Vol. I. Gin a. Fnll Account of all the Gods, inchiding Jehov•h, SatR.n, the Holy Ghost,
Jeans Cnrlst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
Bvo, 835pp, Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the RBII<(ious SYstems of the World.
Svo, 957pp, Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moC1·eation.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
lEi" This book was suppressed by the first Amer.28 Lafayette Place. New York.
ican publislter·.fBI

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Ingersoll and the Deist.
BY

J. D. SH.A. W'S PAMPHLETS.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
AND REJWRM.ERS.

Biographies of 800 of t.he Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Bkept;ics, Innov~ttors, Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the present. Svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4,50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lotfayette Place. N.Y.
THB

SHAKER EYE and EAR BAlSAM

HALSEY

R.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL·
For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory or two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parent·
ess, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The notrrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and dtsreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of hnmotn life as we should expect Colonel lnllersoll to be interested in ; and whA.tever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the worl'd. Price 25 cents.
Address THE l'ROTH BEEKER,

Sixty-fi'Oe Years• In'DOIT'iable 8ueces6.

JlF' FOR ALL DISEASES OF EYES OR EARS, Jm.
A pam- mediate
relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
phlet contotining eight cbaptflrs in refutation Dim
Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing

Tltfl Blble-,VImt Is IU

of the assumptiOn •bat the B1ble i~ a divipe Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
book of pure thouJ?ht, and conect m all ltS the Ears dispelled by a few otpplications. Cautterances. Price, 25 oen ts.
tarrhal difficulties of EYeS or Ears insta.ntly re·
Studies In 'J'IIeology, A clear exposi- moved. Sent the world over. Box with instruo.tion of the biblical story of man's creation tions, b:V mail, 25 cents.
B. A. NEALF.:J.
10t28
ShakerR P. 0, N.:v:
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a

PHilOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALiSM

negativ and affirmativ. s~andPO!nt, showing
what it is not and what 1t IS. Pnce, 5 cents.
By DR. FREDERIC R. 1\IARVIN, Professor of
tf
Physiologlcal l\Iedicin and l\Iedical JurisA popularized account of Oriental religions,
prudenoe in the New York Free
with many apt quotations from the sacred books
Medical College for Women.
LIBER.A.JJS
SUPPLIED
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowlPaper, Umo, 68pp,, cloth, 50 cents.
edge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
With GOVERNMENT LAND or CHEAP DEED·
in such compact form.-[LiterarY Rev>ew.
His analYsis of nervous and mental phenomena
ED CLAIMS. Address, inclosing stamp, TRIPP is sharply scientiD,,; his potthologicA.l theories are
Extra cloth 1 ·1~o, 441 pp,, $1.50.
rat'onal,
clear, anti modern,-J!eazcal Revtew.
AND MINER, HaY Springs, Nebraska.
Sm14
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
His language is strong otnd well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness and brilliancy,
As a Means for the Production of
his thought clear otnd logical.-Ltberal Cltrtsttan,
Better Printing Plates
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
We can recommend the three processes operated
By L. F.l:~UER.Bt\.CII.
by this Company.
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for cheaP and coarse
newspaPer work, and their MOoiH-TYPE process, Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75Pp.;
by which engrA.viugs A.re m•de d;rect from nbotom:t.Medical Compound and J;mproTed
50 eta.
Elaati.,Snp orter Trnel!m}mm 3 to
grapbs, as well "s their MOilS PROCESS OF
90 dall•• Reliable r-eferences g!venz_~
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imPHOTO-ENGRAVING, are all supenor to any
atamp for circnlsr1 and •all "'dd,.,..,.l!!>lt~
other like method•.
Addre•s
moraL-Extract.
IIOUOtJWmuadvort~....e. A reea v
MOBS ENGRAVING CO.,
"
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
Oo.
G35 Pearl St., New York.
. :e'.A.~IBW!flllg,l~~- -·

By

Parturition Without Pain.

In Their Sanitary a.nd Physiolol{!cal Relations,
a.nd in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK. M.D.
The Sctenttec .Amertcan says: "This work is
scientific, ·sober, clean, and worthy of conscientioua consideration by every possible parent, a.nd
particularly by the young," $1.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
London.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
W. J. Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
.AUBTBALIA.

OB,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The Boston Post says : "This book a.ctually
shows us how to keep our memories in I!'Ood working condition and repair them when out of order."
Price by maLl Sl.
·

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY

A NATIVE" TAR HEEL."
Paper, 25 Cents.
Price,

BNGLAND.

Strengthen the Memory,

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illu~trations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
r,uhlished. 50,000 sold. Price $2 1 by mail. Illus,rated catalog free.
.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, S.706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order o.!
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson, Chattanooga.

HOW TO

BY M. L. HOLBBOOI[, M.D.
Go!lel/'s Lad!J'B Boolr: saYs : " We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The infm·mation it
contains is most imj)ortant, and, we are fnlly convinced, reliable." !'rice by ma.il, $1,

OHIO.

ohn Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Superwr street, Cleveland.
Van Enps & Co .. 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.

En~~
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·
"A pin whose torlh and golden sheen
Would 1:naoe the breast of l:!heba'ij queen,
And will lend grace in coming time,
To queens of beauty more sublime."- From autograph letter by Ron. Elizur Wright,
aged eighty-one years. written Nov. 1ll,
1835, eight dotys before his death.
Heretofore I hav not been able to SUIJtJlY the
demand, but a larl!'e Jot, comprising Pine, Cllarms,
Sleeve Bnttors, and Lockets, will now be supplied
promptly on reoeiot of orders.
OT'l'O WETTSTEIN, Jeweler, Rochelle, ru.
P.B.-Write to me when in need of Diamonds,
Watches, or other goods.

STEVENS.

Essence of Religion.

RUPTURES

CURED~,

Similar atlvertismente from unreliable pra.ctit.ioners bav been frequently assailed and exposed
by the press, but Dr. Fellows stands f!>remos~ in
hie profe~eion, and it is safe to trnst h1~. ~el'!lr
a stanoh LIBERAL is further proof of h1B rebabUity.-Nattonal Vtew •
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At Seventy.
I lie becalmed iri sight of home;
The low sun lights the glinting foam
With manY an iridescent gleam,
That glimmers like life's morning dream.
At peace within this quiet bay,
Soft with the lapping tide I sway:
But heart and thoughts go wavering back
Across the storm-swept, sun-touched track
I sailed through many daYS.
Ah, me I .the sunny morns I knew f
MY white sails shimmered bright with dew,
And sea-birds' snowy wings flashed by
Like pearls BAt in the sa.ppbire sky.
And, ob, the black nights tempest-tossed f
My torn sails drenched, m:r compass lost;
The bitter, cold foam swept my brow,
As mighty waves broke o'er me-now
The harbor-bar I've crossed.
And while I sit 'neath idle sail,
And listless wait the coming hail,
I idly grieve to think 'tis o'er....,
That I so soon must tonoh the shore.
For life was sweet-ay, bitter sweet f
And though l"d not sail back to meet
The brightest day I knew of bliss,
I fain would know, beyond the mist,
What waits my tired feet.
South Bend, Ind.

MAUD WHEELER.

New Publications.
Admirers of Paine will be glad to get a
copy of the new edition of " Paine : The
Religious and Political Reformer," by B. F.
Underwood. Published by the Truth Seeker
Company. Price, 10 cents.

Cynthia Leonard, the lady who lately ran
for mayor of New York at the head of the
Equal Rights, or woman's rights, party, is.
the author of a charming book entitled, " Pen
Pictures." Even the most extreme contemners
of the female intellect hav allowed that in certain qualities of literary style-grace, sprightliness, and delicacy of taste-women surpass
men. All of these qualities are present in
" Pen Pictures." And the airy structures of
wit and fancy and tenderness reared in these
sketches everywhere rest on a basis of logic
sound and sensible. The book is a marvel of
fine printing and binding. Any who are tired
of the monotonous plodding of us males
through leagues of dull argumentation may
with relief turn to Mrs. Leonard's writings
and see how a woman does it.
"Arguments Against the Use of the Bible
in the Public Schools. By J. B. Stallo,
George Hoadly, and Stanley Matthews, counsel for the Defendants, in the Case of John D.
Minor, et als, vs. the Board of Education of
the City of Cincinnati, et als. In the Superior .Court of Cincinnati." This is a papercovered volume of 178 large pages. There is
a companion volume giving the arguments
for, as presented by W. M. Ramsey, George
R. Sage, and Rufus King. The two books
constitute an encyclopedia of information
and argument upon the matter of the use of
the Bible in schools. They cover the whole
ground and deal with every detail, and from
each point of view. '£hey will be of value to
all interested in this special branch of the
fight of Secularism against the church, and
may be obtained from Robert Clarke & Co.,
Cincinnati, 0. Price, 50 cents each.

Admirers of the bright and charming style
of Voltairine de Cleyre may obtain for .10
cents a late production of her pen, "The
Drama of the Nineteenth Century." It was
11
Life of Albert R. Parsons, with a 13rief
originally delivered before the Pittsburgh
History
of the Labor Movement in America."
Secular Society, Dec. 16, 1888.
This book we hav received from Mrs. Lucy
Watts & Co. publish at 25 cents "The Parsons, Chicago, the publisher. The book
Curse of Conventionalism," a Remonstrance is bound in cloth, and contains 254 large
by a Priest of the Church of England. It is pages, with several illustrations. Says the
a well-argued and earnest protest against the writer : " It has been the endeavor of the
horrors and monstrosities of present creeds, author to make the present work not only
and the h!umful, repressiv influence of organ. biographical but historical-a work which
might be relied upon as an authority by all
ized orthodoxy.
futnre writers upon the matters contained in
August Buesing, Jacksonville, Fla., pub- it. Hence nothing has been admitted to its
lishes "Is Yellow Fever an Imaginary Dis- pages that is not absolutely correct, so far as
ease ?" We are by no means prepared to it was possible for me to verify it by close
accept his view of the nature of yellow fever ; scrutiny of all matter treated." The first few
but anything in the way of self-assertiv judg- chapters sketch the life of the subject and its
ment and challenge of authority and tradition incidents in chronological order, the most
sets a good example. This is a method of important chapter being from Parsons's own
which we cannot hav too much, and for which hands, written while in jail awaiting execution.
we always hav a word of praise.
A number of chapters follow, containing Mr.
Parsons's correspondence, speeches, and travA book called "Ingersoll and The Deist"
els in furtherance of the cause of labor rehas been written by "A Nativ Tar Heel,"
form. These are annotated with comments
and is kept for sale by Doane Herring, Wilsupporting the constitutionality and lawful
son, N. C. Many objections to the affirmacharacter
of his words and .acts. More than
tions of Colonel Ingersoll are set forth with
half the book is occupied by the details of the
tcuteness and in clear and scholarly lanHaymarket inci1ent from the beginning of the
guage. But whether the arguments are at
eight-hour movement in the spring of 1886 to
bottom logical and valid, every reader must
the death of the subject of the biography in
judge for himself. Any followers of the colothe fall of 1887. This includes the Haymarket
nel who hav the least doubt of the ground on
meeting and Parsons's speech thereat; the
which they stand, and wish to examin it, will
trial, and Parsons's speech in remonstrance to
find in this book adverse criticisms that will
the sentence of death. "What human judge,"
h~lp in the process of conscientiously viewing
it is asked, "can determin that there is such
their position from all sides. Price, 25 cents.
a necessary connection between one man's
Among the English Freethought papers advice and another man's action as to make
there is one that we·weekly feel impelled to the former the cause of the latter?" $1. 50.
single out for especial admiring praise. This
h the Radical,· it is one of the very best
journals ever published, and its editor, Geo.
Standring, is one of the very best editors that
ever led a division of the Freethought ranks.
The main purpose of the Radical, at its first
publication, was the propagation of republic.
anism in England; now that doctrin is beginning to obtain sufficient support from the
Liberal parliamentary and other parties, and
this journal, we are pleased to see, is turning
its efforts to the noble work of Freethought.
" Stepping-Stones to Agnosticism " is the
title given by Watts & Co., London, to a
series of Antichristian pamphlets. The first
one, "Ecce Deus," proposes "A New God."
Here is a sample objection to the old one:
The Christian believes in God and hell ; a
startling and impossible contradiction. Every
lost soul that passes through hell-~ates is an
additional proof of God's incapacity to rule
the world. The God of the Bible asserts his
authority by pointing to hell. It is as if a
physician should endeavor to convince us of
his medical skill by showing us the graves of
his patients. If God can do nothing more
for the reformation of the wicked, it would
be better to blot them out of existence altogether than permit them to remain as tokens
of his moral feeblenf?ss.
Singular God !
while men wish to forget their failures, he
takes pleasure in their contemplation.
Price, 10 cents.

The company publishing the American
Sentinel, Adventist, Oakland, CaL, is doing
noble work against the attempted religious
usurpation of the Blair bill. It issues excellent tracts upon the matter, which will be
mailed in packages of thirteen for 20 cents.
From one, "The United States ConstitutionShall It be Preserved as It Is?" we copy a
significant parallel between the present movement and the one that established Christianity at its beginning:
Under this Blair amendment the teachers
in the public schools will hav to inculcate
the principles of the Christian religion. Who
are to compose the examining board that shall
pass upon the qualifications and orthodoxy of
the teachers ? Assuredly none but the leading theologians in the churches. This will
require that such a board shall be statedly
convenl'd to deal out what shall hav been decided by each successiv council to be the
principles of the Uhristian religion. It was
in Ibis way precisely that the thing was
worked in the fourth century and onward.
Conslsntine made Christianity the recognized
rdigion of the Roman empire. Then it became at once necessary that there should be
an imperial decision as to what form of Christianity should be the imperial religion. To
effect this an imperial council was necessary
to formulate that phase of Christianity which
was common to all. The council of Nice
was convened by imperial command, and an
imperial creed was established, which was
enforced by imperial power. That establish-

ment of an imperi>tl n·ligion ended only in the
imperious despotism of the papacy. As
surely as the complete establishment of the
papacy followed and grew out of that imperial recognition of Christianity in the fourth
century, just so surely will the complete establishment of a religious despotism after the
living likeness of the papa~y. follow and. g~ow
out of this national recogmt1on of Chnstlllnity provided for in the constitutional amendment proposed by Senator Blair, and which
is now pending in Congress.
" Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint," by B. F. Underwood, has always been
a favorit with those opposed to the Spiritual
philosophy. However, after all his arguments
against the genuinness of the manifestations,
..
Mr. Underwood has to conclude:
Without doubt, Spiritualism has assisted
very largely to destroy faith in the authoritativ
character of the Bible. Many hav been emancipated from the thraldom of the orthodox
superstition who could hav escaped in no
other way. They found in Spiritualism a
field for the exercise of that marvelousness
which before was fed by the fables of the
Bible· and while the pleasant belief in immortai life was increased, it was divested of
the horrors of the old faith. Spiritualism has
gone among a class that Materialism could
not reach, and done a work that :a-raterialism
could not do, except by a long period of education and experience. It could be shown
that modern Spiritualism, by destroying old
standards, and familiarizing the people with
the discussion of sacred subjects, has encouraged freedom of thought and liberality of
sentiment.
I can only add in conclusion that while I
am no Spiritualist, I think that Spiritualism
in the presennransitional stage of thought is
doing a work that is much needed, the value
of which, however, would be incl'eased, if
through its press and its influential advocates
it could be brought to oppose with "righteous indignation" the frauds and corruptions
which now hav protection under its wing.
There is so much in the theory and history of
modern Spiritualism that is in marked contrast to the popular theology; its teachings
in many respects are so far in advance of
those of the churches; its literature so much
more Liberal and in keepinJ$ with the spirit of
the century; its press anq its _platform .so
comparativly free, and the mtelhgent and Informed among its adherents so much more
courteous and generous in the treatment of
its opponents, that it has required from me
something of a sacrifice of personal feeling to
offer the critici~ms which I hav uttered, and
which I believe justice and impartiality demand.
Published by the Truth Seeker Company.
Price, 10 cents.

" The Coming Creed of the W or! d. Is
There not a Faith more Sublime and Blissful
than Christianity?'' By Frederick Gerhard.
This is a voluminous work of 526 pages. It
is Antichristian, absolutely rejecting scripture,
with creeds, ceremonies, miracles, and the
whole paraphernalia of revelation. In its extensiv space it is enabled to present such a multitude of facts and arguments against Christianity, and historical instances of the evil character of the church, as make it a perfect treasure-house for a propagandistic Freethinker.
We could name few books more suitable for a
Freethinker to lend his Christian neighbors.
The Antichristian evidence is exhaustiv and
irresistible, the style so clear and simple as to
be understood by a child, and the tone earnest, respectful, and sure of securing good
will. Mr. Gerhard speaks of his work as
"not the result of hasty labor, but the fruit
of forty years of reflection and research."
This may be well believed by one when viewing its comprehensivness, and the extent of
scholarly research of its author evinced by
quotations from a very large number of
thinkers and scientists of the most various
schools. What Mr. Gerhard proposes to giv
us in place of Christianity is Deism, with a
high devotion to humanity and morality.
We will quote a paragraph from the work as
a specimen of its style :
The youngest schoolboy is taught to consider those miracles which abound in the
history of ancient nations as fables, but the
miracles related in the Bible he must accept
as facts and believe in them. When he reads of
the sacrifice of Iphigenia, he is told that it is
a fable, but the intended sacrifice of Isaac he
is told is a truth. If he reads of Titans who
attempted to storm the heavens, he is told it
is mythology, and that Titans hav never existed; but giants, as reported in IV. Moses
xiii. 33, and V. Moses ii. 11 and iii. 13, he is
told hav existed, and even men, who are believed to hav existed, attempted to build a
tower which was to reach into heaven, in
which they did not succeed, because God descended from heaven and prevented them. If
a schoolboy were told that Lycurgus, Numa,
Buddha, Mohammed, or any other lawgiver
had received his laws from beaTen, he would
not belieYe it; but he believes, and is compelled to believe, that Moses received his
laws, which God himself had written on two
tablets of stone, from God's own hand.
Price, $2.

All the admiration tliat Freethinkers can
ever giv to Rousseau will hardly pay the
debt of gratitude they owe that father of
modern religious and poiitical liberty. We
should never tire in study of the works of
that great man. In Rousseau, says Carlyle,
there is "a spark of real heavenly fire. With
all his drawbacks, and they are many, he has
the first and chief characteristic of a herohe is heartily in earnest. In earnest, if ever
man was ; as none of these French philoso.
phers were. He could be cooped into gar.
rets, laughed at as a maniac, left to starve
like a wild beast in a cage, but he could not
be hindered from setting the world on fire."
His "Profession of Faith of a Savoyard
Vicar" has been translated and is pUblished
by Peter Eckler, New York. It contains
Deistical views presented with great clearness
and force. Here we hav the origin of the
credulous beliefs in the countless fantastic
"revealed " religions :
I conceived that the weakness of the human
understanding was the first caus.e of the prodigious variety I found in their sentiments,
and that pride was the second. We hav no
standard with which to measure this immense
machine ; we cannot calculate its various re.
lations; we neither know the first cause nor
the final effects; we are ignorant even of ourselva; we neither know our own nature nor
principle of action; nay, we hardly know
whether man be a simple or compound being.
Impenetrable mysteries surround us on every
side; they extend beyond the region of
sense; we imagin ourselvs possessed of understanding to penetrate them, and we hav
only imagination. Everyone strikes out a
way of his own across this imaginary world ;
but no one knows whether it will lead him
to the point he aims at. We are yet. desirous
to penetrate, to know everything. The only
thing we know not is to contentedly r.emain
ignorant of what it is impossible for us to
know. We had much rather determin at
random, and believe the thing which is not,
than to confess that none of us is capable of
seeing the thing that is. Being ourselvs but
a small part of the great whole, whose limits
surpass our most extensiv views, and concerning which its creator leaves us to make
our idle conjectures, we are vain enough to
decide what that whole is in itself, and what
we are in relation to it.
Here is a conversation that represents very
well the dialog usually held between the
average dogmatical Christian and the Rationalist:
Dogmatist: Your reason tells you that the
whole is greater than a part, but I tell you
from God, that a part is greater than the
whole.
Rationalist: And who are you, that dare to
tell me God contradicts himself? In whom
shall I rather believe; in him who instructs
me in the knowled~e of eternal truths by
means of reason, or In you who in his name
would impose on me the greatest absurdities?
Dogmatist :. In me, for my instructions are
more positiv, and I will prove to you incontestibly that he hath sent me.
Rationalist: How I will you prove that
God bath sent you to depose against himself?
What sort of proofs can you bring to convince me it is more certain that God speaks
by your mouth, than by the understanding he
hath given me ?
Dogmatist: The understanding he hath
given you f Ridiculous and contemptible
man! You talk as if you were the first Infidel who was ever misled by an understanding depraved by sin.
Rationalist: Nor may you, man of God, be
the first knave whose impudence hath been
the only proof he could giv of his divine mission.
Dogmatist: How f can philosophers be thus
abusiv?
Rationalist: Sometimes, when saints set
them the example.
Dogmatist: Oh I but I am authorized to
abuse you. I speak on the part of God almighty.
Rationalist : It would not be improper,
however, to produce your credentials before
you assume your privileges. . . • To tell
me that my reason is fallacious, is to refute
whatever it may say in your favor. Whoever
refuses to abide by the dictates of reason,
ought to be able to convince without making
use of it. For, supposing that in the course
of your arguments you should convince me,
how shall I know whether it be not through
the fallacy of reason depraved by sin, that I
acquiesce in what you affirm? . . .
Dogmatist: My proofs admit of no reply;
they are nf a supernatural kind.
Rationalist : Supernatural f What is the
meaning of that term? I do not understand
it?
Dogmatist: Contraventions of the order of
nature; prophecies, miracles, and prodigies
of every kind.
Rationalist : Prodigies and miracles I I
hav never seen any of these things.
Dogmatist: No matter; others hav seen
them for you. We can bring clouds of witnesses-the testimony of whole nations-Rationalist: The testimony of whole nations! Is that a proof of the supernatural
kind? • • .
Dogmatist: What do you say to prophecies?
·
Rationalist: As to prophecies; I say, in
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the first place, I hav heard as few of them as
I hav seen miracles ; and in the second, I say
that no prophecy hears any weight with me.
Dogmatist: Thou disciple of Satan! And
why hav prophecies-no weight with you?
Rationalist : Because, to giv them such
weight requires three things, the concurrence
of which is impossible. These are, that I
should, in the first place, bE: a witness to the
delivery of the prophecy; next, that I should
be witness also to the event; lastly, that it
should be clearly demonstrated to me that
such event could not hav occurred by accident. For, though a prophecy were as precise, clear, and determinate as an axiom of
geometry, yet as the perspicuity of a prediction made at random does not render the accomplishment of it impossible, that accomplishment when it happens proves nothing in
fact concerning the foreknowledge of him
who predicted it. You sef', therefore, to
what your pretended supernatural proofs,
your n:iracles, and your prophecies reduce
us-to the folly of believing them all on the
credit of others, and of submitting the authority of God speaking to our reason, to that
of msm. If those eternal truths, of which my
understanding forms the strongest conceptions, can possibly be false, I can hav no hope
of ever arnviug at certitude; and so far from
being capable of being assured that you speak
to me from God, I cannot even be assured of
his existence.
1'he testimony given by the Jewish nation
contradictory of the divinity of Christ is well
made use of:
Do you know many Christiana who hav
taken the pains to examin carefully into what
the Jews hav alleged against us? If there are
a few who know something of them, it is
from what they hav met with in the writings
of Christians ; a very strange manner indeed
of instructing themsclvs in the arguments of
their opponents! But what can be done?
If anyone should dare to publish among us
such books as openly espouse the cause of
Jujaism, we shot1ld punish the author, the
editor, and the bookseller. This policy is
very convenient, and very sure to- make us
always in the right. We can refute at pleasure those who are afraid to speak.
Those amrmg us, also, who hav an opportunit.y to convt:rse with the Jews, hav but
little advantagP. 'l'he>e unhappy people kriow
that they are at our mercy. The tyranny we
exercise over them, renders them justly timid
and reserved. Tiley know how far cruelty
and injustice are compatible with Christian
charity. What, therefore, can they venture
to say to us, without running the risk of incurring the charge of blasphemy? Avarice
inspires us with zeal, and they are too rich
not to be ever in the wrong. The most sensible and learned among tuem are the most
circumspect and reserved .. We make a convert, perhaps, of some wretched hireling, to
calumniate his sect ; we set a parcel of pitiful
brokers disputing, who giv up the point
merely to gratify us; but while we triumph
over the ignorance or meanness of such
wretched opponents, the learned among them
smile in c )ntemptuous silence at our folly.
But do you think that in places where they
might ·write and speak securely, we should
hav so much the advantage of them? Among
the doctors of the Sorbonne, it is as clear as
daylight, tllat the IJredictions concerning the
messiah relate to JeSus Christ. Among the
rabbins at Amsterdam, it is just as evident
that thE:y hav no relation whatever to him.
I shall never believe that I hav acquired a
sufficient acquaintance with the arguments of
the Jews, till they compose a free and independent state, and hav tneir schools and universities, where they may talk and dispute
with freedom and impunity. Till then we
can never really know what arguments they
ha v to offer.
To this work is appended a short allegory
entitled, "A Search for Truth," by Olive
Schreiner, a real gem in its way. The volume contains as frontispiece one of the best
portraits of Rousseau that we hav ever seen.
Price, 50 cents.
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ORDER OF CREATION.

A. BILL has been presented to the New Jer.
sey legislature prohibiting employment of
Pinkerton men against strikers.
KANSAS women in 1887 and 1888 cast about
thirty per cent of the municipal votes, but in
la~t week's election cast much more.
THE Austrian empress
is insane.
THE pope will issue an
encyclical on Socialism.
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NoTHING but pride could persuade those Jews

BosTON, Col., has been
taken possession of by
outlaws.

--

that they were, to the exclusion of all others, the
people cherished by providence. Blinded by their
vanity, they aid not perceive that his universal
and in:ti.nit goodness was belied by supposing him
capable of giving a preference to some particular
men, or some particular nationP, all of whom
ought to be equal in his eyes, if it be true that
they are equally the work of his hands. Neverthe·
less, on pa.rticular revel&·
tiona are founded all thereligions of the world. As each
man has the vanity to think
. himself the most important
bein11: in the universe, so is
each nation persuaded that
to the exclusion of' all others
it ought to enjoy the tenderness of the sovereign of

A. WoRLD's Sundaynatnre.-D'Holbach.
Echool Convention will ·
~CouLD we permit 01J.r-~---~~--:::-=::._
be held in London in
selvs to suppose that the
July.
almighty would distinguish
any nation of people by the
STANLRYandEminBey
name
of his chosen people,
are reported to hav in
we must suppose that people
possession ivory worth
to hav been an example to
$600,000.
all the rest of the world of
the purest piety and hn·
THE queen of England
manity, and not such a
has granted a pension of
nation of ruffians and ontthroats as the ancient Jews
£100 to Professor Procwere ; a people who, cortor's widow.
rupted by and copying after
IN New York city there
such monsters and imposare continually 30,000
tors as Moses and Aaron,
Joshua, Samuel, and David,
worke~s of both sexes out
had distinguished themof employment.
selva above all others, on
the face of the known earth,
OF 1,036 replies to infor barbarity and wickedquiries of the standing of
ness. If we will not stubM.as~achusetts clergymen
bornly shut our eyes and
on Prohibition, 934 are
steel our hearts, it is impos. sible not to see, in spite of
r.ffirmativ.
all t.hat long-established su·
ExPENDITUREs, 1888, of
perstition imposes upon the
New York state charitamind, that that flattering
appellation of his chosen
ble, correctional, and repeople is no other than a. !ill
formatory institutions:
the priests and leaders of
$13,315,000.
the Jews had invented, to
THE government of Belcover the baseness of their
own characters; and which
ANOTHER BIBLICAL ABSURDITY.-(Where no one will buy how can a thing be sold?)
gium has informed Bou0 h r is t ian priests, somelanger that if he stays
A.nd the Lord shall bring thee into·Egypt again with ships, by the way whereof I spake unto thee. Thou shalt see it no more
times as corrupt, and often
again: and there ye shall be sold unto your enemies for bondmen and bondwomen, and no man shall buy you.-Deut. xxviii, 68.
there he must cease poUtas cruel, hav professed to
believe.-Patne.
real agitation.
THE
pride
or
every
Jew
is interested to believe,
A.PRIL 7th-14th was observed as a week of
STANLEY (raising his hat): "Emin Bay, I presume 1'' Emin Bey : "Is thrre a? ything I can do that it is not hia detestable politics, his ignorance
prayer for the Sabbath Reform movement.
for you?" Stanley: "I bav come to re•cne you.'' of the a!'tB, his l'Udeness, that has destroyed him;
JllANY cases of the. ruining of the health
Emin Bey (compasoionatel:n: "Thanks, my good but that it is the anger of God that punishes him;
rtflect~ with satisfaction that miracles hav
and the causing of death by cigaret-smoking
" DoN'T you know it is wrong for little boys to man, thanke." (To nativ): "Umslopogsas, take he
been necessary to depress him, and that his nation
coast on the Sabbath?" "Not much-! Dis snow this poor fellow out and giv him a Equare meal."- ia
omong boys are reported.
always the beloved of God, who chastises it.
comed down ter day, an• I guess it ain't no sill Chicago 1'rilmne.
Let a. preacher ascend the pulpit, and say to the
BuDDIJISM is making progress in philosoph- sleddin' in Sunday snow."-Life.
DEB kicker vas von lively man,
French, "You are a set of wretches that ha.v
.cal circles, in Boston and elsewhere, that FIJI islander: "Ho, ho! He, he I Quick, maneither courage nor conduct; yon hav been beat
Who make a fuss vene'er he can
are attracted to the occult and mysterious.
tesi! I've caught a missionary." Second islander
Und raise der vind mit wordy fight,
at Hockstet and Ramilies, because you did not
Ven efery dings vas not youst right.
know how to defend yourselvs,'' he would get himTHE deserted wreck of the Danmark, bound (running up and examining the game): "We're in
great luck. Yom, ynm !" "Wha.t'll w.e do with
self pelted. But if he were to say, "You are Oathfor New York, has been sighted, and there is him?" "Put him in the sonp."-Chicago Herala.
How people like to kick at him I
olics cherished by God; your sins hav irritated
But who vonld keep der vorld in trim,
anxiety as to the fate of the 700 passengers.
the eternal being, who delivered you into the
FoB every shooting-star he claimed a kiss,
If he diecoveretl not a..tl.aw,
hands of the heretics at Hookstet and Ramilies;
She, seeming coy, at first demurred to this;
QURBEo's treasury is empty, and it will be
Und kicked on efryding he saw?
but when yon return to the Lord he will prosper
But he, persisting, would not be denied,
necessary to pass a special act to procure the
your courage at Denain," these words would gain
When he, at length, a flying meteor spied.
Und dere's dot krank, who's alva.ys wound
$400,COO to be handed over to the Catholics.
respect and esteem from his audience.- Voltaire.
And so, as evening grew apace, their eyes
Und helps to make der vorld turn round;
His field of usefulness vas great,
Oft scanned the glittering aspect of thtl skies;
TBE reformer labors for the future. His ruling
THE lord mayor of London has raised a
And when a. darting star caught either's sight
D'hough oft he lifs in low estate.
passion is duty. He is not perplexed with the corfund of $5,000 to pay the expenses of a dele- A sound of kissing broke upon the night.
roding
calculations of interest or popularity. The
Ven e'er der kicker has his say
gation of English workingmen at the Paris And so it came to pass, anon, that she
statesman is necessarily a trimmer and a temDer
kra.nk
invents
some
petter
vay;
Looked for a shooting-star as much as he.
porizer. He labors for the present, and secures
Exposition.
Der kicker kicks ven dings ain't right,
Na.y, if by chance a. star escaPed his view,
the honors and huzzas of the honr.-Jo8eph Cowm.
krank
prings
petter
dingil
to
light.
Der
WHRN work on De Lesseps's Panama canal
She called his wandering fancy to it, too.
THOJ!US PAINE lived long, laborious, and USe.
was stopped for want of funds, the workmen
When intervals seemed long between each hug,
Und so der two go band in hand,
fullife. The world is better for his having livedShe called him on a passing lightning-bug;
Und raise a. ·rumpus in <ler land;
were left there to starve, and several hav
For the sake of truth he accepted hatred and
And, ever taxing her ingenious mind,
Yet, if der vorld gif dem no thanks,
already perished.
reproach for his portion. He ate the bitter bread
Her ready wit enabled her to find
I'll boom der kickers und der kranks.
of sorrow. His friends were untrue to him bePROF. FELIX ADLER says that a scheme of More shooting-stars in three short fleeting hours
-Boston Globe.
he was true to himself, and true to them.
cause
historical and political education would hav Than would compose whole meteoric showers.
He lost the respect of what is called society, but
Bat when she did her last pretext exhaust,
"NEVER let a. customer go away without making kept
his own. His life is what the world m~lls !ail.
been a better celebration of the Washington
And waa about to yield her cause as lost,
a purchase," said Mr. Threads to a newly engaged ure and
what history calls anooesa.-Ingersol!.
centennial.
She saw a switchman's lantern circling swing
clerk;" talk the goods up in a. clever, forcible way,
PRIESTORAFT cannot be put down, till man obAnd
got
the
youth
down
to
a.
steady
thing.
and
you'll
be
certain
to
make
a.
sale
every
time."
RoYALTY is increasing in unpopularity in
-Harr11 E!artage, ~n New York Worla.
"All right," replied W. Fearless Gall, the new tains his "being's end and aim," or is satis:ti.ed
England. Labouchere and Bradlaugh are
that it is attainable, in this material, this perMR. JAsoN : "A nice fool you made of yourself olerk, who had been an auctioneer for a. year out ceptible, this sense-world. To desire must be to
combating votes for royal palaces and pleas- at that sociable last night!" Mrs. Jason: "Me? West; "I think I know just what you mean, sir,
possess. Mankind will, with few exceptions, scorn
ure-grounds.
How7" Mr. Jason: "Yes, you. Telling Mrs. and you can rely upon me. I know the tricks of reason, eo long as it arrays itself against human
the trade." Ten minutes later he was going on in
THE pope has apportioned the $400,000 Chally that her baby looked good Anough to eat." this fashion to Mrs. Marahalle·Neale, one of the imtinot. And until science and art giv man (or
Mrs. Jason : "Well, wha.t'l! the matter with that?"
gift of Quebec th1;1s: $160,000 to the Jesuits, Mr. Jason: "Ob, nothing. Only yon know that wealthiest and mnst aristocratic patrons of the as•nre him that they can giv him) the perfect and
$100,000 to the Catholic bishops, and $140,- they start as missionaries to the Cannibal islands bouse: "Damask towels, is it, madam? Well, I sufficiently lasting happiness which he instinctivly
should smile ! If you can't get damask towels knows that the power which created him owes him
next week."-Terre Haute Express.
000 to the Montreal Catholic University.
here. there's no place in the city where you can and stands pledged to giv him or turn out to be an
Il! you love me, tell me so;
get 'em. Look at that towel, my friend l Doesn't almighty failure, he will pursue that happiness
PENTECOST attacks the charities of the
Coal is very high;
it fairly warm your heart to look at it, eh? And even beyond the grave; w1th Priestora.ft for his
churches and other organizations, saying
Father thinks it isn't right
just glance at this pair, marked down from four guide, of course.-CaZVtn Blarwllard.
they augment the destitution they wish to
Yon should come here every nittht,
dollars to a dollar and ten cents ! Doesn't it fairly
CoMMON sense joins with universal experience to
Staying till the :fire is low,
cure, and that what is needed is not charity
make you feel young again to gaze on a. bargain proclaim that unbelief in the :finality of old ens·
J
nat
to
spoon
and
sigh.
like that? And supposing you just concentrate toms or established opinions is essential to all
but justice.
your intellectual capacity on this towel for a sec- advance. When asked, What ha.v unbelievers
Calling me your "little sweet"
DB. GmrER, a distinguished French disciple
ond l A-ha. ! makes you fairly hold your breath to done for the world 1 we may fitly answer, They
Does not pay for gas ;
gaze
on it, doesn't it? Did you ever see anything ha.v shown that all improvement arises from unof Pasteur and Koch, is in New York experiWhile your lonely heart may yearn,
more perfectly irresistible since you was born into belief in revelation upon any topic. Where revmenting to discover the microbes that proIn the chandeliers there burn
this world of sin and sorrow? Of course, you elation begins, inquiry ends. A man who believed
Jets that make a. thousand feet
duce consumption and yellow fever, and
never did I Oh, it's a cold day when this :firm gets that God had revealed the true system of roadO'er the meter pa.se.
their prevention.
left on damask towels l Look at this one-look at making, or ship-building, or science, or religion,
Love, I know, completely :tills
it, woman; it won't bite you; now tell me, tell me would never dare to ~bink of improving either.
THll: Connecticut legislature has prohibited
Life's void gallery;
if you ever bought a towel like that for leas than But the skeptic would not be deterred from adYet while these dear moments haste,
selling, giving, or in any way delivering
two do!lars? Of course yon didn't! You've paid vance. The theory that the Bible or the ohnrch
Think
how
many
dollars
wastetobacco in any form to persons under sixthat for dish-towelP, and thanked heaven for the hav final knowledge upon any subJect has been
Coal
and
gas
and
other
billsprivilege of doing eo, havn't you? Course you the greatest drawback to progress. The forward
teen, and prohibited minors from using
Out of father's salary I
hav, sweet friend of my childhood days!" Mr. march of the world follows the vanguard of untobacco in cigarets or any form.
Threads
happened along jnat in time to ba.v his belief.-Robert C• .Aaams, tn Pioneer Pith.
Then, I prithee, dear one, brace l
blood curdltd by this last remark, and also in time THE heretics ha.v not thought and suffered and
Do but apeak the word;
PENETRATION into regions south of Abysto assist the gasping and livid Mrs. Marshal!e. died in vain. Every heretic has been, and is, a. ray
Else must I to father yield,
sinia reveals that the Christianity introduced
Neale to her carriage, where she bade him adieu of light.-Ingersol!.
Else must you vacate the :field,
there, as well as into Abyssinia, in the year
forever, and two minutes later he was going
Else must some one take your place300, remains in full force among the Gallas,
through the same ceremony with Mr. w. Fearless A KING is a. non-producing thief, sitting on a
" Stocks and bonds" preferred.
throne, surrounded by vermin.-1'/wersol!,
Gall.-Puck.
-Milwaukee Sentinel.
Kaffas, and other savage tribe~.
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WHAT OUGHT TO

BE DONE WITH

his church; he receives $5,000 more as chan~lippinns. cellor of the University of New York, and
probably makes from $2,000 to $3,000 more a
year from his writings. Dr. Talmage does
IT is probable that the trustees of the British quite as well; Dr. William M. Taylor's salary
Museum will throw it open on Sundays during is $15,000 ; Dr. Lyman Abbott's, $10,000, and
Drs. C. H. Parkhurst and Morgan Dix's
the current year.
from $2,500 to $5,000 more.
A LARGE majority of our state assemblymen hav voted in favor of the bill authorizing
CoLONEL SHEPARD, the pious politician,
the common council of this city to expend has hitherto preserved a determined silence
$300,000 in providing suitable quarters for a on the much-mooted subject of his appointzoological museum in Central park. There ment to a foreign diplomatic post. Not all
are reports that Governor Hill disapproves of the discussion that has been going on in the
this appropriation of public money and will press of this city in regard to the matter has
induced him to say a word about it. But
veto the bill.
now that the Norwalk, 0., Ohronwle exMR. ANTHONY COMSTOCK, says the Philadel- presses the hope that the nation will not be
phia Record, appears to hav carried terror deprived of his services abroad, the colonel
into the peaceful town of Summit, N. J., by feels that he can no longer hide his modest
insisting on the enforcement of obsolete Blue head. He publicly thanks that journal for its
laws which prevent Sunday comfort. The solicitude, but tells it firmly that it cannot be.
good people of Summit are afraid to ride "We will not" take any office either at home
abroad, or buy a newspaper or a cigar, or get or abroad," he says. This is another evishave_d, on Sunday. The Record suggests to dence, grimly remarks the World, of the fidelthe Summit yeomen that they look into the ity with which Colonel Shepard indorses the
Blue laws for themselvs, and see what statu- policy and purposes of the president.
tory use there may be for horse ponds. They
will no doubt find such connection between
A DISTINGIDBHED functionary of the Chinese
Comstockery and horse ponds as may prove government, the minister of punishments,
very suggestiv and refreshing.
has arrived here from Pekin. He has come
THE great body of the clergymen of the to the United States for the purpose of examUnited States receive salaries of $1,000 or less ining the American method of dealing with
crime and criminals, and the penalties to
a year. There are many, of course, in the
which violators of the law are subject. In
larger cities who are paid $2,000, $3,000,
China the punishment of prisoners, who are
$4,000, and $5,000, and in Philadelphia there
caged like wild beasts, is cruel in the extreme.
are several who are paid from $6,000 to
They are tortured, flogged, banished, enslaved
$10,000, Dr. Harper, for iBstance. New York
and Brooklyn are most generous with their at hard labor, held in hideous dungeons, and
for capital offenses are decapitated or
preachers. Dr. John Hall is paid $20,000 by

1/Jolts and.

- -

SAM JONES.

strangled. The minister of punishments will
be able to ascertain while here that we hav in
this country a far better system than that
which has been enforced for ages in China ;
and, as he is alleged to be a philosopher,
he may profit by the knowledge thus acquired.
THE new collection of mummies now lying
in state in the Metropolitan Museum are as
neatly wrapped and tied up as so many bundles of modern merchandise. We are not
aware, says the Sun, that scientific curiosity
has led to tampering with any of these interesting packages, but some of their esteemed
contemporaries recently exhumed in Egypt
hav been subjected to a rather searching
examination. -Among them hav been found
blue-eyed and light-haired people who antedated Solomon, swarthy, dark-haired Egyptians, red-bearded Semitic people, the irrepressible negro, and representative of a brown
race of whom nothing is now known. The
most Interesting fact shown in these investigations is that the Aryan stock, from which
we sprung, spread through Asia and appeared
in Egypt at a much earlier period than has
hitherto been supposed. We are learning
about our ancient friends in many curious
ways, and when, for instance, experts are
discovering what their favorit articles of food
were by examining their teeth, we may conclude that the sources of prehistoric information are rapidly multiplying.
Bnr JoNES writes to the Nashville (Jhris-

tia.n .Advocate concerning his verbal circus in
California as follows: "I find the longer I
work in California that the great trouble in
bringing about a moral reformation in this
country is that the thoroughly religious peo-

pie are in such a minority; nor hav they the
strength or weight to stand successfully
against the surging tides of evil. There is no
Sabbath here. Last Sabbath one of the
great attractions at the City park was a eompetitiv beef-killing, with valuable prizes to
those who were most expert in the killing
and skinning of the beeves; and to-day the
butchers' shops hang the beeves out in the
front of the stores placarded 'prize beef.'
Baseball is another wonderfully attractiv Sabbath game-in fact, whatever will draw men
together, without much regard to the laws of
God or man, is adopted. I suppose if you
were to multiply the godless element of Nashville a hundred fold, and minify the godly
element there a hundred fold, and abolish all
Sunday laws, you would hav some conception of a San Francisco Sabbath. I giv you
some statistics handed me by the secretary of
the Young Men's Christian Association here:
On Sunday, Aug. 19, 1888, there were 3,600
saloons wide open; all theaters, concert and
billiard halls, and places of amusement
had 17,933 young men in them; a baseball
match was witnessed by 5,000 young men,
and the 3,000 places of unhallowed influence
which could not be visited by committees on
that day had at least 15,000 young men in
them between sixteen and thirty-five years of
age; the theaters had over 1,000 young men
in each, and one l1ad 1,200. The largest
number in any one church was 411; the
smallest was 6. Not 50,000 of a population
of 350,01i0 ever enter a church, and those
who do not go hav very little sympathy with
the church; and to preach the Ten Commandments in Ban Francisco means that you are a
-narrow-minded bigot, unworthy the attention
of intelligent people."
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A Search for Truth.
AN ALLEGORY.

In certain valleys there was a hunter. Day by day
he went to hunt for wild-fowl in the woods; and it
chanced that once be stood on the shores of a large
lake.. While he stood waiting in the rushes for the
eoming of the birds, a great shadow fell on him, and
in the water he saw a n:flection. He looked up to
the sky; but the thing was gone. Then a burning
desire came over him to see once again that reflection
in the water, and all day long be watched and waited;
but night came and it had not returned. Then he
went home with his empty bag, moody and silent.
His comrades came questioning about him to know
the reason, but he answered them nothing-be sat
alone and brooded. Then his friend came to him,
and to him he spoke.
"I hav seen to day," he said, "that which I never
saw before-a vast white bird, with silver wings outstretched, sailing in the everlasting blue. And now
it is as though a great fire burnt within my breast.
It was but a sheen, a shimmer, a reflection in the
water; ·but now I desire nothing more on earth than
to hold her."
His friend laughed.
"It was but a beam playing on the water, or the
shadow of your own bead. To-morrow you will forget her," he said.
But to-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow the
hunter walked alone. He sought in the forest and in
the woods, by the lakes and among the rushes, but
he could not find her. He shot no more wild-fowl;
what were they to him T
" What ails him !" said his comrades.
" He is mad," said one.
"No; but he is worse," said another; "he would
see that which none of us hav seen, and make himEel£ a wonder."
" Come, let us forswear his company," said all.
So the hunter walked alone.
Oae night, as he wandered in the shade, very
heartsore and weeping, an old man stood before him,
grander and taller than the sons of men.
" Who are you!" asked the hunter.
" I am Wisdom," answered the old man ; " but
some can me Knowledge. AU my life I hav grown
in these valleys; but no man sees me till he has sorrowed much. The eyes must be washed with tears
that are to behold me; and, aceording as a man has
suffered, I speak."
And the hunter cried : " Oh, you who hav lived
here so long, tell me, what is that great wild bird I
hav seen sailing in the blue? They would hav me
believe she is a dream-the shadow of my own head."
The old man smiled.
" Her name is Truth. He who has once seen her
never rests again. Till death be desires her."
And the hunter cried: "Oh, tell me where I may
find her."
But the man said: "You hav not suffered enough,"
and went his way.
.
Then the hunter took from his breast the shuttle
of Imagination, and wound on it the thread of his
Wishes; and all night long he sat and wove a net.
In the morning he spread the golden net open on
the ground, and into it he threw a few grains of
Oredulity, which his father had left him, and which
he kept in his breast-pocket. They were like white
puff-balls, and when you trod on them a brown dust
fiew out. Then be sat by to see what would happen.
The first that came into the net was a snow-white
bird, with dove's eyes, and he sung a beautiful song.
"A human. God I a human- God I a humanGod!" it sung.
The second that came was black and mystical, with
dark, lovely eyes, that looked into the depths of your
soul, and be sung only this : " Immortality I Immortality !"
And the hunter took them both in his arms, for he
said: "They are surely of the beautiful family of
Truth."
Then came another, green and gold, who sung in a
shrill voice, like one crying in the market-place:
"Reward after death I Reward after death !"
And he said: "You are not so fair; but you are
fair, too," and he took it.
And others came, brightly colored, singing pleasant songs, till all the grains were finished. And the
hunter gathered all his birds together and built a
strong iron cage called, "A Neto Creed }• and he put
all his birds in it.
Then the people came dancing about and singing.
" 0 happy hunter !" they cried. " 0 wonderful
man t , 0 delightful birds ! 0 lovely songs !"
No one asked where the birds had come from, nor
how they had been caught; but they danced and
sung before them. And the hunter, too, was glad,
for he said: " Surely, Truth is among them. In time
she will moult her feathers, and I shall see her sn.owwhite form."
But the time passed, and the people danced and
sung ; but the hunter's heart grew heavy. He crept
·alone, as of old, to weep. The terrible desire had
awakened again in his breast. One day, as be sat
alone weeping, it chanced that Wisdom met. him.
He told the old man what he had done.

And Wisdom smiled sadly.
" Many men," he said, "hav spread that net for
Truth; but they hav never found her. On the
grains of Credulity she will not feed; in the net of
Wishes her feet cannot be held; in the air of these
valleys she will not breathe. The birds ~ou hav
caught are of the brood of Lies. Lovely and beautiful, but still lies. Truth knows them not."
And the hunter cried out, in bitterness: "And
must I then sit still, to be devoured of this great
burning?"
And the old man said: "Listen, and in that you
hav s;.;ffered much and wept much, I will tell you
what I know. He who setil~out to ·search for Truth
must leave these valleys of Superstition forever, tsking with him not one shred that has belonged to
t.hem. Alone he must wander down into the Land of
Absolute Negation and Denial. He must abide there.
He must resist temptatioN. When the light breaks
he must arise and follow it into the country of dry
sunshine. The mountains of stern Reality will rise
before him. He must climb them. Beyond them
lies Truth."
"And be will hold her fast ! he will hold her in his
hands!" the hunter cried.
Wisdom shook his head.
"He will never see her, never hold her. The time
is not yet."
"Then there is no hope 1" cried the hunter.
"There is this," said Wisdom. " Some men hav
climbed on those mountains. Circle above circle
of bare rock they hav scaled; &nd, wandering there
in those high regions, some hav chanced to pick up
on the ground on& white, silver feather droppad from
the wing of Truth. And it shall come to pass," s.aid
the old man, raising himself and pointing prophetically with his finger to the sky," it shall come to pass,
when enough of those silver feathers shall hav
been gathered by the hands of men, and shall hav
been woven into a cord, and the cord into a net, that
in that net Truth may be captured. Nothing but
Truth can holcl Truth."
The hunter arose. "I will go," he said.
But Wisdom detained him.
,, Mark you well-who leaves these valleys never
returns to them. Though he should weep tears of
blood seven days and nights upon the confines, be
can never put his foot across them. Left-they are
left forever. Upon the road which you would travel
there is no reward offered. Who goes, goes freelyfor the great love that is in him. The work is his
reward."
"I will go," said the hunter; "but upon the mountains, tell me, which path shall I take?"
"I am the child of The-Accumulated-Knowledgeof-Ages," said the man, "I can walk only where many
men hav trodden. On those mountains few feet hav
passed. Each man strikes out a path for himself.
He goes at his own peril; my voice he hears no
more. I may follow after him, but I cannot go before him."
Then Knowledge vanished.
And the bunter turned. He went to his cage and
with his hands broke down the bars, and the jagged
iron tore his flesh. It is sometimes easier to build
than to break.
One by one he took his plumed birds and set them
free. But when he came to his dark-plumed bird he
held it and looked into its beautiful eyes, and the
bird uttered its low, deep cry, "Immortality I" ·
And he said, quickly: "I cannot part with it. It
is not heavy; it eats no food. I will hide it in my
breast; I will take it with me." And he pressed it
there, and covered it over with his cloak.
But. the thing he bad hidden grew heavier, heavier,
heavier, till it lay on his breast like lead. He could
not move with it. He could not leave those valleys
with it. Then again he took it out and looked at it.
. "0 my beautiful, my heart's own!" he cried,
" may I not keep you ?"
He opened his hands sadly.
"Go," he said. "It may happen that in Truth's
song one note is like to yours, but I shall never
bear it."
Sadly he opened his hand, and thlil bird .flew from
him forever.
Then from the shuttle of Imagination he took the
thread of his Wishes, and threw it on the ground;
and the empty shuttle he put into his breast, for the
thread was made in those valleys, but the shuttle
came from an unknown country. He turned to go,
but now the people came about him, howling.
"Fool, hound, demented lunatic !" they cried.
"How dared you break your cage and let the birds
fly!"
The hunter spoke, but they would not hear him.
"Truth! who is she' Can you eat berT can you
drink her! Who has ever seen her T Your birds
were real-all could hear them sing. 0 fool! vile
reptil! Atheist!" they cried, "you pollute the air."
"Come, let us take up stones and stone him," cried
some.
"What affair is it of ours?" said others. "Let the
idiot go," and went away. But the rest gathered up
stones and mud and threw at him.
At last, when he was bruised and cut, the hunter

crept away into the woods. And it was evening
about him.
He wandered on and on, and the shade grew
deeper. He was on the borders now of the land
where it is always night. Then he stepped into it,
and there was no light there. With his hands he
groped; but each branch as he touched it broke off,
and the earth was covered with cinders. At every
step his foot sunk in, and a fine cloud of impalpable
ashes flew up into his face, and it was dark. So he
sat down upon a stone and buried his face in his
hands, to wait in that Land of Negation and Denial
till the light came.
And it was night in his heart also.
Then from the marshes to his right and left cold
mists arose and closed about him. A fine, imperceptible
rain fell in the dark, and great drops gathered on his
hair and clothes. His heart beat slowly, and a numbness crept through all his limbs. Then, looking up,
two merry whisp lights came dancing. · He lifted his
head to look at them. Nearer, nearer they came.
So warm, so bright, they danced like stars of fire.
They stood before him at last. From the center of
the radiating flame in one looked out a woman's face,
laughing, dimpled, with streaming yellow hair. In
the center of the other were merry, laughing ripples,
like the bubbles on a glass of wine. They danced
before him.
"Who are you!" asked the hunter, "who alone
come to me in my solitude and darkness!"
"We are the twins Sensuality," they cried. "Our
father's name is Human Natura, and our mother's
name is Excess. We are as old as the bills and rivera, as old as the first man; but we never die," they
l!'ughed.
"Oh, let me wrap my arms about you !" cried the
first; "they are soft and warm; Your heart is frozen
now, but I will make it beat. Oh, come to me I"
"I. will pour my hot life into you," said the second; "your brain is numb, and your limbs are dead
now; but they shall liv with a .fierce, free life. Oh,
let me pour it in !"
·
"Oh, follow us," they cried, " and liv with us.
Nobler hearts than yours hav sat here in this darkness to wait, and they hav come to us and we to
them; and they never left us, never. All else is a
delusion, but we are real, we are real. Truth is a
shadow; the valleys of Superstition are a farce; the
earth is of ashes, the trees all rotten; but we-feel
us-we liv ! You cannot doubt us. Feel us, how
warm we are ! Oh, come to us! Come with us !"
Nearer and nearer round his head they hovered,
and the cold drops melted on his forehead. The
bright light shot into his eyes, dazzling him, and the
frozen blood began to run. And he said : "Yes;
why should I die here in this awful darkness? They
are warm, they melt my frozen blood!" And he
stretched out his hands to take them.
Then in a moment there arose before him the image
of the thing he had loved, and his hands dropped to
his side.
"Oh, come to us!" they cried.
But he buried his face.
"You dazzle my eyes," he cried, "you make my
heart warm, but you cannot giv me what I desire. I
will wait here-wait till I die. Go !" ·
He covered his face with his hands and would not
listen, and when he looked up again they were two
twinkling stars that vanished in the distance.
And the long, long night rolled on.
All who leave the valley of Superstition pass
through that dark land; but some go through it in a
few days, some linger there for months, some for
years, and some die there.
At last for the hunter a faint light played along the
horizon, and he rose to follow it; and he reached
that light at last, and stepped into the broad sunshine. Then before him arose the almighty mountains of Dry Facts and Realities. The clear sunshine
played on them, and the tops were lost in the clouds.
At the foot many paths ran up. An exultant cry
burst from the hunter. He chose the straightest
path and began to climb, and the rocks and ridges
resounded with his song. They had exaggerated:
af~er all, it was not so very high, nor was the road so
steep! A few days, a few weeks, a few months at
most, and then the top! Not one feather only would
he pick up ; he would gather all that other men bad
found-weave the net-capture Truth-hold her fast
:_touch her with his hands-clasp her !
·
He laughed in the merry sunshine, and sung loud.
Victory was very near. Nevertheless, after a while
the path grew steeper. He needed all his breath for
climbing, and the singing died away. On the right
and left rose huge rocks, devoid of lichen or moss,
and in the larva-like earth chasms yawned. Here
and there he saw a sheen of white bones. Now, too,
the path began to grow less and less marked; then
it became a mere trace, with a foot-mark here and
there; then it ceased altogether. He sung no more,
but struck forth a path for himself until he reached
a mighty w.all of rock, smooth and without break1
stretching as far as the -eye could see.
"I will rear a stair against it; and, once this wall
climbed, I shall be almost there," he said bravely;
and worked.
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With his shuttle of Imagination he.dug out stones;
but half of them would not fit, and half a month's
work would roll down because those below were ill
chosen. But the hunter worked on, saying always
to himself: "Once this wall climbed, I shall be
almost there, and this great work be ended."
At last he came out upon the top, and looked
tlbout him. Far below rolled the white mist over
the valleys of Superstition, and above him towered
the mountains. They had seemed low before they
were of an immeasurable bight now; from cro~n to
foundation surrounded by walls of rock, that rose
tier above tier in mighty circles. Upon them played
the eternal sunshine. He uttered a wild cry. He
bowed himself down to the earth, and when he rose
his face was white. In absolute silence he walked,
on. He was very silent now. In those high regions
the rarefied air .is hard to breathe by those born in
the V!llleys; every breath he drew hurt him, and the
blood oozed ·out from the tips of his fingers. Before
the next wall of rock he began to work. The bight
of this seemed infi.nit, and he said nothing. The
sound of his tool rang night and day upon the ironrocks into whit:h he cut steps. Years passed over
him, yet he worked on ; but the wall towered up
always above him to heaven. Sometimes he prayed
that a little moss or lichen might spring up on those
bare walls to be a companion to him; but it never
came.
And the years rolled on ; he counted them by the
steps he had cut-a few for a year-only a few. He
sung no more; he said no more, "I will do this or
that "-he only worked. And at night wnen the
twilight settled down, there looked out at him from
the holes and crevices in the rocks many strange,
wild faces.
"Stop your work, you lonely man, and speak to
us," they cried.
''My salvation is in work. If I should stop put
for one moment you would creep down upon me,"
he replied.
And they put out their long necks further.
"Look down into the crevice at your feet," they
said. "See what lie there-white bones I As brave
and strong a man as you· climbed to these rocks.
He looked up; he saw there was no use in striving;
he would never hold Truth, never see her, never find
her. So he lay down here, for he was very tired.
He went to sleep forever. He put himself to sleep.
Sleep is very tranquil. You are not lonely when you
are asleep, neither do your hands ache, nor your
heart."
And the hunter laughed between his teeth.
'' Hav I torn from my heart all that was dearest;
hav I wandered alone in the land of Night ; hav I
resisted temptation; hav I dwelt where the voice of
my kind is never heard, and labored alone, to lie
down and be food for you, ye harpies T" ·
He laughed fiercely ; and the Echoes of Despair
slunk away, for the laugh of a brave, stJ;ong heart is
as a death-blow to them.
Nevertheless, they crept out again and looked at
him.
" Do you know that your hair is white !" they said,
"that your hands begin to tremble like a child's!
Do you see that the point of your shuttle is gone 1
-it is cracked already. If you should ever climb
this stair," they said, "it will be your last. You
will never climb another."
And he answered : "I know it!" and worked on.
The old, thin hands cut the stones ill and jaggedly,
for the fingers were stiff and bent. The beauty and
the strength of the man were gone.
At last, an old, wizened, shrunken face looked out
above the rocks. It saw the eternal mountains rise
with walls to the white clouds; but its work was
done.
,
The old hunter folded his tired hands and lay
down by the precipice where he had worked away his
life. It was the sleeping time at last. Below him
over the valleys rolled the thick white mist. Once
it broke ; and through the gap the dying eyes
looked down on the trees and fields of their childhood. From afar seemed borne to him the cry of
his own wild birds, and he .heard the noise of people singing as they danced. And he thought he
heard among them the voices of his old comrades;
and he saw afar off the sunlight shine on hi~t early
home. And great tears gathered in the hunter's
eyes.
"Ah ! they who die there do not die alone," he
cried.
Then the mists rolled together again ; and he
turned his eyes away.
" I hav sought Truth," he said; "for many long
years I hav labored; but I hav not found her. I
hav not rested, I hav not repined, and I hav not
seen her. Now my strength is gone. Where I lie
down worn out other men will stand, young and
fresh. By the' steps that I hav c?t they w!ll
climb; by the stairs that I hav bmlt they will
mount. They will never know the name of the m~n
who made them. At the clumsy work they will
laugh-when the stones roll down they will blame
me. But they will mount, and on my work; they
will climb, and by my stair! They will find Truth,

and through me I And no man liveth to himself
'
and no man dieth to himself."
. The tears rolled from beneath the shriveled eyelids. If Truth had appeared above him in the clouds
now, he could not hav seen her; the mist of death
was in his eyes.
.
"My soul hears their glad · step coming in," he
said ; "and they shall mount ! they shall mount !"
He raised his shriveled hand to his eyes.
The~ sl?wly from the ~right sky above, through
the stlll a1r, came somethmg falling, falling, falling.
Softly it fluttered down, and dropped on the breast
of the dying man. He felt it with his hands. It
was a feather. He died holding it.
OLIVE SOHBEINER.

-------4~.-------

Christianity.
When an honest man believes he has discovered
truth he invites inquiry. Not so with the Christian
church, she shuts her doors against investigation and
debate. If the position of religionists is tenable,
their arguments based on truth, they should hav no
~ear ?f investigati?n. Not satisfied with forbidding
mqmry and frownmg down honest doubt, they invoke
the aid of the law to enforce their religious opinions
and dogmas upon those who cannot agree with them.
If God reigns, surely he needs no assistance for his
religion from the laws of men. If their arguments
are unreasonable, they are not right; if not right,
they are wrong, and if wrong they should be abandoned. The religion that cannot be sustained by
reasonable argument should be dropped out of the
world.
The church asserts that she is the mainstay of
morality in the world, but the experience of the whole
world proves that man can be made moral neither by
religions nor by the enactment of penal laws. If this
were not true, vice and immorality would hav ceased
long, long ago, and there would be no longer any
necessity for either law or religion.
The New Testament teaches .us that in order to
secure our salvation we must overeome human nature.
That the carnal man is enmity to God. Had· the
writers of this book been skilled in the science of
phrenology, such teaching would hav been omitted.
Every faculty of man is for his good, and is necessary
for his protection, his happiness, and his continuance.
What man needs is direction, not restraint; education, not punishment.
In the Old Testament man is taught to labor for
his living. "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat
bread, till thou return unto the ground." This is
laid down as a punishment for his sins. But we
know that labor (except the excessiv and unrequited toil, the result of the unwise laws of man) is
not a punishment, but a pleasure. Labor elevates
the world. Idleness and inactivity would ruin the
race. In the New Testament we are taught a very
different precept. Christ taught men not to labor
but to pray for their living. "Giv us this day our
daily bread." "Lay not up for yourselvs treasure
upon earth." " Take no thought for your life, what
ye shall eat or what ye shall drink, nor yet for your
body what ye shall put on. Behold the fowls of the
air, for they sow not, neither do they reap nor gather
into barns, for your heavenly father feedeth them;
are ye not much better than they 1" "Consider the
lilies of the field, how they grow, they toil not
neither do ~hey spin. . . . Solomon in all his
glory was not arrayed like one of these." "Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which
to-day is and to-morrow is cast into the oven, shall
he not much more clothe you !" " Therefore, take no
thought saying, What shall we eat, or what shall we
drink, or wherewithal shall we be clothed~" "Take
therefore no thought for the morrow." Put this
teaching into practice and what would be the condition of society' How long would the human race
exist? Christians professing to believe in this book
enact laws for the suppression of tramps. But the
tramp may turn to this very book for his defense, his
encouragement, and his justification. And men, reasonable in other things, accept these contradictory,
unreasonable, impracticable teachings as the word of
God. If it is the word of God, then so much the
worse for God, for it is no credit to God or to man.
Thomas Paine and other great and good men hav
shown by unanswerable arguments that there is no
evidence of the divine origin of the Bible. Where
are the two tables of testimony, tables of stone, wlitten witp the finger of God, and given to Moses upon
Mount Sinai! What if they were broken, as it is written, where are the fragments ! In proving accounts
between men, the law compels the product.ion of the
original books of entry. Christians think we must
be content to accept such evidence as they happen to
hav. The manuscript of God ! Why, it should hav
been protected and preserved as the most sacred
thing in all the wide, wide world. The rt aeon the
evidence is not on exhibition to-day is because the
story is a fabrication.
Where are the dividing lines between right and
wrong, good and bad, truth and falsehood T Who
can tell ? What is the criterion ? When Pilate said
unto Christ, What is truth ! he got no answer, and
yet it is written in the book, "God shall send a

strong delusion that they all might be damned who
believed not the truth." The criterion is not Bible,
not faith, not religion!!!. It is reason. The civil and
criminal law of the land, laying down the rules of
human conduct, uncertain and conflicting as they are,
are evidences of man's best efforts to find this criterion, and the basis of these laws is reason. Let
reason reign. If man is to be judged by his acts, he
ought to exercise the right of private judgment.
Religions, as well as laws, change, as men's customs
and opinions change. To deny endless punishment
in a literal hell half a century ago, was to arouse the
fiercest antagonism of the church. Preach it to-day
to an intelligent audience and you will only excite a
smile of derision. In the revisions of the Bible we
see not only the Christians' lack of faith, but their
desperate efforts to keep that old book dragged up
somewhere within sight of the advance of human development. If it was the infallible word of God before the revision, what was it after the alteration!
Chri11tians solemnly and confidently proclaim the ex~
istence of a personal God, yet many of them deny
the existence of a personal devil. But there is as
much· proof of the existence of one as of the other.
To deny the existence of the devil is as much a denial
of the Bible as to deny the existence of God; and as
there is no proof of God outside of the Bible, what
advantage can the Christian, who denies the devil,
maintain over the Atheist T
We ought not to judge others by their beliefs, because we do not know how they hav been brought
about. We know that we cannot change our opinions at will; and that our minds are as different as
our faces. Had these .same Christians, who would
compel by rigorous laws all others to conform to
their opinions, been brought up under different religious influences, they would hav had different relig.ious opinions. Good character is formed, not by the
observance of religious dogmas, tenets, and ceremonials, but by developing that moral principle that·
exists in every heart. It is a thing of slow growth,
formed by habits, and cannot be developed in the
last few hours of life.
The Christian religion teaches that, though a man
may lead a long life of wickedness, offer the deadliest injuries and insults to others, he may, without
atoning for these injuries, set his own time for repentance and salvation. Can this be conduciv to
morality! The doctrin of Christ's atonement for
the sins of mankind has, for centuries, been a fruitful source of vice and immorality. As we sow so
shall we reap; this is the rule. The only way to secure our happiness in this life, as well as in the futur~>, is by right doing-practicing justice. Religions
are antagonistic to intellectual liberty, to freedom of
thought, and the battle between religion and Rationalism will end only in the extermination of one or the
other. In this country the line of division seems to
be forming between Roman Catholicism and Secularism. The strength of Catholicism lies in its unity;
the weakness of Protestantism in its division. The
middle ground will soon be swept away, and Protestants be compelled to stand within the lines of intellectual freedom, or to fall into the arms of the
pope of Rome.
LEMUEL J. PoTTs.

A Theological Absurdity.
Without devoting time to a useless discussion regarding the constituent beliefs of Christianity, or to
a disputing of any of the doctrine and practices
that hav characterized it at various periods, or are
peculiar to the different denominations of the present day, let us examin that fundamental tenet, held
in common by the most antagonistic sects, and which,
though its attendant religious forms hav been ever
changing consequently upon the evolution of civilization, has remained the constant principle of Christianity.
Simply stated, it is a belief. in an almighty God,
and the sacrifice of his son for the redemption of
sinners. It is upon this that Christianity, with all
its sectarian superstructure, is based; and this foundation being logically false, the truth of the religion cannot withstand the force of reason.
Paradoxically, Christianity refutes itself; for does
it not rest upon a contradiction T Aside from the
ridiculous incongruity of the almighty's humiliating
himself before his own creatures in an attempt to
palliate -the evil for which he alone must hav been
responsible, there could hav been no necessity for a
savior of the world, without admitting the subordination of the absolute, supreme being, in his having
had to submit, in the first place, to the creation and
existence of sin, contrary to his will; an absurdity
too patent for a moment's consideration.
We might as well endeavor to conceive of the
existence of darknees and light in the same place at
the same time, when we know that the presence of
the one is dependent upon the absence of the other.
Consequently, a belief i.n an almighty being must
preclude a belief in Christ; and, e converso, a belief
in Christ is incompatible with a belief in an omnipotent God, Christ being the exemplification of the
finiteness of his "father."
However, Christianity prpfesses the absurdity of
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reconciling these contradictions, or, in other words, I of that grand old guard-" the thin red line" who !letters to exp1•ess those words. His communication
of upholding a theology in which the deity is divided stand immovable in the ranks of the Secular Union- inclosing a check for $20 if spelled out would oc-.
against himself; wherefore, in subservience to the its honored life members.
cupy about a line. May his shadow never be abbrelogical reasoning, which we are told this God himself
With gratitude indescribable I received the follow- viated. From the senior, a few days after, I received
expounded, bow can be exist ? And ·• if a kingdom ing as the first ·response, from as true a patriot as our the following both gratifying and encouraging letter:
be divided against itself, that kingdom cannot stand." cause can boast:
·
OFFICE oF HEALTH MoNTHLY, }
CLIFFORD HowARD.
MERIDEN, CoNN., March 31.
Nxw YoRK CITY, April 2, 1889.
E. A. STEVENs, Chicago, Ill., Dea1• See1·etary: Since the
MY DEAR MR. STEVENS: On Saturday, when very busy,
time is not quite ripe to lance the orthodox Christian carbun- the junior came to me, remarking that he was going to write
cle growing on Girard College, I herewith hand you my you, and he wanted to send a. contribution for the Bruno
check for $100, which I propose to giv for the purpose of monument and desired to hav me join him in doing so; so
helping make up the $1,000 for the Bruno Monument fund. we each sent $10. Yesterday I picked up THE TRUTH BEEKER
Let us honor the martyr who gave his life to remove the six- of the 30th ult., and after reading your eloquent appeal for
teenth-century inepired flat-earth holy-Bible myth from the contributions, I thought I saw at once what had awakened
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
Yours truly,
N. F. Gnrswow.
Dr. Ned. I think it is only just to express my appreciation
E. A: STEVENs, Secretary,
16 Union Park Place, Ohicago. brain of man.
Hardly bad I recovered from the startling 6ffect of that article. It contains facts in regard to Bruno which
OTTO WETT8TEIN,.Treas.,
Rochelle, Ill.
I did not know myself, although I hav read considerably
E. B. FooTE, JB •• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave .• New York.
:M:as. M. A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Oom., 241 Washington Boulevard, which Friend Griswold's Jetter gave-for I could not about him. It is really a yery interesting sketch of Bruno's
help ruminating bow a little while ago a hundred dol- life boiled down into the fewest possible words, and those
Ohicago.
lar donation would bav created quite a sensation- words most effectiv. I am quite sure that Ned and I hav
when another life member and generous helper, whose contributed before to that monument, but feel very glad that
Washington's Inaugural.
v1·81·ts of an old he gave me the opportunity to join with him in making a
letters l·n THE TRUTH SEEKER are 11·1-e
a
further contribution. The same issue of THE 'rRUTH BEEKER
The approaching centennial of the inauguration of and valued friend, sent the following, which is as ·contains an excellent article from our friend, Mr. Wakeman,
Yours truly,
E. B. FooTE.
the first president of the United States is to be con- admirable as his generosity, partaking as it does of on the same subject.
ducted, according to the proclamation of a Presby- the hero he would honor:
Our honored president and, I presume, his amiterian president-who perverts his high office to inAuRoRA, 0., March 31, 1889.
able ~pouse, who hav also previously contributed to
E. A. STEVENs, Secretary, Dear Si1·: Find inclosed a draft the Monument fund, forward $10 to swell the new
sult the historical intelligence of the people and slur
$100, to aid in uplifting the Bruno monument.
American Secular Union subscription, as evidence of
the memory of those famous Freethinkers who were forThe
memory of "Bruno makes safe the sleep of Darwin in
most prominent in founding a state without a church Westminster abbey. Indeed, it helps us all to rest. It will their hope that in Italy the pope shall no longer bold
-by religious observance. Secularists should take be a standing caution to humanity against Christianity.
supreme sway, their desire that freedom of the mind
this occasion to make an emphatic protest against
It may save us from the Blair bill, which is now inviting and liberty through law may be the heritage of the
this part of the program, and show that Washington, our cabinet and Congress to do for America what Constantine future sons of that sunny clime, and that soon they
and his councils did for Europe-inaugurate and repeat
· · 1 f tt
d b k
as president of the constitutional convention, took another
Christian millennium of more than a thousand years shall ·sever the last eccles1ast1ca e era an
rea
special pains not to let Christianity engraft itself in of Dark Ages. To reverse such religion, and restore life, lib- the bonds of priestly tyranny. Hail to the chief !
law-that he WilS so much of a statesman as to be a erty, and civilization again to the Wcstem world, the elo.
Otto Wettstein feels that this monument somequent and loving Bruno suffered seven years in dungeons and how makes his badge-pin legend more appropriate,
thorough Secularist.
death at the stake.
f
bl
1 ·
h
The Union League Club, of Chicago, hav issued a finally
Up with the glorious shaft by the side of St. Peter, on the and his torch o reason aze more ummous, so e
circular calling upon the people to celebrate this spot where he was burnt. Let us bav no more such Chris- also contributes to the fund.
occasion by public worship, and the document might tian stakes or church recreations. Truth is enough to furF. A. Day, of Castana, Ia., forwarded $5 for the
monument, and a like amount to the Union fund. A
easily be mistaken for a missionary leaflet of the nish one good and complete religion. To that I belong.
Yours in its faith,
N. EGGLEsTON.
man of few words, but generous deeds. May the
Young Men's Christian Association, so sanctified is
Two hundred dollars! Now verily "is the winter light of Day never be dimmed.
its piety. It is signed by its president and treasurer.
Mrs. R. L. Dingess, of Chicago, desires to conThe latter is known to hold opinions derogatory to of our discontent made glorious summer by" these
Christianity, but, like so many hypocritical Liberals, two noble sons of Secularism ! Who shall say that tribute a dollar to so noble a project. A lady now
lacks the manhood to assert himself. A millionaire· Liberals lack the fervor we denominate soul! Who thoroughly Liberal, she has evolved out of orthodoxy
shall dare accuse them of indifference and lukewarm- by the careful study of the facts which Bruno procan seldom afford to be a man.
The reverend advocat!ls of "truth and righteous- ness when their sympathies are aroused in a worthy claimed.
ness" in Chicago are industriously distorting the cause! Still, we must admit that even two swallows
Converse Close, an invalid of seventeen years, rises
facts of history and filling the air with falsehood, do not make a summer last. And while the noble do- to express his sympathy with this move, and sends
cant, and misrepresentation in their endeavor to giv nations of Brothers Griswold and Eggleston are coni- his contribution. When invalids are roused to enthuChristianity a "boom" by this celebration. They mendable in the highest degree and deserving of our siasm, we hav hopes the healthy will be profoundly
seek by this commemoration of the inauguration of gratitude and an imperishable chaplet-for in honor- stirred.
GRATTAN, MICH., April 4, 1889.
a constitutional government recognizing religious ing Bruno they honor themselvs, the American SecuE. A. STEVENS, Secretary of the American Secular Union,
freedom to gain momentum to overthrow the Consti- lar Union, and humanity-after all, it is but a little
Dear Sir: I hav just read your article in THE TRUTH BEEKER
tution itself and accomplish by the Blair bill and cloud on the Secular horizon, and we need to see of
March 3()th, "Giordano Bruno." It is a grand appeal for
other treacherous and suppressiv measures what they such liberality expand, increase, and develop till it what all Secularists should deem a worthy object.
cannot accomplish by moral suasion or logic. This covers the face of the firmament and bursts forth in
I look upon this as an exception. It is cosmopolitan, for
is surely evidence that faith is dying, for the moral torrents of generosity and munificence from which Bruno, in the hearts of all true Liberals, should stand as the
·force of a religion must hav reached a low ebb when drenched superstition shall slink away appailed. representativ martyr of religions freedom in all ages, and
the world. And Rome, above H.ll others, is the
it seeks the support and maintenance of law. Law We must drown out ecclesiasticism in the state, and throughout
place where such a monument should be erected as a worldis the last prop of a tottering creed, though the prop the erection of the Bruno monument in papal Rome wide landmark, to warn Christian bigots that such acts will
may effectually retain the form when its vitality has should only inspire our efforts in establishing the not be tolerated, and must not be repeated.
And now, Mr. Stevens, please allow a few words personal
dominion of science and justice, instead of being
fled.
you and myself.
At a recent meeting of ministers in this city one dominated by the crafty cohorts of superstition, to When
you were .first elected secretary, I must admit that
clergyman is reported to hav remarked that the only remembering that
you were not my choice. I had some doubts as to your
reliance this republic now has for its progress and
sentiments and the course you would pursue, especially in
Not a truth unto science
regard to the question of "Anarchy," which at that time was
Or art hath been given,
perpetuity rests in the adoption of the Christian
a prominent topic of discussion among our people generally,
But brows hav ached for it,
religion. Such a person · is a traitor to American
and, as it seemed to me, threatened the harmony and unity
And souls toiled and striven .
. principles and an insulter of Washington's memory.
of Freethinkers generally, and of the Secular Union espeAlthough these aching brows hav ceased their cially. But now I am pleased to say that your course has
Another reverend claimed that the founders of the
American republic were not only great patriots but throbbing and found rest in "the sleep that knows been to 'me very satisfactory and a happy disappointment,
also good Christians. Such a man is a hypocritical no waking," and· these dauntless souls whose lives and the zeal, energy, and ability you hav manifested under
circumstances hav been remarkable.
fraud.
were spent in unselfish devotion to imperishable discouraging
As for myself, I cannot do much. An invalid for sevenIt is now as ever in history, the religious teachers truth hav gone down to their graves
teen years, shut in from the outside world of business and
social life, never possessed of much wealth, this dollar is my
endeavor to gain the ascendancy in government, as
Unwept, unhonored, and unsung,
mite.
CoNVERSE CLoSE.
they hav over the minds of the people. The Persian
P. F. Spencer, a venerable friend of eighty-two, a
idols, the German oracles, the Roman augurs, and the Liberals-their particular posterity-who realthe modern priesthood hav all in their turn become ize the fruits of their labors, are rescuing their glori- contributor to the Bennett monument, certainly was
subjects of popular adulation and the agents of ous names from obscurity, and placing on their brows pleased to be placed in the above list. His inspiraThe chaplet of bay
tion for twelve years has been THE TRUTH SEEKER,
political_ deception for the avowed purpose of abroAnd laurel crown.
and it will be to the last. He promises that whatever
gating the rights of conscience.
To protest against this perversion of facts and to
A portion of the mission of Secularism should be be can spare shall go to the cause. Thanks, Brother
uphold and maintain the Secular foundation of our to atone for the criminal negligence of ita contem- Spencer.
A person paid $1 to our local Union secretary,
national Constitution the Chicago Secular Union will poraries ; to erect a monument-not necessarily in
hold a memorial service, Tuesday, April 30th, at marble or bronze-to every martyr in the cause of whose name was mislaid, so I cannot thank him
which the president will deliver an address on "The science, to vindicate the memory of all who in every properly, but the money "will get there all the same."
GOOD FRIDAY.
Secular and Freethinking Founders of the American age of the world's history hav remained loyal to their
Notwithstanding that there are several Freethinkers
Republic."
convictions in the midst of opposition, persecution,
BRUNO MONUMENT FUND.
danger, and death. Secularism means much more on the board of education, the public schools are
N. F. Griswold, Meriden, Conn ............................ $100 00 than superficial thinkers dream of, and while we re- closed to-day, as has been the custom for some time,
N. Eggleston, Aurora, 0. .................................... 100 00
out of deference to the holy Roman church-a church
Drs. E. B. Foote, N.Y........................................ 20 00 alize our n-umerical insignificance and the seemingly which is plotting in every way to destroy the public
R. B. and H. P. We;tbrook, Philadelphia............. 10 00 insurmountable obstacles which lie in our onward
E. A. Stevens, Chicago........................................ 10 00 path, we find our consolation in the thought that school system itself. The Episcopalians are so small
Otto Wettstein, Rochelle, 111.................................
6 00 "the race is not always to the swift nor the battle to a minority in the community that it cannot be conF. A. Day, Castana, Ia........................................
5 00 the strong." The Bruno monument marks the first sidered their wishes would bav any effect. When the
Mrs. S. L. Dingess, Chicago.................................
1 00
Converse Close, Grattan, Mich..............................
1 00 milestone in our race-course. En evant, who knows supposed day of Christ's crucifixion is officially obF. P. Spencer, Evansville, Wis..............................
1 00 but in the march of progress Rome may become served by closing the public schools, it can be seen
Unknown, Chicago..............................................
1 00 the Mecca of Secularists, as it has been, not the that we are rapidly approaching a state religion.
IN THE APPELLATE COURT.
Eternal, but the Infernal City of priestcraft! Thanks,
Total. ......................................... $255 00 Brothers Griswold and Eggleston.
The case of the secretary of the American Secular
Our appeal in behalf of the Bruno fund, published
There is no good work going on in which the Drs. Union against the St. Mary's Training School is nearonly in THE TnuTH SEEKER, has not been in vain-in E. B. Foote do not become participants, and although ing its conclusion. The "abstract" and " brief"
fact, it bas borne rich fruit, proving the nobility and they are solicited daily, if not hourly, for some be- which were prepared by Judge Russell, fully outlinliberality of its reade1•s; for never hav they been quest, a worthy cause finds in them generous friends. ing the proceedings, were printed and filed in the
importuned for a worthy purpose and the petition The junior editor of the Health Monthly is a great above court on the first day of April. The brief was
been unheeded. But the greatest regret we feel is wit if the adage that brevity is wit's soul holds good, replied to, strange as it may seem, not by the county
that the bulk of its subscribers allow the practical as the chairman of the executiv committee uses the attorney, who appeared and argued before Judge
work and effort of Liberalism to fall on the shoulders fewest possible words, and the smallest number of Horton oB the injunction, but by Smith and Pence,
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attorneys for the Training School. What a twist this
case has taken ! A question involving the county
finances and the official action of the county board is
answered by the attorneys for Archbishop Feehan.
General Smi~h is a Protestant apostate to the Romish
church and enjoys the lucrativ practice of legal
adviser to the archbishop. The reply of Smith &
Pence was nothing but subterfuge, yet it was as much
as could ·be eJrpected on that side. In the brief
replying to their allegations Judge Russel has
knocked the pins from under every point they raised
and in a clear-cut speech of one hour before the court
on Monday last submitted the question to the decision
of the judges. The senior member of the court
Judge Moran, is a faithful son of the church of Rome:
and he showed what he would do regardless of the
law or the Constitution. Judge Russell tried to
pacify him with the remark that this was not aimed
at the Catholic Church specially but pronounced on
the broad principle of the Constitution, and that this
decision would affect other denominations, which
would receive attention in due time.
Judge Moran blurted out, "Well, I notice the
Catholic church is the one that is always hit." If the
case is decided from a legal point of view, we hav
already won. But judges are fallible beings, swayed
by interest, paAsion, and prejudice, and one has
already so strongly betrayed his animus as to be
considered unsafe. Another of the trio is J udga
Gary, not counted among my personal friends, as his
ruling in the celebrated Anarchist trial was, in my
humble judgment, liftle to his credit.
The appellees made no oral argument.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
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A f~w years ago, before that wonderful invention, within your power to prevent the official murder of
the microscope, the new world of life it disclosed to this insane woman by granting her a respit until
the inquirers might hav been denied with as much such time as her death may be brought about by the
truthfulness; it could not be seen, e.nd only a few at operation of the laws of nature, and having this
the present time know of the existence of what it means of escape from a very unfortunate situation,
reveals. I hope some time humanity will hav de- I sincerely and respectfully implore you that you will
veloped its seeing power so as to be able to take cog- not deliberately and in cold blood sanction the very
nizance of all these beauties without artificial aids. kind of act which she is condemned for having done
So I hope, also, that t.he time will come that. the in her insane frenzy.
Very respectfully,
spiritual vision, and other faculties, will evolve so
ED. w. CHAMBERLAIN.
that all may take cognizance of spiritual things without any effort on their part.
What the Bigots Are Doing.
To-day phenomena are occurring claimed by some
F1·om the OffiCial Onmn o.t the .Amm·ican Sabbath Union.
who hav carefully investigated the matter, to be of
Rutland, Vt., demands a more general observance of Sunspirit origin, and to prove a continued individual day laws in that city.
The question of prohibiting by law Sunday baseball games
existence.
No person, thus far, has been able to satisfactorily is now being discussed in several of the state legislatures.
The decision having been by the court in Kansas City that
explain said phenomena on anymore rational basis
the Missouri state Jaw prohibits Sunday baseball games, the
than the one claimed for it. Wholesale denials and question is now to be taken to the supreme court.
assertions like the above are not in keeping with a
The citizens of Santa Rosa, Cal., hav resolved that Sunday
broad spirit of inquiry that cares only to know the excursions from San Francisco, that hav occasioned so much
annoyance in their midst, shall henceforth be prohibited.
truth, no matter what that truth may be.
At a mass convention in Richmond, Va., on April 17th,
A scientific thinker will take any phenomenon that
presents itself, carefully examin it, and will not pro- attemled by friends of the Sabbath from all parts of the state,
Virginia Sabbath Association, auxiliary to the American
nounce upon it until he can explain its causes and the
Sabbath Union, was organized. W. E. Hatcher, D.D., was
prove his explanation correct.
elected president, and William H. Preston first vice-president.
A large and growing class of people, embracing The field secretary of the Union, the Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts,
many learned and scientific minds, claim to hav had was present and aided in the committee work, and also made
address. The states organized up to this time (all except
demonstrated to them by unmistakable evidence an
the two first named within two years)are New Jersev, Marythat the so-called dead still liv and return to their land. Illinois, Dakota, Iowa, Kentucky, Ohio, and Virginia.
friends. For one to unqualifiedly deny their claim, Other states are expected to organize soon.
without being able to satisfactorily explain the phe·
The American Sabbath Union recommends that resolutions
nomena upon which it is based, upon any other be adopted by all religious bodies similar to the followhypothesis, shows the person making such denial is ing, which were voted by the Worcester Congregational
Club on April 15th, resolutions of like import having been
affiicted with compound ignorance-i.e., he is igno- passed at an earlier hour of the day in the same city by the
Does Colonel Ingersoll Know t
rant of the subject, and ignorant of his ignorance.
Methodist New England Conference.
Colonel Ingersoll is not Agnostic on one point at
JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
Resolve~!! That we approve the proposal to orl!'anize a Massachusetts l:!abbath association auxiliary to the American Sabbath
least. Hear him: "No person has come back from
Union •
the unseen world. No authentic message has been .An Open Letter to the Governor of Pennsylvania. Re•o!Ved, That we also approve the suggestion t bat a Massacbnae' ts eonvention be held for this purpose in this chy next
delivered. Through all the centuries not oGe whis- MR. CHAMBERLAIN PROTESTS AGAINST HANGING AN INSANE October, immediately preceding or following the Oongre11:ational
Oonnril.
·
WOMAN.
per has broken the silence that lies beyond the
Resolvea, That a committee of two be appointed by this club to
grave. Countless millions hav sought for evidence,
'I o His E~cellency, James A. Bea11er, Governor of co-operate with committees appointed by other religious bodies in
for such a convent.ion.
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, SIR: I .ear- arranging
hav listened in vain for some word."
Resolved, That. we petition Oongress to make the daY of inammrathe fir•t Wednesday of March or the last Wednesday of April,
What an assertion for a man to make in this age, nestly and urgently protest against the threatened tion
to avoid the serioup occaoion for Sabbath-breaking and lawwhen in every city, town, and hamlet of the civilized hanging of Mrs. Sarah J. Whiteling, appointed to bresking that arises from ha,ving inauguration occur at or near
beginning of the week.
world are to be found those that will· testify to the take place in your commonwealth, April 24th inst., and theResolved.
That we indorse the petition to Congress for a law
against
Sunday work. E'Xcept workR of necessity and mercy, so far
contrary-that they hav communicated and do commu- call your attention to the following considerations : as the jnri!diction
of the general government extends.
Sc~entific observation and experience hav long
nicate with those that hav passed the borderland, and
A mass meeting in the interest of Sabbath observance was
that they can furnish the most undeniable evidence of recognized a class of cases of derangement known as held in the court house at Lancas~r. Pa., on Sunday, March
this fact, evidence such as would make a case in any climacteric insanity. Of this class of cases, Ray, in 24th, under the auspices of the Philadelphia Sabbath Assohis "Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity," section 248, ciation, the large court room being crowded. ·Judga Pattercourt of justice were it upon any other subject !
~on presided, and remarked that the meeting was held under
Had Mr. Ingersoll said, "I hav received no evi- says : "Another curious form of homicidal insanity the
auspices of an association that was formed fifty years
dence; no person bas come back to me," he would occurs in women, and seems to be connected with ago. ItA labors were at first confined to Philadelphia: they
bav been justified in the statement. For we are those changes in the system produced by menstrua- were next extended to the canals and public works. and now
bound, in common justice, to take a man's word, tion and lactation. It is a little remarkable that, with to the whole state. It does not aim at the passage of new
it looks only to the enforcement of those existing.
unless there is evidence of its falsity. But when he few exceptions, the victim selected by the patient is laws;
Another object of the association is in behalf of the wage.
assumes to contradict the statements of men and always her own or some other young child."
men-those who toil. Many of these laborers are compelled
Mr. Ray follows this summing up with the recital to work seven days in the week, and this association endeavwomen of unquestioned integrity, of sound critical
judgment on all other matters, of patient, earnest of a number of cases of recognized insanity illustra- ors to prevent this In the evening a similar meeting was
held in the First Presbyterian church, Lancaster. Bishop
investigation, who, while they were trying to dis- tiv of his proposition, no one of which cases exhibits Merrill
presided, and addresses were delivered to an overprove it, were compelled to admit that the so-called so many of the conditions or indicia of insanity as flowing congregation by Jud~e Ashman, the Rev. T. A.
dead are alive, and, under favorable circumstances, does the case of Mrs. Whiteling.
Fernley, and the Rev. T. B. Neely.
Mrs. Whiteling was surrounded with all the condido giv·authentic messages-that not only one, but
A Generous 6ift Rt'jected.
myriads of whit>pers hav broken the silence, and tions required to produce insanity, and the periodical
From San Franci8CO Freethougllt.
countless millions seeking hav found evidence and murders she committed indicate strongly not only
A clispatch from Petaluma, published in the daily press of
heard words from beyond the grave-this unqualified that she was insane, but the cause of her derange- San
Francisco, says :
denial of claimed facts shows a spirit of arrogant ment. When we combine all these causes, her low William H. Pflpper, a wealthy nnrseryman, offered recently to
assumption much in keeping with the spirit of ortho- grade of mentality, syphilitic taint, abject poverty, donate to tbe city a lot worth $5 OOJ, providing tbe city trustees
wonld erPot. npon it a building for kinderllarten .Purposes to coat
fatigue, and overwork in nursing through a long ill- at
doxy which be is so valiantly fighting.
least $3,600, the school to be under charge of the board nf ednc~tt.ion.
It is understood that, a weAlthy gentleman of this citY
All knowledge comes through the senses. In a ness her husband, whom she afterward killed, the offered
•o erect the building and giv 13,500 more for the support of
pressure
of
responsibility
for
the
care
of
her
family,
the school. The board of educatiOn presented the matter to the
court of justice, if reliable witnesses swear to what
board of city trustees and requested it to submit to the ppople the
they hav seen or heard or felt, a multitude, testifying which fell entirely upon her, the change of life and question
of acceoting it and voting the necessary funds at the
coming
city election. The trURtPea refused to do this, and in conconsequent
menstrual
derangement,
and
when
we
see,
that they did never see, hear, or feel the same, would
sequence Petaluma will lose the donation.
not in the least invalidate their testimony. If Mr. as a result, three murders of those she was drawn to
Mr. Pepper is a well-known Freethinker, one of whose
Ingersoll has never had the evidence others hav, or by the closest ties of affection, with intervals of a cherished plans is the founding of a school where useful
claim to bav had, he would at least show more good month between each murder, with no intelligent knowledge may be imparted unmixed with superstit-ion. We
sense in saying, as he does of God, "I don't know," motiv for her act, and when we find strongly cor- are not acquainted with the conditions upon which the above
was offered, but the purely secular character of the edfor he certainly cannot know that no one has re· roborativ evidence in a marked symptom of insanity gift
to be given was doubtless one of them. No one can
disclosed by means of the optbalmoscope, there can ucation
ceived an authentic message.
believe that the city trustees hav acted wisely, but they were
be
no
doubt
of
her
irresponsibility.
much more honest in rejecting the,trust than they would hav
Much that we call knowledge comes from our belief
I understand that an examination has been made, been in accepting and then violating it, like the trustees of
in the knowledge others claim to hav acquired. A wise
College.
person requires good, substantial evidence before he recently, of Mrs. Whiteling by the prison physicianl'l, Girard
Mr. Pepper deserves the greatest credit for his good intent,
can accept any disputed theory or fact. If such an and that their report thereon shows that she is now but it will not take the Christian world long to forget his
array of evidence is adduced, he can but believe. If sane. This is little to the purpose. The question is, generous offer and to declare that Freethinkers hav never
sufficient evidence cannot be furnished upon which What was her mental condition at the time of com- done anything for charity.
------~~.-------to base his belief, he is simply Agnostic-does not mitting the murders? Her present sanit.y is not inWill Our Missionaries Be Sent BacU
know. To disbelieve or deny any claimed fact or consistent with violent insanity a year ago. The
From the New York Herala.
theory should require just as sound evidence against feelings of the patient in such a case are graphically
'fhere is a feeling in Canton that a policy of retaliation
by
Dr.
Oxner
thus:
"A
worthy
neighbor
described
it as would be required in its favor to be believed.
should be adopted toward the United States. The arguments
There are, no doubt, among the personal friends of told me, during treatment for a 'change of life,' that that the Chinese residents in America are law-abiding, that
sometimes
when
things
went
wrong
with
her
she
felt
the action of Congress is arbitrary, that the restriction was
Mr. Ingersoll those that would tell him they had
to further party interests, that the government has
received messages from some departed friend, the as if she could tear God from his throne, but this is initiated
shown a thorough disregard of treaties, are well founded
so
long
ag-o
she
has
forgotten
it."
And
he
further
identity being proved by precisely the same evidence
and not to be contradicted. It is, therefore, not to be wonas would be required to estabiish the identity of says : " While thousands go over safely amid com- dered at that the idea is being adopted gradually but steadily
parativly
happy
surroundings,
now
and
again
one
that the American missionaries, merchants, and residents
some one in a foreign country, as knowledge of
family affairs, certain circumstances known only to dies, oftener they become broken in health, while should be requested to return to other congenial climes, and
that the resolution is gaining ground that no United States
the parties communicating in regard to past condi- some under constant domestic bickerings become citizen should be allowed to settle in Chinese territory.
and
never
recover
;
others,
under
like
unhappy
insane
tions, etc. Such identifications, unmistakRble, hav
But the Colonel is the Stratlier Ti1>per.
been received and proved over and over again, and circumstances, become desperately insane and their
F1·om the New Yo1·k Sun
yet every now and then some person, wise. in his mania spends its force in some desperate deed, to
The Tribune announces that ''Colonel Ingersoll bas the
own conceit, will make the same wholesale demal that their eternal regret."
I am told that in cases where the law has, very reprehensible reputation of giving more fees to waiters, etc.,
is made by the colonel, knowing, as he must, that
than any other man in this country." This is an error.
just as able men ashimself claim to hav seen, heard, improperly as I consider, withheld from the governor Philip H. Armour, of Chicago, never givs less than $5 as a
the
power
to
pardon
or
commute,
a
beneficent
purtip when he travels, on which occasions he givs that sum to
and felt just what he says no one ever di_d.
.
.
Agnosticism, in these days of great. dtscove~tes, 1s pose is accomplished by the governor's withholding everyone on the train, from the engineer to the newsboy.
his signature from the death-warrant. It 'is still Here and in Chicago his fees are in like proportion.
more becoming than arrogant, unquahfied duntal.
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fommnnications.
The Church-Its Moral Status.
The history of the church from the fourth up to
the sixteenth century is a history of bigotry, injustice,
outrage, cruelty, and murder. Its scenes are only
the sickening, revolting events described in the book
of Joshua, reenacted. No people within the range of
the historic period ever proved so utterly lost to
every sense of justice, love, and piety, and manifested such inhuman cruelty, as the Christians did
during this long reign of terror that hung over the
Eastern world like a deadly nightmare lor over
twelve hundred years. Dr. Dick, a cele~rated Christian writer, states that one hundred thousand of
Germany's best men and women were burnt at the
stake alive during the fourteenth century alone.
What an army of victims thus sacrificed! And for
what terrible offenses were these best men and women
thus tortured in such a fiendish and inhuman manner ? Their offense was that they could not believe
that a "son was as old as his father," and that "one
was three and that three were one, and yet one was
not three and three were not one." It was their unbelief in this Christian mathematical paradox that
sealed their bte. But from whence derived the
church its authority to thus burn people alive for a
simple difference of opinion about God and other
incomprehensible Christian dogmas? The authority
for all this sickening and revolting cruelty was derived· -by the Christians from their Bible. Moses, a
brutal old freebooter and red-handed pirate, commanded in the name of his remorseless God that if
thy father, mother, brother, sister, or bosom friend
enticed thee to go and worship other gods (accept
different religious opinions), thou shouldst not consent, neither pity nor spare them, but kill them;
" thy hand sht.ll be first against them to put them to
death."- This command of a vile old bloodthirsty
wretch afforded satisfactory authority to the churchmen for ages to cruelly torture and murder their
fellow-men simply for entertaining a difference in
- religious opinion. In reading the story of Moses in
the bulrushes, we often think, What a pity that a big,
hungry crocodile did not come along and utilize him
·by making a breakfast on him, and thus save the
coming ages the terrible suffering and outrage his
· examples and precepts visited upon them!
Reasoning from cause to effect, we realize that the
teachings of the Bible are directly responsible for the
cruelty and· meanness of the Christian church in the
present as well as in the past ages.
Battlegrounds on our maps are marked by a little
flag, and if you will examin the maps of the different
nations you will find that there are over twenty
battlegrounds marked on the maps of Christian
nations to one marked on the maps of the pagan or
heathen nations. This fact is significant. The church
from its inception has been a prolific disturber of the
peace and a copious blood-letter. The cross as an
instrument of torture, and the sword as an instrument of murder, were fit emblems of the church
in every age. The religious wars inaugurated and
prosecuted by the church in every period of its
existence form a foul blot on the history of the race.
- The Crusades stand alone and unrivaled for extent
and cruelty, and were conducted under the banner of
the cross and in the name of the Christian religion.
And giv to the church the power to-day, and we
shall experience a reenactment of the tragedies of
the Dark Ages with all their revolting features.
The doctrine of the church must be exposed, and
its dark and damning deeds revealed to the masse!:',
before the human race can be considered safe from
danger at its hands. Its doctrine are a standing
menace -to the safety and morality of society. Like
causes produce like effects. It takes a standing
military force of over three million of armed men to
keep the peace of Christian Europe to-day. So frequently do Christian armies engage in murdering one
another, that the blood scarcely dries on one field of
carnage ere it is copiously shed upon another. As a
pointer, I would say that the heathen nation of Japan
with its forty million inhabitants, had enjoyed an un~
brok~n peace f~r tltree hundred and fifty years
previOus to opemng her ports to the vessels of Christian nations. Since that time Christians hav introduced within her borders missionaries, whisky, Bibles,
gunpowder, and firearms, and Japan has been subject
to distressing insurrections ever since.
But why are Christian nations more cruel and warlike than other nations ? The sole reason is that the
children in Christian natione, through the Sundayschool and church, become victims to the damnable
heresies against the human race taught in the Bible.
They are taught to worship a "God of battles," who
is a " man of war," and who doeth his will in the
armies of heaven and on the earth, and none can
stay his hand and say, What doest thou T They are
further taught that by "nature" they "are children
of wrath sold under sin" and with "a heart desperate~y wicke~ a~ove_ a~l things." Surcharged with a
ballef of th1s kmd, 1s 1t a matter of surprise that the
d:Jvotees of the church are derelict to the claims of
morality and decency T

persecution during my fourteen years' experience as
a Freethinker. I hav also been grossly misrepresented· by persons who fancied they were doing
real service in the cause of religion.
What folly I ·
As though I could destroy anything that was good
in Christianity or any other religion. Whatever is
good is certain to survive. My object has always
been to destroy the false; to ridicule the absurd; to
condemn the cruel.
It is untrue to affirm that I hav ever said that the
"man Jesus was an impostor." On the contrary, I
hav always said that if such a person as Jesus ever
lived, and the gospels contain an account of his life,
he was a noble, unselfish, heroic man-a Freethinker
in his day-and who was maligned, and ultimately
- .
crucified, as a blasphemer.
On the other hand, I hav said that for the God
Jesus I hav no respect. He taught nothing fresh; he
made no new discoveries in science ; did nothin~ for
the advancement of art, nothing to improve so01ety.
He abolished neither slavery nor polygamy nor barbarity of any sort.
In short, he was impotent to effect reforms which
were achieved by men long after his alleged resurrecThe Crime of Unbelief.
We liv in an age of religious thaw; and all the tion to a world above the clouds.
A.llTHUR B. Moss.
creeds appear to be in a general condition of sloshiness-having no coherence. Less than twenty years
Notes of Travel by W. S. Bell.
ago Christianity had a definit creed ; and all ChrisApril 6th I left Chicago on my lecture tour of the
tians, however ignorant, were able to say what it was
West, and after seventeen hours' ride over the Chicago
they believed.
To-day, however, it is only the ignorant who hav & Alton railroad I arrived at :Kansas City. I had
any real faith, for, among the learned, the Christian scarcely stepped off the train before I was greeted by
name remains but all that it once connoted has dis- name by our good Liberal friend Mr. John Larsen,
who, though he had never seen me, knew me by the
appeared.
Years ago people believed in a God-in the jeal- pictures seen in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL and in
ous, vengeful, and brutal God of the Bible=--Jahveh; the Freethinkers' Magazine. After an hour spent in
a god who not only punished unbelievers in this breakfasting together we went to his home, where I
world, but reserved a precious hot quarter for them was introduced to his wife and family, all Freethinkers. Mr. Larsen thought so highly of my article
in the next.
People believed in a God who created the world in THE"TRUTH SEEKER on "Justice," that he translated
out of nothing, a:nd your first parents out of dirt; who it into Swedish, for a Swedish paper. About the time
placed them in an orchard, and forbade them to eat we were to start for the hall in the evening the rain
some fruit, at the same time placing an intelligent, began to pour down, accompanied by flash upon flash
talkativ serpent there, wi_th the infallible foreknowl- of lightning and crash after crash of thunder. It is
edge that the newly formed and inexperienced creat- needless to say that our audience was small. I hope
ures of his manufacture would be induced by this to hav an opportunity to do my first work over
subtle animal to disobey: They believed in the story again in Kansas City when I return eastward.
From Kansas City I went to Lawrence, on my way
of the fall, and had implicit faith in the doctrin of
to Bond, where I was engaged for two lectures. I
the atonement.
But science came and destroyed the one, and mod- was delightfully entertained by Mr. Palm and family.
ern criticism demonstrated the folly and immorality The Freethinkers who hav the good fortune to enjoy
the hospitality of this family go away with pleasant
of the other.
Soon we saw that the story of the fall was the pro- memories of their visit.
I had a long ride of twelve miles over rough and
log of a mythical drama with the atonement as its
epilog. Without the fall the raison d'etre of the muddy roads to Bond, a hamlet which I did not see.
Mr. F. 0. Hellstrom, a young man, made all the
Christian faith was gone forever.
One by one the old teachings changed; now it was arrangements for my lectures, which were the first of
said the Bible was written in an unscientific age for the kind ever heard in that place. Quite a number
an unscientific people; then some of its narrative came a long distance to see and hear an " Infidel."
were said to be allegories, or poetry, or at least, so The house was crowded, and the only complaint
unimportant that good Christians need not troul;>le made about the lecture was that it was too short,
themselvs about them.
although I had spoken an hour and a half. The
But when modern criticism had done its worst with second it rained, but the house was full, and the
the Old Testament, it was discovered by those who audience seemed reluctant to leave after I had finished
were best able to judge that very little of it could be my lecture. I was unable to get any subscribers for
relied upon as imparting either scientific, historical, the Liberal papers. Mr. F. 0. Hellstrom will try to
or moral truths.
bring the Liberals to repentance and persuade them
It was then pretended that Christianity was con- to take the papers. We want to modernize an old
tained in the New Testament; in the life and teach· song, "What is Home without a Mother?" and sing,
ings of Jesus.
·
if we can, "What is Home without a Liberal paper!"
Let the Rationalist laugh at the story of the flood; And yet there are thousands of men abundantly able
let him chuckle over Balsam's journey upon a pious to pay for a paper who would consider themselvs
ass; let him giggle and guffaw over Jonah's dive insulted if you questioned their soundness as genuin
into a whale's stomach; let him laugh such stories Freethinkers. Such people do not feel any moral
to very scorn, and turn into derision and contempt obligation to sustain the editors and publishers of
many another story from holy writ, and what then! our Freethought papers.
_
Do not the gospels remain? Does not Christ reIf our good brother Heston ever gets round to
main? Are his words of no account ! Are his won- making cartoons of the seamy side of Infidelity, I
derful performances of no value ? Did he not die to hope he will cartoon the man who never takes a Libsave the world T And was it not he who said, " He eral paper and yet boasts himself a Freethinker from
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, and he away back-a man who borrows other people's papers,
that believeth not shall be damned!"
when he should help the publishers keep up their
" Of course it was," the Christians triumphantly great work.
replied; and they knew also that the man who dared
At Emporia, Kan., I was met at the depot by a
to openly oppose the New Testament, to call in ques- gentleman who greeted me by name, although he had
tion ·the godhead of Christ, was liable to be prose- never seen me before. It was Mr. Mason Welsh, an
cuted for blasphemy and consigned like a felon to intelligent and whole.souled Liberal, who conducted
jail. .
me to the home of Mr. John M. Hyde, another of
They knew it ; and when later modern criticism our sort of people. I had been seated but a
showed that there was no real ground for belief in a few minutes when I took up a book lyiJJg on the
Jesus who was miraculously born, and who, being table at my elbow. It was a school history of the
crucified, rose again from the dead, the Christians United States, published by Barnes & Co. In glancdid nothing toward repealing those obnoxious laws ing over its index to see what it had to say about
against the unbeliever, which were and are a stand- Thos. Paine, I found his l!lame was not there. I did
ing disgrace to modern civilization.
not expect to find it. ·For in all the many school
The blasphemy laws are still unrepealed. True, histories published within the past twenty years,
Mr. Bradlaugh has taken up the question, and with with exceeding rare exceptions, the name of the aucharacteristic courage means to press it to an issue; thor-hero is not mentioned. I called the attention
but I doubt very much whether the present House of of the daughter of Mr. Hyde, Miss Mary, to this
C::m1mons contains a sufficient number of liberal- great wrong done Paine by almost all historians.
minded persons to repeal the laws against heresy in Her reply was sharp and full of good sense. " Well,"
aU its manifold forms. Time alone will show; but said she, "it is not necessary to write up his deeds
should the common sense of a majority of the mem- in the books; they all know what he has done."
bers rise above their creed, mankind will soon feel
I was delii"hted with this bright answer, and if ~
the benefit. Personally I hav suffered a good deal of lecture in Emporia again, I shftH Qert~inl1 ipvit~ tl:ti!!

In virtue of the vicious and pernicious teachings
of the church, we deem it to be 8 sad calamity for a
child to be born of Christian parentage, and trained
in Christian families with their vitiating adjunct the
Christian Sunday-school. We feel that statements
of this kind are shocking to Christian ears, but truth
is always unpalatable to those who liv in contradiction to its requirements.
Corroborativ ·of this last statement stands some
very strong Christian evidence; In a sermon preached
March 3, 1886, in Chicago, Sam Jones, the famous
evangelist, said: "Nine gamblers out of ten are
raised in Christian families, and statistics prove it."
As to lying and hypocrisy, he said he " would not
expose the church, as there were too many sinners
present and it would hav a bad effect." Now, we
presume Sam ought to know; besides, we hav never
heard that anyone ever disputed this statement, so
damaging to the moral character of the church.
Hence we reiterate that a Christian birth and a
Christian education is veritably a calamity ; and this
statement cannot be truthfully gainsaid.
W. S.
Nashville, Tenn., March 27, 289.
•
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young lady to introduce me to the audience. How
true it is that Paine has written his own ideas in the
life of his country-he has embellished liberty in its
brightest colors, and, as a man, has laid the foundation of immortal gratitude in the hearts of all genuin freemen who liv, and are yet to liv, in this country, and in all other countries where liberty thrills
human hearts. One gentleman, Mr. Stoddard, came
thirty-four. miles to hear my lecture, and was so
greatly pleased that he tried to persuade me to stay
and giv another lecture, but my time being engaged
I could not remain.
I came to this place yesterday and lectured last
night. I met a niece whom I had net seen for twenty
years. How time flies! She was a young girl then,
and now she is the mother of a daughter as old as
she was then. "Thus runs the world away."
Brookville, Kan., April 14, 1889. W. S. BELL.

Travel for the .Millions.
" The railroads are getting desperate." Such is
the news as telegraphed over the land; They are
embarrassed and are running into bankruptcy.
Now, there is probably no more important question than that of the railways, because it necessarily
is complicated with some others. The road-managers
contend they must charge more. My opinion is that
they must charge so much less that all tlle people"
can use them, and that billions of tons of freight that
is now not carried can be transferred.
Why sre the Pullman companies so prosperous!
We never hear of their embarrassment. They
charged, ~n the start, about one-fourth as much as
the ro1ds, were at much more expense, had to pay
the roads for hauling the cars, and yet grew rich.
Moreover, they were never more than half filled;
Just study that a little.
About two-thirds of all the profits of the roads
come from freight. It is certain that countless
millions of tons of material that should be valuable
nt some places are left unmoved because the charges
for carriage are too much. In the region where this
is written, millions of bushels of apples are left to
perish, and two hundred miles south the same may
be said of peaches, simply because the railroad charges
are a little higher than it just.ified to pay. Two hundred miles north, no fruit of the kind is ever raised.
Millions on millions of tons of rock, brick, sand,
fertilizer, ice, etc., might be transferred were freights
low enough to permit. The question simply is this
-if the roads are prepared to carry twentytimes
more than they now carry, could they afford to do so
at rates low enough to justify and induce that increased patronage? It seems impossible to convince
a few f!llmagers of public business that the lowest
possible profit in the public service is the true policy.
Remember the difficulty about getting penny postage,
and then ponder over the mighty consequences standing behind that" simple, ridiculous fool's proposition,"
as it was stigmatized when proposed by Rowland
Hill. Think how many obstacles were thrown in the
way after the bill passed, to prevent its operation.
Think of the street cars at first charging twenty-five
cents and making trips every half-hour, and what a
fool he seemed who first suggested three cents per
trip and starting a car every minute each way! Perfectly wild! But the competition of the legs of the
public forced the car companies to adopt the cheaper
rates. And if it were possible to devise some competition of the kind as against the railway companies,
their rates would be reduced so low that all the world
would go travelin~, and the railway ques~iol!' ~ould
solve itself. But JUSt so ,long as a few mdlVIduals
hav it in their power to "charge all that the traffic
will bear," at the expenditure of the least possible
capital, the monopoly policy will be pursued.
As behind the" fool's proposition of penny postage"
stood all the tremendous consequences of cheap literature, daily papers, universal diffusion of knowledge
and news, the promotion of inventions and discoveries, encouragement of immigrations, and of rapid exchanges and communications, so behind this other
" wild, crazy idea," entitled~" Overland for one dollar,"
or unrestricted travel for the millions, stand more than
was ever dreamed of. Just imagin that all the millions of people who are now bound to their localities
can take long pleasure excursions as well as the richthat the poor laborer can take his wife and "wee
ones " wherever he chooses because he can get work
at one place as well as at anoth~r and cos~ of t~avel
is but a trifle. What wondrous mfluence In natiOnal
life and thought ! What an education and expansion
of the popular mind! Amazing thought! We can
not trace all the consequences to their splendid
terminations. Terminations! There could be no
end to the beneficent results. Never in the world
were such opportunities given to mankind as hav
been offered by the genius of invention in this century; but monopoly has interfered to sweep from
mankind into the possession of· the few many ?f. the
most glorious privileges. How .shall . the m~llions
enjoy easily the grandest of allmvent10ns ! IS the
question.
.
·
· Not ·long ago during a rate war the roads charged
$l() from tbe 1\:f.issouri river to San Franois9o. The
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writer went on a train that had over eighteen hun- When doubts invaded their minds they put them
dred passengers when it left Topeka. To prevent away as the devices of Satan, but the do.ubts would
way ~assengers taking advantage of the terms a. come again and again. They searched the scriptures.
deposit of $30 was required, and returned at the end They consulted the pastor. They read many standof the route. This prevented thousands on thousands ards of the church. They appealed to God time and
from traveling; yet so great was the uprising of again in earnest and agonizing prayer. But their
people living along the Missouri to take this trip that .wavering faith was not strengthened. Such was tbtcir
the railroad officials were alarmed. Now, it does not distress of mind that they found no peace either day
cost more than ten dollars exh·a to haul a car addi- or night. What could they do! Here they were,
tional, once the train is made up, from the Missouri feeling their own helplessness, distrustful of human
to the Pacific, and at $5 per head the receipts would reason, crying out to God for help and strength and
be nearly $300. It has been proved to a demonstra- guidance. Why did they not get it?
tion that the roads could make more money by haulHad they not a right to expect it! Is not the
iog passengers as freight, provided enough people Bible full of promises for pt-rsons in their condition!
traveled. Here is what the railroad managers over- Yet when these promises were not fulfilled, how could
look-that is, that their rates are prohibitory on the they help doubting? Being convinced then that
great masses. Five-sixths of the masses are women, .they had been believing in a delusion, the only honorminors, and very poor men, none of whom ever travel, 'able coune open to them was to confess their Hrcr
yet all of whom would be often journeying if they and to withdraw from the ohurcb. Is it likely that
could afford it.
•a man would do this, knowing what it involved in
I confidently assert that if the roads would charge :many ways, unless he felt it to be his solemn duty?
not exceeding twenty cents per head per hundred 'Whenever anyone takes a step of this kind it proves
miles or less, they would make very much more than ·that he is honE>st, and that he is no hypocrit. Otherthey do now. Does not the same law as to profits ,wise he would remain in the church and pretend to a
apply to railroad sen ice that does to other business 1 :faith he did not possess, as perhaps many are doing.
Is not the rule of the enterpri8ing merchant generally :christianity te!'che~ that we are.saved by faith. If
applicable-" Quick sales at small profits1'' The ;we hav not th1s fa1th, then certamly we cannot exerrailways hav .another advant~ge, to.o. They can giv \ci~e it. God has it, and bestows i~ ?POD whom he
.a more luxuriOus and exclusiv serv~ce to the wealthy !will. Those to whom he does not g1v It must be lost.
who prefer to pay for it, and reslize just what they do .Yet the fault is not theirs.
.
.
to-day . and they can in addition add millions of ; This is certainly a very inconsistent doctrm, for It
dollars' to their daily receipts by carrying the masses .makes salvation depend upon the exHcising of someof our people at rates they can afford. But to do ;thing we hav not got, and which we cannot get by
this they must bear in mind that even the lowest :any act or volition of our OWJ?..
rates ever yet offered are out of the ~:each of the . "Whosoever believeth shall be saved." ~ow can
grfat masses. Surely, as has been said, if they can !we believe, or how c~n we make ourselys believe, uncarry a hog from the Missouri to the Pacific for $2, .Jess we really do believe! We can believe only what
on a slow freight train, load and unload, feed and we .must, and n?t what .would be mo~t plea~ant or
water him, and giv him exercise every thirty-six hours, ~ desrrable. My. ImJ?ression of Freethmkers Is that
they can carry a man equally as cheap. Undoubtedly :they would believe 1f they coul?.. The fact that th~y
they could; but they will not until compelled.
; canno~, or do not, see~s to Il!-dlCate that t~ere Is
0 oe word more. It is objected to government- ! some msu~mount~ble difficulty m the way, which the
ownuship of the roads that government becomes a . church, w1th Gods help, ought to be able to remon•.
common carrier. Oh, how they are trembling lest
.
KwrNTAS.
gov 6 rnment become the owner of the Union Pacific
for the debt due! How they are prevaricating and
Flings and Stings.
decei~ing! Let government accept the proposition
Even
as
a
young
the prurient had few charms for
made by that road (not in good faith, however), and me and now as I am man
verging on fifty it has, if possible, still
once begin to operate it, and the question will reach les~. Consequently I shall decline to entertain such a suba rapid solution. For then it will be seen what is the ject, whether started by Mrs. Slenker or anyone else.- Mcreal truth, that the train-dispatcher is necessarily mas- Arthur.
terofthesituation;thatwhileahundreddifferentmen
It is strange indeed that one finds so few men
or companies may own the train and runni.Dg stock who will argue a question pro and con and not bring
and all the other trains on the road, all must obey in some :tl.ing at sex; especially if talking to a
one mind while on the track. It will then disclose woman. Now, McArthur does not feel satisfied with
itself that all the government need do is keep the decrying the intellect of all women-and Elmina's
road bed in order and hire the train-dispatcher, and in particular-but he has to question my sense of
that is all the company can properly do as regards modesty and decorum. I hav read and reread my
the road. Oiten the running property belongs to articles, and see no word or idea in them that the
several firms. Here is a solution of what has seemed most prudish could call "prurient." Being a Qu~ker
a great objection to government ownership.
by training, as well as a school-teacher by professiOn,
This is the grandest question of the hour because I call myself as free from all that is low or degrading
its solution settles many others, or aids to do so, as Mr. McArthur himself can possibly be. It is
namely, How shall the great masses, the five-sixths unkind in him to use such an expression as the above.
of us, easily enjoy the privileges of railway journey- I do not think the whole spirit world-if it really
ing! What harmony, what quiet, what satisfaction exists-could point to one dark shadow, of a sexual
it will giv, and above all what intelligence to the nature, in my life-record.
True I was a victim of the Comstock clan, but I
masses for the settlement of vexations! For "the
voice of the people is the. voice of the people is the was co~pletely cleared of all smirch or stain; and
voice of God." Who said it spoke wiser than he Judge Pau1, one of the wisest and best of men, sent
knew. But that voice must be free, unrestrained, me a testimonial-January, 1889-in which he says,
unmufi:l.ed-the utterance of the people's enlightened "Your neighbors from Snowville, Va.,, where you liv,
comprising many of the best people m the commuintellect.
HoL'r.
nity, bore willing and ready testimony t.o your good
Oregon, Mo.
character for purity, honesty, and chastity. No wo----..-t>-+-----man could hav established a better character for
Freethought and Christianity.
these virtues than you did on that trial."
It ought to be apparent to theologians, and to
I think in the face of this from a United States
every intelligent person whether in the church or judge, I bav a right to claim a due meed of respect
out of it, that Freethought or Liberalism is rapidly and honor from even a McArthur.
gaining ground in this country. It is probable! howELMINA DRAKE SLENKEB.
ever that ministers hav no adequate concept10n of
Snowville, Va., April 14, 289.
the depth and force of this Agnostic undercurrent,
nor of the extent to which the doubting spirit has
Recovering Their Senses.
entered into the minds of men. There are a great
Prom the Galveston News.
many more avowed Freethinkers in this country than
There are a great many peopl~, both in an?, without
there are popularly supposed to be. And in additio~ Chicago,
says the New Orie!ln~ Tt;r~es-Democrat, who are
to these there is a very large class by whom Agnosti- beginning to believe that SoCialism Js a bugaboo, .used by the
cism is manifested only by their general indifference police to hoodwink the good people of the Lake ,City. Whe~
to religion. Many of these persons are so situate.d ever the police want more money, o~ make a mistake,, or fa.Il
of their duty iu any way, an Anarc~1st plot and t;onspiracy 1s
that it is not politic fo~ them to boldly ayow· t.heir at
once discovered. It is an old trick that Loms Napol~on
sentiments. At present It is popular to be Identified worked
very successfully for years in France.. A. leadmg
with the church, or at least to be considered as a Chicago paper has openly asserted that the S~Ciabst scare
nominal adherent to· Christianity. If it were quite was worked by prominent mem~er~ of the Chicago f~rce;
as popular to be a Freethinker as to be an adherent that many of the conspiracies which It was preten~ed existed
were invented to fool the citizens, and that ~h~ pol~ce gr.eatly
of the chureb, what a surprising falling off there exaggerated
the strength and powe~ of SocJahsm ~ Ch1cago
would soon be in the numerical strength of the for their own interests. The electiOn )ar,gely verifies the~e
church! Freethinkers as a rule are intelligent. They charges, for but a hundred and ten S?mahsts were found_ m
are what they are from honest conviction, the result the entire town the greatest numb~r m any one ward bemg
!l This' refers to the Socialist ticket, but of course
of fair and unprejudiced investigation. They are not twelve
there ~re some thousands of Socialis.ts in that city. The re~t
unbelievers from choice or desire, but because they of the opinion is perhaps susceptible of proof. There Is
cannot be otherwise. Many of them hav been mem- temptation to tricks in municipal politics where so much
bers of the church, perhaps ministers or officers, boodle is at stake.
noted for zeal and piety, but a time came in their exTHB TBuTH SBEKBR CoKPANY's Catalog of Freethought
perience when the;v: could no longer accept ~!'or assent
to the dootrins behe~ed and taught by the1r church. Reform, and Scientific Books wUl be mailed free.
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world. Some Protestants oppose, some favor the
measure. It is a most iniquitous plan, and would
inevitably destroy our schools. Every Liberal in
M. BENNETT,
New York state should write at once to his AssemblyEditor.
man and Senator urging them to vote against the bill.
Business Manager.
The time is short; write at once.
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Pass One Bill; Defeat the Other.

•

It would be a good thing if all the people in this
state should write to their Assemblymen and Senators
at Albany asking these officials to vote in favor of
the bill now before them which makes the commitment of poor children to reformatories reviewable by
a supreme court judge. As it is now, children are
taken before a police magistrate, committed to some
charitable institution, and there is no remedy for the
parents or guardians.
Under the present law several gross outrages hav
.been perpetrated. The Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children employs officers to look after
vagrant children, and in their zeal to earn their
salaries they occasionally make mistakes. The meat
in the cocoanut is that the two branches of the
Christian church, Catholic and Protestant, maintain
institutions for the care of children. The chief
Protestant mill is the New York Juvenil Asylum;
the chief Catholic Mill is theWestchester Protectory.
Each of these institutions receives two dollars per
week for each truant child committed to it, and that
hi what they exist for. The Juvenil Asylum gets
annually on this basis about $105,000.00 and the
Protectory about $250,000.00. The Children's Society is run in the interest of the Protestant concern,
and sends to it all the youngsters it can ; while the
-Protectory keeps agents at the various police courts
to gather in all the children born of Catholic parents.
Of course the Protectory gets more than half of
the human spoil.
The outrages that hav been perpetrated were the
seizure by the officers of the Children's Society of
little ones whose relative were amply able to care
for them and their committal to one of these places
by a police magistrate against the wishes and protests
of the relative, and on no evidence but that of the
overzealous officers. The present law was procured
· by the Society and other reformatory institutions for
their own purposes, and makes the commitment final.
The proposed law makes the law and the facts of the
commitment reviewable within thirty days by a
supreme court judge. The societies mentioned and
·others which exist on state money obtained in the
same way are opposing the bill; the general sentiment of the New York city public, which is the public
chiefly interested, is in its favor.
The bill should pass.
Another bill now before the legislature which
should not pass is one allowing the Westchester
Protectory and other institutions of its kind to share
in the public school fund. The Catholics hav brought
this bill up at legislature after legislature, and they
seem determined by sheer persistency to force its
passage. The bill has been furthered in the Assem.bly and stands a better chance of passing than ever
before, for the reason that the politicians are more
than ever afraid of the voting power of the church.
If defeated, it must be by members whose constituents are not Catholics. It is the entering wedge of
the Roman church's scheme to hav all public school
money divided between it and the rest of the religious

Theories.
In our last issue, in an article entitled "Facts," we
gave some Christian theories to the effect that Freethinkers must necessarily be immoral, and that they
must necessarily be unhappy. We then showed by
reference to the facts that said pleasing results do
not come about at all. Yet before showing that these
theories do not cot·reepond to the facts, we had
spoken of them as 1' looking well." Is there, then,
naturally any antagonism between fact and theory 1
Let no one get the impression that there is. Of
course, no scientific thinker needs the caution, but
this paper also falls into the hands of Christians.
Only between facts and false theory can there be discrepancy. When a theory has been rightly constructed, it must hav in practical working precisely the
correctness that it had in the abstract. It would be
well to inquire, Why were these Christian theories so
mistaken 'I What was it that caused their· falseness
of construction 'I
Of course, to construct right theories on those
matters, it would hav been necessary to start from
some right basis, some correct knowledge of things.
But Christianity has removed from the minds of the
people all such correct bases. It is not alone that
she has taught false things in her special creeds, but
she has penetrated and perverted all departments of
thought. She has set up a false thing, and then
when we would essay to reason from the other things
around about it, to it, to prove it false, we find that
all those others hav been falsified by her too.
For instance. Christians say that we hav no
" foundation " for our morality. Reflect upon what
is meant by this word, foundation. The idea that
will rise into most minds to correspond to this word
will be the idea of a command. Most minds, if
attentiv to their thoughts, will perceive a vague
sense of the necessity of a great ruler, a superior,
issuing a command. Why will most hav such an
idea! Simply because Christianity has during centuries got man accustomed to the feeling that he must
look, for the ultimate source of authority, to some
person. This was the tendency of all in the childhood of humanity, and Christianity has kept them in
the habit. To look up to some brutal, arbitrary
personality, king, priest, or god, and obey his commands-this is all that religion has ever taught mankind. Science has in these later days discovered a
different source of moral authority, a different foundation of the moral feeling, and the true one. Evolution, in tracing back the course of man's development from lower orders, has discovered how all the
others of man's faculties took their rise; naturally it
has also discovered how the moral sense took its rise.
The lower animals hav a certain moral sense, and
upon this the stronger moral sense of man took its
rise through what is called "the association of ideas."
Our ideas and feelings all run into one another, one
merging into another connected idea or feeling so
that when it is present the other is aroused too.
Then if a certain class of actions l>e usually followed
by painful outer consequences, it will presently come
about that an indissoluble-connection will hav been
formed, in one's mental associations, between the
ideas of those actions and the painful feelings of
their consequences. The ideas of those actions will
immediately upon rising in the mind produce feelings
of pain and abhorrence, whether the consequences
follow or not. It only remains to ascertain, then,
whether the actions detrimental to others are followed
by painful outer consequences, and upon finding that
they are, we shall hav found the source of that painful and repugnant feeling that accompanies the ideas
of acts detrimental to others. One set of such painful consequences is easily found. It consists of the
effects which society has made to follow such acts in
punishment by law, in punishment by condemnatory
social opinion, and in general hindrance to one's business designs and material prospects. Another set of
painful consequences is not so easily found. It lies
in the sympathies, in the imagination. The law of
association in its simplest form being that : Any
state of mind which reproduces an element entering
into some previous state, tends to reproduce the
whole of that previous state, it follows that upon

seeing in a fellow-being outward manifestations of
suffering, these being elements which entered into a
previous state of suffering in ourselvs, there is a tendex;.cy to reproduction of the whole of that previous
state of suffering in ourselvs. Such is the nature of
sympathy, of pity. It is the men tal associations formed
upon these two sets of consequences that constitute
what we call our moral sense, our conscience.. Then
when we observe how the development of this sense
has been accelerated by the struggle for survival of
competing tribes and groups of men, those deficient
in it being necessarily deficient in prosperity and in
cohesion, and being supplanted by those possessing
it in greater strength, we get a hasty view of the
causes of the highly developed moral feeling of today. Thus any who ha.v been accustomed, with
Christians, to think in a vague way thst moral authority must issue from the command of some personal
being, need not be at a loss at the removal of that
being. The " foundation " of the moral sense is the
same as that of anything else. The " foundation " of
any mental faculty is simply, that it is. Christians
might as well select any faculty of the intellect that
we see working and producing results aroand us and
·say that it cannot exist longer, as it "has no foundation." "In a universe of collected facta," say Christians, " there is found no ought." We reply that in
a universe of collected facts there is found an ought.
That universe of collected facts must include the
facts of social science, and when we come to inspect
the facts of social science we find among them the
fact of a faculty of the human disposition that pronounces oughts and impels man to conform to them,
and has through all ages. So when a Christian talks
about there being, except as consequent upon divine
direction, no moral impelling force, no ought, in the
human disposition, the reply to be made when he
gets through maundering is simply that, there is.
Our purpose in this article was, we said, to point out
how theories constructed by most nowadays are likely
to be mistaken through the fact that Christianity has
suppressed and retarded the diffusion among the
multitude of the right bases of reasoning, the right
bodies of facts, the right scientific principles, to reason
from. So it remains to indicate the scientific knowledge suppressed in this case. It is, general knowledge and science; in particular, mental science and
the doctrin of evolution.
Another false theory mentioned is that to the effect
that those Freethinkers disbelieving in a future
existence must be more unhappy than Christians.
Here there is overlooked the following vital consideration. A belief in heaven sufficiently strong to
be of any value in supplying happiness can be entertained only by a people very ignorant; a people very
ignorant is always in misery through inability to
gratify its earthly, every-day wants and through the
combativness, injustice, and tyranny inseparable from
ignorance. And as what is remote and impalpable
makes a less impression upon the mind than what is
near and palpable, so the dim expectations of a
heaven will in such a case be far overbalanced by the
actual felt ills around one every day. So here we
hav the two possible conditions of the race in regard
to this matter. Ignorant enough to believe in heaven,
but unhappy through the troubles invariably accompanying ignorance. Or, with intelligence enough to
discredit the heaven and thus losing a slight source
of gratification, but by the better conditions of life
provided by that intelligence kept in a constant or
nearly constant state of happiness. Ignorance and,
on the whole, unhappiness. Or, intelligence and, on
the whole, happiness. But this is not all. Add to
this that not only is the ignorant life unhappy, but
it is shorter; not only is the intelligent life happy,
but it is longer. At the epoch of the Reformation,
estimates Dr. Jarvis, the health officer and statistician,
"the average longevity in Geneva was 21.21 years;
between 1814 and 1833 it was 40.68; as large a number of persons now liv to seventy years as lived to forty three hundred years ago." " In those days of
shrine-cures and ghostly remedies," says Professor
Draper, "the death-rate was about one in twentythree; under the present more material practice it is
about one in forty." In the ignorant Christian ages
inadequate food, clothing, shelter, and sanitary regulations to obviate epidemics, reduced life to a wretched
briefness; now the life-term is steadily increasing.
And more. Why may we not continue t:his lengthening of the life-term indefinitly? Our ability to do
much in that line we hav substantiated by actual
facts ; why doubt our ability to continue what we
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hav commenced 1 And if we do so will this not be
the securing of what may be called an enduring life,
a future life-the very thing the Christians long for?
Some think that our knowledge of chemistry and
physics generally may presently enable us to control
those chemical and physical processes producing
what we call life, organization, disorganization, disease, decay, death. To science, they say, nothing is
impossible. In that case there would be no assignable limit to life. Without pronouncing upon this
opinion, we at least may point triumphantly to the
actual facts that Rationalism has already lengthened
life, and may confidently be expected to increase its
length still more. Another consideration ignored by
the getters-up of such theories as the one we are
Qombating, is the fact that when people hav believed
in a heaven with a strength enabling them to derive
happiness from the anticipation, they hav also believed in a hell with a vividness of realization causing
them great misery. And, finally, re:fl.ect that the
promis of heaven given the people is a cheat, and
that keeping them in the belief in it is simply keeping them, for the benefit of a priesthood, under an
imposture all of· a short, miserable life, cozened and
plundered, in the end to receive-nothing at all. To
point out in this case, as in the previous one, in what
ways Christianity has suppressed the principles of
knowledge that would hav led to the formation of
the correct theory on this matter, instead of the
incorrect one that Christians are happier than Freethinkers, those ways are as follows. Christianity has
suppressed the literature calling attention to such
facts as the contrast between the longevity produced
by Christian systems of living and that produced by
Rationalistic systems. It has suppressed in general
the literature, scientific and other, which directs
attention to the bettering of our lot and the securing
of happiness in this life. It endeavors to suppress
to-day the scientific and Freethought works that call
particular attention to the sufferings caused by belief
in hell, the accompanimeJ?.t of the heaven-to suppress
the Rationalistic histories of the Dark Ages that will
not let fall into forgetfulness the records of the millions
of lives overcast and embittered by the terrors of
eternal torment. All these things, which are found
in impartially truthful literature, hav been excluded
from the ordinary literature that Christians hav permitted the preceding generations. So as most grow
up among the books of their fathers, and hav not
seen Rationalistic literature, they are in total ignorance of these things-of the true state of affairs.
Thus they reason wrongly. As we said, Christianity
has not only set up a wrong thing, but has destroyed
all things around it whereby we could reason in reference to it and discover its wrongness. "A lie will
not fit a fact," and if people could only get the true
facts and attempt fitting them together with Christianity, they would meet with a failure in the fitting
that would soon convince them of the faultiness of the
one or the other. But the trouble is that Christianity has suppressed, destroyed, or perverted all those
facts that we would seek to fit.
On the last theory, that Freethinkers are to be unhappy because the scientific way of looking at the
world offers no food for the heart, space permits the
saying of little. Evolution shows that with the
change of the conditions of humanity or any other
organism, there follows a readjustment of constitution
to the new conditions. Whatever is found necessary
or beneficial to the continuance of life, in the end
tends to become pleasurable. An African finds the
attempt to comprehend the slightest abstraction, to
conduct any considerable mental operation, painful
and repugnant. The intellectual members of the
Caucasian race-and they are increasing in number
every day-turn to such activities as their chief
delight. The delights of barbarous man hav consisted in great part of exercise of the emotions of
wonder, awe, and, in particular, the emotion of satisfaction felt at supposed love and protection by an
imagined personality beyond the skies. There is
now ·growing among advanced mankind the set of
emotions making it a delight to know, and to do.
The Christian repugnance to the scientific view of
the world and scientific relations with it, amounts
only to an example of the rule that all readjustment
of human conditions involves a corresponding readjustment of emotions, and this change is always felt
as a deprivation by those partial to the old set of
emotions, and is by them denounced as such. In
this case, as in the others, we wUl. s:pecify ~he sup-

pressed knowledge that would hav led to the form·
ing of the right theory. A knowledge of the principles
of evolution seems to be all that would hav been
required.
A little digest of this and the article to which this
refers would amount to something like this : 1. i:n
forming a judgment, it is better to refer to the octual
practical facts than to theorize. 2. One reason why
theorizing is so often wrong to.day is that it usually
starts froD). misinformation supplied by Christianity,
and cannot start from correct knowledge, as that has
been ~uppressed by Christianity. 3. Still, theorizing,
if we only take pains to secure as its basis the latest
revealed scientific truths, is valuable too; and the
concurrence of testimony, upon any point, of the two
methods, induction and deduction, affords the strongest proof of which an issue is capable. 4. We
chanced to take up, as illustrativ examples, the mat~
ters of Freethought morality and Freethought happiness, and upon these we found, by that concurrence
of the two methods which is absolutely confirmatory,
that Freethought is in production of morality and
happiness a thousand times superior to Christianity.
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to the human race and to God if there is one. He
mistook a temporary prejudice for a principle. He
lost faith for a moment in the education of his childhood, but it is very evident he never found a logical,
histories~ or scientific fact to which he could anchor
his drifting mind. It is plain to be seen that he
never comprehended for an instant the broad and
eternal principles of truth and justice which underlie
the honest adherence to liberty and Freethought.
For a moment he toyed with heresy, as a child !!lometimes questions the ghost stories told by his nurse,
and ends in believing thein because others believe
them. There are thousands just like him, and progress never gained an inch from their efforts. The
reason is, that with them Freethought is not a principle at all, but just a new fad, or a whim, or a little
passing prejudice against some particular dogma of
the church, or perhaps a revolt against some worldly
circumstance. Such people are Freethinkers no
more than is the man who makes the air blue with
profanity and objurgation of the saints.

Editorial Notes.

IT is said that sixty-five Protestant school-teachers hav
been removed within the past six weeks by the Chicago
.A Converted "Infidel."
school authorities and replaced by Roman Catholics. This
the Elkland, Pa., Journal, in the early part of is indeed out of the frying-pan into the fire.

last month, appeared this letter :
'' Infidelity

Renoun~ed.

''To you youn·g men who are beginning to et~tertain skeptical
views, let me offer a word of counsel and warning. I assure
you that you know not what you are doing. The path upon
which you are entering may seem right to you in your present state of mind, but ·the end thereof is death. YoU: are
preparing for yourselvs matter for bitter repentance. I hav
trod the dreadful path from beginning to end. I know it all.
It is a dark, uncertain, and dismal road, and it leads to ruin.
I hav seen the terrible effects which Infidelity produces on
man. I hav had proof of its blinding influence in my own
experience. Its tendency is to utter moral and spiritual
darkness. I hav read and studied both sides, and wha·t is
more, I hav tried both ; and the result is a full assurance
that Infidelity is folly and madness.
"I think of my wanderings in the dark shades of doubt and
unbelief with unspeakable sorrow. I would giv much if I
could hav my time to liv over again, that I might avoid the
dreadful mistake I made in turning my back on Christ and
his cause and joining the ranks of his enemies. The only
comfort I hav is that I am invited to return while in the
fulness of my health and strength, and in the vigor of my
mental powers.
B. F. MAoK.
"Elkland, Feb. 28, 1889."

This is trumpeted abroad as a great gain for Christianity, and as showing how sooner or later all Infidels who are not desperately wicked must come to
Jesus. But when the facts are known we imagin the
Christians will find they hav not gained much, and
that the Infidel loss is correspondingly light.
A friend who has known Mr. Mack. personally for
five years tells us something about him. He was
once a preacher in the Free Will Baptist church.
Several years ago he left the church and alleged that
he had become a Freethinker. The kind of a Freethinker that he really was may be inferred from the
facts that he would never take a Freethought paper,
nor assist in procuring Freethought lectures, and
that he held and said that Infidelity would do for
those who were '' up to his level," but that religion
was the best for most people, "to keep them out of
mischief." It would take about a million such "Freethinkers" as Mr. Mack to turn down the first leaf in
Genesis, and then it wouldn't stay down.
But now Mr. Mack comes out with the stereotyped
whine about the dreadful path and terrible effects
and blinding influence of Infidelity. The whine is
all for show, and is cant of the most idiotic and
driveling sort. Mr. Mack desires to magnify the
importance of his ''return" to the church, and so
pictures the philosophy which he alleges he once held
as a dark and dismal chamber of death. In the
expressiv slang of the street, " Rats !" If Mr. Mack
had a smaller bump of self-conceit and more front
brain he would not hav bounded back into the pulpit
with 'such a wild whoop!
The truth is, Mr. Mack never was a Freethinker.
H~ imagined perhaps that he was. Possibly he once
did not believe the Jonah yarn and the.Joshua story
and the creation legend and the myths and miracles
of the Old Testament. And, too, he may not hav
been able to get a call as preacher to a fashionable
church with a convincing salary. And in consequence
it is quite likely that he thought himself an Infidel.
But he never was. He never could hav rejected
Christianity because he found upon examination that
its claims are unsupported by facts, nor because he
saw that the scheme was untrue, unjust, and belittling

THE latest news about the Messrs. Harman and Walker
cases to date is that on the 9th inst. they journeyed to
Topeka, and after a tedious delay of two days their case was
called. Then followed the arguments by counsel upon the
demurrer to the indictment. Judge Foster took the matter
under advisement and they returned to work, subject to
recall at any time.
WE congratulate the editor of our Congregational contemporary, the Independent, upon his frank manliness in
stating to the New York and Brooklyn Association of Congregational Churches that " the day of belief in the infallibility of the Bible is past." We hav known and said the
same for many, many months, but to be reinforced by so distinguished an authority as Dr. W. H. Ward induces feelings
of great elation. We may also congratulate the Presbyterian
presbytery of Rochester for declining to reject for office
three newly elected deacons who expressed disbelief in the
doctrine of foreordination and infant damnation. But did
you feel the ground move when Calvin and Edwards turned
over in their graves?
MR; A. B. Moss, our able English contributor, has won in
his fight with the London School Board, by which he is
employed and which prohibited him by resolution from lecturing on Freethought subjects. As our readers know, the
motion to rescind this prohibitory resolution was heard on
March 17th, Mrs. Besant appealing for justice and fair play
to Mr. Moss, seconded by several liberal-minded members of
the Board. The discussion was, however, adjourned for one
week. On March 14th it was reopened, and after a long
debate the motion was carried by a vote of 30 to 18. And
so, says the Radical, Mr. Moss returns to his work of love:
the work of emancipating the human mind from superstition;
the work of replacing the errors of theology by the truths of
science; the work of making this world better worth living
in; the work of making people less miserable concerning the
future life by making the present life useful and happy, thus
promoting the permanent well-being of mankind.
THE picture on the first page of THE TRUTH BEEKER of
February 16th has been utilized by anti-Jesuits of Canada tq
point a morai to the statesmen of the Dominion. Labeling
the dog Quebec, the Toronto Grip thinks it superfluous to
add anything by way of comment to the instructiv series of
sketches. The design, it says, speaks for itself, and depicts
somewhat graphically, the four acts in the drama of Jesuit
aggression as they are likely to develop if Canadian public
opinion does not sternly interfere now and settle the matter
once for all. It must never be forgotten that the avowed
end and aim of Jesuitism will be accomplished only when
the church has swallowed the state. If the teachings of the
order mean anything at all, they m~an this ; and, in the province of Quebec, the process has gone at least as far as '' Domination," for the tail certainly wags the animal in that neighborhood. The Montreal daily Witness reproduces Grip's
pictures without comment, and, we may add, without credit.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is quite willing to furnish its Canadian
contemporaries with forcible illustrations against the church,
even if they do omit to say where they obtained their weapons. We can easily forgiv this in G1·ip, but that John McDougal, the old Scotch Presbyterian bigot who ~as so often
and so roughly vilified THE TRUTH SEEKER and ItS founder,
should steal from our columns, while not a matter for surprise, we consider a little " cheeky.''. But the c_artoon is a
good one, and may it teach the Canadians somethmg.
J. E. REMSBURG will lecture in Kansas, Texas, and Indian
Territory during the remainder of the spring.
OwiNG to the unusual preparations for an outdoor display
in this city on April 30th, and the impossibility of getting an
audience inside a building, the Liberals hav had to abandon
the proposed morning meeting to recall to the public mind
the services to our country of our Infidel forefathers. In
lieu thereof the Manhattan Liberal Club will devote Friday
evening, May 3:l, to this purpose, and Mr. T. B. Wakeman
will deliver an address on " The Glories and Dangers of Our
Republic.''
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hav so kindly written concerning this enterprise. By going of the awful wild Infidel. The membership is very weak,
slow and starting right, we hope to make the colony a sue- both in members and otherwise-financially and mentally.
cess. We will not begin at the top of the ladder.
There are several Liberals in this part of Kansas, but all
Truly and hopefully,
MARY A. WHITE.
are·poor and hard run by failure of our crops for two years
DuBois, PA., March 29, 1889.
together. This makes it hard to get along for all, both saint
MR. EDITOR: I will giv you the answer to the calf quesMarch 25, 1889.
and sinner. The saints are on the beg, and the sinners hav
tion, 233; and giv a question that became practical.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find express money order for $5.25, to work and do the very best they can under all circumA man made an addition to his building. How many for which continue THJi: TRUTH SEEKER to my address for two
stances. I hope that times will get better and that we shall
cubic yards would he dig out of his cellar, the sides being years, and send me the ANNUAL for 1889.
get a good crop this year; then we will try and get Fome
as follows : front. 4 feet wide by 2 feet deep; side, 16 feet;
Allow me to again express my admiration for THE TRUTH new subscribers for THE 'rRUTH SEEKER. But at present I
back side, 10 feet wide by 4 feet deep?
W. J. KmK.
SEEKER. I hav been a constant reader of the paper ever since cannot do anything.
the persecution of the lamented D. M. Bennett. ·The ediI hav delayed writing for some time, expecting to be presINNBRKIP, ONT., April!, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As the cartoons of Watson Heston hav be- torial management is as nearly perfect as fallible man can ent at the annual dress-parade, but, alas for human hopes,
come so popular with the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER, I make it, but it seems to me that if you would advertise the was sadly disappointed.
I like the paper the best of them all, both paper and carwould suggest that you print an issue with the picture of fact of its (THE TRUTH BEEKER's) existence, throu~rh widely
Yours for humanity,
W. H. NoAH.
Mr. Heston on the first page. I think it would be greatly circulated weekly secular and religious journals, its circula- toons.
appreciated by your readers. I, for one, would like to see tion and consequently its influence would increase.
JAMESTOWN, PA., March 24, 1889.
Heston's cartoons are immense. I keep a small barber's
the man that nature has endowed with so much originality.
MR. EDITOR: W. W. Walker, of New Bedford, sends the
shop,
and
hav
always
kept
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
on
my
readingR. M. CowiNG.
table, but whereas before it was illustrated it was seldom sad intelligence that he is called to mourn the death of his
looked at, being evidently mistaken for _a religious paper, youngest daughter, Della Coller, who died on the 16th inst.
NEw YORK CITY, April 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to ask of you information concerning now it is constantly picked up, and the pictures are read, if of erysipelas, after about one week of severe suffering. She
was in the morning of life, and a bride less than four months
the brilliant light in the sky, in the west, every night. It is not the text.
The greatest land monopolist in the United States is the previous to her departure to the land of mystery. She was a
asserted that it is an artificial star, or light, made by :Edison.
Please let me know if such is the case, or if it is a star, and Roman church. Land ·monopoly is the crying evil of the lady of intelligence, and highly esteemed by all who knew
if so, the name of it and why it is so brilliant. My opinion is times. It can be abolished by a single tax on land values, her, whether orthodox or Infidel, for her many virtues, her
that it is the evening star, but as I hav been contradicted in and in no other way, therefore all Freethinkers should be kind and genial nature, coupled with a high moral standard,
ever aspiring to the true, good, generous, and noble. Mrs.
HENRY WALKER.
that assertion, I wish information from you or some sub- single-tax men.
Walker, Della's mother, having died recently, Mr. Walker
scriber.
· Very truly yours,
CHAS. DUNHAM.
SNowviLLE, VA.., April 10, 289.
writes me his home is broken up, and he will move West to
MR. EDITOR : I am here again, and ready to take hold and liv with other members of his family. TRUTH SEEKER readers
STERLING, ILL., March 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Henry Kauffmann died at my residence on help the glorious cause of creating free lives whErever I can. should know that Mr. Walker, with his noble wife, were
I want to circulate Liberal books and papers as the best pioneers in reform, having evoluted from Presbyterianism to
the 19th of this month. He was here visiting, and was taken
suddenly sick at my place, which he never left until taken to means of circulating Liberal thought. I shall be glad of let- radical antislavery, thence to Liberalism, more than forty
his grave. He wanted me to send you a notification of his ters from Liberal friends inclosing stamps for circulars of the years ago; The Liberal cause has not had a braver, firmer,
death after he had passed away. He was a very strong, out- books and papers which I would like to send out on mission- truer, a more unflinching and devoted advocate in western
spoken Liberal, and has been for a great many years. I be- ary work.
Pennsylvania than W. W. Walker, who in this his second
One alone can do so little, but if we join hands we can bereavement Will hav the warm sympathy of all TRUTH
lieve he was a subscriber to your paper ever since it started
at Paris, this state. He believed the religion of humanity accomplish wonders, and also become a band of loving SEEKER readers. Farewell, dear daughter, who did but liv
wag snperior to all creeds. He was seventy-four years, four brothers and sisters, each and all doin.; a little for the com- to bud here I We will hope that you hav just crossed to the
months, and fourteen days old at the time of his death. He mon cause, and forming at the same time attractiv, genial, other shore to join your mother; there to flower and bloom,
was a strictly honest and upright man. He leaves a wife and and kindly friendships.
anxiously awaiting your father, of now threescore and ten, to
Life is short. Let us work for the good and enjoy reaping come and form the triad. Dear Della, you are now free from
three children in easy circumstances.
C. R. PowELL.
a harvest of happiness thereby.
sorrow, pain, and trouble; and to your husband, whom the
CoALING, ALA., March 25, 1889.
A brighter morn awaits the human day,
writer never saw, we tender our sincere and heartfelt symWhen every transfer of earth's na.tilra.l gifts
MR. EDITOR: While at Coaling a few days ago after my
pathy.
JERRY BROOKWAY.
Shall
be
a.
commerce
of
good
words
and
works.
mail, and doing a little shopping, I felt some one take hold of
ELMINA
DRAKE
8LENKER.
me by the shoulder, and after shaking me aro'und so as to
KANSAS CITY, Mo., March 27, 1889.
get my hand, I saw it was K. M. Latham, just back from
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the following books: One
TALENT, ORE., March 16, 1889.
Bell county, Tex. He had a jug of whisky in one hand, and
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5 for two years' subscription " Anti prohibition;" one" Bible-Inquirer," by Jacobson; one
he whispered, as he can't talk, the question what was it I beto THE TRUTH BEEKER. I hav been a reader of your paper TRUTH BEEK~R ALMANA.O or ANNUAJ.; one "Antiquity of
lieved. I gave him a P-ulpit and told him to read that, and it
for three years and I like its Liberal and progressiv spirit, Christianity;" one "Liberalism Is Moral."
would tell him what I believed. He told me he was too
If you can giv place in THE TRUTH SEEKER for this account
and as long as you open your columns to all questions relatdrunk to talk to me, but that he was a good friend to me ;
ing to human welfare I shall support you, and so will all of George W. Branham's death and funeral, I hope you will
that six years ago the citizens of Bell whipped a man for
true Liberals. I see by some of the letters from correspond- kindly do so. The account is copied from the Kansas City
teaching my belief, and they would whip me. I asked who
N. B. Fox.
ents that they would like to prostitute the grand old paper Journal.
would do it. He says, "By·God, I will, I'll help do it."
The funeral of the late Major G. W. Branham took place
into "our paper," and "the organ of the American· Secular
He was mistaken as to the time, as I saw the account of it in
Union." They would like to make the paper as narrow and from Undertaker Welden's, at 4 o'clock, yesterday afternoon,
the Pulpit by Mr. Shaw. It was twelve years ago if I rebigoted as themselvs. The trouble with so many of our so- and was well attended by the old residents of Kansas City
member aright.
W. J. WARD.
who were acquaintances of deceased during his residence
called Liberals is, when they outgrew the mental corpse of here.
old
orthodoxy
it
took
all
the
strength
they
had,
and
that
CENTERVILLE, UTAH, March 22, 1889.
The pall-bearers were Dr. J. Field, Z. 0. Smith, William
MR. EDITOR: I must say I aclmire Mr. Heston's pictures; effort stunted them so that they hate growth, progress, and Holden, Dr. F. B. Noffsinger, R. l:lalsbury, and Dr. Kellogg.
The remains were interred. at Union Cemetery, where
there is broad meaning in each one. I hav not much to say all Liberality to everything else except their own pet ideas, as
Major Warner delivered a short eulogy, and read the followto you this time, but Uncle Bam is still busy with the _Mor- badly as a mad dog does water.
ing, which was prepared by deceased himself on August 1st,
Every thinker will agree with me that the claims of ortho- the day of his death :
mon sky-pilots for their beastly propensities.
doxy
hav
all
l!_een
refuted
by
enlightened
human
reason,
and
I hope now we hav a fresh president he will make a clean
The man, woman~ or child that expects to liv and commit any or
breast of the infernal Mormon treasonable humbug .by wip- consequently, to those who see the fallacy of the Christian all kinds of wickeaness, and then ha.v them atoned for by any
Ohrist
or God, will find when they lea.Te thili world that somebody
ing the hellish abomination from the realms of this great religion, it cannot be any more a factor for progress. I know ha.B been
badly humbugged. There is not, neither can there be,
the
church
is
not
dead
in
a
physical
way.
She
cannot
susany such thin~: as atonement other than what we make ourselvs to
republic. And I hope some Freethough t lecturers will come
those
whom
we ha.v wronged.
·here and go through the land and show the folly of all hum- tain her claims by reason, and she must invoke the power of
I ask my rela.tivs to ha.v my bod:y put away. I would prefer some
quiet
spot
in
the forest, with nothmg to mark the place where the
the
state
to
perpetuate
her
existence.
The
American
Secular
bugging Bibles and priestcraft. I hav got to hate the very
worn-out garments are left. Bnt, whether it be in such a. place or
name of religion. That word, it seems to me, ought, for the Union is necessary to counteract the church's influence by some cemetery, that everything shall be cheap and plain, and above
beyond everything that there shall be no religious or funeral
benefit of humanity, to be expunged from the English lan- force, and the Nine Demands hav my hearty approval, but, and
ceremony so-called.
If anything further, it is my wish that this my last request and
guage. Yes, and from the civilized world. 'I can hardly Mr. Editor, would it be impertinent to ask, If the state were
tc:> my wife and childt:en ~e rea,d in p~blic, that all who go to
hold my temper, at times, when I reflect what priests, with not in existence, would we fear the church? My experience letter
my bnna.l may know the fa.tth lD whtcb I dte, and that my friends
with
Liberals
is,
that
those
of
Materialistic
tendency
are
the
may
be
exonerated from blame by reason or on account of the
their infernal theology, hav done for humanity. ,I tell you
peculiarity of my burial.
the history of Christianity is a dark chapter, and this in- most intolerant and bigoted to all progressiv, social, polit.Orema.tion would be my absolute request if it were convenient.
fernal Mormon humbug is only another dark Christian sect ical, economical, and religious questions. I wish you un- With charity for all and enmity for none, I go before my GvdJ who
created in love and mercy. Good-bye, and all must meet me 1n the
that is a sore curse to the welfare of this grand and sublime bounded success in making THE TRUTH SEEKER a representa- futuie.
tiv Liberal and progressiv paper.
WM. H. BREESE.
territory.
WILLIAM WILLIAMS.
AuDUBON, IA., April6, 112 I. u.s.
1,251 THIRD STREET, SAN DIEGO, CAL., March 27, 1889.
WALNUT GROVE, KAN., March 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : As this is the day Constantine, one of the
MR. EDITOR: Will you allow me, through your valuable
MR. EDITOR: This burg must be the hardest place in most bloodthirsty of emperors, commanded to be kept in
paper, to reply to: the many letters which I am daily receiv- Kansas, for the Lord's agents hav given up in despair of ever place of the Jewish Sabbath, I thought I would tell the
ing, concerning the Liberal colony of which I wrote in issue converting the sinners of this part of Kansas. They hav friends how God's dear people raise money for the dear
February 23d of THE TRUTH BEEKER?
sung and prayed to the old gentleman, and even went so far preacher.
Owing to unforeseen difficulties in the construction of the as to ask the old gent to come down and take a part in the
The Methodist Episcopal church of Audubon had an April
dam for restraining the water, the work in this enterprise business of howling and praying and singing and telling ex- fool supper party, with ten cents admission to raise
has been delayed. We will not invite people to come in with periences. I think it would shame any sensible man or money, on the 1st of April. They had a new convert of
us until the way is assured to make the colony a success. woman just to sit and see and hear such a powwow until about sixty years of age to ask a blessing. The table had
Without water stored up for the dry season, the cultivation 11 or 12 o'clock at night for weeks at a time. The Method- been spread and covered up with a table-cloth. When the
of citrons, and semi-tropical fruits, in this climate is impos- ist Episcopal preacher in charge of the old gent's gospel- blessing was asked, he removed the table-cloth and the
sible. To secure this water, a trench, three hundred feet in shop is a very devout Christian, very pious, for the good empty dishes were all that greeted their eye. And some of
· length and over thirty feet in depth, is necessary to begin reason that he does not know any better. I saw him take the naughty people say the church is hard run for funds.
with. Then a stone wall, thirty feet thick and over a hun- the Holy Queer up in both hands and press it to his loving
Last Sunday I went to hear a Christian (so-called Campdred feet high, must be reared on this foundation. Then breast and then exclaim, " I know that this book is true ; bellite) preacher. He got off some of the most absurd asserpipes must be laid to conduct the water on the land. All every word is true ; and I know that it ie divine revelation tions I e_ver heard-and I hav heard some whoppers, as I am
this will take much money-more than we hav at present. direct from God!" They do their level best to get a good the son of a Campbellite preacher. He said if there was an
But" there is millions in it," in the grand results antici- old-fashioned revival up. But they failed to hav the regular Infidel in the house he could convince him in five minutes
pated, and, while we are hopeful, we will hav to "possess annual dress-parade, as they had one year ago. The dress- the Bible was true and of divine origin. He began to talk
our souls in patience" for the present.
parade was a total failure. God did not make his appearance; slow and low, but soon he lost _his temper and then, when
It is too late now to store up the winter's water. If by at least, we did not see anything of him. So they got but he had convinced no one, he hurled his God-damns at us,
next fall we see that things will be in readiness to invite one to join; a young girl joined on six months' trial. The and he seemed anxious to help God to damn all that would
immigrants to come and make homes for their families, first preacher left. The members of the church could not be guided by reason.
·
where they can enjoy constitutional liberty without the pay him enough to keep him and his family, so he had to
I hav just read Dr. Talmage's March 24th sermon. I
domination of priestly authority, we will gladly announce hunt better range. Then they got another Bible-pounder. just think for pure, unadulterated, egotistical nonsense, it
the fact.
.
He is a poor, weak brother, both in body and intellect. So caps the climax. I suppose if the doctor had been consulted
4-s I expect to travel the coming summer and lecture for you see what a fix we poor .wicked sinners are left in. The he would hav made some changes in Moses's account, but
constitution&! lil~erty, I hope to se~ many of the frienqs who I t~heep must stray off from the !old an(! be left to the mercy evidently he did not read the first chapter of Genesis. The
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Christian church is a mighty car of Juggernaut or medieval
ignorance, but we Liberals hav got it chained to the wheel
of science. Talmage will soon be a natural curiosity; in
fact, the enterprising newspaper man considers him so now.
Yours for humanity-heaven on earth and no hell in the
future,
D. A. MoRRisoN.
P.B.-In last week's TRUTH BEEKER you gave the Jesuit's
oath. Please giv us in a near number of THE TRUTH BEEKER
the Orangeman's oath.
D. A. M.
[Can any of our readers procure and send us the Orangeman's oath ?-En. T. B.]
BAMOTH, ILL, March 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I am a subscriber and constant reader of your
invaluable paper, because it instructs us children on the principles of morals. I hav some difficulty with my maternal
parent in reading my TRUTH SEEKER. She says positivly I
am bound for an eternal damnation. But here I differ
widely, and a controversy ensues, ending in my ultimate
success of discussion. There is none-no, not one-that can
face the music of logic which Freethought hurls over the
rampart of orthodoxy. My mother is a member of the Baptist intolerance clique. Liberalism I advocate with all the
sincerity of my heart. In deed and in truth may the banner
of Freethought be lifted above the cross, and there sustained
by the breezes of Deism, until the ungodly bigots of this
vicinity c;:ease their polemical strife of calumny and slander.
There are some of the most infernal hypocrite residing in
our village that nature ever put respiration into. They will
not believe science and reason, but adhere to that mystical,
superstitious, so-called divine oracle -a fallacious, fictitious
work of plagiarism; a work of man, not of inspiration, as
those absurd ooronaut guides of pulpit stupidity affirm.
What we want is temporary felicity while we liv and justice
when life is extinct. If we are honest with fidelity in paying
all debts incurred in our daily transactions of business, I
would not swap my chance to one of those paradise conductors unless boot was given.
I forgot to tell my readers the time of my advent in this
mundane sphere of ours. It was made· eighteen years ago.
I am receiving as many blessings as any fanatic-that is, if I
work for them.
Brimstone is pervading the air in this section, but is harmless as phosphorescence. This Sabbath morn as I write this
the chiming of the bells of redemption is borne on the
breeze, to notify the stupid blockhead auditors: "Time is
up ; beg,n the worship of incomprehensibleness !" The last
Ininister that fed taffy at Bamoth asserted there was not a
single contradiction in the Bible. This surely can be refuted.
My esteemed friend D. L. D'Elysee is an earnest advocate
of Freethought.
C. D. MoBRIDE.
~IARTINBBURG, W.VA., April 12, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As a Freethinker, outspoken and candid in
what I think and say, I desire to contribute my honest views
for publication. The great contention between Christianity
and Secularism is raging intensely. I like to see all who hav
the courage of their convictions diffuse the same. Agitation
. and diffusion of thought is demanded to bring success to any
great reform. Agitation· was the beginning of the end of
African slavery in this country. Mental slavery is different
in this way-African slavery was an institution ; mental
slavery is not. Every individual has the power to set himself or herself free from the worst of slavery, intellectual
bondage. To do so. is only a question of intelligence and
bravery. Who are free? None but those that are brave in
their thoughts. I know that the majority of people are
Christians, and nominally believers. They are perfectly satiefied with the revelation they accept as evidence of a living
God. Their faith is their comfort and hope. These people
are not willing to recognize the right of private judgment,
free inquiry, and Freethought. But the truth is mighty and
must prevail. Christians and believers preach honesty of the
heart, but say nothing of intellectual honesty. A person has
no more right to say what he or she cannot prove than they
hav to take what does not belong to them. Honesty of the
mind, as well as of the heart, must exist. If intellectual
honesty was universal, the world would necessarily be full of
skepticism. Christians are constantly diffusing supernatural
ideas that they are as ignorant of as the babe unborn. A
great many are so fanatical and blind that really they are to
be pitied more than hated. As positiv evidence is lacking of
the truth of Christianity or of any religious teaching of a
future existence after death, honest skepticism must necessarily embrace Agnosticism as the only positiv religion free
from superstition and mental slavery. Life and death cannot be solved. The truth makes us free, whatever it may be.
If there is no hereafter, the sooner all honest inquirers accept
this sad, cold fact, the better it is. If nothing supernatural
ex1sts, nothing is expected or feared. It's a great pity that
if really there is a God he did not reveal to everyone his
glorious existence. We are left to our fate, to liv if we can,
not that we must. Knowledge must be our savior, truth our
religion, experience the true source ·of morality, utility the
correct test of right. Fate rules us; our will is nothing
against its decree. Our life is either successful or unsuccessful. If we inherit happiness we can be happy, whether good
or bad. If we are good, we are wise. If bad, we are foolish. And it is the survival of the fittest all through.
THOMAS J. CONNERS.

RoOHEBTER, N.H., March 22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I find that some of our dear Liberal friends
do a great deal of fault-finding. I believe in giving everyone
a chance, for truly you cannot call anyone a Liberalist who
wants to push anyone aside and not hear his side of the
question. Now let me tell you how my husband and I get
,along in this dear Ohristian c;:olllmunity. We hav th~~ ~~~t,
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west, north, and south of us. On the northeast side of us is
a sort of Inixed Methodist and Adventist minister. On the
southeast side is an Advent minister, and the rest are a
mixed-up mess. There is one family besides ours that are
Spiritualists. There are plenty of Liberalists and Spiritualists in Rochester. If they would come out and take a stand
and fight for it, I think we would hav a majority. But they
are afraid to speak, and I hav the opinion that some of them
are afraid to think, for fear of somebody's disapproval. I
believe in everyone's standing on his own feet, independent
of any church or creed. My husband and I hav always done
it," and been straightforward and honest in dealing with our
fellow-men and lived up to what we thought was right.
Therefore we hav the respect of all our neighbors if we do
not hav their love. I hav been confined to the house for more
than a year, and as there hav been but two church-members in to see me, I hav come to the conclusion they think I
am good enough to be left alone. I see a great deal about
Spiritualism and its manifestations, and I find there is a
great tleal of fun made of it. Now, what right hav I to
ridicule your belief? We all hav the right to believe what
we want to, and I always avail myself of that right, whether
the world likes it or not, and would take that stand if everybody in the world were against me. I believe in investigating, as the Irishman did, when he made up a fire of brimstone and jumped into it, to see how hell would seem. I am
a firm believer in Spiritualism, and I do not care who knows
it. I know when my husband, girl, and boy, and myself sit
tlown to a table, there is no fraud, and we hav had the tablecloth dragged from the table, while my son, a boy of thirteen, tried to hold it. Then I asked questions which nobody
knew but myself, and they were answered as correctly as a
person of fi.P.sh and blood could hav done; I hav never seen
any materializing, but my husband ha!l. And when he tells
me he has seen these things I hav no right to say he has not.
If we are going to be Liberalists, let us hav Liberalism broad
and grand, and let us hav it so the whole world can get the
benefit of it. Let us be one grand and noble family, and
stop backbiting and ridiculing. And if there are two debatinp; on any subject, let others keep out until they hav settled
it, for I do not think there is one that writes for this paper
but that is capable of doing it. If I had the talent of Sister Blenker I would try it with some of them.
Since I wrote that other letter to THE TRUTH BEEKER I hav
had a great many letters and papers sent to me. I am very
grateful for them, and would hav answered them all, but my
health would not permit me. I wish we could hav a good
Freethought lecture here. I think it would arouse the people. We had a pupil in the high school who took a stand
for Robert Ingersoll, and the consequence was, one of the
MRs. J. A. BRoOK.
teachers got terribly down on him.
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This tax, or rent, will create a fund sufficient to pay all
necessary expense of a government founded on justice, for it
is largely by the denial of man's natural right to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness, through existing laws, that
government is so costly.
HENRY WALKER.

THoRPE, Wis., March 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I would like to contribute my mite to your
most valuable paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER. In looking at the
history of different nations of people, I find in Borneo a
class of people who are more than civilized, so far as their
moral character is concerned, for they are hospitable, sym.
pathetic, honest above all other people, steadfast in friendship, utterly without religious sentiment and with no idea of
a God, never given to slavery, monogamistic, devoted to
their families, and almost totally unacquainted with lewdness. These attributes belong to the Dyak in his natural life,
when uninfluenced by interlopers-who so corrupted him
at one time that his moral nature was almost changed from
humane to savage. There seem to be several different tribes
-Kyans, Sea Dyaks, and Hill Dyaks. The Hill D_yaks
more nearly retain their primitiv manners than the others.
Hence we will present them in their original simplicity.
The people of this tribe are morally the most developed of
any in the island, which, in view of the extent of the influence Hindooism formerly exerted over them, is all the more
surprising. Although they, as a tribe, are wholly without religkn or any of its '' restraining" influences, their moral principles would put to blush the children of Israel in its best
days. To the other virtues they add that of strict honesty
and a profound respect for the rights of others. It is positivly asserted that they never steal from Europeans. They
hav no religious ceremonies or observances whatever, nor
any conceptions of a God who controls the destinies of men
for good or ill. Marriage· among the Hill Dyaks is nr)t a
solemn event, but the wife is honored for all that. 1'he
ceremony is not always the same; sometimes it is effected
by the mere exchange of presents, or simply eating rice together. Simple as this is, it answers the purpose admirably;
a public avowal of the marriage is invariably made, and
thenceforth the parties liv together in great harmony, save
in very rare instances. In case of death the property is
equally divided among the children, without regard to sex
or condition; so if a man dies leaving a widow, all his property passes to her without the annoyance of executors; she
is bound for his debts, and always manages to pay them.
The most wonderful trait, however, is their faithfulness
in paying their debts. If the people of the village want
goods, a trader will let them hav his whole cargo, if he can
get them to accept it, in exchange for jungle produce to be
collected. The day for full settlement is named by the head
man, and by that day the debts are all paid. "Like their
neighbors of the hills, the Sea Dyaks are without priest~ or
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., April 4, 1889.
creeds, or even the faintest notion of religious obgervances.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished reading the ANNUAL for Their moral laws are a product of their own evolution, for
1889, and what strikes me most forcibly is the lame and we see in them no reflection of the religious customs of any
impotent replies given to Question 14 addressed to the stars of the people who hav thus far come in contact with them,
Hindoo, European, or Chinese. Savage nations usually acof Liberalism.
The star of stars, the great Ingersoll, does not answer at quire all the vices, and but very few or the virtues, of the
all. What is the matter? Has he no views on the subject? civilization which touches them, but so far these people hav
Or is he afraid to utter them? Perish the thought I Next gone through the fire unscathed. They are yet free from
comes Parton. He answers none of your questions. Then the groveling idolatry and abominable religious fanaticism of
Miss Helen H. Gardener. She says: "I hav never heard of the Hindoo, the sordid avarice of the Chinese, the deceit,
a remedy which seemed to me adequate," and modestly adds, treachery, and licentiousness of the Malays. and the brandy
"nor do I imagin that I could offer one l" then, as if to qual- and the sodaism of the Christians." They are subject to
ify the foregoing, she says, " Certaiuly not iq. the allotted very few diseases, and insanity is so rare that many of them
space." I would suggest for her consideration 11 Progress never saw a case; deformity of person is almost unknown,
and Poverty," by Henry George. Putnam follows with: and the diseases so common to women of our country are
11
Question 14. What do you suggest as the remedy for eco- unheard of among them. Now, what does this teach us?
nomic troubles? A. More knowledge and less theology; In these strange children of nature we see all the cardinal
more work and less talk." But he does not say on what lines virtues without a ray of religion, morality without priests or
we shall work. Charles Watts givs an answer that, if fol- ministers, the Christian graces without Christ or gospel.
lowed, would alleviate, but not cure, the troubles. Stevens's They keep no Sabbaths, pray no prayers, build no temples,
answer," Government (the people's) control of the means of worship nothing and nobody, and acknowledge no higher
life," is good, if he means by "means of life," land, the tribunal than the bar of public opinion on one hanct, and the
source of all wealth.
Barawak court on the other. They are, perhaps, the most
Parker Pillsbury's, as an answer is good enough, but is happy and contented people under the sun. The Dyak's
indefinit as a remedy. Robert C. Adams givs the answer of wants are few, and his nativ jungle supplies nearly all of
the state Socialist. E. B. Foote, Jr., says: "Free speech, them. His children do r:ot h~tv scarlet fever, diphtheria,
free press, free mails, free schools, and Liberal clubs." I croup, or whooping cough, nor does his wife hav the consubmit that these are not remedies, but simply means by sumption, dyspepsia, rheumatism, or gout. And but for the
which a remedy may be propagated. Lucy N. Colman givs rascally Chinamen, years ago, introducing their toddy, or
as a remedy for economic troubles, "Cooperation and free arrack, be might to-day be without the means of getting
trade, with all the word implies," the best answer as yet drunk, which vice is generally the. gift of civilization, In
given. John Peck givs the answer of the Greenbacker. As hospitality, human sympathy, and charity, they are not outI am one myself, I hav no objection to the answer, except ranked by any people, and their morals are as much superior
that, while good in itself, it is not enough, nor of the first to ours as our intelligence is beyond theirs. If happiness is
importance.
the goal of human existence, they are much nearer it than
The rest of the answers are scarce worthy of notice, except we. In this instance, at least, the highest civilization has
that of Mattie A. Freeman, which is as follows: 11 Justice, . not evolved the most perfect state of society. Consequently
which includes a realization of the Nine Demands of Liberal- Borneo is no field for missionaries, for no religion can
ism, will go further as a remedy for economic troubles than giv the Dyak aught that will benefit him or increase his
all the celebrated nostrums recommended by political parties happiness in the least. I wish the Christians to compare
as a panacea. Without it nations hav crumbled to pieces as these people with their boasted godlike Abyssinians.
though built of sand. Justice-a free access to the soil, an
I am indebted to F. B. Springs, of Maitland, Mo., who is a
equal right to nature's opportunities and nature's resources, stanch and. influential Liberal, for the first copy of THE
a just distribution of wealth; justice-' liberty for man, 'fRUTH SEEKER, to which I hav become very much attached.
woman, and child,' universal mental liberty."
And at Maitland I heard, with pleasure, the debate between
To
mind, Mrs. Freeman's answer is the best that was w. F. Jamieson and Professor Dungan, of Iowa, the latter
made of all the Freethought host. Justice-making of the being driven to the wall by the well-directed blows of W.
Declaration of Independence a living principle, instead of a F. Jamieson. I also heard Mies Gardener, Mrs. Freeman,
11
mere Fourth of July motto. Equal rights for all; special Mrs. Krekel, and Remsburg in his masterly Sabbath Quesprivileges for none. And how are we to do all this? By tion," on the subject which is now agitating the minds of
wiping out all forms of taxation except a single tax on relativ the people. And I hope every senator will enter his protest
land values. Taxation is robbery. The single tax so-called against the miserable Blair bill. For, as some one has said,
is not really a tax, but a rent paid by the individual to the before they can trample upon the rights of the peop1e by
community for use and control of a privilege, whereby bene- carrying this into effect, they had better con>ider the cost,
fits are equalized between him who has an advantage not for it will certainly be an incalculable waste of money and
created by his own e~ertions and the :re~;~t of the community .. blood.
A. friend to mentallil~erty, }tARTIN fLE14IJ.'lQ.

my
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mean time a heavy shower was coming up,
the sun hid behind the clouds, and loud peals
of thunder rang through the air. 'fhis star.BdiUd by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall tied the children. Lou began to cry and the
Ri'IJtJ'I', MfJ88., to tDliom all OQmmttnicationsfO'r elder ones picked up their luggage and
started home in hot haste. But before they
this 0orn6f' should b~ unt.
were half way home the rain began to pour
down and baby to cry louder. than ever.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
They at last reached home, weary, frightWhen the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a panse in the day's occnpations
ened, and drenching wet. James caught a
That is known as the Ohildren's Honr."
hard cold, and his mother gave him homemade medicine. But he grew worse, and
A. Spring Chorus.
lay sick a long while, and his parents had a
Oh, snch a commotion nnder the gronnd
heavy doctor's bill to pay.
When March called, "Ho there ! ho !"
Now, my little readers, you hav read this
Snch spreading of rootlets far and wide,
story.
Do not go off to play and get caught
Snch whispering to and fro'!
in a shower, as these thoughtless children did.
And, "Are yon ready?'' the Snow-drop asked;
" 'Tis time to start, you know."
-----~._._____s_. A. 0.

"Almost, my dear," the Willow replied,
" I'll follow as soon as yon go."
Then," iia I ha! ha I" a chorus came.
Of laughter soft and low,
From the millions of flowers under the groundYes, milltons, beginning to grow.
" I'll promis my blossoms," the Orocns said,
" When I hear the bluebirds sing."
"And straight thereafter," Narcissus cried,
"My silver and gold I'll bring."
" And ere they are dulled," another spoke,
"My Hyacinth bells shall ring."
And the Violet only murmured," I'm here,"
And sweet grew the air of spring.
Then," Ha ! ha ! ba !" a chorus came
Of laughter soft and low,
From the millions of flowers under the groundYes, milltons, beginning to grow.
Oh, the pretty, brave things! through the coldest
days,
Imprisoned in walls of brown,
. They never lost heart, though the blast shrieked
loud,
And the sleet and the bail came down;
·But patiently each wrought her beautiful dress
Or fashioned her beautiful crown,
And now they are coming to brighten the world,
Still shadowed by winter's frown;
And well may they cheerily laugh, " Ha ! ha I"
In a chorus soft and low,
The millions of flowers hid under the groundYes, millions, beginning to grow.

Self-Control.
To control one's self-to hold in check the
passions, the appetites, the desires-is what
every person should aspire to. Every boy
and girl should strive for this mastery, for if
you do not control yourself somebody else
will. Or some habit, some appetite, will get
the better of you, and no tyrant is half so
exacting and cruel as a bad appetite-an impure passion. To be a king over one's self,
to be the master of the temple in which you
liv-your human body-to rule the back
brain, is to attain power over a great kingdom. Strive for that end.
S. II. W.
A Frost Picture.
Winter, the wizard, was gruff and grim;
He saw how the little ones frowned on him.
" Do they think," he cried, "that the flowers are
dead
Just because they are sent to bed?"
And he blustered and blew with much ado
To find how little the children knew ;
But in the nillht with a pencil white
Upon their window a sketch he drew.
Lovely it was in the morning sun;
Who can say just how it was done?
"Ah !"said Daisy, and" Oh I" said Don,
"Here are the flowers with their night clothes
on !''
-Youth's Companion.

-Harper's YottnC1 People.

The Two Brothers.
(F'rom the Talmua.)

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Little Randall was pounding vigorously at
the door one day and calling his mother to
unlock it and let him in. One of the neighbors hearing him, said, " Why, Randall, you
are making an awful noise ; what if you
should break the door down?" "I could get
in then," was the reply.
Bobby had slipped back into the diningroom, and was hurriedly discussing a second
piece of the apple-pie when his mother came
in. ''You said I could, ma," he remarked,
in answer to her reproof. "You told me I
mustn't go over to Willie Waffle's until I was
in apple-pie order, an• a boy can't get in
apple-pie order on only one piece."
A small boy was calling the other day on
one of his school friends, and fell into conversation with the mother of the latter. He was
led to remark it was getting very hard to tell,
from the places in which people liv, whether
they are entitled to social consideration or
not. "Now, there is Blank street," he said;
" you wouldn't think anybody that livs on
Blank street much, would you? But there's
Mr. T., he livs there." "And is Mr. T.
much?" she asked, not unwilling to draw him
out. " Mr. T ., " he repeated with the air of
one who is overwhelmed with astonishment
that so obvious a fact should hav escaped the
knowledge of anybody. "I should think he
was! He's an awful swell. Why, he won't
speak to my father."

In Palestine long years agoSo runs the legend oldWhere Kedron's sparkling waters flow
Across their sands of gold,
And Mount Moriah lifts his head
Above the sunny plain,
Two brothers owned-as one-'tis said
A field pf golden grain.
And when the autumn days had come
And all the shocks and sheaves
Stood waiting for the "harvest home,"
Among the withering leaves,
The elder brother said one night:
"I'm stronger far than Saul,
My younger brother. 'Tie but right
That I should giv him all
These sheaves upon the plain
We own together, so
I'll put with his my stacks of grain,
And he will never know !"
Scarce had he left the sheaves of wheat
When qnietlv there came
Across the field with stealthy feet,
And errand just the sameThe younger lad, who said : "I see
My brother Simon's need
Is greater far than mine, for he
, Hath wife and child to feed;
And so to him I'll giv my sheaves,
It is but right, I knowAnd he will never think who leaves
These wheat stacks on his row !"
Next morning when the brothers twain
Began to count their store,
Behold I each found his stacks of grain
To number as before I
"Why! how is thili ?" in great surprise
Each to himself then said" I'll watch to-night and see who tries
These tricks when I'm abed !"
And so, half way across the plain
They met-each one bent o'er
With shocks and sheaves of golden grain
To swell his brother's store !
Good Saul and Simon I Wonld to· day
More brothers might be found
Who seek each other's good alway,
And in kind deeds abound.
-Youth's Companion.

The Three Playmates.
One bright summer day, as James was
playing in the back yard with his baby
brother Lou, one of his favorit playmates
came along. We shall call her Sarah. Soon
they were in want of a game.
"Oh, what shall we do ?" began Sarah.
"I know," said Jim.
So saying, he took baby's high chair, and cut
the legs off rather short; then he secured two
poles, and these. he put under the chair.
Then Lou was placed in it.
"Now," said Jim, "let us carry him down
to the pond. Then we can catch fish."
·
So one went to one end of the poles and
the other to the other end, and they started off
in jolly good humor to the pond. Before they
reached it Lou became heavy and they
stopped under a large tree to rest. In the

1

An Anecdote of Chief-Justice Fuller.
A reminiscence of the doings of a lyceum
which flourished in Oldtown, near Bangor,
Me., forty years ago, brings out an interesting
incident in the caref\r of one of the foremost
public men of to-day. All the doctors, lawyers, and ministers of the town belonged to
the lyceum, and they were present in force
one evening to hear the question of capital
punishment discussed. During the evening
a boy who had been a regular attendant at
the meetings of the lyceum replied to Deacon
Rigby upon the question. The deacon was
for hanging and the boy opposed him. The
deacon quoted from the Mosaic law : "Whoso
sheddeth man's blood by man his blood shall
be shed," and, assuming this settled the matter, he harped upon the point until his time
had expired. Then the boy got up and said:
" Supposing we take the law which the
gentleman has quoted, and which, in a philosophie sense, has been abrogated as null and
void since the birth of our savior, and see
what the logical deduction would come to.
For example, one man kills another, another
man kills him, and so on till we come to the
last man on earth. Who's going to kill him?

IHe dare not suicide, for that same law forbids it. Now, deacon, what are you going to
do with that last man?"
· The deacon couldn't tell and the boy got
lots of applause. His name was .Melville W.
Fuller, and he is now chief-justice of the
United States.
------------'-Cosy Chats with Correspondents.
GEo. J. R.-We place you among our ablest
and best young friends and writers. Yours
next week.
'
WM. SooTT.-We hav not forgotten you.
Glad you are still in the poetic mood and that
you kindly remember the Corner.
CORA. ANTHONY.-We cannot tell. Coming
events may cast their shadows before sometimes, but the great future is a sealed book,
made bright by pictures of anticipation and
hope.
ELLEN ADELL.-People become more tolerant as they grow wiser. Yes, always defend
that which you believe to be right, and study
to be able to defend it.
JOHNNY R.-Good conduct is best of all.
We judge persons, not by the position they
occupy, not by their standing in a church, but
by their actions. A tree is known by its
fruit.
LAURA PRIOE STEW ART.-Your article is
most excellent. We are always glad to get a
line from you. The public school question is
one of the most important of all questions.
Upon its wise administration depends the
future weal of the country •

I also send a short sketch of "American
Literature," thinking it may prove interesting
to some of us who can hardly be called children, nor yet "grown-up "-us middle-aged
children. Your friend,
LAURA. PRIOE STEWART.
BROOKLYN, April 1, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I take great interest in
reading the Children's Corner of the valuable
TRUTH BEEKER. My papa has been a constant reader of such papers for about ten
years. I hav often thought I should like to
see my name in the Corner, so I will now say
a few words. I am twelve years old, and
attend public school No. 30. I study arithmetic, grammar, geography, history, and a
Fourth Reader. I do not attend church or
Sunday-school. I think I can be a good and
honest boy without going there. I see some
boys that attend church and say their prayers
yet are tile worst boys in the neighborhood.
JoHN R. NAvARRo.
Good-bye.
[It is not necessary to go to church and
Sunday-school in order to be good and true.
Be moral and upright in all your dealings, be
kind, generous, and just, be temperate and
virtuous, study and practice the right in all
things, and do to others as you would like
others to do to you, and you cannot fail to
grow up manly and noble, a good and respected citizen, and good citizens are greatly
needed everywhere.-ED. C. C.]

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories
· for B,9,rs and Girls. 12mo 383pp., $1.25
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand1

Correspondence.
RooKVILLE, IDA., March 28, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I thought I would
write a few lines for the Corner. I am tleven
years old. I hav three brothers and two
sisters. We call the baby Robert Ingersoll.
We liv out in the mountains, eight miles from
the post-office, and two miles from school. I
Your Liberal friend,
am,
w. A. CARLTON.
WATERLoo, IND., March 31, 1889.
DEAR MISs WIXON: I havn't written you for
almost a year. We hav a Salvation Army
here, and they are having a great time. The
captain was in a trance fifty-five minutes.
All the trash in town belong to it (the army).
Once they had sixty members, and now they
hav only twelve. We take THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I like to look at the pictures, and
think they are very funny. I am nine years
old. I study in the Second Reader and arithmetic. I hav a little dog, and his name is
Colonel. He got into a hole the other day
after a woodchuck, and could hardly get out.
I guess it is about time to close.
·
I am still, Your Freethinker friend,
FRANKIE SALTSMAN.

some and Interesting Book~ Wit-hout Superstition for Obildren and Youtn. 'l he Only Freethinkers' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned pa.per, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, ll24pp., boards, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER dO.,
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.

THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.

FAITH OR'AGNOSTIOISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
Presbyterian Evanoeltst, to Oolonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingty few Ohristians who havopposed Oolonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY .AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

JUST PUBLISHED!

THE
MoNTIOELLO, ILL., March 31, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write you a few lines for the first time. I hav
written some letters to my little friends, and
A OOLLEOTION OF
thought I would write you a letter. My papa
takes THE TRUTH BEEKER, and likes to read
Original and Selectf'd Hymns
it very much. I like to look at the pictures
(Words and Musio)
and read the Children's Corner. I am nine
years old, and going to school. I hav i:J.o For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home.
brothers, but hav one sister older than I am.
School will be out in April. I liv in town not
far from school. I hav a nice large yard to
COMPILED BY
play in. I hav a swing, and it has one seat
L.
K.
WASHBURN.
in each end, and the swing bed is almost like
PRIOE,
$1.50.
a buggy bed. I got it for a birthday present,
and put it under some nice shade trees in the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
118 Lafayette Place, New York.
yard. I hope to see this in print.
Your friend,
EvA TATMAN.

Cosmian Hymn Book.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., April1, 1889.
MY DEAR Miss WIXON': I take great pleasure in reading THE TRUTH BEEKER. I do not
say prayers, for I see no good in doing so. I
do not go to church or to Sunday-school.
Ny name is Emanuel Roca Navarro, and I
liv at 305 Van Brunt street, Brooklyn.
The number of the school I go to is public
school No. 30. I go to school every day, and
I study arithmetic, reading, spelling, geography, and grammar.
I am only ten years of age, and I hav two
brothers and a little sister. The smallest is a
little boy whose name is Joseph. I hav a
little sister whose name is Allie, and a very
large brother about twelve years old.
As I hav nothing more to say, I will close
my letter. So good-bye, dear friend.
EMANUEL RooA NAVARRo.

The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
' Oontains testimonies of the early Ohristian Fathers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Ohristianity in many ancient religions.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution

ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. 8. BELL.
DENVER, CoL., March 25, 1889.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
DEAR Miss WJXoN: We are having a great
newspaper debate here at present between the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Protestants, the Catholics, and the Liberals.
It is on the much-vexed question of church
and state-the particular point being the advisibility of Bible-reading in our public
schools.
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Thinking you may be interested by the
arguments brought forth by Joseph Wolff Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
and John R. Kelso, the exponents of the LibPrayer.
eral element in this discussion, I send you the
clipping from to-day's paper.
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.
The dean of the Episcopal church, who is
It is in many respects one of the moat extraornot even a citizen of our country, has made
some very grave assertions as regards truth dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtouns.
and common sense.
Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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OALDI'ORNU.

HOW TO

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., Ban Francisco, Cal.

Strengthen the Memory,

OB,
NATUBAL AND BOmNTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
ijhows us how to keep our memories in ~rood work·
ing condition and repair them when out of order."
Price by mail $1.

Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Ca.!.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
·
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
. cisco.
.

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1.2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co .• , Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Hal.
ifax, N. S.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

THE

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

lrLORlDA,

Jas. Douglas, 46 E, Bay st., Jacksonville.
IDAHO,

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOI!I.

Post-ofll.ce News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. ~tevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st.• , Chicago.

Jfrt~thinkt~tl' ~lmaq,at,.
(£. M. 289.)

INDIANA,

+WITI) + ILLU$TRATIOO$.+

LOUISIANA.

AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
.MAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfl.eld (Post-ofll.ce, Smyrna
Mills).
KASSAOBUSBTTS.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
J oaeph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
lliOHIGAN,

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Calendar for I88g,
Freethougbt In the United States for 1888,
Liberalism: .a Symposium.

CoL. R, G.

28

lNGEBSOLL,

JAMES PARTON,
HELEN H. GARDENER,
S. P. PuTNAM, •
CliARLES wATTS, •
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U. •
PABXER PlLr.sBURY,

ROBERT. C. ADAMS, •
J.D. SHAw, •
F. M. HoLLAND,
E. B. FoOTE, JR., M.D.,
LuCY N. CoLMAN,

5

17

32

J, H. BUBNJLW, •
L. K. WASHBURN, •

33

ELLA

36
1ft

SUSAN H. WrxoN;
JORN PEcK, -

41

W. S. BELL,
E. C. WALKER,
MBa. M. A. FB.EEMAN, •
DB. JULIET H. BEVERANOIII,

42
44

46

47
•.

PAOE

•

50
51

GmsoN,

MBS. E. D. BLENKER,
COL. J, R. Kmso,
G. H. DAWES,

The .Nine Demands of Liberalism,
Ingersoll and Shakspere,

53
63

64
lfl
71

78

OHIO.

ORBGON,

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNBYLVANU.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schaae, 3.706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
TENNBSBBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherri" st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
H. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBRBITORY,

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
Progreasiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., London, E. C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Mt\rket st., Sydney, N.B. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.

Et\.TING FOR STRENGTH;
OB,
FOOD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WOBR,
The New York He?'ald says : "Dr. Holbrook's
book is amon~r the very best of its kind."
The Home a11d Garaen says: "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
choice of food which may save the oostof the book
every day in providing for a family, besides in.
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
Address THE TBUTH BBli:REB Oo~l
28 Lafayette Place, l.'lew York.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

91
92

Pre:tace by R. G. INGERSOLL.

NRW YORK.

ohn Jacques, Akron.
·
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Van Epps & Co., 259 Superior st .. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.

Marriage and Parentage.

84
f!1
89

95
96

NEW YORK:
AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
A.ND HYGmNE, or, THE MYBTERmB OF MAN
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price S2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

80

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn. ,
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. at,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 .Beekman st., New
York.
B. J. King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.

BY M. L. HoLBBOOJ[, M.D.
says : " We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im_]lortant, and, we are fully oon•
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
Gode!l's Laat/'B Booi:

In Their Sanitary and Physiolol(!cal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Greater Ability,
BY M. L. HOLBBOOR, M.D.
The Sotenttco .Amertcan says: "This work ie
soientifto, sober, olean, and worthy of conscientious consideratian by every possible parent, and
pa.rtioularly by the young." $1.

·1889.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Du:nkirk.

Parturition Without Pain.

0

28 LAFA VETTE PLACE.

A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were lett parent·
ess, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make thmr way through the world by
going to Ohicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work·
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Obicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted follis,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just such a story
of hnman life as we should expect Oolonel ln~rer
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Twentieth Century.
DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and Social llegeneration.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST, EDITOR.
It contains. besides crisp and pointed editorials
and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
P:RICE. 25 CENTS.
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity congregation.
It is the only so-called" Liberal "paper that ad.
radical social regeneration.
LIFE OF
CODS AND RELICIONS vocates
Its columns are open to the absolutely free dis.
oussion
of all relildous and economic theories.
OF
Twelve pages. l•sued weeklY. Annual subsorip.
$1. p,- Sample Oopies Free. All subscribers
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES. tion,
will receive a oopy of Mr. Pentecost's book," What
Vol, I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in· I Believe." Addre~s :
MODERN IMITATION OF CHRIST,
eluding Jehova.h, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
TWENTmTH OENTURY PUBLISHING 00.,
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism,
Jesus Ohrtst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
No. 4 WABBEN BT., NEw YoBx.
8vo, 835pp, Vol. II. Describes Fully all
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
the Re!i«ious Systems of the World.
8vo,957pp, Oloth,$3pervol.; the
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order oJ
2 vols., $5; leather, $7; moOreation.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
• 75 Cents.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
BY T. E. LONGSHORE.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
~ This book was mppl'essed by the forst Amer5
cents
per
copy; 50 cents per dozen; $1 for 25.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
ican publislter.B
WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
New Edition. Revises i\nd Enlar&"ed.
AND REFORMERS.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Bcien·
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
tists, eto. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the pres.
Introduotion by
BY
ent. Svo. l 1075pp,, cloth, $3;
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
leather, $4; mor,, g. e., $4,50,
A NATIVE "TAR HEEL."
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 llents.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 25 Cents.
Price,
X'M Trad6 BupplktJ, at t:Jpedal Discottn~.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
THJ:
Photo-engravinjs of Miss Gardener are for sale
&~this office. Price, 40o.; 'lrtth autonaph, 50 ctll.

Joshua Davidson:

FATHER, SON &HOLY GHOST.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

Ingersoll and the Deist.

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.

Tile Blble-Wilat Is It'l

A pam.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
NEW ZBALAND.
of the assumption •·hat the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies in T1Icology. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
SOCIAL WEALTH,
and curile, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Th6 Bol~ Faotors and JJ1QJ(J(Jt Ratios in Its Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ and aflirmativ stand.Qomt, showing
Acquirement and Apportionment.
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf
By J. K. INGALLS.

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM

Bwtu-fif!6 Years• Inf!OII'iabl6 8'UCC688.
DISEASES OF EYES OB EABS. lm.
mediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings1 and Failing
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drummmg, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. OIL·
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Sent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 25 cents.
B. A. NEALFJJ.
10tll8
Shakers P. 0, N.:r:
JF' FOB ALL

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

By DR. FBEDERIO R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Juris·
prudenoe in the New York Free
Price, Cloth,
$1.00.
Medical Oollege for Women.
LIBERALS SUPPLIED
Paper, l~'mo, 6Spp,, cloth, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
With GOVERNMENT LANDorOHEAP DEED·
analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
ED O~A.IMB. Address, inclosing stamp, TRIPP is His
sharply scientifi,,; his pathological theories are
AND MINER, Hay Springs, Nebraska.
Bm14 rational, clear, and modem.-Medtca! Revtew.
His lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his
As a Means for the Production of
style admuable in its direotaess and brillianoY,
his thought clear and lo.rioa.l.-Libera! ahrUttan.
B ellef Printing ·Plates
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
We hc11-n recommend the three prooes&es operated
b y t. ts Oompa~.
By L. FE1JERBt\.CH.
Their ZINO ETOHINGB for ohei!Jl and coarse
newspaper work, and their MOSS-TYPE process, Translated from the German. Oloth, lllmo, 75pp,;
by which engravings are made direct frnm photo·
50 ots.
graphs, as well as their MO~B PROOEBB OF
PHOTO-ENGR~VING, are all superior to any
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imother like methodR.
AddreRR
moral.-Bl:tract.
MOBS ENGRAVING 00.,
,. Address THE TBUTH SEEREB Oo.
535 P11arl St., New York.

Essenoe of Religion.

Similar a~vertisments from u;nreliable praoti·
tioners hav been frequently assatled and exposed
by the press, but Dr. ;Fellows stands f!Jremos~ in
his profession, and 1t ts safe to trust htm. Bemg
a stanch LIBERAL is further proof of his reliabil·
ity.-National View.
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New Publications.
Henry McKinney, Great Bend, Pa., is one
of those Christians who hav discovered, what
is a fact, that the true Sabbath commanded
by the Bible is Saturday, not Sunday. His
book, "No Sunday in the Bible," he sells at
10 cents.
" Sketches of the Scientific Dispensation of
a New Religion" presents in small compass
the main aspects of the work of science, now
going on, in supplanting religion. It is clearly
and correctly written. The author is Single.
-ton W. Davis, 916 3d st., San Diego, Cal.
Price, 20 cents.
The agitation spreading in the labor ranks
against the class of laws under certain of
which the Chicago Anarchists were held
guilty, finds expression in No. 10 .of the New
York Labor Library. 'Ihe book is entitled,
"Immoral and Unconstitutional : Our Acces.
soryship Laws." Price, 10 cents.
·
THE BIBLE INQUIRER.
OAK MILLs, KAN., Jan. 25, 1889.
MR. ANDREW JAooBsoN, Dear Sir: I hav
been acquainted with " The Bible Inquirer "
for several years, and consider it one of the
best little books for propagandist work that
·we hav. Your latest edition is a great improvement upon former ones.
J. E. REMSBUR6.
Yours truly,
REVERE, MAss., Jan. 25, 1889
MR. ANDREW JAooBSoN, My Dear Sh•: I
write you to say that I hav just read your
pamphlet entitled, "The Bible Inquirer," and
that I regard it as a valuable contribution to
the library of Freethought. No more com.
plete refutation of the Christian claim that
the Bible is a work of divine inspiration could
well be made.
The candid mind, after a perusal of your
pamphlet, can never again look upon the
Bible as the "word of God." This work
should be circulated among Christiansamong those who still believe in "inspirat-ion." There is no answer to your propositions; they are witnesses that cannot be forsworn. You hav done a service to the cause
of truth, to the cause of humanity, and to
the cause of Liberalism, by preparing and
publishing this pamphlet, and I sincerely
hope that yo~ will reap the reward of your
labor. You deserve the patronage of the
Liberal public. Yours very truly,
L. K. wASHBURN.
TRoPIOAL AFRIOA. By Henry Drummond,
LL.D.,F.R.S.E.,F.G.S. NewYork: The
Humboldt Publishing Company. Price, 15
cents.
A timely publication is the book with the
above title, issued by the Humboldt Publishing Company. It is a work of interest, giving
an account of the author's experiences and
observations in a trip through some of the
most mysteriou,s portions of the continPnt
which is now attracting so largely the atten.
tion of the public. It is racily written, and
the author is both graphic in his descriptiv
passages and witty in his observations. The
interior life of the country, where civilization
has just begun to wrestle with barbarism, is
laid open. The number is 104 of the Humboldt Library publications.
THE PBYOHIO LIFE ( F MIOH0-0RGAN!SM8 : A
STUDY IN ExPERIMENTAL PsYOHOLOGY. By
Alfred Biroet. Translated from the French.
Chicago, 18b9: The Open Court Publishing
Company. Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
M. Binet's researches and conclusions show
" that psychological phenomena begin among
the very lowest classes of beings; they are
met with in every form of life from the simplest cell to the most complicated organism."
The author contests the theory of the distinguished English scientist, Prof. George F.
Romanes, who assigns the first appearance of
the various psychical and mental faculties to
different stages or periods in the scale of
zoological development. Thus while Christians in ~rtagnation and impotence are repeat.
ing parrot.like their guesses of old barbarians
about life, mind, and matter, accomplished
scientists are pressing forward in their discoveries, and are now establishing that the
sinlplest cell of living matter possesses mind.
Ex-Mayor Beckwith of Dowagiac, Mich.,
not long ago established in connection with
the Round Oak Stove Works, of which he
was the founder, a hall to be called the Round
Oak Hall. At the opening of the hall an address was delivered by Harvey Hersey on
''Iron as an Element in Civilization." The
address marks that tendency growing of late
to recognize the real causes of our civilization. A Christian knows as much about
what caused it as a cat. Ask one and he will

deliver himself, mechanically and brainlessly,
of a lot of stuff that he has been taught to
repeat by the church, about "Christianity,"
"grace," etc, The real e~mses are in the
larger part material ones-inventions· in the
practical arts by which knowledge has been
spread through the cheap production of
books, and by which f~tcilities for locomotion
and intercommunication hav obliterated national and local barriers and with them the
ignorance and bigotry that they produced.
But the Christian knows nothing of all this.
He is absolutely incapable of assigning to one
social phenomenon its true cause. He is as
helpless and " feebly impotent and vain"
here in this world as a child in a midnight
wood; everything that is done has to be done
by us of sense and science and Rationalism,
and through it all we hav td- drag forward
the cringing, fear-struck, ignorant product of
the church. This searching out of the ma.
terial factors of our civilization, and establishing of them clearly before the eyes of all men
-as the true and only ones, is a labor to which
we direct the attention of every Freethinker.
On the cover of " Iron as an Element in Civilization" is the motto, "Labor and amusement," under the pictures of the two pagan
godde8ses tutelary to those two activities.
Nothing Christian-no figure praying or killing, cringing or torturing. Good; and if we
are to hav any gods let those two pagan
ones be the two adopted ; let us Work and
Play, and do nothing else, and in our work
we shall find how to obtain those conditions
that shall bring about lasting happiness to all
mankind.
Theosophy, a system of mysticism growing
lately, too akin to Christian mysticism to
meet favor with us, has come up in turn to
take a view of that enigmatical my tho-historical personage called Christ, and giv its interpretation of him. Most systems of thought
and most thinkers hav had some new inter.
pretation of him; a few of the opinions are
as follows:
Kant regarded him as the ideal of human
perfection; John Stuart Mill, as a very extraordinary man; Lord Amberley, as an" iconoclastic idealist;" Fichte, as the first teacher
who revealed the unity of Man with the
supreme spirit; Hegel, as an incarnation of
the Logos,· Schelling, as a kind of .A'Datar,
i. e., one of the periodical descents of divinity; Dr. Keirn, as_a mysterious man, whose
glorified spirit inspired his disCiples to attempt
the reformation of the world; Strauss looks
upon him as a moral reformer, who occasionally stooped to imposture to eecure the confidence of his adherents; Renan, as an effeminate idealist, an impostor who performed
"bogus phenomena;" Schleiermacher, as a
man in whom self-consciousness was so saturated with the divine principle, that he really
became a god incarnate; Anatole Bembe, as
a mod-ern Anarchist and Socialist of the most
fiery kind; and Gerald Massey, who bases
his opinions upon historical researches, finds
that Jehoshu.a Ben-Pandira was born some
one hundred .and twenty years before the
Christian era, and that the typical Ckrist of
the gospels was made up from the features of
various gods.
The Theosophical work from which the
above is quoted is entitled, ''The Life of
Jehoshua LJesus] the Prophet of Nazareth:
An Occult Study and a Key to the Bible." The
author is Franz Hartmann, M.D., author of
"Magic," "Secret Symbols of the Rosicrucians," etc. The publishers are "the Occult
Publishing Co., importers and publishers of
works treating on Occultism, Theosophy,
Spiritualism, Astrology, Mesmerism, and kindred subjects." We don't like occult things.
Occult processes-the spiritual exaltations,
the wild mystic ecstasies, of all the rapt
enthusiasts and visionaries of all the centuries, hav never revealed a single truth that
could be demonstrated or done a thing toward
making man better, wiser, or happier. .The
price of the book is $2.
We commend to all wishing to study science
and evolution the monthly numbers of the
Modern Science Essayist, each of which con.
tains a complete short treatis upon some department of science as developed under the
application of evolution. The titles of the first
sixteen numbers are: Herbert Spencer,
Charles Robert Darwin, Solar and Planetary
Evolution, Evolution of the Earth, Evolution
of Vegetal Life, Evolution of Animal Life,
The Descent of Man, Evolution of Mind, The
Growth of Language, Evolution of Society,
Evolution of Theology, Evolution of Morals,
Proofs of Evolution, Evolution as Related to
Religious Thought, The Philosophy of Evolution, The Effects of·Evolution on the Coming
Civilization. The number on Herbert l::lpencer
will suit those who find gratification in contemplating the grand work, silent but farreaching and tremendous, that the books of

this philosopher are accomplishing all over
the globe. While Darwin's name usually accompanies mention of evolution, Spencer was
the original discoverer of that principle.
Spencer's "Psychology," exhibiting evolution as it stands to-day, was published in
1857 ; Darwin's "Origin of Species " in 1859.
And while Darwin's work was special and
limited, dealing with little more than the development of high&r from lower organisms,
by Natural Selection, after life was once
started, Spencer applies evolution to every
department within the range of human
thought-the creation of the earth, the origin
of life, and morals, manners, customs, and
government. This, his great work, embodied
in the several volumes of his " Synthetic
Philosophy," is the foundation upon which is
now silently rising in the minds of scholars
and thinkers that system of knowledge and
guidance which shall magniftcently answer
the question, "What hav you Freethinkers
done to build up?" Mr. Spencer's life, says
the author, is simply" the uneventful existence of a student who saw what was in him
to do, planned his course, and followed it
steadily to the exclusion of everything else.
The history of his personal life may be told
in a paragraph; but who shall write the history of his books ? Who can measure the
influence they hav already exercised upon
human thought and action, and who will
venture to. predict the limit of their power ?"
It is sad to think that this great mind must
soon be arrested in its beneficent labors. The
author says:
It was in February, 1886, that I last saw
Mr. Spencer. He had perceptibly aged, and
appeared feeble. I did not tarry long, for I
fancied conversation wearied him-. As he
took my hand at parting, he said, mournfully,
"Tell Youmans you hav seen me, that I hav
not much strength left, and I shall never see
him again." What he had in mind was his
own decease; but Professor Youmans passed
on to the great majority before him. Since
'that day we hav reports of a long illness,
from which he has partially recovered. There
is small likelihood that the " System of Synthetic Philosophy" will ever be completed,
but Mr. Spencer's energy is great and he will
work as long as work is possible.
The writer pronounces Spencer greater
than the admired Aristotle or Plato, or any
other great man of antiquity. He says:
Agassiz, Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Wallace, and all the .host of them, awaken our
gratitude and command our reverence. But
though we hav traveled much in these realms
of gold,
And many goodly stlttes a.nd kingdoms seen,
profounder emotions are stirred when we
contemplate Mr. Spencer and his work. We
think no longer of the ingenious mechanisms
and marvelous adaptations of nature ; the
wonderful order, the many beauties, -the
curious things revealed and displayed for our
ob8ervation and study. Rather, it seems as
if barriers were suddenly thrown down, and
a vision opened of boundless knowledge and
exhaustless being.
The following remarks of this great thinker,
made while he was visiting America, will be
found of partieular significance:
" The American has not, I think, a sufficiently quick sense of his own claims, and, at
the same time, as a necessary consequence,
not a sufficiently quick sense of the claims of
others-for the two traits are organically related. I observe that you tolerate various
small interferences - and dictations which
Englishmen are prone to resist. I am told
that the English are remarked on for their
tendency to grumble in such cases ; and I hav
no doubt it is true."
"Do you think it worth while," asks the
interviewer," for people to make themselvs
disagreeable by resenting every trifling aggression? We Americans think it involves
too much loss of time and temper, and doesn't
pay."
"Exactly," replies Mr. Spencer, "that is
what I mean by character. It is this easygoing readiness to permit small trespasses,
because it would be troublesome, or profitless,
or unpopular to resist, which leads to the
habit of acquiescence in wreng and the decay
of free institutions."
The Modern Science Essayist is 10 cents
per number, and may be had of the publishers, the New Ideal Publishing Co., 620 Atlantic ave., Boston, or of this firm.
OOME, LET US SING!
The "Cosmian Hymn· Book " has come to
my hand. It is a well-printed and carefully
compiled work, well worthy the high purpose
for which it was intended. So conservativ
in its respect for the honest opinions of others,
there is little or nothing in it that the most
orthodox-Buddhist, Christian, or Jew-must
be narrower than a razor edge not to be
pleased to chant in his church; so radical
that one must out-radix a belladonna root not
to find in it what will suit his mind to sing.
The book opens with a song for the sad:

While, with ceaseless course, the sun
Hasted through the former year,
Many friends their race hav run,
Never more to meet us here.
Farther on is a gem for the glad :
I would not sin~ a loud song,
For any crowmg crew,
If so, my humble, proud song
Stirs one sweet soul and true;
To lift through tawny labor
To higher planes that winMy song for every neighbor
Has morning roses in.
Here is a psalm for the religious :
Let love be your religion;
Let justice be your aim ;
Let all that's good and noble
Your strict attention claim; etc.
A rhapsody for the sentimentalist :
'Tis love that paints the purple morn,
And bids the clouds in air upborne
Their genial drops distil ;
In every vernal beam it glows,
And breathes in every gale that blows,
And glides in every rlll.
We hav even an anthem for the Atheist:
Thou, nature, grandest theme of all I
From rolling worlds to fiow'ret small,
'Tis one sublime, unending chain
That comes and goes and comes again.
And the Spiritualist may rise and sing:
Hav you heard of the golden city
Mentioned in the legends old,
Everlasting light shines o'er it,
Wonilrous tales of it are told?
It will last and shine transfigured

In the final reign of right,
It will merge into the splendors
Of the city of the light.
From the " Lute of Zion " are taken these
lines for a funeral tune :
A gentle quiet reigns around
When nature calls her children home,
And naught disturbs their peace profound
In all the rolling years to come.
A poem of progress for the march of man :
Step forward, dear friends, and keep time
with the truth I
Be manly as men in the ardor of youth;
Step forward, not backward, nor ever aside,
At bidding .of austere ambition or pride; etc.
A tribute to our fore-mothers:
Women who, when freedom, fettered,
. Shook its chains, defiance hurled ;
'Twas their hand that lit the beacon,
Theirs the flag of truth unfurled ;
Theirs the fingers, swift and _skilful,
Spun the flax as white as snow;
Wove the cloth that clothed the armies
Which for freedom struck the blow.
The children of the home hav their canticles:
We hold our lives like lily flowers,
May we be pure as they, and white;
May sunlight shine upon our hours,
And we be sweet in all men's sight ;
And when at last our winter nighs,
Oh, may on earth the seeds we strew,
Then from the dust still re-arise
To bloom in other flowers anew.
And there are teachings of temperance,
mingled with the chimes of the children, perhaps because it is hard learning old dogs
new tricks. It· is well that I did not write
this warlike stanza, or it might hav blown up
THE TRUTH SEEKER bookstore :
There are high massiv forts
Where the enemy is strong,
And we know not yet how we shall enter in;
But the test of battle waits and our hands
shall ope the gates
Of the fortresses of wickedness and sin.
Come I oh, come and join our army I
To the temp'rance flag be true I
We will plant it side by side
With the banner of our pride,
With the starry flag of red and white and
blue.
Together with hymns of humanity and
home, peans of liberty, odes of country,
carols of joy, and much more, specimens of
all of which would make a book in themselva.
I will add to this review one composition
which does not appear in the "Cosmian
Hymn Book" because it arrived too. late for
the printer :
A HYMN OF HUMANITY.
A hymn of humanity we tend you to-day,
A h) mn of reality to cheer the rough way;
A tune of rejoicing as right onward we go,
A tune of hilarity to happiness now.
A hymn of love human sung to sweeten our
.cares,
A hymn of- the heart and the hard burden it
bears;
Let catholic brotherhood no evil estrange,
But wide as tl).e world become extended its
range.
A hymn of the home, whence social feelings
hav flow,
A hymn of the fireside, which in kindness
should glow;
Where, in place of prayer-altars, sits charity's
seat,
To welcome the friendless, the mourner to
greet.
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A hymn of our freedom we maintain by o:ur
might,
A hymn of our liberty to rob none of right ;
And bidding defiance to all tyranny high,
We scorn petty meanness, and jealousy fiy.

LIMI1~AT10NS

A hymn of our country, the dear land of our
pride,
A hymn to the patriots_ who liv or hav died;
A· nation and people ·where the priest has no
say,
No slave bends the knee, and no vain lord
rides the way.
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A hymn of true science, not of faith but of
fact,
A hymn of great Nature, her laws ever intact;
No myth and no miracles her harmonies jar,
But one evolution from dew-drop to star.
A hymn of toil human, our tasks to relieve,
A hymn of the hands which all our comforts
· achieve;
Giv honor to labor for it bringeth forth bread,
Provides our apparel and enshelteis our head.
The world's aspirations to music we set,
An anthem prophetic of what earth shall beget;
When progress of reason base religion shall
ban,
And art be devoted to the glory of man.
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of lfhought.

FROM the remnants from his peb which he bas
f!raciously vonobsafed to us, we cannot claim for
Jehovabjireth commanding talent as a writer.
How could he be a writer? The god or man who
would write well must know much of the world
and much of books. To get a few paces abreast
of his fellows, be must hav unconquerable selfrespect and immaculate puritY of moral aim and
aspiration. He must hav
the bone and the sinew to_
TBE Danmark's paswork while others rest, to
The. man sale!:- "Im r/ealous foo . k_y
'Cod Sa/d.--/' ~{:X£ AaPB ???oved ??le Ia. /12'"'~'!"' ~!i
toil while others sleep, the
sengers were rescued.
L't?r'ld adores z'-haf scaree>rotv niore'
__
w/J7iVl'hai-LUII/~h rs not' Cod, ,r.,_
self-consciousness of talent
FIVB Indiana White
/h&i'7T J?e doe& )ne r ]'// J'17ake if-ho-f: for h,.
or even genius based upon
----~=-De.ut XXX !I_ :t.P'J
an indomitable will, a tireCaps hav been shot by a
----=--------===-- - - ~
~
less energy, and a lofty but
man whose house they
tender humanity. He may
attacked.
make himself sociable; but
he has no time to be frivoENGLAND has sent Sir
lous. Now, if these be the
Julian Pauncefote as
~
oharaoteristios of a writer
minister in place of
born to lead the straggling
files of human opinion, it
West.
must be admitted that JeCoNsTITUTIONAL conhovah had few or none of
them,
unless his biograventions for North and
pher, the Ghost, has done
South Dakota are about
him grievous injustice. He
to be called.
is jealous, ignorant, and
narrow, and quite lacking
FIVB Mormon missionin that literary turn of the
aries hav been whipped
wrist, unteachable, unand expelled from Dale
taught, which distinguishes
him who, by an inexorable
county, Ala.
law of heredity, was bm·n a
FELIX ADLER objects
writer from him who was
maa:e a writer, on the printo the centennial military
ciple that you oan not make
parade, as our nation is
a silken purse out of a aow•s
a peaceful one. ear. And, then, as to frivolity, Jehovah was an inTBE czar's second son,
corrigible trifler. He occuGeorge, will visit the
pied muoh of his time with
Paris exposition, atpatterns for tents and toggery for priests, with
tended by a large squadfringes and candlesticks
ron.
and snuffers and tongs.
He also turned his attenTHE czar narrowly estion in the Eugene Rimmel
--- ----caped"death from a plot
-direction, and manufa~t
to dynamite him when at
nred a certain kind of holy
the funeral of General
hair·oil (Exodus xxx, passim), and threatened to put
Paukli.
to death anyone who would
IT is said that Stanley
P_A_R_A_LLEL C-ASES.
make a perfume to smell
like it-his way of taking
will renounce his Ameriout a patent. This is not
can citizenship and adRoBEY boy : "Why don't yon take a wedding the sort of trifling in which he who would be a
here to Britain, which nation will confer on
writer
oan
afford
to
indulge.-S'alad:in's
God. ana
trip, Bloodgood?" Bloodgood: "Well, Yon see,
him high honors.
my wife and I came to the conclusion it wouldn't Hts Boole.
be milch of a novelty, for us. We met first on a
THE trial of Boulanger before the court of
0.1.N we be1ieve that the real God, if there is
A scARF pin shield that will protect its wearer steamer on the Atlantic ocean; I proposed in one, ever ordered a man to be killed simply for
the French senate has begun, though he is
Sweden;
was
accepted
in
Russia;
obtained
her
making hair oil, or ointment 1 We are told in the
from entanglement with a girl's hair would be a
personally still absent in Belgium.
father's Permission in England; the marriage set- thirtieth chapter of Exodus, that the Lord comboon to mankind.-Jewe!er'B Weell:ll/.
tlement
was
drawn
up
in
this
country,
and
we
manded Moses to take myrrh, cinnamon, sweet
LAEGE numbers of cats are being shipped JoHNSON: "Is there anythin~ new about Anwere married in Algiers."- Once a Week.
calamus, cassil\, and oliv oil, and make "' holy
to Dakota, where they are wanted to destroy thony Comstock?" Jackson: "Yes; they say now
ointment
for the purpose of anointing the taberthat he actuallY dreads the approach of night. "ABsALoM,"called out Mrs. Rambo, in a high- nacle, tables, candlesticks, and other utensils, as
the rats that swarm about grain bins.
The bare thought of Eve is too much for him."- pitched voice, as her husband oam!l lumbering up well as Aaron and his sons; saying, at the same
the stairway at three o'clock A.M., "you hav been
THB greatest fire of late years took place at Pucle.
getting drunk again l This is the second time time, that whosoever compounded any like it, or
New York on the 19th, consuming many
N. 0. GooDBODY (coming out of ohuroh): "Ah, since yesterday morning!" "Nanshy," mumbled whoEVer put any of it on a stranger, should be
grain elevators and connected buildings.
and what did you think of the • supply ' this morn- Mr. R~mbo, holding tightly to the balustrade, put to death. In the same chapter, the Lord furMoses with a recipe for making a perfume,
RussELL HARBISON has been arrested in a ing, Mr. Near?'' Mr. N. G. Near : "Supply 7 "you're nnzhust, m'love. A man can't giddrnnk nishes
Humph! He seemed to me more like an exhaust l" twice in twenty-four hoursh. I'm-I'm still on the saying, that whoever should make any which
suit brought by Ex-Governor Crosby, who -Puck;.
smelled like it, should be cut off from his people.
'riginal drunk, Nanshy !"-Ohieago Prioune.
This, to me, sounds so unreasonable that I cannot
asks $100,000 damages for libel; bail in $5,000 MRs. DE TRoP: "I don't think, Mr. de Trop, that
MABEL:
"Mother.
I
hav
broken
my
engagement
believe it. Why should an infinit God care
your sarcasm, leveled at our aecollete ball-dresses,
given.
is called for. Your own brother, the captain, takes with Arthnr. No woman could be happy with whether mankind made ointments and perfumes
. OsKALoosA, Kan., has reelected its female a much more liberal view of society matters." Mr. such a brute." Mother : "Horrors! What hav like his or not 1 Why should the creator of all
government, and two other cities of the state, de -Trop: "Undoubtedly; Cap lain Bob has just you learned?" Mabel : "Last night I asked him things threaten to kill a priest who approached
to tack the cover on my work-box, and he hit his his altar without having washed his hands and
Cottonwood Falls and Rossville, hav elected returned from Bamoa."-Epoch.
finger with the hammer, and, mother, he-said- feet 1 These commandments and these penalties
LioNEL : "Why do you remain in the ball-room 1 damn !'' Mother : " I see. He danced around the would disgrace the vainest tYrant that ever sat,
women rulers.
THE German government, upon the disso- You are not a guest, sir." Stranger: "I am a de- room, and swore a blue streak a yard long, and by chance; upon a throne. There must be some
teotiv employed to guard Mrs. Van Stump's dialution of the Reichstag, its main legislativ monds." Lionel : "Her diamonds are not worth threw the hammer out of the Window, and kicked mistake· I cannot believe that an inftnit intellithe work· box to pieces, and called you a gibbering gence appeared to Moses upon Monnt Sinai having
branch, will prosecute several Socialist mem- watching. They are paste !" Stranger: "My idiot, and-" Mabel: "Why, no, he didn't; he with him a variety of patterns for making a tabpresence givs them the appearance of realitY."- only said damn, and went on tacking." Mother: ernacle, tongs, snnffers, and dishes. Neither oan
bers of that body.
Olltcaoo Journal.
" What? is that all 1 Oh, you foolish child ! You I believe that God told Moses how to out and trim
THB new earl of Carlisle, a strong teetotaler,
a coat for a priest. Why should a God care about
A YOUNG m"n married a lady whose weight hav lost an angei."-Philaaelphia Recora.
has closed all the saloons and brew-houses on verges closely upon two hundred pounds. During
such things? Why 8hould he insist on having
IT
was
by
chance
that
I
happened
to
call
buttons sewed in certain rows, and fringes of a
his property, and emptied out the private a recent country walk they came to a fence, and
And catch Mistress Peg unawares in the hall;
it was necessarY to climb over. "My dear," said Where, scolding and pouting, as pretty maids do, certain color ?-Ingersoll.
stock of his cellar.
the husband, "shall I help you over the fence?"
PAINE thought the barbarities of the Old TestaTHE Belgian government has again warned "Never mind me," was the wise reply," just hold Sb.e was just pulling on a refractory shoe.
ment inconsistent with what he deemed the real
And, oh, how the lace fluttered back to disclose
Boulanger that he will not be allowed to use up the fence."-Ptcle Me Up.
character of God. He believed that murder, masThe highest of heels, the moat pointed of toea,
their territory as a place of conspiracy against
CoUitTLY gentleman : "May I ask if yOU were W1th a smart silken stocking, snug-fitting and sacre, and indiscriminate slaughter had never
been commanded by the deity. He regarded
present at the creation?'' Elderly maiden (blushthe French government.
trim,
much of the Bible as childish, unimportant, and
ing with quick indignation) : "Sir? I do not nn· Round the ravishing ankle, seduotivly slim I
foolish. The scientific world entertains the same
AT Bridgeton, N.J., a master-workman of derstand what you mean." Oonrtly £!entleman :
the Knights of Labor has been arrested under "Nothing, ma'am, nothing; I simply wished to "From extreme to extreme," says the sage, and opinion.-Ingersoll.
TuRN on what side you will, and yon will see
the view
the conspiracy law for inciting a strike at the inquire if you attended the oratorio by the
that preachera hav always encourage.d carnage.Of her exquiait foot in ita gay little shoe,
Ohoral SocietY, Wednesday."-Lotoel! 0-ttizen.
Cumberland Glass Works~
Vo!!aire.
The spark of my passion to flaming so fanned
CUSTOMER : "I tell YOU I don't want the coat.
EMPEROR WILLIAM has directed the adop- It's faded and the color don't snit me." Isaacs: That I went the next morning and asked for her IF Jehovah was in fact God, he knew the end
hand.
-M. E. w. in Lite.
from the beginning. He knew that his Bible
tion of gorgeous court and niilitary costumes. " It's va ded and der color don•t suit you. Veil take
be a breastwork behind which tyrannY and
"IN my opinion," said Rev. Mr. Sinorusher to a would
The court dress comprises knee breeches, it for seven und a halluf." Oustomer: "Besides,
hypocrisy would orouoh ; that it would be quoted
it's
half
worn
out
already."
Isaacs:
"So
much
pretty
though
pious
young
woman
of
his
congrebuckle shoes, and three.cornered hat. ·
der better, ma shild. If der goat don't snit yer id gation, "the waltz is very, very wicked, indeed." by tyrants ; that it would be the defense of robbers called kings, and of hypocrite called Priests.
PosTMASTER PEARSON is dead. It is said von't dake you so long to vear it out. Hast du " So I hav alwaYs thought," she replied, "and hav -Ingersoll.
never indulged in it." "Yes, yes," he continued,
by his friends that he died from overwork in g~sehen ?"-America.
ONE of the chief arguments in supPort of The"the waltz whirls ita gay kaleidoscope around,
the public service ; but, while he was hard- TEACHER : " Oan you tell me the population 6f bringing hearts so near that th6Y almost beat ism is universality of belief in God. We reply: IgWurtemberg
7"
First
aoholar:
"1,881,506."
working, it would be more exactly true to
against each other, mixing the warm breath to- norance is also univeraal, and the effect of knowlTeacher: "Very good; still, not quite correct. gether, darting the fire of electricity between the edge is always to remove God farther away.
giv as the cause hemorrhage of the stomach, Does
anybody else know?" Second scholar : meeting fingers, flushing the face and lightening Where knowledge ends, God begins; and the
caused by a tumor.
"1,881,505." Teacher : " That's right!" First tbe eyes with a quick language, Pulsing every more ignorant a man is the nearer he brings God
scholar: "Why, I know that; but as we got a
SYLVESTER GRUBB, hanged at Vincennes, little sister yesterday, I thonght it would make fiber-" "JerUiihy, Mr. Sinoruaher," she ex- to a connection with present events. The explaclaimed, jnmpl~g up, "is it anything like that?" nation of phenomena by the untaught is, "God
Ind., for murder of a girl, passed his last one more."-Fiiegenae Blatter.
·
"More," he said, solemnly; "much more."" Well, did it;" but aoienoe finds immediate natural
hours in receiving religious consolations from
HE: "She always goes alone. Won•t hav a gen- that's enough. I guess I'll go and learn. I never causes, and now has put God away back of the
Rev. Mr. Ruth. Malachi Allen and James tleman attend her anywhere. Her last escort met knew before what I was missing."-Waahington conception of the plan of evolution. The inference is that as God continually recedes before the
Mills were hanged at Fort Smith, Ark. Mills such a shocking death right before her eyes, you arttw.
advance of knowledge, he will reach a vaniahingprudently joined the Catholic church several! ~now.". She: "I think I remember. He lost his
point~Robm·t 0 • .Aaams in Pioneer Pith.
weeks before execution. Allen sent for a hfe tr~mg to save h& when the theater caught
.
'
.
fire, didn't he?" He: "No. He was ornshed to 'l.'HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
WE are explaining more every day. We are unMethodist preacher an hour before hangmg, death by the ladies at the Easterdndds's Spring
derstanding more every day; consequently your
Price, 25 Cents.
and requested baptism.
Opening."-Munsev'B Weell:ll/.
God is growing smaller every day-Ingersoll.
On the Oonftict between Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
OKLAHOMA, containing 1,800,000 acres,
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
which in 160-acre tracts will make 11,250
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interfarms, was thrown open on the 22d, and is
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H Huxley.
III. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
rapidly filling up.
Muller.
THB pope is ill.
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_HuGH 0. :E:NTEOOST ought to g~t acquain~ed i beings to be. If they had the power, they writes this because some one has protested
With the Liberals befo~e ~e wntes anythi~g would· persecute Christians as savagely as .-against his excessiv reverential admiration of
more about them. This IS what he says m some Christians would persecute them if they 1Jesus Christ. Mr. Pentecost of course is in
A CATHOLic congress assembled in Madrid the last T~entieth Century: "The name Lib- i had the power., We dislike the name Liberal error, for there are no Liberals who would
last week. The pope sent a telegram bless. eral descnbes a number of persons who are because it is assumed by persons who, for the persecute Christians and it never has been
ing the congress, which body unanimously about as illiberal as it is possible for human ; most part, are not liberal." Mr. Pentecost done. It is, besides, ~ vicious slap in the face
of his friends, for he deadopted a message in re.
rives the chief part of his
--·;::-:;;:;-;;;;~-;;"",--:=~-;;:=~:~~=·-;zliw~;d;;-:;(jf/j~;-;;t,;--;-;,::r;;;;~-;;~r;:;-;~~~~~~
ply, declaring that the
support from Liberals.
chief
purpose
of the
I 00
But if he goes on patting
gress was
to work
forconthe
::=::==- _f! -~- _ _ _
Dr. Hall on the back and
0
hitting Liberals under
the ear, we are afraid
THERE are to be other
that his labors for free
lands besides those of
trade and the single tax
Oklahoma for claim huntwill be somewhat reers in the West. In a
- ---· -stricted among the Infifew days the government
dels of the country.
commission, headed by
General Crook, that has
IF ever man was metabeen appointed to negophorically and indigtiate with the Sioux Innantly jumped on by his
dians in Dakota for the
fellows and told in accession of a portion of
tions rather than words
their reservation, will be
that he was unfit to assoat work. It is a fertil
ciate with them, that
region that will be opened
man is Anthony Comstock, the agent of the
up for settlers by this
Society for the Supprescommission.
sion of Vice, exclaims
THE statistics of divorce
the B1·ooklyn Eagle. For
in New Hampshire are
years Comstock has been
surprising. It appears
knocking at the doors of
that the ratio of divorces
society in New Jersey,
to marriages in the Granit
New York, and Brookstate has been larger
lyn, in the off hours he
for some years than in
has taken from expediany other state, larger
tions into circles so dethan in Connecticut or
praved that the things
California. Within five
discovered by him there
years fifteen hundred
could not possibly make
cases of divorce were detheir owners worse if
creed, or about one dileft with them, and only
vorce to every ten marserve when discovered
riages. And yet New
to needlessly enlighten
Hampshire is one of the
innocent minds that such
most puritanically religthings are in existence.
~
ious states in the Union I
It has long been Com_£--~---~
HERBERT SPENCER has
stock's ambition to be----::::=-written to a friend in Chicome a Free and Accago that he does not
cepted Mason, but the
~~
think the railroad morals
Masons hav not been free
and policy of the United
in accepting him. Two
States any worse than
weeks ago Comstock prethose of England. Mr.
vailed on Harry W.
Knight, of the Methodist
Spencer has put himself
Book Concern, to proat the head of a railroad
pose him for membership
reform league in Engin U. S. Grant Post, G.A.
land, as he claims that
R., this city. Comstock
there has been more corserved in the Sevenruption by railroads in
teenth Connecticut regithe House of Commons
ment, but of his record
during the past ten years
as a soldier not much is
than has taken place in
federal and state legislaknown in Brooklyn.
Nothing much was said
tures in this country durof Comstock's proposa
ing the entire history of
for membership at the
railroads. There are, he
time, but privately, since
says, over one hundred
his record has been thor
and eighty members of
oughly canvassed by the
Parliament who are simmembers of Grant Post
ply the agents of railand at their meeting in
roads and similar corpothe Johnston Building,
rations. Most of these
in Flatbush avenue, at
are lawyers who owe
which nearly two huntheir election to the indred members were in
fluence of the roads they
attendance on the 23d
serve. These parliamentult., there was an ava
ary lawyers serve their
lanche of black balls
masters and supporters
such as no man in any
of new projects,and make
society probably ever
A
CENTENNIAL REMINDER.
no suo-rosa statement of
received.
the number of votes they
can command in the
THE czar of Russia has issued an edict forTHE latest attempt of the Catholic Pro- get something out of the fund for itself. But
House, but proclaim it openly.
tectory to get a share of the public school it would be a great deal more honest on the bidding members of his family to contrac
A FRENCH missionary givs a serious ac- fund has brought to light the fact that in part of its managers if, instead of trying to morganatic marriages. Hereafter they mus
count of the state of slavery in Ecuador. round numbers $100,000 of this fund was get some of the fund, they tried to prevent its take their matrimony straight.
A RUMOR reaches the Dramatic Mirror from
Though it is not a legal institution, yet the divided last year among a dozen or more pri- diversion to any private institution whatever.
law permits an Indian to sell himself as a slave vate institutions, including the Protestant To take any part of this fund, raised as it is over the Brooklyn bridge, that a certain wellwhen he is unable to pay his debts, and once Half-Orphan Asylum, the Methodist Home for a distinct purpose, and apply it as it ap- II known athletic divine of the Delsarte school
a slave he is rarely able to free himself. He Missionary School, the Hebrew Orphan Asy- pears $100,000 was applied last year, is es- is to preach from a revolving stage next sea1
may be bequeathed by will. The majority lum, and the Roman Catholic Orphan Asy. sentially as dishonest an act as it would be to I son, and that the auditorium pews are to be fittake
it
for
the
purpose
of
opening
a
private.
ted up with drop-a-nickel-in-the-slot-for-theof the interior Indians hav been reduced to 1 lum. No wonder, comments the Standard,
1
heathen-and-take-out-a-hyniD-book machines
this condition.
the Protectory is so persistent in its efforts to bank account.
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Agnosticism: A Rejoinder.
From th.e Nineteenth Centurv.

The concluding paragraph of the bishop of Peterborough's reply to the appeal which I addressed to
him in the penultimate number of this review, leads
me to think that he has seen a personal reference
where none was intended. I had ventured to suggest
that the demand that a man should call himself an
Infidel, savored very much of the flavor of a "bull;"
and, even ha(J the right reverend prelate been as
stolid an Englishman as I am, I should huv entertained
the hope that the oddity of talking of th-e cowardice
of persons who object to call themselvs by a nickname, which must, in their eyes, be as inappropriate
as, in the intention of the users, it is offensiv, would
hav struck him. But, to my surprise, the bishop has
not even yet got sight of that absurdity. He thinks
that if I accept Dr. Wacs's definition of his muchloved epithet, I am logically bound not only to adopt
the titles of Infidel and miscreant, but that I shall
"even glory in those titles." As I h"v shown, "Infidel" merely means somebody who does not believe
what you believe yourself, and therefore Dr. Wace
has a perfect right to call, say, my old Eooyptia;n
donkey-driver, N ooleh, and myself, Infidels, just as
N ooleh and I hav a right to call him an Infidel. The
ludicrous aspect of the thing comes in only when
either of us demands that the two others should so
label themselvs. It is a terrible busineaa to hav to
explain a mild jest, and I pledge myself not to run
the risk of offending in this way again. I see how
wrong I was in trusting to the bishop's sense of the
ludicrous, and I beg leave unreservedly to withdraw
my misph.ced confidence. And I take this course
the more readilyaa there is something about which I
am obliged again to trouble the bishop of Peterborough, which is certainly no jesting matter. Referring to my question, the bishop says that if they (the
,
terms " Infidel " and " miscreant ")
should not be so proved to be applicable, then I should hold
it to be as unreasonable to expect him to call himself by such
names as he, I suppose, would hold it to be to expect us
C_hristians to admi!, :vit?o~t better reason than he has yet
g~v~~ us, that Chnstlamty 1~ "the sorry stuff" which, with
h1s profoundly" moral readmess to say ''unpleasant" things
he is pleased to say that it is (p. 370).
'
According to those " English modes of thought
and expression," of which the bishop seems to hav
but a poor opinion, this is a deliberate assertion that
I hav _said that Christianity is "sorry stuff." And,
acco.rdmg to the same standard of fair dealing, it is,
I thmk,.absolutely necessary for the bishop of Peterborough to produce tlte evidence on which this
positi.v st~~:teme~t is based. I shall be unfeignedly
surpr1sed 1f he IB successful in proving it · but it is
'
proper for me to wait and see.
Those who passed from Dr. Wace's article in the
last ~mmbe; of ~his review to the anticipatory confuta.twn of h wh1ch followed in "The New Reformation," must ha.v enjoyed the pleasure of a dramatic
surprise-just as when .t~e fifth ~ct of a nf)w play
proves ~nexpectadly brignt and mteresting. Mrs.
Ward will, I ~ope, p_ardon the comparison, if I say
that her effechv clea~·mg away of antiquated incumbrances fr~m the hats of the controversy, reminds
me of nothmg so much as of the action of some nea.th~nd~d, but strong-wristed, Phyllis, who, gracefully
w1eldmg her long-handled "Turk's head," sweeps
a"!lay the ac~umulated results of the toil of generatiOns of spiders. I am the more indebted to this
lmr~in~:ms sk~tch oi the results of critical investigation,
as 1t Is ca!r1ed out among those theologians who are
men of smence and not mere counsel for creeds since
it has relieved me from the necessity of dealing with
the greater part of Dr. Wace's polemic and enables
me to devote more space to the really important
issues which hav bean raised.*
Perhaps, however, it may be well for me to observe
t~at. approbation of . the manner in which a great
biblical echola~, for mstance, Reuss, does his work
does not co~rm.t me to the adoption of all, or indeed
of any <:f h1s -y1ew~;. and, !urther, that the disagreements o! a series of mveetigatore do not in any way
interfere with the fact that each of them has made
important co~tributions to the body of truth ultimately eetabhshed. If I cite Buffon LinnreuP
Lamarck, and Cuvier, as havin!l"
each and' aU taken-~
6
leading share in building up modern biology, the
s~atement t~a.t every one of these great naturalists
d1sagreed w1th, and even more or less contradicted
all the rest is q~ite _tr~a; but the. supposition that
the latter assertiOn IB m any way mconsistent with
the former, would betray a strange ignorance of the
manner in which all true science advances.
Dr. Wace takes a great deal of trouble to make it
appear that I hav desired to evade the real questions
raised by hie attack upon me at the church congress.
I assure the reverend principal that in this, as in
some other r~spects, he has entertained a very erroneous conceptiOn of my intentions. Things would

* I may perhaps return to the question of the authorship of
the gospels. For the pr~sent I must content myself with
warnm~ my readers agamst any reliance upon Dr. Wace's
statements as to the results arrived at by modern criticism
They are as gravely as surprisingly erroneous.
·

assume more accurate proportions in Dr. Wace's
mind if he would kindly remember that it is just
thirty years since ecclesiastical thunderbolts began
to fly about my ears. I hav had the " Lion and the
Bear" to deal with, and it is long since I got quite
used to the threatenings of episcopal Goliaths, whose
croziers were like unto a weaver's beam. So that I
almost think I might not hav noticed Dr. Wace's
attack, personal as it was; and although, as he is
good enough to tell us, separate copies are to be had
for the modest equivalent of twopence, as a matter
of fact., it did not come under my notice for a long
time after it was made. May I further venture to
point out that (reckoning postage) the expenditure
of twopence-halfpenny, or, at t.he most, threepence,
would hav enabled Dr. Waoe so far to complywith
ordinary conventions as to direct my attention to the
fact that he had attacked me before a meeting at
which I was not present! I really am not responsible
for the five months' neglect of which Dr. Wace complains. Singularly enough, the Englishry who
swarm~d about the Engadine, during the three
months that I was being brought back to life by the
glorious air and perfect comfort of the Maloja, did
not, in my hearing, say anything about the important
events which had taken place at the church congress;
and I think I can venture to affirm that there was not
a single copy of Dr. Wace's pamphlet in any of the
hotel libraries which I rummaged in search of something more edifying than dull English or questionable
French novels.
And now, having, as I hope, set myself right with
the public as regards the sine of commission and
omission with which I hav been charged, I feel free
to deal with matters to w_hich time and type may be
more profitably devoted.
The bishop of Peterborough indulges in the anticipation that Dr. Wace will succeed in showing me
"that a scientist dealing with questions of theology
or biblical criticism may go quite as far astray as theologians often do in dealing with questions of
science" (p. 371). I hav already admitted that vaticination is not in my lirie; and I cannot so much as
hazard a. guess whether the spirit of prophecy which
has descended on the bishop comes from· the one, or
the other, of the two possible sources recognized by
the highest authorities. But I think it desirable to
warn those who may be misled by phraseology of this
kind, that the antagonists in the present debate are
not quite rightly represented by it. Undoubtedly,
Dr. W ace is a theologian; and I should be the last
perf!on to question that his whole cast of thought
and style of argumentation are preeminently and
typically theological. And, if I must accept the
hideous term "scientist" (to which I object even
more than I do to "Infidel"), I am ready to admit
that I am one of the people so denoted.
But I hope and believe that there is not a solitary
argument I hsv used, or that I am about to use, which
is original, or has anything to do with the fact that I
hav been chiefly occupied with natural science. They
are all, facts and reasoning alike, either identical
with, or consequential upon, propositions which are
to be found in the works of scholars and theologians
of the highest repute in the only two countries,
Holland and Germany,* in which, at the present
time, professors of theology are to be found, whose
tenure of their posts does not depend upon the results
to which their inquiries lead them. t
It is true that, to the beat of my ability, I hav satisfied myseli of the soundness of the foundations on
which my arguments are built; and I desire to be
held fully responsible for everything I say. But,
nevertheless, my position is really no more than that
of an expositor; and my justification for undertaking
it is simply that conviction of the supremacy of private judgment (indeed, of the impossibility of escaping it) which is the foundation of the Protestant
Reformation, and which was the doctrin accepted by
the vast majority_o~ the Anglicans of my youth, before that backehdmg toward the " beggarly rudiments" of an effete and idolatrous sacerdotalism
which has, even now, provided us with the saddest
spectacle which has been offered to the eyes of Englishmen in this generation. A high court of ecclesiastical jurisd.iction, with a host of . great lawyers in
battle arr_ay, 1s. and, for heaven knows how long, will
be occup1ed w1th these very questions of "washings
of cups and pots and brazen vessels," which the
*The United States ought, perhaps, to be added, but I am
not sure.
t Im!l.gin that all our chairs of astronomy had been founded
in the fourteenth century, and that their incumbents were
bound to sign Ptolemaic articles. In that case, with every
respect for the efforts of persons thus hampered to attain and·
expound the truth, I think men of common sense would go
elsewhere to learn astronomy. Zeller's "Vortrage und
Abhandlnngen" were published and came into my hands a
quarter of a century ago. The writer's rank, as a theologian
to begin with, and subsequently as a historian of Greek
philosophy, is of the highest. Among theRe essays are two" Das UrchriRtenthnm" and "Die Ti."lbinger Historische
Scbule "-which are likely to be of more use to those who
wish to know the real state of the case than all the official
" apologists," with their one eye on truth and the other on
the tenets of their sect, hav written. For the opinion of a
scientific theologian about theologians of this stamp see pp.
225 and 227 of the "Vortrage."

master, whose professed representative are rending
the church over those squabbles, had in his mind
when, as we are told, he uttered the scathing rebuke:
Well did Isaiah prophesy of you hypocrits, as it is written:
This people honoreth me with their lips,
But their heart is far from me :
But in vain do they worship me,
Teaching as their doctrine the precepts of men
·
(Mark vii, 6-7).
Men who can be absorbed in bickerings over miserable disputes of this kind can hav but little sympathy
with the old evangelical doctrin of the "open Bible,"
or anything but a grave misgiving of the results of
diligent reading of the Bible, without the help of
ecclesiastical spectacles, by the mass of the people.
Greatly tb the surprise of many of my friends, I hav
always advocated the reading of the Bible, and the
diffusion of the study of that most remarkable collection of books among the people. Its teachings are
so infinitly superior to those of the sects, who are
just as busy now as the Pharisees were eighteen hundred years ago,· in smothering them under " the precepts of men ;" it is so certain, to my mind, that the
Bible contains within itself the refutation of ninetenths of the mixture of sophistical metaphysics and
old-world superstition which has been piled round it
by the so-called Christians of later times; it is so
clear that the only imp1edia.te and ready antidote to
the poison which has -been mixed with Christianity,
to the intoxication and delusion of mankind, lies in
copious draughts from the undefiled spring, that I
exercise the right and duty of free judgment on the •
part of every man, mainly for the purpose of inducing other laymen to follow my enmple. If the New
Testament is translated into Zulu by Protestant
missionaries, it must be assumed that a Zulu convert. is competent to draw from its contents all the
truths which it is necessary for him to believe. l
trust that I may, without immodesty, claim to be put
on the same footing as the Zulu.
.
The most constant reproach which is launched
against persons of my way of thinking is, that it is
all very well for us to talk about the deductions of
scientific thought, but what are the poor and the uneducated to do~ Has it ever occurred to those who
talk in this fashion that the creeds and articles of
their several confessions; their determination of the
exact nature and extent of the teachings of Jesus;
their expositions of the real meaning of that which is
written in the epistles (to leave aside all questions
concerning the Old Testament), are nothing more than
deductions, which, at any rate, profess to be the
result of strictly scientific thinking, and which are
not worth attending to unless they really possess
that character ! If it is not historically true that
such and such things happened in Palestine eighteen
centuries ago, what becomes of Christianity? And
what is historical truth but that of which the evidence
bears strict scientific investigation! I do not call to
mind any problem of natural science which has come
under my notice, which is more difficult, or more
curiously interesting as a mere problem, than that of
the origin of the synoptic gospels and that of the
historical value of the narrative which they contain.
The Christianity of the churches stands or falls by
the results of the purely scientific investigation of
these questions. They were first taken up in a purely
scientific spirit just about a century ago; they hav
been studied, over and over again, by men of vast
knowledge and critical acumen; but he would be a
rash man who should assert that any solution of these
problems, as yet formulated, is exhaustiv. The most
that can be said is that certain prevalent solutions
are certainly false, while others are more or less probably true.
·
If I am doing my best to rouse my countrymen
out of their dogmatic slumbers, it is not that they
may be amused by seeing who gets the best of it, in
a contest between a " scientist" and a theologian.
The serious question is~whether theological men of
science, or theological special pleaders, are to hav
the confidence of the general public ; it is the question whether a country in,which it is possible for a
body of excellent clerical and lay gentlemen to discuss, in public meeting assembled, how much it is
desirable to let the congregations of the faithful
know of the results of biblical criticism, is likely to
wake up with anything short of the grasp of a rough
lay hand upon its shoulder; it is the question
whether the New Testament books, being as I believe they '!ere, writt~n ~nd compiled by people
who, acc~rdmg to their hghts, were perfectly sincar~, will not, when properly studied as ordinary historiCal documents, afford us the means of self-criticism. And it must be remembered that the New
Testament books are not responsible for the doctrin
invented by the churches that they are anything but
ordinary historical documents. The author of the
third gospel tells us .as straightforwardly as a man
can that he has no claim to any other character than
that of an ordinary compiler and editor, who had
before him the works of many and variously qualified
predecessors.
In my former papers, according to Dr. Wace, I
hav evaded giving an answer to his main proposition, which he states as follows :
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. Apart from all disputed points of criticism, no one practically doubts that our Lord lived, and that he died on the
cross, in the most intense sense of tlHal relation to his father
in heaven, and that he bore testimony to that father's providence, love. and grace toward mankind. The Lord's prayer
affords a sufficient evidence on these points. If the Sermon
on the Mount alone be added, the whole unseen world of
which the Agnostic refuses to know anything, stands ~n
veiled before us. . . . If Jes·us Christ preached that
Sermon, made those promises, and taught that prayer then
anyone who says that we know nothing of God, or of 'a future life, or of an unseen world, says that he does not believe
Jesus Christ (pp. 354-355).
Again:
The main question at issue, in a word, is one which Professor Huxley has chosen to leave entirely on one sidewhether, namely, allowing for the utmost uncertainty on
other points of the criticism to which he appeals, there is any
reasonable doubt that the Lord's prayer and the Sermon on
the Mount afford a true account of our Lord's essential belief and cardinal teaching (p. 355).
I certainly was not aware that I had evaded the
questions here stated; indeed, I should say that I
hav indicated my reply to. them pretty· clearly; but,
as Dr. Wace wants a plamer answer, he shall certainly be gratified. If, as Dr. Wace declares it is
his '' whole case is involved in" the argument a~
stated in the latter of these two extracts, so much
the worse for his whole case. For I am of opinion
that there is the gravest reason for doubting whether
the " Sermon on the Mount " was ever preached, and
whether the so-called "Lord's prayer" was ever
prayed, by Jesus of Nazareth. My reasons for this
... opinion are, among others, these: There is now no
doubt that the three Synoptic gospels, so far from
being the work of three independent writers, are
closely interdependent,* and that in one of two ways.
Either all three contain, as their foundation, versions
to a large extent verbally identical, of one and th~
same tradition; or two of them are thus closely dependent on the third; and the opinion of the majority of the best critics bas, of late years, more and
more converged toward the conviction that our canonic.al second . gospel (the so-called "Mark's" gospel) IB that whiCh most closely represents the primitiv groundwork of the three. t That I take to be
one of the most valid results of New Testament criticism, of immeasurably greater importance than the
discussion about dates and authorship.
But if, as I believe to be the case, beyond any rational doubt or dispute, the second gospel is the
nearest extant representativ of the oldest tradition,
whether written or oral, how comes it that it contains neither the " Sermon on the Mount" nor the
"Lord's prayer," those typical embodiments, according to Dr. Wace, of the "essential belief and cardinal teaching" of Jesus? Not only does" Mark's"
gospel fail to contain the "Sermon on the Mount"
or anything but a very few of the sayings contain;d
in that collection; but, at the point of the history of
Jesus where the " Sermon" occurs in " Matthew"
there is in "Mark" an apparently unbroken narrati~,
from the calling of James and John to the healing of
Simon's wife's mother. Thus the oldest tradition
not only ignores the " Sermon on the Mount," but,
by implication, raises a probability against its being
delivered when and where the later "Matthew"
inserts it in his compilation.
And still more weighty is the fact that the third
gospel, the author of which tells us t.hat he wrote
after "many" others had " taken in hand" the same
enterprise; who should therefore hav known the
~rst gospel (if it existed), and was bound to pay to
It _the deference due to the work of an apostolic eyeWitness (if be had any reason for thinking it was so)
-this writer, who exhibits far more literary competence than the other . two, ignores any " Sermon on
~be Mount," such as that reported by "Matthew,"
JUSt as much as the oldest authority does. Yet
"Luke" has a great many passages identical, or parallel, with those in "Matthew's" "Sermon on the
Mount," which are, for the most part, scattered about
in a totally different connection.
Interposed, however, between the nomination of
the apostles and a visit to Capernaum; occupying,
therefore, a place which answers to that of the " Sermon on the Mount" in the first gospel, there is, in
the third gospel, a discourse which is as closely simi'"l suppose this is what Dr. Wl\ce is thinking about, when
he says that I allege that there "is no visible escape" from
t~e supposition of an U1·-Marcus (p. 367). That a "theologiRn of repute" should confound an indisputable fact with
one of the modes of explaining that fact, is not so &ingular
as those who are unaccustomed to the ways of theologians
might imagin.
t Any examiner whose duty it has been to examin into a
case of " copying " w.ill be particularly well prepared to appreciate the force of the case stated in that most excellent
little book, "The Common Tradition of the Synoptic Gospels," by Dr. Abbott and Mr. Rush brooke (lVIacmillan, 1884).
'fo those who hav not passed through such painful experiences I may recommend the brief discussion of the genuinness of the "Casket Letters" in my friend Mr. Skelton's
interesting book, "Maitland of Lethington." The second
edition of Holtzmann's "Lehrbuch," published in 1886, givs
a remarkably fair and full account of the prestnt results of
criticism. At page 366, he writes that the present burning
qu,estion is whether the "relativly primitiv narration and
the root of the other synoptic texts is contained in Matthew
or in Mark. It is only on this point that properly informed
'sahkundige) critics diff~r," and he decides in favor o£ Marie

lar to t~e ~·Sermon on the Mount" in some particulars, as It IS widely unlike it in others.
This discourse is said to hav been delivered in a
" pla_in :· or. "level place" (Luke vi, 17), and by way
of ?Istlnchon we may call it the "Sermon on the
Plam."
I see ~o reason to ~oubt that the two evangelists
are deahng, to a considerable extent, with the same
traditional material; and a comparison of the two
"sermons" suggests very strongly that "Luke's"
version is th~ earlier. ~he correspondence between
the two forbids ~he ~ot10n th_at they are independent.
Th~y both begm With a series of blessings, some of
whiCh are almost verbally identical. In the middle ·of
each (~uke vi, 27-38, _Matt. '!• ~3-48) there is a striking
~xposit~o.n of t~e ethical spiPit of the command given
m L~v~t10us XIX, 18. And each ends with a passage
contammg the declaration that a tree is to be known
by its fruit, and the parable of the house built on the
sand. But while there are only twenty-nine verses
in the "Sermon on the Plain," there are one hundred
~nd seven in the " Sermon on the Mount ;" the excess
~n length of the latter being chiefly due to the long
m~erpolations, one of thirty verses before, and one of
t~1rty-four verses after, the middlemost parallelism
with ~uke. Unde~ these circumstances, it is quite
impossible to admit that there is more probability
that "Matthew's" version of the Sermon is historically accurate than there is that "Luke's" version is
so ; and they cannot both be aacurate.
"Luke" either knew the collection of loosely connected and aphoristic utterances which appear under
the name of the "Sermon on the Mount" in "Matthew," or he did not. If he did not he must hav been
ignorant of the existence of such ~·document as our
canonical "Matthew," a fact which does not make for
t~e genuinness or the authority of that book. If he
d1d, he has · shown that he does not care for its
authority on a matter of f~ct of no small importance;
and that does not permit us to conceive that he
believed the first gospel to be the work of an authority to whom he ought to defer, let alone that of an
apostolic eye witness.
· .
The tradition of the church about the second gospel, which~ believe to be quite worthless, but whioh
Is all the eVIdence ~here is for "Mark's" authorship,
would hav us behave that "Mark" was little more
than the mouthpiece of the apostle Peter. Consequently, we are to suppose that Peter either did
not know, or did not care very much for, that account
of the " essential belief and cardinal teaching" of
Jesus which is contained in the "Sermon on the
Mount;" and, certainly, he could not hav shared Dr.
Wace's view of its importance_*
I thought that all fairly attentiv and intelligent
students of the gospels, to say nothing of theolo
gians of reputation, knew these things. But how
can anyone who does know them hav the conscience
to ask whether there is " any reasonable doubt" that
the "Sermon on the Mount" was preached by Jesus
of ~ azareth ·' If ?onj' cture is permissible, where
nothmg else IB poss1ble, the most probable conjecture
seems to be that "Matthew," having a cerdo of sayings attributed-rightly or wrongly it is impossible
to say-to Jesus, among his materials, thought they
were, or might be, records of a continuous discourse
and put them in at the place he thought likeliest:
Ancient historians of the highest character saw no
harm in composing long speeches which never were
spoken, and putting them into the mouths of statesmen and warriors ; and I presume that whoever is
represented by "Matthew" would hav been grievously astonished to find that anyone objected to his
following the example of the best models accessible
to him.
So with the "Lord's prayer." Absent in our representativ of the oldest tradition, it appears in both
"Matthew" and "Luke." There is reason to believe
that every pious Jew, at the commencement of our
era, prayed three times a day, according to a formula
which is embodied in the present Schmone-Esre t of
the Jewish prayer-book. Jesus, who was assuredly
in all respects, a pious Jew, whatever else he may
hav been, doubtless did the same. Whether he
modified the current fo1mula, or whether the socalled "Lord's prayer" is the prayer substituted for
t~e Schmone-Esre i~ the congregation of the gentiles, who koew nothmg of the Jewish practice is a
question which can hardly be answered.
'
In a subsequent pass.age of Dr. Wacs's article (p.
356) be adds to the hat . of the verities which he
imagine to be unassailable, "The story of the Passion." I am not quite sure what he means by this
- I am not aware that anyone (with the exception of
certain ancient heretics) has propounded doubts as
*Boltzmann ("Die Synoptischen Evangelien," 1863, p.
75), followin"". ~wald, argues that the " Source A" (=the
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to the reality of the crucifixion; and cHtainly I bav
no inclination to argue about the precise accuracy of
every detail of that pathetic story of suffering and
wrong. But, if Dr. Wace means, as I suppose he
does, that that which, according to the orthodox
view, happened after the crucifixion, and which is, in
a dogmatic sense, the most important part of the
story, is founded on solid historical proofs, I must
beg leave to express a diametrically opposit convictio~
·
What do we find when the accounts of the events
in question", contained in the three Synoptic gospels,
are. compared together? In the oldest, there is a
simple, straightforward statement which, for anything
that I hav to urge to the contrary, may be exactly
true. In the other two, there is, round this possible
and probable nucleus, a mass of aceretions of the
most questionable character.
';['he cruelty of death by crucifixion depended very
much upon its lingering character. If there were a
support .for the weight of the body, as not unfrequently was the Close, the pain during the first hours
of the infliction was not, necessarily, extreme; nor
need any serious physical symptoms at once arise .
from the wounds made by the nails in the hands and
feet, supposing they were nailed, which was not invariably the case. When exhaustion set in, and
hunger, thirst, and nervous irritation had done their
work, the agony of the sufferer must hav been tarrib!&; and the more terrible that, in the absence of
any effectual disturbance of the machinery of physical life, it might be prolonged for many hours, or
even days. Temperate, strong men, such as the ordinary Galilean peasants were, might liv for several
days on the cross. It is necessary to bear these facts
in mind when we read the account contained in the
fifteenth chapter of the second gospel.
Jesus was crucified at the third hour (xv, 25), and
the narrativ seems to imply that he died immediately
after the ninth hour (v, 34). In this case, he would
hav been crucified only six hours ; and the time
spent on the cross cannot hav been much longer, because Joseph of Arimatbrea must hav gone to Pilate,
made his preparations, and deposited the body in
the rock-cut tomb before sunset, which, at that time
of the year, was about the twelfth hour. That any
one should die after only six hours' crucifixion could
not hav been at all in accordance with Pilate's large
experience of the effects of that method of punishment. It, therefore, qu\te agrees with what might
be expected if Pilate " marveled if he were already
dead" and required to be satisfied on this point by
the testimony of the Roman officer who was in command of the.execution party. Those who hav paid
attention to the extraordinarily difficult question,
What are the indisputable signs of death !-will be
able to estimate the value of the opinion of a rough
soldier on such a subject; even if llis report to the
procurator were in no wise affected by the fact that
the friend of Jesus, who anxiously awaited his answer, was a man of influence and of wealth.
The inanimate body, wrapped in linen, was deposited in a spacious,* cool, rock chamber, the
entrance o.f which was closed, not by a 'well-fitting
door, but by a stone rolled against the opening,
which would of course allow free passage of l\ir. A
little more than thirty-six hours afterward (Friday,
6 PM-, to Sunday, 6 AM, or a little after) three
women visit the tomb and find it empty. Aud they
are told by a young man "arrayed in a white robe"
that Jesus is gone to his nativ country of Galilee,
and that the disciples and Peter will find him t.here.
Thus it stands, plainly recorded, in the oldest
tradition that, for any evidence to the contrary, the
sepulcher may hav been vacated at any time during
the Friday or Saturday nights. If it is said that no
Jew would hav violated the Sabbath by taking the
former course, it is to be recollected that Joseph of
Arimatbrea. might well be familiar with that wise and
liberal interpretation of the fourth commandment,
which permitted works of mercy to men-nay, even
the drawing of an ox or an ass out of a pit-on the
Sabbath. At any rate, the Saturday night was free
to the most scrupulous of observers of the Law.
These are the facts of the case as stated by the
oldest extant narrativ of them. I do not see why
anyone should hav a word to say against the inherent
probability of that narrativ; and, for my part, I am
quite ready to accept it as a historical fact, that so
much and no more is positivly known of the end of
Jesus of Nazareth. On what grounds can a reasonable man be asked to believe any more? So far as
the narrativ in the first go~pel, on the one hand, and
those in the third gospel and the Acts, on the other,
go beyond what is stated in the second gospel, they
are hopelessly discrepant with one another. And
this is the more significant because the pregnant
phrase "some doubted," in the first gospel, is
ignored in the third.
But it is said that we hav the witness Paul speaking to us directly in the epistles. There is little
doubt that we hav, and a very singular witness he is.

threefold traa1t10n, more or lesB) contained something that
answered to the "Sermon on the Plain" immediately after
the words of our present Mark, "And he cometh into a
house" (iii, 19). But what conceivable motiv could" Mark"
hav for omitting it? Holtzmann has no doubt, however,
that the " Sermon on the Mount" is a compilation or as he
calls it in his recently published "Lehrbucb." (p. S72) "an
artificial mosaic work.''
'
'" l:;pacious, because a young man could sit in it " on the
+See Schi1rer, "Geschichte des Jildischen Volkes," Zwei- right side" (xv, 5), and therefore with plenty of room to
ter Theil, p. 384.
spare.
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According to his own showing, Paul, in the vigor of
his manhood, with every means of becoming acquainted, at first hand, with the evidence of eyewitnesses, not merely refused to credit them, but
"persecuted the church of God and made havoc of
it." The reasoning of Stephen fell dead upon the
acute intellect of this zealot for the traditions of his
fathers : his eyes were blind to the ecstatic illumination of the martyr's countenance " as it had been the
face of an angel;" and when, at the word 3, ''Behold,
I see the heavens opened and the son of man standing on the right hand of God," the murllerous mob
rushed upon and stoned the rapt disciple of Jesus,
Paul ostentatiously made himself their official accomplice.
Yet this strange man, because he has a vision one
day, at once, and with equally headlong zeal, flies to
the opposit pole of opinion. And he is most careful
to tell us that he abstained from any reexamination
of the facts.
Immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood; neither
went I up to Jerusalem to them which were apostles before
me; but I went away into Arabia (Gal. i, 16, 17).
I do not presume to quarrel with Paul's procedure. If it satisfied him, that was his affair; and,
if it satisfies anyone else, I am not called upon to
dispute the right of that person to be satisfied. But
I certainly hav the right to say that it would not
satisfy me, in like case; that I should be very much
ashamed to pretend that it could, or ought to, satisfy
me; and that I can entertain but a very low estimate
of the value of the evidence of people who are to be
satisfied in this fashion, when questions of objectiv
fact, in which their faith is interested, are concerned.
So that when I am called upon to believe a great
deal more than the oldest gospel tells me about the
final events of the history of Jesus on the authority
of Paul (1 Cor. xv, 5-8) I must pause. Did he think
it, at any subsequent time, worth while " to confer
with flesh and blood," or, in modern phrase, to reexamin the facts for himself T or was he ready to
accept anything that fitted in with his preconceived
ideas T Does he mean, when he speaks of all the
appearances of Jesus after the crucifixion as if they
were of the same kind, that they were all visions, like
the manifestation to himself? And, finally, how is
this account to be reconciled with those in the first
and the third gospels-which, as we hav seen, disagree with one another?
T. H. HUXLEY.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
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A..n Open Letter to the President of the United
States.
To His Ezcel~ncy, Benjamin HOII'rison, President of the
United States:

We, the Secular society of Minneapolis, beg leave to
express to you our opinion of your late action in issuing a
proclamation under the seal of the United States, calling
upon the people to assemble in their respectiv churches on
April 30th, to worship God in commemoration of the inauguration of Washington as first president.
You say you do this in response to the "pious and reasonable request of the representative of the religious creeds,
both Christian and Hebrew." We wish to remind your
excellency that you are not, by virtue of your office as president of the United States, the president of the Christian
church, or the Jewish church, or both. You are not the
servant of the church, and however much the advocates of
the Blair measure may desire it, the president of the United
States is not yet the head of the church.
·
Whatever is to be said in regard to the religious character
of the American people, the American government is not a
religious organization.
Less than six years after the first inauguration of Washington, viz., in 1796, he submitted to the Senate for its approval
a treaty with Tripoli, in Article 11 of which it is incidentally
mentioned as if it were a matter well understood that "the
government of .the United States of America is not in any
sense founded on the Christian religion," and we may assume
that if it is not founded on this religion it is not founded on
any.
This treaty, indorsed by George Washington, was ratified
by a Senate composed in part of some of the men who
assisted at the ceremony of the inauguration, the centennial
of which you recommend us to celebrate. Our government
is a purely political organization for the purpose of attending
to the secular business of the nation, and you, as chief executiv of the laws of the nation, hav no duties whatever of a
religious or ecclesiastical character; much less hav you any
right to allow the office of president to be used by the religious factions of the nation to promote the influence of their
dogmas and the importance of the priestly class.
We know, and your excellency knows, that the memorial
from the" representative of the religious creeds," to which
you hav listened, has this aim and nothing more. The representative of the religious crll_eds could themselvs hav appointed the hour for their religious services if they wanted
to, but by making a catspaw of the too willing executiv they
seek to obtain for their trade official recognition and national
political importance. This religious faction never neglects
an opportunity like the present to associate itself with the
government, and by all means to familiarize the public mind
with such association, to the furtherance of their great scheme
-the ultimate union of the church and the state.
It is the right of every individual to set up in his mind the
image of an infinit, irresponsible despot residing in a distant

part of the universe, and if he thinks it will do him any I cle, we cannot see any improvement over the Italian.
good he may " bow " himself down to it and " serve" it;
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~ut we protest, i?I the name of historJ:, that "the bl~ssings of
Biblical criticism is usually ke~n clear and wellliberty, prospenty, and peace," which you so kmdly and
.
' . '
.
paternally invoke upon us, never did abide with the nation defined m lectures of that character g1ven from the
which permitted this idea to influence the management of Chicago Secular Union rostrum, but that of last
their P:Ub~ic concerns.
.
.
.
.
Sunday evening, by John M. Stiles, was one of the
~ut It Is. no_t so much the _consideratiOn of public policy ~o best we hav had for many a day. The discourse in
whlCh we mvite your attention as your duty as the executlv
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of the law. We freely admit your right in your private wh1c
e shook_ up the prom~ses o
od, and, w1t
capacity to worship Jehovah, or Baal, or any other idol, but reason and sat1re, proved their utter worthlessness,
we protest that when you atte~pt in your official capacity, fairly bristled with points, and was remarkable for
and m;tder the seal of. the Umted States, to advoca!e such the originality of its treatment and construction.
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worship, or any worship, and to recommend your VIews or B th St"l
those of the "representative of religious creeds," you hav
ro er
~ es was <;'rm~r Y a lCense preac e~ O
usurped prerogative which do not belong to you, prostituted the Methodist denommat10n, and he has entered mto
the seal to uses for which there is no legitimate warrant, es- the Liberal work with a zeal and enthusiasm which
tablished a dangerous precedent, and played into the hands more than all words shows " the faith that is in
of m~n who hav alw_ays oppos_ed ~ental liberty, aJ?-d who are him." Earnest Christiana hardly believe most Freeat this moment makmg, both m this country and m Europe,.
.
·
.
the most desperate efforts to regain their lost prestige by re- th1~ker~ ar~ h?neat, as they do nothmg to prove
enslaving the minds of the people, and especially the youth the1r a1ncsr1ty m the cause they profess to uphold.
by controling their education.
These are the real infidels-the unfaithful FreeWe close with expressions of the highest respect and es- thinkers.
Mr. St"l
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teem for your excellency.
THE SEcULAR SociETY oF MINNEAPOLIS
~ 1 ea as aen a mem er o our
ab ou t
·
a year, and in that short period he and his charming
wife hav done valiant service in the Secular cause.
St. Louis on Church Taxation.
They hav instituted a Bible class, which meets every
ST. Lome, Mo., April 22, 1889.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The St. Louis Tuesday evening at the houses of various members,
Secular Hociety, with Dr. Gray as president, Wm. Haskell, where Christians are particularly invited to particiW. C. Bohannon, and Alexander Longley as vice-presidents, pate, and some are always present, though they are
and S. A. Rende!, financial secretary, was organized yester- growing small by degrees and beautifully less. They
day. Meetings and discussions will be held every Sunday,
and we will assist the American Secular Union all we can in are not so fully prepared to expound the " word ''
enforcing the Nine Demands of Secularism. It was agreed when they hav to be followed by the critical analysis
by all present that the first Demand should read : "That of a Dr. Bishop, a Mrs. Holmes, a Mrs. Hewitt., or a
churches should no longer be exempt from equal taxation,"
in place of "just taxation," as it now reads, for there can be Mr. and Mrs. Stiles, to say nothing of Jehu Barr, •·
no such thing as just taxation; but as long as taxation does our treasurer, who can quote scripture by the yard.
exist, we ask the churches to pay their part as well as any My sympathies hav been aroused for the poor Chrisindividual. Taxation, says Webster, is a burden, and any tians, and I hav done my best in their behalf. "The
burden is wrong; therefore just taxation is impossible, but agitation of thought is the beginning of wisdom."
equal taxation is what we ask for as long as taxation is
While on this topic of what Free.thinkers can do
needed, and the first Demand should be so changed. We
hope to be able to send in some good reports soon of the for Freethought, I wish to call your attention to the
splendid achievement of Brother Marlett, who is a
work the St. Louis Secular Society is doing.
G. H. ScHEEL.
Yours, etc.,
messenger of the American Express Company.
Four years ago, anxious to be doing something for
The Irish Clerics After the Papal Tiara.
Liberalism, and noting the lack of interest his fellowIt seems characteristic of those having been held messengers felt in books and literature, he conceived
in slavery to become the greatest schemers to return the idea of starting a library for the employees of the
the compliment, with interest, on any unfortunate company, the office to be located in Chicago. At
enough to come in range of their grasps. The first the outlook was hopelessly discouraging, as the
" downtrodden " Irish Catholics are shining examples men were afraid the company would not like their
of this tendencv. The bulldozed become the bull- joining anything like a union, for I believe that is
dozers with ease and rapidity. They hav just about forbidden by their rules. However, a commencement
captured the United States, and now are anxious to was made with twenty-three volumes, and in a short
invite the pope to America, hav him die, break the time the association-which charges only ten cents
Italian combination which has for centuries so care- per month-was self-sustaining. The use of a handfully guarded the chair of Peter, and crown in Wash- somely furnished room the company formerly rented
ington Cardinal Gibbons with the tiara. It is a great for $50 per month was donated to the association.
scheme, but the Irish, to use an expressiv phrase, The only expense of the association is for books and
a librarian, as the company carry them free of charge.
generally "get there just the ~:~ame."
At a recent banquet at Rome, the pope's vicar, The library now boasts of some fifteen hundred wellCardinal Parocchi, said that if the pope had to leave selected volumes, among which, thanks to Brother
Europe, he would find a eafe refuge among the Marlett, are a large number of a Liberal character,
American bishopF.. Thi's is significant, when we take and he is continually on the watch for the best books
into consideration that a. well-known Catholic writer of a Radical nature. Bennett's travels, Spencer,
is led to boldly exclaim that " the way to get an Huxley, Darwin, Elmina, all are there, and are conAmerican pope is to elect an American cardinal upon tinually being sent out over the six adjoining states.
the demise of Leo XIII." In fact, a widely diverging It is a regular Freethought library. When it is surchasm has for a long time separated the Irish and mised that such books are never kept in the atores of
Italian clerics. A movement has long been on foot the small town, we can scarcely estimate the intelby the Romanists in the rest of Europe to over- lectual boon which is being conferred on the messenthrow the Italian coterie which has controled the ger boys. They appreciate the library and Brother
college of cardinals, and through them the destinies Marlett's indefatigable labors, for at the last meeting
of the Catholic church. The anti-Vatican feeling is of the directors he was the recipient of a copy of the
widespread among the Irish priesthood.
Unless latest edition of Webster's Unabridged, being the
Romanism soon receives a severe check, the successor second testimonial of their gratitude he has received.
of St. Peter will sit in royal state at our capital city He deserves their gratitude and our honor for the
of Washington. To secure this, the Irish clericals work he has done for Freethought. A few such men
would hav us understand that they do not agree would transform the frigid indifference of Liberalism
with the retroactiv spirit manifested by the Peccis. into an activ, aggressiv principle. Everyone can do
They want a more liberal and enlightened pope- something, if he will only try. Do like Marlettthey say that to them it is both odious and aasurd make the opportunity for work.
This is not all the Chicago society members are
for Italians to attempt to rule nineteenth-century
Americans with their intellectual grasp of the ninth. doing, by a large majority, for our Wednesday evenThis Catholic writer claims that the control of ing meetings of the Young People's Society and our
Italian prelates and monks over the destinies of the sociables are attracting attention. We are all getting
American church is absolute. Acting in the name of young again, and what with masquerades and dances
the pope and claiming to use his infallible authority, we are determined to get out of life something bethe Roman curia works its own sweet will with affairs sides trouble. We hav the jolliest lot of activ, intelof which it knows extremely little. It convokes ligent thinkers ever got together, and the more they
councils, and without its sanction councils cannot be do the more they desire to accomplish. Work for
held. It reviews, and at its own discretion ratifies the cause givs zest and momentum to their aspiraor annuls, whatever action a council may hav taken, tions. If you believe in Liberalism, show it, work
so that the acts of a council of American bishops in for it, sustain it, liv it.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
relation to the administration of their own ecclesiastical affairs are inoperativ and void unless the pope
The Bruno Statue at Rome.
nominally, but really unless a committee of Italians,
It will be seen by the account below that the
sees fit to giv assent thereto. In like manner
the pope nominally, but really the curia, controls the $1,000 promised on behalf of American Liberals to
appointment of bishops to American sees; often in- complete this statue is nearly all subscribed, and will
termeddles with their administration; frequently be there long before the 9th of June, the day fixed
overrules their judgments; sometimes entirely su- for the unveiling. This gratifying result has come,
persedes them under a thin pretext of aiding them as the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER said it would,
with a coadjutor, and it can at any time remove them from the Liberals themsalvs, and chiefly by the aid
of their great organization, the American Secular
altogether.
It may easily be conceived that this thraldom to Union. Its officers, President Westbrook, Secretary
a foreign authority, which is only nominally and not Stevens, and Committee Chairman Dr. E. B. Foote,
really the pope's authority, must secretly chafe the Jr., had only to say the word, and the money has
bishops of the Roman church in America. It is only come. But not less acknowledgment is dne to the
necessary to say that in what we hav of the Irish arti- generous Liberals whose nam~s hav the figures after
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them in this Roll of Honor. There is still "room at
the top," and those who would like to bav their
names and money go to Rome for this permanent
and glorious investment should forward them without delay. The committee is confronted with a new
question : Shall this money be represented by an
American delegation to giv it voice on June 9th, at
the great celebration T The following interesting
letter just received from the committee at Rome
shows bow necessary they think it to be. Who of
the committee here can go~ It consists of Col. R.
G. Ingersoll, Daniel G. Thompson, Prof. Thomas
Davidson, and myself. Nothing could be more glorious on this earth than to bav Colonel Ingersoll express his sentiments about Bruno in the " Eternal
City " under the frown of the Vatican. He said at
first that it was out of the question, but finally be
bas taken the matter under consideration and he may
go I Mr. D. G. Thompson, the president of the
Nineteenth Century Club, is a busy lawyer and
author, and says that his obligations make it practically impossible.
Professor Davidson and myself are the remaining
two of the committee, and our colleagues, as well as
the committee at Rome, are very desirous to hav us
take part in the great event. But we are both dependent upon our personal professional labor, and if
all of our business can be laid aside or .abandoned, it
is not possible for us to bear the whole of the expense, which for two will be at least $1,000. If we
can manage to bear one-half of this expense, are
there Liberal Americans who will put up the other
$500?
Efforts are being made to get our late minister at
Rom€', Judge J. B. Stallo, to attend, together with
other Americans who may be in Europe. But June
i8 too late for visitors at Rome, and it is not; certain
that America will be represented at all unless special
provision is made-and so the question is submitted.
T- B. WAKEMAN, Treas., etc.
New York, April 25, 289.
THE LETTER.

RoME, April 7, 1889.
DEAR Sm : We hav put off answering your very kind letter
of February 3d in order to be able to inform you of the precise date of the inauguration of the monument, on which
occasion, as we learn with much pleasure, you and your colleagues of the honorary committee intend to be present in
p•·rson. The inauguration, then, of the monument to Giordano Bruno has been fixed for the 9tb of June, prox. In a
few days will be printed and sent out ir,to all the world the
manifestoes announcing the great event, along with invitations to all Liberals and all scientific men to take part in the
celebration. Copies will be forwarded to you in order that
you may diffuse the information in those parts, and, along
with your colleagues of the committee, may induce a large
deputation of Americans to take part in the great festival of
liberty and science. But for your aid and that of your illustrious colleagues, Messrs. R. G. Ingersoll, Daniel G. Thompsr.n, and Thomas Davidson, we should not hav obtained for
our work the ~enerous contributions of American Liberals,
or secured their presence in Rome. We must, therefo1 e, express to you our most hearty thanks, which we shall repeat
with much pleasure on the day when we shall hav the honor
of grasping your hand and those of your countrymen.
We are sure that the subscription for the monument opened
anew after our letter, and, already so nobly headed by the
very generous cont1ibution of the illustrious R. G. Ingersoll,
cannot fail to produce the best results; so that North America villi stand first on the list of subscribers to the monument
of the great martyr of the Inquisition.
We expect, therefore, satisfactory information, and as we
are urging on the construction of the monument with all
speed, we shall be very much obliged to you if you will forward to us at your earliest convenience the sums that hav
been collected.
Further, we beg you to let us know as soon as possible the
number and names of the persons who will join you on this
Liberal pilgrimage.
With sincere gratitude and admiration for you and your
colleagues of the committee, I am, believe me,
G. AMIOI,
Yours devotedly,
Secretary for the Committee.
THE AOOOUNT.
Received through the care of the American Secular
Union from:
N. F. Griswold, Meriden, Conn ............................. $100 00
N. E~gleston, Aurora, 0.............. .............. .......... 100 00
DrR. E. B. Foote, New York city......................... 20 00
R. B. and H. P. Westbrook, Philadelphia..............
10 00
E. A. Stevens, Chicago, Ill...................................
10 00
Otto Wettstein, Rochelle, Ill................................
6 00
F. A. Day, Castana, Ind.......................................
5 00
Mrs. S. L. Dingess, Chicago .. .... ...... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .
1 00
Converse Close. Grattan, Mich..............................
1 00
F. P. Spencer, Evansville, Wis..............................
1 00
Unknown, Chicago..............................................
1 00
$255 00
Received also from:
Watson Heston, Carthage, Mo ............................ .. $11 25
5 00
L. Geiger, Hudson, N.Y .................................... ..
2 00
L. K. Derby, Plymouth. Pa ................................ ..
1 00
Mary A. T. Steeper, McLouth, Kan .................... ..
1 00
C. Schuchart, Belle Plaine. Ia .............................. .
R. McDougal, Louisville, Ky .............................. ..
5 00
2 50
E. F. Robson, Portland, Ore ............................... ..
1 00
F. C. Mende, Philadelphia .................................. ..
1 00
Thomas Goddard, McQuoin, Ill ........................... .
E. Livezey, Baltimore, Mel. ................................. .
2 00
3 00
W. T. Doty, Butte City, Mont ............................ ..
1 00
Lyman Smith, Selma, Cal.................................... .
1 00
J. K. Mcintire, Greensburg, Pa .......................... ..
1 00
R. S. Perrin, per D. G. Thompson, New York ...... ..
Acknowledged heretofore............................
"
"
............................

$292 75
49 00
8400

Total on second $500 ................................. ;_,$425 75

The first $500, including Colonel Ingersoll's $100,
was forwarded. Let no time be lost in closing the
second $500. Send to
T. B. WAKEMAN, Treasurer.
93 Nassau street, New York city.

Evolution and Buddhism.
If any teach Nirvana is to cease, say unto such they lie !
If any teach Nirvana is to liv, say unto such they err.
-Arnold's Light of Asia.

To those who reject the evidence of any special
extramundane revelation, save what is to be found
i~ the phenomena of nature, the various creeds of
the world-Buddhism excepted-appear all to resolve themselvs equally into vain attempts to account
for the origin of the material universe from the presumption of a special creation of the universe of matter, worlds, suns, plants, men, and animals by divine
volition. All these other religions, without exception, ascribe the existence of matter and its genesis
to a supernatural power. "Matter," they say, "was
created by spirit." Each creed claims its own special revelation to this effect. They hav no credence
in the gradual development of worlds, suns, plants, men,
and animals as. exhibited before our eyes in the phenomena of evolution, and they may be said in this
respect, and as regards the origin of things, to hav
all alike one CO}llmon basis and starting-point. If a
few advanced minds amongst them are inclined to
concede " evolution," they still cling with more
tenacity to supernaturalism as its method. Now, science in general-which is but intensified common
sense applied with close observation to all physical
phenomena-and evolutionary science in particular,
has no logical contact with the idea of the creation
of matter under any circumstances, or at any period.
Indeed, the creativ theory by itself excludes that of
evolution altogether. Constructivness is everywhere
exhibited in nature, but creativ power nowhere. If
creativ power existed in nature, there is no science of
•
evolution possible. ·
Elementary science calmly demonstrates, beyond
question, tha~ matter is indestructible, and, of necessity, therefore everlasting. But by inductiv reasoning it may also be shown that matter must hav existed
from all time, for time itself is but relativ to matter,
and could hav no existence by itself; for what else is
time, save the interval between events, as space is the
interval between objects! Now, without matter,
there could be no objects, no events, intervale, or
time; and events and time itself are alone possible by
the existence of the things appertaining to the material universe ; that is to say, that to imagin any
period antecedent to the existence of a material universe is not only to refer all things under that conception to a void or vacuum, but also to banish time,
events, and necessarily consciousness and mind, from
this calculation; for even a presumed creator occupying such a theoretical realm of nothingness, to hav
been himself conscious must hav had something to
hav been conscious of! Again, unless we imagin
space to be confined within a boundary of matter of
infinit extension and in a fixed condition, which is a
mathematical absurdity, space must exist in infinit
extension in all directions without limitation. You
cannot, so to say, put space in a box, else what were
outside such packing-case? Thus time is seen to be
a quality of matter and the interval between events,
just as space is the interval between objects giving
rise to those events in the universe, within the compass of that everlasting trinity-in-unity of gaseous,
liquid, and solid forms of matter throughout time
and space, "whose motiv canter being everywhere,
and circumference nowhere," we in our fleeting and
transitory lives can see but the reflected shadow of in
our conscious journey from the unknown past through
the faintly apprehended present, toward the future
mystery, which may mean infi.nit rest; but if not,
Shall any gazer see with mortal eyes ?
Or any searcher know by mortal mind?
Veil after veil will lift-but there must be
-Light of Asia.
Veil upon veil behind. -

If, therefore, matter has, with time and space, been
eternal and therefore uncreated, all question as to its
origin may at once and forever be dismissed from
our thoughts, for the universe as demonstrated is
without limit in space, and without beginning or
end in time, and no creator of matter is possible.
Now, science shows us that what we call force exists
in due proportion within the smallest molecule of
matter, as within the aggregated mass of molecules
that form a planet or sun. Existing under three
conditions, solid, liquid, and reriform, matter succeeds
matter in extension throughout all known stellar
spaces, filling the intervals between our world and
the most distant stars with its undulating ether
through which its more solid bodies sail. As far as
we can discern, this' extension of matter may be lim·
itless, as space itself is limitless; its indestructibility,
its continuity of· motion, and persistence of force,
its unchanging quantity, its ever changing forms, are
the primary truths of synthetic philosophy. " To
deify this force as a separate entity, would be to
conceive of matter as existing by itself without fotM,
and therefore without qualities, an absurdity requiring no refutation, whilst force and matter in unity
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leaves no necessity for, or need of, any supernal
power."
The material phenomenon of consciousness under
the form of feeling in man, or in the lower animals,
is transformable, as is well known, into an equivalent
of animal motion, and consequently into an equiva..
lent of all the other forces which matter exhibits, yet
although from this· transmutation of mind into mechanical force, there may reasonably be inferred the
existence of an equivalent for consciousness in the
forces observable in inorganic substances in their
varied physical phenomena, still the spiritualistic
conception of a separate entity governing that phenomenon is inadmissible, for, as before pointed out,
it would involve the idea of matter, per se, without
qualities.
You cannot therefore separate force from matter,
or body from mind, in the various transitions from
the organic to the inorganic, or in either; nor claim
for man more than for brute, or for the intelligent
ant a separate entity or soul denied to them also.
For, "Behold the lion, when he comes forth from his
den to seize the prey which his own wants and those
of his whelps demand, with flowing mane, steadfast
purpose; and paralyzing gleam of eye. The terror of
all beasts and undisputed monarch of the forest, he
roams from jungle to jungle and knows no fear. But
the skill of the hunter sends a bullet crashing through
the organs of thought and judgment in that selfreliant head. A few spasmodic surg6ls, convulsiv
tremors, and be stretches himself on the ground an
immovable mass of terrestrial matter. What made
his voice more terrible than thunder, his spring more
fatal than its bolt? Where is it all gone?" The
scientific evidence is overwhelming that we hav emancipated ourselvs from the brute world and are not
degenerated angels ! How then can we deny to the
brute any separate entity for the mind that in a
higher· state of development, together with the five
senses that compose it, we still hold in common !
Yet what, after all, is this new evolutionary science,
and does it tend to a new belief ! The unprejudiced
student of the maturer thoughts of " Solomon the
Wise" will fir:d it all plainly enough discernible in
his book of Ecclesiastes. It is the same logical
inference we draw from the biological researches of
Darwin, though now for the first time proved to be
an exllct science, and shown to be the liniversal
method of nature in all her activities, by the unanswerable and magnificent arguments and profound
analysis of Herbert Spencer.
"There is nothing new under the sun," for, six centuries before Christ, and in the valley of the Ganges,
Buddha intuitivly realized and taught evolution's ultimate truth, viz., the absorption of the personal and all
other existences into the universal, imparting to the
religion he founded, which (knowing no personal or
anthropomorphic deity) is even now the accepted
belief of two-thirds of the living race of civilized
men; that sublime love and benevolence toward the
human family and to all sentient beings, which the
more recent faith of Christendom but too often delegated to providence as the special prerogativ, as
it is also the chief attribute, of the personal god she
worships. The garrulous theologian may close his
eyes to the phenomena of nature and garble the
universe to suit his theory, and for a time will hav
many supporters, for superstition dies hard; but the
mental revolution now in progress will, nevertheless,
produce in due course a social revolution, and social
science based on the known physical sciences that
will replace those social relations now in force which
make of mankind rivals, instead of confederates for
mutual good. For all the evolutions of humanity
correspond with the evolution and progress of
thought; and science is the lamp that lights them
on their way.
0 race that labors, and seeks, and strives,
With thy faith, thy wisdom, thy hopes and fears,
Where now is the "future" of myriad lives?
Where now is the creed of a thousand years?
Far as the " western " spirit may range,
It finds but the travail of endless change.

"And in my dream I saw an angel who bore in his
right hand a flaming torch, and in his left a pot of
water. Whither goest thou, I asked ! I go, said
he, with this torch to burn up paradise, and with this
pot of water to quench hell, that men may hereafter
love one another without fear, and without hope of
reward."
A. E. McCALLUM.

Lectures and Meetings.
MR. JAMES A. Buss desires us to giv notice that he will
increase tlie visible supply of mediums (develop them, he
calls it) at 18 Park place, Detroit, Mich., on and after May
7th. People of that place desirous of becoming mediums
and of having spirit guides to lay the blame upon, will do
well to call on him.
GEORGE H. DAWES, of Pittsville, Wis., will be glad to answer calls to lecture on Freethought subjects dur;ng July
and August. Mr. Dawes is spoken well of by those who hav
engaged him; his terms are low; his servic~s are needed,
and he ought to be at work in the vineyard of heresy. The
country needs to be instructed in the principles of Secular
government, and every lecturer should hav an opportunity
to do what good he can.
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l[ommunications.
Governments of Men.
I hav read Mr. H. W. Hammond's "Social Economy" and also Mr. A. 0. Genung's "Economic
Progress," and do hope that the Liberals, contributors and readers of your grand paper, will see the
wisdom of such discussions 11o11d continue them in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, which is always open to a free
investigation of any subject, and consequently well
deserves the name TRUTH SEEKER.
The governments of mankind hav always been
complained of. There never was a time in the history of any country when it seemed that all were
satisfied with the laws under which they lived.
When was there a time when none complained of
unequal burdens and injustice! And the murmurs
of the people, the complaints and the grumblings,
hav always resulted either in stimulating the lawmaking" powers to do t.he will of the people or to rivet
the chains of obedience more tightly upon them.
NeverthelAss, the complaints of the governed hav
generally been justifiable. Let us look at the supposed motivs that moved man to make laws to govern
society. It seems when one person wronged another
the one suffering from the injury would carry his
grievances to his fellows, and they, partly through
sympathy and partly through fear of being wronged
themselvs, set about making rules or laws restraining
those who would not obey the simple rules of justice
between man and man. In other words, it was an
agreement to cooperate with each other in the suppression of vice and crime--for the protection of the
good and the honest against the evil and the designing. But those who are always designing for their
own individual interest, and scheming to find what
advantage can be taken of their fellows, always seem
to be more subtle in power and design than the honest, innocent, and unsuspecting. Hence the bad and
designing men hav never been slow to see the advantage which could be gained by getting the lawmaking
power in their own hands. And when bad men conspire to get the enactment of laws for their individual
interest to the detriment of society in general, there
is no law to reach or penalty for such a conspiracy,
because there is no limit or bound to lawmaking.
Yet such conspirators ought to be commanded to
disperse. Strangely enough, the honorable folks at
home seem to trust implicitly in their honest representativs, and if they do by chance see the cloven
foot of his satanic majesty they may complain and
murmur, but they must be cautious and not collect
in larger gatherings to discuss their grievances, lest
the riot act be read to them and they be comm11o11ded
to disperse. For the majesty of the law must be
maintained. At times a padlock on the mouth of the
poor is necessary to the welfare of the rich. The
very evils which man has sought to avoid by lawmaking he has fallen prey to through the law. When
men violate the laws of health they must suffer.
And when men enact laws in plain violation of the
natural laws they will suffer. For there are natural
laws that govern, or should govern, our body politic.
To illustrate what this natural law is-which is so
plain the fool need not break it-even the heathen
nations must hav discovered it. For if one of their
number built a bark canoe he had the undisputed
right to the use and possession of it. And he who
would take by force from him was a violator of the
simple law of right between man and man. And
there is but little doubt that he met with just
punishment, because even a society of heathens must
hav acknowledged that "self-preservation is the first
law of nature." So the many could not hav permitted the robbery of one, lest all in turn should be
robbed by one. So we should seek to discover law
rather than to make law. To illustrate what I mean
by the discovery of law, I will say : It would hav
been the bight of foolishness for our lawmakers to
hav enacted or made laws to govern railroads
before there was a railroad made. But after they
were made it was discovered to be necessary to make
laws to govern them, lest they should rob the helpless and prove a curse rather than a blessing to society. So legislators should seek to discover the necessity of the law which they are called upon to enact.
They should enact laws that will protect the weak
against the encroachments of the strong and design·
ing. But that is not the spirit of the lawmakers of
to-day. They pander to the rich and forget the
interest of the pocr. The great majority of them
violate the confidence that has been placed in them
and prove themselvs traitors to the cause of liberty.
They enact laws for the classes instead of the masses,
and our body politic is a putrefying sore. Those
whom we hav trusted and spoken of as honorable
hav set bad examples, and society is becoming corrupt, and all the evils and evil influences which hav
come upon society at large hav been brought about
through a wrong acceptance of law and conception of
what it is. Former legislat.ures hav enacted laws
woioh the follo~ing legislature would be called upon
by the people to repeal. Why? Because they were
found to be unjust between man and man, and con-

sequently were not lawful laws. This, I think, con- system of government that will emancipate him. Let
firms what I hav said, viz., that we should seek to us hav another emancipation proclamation, for
discover law rather than manufacture it. That which
Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.
conflicts with the rights of one should be the concern
of all. Pope has wisely said,
Coalton, Ky., Feb. 3, 1889.
S. P. HERRON.
The proper study of mankind is man.

Then let us giv the study of government a little
attention, and find, if ·we can, why it is that the
majority of men are so poor in purse, so poorly
clothed, so poorly housed, and so poorly educated.
I think we will arrive at the conclusion that a great
deal of all this is brought upon us through expensiv
government and unjust taxation.
.
Look, for instance, at the countries of the Old
World. They hav been lawmaking and lswbreaking
for hundreds of years, and each year their governments are becoming more burdensome to tbe people.
In 1880 Germany.had a public debt of $30,000,000,
and besides that $3.15 per head as an annual Hpendirure. Great Britain and Ireland had a public debt of
$3 888 907,980 hanging over the heads of their people, and besides that $12.35 per head as an annual
expense. France had a debt of $4,695 600,000, with
an annual expense per head of $14.07. Now look at
our own ''free" republic. She had a debt of $2 028,648,111, and an annual expense per head of $6.13; so
that each man in the United States had a debt of
something like $50 hanging over his head. The public debt of the United States has been slightly re.
duced in the last few years. Some men claim that a
public debt is a good thing for a nation. How can
that be, since the interest must always be paid to the
holders of bonds T ·And the interest gnaws at the
very vitals of the wealth producers, and draws from
the circulation of the people's money, and by that we
are robbed of our just earnings, trade and exchange
is injured, industry suffers, and internal improvement
is checked. The bond system serves to impede progress, and should be aboli~hed. We hav seen that the
nations of the world are in debt, and the few bondholders and money-lenders are able to control the
circulating medium of the world.
In the outstart of lawmaking, man has acted as
though he knew one-half of society wanted to rob,
plunder, and murder the other half, and in order to
prevent that has hired nearly one-half to stand guard
while others worked for the support of all. And yet
those safeguards hav proved insufficient, for we still
hav plundering, robbing, and murdering. We might
almost all well hav permitted the highwaymen to rob
us as to submit to the legalized robbery of supporting a horde of useless officers. I sometimes think
that it coAts more to make and administer the law
than the governments are worth to the people, for
we are syst€matically robbed by the governments,
and without the means of redress through the law.
Yet I am not one of those who believe we can do
without government. After counting the cost of
administering the general government, add to that
the cost of the state governments, county governments, and municipal governments, and you will not
be surprised at the poverty of the people. To me,
Aelfishness is a very strange and mean principle.
Nevertheless, under our systems of government, we
are compelled to practice it, because we must fence
against coming dangers, and, if possible, keep out of
the ·almshouse in our old days. Consequently, we are
practicing economy until we are verging on, and
are growing into, penury. We will soon lose that
good and desirable name of being' hospitable. Malthus, the great political economist, has set forth the
idea that population presses on subsistence. Under
our present system of government such, no doubt, is
the esse. If Malthus had said with Burns, "Man's
inhumanity to man" has caused countless millions to
suffer and starve, and many thousands of little children to be born in crowded tenement houses, where
for want of food and proper ventilation they die, he
(Malthus) would hav told the truth in a better way.
The great mistake and misfortune of mankind is this.
He has fallen into the error of accepting everything as
he has found it. He has failed to question and investigate his forms of government. He has improved in
the arts and sciences; he has studied to his wit's
end to cont.rive machines to explore the starry
heavens, but he has sadly neglected his own Mother
Earth. If he had strived to improve in his government as he has in machinery, he would, no doubt,
find a panacea for every social evil. For hundreds
of years the human family accepted human slavery as
right; now it is considered a crime. If we will investigate, we may find other things which we now
accept as right to be crimes against humanity.
0 mighty human brotherhood ! why fiercely war and strive,
While this great earth has ample space for every man alive?
Broad fields, uncultured and unclaimed, stand waiting for
the plow
Of progress that shall make them bloom a hundred years
from now.

But why should it be a hundred years from now?
That system which will be good for the people a
hundred years from now would be good for the present generation. If human slavery is wrong now, it
was wrong fifty years ago. We hav now what is
known as the industrial slave. Let us seek for that

The Spiritualist Controversy.
McArthur, in the discussion with Baker, repudiates
~hosts, but reasons like all believers in spirituality.
They claim their belief is based on facts, and, in
some cases, this is in one sense true, as their belief
is based on certain· actual, or alleged, occurrences,
for which they arbitrarily assert a spiritual cause.
The only difference, in foundation for belief, be·
tween the so-called modern Spiritualists, and the believers in traditional or historical spiritual manifestat.ions, as Christians, etc., is that the Spiritualists'
belief is based on personal knowledge of some
occurrence or occurrences, for which they know no
material cause, therefore they assert the cause is
spiritual.
_
The orthodox Christian, or other religionist,
chooses a very sandy, but almost inaccessible, place
for his foundation. He says he finds, from information obtained from certain living men and from
written records left by other, more or less certain,
men, that certain actual, or !'lleged, occurrences in
the past, had a spiritual cause. That the cause is
alive and as powerful now; but he usually admits
t.hat it does not manifest itself to reasonable men
now,-as he says it did formerly.
It seems to me that we should all know, by this
time, that there are questions that cannot be settled
by demonstration or argument, with our present
amount of knowledge and degree of intelligence.
Any argument asserting the absolute truth or falsity
of spirituality carries us back to what we call first
causes, that is, beyond the limit of our knowledge
of causes.
The Materialist cannot prove that a blade of grass
springs into life from inert matter, nor can the believer in spiritual power show that any spirit produces the grass blade.
Whether there are, or are not, spirits in the universe can never be known until we know all thingswhat is matter? what is spirit T or if there are
such things as either? But, although we hav not
sufficient knowledge to ascertain original causes,
there is a small horizon inside of which we can use
our reason, and where we can, and should, take advantage of the experiences of other men. We know
by this past experience that spiritual origin for material phenomena has been asserted and believed
just in proportion as the asserters and believers were
ignorant of material causes and effects. Lightning
was once a bolt hurled by a God ; pestilence, a
direct infliction by a deity; insanity, the bodily capture of the victim by an invisible spirit called a devil.
Uncommon ingenuity or intelligence was called
witchcraft. We now know, if we know anything,
that the immediate cause of these things is simple
and material.
We know that spirit-rapping is, or may be, !!imply
toe or knee joint cracking, or other material device.
That locked-slate writing can be done without the
aid of spirits by almost any parlor magician. It may
not be the same mentioned by McArthur, but my
recollection is, that Professor Slade has been detected
and his method of sleight-of-hand exposed by a
reputable newspaper man and experienced investigator of spirits-that is, Henry Guy Carleton.
We know that no Spiritual medium or Spiritual
manifestation on record has ever been able to stand
the test of contemporary, impartial, and scientific
investigation. That the only evidence obtainable by
the most complete and searching investigation by
scientific men in this country was evidence of fraud.
We know that such reputable and responsible men
as Hermann hav offered large sums of money to any
spirit-manipulator who could produce any material
effect, by spirit power, that Hermann could not
tluplicate by material means. We know that in all
recorded ages the only basis of argument for spiritual
advocates has been the ignorance of men.
When some event has occurred, or phenomenon
been produced, by some advocate of spirituality
that contemporary men could not explain by known
material laws. or forces, the claim was always made
that here was the proof of the existence of spirits.
And when by patient investigation the "gross Materialist" has found the real, immediate cause, the spiritual believer reluctantly admits his error and falls
back gracefully to his next intrenchment, namely, the
ignorance of his fellows about the latest observed
phenomena.
For these reasons argument about the truth or
falsity of Spiritism is useless. It is not conceivable
by me that we should ever see the only convincing
argument that either side could giv-that is, that the
Agnostic should solve every fact in nature and
demonstrate the all to the men who draw such large
conclusions from such scant evidence, or that the
Spiritualist or Deist should bring his spirits or gods
face to face with the Agnostic in the bright light of day.
In the mean time it is silly to call each other names.
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The only sensible thing to do is to insist on tolerance
and freedom for all, and to remember that we are all
brothers stumbling in the darkness and Sti!arching for
the light.
JEROME LYNCH.

Frigid Atheism Again.
I would respectfully ask friend Charlesworth what
is the meaning of the term Agnosticism ? Also, what
is the proper' word to be used in designating a person who boldly declares that there is no God~ Before
Mr. Charlesworth attempts to answer these two
simple questions, let him read once more his "Plea
for Atheism" in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 12, 1889.
In my opinion his definition of the term Atheism, as
set forth in his " Plea," is also applicable to the·word
Agnosticism. I am accused of saying that, "Belief
in God is necessary as a preventiv to crime," and
that "the Atheist may plunder and rob without fe!lr
of the consequences." Theists steal. Atheists also
steal. Those few savage tribes who are Atheiststhat is, "without idea of God "-are composed of
thieves. It seems that belief is not necessary to ealvation or temptation. Who can knowingly say, who
believes there is no God, that Theists are not influenced by fear of hell and hope of heaven ! My position is this: Ignorant Theists are prevented from
crime by their belief, intellectual Atheists are not
induced •to crime by their belief.
Does Mr. Charlesworth believe the effect would be
salutary if within the next twenty-four hours it were
demonstrated beyond doubt, and believed by every
man, woman, and child in the universe, that there is
no God? We can well imagin the effect on all ignorant Theists. I hav said frequently, and I say again,
that ignorance and belief should be inseparable. They
certainly are. Mr. Charlesworth claims ''Atheism
teaches that everyone in society has an obligation to
his neighbor, and that he can never be held to be
moral if such trust is broken." This saying, simplified, is, "Love thy neighbor as thyself." How foolish it is to plagiarize moral precepts from Christianity, and call them teachings of Atheism. To the
extent that Christianity and Atheism proclaim morality, to that extent they are beneficial. But they both
extend further-in opposit directions-and iDsist that
there is and is not a God, respectivly. Brother
Charlesworth, you are amusing. You hav stolen the
fruits of experience and offered them for inspection
as the tenets of Atheism. You say: "Atheism would
preserve man from lying, stealing, and murdering,
not by fear of the anger of God, but because these
crimes make this life itself a cause of misery." Substitute reason for Atheism, and all will agree with
you. Ia it true that "the Theist, who bas his
thoughts fixed upon heaven, generally regards this
life as a vale of tears ; . •
therefore, his only
desire is to quit this world as soon as possible~"
How many are you acquainted with who are in a burry
to inspect heaven' Can you not see that your statement is as foolish as the belief in the "real presence 1"
There are undoubtedly many subjects Mr. Charlesworth and the writer can a{;!ree upon, but unfortunately our friend has in his "Plea" muddled Agnosticism, Atheism, reason, etc., to such an extent that at
present little can be found worth agreeing with or
even discussing.
W. M. Lockwood, in this paper, Feb. 2, 1889, furnished a very cute reply to the writer's article,
"Frigid Atheism." Mr. Lockwood fails to comprehend the definition of God I gave, viz., incomprehensible intelligence. If friend Lockwood will
carefully read once more the article which he
attempted to answer, be will ascertain that, when I
gave this definition, I simply meant that, if there is
a God, he, she, or it must be intelligent, and, as I
cannot understand the intelligence portrayed by the
universe, I used the words incomprehensible intelligence. I would ask cur friend, if it were proved to
him that God did exist, and he was confined to present evidence relating to character, etc., of God, would
he not say that God was what I claim be is, if he
exists?
.
While all other names are forgotten, millions o~
ages hence, the name of Lockwood will be beard and
his memory cherished, from" Green-land's icy mountains to India's coral strand," from "pole to pole,"
and, perhaps, throughout the universe, for he is most
assuredly the first person in this vn.le of ignorance
who bas succeeded in intelligently (though incomprehensibly) stating exactly what is life, electricity,
and the attraction of gravitation. Let us see that
his "grave's kept green."
C. L. Haskell is the only one who has replied to
me who has apparently grasped the full meaning expressed in my article aforesaid.
Consequently he
has little to say. Let us examin that little. He
asks if "Atheism should really come to know some
day what is life, electricity, gravitation, would our
ignorant (Agnostic) friend be an Atheist at once'"
Why does Mr. Haskell ask this question March 9,
1889, when, on Feb. 2, 1889, W. M. Lockwood
(another Atheist) emphatically, successfully, and economically, explained to the world precisely what is
life, etc.~ Mr. Haskell should bav modified his question. In reply, will say that "ou" ignorant (Agnos-

tic) friend" will believe there is a God when it bas
been proved, and will believe there is no God when
that has been proved. I propose to rely on evidence
whi~h proves. I asked, " Why-if there is no God,
no Immortal soul-perpetuate the human race T';
Mr. Haskell replies, "Why, if there is a God'" If
there ia a God we certainly hav an immortal soul.
Therefore, the more children we bav to enjoy in this
world the more enjoyment we will bav in the next.
It givs me great pleasure to find Mr. Haskell admits
that "intelligence is force, life is force." This admission from a professor givs strength to my theory
of incomprehensible intelligence. Professor Haskell
says, "As long as people are satisfied with the idea
that ' God did it,' as the cause of a thing, they never
study nature to find out the real cause." This statement is false.. Agassiz believed " God did it," yet he
perhaps stud1ed nature as closely as has Professor
Haskell. I agree with Mr. Haskell that there is no
harm-apparently direct-in stealing $5 from a person who will never misa it. But bav we children to
whom we should eay, " My child, if you ever find an
opportunity of taking money from one who will
never suffer from losing it, take it'" Professor Haskell knows more than the writer-he has more of "a
smattering of philosophy "-he- knows there is no
God. Talmage and Haskell-two great extremes.
EDWIN N. BEECHER.

A. Silly Story About Dr. Franklin.
To hunt through a haystack to find a needle that
was never there is an absurd task. Yet that is
essentially what is involved in an undertaking to explode the goody-goody story that the final triumph
of the American Revolution was due to the magnanimity of Pope Pius VI.
The sto:ry is in substance this: For two years
Benjamin Franklin strove in vain at the French court
for an audience with King Louis XVI. in the hope of
obtaining help for the American colonies. One morning be was surprised by the chamberlain announcing
that the king had concluded not only to grant him
-an audience, but to assist the struggling colonies.
Franklin immediat6ly knelt in the center of the anteroom, and with streaming eyes thanked God for this
change in the heart of the king. At this moment the
pap ai nuncio was announced, and, as he entered the
room, the chamberlain informed Franklin that while
his thanks were due to God, yet the visible means
used was this vHy nuncio, who, at the express command of God's vicegerent, bad informed the king
that the colonies ought to be he1psd.
This story comes from a Catholic source, and is
not only inherently improbable, but is doubtless a
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Fenwick, portraying a scene at the deathbed of
Thomas Paine, first published in the United States
Catholic Magazine in 1846, shortly after the bishop's
death. The Fenwick letter has been accepted even
by Protestants as proof that Paine was not only
"afraid to die," but wns "ready to call upon God and
upon Christ for mercy, and ready, perht.ps in the
next minute, to blaspheme"-in short that "be died
s drun k en, b eastly, and cowardly death" (see New
York Obser1Jer, Nov. 1, 1877, or Ingersoll's ''Paine
Vindicated"). The forged letter of Bishop Fenwick
says that Paine denounced Jesus Christ as a "cunning
knave and an impostor," and that, growing more
furious, he twisted in his bed, "uttering all the while
the bitterest imprecations."
Anyone who hae read the "Age of Reason" knows
that Paine never could hav said that Jesus Christ
was a knave and an impostor, and his Christian physician, Dr. Manley, testifies that Paine "never indulged in the practice of profane swearing."
Sinej the exposure of that fabrication in THE TRUTH
SEEKER (reprinted as a supplement to C olonel IngHsoH's "Paine Vindicated"), what Catholic or Protestant has dared to maintain the authenticity of the
letter? Counselor Richard H. Clsrke, of New York
.
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Bishops," commending it as one of Bishop Fenwick's
most noteworthy acts, is silent under the exposure.
Nor is there any response to the challenge me.de in
1883, to produce the original manuscript (said to be
in the archives of Loyola College, Baltimore), and
prove that Bishop Fenwick wrote it.
The story of little George Washington and his
hatchet bas had its day. The other one about General Washington going out of his warm winter
quarters to pray, kneeling on a snowbank, is still
current in Sunday-school literature; but the wellattested fact that Washington would sometimes
·
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apocryphal story about Dr. Franklin falling on his
knees in the ante-room of thG court of Paris, in the
presence of the chamberlain, and with streaming
eyes thanking God for changing the heart of the
king. C1·eclat Cardinal Gibbons!
Not only is the story incompatible with the wellknown character of Franklin, but with all the histor· 1 rec or d s. We ha v th e 1ett era of C oun tVergenICa
· h · ·
.
.
.
neP, the F rene . mmister, and of Frankhn hi!llself m
regard to the aid rendered by France, and lD none
of them is there a hint about the agency of the nuncio
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or the influence of the pope in the transaction.
Furthermore, we know that, at the instance of
Thomas Paine, Congreea sent Colonel Laurens, of
S?uth Carolina, with a memorial prepared by Paine
himself, to be presented to the king of France, imploring aid for the American cs.use. Colonel Laurens went to Paris in February, 1781, accompanied
by Paine. Finding the minister of foreign affairs too
dilatory in submitting the matter to the king, Laurens resolved to go directly to the king himself.
There was a public levee, and the American officer
was there in uniform. He was presented to the
king, who only expected the passing formalities of
an introduction. But Laurena made a little speech
to this effect :
I am just from the army of Washington. I know well its
condition; it is fully set forth in this memorial. Unless
spe,edy succor is sent to my country, the weapon I now wear
at my side as the ally of your majesty, may be drawn as the
subject of Great Britain against you P.nd France.
The king was dumfoundEd, but soon rallied and
made e. favorable reply. The result was that $2,500,000 in silver coin was immediately eent to America
as a free gift from the king, with a promis of further
aid, which however was rendered utllleceeaa.ry by the
speedy achievement of American Independence.
Further search in this Roman Catholic haystack
will not be made until some evidence is presented
that there is any needle in it.
Meanwhile, let Catholic churchmen prepare to
defend tbeiJ: own system against internal as well as
external assaults. The learned Jesuit, Hardouin,
who died in 1729, at the age of eighty-three, left a
manuscript iu Latin, which was published in 1766,
in which he solemnly asserted and plausibly maintained that there was absolutely no p:rimitiv Ghurch
history beyond that cont&ined in the New Testament
-that everything else, purporting to emanate from
the fathers of the church, was f!\bricated by the
Benedictine monks after the revival of learning.
ANTIC.

Italy's Prt>mier and His Laws.
Florence Con·esvondmce ortne sun.

Unlike his predecessor. Depretia, Crispi is the antithesiR of
the Italian political temperament, a temperament formed of
calculation, flexibility, and ambiguity. Tile former always
sought to efface himself, preferring reality to appearances,
whereas Crispi is fond of pomp and effect. Blunt and rough
to a degree unusual in an Italian, he likes to make brusque
sallies and striking c!Yilps. He is gifted with a strong will,
audacity, and, what is sometimes a strength in politics,
unlimited self-confidence.
With regard to Catholicism and the papacy, his sentiments
are strongly anti-clerical. He is a violent sectarian. He
hates not only the y,.tican and the church, but everything
which represents religious sentiment. His organ, the Rifot·ma, has always written with great animosity against
religious ideas in· every form. The whole thing is, in ita
eyes, one immense farce to which an end must be put.
With many Italian radicals anti-clericalism bas served as a
lever and a handle, but in Crispi it exists as an intense passion, a fixed idea.
Crispi's first move took the form of a law, which, under
the pretext of reorganizing the administrativ elections, was
really directed against the influence of the clericals in municipal bodies, and aimed at introducing sectarian and other elements more in accordance with his policy.
This preliminary skirmish was followed by the new Penal
Code just appr:Jved, which certainly contains some striking
provisions. Under the heading of "Crimes Against the
Fatherland," we find: "Article 101. Whosoever commits an
action tending to subject the state, or one of its parts, to a
foreign power, or to alter its unity, is p:mished by hard labor for life." The wording of this article is so elastic and
flexible that, if interpreted literally, the most harmless acts,
such as the ordinary criticisms of the press or the protests
of political speakers, would render them liable to trial for
high treason. What does the expression " tending to"
(diretto a) mean? What is considered a "for(,ign power?"
One outside the frontiers, or is the papacy included in this
category? Whether this law was expressly devised to cbastise the church, as the clericals maintain, we cannot say, but
further on we find four articles framed for their especial
benefit.
Article 173 provides that ministers of religion who in the
exercise of their functions publicly censure or outrage the
institutions and laws of the state, or the acts of the authorities, shall be punished by r;ot more than one year's imprisonment and 1,000 francs fine.
,
Article 174 provides that ministers of religion who, misusing the moral force accruing to them from their ministry,
incite to rebellion against the institutions and laws of the
state or the acts of the authorities, or otherwise to trangrcssion 'or public duties, or who interfere with the legitimate
rights of succession, or bring discord into family circles, ure
punishable with six months' to three years' imprisonment
and 500 to 3,000 francs fine, an1 the temporary or perpetual
interdict from their ecclesiastical benefice.
Article 175 provides that ministers of religion who, outside
their religion, take part against the government, are punishable with three months' imprisonment and a fine of 500 to
1,500 francs.
Article 176 provides that ministers of religion who, in the
. exercise or by the ab.nse of their mini~try, commit any crime,
are liable to the pnmshment of the cnme augmented by from
one-sixth to one-third, save when their position as ministers
has already been taken into consideration by the law.
In these articles two points are worthy of notice. An
Italian priEst falls doubly under the arm of the law, both as
a priest in the exercise of his functions and as a simple citizen. He may become liable to a criminal prosecution, not
only while fulfilling a function of his ministry, but also, what
is much more serious, when he misuses the" moral force
accruing from hi~ minis.try.': As a journalist, a w~iter,
speaking at a pubhc
meetmg,
fact,
whenever
a pnvate
. exercises
. h1s
.mngbts
.
- . asapart
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individual a pnest
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his ministry, he is liable to fall under article 174 . Practically this law excludes the priest from the benefits of the
, com~on law and the rights of citi:wnship.
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'l1he Inspiration of the Bible~
a Obristian church, yet it is something to be able to
say that "he was not tainted with the unbelief of
We hav received the subjoined inquiry, which is
Jefferson
and
Franklin
and
Paine,
or
the
French
Infiof
sufficient importance to be answered prominently:
FOUrtDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
,, LACON, ILL., April4, 1889.
delity of this day." But this, in our opinion, is just
Editor. where the religious journal errs. With the exception
E. M. MACDONALD,
''MR. EDITOR: Will you please tell.me through the columns
Business Manager. of Jefferson, who was a Materialist, the men men- of THE TRUTH BEEKER when and where the Bible, as it now
C. P. SoKEBBY,
is, was adopted ; that is, when and where it was voted to be
tioned were both Deists, and that, too, was all the inspired?
PUBLISHED liY
In what work may I :find an account of the proTHE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. religion Washington possessed. There is no direct ceedings of that council?
J. S. WARREN."
evidence that he believed in the Christian religion at all.
18 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
The Bible is a literary patchwork, a compilation of
He never mentioned Jesus Christ in his state papers, books written when and where and by whom is not
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. and though he sometimes spoke in complimentary known, except in a few instances. Its gathering
terms of Christianity, it was as a politician, and his togeth~r went on for centuries, and the two great
.Address all Communications to THB TRUTH SBBKBR words of no more serious import than were Jefferson's sects of Christendom do not even now agree as to
OOMP.ANY. Make all Drafts, Ohecks, Post..o,tJice and Bz.. pecuniary contributions to the churches. Washing- which books are authentic and inspired. The coqnpress Money Orders payable to OH.AR.LBS P. SOMBRE:· ton attended church, as was the custom of the time,
cil of Trent, in 1546, settled the Catholic canon ; the
but he always retired before communion, and never, Westminster assembly, in 1647, settled it for the
MAY 4, 1889. during the previous services, was known to kneel, as Protestants. Previous to these " settlements," a
SATURDAY,
a Christian would. Bishop White, who preached in good many councils had also " settled " the matterthe church Washington attended, testifies to this, the first council of which we hav authentic history
SUBSCRIPriON BATES.
and
Dr. Abercrombie, rector of the Philadelphia being that of Laodicea in 345. This was not a genSingle subscrtption in advance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '8 00
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6 00 who knew him intimately and well, bears emphatic
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by the church, it was virtually the first general action
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one re6 00 testimony that Washington was a Deist. The Rev. on the contents of the Bible. The council of Nic£>,
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information as to Washington's religious views from but this is not sure. The council was called to conOne subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 iO personal friends of the first president, came to the
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demn Arianism, which it did. Tradition also relates
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
conclusion
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and
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that the council considered the Bible, and found
remittance ••.••••.•••••••••••••.••••••.• •·• · •••••••••••• •••• ••
Dr. Ashbel Green, chaplain to Congress during all which books were inspired by placing them all under
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
th~ time of its sitting in Philadelphia, who was well the table, when the ones written by the Lord leaped
acquainted with the president, and dined with him out from under, the others remaining on the floor.
nearly every week on special invitation, sorrowfully The story is not generally believed nowadays. BeThe Inauguration Centennial.
While this issue of· THE TRuTH SEEKER is being cir- said after Washington's death, that" while Washing- tween the council of Laodicea and the Westminster
culated throughout the country the people in and ton was very deferential to religion and its ceremo- assembly the canon of the Bible was the subject of
around New York are engaged in celebrating the one- nies, like nearly all the founders of the Republic, he much councilary deliberation, and was changed as
hundredth anniversary of the inauguration of the was not a Christian, but a Deist." Gouverneur Morris, suited the churchmen voting on it. One council
first president of the Republic-one Washington, as who claimed to be in Washington's secrets, told would vote some books ill; the next would vote them
the French priests te&Qh children, who assisted La- Thomas Jefferson that Washington believed no more out and others in. It is a confusing and conflicting
fayette in achieving the independence of the country in Christianity than he (Morris) did. There is, history, and shows that if God wrote the Bible he
from British rule. The city is on a three days' spree, therefore, much positiv testimony that Washington took very little care of it afterward.
The "inspiration" of the scriptures was an afteror racket, or toot, and all creation is here with the was a Deist, and none that he was a Christian. And
perfectly 'superfluous purpose of helping the New the absence of any proof that he believed in the thought, or "growth in grace," of the early Christian
Yorkers along. Owing to this celebration THE TRUTH Christian system is very strong negativ evidence that fathers, and the idea was obtained from the surround·
SEEKER goes to press three days earlier than usual, he did not. He believed in a God as did Paine and ing "pagans," who had their inspired writers and
though whether that will facilitate its distribution Franklin, and their Deism was also his religion. He speakere. When the books of the Bible were brought
into the world no one considered them to be inthrough the mail depends upon how soon the inau- was not a Christian.
Of
course
we
are
sorry
for
the
religious
journals,
spired, as we understand the term. Ezra and the
guration patriotism attacks the mail. clerks.
As before intimated, the celebration has taken a but truth is of much greater importance than any scribes who followed him whittled away at the Old
decidedly pious twist. On Tuesday, the anniversary glory the church can derive from association with Testament books as they thought proper, and did
day, the churches will hold thanksgiving services, illustrious names. There were a good many Christians not refrain, says Davidson, from changing what had
pursuant to proclamations by President Harrison and who helped the Revolution along, and did splendid been written, or inserting fresh matter. The SamarGovernor Hill. Mr. Harrison will attend St. Paul's work in organizing the government, but the cold, itan Bible, consisting only of the Pentateuch, was
chapel (admission by Lavender ticket) where he will stubborn fact sticklil out that the four men to wham the "holiest " Bible of the Jews, yet they did not
listen to a processional hymn, a te ileum, the I?enedi- this country owes its largest debts of gratitude were consider it inspired, but only worthy of special revcite, creed and prayers, a recessional hymn, and a not of that church-Washington, Paine, and Frank- erence. In compiling the Old Testament, "divine
sermon. The literary exercises in Wall street will lin, Deists ; Thomas Jefferson, Materialist. The origin" was not the test of admission, but, what are
open with a Protestant invocation and close with a heresy of the three last named is generally conceded. the doctrine of the book ! is it orthodox ! and so
Roman Catholic benediction. This division will save That of tlie first must also be granted, if religious forth. Philo was the first to claim inspiration for
any hard feeling between ·the two sects, and the historians hav any regard for accuracy of expression. the Old Testament, and he followed in defining it as
There is one thing in this great celebration, aside a kind of "ecstasy" in which the prophet speaks
politicians who hav engineered the scheme will keep
solid with them both. About the only thing that from the useless pageantry and general infantil pro- only as God directs. But it was not until A.D. 100
will not begin with prayer and end with a benediction ceedings, that arouses our indignation. We know as or thereabouts that the opinion was generally held
well now as we shall after Mr. Depew makes his that the Old Testament was inspired.
i s the ball in. the evening.
When the books of the New Testament were being
The country is hearing a great deal about George great oratio,n, that Washington will be crowned with
Washington, and all available biographies of his life inimitable glory; that Franklin will be gently com- written and debated in the latter part of the second
and histories of the Revolution are being rewritten mended; that Jefferson's political work will be re- century, they were not considered inspired by the
for the columns of the newspapers. The idea has membered, but Paine's labors, Paine's sa~rifices, churches. The early Christians considered the Old
gained currency among children-ranging in age Paine's incomparable services to the cause of liberty, Testament as inspired, but not the New. When
from six to sixty-that Washington was the only will be forgotten and passed in silence because. he Paul spoke of the "holy scriptures" he meant excluman in the country one hundred years ago, and that told the people, and proved it, that the Bible is not sivly the Old Testament, says Westcott. The firsh
by the power of his single arm he made the country the writing of a God, but a composition by ignorant instance of the canonization (or authoritativ recogfree. Until after the celebration it would be cruel to men. The luster of Jefferson's name is dimmed in nition) of any of the books of the New Testament
destroy this nursery idea. The people in the worst the eyes of the church by his philosophic writings ; was about 170 A.D., and that, says Davidson, was
predicament, however, are the editors of religious there is a haze over Franklin's fame, for the same simply a brotherly recognition of Paul after the long
journals. Their overburdening trouble is that they reason; and Paine, for speaking out boldly, is quarrel between his friends and the friends of Peter.
cannot prove satisfactorily to any but Methodists damned without hope of pardon. Yet Washington The name New Testament was first given the collecthat Washington was a church-member and commu- might hav been the author of the "Age of Reason," tion in A.D. 210, or thereabouts, by Tertullian. Ire·
nicant. His ulterior relations were with the Episco- and done no violence to his religious belief. nama was the real founder of the New Testament
pal church, but he never went to communion, and no But if he had revealed his real sentiments, as did canon. Of the gospels, Luke was probably written
one seems to know just what he thought of the Paine, we doubt if this Centennial celebration would about 170 A.D.; Mark about 175; John about 178,
Thirty-Nine Articles. There is a dim tradition that ever hav been held, so blind, so unreasoning, so un- and Matthew about 180. Irenoous flourished about
he once ate bread and wine with a Presbyterialil. just, so bigoted, so infamous is Christian prejudice. this time and up to A.D. 200, and it is about the lataudience, but this story rests on so little direct testi- He would hav been slandered and shunned, and his ter date, or a few years after, that the idea of the
mony that it is generally regarded as apocryphal. services forgotten, disparaged, or denied. That is inspiration of the New Testament became prevalent.
One ·of the journals aforesaid, after reviewing the the reward the church givs to the great ones of the The early Christian church, says Dr. T. M. Lindsay,
procurable evidence that Washington acquiesced in earth who cannot accept her false and irrational seems to hav simply taken over the Jewish views
more than the outward forms of Christianity as exem- scheme of religion. Paine's memory has suffered and about the inspiration of the Old Testament, and,
plified by the Episcopal church-which, Ingersoll must yet suffer from this bigotry, though not for- when the canon of the New Testament was complete,
says, with a few more ceremonies would be Roman ever. Reason, knowledge, Liberality, are fast spread- transferred the same characteristics to the New TesCatholic; with a few less, nothing-consoles itself ing throughout the land, :rod when this trinity shall tament writings. That is, they first. regarded the
with the reflection that, while it would be comforting triumph, Thomas Paine will receive the honor due books as doctrinal efforts, worthy, perhaps, of reverto know positivly that Washington was a member of him.
ence, and then gradually came to believe that the
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books were inspired. Since then the idea has grown,
and all sorts of schools of theology and sects hav
been founded by variously interpreting the scriptures
according to their notions of what inspiration is, and
of what parts of the Bible are inspired only in spirit
or in chapter, word, and letter.
It will be seen from this that voting on inspiration
did not 'take the form which our correspondent imagine. The formation of the canon was accomplished
by vota and papal decree. The partisans of a book
would bring its claims before the council, hold that it
was as much inspired as any other work, and demand
its admission into the canon. Then the council
would vote to see whether or not it should be admitted. If it was, its claim to inspiration was necessarily admitted. If it was not selected, its claim to
inspiration suffered. Scores of books were thus
subjected to vote, with the result seen in the Douay
and King James's versions. Many books were once
in the canon which we do not now find, and of those
we hav the early Christians rejected many. The
various councils decided variO'\}Bly, and the Christian
world submitted, never perceiving the grotesque absurdity of an assembly attempting to decide by vote
a fact in the past. Admitting, for a moment, that
there exists a God who could inspire books, it follows
clearly that these books are either inspired by him or
they are not. As this inspiration either took place
or not many years before the question was brought
up in council, how was it possible for the members
of the council to find out 1 There were no witnesses
to the inspiration, and could not be. It is, too, impossible to judge of supernatural events except by
supernatural methods. How can man measure God?
and what did the council of Laodicea know about
what God did three hundred years before? Man
has absolutely no way of judging of God's doings,
and to vote whether God did or did not do such a
thing is certainly a "grotesque absurdity."
Histories of these councils can be had in almost
any public library, in any considerable work treating
of the canon of the Bible. As good a small book as
any on the history of the Bible is Bronson Keeler's.

Desire a Slight Rectified.
The National Reform Association (God-in-the-Oonatitution party) held last week a conference at Pittsburgh, Pa. Among the resolutions passed was one
requesting President Harrison to mention Christ in
state papers, particularly in thanksgiving proclamations.
If the "reformers" could hav their way, our state
and national officers would hav to cite as authority
God and Christ and Sts. Peter and Paul and Timothy
and some of the Christian fathers and a few minieters
every time they drew up a proclamation or vetoed a
piece of legislation. Then they would force the
Bible into the Constitution of the states, make the
rules of the Jewish theocracy our common law, and
transfer the statutes of Moses to the penal codes.
They did this once up in the New England colonies,
and these "reformers" are trying to do it again not
only there, but in all the states and in the general
government as well.
The Christian religion seems to inevitably make people tyrants. Christians cannot be content with believing what they choose for themselvs; they must force
everybody else to follow them. They think that
they are commissioned to run the world-to poke
their noses into everyone else's affairs-to dominate
and dictate and swell around as as close imitations of
the Lord almighty as their means permit. This
would be a very fine country indeed if the Christians
could only work their pure sweet will with our statute books.

Railroad Hypocrisy.
What the daily papers call a Vanderbilt Sunday
law goes into effect May 1st on the railroads controled by that family. Beginning on that day a great
proportion of their Sunday freight trains will cease
to run, and will be· laid up for twenty.four hours
wherever they happen to be. This will reduce the
number of Sunday workers on the roads from 33 1-3
to 50 per cent. As the train hands are paid by the
trip, it will also reduce the amount p~id out in wages
on this class of trains the same amount. The reasons
for the new order are stated by Chauncey Depew to
be religious.
This may be so, but it looks as though there was
a large and very dark-colored Afriean in "the wood-

pile. The order goes into effect only on the roads
where the competition is insignificant. West of
Chicago, the trains will desecrate the Sabbath as
usual, for the reason, as Mr. Depew states it, that
competing roads cannot be brought into the arrangement. " The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern,"
he says, "is so surrounded by competitors that it
would lose half its business if we should try it there,
and we can't afford that, you know." That is to say,
religion is all very well when it costs nothing, but
cannot be afforded when a· pecuniary penalty is
attached. Then again, Mr. Depew will employ no
more train men, but will move all freight with the
same number of crews, forcing them of course to
work harder and longer on week days. That is, he
will do the same business, and save one-seventh of
the wages. Thus do religion and economy .work
together for the good of those who love the Lord.
It is a long time since a plainer piece of hypocrisy
came to public notice. No religion, or regard for
Sunday, is shown where it will cost a cent, but only
where money can be made by it. The sincerity of
religious motive exhibited in this way is certainly
open to question, and the other roads which hope to
follow the Central's example are just as hypocritical as the Vanderbilt crowd. They will respect
Sunday, they say, if they find it economical to do so;
otherwise, not. If the Christian devil were around
nowadays, how he would grin at the Sabbatarianism
of these people !
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found some man preaching the gospel who, when I
took him to task for certain utterances, confessed
that he did not himself credit what he preached.
There is one man who is now a bishop, with whom I
was intimate, who told me candidly that he did not
believe the doctrine of which he was an exponent."
This is a very encouraging state of affairs. Let
the good work go on.
------~~.--------

Editorial Notes.

WE learn from La T1iouna of Rome, by way of Mr. Bradlaugh's National Ref01"rrwr, that the date for the inauguration, or dedication, of the monument to Giordano Bruno has
been positivly fixed for Sunday, June 9th. The postponement was determined on to avoid clashing with the opening
of the Paris Exhibition. The inaugural discourse is to be
pronounced in the Campo de Fiori-the spot where Giordano
Bruno was burnt-by the eminent professor, Giovanni Bovio.
On March 31st a deputation from the Bruno Committee was
received by the Marchese Guiccioli, the syndic of Rome,
who has promised to facilitate in every possible way the
work of the committee. This postponement will giv
America time to make up her share of the expense-$1,000.
All but $74.25 of this amount has been sent in, in response to
appeals by Mr. Wakeman and Mr. Stevens, and the balance
will undoubtedly be speedily forthcoming. It will be a gnat
day that sees this monument dedicated, and the Roman
Catholic church must be blind indeed if she does not see iu
this honoring of one of the victims of her brutal fury the
nearness of the end of her power. Only a few years ago the
conception of such a monument was considered a dream impossible of realization. Two years ago, though the statue
was nearly completed, the church could prevent its erection.
Now,. in this year of her lord and savior 1889, she must
stand by and see the world honor a man whom she put to
death, and she cannot command power to prevent it. Rome
Addr~s the Senators.
The bill to review the commitment by police jus- of to-day is not the Rome of A.D. 1600.
tices of children to religious institutions has passed
A MAN and his wife are in jail in Jackson, Mo., for killing
the assembly by a large majority. It now goes to their seventeen-months-old infant in response to orders from
the senate, where Gerry and the managers of the the Lord. They are religious fanatics and the man belongs
eleemosynary institutions which subsist on public to the Baptist church. He told a reporter : '' We thought we
must giv up our child in order to show what was the true
money and are conducted in the interest of private church. I expect I had better go back a little further and
religious purposes are supposed ·to hav strong in- tell you something else first. About a week before O\lr child's
death I commenced praying, and went out one night in the
fluence.
To assist in getting the bill through this pious field and got on my knees and prayed, and felt that God had
heard my prayers. A night or so afterward I went a little
and conservativ body, those who favor it should farther out in the field and got down on my knees ai!.d prayed
write to the senators from their districts urging its again, and while I was praying there appeared to me a star
passage.
in the west, which looked like it was as big as the moon. It
lit up the way for me. I came back to the house and went to
bed, and my mind was still to God. A day or two after this I
A Heretic in Missouri.
was out in the field and the sky was cloudy. I asked God to
The Rev. Henry Truro Bray, pastor of the Obrist move the clouds from the sun that I could see it, and while
Episcopal church at Boonton, Mo., has apostatized I was praying with my face toward the south, and kept loJkfrom the Christian sect, and intellectually rejects all ing for the sun, it came out bright in the west. I turned to
the creeds and dogmas promulgated by that sect. look at it, and felt like I was called of God to go and preacl:,
In a letter to his bishop asking to be deposed from and tears filled my eyes. I got up and went to the house and
told my wife I was satisfied, and that I was called to preach,
the ministry, Mr. Bray makes a confession of unfaith. and then I prayed that a reformation might take place to the
He says:
ends of the earth by the outpouring of God's holy spirit." Ia
" 1. I cannot believe for an instant in a special creation for answer to the question why he killed his child, he said they
mankind.
both felt it to be a religious duty, and believed that Christ
" 2. I do not accept the story of the fall of man.
would raise him again. 'fhe mother committed murder by
" 3. I do not for an fustant believe in the doctrin of vicari- hugging the babe while the father was on his knees praying.
ous atonement.
It is a sad and shameful case, the result solely of religion.
"4. I do not believe in eternal punishment, nor in a fixed
state after death.
THE San Diego Union and lJaily Bee prints this oracular
" 5. I do not for a moment believe that Christians possess paragraph: ... As age creeps on and Bob Ingersoll approaches
an exclusivly divine revelation, nor that their scriptures are the span of years allotted to the life of man, he appears to be
perfect or complete.
less blasphemous. He is heard less often on the rostrum,
"6. I do not believe in a literal resurrection of the dead.
and much of his old-time virility is lacking. Age brings wiE" 7. I protest against making belief in the deity of Christ dom, even to the chief Agnostic." This is the latest echo of
an essential part of the faith."
a cry that resounded from all the Christian pulpits about a
Mr. Bray's present religious belief is simple Theism, year ago, and was taken up by all the Christian journals.
with a belief also in immortality. He explains his Col. Robert G. Ingersoll (the person we suppose the Union
and Bee means) was reported weak and feeble physically,
Theism thus: "God fills the universe. Force is the and it was asserted that there was a growing disposition on
measure and the ultimate of matter-the measure his part to lay down his arms, and even to join the church.
and the ultimate of all existence. God is universally The subject was brought to Colonel Ingersoll's attention by
extended, conscious force. He fills the whole. the Editor of Tm: TRuTH SEEKER, and the great Agnostic
There can be no point in space, nor spirit, essence, had this to say: " I do not think the Christian press has been
nor atom of matter, which is not full of deity. If very solicitous about my health. Neither do I think that my
health will ever add to theirs. The fact is, I am exceedingly
God is not everywhere, then you hav something well, and my throat is better than it has been for many years.
greater than God-space. And to acknowledge any- Anyone who imagine that I am disposed to lay down my
thing greater than God is to acknowledge that there arms can read roy Reply to Dr. Field in the November numis no God." Probably it will not be many years ber of the North American Review. I see no particular difference in myself, except this: that my hatred of superstition
before Mr. Bray confesses that his Theism is based on becomes a little more intense ; on the other hand, I see more
as slim a foundation of fact as was his Christianity. clearly, that all the superstitions were naturally produc~d,
A great many preachers hav left the church, clinging and 1 am now satisfied that every man does as he must, Illto " God" ail to a sheet anchor, only to later abandon eluding priests and editors of religious papers." The editor
t,heir belief as a chimera equally false as the theolog- of the Union and Boo ought to be satisfied with that reply,
but if he is not we might say to him this much: That whatical doctrine of the church.
ever blasphemy the colonel may hav uttered, if there is such
But Mr. Bray does not, he says, stand alone in his a thing as blasphemy, he stands to a little more stron~ly than
heresy. His new views are substantially those held ever. that if he is heard less often on the rostrum, he 1s heard
by the "Broad" churchmen of England. And, out- mor~ frequently and widely in the magazines and papers;
side of that sect, he finds unbelief to be widespread. and if he lacks any of his former virility Dr. Field an~ ~r.
Gladstone and Cardinal Manning and the rest of the Chnstian
"I know this of my own knowledge," he told a world hav not found it out. Age l,Jrings its wisdom to Coloreporter. "I hav had many ministers admit their nel Ingersoll as to other men, and the wisdom is shown in a
unbelief to me. I hav had avowals of doubt from more and more intense hatred of superstition, which superpreachers of many denominations, even from a Oath- stition, if we are not mightily mistaken, includes the larger
olic priest. In all the places where I hav been I hav . part of the Christian religion.
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l,ttftrs Jront Jlritnds.
DuBois, PA., April 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I made a mistake in the cattle question. I
will giv the answer 144.
W. I. KIRK.
MILFORD, MAss., April 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I would not be without your paper. Particularly, its articles against contemptible Catholicism are
grand, and deal with the matter (for it is only matter) as it
should be dealt with. I just love to see you handle those
narrow-minded dupes who delight in practicing the Roman
Catholic fizzle (not faith) without gloves, so to speak.
L. T. ToUGAS.
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., April 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. H. Wood's letter in reply to me shows
clearly that he is " almost persuaded " to be an Anarchist.
He believes in no taxes. So do I. But he wants government to issue all the money. Why would it not be simpler,
cheaper, and better, for every individual to issue his own
money, to circulate at actual value, as ascertained by free
competition?
C. L. JAMEs.
CLINTON, KAN., April15, 1889.
:MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed twenty-five cents please
send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1889. I know of no
Liberal publication that I could accept in preference to THE
TRUTH REEKER. I am not as yet a subscriber, but expect to
be soon. Through the kindness of Dr. E. G. Macy, a subscriber, I hav been reading it for some time. I not only
enjoy reading it, but feel as though every Liberal should do
what he can to help the cause. I would hav been a sub.
scriber ere this, but circumstances financially prevented.
When I become a subscriber you will hear from me occasionally, if my contributions prove worthy of publication. I
had a short discussion with the Rev. D. White, of Lawrence,
Kan., in the daily T·ribune, published in Lawrence. Mr.
White assailed the character and doctrins of Colonel Ingersoll, to which I replied by way of vindication. He replied
only once. I tried my best to get him to stay with me, but
he was not built that way. It all started out of an effort of
the univer~it.y students to hav Colonel Ingersoll addres> the
institute.
C. V. WILLIAMs.

to pay twenty cents custom dues on your twenty-five cent
ANNUAL or ALMANAC. I am an advocate of unrestricted
freedom of trade and friendship. between Canada and our (not
cousins) brothers and !Sisters in the United States.
JoHN RAY.
CLEVELAND, 0., April16, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday the local Union had the pleasure of listening to an interesting lecture by Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, on, "Woman: Past, Present, and Future," which
was presented in an attractiv and convincing manner. Mrs.
Reynolds seems thoroughly in earnest, and draws a lifelike
picture of what woman has been, is, and may be. In the
first place she showed what an obstacle the Bible and its
teachings had been to the progress of that sex, and how they
had been degraded under its influence, and· that in spite of
it she (woman) had made her way upward and onward in the
scale of being. In illustrating what woman might be she
gave many common-sense suggestions for the guidance of
her sisters. Her pat remarks brought out frequent applause,
and the audience seemed much pleased with the lecture, its
treatment, and with the lecturer. We understand that she
and her jovial other half of domesticity are on their way to
settle in Washington territory, and apprehend it will be a
fortunate neighborhood which gets them for neighbors.
F. S. A-lERRILL, Secretary.
MoNUMENT, ORE., March 31, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Thanks for your friendly letter and information it contained. The people in this country are ripe for the
Nine Demands of Liberalism, and a man capable of teaching
and defending them could organize auxiliary leagues and
find many subscribers to the Liberal press in this part of
the country, extending from Fossil, which contains about
seventy-five families; Lone Rock, containing about fifty families; Hay Stack valley, containing about thirty f-amilies;
Monument, twenty families; Hamilton, thirty families; Long
Creek, one hundred families; Fox Valley, eighty families;
John Day and Canyon City, one hundred families, and Prairie
City, one hundred families. Could you find a competent man
who would be willing to come here to labor for the cause
among these people, I think he would find it profitable to
himself, the press, and the cause.
His best way to reach these places would be to come to
Arlington by rail, and take the stage from there to _Fossil,
which is about sixty miles from Arlington. From Fossil to
Lone Rock, twenty miles; from Lone Rock to Hay Stack,
fifteen miles; from Hay Stack to l\ionument, eighteen miles;
from Monument to Hamilton, nine miles; from Hamilton to
Long Creek, twelve miles; from Long Creek to Fox Valley,
twelve miles ; from Fox Valley to John Day, eighteen miles;
from John Day to Prairie City, twelve miles.
An agent for the Liberal press and authority from the Secular Union could make a home among these people and
HENRY BuRsTow.
Americanize the whole country.

SouTH BuTTE, MoNT., April 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me three copies of THE TRUTH
SEEKER containing an editorial in regard to the new states,
showing bow we could introduce a resolution taxing church
property, at the constitutional convention, to be held on the
Fourth of July. We are trying to do a little work in that
direction. I also succeeded in getting a petition of 127 names
against the Blair bill, and received a letter from Mr. J. H.
Carter, our representativ. Thinking that it may encourage
others to do good in that direction if it was published, I will
SULPHUR SPRINGS, TEX., .April 11, 1889.
send you an exact copy of it. Trusting you will send me
MR. EDITOR: While working against the Blair bill, why
the three back numbers by return mail, I am,
not substitute something for the reading of the Bible and
Very respectfully,
C. A. LINDSAY.
prayer in our schools? I propose physical culture. Instead
HoUSE OF REPRESENTATIVS, WASHINGTON, D. c.,}
of a chapter from a volume musty with age, listened to in
l\'Iarcb 21, 1E89.
c . .A.. LINDSAY, Esq., Butte City, Mont., Dear Si?": Your favor of stupid silence, bring a glad light to the eye and a smile to
recent d>tte, inclosing petitions directed to the Senate of the U oited the lips by telling these embryo men and women of the laws
States, is at hg,nd, with two petitionR inclosed, as stated. I will
take great pleasure in presenting the same to the Senate and urging of nature, of the joy caused by the strict observance of the
careful consideration therefor. I will ba glad to hear from you and laws of health, and of the suffering and death by slighting
your fellow-worl<men of ]\fontana with reference to any matter them. Tell this pale youth, with narrow chest and stooping
with which they may be concerned. I wrll n.lwayil take pleasure in shoulders, who is constantly poring over his . books, to
serving you.
Yery truly yours,
T. H. CABTE!l.
throw aside his books a few hours every day-to run, ride,
practice gymnastic exercises, tend the horses and cattle, or
SALINA, KAN., March 11, 1889.
M:R. EDITOR: "Shoulder arms; forward march." I am in plow. Hav the slender girl, with consumptiv, flushed
favor of "openiog the museums on Sunday." Let the Lib- cheeks, throw off her corset, tight shoes, and heavy skirts.
erals use their best endeavor to organize literary societies all Let her romp with her brothers. There is not much danger
over the country, and keep those from adjourning that are of her getting too much fresh air. Teach boys and girls the
running, and just change the time of meeting on Sunday. It importance of deep breathing; that paints, powders, and
makes no difference whether you can get a building or not. cosmetics only fill up the pores of the skin, making it sallow
A grove meeting will draw better anyway. Recollect that and inactiv; that narrow-toed and high-heeled shoes are not
if the majnrity of any society is in favor of adjourning that only positivly ugly, but deforming as well. The most of us
will make no difference, if you c>J.n get a quorum of from five learn these all-important truths only after we are grownto seven; seven is the usual number that it takes to constitute when age begins to slacken our step, or disease has fastened
a quorum. You need not be a bit uneasy that such a scheme upon us.
We are responsible for the rising generation. Shall we
will not draw. Now, it will be impossible to even interest
the young men and women on our side unless we hav a not do our work well ? Everywhere are mute, appealing
regular place for them to meet on Sunday during the summer faces. Are they not saying :
Train us, try us! days glide onwardseason. We cannot even interest our own children, much less
Save us, save from our undoing,
the public, without this step. In this is what makes the
Save from ignorance and ruin,
church such a lively corpse. The young folks don't care how
Make us worthy to be men !
dull the sermons, so they can meet together and hav a good
Giv us light to cheer our darkness,
time. Now is a good time to make such a move, while the
Let us know the good from ill;
Blair "Sunday Rest bill" is being agitated.
Hate us not for all our blindness,
Save us, lead us, show us kindness!
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
You can make us what you will!
WELLAND, CAN., April20, 1889.
I hav only touched on this vast subject, and should like to
MR. EDITOR: I am in the eighty-fourth year of my age. I hear from others. Very truly yours,
ANNIE H. PARK.
hav been a subscriber to TnE TIWTH BEEKER for the last ten
years. The mental benefit I hav received from the reading
CLEVELAND, 0., April 8, 1889.
of the many able and instructiv articles that hav appeared in
MR. EDITOR: I hav noticed, from time to ti!lle, that some
its columns is not to be computed in money. Though not of the readers of THE TI!u"rH BEEKER are opposed to having
wealthy, I will send you another year's subscription, and articles on Spiritualism published in the columns of your
hope many of our Liberal friends who are able will do as paper, and, although being a Spiritualist, I bav had nothing
much.
to say, but when I read Hiram Wentworth's article in the
It would be a sorry sight to Eee such an able advocate issue of April 6th, in which he says, "I could get you a few
of science, sense, and reason go to the wall at this time for subscribers here without much trouble, but I do not propose
want of friends. Then Jet us who hav in a measure been to encourage either Spiritualism or fem.ale suffrage, which
emancipated out of some of the traditions of the past do means Gad-in-the-Constitution," I feel that I must retaliate,
what we are able to enlightPn our less fortunate brothers as I am Spiritualist, and the man who first called my attenand sisters. I hav been dete!'red from buying books of you, tion to THE TRUTH SEEKER was also a Spiritualist, and out
for the reason that a book from the United States by mail to of five whom I know that take THE TRUTH BEEKER, four are
Canada finds its way to our custom house, and the duty is Spiritualists. I believe that the majority of your readers
often out of proporUon to the price of the book. I havhad , are Spiritualists, and I, for one, cannot see how the Infidels

can well get along without their help, as there is not one
worthy of the name but what will work against orthodoxy
with as much vim as an Infidel, and some of them with
more vim than Mr. Wentworth, for, Mr. Editor, if I knew
where I could get you a subscriber, I would not rest until I
had sent you the name, for I think your paper worthy of
patronage, and hav done all I could for it in the way of distributing all the copies I get where I think they will do the
most good. I think anyone a little off in the upper story
who could be a stumbling-block to THK TRUTH SEEKER all
because Mother Grundy wrote you a letter, and you showed
her a courtesy by giving it a place in the columns of your
paper.
Yours for justice,
E. C. MooRE.
_TRENToN, TEx., April10, 18'89.
MR. EDITOR : I send my renewal for subscription anoth.er
year, and just put me down as a lifetime subscriber to your
most valuable paper. I hav been reading it for years, and
there is no literature that I hav ever seen that so completely
,satisfies my intellectual taste. Heston's cartoons first excite
the liveliest curiosity to know what Christian absurdity is
going to be exposed. They truly are a rare treat, not to be
found anywhere else. The ludicrous features enable me to
enjoy a good, hearty laugh, and think what fools we mortals
ltav been to ever hav believed such horrid stuff as we hav
been taught from our infancy. The contributions from the
bright minds of those who hav thrown off priestcraft and
ancient barbarism and recognize the light of the nineteenth
century civilization, certainly are refreshing to an intellect
seeking for truth. Then your editorials, reviewing and agitating timely topics in furtherance of the progress of the age,
show your E:litor equal to the task. Not the least good
feature of your paper, either, is the correspondence page,
where you hav the views of the many level-headed fellows
who fearlessly giv their views on all subjects.· Even the children show common sense in their views expressed in their
"Corner," and always get my entire attention. And, finally
winding up with wit and humor and pure gems of thought,
certainly THE TRUTH SEEKER is a magazine of good things,
that will blow up superstition, priestcraft, and hypocrisy
too, in another period of its existencE). The Liberals who
are on the enthusiastic list hav much to be proud of, and at
the same time much to do. Our lecturers are too few and
far between, and then, in most cases, the "faithful" will not
attend the lectures. Our cause will progress very slowly in
consequence, but there is one thing we can do-push it.
DR. W. C. HoLMEE'.
FRANKLIN Co., ARK., April1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to relate what religion has done
for me. I am one of seven sons of an honest old farmer,
who, until two years ago, adhered to the divinity of Christ
and the Bible. During a stay from home some Freethought
literature had fallen into my hands. This and the origin
of the Bible, as found in an encyclopedia, shocked my
father's faith. Then but one skeptic in the family, now
five; five doomed to the Christian's hell-the curse of God is
upon us.
The above is a source of consolation to me-but now to
the point.
Four years ago this spring the neighborhood in which my
father livs organized a Sunday-school, and it was left to a
vote of the house what literature they should use.
Lere
being a tie, it was agreed to leave it to one Mrs • .Urown,
who was absent !\Dd who was elected teacher, a
who
said: "Use Union literature." But her choice was treated
with contempt, and Presbyterian was ordered instead~ This
the Baptists did not like, and a disgracefulcontentioo oosued,
which was carried into all their associations, and for three
years the literary school was rent asunder by it. Two Sunday.schools at the same hour; two protracted meetings each
summer; two distinct elements in the neighborhood; yet
each was guided by divine grace, such as: "Suppose ye
that I am come to bring peace on earth : I tell you nay; I
am come to send the sword. I am come to set a man at variance against his father," etc. Such is characteristic of an
adherent to orthodox Christianity.
The brain was stinted to save the soul. Among those who
lost this timely opportunity for a start for an education was
a sister, in whose hands books seem now to weigh heavily.
The one great longing of our mother was that her children
should be educated. I had determined to educate this sister;
but no. And I shall always treat as unfriendly the prime
cause of this.
LEWIS LAWRENCE.
DwiGHT, ILL., A.pril17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : If there is any class of people on this earthwhether it is God's, man's, or the devil's, but I guess it belongs to man-that needs arousing, rallying, and organizing,
why, it is the Liberals or Freethinkers of this country, or, as
the churches would say, the "Infidels." Well, we care but
little what name the church givs us; her appellations don't
alarm us. And why arouse, rally, and organize? Because
we bav vast fields of labor and exploration before us. We
want to establish and teach the best humanity and ethics.
Our place of investigation is at the front. Therefore, it behooves our people to organize in every community so as to
accomplish the greatest amount of labor and good. Oh,
look at a well-trained army! Compare with raw recruits,
and note the contrast. Well, now I reckon you will say, in
union 11-nd organization there is force, a ten-fold doubletwisted action or lever purchase not to be obtained singlehanded. But some one may inquire if an Infidel or Liberal
is not competent to take care of himself. I reply, Yes, if he
is really an activ, live man, and can reconnoiter his whole
neighborhood, too, and sometimes raise Beelzebub and hell
with the nearest church. Now, an organization of such persons may not be as dangerous to the church as a Western
cyclone, but such an organiza,tjop, would 1\0QJ;!. rf;l!Qr:m and
1
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Liberalize the church, and make it better by doing away
with its superstition and bigotry.
Ah! methinks I hear some one else exclaim that we hav a
plenty of Freethinkers now, if they would only speak out
fearlessly, and show themselvs in the community in which
they liv, move, and hav their being. Ah, yes, my dear friend,
you are partially correct ! But we must recollect that little
word "lf" is a poser-a little giant to some, perhaps to many.
Then, ag_ain, some are quite timid. Now, we must not expect
such persons to Ppeak, except in a low whisper, when the
enemy is around; but of course these persons bE;come intrepid when the enemy (the church people) disappear. I
think we should hav a little compassion for this pusillanimous class. They need a cordial-our assistance. Educate
them, yes, let the rallying cry of this Freethought agitation
and education proceed till we gain the univerEal victory over
bigotry, superstition, and ignorance.
T. J. JoHNSON.
BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., April 21, E.M. 289.
MR. EniToR: I appeal to the friends of. humanity for aid,
in behalf of an aged and worthy couple, Mr. and Mrs. R. M.
Casey, of Seneca, S. C. Doubtless you hav read of them in
THE TRUTH SEEKER or other Liberal papers. The old lady is
on a dying bed and really sufferR for nourishing and palatable food. Mr. Casey is crippled in his right hand, and they
hav no income at all, and depend on friends for means to liv.
They hav been lifelong Liberals, and we ought to help them
all we can. I want each one who reads this letter to make
two copies of it, and send them to two friends who he thinks
will send ten cents each to the aged couple. l;.oet every friend
of humanity and lover of mental liberty keep these letters
moving among friends. Bend all remittances to Elmina D.
Blenker, Snowville, Pulaski Co., Virginia, with a few lines
from donor, and she will credit each one with the amount
sent. With love to all good people, be they pagan, Jew,
Christian, or Infidel, I am,
A friend to humanity and George Washington;
WILLIAM THORPE.

he will put on his thinking cap and carefully read the works
of the writers named, he will find that they hav given the
world something better than the items named in his" batch"
-viz., truth, honesty, and common sense.
Without disputing Mr. Milk's ability to stop thinking ad
libitum, it is safe to affirm that he would be more useful to
himself and the world if he would not let the time be so long
between thinks.
As to his batch of prophecies, we leave priests and their
dupes to worry over the puzzles of Jewish mythology. Life
is too short and there is too much useful work to be done, to
waste time speculating on the vague utterances of Daniel,
Isaiah, and Jeremiah. The grass that Nebuchadnezzar ate
when he was an ox, the dialect in which Balsam's animal
addressed his master, with other problems of a like nature,
do not interest the thinking people of this age. They are
more concerned in bettering the conditions of life here and
now, than they are in what is supposed to hav been said
about Babylon, and the " satyrs" that dance in its palaces,
and the Arabs, who don't pitch their tents there.
If we should try our hand at prophesying, and there was
as much money to be made by fitting our words to coming
events as is now made by dealing in "gospel," there would
be a plenty of exegetists and learned commentators who
would see the connection and make it plain, even though we
joined the unthinking fraternity and talked at random. It
could even be claimed, as a last resort, that " God had put a
lying spirit in the mouth of his prophet, to deceive the peopie "-as he had promised afore time that he would,
There is nothing in " the word" so stretchy as the prophecies, and we leave those who hav nothing better to do to
hunt up their hidden meaning. But as long as ther.e are
millions in it, new revisions and the imaginations of the divinely inspired will endeavor to keep these old myths before
the people. "'Tis a pity, but 'tis true."
One of the thinkers,
MARY A. WHITE.

PELL CITY, ALA., April 1, 1889.
STURGis, MINN., April16, 289.
Mn. EDITOR: I do not know when I hav had such a treat
Mn. EDITOR: The inclosed clippings from the Omaha as I hav had to-day, which came to me on the 11 A.M. mail
Republican are one of many straws showing which way train, in the shape of "Pioneer Pith," by Robert C. Adams.
the wind is blowing that I hav noticed since the Blair bill
Mr. Adams certainly has got the pith or marrow of Rationwas presented for Congressional action. My last letter to you alism to perfection in his little pamphlet. I will hand it
contained the following: "The Blair bill is all that is now round to my Christian friends for their perusal, and await
needed to furnish Liberalism a formidable auxiliary." This results. "Pioneer Pith" ought to be in the hands of all
editorial would seem to confirm my opinion. I hav several Freethinkers. It will enable them to answer many questions
more from different papers, not quite as emphatic as this, but of Christians that heretofore may hav been a puzzle to them
equally as useful.
as well as myself.
1 hav sufficiently recovered my health to be able to devote
"Did Man Fall?" by Israel W. Groh, was read with intersome time to the public again. I had the pleasure of making est, and will also be loaned to some of my Christian friends
a short address under the auspices of the Farmers' Alliance at in order that they may, by finding the garden of Eden, get
the Opera House in this city last Saturday night. This was the $5,000 reward offered by Mr. Groh.
my first public appearance since the fall of 1887. My talk
Col. R. G. Ingersoll's debate with Hon. Frederic Coudert
"H.• upon economic questions, and my time limited on and Hon. Ex-G1Jv. Stewart L. Woodford is a one-sided argucccount of the number of speakers present. However, I hav· · ment. The two Christians advanced nothing new. They
been invited to speak at five different points already. I can just simply exemplified and proved that Colonel Ingersoll
afford to feel encouraged with such a result, and I do-not on told the truth when he stated. that we cannot help our
account of myself, however, but because this and similar thoughts. Mr. Coudert further showed that same old spirit
incidents evidence a demand for Radical speakers. That of the church. If he had the power, such men as Colonel
public opinion is favorable to the encouragement of pro- Ingersoll would expiate their free speech on the gibbet or at
gressiv ideas is a hopeful sign. That preachers can no longer the stake.
keep their flocks from listening to "cranks" is demonstrated
I am living in a community of Christians of various creeds.
by the applause which follows every truthful statement Hav attended Sunday-school regularly ever since I came here
reflecting upon their stupidity and hypocrisy. A public in January. I am in a class of grown men, and recite my
speaker is no longer obliged to sugar-coat and pander to the catechism with the rest. I hav been told by a friend that I
church element to be respected.
hav rendered myself odious by reciting verses from the Bible.
1 notice the Liberals of Hay Springs, Neb., are of the Now, I did not aim to do anything wrong. Each Sundayproper mold and mettle. I know nothing of. Messrs. Tripp school scholar is required to recite a verse every Sunday
& Mattley, but the county is all they claim for it. It is from the Bible, and there is a reward or prize offered to the
equal to the best-good water, timber in abundance, and scholar who misses the fewest questions, and has his lessons
good soil. If Liberals desirous of procuring lands locate well and has a verse ready at roll call. And I only went in
there 1 hav every reason to believe they will be satisfied with for the prize. It seems they took exceptions to my selections
the country. They will find but few places in Nebraska or from holy writ,· but I hav avoided discussion so far with any
Dakota where orthodoxy does not control. Within the past of them. The truth is, I quoted scripture that was new to
month twenty-four lots scattered throughout the city of both teachers and scholars, and some of the most intelligent
Sturgis, Dak., hav been donated to a Catholic sisters' acad- of the scholars asked me for more of the same sort. I hav
emy. Many of the donors were Protestants. The local distributed tracts on Freethought where I think it will take
papers favored and encouraged the scheme. These lots will root. I am as poor as the dickens, with a large family on
be held exempt from taxation, to the detriment of taxpayers, my hands, and my wife fell a short time back and broke her
until the increase of population makes them valuable. Then arm, rendering her a burden instead of a helpmate. I am not
some one-perhaps some one not yet born-will be obliged able to purchase the necessaries of life, much less literature
to make an appropriation to Pope Leo's successor before to giv away. If any readers of THE 'fRUTH SEEKER will
they can be of any use to the community.
send Freethought literature to me, I will drop it around
1 cann.ot understand why Liberals, without exception, do loose so that the people can read for themselvs. By the way,
not work, write, and talk for the single tax. When the sin- I think a splendid plan to teach the Bible is for Freethinkers
gle tax becomes a fact, neither churches nor individuals will to attend Sunday-schools and repeat choice selections from
care to hold lands or lots out of use until communities make the Old Testament. Teachers soon get a surfeit of it, and
them worth a fortune, which the owners do nothing to create. the children enjoy it.
AMos L. GRIFFITH.
Truly yours,
FRANK GREENE.
ST. CATHRRINES, April 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER that some of its
SAN DIEGo, CAL., April 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: D. W. Milk has !loured on Colonel Ingersoll friends are surprised, and use rather strong language, bebecause be can't stop thinking when he so desires. Colonel cause Miss Collier is equally surprised to see words in a reIngersoll's thinking machine is not built that way, hence the formed paper, that is published in the greatest city of
America, that bav not all the letters as is the custom gencontroversy.
Mr. Milk accuses Colonel Ingersoll of tearing down and erally. But they should consider that custom is very powernot building up. This idea is not original with Mr. Milk. ful, and, no matter how wrong (rong) it may be, it seems to
It originated with insurance agents-who insure souls root itself so firmly in some people's (pepol's) mind that it is
against future fire-because Colonel ln~ersol~ had torn ~own not only hard, but almost impossible, to eradicate it, and of
the walls of hell. He did damage tlte~r busmese materially. this there is overwhelming proof. An English preacher
Is that the institution which Mr. Milk would like to see re- here once sermonized thus : "God's hall-seeing hies-the air
built? Are the comforts of his religion gone with the anni- of your ead- an ho!d sinner-the hair of the hatmosphere
hilation of sulphurous flames? The homes made happy his unelthy," and of course must hav thought those words
" over here" by Ingersoll's words are more than counter- were very nice; but they were offensiv to his hearers, and
they told him so, and his answer was: ''I use not honly the
balanced by the loss to the said insurance agents.
The "batch" of questioqs propounded by Mr. Milk con- boldest, but the best and most refined, Binglish, therefore I
cerning Voltaire, Paine and Company indicate that he was will never giv hit hup. If I were to pronounce those words
having one of his unthi_nkinq fit~ Wb.tln ht! wro.~ them. If as his your custom, they would not honly be very hoffensiv
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to me, but they would av no power, and I would av to quit
preaching again." An aristocratic German once ordered his
boy to take wheat to the mill, and it was the custom, there
and then, to put the grain iii one erid of the bag, and a stone
in the other end to balance it on the horse's back. The boy
put the wheat in the bag, but forgot to put in the stone, and
when he put the bag on the horse, about half of the wheat
went to the opposit end, and he at once saw that the bag
was balanced without the stone, and was so elated that he
exclaimed, "Father! father I just see here! we don't hav
to put the stone into the bag any more," but his father, instead of lavishing praise on the boy for his great discovery,
shook llis fist at him, arid, in a loud, threatening manner,
said, "John! do you want to know more than your father
aud grandfather? I tell you to put the wheat in one end of
the bag, and the stone in the other end." Such ludicrous
scenes prove .conclusivly that some people cling so stubbornly to customs that they will neither learn nor be taught.
When I dropped the mute e in (Moote) my name, it caused
a furor among others of that name, and they saiu it was
awful that I had changed my name; but they would cling
to thee because their grandfather had it in his name. But the
most of them hav now dropped it. Complaints hav been
made to me that the words hav, giv, and liv in THE TimTII
SEEKER had not the accustomed e, but when asked why they
should hav it, they could not tell me. It certainly is strange
that lexicographers, who understand the different languages,
and use just letters enough to pronounce words correctly,
wa, no, nt, nolej, leg, tisik, should still cling to and use the
same words with all the dumb letters in them; and hundreds of words hav the dumb k, p, w, or x prefixed to them,
and the dumb b, n, e, s, or w affixed to them, and hundreds of
words hav the dumb letters interspersed, evidently just to
perplex and hinder the learner. The same letters should not
be hard and soft, andfshould take the place of ph and gh.
If rough is ruf, then plough is pluf, not plow. Editors
plead for short communications, then why should they be
made longer with so many nonsensical letters? Miss Collier's letter shows that she is well versed in English, therefore I think she will readily see that silent letters are futil.
Therefore it is obvious they should never cumber words, not
even for custom's sake; and further, she will see many old
words that hav dropped their silent letter or letters, and if
she would omit two silent letters in her name, it would be
shorter and just as nice, and would be Lizze Colier still.
A. MooT.
OTTAWA, ONT., April13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav always been an admirer of Mr. E. A.
Stevens, because of his untiring efforts to promote the noble
cause of Freethought. I am therefore sorry to remind the
unselfish gentleman that the foremost quality of a Liberal
should be a love of justice. In an article lately published in
THE TRUTH SEEKER entitled, "Rome Dominates the Dominion," Mr. Stevens, I think, displays a deplorable prejudice
toward a nationality that never injured him. I know that in
this he is inspired by reading the unjust articles published in
the Ontario Francophobe press, viz., the W01·ld, the Orange
Sentinel, and the Mail. Now, these papers are published
and read by a class of people that so hate the French Canadians that they would gleefully breakfast on stewed Frenchmen every morning. I am even inclined to think they would
gladly dine on roast Freethinker. Mr. Stevens should therefore hav studied both sides of the question before making the
sweeping charges of ignorance he does against the French
Canadians. Be should, for instance, hav read the defense of
this nationality uttered by Mr. Ross, minister of education
for Ontario. Mr. Ross is a Protestant, and cannot therefore
be accused of partiality for or fear of the French element, as
his. constituents are English. He, however, in his speech in
parliament, refuted the charges of ignorance hurled by the
Orange press against the French Canadians. Mr. Stevens
should also hav studied Mr. Colby's speech in the house of
commons. Mr. Stevens would hav then learned that it is
quite easy to make charges and accusations, but another
thing to prove them. Mr. Stevens, in the article in question,
proves himself a little inconsistent; for instance, he reproaches us French Canadians with " being bound together
by strong ties of race, religion, and laws to which they cling
with the tenacity of ignorance." Now, it may be a crime to
love one's nationality-a greater one, perhaps, to cherish
one's mother tongue-but I am so made that I would not
giv a raw peanut for a man of whatever nationality that did
not love both. I am not generally accused by those that
know me best of having a very great· love for the priests, yet
I must admit that I am thankful to them for " sternly punishing infanticide," for which Mr. Stevens would hold them up
to the world's contempt. I may be selfish in my approval of
the priests in this, but the readers will, I hope, forgiv me
this act of selfishness, when I tell them I was born of a
French Catholic mother, and, as Pat would say, "I would
hate to hav died before I was born."
In closing, I hope Mr. Stevens will forgiv me if I take upon
myself to giv him advice. It is this: When yon do not know
the elementary principles of a language, never quote anything in that language. I do not pretend to be proficient in
the English vernacular, but I think I know French; and
what you mean by Le bas (Janadiene pere is one of the riddles
I hav to giv up. Whether it means a mammal, a fish, or a
house I do not know; so that accusing people of ignorance
witho~t knowing them, and by hearaay, is making usc of a
gun that is liable to go off at the butt. Believe me, ~he
French Canadians will not obstruct the passing of the Nme
Demands of the American Secular Union, when they come
before Congress, and Freetbought will in no way gain hy your
shouting that the French Canadians are ignorant. Continue
your good work for the grand cause of Freethought in
another way. Stick to your text, and to facts-facts!
'
Respectfully,
L. F. MATHE.
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seems to fail in some cases. " Six and four
are how many?" asked the teacher.
"Eleven!" shouts a little boy, who has
JGdit«J. by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall worked hard to learn by rote as much of his
River, Ma88., to tJJMm all (Jommunicationsfor ' arithmetic as possible. "Hum," says the
teacher, shaking his head; "think a mothis OO'I"'IM slwuld. b6 B<mt.
ment." "Twelve." "No." "Thirteen."
"Now what makes you think it could be
" Between the dark and the daylight,
thirteen? Suppose you had guessed a smaller
Wlien the night is beginning to lower,
number-ten, for instance?" "Oh, no," said
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
the boy, confidently, "it couldn't be ten."
" Why not ?" " Because five and five make
that."
A Little Wheedler.

9ihildrtn' s fiorntr.

''There never was a grandma half so good I"
He whispered, while beside her chair he stood,
And laid his rosy cheek,
With a manner very meek,
Against her dear old face, in loving mood.
"There never was a nicer grandma born I
I know some little boy must be forlorn
Because he's uoue like you;
I wonder what I'd do
Without a grandma's kisses night and morn I
"There never was a dearer grandma-there!"
He kissed her and he smoothed her snow-white
·
hair;
Then he fixed her rufiled cap
And nestled in her lap,
While grandma, smiling, rooked her old armchair.
" When I'm a man, what lots to you I'll bring !
A horse and carriage, and a watch and ring.
All grandmas are so nice !
(Just here he kissed her twice)
All grandmas ll:iv a boy most anything l"
Before his dear old grandma could reply,
This boy looked up, and with a roguish eye,
Tbeu he whispered in her ear,
That nobody might hear :
"Say, grandma, hav you auy more mince-pie?"

Little.
Seleotea bU Jennte Vase Graham.

Everything is beautiful when it is little,
except souls ; little pigs, little lambs, little
birds, little kittens, little children. Little
martin-boxes of houses are generally the most
happy and cosy; little villages are nearer to
being atoms of a shattered paradise th~n anything we know of. Little fortunes brmg the
most content, and little hopes the least disappointment. Little words are the sweetest to
hear, and little charities fly the farthest and
stay the longest on the wing. Little lakes are
the stillest, little hearts the fullest, and little
farms best tilled. Little books the most read,
and little songs the best loved. When nature
would make anything especially, rare and
beautiful, she makes it little-little pearls,
little diamonds, little dews. Everybody calls
that little which they love best on earth. We
once heard ·a good sort of man speak of his
little wife, and we fancied she must be a perfect bijou of a woman. We saw her; she
weighed two hundred and ten. We were
surprised; but then it was no joke-the man
meant it. He could put his wife in his heart,
and hav room for other things be&ides; and
what was she but precious, and what could
she be but little? We rather doubt the stories
of great nuggets of gold we sometimes hear
of for nature deals in Iittles almost altogether. Life is made up of Iittles. Death is
.what remains of them all. Day is made up
of little beams, and night is glorious with
little stars.-Herald of Health, 1864.

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
"Father," said the lad, "I grant you
Your parental right to whale,
But ere you begin proceedings
Please remove the shingle nail."
It was at the breakfast table, and the principal article of food that morning was shad.
Little Charlie, aged five, notwithstanding his
portion had been carefully prepared for him,
was having a pretty hard time of it, for he
kept finding bones, some as sharp as needles
and some sharper than ordinary pins, but all
sharp, as shad bones always are. Finally the
little philosopher astonished the table with
the remark: " "Mamma, I don't see how a
shad wiggles without pricking himself."
A little Adams street boy had been extremely naughty at dinner, and had been
· sent away from the table just as his favorit
dessert-cabinet pudding with butter saucewas being served. About 9 o'clock that evening, as his parents were alone in the sittingroom, a tear-stained little face and a whiterobed figure appeared at the door. "Mamma," he sai<i, between sobs, "you told me
never to go to sleep when anything wrong
had been done until it was all fixed right, so
I came down to tell you that-that-1 for,giv
you and papa for what you did to me at the
dinner table."
The study of mathematics is especially
recommended as a means of developing the
reasoning faculties. No doubt it is adapted
to accomplish that very desirable end; but it

Correspondence.

doat." Or if the other way, "Tuie nassy
doat." And if we scolded them, "Mamma
nassy doat." If I ask True now who is a
"nasty goat," it is always Lou.
We are having lovely spring weather. I
hav been making flower-beds in the wilderness as we are the first to break the soil here
in the woods. I hav sweet mignonet, portulacca, zinnia, pinks, lup~nus, larkBJ?ur, elyseum dianthus, pansy, mimosa, pudica, sensitiv plant and carnation pinks, besides odds
and ends. ' I expect the desert will blos~om
like the rose. I hear the children's voiCes
laughing and talking down the path. They
are playing hide-a-stick, and Tru.e laughs
"loud and long" when she hides tt so Lou
can't find it. I wish you could see her get
upon a big stump in front of the house and
make a speech. She went to a school exhibition here and saw them make a bow before
and after speaking, so she bows between
every word and jerks the word~ out so: ".1
had-a little-hobby-horse-his name-Is
doppy day. Head-a made-o pea-taw tao
o-made o hay-1 sodid-him and bidehim-and wode him fo a town, up town-a
dusus-vin-and bowed my hobby-down."
I don't know that you can make this out. You
certainly can't see the bright eyes and pink
cheeks of the baby girl on the old mossy
stump. She will speak lots of little pieces
one right after the other. She learns them
easily. The other day I read about the gypsies carrying the baby in a carpet-bag, and
she looked up and said: "Did him c~y?
You carry me in sotie (satchel) when me ht e
bit baby, ma." We went into a neighbor's to
see a new baby, and when True came home
her grandpa asked her how big the baby
was. She held her hands about three inches
apart and kept getting them farther apart,
and ;aid : "He be so wide-littie bit e tute
sin (thing)."
'fhe children hav been studying snails, and
I read the article on snails in the Cnildren•s
Corner and they collected a lot of various
sizes a~d corraled a big slug, and wanted me
to come out and look at them. And we
could see their eyes plainly. The slu.g has a
cap or hood and holes in the sides as large as
a small pea. I do not enjoy handling them,
but True will carry them around. She left
one on the floor yesterday and I stepped on it,
and she said: "Oh, my; dot's too bod!"
We hav reading every day in the Children's
Corner or some book on natural history and
questidns. Lou is fond of stories, and is very
anxious to go to school and learn to read herself so as to be able to write to the Children's
Cor~er. I am very much interested in our
Children's Corner, and I hav been thinking
that some one ought to write an article on the
effects of corsets for the girls. They giv
boys good advice on the tobacco and temperance questions. And if, as Alice B. Stockholm-! think is the name, author of "Tokology"-claims, corsets hav done more harm to
present and future generations than rum,
the girls ought to be warned. Fashion is a
craze almost incurable. It seems to me
women think they cannot go without corsets
and bangs and bustles, puffs and puckers.
I think if women want to be free, they will
hav to step out of some of the superfluous
Your friend and admirer,
filagree.
JENNIE VosE GRAHAM.

OAK MILLS, KAN., April 3, 1889.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Kind Friend: As I
hav a few leisure moments, I will occupy
them by writing you a letter. Since I last
wrote to you I hav been reading some good
literature. I commenced reading lately Helen
H. Gardener's "Men, Women, and Gods,"
and I find it very interesting, and I say in the
words of Colonel Ingersoll: "No human being can a.nswer her arguments. There is no
answer. All the priests in the world cannot
explain away hei: objections. There is no
explanation. They should remain dumb, unless they can show that the impossible is the
probable-that slavery is better than freedom
-that polygamy is the friend of womenthat the innocent can justly suffer for the
guilty, and that to persecute for opinion's
sake is an act of love and worship." Our
teacher, Miss Schiffbauer, has read Miss Gardener's book, and she speaks of it in the highest terms, as I think everybody will who
reads it. I hav also been reading Edgar c.·
Beall's great book, " The Brain and the
Bible," and, like Miss Gardener's "Men,
Women, and Gods," it is unanswerable. I
wish everybody in the world could read· these
two valuable books. Both of them contain
an introduction by Colonel Ingersoll, which
adds still more to their merits. Colonel Ingersoll, in the introduction, says of "The
Brain and the Bible:" "This book is w~:itten
by a brave and honest man, is filled with
brave and honest thoughts. The arguments
it presents cannot be answered by all the
theologians in the world."
Before me on the table lie copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, and Freethinkers'
Magazine-three of the grandest journals published in this country. I would rather hav
them than Harper's, Scribner's, Leslie's, Lippincott's, and Don Piatt's publications. They
are far more valuable. Their beautiful pages
contain the richest gems of wit, wisdom, and
eloquence, from the minds of the world's
greatest, purest, and noblest men and women.
Their pages are not filled with sickening nonsense and fiction, but from the first page to
the last your eyes rest upon " the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth."
Their highest aspiration is to serve humanity,
and free the minds of the peoole from the
dogmas of superstition, priestcraft, and the
church. Eugene Macdonald, Horace Seaver,
and H. L. Green should be counted among
the world's bravest and noblest men. They
hav stood brave and firm in battling against
the three great evils which I hav already
mentioned. Superstition is fading from the
minds of the people ; priestcraft is beginning
to howl with fear; the church is sinking in
the mires of ignorance, and Freethought and
humanity, with their brave and tireless leaders, are destined to a glorious triumph. With .All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
best wishes to you and the readers of the
12mo, 800pp., $1.50.
Corner, and with a hope that you will all see Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories
the time when Freethought becomes triumphfor Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25.
ant, I will close my letter, ever.remaining,
Story
Hour. An Exceptionally HandTrue to the cause, GEo. J. REMBB1JRG.
some and Interesting Book, Wif.hout Supersti-

AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. B. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Advancement roe Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25o.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH .OR AGNOSTICISM?
-oTivo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
Presbyterian Evangeltst, to Oolouel Ingersoll, and
two Replies theret!J .. Dr. Field is one of the exoeediugll few Ohnst1aus who hav opposed Oolouel
lugersol kindly and. oourteousJy, and the q:re11.t
Agnostic has used h1m aooordl!!gly._ Dr. F1eld's
arguments, however, are broken m p1eoes.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents.
Oontaius testimonies of the ea.r!Y .Ohri~ti!'-n Fathers and others, and cases of stn~~g Similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religiOns.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

VOLT !IRE'S ROMANCES,
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romanoe.-Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Jl:l;an of Forty O~owns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-MicromruLas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Menmom the Philoeopher.-Audres Des Touches
ru; Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Oouversa.tio::::
With a Ohiuese.-Plato's Dream.-A. Pleas:ure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure m Ind1a.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Pr.!9e1 _cloth, beveled boards, $1.50j pendper covers, $1. J::UW: calf or half morocco. marolt
edges,$4 · 0 ~ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

--

THOUGHTS ON SCIENCF, THE·
OLOGY, AND ETHICS.

BY JoHN WILBoN, M.A.
·The object of the book, as expressed il! th!l prefto giv a correct sketch of the mam hues of
moaern thought in small co:rppass, and in language simPle enough to be ea~lly understood. In
other words, it is a cou.deus!l-tlOu of :rpore v~lumi
uous writers, and olass1ficat1~n of the~r defimtions
of science, theology, and ethics, and a statemeu t
of what belongs to each. As a text-book to clear
thinking and logical reas~miug, ~ud a gui.de in
forming scientific conclusions, th1s. book lS invaluable. The Ltteraru Gutae ranks 1t as "one of
the foremost works of the present century i" while
tion. for Ohildreu and Youth. The Only Free- the Freethtnker, in "heartily recommeudmg it"
thinkers' Ohildreu•s Story-Book ever issued. as "simple and lucid in style, correct in th~ught,
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large and ample in information," declares that 1t "is
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus- just the thing to put _iu the hands <?f a plain man
trated covers ; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
who desires the be)lt·l?eas ou evolutiOn m relation
to science and eth1cs m a moderate compass."
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Miss Wixon's Works.

RAINIER, ORE., March 21, 1889.
SusAN II. WixoN, Dear Friend: You will
please excuse me for troubling you again.
Since reading your lecture, "'fhe Church
and Women," I wanted to tell you we thought
that lecture could not be beat. How heartily
we lau&hed over some of the witticisms!
.JUST PUBLISIIED %
Even eight-year-old Lou enjoyed it and
laughed over poor dusty old Adam and his
"THE
hunt up and down for a conjugal partner.
I hav been filling a scrapbook of three
hundred pages with Children's Corner articles from the Boston Investigator and TRUTH
A OOLLEOTION OF
SEEKER. Aunt Elmina has sent at different
Original and Selected Hymns
times THE TRUTH SEEKER. She sent the one
with my letter in. I was so surprised when
(Words and .Music)
I got a letter from a Liberal !n New York, For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
saying he had read my letter m THE TRUTH
For Schools and the llome.
SEEKER. I should never hav thought of sending such a crazy mess for publication. But
OOMPILED BY
if you considered it worthy I hav nothing to
say. I will put it in the Children's Oorner
L. K. WASHBURN.
book, and my children can read a page of
PRICE,
$1.50.
their early life probably when I am gone. I
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
will send you a little article my mother read
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
to me when a child. I always liked it, and it
will hold a sweet memory of the past for me
as long as I liv. I did not know but it would
be suitable for the Corner. But if not, it is
all the same. I shall not care. And if it
suits you I shall be glad. You could giv it
to some little friend if you do not want to
make use of it. I send also "The Goat and
the Swing," by J. T. Trowbridge. We hav
LI~UOR DRINKING
had a good deal of sport over it. It is so
applicable to people. When Gertie-True we ommended, Defended, and Enjoined
call her-could just talk, she and a little
by the Bible.
cousin six months younger would get into
spats, and we would tell them they must not
be such nasty goats, or call them quarrelsome
BY E. C. WALKER.
goats. And they soon got so they would This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
say, "Me ain't nassy doat-Minnie nassy Morals." 48 pages; price 10 oen ts.

Cosmian Hymn Book.

Bi~lo Tomporanco:

ace~ is

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Oharaoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology.
Paper, 8vo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

--

BOOKS ON l[EDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 1liooo pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in Eug "sh or German.
A new cheap edition at only 1.5P.
BOIENOE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
BY Dr. E. B. Foote. Fiv~ volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes m one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 Pages.
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-BOIENOE SERIES (Dime Pam·
phlets). BY Dr. E. B_. Foote, Jr., viz•.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Dlsease,"represeutiugthe germ
theory, advocating. per~onal and _puqlio hygiene
and opposing vaccmat10n; "Health m the Bunbeam1" oonsiderin.g the· blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 celilts each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pj\_ges~ cloth
bound, $2"h ~'Heredity!" by Loriug_Mooay, 159
Q.ages,olot 1 75cents; 'The Law of Heredity," by
F H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents • ' Generation before ~?Been:
eration/' by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.t)O cents;
ports or Oonveutrous and Parlor meetin¥S during
1882,'' 10 cent.!!,.i "Third Annual Oouvent10n of the
Institute of .ueredity,MaY 29, 1888." 10 cents.
Address:
'l'IUil 'l':l;tUTll B:EEJ.UilR.
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Parturition Without Pain.
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Jfrt~thinkt~~, ,ilmatUtt,

AND HYGmNE, or, THE MYBTERmB OF MAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2 1· by mail. Illustrated catalog free.
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Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Ba.uita.ry a.ud Physiolog!ca.l Relations,
a.nd in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health a.ud
Greater Ability. ·
Br M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D.
The SeienttiCO .American says : "This work is
scientific, sober, clean, and worthy of conscientious oousideratieu by every possible parent, a.ud
particularly by the young." S1.

1889.

INDIANA.

• . JLUNB.

BY M. L. HoLB:BOOI, M.D.
Goaev•s Laav•s Boo1c saYs : " We _giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The mformatiou it
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

-AND-

FLORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., JacksQnville.

NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The Boston Post says : "This book actuallY
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
Price by mail S1.

NEW YORK:

OB,
FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH A.ND WoBir.
The New York Herald says: )'Dr. Holbrook's
book is among the very best of its kind."
The Home ana Garaen says: "A study of this
book will enable any in telligeu t reader to make a
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
every da.y in providing for a. family, besides in·
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BUirEB Co.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL·
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parent·
ess, with little money, fail" education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narra.tiv is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BE EKE!!,

Twentieth Century.
DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and. Social !i egenera.tion.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST, EDIToR.
It oouta.ius, besides crisp and pointed editorials
!!,nd contributions from a corps of able writers, the
t:!uuday addresses of the editor before Unity conPRICE. 25 CENTS.
gregation.
It is the only so-called "Liberal "paper that ad·
vocates radical social regeneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free disCODS AND REL.ICIONS cussion
of a.ll relhtions and economic theories.
OF
Twelve pages. Issued weekJ.y. Annual subsorip
$1. P'"" Sample Copies Free. All subscribers
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES. tiou,
will receive a copy of Mr. Pentecost's book," What
Vol. I. Givs a. Full Account of all the Gods, in- I Believe." Address :
MODERN IMITATION OF CHRIST,
TWENTmTH CENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
No.4 WA.BBEN BT., Nzw YoBK.
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
As to his Life on Earth and. his Communism.
avo, 835P{l. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Religious Systems of the World.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
avo, 957pp. Oloth, $8 per vol.; the
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer oJ
2 vols., $5; leather, $7; morocco, gilt edges, $8.
Creation.
BY D. M. BENNETT•
BY T. E. LONGSHORE.
• 75 Cents.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
5 cents per copy; 50 cents per dozen; $1 for 25.
~ This book was supJYressed by tne first .Amer28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
ican publisher•.JEI

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

FATHER, SON &HOLY GHOST.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Ingersoll and the Deist
BY

A NATIVE "TAR HEEL,"

Price,

Paper, 25 Cents.

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
London.
'
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., London, E. C.
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.

Biographies of 800 of the Leading "Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the present. Svo. t,075pp., cloth, $3;
leather, $4 ; mor ., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
TRII:

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM

New Edition, Revisej <illd Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
C:-.~RDENER 1
Introduction by
ROBER'l' G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 lleuts.
TluJ Trade Supplied at I:Jpeoial 1Ji8oount8.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-eugra.~s of Miss Gardener a.re for sale
a.t this office. Pnce, 40c.: with a.utonavh, 50 eta.

BY HELEN H.

Bixty-fifJe Years' In'Dariable Bueoess.'
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Ml\rket st., Sydney, N.S.W. The Blble-Wllat Is IU A pam- pr FOB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OB EARS. Imrelief from Granulations, Iuflamma.tious,
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation mediate
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
AUSTRALIA.

NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanp;anui.

SOCIA,:. WEALTH,

of the assumption that the Bible is a. divine Bight of Eyes. Deafness, Drummmg, Riuging_of
book of pure thought, a.ud correct in all its the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Uautterances.· Price, 25 cents.
ta.rrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly reStudies in Theology. A clear exposi- moved. Bent the world over. Box with instrucB. A. NEALE,
tion of the biblical story of man's creation tions, by mail, 25 cents.
10t28
Shakers P. 0, N.Y
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

The Bol6 Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
.Aoguirement and .Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
$1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.
As a Means for the Production of
Relief Printing Plates

Essenoe of Religion.

We can recommend the three processes operated
By L. FEUERBA.<JH.
by this Cotp._l)auy.
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for cheap and coarse
newspaper work, a.ud their MOBS-TYPE process, Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
by which engravings are made direct from photo50 ots.
graphs, as well as their MOSS PROCESS OF
PHOT\)-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imther like.methodR.
Address
moral~-.E:ctraot.
MOBS ENGRAVING CO.,
AddreSS THE TBUTII BEEB:EB Oo.
585 Pearl Bt., New York•

•

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

uegativ. and affirmativ. s~andJ:IOjut, showing
what it lB not and what 1t lB. Price, 5 cents.
By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVINJ Professor of
tf
Physiological Mediciu and Meaica.l Juris·
prudeuoe in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
LIBERALS SUPPLIED
Paper, 11!lno, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
With GOVERNMENT LAND or CHEAP DEEDHis analysis of uerveus and mental phenomena
ED CLAIMS. Address, inclosing stamp, TRIPP is sharply soieutifill; his pathological theories are
rational, clear, and modern.-Meatca! Revtew.
AND MINER, Hay Springs, Nebraska.
8m14
His lau~uage is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logioa.I.-Liberal Chrtsttan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

RUPTURES

CURED~J

Medical Compound and Im ro..-ed
StO dav• Reliable reference! given. Send
•tamp for circular, and •av in tDhall'f.l~

~lastle Su-pporter Truss in~om 30 to '

Gl\l\.
Y.&. Gllli!IBr.IIB!Ultlllg,ldllal CIQ. !Uu

1/0Utatomllad•.,.-1. Addre11a

Bimil•r advertismeut.s from unreliable Pr~oti
tiouer• hav been freqneutly assailed and expos~d
by the press, but Dr. Fellows stands f?remos~ JU
b1• p• ofession, and it is mfa to trust h1m. ~JI!g
a atar oh LIBERAL is further proof of hlB rellabll•
ity.-National View.
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l!oetrg.
" Elsmeria Clericornm."
As man ascends in nature's rising scaleAs brain grows larger, nerves grow more refinedNew maladies, unnamed before, assail
His higher instincts and more reasoning mind.
One of the new-born ills, now widely spread,
The Boston D. D's. call" Elsmeria."
Its symptoms are "ideas in the head,"
A reasoning, logical'' hysteria."
When clergymen this dread "Elsmeria" take,
And reckless quit the pulpit for tho forum,
Preach the whole truth for truth's and conscience's sake,
•Tis called, "Elsmeria Clericorum."
Few die of this, if doctored with decorum.
A draft, 'tis said, upon the troubled brain,
If of the proper size and aa valorem,
Has magic power over theologic painEspecially over Unitarian strain.
It givs the brain abnormal power to see
Through the dark problems of the trinityHow one are three, and three the same as one;
How father is not older than the son;
How a "begotten son " a God can be,
While holding" nothing born is deity;"
How, when no part of GJd on Calvary died,
Still God, in Christ, was truly crucified;
To see how deep heaven's great salvation plan;
How God must be "incarnated in man;"
That God, as man, might know man's nature
more,

Than he, as God his maker, knew before.
How best to treat this logical disease
Is now the problem of the world's D.D's.
Some think it wisest to revise the creeds,
Think argument still more "Elsmeria" breeds;
Some deem it best the novel to ignore,
As preaching only spreads the views the more.
In balmy days of medieval times,
When heresy was deemed the crime of crime~,
The doctors used a more heroic pill
When unrepentant skeptics they might kill.
Then orthodoxy taught the earth was fiat,
Bright Bruno taught •twas round I Bad doctrin
that•rwas rank "Elsmeria." Then a sweat theY tried.
Their fagots were too dry-brave Bruno died.
Professor Calvin to arrest a schism,
And cure a case of U nita•ianism,
·Tried bhstering on Servetus's skeptic skinTo draw the clericornm from within,
Through fierY zeal he fanned his coP.ls too hot,
And broiled his patient dead upon the spot.
Inquisitorial pills hav ever failed.
Truth will survive, though oft to crosses nailed.
No torturing rack, no seething fiame it fears;
On, on it livs through God's ewrnal years l
The stars roll on serene and bright on high,
Though bigots forced Galileo to lie;
Before all books and Bibles brains were made ;
In reason God religion's basis laid;
· Only by God-given reason can man know ·
Bibles from heaven or !:ring fiends below;
The master dared to trust man's "inner light''•· Judge ye yourselvs,•• said Jeans," what is right."
Cheer up then, brothers, trn•t your master's word,
Fear not that magic pen of Mrs. Ward.
Woman and Satan man to ruin Jed,
•Tis meet that woman "bruise the serpent's head."
Fox Lake, Wis., Jan. 25. 1889.
S. L. TYRRELL.

Reward and Merit, the Daughters
of Charity.
From whence comes the dark mantle that
enwraps our nature in idle vanity and makes
turbulent the intellect in its misty dreams of
selfishness ?
Prone to seek the death of antagonistic
ideas, we suffer only those to liv which giv
evidence unsurmountable, and giv battle to
those who honestly differ from us with opinion
most sacred to them, but to us unfounded.
How grand, sublime, and beautiful will be
the day of reconciliation, when the topmast
of inspiring thought will loom up above the
fog of superstition, to kiss the sun of development-when the bigot will cease to be selfish
and beat upon the heartstrings of sympathy
such chords of harmony as will strike joy to
the souls of each I. What can be more beautiful than to see the softening rays of benevolence shedding splendor upon the mirrored
countenance of another? What will reclaim
the debased and ragged beggar of selfishness
better than the sun of charity? The egotist,
dreaming of his self-aggrandb:ement, sleeps
only to awake in the morning of disappoint-

now merit a seat in the uppermost temple of
our memory. The bloody stain of intolerance
has disinherited the throne of reason and besmeared the otherwise beautiful carpet that
charity would hav spread to soften the tread
of advancement. ·Unmerited superstition has
received the merit due the chained warriors
of intellectual thought, who hav been imprisoned in the dark recesses of mythology.
The progressiv intellect that dared look
forth from its enslaved environments to
breathe the air of liberty, has been speedily
driven back and strangled with the chains of
persecution, while authority has often been
clothed in saintly garb.
Such proud and yet dismal clouds of intolerance hav stifled the spirit of charity, until
the upas of oppression has lost it"s poisonous
infection, and its fast-decaying substance is
now fostering the germs of liberty and progression.
Each of these can now be seen rising above
the horizon of superstition, and will eventually obtain their reward in the more glorious
noonday of enlightenment, when knowledge
and worth shall fellowship together in the lap
of Freethought, and light up the darkness of
the now unknown mysteries, and reasc>n will
revel, unrestricted, in the bosom of development. Nature will be acknowledged and
trusted as the guardian of our existence, and
all will learn to love and not fear the great
first cause.
To-day is the time to cultivate the spirit of
tolerance and charity, that their blossoms
may scatter sweet perfume to be inhaled by
the children of the future.
The bigot should not be fc:>und in the Freethought ranks. But every lover of truth and
liberty should cultivate the spirit that will
render unto others what they would wish in
return. Man's inhumanity to man is only
equaled by man's inhumanity to self.
A. D. SWAN.

What He Got For His Arm.
J!rom George Stantlring•s Ratlical.

Sm: For some time past I ha.v been familiar with the appearance in the streets of London of a one-armed man in a white blouse,
with a white board before him, bearing on it
an inscription, and engaged-the man, I
mean, not the board-in the lucrativ occupation of selling lights. Last Fri:lay night,
August 31st, I came across him again; this
time in Kentish Town road. I stopped to
read the inscription on the board, and this is
what I saw:
Mr. W. Spotti woode L.L.D. F.R.S.
Gave 1\:[e A Sovereign After I
Lost MY Arm At t.he Bible
Works S<tying Tv at Is All I
Can Do For You And I
A.m TrYing To Sell These Lights.
Now, Messrs. Spottiswoode are, as most
people know, the queen's printers, and they
are also great Bible manufacturers. One
would hav thought that so wealthy a :firm as
theirs would do something more than pay
nine hundred and sixty farthings for an arm
lost in their employment. Only imagin, one
pound sterling for a limb I What need for
fencing in machinery and other safeguards,
when you can buy human flesh and blood at
that price? I don't care whether this occurred before the passing of the Employers'
Liability act or not. In either case the very
fact that a man should, by a misfortune happening to him when engaged in honest labor,
be compelled to try for a livelihood by selling
matches in the street, is a shame and a disgrace to employers and employed alike, and
could not occur were the workers organized.
-Olw.rles J. Garcia. ·

" Similar laws were made in several of the
American states; and they were not. merely
to be suspended in te1-rorem over the heads of
the guilty; they actually came down in all
their vengeance on many haples~ ~ictims"
(History of Intolerance, by Thos. Clarke).
" The framers of the federal Constitution,
remembering the persecution of dissenters
and nonconformists in the mother country
and in several American colonies, cut the
poisonous tree of persecution by the root, and
substituted for specific religious tests a simple
oath or solemn affirmation" (Church and
State in the United States).
Are we drifting back to the days of Puritan
intolerance? The efforts being made to establish the L·ord's day as a national Sabbath, and
to make the teaching of the "principles of
Christianity" in the public schools compulsory, looks like it.

ROME~

REASON

of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
~nd Catholicism. from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two SYS·
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critical Review.
Cloth, 12mo, S1.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~Memoir

W. S. BELL'S P A.HPHLETS.
The Con:ftict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15 OENTB.
Your treatment, of the "Con1lict" is excellent.
-Harry Hqover.

LIBERTY AND :MORALITY •
PRI<lE, 15 <JENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent a.nd useful
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a verY
~ble paper, a.nd deserves wide dissemina.tion.-The
discourse.~ames Parton.

Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 OENTS.
The number of heads under which~you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should be highl:r commended. Therefore
I take jp·eat pleasure m recommending" AntiProhibitlOn "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-~toverJtment.
J.J.McOabe.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

-

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin"' of the
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

LOOKING BACKWARD
BJ Edward Bellamy,

Author of ''Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
World.
· This astonishing book. how it haunts one,
like a grown-up "Alice in Wonderland I" The
mind follo"s entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
!Ts HISTORY AND ITS lNFLUENOE UPON
It is a. thought-breeding book_, a.nd all who are
•
SoomTY.
free to receive new liKht will ftna in it satisfaclion
and
inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
B!i: DB. LoUIS BUOHNER, Author of "Force and
The appeal is a ways made to a. man's reason,
Matter," etc.
and to his noblest sentiments: nenr to his sel·
fishness.-[Boston Post.
Translated from the German.
A glowing prophecY and a goFp3] of pr•ce,
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
where the pleasures of.this world are f, • ., t" all,
to
cheer but not enslave.-[The Nfttion.
Address TRE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.
A su~gestion Of a rPally practicaL• "'"I feasi.
ble SOCial State greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narratiV is rich in its forecast of
THE
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
lllmo, cloth, $1.511; paper, 50o.
MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

MATERIALISM:

HISTORY.

MIRACLES

By WINWOOD READE.
AJID
It is reallY a. remarkable book, in which univer·
sal history is " boiled down " with surprising
MIRACLE
WORKERS.
skill.-[Literary World.
B'l/ JOHN PECK.
You turn over his pages with a. fascination sim·
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lnter-Ocean.
" The mir11o0ulous is the impossible. Anything
Fis history has a continuitx. a rllsh, a carrying within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
power, which ..eminds us stnkingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
Price,1D cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extr~ cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·The Present and the Future
28 LafaYette Pl •• New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

REASON.

FAITH

A concise account of the Ohristian Religion, a.nd
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Ohristianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt~quotations from the sacred books
of. the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generally unknown be obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Rev;ew.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

NOW READY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.

This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver during the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
Intolerance.
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
From the Deni•on, Tex., Gazetteer.
Investigator. EverY Liberal should hav this book
in
his home. It is now readY for delivery.
The following are some of the laws made
Price, $1.00.
in the dominion of New Haven, one of the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
general divisions of Connecticut, at its first
settlement:
No one shall be a freeman, or giv a vote, unless
he be converted, and a member in full communion
of one of the churches allowAd in this dominion.
ment to see the goddess of investigation being
No man shall hold any office who is not sound
A RADICAL ROMANCE.
crowned with the wreath of wisdom. Merit in the faith, and faithful to this dominion; and
claims only such reward as naturally falls to whoever givs a vote to such a person, 'shall pay a
By WILLIAM McDONNELL.
the true and noble. He who fights for an fine of one Pound. For a second offense he shall
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
be disfranchised.
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beauhonest opinion, althougb. it may be an error,
Each freeman shall swear by the blessed God, to
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
will by charity be allowed to wed the maiden bear true allegiance to this dominion, and that
of reward. The noble son who defends a Jesus is the only king.
The story is used by the author to teach Freemother's name, although she may not be deNo Quaker, or dissenter from the established thought,
to remove superstition from the minds
worship of this dominion, shall be allowed to giv of
who would not read a polemical essay,
serving, should gather the sheaves of public a vote for the election of magistrates, or any andthose
to urge racts against the various churches.
approval. Charity is the brightest star in the officer.
believing which their supporters will desert thsm,
book is an argument as well as a novel but
galaxy of human achievements, the richest
No food or lodging sh•Jl be afforded to a Quaker, The
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
diamond in the crown of Tirtue.
Adamite, or other heretic.
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
If any person turn~ Quaker, he shall be ban- to take the antidote to thAological Poisoning withWhen charity meets her reward, the red ished, and not suffered to return, but upon pain out knowin~ it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convinCingly, and always braces his romances
stain of oppression will grow green in the of death.
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
No priest shall abide in the dominion. He shall Those
spring-time of benevolence. Ignorance, in
who hav read his previous works need not
absence of charity, bas perfumed the air of, be, banished, and. suffer death on. his return. be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
· g fi es h of mar tyrs, w h o 1j Pnests
ages Wl'th th e b u r nm
rant. may be seized by anyone w1thout a warPrioe, in paper, 50 cents ; in cloth. 75 cents.

Reminiscences of a Preacher.

Republic of Nortlt America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating: associate life as a. remedy :for
poverty, vice} and cnme. It deals with the ~resent
condit10ns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the _Principles of
Rational Communism. The book IS vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,G9c.; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl .• New York.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
O:K

TRB

Declaration of Inde pen de rce,
AL80TllB

Immortal Document,.
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 eta ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THB TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafa:vette Place. New York.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA;
CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches. for Farmers, Mechanics. Machinists,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Generally, with

Numerous Maps. lllustra.tions, and Diagrams
Illustrating some of the more Important Comparativ Statistics of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of " Cold F~tcts " boiled down in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 •

•
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Paine Vindicated!
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York OIJSM'ver 1s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the Amertoa.n Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and""
their refutation.

-oBT ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recentlY reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITB

A. BOMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
Fabricated .Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

LIMI'fATlONS OF TOLERArriON.
BY

Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
Hon. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, and
General STEWAR'r L. WOODFORD.
PRICE, TEN CENTS PER COPY.

avo, 1,119pp. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, f4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

~ocicty

of Keui, 0

Tile Newark. Liberal

Robert G . Ingersoll,
IN THE

Alu·on, 0.,

TRIAL OF C., B. REYNOLDS
FOR

"B LA S PH E MY,"
AT

Lca;;tH~

-

Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market. and HalseY streets. Sea.ts
free and eve1·ybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

BY

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
Crimes and Persecutions.

The Secular

ARGUMENT

THE
THEIR

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i?'
meets every Sunday in Indu2trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts .• at 2 :3G and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions orr religious and social questions
A.ble speakers interest the a.udience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Seakerpublications HolwaYB on hand a.t cheap rate~

Meets semi-monthly, first and third SundaYS, at 2
It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrins of Liberalism on the P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
most important subject of the world-the right to think and speak and write. The supe- cultivation are invited. JI1ARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.
riority of our doctrins on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was
Tile _,.anhat.an il....ibm·at Club,N.Y
never better set forth, and must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'do6k, at Ger
to reason.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
man Masonic Temple, 220 Eant 15th street. Lect
ureB and diKcus8ionK. The put>lic cordially invited

BY W. H. BURR.
This Pamphlet shows that the aoooun t of Paine's
dnng moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its princi.
pa.l oha.rges} is a. forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick oonld ha.v written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

'1fl1c Forum.
Chicago Secular Union meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80 P.Jll,, a.t 558 West Madison street
Leoturea and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

IFJJ•cet.hou~ht

Union.

The Akron Freethought Union meets even
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cra.mer's Block
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Brooklyn Pl•ilm;opbicsl Associa

MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
--------

Stenographically reported, and re'IJiaed by the autlwr.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
·

Uon,
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d stre~t, Brooklyn, lli. D., at 3 P.lll., everY
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

Cfcvelaud, 0 ., !>.cculal', Union
Holds meetings everY Sunday evening at 7 r.M., a
room 29, CitY HaU. Even body is invited to attend

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain Tl1e Minneapolis Sc~ular Union
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom Meets every SundaY at 7:30P.M , at 412 Nicollet
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his ave.,Rooms 12 and 14. Eastman block, 1\liuneapolia,
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the Minn. J, F. MACOiiiBEB, Pres.; CRAS. LoWND, Bee
opportunity. Such a. flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
AND
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape ha.v Jed to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
I-IISTORY
TwELVE OTHER DrsaouRsEs OF R:n:ABON.
meager and misleading newspaper references.
OF THJC
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a. jury: statesmen and politiBV 0. B.FROTHLVGHAbL
cians a. clear exPosition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men INTELLECTUAL DEYELOPMEN'l
and
women
everywhere,
a
Magna
Charta
of
their
rjg)lts.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent a.s Theodore Par·
Of Em·opc.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou~ht, thorough conviction, and great
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, ss.
a.hility.-[Phila.. Press.
By JOHN WILLIAM DEAPEfl, M.D .. LL.Il
Extra cloth, 12m.o, 238pp,, $1.
Address THE TltUTH SEEKER.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

THE SAFEST CREED,

L. K. Washburn's Works. R 0 M A N I S M,

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BroGRA.PmaAL SKETCHES AND EssAYS.
BY CHARLES BRADLA.UGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bra.dlaugh has a. right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
at no very distant daY hav a few words to aa.y to
Mr. Bra.dlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the a.rgument.-[Chioago Interior.
Extra. cloth, gold ba.ok and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $U!5.
.
·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SAKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of thie
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Ba.nner of Light,"
" Religio-Philosophioa.l Journal," and manY Spiritualist papers and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
Extra. Cloih, 175 pp., $1.

The Reign of the Stoics..
THEIR

History, Religion: PhilosophY, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence, ·
and Justice ..
With Citations of .Authors Quoted from on
.Eaclt Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeda.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Thi8 book shows that many Chnstians might
Jearn muoh from these ancient heathen.-American BookBeller.

One or the most·valuable helps for those who
would understand the oharaoter of human progress in all agea.-National Qum·terll/ Review.
The author has shown himself a diligent student, an ardent admirer, and a. faithful in tarprater, of some of the most remarkable monuments of ancient thinking.-New York Tribune.
Reading this book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost ident.ical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Oincinnati CommerCial.
Leaky says of Marcus· Aurelius : " The purest
a.nd gentleet spirit of all the pagan world." Meriva.le says : "Of all the line the noblest and dearest." Ta.ine says : "The noblest snnl that evAr
lived." John Stuart Mill says : "He preserved
through life not onlY the most unblemished Jnstioe, but the tenderest heart."
Extra. Cloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKE~ CO.,
28 Lafayette Plaae. ~ew York,

~unday

and the Sabbath. '' A law

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
a.n impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

OR

DANCER AHEAD.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Articles of the Christian church are thirtythis Republic.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a. minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

Foliowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cenl!s.
Sph·itualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Price, paper, 40 cents.
Address TRE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

R.OBT. G, INGER§OLL'§
OPENING 8P.Elll(JH TO 'l'HE JURY

Tcle·

Western Union Telegraph Cf>mpany

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

So manY hav asked for copies of thia famous
speech tha.t THE TRUTH BEEKER ha.s obtained a
For the benefit of our readr'
ers who preserve their paners sup})lY and oa.n mail them to those who desire
-r~•r.•..d' :'.
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By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
The Church of Practical Religion.
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
:QY REPORTER.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
ohuroh without superstition, and its sucaoss.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents •
Uncle Job Sa.w.yer, the pastor, haVing established
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
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In which the author shows the repeated attempt
of men of every al!'e to acquire groa ter politico.
liberty; also vigorously attncks the very founda
tion of the religion of every age; dwolling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail
ing the account. of slavery in this country, call
the attention of thinking men and women to th~
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the work is replete wit.h astounding facts antl
weighty r.rguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. BPENOER.
Cloth, 12mo .• 138pp., price 75 cents.
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churches and Young Men's
Christian Association.
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Price $1.
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THE

ORDER OF CREATION.

A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
MINNESOTA has adopted a I!>W regulating
LINTON, REVILLE.
executions similar to the law of New York.
Genesis and Geology.
To prevent the criminal's being made a hero On the Oonfiict between
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Orea.tion and of Worship. By Hon.
of by the low classes, he is to receive only
W. E. Gladstone.
necessary visits in his cell, and the papers II. The
Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters
of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Hnxl_ey.
may publish but a very brief account of the
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. BY Prof. Max
execution.
Muller.
CONNECTICUT Will submit Prohibition to popular vote.
PENNBYLVANIA will ha V
a popular vote on Prohibition on June 18th.
THE lower house of
the Canadian parliament
has passed an extradition
bill.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a. Fair Trial!
BY Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Oreation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley,
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
Tbis is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
oarticipan ts are a guarantee of its able cha.ra.ctet·.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 LafaYette Place. New York.

RULERS infallibly decide the religion of the people. The true religion is always the religion of
the prince; the true God is the God to whom tl;e
prince desires his people to adhere; the will of the
priests, wllo govern the prince, always becomes
the will of God. A wit justly observ~d, that the
true religion is always that on whose side are the
prince and the hangman. Emperors and hangmen long supported the
gods of Rome against the
God of Ohristians; the latter, having gained to their
interest the emperors, their
soldiers, and their hang.
men, succeeded in destroying the worship of Roman
gods. The god of Mohammed has dispossessed the
God of Ohristians of a great
part of the dominions
which he formerly occnpied.-D'Ho!baoh.
IT will be seen that among
theologians heretics are
those of their number who
are not backed with a sufficient array of battalions to
render them orthodox.-

MANY artillery officers
concerned in the plot to
kill the czar hav been
arrested.
VIENNA has had a
streel;..car strike attended
with extensiv rioting and
loss of life.

Vo!!aire.

BOULANGER has left
Belgium by orders of the
government there, and
gone to London.
TEE czar is suffering
from extreme nervous
excitement, being in constant dread of attempts
upon his life.
--~

AT the time of the
Paris exposition the celebration will be joined
in by Frenchmen wherever they are the world
over.

---==-=--~

~~~~~~~~~

ONE set of preachers
make salvation to consist in
believing. They tell their
congregations that if they
believe in Ohrist their sins
shall be forgiven. This, in
the first place, is an encouragement to sin, in a
similar manner as when a
prodigal young · fellow is
told his father will pay all
his debts, he runs into debt
the faster, and becomes
more extravagant. Daddy,
sa.Y& he, pays all, and on he
goes. Just so in t.ho other
case,Ohrist par• a.'!. alld on
goes the sinner.-P£1ine.

'l'HE doctrin of forgivness
-the idea. that somebody
else can suffer in place of
the guilty-the notion tbll.t
JOSHUA'S SPIES SEEK CONGENIAL COMPANY.
just at the last the whole
And Joshua the son of Nun sent out of Shittim two men to spy secretly, saying, Go view the land, even Jericho. And
account can be settledTBE Salvation Army is
these ideas, doctrine, and
they went, and came unto a harlot's house, named Rahab, and lodged there.-Joshua ii, 1.
after an ex-member who
not.ions are calculated to
has written a book exfill penitentiaries. Nothing
breeds
extravagance
like the credit system."EXPLANATORY
:
Last
week
we
announced
that
posing its money.getting and other tricks.
we were going on the trail of J. B. Davis, the Ingerso!!.
ON the 21st ult. there was a street-car strike
Apache avenue grocer, and that this week's issue
THE entire claim for the inspiration of the
at Minneapolis, Minn., in which much viowould contain an exPo~e calculated to startle the Bible on the score of its prophecies is completely
community.
We
had
over
a
column
of
it
in
type
lence was used and many wounds were inA MAN in a West Virginia 'City goes about with a
overthrown by their examination. It requires no
flicted.
handcart distributing daily newspapers. He must when Mr. Davis called at the Kicker office and scholarship to trace the alleged prophecies of
subscribed for the paper, and gave us a column .Ohrist; anyone with a reference Bible can do it,
be
the
Wheeling
Intelligencer.-Lowe!!
Courter.
TBE interstate commerce regulations are
'ad.• for a year. Mr. Davis is not only a genial,
PRm'EBBOR FLUNKEM : "Mr. Post, define the wholesouled gentleman, worthy of a place in our and will find that most of the prophecies bav no
proving powerless to check the railroad correference to Jesus, or, where they seem to hav
binomial
theorem."
Mr.
Post:
"Not
prepared."
best society, but an enterprising, go-ahead citizen
mptions and extortions at which they were
Professor Flnnkem: "Really, Mr. Post, I would who is a credit to the whole state. When yon such, the probability is that the event has been
aimed.
expect more from a man who does such good work want the best of goods at the lowest prices, call on recorded so as to fit the prediction.-Robort c.
Aaams in Pioneer Pfth.
SrNOE the procuring by labor unions of the in the rush line."- Yale Recora.
him."-ArizonaKiclter in Detroit Free Press.
Mn. TALMAGE now says that he knows all about
THE careful farmer : "What, man, are yon going
stoppage of convict contract labor, several
A TEACHER was giving a. natural history lesson. the Old Testament, that the prophecies wt>re fulconvicts hav been driven crazy by solitary to let your son serve his year in the infantry and "Ohildren," said she, "yon hav all seen the paw filled, and yet he does not know when the prophnot in the cavalry?" "I hav only one son, my
con:l'inement.
Isaac. Do yon think I can trust his life to an un- of a cat. It is as soft as velvet, isn't it?" "Yes, ecies were made-whether they were made before
mum." "And yon hav seen the paw of a dog?" or after the fact. He does not know whether the
WANAMAKER's Sunday-school class ha~ 685 reasoning animal?"-F!iegenae Blatter.
"Yes, mum." "Well, although the eat's paws destruction of Babylon was told before it hi\P·
pupils, against 288 for last year before he
NEPHEW: "Hold up, uncle I People'll think seem like velvet there, there is nevertheless, con- pened, or after. He knows nothing npon·the subhad received office for raising a $400,000 fund you're screwed !" Uncle (the wedding breakfast cealed in it, something that hurts. What is it?" No ject. He ·does not know who made the pretended
had been hilarious) : "Bcrew'd l No, no, answer. "The dog bites," said the teacher," when prophecies. He does not know that Isaiah or
to use in election.
Bheorgsh ! No' sh' bad 'sh that I •Shame timeis in anger, bnt what does the cat do?'' Jeremiah or Habakkuk or Hosea ever lived in this
TEE Texas Oltrdstian Advocate, organ of the don' le'sh be [lurching heavily] osht'ntas'h!y he
"Scratches," replied the boy. "Quite right," said world. He does not know who wrote a single book
shober!
Oan•t
bear
osht'ntash'n
!"-Punch.
Southern Methodist church, reprehends " the
the teacher, nodding her head, approvingly; of the Old Testament. He knows nothing on the
social crime" of a bishop in accepting the
DRUGGIST: "Who was that man yon just fired "now what has the cat got that the dog hasn't?" subject. He believes in the inspiration of the
out of the store?" Olerk: "Longjaw, salesman "Kittens!" exclaimed a boy in the back row.- Old Testament because ancient cities finally fell
hospitality of a colored elder.
into decay-were overrun and destroyed by enefor Tarabie and Oo. He sold us a. carload of fly- Piclt JJle Up.
SEvERAL advanoed thinkers connected with paper last year, and we got stuck on it. I told
mies, and he accounts for the fact that the Jew
"You will observe," remarked John Adams to does not lose his nationality by sa.:ring that the
the National Club of Boston are trying to him so, and he said that was what it was for."
form branch clubs in other cities to propagate Druggist : "You did right to kick him out. I'll Marquis de la Fayette, "that, unlike too many Old Testament is true.-Inoersoll.
other
nations, this broad land, from boundary to
NoT without astonishment can we look back at
" the principle of the brotherhood of human- pay your fine if he makes any tronble."-Buraette. boundary, holds none but freemen-that no slave
ity."
'
YoUNG brother: "I've had a liard tussle to keep of tyranny-" "Excuse me," politely interrupted what in those times were vopularly regarded as
criteria of truth. Doctrine were considered a.s
AT Hayti the war continues between the in good health sometimes. Why, one year I drank the marquis, "but I had understood that it con- established by the number of martyrs who had
nothing but milk, and ate no solid food what- tained some six hundred and ninety-seven thoutwo nativ generals claiming rule, Legitime, ever." Elder brother: "Blessed if I hav not sand, eight hundred and ninety-seven slaves, ac- professed them, by miracles, by the confession of
who seems to hav the best right and is presi- known yon ever since yon were born, and I ha~ cording to the last cens-" "Pardon me, sir," demons, of lunatics, or of parsons possessed of
dent of the republic, and Hyppolite, the rev- been with you all the time, but I can't remember broke in the American statesman, with dignity; evil spirits.-Professor Dra'IJ(Jr.
olutionary leader.
any such year." Young brother: "My first." "exclusiv of negroes?" "No." "Ah, I thought. THE fathers laid down as a distinct proposition
-Harper's Bazar.
so. A.s I was remarking, this broad land, from that pions frauds were justifiable, and even laudENTERPRIBmG Americans will open up
ELDER 0RossnoADB: u So, deacon, ye•vegot back boundary to boundary-but, as yon say; marquis, able; and if they had not laid this down, they
Persia to civilization, replacing primitiv from livin' in the city, hev yeT'' Deacon Oarryall a glass of Madeira is a pleasant stimulus to con- would nevertheless ha v practiced them as a neceswater tunnels with artesian wells, tallow (who has lost the· back farm in speculation): genial conversation." And they stimulated.- sary consequence of their doctrin of exclnsiv salvation. Immediately all eccl~siastical literature
candles with electric lights, and lack of "Humph !" Elder Orossroad : "Pnrty fine place, Puc7c.
I s'pose. Make much money in Wall street, deaJ. H. RYLEY, of the Oasino company, has met his became tainted with a spirit of the most unblushtraveling facilities with railroads.
con 1, Deacon Oarryall: "Rumph!" Elder
ing
mendacity. Heathenism was to be combated,
namesake, James Whitcomb Riley, the poet, very
AT Dedham, Mass., the burial of Mrs. Car- Orossroa.ds: "No •fense, deacon, but which was often during the past season. In fact, their routes and therefore prophecies of Ohriet by Orpheus
penter, Catholic, is giving rise to a great fight you, a bull or a. b'a.r ?" Deacon Carryall: seemed to be almost identical, and the poet•s name and the sibyls were forged, lying wonders were
between her relative and her Protestant hus- "Neither; I was a blarsted, long.eared, unhar- was always tbe first to greet the comedian on the multiplied, and ceaseless calumnies poured upon
nessed jackass."-Draite's Ma(Jazine.
hotel registers out West. "Occasionally this led those who, like Julian, opposed the faith. Hereband, who says that unless she is laid in what
"I AIN'T eggsactly what ye might call a wim- to complications," said Mr. Ryley, in speaking of tics were to be convinced, and therefore interpohe calls "consecrated ground" he cannot be men's righter," said old man Flint the other day the matter to a reporter. "In Buffalo, for in- lations of old wr~tings or complete forgeries were
laid beside her.
as he sat with his heels higher than his head in a stance, my wife was summoned to the office to habitually opposed to the forged gospels. The
veneration of relics and the monastic system were
THE czar has brusquely refused to attend cross-roads grocery, out in Missouri. "Naw, sir; answer a. telephone call. • Hello I Hello !• she introduced, and therefore innumerable miracles
I ain't a wimmen's righter, an' yit there ain't answered back in response to the ring. 'Hello I' were attributed to the bones of saints or to the
the Paris exposition, and has ordered his many men'!! go ferder'n me in givin' wimmen her said a female voice; 'Is that Mr. Ryley?' • No.
embassador to France to remain absent from natchrel privileges. Now, there's my wife-that He is out.' • What time will he return?' 'At three. prayers of hermits, and were solemnly asserted by
most eminent of the fatherf. The tendency
his post during its holding. Naturally the woman sets at the same table with me, an' if she But who is this speaking?' 'Never mind that. the
was not confined to thoee Eastern nations which
despot dislikes the principles of 1789, which wants to run over to a. neighbor's once in a. month Tell him a. lady from Rochester, and he•!! know. had been always almost destitute of the sense of
the exposition is to commemorate.
or so an' set awhile, why, she kin go •thout sayin• Bay she'll call at the Genesee at 6. Don•t forget l'
a word to me •bout it, pervided she gits home in 'I'll not forget,• said Mrs. Ryley, and she didn't. truth; it triumphed wherever the supreme imporof dogmas was held. Generation after
OKLAHOMA is overcrowded, there being time to milk the cows an' slop the peegs a.n' carry 'A lady from Rochester,' said I, amazed, when I tance
generation it became more universal; it continued
several claimants to each Jot. Many murders in the coal an' git hay fer the critters, an' do little heard the story. 'Ah l of course, it's the other till the very sense of truth and the 'very love of
hav occurred. As the men are without food, chores like that. I often giv her a whole quarter Mr. Riley. I must go and hav the massage sent to truth seemed blotted out from the minds of men.
. ..
.
to do as she's a mind to with. I let her go to town him.' • It would be discourteous not to-very,•
and It will be long before they can raise any, as often as twicet a year an' her vittels is good as was the sarcastic rejoinder. Mr. Riley was not in, -Lec~tv's BistortJ of Rationa!i!m.
IN all the histories of those days there is hardly
great suffering will ensue. They ask that the mine, an' take it all in all, I reckon abe's 'bout as but I saw the telephone clerk and made things all
Cherokee strip, four times as large as Okla- many rights ~s any.woman •round here. I hate a. riuht." "And was it the other Mr. Riley who was a single truth. Facts were considered unworthy
·
h
d
mean man, gmtlemm; speshly one that's mean to wanted?" asked the reporter. The comedian of preservation. Anything that really happened
homa, be given t em, an are already spread. his wife. Giv the wimmen their rights as wim- spake him nought. but his glance was worthy of a was not of sufficient interest or importance to be
ing into it.
men, says I, giv •em their rights !"-Time.
recorded.-Ingerso!!.
recall.-Dramatio Mirror.
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Jjlolts and g[lippinns.
BELVA Lomrwoon· sent this dispatch to a
New York paper during the centennial celebration : "Three cheers for the inaugural
centennial! Twenty-five years hence we will
inaugurate a woman."
THBRE are Russian Nihilists living in New
York, says the Sun, who discredit the recent
dispatches from St. Petersburgh about a new
Nihilist plot to assassinate the czar. They
say that such reports are always set afloat by
the secret police whenever it is desired to
enforce extraordinary measures of repression,
or to make arrests of persons obnoxious to
the government. Yet they admit that the
Nihilist societies of Russia always stand ready
to seize an opportunity of destroying the
czar.
A PENNSYLVANIA. judge has decided that a
man who was fined $5 and costs for standing
in front of the Arch street Presbyterian
church, Allegheny, and offering religious
tracts to persons coming out of the church,
was guilty of disorderly conduct, and that
the fine must stand. The Pittsburgh Post
concludes from this that if it is an offense to
offer religious tracts to Christians, it is an
offense to offer them to pagans. This, it
says, is the logic of the law as laid down by
the court. If it were applied in heathen
lands the missionary work of the Presbyterian church would soon come to an inglorious
end. If the pulicy pursued in this case typifies the spirit of the church, it must be
accepted to mean that the church is willing
others shall read its tracts, but a for itself

WE

MAY

EXPECT FROM

it must be excueed from reading the tracts of
others. On the principle, of course, that "it
is more blessed to giv than to receive," you
know.
BisHOP POTTER said to a World reporter
last week: "I tell you, Mr. World, that I
hav heard the corrupt use of money in elections and the sale of the sacred right of the
ballot openly defended by ministers. of the
gospel. Can I name names? Indeed I can;
and I may :find it necessary to put such men
of the sacred office in the public pillory by
the side of their less-to-be-blamed professional politicians and profesRional heroes. In
dead earnest? Why, I hav had to listen to
an argument intended to demonstrate that it
was a citizen's right to cast his vote on the
side of his highest 'personal' interest, even
though that 'interest' were one of dollars and
cents."
THE · T1·ibune says : "The Christianity of
to-day is less earnest and sincere in many
ways than that of a hundred years ago. It is
seriously weakened by the spirit of doubt and
speculation so largely fostered by modern
science. It has lost its hold on large numbers of people, either because of tendencies
outside of itself, for which it is not responsible, or because of tendencies and defects
within itself, for which it is responsible. It
is either its misfortune or its fault that it is
more or less out of harmony with a great deal
that is regarded as of paramount importance
in modern life. It fails in many things to
attain a large and comprehensiv outlook. It
continues to run in many worn-out ecclesiastical grooves, cut out for it by the fathers
and schoolmen, and so in a measure is unable
to untierstand the busy pulsating life of this

ROMAN ISM.

age. And it therefore comes to be looked
upon by many people as a moribund institution of the past, with no vital message of
hope or love . for the men and women of
to-day." .
THE Oh1·istian Inquirer says: "It is to be
hoped that the race of the present legislature
of New York is nearly run. The attempt to
pass bills by which the public school funds
will be devoted to sectarian institutions de~ands rebuke. The Evangelical Alliance has
done well in preparing petitions against this
great wrong. Under the lead of Bishop Potter, the managers of the Sheltering Arms, an
institution of the Protestant Episcopal church,
hav refused to accept the sop proposed to be
extended to them; but the Rom ish ecclesiastics hav an open maw for all they can get,
and hope to receive a large appropriation for
their protectory. Only a very emphatic protest from all parts of the state will prevent the
diversion of our sehool funds to sectarian uses."
The Protestants are given too much credit
on account of the act of Bishop Potter.
Dozens of their institutions are receiving
state aid, and only protest against dividing
the school fun<.l because the public schools
are now practically Protestant, and to let the
Catholics hav any of the money would be to
lessen the amount devoted to Protestant training. A Freethinker whose child attends New
York's public schools has to watch sharp
that the youngster is not indoctrinated with
religious superstition.
THE effort to repeal the English laws
against blasphemy has been u.nsuccessful.
The bill for this purpose came up on Friday
evening, April 19th. Mr. Bradlaugh thus
tells the story of his fight: '' Friday was an

evening of trouble. The B'asphemy Law
Repeal bill originally stood first after Supply,
and I hoped that it might hav been reached
about 8:30 or 9. But it was not till ab)ut
twenty minutes to 11 I was called on. Unfortunately for the measure, great prejudice
was excited, even &mongst members favorable to the bill, by the production of a large
number of illustrations from the Freetltinker,
a bundle of which had been brought down to
the House by Mr. Samuel Smith, and the
sight of which brought member after member to me, saying that unless I repudiated
such publications they could not vote for the
repeal of the blasphemy laws. The feeling
was so strong that the government, which had
not issued any whip, directed the government
tellers to tell against me, and thus deprived
the bill of any possible chance of support
from the Conservativ ranks. The division
list is printed in another column. To the
forty-seven who, against great pressure, voted
with me, I on behalf of those yet outlaws
tender my earnest thanks. Now some of the
battle must be taken up outside. If Freethinkers desire the repeal of the Blasphemy
law, they must bring it forward at every eleetion, and urge it not only on the members
who were hostil, but still more on those who
stayed away. I thank, too, the branches of
the National Secular Society, and the friends
who hav petitioned in favor of the bill. I
regret that there are many branches which
hav done nothing, and many friends who hav
made no sign. Specially thankful acknowledgment is due to the Guild of St. Matthew
and to its warden and secretary. The
rejection of the bill by three to one shows
that the fight for repeal will be a very uphill
one."
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Agnosticism: A Rt>joinder.-Concluded.
From the Nineteenth Centurv.

Until these questions are satisfactorily answered,
1 am afraid that, so far as I am concerned, Paul's
testimony cannot be seriously regarded, except as it
may afford evidence of the state of traditional opinion at the time at which he wrote, say between 55
and 60 AD.j that is, more than twenty years after the
event ; a period much more than sufficient for the
development of any amount of mythology about
matters of which nothing was really known. A few
years later, among the contemporaries and neighbors
of the Jews, and, if the most probable interpretation
of the Apocalypse can be trusted, among the followers of J esns also, it was fully believed, in ~pita of all
evidence to the contrary, that the emperor Nero was
not re~lly dead, but that he was hi~den away somewhere m the East, and would speedily come again at
the ~ead of 8 great army, to be revenged upon his
enemies.
Thus, I conceive that I hav shown cause for the
opinion that Dr. W ace's challenge touching the Sermon on the Mount, the Lord's prayer, and the Passion was more valorous than discreet. After all this
discussion, I am still at the Agnostic point. Tell me,
first, what Jesus can be proved to .hav been, said,
and done, and I will tell you whether I believe him
or in him,* or not! As Dr. Wace admits that I ha~
dissipated his lingering shade of unbelief about the
bedevilment . of the Gadarene pigs, he might hav
done somethmg to help mine. Instead of that he
manifests 8 total want of conception of the nature
of the obstacles which impede the conversion of his
" Infidels."
The truth I believe to be, that the difficulties in
the way of arriving at a sure conclusion as to these
matters, from the Sermon on the Mount, the Lord's
prayer, or any oth~r ?ata offered by the Synoptic
~ospels (and a fortwn from the fourth gospei), are
msuperable. Every .one of these records is colored
by the prepossessions of those among whom the
primitiv traditions arose and of those by whom they
:were col1ected and edited; and the difficulty of makmg allowance for these prepossessions is enhanced
by our ignorance of the exact dates at which the
documents were first put together· of the extent to
:Which they hav been subsequently 'worked over and
mterpolated; and of the historical senee, or want of
sense, and ~he dogmatic tendencies, of their compilers and. edit~rs. Let ~s see if there is any other
road which will take us mto something better than
negation.
There is a widespread notion that the "primitiv
church," while under the guidance of the apostles
and. their immediate successors, was a sort of dogmatic dov.ecote, pervaded by the most loving unity
and doctrm~l h~rmony. Protestants, especially, are
fond of attnbutmg to themselvs the merit of being
ne~rer "the church of the apostles" than their
neighbors; and they are the less to be excused for
their strange delusion. because they are great readers
of the dc;>cuments whxch prove the exact contrary.
The fact IS that, in the course of the first three centuries of its existence, the church rapidly underwent
a process of evolution of the most remarkable character, the final stage of which is far more different
from the first than Anglicanism is from Quakerism.
T~e.key to the co~pre~ension of the problem of the
orlgi_u of t~at whiCh IS now called " Christianity,"
and Its rel~t10n to Jesus of Nazaret.h, lies here. Nor
~an we arnve at any sound conclusion as to what it
1~ probable that Jesus actually said and did wit.hout
being clear on this head. By far the most important
and _su_bs~quently influe~tial steps in the evolution of
Chl'IBtiamty took _place m the course of the century,
mo~e or less, which followed upon the crucifixion.
It IS almost the darkest period of church history
but, mo~t fortunately, the beginning and the end of
the peno~ are brightly ill~minated by the contemporary evidence of two writers of whose historical
existence there is no doubt, t and B£;!'ainst the genuinness of whose most important works there is no
wi~ely admitted objection. . These are Justin, the
phil~sopher and martyr, and Paul, the apostle to the
gen~des. I shall .c~n. upon these witnesses only to
testify to the cond~ti~n of opinion among those who
called themselvs disCiples of Jesus in their time.
Justi_n, in his dialog witlt Trypho the Jew, which
was wntten somewhere about the middle of the second centu~y, ?nu~e~ates ~ertain categories of persons, who m his opmwn, wdl, or will not, 'be saved.t
These are:
*lam very sorry for. the interpolated "in," because citation
to b~ accurate m small things as in great. But what
4iffere!lce It makes whether one •• believes JPsus" or "believes ID Jesus" much thought has not enabled me to discover. If you "believe him" you must believe hiin to be
wha~, he prof~sse4 to be-that is, "believe in him;" and if
you beheve 1D him" you must necessarily" believe him."
} .True for Justin; but there is a school of theological
CritiCs, who more .or less question the historical reality of
Paul and the genmnness of even the four cardinal epistles.
·t See Dial. CU"f" Tryphone, § 47 and § 35. It is to be under.
11tood that J ustm does not arrange these categories in order
as I hav done.
·
0~1e;ht

i 1. Orthodox Jews ~bo refUise to believe that ~@BUS' of Christianity which is certaiv,* it is that Paul of
is the Christ. Not saved.
· 2. Jews. who observe the Law; believe Jesus to be
the Christ; but who insist on the observance of the
Law by gentile converts. Not saved.
3. Jews who observe the Law; believe Jesus to be
the Christ, and hold that gentile converts need not
observe the Law. Saved (in Jus tin's opinion; but
some of bia feUQw-_Cbristians think the contrary). .
4. Gentile converts to the belief in Jesus as the
Christ, who observe the Law. Saved (possibly).
5. Gentile believers in Jesus as the Christ, who do
not observe the Law themselvs (except so far as the
rdusal of idol sacrifices), but do not consider those
who do observe it heretics. Saved (this is Jus tin's
own view).
6. Gentile believers who do not observe the Law
except in refusing idol sacrifices, and hold those who
do observe it to be heretics. Saved.
7. Gentiles who believe Jesus to be the Christ and
call themselvs Christians, but who eat meats sacrificed to idols. Not saved.
8. Gentiles who disbelieve in Jesus as the Christ.
Not saved.
Justin does not consider Christians who believe in
the natural birth of Jesus, of whom he implies that
the~~ is a respectable minority, to be heretics, though
he mmself strongly holds the preternatural birth of
J esus and his pre-existence as the "Logos" or
"Word." He conceives the Logos to be a second
God, inferior to ~he first, unknowable, God, with
respect to whom Justin, like Philo, is a complete
agnostic. The holy spirit is no.t regarded by Jus tin
as a separate personality, !lnd is often mixed up with
the "Logos." The doctrin of the natural immortality of the soul is, for Jus tin, a heresy; and be is as
firm a believer in the resurrection of the body as in
the speedy Second Coming and the establish~ent of
the millennium.
This pillar of the church in the middle of the
second century-a much-traveled nativ of Samaria
-was certainly well acquainted with RomE>, probably with Alexandria, and it is likely that he knew
the state of opinion throughout the length and
breadth of the Christian world as well as any man of
his time. If the various categories above enumerated
are arranged in a series thus:
Justin's Christianity
.-----"-----,
Orthodox
Jui!reo~~!~\~:!~0
Judaism
Chri•nanity
ity Pa~!anism
I
_
__,.__III
"""'Iv
v
VI
v'rr
v I
.-I
I.
I ..
.
.
.
.
.
III.

Tarsus wrote the epistle to the Galatians wniew-here
between the years 55 and 60 A D., that is to say,.
roughly, twenty, or five-and-twenty years after the
crucifixion. If this is so, the epistle to the Galatians·
is one of the oldest, if not the very oldest, of t'Xtant
documentary evidences of the state of the primiti(
church. And, be it observed, if it is Paul's writing, '
it unquestionably furnishes us with the evidence of a
participator in the transactions narrated. With the
exception of two or three of the other Pauline episties, there is not one solitary book in the New Testament of the authorship and authority of which we
hav such good evidence.
And what is the state of things we find disclosed'?
A bitter quarrel, in his account of which Paul by no
means minces matters or hesitates to burl defiant
sarcasms against those who were "reputed to be
pillars :" James, "the brother of the Lord," Peter,
the rock on whom Jesus is said to hav built his
church, and John, "the beloved disciple." And no
deference toward " the rock" withholds Paul from
charging Peter to his face with" dissimulation."
The subject of the bot dispute was simply this.
Were gentile converts bound to obey the Law or not?
Paul answered in the negativ; and, acting upon his
opinion, had created at Antioch (and elsewhere) a
specifically ''Christian" community, the sole qualifications for admission into which were the conftlssion
of the belief that Jesus was the messiah, and baptism
upon that confession. In the epistle in question,
Paul put this-his "gospel," as he calls it-,-in its
most extreme form. Not only does he deny the
necessity of conformity with the Law, but he declares
such conformity to hav a negativ value. "Behold, I,
Paul, say unto you, that if ye receive circumcision,
Christ will profit you not:V.ing" (Gal. .v, 2)-. He
calls the legal observances "beggarly rudiments,"
and anathematizes everyone who preaches to the
Galatians any other gospel than his own-that is t.o
say, by direct consequence, he anathematizes the
Jerusalem Nazarenes whose zeal for the law is testified by James in a passage of the Acts cited further
on. In the first epistle to the Cnrinthians, dealing
with the question of eating meat offered to idols, it is
clear that Paul himself thinks it a matter of indiffarence; but he advises that it should not be done, for
the sake of the weaker brethren. On the other hand,
the N azarenes of Jerusalem most strenuously opposed
Paul's "gospel," insisting on every convert becoming
a regular Jewish proselyte, and consequently on his
observance of the whole Law; and this party was led
b y J ames an d P et er and John (Gal. ii, 9). Paul
does not suggest that the question of principle was
settled by the discussion referred to in Galatianf'.
All he says is that it ended in the practical agreement that he and Barnabas should do as they had
been doing in respect of the gentiles; while James
and Peter and J obn should deal in their own fashion
with Jewish converts. Afterward he complains bitterly of Peter, because, when on a visit to Antioch,
he at first inclined to Paul's view, and ate with the
gentile converts; but when "certain came from
James," "drew back, and separated himself, fearing
them that were of the circumcision. And the rest of
the Jews dissembled likewise with him,· insomuch
that even Barnabas was carried away with their dissimulation" (Gal. ii, 12, 13).
There is but one conclusion to be drawn from
Paul's account of this famous dispute, the settlement
of which determined the fortunes of the nal!cent
religion. It is that the disciples at Jerusalem, headed
by "James, the Lord's brother," and by the leading
apostles, Peter and John, wt:re strict Jews, who objected to admit any converts to their body, unless
these, either by birth or by becoming proselytes, were
also strict Jews. In fact, the sole difference between
James and Peter and John, with the body of disciples
whom they led, and the Jews by whom they were
surrounded, and with whom they for many years
shared the religious observances of the Temple, was
that they believed that the messiah, whom the leaders
of the nation yet looked for, had already come in the
person of Jesus of Nazareth.
Tbe Acta of the Apostles is hardly a very trustworthy history; it i! certainly of later date than the
Pauline epistles, supposing them to be genuin. And
the writer's version of the conference of which Paul
giys so graphic a description, if that is correct, is unmistakably colored with all the art of a reconciler,
anxious to cover up a scandal. But it is none the
less instructiv on this account. The judgment of the
"council" delivered by James is that the gentile
converts shall merely "abstain from things sacrificed
to idols, and from blood and from things strangled,
and from fornication." But notwithstanding the accommodation in which the writer of the Acts would
hav us believe, the Jerusalem ch.urch held to its
endeavor to retain the observance of the Law. Long
after the conference, some time after the writing of
the epistles to the Galatians and Corinthians, and
immediately after the dispatch of that to the Romans,

it is obvious that they form a gradational series from
orthodox Judaism, on the extreme left, to paganism
whether philosophic or popular, on the extrem~
right; and it will further be observed that while
J.ustin's conception of Christianity is very broad, he
ngorously excludes two classes of persons who in
his timE>, called themselvs Christians; namely th~se
who insist on circumcision and other observances of
the Law on the part of gentile converts; that is to
say, the strict J udreo-Christians (II) and, on the
other band, thos_e who assert the lawfulness of eating
meat offered to Idols-whether they are Gnostics or
not. (~II). These last I hav called "idolothytic"
Ohnstians, because I cannot devise a better name
not because it is strictly defensible etymologically:
At the present moment, I do not suppose there is
an English missionary in any heathen land who
would trouble himself whether the materials of his
dinner had been previously offered to idols or not.
On the other band; I suppose there is no Protestant
sect within the pale of orthodoxy, to say nothing of
tbe Roman and Greek churches, which would hesitate
to declare the practice of circumcision and the observance of the Jewish Sabbath and dietary rules
shockingly
heretical.
.
·
'
M d
0 ern ~hristianity has, in fact, not only shifted
far to the ngbt of Justin's position, but it is of much
narrower compass.
Jnstin
,-------"-----, Modern
Juifre0ChristianJudaism
ChriRHanity
ity Paganism
1
,------'----,
,----'----,
1
!.
II.
III.
IV.
v.
VI. VII. VIII.
For, though it includes VII, and even in saint and
relic· wo1·ship, cuts a "monstrous c~ntle, out of
paganism, it excludes not only all Judreo-Christians,
but all who doubt that such are heretics. Ever since
the thirteenth century, the Inquisition would hav
cheerfully burnt, and in Spain did abundantly burn,
all pt>reons who came under the categories II III
IV, ~· . And the wolf would play the same bavo~
now, 1f It could only get its blood-stained jaws free
from the muzzle imposed by the secular arm.
~urt.her, the.re is not 8 Protestant body except the
U m t arum, wh lC h wou ld not declare Jus tin himself a
he~etic, on account of his doctrin of the inferior god~h1p ~f the ~ogos; while I am very much afraid that,
m striCt log 10, Dr. Wace would be under the necessity, so painful to him, of calling him an "Infidel,"
on the same and on other ground~.
guard myself against being supposed to affirm that even
. Now let us tur~ ~o o';lr oth~r authority. If there the*Ifour
cardinal epistles of Paul may not hav been seriously
1s any result of critical mvestigations of the sources tampered with. See note 10 above.
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Paul makes his last visit to Jerusalem, and presents
himP.elf to James and all the elders. And this is
what t.be Acts tells us of the interview:
And t.hey said unto him, Thou seest, brother, how many
thousands (or myriad@) there are among the Jews of them
which hav believed; and they are all zealous for the Jaw:
and they hav t~een inform~d concerning thee, t~at thou tea..,h.
est all the Jews which are among the genules to for~ake
Moses, telling them not to circumc~se tbPir children, neither
to walk after the customs (Acts xxt,.20, 21).
They therefore nquest that. he should perform a certain publie religious act in the Temple, in order that
all shall know ihat there is no truth in the things whereof
they hav been itlform> d concerning thPP; but that thou thyself walkest orderly, keeping the law (Ibid., 24).
How far Paul could do what he is here requested
to do, and which the writer of the Acts goes on to
say be did, with a clear conscience, if be wrote the
epistles to the (lalatians and Corinthians, I may lean·
any candid reader of those epistles to dt'cide. The
point to which I wish to direct attention is the declaration that the Jerusalem church, led by the brothH
of Jesus and by his personal disciples and friends,
twenty years and more after his death, consisted of
strict and zealo11s Jews.
·
.
Tertullus, the orator, caring very little about the
internal dissensions of the followers of Jesus, speaks
of Paul as a "ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes"
(Acts :r.xiv, 5), which must hav affected James muoh
in tbe same way as it would bav moved the archbishop of Canterbury, in George Fox's day, to bear
the latter called a .. ringleader of the sect of Anglicans." In fact,'' Nazarene" was, as is well known,
the distinctiv appellation applied to Jesus; his immediate followers were known as N azarenes, while the
congregation of the diseip ea, and, later, of converts
at Jerusalem-the Jerusalem church-was emphatic
ally the "~eet of the Nazarene11," no more in itself to
be regarded as anything outside J udaiflin than the
sect of the Sadducees or of the Essenes. • In fact,
the tenets of both the Sadducees and the E$senes
diverged much more widely from the Pharisaic stand·
ard of orthodoxy than N azllrenism did.
· ·
Let us coD!nder the position of affairs now (A D.
50-60) in relation to that which obtained in ·Jus tin's
time, a century later.· It is plain that the Nazl\renes
-presided over by James, "the brother of the Lord,"
and comprising within their body all the twelve
apostles-belonged to Justin's second category of
" Jews who observe the Law, believe Jesus to be the
Cbrist, but who insist on the observance of the Law
by gentile connrts," up till the time at which the
controversy reported by P11ul arose. They then, accor,Hng to P.r.ul, simply allowed him to form hie
congrf'gation of non-legal gentile converts at Antioch
and elsewhere; and it would seem that it was to
these converts, who would come under Justin's fifth
eategory, tbat the title of "Christian" was first
•applied. If any of these Christians hlid acted upon
the more than half permission given by Paul, and
had eaten meats offered to idols, they would hav belongf'd to Justin's seventh category.
Hence, it appears that, if Justin's opinion, which
was doubtless that of the church generally in tbtmiddle of the second century, was correct, James and
Peter and John and their followers could not b'"
saved; neither could Paul, if be carried into _practicthis views as to the ind.fft!rence of eating meats offered
to idols. Or, to put the matter another way, the
center of gravity of orthodoxy, which is at the
extreme right of the series in the nineteenth century,
was at the extreme left, just before the middle of the
first century, when the "sect of the N az11renes" constituted the whole church founded by Jesus and the
apostles; while, in the time of Jus tin, it lay midway
between the two. It is therefore a profound mistakE'
to imagin that the Judan-Christia.ns (Nazarenes and
Ebiomtes) of later times were heretiCal outgrowth~
from a pnmitiv, universalist "Christianity." Oa the
contrary, the universalist "Cbristianit.y" is an out·
growth from the primitiv, purely Jewish, Nazar~n·
ism; which, gradually eliminating all the ceremomal
and dietary parts of the Jewish law, bas thrust aside
its . parent, and all the intermediate stages of . its
development, into the position of damnable heresies.
Such being the case, W*~ are in a position to form a
safll judgment of the limits within which the teaching
of J tlBUS of N ~zaretb must bav been confined. Ecclesiastical authortty. would bav us believe that the
words which are given at the end of the first ·gospel,
"Go ye, therefore, and mllke disciples of all the
nations, baptizing them in tbe name of the Fdther
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost," are part of
the last commands of J eRus, issued at the moment of
his parting with the eleven. If so, Peter and John
must bav beard these words; they are too plain to
be misunderstood · and the occasion is too solemn
for them to be eve~ forgotten. Yet the "Acts" tells
us that Peter needed a vision to enable him so much
as to baptize Cornelius; and Paul, in the Galati11ns,
"knows nothing of words which would hav completely
borne him out as against thoRe who, though they
heard, must .be supposed to. bav either forgotten or

ignored them. {)n the other band, Peter and J obn,
who are suppost'd to hav heard the_'' Sermon on the
Mount," know nothing of the saying that Jesus had
not come to destroy the Law, but that every jot and
tittle of the Law must be fulfilled, which surely
would bav been pretty good evidence for their view·
of the question.
We are sometimes told that the personal friends
llnd daily companions of Jesus remained ··.Zealous
Jews and opposed Paul'.s innovations, because they
were bard of heart and dull of comprehension. Tnts
hypotbesis,is haJdiy in accordance wit)l the concomi·
t.ant faith of those who adopt it, in the miraculou~
insiglt and superhuman sagacity of their master;
nor do I see any way d getting it to harmonize wit1
the other orthodox postulate.; namely,. that Matthe\11
was the author of the first gospel and J obn of tbt:
fourth. If that is so, then, most assuredly, Mattbe~
was no dullard; and as for the fourth gospel-11
t.heosopbic romance of the first order-it could hav
been written by none but a man of rema1kable lit
erary capacity, who bad drunk deep of AlexandriaL
philosophy. Moreover, the doctrin of the writer ol
the fourth gospel is more -remote from that of tht
"sect of the Ndzarenes" than is that of Paul bimselt.
I am quite aware that orthodox critics bav heeL
capable of maintaining that John, the Ndzarene, wh(•
was probably well past fifty years of age when he i•
supposed to bav written the most thoroughly J udaiz
ing book in the New Testament-the Apocalypse-1L
the roughest of Greek, underwent an astoundinf;l
metamorphosis of both doctrin and style by tl:le timtbe reached the ripe age of ninety or so, and provided
the world with a history in which the acutest critic
cannot make out where the speeches of Jesus end
and the text of the narrativ begins; while that nar
rativ is utterly irreconcilable in regard to matters of
fact with that of his fellow-apostle, Matthew.
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his nation seven hundred years earlier; and that, in
the last scenes of his careH, he may bav t>mbodied
the ideal ~ufferer of J,.aiab, may be, as .I think it is,
extremely prob_able. But all this .involves not a step
beyond the borders of orthodox ·Judaism. , Again,
who is to say whether Jesus procla1me-d himself the
veritable messiah, expected by his nation since the
appearance of the pseudo prophetic work of .Daniel,
a century and a half before his time.; or whether the
entbusia~;~m of his followers gradually forced him to
asmme that position T
But one thing is quite certain: if that belief in the
speedy second coii:ung of the me~<siah which was
Qbared by all parties ~n the primitiv church, whether
Nazarene or Pauline; which Jesus is n.ade to propb~
esy,.over and over again, in the Synoptic goE>pels,;
ttnd which dominat~ed tho life of Chrh•tians during
the first centnry aftH the crucifix:on-if be believed
and taught that, then as~uredly be was under an illu8ion, and be is responsible for that which -the mere
dHuxion of time has demonstrated to be a prodigious
error.

When I ventured to doubt "whether any Protestant theologian who bas a reputation to lo~e WJ.ll say
t,hat be bf'lieves the Gadarene story," it appears that
I reckoned without Dr. Wace, who, referring to this
pas~>age in my paper, says :
He will judge whether I fall under his description; but I
repeat that I bdieve it, and that -ht' has removed the only
objection to my believing it (page 363).
Far be it from me to set myself up as a judge of
any such delicate question as that put b~eture me;
but I thiLk I may vt-nture to express the conviction
that, in the matter of courag~, Dr. W ace bas rai~ed
for himself a monument wre perennius. For rea11y,
m my poor judgment, a certam splendid intrepidity,
such as one adwirElS in ibe leader of a for.orn hope,
1s manifested by Dr. Wace when he solemnly afflrms
The end of the whole matter is this: The "sect of ~hat he beiieves the Gadarene story on the evidence
the N~zarenes," the brothH and the immediate fol L ffered. I feel less complimented, perhaps, than I
lowers of Jesus, commissioned by bim as apostles, ought to do, when I am told tbat I hav bt-en an
"nd those who were taught by them up to the. y_ear accomplice in extinguishing in Dr. Wace's mind the
50 A.D., were not "Cbristtans" in the sense in which last glimmer of doubt which common sem e may bav
tllat term bas been understood ever since its asserted suggested. In fact, I must disclaim all responsibility
origin at Antioch, but Jews-strict orthodox Jews- for the use to which the information I ~;upplied has
whose belief in the messiabship of Jesus never led been put. I formally decline to admit that the
to their exclusion from the Temple services, nor t-Xpression of my ignorance whether devils, in the
would hav shut them out from the wide embrace of existence of which I do not believe; if they d1d exist,
Judaism. • The open proclamation of their special might or might not be made to ~o out·of men into
view about the messiah was doubtless offensiv t() the pigs, can, as a matter of logic, hav b"en of any use
Pharisees, just as rampant low cburcbitom is <Jffensh· whatever to a person who already believe"d in devils
to bigoted high cburcbism in our own country; or a~ and in the historical accurary of the goF~pels.
Of the Gadarene st.ory Dr. WacP, with all solemany kind of dtssent is offensiv to fervid religionists of
all ereedB. To the Sadducet>s, no doubt, the political nity and twice over, affirms that be ''believes it." I
danger of any messianic movement was serious, and am sorry to trouble btm further, but what does he
they would bav been glad to put down N llZarenism, mean by "it 1" Because there are two stories, one
lest it should end in useless rebellion against tbt>ir in" Mark" and" Luke," and the other in" M.tthew.''
Roman masterer, like that other Galilean movemfLt In ·the former, whiCh I quoted in my previous paper,
beaded by Judas, a generation earlier. Galilee wss rhere is one possessed man ; in the latter there a1 e
alwa:rs a hotbed of seditious enthusiasm against the two. The story is told fully, with the vigorous
rule of Rome; and high priest and procurator ahke homely diction and the picture~que details of a piece
bad need to keep a sharp eye upon native of that of folklore, in the second gospel. The immedl8t8
district. On the whole, howevt>r, the N 11zarenes were antecedent event is the storm on the lake of Gennesabut little troubled for tbe first twenty years of their retb. Tbe immediate consequent event.s are themesexistence; and the undying hatred of the Jews sage from the ruler of the E<ynagog and the healing
against those later converts whom they regarded as of the woman with an issue of blood. In the third
apostates and factors of a sham Judaism was awak- gospel the order of events is exactly the same, aLd
ened by Paul. From their point of view, he was a there is an extremely close general and verbal corremere renegade Jew, opposed alike to orthodox Juda «pondence ·between the narrativs of the miracle.
ism and to orthodox Nazarenism, and whose tt<acb BJtb agree in stating that there was only one posings threatened Judaism with. destruction. And, ~:~essed man, and that be was the residence of many
from their point of view, they were quite right. In devils, whoRe name was "L<>gion."
In the first gospel, the event which immediately
the course of a century, Pauline idluences bad a
large share in driving primitiv_ N~zarenism ~r?m precedes the Gadarene affair is, a11 before, the storm ;
being the very heart of the new fa1tb mr.o the pos1t10n the message from the ruler and the healing of the
of scouted error; and the spirit of Paul's doctrin Jssue are separated from it by the accounts of the
continued its work of driving Christianity farther healing of a paralytic, of the calli_ng of Matt~ew, a~d
and farther away from Judaism, until "me ate dl'dred of a discussion with some Pbansees. Agam, wh1le
to idols" might be eaten without scruple, while the the second gospel speaks of the country of the
Ndzarene methods of obsHving even the Sabbat.h or "Gerasenes" as the locality- of the event, the third
the Passover were branded with the mark of J udaiz gospel has '' Gerasenes," '' G~rgesenes," and ''Gadaren"s" in dJff.,rent ancient MSS.; while the first bas
ing heresy.
But if the primitiv Nazarenes of whom the Act11 "0-idare.nes.''
The really important points to be noticed, however,
speaks were orthodox Jews, what sort of probability
can there be that Jesus was anything else? How in the narrativ of the first gospel are these-that
"an be hav founded the universal religion which wa~ there are two possessed men instead· of one; and
n:Ot heud of till twenty years after his death Tt that while the story is abb; eviated by om1ssions,
That Jesus possessed in a rare degree the gift of wnat there is of it is often verbally identical with the
attaching men to his person and to his fortunes; that oorresponding passages in the other two go~pels.
be was the author of many a striking saying, and thP The most unabashed of reconcilers cannot well say
,advocate of fquity, of love, and of humility; that be that one man is the same as two, or two as one; and,
may bav disregarded the subtleties of the btgots for though the suggestion rea II! bas been I_Dade, t~at two
legal obsHvance, a~~ appea~ed ratbe~ to those no?le diff.,rent miracles, agreeing mall essenttal particulars,
conceptions of rehg10n whiCh constituted the p1th exct>pt the number of the possessed, were t:ff,cted
and kernel of the teaching of the great prophets of immediately afttr the ~torm on the lake, I should be
~orry to accuse anyone of seriously adopting i_t.
"' If everyone was baptized as soon aA he acknowlPdgen Nor will it be pret~>nded that the a\legory refuge IS
Jesus to be the messiah, thP first. ChristiRn~ can bsv been accessible in this particular case.
aware of no r>~her e~PPntial differences from the Jews (Zeller,
So, when Dr. Wace says that be believes in the
Vortrii.ge (1865), p. 216).
·
synoptic evangel_ists' account _of the mir_aculous bet Dr. H11rnack, in the lately pnhli@beil ~econd edition .of devilment of swmP. I may fatrly ask wbwb of them
his "Dogmenp:ePchicbte," Pays (page 39)_. ·•Jesu@ Cb~t•t does be believe? D0es he bold by the one evangt>lbrought. forward no new dodrin ;" and ap:aiD (pnge 65), It. rst's story, or by that of the two evangelist~ T Ao_d
·
b u; hi
1 ·
t d1ffi.cult 10 set againFt ev~ry pmtion of the utt.eranceR having made his election, what reasons bas be ~o g1v
.. All this was cclite.~DlC'ariEv
ptmtntheud
ouderyalt-~~~hol~se::e~
~f nJeSU@ Rn observation which deprives him of originality." for his choice? If it is suggested that the Witness
1
forty years ae:o. oPe
e 0 s e ng
' See also Zusatz 4, on the same page.
Kirche" (1850), p. 108.
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of two is to be taken against that of one, not only
is the testimony dealt with in that common-sense
fashion against which theologians of his school prot.est so warmly; not only is all question of inspiration
at an end, but the further inquiry arises, After aU, is
it the testimony of two against one T Are the authors
of the versions in the second and third gospels really
independent witnesses T In order to answer this
question, it is only ~eedful t? place the English versions of the two side by Bide, and compare them
carefully. It will then be seen that the coincidences
between them, not merely in substance, but in arrangement, and in the use of identical words in the
same order, are such, that only two alternativs are
conceivable: either one evangelist freely copied from
the other, or both based themselvs upon a common
source, which may either hav been a written document, or a definit oral tradition learned by heart.
Assuredly, these two testimonies are not those of
independent witnesses. Further, when the narrativ
in the first gospel is compared with that in the other
two, the same fact comes out.
Supposing, then, that Dr. Wace is right in his assumption that Matthew, Mark, and Luke wrote the
works which we find attributed to them by tradition,
what is the value of their agreement, even that something more or less like this particular miracle
occurred, since it is demonstrable, either that all
depend on some antecedent statement, of the authorship of which. nothing is known, or that two are
dependent upon the third T
Dr. W ace says he believes the Gadarene story ;
whichever version of it be accepts, therefore, he believes that Jesus said what he is stated in all the
versions to bav said, and thereby virtuaUy declared
that the theory of the nature of the spiritual world
involved in the story is t.rue. Now I hold that this
theory is false, that it is a monstrous and mischievous
fiction ; and I unhesitatingly express my disbelief in
any assertion that it is tru.e, by whomsoever made.
So that, if Dr. Wace is right in his belief, he is also
quite right in classing me among the people he calls
"Infidels;" and although I cannot fulfil the eccentric
expectation of the bishop of Peterborough, that I
shall glory in a title which, from my point of view,
it would be simply silly to adopt, I certainly shall
rejoice not to be reckoned among the bishop's "us
Christians " so long as the profession of belief in
such stories as the Gadarene pig affair, on the
strength of a tradition of unknown origin, of which
two discrepant reports, also of unknown origin, alone
remain, forms any part of the Christian faith. And,
although I hav, more than once, repudi&ted the gift
of prophecy, yet I think I may venture to express
the anticipation, that if "ChristiatJs " generally are
going to follow the line taken by the bishop of
Peterborough and Dr. W ace, it will not be long before all men of common sense qualify for .a place
T. H. HUXLEY.
among the" Infidels."
Cannot.Expel nor Punish the Heretics.
From the (Jilrlstian Aa:vocate, lllethorii8t Organ.

But the most serious infirmity is the helplessness of the
state church against the ingrowth of skepticism. When
Colenso, bishop of Natal, left his real calling as a maker of
arithmetics, and entered the more hazardous domain of attacking the writings of Moses, his open skepticism became
a serious question for the ecclesiastical authorities in London
to handle. He was tried for his vagaries; but it was all a
farce. The mighty state church was powerless to defend its
own creed. There was much protesting against the writers of
the "Essays and Reviews," but Oxford learning was stronger
than the state church whip. But suppose the state church
itself is heretical, what then ? The ~piritual interests of the
whole land is at the mercy of the unbelieving machinery.
The most notable present illu~tration of the defenseless
condition of the state church which we hav recently seen
can be found in Germany. Bremen, with its one hundred
thousand people, has long been a Hanse or free city. But
its clergy are paid out of the general treasury, so that the
conditions are quite the same as though the support came
from Berlin.
Now for about twenty years there has been a pastor of one
of .the large churches there who is an outright Infidel. The
Reformirte Kirchenzeitun.Q publishes extracts from some of
his printed sermons which are simply outrageous. His
name is Schwalb, and here are some of his utterances : ''Yes·
we do not agree with the confessions of the Protestant
church." "We do not believe in the great, holy venerable
things held before us, and which we are told that we as
Christians and Protestants, must believe." "We do not' believe in the impregnability of the Bible." "We do not believe
in the trinity." "We do not believe in the God-man." "We
do not believe in the sinless man Jesus." "We do not believe in the scriptural miracles." ''We do not believe in
your fa.cts of redemptio_n ; and so far we are totally at variance with the ReformatiOn." "Many of us believe ourselvs
impersonal, hardly distinguishable from the world." "If I
could, I would do away with baptism and the Lord's supper." " The doctrin of the trinity is an antiquity."
Think of such expressions in a Christian pulpit 1 IIJlagin
such words spoken in the city made memorable by the labors
of the saintly Menken! But how can the matter be helped?
All over Germany there are skeptics in the pulpits and the
state pays for their support.
'

The Best Handbook.
From the British-American.

"Pio_neer. Pit~" is the title given to " the gist of lectures
on Ratwnahsm,' by R. C. Adams, of Montreal, published
by the Truth Seeker Co., New York. This is perhaps the
best handbook of its size for introducing the general reader
to the principles and the data on which the structure of Ra. .tionalism is based. As a compendium of scientific and critical lore useful to. the inquirer it forms a very handy book
of reference. A hst of the standard works it draws upon
would hav been a valuable addition.

Ianever
Christian ; that, although he attended church, he was·
a communicant, and that he never gave the slightest
expression of his religious faith. Altogether Mr. Stevens
was of the opinion that the churches hav no business to take
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
part in the celebration of General Washington's inauguration
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
16 Union Pa.rk Place, Ohica.go, as president.
.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Trea.s,,
•
Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, JB., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
Mas. M.A. FBEEMAN,Oha.ir. Fin. Oom.,24I Washington Boulevard,
Ohicago,

The only thing I wish to ~dd in correction to the
report is that I bav too much of the milk of human
kindness in my composition to inflict myself for two
hours on any audience.
Anyone who read the poem in .Puck on the cen'l1he St. Louis Secularists.
At their meeting, April 28th, the St. Louis Secular tennial must hav been struck with its merit, so I
Society adopted the following resolution by a unan- adapted it considerably and gave it at the conclusion
of the lecture. With that the audience were deimous vote:
WHEREAs, In the words of the illustrious and honored lighted.
George Washington, first president of the United States, t~is
government is n.ot, in any sense, founded on the Christian
religion ; and,
.
WHEREAS, This nation owes nothing either to God or to his
servants as such, but everything to the noble, Freethinking
patriots of Revolutionary times; and,
WHEREAS, President Benjamin Harrison was not elected to
his high office as a pope or bishop for the regulation o.f ~elig
ious observances and prayer, but to attend. to the admmistration of a purely secular and democratic form of government,
which derives its power not from above, but entirely from
the consent of the governed ;,.and,
WHEREAs, Said Benjamin Harrison, president of the United
States, has overstepped and prostituted the power of the high
office intrusted to his charge, in his proclamation regarding
the centennial commemoration of the inauguration of the
first president of the United States, by "recommending the
people of the entire country to repa\r to places of worship at
9 o'clock, April 30, 1889, to thank God for his assistance in
the past, and to implore his favor, blessing, and leadership in
our political affairs for the future;" therefore,
Resolved, That while we are willing for Christian people to
spend all or such part of their time as they see fit in serving
or imploring the imaginary king of that foreign country
called heaven, we, as- Americans, as citizens of this earth, as
admirers of the Declaration of Independence, as defenders of
the Constitution of the United States, ae lovers of liberty in
thought and speech, and as free .men and women who would
truly honor the sacred memories of George Washing-ton,
Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Paine, Benjamin Franklin, and
others of that noble band of Freethinkers who camed the
successful institution of this Republic; we, the members of
the St. Louis Secular Society, do hereby proclaim our indignation and record our sorrow at the aforesaid unconstitutional conduct of Benjamin Harrison, president of the United
States; and,
Re10lved, 'fhat a copy of these resolutions be entered on
the records of the society, and that a copy be transmitted to
the public press.

R. M. STENDER, Sec.
--------~~-------

Our Celebration.

It was the desire of the Chicago Union to appropriately commemorate the centennial, but as James
Abbott, Esq., who was to bav lectured "Sunday evening the 28th, was unable to make the necessary preparation, owing to absence from the city, as usual the
president had to become his substi'tute. So instead
of carrying out the intended services for Tuesday
morning, we held it Sunday evening. Coming just
prior to the avalanche of distinguished orators who
held the public attention on Tuesday, the address
received more attention from the press than it would
otherwise hav done, and all the papers had more or
less mention of it, some coming out with flaming
headlines of interrogation, "Was Washington a Freethinker!"
We had a regular service of song. Some twenty
voices, under Mrs. Piper's .leadership, with her
daughter Bertha as accompanist, rendered patriotic
airs and an ode to Thomas Paine in a way to demonstrate that we hav not failed to appreciate the vocal
talent existing among our members. The voices of
. Mesdames Moore, Stiles, and Wineman, as well as
those of their daughters, were of excellent timbre, and
a delightful surprise to the audience.
Mesdames Gruber and MaDau, of the quartet,
sang a duo in their usual effectiv style.
Vice-President Gruber was in the chair.
Of the report of the address I prefer to quote
from the reliable Sunday-school organ, the daily News:
WAS WASHINGTON A OHRISTIAN?

At the meeting of the Chicago Secular Union last evening
E. A. Stevens, the president, fired a broadside into the centennial celebration. He had been very much disturbed at
the implication by clergymen, and laymen, too, in their referP.nces to the centennial, that George Washington was a
Christian, and he entered the lists with great energy and a
harang of two hours' duration to claim the father of his country as the Freethinker's own friend and fellow.
"The successor of. Washington and Jefferson," he announced with much vigor and indignation, "has issued a
proclamation insulting to the intelligence of the American
people, degrading to the Secular principles of our society,
and a slur on the memory of those Freethinkers most prominent in founding a state without a church, by directing a
religious observance by the Christian sects. So I take this
occasion to protest and to giv the views of the four greatest
characters of the Revolution, and show that there was not a
Christian among them."
It developed in the course of the evening that Thomas
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Paine were the
other three of Mr. Stevens's big four, but he devoted most of
his time to attempting to 'reclaim General Washington's
memory from the stigma which he thought had been attached
to it. He referred sarcastically to the Union League Club's
circular calling upon Chicagoans to subscribe and celebrate
as giving the impression that that organization also had become an annex of the Young Men's Christian Association,
and then, to get a comfortable basis to work on, recited from
history instances of religious persecution and intolerance .
Thomas Jefferson, Bishop White, of Philadelphia, an acquaintance of Washin11;ton ai!d an eminent Episcopal clergy.
man, and the Rev. Dr. Wilson, of Albany, were quoted at
length to show that General Washington was a Deist but not

A FORTUNATE CONJUNCTURE.

.

Our people had felt that the unexpected change in
the program was almost a fatality, but · it proved
otherwise.
D. L. Mood'y is holding revival services this week
in the Tabernacle. Dr. Driver, of Portland, Ore., is
here to assist him in calling sinners to repentance.
Dr. Driver has made it a specialty, he. claims, to
answer the arguments of Infidels and all skeptic~.
A public invitation was extended the latter unfortunates to come and get their mental cobwebs driven
away by the doctor from Portland, and Tuesday
morning designated as the time. The invitation was
clipped from a paper, and pasted on a courteous communication to D. L. Moody, notifying that gentleman
that a delegation from the Socular Union were anxious to ask some questions which appeared to stand
in the way of their accepting their scheme of sa.lvation. Of those present were Mr. and MrEI. Stiles,
Mrs. Holmes, Professor Milleson, Jehu Barr, Drs.
Bishop and Lewis, and the writer. Brother Barr
handed up our letter, and soon Mr. Moody announced
its contents, and said that as it was sprung on tbfm
rather suddenly they would hav to try arid make
room for the questions that evening. Rev. Joe Cook,
of Boston, was passing through the city, and he had
been invited to speak that morning.
Joe Cook took three-quarters of an hour to abuee
the "Infidels, calling them '' can_cer-breeders" and
similar pet names. He told the interview he had ·at
Lake George with Colonel Ingersoll, stating that it
was the first time he had mentioned the matter from
a public platform. That the proprietor of the hotel
was anxious to introduce him, but he, "Joe," said he
did not care to become acquainted with the great
blasphemer, but as the hotel man desired it, he submitted, when the colonel met him with filthy abuse.
The language he attributed to Colonel Ingersoll was:
"You're a coward, a liar, and a dirty dog," and the
opinion was unanimous among our delegation that if
the colonel ever told the truth in his life it was on
the occasion he met Rev. Joe Cook. I bad to use
more than words to prevent some of our friends from
giving him their opinion in open meeting. Professor,
Milleson said, "Why, he's a patent liar! He lies like
a trip-hammer."
Pretty soon there was a scene. Mr. Moody got
up and stopped Cook, and told him plainly that he
did not want any more of that kind of talk. Moody
said there are honest Infidels as well as honest Christians. "I would giv more to convert one of those than
a hundred others. These people hav been invited
here and I don't want them abused. It is not right.
Had I been an Infidel, I would not hav sat and listened to such abuse." To the credit of the Christians,
this sentiment was applauded.
.
Joe Cook dropped hie jaw and innocently inquired,
"Was I abusing anybody?" This was followed by
derisiv laughter, and if Joe Cook and Moody did
not come as near having a set-to as any men I ever
saw, I don't know myself. What kind of a time they
had after meeting, the reader may imagin.
Mr. Moody invited us on the platform and we were
introduced to the brethren.
Promptly at eight Mr. SWes and the writer ascended the Tabernacle platform, prayers were offered
up for us, and the exhortation was worked to the
highest pitch, when Brother Moody thought he miglit
venture to trot out his champion.
Not being allowed to debate, we had to formulate
our points into questions.
Am sorry the questions were not saved, but as a
reporter seemed to want them so much, I gave them
to him, thinking that they would do a little Liberal·
izing of the community.
Dr. Driver is somewhat wordy and adroit, but it
was evident the questions I was delegated to ask
him he did not come within a thousand miles of answering. Although I was not expected to speak, I
managed to get a word in edgewise and show where
he had contradicted himself and the scripture on
each occasion. Brother Stiles was on the lookout
for the scripture argument, and his finding the opt
contradictions did splendid service for our cause.
Everything was perfectly orderly, decorous, and
dignified, and I am satisfied we created a good i ocpression and left a sediment of doubt among the
audience. At the conclusion, I thanked Mr. Moody
and the congregation, and he is to come up to the
Secular Union. I cited the fact that over twenty
ministers of the city had declined to meet Mr. Watts
in debate, and if could make arrangements for Dr.
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Driver to remain we should endeavor to hav such a
debate.
I am satisfied that Dr. Driver was never more relieved than when :Mr. :Moody announced, "That will
be the last question to-night."
Whether it was owing to the extraordinary press
of matter in their columns, or in compliance to
an urgent request to suppress the report, not a newspaper had a word in regard to the great field-day at
the Tabernacle, notwithstanding that reporters were
present and kept busy. They seemed to enjoy it
as much as the Infidels.
E. A. STEVENS.

" Ingersoll Knows "
Just about as much upon subjects he discusses as
others who disagree with him. Juliet H. Severance
travels widely apart from respectful intellectual attitudes to characterize as assumptiv and arrogant
Colonel Ingersoll's eloquent statement "that no person has come back from the unseen world, no authentic message bas been delivered. Through all the
centuries not one whisper has broken the silence that
lies beyond the grave. Countless millions bav sought
for evidence, hav ·listened in vain for some word."
Certainly no truer, sublimer, or more beautiful or respectful words hav ever been spoken or written by
either tongue or pen. No carpenter ever hewed
closer the line, nor marksman ever struck nearer the
bull's-eye than the valiant colonel when he uttered
those sentiments. Of course, they are his opinions,
based upon his. own observations, upon his own learning, his own senses, sustained by those of others
whom he has held intercourse and association with
in the social, professional, and political spheres in
which he has ·moved and mingled. He attacks no
one's creed, no one's standard, no one's personal,
moral, or religious conviction. When our professors meet with a real relic· it is bought and
placed in a museum, gallery, or cabinet; when scientific investigators-produce a not-to-be-mistaken phenomenon, they nurture and value it, and possess it if
they can. But the phenomenon must not be as the
luring, deceiving mirage, ever fleeting and eluding.
The phenomenon must be tangible, real, and cognizaple not only by me but by all men whose senses
and brains and comprehensions are normal, balanced,
and activ. Not subject-matter of faith, clothed in
spirit. Not the mental projections of religiously excited imaginations thrown from the whirling mind as
sparks of steel flying from a revolving grind-wheel.
Science requires not only the evidenc~ of the senses,
but such a combination, confirmation, and association
of testimony as to forever remove all doubt and caviL
And certainly the supernatural must suffer itself,
with all of its isms and ologies, to be kept out of the
workshops and laboratories, the brains and the hearts,
of this material world's analysts and dissectors, and
categoried with delusory subjects of its kind.
The colonel is right, and no evidence or testimony,
living or dead, upon the subject of spirit existence or
of " one whisper that has broken the silence that
·lies beyond the grave," would be taken in any court
of law-barring our lower courts, where bribes, prejudices, and bigotries prevail with single judges-or
could run the gauntlet of the professors in any pri·
mary school of our fair land.
The colonel is certainly fully justified in denying the authority of unscientific, unusual, and
extraordinary evidence, if the phenomenon claimed to
exist cannot be produced and furnished on call, or
supplied in manner and on occasion, where it may be
thoroughly analyzed, as could any known scientific
datum or point, or as a mathematical problem, which,
while intricate, complicated, and profound, is yet capable of the fullest and completest demonstration,
proof, and conviction. It is so easy to be deluded
and delude one's self; and, a delusion once possessed,
so natural to husband and hug it, and so difficult to
rid one's self of the incubus. As a great writer has
put it : "There are circumstances in which a series
of imaginary events inserts itself in the series of real
events. We then attribute to ourselvs what we hav
not experienced and hav not done. If we do not undeceive ourselvs by a rigid analysis, we fall into
metaphysical illusion." To declare that no person
has come back from the unseen world is not backing
down from Agnosticism, but, instead, still further
confirming that position. For an Agnostic is simply
" one who holds that we know nothing of the supernatural." So one who, without claiming to know
himself, disputes others' claims of knowledge, as
much as to say, "While I don't know or claim to
know, I deny your knowledge, and the proof lies
first, last, and always with you to establish a t:igbt to
claim to know upon matters the world bas ever been
heretofore silent upon, save in a spluttering, blubbering, driveling way." Of course another may hav
had an experience he has not, as, for instance, a vague
and inde:finit dream of a people clothed in sunshine
somewhere beyond the nowhere, or an ecstatic vision
of a world where eternal summer prevails, and sorrow, pain, and trouble are suffered not. But unless
this people and world can be reproduced to the
sensuous vision to be analyzed, and countenanced by
being brought within the realm of physical and material
~<?wled~e, they wUl ever remain ft fan~asy of ~bQ

brain-a creation sweet, perhaps, but nevertheless
of the imagination and fancy. Your vision and
dream, while they may remain, as I hope they will, a
treasured and rapturous morsel in your life will not
disturb, distress, or embarrass the earnest, tbrobbing
heart of the great and mighty humanity, who are
ever struggling and striving onward and upward in
mournful and silent march toward the eternal fate
and truth, which, like cold and brilliant stars at
night, ever blink and beckon the weary, toiling wanderer on and ever on, at last to woo him into a peaceful, eternal slumber, and then resolve so kindly his
all into themselVl!l forever.
FBEn. HEBABD.
Rochester, N. Y.
------~~.-------

Does Dr. Severance Know 1
Dr. Severance berates Colonel Ingersoll for his
"arrogance and bigotry," for merely denying what
no man can affirm without fear of successful contradiction-the existence of a spiritual world.
If a man is to be denounced because he antago.
nizes that which is in no sense susceptible of scientific demonstration, then the only means to escape
censure is not to think at.all. Thus Christianity,
the father of Spiritualism, says, in the same breath
If you cannot disprove, shut up ! Yet, in support
of this grand discovery, the same logic suffices Christians and Spiritualists. As Dr. Severance says in
substance: " If a man testifies, and is honest, believe
him. Credulity should always take precedence of
doubt when the relater is of known integrity. Common justice demands this." Thus, of two men, one
of undoubted veracity, the other a trifle inexact, what
the first says is far more likely to be scientifically
true (because he is honest) than what the second
says (because he is dishonest sometimes). This is
what Spiritualists call scientific evidence. They hav
a strange idea that multitude, , in some way,
strengthens theory. That if you can get ten men
to testify to the same occurrence, the collectiv testimony of all is stronger than that of any one. They
imagin that it must be a great deal harder, and require much stronger proof, to convince one hundred
men of equal intelligence, than to convince one;
while in fact the exact reverse is the rule.
In proportion to the increase of adherents, the
necessity for the presentation of scientific evidence
decreases. Numbr.rs command silence, respectability,
but are fearfully detrimental, in this age, to the clear
propagation of truth, and never render more exact or
truthful any theory. Spiritualists should be ashamed
to forward this barbarous relic of Christianity as a
proof of their theory. And it is beyond all doubt
that among Spiritualists there is found more genuin
superstition to the square inch than among any other
sect of theorists.
I hav had considerable experience in this line of
investigation. I hav seen dozens converted to
Spiritualism by " evidence " the disproof of which I
had then and there at my disposal, and, afterward,
these same persons were referred to as being eminently worthy of testifying to the " faith of Fox."
For each case of actual benefit having been derived
from this belief, there are certainly two of injurious
import to balance it.
Itis certainly a strange axiom in scientific discovery " to accept an honest man's word as exact until
we hav reason to doubt." Who is to judge of his
honesty T Himself? Some very honest men and
great philanthropists hav been petty rascals. The
great Calvin was not above murdering a fellow-man,
yet he was eminently honest, and said it was good.
Now, according to the quotation above, from Dr.
Severance, what difference is there between the "faith"
of the Christian and the credulity-in the honest
man-of the Spiritualist T One is human testimony;
the other, testimony of humanity-birth, hearsay.
The most helpless obje(lt to my knowledge is a
Spiritualist outside of a s_eance room vainly endeavoring to ·convey, intellectually, to another an idea of
what he calls " mediumship." Witness the helplessness of McArthur. It is a pity that this theory of
immortality and spirit return is based upon, and may
be maintained only by, the evidence of the senses.
If there were evidences derived from natural laws,
from common, every-day experiences, something palpable, intellectual, scientifically demonstrable, anything, in fact, to emancipate struggling thousands
from chains of "sense" and the "testimony of honest
men," then there would be a means of reaching those
who are mentally incapable of such investigation, but
who now fluctuate between the clever, the cleverest,
and the most clever of spook manipulators.
Of what value is the testimony of a man who can
pen this : "For one to unqualifiedly deny their claim,
without being able to satisfactorily explain the phenomena upon which it ill' based, upon any other
hy-pothesis, shows the person making such denial is
affiicted with compound ignorance, i.e., he is ignorant
of the subject, and ignorant of his ignorance."
That is Christianity; and if Dr. Severance had
lived in ancient times, he would hav been " unqualifiedly " a believer i.n miracles. Why? Oh, because
that· which you cannot disprove is worthy of belief,
.
especially if support~d by "hon~st men."
Jt i~ ~ good tbin8. tQ b~t 1gnofMJ.t eometlQles i
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notably, to hav that kind of ignorance described by
Dr. Severance. Whatever it is, it is not ignorance
of the principles of logic, the value of evidence, the
knowledge of human nature, nor the useful learning
called psychology.
One would think that to an M.D. such a belief
would be peculiarly disagreeable, for obvious reasons.
But perhaps Dr. Severance has succeeded in locating
and vivisecting this " thin, theoretical thing" called
"spirit." If so, well may Professor Haskell inquire:
"How many can dance on the point of a cambric
needle 1" Study psychology, doctor; get down a little
deeper into the rules and principles of scientific dis·
covary. Never mind what" honest men" say or do.
Tell them that on their shoulders lies the onus probandi, and that the most·scienti:fic answer to an unproved theory is a flat and absolute denial. You
admit that it is, in a rigid sense, a hypothesis. Then
do not qualify it with such irrelativ adjective as
" scientific," etc.
H. W. HAMMOND.
Orange, Mass.
Paine's De1 ds Recalled.
Prom the New Yorl<: Sun

To THE EmToR OF THE SuN, Sir: I had the honor of an
invitation to the various displays in New York, and occupied
a seat on the platform at the literary exercises that took place
in front of the sub-treasury building in Wall street. I heard
the eloquent oration of Mr. Depew, and I was surprised that
a man who is usually so just and correct in his views andremarks should hav omitted the name of Thomas Paine, and
should hav said nothing of the important part which he
acted in the war of the Revolution. That Mr. Depew made
no allusion to the political writings of Paine is indeed surprising.
Thomas Paine was one of the master-spirits in the great
struggle, and ,helped as much as any man to bring it to a
successful and triumphant conclusion. This was admitted
by his most distinguished contemporaries. In a letter to
Richard Henry Lee, of Virginia, Washington says:
That Paine's "Common Sense" and many of his "Crisis" were
well-timed and had a happy effect on the public mind, none who
will turn to the epoch at which they were published will deny.

Major-Gen. Charles Lee, when "Common Sense" first
appeared, wrote as follows to Washington:
Hav you seen the pamphlet, "Common Sense~" -I never saw
such a masterly, irresistible performance. It will, if I mistake not,
in concurrence with the transcendent follY and wickedness of the
ministry, giv the coup de grace to Great Britain. I own myself couVInced by the arguments of the necessity of separation.

General Lee, speaking of the wonderful effect of Paine's
writings, said that "he burst forth on the world like Jove iu
thunder."
Dr. Benjamin Rush, a member of Congress and a signer of
the Declaration of Independence, said :
"Oommon Sense" burst from the press with an effect which has
rarely been produced by types and Paper in any age of this conntry.

George Washington wrote to Paine :
RoOKY HILL, Sept. 10, 1783.
DEAR Srn: I hav learned, since I hav been at this place, that you
are at Bordentown-whether for the sake of retirement or economy, be it for either or both, or whatever it may, I shall be exceedin IllY happ:V to see you here.
Your presence may remind Congress of your past services to this
country; and if it is in my power to impress them, command my
best exertions with freedom, as theY will be rendered cheerfully by
one who entertains a lively sense of the importance of your works,
and who, with much plPasnre, subscribes himself.
Your SinCere friend,
G. WASHINGTON.

Thomas Jefferson, in a letter to Paine, said:
Yon express a wish. in Your ,Jetter, to return to America in a
national 11hip. Mr. Dawson, who brings over the treaty and who
will nresent you this letter, is charged with orders to the captain of
the Maryland to receive and accommodatA you back, if you can ba
ready to depart at such short warning. Yon will, in ~reneral, find
ua returned to sentiments worthy of former times. In theBe it will
be your glor:v to hav steadily labored, and With 'iB much effect as
anv man living. That yon may liv lon~r to continue your useful
ls bore, and reap the reward in the thankfulness of nations, is my
sincere prayer. Accept the assurance of my high esteem and
affectionate attachment.
TROMAB JEFFRliBON.

John Adams, in a letter to Paine, said :
It has been generally propagated through this continent that I
wrote the pamphlet, "Common l:lense." I could not hav written
anything so inanly and in so ~triking a style.
JOHN ADAMS.

George Washington again writes to Paine:
A few morA such fi,.ming arguments as were exhibited at Falmouth and Norfolk, added to the sound dootrin and nnan8werable
reasoning contained in the pamphlet, "Common t:lense," will not
leave numbers at a loss to decide on the proorietY of a seporation.
GEORGE WASHINGTON.

Again Thomas Jefferson writes:
No writer has excetded Paine in ease and familiarity of style, in
perspicuity of expression, happiness of elucidation, and in simi)]&
and nna~snming language,
.

James Monroe says, in writing to Paine:
It is not necessary for me to tell :von how much all yourconntr:vmen-I sneak of the great mass of the people-are interested in
vour welfare. They hav uot forgotten the history of their own
Revolution and the difficult scenes through which they passed.
Tile crime of ingratitude bas not :vet stained, and I trust never will
stain, our national oharact€r. Yon are considered by them as not
only having rendered importa:nt services to_ our own RevolJ?.tion,
but as being, on a more extenBIV scale, the friend of human rrghts.
To the welfare of Thoma~ Paine the Americans are not. nor can
they be, indifferent.
JAMES MONROEThomas Paine was always on the side of human freedom.

He spent the greater part and the best part of his life in
defense of the rights of man. If he comn::itted errors in life,
they were on the sirle of humanity. Read the history of his
life and the part he took in the war of the Revolution, and
yod. will concur with me that the man never lived to whom
we are under greater obligat~ons for t~e success of o?r glorious independence, and the llberty wh1ch we now enJoy.
The American Revolution wa~ a great epoch in the history
of human freedom, in which Thomas Paine took such e.
conspicuous part. It elevated man to a higher, nobler, a11d
surer plane of liberty. And the history of our country can
.not be written with the name of Thomas Paine left _out.
Mr. Depew did great injustice to the memory of Thomas
Paine when he left his name out of his great centennial oration.
A. SORELL.
Albany, May 4.
------~~.-------
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~ommunicafions.

.
Tbe Church-Its Moral StatuR.
In our last article we proved by Christian evidence
tba·t the power of the churt::b for evil was not confined
··to the old mother at Rome, but that her Protestant
: daughters were as corrupt and depraved as the
· source whence. they emanated.
We wish to impress upon the min'd of the reader
· that evil causes cannot produce good effects, neither
.C~D good Causes produce evil effects.
Tne doctrins of the B1bla as taught in our Sundayschools and churches are unquestionably west perni. cious in their influence on the morn.ls of mankind; and
as long as the church adheres to these doctrine she
cannot ascend a single degree in the scale of moral
excellence. Whenever and wherever the cardinal doctrine of the church hav been taught and practiced,
then and there b~v men been vicious, bigoted, cruel,
and depraved. In stating this we are not putting it
in the least degree too strong. Who ever knew a man
to be better and purer by believing that he was a
" child of wrath sold under sin," and that he bad "a
heart desperately wicked above all things;'' and that
out of it·'· proceeded false witness, theft, murders,
and adulteries!" Is anyone but a priest-deluded
idiot silly enough to believe that a firm and unwavering faith in one's own "innate vileness" is the first
step toward angelic purity f We don't care a straw
for the loud profession, and the glitter and glamour,
of church worship and church society, for beneath it
all lies a se:fi~hness, hypocrisy, and meanness, that
the non-professin~ worldling does.not possess.
We cheerfully bear testimony to the fact that
there are honest and conscientious men and women
in the church, but this does not prevent them from
being most mischievous and injurious in their attitude
toward their fellow-man.
c,msoientiousness simply prompts to right doing,
but it has no power to giv its possessor a correct definition. as to what is right. John Calvin wal'l, no
doubt, conscientious when be signed the death-warrant of the Spanish physician and had him burnt at
the stake for his religious opinions. Cotton Mather
of our own country and his pious devotees were, no
doubt, distressingly conscientious and honest when
they hanged men and women for witchcraft-a Mosaic
or B1ble crime not recognizsd in science-and borad
the tongues of the Quakers through with red-hot
irons for the unpardonable offense of saying thee
and thou, aud stripped a mother's back bare to the
waist and whipped her through the streets of Salem
on Monday morning at the tail of a cart for the
off,mse of kissing her baby on Sunday, she owing
all her love to God on that day. Tnese parties were
all honest, but honesty did not make them safe citizens. Many good men and women are in the church
because they hav never heard the other side and do
not know any better. ~ut they are not good from
church influence, but from inherited predispositiongood not by the aid of the church, but in spite of it.
If the church made men good, then all church members would be upright. That they are not, proves
that goodness is derived from some other sourcfl.
We deny that the church exerts any reformatory
influence whBtever. The minister may by his dire
threats of hell and future endless torment lay a
reFtraint on the evil· disposed person. But be is
simply restrained, not reformed. If a man refrains
from stealing because he fears the penitentiary, he is
nevertheless a thief all the same.
Luther, as quoted in our last article, confessed,
even on his deathbed, that his religious reformation,
so far as morals were concerned, was a lamentable
failure, and that he had spent his time "for naught."
And we will now. add to his testimony that of the
notorious John Calvin, the Protestant inquisitor and
co-worker with LuthFr. In his "Livre-sur-las Scandales," page 28, in referring to the loose morals of
the laymen in the church, Calvin made the following
complimentary reference to the clergy of his timf'
in the following _langua~e: "There remains a wouLd
still more deplorable. The pa~tors-yes, the pastors
themselvs, who mount the pulpit, are, at the preRf'nt
time, the most shameful examples of waywardness
and all other vi cPs; hence their Rermons obtain neither more credit nor authority than· the fictitious
tales told by strolling players on the stage." Just
think of it, the pastor-s away back in the sixteenth
century given to "waywardoess and all other vices."
But a class of men who act'ept such old lecherous
reprobates as Lot, Judah, D11vid, knd Solomon as
their religious exemplars, are prone to waywardness,
and it is a contradiction of the eternal fitness of
things to expect anything el11e of them. With such
shepherds, woe to their flocks; and especially to the
innocent, unsuspecting lambs of the feminin gender!
Like causes produce like effects, and centuries seem
to hav prod_uced but little change for the better with
this clerical class. The Rev. J. M. Peebles gave to
the pubhc some very intE>resting statistics on this
point, proving that there were more Christian clergymen in the penitentiary in New York state than of
any other class or profession according to the num-

her, and an undue proportion of them for offfn!'es
against the purit.y and innocex:c3 of woman. But
tbese clerical convicts, no doubt, spent much of their
time meditating on those precious little episodes in
the history of "righteous Lot" and bis daughters,
Judah and his daughter-in-law, and D~vid, the man
after the Christian "God's own heart," and Solomon,
t.he wise, with his model<t number of a thousand
wives and concubines. And n-flActing on these episodes, they no doubt nperienced a deep sense of
religious consolation that lightened the burden of.
their confinement. Nothing ltka the Christian religion, with its illustrious examples of vice and its
sweet provisions of atoning ~race, to help a clerical
crook out when be gets caugbt in his own meanne~s.
The Rev. Sllm J nnes, in. a sermon preached at Chicago, March 12, 1886, did not -state that there were
more ministers in the penitentiary than any other
class; but he did say that as " many preachers go to
hell as any other people on God almighty's earth."
(Cries from the· congrflgation, "That's so!" and
applausE>.) Sam ought to know, and yet, in the face
of this damaging testimony exclueivly from Christian
witnesses, the religious training of society is placed
in the hands of this class of moral reprobates.
In dwelling on the unsavory record of the church
we feel that a contrast would be a relief, and we turn
to the heathen to procure it.
Mr. William Horniday, of the Smithsonian Institute, spent several years in foreign wilds, and he
givs the following testimony as to the morals of the
heathen before they had been corrupted by the
degrading influences of Christian miesionary teach·
ings. In speaking, among others, of a tribe called
the Dyaks, he says: "We see in these strange children of nature all the cardinal virtues without a ray
of religion and a high state of morality without ministers. They keep no Sabbath, say no prayers, build
no temples, worship nothing. The Dyaks are, perhaps, the most contented people under the sun. In
hospitality, humanity, sympathy, and charity they
are not outranked by any people living, so far as 1
know." And yet the church, with its foul record of
war, persli'cution, slavery, oppression, and murder,
presumes to send missionaries to a people like those
above described. From intercommnnication between
Christian and heat.hE>n, morally the heathfln is alwayD
the loser. The Rev. Mr. M•1rray, "in a lecture given
in Springfield, 0., Oct., 1873, stated that on board
one ship leaving Boston harbor for heathen lands
there were three mi~~ionaries nnd three hundred barrels of rum. Mr. William Horniday, in bi1:1 work,
''Free Rum on the Congo,'' states that, "We bav
opened the rivers of Africa to commerce, only to
pour down on them the raging plegethon of alcohol ;
no river of Inferno is more accursed." And yet the
clergy continue to prate to thflir silly dupes what.
great things the church hat~ done for the heathen,
and continue to collect money to support in foreign
lands one of the most useless, worthless, and pestilent cla!'S of men and women that ever preyed on
the well-being of the human race.
W. S.
Nashville, 1 enn.
--------~~-------

God-ltPligion-Evulution.

It is high time tloat we turn the tables on the
"Heaven-accrf'dited Holy Apostolic Church, mother
of the Holv R1man Universal Inquisition," and so
relieve mankind from the degrading necessity of donning the sackcloth and ashes of t-he "sinner," putting
the odium of "coming short of the glory" on the
real offender-the God of the Christian church, the
Noachic di!•penser of the waters of the deluge and
hailer of fire and brimstone on Sodom and Gomorrah, the supreme botch of the universe-not as
builder of· the material structure, for with that he
had nothing to do-but as ruler and governor of
mnnkind; the regulator and controler of human
sff<iirs; the demented Moses-created lawgiver of the
trampmg Jews; inspirer of the horrors of the Inquisition and the cruelties of the modern tenement system, etc.
Giving our august subject his dues, we start on
our genial t.ask with the admission t.hat as an executiv
cfficer he has at all times been A No. 1, bearing the
gree abune them a', but as a legislator a poor stick;
so much so, indeed, t,hat his svstem is fast becoming
in these days of "reform of abuses" a byword and a
reproach among men, r;otamping him as the great failure of the centuries, the bankrupt par emcellence of
the pantheons.
.
It is quite unnecessary to seek for details to sustain our charge of incomretency-or malevolence,
shall we call it ?-of the great I Am as a director,
the proofs lying along the highways of time " thick
as the leaves of Vallambrosa ;" from the grand initiativ escapade in the mythic garden of Eden to the
last rent-theft of the stews inclusiv-a period pre·
senting a ceaseless series of punishments without the
palliation of criminality; a long sf'asen of merest
wantonnesB; showing not. only a contemptuous disregard of human interests but an aotiv devilishness,
the result of innate wolfish depravity. Such is the
Great Direotor the ages are made to present in history; such the great fetich of the centuries as be is
drawn from the inspired chronicles of the altar and

banded down by saint, by prophet, aiJd by te(!chers
of the pulpit generally; eternally "in flaming ire,
taking vengeance," " for they shall know I am the
Lord."
Guizot says: "Human history opens on inacessiblc mora~ses and vast forests, altogether uncleared,
given up to the chances of primitiv veg .. tation, peopled with wolves and bears and with great herds of
swine, and with humans but little removed above
them in habits. Inclosed in dwellings dark and
low, the best of them built of wood and clay, covered
with branct>es or straw, people lived a beastly life;
their never-ending drf'ad being the war-cry, often
enough heard-men living grossly and idle being
prone to quarrel snd fight."
.
The drama of civilizt~.tion changing the scene; they
are made to witness the rusb, the crush, and the
havoc of invading armies; ma~ses of demoniac spoilers, " made in the image of God," sweeping from
the "swarming east," on errands of butchery and
plundttr, laying waste whatever d fertility came in
their fearful warpath. Europe was so settled after
hundreds of years of anarchical turmoil. Where the
firRt batch of marauding mi8creants came from, nobody knows ; all the information vouchsafed being
that temporary settlements were established on the
route, then broken up by succeeding eruptions; the
agriculturists changing localities when forced by the
exigencies of the advance of new-comus, or, yielding
to the impulse of adventure, adopting the haphazard
life of the barbaric depredators.
And thus the early struggles went on, men swaying from hunger to gluttony, from activ violence to
short seasons of repose, raptcious, bloodt-hirsty,
predatory. But a few centuries before the advent of
Christianity, indeed, the same rude conditions prevailed; flourishing settlements· changing to deserted
houses, the dispossessed taking to tbeir E~hips in a
body, transferring their homes elsewhae; some,
preferring the sea to the land, becoming. pirates ;
but, whether on land or on sea, at all times meeting
the same degree of struggle, sufft-ring, and death.
So, through all the ages we find the mass of mankind occup)ing the desperate outposts of existenceeither struggling as armies of invasion or drivE>n by
fire and sword from the lanils they had ravaged from
others-while in more modern times men are found
in ignoble rivalry ~.of personal interests, seeking in
commercial and business competition the success that
ruins others, or the ruin that others visit on them.
The worst horrors of activ turbulence in the
struggle for life, however, bav been endurable when
compared to the ever-present terrors imposed by
superstition; rendering people in their helpless ignorance victims to mysteries embraced in the word
"religion;" the priesthood, pointing to simplest
natural phenomena as proofs of heaven-delegated
power; demanding human sacrifices to avert the
anger of the God of the thundH, the lightning, and
the tempest. Thus, involving 'horror in all its categories, man's life has been a continued series of
violence till now ; its. degradations only slightly
lessened with the fall of the Bastile and the close of
the Inquisition; ch~cks to the long reaching despotism of church and state ; cbeckR imposed by the
people, not the Lord, vs against the" Lord's anointed,"
for only with the consent of the gonrning few could
systematic law-supported atrocities be practiced-a
partnership again sought to be established-a partnership, the papers to whiob hav already: been drawn
up, and which can be averted only by the force
resident in the intelligence of the Secular brain. '• Up
guards and at _em!'' · W&it not for drum, or trumpet
note; but, rallying in force, strike at the advance
guard, sending them back upon Romf''s massing
cohorts with the message of Science: "Your teachings are false. We brand you as knaves and haters
of mankind. Your aim is rule or ruin, U8ing the
wrath of a mythic God to in"'pire your played out
followers of the Old World, and trusting to the added
numbers of your victims who bav sought rt-fuee in
the New, to gain the victory of the spoiler. We-hurl
defiance at your feeble combination, promising them
the wt-lcome the invaded givs the invaders. Led by
Truth, we will diE>srm your cruel and malignant God
and send him parking with his ~aintfd relics, crucifix,
and altars to whE-re the early gods of the pantheons
liE> ; where he will find ' none so low as to do him
rt:verence.'"
And here let me say that the q•Jestion underlying
the accumulated horrors that make up the hif'tory of
our race is not so much to gatbe1~ proofs that man is
not the moral delinquent the church insists on representing him as being, as to show that religion,
starting from false premises, bas sought to establish
conditions antagonistic to truth-giving to ridiculous
postulates the potency of facts. Taking the question
in its simplest form and stripping it of all verbiage
clustering around it from theological and other
interested pens, it stands brit flv thus: Man, originally starting from a purely anim"l basis, has presented
through all the ages the distingui~bing characteristics
of his origin, but modified by the tendt-ncy to moral
and intellectual development which inheres in the
constitution of his being; a quality which, by the
mysterious processes of evolution, will yet invest
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society with just social relations aDd the highest conditions attainable on earth.
Representativ in himself of all the distinctiv attributes of the animal kingdom, man, ·from his environment, became molded into the being we find him in
the dawn of t4e historic period~essentially a manbrute. What modifyirg agencies existed in prehistoric times preparing him as an actor on the stage
of bistorywe are unable to speak of but in conjecture.
In the savage state, we find in him a wild, selfish,
demi-devil; houseless and but partially clad in skins
torn from animals of the forest ; eating raw flesh,
sucking the marrow from bones, frequently human,
and drinking the bot blood of his victims. In the
barbaric state he is an easily excited semi-savage,
reducing to cruelest servitude all he conceives to be
his enemies. In the partially civilized-our own
times-we find him still clinging to the distinctions
of the barbarian, but rich in promis of a noble future.
So much so that, notwithstanding the fearful exhibits
the history of mankind discloses, together with the
story of his habitat presenting so many drawbacks
to progress, steady advances in kindly treatmen~ and
geographical security hav marked the passage of the
centuries. Society is fast unfolding the truth as it
is promised in science and sought for by Liberalism.
There are certainly but few atrocious kings or chiefs
now to be found. The hour of the imperious priest·
is fast passing away. The conqueror ha!t fallen into
disrepute. Arbitration in national disputes has been
inaugurated. Above all, the sponge of science is fast
cleansing the slate of society of the stains of ignorant
piety, preparing mankind. for the new regime. History no longer will be a jumble of horror and bloodshed-cities blasted by war, countries laid ,waste by
fire and pillage, populations mixed up in agonized
confusion, with but here and there passages in the
story where nobles reveled in sumptuous profusion,
and serfs, ready to die with vulgar loyalty, surfeited
for short seasons on plunder; the whole supervised
by gods worse in character than their ·worshipers.
Let us not forget, however, that great evils are
still at work with us. Strong in popular regard and
lusty of growth, they claim ancient usage, and heavenaccredited missions to perform, as warranty for their
stay. Hanging around the framework of society, as
parasitic vines invest the oak, they liv on the juices
of thoughtle5s labor, finding protection among the
prejudices born of far-reaching observances of the
past. Liberalism is activly at work to relieve the
.f!ltate of such parasites. The protests everywhere
heard are assurances that society is gravitating to
revision in all its parts; a new framework in which
no vestige of our incongruous systems will be found.
Not merely renovated, but new in all its adjustments,
providing conditions squared by the sharpest equity.
The animus of its founders, having the warranty of
science, will be found in the cry : "Away with
ancient caste of whatever sort !" sweeping down the
wind all absurdities of aristocracy as well of all disabilities of individual claims, whether arising from
infirmities of intellect or incapacities from natural
tendencies. If a man be born the intellectual superior of another, let his reward be his greater usefulness as a contributor. A. fine intellect is the boon of
society. We are the inheritance of each other. A
poem is written to be read, a picture painted to be
seen, an invention completed to increase the general
efficiency. Put the book in the common library, the
picture in the public hall, the improvement in the
workshop and the centers of labor; and so the great
heart of humanity, made thankful by gifts and stimulated to kindred benevolencies, may be made activ in
good deeds. What greater reward to the poet, the
artist, the inventor, than the admiration their works
inspire-granting their lives to be unencumbered
by wants T The needs of the man whose ambition is
satisfied by sweeping the streets are quite as great,
for food and clothing, as are those of the genius.
Then, usefulness in the scavenger is above all art.
Then agai:p, to what are men indebted for the distinctions that come of individual accomplishments 1
Simply to differences in cranial structure-phenomena,
as far as heard from, outside of all cognizable interference, though claimed to be embraced in stirpiculture-a feature in science as yet but hinted at.
Thus we find that in the general economy the true
test of the individual is utility.
We al'e at present about entering on the "good
time coming, boys" of the poet, not the lackadaisical
" sweet by-and· bye" of the salvationist, and on our
onward march we listen only to the inspirations born
of earth. Let us be faithful even unto death.
In the ever onward, resistless march of progress
there are no soft, verdant spots as camping-ground
for man to dally with the hours.
Halt is a word unknown to the legions of advanced
thought. Nothing can resist the primal edicts, the
authority that has swayed the cycles. Supreme at all
times in this : that when priests or rulers, by any
trick, device, or effort of power, bav sought to circumvent the eternal forces, they hav perished in the
grasp of violated justice. Society bas learned that
no institution of man, honored though it may be by
its defense of religion, and venerable, too, by the dust
of een.turiee, can stand, save by brute fo,~ce, unless
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fo.u~ded on the eternal principles of justice. NationIt was in my humble opinion a rather thin dodge
ah~les hav passed away, systems of theology and for Jim to cabbage $40 of the Lord's money under

ph.1losophy bav become extinguished in the light of
bnghter. truths, but the integrity of justice has ever
been, Without shadow of turning, the divinity of
nature. Let the demand of humanity, then, be justice. Not the limited justice meted to the bondman-food, clothes, and shelter-but also that soulpabulum, the claim of all by the right of common
origin and inheritance; a claim whose products are
the gentleness of culture and the sweet fret:dom of
discussi~n. Th? ~orld _is preparing to "ring the
~u~le~ mmstrel 1~, and he not the harbinger of an
1d10t1c~lly conc~1ve~ theological millennium, but of
an attamed penod m a series of developments incident to planet life, Evolution.
74.
Le .Roy, N. Y.
------~~.-------

Notes of '!'ravel by W.

s. Bell.

the pretext he did. Had he made excuse for retaining the swag that the Lord had not given him beauty
as well as grace, I should h~i'.v justified him in it.
Though aerenely pious, Jim is not handsome.
REv. GEo. ENDERTON,
Pastor Church of t.he RedeemEd.
An .Answer to An Important Question.
.From the Denison, Tex., Sundal! GnzeUeer.

"Did Man Fall?" is the title of a. pamphlet which discusses
the lcc!ility and topography of the garden of Eden, and
answers the question," Is tbe garden of Eden a faet ?" Thl'
author is Israel W. Groh, author of " Is the God of Israel
the True God ?" Price, ten cents. '
They Int~>rest the Editor.
Fl·om the Butte C1t11, Jlfont., Dailu i\Hner.
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Some new and decidedly interesting publications hav lately
Mr. T. H. Terry, secretary of the Secular Union of been
i8sued by the Truth Seeker Co .. at 28 Lafayette place,

Batavia, Kan.; invited me to lecture at Batavia under
the auspices of that society; and April 15th, in the
school-bouse, the only place for public mefltinga in
the place, I spoke upon "Liberty and Morality."
Two ministers were present to steady the Ark. One
of them explained sacred history from a long chart
that he had put up across the school-house. Tile
chart contained the exact dates of lives of great. men,
and great events, as far back as the garden of Eden.
His long and pointless talk, and blundering reading,
made the people tired, and I could not, though the
temptation was great, riddle everything he eaid.
I pitied the audienee. Before me sat two young
mothers with babes in their arm~:~, and after they bad
sat there three hours I concluded the m:oeting with a
few pointed rem1uks, which rendered the sky-pilot
somewhat unhappy. I find that when I am replying
to ministers they cannot keep silence. They always
interrupt me by throwing in a contradiction,
when they find the facts and logic pinching them.
It is hard for preachers to be courteous to their
opponents. They hav had things all their own wa.y
so long that it seems hard for them now to listen to
any back- talk.
April 17th I was introduced to a large and enthusiastic audience in the Turn Hall in Denver, Col., by
Mr. Robert Hilgard, an earnest worker in the Liberal
cause. After my lecture I was waited upon by two
gentlemen from the audience, who urged me to stop
over a few days longer in Denver, saying that they
would procure the Tabor Opera House for a Sunday
night lecture, but my dates were all fixed for several
weeks ahead and I could not entertain their generous
and complimentary offer.
On my return I am to hav an ovation in Denver.
A good measure of success attended my lecture at
Canon City. Mr. John Locke, a Liberal Spiritualist
and a subscriber and admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
made the necessary arrangements for my lecture.
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who came. I am to giv two or three lectures there
on my return, in a large hall. I had a very enjoyable
time staying with Mr. Locke and family.
There is a fine mineral spring here. . As 1 stood
b eside the ever flowing fountain, I Wl'she.d 1 could
dip up a cup of this delicious water and hand it to
every Freethinker in the land, but as I could not do
that I drank to their health.
Leaving Canon City, 1 was soon in the Grand
Canon, the grandest sight that ever greeted my eyeE.
In a few days I am to pass through the Black Canon,
which is almost as wonderful as the Royal Gorge of
the Grand Canon.
I am now in Leadville. I gave my first lecture
last night to a small audience. On the 24th and 25th
I am ~to speak in the city hall, and am promised a
large audience. Mr. A. L. Heister is president of
the Union, and Mr. D. A. Collins is treasurer.
Leadville, Col., April 22 289.
W. S. BELL.

A Unique Tripartite Partnership.
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J ames A . S plvey, a we 1- O· o armer an s oc dealer of Henry county, Ill., purchased a large number of growing swine, and corn enough to fatten them.
Then he promised the Lord in prayer tbat if be
would prosper the speculation he would divide up
the profits fairly, thus: Spivey one-third, the Lord
thy God one-third, and Spivey's son one-third. This
was last summer, and as there was a strong blaze
from the sun and no condensation of aqueous vapor,
the supply of water fell short and Spivey WI.!S compalled to stay at home from church one Sunday and
carry water and throw over the hogs to keep them
from melting down. In due time the stock was marfit f h' h th L d'
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to $100, which amount he sent to God's agent in
Nf:'braska to help build God a house.
This is a simple statement of fact. Mr. S pivey is
neither a lunatic nor an idiot; he is a faoa.Hc, the big
g un in the Methodist church of New Windsor. His
operations as a stock-dealer are not of a pronounced
philanthropic character. In fact, there are men so
. k tha t b e d ece1ve
';;- d · them f or b'lS
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New York Otie is the ALMANAo, or ANNUAL, which this concern has of late years been issuing; another is a work headed,
"Was Jesus Insane?" Another, "Pionetcr Pith, the Gist of
Lectures on RationaliPm," by Robert C. Adams. Another is
entitled, ''Did Man Fall?" in which it is inquired if the
garden of Eden is a fact. "The Limitations of Toleration"
is a small work by the same concPrn, containing a discussion
by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, tbe Hon. Frederick R. Coudert,
and Ex- Gov. Stewart L. Woodford.
Possesses Dash and an Impromptu Character.
From the OPen Court.

This discussion ["The Limitations of Toleration"] was
held before the Nmeteenth Century Club, of New York, at
the Metropolitan Opera House. It is now printed in pamphlet
form from a stenograpbical report, and compriees forty-four
pages. The remarks of the late Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, who
presided at the meeting, are likewise included. The debate
betv:e~n these three gentlemen, for such it was, is wdl worth
reading, and although from the colloquial form in· which it
is cast, it has not the literary charm that marks the written
compositions of either of the eminfnt speakers, its dash and
general impromptu character afford a pleasing substitute.
l'lluch More Valuable Tban the Bible.
From San Fl·anci&co Fl·ePtltouoht.

Robert C. Adams's "Pioneer Pith" is a book of one less
than a hundred page8, but it contains more of value than the
Bible from GeneEis to Revelations, and more than numerous
other books of many times its size. It is the author's aim to
condense the main fact.s of Rationalism into a small compa~P, and he has succeeded within the limits of twenty brief
chapters. Captain Aoams bas previously distinguished himself as a writer on Freethought subjects, and the present
pamphlet does not detract from his reputation. (Published
by the Truth Seeket Company. Price twenty-five cents.)
The Magnitude and Drift of the Discussion.
From tlte Tyler, T•x., Leader.

"The Limitations of Toleration" is the subject of a triangular discussion on the limit.s of free Bpe.,ch and free
thought, between Ex Gov. Stpwart L. Woodford, Bon.
Frederick R. Coudert, and Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. Protestantiem is represented by the first, Catholicism by the
second, and Agnosticism by the third speaker.
The ma~~:nitude and general drift of tbe discussion may be
indicated by the following points which were submitted to
the speakers in advance:
.
1. Thought is a neces~ary natural product-the result of
what is called impressions made through the medium of the
senses upon the brain, not forgetting the fact of heredity.
2. No human being is accountable to any being-human
or divine-for his thoughts.
3. Human beings hav a certain interest in the thoughts of
each other, and one who undertakes to tell his thoughts
should be honest.
4. All hav an equal right to express their thoughts upon
all subjects.
5. For one man to say to another: "I tolerate you," is an
assumption of authority-not a disclaimer, but a waiver, of
the right to persecute.
6. Each man has the same right to express to the whole
world his ideas, that the rest of the world hav to express
their thoughts to him.
The discussion is printed in pamphlet form and !.B sold at
ten cents a copy_·,..---""-..-..-----The Abandoned Sinner and His Profane Poetry.
F1·om the Ironclad. Aoe.

The Rev. Samuel Jones has been crowding the mourners
and rescuing the damned over on the Pacific coast. The
mo~t abandoned sinner on the coast is George E. Macdonald.
The most abandoned sinners are generally the first to fall
under a fusillade of gospel artillery: but it appears that
George came through the holocaust of gospel h~til unscathed.
It would oeem however, likely that he was knocked down
and "stepped onto," for the following from his F1·eetlwugltt
. of April 6th sounds like the ~efiant utterance of a boy who
has just been let up from use as a mop and who hasn't yet
got the sand and mud out of his mouth and nose and ears.
Says he:
The Rev. fl"muel Jones has got t.hrougb wit!. San Franoisco. H
received
for If
hisIlea
~ervices, ~<nd claims to hav conver.ted twelv
hundre<l u.200
people.
were feathers, he might put wmgs on a
of them.
And after the holy man of God was well out of the conntry the dauntless G. E. M. fin:d the following injurious, not
to ~ay deadly, piece of poetry after him :
FAREWELL TO TnE REV. SAMUEL JONES.
0 Jonec, when first you came to preach to us
From Sacramento and Loa ~l!...:ber!na,
We
fame as a rellgwus har .
Wasknew
greatyour
88 your supporters could desire.
we knew your masterY of dialect
Waaallthatanycri.ticcould<xpect.;
We were familiar wtt.h yonr rePPrtoire,
And the inherent powers of your j .. w.
But when we beard you we were all surPrisedour bigheRt.
hopesofare
more
than realized.
Yon
are a sampla
that
vaulting
priite .
Which, missing saddle, 'lights the other s1de.
Perhaps you 1 eally do more good tba.n harm,
And
we havgood-bye-if
viewPd :ronr say
pranko
without
Yet, Jones,
good-bye
we alarm.
must;
We shall not see your lilte again we trust
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Changing Sunday Laws.

'
l

i.

I

It is .cheering to note that one state has, this
spring, shown a desire to still further soften its Sunday laws. For Texas to do this in the face of the
efforts of the Sabbatarians to hav enacted a national
Sunday law may be considered a substantial victory
for progressiv ideas.
We learn of this step ahead from the Denison
Sunday Gazetteer-a journal owned and edited by a
brave man and a Liberal-which is combating the
preachers, who are necessarily angry at the legislature
for amending the Sunday law so as to require business
houses to close only between the hours of 9 A.M. and
4 P.M. on Sunday. The ministers contend that this
curtailment of the previous business suspension is
"stealing seventeen hours from Jehovah." The
Gazetteer observes, however, that the preachers, as
usual, are wrong; The legislature hus deprived Jehovah of no time at all. It leaves every man and
woman at liberty to rest and worship as many hours
on Sunday as they please. If a Christian believes
Sunday has been set apart to be used exclusivly as a
day of rest and worship, all he has to do is to obey
the dictates of his conscience. But if he doe~ not
think this is necessary he can carry on any lawfw
avocation up to 9 in the morning and after 7 in the
evening. The legislature no doubt aimed to make a
fair compromise on this Sunday question, and those
who consider the day holy ought not to complain,
certainly, for they hav seven hours of the day,
proper, out of the twelve, as they want it. So far
as the religious aspect of the question_ is concerned
the legislature has really nothing to do with that,
further than to protect all the people of the state in
the right to worship in accordance with the dictates
of their consciences. The Gazetteer humorously concludes: "If our Christian preachers will stop their
fault-fin~ing with the legislature, and go to work and
convert the people to their way of thinking, there
will be no necessity for civil laws to enforce Sunday
observance, or religious observances of any kind."
While we can congratulate the Texas legislature in
thus yielding to- the changing sentiment of the
country, we ha.v to reprimand the legislature of our
own state for the probable cutting off of another slice
of liberty. The judiciary committee of the Senate
reported favorably and the Senate has passed an
amendment to section 266 of the penal code as follows:
"All -trades, manufactures, agricultural or mechanical
employments, upon the first day of the week are prohibited,
except that when the same are works of necessity they may
be performed on that day in their usual and orderly manner
so as not to interfere with the repose and religious liberty of
the community; but no barber shops shall be Jupt open after
12 o'clock noon on said day." ·

The words in italic are the addition to the section.
The amendment was introduced by Senator O'Connor
at the request of the barbers, who desire to shut off
competition as to Sunday opening of the shops.
The tonsorial artists cannot agree among themselvs
~s to how Ion~ to kee.p open o:p. Sunda;r, nor 9an the;r

trust each other to keep any compact they make in
the matter, and so. they hav gone to Albany to get a
law to help them out. The amendment in itself is
of small importance, but the principle is all wrong
and tyrannous. A barber has the same natural right
to shave his customers on Sunday afternoon that he
has to shave them Saturday afternoon or Sunday
·forenoon. It is a matter of individual liberty of
choice, and the only persons interested are the
shaver and the shavee. The people of the country,
however, seem to hav law on the brain, and run to
the legislatures as children run to their parents when
a playmate " nigs" at marbles or makes faces at
them. If a person had time to study the penal code,
he will find that he has been and probably will continue to be a lawbreaker till about one-half the code
shall be repealed. · To come down to bedrock facts,
the people break the Sunday laws all to flinders
every first day of the week. An enormous amount
of unnecessary labor is performed every Sunday in
this city. Horse-cars are run, excursion trains and
boats are operated, thousands of people go fishing,
we hav public exercises and l!hows, and in the million
or two households of the state three-fourths of the
labor performed is wholly unnecessary. We hav
laws against all this, but they are not observed, and
it is nowise probable that the barbers will keep the
new law any more strictly than they do the old.
Those who desire to accommodate their customers
after noon will pull their window-shades up a little,
lock the door, and go ahead as of old. The barber
knows his trade, and he is not going to lose it by
refusing to shave a man five minutes after twelve.
This law, like all Sunday laws, should be entitled,
An Act to Promote Hypocrisy.

The Ministers.
The Oma.ha Rep1eblican is a paper of, sense and
spirit. Recently the clergy of the city hav been
attacking the Sunday papers, in their usual untruthful and bigoted manner, and the Republican retorts
with an editorial, the vigor and spirit of which entitle
it to a prominent place right here in these columns:
"Dean Gardner writes an article for the Exc-.lsior on Sunday newspapers. There is something amusing about a
minister attempting to consider the practical side of lifefortunately there is never anything at all serious about it. If
there is one thing in the world that the world gets along
without it is the minister. Really, the minister isn't a part
of society. He is something to be looked at, like a horse; to
be listened to, like a hand-organ ; to be supported, like a
pauper-but never anything to be considered gravely, Every
Sunday he preaches a lot of things which he hasn't lived and
doesn't intend to liv-and his sermons are attended by people
who hav no more idea of trying to be real Christians than
they hav of throwing themselvs in front of a rushing locomotiv.
" But we may as well be good-natured about the divine, because he is quite too listless to incite the opposition of any man
of sense. When the dean says that seven papers in the week
are too many, he is right. There is no reason why a newspaper man should not hav one day of rest out of seven. But
some fool fellow-some natural-born minister who had drifted
into journalism-began the Monday morning paper, and that
settled it. We all had to follow. The Republican would be
glad not to publiAh a Monday morning edition. Even the
best newspapers of that day are stupid, there being little to
print but the sermons of the day before. But there is no use
of discussing the matter ; we can't stop, because the rest of
the publishers won't-and the great world is so far from the
influence of poor, mild persons like the dean, that it would
absolutely refuse to patronize us if we did not get out seven
papers a week. You see what a discount there is on what
you call Christianity. There isn't a Christian in Omaha who,
if the Republican should strictly observe the Sabbath, would
patronize it on that account; we don't believe there are ten
of its patrons who, if it should strictly observe the holy day,
would not withdraw their favors and bestow them upon the
paper which had desecrated it. This countryisn't Christian
-it's business.
"The newspaper is in need of reform. We admit it. It
isn't serious enough. It often fails to hav an honest, earnest
meaning. It is more or less haphazard. It is nearly always
the friend of money and tli.e foe of penury, It is part of the
great world of Dives. It lies and cheats, and has gleams of
glory and spasms of pure ambition-briefly, it is a chameleon
that takes a color from the objects which surround it.
" But journalism can never be reformed by a ministry besotted in hypocrisy. There is yet virtue enough, it may be,
in the newspapers to reform the clergy, but as for the other
thing, it is what the Dutchman called 'one of de unpossibilities.' "

The pious ones, when they read this, held up their
hands, aghast with horror at its "blasphemy." The
Omaha. World said that it was a "disgraceful vilification of churches, religion, and ministers of the gospel," and demanded of the Republican an apology.
But the Republican will not apologize. It would
much ~atll.er ~ss~il tll.e Qllurch~s llga.in, it says1 tll!lll

apologize. It meant every word it said, and still
holds that the average minister is a very poor stick.
He is a poor weakling standing in the pulpit preaching the gospel of the rich. He no more dares to say
to Dives, sitting in his cushioned pew, that he, Dives,
is, in his besoited selfishness, a most- promising candidate for hell, than he dares to leap into the falls of
Niagara. Dives pays his pew rent, and Dives patronizes the preacher, and Dives purchases stained glass
for the cathedral wjndows, and Dives's presence in
the congregation is a lodestone drawing inferior worshipers of Mammon toward the altar. And when
some one, aggra-v:ated by the shams of the world, and
most of all by the innnit and awful sham of the
church, raises a voice to speak the truth, the weakling
cries out that blasphemy has been perpetrated; that
a horrible skepticism has been revealed j that the
sanctity of the religion of Jesus Christ has been
wantonly invaded. The reputed follower of the communistic Nazarene, confronted with the truth, turns
upon the man who has been brave enough to present
it to him and accuses him of sacrilege. "Attack
me/' he cries, " and you assail almighty God I Accuse me of hypocrisy and you vilify religion I" _
For these and other reasons, the Republican
positivly refuses to apologize for its attack upon tbe
pulpit hypocrite. We congratulate it upon its courage.

Christian Promis and Performance.
Will the Christians never learn to be honest in
action T to do as they would be done by T to never
accept a trust unless they will fulfill its conditions T
The flagrant violation of the terms of Stephen
Girard's will is known to everybody who has read
upon the subject. The magnificent charity which he
founded is in the hands and under the management
of the church. That James Lick's donations to
science are fast going the same way will be a cause
of surprise to Freethinkers, who depended upon the
well-known Liberality of the people of the West to
keep those vast sums of money from being used to
further the spread of a superstition which James
Lick cordially detested.
When James Lick died he scattered his benefactions with a lavish hand. The greatest monument
to his memory is, of course, the Observatory. This
has somehow got into the charge of a corps of Chris•
tians who, while discovering facts that destroy Christian theology, are writing articles to prop up the
declining faith. This is certainly an indirect misuse
of the dead man's money. Mr. Lick believed in what
he knew. He had a great admiration and love for
science. He desired to add to the knowledge of the
world, and that is why he built the Observatory.
He would, if alive, be exceedingly angry at seeing his
salaried observers working to inculcate faith iJ;l.stead
of increasing knowledge.
Another of Mr. Lick's gifts to science was a donation to the San Francisco Society of Pioneers. With
this money a large brick building, costing several
hundred thousand dollars, was erected in San Francisco. This building contains a hall of a seating
capacity of six hundred, wl;J.ich the builders fitted up
with the regardlessness of expense which usually
characterizes the handlers of other- people's money.
The will of Mr. Lick provided, it is understood, that
regular lectures of a scientific, literary, or historical
character should be given in this hall, but that it
should never be used for religious meetings. Three
or four weeks ago the members of the San Francisco
Freethought Society were casting about for a permanent meeting-place, and it naturally struck them
that no more appropriate hall could be found than
the one built with the money of the Freethinker
James Lick, who has l!hown his admiration for the
great apostle of Freethought, Thomas Paine, by
building him a Memorial Hall in Boston. The secretary of the Pioneer Society was therefore waited
upon by Professor Miller, the lecturer of the Freethought Society, who stated his object in calling and
gave the name of the organization that desired to
hold its meetings in Pioneer Hall. The secretary
expressed doubts that the hall could be engaged by
a Freethought society. It had been refused the
Spiritualists. He would, however, consult the committee. The next day Professor Miller called again
and received the ultimatum of the said committee,
which was that Pioneer Hall would not be leased on
Sunday night for such a purpose I
This action of the committee has caused considerll~l~ surpris~ to the heretice ot the fllc~c ~()"st,
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Some of the members of the Pioneer Society are
indignant, and aver that were their wishes consulted
the Freethought Society should hav the hall for the
cost of gas and janitor. But the Christians are
in power, and continue to exhibit the bigotry usual
to people of their kind. But while considering this
matter settled, Freethought asks several interesting
questions of these pietists. Why, it queries, did the
Pioneers accept the money of James Lick if they had
not sufficient respect for his opinions to allow them
to be advocated in the hall which that money built T
Do the Pioneers object to receiving the money of
Freethinkers now? and if so, why did they take it
then? What has brought about the change of sentiment ? Do they think they hav received all the
money from such a source that their consciences will
allow them to accept ? F.inally, do tbey for a moment suppose that they would ever hav had a hall
built with James Lick's money if he had suspected
that so soon after coming in possession of it they
would close its doors against the advocates of a
cause which James Lick did so much to promote ?
The ne~t thing the Pioneers will probably do will
be to let the hall for religious services. They hav
already allowed a saloon to be established in the
building, wherein a Sunday night concert is regularly
conducted, find a church seems to be the next thing
needed.
There is a moral in this as big as a mountain.
And it is, that no matter what a Christian promises,
be will perform nothing if such performance should
run counter to his religious ideas. We hope the
Freethinkers of ·san Francisco will put the question
squarely to every member of the Pioneer ·Society,
and see if a majority sustain the Christian committee's action.
·

Governors' Proclamations.
On April 30th, we were instructed by the justly
respected governor of our state, we were to assemble in
our places of worship and " make prayer to God for
our guidance as a republic in the future." Now, we
are not altogether so churlish and unconformable in
things religious as some would say; in fact, we are
not indisposed to help in consulting the God-given
book oJ. guidance for said instructions upon national
conduct. We are now in the place where we do all
the worshiping we hav to do, and will proceed at
once.
The department of justice, in particular that of the
administration of punishment, will find given a model
for imitation upon which it would be hopeless for
fallible man to expect to improve :
" I the Lord thy God, • • . visiting the iniquities of
the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth generation" (Ex. xx, 5). "Prepare slaughter for his children
for the iniquity of their fathers" (!sa. xiv, 21). "Visiting
the iniquity of the fathers upon the children, and upon the
children's children, unto the third and to the fourth generation" (Ex. xxxiv, 7).

Erring generations hav strayed from these judicious
practices ; we now iniquitously cherish the notion
that the better way is to punish the guilty and not
the innocent. But there seems little doubt that by
making over all government to God's friends we
might ba reclaimed unto that practice which is right.
The following would seem to fall likewise under
the head of directions for the judiciary:
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv" (Ex. xxii, 18).

This should be attended to at once. If necessary,
the clergy must be given full discretionary powers in
the enforcement of this doubtless very wholesome
statute.
On. the question of slavery we are not left in·
doubt:
·
"Of the children of the strangers that do sojourn among
you, of them shall ye buy, • . • they shall be your bond"
men forever" (Lev. xxv, 45, 46). "Then his master shall
bring him unto the judges; he shall also bring him to the
door, or unto the door-post; and his master shall bore his
ear through with an awl; and he shall serve him forever"
(Ex. xxi, 6).

" These ye shall not eat, of them that chew the cud, or of
them that divide the cloven hoof; as the camel and the hare
and the coney ; they are unclean unto you. And the swine,
because it divideth the hoof, yet cheweth not the cud, it is
unclean unto you; ye shall not eat of their fiesh" (Deut.
xiv, 7, 8). "Ye shall not eat anything that dieth of itself;
thou shalt giv it unto the stranger that is in thy gates that he
may eat it; or thou mayest sell it unto an alien; for thou
art a holy people unto the Lord thy God" (Deut. xiv, 21).

The latter would hav been an excellent law to
practice in this city during the centennial. Our visitors would hav val.ued us highly for the legislation.
Our Sabbath laws are too lax:
" Whosoever doeth work therein shall be put to death"
(Ex. XXXV, 21).

We hav not been able to perceive the harm in a
man's marrying the wife of a deceased brother; but
all our legislatures must immediately rectify our laws
on this point :
"If a man shall take a brother's wife, it is an unclean
thing" (Lev. xx, 21).

saith the Lord. . • • Slay both man and woman, infant
and suckling" (1 Sam. xv, 2, 3). "Slay utterly old and
young, both maids and little children, and women " (Ezek.
ix, 6). "I will not pity, nor spare, nor hav mercy, but destroy them" (Jer. xiii, 14). "And Moses said unto them,
Hav ye saved all the women alive? . • • Now therefore
kill every male among the little ones, and kill every woman
that hath known man by lying with him. But all the
women-children that hav not known a man, keep alive for
yourselvs" (Num. xxxi, 15-18). "David saved neither man
nor woman alive, • • • And he brought forth the people
that were therein, and put them under saws and under harrows of iron, and made them pass through the brick-kiln. •
• . I hav found David • • • a man after mine own
heart, which shall fulfill all my will. • • • Who followeth me with all his heart, to do that only which was right in
mine eyes" (1 Sam. xxvii, 11 ; 2 Sam. xii, 31 ; Acts xiii, 22;
1 Kings xiv, 8). "Joshua left none remaining, but utterly
destroyed all that breathed, as the Lord God of Israel commanded" (Josh. x, 40). "The Lord said, • • . Slay
utterly· old and young, both maids and little children" (Ezek.
ix, 4, 6).

Finally we come to the duty of the people themDivine "guidance" enlightens us upon the pro- selva toward their ruler :
"Submit yourselvs to every ordinance of man" (1 Pet. ii,
priety of having more than one wife. Legislatures
13). •i The powers that be are ordained of God. Whososhould attend to:
ever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinances

"If he shall take another wife, her food," etc. (Ex. xxi,
10). "If a man hav two wives, • . • then it shall be,"
etc. (Deut. xxi, 15, 16). "Thus saith the Lord God of
Israel: • . . I gave thee . • . thy master's wives
unto thy bosom: • • • Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I
will • • . take thy wives before thine eyes, and giv them
unto thy neighbor, and he shall lie with thy wives" (2 Sam.
xii, 7-11). "And Joash did that which was right in the
sight of the Lord all the days of Jehoida the priest. And
Jehoida took for him two wives" (2 Chron. xxiv, 2, 3).

of God; and they that resist shall receive to themselvs damnation" (Rom. xiii, 1-6). "I counsel thee to keep the king's
commandments" (Eccles. viii, 2).

And if still sinful persons will rebel against kings
and priests, we are, fortunately, left in no doubt as to
the manner of disposing of these men setting themselva against God and his rightfully ordained
ministers:
"The Lord said unto Moses, Take all the heads of the peo-

Our "national guidance" on divorce, it will at once ple, and hang them up before the Lord against the sun, that
the fierce anger of the Lord may be turned away from
be seen, is eminently sapient and just:

Israel" (Num. xxv, 4).
"When a man hath taken a wife, and married her, and it
We shall close with an appropriate selection from
come to pass that she find no favor in his eyes, because he
hath found some uncleanness in ber; then let him write her that book which we know, on the assurance of those
a bill of divorcement, and giv it in her hand, and send her who ought to be able to tell if any ought, i. e., our
out of his house" (Deut. xxiv, 1).
political rulers, to be the basis on which our govern-

Further changes in our marriage laws are required, ment is founded:
conformably to·:
"Blessed is the man "-as our kind and careful
" When thou goest forth to war against thine enemies, governor (justly respected) so well remarks-" that
• • . and seest among the captive a beautiful woman, and delighteth greatly in the Lord's commandments.
hast a desire unto her, • • . then. thou shalt bring her
The mercy of the Lord is to those that remember his
home to thy house, . • • and after that thou shalt go in
unto her and be her husband, and she shall be thy wife" commandments to do them."
(Deut. xxi, 10-14).

As our governor (as aforesaid, justly respected), in
his wisdom (which it would be presumption in us to
impugn), informs us that "to God" we owe all
"blessings upon oU:r country in the past," it is reasonable to suppose that we shoHld hav been vouchsafed more blessings if we had kept more laws. It
must be a source of regret to every thoughtful man
that the preceding law was iniquitously left in neglect during our late war. How pleasing to hav seen
North and South selecting each other's fair wives
and daughters unto whom they had a desire!
This leads us to other instructions for the department of war. Clearly Secretary Proctor will best
please the Lord by eschewing peace and inviting
hostility wherever practicable:
" Cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from blood"
(Jer. xlviii, 18). "The Lord is a man of war" (Ex:. xv, 3).
"Blessed be the Lord, my strength, which teacheth my
hands to war, and my fingers to fight" (Ps. cxliv, 1). "The
Lord mighty in battle" (Ps. xxiv, 8). "The Lord mustereth
the host of the battle" (Isa. xiii, 4). "With us is God, to
fight our battles" (2 Chron. xxxii, 8). "In battles of shakings will the Lord fight" (!sa. xxx, 32).

The same officer must substitute for present in·
ternational rules of truce, treaty, etc., the following:
"When thou comest nigh unto a city to fight against it,
then proclaim peace unto it. And it shall be, if it make thee
answer of peace, and open unto thee, then it shall be, that
all the people that is found therein shall be tributaries unto
thee, and they shall serve thee. And if it will make no
peace with thee, but will make war against thee, then thou
shalt besiege it. And when the Lord thy God hath delivered it unto thy hands, thou shalt smite every male thereof
with the edge of the sword. But the women, and the little
ones, and the cattle, and all that is in the city, even all the
spoil thereof, shalt thou take unto thyself ; and thou shalt
eat the spoil of thine enemies, which the Lord thy God hath
given thee" (Deut. xx, 10-14).

The problem of religious tolerance is one that we
Here is touched upon the disposition of prisoners ;
can hardly hope to dispose of, through human wis- further national guidance on this point, which it is
dom merely, in so neat, simple, and effectual a way desirable that the United States of America immeas the one given thus:
diately adopt, is as follows :
"If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or thy
daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which is
as thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go and
serve other gods, which thou hast not known, thou, nor thy
fathers ; . • • thou shalt surely kill him ; thy hand shall
be first upon him to put him to death " (Deut. xiii, 6-9).
Even regulations for sumptuary ~nd, h,e~Jtb jnspectors a~e Il.Ot ne~lected,;
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"Thus shalt thou do unto all the cities which are very far
off from thee, which are not of the cities of these nations.
But of the cities of these people, which the Lord thy God
doth giv thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save alive notuing that breatheth. But thou shalt utterly destroy them;
namely, the Hittites, and the Amorites, the Canaanites, and
the Perizzites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites, as the Lord
thy God hath co~ap!led thee" (Deut. ~x, 1q-1 '7). "Thus

The Worst.
Some incline to think that while religions generally
are bad, Christianity is at least not so bad as the
others. In what is it not so bad as the others T Is
it not worse?
It surpasses other faiths, even Buddhism, in its
antinatural doctrine-contempt of reason, of accumulation of property, of physical well-being, of all
earthly welfare.
It surpasses other faiths in inculc~tion of the non~
resistance doctrin, that infamous device in aid of
tyranny.
It originated expressly, and for the distinct purpose of supporting despots, the doctrin of the divine
right of kings.
It surpass(;ls other faiths in laying stress upon the
future torture of unbelievers-belief in which is the
inevitable parent of persecution.
It actually has, by records, persecuted far more
than any other faith.
It surpasses other faiths in hostility to, and suppression of, freedom of thought.
It surpasses other faiths in inimical influence on
morality, through the introduction of a vicarious
atonement and absolution system.
Why not call Christianity the worst 1
MR. H. L. YEBBLER, one of the leading citizens of Seattle,
Washington, and a prompt-paying subscriber of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, has given to the city a valuable plot of ground upon
which to erect and maintain a public library. The land is
deeded to trustees under the following conditions : First.
The land shall not be mortgaged or otherwise encumbered
for any other purpose than for the construction of buildings
upon it. Second. The rents and revenues of the building
shall be applied only to the payment of its cost of construction and taxes, and not to any other purpose, until the entire
indebtedness is cleared up. No books shall be purchased
with this money until the entire debt is wiped out. Third.
The library shall at no time be under the control of any religious sect. Fourth. The selection of books shall never be
made with regard to any religious belief or dogma. The
trustees hav accepted the conditions, says the Seattle Times,
and the building will be at once begun. As soon as the preliminary arrangements are completed the ladies of the Library Association will take steps to raise funds by subscription and by various kinds of entertainments. They hav a
number of plans in view for this purpose, and will inaugurate
a series of events, says the Times, which will not only materially add to the library fund, b-qt Will f-qrnis4 society with
a ~reat qeo,l of pleasure.
·
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l,tfitrs Jroti( Jlritnds.
OLD RIPLEY, ILL., April 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am anxious to do something for the cause
of Freethought, and hav hit upon the idea of having a great
number of handbills struck and posted up in public places
to attract the attention of obstinate orthodoxy and church
people. I would be glad if some of our ablest co-workers
would criticise and offer such modifications as 8eem to them
suitable.
·
REv. JosEPH N. MAXEY.
CENTER CITY, NEB., April 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Heston's pictures are great, each one a
sermon in itself. I was amused, however, at his picture on
the front page in the issue of the 20th instant. He placed
his name under one of the "images,'' thus making it appear
that it was his photograph and that God had created man
in his (Heston's) image and the rest were all impostors.
Wishing you unbounded success, and assuring you of my
hearty good will in your struggle,
CRAB. A. !:)TITZER.
BRooKHAVEN, Miss., April16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The last production from Colonel Ingersoll's
p~n, copied into the last issue of your paper from the North
.Amerlcan Re'Ditw, is, as regards critical analysis and unanswerable logic, the most powerful one that has yet emanated
from that distinguished champion of mental liberty. It
should be put in pamphlet form at once; and, that it might
obtain the widest possible circulation and do the greatest
possible good, should be sold cheap, say at five cents a copy.
Please send me twenty copies of the last issue of your paper
for distribution. You will find inclosed $1 to pay for them.
Yours truly,
B. F. 8MURR.
ST. Lome, Mo., April 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: When I first arrived in this city I found no
society of English-speaking Infidels and sent to THE TRUTH
BEEKER for the names of some of its subscribers. I am glad
now to be able to report that we hav one, or rather a revival
of an old one. Secretary Stevens was here a few weeks ago,
and as a result last Sunday saw the organization of the St.
Louis Secular Society completed-R. F. Gray, M.D., presi.
dent; C. L. Haskell, Mr. Bohman, A. Lon~tley, vice-presidents; R. M. Stender, secretary; Mr. Wendal, financial
secretary; Eli Giclos, treasurer. We hope to do much to
advance the welfare of man, woman, and child.
.
c. L. HASKELL.
LEoN, IA., April 20, 289.
MR. EDITOR : Please say in " Letters to Friends" that
Lucinda B. Chandler advocates in the Iowa Tribune the cultivation of small farms and the buildiog of cheese factories
with a laundry in connection; and we add also, the use of
the building as a public hall in the winter season. By so
doing one could dedicate the building to Science and Industry. There are several reasons for so doing. In our towns.hip heretofore the land has been held in large tracts, and
our schools hav been reduced to a small attendance. Mrs.
Chandler claims women's labor could be lessened by say six:
families conducting a cheese factory, and paying for their
washing from the sale of milk. Men must do the milking, of
course. We hav as fine a grass land here as one could wish,
with but three cheese buildings and one creamery building
in the county; while in Jones county, this state, they hav
.thirty.two, and claim all are satisfied. T.hings are in the
best shape now that they hav been here for such an enterprise. Will some live, able Liberals respond to the call?
T. W. LoNG.
.,
ST. Louxs, Mo., Apr. 22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $3, and please contribute
on my behalf two of the dollars toward the Bruno statue
fund. The poor fellow was certainly the most remarkable
man, considering his time. It is a matter of wonder that a
few more didn't come out and think some thoughts similar
to Bruno's, which must surely now and then hav been present to their minde. Even preachers of to-day insist upon
pounding away at the same ancient and absurd theories and
nonsensical stories, from their pulpits, and people foolish
enough to swallow them go to listen or to sleep in their pews.
Oh, what fools theee mortals bel I sincerely hope that the
necesBBry funds for the Bruno statue will reach the last dollar of the second $500 btJfore the end of the month. For the
balance of the inclosed money you will please send me
. "Blasphemy," by Ingersoll in the trial of Mr. Reynolds;
"'fhe Order of Creation," "Paine Vindicated," and "The
New God," by Samuel Putnam. I was very much pleased
With your ANNUAL AND FREETHINKER·,' ALMANAC,'' The Limitations of Toleration," and "On the Word God." Let the
good work go on.
A. FRANTZ.
April 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Could you be persuaded to giv us a Freethought story? It would make a change for us, and you
may say what you please but there are a great many of your
readers who hav an emotional na~ure and love for the ideal
that we can find in a good story. I see &cular Tltought does
not hesitate. Would it be out of order to print us ''Gottlieb"
from Mr. Putnam's writings? I like his stories. The women
folk would seek more after THE T.RUTH BEEKER. J. W. L.
[It has been our experience that Freethinkers care compa~ativly little for novels. We hav published several, but
few readers Bfem to appreciate them. Mr. Putnam's •· Gottlieb" first appeared in these columns. If "J. W. L." de.
sires some good novels for his women folks he can procure
Wm. McDonnell's "Exeter Hall," "Family Creeds," and
"Heathens of the Heath,"Frederika Macdonald's" Nathaniel
Vaughan," Olive Schreiner's "African Farm," Susan H.
Wixon's "All in a Lifetime," Voltaire's "Romances,"

8. P. Putnam's "Golden Throne" and." Waifs and Wanderings," Winwood Reade's "Outcast," Mrs. Deland's "John
Ward, Preacher," and ot.hers of the same sort. These are
all advertised in our catalog, which will be sent free upon
application.-En. T. 8.]
MouNT FoREST, ONT., April 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which please annex me
to THE TRUTH SERKE.R for another two years, as I see by the·
tab on my paper that the time expires on May 1st, and I do
not want to be behind with my reading matter, for I consider
that a man or woman that will sponge his reading, or run on
tick for his reading in a paper like THE TRUTH BEEKER,
should be gently or roughly reminded that the clock does
not go expressly for such readers. I cannot see for the life
of me how a person can take the p11per out of the post-office
week after week and not pay for it and then call himself a
Liberal. Liberal in what? Liberal on an editor's generosity.
Why, if such Liberals would join the church and pay sorue
ten or twenty dollars for a pew, and all tile other etceteras,
the better it would be for our cause. ·Why, where is there a
person that does not spend five, ten, or twenty times more
than would pay for his paper, and a good book or two besides, in tobacco, or something else perhaps worse? And
then to whine out, "I can't afford to take a paper!"
Yours truly,
WM. LEWIS .
BoULDER, CoL., April 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER for April 20th, Mr.
Carlton Rice offers to become one of five hundred to each
put up $5 to hav the proof furnished of the existence of a
personal, living God, or Jehovah, as rapresented in the
Bible, provided an equal number of believers ln this God
will each put up $5-the whole to go to the Christians if
they so prove by miracle, answer to prayer, or other conclusiv evidence, or, failing in which, the Christians then to surrender their money to the other party. Put me down for $5,
and if the unbelievers in such a God do not hurry up and
take the chances, please put me down for a few more of like
amount. I do not know a way to get money so easily. It
is a " dead sure thing " on our side.
If the alleged believers in a live God are honest in their
faith, or hav any faith at all in the existence of their God,
now is the time to show it. If they do not promptly respond
to this challenge, you can set them down as cowardly hypocrits. I would like to .see this challenge transferred to the
editorial page of .THE TRUTH BEEKER, with an urgent invitation to orthodox people to show the courage of their convictions, if they hav convictions on the subject. If the matter
is properly pushed, and they do not respond, it will do more
to advance Secularism than any other move that can be
made. Make the proper call and it is safe to predict enough
$500 chances will be taken on our side to make the aggregate
$5,000,000. What a splendid Freethought university this
sum would build and endow!
Jos. WOLFF.
BosToN, INn., April22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: .We hav just returned from the beautiful
village of Hagerstown, this state, where we had the pleasure
of hearing a debate between Bon. Oharles Watts, of Toronto,
Can., editor of Secula;r Tltougltt, and Rev. Wm. Dillon, of
Dayton, 0., editor of a paper of the United Brethren persuasion. In substance the question debated was, "Secularism
vs. Christianity, or which is the better adapted to the needs
and wants of humanity?" It was a three days' discussion in
four meetings, Watts appearing for Secularism and Dillon
for Christianity.
From the village came "lier beauty and her chivalry," but
most of the audi<:lnce were from a distance, and, with the exception of a few "divines," the assembly presented a pleasing spectacle of "fair women and brave men."
Upon the stage sat the hale, happy Secularist beside the
pale, puny Christian. It remmded me of one of those pictorial advertisments wherein, by means of contrasted physiognomies, shrewd venders arc wont to praise their ware. A
Christian might hav said:
I oft admire
How Nature, wise and frugal, could commit
Such disproportions.

But now the music of debate arose, and soft eyes looked
love (?) to eyes which spoke again. The contrast intellectual was even greater than the physical. It was light against
darkness; Ormuzd wrestling with Ahriman. Mr. Watts
understands the art of debate, and he laid down the Secular
philosophy in clear and elegant language, confining himself
strictly to the principles at issue. He eloquently proved the
great superiority of Secularism over Christianity by setting
forth the glorious triumphs of the one against the miserable
failure of the other to benefit mankind. After hearing Watts,
no thinking man coulq halt long between the two opinions.
The Rev. Mr. Dillon fpoke in sepulchral tones "long drawn
out." He left the arguments of his opponent untouched
throughout the debate. At first he attempted to amuse his
Cl:lristian admirers by rehearsing some pulpit chestnuts of a
humorous nature, but failed to "bring down" the house.
After this he spent most of his time either in pt tty side
issues, or in venting his spleen upon his opponent and
other Infidels. But Watts caught him nicely at every turn.
Dillon undertook to defend or twist about (the straight BLall
be made crooked and the crooked straight) the vilest and
most loath~ome of biblical barbarisms, but,
In relil!'ion
What damned error but some sober brow
Will bless it and approve it with a text 1

The reverend gentleman closed his "arguments" with the
hope that Mr. Watts would some time backslide from his
present sublime faith to the damning dogmas of Christianity.
And you can imagin the disgust and contempt that Watts
felt for this " kind" exhortation, especially as it was tagged
with a few hearty Amens by some of the "meek and lowly."

Even the Christians admit that Dillon was unhorsed, and his
plum" lost in the dust; but he fought to the finish, to be
sure. Why is it .that so many otherwise intelligent people
can swallow Christianity-a thing that hardens the heart and
softens the head, enslaves the body and fetters the mind,
fills life with gloom and death with fear? We want more
di~cussion, more boldness, and more faith in our success.
Magna&t 'Otritas etprOJ'IJa/ebit. How much hav we already accomplished ! How many fields and groves once sacred to
JehoYRh and the devil, and guarded by the deadly dragon
Christianity, are now happy playgrounds for the children of
Science l Let us hope that ere long Truth, the white-robed
daughter of Time, will touch with her magic wand the sleeping millions, and wake them from this awful nightmare of
the ages.
J. OLEM. STARR.
WATERLoo, INn., April21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5.25, for which giv me
credit for two years' subscription to THE TRUTH BEKKER and
the ANNUAL for 1889. I had thought of dropping the paper
because I did not feel able to spare the money, but the more
l thought of dropping the paper the more I felt that we
needed it. One thing, I think it a great educator for the
children, and I do not want my children to grow up with
their heads full of superstition. Myself and wife both like
the paper very much. We are both fearless an~ outspoken
Liberals, and intend to do all we can to promote the great
cause. It may be that there are a few Christians that do not
like me very well on that account, but I think· I can mention
quite a number of warm friends among the followers of the
meek and lowly in this place, notwithstanding the difference
of our opinions. There are quite a number of Liberals in
this place. We would like to hav a good lecturer here this
summer. Our town has been blessed with a howling mob,
calling themselvs the Salvation Army, for the last year and
a half. Their motto was "Blood and fire," but our citizens
got disgusted with them and treated them to a shower of
stale eggs, and they folded their tents like the Arabs and
silently stole away, leaving our people in peace once more.
.I am afraid there are a great many people who style themselva Liberals to whom the name of tyrant would be more
appropriate. For instance, the man. who tells you to stop
his paper because you print a letter for a Spiritualist, or the
man or woman who boasts of how they gave a pulpit-pounder
a send-off. Politeness costs nothing, and no one ever gains a
point by abuse. Such people never make any converts to
Liberalism. But they bring odium on the cause. I seldom
go to town but I hav a verbal battle with some Christian,
but I do not insult him because he does not think as I do. I
always leave all that for them to do.
Hurrah for R. G. Ingersoll! I am a Democrat, but I will
vote for him when he runs for prtsident. Good luck to Heston and THB TRUTH SEEKER. Long may she wave.
Yours fraternally,
JACOB SALTSMAN.
LEXINGTON, KY., April 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The presence of ''gall-flies" and other m..
planned existences disturbs a dream of the '' goodness of
God," born amid the heathenish mists <>f theology, under
filthy scraps of the veil cast over the sweet brow of nature.
The Christian is one who makes up his mind to believe
certain things on these topics. His reason is stultified, and
he is, to all intents and purposes, a monomaniac.
The secret of the universe is this : an automatic force
works blindly iii: nature, until a living being arrives at the
helm. The nervous system is the bridge thrown across the
gulf which separates mind from matter. 'fhe human organization is a whirlpool which draws in various elements, for
use. The animus of this process is activity, is dynamic, or
all life and motion would cease at once. Bodies and spirits
combined, are parts of the great order of nature, and from
this it follows that the conception of "spirit" outside of
nature is baseless. "A desire for happiness is a dynamic
force," for that y$rning which brings about a new application of powers is the cause of progress. Habits of effort
and struggles at betterment "harden a man," as <.:arlyle
says; while the Christian weakly mumbles his prayers, and
sinks in the scale. Could a man in a frenzy, kneeling before
a heathen fllagree god, drag up by its roots a living principle?
A thoughtful man is a god, not a slave. He chooses and
refuses, and is the master of his thoughts-unless you call
the divine hunger which impels him a god which drives him
to a higher sphere !
Argyle says that there is no hope for us but the help of
God. But that fails so often that it is supposed to be a
mytb; and our greatest glory consists in loving and improving ourselvs. "Our only superiority is an .aptitude for virtue," and this is derived from some goodness of our
ancestors, which we must turn to the best account.
Who says that there is "a force behind nature" which is
pure spirit? A slave asserts this, crawling at the feet of
some pompous declaimer, who deepens old ruts of orthodoxy
for a precarious living; not as reliable even as the wicked
statesman who offers premiums for crime. Pray on, he says,
until the fury of God is satiated by earthquakes and floods;
until he has left the helpless at the mercy of the monopolist
a little longer, until his appetite is glutted with the blood and
tears of the innocent. Wait till his feast is over. Remember the holy Cotton Mather who said, "Agitate, keep up the
witchcraft question "-with its fierce accusations and bloody,
fiendish tortures; they are necessary evils; the excitement
benefits the churches! Such a precedent is offered to the
people by the divine clergy, joined with the politician. They
ara yoked together to drag forward the Juggernaut of the
union of church and state. By their example the honest
principle of the whole nation is weakened ; its manliness, its
power for good, is out of joint; its generous hopes for the
triumph of justice blasted, humbled, trailed In the dust.
Religious tyr~pts "nil ~e"" llelpers h~v !lti~eq $.e vgi~e Qf
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and poured contempt upon· the unanswerable argu.
menta of women, whose logic is practical, humane. Civiliza.
tion bas languished for centuries, and will continue to do so
until women consent to forget their Gods, take. the reins in
their own hands, and reform the world.
· ALBAZA.
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., April16, 289.

MR. EDITOR: Please allow me space to answer the .questions submitted to ~nfidels in TaE TRUTH BEEKER of April
6th, by D. W. Milk. His first difficulty is in not being able
to understand Colonel Ingersoll's logic on thought. He says
he and others can stop thinking. But I will venture the as.
sertion that some cannot stop thinking, while others never
· begin. Perhaps Colonel Ingersoll gave him the start.
" If the great teacher of the nineteenth century were in
harmony with the teacher of the first century," the Christian
populnce of this country would be divided into gypsy squads,
with divine tramps for le11ders, who would steal heretics•
coin on Sunday and'' take no thought for the morrow," and
their "pure" and'' elevating principles" would be: Belief
in the leader makes you safe ; do every good deed and if you
do not so believe you are doomed, but commit as many crimes
as you please if you say, I believe. If you say thiJ;~ on your
deathbed or the gallows, you can skip right into glory and
dine with Guiteau and repose in Abraham's bosom.
Let us look' at the consistency of your religious system. If
the source is corrupt, the stream cannot be pure. God commands mortals to love their enemies, while he dooms his to
hell. He says to mortals, "Believe or be damned," while
commanding them to love their enemies. Did he.make them
more charitable than himself?
In.fidels founded and built up one of the grandest govern.
mente under the sun. Thomas Paine was the first to say,
"The United States of America." Washington, Jefferson,
and Franklin were also unbelievers in the inspiration of the
Bible, and what troubles you now is the fa..ct that they left
your Gud out of the grandest document ever written in the
name of liberty and justice-which God you are trying to get
in by way of the Blair bill, so as to keep " Ingersoll. and
Company " from " manufacturing" the "buds " from which
" we are reaping a wonderful harve!t" of intelligence "at
the present day."
And effr,rts of Christians to pass this bill call forth critical
remarks from these "buds," and should. A religious editor
of Salina, Kan., said that there ought to be a law against
circulating a petition against it; and a reverend said that had
he the power of mayor he would giv the man circulating it a
peremptory order to leave the city. This is the spirit that
held sway in the Dark AgPs. And I will venture a prophecy
and tell yon what I see behind such expressions. I see the
deadly monster of Superstition and his twin brother the Inquisitor. Giv them the power they ask for in the name of
law and the masses will again be enslaved by religious
tyrants, and from the hilltops of this "land of liberty " will
blaze forth bonfires which will bav for their fuel bodies of
living men and women who dare investigate in opposition to
fixed religious rules, and giv the result of their investigation.
I will say in regard to B>ibylon that the predictions hav
not been fulfilled. It has a p0pulation of nine thousand, and
Mr. Layard, who recently visited the place, says in his work
"Nineveh and Babylon" that the Arab's settlement showed
the activity of a hive r·f bees.
We are building up a purer, higher system of morality
than is taught in the Bible. We !t'ach that each one is responsible to his fellow-man for his or her deeds. and repudiate the doctrin that the innocent niust suffer for the guilty.
The laws of "pure" morality are just being discovered.
They alwaJS existed. They are as old as the universe. They
will Etand on their own merits, without the props of seventy
thousand priests and clergy, which "Christian morality"
must hav. And these, not being able to Rupport it, are asking Uncle Sam to incorporate it in the state.
1 am of the opinion that superstition is in her death throes,
but she bas deluged in the name of God many a fair land
with human gore. Are you satiofied? If so, I am ready for
another" batch."
MRs. FLoRA A. ABBOTT.
H•MILTON, April 26, 1889.
MR. EDIToR: Herewith is a slip I this morning observed in
the daily T?"ibune. Before Mr. Mallock says anything more
about "cowardly Agnostics," let him and his sort of folks
accept my challenge and find if there is such a being for a
God s.s is represented in the Jewish history book called holy
Bible, for cowardice is chargeable to Mr. Mallock and his
people until they through their Evangelical Alliance meet the
proposition to discover if there is such a· being as a personal
God. And if they neglect or refuse to unite with Agnostics
in this diEcovery, then let them f.Jrever hold their prayer and
peace as far as this God is concerned, and ask our government to put a stop to hiring chaplains to pray to a myth.
CARLTON RIOE.
OOWAtiDLY AGNOBTIO.IBM.

Under this ca.ptio·o, Mr. W, H. Mallock, in tbe current number of
tbe Forlni(J''Illl RPt·i~•n, a.tt.acka ProfesPor Buxle~-and through
him the wi.Jole sohool of Agnostics-in a. trenchant a.nd closelY
rea.•oned review of his powition. No better presenta.tlon has thus
far been ma.de of the weak Points in t.he •11nostic creed, and it deserves to be notiCed, not only bAcanse of its intrinsic force a.nd
collency, but.becanse Professor Hnxle:v•s rejoinder will be &waited
with a. grea.t dea.l of interest a.nd curiosity, Mr. Mallook a.ocnses
·Agnosticism of cowa.rdioe, "not because it refuses to believe
enough, but beca.n•e, tried by its own standa.rd, it refuses to deny
enough." He proposes to show that Professor HnxiPy's AllDOBtioism is cowardly, "not because it does not dare to affirm the
authority of Ohrist, but beeause it does not da.re to deny the
meaning and the rea.hty of duty " He then oites Professor · nxley
and Mr. Herbert Spencer as holding the position that the sense of
duty. "ono:ht" to guide and govern men, notwithstanding their
aooeptanoe (If • he dictum of aoienue that notbing can be known of
God, or of the meaning of the universe, or of a.ny fntm e state of
exiijtence. Mr. M:11.llock pertineutly a,ka '1\ha.t, in the circumstances, the Agno•tics mean by saying tha~ the sense of duty
"ouqht" to control the world.
Profeesor Jlu;"!:ley adalits that the qtltlja~ o~ t4e l,l~s~s ~f religion

::affects ma.n•a· wh~le conol'ptionof Jife;" that thron~b such denia.l
tl!e. bea.uty of a hfe may be destroyed and Its enerl!li'B pa.ralvzed ~·
Precisely so; and among the conceptions a.ffeoted and obal'lR:ed and
the energii'B Paralrzed, is tbe conception of a life beyond this, and
the en•rgy which is expended in the performance of dnt.y. The
Ag_n~stioR, indee.d, a.ssert thl\t "some substitute" for the Christian
re~tgion, '' l!'ennm enough and worthy enough to r"place it, wilt
&rise." So far tbe only religion proposed is the 80 • 0 al1Pd reli!lion o:t
Humanhy; but that is a.Imost fiercely assailed b~ Professor Huxley
him•elf, for he ha• written : " When the Positivists order men to
v.:or•hip Hnmanity-tha.t is to say, to adore the generalized.ooncephon of mPn, as t.hey ever hav been, and proba.bly ever wtll be-I
must ri'PIY that I could just as soon bow down and worship the
gener<tlized conception of a wild~rne•s of a.pes," Wha.t, then, is to
be t~e Agnosti~ religi~n 1 .Mr. Mallock sa.ys, and goes far toward
pro":m.g, ~ha.t It consists m. dPpendence upon that dutY which
ObriBh&m ty &lone ba.s made mflaential and reasonable, and which,
upon the denial of God and a Purpose in life, ceases to possess an:v
signifioa.ncll, and ohvionsly can no Ionl!'er be appe~led to as the
motiv ~f ~ondu?'·· Mo_reover,t~e ~dea of duty is not derivab~E> from
AgnostiCism, with wht.ch ~octrm It bas no a!fihations. For If _there
be no God, and neo!'BSity ts the fina.llaw of hfe. to.wha.t oonoetvabiEO
end should men devote thamselvs to aelf-denia.l aelf·sacrifioe and
thought for others in any wan
'
· ' ·
Pa~t of Mr. Mallock•s interesting p~tpAr is occupied in demonst~atmg the impossibility of baoing a relhrion upon contemplation
of the Unknowable-the mYSterious All. He argues that no sense
of devoutne•s c~tn spring from snob contemplation. Neither awe,
nor fear-pBrhaps not even wonder-would result, he t.hinkP, " a.nd
ir there is any wonder involved in the matter at all, it is nothing
but wonder a.t our own ignorance." There a•e other troublesome
questions for Professor Huxley to a.nswer. For instance, how can
a.n Agnostic aim to" pla.v bis right Part in tbe world," seeing tba.t
from his point of view it is imposaible for bim ever to know what
his right p~trt in the world is-'or even whether there is a,ny rilrht
Part in the world for him to play 1 Tho:~nrofessor cannot derive his
conception of dut.y from human exPerience, for, according to him,
men hav alwa.ys been doing the very worst things in the worst poRsible ways, and they a.re in tbe aggrega.te no more worthy of
respect than "a wilderness of apes." But the fact is tha.t the
Agno•tios practio'l.llY admit the impossibility of deriving a.ny rnlll
of condnot from the nellations theY hold by, a.nd ia talking nf duty
at a.ll they are borrowing spiritual conoeptiolls from the religion
they affect to contemn. This is certainly a. strong point, a.nd Mr.
Ma 1lock presses the argument home with cha.racteristi9 vigor a.nd
a.bility. No doubt Professor Huxley will hav an answer, bnt it is
not proha.ble tha.t he or >tUY of his school will succeed in showing
tba.t A.gnostioism is capable of affording any othAr rule of life tha.o
that which the "spirit who alwa.ys denies;" as Goethe puts it, rep.
resents and illustrates.
·
ALABAMA, April 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I once more want to write .to you and the
friends to the cause of Freethought. I read every letter in
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Many of them are sanguin. Other
writers tell how they are kicked and cuffed, as it were, which
is my condition. Otlr complaining will do no good, and
unless we organize we had better never hav spoken our hon.
est thou11;hts. If each Liberal, though scattered, will speak
out what he will do, and pledge his account in some bank
for a lecture fund, we shall get one which will do more good
than books and paperP, for the masses won't read them. As
for me and such as I am, books, papers, and lecturers won't
m11ke it any stronger; but it had been better. that I had held
my peace if we can't do more. We are ostracized, held in
contempt, hav no show at law, etc. A good lecturer in the
South would do more good than all the papers and books
you can circulate. I hav seen the courage of one man lead
hundreds to death as though it was a feast. F!ome Christians
hav asked for the explanation of certain of their spiritual
manifestations. The Christian asks me to explain the phenomena of his converpion. He tells me what he once loved
he now hates, and vice versa. He says the way he knows he
bas got religion is, he felt it. I tell him the Mormon, the
Mohammedan, the Buddhist, and the Catholic all feel it. They
felt good when 1hev were burning their victims. They bad
a manifestation to them that they were right. I must think
there is no reality in either. One tcl!s me he saw God hang.
ing on a tree; another tells me heard a low, still voice saying, peace. That they believed, no man will doubt. Too
many hav sealed their belief with their blood. Will the
believer in Spiritualism explain the phenomena of religion?
I think one explains the other-that slate-writing is Ieger.
demain. Some say they are nearly jerked down when trying
to hold on to the spirit. A spirit that could do that could do
more. He could avenge his death, if murdered. And what
one could do, all could do. Why won't people think ? Why
won't they let reason rule?
A religion that is founded in the belief of an angry and
vindictiv God, one that persecutes for opinion's sake, will
make its votaries persecute. It will make hypocrite. A man
must not breathe an honest thought. If he does, he has no
rights. When the Catholin bad the power, the Protestant
had to dissemble, and vice versa. Such a religion dwarfs the
manhood of man.
On the 13th inst. I had a little suit in the justic•s' court. I
proposed to affirm, and was denied my testimony; and of
course lost the suit. If R. G. In11:Pr~oll lived here, he could
hav no showing if he did not conform to Christianity-then
he would hav to be a dissembler. Two men in the above
suit swore to a lie, yet they bPlieve in a hell. "Why, man,"
says the Christian, "if I did not believe in rewards and punishments I would do anything." I would hav no objections
to a hereafter that would punish everyone that did wrong,
and not allow them to miss that punishment by simply
believing a God. A religion that would remit it for one's
belief is damnable. It makes a fiend out of the human
animal.
When I present my paper to some to let them see some
pungent article, they answer that: Some damned rascal is
just printing that for his bread to li:eep from work. He don't
believe anything of it. He is pretty sharp, though; he just
studies that for a living, etc.
Will you state whether an Agnostic bas any rights or not?
Can he sue? If anyone fhould rob him, can he hav any
redress in this state? Can he affirm, or must he take an oath
for self-protection? If he is refused his testimony by a 'justice of the peace in a suit at law, what is his remedy? Is
there any? I was told by one, after he had refused my tes.
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timony on affirmation, that if I did not conform to the law of
.the state I could hav no protection.
Au.•
'
l The con~titution of Alabama says "that no religion shall
be established by Jaw· that no preference shall be given by
law to any religious s~ct society denomination or mode of
.
'
'
'
worship; that no one shall be compelled by law to attend
any place of worship, nor to pay any tithes, taxes, or other
rate for building or repairing any place of worship nor for
mai~taining any minister or ministry. that no religi~us test
.
.
.
'
.
shall be reqmred as a quahficatwn to any office or pubhc
trust under the state; and that the civil '~'i.qhts, privileges, and
capacitie, of any citl"un shall not in any manner be affected by
/lis religirJUs principles." The statutes provide that "all tes.
.
.
.
.
t1mony, except as otherwise directed, must be grven rn open
court, on tl!e oath or ajfi1·mation oj the witness." It is very
plain· that our correspondent has been wronged by some
ignorant justice and his remedy lies in an appeal on the
.
'
facts. A hrgher court would undoubtedly order the case to
be retried with the excluded testimony admitted. This
statement answers all the questions asked.-Eo. T. 8.]
·
BRoOKLYN, N. Y., April 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Man is evidently not self-made, and should
hav inherited all his properties from his progenitors, in
whom they should hav been preexistent, or they could not
hav been transmitted. Hence, man being an offspring of
nature, and an intelligent designer, it should logically follow
that nature is an intelligent designer also, and is obviously a
very good imitation of an intelligent designer. The instinctiv
properties in nature being sufficient for all the requirements
of nature, an intelligent personal creator were obviously a
superfluity whose existence is ignored by nature. Man being
an offspring of n11ture, it should. be his filial duty to honor
his parentage and do likewise. If that is Atheism, you may
write me down a confirmed Atheist of an unyielding type;
for I shall not "go back a peg" on Mother Nature, but shall
award her all the honor that is justly due.
I think it obvious that those ancient philosophers, some of
whose writings are compiled in the Bible, applied the term
God or Gods to those instinctiv properties in nature, or they
could not logically hav inferred that man is made in the likeness of God. For that inference could not logically hav been
drawn from any other known source than the fact that man
is liberally endowed with those properties. Therefore, haviD!!: found that the fundamental principle of the Bible, as a
philosophy, is more in harmony with rational Atheism than
with popular theology, I shall not reject or revile the Bible
.fables and allegories, but shall investigate them in a like
~pirit of fairness that I do the fables and allegories of other
writers.
·
To my view, the Bible presents a mystery, or mystic philosophy, that is appropriately termed ''the mystery of God,"
whose solution requires more intelligence thsn is usually
applied, even by those who pretend to investigate the Dible
with a Epecial view to elucidating the mystery of God. Unless prepared to offer a rational solution of the mystery, we
had as well say but little about God and the Bible, for we
should obviously know but little about them that will be
worth saying; and, like the average pulpit orator, we shall
be likely to say but little about them that will be worth
listening to.
We are informed in the book of Revelations that when
certain events begin to transpire ''the mystery of God should
be finished, as he hath declared to his servants the prophets."
That is equivalent to saying that the mystery was devised by
the prophets.
The first of those events is described to be the destruction
of an institution that is called " the mother of harlots and
abominations of the earth," about whose identity there appears to be a misunderstanding that is obviously not the
result of ignorance or accident; for tb.e churcb. has not the
reputation of enriching the merchants of the earth through
the abundance of her delicacies. but ora tendency to impoverish everybody through her beggary, fraud, and extortion.
Ownership is the only institution whose extinction will be
likely to cause the merchants of the earth to weep and
mourn. It is also slated that in her (the mother of harlots)
" was found the blood of the prophets, and of the saints, and
of all that were slain upon the earth." That cannot possibly
apply to the church, for that institution is not old enough.
But ownerahip is old enough and wicked enough.
Thus, I hav found (1) that the ancients did not apply the
term God to a myth, but to a well-known reality; (2) that
" the mystery of God" is not a superstition, but a social philosophy that is now called Socialism, whose advocates hav
not the reputation of being a superstitious or even a religious
people, but are sat down upon hard by pious hypocrite and
mammon worshipers generally; (3) that the mystery Qf God
is Secularism of the highest order-a Secularism that desires
nothing and promises nothing but the material well. being of
the whole human race on this planet. Hence, the mystery of
God is Materialism pure and simple. Being neither a Christian, Jew, nor Infidd, but simply an Atheistic Materialist and
advocate of a universal brothrrhood of man, I cannot well
afford to reject and revile the Bible just now, for I think it
inexpedient to spike the guns of an enemy when they can be
conveniently turned against himself.
I recognize no infidelity but of man to his fellow-man.
There are two kinds or classes of such infidels, viz.: The insidious hypocrit who promises a monopoly of an imaginary
spirit. world to those who will uncomplainingly submit to be
robbed of 1heir natural and inalienable right of possession in
this· the other arrogantly demands that we shall submit to
the ;obbery without even the delusiv hope of recompense in
an imaginary spirit-world, and would persuade us that the
robbery is "the best, the greatest, truest a\ tribute of freedom." What miserable absurdities will not peoplP uphold
with fanatical zeal under the name of freedom and liberty
J, A. T1JTT:r.B.

.
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little dog, Purley, and Tabby, the cat,
came to help to comfort. Perhaps all this
is not very wise, but papa says that people
are supposed to know more at forty than at
Bdited. by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, .Fall eleven. So good-bye.
From your little friend,
BifJer, Mass., to tJJhom all aommunieation~for
ELWIN D. RoDGERS.
this Corner should be BIJnt,
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's ooonpationB
That is known a.s the Ohildren's Hour."

The Goat and the Swing.
A vicious goat one day had found
His way into forbidden ground,
When, coming to the garden swing,
He spied a mo~t prodigious thingA ram, a monster to his mind,
With head befora and head behind.
Its shaPe was odd, no hoofs were seen,
But, wit bout legs, it stood between
Two upright lofty posts of oak,
With forehead ready for a stroke.
Though but a harmless ornament
Oa.rved on the seat, it seemed intent
On barring the intruder's way,
While he, advancing, seemed to say,
. " Who is this surly fellow here ?
Two heads, no tail--'tis mighty queer;
A most. insulting countenance."
With stamp of foot and angry glance
He curbed his threatening neck, and stood
Before the passiv thing of wood.
'Yon winked as I was going by.
You didn't? What, tell me I lie 1
Take that." And at the swing he sprung.
A sounding thump it backward swung,
And, set in motion by the blow,
Swayed menacingly to and fro.
'Ha! you'll fight? A quarrelsome chap
I knew yon were. You'll get a rap;
I'll crack your skull." A headlong inmp,
Another and a. louder bump.
The swing, as if with kindling wrath,
Oame pushing back along the path.
The goat, astonished, shook his head,
Winked hard, turned round, grew mad, and said :
'Villain ! I'll teach yon who I am !"
(Or seemed to say), "Yon rascal ram,
•·o pick a fight with me, when I
So quietly am passing by I
Your head or mine," A thundering stroke,
The cracking horns met crashing oak.
Then came a dull and mnfll.ed sound,
And something rolled along the ground,
Got up, looked Bad, appeared to say,
"Your head's too hard," and limped aWil.Y
Quite humblY, in a rumpled coat,
A dirtier and a wiser goat.
-J, T. Trow!Yril1ge. ·

AN OPEN LETTER.
SULPHUR SPRINGS, TEx., AprillO, 289.
PRoF. J. H. Coox, Frund: As I read this
sentence from your letter of March 2d, "At
seventy, and in poverty, pains, and loneliness,
I am here, not able to work, teach, or lecture,
but I can still think and feel for humanity,"
my eyes were filled with tears. I wept to
think of so noble a soul suffering the torments
of pain and loneliness. I thought, why
should Poverty's lean grasp be on him now
when the shadows are deepening? Our world
is bright and beautiful, and would giv alike
to all, were it not for the greedy selfishness of
the few. Are we not happier in proportion
as we make others happier ? · Must it be
always thus? Must those who hav devoted
their lives to the amelioration of others' lives
always suffer in old age? Ought not we who
are younger to do all in our power to help
these brave veterans in a noble cause?
I can giv you only words and best wishes,
dear friend; but your sweet verses and kindly
words hav helped me, at least, to rise above
the sordid cares of life; and if these poor
lines from a stranger will bring a little ray
more of happiness into your life, I shall feel
a thousand times repaid.
Sincerely yours,
ANNIE H. PARK.

LAWRENCE, KAN., April13, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: It is a long time since
I hav written to you; a great many things
hav happened between now and then. I am
now in the junior grade of the high school.
I study Latin, algebra, rhetoric, and elocution. I hav three teachers, namely, Professors May. Oli.ver, and Murphy. Prof. W.
S. Bell, of Chicago, has been making a very
pleasant visit at our house. I attended a
dance three weeks ago to-night at Bond,
Kan. The funds were to help pay for Professor Bell's lectures. The dance was at the
residence of Mr. R. Hellstrom, a very pleasant place. They hav the most beautiful
flowers I hav ever seen in a private house. I
also attl'nded one of Professor Bell's lectures
given April 9th, at Bond. It was very eloquent and convincing. A new church has
been built there, and they are trying hard to
get members. A preacher and a few of the
good church were at the lecture; they seemed
to be greatly impressed with the truth of his
statements. Professor Bell was at our house
the 8th and 12th, and we all greatly enjoyed
his visit. If nothing happens, he is to lecture
Correspondence.
again at Bond, on his return from the West.
SuLPHUR SPRINGs, TEx., April 10, 1889.
I will not occupy any more of ye>ur precious
DEAR Miss WixoN: I inclose a letter to space, and will close, hoping you success with
Prof. J. H. Cook, which, if you see fit, you the Corner. Yours affectionately,
may publish.
ANNETTA C. p AL!.l.
I send you pleasant greetings from our
summer-land of birds and flowers, and wish
you well always. Truly yours,
ANNIE H. PARK.
~citnct

flolumn.

AusTIN, ILL . April 12, 1889.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, My Liberal F1und:
Believing it the duty of every Liberal to assist
in the diffusion of knowledge, I send you my
humble offering, which you may dispose of as
you choose.
I hav read the letters in the Corner and am
very glad to see that there are so many young
Liberals in the United States; but one thing
puzzles me, and that is, ther~ are. so fe.w boY:s
that write to the Corner, while here, m Chicago, young lady Li~e.rals are a. scarce a~ticle.
Hoping to see an mcrease m the Liberal
correspondents, I am,
Your Liberal friend,
ALBERT F. WINEMAN.
[Boys like playing better than writing;
nevertheless, we hav some remarkably bright
boys among our correspondents.-ED. C. C.]
HIGHLAND HOME, April 6, 1889.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, My Dear Friend:
I cannot begin to tell you how much we enjoy the letters in the Corner. And now I
hav time to write a letter, too, which I hope
will interest your readers. I was out in
papa's shop making a weather-vane. I had
a drawing-knife shaving down one of the
fans, when the knife slipped and cut my leg
just'below the knee, and then I hobbled into
the bouse and got iny cut bandaged up, and
here I lie writing to you. Papa says tbat he
thinks I will hav to stay out of school for at
least a week. I am very sorry that I hav to
stay out so long, but my sisters are go~ng to
bring my books home, and I am gomg to
study hard so as to keep up with my classes.
We hav a long way to go to school-two and
a quarter miles down a steep mountain.
There are many beautiful flowers and plants
on the road and there is also a very beautiful spring 'of clear moun~ain water. from
which we drink. Are you mterested m natural history? My sisters and myself are very
much interested in the study, and hav quite
a collection of curios. We hav quite a fine
orchard and it is all in bloom, and there is a
large cherry-tree which is spread out in great
glory before grandma's window. There are
many gophers in the orchard, and I am trapping them at five cents apiece, but will hav
to let them hav the orchard until my leg gets
well. It is pretty bad to be hurt, but it is
quite amusing and comforting to see how the
little two-year-old baby, and everybody, evell

Attraction.

quantity of matter by weight, not by quality
or condition. It is said that Newton conceived the idea of universal attraction. May
not, he reasoned, the power which draws
bodies to the ground with unerring certainty
be the same as that which regulates the movements of the celestial systems ? He followed
up this idea and made a series of d~scoveries
which are the most brilliant that adorn the
annals of philosophy. He proved satisfactorily that what we term "weight" is nothing
more nor less than universal attraction. The
attractiv force decreases in intensity as we
recede from the earth in distance. It is now'
well known that a body weighs less on the
tops of mountains, and in balloons, than at
the level of the sea. What weighs a thousand
pounds on the sea shore weighs several
pounds less on the tops of mountains of a
certain bight. This has been proved experimentaJiy. And we a.lso know that this
attraction will decrease as we descend from
the earth's surface toward its center. At
one-half the distance.from the earth's surface
to its center, a body will weigh only half as
much as it will at the surface. The attraction
of gravitation is also the cause of the roundness of the earth, and of the other heavenly
bodies. It is well known that the earth was
at one time in a fluid state, and when in that
state it was by this quality of attraction that
the atoms were impelled to a common center,
and thus the congregated mass assumed a
globular form. An illustration of this may
be seen in a drop of water, which always assumes a globular form.
Very little can be said here about magnetic
and electric attractions. They act on particular bodies and under particular circumstances, and constitute a distinct class of phenomena. So far as they operate on bodies at
sensible distances, they coincide with gravitation. If we submit certain bodies to friction,
they will show electrical attraction. By our
rubbing a stick of sealing-wax upon a piece
of silk and then hOlding it near a light body.
such as a piece of paper or straw, the latter
will be attracted to the stick of wax. And it
is universally known that a magnet possesses
the property of attracting steel.
We now turn to the other chief division of
attraction, namely, that existing among the
atoms constituting bodies. Under this division are included cohesiv, adhesiv, capillary;
and chemical attraction.
Cohesion binds together atoms of the same
kind in one uniform mass. This force holds
together the atoms of masses of iron, wood,
stone, liquids, and other substances. And
when two drops of water are placed near to
each other, as was remarked at the beginning
of this article, they will rush together and
form one drop. This attraction causes the
roundness of the drop. If two drops of
quicksilver on a smooth surface be brought
near each other, they will be attracted to each
other and unite in a similar manner.
Adhesiv attraction, which is sometimes
defined separately, but which is really one of
the divisions of cohesion, is the attraction between unlike atoms, or bodies of matter,
when in contact with one another. For instance, when we paste two pieces of paper
together, it is the adhesiv attraction between
the paper and the paste that unites them.
When we write on the wall with a piece of
chalk or charcoal, the particles that are worn
off stick to the wall .through the force of
adhesion.
The species of attraction called capillary
exists between liquids and the interiors of
solids that are tubular or porous. Thus,
when we wet a sponge at one end, the capillary attraction will cause the water to creep
through its entire interior. If we hang a rag
over the rim of a basin, with one end in the
water, the water will rise or soak up above its
level, and after a time will drip off the end
that is out of the basin.
Chemical attraction or affinity is perhaps
the most important and interesting manifestation of the attractiv force. This is exercised
between particles of dissimilar bodies which
unite and form a new substance possessing
properties different from those of its ingredients separately. On being heated, common
sea sand and soda will combine and form
glass. By the action of this property of matter the endless diversity in the composition of
terrestrial substances has arisen.
The great extent of this subject forbids
giving more than this general idea of it in the
Corner. But it is hoped that this ·sketch will
induce our young readers to feel interested in
this branch of scientific knowledge, which
will repay a lengthened study.
JOHN T. REED.

The word ''attraction " denotes that invisible .force by which all bodies of matter,
whether of the size of atoms or of worlds,
are drawn toward one another. The law of
attraction is indispensable to the existence of
the present order of things. ~t is easily
shown that the suspension of this law, even
with respect to a single star, would spread
disorder ani anarchy throughout the universe. But as it is, the operation of this law
is unfailing. Without its unchangeableness
philosophy, if it still existed, would be a
doctrin of chances. But in consequence of
this certainty eclipses for years to come, for
instance, can be calculated without fear of
mistake, almost to a second of time.
There is no law of nature more universally
and continually presented to our sight than
attraction. We see it drawing to the earth
the stone which we hav thrown into the air.
We see it rounding the little drop of dew
which hangs like an appropriate gem on the
leaf of the frail flower. Or we see two drops
on the same spray, when brought near to each
other, but still situated at a distance sufficient to be seen, rush together and become
one. How simple, and yet how grand, is this
law, which exercises a power over the smallest atoms around us, and which is, at the
same time, guiding the immense and numberless orbs that revolve throughout the universe I
Attraction is separated into two chief divisions. These are, first, the attraction which
is exercised by masses of matter situated at
sensible distances from one another ; an !I second, the attraction exerted at insensible distances. The latter exists among the atoms
constituting bodies.
Attraction at sensible distances is separated
into two parts : First, the attraction of gravitation, and second, magnetic, diamagnetic,
and electrical attraction.
The attraction of gravitation acts at all disQUESTioNS.-What does the word "attraction"
tances, This kincl Qf 3ttractto~ qetj.nes t)!e deuotllr WhBtt would be th(l r{lsql$ of th!l ~us~e~-

&ion of. attraction 1 Is this law unfailing 1 How
is this law presented to our Bight 1 What are the
two chief divisions of attraction 1· ·Into how manY
parts is attraction at sensible distances separated?
What are they 1 What is said about the attraction
of gravitation 1 Who discovered universal attraction 1 What did he prove? Where is a body the
heaviest-at the level of the sea, or above it 1
Does the attraction of gravitation decrease as we
descend. from the earth's surface ? What is the
cause of the roundness of the earth 1 What is
said about magnetic and electric attractions 1 Do
they coincide with gravitation? BY wh~t experiment m9 we show electrical or magnetic attraction? What is said of attraction at insensible
distances? Bow many parts under this division 1
What are they ? Wbat does cohesion do? Tell
what is said of cohesion. What is adhesiv attraction 1 What illustration is given of this 1 What
do we know of capillary attraction? Givan illnst.ration. What is said of chemical attraction 1
What has the action of this property of matter
caused?
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Rebekah.

TENDER ROMANO& OF A 'SWEET YOUNG LIFE.
Dramatis personm.
REBEKAH, a daisy.
FATHER BKTHUEL, l her parents.
MoTHER BKTRUEL, }
LABAN, her brother, and noble soul.
Abraham's steward, servants, camels, etc.
Scene.-Nahor, over against Mesopotamia,
wherever that was.
Time.-Prior to the invention of the bustle.
ACT I.
Scenel.-Fountain outsideNahorcity. Camel
train approaching; also maid, from the
opposit direction, with best Sunday pitcher
on her shoulder.
(En1er Rebekah.)
Reb. (solus) 1 dreamed a dream last night
when fast asleepl'm sure I was &Rleep, although maids dream
Such dreams quite often when they're wide
awake! hav, I know, and lots of times ere now.
I dreamed that I was married-my I how
nice!
·
And to a man as rich-well, not quite
As rich as Vanderbilt, perchance, or that
Jay Gould, but yet a man whose cattle browse
On many hills, whose camels number thousands,
Whose asses are galore, and sheep until
You couldn't count 'em I shekels, too, in
bankJust barrels of 'em !-much spot cash about
The house, sufficient for contingencies.
Now, wouldn't that be just delicious ?-my I
I mean, of course, if I should marry one
Of such exceeding much spondulix, eh?
But then, dreams go by contraries, they say,
If so, then I shall get some chump without
An ass, an ox, a camel, shefp, or goat,
Perchance without sufficient scads to buy
A Waterbury watch, not mentioning
Piano or a sealskin sack. 'Twould be
Just my confounded luck to get a chump
Like that-but I won't hav h1m, now, I vum I
My pigs shall to a bttter market go,
If yet the court do know herself, and she
Do think ~he do. Now, I am handsome-just
As handsome as they make 'em anywl!ereDon't all the fellers say so, and don't I
Just know it quite 81< well? Who carried off
The beauty pr1ze at our last beauty show?
Rebekah, if my memory doth serve
Me truly-maidens' memories of Fuch
Occasions rarely play tbem false, I weenRebekah, daughter of Betbuel of
Nabor, and. if I know myself, I am
That same Rebekah!' Ha I who's that Mugwump
Down at the well, with camels gayly decked,
And serving.men? Dear me I what if my
dream
Were to eventuate, as •twere, and that
Mugwump-he isn't any slouch that travels
With such a train of camels as I seeShould prove my fate?-oh, my I I'll just
put on
My sweetest Fmiles-the fellers all declare
They're awful sweet-the smiles, of courseand do
My dandiest to mash and capture that
Same Mugwump!
(Trips gracefully toward the well.)
(Enter Mugwump, bowing and FCraping.)
Mug.
Daughter of the Orient,
And fairest flower that mine eyes hav yet
Beheld, allow me to salute thee, and. .
With all the reverence and homage that
Rare beauty doth compel. Jf I may dare,
When thou hast fllltd thy pitcher at the well
(Why didn't the galoot fill it himself?)
To ask thee for a drink-Reb.
Oh, certainly,
My lord. Most happy I shalrbe to serve
Your highmss. I will quickly fill the pitcher,
My lord-it's lovely weather, isn't it?
(Proceeds to fill the pitcher.)
He's just a high J1m Dandy, that man is,
And if my beauty does not maRh him silly,
With all my smiles thrown in, and all my
taffy,
Then beauty, smiles, and taffy are played out.
(To Mug.) Now, if my lord will honor me,
here is
The "'ater, cool and Fparkling from the well.
I hope my lord will find it nice-'tis held
To be most excellent.
Mug: (taking pitcher) Most excellent
It must be, fair one with the golden locks,
Since thy fair hands hav held the pitcher
which
Contains the liquid.
Reb.
My I you flatter me,
My lord. While you are quenching thirst, I'll
water
Your camels-ob, I'd just as lief as not.
How splendid are their trappings, and bow
fine
The animals themselvs-they're thoroughbreds,
Of course ? I always did so much admire
A thoroughbred, and you-dear me, how I
Do talk- I mean your camels are-there, now
I'll water them-oh, yes, I do insist;
'Twill be a pleasure, I assure my lord,
To serve unto such Fplendid animals
The which that thirst assuages.
(Waters the ungainly brutes, the serving-men not objecting. "Mugwump"
looks on admningly. The camds
watered. he throwR off the glamour
with whjch R~bekah had. invested
him, he fncouraging the delusion;
comes down to the hardpan of Bt'rV·lng-manism, where he belongs, and,
dropping hifalutin, addresses the
maiden.)
·
A

Sero.
Now, my maid,
Whose daughter, pray, art thou? Take
these, my dear.
•(Hands her a gold earring and rich bracelets.)
Reb. Ob, my ! are these for me for keeps,
my lord?
0 ain't they juFt too splendid, now? my stars!
(Gazes admiringly at the gauds.)
Sero. No lord am I, my child, as you hav
thought,
But serving-man of Abraham the Great.
'I he ornaments are thine for keeps. Accept
Th,.m from my master.
Rtb. (aside) There, my milk is spilled
Alr.,ady-oh ! and here I hav been trying
To mash a servant-my I No matter, it
Has paid, and so my sweetness was not
wasted
Wholly· upon the desert air. (To Serv.) 0
thanks!
I do accPpt these ornaments from thy
Great master. (Loq) I'd accept much more,
you bet!
.
Ser'IJ. Now tell me if thy father's house
affords
The room for us to lodge in ?
Reb. (counting on further gains) Room?
oh, lots
Of it, make no mistake. There's room enough
And fodder, too; and paw and maw-me,
tooWould just delighted be if you would stop
With us. And now I'll run right home and
tell
Them you're a-coming, and get things in
shape.
You'll come, now, won't you? Anyone will
show
You where Bethuel son of Milcah, which
She bare unto Nahor, doth liv-you'll find
Us easily, and I will make kid stew
For you-you bet I'll show a dandy dish l
WE'll, au revoir, till we meet later.
Scene 2.-The Bethuel headquarters.
.(Enter Rtbekah, excited.)
Reb. Oh, paw and maw, just look at these
gold bracelets,
And earring sweet-they're solid gold, I
know,
And just too lovely-ain't they. maw?
Mato.
Why, child,
Where did you get them? Goodness gracious me!
Reb. Well, don't go off the handle, maw,
pray don't!
I drew some water for a great man's camels,
And lo, his serving-man presented me
With these sweet omaments-oh, ain't they
splendid?
(Laban, Rebekah's brother, becomes
interested.)
Lab. Squeezix I why didn't you get him
to-say,
How many in the gang, you Becky, eh?
Ten camels and six men; and they mu~t stop
SomewhHe to-night and pay for grub and
lodgings.
·
·
·
Grt at Scott I why didri'fyou invite the gaug
To ~tay with us? we might as well catch on
To their spondulix-Reb.
Labe, now you cork up.
Say, are there any flies on me, think you?
Tile man-1 s'pose he is the great man's
stewardIs coming-I invited him. Again,
My brother, are there any flies on Becky?
Lab. No, nary. fly ; b1,1t I must see to't
· that
They don't-your friends-get roped in by
our neighbors,
Who'd skin 'em, sure. W e'Il charge a fair
price cnly.
Some extra for the· trouble, to be sure.
I'll out·and after them.
(Exeunt the philanthropist.)
(Rebekah and her " maw " set about
getting up the kid st~w. Labe, in
due time, lands the camel train
where it won't be roped in and
skinned by his neighbor&.}
Beene 3.-Dinkg-room in r.he Bethuel· mansion. Supper rt'ady when the guests are.
(Enter Abraham's steward. Becky
presents him to'' maw," who invites
him to feed.)
Stew. I will not eat until I tell mine
errand. ·
I am the steward of great AbrahamYou may hav heard of him-a man of most
Exceeding much cattle of divers kinds,
And crop of shekels bounteous, make note.
Blest is my master of the Lord my God,
Who bath unto him given flocks and herds,
And gold and silver, man-servants and maidServants, and camels·, asses, sheep, and goats
And things till one can't count. And said my
ma~ter:

(Becky, her ... maw" and people, are
now on the eve of a very large surprise party.)
Unto my kindred go and take a wife
Unto my son, my lfaac dear to me.
Unto the well I came this day and said,
0 Lord God of my master Abraham,
Now let it be, ss stand I by the well,
That when the virgin cometh forth to draw
Of water from the well, and a8k I (or
A drink, and she shall say, Drink thou, and I
Will also for thy camels draw, let her
The woman be appointed by the Lord
For him, my master's son J
Reb.
0 mercy, mawMy dream I my dream l it's ·coming trueoh. my!
(Faints "dead away "-well, not quite
"dead away," but most "dead
away.")
.Mato. My goodness gracious, mister, what
11reat luck
.
For Becky I But she well deserves it, you,

For she will make a fplendid wife-my sou~~- 'RB.Aee was seryed up, _and· a~l had·· saile~ in
You'd oughter taste of her kid stew~ .. you and ·made a ntght of 1t, havmg the jolliest
had··
kind of a time, Laban feeling pretty good, be
Now do set up and hav some, dear-she having swiped a full-jeweled watch, chronommade
eter balance and independent second handIt specially for you. Dear me, how things
just the thing he wanted, to time camels with,
Does happen, don't they, you? There's you know, on the race-track.
Becky, who,
·
We didn't know this mornin' as we'd ever
Beene 4.-The Bethuel parlor next n:orning
after breakfaot. Enter Steward and the
Git her well off our hands, is quite as good
family, saving Rebekah, all showing
As marrit-d now, and Fplendidly, that's better I
But, mister, that dear child-oh, how I dread
signs of the night's revel, the old man
To part with her -is wuth just any man's
and son with indisputably large ''heads
Good money, I tell you. Why, sir, there's
on."
nothin'
Stew. And now, my worthy people, send
That she can't do. from sweet pianer playin'
me on
To milkin' goatP, from crazy quiltin' work
My way unto my master.
To darn in' stockin'"; and, sir, when it comes
Old Lndy.
.
. Let me ask,
To cookin' up a fricassee of kidThat the dear damsel shall abide with us
K1d stew, for short, we call it-why, she is
F,>r a few days, good man.
.
A ragin' house afire, don't you forget I
Lab.
Ten days let her
Dear me I I don't know as we'll let her go- Remain with us, dear friend-! cannot part
I wouldn't, you, for any other man
With her at once.
But Abraham-on sech a second-handed(The sLide wanted a chance to wheedle
Third-handed really-way of courtin'-her nut of some jewels, or swipe
Reb, (recovered)
Maw,
some.)
·
Stew.
Hinder me not, but send
l1's proxy courting, that's just what it isKing folks quite often court and marry so.
Me now away, 1 pray, that I may go
.
Two noted Puritans there were-John Miles UJJto my master.
And Alden Standish-vice ver8a, maybe0. L.
We will call the damsel,
And at her mouth inquire, good man, at
()ne sent the other out to court for him
Priscilla Jenkins-some such name as thatonce.
I havn't read the story since I went
(Calls out for her daughter, who ent~rs.)
To school, and w I may somewhat hav mixed Rebekah, wilt thou with this man set off
The names-l'm queer on names and ever To. day, or tarry yet awhile with these
wasThv loving kindred?
Well. anyhow, the one that courting went
Reb.
Nary tarry, maw,
For t'other one, the business for himself
You bet I I'm ready just as soon as he
Did he, his friend thus getting left, you see- I!', for the start. Delays are dangerous,
0 I hav read the classics, maw, you bet!
My dearest maw, especially in marriage,
(Sotto voce) this fellow needn't hope to work 0 doncher know?
that racket l
0, L.
Yes, yes, my darling daughter,
Stew. And now my most esteem~d good Delays are dangerous in matters matR1monial. 'T1s better that you go
gentleman,
(To Rebekah's father and brother.)
To.day, than tarry here and take the chances.
If you will kindly deal and truly with
Things happen, doiJcher know ? I'll help
My master, Pay so, and if not, say so,
thee, dtar,
That I may turn to right or left, as 'twere,
To pack thy trunk. Dear me I to think
And go about my business, see?
you're marritd, ,
Beth.
I see,
Or just as jrood, if nothing breaks. (WhisMy man; and see a job both cut and dried
pers.) Don't let
By Jahveh, and I've nothing pro or con
Your man walk over you, dear Becky-do
To say, save this: Her father, seeking for
The. bossing all yourself. You know how I
His son a wife, "'ill do the handsome, I
Hav done, and how things go-as sinooth as
SuppoFe-my girl is worth the dowry of
oil!
A queen I
Reb. You bet I'll do the bossing, mawLab You bet she is, my man ; and then
don't you
Her relative should be remembered, tooForget it, dear I And now let's pack.
For one, I hav done everything for that
(l):xeunt both.)
Dear. girl-now, Becky, havn't I?
An hour later and the camel train set out in
Reb. (with mental reservation)
0 lots·,
Dear Labe. How I shall hate to tear myself the direction over. against Lahai-roi, Becky,
Away from you, my dear (aside), in a pig's robed in splendor, seated on the noblest camel
eye!
of them all, and looking every inch a queen.
Those of our readers wishing to follow the
SteW. ERteemed good gentleman, my mascareer of our heroin are referred to. Genesis.
ter, who,
Under the Lord hiR God and mine, has waxed There they will learn that baac didn't
Mo-st mighty, he, ih this wmld's goods, will "walk over" her to any great extent, but that
she did the "walk ovtr" business, esp~ci»lly
with
in the Jacob-Esau matter. But whh that the
This woman deal most royally, her people
Fonretting not.
writer has n01hing to do. His to deal with
Reb.
Now, that's real nice; and you, the tender romance of a sweet young life I
Maw, oughter hav, at least, a shawl of camel's Selah!
Sr SLoKUM.
Hair-my! that would be just too splendid,
maw!
Lab. And me, my sister Becky-don't forget
Your brother Laban
Reb.
Never, dear, good soul!
(a~irle) The hypocrit and mercmarv crump I
A. Memoir of Christian 11.nd Extra-Christian ExpeSte'IIJ. What says the n.other of this maid?
rience.
Mother.
Behold,
By
NATHANIEL
RAMSAY W ATEBS.
Rebekah is before thee, sir; take her
A. very critical analy11is of both Protestantism
And go, and let her be the wife of thy
;md Cw.tholicism, from the vant ..ge.gronnd of· an
Great master's son, as hath arranged the intimattl ·peronnal experience with the two sYstems. It dbale the most trenchant blows which
Lordlogic is catmble of infiicting.-[Oritical BeI s'pose you brought the presents with you, pure
view.
sir?
Cloth, 12mo, SI.71i.
Reb. Why, maw, of course he did; and lots
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
of 'em·
·
I know. On every camel was a pack-Stew. Depend upnn it, mother of Rebekah,
That empty-handtd came I not-what, hoi
ITS HISTORY AND ITS INFLUENCE UPON
(Enter one of his underlings.)
SooiETY.
Bring in the pbck, thou cait1ff-see to it
That all are fetched within, and quickly, sir- .61: DR. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
.Matter," etc.
rah I
Translated frum the German.
(Exeunt caitiff. Enter all the caitiffs
and sirrahs with the boodle.)
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Then commenctd the unpacking, and when Address THE TRUTH BEEKER• 28 Lafayette Place.
It was completed, there wa~ a "sight to be* hold I''
THB
It looktd like an " opening day" at Tiff;my's.

RO~IE ~REASON

MATERIALISM:

B•'jouteru of gold, bijouterie of silver, and
gfm; that were not brummagem, but of the
·• pun st ray serene," were diRplayed in profu.
sion before the glo~<ting optics of the Btthuel
family. Costly bric-a- brae and '• articles of
virtue" were shown up, and th"' ustful was
not wanting, silks, satins, cloth of gold,
camel's hair shawls, sealskin sacks, etc., etc.,
being trotted out until you couldn't rest.
Overcome at the sight of all this luxury of
wealth, Rebekall again went into a " dead
away" swoon-well, as nearly so as she
cared to make it-recouping, as it were, in
time to receive jewels and raiment enough to
stock a first class queen ; the old lady getting
a camel's hair shawl of the first water, jewels
galore, "Pompadour frizzes," set of store
teeth, etc., etc.; tbe old gen1leman coming in
for a meerschaum pipe, of grand proportions
and beautifully carvej, together with a
"pocket pistol "-blunderbuss size-of sil.
ver, and loadtd with the vintage of six decades; the son getting a box of cigarets and a
pair of cowhide boots. with which he went
out and kicked him8elf, most appropriately .
After the distlibution, and the steward had
1 opened a basket of Veuve Oliquot, the kid fric-
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It is really a remarkable book, in which univer·
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skill.-[Liter!l.rY Worltl.,
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Irvinu:.-[lnt~>r-Ocean.
Pi& history has ,. continuit;y. a rash, a carrying
powerJ. which •P.minds us stnkingly of Gibbon,[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writinu:. He h1ts a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
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Extra. cloth, limo, 238pp., $1.
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The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
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Meets a.t Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
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Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll a.ga.in shows his great forensic powers. All his heart a.nd brain Tile .Miuneapolls Secular linton
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, a.nd
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HISTORY
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01!' TIIB
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an addroas to a. jurY: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Con2titutional rights and powers; a.nd intelligent, patriotic, a.nd free men INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPHEN'J'
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ot· Europe.
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The False Teachint.t of the Chris·
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A Versified., Annotated. Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.

Meets every Bun day afternoon, a.t 3 o'clock, a.t the
League rooms, Market a.nd Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
a.t same place in the evening.
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ABOUT THE DEVIL,
BY C!IABLES BBADLAUGII.
With Por~ra.it and Autobiography.
Charles Bra.dlaugh ha.s "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradla.ugh has a. right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume.
•t no very di11tant dar. hav a few words to sa.y to
Mr. Bra.dla.ugh, and will doubUess get the best of
the a.rgument.-[Chioago Interior.
Extra. cloth, gold back a.nd Bide sta.mp, 12mo,
260 pp •• $1.25.
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'Ibe Forum.
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CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
Crimes and Persecntions.
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BY

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the a.ooount of Pa.ine•s
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwiol!
(upon which the Ollserver relies to prove its prinoi.
pa.l charges) is a. forgery, it being impossible tha.t
Fenwick could ha.v written the alleged a.ooount.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
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Philadelphia Liberal Lea;-ue ~M'.
Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
meets every Bunda.y in lndnlltrial Ha.ll, Broad a.nd
Hon. FRED.I:!}.lUC R. COUDERT, and
Wood sts., a.t 2:80 a.nd 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
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The New York O!IBerller (Preabyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine. this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
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Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
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WORKS BY .ARTHUR B. MOSS.
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speech tha.t THE TBUTII BEEXEB ha.s obtained a.
Was Jesus an Impostor 7 A debate between tho
With Citations from Buddha's '' Path of
For the benefit of our read- supply and can ma.il them to those who desire Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthm
ers who preserve their pa.pera
B.
Moss. The best conducted debate of moderK
Virtue."
we offer a new style of binder, them, for ten cents each.
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Free
BY E. D. BOOT.
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thought. 50 eta. The Bible a.nd Darwinism.
with the heading of THE
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Fictitious
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By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfMythology," "The Career of Jesus Christ.''
The Chnrch of Practical Religion.
THE STRUGGLE
Culture, Benevolence,
The fool ha.th said in his heart, Thereia no God.
BY REPORTER.
l!'OB
and Justice.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children a.nd fOols speak the truth.-[Old Baw.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
Witlt Citations of A uthor,q Quoted from on
church
without
superstition,
a.nd
its
success.
Paper, 12mo, 10 ()ents •
.Eaclt Page.
Uncle Job Ba.wyer, the pastor, having established
In which the author shows the repeateda.ttempts
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his pulpit, uses ft to discuss a.ll the vital questions of men of every a.ge t.o acqmre g-reater political
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
of human concern, religious, p~litical, and other- liberty ; also vigorously att.acks tile very foundaRead the philosophers, and learn how to malre
of the religion of every age; dwelling a.t
ife happy, seeking useful Precepts and brave a.nd
wise. The book is written in well-chosen la.n- tion
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
noble words whioh may become deeds.-Seneca.
gua.ge, and easily understood. There is just suffi ing the aooount of slavery in this country! oa.lll
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throu~rh life not only the most unblemished jusChristian AssociaIt is hig_blf recommPnd•d by Messrs. Wakeman,
BY
FELIX
L.
OSWALD.
~ice, but the tenderest heart."
tion.
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ORDER OF CREATION

fJ~ms

of f[honght.

TBE multitude of voices is no authority; a thousand voices may not, strictly examined, amount to
one vote. Mankind in this world is divided into
flocks, and follow their several bell-wethers. Now,
it is well known, let the bell-wether rush through
AT Sayreville, N. J., on the 5th, a fight
any gap and the rest rush after him, were it into
occurred between railway construction hands
bottomless quagmire. Nay, so conscientious are
and brickmakers in which life was lost.
sheep in this 'particular, as a quaint naturalist and
morali~t has noticed, "If
THERE are seventy-one
you hold a stick before the
Jes'Uits in Canada.
wether so that he is forced
to vault it in his passage,
CAVALRY will ejeCt
the whole flock will do the
squatters on the Cherokee
like when the stick is withstrip.
drawn; and the thousandth
sheep will be found vaulting
FIFTY colored men are
as impetuouslY over air as
studying for the priestthe first did over an otherwise impassable barrier," a
hood in Rome.
further peculiarity, which
HENRY GEORGE'S SUCin consulting acts of Parliacess in England is great
ment and other authentic
records
with many other
and increasing.
matters, you will find curiMxxwo ·has riots over
ously verified in the human
species also.-Carlyle.
attempts at punishment
of priests delivering sediMAJORITIES are not necessarily right. If anything
tious sermons.
is known-if anything can
IT is said that the czar's
be known-we are sure that
very large bodies of men
mind is becoming unbalhav
frtquently been wrong.
anced from continual
• . • There is no nation in
anxiety and fear.
which a majority leads the
way. In the progress of
THE Cherokee s t r i p
mankind, the few hav been
people say they hav a
the nearest right. There
hav been centuries in which
standing offer of $3 per
the light seemed to emanate.
acre for their land.
only from a handful of
BOULA:t\"GER bas sum.
men, while the rest of the
world was enveloped in
moned a council of his
darknes~. SJme great man
supporters to meet him
leads the way-he becomes
in London on the 16th.
the morning star, the
prophet of a coming day
PoPE LEo has rebuked
Afterward, many millions
Father Agastino for inaccept his views. But there
voking blessings on King
are still bights above and
beyond; there are other
Humbert and the Italian
pioneers, and the old day,
army.
in comparison with the
new, becomes a night.-InNEW HAMPS~E leads
RAHAB HIDJ'iTH THE SPIES.
gel·soll to Caratnal Mannino.
in divorces, having had
CrviLIZATION is nothing
one to every ten marBut she had brought them up to the roof of the house, and hid them with.the ~talks of flax, which she had laid in order upon
but the knowledge and obthe roof - Joshtm ii, 6.
•
riages in the last five
servance of natural laws.years.
Supernatural Religion.
BuNDA Y trains hav been discontinued on
the Dakota division of the Chicago & Northwestern railway.

-- -=

AT Raleigh, N. C., on May 2d, the Lord
destroyed two of his buildings, a church and
a seminary, by a storm.

fldds aqd

~nds.

FROM its sueeessiv defeats by popular vote
So long as Ireland was silent under her wrones
in New England states, Prohibition is England was deaf to her cries.-Irish NewBPaper.
thought to be politically dead.
THE church belle in the choir often brings more
people to church than the bell in the steepi.;.ExPoSITION ceremonies at Paris were opened Bpston Commercial Bulletin.·
on the 5th by commemorativ celebration of
JoLLYFELLOW (after an absence):" Hello, Meak!
the meeting of the states-general on that day Married yet?" Meak (sadly) : "No; not married
yet." Jollyfellow (after another absence) : "Hello,
of 1789.
Meak! Married yet?" Meak (~adly): "Yes; marMANY Oklahoma settlers are disapj:'ointed, ried yet."-New Yorle Weekl!J.
the land being often steril. Water is scarce,
A BANNER of one of the Iriah societies depicts
the nights are cold, the days hot, and dust- George Washington clasping the hand of some
storms frequent.
ancient Hibernian king, with tbe legend, "United
we stand, divided we fall.'' The United States,
CONNECTICUT has been added to the states however, hav managed to get along, alt.hough not
which hav adopted the Australian ballot sys- yet entirely annexed to the kingdom of Ireland.tem. In New York it has passed the legisla- Puc1C.
"WrLL you vote for my bill?" inquired tbe lobture and awaits the governor's signature.
byist of the !e(!'islator. "No, sir," replied the lat.
AT Demarara, British Guiana, S. A., there ter; "your bill is a swindle." "Why, man, you
has been three days' rioting between Portu- must hav the wrong bill in mind. I mean this
guese and negroes, the latter claiming that fifty-dollar bill!" "Well, this appears to be a good
bill," said the legislator, after examining it crititheir race had been discriminated against in a cally. "I'll vote for it, of course."-PucTc.
legal decision.
"ELIJAH 1" "Yes, sir !" "The country has
ARBoR DAY, a state holiday for the planting apparently heard of the appointment of tbe great
Irish
patriot, Mr. Patrick Egan, to the Chilean
of trees by school-children and the impressing
mission." "Yes, sir; it has, indeed." "It will be
upon them of the necessity of preserving our a long time, Elijah, before Grover Cleveland can
forests, was observed on the 1st in New York distance us, if he did attend the last anniversary
meeting of the Friendly Sons of St. l'atrick, I flatand elsewhere.
ter myself."-Pucle.
M. CARNOT, the French president, was fired
"Is it true, Angelina," said a young lady addressat in the streets on the 5th. The would-be
ing an acquaint.;nce, "that there has been a rupt.
assassin says that his cartridge was blank ure between you.and Clarence De Johnes?"' "It
and that he intended merely to draw attention iB quite true." "Gracious! What was the cause?"
to injustice done him by the minister of "He was addicted to the use of slang." "Oh l"
marine in sending him to Senegal, he being "Yes, I begged him to discontinue the habit, but
he persisted in it." "And the result?" "The
steward on a government cruiser. But it result is, he is in the soup."-Boslon Courter.
appears that the cartridge contained ball, and
EmToR of the New York Mail and: Express (to
his story is doubted.
assistant) : "How many really first~class appointTHE Washington celebration was a success ments yet remain to be filled by President Harrison?" Assistant: "I don't know of any that
throughout the country. New York received I consider half-way first-class." Editor: "Then
half a million visitors each day. At Chicago run in a strong, Gmpbatic, unmistakable anmany people were trampled to death or seri- nouncement that under no consideration would
ously injured by a rush of a great crowd the editor of this paper accept any office within
tbe gift of the president."-Chicauo Trtbune.
frightened by being struck with rockets
irregularly discharged. Poor Paine was not
AT the weekly prayer-meeting.-The Bev. Mr.
meniioned. The religious mummeries were Wilgus: "And now I would be pleased to know if
d
d f 1
Th
any of the brethren or sia!ers hav tried the plan
a bun ant &n
u some.
e c~ief exercises, of infusing a little more affection into their daily
those held Tuesday morning over Harrison home life, as I so earnestly recommended last
before he started to review the military Sa;bbath ?" Brother Marks: "I did, but it wes
parade, opened with an invocation by Storrs, hardly a success. I followed your directions,
Protestant, and closed w.ith a benediction by Brother Wilgus, and kissed my wife as soon as I
got home, and as quick as she got her breath she
Mike Corrigan, Catholic. While Harrison wanted to know what mischief I had been up to."
was in church Bishop Potter, Episcopal,, Sister Sampson: "And when I greeted my lord
rebuked plutocracy in a way that has offended and master with a loving salute-I believe that is
r
d
l"t" ·
the way you recommended, Brother Wilgus-he
many R epub Icans, an
po I Icians gen- wanted to know whether it was a pair of shoes or
erally •
a new bonnet I was after."-Terre Haute Express.

I'ATIENT man : ''Suppose a woman makes it so
hot for her husband that he can't liv with her,
and he leaves her, what can she do?" Lawyer:
"Sue him for support." Patient man: "Suppose
she has run him s~ heavily into debt that he can't
support her, because hie creditors grab every dol·
Jar as quick as he get!! it, besides ruining his business with their snits?" L~wyer: "If for any reason
whatever he fail to pay her the amount ordered,
he will be sent to ja.il for contempt of court. ,
Patient man : "Suppose she drives him out of the
house with a fiat-iron, and he's afraid to go back?"
Lawyer : "She can arrest him for desertion."
Patient man: "Well, I don't see anything for me
to do but go hang myself." Lawyer : ''It's
against the law to commit suicidE>, and if you get
caught attempting it you'll be fined and imprisoned. Ten dollars, please. Good-day. "-New Yorle
weekll/.

IN a certain church in Ireland a young priest
was detailed to preach. The occasion was his first
appearance, and he took for his text" The Feeding
of the Multitude." He said: "And they fed ten
people with ten thousand loaves of bread and ten
thousand fishes." An old Irishman said : " That's
no miracle; begorra, I could do that myself,''
which the priest overheard. The next Sunday the
priest announced the same text, but he had it
right this time. He said : "And they fed ten
thousand people on ten loaves of bread and ten
fishes." He waited a second or two and then leaned
well over the pulpit and 'said: "And could you do
that, Mr. Murpby ?" Mr. Murphy replied: "And
sure, your reverence, I could." "And how could
you do it, Mr. Murphy?" said the priest. "And
sure, your reverence, I could do it. with what was
left over from last Snnday."-.Dub!in New!l.
WE counted them over. "The Spanish coins
[She laughed] a.nd the silver heart are Joe's.
My cousin Tom had the dagger made.
And this was for birthday, and so were those,
A !an, a crescent, and grandma's ring;
And isn't the. banjo a darling thing?
" Oh, this!" she said, and I saw her blush
Red as a rose on its sun-swept spray,
"Hav you forgotten it, stupid Jack T
This was a stud-you-dropped one day.
I found it afterward, so you see
It really and truly belongs to me."
"It reallY and truly does," I cried,
"And all things else that ever were mine.
Then c&n't you make room on your bracelet, dear,"
For a living bangle of-five foot nine?''.
Sbe clasped her hands round my banded head,
"Oh, not on my bracelet, Jack!" she said.
-M.s. ·Brlt1ges in Jut1ue.

The Antiquity of Christianity.

TBE world has been amused with the term revealed religion, and the generality of priests apply
this term to the books called the Old and New
Testament. The Mohammedans apply tbe same
term to the Koran. There is no man th!\t believes
in revealed rel;gion stronger than I do; but it is
not the reveries of the O!d and New Testament,
nor of tbe Koran, that I dignify with that sacred
title. That which is revelation to me exists in
something which no human mind can invert, no
human hand can cour;t~rfeit or alter. The word
of God is the Creation we behold; and this word
of God revealeth to man all that is necessary for
man to know of his creator. Do we want to contemplate his power? We see it in the immensity
of his creation. Do we want to contemplate his
wisdom? We see it in tbe unchangeable order by
which the incomprehenfible whole is governed.
Do we want to contemplate his munificence? We
see it in the abundance with which be fills the
earth. Do we want to con~emplate his mercy?
We ~ee it in his not with4olding that abundance,
even from the unthankful. Do we want to contemplate his will, Eo far as it respeots man ? The
goodness he shows to all, is a lesson for our conduct to each otb.er. In fine, do we want to know
what God is? Search not the book called the
scripture, which.any hnman hand might make or
any impostor invent; but the scripture called the
Creation.-Paine.
TBJ: sciences are not sectarian. People do not
persecute each other on account of disagreements
in mathematics. Families are not divided about
botany, and astronomy does not even tend to
make a man hate his father and mother. It is
what people do not know that they persecute· each
other about. Science will bring, not a sword, but
peace.-Inuersoll.

APPARITioNs: Supernatural visions permitted to
him or her gifted by God with the special grace of
possessing a cracked brain, a hysterical temperament, a disordered digestion, but, above all, the
art of lying with effrontery.- Voltaire.
TBE more men are deficient in knowledge and
reason, the more zealous they are in religion. In
everY religious faction, a mob of women, assembled by their directors, display immoderate zeal
for opinions, of which it is evident they hav no
idea. In theological quarrels, the populace, like
ferocious beasts, fall upon all those against whom
their priest is desirous of exciting them. A. profound Ignorance, boundless credulity, weak intellect, and warm imagination, are tbe materials of
which are made bigots, zealots, and saints.D'Ho!bach.

UNIVERSAL obedience is universal stagnation;
disobedience is one of the conditions of progress.
Select any age of the world and tell me what
would hav been the effect of implicit obedience.Ingersoll.

WE hav no national religion and no national
God; but every citizen is allowed to hav a religion
and a God of his own, or to reject all religions
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks, and deny· the existence of all gods.- Ingersoll.
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
WE should all remember that to be like other
people is to be unlike ourselvs, and that nothing ·
Paper, 12mo, 61PP., 25 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christia.n Fa- can be more detestable in character than servil
thers and others, and cases of striking similarity imitation. The great trouble with imitation is,
to Christianity in·many ancient religions.
that we are apt to ape those who are in reality far
below us.-Inuersoll.
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S U N DAY

Jlotts and IJlippinns.
THE street-car drivers who hav been on
strike in Vienna, and who hav finally succumbed, average about sixty cents in wages
for a day beginning at 7 in the morning and
ending at midnight or 1 A.M.
BROOKLYN is falling in line on the Sunday
question. The Rembrandt Club is to open its
doors on Sunday afternoon next for the free
exhibition of its pictures, and there is a formidable movement under way to hav band
concerts in Prospect park on Sunday afternoon.
THE mental fossils who yet control the
Metropolitan Museum of Art hav decided not
to open its doors evenings until next fall.
The excuse is that no facilities for lighting it
hav been afforded by the city. The museum
will also be closed during the summer. It
seems to need a new board of directors as
badly as it needs anything.
Two elephants belonging to a circus broke
loose in the streets of Chicago one night last
week, and a frightened policeman turned in
an alarm to a station-house and then ran
around shouting that a mob of Anarchists
were coming, burning the town as they came.
The police of Chicago hav used the Anarchist
scare so long that they are crazy on the subject.
TALMA.GE says: "The church, if it would
do its duty, could convert the world in ten
years. It has the men and the money."
''Perhaps so," says the Independent, "but it
must turn over a new leaf of generosity very
soon if it is going to undertake so great and
speedy a task. The Brooklyn Tabernacle
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last year, with 4:,126 members reported, gave
t151 to home missions, and $138 to foreign
missions."
SAYS the Nashville American: "If, the next
time .a preacher rises up in his pulpit and
begins to homilize on 'Robert Elsmere' or
Emma Ab,bott or the tariff or prohibition,
the entire congregation should rise up and
yell 'Rats!' they would rio doubt be held
guilty of disturbing public worship; but we
should be bound to commend them to the
mercy of the court, on the ground that if
they had greatly sinned they had been greatly
tempted."
THE Rev. Henry Frank of the Independent
Congregational church of Jamestown, N.Y.,
has caused a sensation in the religious community by publicly proclaiming that the
Bible is not inspired, and therefore is not infallible. He is a converted Jew, still young.
Socially Mr. Frank stands well, while his
congregation in numbers will compare with
any in town. In his denial of the divine
origin of the Bible Mr. Frank says: "The
higher criticism now proves that the gospels
were not written at all by any of the authors
to whom attributed. Criticism compels us
to admit that we cannot take every statement
in the Old or New Testament to be absolute,
but that the entire story of Jesus must be examined elsewhere, and only that accepted as
true which history does not force us to declare
is untrue. Therefore the statement that the
Bible is an infallible book of divine revelation
to humanity, an unqualified and absolute
guide to faith and practice, and the only book
in all the world containing a so-called revelation, is unhistorical, uncritical, and unqualifiedly false."

} 28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 per year.
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THE murdering Bald Knobbers, David
Walker, William Walker, and John Matthews,
were hanged on the lOth inst. The three
prisoners expressed decided hope in the hereafter. Bill Walker requested to be oaptized
by immersion, and as the sheriff would not
allow the prisoner to be taken out of the jail
a bathtub was taken inside of the prison and
filled with water. Rev. V. T. Horn, of
Ozark, a Methodist, accompanied by two
other ministers and a number of Christian
men and women of Ozark, performed the
ceremony. The scene, it is said, deeply
affected Dav'e Walker and John Matthews,
as well as all the spectators. The scoundrels
are all in heaven now if Christianity be true,
and decent. men will hav their predilections for
the other place strengthened by their going.
THE Uni'IJerse, of Paris, says: " The Romanists of .the l;Jnited States are pledged to
maintain and defend· the temporal power of
St. Peter, and if it be necessary to prove this
by their actions, they are ready to do so."
An American bishop is quoted also as saying:
"As soon as (Roman) Catholics hav obtained
a preponderating majority, and this will soon
be the case, there will be an end to religious
liberty in the United States. Our enemies
say this and we agree with them." Quoting
these words, the churchman adds the words
of the (Jatlwlic RMJiew, "Protestantism of
whatever form has not and should not hav
any rights where (RC'man) Catholicism is in
the ascendant," and says: "These are remarkable and even treasonable utterances, and
they point to a spirit of intolerance and persecution among American Ultramontanes
which only waits opportunity to result in action. Yet the Roman Catholics are govern-

I T.

ing New York city and, there is some cause
for thinking hav a pretty strong ' pull' at
Albany. They hav more power in New York
than they hav in Rome, and more influence
among our legislators than they can pretend
to either in London, Paris, or Berlin. Pretty
soon our only hope will be either in an Edict
of Nantes or a Protestant emancipation."
THE writ in the case of the Jesuits against
the Toronto Mail was returned in court in
Montreal on the 25th ult., and an appearance
was filed by the defendant. Mr. Lafamme,
who was minister of justice under the Mackensie regime, has been retained by the defense. The first proceeding on the part of the
defense was the taking of an exception to the
form of the complaint. It was held that the
statute under which the Jesuits were incorporated is illegal and ultra 'IJires, inasmuch as
it is beyond the power of the Quebec legislature under the British North America act to
enact such legislation, and furthermore that
by said incorporation the local legislature has
recognized the authority of the pope, a foreign potentate, to interfere in legislation of
the province, and in counter-authority to that
of her majesty the queen. The exception to
the form was taken for the purpose of widening the issues in the case, as by declaration
the defense is said to be the issue whether the
oath published by the Mail is taken by the
Jesuits or not. By the exception to the form
the whole question of constitutionality and
the status of the Jesuits in Canada will be
raised. It is thought probable that under
French law and before the French court the
exception may be thrown out, in which case
an appeal will immediately be instituted and
taken to the privy council for final decision.
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The Case Against St. Mary's School.
School is to mold ,the inmates thereof -as much as
IN THE APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS. possible into Roman Catholic Church members.
Tbat no religious teaching other than. that inoulFIRST DISTRIC.T1 MARCH TERM, A.D. 1889.
oated by said Roman Catholic Church is tolerated at
ED IV ARD A. BTKVENS ET AL.,
I Appealfmm
said St. Mary's Training School, and all 9f the teiuib.Appellan!s, · 1
Circuit Court,
v.•.
.
r
Cook County. ers and officers of said school are faithful members of
ST. MARY•S '!'RAINING SCHOOL ET AL •• I
said church, most of them being Roman Catholic.
Appellees.
)
In Chancery.
ecclesiastics.
ABSTRACT OF RECORD.
(9) V. And complainants further show that for a
Bill filed January 12, 1889.
number of years last past the board of commission~rs
(2) Sets out: For that the said St. Mary's Train- of said Cook county bav agreed and contracted w1th
ing School, its said board of management and officers, St: 1\fary's Training School for the reception into
pfopose and intend to procure out of the public eaiu school of divers boys sent thereto as provided
. funds in the custody of said county treasurer divers by said act, for their subsistence, clothing, shelter,
large sums of money in 11id and for the use and instruction, and training during their residence in
benefit of said St. Mary's Training School, which is a said school and for the payment to St. Mary's Trainschool and institution under church control within ing School out of the public funds in the custody of
the sense and meaning of Section three (3) of Article· the county treasurer of said Cook county, various
eight (VIII) of the Constitution of said State of graded sums per month for each of said boys so sent
Illinois, and said Board of Commissioners and divers respeoti:vly, by means whereof divers large sums of
members thereof, sufficient to govern its action, pro· money bav been unwarrantably and in contempt of
pose and intend to aid and abet the said church said·oonstitutional provisions misappropriated; Said
school by contracting to pay said sums of money, complainants further show that the most recent of
and by approving, quarterly, claims on that behalf said contracts expired by its terms on December 31,
and ordering the same to be paid, and said county 1888. (10) Said complainants further allege and
treasurer intends to pay such approved claims-all of show that by a decision of the Supreme court of
which proposals and intentions involve violations of Illinois, on a case in all essential respects identical
the public trusts reposed in said Board of Commis- with the case of said St. Mary's Training School, the
sioners and in said county treasurer, in that the public and the members of the present board of
same are contrary to the form and effect of the afore- commissioners of said Cook county and the governing
said constitutional provisions.
board and officers of said St. Mary's Training School,
(4) II. The complainants allege and show that were well advised of the illegality of such misapprotbey are citizens and taxpayers of and in said county priation of the public funds as these hereinbefore deof Cook.
scribed and such contracts in relation thereto as are
(5) IV. The complainants further allege and show also above mentioned, yet in despite thereof the said
that not long after the going into force of that cer- St. Mary's Training School, its officers and managetain act of the General Assembly of the State of ment, bav preEented for allowance to said board of
Hinois entitled-An Act to provide for and to aid commissioners a claim in aid of said e;obool pursuant
training schools for boys, approved June 18, 1883; to said contract expiring Deceruber 31, 1888, and for
in force July 1, 1883-thirty gentlemen of prom- the quarter at that date terminating, amounting to
inence in said county and all recognizing the para- the 10um of twenty-three hundred and thirteen dollars
mount authority of said Roman Catholic Church in ($2 313), .and bav applied to said board of oommisall matters involving religion did organize under the sioners to renew their contract on the old terms for
legislativ act last mentioned and pursuant to its. another year.
provisions and did become duly a body corporate
(11) And complainants further allege and show
under the laws of the State of Illinois subject to all that they bav made diligent and candid inquiry in the
the valid parts of said act, which said body corporate premises with the end of ascertaining the probability
was designated as and is the same as the aforesaid of the allowance by said county board and the paySt·. Mary's Training School, which said corporation ment by said county treasurer of said claim of
as complainants allege and show was instituted and twenty-three hundred dollars, as also the probability
always had been maintained and is now maintained, of the renewal of said contract, with the result that
and while it exists is to be and will be maintained as they hav been informed concurrently from various
a Roman Catholic Church instrumentality. That sources, and verily believe that unless enjoined thereone of the main purposes inducing the incorporation from said county board will -affirm and order paid
of said St. Mary's Training School and governing its said claim, and renew said contract. ADd complainwhole conduct is its fitness for E'fft>otuating the relig- ants feel warranted in averring tbat the probability
ious objects of said Roman Catholic Church. That that said claim will be approved and paid, and that
said Roman Catholic Church deems· itself specially said contract will be renewed on the old terms (unand exolusivly commissioned to teach religious truth less enjoined), approaches to certainty as ne11.rly as
and to administer the offices of religion, (6) That any events possibly can that are to transpire in the
said Roman Catholic Church has an elaborate scheme future and are dependent upon the volition of men.
of religious doctrine and religious offices which it in- (12) That in point of fact there can be no reasonable
sists upon as of an importance paramount to all else . doubt that said portend£d e.vents will be actualized
and ·whose acceptance and observance said Roman unless enjoined.
Catholic Church, its priests of all ord~rs, and its
And the complainants further show and allege that
earnest adherents with universal accord, strive zeal- the individual names of the persons comprising the
ously to promote. That in this effort, purpose, and presed Board of County Commissioners are as foldesign, 8aid Roman Catholic Church, its priests and 'lows: Henry C. Senne, the president of said board,
earnest adherents are combated by divers other Frank M. Blair, Thomas Branan. Nelson A. Cool,
religious sects, societies, and individuals, who re- John M. Dahl, George Edmonson, Henry Englehardt,
speotivly adhere to beliefs, doctrine, and religious Arnold P .. Gilmore, Jefferson Hodgkins, Michael M.
offilles, all more or less diverse from those of said Hayes, Spencer S. Kim ball, Anton Pluoke baum, J aoob
Roman Catholic Church, and from each other, 6r who Stainer, George W. Spencer, and John C. Schubert;
altogether repudiate and contemn the beliefs, doc- (13) that while complainants are unable to specify
trine, and offices of said Roman Catholic Church in which ones of said individuals will by their suffrage,
common with all the rest. (7) That to prevail in due as members of said count.y board, aid and abet the
time over its said opponents and contemners, and to illegal intents and designs aforesaid of said St.
substitute its own doctrine, disoiplin, and offices, as Mary's Training "School, yet the complainants from
much as possible, in place of those diverse from them, their said inquiry in that behalf, and the consequent
the said Roman Catholic Church by its organized information they bav acquired, feel warrantEd in
priesthood, constituting Ls government, has definitly averring that the members in number sufficient to
resolved upon a certain policy of effort, to be ear- approve said "claim and sa:d contract, and to order
nestly championed by its entire following, and in fact the same paid and executed, are already pledged in
regarded by that following with substantially one secre-t to the promoters of said claim and contract.
accord, as obligatory upon them, which policy is to
And complainants further allege and show that the
govern and control the education of the' young to management of said St. Mary's. Training School bas,
withdraw them as much as possible from the environ- from the. very first, refrained as much as possible
ment that would, without such special effort naturally from permitting the constitution, rules, by-laws, and
encompass them, and to surround them with in- operation of said corporation from becoming known,
fluences, controled as much as possible by the Roman that a secrecy or reticent discretion bas governed the
Catholic Church. That this said policy is the chief entire conduct of those interested in the manage. inspiration of the incorporation and maintenance of ment of Raid school, that although complainants bav
the St. Mary's .Training School. (8) That said school made sufficient endeavor they bav been unable to
is intended to be, and in point of fact is, governed learn the rules, 6rganio and administrativ that order
and oontroled in accordance with said policy, by the conduct of said school, or whether such rules
priests and laymen devoted to said Roman Catholic exist at all. (14) And complainants allege and show
Church, zealous to promote its design and policy, that this singular reticence is observed by design,.
an.d obeying its expressed and tacit wishes without and for the reason that the real rules by which said
dissent.
school is organized and administered could not be
That the intended and effectual consequence of expressed with any definitness without manifesting
sending a minor child to said St. Mary's Training the fact and truth that said St. Mary's Training
.School is to put him in training to become a Roman School bas the character of a purely Roman CatboCatholic churchman, unless be is already such, in lie Church institution-and so it will appear if its
which latter case be is put· in training to be con- promoters and managers shall truthfully discover
firmed. as such. In all oases the governing purpose said rules in answer to this bill of complaint.
and intent to be effected by said St. Mary's Training
And the complainants further allege and show that

the principal. officers of said St. Mary's Training
School are as follows: The president, James T. Cunningbam; the vice-president, Peter Conlan, and tb~;~
joint secretary and treasurer, Bernard P. Murray, all
three of whom are made parties defendant to this
bill of complaint as such officers.
(15) VI. Yet, nevertheless, in· the hope that said
St. Mary's Training School may appear in the-eyes .
of non-Catholics as a non-sectarian institution, and
for the purpose of obtaining in its aid payments out
of the public funds, the promoters of Faid St. Mary'.
Training School pretend and claim that it bas not a
church or sectarian character, and point out that
there is nothing in its charter that stamps it as suob,
and represent-that its Roman Catholic aspect is aooidental and not designed or essential-that it is a
ohllrity of a very meritorious kind ar:d worthy of the
applause of all right-feeling men.
·
But the complainants allege and charge that while
in the charter of said St. Mary's Training School
there is nothing that marks it out as a church institution they deny that its Roman Catholic aspect is
accidental or undesigned, and say that the charge
and control of said institution .bas been from the
first, and is intended to be, throughout retained _sedulously in the care of those who bav special favor
for the Roman Catholic Church and its religious interests, and (16) who will allow the wishes of said
church to govern their conduct in reference to said
school; that .there are great numbers of citizens and
tax payers who on the claim being established that
said St. Mary's Training School is a Roman Catholic
Church instrumentality would deny witb much vigor
its merit and worth as a charity.
Wherefore the complainants pray the interposition
of the Pquitable jurisdiction of this court, to the end
that the defendants, being personally by summons
duly made subject to the jurisdiction of this court,
may upon their several and respeotiv corporal oaths
full, true, direct, and perfect answers make to all and
~in gular the matters hereinbefore staled and charged,
not only' as to the best of their respectiv knowledge
Rnd remembrance, but also as to the best of their
several and respeotiv information, hearsay, and b!illief; (17) and that upon the final bearing hereof all
contracts of said St. Mary's Training School with
reference to the payment to it out of any of the
public funds of said county, of any claim for aid or
compensation for t.be subsistence, shelter, clothing,
care, or instruction ol any of its wards or inmate!',
and espeo\ally the contract aforesaid mentioned as
expiring December 31, 1888, may be decreed and
adjudged wholly void and of no binding Effect.
And that the defendants may be forever enjoined
and restrained as follows, to wit:
(18) That the said St. Mary's Training School, its
manager!', officers and agents, be enjoined and restrained from setting up or prosecuting ag'ainst the
county of Cook any claim for aid or for compensation
for the subsistence, shelter, clothing, care or instruotion of any of its wards or inmates, and from making
any contract with said county or any of the administrators of its public affairs with reference to such aid
or compensation, and that the said board of commie-·
sioners of Cook county and its individual members,
and all its agents be enjoined and restrained from
appointing or ordering paid any such claim for aid or
for compensation, and from making any contract
with referen~a to the same, and from doing anything
as the administrators of the public affairs of the
county of Cook to promote or abet the payment of
any such aid or compensation, or to promote the
making of any such contract. And the said George
R. Davi1.1, as county treasurer of said Cook county,
be enjoined and restrained from paying out of any
p.ublio funds in his custody any sum of money whatever on any claim of said St. Mary's Training School
or for its aid or for oompeneation to i~ for subsistenoe, shelter, clothing, care or instruction of any of
its Wl;\rds or inmate~;~.
.
(19) And that said complainants may bav such other
and further relief in the premises as the nature of
their case shall require, and to your Honor shall
seem meet.
And that the injunctions hereinbefore prayed for
on final bearing, may be at once ordered by the court
pending this suit or until the further order of this
court.
·
.And that the usual statutory writ of summons in
such oaoes be issued against the following named
defendantR, to wit:
St. Mary's Training School, James T. Cunningham,
president; Peter Conlan, vice-president; Bernard P.
Murray, secretary and treasurer; H!lnry C. Senne,
Frank M. Blair, Thomas Brennan, Nelson A. Coo),
J obn M. Dahl, George Edmonson, Henry Engelhardt,
Arnold P. Gillmore, Jefferson Hodgkins, Michael M.
Hayes, Spencer S. Kimball, Anton Pluokebaum,
Jacob Stainer, George W. Spencer, John C. Scbubert, the board of commissioners of Cook oount.y in
the State of Illinois, and George R. Davis, county
treasurer of said Cook county.
And the complainants will ever pray, etc.
(20) Affidavit to bill. (21) Order for injunction.
(23) Injunction bond. (29) Appearance of defendants by Smith & Pence. (30) D9murrer by all

..
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defendimts. (32) Final order sustaining demurrer,
dissolving injunction, and decree for costs. Appeal
prayed and allowed on condition of bond, etc. (34)
Appeal bond.
- (38) AssiGNMENT OF ERROllS.
I. That said C1rcuit court erred in sustaining the
demurrer of the defendants and appellees.
II. That said Circuit court erred in not overruling
said demurrer of the defendants and appellees.
III. That said Circuit court erred in dissolving the
temporary injunction ordered in this case in said
Circuit court.
IV. That said Circuit court erred in dismissing
the bill of complaint of said complainants and
appellants.
V. That said Circuit court erred in rendering a.
decree for costs against these complainants and
appellants.
FRANCIS C. RussELL,
Solr. and of Counsel for Appellants.
BRIEF AND ARGUMENT FOB APPELLANTS.
This is a suit in cbanctry for an injunction, brought
in the court below to restrain the defendant, St.
Mary's Training School and its management, the
Board of Commissioners of Cook county and its
members, and the county treasurer of said county
from causing the public funds to be paid to said St.
Mary's Training Sohool, on the ground that the said
St. Mary's Training Sobool is for sectarian purposes,
and under church control.
A temporary injunction was granted, whereupon
the defendants demurred to the bill of complainant,
and on the hearing of the cause upon said demurrer,
the court below held that said bill showed no equity,
dissolved the temporary injunction and dismissed the
bill.
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Schumm v. Seymour, 9 C. E. Green, 143
Sherlock v. Village of Winnetka, 59 Ill., 398.
Spence Eq. Jur., 32-35.
IV.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS MAY BE ENJOINED WHENEVER
IT BECOMES NECESSARY TO PREVENT TEEM FROM
BETRAYING 'THE PUBLIO TRUSTS OONFIDED TO THEM
TO THE INJURY OF PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS.
High on Iujunctiuns, 2 i Ed., Sees. 1,236 et seq.,
and cases cited.
Dillon on Mun. Corp., 2d Ed., Sees. 727, 734-736.
Perry v. Kinnear, 42 Ill., 160.
Beauchamp v. Kankakee Co., 45 Ill., 276
Sherlock v. Village of Winnetka, 59 Ill., 398.
Chestnutwood v. Hood, 68 Ill., 132.
Springfield v. Bishop, 88 Ill, 302
Fitzgerald v. Harms, 92 Ill., 372.
Board of Ed. of Galesburg v. Arnold, 112 Ill., 11.
Brown v. Concord, 56 N.H., 375.
English v. Smock, 34 Ind., 115.
Smitt v. Appleton, 19 Wis., 468.
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jInthethe·character
other we must be supposed to hav ascertained
of the action, and to ask ourselvs :
Shall it be done T
One is a pure matter of intellectual comprehension,
the other is principally a matter of expediency and
choice.
This case stands without involving any matter of
fact. By the demurrer the facts are all admitted;
and this court must either say that the court below
erred, or else on the other hand, that the defendanli
were pursuing a lawful course, that the appellants
bav mistaken their remedy, and that a positiv unmistakable prohibition of the constitution is utterly
without remedy, and may be treated with contempt.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS C. RussELL,
Solr. of and Counsel for Appellants.
Both Editors Refuse to Travel to the Holy Land.
From San Frarwisco Freethought.

THE TRUTH BEKKER is working the business end of a boom,
the object of which is to land the undersigned in a far distant
country. Here is a letter published in the last issue of. that
.
paper received up to date.
LG. E. M. here reprints the letters which appeared in THE
TRUTH BEEKER from Messrs. Terrill, Doebler, and Young, and
Mrs. Denton.]
It is quite safe to liken my feeble attempts at amusing the
public to the uproariously solemn mirth of the late Mr. Ward,
since that writer is dead, but I am not very sure of political
quietude during the next year. If the piety of our adminietration continues to increase as it has been doing since inauguration day, the country is likely to be surprised by the
spectacle of several Washington politicians ascending into
heaven in a pair of Postmaster-General Wanamaker's readymade pants. In such event I should like to be present.
Leaving out the unmerited praise contained in these letters,
I most heartily thank the writers for the complimen,t they_
pay me in thinking that my correspondence from abroad
would be worthy the large outlay of money involved. Published Jette• s from the Old World a1 e always read with interest, but I doubt if mine would hav the value set upon
them. Besides, my abs€nce would call Mr. Putnam from the
field to the sedentary life of an editor, printer, and proofreader, relieved only by such outdoor work as is included in
the function of porter and errand boy. In the lecture field
Mr. Putnam earns not far from $100 per month, which he devotes-! might say sacrifices-to the publication of FreRtltought. I am not sanguin enough to suppose that my letters
from abroad would be worth that sum to this paper or any
other. Indeed, I do not think they would be of any greater
help to the paper or the cause, if as much, than are Mr.
Putnam's "News and Notes" from the places he visits
in this country. Add to these the work he is doing as a lecturer, which he could not do as an editor, and the balance is
largely in favor of the present writer letting well enough
alone, and standing by the Freetlwught ship as long as tbe
united efforts of both officers at the pumps can keep her
afloat. My.first reference to a trip to Palestine was not made
with the expectation that anything practical would come of
it. Since it has now taken that aspect I must point the
movers to the above obstacles, which seem to me insurmountable. Nothing, however, can diminish my gratitude to the
Longmont friends and to the others who hav seconded their
motion, or for equally flattering reasons opposed it.
G.E.M.

THE ILLEGAL. APPROPRIATION OF PUBLIC FUNDS AS WELL
AS THE INCURRING OE AN ILLEGAL DEBT OR LIABILITY
BY A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION MAY BE ENJOINED AT
THE INSTANCE OF EVERY TAXPAYER.
High on Injunctions, §§ 1236 et seq., and cases
cited.
Perry v. Kinnear, 42 Ill., 160.
Beauchamp v. Kankakee Co., 45 Ill., 274.
Cliestnutwood v. Hood, 68 Ill., 132.
Springfield v. Edwards, 84 Ill., 626
Wright v. Bishop, 88 Ill., 302.
Board of Education of Galesburg v. Arnold, 112
Ill., 11.
To recapitulate : The County Board of Cook
I.
County and the County Treasurer at the time of the
The constitution of Illinois, its supreme law, ex- filing of this bill had been pursuing for years an
plicitly and unqualifiedly forbids the appropriation established custom of paying and contracting to pay
or payment of sny portion of any public funds to any St. Mary's Training School, a school" under church
school or institution controled by any church, or for control and for church purposes, large sums of
any sectarian purposes in the following words, viz:
money out of the public funds in aid of said school,
"Neither the General Assembly, nor any county, and was about to renew a oontract of· the sort in
city, town, tow~ship, school district, or other public view, and about to pay a large instalment of money,
corporations, shall ever make any appropriation or which payment, as well as the making of said con-.
pay from any public fund whatever, anything in aid tract, was morally certain to be done unless enjoined,
of any church or sectarian purpose, or to help sup- which actions and everything which could contribute
port or suetain any school, academy, seminary, col- to promote or effect them were positivly forbidden
lege, university, or other literary or scientific institu- by the constitution-utterly illegal and void, and viotion controled by any church or sectarian denomina- lations of the trusts confided in the county boardtion whatever ; nor shall any grant or donation of illegal in the managers of said school to prosecuteland, money, or other personal property, ever be illegal in the county board to allow, and illegal in the
made by this state or any such public corporation, to County Treasnrer to pay. The appellants, a.s taxany church, or for any sectarian purpose.
payers, prompted principally it would appear by a
Const., Sec. 3; Art. 8.
patriotic interest for the public good, but also by reaCounty of Cook v. Chicago Industrial son of the special injury resulting to them as taxSchool for girls. 125 Ill., 540.
payers, filed this bill to prevent the illegal diversion
This constitutional provision needs no legislation of the .public funds. Their procedure was according
in its aid. It executes itself and operates at once to to the doctrin laid down in the text- books, and
Dr. Monro~ fn the Ironclat% Age.
forbid and nullify all acts and efforts that are incon- numerous closely parallel cases in our own state, and
There is a movement on foot, albeit a faint and feeble one,
sistent with its unqualified and unmistakable pre- yet their complaint bas been adjudged wanting in to get a brace of Infidel editors out of the country that has
somewhat the appearance of a conspiracy. There is no
cepts. It rieeds no interpretation or construction, equity.
·
direct charge made against either of them and why the Infor there is no obscurity in its import, and being the
It is said that an injunction in this case would fidels of the United 8tates of America should want them
supreme law, it overbears all statutes that may be constrain the discretion vested in the county board. Danmarked is hard to conjecture. G. Washington Macenacted, and all municipal action inconsistent with it. The plain answer to this claim is that the County donald of the 'Frisco F1•eetlwught is one of the selected marNor does it need to be harmonized with any statutes, Board bas no discretion in the premises. That the tyrs and exiles. and as he has a great deal stronger backing
his yoke-fellow culprit and victim, the presumption is
for there are none existing that in anywise, in them- Board will act illegally if not enjoined is evidenced than
that his offenses, whatever they be, are correspondingly
selva, contravene any part of. its prohibitions. · The by their past and long-continued. misconduct, and more heinous than those of his less conspicuous collaborator.
act under which the St. Mary's Training School was their attitude in the present litigation is in effect G. Washington M. once wrote a book entitled, "New
organized, and its amendments, are in nowise contra- admitted by the demurrer interposed by them. Now England and the People up 'Thar.'" He admits that an
of near one hundred copies of that work has been
dictory of said constitutional provision. Any case it is a legal absurdity to hold that any person or edition
sold since its first appearance in 1879. A copy of this book
like the present one give, not an occasion for inter- public corporation are vested with any discretion as lies near where this is written, and the writer views it regretpretation or construction, but for application only. to whether or not they shall act illegally.
fully for the reason that there are so many more on a shelf
The doubt or question, if any, arises from uncerDoes such a plain legal proposition as this need near by. Having read it when it first appeared and bt:ing
enthused by its drollery and quaint style the writer hereof
tainty as to the facts, not from the phraseology or any argument 1
was carried off his feet (this is boss talk) and ordered a job
language of either the constitution or statute,
To speak of this case strictly : How can it be con- lot, seeing no reason why the demure and staid passengers
whether separately or iil combination~
tended that the county board are given any discre- on his craft might not relish and be allowed a little dry
tion in respect to obeying. the law 1 The board humor after their return from church on Lord's day. But
II.
the unappreciativ crowd had been so long fed upon a harkThe bill of complaint in this cause alleges : That depends upon the law for its very existence. Its sole from-the-tombs-a-doleful-sound
literature that they seemed
St. Mary's ·Training Sobool is a Roman Catholic cause of being is grounded in the law. There is no to dread anything lively. Hence this stock of ten-cent New
motiv whatever for it to exist unless for its usefulness Englands. Hence this stuck merchant. Hence thPse tears.
Church instrumentality. (Reo., 5, U.)
But this infamous scheme to exile and probably drown
That it was organized and is maintained for the in subserving the purposes of the law. To say that
brace of journalists, who are guilty of no offense in the
promotion of the objects of said church. (Reo., 7, 8, it may obey the law according to its discretion is but aworld
except a failure to say their prayers, needs an explanato
say
that
if
it
decides
such
obedience
to
be
indis15, 16.)
tion. In the subjoined paragraph, taken from Freethou.qht
That it is governed and controled by said church. creet, it may disobey, and to say that it must decide of April 20th, G. Washington M. fails entirely to state that h6
to obey is only to say that it has no discretion in the himself has been " innominated" for an ocean voyage, and
(Reo., 7, 8-15, 16.)
That Catholicism is taught a_t said school exclu- matter. Can anything be clearer than this 1 Discre- for fish-bait.at the bottom of the briny. Says he:
A correRpondent of the Ironclat% Age has placed the editor, Dr.
tion is the exercise of a choice between alternativE', ·Monroe,
sivly. (Reo., 8.)
in nomination for a iun.rney around the wor}d, anrl e•pecially
the Holy Land, and I ar111e to second the mot10n. I would
That up to tbe date of filing of said bill for years and where there is no right to reject one of the alter- furthertosuggest
that the United States consulate t? _Palestine is_, so
payments hav been made to said schr ol periodically native there is no discretion. Here the only alterna- far as I know, as yet unfilled. Dr. Monroe 18 a mt1zen of Indianapolis,
presumably
personally acqnamted _w1th President Harrison,
tive
a;e
either
to
obey
the
law
or
to
disobey
it,
and
out of the public funds of Cook county, in aid of
and he is also a deep student of Btble history, wh1ch fact should
said school, and contracts therefor hav been made by the board must either obey or its action is wholly recommend him to the favor of the admini•tration. I do not behe-:e
there is any I{OOd rea•on why D_r. Monroe s~onld not represent thlR
unlawful.
the County Board year by year. (Reo., 9.)
country in the Holy Land. Hts expenses, 1t 1s underotood, would
One thing alone is apt to obscure the certainty of bA P!Lid by the government, and a small •alary IS att.ohed to tbe
That at the time of the filing of said bill, a claim
office. The entTance of the editor of the Ironclat% Age into Jern•
for payment in nid of said school of $2,313, and the our contention. Before any item of conduct can be salem, mounted after the fashion of his distmguished predecessor,
ADd bearing his portfolio in one hand and a. quart bottle of th_e
making of a new contract were being prosecuted governed in accordance with law, its character as to Blood
Feeder in the other. would be, I concetve, rather more tnlegality or illegality must be ascertained. We must umphal tban any other entrance known to history. It would al•o
before the County Board. (Reo., 10.)
be
calculated
to evoke t-he enthnsia.em of the nativs, and to win
~hat in default of injunction, immediate success find out what is lawful and what unlawful in the their respect for American institutions.
in both of said objects was morally certain, in which premises in order _to follow the lawful course. Hen~e
How G. Washington M. found out that the Blood Feeder
case the amount of said claim would be paid by the a certain confusion of thought may take place m has to be taken in a prohibited solvent, a fact that has been
assimilating the act of inspection with the exercise carefully concealed from Prohibition communities, is not
County Treasurer. (Reo., 11, 12.)
of discretion. Bu~ these are entirely distinct. We known. The writer is somewhat acquainted with the presiIII.
dent, used to work hard to hav him elected governor once
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS ARE TRUSTEES IN RESPECT TO exercise no choice whatever when we seek to learn in a while, and is now a member of the G. A. R. post to
the character of what is proposed. But it is of the which he belongs; but for all this the president will never
THE FUNCTIONS WHIOH THEY EXERCISE.
.
High on Injunctions, 2d Ed. 1 Sees. 1236, 1237 and essence of discretion to make a choice. In the one send him as commissioner to the old nor new Jerusalem-for
case our inquiry is : What is this proposed action 1 the reason that he is afraid of water and won't go.
·i'' 1238, and cases cited.
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~ttnlar IJnion.

R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENS. SecretarY.
Princess Opera Home,
558 W. Madison street, Room 1, OtHcago.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
•
Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, JB., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
MBs. M.A. FREEMAN, Oh. Fin. Com., 3!4 W. Madison st., Chicago.

Rt>moval.
Thework of the Union absolutely necessitates a
public office, so that the headquarters of the American SEcular Union are now located at the Princess
Opera House, 558 W. Madison street, Room 1. Cut
out this address.
THE ROLL OF HONOR.
Mrs. M. J- Olrls, McMinnville, Ore ........ ~.................. $45 00
Ntck B. M>tckenzie, Chico, Cal............................... 10 00
Fayette County, Ia , Secular Union......................... 10 00
Minneapolis Secular Union (charter fee).................. 5 00
S. Brewer, Ithaca, N. Y........................................ 5 00
N. S. Johnson, Sioux Fnlls, S.D............................ 5 00
Mr~. Theresa Rivers, Chicago, !11...........................
1 00
BRUNO MONUMENT FUND.
Nick B. Mackenzie, Chico, Cal ................................ $5 00
w. S. Ring, Anoka, Minn.................. .................... 1 00
Chess Brothers, Monravia, Cal..,.... ......................... 1 00
As a slight recognition of her ceaseless iabors for
Liberalism and gmerous devotion to the Union, Mrs.
M. J. Olds was placed on the list of vice·prtsidents
by the last Congress. Herself and venerable partner, both life members, are heart and soul in the
work, and though others may become indifferent
through discouragement or lack of zeal, the hearts
of the Olds's are ever young and loyal tod·ustice and
the cause of mental emancipation. Mrs. Ids makes
it her business to scatter Secular literature throughout the territories, and has taken time by the forelock in spreading the light of the gospel of "Impartial Taxation," so that these territories or, I should
say, newly admitted states, will see to the taxing of
church pro-perty in the constitution they a.re about
to adopt. It is such people and such efforts which
mold public opinion, direct the destinies of states,
and make nations free. A few more such noble
women and slavery of the mind or injustice in the
law would soon disappear.
The Union at McMinnville pledged $20, $5 of
which was forwarded some time ago, and $1 each
should hav been credited to Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Booth, and the rest to the Olds family. Mrs. Olds
agreed to raise the amount to $50, and as some are
tardy she promptly sends her check to fulfill her
pledge.
·
Nick B. Mackenzie proudly bears our banner aloft,
and furnishes some of the ammunition to sween
from the state the injustice of the church. He is 8
gallant soldier of the Secular forces, and, like most
of his California compeers, rejoices in an opportunity
to upbuild humanity. He sees the necessity for the
American Secular Union, believes in sustaining it,
and presents a splendid example to others. In
honoring the illustrious dead he crowns Time's retribution wnich next month will partially fulfill by the
monument to Bruno at Rome.
·
Fayette county, Ia., Secular Union is a unique
organization and is a marvel in Secular and Liberal
propaganda. By organization this society has had
more lectures in different parts of the country and
scattered more Secular literature than any county, I
think, in the United States. Lecturers are taken by
the friends from town to town, and thus an economical arrangement is made for the advancement of
practical good which only organization can effect.
William Redfield is now a familiar name to the most
of Liberal workers, and he, together with Alexander
Rich and Daniel Davis, make failure a matter of difficulty. Some one ought to write in detail their practical mode of work as a model for all communities
where our forces are not concentrated. Mrs. Freeman has just given them a specimen of her inspiring
eloquence and has aroused them to enthusiasm.
Hence the donation. Their annual meeting reelected all the old officers but one-president, Dmiel
Davis; vice-president, Thomas Beecher; recording
secretary, R D. Godfrey; corresponding secretary,
Emery Frost; treasurer, William Redfield; advisory
committee, James K. Smith, Alexander Risk, Tom
Barnes.
The Minneapolis Secular society has had an unfortunate experience with a secretary, and their chartE>r
fee, which was sent long ago, never came to hand.
They hav got the right man in the right place now.
Brother Lownd is a stirring, self· sacrificing friend of
Seculari[!m. In fact, there is talk of their inviting
the next congress to Minneapolis. That would be a
grand record for a young society.
N. S. Johnson, of Sioux Falls, South Dakota. is
the author of the Danish volume, "Er Be belen Gud
Ord," which has received most flattering notices from
those capable of passing upon its merits. Andrew
Ja(lobson, who published the Bible Contradictions,
says of it:
. OMAHA, NEB.
The book is a splendid eye-opener for truth seekers. . . .
It shows the Bible in its true colors. You hav done in the

matter a most noble work for the enlightenment of your
country-people, and those who wish to know the truth and
can read the Norwegian and Danish lang~mges, . : .
that they might see how grossly they are dece1~ed ~y prle~t
craft It is a book that not one of all the pnests m Chrtstend~m can refute, although they ma~ be disposed to ~xhibit
their ability to defame and. s!ander 1t, . . . . the!r only
method practicable for decetvmg those behmd the veil. ~11
who examin your book critically will co.me to th~ concluswn
that God never intended any man to wrlte the Btble. · · .
I do sincerely recommend your book to all those who would
investigate and see for themselvs. . . .
ANDREW JAOO:BSON.
Mrs. Rivers was one of the old members of our
society whose residence in La Grange for some years
was to be regretted, but Mr. Rivers has moved back
to Chicago. We shall be benefited by their presence.
We are also glad to see that the pledge to the
Bruno fund is now fulfilled.
POLITICAL TREA.CBERY.
While en route to St. Louis I stopped a day at our
state capital, and interviewed several mem~ers ~f t~e
legislature, among whom was a pa;ty havmg. m his
possession for several weeks . my bill demandm~ t~e
taxation of church property m the state of Illmois.
Anticipating a hearing ·before. a committee of that
body after out bill should be presented, I had prepared a special argument, and gone to some expense
to locate by streets the exempted property in th~s
city. I did not ask that any member should commit
himself to the bill in its preliminary stage, but they
should demand us a hearing, and a delegation of the
American Secular Union, the Turner Societies, and
other organizations would present their reasons. .
On receiving the most positiv assurance that It
would be done, and that the only reason the matter
had thus far been delayed was on account of the then
pending election, I departed from Springfield.
Since that time I hav written the Hon. (?) Q. J.
Chott, a pretended Liberal Bohemian, through whose
perfidy and lying the measure has been delayed
beyond any hope of work till the next legislature.
Not only hav they not presented the bill to exempt
church property, but hav presented a bill to further
extend this infamous injustice, and that is likely to
pass at the behest of the papal contingent.
This is a measure to allow religious corporations
purchase and hold not exceeding twenty .acres
free from taxation, which is an exteneion of the present legal privilege of ten acres (State Title Corporations, § 42). Our constitution allows (art. ix, § 3)
the legislature to exempt such property from taxation and our revenue laws hav provided for such
exemption, but the legislature may change this.
Our esteemed friend and distinguished jurist,
Judge Levi North, of Kewanee, Ill., in correspondence
on this matter writes :
No "vested right" of exemption now exists. And it w''.l
be noticed that the present statute allows exemption from
taxation, and not from a&Ressments, such as street and siliewalk improvements (see a decision by Judge Tunnicliff, Sup.
Court Reports).
Now, it is plain that if legislature may exempt religious
corporations from taxation, it may make that exemption perpetual, and it seems to me this is the end and aim of t~is new
move. They propose to checkmate the move for taxmg the
property of these corporations in this indirect manner.
I could comment on the bill better if I had it before me.
You will find in our court reports the case of the Northwestern University against the County Treasurer of Cook
County, which arose out of an exemption contained in the
c'l:larter of the real estate of the university from taxation.
The court held that the property could not be taxed. The
university had a vested right to escape taxation. I think the
case showed that the property in question was situated ill
the city of Chicago. I suppose, the right once vested in any
church to be free from taxation, .it would be perpetual.
· I take this to be a scheme of probably Jesuit origin to
allow large properties to be bought up and held for revenue
purposes, as Trinity church of New York is, without taxation, the churches getting all the more rent because of the
exemption. I do not know that the bill provides:
1. For requiring the land to be in one body.
2. That it makes any distinction between city and farm
property as to amount.
3. Whether it makes any distinction between property
now held or that to be acquired in future. It may and probably would apply to present property, such as the Methodist
Church Block, corner of Washington and Clark streets, Chicago. There is room for a good many niggers in this fence.
I am much pressed for time, but hav written to Mr. Hurst,
our Democratic member from R. Island county, to fight the
bill and to send me a copy. Our senator is a fool, and I can't
sav anything to him. Can't you get hold of some of your
Chicago members and stir them up. I know that but little
good goes from Cook county to the legislature, and nearly all
is purchasable and afraid of the howly pope.
I know no paper through which I can talk, as they are
cowards.
Yours truly,
LEVI NoRTH.
In reference to the Methodist Church Block property, I will state that now they pay a ground-rent
tax, and the rest of the building is free from all other
taxation as a sort of compromise.
LECTURE.
"Neither dead or speechless," must hav been the
verdict of the strangers who attended the lecture
under the auspices of the Secular Union last Sunday
afternoon. At the conclusion of the 9pening exercises,
which consisted in part of a well-rendered selection
by the volunteer chorus, the president introduced
the lecturer of the evening, Mr. Gruber, who prefaced his address by a somewhat lengthy and altogether unnecessary apology, for a very well composed and exceedingly interesting paper on the
" Co-relation of Materialism and Idealism." The

to

speaker's aim was to call attention to th~ !dea.l side
of Materialism-to show that a Mater1ahst IS not
compelled, as is often falsely charged, to giv up all
lofty ideals and to grovel in the dust, but rather that
it· is only in the soil of Materialism that true ideals
can take root:
The lecturer succeeded in vindicating Materialism
from the charges of its opponents, and showing that
the Materialist's position is generally misunderstood.
At the close of the lecture, the usual debate ensued,
which took a ,wide range, vindicating beyond the
shadow of a doubt the absolute freedom of thought
and expression so dear to the heart of every true
Secularist.
The speaker sustained his part throughout with
an admirable combination of modesty and sang

froid.
SECULAR SIFTINGS.
On Saturday evening last the members and friends
of the Secular Union met at the Princess Opera
House, the occasion being a May party and dance
given by our indefatigable friend and cu-worker, Mr.
Barr. It is unnecessary to state that the affair was
a complete success. It was unanimously voted one
of the most enjoyable parties that the Union has
given this season. Miss Westcott sustained the
somewhat ereigeante role of" queen of the May" with
grace and dignity, and the dance round the May
pole was pronounced by numerous delighted spectators a most pleasing and artistic performance. All
the ladies who took part in it were attired in white,
with handsome sashes of red, white, or blue, which
latter decorations were shared by their partners. At
the conclusion of the august coronation ceremonies,
the insignia of royalty were discarded, and nearly all
present were soon threading the mazes of "the light
fantastic," which exercise,no doubt to the un!!peakable horror of the orthodox portion of the community,
was kept up till the "wee sma' hours." The proceedings on the holy Sabbath, however, were not
marred by anything calculated to excite the antagonism of the most ardent Prohibitionist, as the refreshments dispensed comprised nothing of a more intoxicating nature than ice-cream and lemonade, which,
it is needless to add, were well patronized.
Mr. Barr, who kindly undertook the management
of the affair from beginning to end; is justly entitled
to no small amount of credit. May he liv to conduct
many May parties.
"So say all of us." E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

The Bruno Statue at Rome.
The letters, papers, and large colored placards received from Rome show that the unveiling of the
statue of Bruno on the 9th of June next, on the very
place of his execution, Feb. 17, 1600, will be a grand
event in the history of Rome, Italy, Europe, and the
world. There is reason to believe that it will be the
landmark of the extinguishment of even the possibility of the return of papal temporal power in
Rome, and of the subsidence of clerical influence in
Italy, Europe, and, indeed, everywhere.
We regret extremely, therefore, to say that no one
of the American committee can arrange his affairs so
as to be in Rome and to take part in that final triumph. This will bs a matter of great regret also to '
the Roman committee.
We shall, however, use
every endeavor to hav Judge Stallo present, with as
many Americans, who are in Europe, as possible.
The funds which hav been sent in to aid the attendance of some of our committee hav been added to
the fund itself, and, thus increased, we gladly announce that we hav already $50 over the $1,000
promised, as the following account shows. We expect to make another remittance during the coming
week, and a final one on the 24th instant, which is
the last day funds can leave here and be in Rome in
time. The names and money to be sent must reach
us on or before the morning of that day. As soon
as possible thereafter, we will niake a _final report.
Let us all rejoice that a glorious success crowns the
work!
R. G. INGERSOLL.
.
.
T. B. wAKEMAN.
Amencan Committee D. G. THoM;psoN.
{
.
THOMAS DAVIDSON.
Send to T. B. Wakeman, Treasurer and Secretary,
93 Nassau street, New York city.
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The credit of $5, in list of May 4th, to L. Geiger,
should hav been to John Wolf, Hudson, N.Y.
E. Livezey will find his $2 in the same paper.
T.B.W.

Piling Pelion on Ossa-But Will It Stop the
Lies1
A PREACHER'S FALSE WITNESS.

WoROEBTER, MASs., April 15th.
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL, Dear Sir: The Methodist Episcopal
conference is now being held in this city, and one of the
visiting clergymen, J. 0. Peck by name, made the following
statement before a packed house yesterday, the 14th: "You
don't hear Bob Ingersoll saying anything the past two years
about the mistakes of Moses, and why? Because one of his
daughters has been converted and joined the church. and
his wife begs him not to say anything against the religion
their child thinks so much of." Now we think this a downright lie, but hav not the proof at hand. I write this to ask
you if you will furnish us with such proof, that it may be
published in the city papers, as otherwise thousands may
never know the truth. Hoping that you may always be
proven in the right, -I remain,
Yours for Freethought,
MRs. W. B. CLARK.
No. 45 Park st1·P.et.
OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S RF.PLY.

NEw YORK, April 16, 1889.
MRs. W. B. CLARK, My Dear Madam: There is no truth
in the report that one of my daughters has joined a church,
or that my wife has ever objected to my saying anything
against what is known as orthodox religion. Neither of my
daughters is a member of any church. The statement of the
Rev. J. 0. Peck is without the slightest foundation. He
probably told what was told him, supposing what he said to
be true, but he was entirely mistaken.
Yours always,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
AN INTERVIEW WITH MISS EVA INGERSOLL.

From the New York World of APl'il2S, 1689.
"Yes, Miss Ingersoll is in," and the empire-coated butler
led the way to the drawing-room in the great iconoclast's
stately home at No. 400 Fifth avenue. The room, with its
book-lined walls, bits of colored porcelain and carved silverartists' dreams in marble and on canvas-was beautiful
enough, but the slim, sweet, timid creature, in her silvergray dress, was radiant. She might hav been taken for a
Quaker maiden, or a member of some new order of nuns, but
for the daughter of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll-that alleged
monster, commonly denounced from every pulpit, and by
preachers in every ton,!!'ne and creed-never l
But there Bl\t Miss Ev~ Ingersoll in a little slipper chair,
beaming in the loveliness of her youth and beauty, and this
is what she had to say regarding the Rev. Dr. Peck's address
before the general conference of the Southern New England
Methodist societies :
''That is about the fifth time I hav juined the church, in
print, and it is so ridiculous, because n_either my sister nor
myself has ever attended service. Once Mr. Carnegie invited
us to hear Henry Ward Beecher. It was in the evening, and
the address he delivered was the only one we hav ever heard.
Another time we went to Dr. Collyer's church to attend a
friend's wedding, and that i3 the extent of our knowledge of
churches."
"But why havn't you gone out of curiosity?"
"Well, I don't know. I never had any desire, somehow.
I hav been told that the music might be entertaining, but
I'm sure that it can't compare with operatic music, and we
go to some opera or concert three or four nights in a week.
I hav read a great many sermonR, but never was sufficiently
pleased or interested to care to hear one. Our parents are
not responsible for our attitude. Indeed, sister and I are
more radical than they. Father has always told us that he
wanted us to realize the greatest happiness in life, and advised us to examin for ourselvs and to act in accordance with
our convictions. We hav had books of all kinds and all
sorts, and friends to exchange ideas with. Father has read
with ns, and together we hav looked up references. localities,
and proofs, but the more we know about Christianity the
less admiration we hav for it.
"Just now we are studying the 'History of the Inquisition,' and can't bear to think of church or creeds. My grandfather, you know, was a Congregational minister, but most
of our relative hav been extremely Liberal. They all believed
in religion, and so do we, but neither they nor we are Christians. This distinction often amuses the people we meet for
the first time, and they in turn amuse us by ~l.Qlost dem!l,nq.
in~ a~ expl~nation,"

As she talked, her beautiful hands were playfully tying the
long, silky ears of a magnificent hunting dog across his face.
"Rust is one of the family. We've had him five years.
His temper is absolutely perfect. They tell us we hav
spoile:i him, and perhaps that is a fact, but father is too
kind-hearted to be a hunter. He wouldn't kill a bird or see
one killed for pleasure, and that's why Rust has been allowed
to liv in the family and get spoiled."
Standing against her knee, with his face in her lap and the
perfect golden brown of his coat contrasting with the delicate
silver gray of her dress, the two were a picture for a Landseer.
"Did I ever pray? Never. We were never taught prayers as children, but when old enough to reason, mother
selected the prayers that are considered most beautiful and
touching, and told us, as she always did in making selections
of poetry and prose, to read them carefully and learn the
ones that pleased us. None pleased me, especially, and I
didn't commit any of them to memory. I could not see the
wisdom of praying for or against things I knew were beyond
human influence.
''And I never prized a Bible, as most girls do, not even in
silver or ivory covers. I don't like the book because there
are too many improbable and impossible things in it, and
worse than that, it abounds in cruelties.
"We doubtless seem horrible people to you believers, but
we are very happy together, and if my parents are as odious
as some people fancy them, they must still hav many very
redeeming qualities of mind and heart, because it is a tax
for them to make new friends, the old ones are so numerous
and so exacting in their affection. In all my life I hav never
heard a cross word spoken by my parents, either to one or
the other, or to my sister or myself.
"School? We never went to school a day in our lives.
1\'lother preferred to hav us trained at home under her own
supervision, and father made out the course of study and
allowed us to make optional whatever we liked. We are
stupid enough, but it is all our own fault."
The mo1esty of Miss Ingersoll did not permit her to state
that she is a close student and takes great pride in her leeEOns. Every day she learns a lesson from a French, German,
and vocal teacher, finds time for several hours of practice,
and personally cares for her wardrobe, not only designing,
but actually making all her own dresses. Believing that
much valuable time is spent in a miscellaneous toilet, each
daughter has her own peculiar style. Miss Ingersoll always
has two dresses-a silver-gray cashmere made with a round
waist laid with cross plaits, between which is set a vest or
"V" of soft white silk. About tlie neck and sleeves is a
finish of gray ribbon, and the straight skirts are simply
stitched. A long gray cloak, and a gray hat, with a gray
silk veil and gray gloves, complete the toilet in which she
walks, visits, drives, goes to afternoon entertainments,
studies, and receives morning callers. Her evening dress is
made of white silk or nuns' veilinJ!. and in but one fashion,
gathered skirts, round waist, with V-neck and half sleeves.
Miss Maud Ingersoll, who is a decided brunet, wears a
black lace. Neither daughter· has ever been seen on the
street alone, the mother or aunt always acting as-not a
chaperon, but a companion. They know nothing about
shopping, larks, slang, chums, or beaux, and there never has
been a time so merry or a party so gay that these beautiful
creatures were induced to leave the ·great Infidel and his
wife. Similar examples of family devotion there must be
among "orthodox" people, but greater devotion it would
be impossible to find.
The entire family has a passion for music, and it is not an
unusual thing for the mother and daughter to call at the
lawyer's office and drag him off to some symphony or oratorio uptown or over in Brooklyn, leaving a group of clients
in open-eyed wonderment. If there is anything they admire in people it is their talent-an ability to do something
or say something just a little better than anybody else-and
if there is anything they despise it is veneer. Show counts
for nothing with them. It is never tolerated and never indulged in. There must be jewels in the caskets, but if so
they stay there, for neither daughter is ever adorned Fave
in the beauty of her own charming personality. So, Rev.
Dr. Peck, of Taunton, Mass., "Bob Ingersoll's daughters"
·hav not joined the church, and apparently hav not thought
of doing so.

The Progress of Christian Science.
C. H. Clark, a photographer of Salida, Col., is in hot
water. About two years ago Mrs. Sweet, of Buena Vista,
Col., induced Clark and his wife and several others in this
city to join the Christian scientists. Shortly after they became
members of the faith, Clark's son James, fourteen years old,
was treated by them for dropsy. They would not permit a
physician in the house, and as a result the boy died. For
three days after his death the deluded parents claimed the
boy was only sleeping and that he would be brought back to
life by prayer. He was finally buried. Three weeks ago the
Daily News published the fact that the Clarks were repeating
their former actions with their thirteen-year-old daughter
Maud. For over a week, says a dispatch to the Salt Lake
Tribune of the 18th ult., the girl has been confined to her
bed and the heartless parents refuse her medicin. They hav
had the big mogul of the faith, one Dr. Benbow, come here
from Colorado Springs, but his prayers availed nothing.
The girl is dyin_g by inches, but her parents will allow no one
in the house. Information as to the condition of the girl has
spread abroad, and remembering the treatment accorded
their son, the best citizens organized a law and order society
to relieve the inhuman parents of the care of the child.
They had the girl placed in charge of responsible parties
and physicians summoned. It was almost impossible to
restrain the people of the city. Some of them were determined to deal harshly with the Clarks and their kind. Tar
and feathers and rails were provided, but cooler heads prevailed, and the course outlined above was pursued.
The funeral of Mrs. Royal E. Fox took place at her home,
No. 30 Erie street, Syracuse, N.Y., May 9th. The responsibility for the fatal termination of Mrs. Fox's illness is laid by
public opinion at the door of Christian science. Mrs. Fox
had been subject to bilious attacks for several years. When
the first one came on Dr. Jay W. Sheldon was called. Wt en
the patient had begun to recover she was left to the charge
of Dr. E. H. Flint. Mrs. Fox was to some extent a believer
in Christian science at that time, and her husband was, as he
is yet, " very firm in the faith," to quote an expression used
by one of the friends of the family. Two weeks ago the disease came on again with unusual severity, and an apostle of
Christian science-Mrs. Norris-was called. Mrs. Fox's
daughters urged that a physician be called. but their entreaties went for nothing. Mr. Fox had unbounded confidence
in Christian science as a curativ power and felt sure his wife
would recover. The patient, it is said, suffered terribly, and
fre«luentlr Cf\ll~d, ou~ ill h.er !'SO!!l• "J w.ust hav .Pelp l I must

hav help!" She was told that all she neFded was courage,
and· she would be sure to triumph over the malady. Mrs.
Fox took scarcely any nourishment during the attack. Dr.
Flint was summoned at the last moment. "When I entered
the house," he said, to-day, "Mrs. Fox had just passed
away. The body was still warm, but there were no signs of
life. I was called to make out the death certificate, I suppose. 'I assigned a·s the cause of death inflammation of the
liver." Dr. Flint expressed the opinion that if Mrs. Fox had
been allowed her own way she would hav had the services
of a physician. One of the neighbors said that the body
immediately after death was " all twisted up," its position
leading her to believe that Mrs. Fox was writhing in agony
when she died.
When the Christian scientists will meet here next month
in annual convention, says the Cleveland PlaindealeT, they
will probably be called upon to discuss a new phase of the
science. The story has been going the rounds among adherents of the peculiar helief that a strange domestic drama has
been enacted in Christian science circles, the last act of which
has yet to be played and most likely in the divorce court. A
well-known married lady of the city, who is one of the enthusiastic supporters of the new science, gave birth to a male
child. Certain circumstances estranged the husband from
the wife, who attributed the birth of the babe to what she
termed an immaculate conception. She asserted that it
proved the superiority of mind over matter that no
human agency was instrumental in the conception and birth
of the child, and she pointed to her offspring as another victory of the new science. A number of people in town believe
with her and regard it as a divine miracle, while a few Christian scientists take no stock in the story. The secret is safely
guarded by the local Christian scientists, some of whom are
thoroughly conversant with all the details, and a few Spiritualists in town also know all about it, but to the outside
world the affair is still a secret, and there are only a few people in the city who know the lady's name. There has been
no legal separation a1! yet between husband and wife, but
they liv apart. Their intimate friends are seeking to keep
the story a secret.
-------4~~------

The Dimculty of Exalting a New Savior.
The Presbyterians of Chicago selected to try Mrs. Kinnehan
hav adjudged her guilty of blasphemy, apostasy, and heresy,
and therefore worthy of expulsion from the clmrch. Mrs.
Kinnehan is one of the Beekmanites, a religious sect who
worship the Rev. G. J. Schweinfurth as Christ. At the trial
the prosecutor stated the charges: That the woman mi trial
had avowed her belief that Christ had reappeared, and that
she worshiped him in the person of the Rev. Mr. Schweinfurth. To the charges, one and all, Mrs. Kinnehan pleaded
not guilty. She refused to hav any counsel appointed to
defend her, saying that she was able to defend herself.
When asked to swear she refused to do so, and opening her
Bible read passages showing that it was proper to swear not
at all. She said, however, that she had been taught by the
preaching of the church that Christ was coming on earth,
and was now fully satisfied that Schweinfurth was Christ.
Nothing could change her views. Schweinfurth, the alleged
Christ, settled in Rockford, 111., a few years ago not worth
a nickel. He now has one of the finest farms in that section
of the country, and is wnrth over $50,000. Since the trial
the White Caps of Rockford havtaken a hand in and warned
Schweinfurth to leave the town within ten days. They
threaten, if he fails to go, to tar and feather him and roast
him alive. Schweinfurth has employed a night watchman
and bought guns and dogs for self-protection. The messianic business pays better in Illinois than it did in Judea, but
the messiah has about the same trouble with the people in
both places. But why should Schweinfurth buy guns and
dogs to protect himself? If he i.s as much of a divine individual as Jesus is reported to hav been, he could lay the
White Caps out with a few miracles, and thus serve two
purposes-establish his supernatural powers and punish a
lot of scoundrels who ought to be in state prison.

What the Snbbahrians are Doing.
The city council of Lincoln, Neb., decided, April 20th,
that the dime museum of that city must not open on Sundays.
Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, field secretary of the American
Sabbath Union, is planning to visit every state and territory
(except some of those recently visited) before the end of the
year, to promote the observance of both the religious and the
civil Sabbath, by sermons, lectures, and especially by organizing state and county and city Sabbath associations, or preparing the way for such organizations.
If the experiment of stopping freight trains on Sunday is
successful, says the Savannah, Ga., News, a similar experiment will doubtless be made with passenger trains. As the
movement to stop all Sunday trains is a religious one, the
objection to running passenger trains is as.strong as that to
running freight trains. The passenger trams, however, are
closer to the people than freight traim, and before they can
be stopped the people must change their Sunday practices
in some particulars.
-------4~~-----

Ah, Thank You, Me tord.
Charles Watts in Secular TIWWJht.

The May number of the' Freethinkers• Magazine is an
exceedingly ~ood one, being full of B?lid arti<;les. "A Defense of the Devil," by Nelly Booth-Simmons, 18 very amu.sing. We are inclined to believe with Mr. Green that "g1v
the devil his due" was the humane sentiment that actuated
Miss Nelly Booth-Simmons, when she wrote the able defe!lse
of Old Split-foot. By doing this she has made "her callmg
and election sure" for his dominions. "Mental Panics,"
from the ever-graceful and facetious pen of Hele';l H. Gardener is a rich entertainment for tho9e who revelm humor,
robed'in sparkling and refined attire. The portrait of Euge~e
M Macdonald the able Editor of THE TRUTH SKEKKR, 18
g~od while th~ facts given of his life are highly entertaining.
We ~ere much pleased to read the well-deserved tribute
paid to the noble character and versatil ability <if Mr. Macdonald for it accords with our personal knowledge of the
modest and "reserved" editor. The better he is known the
more will he be liked for his frank and genial qualities.

Who Claims the Reward 7
Prom San Franci~co Jl'reethouoht.
Money talks, and Mr. Israel W. Groh offers a reward of
$5,000 to the person or persons who will make it possi.ble for
excursionists to visit the garden of Eden and 1dent1fy the
spot by the description given in the eecol!d chapter of Genesis. Mr. Groh embodies the abo~e offer m a ten-cent pamphlet published by the Truth Seeker Company entitled,
" Did Man Fall ?" The author's remarks upon the gener~~
subjeCt are vertinellt ~Qq i.qtcrE)Sting,
.
.w
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Blasphemy Prosecutions in Sweden.
From the Lonaon Freethinker.

On the 8th of March the adjourned trial of Mr.
Victor Lennstrand took place, the charge being that
his lecture, "Why I Attack Christianity," contained
blasphemous expressions against God. The judge
acted in a most arbitrary manner. As an instance of
.how $judge may conduct himself in a Swedish court,
we giv the following extract from the verbatim report:
Lennstrand had asked to be allowed, according to
law, to cross-examin the witnesses. "You hav done
it," shouted the judge. "No," he replied. "You
don't think so, but I think so," said the judge. "I
request that it may be entered in the protocol of the
court that I hav not been permitted to put questions
to the witnesses. I am supposed to hav such a right,
as they in their evidence hav touched on several
points." "You hav heard all about it," bullied the
judge. "No, I hav not," repeated the accused;" I
request, according. to the law of the country, to be
permitted to question the witnesses. Here is the
paragraph [proceeding to read it]" The judge, enraged, shouted, "Silence, or it may cost you dearly
[strikes the table violently while stamping on the
:floor with his feet J ! Silence !"
Later on, the judge asked Mr. Lennstrand if he
had anything to say. He replied, " I had much to
say, but as I am denied the right of questioning the
witnesses, I will not enter further into any defense."
"But I say you hav," interrupted the judge. "Well
then, I ask according to chap. 17--" " I hav
already replied to that,'' again interrupted the judge.
"But I am not permitted" "That is a lie," shouted
the judge. After some wrangling, during which the
judge treated Mr. Lennstrand in a most brutal
manner, the judge ordered to be entered on the
court protocol, "Lennstrand has nothing to say."
Judgment was postponed to the 5th of April, when
he was sentenced to three months' imprisonment.
In the interim Mr. Lennstrand has been activly
lecturin~ and as activly prosecuted by the authorities.
On the 1st of April he lectured before a large assembly in Stockholm on, "What Hav the Authorities
Won by Their Prosecutions!" A largE! body of
police was present, and others were concealed in the
neighboring barracks. The lecture passed off, howeYer, without any disturbance. Two detective took
down the whole of the lecture in shorthand On the
2d of April he was acquitted by a second jury from
the charge of having published a translation of
Joseph Symes's pamphlet. "Who Is to be Damned
if Christianity is True?" On the 14th he was charged
before the court at Lindkoping, and on the 6th
before the court at Norrkoping. The hearing of
these charges has been· postponed to the 25th and
27th of this month.
·
On the 7th of April he was to lecture in Eskilstuna,
but the police prohibited the lecture. Lennstrand
boldly announced from the steps of the building that
·he would arrange for a private meeting later in the
day. Shortly after Mr. Lennstrand and his friends
were admitted to the private garden of a courageous
lady, Mrs. Matilda Freese, in the outskirts of the
town. The police tried to prohibit the n;~eeting, but
Mr. Lennstrand announced to the crowd that all who
entered their names as members of the Utilitarian
Society would be admitted. The result was that one
hundred and ninety new members were enroled. The
chief of police insisted on being admitted, but Mr.
Lennstrand told him it would be at his own peril if he
tried to effeGt an entrance by force, as it was a private
meeting where he had no business. Mr. Lennstrand
afterward lectured on " Free Assembly."
On the 9th of April Mr. Lennstrand was arraigned
at the court of Stockholm to answer a new charge of
blasphemy. The authorities at Eskifstuna are not
much blamed by our Swedish friends. It appears
that these prosecutions hav been instigated by
clerical pressure, and Swedish Freethinkers believe
they will aid the progress of their movement.
Evidently they hav still a hard battle to fight, and
we can assure them of the earnest sympathy of the
Freethought party in England.
THE BRA.VE SWEDE LENNSTRA.ND.

Translated. from the Kansas

cuv

Weakoblaaet.

The paragraph in the Swedish law as used by the
prosecuting attorney of Linkoping against V. LenDstrand runs thus : "Whoever blasphemes God, or
criticises or ridicules God's holy word or sacraments,
shall be punished by imprisonment at hard labor not
more than one year." So stands it and nothing
more.
But the prosecuting attorney had accused Mr.
Lennstrand as follows: " That he criticised and ridicnled the Chrislian religion; denied a life after this
one; denied Christ's resurrection; expressed himself
he:retically concerning the state church and its doctrine; denied Christ as a person of the godhead, and
in support of it appealed to Mark iv, 4-12."
At the appointed time Mr. Lennstrand was on
hand and the court house filled with people who
came to hear. The attorney demanded that Mr.
Lennstrand answer the following and in the order
given:
Mr. Lennstr!'nd ; '' Mr. :rresident, the attorney has

called upon me to answer, according to the first
paragraph of the seventh chapter of the criminal laws
for all that; but according to the law cited it is only
criminal to blaspheme God and ridicule and cri~icise
his holy word and sacraments. That I hav done
these I deny most strongly. It is certainly only
criminal according to the second article, third paragraph, of the freedom-of-press laws 'to deny God, a
life after this one, and the pure evang~lical doctrine f
but according to the now cited law that is not at all
criminal. This complaint relates not at all to the
case."
. The mayor: "We will make the matter short.
Does Mr. Lennstrand now confess to blasphemy?"
Mr. Lennstrand : ''I will come to that later. I
shall first point out the things in the accusation that
do not belong to the case; That which is not subject
to answer ought not to come into the question and
therefore I leave it out. That which belongs to the
complaint-that I blaspheme God-1 strenuously
deny. That is an empty accusation that the attorney
makes against me. The attorney cites as an aggravating circumstance that the fact occurred publicly
and before a large assembly. I will say that the
authorities with their complaints called attention to
me and thus gave me a large audience. But is this
influence of the authorities in increasing my audience
to be cited as an aggravating circumstance against
me ! As a further aggravating circumstance the
attorney charges me with exacting an entrance fee.
But if it is an aggravation of the offense that the
gathering was large "it must be a mitigating circumstance to hav charged an entrance fee and thus
reduced the audience in numbers. That I should
charge for admission is proper, as I belong to no
church or society. The attorney is probably thinking of the state-church priests, but possibly forgets
that they are paid a hundred thousand times when
no one goes to hear them. · Finally : As a further
aggravating circumstance the attorney charges that I
hav been already' sentenced before for a similar
offense. This is not true. I hav been accused four
times according to the paragraph of the law cited
and all four times cleared. That seems to me a circumstance mitigating in the highest degre~. If I am
to be found guilty according to the paragraph it is
necessary to prove that by soroe expression I caused
a 'general scandal.' Even that I deny, as after both
meetings my listeners applauded, and that could not
indicate offense. Certainly the Christians might be
thoroughly moved, but that is not a ' general offense,'
as little as the same could be said when Freethinkers
are criticised by Christians."
The attorney: "What is charged against Mr.
Lennstrand is, in my view, punishable. It says in
the paragraph, ' to criticise and ridicule God's word;'
and that I consider a man does when he denies a life
after this and the resurrection of Christ, since God's
word tells of these things. And by saying that
God's word is untrue a man ridicules 1\Dd criticises
the same."
The mayor: " Has Mr. Lennstrand denied a life
after this one ?"
Mr. Lennstrand: "I will not answer as to anything
irrelevant. If it comes into the mind of the attorney
to charge me with all sorts of irrelevant matters in
connection with this suit I am not required to answer
them."
The mayor: "Now, the court must hav a decided
answer."
Mr. Lennstrand: "I hav said that the attorney's
accusations do not concern this case."
Here the public withdrew, whilst the court took a
recess, which was made a long one, notwithstanding
the question must be perfectly clear..
To interpret the paragraph as the prosecuting
attorney wished would make it lawful to imprison all
who read the Bible in a different way from the state
church; all Baptists, Methodists, Unitarians, Catholics, etc.
It is decided that Mr. Lennstrand must meet
the attorney's points so far as he expressed himself
blasphemously. Questions put anew to Mr. Lennstrand, but he answered: It now devolves on the accuser to show which expressions were blasphemous.
Accuser being unable to show the slightest proof,
named his witnesses : Doctor Cronvall and Assistant
Lindquist of the Seminary, and School Director
Cleve and three police constables. The three :tirst
named had a written report. Read by the mayor.
Also by Mr. Lennstrand, who said that be did not
say, "God cannot be found," but, "Such a God can
not be found;" meaning that if God were almighty,
ali-good, and omnipresent there should not be so
much suffering found in the world. Witnesses would
not deny that Mr. Lennstrand used the expression;
" such a." .
Mr. Lennstrand: "But I do not find the slightest
resemblance to blasphemy in the testimony of the
witnesses."
· Witnesses interrogated and declare that they
heard nothing more than is in their testimony.
The mayor: "But Mr. Lennstrand denied a life
·after this."
Mr. Lennstrand: "Yes ; that is, I can find no
proof of it, B\lt ~ll~t (lQ~~ Dot concern this C!'se,''

The mayor: "But Mr. Le:Qnstrand denies God."
Mr. Lennstrand : "No, that I do not.· There are
many ideas of God; as the president knows. The
Unitarians' and Positivists' ideas of God I do not
deny."
The attorney: "My notion is that when a man denies God he blallphemes therein." ·
Mr. Lennstrand: '' There is a difference between
denying and blaspheming, and, as is known, the
Swedish law makes a difference."
The policemen had prepared a short account. It
stated that Mr. Lennstrand denied the necessity of
baptism, as he had asked, " Does anyone believe that
a little child dying now would go to-night to the
devils to be tortured!" If the court means that that
expression is punishable, it is wiser than the state
church, as the latest catechism does not. answer the
question whether children are damned that die unbaptized. The mayor again took up the question
whether Mr. Lennstrand had denied God.
Mr. Lennstrand : " When Theodore Parker calls
Truth and Goodness God, I do not deny God, neither do I when the Positivists call all mankind God.
But that is irrelevant. The charge is I blasphemed,
and that has not been proved."
All hitherto related to the first charge. The court
now passed to the second. Witnesses were two policemen, who stated that Mr. Lennstrand said that if
one man wronged another he need not make restitution but could ask forgivness of God, and then the
injured one must also forgiv him.
Mr. Lennstrand : " That is only a fact, and cannot .
offend God. If that is blasphemy, it is blasphemy
against mankind."
Mr. Cleve testified that Lennstrand said the Bible
contained contradictions and wrong advice. Mr.
LPnnstrand asked if Mr. Cleve remembered some
such.
Mr. Cleve: "No."
Hereupon Mr. Lennstrand interrogated all the witnesses as to whether his discourse caused "general
scandal " on the occasion. Witnesses could not say
it did. Some had gone in shortly before the close.
Others heard handclapping. Mr. Lindquist testified
to an interruption, but could not say if it was ap·
plause or opposition. The prosecutor brought up a
poster announcing. the meeting, but Mr. Lennstrand
deni£d that it had anything to do with this matter,
but related to the freedom of press laws. The prosecutor finally asked if Mr. Lennstrand wrote so and
so as stated in the papPr.
Mr. Lennstrand: "Yes, I did."
Now as the prosecutor read he showed that he
knew so little of the matter he was defending that he
read " Augustinian confession " where Mr. Lennstrand used," Augsburgan confession," and the audience had hard work to keep from laughing. A sharp
light was thus thrown o.n the situation. What hypocrisy, to defend a book of confession (creed) that
one has never read through and whose name even he
does not know ! And by such hypocrisy men think
they are protecting Christianity-Christianity that
they are trampling underfoot and not bothering
themselvs about.
Prosecutor: " It is so written."
Mr. Lennstrand: "That is irrelevant. I did not
say at the meeting that which the attorney is now
reading."
Mr. Lennstrand asked to hav noted in the minutes
of the proceedings that one of our foremost legal
writers, Professor Hugstrom, of Upsala, says that
"blasphemy consists only in expressions of contempt
for the supreme being." And Mr. Lennstrand denied
that he had so expressed himself at the meeting.
The mayor : "Wbat does Mr. Lennstrand mean
by ' supreme being ? ' "
Mr. Lennstrand: "I must· say that I know nothing about· it-."
Mr. Lennstrand now asked that it be noted on the
minutes what idea of God he denied: the Jewish Jehovah, the godship of Christ as decided by the vote
of a church meeting.
Court adjourned for fourteen days to get the testimony of a watchmaker and other witnesses.
Among the auditors were men of all classes, and
much bitterness was created by that manner of protecting Christianity, and it will certainly cause a
great falling away from. the state church. The prosecutor showed himself ignorant of what belonged to
the case, as well as of the abc of logic.
·

Christian Persecution of Christians in Arkansas.
F1·om A. T. Jones's Civil Governrnmt ana R•ztgion.

Elder J. W. Scoles, .a Seventh Day Adventist minister, had gone from Michigan to Arkansas in June,
1884, to assist Elder D. A. Wellman in holding some
meetings at Springdale, Washington county. As the
result of these meetings, quite a number of persons
adopted the faith of t.hat body, and practiced accordingly. In August, 1884, Elder Well man died, and
. Elder Scoles continued the work in that place. In
the winter of 1884-85, Elder J. G. Wood went
from Appleton City, Mo., to assist Elder Scoles at
Springdale. A. church was organized at this place
early in 1885, and the erection of a meeting-house
WI\B pegWl. Dt QnQe, In addition tQ :Pi!! S\!QsQl'iptio'l
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to the enterprise, Elder Scoles agreed to paint the this_ same Courtney became the prosecuting witness
house when it should be ready. Further than this, agamst Mr. Armstrong for working on Sunday.
. we hav the words of Elder Scoles himself. He says:
On the. first Monday in Ml\y,. Mr. Armstrong apI volunteered to do the painting as my share of the work, peared before Judge Pittman, circuit judge of the
in addition to my subscription. I worked away at the Fourth judicial district, at Fayetteville, and, waiving
church at odd times, sometimes half a day and sometimes his right to jury trial, submitted his case to the court
more, as I could spare the time. The last Sunday in April, for decision. Judge Pittman sustainGd the indict1885, in order to finish the work so I could be free to go out
for the summer's labor with the tent, and expecting to go the ment. Fine and costs, amounting to $26.50, were
ilext day twenty miles, I went over to the church, and fin- paid, and Mr. Armstrong was released.
ished ,up a small strip of painting on the south side of the
house, clear out of sight of all public roads; and here I quiMr. James, a Seventh Day Adventist, was indicted
etly worked away for perhaps two hours, in which time I
by
the grand jury in January, 1886, for Sabbathfinished it, and then went home. It was for this offense that
breaking. The particular offense was the doing
I was indicted.

At the fall term of the circuit court held at Fayetteville, Mr. J. A. Armstrong, of Springdale, was
summoned before the grand jury. He was asked if
he knew of any violations of the Sunday law. He
said he did.

carpenter work on Sunday. The indictment was
founded on the testimony of Mr. Powers, a minister
of the Missionary Baptist church. Mr. James was
working on a house for a widow, near the Hot
Springs railroad. The work was done without any
expectation of receiving payment, and wholly as a.
charitable act for the poor widow, who was a member
of the Methodist church. Mr. James worked in the
rain to do· it, bec~use the widow was about to be
thrown out of the house in which she lived, and had
no place to shelter herself and family. Powers, the
informer, lived ab.out six; hundred yards from where
the work was done, and on that very Sunday bad
carried wood from within seven rods of where Mr.
James was at work, and chopped up the wood in
sight of Mr. James.

Grand jury : Who are they? Armstrong : The 'Frisco
railroad is running trains every l::lunday.
G. J.: Do you know of any others? A.: Yes; the hotels
of this place are open and do a full run of business on Sunday, as on other days.
G. J.: Do you know of any others? A.: Yes, sir; the
drug stores and barber shops all keep open and do business
every Sunday.
G. J.: Do yoJJ. know of any others? A.: Yes; the livery
stables do more business on Sunday than on any other day
of the week.
·
After several repetitions of this same form of question and
answer, in much the same manner, in relation to other lines
of business, this question was reached :
At the January term in 1886, Mr. Meeks was
G. J.: Do you know of any Seventh DayAdventists who
work on sunday? A.: Yes, sir.
'
indictt:d the second time. July 13th he was arrested

After getting from the witness the names of his
breth;ren, indictments were found against five persons, all of whom were Seventh Day Adventists.
Elder Scoles was one of the five.
From the above it will be seen that special pains
was taken to indict none but those who had conscientiously observed the seventh day. A more marked
instance of deliberate persecution could not be imagined. Mr. Scoles was convicted, and an appeal was
taken to the supreme court, where the decision of
the lower court was sustained.

on a bench warrant in· the hands of William La
Fever. Meeks gave bonds for his appearance at the
July term of court. The offense was. for fixing his
wagon-brake on Sunday. He was reported to the
grand jury by Riley Warren. Warren had gone to
Meeks's house on the Sunday referred to in the
indictment, to see Mr. Meeks about hiring a teacher
for their public school, for both of them were memhers of the school board of their district. In the
course of their conversation, Mr. Meeks incidentally ·
mentioned having mended his wagon- brake that morning. This was reported to the grand jury by Mr.
Warren, and the indictment followed.

Mr. ·Meeks had been a resident of Arkansas since
1856, with the exception of one year. He had held
John A. Meeks, aged fourteen years,. son of Edward
the o:ffi.~e of justice of the peace for a number of L. Meeks, was indicted by the grand jury at the
years both before and after the war. When he be- January term of the circuit court of 1886 for Sabcame a Seventh Day Adventist he refused to hold bath breaking. The offense was for shooting squirthe office longer, because its duties conflicted with rels on Sunday. The place where the squirrels were
his observance of the Sabbath.
shot was in a mountainous district entirely away
Mr. Meeks was indicted at the July term of the from any pliblic road or any place of public worship.
circuit court, 1885, for Sabbath-breaking. He was He was reported by a Mr. M. Reeves. The sons of
arrested in November, 1885, and held under bonds Mr. Reeves were hauling wood with a team on that
of $500 for his appearance in January. The offense same Sunday, and were present with the Meeks boys
for which he was indicted was planting potatoes on in the woods. and scared the squirrels. around the
· Sunday-the third Sunday in March, 1885. The trees for the Meeks boys to shoot. When the sport
work was done near Mr. Meeks's own house, and was over, the Meeks boys divided the game with the
not nearer than two and a half miles to any public Reeves boys.
road or any place of public worship.
Then the father of the Reeves boys reported the
On the day referred to, Mr. La Fever and his wife Meeks boy and he was indicted. His case was held
went to visit Mr. Meeks at his home, and found Mr. over to await the decision of the supreme court in
Meeks planting potatoes. Mr. Meeks quit his work the Scoles case. At the January term in 1887, the
and spent the rest of the day visiting with Mr. La boy confessed judgment, and .was fined $5, and $3
Fever. La Fever afterward reported Mr. Meeks to county tax was assessed, and the costs, amounting in
the grand jury, and as· the consequence Mr. Meeks all to $22. The fine was paid and the boy released.
was indicted, as stated. The fourth Monday in Jannary, Meeks appeared before Judge Herne. His . · William H. Fritz was indicted at the April term of
case was laid over to await the decision of the su- the circuit court in 1886 for Sabbath-breaking, and
preme court in the Scoles case.
held under $250 bonds for his appearance at the
September term, at HuntsTille. Mr. Fritz is a woodJames M. Pool, a Seventh D1y Adventist, was workman, and the offense charged was working
indicted for Sabbath-breaking, at the fall term of in the shop on Sunday. The shop was in the counthe circuit court held at Fayetteville, beginning the try and two hundred yards from the public road.
The indictment was sustained. The defendant was
first Monday in September, 1885.
He waived his right to jury trial. The only wit-· fined $1 and costs, amounting to $28. Mr. Fritz
ness in the case was J. W. Cooper. Cooper was a. was a Seventh Day Adventist.
member of the Presbyterian church, and professed.
sanctification. He went to Pool's house on Sunday
I. L. Benson was not at that time a member of any
morning, to buy some tobacco, and found Pool hoe- church, made no pretensions to religious faith, and
ing in his garden ; so testified before the court, did not observe any day. ·He had the contract for
Judge Pittman presiding. The judge sustained the painting the railroad bridge across the Arkansas
indictment, pronounced Pool guilty, and fined him river at Van Buren, Ark. He worked a set of hands
on the bridge all days of the week, Sundays included.
$1 and costs, amounting to $30.90.
In May, 1886, Mr. Benson and one of his men were
Mr. J. A. Armstrong moved from Warren county, arrested on the charge of Sabbath-breaking. They
Ind., to Springdale, Ark., in 1878. In September, were taken to Fort Smith and arraigned before a jus1884, be joined the SeventhDay Adventist church at t:ce of the peace. The justice did not put them
Springdale. November, 1885, he was indicted by through any form of trial, nor even ask them whether
the grand jury for Sabbath-breaking, On the 13.~h they were guilty or not guilty, but read a section of
of February, 1886, he was arrested by William Hoi- the law to them, and told them he would make the
comb, deputy sheriff for Washington county, and fine as light as po~;~sible, amounting, with costs, to
was held under bonds of $250 for his appearance at $4.75 each. They refused to pay the fines, and were
the May term of the circuit court. Tile particular placed in custody of the sheriff. The sheriff gave
offense upon which the charge of Sabbath-breaking them the freedom of the place, only requiring them
was based was digging potatoes in his field on to appear at the justice's office at a certain hour.
Sunday. Millard Courtney was the prosecuting Mr. Benson telegraphed to the general manager of
·witness. Mr. Armstrong bad a contract for building the railroad in regard to the matter. The general
the school-house at Springdale. Mr. Courlney, with manager telegraphed to his attorney in that city to
a friend, went to Armstrong's house. on Sunday, to attend to the cases.
negotiate a contract for putting the tin roof ou
Mr. Benson and his men appeared before the justhe school-house. From the house they went into tice for a hearing in their cases. It was granted,
the field where Mr. Armstrong was digging potatoes. with some reluctance. The attorney, Mr. Bryolair,
There the business was all talked over, and the con- told the justice it was a shame to arrest men for
-~FI\':'t was secured, fo~ putting on the tin roof, 'l'ben. working on the bridge at the risk of their lives to
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support their families, when the public work in·their
own town was principally done on Sunday. A hearing was granted, and the trial set for the next day.
They were not placed under any bond!! at aU, but
were allowed to {fo on their own recognizance. The
following day a jury was impaneled and the trial begun. The deputy sheriff was the leading witness,
and swore positivly that he saw them at work on
Sunday. The jury brought in a verdict to the tffect
that they had ''agreed to disagree." This was on
Wednesday. The following Monday was set for a
new triaL No bond w·as even at this time required.
The defendants appeared at the time appointed, and
pleaded not guilty. The justice, after giving them a
brief lecturf', dismisstd the case.
In August, 1886, Mr. P. Hammond, a member of
the Baptist church, appeared bt>fore the grand jury
in Hot Spring county, and charged J. L. Shockey
with hauling rails and clearing land on Sunday, the
first day of the week, July 11, 1886. The ~rand
jury presented an indictment. On Dec. 14, 1886,
Mr. Shockey was arrested . and . taken to MB.lvern,
locked up till the next day, when he gave the usual
bond for his appearance at court, and was released.
The work for which Mr. Shockey was indicted was
done on· a new farm which he was opening· up in 'the
woods, three-fourths of a mile from any public road,
and ·more than a mile from any place of public worship, and not in. sight of either. The witness, Mr.
Hammond, passed by where Mr. Shockey was at
work, _and after he had gone some distance, returned,
and spoke to Mr. Shockey about buying from him a
Plymouth Rock rooster. The bargain was then
made, Hammond agreeing to pay Shockey fifty cents
for the rooster. ·
Shockey was indicted, and his case set for trial
Feb. 7, 1887. This case, with the one before mentioned, and some others that had been held over to
await the decision in the Scoles case, was called, and
February 11th fixed as the day of trial for 8.11.

America Ahead

•
Grateful beyond meaRure, I desire to return my
heartiest thanks to Brothers Wakeman and Stevens
for their splendid work, and to all the other Liberals,
both ladies and gentlemen, who hav contributed to
the North American portion of the Bruno monument
fund.
My original appeal and subscription in behalf of
this lofty purpose hav been so magnificently supported and carried forward by the noble-minded and
generous-heax·ted helpers in this grand cause, that
our part of the international fund exceeds in amount
that of any other country.
America certainly has reason to be proud of her
record in this as well. as in so many other movements
for the highest welfare of, humanity, and in the language of the Bruno monument committee in Rome
to me, I return you all.'' a thousand thanks."
Cannot the Liberals also all join me in upholding
the Bruno calendar memorial, which seven years ago
I founded in honor of this greatest of martyrs for
science and Freethought? Do not the extended,
untiring, and effectiv labors for liberty of Brother
Wakeman, upon whose happy suggestion the calendar
was based, deserve, in addition to the memory of the
illustrious Bruno, this tribute from the pens and
hearts of the true friends of freedom throughout the
civilized world T The Bruno monument committee
in Rome · indorse the calendar, and in writing to me
use the Italian equivalent of our phrase, Year of
Soience, which is "Anno della Scienza."
Boston, Mass , May 9, A.B. 289. GEo. N. HrLL.
Job.
0 sore afflicted and long-suffering Job,
With " biles" enough to stock our tearful globe,
And some to spare for those in Jersey-land,
Where Boonton lies in superstition's stubble I
And then besides thou hadst a peck of trouble,
God letting Satan play a strong " lone hand !"
Between the two you found it mighty "rocky,"
And, tbRn before, they left you far less " ' stock'-y !"
0 suffering Job, with "comforters" unique,
I see thee, anguished, writtJing in the ashesNot quite in the "good form" of one who " mashes!"
But somewhat looking like a Bowery " freak I"
0 Job, that put-up job on you was cruel,
But now you're squaringit on heavenly gruel!
Sr SLOKUM.

The Great Discus~iou.
J:rrom tile Denison, Tez., Gazetteer.
"Limits of Toleration,'' a· discussion between Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll. Hon. Frederic R. Coudert, Ex-Gov. Stewart L.
Woodtord before the Nineteenth Century Club. The letters
were sten~graphically reported expressly* for THB T;'lUTH
SBBKBR, in which they first appeared, and are now pubhshed
in pamphlet form to meet a demand from all parts of the
country for them in a more durable shape.

The ']'ruth Seeker's Good Deeds.
From San F1·anciwo F?·eethouaht.

An attractiv pamphlet has reached us containing the oral
debate between (Jolo.nel Ingersoll. the Hon. Frederic Coudert and Ex-Gov. Stewart L. Woodford, of New York.
Thi~ debate has already become famous, and its preservation
in pamphlet form adds another to the many good deeds
which the Truth B~Jekl)r Company is constantly performin~;
Ten cents, . _
· ·
·
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Religious Persecution in this Year of Our Lord.
We print on another page several cases of persecution of Seventh Day Adventists by their Christian
brethren in Arkansas. These are only a few. of the
many that hav occurred in that state within the past
few years, where the people, being densely ignorant,
are correspondingly pious and fanatical. A man can
be killed in Arkansas in some of their drunken fights
and the people will make less fuss over it than over
a caae of "Sabbath breakiDg." A few years ago
those who kept one day of wot"ship in a week were
allowed to work on Sunday, but the legal clause of
the Sunday laws permitting this was repealed in 1885
under the plea that saloonkeepers took advantage of
it to keep their places of business open on Sunday.
However that may be, since its repeal no saloonkeepers hav been prosecuted, though as many saloons
are open as before, while some score and a half of
Seventh Day Adventists hav been punished for labor-·
ing on Sundays. It looks very much as though the
evangelical Christians desired to repeal the clause
expressly to punish the Christians who venture to
interpret the Bible differently from them. The
record is a powerful argument indeed in favor of the
total abolition of all religious Sunday laws.
Last week we printed among the Letters from
Friends one from a subscriber in Alabama who has
been wronged by a court. He has since sent us
fuller particulars, and though at his request we must
suppress his name, it is apparent that Alabama is no
whit behind Arkansas in Christian zeal. The facts
are these: Our subscriber sued a man for money due
him. In the circuit court of Tuscaloosa Judge
Spratt refused to allow hiin to make an affirmation
and rejected him as a witness, in consequence of which
he lost his case. The judge also said that an Infidel's
testimony could not be taken in that state.
The constitution of Alabama, as we -stated last
week, provides " that no religion shall be established
by law; that no preference shall be given by law to
any religious sect, society, denomination, or mode of
worship; that no one shall be compelled by law to
attend any place of worship, nor to pay any tithes,
taxes, or other rate, for building or repairing any
place of worship, nor for maintaining any minister or
ministry; that no religious test shall be required as
a qualification to any office or public trust under the
state; and that the civil rights, privilege!, and capacities of any citizen shall not in any manner be affected
by his religious principles." The statutes provide
that " all testimony, except as otherwise directed,
must be given in open court, on the oath or affirmation of the witness."
It seems to us that the last clause of the article of
the constitution above quoted covers this case,
though it is evidently held by the courts that to take
advantage of it a man must hav some religion, either
Christian, Mohammedan, or Buddhist, or some other
superstition, and that an Infidel, not possessing any
pet superstition, is an outlaw. The rule of the
courts as to affirmation we learn from a letter written
to our subscriber by an eminent legal firm of Alabama to whom he had applied for information as to
a remedy. The letter says :
"Yours of 17th in st. received. 'If a man, being a Christian, has conscientious scruples against taking an oath in the
usual form, he will be allowed to make a solemn religious
asseveration, involving a like appeal to God for the truth of
his testimony, in any mode which he shall declare to be binding on his conscience.' From this rule you see any man is
allowed to affirm instead of swearing in the usual form, but
he Il).ust believe in God and a future state of rewards and
punishments-that is, that divine punishment will be the certain consequence of perjury, before he can swear or affirm
or testify.

I

"If a justice of the peace or other court prevented or
refused to allow a witness who believes in God and divine
punishment for perjury to affirm and testify, that would be
simply a judicial error to be corrected on appeal. The witness himself would not thereby be injured and would hav
no cause for complaint.
"An Agnostic is one without knowledge-an ignoramushence there cannot be an Agnostic in faith. If a man is
ignorant of God-does not believe that he will reward and
punish us according to our deserts-he is incompetent to testify in any court.
"Where a man offers to affirm under the penalties of perjury and is rejected as incompetent, if he was rejected
because of a want of knowledge of and belief in God, and
that he will reward and punish according to our deserts, the
court acted right in refusing to allow him to testify. If the
witness had this degree of belief or faith, the court erred,
but the error can be corrected only on appeal.
"Let us call your attention to the Word, where it says :
' The jool hath said in his heart there is no God.' Therefore
everyone who says there is no God is a fool, and a fool is
incompetent to testify in any court."

From the foregoing it is seen that Agnostics in
Alabama are without legal remedy for any wrong
Christians may inflict upon them. And as another
eminent legal light (who will probably not object to
having his name printed) to whom our subscriber
had appealed, puts it, to liv in peace he will hay to
emigrate. This is the second legal opinion.
" LAW 0FFIOR ROBRRT G. !NGRRSOLL, 40 wALL ST., t

r

NBw YORK, April 24, 1889.
"DBAR SIR: You happen to liv in an uncivilized state,
where those in authority hav been barbarous enough to
place beyond the protection of the law those who honestly
di1fer with them on subjects about which no one knows any.
thing for certain. I do not see how you can help yourself in
that state if you do not happen to believe in what the average Alabamian calls God. Your civil rights to a great extent
are lost. The meanest believer can assault or rob you with
impunity, and you will not be allowed to tell your story in a
court of justice. Such is the Christian civilization of Alabama. In all the States of this Union-except Alabama-it
is provided by the constitution that every man may wor~hip
God according to his own conscience. You will thus see that
Alabama has the honor of holding the hindmost place in the
procession. Probably the best thing you can do is to emigrate.
Yours very truly,
R. G. INGBRSOLL."

The facts in the case are, it is seen, agreed upon
by all. Those in our friend's favor are that his snit
was a righteous one, and that the constitution of the
state prohibits a court from depriving any man of
his civil rights, privileges, and capacities on account
of his religious principles, and that he may make
affirmation in lieu of an oath when so desiring. The
facts against him are that the court is Christian ;
that the affirmation provided is really an oath, as
objectionable as the regular oath; and that no
one not believing in a God and future rewards
and punishments is competent to testify. The
only remedy is to attack the constitutionality of
the statutes which enforce this state of things, and
obtain a reversal of the rulings of the courts which
hav made affirmations really oaths. It is doubtful
if this could be done in the state courts, as the judges
would probably hold that the constitution meant
that men must hav religious principles of some recognized sort or another, and the United States courts
hav no jurisdiction, as. it has often been decided that
the religious amendment to our national Constitution
is not binding upon the states, which can establish
and maintain as many churches as they please provided the people thereof hav not adopted (which
most if not all of them hav) a state constitution prohibiting it. From the information we possess,
therefore, we hav .to say in answer to our subscriber's
appeal to us that he is without remedy unless. he
becomes converted and joins the church. This we
cannot advise his doing. Fairly constmed, the constitution would protect him ; but it is too much to
expect that Christian judges would so construe it.
In regard to the law in New York, concerning
which our friend inquires, evidently having our own
electiv fight last fall in view, we may say that the
precedent will not help him. New York's constitution provides that "no person shall be rendered incompetent to be a witness on account of his opinions
on matters of religious belief," and also that " no
member of this state shall be disfranchised or deprived
of any of the rights or privileges secured to any
citizen thereof, unless by the law of the land or the
judgment of his peers." We contested our case on
the ground that our statutes had provided for affirmation without question, when desired by a person
taking the legal obligation to tell the truth; and
second, that the affirmation did not invoke the name
of God. We positivly refused to answer any questions as to our belief1 holding that the inspectors

had no right to ask them, being bound to administer
the affirmation when requested. The judge sustained
us. We held that the invocation of deity was part
of an oath, and not a part of an a1li,rmation. This
opinion was also sustained by the judge. Besides
these two impregnable points, New York's statutes
provide the form of an affirmation as follows: "You
do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and affirm."
Had the judge not sustained us, we should hav fought
the matter out on constitutional grounds. Alabama's
statutes, it seems from the letter of the Alabama
lawyer, provide an affirmation recognizing God, or if
not in the statutes (which we hav not by us) it has
been so settled by precedent and the rulings of the
courts, which precedents and rulings form a sort of
common law only overruled by. a plain statute law.
Constitutional grounds, therefore, form the only
basis of an appeal for our Alabama friend.
We hope no one will get angry at the bibliqal and
theological nonsense of the Alabama lawyer whose
letter is printed above. The writer didn't know any
better, and his obiter flings are not worth noticing.
He has a valid excuse for his ignorance in the fact
that he resides in Alabama.

Jl.ore Outlawing of Infidels.
The Charlestown, Prince Edward Island, Er:caminer of a recent date prints this story of injuatice :
"A scene which is, perhaps, unprecedented In our courts,
occurred in the county court on Saturday last at the trial of
an action of trover for the value of a cow alleged to hav
been illegally seized under execution against Ewen Stewart,
of Brackley Point road, and claimed by his son, Walter
Stewart. In support of the plaintiff's claim a witness was
called, named Peter Stewarts, whose oath was challenged on
the ground of his Infidelity. The following are the questions
put to him by the judge and. his replies thereto:
" ' Do you believe in the deity ?'
"'No, not in the ordinary acceptation of the term.'
"'Do you believe in the trinity-God the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost ?'
" 'I do not.'
" ' Do you believe in the Bible ?'
"'I believe the Bible is a history.'
" 'Do you believe that it is the inspired word of God ?'
" 'I do not.'
" 'Do you believe in rewards and punishments after
death?'
" ' I expect no reward after death for any good I do, and
no punishment beyond the grave.'
"The next witness called, whose nanie was William Roberts, was also objected to, aud interrogated in the same way.
He replied substantially as follows :
" 'I do not believe in the Bible. I do not believe in God
the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. I can't say that I believe
in any God. I do not believe in heaven or hell, nor in the
doctrin of rewards and punishments after death.'
" These men were both middle-aged, and appeared to be
intelligent. After this declaration of their faith, or rather,
want of faith, Judge Alley refused to allow an oath to be
administered to them. In doing so, he expres!ed himself in
emphatic terms regarding their views, and stated that if
they adhered to them through life they would doubtless hav
good reason to believe in hell before the end of their existence. This incident shows that our home missions afford a
good field for evangelistic effort:"

Prince Edward Island-is a part of Canada, and an
English semi-independent colony, and its laws are of
the old English type. There is probably no legal
remedy for the excluded witnesses.
It is evident that Judge Alley and the editor of
the Examiner are both Christians, and their remarks,
like those of the Alabama lawyers, are about what
could be expected of men with their training. It is
evident, however, that both of the men whose answers are recorded in the above statement are fully
equal in intelligence to either the occupant of the
bench or the straddler of the editorial tripod, and
we imagin the home missionaries would make little
impression upon them.
--------~~-------

Some Facts.

We trust that those Liberals who think that the
time is past when Christianity needs to be shown upf
and that the period has· arrived when we can afford
to let evolution do its perfect work unassisted by
attacks upon the Bible and aggressiv warfare upon
the churches, will change their minds after reading
this issue of THE TBUTH SEEKER.
In three countries, as shown elsewhere, are men
being persecuted by the Christians and outlawed.
Under Swedish, under English, and under American
law Infidels and non-evangelical Christians are deprived of their rights. For malignant persistency
in persecution the Christians of Sweden are winning
laurels for their brows now which will undoubtedly,
in theil' own opinion, be exchanged for a QrQWn in
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heaven. The Arkansas persecutions are simply the expression of the hatred which one Christian sect has for
another. In Prince Edward Island and Aiabama the
injustice perpetrated upon heretics is the usual outward sign of the arrogant inward grace which dominates Christians when dealing with unbelievers. If
these Christian judges possessed the power to go
further they would unquestionably do so. It is a
black and villainous record which the Christians hav
made for themselvs in the cases of persecution here
presented to the Freethinkers of the country, and
one which arouses hot indignation in the hearts of
all advocates of justice and upholders of liberty.
The one thing which give us courage is the fact
that in one city there are men with sufficient backbone to attack in the most practical way one branch
of the Christian church which has committed these
criminal acts. The legal endeavor of the Chicago
Liberals to prevent St. Mary's Roman Catholic
Training School from fattening at the public expense
is worthy of all commendation and aid. The case
is now in the hands of the court, the defendant institution having replied to the brief which we print,
and the plaintiffs hav rejoined. The defense was a
demurrer, admitting the facts charged, but holding·
that the appropriations could be legaUy made. It is
now for the judges to decide whether the constitution
of Illinois means anything or not.
It seems to us that there never was more need of
activ, persistent, aggressiv work against the churches
than at the present time. Men are being persecuted
and outlawed by the Christians in dozens of places,
and our public treasuries are being plundered of
millions of dollars to support the religion which is
doing this infamous work. There is no real separati_on of church and state in the country. The claim
is a glittering generality; a shining exterior with interior falseness. Until persecutions and outlawry
for opinion's sake shall cease; until no man is taxed
to support churches and their pauper institutions;
until we hav a bona fide divorce of ecclesiasticism
from secular government, and perfect liberty of expression and equality of civil rights, no Liberal
should think for a moment that his work is done.
Evolution has mighty hard work in getting hold of
and changing a Christian. It won't do to sit down
and trust to time to right the prodigious wrongs
which the Christians are daily inflicting upon those
who do not come into their tabernacles.

Science and Religion.
The Chicago :limes evidently retains a Jesuit to
write its editorials on religious or irreligious matters.
In a late issue we find an article on the " inconsistency of religious unbelief," which bears the unmistakable earmarks of the Jesuit theologian, writing
irresponsibly and as he has been trained. The article
is a sharp and grossly false arraignment of science,
and its caliber may be measured by the statement
that "science, which has been the foe of revelation
from the beginning, has been from the beginning the
arch impostor." How any man, with sufficient brain
capacity to learn to write at all, could hav deliber·
ately penned the conclusion of that sentence, can be
explained on no other ground than that he is a paid
attorney to abuse his opponents. He goes on :
"Science is Sir Oracle. it claims divinity and infallibility; it is dogmatic beyond the dogmatism of sectarian creeds; it demands a servility of acceptance
worthy only of despotism; and it lays down its proposals for our blind faith as flippantly and as positivly as if it had turned up every stone in the
universe to read its contents, uprooted every tree of
the earth to get at its story, and called down from
the heavens the stars to verify its assumptions. It
is science, not religion, that live upon faith ; and,
unlike religion in its truest significance, it has largely
to liv on faith alone."
In this our Jesuit theologian has very emphatically
reversed the general conception of science and religion. He has got the cart squarely before the horse,
and has done so, we suppose, for a purpose. That
purpose is, to support the huge imposture of religion, and delude the people. It is needless to say
that science is not open to even one of the charges
so recklessly made, and it is equally plain that religion is open to all of them. There never was a scientific man in. the world who claimed to be speaking as
a divine person, or that God was inspiring him.
The very commonest definition of science that can
be siven precludes any !:1-~eq o~ div~ity. Science is
'

..
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knowledge of facts and principles, causes and effects, Heredity is his ally. He is indebted to the man in
and their relations in the world of phenomena. The the cave for the soft position he holds to-day. He
fundamental basis of science is that the laws of nat- is the medicin man of savagery, the magic-worker of
ure are immutable-that two and one always hav made a later period, tpe spirit-conjuror of witchcraft and
and always will make three, not one~and that the sorcery times. .i:Ie is, however, less laboriously emsame causes under the same conditions will produce ployed, for he has ceased to work the wonders which
the same effect. The facts and principles now exist- his people called miracles, and the sleight-of-hand
ing always hav existed, and science is but their dis- men hav exposed his conjuring tricks. He is only a
covery, and classification for the convenience of relic of the past; and why he should now be engaged
students. Science does not destroy nor create; it in writing editorials for the Chicago Times is comtells us what is, discovers what has been, and from prehensible only when we reflect that to some the
these facts predicates what, under like circumstances, most entertaining specimens of our species are the
will be. Abstract science is based on self-evident mummies swathed and bandaged beyond recognition
truth; physical science on experiment and observa- which stand in gloomy niches of our museums. The ·
tion. Before science classifies a fact, from which to editorial page of the Times is evidently the alcove
deduce principles, it discovers that it is a fact. wherein it keeps on view its intellectual antiquities.
Natural laws and principles are infallible; what the
scientific men theorize about them is not. No
Editorial Notes.
scientific man ever pretended that his methods or
THB statue to Giordano Bruno will hav to be inaugurated
conclusions are divine or without possibility of error. without the presence of an American delegation. Mr. WakeHe demands acceptance of no truth he cannot man reports that no one of the committee can arrange for a
to Rome. This is regrettable, but the generous contribudemonstrate; if he cannot demonstrate it he give visit
tion of over $1,000 which the Freethinkers of the United States
only the probabilities, and the reasons for them. No hav raised will show that American heresy is not backward
evolutionist tells us that we must accept the philos- in acknowledging the services to mankind of the hero whose
ophy or be damned. He simply tells us what he has monument will soon honor the Eternal City. The inaugurafound out, and from these facts deduces principles tion promises to be a great a:ffair. We hav received a poster
seven feet long by three wide setting forth the occurwhich convince reasoning people that he is right. about
rence, but as it is in Italian the only information we can
The true scientist, like the true Agnostic, suspends glean from it is the names of Giordano Bruno and the comjudgment until he is sure of his facts, and there need mittee who hav the project in charge. But it is evident
be and can ben~ faith when the facts are plain to from the size of the poster that the occasion will be one of
everybody. Certain it is that that assumption or great importance •.
theory which has but faith to support it, can never
A GREAT many towns throughout the country held services
on April 30th to celebrate the centenary of· Washington's
be deemed a part or parcel of science.
But how is it with religion 1 Does it not claim inauguration as first· president of this republic. In a large
number of instances ministers were chosen to deliver the
divinity, infallibility 1 Is it not dogmatic ? Does it oration, and the amount of pious untruth they managed to
not demand servil acceptance? Does it not lay down squeeze into their discourses is nauseating to one who knows
proposals to which only blind faith can accede? the real facts about the men who more than other individuals
Does it not flourish by faith, and upon faith alone? helped to establish the independence of this country. Of
Has even its chief premia-the existence of a God course " God " was given a great deal of credit, though the
English were as firmly convinced that he was on their side as
-been proved by one single fact 1 Hav all the our pious are that he helped the colonial troops. If he was
theologians in all the world, pagan or Christian, been around April 30th and turned his ear in the direction of the
able to demonstrate even that one assumption upon United States, he must hav felt by night that h~ was a pretty
which all other theological assumptions are based ? big and good individual. But if it had not been for Ben
Science is knowledge of facts; religion is a combina- Franklin and France, we are afraid the occasion for praieing
him would hav been deferred an indelinit number of years.
tion of fear, feeling, wonder, and awe. But it has
no facts behind it. The early savage, crawling from
THB Democrat, of Topeka, Kan., reports another instance
his cave, saw the lightning flash, was frightened by of Christian endeavor to swindle the state: "The Kansas
its reverberations, and he shrunk back, scared almost Theological School has commenced a suit in the district
to death by the operations of nature. His spoonful court ag:ainst the county treasurer, county clerk, and county
commissioners of Shawnee county to restrain them from
of brains conjured up in the sky a monster of infinit selling the pla~ntiff's property for taxes. The petition alleges
power, and that monster was his God. Since then, that in 1885 the board of county commissioners assessed and
man has conjured up Gods of all sorts. There is placed on the tax roll for taxation, lots 266 to 288, inclusiv,
nothing he has not deified, and his imagination has on Topeka avenue, city of Topeka; that said property was
formed superhuman beings and powers, evil and assessed for the year 1884 the sum of $182.75, and for the
year 1885 the sum of $166.11; that in September, 1886, the
good, demons and angels, for whom he has felt a property was sold for taxes and bid in by the county treasshuddering reverence, a cowering dread, and an awe- urer, who is now advertising the same for a deed. Plaintiff
struck desir~ to propitiate their favor or their mercy. alleges that all these proceedings are void, for the reason
That is religion pure and undefiled. Civilization has that said property is exempt under the laws of Kansas from
added new qualities to its Gods, improving upon the taxation, being occupied exclusivly for literary purposes, to
cave man's God as the human race improved upon wit: a theological school; that. the teachers of said school,
or some of them, liv in said building, viz., Bishop Thomas
the cave man himself. But, all this time, from the H. Vail, president and professor of systematic divinity, and
cave man to Shakspere, there never has been given Bishop Elisha 8. Thomas, professor of exegesis, but that
to the world one solitary fact deD,l.onstrating the ex- they reside there because of their connection with said Insti. istence of any such superhuman beings, powerP, tution as teachers. Plaintiff further avers that Treasurer
demons, or angels. The greatest theologian is as Roberts has advertised said property for a deed, and that
thereby there is threatened to be made a deed on account of
ignorant on this subject as the filth-covered human said illegal assessment and taxation."
brute who lived on snakes and lizards and slept in
caves away back in the ages when the line between
THB Rev. M.D. Shutter, of the church of the Redeemer,
man and beast was indistinguishable. Religion Minneapolis, is to be congratulated upon. understanding the
never had a fact to support its superhuman preten- true principles of Americanism. In a sermon recently, the
sions. All that is true in it is of this world. Yet it subject being "Religion and the State," he said: "I am
opposed to this measure [the Blair bill], because any attempt
dogmatizes on our relations to that other world ; it to promote by legislation the observance of any day as a day
demands a servil faith in its existence, and it claims of religious worship is no part of the function of the state.
to be infallible in interpreting the will of the God A state may simply act on grounds of general public welwhose existence it cannot prove. The Christians as fare. It may require cesFatlon from labor one day a week,
well as the other sects hav built up a theology which if in the judgment of legislators, that is necessary for the
benefit; but it may not require this cessation on any
they cannot demonstrate-which has not even a p~blic
particular day, because that is regarded by any par~ of the
probability to support it-every essential dog_ma of people as a holy day, or for the purpose of promoting the
which contravenes natural law, overthrows the rela- observance of such a day as a day of ' religious worship.'
tions of phenomena, and violates the eternal and For the state to proceed upon the basis that such a thing is
immutable principles. Such a scheme of theology demanded by the law of God, is to establish the principle
can be true only when the universe is ruled by that the state has a right to determin what are the laws of
God. The Sabbath is in debate even ·among Christians.
chance, and phenomena become the haphazard results The action contemplated in the Blair bill makes the state a
of omnipotent caprice.
part.ner in a religious controversy, and forces it to a decision
Religion proves nothing, and claims to know every- against one set of claimants and in favor of the other. Its
thing about the past and future. Ignorance is ever decision must then be enforced, and this is persecution.
principle itself is the one that lies at the bottom of a
dogmatic. It must instil faith by force and loud The
union of church and state. We had a trial of the very thing
assumption, for it cannot demonstrate by facts, nor to which this bill would lead in the early days of this counpersuade by reason. The priest convinces by an try when each colony was dominated by a religious sect.
hav gotten away. from that copdition. Let us take no
appeal to fear, a hope of reward, a desire to propitiate the· creature conjured up by the imagination. bB<;kward steps."
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Jttltrs .Jrotl( ,f/ritnds.
MouNT JAOKBON, VA., May 3, 1889.
MR: EDITOR: I see the name of no one from Virginia that
has sent anything toward the Bruno statue at Rome. Every
Liberal should be proud of the erection of the greatest statue
ever undertaken by man. So please find check for $3 to
help that purpose.
I remain,
LEONARD WALTERS.
HAMMONTON, N.J., April 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please find money inclosed, that the best of
papers may continue its weekly visit to our humble_ home.
The weekly contents certainly do not deteriorate. I am glad
.to learn there are so many able to help in the League work.
'fhen, the "Letters from Friends" are interesting, and some
amusing. I think you must hav enlightened Mr. Brown on
the Blair affair surely, or he is dull of comprehension. The
source for cartoons seems almost inexhaustible with Heston,
and they continue very true to their mission-to enlighten
such as cannot see a point unless it be tangibly presented.
One in favor of progress,
D. R. WOLLIBON.
CERRBOO, MIOH., April 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please send me 11 Did Man Fall?" by Groh;
"Pioneer Pith," by Robert Adains; 11 The Story of an African Farm:" 11 The Drama of the Nineteenth Century," by
Voltairine de Cleyre, five copies; "Life of Joshua Davidson,"
Mrs. Lynn Linton.
The scheme of Mr. Rice in the last TRUTH SEEKER is a
good one. We stand as much in need of a test now as old
Elijah did, and hav got as good a claim for one. We stipulate to hav no chopping of heads because somebody happened
to guess wrong, and that would be an improvement on the
old style. That granit cathedral in New York city does not
appear to come along, yet if you could swap Talmage for
old E.ijah there might be something done. Poor Talmagehe is all talk! Yours for Humanity,
THOMAS KNIGHT.
WASHBURN, Wis., April27, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR : I did not receive your sample copy until today, and I most cheerfully admit that the paper is a staooh
defender of Freethought and champion of intellectual freedom. I will subscribe in the near future. I wish to call
your attention to the promised catalog, as I am desirous of
obtaining the works of Voltaire, Spinoza, and others, and
forming a library by adding from time to time the works of
illustrious freemen, both dead and living. I appreciate the
noble sentiments of your paper on the labor question, as I am
myself a wqrkingman, and abhor the idea that monopoly
owns the bodies of men and women, or the church the souls.
I believe with the great Paine that "the key of heaven is
in the keeping of no saint." I will limit' my order this time
tO your ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC.
CHARLES L. MuRDIE.
SuNSET, TEx., April18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose in this twenty-five cents in stamps
for the 'l'RUTH SEEKER ANNuAL. I am trying to rile up the
pool of water for the Baptists by getting our St. Remsburg
here to stir it well from the bottom, so I must do a little
toward paying him and not let the expense fall on a few.'
Please excuse imperfections of writing, on account of my
age, which is sixty-nine. Yet I hav no drEad of that river
Jordan when Mrs. Amy Post has gone before crowned with
her weight of years.
We hav a Scotch disciple of David Hume here, by the
name of Charles Robertson, who has a. large family, and Infidel though he is, the gentlemanly boys and ladylike girls he
has ought to be an example for the whole of the neighborhood
of Christians-who keep up scandal factories that run day.
and night. A telegraph pole is only knee-high to those
factories. Friend Robertson is helping me to get Mr. Remsburg here to giv us a little talk. He is to be here the 1st of
May. Long life to the Truth Seeker Company.
Yours for liberty,
HARRIET DAvis.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., April29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I scud this obituary notice: Died, of Bright's
disease, in Minneapolis; Minn., Feb. 17, 1889, aged sixty-six
years, W. E. Polhamus, .born in Sodus, Wayne county, N.Y.
He was a stanch Liberal for forty years, always ready to giv
a reason for the doubts that were within him in regard to
superstition, and to striv;e earnestly to teach his fellow-men
not to accept any doctrin that could not be reduced to reason, and to set a good example of purity in life and character. During. his last hours· of pain he was visited- by·
orthodox neighbors who entreated him to let them pray with
him, but he refused· all assistance of that kind and heroically died without a slavish fear. He had a faint hope in the
ppssibilities of nature's power to giv another life, and so
child-like threw himself upon the bosom of her great unknown sea. His wife was as resolute as he in refusing the
offers of prayer and religious consolation. He left one son
and one daughter, both Liberals. The Masons performed
funera~ services.
A FRIEND.
DELEVAN, MINN., April25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Our little burg has just had a pleasant sensation, in the form of a course of lectures by Mrs. M. A.
Freeman, of Chicago. I hav stood afar off and witnessed a
Dakota cyclon~; I hav noted the effect of whirlwinds on
their death-dealing course; Dakota blizzards I. hav faced,
but I shall hav to say that of all the cyclones I ever saw, she
takes the chromo. She is a whole host and houseful by herself. I rather think I should hate to be a "God" and hav
her criticise me. I should consider that I was very small
indeed. And about the 11 devil," she killed him and made
hell tenantless. in very short order. One good Catholic was
heard to remark 1 "She took my devil and my hell away

a Jew God, or any other god, and I hav often told many of
these knowing Mormon thugs so: I hav put them to defiance to prove it. The decrees of nature do not swerve
from her undeviating course to pay any attention· to any or
all clerical Christian twaddle and pious humbug. Now,
then, ye sky-pilots, Mr. Rice give you a fair offer, whereby
you.may obtain a decent fortune by provivg the locality and
personality of your Jewish Godship in the midst of this
mighty and infinit universe. And remember, it must be outside of your vain imaginations. So just step to the front and
let us know something of him, as it concerns all of us legions
of godless Freethinkers. We want your definit proofs of
any prayer or petition that was ever answered, as we shall
OswEGO, ORE., April24, 1889.
consider all sky-pilots impostors till you prove your claims.
MR. EDITOR: There are a great many Liberals here, but
WILLIAM WILLIAMS •
they are afraid to Epeak out and show their colors. I hav
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., April 28, 1889.
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER since July last, and will doubtless
MR. EDITOR: For months I hav been a reader of your valcontinue to take it as long as I liv and can pay for it. I like
THE TRUTH BEEKER because everyone has his.say. I believe uable paper, THE 'fRUTH BEEKER, and as an unprejudiced
that debates such as the 11 Limitations of Toleration" do reader I am led to aqmire the spirit of Liberality therein
much to arouse the spirit of investigation. I don't think you shown, as it certainly is a fact that many so-called Liberalcould publish anything more instructiv, and I further believe ists are the most il-Liberal people we meet with. In order
that such discussions would be a great inducement to Chris- to dec' de any disputed question with the greatest judgment
tians to read THE TRUTH BEEKER, and when once started on and impartiality, it is necessary to study it in all its bearings,
the road of investigation they will then be led to a correct for and against, and no one, however much he may think he
idea of mental liberty, of true morality, correct ideas of right knows, has any right to pronounce judgment until a thorough
.doing, as consistent with common sense and human reason, investigation is had. The pronounced opinions of mankind
and without regard to any belief whatever. They will then are full of dishonesty, owing largely to the fact of preconsee that they hav been mistaken, and that the Bible is a Holy ceived ideas and motive of selfish interest, and Liberalism is
by no means an exception. I. am only a pupil in this great
Queer, and will then know how to du good without a God.
Heston's cartoons are first-class. Inclosed find money, for. schoolhouse for development, and after nearly fifty years of
which please send me the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL AND FREE- study and observation I feel that I can say, without successTHINKERS' ALMANAC, and 11 Christian Absurdities," by John ful contradiction, that no line of thought which has ever
Peck. Please send me a catalog of Freethought publica- come under my observation possesses a monopoly of all the
truth.
tions.
EDGAR L. DAVIDSON.
The beautiful allegory in No. 17 of THE TRUTH BEEKER is
SING BING, N.Y., April 28, 1889.
a happy illustration of the labor required to gain this much
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been spending a little time with coveted prize, Truth. Hence the liability of all to err, the
my dear friend THE TRUTH BEEKER, and cannot help but pitfalls by the way, the dishonesty, ignorance, and il-Liberalmention it, for it is the happiest hour I spend~ especially ity of our would-be teachers, should prompt us to study the
when I hav just had a controversy with some good Christian situation, and not judge too harshly without a hearing.
friend, for it seems to touch the spot, and as I read. its pages Even the great and noble Ingersoll, who has been as soundly
it seems to gratify my feelings in showing its contempt for abused as any other man on this continent, and who, in my
the infernal religious humbug which is constantly poisoning opinion, stands head and shoul!fers above any of his tradllcthe minds of the people and manufacturing hypocrite-for, ~rs, and fully abreast of any living man, needs our sympathy,
as far as I can understand, a man to be called a Christian and I will add, charity, for some of his utterances. I am in
must be either a hypocrit or a lunatic. But perhaps I do not full sympathy with Dr. Severance in her remarks on Colonel
understand the Christian religion. Well, if I wanted to Ingersoll's Agnosticism, given in No. 17. In this the colonel
become a Christian I should wish I had never understood is quoted as making a positiv assertion, while the testimony
anything, for according to the Christian the nearer a person of millions is to the contrary, many of these standing in the
is an idiot the better his chances are of escaping getting foremost ranks of scientific investigation, and whose opinions
roasted foreTer in hell. If I wanted to become a Christian I are entitled to as much consideration as those of the great
.should also stop reading the Bible and Christian papers, for 11 Agnostic."
I hav long been a student of the religious idea, and while
the more I read them the more inconsistencies I find, and
the humbug seems to increase instead of decrease. Now, if I hav my own opinions on this subject I am always glad to
there are any readers of THE TRUTH BERKRR that want to listen to those of others with tolerance . . I think THE TRUTH
become Christians, I will giv the following receipt. Stop BEEKER the best channel I know of for this purpose.
I find many of your correspondents hav outgrown the
reading your Bible, for it is a divine book and you cannot
fathom its depths. Leave that all to your pastor. He will trammels of the church, and now declare themselvs free men
do your thinking for you. Just say your prayers, and if they and free women. This is as it should be, but the intolerance
are not answered hav patience, watch and pray. Go to I often see manifested toward those who still cling to the old
church, shut "your eyes and open your mouth and swallow all and nearly obsolete idea is hardly setting a good example.
the pastor eays. Do not stop to investigate it, but just accept For my part, I hav never subscribed to the theological idea,
and hav no regrets on this score. I hav only sympathy for
it as it is. You will then be what they call a Christian.
I hav several religious papers handed to me by my Chris- that mind so hemmed in by church and creed that not a ray
tian friends, and as I was reading one of them to-day I came of the light of truth can penetrate it. This class of Christians is very numerous in our city, as shown by the costly
across the following from the Christian Arbitrator :
At the dedication of the new Catholic church, St. Paul's, on North and magnificent temples built for the purpose of establishing
Carolina street, Baltimore, on January 27th, Cardinal Gibbons, in a church debt, and worshiping the personal man-made God
the course of his sermon, said: "We were informed recently by the who, in the nature of things, can hav no real existence. Let
daily newspapers that a certain Antichristian Sunday-school was
organized in this city for the purpose of advooating an Infidel doc- us hope that time will work a change for the better.
The Liberal element is quite large and growing here, and
trin. Several ministers appealed to the municipal authorities to
suppress the school. For my part I would be sorry to see the arm my object in writing, although I hav rambled out of the
of the civil law used toward the suporession of this sohog]. Coer- way, is to giv a word of encouragement and appreciation.
cion is not conversion. Our divine savior never had recourse to the
Long may you wave.
J. W. WHITE.
arm of the law or the sword in teaching his doctrin. The only
weapons we ought to u8e are the weapons of argument and persuaNEw CAMBRIA, KAN., May 1, 289.
sion in dealing with thiil school. The only sword I would draw
MR. EDITOR: When President Harrison said, 11 To the end
against the enemy of Christ is the sword of the spirit."
And as I read it I thought to myself, how true are the words that the people of the whole country may join in commemof Col. Robert Ingersoll when he says that when the Catholic orativ exercises appropriate to the day on which Washington
church has no power it is humility itself, but oh, if they only was inaugurated president of the United States," it was
had the power now they had during the Dark Ages, how only a cover for this religious appointment of a day, or in
much differently they would act! Instead of using or offer- other words was the keg, aa it were, in which their religious
ing to use argument as a weapon, they would use the thumb- porridge was to be headed up. Because when he "designated
screw or the rack or perhaps a slow fire to torture the exist- the place ·of meeting and what course to pursue, did he not
mean to ignore all those that did not meet in a house of
ence out of those who were adv:ocating Freethought.
worship. and that could not join in prayer? Would he not,
CHARLES GRANT.
if he meant to be impartial, hav stopped short on that head
CENTERVILLE, UTAH, April 23, 1889.
with the above quotation? Since he has ignored you, would
MR. EDITOR: I hav read Mr. Harrison's proclamation for it not be right in justice to yourself to ignore him vrhen he
the 30th inst. to be observed as a sacred day of prayer and comes to ask you for your suffrage hereafter. Will you do
thanksgiving, and general theological humbug. And he it? Everybody knows that just as long as you will be imdirects them to get at it bright and early, 9 o'clock in the posed upon by an individual, just so long you will hav to
morning. What a travesty on human reason for the chief be; and lt is worse with politicians.· It is only the kickers
magistrate of this mighty nation to be engaged in! How the and organizations that make their demands with vehemence
humbugging Christian snipes will.smile and grin and chuckle that are not ignored by these policy-seekers or office-seekers.
one to another, and will say, "We will hav our Jewish God- But I venture to predict that there are very few of you that
ship in the Constitution in a short time, for Mr. Harrison is a will enter a protest about the size of a ballot against this inholy Christian." It seems instead of the 1st of April being suit. I fear when it comes to your party you are like the
All Fools' day, the chief magistrate has altered that observ- Christian with his fetich, viz., "Though thou slay me I will
ance to the 30th. And don't let the American people forget fall down and worship thee;" and also, "I do love my
it. Well, it's the remark often that this is a world of changes, Jesus." So it is no use talking. Liberals hav their prejuand this is one of them. If Voltaire were living, he could dices that keep them from looking after their best interest,
add another word to his 11 Pocket Theology."
as well as other folks. There is not a Liberal but knows toLet all the readers of THE TRuTH BEEKER read the letter of day that all the persecutions and imprisonments that hav
Mr. Carlton Rice, of Hamilton, Ont., of date March 20, 1889, been done in this country hav been done by the Protestants,
calmly and deliberately over, and get their friends to read it. and they derived their power through the Republican party.
It is on page 251 of THE TRUTH BEEKER. It's a subject I hav It will not do to say that Catholics are the most dangerous
refiected on a great deal, but, like Mr. Rice, I hav never foes to American liberties we hav, when all our experience
known the th'st prayer or petitiou·~bM W!\B ever 1\newered by, prove!! to tlw QOJ1trarr· ':fhe first thin~ that L.iberals hav ~ot
from me, and now I hav no use for heaven." Mrs. Freeman
has struck more responsiv chords here than hav ever been
touched before. Her logical illustrations are the talk of all
who heard her. To see her, you would guess her weight to
be about ninety pounds. To hear her, you would set her
weight at about a long ton. As a champion of woman's
cause, she is a success. To any of our Liberal friends who
contemplate a course of lectures, I would most heartily reCommend corresponding with her, and more so if they are
desirous of seeing the devil roasted in his own fire, and the
Jewish Jehovah made small in his own smallness.
Yours fraternally,
W. L. HORTON.
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to do is to down the Protestants of this country, because
they are trying to get the power before the Catholics do ;
and the Catholics are so shrewd they are even becoming
their allies, because they well know if .they ever obtain it
there are so many denominations .of them that they will begin to quarrel among themselvs, and in the end this means
Catholic supremacy. She always curries favor with the
powers that be. Whereas if we direct our batteries against
the Protestants till the Catholics drop them for their allies,
. then we will hav the Protestants for our allies, and every.
body knows that the Protestants would never consent to
allow the Catholics to lead off, because if they got the power
they would hold it against all dissenters. Now, all are
agreed that the final conflict must come between Catholicism and Rationalism, and the above mode is the proper way
to bring about the final issue. I never like to make a fight
at the half-way house, because you are apt to turn those into
foes who are likely to become our allies, and all Liberals
know that we gain a dozen Protestant converts to one Catholic. And, in order to put it so that every Liberal can see
that this is a fact, count on your fingers' ends how many
ministers hav come over to us, while there is scarcely a
· priest. So the proper way to do is to avoid a direct conflict
with the Protestants.
And there is another thing Liberals hav got to make up
their mind to. Individualism will do all very well until it
comes in contact with other organizations, then if you wish
to accomplish anything you hav to act in a body.
The great trouble with all that are dissatisfied with the
old parties is : There are no less than a dozen hobbies of reform ; all contain some good ideas, but they forget that they
should pool their issues. Even then they would hav a hard
enough row to hoe to make a good, growing party against
the powerful organized money power. Some one predicted
in the formation of this government that a republic would
not stand because the people would become divided up in so
many factions that it would fall back into a monarchy.
JoHN W. ABBoTT.
ADRIAN, MroH., May 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR.: C. L. James's plan of issuing money would
be of no value. All would be merely optional with the
issuer. He could repudiate his neighbor's or his own. I
heartily indorse J. H. Wood's plan. Let government do all
the furnishing of money. In place of national banks substitute sub-treasuries. Loan money at one per cent. Depositors would be safe. Shut down the enormous drainage, bond
interest. Hold a paper dollar at par-no fluctuation in
money value. Labor should be adequately rewarded. A
lazy parasite should not be encouraged. The efforts of any
superstitious sect to monopolize the power of government
should be knocked out in one round.
Hang the pope, and try to convince his adherents of their
folly. The shameful Blair bill should be buried in infamy,
and any effort to control affairs of state by superstitious dogmas, Comstockism, popery, or any other foolishness, should
be struck by a withering influence. Such ranters as Talmage
-there are many of them-ought to be forced to argue the
situation with the orthodox devil in his sulphurous realm a
thousand years-as long as he was chained-before being let
loose upon us poor unsuspecting cusses. Amen. Lord,
help.
0. 8. BARRETT.
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL., April 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER, April 6th, is a communication from a D. W. Milk, whi~h contains the opinions
of a class of Christians who do more to clog the wheels of
progress than the sanctimonious (lovers of good living and
other men's wives) priests. The priest as a rule is a student,
and for love of the good things of this life continues to
preach hell to the superstitious, although knowing better.
The Milk class read nothing b1.1t the Bible and kindred
books. They know nothing about philosophical studies.
They denounce Voltaire, Paine, and other Infidels with a
vehemence that is amusing to the average Liberal. Those
arguments are the stock in trade which they claim will and
do " snow " Liberal truths under.
The historian tells us that Napoleon. had the power to close
his eyes and in a moment be lost in "sweet, restful, and
thoughtless sleep." Milk Christians claim the same power.
No person who has so weak and undisciplined a mind as to
believe in the inspiration of the Bible and the immaculate
conception can stop thinking of the fate of a favorit son who
lies in a suicide's grave. Idiots and animals hav the power
of Mr. Milk, viz., not to think. There are immutable laws
established, from which nature cannot depart~ as is well
illustrated in the parable of the tree. The tree is responsible
for the bud, the bud expands into the blossom, and both are
responsible for the fruit. Man is the tree, the thought is the
bud, expression of that the blossom, and from the action of
both is the fruit. If the tree or man kills the bud, one of the
laws has been broken, suffering is entailed, and a penalty
must be paid. Colonel Ingersoll is obeying the laws established by a power to men unknown, and millions partake of
the fruit, which is a" knowledge of good and evil," that is,
knowledge of freedom and superstition.
They say Ingersoll and Company· are tearing down and
offer nothing better than Christianity.
Infidelity offers :
Christianity give :
Ignorance.
Rdncation.
SlaverY.
Freedom.
Fear of hell.
Peace of mind.
Discontent.
Happiness.
DespondencY.
Hope.
Jeane.
HumanitY.
.Fntnre state.
The present.
And so on without limit.
This would be a world of intolerance if the teachers of this
century were in accord with those of the first century.
All can read for themselvs. Compare the civilization from
,..D. 300 to 1600 with that of B.Q. eoo to A.D. 300. P!lristian•
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ity crushed out the civilization of· the world and gave what
is well termed the Dark Ages. Learning was suppressed,
church and state were united, the poor oppressed and enslaved, and the accumUlated learning of ages was destroyed
by fire at Alexandria.
Read the ''Conquest of Mexico" and Peru, by a churchly
historian, and blush at the cruelty of the followers of the
lamb. Fox's "Book of Martyrs" is also very entertaining to
the saintly sinners.
Luther dared to rise againat the church of Christ and pronounce it wrong and rotten to the core. Melancthon,
Zwingle, Wesley, Calvin, Roger Williams, Campbell, Jos.
Smith, and many others hav evolved from the teachings of
Luther-more religions than a statistician can enumerate.
Volney's" Ruins" shows up the fallacy of all God-worship, and shows there can be found nothing better than, Be
happy in the present and the future will take care of itself.
Voltaire made. war upon the church in France, and upon
the ruins is built up one of the greatest Infidel powers in the
world, prosperous and happy, first in learning, arts, science,
and mechanics.
What has the church done for Spain ? The ".Infidel
scrip" of France is above par, while the priest-ridden country of Spain is bankrupt both financially and morally. The
name of Thomas Paine is held in scorri by the church because he dared to investigate the Bible. Paine's writings
precipitated the Revolution which cmabled us, a mere handful, to overthrow tyranny and become an independent nation ..
A few years later, with peace in Europe, England could hav
crushed the life out of the colonies, and to-day we might be
on a par with priest-cursed Canada, "not allowed to make
·
laws without the sanction of the church.
Paine's influence kept God out of the Constitution, which
made him the greatest curse of the eighteenth cen~ury in the
opinion of the Christian ranters of the present day.
They ask for a better law than the Ten Commandments.
The first four show the base nature of the Christian God,
jealous, vindictiv, and cruel. The remaining commands
were laws established and enforced by heathen nations long
before Mr. Milk's God was created.
No Christian, Jew, or gentile dares to or has the inclination to follow the teachings of Jesus on the Mount. Who
receives a blow and does not resent it? The slave. No man
allows a thief to steal,.or tolerates a borrower. Who takes
no thought for the morrow, what he shall eat or wear? The
tramp. These teachings are pernicious and degrading to
mankind, and the people of no country can be persuaded to
adopt them.
Jesus taught hell (Luke xvi). Our asylums hav enough
inmates.
Many murders are committed for the sake of Jesus. Colonel Ingersoll teaches more pure and exalted religion than can
be found in the Bible. Thomas Jefferson's ten rules of life
form a better sermon than that of the Mount.
Great stress is laid upon Daniel's vision. As a seer he was
a humbug. He could not see the powers of England, Germany, France, nor Russia. His God did not know that the
earth was round, and on the opposit side would rise a king.
dom that could crush his combination of kingdoms. He did
not see the power of Mohammed that sweeps Christianity
before it like chaff before the wind.
Christians delight in questions. I would ask a few. Is
the Bible true? If so, why are the latter part of Gen. xxxvi
and the latter part of 1 Chron. i, the same? How did Moses
know about the kings in Israel? How could he chronicle his
own death? Explain to us: Abraham pursued Lot's captors
"even unto Dan." It is evident upon the face of it that
Moses never wrote Genesis nor any of the other books, and
they were not written until about the days of Solomon or
later, most likely a thousand years after Moses. The historical part of the Bible is a strange mixture of contradictions
and improbable events, interspersed with silly romances and
with cruelties that would put to shame .the tyrant Nero.
The God of the Christians established laws (see Lev. xix,
20; Deut. xxiii, 2, 17; xxii, 21-29; Ex. xxii, 16, 17), and
then deliberately violated them by debauching the Virgin
Mary; and to giv his offspring a name he ordered Joseph to
marry her. Can any orthodox priest explain?
Who can reconcile the two genealogies of Christ given in
Matthew and Luke? Can they tell us who made the addition
to the sixteenth chapter of Mark from the ninth verse (see
marginal note, New Translation)? Christianity has nothing
to back it. Reason and argue as you will, it falls to the
ground, an empty, soulless creed, founded by the selfishness
of men upon fear and ignorance. The only true religion is
love and humanity. More than this breeds slavery and
oppression.
WALLAOE WRBTWIN.
April 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of April 6th I find an
article from D. W. Milk, of Chesaning, Mich. Whether he is
the .spring from which flows the " milk of human kindness "
I know not, but I am glad to know he does not favor the Blair
bill, although himself a Christian. While he propounds a few
questions to Colonel Ingersoll, he Feems to place a chip upon
his own shoulders and rather defiantly asks Infidels to knock
it off. As I am rather skeptical in my views on the salvation
question, I wish .to return the favor of questioning, and while
our gallant colonel is pouring the oil of truth into the ears of
our friend Mr. Milk, I will suggest a few ideas and questions
for him to answer.
We all ki10w how easy it is to ask questions, but it is not
~~~~to~~~-~~~~in~~

where the boy asked his mother who made him, and was
told that God made him. Now, this was perfectly easy, as
anyone who knows .could hav answered, but the next question,
Who made God? was rather a sticker, as she was not up to
the criticism of the end-men of our present time, who (fully
as bitelligently) wo\lld bav said, Why 1 lltJ.Oth\lr God, ot
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course. The (I suppose Rev.) Mr. Milk goes on to say, in
contradistinction to Colonel Ingersoll, that he himself can
con.trol his thoughts and not allow any thought to be forced
upon his mind; also that he can at any time stop thinking
and go to sleep. In the latter I can partially agree with Mr.
Milk, as every Infidel who has a clear conscience, when he is
tired_and sleepy, can easily lie down and go to sleep.- Yet
not so when these Infidels-or at least 1-are awake and with
mind working to know the truth, as thoughts will come
without one's foreknowledge or consent. The reverend gentleman goes on to quote scripture (Matt. v, 28), and says:
Now compare this with another teacher's statement, who lived
over eighteen hundred years ago-a recognized author by
many, if not by the colonel at this present time-who says:
"Whosoever looketh upon a woman to lust after her, hath
committed adultery already in his heart."
I suppose Mr. Milk has reference to the reported sayings
of Jesus the prestidigitator. I say "the prestidigitator" to
designate the 'particular Jesus referred to, as the name of
Jesus was as common in those days as in old Mexico at the
present time. Now, Jesus the prestidigitator is said to hav
given utterance to the passage of scripture above mentioned,
and Mr. Milk of course claims that he can keep from think"
ing evil or lusting after a woman, unless he wants to so do.
But I fail to understand how it is possible !or a person to
keep from seeing, thinking of, or lusting after anything until
there is a knowledge of its presence, after which it will be
too late, for ·the crime of so seeing, thinking, or lusting has
been committed or allowed, and we hav already sinned. If
we cannot trust ourselvs to look upon women without committing sin by evil thoughts, we may be equally as bad in
thinking of them even though they are not in our presence,
as our minds are prone to wander into by and forbidden
paths. How, then, are we to change our thoughts ? God is
said to hav created us and hav given us both our mental and
physical faculties, also the passion of lust; he has also made
woman the most beautiful flower in the whole garden of
nature to be admired by man; then why, let me ask, has he
placed such restrictions upon us as to command us to do
what seems to me to be impossible? Was it so decreed, that
God might show his authority over us as our infinit, all-wise
father and we be his finite, weak-minded children ? Is it not
blasphemy to ascribe to God such teachings?
Where in the whole of thought or books can be found such
blasphemy upon deity as is written in the Bible, and if the
Pentateuch .is true, where in existence can be found another
such an infamous brute as Moses? Mr. Milk, did the thought
ever occur to you, or did you keep from thinking it, just
before you thought, that the Bible has made more Infidels
than all other books combined? Where is there a candid,
honest seeker for the truth, or in fact anyone except the
ecclesiastical police force, who can read the Bible carefully
and understandingly and fail to come to the conclusion either
that the Bible is a fraud or that God is a wretch and unworthy
the respect of man, saying nothing of duty or adoration?
Such a deity Infidels cannot accept, and sooner than believe
my God such an ignominious brute, having such evil attributes and propensities, I am free to say I would sooner
believe the Bible a fabrication. While there is much in it
that is good, all of which I accept, the book, as a whole, is
beneath the respect of any fair-minded man. If I must
believe that my God and my creator is susceptible of such
inhuman wrath that he can be appeased and his vengeance
diverted only by the suffering of either man or a God dan·
gling between heaven and earth nailed to a barbarian cross,
suffering the excruciating pains of slow death by torture, I
must say I would sooner believe in no God at all. You will
tell me that "God's ways are not man's ways." Well, I am
glad of it. But those ways recounted in the Bible were
man's ways and not God's ways, and sooner than accept such
things &s ordered by God, I prefer to die the death of the
untold millions who hav already suffered agony of both mind
and body in torture to fatisfy the superstitious whims and
dogmas of the hypocritical bigots who hav kept the masses
in superstition, that they themselvs might Jiv off their
ignorance. Is it not time to cry a halt and educate the
masses to think for themselvs; to teach to do right from the
love and justice of so doing, instead of teaching them to
crouch in fear before such a God. Can we not think of a
higher and nobler deity, one, at least, worthy of our respect.
and one who will in the course of events, by his eternal and
diviae nature, bring us to a state of perfection where "fear ·
and trembling" will be at an end, and where we shall not
hav to watch our very thoughts for fear we shall offend some
God who is ever waiting to ",catch us napping" in order to
punish us? Away with sueh a Jehovah, and giv us one as
good as our thoughts are capable of conceiving, one who
loves us and whom we can love. Better teach men to love
and protect our women, and all fear of lusting after forbidden
fruit will be at an end.
Giv us a full and untrammeled education, free from the
contaminating influence of church or state, such as will raise
the coming generations to see as much as possible of the
noble works of nature, and which will not lay all the mistakes
upon some unseen and unknown personage beyond the comprehension of man. Teach them to think and act for themselva and not to rely on the saving powers of man or God,
Teach them to be honorable and humane, and not to think
they can commit any amount of crime and misdemeanors
and then be forgiven and dwell in a haven of eternal rest.
Our sins can only be forgiven by an equal amount of compensation rendered to those whom we hav sinned against.
• To this end, Brother Milk, I extena an invitation for you
to come to our mourners' bench. Come rejoicing in the new
revealed religion of Science, one in which God is not held
responsible for the sufferings of this world, but which in
time will bring peace on earth and good will to men, when
all will wear the helmet of peace and sing anthemR of great
joy. Oh, come and will you go? will you go? will :vou go?
etc,
A.. D. Sw4~-
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victory at Winchester, Cedar Creek, and Fisher's Hill. They were with Sherman on his
march to the sea and in the heat of many a
lld.it«J btl Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fall hard-fought fray. In the words of Ingersoll,
RitiJr, Ma88., to tDhom all (Jommunication.afor "They finished what the soldiers of the Revolution commenced. They relighted the torch
thi& 00'1'1&8r should b~ Bfflt.
that fell from their august hands and filled
the world again with light."
"Between the "dark and the daylight,
America need not blush at the deeds of
When the night is beginning to lower,
her noble sons. Upon her scroll of fame are
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known &8 the Children's Hour."
to be found the names of some of the bravest
and noblest of the world's great heroes. We
should not forget these heroes. They made
Kitty's Name.
our country what it is, and on May 30th an
Where Princeton's lofty mountain bights,
admiring nation will bedeck their graves
In Massachusetts greet the sight,
with flowers. 0 America I how · can you
With valleys full of shades and lights,
And healthfnl breezes playing round,
fail to honor your brave defenders? They
A wondrous kitty I hav found.
made you the grandest nation on earth-they
She is not pink, or blue, or green,
placed upon your brow the wreath of everNot extra good or extra mean,
lasting glory. At their feet lie the great evils
Not very thin or very fat,
that hav threatened the destru_ction of your
But just like any other cat;
liberties. On their swords and bayonets is
Yet still she should be known to fame,
Because she has a wondrous name.
written your history, and by their &ide stand
the glorious stars and stripes without a stain
Now, hold your breath and listen well,
Whilst kitty's name I try to tell.
on them. 0 beautiful America, I would
'Tis Ax-ie Prax-ie Prn-oie (do
not giv thee up for the richest seat in paraJust wait awhile-! am not through)
dise I Although the waters of your rivers,
Al-le-oam-pane Rox-a-na, too,
the green grass of your valleys, the slopes of
Mn-til-da P£-!ro Banl!'s-the rest;
your mountains, the streets of your cities,
Now, don•t yon think that oat is blest T
were one day stained with blood, yo~ are toA bril!'ht.eyed girl and fa.ir-faced boy
day the most beautiful, the most picturesque,
Consider her a lengthy joy,
But if they are but good and kind,
the most genial country beneath the shining
I fancy that she will not mind.
sun.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
If kitty dear should ohanoe to die,
I think some other cat should try
What the· Little Ones A.re Saying.
To raise a gravestone broad and high,
''And now, children," said the superintendTo tell the cats and dogs with breath
Tl>at kitty's form was cold in death,
ent, benignantly, "are there any questions
And on that monument should write,
you would like to ask before we leave this
In letters legible and bright:
lesson ?" " How long did it take you to get
Poor kitty died in early fame,
all the pigs in the pen the first time you
From lack of breath and length of name;
tried?" inquired the sweet little girl on the
Her bones within this grave do lie ;
front seat.
Her name livs on-too long to die.
So Ax-ie Prax-ie Prn-cie dpar,
A Boston lady visiting in this city recently
Whose form is slowly moldering here-"
told some friends that her son being now five
Al-le"-oam-pane Rox-an-a true,
years old, she thought it proper to explain to
We oats will often think of YouMa-til-da Pe-tro Bang~, be bleft
him that Banta Claus was only a pleasant ficIn kitty's heaven ~afe at resttion. To her surprise the lad, instead of reFull many virtues yon oan claim,
garding the information complacently, was
If half as many as your name ;
thrown into a towering rage. " So you've
Your life and name we gladly tell,
Ax-ie Prax-ie Prn-cie
been fooling me all this time about Sandy
Al-le-oam-pane Rox-a-na
Claws, hav you?" he exclaimed. "Well, next
Ma-til-da Pe-tro Bangs,
thing you will tell me it was all stuff about
Farewell!
our savior. I wouldn't mind that so much,
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
but I thought Sandy was real."
A good appetite is a great blessing. It
America.
0 America, how great, how wonderful, speaks well for one's physical condition;
how sublime I We look at thee to-day in all sometimes, too, it sharpens one's wits.
thy glory-the queen of nations. Little did "Ma," remonstrated Charlie, "when I was
our forefathers think that you would some at grandma's she let me hav two pieces of
day be crowned with such.a wreath of glory. pie." "Well, she ought nqt to hav done so,
Little did they think that on the foundation Charlie," said his mother. "I think two
which they labored so faithfully to build pieces of pie are too much for little boys.
would some day stand the greatest and grand- The older you grow, Charlie, the more wisest republic beneath the sun. But their dom you will gain." Charlie was silent, but
labors were not in vain. The sword of Wash- only for a moment. " Well, ma," he said,
ington, together with the pen of Paine and 'lgrandma is a good deal older than you are."
The boy who gravely stated in the chemisJefferson and the eloquent appeals of Patrick
Henry, James Otis, and the Adamses, were try class that "coal is made of diamonds,"
the originators of American Independence. belonged to that variety of original thinkers
It was ibis strong pillar upon which they who prtfer their own interpretations to blind
laid the foundation of our republic. Many a reliance on a text-book. A governess in a
brave man has borne his bosom to storms of private family was once astonished, in a hisshot and shell for the sake of American Inde- tory recitation, by the statement," The queen,
pendence. Brave men were with Washing- on hearing this news, was so frightened that
ton on the bloody field of Monmouth. They she flew into flinders." "What can you
fought by the side of the d;ving Warren on mean?" exclaimed the teacher. "It is given
the blood-soaked ridge of Bunker Hill. They in the book, ' The queen fled into Flanders.'"
were with Arnold and Montgomery in the "Oh," replied the pupil, ... I thought it meant
heroic charge upon Quebec. They were she was frightened to pieces."
with Lafayette and Pulaski at the BrandyCorrespondence.
wine, with Stark at Bennington, Arnold at
Saratoga, with Wayne at Stony Point, with
HUTCHISON, KAN., April 25, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixON: I am four years old. I
De Kalb at Camden, and on every bloody
field of the Revolution they hav fought, bled, read the children's letters. I think them so
Ma says I am a little Liberal. If you
and died that their country might be free. nice.
print this, I will write again.
No nation in the world can boast of men
ETHEL I. HUSTON.
who fought with more courage, bravery, and
CORINTH, ILL., April 22, 1889.
determination than the soldiers of the
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would write
American Revolution. They were inspired
by the thought that they must gain their a few lines to the Children's Corner. My father
takes THE TRUTH BEKKER. We like it better
independence, and they pushed ahead, heed- than any other paper we hav read yet. I read
less of the flying shot and shell that swept the Children's Corner. I like to look at the
their ranks like a wild tornado. And in the pictures also. My ma and pa are Liberals. I
last rebellion in this country there was exhib- think I would like to see John Peck. He give
ited the same determined spirit. With Grant, children such good advice. I hope I will see
this in print.
From your little friend,
brave men turned defeat into victory on the
RosA M. WILLIAMS (aged ten years).
hot field of Shiloh. They stood with him
upon the ruined ramparts of Donelson and
April 13, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixON: It is Friday afternoon,
Vicksburg. They marched with him into
Petersburg and Richmond. They stood and my mother has kept me home from school
to pile up some wood. And I had to take a
bravely with McClellan at Antietam, with wheelbarrowful
of wire and tin cans and dump
·Thomas at Chickamauga, with Hooker on it down the 'street. There is vacation next
Lookout mountain; with Meade and Han- week. My brother c11,me home yesterday with
cock they drove the rebels from the field of a headache, and I had to help him carry his
Gettysburg; with Sherman they advanced papers through the rain till we were both wet
One of my brothers went away toupon Atlanta; with Grant they plunged into through.
day; he is fifteen years old. The one that
he Wilderness amid a shieking storm of shot came home with a headache is thirteen years
and shell. They followed Sheridan on to old. I hav four brothers. I am .ten years

old. My father is a dentist, and he 'iB forty- is a matter of a few seconds or minutes, and
eight years old. M.v mother and father are we hav a perfect joint.
both Freethinkers. I hav two little chickens,
This is one of the great things that science
and my mother has a cow and about twentyhas done for humanity, and I should like any
five hens. I will close.
preacher to tell me of anything equal to it
Your good friend,
NAT. D. MEAD.
that Christianity has done.
A. F. W.
TALENT, ORE., March 16, 1889.
QUEBrioNB.-What is meant by welding T De
DEAR Miss WixON: I am going to try to
the old method of welding. How is it done
write a nice letter for the Corner, but I ex- sor1be
by electricity? What metals may be joined by
pect I will fail. I like to look at the pictures means of this force? Which is the ~reater bene
in THE TRUTH BEKKER ; and I read the Chil- factor to humanity, science or Christianity T
dren's Corner. I hav been going to school, WhyT
but the public school is out now. There is a
select school here, but I don't go. There are
many Liberals around here, and the preachers
don't seem to know how to preach. I gue~s
ITS HISTORY AND ITs INFLUENCE UPON
few of the preachers know much. We hav
SOCIETY.
a nice 11.ower garden. I don't want to tire
8w DB. LoUIS BUOHNEBo Author of "Force and
you out with my first letter, so I will close.
Matter," eto.
Your Freethinker friend,
Translated from the German.
CLARA TERRILL.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE T:&UTH SEEXEB, 28 Lafayette Place
BONHAM, TEx., April U, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I will now write you a
letter. I am a little girl twelve, years of age.
[ liv on a farm five miles from Bonham. I
went to school this winter. Our teacher's By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medioin and Medical Jurisname is Mr. Griffith. I went to thirteen parprudenoe in the New York Free
ties this winter. I cut and made all of my
Medical College for Women.
dresses. I would like to correspond with
Paper, H'mo, 68pp., cloth, 50_oents.
Maggie M Wedekind. I hav a little baby
His analysis of nervens and mental phenomena
brother fifteen months old. I went fishing is sharply soienti1l ,, ; his pathological theories are
the other day, and caught nine fish, and came rat;onal, clear, and modern.-Meawal Revtew.
His Ianll'uage ia strong and well. chosen, hi
home with a chill; but I was not too sick to
!e adm1rable in its directness and brilliancy,
help eat the fish. For fear I am making my sty
his thought clear and lo!lioal.-Ltlleral Chrtsttan
first letter too long I will close, hoping to see
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
this in print.
From your little friend,
RosA MAY HOLLAND.

MATERIALISM:

.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAliSM

THE

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.
DEAR SISTER WIXON: I inclose something
for the children. It isn't anything in the way
of an idea. I always mean to write in some
little thought of benefit. But in this I failed.
Last summer I was at the Heywoods' in
Princeton, and boarded a week. This was the
name of the cat. I took it down, for it was
quite curious. I presume Mrs. Heywood had
something to do with the name.
Tuesday I went to call on Mr. and Mrs.
Thorpe, Sadie, and the family, in Ballston
Spa.. Perhaps you remember the buying.thecow incident. They are splendid Freethinkers
-just out of the church, ardent admirers of
Susan Wixon, Elmina, TBK TRUTH BEKKER,
etc. I had a pleasant time.
I hope you will find room for the rhyme if
you are not crowded. But don't leave out
anything calculated to aid and instruct the
children for this little rhyme. I write most
of mine on the railroad, and am going to get
out a book some time if I ca• get a cheap pub.
lisher. I want a book to sell for about twentyfive cents apiece, leatheret covers. I am
determined the outside shall not be better
than the inside.
Bless you for your work. You know you
are envied as well as thanked for the good
you do bv
Your sister truth seeker,
C. FANNIE ALLYN.

~citnct Qlolumn.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OO.MPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which univer·

sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
Yon turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lnter-Ocean.
His history bas a continnit_y,_a rilsh, a carrying
power, which ~eminds us strikingly of Gibbon.
[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writin!!'. He has a style that reminds ns o! Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, MSI>p.,$1.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PL, New York.

Christian Absurdities
- BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

.TUST PUBLISHED 1
THE

Cosmian Hymn Book
A OOLLEOTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
(Words and MUBic)

One of the Late Achievements of
Electricity.

For Liberal and E thlcal Societies,
For Schools and the Home.
Most of my readers hav doubtless heard of

that learned gentleman Prof. Elihu Thompson, the inventor of electric welding.
By careful study and experiments Professor
Thompson has solved the problem of how to
spare human strength in this particular line
of work.
You all know what welding means, and
some of you hav probably seen the blacksmiths at work at welding. When it is desired to weld two pieces of iron or steel,
the pieces are heated to a white heat ; they
are then taken from the forge and quickly
placed together; while the hammer of the
smith molds the joint into the desired shape.
That is the old way.
The new way, as discovered by Professor
Thompson, is to do it by electricity.
When a weld is desired the pieces to be
welded are placed in strong clamps. These
are connected to what is called a transformer
or welding coil. This in turn is connected to
the dynamo which produces the powerful
electric current which is to do the work.
The current is turned on, and the points to
be welded are brought very close together,
but do not touch. This forms an arc, such
as you see in the large electric lights. The
electricity jumps from one point to the other,
and causes the points to come rapidly to a
white heat. They are then quickly brought
together and a perfect weld is made, without
all the hammering as in the old method, and
the joint is stronger than the rest of the piece.
But this is not all that is gained by this
great discovery. By this process of electric
welding we are enabled to hav brass and iron
firmly welded together, also copper and steel,
lead and brass, and various other metals, the
welding of which, formerly, was very ditilg~t !!rPd some~imes impossible. :Qut now it

OOMPILED

BY

L. li. WASHBURN.
PRIOR,
•
•
$1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ROME~

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe-

rience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBB.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
;md Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two systems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of inflioting.-[Critioal Review.
Oloth, 12mo, 11.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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LiqUOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. 0. WALKER.
l'hiB iB a companion book to Remsburg•& "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. S. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address Tlll!l TltUTH SEEQJB <JQ.
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Parturition Without Pain.

Truth Seeker Annual
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
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A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

89
91

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL·

G. H. DAWIE,

For Her Daily Bread Is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parent•
ess, with little monev, falr edncatlonhan<f much
courage, to make their way through t e wo rid by
g,oing to Chicago. The antnoris also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workin&' girl's life and experience in thecityof Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of human life a.s we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admire&
&nd appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and. Social Tiegeneration.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST, EDITOR.
It contains. besides crisp and pointed editorial&

and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity oongrega.tion.
It is the only so called "Liberal" paper that advocates radical social regeneration. ·
Its columns are open to the absolutely free disLIFE OF
cussion of all religions and economic theories.
Twelve pagee. leaned week]y. Annual snbsorip..
Patented by
tion, $1. nr Sample Copies I!'ree. All subscribers
will
receive a OOJ>Y of Mr. Pentecost's book," What
THOB. A. EDISON.
I Believe." Addre~s :
MODEBN IMITATION OF O:ERIS'l',
Ma.nifoldsAntograpbicand Type-Written L9tters,
TWENTIETH CENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
No.4 WARREN BT., NEw YonK.
As to his Life on Earth and. his Communism.
D1 awings, Music, ete., etc. 3 ooo copies
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
. from one original.
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order oJ
Bend for circular and sample of work.

PRICE. 25 CENTS.

Joshua Davidson:
Creation,

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

- 75 Cents.

!&1" This book was suppressed by t~e first .American publisher•.JBJ
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE EDISO.N M, MEOGRAPH.

A. B. DIOK COMPANY,
32 Liberty St.,
152-154 L'lke St., .
New York.·
Chicago.

ROVING conolusivly that there was no Christ
orucifted under Pontius Pilate but that the
real Jeans, the illegitimate son of Mary by Joseph
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
75 .Years B.a. Cloth, 446 pages, with fnll Index.
PriCe, $1.50. Former price; $2.00. For sale at this
office.
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Mrs. J. Hadfield,MI\rket st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

The Bole Factura and lG'JJaet Ratio& in Its
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
$1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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AnotJ1er Lib~ral Gone.
On April 20th, in the town of Avoca, I.
attended the funeral of Edward Comstock.
He has been a consistent Liberal all his
life, and had the manhood to stand by the
principles which he professed. lie was a
conscientious man, and not calculated to
compete in the rough-and-tumble of life with
the money-getters of the world. Though
poor, he never made a debt which he did not
pay, and according to .his ability turned his
opportunities to the best account. It was his
request that no minister should be called to
officiate at his funeral, as he wished it to be
conducted in keeping with the principles
which he had professed.
We are loth to lose the stanch old Liberals,
but we are not as one without hope. For it
is an encouraging fact that, as these old~
timers drop out, others, younger and more
vigorous, rise up to take their places and ·do
battle for the right.
This was verified at the funeral of Mr.
Comstock.
I was introduced by Charles Conderman, a
young lawyer from Hornellsville, who deserves particular mention. He is a young
man of promis, and one whom the readers of
'),'ax TRUTH BEKKER may hear from further
on.
I quote at random a few thoughts from his
introductory remarks, which I think were not
only appropriate to the occasion, but really
brilliant. And these remarks will giv a better insight into the life and character of the
deceased than I am able to giv :
He was a worshiper of liberty, a friend of the
oppreased. He believed that happiness was the
only good, reason the only torch, justice the only
worship, hnma.nity the only religion, love the only
Priest, a.nd home the only chnrch.
In the grave we shonlo bnry the prejudices a.nd
passiona. Charity shonld hold the sc~le when we
weigh the livea of men.
Althongh holding convictions not in harmony,
perhaps, with the majority of his friends, yet it
shonld be remembered tha.t he who in the light of
one generation is wrong, ma.y be right in the light
of the next.
Until every sonl is freely permitted to investiga.te every creed a.nd dogma., the world cannot be
free. Mankind will be enslaved nntil there is
menta.! gra.ndenr enongh to allow ea.ch ma.n the
fnll expression of his thonght.
To the deceased threa.ta were nna.va.iling. The
wrath of an angry God ga.ve him no fea.r, the terrors of hell did not distnrb him. If he wa.s good,
he wa.s so for the ·sake of being good. He who
does right for fea.r of conseqnenoes is a. oowa.rd
and a. traitor.
Abont this being (God) I ha.v only to sa.y, he ha.s
never written a. book, inspired no ba.rba.ria.n, oomma.nded no worship. Nor ha.s he prepared a. hell
in whioh to bnrn the honest seeker after trnth.
Thus it will be seen that, as the old landmarks are removed, young men are coming
upon the stage of action to take their niaces
and keep the car of liberty moving. This is
the bow of promis to the true Liberal.
It is an oft-repeated statement of the clergy
that "Infidelity may do to liv by, but those
who profess it always seek the consolation of
religion in the dying hour." And Infidels too
often giv effect to the. statement by turning
their funera )s into camp-meetings. The life.
long influence of many Liberals is neutralized
by allowing Christians to come in and hold a
powwow over their dead bodies.
And yet it must be confessed that there is
some excuse for such proceedings. For the
friends of the deceased feel that it would be
disposing of their dead as they would dispose of a dead animal to bury them without any ceremony.
And perhaps there is no Liberal whose services can be obtained to take charge of the
funeral or to make any remarks, and 80 they
call in the minister, who in one way or
another turns the occasion to the advantage
of the church and makes it tell against the
interest of-Liberalism.
Where Christians represent an Infidel as
one who does not believe in heaven or hell
or attend church or observe the Sabbath, and
does not believe the Bible, and that he has no
regard for" God, man, or the devil," as they
often do, they mean to convey the idea that
he is a being cursed of God and one who
ought to be despised of men.
An Infidel may liv the most honest and
upright life that could be imagined and yet
it all goes for naught ~mong Christians. Because the bigotry of a Christian will not allow
him to rise high enough to see that any man
has a right to think differently from himself.
In every Christian com~unity Liberals are
held up b~fore the people m a false light and
gross~y misrepresented. Manhood and all
that lB ~o~d ~ndC d~c~nt are made to hinge
upon ~ ~ 1ef 1.n hnstmn creeds and dogmas.
_By msmuat10n, open misrepresentation, or
d:trect statem~nt, the church and t~e clergy
try to make lt. appear that Infidelity has a
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That city, both gr~wn to manhood. Her contribu- whatever question of public ol' social chartions to the press were invariably signed with acter may hav been agitating the people, she
tmn influence. That .all Infidels are laboring her maiden name, and by this she continued was ever found upon the side which displayed
under a sort of moral stupor, and that Chris- to be known by the general public. For some the greatest Liberality and the broadest sym" .
tianity is the real soul and life of all that is years before her marriage she obtained fame pathy and charity for the masses. She could
honest and decent. Many a Liberal has been as a lecturer, and never ceased to be a stanch tolerate an honest opponent, but was impamade to feel the effect of such pious misreP- advocate and ekilful defender of Liberal re- tient with hypocrisy and pretense, not failing
resentation.
forms, moral, political, and social. She was under such provocation to display a healthy
No minister should be allowed to blubber methodical, and stamped her productions with sarcasm. The papers hav recently given the
over his prayers and benedictions and sing the spirit of earnestness which invited the circumstances of her death at the residence of
Christian hymns at the funeral of a Liberal. admiration of all. That her convictions were Mrs. Dr. Brown, in Rockford, Ill., April 24th,
It has a tendency to giv the color of truth to sincere none could question. She advocated but the purpose of this articleis to make menthese lying statements of the Christians, and labor reforms for both men and women, and tion of her high qualities of brain and heart
the occasion will be made to redound to the ever showed herself the friend of the poor and the manner in which she devoted her
interest of the church and the Liberal cause and unfortunate.
D::rring her activ life talents for the good of mankind.
will be weakened. For the Liberal seems to
-----~·- - - - - repudiate at death what he has professed
Gospel Politics.
through life, and this last act neutralizes half
Col. Elliott F. Shepard shows surprising inaptitude in selecting the texts for his great
of the good which he has accomplished.
religious ~nd humorous d~;~.ily. He should search the scriptures. To show the colonel the.
When a Liberal dies and shows to the sort of thing the public wants, we hav made the following collec;:tion of appropriate passages
world that he has no fear of hell or an angry which he might hav used throughout the past ten months. It is an epitome of the late
God-that death has no more terror for him campaign and subsequent political events up to the present time :
Two men shall be in the field: the one
The ca.mpa.ign openeth, a.nd its inevitable resnlt
than it has for a Christian-it is a triumph for
Freethought. It give the lie to the deceptiv shall be taken and the other left (Luke xvii is foreshown.
tendency to produce a laxity in morals.

t~e world would go to the bad without Chris-

statements of the Christians, deals a deathblow to superstition, and shows to the world
that there is no truth in the hackneyed statement that " nothing but Christianity can giv
solace in the hour of death."
There is nothing in an Infidel's life which
leaves a more decided impression for good
than to show to the world that he can die as
he has lived-without any help from the minister-and that even the pretended consolations of his religion are not nE.eded by him,
living or dying.
If there is anything that cripples a Chris·
· ·
tJan, Jt 18 the example of a Liberal who live
an unblemished life, and peacefully makes his
exit without saying to the clergy as much as,
"by your leave, sirs." Such a death give the
lie to these Christian pretensions, just as sailing around the world did to the theory of a
fiat earth. When Liberals take these matters
into consideration they will see how impor· ·
tant It IS for them to stand up for the right,
and not play into the hands of the enemy
either in living or dying.
When Liberals die, if nothing better can be
done, let the friends of the deceased come together and each in turn say a good word for
the departed, or speak in favor of Freethought
and the better way, or giv a word of encouragement to those who are trying to dispel the
clouds of superstition, or offer a word of consolation and sympathy to the bereaved.
Liberals should feel that it is a duty incumbent upon them to attend such funerals
when it is possible for them to do so.
I hav attended two funerals, one of a man
and the other of a woman, and each made the
request before dying to be buried without
ceremony, if no Liberal could be obtained to
deliver .an address at the funeral. This is
heroic, and a'l it should be. Let Liberals
show their faith by their works, and not sow
good seed all their lives long and then let it
all end in a harvest for Christianity, which it
will if ministers are allowed to hav a blowout at their funerals.
It will be remembered by the readers of
Tax TRUTH 8EIIKER that I gave an account of
Dell Keysor's death and funeral a little less
than two years ago. By rounding off his .life
in the heroic manner he did, he exerted a
most. Bl\lutary influence in that community in
which he lived and died •.
It showed to the people as no other lesson
could, that a man can liv a good and useful
life, and then lie down at the end of the
journey as unconcerned as an innocent child.
Liberals, let us equare our lives to our professions and not allow the minister to come in
and make capital out of our funerals, and
make the last scene in life's drama speak in
favor of the old superstition. JOHN PEoK.

Naples_,_N_._Y._.- - - - - - - -

The late Mrs. Wheelock.
Prom the Jan•sville, Wts, Recoraer.
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They set their mouth against the heavens
and their tongue walketh through the earth
(Ps. lxxiii, 9).
I will open my mouth in a parable : I will
utter dark sayings of old (Ps. lxxviii, 2).
The cities of 'the south shall be shut up
(Jer. xiii, 19).
They are corrupt, and speak wickedly concerning oppression (Ps. lxxiii, 8).
Th~y are inclosed in their own fat (Ps. xvii,
10).
And they shall come from the cities of
Judah, and from· the places about Jerusalem,
and from the land of Benjamin, and from tile
plain, and from the mountains, and from the
south, bringing burnt offerings (Jer. xvii, 26).
And the cup was found in Benjamin's sack
(Gen. xliv, 12).
They are brought down and fallen: but we
are risen and stand upright (Ps. xx, 8).
When the righteous are in authority, the
people rejoice: but when the wicked beareth
rule, the people mourn (Prov. xxix, 2).
I will return unto mine house whence I
came out. And when he cometh, he findeth
it swept and garnished (Luke xi, 24, 25).
And he said, Go thy way, Daniel (Dan.
xii, 9).
Behold, Elijah is here (1 Kings xviii, 8).
Behold, thy servant Jacob is behind us
(Gen. xxxii, 20). .
Then goeth he, and taketh to him seven
other spirits more wicked than himself· and
they enter in and flwell there (Luke xi, 26).
What seest thou, Jeremiah? And I said
Figs (Jer. xxiv, 3).
'
The portion of Jacob is not like them· for
he is the former of all things (Jer. li, 19):
The young lion and the ·dragon shalt thou
trample under feet (Ps xci, 13)
0 deliver not the wul of thy turtledove
unto the multitude of the wicked (Ps. lxxiv
19).
I
. My brethren, count it all joy when ye fall
into divers temptations (Jas. i, 2).
Benjami~;~ shall ravin as, a wolf: in the
morning he shall devour the prey, and at
night he shall divide the spoil (Gen. xlix, 27).
He maketh them also to skip like a calf
(Ps. xxix, 6).
In those days they shall say no more, The
fathers hav eaten a sour grape and the children's teeth are set on edge (Jer. xxxi, 29).
I discerned among the youths, a young
.man void of understanding (Prov. vii, 7).
I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made (Ps. cxxxix, 14).
Seest thou a man that is hasty in his words?
there is more hope of a fool than of him
(Prov. xxix, 20).
I watch, and am as a sparrow alone upon
the house top (Ps. cii, 7).
My kinsfolk hav failed, and my familiar
friends hav forgotten me (Job xix, 14).
For promotion cometh neither from the
east, nor from the west, nor from the south
(Ps. lx:x;v, 6).
Gad, a troop shall overcome him (Gen. xlix,
19).
And the last state of that man is worse than
the first (Luke xi, 26).
And the famin was sore in the land (Gen.
xliii, 1).
0 ye children of Benjamin, gather yourselva together to flee out of the midst of
Jerusalem, and blow the trumpet in Tekoa,
and set up a ·sign of fire in Beth-hacerem
(Jer. vi, 1).
.
But Benjamin's mess was five times so
much as any of theirs (Gen. xliii, 34).
There be three things which be too wonderful for me, yea, four which I know not
(Prov. xxx, 18).

Eaoh party a.ttempteth to ednca.te the people.
Colonel Shepard taketh pa.rt in the disonssion.
Y.e a.lso wa.veth thA bloody shirt.
The party of the · Repnblioa.ns seeketh after
boodle, a.nd deoeiveth the people.
A oertain one. Foster, giveth a. va.lua.ble hint.
And the party fryeth ont the fa.t wherewith it
ma.y anoint its ohosen.

The oa.mpa.ign oloseth. Benja.min is taken a.nd
Grover i<lleft.
Colonel Shepard exnlteth;
But all virtnons folk a.re oa.st down.
The king enloreth his own a.ua.in, a.nd Benhmin
entereth the White Honse.
The old order oha.ngeth.
Giving pla.oe to new.
Benjamin ehooseth a. premier.
And he selecteth his other seoreta.ries.
He taketh a. ninth oonnselor, thll.t the earth ma.y
bring forth her increase.
The premier is pnissa.nt a.nd grea.tlYexalted. He
is the ohiefest among several.
Colonel Shepa.Fd predioteth for him a.n a.ggressiv foreign polioy.
·
Bnt brea.tbeth a. silent prayer for the preserva.tion of biB innoeency.
Yet the son! of the premier qna.ileth not for
itself a.nd showeth no signs of tra.va.il.
.
Benja.min proceedeth to the distribution of the
offices.
He pnrgeth the oivilservice.
He believeth in the descent of honors even nnto
the third generation ; a.nd showeth respeot nnto
the children of the great.
He filleth the Anstria.n mission.
Colonel Shepard pra.iseth the appointment, a.nd
giveth his reasons.
When he filleth the German mission, Benjamin
rnnneth a.mnok. .
Colonel Shepard eonfideth wha.t his own position is.
He bewa.ileth his lot.
And showeth the oanse of his lamentations
throngh the night watches.
The seekers after high pla.oes enoompass Ben·
ja.mln ronnd about.
Indi~na ontdoeth Ohio.
Ma.~y hnnger in vain for some good thing.

They go their wa.y, finding nothing to devonr.
Panic a.nd discord prevail in the party of the Republioa.ns.

Benjamin knoweth not how he ma.y approve
The late Mrs. Elvira· Wlieelock-Ruggles
·
them.
was a woman of many accomplishments, and
Colonel SMpa.rd resigneth hope, bnt ma.rveleth
for many years, while a resident of this city,
grea.Uy a.t the times.
.
contributed of her wealth of ideas to the
-Eureka Bendall in Puck.
local press. She was born in September,
1836, and was nearly fifty-three years of age
at the time of her death. Her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. W. Wheelock, removed with CODS AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
their children, of which she was the eldest
AND REFORMERS.
OF
to Janesyille, in the fall of 1865, where he;
Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
ANCIENT
AND
MODERN
TIMES.
Tea.ohen, Skeptics, Innov&tors, Fonnders of
permanent home had been ever since.
New Sobools of Thought, Eminent SoienThe subject of our sketch achieved a fine Vol. r. Glvs a. Full Acoonnt of a.ll the Gods, intists, etc. (who were not Christians),
olnding
Jehovn.h,
Sa.ta.n,
the
Holy
Ghost,
from the time of Menu· to the preseducation at the Genesee Wesleyan Seminary
Jeans Christ, Virgin Ma.ry, a.nd the Bible.
ent. Svo, 1,075pp., oloth, ss;
Bvo. 835pp. Vol. II. Desoribes Folly a.ll
and the Fredonia Academy, of Chautauqua
leather, $4; mor., g. e.• $4.110.
the Reli<rions Systems of the World.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
county, ·N. Y., in addition to her common
Bvo, 957pp. Oioth, $8 per vol.; the
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
2 voJs .• $5; leather, $7; moschool advantages. In 1868 she was married
rooco, gilt edges, SB.
28 Lafayette Pla.oe. N. Y.
to Gen. Jas. M. Ruggles, of Havana, Ill., by
BY D. M. BENNETT.
whom she had two sons-James Ruggles, of
T'HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL~
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.•
Rockford, and Theodore Ruggles, . of this
Price, 25 Cents.
118 Lafa.yetts Plaoe, New York.
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Paine Vindicated!
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

-oBV ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o,The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
Fab1"loated Aoeount of a Beene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
BY

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'f.
Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
meets every Sunday in Indn&trial Hall, Broad and
Hon. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, and
Wood sts., at ll :80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
General STEWART L. WOODFORD. free discussions on religions and social questions

A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'rntb,.
Beeker publications always on_hand at cheap rates

Crimes and Persecutions.

The Newark Liberal League

IN THE

Akron, 0., Freethought Union.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
AT

l!'OR

The Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

"B LA S PH E MY "

Brooklyn Philosophical Assocla
tton.

MORRISTOWN,

'

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and 1"6'/Jilled. by the author.
Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

L.. K. Washburn's Works. R 0 M A N I S M,

~nnday

AND
OTHER BIOGRAPIDOAL SKETOHBB AND EssAYS.
BY 0HABLE8 BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobio.graphy.
Charles Bradlangh has "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlangh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
at no very distant dar. hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlangh, and wlll doubtless get the best of
the argnment.-[Ohicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

and the Sabbath. " A law

DANCER AHEAD.

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Chnrch. " The Thirty-nine

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
·
this Republic.

Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor. broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

By A. J. GROVER.

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one &Jlainst the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Price, paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Followers of Jesns. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

SAKYA BUDDHA.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesns Insanel Price, 10 cents.
The Pnblie Schools and the Catholic
Chnrch. Price, 5 cents.

A Versified, Annotated Narratlv of his Life and
Teachings.

BINDER fol' THE TRUTR SEEKER

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work:-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in . Ceylon. The "BRonner of Light,"
"Beligio.PhiloAoPhical Jonrnal,"and many.Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.

The Reign of the Stoics.
THEIR

History, Religion. PhilosophY, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With Citations of Authors Quoted from on
Eaclt Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Bead the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Thid book shows 'that many Ohriatians milrht
learn much from these ancient heathen.-Amertoan Boolcsell~r.
.
One of the most valuable helps for thos~ who
would understand the character of human progress in allages.-Nattonal Quarterzv Revtew.
The author has shown himAelf a diligent student, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monuments of ancient thin kin g.-New Yor1c TribUne
Beading this book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Ctnctnnatt Commercial.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The purest
and gentlest PJ>irit of all the pagan world." Merivale savA: "or all the line the noblest and dearest." Taine savs : "The noblest B'>Ul that evAr
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
throu~th life not only the most nn blemished justice, but the tenderest heart."
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,,
B8 Lafayette Place, New Yorlr.
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Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 8 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.
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THE SAFEST CREED,

ABOUT· THE DEVIL,

Soeiet.y of Kent,

BY

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his g.reat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
a.nd justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument fnll scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light--<lf eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
AND
The many _calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
TWELVE OTHER DxsaounsEs OF REASON.
meager and misleading newspa])er references.
·
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politiB1J O. B, FROTHINGHAM.
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelli~rent, patriotic, and free men
Magna Charta of their rjg!lts.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par· and women everywhere, aAddress
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,1!8 Lafayette Place, New York city.
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thoniht, thorough conviction, and great
ability .-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth_, 19mo, 238pp., $1.
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BY D. M BENNEl'T.
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Meets sem~-monthly, first and third Sundays, at ll
It should be extensivly circulated, as it.· teaches the doctrine of Liberalism on the P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
most important subject of the world-the right to think and speak and write. The supe- cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.
riority of our doctrine on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was The . .11. anhatt.an Liberal Club, N.Y.
never better set forth, and must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power
Meets every Friday evenin~r, at 8 o'clock, at Gerto reason.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.
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BY W. H. BURR,
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
.Address
THE. TRUTH BEEKER 00.

The Forum.
Chicago Seotil.ar Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 l'.H., at 558 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
OPENING BPllBOH TO THll JURY
in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South lid street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

Cleveland,
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Secular, Union

Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 P.M., a
room 29, City Hall. Everybody is invited to attend

'l'IJe Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
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Minn. J. F. Micoli!BER, Pres.; 0HAS. LowNo,Bec.
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The fool hath said in his heart, There ill no God.
BY REPORTER.
J'OB
-[Ps. xiv, 1.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
Children and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
church without superstition, and its success.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER·
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty
; also vigorously attacks the very foundaof human concern, religious, pelitical, and othertion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan- .length
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The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
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Girard College Theology.
AN

EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Phila.delphia by the Christian
churches and Young Men's
Christian Association.
By BIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
• Price 11,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKBB.
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USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In ;vonr meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best Poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hil!'!lly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
Ill cents.
.AddreSII THE TRUTH BEEXBB Oo.
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MICHIGAN has forest fii:es.
FRENCH elections giv majorities to Boulanger.
CouNT TOL!!TOI, the despotic and hated
Rus11ian minister of the interior, is dead.
ONB of the Washington centennial arches
will be reproduced permanently in marble.
THB Haymarket monument at Chicago, in
honor of the police, will be unveiled May
30th.
GBNBBAL BUTLBB and Admiral Porter are
assailing each other's war records with virulence.
THB City of Paris has crOilsed the ocean in
5 days 23 hours and 7 minutes, breaking the
record.
AT Pottsville, Pa., on the 9th, a car fell
five hundred feet down a mining-shaft and
killed ten men.
ONB hundred thousand Americans are in
Paris viewing the Exposition. The American
exhibit is splendid.
IowA Catholics are raising a fund to be presented to Cardinal Manning on the coming
jubilee of his consecration.
THB Scott temperance act, a Prohibition
measure, has been repealed in several counties of the province of Ontario.
THB sale of stand-seats at New York's centennial brought $90,000, but $30,000 is all
that can be found of the money.
AT Kalamazoo, Mich., on the 8th, six
women were killed and five injured by collision of a street-car and a Iocomotiv.
WASHINGTON Catholics are preparing a great
public reception to Bishop Keane, rector of
the University, on his return from Rome.

••

A WIND·STOBM On the 10th did• much damage throughout the eastern and central part
of the country, and caused the loss of several
lives.
THB statistics of divorce asked for in Parliament by Gladstone, that he might lead a
movement against the practice, hav been pre.
pared, and show large increase.
UNDBB the anti-clerical laws lately secured
by Mexican Radicals, ~ishop Moreno has
been arrested and tined at Silas, Mex., for
wearing a cassock in the streets.
A Pious deacon of· Danbury, Mass., named
Bates, on the 9th came near getting lynched
for horsewhipping three women who were
picking wild flowers in his lot.
MANY boomers crowded out of Oklahoma
- hav started to settle on the Sioux reservation,
containing eleven million acres, which it is
understood will be opened to the public.
WANAMAKER, who raised the corruption
fund that Quay used to elect Harrison; is expected to raise the money for the Pennsylvania Prohibitionists in the coming election.
A OOLLIERS' strike in Germany is being
attended by more trouble than any previous
one in Europe. Several men hav been killed.
Troops numbering ten thousand are on duty.
NBAB Buffalo, N.Y., there hav been finearthed eleven human skeletons with skulls
indicating a lower order of intelligence than
any before found, scarcely above the ape. It
is thought that they may constitute the
'' missing link."
RICHMOND, Va., negroes hav been attacked
with a wholesale and unprecedented religious
frenzy. Hundreds go about in the streets
speaking to all they meet and singing their
experiences and telling of their talks with
spirits from heaven.
ENGLAND, Russia, Austria, Germany, and
Italy hav directed their French ambassadors
to absent themselvs from Paris during the
Exposition, to show disapproval of the principles of the French Revolution which this
exhibition is to celebrate.
THB custom of restitution by handing
money stolen from one's fellow-men over to
the priests, is being followed by Miss Drexel,
who was left $2,000,000 by her father the
Philadelphia banker. She ·has retired to a
convent to meditate some plan for evangeliz..
ing the negro and Indian races.
ON the 6th a boy aged ten had the unpleasant experience of spending a night adrift
on the bay at New York with a religious
madman, his stepfather. Then after being
taken about all the morning by his relativ to
theY. M. C. A. rooms and &uch places, the
boy was rescued by a policeman,
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R.A.HA.B .A.SSISTETH THE SPIES TO ESC.A.PE.
Then she let them down by a cord through the window: for her house was upon the wall
and Bhe dwelt upon the walL-Joshua ii, 15.

fdds aqd 6nds.

affectionately at my picture and cover it with a
thousand kisses every day." "That is really very
nice of him; and pray is it that you are crying
for 1 I would giv anything to hav snob a poetic
and tenderly loving husband as yon hav I" "Ah I
yes, my Arthur is very poetical; but let me tell
yon that, just to try him, I slipped my mother's
photo into his traveling bag instead of my own
before he started 1"-Flieuenae Blatter.
PROHIBITIONIST : "And yon never touch II drop
of liquor on i)rinciple 1 Of the wine that betrays
-that brings the trembling hand, the cloudy
brain, the unsteady steps1 We cannot hav too
man:v men of your moral fiber-yon must join our
Prohibitionist society-what is your profession 1"
Mr. Oold Steele: "Bank bnrglar."-Munsev•s
Weelelll.
A FRESH young man burst into Harry Miner's
office last Wednesday with blood in his eye, and
found that individual in charge smoking contentedly a fragrant perfecto. He objected strongly to
the amount of a bill for program advertising, and
'did not know that the unrnflled smoker who took
him in in snob a maddeningly quiet way was the
great mogul himself. At last he lost all patience.
"Well, I'll see Mr. Miner about this. Where is
he 1 I want to see some one a blanked sight higher
than yon, that's certain. Who can I see higher.
than yon around here 1" "God," answered Miner,
pointing reverently ceilingward with his cigar,
"is the only one higher than I, young man, around
this offioe."-Dramattc Mirror.

NoAH would hav failed as a railroad man. He
even built an ark to keep stock from being watered.-New York: Mail.
·
VuiToR (at the museum) : "Where is the • Fasting Man,• boss 1" Keeper (absent-mindedly): "He's
just gone out for supper; he will be back in a
minnte."-Sun.
STERN parent (to a young applicant for his
daughter's hand) : "Young man, can yon snpport
a. family 1'' Young man (meekly) : "I only wanted
Sarah."-Boston Post.
To find on the ballet-girl science's &ea.l
Is something we'd scarcely expect,
Yet she is, beyolld question-the truth to revealA creature of gauze and effect.
-The 8taue.
SUNDAY scHooL teacher: "There are just a few
moments now before school closes. Would any of
you like to ask a question 1" ~'honghtfnl pupil :
"Yes•m, I should. When Adam fell, do yon suppose Eve laughed 1"-Exchanue.
ST. PETER (sternly) : "Young man, put a way
that 1: ote-book and pencil.'' New York reporter :
"You will hav to excuse me; but I am due this
afternoon at a New York seance, and this article
will be a clean • scoop' for our evening edition."Time.
A DEVOUT old deacon of Glasgow
Would ever:v Sunday to class go.
When they sat on his hat,
He said "God bleas our flat,"
This pions old deacon of Glasgow.
-Time.
AuNT SusAN (to Boston girl, who has just returned from New York): "And how did yon enjoy
yourself, Carrie 1" Carrie: "I had a very enjoyable visit, aunt; but it was positivly shocking to
see so many people without glasses."-Boston ,
·TranBcript.
THE conversation turned upon a certain gentleman who is not what yon may call a brilliant
speaker. " He has only three faults," a friend
apologetically remarked : "first, he reads his
speeches; second, he reads them badly; third,
they are not worth reading."-La Caricature.
MRs. STUBBINS: "What's the matter, neighbor 1 I
Yon look as though yon was in a peck of trouble 1"
Mr. Jobbles: "It's that boy o' mine, Mrs. Stub- 1
bins. His goin's on is downright awful." Mrs. 1
Stubbins: "Ah, well, boys will be boys, as the
aayin' is. Wot'B he done now1" Mr. Jobbles:
"Bin an' jined the Salvation Army.'' Mrs. Stubbins: •• Oh, the 'ardened young willain !"-PiCk:
Me Up.

I

"CHARLOTTE, my dear, how is it I find yon
weepinl'1 Hav yon bad news from your husband 1" "Oh I worse than that I My Arthur writes
me from Karls bad, that he would die with ardent
longing for me, were it not that he could gaze

FIBBING •midst the flowers of May,
Maud and I went yesterday;
Not a ripple stirred the streamLife seemed like a tranquil dream.
Dimple-cheeked and rosy fair,
With sunny looks of golden hair,
Maud knew not my inmost wishAll her mind was just to fish.
Each of ns our lines threw in,
But I could not draw a finWhile Maud was busy throwing out
Now a ohnb and now a. trout.
Long I toiled and much I thoughtStill no fish I moved or caught;
All the beauties of the brook
Ran to Maud's, and shunned my hook.
Yet their choice I could not blame! own I should hav done the same;
And, finding nothing else to do,
I was caught on Maud's hook, too I
We furled our lines. I cannot tell
When or how this change befell;
But her soft hand held by mine
Ontthrilled the gamiest trout and line I
Though no fish adorned my hook,
On my lips reward I tookTook it often and anew,
As our homeward lines we drew.
-Galve.11ton Newa.

To be slavish, is to invite a tyrant.-.4no'l.
Tlli!WI\n
Of virtn01tB soul commands not, nor obeyP.
-Shelley.
THEBE is only one thing worse than the desire to
command, and that is the will to obey.-Professor
OliJfora.
A ·DAY will come when the European God of the
nineteenth century will be classed with the gods
of Olympus and the Nile; when surplices and sao.
ramen tal plate will be exhibited in the museums;
when nurses will relate to children the legends of
the Christian mythology as they now tell them
fairy tales.- Winwooa Reaae.
As many customs deemed right byonr ancestors
seem detestable to us, so many customs which we
think proper our more civilized descendants may
regard with aversion.- Spencer.
WHEN mod~rn men write they so fix and dispose
their·words that the words suggest the mellning.
It was different with the Holy Ghost. He expected
the reader to fix upon a meaning, and then make
the words accommodate themselvs to the meaning
he desired them to oonvey,-Salaain's Goa ana Bis
Book:.
NoTHING delights the average minister more
than to find that a passage of scripture is capable
of several interpretations. Nothing in the inspired book is 10 dan2erous as accuracy, If the
holy writer uses general terms, an ingenious theologian can harmonize a seemingly preposterous
statement w1th the most obdnrat.e fact. An "inspired" book should contain neither statistics nor
dates, as few names as possible, and not one word
about geology or astronomy.-Ingersoll.
ODB best way of learning how to promote progress in the future is to find out what has been the
chief means of its adv.. ncement in the past.Robert 0, .Ad.ams in Pioneer Pith.
I HAV bntone lamp by which my feet are guided;
and that is the lamp of experience. I know of no
way of judging of the future but by the past.Patriok: Benrv.
To assure men that they are depraved is to
induce them to act accordingly.-Robert .Aaams.
MANKIND are not so wicked as certain people
exclaim in hopes of .governing them. That the
devil may be in the bodies of the theologians I am
ready to allow; but assuredly he is not in mine.Voltaire.
HISTORICAL investigations hav revealed to ns
the origin and growth of the Bible; we know that
by this name we designate a collection of writings,
as radically unlike in origin, character, and contents as if the Nibelnngen Lied, Mirabean'B
speeches, Heine's love poems, and a manual of
zoology had been printed and mixed np promisononsly, and then bound into one volume. We
find collected in this book the superstitions beliefs
of the ancient inhabitants of Palestine, with indistinct echoes of Indian and Persian fables, mistaken imitations of Egyptian theories and customs,
historical chronicles as dry as they are unreliable,
and miscellaneous poems, amatory, human, and
Jewish-national, which are rarely distinguished
by beauties of the highest order, but frEquently
by superfluity of exprE>ssion, coarseness, bad taste,
and gennin oriental sensuality. As a literary
monument the Bible is of mnoh later origin than
the Vedas; as a work of literary value it is surpassed by everything written in the last two thousand years by authors even of the second rank,
and to compare it seriously with the productions
of Homer, Sophocles, Dante, Shakspere, or Goethe
would nqnire a fanaticized mind that had entirely
lost its power of judgment; its oonoepHon of the
universe is childish, and its morality revclting, as
revealed in the malicious vengeance attributed to
God in the Old Testament and in the New.Noraau.
IT strikes me that God might write a book that
would not necessarily excite the laughter of his
children. In fact, I think it. would be safe to say
that a real God could produce a work that would
excite the admiration of mankind. . • • The
man who now regards the Old Testament as, in
any sense, a sacred or inspired book, is, in my
judgment, an intellectual and moral deformity.
There is in it so much that is orne!, ignorant, and
ferocious that it is to me a matter of amazement
that it was ever thought to be the work or a most
merciful deity. • • • Admitting that the Bible
is the book of God, is that his only good job 1 Will
not a man be damned as quick for denying the
equator as for denying the Bible 1 Will he not be
damned as quick for denying geology as for denying the scheme of salvation 1 • • • To each
reader the Bible conveys a different meaning,
About the meaning of this book, called a revelation, there hav been ages of war and centuries of
sword and fiame. If written by an infinit God, he
must hav known that these results must follow;
and thus knowing, he must be responsible for all.
• • • Nothing can be clearer than that Moses
received from the Egyptians the principal parts of
his narrativ, making such changes and additions
as were necessary to satisfy the peculiar superstitions of his own people. • • . According to the
theologians, God, the father of us all, wrote a letter to his children. In every land, where this
Jetter from God has been read, the children to
whom and for whom it was written hav been ftlled
with hatred and malice. They hav imprisoned
and murdered each other, and the wives and children of each other. • • . All that is necessary,
as it seems to me, to convince any reasonable person that the B1ble is simply and purely of human
invention-of barbarian mvention-is to read it.
Read it as yon would any other book; think of it
as you would any other; get the bandage of reverence from your eyes ; drive from your heart the
phantom of fear; push from the throne of your
brain the cow led form of superstition-then read
the holy Bible, and yon will be amazed ..that you
ever, for one moment, supposed a being of ~nfioit
wisdom, goodness, and purity to be the author of
such ignorance and such atrooity.-Inuersozz.
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IN Poonah the native say of the total abstaining soldiers: "They cannot be Christians-they are so good."
THE. Seventh Conference of the German
Freethinkers' Union takes place at the Elysium Hall, Chemnitz, to-day and to-morrow.
Co:r.. ELLIOTT F. SHEPARD is talked of in
Washington for minister to Russia. Colonel
Shepard would be a persona grata to the czar,
says the World. He is a truly good man and
he can be more kinds of a-of a-hustler
than one would think to look at him.
WALT WHITMAN, the poet, will be seventy
years old on May 31st. A dinner in his honor
will be given at Camden. The World reports
that among those who will probably be present are Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, Mark Twain,
E. C. Stedman, and others of equal prominence.
GENERAL BUTLli:B said to a Washington
newspaper man a few days ago: "I hav had
all kinds of abuse and I am used to it. I hav
been called everything-everything," he
added, with an added slant to his left eyelid,
" except a damned fool, and no one ever
called m_e that."
THE theory is now offered that General
Boulanger was tricked out of France by the
acute ministry which desired to keep him
away in order to stop the excitement produced by his presence. The minister of the
interior, M. Constans, sent for one of the high
police officers and commanded him to hav
six determined fellows, who would be intimidated by nothing, ready to arrest General

·

SABBATARIANS WANT IT.

Boulanger without legal authority. The
police officer endeavored to get the order
modified, but without avail, and thereupon,
as it was hoped he would, went and told the
general, who fled.
SAYS the Sun: " It has been evident at the
recent meetings of the Nineteenth Century
Club, which has held its last meeting for the
season, that the death of its founder and
president, Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, was a
heavy loss to it in many ways. He not only
spent his own time and means in its behalf,
but he also induced many other notable men
to take an interest in it and join in its debates.
The absence of his suggestiv mind, which
constantly supplied novel themes for debate,
is keenly felt by the members of the club. It
is doubtful whether the club will be able to
maintain its existence long after the death of
its founder."
THE man out West who is pretending to be
a new messiah and has got into trouble on
that account, is not the first of his kind.
There hav been at least three other claimants
of messiahship within the past few years.
One of them appeared in Australia, where he
met with poor success. Another of them,
who appeared in southern Russia, was a
woman named Gabacrewicz, who pretended
to perform miracles, and created a prodigious
sensation among the peasantry, until the government sent her to prison. Still another,
who appeared in Arabia among the Bedouins,
some of whom believed in him, was a Jew,
who came forth from the desert, where he
had spent many years in mortifying the flesh,
and who was a wonder-worker until found
out. Our western pretender is not a novelty
in his line. Other messiahs of the kind hav

turned up now and then in many countries Narbonne ·the Socialist candidates were successful, and a crowd of men paraded ihe
during the past two thousand years.
streets singing the "Marseillaise." At the
A GYPSY evangelist has appeared in the Hague oll. Sunday night a body of Socialists
West. Say1 the Cincinnati Enquirer: "Gypsy hauled down the royal standard from the
Smith broke down all prejudice on Sunday at Great Tower and hoisted the Socialist flag in
Trinity church. He speaks as if composing its place. At St. Petersburg a large number
cable dispatches at a cost of a dollar a word. of military officers, suspected of Nihilism,
He has but little use for adjective. No one hav been arrested on the charge of engaging
can fail to understand him. He has far supe- in the recent attempt to assassinate the czar.
rior tact to Sam Jones in manipulating a con- These events indicate renewed activity among
gregation. He uses no slang and is never the Socialist leaders in several of the counvulgar. Sometimes like an auroral light he tries of Europe.
shoots up a scintillating flame of eloquence,
AN up-town preacher is troubled over the
and is always luminous." And the question
is, can he turn the enthusiasm of his hearers somnolent habits of some of the members of
into cold cash by those flames of eloquence? his church who fall asleep in their pews
before he is half through with his sermon.
THB Universal Congress of Freethinkers He has just given them a warning from one
will be held at Paris September 15th to the of the stories told by Paul du Chaillu, when
22d. Among the topics set down for debate he came here after traveling over Lapland.
are the following : Religion in the Light of When the traveler visited the churches of the
History and Science, Liberty of Conscience, Laps, which are of the Lutheran faith, he
the Scientific Basis of Morality, Woman's found that some queer devices were adopted
Rights, Education, the Duty of Parents and to keep the people awake during the sermon.
the State toward . Children, Legislativ Re- The minister holds a large baton by his side,
forms necessary to secure practical Liberty and, when he sees that his hearers are falling
of Conscience, State Subvention of Religions, asleep, he beats it noisily upon the pulpit,
How best to combat Superstition. The last while at the same time the sexton seizes a
day of the Conference will be devoted to long stick, with which he pokes the sleepers
visiting the Pantheon, the monuments of in the ribs as he walks around the church.
Dolet, Voltaire, and Diderot, and the Mu- By these means the devout Laps are kept
seum of Religions founded by M. Guimet. awake under the preaching. The New York
In the evening there will be a fraternal ban- clergyman told his hearers that this was an
quet.
excellent custom worthy of adoption here,
THB great strikes now in progress in Ger. but thought that in at least one church the
many are said to be stimulated by the secret preacher would hav too hard work in plying
Socialist organizations that exist in the em- his baton, and that the sexton would never
pire, notwithstanding the laws against them. get a rest from poking his long stick into the
In France in the recent municipal election at sleepers' ribs.
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ffotnmunications.
In Defense of Atheism.
· In the present age the great majority of civilized
men are given but very little to deep _tho?ght on religious matters, and of th.e small ~mor1_ty who do
devote a portion of their time to th1s subJect., by far
the greater number take for their theme sop1e petty
point for dispute and dis~iss the more impo~tant
question of the truth or fals1ty of the first prmCiples
of religious creeds, and it is among this class that I
must place Mr. Beecher. It seems to me that some
sort of a religion is a necessity to him, and arguing
in a necessitarian fashion. he is unable to free himself
wholly from the superstitions forced upon him from
childhood, and is therefore thus debarred from arriving at a true estimate of the value of the facts placed
before him.
Mr. Beecher tells me that "I amuse him." Let
him be amused, if he can :find sufficient for amusement in a discussion of this kind. For my part, I
regard the subject as far too serious to admit of
amusement. Would it not be better to approach
this question in a more serious light 1
In taking upon myself the simple task of answering his somewhat timid criticism of my "Plea for
Atheism," I will say at the outset that I thoroughly
understand the drift of his first two questions. The
meaning of the term Agnosticism is, "I do not
know," and the Atheist, likewise the Theist, is in precisely the same dilemma. But while the .Atheist
frankly acknowledges that he does not know, the
Theist asserts that he does know, and, therefore,
assumes that there "must be a God." The distinction, however, between the Atheist and the Agnostic
is that the latter makes a blank avowal of ignorance
while the former does not, affirming what is true and
denying what is untrue. And while various sects of
Theists do affix arbitrary meanings to the word God,
and these meanings in their own terms being so selfC)ntradictory, the Atheist then rejects them all as
unsatisfactory, and accepts nothing but what is compatible with reason and common sense.
Not knowing any person or persons who would
be eo foolish as to boldly declare there is no God, I
am at a loss to find any term to designate them.
However, no truly scientific thinker could be so dogmatic as to declare emphatically "there is no God."
The question is truly an undecidable one, and is to
the scientist a question of no very great importance
whatever. It is as difficult for the Theist to prove
the existence of God as it is for the Atheist to dis·
prove it. But Mr. Beecher must not forget the one
·indispensable rule of logic, that until a proposition
has been proved to be true, it practically remains untrue. Therefore, how can he expect the Atheist to
disprove that which cannot be proved ¥
Mr. Beecher's reference to those few "savage
tribeS"" as being Atheists because they are without
"idea" of God, is too mean and contemptible, to
merit any reply from me.
Mr. Beecher then informs us that his position is
this: "Ignorant Theists are prevented from crime
by their belief, and intellectual Atheists are not induce~ to crime by their belief." Now, as it is only
through having reached a certain stage of intellectual
development that a man becomes an Atheist, it is
self-evident, and a fact that Mr. Beecher cannot deny,
casting aside his allusion to those few savage tribes,
that the criminal class of our population is not to be
found among them. And if Mr. Beecher's position is
true, that "ignorant Theists are prevented from
crime by their belief," we must look for all our criminals emanating from educated Theists. Then would
it not be much better to leave the people in igno.rance than to educate them, and thus make criminals
of them! But history itself refutes Mr. Beecher's
position. It tells us that the world was most sinful
when it was most ignorant, and it was not until
·science and Freethought stepped in, hand in hand,
to lift up a struggling humanity, that people hav become more true to each other. Sin and erime were
never so rampant and widespread as when the Christian church was supreme, and it is only now the
church is losing her power that the people hav become more free socially and morally.
I do not think the effect would be salutary if it
was demonstrated within twenty-four hours that
there was no God, neither would it be salutary if
it was likewise demonstratfd that there was a
God.' But if Mr. Beecher bad asked me whether it
·would be salutary if "Atheism" was universally
established within the next twenty-four hours, I
should ha.v answered him, Yes, because just as
Theism not only implies a belief in God but also the
duty of obedience to his supposed laws, so does
Atheism not only imply a non-belief in God, but also
the duty of accordance with the known laws of nat·ure. And it is only by finding out the laws of nature
and conformity to them that man has made any
improvement. Man has suffered much from obeying
.God's supposed laws.
Mr. Beecher th.en charg!3s me with "plagiarizing
. moral precepts from Christianity and calling them

teachings of Atheism." I venture to think that in
thus accusing me Mr. Beecher has been rather too
presumptuous. Be it noted that he has put his own
meaning to the " obligation that everyone in society
owes to his neighbor." The obligation is not, "Love·
thy neighbor as thyself," but, Justice toward each
other, for you can be just to friend and foe alike, but
you cannot "love" them. Wherefore now do I " plagiarize!" Me thinks the charge is more applicable llo
Mr. Beecher than to myself, for has he not plagiarized pagan maxims, and put them forward as
Christian moral precepts ! If Mt'. Beecher will
refer to "The Bible in India," by J acolliot, pages
244-5, he will find a few thoughts and maxims of
Christna, among which is the following: ''Love of
his fellow-creature should be the ruling principle of
the just man in all his works, for such weighs most
in the celestial balance." Also you will lind many
more of the "moral precepts" claimed by Christianity. Who is the plagiarist 1
I quite agree with Mr. Beecher that to the" extent
that Christianity and Atheism teach morality to that
extent they are beneficial," but I asserb that Christian teachings are decidedly immoral, for from a
religion which begins with social treachery, and ends
with wantonly shedding the blood of the guiltless,
no very pure and exalted code of morals is to be expected. I am next accused of stealing the fruits of
experience and offering them for inspection as the
tenets of Atheism. My Atheism is the "fruit of
my experience." · Let me ask Mr. Beecher, Can a
man steal that which is his own? Mr. Beecher also
asks me to substitute "reason" for ''Atheism," and
all will agree with me. What is Atheism but the
results of our ordinary intellectual faculties, i.e.,
reason; aided by knowledge and experience.,
Friend Beecher, if there were sufficient ground for
"amusement" in this discussion, it should be on my
side, at your decidedly bad logic.
I am told that there is very little in my "plea"
worth arguing, or even discussing, but yet, with
seeming bad taste, Mr. Beecher occupies the greater
portion of his articles in reply to me, and has left but
very little to each of the other of his critics.
In my "Plea for Atheism," I asked Mr. Beecher
to giv me a definition of what he meant by the word
"God." Although he has not done so in his reply
to me, I hope I shall not be considered' impetuous
if I take his definition as given to Professor Haskell,
as meant for myself. Mr. Beecher there defines God
as "incomprehensible intelligence," but I am unable
to accept this as a definition. What is a definition! A definition is to describe · the unknown in
tht:J terms of the known. But to define God as " incomprehensible intelligence" is, to me, describing
the unknown in the terms of the still more unknown.
If it is incomprehensible, how does Mr. Beecher
comprehend anything concerning it 1 I would also
ask what he means by "intelligence T"
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.

Forgery of Ancient Manuscripts.
Jean Hardouin, the llilarned French Jesuit, was
born in 1646. He was the son of a bookseller. At
the age of thirty-seven he was appointed librarian of
the college of Louis le Grand, in Paris. At the age
of forty-four he began to suspect that certain writings of the Christian fathers were spurious. Continuing his researches he became convinced that they
were all fabricMed by the Benedictine monks after
the revival of learning; and further, that most of
the classical Greek and Latin literature was of like
origin.
Having published his startling opinions he incurred ecclesiastical censure, and in 1708 was compelled, like Galileo, to make a public retraction. His
book was suppressed and he was debarred from promotion .. ·Furthermore, from the manner in which he
was replied to by scholars all over Europe, conspicuous
among whom were Basnage, Leclerc, Lacroze, Ittig,
and Bierling, everybody became convinced that in
spite of Hardouin's great learning, he was wrong
about the fabrication of the classical literature, and
especially the writings of the Christian fathers.
Hardouin was fifty-two years of age when he was
compelled to make his public retraction. He lived
thirty-one years longer and died leaving a manuscript
ic Latin, written in the last year of his life, in which
he reiterated his former opinions with emphasis and
supported them with powerful arguments, scarcely
deigning to allude to his former antagonists, whom
he tenderly characterized as " good men, of sound
minds, but nevertheless rather weak." But adverting to his trial and condemnation in 1708 he says:
If the holy apostolic see wishes hereafter to pass judgment
upon my present work, may I liv to see the day; but I trust
it will not submit the case to judges taken from the royal
family (familia 1•egulari), who think that beca11se any part
of those so-called ancient writings emanated from their
bosom, therefore they must be saved at all hazards. Let the
case be submitted to secular theologians, or to men of character and standing belonging to thoEe orders who wish to
preserve only the !!:Ood in religion, and are willing that the
bad should perish.
One assertion of Hardouin, if true, is of great
weight in favor of his opinions, to wit, that there are
no manuscripts older than the early part of the four-

teenth · century, except the holy scriptures. . The
work of forgery, he says, began about the year 1335,
when Petrarch found some of Cicero's '' Familiar
Epistles" and two of his orations. In the next century Poggio Bracciolini discovered the entire collection of Cicero's "Epistles to Atticus," also a few to
Brutus and to Quintus.
Poggio is now proved to hav forged the "Annals
of Tacitus;" and when the work was first published
in 1468, there was appended to it "A Dialog Concerning Oratory," which, though anonymou£1, was
assigned to Cornelius Tacitus. It purported to be
written in the sixth year of Vespasian, A.D. 75. But
Lipsius, in 1574, could see nothing of the peculiar
style of Tacitus in it, and was unable to determin
who wrote it. Other scholars could not agree
whether it belonged to Tacitus, Pliny the Younger,
Suetonius, Quintillian, or some unknown author.
The truth is, it cannot be ascribed to any ancient
author. It was probably forged by Poggio. Hardouin says that the name of the ancient author was
sometimes purposely suppressed, so that in a later
age the work could be ascribed to some great name.
The earliest of these systematic forgeries were in
L!~tin, because it was some time after the revival of
learning before scholars mastered the Greek language. Poggio could write excellent Latin, but
made no attempt at Greek. And it is a remarkable
fact that the works of Tertullian, the earliest Latin
father, were discovered by Poggio.
No printed edition of the Old Testament in Greek
was in use among tha Greeks in Hardouin's timf', nor
did they hav a New Testament in Greek before 1638.
There were many Greek manuscripts in Italy, but
they were of recent date and apparent translations
from the Latin. Hence, he suspected that most of
the Greek books were :first written in Latin, and sent
to Italy to "be translated into Greek. Only a few
went to Constantinople. Indeed, there were never
many Greek manuscripts found in the East, but in
the West they abounded. WhyT Because there
they were fabricated. Hence, says Hardouin, we find
in them so many Gallicisms.
And in corroboration of the priority of Latin fabrication it is noticeable that where there is a Greek
and a Latin codex the Latin is generally, if not
always, the earliest discovery. And if the forgers of
the Greek manuscripts betray themselvs by Gallicisms, it may be added that the Latin forgers use
words that are designated in our lexicons as " bad or
used only by writers of an inferior class ;" for example, Ohristus and Ohristianus, as found in the
"Annals of Tacitus," in "Pliny's Letters," in "Suetonius," and in all the Latin fathe~rs.
The na,me Cbristus in Latin is an absurdity and a
fraud. The Hebrew word for anointed was mashiach,
and the Aramaic or Syriac meshiha, which, being
translated in Greek, was christos. The Latin equivalent was unctus, but the Roman church preferred a
transfer to a translation, and therefore called their
man-god Christus, as if that was the Hebrew surname
of J esue. And so the fraud has been perpetuated.
Dr. Murdock's translation of the ancient Syriac New
Testament, which is claimed to be an older version
than the Greek, has no Christ in it. And among
many evidences of the priority of the Syriac version
is the text of John i, 41, which reads: "We hav
found the messiah (i. e., the anointed);" but the
Greek scribe enlarges it so as to read :
We hav found the messiah (ton messian), which is, being
translated, anointed (cllristos).
There is no Greek word messias except in the
fourth gospel. It is not in the Greek lexicon, implying that it deserves no more recognition than Christus in Latin. Dr. Murdock has taken the liberty to
transfer the Syriac word rneshih(J,, rendering ~t messiah, with a capital C. But it ought to hav been
translated "anointed."
Hardouin is doubtless right i.n regard to there
being no manuscripts, except the holy scriptures,
more than four hundred years old in his time, 1729.
And here comes in a suspicion that perhaps even the
holy scriptures should not be excepted. It is well
known that King James's translators had no old
manuscripts before them. They had only "a Greek
text which Erasmus in 1516, and Stephens in 1550,
had formed from manuscripts of later date than the
tenth century." So says Tischendorf, who claimed
to hav discovered in 1844 the oldest of all Greek codices of the New Testament. "Since the sixteenth
century," says Tischendorf, "Greek manuscripts hav
been discovered of far greater ant.iq uity than those
of Erasmus and Stephens." And after naming the
Vatican codex, which first appeared in the catalog of
1475, and which, be thinks, may be as old as the middle of the fourth century, he claims that the codex
which.he found on Mount Sinai is even a little older,
and may be one of the fifty copies which Constantine
is said to hav ordered in the year 331.
The next oldest codex is claimed to be the Alexandrine, which was brought by the Patriarch of Constantinople from Alexandria in 1628, and is believed
by Tischendorf to hav been written about the middle
of the :fifth century.
But some scholars doubt the great antiquity of
these three codices of the New Testament. And it
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is a curious fact that soon after the publication of
the Sinaitic codex in fac-simile an audacious fellow
in Europe proclaimed that he wrgte the manuscript
himself; and his assertion was considered important
enough to draw forth an elaborate refutation.
It may be that the gospels as we now hav
them, were substantially the same in the second,
third, and fourth centuries; nevertheless there is
room for suspicion that the hand of the Benedictine
forger may yet be detected in the oldest i:lodices of
the New Testament. Not that the nucleus of the
gospel' stories was fabricated in modern times, but
if these oldest manuscripts of the New Testament
shall appear to hav been written many centuries
later than they purport to be, then who knows what
alterations and additions may hav been made by the
transcribers! And what if it shall appear that the
Sinaitic codex, so mysteriously found in a convent
on Mount Sinai in 1844, just ready to be used for
fuel, but saved by the purchase money of a Russian
emperor in 1859, and the Alexandl'ine codex, resurrected in Egypt in 1628 and sold to King Charles I.
of England, are both cunningly varied copies of the
Vatican codex, first cataloged in 1475 for a Roman
library that was then only twenty-five years old'
ANTiCHRIST.
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liberty, but the price of religious liberty as well.
This is where the coming crisis most displays itself.
Are you prepared to help forward a religious boil
upon the nation's cheek? If .you are not prepared,
then stand up vigorously as citizens of the great republic-the greatest in the world to-day-as men and
women who unswervingly believe in the individual
right of every man and woman to worship God after
the manner of his own heart; who say, boldly and
fairly, this is the land of equal rights, and no party
from a religious point of view shall ever let a religious standard float above the stars and stripes.
There are parties with apparently the very best
intentions, who seem desirous of doing you a great
deal of material good by putting God's label on your
nation. They think the Constitution of the United
States is such a limited, weak, and useless kind of
thing that it needs God's plaster on the back of it.
Parties who think that the government of the United
States will never take its true position or be accepted
at its real value until it ranks as a so-called Christian
nation with other nations. Parties who would like
to see the secular government subject to a spiritual
government, that would teach the child obedience to
the church first and the nation afterward. They may
seem all very proper parties, and what they desire
may strike people who do not think as very respectable things to do, but you hav only to turn to every
J.D.
Our London Letter.
country existing to-day, and to the records of preTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: That
vious governments, to find that if these things are
Spiritualism to Save the Country.
rampant bigotry is still alive and flourishing was
revived in th6se free and united states, you would
fully shown in the debate on the Religious ProsecuThere are crises coming. Crises occur every day. hav in the end an entirely different condition, and a
tions Abolition bill. There are many who believe They may be in your physical conditions, and culmi- deplorable condition, for the sixty millions of people
that religious persecution is a thing of the past, but nate in a severe headache or a fit of the blues, conse- who dwell in them.
if they read the speeches made in the House they quently as the case may be, and dependent upon your
Assuredly, friends, we believe in every man's having
will be slightly undeceived. There was just as much physical, mental, or spiritual conditions. Nations perfect liberty to w:orship God after the manner of his
inclination shown as ever to persecute unbelievers, are enjoying the benefits of crises, but some people own heart, even if it be the African worshiping a
but the prosecution of G. W. Foote did the Chris- think all crises are very much to be deplored, and rag tied to a stick, if he does it honestly and truly.
tians so much damage that it is only fear of the con- that if we could only avoid them we would be a great We would not hamper the religious life of any indisequences to themselvs that prevents them doing the deal happier than we are. We doubt it very much. vidual, but we would not giv any religious party
same thing again. The lying assertion of the solic- For if there were nothing in the body to remind you, power and influence.
itor-general that there had been no prosecution for by crises and consequent pains and penalties now and
Therefore be watchful, or before you know it God
heresy since 1640 shows that they are ashamed of then, that it is only by due attention to the laws will slip into your Constitution. Be watchful, or the
their deeds, though they are anxious to keep the governing existence that you liv, you would go on gentleman who wears the trinitarian crown, although
heresy laws on the statute book on the chance of damaging your physical machines until they were he would hardly be recognized by an Episcopalian as
their still being able to use them. Although the worn out., and some day you would find yourself sent a trinitarian, may find himself with a great deal more
Repeal bill is killed this session, it will no doubt be forth into the spiritual world a great deal sooner influence over the land than he who . sits as an unbrought forward year after year till carried, which it than you were prepared for it.
crowned king in your midst. Rome may hav more
is bound to be sooner or later. These professing
Take national crises. Whenever a crisis has mani- prestige than Washington in your national affairs.
Christians are greatly shocked at the idea of their re- fested itself in the affairs of a nation, that crisis is You must remember that eternal vigilance is the price
ligious feelings being wounded, and yet the same in- but the outward and visible manifestation ·of the of liberty. If political liberty was worth fighting and
dividuals are now appealing for funds to send out rankling sores that lie.underneath the surface finding dying for in 1776, surely-though we pray God
missionaries for the purpose of insulting the religions their way to some weak spot for vent and removal.
there may _be no need for it-liberty of conscience
existing in other countries. There is no such proWhat is the next crisis you are going to hav T You would be equally worth fighting and dying for whenfound hypocrit as your humble follower of Christ.
had a political crisis some hundred yeats ago. It ever the crisis should call for it.
The prophet Freund has fallen on evil times. His made your political blood stronger and healthier, and . If there is one thing that will avert this crisis it is
message is pretty much the same as the Nazarene's, left you with a tolerably fair and vital political organ- the broad and catholic teachings of modern Spiritual-'
and he receives much the same sort of treatment. ism. While it did you good it was very disagreeable; ism. She sees the nature of the individual and of a
As the faithful are daily looking for the second ad- its pains were very agonizing indeed, but you all personal God, and finds that •theocracy is not necesvent, how do they know that they are not persecuting look back on the Declaration of Independence as one sary for the government of a human world ; and so
their redeemer again in the person of Freund ? of the healthiest things that could possibly happen. long as you can progress with pure hearts and minds
Great will be their condemnation. The prophet
Now what is the next crisis T There are two little toward the next stage of existence, you do more than
Baxter is more wary and full of guile; instead of crises somewhat in the form of boils on the national any church of God for the government of your coungoing into the temple of the most high and denounC- body that are beginning to grow. You can see the try.
J. J. MoRSE.
ing the worshipers as a generation of vipers, he con- signs and germs in a thousand different directions.
centrates his energies on showing, in the most clear Somebody says: " We are going to hav a dreadful
Condensation Without Confusion.
manner, that Boulanger is the beast ?Jice Napoleon, crisis. I am perfectly satisfied that the indusFrom the Tulm·, Te:ws, Leaaer.
deceased, and if the former dies too soon, some one trial questions of the nineteenth century are going
Robert C. Adams, the author of ''Pioneer Pith," begins
else will be trotted out as the genuin beast, which is to come to a head and we are going to hav a by saying," What men want nowadays is pith; the marrow,
beafiltly rough on the selected victims. Fortunately labor war-a terrible time-the working people ris- kernel, substaJJce, bottom fact, bed-rock truth. Condensed
is in demand; for know ledp:e is so vast and time so
no one pays any attention to this particular prophet, ing up in all their might and ignorance and ven- thought
short that few can grasp imy great. bulk of the treasures of
• or some thin-skinned Frenchman might want to hav geance, and they will attempt to overturn society." learning." ·This is the keynote of the entire volume. Every
war declared in consequence. As Baxter makes a Now, this much-to-be-feared labor crisis which they chapter shows that the author has practiced what he preaches.
very decent living out of his line of business I claim is going to be a large-sized eruption is of the Brevity is the soul of wit, but it is sometimes attained at the
of clearness. There are but few writers who can
think he must be a rank impostor, for genuin proph- nature of a blind boil. Why, do you suppose that expense
without obscuring, compress without confusing.
over a hundred years of existence as a nation has had condense
ets never make the thing pay.
.
The author of this book may be rank(d as one of the few
It is distressing to hear that the prosperity of no educating effect upon the people? Do you sup- writers who possess this happy faculty. The salient facts of
many of the religious societies has fallen somewhat pose that after having emerged from political tyranny "Evolution," "The History of Religion," "The History of
ott during the past years. The British and Foreign and learned the lessons of bitter experience, and Christianity," "Hebrew Mythology," "Modern Criticism of
the Bible," and other universally interesting subjects, are
Bible Society has. to deplore a decreased income of labored for a broad foundation, all such matters arranged
with remarkable perspicuity. The author's facts
£38,000, and is in debt to the tune of £12,000. That hav been lost on the public conscience T Certainly are incontrovertible; his conclusions alone admit of a differthey hav done a good work may be understood by not; and directly this alleged-to-be-comi~g labor ence of opinion. The volume is well worth, and will more
the fact that they hav issued nearly three million crisis assumes anything like definit proportiOns, the than repay, a careful perusal. .
seven hundred thousand Bibles-not a bad year's justice, intelligence, and practical humanity of the
Only One Fault, and That Not Colonel Ingersoll's.
work-and such a useful society ought to be better people of the United States will see that right ~nd
From Pittsbur(Jh Truth.
supported. It seems the best trade done was in justice are done between the contending pad1es:
1887, when there was a tremendous demand for cheap There is no stronger power than the force of public
''The Limitations of Toleration," a discussion between
Bibles for presentation. The penny Testament is a opinion, and when that asserts itself on the side of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, Bon. Frederic R. Condert, and ExGov. Stewart L. Woodford, is a handsome pamphlet of forty.
great boon, and there has been a big run on the arti- right and justice, and not only sees that the workers four
pages. The discussion between the disputants clearly
cle-it is cheap and useful, as the leaves are just of the community get their just dues but also insists defines the true positions of Liberalism and Christianity toabout the right size to wrap up small lots of sweet- upon the worker rendering in return his just due, ward free speech. The remarks of Mr. Coudert are very
meats. It is very evident that all these millions of then you will find your labor boil very much smaller. discourteous, and show that gentleman to be. narrow.mi_nd.ed,
Bibles are not bought for perusal, or there would be But so long as it is a one-sided affair on either side, bigoted, and totally ignorant of what consti.tutes the limitaof toleration. Mr. Coudert is a Catholic, and of course
far greater additions to the Infidel ranks. It is it will keep going up and down. When all parties tions
that accounts for his illiberality and mental darkness. Exrender
each
to
the
other
their
just
rights
and
dues,
stated that Mohammedans are large purchasers, bu.
GoY. Woodford is courteous, Liberal in his views, but" inas we do not hear of any great secessions from that there will be no necessity to squabble, no materials telligently" absurd. The op~ning speech o~ Colonel Inge!religious party, it would be interesting to know what for a boil, and the lessons of the past will hav a prac- soll and his reply to his critiCs are masterpieces of rhetoric
tical result in the economic side of the United States, and logic, and. one cannot read them witho~t increasing ~is
they do with the books.
admiration and love for the colonel. There IS only one thmg
An offshoot of the Church Missionary Society is and the world will see the labor and capitalist que~ about this pamphlet that we do not like, and that is the
known ag the Missionary Leaves Association. I tions of the age attaining an equitable solution in patent or copyright upon it. The copyright is not in harmony with Ingersoll's sublime plea for the freedom of
never heard of it till this year, and suppose it is a harmony, in right, and in justice.
But there is another boil, a far more dangerous thought. We do not believe in "cornering" the seed of
comparativly new swindle. Last year it collected
Liberalism. We do not believe in that kiud of protection
about £10,000, which were expended in a magic lan- boil, and one that we are very much inclined to think for free speech. Let us hav free trade, so to speak, in Freewill
come
to
a
head.
And
if
it
does
it
will
be
a
very
tern for Ceylon, a consignment of harmoniums for
thought. But after all, a copyright doesn't amount to much.
Hudson's bay, and a case of tools for Bonny, which painful one indeed. Eter~al vigilan~e. is the price .of The price of the pamphlet is ten cents. Address the Truth
purchases leave the society £510 to the bad. They liberty. Not only the prwe of pohtwal and soCial Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York.
must hav paid pretty high for the goods, or expenses
of management must hav been high, probably the
latter-the office expenses of religious societies are
always large. The report does not say whether
these articles were sent out in the way of trade, but
as nothing was said about future payment, they may
hav been presents to some one, though I should
fancy they would be as useful as warming-pans in
the West Indies.
The National Vigilance Association evidently wants
to pass the hat round this month. This mysterious
society generally wakes up about this time of year.
It is now engaged in prosecuting several booksellers
near Exeter Hall for 13elling Zola's works, and no
doubt will 'get these unlucky people convicted. The
godly magistrate who heard the cases had read some
or all of the books, and considered them highly indecent and demoralizing, so committed defendants for
trial. I wonder if he ever read the Bible quite
through, and if so, what is his candid opinion of the
Song of Solomon and the book of Ezekiel. I dare
say he would assert that they were highly elevating
and moral.
There hav been several reverend shepherds getting
into trouble lately about money matters. and the
female sex, but as these things are of such common
occurrence it is not worth while enumerating them.
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lVatts the Rupert of Debate.

the Bible" were scholarly productions, evincing
a breaJth of cultu~ and depth of research strangely
contrasting with even the greatest champion Christianity can put forth.
A large portion of the or~bodox element were of
the class who, "convinced against their will, were of
the same opinion still."
It may ba there were a fe~ open to conviction and
possessed of sufficient intelligence to discern the
difference between Rationalism and emotionalism.
Such must bav been impressed with Mr. Watts's forcible arguments. We know that" we hav not labored
in vain, nor spent our strength for naught," for several new members were added to our roll.
A resolution was unanimously adopted, thanking
Charles Watts for his championship of our cause, and
for the splendid intellectual treat his lectures afforded
us.

The Chicago Secular Union has closely held public
attention through the press for the past week by
A Picnic in Ohio.
seizing on D. L. Moody's biblical convent.ion or instiSaturday, Aug. 31, 1889, the Secular Society of Kent, 0., tute to push. forward the Secular philosophy. Some
will inaugurate a series of Freethought meetings, continuing five hundred ministers from various states attended,
over Sunday as an open-air grove mass meeting and basket besides a large number of theological students and
picnic for the Freethinkers of the county. Speakers who
will attend the annual congress of the American Secular laymen, all expecting to receive specisl instruction
Union, and who are willing to help make these meetings how to refute the arguments of skeptics and Agnosa success by their presence and oratory, will do well to tics. Rev. Dr. I. D. Driver, of Portland, w&s imaddress the secretary, and we will do our best to greet you ported from Oregon, as well as Dr. Hastings of
with a hearty welcome.
THE WESTERN AMERICANS.
Boston, the former claiming to hav devoted thirty
Prices must be low, as ben!'fits will be mutual; and profits
Nos. 1 and 2 of this stalwart Western .American,
are out of place in our common cause-the welfare of man- years' study to answering skeptical arguments, and
said to be the very best champion the Christians can which proposes to grapple with the great Roman
kind.
MARIUS HEIGHTON·, Sec'y.
anaconda, are before me, and the way in which my
put forth.
It was announced in the papers with a flourish of friend, Col. C. G. Minor, formerly of the Cincinnati
The Public School Problem Proposition for a trumpets that questions of Atheists or other skeptics Commercial; deals deadly blows at this insidious
Prize Manual.
would be•answered by Dr. Driver. Accordingly a serpent, Catholicism, proves that we hav now a fearOne of the most important questions of the times, respectful communication was penned by Brother less champion of the American against the Roman
which must vary soon be met by the American peo- Stiles, and a delegation from our Union attended the idea in our midst. Chicago may be redeemed from
ple, is that of moral instruction in our public schools. Tabernacle, with a polite request that, being skeptics, Roman control if the valiant colonel is sustained.
How to teaeh children the purest principles ·of they desired the privilege of asking the questions He proposes to advocate ''Free thought, free speech,
morality without teaching them sectarian dogmas, is themselvs. The program had been that Dr. Driver free press, free schools, free government," but he also
a matter involving the very existence of our free or D. L. Moody or svme of the ministers would adds "free pulpits and free Bibles." Now, what the
public school system.
write out some supposed skeptical question and then latter hav to do with a political paper devoted to
Individuals cannot, with propriety, insist that their Dr. Driver would demolish it with neatness and dis- "preserve liberty, civil and religious," I fail to underpeculiar religious tenets shall be taught to those patch. · In fact, the ladies present must hav con- stand. I am glad he recommends "taxation of all
children whose guardians do not accept such doctrins, cluded that it was perfectly lovely the way in which property," and will oppose "all interference by any
and they hav an undoubted right to object to any- he routed the wicked skeptics and annihilated men of church in politics," or the "use of public funds for
thing being taught in a free unsectarian secular straw.
sectarian purposes in violation of the constitutional
school to which any patron can reasonably make obD. L. Moody was considerably nonplussed when prohibition." My friend will not be able to take
jections.
he read our communication. He sang over it and very ad~anced ground as to Freethought, though
Recent events in Boston, Chicago, Pittsburgh, and prayed over it, and prayed again before he would personally a very progressiv man. The WeBtern
other places, show that a bitter controversy on this commit himself, but I must say we were all well .American is very much needed in Chicago.
subject will soon convulse our entire country, and a pleased with his fairness and honesty. He finally
MY COMPLIMENTS TO L. F. MATHE.
wise policy requires that some common scheme of consented that we might ask questions but not disFriend Mathe makes a great mistake if he thinks
moral instruction shall be suggested to our state cuss, and gave us to understand that evening would I &ntertain any prejudice toward the French Canaschools, which shall be acceptable to all.
be devoted by Dr. Driver to our questions. From dians. I assail not their nationality but their popery
In a recent Symposium got up by the editor of the first it was evident the distinguished theologian -that system which is responsible for their illiteracy
the OhriBtian .Register of Boston, on the main ques- was determined not to answer our questions, so we and retrogressiv tendencies, for Mr. Mathe will
tion, "Can morality be taught in our public schools thought we would arrange to hav Mr. Watts come to hardly hav the hardihood to affirm that French Canawithout sectarianism!" a large number of the lead-. pin him down to the subject under discussion.
dian Catholics are a very progressiv or enlightened
ing educators of our country of different denominaAfter Mr. Watts arrived, Dr. Driver said he would people. As for being "inspired" by the Orange
tions, including Hebrews, answered in the affirmativ. not debate.. He had conscientious scruples against Sentinel, Mail, or World, I hav not seen the two
We, who believe it can be' done, are bound to show debating, but if Mr. Watts would lead off for an hour former for years, and never the latter. Strange that
how to do it. With this in view, I venture to make each evening he would follow for the same length of my reference to their characteristic frugality and
the following practical proposition :
time. He (Dr. Driver) had no conscientious scruples, industry my friend should torture into an attack.
I will contribute $100, to raise $1,000, to be however, against such manifest unfairness. Merton Perhaps my quotation, "the Cainese of the East,"
offered as a prize for the best practical scheme, in Smith, who acted as moderator for D. L. Moody, led him to misinterpret me, for I am not affiicted
the form of a manual, or other device, for the use of finally agreed that half-hour speecheR be allowed, with Kearneyiem, ·and entertain considerable respect
teachers in our public ~chools, showing how the pur- still giving the Christian champion all the advantage. for the mt:~.Ly good q<Ialities of the heathen Chinee,
est ethics can be taught without teaching such doc- To that we consented, as Mr. Watts could well afford even though he may be somewhat peculiar. In refertrinal tenets as could justly be offensiv to either to concede everything and then find no trouble in ence to their general illiteracy, if I remember right,
Catholics or Protestants, Jews or Liberals.
Prof. Goldwin Smith made that statement to me permetaphorically wiping him out.
This pledge of $100 is . conditioned upon the
The four nights of the greatest discussion held in sonally when interviewing him ·a little more than ten
pledge for this object of the total sum of $1,000.
Chicago were, by request of Dr. Dziver, who pleaded years ago, when he was, I think, superintendent of
When the whole amount of $1,000 is promised, indisposition and fatigue, reduced to three.
education for Ontario. His statement ought to be of
the subscribers shall hav a friendly con1erence in
Large and intelligent audiences attended each as great weight as that of Mr. Ross, and, from a
person, or by proxy, to arrange details and select a session, and on some occasions the Princess Opera political standpoint, a little more reliable. Did I
committee to act as judges upon the papers sub- House, our regular place of meeting, was packed to hold the French Canadians up to contempt for punmitted, and to award the prize.
its utmost capacity. It was quite a task to enforce ishing infanticide! I merely stated a condition
Several personal letters hav been sent out contain- the rule demanded by the Christians that no demon- which the priests took pains to maintain as a means
ing the above proposition, and the following pledges strations of approval or disapproval be made, as they of ultimate supremacy. The same in regard to my •
hav been promptly made :
remarks on " strong ties of race, language, and laws."
were the most frequent violators of it.
What
kind of a muddle should we be in if each
The
press
reports
were
unusually
fair,
the
Tribune
R. B. Westbrook, Philadelphia, Pa ........................ $100 00
G. E. Swan, BeaveJ; Dam, Wis.............................. 100 00 and Inter-Ocean devoting some days a couple of nationality insisted that the courts be carried on in
Joseph Sedgebeer, Painesville, 0........................... 100 00 columns, and the other papers giving considerable their language, as they do in the province of Quebec!
I. L. Gergen, Hudson, N.Y................................. 100 00 space to the discussion.
In some localities the German element are as numeriW. H. Forwood, Fort Snelling, Minn..................... 100 00
Dr. Driver is a man of considerable information, is cally large as the French Canadians are in portions
We now need $500 more. I earnestly appeal to connected with the theological university in the city of Quebec.
all patriots, and especially to members and friends of of Portland, and is an interesting, but somewhat
Now as to bigotry and intolerance. I well rememthe American Secular Union, to subscribe this emotional, orator. His greatest ingenuity was shown ber trying to procure a hall for an exposition of
amount of money at once. We prefer subscriptions by the manner in which he evaded the questions of Romanism in Montreal by an ex-priest, and when
of $100 each, but smaller amounts will be accepted. Mr. Watts.
I called on the printer for the bills, instead of getting
Let us hav at least three more of $100 subscribers.
It would be utterly impossible in a brief article to my posters, the foreman presented a revolver at my
Let the balance be made up by $50 and $25 pledges. even summarize this most important event or to do head-1 did not count the barrels-and appeared to
Progressiv thinkers are often called iconoclasts and anything like justice to Mr. Watts's magnificent be considerablv excited. I tried to calm his troubled
destructiv critics-tearing down without an effort to championship of Secular principles. Thoroughly soul, but he refused to calm, nor did I remain in the
build up. There is too much truth in this charge. armed at all points, he is perfectly impervious to the city to sue for breach of contract, for not a hall
If we object to the present system of "religious" aimless shafts of his adversary. He is a great com- could be obtained.
instruction in our public schools, and in Girard Col- pendium of Secular history and philosophy, and the
I will admit that either myself or the compo5itor
lege and other institutions that should be free from skill of his methods is almost marvelous, for mind made a "bad break" on French, but Mr. Mathe is
sectarianism, we are bound to show a more "excellent and tongue are trained to work in rapid unison, and indeed very ignorant of that language if he could
way." The ecclesiastical war between Romanists he is ever ready to clinch with logical reasons any not understand where the mistake was. My verdancy
and Protestants over religion (!) in our state schools points on his orthodox opponent; to all this he adds in French is somewhat proverbial, and I hav been
will at last hav to be settled by Secularists and on a well-tempered satire, which cuts as keenly as a set back on that several times. When a boy I frethe Secular principle. Persons holding to the Nine Damascus blade. Through the greater part of the quently crossed the Channel, so I got hold of an
Demands of Liberalism must lead in this great work. contronrsy Mr. Watts preserves a suavity that might Ohlendorf. When next in Paris, of course I was
Moreover, we Liberals need just such a manual as we be described as "insinuating smoothness," but before anxious to display my newly-acquired accomplishpropose for use in our own families and societies, to he closes he marshals his facts and descends on his ments, but not having any French tutor, I gave my
place side by side with Washburn's "Cosmian Hymn unfortunate adversary with an impassioned eloquence nativ pronunciation in all its provincial purity. I
Book" and Bierbower's "The Virtues and their Rea- which is like the resistless, onward rush of an ava- asked a gentleman a question. He (the Frenchman)
sons" and other similar works. Let us now vindi- lanche, sweeping all before him. He is certainly the then retorted, " I don't understand English." I
cate ourselvs from the slander that we are indifferent prince of polemics, and Dr. Driver was never so won't attempt to write it in Fre,nch, for Friend
to the question of morals and that we are mere agi- badly driven.
Mathe might get at me again. But my French aspitators and theorists. Let us do something for the
The lectures Charles Watts delivered Sunday after- rations received a cruelly abrupt termination. Howpermanent good of the world.
noon and evening drew large audiences, and were ever, that is not the question, nor does my "bull"
We hope to hav the proposed subscription filled applauded to the echo. "What Do We Know of make his point right. A distinguished physician of
within one week from the time that it reaches our God ? A Secularist's Reply " and " Christianity and this city, who has been the head of the United
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States Medical Society, gave a friend a prescription
the other day on which he wrote a recommendation.
In that he spelled stomach twice with a k. Did that
· indicate that he knew nothing of the function of the
stomach T If he did not, who would! From pretty
close observation I think I know something of the
methods, purpose, power, and influence of Romanism, and it was not the race I was writing against,
but their pernicious religion.
E. A. STEVENS.

great hero endured the heat and wrestled with war cannot auy a house without taking a deed worded
to pay for a farm.
according to feudalism. Our forme of law are full of
What influences a man's life, that is his real God. the antiquated and obsolete, and there is still abiding
A man's God is his ruling idea. What he calls God in legislature and judiciary loads that ought to be
may be only his plaything. The fancy that there is obsolete. The United States Constitution is the best
some one who, after the fashion of a man, makes and plan of government ever invented, and if we could
breaks things, won't hold water. The anthropomor- only get honest men enough to vote an honest ballot,
phic God must die. Now, do not get frightened. and honest candidates to fill the offices, what a happy
In taking him away I am leaving you the soul that country this might be! We hav every resource but
looks out upon phenomena. LWould ·it not puzzle honesty.
Mr. Wright to tell anything more about that soul, . What is to be the religion of this land when the
Phenomenal Philosophy.
as much as- it does to understand the anthropomor- population shall be 200,000,0001 Not Methodism,
Before the Independent Society of Spiritualists in phic God~]
that is too prim; not Congregationalism, that is too
Lynn, March 24th, I heard the old hero, Mr. J.
We cannot travel beyond our sensations. The crabbed; not baptism, that is too wet; not the SalClegg Wright, deliver a lively lecture which would spirits returned cannot tell us what their world is vation Army, that is too noisy. Will there be a rehav done the soul of any Secularist good to hear. like. They 9an only say what it is not like, and that ligion without sectarianism? That would be a ship
As I hav said of Mr. Washburn, who spoke on the what they hav is as tangible to them as our things without a keel j a quadruped deplete of a backbone.
same rostrum, that Spiritualists would do well to are to us, a~d far more glorious than our grandest Religion without sectarianism doesn't amour$ to much
employ him to review some of .their old-t!me Ra?i- possessions. We are like the blind man whose con- -it is too thin and limp. It may be that Catholicalism, so I say that Seculansts of the Material ceit was that the color of blue resembled the sound cism will be the prevailing religion of the coming
school will not miss it to engage Mr. Wright, when of his wife's voice. We compare what we don't people of this republic. Catholicism is growing in
they can get him, for he out-materializes most of the gather with. one sense to what we know by another our midst. Notice that every Sunday morning
Materialists whom I know or hav read of. And to sense. There is a chasm between this world and the Catholic girls are told by the priests: ''When you
both classes let me remark, do not use these veteran other that our understanding cannot pass; hence the are grown up and married you must submit to your
reformers so cavalierly as to discourage the younger spirit that has gone over, when he comes back, talks husband's desire, and the more children you hav the
intellectual and ethical athletes from entering the about this earth all the time, and tells how happy greater glory to God." Thus they hope to gain the
gymnasia of political,· philosophical, scientific, and he is in his new home, with things about him similar ascendancy in America which they hav lost in Europe,
social revolution.
to his old surroundings on the mortal plane. Per- and then they will put the little Jew of a God ~&hove
Here is some of Mr. Wright's wisdom:
sonality is not worth much without memory. I am our banner, and then, good-bye liberty. So they use
If modern Spiritualism be not tr1.1e, then all the not sure that memory will last forever. Forever is the liberty they hav to harbor here to destroy the
teachings of the past is error. If modern Spiritual- a very long time for any object to last. I am not haven of personal freedom.
ism be true, the supersensible world out there is by any means certain that there will be no pain over
What is to prevent? Education. Education will
larger than all that we can see or think of the }3ensi- there in the spirits' home. The fault with the Chris- prevent the dominance of every superstition, only
ble universe.
tian is, the saints are too happy. St. Paul, stretched apply it ; and that is the only thing which can. We
I am proud of the audience that comes here to on the greensward before the great white throne of boast of our democracy. Democracy is good, but
question nature direct. How long it does take for God, would hav to call for a former negro slave democracy without education is a failure. The Cathpeople to get at nature! It is only for about two from a Southern plantation to roll him over. Nay, olics are conspiring ·to ruin our common schools.
hundred years that we hav begun to touch nature. he would be too overwhelmingly contented with The free school stands in the way of the prisonUntil Bacon we had no real philosophy. [That is boundless bliss to want to be turned over. I do not church. We may learn to like and adore a prison, as
because, until Bruno, there was no real science, the want too much pain, but I want a little, just enough a dog loves a master who kicks him. We must take
foundation of philosophy.] To be sure, there· was to make me move. It is the cracks we get in life advantage of the force of early training and teach the
Aristotle, but hardly a thousand then understood which do us good, and contending against our young the love of libert,y, or liberty will be overhim such as he was, a vague speculator with a few troubles here fits us for the life beyond. And in the thrown.
val~able thoughts. Until Paley there was no state- life beyond enough trouble will need to continue to
ment worthy of notice, of the "design argument;" keep us improving. Put a Boston young lady on a
To all of the foregoing remarks I would respectand ~ow no good theologian quotes him as satisfac- sofa, giv her "Robert Elsmere," or better, some- fully say, Amen, and add this benediction: ·May comtory. Episcopalians are preaching pan.theism for thing more sensational-the more sensational the mon sense, larger knowledge, and widest friendship
Christianity. A few old orthodox are trymg to keep better-and never hav her do any work, or practice come to cure the curse of superstition, and make
close to the letter of the church creeds, but that calesthenics, and she will develop into a bad mother, man, woman, and child free indeEd.
Lynn, Mass.
JoHN PnEsco•rT GurLD.
craft is fast falling in pieces. Spiritualism comes and the third generation will be bad indeed. The
between the Liberal and orthodox schools. It comas cultivation of the intellect and imagination is well,
Explaining-Fablrs.
in a manner of its own. It does not say, "author- but we want strong and activ bodies therewith. I
From the Kansas Cil!J Times.
ity," nor "theory," but "~henomena." The mess~ge am not sure that Boston is any better than the InAt Christ church, Bishop Ussher, rector-elect, took for his
which the spirits bear us IS, "Try to read your btle dian Territory. The Indian, though unlearned and subject
the so-called mistake of the •• Sun Standing Still,"
clear to mansions in the skies by keeping your uncouth, not like the typical Bostonian, has a healthy takin~ his text from Josh. x, 12-14. He showed that the
body, which is a good foundation for a robust and error m .understanding the passage grew out of the Masorite
character clean."
There are several sorts of Spiritualists in Boston. cultured mentality, which may spring from him in inteiference with the original Hebrew in the year A.D. 500,
when the Towel points were introduced. He gave the transThere are those who hunt for ghosts, who are peek- the future.
lation of the unpointed Hebrew by Dr. Pratt. a very eminent
ing to see a table tip, satisfied supremely to hear a
We do not want too much mediumship. Running Hebrew scholar, as follows: "Then spake Joshua to Jehofew raps. There are those who condemn the ghost- after mediums continually tends to run Spiritualism vah, on the occ~tsion of Jehovah delivering up the Amorites
shows and hav no patience with the materialization into the ground. We must respect our own person- before the children of Israel, let the sun be obscured over
racket. L11.tely, there has been set up in Bosto11: a ality, and not let ourselvs be merely so many birch- Gideon, and the moon over the valley of Ajalon, and the sun
was obscured and the moon also, while the people rose up
class of ThMsophists, as they name themselvs, dis- bark canoes for spirits to paddle about in.
against its enemies. Is not this written in the book of
daining to be numbered with Spiritualists. They
Do not liv for heaven, but labor. The new gospel Joshua, and the sun remained in the clouds of heaven and
would be so far above other folks as to come face to is that this life well lived is the best preparation for shone, not rising like an ordinary day, and there has not
face with God. These are men who start with their the life to come. We are on the earth, and what we been such an event as this before or after it, as to the hearkbrains wrong side up, their motto being, " God is," hav to do here is to make the most of the situation, ening of Jehovah unto the voice of man, for Jehovau fought
Israel."
not "I am." God is! What a basis for an argu- so when we hav another locality we may be ready to forThis
translation does away with all the built-up difficulties
me~t ! Then Christian scientists. Christian science occupy that bourne.
regarding the arrest of planetary motion.
The
preacher,
while stating distinctly that he in no se~se
beats Theosophy all to pieces. There can be no such
There is still much work ahead for 'the reformer.
thing as Christian science, any more than there can A reformer is a peculiar thing, and he has to be, for limited divine thought or power for a moment, that anythmg
the created universe was outside of the limit of the fullest
be a white black, or a long short. They do not· at- his part is to do a peculiar work. A reformer is like in
divine control, showed by scientific facts that the condition
tempt to prove their propositions. Oh, no ! That nothing that ever was before him. A reformer is of the sun, seeming to stand still, could be produced by
would be beneath their dignity. To ask for proof like the day after to-morrow. The reformer is not refraction, and by his very clear way of putting facts, left no
would be to insult their faith. You must believe. wanted in his day, for his business is to overturn. ground for the skeptic to stand upon.
If Jack the Giant Killer's Beanstalks had been the Ei:ffel .
Only believe and diseases will vanish ! These things He turns right side up the brains that were bottom
are weeds. I like to see a farm in weeds when it can up. The reformer is a marked man. He has a mark tower indefinitly extended into the sky, and the elevators
grow nothing else. It shows that there is an effort down his back. He is spotted and hooted as a crank, had worked satisfactorily, and Jack had been a bigger man,
to grow something. I am not burlesquing. I am compared to and called everything that is crooked, and been armed with Hotchkiss rapid-firing guns, and the
glad for anything that may develop into something but he comes out right side up at last. A few years Giants had ever lived, why, Jack might hav killed them and
ago John Bright's name could hardly be spoken in the story might hav been something besides a nursery tale,
better.
I only know phenomena. I cannot know God, for England, to-day almost every Briton takes off his and skeptical young Ameril;a would be completely overhe has not parts, as he is infinit, and I can only know hat to John Bright. LAlas! how soon after this ~igh whelmed. As it is-well, very few persons can see much
what has parts. Not to be infinit would be not to praise of the Quaker statesman, that apostle of peace truth in the tale.------~~.-------be God, and to be infinit is to be merely abstraction. and 'evangel of liberty lay palsied on his bier, whilst
Lectures and Meetings.
When Moses saw God's back-parts he saw fraud. the people of three nationalities uncovered their
S. P. PuTNAM has the following lecture appointmeuts in
Some of you may think I speak too freely. I am here mourning heads in homage to departed worth !J We
to speak freely · and whilst you cringe in fear of your want our mansions here; it is too long to wait mid Oregon and Washington:
Silverton ••••••.• Ore., June 22, 23. Pomeroy .... W. T., Ang ..•.... 26.
supposed God: I declare that there will come a time rain and heat, through wind and sleet, for palaces in Stayton.........
" .... 29,80.
"
" . 24. Uoion ....... Orr·.,
Sept ........ 1.
when the word God will not be heard in all Lynn, the skies. We need homes, and we need them now. Mills City ....•.. "
" 25. 26. Baker Cits.. "
Prairie Cit:v. O·e .. and vicinity,
Turner
..•••••...
:27.
for there will be none who believe in him ; the people The church recommends the laborer to religion ; we Eola ...•.•....... ''
Aop(. 4, 5, 6, j". 8.
'' .... 28.
" 29, an. Fnx V~tllt>Y ...... Ore., Sept. !l, 16.
will get their brains right side up. What a happy cite him to social economy. The man going up a Oanby •...••.... "
" 10. 11.
......••. "
Jaly •.. a. 4. Long Creek..... "
'~
14,.l!i.
time it will be when God is dead! When the mon~ seven-story ladder with fourteen bricks in a three- Molalla
Kalama ...... W. T., " •.. 6, 7. HR.milton ....... u
" 16, 17.
Point, W. •r., •nd vicinity. Monument...... "
arch of monarchs shall be no more, freedom will reign cornered box on his shoulder, is told by his prayer- Starks
Hay Stack...... "
"
18.
Jnly 9, 10, 11. 12, 1:J.
Roek ...... "
"
19, ~o.
and liberty giv her increase. With liberty we hav ful master: " ' Thou God seest me,' don't steal a Astoria .......... Ore .• Jul:v .... 14. Lone
Fos'il........... ·'
" 21. 22.
Stella
•.•••.......
W.
T
.•
"15,
16,
17.
fecundity of civilization. With a theocracy we hav brick." "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and your Oswego .......... Orf., " 18. 19. Hillsboro, Or~., 8Ppt. 25. 26, 27, 28.
'' 20, 21. North Y•mhill. .. Ore., Sept .... 29.
mansion shall be built in the skies, while you camp Arnold's Grove. "
slavery.
·
" .... 30.
Coos Co ...0 ·e., Jnly 22 to Auv. 4. Forest. Grove._ .. "
I w:!lnt. to be right. I want to be just. I want to in a cabin below." The Gods don't belong to the Cobunr .... " Aug ......•... 7, ~. 'falPnt., Ore., ar.d vicinity, 00t. 3,
4, 5. 6 7.
Lebanon
..
"
u ••••••••••. 9.
Knights of Labor; they are affiliated in an entirely Olympia .. W. T., " ........ 11, 12. Liu kv11le ..... Ore., Oct. 11· 12. 13.
be God. I want to be Christ myself.
......... Cal., Oct. 20.
Warren Hastings when a boy, looking over his different organization. LThe Sons of Rest, doubtless.] BuckleY.. " " ........ 1~, 14. l:'acramento
" 27.
"
" ........ 17, 18. Rkl..n Francisco . . . . . . "
father's lost estates: dreamed and determined that The aspiration for the elevation of the masses bears Davenport,
Rosa.liA. W. 'I' • and vicmit-y, Aug. Los Angeles and vicinity, the
month
or
November.
l.Jl, 20 21, ~2.
some time he would buv back all that pleasant prop- with it an adequate philosophy. Spiritualism is more Dayton
.. W.T., Aug ........ 24,25. San Diego R.nd vicinity, the
month of December.
erty. That resolve of what he would. do when. a than a spiritology. As a philosophy, Spiritualism is
man made him governor-general of India. He d1d a war on all the old oppressiv ideas and customs.
THB TRUTH BBBXBR CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
not do battle for love of bloodshed, nor marshal his We hav got rid of the traditional mischief, but a vast
vast armies for the vanity of military glory. The amount remains to be rubbed off the board. We Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
H
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j conjecture,

to surmise;" and "conjecture" was "to
guess, to surmise." Of course, if I wished any more
information I could go round again.
I hav perused volumes of Spiritualistic literature
Spiritual Phenomena.
and hav found myself continually going around in
That the. spirits of the dead occasionally revisit the living,
or haunt their former abodes, has been in all ages, in Europe, the same little circle, and for all t.he information I
a fixed belief, not confined to rustics, but participated in by hav received I might as well hav spent my time o!l
the intelligent. • • • If human testimony on such sub- the picture-writing of ancient Mexico .. In fact, It
jects can be of value, thertl is a body of evidence reaching seems a surprise to Spiritualists that one should deback from remotest ages to the present time, as extensiv and mand definit information as a condition of belief, and
unimpeachable as is to be found in support of anything
whatever, that these shades of the dead congregate near they are ready to insist that none of us really know
tombstones, or take up their abodes in the gloomy chambers anything for certain.
of dilapidated castles, or walk by moonlight in moody soliThis to me is another point of connection between
tude (Draper's Conflict between Religion and Science, pp. Spiritualism and other forms of superstition, and a
120-21).
point at which it separates jtself from every departI hav no expectation or desire of proving a nega- ment of science. I never began reading a treatis on
tiv respecting the existence of ghosts, spirits, gods, any science but that I commenced to get information
angels, spooks, goblins, diakka, or any other intel- -information that would connect itself with the
ligences besides the men and other organisms knowledge of the world I had already acquired, and
which belong to, assimilate with, and are a part which I could verify to any extent I chose. But I
and portion of the earth ; but I would like to con- started with a belief of continued existence, heartily
tribute a little toward accounting for the fact that wishing it were a fact, feeling as if it ought to be,
so many of us hav not the slightest belief in tbe and yet the alleged proofs appear to me so utterly
existence of any such entities, having any connection futil that, at present, I hav not the slightest belief
with this earth and its real and known inhabitants.· on the subject.
Certainly it is not for lack of testimony. We hav
The proof of the existence of spirits depends upon
that in abundance. In fact, we bav altogether too the occurrence of what are called phenomena; and
much. If we take in all that can be clearly substan- the definition of the word phenomenon from a Spirittiated by unimpeachable testin,wny, we shall land in ualistic standpoint is about the same as that given
the asylum; if .we begin to reject what is unreason- by an itinerant scientific lecturer who was discoursable, improbable, contradictory, impossible, and ab- ing in a country school-house. He said: "Ladies
surd, we come ultimately to reject the whole. We and gentlemen, I hav used the word phenomenon.
come to reject the whole by a process known in Now, phenomenon is a big word and I presume most
geometry and logic as reductio ad absurdum.
of you do not know what it means. Let me illusDuring the winter of 1872-3 Elder Dungan, the trate. You see that cow over in the orchard. Well,
man who recently debated with Professor Jamieson, that cow is not a phenomenon. She is standing unwas pastor of the Campbellite church in Lincoln, der an apple-tree. That tree is not a phenomenon,
N~b. He advertised to giv a lecture on a certain nor is the cow standing under it a phenomenon, but
night on Spiritualism. The elder said, among other if you should see that cow climb that tree tail-fore_ things, that he had lately been reading the writings most to gather those apples that would be a phenomof Judge Edmunds. In those writings, he said, enon."
Judge Edmunds gave an account of a visit he bad
How much testimony would be required to. prove
recently made to the spirit world. When he was the actual occurrence of this phenomenon T To be
there he called upon his daughter. She was recently sure, the only objection we can urge is that cows can
married to 8 man who~ owned a sawmill. He went, not climb trees. Or suppose we put it in the form of
with his new son-in-law, past the sawmill to milk a statement that it is impossible for cows to climb
the cow. As they passed by the mill he observed trees. By this statement we place ourselvs among
how symmetrically the logs were piled. There were those arrogant people who hav arrived at some
ten logs at the bottom of each pile, nine on them, "finalities" and assume to know something. Supeight on them, and ·so on to the top. The only re- pose the man who has collected the testimony by
mark the elder made was respecting the cow. "What which this phenomenon has been proved, finds that
a wonderful cow that must hav been! She would the testimony of a number ~f good and true witfeed in pastures of immortal clover, giv milk forever, nesses, who saw it with their own eyes, fails to conand supply buttermilk to aU eternity."
vince us that a cow can climb a tree. He then urges,
One of the members of the church passed by my as an additional inducement to belief, that she
house, on his way home, and I walked with him. climbed the tree tail-foremost. We can see that that
He tliought the preacher's criticism on Judge Ed- would make it more of a phenomenon, but cannot
munds the best thing he had ever heard. I asked just see bow it makes it more credible. Finally, we
him if he thought the Bible could withstand such are assured that the phenomenon was entirely natcriticism. He said he would like me to point out ural, that all the witnesses are good Infidels who
anything in the Bible as absurd as that. "Well," I could not for a moment believe in the supernatural.
said, "you recollect when Elijah had cut the river Still we fail to experience any belief ; being as unJordan in two with his mantle and he and Elisha able to believe in the unnatural as in the supernathad crossed ov..er, they met horses and a -chariot and ural.
Elijah mounted the chariot and rode in it up to
The above would be a mild specimen of "phenomheaven. Now, if they hav horses in heaven, may enon "-in fact, hardly phenomenal at all-compared
they not hav cows also! If they hav spiritual char- with alleged occurrences to which our Spiritual brethiots they will want spiritual timber to make them of ren are calling our attention every day. Take, for
and spiritual sawmills to saw the timber, and I d~ instance, the independent slate-writing phenomenon.
not see why Judge Edmunds's son-in-law cannot own Can there be anything more absurd than the idea of
one of those sawmills as well as any man."
writing being done between two slates fastened
The trouble is that Spiritualism connects itself together 1
with religi_on, with demoniacal possessions, with all
It is urged that we must comply with the condisorts of trickery, fraud, and delusion, but we cannot tions. But the conditions are such as, from a standget bold of anything which will connect it with the point of common sense, would not help the writer to
.
world we liv in.
write nor the observer to see the writing. done, but
What are spirits? "Do they occupy space! Do would. help the medium to play tricks. Hence,
they liv upon some kind of food? Of what shape while no one has ever seen any writing done between
are they 1 Could they be classified by a naturalist 1 closed slates, they hav been made the media of
Do they run or float or fly ?"
innumerable tricks and frauds. Why hav two slates?
We ask the Christian where heaven is. He tells us I can think of no spirits who would be likely to write
it is where _the spirits of believers go after they die, better by using two slates except the Irishman
where Chnst ascended to, where God is. We ask who came over on two ships, and the writer of the
where these spirits go after death. He tells us to gospel of Matthew who had Jesus ride two donkeys
he~ven. We ask th_e Spiritualist where the spirits into Jerusalem.
reside. He tells us, m the summer-land, or the spirit
Materializing seances present testimony of occurworld. We ask where the spirit world is. He tells rences still more phenomenal. A man makes his
us it is where spirits dwell. If we want a little more appearance from a cabinet in a closed room who purprecise information he waxes wroth, or refers us to ports to be the materialized form of a defunct citiA. J. Davia, who tells us that the summer-land is zen. He has on a beaver cap with a silk lining.
spread out around the sky between the stars and the Was this cap made by some spiritual hatter who
Milky Way.. This way of locating the spirit world is lived in some town in summerland and had his adverabout like the old darkey'a designating the where- tisment on a spiritual board erected on some spiritabouts of the agricultural implements. The master ual rail-fence just outside of town, and which board
inquires:
was sawed from a log which was cut from a spiritual
"Sam, where is the hoe T"
tree, which grew in a spiritual forest, and which log
Sam: "It's wif de shovel."
was floated down a spiritual river into a spiritual
Master : ,..Where is the shovel !"
millpond T Was the skin from which the cap was
Sam: "It's wif de hoe."
made taken from the materialized form of a defunct
Master: ''Where are both of them'"
beaver T Was the silk lining made from skin spun
Sam: "Thay's bof togeder! Seems to me yon's by spiritual silkworms? Or was the whole thing
mighty potikler !"
·
·
just materialized out of air, or-out of nothing~ He
When I was a small boy I undertook to find out bas on calfskin boots with cowhide soles. Do they
the meaning of "surmise" by the aid of Webster's indicate the previous existence of cows and calves?
Primary Dictionary. It said, "Surmise. To conject- He has on a woolen coat. Wool comes from sheep.
\lre1 to ~ness!' ~urnin~ to "~uess 1 " it said, "To pid this man ta~e thou~ht for tP.e morrow, ~nd QQel;l

~ommttnicaiions.

his coat indicate previous ·processes of shearing,
spinning, weaving, dyeing, and tailoring? This
defunct citizen was a Democrat who died during the
last campaign, and he comes in with a bandanna handkerchief in his hand, which he uses to wipe away the
tears that he has not ceased to shed on account of
the late defeat and for other purposes not necessary
to mention. His boots are sewed with waxed thread.
Are· the bees which gathered the wax still flying
through the balmy air of summerland and sipping
nectar from the blossoms of the clover on which
Judge Edmunds's son-in-law's cqw is feeding T From
whence came the dye with which the various garments
worn by this citizen are colored !
But all this is nothing compared with the fact that
he has materialized a body with all its infinitly complicated organs and attributes. Look at him. He
has apparently heart and lungs. He has veins and
arteries ramified into countless millions of capillary
tubes. He has 8 brain and nervous system of infinit
complexity. His skin has millions of pores. He is
as natural as li,fe. and the same size, and, if we were
to ask him, would undoubtedly say with the materialized form of Mre. Burr's father, that he never felt
more natural in his life. All this has been done to
make a show for an evening, or a fraud has been perpetrated. 0 my brethren ! Let us go back to something reasonable. That the air should be successfully navigated on a broomstick, or that people
should sail upon the ocean in a sieve, are reasonable
occurrences in comparison.
But it is not only bodies of.men and women which
ma~erialize, with all their characteristics and defects.
The various diseases are either materialized or contracted in a ·few moments after materialization takes
place.
THE TRUTH SEEKER readers will recollect that in
Medium KeelE:r's Spiritualistic show, witnessed by
the Burr family, there was a clown connected with
the performance, known as "Wash." This· fellow
came forward every night, with an impediment in his
speech, apparently caused by a split palate. (These
materialized forms do not stay over from one night
to another. It is so much easier for the spirit of a
man who, while he was "in the form," could not
make a sawhorse, to secrete and secrete around ·and
in himself an entire body and suit of clothes, representing the art and science of a wide range of occupations, than it would be to stay over with some of
his relative or neighbors. Besides, he would hav to
dematerialize to get back into the cabinet, for that is
a part of the performance.)
"Wash" came in one night badly hoarsed up with
a cold. The same night Mrs. Burr's father took
pains to materialize a pocket handkerchief to be
used during a seance of about a minute and a half.
These facts are terribly suggestiv. We see, in imagination-, the rocks and fences of the spirit world
covered with the materialized forms of patent medicin advertisments. Some of the medicine must be
hard to make. For instance, how would the spirits
make a porous plaster T Perhaps they could make
the plaster out of the pores of a defunct plaster, but
the trouble would be to find something out of which
to make the pores.
We hav not only abundance of testimony to prove
the materializing of human bodies with whole suits
of clothes, made without hands, like the mansions in
the skies, but we hav a still more abundant testimony
to prove the materialization of fragmentary parts.
Thousands of people hav seen and recognized the
isolated hands of their friends. One gentleman, a
lawyer, instanced by Professor Howe, in the Freethinkers' Magazine, identified the hand of his wife,
which came to him apparently floating through the
air, and ascertained that it was about the usual temperature.
A Nevada editor, quoted in the Golden Gate, saw,
in a seance in Oakland, a materialized skeleton come
out of the cabinet and march about the room. He
or she was a very polite skeleton, for it bowed several
times to the audience. This is a very economical
materialization, for the very beauty of a skeleton consists in its not having any clothes on. Methinks I
could hav addressed that materialization in the language of the man in the "Vision of Sin:"
Trooping from our moldy dens,
Our chap-fallen circles spread;
Welcome, fellow-citizen,
Hollow heart and empty head.
You are bones, and what of that?
Every face, however full,
Padded round with flesh and fat,
Is but modeled on a skull.
No, I cannot praise the tire
Of your eye, nor yet your lip ;
All the more do I admire
Joints of cunning workmanship.Lo, God's likeness-the gromid-plan,
Neither modeled, glazed, or framed;
Buss me, thou rough sketch of man,
Far too naked to be shamed.

These are but specimens of phenomena which can
be attested by innumerable good and true witnesses
who relate their own personal observations and experiences. If testimony can verify the absurd and
establisl!, th~ im}JOf.!eible, Spiritut\li!:l:m h!'S surel! llrq,
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duced all that is necessary. I giv the same credence sought and found evidence. Which is to be cred- me, and, I think, was displeased, for, as I was about
to many of the witnesses that I would to my own ited-statements of those who claim to hav proof to reach for her, her eyes began to twinkle and snap
observations, and if I had seen all that is claimed to which they can furnish upon which their belief is like flashes of fire, and, at the same time, she began
hav been seen and heard, I should still hav no belief based, or the bare assertion of one who attempts no to fade, slowly at first, and soon went out like a
flash.
in the existence of disembodied spirits or in their proof of the 1!tatement he makes !
Now, as our eyes were not more than four or five
ability to collect around them material forms, the
You certainly are not posted on the claims of those
exact similitude of those which were buried or cre- who hav "heard whispers" and "received authentic feet apart, and I could see her as plainly as if it had
mated. To account for the existence of a good solid messages," if you think they claim anything super- been by the light of the sun, it seems to me that I
human body, clothed and in its right mind, by sup- natural. Not at all. They claim that it is just as could not hav been mistaken. My wife says that
posing· it to hav collected around, or in, an invisible much in accord with natural law, and just as demon- she heard me say, " What are you doing here?" I
intangible spirit, has about the same philosophical strable, as to be able to talk in Chicago with a man was awake, and kept awake till daylight watching to
merit as the Hibernian's idea of the way they make in New York. This cannot be done unless one goes see if abe would again appear. Now, did I really
cannon. He said "they just take a hole and run where telephone communication is established. It see something; or was it only an optical illusion! I
some iron around it."
cannot be done at all places and at all times "on thought that I saw something, and I still think so,
but if I was mistaken, then the chances are that
I owe McArthur an apology. I should not hav call."
written as I did. Surely I could not entertain any
How would one that had a telephone and operated death ends all. If the Spiritualists hav no evidence
personal enmity against a person for simply stating it every day regard ·the assertion of any person who of an existence after death, there is no evidence at
facts or advocating what he regarded as such. His hac1 never seen a telephone, that no voice from New all. The orthodox hav a belief, but belief is not
"fact" is that writing can be done between two York was ever heard ih Chicago-that no authentic evidence.
I remember that once, as I ·was walking toward
closed slates, and that spirits (not ghosts) do the ·message was ever received? Would not one nat~
home, two little children came running, and after
- writing. Those, to me, are unwarranted inferences. urally inquire how he knew-a~k him to prove it 1
That I cannot explain Slade's tricks, does not
Colonel Ingersoll did not say, "I do not know they caught me, one of them said, "If we had five
prove that he is not a trickster. That I hav not about a future life. I don't know that a whisper cents we could get two oranges." And when they
made a chemical analysis of the moon, does not was ever heard, or an authentic message received, left me they started on a run, and they were as happy
giv value to some other person's inference that it is and I do not believe anyone else knows." That as happy could be. One of them soon after died,
would be the Agnostic position, and if any proof and· if the spirit livs after death, it may be that the
a cheese.
I certainly had no idea that the account of Alex- was demanded it would fall upon the one claiming little visitor who called upon me was the little girl
ander's horse had the slightest value as historical to know. The colonel did nothing of the sort. He whom I had once made so happy. Ingersoll does not
evidence of evolution. Those who hav worked out made a positiv affirmation. I deny it, and the bur- believe in ghosts for the reason that he never saw
one, but if he ever shall see as I saw what appeared
the paleontological history of. the horse hav none of den of proof falls upon him.
them, so far as I know, mentioned that statement,
If I should say, "There is no God," I could then to be a little child standing within four or five feet
except Prof. Oscar Smidt, from whom I quoted.
be reasonably asked to prove my assertion. If a of him holding one finger in the corner of her
Until modern observation had shown that the rudi- man asserts there is a God, I can justly call on him mouth, and looking at him and he looking her
mentary toes of the horse do sometimes develop for evidence, and having never found anyone that square in the face for one or two minutes, he may
hooflets, that story seemed altogether improbable. colild furnish me any such evidence, I am Agnostic change his opinion.
Now, I would rather be surrounded with brightNow that there are no grounds for objecting to the - I don't know.
story on account of its intrinsic improbability, it beMy caustic critic, Brother Hammond, in the first eyed little children than be surrounded with Moses
comes much more likely that the story is true than place, shows his lack of the sharpness he assumes and the prophet!', for you see I like children, but I
that some unknown writer should hav anticipated when he calls me ".he." Why, bless your soul, might not like Moses. But supposing that I was
scientific discovery by inventing it. Then, again, my brother, Juliet has been a woman ever since the days mistaken, and that the Spiritualists are mistaken, all
idea was that Bucepbalus was a horse, not a pliohip- of Romeo. I do not think you meant to misrepre- we know is that man comes into the world like an
pus. Josephus relates, among the wonderful occur- sent my positione, but your evident prejudice animal, and he goes out of it like an animal, and
M. BABCOCK.
rences which transpired as premonitions of the de- against Spiritualism led you to do it unconsciously. that is all that we know about it.
St. Johns, Mich., May 3. 1889.
struction of Jerusalem, that a heifer which was being Read my article again, name and all, and yours also,
led to the temple, to be offered as a sacrifice, gave and see what mistakes you made, especially in
birth to a lamb. Though I think that it can be your quotations, which make me say anything but
Notes of Travel by W. S. Bell.
proved that cows and sheep had a common ancestry, what I did say.
From Leadville I had a delightful ride over the
I regard that story as entirely mythical; and I should
I regret to be compelled to admit that there is a Marshall pass and through the Black canon. One
regard as equally mythical the statement that a horse great deal of superstition among Spiritualists, as I cannot begin to adequately describe the charming
gave birth to a pliohippus. Except in the one also am sorry to hav to acknowledge that there is scenes which greet the eye of the traveler at these
particular, a horse with hooflets on his rudimentary much of bigotry among Materialists, but considering remarkable points. In approaching Marshall pass
toes is not likely to bear more than ordinary resem- both classes hav largely come out of the churches, the road ascends the mountains on a steep grade,
blance to a pliohippus. Men hav rudimentary and hav some of the vestiges of orthodoxy still left turning in the most tortuous ways around curves
muscles to move their ears. A neighbor of mine has in them, it is scarcely to be wondered at. I am in and back again over the same mountain, only higher
these muscles in a working condition, but I do not accord with you in the interest you express in psy- and still higher, and you look back and down into
regard him as bearing any more resemblance to the chology. I hav been studying and experimenting the canons stretching far away in the distance to see
for the past thirty years, and am still interested the windings of the railroad, and perhaps a small
" missing link" than myself. _
.
Yes, McArthur, you and I seem to hav different deeply. If you know of any new discovuies recently section of your train coming after you not far away
ideas of the meaning of the word Infidel. If the made, please inform me.
at a snail's pace. You are not afraid of it running
By the way, allow me to call your attention to a over you.
true Infidel accepts no finality, I am not an Infidel.
If I thought that I had lived {if anybody or anything work just published in Chicago by Professor LoveThe charm of the Marshall pass is, that it does not
does liv) in this world (if there be any world) for half land on Mediumship. As he is a man of deep fill yo:u" with the fear of imminent danger. But
a century (if there be any duration) without having thought and scientific acquirements, if you feel there when you come to the Las Animas canon and find
found out anything about anything for certain, I may be something possibly that you do not know on yourself more than a thousand feet above the river,
would quit. Think of there being " eternal search the subject, invest a dollar in this book. This you and riding on a ledge of rocks, without a foot of
and eternal questioning" wi~out there being any- will perceive will be "outside the seance room."
ground between the end of the railroad ties and this
If you r€quired a demonstration in chemistry, you awful yawning chasm below, you will wish yourself
thing to search into or anybody to question.
McArthur seems to want me to admit that he would hav to go to the laboratory, wouldn't you? out of the car and on foot. And if you do not get
does not know anything_:_that he has not arrived at You could get a dissertation on chemistry in a book out you may feel as I did when the train swung
any finality. I am not going to do it. If I do so, or lecture. Do you perceive!
around the curves. I leaned in the opposit direction
Milwaukee, Wis.
JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
where will I be? What is a "fact" good for if it is
to the cafion, lest my weight might be the last two
not a "finality?"
hundred pounds that would tip the car over.
McArthur indignantly exclaims : "Because you do
At Silverton I was met at the depot by Mr. and
Does
Death
End
All
1
not understand a proposition, is the proposer a fool~"
Mrs. Fisher and son, who accompanied me to the
The Spiritualists and the orthodox agree that after Grand Hotel and made all the necessary arrangeNot much. Fools do not hav propositions. My
idea of a fool is a fellow who does not know anything, death the spirit continues to liv. If the spirit can ments for the lectures and footed the expenses.
and I am not going to make such an admission even liv without the body it is -reasonable to suppose that They are entitled to great credit for the zeal and libby implication. Now, friend McArthur, I do not it would prefer to liv in this world where it is better erality. The lectures were something new and drew
think a discussion between you and me, on Spiritual- acquainted than it would be in some other world. large audiences. The·people very earnestly dis~ussed
ism, would amount to much, because we are so dif- After my having made a public speech, Spiritual me- the merits of the lectures on the streets, m the
ferently constituted that the precise l?oi:r~t where diums hav said they could see spirits around me while stores, and at their homes. I agitated the importance
the evidence seems to you most conclus1v, 1s exactly I was talking, and one said she could see me sur- of supporting our Liberal papers, and think my ffforts
where, to my mind, it breaks down. Be assured I rounded with little children, and all were holding out will bear fruit. I hav made similar exertio:ns at this
shall read with interest and attention whatever you their hands for pennies. Now, it is true that I used place. Last night I was introduced to the audience
contribute to THE TRUTH SEEKER in the future, as I to giv a good many pennies to little children, but by a prominent citizen and lawyer of this city, J alius
how could she hav known about that ?
D. PRIESTLEY.
hav in the past.,
Thompson, Esq. Mr. Cyrus F. Newcomb made the
If it be true that I am surrounded with little chil- arrangements for the lectures. An;10ng the most
dren, their influence ought to be good, and it may activ Liberals are Robed- Carter, Silas Moser, and
Mrs. Severance to Her Critics.
Yes Brother Heb~rd, the paragraph I quoted from be that their influence is better than would be the Charles McLoyd. I am engaged to giv more lectIoger~oll, which you repeat, is beautifully written- influence of the church if I were one of its members. ures in Silverton on my return from here. ~he Freeso writing being a thing in which none can As no one is protected by patent on ghost stories, I thinkers are more numerous and better umted than
surpass the colonel. The _only fau!t. I find w_ith suppose that I hav as good a right to tell what I hav they are here.
it is it is not true. It 1s a pos1t1v affirmatiOn seen, as anyone. Now, I want to say right here
I shall be on my way in a day or two to Salt
which I think he would feel a sort of hesitancy that what I saw, or thought I saw, the other night, Lake City.
W. S. BELL.
in attempting to prove. Now, what my article came nearer shaking my faith in Materialism, than
Durango, Ool., May 6, 1889.
was trying to point out was the inconsistency anything that I hav ever seen.
A few nights since I had the nightmare; my wife
of being Agnostic on the existence of a God and a
What "Pioneer Pith" Is.
future life, at the same time making the positiv asser- came in and, after waking me, she went into another
From tlte Denison, Tex., Gazeuee1•.
tion, "No person has come back from the 1;1nseen room, and a minute or so after she had left me in
" Pioneer Pith" is the gist of lectures on Rationalism, by
world no authentic message has been dehvered. the dark, I saw a bright little girl standing on my Robert C. Adams, author of "Travels in Faith, from Tradition
to Reason,"'' Evolution, a Summary of Evidence," etc.
Thro~gh all the centuries not one whisper has broken bed. She was neatly dressed and seemed to be some
It is a hundred-page pamphlet, di~idedinto twe~ty chapters,
after
gazing
at
each
six
or
seven
years
of
age,
and,
the silence that lies beyond the grave. Countless
and discusses such que•tions as H1story of Rellg~on, Hebrew
millions hav sought for evidence, hav listened in vein other for a minute or more, believing her to be a liv- Mythology, Creeds, Origin and Gro~t_h ~f Moralltf•. ~ab~ath
for some word." Can the colonel prove this asser. ing child, I said to her, "What are you doing here!" Observance, Ancient Morality, Chnstlamty and C!Vlhzat~on,
tion? On the contrary, if human testimony is of But she made no reply. Finding that she would.not What Hav Unbelievers Do11e for the World? etc. Pnce 1
any account, there are millions who clain1 tQ );l.av t~lk, I resolved to investigate, but f!he \lnderstood twenty-five cent~.
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'' Your case is certainly one of especial hardship. Accepting in good faith the permillsion given by the city authorities
nearly a quarter of a century ago, to occupy certain lots as a
site for a church, it has come about that owing to the desire
of a hostil religious communion to get possession of what,
by every rightful and equitable construction, was your own
property, you are now compelled to pay thousands of dollars
for continued possession of it. The whole history of this
business, so far as it relates to those who hav been striving
to disposseSs you, is a thoroughly discreditable one, and it
ought to awaken the generous resentment of every friend of
religious liberty. For, certainly, it is a gra:ve infringement
of such liberty that any religious sect should be allowed to
avail itself of a legal technicality in order to get possession,
whether for so-ealled religious or other purposes, of that
which is not their own. And the conspicuous inconsistency
of this action with that taken in the interests of those who
hav fattened upon state and municipal gifts and gr.ants;
would seem to indicate that Protestantism has still abundant
raison d'etre, and that Protestants may find in your case an
object worthy, whatever their religious convictions, of their
substantial sympathy."-

SUBSCRIPTION BATES.
Bingle subscnption in advance •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• fS 00
These views, however, are far from accurate.
One &ubscription two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
600 They could not be accurate unless it is conceded
Two new subscribers••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
600
that churches hav superior privileges and rights in
One,subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••
6 00 this country, and are entitled to use public property
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'ZOO without compensation to the owners. The real wrong
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
is that the city and state authorities should hav given
remittance ................................................... . 8 iO
either the Ohurch of the Redeemer or the Convent of
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 Mercy a single foot of land until they had paid the
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
market price for it. If the Catholics were shrewd
with one remittance.

A. Religious Squabble.
Our Protestant friends do not seem to be equal in
skillful robbery of the city to our Catholic brethren.
Their intentions are as good, but somehow the older
church gets ahead of them almost every time.
The case recalling this obvious fact, though made
public some months ago, has come up again through
the wordy warfare between the authorities of the
Church of the Redeemer and of the Convent of
Mercy and St. Joseph's'lndustrial School, all of this
city. Twenty-five years ago the common council of
the city allowed the Church of the Redeemer to use
twelve lots on the eastern end of the block between
Park and Madison avenues and Slat and 82d streets.
The permission was to endure " during the pleasure
of the council." Upon this understanding a woe. :len
structure was built on the corner of 82d street and
Park avenue at the time, and remained there up to a
year and a half ago, when it was remo't'ed to the corner adjoining. Simultaneously with the removal of
the wooden building the foundation of a stone
church was built on the site.
The other end of the block was afterward given to
the Convent of Mercy, attached to the St. Jol!leph's
Industrial School, on the same terms. The authorities of this religious mill, however, were ~ot satisfied
with their tenure, and appealed to the legislature,
which enacted a bill leasing them the land for ninetynine years for one dollar. They were then sure of
holding that which they had got and soon desired
more. So, two years ago, they stirred up the Sinking Fund Commissioners to take the land from the
Church of the Redeemer and put it up at public auction, when by connivance with our Roman Catholic
authorities, or by the indisposition of people to bid
against the church authorities, they hoped to buy it
cheap. The land was advertised to be sold and the
Church of the Redeemer folks had to bestir themselva. They, too, appealed to the legislature, and
obtained a law allowing the property to be disposed
of at private sale. Then they worked their pull and
obtained two-thirds of the property for $67,500$10,000 less than the officials first demanded-and
paid $2,500 down, leaving $65,000 on mortgage at
four per cent. The other third will be sold at auction and the Catholics propose to get it.
The plain English of the affair is that it is a fight
between two religious bodies to obtain property to
which neither had a shadow of equitable right. The
Catholics say they hav the right to get all they can,
but the Protestants claim that it is a case of " persecution." The Mail and E~press says :
" Bo great has been the religious feeling &roused in the
mmedlate neighborhood over the unwonted practices resorted
to by the Sinking Fund Commission, backed by the influence
of the board of aldermen, acting upon the suggestion and at
he request of the Roman Catholic authorities, that the quesion threatens to become a burning one unless the convent
people recede from their position."

And Bishop Potter has written a letter to the pasor of the church, calling the action of the city
authorities an " infringement of religious liberty."

Be

••1•=

enough to get their grant confirmed by the legislature, the Protestants need not complain. They
would hav done the same had they thought of it.
To make them pay for the land now is only a tardy
act of justice to the people of New York, and it is
only to be regretted that the convent cannot be
forced to be as unwillingly honest. It is not a case
calling for any sympathy for the under dog. It is
only a fight between two thieves over booty stolen
from the city ; and the people are fortunate indeed
to obtain restitution of so much of the plunder as
the Church of the Redeemer has been forced to
return.

The Presbyterians.
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian church
of the United States is now in session in this city.
This assembly is the governing body of the chuich,
and is the only authority which can revise the Confession of Faitb, and lay down in black and white the
articles wh:ch Presbyterians must believe.
This assembly will debate and decide a great many
questions regarding the machine work of the church,
its political government, and attitude toward various
classes and institutions, but the most exciting subject
for decision is whether the creed of the church shall
be changed and the doctrin of hell smoothed down
to meet modern ideas. The Assembly is said to be
divided on the subject. One party-the fossils who
hav learned nothing since their ordination-stands
by the "Confession of Faith" with its predestination
of men to hell or heaven ; the other party-composed
of men who hav lived in centers of literature and
thought and touched elbows with progressiv. menthink that in the light of the nineteenth century
these "figments of metaphysics," as they call Calvin's ideas, should be consigned to oblivion, and that
modern life is far too short for mortals to concern
themselvs with what they suppose God may or may
not hav decreed. The first party calls the second
party heretics, and the second party retorts by labeling the first party Ancients. Howard Crosby says
the great majo~ty of the laity of the church agree
with the unorthodox preachers, and that when they
subscribe to. the Confession of Faith they do it with
mental reservations.
The revision of the creed has been debated for
several years, and is bound to be accomplished
bally. With the exception of the Roman Catholic
the churches are moving away from their medieval
foundations, and, aside •from Catholicism, Christianity to-day is no more the Christianity of a hundred
years ago than a Chinese junk of the tenth century
is a modern steamship. The enlightened portion of
the Presbyterian church has already outgrown its
creed, and the elimination of the five points of Calvinism will be but the formal marking of the progress it has made, a milestone planted by the side of
the rough and bloody path it has traveled.
But if humor could find a place in a Presbyterian's make-up, the zealous preachers would see the
absurdity of their voting to decide whether or not
.hell exists. If sheol is a real place, it cannot be
abolished by ballot. If it is not, it caDDot be ore-

ated by the decision of a Presbyterian assembly.
Even belief on the subject cannot be changed by
the result of a ballot. Supposing the result is a tie
vote!
The antics and "playi!lgs at" of nursery children
are sensible compared to the actions of Christian
councils. The children hav at least the excuse of
youth for their foolishness.

Death.
One of the most piercing shrieks of Christianity
against unbelief is that when the unbeliever lies
upon his last bed, he is always afraid of death and
calls upon the Christian savior to come to his rescue.
In the face of facts innumerable this cry has been
kept up for scores and scores of years. It has been
said of nearly all the prominent Infidels, and believed by nearly all of the churchmen. Only within
the past few years has it been admitted by any pietist
that unbelievers die as serenely as the believer, and
that Christianity is of no effect in smoothing the
dying pillow.
Physicians are beginning to let the truth be known,
and the religious papers do not like their testimony.
The latest professional man to bear testimony in the
matter is Dr. Shrady, editor of the Medical Record,
and the physician who attended Grant in his last
illness. Dr. Shrady says:
" My own experience, strange as it may seem, has taught
me that Christian people are, as a rule, the most afraid to
die. • . • I hav found that the best Christians are the
most willing to stop out of heaven."

The experience is not so strange as Dr. Shrady
implies. Christianity is the very best possible religion to inspire terror in a dying person, especially if
that person really believes in it. Christianity has a
hell and heaven, and the conditions imposed by
theology for reaching the latter are so vague and
uncertain in their application that a person who sincerely believes in the scheme can never be really sure
that he may not ultimately find himself blazing in
the former. The idea of hell is a terrible one, and
well calculated to induce fear in a dying man, who
knows down in his heart that he has broken many
of the commandments which, if observed, would
keep him out of it. The unbeliever, on the other
hand, has no fear of hell~ and his feelings when dying are regre~s that he must leave those he loved,
not terror at the uncertainty of his final destination. If a Materialist, he goes to the grave as to a
couch of dreamless sleep. If a Spiritualist, he goes
as to a pleasant visit where he may meet his friends
again. So far as a mental condition can affect the
dying, the heretic's state of mind is infinitly superior
to the mental state of the Christian.

Please, Mr. Brown, Speak Up.
Some time ago we 'noticed the reported conversion
of one E. P. Brown, of Indianapolis, Ind., from
Infidelity to Christianity. He has broken loose
again, and this time givs fuller particulars of him·
self. Until three years ago Mr. Brown claims to hav
been an Infidel, the result of his own reasoning, as he
never read any Freethought books until he was thirty
years old. At that age, however, he became, he says,
''a worker in the ranks of Freethought." He "took
an avowed stand against the cause of Christ, and
never missed a chance to strike a blow for unbelief."
He " patronized Infidel papers; wrote for them ;
helped to support prominent workers; made speeches
and tried as hard as he could to get people to see as
he did." ·Mr. Brown was once editor of the Cincinnati Sunday .Breakfast Table, and later editor of
the Chicago Ledger.
In the winter of 1886-7 Mr. Moody visited Chicago
and began revival services. Mr. Brown (so he tells
us) visited the meetings and became converted.
Since then he has been engaged in work for the
Methodist church, his specialty being evangelistic
labor. He has burnt all his Infidel books, sends his
boy to Sunday-school, and loves the Bible as the
apple of his eye.
We hav no particular quarrel with Mr. Brown for
joining the church. It is his privilege in this country to make as large a fool of himself as he pleases.
Hundreds of men, though having the hereditary
taint of religion in their blood, hav lived a score or
two of years without making profession of religion,
and then swung into line and become as pious as any
hypocrit. It is a natural phenomenon. But their
Infidelity never amounted to much. They were perhaps conscious that their ways of life would land
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the~ in hell if

the Ch~istian ~cham~ should be ~r~e;
so mstead of reformmg, they demed hell. LlVlng
among Christians, they obtained a little countrygrocery reputation by denying a belief in· miracles
and the Bible. Such denial brought them into
sewing-circle prominence. The local minister would
point them out as people to be shunned, and this
tickled their vanity. Of the fundamental principles
of Freethought · they knew nothing, and disbelief
with them was as much a matter of prejudice as is
belief with others a matter of ignorant faith. Mr.
Brown has had thousands of prototypes, and will hav
hundreds of followers.
But it beats the world, when these fellows hav
joined the church, how prominent they formerly
were in the ranks of Infidelity. No man was ever so
complete a wreck as the latest reformed drunkard.
No blasphemer was ever so Huent in ·reviling deity
as the most recently converted Atheist. So it is
with these "converted Infidels"-:-no one ever did so
much to spread heresy abroad as they. The fortunes
they spent, the hours they labored, the speeches
they made, the articles they wrote, the books they
distribu.ted, are beyond all computation! No one
was ever so zealous, none so successful, in combating
Christianity. It is positivly marvelous, wonderful !
~· Brown is only a fair-to-middling sample, and the
forbearance he exercises in telling of his previous
exploits, now that he has audiences who know nothing
of the subject, and would not question the biggest
lie he could invent, is to be commended to other converted Infidels now engaged in the evangel business.
But how many Freethinkers of the country heard
of Mr. Brown when he was devastating the fields of
Christianity T Where and when did he make his
speeches! what Freethough"t journals did he subscribe and write forT what prominent workers can
recollect the support he gave them T We hope Mr.
Brown will let us hear from him.

A Conundrum for the

R~formers.

Things are getting muddled among the social
reformers of this town, and one must be preternaturally acute to know just where they all stand
and what they all teach.
Two or three years ago the social revolutionists of
the town found an apostle in Henry George and a
gospel in his "Progress and Poverty." George's
theology was to take the tax off laud and personal
property and put it on land values, thus insuring to
the community the increment which the land earned
becauBe of the community. The So'-'ialists saw in
this scheme a step toward their own ideal of society
-an idea Mr. George carefully fostered-and banked
heavily on George. Through their societies they
got up a petition bearing thirty thousand. names
asking him to run for mayor, and when he ran, the
Socialists and Communists and reformers of all sorts
gave him a vote of sixty thousand odd. Dr. McGlynn
left the Catholic church, took the stump for him, and
things were booming for George.
The next year Mr. George's party went in for
more election experience. They called a convention
at Syracuse to nominate candidates. His sixty thousand votes had made Mr. George conservativ. At
this convention he repudiated Socialism, and the
Socialists left him. Dr. McGlynn stayed. Consequence, thirty thousand odd instead of sixty thousand odd votes.
Then came the presidential election. Mr. George
went in on that heavily, and subordin"ated his land
tax scheme to an advocacy of free trade. Dr. McGlynn couldn't stand that, and left his friend to go
his way, while the whilom priest went in for Antipoverty. Mr. George is still the free trader.
Along here somewhere Rev. H. 0. Pentecost got
hold of the land-tax scheme and became fascinated
by it. He embraced it, and had to leave his church.
Since'then he has been teaching land-tax, plus doctrios which are perilously close to that Socialism
which Mr. George repudiated at Syracuse. Mr. Pen. tecost started three meetings and a paper, and hil!l
growth toward Socialism led Mr. George's righthand man, Wm. Croasdale, to pitch into Socialism
and Anarchy with vindictiv strength, squinting over
his desk while writing his diatribe at Mr. Pentecost.
Now Mr. Pentecost comes back and says that the
ground·rent movement is degenerating into a mere
fiscal scheme; that it is a Socialistic movement anyhow; that the Socialists and Anarchists agree with
"us" that private ownership of land should be abolished,; and finally avows himself an Anarchist by
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saying that his " prophecy" that "State Socialism
would grow out of the single-tax, and Anarchy -would
grow out of that, was based upon our [his] belief
that human nature haB a tendency to arrive at what
iB higheBt and beBt by the method that is most
practicable."
The student of social economy who has stood by
and watched this development can only marvel, and
opine that never before was there so much evolution
seen in so short a time. Henry George from a
Socialistic single-taxer to a free trade advocate; Dr.
McGlynn from a Catholic priest to a single-tax freetrade anti-povertyite; Croasdale from a worker with
Socialists to a denouncer of the whole party;
. Pentecost from a Congregational clergyman to an
Infidel and single-tax-Socialist-Anarchist!
Where will they all land and whom shall we follow
in order to help along the social revolution which is
to secure justice and an equitable distribution to all
of the things produced? Will the single-tax do it?
Will Socialism do itt Will free trade do itT Will
Dr. McGlynn's anti-poverty sermons do itT Will
Anarchy do it ! Will all of them combined do it T
And while we are in the way of asking conundrums,
here's another. All of these reformers agree that
the land question is at the bottom of the social
trouble, and if therefore the social congestion would be
relieved by making land, with limitations as to acreage, free to all who desire to use it-first come, first
served, like government land at present-to be held
only while used-movable improvements to belong
to occupant who created· them-and taxes assessed
on the productions of the lan:d at the lowest percentage at which an economical government could be
administered-why do they not make that the issue!
The rush to Oklahoma, the Chickasaw strip, to the
Sioux reservation, and to the great Northwest cartainly indicates that the social troubie lies deeper
than any of the issues discussed to-day; and that
a great majority of the people believe that free land
to use will relieve more poverty than all the nostrums
heretofore advertised. This issue would simplify·
matters, and people would know just what they were
after when they " vote as they think." It would save
an awful lot of ink now wasted in discussing nonessentials.

THE debate in Chicago between Mr. Watts and Rev. Mr.
Driver which took place a few days ago, was not a debate at
all, but a series or half-hour lectures by each gentleman, Mr.
Driver always following Mr. Watts, and having the closing
speech each evening. Under no other conditions would he
const~nt to appear on the same platform with Mr. Watts.
His "arguments" were the usual revival exhortations. This
was a pretty tame ending of a vainglorious boasting that he
had " spent thirty years in investigating science for the purpose of meeting the arguments of Agnostics," and like Tim
Linkinwater could "so put them down" that words would
fail to explain the depth to which they would sink. When
Moody and Driver jumped upon the revival stage at Chicago
they made a specialty of abusing and answering and confuting Infidels, and their audiences thought that they had but
to see an Infidel to bag him, so unerring did they represent
their pious marksmanship. But when in response to an invitation E. A. Stevens and his friends attended a meeting
and began to ask questions, Driver was run into a corner at
once and escaped only by refusing to let Mr. Stevens reply
to his answers, Then Mr. Stevens challenged the two revivalists, and Moody put Driver up as Christianity's champion.
He was too sharp to enter the lists himself. But when Mr.
Watts arrived at Chicago and had an interview with Driver
the Infidel knight learned that Dr. Driver would not debate
under any circumstances. The only thing that he would do
was to allow Mr. Watts to speak for an hour and he would
follow, stating his views. He would not consent to Mr.
Watts following him once. However, after a conversation
he agreed to both having two half-hour speeches each night,
upon the condition that "Mr. Watts should lead off every
night and that he (Dr. Driver) should hav the concluding
speeches." It need not be said, comments Mr. Watts, that
there was no discussion in the proper sense of the word.
The doctor took no notice of the Secular positions laid down,
nor of the principal questions put to him, but instead gave a
series of revival addresses. Notwithstanding the lack of
an opponent, Mr. Watts made the meeting interesting for
the audiences by traversing Mr. Driver's speeches, and succeeded, says the Inter-Ocean, in "making the worse appear
the better reason." Mr. Driver appears to be an honest, sincere, able man, but he made the mistake of thinking that
religious orations could ever take the place of calm, logical
reasoning. He depends entirely upon arousing the religious
sentiment which heredity has implanted in most people, and
his refusal to allow Mr. Watts to follow him at all shows he
feared the effect upon the audiences of a dissection of his
sermons. Nevertheless the meeting of the two has done
considerable good, as the Christians hav learned that the
Infidels are not only willing but anxious to talk religious
ma~ters over, and they hav learned, too, that the preacher in
the pulpit with no one to say him nay, is a much greater
man Ulan when he is on the platform with an In1ldel oppo-
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nent. If the preachers wish to retain their influence over
their docks they must be careful how they put themselvs
where the iconoclast can strip them of their deific robes and
remove the illusion of the people Cf?ncerning them. It is
only because the laity hav allowed the preachers to convince
them that speakers upon whom apostolic hands hav been
laid are a part of God that ministers occupy the position
they do. Disillusionize the people and the clergy's occupation is gone.
THE three Christian county, Mo., Bald Knobbers who .
were hanged at Ozark on the lOth inst., seem to hav been a
very pious lot. The crime for committing which they died
on the gallows was murdering William Edens and Charles
Green on March 11, 1887. The reason they killed the two
men was because Mr. Edens had interfered with the Bald
Knobbers when they were whipping one of his friends who was
accused of misbehaving in church. Shortly after this interference the Knobbers raided Edens's house, and he and Green,
who was with him, were murdered. The Knobbers were
Methodists, and one of them received baptism just before his
execution, and two of them, father and son, left a letter for
their families, in which they say: "We can only resign ourselva to our fate, and fervently hope to meet you all in a better world than this. And as to you, children, you must
always try to shun bad company, walk in the way of righteousness, and let our sad fate be a warning to you all to
never be led away by anyone. And should you be approached by any temptation cast it from you as Christ did
Satan. Our aim is to meet God in peace and on the morning
of the great day be enabled to stand at the right hand of God
and sing our redeemer's praise. We thank God that he has
given ,us a promis of heavenly home and faith to believe
that he will fulfill it. We all hav to meet God sooner or
later, and by the help of the one who died to save us let us
prepare to meet him in peace. And tltanlaJ be to God on
high, we belie1Je with all our hearts that we are fully prepared to
enter in at the straight gate and be welcdmed hO'YM by the one
who gaf!e m our being. And now, dear ones, let the divine

words of Jesus be your guide and he your comforter in all
things." Any system of religion which gets such fellows as
these Bald Knobbers into heaven, leaving their victims in
bell, is surely not worth the acceptance and support of any
decent man. Their lives hav been lives of bloody, brutal,
cowardly cruelty, yet all the while they hav been believing Christiavs!
THE Madrid correspondent of the London Daily News intimates that Spain will some day follow France and break
loose from the Catholic church. He writes: "Though the
Catholic church has such a hold upon the immense majority
of Spaniards, two facts must not be overlooked or ignored at
the present time. The first is the existence of a growing disposition toward skepticism and almost open hostility to religion among the working classes of great towns, among the
artisans of manufacturing districts, especially in Catalonia
and in the southern provinces. The other is the development of a strong inclination for philosophical and scientific
tenets absolutely opposed to the dogmas of the Roman
church, in the more educated and enlightened strata of the
middle class and of a fraction of the governing classes, men
belonging, of course, to the Liberal and Republican schools.
This current of thought and intellectual aspiration is to be
met with in the bar, in literary circles, in the higher schools
and universities, in journalism, and in the youth, not only of
the university towns, but also among the new generation of
the bourgeoisie that is engaged in commercial and industrial
pursuits. They are as yet a minority in Catholic Spain; but
theiJ,: infiuence is spreading so much that it excites the ire
and bitter opposition of the governing class and of the church,
whose reactionary pressure is still felt in the domain of public education, and in every sphere of scientific and intellectual
activity. I hav observed in Spain a phenomenon often
noticed in France, in Italy, in Belgium, and in other Catholic
countries, namely, that those Spaniards who sever their early
allegiance to the Catholic church in the middle and in the
upper classes, never go over to Protestantism, seldom even
to any concrete religious fO!'Jll of dissent, and they hardly
ever stop short of indifference, skepticism, or Freethinking,
or some of the English, German, and French philosophical
schools."
A OORRBBPONDENT of the Concordia Blade giVB UB some
more information about the religious proclivities of the denizens of Arkansas. He has been traveling in the state, and
his observations led him to think that if he had to choose
between a continuous residence in Arkansas and sheol he
would prefer the latter place, unless it is worse than has been
reported. "Religiously," he says, "the people of Arkansas
are a success. Their Christian zeal is remarkable. I was
informed of two cases while here, which show that in that
direction they mean business. A new comer who had not
learned the ways of. the country, went into his harvest field
and labored on the Lord's day; he was prosecuted and fined
fifty dollars. The other case was that of a young lady who
saw something funny in meeting, and laughed_- it was only
a little snicker, but it cost her fifty dollars all the same. I
don't know what a good hearty horse laugh would be worth;
but probably a couple of thousand. If the church people
hear a gun on the Lord's day they will tramp and hunt
around, and fool away time enough to raise five hundred
bushels of corn to bring the guilty party to justice. Religious meetings are held· in the school-houses, which are built
of logs, and built by the Christian people for their use, and
are called 'Christian houses,' but are used for school purposes also. I hav thought that this country is the Canaan
of the Bible that God helped his peop~e to drive out and kill
the inhabitants, and located his people here; and they are
here yet." Arkansas and Alabama are pushing each other
hard for the place at the rear end of the procession of civilization.
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Mr. Somerby, and all the readers of Tm: TRUTH BERKKR, I
remain,
Faithfully,
G.u:o. J. REMSBURG.
GALLUP, N. M., May 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I think Mr. Kirk's answer to the calf problem incorrect, as I can make it only 144 cattle. And to his
"practical, example, I giv 12.7842 cubic yards as the quantity of earth taken from the cellar.
LEE THOMAS.
POINT PLEASANT, IA., April20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5 to renew my subscription, and send two of your TRUTH BEEKER binders ; I
want to keep my file. I hav been a .Liberal all my life, and
enjoy your paper very much. Heston is immense.
Yours, etc.,
J. R. SELBE.
. SouTH ALLEN, MmH., April 30, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: C. B. Reynolds gave three lectures here at
South Allen,·and was thought by everybody to be the smartest man they ever heard. The church-members were a little
mad, but will get over it. They heard something that they
never heard before. Some said he ought to be tarred and
feathered, but they dared ·not tackle him. He will be
back in the fall.
BETH BuELL.
PATCH GROVE, Wis., April29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $3 to continue
my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER from May 1st.
THE TRUTH SEEKER still improves, and seems to hav
enough to do yet before we can hav a model government,
and I guess is likely to hav, as long as such noodles as
Blair can get into Congress. All honor to Heston; his cartoons are long speeches that are quickly read, and the busy
can take that much time to read them.
Fraternally yours,
MARY Y. B. HuMPHBll:Y.
GRANTFORK, ILL., May 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In TEE TRUTH SEEKER Of May 4th a Mr. G.
H. Scheel states that the Liberals hav started a Secular sociE:ty in St. Louis, and that they are to hav meetings and discussions every Sunday. He forgot to state where the meetings are to be held. I will be much obliged if he will giv
the· place where the meetings are to be held through THE
TRUTH SEEKER. This town is near to St. Louis, and as the
Liberals around here go there, they might go to one of the
meetings.
NICHOLAS J. KRAFT.
GREENE, IA., May 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: On page 65, vol. i, of "Thirty Years in the
United States Senate," by Thos. H. Benton, occurs the following in relation to the Panama mission : " The monarchs
of Europe had formed a 'Holy Alliance' to check the progress of liberty." Oan you inform me whether or not the
church of Rome was in any way conc.erned in that "Holy
Alliance?" If she was, I would like, if possible, to be
assured of the fact, and of any other correlativ facts that it
may be possible to glean, as I want to make use of them in
balancing assertions that I am making in regard to the recent
Dr. Franklin papal nuncio fabrication.
A. WILBON. ·
[Can any reader giv the information ?-ED. T. B.]
LEONARD, lA., April 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hope my Infidelity in these parts may bear
fruit in the future, as in the past. I am happy to say that
there are and hav been in the past winter extimsiv arrangements made by the people hereabouta to escape ·hell, and
stamp out Infidelity-which, by the way, has caused an investigation. And the results from an Infidel stan~point
show that the real thinkers are on one side, while on the
other side are those that submit to the powers that be without investigation and do not seem to hav an individuality.
Or, In other words, they that make the best Christians are
those that read the scriptures the least. Therefore allow me
to admonish Infidels to despise the cross, endure the shame,
for the time is not far distant when the imaginary hell will
explode, and then the priests undoubtedly will turn their
attfntion to trying to get up an earthly heaven to be enjoyed
here and now. Shake, Infidels, shake.
DANIEL LEONARD.
OAK MILLS, May 5, 1889~
MR. EDITOR: It is with the greatest of pleasure that I take
my pen in hand to write you a letter. My father is in Texas
at present, and is having good success. While in Seymour,
Ind., several months ago, he sent me a sickle that D. M.
Bennett owned when he founded THE TRUTH SEEKER. It
is a rare keepsake, and I prize it very highly. I hav read
two good books lately-Helen Gardener's" Men, Women,
and Gods," and Edgar C. Beall's "Brain and the Bible."
These works are unanswerable. I wish every pious, superstitious person in the world could read them. Among other
good books that I hav read are "The Bible of Bibles," by
K. Graves; "The Church and Morality," by W. B. Bell;
"Foolishness of Prayer," by L. K. Washburn; "The New
God," by S. P. Putnam; Colonel Ingersoll's" Vindication of
Paine," etc., and besides these I hav read numerous works
of Bennett, Ingersoll, Paine, Miss Wixon, Aunt Elmina,
Wakeman, Putnam, Watts, and others. Nothing givs me
more pleasure than to read the interesting articles in Tm:
TRUTH SEEKER each week, especially those concerning the
Blair bill. I was lately presented with a large scrapbook by
my teacher, and in it are now to be found the portraits of
several hundred Freethinkers. I think it is a book that I
should feel proud of. When I look upon the features of
those brave men and women, I say to myself, Can it be that
they are all fighting against priestcraft, superstition, and the
church ? And when I realize that they are I feel so good, to
think that they are some day going to overthrow these three
great evils and place the Freeth ought banner upon the broken
ramparts of all Christendom. With best wishes to you and

GREAT VALLEY, N.Y., May 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $6-$5 for Tm: 'l'BUTH
BEEKER, and $1 for the Giordano Bruno monument. I will
merely hint to you at this time that there is scandal in the
-atmosphere at this place, and, as usual, it is all the doings of
a reverend preacher and wife, and a young widow, whom
report says he thinks more of than he does of her whom he
swore to love, provide for, and protect, by the grace of God,
a few years since~ But alas! how unfaithful these reverends
prove to their plighted vows when confronted by the graces
and charms of a prepossessing young widow. It is then
that the grace of God proves inefficient to hold the reverend
fraternity, as a rule. Hence the wife of Rev. Mr. Thomas
has sued her unfaithful husband for a divorce. It has caused
a great scandal thus far in the neighborhood; has appeared
in the county papers, also in the Buffalo evening News, and
other periodicals, and is really assuming vast proportions.
I understand the trial comes off at Salamanca the 20th of
next month, and then we shall know something more detinit
regarding the matter.
A. F. ALBRIGHT.
MoLINE, ILL., May 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I often see your paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and know you are interested in Colonel Ingersoll. I want
you to inform him of the spirit I heard expressed against
him when I was-down in Alabama last winter. !was in conversation with a Catholic priest, and drawing him out on our
free schools, which he was bitterly against. He commenced
about R. G. Ingersoll, 11aying, "I would sign his deathwarrant, and go to bed and sleep soundly." This was also
in the presence of Colonel Prentiss Ingraham. If this is the
feeling that this element· has for him, I think he had better
look out for his scalp. It looks as though there might be
some danger of his being assassinated by this element or
their plot. Anyway, it is well enough that he should know
it. We cannot afford, to lose in that way the greatest man·
that ever lived. For my part, I am even proud to hav the
opportunity to liv iii. a time that has produced such a man as
Col. R. G. Ingersoll. Can I get in tract form from you, for
missionary purposes, cheap, Gladstone on Ingersoll and
Reply, Cardinal Manning on Ingersoll and Reply ? I am
going doWII in Alabama to put hornets in that priest's nest
to start him on his mission that he would love to accomplish.
Tell the colonel to keep on the lookout for him.
Yours,
J. W. BuRKHOLDER.
[Colonel Ingersoll's discussions with Mr. Gladstone and
Cardinal Manning are not yet out in book form. Our catalog of books, sent free, givs prices of his other works.-ED.
T. B.]
CARBONADO, WASH. TERR., April19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50-$2. toward the
paper and the remainder for the ANNUAL and Bell's "Outline of the French Revolution." . I thought I was sure of a
new subscriber, one who was taking a great interest in the
paper, but I was doomed to disappointment through the
party having to hunt new fields for a living.
· In one of your late issues A. A. Hadley, of this coast,
writes of feeling the effects already of the late election in
favor of protection. We are feeling the effects of a reduCtion that took place in this coal camp on March 1st, the
same being owned by one of the greatest railroad corporations in the country, whose leading man is one of our Republican lawmakers. When notified of it I asked the foreman what had become of protection. The only answer was
a grin.
One of our Liberal protectionists, when admitting high wages
in Australia, refers to that country as protected. Victoria
is the only territory there that has protection, and it is well
known that wages in that colony are lower than in free trade
New South Wales and Queensland. British Columbia, adjoining this territory, has no protection, yet operators there
can afford to pay the same wages for eight hours' work that
protected Washington territory can afford only for ten.
That twenty cents per day of W. T. B. H. falls far short of
the Republican campaign scale of wages credited to British
workmen. The wages of the surface laborers around the
mines of that thickly populated country, from two shillings
and fourpence to t"\YO shillings and eigktpence per day, compare favorably with slxty.seven cents per day of laborers at
the coke ovens of Pennsylvania, if we take labor papers who
advocate neither protection nor free trade for it. Anyone
traveling th~ough Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire and
seeing the valleys of those two counties lined with fine stone
cottages on quarter-acre lots owned by miners on nine hundred and ninety-:nine years leases, would think that they
would compare favorably in prosperity with the wageworkers of Rhode Island and Connecticut.
·
Liberals in this territory would do well to take heed of W.
S. Bush's suggestion to be on the watch for this incoming
new state constitution. This place has few orthodox Christians, fewer Liberals, but quite a lot that are indifferent who
never can afford time to read so as to improve their mind.
Success to THE TRUTH BEEKER and its staff, is the wish of,
Yours truly,
GRIFF LLOYD.
CoiN, WASH. TERR., May 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: One of the main inspiring objects of life is
happiness, and Robert Ingersoll says "the way to be happy
is to make somebody else happy." It is not within my power
to offer pecuniary aid to the toiling poor of the overcrowded
cities of these United States, who toil every day for a mere
pittance to keep soul and body together, with many trying to
raise a family, and suffering from excessiv competition, lockouts, strikes, shut-downs, etc., over which the honest toiler
has no control. But to such of these as scan the pages of
Tm: TRUTH SEKXER and hQn~stl.y indqr~e the Nine :Peijl"P.QI!

,

of Liberalism, I would offer a suggestion that they migrate
to the Northwest, and procure a few acres of land, a cow, a
team, a small stock of poultry; cultivate a garden, plant out
a few fruit-trees, build up a neat little home, and thereby
become more independent than a worker for wages can possibly be. Here in this Washington territory-soon to be a
state-there are opportunities for tens of thousands of families to come and settle on uncultivated land, some of which
can be obtained from the government by settlement in compliance with the law, while other lands can be bought of the
railroad company at prices varying from $1 to $10 per acre,
according to quality and advantages. Other parcels or tracts
can be bought of settlers on easy terms and at prices to suit
almost any of the energetic workers.
A little money is very convenient for a newcomer. It
saves many hardships, judiciously applied, but it is not indispensable where there is energy and pluck; of all necessities
this latter is the most indispensable.
We hav a tine climate, good soil, good timber lands, coal
mines, some silver and gold mines not very well developed;
no cyclones, to"rnadoes, earthquakes, or floods to boast of or
fear; no angry God to fear or importune for favor. Nature
is bountiful in gifts to the sterling rustler, and we want a full
share of the honest breadwinners and defenders of the rights
of man to share these blessings of independence in the new
state of Washington.·
WILLH,M J. WHITE.
MARIAN, 0., April 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Perhaps THE TRUTH SEEKER family has not
heard from this priest-ridden community of God's immoral
heritage. I hav been thinking of St. Paul, the hater of
females, who advocated lying. Now, if Qod wants me to
believe a liar he should hav made me of different material
entirely. I am almost seventy years old, making my living
at hard labor, harness-making.. I became surety for a man,
which I hav to pay, because he has put his properf.y in the
hands of his two daughters, who "are building three fine residences to let. Now, these daughters are good church-members, and of course pray God to hav mercy on me a poor
Infidel. At the same time they are silently chuckling over
the fact that they are living nicely on the hard earnings of an
Infidel-which to me is nothing short of a base swindle.
Now, by the help of God-no, by the help of a little more
elbow-grease-! will pay the note, and stick it in a con~picu
ous place, and when these good Christians tell me about the
beauties of religion, I will point to that as a specimen of
Christian honesty. Such are the consequences growing out
of the pernicious doctrin of shouldering their sins on another
person.
Not long since
reverend came to liav some repairing
done. He wanted to know how much it would cost.
"Twenty cents," was my answer. He wanted to know if I
could not.do it for fifteen cents, as that was all the money he
had. Now, I did not believe one word of it, because these
fellows make their living by lying.
Watson Heston's picture of God's jealousy reminds me of
the time when I was jealous. Now, the misery of a man in
that condition is simply indescribable. And I determined to
break myself of it if it cost me my life, and came off conqueror. Now, God being jealous, he must be infinitly so,
hence infinitly miserable. My advice to God is to do as I
did-break himself of it if it ~osts him his life. ·
Yours for progress, until superstition and jealous Gods
FRANK EvERLY.
will be no more.

a

S. W. OsWEGO, N.Y., May 2, 289.
MR. lllDITOR : While our friends are discussing the problem
of modern Spiritualism, will you, or some one of your correspondents, giv us a solution of an occurrence which haPpened here a few months ago? My present, loving wife
came into this neighborhood an absolute stranger to everyone here. She had never seen, or even heard of, any member of my family, who were all dead. While about her daily
affairs, she says, she saw a card, about the size of a postal
card, held before her eyes by an invisible power, upon which
was printed in large letters," Jane Walker, wife of Alvah H.
Walker." This was before she had seen or heard of me.
Also, every day for a week, and at all times of day, a pretty
little lady would put her hand on the opposit side of her face,
hold her fast, and kiss her. (That's the way my daughter
always kiBBed anyone.) She saw this girl every time. While
visiting a neighbor, she was shown the picture of my deceased wife and my daughter, and exclaimed at once," That's
the girl that lias been kissing me every day;" and was surprised when told that the mother and girl died a long time
ago. My wife is a Free Methodist, and " a consistent Christian." I am, and hav been for many years, what you understand as an Ingersollian Agnostic, and am naturally given to
skepticism. I do not believe my loving wife prevaricates.
There is also no motiv for doing so. I hav given you the
facts in as little space as possible, and ask you again to
explain. Neither of us is a convert to, or believer in, modern Spiritualism.
A. H. W ~LKER.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., April so; 1889.
DEAR OLD TRUTH BEEKER: You are not only a truth
seeker but a truth speaker. :M:any a time I hav looked you
through to try and find a lie in you, and then write and tell
you of it, but I giv it up. You grow to be a more noble
servant for the cause of Liberalism every day. I speak from
personal experience. Continue on in your good work. I 1
would sooner go without my meals for one week than go
without one issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav received
every number safe up to date, and I must say since my year's
subscription began again I hav received two numbers each
week, but rest assured I hav made good use of them.
This is a one-eyed country down here, nine hundred miles
from everywhere. I cannot send you much news. The
Methodists are having a gay time in their way, buying more
8\')!_!,ts ~!ld talkin~ abQut l;mildin~ a Iii}W churc}).. They hav
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a pastor now that deals it out to them with fun and humor,
and of course draws a large congregation. The other preachers seem to be getting a bit jealous of him. 'fhat's natural,
of course. They all find nowadays they hav to be a bit
more funny to attract a congregation. No congregation, no
dinners.
I was sorry to see C. B. Reynolds had been so sick. I
wish the old gentleman was coming· down this way again to
giv us some talks, or Colonel Ingersoll, or Dr. Thomas, of
Chicago.
We hav a lot of so-called Freethinkers in this city, but
they neTer patronize a Liberal paper, and very seldom air
their Freethinking ideas. They seem to think free speech is
violating the Constitution of this country.
How I long to go to Chicago and see that man Stevens,
and drop in at the Forum! Long life to Heston. His illustrations are rich beyond description. Giv us his picture in a
coming number, or tell me where to get it.
I inclose twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
Yours for the sake of humanity, heaven while on earth
and no Christian bigot's hell in the future, and right before
might,
W. G. MoRGAN.
ENSKNADA, LOWER CALIFORNIA, Mxx., April 28, 1889.
MRs. ELMrNA BLENKER: "Come let us reason together."
I hav read your discussion with Mr. McArthur with a great
deal of interest. Now that Mr. McArthur has abandoned
the field, I suggest that you and I come and reason together,
hoping, however, that good feeling will be maintained
throughout. You say you wish to continue the study of the
question, "If a man die shall he liv again?" You say you
wish to be credited with honesty of purpose and willingneBB
to learn. Granted. In your argument you seemed to take
for granted all that has been said by the enemies ofSpiritualists against the cause. For instance, the party who visited
Miss Lulu Hurst said he saw no wonder at all-only a muscular girl. Now, if the moving of heavy bodies by Miss
Lulu Hurst with one hand on top of the table, or whatever
the object, is no wonder to you, you must understand perfectly just how it is done. Will you please inform me and
the other readers of THE TRUTH SxxKKR how it is done?
You seem to dispute the veracity or judgment, or both, of
the fifteen million Spiritualists who claim to know Spiritualism to be a fact by ocular demonstration; demonstration, in
fact, to all the senses; and such demonstration to many and
repeated hundreds of times, and the fact as well and thoroughly established in the minds of many as the fact is to
you that you can talk face to face with a friend and know
to whom you talk, or that you can receive letters from
friends and recognize them. Now, in all candor I ask, why
this prejudice? Hav you found Spiritualists as a class lack.
ing in veracity or clearneBB of judgment? Go into any
community where there are Spiritualists. Visit the schools,
take statistics. See if the chi! dren of Spiritualists learn
mathematics as fast as others. Go to the courts and see if
any distinction is made on testimony under oath. Take the
census of the scientists of to-day, and inventors, and see to
what religion the majority adhere. And, last but not least,
who will uphold the downtrodden and fight unto their death,
if need be, for the abused?
One instance of spirit communication-the last that has
come under my notice. I hav been here in Ensenada not
quite two weeks. I lived before coming here in Phenix,
Ariz. While there I knew a medium whose name I hav not
permiBBion to use, but whom we will call David Church.
He left Phenix about six weeks ·ago, came here, and went
into the mines. Here is what I received from him last evening: "Mrs. N. A. Pickens: I received three letters from you
last ni[ht-the first I hav heard from you since I left Phenix,
except through spirit friends. They told me more than a
week ago you were in Ensenada. I tolq McKimm [his partner] of it at the time." I could write and ask McKimm
abo~t it if neceBBary, but would dispute the veracity of my
mother as soon. Now, if the spirit friends didn't tell him I
had come to Ensenada, Elmina, please tell ue how he did
ascertain the fact. I hav had as good tests from Mr. C. hunMRS. N. A. PIOKKNS, M.D.
dreds of times, verbatim.
EL DORADO, KAN., May 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Last year I promised you I would giv you
my experience in the church, or churches. Being born on
Oct. 25, 1852, without any volition of my own, and under an
orthodox administration, you see it was natural to drift into
the church. So I did, and it was the Seventh Day Adventist.
I was not in there long until I felt that there was something
wrong. I left that and joined the Campbellites; this one
imposed certain rites upon me that were not in harmony
with my make-up- I liked the bread and wine, but the
idea-how foolish !-I quit it with .disgust. It was foolishneBS in the extreme. The members asked me why I quit
partaking of sacrament. I told them I did not believe in it,
and that I could see nothing but foolishneBB in such performances. The brethren would ask me to return thanks. I
responded,·" For things that Yfe cannot get unleBB we work
for them ?" I "kicked" on the sending up of thanks for
"our daily bread," too. Well, I don't know whether they
went to heaven, hell, God, or the devil. I could never find
out, as I never got an answer. However, I hitched my
imaginary orthodox cart onto the M. E. chariot, and that
just completely took all the wind out of my sails. But, in
the mean time, I was busy reading Ingersoll's works, Paine's
"Age of Reason," and works of other sons of liberty, until I
was fully competent to decide in my own mind that the Bible
was and is a humbug, and that the principles of Infidelity
would make me a better man in every respect than the Holy
Queer and the church.
I hav often said that if I were to stay in the church I could
not be an honest man-i.e., I would be a hypocrit. I know
a man ~ho liV.J! _not over twe~y~ Fl?~ from ~eFfl• whose

initials are 0. F. H., who has been owing me $9.50 for two
years. He has not paid it, and I think that he never intended
to pay it when he contracted the debt. He is one of their
leading members in the Methodist Episcopal church at L.
He makes the longest prayers, etc., in favor of all the virtues
known, and at the same time he will tell you or anyone else
a willful falsehood. Such is the teaching of the church.
The ministers in Kansas tell us that morality is not essential
in. the salvation of mankind. Well, I would rather be a
moral man and serve the devil, than be a church-member
and be a hypocrit. From what I hav learned by reading
Ingersoll, Paine, Voltaire, Humboldt, Volney, and the grand
old TRUTH SKKKKR, with its most valuable contributions, I
hav bid adieu to the church for truth and veracity. The
church is a burden to every man, woman, and child clinging
to it, and I hope that the time will come when this infernal
superstition will hav no hold on the minds of the people.
Down with all the isiDB that hav a divine revelation for their
gu'de.
I hav over two hundred TRUTH SKKKKRS, and I am sending
them out to friends and acquaintances. Send THE TRUTH
BEKKER right along. I shall never giv another cent to build
churches in which ignorance and superstition are taught. I
had rather giv to the poor of our times than for such folly.
The preachers know no more about the future world than
the most ignorant men of earth. Why do they pretend to
know unl~BB it is to mislead and deceive the people? The
people are to blame for hiring men to teach something that
they do not believe themselvs. Liberals must wake up and
do all they can to get rid of this imposition, Bible Christianity. Away with the Bible God, and giv us liberty and
morality in its stead.
Yours for Universal Liberty,
T. W. BuTCHER.
ALLIANCE, 0., May 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Thinking a few lines from our Liberal Society
here might be of interest to some of the readers of your good
paper, I will just say a few words, that the Liberals of the
country may see that we are still at the front. We hav a
society here made up of Spiritualists and Libemls who work
together, and get. speakers. So we got Mr. Frank T. Ripley,
of Boston, to speak here for two months, March and April,
and he had very good audiences. Mr. Ripley is quite a good
talker, and a very social man. He made quite a number of
warm friends here, and is a radical Liberal. We hav a good
deal of friendship for him on that account, if we· do not believe as he does spiritually. He gave up his last lecture in
the evening to B. F. Underwood, who spoke to one of the
largest audiences we ever had. People had to go away on
account of there not being any room for them to be seated.
Mr. Underwood's lecture was open for remarks, and a few
persons had some questions to ask, which Mr. Underwood
answered in such a way that it made the meeting quite a
lively one. His opponents had no defense to offer to their
own questions. Mr. Underwood is quite a favorit here, as
he is one of the first Liberal lecturers we ever had to speak
for us. He used to come here as far back as 1865. I know
he could see quite a change between now and then. In those
days he could get an audience of from thirty to fifty ; now
he has an audience of five or six hundred.
At the close of Mr. Ripley's course of lectures the following resolutions were adopted, and a request that the same be
sent to you for publication :

ALLIANCE, 0., Apri128, 1889.
W:HEBEA.S, Mr. Frank T. Ripley, of Boston, Mass., lecturer, and
platform test medium, has been speaking and giving tezts for this
societY for two months, March and April;
Resol1letl, That the officers and members of this society find him
an able teacher and lecturer and test medium on the subiect of
Spiritualism; and.
Resol1Jfla, That we extend our earnest thanks for his work done
among us; and,
Resol1lfl4, That his many warm friends here will welcome him
back again in the future when he can come among us again; and,
Resozvea, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the Liberal
press for publication.
J. R. HAINEs. President.
R. G. SMITH, Secretary.

And also there were some resolutions adopted for our
young brother and friend Alfred E. VaneBB, who ie president
of our Secular Union, and first vice-president of the Independent church. Mr. VaneBB and his brother came to our town
about two years ago from England, and are highly educated,
and fine singers. The loss of Alfred E. VaneBB from this
society is deeply felt, especially by the young folks, of whom
he was quite a favorit. He is a machinist by trade, and
seeks another place where he may find employment. On
behalf of him the following resolutions were adopted, with a
request that they be sent to THE TRUTH BEKKER :
INDEPENDENT OHURCH, ALLIANCE, 0., May~. 1889.
WHEBEA.S, Mr. Alfred E; Veness, president of the Secular Union
and first vice-president of the Independent church, is about toremove from our midst and sever his connections with this Union, in
which he has so faithfully labored as a member; therefore, be it
ReSOl1Jfl4, That we deeply regret the necessity of losing him in
our Liberal work, and most fervently wish for him a future of
activ usefulness in his chosen field of new associations and interests. And we do most respectfully recommend him to all Liberal societies as a trne and faithful Liberal.
J. F. HAINES, President.
R. G. SMITH. Secretary.

Will Secular T!tuught please copy this last resolution?
With kind regards for THE TRUTH BEKKER family,
R. G. SMrrH.
Respectfully,
HAVANA, ILL., April22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : " If a man die shall he liv again?" This is
a question that comes up in the mind of every individual.
It is a question that no one can answer to the satisfaction of
all, and I am only going to giv my honest thoughts about
the subject. By examining all the creeds of the different religions, I cannot find anything to prove to me there is a life
beyond the grave. I find in the holy Bible, Eccl. iii, 19, 20:
" For that which befdleth the sons of men befalleth beasts;
even one thing befalleth them: as the one dieth 1 so dieth the

other; yea, they all hav one breath: so that a man hath no
preeminence above a beast. . . . All go. unto one place."
Eccl. ix, 5: "The dead know not anything, neither hav
they any more a reward." !sa. xxvi, 14: '' They are dead;
they shall not liv; they are deceased; they shall not rise."
Now, Bible bigots, where does your resurrection come in?
Again, says Job vii, 9: "As the cloud is consumed and
vanisheth away, so he that goeth down to the grave shall
come up no more." And I might go on through this old
book called the Bible and I could not find anything that says
there is a life beyond the grave. And we find it positivly
denies the resurrection. Then if the Bible, or supposed divine revelation, givs us no light on this subject, we must
consult that grand faculty of reason which nature has been
so kind as to giv us. Nature givs us this grand faculty to
guide us in search of truth and justice, and if man will not
let prejudice and religion trample his reason under foot it
will guide him to grand and useful facts. It is understood
by almost all people that it is our spirit that livs after our
bodies are destroyed by death. By spirit we mean the mind,
that part which thinks, or in other words, our thoughts. I
will first take the mind (spirit) and see what it is. I know
nothing of mind only as it proceeds from the brain. The
brain is the organ of the mind. Each faculty of the mind
has its separate or special ·organ in the brain. While in this
material world, mind can neither act nor be acted upon except through an organized apparatus. ImpreBBions of
external objects must be received through the organs of
sense and their delicate nervous filaments, and thought can
find expreBBion only by means of the physical instrument
under its control. Now, if we go behind these instrumentalities, tracing back the nerves which ramify through all
the bodily organs to their focus in the interior of the cranium, what do we find? Not mind, but brain; not the immaterial intelligence which receives, analyzes, and composes
the impreBBions transmitted through these nerves, but a material apparatus, an organ. Without this organ no mental
manifestation would be possible. That the brain is the
organ of the mind is now universally admitted. ConsciousneBS localizes the mind in the brain, giving a clear conviction
it is there and nowhere else. The brain has its function to
perform the same as the stOI!lach, heart, or any other organ
of our system, and the brain is of no more use to our system
as far as keeping up our physical existence is concerned than
any of these organs. When the stomach has been destroyed
it cannot digest food. When the heart has been destroyed
it cannot p1 opel the blood· through the system, and when
the brain is destroyed it cannot think or receive thoughts.
The brain is activ only when the blood is circulating in it.
When the blood ceases to circulate in the brain the mind is
dormant. In a dreamleBB sleep the blood has stopped its
circulation in all of the organs of the brain. In case of
dreaming one or more of the faculties may be in activ exercise while all of the others are dormant. This is caused by
the blood circulating in those organs that are activ, while the
other organs that hav no blood circulating in them are asleep.
But when the blood does not circulate in any of the organs
of the brain the mind is in a dreamleBB sleep, the person is
unconscious, cannot take cognizance of time, dates, place,
or occurrences. In fact, the person does not know he
exists. Whole hours may pass and he. will not know it is a
minute. Suppose, then, that while the person was in this
dreamless and unconscious condition the other organs
which keep up the voluntary parts of life should be cut off
or destroyed, would the person regain his consciousneBB? I
say no, and it does not look reasonable he would.
I will admit that in almost every mind there is a de~ ire to
liv again. I will also admit that in almost every mind there
is a desire to gain some high position in life, but because you
hav the desire that does not prove your desire will be rewarde!l. A desire which is not founded on facts is as
worthless as a ship without ruddtr, mast, or sails. Persons
hav a desire to liv again; this desire creates a hope, and on
this hope their belief is founded. We often hear it said that
almost every human being, civilized and uncivilized, hopes
for another life after thifl. But this hope comes from their
desire, and as we often hope for things we do not get, this
proves to us that a desire, a hope, or belief does not giv us
any evidence whatever that our desire or hope will be rewarded.
Belief should be the result of evidence and not of hope •
Persons too often say they believe a thing when they only
hope for it. Man is a product of nature. He came from a
material germ. This germ came from material things.
Man's physical organism is composed of material things.
Then as he is brought into existence by material things,
these material things contain the heat within themselvs to
create life. Without heat all material substance would be
without life, and without matter there would be neither life
nor heat. The material substances of the earth and the heat
of the mn are what produce life. But the sun derives its
heat from a material substance, or matter. So we can see
if there was no material substance there would not be anything existing, neither would there be any life or heat.
Every product of nature livs upon some other product of
nature. When a man dies his body will be food for some
growing product of nature, the same as other products were
food for him while he was growing. So we can see these
products of nature pass from one thing into something else,
but they remain material and do not pass out of existence.
So those elements which compose man always existed and
will continue to exist in some material form.
I am a Materialist because I cannot believe in mind or
thoughts without a brain. I am a Materialist because material is the source of all things that do exist. I believe in
nature's laws, which are a constant and regular order of facts.
I believe in this world and no other. I believe in every
man's duty to do all he can to make this world a heaven.
Yours for Materialism,
J. A. Wn.JlKR.
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BdiUd by Miss Busu H. WIXoN, .JI!alZ
Ri•w, .Mass., to t~~hom all aommuniMUons for
this
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" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a panse in the day's ooonpations
That is known &I the Ohildren'e Honr."

A. Cornish Lullaby.
Ont on the monntain over the town,
All night long, all night long;
The trolls go np and the trolls go down,
Bearing their packs and crooning a song;
And this is tbe scng the hill folk croon
As they trndge in the light of the misty moon" Gold, gold l ever more goldBright red gold for dearie ("
Deep in the hill the yeoman delve,
All night long, all night long;
None bnt the peering, fnrtiv elve
See hie toil and hear hie song ;
Merrily over the oavern rings
As merrily over hie pick he swings,
And merrily over hie song he singe;
" Gold, gold l ever more goldBright red gold for dearie."
Mother·ie rooking thy lowly bed
All night long, all night longHappy to smooth thy onrly head
And to hold thy hand and to sing her song;
"''ie not of the hill folk, dwarfed and old,
Nor the song of the yeoman, etanoh and bold,
And the bnrden it beareth is not of gold;
Bnt it's "Love, love-nothing bnt loveMother's love for dearie !'•
-Euoene Fie.za, in Chim{lo News.

My Little Pop Cbristmas.
I hav a little, fat, yellow pup, and his name
is Christmas. I call him Christmas because
I found him wandering on the street Christmas eve. I took him home, fed him, and
made him a bed out of an old dress of my
sister's.
When the pup was one year old my father,
myself, and Christmas went out to the government pier. As I was walking along I
stumbled and fell into the water. The dog
umped in after me, caught me by the coat
collar, and held my head above the water until my father helped me out. I was very
much frightened, but soon got over it. When
Christmas was two years old I made him a
present of a dog collar, which he liked very
much.
Sometimes the neighbor's dog comes in and
then there is a fight. My dog is a brave dog,
and he can whip the neighbor's dog. After
a while a friend gave me alittle kitten:. At
first the dog and cat could not agree, but
when they had been. together for a while they
became good friends, and this Christmas they
may be seen together sharing their Christmas
presents. We named the cat New Year because the dog's name was Christmas.
A week after I got the cat my little cousin
came to visit me. He took a great liking to
the dog, but did not like the cat. He would
giv the dog sugar and other things, and would
get very angry when the dog shared his good
things with the cat.
One evening, when we were all busy, my
little cousin took it into his head to get rid of
the cat. He wrapped the cat in an old
blanket and put it into the oven of the
kitchen stove. My mother smelt something
burning; she ran out into the kitchen, and
was just in time to save the cat. The cat was
very sick, but got well and is still living. My
little cousin promised never to try again to
roast a cat.
When the cat was a year old I thought I
would giv him a surprise party. I invited all
my friends and told them to bring all the cats
and dogs they could find. They came and
brought small cats, large cats, yellow cats,
black cats, big dogs, little dogs, pug dogs,
bull dogs, and every other kind. We had the
party in our barn and when the procession
1lled in you ought to hav been there. There
was a pitched battle, and you bet we boys had
fun. My cat and dog came out of the battle
alive, and are still enjoying good health.
RoY !:hiLES.
What the Little Ones .A.re Saying.
There was once a little girl whose reading
in school was so excellent that she was
always called upon to display her abilities
when visitors were present. On one such
occasion, says Youth's Oompanion, she rose,
"puffed up with majestic pride," to repeat a
poem beginning:
Daffodils, d~>ffodila.
But pride had a fall that time for the
words got twisted, and she enunci~ted 'th
WI
h . .
emp RBIS ·
.
.
Daddyfo~Ie, daddy!mle.
Many are the lud1crous mistakes belonging

to reading classes. A little girl one day
attempted the sentence: "Cortes with a
handful of followers, went to Mexico," but
she re d ·
·
"
.
a • m all graVIty:
Corte.s, With a
handful of flowers, went to Mex1co." Another child delivered, with great expression,
the lines from'' Lord Ullin's Daughter:"
Who will cheer my bony bride,
When they hav slain her lover 1
"Why, Georgie," said a girl to her little
brother, "I've just heard that you were
whipped at school last week. I had no idea
of it till rna told me a few minutes ago."
"Hadn't you ?" responded George. And
then he added, with an air of pride, "Why,
I knew it at the time."
A resident of the Case Farm, Detroi.t, who
owns a handsome. home, considered himself
infringed upon by a neighbor who had built
aggressivly near to him, so that their windows faced each other. The aggrieved man
determined to make his neighbor uncomfortable. So he took pencil and paper and
draughted a line fence nine feet high, that
would at once separate the two houses. His
little daughter ran into his study while he
was working at it and asked him what he
was making. He explained it to her and
gave her an admonition. "You are not to
go into Mr. --'s yard any more nor play
with the children." " But, papa," pleaded
the little one, '' we're good friends. I like
them and they like me." "I don't care,"
wall the answer. "I want you to keep away
from them, and that is why I am building
this high wall between the houses." The
child's eyes filled with tears, and she looked
earnestly into her father's angry face for a
moment in silence, then asked softly: "Papa,
is it a spite-wall ?" It will not be built now.
A little Sixteenth-street girl was interviewing the preacher. " Ain't God good ?" she
asked earnestly. " Of course he is, my
child," said the pastor. "And it isn't wrong
to say so, is it?" she continued. " Certainly
not." "That's what I told mamma." "Why,
my child," said the pastor in amazement,
" your mamma did not say he was not good,
did she?" "No, sir, not exactly; but at
breakfast this morning, when papa took a
mouthful of coffee, he said 'Good God I' and
mamma told him there was no use in swearing, even if the coffee wasn't the best in the
world."

Correspondence.
PoRTLAND, ORE., April21, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am fourteen years
old, and I go to school every day. I am very
j!;lad to write a letter to the Children's Corner.
My papa is a Freethinker. He has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for five years. I am
interested in the Children's Corner. I hav
"The Story Hour," which my papa gave to
me for a present. I hav enjoyed reading it
very much. Your Freethinker friend,
FLORITA A. NEUNERT.
PALATKA, FLA., April 26. 1889.
DEAR Mxss WixON: I thought I would
write you a few lines.. I am twelve years
old, and will soon be thirteen. I liv with my
grandmother. My mother, father, and little
brother liv in Kansas City, Mo. I go to
school, although school is out now. I study
arithmetic, alj!;ebra, grammar, geography,
United States history, Sixth Read, r, and dictionary. I like to look at the pictures in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I think them very
funny. School was out on April 19th. This
is my first letter to the Children's Corner.
Hoping to see this in print, I am, as ever,
Your little friend,
ELLA M. SMITH.
LYNN, MAss., April 22, 289.
Miss WxxoN: I hope the cheery children's
editor does not think that I hav forgotten the
cosy Corner. I hav sent my messages two or
three times since my last was presented more
than a year ago. I suppose they must hav
miscarried, so I send you a bundle to make
up the account.
The Corner is about the first page I turn to
when I get the paper, for however prosy or
querulous may be other columns, I do not
fail to find poet<y and generosity in your
department.
If I was able to hav my way in the world,
I would buy a printing- press, and hire you to
help me make a bijou paper that would be all
Children's Corner. I think it should be done
by some one.
JoHN P. Gmw.
[Our friend is very kind, and we thank him
for his appreciativ words. Some time, we
trust, there will be a Liberal paper that will
indeed be all Children's Corner. Until that
time arrives we must be content to work and
wait.-ED. C. C.]
-EAGLE POINT, ORE., April 25, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixON: As I havnothing to do
at present, .I will occupy the time in writing
to the Children's Corner. My father has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for about six years.
·We all like it, especially Watson Heston's
pictures. We liv on a farm three miles from

I

I Eagle Point.

We hav a large orchard.,-about
fifteen hundred fruit trees. I hav four sisters and two brother~. My little brother is a
year old-his name IS Robert G. Ingersoll;
he is trying to lecture now. We are having
bad weather here; it is raining here now.
Our school is out at present. We had a
splendid teacher; last New Year's he gave me
a very nice card. Do you not think him very
kind? Mr. Putnam lectured here in Jackson Hall last summer. As this is my first
letter to the Children's Corner, I will close,
hoping, as I do so, that it may skip the wasteFrom your Liberal friend,
basket.
Miss MINNIE NEWMAN.
P.S.-I will send you one of my cards, and
would like to hav one o! yours in return.
M.N.
[Thanks for the pretty card.-ED. C. C.]

~citnct

f!Iolumn.

Ocean Navigation.
It may be truly said, I think, that ocean
navigation is one of the accomplishments of
modern science, and as it is a subject upon
which the mind may dwell not only with
pleasure but admiration, I will endeavor to
explain how a sea captain wi.th his vessel
finds his way upon a pathless ocean from port
to port, thousands of miles distant, when for
weeks, or probably months, nothing but sky
and water is to be seen.
We may, for the purpose of our explanation, suppose that for some time past the ship
has been in the harbor undergoing repairs,
taking in cargo, and making necessary preparations for the long voyage which she is
about to undertake. At length the hour of
departure arrives, and the ship, wi.th her
cargo, captain, and crew, glides smoothly
down the river to the broad ocean, there to
encounter storms and tempests of every form
and magnitude.
The crowded and busy harbor is soon left
far behind. In a short time every lighthouse
and landmark disappears from view. Above
the vessel is the blue sky, beneath her the
mighty deep, around her the ever approaching and receding waves. But the rolling
waves following each other in rapid succession giv to the gallant captain and brave crew
no information as to the whereabouts of their
ship.
Everyone knows that the compass is the
sailor's true friend, because, in the darkest
hour or thickest fog, it never deceives him.
But as that instrument merely indicates the
direction the vessel is going, he must hav
some means of ascertaining the distance he
travels. That he ascertains by means of the
"log." A coil of string is wound upon a
reel, the end is attached to the log-a piece
of wood shaped to float steadily in the water
-which is cast overboard, and the time that
a measured length of string takes to run off
the reel is noted, and by this method the
number of miles per hour is estimated.
The measured distances on the log line are
marked by knots, and the time bears the same
relation to the hour as the knot does to the
nautical mile, and we speak of the ship going
so many knots an hour. This estimated
speed is written in the log book. The state
of the weather, the force and direction of the
wind, the course steered by compass, and all
important events of each day and hour of the
voyage are also written in the log book. This
method of sailing is called by seamen " dead
reckoning."
Navigation by dead reckoning is simple
and easily understood, but causes may and
do arise that render it unreliable. A captain
may be sailing west on his way from England
to America, and may enter a current of sea
water several miles wide running rapidly
northward. There may be nothing in the
appearance of the sea to indicate that he is in
such a current. And if he has only his dead
reckoning to rely upon, he may run into danger when he thinks his ship is ftoating safely
on the bosom of the ocean. Or a vessel may
be so drifted, turned, and tossed about by violent storms and furious gales, that the dead
reckoning may become confused and lost.
The captain then relies for his safety on that
branch of navigation known as "nautical
astronomy."
Every person who has made a sea voyage
must hav seen the captain appear on deck
morning and noon with his watch in his hand
and an instrument called a sextant at his eye
looking in the direction of the sun. He is
taking observations to enable him to determin
the position of his ship, and in order to do
that he has to determin his latitude and longitude.
Every well-informed school boy and girl
knows that the earth which we inhabit is a

round globe or ball.. That its only natural
fixed points are the north and south poles.
That halfway between the poles is the equator, and that there are ninety degrees of latitude from the equator to the pole.
The sextant is an instrument for measuring
angles, and when the captain comes on deck
at noon, it is to measure the bight of the sun
above ·the horizon. He begins to observe a
little before twelve, and watches it rising
slowly, until at last it seems to stop and
slowly begins to descend. The highest altitude that has been observed give the latitude
by a short calculation, in which the principal
thing to be considered is the position of the
sun itself with reference to the equator.
The sun's distance north or south of the
equator is called its declination, and the path
it follows crossing the equator is called the
ecliptic, and when making this calculation,
altitude and declination are both considered.
Every year there is published a book en.
titled the "Nautical Almanac" (it is prepared
at Greenwich Royal Observatory), in which
all the movements of the sun, moqn, planets,
and principal stars hav been calculated beforehand. From this book the captain gets the
sun's declination. Be corrects it for the moment at which he took his observation, and is
thereby able to determin his latitude.
It sometimes happens that the sun is hidden
behind dark clouds and cannot be seen at
noon, but the captain gets his latitude at night
on the same principle from a meridian altitude of the moon, of a planet, or of a star.
Latitude may also be obtained by taking observations of the pole star. An observer on
the equator would see this star on the horizon,
and as he travels northward it will continue
to rise in the heavens, and the bight of the
star above the horizon will always be his
latitude in whatever part of the northern
hemisphere he is in.
The captain having now discovered his
latitude, turns his attention to the question
of longitude, when the chief things to be considered are time and distance. One minute
is the sixtieth part of an hour and the sixtieth
part of a degree also. The circumference of
our earth at the equator is 360°, all of which
is passed over by the sun in 24 hours (15Q per
hour), and we all know that the sun appears
to rise in the east and set in the west, consequently it must be daylight in the former
before the latter, and as a matter of course it
must be noon at St. Petersburg and Copenhagen before London and Liverpool, and at
the latter places before Boston or New York.
Sailors of all nations reckon or count their
latitude from the equator, but longitude is
counted from various places. The Russians
count from St. Petersburg, the French from
Paris, and the British from Greenwich. All
seagoing vessels carry one or more clocks
called chronometers. They are placed in
swinging positions that they may not be
injured by the rolling of the ship. They
show the exact time at the place from which
the captain reckons his longitude. We may
suppose Greenwich, and by comparing the
difference between Greenwich time, as shown
by the chronometers, and the actual time on
shipboard, the captain determine his longitude. If a ship is on the Atlantic ocean at 10
o'clock, and the captain knows that it is
exactly 12 o'clock at Greenwich, he knows
that he is 30" west of Greenv;ich, and that is
his longitude. The duty of comparing time
is performed with great care and accuracy,
because if one hour of time is equal to 15° of
longitude, one minute will make a difference
of 15 miles in the position of the ship. It
will now be seen that the ocean navigator is a
man of intelligence and learning. He knows
more about the size and form of our earth,
the position and movements of the planets of
our solar system, than was known, by ~ll the
astronomers of the world before the time of
Copernicus and Bruno.· The starry firmament
imparts to him information of great importance; the heavenly bodies reveal to him the
divine teachings of nature herself. They
speak to him in his own language; they warn
him of approaching danger, and faithfully
and unerringly guide him on the path of
RoBERT B. COLVIN.
safety.
Omaha, Neb., April 28, 1889.
QUESTIONS.-Why is the compass the sailors' true
fritmd 7 How does the sailor measure dista110e
upon the water 7 What is the "Jog 7" What is
"dead reckoning 1" Is this mode of measurement
ever unreliable, and why 7 Wba.t is naut1oal astronomy 7 What is a sextant? Wha.t is latitude 'I'
How is a ship's latitude found 7 What must always be oo~J!idered in finding latitude 7 What>
about the" ~autioal Almanac?" How is lBtitnd&
found when the sun is obscured by oloud•' May
latitude be found in any other way f What is
longitude 7 How is it found by the BueeiBnB 7 the
Frenoh 1 the British 7 the Americana 1 What is a
chronometer 7 In comparing the difference in
time, must one be oareful? Why? Is the sea.
o"ptain a man of intelligtllloe e.nd learvillg t
Whyt
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A. Centennial Reverie.
Frank Pixlell's Argonaut.

This inauguration {)f a first president was
not the beginning of our national career.
America's colonial history dates from the fifteenth century; the sixteenth, seventeenth,
and eighteenth centuries were, at this period,
nearly complete; three hundred years of
struggle had been endured while elements of
population were accumulating and crystallizing, which became the basis upon which a
constitutional government might be safely
erected. The citizens of our colonial system
were gathered from all foreign lands, bringing with them much which was good and
much which was bad, much which was broad
and generous, and much which was narrow
and bigoted. Exiles from persecution in
other countries, resorted to persecution in
New England; persons fleeing from the tyranny of unjust and illiberal laws, passed
harsh and cruel enactments; exiles fleeing to
a land where they might indulge unrestrained
religious opinions, denied the freedom of
conscience to their co-exiles; Protestants
fleeing from inquisitorial tortures, persecuted
Roman Catholics, and denied to them equal
privileges in a land which belonged to neither
and which. they had jointly agreed to steal
from an aboriginal race, which did not know
the God over whom Christians quarreled, nor
understand the faith which they could not
agree to interpret, nor believe in the religion
which had divided them into warring factions. The victims of Torquemada and the
bloody Alva; of cruelties practiced in the
dark and troublous ages; refugees from the
persecutions of Protestant England, Presbyterian Scotland, of the reforming Henry the
Eighth, of the bloody and bigoted Cromwell;
Huguenots fleeing from the massacres of St.
Bartholomew, committed under sanction of
pope and king-all gathering in New England, consented to drown Quakers, burn
witches, persecute Freethinkers, exile Baptists, pass Blue laws, and traffic in slaves,
ste>len as captive of war from Africa.·
It was a curious mixture of strange peoples; it was a hard and dangerous period,
out of which grew this strong and Liberal
government. Had it D(Jt been for these diverse religious opinions so strongly held,
these brave bigots so sternly resolute, and
because of a stormy ocean, which rendered
assistance from beyond the sea impossible ;
had it not been for common dangers which
environed them, colonies widely separated,
surrounded by hostil savages, oppressed with
unknown dangers and with political and
commercial wrongs of a common characterit is not probable that a friendly uuion of
states could hav been effected under a constitution which recognized equality, freedom,
and personal liberty. Three centuries of
struggle and endurance, and the dawn of a
new and brighter era broke upon the continent. Common dangers, common endurance,
common enemies, had braught forth such a
race of pure women and brave men as had
never before been called upon in the world's
history to plant the foundations of an empire.
Out of all this chaos and confusion, this
narrow bigotry and inflexibility of religious
belief, came a Liberal organic law which had
no God in it-a government without a religion, a state without a church. A nation, all
soldiers, emerging successfully from a long
war, made no provision for a standing army;
colonies, ruled from the pulpit by Puritan
preachers, formed states which gave no acknowledgment to priests and no aid from the
public treasury, recognizing no spiritual influence, no hierarchical interference or authority, in civil affairs.
Our forefathers builded better than they
knew; but one evil still remained. It had
not been overlooked, but the consequences of
its continuance had not been estimated. Slavery had been permitted to hide in the Constiution, and it led to the only great danger
which had threatened the American Union.
That danger has now passed and we are
again a united people. The evil our forefathers had not the wisdom to fear or the
courage to eradicate culminated in civil war.
In 1620 a Dutch vessel brought ·slaves to
America. In 1662 John Hawkins, an Englishman, brought slaves from Africa as merchandise in the ship Jesus, a slavetrader.
Slavery existed in New York and New Jersey
from the earliest period of their colonial
history. The slave trade was protected by a
convention between Englaad and Spain. For
two hundred years slavery was encouraged
by merchants of Boston and New York and
by the commercial policy of England. It
was sanctioned by religion-Roman Oatholic
and English Protestant. Merchants strug.

gled to monopolize the slave trade. It was
the central object of England's policy; leading theologians favored slavery. Jonathan
Edwards, a Presbyterian divine, Berkeley, an
English bishop-clericals in the train of Lord
Baltimore-owned slaves and upheld slavery
as a matter of principle and religious faith.
Slaveowning societies sent missionaries to
Africa to convert the heathen. There was
trade and gospel grace in the African slave
traffic and in slavery. The North retained it
till soil and climate advised its political conscience that slavery was not profitable. The
Yankee of New England, the Dutchman of
New York and New Jersey, unloaded their
human chattels upon the South, where, aided
by climate and character of productions,
slavery flourished. '.fhe institution· became
entwined in the very fabric of its political
existence, was interwoven with the warp and
woof of its industries, its economies, and its
social and domestic life.
The time to write the history of the causes
which led to the civil war has not yet come.
Slaves are free and black-men can vote; but
the wounds of the confiict are not yet healed,
the scars hav not yet faded out, war memories are not forgotten, war burdens are not
yet lifted, war debts are not yet canceled,
war damages are not yet repaired; race prejudices still exist, the color line does not fade,
political dissensions are not yet adjusted, the
intelligent white minority does not gracefully
submit to an ignorant black majority-perhaps it never will, perhaps it never ought.
We leave that question for discussion to the
orators of the next centennial.

The Real King's· Daughters.
From the New York Sun.

Every Friday Mrs. Robert G. Ingersoll and
her daughters and sister are at home informally to their friends. The Misses Ingersoll
often sing and play, and there is always special talent in the drawing-room, and some
delicious little spread in the dining-room.
These companies are delightful, the charm
being the great territory they represent, for
everybody who comes to New York wants to
see Colonel Ingersoll's home and the Barthold!
statue of Liberty. On Sunday the entire family is at home, and then chairs are at a premium, and so many delightful groups are
formed and so many brilliant points made
that one is at a loss how to take it all in.
There were never such Sunday nights as
these, for everybody on the carpet can do or
say something just a little better than any.
body else; at least the host thinks so, and
that puts the guest at his ease.· As an index
to the taste of the family, the room generally
reserved for company is the library, a splendid apartment with lofty walls, polished woodwork, and a view of ever-gay Fifth avenue.
The floor is carpeted with a crimson rug that
warms and brightens up the room, and wherever the eye strays there is a piece of china,
a water color, a pot of pink azalea, a spreading palm, or a bit of marble to make what
the art-loving lawyer calls a beauty spot.
Every wall space is covered by a bookcase,
from which the doors hav been removed, and
there are thousands and thousands of books
between the floor and frieze, and the library
table is literally stacked with folios of prints
and attractiv volumes of poetry and song.
Many of the books are treasured as souvenirs,
and on the margins are crisp, terse remarks
showing the owner's opinion of the authors.
Adjoining this delightfully booky room is the
salon parlor furnished in blue, hung with
splendid paintings, dotted with lamps, candelabra, and bric-a.brao that illuminate and
idealize, and lined with a variety of chairs,
divans, and low seats. One corner is given
to music, and here the colonel gets his great.
est enjoyment. Once a. week Mrs. Ingersoll
opens her basement door to the poor and
needy, and the help she personally extends
would put some '\""ery liberal churches to
shame. In the winter kettles of soup and
coffee are kept boiling the entire morning;
empty bottles and cans as well as empty
stomachs are filled, and, whatever the season,
no worthy applicant goes without assistance.
Both daughters being of marriageable age,
that most hackneyed of all interrogative, Is
marriage a failure? not unfrequently comes
up, and with it the blushes of the pretty sisters. Apropos of elopements, the great Infidel
has repeatedly denied the possibility of a surprise, inasmuch as he has always had his
daughters' confidence, for the reason that he
has tried to deserve it; and more than that,
it hns been the rule of his household never to
admit to their society any man unworthy of
their acquaintance. No one who has ever
known the lovely girls will doubt the frequency of invitation to change their names,

but as yet .no suitor has been favorably regarded, the young ladies insisting that their
father must choose for them. There is but
one condition on which the consent of the
unbeliever can be had, and that is a written
agreement from the son-in-law to become a
member of his family. "My daughters are
free to marry any men they love, but instead
of losing them I insist on gaining two sons."
The religion of the daughters of Colonel
Ingersoll, or their lack of it, has been variously
m~represented. Taking a clergyman's recent
assertion that the elder of the two desired to
become a Christian as an excuse for asking
the young lady for the truth, I got from her a
positiv assertion that she had. no inclination
church ward.
"Very much that is amusing to us has been
said about our religious tendencies," she
added; "much that is wholly without foundation. We never contemplated going into
the church, never, although we are perfectly
free to act as we please. Neither my sister
nor myself ever heard a sermon in our lives.
We read church news just as we read church
history, but hav so little respect for the manner in which creeds hav been established and
are maintained that we never cared to listen
to any of them. I think it would amuse you
if you could see some of the people who
come to our home to save us from what they
call eternal punishment. We hav received
more than any of us hav kept count of-men
and women-all of them very nice people,
and too earnest in their solicitude for us to
laugh at them. They represented all Chris.
tian denominations, and some of them came
long distances to talk to us. Sometimes we
hav asked to be excused, but in nearly all instances one of us listened for the sake of being polite. The sermons, tracts, books, and
marked papers sent to us from all parts of
the world would hav made a very hot bonfire
for a minute or two, had we cared to save
them, and I do believe the creeds and articles
of faith that hav been mailed to us would fill
a postal cart. We didn't mind them, but we
felt sorry for the clerks and carriers, as very
often the documents were simply addressed
to New York, and some one had to take the
trouble of looking up our residence.
"No, we never hav regarded this class of
visitors as audacious, for the reason that it is
duty with them. These visits hav their
pleasing side, for most of the would-be proselyters come prepared to see a monster of
some sort, and when they tell us before leaving of their pleasure in having met us, we
can't help feeling a little flattered."
An admiring friend of the Ingersolls gave
to a Sun reporter this extolling account of
the daughters: "They hav never gone to
school a day in their lives, never attended a
church service, never had a love affair nor a
secret from their parents, never uttered a
prayer nor bowed their haughty heads before
a shrine, image, or priest, but they are two of
the loveliest creatures that ever breathed the
breath of life. If the big, merry Infidel law.
yer could be induced to quit his tirades long
enough to write a book on how to bring up
daughters, there would not only be profit for
the writer and the publisher, but a very excellent reason for a lenient opinion on the
part of the abused churchgoers. It is not
possible to come in contact with these sisters
without a feeling of admiration and astonishment. If one is pious the feeling is also regretful. They captivate by their very presence ; their manners are irresistible, and the
beauty of their lives is as positiv as it is indescribable. Contrary to the established modes
of procedure, the Ingersoll girls were never
disciplined. The colonel started out by
praising instead of punishing his children.
Nothing was forbidden. Everyone was at
liberty to say and do and be what he wished.
The word 'must' was by common consent
eliminated from the family vocabulary, and
has remained obsolete ever since. The average parent says to his child: 'I want to be
proud of you.' Colonel Ingersoll changed
this and said: 'I want you to be proud of
me.' On that basis the training of the little
daughters began. The father planned the
course of study. A tutor was secured, under
whose supervision mother and daughters
worked, and nothing in the realm of domestic
or social science was permitted to overshadow
the importance of these daily tasks. Household affairs were kept in the basement, where
they belonged; friends were wooed and welcomed, not by ODE! but by all; and the indi"
viduality that so much much t.rouble is taken
to develop was allowed to sink into that
sweeter, better feeling of dependence that
made and still makes each helpless without
the support of the other. There were no such
things as secrets, and the trust and faith that

so many girls giv to strangers was secured
and held by the mother and father, who hav
endeavored to be worthy of .what they call
the sweetest thing in life-:-child worship."
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ability.-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, S88pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
OB
~nnday and the Sabbath. " A law
regnlatinll' human conduct on the Sabbath is
DANCER
AHEAD.
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.

THE SAFEST CREED,

L . K. Washburn's Works. R 0 M A N- I S M,

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,

The False Teaching of the Christian Chnrch. " The Thirty-nine

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Articles of the Christian church are thirtythis Republic.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

AND
OTHER

BroGBAPHiaA.L SKBTOHEB

AND

EssAYS.

BY CBA.BLEB BBA.DLAUGB.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlangh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlangh has a right to
his "few words," and the deVil will, we presume,
at no ve~y distant da~ hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will don btless get the best of
the argnment.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp.' $1.211.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

·SAKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified., Annotated. Narrativ of his Life and.
Teachings.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one a~~:ainst the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
·

Followers of Jesns. Price, 10 cen!Js.
Spiritualism: Islt a Faith or a Fact t

BJ" A..

~.

GROVER.

Price, paper, 40 cents.
A."ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
Price, 5 cents.
OPHNING BP.Jl.Jl(JH TO TH.ll JUBY
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
in the suit of the
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Bankers' and Mereltants' Tele•
Was Jesns Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
fP'&ph Company
The Pnblic Schools and the Catholic
against the

Chnrch. Price, 5 cents.

Westet<n Union Telegraph Company

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
spoech that THE TBUTB BEEXEB he.s obtained a
For the benefit of our read- supply and can mail them to those who desire
ers who preserve their papera them, for ten cents each.
we offer a new style of binder1
made for the purpose, ana
BY E. D. BOOT.
with the heading of TBE
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
l':BUTB
I:!EEKEB printed in
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
!(Old letters on the outside.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
This binder allows the openBY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
schools in Ceylon. The " Banner of Light," ing of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and many Bpirit- taking out and replacing of one or more papers
86Cf'6ta"1J of tM .Amerkan Beoul.ar Union.
naliBt papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of from any part of the tlle without disturbing the
the book.
other parts.
Price 10 cents.
Extra Oloth 1 175 pp., $1.
Bent by mail, poBti!.ai!!J for 11.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Addresa
TBB
TBUTK BEBJtEB Coli(PA.NY.
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

m

THE NEW GOD.

ON THE WORD GOD.

TRY•SQUARE;

With Citations from Buddha's '' Path of
Virtue."
·

The Reign of the Stoics.
THBIB

HistorY, Religion. Philosophy, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League

BU'nographioally reported, and r6'Dised. by t"M author.

gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNEl'T.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 .Lafayette Place, New York.

Tlte ...u.anhaUau Liberal Club, N.Y.

Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 8 o•cioek, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Bee.

BY

INTHB

Price 15 cents. ·

o.

ARGUMENT

Robert G. Ingersoll.

THE

8vo,

The Seeular SoeieCy oC Kent,

It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrine of Liberalism on the
most important subject of the world-the right to think and speak and write. The superiority of our doctrine on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was
never better set forth, and must be manifest to any Chris.tian who possesses the power
to reason.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Fabricated .Aooount of a Beene at t"M Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

78pp.

.

PRICE, TEN CENTS PER COPY.

A. ROM:A.N CATHOLIC CANARD.

'IIte Forum.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 P.x., at 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Libera~ League 2:i'1.
Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
meets every Sunday in In dna trial Hall, Broad and
Hon. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, and
Wood sts., at 2 :80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
General STEWAR'.r L. WOODFORD. free discussions on religions and social question!

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
The ·New York Obset'tl6r (Preebyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everYwhere in vindication.
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OB 1
By Milton Wooll~, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The Chnrch of Practical Religion.
The fool hath said in his heart, There il no God.
BY REPORTER.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
This iB the history of an attempt to found a
Children and fool& speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
Witlt Citations of Authors Quoted from on
church without superstition, and its success.
Paper, lllmo, 10 cents.
Each Page.
Uncle Job SawYer, the pastor, having established
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vital questions
his
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
of
human concern, religious, pelitical, and otherRead the philosophers, and learn how to make
ife happy, seeking nsefnl precepts and brave and
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lannoble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
guage, and easilY understood. T'.oere is just suffiOPINIONS OJ' TBE PBEBS,
Steel engravinli"S of this celebrated naturalist. cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
This book shows that many Christians might
hold hiB attention while the trnth is being brought
earn much from these ancient heathen.-.A.mert- 2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid, to hiBmind.
for ll5 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
can Booleseller.
tf
One of the most valuable helps for those-who
l!'or &ale at thiB office. Price, $1.00.
would understand the character of human progl'ess in allages.-Nationa! Quarter!V Review.
NEW EDITION.
,
The author has shown himself a diligent student, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monuments of ancient thinking.-New Yor.t Tribune.
'
AND
Beading this book, we find the doctrine of the
OB1
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
b y the broadest and most enli~~:htened minds of
The Origin of the Christian Religion
the present day.-ctncinnati Com mereta!.
Leaky says of Marcus Aurelius : '' The purest
AN EXPOSt
and the Signi1lcance of its
<and gentlest epirit of'all the pagan world." Marlvale B&J'S : " Of all t.he line the noblest and dearOf
the
perversion
of Stephen Girard'smagnifl.cent
Rise and Decline.
1lst." Taine says : "The noblest ann! that ever
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
churches and Young Hen's
through life not only the most unblemished jusChristian AssociaBY FELIX L. OSWALD.
tice, but the tenderest heart."
tion.
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp,, $1.~.
By BIOB. B. WBBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
,A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
For sale at this oftl.ce.
Price $1.
Address TBE TBUTB BEEXBB.
Price, $1.00.
28 Lafayette Place. New Iorlr.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

The Secret of the East

GIRARD S WILL

Girard College Theology.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

Cleveland, 0,, Seeular, IJnion
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 P.M., at
room 29, City Hall. EverYbody is invited to attend.

Tile Minneapolis Secular linton
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave. ,Booms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J, F. MACOlllBEB, Pres.; CHAB. LowNn,Bec.

·HISTORY
OJ!' TBB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'J'
. Of Europe.

Revised Edition-li volli-Price, sa.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Addres1 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
WORKS OP 0. B. WHITFORD, ltl.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime,
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper,12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED;
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

•

•

150

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A. Masonic Vindication of Bight.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
- - l&e.
Addres1 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2~ Lafayette Pl., New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
I!· Moss. The best conducted debate of moderlt.
tunes. 190 pp,, 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
~ cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
ots. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Honors; or,
Real Blasphemy, 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1!.2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. tlocratesl Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Beljgion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 eta.
Th.e Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Bpmoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorita,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers, 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. .Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desig_n and
Na~nral Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lowel:'
Ammals. li eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C•• Lon4on, Enl!'.

THE STRIJGGLE
FOB

ReJigiousand Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
leng~h upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this conntry1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women ~o the
position of womankind in America. Thronghont
the work is replete with astomiding facts ano1
weighty arguments which .cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 188Pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa}ette Place, New York.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In !Our meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LIBEBAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by ~he ,best poets, adapted to well-known tnnee.
It IB hilffily recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Partqn. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, mdeed, by a.ll who hav examined it. Price,
IG oenta.
Addresa THE TBUTB BEEKKB Oo.
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II'''· ORDER OFaCREATION.
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A DIBOUBBION BETWEEN

'

, GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER

ANOTHER plot against the czar has been:
LINTON REVILL.E.
'
diFconred, with ramifications in the army, 1 On the Con:lliot betw~en Genesis and Geology.
navy, and all claEses.
J
1. Dawn of Creati~~Ni:S~~ :Worship. By Hon.
6
AT a Hungarian christening linear Houtzd. ! n. T~· rJitm~:~r~ ~f Genesis and the Inter·
dale, Pa., on the 5th, a general ght ensue ·
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Hnxtey.
in which one was killed and many injured. J m. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.
HIGH license is reduCing the number of Philadelphia saloons.
TRB feder~ grand jury
in Indiana is investigating election briberies.
FATHER BOYLE, a
Catholic priest of Raleigh, N. C., has been
arrested for rape.
SuPERFLuous Oklahoma boomers are going
into Texas, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Arizona.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. ~An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is 11 new book and contains thelatestdiscussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are 11 guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ll8 LafaYette Place. New York.

THIS crime, war, which consists in the commission of a great number of crimes, is not so general
as you imagin. We hav already remarked that
the Brahmans and those primitiv Christians called
Quakers hav never been guilty of tbis abomination. The nations which are situated beYond the
Ga.nges seldom ~bed blood. The people near the
Indies and the Hydaspes were exceedingly surprised to see the first armed
robbers who came to deprive them of their country. Many people of America had never heard of this
horrible crime till the Span.
iards came to exterminate
them with the gospel in
their hands. It is not said
that the Canaanites were
ever engaged in war till the
sudden appearance of the
Jewish horde who laid their
villages in ashes, out the
throats of their women on
the dead bodies of their
husbands and of children
in the laps of their mothers.
-Voltatre.
WE know nothing of what
the ancient gentiles • • •
were before the time of the
Jews, whose praottoe has
been to calumniate and
blacken the character of all
other nations; and it is
from the Jewish accounts
that we hav learned to call
them heathens. But. as far
as we know to the contrary,
they were a just and moral
pnople, and not addicted,
like the Jews, to cruelty
and revenge.-Patne.

AT Salem, Ore., Rev.
J. Harris has starved
himself to death, being
" commanded to do so
by God."
THE 1888 report of the
American Bible Society
givs 1,458,357 Bibles distributed, and 567,016
families visited.
AT Toledo, 0., Rev.
Peter Van Etten has been
arrested for attempting
to run away with $3,000,
the property of a widow.

IT may be doubted if
even-handed justice, as free
from fulsome panegYric as
from captious depreciation,
has ever yet been dealt out
to the sages of antiq•1ity
who, for eilrht oenturi~a,
CINCINNATI saloon.
from the time of Thales to
keepers hav bound themthat or Galen, toiled at the
selva, in their associaTHE SPIES REPORT CONCERNING RAHAB.
foundations of physioal
tion, to keep open Sunscience. But, without en·
So the two men returned, and descended from the mountain, and passed over, and came to Joshua the son of Nun, and
taring in to the discussion
days in defiance of the
told him all things that befell them.-Joshua ii, 23.
of that large question, it is
aw.
certain that the labors of
these earlY workers in the
IT is reported that
11 full auit o' store-clothes ev•ry year or two, he field of natural knowledge were brought to a
President Harrison will come to Brooklyn on
makes trouble, an' blamed if I can git one o• my standstill by the decay and disruption of the Ro·
June 5th to review the procession of sixty
boys to go to town bar'-footed after they get along man empire, the oon@equent disorganization of
· housand Sunday.school children.
toward nineteen an' twenty years old. Oh, I tell society, and the diversion 'of men's thoughts from
sublunary matters to the problems of the super"JoHNNY! what made you help yourself to this ye, pride an' laziness is ruinin' the world !" natural
ANN ARBOR, Mich., has suppressed the sale
world suggested by Christian dogma in
jam f" Bat all Johnny could BIIY did not improve "That's so, Haycock; that's so." "It jist tsl an• the Middle Ages. And, notwithstanding sporadic
' l Sunday newspapers.
matters in the least, and so due punishment was when my boys goes to town they'Ve got to hav fif- attempts to recall men to the investigation of
TBE.German emperor is receiving Nihilistic in:llioted. A short time afterward he came to his teen or twentY cents to Eqnander awaY; I tell ye, nature, here and there, it was not until the fif.
mothE'r's side with 11 troubled expression. "What yon an' me didn't hav it, neighbor. An' my boys teenth and fixteenth centuries that phvsioal scic·irculars and threatening letters.
is the matter, JohnnY?" she asked. "You've al· wanter eat up our eggs an' butter an' siclh, an' let ence made a new start, founding itself, at first,
As the Catholic congresses close, the Vati- waYS told me," sobbed the boy, •• that • God helps good bacon an• corn-bread go to waste; I tell Ye.
altogether upon that which had been done by the
can is asking all European governments to those who help themselvs • and God didn't help neighbor, you an' me never e•t no thin' that could Grrreks. Indeed, it must be admitted that the'
be sold." "No, we didn•t,HaYoook; no. we didn't."
bit
!"-Time.
me
one
coerce Italy into restoring the temporal
"We didn't wanter drop work an' go off to 11 circus men of the Renaissance, though standing on the
A CHICAGO woman told her newlY acquired Irish once ev'ry summer; we didn't laY off work at sun· shoulders of the old philosophers, were a long
power.
maid, the other day, to saY she was not at home in
time before they saw as much as their forerunners
A WOMAN's municipal suffrage bill has been case anyone called. One visitor did come, and she down, an' when our dads called us at three in the had done.-Huxzev.
mornin•, we knowed better•a to roll over an' Bleep
defeated, in one form, in the Michigan legis- is responsible for the story. "Is Mrs. Blank in?" till most four, like farm-boys do nowadays. I tell
IT is owing to this long interregnum of science,
lature, but in another form will probably be _she said, when the door was opened in response to you, the good old times air gone an' a gineration
passed.
her ring. "No, ma'am," replied Bridget, stonily; o' good-fer-nothin's is risin' up." "That's so, and to no other cause, that we hav now to look
. .
.
"she's not at home, and may God forgiv the awful l:!aycock; that•s so." They silently weep in re· through a vast chasm of manY hundred years to
the respectable characters we call the ancients.
EUROPEAN SCientist!! by application of gal- lie I'm tellin• Ye." Whereupon she slammed the membranae of the " good old times."-Time.
Had the progression of knowledge gone on provanic currents to different parts of the head door in the visitor's face.
portionably
with the stock that before existed,
HIS NAME IS LEGION.
hav secured results confirming the muchTIIE SEXToN.
that chasm would hav been filled up with charHe springs up like weeds in a field of potatoes,
disputed affirmations of the phrenologists.
Who is it walks.with lordly tread,
acters rising superior in knowledge to each other;
And holds on high his haughty head,
He grows up like grass where the cold waters lie, and those ancients we now so much admire, would
AT Forest City, Ark., race conflicts in
He's multiplied thick, like the seeds in tomatoes, hav appeared respectablY in the background of
And makes us quake with awe and dread?
He's widely diffused as the stars in the sky;
The sexton.
politics hav resulted in the killing of three
,the scene. But the Christian system laid all
He's
:floating round thick as motes in the sun- :waste; and if we take our stand about the begin·
Who, when we are engrossed in prayer,
white sheriffs and constables, and the killbeam,
ning of the sixteenth century, we look back
Oongeala us with his haughty stare,
ing of the leading negro politician in retaliAs thick as the rain when the deluge began ;
through that long chasm, to the times of the an·
And saYS, "How did you get in there?"
ation.
He's
thick
as
the
shadows
that
follow
the
sun
cients, as over a vast sandy desert, in which not a
The sexton.
gleam·
shrub appears to intercept the vision to the fertll
THE present attitude of European powers
Who, when we join the pious band,
The onlY original Harrison· man !
hills beyond.-Patne.
toward the Exposition, when contrasted with
Lays on our arm his heavY hand.
He comes in a legion
And says," Look here, you'll hav to stand f",
their opposit conduct toward the second emWE know that fragments of Greek and Roman
From every regionThe sexton.
art-a few manuscripts saved from Christian de·
This thick multitudinous Harrison man !
pire, shows a concerted attempt to boycott
struotion,
some inventions and discoveries of the
Who makes the stoutest heart to quail,
the republic.
Oli, he's thicker than bees in the buckwheat and Moors-were the seeds of modern oivilization.The rostest cheek turn wan and pale,
clover,
THE bill to legalize marriage with a deInuersoll.
And e'en the strongest courage fail?
He swarms like musketoes in Jersey; he :flies
ceased wife's sister made its annual appearThe sexton.
Like the black cloud of locusts that swarmed CIIBISTIANITY has retarded the progress of the
ance in the House of Lords on the 9th, and
-New York Truth.
human ra.oe by at least fifteen hundred years.
Egypt over,
was defeated, as usual, by the Bishops assem- "ELIJAE !'' "Yes, sir." "What do you think we So dense that it darkened the light of the skies; The fruits of science and social reform, which our
descendants will reap in fifteen centuries hence,
bling in full force and voting against it.
mi~rht do for that worthy Colonel Shepard, whose Oh, he comes in great droves, like 11 buffalo inve.might be enjoyed at the present moment, if the
sion,
·
wholeeome conversation and chaste sprightliness
last sixtY generations had not wasted their time
IT is estimated that three-fourths of the are so distinguished?'' "Really, sir, I scarcely
He comes down in hordes, like a wild caravan,
women of leisure in New York and Brooklyn know, unless he is appointed editor of the praYers He comes from each partY and sect and persua- in disputes about the interpretation of idiotio
dogmas.- o~waza.
sionare interested in mind cure, Christian science, delivered dailY in Con~rress." "Excellent, Eldah,
This only original Harrison man !
LEARNING maY be said to hav languished in a
or faith healing. Tbe pupils of the classes excellent! And please arrange with the chaplains
In a great inundation,
to milil him a copy of their praYers 11 day in
region of twilight for the greater part of 11 thouare all women, while the teachers are both advance. The evening papers must· not be disHe :floods the whole nationsand years.-Hallam's Htstorv of the Mtaaze Aues.
This onlY original Harrison man!
men and women.
criminated against."-PUok.
·
Fon what can War but endless War still breed,
W OMBN voters of Brunswick, N. J., fiercely PRISoNER : "Last time yer had me here I was 11 And he wants to go up and govern Alaska,
Till Truth and Right from Violence be freed f
And he wants to be minister down to Peru,
contested late school elections, on sides Cath- good Meffodiat and got sent up fer borrowing a
-Mtlton.
couple of chickens, while yer let a fellow off who And he wants to be consul in wild Madagasoa,
olic and Protestant. In this case, as in Bos- had killed his mudder 'cause he 1Var 11 somnambu- And he wants the post-office in Kalamazoo,
WHEN war is called 11 necessity, it is meant, of
ton, the women had taken no interest in the list. l'se changed ·my creed and when I stole dat ~In hot, he wants to be spread out like butter,
course, that its object cannot be gained in any
other waY. Now I think that it has already apfranchise till religion came up. We hope pig I war a regular howling somnambulist." All over the world, from Maine to Japan,
that women will bring no mischief into poli- Judge: "Three months for the prisoner.•· Pris- To be scattered round thick from Cork. to Cal- peared with distinctness, approaching demon·
cuttaoner: "Yo• don't mean ter say dat somnambustration, that the professed object of war, which
tics.
is justice between nations, is in no respect
lists has gone out ob style already. I might Jest This onlY original Harrison man !
He wants the whole planet,
promoted by war; that force is not justice, nor
ALLBN THORNDIKE RIOB, newly appointed as well er stayed 11 Meffodist. ''-E'.I:chanue.
To run it and man itin any way oonduoiv to justice; that the ea~rles of
minister to Russia, died on the 6th of tonsil- " I TELL you, neighbor, things a in •t like they
victory can . be onlY the emblems of auooessful
This thick multitudinous Harrison man!
His. He is deeply regretted. He was a used to be when me and you was boys," said old
force and not of established right.-Charles 1/lu:m-Yankee Blaae.
farmer llayoook to 11 nei~rhbor the other day; "I
scholar, and a wealthy man who devoted tell yon boys nowadays ain't much like boys used
ner.
himself to the public good instead of becom- to be when we was boys." "Not much they ain't,"
No man ever seriously attempted to reform a
COMMON SENSE
ing an idler. He tried to reform politics, said the neighbor, dejectedly. "Naw. sir; Iiowohurch without being. cast mit and hunted down
and made the failing North American Re-Diew adayl if a boy puts in fifteen hours on the farm GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH. by the hoQ.nds of hypoorisy.-I'Il(le?'soll.
he calls it a full daY's work, an' wants to quit, an•
a success by introducing live and radical he kicks if he oayn't hav a full hour at noon."
By J. L. BARXEB.
THE highest crime against a creed ia to ollanp
thought on the issues of the day.
"1 know it; blame •em !" · "An• it he oayn•t hav Price, 85 cents.
Address this office, it, Reformation is treason,-.{lwersoll,

t/dds aqd §nds.
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A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND R.EFORM.
Entered at the Poat-Otllce at New York. N. Y•• as Second.clau Matter.
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~ecessilates fiving on Sunday the race is inva- 392, and hav an average attendance of 1,389,- sold so much of the "true cross" that if all
208. Taking the other elementary Fchools the pieces could be collected they would
riably declared off.
THE Iron Mountain railway, a branch of also into account, it appears that 1,988 863 build a bridge long enough to span the ocean.
Jom< WANAMAKER's piety has led office •he Missouri Pacific system, gave notice in children go to denominational schools, while Fools, it seems, .are itching to be fleeced, and
seekers who want post-offices to obtain tht- A.pril that all unnecessary Sunday trains, 1.644,231 attend those under unsectarian [but one man may just as well do the fleecing as
another."
indorsements of leading divines.
both passenger and freight, would be discon- religious] control.
HEREAFTER politics will be tabooed at tht> rinued on that road after May· 1st. The
THE Maharajl!.h Dhuleep Singh sends the
DR. GAUTSOH, the Austrian minister of pubWhite House on Sundays. The president American Sentinel comments : " It doe!l Pall Mall Gautu a letter, addressed to th<l lic instruction, has introduced a series of
thinks that he can make his administration well. Any ra1Iroad that is in the habit of queen, in which, after enumerating many al- scholastic bills which will go far toward restronger by attending to the details of office running unnece~sary trains on any day in the leged wrongs, he insists on the restoration to storing ecclesiastical control over public
allotment on week days.
week ought to discontinue them if it wishes him of the Koh-i.noor. He says: "It will schools in villages and small towns. The
be useless for me to demand the restoration propospd legislation revives compulsory religTHE British Bible Society reports an ex- . to make any money."
penditure for 1888 of £226,164, and receipts
HERRMANN, the conjurer, has been inter- of my kingdom, swindled from me by your ious instruction, and provid<ls that the same
of £212,6111, against £226.663 for 1887. The viewed in Chicago about his experiences with Christian government, but which I hope shall be imparted by priests, whose authority
distribution of Biblt>s ·also fell 500,000, from Madam Diss de Bar. It seems he has dropped shortly, by the aid of providence, to retake over the pupils shall be equal with the school4,000,000 to 3,500,000. They were in 287 her. He says she fell fiat afLer he left Phila.- from my robbers. But my diamond, the master's. Attendance at elementary schools
languages.
delphia, and she did her spirit pictures so Koh-i.noor, I understand, is entirely at your is to be compulsory for children between th
THE crew of the wrecked schooner North- much more poorly than he could do them own personal disposal. Therefore, believing ages of six and fourteen, but in villages and
ern Belle complain that the converted nativs that it was folly to keep her. Herrmann your majesty to be ' the most religious lady' small places this rule may be relaxed. The
of Motlab island, in the Pacific, stole all their thinks she deceived so many persons that at whom your subjects pray for every Sunday, post of school inspector is to be tenable fo
effects which were washed ashore, and that last she was deceived herself, and really I do not hesitate to ask that this gem be re- life instead of the three years as at present
stored to me, or else that a fair price be paid and the clause of the present School law
" the nativ missionary teachers were among believed herself in the hands of the spirit!!.
which provides that the inspectors shall be
for it to me out of your privy purse."
the leaders in the looting."
THE Supreme Court of the United States,
chosen from among the teachers and proTHE
rules
of
etiquet
laid
down
now
reCAPTAIN NoYES of the ship Coloma reports in an -:Jlaborate opinion delivered by Mr.
feBsors is abrogated. Lastly, Dr. Gautsch's
that he has found three new islands, south- Justice Field last week, decided that the garding court functions are comical, but do bills will enact that rural.communes shall not
east of Japan, which are not marked on any 8cott Chinese Exclusion Act, passed by not compare with the following regulations, be rtquired to maintain public schools in
chBrt. The rocky little specks are about a Congress in 1888, is constitutional. 'fhe act which were prescribed by the lord chamber- localities wherein the existing private schools
quarter of a mile from one another, and provides that no certi.ticate. as to identity, lain two hundred years ago for the benefit of shall seem to the communal authorities to be
rise forty feet above the level of the sea.
granted under previous legislation and secur- officers, many of them belonging to noble sufficient for local needs. The effect of this
families. When invited to dine with royal
FoR the first time in ten years the law clos- ing to a Chinaman who has left the United
persons they were to be neatly dressed, with enactment must be to multiply church schools
ing saloons, barber-shops, and places of States the right of subsequent return thereto,
clean coats and boots, and not to enter the and to close numbers of national schools.
amusement was enforced on Sunday in shall hav any validity for the purpose of such
room in a half-drunken condition. They
ANTI-SEMITISM has become so intense and
Indianapolis, Ind. And Benjamin Harrison, return. It was this provision especially that
were warned not to drink after each mouth- aggressiv in Vienna as to create a powerful ·
says the World, was many miles away ~ailing came before the court in the case decided.
ful, as that would make them drunk too soon,
down the Potomac and enjoying himself in a
SoME of the managers of theaters in this nor to empty more than one goblet for every and vigorous opposition. Two hundred and
very worldly way.
city complain of the number of requests that two dishes. They were not to put their fifty .firms in Buda-Pesth hav published a
common declaration to the effect ihat they
THE most eastern point of the United States they receive to giv performances in aid of the hands in the plates, their bones under the
will cease visiting Vienna's Internationil Corn
is Quoddy Head, Me.; the most northern public charities and all kinds of institutions table, lick their .fingers, wipe their noses on
Market in consequence of the growth of the
point is Point Barrows, Alaska; the most They say that if they acceded to all these the table cloth, or drink so much as to make
anti-Semitic movement in that city. Similar
western is Alton Island, and the most south- requests their actors and actresses would be them fall off the chairs or unable to walk
declarations bav been signed by the corn
ern Key West. Working from these four engaged in charitable work every night of straight. These are extracts from a Guide
merchants of Miskolez, Arad, and Pressburg
points, many will be surprised when they lo- the week, and the whole of the receipts at the carefully drawn up for the guidance of officers
in Hungary, and by a thousand others in
cate the geographical center of the United box-office would be turned over to philan- and gentlemen of noble families, which shows
Prague, the majority of whom are said to be
thropic collectors at the end of each perform- that English manners hav improved since
States.
Christians. This boycotting of Vienna has
IIAwAY with the nauseous ditties," cried ance. In several cases clergymen who preach 1624.
told so upon the commercial and industrial
the Episcopal bishop of western New York, against the theater hav asked managers to giv
·
'd f
· b
THERE is trouble between the French and classes that the ViPnna Association, formed
f
"which hav degraded our church,solemnities per ormances m a1 o some chanta le so. t ·
h' h th
·
t d
the English and American exhibitors in the to attract visitors to the capital, has formally
of late, letting us down almost to the level of Cle Y ID w tc
ey are mteres e .
Exposition. Sunday in Paris is the great set its view of affairs before _the Austrian
camp-meeting melodies or the minstrelsy of
ON the present meeting of the general holiday, and of course the Exposition 1s
· open premier. Trade and industry, says the assoa strolling Salvation Army." This is harsh assembly the Obse1"Der (Presbyterian) says: and crowded with visitors. Some of the pious ciation, epppcially the art industry, are at the
on the Methodists, and the general run of re- 11 There are some who favor a revision of the English and American exhibitors pretend to lowest ebb in Vienna, principally bpcause rich
ligious song-makers.
Confession of Faith, and overtures will be be shocked, but the Exposition is open never- foreigners avoid a city in which those who
MR. MooDY is to return to Chicago next presented to this assembly to that effect. theless. The Courier des Etats Unis says: spend money are held up to opprobrium and
September. He preached in this city last There is no proposal to change the doctrins, "We hav already seen how the movement of hatred, and also because the wealthy Jewish
Sunday. He will open in Chicago with a ten- 1 but the language in which they are expressed. the Anglo-American coterie for closing the residents studiously refrain from any display
day convention, to be followed with meetings · It is assumed that this language is not in Exposition on Sundays has been ridiculed in of luxury in order to escape the attacks of
similar to those he has just closed in that city., accordance with modern conceptions and France. At least a great portion of the Eng- anti-Semites. The memorial closes with a
He will not, however, engage in debate with' modes of expression. We hav shown in a !ish and American exhibitors hav decided, it petition to the government to denounce antiIn.tidels, and it is doubtful if he again retains recent editorial that the statements of the appears, to evade the regulations of the Ex. Semitism.
Driver for that purpose.
1 Confession are strictly scriptural.
The rea- position by covering their products with curA DiflPATOH froli). Rome says that the pope so~s alleged for the proposed changes apply tains which will hide them from view on
THERE ought to be one day in every week
will protest at the coming consistory against wtth no more force or reason to the Confesset apart for rest from the secular labor of the
Sundays. This sort of protestation against other six days, says the Sunday Mereu•,..,,
the ertction of the proposed monument 1'n sion than to the N ew T estament."
· t't
·u
t b e c b arac t er of th e ms
1 u t'1on from w b'1C h But the day of rest should be one of perfect
1
MINNESOTA bas made a new dt>parture in they derive a ben~ fit, and also against the individual freedom. Under tlie present rehonor of Giordano Bruno on June 9th. It is
not at all likely that his protest will hav temperance legislation. It provides that who- sentiment and UPages of a nation whose hos- strictions our Sabbath is not a Sabbath, but a
more effect than to emphasize the fact that ever becomes intoxicated by voluntarily pitality they are receiving, looks like a chal- day on which cranks dictate to the public
the influence of the Vatican is not very great drinking intoxicating liquors shall be deemed lenge, and it is certainly an impropriety. how they s!Jal,l spend it. The Field code of
with the local government.
! guilty of the crime of drunkenness, and upoiJ The .first law to be observed by a stranger in Blue laws, in~tead of being repealed, is used
I suo PITTMAN, the inventor of the system conviction thereof shall be punished as fol- a foreign country is that which invites him to by bigots in religion to dictate what laboring
of shorthand writing that bears his name, is lows: For the first offense by a fine of not conform, at least in public matters, to the men shall drink, and, indeed, what they shall
a good example of vigorous and industrious less than $10 nor more than $40, or by im- institutions and customs of that country."
hear. The divinest thing in all Christendom
THE Tyler, 'fexas, Leader, publi~hed by and and heathendom, music, is under the taboo
old age. He is past seventy-&ix years of age, prisonment for not less than ten nor more
and works daily from 6 in the morning until than forty days i for the second offense by in the interest of the colored race, thus of miscalled reformers. 'fhe people of Europe
6 in the evening. He used to work from 6 imprisonment for not less than thirty nor exposes an old but pious fraud. It is hoped come to "free America," and .find as much
in the morning until 10 at night, but now more than sixty days, or by a fine of not ll:ss that the negroes may be wise enough to heed Jack of freedom as can be found in Siberia on
says that he is getting too old to work all than $20 nor more than $50; for the third the words: 11 A religious gem Ieman by the Sunday. Tney are watched and hounded by
day.
and all subsequent offenses by imprisonment name of A. s. J. Allen, of Gainesville, Fla., police in uniform and detectivs in citizens'
AN attack has been made by the pietists of of not less than sixty days nor more than rt>cent.ly bad a remarkable letter printed in dress. The role of Aminadab Sleek is played
England on the sport of flying pigeons, on ninety days.
the office of the Sentinel of that city. The by churchmen, and they would play the bloody
the ground that pigeons are made to fly on
IN England 19,328 schools receive a@sistance letter purports to be from Jesus Christ, role of Saul of Tarsus if they dared. It is
the Sabbath, contrary to the Ten Command- from the grant for public education. Of these found eighteen miles from !conium, sixty.five opposed to the very letter and spirit of Amerments. The president of the Manchester 11,890 are connected with the Church of Eng- years after Christ is said to hav left the ican institutions to clcse concert saloons, art
Flying Club bein~ interviewed, instead of land, 555 are Wesleyan schools, and 917 be- world. Copies of the letter are to be sold. museumH, and museums of history against
expressing his belief that the community long to the Roman Catholics, making a total Mr. Allen bas struck a rich vein, and, owing the poor men and women of a vast city, who
would support him in the contention that the of 13,362 denominational schools. The unEec- to the general ignorance and credulity of the are free only one day in the week to at.tend
Commandments do not apply to flying pig- tarian schools number 5,960. The church masses, he will perhaps coin many a dollar upon and appreciate them. The meanest
eons, has solemnly denied the accusation of schools hav an attendance of 1,988,863 against out of his pious fraud. The hoax is similar tyrant is an aggregated one called the state
Sunday pigeon-.tiying, saying that pigeons 1.644,237 for the others. The church schools to the one practiced by cunning priests sev- and Europe has teemed with his historic
seen flying on the Sabbath are doing it on offer seats for 2,606.886, with an average eral years after the crucifixion of Christ. examples. But better thing~ are expected io
their own hook, without auy encou•agement attendance of 1,669,222, while the board' They sold, in all parts of the world, pieces of,1 a country where personal liberty is the sup.
from the club; and that when a pigeon race schools are together capable of seating 1,826,-' the cross on which he was cruci.tied. They posed palladium of its citizens.
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~ommnnicafions.
Principles of A meritan Liberty.
When the fathers of the republic:; drafted tthe
Constitution of the United States, it was their
intention to effect a complete separation of church
and state. For well the fathers knew: th~ history of
the church. They knew what ecclesiastical rule was;
what church domination meant.
From the days of Constantine church and state
had been united. In fact, Europe was one vast hiHarchy. It was 8 state within a church. The church
was the supreme power, using the secular govHnment as a means for the accompliPhment of her eDde.
Men who represent 8 system of religion, the funda·mental dogma of which is the doctrin of infallibility
and whose system and profession c~n only be main~
lained by the people accepting that system, Mil, if
vested with lE>gisJativ authority, incorporate the
principles of their faith in legal statutes. Europe
was thus dominated by the church for more than a
thousand years; and so firmly did the church fasten
herself upon every nation of Europe, that nowhen
hav Secularists yet been able to force her to relinquish her hold.
The church gained complete control of the temporal as well as the" E<piritual" affairs of Europe:; and
what was the result! Intellectual gloom Eettled upon
the civilized portions of that-fair country; mankind
became debased : Gret>k and Roman civilization be
came extinct. Where once there had been enlightenment and wealth there came ignorance and destitution.
In the place of Aristotle, Plato, Archimedes; Euclid,
there came a borde of ecclesiastics, corrupting the
people with their diabolical schemes for supremacy.
In place of the Roman senate with its illustrious
law-givers there came the Vatican with its wicked,
cunning popes. In place of the pagan schools, with
their geometers and philosophers, there came church
councils issuing ridiculous creeds. InstPad of the
farm and thrifty husbandman there came the monastery with the monk and his crucifix. Europe was
devastated by religious wars. Witches were slaughtered. The I:rquisition arose and flourished. The
skies of Europe for a thouBand years were lurid with
the flames of the auto da-fe.
.
The church has ever been the enemy of liberty;
She has ever sided with the strong against the weak.
Her record is one of tyranny, cruelty, and crime.
Christian liberty means only the liberty to be a
Christian. The Infidel has no rights which Christians consider themselvs bound to respect. Those
who have been honest enough and bold enough to
resist ecclesiastical oppression hav done so at the
risk of their lives. Their children bav been taken
from them and given over to the care of the church.
Their property has been confiscated; And they hav
been tortured on the rack or punished with the
thumbscrews and bootP.
The founders of our government knew that if we
maintained our liberties the church should be allowed
no legal advantage-should be recognized only as an
individual. The great principle of human ·rights,
which the church never knew, that "all men are free
and equal and bav certain inalienable rights; that
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," was made the basis of American liberty.
The great fact was clearly recognized that every individual bas rights with which no government can, or
should, tamper. These rights are liberty of conscience, free thought, free speech, freedom of religious exercises. The right to engage in such pursuits, to seek such pleasures, as shall be consistent
with the rights of others. With the principles :
That no one has a right to interfere with the natural
rights of his fellow-men. That "all governments derive their just power from the consent of the governed."
The church declared that "kings rule by divine
rigM ;" that the "powers that be are ordained of
God, and he that· resisteth the powers resistetb the
ordinance of God." But the American idea of liberty
i!!, as expressed by Thomas Paine, that we not only
hav the right to r~sist the tyranny, but resist the
tyrant.
It is evident that our Declaration of Independence
and Constitution of the United States are not based
upon Christian liberty, but upon equality and justice.
Our Constitution ignores the Christian religion. Its
God is not recognized, its savior is not known, its
holy book is not mentioned.
Washington said : " This government is in no
sense founded upon the Christian religion." Our
government recognizes no religion, but tolerates them
all.. One may voluntarily contribute to the support
of any religion. But no one can be compelled, by
taxation or otherwise, to contribute to the support of
any sect or religion.
When the attention of those who drafted and
signed the Constitution was called to the fact that
they had not recognized the Christian religion or the
Christian's God, some of them said they had "forgotten it,'' while Jefferson did not hesitate to say that
it was the intention to found a purely Secular gov-
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E.'rlJmellt. It was intended to let tht~ church take I to do when th6y secure this religious amendment
care of itself. The state has no souls to ~;~ave, no may be re__adily ~nderstood by the .following. quotasouls to damn. An·d in order to secure the~ people tiona, for which I am indebted to the .American
in their rights an amendment to the Constitution Sentinel.
. . .
The Ohristian Statesman of Oct. 2, 1884, said :
was made, which says: "Congress shall make no law
respecting the establishment of a religion or prohib- "Giv all men to understand that this is a Christian
iting the free exercise. thereof; or abr.idging the free- nat~on, and that, bel!evi~g without pbristian_ity we
dom of speech or the press; or the r1gbt of the peo- pensh, we. must mamtam, by all r1gbt means, our .
ple peaceably to assemble and petition the govem- Christian character. Inscribe this character on our:
ment for a redress of grievances." This prohibition Constitution. . . . Enforce upon all who come
of establishing a religion does not apply to the among us the laws of Cb~is~ian ~orali~y.:'
. ,
states, although most states hav a section of like
The statement that this 1s a ' Cbr1shan nahon,
is false, as I hav shown. This is not, and never was,
import in their constitutions.
Not content with this remarkable liberty guaran- a Christian nation, but I fear the people are so inteed to all, Christians, by being in the majority and different. to their liberties that it will soon_ be made
being so thoroughly organized, hav controled legisla- Christian, not by conversion, but by law. And they
turel! and in nery state in the Union hav been able intend to "enforce" those doctrine, not because they .
to e~cure the enactment of laws favorable to the are just, but because they "believe" that "we perchurch and tending dire<1tly to the establishment of ish" without them. And Webster says, to enforce
Christianity as a state relig~on. Pe?ple rea~ize very mea~s to ".co.ns~rain," to execute wit~ vigor. T_hen
little how the church, vampire like, 18 fastemng her- to g1v Cbns~1amty any such power ~s class leg1slaself upon our nation. She bas ever intrenched her- tion, which 1s tyranny and oppress10n. It would
self in civil power; her doctrine hav ·been propagated make the church again the dictator in moral and· civil
by fire and sword through centuries of creed and matterEI; aud this would mean again the power of
crime. Our Constitution bas severed church and the church to invade the rights of conscience, and
state, and as a con(lequence the church has been los- this, the National Reformers declare, civil power has
ing power and influence. She is, therefore, making the right to do. Rev. David Gr~gg, D.p., pastor of
desperate efforts to engraft her dogmas into the fun- Park street church, Boston, a V!Ce-pres1dent of the
damentallaw of the land-to enforce her tenets with Reform Association, plainly declared in the Ol~ristian
a policeman's club. And unless Secularists awaken Statesman of June 5, 1884, that the "civil power
and make some effort to keep her in her place she has a right to command the consciences of men."
will hav succeeded before anoth6r quarter of a ~ent- From this it would seem that Puritanic influence has
ury is passed.
not entirely died out in the intellectual hub of the
The church in our country does not bav the in flu- universe; that the efforts of Roger Williams were of
ence that she does where some form of Christianity no avail; that Quakers of New England had eacriis made the state religion, yet she bas a far ·greater ficed their liberty and their lives in vain.
Rev. M A. Gaull, a district secretary, and a prominfluence in state and national affairs than is commanly. supposed. The church, by her vast wealth inent worker of t.he association, said: "Our remedy
and complete organization~ controls judges and legis- for all these malific influences is to hav the governJators; and for her influence corrupt politicians read- ment simply set up the moral law and recognize
ily work for her interests.
God's authority behind it, and lay its hand on any
It is generally supposed that there is no union of religion that does not conform to it."
church and state in our country, and in theory this
Rev. E. B. Graham, also a vice-president of the
is true, but in practice it is the reverse of truth.
association, in an address delivered at York, Neb.,
"When the great amount of wealth owned by the reported in the Ohristian Statesman of May 21,
churches is exempt from just taxation; when money 1885, said: "We migl;tt add in all justice, if the
is appropriated from public treasuries' for the support opponents of the Bible do not like our government
of chaplains in Congress, the army and navy, ·in state and its Christian fe~tures, let them go to ~ome wild,
legislativ balls and penal institutions; when millions desolate land, and m the name of the devll, and for
of dollars of the people's money is given to the the sake of the devil, subdue it, and set up a governchurches to support so called charities, but which are ment of their own on Infidel and Atheistic ideas, and
in fact sectarian institutions and money-making estab- then, if they can stand it, stay there till they die."
lishments ; when one day of the week is set apart by
Can Christian insolence and intolerance extend
law as a day for religious worship, commonly known further! Considering the fact that this nation is
as the 'Lord's day,' and . people can be arraigned founded upon Infidel ideas; that our Constitution
before a court, fined, and imprisoned for not observ- ignores the Christian religion; that our Declaration
ing this day as the church thinks proper; when the of Independence declares the Infidel idea that "all
president of the United States and governors of the governments derive their just powers from the conseveral states constitute tbemselvs high· priests and sent of the governed," and not, according to the
call upon the people to abstain from secular pursuits Bible idea, that the " powers that be are ordained of
one day of the year and bow the knee in tbankegiv- God;" and that the founders of our government
ing; when church influence in strong enough to expel were imbued with Infidel ideas, and that the "Father
students from schools supported by public money of his Country" declared that "this government is in
because they exercise the rights of American freemen no sense founded upon the Christian religion,'' we'
and absent themselvs from religious exercil'les; when must look upon Rev. Mr. Graham's remarks as religin many places the children of our public schools are ious arrogance and bigotry doubly distilled.
We do like this government because it is founded
compelled to listen to the reading of the Bible and
long-winded prayers, there is every appearance of a upon broad, liberal ideas, but its Christian features
which religious bigots hav imposed upon it we do
union of church and state."
The above expressions inclosed in quotaiion marks not like and propose to resist.
If this is a Christlan government, why such an
were not copied from, but suggested by the same
thoughts in "God in the State," and the language endeavor to hav Christianity recognized as a state
is so nearly similar I felt myself in duty bound to religion!
giv due credit to Mr. Stevens.
And now we might add in all "justice,'' if the
Not content with this practical advantage, the opponents of Liberal ideas do not like our governchurch is making a desperate effort to hav Chris- ment and its Infidel features, let them go to some
tianity made a part of our basic law-to hav our wild, desolate land and in the name of their euperstiConstitution recognize the existence of the Jewish tion and for the sake of their superstition subdue it
Jehovah; Jesus Christ deolared the ruler of nations;· and set up a government of their own on purely
to enforce the observance of the "Sabbath" laws, and Christian ideas-patterned after some of the old theplace the Bible as a text-book in our public schools. ocracies of Europe-where they can again show their
A political party, composed of a head, ·a body, -and love of God by drowning witches and murdering
a tail-that is, the National Reform Association, Pro- heretics; where they can again show how much they
bibition party, and Woman's Christian Temperance love their enemies by waging wars of extermination
Union respectivly-is now attracting considerable and conquest, and stay there until they become
attention. And the matn object of this party is to civilized or exterminate one another.
In a speech in a National Reform convention held
secure this religious amendment. That plank of
their platform which declares for the prohibition of in New York city, in February, 1873, Rev. Jonathan
the liquor traffic is only an ostensible object put Edwards, D.D., named Atheists, Jews, Deists, and
forth to catch the votes of zealous, but unsuspecting, Seventh Day Christians, and summed them. all up
temperance people. But this party would much under the head of Atheists, and said: "These all are,
rather see its God in the Constitution than see
as far as our amendment is concerned, one
whisky out of the country. If these religious fa-· class. They use the same arguments and the same
naties succeed in securing this religious amendment tactics against us. They must be counted together.
the wheels of progress will again turn backward, for . . . The first named is the leader in this discon. The
tbe church is as· much the enemy of ''profane learn- tent, and in the outcry. It is his class. .
ing" and liberty as ever. She opposes all science, rest are adjuncts to him in this discontent. They
all learning, that she cannot direct to her own bene- must be named from him. They must be treatE>d as
fit. As stupid as the church is, she knows that the for this question as one party." Then he tells us
next best thing to ignorance is a good orthodox ed- how he proposes to deal with these people when the
ucation. Giv the church the power and she will be- religious amendment give him the power. He says:
come the same relentless persecut'or as of old. The " What are the rights of the Atheist! I would
prosecution of Seventh Day Christians in· Arkansas tolerate· him as I would a poor lunatic, for, in my
shows too plainly what the intentions of the ortho- view, his mind is scarcely sound. So long as he
dox churches are, and what they would do had ·they does not rave, so long as he is not dangerous, I would
the power. And what these religious fanatics expect tolerate him. I would tolerate him as I would •·
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conspirator. · The Atheist is a dangerous man. . ..
Tolerate Atheism, sir ! There is nothing out of
Atheism
hell I would not tolerate as soon. . .
and Christianity are contradictory terms. They are
incompatible systems. They cannot dwell together
on the same continent."
Certainly no one can accuse the Rev. J onatban
Edwards of entertaining unorthodox views. If his
principles are not humane, they are most decidedly
Christian. He entertains opinions not unworthy his
great namesake. From these expressions we can
realize what Christian liberty means. And as though
this were not enough to show a sinful world that
Christians are guided by the Golden Rule for fear
~hat Sf>me might yet doub~ .the sincerity 'of their
mtenhons they propose to JOID hands with Catholicism in their crusade against a secular government.
The Christian Statesman, of Dec. 14, 1884, says:
"Wh~never they [the Roman Catholics] are willing
to cooperate in resisting the progress of political
Atheism, we will gladly join hands with them."
Can anyone who understands the fundamental
dogma of Christianity and is acquainted with church
history fail to comprehend the intentions of the Godin- the-Constitution party T Are there any but can
at once grasp the meaning of these ominous forbodings ! Can anyone fail to understand the grim
ferocity of these declarations? Yet the majority of
the Liberals of this country hav settled into a state
ol perfect quietism. They hav attained Nirvana,
from which even the tooting of Gabriel's horn will
not arouse them. They are utterly regardless of
their own liberty or the welfare of posterity. The
Liberals with contemptible indifference witness the
organization and growth of a politico-religious party
whose intentions are directly at variance with the
principles of American liberty, whose main object is
to turn this secular government into a theocracy, yet
never raise a voice or lift a pen or contribute anything
to educ11.te popular sentiment to counteract this
cursed church influence and encroachment upon our
liberties. Thousands of dollars can be raised for
these theologians to travel over the country proclaiming their despotic and un-American doctrine,
while the American Secular Union, the object of
which is to preserve the non-sectarian character of
our government and maintain our free institutions,
can only raise a few hundred dollars for current expenses, .with bitt one officer whose whole time is
devoted to the work, and no funds for employing
lecturers or publishing and circulating Secular literature. And, what is worse, must be stabbed by pretended friends.
G. H. DAwEs.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WE:EK.)

Our Memorial 'l'rees.
The lot where our home is situated is 65x150 feet in size.
We love it because it is our home, and as it is a custom, and
a beautiful one, to plant a memorial tree, the editor, this
centennial week of the inauguration of Geqrge Washington
as the first president of the United States, has planted on
the choicest spot of said lot four trees, dedicating the same
to four of the greatest heroes and lovers of liberty the world
has ever known-viz., George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Paine, and Abraham Lincoln.-O'B1ien Co.,
]O'IIJa, Bell.

'Tis ever .thus. Man made a hero and woman
ignored. Take Washington as A No. 1 on the list,
and who made him what he was ! Who gave all the
best years of her life to rearing and training him for
the station he filled 1 Who but his mother-the
hero of heroes and one of the best and noblest of
women! Left a widow when Washington was only
eleven years old, she had the full charge of his education, rearing, and training, besides that of the
four other children yet younger than himself.
She was a faithful, economical, industrious, and
vigilant mother, and all her children were successful
in life because of her work. She was self-reliant,
ingenious, and eminently practical. She taught her
children all the virtues, both by precept and example.
Above all, she taught them to feel a patriotic lov!'l of
country and home. She taught them such an unswerving love of truth as to hav given birth to the
saying that Washington could not lie, and out of this
assertion was born the pretty fiction of " the cherry
tree and the little hatchet."
.Washington loved, honored, respected, and obeyed
his mother as long as she lived. And this in itself is
proof that she was worthy and deserving of it.
No one knows a .mother as her child does, and
no one knows a child as its mother knows it.
All honor to the Mother of Our Country. Her
monument bears the inscription, "Mary, the mother
of Washington." And as we honor the maker more
than the machine, we should honor the mother inore
than the man she made.
You cannot read the full history of Washington
and not see that his mother was the real "power
behind the throne." ·
Woman will not always be thus ignored and kept
in the background. Tne day will come when she
will be the acknowledged crown of life's creativ
forces, the last and most complete and perfect of all
organized developments, the finale of evolutionary,
pl'ogressiv differentiations.

I

I see where the mother of all
With full-spanning eye gazes forth, dwells long
And counts the varied gathering of the products.
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, Things to Think About. .

For some time past a new gunpowder has been made at
Wetteren, in Belgium. It is known s.s paper powder, and it·
What we beiieve in "waits iatent f~rever through all th~ con- is stated that a charge of thirty-nine grains givs, in a rifle of
small caliber,.an initial velocity of some six hundred and
tinents.
Invite~ no one, promises nothing, sits in calmness and light, sixty yards to the baiL The additional advantages attributed
to this new powder are tho~e of not smearing the barrel, of
IS
producing no smoke, and of causing but little recoil.
Positiv and composed,-knows no discouragement,
Waiting patiently, wait~ng its time.- Whitman.
Wire is now being manufactured, whether iron, copper,
or brass, by a new and greatly improved process, and at a
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
considerably reduced cost. The machine devised f,.r this
Snowville; Va., May 8; 289.
purpose consists of a series of rolls in a continuous train,
geared with a common driver, each pair of rolls having a
greater speed than the pair preceding it, with an intervening
Religion Not Necessary.
friction clutch adapted to graduate the speed of the rolls to
Duling many years, I hav been impressed that the speed of the wire in process of rolling.
the social and intellectual condition of the world
Experiments hav been made by Mr. Saunders, of the Exwould. hav ~een vastly better, in every sense, perimental Farms, Ottawa, in the cultivation of grains from
extreme north of Europe, for the purpose of securing
than It now ·IS, or has ever been if religion bad the
varit:ties that will ripen in the shortest Canadian summers.
never made its appearance on the w'orld; There is a W beat from Lake Ladoga, latitude 69°, ripened from ten to
general misunderstanding of the base and character fiftpen· days earlier than other varieties in cultivation; a difof religion, and among the lexicographers it should ference sufficient to insure its maturing soon enough to
seE~m that great pains hav been taken to plant the escape the earliest autumn frosts. This wheat yielded nineteen-fold, and was of satisfactory quality. Ont>ga wheat,
term,. religion, in advance of all moral principles, from latitude 62°; barley, from latitude 66°; and barley and
and, mdeed, to create for it the parentage of Ethics, rye from latit.ude 67°-or from the l'Xtreme northern limits
or ra.ther, to presen~ it as the direct instrumentality at which cereals are grown in ~urope.in a continental climate-are on trial.
put Ill form.and actiOn by God to its parentage.
Attention has lately been called to the peculiarly destructiv
~ure ethics ~av but one character, tenaing
of the creosote of wood soot upon chimneys, owing to
umversally to somal good; and, so far as scientific effect
the fact that the creosote thus formed from the slow combusstudy has been able to found the origin of ethics tion of wood contains so large a proportion of pyrolignpous
nothing further has been evolved than that it vinegar or crude acetic acid; this acid beiDg formed in large
came by the social needs of the race in obedience to quantities when the combustion of wood is slow, many
the dominant rule inherent in all-self-preservation. quarts, in filet, being condensed in cold weather. where a
wood fire· is very much checked, only a few hours
The origin~ls ~f the race, say eighty thousand years large
being required for such condensation. The acid in question
.ago, scan~ m mtellect as they must hav been, still diFsolves lime readily, carrying it away in solution. and in
were not tgno~ant of the social· proprieties. Their an- this manner the mortar is frequently entirely removed from
cestry centunes back had taught their offspring, the tops of chimneys in the country, new ones suffering in
the same way as t.lle old, instances being numerous where
~tage by stage, the necessities of proper rule, tendthe top courses of brick in chimneys only two years old hav
mg to the welfare of their kind. This custom remains become entirt>ly without support other than that afforded by
to the present age. So far, then, there was no need the sand with which the lime was mixed.
of religious forms. Many thousands of · centilries
Another device or method has been added to those heretomust hav passed ete religion began· its false and ~ore propmed to prevent the burning of cotton when being
fatal career among the world's presumably more en- eonveyed in vessels. The safeguard now brought forward
consists in wrapping each bale of cotton in wire gauze inlightened people.
of the usual covering of jute bagging. It has been,, it
N~w, what constitutes religion!
In reality stead
is claimed, subjected to all kinds of tests, including hooks
nothmg but form, monarchism, and adulation. and compression, and it is alleged has proved itself equal in
Taking a full view, with its one thousand different all respects to jute bagging, the cost of the new material at
sects at enmity on all sides, a clear analy.sis could present beiQg about the same as that of jute baggiug. The
principle involved is that flame will not pass through very
make nothing good of it, only a jargon on conten- small
holes, according to the well known construction of the
tions destitute of basis worthy of the name. It is Davy safety lamp. But whHe such wire cloth might stand a
'
therefore a public enemy.
considerable degree of heat for some time, sooner or later
To be sure, it has affected to hav lassoed all the the metal will oxidize and fall in pieces. It is suggested,
therefore, that jute bagging might be treated with silicate of
ethics and the proprieties extant, while, inconsider- soda
or some fireproofing " water gla~s," to render the fabric
ately, at the same time, it has filled the ears of the non-inflammable.
world with error as to the essential facts pertaining
The cause of the blue color of the sky often used to be a
to ethics and science. Its energies would seem to subject
of dispute among scientific men, until Professor Tynappear most for the attainment of largest attainable dall appeared to hav set it at rest by propounding the theory
sum~ from the people-of many very poor-for the of its being the product of selectiv reflection of the blue rays
continuous enlargement of clerical power and grand- of white light by reason of the presence of particles in the
air of such minute size as only to be able to reflect rays of
~~
n
short wave length. Professor Hartley has recently propounded a new theory. After raising objections to Tyndall's theory, he presents his own arguments and the results
Why We Are Presbyterians.
of experiments to show that the blue color arises from the
Because, as Presbyterians, we believe that, "By action of ozone upon the rays of light. The results of his
examinations of ozonized air go to prove that it was imposthe decree of God, for the manifestation of his glory, sible
for rays of light to pass through so little as five miles of
some men and angels are predestinated unto everlast- air without the rays being colored sky-blue by the ozone
ing life, 1.md [all] others foreordained to everlasting commonly present, and "that the blue of objects viewed on
death. These angels and men thus predestinated a clear day at greater distancl's, up to thirty-five or fifty
and. foreordained are particularly and unchangeably miles, must be almost entirely the blueness of ozone in the
designed ; and their number is so certain and definit air."
The primary object of ordinary reading or study, Mr. llalthat it cannot be either increased or diminished"
four holds, is the enjoyment to be obtained by the possession
("Confession of Faith," chap. iii, Sections 3 and 4). and acquirement of knowledge. Knowledge is most easily
We believe that "God hath appointed the elect attained in those subjects which we like most and take most
unto glory. Neither are there any other redeemed interest·in; and by that principle we should be direclei to
by Christ. and saved but the elect only. The rest of the kind of reading which we should take up. By the sar.Je
we should not try to read the books on the list of
mankind God was pleased to ordain to dishonor and principle
the hundred or so best, merely because they are on the list;
wrath for their sin, to the praise of his glorious jus- but when our interest is fixed on a particular line, the li~t is
tice"(" Confession of Faith," chap. iii, Sections 6 and good to refer to for the best books beariug upon it. What
interests the ordinary man at one time does not interest him
7).
another; but his interests change with the changes that
We believe that "Elect infants, dying in infancy, at
are going on around him in the world. He sees some nat.are regenerated and saved by Christ.. Others, not ural curiosity, reads something in the new~paper8, hearA of
elected, cannot be saved" (''Confession of Faith, some incident or character in history, or goes.to some place
which awakens his interest and attmtion, and induces him
chap. x, Sections 3 and 4).
We believe that " The bodies of men, after death, to read. If tha ordinary man, then, is to read what Interests
him, he is pretty sure to read widely, and therefore ncce3return to dust, and the souls· of the wicked [non- sarily,
since life is short, superficially.
elect] are cast into hell, where they remain in torCol. Anson Mills, of the United States army, is ac•ivly
ments and utter darkness, reserved to the judgment engaged at Fort Bliss investigating the great irrigating probof the great day. At the last day the dead shall be lem of the arid West. When Congre~s appropriated $2ii0.00l
nised up with the self.same bodies, which shall be for geological surveys, .and authorizl'd Major Powell, who
had charge of that department of governmental work. to
united again with their souls forever." ·
irrigation in arid districts by making surveys for
And that "God hath appointed a day for the mani- encourage
the location of irrigation dams, to investigate rivers. lakes,
festation of his glorious mercy in the eternal salva- and gorges, with a view to inquiry into the advisability of
tion of the elect, and of his justice in the damnation storing water for irrigation purposes, C<llonel Mills went to
of the reprobate [non-elect]." "For then shall the Major Powell and explained to him El Paso's situHtion, her
pass and natural resources for the storage of water in
wicked be cast into eternal torments" ("Confession natural
the wet se!}~on to irrigate the lands in the dry season. He
of Faith," chap. xxxiii, Sections 1 and· 2).
explained that the Rio Grande was the most proruir:ent tor.Thus we believe t~at "At the day of judgment the rential stream in America, and suggested the id· a of a great
wicked [or non-elect] shall be cast into hell, to be international reservoir just above El Paso for tile ~torage of
punished with unspeakable torments, both of body the vast quantity of water wasted in the wet sraS'>n. Colonel
will make the necessary surveys looking toward the
and soul, with the devil and his angels forever." Mills
impounding of the river in a large lake with a sixty. foot
That is, "Their punishments in this world to come dam and gates so arranged as to keep a con,lant flow of
are most grievous torments in soliland body, without wat~r through the proper channel of the rivrr. aud also to
intermission, in hell fire forever" ("Larger Cate- ascertain the average flow of water in the river sud the
am omit of sediment in it. At a medium fl >w it. would
chism, Answers to Questions," 89 and 29).
require one year to fill the proposed reservoir, which could
"The church is not at all ready for the revision of be tapped by the people on both sides of the river, and when
[these] its standards" (The Presbyterian, April once filled, would ~upply a constant water power capable of
running many immense manufacturing industries.
27, 1889).
.
.
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the diocese, many brothers of the Christian Pchools,
l/nian. Iand
an immense multitude of people. DeW1tt C.

R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENS. Secretary.
Pr1noess Opera. Honse.
558 W. Madison Htreet, Room 1. O!lluago.
OTTO WETTSTEIN. Treab..
.
Rochelle, Ill .
E. U. FooTE· JB .• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120Lexington Ave., New York
M:as. M.A.. FREEMAN. Ob. Fin. Oom .• 3J4 W. Madison st., Obioago.

Orl'gon State Convention.
m~o-m hers of the Silverton
Secular Union, of Stlverton, Ore .. hereby cordially invite all
the Liberals of Orel!nn to m"et with them in mass convention
at. Stlverton, June 22 and 23, 188!) for the purpose of organizing a B'ate a~~ociatton on tile b~sis of the D~m>iods of Liberali•m, to c• opP.rate with the American Secular Union.
The a~sociation tlJUs formed is to reprefent no intellt:ct.ual
creed, but simply equal rights and impartial liberty. l& i~>
to be organizl'd in the Fpirlt of the D"claration of Iudepend,~nc~>, the Constit.ution of the United States, and the words
<•f General Grant: "Keep the church and state forever separate"
All in favor of theFe·great ends, so necessary to the preser.
va.t.ion of republican and democratic institutions, are soJicirtd to be present for fraternal cuoperation. In uuion
thtre is strength.
J W. MoUJ.URE, Presidmt of Silverton Secular Union.
R. D. ALI.EN, s,crl'tary.
M11s CARRIE FnZGEI!ELL.)
H. D Mou.:T.
Executiv Committee.
E. wOLF ARD.
'
To the Liberal• of Ort,qon: The

t

Leonard G~lger, Not I. L. C:1ergeu.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bir: Who is I. L.
Gergen, of tnis place? I notice his name in this week's
TJ<U1'H SEEKER am·ong the sub~cribers to the Moral Codtfund. I would like to get ac-quaintt!d with him. I hav
lived hHe forty years and never beard of the name btfore.
Tnere must be something wrong among the officers of tht
American E!ecular Union. La>.t fall they undertook w
~eparate me and my wife bv placing h<r away out in Ohio
wmewhere. And now they want to change my name, "hicb
is really,
L. GEIGJm.
Hudson,!{. Y., May 23, 289.

A. Gorgeous Roman Pageant.
Yesterday, May 19th, "Hrs Grace" Archbishop
Faehan, amid imposing ceremonies and before a con
course of fully thirty thousand, laid the corner-stone
d De la Salle Institute. It was the biggest Romish
celebration Chicago has had in ten years. .Columm
are devoted by the daily press to animated and
fhttering descriptions of this insipid show, as though
some great patriotic jubilee was being observed,
instead of its marking the dangerous triumph of the
power that ceaselessly works for the political degradation of America. The Times, which is rutming 8
neck and-neck race with the Herald to out-Herod
Herod, as it were, in fawning to papacy, fairly grows
ecstatic in laudation of the scene, saying, "It is the
substantial fruition of a long-nursed ambition to
adequately supply a high course of education, principally for the children of the laity;" and continues:
The sun shone brightly upon the imposing pageant presented at the grand staod from which Archbtshop Feehan
and the attendant clergy, supported by a gathering of the
Catholic laity, reviewed the great proce8blOn. The scene
was kaleidoscopic in its br1lhancy, animation, and varied
color. Upon the foundation walls of the building had been
erected a mbstantial flooring with seating accommodation
for fifteen hundred ~pecially invited. This re~erved inclos
ure was completely fi1led for nearly half an hour before the
procession aJTived. Thousands of little flHgs fluttered in the
wind, and wreaths of laurel and heavy festoons of evergreen
gave the rl'quisit vernal relief to the rich color and golden
emblazonries of the massed banners. These wciety fl11gs
formed the baP-kground for the officiating groups of richly
vested clergy and representativ officials in gay regalia who
occupied the conspicuous point of observation upon the
great platform.
.A.s every band in the city was out, no wonder the
music of the occasion was wonderfully mixed; but
the sublimity of absurdity was reached, not by the
"Arkansaw Traveler," but when a popish procession
marched to the air of" We'll Rally Rmnd the Flag,
Boys.'' Possibly it was the nbel fl<&g, which th~:
infallible Pio N ono was so anxious to acknowledge
as the American standard, for which this tune was
selected.
Three years ago great indignation was expressed
by Catholic and Protestant against Sunday parades
and promenading bands of mpsic. Our city council
prowptly passed an ordinance forbidding processionB
witbm so many blocks of churches on the holy Sab
bath, so that they would not interfere with the
preacher's earning his salary on his busy day. No
notice was tak<>n of ,;uch an order yesterday, for were
not our holy Roman rulers out on parade, and "His
Grace" billed for a star performance, vested in a
purple and silk cassock, with a long train supported
by a couple of acolytes, richly en.broidered lace, surplice, fet.tal e.tole, clotb-of-gold cap, and his miter
home by Rev. T. Kerns? Pat Feehan, thus done
up regardless of expense, wielded a golden trowel to
complete his great act.
·
In a sealed copper box inserted in the stone was a
Latin scroll, a portion of which reads: "For the
greater honor and glory of Gud, BY!d the WPlfare of
youth, on Sunday the 19th of May, A.D. 1889, the
coruer-stone of De la SiJle Im•titute was laid with
appropriate ceremonies by His Grace Most Reverend
Patrick .A.. Feehan, Roman Catholic archb1shop of
C.nicago, in the p~esence of the reverend clergy of

CrPgier beicg mayor of Chicago; Joseph .A.. F1fer,
gonrnor of Illinois ; Ber.j. Hamson, president of
the Uui:ed States; Pope Leo XUI., sovereign pontiff, gloriously reigning."
Then followed the cardinals and cabinet of the
holy see and the officers of the institute. Mark
the gradations this list includes-the steps of
power and importance by which, one after another,
we reach the ascending scale and climb to the d1zzy
bights of the "gloriously reigning sovereign pontiff."
Where does be reign ? Certainly not in Rome, for
t.here they know him too well, al!d be claims to be a
'' pri~oner," so that the inference is he reigns in our
republic.
From whom does this archbishop recE>i_ve this highsounding, impudent title, "his grace?'' Not from
the American government, the Constitution, nor the
people, but the pope at Rome, to whom he owes hi~
first allE-giance. This Romieh church is a political
power; subject to a foreign monarchy, only rende1ing
to t.his republic inft:rior and secondary obedience.
Oo the platform sat three Protestant judges sub
missivly seeking for future votel't of the ft~ithful, and
rherebymeekly and solemnly affirming their willingne!'s to become pliant tools of the Romish church.
Pat Feehan (I mean his grace) favored a higher
education and a broader culture-one which would
be a lasting benefit to the church. There is littlE:
danger of anything else being introduced.
It is strange to hear two distinguished bishops of
this church disagree, hut Bishop Ireland lectured
nne soiLe time ago, and was dead set against science,
art, and modtrn philosophy. He condemned "the
ambition of modern philosophy." He claimed the
~reat source of light and improvement was the
Christian religion, by which he meant the mummerie~<
o1nd mysteries d RomP. Now, if we do not bav
modern pbilosorhy, shall we hav musty philosophy?
Ft:ehan talks lt>arnedly of the '' broad culture'' to be
d1epensed at tl e De )a Salle Institu.te, by which he
1m plies that other colleges are not so broad as this
new infant of Rome. The next legislature will hav a
bill, doubtless, demanding a bonus to encourage this
ext.raordinarily classical non-sectarian institution.
The Romish church is an institution for the perversion of history and the inversion of intellect; for
blighting imagination and blu~ting the lessons of
experience-a contamination to the individual and a
curse to society. It is the entering wedge dincted
against the heart of American freedom, for the
avowed purpo10e of its destruction.
.A.s a part of the "broad cultne" which is of lasting benefit to the church, the De ]a Salle Institute
is bound to inculcate what the leading papal journal
in this country has declared:
He who denies the papal supremacy in the government of
the trniversal church is as far from being a Catholic as he
who denies the incarnation or the nal presence The church
is more trau. country, and fealty to the creed God teaches
anrl enjoins through her is more than patriotism-New York
Tablet.

This squarely places popery above patriotism, and
"We'll rally round the flag; boys" sounds signally
flat in a procession of Catholics who carry out and
believe the above quotation.
Victor Hugo shattered this Romish sham of
"broad culture'' by at~king a few pertinent questions
of her prelates :
You claim the liberty of teaching. Stop; be sincere; let
us understand the liberty which you claim. It is the liberty
of not teaching. You wish us to giv you the people to
instruct. Very well. Let us see your pupils l Let us see
those yon hav produced. What hav you done for Italy?
What hav you done for Spain? For centuries you hav kt-pt
in your hands, at your discretion, these two great nations,
illustrious amo11g the illustrious. What hav you done for
them? I am going to tell you. Thanks to you, Italy, whose
name no man who thinks can any longer pronounce '!17ithout
an inexpressible filial emotion; Italy, mother of genius and
of natiPDB, which has spread over the universe all the most
brilliant marvel of poetry and arts; Italy, which has taught
mankind to read, now knows not how to read l Yes, Italy
is, of all the states of Europe, that where the ~mallest number of native 4now how to rt"ad.
Spain, magnificently enclowed; Spain, which received
from the Romans her first civilization, from the Arabs her
~•·cond civJlizalion, and, in spite of you, a world, America;
Spain, thanks to you, to your yoke of stupor, which is a
yoke of d• j!:radation and decay, Spain has lost this secret
powu, which it bad from the Romans, th;s genius of art,
whiP-hit had from the Ar11bs; and in exchange for all that
you hav made it lose, it has received from you-the Inquisition.
To the machinations cf this immovable church not
a word of warning is whispered from the daily press,
but columns of approbation for the stately ceremonies of these priestly sappers and miners of nations.
Then the humiliation of judges fl<iunting th~>ir professional prostitution to a church which holds that
"the state has rights only in virtue and by permission of the superior authority, and that authority
can only be expressed through the church "-can
judicial cffice-seekers descend to lower depths? All
this portends a mighty conflict in which, as evt-r,
Secul~rists must rouse, rally, and quicken the public
conscience that liberty shall not lie prostrate .at the
foot of the cross, and thus hasten the people's ad·
vent.

Ont of the light, ye prie~ts, nor fling
Your dark, cold shadows on us longer l
Aside I thou world-wtde crme called kiog,
The people's step is quick and stronger.
Aye, it must come I Thy tyrant's throne
Is crumbling, with our hot tears rusted;
Room I for the men of mind make way I
Ye rob her rulers, pause no longer;
Ye cannot stay the opt-niDI! day;
The world rolls on, the light grows strongerThe people's advent's commg.
NEWS AND NOTES.
The disappearance l•f Dr. P. H. Cronin, an alleged
Irish patriot, bas occupied pubhc attention for the
past three weeks, but the discovery of his naked
body crammed into the catch-basin of a sewer in a
suburb of this city points unmistakably to a most
foul and bloody II)urder.
There was not a shred of
clothing on the body, but from a slender cord suspfmded around his neck hung an .A.gnus Dei. The
t-ffect of religious superstition may be observ~d in
this ~:~ignificant fact, that, while his R1man Catholic
murderers were willing to commit such a horrible
~tnd cowardly crime, they did not dare to remove this
scaru'a. What tender considerations their religion
rnculcates! This murder is the outgrowth of the
policy of letting Ireland rule and rob America, fot it
ts presumed that Cronin was about to expose
fnormous defalcations of the Parnell fund.
His
chief enemy was .A.lfxander Sullivan, the Irish patriot,
whose unprovoked assassination of Hansford in this
city is a matter of history. and who stained his hands
with the· blood of another man in Texas before he
came to ChicRgo. There is strong suspicion that he
IS now il. triple murderer.
These Irish patriots are a
sweet-Ecented lot.
1
TIS RELIGION THAT CAN GIV SWEETEST PLEASURES WHILE
WE LIV.
.A. Russian priest in San FrarciEco is mspecled of
three murders, illegitimacy, and incendiarism. He
fired the church in the hope of burning up the
bishop who was investigating his conduct, and to
destroy the records.
He belonged to the Greek
church. The religion of the Russ and the Romanist seems to hav a common flavor.
ELROTION OF OFFICERS.
.A.t a rE'gular semi-annual meetllJg of the Chicago
Secular Union _the following officers were elected for
the ensuing term: E . .A.. Stevens, president (twelfth
term); vice-presidents, J. M. Stiles, Mrs. M. A. Freeman, Jsmes Gruber, Prof. James Milleson, and B.
H. Marlett; secretary, Mrs. Holmes; financial secretary, J. F. Geeting; treasurer, Jehu Barr ; executiv
rommittee, G. L. Robertson, Leopold Koerpel, and
E. N. Geer.
E . .A.. STEVENs.

Tbe Brnno Monument at Rome.
The following final letter, account, and banker's
certificate speak for tbemselvs and for the liberality
and international spirit of American L1berals.
.A.s the years roll on it will be a source of gratification to every American to know that there were so
large a number who insisted that the great republic
should be represented in this great act of historical
justice and becoming revenge.
In the many letters which hav brought in the
money were found many inl!lpiriting sent1ments and
expressions which we bav no room to spread before
the public, but which hav ad~ed an earnest meaning
to these contributions which we hav sought. to make
known at Rome by condensed and proper repol'ts.
The contributors may also be plE>ased to know that
every cent contributed bas gone to Rome, all expenses
having been borne by the treasurer; and also that
the rate of exchange being in our f~vor, the money i~
larger at Rome than here.
.A.t a proper time we may lay before our public
some account of the great cel~:-bration 011 J unt: 9th, but
otherwise it seems that our duties as a committee
bav come to a successful close. That such has been
the result we bav to thank, first, our contributors
and then the American Libt>ral press, and especially
THE TRUTH SEEKER, which bas given free publication
to all of our n ports i and then the Bo!'ltCln Inves.
tigatnr, the Freethi?tkers' Magozine, Secular '1 hought
F'reethought, Open Court Unity, and, in short, e~~ry
L1beral newspaper in Enghsb Amer1ca.
· We need not repeat inf(Jrmation which the following documents will disclo~e, and with thanks for the
confidence reposed, we submit this final renort.
T. B. WAKEMAN, Treas. an-d Sec'y,
On behalf of tile American Committee.
U"'TI!D STATER OF AMI!RIOA,
}
No. 93 NAABAU BT, N.Y.,
May 24. E~tA ••F MAN 289. An 188!!
To THE Hm•ORABT.E THE UoMMJ~'T&E FOR THE BRUNO MoNUMENT AT RnME !TAI~Y, (~entlemen: I her• with inclose a final
d•aft. for $370.15, whi.ch mttkes $Il!O 15 ov~r the Pum of
$1,00u prr>mised for the Bruno ~n••num~nt. on behalf of
Americotn L'berals. As funds could not reach you in time
for the celebration on tbe 9r.h of June next., if sent after this
date, you may consider this draft a~ closing our account.
As we wrote you before, we regret extremely th11t no nne
of our committee can be pn:sent on tbe great oc!'asion which
will crown your pfforts. I!l that re~ara we request you to
entzage the at.tendauce, and tf you lhmk proper the voice nf
our honored and excellent friend Hon. J. B. StHllo tort-pre.
sent us at your celebration, and we hope that he may associ-
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ate with himself such other Americans as he may think ?"ieu-r of Florence, will deliver an adrlress upon the life and system which allows this state of affairs to exist and even
prop~r. That he may feel free to represent, speak, and to works of the illustrious Martyr and Thinker.
throws over it the sacred sanction of law.
'
act for us, we authorize yt:U to show to him this letter as his
Upon the day of the inauguration a bronze medal stru.ck
authority if any may be needed.
by the care of the t-xecutiv committee will remain as the
Tributes to Our Postmaster•Gt>neral.
We send you also herewith the names or all of the Ameri- perpetual souvenir of this civil ceremony.
From t/UI Sun.
can contributors to this fund, with their addresses and
Avo. GIOVANNI AMIOI, Becretarv,
_They say that Wanamaker is pious enough to open oysters
amounts contributed, and pray you to preserve the same as
Via due Macelli 66, Scala int., p. 2, Roma.
with prayer.
a roll of honor among your archives. We hope to send
you the same in a printed form at an early date. We pray
Ler.tures and Meetings.
hom the b']Jrlngj!r-ld. Republican.
you .also to send to us such newspaper or other accounts of
Piety is cloaking the post-office department as with a
MRs. MATTIE P. KREKEL will start this month for Califorthe great celebration as will enable your American friends to
rea1ize to some extent the joy and the. glory of your success. nia, ~here she contemplates lecturing during the summer, and mantle. The general superintendent of the railwaY mail
Nothing now rem~ins but to thank you finally for the honor milking a tour of the territories during the fall and winter. Bervice has issued an order that on and after the· 26th the
you h~v done us in placing our names upon your honorary She desires engagements on the way to the Pacific coast, at exchange of inner sacks between Boston and New Haven
shall be daily, except Sundays, instead of daily as at present.
~ommittee for America. and for your patience and support
Denver, Salt Lake, and other points. Her address is 438 B
ID our efforts to perform the duties which that honor im.
From the St. Loui• Globe-Democrat.
·posed. With profound re~pP.ct and gratitude for the leading 24th avenue, Omaha, Neb. Mrs. Krekel is a splendid
One of the Texas statesmen now in Washington has just
woman, an eloquent speaker, and her terms are reasonable
part you hav taken in this glorious work, we remain,
Your obedient servants,
Liberal societies and individuals desiring platform work in had an interview with the postmaster-general; some of the
features of which were extraordinary. It ap{lears that the
R. G. INGERSOLL.
their towns should employ her.
:rex!l'n wanted a change in one of the pmsidentJal post-offices
American Committee T. B. W AKEMA.N.
PBoF. JAMES MILLESON wishes to hear from a number of tn h1s state, and was endeavoring to secure Mr. Wanamaker's
{ D. G. THOMPSON.
Liberals along the line between Chicago and Denver. He recommendation to that effect. The term had not vet exTHOMAS DaviDSON.
has lecture engagements at Boulder, Colo., which can only pired, however, and the postmaster-general declined to make
PerT. B. W AKEM4N, Treasurer and Secretary.
:he change. The Texan showed that the present incumbent
be filled by securing several intermediate appointments. If r,f the post-office in question "as an offensiv partisan of the
THE BANKER'S OERTIFIOATE.
RP.ceived, New York, May 24, 1889, $370.15, which, with the Liberals along the line will help him to such engage- worst character, and that Democratic as wt-11 as Republican
$750 heretofore received at various times, makes a total of ments he will make the trip of great importance to our cause. patrons joined in the reqnest for an immediate change.
$1,120 15, "'hich we hav transmitt1·d to G. Amici, secretary
Mr .. Wanamaker was absolute in his refusal, and finally
of the Giorrlano Bruno monument committee at Rome, Italy, His popular lectures on "The Conflict between Science and Pxplamed that a friend of his, the Rev. So-and-So, had
Religion," and his "Scientific Substitute for a Creator" can
forT. B. Wakeman, treasurer of the American committee.
req?ested the continuance or the prrsl'nt postmaster in office
not fail to interest the Western people, as they hav do~e thP · unul the end of the term. The Texan grew furious at this
25 Wall street, N. Y.
CANTON! & Co., Bankers.
The following are the amounts received since the citizl'ns of Chicago. Please correspond with E A Stevens interference of the clergy and expostulated, but all to no
president of the Chinago Secular Union, at No. 558 Wes; purpose.
last acknowledgment:
" I can do nothing now," said Mr. Wanamaker, " for I hav
R. Butterfield, Sacramento. Cal............................... 5 00 Madison street, Chicago, Ill.
assured the Rev. So.and.Bo that no change will be made."
Briggs Monroe, St. Paul, Minn ............. ;.................. 5 00
A SPIRITUALIST camp-meeting will be held in Vandercook's
''But, my God, Mr. Wanamaker," exclaimed the Lone
L. Magonheimer, San Jose. Cal................................ 2 00 Grove, three miles south or Jackson, Mich., commencing Star statesman, with petulance, "what has this pulpitTalbot J. Albert, Bal:unens, Md........................ ."...... 2 00 June 22d and closing July 1st. Among the speakers with __pounder got to do with it?"
Peter Seide, Jr., D~venport, W. T............................ 2 00
Postmaster general Wanamaker was shocked. It was eviH. L. Wtlson,
"
" ............................ 2 00 whom negotiations are either closed or pending for that dent that he was painfully shock~d. After fully recovering
Jos. Kirk. Lnmber City, Pa ................•................... 2 00 meeting are MosP.s and Mattie E. Hull, Dr. A. B Spinney, his breath, he said, in the mildest possible manner:
Dr. J. Rode Buchanan, Roston, Mass........................ 1 00 Fred. Heath, Mattie Strickland, Mrs. Curtis, Dr. P. T. John"My dear sir, you must not swear; it is wrong, it is
N. T. Bows, New York city.................................... 1 00 son, Mrs. Rich, and others. Among the mediums to be wickt d, it is ungentlemanly. You must not swear ln my
Mr&. Marv A Smith, Newark, N.J.......................... 1 00 present are Mrs. Graham, Mrs. Cutter, and Mrs. L. Pet An- presence."
Dr. W. R B>lchelor, Pauline, Ark............................ 1 00
The Texan wilterl, and in apologetic profusion be said :
Samuel Cohn. Pottsville, Pa .................................... 1 00 derson, of Cbicago, and- Mrs. Virginia Rowe, of Jackson,
"I bt g your pardon, Mr. Wa••amaker, but that was not
Mich., and othP.rs. The grove is beautifully situated on profanity;
I tried not to swear; I merely--"
CollPntPrl by Mr. John Jackson, Dallas, Tex. Received
Twin
Lakes,
and
has
a
dining-hall,
rlance-hall,
swing~.
"Oh, yes, you rlid," interrupted the postmaster-general
May 24. 289:
Dr. D. Mackay .............•........................................ $1 00 merry. go-rounds, and every other facility for innocent and l:lunday.school superintendent; "you said 'My G· d.'
JohnJackson ...........•..................................•.......... 1 25 amusements between meetings. Gnod boating and fishing and that's taking the name of our Lnrd in vain. You know
Nelli Moore............................................................ 1 00 on the lakes. Day board can be had on the grounds. Tents the good book tells us that it is wicked to u'e the name of
C. M. Connally .............. ·........................................ 1 00 nan be furnished for all who will ask for them in advance. the Lord in any spirit but that of reverence and devotion,"
George Cretiau ............... ~....................................... 1 00 Fine singing, and good music for dancing. For·further par- and then Mr. Wanamaker Pnterl'd into a long anrl Parnt-st
IPcture 9n the subject of profanity in general and the Texan's
C. W. Smith.......................................................... 1 00
Allen Johnson....................................................... 1 00 ticulars address Leone Rich, secretary, 920 Greenwood offense JD particular.
Whl'n Mr. Wanamaker had finished. the Texas Ftatesman,
Achille De Stefano................................................. 1 00 avenue, Jackson, 1\olich., or New Thought, 675 W. Lake street,
in solemn silence, took his hat and· walked out. The lecture
A. J. Rosenfield .................................................... 1 00 Chicago.
was lost upc.n him, however, for when he found himself in
'T. G. Arrl............................................................. 1 00
the hall outsirle he broke loose. He said many things of a
The Chur('h the 8t>rvant of Plutocra<'y.
L. D. D·•uglas. ........................ ............................. 1 00
sulphurous character that would hav rlPeply grieved Mr.
Jame.s B. W1U1$0n in the North AmPrioan Re'irllll.
G: M Danover....... ... . .. . .. ......... ... . .. .. . ... ....•.. ....... .... 1 00
W. D. Robinson.................................................... 1 00
The followin!!" ir.cid~>nt happened not long ago in one of Wanamaker had he been there to hl'ar. F•>T about five minutes the names of all the deities, .biblical, classical. mythoI. K. Hawes.......................................................... 1 00 the largest cities in this country:
WilliamD··ran ............................•.....•.................... 1 00
An important chnrch in the city OWPd a large sum of logical, or otherwise. were taken in vain; and tht-n tbe
Alexander KPnnady................................................ 1 00 money to a very wealthy man, one of its )earling mPmbPrA. repre~entativ of the state of T~xas, feeling somewhat better
'
W. J. Schrc flier .................................................. ;... 1 50 But though the money was overrlue, the church r•ffirers felt walktd out into the street and t.he sunshine.
B. B Mendez.........................................................
50 no anxiety, as their creditor not only appeared to hav th~> inInacturll('Y of the Nt>w Tt>stanwnt.
A. B Bristol..........................................................
50 terests of the chumh at heart, but was abunrlantlv able to
Rev. JJf. J. Sav!lge in .Vorlh. A mer! 'an Reaiemjor June.
L Kells ............................................................ :.....
50 wait until it should be able. to pa" him, and, indeed, freWhat certainty hav we of the verbal accuracy of any sinF. De Stefano ........................................-.................
50 quently express<>d hims1-lf to tbat l'ff• ct. At this point. he
J. B. Cook...........................................................
50 was provPd to be guilty of having brokPn one of the Ten gle tPxt on which, as we are told, hangs the tremPndous
J. R. Hamed................... ........................... ..........
25 CommanrlmPnts-which one it is imma•erial tn say here- issuP. of heaven or hell? The oldest manuscript of any part
D. B Horn............................................................
25 anrl as the t~anse:ression was a mattPr of common fame. the of the New Testament takes us no nParer the rl'al words of
G. Finkheintr. ............... ................................. ......
25 nfficers of the church WPre compelled to tak~> cognizance of Jesus and his disciples than some time in t.he tourth century.
Louis Wagner, Hudson, N.Y................................. 1 OU it. Thev dirl so. and, finrling him guilty, rle<'lar.•rl him su•- Hundrl'rls of manuRcripts, of all or a part of the TeRtament,
are in existence. But thl'y contain thnusands of differences
The following has been issued by the Roman per~Pd from membPr•hip until he Rhould giv some proof of in their readings. Generally these d•fferencl'B are not imp"rhavmg repented. The offpnder, though acknow)Pd!!ing the
Committee:
charge against him, waR furious at the au ianity of the church tant-that is, they rlo not materially changP the sense. But
INAUGURATION OF THE liW~nMENT TO GIORDANO BRUNO. in preRuming to di~ciplin him, and sent word to the officers in some cases they are very important. They amount to a
PLAOE "OAMPO DEI FlclRI," ROME.
that if he was not reinstated within a wPek heRhould at. once difference as to whole verses; and, in a few instances. to
Triumphant, after more than ten years of struggle against. procePd to collect the money which the church owed him. whole paragraphs or parts of ehapters. Borne of theoe differclerical intolerance, the statue of the great phtlosopher of He was reins·atPrl in thrPe rlays, or as soon as the meeting of ences mean more than car~lessness; they indicate a dehherNola is at last to be raised on the 9th of June, upon the the officerR eonld be convened, and is to-rlay a member in ate tampering with the text under the influence of dt>ctrinal
bias. It is sometimes urged, in reply to thiR point, that we
good standi• g of that church.
same spot which formerly was the scene of his torture.
The inauguration of the monument to Brnno in Rome is
Some few years ago, in a small town in the central part of are as sure of the general accuracy of the N~w Testament
rationally the emblt>m which marks the c~DIPnary which has this state, there was a church which had rPcently callerl tn text as we are of that or the hest clasBics, such as Cicero's
revoLved since 1789
It does not mark the difference be. the ra~torate a young man of strong religious convictionp orations. Suppose we are? The fact is At ill entirely beside
twPen the Godrless Reason and the supreme being with thP anrl fervirl piety. He had not been pastor long before he the point. When some <'ne claims that the salvation of the
scaffold as arbiter between them; but it iR the crowning of leamerl that the hiarling member of his church, anrl the soul depenrls on the reading of a text in Cicero, then the
the most elevated ideal of humanity. On the one side the :wealthies.t and most influential man in the town, was living comparison will hav some relevancy. Until then, however,
Catholic church, on the other t.he modern state. and, be- m open sm. It had been a matter of common notoriety for it is only a flippant evasion of the difficulty even to raise
tween them, the monument of Bruno, the symbol of a mu- VPars, but the forn::Pr pastor, a weak, good-naturPd man hav- such a comparison.
tual tolerance in freedom of thought, religions, worships.
ing an eye to the rich man's very liberal contributionR, dis------~~-------Coincident Upiuions.
For here we can see a pope celebrating freely side by side creetly ignorPd t~e matter. The new pastor, however, was
From
Salad.tn'" Aonosllc Journal.
with t.he state, which discusses, also frePiy, the rights ot a man of very dtff.,rent character, and, after privatP.ly adThe leading Freethou~ht j'>urnal of America is THE TRUTH
sovPTeignty. Here the clergy may menace the faithful in monishing the culprit to no effPct, publicly cut him off from
the churches with the terrors of death, and that in front of the membPrahip in the church. What was the result? The sin- SEEKER, pnblished in New York. It is ably conduoted by
Athenreum which preaches, in its turn. rehabilitation in thl' nP.r. of course, withdrew his contributions, and so great was E. M. Macdonald, who was trained under the late D. M.
right of life and affirms the law or nature. Here, again, be- his influence in the town that the <'hurch-members generally Bennett.
tween two different civilizations, towers the monumt-nt to conrlemned the clergyman for so offending hfm. Snme actu_
From H. L. Green•s' F'reethinters' M"gaztne.
Bruno which, embracing in unity of thought the two world8, ally upbraiderl him for driving a goorl-paying member away
Eugene Macdonald is constantly improving TH:a: TRUTH
by nePdlesely raking up a little private matter t.hat was nopushes them on toward a common end.
,
From whatever part of the earth the man comes who finds hody's business. The poor man's siJ.Iary was so reduced that SEEKER and placing it in the fir&t rank of journalism. At
himself in front of this monument. he ought to think that he was finally compelled to resign. ThiP of cour8e was a first we were not attracted to some of the illustrations therein
he leaves behind him great d•fferences of nation anrl of triumph for the rich magnate. A man w~s called a~ pastor published, but they hav been steadily growing better and
tongue, and that he has come, as it were, into a new country who had no desire to stir up unpleasant matters, and who now each week teach important Freethought lessons that
which has neither frontiers nor privill'j:;eB; for there where was onlv too willing to conciliate a man of wealth and posi- could not be so well presented in any othl'r manner. 'I he
thought is born again from its ashes is found the entire his- tion. The rich man, still ~iving in open sin, is an honored Editor is yet a young man, has hardly reacherl the prime of
tory of man, and one feels that the differ~>nt forms of Bpl'ech member of the church, whtle the ciPrgyman, who tried to life, and, if he improves his splendid opportunities, has a
disappear in the common aspirations of a unique, a Luman enrl the scand»l of his membership, is looked upon as a sort grand future before him.
------~~.------
of Q•Jixotic. <;rank. an~ with t~is .reputation. earned by his
tongue.
A Sanguiut>ous D fiance.
All those Liberal spirits and learned men in civilized coun- uncompromtsmg devotiOn to pnnctple, he finds it impossible
GPorge MaCdonald. in San Jl'ranci·co Freethought.
tries in the Athenreums, the ~chools, the associations, in ac. to obta.in any pP.rmanen~ or desirab!P. charge.
When Mr. Braden is tired of parading these names before
Multitude~ of other mstances, differing in many details,
cepting the invitation to honor with their presence the
inauguration of this monument-which is raised by the hut all showmg the s_ubserviency of AmericiJ.n Christianity to the public he might arrange a nP.'Y list., and put mine among
desire and by the stlbscriptions of every country-fu•nish the money power, might be adduced. The churches in the them. I met him once in this office, and did not debate with
the striking proof that posterity is mindful of this Bruno l!~ited. States do rtot·p.erhaps worship wealth; but they con- him. The only reason why there was not a lively discussion
who carried the very eloquence of thought. amongst nations, cihate 1t and toady to 1t to such an extent that their message is because I did not know who he was. I now challenge the
and was willing to consecrate it by his death in the Universal of unive~pal brptherhood becomes a farce. In no department Rev. Mr. Braden to mortal combat, and giv him the choice
of Amencan hfe is the power of money greater th<~n in the of weapons. Hear my war-song:
Citv.
I am a terrorAmazing the nations.
The inauguration of the monument, sculptured by M. churches. Not only does it shape the policy and blind the
Don't yon ft>r~et it.
Thou Hrt a blow· hard,
Ettore F .. rrari, will take place in the forenoon of Sunday, vision of individual parishes, as in the cases I hav related
The l!"la.re thou beholdeet
Reverend Bra<l~n,
9th of June, in thP presence of the Committee of Honor, the but it compels AmPrican Christianity, a~ a whole, to tak~
St.rPaming through heavens
And thn• •ingle-handed,
nnto the combat,
Io fio.Bile• of carmine
deputies from foretgn and Italian Universities, and the in- the rich man's view of every moral and social question that
I•
IllY
red
whi•kers
Gauntlet
or l!"ospel,
comes before it. The enormous wealth of many men. both
vitPd municipalities and associ<~tions.
Blown by th9 OYclone,
H~• e I ilefy the"!
Ttle inaugural speech, before the monument in the in and out of the chnrchPs, is known to hav been acquirerl
THE demurrer of the MeHsr~. Harman and Walker has
"Cam no dei Fiori," will be pronounced by Professor Gio- dishonestly, and in violation of t.he rights of multitudes of
vanni B •vio. Upon the eve of the inauguration (Saturday, men whom they dPprive of their dues. But neither the been overrull'd by the· court, and they will hav to p;o to
June 8th), at the formal reception or the deput.les and repre. churches in their oorporate capacity, nor the clergy in their tri~l o~ the indict~tln~. 'f.be d~y for ~h!J lfi~ is no~ ~et ap,
.
.
ee~tativs frofe~sqr Gart~yo Trezza, of tilt~ J~stit~~ Bupe. indlvidU!\1 capacity 1 t~v~r ~h1~k of (leuouncio~ t4e soci~l ~~w~
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g[ommnnications.
Itemodeled Christianity, With n New Savior.
JUST AS DIYINE A RELIGION AB THE OLD.

"Christ live. He -has come to earth the second
time. Behold the savior ! He is the pure one, the
perfect one. He has no guile. He is God, become
man. By believing on him we are made pure and
sinless·,as he is, and our salvation is assured Oh,
how grateful and happy are we who are redeemed!
Blessed be God, that we hav found him."
Such were the expressions delivered in a quiet but
intensely earnest tone of voice to a Herald reporter
this morning by one of the "angels" of the Schweinfurth Community.
What is the Schweinfurth Community?
It is the head center of the newest and most
remarkable religious sect, of all the queer theological
schools, that has found an existence and a company
of believers.
The sect has been in existence about fifteen years,
but Schweinfurth has not been revealed unto them as
their lord and master until within the last half dozen
years.
Mrs. Dora Beekman, the wife of a Congregational
minister, originated the body of strange believers.
She preacheg that in her own person were the attributes of the risen Lord. She was the woman Christ
inspired and made sacred by the indwelling of Christ's
spirit. The band of believers grew slowly and steadily. They located their central church at the little
hamlet of Byron, south of Rockford, an4 by dint of
besieging the meetings of all the other churches,
and, jumping up, declaring their doctrins at all seasons, kept the poor clergymen and their faithful
flocks in continual hot water. Her husband did not
believe the new faith, and as a result he is now in the
insane asylum.
Rev. George J. Schweinfurth was at that time a
Methodist minister, a young man of prepossessing
appearance. He had an auburn beard, a white brow,
with veins plainly indicating refinement, and a very
sharp eye, that could look as meek and pathetic as a
Delaware river shad's when circumstances demandeo
humility.
Suddenly it was announced that Dominie Schweinfurth had renounced Methodism and become a disciple of Mrs. Dora Beekman. Very shortly afterward
he was installed as bishop of. the Beekmanites, as
they were called, with a roving commission to visit
the different localities where the creed had gained a
footing to exhort and proselyte and orate and be the
mouthpiece and confidential attache of the woman
Christ.
Mrs. Beekman died and became cold clay like any
ordinary mortaL Her broken-hearted believers kept
her body for a week, expecting that she would rise as
she had promised and prophesied. They placed her
body on a raised platform and worshiped about it
hourly. There were expectant disciples standing
about it every moment, in hope that life wauld return
and they would witness the resurrection. The remains were never left alone for an instant, but the
corruption of ihe body grew so great that at the end
of a week the interment was ordered by the public
authorities.
At this juncture came forward to the comfortless
little band the shrewd Schweinfurth. He declared
to tilem that just as she was dying he saw a glimpse
of heaven "through the windows of her soul," and
from her lips came the words, "You are Christ the
holy one. My spirit passes into thine, and by this
act transforms thy whole being. Go forth pure and
sinless, the only son of God. Thou shalt bring all
nations to worship thee and put to rout the evil one
and all the hosts of darkness."
·
_The credulous company bt:lieved and rejoiced in
the real savior brought to them as from the dead.
From that day the growth of the organization,
both in financial resources and membership, has been
simply wonderful. The new Christ has displayed
business sharpness and a keenness in the study of
human nature that has brought forth much fruit.
A good old farmer named Weldon, who was possessed of eight hundred acres of fine land, became
infatuated with the new sect and made over his
entire property to Schweinfurth as head of the
church. Here the central community is located and
here I found· my way early this morning.
The home of Christ is a large mansion standing in
a spacious inclosure amid a 11umber of large forest
trees some distance back from the main road, about
five miles south of this city. It has spacious barns,
carriage buildings, sheds, and other appurtenances
of a prosperous country manse. The members of
the community make the breeding of blooded horses
a specialty. Schweinfurth has three imported stallions and a large number of brood mares. He also
has about eighty head of fine cattle. The house is
very roomy and with its wings easily accommodates
~ hundred persons. .There- are usually about fifty
females there and a dozen or ,fifteen men. The male
disciples do the heavy work and are drudges. They
liv on the plainest food and sleep in the attic. Most

of them, having become infatuated with the new religion, count themselvs happy to suffer and labor for
the cause, and hav given up all their earthly possessions to the Christ.
Schweinfurth possesses in his own name property
which has been given him outright to the amount of
$50,000 at the lowest calculation. Wherever a member of the "Church T.riumphant" is found they set
aside a tenth of all their earnings as tithes for the
Lord, and the Lord deposits it in different banks in
his own name.
When informed that the visitor was in search of
information, it seemed as if a slight shade passed over
Schweinfurth's countenance and there was a momentary hesitation before his reply. But it was only transitory, and in a moment he said: "Will you kindly
follow me to my study T I hav no objection to answer any reasonable questions you may propound, if
·
of proper character."
He led the way into the hall and thence to the
two-story wing and upstairs into a room which bore
the appearance of a literary man's comfortable retreat.
It was lined with books in solid walnut cases, tastefully veneered with French varnish and elaborately
carved. Motioning the visitor to a chair, he followed
suit and awaited the interrogatories.
"Are you Christ?"
"I am," was the reply. " I am more than Christ.
I am the perfect man and also God. I possess the
attributes of Jesus the sinless, and hav his spirit;
and more than that, I am the almighty himself."
"This, then, is your second advent on earth?"
"It is, and I am accomplishing untold good. The
time is not far off when I shall make such manifestations of my divinity and power as will startle the
world and bring believers to me by thousands and
tens of thousands."
- "When did you discover first your divine attributes and that ·you were the great head of the
church?"
"In 1883 at the decease of Mrs. Beekman. Three
days before her death she had a light from heaven
and transferred her spiritual holiness to me. Before
her death outsiders erroneously called her 'the
woman Christ.' That was not true. She was the
spiritual bride of Christ, and her people ·were called
Beekmanites. After her death at first I was only
sensible that I possessed the attribute of Christ and
had in ·my own person his spirit coming a second
time on earth. The people who believe in this great
truth were 'The Church Triumphant.' Within the
past year there has been still greater knowledge, and
I can now declare that I am God almighty. My
11ame is 'I am, that I am.'"
" Can you, then, perform miracles ? Can you vanish from the flesh and be invisible and pass from one
placA to another as a spirit ?"
"Yes, I hav unlimited power. I can come into a
room with closed doors and disappear. I can raise
the dead, cure disease, and do all the miraculous
things which I accomplished when I Wa!! on the
earth before. I do not practice them often, for I
wish to convert the world to the truth without
depending on supernatural powers, but by the
truth itself. One of the ladies you saw downstairs
was in the last stages of bronchial consumption;
physicians had no hope for her. I brought her back
from the face of death with my divine power and
without approaching her. Did you ever see a more
healthy mortal ? Physical infirmities are cured by
me simply by faith, and I can cure them without even
their exercise of faith if I would.''
"Do you expect to liv on earth forever?"
"I shall be here many years in the present body,
and the world will s~;e wonderful sights before I cast
off this body. But I am incarnate, and when this
goes into the corruption of death my spirit will enter
another body and stil! liv on earth. How or when
the present body will die has not yet been revealed
of the father. But in form and substance the identical body I now possess was the one that was crucified on Calvary. There are many things in the
gospels that are inaccurate about my crucifixion and
my life on earth, and I am now occupied in writing a
new and true version of the New Testament that can
be accepted as the perfect and inspired word. This
in itself, when given to the world, will create a revolution among those who now consider themselvs
orthodox believers."
"Will you tell me something of your domestic
life here?"
"Well, sir, you can say that we liv as a large
family. There are several married couples here, but
most are unmarried. The evil charge that we practice free love shows how little ·the world knows of
the purity and sinlessness or' our lives. I am the
type of the sinless one, and those who liv with me
and believe become pure even as I am pure and iu
them there can be no guile. Our marriage ceremony
is binding and there can be no divorce. The sexual
relation is only entered in by wedded ones for the
purpose of raising children, and· any other intercourse for the gratification of passion is considered
sinful. As for myself, I never experience t.he passions
of man, for lam God. I know that I shall be rt;~viled
and persecuted; and men will say all tnani:el" of evil

things against me, but I am holy and the world will
yet know it. The whole world is impaneled as a
jury to try us, but those. who now persecute us will
be utterly destroyed. You and all others will hav
to come to believe in me before you can be saved. I
might add that our Church of the Redeemer ,will
supplant all others on earth. The so-called orthodox
churches are the beasts of Daniel and must be
destroyed.''
"If you hav the same body that was crucified,
where are the marks of the nails in your hands !"
asked the skeptical scribe.
"I do not claim that the material physique has not
changed and put on new flesh, but my features are
not changed, and though new material substance has
covered the point of the torturing instruments, in a
general sense the same body is now before you as
arose from the tomb at my resurrection."
The Lord then led the visitor through the house
from cellar to garret. On the first floor were the
sleeping apartments of the ladies, elegantly fitted
boudoirs. The second story of the wing is devoted
to Schweinfurth's suite. They eclipsed the ladies'
rooms in elegant furnishings. There was also a large
school-room on the second floor of the main building,
where some thirty pupils are daily taught. The
gnrret, which is commodious and clean but very
plainly furnished, contains a dozen beds. Here sleep
the men whose hard work and substance hav gone
toward equipping the rest of the house in such
prineefy fashion. Within the last year or two
$20,000 has been spent in remodeling and refurnishing the house.
The growth in membership of this remarkable sect
has been astonishingly rapid within the last few
years. They now hav churches at Chicago, St.
Charles, Minn.; Minneapolis, Paw Paw, Ill.; Louisville, Ky.; Leavenworth and Kansas City. But the
central community is this one here. New converts
must come here and learn their duties and obligations,
and those who 1ue willing to work are assigned fields
of labor. Services are held here every Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clock and Schweinfurth always preaches.
Sometimes his sermons occupy from two to three
hours in delivering. He numbers among his followers people of learning and culture. "His kingdom,"
as he calls it, is growing beyond all conception of
those who hav not examined into it, and there is no
doubt that the new church which he has established
will be heard from in hundreds of quarters from this
time on.
There are quite a company of traveling men, colporteurs, and agents in various lines who belong to
this sect. Schweinfurth makes special effort to attract this class, as they can more widely sow seeds of
the new religion and can select the more likely subjects for their influence. Among the leading lights
are Rev. Mr. Tuttle and wife, a Congregational minister, who has been established over the Chicago
church of Schweinfurtb. Mr. Tuttle is a man of
education and excellent parts. He is a graduate of
Ya'le College and Andover Theological Seminary. A
Baptist minister in Pennsylvania is a recent convert,
and a Congregational minister in Maine has just
written to Lord Schweinfurth, stating that he believes Christ is now on earth, and asking for light on
his claims to being the messiah.
There are a number of women living with Schweinfurth who by long residence and dovotion hav approached sufficiently near to the purity of their
Christ that they are called "angels." They eat with
Schweinfurth, taking but two meals a day. The rest
of the women, whose angelic wings are still in the pinfeather stage, eat separately at another house, and
the men all hav other quarters for their meals. There
is one "angel" who is most perfect and called by
Schweinfurth his "soul's mate.'' Her community
name is Angelica. She is a pale, dark-eyed, lissom
creature of twenty-two years, not very plump, but
willowy and spirituel, with a far-away look in her
eyes. She occupies a special apartment, which is the
most lavishly and richly adorned of any in the house.
Her room is very near "Christ's," and she is never
seen about the house, and visible to the others only
at meals, when she sits on his right hand.
There are certain final rites celebrated which are
called ''The Garden of Eden" test. This is known
to be a fact, though it is one of the few things that
no one seemed ready to explain. It is understood,
however, that it is modeled quite closely after the
Mormon endowment house, and it is rumored that
the women who pass through the ordeal do eo in an
absolute state of nakedness, in the presence of the
Christ, also nude. But it is alleged that the participants are so free from all sin that even thus
unattired they are purity itself.
.
There is one thing that is remarked upon by all
who study Schweinfurth. He certainly bears the
closest resemblance to the popular pictures of the
savior. So near is the likeness that strangers, in total
ignorance or his identity, hav been heard to comment
on it. His eyes, beard, and hair of the same color
The contour of his face follows the lines of the paint
ings of the re~l Christ with great accuracy. I. ha,
certainly never seen any verapn who could begm tQ
approach this striking resemblance, It ia very likely
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This Christian scheme of salvation give man no I Statements-Some of Which are True, aJ!d
chance to start out in a moral direction. If man
·
Some Not.
feels the impulses of- good nature welling up in him
And, the . heavens shall praise thy wonders, 0 Lord: Thy
and strives to disciplin and educate himself unto a faithfulne.ss also in the congregation of the Saints.-New
state of intellectual and moral excellence, he·. is Y01•k Ma~l and ExpreBB.
met with the most withering denunciations at
The Young Men's Catholic Union of Chicago held a debate
the hands of the clergy, who tell him that his recently between representative of the societies of the church
"own righteousness is as filth and rags"-" fuel to of t~e Holy Name and the church of the Holy Angels. The
,
subJect of the debate was that the present public school sysfeed t h e flames of bells consuming fires;" that right- tern leads to vice and Infidelity. The judges declared the
eousness is "odious to God;'' and "morality is no affirmativ carried.
better than wickedness and is as devoid of saving
Our republic is under lasting obligation to the Presbyterian
merit as blasphemy." Then the church-approved church of America fur its faithful advocacy of the Sabbath
method is recommended, which is,. to ignore, deny both as a civil and religious institution. No Christian de~
and repudiate all idea of any merit of our own, con~ nomination has rendered great<lr service in defending this
.
sacred trust. so essential to all national, as well as religious,
f ess our own "mnate vileness," and secure an accept- progress.- Pearl of Days.
ance at heaven's gate by having a sufficient quantity
When Bishop P.Jtter says of the men of the Revolution:
of Christ's merit in some mysterious manner injected "The easy levity with which their children's children debate
into us.
the facts of God and duty and eternal destiny were as impoa.
And the masses-the priests-and-clergy-beguiled' sible to them as faith and reverence seem to be or to be in
masses-accept this holy twaddle as . gospel truth, danger of becoming, to many of us," he forgets that this was
the age of Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jeffuson and
and that too in an age of railroads, telegraphs, print- Thom11s Paine-all unbelievers. It was the era of growing
.Rockford, Ill.
.
ing presses, free school!!, and daily newspapers. Is Iofidelity when the churches had reached almost their lowest
this nightmare of superstition to hold its victims to level.- The Independent.
The Uhurch-Its Moral Status.
in these revolting theories forever!
For ourselvP, we are purely and simply Catholics, and proThe Christian church, in every age and every land a faith
Ed. Thompson, D. D., in his "Oriental Missions," fess an unreserved allegiance to the church,which takes prewherein it held dominant sway, has ever manifested page 204, states that "the spirit of persecution has cedence of,. and gives the rule to, our allegiance to the state.
If allegiance to the church demanded of us opposition to
the same spirit of bigotry, intolerance, and cruelty,
because it bas ever drawn its inspiration from that of t.en transformed the sheep of Christ into a flock of poli.tical principles adopted by our civil government, a dis.
tigers." In this the doctor of divinity is mistaken, obedience to any laws which were impious and immoral we
same old grayheaded superstition-the Bible, which as
the so-called sheep of Christ hav ever proved should not hesitate to obey the church and God. We sh~uld
has misled and deluded ita millions.
themselvs a flock of tigers, only playing the role of either kerp silent ~nd avoid discussion of the subject, or else
speak out frankly m condemnation of our laws and institu. Human nature, when not perverted and vitiated
by ·the pestilent teachings of the Christian church s h eep wh£>n it suited their purpose, but revealing tiona, if we believe them to be anti-Christian, or, which is
their tiger ferocity whenever circumstances enabled the same thing, anti Catholic, in their principlea.-Oatholic
an~ Sunday:achool, manifests many high and noble
World.
tra1ts of character, and one of the worst features of them safely to do so.
Mr.
Talmage,
the
clerical
clown
of
Brooklyn,
in
a
The Baptist Pastors' Association met last week to hear an
the teaching of the church is ita fearful denuncia- sermon preaQhed Feb. 6, 1887, stated that: "When essay
by Rev. E. E. Valt"ntine, on the" Personalit-y of. the
tions of human nature. The church starts out with any one sect got complete dominancy in any land, Devil." •· Satan,'' said Mr. Valentine, "is just as much of a
the proposition that., by "nature," we "ate children
'1 f
d
1
proper noun as Gabriel iP. Some people are inclined to
of wrath, sold under sin." That, in Adam, six thou- th e d evJ o persecution an erne ty took possession think. that the devil is a kind of an indefinit, inexpressible
of
that
l!oect.
[Mistaken,
as
a
spirit
of
persecution
power to which a personality is given in the Old and
sand years ago, " we all sinned and fell short of the and cruelty already haQ possession of them.] A red evil
Ne~ Testa~tnt~ !n order to make the conception more
glory of God ;" that ·we " are . prone to evil as the line runs through the church history for nearly nine- plam. But If this IS so, then the Testaments are encouraging
sparks fly upward," and that we bav a heart "des- teen hundred years-a line of blood. Not by hun- a Puperstition, and a hideous superstition too. Christ him
self alluded perwnally to the devil. When he cast out evil
perately wicked . above all things," and that "out of
of thousands, but by millions, must we count spirits he addressed them in the words, • Out, unclean spirits I'
it proceedeth false witness, thefts, murders, and ·dreds
those slain." ·
If they did not possess personalities it is certain be would
adulteries." With these cardinal propositions of the
In a sermon preached Aug. 15, 1887, in referring not invest ~imself in the role of ~ juggler by making prechurch once fully believed, it is no trouble to see the to the career of the church in the fourteenth and tenses of thmgs that did not exist." Several of the Baprist
ease with which Christiana degenerate to a state of fifteenth centuries, Mr. Talmage informs us tha·t "the brethren discussed the essay, aJad while admitting that they
had not and did not desire a personal acquaintance with the
depravity and sin. In addition to this damnable
church tried to make people think aright. by rack and subject of the paper, they agreed that he .bad more or less of
heresy against human nature, we a:·e taught that we gibbet and hot lead down the throat." [They would a pereonality. The Rev. J. Ferris Patterson said that the
hav no power to extricate ouraelvs from this natural do the Eame thing to-day if they had the power.] subject proved highly interesting, and in his opinion was
. t'
not considered enough. It would be a good thing he added
state of perverseness. " We sin, and· sin only conh
'
tinually." What a fix this places and leaves man in ! H e f urt ber a dds: "At t 18 1me the people went to hav Sunday-school teachers discuss it to their classes.
In some men the destructiv propensity is largely devel"A poor, miserable, sin-stricken, God-forsaken, hell- from the house of God into the most appalling iniquity, a11d right along by consecrated .altars there were oped. They take supreme delight in undermining old opindoomed wretch," without any power in himself to
ions and beliefs and institutions without particular concern
do right; and after irrevocably fixing this condition tides of drunkenness and licentiousness such as the about the consequences. They are not seekers after truth
world
bad
never
seen
or
heard
of; and the very
on him, it threatens him with a hell of endless torbut champions of destruction. On this line the recent cen~
sewers of perdition broke loose and flooded the tennisl has brought out the denial of the Christian life and
ment if he does not walk the chalk line.
church relationship of George Washington. One E A.
Now, we are led to wonder why the church origi- church."
Why not! Did they not hav illustrious Bible Stevens, of the Chicago Secular Union, in an address delivnated this doctrin of the "innate vileness" of the
ered in that city on Sunday evening, April 28th, declared
human race, but, on examination, we find a good deal exemplars to.encourage them in licentiousness? And that Washington was not a Christian. A writer in the New
·as
to
drunkenness,
what
about
Noah
and
Lot
and
York Independ~nt claims to hav good authority for saying
of shrewd method in it. The priests and clergy
originated the church scheme to ensiave and rob the the admonition of Solomon, who said, "Giv strong that the first president was not a communicant and not a
drink to him who is ready to perish, and wine to member of any church. But. Washington Irving, who never
people, and the first step necessary to do this, was
those that be of heavy hearts, and ·Jet him drink and wrote carelessly, positivly affirms that both General and Mrs.
to make arrant cowards of them by persuading them
were communicants in the Protestant Episcopal
forget his poverty and remember his misery no Washington
church. The fact of his having taken the communion with
that they were the darkest-dyed criminals in the
more!" Latitude enough, we should think, for the the Presbyterians on a certain occasion at Morristown, N. J.,
sight of God, who was angry with them every day.
most radical advocate of free whisky. Then there and having stated to the pastor of the church that he was a
That they are "already condemned with nothing to
was Jesus discounting pure water by turning it into member of another denomination, as related in our editorial
expect or wait for," but . a certain "fearful looking
wine that give to man "redness of eyes and wounds two weeks ago, was never before called in question. It is
for of judgment and fiery indignation." Man, without a cause," to say nothing of Paul, the original too late to question it now. These facts correspond faithgorged by these damnable doctrine from childhood, founder of the church, who gave the command to his fully with his public utterances and personal character, and
becomes semi-insane, and believing himself "leprous religious brother, "Drink no longer water," and reo- are supported by ample teatimony.-Ohristian .Ad'!Jocate.
with sin, from the crown of his head to the sole of ommended wine in its stead. We beard an old · Freeihinkera· are strong in Chicago, their sooieties being
numerous. I attended a meeting of the Bohemian Freehis feet," seeks to avert the awful doom which he is "seven-gallon Baptist" the other day quoting Bible thinking
Society at Thalia Hall last Sunday. As a rule,
led to believe awaits him, by building gorgeous pal- arguments against temperance, and he said that there Chicago's foreign population is free and eaRy in matters of
aces of worship, and supporting in idleness one of was "but one man in the Bible represented as want- religion. Before the time for the society gathering the male
the most pestilent, uselesf!, and worthless class of ing or calling for water, and he was in hell and ought members occupied their time in front of the bar discussing
the questions of the d11.y. Within the hall a dozen children
men that ever preyed on the substance and welfare
waited for the Sunday afternoon lessons to begin. They
to bav been there."
of human society.
And yet, notwithstanding these facts, this old cler- grew restless. Their mothers' apron strings no longer held
It would never hav served the mercenary purposes ical mountebank, Talmage, at the modest salary of them. While their teachers were delayed by the tightening
of the priests and clergy to bav taught the father- $16,000 a year, continues to slander human n·ature, gyves of the saloon they found amusement for themselvs.
is throughout the city a number of so-called" Sundayhood of God and the brotherhood of man. God as the scandalize honest Infidels, and extol the merits of There
schools," the doctrin taught in which is that all religion is
universal father, and man as his child, with the divine tbat old she dragon that bas left a sickening "line of either superstition or fanaticism, and should be abolished.
image impressed upon him, would hav defeated the blood" in her slimy trail down through . the ages, These should not be confounded with the Anarchist Sundaywhole scheme. · But God as "angry judge," and man and ''numbered" her murdered "victims by mill- schools whioh were so thoroughly ventilated by the Herald
a short time ago. The scholars in those schools range in age
as a "wretch undone," suited their purpose much ion's."
W. S.
between seven and sixteen years, and the first thing imbetter, and they hav not failed to work this scheme
pressed upon their minds is that there is no such thing as
Nashville, 1. enn., April 14, 1889.
for all there is in it. In the United States there are
divine inspiration or a code of morals founded on religious
beliefs; that churches are a vile fraud, perpetrated by eccleone hundred thousand' churches valued at $700,000,To Balaam's Ass, .Mostly.
siasticism, and are simply agents of the governing class.
000, and which, although protected by the national,
Tho' you, Br'er Balaam, herded with the bumpkins,
Ridic·.1le is the potent weapon used, and the name of the
That ass of thine was certainly some pumpkins I
state, and municipal governments, pay not a cent of
deity is Ppoken as lightly and as trippingly upon the tongue
Truly
was
he
an
sss
as
was
an
ass,
taxes to either. This enormous sum of $700,000,000,
as that of the most public of characters. A crusade was at
A wonderfully favored ass and gifted, .
one time begun against these institutions, but it was stopped
invested in magnificent temples of worship, is of no
An ass to "second sight" and reason lifted,
by the decision of Juclge Tuley, though an offer was made
benefit to society whatever, for these churches are
An asA of parts, alas, now gone to grass!
to show that Anarchistic as well as Atheistic doctrine were
prostituted to the unhallowed purposes of reducing
An ass, Br'er Balaam, that, when under beatin',
promulgated in these ~chools. Judge Tuley held that all
I
Just
humped
himself
and
spoke
right
out
in
meetin'
man to a state of mental slavery most lamentable to
sorts of meetings Rhould be protected against the "caprice,
An
ass
that
saw
an
angel
on
the
road,
contemplate. These grand and highly decorated
whims, or malice" of officers of the law, and were not to be
Wl:.en you, a "seer," couldn't see a puncheonunless some overt act was committed. Evangelist
places of worship stand idle and locked up six days
Hold I if of wine, I think you could, at luncheon- disturbed
Moody has frequently referred to these decidedly Freethinkout of every week, and are only occupied a few hours
An ass that " spoke his mind" when un(\er go.ad.
ing Sunday-schools, but be has received no encouragement
0 ass" inspired," thy fame we must not jeopard,
on the seventh. They shelter no homeless, clothe no
from the hard-hearted citizens of Chicago, who feel that seed
Yet
loudly
braying
is
thy
rival,
Sheopard
J
naked, feed no hungry; they educate no ignorant,
sown in some sections of the city would be cast upon very
barren ~~:round indeed. Mr. Moody would like to make an
SI SLOKUK.
reform no vicious, and yet, through the cunning and
onslaught upon t.hese hotbeds of Atheism, but he can get no
mercenary schemes of the priests and clergy, the
one to follow his leadership.· The great question is as to
.Mr. Wanamalier's Efft•ct Upon the Cabinet.
credulous and deluded ll)asses are made to support
how the attack should be. made, and until that is settled
From the PtltBIJurgh Dispatch.
these worse than useless' institutions at an enormous
A strong eff~rt is being made by the Sunday-school people nothing wfll be done. Tb'e probabilities are nothing will be·
e~pense of time and money. And men who claim to to induce the other niernberR of tha.-cabinet to follow the done anyhow, as Ohristian intruders in the parts of the city·
where these schools flourish would receive ro~gh ~reatment.
be E.ationalists join in and assist in aiding and per- example set by Postmaster-General Wanamaker and forbid -N(!IIJ
:rork Hrra'il OwreapondenC6,
,.' . .
... '
the admittance of employees to the departments on Sundays.
petqatin~ tbi~ b..rbarous curse of the ages,
that Schweinfurth depends upon this similarity for
some of his most powerful mrguments in making
disciples.
·
•· In dozens of places are springing up church trials
of persons who haT embraced the faitb. In a Kansas
City Presbyterian church a trial is now pending of a
woman who has become a convert, and depositions
are to be taken here to prove ·that Schweinfurth can
not perform miracles, as is alleged.
· A .number of women hav recently left a Presbyterian: church in Richmond, Ky., and are among the
number of the community here.
Such is the story of the Beekmanites. The revelations are almost incredible, yet as given here they are
absolutely true, and all important statements herein
made can be fully substantiated by a score of unimpeachable witnesses. That these Beekmanites are
bound to increase and multiply until they become a
very strong organization is not doubted by anyone
who has made them a subject of study.
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defeat them, for the " practical politicians " will not The School of the Hebrew Orphan.Society. ......... 2,372 44
The School of the Association for Befriending
Children and Young Girls........................... 2,256 70
oppose an element which influences so many votes.
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Mrs. Leutitia Heston, the mother of Watson Heston, died of paralysis on the 14th of May, 1889, aged
83 years 3 months and 9 days. As she was Liberalminded, no religious ceremonies or observances. were
held over her remains.
Thus writes our artist, and that brief paragraph
explains the absence of pictures in this issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
We extend to Mr. Heston our sympathy in his
loss, and feel sure that we may add that of thousands
of our readers.

Another Word to Liberals in the Northwest.
Once again we urge the Liberals of the four new
states in the Union, Washington, Montana, and North
and South Dakota, to be vigilant in seeing that
religion does not gain a permanent foothold in the
organic law of their states. Delegates to Constitutional Conventions hav been selected in Montana and
the two Dakotas, and in South Dakota the Sioux
F&ls constitution has been adopted. This constitution, so far as it relates to the right to worship, or to
write, speak, or publish opinions, is exceedingly
good, and under it perfect " toleration" of all
religions is secured. But we know how easy it is for
legislatures to pervert constitutions, and the Liberals
in this state as in the other three should endeavor to
secure more liberty, and also justice.
They should insist that the Constitution shall provide that no person shall be denied any civil or
political right, privilege, or cspacity, on account of
his religious principles or lack of religious principles.
They should insist that the constitution shall prohibit the exemption of any property not owned by
the state, county, or town, from taxation.
They should insist ~hat the constitution shall prohibit the legislature and all state officers from employing ecclesiastics to perform any of their so-called
" sacred " functions " for which the state has to pay.
They should insist that the constitution shall debar
the legislature from setting apart any day as a holy
day, or from. passing any law affixing penalties for
laboring or playing on any of the three hundred and
sixty-five days of the year.
They should insist that the constitution shall prevent the legislature from enacting blasphemy laws.
They should insis~ that some constitutional provision shall be made to prevent any money raised for
the use of the common schools from being given to
schools maintained by churches or for religious purposes, or wherein any religion is taught.
If these things are not insisted upon, the Liberals
will find that they are the sport and playthhig of the
church, and that religion is riding them roughshod,
to the detriment of their pockets and the complete
loss of self-respect and religious independence.~ The
churches know how to work their points, and they
will hav men and money from the East without limit.
They hav got all but one of the states under their
thumbs, and secured almost everywhere a practical
union of church and state, and will strive mightily to
~eoqre tbe ~Jew et"tts, It rel!tff witb the Liber..le to

Steal, Steal, Steal !
The bill to allow the Roman Catholic "Protectory" and the Episcopalian "Sheltering Arms" to
share in the public school funds was defeated in the
Assembly before the legislature adjourned. Assemblyman· Blumenthal of the 22d district was the
champion of the bill. His main argument was that
as long as a dozen or two other religious institutions
were allowed money from the school fund he could
not see why the Protectory should be excluded
Assemblyman Crosby; son of Howard Crosby, offered
an amendment to the bill repealing the laws by
which the school money is divided with corporate
schools, but this was defeated by a vote of 49 to 49.
The original bill was defeated by a majority of some
half dozen votes.
Assemblyman Blumenthal's point that the Pro.
tectory has as valid a claim upon the school funds as
any of the religions institutions already benefiting
thereby was suggestiv, and it occurred to us to look
into the matter. Application to the Board of Education for their latest report brought a nicely bound
volume of over three hundred pages, dated 1888,
being the report for the previous year. This valuable document shows that there are sixteen privatE~
and religious institutions drawing nearly $100,000
annually from the school moneys, and that most of
them hav been doing so since 1851. The laws
giving them this money were incorporated into thEI
New York Consolidation Act of 1882, sections 1063
and 1066, and are as follows:
''Sec. 1063. The school established and 'maintained by the
Five Points House of Industry in the city of New York, th!!
school established and maintained by the Ladies' Home Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal church, at the
institution in Park street, near the place usually called the
Five Points, in the said city, and .the industrial schools eStablished and maintained under the charge of the Children's
Aid Society, in the city of New York, shall participate in
the distribution of the common school fund in the same
manner and degree as the common schools in the city antl
county of New York, and shall be subject to the same regulations and restrictions as are now by law imposed on the
common schools of New York.
"Sec. 106ft The New York Orphan Asylum school, the
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum school, the schools of the
twa half-orphan asylums, the school of the Socility for the
Reformation of Juvenil Delinquents in the city of New
York, the school for the Leake and Watts Orphans' House,
the school connected with the almshouse of the said city,
the school of the Association for the Benefit of Colored Orphans, the schools of the American Female Guardian Society, the schools established and maintained by the New York
JuvenU Asylum, by the New York Infant Asylum, by the
Nursery and Child's Hospital, including the county branch
thereof, the schools organized under the act entitled, ' An
act to extend to the city and county of New York the provisions of the general act in relation to common schools,
passed April 11, 1842,' or an act to amend the same, passed
·April 18. 1843, or an act entitled, 'An act more efl'ectmuly
to provide for common school education in the city and
county of New York, passed May 7, 1844,' or any of the
acts amending the same, and including such normal schools
for the education of teachers as the board of education may
organize, and such schools as may be organized under the
provisions of .this chapter shall be subject to the general supervision of the board of education, and shall be entitled to
participate in the apportionment of the school moneys as
provided for in this chapter, but they shall be under the
immediate direction of their respectiv trustees, managers,
and directors, as herein provided."
Under the provisions of these sections the schools
hav drawn the following sums. This list is for the
year 1887:
The New York Orphan Asylum School. .............. $1 610 55
The Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum School (two '
branches) ............................ ,..................... 7,107 115
The Schools of the Protestant Half-Orphan Asylum 1,552 70
The School of the Leake and Watts Orphan House
790 82
The School of the Association for the Benefit of
Colored Orphans ....... •·············.. ...... .. .. ....... 2,555 67
The Schools of the American Female Guardian
Society ....... ;............................................. 17,561 78
The School Established and Maintained by the
New York Juvenil Asylum.......................... 6,664 02
The House of Reception of the New York Juvenil
867 96
Asylum....................................................
The School Established and Maintained by the
Ladies' Rome Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church ..........'..................... 3,828 68
The School Established and Maintained by the
Ftve Points House of Industry..................... 21787 12
The Industrial Schools Established and Maintained
under the Charge of the Children's Aid Society 37,052 38
The School of the Society for the Rtformation of
Juvenil Delinquents ............... ~.................... 6,847 26
The School, including the Country Branch thereof,
Established and Maintained under the Charge
of the Nursery and Child's Hospital............. 1,870 94
The School Established and Maintained by the
New York Society for the Relief of the Rupt.
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Total ................................................... $97,298 65
It seems that while the Protestants hav bel!n
crying out against Rome and her dangerous machinations to divide the school money between the public
and parochial schools, and strenuously insisting that
such division would be most unjust to the taxpayers, their church has had her fingers in the
public treasury all along, violating the principles
she pretended to uphold, and playing the hypocrit
in the most shameful manner. Nearly all of these
institutions are either Protestant church enterprises
or maintained by private persons and run in the
interests of Protestantism. And at least three
of these schools receive money unconstitutionally,
one of them receiving over one-third of all the
money so appropriated. Tll.e constitution of the state,
Article IX, section 1, provides :
" The capital of the common school fund, the capital of
the literature fund, and the capital of the United States
deposit fund, shall be respectivly preserved inviolate. The
revenue of the said common school fund shall be applied to
the support of common schools; the revenue of the said
literature fund shall be applied to the support of academies,
and the sum of ·$25.000 of the revenues of the United ::;tates
deposit fund shall each year be appropriated to ahd made
part of the capital of the said common school fund."
Section 1063 of the Consolidation Act, by which
the "School Established and Maintained by the
Ladies' Home Missionary Society of the J'4ethodist
Episcopal church" received $3 828 68; the "School
E~tablished and Maintained by the Five Points
House of Industry," $2 787.12; the "Industrial
Schools Established and Maintained under the charge
of the Children's Aid Society," $37,052.38, is in
violation of this article of the constitution, bfcause
these institutions are not common schools. They
are corporate schools; maintained by private societies. The courts hav decided that even a normal
school cannot share in the common school fund
(Gordon v. Comes, 4 7 N.Y., 608), nor an astronomical
observatory (People ?J. Allen, 42 id., 404). The supreme court has also declared a statute authorizing
an orphan asylum to share in this fund to be unconstitutional. In this latter case, the Roman Catholic
Orphan Asylum Society of Brooklyn desired to participate in the public school money for the years
184:8-50. The board of education refused to entertain the claim, and the asylum brought suit for writ
of mandamus compelling them to pay. This was
granted, but the board appealed to the supreme
court (October, 1851), and that cour~ decided aa
follows:
"The act of March 7, 1848, which declares that 'the
orphan asylum societies of the city of Brooklyn shall participate in the distribution of the school moneys raised in said.
city, in proportion to the number of children between the
ages of four and sixteen who hav been under the charge of
said societies during the past year, and instructed in such
manner as is usual in common schools; and shall hereafter
be annually entitled to such distributiv share, in the same
manner and to the same extent as is now or shall be provide:l
in respect to the common schools of said city,' did not
intend to bestow upon the asylum societies a share of the ·
moneys arising from the revenues of the common scltiJol fund.
'' If such were the design of the statute it would be in conflict with the 9th article of the constitution, which provides
that the capital of the common school fund shall be inviolate,
and that the revenue thereof shall be applied to the support
of schools by tax upon the property of the city of Brooklyn.
"The schools maintained by the Roman Catholic Orphan
Asylum Society of the city of Brooklyn are not 'common
schools' within the meaning of the constitution."
The judge concluded: "To say that the legislature can determin what institutions shall receive the
proceeds of the school fund; and that whatever they
determin to be entitled thereto, becomes ipso facto a
common school, is begging the whole question and
annulling the constitutional restriction. For if this
were so, they might by a simple enactment convert
all our colleges and academies and all other seminaries into common schools. This cannot be tolerated.
The CQurts must interfere, and preser:ve the constitution. All experience shows that the legislature
will not. The judgment is therefore reversed, so far
as it relates to the moneys received from the common
school fund, and affirmed as to the residue" (13 Barber, 400).
This decision, if the true character of the schools
designated in section 1063 of the Consolidation Act of
1882 were shown, would deprive these Protestant institutions of their funds and save the taxpayers of
~b~ oit: @9~~tbin; onr $~0,000 ~~r 1eiU', tQt 9Dil•
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dren educated therein can all be provided for in the
public schools.
As to the other schools, the source ~whence the
money given them is drawn is not stated; bu"t the
same consolidation act which givs them the money
also forbids its being given them. Chapter III, s~ction 61, General Provisions, Powers, and Limitations
Applicable to Departments and OffiClers, reads:
"No money belonging to the city, or city and county of
New York, raised by taxation upon the property of the citi~
zens thereof, shall be appropriated in aid of any religious or
denominational school, .neither shall any property, I'eal or
personal, belonging to said city, or said city and county, be
disposed of to any such school, except upon .the sale thereof
at public auction, after the same has been.duly adve~tised;
at which sale such school shall be the highest bidder, an4
upon payment of the sum so bid into the county treasury;
neither shall uny property belonging to the city, or city and
,· county, be leased to any school under the control of any religious or denominational institution, except upon such
terms as city property may be leasrd to private parties after
the same has been duly advertised."
Here is a distinct and explicit prohibition against
. giving money to religious schools, and yet all of
·these schools which receive city aid are confessedly
religious ! The legislature makes laws only to break
th3m when appealed to by religious society beggars.
The common school funds are protectt;ld by consti~
tutional provisions, the other funds, belonging to the
city and raise.d by taxation, are protected by statute;
but our offiClials find no difficulty in handing over
nearly $100,000 annually to the managers of religious
and sectarian schools ! How do they do it? Where
is their authority? Who is responsible? ·
But the division of the school funds is not the
only steal of the churches, nor does it form a large
item in the total amount which New York annually
c.oiitributes to support Christianity. O~her ·institutiona receiv.e more than ten times the amount, and
the greater part of it is used for purely sectarian
purposes. Even the public institutions are influenced
largely by Christian theology, and such places as the
New York Juvenil Asylum are but little better than
a purely sectarian asylum like the Children's Fold.
Both teach the Protestant religion to the unfortunates in their char~e. For the year 1889 the city is
taxed $1,142,232.61 to support benevolent and.religions institutions, and of this only $153,424.88 goes
to strictly public purposes. The list is as follows:
NON-SROTARIAN [BUT. IISFLURNORD BY OBRISTIANsJ.Puiluo INsTITUTIONs.
New York Asylum for Idiots ..................... · ' ·
$ 972 00
7 91>7 20
Hudsnn River State Hospital. ....... ,.............
New York Institution for the Blind.............
8,750 QO
Newthe
York
Institution
for
the
Instruction
of
D• af and Dumb..............................
15.750 00
New York Juvenil Asylum ............. ,..........
112.500 00
New York State Lunatic Asylum.:..............
1.200 0
State Asylum for Insane Criminals, Auburn. .
5,895 68
-----Total. ..................................... · $153,124 ~8
NON-SROTARIANLBu-rWHOLLYOBRISTIAN].PRIVATRINSTITUTIONs.
American Fem~te Guardian Society.............
$25 000 00
Children's Aid SiJCiety.... :............................
-70,000 00
Institmion for Improved Instruction of Deaf17 _080 00
1

°
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90.297 50

Protestant sectarian institutions. This is because I whole two hundred presbyteries call for a larger rethe classification was done by the Independenl, a vision, and the General Assembly is compelled to
Congregational journal. The institutions in the list giv heed to them. Of course it will be some years
headed non-sectarian are controled, as we hav indi- yet ere the Confession is made to square with adcated in the bracketa, P,y evangelical Christians who vanced ideas, but that the Northern part of the
consider. that to instruct the inmates of the various church will insist upon its being done ultimately
asylums: and homes in some form of orthodox Chris- there can be little doubt. The Southern body is just
tianity is quite sufficient. · Non-sectarian does ·not as strongly inclined the other way.
mean non-religious,' as a public institution should be.
This difference of opinion suggests a difficulty.
It simpl_y mean13 that _the evangelicals hav' united for Supposing the Northern Calvinists grow enough to
the· more rapid robbery pf the taxpayers. It is an adopt the doctrin of evolution, and the Southern
alliance easily broken when any one of the sects is Calvinists maintain that Genesis contains the true
sufficiently strong to forage for itself. The Inde- account of the formation of the world-what effect
pendent1 in considering these enormous grants; will the difference of view hav upon evolution?
w~xe.s valorously rigMeous in its own opinion-and Will it be true in the North and false in the South,
says: "We hav no objections that CatholicP, Episco. and how shall we know who among the Pres bypalians, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Jews, and terians gets to heaven?
even Infidels should organize as many private char_ _ _ ___,...._ _ __
ities as they choose, and in tbe sam~ teach their own
religious tenets, provided always that they_ will be
content to foot the bills thereof out of their own
funds. This is their unquestionable right. But
when religious sects seek ·to use the funds raised by
general taxation for the a·uppo.rt of. their sectarian
charities, either in whole or i~ part, then they in
effect ask the people, through the systeiil of compulsory taxation, to aid them in their work of special
religious. propagandiiim. To this we do most decidedly object, and would not ·appropr~ate a 'single dollar of public money for aQy such. purpose. Every
dollar thus appropriated in aid of a privat~ sectarian
charity, ·or in aid of a private sectarian school for the
education of children, is misused and diverted from
the purpose for which it was raii!Jed by taxation."
All this ire is directed toward sectarian institutions,
and, knowing religioua advocates as we do, we may
be pardoned for surmising that it is because th~
Episcopal church is drawing $30;000 a year to make
more Episcopalians with, while the Congregationalists
ha\' to be content with the influence they can wield
in the non-sectarian institutions. If we are wrong,
if the Independent is really against appropriations of
public money for religious as well as for sectarian
uses, we shall be glad to giv it credit for standing
alone among religious journals.
'l'he foregoing lists, consti.tute the annual steals.
The primal steals were years ago when nearly all
·these institutions were given the land upon which
·they stand, a gift in ·itself amounting to many millions of· dollars. To three Catholic institutiol!s and
.
.
.. .
,
.
the cathe:dral the,city has presented five and a half
blocks of land, in the very best. localities,
worth to.
day over $5,000,000. To fifteen Protestant and one
Hebrew institution it has presented land worth
·dou·· ble· or . treb-le t.ht's sum. Inde'ed, a ·re·lt'gt'ous
society has but to ask and it is given;, Under these
. h ift
f •t
t
d th
t'
f
av1s g 8 O Cl Y proper y, an
e exemp ton O
millions of dollars' worth of religious property, the
city tax rate is steadily creeping up, and this year· is
over. $30 per tho~sand of valuation, the highest, we
believe, it has tover been.
.
.
d h
h
The facts. we hav state s ow t at while we hav
no established church, we are supporting about a
d
d b 1
d
..
th ·
d ·
ozen cree s y aw, an gtvmg
etr a voeates
enormous sums of money directly; and indirectly,
through exemptions, giving them more than it'would
cost to maintain in each town sufficient church room
to accommodate an· the Christians. who ever attend
services. To s_ay that in this country church and
state are separate, is to tell a gigantic falsehood. To
think so, is to delude oneself as completely as the
ostrich which sticks its head into the sand and imagins its huge body is safely hidden.
I

New York Infirmary for Women and Children
4,500 OO
New York 8ociety for the Relief of the Rupt7
ured and Crippled................................
26 250 00
Nursery and Child's Hospital......................
110.000 00
State Homeop11.thic Asylum· for the Insane .... ·
3 000 00
Five Points House of Industry.~...................
10 400 ooNew York Mal!"dalen Benevolent Asylum and
'
Home for Fallen Women .. ~ .................. · ___ 440 OO
Total ........ ;............... :............. $356,967 50
s&OTARIAN, PROTESTANT RPISOOPAL.
17 68
The
Children's
Fold ofHouse
the City
of New
York.
$ 9·, 134 63
Protestant Episcopal
of Mercy
.........
..
The Shepherd's Fold of the Protestant Epis5 00 00
copal Church in the State of New York .. ___
• ~__
$31,814 63
Total ...................................... .
SROTARIAN, ROMAN OATHOLIO.
Association for Befriending Children anrl
$7,280 QO
Young Girls .............. :........................ ·
Divergent Opinions.
St. Joseph's Institution for the Improved In~
20.700 00
struction of Deaf Mutes ........................ ·
The Southern Presbyterians in General Assembly
252,345 60
Founilling Asylum of the Sisters of Charity.. .
254 000 00 hav resolved that the doctrin of evolution is contrary
New York Catholic Protectorv ................... .
6 000 00 to the standards of belief, of the sect.
Roman Catholic House of the Good Shepherd ..
This, was
done
by
affirming
the
action
of
the
l~st
Assembly
at
Total .................................... .. $540,325 60
Baltimore by sustaining the Charleston presbytery
SROTARIAN, JRWlSH.
Hebrew Benevolent Society of the City of
as against the South. Carolina synod in publishing
$60,000 00
New York ......................................... ..
the decision as final and beyond contention. The
Grand total .... ;.................. ...... $1,142,232 61 Southern Presbyterians believe in the literal garden
Non-sectarian [but Christian] ...... $510.092 38
·
of Eden fable, and will not tolerate even a suggesSectarian .................................... 632 130 23 ·
From the showing of all these figures it is evident tion that it is not true.'
But among the Northern Presbyterians, the Sun
that the Protestants are as deep in the mire as the
points
out, there is an increasing dissatisfactiop with
Catholics are in the mud, and that the great aim and
object of both is to get as mrich money from the the ancient standard of faith adopted at Westminpublic as circumstances and the ignorance and indif- ster two hundred, years ago. Last year ·a single
presbytery asked for the revision of a single article,
ferenge of the people wjll permit.
. l~ will be noticed that in tgis list the Jllpiscopal and its request was disregarded a_s of no representaDllw~~ -~~ ,charBed w!~~ !I~ ~R@ f»pprop~ifttiQIUI to ~iv im_pQrt~~ce i but tbis y(lt\r ti.ft(l~ out of the
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ResnmptiQn.

Not resumption financial; but resumption by man
and the world of the attributes of which they hav
been robbed. This is what the operations of Freethought are at bottom. Man has been despoiled of
his· every good quality. He has been plundered of
all worth and goodness, and represented utterly vile.
In heart, totally depraved and deserving damnation;
in mind, despicable and helpless-this is the nature
of man by testimony of theologians. The world
about us, matter, has undergone the same deprivation
as man. Matter the theologians will hav to be something poor, lifeless, inert, incapable of change or
motion by itself. And these plundered attributesthis goodness and intellect of man, this vitality and
force of matter-are all taken from us to be bestowed
on God. It is to be a God, with his "spirit," that
suppiies with all their activ and all their glorious
qualities man and the world.
We are getting to know better. We are getting to
know that when man is good, he is good in himself
and not through any God. That if man acquires
any intelligence, he has to acquire it by himself and
not through 'any God. That whenever he succeeds,
he succeeds by his own efforts and not by help of
any God. About matter we are getting to know the
same. To know that what matter does, it does by
itself. That moving in the eart~quake, thundering
in· the skies, burning and illumining in the sun, it
moves, thunders, burns, and illumine by itself. That
every atom of matter possesses, and posseses inherently, and never can be deprived of, those energies
by which it does that which we see done.
Indeed, how did people ever manage to get any
h
th ey come t o th'lD k th at man
ot er id ea 1 H ow d'd
1
and matter do what they do by anything else than
the energies inherent in them! Why assume a something behind them furnishing the power! Then
who would· furnish the power for that something?
Who ever saw a man getting power from God? Is
there most of the power of man-of the intellect and
the moral sense-in those nations that insist that
they get it all from God, and that most hang up:m
what they call their protecting providence! Or is
there most of it in those nations tha.t are repudiating
the God-source and going to work to help themselvs
h
h
in their own way? As to matter, w y say it is alpless and inert T Did anyone ever see any that was?
Did anyone ever come across an atom devoid of
force! Or come across any "spirit" unaccompanied
by matter 1 Why not say that matter and force
are all! If their existence yet seems mysteriou~, can. we explain this mystery by adding to it
another mystery! Why pc;>sit something else that
·we do not know anything at all about!
Reinvested with its rightful attributes, not left the
poor despoiled thing that our enemies point at when
they revile "degrading Materialism," matter presents
itself as a thing excellent and admirable. It presents
itself as that mighty thing that we see in eternal
motion about us avery moment and everywhere, in
tireless manifestations of beauty and of awe. It presents itself as the All. While man, a form of this
matter a form of this force, a part of this All, reinvested ' appears in his true character-as its highest
manifestation, a being now the most powerful of
nature's products, and intrepidly advancing to
achievements to which who shall set the bound 1
TaR Executiv Committee of the Pacific Turn Bezirk has
recommended that all the members of that society join the
California State Liberal Union. The society numbers some
fifteen hundred or more, nearly aU of whom are Freethinkers_
Tbeir Dtclaration of Principles embodies the Demands of
Liberalism, and· they are in full sympatby with til,~ obJect!!
!\lld e.bua o~ the .\meri<;:~n Se<;:ular Vnioll,
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ORANGE, Mus., May 12, 289.
MR. EDITOR : May I ask these questions of your readers,
for which I hope to receive an answer: If a stone should be
hurled down a hole through the earth, would it pass the center of gravity? Does .distance finally annihilate the infi uence
of the earth on other bodies in the universe ?
Yours curiously,
H. W. HAMMOND.
WINcHENDON, Mus., May 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed fifty cents for trial subscriber
to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It seems to me to bejustwhatpeople
ought to read to keep them posted on all kinds of salvation
schemes and worn-out chestnuts. This town is at present
enjoying a general uprising against the devil. Evangelist
Chubbucks is the means used to oust the old gent from his
A. B. CLONEY.
stronghold in the churches.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., May 7, 1889.
l'rlR. EDITOR: "That· which we obtain too cheaply, we
value lightly." I made a personal canvass among my Liberal friends with this result. I find in going the rounds that
those who evoluted from the church, where they formerly
contributed largely, were very illiberal Liberals when it
came to do anything for a noble cause like the Bruno statue.
Let the next statue be to Thomas Paine.
I send the names of seven subscribers I hav secured.
Yours in Universal Mental Liberty,
J. B. ELLIOTT.
CHICAGO, ILL., May 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been talking to some of my friends,
and find many of them Freethinkers, but ash med to publicly express it, or indifferent about it. I may probably, and
will try my best to, hav a couple of subscribers before my
three months are out.
Let me ask a question through the columns: Where did
the holding up of the right hand while swearing originate?
Let us hear some discussion on freedom of the will, which,
I think, will benefit some of the readers, myself included.
Yours in love and liberty,
J. C. STRONG.
OPHIR, CAL., May 8, 1889~
MR. EDITOR: I took notice of a little article at the head of
the "Odds and Ends" column in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
April 27th, from the Jewelers' Weekly, where it says a scarfpin shield that will protect its wearer from entanglement
with a girl's hair would be a boon to mankind. Since ninetynine per cent of all the girls are more or less religious, or
creed. bound to some extent, I recommend all young men
that hav a mind of their own, and are not afraid to use it, to
purchase one of Otto Wettstein's Freeth ought scarf-pins,
price $4; can be had at Otto Wettstein's, Rochelle, III., or at
Putnam & Macdonald's, 1104 Kearny street, San Francisco,
Cal. And I will assure them that it will act as B good preventiv from becoming entangled in girls' hair. 'fry it l
Freetlwught please copy.
Yours for science and humanity,
LEwis KAISER.
CLEVELAND, 0., May 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The Secular Union had a treat last Sunday
in the form of a lecture by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, on" Evolution of Thought and Progress of Ideas." As is well
known, Mrs. Krekel is superior to most and second to none
of our lecturers. Her argument is constructiv rather than
desti-uctiv, she believing that it is time to djscontinue dragging the patriarchs from their graves .who hav been dead
several hundred years. She is very eloquent at times, and
always instructiv. We had intended to hav a lecture in the
afternoon also, but owing to the short time we had to make
the affair known, and the fine weather, the afternoon program was not carried out.
I hav neglected to report before, that we held a Washing_
ton inaugural memorial service on Sunday, April 28th. Three
addresses were delivered and there was a good attendance.
May 8th Mr. See, the president, delivered an interesting lecture on " Materialism and IdealiB!Jl." F. S. MERRILL, Sec.
PITMAN GROVE, N.J., May 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: A few months ago I started in business in
this place. It is the camp-meeting grounds of the Methodist
Epiecopal conference. And it would be just as reasonable
for a Catholic church to attempt to exist without holy water,
or for a 1Ylethodist church to run without hell, as for one of
my views to expect to succeed among such a priest-ridden set.
Now, what I would like is this-to know if any of your readers
can tell me of a small place where a first-class tin and sheet
iron worker can make a decent living, said place to be within
three hundred miles of Philadelphia, any direction. And if
there is any young man within reading distance of this who
has a couple of hundred dollars to invest along with my
eighteen ytars' experience and a few tools, I will giv him a
chance to learn a first.class trade in a workman-like manner.
The writer of this is a sober, steady, industrious married man,
who never joined a church and never will. I would like to
hear of a place having no tin shop at present.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
JosEPH G. JoHNSON.
BARRE, Mus., May 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I desire to call the attention of your readers
to ·Heston's cartoons, now being published on the last page
of THE TRU'rH SEEKER. You all remember his ridiculous
pictures, recently, of old Balaam, and the series begun in
May 4th, which will ultimate in the "Fall of Jericho,"
promises to be as rich in design and faithful in execution. My
request is that every reader, who is· interested in these caricatures, read the account in the holy scriptures, in order to
refresh his memory, and for the better comprehension of

these unique portraitures. The account commences in
Joshua ii, and continues on through chapter iii, culminating
in the great "fall" in chapter vi. But nothing will be lost
by beginning with Joshua, chapter i, and reading carefully
the entire holy miracle, which for fiction, mythology, and
lies equals anything found outside the lids of the holy Bible.
The genealogy of "our blessed Lord and savior, Jesus
Christ," is traced in the Bible directly to this Rahab the
harlot, the "deliverer of the Jewish nation," who was a fit
progenitor of David, the man after God's own heart; Solomon, the wisest man that ever lived, or should liv, and other
illustrious characters in the long line of ancestry down to
the father (Joseph) and the mother (Mary) of God.
I am much pleased with your blows against old RomanIsm, and as much surprised at the apathy of professed reformers on that vital issue. The contest will wax hotter and
hotter until this republic conquers or is conquered.
.
ELLA E. GIBBON.
HANOVERTON, May 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As the time for renewal has arrived, I take
pleasure in sending you $3 to pay for another year. I hav
often thought I would write a scrap to the paper, but hav
invariably been nonplussed by finding· the letter which I
intended sent in by some other person. I don't believe there
is another paper extant that has as many contributors as THE
TRUTH SKKKER. If they get a little thicker, the Editor will
hav to taKe a back seat or step down and out. Well, I
guess I will let them talk, but they must agree better. The
old quarrel between Mr. Reynolds and Jamieson was of no
good to the general public. It ought to hav been a p•ivate
affair and of a milder form. And now there is a row in the
camp in behalf of Spiritualism-an ism without a handle, an
ism undemonstrable, an ism that never conveyed any intelligence to mankind of the slightest benefit. The Spiritualists'
tricks and sleight-of-hand manipulations hav been detected
and exposed often enough to satisfy all who are willing for
the truth to reign. Dr. Severance arrogantly and opprobriously makefl a thrust at Colonel Ingersoll for one of his eloquent and truthful utterances. It is unfortunate, It is only
opening the way for a new fight, which is damaging to our
good cause. The tendency is to weaken us and strengthen
the enemy. It should be remembered that in union there is
strength-'" united we stand and divided we fall." My best
wishes now and forever. Amen.
.J. T. JoHNSON.
TRENTON, TEx., May 13, E.M. 289.
Ma. EDITOR: The distinguished Freethought lecturer, J.
E. Remsburg, entertained the people of Trenton and vicinity
on the 7th inst. with two of his earnest, direct, convincing
discourses, "The Fathers of Our Republic" and "False
Claims." A good audience of ladies and gentlemen greeted
him in the Trenton high school academy-kindly tendered
him on the occasion by the Liberal-minded profe~sors, Fair.
childs and Hunt. And the profound attention paid him was
evidence of the deep interest the people are taking in the
Secular movement, and the scientific and critical investigation
of the past and present claims of ignorance, superstiti<;n,
and priestcraft. Among the many and good utterances of
this benefactor of our race were his statesmanlike periods
leveled at the insidious efforts of the Blair bill supporters, in
and out of Congress, to keep the Christ myth in our public
schools, and fix its bloody, liberty-destroying presence in the
Constitution of the United States.
Indeed and of a certainty, the Liberals l'iere, el~ewhere,
and everywhere are proud of our Reinsburgs, Bells, Shaws,
Ingersolls, and all others who are raising their voices against
this traitorous effort to unite church and state, overthrow the
republic, and destroy human liberty. I note with pleasure
the neat, chaste letter of our fellow-townsman, Dr. William
C. Holmes, to your paper, May 4th.
I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER, I think, almost from its
beginning, and wish never to be without it, though I ain
growing old and blind. I wish its presence in my house till
I hav to change carfl.
Wishing continued and. increasing prosperity for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, I am, Ever yoursfortruth,justice, liberty,
and humanity,
DR. T. H. MANGUM.
CoLUMBUs, 0., May 12, 289.
MR. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber to your paper, but
often read it through the kindness of a comrade in the cause
of human liberty, H. M. Lyndall. Heston is grand. Your
position on the religious frauds is definit and to the point.
But you overlook the great cause of man's ignorance, euperstition, and slavish obedience to priests. That is, his industrial condition. How can a man be free mentally when
he is physically a slave? How can a man be free and
think for himself when he has to work from ten to eighteen
hours a day? Where is his time or desire to think or study?
His body and mind are wearied and worn in the effort to
coin gold for some Christian, his master. In your article,
"Two of a Kind," April 6th, I am surprised at the words
you attribute to Ingersoll : "This is a free country ; men are
free; there is •no excuse for any resort to force" (by labor,
but by money power there is).
I wish to ask Ingersoll, if this is a free land and people
are free, why is it he is called on so often to defend men before the courts for their beliefs and their disbeliefs? What
was the need, if .this is a free land, of his defense of C. B.
Reynolds in New Jersey? If man is free, why is it so many
men are begging for work and bread? If this is such a
grand, glorious, free country, why do so many men tramp
from city to city begging work and bread, while sisters,
wives, daughters, ah, alas l and mothers, by the hundreds,
are forced to sell their virtue for a crust of bread?
You compare Ingersoll to Paine and Voltaire. Oh, for
shame l Wherein does the likeness exist? Where is the
devotion to ~umanity, the B!lcrtflce for the cause of human-

ity 'I Ingersoll-riches, ease, ~uxuries, and the right of man
to think for himself on religious subjects. Paine and Vol.
· taire-devotion, sacrifice, imprisonment, persecution.. by
church and state, valiant fight for liberty, justice, and humanity; religious, political, and Industrial liberty; free,
free, in all things that are right.
The reason that I am not a subscriber is, in this land of
the free (free to starve, but not to liv without asking consent
of your Christian master) I hav not the cash.
E. T. ADAMS.
May 20, 1889.
EDITOR: Will you be so kind as to publish in your
paper that the Liberal phrase" Mother of harlots and abominations of the earth" is, in my opinion, meant for the church?
To convince yourself you hav only to find out the true
meaning of the word " priest," which reversed makes
"tigers." The spirits of these animals are, in my opinion,
incarnated in those priests, rabbis, etc., who hav shed so
'much innocent blood as to horrify humanity.
I believe that the rabbis (tails) and the Catholics (cat-tails)
are the same family. The word Catolico is thus framedCat-coli (tail cat or tiger). And as the word God is the
reverse of dog, it is ea111y to find out its origin, which in my
opinion is Spanish, for the word "Biscain," a nativ of Biscay, implies twice Cain, and from there the priest St. Cruz
and others equally ferocious hav been born:
If you reverse the letters to 'the Spanish Catholic title
"frailes" you will find Israel. Now, the word Israel is
formed of El-iras, "God of ire," who in my opinion is Jupiter, which means, You-Peter. Another Catholic title is
"monge," which revised is "demon," or devil. All words
hav their meanings, sometimes in ·one, two, or three. languages, for example : California is formed Cain-:fia-lm'meaning Cain give the gold. By this you will understand
that the rich owe their fortunes to Cain, and that the priests,
etc., ought to know it by this time.
JusTICE.
M~.

ENBKNADA, LowRR CAT.I!'ORNIA, MExiOo,}
April 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In Mr. A. J. Grover's article entitled," 'fruth
and Knowledg-e, Fact and Fable," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
April 6th, we see much that strikes our reasoning faculties
very agreeably. The comparison of the human race to fiies
is very good. It is a demonstrated fact, that all human
effort at the creation of a God is simply expression of the
person's ideal of a God. Prattle about God. seems to me to
be a waste of time, only so far as worshipers of a cruel, vindictiv, and changeable God can be led to think that such· a
God is a myth and thue turned to nature's laws for truths to
act upon. How sublime a truth is the idea expressed by
Brother Grover, that "there is more value in one little grain
of truth than in all the Alps of fable of all the creeds!" So,
also, the sentiment, "Let us look for all revelation in the
facts of nature and science." The above and many other
statements in the article.would stand the criticism of all the
philosophers of earth.
I will now review that portion wherein I differ from the
brother. "Possibly pain and suffering, mental and physical,
are processes by which spiritual ripening goes on, and such
processes of ripening are the best that infinit wisdom could
employ. These facts, if facts they be, would be more comfort to know than all that theology has yet been able. to
impart." One would infer from the above that no fact whatever had been established as yet in physiology. Now the
science of physiology tells us, and our senses confirm it, that
pain is a beneficent monitor to inform us when anything
abnormal is in the living system. Were it not for the nerves,
distributed on the surface of the vital organism, so closely
that you cannot put the point of a cambric needle on your
skin without its coming in contact with one or more, you
could be cut to pieces in sleep without realizing any danger.
So also if a subtle, deleterious element., by some accident,
malaria, or other cause of disease, finds lodgment in' the vital
organism, how quickly and persistently these little monitors
declare the fact in an outcry of pain l Then we set ourselvs
about finding and removing the cause. The human race
would surely be extinct before one generation could liv its
time out, were it not for the susceptibility to pain. The same
nerves that we feel pain with are also susceptible to pleasure.
So without these nerves, life could neither be sustained nor
be worth living. I am not aware that it has required a God
to organize the nervous system. Nature seems to be equal
to processes of organization.
"At any rate, we must endure the suffering and pain as
they come to us, whether they tend to rot or ripen us." Not
so, brother; better that we study the laws governing our
physical organism; then we can so comply with nature's
laws ·that we can liv to a good old age and suffer little or no
pain. We admit that physiology is a deep study, and that
the regulars hav led the people astray on that science, as the
clergy hav on our spiritual welfare. Yet, with all the mistakes of would-be leaders, facts are the same. And whosoever violates physical law shall pay the penalty, in pain
and premature death. Not only he that sinneth, but progeny
conceived by diseased parents shall bear tbe penalty also. It
is astonishing how even Liberalists adhere to the old Bible
idea, that sickness, pain, and premature death are inevitable
and must be endured. It is no wonder that Bible belieTers
think sickness and pain unavoidable.
So also if we in our limited knowledge violate m'oral I~ws
we hav mental anguish.
·
What will to-morrow bring forth? is the all-important
question of our lives. We reap and enjoy the harvest· to-day
that we sowed yesterday. To-day we sow seed for to-morr!Jw, day after, etc. Therefore, in order toattain the highest
pinnacle of happiness, we must see that we sow seed to-'day
that will yield us & ha,rvest of happinPss, not misery, tomorrow.
N- A. ProXENB, M.D.
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SuLPHUR SPRINGs, .TEx,, May 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been thinking, and hav not recovered
from the efl'ects of the same up to date·. My thoughts hav
been caused by somewhat that I hav noticed in my capacity
as book agent the last few years, and the o'bject of this letter
is to say a few words of praise for this m'l\ch maligned individual, and to see if I cannot get the publishers of Liberal
works to benefit by what is shown and act accordingly. In
this state, outside of the towns, nineteen out of twentyof
the books· you find in. the libraries of the people hav been
sold by agents, by Rubscription. Who are 'the authors?
.Talmage, Bue\, Wilford Hall, Alex. Stephens, Godbey
Bros., and a few others of like merit. Bue1 writes by odds
the most &ubscription books, and he is not liked by the mass
of the people, but they must b.av books,- and they will buy
what the agents lrav to sell.
I am the only agent who has ever offered to sell Freethought works, and you would be surprised how the people
take them-just from hearsay, as I hav no prospectus to sell
from. If there is a subscription-book house in the Liberal
ranks, .I am not aware of it, and when I see that all the books
sold in the country (and this is where most of the reading is
done) are sold by agents, and that agents hav to handle such
books as the "Beautiful Story," "Sea and Land," "Light in
Darkness," etc., instead of the works of Ingersoll or Bennett
or Draper, or any of the hundreds of authors any cif whom
would do more for the enlightenment of humanity with one of
their productions than all the Buels, .Tal mages, etc., ever will,
I ask, is it not time our publishers, and officers of the Secu
lar Union, wake up to the necessity of working on this line?
One good book will do more in a community than a dozen
lectures, because it is read and talked of by all the neighbors,
and I know there are plenty of the boys who show the people the necessity of buying books that would only be too glad
to sell Bennett's ".Truth Seeker Around the World " if the
publishers would only furnish the prospectus and about fifty
per cent commission.
.The churches never allow any chance to escape where it
costs them nothing, and they keep more people believing in
the superstitions of the Jews through their subscription
books than in any other way. Why will not Liberalism take
advantage of this opening? I would like to hear what the
publishers hav to say on the subject.
E. E. PARK.
HEux, ORE., May 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I see in your last issue a communication
from A. Moot(e), in which he rather insinuates that I condemn the effort to introduce a new and easier mode of spelling, and perhaps you entertain the same idea. Please allow
me to vindicate myself. Up to the time of the receipt of the
rules of spelling you so kindly sent me in explanation of your
manner of procedure I will confess that I was in ignorance of
any such associations as the .two you mentioned. And the
"strong language" Mr. Moot accuses me of using was by no
means calculated to offend you-and I do not think it didbut was, rather, a surprised questioning into the motivs for
your doing so. I hav never marveled at the complaints
made by foreigners who hav 'tried to master our language,
when we ourselvs are lost amid the labyrinths of so' many
words whose meanings are one, and one word with a variety
of meanings and a different way to spell each meaning. Our
language sadly needs reformation, and, like the coming light
on past ages, it is slowly but none the less surely advancing,
and believe me, there is no one who will more gladly hail
its coming than will I. And when the time does come there
will be found no one more willing to " omit: two .silent letters
of her name "-or even more-than will I, and think it " just
as nice," too.
.There is only one church here, and it is Campbellite, as is
the seeming belief of a large majority of the population. I
say seeming, for the reason that it is my firm conviction,
gained by close observation, that there are many so-called
church believers who, if they could be brought to confess
the truth, would be found to be thorough unbelievers.
But the Christian religion is the. same as the Catholic faith
in one respect-it has been "born and bred in the bone" for
so many ages that it has become a blind superstition, and can
never become wholly eradicated fioom the minds of a certain
class of people, for the reason that they willfully blind their
eyes and close their ears to any new thought, praying "not
to be led into temptation." And in my opinion, the person
who prays that prayer is a coward, and has not sufficient
control over himself to withstand temptation, whether it be
good or bad. Such persons are the most difficult ones .to
convince .. Like the hunter in "A Search for .Truth," I
believe in climbing on and on. Knowledge does not kill. It
is the "uses that abuse," and, although we ;can hav no hope
of beholding truth, we can feel the glad. a~surance that we
11re doing what we can and paving the way for those who
follow after, and whose feet shall one day stand on the summit of that seemingly insurmountable bight, and view the
grandeurs that our one " feather" has helped them to attain.
LizziE CoLLIER.
LEXINGTON, KY., May 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Since God does not hasten the march of true
evolution, then let man do better than his deity, even though
C. Lamb supposes that a great genius is sure to leap "moral
fences," BO great is his love for freedom. Wickedne~s is
:.hideous to a noble nature, inasmuch as there is always something stronger than the ruling passion in such a heart, and
perhaps in all. Most evolutionists believe that brute force
and enterprise causes the survival of the fittest; and this is
sometimes the road to ruin. Bible evolution was conducted
on that plan, and the old career was as wild and strange as
that of climbing plants.
.The" Vestiges of Creation" givs us hints, showing that·
the'order of nature is evidently on the advance, even though
r}ie ,pro~ucts of one age are ~ompletel! g.Isti}}pt ,from those
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of anoth~r. .The word " adaptivness" is not mentioned in
that pre~10us book..
.
, .
.
_
.
. God's Idea of evolution is to d~al out destruction with an
non hand. A "pure_ spirit" is not so much as hinted at to
the end of t~e chapter,_ and all through might makes right.
Dogs extenmnate ground-moles, and the dog also is bound
~o go o_n the same principle,,. which is presented for the
m~t~uct)OnQf. the ":orld, wh~se only salvation depends on
the I~ea that the ruhng passion tends downward in the scale.
~f bemg. Savage progress;amounts to very little. Often no
hnk can be found betweefl successiv creations, but an increas.e _of P?,wer, combined ~ith wha,.t Darwin styles "ctrtain
condJtiO~s! ~roduces an improved result.
_.
~ateriahstJc forces cause. vast motions and changes in the
umverse, and the activity of hopes, desires, exertions, and
powers of all descriptions ca~~; be traced to the same source.
From God, or nature, no principle is visible which makes
for righteousness. We must look for that in the noble nature
-of ma~. J?o ideas evolute like the ~mphioxus. or star-fish·?
EvolutiOn Is not the triumph of the strong, but the result of
a demand of the inner nature to press forward into brighter
and _better paths. Leibnitz says t?at a mopad has a divine
tendency to become more perceptiv.
Some say that women hav not improved or left any perms.
nent mark in literature, "like Keats, Byron, or Burns." Hav
.not Mrs. Browning and George Eliot written well eBough?
What hav men been doing in the way of evolution since the
days of Confucius, who observes that." man is greater than
any system of thought?" .They hav invented a variety of
machines, which enable them to treat the honest men precisely as if they were criminals; at the same time raising the
meanest men they can find to bights of power and influence.
Women are not waiting for their brains to evohite, but when
they come nobly to the rescue, nature bounds forward to aid
them. Great thoughts arise suddenly from confusion and
calamity, though God's grace; like a wind from the desert
would fain stiile their highest aspirations. when gospel force~
fail, nature's principles can be brou'ght into exercise, and are
able to bririg about great reforms~ Good forces must converge
somewhere soon, or all is lost. Opposit ·polarities combining, create good in the midst of evll, and the roar of the
elements is then the harbinger of prosperity.
Useful labor, with adequate compensation, is a sweeter
song than that of Moses and the lamb.
Do the clergy contribute anything to the legitimate unfolding of the universe, or are they like "gall. flies," causing
blots on its fair surface ?
Amidst useless cabals and the wire-pulling which passes
for good government, a clergyman must be a fiend, an officer
of Satan, to keep the masEes in ignorance, their time spent in
tremulous fear, and all the failings of groveling minds.
Well do the clergy know that the strict observance of the
Sabbath plants their foot upon the neck of the nation. Devotion to religion has not furnished honorable business for
the laborer, has not prevented misery and crime. Does the
Sunday-school enlighten the minds of children? How much
longer will the clergy il'sre to refuse to engage in. important
moral and scientific investigations, slighting as they do the
whole field of literature? Such knowledge alone can raise
the mind from degradation,. exposing the cra:it ~f religionists
in their attempts to rule the world. •
·
ALHAZA.

BROOKLYN, N.Y., May 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Having occasion to notify you that I hav
changed my address, I will add the suggestion that, being a
Materialist of Atheistic or Agnostic proclivitil's, I cannot
consistently acknowledge any infidelity but of man to man.
Hence, I find that there are two distinct and antagonistic
types of Infidels who may be respectivly designated in plain
English as God-be-praised In1idels and God-be-damned Infidels. .There is no difference betweenthem that I can appreciate. .They are both more concerned about a myth they
call God than about the well. being of man. .The first profess
a desire to. preserve their myth, the other to destroy it.
Myths ,being but phantom's of the imagination, I think it
obvious that when out of mind they are out of being.
.Therefore, the surest method o(, destroying myths is to
ignore and forget them. Nevertheless, I shaU waste no time
commenting on the absurdity of assisting religious fanatics
to keep their myths in being on the Pt:etense of destroying
them, but shall persistet;~tly urge the expediency of endeavoring to find a better method than we hav for enabling human
beings to liv as they should liv.
'
·
'
I am pleased to note that three or four of your corre~pond·
ents hav bestowed some thought on this laat:named subject.
One of them is so confident "that only by taxation can the
people be robbed of their lands or homes," that he chal·
lenges any person to dispute it. Aild
response to my aug.
gestion that except for ownerFhip taxation, robbery, and
slavery would be impossible, he charges me with being incapable of thinking ·intelligently. I shall. acknowl.edge the
compliment and that he has a more convenient than convinc.
ing method of .~ombating incontrovertible facts. He further suggests that." the only liberty Mr . .Tuttle· has to offer
to his fellow-men is to rob them of the be&t, the greatest,
truest attribute of freedom,' the liberty of owning a place to
lay one's head." He has omitted to suggest the 'prqportion
of the human race who are robbed by own'e'rship of the liberty of possessing a place to lay one's head in freedom from
molestation and danger of eviction. · He has·evidently yet to
learn that ownership is not an ordinance of nature but a
·device of man, hence the abolition of ownership will effect
the rC)stitution Of our natural and ina:Iie~able'right of possession, and should enable every man, woman; and child· to liv
in peace, plenty, and prosperity; "arid none will molest or
make afraid." .Tifose who are thus robbed will har4ly need
·our sympathy. ·
-<· ''
.,
· · ..
., . .
Another correspondent appears to' think~·agrarianiam·aiid
Socialism IU'e identical, and asserts that ancient Socialists

in

proposed equal distribution of wealth, but modern Socialists
propose to destroy wealth. History informs us that modern
Socialism is identical with the most ancient theory on record,
and it does not propose to destroy wealth unless ownership
constitutes wealth. I am of the opinion that ownership adds
nothing to the wealth, value, or utility of the earth and its
products, and they constitute all wealth. Socialism does not
propose to abolish them, but to make them serve their legitimate purpose much better than ownership is capable of
doing. Hence, ownership being nothing to wealth but an
expensiv encumbrance whose results are a disgrace to civilization, it is obviously an unnecessary evil that should be
abated. .That is all that Socialists propose to do.
Another correspondent fishes a little deeper than the others,
and finds that ownership was originally instituted by ignorant savages with a view to securing to everyone the product of his own labor. But experience has long demonstrated
it to hav the opposit e:fl'ect. .Therefore, I think it expedient
that we should return to the first principle or law of nature,
the ordinance of ignorant savages in violation of that law to
the contrary notwithstanding. He does not appear to recognize the obvious fact that ownership is the power behind
the throne greater than the throne, and must be abolished to
remedy the evil that he complains of. .There is no reasonable hope that ownership will be abolished until it has caused
a calamity that will make its abolition a necessity for the
self-preservation of those who hav the power to abolish it.
Such a calamity is likely to be upon us in the near future.
J. A . .TUTTLE.
INDIAN GnovE, Mo., May 6, 1889.
MR. Ei>ITOR: My opinion is that our lawmakers as a body
are honorable, conscientious men, and if not always with
thorough, at least with fair, conceptions of the interests, needs,
and desires of their constituency. It is these qualifications
that constitute and stamp them as representativ men. Most
of the laws made by them and placed on our legal statutes
are good, equitable, and just, though perhaps not 11lways
perfect, but sometimes defectiv in many respects. Yet, if
admini&tered in the spirit of justice and equity that gave
them birth, they would conserve the common good for all
and work no ill for any. But unfortunately, however, unprincipled and designing men, and combinations of men,
take advantage of the defects of law, and instead of the
salutary effects contemplated and designed by the spirit of
the law, the statutes become the instruments of oppression
and cruelty, fostering the evils they were intended to remedy. .The great difficulty with the Anarchists evidently is
this-either they do not recognize, or they totally ignore, the
true source of their ills, and instead of waging a relentless
warfare against those that pervert the righteous statutes of
the law, and thus vindicating and sustaining the supremacy
of the law, they array themselvs against all law, as an arbitrary, oppressiv tyrant that rules only ll.Y a usurpation of
power with no genuin sovereignty, and that should at once
be hurled from its lofty position of power. Although we
admit numerous exceptions to the,rule that laws are wholesome and just, the grievances complained of are often more
imaginary than real. For instance, the St. Louis Secular
Society has officially declared itself, and in fact has placed
itself on record through the columns of .THE .TRUTH BEEKER,
as being opposed to any system of taxation whatever. She
declares emphatically, there can be no such thing as just
taxation; that taxation is a burden and should therefore be
abolished-however, they are in favor of equal taxation of
church property so long as taxation is needed. Could anything be more absurd? .Taxation of every species unjust
and therefore robbery, yet demanding equal taxation of
church property now and 80 long in the future as needed;
that is, we desire and are agreed that the unjust taxation
should be continued as long as needed, and we are further
agreed that the unjust taxation will be needed for all time to
com6, at least so long as churches continue to exist! Now,
the correct view on the matter is simply this: We all know
that it requires funds to run the legal machinery employed in
the administration and law. It requires funds to support
our educational institutions. Without revenue the majestic
structure of state would collapse in a single day. Without
some system of taxation or gathering revenue our national
existence could not be sustained. And to advocate such
theories or to giv space in the columns of .THE .TRUTH BEEKER
for their dissemination will doubtless circumscribe its circulation to quite a limited number. .To successfully combat
the pernicious influence of superstition, the columns of .THE
.TRUTH SEEKER should not be open to the propagation of
those absurd revolutionary politico-economical theories. Of
course our .St. Louis friends hav a right to ventilate their
visionary economical theories. And our exclusiv chattel
property owners hav a right to advocate their single ta:x;:
theory. Under this latter theory the landholder would put
on cheaper and less commodious improvements, to reimburse
himself, for excessiv real estate tax would exact from the
tenant heavy rent for the holdings occupied by him.
Now, Mr. Editor, not that I wish to dictate, but I am very
much in love with the valuable old .TRUTH SEEKER, and I
send my papers out on missionary work both at home and
abroad. Many of them go into different states. And to tell
you the plain truth, I would as soon enter an Inquisition
as approsch a lukewarm Christian or a Liberal-minded
friend, solicit a subscription to .TH:s: .TRUTH SsEKER, present
him sample copy, and see his eye glance over such an item
as the paragraph referred to in the St. Louis Secular Society's
report. It is only in this way that we need apprehend danger from the promulgation of such ideas, as there is not the
remotest probability that those wild, chimerical theories will
ever be submitted to a practical test.
I hav th~ ptomis of Prof: .Thomas Shands for a subscriber
to 'your 'paper as soop. as he becomes permanently located.
Fraternally yours,
W, E. WATTa·
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lldit6d by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
llitJw, Mass., to whom all OommunicatlonP for
this (]0'1'11,6'1' should bs ssnt.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Comes a pause in the daY's occupations
That is known &P the Ohildr~n·~ Hour."

Victor and Vanquished.
~here

are plandit• enonl?h for the heroes
Tbat'strngogle "nd win the da:v:
But tbPre's not even sYmpat.b:v lavished
On those that go down in the fra:vOn the poor unfortunate mort•ls
That st-umble and fall b:v the wa:v.
They are Oblivion's children;
They the unlucky unknownThe men to whom Chance, in her capprs,
Gtva neither scepter nor throne;
Giva neither moneY nor glory,
But leaves them to strngg]e alone.
>TiR t.h~> aame wbetber :von are a warrior
Or only a fnn-makin~r clownSn.,Med, and \.he world will applaud you,
Bnt fAil, Bnd thP:v'JI tr>tmple you down;
Th~> herd of human cattle
Will tramp!e and trample :von down.
Whn.IPve· von <lo, then. <lo Pomethiug,
An<l tbr>n~rh von phr>nld do it b:v fraud,
You'll finrl that mankind are immoral
Enon11h to st.anil bv and applaud;
Bnt fail in the same nndArtakin~r.
And tbe:v'll trample yon into the sod.
There's something in bumRn natureA •ometbing not understoodThat praises victorious evil
And censures tbe vu quisbed good;
That loves success regardleos
Of whether 'tis evil or good.
WILLIAM SooTT.
Osceola MillS, Pa.

The Story ot Grumble 'l'one.
There was a bo:v named Grumble Tone who ran
away to sea.
"I'm Pick of things on land," be said, "as sick as
I can be.
A life upon the bounding wave will suit a lad like

me."
The seething ocean .billows failed to stimulate his
mirth,
.
For he did not hke the vessel, or the dizzy, rolling
berth,
And be thought the sea was almost as unpleasant
as the earth.
He wandered into foreign lands, he saw each
wondrous si2ht,
· Bnt nothing that .he beard or saw seemed just
exactly right.
And. so he journeyed on and on, still seeking for
delight.
He talked with kings and ladies fair, be dined in
courts, theY say,
.
But always fonnd the people dnll and longed to
get away,
To search for that mysterious land where he
should like to sta:v.
Be wandered over all the world, his hair grew
white as snow,
He never reached the bourne be sought. The·
reason would yon know?
·
The reason was that, north or sooth, wbere'er his
steps were bent,
·
On land or sea, in court or ball, he found but
discmit•nt;
For be took his dieposition with him everywhere
he went.

'J'he lllu"tration.
[The. following is the illustration used by the
editor of the Corner in a l•ctur~, to which Mr. J.
. HenrY alluded in THE ""BUTII 8EEKKB a short ttme
since. with a desire to see the same in print.-li D.
C.C.J

There are men in the world who poseess.
certain gifts that enable them to control wild
beasts and hold them at bay. A story is
related of a popular tamer of wild beasts that,
once upon a time, he was prevailed upon to
giv an exhibition of his powers in a large
theater. The greater part of this man's life
had been given to the study and practice of
taming wild beasts, and all acknowledged
that he was master of his art. Upon the occasion alluded to he brought upon the stage
a number. of reptile and wild animals-lions,
tigers, hyenas, wolves, and wildcats, together
with several species of birds and rtptils.
With them he performed, playing with the
animals as though they were children. The
vast audience that thronged the large building Iooked.on in awe and wonder at the man's
splendid nerve, and the remarkable control
over the creatures that crouched and cringed,
obedient to his every command.
As a grand finale to the exhibition he was
to introduce an enormous boa-constrictor to
the audience. This huge creature, thirty.five
feet long, was a special pet of its owner. He
bad taken it when it was three days old, and
"brought it up," as it were. It had now
reached the age of twenty.five. Every day
from the time the roan had first received it,
he had handled ttnd petted the creature-bad
fondled it in his bosom, fed it with his hands,
(laJ'rie~l it e.l>o'llt with l!im, 3nq h3r;ilearned to

love this strange companion that he had
'watched grow from a tiny reptil into a monster of terrible proportions. It was with
great pride that he exhibited the creature
that he had spent so many years in training
and caring for.
At a signal the red curtain of the stage
arose and displayed a woodland scene in distant India. Wild and weird ~tnd slow there
floated upon the air the peculiar strains of
oriental music, seeming to come from amid
the thick foliage of trees in the disiance. A
soft sound of crackling reeds, a low swish
and rustle of long grass, and the cumbersome,
heavy reptil advances, making his way slowly
through the undergrowth of brush and brier.
It stops midway of the stage. It lifts its
head and looks around. Its eyes 'glint and
sparkle like diamonds. Parting the shrubbery, a man appears, dressed in the scarlet
and gold of a fanciful costume. Slowly he
approaches the serpent. Their eyes meet,
and the huge boa-constrictor quivers, quails,
and cowers. Man is master. Superior power,
a higher intelligence, has the supremacy.
Slowly, and with effort, the serpent performs
a number of tricks. Preparation is then made
for the final feat. The master .waves his
hand, and the reptil comes nearer. It. reaches
its master, and begins slowly to wind itself in
coils around him, while low and. soft the
~trange, sad music is heard in the distance.
Higher, higher still the coils of the monster
rise,. until trainer and serpent seem blended
into one being. In a moment the head of the
great serpent rises above the head of .the
master. A faint scream from the ·man, and
the audience bursts into a wave of .applause.
But the applause dies away upon white lips,
as the trainer utters a wail of agony and
drops. A thousand times had that serpent
coiled around him and he thought he had
gained perfect control of the fearful object.
But this was the last embrace. The vast
audience saw with horror and dismay the
cruel folds tighten and tighten, but could
render no assistance.
As long as the tamer of wild beasts kept
his eye upon the serpent he was safe, but
when it reared its head highe!:than his own,
and he could no longer hold that glittering
eye, he wa~ lost, and his playmate of twentyfive years became the maqter and crushed the
life from its too confiding victim.
If the Goddess of Liberty ever drops from
her pedestal of glory and reiwwn,,it will be
because she is strangled by a serpent more
dreadful and deadly than any ever found
amid the jungles of India.

1he Queen's Tl>bacco-pipe.
One evening as Uncle Cap gazed meditativly at the smoke wreaths from bls cigar, he
said, " Children, who, do you think, has the
largest tobacco-pipe in the world?"
"Emperor William," answered Jackanapes.
"The sultan," said Bryce.
The little girls wondered, but could not
even guess.
"No," said Uncle Cap, with a smile, "you
are all wrong. The largest pipe in the world
is known as belonging to a certain lady of
whom you hav all heard."
"A lady!" exclaimed the children, in great
astonishment.
"Yes; and her name is Quee.n Victoria.
In her pipe, which is called the 'Queen's
Tobacco-pipe,' hundreds of pounds of tobacco are consumed at a time. If is a huge
furnace built in tbe center of the vast to.
bacco warehouses at the London Docks, and
in it is burnt all damaged or uns~Ieable tc.
bacco arriving at that port. It s~ands in a
spacious room by itself, and is of the same
conical shape that you may Stle in giassworks.
In it an intense glowing fire is 1naintained
day and night froni one year's end ~panother;
and a fireman is always on hand ·-to feed it
with the material with which the room is
filled, and which is constantly r~plenished
from the warehouseP. Besides tob!lCCo, many
other thi"gs are thrown into this: enormous
pipe, such as cigars, tess, spoiled meats, and
even manufactured articles."
" I should think there would be a horrid
smell from·lt," said Lady May.
"Oh, no; the draught is so strong and so
constant that every bit of odor, as well a11 the
smoke, is drawn up the tall chimt~ey, and so
not noticed. The tons of ashes·· from this
queer pipe are sold by auction to farmers and
gardeners for fertilizers or for killing insects,
to soap-makers and to chemical manufacturers. On one side are piled cart.Joads of
nails and other bits of iron that were thrown
into tbe furnace wiih broken C~Rksaad boxea,
and llav since been elfted from tts ~Jall.ell,

These are eagerly sought by gunsmiths, and WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
used in the manufacture of gun-barrels."
AND REl'ORllERS.
"But why is it called the Queen's Pipe?"
Biogra_phies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
asked Miss Blue.
Teachers1 Skeptics, Inno\'ators, Founders of
New Bonoola of Thought, Eminent Boien"Because ·it stands in what is known as the
tiats, etc. (who were not Christians),
government or queen•s warehouse,· and on its
from the time of Menu to the present. svo, 1,67r;pp., cloth, $8;
iron door are painted the royal crow:q and the
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.00.
letters 'V.R.,'" answered Uncle Cap.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place. N. Y.

Correspondence.

CoRINTH, ILL., April 22, 1889.
DBAR MisS WixoN: I write to correct a
MIRACLES.
mistake in my letter of March 20th. My
AJID
grandpa and grandma liv at St. Jo,hns, III.
MIRACLE WORKERS.
In writing grandma's name I failed to put the
word grand, which made it appear that my
By JOHN PECK.
ma live at St. Johns. I hope yon will excuse
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
me. I will try and be more careful from this
on. My ma likes to read THE TRUTH S&RKER. within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Your friend, MINNIE BELLE RoGERs.
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
[Minnie is very excusable. Everyone is liaAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
ble to make mistakes. We must all learn to
be carefuL-En. C. C.]

LIFE OF

BALLSTON, May 12, B.M. 289.
DEAR Miss WixON: The, following are the
names of only three donors to the Casey fund:
MODEUN IMITA'l'ION OF CHRIST,
C. Monholland, Brooklyn, E. D ...•...•.•• $ .25
Geo. Johnson, Oregon City, Ore .....••....•. 25 As to his Life on Earth and his :ommunism•.
William Thorpe, Ballston Spa, N.Y....••. 10

Joshua Davidson:
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,

Total •..•••••••.••••••••.•.••..••••.•••...••• 60 Author of "A Protest and a Plea,"-in Oraer o
Creatton.
If anyone wishes to aid the aged couple,
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
they will please send the money to Mr. R. }1
- 75 Cents.
Casey himself, or to Mrs. E. D. Blenker. I
fir
This
book
was
ttUppressed
bu
the
first Amer
hav kept the sixty cents quite a little time, as
ican publisher·..8
I thought more might come in ; but as it did
not, I sent it to Mr. Casey.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Well, pa has gone to England, and we do
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
not expect him back till the last of June.
Wishing success to the Corner, I will close.
Your Liberal friend,
SADIE THORPE.

Ingersoll and the Deist.

PARK, ORB., Ap.ril 23. 1889.
DEAR Mil'S WIXON: I thought I would
write you a letter for the first time. My age
is eleven. We had four months' school last
winter, but it is out now. I studied spelling,
reading, writing, arithmetic, an<J geography.
Our teacher's name was William L. Forrester.
He was a splendid teacher. We hav']J·ceum
and literary meetings here every Saturday
night in the winter time. My uncle live with
us and takes THE TRUTH BEEKER, and. I enjoy
reading the Children's Corner and looking at
the pictures. I hav two brothers and two sisters and I am the youngest. We liv in a little valley called the Park, with high mountains on each side. There are ten families living in the Park. Hoping to see this in print,
I will close. As ever, Your friend,
LILLIAN SOUTH.
OAK MILLS, KAN., May 5,-1889.
DBAR Miss WrxoN: I thought I would
write a few lines to the Children's Corner. I
am thirteen years old. I hav bet-n going to
school all winter. I am studyine: arithmetic,
readinp:, grammar, spelling, geography, phys.
iolo~~:y, and writing. I go to a conn try school.
Our teacher's name is Miss Schiffbauer ; she
is an Infidel. Her father was once a subscriber of Tm~ TRUTH BEEKER, and she l!ays
that when she goes home she is going to get
him to subscribe for it again I read the
"Story Hour " very often. It is a book that
all fathers and mothers should buy for their
children. Its stories. are interesting and good.
To.day is Sunday. People are passing by
on their wav t<> church. I went to church
the other night, and it almost made me sick
to hear and see the preachers act the tool. I
like the stories which are being printed in the
Children's Corner lately very much. I would
like to hear some good Liberal lecturer speak.
Ingersoll visited Atchison and Leavenworth
several years ago, but I did not_get to bear
him. As I cannot think of much more to
write, I will close for this time, hoping to see
this in print.
From your Infidel friend,
c. B. REMSBURG.
pALMYRA, May 13. 1889.
DEAR MIBS WixoN: I thought I would
Write you a Jetter, as you wish to hear from
your little Freeth ought friends. I,. should
like to see this in print. Mr. Marsh takes
THE TRUTH BEKKER, and we like to look at
the pictures. Mr. Mareb calls my sister Ada
his little Agnostic friend, for she dbes her
own thinking. I am now at my friend's
home, and to-day we burled her little pet-it
was a white rat-whose name was BnPwball.
We put him in a little box full of 'flowers,
tied a red ribbon around his neck, and decorated his little grave with flowers. We didn't
say any prayers, but we think he will go to
rat heaven all the same, for be was 'a good
little rat, and was Agnostic, for he didn't
know. lam eleven years old, and my friend
is fifteen years old. We send you Mr. Marsh's
book on Evolution. My little sister Ada's
picture is in it. We hav read one of your
books, and think it is real nice.
From your little friends,
DoRA M. CORRIGAN.
MARY G. COLLINS.
[Many thanks for the little book on Evolution. The editor of the Comer has read it
with much interest, and she thanks the author
for writing it. It is none the less interesting
for the bright little pictmed face that adorns
its first page. We shall always be pleased tQ
he~ from her M Wl.lH §S :Po~ aug M&l{'·-

:{W, O. O.J
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BY

A NATIVE" TAR HEEL."
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

LIBERALS SUPPLIED
With GOVERNMENT LAND or CHEAP DEED
ED CLAIMS. Address, h>Ciosing stamp, TRIPP
AND MINER, Hay Springs, Nebraska.
3ml4

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
Thfl Bible-What Is IU

A pam

pblet containing eight C~haptPrs in refutation
of the assumptiOn ·bat the Btble is a divtne
book of pure tbou~rbt. and correct in all its
utter11.nces. Price. 25 oents.
Studies in 'I heolo;u'. A clear exposi
tion of the biblil'al story of man •s creation
and curse. tb.,ulogical!y denominated •· the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

Llberal•sm. Treating the subject from a

negattv and offirmativ standpomr., showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 centa.
tf

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Char
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MYthol
ogy.
Paper, Svo, 21'> cents.
Addre•• THE TRUTH SEEKE!l.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONB
.OF

THE

BIBLE.

PROPOSITIO"ilR, Tbeoloeioal, Moral. His
torical, and SPecnlativ, ~ach provt-d affirm
a$iVh and negat.ivly b• quotations from scnpmre
without commPnt; fmbudymg tbe most PalPable
and Rtrikinl! self-contradictions of the so-called
inspired word of God.
ByW.H.BuBB. 72pogep. PricP,15cente.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.
i8 Lafa.:VAHA Pl •• NewYork.

144

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conclusivl:v that there was no Chris
c•ncifted onder Pontius Pilate, but tba,t the
real Jeous, t-he illegitimate Ron of Mar:v by Jo•epb
Pl!.ndera. was stoned a nil hanged for sorcery about
75 :vear• B.O. Cloth, 446 PB·I?PR, whh full Index
Price. $1.50. Former price, $2.CO. For sale at this
office.

P

LOOKING BACKWARD
BJ> Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The ap1,1eal is a ways made to n man's reason
and to bts noblest, sentiments: never to his sel
ftsbness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a rE>>lliY practicable and feasi
ble social state great.l;v in advance of the Presentf.
The romantio narrattv is rich in its forecast o
actual poesibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.60; paper, 500.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HisTORY AND ITs INFLUBNOK UPON
SOOIETY.
IW D:a. Lours BuouNEB, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper. lllmo, 15 cents.

·d~e~ ~ 'l':t\'11';1 S~.UBlt'~' ~ ~~V!TI'Ue flaoe,

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JUNE 1.
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POPULAR SCIENCE.
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The Distribution of Animals and
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· Cond:tions ofl\Ienta.l Development:
and otllcr essays. By Wm. Kingdon
Clifford.
Tecbnical Education: and other essays.
By 'l'homas 11. Huxley, F.R.S.
The Blac~< Death. An account of tbe
Great Pestilence of. the 14th Ceutury.
By J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
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Three Essays.
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As a Means for tbe Production of

H ellef Printing Plates
We can recommend the three prooesaes operated
by t.bis OomJ>,.IlY'·
Their ZINO ETOHINGS ror cheaP and ooa.rse
newspBp~r work, and tbeir MO'It<-TYPE process,
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No. CJ. Fetichism:, A Contribution to Anthropo·
logy and the History of Religion. By
l!)'1tz l:lchultze, Ph.D. Double umnber.
No. 70. Essays Speculative and Practical.
By Herbert Speucer.
No. 71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson, Ph.
D. With Appendix on Archmology. By
B. B. Tylor, F.ll..S.
No. 72. ·The Dan.cing 1\lania of the lllid<llo
Ages. By J. _F. C. Hecker, M.D.
No. 73.

Evolution in History, Language ana
Science. ]'our Addresses delivered t~~

the Lbuilon Ct'\"Stal Palace School of Art,
Science a.ud Literature.

No. 82. Illusions of the Senses: and other Es
says.. By Richard A. Proctor.No. 83. Profit-Sharing Between Capital and
· Labor. Six Essays. By Sedley Taylor,
M.A.
No. 84. Studies of Anilnated Nature. Four
Es~ay1' on Natural llistory.
By W. s.
Dallas, F.L.S.
No. 85. -The Essential Nature of Religion.
By J ._ Allauson ·Picton.

jects. ,By Richard-A. P~octor.
No. 20. The Romance of Astronomy. By n-;
Kalley Miller, M.A.
No. 21. T11e Pbysical Basis of Life, with other
essays. By Thomas H. Huxley~ F.R.S.
No. 22. Seeing and Thinking. By William
. , Kingdon Clifford, F.R.S.
No. 23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of cur~
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Things. By W. M. Williams.
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says ·by J. Allausou Pictou.
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Allen.
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land. Ily Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
No. 28. Fasblon in D<'fo:rru.ity. as illustrated
iu the cnstollls of Bal'barous aud Civilizecl Races. (numerous ·illustrations). By
Willia111 Henry }'lower, F.R.S.

No. 29. 'Faclq. and Fictions of Zoology, (nu
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By Audrew \Vilson,
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32. · H<:J:e<litary Trait< an<l other Essays.
By Richard A. Proctor.
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No. 41. Current Di•cuss•on~ in Science. By
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No. 42 History of the Science of Politics,
Ily Frederick l'ollock.
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No. 46. The Diseases of lUemor~·. By Tb.
Ribot. Translated from the French by
J. Fitzgerald, M.A. ·
No. 47. Tile Childhood of Religion. By
Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S.
No. 48. Life in Nature. (IUustrateU). By James
Hinton.
No. 49. The Sun; its Constitution, its Phenomena,
its Condition. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
No. 50. } llloney and the Mechanism of Ex·
No. 51.
change. By Prof. W. Stanley Jcvons,
F.R.S.
No. 52. The Diseases of tile Will. By Th.
Ribot. Translated froin the French by
J. Fitzgerald.
No. 53. Animal A utoma.tism, and other Es£ays,
By Prof. T. H. Huxley, Jo'.R.S.
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No. 55. The Scientific Basis of 1\lorals, and
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A Black Soul in Paradise.
BOW A BINNER ORBPT lN UNDER OOVBR OF HIS
WIFE'S WING.

Never in the memory of the good St. Peter
had a Vauvertois been able to get into paradise.
Not that at Vauvert they were more w!cked
or mor"l quarrelsome than elsewhere, and not
that they went to confession less, or cheated
the housewives more than was reasonable;
no, not at all; it was simply because they
loved bull-fights far too well. When a bullfight was announced, all else was abandoned,
and in the whole of the city, in the streets of
an evening, under the trees of the sidewalks,
before the cafes, and above all, upon the steps
of the houses, nothing was heard but a discourse upon bulls, their origin, their form
and possible strength, their agility, and their
power of muscle.
On days like these the occasions for. sin
were multiplied, and the exuberance of passions knew no limit or restraint. The Recording Angel, writing on high in his great book
tLe actions of men, found the columns devoted to Vauvert on the evenings of these
courses stretching to an interminable length.
No, a Vauvertois had never entered paradise, whether from this or some other reason,
till the day when Mark Sistre attempted the
enterprise and succeeded.
This Mark Sistre was a scamp of the first
water, lazy, quarrelsome, drunken, brutal, a
liar, and 1 know not what besides; he made
a martyr of his wife, a veritable saint; he
ran after the bull-fights like a perfect lunatic.
Every time a fight was biiied for Vauvert,
Mark was the.first to know it, to examin the
animals, to proffer his advice; and then,
upon the day of the courses, no one drank,
gambled, swore, and fought as he did, till
even the Vauvertoises declared among themselvs that, of all its many miscreants, Mark
Sistre was the one for whom the devil watched
with tte most impatience.
Well, one evening, as the result of repeated
libations, and while discussing the singular
fate of the Vauvertoises unable to enter
heaven, Mark Sistre swore by all the heathen
gods that he, at least, would enter there-he,
in person-and there he would remain, despite the fact of which they warned him,
among other things, that he would certainly
weary of passing eternity ill the singing of
hymns. The more they argued, the more
firmly did he hold to his promis.
Meanwhile, as these scenes were occurring,
Marion Sistre, worn out by chagrin, broken
with sorrow, and crushed by the brutalities
of her husband, was passing away, like running water. She, whom they had known in
htr youth so gay and fresh, had now become
pale, wan, and shrunken as a winter leaf, and
so chagrined that day and night she wept and
sobbed, and, at the moment of our story, was
unable to leave her bed, even to go to mass.
The doctor, when they asked him about her,
shook his head with an air of mournful
augury, for well did he know that she was
sick unto death.
This iiiness of his wife, however, in nowise
hindered Mark from going as usual to pass
his hours at the cafe, to play at biiiiards or
bet at piquet with gay young bloods, who
twirled their mustaches and prolonged their
orgies till morning. If anything, he went
more than ever. But on a certain Sunday,
Marion Sistre was given extreme unction, as
they knew not if she would last tiii night,
and this same Sunday was the day appointed
for a grand bull-fight at Vauvert.
Still, Sistre had no idea of absenting himself from so beautiful an occasion of gaining
cockades and prizes, and then the monade of
bulls was handsomer than usual and conducted by a cuadrilla renowned from SaintGiiies to Remoulius. He would go, if for
nothing else than to show these toreros, whose
names were posted in big letters all over the
walls and fences, how they did things at
Vauvert, for they had jeered him at the cafe>
tiii he had accepted battle with a bull whose
horns had been specially sharpened for the
fight.
Truly a "master toro," in the language of
the experts, and one who had "ripped"
many a better and more skilful player than
Mark could boast of being.
Alas! at the very moment, when he, Mark
Sistre, was striving to hold his own, she,
Marion Sistre, was in the last agony, all white
and cold, in her little chamber with closed
shutters, blessed candles at her head and feet,
and the good cure of Vauvert reading beside
her the lessons and psalms of peace, while
neighbors came and went about the bed,
sprinkling it with holy water, and walking
upon the points of their toes for fear of disturbing her dying hours.
.
Suddenly there was a terrible tumult in the
street below, the cries and shouts of an
excited crowd; then the sound of footsteps
on the stairs, and the entrance of two men
bearing on their shoulders a stiffened corpse,
pale and bloody. Marion, half dead already,
raised 4erself wit)}. a gasp of horror:-to fall
back dead. Mark was already dead, his body
transfixed by the bull's horns.
Ohance had settled everything; the rascal
and the saint had gone together, and their
two souls, destined to a fate so different,
abandoned at the same instant their mortal remains to meet again upon the road
precisely at the turning when one was gaining
hell, the other heaven.
The black soul of the husband spoke first.
"You Marion I" he cried, astonished, " and
whither go you, my ·little one?"
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"Where God has called me," said the soul
of Marion.
"Good-and is it far?"
"Very far; yonder-on high."
"To paradise, then?"
"Yes, to paradise."
"Zounds! how lucky we met; I'm going
there, too; we can go together;" declared
this black soul, as if he saw not the ineffable
whiteness of the other, he, as black as an
oven door, as black as soot itself, and spotted
with sins.
·
"You to paradise?" repeated Marion.·
''But, Mark, do you not know that the mass
of your iniquities weighs yoti down and that
hell awaits you?"
"Me? pooh!" laughed Mark. "Oalm
yourself, little one. I· hav told you I am
going to paradise, and I tell you again, I am
going."
..
" But how ? How will you enter .there?
Did you take out the indispensable passport
before starting? Or die in prayer, receiving
upon your limbs the unction of holy oils?"
"Pooh, pooh ! no, certainly not; I had
too much to do."
And the white soul, veiling her face,
sought to flee this vile companion, but Mark
caught her by a wing and held hedast.
"A minute," said he, "You say that one
must hav a passport to enter above there?
Hav you a passport?"
" I? Of course."
"Good! so much the better. It wiii serve
for both."
"What-for both!" exclaimed the white'
soul. in horror.
"Yes, for both. I shall hide behind you;
you will present your passport, and, hoop-la !
once ln, 1 ask nothing more."
This was too much. Horror paralyzed the
white soul. She strove to murmur a "Get
thee behind me, Satan." But, without dis~
quieting himself at the exorcism, Mark only.
held his sides with laughillg, and repeated :
"Yes, you must smuggle me in like a bale
of tobacco."
And with his brutal hand he stili held her
fast by the tip of the wing, and still ~he continued to struggle.
·
"You are a wretch!" she cried; "a
wretch, I say. Do you think for a moment I
would deceive St .. Peter?"
"My dear little wife, my dear little love,
.my precious flower I You would not abandon your husband, whom you love so much
and who loves you· so well?" And Mark,
giving to his voice the tenderest inflection,
with bowed head and lips wreathed with a
smile, softly caressed with his free hand the
white plumes of Marion, seeking to convince
her at once by speech and gesture.
Nothing moved her, and Mark, reduced to
violent means, proceeded at last to tweak out
a feather, heedless of the victim's shrieks pf
pain.
.
.
"I'm your husband," he declared, as he
pulled a second one; ''your husband, whom
you must obey I"
"Obey-that order? Never-ne'!ler/"
And this was Marion, formerly so gentle
and submissiv, who dared to speak in this
way! Mark tweaked all the harder. What
mattered it to him, the hardened ruffian, the
prayers, lamentations, and refusals of his
wife ? He was too well accustomed to making
her obey to heed either pain or indignation.
The habit of the yoke is so strong, that
preEently, despite her horror, this poot white
soul of Marion's, faint and conquered, abandoned itself to the worst, consented to become
the accomplice of the criminal project, and
at least to attempt the introduction of this
miscreant into the kingdom reserved for the
just.
From this on they went together, Mark
smiling and proud to be the first from Vanvert to enter the happy realms; doubly proud
at the trick he was going to play upon the
good St. Peter, and with Marion dragging
after him, sighing and sobbing pitifully.
But why, why was the devil not waiting
for his own at the cross-roads? Ah! what
would you? Upon that day, as it happened,
Beelzebub was celebrating his birthday flte,
and at the moment when Mark died he was
about to dine upon a truffied turkey presented
him by his friend Belial, and B!l much to his
taste that he would not hav stirred from the
table to hav greeted a pope. Moreover, what
respectable demon would hav dreamed that
Mark, the miserable scamp, would hav
chosen a day of bull-fighting to depart the
earth?
The one dragging the other, and, after long
fatigues, the two souls arrived at the gate of
paradise. And what a spectacle I that great
golden door, studded with pre~ious stones,
&hining like an illumination, and with, St.
Peter, pen in hand and keys at belt, receiving upon one side the neceRsary passports,
and pushing back on the other the hypocrite
and knaves who sought admission under
cover of the crowd.
· But when he raised his head at the name
Qr Vauvert, and saw that it was Marion Sistre
who stood before him, that noble woman
who weekly burnt a candle in his honor, he
threw open the door without more ado.
"Enter, my child," said he.
She entered, feeling always behind her the
black soul of Mark, making itself as small as
possible, despairingly hooked to her wing,
and scarce daring to draw a breath for fear
of being discovered. And when night came,
and St. Peter still pored over his hieroglyphics, in his quality of apostle, reading all languages, he never for an instant suspected that
Mark Sistre, that rascal watched for by the

devil, had forced himself, th.rough the complicity of his wife, into .paradise.
During the first days all went we.ll with
Mark ; he came, ahd went, and filled his lungs
with the deli<;iou~ air;_ boated upon the great
blue lake, with ·Its silver swans; wandered
under the trees from which, in a perfumed
rain, fell :flowers of ideal beauty; listened to
the concerts of the seraphim and angels;
slept eight hours in twelve-in short, continued the life of indolence so well begun
when living- upon the earth. ·
He, the first Vauvertois-despite the fact
that he had done nothing to deserve it-who
had. ever crossed the ~acred threshold I He
was .greatly amused, and, placing his eyes at
one of the loopholes through which from
above ,they regard· the earth, he gazed upon
his old home. tranquilly sleeping- upon the
bank of the V:istrlh even the cafe, in which
he had played his billiards and made hia
wagers for mugs of beer, showed plainly beneath him. Mark sighed as he thought of
the cafe; heaven was pleasant, but there were
no cafes there.
The simpie ph)asure of Peeing Vauvert for
a while. sufficed him, and might hav continued to suffice him, had it not been that one
Sunday, when the saints were all at mass and
he, as usual, peeping from his hole, he saw a
sight that stirred his blood. A sight indeed
-a monads of. bulls, such as Mark had never
seen before ; Spanish bulls escorted by toreros
in velvet costumes, covered with· passequilles
and gay cockades; nervous and a gil bulls,
lustrous .of skin, brilliant of eye, and with
long and slender tails imding in a hooppette of
silky hair; superb animals, one brown, one
black, and so· elegant of form, so proud of
bearing, that never in its .great•st day had
Vauvert known the like. . Before them
marched· the toreros and· tbe picadores. lances
in hand, behind them a gaping multitude.
From that instant Mark was weary of paradise. He bad enough of eternal promenades beneath the trees and eternal boatings
upon placid lakes. The country was beautiful. truly, but there, were no billiards, no
cafes, no games of piquet. He was tired;
tired· even of the endless perfume, the long
sleeps, the continual serenity of everything,
Ah ! if he had not been sure that hell
awaited him, and that even at thai moment
the devil was rummaging the world to find
him, how quickly he would hav lied from
this delicious &ojourn that wearied him so
terribly for lack of bulls and races! He had
only to say the word to go, but that wordMark W!).B not willing to pronounce it. Satan
waited with uplifted fork to pop him into the
vat where already, for centuries, perhaps, had
been boiling and roasting players of .games
and ru!lners of bulls such as he. Sooner than
enter that yawning furnace he would bore
himself .in paradise-if needful, since it was
the custom on high, sing hymns like. the
others.
Yet this bull-fight at Vauvert, with its
chulos, its banderil~os, and its two thousand
francs' worth of prizes in a lump, ran in his
thoughts and dreams; and he saw always
pass and repass before him those two beautiful bulls, tossing their sharp white horns,
agitating their slender tails, with the hooppette of hair at the end of them.
Pe;haps y~u think the devil did not j~mp,
though he had dined so well on truffied turkey, when his valet came to inform him that
at last Mark Sistre was dead.
"And where is he, ihe brigand?" he cried
out, joyfully.
"No one knows, my lord."
"What? And they hav let him escape?"
" My lord forgets ; he charged himself personally with securing him; no one dared to
forestall your lordship."
"Ha I the rascal!" cried Satan, furiously,
"to profit thus by my natal file! All the
same, he doesn't escape me; wherever he is
I will find and take him I" and swearing an
oath that made even his myrmidons tremble,
he leaped from his bed and shot like a bomb
on his way to earth. But at Vauvert he
learned nothing, save that Marion Sistre was
dead, and upon the same day as her husband.
In purgatory it was the same thing-no one
of the name of Sistre had been heard of by
the guardian of that somber place; and none
of Sistre's comrades who encumbered hell
could giv tidings of the missing one.
Frantic at his ill success, Beelzebub was
going into a terrible rage, when ·suddenly an
idea occurred to him: Mark Sistre was a
cunning rascal, and doubtless was precisely
where he had never been sought for-that is
to say, in paradise! Instantly, all excitement, the enemy of the human race spread
his bat-like wings and speeded away to the
celestial bights.
' "Rat-tat-tat-tat-tat I" sounded upon the
golden. door.
" Who's there?" St. Peter demanded.
"'Tis I, friend Peter-open the wicket."
The wicket opened, but closed immediately,
not, however, without allowing to pass a cry
of terror, to which the devil responded with
a shout of laughter.
"Ho, there I" he cried; "truly, Peter, you
are stupid; do you think I hav come to invade your paradise with 11l.egion of evil spirits? No, listen to me." ·
And, as the wicket remained obstinately
cloaed, the devil, who knew nevertheless that
St. Peter was listening, resumed :
"Open it, I say, it is for a damned soul I
come.''
-.
.
A damned soul in paradise I Impossible I
The dev~l was fooling him~he was .too old to
be mystified thus! What·! he, Samt Peter,

allow a black soul to pass without suspecting
it I And yet-~ell,.he had better. open the
wicket and see what the devil-:-he was too big
to pass three gratin gil one upon another---., was
talking about I
..
..
He opened a slit in the wicket.
"Ah I" cried Beelzebub, "now we .can
talk. Tell me, St. Peter, if in your flock of
white sheep you hav not one by the name of
Mark Sistre, from Vauvert, who has departed
the earth, and of whom I can find no trace."
"Mark? Mark Sistre? Why, no-not Mark
Sistre, but Marion Sistre I She is a saint who
has naught to do with you or your infernal
regions-she is--"
·
"Imbecill" cried the impatient devil, "if
he is not on your register or in your memory,
then }lark Sistre cannot be.here; yet, if not
here, whe::e can he be, for I hav rummaged
everywhere?"
"True!" said St. Peter, " and should he be
here, how recognize him in so great a
crowd?"
Satan reflected a minute, finger on forehead.
"Ah-h I" said he at last, "I hav it; we'll
find him; but I shall need your assistance,
St. Peter I''
"And you shall hav it-anything to discover the knave."
"Then," added Beelzebub, "be not astonished at whatever happens, and presently,
when I return and knock upon your door,
open it and be not afraid, for I promis you
that none of mine shall cross its threshold."
"Agreed I" Eaid St. Peter; and he closed
the wicket-to open the gate as agreed upon
at the appointed knock-to find before it a
throng ofDevils?
Exactly-but devils metamorphosed into
gay toreros in brilliant costumes, their velvet
.coats and yellow breeches covered with pasquilles and bands of gold, the chulos coiifed in
scarlet handkerchiefs, the picado1•es on prancing horses, and, in the midst of the throng
two Spanish bulls, one brown, one black, and
with houppettea of silky hair on the tips of
their tails. Beelzebub himself, as a superb
&pada, in a plumed montP.ra and clothed like
a fairy prince, headed the procession, and
speedily, with the voice of a stentor, began
the musical halloo, that well-known warning
of the bull's approach.
Scarce had he cried it twice, when Mark
Sistre, bounding barriers, leaping brooks, and
coming· like a shuttlecock thrown from a
racquet, his face and eyes aflame, crossed the
sill of paradise, and hurled himself into the
cohort of imps waiting to receive him. And
from there, into the depths of Tartaru~, falling, falling, falling, Mark Sistre shot like a
shooting star.-Translated for tlte Argonmtt
from the French of Chalon by E.(}. Waggener.

PIONEER PITH.
THE GIST OF LEOTUllEB oN

RATIONALISM.
BY 0APT. RonT. o. ,Anurs,
President of the Montreal Pioneer Freetbougbt
Olub.
A useful compendium of scientific and critical
lore. The beit handbook of its size for introducing the general reader to the principles and data
on which R1.tionalism is based.-Brtttsh-Ame1·tcan.
It is the author's aim to condense the main facts
of Rationalism into a small compass. It contains
more tuan other books many times its size.-Preethought.
Balien t facts, arranged with remarkable perspicuity.-Tyler, Tex.,Leaaer.
Paper, l2mo, lOOpp., 25 cents.
For sale at thiB office.

DID MAN FALL?
The Location and Topography of the Gar.
den of Eden &. Fact.
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT?

86,000 REWARD.
By ISRAEL W. GROH, Author of "Is the God
of Iarael the True God 1"
Pertinent and interesting.-li'reetlzouuht.
Will be banded to my Obristian friends that
the:v may, by finding the ~arden of Eden, get the
$5,00J reward.-Eaitor SEquachee Times.
Raises the devil with tile garden of Eden yarn.
-Hastings, Jt.ich., Plainaealer.
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Oloth, ltmo., 188J>p., price 75 cents.
Address
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A Key to Bible Investigation
FLOoDs in Austria hav drowned one hunMEN in all ages hav personified their highest conceptionP of goodne~s in a supreme
dred.
being, making a god to stand for their no~
RAILROADS are being built throughout tiona of good. The Hebrews tLus made Yahweh
Japan.
the representativ of the beat traits they kn'ew,
and as they gained knowledge· from Gre'Ece, PerHUNGARY is restraining emigration to this sia,India, and Egypt, they improved hili attribnteP.
country.
Cbnstiana hav made the mistake of contmuing
GERMANY and Austria are thick with violent this God in the condition in which the Bible writers left him; and as goodness g10ws with knowland disastrous strikes.
edge, and the God of the .B1ble does not chang~,
BRADLAUGH is demanding "a reduction of we find that their God iamferlOr to current morality and no longer represents good. It therefore
the wages of Queen Victoria."
becomes imperativ that friends of good should be
IN Ohio Toledo will hav a $11,000 parochial foes of God. Taking warning from the past, and
recogDlZlDg that goodness COnBtautly advances,
school ; Canton, a $28,000 one.
they will no longer personify gooj in a form that
IMMIGRATION at Castle Garden last week, in a short time may be obsolete and a. hmdrancf'
to progresl!. It is doubtless a help to many tc per13,987; same week of 1888, 16,108.
sonify their highest conceptions in a god, just a•
THE pastor of Baltimore's finest church chlldren p·-rsonify heroism in Jack the Giantcommitted suicide on the 26th ult. A widow. killer, and virtue and grace in Cinderflla.; but il
mark, mental advancement to be able to con tern·
AT Odessa, Russia, two huge bombs hav plate goodness abstractly. If men personified
b~en found beneath streets over which royal present ideas of good as god, it wonld not be so
objectionable; but when they make the goodne••
visitors usually pass.
of two thousand or thr~e thousand years ago theii
THE preeminently Christian state of Dela- god, as all do who worship the God of the .Bible.
ware still sticks to the whipping-post as a then their god is an injury to man.-Robe1·t C.
A<larns in Pioneer Ptth.
method of punishment.
SAVAGE and fnrions nations, IJerpetually at war,
THE House of Commons by a vote of 201 to adore, nnder divers names, some god conformabl<
160 has rejected a motion to repeal hereditary to their ideas-that is to say, cruel, carnivorous,
selfish, bloodthirsty. We find in all the religions
seating in the House of Lords.
of the earth a" god of armies," a" jealous god,''
AN important political move will be the an "avenging god," a. "dtstroying god," a god
czar's fulfilment of his announced intention who is pleased with carnage, and whom his worshipers consider it as a dnty to serve to his taste.
to crown himself king of Poland.
Lambs, bnJla, children, men, heretics, Infidels,.
A MuNIOH newspaper has been confiscated kmgs, whole nations, are sacrificed to him . .:..
·
·
·
and the editor arreeted for publishing un- D'Bolbach.
WE hav often observed already that the Israel·
pleasant particulars about the late queen.
itea, like everyone else, conceived the•r god after.
THE New Hampshire House of Repre- their own likeness, and ascribed to him wbai•ver
sentative contained in 1881 6 Catholics; in they regarded as most noble and glorious in man.
The level of culture which they had reached at
1883, 9; in 1885, 10; in 1887, 19; in 1889, 24·
any period was r• ftected in th.eir conceptioll of
HENRY GEoRGE says that his land-tax dcc- their God. At a low stage, when tbeyleasurea of
trin has taken root most deeply in Scotland. sense were supreme, they described Yahweh as
eating and drinking, put into good hnmor ti'y the
He goes to the Labor Congress at Paris June pleasant smell of a. sacrifice, and 'made merry by
6th.
wine. When prowess in battle was held to be the
greatest virtue, Ya.bweh.bec!Wle .a. mighty warrior,
RUMoR says that the czar was recently shot brandishing his sword and spear, and rushing
at twice, and .wounded in the arm, by a upon the foe with a war-cry hke the lion's roar.
Nihilistic army officer, who then killed him- The stern moralist, on the other hand, saw in
Yahweh a being of moral bolirif'BB and of str1cteat
self.
juatLce, rewarding ~very man according to hi•
THERE is excitement over the assassination work; and tender hearts wonld sometimes rise ~o
of Dr. Cronin, of CbiP.ago, suspected to be the thought of Yahweh's pitying love. The
perpetrated by the Clan-na-Gael, to which he pcoverb-makers or "sages," for their part, saw. in
him the perfection of wisdom, the god who had
belonged.
deliberately adapted everything to 1ts purpose.A MILLION copies of the K. of L. Declaration of Principles, in French, are to be dis~ributed among the workingmen at the Paris
Exposition.

Tfte Bible for Learners.

IT is better, far better, that we admitted, if it
were possible, a thousand devils to roam at large,
and to preach publicly the doctrin of devils, -if
there were any snob, than that we permitted one
anch impostor and monster as- Moses, Joshua,
THERE are extensiv strikes throughout Samuel, and the ·Bible ·prophets, to come with ·th~
Italy, attended by conflicts with the military pretended word of God in his mouth and ha.v
in which one striker has been killed and credit amon~~: us.-Paine.
CHRISTIANITY has been the cause of more unpromany hav been injured.
voked atnf~ and wa.~ and more unmerited suffering
THE shah of Persia in his pre!ent trip tha.n any other religion of which history give an
through Europe is under guidance of his acconnt.-B. F. Unaerr.oooa in Crimes ana CrueUies
astrologers and ::Will by their direction remain of. Christtanitv;
THE church of _Rome has shed more innocent
in England not over twenty-five days.
blood than any other institution that has ever
THE international convention of the Y. M. ex1sted among manktnd.-Leckv.
C. A. showed remarkable growth of that
THEY ABE BUT GIANTS WHIL_E WE KNEEL.
society, which now exerts considerable in- Good Paople I put no faith in Kings, nor in your
princes trnat,
fluence on outside business and other affairs.
Who break your hearts for bread, and griud yonr
A REVOLUTIONARY plot of republicans and
faces in the dnat !
labor radicals at Sueca, Spain, has been dis- The Palace Paupers look from lattice high, and
mock yonr prayer :
covered.
The conspirators, all peasants,
The Champions of the Christ are dumb, or golden
were to take the town and sack the houses of
bit they wear!
the wealthy.
0 but to see ye bend no more to earth's crimecursed things !
ENGLISHMEN in Paris are signing an address Ye are God's oracles : stand forth! be Nature's
to the French president regretting the illPriests a.nd Kings !
manners shown by Premier Sali~bury and Ye fight and bletd, while Fortune's darlings slink
in
splendid lair;
the queen in withdrawing from his presence
With Jives that crawl, like worms through buried
at the opening of the Exposition.
Beauty's golden hair!A DAILY paper says that the Catholic University has rejected American professors becau··e of their comparativly free ideas, and
imported European professors with monarchical tendencies.
IN New York a man has been committed
as insane because of wild conduct proceeding
from the idea that he was harassed by devils.
The others who are only moderately injured
and incapacitated by this idea are still at
large.
WHILE it is natural that the conservativ
monarchies should refuse participation in the
Paris Exposition, it is thought that Premier
Criepi of Italy and Sagasta of Spain should
hav induced their countries to take part, and
that England in withholding is totally inexcusable.
AT Scranton, Pa., Rev. John King, a Salvation Army minister, bas been arrested for
raping a fifteen-year-old girl of his flock. On
being locked up he declared that his arrest
was an outrage against "a Christian minister," but later on consoled himself by singing Salvation Army songs in his cell.

A tale of lives wrung ont in tears their Grandeur's
g~rb reveals,
And the last sobs of breaking hearts sound in
\heir Cuariot-wbeels!
0 league ye-crnsh the things that kill all love
and liberty !
They are but Giants while we kneel: ONE LEAP,
ANDUPOO WE.
Trnst not the Priests, whose tears are lies, and
hearts are bard and cold;
Wbo lead ye to sweet pastures, where they fleece
the. foolish fold I
The Chnrchand 8t4tearelinktand sworn to desolate the land.
Goon people, 'twixt these Foxes• tails, We'llfting a
fiery brand I
Up, if ye will be free, to golden .calves no longer
bow:
The Natwns yearn for liberty-the world is earnest now!
Your bent knee is half-way to hell !-Up, Servile,
from the dnst I
The HR.rvPat of the free red-ripens for the sicklethrust.
They're quaking now, and shaking now, who've
wrought the hnrt.Iing sorrow,
To-day the desolators, but the desolate Tomorrow!
L<md o'er tb.,ir murder's menace wakes the watcb·word of the Free:
They are hnt Giant~ while we kneel: ONE LEAP,
AND UP GO WE !-G'e:ral<l Massev.

THE modern American girl, without auy ..-iolent
fffort, can ?raw a -good heau.-Yonkers GazeUP.
FoND lover (after a. long-delayed proposal) :
"Perhaps I've been too andden, darbng." Da.rhng
girl (regaining her compo•ure l>ith a mighty
•ffort) :. ''Yes, George, it is very, very sudden,
but" (and here she hecA.me faint again) "it is not
too snddr.n."-Te:tas Siftings.
A NEBRASKA pa.pe1· narrates this educational
incident , A high school girl, class &, being told
by her teacher to parse the sentence, "He kiBBtd
me,• consented reluctantly, because opposed to
ijpeaking of private affairs in public. "He," she
commenced, with unnecessary emphasis and a.
fond lingering over the word that brought crim•on
her cheekP, " is a pronoun; third perwn •
•ingnlar number, mo.sculin gender; a gentleman,
pretty well fixed; umveraally conBidered a good
catch. Kissed is a verb, tranaitiv-too mnch so;
r,egnlar- every evening; indicat1v mood-indicat•ng affection; first and third person, plural number, and governed by circumst11.ncea. Me-oh!
d>erybody knows me,•· and down she went.
EIBLICUB wants to know who was Cain's wife.
rbis is a question, .Biblicne, that has baen stand.ng like a big interrogation pomt right in the
J)athway of every generation. It is a. very imperA.··IV and important question. ·It ought to be settled;
~~ought to be settled right away, even before we
do the chorea. Yet it. has remained nnsetoled all
<hFse years, whlle men hav ·wasted their time lD
discussing the tariff, learning the mnltiphcation
:able, and taking their-regular.meals. This coouncirnm has at. lked unanswered down the ages,
while .men bav blindly gone on aaklDg snob questions as.:. "!a marriage a failuret" or "Hav you
read 'Robert Elsmere T'" But yet the question is
.-n Pasy one. Cain's wife was the sister-in-law of
A.hel and Seth, and the daught~>r-in-law of. Adam
ll.nd· Eve. Go and do chores, B1bliona, and don't
'orge_t to tie the setting goose upon her nest.-

to

Munsev's Weelel!.t. ·

·

ONE of Soorii.tea's pupils one day stood up to
read his essay, arnd began : -,.A poor man who
derived a preca.•ious ilnbsistenoe from the sales of
a. patent medicin which he manufactured"when the phi,osopeer smote him across the jowl
with a. b• .d-slat; exclaiming : "-Measureless -liar 1
wilt thou make all Athens think I am conducting
a school of journalism T" The pnpil wept, as
under. the rules he was entitled to do,_ for the
space of a. brief while, and then arose to read his
amended. coiiii>osition i "A.- wealthy beggar-who
was pastor of a rich and fashionable church with
Yale locke on the pews and pass-keys for the
outer doors"- "That;'' said the philosopher,
• sounds something like a composition. Now fix
.yourself. np and show the.clasa how you strike a
cotton seed oil man for a chime of bells and B." new
baptistry."-Broo.lcll/n Haole.
A HEATHEN GOD.
(Transporteafrom Ea>tPr blan<l to attorn thefacaae
of the British Museum) • .

Who is it,with the- noble nose,
And hollow eyes, with sorrow. sore,
That stall dB in inartistic pose,
To gnard the dnll museum door T
" A stranger from a. distant shore ;
A god beneath a southern star,
·· Men worshiped me in years of yore ;
I'm Hoa Haka Na.na Ja.
"-What though I bav nor teeth nor toes,
Nor.hair nor eyebrows any moreT
'l'ime was the pions came in rows·.
And knelt upon my temple floor.
Those colored saints bav gone ')i-efore ;•
We heathen gods are scattered far;
And no man now sets any store
By J{Qa Haka N ana J a.
" The silly student comes and goes,
Blne-atbcking 1dnm, Professor hoar,_
Each passing pause to flout my woes, ·
And mock the mightyname I bore.·
The vials of contempt they pour; ·· '·'
They greet me with a rude ha ! hal
The soh "IOihoy eveu tries to score
Off HoaHakaNanaJa.
"In vain snob insults I deplore,
Some day YOU'll find w!;}a.t fools you are;
And all th~ orthodox will roar
ForHoa Haka Nana Ja.."

Containing 148 Prooo9itions
With RPferences to the most Pllim and Striking
Self-Oon tcadictious of the so-called
InspirtJd Soriptnres.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged
Every Libetal needs a copy for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to .Christian friE'nds, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cent-s.
Address TBE TRUTH HEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York

NOW R.I"ADY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
beat. editona1s written by Mr. Beaver during the
past forty-five years. It ill neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable edttor of the
Investigator. EverY Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO
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REASON.

A. concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and

of all ~he Prominent Religions
·before and since Christianity•.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so mnch knowledge of what is generally unknown be obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Revlew.
Extra cloth, 12mo, «1 pp,, $1.110.
:
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
•
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PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAliSM
By DR. FREDERIC B. MARVIN, Professor of
PhysiologiCal Medicin and Medical Jurisprudenoe in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, H'mo, 68pp,, cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nervaus and mental phenomena
is sharply acientith'; his pathological theories a.re
·rat'onal, clear, ant! modern.-Me<ltcal Revtet.D.
His-language is strong and well chosen, his
·style admirable in its direct11.ess and brilliancy,
his thought clear and Iogical.-Liberal Christ1an.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which universal hiatory is " boilod down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
·
· Yon tnrn over his pages with a fascination aim·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
lrving.--'rlnter-Ocean.
Fis history has,. continuitx, a rllsh, a carrying
power.~, which ~eminds us strikingly of Gibbon.
[New .1:1aven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ•
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
~
28 Lafayette Pl., New York

, W. S. BELL'S P A.MPHLETS.
•The Con:O.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
•
•
lli OENTS.
Your treatment of the "Con:flict" is excellent.
-Harry Hoover.

- Ji'ranci ~ H. GrtbblP.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
MAGAZINE EDITORS.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Do they really; in readmg a manuscript, aim
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
For the barefooted merit about itdiscourae.-J
ames
Parton.
Entirely 'nnnot1ng the ultimate name?
I am much pleased with your address, and will
Well, maybe they do-bnt I donbt it!
notice it in Man,-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 p_ages. It is a ver:y
Do they proffer to genius the very same show
!!.ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
With fame ready won or without it?
Age.
·Do they rea<l Jones·s poem, if Jones they don't
know?
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
Well, maybe they do-bnt I doubt it!
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
Do they ever, when Tennyson writes to exploit
The number of heads nnder which.yon hav
! divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
H1a dotage in doddering ftont it,
the concise manner in which each pomt is dilA.nd snap at a classic by Smith, of Detroit?
cuased. ~bould hi' highl:r commended. Therefore
Well, maybe they do-hnt I doubt it I
I take g.·eat pleasure m recommending" AntiProhibitiOn "to the consideration of every person
.\.re they any worse snobs than their readerP, who who
is interested, not only in the cause of temperknow
ance~ }In tin the principles of self-or<:>vei"Jlment
No more tban the fashion abont it;
J.J.rucOabe.
Not," It i-• So and-So," bnt "It's b!l So-anii-Bo T"
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Well, m•ybe they are-but I donbt it !-Time.
h. DON 1T ! STOP I''
She said : "Don't l ftop !" How could I ilnow
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
The nicer shRdea of prosody T
I •oon forgot-her eyes •hone aoOONTAINING
Wbere punctuating points abonld be.
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches. for Farmers, Mechanics. Machinists,
The distant band tripp•d tenderly:
M~rchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener'l'he light. were dim : her tones were lowally, with
She said :'"Don't ! stop ! ' How could I !mow
Numerous Ma.ps. lllustra.tions, a.nd Diagrams
The nicer shades of prosody 1
Illnetratinl!' some of the more Important ComparSoon eopbonPme and comma floe;
ativ Statistics of the World.
From far off where the waltzes go
Morq Inf'ormat.ion for Less Money than has
The perfumed noteP Pwell to and froever been offered.
Her lovely form was cloi'e to meONLY TWENTY FIVE OENTS
She Paid: "Don't I •top." How conld I know
For $50 worth of" Oold F•cte "hoiled down In a
The nicer shades of prosody T"-Town Topics.
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
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THE women of Boston hav named a committee of fifty to carry out the plans for takinj!; the city schools out of politics and sectarian interference, and managing them for
the public interest alone.
ELDER ELLIOTT F. SHEPARD has at last received a foreign mission. He has been appointed by the Pre~byterian general assembly
a delt>gate to the international Sunday-school
convention to be held in Paris next September.
·
QuREN VICTORIA, Julia Ward Howe, and
Walt Whitman hav celebrated their seventieth
birthdays within the last few weeks. Victoria is in the best health or the three; but,
then, she has not had to work so hard as
Julia and Walter.
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Colonel Shepard reconcile this practice· of
traveling ori Sunday on a wicked Sabbathbreaking line, and encouraging the sin by
the payment of fare? Is not this just as bad
in principle as publishing a Sunday newspaper and advertising in one? Ought not
Colonel Shepard to go on foot when he is
obliged to go out on Sunday? Is it not sinful and wrong for him to contribute in any
way. toward the violation of the day of rest?
THE Baroness Gripenberg has started a
woman's rights paper in Finnish called HorM
and Society. Besides the woman question it
treats or temperance and the higher education. The men are aghast, but the baroness
says it is American and progressiv for women
to edit newspapers, and having the means to
publish it, she sees no reason why she should
not make the women of her country acquainted with her twentieth century ideas.

A PI!.TlTION is now being .circulated a~d
signed aRking for the revocation of the appointment of Thomas R. Fretz as postmaster
of Fleetwood, Pa.. It is understood that
Postmaster-general Wanamall er remains firm
and refuses to consent to a revocation. Young
Fretz is prt>paring for the Presbyterian ministry, and is an activ church and Sunday-school
worker.

AT a recPnt meeting in Boston Mrs. M. A.
Ehlers, superintmdent of the Baptist Southern
Missions, made this statement: " The masses
of the colored people or the l::louth to-day are
morally wretched. A large proportion of the
pastors of our Baptist churches in the South
are immoral men. Many of them are drunk
the whole year through; many of them are
of abandoned character, and not worthy to
be intrusted with the teaching of anyone."

IT is proper to report that Ool. Elliott F.
Shepard, president of the American Sabbath
Union, went out last Sunday afternoon in a
horse.car of the Harlem line, and paid his
fare to the conductor, just as if he had not
regarded the day as sacred. In our judgment, says the Sun, the transaction was perfectly innocent and proper ; but how can

A MINISTER of the gospel who is daily seen
on Fifth avenue taking an airing and enjoying the promenade Is Dr. John Hall, who has
made a million out of the pulpit, and who is
In every sense the fashionable clergyman or
the day. Dr. Hall is the leading pulpit orator
or New York. with an income ran11ing any.
where from $75,000 to $100,000; $20,000 is

FOLLY.

paid him as p11stor of the Fifth avenue Presbyterian church; $10.0"0 more is paid him
by Mr. Bonner, or rather his sons, for a
weekly contribution to their story paper.
His wealthy congregation givs him $10,000 a
year more in gifts, and the wealthy young
men and the wealthy papas or the upper ten
in New York pay him magnificently for his
services in marrying their sons and daughters. He has managed by investment to
accumulate $1,000,000.
ONB or the bnsts which attracts most attention from visitors to the Metropolitan Museum
is that of Darwin, executed in terra cotta, and
wonderfully good as a likeness. It stands on
the park side or the main hall. A similar
bust of Herbert Spencer; quite as faithful in
its portraiture, is in the possession • f Miss E.
A. Youmans, Mount Vernon, N.Y. It was
given by Mr. Spencer to her brother, the late
Prof. E. L. Youmans, the tl.rst expounder of
evolution in America.
CoURT journals aver that President Harrison will visit this summer the old stone
house in which »is mother was born, near
Chambersburg, Pa., and afterward may drop
in on the homestead in Suffolk county, Long
Island, in which his grandmother was born
and grew up to womanhood, endin~r his cruise
at the birthplace or his great-grandmother in
Virginia. Meanwhile, Vice-president Morton
is to make a pilgrimage to the old country
store in Vermont in which he was trained up
to water the molasses and sand the sugar, and
to the Boston shop in which he learned to
temper his fineness with piety and to mingle
usury with prayer-meetings. Afterward,
Brother Wanamaker may expect to be called
in to pronounce the benediction. This is a

sweetly sentimental administration, comments
the Mercury, and the saints and sinners are so
similar and harmonious that it puzzles the
ordinary man to tell which is which.
AN Illinois preacher, while officiating in his
pulpit on Sunday, was struck down by a bolt
of lightning and knocked senseless. After hal!
an hour he recovered, but will be blind for
life. In Wisconsin the lightning played havoc
with a congregation, killing two and stunning
others, but sparing the preacher. If these
affiicted gatherings had been Sunday excursions or theater parties, says the Mercury,
they would hay formed admirable texts for
sermons against going to fish on Sunday and
attending the theater. But what sort of conclusions could be drawn from the above
incidents as a text? Logically they would
demonstrate the danger of attending church
and the peril or being a preacher.
HoN. CHARLES MITOHRLL, of Georgia, avers
that for ten days he was in hell ; not the
earthly purgatory prepared for the public
servant by place. hunters and corporations
with little axes to grind, but the literal lake
of fire where the boot•le alderman and the
man who stops his paper withont pa) ing up
arrears wi?gle evermore. Mr. Mitcht'll's description of the kingdom of Pluto is very
vivid. He says that he saw a countless multitude wading with redhot legs in a shifting
sea of fire, and hammering each other with
mighty blazing brands. Whenever a man
begins to see such sights, says the GaiTeston
News, it is time for him to take the stump
for Prohibition, and call upon the entire na.
tion to put its faith In pink lemonade in order
that he may be saved.
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During the late war the North lia~ a millio~ men i:i;t the an invocation of the protection a;nd blessing of God;
Qkommunications.
field. A chaplain went with each regiment, which ?ons1sted or his indignation and curse, upon the person swearof nearly a thousand men. The North, therefore, m round ing, according as his assertion is true or false, or as

·
had a thousand chaplains at $1,500 a year who
d
· 1 t d" Th f
Principies
of Ameriran Liberty.-Conc I ude d. • . numbers
prayed God that the North might prevail. o~e thousand his promis shall be observe or v1o a e .
e orm
Tna work of the American Secular Union is based times $1,500 is $1,500.000 per year spent du~mg the war. "so help you God" -expresses the idea that underupon the following
NINE DEMANDS.
i. We demand that churches
and o.ther ecc Ie.siastica1 property shall be ntJ longer exempt from JUS t t axa t IOn.. .
2 We demand that the e!llployment of chapl_a~~s In Co!lgn·ss, in state legislatures, 10 the. nayy ~nd militia, and 111
prisons, asylumB, and ~II ot~er mstltuhons supported by
pnblic
money, shall be d!scontblll!ued.
. t'
f
d
3 We demand that all pu Ic approprm Ions or e ucationa\ and charitable institutions of a sectarian character
shall cease.
.
4 We demand that all religious services now sustained by
the government shall be abolished; and especially th:at the
use of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly _1\s
a te'xt- book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall
be prohibited.
5 We demand that the appointment by the president of
the United States, or by the governors of the various states,
of all religious festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
6 We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in
all other departments of the government shall be abolished,
and that simple aflirmation, under the pains and penalties of
pe~_~uW~ ~~~~~-~d ~~~tb!~!~~~!nd~~~~~~a~~ indirectly enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed.
8. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
"Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws
shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality,
equal rights, and impartial liberty.
9. We demand that not only in the Constitution of the
United States and of the several states, bQt also in the prac.
tical administrati0n of the same, no privilege or advantage
shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special religion. that our entire political ~ystem shall be founded and
ad~inistered on a purely secular ba~is; and that whatever
changes shall prove necessary to this end shall be coniistently, unflinchingly, and promptly made.
TheFe demands are broad, liberal, just. They recognize the rights of everyone. They are in perfect
harmony with the spirit of our American institutions
and the strict lettPr of our Constitution, which recognizes religion as an individual affair and as no concern of the state. It was never the intention of the
American people to make the church a state institution. It is managed and controled by individual
corporations. Why then exempt $1,000,000,000 worth
of church property from just taxation? Church ediflees are protected by the state. If church buildings·
take fire, the fire companies are on hand to sava the
buildings; if they chance to be destroyed by a mob,
the state is responsible for the damage; why then
should they not contribute their just proportion to
the expenses of the state? When this vast amount
of property is exempt from taxation it makes the
burden proportionately heavier upon those who do
pay taxes. Then people are compelled by taxation to
contribute to the support of religious and sectarian
institutions. The donations to churches in exemptiona from taxation is in round numbers $10,000,000
annually. If the population of the United States is
sixty millions, then for every man, woman, and child
there is paid from public money sixteen and twothirds. cents annually for the support of ecclesiastical
establishments.
We may search our Constitution in vain for some
article providing for the hire of ministers- of the
Christian religion by the government. Yet, if such
an admission was wisely made, many ministers are so
hired to offer worthless prayers for the prosperity of
the country and success of our institutions, when
everyone knows that our prosperity depends upon
the industry of the people. Money is thus appropriated from the national treasury to pay chaplains
in the Congress, army, and navy of the United States.
We, as Secularists and lovers of our country, will not
object to the expenditure of money that will add to
the material prosperity of our country, or that will
contribute to the success of our institutions. But
can anyone say that our laws are more just, or· that
their effecls upon the people are any better, because
prayers are off'=lred in our legislativ hal,ls? The suecess of the armies of the North in our late unpleasantness has never been attributed to the prayers
Congress paid for with the people's money. The
success of the North has generally been attributed to
the fact that we had a greater number of men and
more of the munitions of war. But if the prayers we
hav had to pay for were of any avail, then the success
of the North. should be attributed to our having a
greater, number of soldiers, more of the sinews of
war, and because our chaplains prayed with more unction than did the chaplains of the South. Cromwell
advised his men to put their trust in God, but added
the necessary precaution to keep their powder dry.
In the army there are thirty-four of these usel€8S
inQumbrances, drawing from the taxpayers of this
country a salary, varying from $125 to $175 per
month. Upon retiring they are pensioned at a rate
of $112.50 to $157 50 per month. In 1884 thirteen
of these worthless appendllges were getting this pay.
In the navy affairs are the eame. The sum of
what Congress unconstitutionally pays out to establish the Christian religion is about as follows:
Chaplains in Congress ......................................... : $1,800
Chaplains in army............................................... 84.600
Chaplains in navy .............. _........................... · ... ·_ 6_0_·0_00
_
Total. ................................................... $146,400

In four years $6,00:>,000 was addeq to our natiOnal debt to
pay a lot of men whose seJ,"vices were worthless .. The expenditure"for
purpose
n~t bav
been
$ 000the
Th of the1 navy
b
bcouldP!I''IUO'
Interest
1 th
ess that
an $82000
· 000
·000 ·ever esince.
peop eSince
av the
eenwar closed some
on
$3 OOJOOO 'mo~e hav been squandered on th£:se religious
dr~nes~ In the last quarter of a .century Congress has devoted not leEs- than $11,000.000 to the establishment of the
Christian religion, and is continuing at the rate of nearly
$150,000 annually..,..;:.'Z'rutl• Seek£1· .Annual, 1886;
J

"'

Add to this the amounts paid to- chaplains for
their good-for-nothing Iservicesd in the1s.ever.al
t t t s_tate
leg_islatures, and in asy ums an pen a IDS I u 1ons,
and we can then begin to realize what the people are
contributing to the support of a state religion. But
even then we should hav but a small amount of
l
·
th
t f th
1
what is actual Y given to e suppor 0
ese ~ 0 ? esiastical leeches. I hav no means of ascertaJDJDg
how much is filched from the pockets of the taxpay~
ere for the support of sectarian institutions, under
the guise of charities, or educational establishments.
But taking New York, where more than $24,000,000
has been given in ten years to the various churches,
as a basis for calculation, the p• ople of the United
States must contribute, from public funds, not less
$
OO
I t h
t f
t t
than 25 000 0 annual Y o t e suppor 0 a s a e
religion. ' Co~k county of Illinois was contributing
$20,000 yearly to the Chicago Industrial School for
Girls, an institution with an innocent name but
I
d
·
h 1 b tt k
nally a Catbo ic an sectarian 80 00 • e er nown
as the "House of the Good Shepherd~" But to the
credit of E. A. Stevens, in behalf of the American
Secular Union, the law was applied to this case; and
this· drain upon the treasury of Cook. county was
stopped.
·
We therefore, on the ground of equity, demand
that all religious services now sustained by the nationa! and state governments shail be abolished, and
that appropriations from the public treasuries f?r the
support of sectarian institutions shall be d1scontinned.
We also demand that the president of the United
States and governors of the several states shall not
go beyond their constitutional authority and recognize a state religion by calling upon the people to
observe one day of the year as a general thanksgiving. If religious people wis~, ~hrough_their churc)les,
to appoint days of thanksglVlng, fastm~, or f~st1val,
it is their own a:ff~tir; but when the execut1v of a
secular governmez(t. BI!Sumes this power, he is doing
that which is not z:equired of him, and his action is
an insult to every intelligent citizen.
We further demand that the Bible, whether used
ostensibly as a text-book or avowedly as a book for
religious worship, shall not be used in the public
schools. It seems that the justice of this demand is
evident, the Bible being a book devoted exclusivly
to raligious purposes, and its use in the schoolroom
is for the purpose of religious and therefore se~tarian
ends. Then Bible-reading is that far supportmg religious e~ercise_s ~y £Ublic money., __ .
_
Our public schools are supported by taxes drawn
from all classes of people-from the Catholics who
object to the Protestant Bible; from Protestants
who object to th~ Catholic catechism; _fr?m Je:ws
·who reject the New Testament and Christum rchgion; from Infidels who believe all religions. to be
worthiess superstitions. It is not the business of
the state to teach religion..,....to prepare,peop~e for· the
kingdom of heaven-but to fit theJ;Il for good and
useful citizens of this republic. The Bible being
the central point from which all these various beliefs
diverge, it is certainly best to keep such a "bone of
contention" out of the public schools. Then, too, if
the Bible is to be used as a textbook, teachers would
be required to teach it as they woul~ history or literature, comments and explanations would be necessary; and then the logical consequences would be a
complete breaking down of our public school system,
for whenever any religious denomination was numerically strong enough sectarian schools would flourish
-institutions where a child's brain is molded after a
pattern made hundreds of years ago; or. else ,squeezed
entirely out of his head. The adherents of one
creed wo-lld not tolerate the exegesis of a teacher of
a different creed. Then, too, teachers would be re,quired to pass an examination in theology bPfore
_tbey would be "opsidered capable of taking charge
of !l. school; and the final standard would be, not
the teacher's educational ability, or his moral fitness,
but the soupdnesa of his orthodoxy. If churches
want to foster schools for the purpose of perpetuating their jgnorance, let them do so, for ignorance is
the bulwark of superstition; but our free, non-sectarian schools are, the defenses of our American institutions, and intelligent men and women, coming
.therefrom, form the standing army of our great republic.
We demand that the oath in courts of ju 8 t.ice, -and
in every department of the state, shall be abolished,
and simple affirmation, under the pains and penalties
of perjury, be established in its-stead.: "An oath is

lies an oath. It is therefore a religious custom, and
has no place in a secular government.
·
The ·generali'mpressi'on l·s that the oath necessarily
make's men more honest and truthful,· but the oath
does not in any senfile enhance one's obligation to tell
the truth or fulfill a promia. This duty is entire and
perfect on the ground of intrinsic fitness. T~e pains
and penalti"es of perJ'ury would meet the C"'Se
JUSt the
'"
same when witnesses made false statements or au ·
officer was unfaithful to his trust. The tendency of
the oath is simply to make a lie respectable, and too·
often places the testimony of the unscrupulous on an,
equality with that of the honest. Its effect is pernicious. Christ no doubt understood the evil influences of an oath and therefore forbade swearing.
•
t
Peabody says in his "Moral Philosophy:' "Bu
the tendency of oaths is to establish in the minds of
men two ciasses of assertions .and promises, one
more sacred than the other. He who is required
under the solemn sanction of an oath merely to tell
the truth, or to make a promis in good faith, arrives
naturally at the conclusion that he is bound to less
rigid accuracy or fidelity in ordinary statements or
promises. The law of the land . . . bears an
h
important part in the ethical education oft e young,
and by means of the legal dist.inction created between
aesertions or promises undet• oath and those made
without that sanction children and youth are trained
·
f
to regard simple truth-telling and promis-keepiDg o
secondary obligation." Then so far as oaths' insuring
truth and fidelity is concerned, t.hey tend to undermine the reveH·nce for truth which is the surest safeguard of individual veracity. It is a notorious fact
that corrupt or-incompetent tribunals or unprincipled
advocates find no difficulty in buying any amount
of testimony, and 6 ven when justice is administered
as fa:rJy as possible witnesses often flatly contradict
each other. The only conclusion is that one of them
has been guilty of perjury. What then is the object
of retaining the custom of administering oaths! It
is merely a recognition of religion, and in some
states recognizing the superior sanctity of the Bible.
The oath as generally administered with a "so help
you God" has in all Christian countries, and does yet
in some of our states, debar the Atheist from giving
testimony in a court of justice. In Delaware, Geor- .
gia, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
Tennessee the unbeliever is not permitted to testify.
Through this legalized religious outrage the family
of an Atheist might be murdered before his eyes
and if there were no other wit.nesses than himself, he
could obt.ain no redress unless he would turn traitor
to his convictions. ''The Christian dogma of the
necessit.y of belief is thus practically exemplified in
the union of church and state," and this will be
universal if the Rt•form Association succeeds in its
mrss1on. "Christian morality" assumes that there
is one day of the week that should be devoted exclusivly to the worship of God, and that the state bas
a right to and should enforce the religious observance
of this day. Here again the church establishes a.
false standard of right and wrong: that an act done.
on Sunday is wrong, though if performed on any
other day of the week it would be meritorious. It is
not the day when an act is done that makes it either
right or wrong, but it is t~e intrinsic fi.tn~ss of the
act. Under this mistaken Idea of " Chr1st1an morality" and "Sabbath observance" there hav been
furnished too many long-faced, hypocritical Sunday
pietists who believe it wicked to enjoy oneself on the
·~Lord's day," but who hav no compunctions about
giving light weight or short measure, or otherwise
cheating their fellow-men, on Monday. What we
may expect if the "reformers" succeed in their theocratic schemes is a reeuacting of the barbarous code
of Massachusetts and Connecticut, where a man could
be fined for kissing his wife on Sunday, and everyone was compelled to attend church, and the death
penalty, according to the Mosaic law, could be inflicted for violation of Sunday laws. That the
Protestant church looks upon all work or recreation ·
on Sunday as criminal is evident from pulpit utterances where the statement is often made that the
perao~ who "dpsecrates the Sabbath" is worse than
a thief and even as bad as a murderer.
But Secularism, based upon natural morality and
equal rights, says there is no one day of the week
better than another, no day too good to be devoted
to the service of man. We say that those who wish
to devote Sunday or any other day. of the week to
religious exercises, who wish to spend that time
listening to the reading of impossible tales and
nonsensical discourses, hav the right, and should be
protected in that right. But we also insist that if
we wish to make our day of rest a holiday, engage in
such pursuits, seek such recreations and pleasures as
shall be consistent with the rights of others-that if
we wish to go on pleasure excursions to the hills and
groves where .w~ can ~ommune with Mot_her Nature
. in all her vanat10ns, hsten to the babb_hng brooks,
·the music of the leaves, the sweet carohng of wood-
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land songsters, or go to the theater, where human
nature is portrayed in all its manifoldness, where
truth and right are represented as triumphing over
might and wrong, or to go to the opera and listen to
the soul-thrilling symphonies of a Wagner or Beethoven, we hav the right and should be protected in
that right.
When any organization secures legislation for their
own benefit, for the sake of propagating their particu:lardoctrins, it is unjust; but when it comes to
religious denominations forcing people, through
class legislation, to abstain from this or that amusement or occupation on a certain day of the week, it is
an insult which no civilized people should hesitate to
resent.
The desperate struggle of the church to enforce
the Sunday Jaws is an admission on their part that
they can neither entertain nor instruct. The Sunday laws are for no other purpose. than to draw the
people to the churches py forbidding th~ir. going
elsewhere-to giv the preachers a good hvmg by
working one day of the week, while the great mass of
mankind manages to eke out a miserable existence
by drudging through the other six.
Are we going to submit with supine indifference
to the church and allow a horde of ecclesiastics to
establish a theocratic form of government, or are we
going to maintain our rights and demand that religious legislation shall cease, and that all Jaws shall
conf9rin to the laws of natural morality, equal rights,
and imparti3l liberty, and that the administration of
the same shall conform to the principles of American
liberty T
If our hosts were properly organized, there is no
reason why we should not succeed in secularizing
our government, for we certainly hav the brightest
intellects of the age with us, and, what is yet better,
our principles are founded on equality and justice.
But as a class Liberals are content with theoretical
advantages, and consequently the orthodox reap all
practical benefits. There are too many professed
Liberals who giv no support to Liberal propaganda.
They buy no books, read no papers, contribute to no
lectures; their whole energy is bent to the acquisition of wealth, disregarding those noble principles
which, if carried into effect, would contribute to the
welfare and happiness of themselvs and their fellowmen.
There are others who will contribute to the support
of the church and a system they know to be false,
and who in the privacy of their closets will whisper
in your ear that they too are Freethinkers, but as
Christianity is popular it is policy to countenance it
-it would ruin their business to oppose it. Such
as these are found among our business men, but
most particularly among politicians who are seeking
notoriety through some petty office. They must
pander to popular prejudice ; sordidly selfish, they
are willing to sacrifice principle for profit, preferring
the ephemeral praise of their "beloved constituency"
to the lasting plaudits of a grateful posterity. Such
men as these, wherever found, are cumberers of the
ground; they are stumbling-blocks in the path of
progress ; they are to be feared, for they are treacherous friends and dangerous foes. For the sake of
popularity they are willing outwardly to conform to
the ceremonies of any religion. For the sake of
wealth or power they would uphold the cross or
kneel before the crescent, they would sacrifice to
Brahma, or worship in a temple to the sun.
I do not wish to be understood that I would like
to see Liberals raise a clamor on every street corner,
or thrust their religious opinions in the face of
every passer-by; I would not bav any Liberal make
a nuisance of himself. But it is necessary that we
be stanch and true to principle; never afraid to
stand for the truth. We should ever be ready and
willing to help along a cause we believe is right;
ever ready to lend a band, helping our fellow-men to
a higher plane of right living, aml secure the blessings of liberty to ourselvs and our posterity.
Let ufil carry out to a practical realization that liberty and independence to secure which this government was organized, which will be the grandest monument the most glowing tribute, to the AuthorHero, Thomas Paine, whose dreams of liberty gave
birth to our Declaration of Independence, and glorious Constitution, and who first uttered these words:
"The United States of America." Let us as Liberals and exponents of liberty and justice put forth as
much effort as do the enemies of liberty, a.nd God
will never get into the Constitution.
Let us organize wherever possible, for ol'ganized
effort may accomplish great work, while individual
effort only brings contempt and persecution. Let
us giv our moral and financial support to the Secular
Union. We must also bear in mind that liberty can
only be secured by a struggle and maintained a.t the
price of eternal vigilance: Let us press this mtellectual contest on bravely, firmly, courteously. To
falter now would be to giv up the fruits of a long
and weary struggle ; the scenes of that thousand
years of midnight darkness would be acted once
again, and the battles for freedom would hav to be
fought once more.
GEo. H. DAwEs.

Pittsville, Wis.
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The Great Problem of Life.
!arises from natural depravity. Although a proper
It is only by profound meditation upon the philos- conception of inherent rights and legal obligations
ophy of human nature, that the magnitude and com- apparently exists, yet a temporary relaxation of moral
plexity of "the great problem of life" is fully dis- restraint reanimates the debasing instincts of their
closed and appreciated. It necessarily involves every nature and it at once asserts the supremacy. This
abstruse principle known to the sciences, and still mental phenomenon is made more comprehensiv by
there is a "m1ssing link," essential elements found separating mind and instinct and resolving them into
wanting, by which to demonstrate the correctness of their constituent elements. Mankind is a compound
any given theory or conclusion. It cannot, however, of the intellectual and animal nature. These qualiprove o'herwise than an interesting theme for review, ties unite in varied and unequal proportions, giving
by individuals as well as philosophers and statesmen, the great diversity of character and genius which
with the view of correcting the prevailing errors of distinguishes individuals. As 8 result, education can
our times and estimating the future possibilities of not literally change these qualities, nor the relations
the human race.
which exist between mind and the instinctiv prompt·
There is but one true solution to this eminently ings of a brutal nature. The cultivation of the lacimportant question, and tho views herein submitted ulties simply develops the full capacity to reason,
are designed to be logical deductions based on tangi- but the inordinate desir.es are only temporarily
ble and material facts.
diverted from their natural channel. These peculiarIt is not apparent in the world's history, that any ities often tend to unlawful acts of violence, and Jusgovernment was ever founded prior to the last tice, in the amplitude of her mercy, grants pardons
century with the view of legislating directly in the for the indulgence of a depraved nature, disguised in
interest of the people and promoting the common the attire of "emotional insanity."
cause ot humanity.
Nature is extremely 'partial in her distribution of
Every important principle tending to the solution mental endowments, and as a result the limits of
?f "the great problem" was at this period wisely. human responsibilities are not easily defined. Man
mcorporated in the organic act of the American is 8 free moral agent, or in other words is master of
Union. This" experiment," this peculiar system of his own fortunes within the area of circumscribed
government, justly conferred equal rights and privi- limits, but his power to design and to execute is
leges, and it opened wide the door to laudable ambi- subordinated to a higher Jaw, hence personal acts are
tion, to honor, wealth, distinction, and happiness.
unimportant so far as they may tend to defeat or
It dispenses equal justice, encourages virtue, dis- delay the Jaws controling inevitable results. Manseminates knowledge, and lavishly contributes to in a figurativ sense-is the motor power which
the speedy realization of the ideal world and the turns the great thread-wheel of human events. The
attainment of the greatest poAsible measure of happi- wise and the proudest, inspired by the nobler impulses
ness of which human nature is susceptible. The of their nature, joyfully keep step in the grand pronegativ influence which militates most forcibly cession on its march to the summit of its hopes and
against this desirable acquisition is found in the pas- the destinies of the unknown future. There is much
siv submission of the large majority of mankind to in the nature of surrounding circumstances to justify
the dictation of royalty and asserted claims of divine the faith in a spiritual life. It is reasoned that there
right to rule. When these assumed rights shall hav must be another plane of existence to giv signifibeen ignored, the most complicated features of "the cance to this one. The barbarous and the civilized
problem" will hav been mastered, and a timely and of every age hav indulged the faith, and continue to
happy result can only be· dependent on uniform and cherish the hope. Extravagant enthusiasm, expractical methods. There is evidently a natural ten- cessiv religious ardor, bas given such degree of scope
dency to grow wiser, more virtuous, and more happy, to spiritual enterprise as to transcend the bounds of
and as available and efficient means are known to be physical law, invade the sacred precincts of the
among the possibilities of nature, the fact invites mighty invisible, and unlock the secrets of immorspeculation as to possible human attainments and the tality, while reason stands abashed at the wonders
probable remoteness of its realization. The highest of the revelation, the excessiv assurance and the
reward due a well-conducted life is the full enjoy- boldness of the assumption.
ment of the physical and moral senses. These senses,
Consistency and truth are claimed to be the funas compared in individuals, are disproportionately damental principles of theology. This asserted fact
developed, as is made manifest by the great diversity could 'be more easily recognized were the" faith" so
of natural endowments and the varied preferences in modified as to place it in harmony with reason, God's
the gratification of human desires.
highest and best gift to man. ·
Pleasure is the anticipated reward of every rational
Governmental policy is wisely tolerant and passiv
act, and it is the ruling passion which directs every as to any expression of opinion on the subject, while
instinct of animal nature.
public sentiment instinctivly clings to the traditions
Perfect happiness implies perfect wisdom, and its of its fathers, and with characteristic pertinacity reachievement lies not within the bounds of mortality, sists any attempt at innovation.
but it cannot reasonably be affirmed that mankind
The powerful influence which education exerts on
bav already reached the highest possible standard of the youthful mind, is in this regard. most forcibly
knowledge and moral excellence.
illustrated. Even though they cease to be activ comKnowledge, though not a virtue, is indispensable municants, they ever remain partisan adherents and
to its promotion and success. Figurativly, it givs maintain in some degree a respect for the principles
dignity and strength to its simplicity; it is a teacher inculcated. While tracing effect to cause, it is pertiof rewards and penalties; it is the advance guard of nent to arraign and condemn a contemptible class of
substantial pleasure, and it is an effectiv pioneer on pharisaical and obsequious parasites, who toady to
the borders of the world's civilization.
popular prejudice, while absolutely indifferent to the
The theory of life and the general principles success of any secular interest. They never origiinvolved are already indicated. The ideal world as nate an idea, nor giv any support unless tested by
thus conceived, though dependent on abstract ques- popular approval. They luxuriate in their own
tiona, is withdrawn from the mythical realms of shrewdness and self-importance, and though they
revealed theology and founded on a substantial real- regard neither the principles of honor nor the terity. That mankind hav the capacity for a much rors of sbeol, they are ever as ready with the
greater comprehension of material things is unques- fagots and torch, as with their sarcasm and wit,
tioned; but the degree of wisdom, happiness, and to burn out the heresies of the nineteenth century.
perfection attainable is inconceivable, an unknown This class controls the public press; 'it occupies t.he
quantity. To pursue this thought, the fact becomes highest positions of honor and trust; it sits in judgevident that there is no assurance of continued ment on the spiritual qualifications of individuals to
opportunities. The summit of human possibilities affirm a truth, or hold a public office, and the man
may to-day bav been reached, as what great changes who possesses the moral courage to publicly question
may come over life's dreams ! What sudden catas- the agreement or harmony of the "faith,'' be he
trophe may be precipitated to check or suspend nE>ver so erudite a scholar, sagacious a statesman,
human progress and transfer it to its primitiv condi- or profound a philosopher, is immediately voted
tion! Hence a rational conception of future possibil- as a dangerous rival and is publicly ostracized, cavities is restricted to the evidence of probabilities. ered with reproach, and literally banished from the
The question, therefore, being one of conditions, the councils of the nation.
SILAS A. HANE.
conclusion must also take a conditional form, and is
Butte City, Mont., May 4, 1889.
embodied, in the following summary: When the
limits of universal knowledge and moral excellence
Freethinkers to the Front in Kansas.
shall hav been reached, the mission of life will then
The first member of Congress elected in the second
hav been served, the cup of human happiness will be
full and the great problem of life will hav been century of the republic ~nder tha Co~stitution is . a
solved. Meditations prompt extended remarks on Freethinker. Gen. Harrison Kelley, JUSt elected m
human nature as viewed in its original simplicity. the fourth Kansas district, is, or was when I met him
External surroundings indicate but two sides to life last a subscriber and reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
-the dark and the bright side, or their synonyms, His' only opponent was the Union Labor candidate,
good and evil, vice and virtue. There cannot reason- John P. Heaston, the leading Freethinker of Morris
ably be a doubt as to a unanimity of choice, as no county. The Democrats had no ticket in the field.
person would knowingly and intentionally select vice Their candidate in this district last fall was Hon.
for misery's sake, nor evil for the calamity it might David Overmeyer, of Topeka, an old contributor of
inflict. This fact alone is sufficient to inspire the the Ironclad Age, and who is now defending the
thought that it is to ignorance that we may consist- Harmons and Walker against the infamous prosecuently attribute half of the ills which befall mankind. tion instituted by the bigots of Valley Falls.
J. E. REMSBURG.
The most serious impediment to moral progress
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manner. Silent friends within the circle warned him of his
peril, and his own keen observation convinced him that
death was but a little way pfi. His conversation and 11ctions
during the la~t days of his life showed that he had prepnrted
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
h:mself for the worst. Every time he left his home or his
E. A. STEVENs. Secretary,
Prmoess Opera House, C'ffice on a mission be seemed to feel that it was more than
an even thing that he would not return alive. He had seen
518 N. Madison street, Room J, Ol.t1uago.
OTTo W.i!:TT81'EII!, Tre .. s.,
Rochelle, Ill. his enemies skulking in his shadows, aod rumors of his imE. B. FooTE, Jr. .• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexin2'ton Ave., New York. pending deatll had reached his ears. Such a life as Dr.
M.as. M.. A. FREEMAN• Oh. Fin. Oom., 3 !4 W. ~hdison st., Ohlca.go. Cronin led the past three years would bav killed an ordinary man before the assassin could ha.v found his chance to
strike.
Dr. Cronin expected to be assassinated in the street at
A Judicial Dodge.
night. I remember several instances when he asked friends
The appellate court has just rendered a decision to accompany him home. He did not seek this precautwn
in reference to the St. Mary's Trainint? School, the so much for himself as be did for humanity, for he reasoned
case brought by the American Secular Union, which that if his life ~hould be taken for the Fecrets he held the
of the murderers might poss1bly be established.
has been so well ventilated in THE TRUTH SEEKER identity
The plot was devilishly ingenious. Dr. Cronin was taken
that it is scarcely necessary for me to bm:fl.y st~;.te unawarep. He thought he was going to minister to an emthat it is to restrain the county board from contract ployee of his friend Sullivan. The sick man was a myth,
ing for the care of dE-pendent children with this sec- the man who lashed the white horse down Ashland avenue
was one of the men chosen by ballot to perform such work
tarian institution. This court dismisses the case on as
might be assigned to him, and when the doctor entered
the ground that, involving a constitutional question, the bogusly lighted slaughterhouFe the blackest fiendg of
the appeal should be made to the supreme court. the ()]an-na-Gael fell upon him and took his life. The doc· This snows that they do not dare to demde it on its tor bad no chance to cry out more than once. The plot thus
meritR, and merely desire to shift the responsibility far had been too well executed.
Here is a lovely state of things. Here is a governupon the supreme Qourt. As already outlined, you
wtll remember that I did not hope for a favorable ment encted within and superior to cur government,
decision of the !ippellate court. Still, this may be for the perpetration, if necessary, of crime. What i«
considered in one sense a favorable decision. Shall that but treason~ The above statement is from the
columns of the Chicago Herald, and the following
we take it up?
extract is from their editorial of to-day, May 30th:
ORGANIZED ASSASSINS.
In the annals of cnmmal conspiracy no more diaThe testimonies multiply that dozens of villains were
bolical crime has ever been perpetrated than the dirc-ctly illiplicated in killing the victim and bearing fal~e
witnPss immediately after his abduction. The police force
cruel, cold blooded murder of Dr. P. H. Cronin of itself,
though it now bends before the popular command, is
this city by his brother "patriots." This revolting not the less in a disgra<!ed and humiliated po~ture through
butchery is enough to create consternation in the en- the unexplained favor in which one of the suspects was held
tire community, especially when it is known that for a week after his probable guilt had been reported to his
from the ranks of these organized assassine-the superior.
this situation of colossal crime, inculpating all manClan-na Gaels-our Chicago police force is largely nerUpon
of once reputable citizens, and re.stigmatizing a large
re(lruited. For years it has been "an open secret " company of disreputable per>ons, the grand jury is reported
that the surest pull for a candidate on the police to hav confessed. . . . The jury bas indicted Sullivan,
force was to become a member of these Irish revolu- the ice-man, whose guilt was abstractly established by tbe
people a week before his detention. The jury has indicted
tionary bandits. From pretty good authority I learn Coughlin,
the detectiv, who was detailed to look into the ad.
that out of the nineteen hundred policemen on the mirable charges of the people and the press that he himself
force, not more than two hundred and fifty are not was one of the murderers.
Dozens of the murderers walk the streets of Chicago and
Catholics, and the major portion of those are Irish.
The "cause of Ireland" has controled our munici- other cities, still unhampered by the network of popula.r
that clo~es gradually about them. The rtported
pal politics as it has too largely shaped our national retribution
action of the grand jury is satisfactory only as it faintly hint~
destinies. These boasted "loyal Irish Catholics" of the indJcJment of a company of greater wretches. Tbat
who tried to make so much capital out of the fact the public press or the body of the people will rest with an
that none of their race had been hanged for Anarchy, inad~quate statutory reprisal. or that any public officer can
play with this fire which is now lighted in the sta.te,
when thoroughly unmasked rise before us a set of safely
are ideas not to be entertained in any logical mind.
murderous miscreants ready to ply the dagger or
Without the voice of the press the people of
pull the deadly trigger upon an unarmed and unsuspecting victim, proving that society has much more Chicago would never hav known that a great conto fear from that quuter than from the vaporings of spiracy existed for the "removal" of objectionable
persons, " and the murderers on the police force," as
a handful of hair-brained, misguided enthusiasts.
Before this infamous crime was perpetrated, ar- the Herald remarks, "would hav held their places in
rangements were made, it is now apparent, to check· office, and equity would hav been as completely
mate investigation and shield the assassins. The cheated as it is possible to conceive."
The sad irony of coincidence remains in the fact
mayor of the city of Chicago, we are informed, is
"troubled;'' for hours and days at a time he has that at 1 P 11-r. to-day the unveiling of the monument
held seoret conferences on this matter with his chief to the memory of the police who fell at the so-called
of police, and the "trouble" which he encounters is "Haymarket riot" occurs, and for which the Irish
the grave suspicion that these "limbs of the law," element monopolized all the glory. But the blood of
these salaried servants and guardians of the peace, every victim of that night of terror can readily be
are doing more to couceal this crime than to lay bare traced to a now disgraced police otl:icial. The whirlits hornble revelations. For once in the history of igig of time seems to more and more strongly establish
Chicago it has been necessary to select policemen my utterances in THE TRUTH SEEKER of that terrible
who do not owe more allegiance to the pope of Rome, period as almost prophetic.
Will true Americans arouse and sustain the only
or the pope of Ireland, to carry out the orders of the
organization whose principles can possibly defeat
department.
As surely as "murder will out.," and as the revela- this subversion of our system of government-an
tionR are unfolded one by one, it just as surely proves organization which affirms the original Daclaration
the ramifications of this murderous infiuenca and the of Independence and seeks to practically maintain it
by its SEcond declaration, the Nme Demands? The
complicity of rascals in high places.
Heretofore we bav been charitable enough to success of the American Secular U aion means the
assume that tbPse dupes who preferred to perpetuate relegation of these diabolical purposes to the age to
the "cause of Ireland" on American soil, were merely which tbey belong, and to purify our social and
being lured by demagogs; now we know that they political atmosphere from the control of organized
are contrnled by scoundrels and atrocious villains. assassins.
It takes money to do this. Are you willing to
To such dastardly assassins our political leaders bav
bent in most abject debasement; to placate this aid-you supposed Freethinkers from whom we hav
Church of the Holy Murderers hundreds of thousands never yet heard financially? Don't you feel someof dollars are annually illegally granted, and an im- what ashamed of yourselvs? Just to inform you
portant diplomatic mission is di8graced by a craven that we are not rolling in wealth, I will state that
administration in the appoiutm£>nt of a newly im- there has not been enough money received during
the month of May to pay office rent and the average
ported Irish assassin.
This statement, by one of Dr. Cronin's confreres incidental expenses, to say not.hing of t.be secretary's
sugge~ts a delightful state of peace and security en~ salary. There has got to be more of the spirit of
j 1y.. d by Ameri.can citiz~ns in this nineteenth century, sacrifice manifested, or we shall lose the foothold our
and the elevatmg tendency of the patriots who de- organization has given us by strong and sturdy batsire to liberate Ireland from British bondage, who tle for freedom. Don't say, "I can't afford." Can
bav made a hollow mockery and an empty phrase of you afford to submit to ecolesiast,ical slaverv ~ If
the assertion that this is the "land of the free and you can, you are adapted to that sort of condition
and deserve no better fat.e.
the home of t.he brave:"
A PLEASANT SURPRISE.
. Dr. Croni~ was murdered ~_tt the instance of at least a porLast evening the members of the Chicago Secular
tion of the Clan.na-Gael 8oc1ety. He was tried, convic1ed,
and co!ldemned to death witbont his l~now!Pdge, and this Umon assembled at the residence of Brother J. M.
revolutionary order with its high binding oaths carried the Sriles to do honor to the birth of Treasurer Jehu
sentence nut to the letter. Every leader in the plot was a B nr. A dance was arranged, and Mrs. Stiles made
Clun-na-Gael man. The 'job was too de~p"rate to let 0ut to
men outside of the order. The men chos~n to carry out the everyone happy with her benignant smiles, to s11y
dpath sentence were ch•'Fen by Fl'CTCt ballot. Each had a nothing of the supper she and Mrs. Augusta D.
distinct and Fpec•fied taRk to pHform.
Holmes, our secretary, had prepared for the guests.
. Tue plot was planneii and ~xecut~'d with a cruelty born of
bigotry and batrPd. From the instant that Dr. cr"onin was Brother Barr had been invited to tea by the secretary,
listed for death nothiq!; but the sudden extinct.ion of his and when the g~;.ests arrived was taken nf'xt door to
enemies could hav spared his life. There was no escape for the Stiles residence. Notwithstanding the distance
him. He knew that his life was to be taken in a cowardly and the stormy weather there was a regular crush,

for besides the universal popularity of Brother Barr
Mrs. Stiles's parties are so er j oyable that, to use a
popular ·expression, everJ body is "bound to get
there." A pleasant surprise awaited Brother Barr
when the guests were called together for supper.
Our host, Vice-president Stiles, in his most felicitous
yet impressiv manner, presented to hit! chief guest of
the evening a handsome album, containing the portnits of the members, and othar appropriate gifts.
Brother Barr was visibly sft'ected, and remarked that
be did not think be had done for the Union sufficient
to deserve it. To that the writer replied in grateful
acknowledgment of Brother Barr's untiring devotion
to the service of Secularism, which received the
hearty indorsement of those present. About 3 A M.
a vote of thanks was unanimously tendered Mr. and
Mrs. Stiles by their guests for tho royal entertainment
they had received.
E A. STEVENS,
Secretary American Secular Union.

With the Peo])le.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I
should hav written sooner in regard to my recent
lecturing trip, but I came home prostrated by my
journey. I trust my many kind friends will pardon
the delay. Mr. Stevens has already given an account
of the annual meeting of the Fayette county Union,
election of officers, etc. I believe it IS tbe custom to
import a lecturer upon snob occasions, and this year,
owing to the recommendation of Wm. Redfield, the
choice f,.ll upon mJse.:f.
At Stanley I was entertained at Mr. Redfield's
pleasant country home. Mrs. R'ldfield as well as
her husband is Liberal, and my stay was a delightful
one. Tbe farm comprises six hundred acres inclosed
by eight miles of wire fence. Here I found all the
latest Freetbought books-for the owner of this
country home is proud of his librat·y-all the magazines and papers, five or six yearb' files of THE TRUTH
SEEKER bound, a large collection of coins belonging
to many nations, ancient and modern, and numberless
views of noted places in the Old World-Mr. Redfield having made the collection while in Europe.
At Maynard, whither Mr. Redfield accompanied me,
I gave one lecture. We were entertained by the seeretary of the Union, E. D. Godney, and his Liberal
wife. Other Liberals of Maynard are E. Frost, S. T.
Barnes, and John Pember. There are many more,
but I hav forgotten thPir names.
At Olwein Mr. and Mrs. Brewer, from West Union,
were present. I was introduced to the aud1ence by
Alexander Risk, whose farm of a thousand acres adjoins Mr. Redfield's. Mr. and Mrs. Brewer accompanied Mr. Ri~k to his home, and on Sunday afternoon we all went to Aurora, where I lectured in the
school-bouse to a large audience. At the conclusion
of the lecture an Ad vent preacher announced that he
would reply to Mrs. Freeman on the next Sunday
'afternoon. Mnnday morning Mr. and Mrs. Redfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Brewer, and myself, took the train to
West Union, where I lectured in the evening. This
is Mr. Brewer's home. For several years he had
been president of the Union, but this year Daniel
Davis, of Fayette, has been elected. There are many
pleasant Liberals in West Union-among them C. H.
Carpenter, Thomas Beecher, and Charles Woodard
and wife, at whose house I was entertained. Mr.
Putnam is a favorit bert>, and his happy laugh is still
talked of as something to be remembered. At the
conclusion of my lecture I was kindly greeted by Mr.
and Mrs. Godfrey, who had come from Maynard.
My kind friends had, apparently, not yet tired of
me, as, on Tuesday morning, they announced their
intention of accompanying me to Postville, where I
lectured in the evening. We were met at the depot
by J. W. Ward Mr. and Mrs. Redfield and Mr. and
Mrs. Brewer were taken to the hotel, while I was
given over into the keeping of Mr. Taylor and his
pleasant family. Mr. Ward, a well-to-do merchant
-prospering in spite of bigotry-is the activ Liberal
here. Mr. Taylor is a radical Spiritualist. From
this point I had to wend my way alone. I bade
good bye to my friends who ·bad accompanied me on
my rout.e through the country, and found myself
next in Charles City. Here I was met by the kind
John Mahara. I gave three lectures. Mr. Mahara
was rais!i!d a Catholic, but himself and wife, son and
daughter, are thoroughly L b~ral. Plenty of work is
needed in this section, and iconocl~stio work, too.
Only twenty miles from Charles City, where the
Catholics were strong enough to elect school commissioners, parochial schools hav been established,
nuns imported as teachers, and the school-houses
offered for sale.
At Delevan, Minn., I gave three lectures. S. W .
Horton met me at the depot. Mr. Horton ia a wellposted Radical, and a favorit in the town, too, as he
carries a handsome gold-headed cane won by having
received more votes at ten cents each than his less
fortunate competitors. The votes nn up to two or
three hundred dollars, I believe. James Geddes is
a well·tO·do farmer, and with him and his intelligent
wife I felt very much at home. · W. S. Bell lectured
here last winter. George Da.wes was here, and Mr.
Jamieson has done some good work in the past, having held a debate with some unfortunate orthodox
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clergyman at this place. Experience has made them
wary, and of late years they usually manage to keep
out of Mr. Jamieson's way. R. E Scott is another
stanch Ltberal here, and George E Hassing, who
attended my lectures--a convert of Mr. Putnam's on
the Pacific coast. -He was formerly a Catholic but
hearing Mr. Putnam "preach," he became a ~ost
pronounced R~dical. Mrs. Pond came in from her
bo_me, ten miles distant, to attend the lectures, accompanied by her husband, daughter, grand6on, and
granddaughters-all readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
well posted and intelligent.
'
I parted reluctantly with Mr. and Mrs. Geddes,
taking the train for Minnesota Lake. At Wells I had
to wait several hours to make connections. The
landlord of the hotel, learning that I was a Liberal
lecturer, told me of a case that bad just been tried in
that town. The parents of a young girl insisted
that she should be confirmed, accepting the Catholic
faith. She refused. They locked her up. A family
with whom she had been living demand£d hu release.
A suit was instituted. It was brought into court,
and wlien asked why she refused to be confirmtd,
she replied that she had seen enough of Catholicism.
Her parents were poor and ignorant, she said, and
for some neglect or disobedience she had seen the
ptiest take out a whip and lash them over the head.
The decision was that the parents had no right to
coerce her; that she should be left iree to choose her
religion. Here I was met by E. S. Glick, an intelJigent young man, who had been instrumental in
having me come to Minnesota Lake. The ride from
Wells to the latter place is only about nine miles.'
What was my astonishment upon clambering down
from the car to find Mr. and Mrs. Geddes, of Delevan,
complacently awaiting me in .their carriage! They
had driven across the country with their dashing
team, and had arrived first. We put up at the same
hotel and had a good time. I may as well state,
though, that it would hav been difficult to put up at
any other hotel, as I think it was the only one in
town. I spoke in the school-house. The audience
was small, but attentiv. I remarked to Mrs. Geddes
that I was glad she came, for, as there was but one
other woman present, if she hadn't been there I
couldn't bav commenced, "Ladies and gentlemen."
Mr. A. B. Friedman is the one other Liberal of this
place. Mr. Glick had to pay the expenses, with the
exception of a couple of dollars, I believe. It didn't
seem quite right, and I felt troubled about it afterward, "but," said the generous young .fellow, "if I
can get off with paying for a lecture once or twice a
year, I don't think I shall be doing too much for
Freethought."
I again said "Good- bye" to the Geddes-this
time for certain, as Beaver Dam, my next plaf'e, wa~
too far for their fleet team. Feeling this, I left them
sadly. I was met at the depnt by Mr. Thorp, an old
reader of the Bm•ton Investigator and THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Mrs. Thorp is a Llberal, intelligent lady.
The sun and daughter . are also Liberal. I gave
three lecturPB in this place. The moving spirit of
the town is Dr. G. E. Swan, of whom the Freethinkers are justly p~oud. The doctor is owner and proprietor of Vtta Mineral Spring, whose worldrenowned water he is shipping by the barrel and bottle to every part of the country. The pavilion built
above the spring is a gem of art. The part in which
it is locaterl contains Hotel Vtlla, a handsome summer resort, surrounded with lovely shaded walks,
beautiful flowers and fountains, air castles, swings
and slides, electric lights, boats gliding over the
water, band playing at night-everything that a lavish expenditure of wealth could provide to make it
attractiv. ''I believe in a heaven on this earth," said
the doctor, "and this is my idea of it." He has
just purchased another park beautified with an old
picturesque mill and a lake. This is being stocked
with young fish and will furnish ample sport for thf'
anglers summering at Vita Vilis. The doctor kindlJ
took Mr. Thorp and myself over his grounds, but
there were so many attractions that it was impossihlP
to note them all. He impressed me as a genius, and
as he spoke carelessly of $10,000 put on this placP
and $20,000 invested over there, and so on, I found
myself impertinently wondering. But he seemed so
calm. so assured of success, that the. grandeur of his
undertakings seems already an accomplished f11ct
He has done mor6l for Beaver Dam than all its orthodox citizens together. It is a lovely place. No
fences ; green grass, green trees, flowers, electric
lights everywhere.
Andrew Willard, an ex-member of the Wisconsin
legislature, introduced me to the audience. Mr.
Willard has taken the Boston Investigator for thirtyeight years. Among other Liberals were Henry
Davis and wife, Mr. and Mrs. McMullen, Mr. and
Mrs. Bushnell, Dr. McClure, and N. M. Banks.
At Earlville, Ill., I gave two lectures ; was to hav
given three, but a. terrible rain-storm compelled the
canceling of one. Thomas Perdieu, an old Freethinker, the best-posted man in the county, I was
told, and the one with whom I had corresponded,
was, unfnrtunately, too ill to attend the lecture~,
but M.r. Walker made all necessary arrangements.
,A.t Paw Paw, ~i~h~ JPil~~ 1J:om Earlville, l gave two

lectures also. Dr. Broffett is a. pronounced Liberal
in this town, and has been the means of creating a
large Liberal sentiment throughout the community.
At both these places John Remsburg has spoken.
Mr. Walker said -he thought Mr. Remsburg's lectures had done great good in their town. At Paw
Paw I had a large house, afternoon and evening. I
spoke in a hall. · At Earlville the houses were ·not
large. I spoke in a church. Churches do not draw.
Tne church always seems to me te take the life out
of the audiences. An imaginary sanctity hovers over
the place; the shadow of the pulpit oppresses the
people. My head only came to the pulpit top. I
had to stand on one side at th~ very corner. One
step forward and. I would be in danger of toppling
over. I did not take the step, but I had to be cautious. No, I do not like speaking in a church.
MRS. M.A. FREEMAN.
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member sinking into a strange state of apathy. By
way of a last chance I was sent to the care of some
good, kind peoplP, friends of my father's, who lived
in a farmhouse in the heart of Warwilkshire. I remember staggering from my bed to the window on
the bright spring morning aftEr my arrival and
throwing open the casement. Life seemed to come
back on the wings of the breeze, and to this dll.y the
faint odor of wood-smoke, like that which floated
across the farmyard in the early morning, is as good
to me as the" sweet South upon a bed of violets."
I soon recovered; but for years I suff.,red from
occasional paroxysms of internal pain, and from that
time my constant friend, hypochondriacal dyspepsia,
commenced his half-century of co-tenancy on my
fleshly tabernacle.
(Presently he became a surgeon in the navy. At
Hasler he was under Sir John Richardson, and he
aft£-<rward served in the Rattlesnake under Captain
Owen Stanley. It was this voyage which induced
him to begin writing upon scientific subjects.)
During the four years of our absence I sent home
communication after communication to the "Linnfan
Society," with the same result as that obtained by
Noah when he sent the raven out of his ark. Tired
at last of hearing nothing about them, I determined
to do or die, and, in 1849, I drew up a more elaborate paper and forwarded it to the royal- society.
This was my dove, if I had only known it. But,
owing to the movements of the ship, I heard nothing
of that either, until my return to England in the !atter end of the year 1850, when I found it was printed
and published, and that a huge packet of separate
copies awaited me. When I hear some of my young
friends complain of want of sympathy and encouragement, I am in.clined to think that my naval hfe
was not the least valuable part of my education.
Three years after my return were occupied by a battie between my scientific friends on the one hand
and the admiralty on the other, as to whether the
latter ought or ought not to act up to the spirit of a
pledge they had given to encourage officers who had
done scientific work by contributing to the expense
of publishing mine. At last the admiralty, getting
tired, I suppose, cut short the discus~ion by ordering
me to join a ship. Which thing I declined to do,
and as Rastignac, in the "Pare Goriot," says to
Parie>, I said to London, a nous deux. I desired to
obtain a professorship in either physiology or comparativ anatomy; and, as vacancies occurred, I applied, but in vain. My friend Professor Tyndall and
I were candidates at the same time, he for the chair
of physics and I for that of natural history in the
University of Toronto, which fortunately, as it
turned out, would not look at either of us. I say
fortunately, not from any lack of respect for Toronto,
but because I soon made up my mind that London
was the place for me, and hence I hav steadily
declined the inducements to leave it whinb hav at
various times been offered. At last, in 1854, on the
t,.anslation of mv warm friend, Edward Forbes, to
E lin burgh, Sir Henry de Ia Bech~>, the director-genAral of the geological survey, offered me the post
Forbes vacated of paleontologist and lecturer on
natural history. I refused the former poiut-blanlr,
and accepted the latter only provisionally, telling Str
Henry that I did not care for fossils, and that I
should giv up natural history as soon as I could get
a physiological post. But I held the office for tbirtyone years, and a large part of my work has been
paleontological.
The last thing that it would be proper for me to
do wo:1ld be to speak of the work of my life, or to
say at the end of the day whether I think I bav
earned my w11-ges or not. ME1n are said to be partial
judges of themselvs-young men may be, I doubt if
old men are. Life seems terribly foreshortened as
they look back ; and the mountain they set themselva to climb in youth turns out to be a mere spur
of immeasurably higher rang-es, when, with failing
breath, they reach the top. But if I may speak of
the objects· I hav had more or less ?efinitly in view
since I bPgan the ascent of my hillock, they are
briefly these: To promote the inorease of natural
knowled~e and to forward the application of scientific methods of investigation to all the problems of
iife to the best of my ability, in the conviction, which
has grown with my growth and strengthened with
my strength, that there is no alleviation for the suffaring of mankind, except veracity of thought and of
action and the resolute facing of the world as it is,
when 'the garment of make- believe, by which pious
hands hav hidden its uglier features, is stripped off.
It is with this intent that I hav subordinated any
reasonable or unreasonable ambition for scientific
fame which I may hav permitted myself to entertain
to other ends; to the popularization of science; to
the development and organization of sciE>nt.ific education · to the endless series of battles and skirmishes
over e~olution; and to untiring opposition to that
ecclesiastical spirit, that clericalism, which, in England, as everywhere else, and to whatever denomination it may belong, is the deadly enemy of science.

Why I was christened Thomas Henry I do not
know, but it is a curious chance that my parents
should hav fixed for my usual denomination upon
the name of that particular apostle with whom I hav ·
always felt most sympathy. Physically and mentally
I am the son of my mother so completely-even
down to peculiar movements of the hands, which
made their appearance in me as I reached the agP
she had when I noticed them-that I can hardly find
any trace of my father in myself, except an inborn
faculty for drawing, which unfortunately in my case
has never been cultivated, a hot temper, and that
amount of tenacity of purpose which unfriendly
observers sometimes call obstinacy. My motht>r was
a slender brunet of an emotional and energetic
temperament, and possessed of the most piercing
black eyes I ever saw in a womRn's head. With no
more education than. other women of the middle
classes in· her day, she had an excellent mental
capacity. Her most distinguishing characteristic.
however, was rapidity of thought. If one ventured
to suggest that she had not taken much time to
arrive at any conclusion, she would say: "I cannot
help it; things flash across me." That peculiarity
has been passed on to me in full strength; it has
often stood me in good stead ; it bas sometimes
played me sad tricks, and it has always bten a danger.
But after all, if my time were to come over again,
there is nothing I would less willingly part wi.th
than my inheritance of mother-wit. I hav next to
nothing to say about my childhood. In later year 10
my mother, looking at me almost reproachfully, would
sometimes say: "Ah! you were such a pretty boy!"
whence I had no dlfficulty in concluding that I had
not fulfilled my early promis in the matter of looks.
In feet, I hav a distinct recollection of certain curls,
of which I was vain, and of a conviction that I closely
resembled that handsome, courtly gentleman, Sir
Herbert Oakley, who was vicar of our parish, and
who was as a god to us country folk, because he wa 10
occasionally visited by the then Prince George of
Cambridge. I remember turning my pinafore wronll'
side forward in order to represent a surplice and
preaching to my mother's maids in the kitchen, as
nearly as possible in Sir Herbert's manner, one Sunday morning when the rest of the family were at
church. That is the earliest indication I can call to
mind nf the strong clerical affinities whinh my friend
Mr. Herbert Spencer has always ascribed to me.
thoug-h I fancy they hav for the most part remained
in a latent state.
My great desire was to be a mechanical engineer,
but the fates were against this, and while very younll'
I began the study of medicin under a medical
brother-in-law. But though the Institute of Meehanical Engineers would certainly not own me, I am not
sure that I hav not all along- hElen a sort of mecbanical engineer in partibus infidelium. I am now occaRionally horrified to think how very little I ever
knew or cared about mPdicin as the art of healing.
The only part of my professional course which really
and deeply interested me was physiology, which i~>
the mechanical engineering of living machines; and,
notwithstanding that nat.ural science has been m:v
proper business, I am afraid there is very little of
the genuin naturalist in me. I never collected anything, and species work was always 8 burden to me;
what I cared for was the architectural and engineE1ring part of the business, the ~orking- out of the
wonderful unity of plan in the thousands and thousands of diverse living constructions, and the modificationa of similar apparatuses to serve diverse ends.
The extraordinary attraction I felt toward the study
of the intricacies of Jiving structure nearly proved
fatal to me at the out.set. I was 8 mere boy-I
think between thirteen and fourteen years of agewhen I was taken by some older student friE>nds of
mine to the first post-mortem examination I ever
attended. All my life I hav been mo 11 t unfort11nately
sensitiv to the disagreeables which at.tend anatomical
pursuit.s; but on this occasion my curiosity overpowered all other feelings and I spent two or thrPe
hours in gratifying it. I did not cut myself, and
none of the ordinary sympt.oms of di~;~section poison
J. E. REMsBURG has returned from h1s Texas tnp, and.
~:~upervened; but poisoned l w~s ~omehow, ~ptd I re- will now make a tour t~rop.~h Nebr~ska, Iowa, and Dakota:
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~ommunicaiions.
The Absurdity of Oaths.
Not long ago the Editor of THE TBUTH SEEKER
appeared before a New York court to resist a barbaric attempt on the part of a few law officers to
make him comply with a superstitious ceremony
styled oath-taking before exercising a right of citizenship. On his refusal it appears that there was a
disposition to exclude him from the exercise of. the
most important of all social privileges-to relegate
him to the political condition of a Chinese, or an idiot,
or a minor, or a criminal.
Fortunately, this attempt to politically kill a fellowcitizen collapsed; but the question llB to whether
an individual may be partially, or wholly, deprived of
civil privileges dependent on his willingness to conform to religious requirements, still remains unsettled. That a religious test should precede the
exercise of a civil function; that an invocation of the
supernatural should necessarily precede the enactment of affairs purely terrest-rial, may appear incongruous to those accustomed to divide reason from
religion-fact from faith.
Should a Liberal take an oath' or even affirm ?
Is not the same principle involved in both? In the
application of an oath the object desired is to compel honesty; the means employed, the instruments
of fear. Integrity is here made to hinge upon the
fear of consequences, that is, corporal punishment.,
and in no wise appeals to the inherent love of truth.
It cannot but be disgusting to an honest man to
undergo the same formula as that appfied to a criminal to make him truthful-threaten him to jail, or to
the vengeance of the Gods.
But the ridiculousness of making men honest by
threatening penalties cannot be understood by those
who conceive that force or fear induce religious belief. Human weakness produced this custom, and
human frailty still preserves it.
The basis of an oath is fear. It is an endeavor of
an individual to frighten himself to accomplish that
which his ordinary volition cannot; to make promises
whose non-fulfilment will entail on him punishment,
the fear of which givs rise to feverish exertions to
avoid.
Just as the ancients at their sacrifices, previous
to expeditionary embarkations, made tremendous
promises -of future. propitiations in case of success;
bound themselvs to unreasonable self-atrocities in
case of failure-in their endeavors to awaken every
element of prowess, inflame every spark of courage
and passion, sought, by making almost impossible promises, to render themselvs desperate and
ferocious through fear of failures, so do the moderns
by invoking the same imaginary, but differently
named, deities, promis to serve them more faithfully,
to strive for the further extension of their spiritual
kingdoms, increase of success, and call down their
vengeance if failure is due, in any sense, to their human weaknesses. The magnitude of sacrifice was
always proportionate to the expectation of success
or failure.
Where arms could easily prevail, deistical intervention was seldom invoked; they had then no need
to seek the inspiration of fear.
The same method men used to frighten others and
to render them tractable and obedient.
-Men who, by fear of punishment, may be forced to
comply with certain conditions, otherwise unattainable, necessarily consider others to be subject to the
same influence-hence the oath.
The basis of the oath is fear, absolute fear. Some
one seeks to frighten some one else by a method he
knows very well would frighten himself.
Why does a boy beat himself with a stick, or
scratch himself with a knife, when he seeks to accomplish an act of a difficult nature T Or a savage commit similar acts before engaging in combat T Or
soldiers vow themselvs to self-destruction in case of
defeat! Or whole migrating peoples destroy home
and country previous to departure! To inspire
themselvs with terror; through the stimulating
agency of fear to better conceatrate mental determination, and command obedience to intellectual demands.
This is the philosophy of an oath. This is the
instrument men bring to bear upon themselvs and
others to compel obedience. It is in every sense a
cowardly thing; it is a crutch; a recognition of helplessness, of feeble mental concentrativness. And he
who does not object to its taking, does he not, even
in his own case, admit its efficacy T
What .is self.respect, or rather, what is self-abasement, if, while giving testimony, one willingly submits to the application of such a degrading instrument? Is it not a legal recognition that all citizens
are liars when courts declare that each shall tell the
truth, and threaten him (or make him threaten himself), before he has uttered a word T
Is not an oath a stimulant T What is the difference between a timid athlete, who, to aid him to
accomplish a difficult feat, seeks unusual strength in
alcohol, and the witness who, to giv truer testimony
Jnust hav1 on like principles, administered to him~

dose of dishonesty-cure to make him, temporarily; a]
little more apt to tell the truth T
Is not a person, then, justified in resisting such an
insulting, insinuating instrument preparatory to giving testimony T
It is presumed that the law recognizes the guilty
to be innocent until the contrary is proven; yet here
we hav the ludicrous spectacle of a government recognizing all of its citizens as being rogues, in the
sense that all require the beneficial application of
this judicial thumbscrew to insure a high grade of
court morality.
H. W. HAMMOND.
Orange, Mass.

Poverty and ltiches.
How few, if any, of the most devout Christians do
now or ever hav practically accepted and lived up
to the teachings of Christ in regard to poverty and
wealth !
Let any intelligent person with the mind's eye take
a view of the lives of those Christians of their acquaintance, and see if they can fin·d just one wl:10 for
an instant seems to recognize and practice the injunctiona, precepts, and practices of the master who
taught, "Blessed be ye poor," "Take no thought for
the morrow, for what ye shall eat, what ye shall
drink, or wherewithal ye shall be clothed," also,
"It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of
heaven." What kind of a needle's eye he referred
to may not be known, but evidently it is intended to
represent a tight squeeze. Again, the story of the
rich man and Lazarus, who was a beggar who laid
at 1he rich man's gate. "The dogs licked his sores."
He died "and was carried by angels into Abraham's
bosom." " The rich man also died, and in hell he
Jifted up his eyes, being in torments." "He saw
Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom," and
implored him to seL.d Lazarus that he might dip the
tip of his finger in water to cool his tongue. But he
could not, for between them a great gulf is fixed.
Many other quotations might be given to show that
poverty leads to heaven and wealth to hell. This is
true if the Bible is God's inspired word. Then let
Christians of wealth, the high and mighty ones, beware! Popes, cardinals, bishops, laymen, all ye who
are rich, remember well that, if the teachings of your
blessed savior are true, you can hardly hope for
heaven. For there is nothing in the story of the
beggar and rich man indicating that the poor one
was the better man. Do you say, this is only a parable~ Very well, then; it is an allegorical illustration to show more plainly a principle and a fact.
If these precepts were practiced, our nation to-day
could hardly be advanced beyond the primitiv state
of the aborigines~if the teachings of Jesus, as herein
illustrated, had been adopted. Where would hav
been the much vaunted "Christian civilization" of
to-day if the so-called Christian nations had put in
practice the principles he taught! .A.nd yet we are
told that his teachings hav done more than anything
else -to advance the arts and sciences, and cultivate
and develop the mighty .improvements that are the
pride of the civilized world in these closing years of
the nineteenth century. .A.nd what would now . be
thought of a band of strolling men who should be
found traveling over the land, without any visible
means of livelihood, teaching that we should "take
no thought for the morrow," and whose leader should
proclaim, with evident satisfaction, and as a pattern
well worthy of imitation, that "the foxes hav holes,
and the birds of the air hav nests, but the son of
man hath not where to lay his head?"
This subject and these thoughts were brought to
mind by reason of the prevalence of different opinions at the present, and the great amount of discussion, in regard to the disproportion in the distribution of wealth, especially in our nation. We hear so
much in regard to the power of wealth, the danger of
a plutocratic government, _monopoly, etc., on the one
hand, and the oppression of the poor, the inadequate
compensation of labor, that land is a natural inheritance to which each individual has a just and inalienable right, that the situation seems almost "confusion worse confounded." Undoubtedly there are
many and growing evils that should be corrected;
our political system has become in a measure
corrupt, money is often 8Jld largely used to influence the ballot and to control legislation in the
interest of those who possess wealth, and the
poor are often made to endure privations in consequence; and probably it is also true that organizationa in the interest of labor fail to attain their desired ends on account of bad management, and
unwise as well as dishonest acts of those who are
ostensibly working for the best interest of the poor,
while really they are scheming for self·aggrandize~ent..

ManufMturers and others who hav wealth enter
into trusts and various combinations to secure the
largest profits possible from their business. This is
natural, and not dishonorable if conducted in compliance with law, and honestly, according to recognized
rules in the business of every-day life. Laboring
men who are employed by such organizations also
hav thei~ sol)ieties1 labo:r unions, etc., by which ~he;y

hope to secure and maintain their rights, and the
greatest reward for their labor. All these are right
legally and morally if conducted honestly; with due
regard to justice for all concerned. In business
humanity is naturally selfish, and we must, in the
nature of things, be somewhat selfish to maintain our
rights. It is only when selfishness degenerates into
mere hoggishness that we should call a halt, set ourselva right, and apply the Golden Rule-" Do unto
others . as you would others should do unto you."
Let us teach and strive to practice in all our business
and social relations everything conduciv to harmony,
honesty, economy, temperance, and all the virtues
that will tend to make society, wherever our lot is
cast, in such a condition that the world at large will
be better, and each one's life more enjoyable. And
in order to accomplish this we must not forget that
it will be necessary to concede to others what we
claim for ourselvs in matters of opinion or belief.
Bigotry and intolerance are a prolific source of the
wrongs that a:ffi.ict mankind, and religion, in the
numerous phases it has assumed, in the aggregate
has been more productiv of dissension and strife than
all other causes combined.
The reason is obvious; because, if a sect or organization believe that they derive their opinions from
an infallible source, they naturally imbibe the idea
that they know they are right, and in the nature of
things those who hold to the contrary must be
wrong. And when they believe, as most religionists
do, that the welfare of nations and individuals in this
'world largely depends on their religion, and also their
happiness or misery in an eternal future state of
existence, it is no wonder that people who really believe the religion they profess should be unwilling to
concede to others the right to a different belief, because it ·is a matter of greater consequence than anything else possibly can be-it involves the greatest
interest of all mankind, both in time and eternity.
If it be true, as Christianity teaches, that an allwise and good creator, infinit in all his powers, has
given to the people of his creation an infallible,
inspired guide, so plain that "he who runs may read,
and the wayfaring man though a fool shall not err
therein," why is it that so many different creeds and
sects exist that look to that inspired book f~r their
guide, each of the from fifty to two hundred d1fferent
sects ciaiming their creed is right and all others
wrong!
In view of this, is it not better that a spirit of
charity control our words and acts, that we cultivate
forbearance, and cease contending in an. intolerant,
vindictiv manner in regard to matters pertaining to
belief, religiously, politically, or socially 1
It cannot be that the Bible is a plain, infallible
guide given by an all-wise creator to teach mankind
the right road to happiness here and hereafter, for if
it were, so many conflicting opinions could not be
derived from its teachings. Then let us be Liberal,
kind, and forbearing toward each other, honestly
seeking for the better way, and trying to walk
therein.
CoNVERSE CLOSE.
Grattan, Mich.
-----------

More Fact than Fancy.

Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn needs no introduction to
TRUTH SEEKER readers. She is one of the few remaining old-time Spiritualist speakers who hav not the
fear of God before their eyes, and cannot be clasped
in an iron jacket. The leading subject of the first of
her present course of lectures before the Progressiv
Spiritualists of Lynn was : "What is the Use of a
God; Is Not Nature Sufficient?" This is how she
handled her theme:
The moment you ask that question two pictures
present themselvs. One, of the time of systems,
when the people were in their kind!')rgarten age and
wanted a personal God, an image like unto themselvs,
to amuse them, just as the boy does a hatchet or a
sled and the girl a doll or a jumping-rope. .A.nd fOJ:
the same childish reason many want a God to-day ;
they would feel quite as lost without one as a baby
without its rattle. Just so long as the world is ignorant it will want a God, The other is a picture of
the better day when the people hav become truly
men and women. When they can see and think and
act for themselvs they will not be afraid to ex&cise
their own responsibility, but will put forth their
power, satisfied to supply their own requirements.
Then they will break their leading-strings, put aside
their playthings, and forget that they ever had a
God, for they will hav no use for one. Then there
are other reasons that some people want a God.
Just as children are made to obey by force, taught
to dread the rod and the lash, so a God is kept before
the mind to awe people into subjection. Those who
assume to rule want a God to say to the others,
"You shall and you shan't; I'll punish you if you do,
and I won't bless you if you don't."
Those who hate somebody find it very convenient
to hav a God at hand to damn those they call their
enemies.
Nature is sufficient for some but not sufficient
for oihers. Some are so poorly born and badly
bred that they cannot trace the chain of causes and
e#'ects ; the;y do nc;~t ynderetand tb{l l~w of ri~ht1 au~
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.as a consequence of their .m condition· they need a and minister to such people, they do not underdand numerous or enthusiastic. I hav tried to get subhellprd~ined'bt God to keep them straight. I don't you. They are selfish all through, and believe you scribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER, in vain. In fact, I
know what we should do with some of those whose are. You must wait for better conditions to envi- was more than once disappointed in not having
minds heredity ·hflfJ malformed if we did not hav a ron them, arid for the law of heredity to develop arrangements made for my lectures.
_
hell to hallg before their imaginations and frighten them, before you can do them much .good by fine
On the 12th inst., I spoke in the Opera House to
them into some respect of decency.
theories or acts of charity. Therefore, let them keep a large audience, but it was not half as large as
For a child, it is right to be fed on milk; but there their God. Everything that makes a man better, it would hav been if there had not been another Libcomes_a t.ixp:e in the growth of the individual when whether it be on.e or ten gods, whether it be Jehovah eral meeting held at the same time. The Freethinkpersistence in that diet alone would insure idiocy. and the devil, or Jesus and the Bible, let him bav ers are badly broken up here.
So, as the world matures, the preacher's milk for them, say amen to them, but do not let him impose
This week I hav been swinging round the circle,
babes must be passed by and~the stronger meat of them on you. People hav the things they hav be- lecturing at Morgan City, Coalville, and Park City.
philosophy sought for to sustain mental life. If it cause they need them, for the time Thus· there were My lectures were well attended, and were received
were so that the idea of God answered its professed the tabernacle and the temple; thus there is the tamely in these small towns, with the exception of
purpose to build up character and preserve the peace church with its organ and choir and educfl.ted Park City.
of society, there would be smaller cause to say a preacher, and also the Salvation Army, with its b~r
Mr. W. W ellock is the gentleman of this city who
word against it. But go out on your streets, see the racks and its racket and its ungrammatical exhorters. arranged for my lecture in the Opera House of this
drunkards on their reeling way along the sidewalk. If one poor outcast of society is uplifted and turned city at a cost of $35, and advertising $15. The
What ball their belief in a God done for them? Rum to the light by the Salvation Army, then be glad for lecture was well received by a large audience, and
will craze a believer in God as soon as it will anybody the tambourine and drum.
was very generously praised by the :I ribune-a
else who drinks it. The saloons flourish just as well
Let us see if nature is not sufficient. When we paper that- has had no love for Fr.Eetbinkerl". I am
now as they would if nobody believed in a God. hav examined natur~we may find that it is just as unoer a thousand obligations to Mr. Wellock for his
The trouble is in the generation of human nature. grand, just as sacred, as all that has been called God. self sacrificing effort-s on my behalf. His health is
The fire of hell has been bred in the bone, imbibed Ask the mother of a wayward child-the child of a not good, otherwiee he would wake the Salt Lake
with the mother's milk, formed by the father's ex- miserable man; she may know what circumstances mossbacks up in a way that would put new life into
ample, and cannot help but burn on in the children· before its birth made it as it is. She can tell you them and the Liberal cause.
from the depths of her loving motherhood-for it is
I shall start in a few days for the Pacific coast; I
and the children of children that are yet to be.
When the law of heredity shall hav done its work, _he1· child still, whatever it may do-that she does not expect to get there about June 1st, and on the 2d
when the evil has been outbred by natural evolution, believe God will damn it for what it is not to blame. to lecture in Oakland, and on the 9th to speak in
there will be felt no need of a God, for man will know Her instinct is her judgment. Nature is sufficient San Francisco.
The weather has been cold, wet, and disagreeable.
how to govern himself without one. People hav for her; shall it not then suffice for us all 1 Nature
wanted a God to prop their hopes, under the old must work out the world's solution by tbe law' of I hav worn my heavy overcoat a large part of the
teaching that there must be some one for the masses heredity. Henry C. Wright. said: "What is needed time while traveling during the past month. I expect
to lean on, some royal authority to be responsible is not so much regeneration as right generation." after leaving here that two dayr:,' travel will take me
for them. The people were pleased to be told by the [Professor Fowler said the same thing.] Even the from the mountains and snow into the regions of
W. S. BELL.
priests that they would go to God after death and clergy are now finding . this out. Henry Ward roses and summer.
Salt Lalce City, May 18, 1889.
hav a crown and a harp, sit around the parks of he a- Beecher said in a ministers' meeting: " We must bav
ven doing nothing but fiddle and sing, and be idiots good children, and then we shall hav good Chris'l'hat .Right Arm Agam.
forever. The work is slow to migrate out from un- tians." Another way of saying the same thing.
der the reign of pedagogry, and escaping from the Yea, nature is sufficient, and nothing but nature will
That superstition dies hard, is a fact ·no one can
schoolmaster of the traditional and conventional ever succeed. When you are broken down or at deny, and one which becomes more and more exemlaw. Step by step we are learning not to believe in your wit's end of trouble, who do you call on~ plified every day of our live!", but wheu superstition
gods and devils, and heavens and hells, but to be There are ten thousand gods· to call on. When finds its way with arrogance among our city officials,
the men and women that, according to nature, it is President Garfield lay low, suffering from. the bullet it becomes a state of things to be generally deplored.
possible for us to be, and rely upon ourselvs.
of a professedly God-inspired assassin, millions of · " Hold up your right arm,'' was the order given to
Forty- one years ago, when Spiritualism came in its prayers were offered to the God of heaven to save a friend of mine, who, having recently arrived in this
modern force and significance, one of the first ideas his life. Did they avail! No; they failed. When country, made an application at the county court for
which it brought was that there is no devil and no Garfield died they said: "God's will be done!" his naturalization papers, and being of the same
hell ; no horrible fiend created and commissioned by They might as well hav said that in the first place. opinion upon matters relating to religious topics as
God to take his misbegotten and misguided children When there is a fire you look to your engine more myself, he naturally declined to do so, stating that
and torture them for his own satanic pleasure; no than to God. A certain ship was wrecked off the his grounds for doing so was, that it wa_s nowhere
. awful, ever-burning lake where madness dwells, where coast. There was a myst~rious signaling seen on required by the laws or the Constitution of the
men yell, women shriek, children cry, and babies fry shore. Were the onlookers invoking heaven with United States that a man snould be compelled to
for the glory of a loving God. If Spiritualism has enchantments~ No. The signs were made to a dog, hold up his arm while making an affirmation, at tpe
not done more than that, it bas by that done enough not. to a God. The dog, not the God, when he same time having as a good precedent fer our refusal
to at least entitle it to the respect of Freethinkers. understood his instructions, took a rope in his mouth the action taken by our esteemed Editor, E. M. Mac. The effect of that message from the spirits has Lib- and swam out to the ship, and thus the people on donald, last fall, when Judge Barrett decided in his
eralized all the churches. Why, a Chicago minister board were ·saved. Their savior's name was not fa Tor.
the other day said to a reporter, and it was printed spelled G o-d, but d-o-g. Will you say, God sent
Upon refusing to hold up·bis right arm the clerk
in the papers, with long comments : "I don't know the dog' Then God caused the wreck as well. closed the book with an officious bang, refused to
about a God ! Every argument you adduce for a However, it took nature to do the work. [Giv us giv us the papers, and referred us to the United
God needs another argument to support that, and so the dog, God or no God.l
States court, probably feeling fully convinced within
on without end." When the Methodist church said
But shall we be angry? Anger is a vice or a vir- himself that he was there to make the law, and
to Dr. Thomas, "We hav no further need of you in tue according as to whether it is a person or a system not merely to administer it. Perhaps they are
our pulpits," the people said, "We hav need of you," that is the subject of our wrath. If it is a wrong ignorant of the law, either intentional or unintenand they built for him the People's church, and it is system, then get angl'y at what has injured you, and tional, and would much rather prefer to make. little
thronged every Sunday by earnest listeners to his by that anger . be stimulated to remove it Some laws of their own. But this mullt not be. The law-advanced thoughts. He played the part of a man, people are too lazy to get angry. If you talk of makers are not to be found in the city hall, though
as few preachers hav, and swung out of the narrow woman's rights and the reformation of society, there they be law-breakers, and we must teach these pomrut of prejudice and creed and became a leader in the are women who will say, "I bav all the rights I pous dignitaries and-would-be despots that might
broad way of reason and humanity. And so will it want." One 'is told, "Colonel Ingersoll is coming to is not right.
We turned away disappointed, but not deceived,
.be with all who essay to think, when heredity shall lecture." She says : "Oh, he ought to be hanged, the
hav done its work well enough to permit it to be so- horrid Infidel! He is said to hav a throat trouble, because we ·had anticipated some such trouble from
and not till then. When theologians and Cbrilitian and we are told it was sent by God to stop his lectur- these Catholic upstarts of Irisb-Tammanyism, but
scholars were asked to revise the Bible, to make it ing." Why doesn~t God stop his writing then! We firmly resolved to fight out this question to the bitconform to the language and learning of the age, hav not the women themselvs to blame for such· ter end. Does not this instance again show that the
they said, "Ob, yes; we bav known for twenty years irrational speeches, but we hav the system to fight spirit of religious persecution is not yet extinct even
that the Bible needed revision." Then they admitted which made such women. Ingersoll bas . followed in our day, but that they would be just as arrogant
that they been lying for twenty years by preaching nature and led the ministers, that is all. He bas and just as imperious to-day as they were in ages
from a false book. They, by undertaking to improve spoken for that liberty which all shall enjoy when gone by, if they dared, or if they could only recover
the word of God, or what they called the word of the later results of here~ity. shall hav made it possi- that power once more which for ages they held over
·
God, proclaimed themselvs _frauds, a~d the people ble.. C~lonel Inger~oll _Is Bim_ply a man born ahead the civilized world T
The only wonder is that these vassals of Roman
are forgetting to respect their pretensions.
of h1s time. Th_e time IS commg when we sh~ll not
The ministers hav gone farther. They used to say, ask what you behave but what you do. It will not Catholicism hav not attempted to introduce in our
"You must know God." The.y now own tbat the then be asked, Do you giv money to send the blessed statute-book some formula by which all aliens, before
finite cannot comprehend the infinit-just what gospel of damnation to the heathen? but; Do you they can become naturalized, shall express themselvs
Spiritualists said forty years ago. There is no sense giv your wife enough to keep her as_ she should be as slaves of the pope. Say, for instance, why nl t
in having a God unless you understand him. Unless kept~ Oh, but you may say, She has enough to eat establish some deputy popes whose toes they would
you comprehend God you do not know how to use and wear. That may be, and so may the· pauper bav. hav to kiss before they can be made citizens? or why
him. When you get a God you can comprehend, You p~y your housekeeper. She is independent of not import a few feathers from the left wing of the
you lose him, for to comprehend God is to decom- your w1l.l. She uses her wages at her pleasure. Pay Angel Gabriel, or a few parings from the toe-nails of
pose him. The moment that you can say, knowingly, your w1fe. Respect her. Treat _her so. she c~n St. Peter, or the green gingham umbrella under
that God is. can tell truthfully what he is, then that respect herself. Then, and not till then, you will which St. Paul preached at Corinth, or some such
like articles of ecclesiastical curiosity, before which
moment yo~ hav not got any God. You. hav de- hav respectable ~hildren:
.
stroyed him by solving him. G~~ adm1ts of no
~rs. Allyn fimshed Wit~ a fine. peroration and the all strangers must fall down and worship before they
limitation· that is he bas no defimt10n. And that auditors were demonstrativly satisfied. If any were can take upon themselvs the rights and duties of
which ha~ no defi~ition is not a thinkable quantity. worked up on account of the way God was done for, citizenship? And yet not one of these could be
For the well-to-do ther~ is no necessity of a God in they gave no sign. It would be well if that kind of any more ridiculous than holding up the right arm
while making a simple affirmation.
all their thoughts. Jay Gould's child can be trained talk were more frequent on Freethought rostrums.
This is only another instance, affording sufficient
to agreeable behavior witho.ut having _the fear of a
JoHN :i;>RESCOTT GuiLD.
proof
that the time is near at hand when FreethinkGod, for its wants are supphed before It even k_nows
Notes of Travel by W. S. Bell.
ers should unite in one loud and clamorous demand
of them. But the child of the slaves, the cblld of
I cannot say as much for the'Freethinkers of Utah for the removal of all such obstacles that prevent
Portland street or of North street, Boston, for instance has no way to meet its wants but to steal. as some of the lecturers hav who hav preceded me them from enjoying their rights as citizens, and to
teach these tyrannical religionists that in maintaining
That ~hild is to be controled by fear, as it does not in this field.
Those who hold to the Secular work in this region and insisting upol! Ollr rights we shall not be insulted
know what kindness is ; and therefore it is told of a
' J'9HN ~· CHARLESWORTH,.
(toc;l ~nc;l ~ bell. Wbe:p. you are read.y to fiO g<}Wq !'~~- t~ny ~nd ftu· l>~~vrec:D! J h1w P9t fo~Jnd tbe@ With imfUnit!:
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Sixty-sixth and Blxty-11eventh streets ; leased
for ninety-nine years at $1 per year ; 14 lots ... $ 175 000
'
The Nursery and Child's Hospital, Lexington
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
avenue, Fiftieth and Fifty.ftrst streets; leased
for $1 per annum during the pleasure of the
Editor.
E. M. MAcDONALD,
common council ; 18 lots........................... . 175,000
Business Manager;
c. P .. SOMEBBY,
Total......................................................$ 350,000
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According to these figures the various churches
THE 'I RUTH SEEKER OOMPA.NY. are squatting on nearly six million ·dollars' worth of
118 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
the people's land, for which they pay the princely
rent of some one thousand and thirty-nine dollars.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Of course the Romish church gets the lion's share,
as the Tammany folk who hav ruled and still rule
AddrWJ aU Communications to THB TRUTH BBBKER
OOMP ANY. Ma~ all Drafts, (Jhuks, Poat-o.f!ia and Ex- the city are mainly Roman Catholics. In addition to
prWJ Money Orders payabl.6 to OHARLBB P. BOMBRB r. this land the city has within nineteen years made the
Roman church a present of some twenty millions of
JUNE 8, 1889. dollars. From 1880 to 1888, inclusiv, the figures
SATURDAY,
are:
Foundling Asylum, B\sters of Charity ............ $2.235,701 67
SUBSCRIPTION BATES.
Protectory..................... 2,024,344 18
Bingle subscnption in advance ............................. . fl 00 New York Catholic
for Befriending Children and
One subscription two years, in advance................. . 6 00 Association
Young Girls-Appropriation accounts and
Two new subscribers.......................................... . 6 00
excise license ....................................... .
67,444 ~1
One subscription wit.h one new subscriber, in onereRoman Catholic House of the Good Shepherd
mittance ...................................................... . 6 00 St.
55,830 57
Joseph's
Institute
for
Improved
Instruction
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
of Deaf Mutes ...................................... . 161320 92
remittance ................................................... 7 00 Mission
of the Immaculate Virgin ............... . 630.586 23
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
Institution of Mere?.··································:· 818.840 30
remittance ................................................... . 8 60 Missionary
Sisters, fhird Orde~ of St. Franc18 346 4!:!5 84
One subscription with four new subi!Cribers, in one
Dominican Convent of Our Lady of the Rosary 224 796 10
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 Asylum
Sisters of St. Dominic ................... ;..
234 787 81
A.ny number over five at the same rate, invariably
St. Joseph's Asylum ............................... ~~···
301 324 15
w•th one remittance.
St. Agatha's Home for Children .................... .
'62 128 60
St. James's Home ....................................... .
91002 38
66 664 65
WE very strongly urge those of our subscribers Asylum St. Vincent de Paul ........................ .
8t. Michael's Home .................................... .
20.664 71:!
who are in arrears to forward the money at once, as St. Ann's Home ............... :......................... .
46 005 83
it is needed in our business. The paper dealers and St. Btephen'R Home for Children .................. . 249 326 09
Society St. Vmcent de Paul ....................... .
32 469 00
the printers and the landlord cannot be satisfied French Benevolent Society .......................... .
6 583 00
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylums ................. .
59.30:1 00
without oash, and that cash must come from our tit.
Joseph's Orphan Asylum ........................ .
3 999 00
2 212 00
friend-s who owe it to us. Hundreds are owing from St. Vincent's Industrial Home for Girls ........ .
St. Joseph's Home for Aged ........................ .
22 329 57
one to three dollars each, and this amount, small in Home for Aged of Little Sisters of the Poor.. .
19 9~5 00
House of Mercy ......................................... .
2,112 00
individual cases but large in the aggregate, we depend St.
Joseph's Hospital of Sisters of the Poor of
St. Francis...........................................
1,800 00
upon to pay our bills. We hope no one in arrears
St. James's Home for Boys...........................
530 00
will longer put off his plain duty.
The Sisters of '' Bon Becours ".....................
60 00
The Sheltering Arms....................................
7.775 00
St. Francis Hospital....................................
24 456 00
Sopportin~; Church Institutions.
l:)t. Vincent's Hospital.................................
9, 102 oO
Since last week there hav come to light some more Other Roman Catholic Institutions................
1,200 00
facts concerning the practical marriage of church and
Twenty years ago, when the Tweed ring controled
state in New York. Inspired by sectarian ill-feeling,
Tammany Hall and tli.e city, as much as $800 000
a Protestant writer has been copying the books of
were given this church in one year-1869. In 1870,
the comptroller's office, so far as they show money
says this writer, petitions from more than one hunand land given to the churches in this city, a large
dred thousand citizens caused the legislature to
proportion of which is of course held by the Roman
repeal the law, the repeal to take effeQt near the end
Catholic denomination. The account is large:
of that year, imposing a perpetual tax of nearly
0
Sisters of Mercy of s~. Y~!P~A.iod~~trial Home, Va.J.ued. $250,000 . on this city for their parochial schools.
F.mrth and MadisC'n avenues and Etgbtv-first
Hence the falling off the next year, 1871, in the substreet, leased for ninety-nine years, $1 per
sidy. On Washington's birthday, 1872, a detailed
0
Ronra~adat~ otf~()·;p·h~~-A.·;~·~~~:F'~~~;h·~~d·M~di:$ 300' 000 exposure of this Tweed ring subsidy for the three
son avenues, Fifty first and Fifty-~econd
preceding years to the extent of $1,396 389.51 was
1
$t~e;!:·y~~~~n:2 ~~~~~~-.~~~-~-~:. .~.~-·~-~.~:.~~.~~: 500,000 made, and the subsidy in consequence fell that year
Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum. Mailtson and
to $421,674 03. In the autumn of 1872 the Tweed
F 1fth avenues, Fifty-first and Fifty.eecond
·
dri
f
• both •t
d t t
streets. sold outright for $1; 112 lots............ 1,200,000 nng were
ven rom power m
Cl y an s a e.
l:lt. Patrick;s Cathedral bloP-k:, Maoison and Fifth
At Albany nearly the entire sessions of 1873 and
avenues, Fiftieth and Fifty-first streets; sold
1874 were employed to expose and. denounce this
for $10; 32 lots.......................................... 1,600,000
f 1 . I t•
d th
al
t .
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e annu sec anan approington and Third avenues, ~ixty-e!ghth and
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were wholly defeated. The subsidy in this city was,
Sixty-ninth
charge $1 per year; 33 lots ........................ . 60
- - - in consequence, reduced for 1873 to $338,336.24, and
Total............................................. ,........ $4 200.000 for 1874 to $326,797.90. Constitutional amendments
PROTESTANT.
Valued.
Association for Improvement and Instruction of
were prepared in 1873, and finally adopted in 1874,
Deaf Mutes, Lexington avenue, Sixty-seventh
which, had they not been interfered with J:>y two pesand 8ixty.eij.!bth streets; leased ninety-nine
h
d
"L
years, $1 per year; 12 lots ........................... $ 225,000 tilent clauses introduced into t e amen menta ~o
Church of the Redeemer, Fourth avenue and
Article VIII, would hav cut those subsidies up by
Eighty-second street, leased two years at $400
,
the roots.
per annum ; four lotR ................................. .
15 000
Hahneman Hospital, Fourth avenue, between
It occurs to us that this year of grace would be a
Sixty-seventh
and
Sixty-eighth
streets,
leased
200,000
good
one in which to begin another crusade
ninety-nine year8 at $1 per year; 10 lots.......
, against
German Hospital, Fourth avenue and Seventythe iniquitous voting away of the peoples money,
PeveBth street, leased for ninety-nine years at
and the petitions should protest against subsidizing
18 lots.................................... 300 •000 Protestantism as well as Catholicism. The Protest$1 per
year;and
Orphan
Asylum
Home of Protestant Episcopal Churches, Lexington avenue and Fortyants and' Jewl!l benefit some half million dollars
;!~~. ~~e1~?s ..~=-~~:~~ ~~~~~ :~~ :~~.~::.:~~.~ 175,000 annually from the public treasury, and this robbery
The Ladi~s' Home of the Society of the Baptist
should cease. This part of the question is disposed
Churches, Lexington avenue and Sixty-seventh
of very cleverly by the copier of the foregoing figstreet; )eaRed for ninety-nine years at $1 per
S
f
td
·
year; 10 lots.............................................. 150.000 urea by saying, " ome o the Protestan enomma-- - - - tiona receive a small donation from the public treasTotal ...................................................... $1·065·000 ury in this city for their charities, but they are
HEBREW.
Valued.
The Hebrew Benevolent Boc·ety, Lexington and
opposed to the whole business, as recognizing the
avenues
and
Seventy-seventh
street;
prmciple of a union of church and state, and would
Thtrd
leased for ninety-nine years, as long as used
as an asylum; 17lots .................................. $ 100,000 be glad to hav each church support its charities with
Mt. Sinai Hospital, Lexington avenue, Sixty-sixth
its. own money, and not with the money of others;
and Sixty-seventh streets; leased for ninetyR
C th 1'
•t " Thi
tak
nine years, at $1 per year; 14Iots................. 275,000 but the oman a o ICS oppose 1 .
s, we
e
Mt. Sinai Hospilal. between Lexington and Third
it, is not entirely true. From the strong efforts
avenues, 57x100 feet; leased for twenty-one
made by the Protestants to climb into the public
years at $630 per year; 2lots......................
1,500
- - - crib we judge they are as willing to receive alms as
Total ...................................................... $ 373,500 their more orthodox brethren. At any rate, they
NON-BBOTARIA.N INBTITUTIONII.
Val:11ed,
dj
f b •
b
•
h
'Qle Qhapin :ij:oQle, ~~~ton ~!l<l.Third.avenues,
cannot 015C8J>e the o ~ 0 t ell' acts y saym8 t e1

.. .. ..

/

rob the city just because the Catholics do. Mr.
Jones's theft cannot be condoned by Mr. Smith's
peculations.

The :Museum of Natural History.
During the last sessions of the New York legis!ature a bill was passed allowing the New York c1ty
authorities to issue bonds to the amount of $400,000
to build an addition. to the American Museum of
Natural History. The bill originated in the senate,
where an attempt to make the gift to the museum
conditional upon its being opened on Sunday failed.
The bill passed the senate, and was sent to the
assembly, where some public-spirited ·individual
obtained the Sunday-opening clause. It went back
to the senate, the amendment was ·agreed to, and
the bill became a law. At least, this is our infor·
mation, obtained from one of the senators.
Promptly after the signing of the bilJ, Mr. Jesup,
president of the museum, appeared in the mayor's
office asking for the $400,000. Mayor Grant asked
him if he would open the buildings on Sunday. Mr.
Jesup wouldn't. But if the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment would vote the money, after the new
building was erected, he and his fellow-managers
would talk it over. Mayor Grant refused to vote for
the issue of the new bonds on those conditions, and
up to date Mr. Jesup has not received the cash.
The mayor's action is commended by all the reputable papers, and there can be no question at all that
public sentiment is strongly in favor of Sunday
opening of both museums.
While the commendations of the mayor's .action
were being printed, it occurred to us to inquire how
the board of Estimate and Apportionment. had any
choice in the matter, in view of the amendment put
on the bill in the assembly, and we dropped a note
to the mayor calling his attention to the law as it
was reported passed. We append the reply:
"MAYOR's 0FFI011:, New York, June 1, 1889.
"E. M. MAODONALD, EsQ., 28 Lafayette place, Dear l:'ir:
I hav the honor to acknowledge, by direction of the mayor,
the receipt of your favor of May 211 h with reference to the
act of the legislature appropriating $400 000 for the Museum
of Natural History in this city. Mr. Beekman, late corporation counsel, was shown your letter and he says that that
part of the bill which provided that the museum should be
kept open on Sundays was dre>pped as unnecessary, owing
to the fact that the Board of E~timate and Apportionment
of thiP city has power in the matter.
"The mayor desires me to assure you of his appreciation,
and thanks for the interest which you hav shown in the
matter.
Respectfully, Tnos. C. T. CRAIN, Secretary."
No doubt it is all as the late corporation counsel
says, but it seems funny that the a.mendment was
dropped after both houses had agreed to it. What
we should like to know is, were all the legislativ
reporters and a senator deceived as to the passage of
the bill as amended, or hav some irrflsponsible clerks
at Albany taken to making our laws'
There can be no question of the mayor's sincerity
in the stand he has taken, and we certainly hope he
will hav the moral and political stamina to adhere to
it. The great public is with him, and will back him
up. There should be no paltering, no compromise.
His predecessor, Mayor Hewitt, assumed the same
position as to making the annual grants for the support of the two museums, but was induced to compromise on evening opening, wi~h the result that one
museum has ignored the bargam and not opened at
all while the other opened two evenings each week
d~ring the winter while the legislature which had its
bill under consideration was in session, and then
closed its doors. Consequently, so far as seeing the
exhibits of the museums, the people are as badly off
as before.
But at its best evening opening is no substitute for
Sunday opening, especially if the evening ope~ing is
confined to the winter months. Sunday, and m the
summer is when the people visit Central park. Every
fair Su~day at least fifty thousand people listen to
the music on the Mall. Tllese enormous assemblages
are largely composed of poor people who gather
because it is free, and who could not go on any other
day. The Art Museum on the east side of the park
would be crowded by these were the doors open, and
the residents on the western side would more than
fill the Museum of Natural History. Some poetical
individual has very fairly described the situation in
the World, in a dialog between Mr. Jesup and a
poor man:
" PRESIDENT J.:
.
Good fellow, what is this complaint I hear?
4B ~OD~ as rou rQ!ll' Victuals hav "Dd be~fl
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I scarcely see why you should dare complain;
I hope you won't let it occur again l
" THE PooR MAN :
Good fellow-citizen, I still maintain
That 'public benefactions' are in vain,
Unless the public may enjoy them l So
One thing of you alone I ask to know:
Is the museum you on Sunday ckse
One of our public or your private shows?
" PRESIDENT J.:
Such impudence I never heard l . If you
Can't go in daytime, as you ought to do,
Why don't you go up evenings, and so stop
Your wicked patronage of the rum-shop?
Why don't you go to church on Sundays and
Thank heaven you liv in this enlightened land
Where museums are built and run for you
By folks whose blood is rich as well as blue?
" THE PooR M.:
Go up at nights, is it, good sir, you said?
Why, fellow-citizen, I go to bed l
If you, perchance, should work from 7 to 7,
At night you'd rather go to bed than heaven l
If I can't go on Sundays, when I've Ieisur~,
When wife and children, too, might share the pleasure,
I fear I cannot go at all, and then
The museum must be for richer men!
" But ere we close our conversation, pray
When do the rich their rum drink, night or day ?';

The policy now pursued by the directors of these
institutions is narrow, bigoted, selfish, and hypocriticaL They are simply using the city's money for
the pleasure of the wealthy and religious class. It is
an outrage upon the taxpayers and an infringement
of the right of the American citizen to look at his
own property when he pleases.
The present Board of Estimate and Apportionme~t
should put no trust in fair promises, but stand firm
on _the plain proposition of no Sunday opening, no
money beyond the $15 000 the law requires to be
voted. - Perhaps it will be done; we hav confidencf
in Mayor Grant on this question, and hope to visit
both museums on some pleasant Sunday in 1890.

Which 1
The following letter is from Judge Sprott, of the
6th Judicial Circuit of Alabama:
"LIVINGSToN, Au., May 28, 1889.
" To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTK SEEKER, Sir : In your
paper of May 18th, which some one bas been kind enough to
send me, I find the following paragraph in an article headed.
'R~>ligious Persecution in this Year of Our Lord.' 'Our sub.·
scr1ber sued a man for money due him in the Circuit Court of
Tuscaloosa. Judge Spratt [should be Sprott] refused to allow
him to make an affirmation and rejected· him as a witness.
in consequence of which he lost his caee.' This is absolutely
false; no such case ever came before me in Tuscaloosa or
elsewhere. I hav never refused to allow witnesses to atHrm
in my circuit, but, on the contrary, hav allowed many to affirm
who had con~cientious scruples against taking an oath. If
your subscriber misses the truth, generally, as far as he
missed in this case1 he ought not to testify in any court, for
he is unworthy of belief.
"Will you please publish this, inMmucb as you published
what your subscriber had to say on the subject?
"Very respectfully,
S. H. SPROTT,
"Judge of the Sixth Judicial Circuit of Alabama."

The letter we received from our subscriber, Mr. H.
J. Ward, of Coaling, Alabama, and upon which we
based the statement, reads as follows:
"I sued a fellow on an honest account; t.hey refused me
my testimony on affirmation. In the circuit court at Tuscaloosa, Judge Sprott charged the jury not to let an Infidel
testify."

he takes the legal obligation to tell the truth T Is
there no way of making the rule known to the Irish
Roman Catholic politicians who hav been placed in
office by Tammany Hall T At the present time the
matter is a legal hodge-podge. In the courts, where
the presiding officers are usually gentlemen of education, a Freethinker has no trouble. The inferior
officers do not hav a chance to show their authority.
But in the city offices where the clerks are Irish
Roman Catholics a man must tread very gingerly
indeed to avoid being insulted by the ignorant
upstarts who owe their positions to the amount of
work they hav done for some Tammany Hall politi·
cian. These clerks are usually known as " workers"
in a district, and are selected on that ground alone.
Their position is their reward for early voting and
their capacity to influence other early voters. Placed
in a~thority they are insolently dictatorial, and their
bearmg toward. the citizen discloses that they imagin
themselvs to be tin gods on wheels and gifted with
omnipotence.
Why would it not be a good plan for the Infidels
of the city to organize a society for securing their
civil rights, and mandamus every official who refuses
them, and then sue him for damages!

On another page (359) Mr. Charlesworth relates
the refusal of the county cle1k's office to allow a man
to affirm without raising the right hand. The refusal
was aggravated by general insolence of demeanor
and an abrupt and discourteous declination to listen
to the facts of the law.
Mr. Charlesworth's friend has of course his remedy
at law. Unquestionably th~ county clerk's deputy
or representativ would be compelled to receive the
affirmation should Mr. Charlesworth's friends resort
to the mandamus business, but this involves a loss
of time and money which he can ill afford. He will
therefore probably try another court.
The question is, has every Freethinker in New
l"o~k: got to ~f:l~ C?\lt ~ wfit gf mandft~~~
everyI t~mt:
. - .•

The Christians got together in the Methodist
church, and put in their whereases and resolves
which read suspiciously like Braden's own work:
'

"WHEREAs, A discussion between Clark Braden and 0. B.
Reynolds was recently held in Small's Opera House in this
city, in which Mr. Braden appeared for the Bible and Christianity, while Mr. Reynolds stood for Infidelity and Liberalism; and,
"WHEREAs, The discussion, which was to hav continued
through eight evenings, was terminated on the fifth night by
Mr. Reynolds, who gave up the fight and withdrew from the
field, on the pretext that he was being insulted by Mr. Braden ; therefore,
·
" Resol'Ded, That it is the judgment of the Christian people
who were present at the discussion that, while Mr. Braden
might with greater propriety hav ignored what he saw objectionable in the course of his opponent, yet the coarse language and brutal blasphemies employed by the champion of
Infidelity in his reference to the Bible, Jesus, and Christian.
ity richly merited the scathing rebukes that fell from the lips
of the defender of the faith.
" Also the following:
" WHEREAs, Rev. Clark Braden, in his zeal and loving
devotion for the truth, which to us is dearer than all things
else, has so ably maintained and defended the same against
boasted opposition; therefore,
" Resol'Ded, That we extend to him our sympathies and
heartfelt thanks for the valuable service rendered to our
'rhe Ill-Smelling Clark Braden Again.
common cause, and we will ever pray that he be able to conMr. C. B. Reynolds has located in Walla Walla, tinue in the work to which he is so well adapted.
"C. W. WELLs, Secretary."
Washington, from which point of vantage he pro-

It is a great pity that the Walla Walla Liberals
would not believe Mr. Reynolds when he told them
that Clark Br~en i~ an unfi~ p.erson ~or any gentleman to assoCiate w1th, but ms1sted upon having it
proved. Unquestionably they are convinced now.
We hope the Liberals of other towns will be satisfied
with the Walla Walla experience, and not ask to hav
it repeated, as such scenes are a disgrace to Liberalism as well as to Christianity. Braden is an adventurer who would do anything, no matter how mean
and dirty, for the gate money, and it is a matter of
"That the teachings of the Bible and Christianity ever hav constant surprise to us that Liberals will allow him
and do now in every respect tend to the promotion of the to use them as tools.
------~~-----highest morality, the greatest liberty to men and women, and
A. .Modification.
the advancement of human happiness."
Mr. H. 0. Pentecost now says:
Braden had the first speech, and it is significant
" Seeing how my recent 5tatement that some Liberals are
t.hat his opening remarks consisted of an apology for very illiberal has offended some Liberals I am sorry I said
misconduct on the previous evening. Then he ex- it; not because it is not true, but because I dislike to hurt
pounded his thesis. Mr. Reynolds followed, and anyone's feelings. I supposed that everyone knew it, inBraden arose to rejoin. The champion of Christian- cluding the editors of the Liberal papers, and it is surprisity began his second effort by making personal ing to notice the asperity with which the statement has been
resented by my brother editors of the Liberal sect."
remarks concerning one of the moderators, who
We are glad to observe that Mr. Pentecost is
thereupon arose and said that he could not sit still and
hedging. The way he puts his statement now is not
hear himself continually abused and insulted, when
the way he put it originally. It was first printed
the conditions upon · which the Freethinkers had
entered upon the· discussion were that no personali- this way:
"The name Liberal describes a number of persons who
ties should be allowed, and· begged leave to wi~h are about as illiberal as it is possible for human beings
draw. Mr. Reynolds then took the floor. The gist to be."
·
of his words was that he considered himself vilified
In this original form the plain reading is that all
beyond the boundary line of human endurance, and persons described as Liberals are illiberal. In his
felt it his duty to follow the example of Mr. Rosenow, new form, the meaning is that some Liberals are
the moderator. Braden then resumed his speech, illiberal.
and was greeted with hisses, shouts, and general
Liberal editors may be supposed to possess as
uproar. After this had lasted some time, comparativ complete knowledge of Liberals as Mr. Pentecostsilence was obtained, and Braden began again. The a recent recruit, who will hav diffiaulty in persuading
burden of his last song was like unto the melody of the public that he did not sit before a mirror when
the first, and the audience filed out of the hall as fast he wrote his definition of Liberal-and therefore
as the size of the exits would permit. The "debate" that they did not agree with Mr. Pentecost may be
was ended.
taken as fairly good evidence that he spoke hastily
The Walla Walla Liberal Club met the next day and without sufficient information. His last stateand adopted these whereases and resolves:
ment, that some Liberals are illiberal, is without
" WHEREAS, The notorious Clark Braden challenged ex- doubt correct. We know a few ourselvs. But that
Rev. C. B. Reynolds to a public debate in this city upon is no basis at all for the sweeping assertion made by
propositions of a most ambiguous and intangible nature;
Mr. Pentecost.

poses to enlighten the people on the subject of
religion.
·
He had hardly located himself in the town when
Clark Braden turned up and wanted to "discuss."
Mr. Reynolds, after remodeling Braden's propositions, consented to meet him. The debate began
some time during ·the week ending May 18th, and
closed on that date in a high old row. The daily
Statesman tells us how it was. The oieetmg was in
Small's Opera House, and a large audience assembled.
The proposition affirmed by Braden was:

We giv our subscriber's name, because the issue is
direct, and we do not propose to be deceived into
harshly censuring any judicial officer. It must be
an easy matter to prove this, one way or the other,
and,
and Mr. Ward and Judge Sprott will greatly oblige
" WHEREAS, C. B. Reynolds, lest he encounter misinter.
if they will settle the question between them.
pretation on the part of a comparativly strange community,

Mr. Charlflsworth's Friend.

be made known through the Secular press to all Liberals
throughout the land."

The Kansas Trials.
We had no time last week to more than mention
that Messrs. Harman and Walker would be compelled to stand trial, the judge having overruled
their demurrer. It is not likely that the trial will
take place before the October term of court, and
perhaps not then, as we understand from a letter of
Mr. Harman's attorney to him that an appeal can be
taken on the decision on the demurrer, and the case
brought to the notice of the highest court in the
land.
Mr. Harman's own paper does not enlighten us
further, for he seems to know as little about when
he will get into the penitentiary as anyone. But
whether the matter is still further prolonged in its
preliminary stages, or the trial occurs at once, .the
defendants will need the s1m~ath1 and ai<l of (Ul

ignorant of Clark Braden's true character and ai!ecedents,
accepted such challenge, but upon his own propositions and
conditions; and,
" WHEREAS, Such discussion furnished to the witnessing
audience, through the personal conduct of the representativ
of Christianity, a J!lOSt appalling exhibition of the corrupting
influences of a dogmatic school ; while at the same time
bringing out the sterling qualities of C. B. Reynolds as a
propagator of Liberalism, by his manly and humane attitude
and his irresistible illustrativ logic in presenting the facts in
the case; so that in a local paper commonly accepted as an
organ of the church circles, it was admitted that " the discussion is making thousands of Infidels," and that the Christian denominations who had provoked the same should be
held responsible; be it
"Resol'Ded, That the lasting gratitude of the Walla Walla
Liberal Club-nay, of the Liberals of the United States-is
duo:! to C. B. Reynolds for the noble work accomplished by
him in the cause of humanity; and be it further
" Re&Q~'I/ed, 'fhl\t t]Ji~ e:ll;pression of aQknqw\ed~m,eut shall th~4' f:rie~ds,
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fifty thousand circulation. He further stated that Hobbes
said that" Infidelity is a leap in the dark;" that Webster
said that an Infidel was, so and so. I looked in Webster and
found that some pious scoundrel had interpolated in fine
print between t.he lines these words : "The Infidel writer
is a great enemy ro society" (Knox). He wound up by saying he wollld treat my epistle after the manner of the boy
who was kicked by the calf-he would not notice it. I
noticed, however, that it occupied his whole time. He said
he granted everyone the right to follow "Tom Paine" if
he chose. How kind he was! Don't you think so? About
every other word he said was, "Tom Paine," or "Ingeri(au~."
JoHN TRUEBLOOD.

JAsPER, Au., May 21, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR : The bill in Congress called the Sunday Rest
bill is worded as follows : "A bill to secure to the people the
enjoyment of tlle first day of the week,,commonly known as
the Lord's day, as a day of rest, and to promote its observance as a day of religious worship." Now, if this bill is
again agitated in Congress, is there a member of Congress
who has courage enough to amend it so as to read as follows :
"A bill to secure to the people the enjoyment of the first day
of the week, and let it alone there?"
What right has Congress to leg\slate in the interest of religADRIAN, MIOH., May 21, 1889.
ion as against individual liberty? Every individual has a
Mn. Enrron : Allow me to speak of a volume now issued
natural right to exercise all his natural powers and functions
by the analytical author, John R. Kelso, "The Universe
when they do not injure the majority's similar rights.
Analyzed." I hav a profound respect of its merits. EvoluJ. K. DEARTH.
.
tion is scientifically explained. The author has made plain
propagation and growth. It is easily read, and to an unFnA.NKLIN, Mo., May 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not time to say much, but will say I biased mind would seem conclusiv. His scheme of the ele· am more than pleased with the way you conduct your valu- ments that go to make up the universe. is reasonable and
able paper, and, like a great many others, I express my scientific. I would commend it to all-to Liberals and
thanks for having such an organ in this priest-ridden land, Spiritualists, and it is the best of works for the orthodox
and hope all people who love their fellow. man will giv you a consideration. It will awaken new ideas. The author has
helping hand. I see considerable talk about the Secular truly analyzed the working of nature and exploded the Bible
Union. Now, I, for one, would say the Secular Union has plan of creation. You sky-pilot fraternity, if you will prove
got in its Demands all it ought to hav. I think all the people a God that can demonstrate the weight of a two-inch augerof this country hav got to do is to keep the monster, Church, hole of any depth, build a tree around a knot-hole, or build a
from getting a controling interest in the state. Tho Christian sawbuck or construct a clothes-pin out of nothing, I will
religion is so insignificant in itself, when it hae to stand upon enlist in tQe Salvation Army" during the war." If you will
its own merits, that it is more than pusillanimous, and all prove. that there is or ever was a God tba.t could bring into
that any man need care for, that has a desire for the complete being one atom of the matter that constitutes the universeannihilation of the whole Christian system, is freedom to that matter which science tells us is indestructible and uncreatable, and must hav existed forever-then I will cheerexpress his thoughts in the way that seems to him best.
There is just one thing more I would like to say to the fully take the orthodox medicin for sinners doled out by
Liberals of this couvtry, and that is, wherever each may that God and promulgated by his anointed and resignedly
be, however isolated, as I am at the present time, let him use abide with the devil, their chief of staff, through eternity,
his influence to break down the artificial distinctions that and eulogize his Godship, and his able lieutenant, Old Splitpriestcraft and kingcraft hav raised in mankind. He will hoof, with his spear tail and horned cranium, and shout
find he has done his whole duty. We need hav no fears of their praises though choked by sulphurous fumes emanating
the final result of priestcraft in this country if it remains from the pit of dark despair, and deem it a mercy of omnip.
0. 8. BARRETT.
free,- and in order to keep it free we must work to prevent, otence.
as far as possible, by legislation, people from becoming very
LITTLE ELK, OnE., May 15, 1889.
rich or very poor. You cannot domineer over a man that is
MR. EDITOR: As the country is becoming somewhat aginot poor or ignorant.
WILLIAM H. CoMPTON.
tated on the subject of revealed religion, as to its truth or
fallacy, a few words from this secluded place might not be
OLD RIPLEY, ILL., May 19, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: The churches are dying hard. I feel some- out of order and might interest some that don't know of
times that I would like to withdraw to some place where a such a place. I tell you that people are waking up to invesBible, priest, or preacher had never corrupted society; and tigate matters that hav been heretofore taken as facts without
yet when I hav a controversy and note what vague and weak proper investigation. A great many persons are entirely or
excuses the church adherents and Bible believers make for in part ignoring the Old Testament, but still holding that
their God, I take courage and think they 'must be ashamed the New is genuin and inspired of God. This is strange, as
when they come to reflect. I like to go to town or get on a Christ said not one jot, one tittle, should pass from the law
train and get afoul of a deacon, elder, or preacher, get a till all be fulfilled, thereby acknowledging that the law was
crowd around us, and see him squirm and try to get away. binding even on him, and his acts must conform to the law.
If all our Liberal friends were thus in earnest and thus How then could he and disciples go into a man's corn on the
courageous, orthodoxy would soon get ashamed of its thread- Sabbath day and pluck and eat the corn like a pack of swine
bare arguments, and the church would be obliged to open rather than reasonable men, and yet be blameless? What
her doors to the teachers of the only true religion, science, right coUld they hav more than others to appropriate private
and superstition would find no adherents. The Bible would property to public use, at the same time teaching the people
be treated as a fable, as it should be; Christianity convicted to observe the law? He also makes acknowledgment that he
of its sin against humanity, and mankind would return to is subject to the l~w. He says to his disciple: Go cast a line
the true worship of humanity instead of living off the credu- into the water; open the mouth of the fish that is caught;
you will find two pieces of silver; that giv for you and me.
lity of one another-thus inaugurating the millennium.
The ruling classes are making a desperate effort to fasten Was it necessary to observe the law in ·one case and not in
the shackles of superstition on liberty to mold the mind of the other ? It certainly should be as binding in one case as
every child in hypocrisy, but I hope, by the grace of our in.the other. Orthodox will urge that the earth is the Lord's
Almighty Ingersoll, growth for the love of liberty and the and the fulness thereof and that he could do as he pleased,
comfortable communion of the Haly Secular Union, here and but the law of consistency should apply in all cases
alike. In our day cases of trespass would be punished by
hereafter, henceforth and forever. Amen.
law. Even if a boy should go into a neighboring melonYour sincere friend in Liberty's cause,
patch on a week.day he would be considered culpable, but
Ex-REv. JosE~H N. MAXEY.
to go on the Sabbath would be an outrage. Z. S. DERRIOK..
MoNTE VIsTA, CoL., May 20, 289.
Mn. EDITOR: The Rev. Mr. Brooks, of this place-a
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., May 18, 1889.
Campbellite ranter-had something to say of Thomas Paine.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Barrett thinks money issued by individ1 addressed an epistle to him, and inclosed the first two uals to circulate at what it would fetch-the program of Anleaves of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing the cartoon where archists-would not do, because any man could repudiate
the priestly drones had dug up the coffin of Paine, and were another man's money or his own. Much the same argument
stabbing their inquisitorial butcher-knives into the same. is used by the author of the article on Scientific Anarchism
They also contained Professor Huxley's article, etc. Among in the March number of the Political Science Qua;rterly. He
other things, I wrote the following: "My dear sir, I am in- says the mutual banks of Proudhon and his school would be
formed that on the last pagan Sunday night you dug up the like the " wildcat" state banks before the smash-up of 1857.
corpse of the illustrious Thomas Paine and attacked his It seems to me that these writers do not understand their
clothes. Whether this is true, I know not, and I had hoped own proposition. What is meant by repudiating? To rethat the people had so far evoluted from savagery as to do pudiate repreeentativ currency or promissory notes is to
justice even to the dead; but this I know: such conduct is refuse to giv real value for them. Now, a man who dealt so
characteristic of paradise-conductors. Giv us logic and with his notes would soon be out of the market. Whether
common sense. Refute Mr. Paine's arguments if yciu can; do he wollid giv real value for another man's notes or not
not attack his clothes. The people who sit in your pews would depend on his opinion of the maker. The result of
understand logic when it is given, and are fully up to, and good banking therefore would be that good notes would dissometimes far above, in intellectual caliber, the man who place bad and become the only currency. The trouble with
addresses them from the pulpit," etc.
the wildcat banks was that they were required by law to
Well, I slipped in to hear bini rant the next Sunday night, redeem not in value but in specie, a particular form of value.
and you ought to hav heard him bray. About two hundred Very much the same is the trouble with the representativ
pairs of eyes were focused upon me. Whether they were money issued by governments. It is all alleged to be refascinated by my comeliness I do not know. He said he did deemable in the precious metals, and its value depends on
. not think the author of the epistle was a gentleman, because the probability that it will be redeemed, which is less in the
he had written over a nom de plume. He th,en pitched into case of governments than in that of good individuals, as
THE TRUTH BEEKER in the ranter's usual style. He held the shown by the depreciation of Russian, Austrian, and Amertwo leaves up to the gaze of the audience, but kept the car- ican government -paper, while good men's paper is cash the
toon next to his holy body. He said that was the size of the world over. It is, indeed, possible for a government to issue
paper. Any fool .knew better, however, for one article did a paper currency which is not alleged to be redeemable in
not end with the last sheet. He said it had a circulation of specie. Such a. currency would depend for its value wholly
fourteen thousand, and did not contain a single advertisment on its volume, and the temptation to inflate it beyond the
(that night I counted eighty-four advertisments in it, how- limits of po6sible redemption in anything is far stronger in
~ver), _and ~hat even Infidels themselvs would not ·patronize the case of a government than an individual, for the individ.
lt, While his S~9t P,v,d al}out tifty papeTs, 0~1\l of -WhiQh .had. ua.Lhas somethin~ to lose by person~l msolvency, w.£H!l ~he

persons who compose an administration hav nothing to lose
by national insolvency. Why government should lend money
at one per cent or anything per cent I am at a loss to imagin.
Interest springs from the power which the law confers upon
those who are called proprietors to withhold what is termed
their property from use. If there were no law to confer this
power-under the system of Anarchy, that is-no one could
exact a consideration for the use of anything. C. L. JAMES.
SoNOMA, CAL., May 20, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: A neighbor of mine is a reader of your paper, and he has asked me to write you of my opinions, as he
is one of your converts, and I am a Ohristian. Yes, I say
that I am a Christian, and a true one-not a Protestant, nor
a Oatholic, but a follower of Jesus Christ. Catholics are not
Christians, but the Bible calls them the Babylonians, that is,
Oatholics and Protestants together (Rev. xvii; ·xviii). The
Catholic church is " the Mother of Harlots " (Rev. xvii, 5).
Hence, if she is a mother, she must huv children; and those
children must be harlots ·also; and the Protestants must be
her children. And therefore the Bible calls them all one
"beast" (Rev. xiii, 1, 2; Dan. vii, 7, 8). And we say therefore that they are not the followers of Jesus Christ. If you
read the Bible with care you will find that the Bible teaches
a different kind of a doctrin from what these Babylonians are
teaching. Christ hath but one way. Paul in Ephesians iv
tells that "there is one body, and one spirit, even as ye
are called in one hope of your calling: one Lord, one faith,
one baptism : one God and father of all who is above all and
through all and in you all." So you see, Mr. Editor, that
his !foctrin is not multiform and contradictory; but, " there
must be no division among you" (1 Cor. i, 10-13; xi, 18, 19 ;
xii, 25-27; 2 Cor. xiii, 11). The Lord himself has told that
such things. were to come. . See Matt. xxiv : "Iniquity shall
abound : the love of many shall wax cold." " Many false
prophets shall arise to deceive." Read also 2 Thess. ii, 3-11,
and 1 Tim. iv, 1-3; 2 Tim. iii, 1-9; iv, 1-4. These and
many other texts in the Bible show that they knew of such
things, to come on the earth, in the olden days : " Time will
come when they will not endure sound doctrin, but after
their own lusts shall they heap to themselvs teachers having
itching ears." Ye3, these leaders are to hav a "form of
godliness," "creep into houses, lead captiv silly women."
"They are ever learning, but never able to come to the
knowledge of the truth."
Well, these few words hav I written to you as an intraduction only, so that if you think me worthy to write more
I will do so, on any subject of Bible doctrin. I am not
ashamed of my doctrin. Nor am I ignorant, as you may find
out hereafter, if I am permitted to write for your readers.
With respect to all, I subscribe myself,
.
J. A. STROMBERG.
CARIBou, ME., May 12, 289.
Mn. EDITOR: While I lived in Fort Fairjj.eld last winter,
that town passed through the most fiery ordeal and almost
deadly confl.ict that it has experienced for many long years !
It was in the form of a great religious revival and excitement-though not reformation, for there was but very little
of that article present. My wife went to the meeting a dozen
times or more, and brought home to me reports of speeches
so silly, nonsent~ical, and disgusting that I decided not to go
near them at all, and I did not. But I frequently stood upon
the ramparts of the fort and listened to the theological ar.
tillery below, together with the smaller arms of young ladies
and gentlemen and boys and girls who thought they were
doing big business, talking to the aristocracy of the air, the
hobgoblins of the clouds, and the phantoms of the skies.
And how disgusting it was! And one was about as sensible
as the other, and no more so.
One of their prominent men, who delights in the term
"Infidel," told the clergy last winter that he would giv them
a thousand dollars if they would convince him that the orthodox God was the genuin, true, and living God, that Jesus
Christ is the only-begotten son of God, and that the Bible is
the ever.existing and unchangeable word of God. At last
accounts, however, those gentlemen of the cloth had not
attempted the accomplishment of such a mentally laborious
job as that would hav probably been. The clergy are physically weak, and mentally not very strong, so I suppose they
happened to know better than to undertake the performance
of such a piece of work.
I told my wife that if that town passed through such an
ordeal as that without somebody being sent to the insane
asylum, I should be mistaken. And so it proved. One of
the strongest-minded men in town (to all appearance) became insane upon the idea that he and his family were to be
forever shut out from the endless felicities of heaven's eternal joys. That man is now in the insane asylum at Augusta.
A very illiterate woman, also, became excited in the meeting,
and then became sick, and then when their buildings were
burnt that upset her completely. She is now in the insane
asylum too.
And that is about all that great excitement amounted to,
only that at their town meeting they elected a good, solid,
sound, sensible, and intelligent Infidel supervisor of schools,
as against the Christian candidate who was put forward on
the ground that he had beep. talking in meeting. So· the
town of Fort Fairfield has kept its reputation good, and has
not become so idiotic as I was afraid it would when that revival commenced.
I told them there was not theological force enough in town
to convert me, and I can truly say, with Brother William
Williams, that I hate the very name of religion. I love the
name of Colonel Ingersoll to-day better than I ever did that
of Jesus Christ. W. 8. and "74" are writing some first.rate
articles. I read lots of excellent "Letters from Friends." I
hav loaned five Infidel books to a neighbor. Nature speed
the day when theology will pass, and common sense take its
place,
Very res.pectfully!
~- H. GlLMAN,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 8, 1.889.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., May 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It has been quite a long time since I felt
impelled to drop you a line. Although not on your lists any
more as a regular subscriber, I never fail to purchase a copy
every week, and every column, from the first page to the
last, is interesting.
· ·
I am, perhaps, most interested in the discussion going on
be~ween Spiritualists and Materialists.
From my stand..
pomt~ the former hav t_he best of the argument. Maybe
. that IS because. I ":ant It that way. It is surprising how
much this wantmg .It our way has to do with our opinions.
It seems even to hav thrown our beloved champion of free
speech, Colonel Ingersoll, off his base, when he made that
dogmatic assertion for which Dr. Severance gave him such a
severe rap over the knuckles. Surely the term Agnostic has
not already evoluted so much as to hay become obsolete in
the colonel's vocabulary. The fair Juliet hit so hard, a
couple of the colonel's doughty yeomen rushed instantly 'to
the resc~e, only to be placed hors de combat in a twinkling,
and thus pay dearly for their temerity. Is it possible that
there can be an Agnostic or Materialist in the land who can
not see that the position taken by Dr. Severance is impregnable, and that Colonel Ingersoll has made a serious blunder
and which is calculated to indicate that he, too, is not wha~
he professes, or else is affected by his prejudices, and .somewhat highly tinctured with dogmatism or bigotry, or some
other of those detestable influences or complaints which
Materialists profess to abhor when manifested by their opponents? Now that the great Ingersoll has been fairly caught
napping, wouldn't it be a good idea for the Materialist to giv·
up his favorit weapon of warfare? Who knows but that the
colonel made the blunder just to let people see that there is
nothing supernatural about him? I may be miRtaken, but it
seems to me that this is the only way the colonel can get o•.tt
of the scrape, just to acknowledge the mistake and to say
that there is nothing any more supernatural about him than
there is about other people-that he who does not believe in
ghosts is just as liable to be mistaken as he who does, because all natural people make mistakes; the other kind don't.
Now, there is that word," ghost." Perhaps some one can
tell how that word first came to be used-why it was made.
Suppose a mari without the faculties of speech and hearing,
and also without knowledge of the fact that others speak
and hear, can you imagin anything that would suggest the
use of those two words, "speech," "hearing?" Having no
use for the words, would he manufacture and apply them to
something he knew nothing of, and yet hav them properly
applied, and they be properly descriptiv of this something
about which he.knew nothing?
R. M. RoBINSON.

of cases we are able to trace these dr~ams to their causes,
but often the clue is lost and forgotten.
. No, I _do not think Spiritualists, as a class, are " lacking
I~ veracity or clearness of. judgment," nor do I think Christians, Mohammedans, or Jews lacking in these qualities.
Heredity, education, and environment make us what we are.
·Some minds are impressed by one class-of occurrences ideas
and experiences, and some·by another. No twobelie~e alik~
in all things demonstr&ble, and because !object to something
thee believe~. is no proof that I am at all superior in judgment or ability, but merely that we view from different
standpoints, because of our different individualities and experiences. We are the outcome of ·all the past and soon we
shall be a part of that past, and our children will take our
places, and they in turn will pass away leaving fruit for the
future.
·
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LEIOHHARDT, SYDNEY, N. 8. W., March 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Being one of those who are marching in the
ranks of freedom's cause, I suddenly seize the idea of penning to you the condition of Freethought in the Australasian
colonies. As I am at present in New South Wales, I shall
commence with a brief account of the Secularistic cause
here. The lecturer W. W. Collins is doing good work, although at present under difficulties owing to the despotism
of the New South Wales premier, Sir Henry Parkes, who
issued an edict to the detriment of Sunday night lecturers
who were using theaters for their anti-theological discourses.
Notwithstanding this tyrannical barrier, Freethought is
spreading with astonishing rapidity. Sunday in Sydney is
devoted to excursions, exhibitions of aquarili., music, Sunday afternoon concerts. At night the theaters are open and
splendid programs of concert given, also a good Freethought
Thon bnt the apples, long, long, long a-growing,
lecture ; all being well patronized. It has been estimated
The fruit of all the old ripening to-day in thee.
tha: f_u!ly ~fty thousand people avail themselvs of Sunday
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
festivities m Sydney. The number of Freethinkers in New
South Wales is enormous. Having traveled the provinces
DETROIT, MIOH., May 20, 1889.
.
'
We t~us~ that those Liberals who think that the time is past when VISitmg siXty-seven towns and numerous mining centers, I
Cbrlsttan1ty needs to be shown up, and that the period has arrived hav found skepticism rampant and a great deal of republiCwhen we can afford to let evolution do its perfect work, unassisted anism. There are two Freethought organs here-the Liberby attacks upon the Bible and aggressiv warfare nuon.the churches ator, edited by Mr. Joseph sy·mes, of Melbourne, Victoria,
will change their minds after reading this issue of TB;E TnuT~
an~ the Freedom, by Mr. W. W. Collins, of this city, both
BEEIER (TnuTn BEEKER, May 18, 188g).
MR. EDITOR: The above editorial and the reading of THE ~mog very fairly. Democracy is very strong and the workTRuT:.:r BEEKER of same date giv.most ample and unequivo- rng ·classes hav tremendous power in their respectiv trade
cal evidence that the Editor and ninety.nine hundredths of the councils. The Sydney Bulletin, a weekly Republican jourreaders and writers of all Liberal papers are blind leaders of nal of very great circulation, and the Australian Star an
the blind in the one great object they all hav in view. They evening paper, are the favorit periodicals of the working
are certainly blind to the most simple truth that every right class. We hav other newspapers, but they pander too much
that any human being can desire rests upon the untrammeled to imperialism and are the aristocrats' favorit organe. Reliberty of all to their life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness. cently a debate exciting much curiosity took place at the
The. Liberals are making the self-same mistakes that are Temperance Hall between Mr. W. W. Collins and a Mr.
made by Socialists, .Communists, and Anarchists. They all Isaac Selby, an ex-Freethinker and lecturer who has by some
believe that this is a free country; that the people of this mysterious miracle (which he cannot explain) found there is
country hav for the past one hundred years enjoyed, and do a God. l::lo on the strength of his diBcovery he challenged
now enjoy, the rights that were claimed in the Declaration of Mr. Collins to a two nights' debate, and after Mr. Selby's
Independence as the inalienable right given by birth to every rambling, stupid assertions on behalf of God, Mr. Collins
person born. This is !I fatal delusion. For not one rose and utterly crushed his opponent. On the second night
shadow of liberty has eyer. yet been enjoyed by the people Mr. Selby was so disgracefully beaten that he had not a vesof this nation, and not one ever will be enjoyed unless the tige of defense left except exhorting people to believe in a
people's eyes are opened to the truth that by the adoption of God. It is rumored that Mr. Collins meets a Rev. Mr.
the Constitution of the United States, giving power- to Con- Buth6rland shortly in debate. The Secular association ocgress to tax the people, to declare war, and punish crime, cupy a large building called Tattersalls Chambers. In the
every iota. of the liberty the people had fought for and had same is a lecture-room capable of holding about five hunwon was at once blotted out. My friend C. L. James, of dred persons. Sydney is by far the most Liberal of AustraEa.u Claire, Wis., in THE TRUTH BEEKER of May 4th, says: lian cities. You will scarcely believe it when I state I hav
"Mr. J. H .. Wood's letter in reply to me shows clearly that seen thirteen hundred people in one mass listening to a Freehe is ' almost persuaded' to be an Anarchist. He believes in thought lecturer in one of our principal city squares. In
SNOWVILLE, VA., }:lay 25, 289.
no taxes. So do I. But he wants government to issue all the New South Wales legislativ assembly are two FreeToN. A. PrOKENS, M.D.: In reply to thine of May 25th I the money. Why would it not be simpler, cheaper, and bet- thinkers, ~r. H. Copeland and Mr. Thomas Walker, also
would say I am ready and willing to" reason together," and ter, for every individual to issue his own money, to circulate several radiCals, and numbers with Rational proclivities.
will guarantee " good feeling " so far as I am concerned.
at actual value, as ascertained by free competition?" I The excitement of the general elections has subdued, each
I would rejoice to know I could liv on a. few hundred or answer, simply because such a. system would be Anarchism side being satisfied at the result. Protection is marching
thousand years yet to come, and still be myself. Of course, run crazy, and endless nuisance, as no one would ever know ahead splendidly. The free trade party only hav a majority
I would want to be sure the coming years would be whether what he had, called money, was worth a. mill or not. of five out of one hundred and thirty-four members. The
as the past ha.v been; that is, that they would contain a full We want one money, not fifty millions of individual irrespon- parsons and their dreary-faced followers hav been trying to
average of sunshine, peace, love, and happiness. Not per- sible promises or debts to hunt up and collect. I ha.v lived close all places of amusements on Sunday, but they were
fect bliss unsha.dowed by pain, want, or sorrow. for that is through many years of that kind of currency and hav had hopelessly beaten. The moderator. of the Presbyterian
an impossible condition, but that each coming 'year should pl_enty. But Mr. James is greatly out in saying that I am in church asserts that the majority of the Sydn~y population
be as each past one has been for me, a. little more full, com- the least inclined to be an Anarchist. And more, Mr. James. are raised on the milk of Secularism and that the place is
plete, and satisfactory than any preceding one. Only this does not know that he and all other Ana.rchis.ts believe that becoming a. pandemonium, or something to that effect. On
could make continual life really desirable.
they now enjoy the inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the Sundays open-air Freethought meetings are held in the doBut our wishes· will not create a future or deprive us of it. pursuit of happiness in common with all of the people of main, and are well attended. Newcastle, the coal city, some
What is to be is inevitable, and we shall be compelled to ac- this country, and finding in despite of these rights all of the sixty miles north, has a. Secular association and a. number of
cept it.
evils of poverty, slavery, war, vice, crime, and misery which Freethinkers. Republicanism is rampant, and is showing
Truth is always preferable to error, and I am seeking truth affiict all other nations on earth, they conclude that they can itself everywhere, even to the abolition of the queen's head
in all these reasonings. If thee has a. truth which I hav not, improve upon the Declaration of Independence by substitut- on our stamps.· Riots ha.v taken place, some two years back,
I will be glad and grateful to receive it. I ha.v no idea what ing a. visionary condition which no one can daecribe so that in which Republicanism mustered strongly and broke up the
evidence I would need to convince me of eternal_Iife. But I the general public can understand it. And the same is true royalist meetings at last. The military had to be called out
am always open to conviction.
of the Socialist, Communist, and all other seekers after better and even then they broke the ranks at the exhibition and
As to Lulu Hurst, I ha.v read all I could about her ''won- conditions; and the same, I am sorry to say ,.is too true of all rushed on the platform. Lady Carrington caused tLe disderful powers," both in press and private correspondence, Liberals and Spiritualists. They accept the Oonstitution of turbance to stop-more through respect to a woman than to
but I am not at all sure she can move heavy pieces of furni- the United States as protecting the people in the inalienable her position. In the. neighboring colonies Free thought is
ture by simply laying her hand on the top. If site does, it rights according to the Declaration of Independence-which spreading fast; in Melbourne especially, where Mr. Joseph
may be through electrical conditions which are stronger in is another mistake and fatal to all hope of better conditions. Symes seeks the suffra..ges of the electors of Collingwood in
Open-air Freeher than in tbe average human being. We know' there ha.v The persecutions in three countries by Christians referred to the forthcoming parliamentary election.
thought lectures are rendered on the Queen's wharf on Sunbeen men who could read a. newspaper just· once over and by the Editor, are all by people who are suffering the penalties
day afternoons, and in. a. large tent at Victoria Parade at
repeat the contents word for word, memory being thus ab- of the same delusion as Freethinkers. It is the enslaving
night. Mr. Symes is being continually persecuted by the
normally developed. Some are somnambulic and some power wrongfully delegated to Congress and to legislatures
bigots of Melbourne. He was fined £50 some two weeks
hypnotic. We are only beginners at the great school of nat. that oppresses all classes and conditions of the people, who
back at the Fitzroy court for erecting a. tent and not consultural science. ·We see effects, but must wait for the knowl- are differently affected as their education and beliefs are difing the board of health-Mr. Symes being ignorant of such
ferent. All are enslaved. All ask for liberty. But as all
edge of causes.
a. by-law. However, he appealed to the district court and
"I deny taking "for granted aU that has been said of the are blind to the fact that they are enslaved, and believe that
got his appeal, so he gained a. victory over bis persecutors.
enemies of Spiritualism." I hav tried to hear all sides and our government is in_ accord with the declaration of their
The tent is always crowded, as are also numerous lectures
inalienable rights, they each turn upon the other as arbitrasee all sides, and get at the real truth.
on the wharf. Queensland Freethought is progressing
If fifteen millions of Spiritualists are any proof of the ism rily encroaching upon their inalienable rights. Liberty will
favorably. Mr. Wallace Nelson, a regular fly blister for the
being true, how about all the millions who ha.v believed in never come from any such methods. The Liberals ought to
clergy, lectures at the Gaiety Theater on Sunday evenings to
be the first to see the light. They do in many things believe
all other religions and mythologies ?
good audiences. ~Ir. Nelson has juet demolished a reverent'
I do not deny that there are strange things, unexplained in cause to effect. But in this case they never seem to see
antagonist named Rev. Mr. Watts. Mr. Nelson occasionally
things, and real things, all the while occurring, that seem to any way but to climb over the dead body of sectarianism.
tours Queen8land, and always meets with great success.
point to the existence of a something that continues after Now, no man or woman can need to feel a greater wish ·or
South Australian Freethoug-ht is just fair. Having no man
death. I am compelled to believe many of the stories of will for the destruction of all sectarian religion than I do,
of ability to rouse them into action, the Freethinkers ha.v
phenomena.. But the causes are beyond my ken. I hav but war will never overcome superstition and fanaticism.
sunk into a. state of lethargy. · Tasmania's lecturer, Mr.
studied the subject carefully ever since the advent of the Giv liberty to ail, and all sects will die out. They are born
Downes, tours through the Isle of the South and meets with
Rochester rappings, and ha.v taken from one to six Spiritual of oppression and wrong. They liv and thrive by strife and
·fair success-and considerable difficulties, but still he perpapers regularly, .but I ha.v never found proof that death contention, just as do all other evils. We can overcome evil
severes in the glorious cause. At New Zealand, especially
only by placing good in its place. Everybody ought to read
does not end eur identity.
at Auckland and Dunedin, Freethought is very fair, most
I ha.v lived over sixty years, and never had any experience and think upon the declaration that all persons are by their
notably at the latter place. The Freethinkers are dreadfully
birth endowed with the inalienable right to life, liberty, and
that was not simple and natural and easily understood.
annoyed at Mr. Robert Stout accepting a. knighthood. They
There are no doubt truths underlying the philosophy of the pursuit of happiness. And all should demand with one are of opinion it is very wrong in such an institution as SecSpiritualism, Theosophy, and all other kinds of occultism. voice that our government shall be so reformed as to conform ularism. Everything predicts a. glorious future in the sunny
But I believe they are all in us, and ha.v no connection with to that declaration. Do not let us fool our lives away trying south. Ingersoll's name is mentioned always with tender
to correct others by law. Law has always been the coward's
a. life to come.
respect. They recognize in him a. champion of great ability.
I ha.v no idea what clue led Mr. Church to think thee was best weapon~ It must be destroyed before there can be Best wishes to all American Freethinkers.
in Ensena.da.. But perhaps there was one, and he failed to peace on earth. So long as we are deluded with the belief
SrDNEr L. BRouf,m,
:tl:\W Uberty -we sha.U :P.ever be fre~. J.. H. WooD.
realize it1
dr!liJ.!» )lla.ny cu~iou~ (lfOII.ffi~; i!/- a majority tb.~~
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tihildrtn' s ·g[t~rntr.
Bdlted by MISs SusAN H. Wrxol!l, Fall
Ri11er, .Ma88., to tllhom all OommunicaUon8for
hi& Oorner skuuld ~ 88nt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupation!
Tha~ is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

The Red Rose at the Window.
Once a pretty song of rhyming
Oame tome,
With an eager, airY chiming
Like the sea ;
Morning bells, ocean spells.
Evening tales, spicy galee,
Mother songs, naught of wrongs;
All of tbe•e and something more
From a dim and dreamY shore,
While a lark sang overhead
As I slept below in bed,
And a red rose sill: bed at the ~indow.
Wand'rin!l' there among the flowers
Glad and gay,
Thinking not of falling showers
On my way;
MelodY soothing me,
Sweetest bird ever heard
In tbe leaves ·neath the eaves :
And I wak~d and walked abroad,
Where the vi'lets deck the sod,
And I lost my threads of song,
For the morn was fair and long
While the red rose called from the window.
Sweet the prairie meadows glistened
In the sun,
And the birds sang, or theY listened,
Every one;
Happy wrens in the glens;
Azure b•lls down the dells;
Fields of wheat for my fee~.
And though my spirit sighed
For the song that C"-me and died,
I was gladder on the plain,
And the ros~s ill the rain
Whispered, "'Tis true," at the window.
And that bright rose at the window
H!>d been born
Where the zephyrs and the wind go
Through the corn,
Free and wild as a cbild;
Saw the rills seek the mills;
Kissed the breeze from the seas,
And the blushes on bAr cheeks
Yet reveal the joy of weeks;
While •he mi~•ed her silver threads
For her mornings on the meafls,
'Tis her dream of dreams at the window.
Clearwater, Neb.
MARY BAIRD PINCH.

Language of Animals.
I am sure that animals hav a language by
which they communicate among themselvs.
I believe that power of expression in animals
aT1.d birds exists in proJ)ortion to th~ir mental
power. Man has large power of expression
because he, of all animals, has the largest
power of thought.
I hav heard mother hens and turkeys say
in language which the young turkeys and
chickens understood instantly and without
mistake, "A hawk, a hawk!'' or, "A snake,
a snake I" Another expression just as well
understood is, "Come, here is a worm I"
Also, "It is time to go to roost I" I hav
heard a mother hor~e say to her colt in horse
dialect which the colt under8tood, "Look
out for that dog I" I hav heard a colt say to
a dozen colts, "I am thirsty-let's go and
take a drink I" and the others respond, "All
right!" and suiting the action to the word,
start off at once in line for the water tank
half a mile off. I hav often heard one colt
say to the others, "T.b.ere comes a strange
horse, let's go and hav some fun with him!"
and they would all start off to hav some fun
with the stranger. I hav noticed, also, that a
young colt a day old will understand every
word the old mare says to it.
If she says, "snake," it will leap from it
instantly; if "dog," it will run to its mother
and keep a sharp lookout from behind the
safe breastwork of its mother's body.
I hav noticed among cattle expressions of
pity, fear, alarm, and caution. I hav seen
the herd gather about a sick animal and try
to lift it to its feet by their horns, as carefully as a nurse would raise up a sick patient
in bed.
I hav seen tears of pity roll from the great
beautiful eyes of the cattle when one of their
number cried out in distress. The whole herd
would run from all directions to the suffering
animal and gaze at it with expressions of
sympathy, anxiety, and alarm, quite as intense as I ever saw expressed in human couo.
tenances. I hav heard both cattle and horses
say to their associates, "Come, I hav found
a gap in the fence I come on I" and all understood and acted accordingly. I hav seen a
herd of fifty cows and heifers gather about a
new calf, with as much interest, and apparrently comment on its appeara~ce, as intelli-
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gently as women and girls gather around and
comment upon a new baby~ They seem to
say, "How like its father or mother it is I
What a big fat calf it is! Bee its great,
brown eyes!" and like expressions, which
human beings use on similar occasions. ,
I hav known Old Gray to slip her halter at
night, open a slide in the spout from the oat
bin, let out what oats she wanted, eat them,
and go back into her stall, and look guilty of
stealing in the morning.
I hav seen her often open a slide-gate fourteen feet long, composed of five fence boards,
by shoving it endwise sufficiently to get
through, with her teeth, and then turn round
and say to the other horses and colts in the
pasture, "I hav opened the gate, come on I"
and all would understand and get into the
corn together. When caught in the mischief,
Old Gray would make all sorts of excuses.
with her eyes and ears, in horse language.
exactly as boys and girls do in human language when they are caught in mischief.
I hav a very knowing Hambletonian colt,
who likes mischief as well as Peck's " Bad
Boy." We named him Hermes because of
his tendency to mischief, and because he waP
swift of foot, though he had no "winged san.
dais " on his feet like the old Greek god by
that name. He learned to untie his halter,
take off a rope-fastening from a gate, help himself to oats, and to do many other mischievous
tricks before he was two years old: He will
deliberately put his foot in !1-hole in a bridge
to see how deep it is, and just for the fun of
the thing. He would see some person eating
an apple, candy, or something else, and always
act as if his mouth watered for a taste just
like a boy. We began to offer him a bite,
and he seemed delighted, and learned to eat
everything that boys will eat-apples, bread
and butter, sugar, candy-and to drink milk.
And nothing suits him better than to get half
a pailful of sweet milk. He is a very spirited
animal, but when we hitched him to a cart for
the first time, though he was afraid of the
harness and the confinement, we assured him
it was all right, and he seemed to know and
believe what we said to him, though he does
not understand English as well as horse language-not quite-but is learning rapidly.
He is two years old, of the finest Hambletonian blood; a coat as fine as silk, a beautiful dark chestnut color; fifteen hands and a
half high, and ideally perfect in form, with a
face and eye as intelligent in expres8ion almost as a human being. I always speak to
him as if he understood me, and I believe he
does measurably. If there is another life, I
hope horses as well as men and women will
be partakers of it. I think they must reflect
a little at times-that they feel and reason
much more than is generally supposed. If I
W!I>B in God's place, I should -giv eternal life
to such horses as Hermes. A._ J. GROVER.
[We trust our boys and girls will always be
kind and gentle toward the animals; whose
intelligence and reasoning faculties are so
well depicted by our friend. We can learn
much from our dumb friends by studying
their habits, attachments to those who care
for them, and their love for music, etc.ED. C. C.]

~------~~-------

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
A little girl was eating green corn by gnawing it from the cob, when her teeth got entangled with a corn-silk. " 0 dear!" she said,
impatiently. "!wish when they getthecorn
made they would pull out the basting threads."
A child who had just managed her catechism confessed herself disappointed, "because," she said, "though I obey the Fifth
Commandment and honor my papa and
mamma, yet my days are not a bit longer in
the land, because I'm still put to bed at seven
o'clock."
Mrs. B. (calling, takes Emma, aged four,
on her knee): "Emma, I want to tell you
about my baby Willie. He is only ten
months old, and this morning he dashed his
bottle on the floor and broke it all to pieces.
What do you think of a fit of temper like
that?" Emma : " I don't know anything
about it. I never was a bottle baby."
A little boy had some young ducks for
pets, but the ditch near the house had no
water in it, and he had to giv them water in
a pan to see them swim. His mother notieing a rain coming one day looked for him,
and when she found him, said: " Come in,
Alvin; don't you know it's going to rain?"
" Course I does. I aaked the Lord to make
it rain, and full up the ditch so my ducks can
swim."
Several years since an EpiscOp!!>l minister
of this city was called to a charge in Plainfield, N. J. 1 ot which a superannq~ted Qler~y-

man was rector emeritus. One afternoon the WILL THE COlU:NG !LiN WORSHIP GOD1
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
old rector visited the Bunday-IIChool, and
Price,
.
•
• 10 cents.
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if any of you little boys or girls would like
to ask any question on the scripture I will be A SUMMARY OF .EVI.D.ENOE.
happy to answer it." Up went a little hand.
BY OA!'r. R. 0, ADAMS.
"Well, sissie, what is it?" said the rector.
" One of the cheapest and best books on the sub"If the angels hav wings, why did they walk
ject."
up and down on Jacob's ladder?" asked little
Paper, 111 cents.
Tot. This proved a puzzler to the aged reetor, but he extricated himself very nicely by
remarking: "Now, perhaps some other litThe Belfast Address.
tle boy or girl can giv an answer to that queStion." Up went another little hand. "Well,
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
sonnie, why was it?" asked the rector.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Arti"'Cause they was a-moulting," replied the
cles on Prayer.
boy.
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lfoetrg.
Jesus Christ.
'Tis writ " be bad not where to lay his bead;"
A homeless tramp, by vagrant fanoy led i
Drumming up deadbeats, needy cranks, and bums,
Still making each and all his wslcome chums.
A wizard of the times, be showed them tricks
Ontdoing Mose' or Aaron's biggest licks;
Or yet the tri•kY Pucks of modern days,
Who greet their dupes in Spiritistic phrase;
Plying their art in necromantic gloom,
Back in the shadows of a. darkened room.
He beat them all: Bight in the public walks
The blind man looks to see, the dumb man talks,
The lame leap up, pa.ok up their duds, and start,
Asking no odds of back or drayman 's cart.
A le~:ion of foul fiends from out one man
Bush madly forth, a.s demons only can,
·And seeking refuge in a. herd of swine,
They perish, snorting, in old ooea.n's brine.
A dame, diseased and poor, puts forth her band,
And she i~ cured forthwith a.t his command.
A ruler's daughter-pretty girl, no doubtThough dead, waked up alive and toted out.
BJgga.r and noble were to him the same :
He healed the young and oured· the wrinkled
dame;
The helpless cripple by Betbsa.da.'s side,
Waiting the troubled waters to divide,
BY angel help, was told to get and git,
And a.t the word took up his traps and quit.
Then a.t a. wedding-would the gift were mineHe turned the water into ruby wine.
. When out of cash, be to Saint Peter says,
" Go catch a. fish, old boy, and make a. raise."
The saint obeys, throws line, and books a. cod,
And in its mouth a. dollar coined by God.
Nothing could balk him in his magio power,
At all times ready, master of the hour.
Five thousand men marched hungry in his train,
And so for three long days did they remain;
Then with five loaves aw4little fishes two,
Which be so blessed with mercy, they all grew
To such proportions that the starving host
Stuffed them all full with baked and boiled and
roast.
And after each and all so entertained
Had bad enough, they picked up what remained,
And lo, twelve ba.sketsful ! And here I warn ·
·No reader to dispute the vouched-for yarn.
And yet, to ba.v my say, I must confess
I cannot ~ee one's chances for distress,
Who could get out a. silver piece, or more,
By book and line from fish along the shore,
And bav the power besides, a.s told above,
To feed so big a. crowd and ba.v to shove
Twelve ba.sketsful eside from snob a. few
Sma.llloa.ves of bread and fishes only two.
No need of banks, economy, and such
To one who could command a.t sight so much.
Gods 1· what a. boon for strikers in our days,
Oould they a. leader like to Jesus raise !
Le Roll, N. Y.

.

74.

In Christian Russia.
I am twenty-two years old, and already
exiled forever from my country. Four years
ago I was a student in a university in one of
the largest cities of Russia. In American
universities, I understand, it is the· custom
for two young men to "chum" together. In
Russia we are not so rich, and three or four
contribute toward the common expenses. I
was one of a group of four. One of these
four was, unknown to the others, a Nihilist.
This could not well happen here. It can
readily happen in Russia, where one half of
the population spies on the other half. The
government has its spies in the schools, the
universities, the streets, the shops, the cafes;
The revolutionists hav their spies in the
police, the army, the palace, and the bodyguard itself.
My brother had incurred the enmity of a
commandant of gendarmes. He had been
arrested as a political suspect and sent to
Siberia. Since my brother's arrest I had
been, unknown to myself, under police surveillance, though I belonged to no Nihilistic
circle, read no Nihilistic literature, and had
accepted my poor brother's loss as one of
those inevitable cruelties to which the Russian who is not a noble is hardened. One
evening when I came home from the theater
I found my room full of gendarmes, who
arre&ted me at once for political crime. I
was then and there searched. The police
pulled to pieces everything in the room that
could contain books, pamphlets, or papers,
but found nothing of a compromising nature.
I was then put into a covered drosky and
taken to prison. I was first taken before the
colonel of police, the man whose enmity
exiled my brother. He asked me who my
friends were and what they were doing. I
demanded the c use of my arrest. No
explanation was given me, and having nothin'g to confess I had no information to giv.
I was marched off at once to my cell, to wait
there until I was prepared to enlighten the
government on a subject of which I knew
nothing. I learned months afterward that I
had been arrested because a few days before
written proclamations had been circulated by
the Nihilists. The handwriting resembled
mine, and I had been seen purchasing fifty
postage stamps at one of the government
offices.
My cell, shall I ever forget it? It would
be unjust for me to pretend that .all the cells
in a Russian prison were like mine. I was
purposely sent to one of the worst, that,
being young, I might be frightened into ·a
confession. The rack and the whip are not
now used in Russia, but there are civilized
methods of torture that can compel confeSsion as severe as those of the Inquisition of
Spain or the secret councils of Venice. I felt
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when the door was opened as if I were enter- the tapping alphabet they hav not yet dis- I kept by my gu~rds. At last the train started
and we were fauly on our way, the guards to
ing a grave. Picture to yourself a square covered, even through their spies.
The wall separating me from the next cell Odessa and I to freedom. .
hole in the middle of a stone seven feet long,
In the carriage in the rear were two friends
seven feet wide, and six feet high. For once was the wall behind my bed so that when
I blessed my short stature. .There was no lying on the bed I could tap the wall away of mine. The escape had been arranged to
window in this hole but a glass over the from the door without being noticed by the take place after leavin_g a certain ~tation. I
door; no light but what came from the oil gendarme. One unhappy evening I was dis. was to be warned which by hearmg at the
lamp that hung outside. An iron bedstead, covered and the next day was sentenced for station previous the name of that station .
fastened to the wall, cut off a foot or so of punishment to confinement in one of the called loudly, as if to some tourist, three
space from my n~rrow limits. Everything is towers in the four corners of the inclosure times under my window. Finally the signal
made fast, that the desperate may not commit that walled in the prison buildings. These came, and at the next stopping-place I was in
suicide, for those who go insane in prison are towers were designed not by men but by a tingle of excitement. 'fhe train stopped,
not few. A wooden table was locked to the devils. Iron stairways surround them, on and as usual at the large stoppinj!;-places, one
floor at one end of the den, and by its side which the sentries stand day and night. The of my three guards left the carriage and re ·
was fastened a wooden chair. On the·wall towers are circular and abcut fifty feet in turned with a big urn of tea. As usual, also,
hung an icon, a sacred picture of a saint, to bight. They contain from eight to ten rooms they offered me a drink, but I declined.
encourage devotion. I had plenty· of time one on top of the other. I was Jed out of my They all crossed themselvs ann soon finished
for devotion. There was no light for books cell through the corridor and thence across the tea. The train started, and in five minor the small industries in which prisoners the open courtyard. The glare of light was utes my three gendarmes were sound aRieep
employ themselvs. I was allowed to do no .torment to my. darkness-dulled eyes, and I and snoring. The waiter had been bribed,
work. The gilded lines of that hateful figure, had to close them. If the light was a tor- and my .three gendarmes had taken a pretty
the only bright object in that murky dark- ment, however, the air was a cordial, aod substantial dose of laudanum. Once assured
ness, burnt themselvs into my brain. I could gave me strength for what was to follow. I that they were asleep, I made my way
see them repeated in the empty air in every was conducted up the iron stairway to the through the I~ttle corridor .to the rear of the
corner of my cell, and even now they come· fourth cell from the ground. There was air car. I hav said that I was In my own clothes
back. to me at times when I am in total enough there, but if my first cell was email and without chains, and, watching as well as
this was a pill box. The bight was but four I could in the dusk, jumped at last into what
darkness.
On the bed was a straw mattress and two and a half feet, and it was not long enough looked like a soft ditch. It was soft, very
blankets. That straw was. changed but once for me to lie !lt full length, and I am a short soft. I went into the mud up. to IJ?-Y neck.
a month. On entering the prison I had been man. The diet was bread and water twice However, I was not hurt, and ID this I was
submitted to a search beside which the search a day. In this torturing den I was kept for more fortunate thf!'D my frieJ?d, w~o also
at my room was child's .play. I was even three or four weeks, till I lost my senses ftom leaped from the tram. He spramed his ankle
made to open my mouth that the police might exhaustion. Some time previous to this I had badly. To cover his tracks he had bought a
be assured that there was no dynamite con- ·begun to ~pit blood from my lungs. · In spite ticket only half-way to Odessa, and had
cealed there. They discovered nothing more of the pain of this place of confinement, the bribed the conductor to let him ride fartherformidable than my tongue. I was allowed chief mode of punishment, it was preferable a practice common enough in Russia. When,
to retain my underclothes, but instead of my to the mental and nervous torments of the therefore, the police tried to ascertain if any
outer garments I received a long woolen robe dark hole in which I was confined. The of the passengers who had bought tickets for
like a dressing-gown. With this for day use window was grated il.nd painted wliite but Odessa had left the train before reaching that
and my blankets by night I was never cold. it d,id admit light, and there was plenty of place, there was no missing ticket and no
Odessa passenger to be accounted for. MakWho could be cold in il.n !ltmosphere like fresh air.
From the tower I was taken like a corpse ing for the woods, we struggled to the first
that of my cell? If the cell was warm enough,
it was hardly dry. Water trickled constantly to the infirmary. The beds here were sepa~ little town, and there hired a kibitka and
over the stone walls and waked me by trick- rate and there was at least fresh air and bet- went straight to Odessa, as the place of all
ling on my face. After a number of weeks ter food. For breakfast there was white others where we were the least likely to be
of this solitary confinement my nerves became bread and oatmeal, for dinner beef or some looked for.
so shattered that when this happened I would other ~ood meat, and for supper white bread. . My poor companion had but $37, an
leap from my bed in shuddering agony .. In Sometimes articles were sent to the sick pris- amount barely enough to take us to Odessa;
that damp cave I contracted an affection of onere by the charitable. I fell heir to a and so, though forged passports had been
the lungs from which I hav never recovered. handkerchief with a coronet sent by some provided for us, I was obliged to wait in
The meals in a Russian prison are simple, noble woman or other who sympathized with Odessa till remittances arrived from some
and not conduciv to dyspepsia. In the morn- us. Of course it was taken from me when 1 friends. In Russia there is a sort of freeing I had black bread and tea, at noon cab- left the prison, and there w11s some excite. masonry among the students, and so I was at
bage soup, in the evening black bread and ment in guessing who the donor was. The once welcomed among the friends of my
tea and five cigarets. Soup as the only dish physician who inspected us· was a personal friend, and, of course, immediately assumed
does not form a very substantial meal. The acquaintance of my father's and I saw the a disguise that I might not be recognized, for
soup served to prisoners was simply the water tears in his eyes when he ca~e to me. But within a day or two all the region along the
in which the meat served to the gendarmes he could do nothing for me, for the physicians line of the railroad on which I had traveled
and guards had been boiled. Into this cab- themselvs are watched at every moment by was placarded with offers of a reward of 2,000
bages were cut. It sustained life, but that the gendarmes, and the slightest suspicion of roubles for information that would lead to my
was all. The cigarets were a boon. In Rus- connivance with the prisoners is followed by capture. At that time the unfortunate Jews
sia everybody smokes. I used to eave these heavy punishment. After two weeks of bos- in Odessa were undergoing that strange percigarets and smoke them slowly through the pita! life I was sufficiently recovered to be secution that attracted the attention of the
day like a child that nibbles a bit of barley taken before the authorities for the " do- civilized world. Mobs formed in the streets,
sugar ''to make it last long." Sunday was a pro~s," or official examination, and then for largely of students. I saw a Cossack strike
gala day. We had pork and beans for dinner the first time I learned the nature of my with his riding-whip a student who was protecting some Jews, and I fired a revolver at
instead of soup. Do not imagin the Russian crime.
I was too weak to walk, and was carried to him. A mounted officer, whom I afterward
dish resembles the Boston one. Our beans
were hard and poor, miserably cooked, and the examination-room. It was hung with discovered to be the general in charge of the
with small bits of pork, the size of dice, black; like the hall of the Inquisition. Be- garrison, saw me fire the shot and rode his
hind the table covered with black sat the horse at me. Then I remembered what in
buried in a wilderness of lentils.
Whenever the door opened at meal-times general of police, the minister of justice, the my excitement I had forgotten, that I had
two gendarmes entered with the bowl and state attorney, and a secretary with the pro. about me the names of people who would giv
stood beside me with loaded revolvers while tocols. I was carried to the prisoners' cage me assistance, and considerable correspondI made my frugal repast. The food was and made to stand while the charge against ence tha~ would insure. the arrest of some
served in a wooden bowl, and both bowl and me was read, though I was mercifully allowed of my friends. I ran hke a hare down the
spoon were instantly removed by the guards to sit when the questions were asked. A street, but four feet are better than two, and,
when the prisoner had finished. There is no gendarme, with revolver loaded, stood on as the fleet horse overtook me, scarcely know.
chance of making chisels out of one's table each side of me, and two more guarded the ing what I was about, I leaped to one side
furniture in Russia. The abbe of Dumas's entrance. 'fhe general of police asked the and leveled a blow at my pursued. My
novel would hardly hav constructed that re- questions and the attorney wrote down the heavy student's staff fell with a thud on the
answers.
general's illustrious leg, and at that appropri.
markable tunnel from my cell.
At first I declaimed against the czar and ate moment his horse slipped and fell. I did
In this hole I lived for months, and no man
who has not suffered the herrors of- solitary his government, but the pistol barrels stopped not wait to see his fate, but, knowing that
confinement can appreciate what I suffered. that. I was then asked if I belonged to any now death within twenty-four hours awaited
The cell doors are not opposit each other, so society, and names of my friends, and what me, I again took to my heels, and, dodging
that it was impossible for me to see the win- they had in view. I answered that I did be- and doubling, escaped my pursuers, and 'at
dow of the man confined across the corridor. long to such a society, and that its intention last gained the open country and the woods,
More than this, the little window of my own was to kill the czar and destroy the govern. where I struggled on till I fairly fell from
cell was usually occupied by the eyes of a ment. The names of my friends I declined exhaustion. I passed the night in the open
gendarme who had me under inspection. It to disclose in SL Petersburg, but I promised air where I fell, and on awakening in the
is terrible, this inspection, and one cannot to do so if sent to Odessa, where, I said, I morning was racked in every joint by pain
grow accustomed to it. Those eyes, always need not fear assassination. All the officers and stiffness. I hobbled along with my back
shining through that hole in the wall, had a rose when I told these lies, and promised me to the rising sun till I saw smoke issuing from
horrible fascination. I hated them, and yet I everything under heaven if I would disclose a cabin.
I went boldly to the hut al\d told the woodlooked for them. It is bad enough to be the names then and there; but I stuck to my
alone, but to be confined with a pair of silent purpose. At first they tried to make-- me man who came to the door that I was an
eyes is more horrible still. At first I used to sign my testimony without reading it, but I escaped prisoner from a convoy on the way
ask the officer of the guard what my offense declined to sign till I was shown all that had to Siberia-a pretty sure passport to the kindwas and what would be my fate, but after been written, and then with great difficulty, ness and hospitality of the ordinary Russian
having been answered that I was doomed to so weak was I, I signed my name. This false peasant. He took me in and I remained with
Siberia, I learned wisdom and was silent. testimony was part of a plan of escape. In him two days. He informed me at length
My only amusement was the formation of spite of constant watching, solitary confine- that he was a smuggler, and offered to show
various crttzy • plans for escape. How I ment, and stone walls, I had had word from me a secret way across the boundary. I was
escaped lunacy I hardly know myself. After my friends, and my escape in all its details obliged to swear secrecy on the blade of a
dagger, and to promis that I would from the
I had been confined for two months I heard was planned before I had left the prison.
After· my examination I was taken back to other side aid him to secure ·contraband
one day, toward evening, a tapping against
the wall of my cell. Those who hav read the infirmary, and as it was supposed that I goods. How I was to do this I am sure I
Mr. Kennan's admirable articles will know at was going to aid our paternal government by don't know. On my oath the smuggler
once what it was, but I did not guess the betraying my friends, I was fed on the best of closed hi~ cabin and we pursued our way
cause for some time. Finally I guessed that fare. Roasted fowls and sound wine came to through by-paths and lonely roads and across
it was some plan of communication from my table instead of sour soup and black treacherous quicksands till we were fairly
another prisoner, and such it proved. I neerl bread. I kept up an exhibition of sickness as across the Austrian frontier. Here I bade
not repeat here what has been told so well Ion~ as possible, in order to receive this life- good-bye to my friendly guide and scrambled
elsewhere of the mode of talking by taps. givmg regimen, but at the end of three weeks along to the first railway town, where I used
There is in nearly every cell in some obscure I was unable to sham any longer, and was what little money I had to procure a ticket to
corner, observable only by the eyes of men pronounced well enough to move. Since my a point as near Vienna as possible. I got no
who, like bats, hav grown used to the dark- examination I had got back my own clothes, farther than Brod. There I was at my wits'
ness, a little plan scratched in the stone, if by and it was in them without chains that I was end. The town was full of starving Jews,
nothing else, sometimes by a broken tooth of put into a covered drosky and taken to the who had fied from Odessa. Suffering for
a prisoner. In this plan the letters are so railroad station. A squadron of cavalry sur. food I went with them up and down the
arranged that by a combination of taps it is rounded the vehicle. There was a gendarme streets asking for bread. On the day on
unnecessary to tap twenty-three times for the on the driver's seat beside the isvostchik and which I took to public mendicancy ali orrler
twenty-third letter. Of course, at first, be- two with me inside. The station was cleared had been issued to arrest these pauper immifore I discovered the compound method, my of people, and a crowd collected on the out- grants and to ship them back to Odessa. I
next-door neighbor tapped once for a, twice side, believing that I had attempted to assas- was seized with the rest and sent back. At
forb, and so on. When once I had mastered sinate the czar. Through a double file of the Odessa prison I was, with tha others,
thi& method of communication I felt no longer gendarmes I was conducted to a special car stripped and put through the bath. My false
alone. Tapping is forbidden, and the gov- on the express train. People in the crowd beard and complexion disappeared in the procernment knows that it exists, but the key of threw me cigarets, but most of these were ess. My photograph was at once forwarded
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to St. Petersburg, and was recognized as that
of the wicked Nihilist who leaped from the
train. My c~mplicity in the unhappy accident that kept the commandant of the garrison in bed for six months was never susBY
pected, and proof of my _personality as the
assailant was left behind in the bath.
Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
I :was sent back to St; Petersburg, this time
not only in a special car, but in a special
Hon. FREDERIC R. COUDERT, and
train. Surrounded by a body of cavalry, I
General STEWART L. WOODFORD.
was conveyed to the Petro-Pavelsky prison,
whose arrangement those who hav read the
articles of Mr. Kennan sufficiently understand.
PRICE, TEN CENTS PER <:OPY.
I was taken at once before the governor of
the.prison and told to name those who had
aided my escape. Of course I refused. I was
It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrina...o! Liberalism on the
then taken to my cell. Beside the first cell most important subject of the world-the right to think and speak and write. .The supethat I hav described this narrow room was riority of our doctrins on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was
luxurious. The food, however, was the same
never better set forth, and must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power
and the inspection, if possible, more rigorous: to reason.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette PI., New York.
From .this prison I was transferred to the
Litofl'ski Z!l.mok, :where I had the luxury of
two windows, which :were, however painted
white, that 1 might not see what wa~ moving
BY
in the outer world.
After six months' further imprisonment,
no proof of any conspiracy or Nihilistic
knowledge being found, I was pardoned by
the c~ar, but ordered to be kept under po~ic.e
IN THE
surveillance for five years, with loss of civil
rights-that is, without the protection of the
law against theft or even against assault and
FOR
battery. My entire property, or rather that
which I should hav inherited, had been confiscated. My first task was to visit the graves
of my father and mother, and then, having
accumulated enough money for the necessary
AT MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
bribes, I made my way to Siberia to try to
help my brother. I found it impossible to aid
Btdnographically reportdd, and re'Diaed l;y the author.
him to escape, but having eluded police surveillance in my escape to Siberia, I was in no
Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
mood to return to it in Russia; so I made
·
cents, or $2 per .dozen.
.
my way to Hong Kong and thence to San
Francisco.-L. L. in New York Tribune.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his ~Jreat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid chamPIOn of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny _and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
conrage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression and he makes grand .use of the
opportunity, Such a fiood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, fogic, pathos, poetry, a.nd patriotA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New ism-is not often poured out in a. court of justice.
The ma.ny calls for this Argument in complete a.nd accurate shape hav led to this publication,
York Ob8erver•s slanderous attacks
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
upon the Au thor-Hero of the Amermeager and misleading neWSPJ!.J!er references.
·
Lawyers and advocates will find this the. model of an a.ddr1lss to a. jury; statesmen and politiican Revolution. Containing
cians a. clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; a.nd intellhrent, patriotic, a.nd fre@ men
both the slanden a.nd
and women everywhere, a. Magna Charta of their r!g!J.ts.
-Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York ciity.
their refutation.

LIMI'l'ATlONS OF TOLERATION.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon· which the Oberver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible tha.t
Fenwick could ha.v written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

L. K. Washburn's Works. R 0 M A N I S M,

THEIB
avo, 1,119pp, Oloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco,
·gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNEl'T.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New. York.

THE SAFEST CREED,

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a. minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. crusade of one a!l'ainst the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Islt a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

m

For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
TBUTH 8EEKEB printed in
~told letters on the outside.
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any pa.rt of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent -by mail, postj)_ai<Jj for tl,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
tf
28 Lafayelte Pl., New York.

AND

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.

Btl 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Pa.r•
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou~ht, thorough conviction, a.nd great
a.bility.-[Phlla.. Press.
Extra. cloth, ll!mo, 288pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

B.v Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology," 11 The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There ill no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1· Children a.nd fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER·

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHBS AND EssAYS.
BY CHA.BLES BBADLAUGH,
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh ha.s "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a. right_ to
his " few words," and the deVIl will, we presume,
at no verY distant dar. hav a. few words to say to
·Mr, Bra.dlaugh, a.nd will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chica.go Interior.
Extra. clotb,, gold back and side stamp, 12mo, .
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

B:v A • .Y. GROVER.
Price, paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PU.TNAM,

86M'eta'I'1J of the .American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TBUTll BEEKEB CO]I[l'ANY.
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The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the hi1tory of a.n attempt to found a
church without superstition, a.nd its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vital questions
of human concern, religious, Pt>litical, a.nd otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, a.nd easily understood. There is just snfll.cient na.rrativ about it to interest the reader a.nd
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
·
For sa.le at this oflice. Price, Sl.OO.
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Meets every Friday avenine:, a.t 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures a.nd discussions. The public cordially invited

Cleveland, 0., Secular Union
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 l'.M., a
room.29, Oity Hall. Ever~ body is invited to attend

Tile Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 l'.M., at 4.12 Nicollel
ave. ,Rooms 12 and lo!., Eastman block, Minneapolis
Minn. J, F. MACOMBEB, Pres.: CHAS. LowNn,Bec
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WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus a.n Impostort A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moder11.
times. 190 pp,, 25 cts. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 cts. The Bible a.nd Darwinism
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
ots. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or
Bea.l Blaaphemy. 5 cts. Bible, Makers. 5 cts
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Girard College Theology. Religious
and Political Libertv.
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SAKYA BUDDHA.

The Secret of the East,
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With Citations from Buddha's " Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking iR praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book ha.s been introduced into Buddhist
schools in ·CayloR. The •• Banner of Light,"
11 Religio-Philosopai\lal J ourna.l," a.nd many Bpiritua.list pa.perll and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
Extra. Ololh, 175 pp,, 11.

For sale at this o111.ce.
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Meets a.t Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue a.nd
South lid street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 l'.M., every
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Price $1.
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Robert G. Ingersoll,

The New York Oberver (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of ~unday and the f'labbath. '' A law
regulatin~r human conduct on the- Sabbath is
Paine, this pamphlet should be circula.ted every-·
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
where in vindication.

Fabrioaud .Auount of a Beene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

o.,

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

The Newark Liberal League

iJa,ine Vindicated!

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2M'
meets every Bunda.Y in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., a.t 2 :80 a.nd 7 :30 l'.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questionf.
Able speakers interest the a.udience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications a.lwa.ys on hand a.tchea.p rate&.

Meets every Sunday afternoon, a.t 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meetin11
at same place in the evening.
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of men of every a.ge to acquire greater politics.
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very founds.
tion of the religion of evezy a,ge; dwelling a
Jength upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail
mg the account of slavery in this country1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
fJosition of womankind in America.. Throughou3

.:e~g~~:~r~u~~~~!ew~~t cS:~~~ciJ:J t~a~!:'te~:st

the minds of this age,
By TBEO. C. BPENCEB.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La.fa}ette Place, New York.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USB THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In ;vour meetings, to ma.ke them lively and interesting, THE LIBERAL Hnm.Boox contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hig!!ly recommended by Messrs. Wa.keman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
a.nd, indeed, by a.ll who ha.v examined it. Price,
16 oenta.
Addrellll THE TBUT• li.lcKuB Oo.
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OF

ANCIENT AND .MODERN TIM:ES.

THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.

of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Vol. I. Give a Full Account of all the Gods, in- Biographies
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators. Founders of
cluding JehovR.h, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
New
Soboola
of Thought, Eminent ScienJesus Obnat, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
tists, etc. (who were not Ohriatiana),
8vo, 885PJ?· Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from
the
time
of Menu to the pres'the Relul'ioua Systems of the World.
ent. Svo, 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
8vo,957pp. Oloth,$8per vol.; the
leather,
$4;
mor., g. e., $4.50.
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moA MONUMENT to Confederate soldiers who
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY
D.
M.
BENNETT.
fell at Alexandria, Va., has been dedicated at
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
that place.
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
ILLINOIS has rejected
Prohibition.
THE Berlin masons, who are striking, are
out of work a third of the year, earning about
$2_50.

!f~ms of ~honght.

AT the end of the thirteenth century, the imemiea of nature had reached the zenith of their
pow11r; and,·at that ·time, it may be said that,
without a single exception, the countries of Ohriatia·n Europe were worse governed, more ignorant,
more superstitious, poorer, and unhappier than
the worst govern~d province of pagan Rome.Professor Oswalt!, M.D., tn The Secret orthB East.
FEUDALISM was a concan~
t ration of all scourges.
The peasant. BGripped of the
EVIOTIONs, attended by
inheritance of his fathers,
became the property of igviolence, continue in Irenorant, inflexible, indolent
land.
masters : he was obliged to
travel
fifty leagues with
THE national debt retheir carts whenever they
--duction during May was
---===required it: he labored !or
$7,500,000.
them three days in the
week, and surrendered to
Tm: shah of Persia is
them half the product of
the guest of the czar at
his earnings during the
St. Petersburg.
other three; without their
con a en t, he could not
A RIOT at Guthrie,
change his residence or
Oklahoma, bas been premarry. And why, indeed,
should he wish to marry, if
vented by soldiers.
he oonld scarcely save
THE Boulangists hav
enough to maintain himresolved to contest all
self 1 The abbot !louin had
twenty thousand slaves,
elections in France.
called serfs, who were forNORDEN, Neb., fears
' ever attached to the · soil.
This is the great cause of
an Indian raid, and is
the rapid depopulation obpreparing against it.
served in the Middle Ages,
and
of the prodigious mulREv. MR. GAGE, of
titude of mona ate ri eS
Philadelphia, committed
which sprang up on every
suicide on the 31st ult.
side. It was doubtless a relief to such miserable men
KING HUMBERT Of
to find in the oloiaterlla reItaly has met a warm
treat from oppression; but
the human race never sufreception on his visit to
fered a more cruel outrage,
Berlin.
indttatry never received a
wound better calculated to
MILITIA hav been displunge the world again into
patched to several Illithe. darkness of the rudest
nois mining towns to
antiquity. It suffices to say
keep peace.
that the prediction of the
approaching end of the
THE Haytian generals
world, industriously spread
JOSHUA
MEETETH
THE
LORD'S
CAPTAIN.
Hippolyte and Legitime
by the rapacious monks at
this time, was received withAnd it came to pass, when Joshua was by Jericho, that·he lifted up his eyes and looked, and, behold there stood a
are still fighting over the
out
terror.-Blanqui's Htllman over against him with his sword drawn in his hand : and Joshua went unto him, and said unto him, Art thou for
presidency.
torl/ of Commerce.
us, or for our adversaries ?-Joshua v, 13.
·
QUEEN VIOTORIA, in
WHAT now oonoerna, in
conclusion, the influence
honor of her seventieth
UNANSWERED.
of
Ma.terialiam
upon
society,
will ea,aily be estabbirthday, created three baronets and a knight.
lished from what has been said before. ThiB'influ0 Japanese bird, on the gilded screen,
ence can be only a beneficent one; for, in the first
With your legs at an angle wide,
As an example of the reactionary lengths
With your wings outspread and your head be- place, it must giv to every individual a previously
to which John Bright's senility carried him,
unknown peace and cheerfulness of mind by deliV•
tween,
IT was the woman who saw the first snake, but
ering him from those agonizing doubts and fears
he remarked not long before death that the since then the men hav attended to that sort of
And your neck in a bow-knot tied,
to which the system• of the past subjected him;
If you only could apeak
House of Lords should be composed of the thing.-Leuure Hours,
while in the second place it directs the attention
With your yellowi&h beak
noblemen owning the largest estates, to be
A WESTERN minister has been preaching Dr.
of every individual, and consequently of society,
What secreta could you confide I
Talmage's sermons, but his friends expect to
elected by other landowners.
to what is real and practical, or in a word, to ,life
Oh ! tell me, my friend, when you screened the itself, and compels him to seek the ideals which
prove that he is inaane.-Li:fe.
face
THE recent Mormon conference reported 12 A VEBY interesting sight is to watch a minister
formerly appeared to his vision only in the disOf your dear little mistress, Rosetance, in his immediate proximity.-Dr. Buchner
apostles, 70 patriarchs, 3, 719 high priests, try to open a car window. The dramatic effect With her deep blue eyes and her dainty grace,
comes
from
what
he
doesn't
say.
in Materiali•m: Its Hutorv ana I'IV!uence UZJ011
11,805 elders, 2,069 priests, 2 292 teachers,
Who blooms as her namesake blowaSoctew.
SHE (at the charity hazar) : "It was like Lord
Hav you heard lovers sigh
11,610 deacons, 81,899 families, 115.915 offic- Pancake's impudence to ask me to sell him a kiss.
THE Obriatian has always the dread before him
(As,
for
instance,
did
1>cers and members, and 49,302 children under .. ow absurd I I wonder what the other girls
that God, in fierce displeasure or infinit mercy
Hav you heard them, perhaps, propoae1
eight years of age, a total Mormon population would hav'thought1 What a nuieance they were
and loving kindness, may see fit to thwart all his
Has abe ever, by chance, dropped the slightest schemes, destroy his property, bereave him of.
so near !"- Once-a- Weele.
of 153,911.
hint
·
THE Rev. Dr. Primrose: "Do you believe in the
family, a·ud wreck his ,earthly happiness; but he
That she liked me, a little mite 1
EMILE LAVELEYE urges that a special treaty unaelfishneaa of human nature'" Indigent artitries to enjoy the consolation that it will be for
Hav you noticed her cheek take a deeper tint
his spiritual and everlasting welfare. The Soonbe made between England and the United san: "Yea, ilir. I'm a cutlery. grinder by trade,
When
I
happen
to
come
in
sight
1
lariat, on the other hand, is free from this element
States providing for the peaceful settlement and there's no truth in the saying tl~at every man
What!
you've
nothing
to
say?
has an ax to grind."-Life.
of uncertainty in his calculations. If h'B plana
Well, she'll tell me-some day.
of all disputes, and publicly appeals to Mr.
are well laid, his efforts commensurate, his knowlJENNY: "Here comes Jack, auntie. I wish you
ohi
bird;
good
night
!-Judge.
I'll
forgiv
you,
Gladstone to take the lead in this particular would come down and stay in the room." Auntie:
edge sufficient, and his work in accord with nat"No, air." said a quiet-looldng traveling man to ure's conditions, he will succeed, and he need not
movement at the international arbitration "Why 1" Jenny: "I'm afraid he's going to propose, and I can't trust myself-he looks so poor a companion on the train, ·• I can truthfully say fear that a loving but meddlesome father wi.U inconference to meet in Paris in June.
that
I am very little given to fear. I never was terfere, snatch away the fruits of his toil, and giv
and ao handaome."-Munsev's Weel.:zu.
AMoNG the folk aonea of Oklahoma are said to afraid of anything or anybody in my life." "That them to some lazy scoundrel who has done nothTHE statistics of divorce in the United
is more than I can say." "It's a fact neverthe- ing to deserve them. If he does fail, itia owing to
States reported by Commissioner Wright be the following : "Darned Be the Man Who less." "By the way, I should think a man of your the limitations of human knowledge; and ita lesJumps My Olaim," "Here's to My Trusty Rifle,"
show its prevalence to hav been exaggerated. "Drive the Stake in Firm and True," "Back to age would hav been married long before this.•• son is not aubmiRBion to God and the study of
"How do you know that I am not married'" "I apology for conduct on his part, which, if indulged
Divorces average one to five hundred mar- the States I Wearily Tramp," and,
gathered it from your converaa.tion."-Mercl'lant in by a fellow-man, would be con•idered mean
riages, and are most numerous in the West
" Tenderfoot, tenderfoot, hear me sue,
Traveler.
· •
and cruel, but the misfortune stimulates to a
Gimme yonl' wad or the daY you'll rue "
and New England-in the latter because of
TO A CHINESE IDOL.
study of ita causes and to future efforts to remove
Otl
Citv
BUzzara.
Once
you
rnled,
a
god
divine,
many going there to avail themselvs of the
the obstacles to human progress, which are solely
Miss GEBTBUDE: •· Ob, Mr. Searnly, I'm so glad
In a sacred, steady shrine
those that man's conquest of natural forces will
liberal laws.
you've come; can't you do something for poor
Near a river dark as mine,
overcome.-Robert c. Aaams in Pioneer Pttl'l.
Towaer 1 He ran a nailm his foot some time ago,
•Mid
the
trees,
HEAVY storms for several days over the t<Dd to-day be was t .. ken with the lock-jaw."· Mr.
IT is absolutely necessary to destroy theology,And to you the mandarins,
Vo!taire.
upper half of the country east of the Missis- Y. Searnly (sympathaticallrl: "I'll do what I can
With their smooth, unshaven chine,
sippi, extending into Canada, hav raised the for the poor dog. Miss Gertie-er-don•t you
THE liberty of man is not safe in the hands of
Prayed abaolvence from their sins
any church.-Tngersol!.
rivers, flooding cities and washing away think I'd better come around every nigllt, now,
On their knees.
until he is better 1"-Detrott Free Press.
bridges, and doing other damage of every
0HRISTIAN education consists in training small
Tiny-footed Ohineae maida,
ST. PETEB: "Any credentiala1" Newly arrived
Ohriat.iana, from their earliest infancy, in the
nature, with considerable loss of life in many soul (confidently) : "I spent my life getting up
With thei,. raven hair in braids,
healthful h• bits of making as little use of their
Sought you in your quiet shades
states. At Johnstown, Pa., a city of 10,000 stories about Atheists struck dumb, profane men
reason as may be, of b~lieving all they are told to
the
boughs
;
•Neath
etruck
by
lightning,
etc.,
to
be
telegraphed
by
the
population, there occurred the greatest
believe, of hating all who do not believe wha,t they
press
aaaooiationa.
Hiehly
moral
work,
air."
St.
Haply, for a, thousand years,
believe-all to the end of raising up for the state
accident in the history of the nation.
Peter (confidentially): "Oome in, t.lilen. The
You beheld their Pmilea and tears,
aeneible and reasoning citizens, orderly fearing
About 5 P.M. on the 31st ult. a dam on place across the way claims a larger poPulation
Listened to their hopes and fears,
God, and above all humbly aubmiaaiv to the
the Conemaugh river, just above, broke, than we hav, and I can make you useful in ~he
And their rows.
clergy.- Voltaire.
and the city was swept away. A great pile census department."
Now above her escritoire
THE strength of early association is a fact so
of wrecked houses lodged against a bridge
To the true-born Westerner, in whom the inIn my lady's pink boudoir,
universally recognized, that the PXPreaaion of it
stinct
of
moving
on
to
find
a
more
desirable
counEver dumbly pining for
and took fire, and a large number of persons
has become proverbial.-Dr. Carpenter.
Last repose,
were burnt to death. The highest estimate try never die!, not even the Pacific ocean can be a
WE should hav Freethought colleges and Secubarrier. A man of this class who had liveil auoYou sit stolid day by day,
places the lives lo!!t by drowning at 13.000 and ceaafully in a number of states and territories
lar mi~aiona, and ~ven isolated Lib~rala might do
With
your
cheeks
so
gaunt
and
gray,
better than "drift with t-he stream.'' They might
by burning at 2,000; the lowest places the between his nativ Ohio and bia present home in
Stony eyes and retrousse
let their childrPn PaBB their Sundays in the freetotal at 5,000. Sensational scenes were pre- California, one day had a revival of his migratory
Little
nose.
dom
of t.he forPata and mountains to worship the
sented by robberies of the dead, and mutila- longing. He muot "pack his grip'' and "go
God of Nature in his own t~mple.-Prof. Felix L.
Where the sunlight glintet.h o'er
West.'' "Bot how can you get any farther west
tions of fingers and ears to get jewelry, with than Oalifornla1" he was asked "Paho.w I" he
Os•rala tn Tl1e Bible of Nature.
Persian rug and polished fioor
the lynching and shooting of the robbers by answered. "There's plenty ot West left, all down
You will frown forevermore,
AFTER all, the poorest bargain that- a human
Grim as hate;
being can mak~, is to giv his individuality for
law-observers. The Pennsylvania railway through Mexican Oahfornia and South Amerioo..
what is called reapeotah.ilty.-IngRr•oll.
A divinitY cast down,
received damages it will take years to repair. There's Peru, now; I'd giv a good deal to see the
mine& down there. I tell you, air," he cried,
Having neither shrine nor crown,
ON every hand are the Poemiea of individuality
Subscriptions are being collected !.or the suf- warming with his suhieot, "it must be real good
Once a god, but now a brown
and meptal freedom. Custom meets no at the·.
ferers everywhere.
and We&ty down in Peru I"
Paper-weight !-Clinton Soollara.
cradle and leaves us only at the tomb.-Inuerso!!.
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WHY THE

JJlotts and 9Jiippings.
IT has been decided in Russia that women
may be physicians; but they must confine
their services to children and adults of their
own sex.
A DEBATING society in Cleveland, 0., is to
discuss the question : "Who is the more
truly pious, Postmaster-general Wanamaker
or Col. Elliott F. Shepard?"
A TRA.VELER recently returned from Turkey
says that the dress of the ladies of Constantinople has become so much like that of their
''Infidel" sisters that a wife of the sultan
would attract very little attention in an Amer.
ican street.
THE globe in the Paris Exhibition represents the earth on the scale of one-millionth,
and is nearly one hundred feet in diameter.
Paris occupies about a third of an inch. All
the great lines of communication by land and
sea are shown in detail. The earth's daily
rotation will be precisely imitated by clockwork, a point on the globe's equator moving
an eightieth of an inch per second.
ENGLISH-SPEAKING peoples havnever before
suffered so great a loss of life in calamities
caused by floods as in the Johnstown disaster.
Yet two tragedies of recent years, the Sun
recalls, far surpass the Johnstown horror in
the sacrifice of human life. The great waves,
forty feet high, that swept the shores of Bunda
strait after the Krakatoa explosion drowned,
it is believed, over forty. thousand people,
and probably several 'hundred thousand perished a year ago when the Yellow river
flooded a great area with many feet of water.

FOOLISH VIRGINS

MR. BRADLAUGH'S motion to abolish perpetual pensions has shown· up the peculiar
history of one of theni. On the list is a small
pension standing to the credit of a Scottish
peer for the fulfilment of a sinecure ~ffice.
For two generations not a penny has gone
into the family coffers. This peer's grandfather, being in need of ready money, sold
the pension to a Portsmouth Jew, whose
heirs and assigns draw it to this day.
THE French government is trying to put a
stop to the emigration from France to the
Argentine Republic, which has recently been
growing large, so that last year over eighteen
thousand Frenchmen sailed for Argentine
ports. The Argentine Republic has proved to
be a very inviting field for the Frenchman.
In the greater part of it the climate is temperate and healthy; it has a moderate and progressil' government; it has vast areas of fer.
til and unoccupied land, and it offers many
advantages to immigrants like those it has
been getting from France.
THE Commercial Advertiser thus lectures
the postmaster-general : " The complete separation of church and state is decreed in our
Constitution, and the principle of perfect abstinence from governmental interference with
theological affairs is deeply imbedded in our
system. Mr. Wanamaker had better let it
alone and giv his attention exclusivly to the
duty of perfecting the postal service. If his
conscience will not let him preside over a department in which Sunday work is necessary,
there is nothing to prevent him from resign.
ing the office he has bought and going back
to his shop, where he can put up the shutters
every Saturday night without objection on
th\l part of anybody."

HAD

NO

} 28 LAFAYET'rE PL.} $8.00per year.

OIL.

A FEW out of a large number of cases of
distress to whom the committee of the Clergy
Corporation hav recently given assistance are
thus described: A curate with eight children
under eight years of age, and a stipend of
£126 a year ; a vicar with five young children, and a!l annual income of £100; a vicar
with six children under fifteen years of age,
and an annual income of £134 and a house;
a vicar with eight children under eighteen
years of age, and £117 annual income; a
curate with six young children, and a stipend
of £120; a vicar with eleven children under
fifteen years of age, and an annual income of
£189.
CANON WILBERFOROE writes to a London
newspaper that his belief in miracles has
been strengthened by a miracle performed
upon himself by means of anointing and
prayer. "My internal ailment," he writes,
" was of such a nature that leading· surgeons
declared it to be incurable except at the cost
of a severe operation. At last I sent for
elders-men of God, full of faith-by whom I
was prayed over and anointed, and in a few
weeks the internal ailment passed entirely
away." The canon takes pains to say that he
is confident that he was healed by '' the
Lord's blessing upon his own word; but, as
in so many cases, there was sufficient margin
of time and possibility of change of tissue
between the anointing and the recovery to
justify the skeptic in disconnecting the two."
IF at all, surely God does move " in a mysterious way." At least, one would be justified in so thinking, says Secular Thought,
after reading the account of that awful catastrophe in Johnstown, Pa., which happened
last week. There, through the breaking of a

reservoir, a whole town was devastated, and
thousands of human beings, young and old,
were suddenly engulfed in a" watery grave.''
Where was this alleged ''Providence," with
his "all-protecting hand,'' at that moment?
We are told in the New Testament that even
sparrows " shall not fall on the ground without your Father." This may be so, but it is
clear that mothers, fathers, and babes may be
drowned without warning, and the " father"
make no effort to save his despairing children.
In the face of such horrible scenes as the
above sad calamity presented, what becomes
of the delusiv teaching of "God's providence?" "0 ye of little faith I"
THE mayor of New York, says the Boston
Herald, could hardly hav hit upon a better
plan for fortifying his position in favor of
opening the museums. in the metropolis on
Sundays than by applying to the mayor of
Boston for information as to the results of
our experience in this direction. The figures
gathered by the mayor of Boston show that
nine-tenths of all the visitors to the Art Museum go there on one of the two free days of
the week, Saturday and Sunday, and, as between these two days, the latter accommodates by far the larger number of visitors, indicating that the ennobling influence of art
makes itself felt among the poorer classes,
where it cannot fail to do good. It is to be
hoped that these statistics wlll furnish Mayor
Grant with sufficient material to overcome
the foolish prejudice that prevails among the
trustee~! of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
and Museum of Natural History against opening the doors of these institutions on Sundays
henceforward. Boston is only too proud to
act the part of a missionary in such a cause.
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f1ommitnications.
The Origin of Christianity.
To F. M. HoLLAND: I cannot understand how the
Rabbi· S(lhindler can hav any belief in the Jesus
story-so absurd, impossible, incomprehensible; such
a violation of all physical Jaws_:_and considered it
necessary to quote the statement of the English
lawyer, "that the sanhedrim never condemned anyone to death, on the day of his trial, or on account
of his own admissions therein."
As almost everything related of Jesus is impossible, it is satisfactory to know that his biographer!!,
the unknown authors of the story, blundered in their
account of the imaginary trial.
If I remember aright some two or three conversations that you and I hav had upon the subject, you
think it probable tbr.t there existed a living persona flesh-and-blood, not a purely spiritual, being-from
incidents in whose life the Jesus stbry originated.
And here I wish it to be understood that I do not
believe in a s'piritual Jesus, in spirits or spiritual beings. To me these words convey no meaning. They
originated in ignorance, and are perpetuated by
ignorance and fraud. When a man says that npirit
did anything, it is equivalent to saying that he is
ignorant of the cause. When an intelligent man
ta1ks of spirits as realities, I question his honesty.
I never did, I never could, believe the Jesus story,
though born into the most intense orthodox surroundings, and fed on the very cream of the orthodox word as dispensed in Park street church, BostOn, with the Assembly's Catechism as the dessert.
Parhaps, in the same circumstances, your stomach
would hav rfljected it, as mine did. My Jesus wns a
God-a far more important personage than his
father, Jehovah-while yours was the carpenter's
sqn, of whom many things are related which you may
disbelieve without being damned for it, or ·think you
may; but the damnation is there, in the New Tes~a·
m~nt; with the fire and brimstone, the same that are
prepared for the devil and his angels, threatened by
Jesus; and, if there is any truth in him, his hell is as
great a certainty as his heaven, and the sneer of the
Infidel at the Christian expectation of the latter is as
rt'lasonable as the Unitarian Christian's doubt of the
former. As the Rev. George Ellis said, "If the
scriptures are the standard, the orthodox are right."
Now as to the origin of Christianity. I suppose
you will admit that the 'savior of Christianity was
not Jewish, but Buddhist; was not the fighting man
predicted in the Old Testament, who was to conqu-er
and subject the world to the Hebrews, but a teacher
and savior who was to instruct and elevate humanity, not to fight or die for it-or rather for an insignificant fraction of it, "the lost sheep of the house
of Israel." The atonement was an after~thought,
developed long after the adoption of the Hebrew
scriptures by the early church of which, as we shall
see, Paul was a member, and which finally became
the "·church of Rome."
·
· .
And here I refer to James Freem1ln Clarke, who
says: "The resemblances between Buddhism. and
medieval Christianity are so great that it seems, at
first, as though one must hav copied from the other.
W a find in both monks living in monasteries; mendicant orders taking the three vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, telling their beads on a rosary,
going about begging with bare feet, shaven crown,
and a rope around the body. We find in Buddhism
and medieval Christianity bells, images, and holy
water ; a service in a dead language, choirs, priests,
processions, incense, abbots, monks, nuns, the worship of saints and angels, confessions, fasts, and purgatory, reverence for a divine mother and child,
· relic worship, pilgrimages to the shrines ·of the
saints, and even a pope, in each, with his triple tiara.
And yet history shows us that neither could hav been
borrowed from the other, that there was no contact or
intercourse between the two systems, but each developed these remarkable coincidences of ritual, independent of the other, out of common human needs
and tendencies."
When I read the last sentence of the foregoing, I
was astonished at its untruthfulness. What ·could
hav been his object in so grave a misstatement certain to be observed and exposed ~ Where is th~ history which shows that Christianity could not hav
been taken from Buddhism! It is a pity that he
has not informed us. And·it is certainly remarkable
that, in his enumeration of the points of resemblance
between the two religions, he omitted the fact that
J ~s.us, like Buddha, had twelve disciples. He certamly could not hav forgotten it, and he should not
hav left his audience ignorant of it.
It might hav been interesting had he informed us
why humanity :raee~ed a wretched superstition, ridigulous and degradmg ceremonies, monks, nuns, and
such monstrositirs as (Jhild-bearing virgins.
Mr. Clarke must hav known that Christianity
could hav b~en borrowed, or .hav been an outgrowth
from Buddhism; that Buddhism was the older religion by at least five hundred years, and that from the
time of King Asoka, some three centuries before our

era Buddhist missionaries had preached their savior I church to which, certainly, Paul belonged, was estaband teacher in Egypt, Greece, and Syria, · When the lished at an earlier period, and did not r_ecognize any
pope was informed, by his missionaries, of the re- such Jesus, especially a .crucified Jesus. The. forgsemblance between the two religions, knowing the ers of the Jesus story, and of our gospels, may hav
origin of his faith, he would not allow the fa~t to bll. taken the name of a pers~:m stoned . to death, and
published; but Mr. Clarke, while he does not. su~ h~nge~,J<>r the s.ake of h~vmg somethmg apparent~y
press it is not only unwilling to acknowlej}ge the his.toncal 1D their narratn, but the apostle Paul lB
cause ot' the resemblance, but denies it. Yet in his entirely out .of place there, as will appear; for his
next lecture he says, but without any explanation of Jesus was but the semblance of a man-was the
his previous misstatelllent, " Christianity took from spiritual ph~ntom of the Gnost~cs. The pr_oof of the .
oriental systems the ascetic and monastic systems, statement will be found to be mcontrovert1ble.
and then laid them aside." Here is a partial contraConsider, for a moment, the character of the God
diction of the former statement, followed by a grave recognized by many, if. not all, ~f t~e Gnostic
mistake. Christianity was not an established faith churches.. He was a. b.~nevolent bemg, hke. the Suthat took anything from . "oriental systems "-by preme God of the Persians-the representat1v of the
which Mr. Clarke means Buddhism-but was a legit- "good principle," of whom no graven form was.to be
imate product of Buddhism, which became known as made. When these. churches became. acqu.amted,
Christianity after its adoption of the Hebrew script- through . the collect.10~ of . the Hebre';V'':.SCriptures
urea and the consequent .change in the character of. made, by Ptolemy, with Je~ovah,.t~e national God of
its savior from a divine teacher to a divine sacrifice~ the· Hebrews, they gave him credit for an accurate
Mr. Clarke seems to hav wished this fact suppressed. description of himself, and denounced him as only a
Certainly Mr. Clarke knew that God's infallible second or .third class deity,_ and the ~nemy of the
vicar, the pope,· with his triple ·tiara, his monks, supreme God and of humamty. . ~heir J ~sue-the
nuns, and the child-bearing· virgin, and all his inher~ son .of the supreme-a purely apmtual bemg, came
ited ceremonies and observances, is a power ~hrough- ·to our earth to defeat the purpose of Jehovah, and
out the. world to-day, entirely unconscious of having to enlighten and to save man, who suffered through
laid anything aside, and. not only not repudiated, ignorance, not to punish him. Remember this fact.
but treated with the greatest respect, notwithstand~ This. was:their th~ory.
. .
How happens 1t that these early churches g1v us
ing his infamous claim to represent God, by the little
band, hardly known outside of ·Massachusetts, that J ehovah's· rank an~ ch.aracter exactly as. the .first t~o
parades under Mr. Clarke's banner ; and one of Mr. chapters of. Genesis giv them ~to us, while the ChrisClarke's last publicly expressed wishes was for the tian world, m our day, recogm~es the petty.rul~r of
success of this ancient superstition--the most for- Palestine as the supreme, and Ignores the Elohimmidable organization for the degradation and oppres~ the beneficent gods, not God, of the first chapter;
sion of humanity that the world. has known. "As and even Jehovah recognizes the "other gods," and
for the C1tholics, I wish them every euccess," said claims worship from the Hebrews only as his subMr. Clarke. Multitudes of our most intelligent citi- jects T How happens it that _the last revisers of the
zens can only feel contempt for the author of such a Bible virtually perjure themselvs in failing to correct
wish.
the mistranslation of the word "Elohim," and the
But what especially connect1:1 Buddhism . with layman livs and dies in the belief that the Elohim
early Christianity-with the Christianity of Pau!-:-is (Gods) tran~lated God; in the first chapt_er,_are the
the idea of a savior and teacher who resembles the "L)rd God of the second chapter? Th1s, 1t seems
Buddh:ist savior and has nothing in common with to me, is one of the strangest facts in the history of
the messiah; said, by many, to be predicted in the Christianity. For, if we examin the character of the
Hebrew l!Criptures. And I am confident that the Gods of the first chapter, we find them humane,
fact can be established that a church based upon this creators of man in their own image, bidding him inidea-the result of the labors of Buddhist missionaries crease and multiply, giving him dominion over the
-whose savior was a purely spiritual being (mark whole world,. imposing no conditions, making no
this distinction) existed till the third century of our threats, leaving him absolutely free; while the Lord
era, when the adoption of the Hebrew scriptures, God"-:-the Jehovah-,-of the second chapter, dooms
after a long controversy, of which I shall present sat- the-man of his creation to ignorance, and threatens
isfactory proofs, resulted in the substitution of a him with death if he endeavors to elevate himself.
material for a spiritual Jesus, and our gospels were. How happens it that the beneficent Gods are dewritten to take .the place of earlier gospels which posed; and we are worshipers of man's enemy, Jehowere suppressed· for the writings of the early vah, while the primitiv Christianity, to which Paul
fathers not only show no knowledge of our ROBpels, and Marcion belonged, denounced him as the enemy
but they prove the existence of a widespread belief of the supreme God and of man?
in a purely spiritual or phantom Jesua, which origiA careful examination of the account of Marcion
nated long before Christianity. Such is the conelu- in the second volume of "Supernatural Religion,"
sioii of a scholar who has made an exhaustiv exami- throws a flood of light upon this question, and upon
nation of the literature of that period.
the history and character of the church which, taking
But for this change in the faith of the church- its officials, its ceremonies, its savior, from Buddhthis radical change in the character of its savior, and ism, became known after several centuries, and its
-the consequent issue of our false gospPls-iltwoul4 change of faith consequent upon its adoption of the
not hav been necessary for the triumphant faction In Hebrew scriptures, as tbe "church of Rome."
the church to hide its origin in a mystery which
From M11rcion's opponents-the best possible witwould hav been impenetrable but for the light, feeble neeses under the circumstances-we learn what Marthough it be, thrown on it by the controversies of cion believed, what his predecessor and teacher,
churchmen. I say "our false gospels." If the story Paul, believed, and, of course, what Christianity was
of Jesus in our gospels and the Acts were true, Jo- long before, probably two huhdred and fifty years
sephus, who was born in 37, would hav found· Jeru- before our gospels were forged, or e.nyone had prosalem a Christian city, with not an adult unbeliever posed to substitute for the purely spiritual Jesus·
among its inhabitants, as anyone will see by an enu- and the supreme God, the father, the flesh-and-blood
meration of the converts under the preaching of the son of the' Hebrew Jehovah and the virgin Mary.;
apostles, as given in the Acts and epistles. For Je- Jehovah being only a second or third class deity, in
rusalem never contained twenty thousand inhabit- the estimation .of the primitiv church, as they learned
ants. His silence proves the entire Jesus story from his scriptures. Of course, nothing can be so
false. The silence of Philo of Alexandria-a con- absurd as the idea of a purely spiritual Jesus, except
temporary of Jesus; if there was such a person- the Jesus of our gospels. Botbare impossible. But
ni~ny of whose peculiat: opinions hav come down to the question to be decided is, What was the faith of
us through the fourth gospel, is equally significant. the primitiv church, of the church of Paul! And
But Philo, who may be said to hav created him, as to Marcion we look for an answer. Who was Marhe is presented in the fourth gospel, never heard of cion, what did he believe, and what do we know,
him.
.
with absolute certainty, of his belief 1
The story of the .destruction of the children, by
The obj9ct of'the author of "Supernatural ReligKing Herod, is taken from an incident in the life of ion," in his investigation, was not to learri what
Christna, the Hindoosavior. In fact, the authors of Marcionbelieved, but whether he could discover any
our gospels borrowed very freely from the life of the evidence of the existence of our gospels in his time.
Buddhist savior.
This he failed to do, though all the literature on the
But there is said to be positiv proof, in the Tal- subject was at his cOmmand. But he calls Marcion
mud, and other Hebrew and Christian records, that the great heresiarch of the century-that is, the
Paul and Peter lived about one hundred years before leader or founde_r of a heretical sect-forgetting that
the time of Pontius Pilate; and there was a legend he could not hav been a heretic, as our gospels were
of one Jeshu who about that time, was stoned to not written in his day. He evidently does this bedeath and hanged for sorcery; but the Talmud does cause Marcion's opponents had done so. ,.Had he.
not mention the Jesus of our gospels, cert~inly a givl3n the subject any thought, he would hav disvery important fact in its bearings upon the question covered that they were the heretics, and that Marcion
of their authenticity. Now, while Paul and Peter. w&s for maintaining the primitiv faith in its purity.
.may hav been contemporary with a Jeshu who This fact our author makes very plain, although he
claimed to be the son of God and the Virgin Mary, strangely overlooks it; and it is the more remarkable,
and was said to hav been put to death About one as the point is not without its bearing upon the
hundred years before the time of Pontius Pilate, I question of the existence of any of our gospels in the
cannot believe, legend or no legend, that they were second century.
his disciples, or that they were connected with any
Marcion,our author says, was born in Sinope, in
church of his founding-if he ever founded a church Pontus, near the Black .sea, of which place his father
-because I can present facts which prove that the was bishop; and although it is said that he aspired
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to the first place in the •i church of Rome," the presbyters refused him communion on account of his
peculiar views of Christianity. We shall presently
more fully refer to these opinions, but here it will be
sufficient to say that he objected to what he considered the debasement of true Christianity by Jewish elements, and he upheld the teaching of Paul
alone in opposition to. that of all the other apostles,
whom he accused of mixing up matters of the law
with the gospel of Christ-that is, the gospel of
· Paul's purely spiritual Jesus, not the Jesus of our
gospels-and falsifying Christianity, as Paul himself
had protested. What is this statement but the most
satisfactory evidence that they refused him communion on account of their peculiar views and their
determination to corrupt Christianity, in opposition
to which Paul, his predecessor by some two centuries, had spent his life, Peter being his most formidable opponent~ Here we hav an intelligible
explanation of the hitherto obscure controversy between Peter and Paul, which divided the church till
long after Marcion's time, and resulted in the triumph
of the "peculiar views" of his opponents-that is, in
the debasement of true Christianity by Jewish elements. Still our author speaks of Marcion as a
heretic, though admitting that he could ever hav had
any knowledge of the New Testament (remember
that he was living A.D.150) "was a mere ecclesiastical
imagination," and "that, in his day, the New Testament canon had not even been imagined !"
·
"Marcion came to Rome about A.D. 139, and continued teaching for some . twenty years. His high
personal character and elevated views produced a
powerful effect upon his time, and although, during
his own lifetime, and long afterward, vehemently
and with every opprobrious epithet denounced by
ecclesiastical writers, his opinions were so widely
adopted that, in the time of Epiphanius, his followers· were said to be found throughout the world!"
Again, our author errs in speaking of Marcion's
opinions as though they were new-as being widely
adopted. Now, Marcion, as our author expressly
states, was not the advocate of new opinions, but
was simply protesting against the corruption of the
primitiv faith-the faith of Paul, which, long before
his time, as this statement proves, must hav been
spread throughout the world, and was being corrupted by the introduction of these Jewish elements.
Observe, too, this proof how extensiv had been the
spread of Christianity before one of oti.r gospels had
been written!
Marcion is said to hav recognized, as his source of
Christi~n doctrin, besides tradition, a single gospel
and ten epistles of Paul, which, in his collection,
stood in the following order : Epistle to Galatians,
Corinthians, 2 Romans, Thessalonians, 2 Ephesians,
Colossians, Philippians, and Philemon. None of the
other books which now form pad of the canonical
New Testament were either mentioned or recognized
by Marcion. This is the oldest collection of apostolic writings of which there is any trace, but there
was at that time no other holy scripture than the
Old Testament, and no New Testament canon 'bad
yet been imagined! Now, here I call especial attention to the fact that though Marcion had this gospel
and these epistles of Paul-and no other epistles
than those which Marcion possessed can be genuinhe still recognized tradition as one of his sources of
doctrin. Many of the early fathers relied entirely
upon tradition. But observe how Marcion's recognition of tradition dates Christianity back. Two
hundred, or two hundred and fifty years before his
day, was Paul, with his gospel and epistles, and beyond that was the era of tradition, which he recognized as an authority for doctrin; but we are told,
and it is infinitly to his credit, that he neither claimed
canonical authority for these writings, nor did he
claim inspiration even for the apostle Paul; a fact
which ranks him above all theologians of ancient and
modern times, proving his intelligence, his integrity,
and his sound common sense.
The primitiv Christianity of Paul and Marcion
knew no virgin and child, no divine sacrifice or crucifixion, no ir:spired or infallible vicar of God. Their
savior was a spiritual being.
We hav already seen, says our author, the animosity expressed by contemporaries of Marcion against
the apostle Paul. And now we can understand the
cause of this animosity, which existed, we are told,
for many centuries. This church, with its officials,
its ceremonies, its savior-all of Buddhist originhad existed for some three hundred years ; its converts were spread, as they would hav said, throughout the world, and, this is a most important consideration, its savior was a purely spiritual being-a mere
phantom or semblance of a man who could not be
crucified. Until after the adoption of the Hebrew
scriptures our Jesus had not been imagined, and
Paul, who was Marcion's predecessor by some two
hundred, or two hundred and fifty, years, had
preached and writtli'n his epistles in support of this
purely spiritual Jesus and his worship, and in opposition to the recognition, by the church, of the Hebrew scriptures and the law. Is it not a significant
fact, in this connection, that Paul never saw Jesus,
save in a vision? And this controversy was raging

in Marcion's time,. and he, Paul's disciple and equal,
opposed, with all his ability, the debasement of the
true, the pure, the primitiv Christianity, by the introduction of Jewish elements, as Paul had done.
After Marcion's death, when the heretics had become
a majority in the church, had adopted the Hebrew.
scriptures, fabricated the story of Jesus, and written
our gospels, the followers of Marcion taunted their
opponents with tak~ng their doctrine from four adul:
terated gospels, while they received theirs from one
-the gospel of Christ, which was the gospel of Paul
and Marcion ; that is, the original .and only gospel of
the spiritual Jesus, with which Paul did not wish
Judaism or the "law" of the Old Testament mixed.
Here·was abundant cause for animosity against Paul
as well as Marcion. Certainly Marcion's followers
knew the history of this controversy and of these
gospels, or they could not hav hurled this taunt at
their opponents. Would it hav occurred to them to
make such a charge if it had not been true? Would
they hav dared do it 1 How strange that our author
does not see that, if Marcion was a heretic, Paul,
also, was a heretic, and a corrupter of the pure
Christianity. How strange that the animosity expressed by contemporaries of Marcion against Paul,
as well as Mtucion, and by the corrupted church, for
centuries after it became supreme against Paul, did
not open his eyes !
In the remote province of Pontus, where we might
expect to find the primitiv faith in its purity, was
the church of which the father of Marcion was the
bishop, with its gospel of the spiritual Jesus, and its
ten epistles of Paul, with which Marcion went to
Rome, protesting against the corruption of the faith
which Paul had preached some two hundred and
fifty years before, and making himself known through.out the world, so widely was Christianity spread,
before one of our gospels was written, or the New
Testament canon was even imagined ; and yet our
author speaks of the exclusivness of. the people
among whom Christianity had originated, as though
Christianity was of Jewish origin, and the story of
Jesus, and Calvary, and the resurrection, written, as
we are expressly told, that the scripture, against
which Paul and Marcion had protested, might be
fulfilled, was a fact happening in Jerusalem, the last
place to look for Christianity, as the silence of
Josephus shows. And now, that it may be seen that
there was no Judaism in the Christianity of Paul, I
giv our author's statement of Marcion's belief.
"Jesus was a divine being sent to reveal to man a
wholly new spiritual religion, and a hitherto unknown
God of goodness and grace. The Jehovah of the
Old Testament was different from the God of grace
who bsd sent the spiritual Jesus to reveal the truth,.
to bring salvation and reconciliation to all, and to
abrogate the Jewish God, who was opposed to the
God and father of the spiritual Jesus, as matter is
to spirit, impurity to purity. Christianity was in
distinct antagonism to Judaism; the spiritual God of
heaven, whose goodness and love were for the universe, to the God of this world, whose chosen and
peculiar people were the Jews ; the gospel of grace
to the dispensation of the Old Testament. Christianity, therefore, must be kept pure from the Judaistic elements, which were so essentially opposed to
its whole spirit."
Marcion pertinently asks, "If Jehovah be good,
prescient of the future, and able to avert evil, why
did be allow man, made in his own image, to be deceived by the devil, and to fall from obedience to
the law into sin and death? How came the devil to
be made at all' After the fall God became a judge
both severe and cruel; woman is at once condemned
to bring forth in sorrow, and to serve her husband
-changed from a help into a slave; the earth is
cursed which before was blessed, and man is doomed
to labor and death. The law, as given by Jehovah,
was one of retaliation, not of justice; it was eye for
eye, tooth for tooth, stripe for stripe."
· After many other objections to the character and
conduct of Jehovah-and no modern has criticised
that potentate more sharply-as his instigating the
Israelites to spoil the Egyptians, his inciting them to
work on the Sabbath day by ordering them to carry
the ark for eight days round Jericho, to break the
second commandment by setting up the brazen serpent, repenting that be had set up Saul and doomed
the Ninevites, soon Marcion denies the applicability to his spiritual Jesus of the so-called messianic prophecies. The Emanuel of Isaiah is not
Christ; the virgin, his mother, is simply a young
woman, according to Jewish phraseology, and the
sufferings of Isaiah are not predictions of the death
of Jesus. Tbj:lre is a complete antagonism between
the God of Marcion's gospel and Jehovah. The one
was perfect, pure, beneficent, passionless; the other
subject to all the passions of man, cruel, and changeable. And the Law-the Old Testament-was barbarous, inhuman, contradictory, and detestable. We
see from this that Marcion was the great theologian
of his age, the great theolo~ian of all the ages. He
dared tell the truth of that infamous and comparativly
modern Hebrew conception which has come down to
us as Jehovah, and of that collection of infamies and
absurdities which our theologians, even our boldest

and most liberal theologians, though they know that
Marcion's view of it is the true one, and admire while
they fear to follow him, still call, from lack of moral
courage, "divine revelation."
But Marcion believed in the doctrin of the impurity of matter, and carried it to its logical conclusion
in speculation and practice. Asserting the incredibility of an incarnate God, he denied the corporeal
reality of the flesh of Christ. His body was a mere
semblance, and not of human substance; was not
born of a human mother, and the divine nature was
not degraded by contact with the :flesh. In other
words, his God and Christ, like the God of our Christians, were spirits, whatever that may mean. If there
is any inconsistency or absurdity here, they are not
peculiar to ?t{arcion. But Marcion finds in Paul the
purest promulgator of the truth, as he understands
it, and emboldened by the epistle to the Galatians, in
which that apostle rebukes even the apostles "for
not walking uprightly according to the truth of the
gospel," he accuses the other apostles of having
depraved the pure form of the gospel doctrine delivered to them by Jesus-the spiritual Jesus-mixing up matters of the law (of the infamous Jehovah)
with the words of the savior, Jehovah's Bl'iritual
opponent. With these facts as to Paul's belief concerning Jesus, we see that, with the exception of the
epistle to Philemon, not one of the epistles attributed .
to Paul could hav been written by him; for in every
one we hav a crucified Jesus, of whom Paul could
hav had no knowledge, instead of the spiritual Jesus
whom he preached. The only thing worthy of note
in these epistles is the following in 2 Cor. xi: " In
Damascus the governor, under Aretas, the king,
guarded the city of the Damascenes, in order to take
me; and through a window was I let down in a
basket by the wall and escaped his hands "
Now, as the reign of this king, Aretas, terminated
62 or 63 B.a., if the above account was written by
Paul, it is a confirmation of what I hav written, and
makes him Marcion's predecessor by at least two
·
S. PALMER.
centuries.

The Bruno Statue at Rome.
Since the closing of the subscription as announced
in· the last TRUTH SEEKER, the following sums hav
been received and forwarded:
A. W. Sturdy, Attleboro, Mass., now at" Munich,
Bavaria ......•....•..•.••..•..•................................. $10 00
Liberty S. McKinney, Galveston, Tex..................... 5 00
John D. Brannan,
"
" ..................... 5 00
Total. ••.••...•.•....•....•.......................... $20 00

Which, with $1,120.15, makes $1,140.15 as the total
amount sent.
There let the matter rest j for it is not convenient
to send small subscriptions, and they cannot reach
Rome in time for the celebration on the 9th of June.
The pope has made public his protest, which was
expected, and for which we are obliged to him, for it
will add interest to the occasion..
T. B. WAKEMAN,
Secretary and Treasurer American Committee.
No. 93 Nassau street, New Yo?'k City.
[Copy of letter sent to be read at unveiling of the
Bruno monument:]
OFFIOE OF
AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.
President, R. B. WESTBROOK, LL.D.
.
• Vice-presidents:
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL, Ex-president. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM,
Ex-president. T. B. WAKE~u.N, Ex-president.
Otto Wettstein, Treasurer, Rochelle, Ill.; E. A. Stevens,
Secretary, Chicago; E. B. Foote, Jr., ChairmanExecutiv Committee, 120 Lexington avenue, N. Y.; Mattie A.
Freeman, Chairman Finance Committee, 402 West
Madison street, Chicago. Ill.
SECRETARY'S 0FFIOE, 558 w. MADISON ST., CHIOAGO, ILL.
SIGNOR GrovANNI AMIOI, Secretary Bruno Monument Committee, Honored Sir: On behalf of the board of directors of
the American Secular Union, I send .you hearty greetings
that your labor of love is .at last crowned. Every honest
heart in America throbs with enthusiasm at the consummation of your significant tr~umph-the rescuing of that Infidel
hero, Giordano Bruno, from the oblivion his murderers had
hoped to thrust him in.
As Rome has been the center of a system of superstition,
ignorance, and despotism, may we not indulge in the hope
that modern Romans may yet raise it to the Eternal City of
science, justice, and love?
It will be the proudest remembrance of our board of
directors that they hav had the honor and privilege to aid in
such a glorious undertaking.
We salute thy statue, 0 Bruno, the noblest martyr who
ever died for man, and by this circumstance we realize that
"this old world is growing brighter."
All honor to you and your colleagues. t::lincerely and fraE. A. STEVENS,
ternally
· '
Secretary American Secular Union.

As to the pretense of anything supernatural, philosophy teaches us to vi.ew it only as a certain and
incontestable mark of 1mposture, .by whomsoever
advanced. Prophecy! The very name of such a
thing is a surrender of all pretense to evidence; 'tis
the lan~uage of insanity ! The fetor of the charnel house is not more charged with admonition to
our bodily health to withdraw from the proximities
of death, than the cracky sound of the thing is,
with warning to our reason, that we are out of the
regions of sobriety wherever it is so much as seriously spoken of: no honest man ever pretended to
it.-1 aylor's IJiegesis.
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lf/tt JJ1ntrican ,jecular lJnion.
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
1!:. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
Princess Opera. Home,
558 W. Madison street, ltoom 1, Ol!t,ago.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treaa.,
- • .- •
Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, JB•• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
Mas. M.A.. FREEMAN, Oh. Fin. Oom., 3J4 W. Madison at., Chicago.

Shall We .Balk on $300 ~
Seven hundred dollars hav been pl6dged toward
the $1,000 fund proposed to be offered as a premium
for the best scheme or manual to show teachera how
to teach morality in our schools without teaching
religious dogma. The list now stands th.us:
R. B. Westbrook, Philadelphia ..................................
G. E. Swan, Beaver Dam, Wis..................................
Joseph Sedgebeer, Painesville, 0. ..............................
L. Geiger, Hudson, N.Y..........................................
W. H. Forwood, Fort Snelling, Minn.........................
W. H. Pepper, Petaluma, Cal...................................
Friends in Hudson, through L. Geiger.......................
Dr. E: B. Foote, New York C1ty................................
F. C. Mende, Philadelphia........................................

$100
100
100
100
100
100
50
25
25

Total ......................................................... $700

Now, friends, let us hav the balance of the $300
pledged before the Fourth of J al:y ! Dv not wait for
others, but let us hear from you at once. Write to
Secretary Stevens or to the undersigned directly.
R B. WES'rBROOK, Pres. Am. Sec. Union.
1,707 Oxford strett, Philadelphia.

The !toll of Honor.

and Ide, going to do good work, and that, too, in an
unexpected quarter. Though Dorr is quite a small
town, the Union already numbers eighty-six members, and they feel confident of counting one hundred
and fifty in the near future. May the Secularists of
Dorr make those of Grand Rapids ashamed of their
inactivity. When will the msj ority of Liberals realize that organization must be met by organiz'ltion,
an'd that nothing in the world was ever accomplished
for their welfare unless some one had to sacrifice for
them-sometimes their lives, at other times their liberty, again their entire property t Now it only
needs that we relinquish a little comfort. Yet so few
are willing to do even that.
Another charter has gone to Iowa's fair capital.
Those are the places where Unions could do the
most valuable service-at each of the stale capitals.
For then they could make protests, or inform the
national secretary of every measure which the orthodox element hav in view to crush freedom or control
the government. Our brothers and sisters of Das
Moines are activ, brainy, aggressiv, and we predict
for them a record of what the church will term "per
nicious activity." Des Moines is figurir.g on inviting
the next congress, so is Minneapolis and also Chicago.
We are open for the best inducements. While the
issuing of the cbartE>rs give us encouragement, the
financial outlook for the month of May is anything
but that. We now bav in addition to the other ex
penses offica rent to pay. There are a good ~~ny
pledges made at the Pittsburgh congress remammg
unpaid. We hope it will not be necessary to further
remind our friends that the money is needed. Our
case against the archbishop's training-school h~s, by
order of the appellate court, been turned over for
the supreme court to decide. As that involves more
expe.nse we hope. to hear from ~::vny honest, earnest
Secularist who bas not already helped us at once.
THE TRAIL OF THE SERPENT.
Judge Prendergast, R me's devoted rapreBentat.ir
on our bench, in a speet:h at the anniversary of thE:
Catholic Uuion, tried, as usual, to stab the state institutions for the benefit of the church. The Herald
reports him as follows:

Thomas Goddard, DuQuoin, Ill .............................. $7 00
Dr. J; H. D~y, Walla Wall», W. T........................... 5 00
C. C. Rodgero, Boulder Creek, Cal........................... 2 00
A. F. Neunert, Portland, Ore.................................. l 00
0. Z. Ide, Dorr, Mich. (cha.rter fee)......................... 5 00
Charles T. Griffith, Des Moines, Ia. (charter fee)....... 5 00
Received at the office of THE TROTH BEEKXR, for the Anu r·
can Secular Union, the fo!lowing:
H. B. Maxwell, Maitland, Mo-.................................. $1 00
S. B. Hodge, .
"
•· .................................. 1 00
T. D. Roberts,
.................................. 1 00
F. B. Spring,
"
" ..... .. ........... ............... 1 00
A. E. Smith, Berea, 0.......................................... 1 00
Judge Prendergast, who spoke on "Charities," refetr. fl to
Irving Zimmerman, Princeton, Minn........................ 1 00 the insane asylum investigation as illustrating the rottenne~s
John Collins, Athens, Tex....................................... 1 00 of modern civilization. The horrors which had been uncovGoddard, of Du Q ~oin, ia a name that has adorned ered in Chicago existed !ill th10ugh the country, for the reathat the care ot the imHne and the poor had been entirely
every worthy effort for mental freedom that we son
divorced fn;m religion. Prior to the foundation of the
remember in the struggle for years. Though long Ce.tholic church by Christ cLarity did not exist. The civilipast life's meridian he does not idly wait the sum- zation of ucient Rome had no hospital, refuge, or orphanmons to his anticipated summerland, but, filled with age, and paupers or sick persons were allowed to die witha lofty enthusiasm, he still labors with the vigor d out the hoJ.nd of charity being extended to them. It was
Christianity which first begau to care fur the helpless and
youth for the cause he loves so well. 0 that the the sick. The full fru!tion of Christ's idea of charity ~a~ to
fire and fervor of these venerable pioneers could find be found in the Catholic church. Other forms of Chnshan.
lodgment in the hearts and aspirations of the skep- ity and other denominations had esta.blishld hoEpitals, but
tical youth of to-day ! What a glorious future might only in the Catholic church had charity for the suffering
been thoroughly carritd out. Charity consisted of more
then be the heritage of our posterity ! It is sad to tha.n
simply paying taxes for the support of institutions in
contemplate that such men-men who hav assisted which the poor were fed. Not a day had passed in forty
in making this world more broad, tolerant, and civil- years when the daily press had failed to furnish proofs of
izsd-who by their lives consecrate themselvs to the horrible brutalitiPe and neglect of persons in asylums and
other public institutions. The speaker said that he violated
good of their fellow-men-are so seldom emulated no
professional or court etiquet when he stated, from his
by younger people of the Secular party. Brother own personal knowledge, that the system of public charities
Goddard's being an Englishman probably accounts in Cook county was uHerly and irredeema.bly bad. He
for his enthusiasm. He and his dear life partner are quoted the testimony of Ex-County-Commissioner Aldrich in
noble allies in the Spiritual wing of the Secular regard to the administration of public charities in Chicago.
Mr. Aldrich, although not a Catholic, testified that the only
forces. May such splendid service be their source of body
which worked for the benefit of the poor without fee
increased satisfaction in this the sunset of their lives. or reward wa~ the sisters of charity, and that it would be
· Dr. Day, of Wall a Wall a, is a stalwart Freethinker well to turn over all the charities of Cook county to them.

from "old Virginia," and a graduate of William and
Henry College. We had a pleasant chat with the
doctor, who recently made us a social call. For
many years he has confined his activity to assaying,
and his study of nature's laboratory gave him a
wholesome contempt for a sO-called religious system
which attempts to account for the creation of this
vast universe by a six days' incubation story, or which
distorts the plain processes and facts of growth,
physical, animal,. or vegetable, to fit the fiat of an
individual. Brother Day has the intelligence to see
the necessity and appreciate the work of the American Secular Union, and proposes to become one of
its life members and sustainers. Alone he has held
aloft the Freethought banner till he bas seen it
become quite popular. He has donated, under
proper conditions, to the local Liberal society cf
Walla Walla a valuable scientific and miscellaneom•
library. That is a splendid work for one man. Who
will follow his example in every city !
Brother C. C. Rodgers, of Boulder Creek, Cal.,
another stalwart prominent Western Liberal, with
willing heart sends his token of esteem and aid. .A~
Brother Rodgers is in our friend Putnam's territory
or constituency he can be relied on for faithful and
earnest endeavor in the future. Putnam can inspire
and enthuse if anyone can.
Our good friend A. F. Neunert., of Portland, Ore.,
does not forget us, adding another donation to his
already generous contributions. He is one of the
Liberals who can spare a dollar for Freethougbt
almost any day, for the churches get no picking out
of him. He is consistent and give no comfort to the
enemy.
It is a pleasing surprise to note that Michigan,
which seems to hav been d~ad &r.d lifeless so long,
is, through the activity of Brothers Strong, Averill,

When it is known that Dr. Keirnan and the majority of his assistants 11t the insane asylum where
these brutalities hav been practiced are nearly all
Roman Catholics, we. can see that these scoundrelly
and traitorous officials are there very largely for the
avowed purpose of bringing those institutions into
disrepute, as well as giving vent to the depravity for
which their religious system is responsible.
His assertion that, prior to Christianity, charity
did not exist, substantiates my charge of last week
that Romanism is a system for " the perversion of
history and the inversion of intellect." Prendergast
is not a fool, and consequently must be a deliberate
falsifier. He knows, if be knows anJthing of history,
that hundreds of yearli before the dawn of Chris·
tianity hospitals were established in every city
throughout the Indian empire; that the corn laws
established by the Roman tribunes, the Graccbi
family, amply provided for the wants of the poor j
that the Moors founded the greatest hospitals, and
furnished the world its best physicians ; that ir
Mexico and Peru, before Christianity had blighted
their splendid prosperity, institutions of charity werf
everywhere maintained; that in no country in th[
world are the aged and infirm more tenderly cared
for than in heathen China, while it took SpainCatholic Spain-fourteen hundred years before it
founded an insane asylum. In every country and in
every age the human heart has responsivly throbbed
to suffering and woe, while religion has caused the
greater portion of it. If Commissioner Aldrich
made the remark attributed to him, it only shows
bow contemptible a politician can become.
At the same meeting Archbishop Feehan put
popery above patriotism by telling the young men
that there "was no higher title than that of Catholic. It was greater than that of the ancient Roman,

civis Romanu.~ surn." How is that for a good
American doctrin? It is for such traitors and their
echemes we annually exempt millions and millions of
property, besides other millions they pilfer through
their political inflaence-omnia ad dei gloriwn.
ANOTHER ASPIRANT FOR PLATFORM HONORS.
Sundav evening Mrs.· ·Augusta A. Holmes, the
present ~ecretary, made her debut on our platform,
meetirg with marked success and merited applause.
The Chicago Union is proud of MrP. Freeman's ora·
torical genius and well-earned fame, and it seems as
thou~: h Mra. Holmes might soon follow in her footstep!>, for her treatment of her subject, "God and
Godly Women," decidedly demonstrated exceptional
ability. The way in which she boxed God around
the compa>s of reason was exceedingly damaging
both to his assumed divinity and his personality,
and her brief glance over the mythical traditions
somehow suggested the lines of Moore-more
especially tbt:! last:
See grave theology, when once she strays
From revelation, wLat tricks she plays;
What various heavens-all fit for bards to singHav churchmen dreamed from Papias to King,
WLile hell itself in India's naught but smoke,
In Spain's a furnace, aud in France-a joke.

Mrs. Holmes is evidently destined to do great ser- .
vice in the Secular Cf~use.
The 1 ribune reporter made in a synopsis of Dr.
Goodwin's sermon on " God's Supply of His People's
Needs," at the First Congregational church, the following remarks:
The Cl:.ristian's needs would be supplied by God, though
sometimes the plans of God are different from man's more
selfish aims. Needs should not be governed by desires said
the Fpeaker. A child wishes confectionery when it should
ha v "holesome food, or it cries to play with the thing it
slwu d be protected aga.inst. Mr. Goodwin contrasted the
n.a ncr in which Christianity supplies the wants of man
"i.h the way in which Infidelity does, quoting a Jetter he
had received from the Secular Union demanding the abolition
of all religious forms and l'ffices in conntclion with the functions of government. Continued the speaker: Infidelity says
to the sick person or one in distress : " There may be a God
but he does not care for you; he will not help you. Set
your face against all discouragement; fight it out." Christianity says: "You shall not want fo• anything. All things
shall work together for good. Cast thy burden on the Lord."
lt comes with promises of a life to come, so that even if it
~ere a cheat, it would be a glo.rious che~t, a great inspiration, far above that of Infidelity. But It is not a cheat.
Christianity works out its promis€s. All who hav been in
trouble hav felt it to be so. They hav been sustained,
assisted, comforted.

It was very unfortunate for Dr. Goodwii.'s logic
that most of his congregatioit. had just read of the
terrible ca~amity in Pennsylvania in their vile, unholy
Sunday morning papua. ·That bald fact of "God's
visitatwn" was liable to unsettle his flimsy reasoning,
and amply contradicts his assertion about being
"sustained, assisted, comforted." "You shall not
want for anything. All things Bhall work together
for good," sounds like the jeering of a pitiless wretch
in the face of such appalling horrors. "Infidelity,"
as he is pleased to call it, deal11 in no such hollow
mockery, but encourages to self-help, self.eulture
and the broadening processes of reason.
'
"'TIS SWEET TO BE REloiEMBERED."
Thursday evening, June 6th, a number of our
members, ladies and gentlemen, tiptoed up the steps
of the Stiles residence, all bearing mysterious packages, and took possession oi their parlor. The writer
was delegated to inform the lady of the house that
her uniform kindness, her interest in the cause, and
the trouble she bad taken to provide entertainment
fer members of the Union had endeared her to all
and they had taken the liberty of calling on her o~
the anniversary of her birth, and concluded by reading an original poem by Mrs. Woodman. Then the
tables were loaded with presents, many of them
valuable pieces of jewelry. The fair hostess, overflowing with grateful surprise, feelingly replied
kissed all the ladies, and thanked the gentlemen:
Mr. Stiles came to her rescue, and, with his us.ual
ease, made a most happy acknowledgment, after
which we had a social time of it.
ANOTHER TRAVESTY ON JUSTICE
Has been pel'petrated by Judge Shepherd's compounding a felony with the notorious jail-breaker and
boodler McGarigle, who so unaccountably slipped
through the fingers of Canute R. Matson, sheriff of
Cook county, while taking a bath. This" influential"
thief returns, pleads guilty to several indictments,
releases his bondsmen of an obligation of $50,000,
pays a fine of $1,000, holds an overflowing reception
at his house that evening, and will sue the county
for $2,000 for st>rvices. I should not wonder if" Me"
is not invited to take his old position as chief of
police. His conduct certainly qualifies him for consideration in the selection of soft berths in this city.
Bad as he is, he is not, in my opinion, half as heinous
or base as this betrayer of the people on the bench.
It was this same Judge Shepherd, I believe, who
allowed a couple of self-confessed ballot-box stu:ffers
to go scot-free several years ago, and who, instead of
wearing the ermin, should hav colors of the zebra
put on his back. A local rhymester gets off this
screed on the flippant transaction:
McGarigle the other day wended his way
To the sheriff's official headquarters, they say,
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And without much ado he made the avowal:
Canute, if you please, I've come back for the towel."

TaEcott, Snell's murderer, should walk into court
and claim the $50,000 reward, plead guilty, pay a
small :fine for assault and battery, and start into the
detectiv business.
E . .A.. STEVENs,
Secretary American Secular Union.

Cleveland, Ohio, Liberals Awake.
The Secular Union of Cleveland, roused by the
efforts of the clergy of that city to prevent 11 Sabbath desecration," hav issued the following letter:

•

GENTLRMEN: We see by 'fuesday's issae of this paper that
you hav held a special session preparatory to a crusade
against what you choose to call "Sabbath desecration."
Knowing this means the destruction of our individual liberties and rights, guaranteed by the Constitution to every citizen in the 11 pursuit of happiness," we wish to enter our protest against the contemplated wrong and injustice, and state
some of our reasons therefor.
It would seem that reform, like charity, should begin at
home· and it is to say the least, hardly consistent for those
who do their h~rdest work on Sundays to ilespotically assert
that others sball not. It is not strange that" ver,ted rights,"
seeing its power slipping away, should seek to stem the
tide· but when that struggle means theocracy and the desecration of freedom, it is time some one speak and such dese
crators listen. Desecration is a Rhibboleth invented by a
certain class to be used as a sort of mental club to pound the
minds of another claes into subjection. To desecrate has
been supposed to be an awful sin or crime that must be paid
for with some equally awful retribution or punishment, just
what nobody has ever known, and the inventors of the word
hav never attempted to explain. It is a platitude used in
place of an idea. To desecrate a day means to consecrate it
to the use of the people or devote it to the happiness of mankind. Likewise to consecrate anything is to despoil it of its
usefulness to humanity. A few months ago Louis Jacob, a
seventeen-year-old boy, was arrested in New York for sel\ing a
loaf of bread over the counter of his sister's bakery on Sunday.
Through miniBtering to the wants of humanity this youth
was from the theological standpoint, engaged in 11 Sabbath
des~cration." In Georgia at the present time a similar indignity is being perpetrated by the backers of theocratic despotism. D. Conklin, latdy removed from Michigan to that
state has been indicted by the grand jury for working on
Sunday. What heinous crime do you think he had committed? He cut a few sticks of wood to build a fire. Horrors l
what an awful sin l But to fully appreciate the absurdity of
this case it must be borne in mind that Mr. Conklin is an
Adventist and observes the seventh day as the Sabbath, as
authorized by the Bible. Elder M. Hoffman, in a letter to
Rev. George B. Starr, superintendent of the central Bible
school for home and foreign missions, at Chicago, regarding
this case, says : ·
11
They hav in this state a 'chain gang,' where those who
violate the law are taken, and with a ball and chain fastened
to one leg, they are made to work on the public roads and
railroads. Many of them are treated worse than brutes;
many bav been whipped to death, and doubtless if he should
be taken there for working on Sunday he would be compelled to work on the Sabbath."
To bring the matter home to the people of Cleveland we
will cite an instance which occurred in our own city. A
poor laborer, living on the south side, was arrested for painting his house on Sunday, brought into the police court and
fined, although he showed that he was too poor to pay for
having the work dcne, and Sunday was the only day on
which he had time to do it. The police judge, having some
sense of the ludicrous, remitted the fine, but the defendant
had to stand the costs. And so in .all cases the definition
holds good as given above: desecration useful, consecration
useless to mankind. These instigators of outrages pretended' to be done to please God {as if he could not take care
of himself and his interests without their help) conveniently
forget the teachings of him who said: "The Sabbath was
made for man, and not man for the Sabbath," and persecute
their fellow-men for following in his footsteps.
One would naturally infer from the turmoil raised by some
about the ''desecration of the Sabbath" (Sunday) that there
existed some religious authority for its observance, or at
least that it possessed biblical sanction. Such is not the
fact however, as anyone can easily ascertain. Sunday is
not' the Sabbath! 11 Holy Sabbath?" Will you kindly inform us when and where and by whom Sunday, the first day
of the week, was made holy? Until then we shall hold,
with Christ, 11 that the Sabbath was made for man."
It is time the people understood the truth about the Sabbath so-called, and learn why the clergy claim the privilege
of abrogating their inalienable rights on the first day of the
week. Will you be candid enough to enlighten them and us
on this impurtant subject? We hav at various times put the
query, but hav never been answered.
The first reference to the Sabbath in the Bible is found
in Gen. ii, 2, 3:
11
And the Lord blessed the seventh day and sanctified it,
because that in it he had rested from all his work which God
created and made." Again we get the same injunction in
Ex. xx, 8-11. When we were taught, "Remember the
Sabbath day to keep it holy," in the guilelessness of youth,
we supposed it referred to Sunday, the first day of the week,
but now on perusing the whole excerpt we find our instructors misappliec~ the quotation, and that it was spoken of the
seventh day, VIZ.:
11
But the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God;
in it thou shalt not do any work. . • . For in six days
the Lord made heaven and earth, tbe sea and all that in them
is and rested the seventh day, wherefore the Lord blessed
tbe Sabbath day and hallowed it." In Exodus xxxi, 14-17,
the command is repeated and tbe obse:rvance is made a per.
petual covenant. Then the reason is that the Lord rested on
the seventh day, therefore the seventh day, Saturday, should
be observed as a day of rest or the Sabbath. In the fifteenth
verse of the fifth chapter of Deuteronomy another reason is
given but this need not be noticed, since it is never advanced
nowadays. All the passages in the Old Testament place the
Sabbath on the seventh day, Saturday. Those who are not
familiar with the passages may refer to Lev. xxiii, 3; xxv,
4; xxvi, 2, in addition to those given. It will be seen that
up to the time of Christ the se-.:enth d!ly yvas the only S~b
bath known. Did he abrogate It and m Its place establish
Sunday as the Sabbath? By reading Matt. xii, 1-8, it will
be seen that Christ recognized the seventh day as the Sabbath but did not hold himself bound by it, as the son of
man' was lord of the Sabbath. In Mark xxviii, 1, even after
the death of Jesus his disciples regarded the seventh day as
the Sabbath; 11 In the end of the Sabl:>ath, as it be~n to

dawn toward the first day of the week." Christ himself
used the seventh day for Sabbath purposes (Mark vi, 2):
"And when the Sabbath day was come he began to teach in
the synagog." To know that the followers of Jesus recognized the sanctity of the Sabbath (Saturday) one has but to
read (Luke xxiii, 26) : "And they returned and prepared
spices and ointments; and rested the Sabbath day according
to the commandment." It is apparent, then, that Christ and
his disciples and followers in his time recognized the seventh
day as the Sabbath, and Christ says nothing about observing
the first day of the week as the Sabbath. If Christ and his
apostles did not institute the Christian Sabbath, who did,
and when?.
Such expressions as 11 the sanctity of the Sabbath," the
11
Lord's day," are often heard. When did the first day of
the week become the Lord's day and who instituteil it?
What makes a day sacred, and when and by whom was Sunday sanctified? If you know the answer to these questions
ought not you, in the sacred name of truth, to giv your knowledge to the people? We_ Imow, you must, and all who care
to investigate may, that there is no scriptural authority for
the observance of the first day of the week as the Sabbath.
Honor bright, now, why not let people know the facts in the
case? Surely the cause of morality was never injured by
making the truth known.
It would seem a sad fact that party lines and creed fences
are drawn so fine and built so high that good, honest. noble
men and women are separated. All are brothers, and when
virtuous, loving, and honorable people cannot work to~ether
for the welfare of the race there is something wrong m the
Bystem which separates them.
Sabbath occurs many times in the New Testament, but is
never there applied to the first day of the week, and the
word Sunday is not used in that book even once.
Calvin, in 1550, said: 11 The fathers frpquently call the
commandment for the Sabbath a shadowy commandment
because it contains the external observance of a day which
was abolished with the rest of the figures at the advent of
Christ. . • . Christians therefore should ha:v nothing to
do with a superstitious observance of days."
Martin Luther, who has received a good deal of praise
from those who uphold the Christian Sabbath, says: 11 As
regards the Sabbath or Sunday, there is no necessity for
keeping it. If anywhere the day is made holy for the mere
day's sake • • . then I order you to work on it, to ride
on it to dance on it, and to do anything that shall reprove
this ~ncroachment on the Christian spirit of liberty." Has
Martin lost caste as an authority?
Sunday was set apart _for the Sabb~th simply as a matter
of convenience. You will not deny this, we are sure. That
being admitted, then what binding force should it hav on
those who do not care to observe it? Is it not a direct
wrong for a certain ~lass ~f. citizens to t~ to oblig!l ot~er
citizens to observe their religious days? Is It not a viOlatiOn
of individual rights for a religious sect to endeavor by law to
force other sect a or systems to observe their ceremonies?
You can easily set us right if we are wrong in these claims.
If not. is it any more than justice and s~rving the best interests of truth and morality that you admit the fact?
These attempted wrone;s again~t t.h_e individu~l ri~hts of
citizens, a good example of which .Is the BlaJr ~Ill, h~v
already driven nearly all the deep thiDkers and philosophic
minds from the church and lost to her inestimable mental
wealth and the flower of the youth of our country. A!e we
to think from your favoring such laws that you desire to
return to the days when chains were stretched across the
streets of New York city to prevent the passage of vehicles
and persons, when young girl~ w~re stripped to the waist
and publicly whipped for walkmg m the fields and groves,
when men were forbidden to kiss their wives on that day?
We do not think the people wish to again witness anti endure
such atrocities.
. .
The body of the people believe that Sunday_ has diviDe
sanction for being observed as the Sabbath. It IS not so, as
all people posted in religious questions know. Why should
this deceit be practiced any longer?
11 Come
now and let us reason together," said the Lord.
11 Debate thy ca~se with thy neighbor."
"The Lord God will
help me· therefore shall I not be confounded."
Truth 'was never injured by candor. If our statements are
not true, Jet them be answered. If they are true, frankly
admit it.
CLEVELAND SxouLAR UNioN.

May 30th.
san Francisco F1·eethought.

I see them bearing their flowers to-day
To the spot where the heroes sleep,
And I think of an unmarked soldier's grave,
Where Virginia's breezes sweep.
And I wonder if some one plucks a flower
By the rivulet of Bull Run, .
And lays it above the dust of him
Who made me a soldier's son.
The day that is gone we liv no more,
But I close my eyes and think,
As the chain of memory stretches back,
And I follow it link by link,
And spanning eight and a score of years,
I ~eturn to a Christmas day
When the streets are full of marching men
And the air with their banners gay.
But I hav sight for only one,
A man with a bearded face
And a kindly eye, and a firm, strong tread,
As he walks in a forward place.
I watch the train move out of town,
With its smoke and its clanging bell,
And the smoke takes form of clouds of war,
And the clang is a funeral knell.
He wore the blue as a soldier should,
He was honest and true and brave;
He gave his life for the nation's life,
And his pay was a soldier's grave.
A random shot, and above his corse
On rushes the battle's tide,
And while the stars shine out that night
They bury him where he died.
So I watch them strewing their flowers to.day
On the spot where the heroes sleep,
And I think of an unmarked soldier's grave
Where Virginia's breezes sweep.
And I wonder if some one plucks a flower
By the rivulet of Bull Run,
And drops it above the dust of him
Who made me a soldier's son.
{j-. ]).
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Mr. Henry George's lllogicnl Position.
J. P. Gilmour in th.e National Reform•r.

Mr. Henry George, who has just concluded a lecturing
itinerary in Scotland in advocacy of the single-tax principle
nee land nationalization, in the course of his tour delivered
t-.vo Sunday adilrC'sses. one at Dundee and the othtr in Glasgow, which were chiefly devoted to a homilectical exp1sition
of the nondescript doctrin touched upon in ''Progress and
P,Jverty," viz., That God, who is the all-father, never intended that the land should· become the property of individual owners; that on the contrary he meant it to be the common inheritance of the people after the system patented by
Mr. Henry George. We hav never been able to work up. a
very fervent admiration for either the logic or the rhetonc
of the "Prophet of San Francisco" as displayed in his rna9terpiece, which in point of foll,;y unquestionably ilese•v•s
that title, if only for its crassly Ignorant treatment of Malthusianism and Evolution; but we hav hitherto given hi~
credit for more common sense than he seems to possess, If
the self-contradictory voposition quoted is to be taken seriously, and not as mere strategical sentiment. In the former
alternativ, Mr. George has the assurance to invite us to ~e
lieve that God who is all-powerful intended to do a tbmg
which he has not done. or haa been unable to accomplish
through the perversity of man-that i8, either he never intended to do what Mr. George says he meant to do-for with
an almighty being intention is tantamount to fn!film~nt; s.o
that, if 'God had intended the land to be natiOnalized It
would be so, and Mr. George's agitation unnecessary-or,
since God's intention has not been carried out and man has
got his own way, we are committed to the rtductio ad absu;dum that the creature is more powerful than the creator; m
other words that man is a species of Frankenstein whom his
maker has framed but cannot control-a pretty piece of logic
for an authority on political economy. What Mr. George
strangely enough fails to see is the mutual incompatibility of
providence and political economy. Assume the existence
of the first, and you leave no room for the s£cond. Providence is the term used to denote the care and superintendence exercised by the deity, who is said to interfere from
time to time to succor and help his creatures in distress and
danger. Political economy is an account of the laws governing the production and distrib'ltion of wealth; and these
laws are as fixed and inexorable as the law of gravity, of
the iliffusion of gases, or of chemical affinity. N onconformity with an economic law entails certain retribution in
the shape of famin or some similar evil; but if Mr. George's
patent providence steps in at every cri1ical juncture and
suspends the law, it ceases to hav that character and becomes a mere fiction. Science may be tbe providence of
man, but providence is not the science of life; and a political economist who comes from the United States to enlighten the countrymen of Adam Smith should hav more
respect for his memory than to perpetrate such an outrage
on his philosophy.
------~~.--------

A. Few Minutes With the Bigots.
A "sacred concert" advertised to be given in the Opera
House, Port Jervis, N.Y., Sunday, May 12th, was forbidden
by the civil authorities.
The Philadelphia Sabbath Association proposes to test !n
the courts the right to sell cigars, candy, etc., on Sunday m
that city.
The supreme court of Massachusetts has decided 11 that
cigars sold by .a to~ac_?onist in th~ ordinary way are not
drugs or medicms w1thm the meanmg of the words as used
in the statute," and that consequently the sale of this article
is a breach of the state law.
The general assembly of the Presbyterian church (South),
in session at Chattanooga, Tenn., adopted, May 25th, the following:
..
Resolvea That we fa.vor the siltning by our people of the Pet1t10n1
to Oongre~~ for a law against f:!nnda¥ "=ork. ~xoept works of necessity and mercy, so far as the Jnnedio~lOn qf the general government extend•, with the nsnal exceptiOns m favor of those who
observe another day of the week as Sabbath.
At the Southern Baptist convention, Memphis, Tenn., May
14th, the following was adopted :
WHEREAS, The Amer.ican Sab~ath Union is laboring to secure
such national legislat10n as wlll allow to all emplorees of the
national government one day in ~!lven as a day. of rest; the'-:eforez
Rewzvea That we fullv PYmpath1ze with th1s ImPortant obJeCt oi
the American Sabbath Union, and request our brethren to promote
its work as far as practicable.
The Chicago branch of the American Sabbath Union has
written the lollowing open letter to the postmaster-general :
We submit to your consideration the f()llowing points as somte of
those on which orders or recomm~ndat.wns from .You ough to
bring the postal service more fully.mtq harmony with the propel r
uses of the civil Sabbath as.a day on .which the _government sho11 ~
protect its citizens against mterruptwns of their rest and W!>rshiP .
1 No post-office to be opened at the usual hours of worahip.
2. No postal employee required to be on dutY at hours that
would take from them the opportunity to attend church.
3 St.amp clerks to be entirely free from Sunday "=ork.
.
4' M'l.il bearing special Elelivery stamps to be umformiY held m
th~ office as other mail, unless personally called for.
5. No mail matter, except lo.tters, to be stamped or sorted on tll.e
S~bbl!~· post-office to be wholly closed. on th~ Sabbf!oth where a
m..:jority of the people of legal age petitiOn for i,ts clo~mg.
d
We trust yon ma.Y be able to find other waysm wh!oh tore nee
th~> Sunday work of postal employees, and that yon will 11o-oSperJ"e
with the nRtional movement to hav a IIJoW by.wh!Ch th1s an ay
work shall be wholly and permanently dJscontmned.

Lectures and Meetings.
JoHN PRESOOTT GUILD, our l·mpbatic Prohibitio~ correspondent, is prepared to lecture on_ Freethou~ht topiCs, and
Jd like immediate engagements m ConnectiCut; also calls
:o~e South and West, to be answered in the fall and winter.
His terms are reasonable. Address him at 19 North Colony
·
street, Meriden, Conn.
.
MR. GEoRGE H. DAwHs has been engaged to tea.ch school in
Oregon, and desires Iectnring engagements on h~s way: anywhere on or near the line of the Northern Pacific railroad
from Minneapolis to Portland. He leaves home about July
lOth. During his residence in Oregon he proposes to lecture
at McMinnville and neighboring towns on Sundays. Address
him at Pittsville, Wis.
c NTRARY to previous announcements, Mrs. Mattie Krekel
willa not visit California until next winter .. She w;ll ~rend
the summer lecturing in Oregon and Washi?g~on ern. o_ry,
and desires to hear from individuals and soCieties requm~g
speakers. Last Sunday she spoke at Alliance, 0.;_ she will
deliver the Fourth of July oration at Red Oak, _Mmn., and
then wend her way westward. We trust she Will find tq~
opvort\l~it~!lS for "\'I'Of)r th~t 4er tl\leqts deserve.
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l!ommunieations.
The Unity of Infinity and Form Not Possible.
This postulate presents itself in so clear a light,
even to ordinary intelligence, that it should be generally accepted as are the tabulated axioms provided
for the use of college students.
Why, then, has it not been placed a~ong the~e
axioms 1 There can be but one answer, VIZ., that 1t
would be fatal to the current belief in the existence
of God.
In traversing the times and conditions that gave
birth to the theory of an infinit godhead, maker and
director of all things, one should not, in the present
state of the race, be willing to freely accept so important an issue, emanating from so much of dense
ignorance and superstition as must then hav existed.
We hav better guides, now; and this age should not
undervalue its opportunities for the acquirement of
highest and truest attainable intelligence. All error
should be made to giv way to the truth.
Laying aside the transmitted reports pertaining to
gospel events of early times as unworthy of belief,
in large part, there will be left to us of the present
age, and to all who may follow, a vast array of modern history, centuries old, from the beginning to our
own time, which reliably contains an endless record
of religious barbarities, persecutions, crimes, and
destructiv wars, in the very nature of the several
c:iases by force of the organic bases upon which those
classes, at least, had founded their religious faith.
Those classes, by the same license, went farther and
deeper into the depth of their organic licenses-they
charged up to the alleged infinit and all-merciful
God-the affected source and object of their adoration-the directing power and responsibility for all
these barbarities and crimes. Even malice should
stand aghast at this!
Admitting the plea in hand to be of easy solution,
it still ·may be well to treat briefly of the postulate
originally given-infinit existence, represented by
boundless space, seems to stand alone within the
conception of rational thought as the eternal and
unchangeable of the universe. Forms, of whatever
nature and dimensions, are but finite things, subject
to be brought within the compass of intelligence for
measurement and placement amid the variable things
which giv to the world its every aspect, living or
inert.
The argument, so far presented, has brought us to
the consideration of the actual in contrast with the
speculativ, grounded in faith by the masses of super-·
stition, against the dicta of reason.
It is stated, and believed by these masses, that the
God tltey worship is in human form, and yet is, in
every- essential, infinit. The alleged narration of
Moses, sustained by "holy writ," makes his size to
hav been that of a man, and the same as to his form,
so far as seen. That measure of size, then, must
hav given the extent of his physical infinity, so to
_
speak.
Halting at this stage of inquiry we are Jed in wonder to imagin how, so circumscribed, that infinit God
could spread his presence and infinit power consecutivly, and at all times, over all space-infinit-and
among the spheres all in his charge-infinit-for
rational thought may never entertain a conception
to the contrary. Infinity admits of no curtailment.
With it there can be no border lands nor spaces;
Unlike country areas, hedged on all sides by stone
walls and Virginia fences, its range is all and ever.
Taking these views, we are necessarily brought to
consider the possibility of so arranging an object -in
the form of a man as to develop its every feature, as
to form and function, in such manner as to simultaneously spread its several parts throughout infinit
space-continue ever. It does occur to me that the
projection of a finished arm or leg, say into any part
of infinit space, would vacate the residue of the space
in that particular, and would thus defeat the ends
of such a travesty of so great an endeavor. The
true sum of the case is that a unity of form and
infinity is impossible.
D.

Signs of the 1,imes.

all probability, in the remote past. The question is,
By what agencies hav we been improved?
The answer is: Physically, by war; intellectually,
by slavery, and esthetically, by superstition.
Down to the time of the ancient Greeks and Romans, success in war depended mainly on the personal
strength and bravery of the combatants.
·
Temperance l;'nd exercise are the factors of strength
and the developers of the harmony and beauty of our
bodies.
Daily attention was given to that work by the
citizens of ancient Greece and Rome, and they hav
left in marble models of the results of their training.
War is useless now ; it is an unmitigated evil.
Things are of more value than men in modern war;
Omphale with a derringer is master of Hercules with
a club.
The intellectual improvement in our race has been
effected by slavery, which still exists in a modified
form, for ten hours' daily arduous toil cannot rightly
be dignified by the name of labor.
Every advance made by workers extends their
intellectual powers. Six regular excavators will do
more than a dozen men not accustomed to that work.
But slavery has been and is condemned by the
civilized world, and the millions are now engaged in
modifying it. Reasonable manual toil is a necessity
for a healthful existence.
Superstition has been requisit to develop the
esthetical or spiritual element in mankind.
All superstitions, from fetich-worship to Christianity, hav been in their time beneficial; but the labors
of modern scientists hav proved them all erroneous,
and their bibles of fictions are melting away before
the researches of modern scientists and philosophers.
But the savage who worships a toad is a step in
advance of the savage who passes his life gorging
and sleeping, whose spiritual nature has not been
awakened.
Many, if not most people, hope that the spirit
exists or can .exist separate from the body, but no
man really knows anything on that subject.
No one of the millions of fantastical or brutal
deities set up by human beings has injured mankind.
They are simply puppets, but the priesthoods who
rule the puppets hav been and are everywhere very
detrimental to human happiness.
But the most advanced thinkers of the peoples and
the foremost scientists of the age believe that war,
slavery, and superstition are passing away, and that
their annihilation is now near at hand.
.
The world has a growth as well as we who liv
upon it. The garments that fitted us in childhood
do not suit us in mature age. Anyone who regards
grave passing events can readily perceive that fate is
measuring the world for a new suit of clothes, and
that the worn-out old one will be discarded. Wise
are they who can perceive the incoming of a new
order of civilization.
R. W. HuME.

Secularism in St. Louis.
At the request of our worthy and energetic secretary of the American Secular Union, we furnish THE
TRUTH SEEKER with the official list of the St. Louis
Secular Society. The undersigned was elected president; R. M. Stender, secretary; C. L. Haskell, W.
C. Bohannon, and A. Longly, vice-presidents; S. A.
Rendl, financial secretary, and E. Giclaz, treasurer.
This new organization of sixteen members is the result of Mr. Stevens's recent visit to our city. He
gave us two most excellent lectures; one on "God in
the State," and the other on the "Blair Bill."
If mental dynamics are governed by a law similar
to that controling the physical, namely, that the
larger body tends to retain its inertia just in the proportion that it is times larger than the smaller exercising its force on the former, then we concede that
the Liberal ball here must swing often and with a
wide sweep before the mental inertia of the orthodox
bulk will be overcome. This is a stronghold of
Romanism. It is the third in rank where the pope
holds the balance of power in this country. Absolutely the Washington centennial was here not much
else than a papal procession which consumed nearly
four hours in passing a given point. Our Secular
emblem is the flag above the cross. But on Washington's day the Romanists here had the stars and
stripes furled, and in all instances surmounted with
the cross. As I stood in the shade of an educational
institution viewing the procession, it seemed as
though I was under the shadow of the Vatican. We
had all the conditions except the geographical locality. The spirit was here.
This unusual exhibition of the cross above every
other symbol, though seemingly overdone, is a most
significant indication of what the church power
would do, if it had the opportunity. The persistenG~y
with which all branches of the orthodox church urge
the adoption of the infamous Blair bill shows, like a
straw, which way the ecclesiastical wind blows. As
illustrating this, together with what E. A. Stevens
said in one of his lectures about the Jesuitical surveillance exercised over many of our daily papers,
we reproduce the following, written to the editor of
our most influential daily, the day after our organi-

There are many sound reasons justifying those
who maintain that our present form of civilization
(and the systems, social, industrial, and financial, on
which it rests) is near. its termination.
The fact is, that war, slavery, and superstition,
which are its foundations, are now all under ban,
though they all hav been serviceable in the past.
There are vast differences between savage, semicivilized, and enlightened human beings.
Taking the Negrittos of the Philippine islands as
the lowest forms of human beings now existing
(though even they hav been in contact with superior
races for more than two centuries), the following description of them is given: "Hight rarely exceeding
four feet eight inches; paunches large; legs and
arms small, often crooked. They do not liv in vii·
lages, will not labor, and their only domesticated
animal is the dog."
A,s the Ne~r~tt01.1 are now, our •noeetors wer~ in. ~ation w~s sec;~ured;

EDITOR GLoBE-DEMOORAT: In your issue of to-day your
reporter, in speaking of the organization of the St. Louis
Secular Society, says, "Its object is to oppose religion and
the churches." He certainly was not present when the constitution stating its object was read. If he was, then we
candidly submit this question: Can it be possible that apparently the only qualification for a Sunday reporter for " the
great religious daily" is a manifest inability to tell the truth?
The general object of the American Secular Union, of which
the St. Louis Secular Society is auxiliary, is, according to
article 2 of the Constitution, " To accomplish the total separation of church and state, to the end that equal rights in
religion, genuin moralit.y in politics, and freedom, virtue,
and brotherhood in human life be established, protected, and
perpetuated." For this purpose we cordially invite the cooperation of all, of whatever opinion, with the assurance that
the expression of their views will be treated with the utmost
deference.
·
It is useless to state that this letter was never
published. It of course " miscarried," or was lostin the wastebasket. Had that reporter told what
Carlyle terms "the essential God's truth," we do not
doubt that the very religious editor of that very religious daily, the Globe-Democrat, would hav rejected the work of his own hireling. We present
this as corroborating the fact that such is the stupidity of some orthodox dailies, that their newsmongers
.are compelled to tell falsehoods in order to get a
hearing.
ZoA ToJ:isis.
1,454 Wright street.

c.

--------~~-------

B. Reynolds and Wife ont West.

After eighteen months of solid work on a tour
reaching from the Atlantic to the Pacific and return,
making my engagements while en route, I arrived
home at North Parma, N. Y., March 8th, full of
bright hopes, anticipating the joyous good time I
would hav, and the amount of work I would do in
writing up "Facts and Fallacies of the New Testament" in book form.
I arrived home in excellent health. Three days
after I was taken down with inflammatory rheumatism in the left shoulder. I was confined to my bed
three weeks. I hav not yet recovered the full use of
my left arm.
I left home five weeks and one day from the time
of my arrival there, in response to urgent calls from
Walia Walia, accompanied by Mrs. Reynolds, wb,o
was advertised to deliver a lecture on" Woman, Past,
Present, and Future," at the city hall, Cleveland, 0.,
on Sunday evening, April 14th.
We found the Liberals of Cleveland organized
and zealously at work, holding aloft the banners of
Freethought, and doing valiant battle to elevate the
flag above the cross.
Mrs. Reynolds met with a most kind and enthusiastic reception.
From Cleveland we started on Monday morning
for Kalamazoo, to spend a few days with our dear
friends, the ever stanch Liberals and zealous workers
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, Elias H. Gault and wife.
On Sunday evening, in compliance with many urgent
requests, Mrs. Reynolds delivered a lecture in the
parlors of the Gault mansion to a large company of
friends, who expressed high appreciation of the lecture and enthusiastically applauded the lecturer.
We 1eft Walla Walla, Washington territory, via
the Chicago & Alton railroad, April 17th.
A pointer. From Kalamazoo to Kansas City be
sure to buy tickets via Chicago & Alton. It is the
very best possible route. Reclining chairs, lavatory ·
-everything strictly first-class and no extra charge.
From Kansas City to Portland via Union Pacific
railroad there are daily through trains with Pullman
tourist sleeping-cars, which afford the greatest comfort and every convenience-clean, comfortable,
roomy beds; tables between the seats; curtains to
secure privacy whenever desired; efficient and
obliging porters-everything clean, neat, and orderly,
and the fare for a double berth-two persons when
desired-only $3.
Let travelers studying economy take due notice
and govern themselvs accordingly.
We arrived at the beautiful city of Walla Walla
(many waters) Tuesday,_April30th, and were received
by a committee of the Liberal Club, foremost among
whom were the ever-genial Sol Center, the facetious,
scholarly Dr. Calder, and A. Rosenow, whose loyalty
to principle, generous nature, and chivalrous bearing
hav won for him the title of the Prince. His fairy
little daughter Margurette presented Mrs. Reynolds
with a very beautiful basket of flowers. We had a
right royal reception. Everything possible was done
to insure our comfort.
Wslla Walla, Washington territory, is a thriving,
prosperous city, of between four and five thousand·
inhabitants and rapidly increasing. The city is
admirably located in the center of an immense tract
of the best farming land that can be found on earth.
The streets are wide and very picturesque. A large
number of palatial dwelling-houses hav recently been
erected. AU the houses hav gardens. Nearly all
hav very beautiful flower-beds; bright, well-kept
green lawns, and handsome shrubbery; fruit-trees
loaded with budding fruit, roses of a hundred varieties. Flowers abound in richest profusion. The
climate is delightful-quite warm just now during
the middle of the day, but deliciousl1 ~oql ~~d
jnvi6or~ting evenings and nights.
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There are gas, electric light, street-cars, fire department, water-worb, and the best, purest, soft cold
water-the supply unlimited.
Merchants of the city are men of energy, enterprise., and public spirit. The leading business men
of the city are Liberals. Competition rt quires therq
to do business on small margins. They hav to
· depend on extensiv s~les to insure satisfactory returns. ~here is but very little difference in the
prices of provisions and clothing· between Walla
Walla an·d the Eastern cities.
· '
There is a large and influential Liberal society;
first organized at the time of my visit here last fall.
It has made grand growth and is still growing-numbers to-day ninety male members, comprising the best
and most. cultured and highly esteemed citizens.
The attendance at the hall of the Liberal Club each
Sunday has been good. The past two Sundays every
seat in the capacious hall has been filled, and the,
ladies and gentlemen vie with- each other in making
the meetings alike interesting and instructiv.
,
The regular scientific course by Dr, Calder will be
reinaugurated nexh Sunday afternoon. There are
musical rehearsals at the hall every Wednesday evening. There is a public lecture-,-admission free, posi'
tivly no collections-every Sunday evening at the
Opera House.
Mrs. F. C. Reynolds next Sunday afternoon will
deliver her much admired scientific lecture, entitled,
"Facts, Fancies, and Fallacies." This will be her
last lecture here, until her return from her tour
through this territory and Oregon.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
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ing ali to the close communion subject intended. Of that the professor would often smile derisivly at what the
course I nt still, as I will not talk with a padlock preacher said. One day Courtlandt said to me, " Where can
get the proof that the Bible is true?' "Why do you ask
ready to be put upon my lips if I should happen to Ithat
question ?" said I. He replied, "Because sometimes I
open them a little too wide. At the close a promi- am·aR~ed the question myself, and I don't know how to annent worker for the oppressed while in this life so swer it." I then told him that the proof could easily be obfar got control that I walked up to that chairman, tained-that our pastor could show it to him or tell him
and in the name of faid worker t.old him what he was where to get it. But the boy, you know, became an Infidel,
and doubtless it was through his brother-in-law that he was
·doing.
led astray.
"I can't help it," was the reply; "the discussion of
My friend who said this became a Christian about
outside topics broke us up in Curtis hall, and they
can't be introduced here!'
.
. the time I began to evolute out of orthodoxy. He
And why were they broken up at Curtis hall! knew that I had departed from the faith to some exSimply because. the church power and the money tent, but did not know how far away I bad drifted.
And by the way, he did not know, until I told him,
power objected to free· speech. These "Siamese
that
Courtlandt Palmer's body was cremated. So I
twins" do not want important question!!, particularly
the labor question, discussed. It is through the in• hav hunted up THE· TnUTH SEEKER of Aug. 4, 1888,
fluence of these that the laborers are divided into containing the full account of the funeral, and mailed
BuRR.
factions-are kept apart. Spies from tho pow.ers it to him at Johnstown, N.Y.
that be watch that the church interests are not interA New Idea for the Schools.
fered with.· The religious bearing of the labor question must not be touched, or must be touched in such
Why is it that lawyers as a class hav more iilfluence
a way as to conserve instead of injuring, and the over the public than any other-or, in fact-all
money power has its paid agents to distract and others combined! You may ask, "Is this so!" and
divide.
you may doubt it. But if you will investigate it is
. Now, one of two things must be true. That probable that you will conclude it is the fact. ln
which is called death does, or it does not, change a every village and town and in all the large cities lawman's character. Assuming that Spiritualists are yers are the leading men. In all legislativ bodies
right-that the character, the ruling love, is not the lawyers outnumber the others "by a large majorchanged-then there are those in the spirit-life who ity." Of our presidents all hav been lawyers save
are still in sympathy with the church; who are still three. Nearly every vice-president has been a lawin sympathy with their friends here who are rich, who yer. Let any emergency arise and you shall find
hold vast. possessions; and, mark ! they come to lawyers come to the front as advisers.
your Spiritual gatherings and oppose the advocacy
The profession is unpopular. There is something
and discussion of those questions which, if rightly contemptible in the position of a man. who takes
understood and acted upon, would forever destroy sides for hire. And there is no calling more odious
To Spiritualists.
church power. .
· than that of the wretched village pettifogger, and
To THE EDITOR OF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Now, when at the dictatorial command of those the business has naturally attracted to itself thouAs I know many Spiritualists read your paper, influences who are determined to suppress such dis, sands of base, unprincipled men. But the most
will you permit me to address to them a few words cussion, our Spiritualistr.~ submit to having vital ques- prejudiced critic of the profession must admit that
through its columns, first stating some of the causes tions ruled out for the sake of peace, what are their nearly all the lawyers he meets with are men of sharp
which induce me to speak.
, gatherings worth to humanity?
wit and close, critical reasoners on almost every subThere are three Spiritualistic societies in Portland
. " Oh, but you get the proof that your friends still ject. The cause of this is that they are trained to
and East Portland, Ore., and it would seem as though liv, and because they liv you shall liv also."
reason logically on every subject that comes before
there ought to be a growing interest. And so there
In the first place, permit me to say that I never them. The legal methods are strictly logical. No
would be, as I se~ things, but for the timidity and doubted continued life, and further, I should prefer men deal in sophistry more than do they, but they
narrowness of those who generally manage to get or annihilation to living in ~ell.
know it.. An ordinary audience will listen to an oraare thrust to the front. I learned long years ago
"But you needn't liv in hell. That is played tor and swallow all his OBBertions with perfect conout."
..
that those of the past :
viction, whereas the same number of lawyers would
It will be hell to me if, after I drop this physical be laughing at his bald absurdities, his groundless
Who sought to climb to the mountain's hight,
And set their eyes to the larger light,
body, I am shut off by conservativ chairmen of assertions, his self-contradictions. For example, net
Ne'er slirank from the vivid lightning's flash,
Spiritual meetings from using media, inspirational or long since a fine orator held his audience as bound
Nor paled at the rolling thunder's crash.
otherwise, through which to discuss the wrongs of hy a charm, uttering melodiously one fallacy after
And is it not equally true to-day 1
our earth systems, for the purpose of helping to another all in a chim·o oscuro of splendid imagery,
I hav no fault to find with the intent, the goodneB!! redeem humanity from ignorance and superstition, a golden fog, describing the happy condition of the
of those of whom I speak; not that, even though I provided I can find no other ch8nnel through which people of a certain state engaged in cultivating
hav learned that some people are 80 good they are. to work.
sugar cane, Some five hundred thousand souls OCCU·
relllly of no practical use-are good for nothing-but
Poverty keeps people in ignorance, and ignorance pied in the "industry," and who would be made
it is the fear that they shall transcend their limits is the soil in which superstition most flourishes, and paupers if a certain threatened law· were passed.
and talk of something beeides Spiritualism.
the church power cannot be broken so long as our It was magnifict'lnt. Political enemies were silenced,
Suppose, friends, that a bridge had·been built over present property system remains intact. This last crushed, convinced. Not a sou], perhaps, of the vast
a supposed unpassable river. It would be quite nat- appeals to Materialists as well as Spiritualists, for in concourse paustid to ask how many people Jiv in the
ural for·a time· that the wonderful triumph of me- some respects they are making a better fight against state and of them how many in towns. The simple
chanical art should occupy public attention, but what that curse of the world, the Christianity which would facts are, that not more than ten or twelve thousand
would you think of those who should attempt to make-Jesus the ruler of nations, than are the Spirit~ people all told were engaged in the business, and
make the science of bridge-building the only topic of ualists themselvs.
that there are not five hundred thousand people in
discussion, or should forbid all crossing of the bridge
One more statement. Having been reading the the whole state, men, women, and babes, all told,
only of certain classes and for certain purposes T · story, "Yone Santo: A Child of Japan," published outside of the cities.
Remember, please, I am a Spiritualist, and am by Belford, Clark & Co., in New York, Chicago, and
The foregoing is an example of what takes place
talking to the large class of Spiritualists who read San Francisco, and which the church tried to prevent daily. People hear discourses or read whole columns
THE TRUTii SEEKER, and I claim that Spiritualism, as being put in book form, I was particularly aroused without stopping to criticise. But not so with law. understood by the class who so fear that foreign against the Christianity that deprives Japan of her yers. They are trained to a critical examination of
topics shall be brought upon our platforms, such rights, many of them as a nation, because not a statements.
It is a serious defect in an educational system that
Spiritualism is simply the bridge, and they are .the Christian nation, and in view of the further fact that
gatekeepers who try to shut back those on that side Japanese rulers were being so pressed that for the literary criticism is confined entirely to words, to
who would come and, through mediums, inspiration- sake of their people they will yet feel compelled to grammar, to sound, etc. A very simple course would
ally or otherwise, speak upon practical subjects that adopt Christianity formally as the national religion- suffice to put us all in the right way. A few lessons,
directly affect the welfare of those in both worlds.. in view of all this, I spoke ·in strong terms against beginning, say, with Macaulay's essays on Southey's
Not long since a stranger, a gentleman from the the teachings of the missionaries, and against the "Colloquies," and concluding with a study of ChilEast, availed himself of the "free platform" of one course pursued by Christian nations, calling said lingworth's "Religion of Protestants," would be
of our societies here to express his thought upon the nations a brotherhood of thieves-did this at a meet- training enough in the direction I mean.
But the schools wiJ.l be slow to adopt the new
labor question-upon the condition of the working- ing recently in East Portland, and, lo and behold!
man. He said : " I am a Spiritualist; I do not ques- the chairman stated that the objects of that society study. Whv? For the very reason they hav in all
tion the facts or phenomena, but how can people were literary and Spiritualistic, and did not call for the long past neglected it. Priestcraft fears critical
analysis. It dreads the interrogatory. Like some
progress, grow spiritual, under su~h condition~!" the denunciation of Christianity.
going on to state some of the hardsh1ps und!'lr wh1ch
Of what use, Mr. Editor and Spiritualistic readers bothered parent it say!!, "Ask no more queslions;
the toiler labored. At the close of his r~marks the of THE· TRUTH SEEKER, would a thousand such so- shut up." Monopoly 6f all kinds, whether of physchairman stated that the object of the meeting was cieties be in preventing the seizing of the reins of ical or intellectual forces, shuns the bright flashing
to investigate Spiritualism; that it was not the government for Jesus, as is being attempted by the sword of truth. "Let me alone," is its motto.
It will effect a wonderful, a miraculous revolution,
same kind of Christians who send missionaries to
proper place to bring the.Jabor q~estion.
Spiritualists are quite fond of saying that if Jesus Japan! And.when they succeed, as they will if we are if ever a coming generation is well grounded in the
should come again, as many claim he did once, not not vigilant, where will Spiritualists, as well as Lib- study of logical criticism. One. hundredth part of
having where to lay his head, the church wardens of erals, Agnostics, etc., be so far as either freedom of the time now wasted on precocious geography, even
grammar, devoted to that science, will revolutionize
·
to-day, if they gave him a place at all, would giv one speech or press is concerned T
HoLT.
I would recommend to your readers to buy, read, society.
up in the gallery, and in the far-corner back_seat. ,
Permit me to ask what would be done w1th Wen- and circulate "Yone Santo: A Child of Japav."
As for the theology that is now studied...,...in place
LOIS W AISBROOKER.
dell Phillips, if he. should come as a spirit, an'd
of natural philosophy-it is the study of human opinattempt to plead for justice to }abor, where su~h·a
How· Courtlandt Palmer Becallle
Infidel. ions and of human fancies concerning God. It is not
chairman presided, to say nothmg of the mynads
the study of God himself in the works that he has
who are in that life-are spirits-if they should atAn aged friend whom I knew more intimately in made but in the works or writings that man has
1
tempt to talk through media of the causes that our youthful days than since, happening to meet me
crushed them-of the causes which are crushing recently, made the following statement to myself and made ; and it is not among the least of the mischiefs
that the Christian system has done to the world, that
hundreds of thousands annually !
another gentleman :
it
has abandoned the original and beautiful system
I attended a meeting in Oakland, Cal., within the
Courtlandt Palmer when a boy belonged to my Sunday~
past year, where the chairman so worded his invita- school class in-Dr. Hutton's ·church, University place, New of theology, like a beautiful innocent, to distres_s.
~ion to those who .were asked to .volunteer t9 occupy York.. Professor Draper, who married Courtlandt's sister, and reproach, to make room for tbe hag of . superstl~PI' pl~tfofm th~t tpere was no mist~!oll:in~ his m.e,.~- was a~ attendallt at the same church, and l used to notice tion,-1 homas Pain~.

an
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WE very strongly urge those of our subscribers
who are in arrears to forward the money at once, as
it is needed in our business. The paper dealers and
the printers and the landlord cannot be satisfied
without cash, and that cash must come from our
friends who owe it to us. Hundreds are owing from
one to three dollars each, and this amount, small in
individual cases but large in the aggregate, we depend
upon to pay our bills. We hope no one in arrears
will longer put off his plain duty.

Freethonght Vindicated in Rome, and It Makes
the Pope Sick.
Cwze Dtspatoh to last Monaav•s Papers.

RoME, June 9, 1889.-The statue of Giordano
Bruno was unveiled to-day with imposing ceremonies.
Thirty thousand persons, including students and
deputations from various parts of Italy, marched in
procession through the principal streets. The removal of the canvas covering the statue was the
signal for deafening cheers. The ceremonies were
witnessed l1y the syndic of Rome, the government
officials, and a large number of senators and deputies. Deputy Bovis, in an oration, eulogized the
martyr and declared that to-day was born a new religion of Freethought and liberty of conscience which
would be worse for the papacy than the loss of tempOral power. After a banquet, at which one thousand covers were laid, the procession returned to the
starting-point and was dismissed. In the evening
the monument was illuminated.
The pope is much depressed. It is reported that
he refuses to see anybody, and that he passed three
days absorbed in prayer in his private chat1el. Four
hundred telegrams hav arrived at the Vatican deploring the unveiling of the Bruno monument. All
the ambassadors accredited to the Vatican met this
afternoon in the pope's chapel
The pope, finding his protest against the erection
and dedicatioii of the statu~e of Giordano Bruno to
be useless, ordered the clgrical papen, a few days
before the dedication, to cease their abuse of the
project. This was wise on . his part, for the abuse
only served to recall with greater clearness the infamous treatment which his church awarded the
Italian philosopher nearly three hundred years ago.
But the dedication of the monument completely
prostrated the poor old man, notwithstanding his
three days' praying vigil.
The statue is erected, dedicated, and is a permanent rebuke to Roman Catholicism. The pope could
not prevent it, and he is left with only the encouragement he can derive from the four hundred consolatory
telegrams sent by his friends and the sympathetic
letter which the emperor of Austria is said to hav
written him. The rulers of Austria are all good
slaves of Rome, and about the worst and most im-

moral lot of tyrants in Europe. Probably Francis
Joseph desired to return the favor the pope did his
family by burying his rou~ son, who committed suicide, in "consecrated " ground. The emperor of
Austria and the pope fit each other like the upper
and nether jaws of a wild beast.
The part American Freethinkers hav taken in this
rebuke to the church is one of which we are proud.
If they will only stand as nobly together to resist
Catholic and Pro~estant aggression in their own
country, the end of ecclesiastical despotism cannot
be far away.

Heaven.
The Omaha Republican has evidently engaged a
theological editor, and he differs from most other
theologians in that· he possesses great good sense.
A short time ago we recorded his opinion of ministers, and now he shows the Christians what heaven
is and is not, if their theory be true.
In old times, when people worshiped the material,
when they hardly distinguished the image of the
saint from the sentiment it ·is alleged he represented,
man obtained his physical conception of heaven. It
was then pictured as a city of golden streets and
jasper gates, with thrones and mansions for the blest.
These people knew as much about it then as anyone
does now, and there is no particular physical or
scientific reason to change the conception. That the
conception has changed is because the people do not
believe in a heaven at all so much as they did.
In this city of golden streets and jasper gates and
thrones and mansions for the blest, what of the life
of those who hav gained it! There can be no love
there, because love depends upon selection and finds
its expression in a tender desire to assist and shield
its object. The manifestation of love is in self-sacrifice. In heaven there can be no sacrifice, because
everything is well, is best, is perfect. When we love
a man we giv him more than we do to others. We
cannot do this in heaven. We cannot do anything
or anybody. Everybody is done for. There can be
no passion in heaven, because there is neither marrying nor giving in marriage-life is not created there
-it is. There can be no ambition, because there is
nothing to gain. There can be no hope, because
there is nothing to hope for. There can be no gratitude, because there is nothing to escape from.
There can be no success, because there is no failure.
There can be no gratification, because there is no desire. There can be nothing to do, because everything
has been done. There can be nothing to remember
and nothing to expect.
That, then, is the life of the saint in heaven, for
which he has toiled and believed and cheated his
neighbor and said long prayers and listened to
stupid sermons and burnt witches and hanged
Quakers and murdered heretics-a life without love,
without passion, without friendship or hope or ambition or gratitude or success or work or memory or
expectation-a perfectly dead-level sameness of
measureless rest, undesired and undesirable. Wings
at last, and nothing· to do with them. Nothing to
strive for, nothing to dream of, nothing to cherish,
nothing to succor, nothing to weep over, nothing to
smile upon-no heroes, no poetry, no temptations to
resist, nowhere to go! An eternal supreme unimportance ; an infinit uncaring peace ! That is the
orthodox heaven.
According to this picture, which is true to the
picture presented by Christian dreams and the theology of Christianity's founders, heaven is about the
last place in the universe that a healthy man would
care to visit-even if he were dead. But nobody
believes in it now. Nobody believes in the gold and
jasper, because everybody comprehends that with the
plentifulness of those materials and no financial use
for them their value would be gone. Gold and jasper
are to be desired simply because they enable the possessor to get the better of those who hav them not,
and when all possess them hi equal quantities the
joy of possession is gone. So the old conception of
heaven has been given up, and the seeker for eternal
bliss finds himself confronted not with a condition;
but with a theory, whereof there are many parts, and
he can choose ·for himself. He can sing psalms or
visit planets, attend spiritual conferences or plow
spiritual gardens. The theory possesses great power
of extension, and no one can contradict what another
conceives, for no one knows. The theory is that
spirits are happy, and that the Lord takes care of
them. The question is, however, has the theory any

more substantial basis than the conception of the
condition!

The -Johnstown Flood and the Ministers.
The frightful disaster at Johnstown, Pa., is bringing out the fool preachers in great strength. They
derive all sorts of lessons from the calamity, and see
in it the hand of providence from all possible points
of the compass. ''We must leave all to God," says
Talmage, and the others echo the chorus, concluding
that anyhow God is good, though men may not
understand his motiv in drowning, burning, and
maiming eight or ten thousand helpless human
beings.
.
If the clergy would stop but a moment and re1lect
upon the relations God holds to this disaster, pro·
vided their1 theory of providence be true, they would
be quiet and humble. If providence rules the world,
it could hav prevented this 1lood. If it could and
did not, it is a fiend. As _such it is unworthy of one
apologetic word, but should be denounced by every
human being. A personal power which could hav
prevented this agonizing casualty and yet purposely
allowed it to occur can never be called good by any
man with a heart until the significance of language
shall be reversed.
And in relieving the indescribable distress following, where is the providence which the Christians
look to T Has providence rescued one drowning
man T Has it taken one woman from a burning
house or snatched one child from the pitiless 1lood !
Not one. Every particle of aid has come from
human beings, who, if the providential theory be
true, are periling their own souls in seeking to thwart
the LGrd in caring for those whom he designed
should perish. Humanity is the sole savior of the
people in the stricken valley. The rescuing committee do not pray, they ask for human aid. Food does
not come to the survivors from prayer, but from
generous human hands. Clothing for them is not
woven in heavenly looms, but here on earth, by
human beings who freely giv that those condemned
of the Lord (if Christian theology be true) shall not
perish from the earth.
In all, over all, and through all, we see inexorable
law, but no providence. Nature is as pitiless as
steel She is controled only by putting one law
against another, not destroying either but using the
stronger to overcome the weaker. _There was no
providence in building a dam ; there was no provi- _
dence in its bursting under the weight of water rushing against it. God is absolved-from all responsibil-·
ity in causing the ruin, as he is from all concern in
caring for the killed and the living. Human beings
built the dam; they did not foresee the storms
which 1looded the country, and they did not build it
strong enough. Theirs the blame. Human beings
rescued the drowning; human beings did all they
could to snatch the child from the 1lood and the
women from the 1lamee. Theirs the honor and
credit.
Disasters like this show plainly how useles~ and
foolish the clergy as a class are. They hav a
hypothesis to support, a scheme to maintain, and to
do it they can see good in utter evil, and evil in absolutely good. Their reasoning is foolish and their
incantations are useless. Better in this catastrophe
one loaf of bread, one garment of cloth, one helping
hand-better even is one penny, than all the prayers
that hav been uttered from all the pulpits and closets
and public places of the world.. Let us hear no more
about leaving all to God ; if that had been done the
dead in the Conemaugh valley would hav numbered
twenty thousand instead of ten thousand. The mysterious ways of providence are simply the deficient
judgment of man, or perhaps a criminal carelessness.

.A Small Christian.
A slimsy sheet out in Michigan has begun a violent
warfare upon the New York World because the latter
journal published a long interview with one of Colonel Ingersoll's daughters. "A great newspaper,"
says our Wolverine weakling, " should know better
than to giv space · to highly colored descriptions of
the beautiful home life of an Infidel family. The
Misses Ingersoll say that they hav never attended
church, never prayed, and do not like the Bible
because it is full of impossible and cruel things.
They gush a good deal about their kind-hearted
father, and claim that they are all superlativly loving
and happy. All this nonsense about the prosperity
an~ hap:vineljq of the Ingersolls is written by men
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who secretly desire to impress people with the idea
that it is easy for an Infidel to be happier and more
successful than a Christian. This is all there is in
it, and the publication of such an interview was simply a piece of wicked folly."
It is too bad, indeed! The World should be suppressed at once; for if some young Christian who
bas been told that all Infidels are monsters miserable
and cantankeroU:s should see that description of the
home and home life of the Ingersoll family, he might
doubt the veracity of his teachers, and bav his confidence in them so shaken that be would refuse to
believe the Bible itself. Shocking thought !
But this fellow out West speaks for a good many
other Christians, or he would not be worth a moment's notice. · It has been and is yet among the
mossback Christians the plan of the church to assert,
first, that there are no Infidels; second, that if there
are, they are degraded specimens of humadty, immoral, drunken, thriftless, lazy; and quarrelsome.
The Infidel depicted in Sunday. school books generally beats his wife, . maims his children, and either
goes to hell by lightning express or picks up a tract
on the street, is overpowered by the force of the
appeal to sinners, becomes converted, joins the
church, and henceforward is a living testimonial-after
taking-to the truth of Christianity as it is in Jesus.
It is such pictures as these that are destroyed by
true descriptions of the Ingersoll family and home;
and the fact that such pictures are destroyed is precisely what causes anger in the hearts of Christians
like the Wolverine editor. They cannot bear that
the truth concerning Infidels should be known at all.
They would fain conceal it and go on lying about
unbelievers in the good old pious style. For if it
gets out that those who reject Christ are just as
moral and generous and sympathetic and honest as
any Christians, their stock of horrible examples
would be gone. And if their wish could be parent
to the fact they would hav Colonel Ingersoll the
meanest of men instead of the best, and his family
idiotic termagants instead of intelligent and kindly
and beautiful women. This, to them, would be for
the glory of God and the good of their religion.
And what kind of a religion is it that makes men
small enough to demand the concealment of good
qualities in any person simply because a knowledge
of them might lead .some of that religion's advocates
to be a lit~le charitable in speaking of unbelievers
in it1

The KaQ.sas Victims.
The opinion of Judge Foster in the case against
M. Harman's demurrer to the indictment is a funny
piece of reasoning. He seems to hav labored very
hard to appear fair and broadminded, and then he
turns around and shows his narrowness by holding
that a printed article similar to others which he had
said should not be prosecuted is obscene and should
be suppressed.
The works of Swift, Pope, and Fielding, and the
Bible, he says, do undoubtedly contain passages which
are lewd and obscene, but anyone objecting to their
transportation by mail would be laug~ed at for his
prudery. He plainly intimates his impatience with
self-constituted smelling committees constantly seeking for something to be shocked at, and altogether
takes broad and sensible views of literature. All
this, however, he renders void by his later opinions,
and shows much lack of attf)ntion to principles. If
Swift, Shakspere, and the Bible contain obscene
passages, but are, nevertheless, not indictable because of that, why should a copy of Lucifer containing an article no more obnoxious be properly liable
to the law? Why make fish of one and flesh of the
other T If obscenity must depend, ali Judge Foster
says it doss, largely upon the manner, place, and object of its publication, surely Swift, and Pope, and
Fielding are more blameable than Mr. Harman.
They wrote to amuse, to satirize, and for their own
gain. Fielding's "Tom Jones," for instance, contains
language which is certainly broader than is considered polite at present; and the object of the
book is the amusement of its readers, with incidental
satirical castigation of the hypocrisy and vice found in
society. The manner is coarse; the object the same as
that of thousands of novels. The articles complained
of in Lucifer, on the other hand, were written with
a purpose. They were relations of facts, a protest
against vice, and the objeet purely to make· men
better, Why, then, shall ~ieldin~'s WC?rka be
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allowed the privileges of the mails and Lucifer ex- DEL DOES NOT STAND AS WELL IN LAW
cluded!
BEFORE THE TRIBUNALS OF JUSTICE AS
In another way Judge Foster has also done the A CHRISTIAN, IN ANY SENSE OF THE
defendants injustice. He has rendered an opinion WORD, OUR FREE INSTITUTIONS ARE A
that two of the indicted articles are obscene. This FAILURE." Never was the true principle of our
opinion was uncalled for, and should prevent his government better stated; never was there a more
sitting as the trial judge. Whether the articles are truthful sentence written. Judge Doe clearly saw
obscene or not should hav been left to the jury to what a secular government should be, and so far as
determin. To spread· abroad a judicial opinion in he bad the power he endeavored to make this a really
advance of the trial is to prejudice the community free {}Ountry. The concluding portion of his decision
from which the petit jury must be selected, and is a brilliant exposition of constitutional rights, revealrender it impossible for the defendant to obtain an ing a love of justice and determination to uphold
intelligent and impartial jury of his peers. There religious liberty. True it is to-day, true it has ever
is not one jury in ten thousand which, knowing the been and' ever will be, that when a heretic has not
judge's opinion, would decide a case on its merits. the right to express his opinions, and when ecclesiasAll that was rightful for Judge Foster to do was to tics form our laws, our government fails in its
decide the legal points raised, end say he considered province, and departs from the intention of those
the obscenity of the articles, being a question of fact, who formed and established it.
These words of Judge Doe should be kept before
a matter for a jury to determin. As it is, if Messrs.
Harman and Walker are tried before Judge Foster, the people, and made familiar to the judiciary of all
and by a jury of Topeka citizens who hav read his the states.
formal opinion that the indicted articles are really·
· Editorial Notes.
within the meaning of the statute, what chance for
THE London Freethinker sizes up the church pretty accutheir liberty will they hav ? This is outrageously
wrong, for they will practically though not technic- rately. "We are abandoning dogma," it quotes from the
Christian W01·ld, "and getting closer to the heart of Christ."
ally be deprived of their right to a trial before an How pretty! exclaims Mr. Foote, but what the deuce does
impartial jury. Judge Foster should hav kept his it mean? Be would put it this wa,r: "We are rebuilding
and refitting the ship, chartering a different cargo, and runopinion to himself till after the trial.
From present appearances, the prospects for con- ning up fresh bunting, but we intend to keep the same old
viction of the three defendants are exceedingly figure-head."
bright. It may be that the jury will possess minds
SrNOE the list of Bruno monument contributions was
and opinions of their own, with education sufficiently printed on another page, Mr. Wakeman has forwarded these
liberal to distinguish between the matter com- additional names: Charles Bach, Grand Rapids, Mich., $2;
plained of and the lewd and indecent stuff which Arthur Litten, Green Valley, Cal., $1; H. G. Stillwell, Seven
Rivers, New Mexico, $1-making $1,144.15 as the total conalone should be designated as obscene, but we hav tribution of American Freethinkers toward honoring one of
grave doubts. United States courts usually convict; the greatest men the popes ever cursed. This contribution
the judges are conservativ ; the jury is usually se- is also larger than that of any other one country. The aclected from the " orthodox " class-men who act as count is now closed.
though the guilt of an action lay in its being found
SAYS the Christian Register, Unitarian: "Ministers who
out-and the prosecuting attorney generally thinks inveigh against the reading of fiction must cmisistently warn
that he earns his salary better by convicting the ac- their hearers against reading a good many religious stories,
cused than by securing an impartial trial. And with such as make up Old Testament mythology. A bettel' way
the opinion of the judge known beforehand,, we fail is to enjoin their hearers not to read fiction as if it were bald
fact." The Register might hav addecl the New Testament
to see even a small rift in the cloud lowering over mythology and the great mass of theological literature,
the editors of Lucifer. It is a hard ca-;e indeed.
creedal, exegetical, and didactic, and then kept well within
the limits of reading that should be indulged in sparingly.

A. Judicial Gem.

Considering the recent numerous cases of outlawry
of Freethinkers in Alabama, New York, and other
places, the following words are of supreme interest,
inasmuch as they are the decision of a court. It is
new to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, the decision
being given in 1868 in the case of Hale v. Everett,
by Judge Doe of New Hampshire. The case involved
the expulsion for heresy of Francis E. Abbott (well
known to our readers) from a church at Dover,
N. H., where he was then installed as pastor. Mr.
Abbott afterward founded the Indere. He is and
we believe always has been a Theist. Judge Doe's
.
words are:
"A division of society into two ranks, a theological arfos,
tocracy on one side, a lower caste on the other-the former
wielding all the instruments of the law and all the power of
the government to degrade men of the faith of Jefferson,
Franklin, Ethan Allen, or Governor Plumer; commanding
what doctrin shall not be preached; suppressing the freedom
of the pulpit . . . all this is as repugnant to the plain
and vital principles of the Constitution, as to the sense and
spirit of the people who made the Constitution. The governmental work of that generation has been sufficiently extoled
for eighty.flve years past as a triumphant vindication of
human rights, affording a sure protection against ecclesiastical oppression. That work must be undone, and a degenerate age must be ready to welcome the return of the worse
despotisms, before a system of religious caste can be intraduced. When an Infidel does not stand as well in law before
the tribunals of justice as a Christian, in any sense of the
word, our free institutions are a failure. · • · The Constitution does not assume to create religious rights or to distribute them. A single unresisted infringement, established
as a precedent, subjugates the weak, or leaves them at the
mercy of the strong. Every man is liable to hold unpopular
theological opinions. And when the right to hold and inculcate such opinions is not sacred, when the constitutional
defenses of the right are dismantled, and it is left with no
better security than the generosity and tolerance of an ecclesiastical court or the caprice of a ruling class, the theory of
our government is exploded and its original authority at an
end. We cannot adjudge his [Abbott's] faith to be a heretical departure from a state religion until we destroy the
Constitution, establish a state religion, and annex a supreme
bishopric to the judicial office. . . · · Abbott's cause,
strenuously opposed in the field of theology, becomes, in
law, the common ca,use of religious liberty, and the indestructible interest of mankind."
These words should be writ large and placed
where all.men oan see them. "WHEN AN INFI-:

THE London correspondent of the Sun relates that an
English firm which is exhibiting in the Paris exhibition, and
which is in the habit of covering its cases and withdrawing
its attendants on Sunday, the only day when French workingmen can go there, received a valuable lesson on last Sunday
They had been asked by the exhibition authorities to at least
leave their exhibits uncovered if they didn't care to keep
attendants there, but declined to be advised. On last Sunday the French workingmen amused themselvs by tearing
the covers off the cases, and organized that particular eKhibit in their own way.
THE Rev. George Washington Baskerville, of Tower City,
N. Dak., is in trouble. Recently he preached a serm non
"The Modern Dance" which, when reported in the Tower
City H~rald, proved to be so indecent that the citizens boycotted the paper and engaged in lively abuse of the preacher.
Mr. Peabody, of Oriska, sends the sermon t.o us with a request to print, which we must decline. The Holy Bible and
sermons of this character form a class of literature that our
type, old as it is, cannot reproduce without blushing. And
anything that will make a combination of lead and antimony
blush, or the stones to cry out, is too strong for the average
human being to. peruse_._ _ _ __
IN an account of the devastation by the flood at Johnstown
is this incident described in the associated press reports.
We hope those ministers who are in this great emergency
"leaving all to God" will read it and ponder: "An utterly
wretched woman named Mrs. Fenn stood by a muddy pool
of water trying to find some trace of a once happy home.
She was half crazed with grief, and her eyes were red and
swollen. As the writer stepped to her side she raised her
pale and haggard face and remarked: 'They are all gone;
0 God, be merciful to them! My husband and my seven
little children hav been swept down with the flood, and I am
left alone. We were driven by the flood into the garret, but
the waters followed us there. Inch by inch it kept rising
until our heads were crushing against the roof. It was
death to remain'. 1 raised a window and one by one placed
my darlings on some driftwood, trusting to the great creator.
As 1 liberated the last one, my sweet little boy looked at me
and said: "Mamma, you always told me that the Lord
would care for me. Will he look after me now?" I saw
him drift away with his loving face turned toward me, and
with a prayer on my lips for his deliverance he passed from
sight forever. The 'next moment the roof crashed in, and I
floated outside to be rescued fifteen hours later from the
roof of a house in Kernville. If I could only find one of my
darlings I could bow to the will of God. But they are all
gone. I hav lost everything on earth now but my life, and
1 will return to my old Virginia home and lay me down for
my last sleep.'"
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Ithat this knowledge and power was once encased in a human
SEDALIA, Mo., May 28, 1889.
:MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find thirty cents, for which please
send to my address one copy "Pioneer Pith." As yet we
hav not perfected an organization, but we are still striving to
accomplish it, with a fair prospect of so doing in the near
future. We now hav several outspoken Liberals that are
agitati"ng the subject of organization and Freethought, and I
hope to be able to send you news soon of our success:
Yours fraternally,
Wrr.LIA.M MATTHEWS.
FRENCHTOWN, NEn., May 31, 289 E.M.
MR. EDITOR: The people in. this state hav never known
anything else but hard times, and will not now under the
present pious administration. There is nothing doing to relieve the distress of the common people, nothing but show
and parade in high places, while farmers are groaning under
mortgages piled mountain-high-mortgages on their land, on
teams, on stock Sf all kinds, on implements, and even their
crops. We are not living, only hanging on ready to drop.
All we need to ·make our misery complete is for Comstock to
MARY BAIRD FINoH.
come along and gobble us up.
OREGoN, Mo., May 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The church of Rome had not a thing to do
with the Holy Alliance. That alliance was got up by the
emperor Alexander of Russia, who induced the emperor of
Austria and the king of Prussia. to join with him. The
three represented themselvE~ as guardians under God and
Christ of the general welfare. There were but three resolutions in their agreement. They sound as much like the
resolves of our Gad-in-the-Constitution fanatics as it is possible. Indeed, the idea of the latter is evidently derived from
this Holy Alliance. Your correspondent will get a full and
minute account of that rather ridiculous affair from volume
1 of Brougham's Speeches, in the introduction to Brougham's
speech on it. The book can no doubt be got of Daniel G.
Francia, 17 Astor place, .New York, if nowhere else.
CLARKE IRVINE.
VAN METER, lA., June 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am much interested in the great question,
theology. I hav been told I was in the wrong, and would
regret all I hav said, etc. I hav been laying a good deal of
stress upon the divinity of Christ, the miracles, and find they
are something the church cannot prove. But they still say
I "must believe or be damned." The more a person thinks
of the way the church looks at these questions, the more
absurd they seem. The churches simply tell you to be good
for the reward you may receive, or to escape hell-fire-of
either of which they know nothing. The idea I find that is
much better to liv by is, Do right for right's sake, and not be
preparing to die, but go out and help humanity, and the
people to come will be the better for our having lived in the
world. What a vast amount of good the church could do
by educating the people during the week and preaching
A friend,
MoBRIDE.
morality on Sunday l
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The inclosed ~pplication was picked up in
the street:

RoN. JoHN WANAMAK"EB, Postmaster-general, Sir: I want a place
in your department and want i t - - bad. I am thirty-eight years
old: liv at No. 5,879 Chestnut street, west Philadelphia, and belong
"to the Young Men's Christian Association. I hav been a member
of the church militant from before I was born. I came into the
· world with a hallelujah on my lips and intend to leave it shouting
"Glory!" I hav always bought my clothing at Wanamaker and
Brown's and shall buy my ascension robes there. I am a Republican
black as the ace of spades, and, had l the power, would hang every
cepperkead in the land.
I fear that in the plenitude of Christian benevolence you victimize yourself for the benefit of your employees. I am told you pay
your sewing-giris thirty-six cents p•r dozen for making shirts.
You should not submit to such extortion. Twenty-five cents is
quite enough.
Trusting you may, in tender mercy, appoint me to some fat position, I hav the honor to remain, prayerfully yours, JosiAH SNAP.

Respectfully,

J. K. BoLDING.

FROM AGNOSTIOISM TO SPIRITUALISM.
CHIOAGo, ILL., May 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Every man, woman, and child of ordinary
intelligence in· the world can hav the fact of spirit return
proved to them if they desire it. The trouble with too many
is, they do not want the proof. Some would like to hav it
if they could stand off a certain distance and hav some one
lead out a dead friend, giving them a chance to question
such friend, or turn and run, as the case might be. But in
no other way will they investigate. They want to giv all the
rules to be followed in proving the fact, assuming that they
hav the only reliable method, asserting at once their ignoraEce of the subject, taking the most bigoted orthodox position, that their way is the only way to the light.
I was amused a few days ago by some Agnostic friends
who challenged me to produce the proof of spirit return.
After much solicitation on their part, I whittled out a rough
planchet, this being the simplest and most easily understood
method of communicating with departed spirits. I gave the
necessary instructions how to uee the instrument, and
requested them to try it. They partially followed my instructions without much success t.t first, but finally one of the parties (who had always been busy when a trial was in progress)
placed his hand on the instrument wHh another, and inside
of one minute it moved. This so startled him that he had
other business at once. He admitted afterward that he was
unable to work for an hour on account of the shock. These
shouting Agnostics only need to be shaken up once by a
departed spirit to set them thinking. And when they get to
thinking they begin to realize that there is an invisible power
po~se~:~sin~ ~nowled~e, ~nd as t!J.ey progress wUl ~oou learn

form, and they will be Spiritualists in spite of themselvs.
I am very skeptical when it comes to public manifestations
of Spiritual things, and the last place I would think of going
for proof of an existence beyond the grave would be to a
public medium.
I hav attended the meetings of the Secular Union in this
city of late, and as nearly as I can find out there is but one
difference between a Spiritualist and an Agnostic. If seeking for the truth in all things,· accepting nothing without
absolute proof, working for the greatest good to the human
family here and now, and for the perfect freedom of all, is
the object of the Agnostics, I am with them. If seeking
for proof of an existence beyond the grave and finding the
proof makes a man a Spiritualist, I am a Spiritualist.
What is the difference ?
I can only giv my own experience. I feel very much further advanced in all that pertains to life, as a Spiritualist,
than I had ever dreamed of as an Agnostic. The Spiritualist evolves out of the Agnostic generally, very seldom from
the Christian. Christianity first, Agnosticism second, and
Spiritualism last. And when they get there they stay, from
the fact that they hav proof <if their position in these matters.
No one who honestly seeks for proof of the above-mentioned
facts will be disappointed in finding the proof and any
amount of it.
F. E. ORMsBY.
LITTLE HoOKING, 0., May 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: To-morrow, Decoration day, Ben Harrison,
the religious bigot who fills the presidential chair of these
United States, no doubt will hav a word to say about the
"nation's honored dead-the men who fought, bled, and
died to save this country." Wonder if Ben will stop long
enough to think that a large per cent of these brave men
went to.meet their God unprepared, according to his relig_ous belief, and that hell is now echoing with their cries and
groans. What a beautiful custom, to strew the graves of
these men with bright flowers l If they can but look up
from the depths of hell, what consolation in the thought to
know that man is not so mean as God! The" meanest Christian in New Jersey or Alabama would hardly condemn these
men, who laid down their lives in defense of their country,
to such a punishment u.s this. Yes, go right on decorating,
ye Christian brethren. Who knows but that this offering
of flowers may act as did the burnt offerings in the days of
old, and God's wrath be turned away from these innocent
soldiers, and they be allowed to come out and cool off every
thousand years or so? Even this would be an improvement
on the eternal plan and serve to break the monotony.
FoRESTPORT, N.Y., June 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read carefully the late articles of Burr,
McArthur, an!l company in regard to Spiritualism, but the
impression remains as strong as ever that they are looking
for truth in the wrong direction. Rejecting the s•Jperstitions
of the church and adopting the hallucinations of Spiritualism,
looks to me like a change from partial to total blindness.
Spurning with contempt the so-called miracles of the Galilean and his apostles and accepting with enthusiasm the
sleight-of-hand performances of trance mediums, is, in my
opinion, not an advance but a retrograde movement on the
line of scientific discovery and common sense.
In the department of science I hav but little to say,.being
a plain farmer, and low down at that; but wheri Mr. McArthur and Dr. Severance tell us that it is no more strange that
one of their aerial spirits should disregard the call of a friend
or relativ whim made outside the walls of a dark seance
chamber than that a living man should be oblivious to a similar call made by a distant friend without the aid of a telegraph or a telephone office, I regard it as an insult offered to
my understanding. This sort of maladroit comparison shows
the utter weakness and helplessness and hopelessness of
their cause. The working of the telegraph and telephone is
done by materialistic force, arranged and controled by corporeal man, and there is no "spiritual phenomenon" about
it. It is materialism pure and simple, and nothing else. A
few years ago it would hav been regarded as Spiritualism, diabolism, or witchcraft. A few years more and all these mysterious phenomena that pass for Spiritualism, supernaturalism,
and faith cure will be exposed, and explained upon the same
principle. We must wait as patiently as we can until that
time comes. I think the great trouble with these good
friends of ours is, that in their eagerness to know everything
they become excited and allow sharpers to fool them. I hav
got pretty well over that kind of feeling, for I found out
years ago that Agnosticism or downright ignorance is better
than counterfeit knowledge.
There is another side to this question that has often presented itself strongly to my mind, and I think it is worth
considering. Assuming that those spirits ·do exist somewhere in the vast unknown, and judging from all the "manifestations" we hav had so far, we must inevitably conclude
that they care but very little about us, or else they hav but
very little power to hear or to help us. Which is it? If I
were as familiar with some of these ghostly visitors as Me.
Arthur is, I should never rest content until this question was
satisfactorily answered. And in either case I don't think. I
should care to liv among them. I should hav no desire to
liv in a society where I was destined to become callous or
indifferent to the welfare of my fellow-beings. And surely
I would never be willing to migrate to a country where freedom of action and liberty of movement is more restricted
than it is here. Come, Mr. McArthur, let us hear from you.
Call up your friend Dr. Davis and question him sharply
about these things. We will take it for granted that you
heard the writing being done under the table, and all that,
but what we object to is that it is not good· for anything
wl!eu W{l ha,v ~-ot it, ~et ~im to tell us sqmething abo~t ~~

politics and social ethics of the country where he.livs. And
do please .ask him why he can't write a short message on one
slate as well as on two.
I· hav been strongly inclined to a belief in this kind of
supernaturalism from my youth up. I hav had dreaml!!,
visions, premonitions, and all that sort of thing, and consequently I suppose I must be a good subject for your party
to work upon ; but I warn you that you will hav to conquer
my reason before you can convert me again to a belief in
ghosts or spirits. Before I can again hav any faith that the
spirits of departed friends are watching and hovering around
me, they must put their messages into more definit and
reliable form than they hav ever done yet.
JEREMIAH O'BRIEN.
HAY SPRINGs, NEn., May lo, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Last Sunday evening I attended the Methodist Epiecopal church at this place an<l in the latter part of
the sermon the preacher opened up a tirade of abuse against
Infidelity and Infidels, and commented in a sneering manner
upon a matter published in your paper some few weeks
since.
When I hear an orthodox preacher tell things which he
cannot prove, and I hav not the chance or right to reply, it
makes me feel like giving a toast to Mother Eve and the
devil thus, "Here is to Mother Eve and the devil, the first
advocates of free discussion."
When a preacher speaks about a person's " idea and conception of a God," I would ask if he believes that a God,
who made all things, not only this little world and all things
therein, but countless other worlds or planets-to try to
number them would be like trying to dip the water out of
the Niobrara river with a teaspoon to dry it up-if this is
the same God that prescribed Ezekiel's bill of fare, and
commanded what he should eat, and the amount that he
should eat each day (Ezek. iv, 10-15)? I wonder if Ezekiel
asked the Lord to bless his food when the Lord was not
around, or, if the Lord was around, did he ask him to dine
with him?
Now, to hav a conception of such a God is a great conception indeed, and to think that he was the true God of this
universe especially.
Now, if there was any such God as the Bible givs a description of, he wa~ a "Joe Dandy."
The Bible givs an account of God's followers getting a
little full when he was along, and, after the wine was all
drank, God(God and Christ were both one) made several barrels more, and after getting a little full, sat down and played
"high five" for the drinks. (This is a special revelation of
my own.) Now, I can come just as near proving this to be
true, as an orthodox preacher can come to proving that the
Bible is all true. And farther, is this not the same orthodox
God to whom millions of prayers went up from pulpit, fireside, and tented field, both North and .South, from Europe,
and almost every nation on the globe, asking him to interpose
and stop the strife between brothers, and to stop. the bloody
carnage? . But the war continued without his intervention,
and was not brought to a close gntil the South had exhausted its resources, and was no longer able to offer resistance to the Union armies.
Fred Douglass said that he_pra.yed for over fifteen years,
but the only prayer an11wered in his case was the one he
made with his legs when he ran away from bondage.
Now, further in regard to" a conception of a God," think
of those hundreds of quintillions of orbs-if they were made by
th6 orthodox God, as the preachers claim they were, or any
other god, can it be possible that any human being can hav
even a partial conception of such a God? (We hav only a
partial conception of this little world.) It is beyond the
comprehension of the greatest developed brain; even the
Hay Springs preachers cannot grasp the infinit; even Christ
himself had no conception of the true god of this universe.
Even he did not know of such a country or place as America.
And God-Jehovah-did not know whether or not the children of Israel·would come up on the mountain when he
(God) and Moses were writing the laws on the tables of
stone, as the Bible says that he told Moses to go down and
tell them not to come up.
Yours,
T. S. TRIPP.
TILFORD, DAK., May 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Yours just received. I will take pleasure in
doing all I can toward increasing the circulation and influence of your publicatione. This place is small, and a lot for
its first church has just been located. A Sunday-school has
been in working order about four weeks. I hav just organ.
ized the Tilford Progressiv Lyceum for the discussion of
economic, social, and all other questions of interest to
thoughtful men and women. I intend this movement to
completely swallow up the church element. I secured a
yearly lease on the only hall in town yesterday. I am the
leader of an orchestra here, and we intend to absorb public
interest so far as possible by furnishing the greater attraction. My idea is that by starting now we can preclude the
possibility of sectarianism ever getting a foothold in this village. E. B. David Iivs here, a stanch Infidel. He claims a
personal acquaintance ·with D. M. Bennett. John W. Allen,.
of Postville, three miles from here, is an outspoken Infidel,
a prosperous farmer with much influence. ,Freeman
Knowles, editor of the Tilford Times, is a progressiv writer,
and favorable to the movement. George Zentz, a merchant,
is an Atheist; James Chalmers, contractor and builder,
Atheist. These men are all in the movement, and I think
we shall hav no trouble in disposing of Freethonght literature
after two or three meetings. We shall start a Stcular Sunday-school this ,fall, if not sooner. Mr. Knowles has eight
chiLdren, and he has told m,e he would like them to hav· opportunity to learn something. of natural science and ethics;
but Mrs. Knowles is a Christian, and her children attend the
~~thod~st Sundar-sc~o?l be~a!ls~ there} i~ r;IQ 9~~er place,
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Mr. Knowles never saw an Infidel paper or read ail 1nll.dlil
book until he made my acquaintance ll.t Sturgis lll.st faiL
"Men, Women, and Uods~> very nearly coil.verted :M:rs.
Knowles.' 1 hav just beeh ltppointed justice of tlie peace by
the county commissioners in response to a ~etitioi1 ciroulated
last week, 13(l'Venty votes were cast here May 14th, and
!!b:ty-one names were on the petition. You will infer from
this that my Infidelity does not hurt much yet. I am anxious to hAv such conditions continue here, and this is why I
start the Lyceum now while the town is only one yl!ar old,
and before orthodoxy gets a hold. I will place on sl11.e any.
thing you send me, also advertise in the local pi!.per. 1would
like the" Oosmian Hymnbook.h Pleastl send sample copy.
If it ie whe.t it purports t(l be, 1 shlUi induce our society to
order one or two doi!ien. 1 would like Itemsburg's " False
Claims u ltlld "8abbath.Brtiaking,' 1 about three copies of
eatlh to begifi with. What I need here is Mrs. Blenker's
"John's Way'' and "The Darwins." I should like "Ex11ter
Hall'1 and ",·The Heathens of the Heath." ThtJ reason I
suggest works of this character is because I hav to do pioneer work for a while, and these are just what are needed for
proselyting.
The single-tax movement is growing here in the Black
Hills. The Farmers1 Alliance is strong, and everywhere
about me I see an open field.
I am reminded that several times 1 hav thought of suggesting to you what I believe would greatly add to the value of
your publication, THE TRUTH 8EEltER. Heston's pictures are
immense, and if 1 could haV used them this winter without
destroying valuable matter on the second page, I should hav
pasted them in spots all over the town in which 1 lived. A
dozen or two of these pictures pasted up solid in conspicuous
places, with THE TRUTH 8El!:KER heading, would not only
advertise the paper a great deal, but would attract atten·
tion and. create argument. Could not the Truth Seeker
Company..afl'ord a cover such as the Harpers now use on their
Weekly 1 It could contain advertisments of your publications
which would compensate for extra cost of paper, and then
the pictures could be used, if on the cover, without destroying valuable reading matter. What do you think of the suggestion?
·
FRANK GREEN.
EDEN, Au., May 28, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: J. A. Weaber, in THl!: TROTH BEEKER of May
25th, asks, "If a man die, shall he liv again?" and then
makes a lengthy argument to prove that the brain is the
J:Qind, and when the brain is dead the mind ceases to be.
How this is I do not know. I will ask a question for all
truth seekers to think over, and answer if they can, for I can
not. Why is it that a man or woman who ha!l lost a limb
still feels the limb? How do you account for the phenomenon of a person who has lost a limb, the limb being buried
in an awkward or unnatural position, being miserable till
the limb is dug up and placed in a natural position? A case
in point occurred a few days ago at Birmingham, Ala. A
gentleman got run over by a street-car, causing his leg to be
amputated. It was placed in a neat coffin lined wit4 satin,
padded, etc., and buried in the cemetery. The gimtleman
after getting from under the influence or' the anesthetics complained that his foot was in a strain, twisted out of its
proper position. I hav not heard from him since the foot
was placed ·straight in the coffin, but it was really in the position he complained of. Now, how did he know it was
twisted f An instance is laid down in the medical works of
a person who had lost a foot and kept complaining there
was something between his toes. He was so persistent in
his complaints that his foot was dug up and a gravel was
found between the toes,. that had been buried without any
protection from the dirt. Now, how did he know the gravel
was there if the brain is the only seat of the mind or spirit ?
Several y(lars ago, I mentioned in THE TRUTH BEEKER a few
things that happened in my experience-the presentiment of
'Something wrong at home at the moment one of my children
died, I being eighteen miles in the country teaching school.
What was it told me all was not well at home? What enabled me to recognize and describe a road I had never seen
before? The moment I saw it I described a farm about half
a mile ahead of where I first recognized the road, describing
a house out of sight around a curve in the road I had never
seen in my life to a person who was with me. How do you
account for that ?
There are many things we do not know, and may never
know, and may never find out, either, in any other world,
and the foregoing are some of them.
I hav been told that my religious friends are talking of
turning me out of Sunday.school. What shall I do about
it? They hav set down on my getting work to do, and I am
not able to move, as I am entirely out of money, and hav
precious little grub. I positivly hav not quoted anything
outside of the Bible. Yet they are terribly stirred up. I
bav let a few read THE TRUTH BEEKER, and others tracts,
but not in Sunday-school. A preacher told me I ought to
be burnt, and I am glad he did not hav the power to burn
me before my time. There are very few people in St. Clair
county that do not belong to some church. So you see how
it is. I hav got "in the soup."
THE TRUTH BEEKER certainly has the best reading matter in
;it of any paper that comes within my reach. Lucifer has
:some fine coq-espondents, and so haT the Ironclad 4ge, the
.Independent' ~ulpit, and other Freethonght journals, but
'THE TRUTH BEEKER leads them all for brainy correspond·ence and editorials, and Haston is excellent. When he gets
through with the Holy Queer illustrations, I want his caricatures bound in book form. Could you not get out a first
volume of hls ~a~icatures in cheap shape, for us poor dev\ls
to enjoy til! b.e gets 1,1p ,enough material for a second~ It
will tab ~im a long th;n,e to get through the entire qook. ~
will •
1\ fe:w meals so a~ to raisE) f!PI9a to pay fw one vol·
- 9.f ~.~·· r~t ~t 0~ t~~ -~~rket.
,AMOS 1{1 ~:.IIFFI~H,•
•• • • •
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(hu\h, CAN., May 2i, 1889.
MR. STEVENs, IYe/vr Sif ~ Safut ~t /rate'~; nit~. With due
respect for yoUr intellectual worth, I chtifu that my point
was well taken, and that yo\l. yolirself ha'< pro~ed it. I said,
if 1 !eliiember aright, that yolir bonclusions in reference to
us French Canadian!! were ilispired-wliether inspired i>y the
Mail, Sentinel; or Goldwin Smith the fact remains that y~ut
information is of second-hand, and not frorh personal observation. :Now, this nondescript ecoil.om~st Goldwin Smith is
a man of pronoUnced 11n~pathies; His Mte nUr in Amerlba is
the .t'rench eierlient. fou know, if anyoiie lnows, that a
prejuchcetl Dian's ophlion must, as a rule, be taken cum grano
saZi, and you know also that Goldwin Smith is famed for
anything but consistency. For instancE!, he is an annexationist here aiid an anti-homeruler in England. Besides, his
attacks against our nationality hav freq_uently been answered
in our French I_>ress, notably a short time since by Mr. Beau.grand, ex-mayor of Montreal, a French Jllreethinker of no
mean merit, in his own paper La Patrie. Think you that
Goldwin Smith wi1I take notice of this ai"ticle? Not at all.
He, like the pope, considers that when he has once written
upon a subject the matter is finally settled. :Besides, Mr,
Ross's assertions hav just been sustained by a committee ap.
pointed by the Ontario govetnment, the report of which has
just been published.
·
I possess the Very hardihood ftom which you seem to think
I will shrink in terror, viz., to a:!lirm that the French Canadians are prt:lgressiv, and as you are, like all tiberals, open
to conviction, 1expect to make you s.hare my opinion. 1. You
know that climatic conditions, location, etc., are great factors
in the advancement of a nation. Now, your states of New
Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine are on about a parallel with
the province of Quebec in this respect. I ask you frankly if
Quebec has not distanced these states in progress ? The
general verdict is that it has. You surely would not call the
inhabitants of these states retrogressiv. 2. You are too well
versed in Canadian history to be ignorant of the fact that
when England took possession of Canada. all the 1!'rench
families of wealth returned to France. T.he sixty thousand
of French origin that remained in Canada were impoverished
by a long and unequal war. They were soon surrounded by
the new English colonists, who treated my countrymen with
cavalierly contempt-" blaWsted foreigners, you know."
All intercourse with France having ceased, harshly treated
by the conquerors, they had to. fall back upon their own resources, which were few. The priests generally took charge
of the education of the children, taught them much Catholicism but little else. l!'or one hundred years or so very little
progress was made. And I admit that the elder generation
of our day is illiterate. But I am sure that our growing
generation is equal in general knowledge to that of any other
nation. One instance to prove it. Last fall there was a
competitiv civil service examination held in Ottawa. There
were nineteen French candidates and one hundred and
twenty-one English ones. Eleven out of the nineteen French
obtained certificates,. and only twenty-nine out of the one
hundred and twenty-one English. That is to say, fifty per
cent of the French and twenty-three per cent of the English
were successful. Which is the inferior race? There i11 no
doubt we were handicapped from the start, and the fact that
we hav advanced proves conclusivly, I think, that we are
progressiv. Now, do you think that our English friends
hav much ca~se to reproach us with talking French when
they themselvs forced us to do so ? By keeping aloof from
us they obliged us to talk French, as we could not very well
learn English from the Indians. Let them at least accept
the issue with good grace. It is a little late in the day, when
we hav grown from sixty thousand to two millions, to ask
us to abandon our mother tongue.
Our position is not similar to that of your German element.
They come to the States strangers. We are at home. Canada is English by conquest; ours by priority of possession
and colonization. We can surely not be termed aliens in the
country of our birth. Every intelligent .French boy very
soon picks up English, and becomes thereby superior to the
English boy, who seldom knows any other language but his
own. I admit my countrymen hav religion very bad-or
that religion has them bad,-but not any more so than our
English Protestant friends, and I consider that a bigoted
Protestant is equally as bad as a Catholic one. It does not
follow from that that they are both ignorant in the full meaning of the word. Agassiz and Chevreuil could not consistently be termed ignorant or retrogressiv, though both died
believers. I therefore consider that the best way to cure my
countrymen of Catholicism is by persuasion and logic; not
by sweeping charges of ignorance hurled at them. I know
that the former serves my purpose better, and I hope yon
are of my opinion. With best wishes for the cause of Freethought and truth, I am,
L. s. MATHE.
Respectfully yours,
REDUCTIO AD ABSURDUM.
MANTENo, ILL., May 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The writer proposes in the following paper
to make only a few comments and suggestions on articles by
D. Priestley on "Spiritual Phenomena," published in THK
TRUTH SEEKER of May 25, 1889. That a man of his apparent
intelligence should rush into print but to make an exhibition
of his bigotry is truly surprising. He claims to hav studied
very thoroughly, carefully, and critically all the laws pertaining to Spiritual philosophy, and after tracing them in all
their ramifications through the measureless depths of the
universe comes to the very sage conclusion that there is no
spiritual' life, consequently no spiritual laws or phenom~na
existing in all the wide realms of nature, for he's left nothmg
\]Pdiscovered that exists.
Brother Priestley reminds me of another person of the
~~~e SChOOl and !;1,\0~e. Qf_ t}!J)u~ht, Wh.O,,
C.OnVersation On,
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this subject, said : " I knoW there caii be no sucii thing
as spiHtuallife.i' 1 thought, Uf coursl3, that settles it; '\Vhei1
a j:lerson haS attained to such dizzy hights of wisdofu ll.nd
knowiedge that he becomes perfectly familiar 'With all thll
laws antl possibilities of nature, there is t:ettainly ito rootti
nor need for further resetirtili.
:t infer from Brother :f>ri!!stleyis remarks tliat he liiis fi{lv{lf
deemetl it necessary to stoop so low as. to become a witill!sll
to pheliorheiia bJaimlhg a spiritual origin; as he kno'Ws iii
advance the . utter imiiossibility o,f such phlmomenlt ev~t
odmrring. What would he think of the judge oii the
bench, or even the jury in the box, shotild they waive the
examination and sifting of evidence, by assumin~ thtit owl.ilg
to their superior wisdotn they knew more about tha mattet itt
hand than the witnesse~ themselv~, and thus decide, without
hearing the testimony? Or if a tnan should travel round in
a small circuit-as Brother Priestley acknowledges he does
-with his .eyes il.xed steadfastiy on the ground, denying tha
existence of the suh in the heavl3ns M midday; he would be
equally as absurd as is tM reasoning of the wi:iter tindet
consideration, Our brother says he started with a belief in
continued life, but after traveling his little· circuit awhile, he
ceased to hav the slightest belief in anything whatevet pettaining thereto. We certainly deplore and commiserate out
brother1s sad misfortune. He says further : " Cll.n thete be
anything more absurd than the idea of writing being done
between two slates fastened together?" :But, as absurd as
this may seetb. to our ~stute brother 1 the cold fact tetnains
there just the sam13. And now, brothet; 1 ptopoee to help
you It little in yotir sad dilemmll., and giv you 11. point, the
knowledge of which you Can apprecil!te aa sotnething that
takes hold on the affairs of this world. Whethet you accept
this proposition or not lies wholly with yourself; but if. you
are the man you take yourself to be, you will certainly do it,
for .there are millions in it for you. And if you undertake it
you must follow directions to the Jetter. Procure two slatee
personally from London, Pekin, or Calcutta, if you plea81!1
keeping them in your possession till you reach home, then,
after placing a fragment of pencil between them, fasten them
togethet with sctews, bolts, sealing-wax, ortwine, as you
may think most proper. Of course you'll hav the foresight
to place ptivate marks on the inside of these !tlates before
fastening them together. Now you are ready for businells
and the next move is, through some friend make ali en~ag!l
ment for a s@ance with some first-class medium for slate"
writing, who livs at least one hundred miles from you, and
five hundred would be better, that you may be sure he knows
nothing of you personally. Then proceed to the place at
the appointed time, which must be in the glare of daytime,.
and when you reach the seance room introduce yourself as
the "friend'' Mr. Drown has made the engagement for
that hour for a seance, so as not to let the medium know'
your name, residence, or the special object of your visit,
You will of course understand that the slates are not to pass
out of your hands during the journey, after the medium has
locked the door, for of course no other person must be pres·
ent at a private seance. You will take a seat as invited at·
the table, and if the medium wishes to, allow him to grasp
one end of the slate, while you hold the other. Remain perfectly quiet.and passiv, and the fewer words you utter the
better, so he will get no clew to your identity, and in a few
moments more or less, if everything should be all right, you
will hear the pencil at work writing your messages. And
when the signal is given that they are done and the medium
releases the slate, pay him his fee, which may be one or two
dollars. Pnt on your hat and return home by the shorteftt
route, ani when you get there, call your family and friends
into a private room, and after locking the doors, proceed to
unfasten the slates and read the messages aloud to your
friends. The messages obtained under such circumstances
usually purport to come from friends or relations of the per·
son to whom they are addressed, who once lived in this world
as we do now, but who long since passed through th~change
called death. And they ever breathe of love, affectiOn, and
joy, at once more being able to tell of .their continued life
and happiness. And now, Brother Pnestley, to a man of
your mental caliber and critical cast of mind, and knowing,
as you certainly do, for you assert it with all the assurance
of a mathematical maxim, that the alleged Spiritual phenomena are wholly and solely the result of fraud, delusion, and
trickery on the part of persons claiming to be mediums, how
easy it will be for you to pierce the delusion and account for
the writing on your own slates· obtained under your own
keen scrutiny I And then you will be ready to proclaim to a
weary waiting world the glorious tidings, that it is not what
it clai'ms to be "messages from departed frienqs," but
merely a trick, ~nd you know it, and for money you will giv
it to the world explaining everything, and then the world's
treasure will p~nr Into your coffers in a mighty and ceaseless
volume. What do you say, brother? Such talents as yours
ought to count for something in this world. This would pay
much better than filling the columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER
with stale chestnuts and crude absurdities, and giving your
readers the impression that you claim to hav sounded the
depths of the universe. For when a ~an reaches that state
of self-conscious exaltation that he thmks he has mastered
about all there is in this world, the world ceases to hav anything more to do with him, and h~ is about ready to be laid
away in a cave with other mumm1es.
But, my brother, dropping-irony and hyperbole, ~will say
one word in conclusion, which shall serve as a gmde in all
our future investigations and deliberations in search of that
pearl of great price," the trut~, w~ich we are all eager to
, obtaiu and make our own. It 1s th1s:
Seize upon tmth wherever found,
On Obristian or on heathen groundAmong yonr friends, among your foes,
.
') he plant's divine wh~re'()r it grows.
·
Q,
BARNARD.
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out, when Freddie said to her: "Please, may
I sit with the girls in the afternoon P"
"No; you will sit on your own side of the
house," said the teacher.
lld.~ b1J Miss BusA.l'l H. Wu::oN, Fall
The noon hour passed, and just as the
Ri11er, MtliJs., to t11hom all OommunlcatioM for
school was called to order in the afternoon,
thia Oorner should b~ s~t.
Freddie laid upon the teacher's desk a half
dozen green switches, which he had cut from
"Between the dark and the daylight,
a thrifty young elm growing near the schoolWhen the night Is beginning to lower,
house.
Oomes a pause in the day's ooonpations
"What are these for?" asked the teacher.
That is known as the Ohildren 's Hour."
" To lick the boys. The ruler is too hard."
She
caught him by the arm and selected
(B.ECITATI ,N.J
of the sticks.
Tbe Blind M.en and the Elephant. one"What
are you going to lick me for? I
A HINDOO FABLE.
didn't do anything. It's the other boys that
It was six men of lndostan
want to be licked," pleaded Freddie.
To learning muoh inclined,
She tested the quality of the stick.
Who went to see the elephant
L.F.H.
(Though all of them were blind),
--------~~~--------
That each by observation
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Might satisfy his mind.
Little Annie saw a bit of turquoise in her
The first approached the elephant,
cousin Lidie's ring. "Why," she observed,
And happening to fall
·• you've a piece of sky in your ring, havn't
Against his broad and sturdy side,
At once began to bawl:
you!"
" God bless me; hut the elephant
George bit little Celia's finger while they
Is very like a. wall!''
were playing. On being scolded for it he
The second. feeling of the tusk,
said, by way of explanation, " Really, mamOried, "Ho ! what hav we here
ma, I didn't know where my mouth was
So very round and smooth and sharp 1
To me •tis mighty olear
going.''
This wonder of an elephant
A four-year-old Grand Rapids boy fell
Is very like a sPear t"
from the fence and broke his arm. llis
The third approaohed the animal,
mother was very much affected at the thought
And happening to take
of the pain the little fellow must suffer when
The squirming trunk within his hands,
Thus boldly up and spake:
·
the fracture was reduced. George noticed
" I ser;• quoth he," the elephant
"Never mind, mamma," he said
this.
Ia very like a snake 1'1
bravely, looking at his arm, "I guess it's
The fourth reached out his eager hand,
only bent."
Aud felt about th·e knee,
Little six-year-old in Wara 3 was taking
" What most this wondrous beast is like
Is mighty plain," quoth he:
his first lesson in addition, and when a
" •Tis olear enough the elephant
caller asked him, " If I were to giv you two
Is very like a. tree !"
cats and another lady gave JOU two more,
The fifth, who ohanced to touoh· the ea.r,
how many cats would you hav ?" he quickly
S!!.id : "E•en the blindest man
replied, "Why, pretty soon I wouldn't hav
c~n tell what this resembles most;
any, for my mamma would break their necks
Deny the fact who can,
'J'his marvel of an elephant
with a broom. She doesn't like cats.''
Is very like a. fan !"
Little Charlie, whose grandfather is a BapThe sixth no sooner had begun
tist minister, took dinner at the parsonage
About the beast to grope,
the other day. He lived at a hotel, and beThan, seizing on the swinging tail
That fell within his scope,
fore his venerable grandparent began the
·' I see," quoth he, "the elephant
blessing Charlie had begun eating voraciously,
Is very like. a rope !"
"Oh! don't mind me, grandpa," he observed
And eo these men of lndosta.n
between mouthfuls, when the latter remonDisputed loud and long,
strated, "go right on with· your blessing."
Eaoh in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong,
In one of our Sunday-schools recently the
Though each was partly in the right,
subject of the creation of man was under disAnd all were in the wrong I
cussion. A bright boy who had caviled at
MOBAL.
nothing which had preceded, when the story
So oft in theologio wars,
of the production of Eve was reached, deThe disputants, I ween,
clared that he didn't believe a word of it.
Rail on in utter ignorance
"For," said he, " there was any quantity of
Of what each other mean,
And prate about an elephant
the same material that Adam was made of
Not one of tbem has seen.-J. G. Saxe.
lying around loose, and I don't believe God
would hav ripped up Adam, whom he had
Freddie in School.
just finished, just to get a rib to make Eve
Little Freddie, seven years of age, was 'With.''
gaining a knowledge of the rudiments of
Correspondence.
learning at a village school-house in VerBENEOA, B. C., May 24, 289.
mont, but he sometimes forgot about the
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, hear Friend: This
rules and allowed various diversions to allure
letter chronicles to you the death of my dear
his attention from his book. One day the wife. She died night before last, the 22d inst.
teacher detected him in throwing pellets of She had been In feeble health for thirteen
paper which he had moistened in his mouth months and in bed since the 29th of January
at the other boys, and w:hen she gave him a last. She suffered extr. mely all the time,
smart rap with the ruler, he looked up and but the last six weeks of her life was a living
death. No tongue, no pen, could portray the
said: "Oh, you didn't mean to, did you?"
half of what she suffered. I never in all my
"Yes, I did mean to. You are very inat- rather advanced life saw a case anything like
tcntiv to your studies. Now see if you can a parallel to hers. It would hav melted the
stop your play and attend to your book," most stony heart and watered the dryest eyes
to witness her last days. Never did I witness
replied the teacher.
as much weeping around a deathbed, accordFive minutes later she actually saw him ing to numbers, as was around hers; not one
e~:gaged in the very ungallant act of making came and went away with dry eyes. Her
faces at the girls on the other side of the calm, sweet face and affectionate talk between
school-house. Another rap with the ruler the paroxysms of agony excelled anything I
was administered, and the teacher inquired : ever heard, and this is the word of everyone
who witnessed the dying struggles of that
" What are you doing now?"
noble woman. I was always proud of my
"Twisting my face up to cry," replied wife and knew she was an extraordinary
Freddie, rubbing his arm, and looking up at woman, but never until she was confined to
the teacher with every muscle of his face con- her bed did I fully realize her many virtues
and deep philosophical mind. On last Buntorted.
day she discovered her voice was weakening
She could not suppress a laugh, bQ.t not and it required some_ effort to talk. She
wishing to end the punishment for so grave called me to her bed, and in a calm, sweet
an offense with a laugh, she put on an air of way told me we must now take a farewell
severity, and said: "You were making wry talk, for she would never talk much more.
faces at the girls. Now, take your book and We talked one hour and twenty minutes.
She talked of our troubles and sufferings for
go over and sit with the girls and learn better the last sixteen months, and of the many
manners than to make wry faces at them."
dear friends on whose charity we had subShe placed him between the two oldest sisted almost entirely. She mentioned several
girls, with instructions to study his book. names separately, and requested me to write
He fixed his eyes upon hie lesson, but when to them when she was gone and tell them of
her attention was called in other directions, her peaceful death, and the love and gratitude she f'=llt for them as long as memory aod
he amused himself and them by showing reason remained master of their thrones.
them how to make a eat's cradle with a Among those she selected for me to write to
string upon his fingers, and in drawing pict- was Susan H. Wixon. She said I must tell
you that you and Dr. E. B. Foote were her
ures upon a slate belonging to one of them.
But the hour for the noon recess arrived standard ideals of male and female excellence
and perfection, if there be any such. My
and the school was dismissed; the teacher dear wife has for sever~! years been one of
had donned her bonnet and was ready to go your greates~ admirers, J.fany, ~any are the
J •
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times I hav heard her express the wish that
you could be with her at her death and conduct the funeral services. But as this seemed
impossible, she expressed a wish that nothing
be said at her funeral unless I felt like it and
would do it. I made a few brief remarks
and read some appropriate ver!les from your
pen. I did not-I could not-say half that
I wanted to, in spite of my best efforts. I
broke down; or at least found I should, and
stopped in time. These are the lines that
closed the scene, They are her own selection:
Yon will weep as yon look a.t my vaoant place,
As you fondly remember the absent fa.oe:
But think, 0 my dear ones, no pain oan infest
My haven of peaoe, my domain of rest.
In Your deep gri.ef remember humanity's needs,
A.nd the hea.rtaohes forget in kind, loving deeds,
Whioh a.t last, incense n~ver repressed,
Shall enwrap yon in blissful, beautiful rest.
Farewell, then, a tender, a loving farewell,
My love and my blessing shall with yon dwell.
The wa.y is not long though with oares thickly
pressed,
And soon you will join me in eternal rest.
I buried her fourteen miles from home, in
order to lay her sacred rPmains in an Infidel
cemetery, founded by T. L Reed, an old-line
Infidel who died last July, and w~o was
almost a worshiper of the Boston 1n'Destigator.
Thus passes away a true woman, a sincere,
steady Liberal. No man ever loved more, or
felt more the loss of a wife than I. Mrs
Casey was born July 6, 1830, and died May
22, 1889. We were married May 25, 1848
-only wanted three days of forty-one years.
Miss Susan, will you please write and hav
published in THE TRUTH BEEKER a nice, appropriate obituary for my poor wife? It was her
request. And now, with a bleeding heart,
peniless and hopeless, I bid you an affectionate good-bye.
R. M. CAsEY.
[Thus has passed into calm, sweet silence
all that is mortal of a lovely, noble woman.
Her character, the influence of h~r life, the
tenderness of her untiring care and love, her
sweet disposition, her kindly deeds and
words or counsel, are all immortal. They
can never die. They are the flowers that
make lier memory fresh and fragrant. There
is this consolation-she who made home
bright and happy can never suffer any more,
never moan in pain and agony again, never
shed a tear or be hurt for any cause. Many
hearts will sympathize with our friend and
brother in his great sorrow. The tragedies
of life are many, and soon or late they come
to us all. We can only bear what is as
patiently as possible, remembering that, while
we mourn our dead, they no longer require
our care. That must be given to those who
still remain on earth, and who need, from day
to day, the ministrations of frl~nds and
nelghbors.-En. C. C.]
CRoMWELL, !A., May 24, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write and send you an item out of our· Cromwell paper concerning the debate between
Rev. T. McK. Stewart of the Methodist
Episcopal church, and Rev. U. M. Browder
of the Christian church; if you hav room you
may take the principal points out, if you
thick it worth while. I attended most of the
sessions, and oh I how I wished wme Liberal could take a hand in the game-some
one like Ingersoll, Putnam, Remsburg, and
others. But no, it would need no such men
to hav played the top card. We liv one mile
from town. I hav lots of chickens, turkeys,
and flowers. I don't know the number of
chickens ; there are seventy little turkeys.
The people are going to church now. How
wicked they would think me if they knew
what I am doing I I do not go to church. I
would rather read stories. Well, I hav
made my letter too long already and hav not
told you half I wished to after all, so I will
close, wishing success to the Corner. Anyone wishing to correspond with me will please
address,
MINNIE M. GEIER.
P.B.-The debate has not been decided yet;
when it is I will write again.
M. M. G.
RED OAK, Mo., May 26, 288.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My uncle takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been a reader of it for
a year or two off and on. I like the Corner
very much; and I like to read it. I think
that Mr. Heston's pictures are very comical ;
some of them would make a dog laugh, I
think. I don't go to church very much, for
I am not fond of the " gospel.'' I never atteed Sunday-school, from the fact that their
bait is a little too thin. Their bait is a little
card about an inch square. I never nibble at
that bait very much. Tom Paine preached
here a week ago to-day; but by no means the
original Thomas Paine of '76. There is an
old lunll.tic going to preach here to-nightsome say he is about half crazy. There was
a woman to-day that took the water for paradise, or in other words had her sins washed
away. There were about twenty of us children who met in the woods and had a little
picnic, Without any ceremonies, but just to
spoil things a little an old Bible-monger
came around and raised a fuss about our cutting a. few little saplings to make a table. The
preacher that preached here to-night said in
his sermon for all of them (the Christians) to
rise to their feet who knew God or wanted to
know him.
Nobody rose to their feet,
tho¥gh i ':10 1 n,q. WtJU 1 it is getting about

time_ for me to wind. up. I hope to see this
in print. My age is fourteen.
Your!! truly,
CH.il.s.
MoA.LESTER.

w.

Los ANGELEs, CAL., May 22, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: When I wrote my last
letter to the Children's Corner I .was living in
Iowa, but since then we hav moved to Los
Angeles. This is the most beautiful country
I ever saw. I don't think I should want to
liv at any place else. There are all kinds of
flowers everywhere. There was a flower
festival here a few weeks ago. My mamma
and I went one night, and enjoyed it very
much. We had another treat, too. We went
to hear Samuel P. Putnam two nights. The
first night he reviewed the work of Bam
Jones and Moody, and the second night he
lectured on "Sunday Laws." He was the
first Liberal I ever h(jard lecture, and I
thought it was splendid. We hav been to the
ocean twice, and I think it is very nice indeed. The first time I went to the ocean I
was very much afraid and would not go near
the water, but the second time I would run
along the shore, and when the breakers cume
in I would let the water run over my feet. I
saw three big fishes, and they were called
flounders ; they looked odd to me because
they were so fiat. I hav now seen the Pacific
ocean, and I would like to see the Atlantic
ocean. On the road out here I wondered
how the ocean would look. I never thought
it was half as big as it is. I think I hav
written enough this time, so I will close.
Yours truly,
MAUD PARRISH.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

The Conftict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
• - - - - lli OENTS,
Your treatment of the " Oonfiiot" is exoellent.
-Harry Hoover.
' ··

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
Aooept my thanks for your exoellent and useftll
disoourse ....:;.J ames Parton.
I a.m muoh pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a. very
!~.ble paper, and deserveswidedissemina.tion.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The .number of heads under whioh you ha.v
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the oonoise manner in whioh each pomt iii discussed, should he highl;y oommended. Therefore
I take l{rea.t pleasure m recommending "Anti·
Prohib1tion "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the oause of temperance, hnt in the prinoiples of self-goverJ>ment.
J.J.MoiJa.he.
·
'fHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.
" The mira.oulous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no mira.ole."
Prioe, 10 oentt. Per dozen, 75 oent&.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HIBTOBY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a. remarkable hook, in whioh univer.
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skili.-[Litera.ry World.
lou turn over his pages with a. fa.&oina.tion aim·
ila.r to that experienced In reading Wa.shington
lrving.-[lnter-Ocea.n.
His history has a continuitx, a. rllsh, a. oarrying
power.,~. whioh reminds us stnkingly of Gibbon.
[New .tt.a.ven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first ohapter, is a masterpiece of historioa.l writ·
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Ma.oa.ulay.
-[Penn Monthly
Eighth edition. Extra. oloth,ll!mo, M3pp., $1.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.

REASON

FAITH

A oonoise aooount of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and sinoe Christianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popularized a.ooount of Oriental religions,
with many a.pt_quotations from the saored books
of the East. Nowhere else oan so muoh knowledge of what is generall¥ unknown he obtained
in suoh oompa.ot form.-[Litera.ry Rev;ew.
Extra. oloth, 1~mo, 4oll pp., $1.50.
Address THE T~UTH SEEKER.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
OB,

A Key to Bible

~v~stigation.

Oonta.ining 148 Proi!ositions
With Referenoes to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Oontra.diotions of the so-oalled
Inspired Soriptures.
BY A. JAOO~SON.
Third edition, oa.refully revised.and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a co~y for ready referenoe.
As a. pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
tht;!!JlOSt effeotiv Ioonoolast ever published. '
Prioe only 115 cents.
A.ddreaa THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
.... ··
118 Lafayette fl., ~ew ~or~.
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LOOKING BACKW.ARD

NOW REA.D"Y.

B;r Edward Bellamy,

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS

Author of" Dr. Heidenhofl"s Process," etc.
It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to t·eceive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inapiration.-[New York Tribune.
The appeal is always made to a IUan's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: nover to his ael·
fiahneaa.-[Boaton Post.
A suggestion of a. rPally practicable and fea.ai.
ble socia.lata.te greatly in advance of the preaen t.
The romantic na.rra.tiv is rich in its forecast of
a.otna.l poaaibilitiea.-[Boaton Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.~0; paper, 50o,
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HORACE SEAVER.

For Her Daily Bread Is the story of two young
girls and a. younger brother who were left parentJess, with little money, fa.u education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The antnoria also the heroin.
The na.rra.tiv is, in the main. a. history of a working ltirl•alife and experience in the c1ty of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of human life as we should ex{•ect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world Price 2~ cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

COMPILED BY
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
beat editorials written by Mr. Seaver during the
past forty-five years. n ia neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a. fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.
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FooD AND DIET IN RELATION To HEALTH AND WonK.
The New York Heraza says: "Dr. Holbrook'!
book is among the very beat of ita kind."
The Home ana Garaen aa.ya: "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a.
choice of food which may save the coat of the book
every day in providing for a family, besides in·
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Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
SOCIETY.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
Bw DB. Lours BuoHNEB, Author of "Foroe and By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of
liNGLAND.
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Physiological Medicin and Medical Juris- '
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Tra.nala.ted from the German.
London.
Medical College for Women.
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Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., LonPaper, U'nlo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
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don, E. C.
His analysis of nervena and mental phenomena.
AUSTRALIA.
is sharply acienti:fh'; his pathological theories are
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Mtuket st., Sydney, N.S.W.
ra.tlona.l, ctea.r, a.ntl modern.-Meatcat Rev1eto.
The
Career
of
Jesus
Christ.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
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An Exposition of the True Meaninfl of this Cha.r- style admirable in 1ta dtrectneaa and brillla.noy,
NBW ZEALAND.
acter as described in the New Testament. By Mil· his thought clear and 1o(lica.1.-Ltberat Chrt.Btian.
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MytholAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
ogy.
Paper, Bvo, 25 cents,
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Decision Against M. Harman's Demurrer.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, .JUNE 1.5, 1.889.
'fore it in the statute. Undoubtedly in its
broadest sense it may be an impression of
either figures, characters, or 1etters. In the
more common sense it. is used as applicable
to letters.
Another ·question naturally arises under
this ·statute. Does the term publication
necessarily refer to the paper published as a
whole, or may it properly be applied to an
article published in a paper? We speak of
the publication of legal notices, or the publication of an article in a newspaper. Suppose
the obscene article was cut from the paper
and inclosed in an envelope. It would be a
print or publication and would be non-mailable. I can see no reason why it is any the
less objectionable when mailed as an integral
part of the original paper.
It is apparent that the construction. of the
statute contended for by the defendant would
practically defeat the object and purpose of
the law. It. would be a very dull man who
could not conform his publication or written
communication to the exigencies of the situation.
A further objection is made to the indictment that there is a joinder of a multitude of
counts for the same offense.· I hav serious
doubts whether the publisher of an obscene
paper can be convicted, as a separate offense,
for every person to whom he shall· mail a separate copy of his paper. At the minimum
imprisonment, even under a fine, the ordinary
human life might not serve to fill out the
period. But it seems to me that the most the
defendant can do on tliat ground is that the
government be required to elect on which
counts it will prosecute.
The motion to quash must be overruled.
Since writing the foregoing opinion my attention has been called to a case recently before Judge Thayer, of the eastern district of
Missouri-United States vs. Frank D. Clark.
From what appears in the published extract
of the. case, it seems Judge Thayer takes a
similar view of the law, on the chief points,
as herein expressed.

The People against M. Harman et al in the
United States Court at Topeka, Kan.
Indictment for mailing alleged obscene
literature. Foster, judge.
The defendant Moses Harman, is charged
with having unl~wfully and knowingly deposited in the United States post.office at
Valley Falls, Kan., for mailing and delivery
to different parties, a certain obscene article
of an indecent character, contained and
printed in a publication entitled, Lucifer.
There are a great number of counts in the
indictment, and it is unnecessarily long. The
articles complained of are four in number,
and were mailed at different times.
The defendant demurs to the indictment
on the ground that it does not charge an
offense under the law; that the statute does
not reach a case of mailing a paper containing an obscene and .indecent article, but that
the publication, paper, or periodical itself
must be of an obscene character as a whole.
Section 3,893 of the Revised Statutes declares as follows: "Every obscene, lewd, or
lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper,
writing, print, or other publication of an indecent character • • • are hereby declared
to be non.mailable matter, and. shall not be
conveyed in the mails, nor delivered from any
post-office nor by any letter.carrier." Counsel
for defendant, in support of the demurrer,
hav "made an ingenious argument, and one
showing much research in the field of general
iterature.
They insist that if an article in a paper or
other publication comes within the meaning
of the law, then by the same reasoning a
chapter or a sentence of a book which is obscene would bring under the ban of the law
the whole book, and would exclude it from
the mails. As a result, not only medical
works, but the writings of such authors as
Swift, Pope, Fielding, Shakspere, and many
others, and even the Bible itself, would be
denied the privileges of the United States
mails.
1
Undoubtedly, there are parts of the writings of s·,.id authors and many others equally
~
noted which are open to the charge of obscenTHE GIST OF LECTURES ON
ity and lewdness, but anyone objecting to
RATIONALISM.
such works being carried through the mails
By 0APT. RoBT. 0. -ADAMs,
would be laughed at for his prudery.
President of the Montreal Pioneer Freethonght
I hav but little patience with those selfOlnb.
constituted guardians and censors of public A nsefnl compendium of scientific and critical
The best handbook of its size for introducmorals,.who are always on the alert to find lore.
ing the general reader to the principles and data
something to be shocked at-who explore the on which Rationalism is based.-Brittsh•Amertcan.
wide domain of art, science, and literature to
It is the an thor's aim to condense the main facts
find something immodest, and wh;o attribute of Rationalism into a small compass. It contains
more than other books many times its size.-Pree·
impurity where none is intended.
thought.
Salient facts, arranged with remarkable perspiThe law is founded on reason and common cuity.-Tuler,
Tex., Leaaer.
sense, and the statute was enacted to prevent
Paper, 12mo, 100pp., 25 cents.
the mails from being· used to disseminate the
For sale at this office.
vile literature and indecent ·pictures with
which the country was ftooded; those things
calculated and intended to create and cater to
a morbid appetite for obscenity and lewdness, and to corrupt the morals" of the people, The Location and Topography of the Gar~
and especially the young, who are more susden of Eden a Fact.
ceptible to such inftuences.
IS
THE
GARDEN ALSO A FACT?
No one in this day can deny the right to
$6,000 R.E WARD.
the widest latitude of ·discussion ef all subjects of interest to the people. Any thought By ISRAEL W. GROB, An thor of "Is the God
of Israel the True G.od 1"
which may contain the germ of an idea calculated to benefit any human being, when Pertinent and interesting.-Preethought.
Will be handed to my 011ristian friends that
couched in decent language, ought to be dis- they
may, by finding the r:arden of Ed on, get the
$5,00D reward.-Eatlor Sequachee Times.
selllinated alllong the people.
Raises the devil with tne garden of Eden yam.
The question of obscenity in any particular -Hastings, Mwh.,Platnaealer. ·
Paper, 10 cents.
case must depend largely on the place, manAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER OQ.
ner, and object of its publication. It would
not be proper to discuss certain matters in a
family newspaper which might be discussed
with propriety in a medical journal. Again,
Great Centennial Oration
if the writer was in good faith attacking some
ON THE
great fragrant wrong, the use of plain language, although offensiv to ears polite, might
be permitted.
It is claimed for the defendant that such is
ALBOTBJ!l
this case, but it does not so appear on the
Immtwtal Document,
face of the indictment.
And the National Anthem entitled:
It seems to me that the first two of the
articles set out are per se obscene and inde- "LAND OF LIBERTY."
cent in a publication for general circulation. Price, 6 cts; li copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Is it an offense under the statute to knowAddress THE TBUTH 8EEKEB OoMPAN~,
ingly mail a paper containing an article or
articies obscene, lewd, or indecent, or must
the paper as a whole be obnoxious? If the
latter is the rule it would seem to apply to a
writing as well as prmting. So a letter or A. Memoir of Ohristian and Extra-Ohristian Experience.
writing, unless the objectionable contents
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATJ:BB.
largely predominated, could not be excluded A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
from the mail.
ind Oa.tholioism, from the vantage.gronnd of an
personal experience with the two BYB·
The statute uses the word " print or other Intimate
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
publications of an indecent character." What pure logic is capable of inftioting.-[Oritioal Reis meant by print? Is· it printed letters or a view.
Oloth, 12mo, Sl.7tl.
picture? The word picture appears "ust beAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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B.Jtween B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0. A. Bur- 144 MoRAL, THEOLOGIOAL, HISTORIOAL, AND
SPEOULATIVE PROPOSITIONS~
gess, Pres. of N. W. Ohristian Umv.
. Price, 15 cents.
Paper, 183pp., 50 cts.: olo., 8~.

COMMON SENSE.
By THOMAS PAINE.
Written in 1776.
Price,

ltl

cents.

SEPHER TOLDOTH JESHU.
Book of the Generation of Jeans. First Trans.
from the Hebrew Original Story ot Jesus.
Price, 15 cents.

SHELLEY AS A PHILOSOPHER· AND
REFORMER.
By 0. SOTHERA.N.
Paper, 8vo, 50 cents ; cloth, 7~-·_ _ __

Crimes and Cruelties of
SHORT
Christianity.
LESSON
IN HISTORY
By B. F. UNDEBWOODo

Pri~e,

FOR. CHRISTIANS.

10 cents.

IS AMERICA THE NEW WORLD1
By L. L. DAWSON.
Price,
10 cents.

DEACO~

A OARTOON
,
From The Truth Seeker, July 11, 1885.
17X24 in. 6 for 30o., 12 for 50c., 25 for $1, 100 for

WAY.
SKIDMORE'S LETTERS. JOHN'S
Story. 15 cents.

<Zion Hill Baptist.) His Evolution ont of
• Onristianity. By D. M. BENNETT. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, 75.

Radical Domestic

By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.

LITTLE LESSONS
FOR

ECCE DIABOLUS.
Jehovah-Worship and Devil-WorshiP Identical- LIT 'LE. FOLKS.
i.e., Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings.
By MRB. E. D. BLENKER.
By the Very Bev. Evan Da.vies, Aroh-Drnid of
Great Britain.
Price,
25 oen ts,

RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM;
OR, PosiTIVIST OALENDAR. Brief Exposition of
the Oomtean System.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50.

Eight Scientific Tracts.
EVOLUTION, DAR WINISM, etc.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD and others.
Price, 20 cents.

EPIDEMIC

DELUSIONS.

Boards, 4) cents.

SOUL

PROBLEM~.

WITH THEOLOGICAL AlltENDMENT AND STATE PER
SONALITY.
By Joseph E. Peck.
Pap., 25o.

SPIRITUALISM

FROM .A M.A1'ERT.ALISTIO 81.AND
POINT.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents,

By F. R. MARVIN, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

Religion Not History.

Essay on Miracles.

::i1xamina tion of the Morals and HistorY of the New
Testament.
By PROF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price, 25 cents.

By DAVID HUME.
Price, 10 cents.

PIONEER P'I'"' H··. ESSAYS AND LECTURES
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Paper, 300pp., 60 cents; cloth, $1.

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

RELIGION of COMMON SENSE
BY Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent...

PAINE VINDICATED.
Reply to N. Y. O:Jserver.

BY T. E. LoNGSHORE.
5o., Mo. per doz., 25 for $1.

By

R. G. INGERSOLL.

With "ROMA.N OATHOLIO OANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.
By PRoF. JoHN FISKE.
Price, 10 cents.

Scientific Materialism:

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.
By ANNIE BESANT.
Price, 10 cente.

ITS MEANING and TENDENOY.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
10 cents.

GoTTLIEB= His LiFE.

TRUrH SEEKER TRACTS.

A Romance o! Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
(Bound.)
By~· p. PUTNAM.
Vola. I, II, III, IV, V, 18mo, 525 pages in each vol.
Pr1oe, 25 cents.
.
Per voJ, pap., 60c.

DID·MANFALL? HeathensoftheHeath. TWELVE

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Declaration of ln~ependence,

ROME~

REASON

$3.

RADICAL

ROMANCE,

By WM. McDoNNELL.
500pp., paper, 80 cents.

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED.

Bible Worship.
Darwinism.

Jesus Not Perfect.
Underwood's Prayer.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
2l cents.

THE
oR,
WRY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR TO DIE?
By J. G. HOLYOA.KE.
Pdce, 5 cents.
THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,
DEDUCED FROM

THE PRINOIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT.
By G. J. HoLYOA.KE.
Price, 5 cents.

,.
Design Argument.

Evolution.

The passages unfit for family reading.
Pap., 3oo.; olo., 50.

LOGIC OF lJEATEl,

TRA~TS.

TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES
For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
BY E. D. Blakeman.
25 cents.

TWO LIT'l'LE RED MI'l'TENS.
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie
Butler Browne. 5 cents.

UIDfRWOOD-MARPL~S D~HAT~

~~~~~------------------~

Secular Res"Qonsibility

ExisTEN'OE oF A PERSONAL GoD AND
INsPmATION oF SoRIPTUREs.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev. J. Mar
pies.
Paper, 35 cents ; cloth, 60.

By G. J . .dOLYOA.KE.
Price, t5 cents.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE.

GENESIS I, II:
BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION.
By A. R. GI!oTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

Godly Women of tne ~~~le.
A History of
ALL T.HE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIBLE.
BY
An 'Unllodly Woman of the XIXth Oentnry.
Pap., 50c.; olo., 75.
For 1\11 of the above books address
1'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

ON

THE

Memoirs.
His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
And Unpublished Correspondence With Mme. dn
Ohatelet.
By B. GASTINEAU.
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

W HFS AND WANDERINGS.
A Liberal Novel.
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
__________P__ap_., _5~c.; olo_......s_l.__

. _·-···-

BIBLE. IDOLATHY.

By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, 3 cents; per dozen, 3J cenh; per 1~0.~
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Paine
Vindicated 1 LIM.I'l'ATlONS
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
fork Observer'• slanderous attacks
UPOn the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the sla.nders and
their refutation.

-o..,.
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Oberver (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
POQBTHBR WIPB

A. ROIA.N CATHOLIC CANARD.
Fabricated ..docount of a 8oene at th6 Deathbed of Tlwma8 Paine.

~j_\

BY

PRICE, TEN CENTS PER COPY.

=. It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrins of Liberalism on the
~o~t important subject of ~he world-the right to think and speak and write. The supeARGUMENT
BY

Robert G. Ingersoll.
TRIAL OF

REYNOLDS
lrOR

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
Tllli:IB

AT

Crimes and Persecutions.

"B LA S PH E MY "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
8unographkaZZy reported, and r6'0i8ed by th6 author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
·

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the ·splendid champion of hnmaB liberty and the rights of man. :His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, BYll;l.P&thy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a il.ood of light-of eloquence, legal leaming, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice. ·
The many_calls for this .A.rgument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
AND
as revised by. .Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest :fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
.
.
.
TWBLVB 0TRBR DISOOURSBS OF RBA.SON.
Lawyers and advocates will :find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and l!Oliticians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intellill"ent, patriotic, and free men
BTl 0. B. PROPHINQHAM.
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their r!gjlts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Q_O., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par·
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thon(J:ht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phila. Press.
Works~
Extra cloth, 1:tmo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
OR
~unday and the ~abbath. " A law
regulatin~r human conduct on the Babb"ath is
DANCER
AHEAD.
an impertinence." Price, 10 oen ts.

THE SAFEST CREED,

L. ·K. Washburn's

ABOUT THE DEVIL,

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

AND
0TBBR BIOGRAPHIOAL 8KBTOHBS AND EsSAYS.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trYing to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cenbs.
Spiritualism: Islt a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:·

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

For the benefit of our readMODEBN IMITA'l'ION OF CH:BIS'l',
ers who preserve their papers
we olfer a new style of binder,
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
made for the purpose, and
· with the heading of THE
BY MBS. E. LYNN LINTON,
TBUTH
8EEXEB printed in
!.l
'.
gold letters on the outside.
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Or.aer o
binder
allows the openThis
Ol'eation.
ing-of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking
out
and
replacing
of
one
or more papers
Cloth., 12mo, 279 pp., - 75 Cents.
from any part of the :file without disturbing the
other
parts.
@" This book 'I.Dal suppressed by the first .AmerBent by mail, postvai<b for t1.
Address THE TRUT.1:1. BEEKER,
ican publisher ..JBJ
tf
28Lafayette Pl., New York.

,;..,.J...

~~~

ON THE WORD GOD.

B.v Milton WoolleY, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
LIBERALS SUPPLIED
Mythology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
With GOVERNMENT LANDor CHEAP DEEDThe fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
ED CLAIMS. Address, iBclosing sta.mp, TRIPP -[Ps. :riv, 1·
Children and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
AND MINER, Ha:v Springs, Nebraska..
&m14
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
D. SHA.W'S PAMPHLETS.

,"f.

The Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies lu Tlleolo&rl'"· A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and curae, thAologioally denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

Liberalism. Treating· the subject from a

negativ and affirmativ standJ!oin t, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf

Ing~r~oll

and the Deist.
BY

A NATIVE "TAR HEEL,"
Paper, 50 Cents.
Price,

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl. New York.

'Ihc Xcwark. Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'olook, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey strllets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

R 0 MAN I S M,

·The Akron Freethonght Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

f::leveland, 0., Secular 1Jnion
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 P.llt., a
room 29, Oity Hall. Every body is invif,ed to attend

Tile Minneapolis Scculai" 1Jnlon
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.llt., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
.Minn. J. F. MACOJIIBEB, Pres.; CHAS. LowNn,Bec

HISTORY
OF

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2X1D inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaJd,
for 85 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tf

NEW·EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this ofHce.

BJ" A • .J. GROVER.

Of Europe.
Revised Edition-~ voiB-Price, ,3,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• LL.D
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
WORKS OP 0. B. WHITPORD, Jf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
of th6 .d.merican 8uuZM Union.

8~oreta'l'!l

10C.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED;
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

-

15c.

Origin of the Christian Bible•
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25C.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.

Price, paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPHEN'I'

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
.A.rticles of the Christian church are thirtythis Republic.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER co:,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.llt., at the town hall. All friends of human .
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHToN, Bee.

Akron, o., Frcethougllt 1Jnion.

INTRB

THE TRUTH BElllKEB CO.

B:r CIURLES BBADLA"QGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil.~' Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will. we presume,
at no very distant dar, hav a few words to say to
Mr. B~dlangh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp.' $1.95.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
urea and discussions. The public cordially invited

'78pp. . Price 15 cents.

A FEW WORDS

.A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

riOrity of our doctrms on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protesta.ntism was
never better set forth, and must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power The .•• anlaaUan Liberal <:tub,N.~
Meets every Friday evenin~r, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
to reason.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BY W. H. BURR.

Svo, 1,U9pp, Oloth, $3; leather, Ui morocco,
gilt edges, $4.110.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
ll8 Lafayette Place, New York.

'I he Forum.
Chicago Secular. Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:30P.M., at 558 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i7
Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad and
Hon. FREDE..H.IC R. CO UDERT, and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
General STEWART L. WOODFORD. free discussions on religions and social question~.

.This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which .the Oberver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
Address

OF 't:"OL.
L"' 0 A'fiON.
J.
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PaPer, 12mo, 86 pages,
• - 15o.
Addrese THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e Lafayeite Pl.. New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS

Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and .A.rthnr
B.
Moss. The best conducted debate of moderR
Price 10 cents.
times. 180 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Free
Address THE TBUTJI·BEEXEB Colii:PAllfl1.
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
eta. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or
Real BlaaPhl'lmy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~,2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Mose
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. ~ocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 eta
OR 1
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 ctsd.
The
Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno an
The Church of Practical Religion.
Bpinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favorits
BY REPORTER.
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth
Happiness. 5 ots. The Brain and the Soul
This is the history of an atte~pt to found a 5and
eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 ots. Desil!".n and
church without superstition, and its success. Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having esta.blished Animals. 5 eta.
We.tts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions E.Address
C., Lon.Jon, Enll.
of human concern, religious, P0litical, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen lanTHE STRUGGLE
guage, and easily understood. There is lust sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
li"OB
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind,
For sale at this office. Price, S1.00.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very founda.ti'on of the religion of every age; dwelling d
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail
ing
the account of slavery in this country, calls
AND
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Thronghont1
the work is replete with astoundinf facts anco
weighty arguments which cannot fai to interest
the minds of this age.
AN EXPOSE
BY THEO. C. SPENCER.
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches and Young Men's
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Christian A.llsocia28 LafM ette Place, New York.
tion.
BY BIOH. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
ANTgCHRIST.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.
ROVING conclusivly that there was no Christ
crucified under Pontius P!late, but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of Mary by Joseph
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
A Versified, Annotated Narrati.v of his Life and 75 years B.c. O!oth, 446 pages, wit.h full Index.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
Teachings.
office.

TRY•SQUARE;

Religious and PoliticaJ Libertv

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

P

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."

SING, BROTHERS, SING.

BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in spea.king in Praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and manr Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

USE THE
In your meetiugs, to make them hvely and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HnrN-Boox contains song&
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
16 oente.
AddreBB THB TBUTJI B:u:xu Co .
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WORLD';s SAGES,
AND

THINKERS, COD$ AND RELACIONS'
'ANCIENT AND MODERN ·TIMEs.

I.·===================

RE~'ORMERS.

THE fund to erect a permanent Washington
memorial arch at New. York amounts to date
to about $50,000.
CREEK Indians say delegates they selected
stole $228,000 of the receipts for Oklahoma,
on a pretense of legal services.
ILLINOIS has rejected
Prohibition.
A HURRIOANE in China
has destroyed 10,000
lives.
JAPAN has had fires
rendering 10,003 people
homeless.
EARTHQUAKE shocks
hav been felt in England
and France.
DENVER is building a
Catholic cathedral to cost
$300,000.
TnR Prohibition campaign has begun activly
in Pennsylvania.
TWBNTY-F IVE policemen hav been injured at
evictions in Ireland.

Biographies of 300. of t.be Leadi e.g Philosophers, Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inTeaoherJ, BkeptiC!!J. Innovators, Fountle.rs of
eluding Jehov~·ll• ~atan, the Holy Ghost, 1 'JEE trmh is, it is impossible .to harmonize nil
New Schools of 'J:honght, Erument Bo1enJesus Christ, V1rgm Mary, and the Bible
.
.
.
.
.
svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all ·
! the ~lJP, and pams, and agonies of th1s world w1th
tists, etc. (~ho were not Christian~),
from thF t•me of Menu to the presthe Religions Systems of the World.
I the Idea that we were created LJ·, and are watched
ent. bsvo, !•075pp., o!oth, fS;
svo,957pp. Cloth,$8pervol.; the
over and protected by an inftnitly wise, powerful,
2 vola., $5; )eather, $7; moand ben~ficent God, who is superior to; and indeleat er, $4 • mor., g, e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
pendent of nature. • • • Nature, so far as we
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
can discern, without passion, and without inten28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
tion, forms, transforms, and re-transforms for
ever. She neither weeps nor
rejoices. Bile produces man
without purpose, and obliterates him without regret.
She knows no distinction
between the beneficial and
the hurtful. Poison and
-----------nutrition,
pain and joy, life
---..:=.-and death, smiles and tears
----:~~~~-----_.
are alike to her. She is neither merciful nor cruel.
She cannot be flattered by
worship nor melted by tears.
She does not know even the
attitude of prayer. She ap.
preciates no difference be---------·
tween poison in the fangs
of snakes and mercy in the
hea;rts of men. Only
through man does nature
Iake cognizance of the good,
tbe t.rue, and the beautiful;
and, so far as we know,
man is the highest intelligence.-Inam·w!l.

-

BEarous minds were racked by doubts as to Yahweh's
justice. Then as now and
always peovle in general
were shallow enou~th to be
~a tis lied with superficial an~ were, but those who followed out their thoughts
were tortured by the grievous problems wbioh the
facts of life hail forced upon
their faith. The old answer, then,was still repeated
on every hand, "National
suffering is the punishment
of national sin ;•• but we
need not be surprised at its
not satisfying ~veryone;
and in it~elf it i• obviously
false. No rational conneoJOSHUA WORSHIPETH THE LORD'S CAPTAIN.
tion can be estab!isbAd beAnd he said, Nay; but as captain of the host of the Lord am I now come. And Joshua fell on his face to the earth,
tween the idolatry of Ma·
na•seh and the defeat of
and did worship, and said unto him, What saith my Lord unto his servants?-Joshua v, 14.
Josiah, or in generl!.l between the sins and the suf ..
ticed Private Malone always 'ad •is dinner •ot, so ferings of Israel. Nor were these national sufferTHE lower house of Illinois has passed a
! 'opes as you'll giv me lave, sor."-Lonaon Juav.
ings ~be only enigma. The private lot of men
bill.for reformed balloting methods.
prf!Sented many featur~s t.hat no one could recon"
LmE.'.
"Yes,
your
excellency."
"I
am
being
cile
with the righteoUil government of God. The
FoRTY·FIVE passengers were hurt in the
into
to
an
alarming.
extent
for
giving
my
ordinary
doctrin that the good enjoyed prosperity,
pitched
A MILK shake-Weaning the baby.
recent wrecking of a train by robbers on the
brother an office." "That is true; but yon should while the wicked were overtaken by adversity,
St. Louis & San Francisco railway.
A WASHERWOMAN is a cruel creature. She daily not care. You hav scriptural authority for it. 'was often in glaring contradiction with the facts.
wrings men's bosoms.
Colonel Shepard tells me the Bible says that, 'He , The great mass of ·people might hold 1t as a
WoMEN employed in the rice fields of MediHusBAND (saroastically) : "What was you when who will not care for his own ii worse than au In- : matter of routine belief; but anyone who thought
clna, Italy, hav struck. They hav pillaged
fidel.' "-Puck.
it out was driven into doubt and the recognition
bakers' shops, and troops hav been ordered I married you 1" Wife: •· A fooi."-Epoch.
of his own ignorance. It was but natural that
DowN
where
their
garments
hung
low
from
a
limb
TEACHER: "What is the most useful metal 1''
to the scene.
many of the" sages" should find themselvs in this
Tommy (whose pais an editor): "Printer's zinc." Johnny and Jimmy went in for a swim.
position. Jeremiah tells (Jer. viii, 9) ns that even
MoGARIGLE, the Chicago boodler, hal! re. -Terre Haute Express.
Heedless they laughed at the kind teacher's rule, in his time the sages were ashamed, confounded,
turned from Canada, and by arrangement of
Hetdless they laughed and played truant from and dismayed; but he is content with the ready
OonA: "What induced yon to tell Mr. Merritt I
·school.
his friends been Jet off with a $1,000 fine.
though shallow explanation that inasmuch as they
went to the party last night with George 1" Little
had rejected Yahweh's' word their wisdom must
Such is Chicago justice.
Johnnie: "A quarter.''-Harper·s Bazar.
Up where the sexton is digging away,
necessarilY come to nought. And indeed a Prophet
Dillging a grave in the mold and the clay,
FoRMER slaveowners in Brazil hav formed
and preacher of repentance like Jeremiah was not
Mns. QuEBIBT : "I hear Ibat your divorce snit is
a combination to compel the empire to recom- finished, Marie. What are yon going to do next1" Chanting in wavering accents a hymn,
at all the man to understand and appreciate the
pense them for their freed slaves, threatening Mrs. Qneerish: "Go to work on a new wedding- That's where they're planting poor Johnny and sages. The oanse of th~ir confusion was not that
Jim.
-Nebrru;1ca
State
Journal,
they had disobeyed the word of Yahweh, but that
otherwise to subvert the empire in favor of a dress, of course."
WE weren't there, but we never had reason to facts were in contradiction with the current dooA woMAN remarks: "The smile is the same in
republic.
all languages." This is not so. In German it is doubt the veracity of the gentleman who informs trin as to Yahweh's righteousness, and those
ON the 6th, a fire at Seattle, Washington usually beer, while in America it is generally ns that Senator Sawyer the other day witnessed whose office led them deliberately to examin what
for the first time in his life a game of baseball as they saw and felt, perceived this contradiction
territory, destroyed the business part of the whisky straight.-E:whanue.
sooner than the prophets; for doubt is fatal to the
city-thirty-one blocks, covering sixty-four "I SEE yon are alwa.Ys rushing for a car." "Yes, played by profession alB. At one point in the game glow of inspiration, and the prophets were therethe man at the bat knocked the ball away over the
acres. Several persons were injured by fall- I am gen~n.Ily a little late." "There is one thing heads of the outfielders, and the crowd cheered fore instinctivly conservativ and unwilling to
yon will never catch." "What is that?" "A train until Senator Sawyer felt the warmth. of en- qnest.ion or reject the traditional faith of their
ing buildings.
of thought."-Boslon Gazette.
thusiasm -rising in his own bosom. "That's too ancestors. To a sage, who reviewed the great
INDIGNATION has been raised at the course
•• WooD yon 1 '' said the coal dealer cutely ;
bad," he finally said to the gentleman beside him. question of God's justice with sin·gular intrepidity,
of the contemptible Law and Order Society
"I wouldn't," she answered quite grim;
"What's too bad?'' "Why, it's too bad they didn't we owe a work which is one of the greatest glories
of Pittsburgh in preventing by a Blue law
And then, as she fired up slightly,
hav a man there to catch that ball. By George," of Israelitish literature; namely, the book of Job.
She gave the coal shoulder to him.
said the senator warmly, "if I were manager of -The Biblefor.Learnws.
injunction a benefit dramatic performance on
the Sunday night following the Johnstown
SUNDAY·SOHOOL teacher: "We are told here that that club I'd put three more men out there in the
I WILL say:nntoGod, Do not condemn me; Fhow
the prophet rent his clothes. Why did he do field if it cost $2,~00 a year."- Wru;htn(Jion Post.
disaster.
me wherefore thon contendest with me. Is it ·
that 1" TommY Spaulding : "P•raps he couldn't
A MINISTER of the gospel was riding through good unto thee that thou shonldst oppress, that
IN Clay county, Pa., a strike of miners has afford to buy •em."-Piltsburah Chronicle.
a strip of woods, near a little town in Missouri, thou shouldst despise the work of thy hands, and
been on since May 1st, and 9,000 men, women,
A lJABLEI\I schoolboy was asked to name some when he came up to an aged negro, seated by the shine upon the counsel of the wicked 1 Hast thou
and children are suffering terrible destitution. part of his own body. He thought a moment and roadside, who was an object of deep-est dejection eyes of flesh, or seest thou as man seest 1-Job x,
The miners when at work earned $5, some then replied : "Bowels-which are five in num- and woe. "What is the matter, my friend T" the 2-4.
good man inquired, looking with compassion on
IT may also be observed, that the book of Job
weeks only $2 or $3. Troops hav been sent ber-a, e, i, o, and u, and sometimes wand v."
to suppress disturbances.
A YOUNG lady in this city who teachaa a Sunday- the grief-stricken African. Tile negro made no shows itself to be the production of a mind culschool class of eight-year-olds recently asked them reply, but kept on muttering: "l'se a ruined man, tivated in science, which the Jews, so far from
As the time for the first execution by elec- the question, " What is an altar?" "I know •" lie. 0 Lordy! l'se de most misfortunate morta.l being famous for, were very ignoTant of. The
tricity in New York state approaches, the said one irrepressible; "it's where they burn in- dis world hab seen, ~ence Job got all er biz prop- allusions to objects of natural philosophy are freert.y tuck away." "What is it tli!at troubles you?" quent and strong, and are of a different cast to
editors reiterate their determination to pub- sects."
the minister again a~ ked, kindly. "I•se ruined, anything in tht~ books known to be Hebrew. The
IT bas pained ns much to note that certain of sah." " Ruined 1 Bow are you ruined?" " l'se astronomical names, Pleiades, Orion, and Arclish fnll reports notwithstanding the law forbidding it, which Jaw is no doubt dangerous our contemporaries speak in a somewhat uncom- jist ruined-loss ebery cent I had, eah." " Lost turus, are Greek and not Hebrew names, and it
plimentary tone of Queen Victoria's economy.
as establishing a precedent in throwing a They seem to forget that her gracious majesty has your money 1 How did that happen?" "Loss hit does not appear from anything that is to be found
shoo tin' crops,sah." "Shooting what?" "Crops, in the Bible, that the Jews kn&w anything of
veil of secrecy over government operations.
a large family.-Philadelphia Call.
sah !" "What are they?" "What am what?" astronomy, or that they studied it; they had no
"Crops
1 What do you mean by crops 1" "Hit is translation of those names in their own language,
THE loss of life at Johnstown is now vari- YouNG husband: "What 1 Yon are twenty.five
der game dem niggers play ter git er po' man's
adopted the names as they found them in the
ously estimated at 5,000 to 10,000. Johns. years old to-day 1 Why, yon told me a year ago, money, sah. Dey got all er dat, er church money, but
poem. The probability, however, is, that it is
iust b~fore the wedding, t.hat you were only
town's population was 28,000, not 10,000. twenty." Young wife (wearily) : "I hav aged rap- tew." •· Do you mean to tell me that You hav been older than any book in the Bible; and it is the
That of the valley, that was more or less idly since I married."- Yankee Blade.
so wicked as to gamble away money that belonged only one that can be read without indignation or
the church?" ''I guesso, s&b." "This ia very disgust.- Paine's Aae of ReaFOI>.
swept, was 50,000. Decomposing bodies hav
"HAv you got :rour scales with yon?" said the to
filled the air with noxious gases. Europe trout to the sucker. "I hav," answered the wicked, sir; but as you are honest about it, and
THE learned Jewish authorp, Eben Ezra and
feel so downcast and repentant, perhaps the memhelps to swell the immense relief funds. sucker, "Why 1" "Well," ~aid the trout; "I'm bers of your church will forgiv yon." "Fer what, Spinoza, also declare that this book, Job, is not a
going t.o take that fly, and I'd like to be weighed
Catholics report two miracles : An image of before I leave the ·brook, just for my own satisfac- sah 1" "For lofing the money that belonged to J&wish production at all and that, consequently, it
your church." "That ain't what's pesterin' me, does not properly constitute any part of the
the Virgin remained dry and unsoiled in a tion."-Puck.
sah." "Ah! I see, my good man. It is because Bible.-Ke!so.
chapel in which the waters·rose on the walls
Co:r.r:r.rumiNG officer: "So yon want to m~rry yon know that you hav committed a great sin
OuT in the intellectual sea there is room for
all around it and washed and muddied them; Private Malone's widow. She is old enough to be against the Lord that makes you so unhappy." every
sail.-Inaersoll.
and a room in which were several nuns your mother. Surely a smart young fellow like "No, sah; h1t's not that-hit's two dollars o' my
remained unpenetrated by the water that rose you could find a nice Young girl who would take own dat dem niggers got is what's pesterin' me." THERE can be nothing more utterly subversiv of
you." Private T. Atkins: "Young girls is well And he broke forth again into dolefullamenta- all that is really valuable than the suppression of
in surrounding apartments.
enough, sor, but I likes my dinner 'ot, and I no- tions.-Yan/cee Blaae.
honest thought.-Inaerso!l.
THE Chinamen of Mott
street, N.Y., raised $300
for the Johnstown relief
fund.
A DAM on Fishing
creek, near Bellefonte,
Pa., burst, and villages
were destroyed, with loss
of life.
THE House of Lords
has rejected by a vote of
108 to 23 the bill to allow
women to sit in county
councils.
THE Johnstown disaster is causing attention
to be anxiously directed
to the many other dams
of the country.
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iJlolts and IJlippinns.
lr is said that the members of .the South
Fork Fishing Club, who owned the dam behind which were gathered the waters that
desolated the Conemaugh valley, intend to
turn their clubhouse into an asyl~m for the
orphans of those who were lost in the great
flood.
THERE is a larger proportion of the boys
and girls of New Jersey than of any other
state "in the Union who go to Sunday-school.
It a ppea.rs by statistics recently taken that
there are just about 280,000 children in the
1,997 Sunday-schools of New Jersey. This
fact ought to insure a high grade of hypocrisy for the next generation of citizens of the
state.
DowN in Clark county, Oa., is an old negro
woman who every night prepares for death.
According to a local newspaper, "after a
short prayer, she clothes herself in a long,
flower-bedecked gown, plaits her hair carefully, crosses her hands on her breast, and
falls asleep. Two coppers are placed on the
table beside her to put upon her eyelids. She
has directed that she be buried on the banks
of the Oconee river, and believes she is going
directly to heaven. She is angry beyond expression as she wakes each morning and finds
herself alive."
IT is said that M. Gounod, the composer,
who is a man of intense religious convictions,
once spent an hour upon his knees praying
for the conversion of Sarah Bernhardt, in
that lady's presence. Sarah's answer was
short but not very sweet, and at last she had

to turn him out of her house. Gounod's
house was threatened during the FrancoPrtissian war. Trusting to his fame for defense, he put up the following inscription:
"The house of Charles Gounod, the composer
of Faust." But the marauding Germans
burnt it to the ground all the same.
THE governor of Van in Armenia has
recently issued a decree against the breviary
which Gregorian and Catholic Armenians
ha.v used in their schools for more than a.
thousand years, the only difference . between
the Gregorian and Catholic versions being
that in the former the name Catholics is substituted for that of pope, used in the latter.
The governor's reason was that the teaching
of the breviary was opposed to Ottoman national principles, some of the saints mentioned in it having been kings of Armenia,
and also foreign kinge. Both the Catholic
and Gregorian patriarchs hav seen the grand
vizier at Constantinople in behalf of their
people, but as yet in vain.
IN one of the British reviews for June is an
appeal "to the common sense and educated
thought of the men and women of England
against the proposed extension of the parliamentary suffrage to women." It is signed by
over one hundred women, representing a
great variety of social interests and radica1
differences of. political opinion. The names
include Mrs. Leslie Stephen, Mrs. Humphry
Ward, Miss Beatrice Potter, Mrs. J. R. Green,
Lady L!lyard, Mrs. Huxley, Mrs. Lynn Linton, Mrs. Alma Ta.dema, Mrs. W. E. Forster,
Mrs. Matthew Arnold, Mrs. Max Mi.iller, the
Dowager Lady Stanley of Alderley, Lady
Frederick Cavendish, the duchess of St. Albans, Lady Louisa Egerton, and Mrs.Goschen.
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DARK AGES.

AN Antarctic expedition is again being
talked of. A New Zealand colonist of Norwegian origin has gone to Europe for the
purpose of taking out a contingent of his
countrymen accustomed to fishing. His object is to endeavor to organize an Antarctic
He hopes to equip two
whale fishery.
steamers with which to explore the region
generally, and, if possible, he will leave a
contingent of men on Victoria Land or some
other suitable point for a. whole year. One
or more'scientific men will be taken, so that
if the expedition be carried out we may expect important results.
THE Star of Fort Gaines, Ga., has a new
editor, and a passage from his salutatory is
as follows: "We· feel like we hav claims
upon the people of Georgia, having been a.
preacher and pastor for forty-four years; and
having in that time baptized over four thousand people, we feel, as Paul said, if any
others hav claims we ha.v more, having
labored more abundantly. But now being
too old and ugly longer to be a pastor, we
turn in this new direction hoping still to be
able to do some good in the world, and to
make an honest living for ourself and family.
There will be, as soon as we car: get under
way, a. religious corner in the paper for Sabbath reading."
THE Boston Anarchists seem to be an exclusiv set, something like ~ew York's four hundred. Mr. Tucker says: "Labadie proposes
the orthodox God for membership in the
Ana.•chistic fraternity. He should be_buried
beneath a mountain of black balls. Whether
God made the orthodox man in his image or
was made by the latter in ltis image, he is
totally unfit to be one of us. Far from free,

independent, sovereign, and willing to do
good, he is represented throughout the inspired book as a despotic, vain, whimsical,
contradictory, impotent, sulky, malicious
character, with whom no noble mind can be
on speaking terms. No, beit known once for
all that no god nor godlike man need apply
for fellowship among us." Barring, perhaps,
a lack of reasoning power, we should think
the orthodox God would make a very good
Anarchist.
MRs. BEsANT, says the HO'TI'Ie Journal, is
the ablest, as she is the most "advanced," of
the women who undertook for the first time
this winter the reeponsibilities of official life
on the London school board. She has been
before the public for the last twelve years,
and the splendid total vote of fourteen thousand votes by which she was elected by the
Tower Hamlets division of London last November was a well-earned tribute of admiration from the workingmen of the district.
Mrs. Besant's popularity and influence with
the London democracy are undoubted. There
is a. wonderful magnetic attraction ·about her.
Her face in repose can hardly be called handsome, but when animated, her dark Irish
eyes flash fire, and, as one of her lady friends
once said to me," She has one of the sweetest
smiles I hav ever seen." Her short curling
hair, and the somewhat peculiar attire which
she affects, add to the individuality of her
appearance. But her eloquence is after all
her greatest attraction. It was entirely on
religious grounds that she left her husband, a.
clergyman and a. brother to Walter Desant,
the novelist, and the separation from her only
daughter has been the deepest sorrow of her
life.
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Who Are the lnfidds?
The word " infidel " has two separate and distinct
meanings.
·
ITS REAL MEANING.

In the first place, it comes from the.Latin infidelitas. It means being unfaithful, and is frequently
used to describe a man who is unfaithful to his wife,
or a wife who is unfaithful to her husband. In this
relation the word conveys a distinct idea, and is full
cf force a::d meaning. For many ages, however,
religious folk hav given it Qo second meaning, a meaning in no way warranted by its La.lin root and hav
applied it to all persons who in any way a~d in however Pmall a degree di;;puted the truth of the prevailing religion.
A QUESTION OF GEOGRAPHY.

. A man's religious belief, as everybody now knows,
IS the n-snlt for the most part. of a geographical
accidt>nt. If I haq been born in Turkey, of Mohammedan parents, or iu India of Buddhist parents,
trained froru childhood in either of these religions, I
should bav been a Mohammedan or a Buddhist for
precisely the ~;arne reason that, having been born in
England of_C?ristian parEnts, trained in orthodoxy,
~ was a ChnBttan for the first eighteen .years of my
hfe, and only outgrew my early beliefs by a 'Btudy of
other re]igions and their relation to man's mental
growth or development.
SOCIETY FOSTERS HYPOCRISY.

Just t_hi_nk for a .moment whst a large part our
early trammg plays m the formation· of our belids.
~t our mot~er's knee we are first t_aught to pray.
W1th her lovmg bands she puts us m the little cot
and bids us think not of the things of this world, but
dtrect, our thoughts toward heaven and the great
God, the monarch of the heavenly &phere.
How can we doubt our mother's word! To her
loving-kindness and care we owe everything · we
would sooner doubt anything and anybody than' her.
Nevertheless, our mothers are our first priests.
They giv us our first lessons in theology. They fill
our imaginations with the idea of an infinit ghost ·
and once mother has given form to "airy nothings,;
and framed the picture, it is hard for the child to do
anything toward its destruction.
When we grow to manhood we find that our advancement in the world depends upon our maintenance of the creed of our childhood. If we refuse to
support it we are regarded in the same light as a
father who refuses to support his child-we are
shunned-condemned "as inhuman monsters without
so much as a word being allowed in our defense.
THE TYRANNY r

l'HE MAJORITY.

For ages the though~; ... J and courageous and progressiv .a~ong men hav suffered from the tyranny of
the maJOrity; and, .as a general rule, in matters of
belief, majorities are in the wrong. Minorities are
always the pioneers of progress; they compose the
little band of heroes and martyrs in all ages.
Who can tell the sufftJrings of these noble pioneerswho recount their hardships when so much has been
endured in silence 1 We know, however, that but for
such unselfish heroism, such constant. though unrewarded, struggle, we should not enjoy so large a
measure of freedom as we do to-day.
Think of the tyranny of the creeds in the past·
~bin~ of the sacred blood E>hed in the name of relig~
1on m all parts of the globe ; think of the torture
endured b~ our Fre~thought martyrs in the past,
and you will appreCiate t.he meaning of the term
"tyranny of the majority."
'
Every creed has bad its Infidels ; every sect its
outcasts; and whenever a man was found who stood
intellectually or morally above his fellows-unless he
chose to bide his thoughts, o1· play the hypocrit-he
became the target for all the poisoned arrows of religious malice.
All honor, then, to these bra'l'e pioneers ! Let
their memories be kept green in our hearts and
mind~, moistened. by tears of sympathy.
Let the
American poet, Will Carleton, giv voice to our sentiment.
When the springtime touch is lightest-When the summer-eyes are brightest
Or the autumn sings n:.ost drear;
'
When the winter's hair .js whitest.
Sleep. old pioneer!
'
Safe beneath the sheltering· 8oi1,
Safe enough yon crept.
Well you paid for every bles@ing
·Bought with grief each day of cheer;
Nature's arms around you pressing,
Nature's lips your brow caressing,
Sleep, old pioneer!

But while the great dead lie si.lent in the grave,
let us recount some of· the glories of their career,
and deduce useful lessons from their ]ins and
struggles.
THE GLORY OF THE FREETHOUGJIT MOVEJIIENT.

It is the glory of the Freethougbt movement tb. "t
..
has prod~ced ~en of varied talents; that is to
s~y, the gemus of 1ts me~ and women, its heroes and
piOneers, has not all rull: m the same groove:
Among people who thmk, drfferences of opmion are

it

inevitable; every brain differs from every other brain
in ~orne rtbpect, either in ita size, its shape, its quality,
or its con!olutioneo. It is only among the orthodoxthe tories in religion-that thought is stagnant as
an unused pool. The orthodox are content to take
their opinions on trust; they are the perpetual victims of a theological "confidence trick;" but the
Freethinker is wide awake-he dors his own thinking,
makes his own investigations, reacbetil his own conclusions, and dares the consequence!'.
CHRISTIANITY A PERSECUTING RELICliON.

The Christians v.ere the first to imroduce the
practice of punishing persons for unbelief. Buddha
taug_ht bi.s foll~~t-rs t~e principle of allowing others
to d1ffer m opu11on Without either condemnatiou or
punishment. Like every great teacher he thought
hi~ ?Pinions were right, and that the ~onsequence8
ansmg from neglect to put them into practice were terrible; but he appeared to think that the consequences of one's misdeeds were a sufficient punishment. Paganism was tolerant enou.szh. The Romans
did not persecute for unbelir·f. R-enan says: "We
may search in vain the whole Roman law before Constantine for a single pas~age agaim.t freedom of
tbou_ght, and ~he history of the imperial government
furmshes no mstance of a prosecution for entertaini~g an abstract doctrin." ·r~ink of that ; yet Christians, who tell us that the highest and noblest virtues were manifested in Christ, are yet inconflistent
enough to declare that it was be who first laid down
tbe atrocious prir.ciple of the
Cll!MINALITY OF UNBELIEF

in those meu:orable words: "He that believelh and
ia baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not
shall be damned."
For tbe purpose of my article, howevu Jet me
dwell for a brief while on the
'
LIVES OF " EMINENT INFIDELS "

that is, the lives of great men who b~v been called
"~IJfidels" by Christians.
They ar{l of four kiiJdf:'.
First and foremost came the scientific Irdidels-the
men who insisted that facts that could be vErified by
experience-were of more importance to the world
than "inspired fictions."
Then came the logicians-the reasoners-who
were also students Gf the Bible; then the poets;
and lastly, the man of versatil talentE-'-the man who
combined in a small degree the qualiliea of the others
in other word '• the man of "Common Sense." Tak~
first that most heroic of men,
.

GIORDANO BRUNO,

whose statue is to be unveiled in Rome on Whitsunday this year, near the spot where be was burnt
in 1600; is he not rightly numbered among the most
worthy of the sons of man? Yet he was an Infidel.
And ~bat a m~n! Braving the greatest dangers,
standmg erect lD the very shadow of the grave in
the presence of the rack, the thumbscrew the st~ke
while others played the hypocrit or the co~ard. Hi~
name will be handed down to posterity as an example of a ~ruly great m?n, i. e., a man who regards
truth and vutue as the highest of human qualitiesthis name willliv when tho8e who tortured and burnt
him will hav go~e -down to everlasting oblivion.
Who was tb1s Bruno T He was a poor Italian
student. Born at a small place called Nola near
Naples, in 1548, Bruno gave ·early evidence' of a
studious ~urn of mind, and 'Yas a regular attendant
at the pr1vate and public lectures of the various
professors at the colleges of Nola and Naples. But
a prof.oun~ study of science and philosophy Jed him
early m hfe to see that the Bible was unscientific
and h~ very soon made known his heresy. He wa~
only sixteen years of age when the authorities of
Sa~ Domenico drew up an indictment against him,
which, however, was not pressed on account of his
youth.
BRUNO IN ENGLAND.

Bruno then wandered about from Noli to Venice
from Venice to Milan, from Miian to France and
ultimately to Eugland, where in the University of
Oxford itself he was invited to lecture. Here Bruno's
hensy found free expression. He lectured on the
"Ind~structibility of Matter," the "Plurality of
Worlds,': and the" Pantbei~tic Philoeophy.'' Bruno's
great cnme was that he discarded the Arist.otelian
theory of the motion of the earth, and advocated the
theory of Copernicus.
BRUNO BETRAYED.

remains with us to-dar, ar.d io · praclicab}y imperishable.
Bruno was called an " Infidel:" The word was
u~ed as a term of reproach; but methinks that the
time will come wheB to be called an Infidel will be
the highest honor.
From BrulilO we turn naturally, as the next step, to
SPINOZA 1 THE DUTCH JEW.

He was born at Amsterdam in November of 1632.
Li.ke Bruno, be was a pantheist; to his mind God
permeated the universe.
Spinoza was a logician by a profound study of the
Bible. In his" Traclatus-Theologico Politicus," Spinoza givs us a most searching analysis of the Bible,
shows us its true value, as the work of fallible men,
denies the possibility of miracles, in short, destroys
the very foundation of the Christian faith.
Spinoza was anathematized and excommunicated
by the Jewish church. Thenceforward he worked
not for a sect but for huma~ity.
Is his name forgotten? Not so. In any good history of philosophy the name of Spinoza cannot be
omitted.
Then we come to a different class of "Infidel"to Frangois Marie Aroutt, known as
VOLTAIRE THE POET, THE PLAYWRIGHT, THE SATIRIST,

who was born on Feb. 20, 16D4, and died in 1778.
He assailed theology with the strongest . arguments, the most impregnable logic, and the theologians are sorry, but they do not rush about proclaiming that they are hurt; for they imagin that there is
something deeper in human nature than mere logic.
But satirize their creed, laugh their doctrine to scorn,
and do it with all the skill of the wit and the elegance of the poet, and they will never cease their
tumultuous cries. of agony while you liv, and will slander and villify you when dead.
·
Voltaire flung the spear of his wit and the shafts
of his ridicule at the carcass of Christianity, and the
clergy felt these as£<aults terribly. The point penetrated, and thcugh like Mercutio's wound it was "not.
so deep as a well nor as wide as a church door,"
'twas enough.
The clergy will never forgiv Voltaire. He was a
hateful Infidel to them, though beloved by the people. In France to-day it is not the clergy who slandered Voltaire whoae names are remembered with
pride, but it is the poet's-Voltaire's himself-and
to·day his countrymen are never tired of singing his
praises. Yet he was an "Infidel!"
The fourth class of Infidel to which I will refer is
THE INFIDEL OF "COMMON SENSE

11

-

that is, the man d vrr•atil talent-the man who knows
a little of everything and who possesses the requisit
amount of tact to put it into practice. Such a man
was Thomas Paine. Prf eominently a man of common
sense, he was capable in argument of silencing the
ablest theologians, for with his knowledge of mathematical principle£', combined with nn accurate knowledge of the Bible, he was able to show that the
clergy were wrong, and further that they were ignorant alike of science and of the book of which they
profeAsed to be the special interpreters.
Thomas Paine, the English Freethinker, was born
~t Thetford, Norfolk, on Jan. 20, 1736, and died
m June, 1809. He took part in two Revolutions. It
was 'he who gave utterance to the noble sentiment,
"Let us hav war now that our children may bav
peace" -he, too, who said, "All the world is my country, and to do good my religion."
· And not only did he say grand things, but be acted
grandly too. He was the first Englishman to construct a bridge, and probably the first who sat in the
Fr~nch chamber as deputy, representing as he did
the departments of Calais and Versailles.
Thomas Paine wrote his " Common Sense" and
convinced our American brethrAn of the folly of
monarchy. By his "Age of R<lason" he demonstrated to "all sorts and conditions of men" the
unreasonableness of the Christian religion.
Yet this man was·" an Infidel." I hav not time now
to speak of Shelley, of Robert Owen, of Richard
Carlile, of John Stuart Mill, of Charles Darwin, and
a boat of others, "Infidels" all, but I must turn at
once to the next point for consideration in this lecture.
If all these men were Infidels, in what sense were
they so~ Were they unfaithful to their wives! No.
Even the theologians do not allege this, except in the
case of Thomas Paine, and then without the smallest
evidence to support their statement.
In what respect, then, were they unfaithful? Unfaithful to th~ir convictions? On the c,ontrary, in this
regard they were true above all their fellows. · How
then can they rightfully be called Infidels? They can
not. The truth is, the term was coined by wicked
a~d mali~nant priests to use as a stigma, as a brand,
w1th whiCh to stamp all men who were either too
earnest or too brave to be unfaithful to themselvs.
Shakspere says:

Bruno con~inued t~ wander from place to piace,
and was ultimately mduced by one M0ceniao to
return to his nativ land, where he was betray~d to
the Inquisition. I need scarcely tell how Bruno was
~ond~mned to seven long years of iroprisonmentImpnsonment away from his beloved books-and
after many ineffectual attempts. to induce him to
recant, how he was at length condemned to die at the
stake. Think of his speech to his judges: "You are
more afraid to pronounce my sentence than I to
receive it;" and then you will in some sl1"ght degree
To thine own self be true,
And it must follow as the night the day,
undt rstand what sort of man this grand Italian
Thou canst not then be false to any man •.
" Infidel" was. But oh t how be faced d th . h
did not quake with fea~ he did not a ea ' e
So thought these brave men; the priest, however;.
mercy, but bore his inexp~essible ff · ppeal ffr thought otherwise.
attd bravely to the last! Thus ~rue:~~sg~serene y
And I say here that these men were not Infi.
, destroyed, but his influence for good in tb~d~;~~ dels, in the true sense of the· term. They wer.&·
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Nay, I will tell you who are the ing with words. If Christ did not always mean what and in Acts i, 13, where Petrus is named as the first
REAL INFIDELS.
he said, how are we to know what he meant at all T of the eleven apostles. But in Luke vi, 14, where
They are the people who profess to believe that
The ·priests are philological jugglers. They in- the same list is given by the same writer, the first of
which they really do not believe. They are the hypo- vent "spiritua~ mel\nings" for plain secular sentences, the apostles is "Simon, whom he named Kepha."
crite of all nations and all creeds. They are the beca~se they know that dexterity of the tongue may
It is therefore evident that these three occurrences
people who call themselvs Christiana. who are never- decem) the brain. They are ''sophisticated rhetoricians of the name Petrus in the Syriac New Testament are
theless ashamed to put Christ's doctrine into prac- inebriated with the exuberance" of spiritual verbosity corruptions. The name given to Simon by Jesus
tice. They are people who say they believe in a God and until Freethinkers compile a new authoritati; was Kepha, meaning "stone," and he never could
of justice and goodness, and yet are continually dictionary from which there can be no rational appeal hav been known in Galilee or Judea as Petros, any
doing deeds which must be abhorrent in the eyes of the theologians will continue their trade of deception. more than Jesus could hav been known as Christos.
the being they profess to worship. They are the
They are the real infidels and the manufacturers of The Greek language was not spoken in those counpersons who say, "Lord, Lord, thy kingdom come," Infidels. ~he .only conversions they ever effect are tries.
ANTICHIUST.
and who dread the approach of death as much as the conversions of honest men into unconscientious
The Danites in Search of a Possession.
the most miserable of sinners.
hypocrite. The late William Maccall called them
Who are the Infidels~ Every man who takes the "Bethelites" in one of his fierce moments-and he
The eighteenth chapter of Judges opens with the
Christian name and does not strive to emulate the had many of them. He exclaimed :
above, and this is the gist of the story :
deeds of his master-that roan is an Infidel.
It is evening in Laish. The day's toil is over, the
Christ and Christlike men I love,
WHAT JESUS DID.
Me they lead to heaven above.
sun is sinking behind the western hills, whilst the
But the Bethelites I hate,
Jesus had not where to lay his head. He wansummits of the eastern ones are bathed in golden
Who me pester early, late,
dered about like a beggar and an outcast. All perlight. But lower down their slopes the shadows are
With their chatter of salvationsons who liv in fine houses and call themselvs Chriscreeping toward the valley, where all is peace and
With their menace of damnation.
tians and at the same time are not seeking to bring
happiness. The children are assembled at their
They make high God a chapel fixture,
about Christ's kingdom on earth are Infidels!
And piety a "bloody mixture," etc.
evening games, llnd their joyous shouts are reechoed
To be like Christ they should " sell all they bav
A strong metaphor, truly, but it is scarcely an from the surrounding hills. The parents look on
and giv to the poor;" they should "resist not evil," exaggeration of the fact. The priest tells us we are well pleased .. Fair maidens are wandering in oliv
but when B':rlitten on one cheek they should turn the to be washed in the blood of Christ-to be made groves attended by favored swains, who pour into
other to their assailant and "let him smite that white. But if we tell him to go and bathe himself willing ears the old, old story, though ever new, and
also." "They should ·giv to every man that asketh," in the sanguinary fluid he calls us "vulgar Material- without which "this world would be a desert." The
and in a short time they would qualify theroselvs for ists." I retort by calling them "Christian Infidels";__ young mothers sit fondling their first- born, and as they
the world above the skies. · To be· good Christians, proclaiming one kind of conduct for their creduious press them to their bosoms in a transport of love
too, they should " take no thought for the morrow dupes and performing quite another themselvs.
their eyes meet and both see their heaven there.
what they should eat, what they should drink, or
How long shall these hypocrite hav power! How Young husbands are standing by, though every now
wherewithal they shculd be clothed." God looks long shall they be allowed to blacken the characters and then called off by the youngsters at play to setafter the lilies of the fields,-would' he neglect to of our great dead 1 How long shall slander and tle some trivial dispute, but quickly returning to
make provision for those who believed in him T
calumny be heaped upon the pioneers of progress? wives and little ones. The elders are gathered in
All good Christians should be "Communists;" Not long, surely. The day of the schoolmaster is at groups discussing an event that -occurred to that
they should hav everything in common. They hand ; for with an educated people the doom of the peaceful community a short time before. They were
should liv in the same kind of houses; rise at the creeds is certain.
visited by five strangers. Had the Laishites hllnged
same time in the morning, breakfast together; hav
them on the spot the Jewish Yahweh would then hav
Again quoting William Maccall:
the same kind of food and the same quantity of it;
had one crime less to answer for. But no. With
Like
Christ
is
dying
the
Christian
creed;
do the same kind of work, wear the same kind of
that noble hospitality that ever distinguishes nature's
It wears a crown, not of thorns, but gold.
clothes-and if they took to jewelry, or finery of any
children, they received them as guests. Water was
It revels in lusts and lies and greed,
sort, no man should hav a more valuable watch than
furnished to wash their feet. They partook of the
Its most sacred things are bought by gold.
Scorning the gospel of Christ and his cross,
another, and no lady presume to wear a dress out of
traditional bread and salt which, according to EastA gospel it babbles of profit B,nd loss.
the orthodox fashion or of more than ordinary value,
ern custom, made them sacred in the eyes of their
Of a life and a death and a faith benign
because if they made any differences there would be
hosts. They were permitted to wander through the
Nought remaineth but legends strange and dimland, which they found teeming with plenty, produca most unpleasant time of it for somebody in the
Fruits withered but luscious on poetry's vine,
ing everything man needed in abundance. The peocommunity. To be like Jesus they should hav faith,
Broken notes of nature's eternal hymn.
ple, simple and honest, knew no guile. There was
and plenty of it. If a man in a railway train asked
Ah! none are thy brothers, dear Christ, but those
Wh<,m priests and Pharisees curse as thy foes.
no magistrate in the land. Why~ None was
them to select the picture card out of three, they
should hav faith and do it. If a man asked them
Come forward, then, all you whose minds are not needed. The men were honest and industrious, the
to take shares in " The Absolute Bargain Co.," or darkened by clouds of superstition; sow the seeds women virtuous, the children dutiful. But when
the "Society for . the Relief of Aged CrippleB of Freethought; be brave and fear not the bigots, were such virtues a passport to the favor of the JewAbroad"-they should hav faith-and assuredly for with truth on your side, and courage and enthu- ish Yahweh? The spies returned to their tribe and
they would get their reward, with a capital R.
siasm for the work, you cannot fail to reap a golden reported what they had seen. They decided to ask
counsel of the Lord. His answer was, "Go up quickly
To be like Christ they should " love their enemies," harvest.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
and take possession, for lo I hav given it into your
and in the time of invasion they should try and con-~
hand" (see Judges xviii, 6-10). And on this eventvert the enemy by meekness and love. They should
Christ and Peter, Botlt Romish Frauds.
ful evening this horde of Jewish robbers are lying
"Lay not up treasures on earth, where moth and rust
The ancient Syriac ·New Testament, called the
doth corrupt," e.tQ., but think only of heaven and the Peshito, has no Christ in it, but always the Syriac in wait to fulfill the commands of their revengeful
God.
glory of a rapid departure.
.
word rneshiha, meaning " anointed," which Dr.
The moon has just risen above the eastern hills,
If they would do these things, they would be con- Murdock has not translated, as he ought to hav done,
sistent, they would justify in some sort the Christian but rendered Messiah, with a capital M (not a capital casting a peaceful light over the joyous scene, but
throwing the lower slopes into deeper shadow ; "the
name.
C as erroneously written and printed in our former
But how do they act~ Instead of •: love for their article). Accordingly in Dr. Murdock's Syriac New children are summoned from their evening games tcenemies," a Christian government prepares powder Testament the first verse of Matthew reads as prepare for the night's rest;" "good-nights are
spoken by fond lovers, with promises to meet on the
and shot and wrings from a poor, struggling popula- follows:
·
next "-alas! they are eternal. No more shall t.he
tion millions per annum to keep up a standing army.
The _book of the nativity of Jesus the Messiah.
joyous shouts of those innocent children rfecho
Instead of "taking no thought for the morrow,"
And the first verse of 1 Corinthians:
through that peaceful valley; no more shall those
they erect banks, start prudential societies and all
fond lovers wander through the oliv groves; no
Paul, called and sent by Jesus Messiah.
sorts of institutions for making provision for the distant future ; and if anyone takes the liberty of
Here, as in almost every other instance in this more shall the young mothers clasp their babes to
smiting them on the. cheek, they immediately rush epistle and some others, but not all, the definit their bosoms. An unusual noise ·is heard. The
off in quest of a pohceman. The poor fellow who article is not used, and the presumption is that it is children cling to their parents in an agony of terror.
has the misfortune to hav nowhere to "lay his head" an interpolation ; that is to say, that Paul always "What is it ~" is asked, but not answered. Again it
is heard, but nearer-a noise as of wild beasts rushis sent to jail by a Christian magistrate as a "rogue wrote Jeshu m.eshiha, "anointed Jesus."
and. a vagabond." I hav myself seen a " worthy"
The Apocalypse, which was originally composed ing over the ground, accompanied by a clash of
city alderman (Sir Robt. Carden, M.P.) commit a in Greek-for the Syriac version betrays its Greek cymbals-and the ruthless horde of Yahweh bav
dozen half-starved wretches to jail for a month, origin-has "Jesus the Messiah," i.e., anointed, rushed upon their prey, and sword and spear are
doing their bloody work. A fiend tears the ba~e
against whom th-ere was not the slightest rag of throughout.
evidence of criminality-for no other reason than
But although there is no "Christ" in the Syriac from its mother's arms, and ruthlessly dashes 1ts
that being out of work they preferred to sleep in the version, it is remarkable that the word "Christian " brains out against a stone. The young mother
rushes frantically forward to sa;ve it, and· is received
"open air" rather than se~k a night's shelter in the occurs three times, as follows :
on tlte point of a Jewish spear, piercing her pure
workhouse. Yet Jesus satd, "Blessed be ye poor;
The disciples were first called Christians [8yr. CMistianyah] bosom and the life-stream of mother and child
yours is the kingdom of heaven." Is it possible that at Antioch (Acts xi, 26}.
·
the pauper will get a ''mansion in the sky" when all
Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian (Acts xxvi, mingl~ as they are absorbed in the bosom of nature.
"And YahwAh smelled a sweet savor." The massacre
he can succeed in getting in this world is a " plank 281
But if he suffer as a Christian, let him not be ashamed (1 is over, and the city, together with the bodies of its
bed~,
Feter iv, 16).
former peaceful inhabitants, is offered a_s. a burntPoor Herbert Freund has had several terms of imThe Syriac title of this book is, "The Epistle of offering to a relentless Jewish God, who IS reported
prisonment for faithfully imitating his Lord and
Peter the Apostle; Simon Kepha." Showing how aa the author of the sixth Commandment, Thou shalt
Master.
He has spent more than a year in prison at various the Syriac version got tampered with under the in- not kill.
Josephus, the Jewish historian, as if ashamed of
times for going to St. Paul's cathedral and in the fluence of the Greek branch of the_ priroitiv church.
the
act, merely says they went up and took posThe
epistle
is
perhaps
genuin,
barring
corruptions,
midst of the service proclaiming " the day of judgW. H. FoRBES.
and may hav been written in Babylon, as it purports session.
ment and the doom of the city."
Poor fellow, he suffers from a chronic congest.ion to be. And this _is the only epistle of Simon Kepha
Dm the book called the Bible excel in purity of
of the brain ; and so perhaps does every other in the ancient Syriac collection. The second epistle
ideas and expression all the books now extant in the
of
Peter
is
a
later
Greek
fabrication.
religious enthusiast.
We hav said that the Greek word Ghristianos oc- world, I would not take it for my rule of faith as
Had this man lived in the fourteenth century instead of the nineteenth, he would hav been llailed as curs three times in the ancient Syriac version, as it being the word of God, because the possibility
a god · he is now regarded as something approaching has come down to us. So also the Greek proper would nevertheless exist of my being imposed upon.
an idi~t. Yet I dare swear that Herbert Freund is a name "Petros" occurs three times in the same ver- But when I see throughout the greater part of this
book scarcely anything but a history of the grossest
.
better Christian than those who condemn or punish sion, to wit:
In the caption of the epistle of Simon Kepha, as views and a collection of the most paltry and conhim.
He at least is consistent. He at least takes Jesus before mentioned; in the first verse of the •same temptible tales, I cannot dil;lhonor my creator by
to roean what he said. With him there is no palter- epistle(" Petrus, an apostle to Jesus the anointed"); calling it by his name.-J'homas Paine.
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tLtir acts d ~>!JJ?HCili~ion and words of tnoouragement.
As long as memory lasts I £-hall treasure the
unique memorial, on "hich are in~:>cribed the donors'
nam£H-an array d which any pE>raor. should t.~
proud, including tbirt£en of Chicago's most fair aM
intelligt nt lady Liboall!, besides representative ' l
art, science, and letterE', men in official life, the benci•,
the bar, and businesE', amcng whom I note with Lv
slight satisfaction the name of my old employer and
friend, Otis S. Favor.
Dear friends, I tender my heartfelt gratitude, and
cheufully accept the agn.table servitude t'f beiiJg
under obligations to those I 110 profoundly esteem.
To one anq all I shall ever be,
Yours gratefully and sincerely,
E. A. STEVENS.
[The explanation of the foregoing Card of Thanko
is found in the following.-EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER.]

f ... r

R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENS. St>cretary,

Princess Opera House,

558 W. llloulis·)n street, Itoom 1, Ott'""g".

OTTo WETTSTEIN, Treao..

Rochelle, Ill.

E. B. FooTE, JR., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.

MBa. M.A. FREEMAN, Oh. Fin. Oom., 334 W. Madison st., Ohicago.

Opposed to the Clan.
The pope's Irish hav so long ruled Chicago with a
ruinous hand that it is a matter of no small satisfaction that the revelation of this Cronin murder is
turning the tide against them, and I note one
startling coincidence in this matter. The 4th of May
is the anniversary of the Phenix park assassination,
the Haymarket tragedy, and the Cronin murder. It
seems to be an Irish blood anniversary, for when the
Haymarket bomb-thrower is found I imagin that he
will be an Irish dynamiter.
Against this pernicious influence it is necessary to
strike while the iron is hot, and if possible point
out the way for our city's redemption from Romish
rule. A few Liberals inaugurated a movement last
Sunday, the names of some of whom are not unfamiliar; and this is what the Chicago Tribune says of it:
OPPOSITION TO THE OLAN.-THE AMERIOAN PATRIOTIO I,EAGUE
THE TITLE OF AN ORGANIZATION TO OFFSET THE
OLAN-NA-GAEL'B )NFLUENOE.
The citizens of the Northwest Side, headEd by W. F.
Whitehead and J. M. l::ltiles, inaugurated yesterday a movement which promiEes to become of no little importance in
the politics of this .country. It is the organization of an
American Patriotic League to act as a checkmate to the encroachments on American affairs by secret societies composed of foreigners.
"The revelations in the Cronin inquest of the Clan-naGael's noxious influence and power in the municipal and
national government of this country-a cancerous incubus
on the body politic," said E. A. Stevens, "suggested and
prompted such a movemtnt."
The first meeting was held at No. 994 Milwaukee avenue
yesterday afternoon. J. M. Stiles presided and H. T. Curry
said:
"Americans hav too long crouched in servil humility before this foreignism: that is literally strangling the liberty of
this country," said the speaker in the course of his remarks.
" What do we see to-day? One of the most atrocious murders that hav ever been committed is perpetrated right here
in this big city of Chicago.
"When these men," he resumed, "come from another
land I want them to become Americans. Do you know I
hav about reached the conclusion that foreignism is strangling Americanism. The Irish vote in this country is about
one-sixth of the totttl vote. How many offices do you suppose they hold?"
"All but one-sixth," shouted somebody in the hall.
"That's exactly it!" retorted the speaker. "The educa. tion of this country will be its salvation, and I want Secular
education and not parochiaL"
E. A. Stevens, who followed, made remarks of a similar
nature.
"What is the-condition of things here?" he asked. "What
do we see? A certain Maurice J. Dorney, a Catholic priest,
a man who pretends to preach the gospel of peace, being
actually associated with revolutionary secret societies and
an intimate of men who do not stand any too well to commit
murder. We learn from the coroner's inquest that an institution has grown and thrived in this land in direct violation
of the Constitution. We find that men, members of that
organization, under oath to tell the truth, equivocate, lie deliberately, or hav forgetful memories. We discover that
justice cannot get at facts; that secret society oaths are
more binding to these men than their oath of allegiance to
the Constitution of this country. Men who wear a uniform
supposed to be symbolical of law are brought into this
inquest-men who are guarding your homes and mine-and
we find that they are accused of being accessories to this
murder. Is it not about time to call a halt? Is it not about
time to be up and doing?"
He was frequently interrupted by storms of applause.
The speaker also alluded to the return of McGarigle, and
in that connection had this to say : " I shouldn't be surprised if by indicting the whole police force of Chicago they
would find Cronin's murderers. That force is recruited from
an association of assassins-an association against the ideas
and law of Americ>t which they would throttle. Can we
afford to hav a lot of organized thugs liv here on the pretense
that they are serving the cause of Ireland?"
Mr. Stevens criticised a religious sect which tolerated such
men, opposed the parochial school system, and took another
crack at McGarigle.
Speeches were made by Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Bush, and
others. The object of the American Patriotic Association is
to imbue all American citizens with a deeper love of country.
It has adopted as its motto: "Love of Country, Liberty of
Conscience, and Loyalty to the Constitution." It will meet
every Sunday at 2 P.M. at No. 994 Milwaukee avenue. A
permanent organization will be effected next Sunday.
A CARD OF THANKS.

DEAR FRIENDS: I was so overwhelmed with expressions of good-will, regard, and esteem from the
members ·of the Chicago Union and prominent Liberals of this city, and was the recipient of such an
elegant and valuable present, on the anniversary of
my birth, that I cannot.adequately express in words
the depth of the gratitude I feel.
To our honored president, R. B. Westbrook; to
those noble Nestors of Liberalism, Horace Seaver
and J. P. Mendum; my cherished friend and able
Editor, Eugene Macdonald; to Otto Wettstein, our
scientific sage of Rochelle; to Mrs. Freeman, whose
glowing rhetoric sheds a radiance over the Radical
rostrum; to my old-time compatriot, Dr. McLeod; to·
our indefatigable Jehu Barr, and to my esteemed
frierd, MrP. C. Piper, wl:o, with her talented
daughter, Bertha, made this occasion memorable,
and to all others, I extend my most sincere thanks

CHIOAGO, June 11, 1889.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear J:ii1·: We, members a1 d
friends of the Chicago Secular Union, were tendered a par:y
by our president, Mr. E. A. Stevens, in honor of the foriy
third annivtrsary of his birth, June 8th. Mr. Stevens, wi h
his usual good judgment aiJd management, entertained the
society with the following elaborate, select, and brilliant litrrary and musical program:
PROGitAM.
OvERTURE................ Segner's Oroloestra....•............ li'esth a!.
RECI1".\TiuN.-.............. Prof. Geo. A.. Vmton .............. Selecttd.
SoNG, ·• }<;eH!a•Y "......... lllrs. Julia Rogerij .................. (Ardni).
RECirATION ............... Henry BJrs~ ....•......... ''The Re'formEr."
SoJSG ..................... f th•I Sheff r .. "A Graudmotb.er'BAdvLe."
GUITAR I:'(·LO ............. Dr. G. W. Kennicott.
BARiroNE ~ONG •.......... Mr. Fred. Mtller.
.
MARTIAL MusiC .......... Messrf. Elliott and 1\:IeNa'ly ...... (F,u:OJ ).
SoPRANO SoLO ... ~ •.•..... Miss Annie Rogall.
Aceon panist, Miss Allie Evanr.
PIANO SoLo ............... MIB8 Ber~ha Piper.
'l'HE JUVENIL DUET.
RECITATION ............... Mrs. Q, Piper.
THE lNIMITABLE E'PECIALISrs (in costume) ... Little Ella and 11: and.
lntermiijsion-Retreshments, followed b>· dancing.
At the close of the literary and musical program, Mrs.
Freeman, in preEenting Mr. Stevens with a fine gold w .. tch
and chain, as a toktn of regard, e;teem, and appreciat10n of
his-sincere devotion to the noblest cause of man, in an eloquent, well-chosen, and mastuly speech, said:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: I hav been requested to make a spefel~.
and tnat I may not go over my time I will ask Mr. Stevens to tab.
the chair. N,.w, I bav atwaYij notioed that speeches (!f t.bis kil"l
a.re a faiinre, therefore I shall inflict upon you but a very short one.
The Chicago Sil··ular U uion was organlzed about ten years ago
You are awar~ of its work, its struggle for e~istence. It hos
nquired persisteutefJort to keep it alive. Ne~d I tell you that that
effort has been made, that work done, pre-eminently by one indi
vidu,J? Should the roll call be made to"Dlght of the old charter
members, but one would answer to that call-Mr. Stevens. Others
hav dropped aside. Re has remained firm. '£hA members of this
Union hav evh.ced their appreciation of hts devotion to the princ•v!es of their cause, !.is disinterestedness, his unparalleled generosity, by unanimously electing him President nine or ten term•.
They hav not been satisfied with this. Something more was needed.
They wished to tender their appreciation in a more enduring form.
They wished him to take with him into the futurP some slight token
as a remembrance of theu approval. They wished him to hav
something in that future pleasantlY reoallmg the past, w that when
only the memory of the Present nmain•• and the hands that bav
sustained him hav fa! en away, some of them helpless in death,
others turned aside to other work, he might ever be reminded of this
past an<i the many triends who hav met on thh anniversary of his
birth. In the name, then, of these. friends-these grand men and
women who are laboring for tb.e upbuilding of Secularism, who
believe in truth and iustice-tbese apostleR of humanity; in tile
name of the Young People's Society of which we hav been so justly
proud, and in the welfare of which you hav taken so warm an
interest, we, the committee, present to you, E. A. SteveL s, this little
memento, and may it be as faithful in your service as you hav been·
loyal to libertY.
Mr. Stevens, so peerless in the prosecution of the theological robbers of the public treasury, so quick in debate, with
his sharp repartee and sparkling declamation@, was completely taken by surprise, and struggling with emotion, said:
"I can say nothing," but the tone spoke volumes, and went
deep into the hearts of all his friends. Finally he managed
to control his feelings and thanked the friends for their kind
gift.
'
'
Mrs. Freeman then read the following letters of congratulation :
To THE MEMDERS AND FRIENDS oF THE 0BICAGO SECULAR UNION,
Ladies and. Gentl~m~·n: l'Jea~e present my most hearty congratulation to your president, and our ffficierit and popular seoretary,
on the occasion of the fortY-thira annivenary of his introduction to this tumultuous and mysterious life of ours. May his
career be long, and as useful and honorable ae iri the past. I hav
been intimately associated with many "good men and true "in
public life, in both churrh and state, for half a century, and It
givs me great pleasure to say tb.at I hav never found a more agreeable and honorable gentleman than I hav found E. A. Stevens to
be; and, from my heart of hearts, I giv him, and yon, his friends,
Yours cordially,
my apostolic benediction.
R. B. WESTBROOK, Pres. Am. !lee. Union.
BERTHA PIPER, Ohicago, Ill .. Respected. F1·tend.: We are very
glad to Jearn hy your favor of the 1st mstant that E. A. 'titevens·s
services 'o the L~beral cause are to receive public recognition in a
proper and practical manner on his forty-third birthday.
Mr. St~vens•s work, as secretary of the Secular Union, has been
a telliiJg one, and all who bav wilnessed nis untiring zeal in the
furtherance of Freet.hought principles must feel, as we do, that
!Le gift, the Liberals of Ohicago are ~<bout to make to him, is
worthily bestowed on one whose single purpose has been to elevate
mankind.
Pleas~ extend to Mr. Stevens our cordial congratulatione, and
our wi•hes that many Ye>trs may yet be beforA him in which to
battle for the truth.
Very truly Yours,
J. P. MENDUM.
HoRACE BEAVER.
Miss BERTH.\ PIPER• Chicago, Ill.: AJthough the o?casion seems
to be one on wllich greetings to Mr. Stevens are in order, I mu-t
lilst congratulate the Ohicago Seoular lTnion on tile w0rk which,
under Mr. Stevens's leadership, it is accomPlishing. My b~st
thanks to the Young People's Society for inst1tuting this movement. and allowing me to unite with ttl em in this testimonial, and
finallY my heartiest congratulations to Mr. Stevens, hoping that.
this token of his friends' esteem may measure many more fair
years of success in the est use of Universal Menta\ Liberty
Very sincerely,
EDWAFD !'1. McLEoD.
E. A. STEVENS. President ObiCaO'o f'lecular Union. Mil Dem· Sir:
There IS an old fayinl!" that, "The Lord lo' eth a cheerful giver."
If there h a Lord, and t.his be true, then "verily I say unto you"
that the Secularists of Chicago are well beloved to-night. I desire
to say that never in my life hav I heard su~h kmd thoughts and
friendly wishes expressed toword anyone as I h'tv Jist.enert to since
my efforts began in procuring the omo•mt. to ubt.ain the watch and
chain presented to >ou to-night-the mo•t tri~ur!Jy e~presaionp, of
which a few of the foliowiorr will show: •• Tb"r~ is no one in Obicago more deserving than 11-Ir. Htov~ns." ' D m't let the matter
droo: come again if ynn are not buccessful." "Mr. Stev•ns is well
worthy of our esteem. I am l!"lad you strA mstki!Jl!" an fffort in that
direction. HoPe you will •ncceeci." I h~v never mat with bUCh
hearty good-will an <I ready co-operation ao I bav with the members
stnd friPnds in my effort to secure this token of r.-gard toward sou.
I know you will join me in thanking th~m all. ]ll,y you liv to see
many returns of the day, and, as the time iB ticked away, it will

•

u<J.I sts many more pleasant friends to the ones that g~eet you to
mght, is the· best wish of the writer. Yours for Freethottght,
0AROL!NE M. PIPER.
Here are a few excerpts from E. M. Macdonald's letter:
'' E. A. Stevens has beeuan intrepid soldier of freedom. lie
hates a chain; he despises locks; a fetter stirs him to wr~th.
He is for liberty always; injustice is his foe. . . . With
one man lilre him in levery city, Free thought would conquer
the country and justice between the church and the people
be no long.-r but the dream of a few Infidels."
·
Congratulations were also received from Mr. Otto Wettstein, of which the following is an extract: "I would like to
do honor to our noble and efficient secretary, whose whole
life and every thought is consecrated to the grand cause of
human freedom and progress; who battles bravely for every
right against every wrong; for truth against falsehood ; for
fact against fiction; for science againBt superstition; for reason against mental stagnation and credulity; and for free
thought, free speech, and free press against mental tyranny
and oppression in all its hideous forms."
One of the most important consuls to Prussia appointed by
President Lincoln, and who served the United States until
after Grant, and who was also the resident Swedish consul in
Chicago for several years, C. J. Sundell, Esq., a member of
the board of education, a contributor to the gift, was evidently disappointed, as will be seen by the following :
ALLEN LINE OF ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS,}
CHAS. J. SUNDELL, l\1ANAGER.
CHIOAGO, Jnne 9, 289.
E. A. STEVENS, Esq., Valued. Frien<l: I write lhiM at my home in
Lake View, to say that I spent almost two hom·a last night trYing
to find the place for your entertainment. but in vain, as you had
omitted to name 1t in yonr oourteoua letter of invitation, and can
assure :rou that I felt much disappointed, since I had started out
to convey to you my high regards and warm congratulations on
the a.nniverPary of your birth . . . and hau to return home
deJlrtVtd of the anticipated pleasure.
I truPt you had a delight.ful time, and praY yon to aooept hereby
the expressions of my sincere regards, well wishes, aiJd Dongratulations.
Very truly yours,
CliAS. J. SUNDI!LL.
Mr. Barr presented ~ir. Stevens with a neatly framed list
of the contributors. Just here I want to say a word of praise
and thanks to Mrs. Caroline M. Piper, and her daughter,
Miss Bertha Piper, for their work in originating the movement and the procuring of Mr. Stevens's present and the
secrecy with which they kept all knowledge of it from him,
which was duly appreciated by the Union when Mr. J. M.
Stiles made a motion to giv a vote of thanks to Mrs. and
Miss Piper for their work, whlch was carried with a ringing
unanimous vote.
The watch was a fine gold one, and on it was engraved:
"Chicago Secular Union to E. A. Stevens, June 8, E.r.L 289."
It was procured of the noted Free thought writer and jeweler,
JHr. Otto Wettstein.
Aft tr the society had listened to the eloq nent recital of fine
pi< ces, the charming singing of inspiring songs, and the soft,
S\'1 eet ~wells and strains of instrumental music, they prepared
for the dance. Soon all was wreathed in p:easant smiles.
All cares were driven away and joy, with its radiating waves
of happiness that beamed from every face, was master of
the day. During the intermission Mr. Stevens had prepared
refreshments fit for a king, and after we had partaken of the
delicious dainties and delicacies they all said, by their actions,
''On with the dance, let joy be unconfined." Of all the nice,
pleasant times we hav had, this was the happiest, gayest of
them all ; and when the last strains of that grand old tune,
''Home; Sweet Home," died away in low, tremulous waves,
the party dispersed, each one feeling lighter, happier,
younger than before.
Your~ truly,
WM. THOMPSoN,
Pr<:sident Young People's Secular Mutual Improvement
Society.

Our London I,etter.
Although some of the more enlighteLEd members of
tl:e community are steadily working ·in the direction
of making the toilers lees miserable than they now
a1e on the only day of the week on which they hav
any leisure time at their disposal, by the advocacy of
rational means of enjoyment, there is still unfo1 tunately a noisy majority who, incapable of enjoyu;ent
themselvs, are consequently only too desirouB" of
making and keeping others equally wretched. The
Workingmen's Lord's Day Rest Association bav
held their annual meeting, and congratulated themselva on their successful efforts in opposing the opening of art galleries and public libraries on the first
day of the week. One of the speakers thought tbe
infamous act of Charles II. rather a credit to the
statute book than otherwise, and appeared to rE>gret
that it was not more fully enforced. The party of
common sense will of course win in the long run, but
in the mean time thousands will hav to struggle
through a typical Puritan Sunday as best they may.
There is a clergyman in Wbitechapel who has an
annual exhibition of paintings open seven days a
week, for a month or six weeks, and this is greatly
appreciated by those living in close proximity. A far
more orderly crowd may be seen there on S;1nday
than at some of the fashionable churches, and if it
were not for the fanatics, many such refuges would
be available for the wage· earners.
The Christian Evidence Society bav bad their little
say, and disappear from the scene till next May. It
seems they hav driven Freethought lecturers from
Hyde. park, but it would not do to drive them from
any other spot at present. If they extinguish Infidelity too quickly, the society will hav no reason for existence, and there would not be any more subf criptions to divide; so no doubt at t.he nEXt anniversary
it will be reported that although they hav driven the
Freethinkers from Regent's park, they bav me~mly
gone back again to Hyde park; this seems to be
about the sum and substance of the annual reportfl.
It is satisfactory to hear that the examinations hav
maintained their high character and value, there
having been an unusually large number of candidates
especially in the advanced gradee. What these are:
I don't quite know, unless it be a fuller knowledge
of the vernacular. I never heard one of these lecturers offer any evidence, except of his own incapacity
and ignorance. The great grievance of these peri-
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patetic lecturers is that Mr. Bradlaugh and a few
others are better off than they hav been at somo
forl?er ti~e, and it can only be accounted for by
their havmg sold themselvs to the devil, which incontrovertibly proves the inspiration of the •• word
of God."
I fear poor old Booth is desirous of kicking ovf'r
the traces, or why should he be desirous of seeirJg
the continental system of registering houses of ill
fame extended to this country T Does he think be
would be safer if be knew where one or two duly
licensed out-of-the-way houses could be found' I
dare say he is tired sometimes of the clatter-clatt.er
of Mrs: "General's" tongue and her not very handsome visage.
.
It is interesting to know that Mr. Spurgeon would
rather be saved with the Puritans than be damned
with the" modern thought" people. No one could
ev~r h~v doubted that if there was any good thing
gomg either here or hereafter he would be after it,
and I don't suppose he would be over and above
pll.rticular ;whose company he went in, so long as be
secured a goodly share of the prize. I will do him
the justice to say that there is no man living wbo
has a greater concern for number one.
If the reports of the various religious societies
could be depended upon there would be cause for
rejoicing, but it is very difficult to say how far thE>y
are correct. Most of them profess that subscriptions
are falling off or that greater expenditure is neces8ary; and take it all rou'nd, they seem in rather a
hard-up condition. I should very much doubb but
that there is always a reserve somewhere bar;dy for
the bead showman in case the concern coUapses, just
sufficient to keep him from bothering the Lord for
support.
Twenty-nine deaths from starvation are reported
to hav occurred in London during 1888, and these
are only cases fully proved by evidence brought out
in the coroner's court.. These, however, are quite
sufficient to show the care taken by the Christian
God and his church for the poor and needy, and it is
a burning disgrace to any religion that permits such
things while millions of money are squandered in
what are c~lled missionary efforts. Christian hypocrisy is the worst kind of hypocrisy ever recorded in
the annals of man; and the sooner the religion that
fosters it dies out the bet.ter for mankind.
The social purity of Englalld has been published
to the admiring world. Mr. Viz9telly, bookseller,
over seventy years of age, has been senttnced to
three months' imprisonment and a fine of £200 for
selling Zola's works. Wenowonly want Booth's idea
curied out and keep all ladies of easy virtue in properly appointEd houses, where men of God can call
a'ld converse on godly matters with the occupants,
without fear of disturbance, and we shall then be
more the pattE>rn n'ltiou than Wfl now are.
J. D.

Paul's Jesus Not a Phantom.
While it is true that Paul never saw Jesus in the
flesh, and that there are a few passages in his epistles
that may seem to support the hypothesis that be
was a Gnostic, believing in a phantom Jesus, there
are many other passages which are irreconcilable
with that hypothesis. For example:
_
Jesus Christ our Lord, which was made of the seed of
David according to the flesh ; and declared to be the son of
God with power, according to the spirit of holiness, by the
resnrrection from the dead (Rom. i, 3, 4).
Now to Abraham and his seed were the promises made.
He saith not, And to seeds, as of many, but as of one, And
to thy seed, which is Christ (Gal. iii, 16).
But when the fulness of time was come, God sent forth his
son, made of a woman (Gal. iv, 4).
For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, how that Christ died for our sins according to the
scriptures; and that be was buried, and that be rose again
the third day according to the scriptures; and that he was
seen of Cephas then of the twelve : After that he was seen of
above five hundred brethren at once; of whom the greater
part remain unto the present, but some are fallen asleep
(1 Cor. xv, 2-6).
· "I
•
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the Pauline epistles was certainly a believer in an
objectiv Jesus. Nor can they be eliminated as corruptions without rejecting the authenticity of the
epistles generally.
The author of "Supernatural Religion" does not
attempt to prove that there were no gospels prior to
the latter part of the second century, but that the
four gospels, as we now hav them, cannot be ~raced
back of the year 180.
The fourth gospel, which is generally considered
the latest, is perhaps the earliest. Doubtless it is
much corrupted, and Pontius Pilate is made to par. · t ·
t·
h" h
d
h d d
t101pa
e m an execu IOD W IC occurre a un re
years before he became procurator of Judea. But
Nicodemus, "a man of the Pharisees," and "a ruler
of the Jews," who went to Jesus by night, a~ described by John, answers to a minister of that name
who was sent by King Aristobulus as an ambassador
to Pompey, when he invaded Syria, 64 B.c. (Jos. Ant.
xiv, 3 § 2).
And Malchus whose right ear was cut off by
.
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ep a, answers to
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Anti pater, the father of Herod the Great, and was
tq ttn·q f\SS!.\SEI~nated by the comm,a~d, Qf t;bQ :&omau

general, C.issius, at the request of Herod, about 43
n c. Malichus was, at the time of his death, in company with the high priest Hyrcanus, who succeeded
his father, Alexander Janneus, about 79 B.c., and was
consf'quently high priest when Jesus was stoned and
hanged in the reign of Alexandn, widow of Janneus
and mother of Hyrcanus and Aristobulus. The real
name of the servant of the high priest in the fourth
gospel was Malich.
Josephus has added o.~ to the
name, in conformity to the Greek idiom, and the
New Testament scribe has not only done the same,
but has inadvertently dropped the letter i.
Much of our information about Marcion, who is
said to hav brought Paul's Epistles to Rome about
A D. 139-142, is untrustworthy.
We hav a volume
of "Tertullian against Marcion." Tertullian is the
earliest of the Latin fathers; but the fact that his
works were found by the forger of the "Annals of
Tacitus" is very suspicious, to say the least. But
whatever was the creed of Marcion, the writer of tbe
Pauline epistles WR8 not a Gnm1t.io.
ANTICHRIST.

his children sometimes and what an engin of destruction he
is among them at others. From a synopsis of his Sunday's
serm0n, as published in the Herald of yesterday, we select
the following theological gem :
Science is irreverent.· The <>ngineer of the Ta.v bridge thought
he had built a. defhnce to the wind and wave. Bnt at one breath
of God the center fell one thousand feet and cars chased each
other into the awful abYSM.

Had some Anarchist put dynamite under that bridge as
the train of cars was passing over it, and ; ad he thus
been the cause of its destruction and of the great loss of life
when it fell, our good brother would hav shouted, "String
him up!" but he tells us that God blew down that bridge,
and then asks us to love and adore him for so doin~~;.
This kind of talk might be swallowed without questioning
by children, and hy ignorant and superstitious heathen, but
it is an insult to tile intelligence of 11n adult Duluth audience
for any clergyman to ask them to believe any such trash.
God is either good or he is bad, and " the good book"
tells us that " a tree is known by its fruits." Were old
Diabolus-if there is such a creature 9r being, which few
people now believe to be the case-to escape from his keepers in the torrid regions in which he is said to be imprisoned,
and to come up on earth and go to work tearing down reservoirs and blowing down railroad bridges, and slaughtering
unoffending men and innocent women and children by the
thousand, the orthodox people would never think of worshiping and loving and adoring him for so doing, but some
of them ask us to love and adore God, who, as they.allege,
Is George Washington in Hell1
•
has done these same things.
This question is put to those papers in Chicago
The real blasphemers of this age are the clergymen who
who, when commenting on Secretary E. A. Stevens's accuse God of doing deeds which, if done by anyone else,
address, headlined their columns with" Was Wash- would be universally denominated as monstrolls.
ington a Freethinker!" I ask if Washington is in
hell? Because if ibis Christian Bible is true, then he
How the " Called of God" Get Thert'.
is in hell; not only Washington, but all the good
Fram the Lonaon Telegrapll.
The election of a clergyman for the Church of St. John,
and patriotic soldiers who fought in the armies
against King George; Listen to the reading of tbiB Deritend, Birmingham, by the householders of the hamlets
of Deritend and Bordesley, took place on Saturday. The
(alleged to be) God-given book. Rom. xiii, 1, 2, Ch•nch of St. John is now of the value of £450 per annum,
says: "Let every soul be subject to the higher powers. and in a few years the income will be enormously increased
. •
The powers that be are ordained of God : owing to the falling in of leases. Since the fourteenth century
whosoever therefore that resisteth the powers, resist- the chaplains, as they are termed, of St. John hav always
been elected by the householders, the deed prescribing that
eth the ordinance of God, and they that resist shall each person having a hearth should be entitled to vote, so
receive to themselvs damnation." I Pet. ii, 13, says: that the franchise is similar to that of a municipal election,
" Submit yourselvs to every ordinance of mar: including women voters. The last election took place in
for the Lord's sake: whether it be to the king 1870, ann the present vacancy was created by the retirement
the then successful candidate.
aa supreme, or unto governors." Now, as Georgf of Five
candidates entered the field out of about fifty appliW asbington resisted the wrongs and oppressions of cations, but only three went to the poll. These were the
Ki.t~g George, I wish to know if he is under the con- Rev. C. J. Sneath, a High Churchman, curate of a neighbordemnation as is given in the quotation above 1 If ing parish; the Rev. J. 0. West, curate of Christ church,
you bav any doubts about the meaning of the word Sparbrook, an evanp;elical, and the Rev. L. H. Davies, of
Black pool, described as ''the true Protestant candidate;"
damnation, just turn t~ Webster's or to any theolof.!' but the contest practically Jay betw~en the two first named.
iral dictionary. Never resist the wrong's done us-a There·are nearly 20,000 voters in the hamlets, which comprise the greater part of the· two Parliamentary divisions of
fine doctrin !
S. P. HERRON.
Bordesley and South Birmingham. There were seventeen
Coalton, K,y.
polling-stations.
The election, being by open voting, took place amid
A Mystery Cl~>ared Up.
unusual excitement, and as the Corrupt Practices act does
not apply, it is said that a large amount of treating took
OAIN.
place. Mr. West, being a total abstainer, received the sup0 Cain. the first-born manchild you of earthport of the temperance party, while Mr. Sneath, having
Provided the "inspired" were not mistakenthat he saw no harm in a man having a glass of beer,
declared
Just for a moment, if you can, awaken
wa~ activly supported by the publicans and brewers. BetAnd giv us of that murder tale the girth.
ting took place on an extensiv scale.
Did you or not do murder, Cain, most foul,
A question with respect to the right of bill-sticking gave
When you knocked out your" sacrificing" brother,
rise to one of the liveliest episodes of the day, as the chosen
Much to the sorrow of your gentle mother?
of the congregation, Mr. West, had bad one of his bills
Come, now, the straight-out tip without a scowlposted on the chapel notice board. Soon after 8 o'clock,
You're on your oath, remember, though a ghost;
when the poll opened, this was covered by a bill bearing Mr.
Now, was it murder, Cain, or mere manslaughter?
Sneath's name. At about 10 o'clock a billposter arrived and
What's that you say-you'd like a drop of water?
superimposed one of Mr. West's bills. This was quickly
Gad Z')oks ! I fear they're givin~~; yon a roast I
covered by the opposition and for about an hour the game
Sorry; but I'll call up your brother Abel,
went on. At length an excited old lady with a fire shovel
For this sad case I wish the proper label !
scraped off the last posted of Mr. West's bills, and on this
ABEL.
being replaced the notice board was taken down.
0 gentle Abel. tender of the flocks,
The public houses, especially in Deritend, were crowded
throughout the day. It is said that the drinking and rowdyBrother-to-Cain and son of old man AdamLikewise, as rightly understood, of madamism were nothing to what were to be seen at the election
nineteen years ago. But the scenes in Deritend were shockA moment, and you please, and nothing block•.
ing, even apart from the fact that the occasion was one assoWhat was the rumpus, Abe, 'twixt you and Cain,
That led to your becoming a mPre ''body,
ciated with religion.
One of the features of the election was the wearing of
Demnition moist" and cold? Say, was it toddy
party colors Mr. West's friend sporting yellow ribbons and
That led to your demise upon the plain?
rosets and Mr. Sneath's bright red. There was a profuse
Did you and Cain that dav "bav words," "sling mud,"
display, too, of election literature. The placar~s on Mr.
Both waxing wroth and picturesquely bitter,
Sneath's vehicles were for the most part exhortatiOns to the
Until one of the twain 'became a hitter,
And that one which? Say, now, who claimed first blood? electors not to be deluded by any "state of the poll" that
might be issued during the day-a warning that was unnecesOb, you did, eh ?-you hit him with a platter?
sary, seeing that both .candidates adhered to the agreement
That settles it I Manslaughter's what's the matter!
not to increase the excttcment by any such means. UnderSr SLoKUM.
neath was this:
Poll early, men, for Sneath, the bold,
Pulpit Nonsense.
For he'll be neither bought nor sold.
From the Duluth, Minn., Dailv Tribune.
Mr. Sneath was also freely billed as "the friend of the
It is rather amusing to see a man who cannot swim fioun- poor " and spoken of in various couplets of indifferent
dering around in the water and endeavoring to keep himself rhy~e and meter as" good old Charlie." Early in the day
afloat. In like manner it is amusing to see an ironclad, ortho- a local publican displayed the "latest betting" as follows :
dox clergyman-one of the kind who holds that the almighty "Deritend Races.-Ail-aged Stakes of 400 sovereigns, and
is the prime cause of every event that transpires in the uni- 600 sovereigns added. Betting : 6 to 4 on Friend of the
verse. and that he is also the loving father of us all-trying to Poor· 3 to 1 against West End, offered; 200 to 1 bar two,
maintain his consistency and still endeavoring to account for offer~d. Doings of the cracks: Friend of the Poor had a
such catastrophes as the Johnstown disaster, in which there good gallop this morning. and is sure to win. West End
was such a frightful destruction of human life. If a biood- took walking exercise. Davy Jones reported scratched."
thirsty Sioux Indian had swooped down upon Johnstown, Mr. West's friends delighted in describing him as the •: cho~ce
and with his murderous tomahawk slain a dozen sleeping of the congregation," while as a set-oJI ~o Mr. Snea.th s ci~Im
and innocent men, women, and children, these clergymen to be the "friend of the poor," they Issued a .bill statn~g
would hav cried out for that Indian's blood, and in doing so that" Mr. West will not purchase votes, nor bnbe, nor g1v
they would hav been but obeying the impulse planted in beer nor prom is rewards; but if elected he will do his duty
every civilized human breast. These same clergymen, how- to b~th rich and poor." Another effort of theirs resulted in
ever, while telling us that God sent the great Pennsylvania the following appeal: " Questi.on! Will fre~ ~ritons giv
flood and that he" knew all things from the beginning" and their money to force a tyrant k10g on an unwii_Irng :people?
knew beforehand wpat wonld be the consequences of that Will the electors of Deritend and Bordesley g1v their votes
flood, ask us in all seriousness to believe that it was still all to force a rejected minister on an unwilling people? Ten
right for him to send it along and drown some twelve thou- thousand voices answer, 'No I no I no ! Vote for West, the
sand or fifteen thousand of his "dearly loved children," like congregation's choice.'"
so many puppies; and then, to cap this absurd climax, they
The result was declared about eight o'clock by Mr. Alderask us to love and adore the being which they allege caused man Johnson the returning officer, as follows: West, 6,072;
this slaughter, or who could hav prevented it, but din not.
Sneath 5 038'· Davies, 167; majority for West, 1,0&4. The
In all seriousness, is it any wonder that there are heretics alderm~n; in ~cknowledging a vote of thanks, !3xpressed a
and Infidels in this intelligent age of the world, when such strong hope that he would be the last returning o~cer unqer
ineffable ~onsense as this is heard from orthodox pulpits, that antiquated mode of election. During the evening the
from the lips of ~en who P.retend to hav delv~d down deep bells of St. John's were rung in honor of Mr. West's return
"into the mysteries of godlmess" and to be WJser and more
f nd than ordinary mortals?
prW~uo.bserve that one of the orthodox clergyme.n of Duluth THB TRUTH &BK~~ CoMPANY'S c·atalog of Freethought.,
· '
1 ~as l!eeq ttJiPg.his h&ud.~t e~plaiD,in~:llow goqd qod i~ tq Reform, and ~cie~t~() l}oo~e ~ be m,~iled fi"~.
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. Ukommunications.
What Is Left of Christianity 1
In the June number of the North American Review is a finely written essay by M. J. Savage,
headed1 "The Inevitable Surrender of Orthodoxy."
Had it been written by an Infidel and published in a
Freethought magazine it wouldn't be worth noticing,
as the author has nothing new to say-he only follows the footsteps of Colonel Ingersoll. Of course,
the subject is very old, but as Colonel Ingersoll
says, "In the human mind certain ideas, or in the
human heart certain passions, are forever old; but
genius forever givs them new forms, new meanings,
and this is the perpetual originality of genius "-a
quality which I fail to find in Mr. Savage's article.
The "reverend" gentleman simply repeats the arguments us.ed by Ingersoll and other Freethinkers.
That being so, it is of no value to people who left
orthodoxy behind them. A mere repetition of the
ABO of ·Freethought is an unprofitable business.
We cannot afford to waste time in playing on one
string all our life, no matter how sweet the music
might be. Mental stagnation is no better in Freethought than in orthodoxy.
But taking into consideration that the article in
question is written by the Rev. Minot J. Savage, of
the church of Unity, Boston, that is to say, a gentleman who is styled a Christian, it is of great
value.
Mr. Savage is convinced that Jehovah is a monster
born in the imagination of a barbarous nation. He
cannot believe that a God would command all the
brutalities which the writers of the Old Testament
attribute to Jehovah. He has no doubt that the fall
of man is an absurdity. He does not believe that
man was created a perfect being and suddenly fell,
but declares that "modern science has demonstrated
the antiquity of man and his derivation from lower
forms of life."
Let us not forget that this doctrin of the fall of
man is the foundation of the orthodox creed, and
when the foundation of a building is destroyed, the
whole building falls to the ground. Thus, if man
never fell, the doctrine of atonement through O~rist,
heaven for believers and hell for disbelievers, are
equally false, as Mr. Savage states in very plain language.
Now let us ask a very simple question: When all
these creeds are mercilessly destroyed, does· Oliris. tianity still remain ? · Oan "Hamlet" be played on
the stage with the role of Hamlet left out 1 Oan the
history of the United States be written -with the
names of Washington, Jefferson, Paine, and Franklin
left out 1 How then can Christianity exist with
J~hovah, Jesus Christ, and the Bible left out? If in
place of Jehovah we will create a new god, in place
of Christ a new savior, and in place of the Bible a
new book, will the new religion still be called Christianity T Imagin a living man with his head, arms,
and feet cut off, and you will get an idea of Christianity deprived of all its essen~ial points.
If Jehovah is not the real God, then the Bibl"e is
without authority; it becomes a mere .collection of
myths, fables, and traditions of the ancient Jews.
Mr. Savage is not certain of the "verbal accuracy of
any single text on which, we are told, hangs the tremendous issue of heaven and hell." But even admitting, for argument's sake, that the Bible as we hav it
now is precisely the same as it has been when it first
came out from the pen of its writers, that it is in no
respect altered or interpolated, its authority cannot
be increased on account of its accuracy. If Jehovah
is a myth, then certainly he is not responsible for the
contents of the Bible. We must admit that there is
nothing supernatural about it, that it was written by
men without the aid of any ghost, holy or unholy.
It matters not whether the write-rs were honest or
not. we may giv them credit for honesty; and yet
declare that their statemente, at least many of .them,
were not true. R9membering the age in which they
Jived, we can find justification for their pretensions.
The same is true of all classic literature. We do
not mean to accuse the writer or writers of the
"Iliad" and "Odyssey" of dishonesty, and yet we
are satisfied that even if the battle of Troy was
a historical fact, the gods had nothing to do
with it.
Swedenborg was undoubtedly honest, and still I
refuse to believe that he ever visited hell and saw
John Calvin there.
It may not be out of place to state here that when
the robes of divinity are removed from the Bible, it
loses nothing of its real value; on the contrary, it
gains the esteem of thinking people. When the rags
of sacredness are torn off, it becomes a valuable monument of the past. Jehovah ceases to be the creator
but becomes the creation of man, and very much resembles his creator. "The proper study of mankind
is man," and a study of man's conception of Jehovah
givs us some idea of what man himself has been.
.W.e n?tice in the characte~ of Jehovah a strange
mm~lmg of !.}ruelt;r liiJI!d ~ll:ldness, Wh~t doe!! it

mean! Simply that his creator has been partly
savage and partly humane. Jehovah was not an unchangeable being, but was subjected to the laws of
evolution. Surely the God of Isaiah is an improvement upon the God of Moses. He is a new. edition
of Jehovah, but revised and enlarged. Does it mean
that God had reformed? No; it means that man
had developed.
The doctrin of the fall of man, as accepted by the
orthodox creed, is an infinit absurdity. However,
the Bible narrativ of the expulsion of man from the
garden of Eden is true. It is, undoubtedly, a poetical fancy of the babyhood of the human race, when
there was very little distinction between man and
beast; when man lived in a happy state of ignorance
with very little care. But so soon as he got more
or less developed, his wants and consequently his
labors increased and he was obliged to "till the
ground."
·
The stOI;J of Abraham .willing to sacrifice his son
Isaac is disgusting, if it is literally· true. But there
is no proof that Abraham was a historical personage,
and the story must be regarded as a mythological
description of how the darkness kills the light, as we
find similar stories in the religions of .other nations.
Many of the moral precepts of the Bible are
grand, many laws are just and wise, and many sayings are beautiful. If on the same. pages we find
cruel and barbarous laws, useless and even foolish
sayings, we must hav a little charity, and "let us
gratefully rememl>er, let us gratefully forget." We
should not forget that even in our own day justice
and wisdom are not always to be found, and as the
writers of the Bible had not the slightest idea of
what man was to be in the nineteenth century, we
can find excuse for their mistakes, foolishness, and
cruelties.
Ernest Renan says : " The history of the Jewish
nation is very remarkable, and I do not regret having
spent so many years in studying it. But I am not
under any obligation to conceal its faults. We must
openly acknowledge them. Neither should we be
surprised at . them, as there is not a faultless history
in the whole world."
The distinguished Russian realistic writer Pisar~:ff
was a hater of esthetics. . He recognized po " art for
art's sake." Poetry, music, and paintmg are in his
opinion of no use to humanity. Art has no excuse
for existence, unless it serves as a medium to express
a grand and useful idea, which cannot be expressed by
its owner in any other form. The hero of Tourgeneff's well-known novel, "The Fathers and the Sons,"
Basareff, a physician by profession, used to spend
considerable time in anatomizing bullfrogs, and Pisareff remarks that in this kind of work is our salvation, as very few " beautiful words " can be said
about the bullfrog. · He hated "beautiful words."
Not the beautiful, but the useful, attracted him. His
motto was, less talk and more work. He was perfectly satisfied that the world would hav lost nothing
had Shakspere never been born. Still, he was a
great admirer and lover of Heine, whom he regarded
as the greatest man of the nineteenth century and
tl;l.e truest representativ of humanity with its lights
and shadows, grandeurs and faults. If we will divide Heine's works into parts, he says, we shall find
in them some very precious gems and a mass of rubbish. Some are inclined to think that the gems
ought to be preserved and put into golden frames,
and the rubbish thrown out of doors. But this only
proves that they do not comprehend Heine. He can
not be divided. He must be taken as a whole.
Even his worthless love-songs are of great value, as
they represent the frailties of humanity.
I do not care to argue whether Pisareff was right
or wrong. Perhaps very few will agree with him.
:Sut it seems to me that what he says of Heine is
equally true with regard to the Bible. Viewed from
a modern standpoint, it contains a few pearls and a
big mass of rubbish, and we may be justified in saying that the pearls are worth keeping and remembering and the rubbish should be thrown away. So far
as the practical usefulness of the Bible is concerned,
the justness of our verdict cannot be disputed. But
the Bible as a record of. the past, as a mirror in
which we see the skeleton of a nation with its hopes
and fears, cruelties and benevolence, folly and wisdom, suffering and happiness, is in the whole a very
interesting book, and is worth studying just as much
as the poems of Homer.
So much for the human side of the Bible. But
when the inspiration of the Bible is denied, Jehovah
denounced as a heartless monster, the fall of man
absolutely refuted, the divine scheme of salvation
regarded as false and immoral, and even the " practical morality" of the Sermon on the Mount questioned-and all this is done by Mr. Savage-the
question rises, What is left of Christianity? And
why should people who deny the authority of the
Bible still call themselvsOhristians and use the Bible
as a textbook for their discourses?
Admitting that Jesus of :Nazareth is a historical
man, how much do we know of the true story of his
life and his true character 1 Taking for granted that
he suft'ereq martyrdozp on MQOunt of his principle~,

is he entitled to more credit than Socrates, Bruno,
and many others?
No,. there is no use in deluding ourselvs. The
inevitable surrender of orthodoxy means the inevitable surrender of Christianity. The Bible must be
divine or human. If divine, it must be just as binding ·now as it has been for the twenty centuries past,
and its defenders ought to hav courage enough to
stand by its every word. If human, no religion can
be made out of it in the nineteenth century.
It must be accepted as infallible, or treated with
no fear, as any ancient book.
To the orthodox preacher the Christian scheme of
salvation looks very reasonable. He cannot see how
any sensible man or woman can reject it. The Rev.
Dr. Talmage said in a recent sermon, "The silliest
and wickedest thing you can do is to reject Christ."
Why should it be so 1 Was the Greek silly and
wicked when he rejected Zeus? Is it an act of silliness and wickedness for the poor heathen to reject
his god and accept the god of Mr. Talmage! But
the orthodox can see nothing beyond his"own little
mental horizon. He reminds us of the physician in
Heine's poem, "Vale of Tears," who was called to
certify the death of two wretched creatures who
were frozen to death :
The nipping weather, be affirmed,
Bad finished the deceased.
Their empty stomachs also caused,
Or hastened death at least.
He added that when frost sets in
'Tis needful that the blood
Be warmed with flannels; one should hav,
Moreover, wholesome food.

The doctor no doubt was well fed and clothed, and
he could see no reason why people should freeze to
death, when in order to prevent it all that is necessary to do is to hav wholesome food and warm flannels. That many are deprived of the necessities of
life for want of cash is a question which did not
trouble the doctor.
So it is with the Christian preacher. Christianity
satisfies his brain and heart, and he can see no reason why it should not be good for the whole world.
He cannot comprehend why people should be unhappy here and unhappier in the " life to come,"
when simple belief on the Lord Jesus Christ will
make them happy here and hereafter. Now if anyone is so foolish as to reject Christ, let him blame
himself il the gates of heaven will never be opened
for him.
Such is his doctrin. That belief is not a matter
of choice is a thing which you couldn't put into his
head without a surgical operation.
A Methodist minister recently said to me : " Look
at me. See how happy I am since I hav found my
savior. And I tell you, all you need to complete
your own happiness is to become a soldier of
Christ."
" Will you be kind enough to tell me how I can
become a Christian when I am convinced that Christianity is, to say the least, a great mistake 1" I inquired.
" Pray to God and he will open your eyes."
"I cannot pray to a being of whose existence I am
not certain."
" No matter if you are not certain. Pray : ' 0
God, if there is a God,' and, ' 0 Christ, if there is a
Christ,' etc."
Indeed, nothing can be easier. But how ridiculous
it looks in the light of common sense! Think of
praying to a phantom to enable us to understand
the great fact that twice two make, not four, but
three and a half. But such is orthodoxy. Nothing
is impossible with it. .
The great German poet Heinrich Heine, a Jew by
birth and a Freethinker by conviction, was once
asked by a friend what induced him to join the
Christian church. He gave various reasons, and one
of them is as follows : " I went into the fortress in
order to destroy it. But while I destroy Christianity, I am at the same time destroying Judaism, to
the end that the Jews and the Christians may unite
in the temple of love and freedom.''
This is a grand mission. Let us work on the
same basis Let us destroy the playthings of the
past not simply for the pleasure of destroying, but
having in view the happiness of mankind. Let us
hasten the time when men and women will be
grander than gods and angels; when, forgetting all
differences of opinion, they will unite and bow their
heads in the temple of love and freedom. When
this will be done, but not until then, Mr. Savage's
dream of'' a new universe, a new God, a new man, a
new destiny," will be realized.
·
We may object to the term "new God," but if we
need a god at all, let us place him on the earth,
where he can be of some use to humanity, but not
in the clouds. A new god in heaven may be an improvement upon all the gods that ever existed in the
imagination of man; he may even be an ideal god;
but he cannot be useful. Let the new heaven be
here and now, and let the new god liv on our globe
and serve, instead of ruling, us.
CLEMENs P. BEn~~o~,
.Purd'$1'8 Station,.N. Y., June 9, 289~
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Remodel the Government.
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our government in its formation by the Tory element mon people. To correct these ~rongs jt is necessary
· to remodel the government, form a new constitution,
led by Alexander Hamilton.
It is currently reported that many of the old
The one House of Representative is all the repre- with the power to enact and repeal laws wholly in
Greenbackers voted the Prohibition ticket, and an sentativ government an intelligent and free people the bands of the people, where it rightly belongs.
effort is beh,1g made by this clas.s of persons to unite need, and it with very limited and well-defined duties
Kokomo, Ind.
· W. L. WILLIS.
the advocates of these two opposing principles of and powers which it cannot abuse.
.
8
Constitute Congress a committee selected and apgovernment into one par.ty. If a man is ProhibiNotes of Travel by W. S. Bell.
tionist, he is a very poor Greenbacker.
pointed by the ·people through the ballot to draft
I bad no idea of the vastness of the desert. I must
Greenbackers ask for a government" of the people, and formulate laws (statutes), which shall be after
for the people, and by the people," while the first not .less than three months' publication and free cross from Ogden to Sacramento, eight hundred
declaration in the Prohibition platform is, "The Pro- investigation and discussion of the same voted on by miles ! For the most part of the way the scenery
hibition party in national ·convention assembled, ac- the people, and two-thirds of the votes cast on each abounded io sage·brusb and alkali-beds. If there
knowledging almighty God as the sourcl) of all power la.w shall be required to establish any law, but a were any change at all, it was from sage-brush
in government, do hereby declare--"
majority of votes against 13hall rep6al any law already and alkali-beds to alkali-beds and sage-brush. It
was the most dreary and dismal ride I ever endured.
·The doctrin of the Probi~itionista is, Turn over the established.
The
natural scenery of mountain and canon, which
Abolish the bond and banking systems, and issue
government to almighty God (that means the church,
grand in Colorado, had here almost wholly disto the preachers and priests), put God in the Consti- full legal tender paper money from the trea~ury, in was
tution, make Jesus king, enact government Sunday the same way as and equal in value to metal money, appeared. There were glimpses now and· then on
the Sierra Nevada range of interesting scenery, but
laws, blasphemy laws, and laws against heresy and sufficient to do cash business.
unbelief; imprison, fine, torture, hang, and burn hereAbolish the speculation on money, by limiting its we could get only a glimpse, as we went over the
highest parts of the mountain under cover of about
tics and unbelievers.
use to exchange and government loans at one per forty miles of snow-sheds. After escaping from
The workers of this Prohibition racket wish to cent to the people, the per cent at which the bankers them on the western slope we saw the great washenforce the principles and practices of the Dark now get their money from the government.
outs on the hillsides where formerly the hydraulic
-Ages on the people of this enl_ightened ~ge, and to do . Abolish all the monopolies that oppress the people works tore up and washed down thousands of acres
this they hav chosen the wh1sky queshon as a mere by concentrating the earnings of the many into the of surface land in order that the gold-hunter might
prlltense to get power to work their diabolical scheme hands of· t.he few, and establish a just and universal gather up the shining dust. This enterprise was FO
to unite church and state, as set forth, clear as the ccoperation, giving each individual what he earnP, extensiv that it threatened to destroy ranches in the ·
noonday sun, in the first declaration in the platform nothing more, nothing lesE~.
valleys and Jaws were passed prohibiting such operaof this pious party.
Abolish the land monopoly by constitutional limit- tions.
Now if the almighty God is the "source of all ation of ownership to one hundred and sixty acres,
In Sacramento Freethought is not aggressiv.
power in government," he is the source of P?Wer ~n or any other amount the people may determin, and There are a few, and only a few, really good Liberals
bad as well as in good government, and by th1s log1c, in the new constitution guarantee t:Qe people in each here. Foremoet among these is Mr. N.D. Goodell,
when the people of this country rebelled against the state the right, by a two-thirds vote, to make the'limit an architect, who bas designed and supervised the
British, they rebelled against the power of almighty less than the general government, but not more; in construction of more than half of all the best buildGod also; and they overpowered both the power of each county less than in the state, and in each town- ings in the city. He is a forty-niner, and slept
almighty God and the British, and formed a govern- ship less than in the county; and in the cities and under a tree one of the first nights he came to where
ment that was said to be "of the people, for the towns limit to two lots, one for residence and one for Sacramento now stands. Mr. Goodell bas no designs
people, and by the people," but this principle even in business; and no ownership without occupancy and or specifications of the mansions above. In fact, I
its formation was not carried out, for human slavery use, and so abo1ish rent, and every citizen c_an own a think he regards the mansions above as "chestnuts,"
was sanctioned and maintained by this sham republic, home, and not be an alien on the ea~th payma some and moldy ones at that. I shall not soon forget his
and the black man who fought by the side of the one else for standing-room.
kind entertainment, and that of his wife also, altho.ugh
Each human being bas an equal and inalienab~e she is orthodox. Mr. Goodell is quite humorous and
white man for freedom was drivAn by the white man
back into slavery. And what a fearful price hav Wf', right to earth, air, and water.
·
looks upon the happy side of life.
the citizens of this sham republic, paid for this savAbolish all our law machinery (miscalled courts of
Mr. R. Butterfield, a gentleman of elegant leisure,
age injustice! T~e effe~ts yet oppr~ss tis, like a justice), and try non-criminal cases by arbitration, is another outspoken Liberal. I had the pleasure of
horrid nightmare, m the silent graves, m the memory and crhninal cases by a jury of just and truthful Mr.· Butterfield's company and a ride at the same
of the fathers, sons, and brothers who fell on the citizens against whom no charge of wronging any time out to the ranch of Mr. 0. T. Davis, an earnest
battle-field died in hospitals from sickness, wounds, huma.n being shall be made and proved. ·
and' intelligent Radical, who loves so well to talk
exposure, ~nd were starved to_death in prison by the
Justice is superior to man.made law. Now ca~es with ministers that be sometimes offers them $2 50
barbarous slaveholders. Many of those who returned are decided by law often against both evidence and if they will come out to visit him. Mr. Davis is
home from the conflict were broken in health and justice. W a need but few laws and. they of gener~l physically a small man, but contains in condensed
battle-scarred; and another thing we will not forget, import. The simple sentence, Dam de each case m form a vast amount of large truth, when it is ventinor will generations yet to come, and that is the great dispute according to evidence and justice, does away lated, and the preacher who accepts his offer generwar debt which scourges the people like the lash of with the use and necessity of thousands of laws on ally finds before he leaves the ranch that he has
the slave driver.
our statute-books which bav been enacted by inter· earned his money.
.
.
But what of the South~ The more guilty of the ested parties to make, establish, and mystify the law
My lecture in Sacramento was attended by about
two, her people fared w?rse·t~an the ~orth-all the busines1:1, and when to their interest, to defeat the tbe same number that was present when Mr. S. P.
. . .
..
.
.
calamities of war and mvadmg arm1es, the loss of ends of justice.
Putnam lectured, except that I had more ladtes
their slaves, no pensions for he:r soldiers, and comAbolish the so called JUdlcJal, but m reahty rel.Ig- present.
pelled to carry her portion of the war debt, made ions oath, and estab1ish in its stead simple affirmation
I am to lecture in Oakland June 2d, in San Frauand fastened on our country by the intrigues of the under the pains and penaltjes of perjury.
.
cisco June 9th, and then I am off for Oregon.
Abolish woman's slavery and giv her equal r1ghts
money aristocracy of the North, by which they raSome time early in August I shall be in Washingceived two dollars in bonds for each dollar the gov- with man. Make hu a citizen.
ton. Persons wishing to correspond with me may
Abolish the death penalty, and to protect society send their lette:-s to Silverton, Ore., in care of Ron.
ernment received of thein-this great fraud debt
stands as a parallel of injustice with slavery retained confine the murderer for life without.reprieve.
R.. D. Allen, who will kindly forward them to me.
in the formation of our sham republic. ·
Abolish all class legislation, civil or religious, and
w. s. BELL.
The slave aristocracy ruled from the formation of establish absolute separation between the governthe government to the breakin~ out of the Re_bellion, ment in all its branches and 3ll religions, their rites,
Commended to Mr. Crafts.
and the money aristocracy durmg the Rebelhon fas- holy day1.1, and ceremonies, but secure to t>acb individAn amendment to the Constitution of the United
tened its tyrannical grip on the government. ~y ual his equal and inalienable_ rights to adopt_ any States after the Blair bill:
threats and intrigues in the House of Representat1vs religion he may choose or reJect all, and secure to
ART. I. All churches of all denominations shall be charand the Senate they got a law that enabled them on each and all alike the freedom of thought, speech, tered and incorporated by the state.
.
an average to get two dollars in· bonds for one in and press. Let each religious belief, idea, principle,
AnT. II. Every member of said church sltall be a qua.bficd
money; the one dollar was subject to tax, the two or fact stand or fall on its own merits, without any agent of said church corporation.
ART. III. Every church corporation sha~l be responsible to
they received are untaxable; the taxable dollar had law or government financial support to prop it ~p or
the people of the slate for the actions of Its agents or membought two untaxable dollars, and these two untax- compel the people to accept it.
· or constabl e to
Abolish in the states the offices of governor, bus.
able dollars tax the government, draw interest.
Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for a sher1if
These bondholders are an untaxed aristocracy sup- lieutenant-governor, state senate, and all other' use arrest a member or agent of the church.
Sec. 2. Said officer shall, upon notification to collect debt
ported by the common people like the royal family of less offices, and remodel the states after the pattern
or stolen property notify said church.
·
·
England.
of the general government.
Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of said church to pay said debt
On these bonds the national banking system is
I hav here given my ideas of the new platform for or pay for the said stolen property.
established, and our government lends the bankers the Abolition party. It may be necessary to make
ART. IV. Any or all churches refusing to.comply with the
money at one per cent; the common people must some additions. As it is, it is the result of much above shall, upon conviction thereof, forfett all parsoll:agcs
in the state, ·and for a second offense they shall forfe1t all
.
. .
borrow of them and pay from six to twelve per cent. thought on my part.
The laws establishing the bond at;td banking_ ~ysMy object is to form a tr\ie repubhc, and th1s plat- places of worship.
1. This bill will be a benefit to the citizen~ of t~e
tams are class legislation-monarchiCal laws g1vmg form is radical enough to draw the fi~e from all the
power to non-producing speculators to rob the work· enemies of justice, liberty, and eq~al r1g~ts. As the state. The churches will bav to catch and pun1sh the1r
ers by law.
old Abolition move did, so this wlll rece1ve the con- criminals if they want them punished.
2. It will giv the church a chance to. demonslrate
The teaching of Alexander Hamilton that "the damnation cur~es and persecution of the monarchthe
duties of the church and its teachmg, by allowrich and well-born should rule and govern the ists, arist~cracy, judges, lawyers, politicians, officeing their members to repent, while the church makes
masses" is being carried out, and we are livi?g. under holders, priests, and preachers.
. .
a monarchical aristocracy-the name repubhc 1s only
I for one propose to advocate these prm01ples and good the wrong they hav done.
Instead of Jesus paying it all, let the church pay
a sham.
.
make an effort to get the people generally familiar
"Brown,"
and then they can forgiv "Jones" if they
· ·That we mayhav a true r~public-:-a. government of with this idea of a government.
want
to.
A. YoRK.
justice, liberty, and .equal r1ghts-1t 1s necessary to
This work is educational, and when the great mass
remodel our gove~nment, and ~a~~ the power and of the ~eople become intelligent enough they will
A BEADY·l\!ADE creed is the garadise of t~e dreams
rule from the ar1stooracy, pohtlCians, and office- adopt th1s form of government_.
.
f the indolent and mentally lazy. A strmg of auholders and restore the inalienable right of selfNeither the Greenback, Nat10n~l, or Umon Labor ~horitativ dogmatic propositions. comprises the whole
govern~ent to the people. ;
.
. .
party struck at the root of the evlls t~at oppress us. . t I wealth which they desire. The volume of
Abolish the offices of pres1dent, VICe-president, and I hav worked with all these, and cuttmg off some of :aet~! the volume of history, the volume of life a_pUnited States Senate.
the top branches was the best they proposed to. d?. all a~d terrif them. Such men are the materJal
A president is a monaro~ under another ~~me; a The foundation of our troubles as a gover~ment lB m p t f which g~od Catholics-of all sects-are made.
vice-president is a monarch m expectancy, waltmg for the power placed incompar~tivly irresponsible e.lected ~~ o form the uninquiring and submissiv flocks
the president to die or be assassinated; the United officers, who. usurp authority and e~act laws ;nt th~ whr:h rejoice th~ hearts of all priesthoods.- Greg's,
States Senate is an assembly of aristocrats, in imita.- interest of the wealthy non-producmg specu a ors, 0 (!ed of Ohri8tendom . , . .
.
.
tion Qf the :a:ouse of Lord!! in Englat~d 1 fastened o:q I with no regiU'd tq tqe interest or ri~hts of the QO~- · r
.
· ·· · · :
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their religious education, and the clergy hav themselva alone to blame if under this great aftliction the
people desert the church. If the church did not
claim quite so much for its God, the feeling against
him would not be so bitter. But then, if God were
not all that the clergy claim, he wouldn't be God.
In disasters of this kind, which bring grief so
poignant that reason almost loses its throne, humanity is the sole source of relief, and philosophy the
only mental action which affords permanent consolation. A mother raving for the loss of her children
cannot be asked to "turn to God," for the thought
holds her mind that it was that same God which
permitted and caused the death of her children. And
if a man Jrllls your babe shall you pray to him, praising him for his goodness, and asking him to bless
you and the babe he has destroyed! Turn tohumanity, is all that is left her to do-to friends who can
~are her grief and relieve her distress so far as that
can be done. Time, kindly time, will alone render
her tranquil, and enable her to resume the burden of
living. Christianity cannot do this, for its source of
consolation is also the cause of grief.
----~.--·- - - -

Icrowd
trary he made wine to ·help along the revelry of a
already too j«?vial. 4. He did not teach lib-
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Renouncing the Bible.
It is said in the daily papers that the disaster at

Johnstown, Pa., has caused many of the victims to
lose all their faith in "Providence." Some of them,
it is alleged, hav thrown away their Bibles, and others
hav burnt the book. Some incidents to prove this
are given. One story runs thus :
"During the flood one of the most devout merchants in·
town was rescued as by a miracle. He was floating on the
roof of a house, which was whisked around with frightful
rapidity. At every revolution part of the roof was knocked
away until but & few shingles were left, to which the merchant clung with desperation. Just as he w~s on the point
of sinking, his slight raft was thrown near enough to a window to permit some friends to seize him by the hand.· It
was with considerable difficulty that he was revived, but as
he was lying on the bed a clergyman who was present
dropped on his kneei! and earnestly began to pray. 'Leave
me,' cried the merchant. 'This is no time to pray or to
thank God. I never want to see your face again.' "

Another incident is equally dramatic:
"A lady who had lost her husband and four children was
gathering together the relics of her home, when she came
across the family Bible containing the record of her birth,
ma;nage, and the births of her children. A stranger happened to pass, ·and, tearing the records out, she proffered
the book to him. The man was a clergyman, and asked :
'Do you realize, madam, what you are doing?' 'Perfectly,'
was the reply. 'I hav no further use for that book. I bav
always tried to be a consistent Christian woman. I brought
up my four girls as strictly religious as I was, but I cannot
read that book any more.' The clergyman thought the loss
of her family had turned her head, and called the next day.
She refused to see him. He sent some of her friends to see
her, but, after explaining the circumstances, she refused to
enter into any argument."

Whether these stories are true or not we hav no
means of knowing, but . it is very likely they are.
Emotional people would do just these things, and
the terrible misfortune at ·Johnstown is well calculated to shake faith in the goodness of " God." If a
human parent, having power to prevent it, should
allow his family of children to be tortured and murdered, the surviving members would be justified in
denouncing him, and in refusing to ever again listep
to his words. Christians who hav put "God" in the
place of a parent and themselvs in the place of helpless children to be cared for and watched over by the
parent, cannot be blamed for any extravagant and
dramatic renunciation ·of that parent, though their
conduct may be as illogical as their previous faith
was foolish. If men and women could only realize
that the operations of nature are not the result of
the whims of a personal providence, but are under
immutable laws which· always under the same conditions produce the same effects-and that the wish, or
the welfare, or the death, or life even of man has
no effect upon them-then they would be spared
these violent transitions of feeling. It is natural to hold enmity a-gainst a person who has done
you an injustice or wrong, but how foolish to inveigh
against the law of gravity which makes water seek
a lower Ievell So these Christians cannot be
blamed for their anger toward a supposed personal
God, though to a person of. scientific mind their
"otio~ seeDls e~tremel1 ehUdieh. It is the result of

contains some entertaining and remarkable sentences.
Mr. Newman is the gentleman who has so successfully united in himself the politician and the preacher
that he has usually done his traveling at the expense
of the country, and when that resource failed he had
himself elected a bishop in the Methodist church
and now makes his pilgrimages over the country, and
lets that church foot the bills. His sermon on the
occasion under consideration was on " The Mission
of Christ." The humorous and remarkable part is
subjoined:
"Christ saw the failure of Buddhism, Brahmanism, and
Confucianism in the east, of law in Rome, and of art in
Greece. He saw that one thing was left, the human heart.
' I will become the king of hearts,' he said. ' The heart
sways the whole man. I will transform humanity through
it.' He would J;!Ot be diverted from that. He did not come
primarily to improve man's temporary condition. He did
not heal all the sick nor giv sight to all the blind~ He
wrought miracles as credentials for his doctrin of the new
heart. He did not send. the schoolmaster abroad. But one
of these days some one will write a monograph on the intellectuality of Christ, and it will astonish the world. He
could hav given the world the telegraph and the telephone.
He did not come for that or for a political career. He was
jealous only of the realm of the heart. He was not a propagandist of total abstinence, or of any political system, or of
any social system. He did not anticipate the work of Wilberforce and Lincoln. But he laid down the grand principles
of temperance, liberty, industry, and charity. He laid the
foundations of the Christian philanthropy which are removing all the ills of humanity. Under Christian science all the
diseases to which flesh is heir will ultimately be healed. I
hav a friend in New York who has given sight to over two
hundred blind persons. Christ put in our hands & book
which carries with it the solution of all problems. The universities of the world are under Christian men. It was a
Christian, Watt, that gave us the· steam engin, and Christians like Morse and Edison hav given us all the greatest inventions. Jesus did not organize total abstinence societies,
but on the portals of heaven he wrote the words,' No drunkard shall enter the kingdom of heaven.' There I get my
total abstinence, my local optiori, my Prohibition, the destruction of the whole accursed rum traffic. Such was
Jesus's relation to social purity and to peace. Buckle denies that the race has taken its impetus to progress from
religion. Buckle is a great writer, but a dangerous man, a
man that deals in half truths, in facts out of their true relations in history. Buckle is a writer whose works I would
not put in my son'a hands without expurgating them."

As an explanation of the sort of preacher Mr. Newman is we will point out a few inaccuracies in this,
the kernel-of his preachment. 1. There is no kind
of evidence whatever to show that Jesus (allowing
for the sake of the argument that he existed) ever
heard of Buddhism and the other eastern religions.
The theologians who compiled the gospels somewhere from one hundred and fifty to two hundred
years after him put a great deal of the philosophy of
the east into his alleged teachings, but Jesus knew
it not. 2. There is no generally accepted criterion
by which to measure the "success" of a religion, but
judging from material evidences Buddhism and
Brahmanism and Confucianism are fully as successful as Christianity. More people accept them and
find comfort in them than accept Christianity. The
true test, which religion gets the most souls into
heaven, there are no means of applying. From that
undiscovered bourne no statistician has returned.
3. ;feiHlll gid nQt te3oh t~mperance. Qq t\1~ qo"'-

erty at all, but counseled the people to submit to
priests and potentates. 5. He was distinctly an
apostle of anti-industry, both by example an.d precept. Take no thought for the morrow, was what he
practiced and preached. 6. His· charity was principally confined to adulteresses and tramps who bowed
down to himself. For those who opposed him he
held the sentiment expressed in the words, Bring
hither mine enemy that I may slay him. 7. To say
that Christ laid the foundations of science is to
plainly misstate facts. This statement of Dr. Newman's is strategically ambiguous and may be taken
to mean that science in countries nominally Christian has done a great deal for humanity, or it may be
taken as stating that the humbug known a~" Christian
science" has removed or will rem?ve all the ills of humanity. In either case, the assertiOn that soll).e real or
pretended physician in this city has restored sight to
two hundred people is false. Some oculist or
specialist in eye diseases known to Mr. Newman may
hav treated and helped two hundred people whose
eyes were diseased, but there is no treatment known
to science which will restore sight to eyes organically
d~fectiv. And to say that any " Christian scientist"
in this city has cured two hundred blind people of
New York, is to tell as large an untruth as most occasions require. It is totally and absolutely false,
and known to be so by every intelligent citizen of
New York. 8. Morse may hav been a Christian, but
Edison is not generally so put down. He is a member of the Theosophical society. 9. The estimate of
Buckle is so far wrong as to be scandalous, and to
mark Mr. Newman as either ignorant of Buckle's
place among philosophical writers or wilfully dishonest. We do not believe that he is ignorant.
There is one statement in this sermon which for
humor excels any effort of a professional humorist.
It is that " one of these days some one will write a
monograph on the intellectuality of Christ, and it
will astonish the world." This we believe to be truE'.
Any monograph proving that Christ had any intellectuality to speak of will indeed astonish the world.
Christ has been given credit for possessing about all
the qualities the human race conceives to be good,
but the quality of intellectuality has not hitherto
been prominent in ~he catalog. Jesus was, if anything, a being of feeling, passion, fanaticism, zeal,
sentiment. That he possessed reasoning powers in
a small degree is of course true. But that he was
highly intellectual, or profound or philosophical, as
is alleged of Confucius or Buddha, has not been generally claimed, and. certainly, from the evidences at
hand, cannot be conceded. Proof in this matter is
urgently needed.
Mr. Newman is a good sort of a preacher for a
Methodist, but his habit of making statements not
confirmed by facts seriously mars the efficiency of
his sermons among educated people.

M.r. Pentecost's Words and Our Pictures.
We are beginning to like Mr. H. 0. Pentecost.
We say Mr. Pe&tecost rather than the 7 wentieth
Oentury, wherein he prints his world-reforming
schemes, because his individuality overshadows his
paper, and in reading it one thinks of the editor
more than of his journal or his cause. Mr. Pentecost
is a growing man. He knows less than half as much
as he did when he first left the church, and gave us
as brand-new ideas sermons molded on the same
plan as the oratorical· fireworks of George Chainey
and other ministers who hav left the pulpit to teach
reform and Radicalism. Mr. Pentecost is a good
man to hold a disputation with, albeit he differs from
Crockett's coon somewhat in being slow to come
down; but then he has the disposition to be fair,
and is not proud and haughty like Anarchist Tucker
and the Socialists. He is good-natured and means
first-rate, as anyone can see from these paragraphs
in his paper:
"Our neighbor, THE TRUTH SBBKBR, says that when I
said : ' The name Liberal describes a number of persons ' who
are il-Liberal that I meant that all Liberals are il-Liberal, and
that when I said afterward 'some Liberals' are il-Liberal I
was 'hedging.' If I had meant that all Liberals are il-Liberal I would hav said so. But if I had said so I would hav
justly opened myself to the criticism that THE TRUTH BBBKBR
has visited upon me. No such sweeping statement would be
true of any class of persons.
" But let us hav no misunderstanding about it. I read
orthodox and Liberal papers by the score, and I cannot see
but that the Liberal papers are just about as il-Liberai toward
~>ft!!odo~ C4rieti!ins as ortllodox papl}rs !l!rtl tp~~rg ~il~tlrals,
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master of satire and caricature, would bav cared
" I believe that the Christian church of to-day, as an whether his works were rummaged for texts for
organized institution, is a teacher of false doctrin and an pictures or not. Neither would Paine. And when
enemy to mental and industrial pro~res~, but. I abhor, with Liberals set the works of these two authors up as a
my whole soul, the method of atlackJDg 1t whrch many Lib- f t' h
d t b bl' dl b .
d 'tb t .
t'
lD Y e11eve W1 ou mves ~g&era! papers adopt. For another example (and I hope our ~ 10 ' an . 0 e
uptown contemporary will take what I say as kindly as it is t10n of the1r contents; when they enact laws pun1shmeant), I think the cartoons on the last page of THE TRUTH ing unbelief in the "Philosophical Dictionary" and
~REKER are mi~take~ weapons to use against the church or the "Age of Reason;" when they become so stricken
m defense ~f ~Iberahsm. We who hav left the church, or with awe at the sight of the books that they must
never were m-It, are either on the side of truth or we are not. denounce as impious and blasphemous all who can
If we are, we only weaken our cause by descending to the
t
.
.
methods of attack and defense which we always dPclare are no accept the·paperfet 1cbs-then wlll we engage an
evidences of weakness when used against us.
artist to rummage the writings of Voltaire and Paine
"If the writings of Voltaire or Paine were rumm~ed for for texts for pictures to destroy the odor of sanctity
texts, and pictorially illustrated in some- orthod0x paper which bas gathered round them. There should be
after the manne~ of th~ last-page cartoons of
TRUTH no reverence for anything except worth and truth.
l::lEEKER, every Liberal m the land would hav JUSt ground
C
·
. . • .
of complaint. If 'the Liberal cause cannot succeed by
onceding that Chr.1Bt1amty 18 open to attack, as a
fair, dignified, and reasonable arguments, and without t each er of fa IBe d octrm and an enemy to mental and
resorting to such methods as I hav just indicated, it ought industrial progress, as Mr. Pentecost does, who shall
to fail."
say how the fight is to be waged, or whic:ih is the
But we cannot agree with him yet as to the mean· most effectiv weapon? Shall we be content with
ing of words, though we attribute that fact to the throwing kid gloves against its wall, which make no
uncertain use of language_ to which ministers become noise and no breaches, not even disturbing the con-
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addicted through the necessity of proving, in order
to support their scheme, that three times one make
one and that sentences in holy books which say one
thing really bav another and altogether different
meaning, rather than to any present intention on the
part of Mr. Pentecost to mystify his readers-for baa
he not reformed and left the church! But we stillmaintain-and this for our own vindication in criticising so good and gentle a man-that his original Ianguage not only bears the construction we gave it, but
can honestly and grammatically bear no other. His
words were: "The name Liberal describes a number
of persons who are about as il-Liberal as it is possible for human beings to be." Ap,d he further added
tbat if they (the Liberals) had the power they would
go on and persecute the Christians as savagely as
the Christians bav persecuted them. Now be assures
.
an astonished world that he .meant only that sorne
Liberals are il-Liberal, and, necessarily following,
that only sorne Liberals would persecute the Christians. We are perfectly willing to concede that this
is his meaning now, but we must contend that it is
not what be said then. Suppose, for instance, that
we bad said that "the name Beekmanite describes a
number of persons who believe that Dora Beekman
possessed the attributes of divinity," would not any
reader get the impression (fully justified by the Iang uage) that all Beekmanites so believed? Again, if
some one bad asked us, "Who are the single-taxers?"
and we bad replied, "the name single taxers describes
a number of people who reverently listen each Sunday to Mr. H. 0. Pentecost;'' would not the idea bav
been conveyed that Mr. Pentecost's congregation ineluded all the single-taxers? Unquestionably. There
tt'
f
tb
·
f M p t
.
18 no ge mg away rom e meanmg o
r. en ecost's language, though we are very glad to see him
make such strenuous, if sprawling, efforts to do so.
As to the balance of Mr. Pentecost's remarks, they
are irrelevant. We hav admitted that some Liberals'
are il-Liberal, and as be bas abandoned the vicarious
atonement doctrin, Mr. Pentecost should not blame
us for what our esteemed Illinois contemporary bas
said. Perhaps its _editor is included in Mr. Pentacost's "some." We bav occasionally harbored that
suspicion, but generally cast it aside at once as tend:
ing, possibly, to bring us into the same class. For
the pictures, however, to which such strong objection
is made, we are responsible, and take the criticism
as kindly as it is meant. A good many bav protested
against the last-page cartoons-notably a Jewish
friend and a Protestant friend. The pictures jar
their feelings, they say, a_t first exciting anger toward
the paper, but then leaving them with a tendency to
think more lightly upon serious subjects. This be·
'
f 1 t• fi d
d
ing the design o f t h e p10tures, we ee sa 18 e , an
assure our friends that in time they will probably
recover. Before a Christian can progress mentally
far enough to become a single-taxer he must bav his
old notions of what God bas decreed shaken out of
him. If Mr. Pentecost bad brought his Newark
church up to the point of viewing our pictures with
equanimity, he would not hav had to leave the church
when. be became a land reformer. It is the feeling
p~ reyeren~e an~ a\Ve \Vi~!l \V!:t!(}!l ;most people-:'~~~
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mark ed to the J'nry that an unbeliever, or a " man who had
nothing to bind his conscience," could not testify or sit in a
jury-box. This reference to Judge Sprott was made because
... _ W ar d intended to appeal his case to Judge Sprott's
lJu.
court, but was told that Mr. Sprott would probably rule him
out, and this case wherein Mr. Black figured was cited.
We are confident Mr. Ward intended to speak only the truth,
and we are equally confident that he has been outrageously
used by the justice's court. And we cannot see wherein
Judge Sprott had much to complain of, for a judge who will
exclude Atheists from the witness-chair or jury-box would
probably go one step further back and refuse them the right
to make an affirmation in the first place. There is no difference in the two acts. Technically Judge Sprott's denial was
true; morally it was not, and Alabama must take her place
in the procession of states alongside of New Jersey.
OuR postmaster-general Wanamaker seems to be running
his department in the interest of the Protestant church and
general piety. He holds that the man who swears is not as
goo d a man for a public servant as a man who belongs to the
church aRdis too big a hypocrit to express his sentiments in
fervent language. Such at least is the doctrin he followed
in choosing a postmaster for Portsmouth, N. H. In select·
th' ffi
h 1 f 11
M L k
E
IDg Is o ce t e P um e to a r. oc e.
veryone had
supposed that Colonel Sides would be appointed and his
name was repeatedly urged upon Mr. Wanamaker. Colonel
Sides uses profane language now and then. He contracted
the habit while in the army, and it has been aggravated since
then by the varying disappointments of New Hampshire
politics. Mr. Wanamaker heard of this weakness of the
colonel and said he could not appoint such 8 man. He also
objected to the names of several other well. known politicians,
gregation slumbering peacefully within, or shall we because they were not supported by the Sunday-school eledirect strong weapons at the foundations and seek ment. Before he appointed Mr. Locke Mr. Wanamaker
to tumble the structure down at once! Remember, wrote to the secretary of the state Young Men's Christian
it is not the preacher we. are after, it is the system Association, asking about his church connection. Mr. Locke
that has made the preacher. A good many ministers was thereupon indorsed by five ministers as the favorit of the
religious element of the city. Mr. Locke got tbe appointare honest and sincere and believe all they preach. ment at once, although Colonel Sides was the almost unaniThey think the Bible is wholly true, and that the mous choice of his party, and the Christians are jubilant. It
characters described therein are holy men and sacred. is evident that piety counts heavily with this administration.
The people sustain them in this. What is the proper
THE Cleveland Plain Dealer scored a point on the Sabway to enlighten these deceived masses T Is it not batarians when it said that those clergymen of Cleveland
to destroy their reverence for the book which enslaves who would on no account look into a Sunday paper went
them, and so get them to investigate its statements into their pulpits on the Sunday after the Johnstown disaster
h
without knowing anything of the dreadful calamity, or of
as t. ey inquire into other affairs T And what more the governor's proclamation, or the mayor's call for relief·
effectiv as a destroyer of awe than humor! Trans· contributions, and therefore could not inform their congreform a ghost into a clown and no one fears to walk gations of the extent of the distress or the crying need for
past the churchyard wherein be cuts his antics. instant aid. A Prohibitionist, and of course religious paper,
Strip the sacred sheet from the "holy" men of old, acknowledged the point to be well taken, but crawled out of
the difficulty by saying that "a little penny, four-column
and what are they but clowns and tbaumaturgists extra could hav told enough of the awful story of the Johnsand petty rulers? Who fears their displeasure or town flood, and no minister in Cleveland or any other city
who cares for their commendation T Voltaire carica- would hav objected to the issuing of such a sheet at such a
tured Catholicism into retreat; would be bav con-· time." What arrogance these religious papers show I They
quered it by protesting that he respected itT Did imagin that the ministers are the rightful owners of the
.
b
k'
h
earth and heaven, and what they are not graciously pleased
h e wea k en h 18 cause y po mg fun at t e ceremonies
·
to permit should hav no existence. The hypocrisy of such
and holy men of the church T His warfare was the flimsy and impudent pronunciamentos is well exposed by
kind that James Parton calls undignified, but justi- the Plain lJealer in commenting upon the religious paper's
fied by the exigencies of the times. It- won. That idiotic squirm. So, it says, it is the size that makes the sin.
is its greater justification.
It is a sin to issue a sixteen-page paper at five cents, but a
.Christian work to put out a four-column extra at one cent.
It t a k es aII sor t s o f argumen t s t o reach aII sorts of We commend this to the careful and prayerful considerspeople, and we hav known these very pictures which tion of the ministers who, it is reported, intend making auMr. Pentecost condemns to start a Christian thinking other effort to crush out Sunday newspapers in Cleveland,
when "fair, dignified, and reasonable arguments" notwithstanding the disastrous outcome of their last crusade
rolled off his mind like water from a duck's baok. against the Sunday pre_ss_·-~-Their justification, provided they need any, is their
GovERNOR GooDELL of New Hampshire is one of those
effectivness.
wealthy, close-fisted pharisaical sort of men that are invariably made deacons of churches up in the Granit state.
LAsT February the grand J·ury of Forsyth county, Ga., Such n:en a1ways make prayers take the p1ace of deeds, and
immortalized itself by adopting as the sentiment of its mem- regular attendance at church they regard as covering up sins
bers the following document:
like foreclosing a mortgage on some neighbor's farm and so
"STATE
oF
GEORGIA.}
getting
it for half its value. Governor Goodell's recent inForsyth county.
"The grand j•:~ry, in the name and behalf of the citizens of auguration message, filled with piety, recalls a good story
Georgia, charge and accuse Day Conklin, of the county and state told of him by the somewhat heretical wife of a New Rampaforesaid, with the offenEe of misdemeanor for that the said Day shire farmer, himself something of a Puritan. The farmer
Conklin, on the second day of December, in the year of our Lord had long known Governor Goodell, worked for him, and
one thous3nd
eight
and
eighty-eight,
the county
afore- voted for h'Im, and ad mue
. d h'Jm for h'IS stnct
. piety
.
and atsaid,
with force
andhundred
arms did
unlawfully,
theninand
thete, pursue
the work of his ordinary calling upon the said second day of tenlion to religion. They lived in neighboring towns, and
December, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, which was then and one day the farmer's house was burnt to the ground and his
there the Lord's day, by cutting timber and clearing lands and by household effects went up in smoke. The loss amounted to
-digging and other work then and there, did said work and said two or three thousand dollars. His townsmen sympathized
cutting timber and said clearing and said digging, not then and
there being work of charity, and not then and there being work of with him and raised a purse to help him rebuild. The
necessity, the said Day Conklin then and there being a tradesman. amount was insufficient, and needing to borrow some it octhe said Day Conklin then and there being an artificer, the said curred to the farmer to call on his friend Goodell, whom the
Day Oonklin then and there bsing a workman, the said Day Conklin then and there being a laborer, the said Day Conklin then and Lord had blessed with broad acres, fat cattle, and much
there being a farmer.
ready cash. The farmer's skeptical wife hinted that she
"Contrary to the laws of said state, the good order, peace, and didn't believe much in so pious a man, but the farmer dedignity thereof.
fended his friend and his friend's religion, and rode over to
"ForsYth Superior Court,"GEo.
February
term, 1889.
. d an d con d o1ed
R. BnowN,
Solicitor-general"
Mr. Goo de11's h ouse, w here he wa3 en ter t ame
Mr. Conklin is an elder in the Seventh Day Adventist and prayed with. But he returned no richer than he went.
church. His fellow-Christians are thus showing how they The governor never gave him a chance to ask ~or a loan,
much less hinted at making a donation. " How did you
keep the· commandment
· A that they love one anot-her.- His succeed?" inquired his wife. "To tell the truth," replied
trial will take place m ugust.
the farmer, "the governor talked so nicely that I didn't hav
MR. H. J. WARD, of Coaling, Ala., writes to explain the the heart to ask him!" His skeptical wife smiled; she
error into which he led us in charging Judge Sprott with re- knew the governor. "But," added the husband, as if to
fusing an affirmation of a witness. It seems that Mr. Ward apologize for his friend's meanness, "he made a most beau.
sued in a justice of the peace's court and was refused the tiful prayer!" So if prayer and loud preaching will conright to affirm. The reference to Judge Sprott, it should duct New Hampshire's affairs satisfactorily, then is she
hav been explained, was concerning another case, that of blessed in her choice of g(}vernor. His message rivals one
Samuel Black, who was a witness io a case before Judge of Wanamaker's post-office documents. But whoever exSprott, in the circuit court, and was challenged as an Athe- pects to find in Governor Goodell a broadminded, charitable;
i~t 1 Thou~~,\ 1,1.., ~extie~ tl!~ ~I~e~atiQn ~ud~je Sprott J:!!,' l;ll~J;J,- w\11 be grievousi,r disal?I?ointed..
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l,tlttrs Jrot1f Jlritnds.
RocKFORD, ILL., May 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to THE TRUTH
SEEKER since it was first published in Illinois. You can set
me. down as a subscriber for life, which can't be very long,
as I am past seventy. I am living in a priest-ridden city of
twenty-five thousand inhabitants with the Salvation Army,
and the New Chrlst thrown in. I went to his place last
Sunday. They hav quite a following. I had a long talk
with the New Christ. I could not see but he was a good
deal like other Methodist ministers, only he doe~n't believe in
the resurrection of the body. Please find money order for
$3.25, for THE TRU'!'.,H SEEKER and your ANNUAL.
Yours for the right,
W. JILSON,
DEs MOINES, lA., May 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for renewal for one
year from date of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I had about concluded to let my subscription lapse on account of the arrogant, offensiv style of some of your corresponden-ts in treating Spiritualism. But the last number of your paper givs a
more respectful. hearing to Spiritualism, so, as I do not wish
to lose the general reading of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I renew.
No one is more ultra-Liberal than I, but I am more of a
S}'>irituaEst than Liberalist, for Liberalism givs no hope or
proinis of future life, while Spiritualism givs positiv proof
of it. I do not expect, nor wish to see, THE TRUTH S&EKER
an avowed Spiritual organ, but only to giv Spiritualism a
respectful hearing.
Yours truly,
v_. C. TAYLOR,
FonD, KAN., May 31, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR : Will you please send me a number of May
25th, as I hav lost mine? I look upon it as a very valuable
number. We bav in this vicinity a great many good people,
but filled with superstition by the doctrin of orthodoxy. I
am doing all I can to induce them to read the Bible for themselva, and some of them are doing it and are changing their
views, and not one of them is willing to stand fire. Some of
them grunt, some groan, and others resort to slang, as that is
their. only weapon, and after using it a time or two they
throw it down and run, or· shun you as if you were a viper.
If we could hav some good lecturer giv us a call, I believe
1here could be large numbers of them changed to- our side.
'The time has come when we should make a bold and determined effort to establish organizations all over the country.
Hurrah for Heston and all the workers for reform.
Please send me a copy of Remsburg's ' 1 False Claims."
H. B. VAN VooRHis.
LUMBERVILLE, PA., June 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The time was when we considered the Bible
the "book of books," from whence correct God ideas alone
could be reached. The time is when we are satisfied that no
book that has ever been written has done so much harm to
the human race. It has caused mankind to hate and persecute each other; it has caused ages of war and centuries of
sword and flame; it has exterminated what hav been termed
heathen nations; it has cherished error and superstition,
established tyrann.y, and persecuted without mercy those
who failed to understand and accept it according to the interpretation of popular theology when the same had the power.·
As a history of the past (discarding the idea of sacred) it
might still be ·a useful book-the same as any other history.
But a greater absurdity cannot exist than calling it the. word
of God and the only rule of faith and practice.
ALBERT LIVEZEY.
FoND DU Lw, Wis., May 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1, for which please send
me part first ' 1 Wheeler's Biographical Dictionary of Freethinkers;" "Life of Joshua Davidson," by E. Lynn Linton;
"The False Teachings of the Christian Church," by L. K.
Washburn; 11 The Foolishness of Prayer," by L. K. Washburn.
Mr. Raymond wants you to send to him your papers of
April 6th and May 4th. He says some Christian has stolen
them and he is without them.
I see that Mr. M. E. Billings is to hav a new triaL I am very
glad. I regretted the statements you made at the time of' his
trial. I hav dealt with him a little, and when I hav sent him
money and he could not send me what I ordered he has
returned the money. And if the old Inquisition was now
running I would hav filed a complaint against you and asked
the court to try and punish you for the offense of publishing
your statement at the time you did. And then we should
bav had a Macdonald to erect a monument to.
Yours truly,
DEW. C. PREET.
219 CmT AVE., GRAND RAPIDs, MroH., June 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please giv me credit for $2 to the Bruno
monument fund. I am· sorry I cannot make it two hundred,
for never in the history of man has money been given for
a more holy and righteous cause. We hav commenced to
organize a Secular Union ·society in the city of Grand Rapids.
Any person desiring to unite with us may do so ·by sending
his full name and address to Charles Bach, Grand Rapids,
Mich. We will then hav their names registered without further cost. There are only fourteen thousand Christians in
this city out of seventy thousand inhabitants. Therefore
you see our aid is very much needed. I hope no one within
fifty miles of Grand Rapids will fail to respond. By the by,
I wish to say to all our Secular societies I hav been out in
the country school-houses and hav spoken to the people on
~he truths of the Bible 1 and never fail to gam OIJ.e-half of tl!~

people. Young men can do the same almost anywhere if I that the sunlight of love ma.y beam into it arid produce hapthey will try. The cause is just.
CHARLES BAOH.
piness and peace. We uproot et~rnal punishment, so that
men and women may learn to love and respect each other.
In all earth's history nothing has had such a brutaliaing
PooABONTAs, ILL , June 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me through your invaluable ,Paper to tendency as this belief. It has kindled the fagpts which hav
evince my gratitude to you and other Freethought publishers blazed about millions of martyrs. We tear it down, and
for the attentions I am cl)nstantly receiving. Yrsterday a build upon its ruins hope for the future &nd confidence in the
letter came to me bearing the stamp of Pittsburgh, Pa., Rcon- nobility of human nature. The respect.of our fellow- men,
taining bills. I and two boys of Mr. File hav been busy and the approval of a refined and enlightened conscience, will
posting them up. On last Lord's day I distributed several do more to build up morality than the fear of fire, which we
TRUTH SEEKERS and Freethinkers' .Magatdnes. A pious lady destroy.
We tear down superstition and error, that scientific truth
burnt one of the Magaldnes, and I replaced it, and had a
peaceable chat with her, and. she almost shed tears. I am may abound. We destroy the injustice of washing away our
guilt in the blood of another-the " Jesus-paid- it-all" policy
sorry I can do no more, but who is doing more?
-that
men may become honorable, self-reliant, and just.
None are too prejudiced or bigoted to escape me, and min11
isters, deacons, and elders I make a specialty, and when the We wipe out the belief in total depravity," that dignity,
may be the result.
self-respect,
and
hopeful
endeavor
camp meeting season sets in I want to visit everyone I can
The
absurd
claim
that
Christianity
has a monopoly on
and do all I can to scatter Freethought. I like the Independent Pulpit, but I like the Freethinkers' .Maga~ine better-but morality is entirely false. The Golden Rule was taught by
THE TRUTH SEEKER best of all. L. K. Washburn's works eight· different philosophers hundreds of years before the
are a holy terror. I hav scattered them around, and I think Christwn era, viz., by Pittacus, 65'0 B.a.; Confucius, 500 B.a.;
they are doing good. 11 Men, Women, and Gods" is going Thales, 464 D.o.; Aristotle, 385 D.o.; Sextus, 406 D o.; Aristippus, 365 n.o.; !socrates, 338 D.o., and Billel, 50 D o.
the rounds.
·
This pri,nciple of justice is natural morality, and yet ChrisI become more impressed daily with the importance of
zealous effort upon our part, and hav less endurance for tians point to it as an evidence that Jesus was a God. Also
weak-kneed, pretending Infidels. A man who hasn't the the doctrin of love, which is ascribed to Jesus, was taught by
courage to speak his convictions is of but very little use in Plato hundreds of years before the religion caiiPd Christianthe world, and his sycophancy and meanness can be surpassed ity was compiled by Potamon and otter Neo-platonists. The
seven mental jewels of Plato, II Love, truth, justice, purity,
only by those who hav·in them the spirit of persecution.
temperance, wisdom, and charity," acted out, will do more
Ex-REv. JosEPH N. MAx&Y.
to bring ''peace on earth and good will toward men" than
all the precepts of Jesus, leaving out the faith cure, 11 believe
Y<ioU.MVILLE, CAL., May 25, 1889.
or be damned," and the blood-washing, inaugurated after his
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 toward the Bruno Monudeath.
ment fund. Should this arrive too late to benefit the fund,
By the way, the sentiments of Thomas Paine are being
donate to the Secular Union to help fight the hare~s of sutaken up by Christians (not knowing the author), and called
perstition, viz., convents of all denominations. It is a sur- 11
higher Christianity." A Christian lady of this city, .in
prising fact that none of the great minds in Congress are
writing to the daily Union, recently said she longed to see
Liberal enough to agitate the passage of an amendment to
the time when people would. rise above the sentiment of,
the Constitution of the United States, -compelling each and 11
My country, right or wrong," to the higher Christianity of,
every parent to send their children to a public school free
"The world is my country, and to do good is my religion."
from all dogmas and religious exercises for a term of years.
Thomas Paine did considerable tearing down in his day, and
This would hav the desired effect of abolishing many if not
yet he built somtthing which is now called 11 higher Chrisall the parochial schools, which are the last straw at which
tianity." Look out., or our 11 doubting 'rhomas" will be
the chur{:hes hav grasped to retain their balance of power.
dubbed a saint before we know it. Verily the world moves.
I' do not dispute the right of parents to train or educate their
Yours for progress,
MARY A. WHITE.
children religiously, should they so desire, but such education should be restiicte.d to times after all the rudimentary
branches hav been mastered.
N&w CAMBRIA, KA.N., May 29, 289.
It is to be hoped that the Nine Demands of Liberalism
Mn. EDITOR: As you giv me the credit of procuring the
will soon find their way through Congress and become a law. largest petition against the Blair bill of any Freethinker, and
It would be very appropriate and also Dl) doubt gratifying to as you are in a position to know, I thought it better to giv
many if Postmaster-general Wanamaker would resign and my experience, so that when the two houses meet and the
devote all h_is time to the Sunday-school, in which he seems bill .is liable to come up the brethren can do valiant work in
so deeply interested. It might save the appointment of re- circulating petitions against it. The clergy are advertising
ligious cranks in that department.
their lecturer on the bill in Sulina, and I presume othu
Send catalog of Freethought books.
towns, and trying to create a following in favor of ·the bill,
HENRY DANNENBRINK.
and we shall hav to recollect that 11 eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty." As far as I tried, over two- thirds -of the
RAVENNA, 0., June 6, 1889.
people signed my petition, and if it is different now it is probaMR. EDITOR: I venture to submit the following answers to bly on account of the influence the clergy hav brought to
the queries propounded by H. W · Hammond May 12th.
bear in favor of their bill. The best form of petition I·hav
First. Would a body hurled into a hole in the earth pass seen, and the one 1 used, is a double one-one to both
the center of gravity? I think it would pass by the center houses-got up by the Seventh Day Baptists. 1 spoke in a
of gravity just as far as the same force would hav carried it former letter about arguments 1 had while circulating the
had it been thrown upward from the surface of the earth. petition, but these took place while off duty. The first
Were it dropped into the hole it would go to tha center and thing to do in starting a petition is to go to all the leading
no farther, for the following reason: Every particle of mat- Liberals of a town and get them to sign it' first; then take the
ter attradts every other particle, and therefore as soon as the business men just as you come to them, such as lawyers,
body has left the surface of the earth that portion of the doctors, merchants, ministers, and it is well enough to see
earth that is left behind tends to retard it; con~equently its the Catholic priest among the first, because he is apt to sign
motion would be constantly retarded until it reached the it. The one of Salina did for me. This means the Catholics
center of the earth, when it would hav an equal quantity of as fast as you come to them. Tbe way I introduced my
matter upon all sides and would therefore come to rest. petition was, 1 would commence unrolling it and say: 11 1
The measure of the decrease in the weight of a body in am circulating a petition here. Are you in favor of stopping
moving toward the center of the earth is directly as the dis- all trains, United States mails, and Sunday newspapers on
lance increases. Thus, one thousand miles below the sur- Sunday "-and much more. In a great many instances they
face (considering the semi:diameter of the .earth to be four would speak up and say, "No, not by a damned sight I"
thousand miles) a body would weigh one-fourth less than at You want to be sure to call at all boarding-houses and
the surface; at two thousand miles one-half less; at three hotels. Traveling men will sign it almost to a man. Some
thousand miles three-fourths less, etc.
of them will say, 11 I am not a resident here." Tell them,
Now as to the second question. Does. distance from the "That makes no difference. You are a citizen of the United
earth annihilate the force of gravity? Galileo discovered States, and this is United States busi!less." A good many
the important law that the earth's attraction diminishes as will ask you what denomination you belong to and how you
the distance from it increases; not, however, in simple ratio, ,come to be circulating this_ petition. 1 say in reply, "If
but inversely as the square of the distance. For example,· your question had anything to do with it, 1 would hav no
the surface of the earth is a certain distance from the center objection in telling, but' as it doesn't I'll not occupy your
and bodies there are attracted with a certain force; at twice time and my own in telling you. It would be just as proper
this distance from the center, the amount of this force is nDt for me to ask you in presenting it to you what denomination
diminished by one-half but by four times' the amount; at you belong to, but as this would hav nothing to do with
three times the distance the strength of attraction is only your signing it I never ask that question. And as some of
one-ninth; at four times,· one-sixteenth, and so on. Thus a nearly all denominations sign it, it doesn't seem to be a
body that weighs one hundred pounds at the earth's surface denominational question. lam circulating this petition on
(4,000 miles from the center) would weigh only twenty-five its merits, and as you hav it here before you the only quospounds at the distance of 8,000 miles from the center; at tion for you to s~tle in your mind is, 11 Are you in favor of
12,000 miles, one-ninth of one hundred pounds; at 16,000 uniting church al)d state in the way. this petition propoEes,
miles, one-sixteenth, etc.
W. M. CHAPMAN.
or are you in favor of the laws remaining just as they are in
regard to religious matters? They hav stood for over a hundred years, and giv very good satisfaction to all parties.
'BAN DIEGo, CAL., May 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The churches claim that the world must be And in order to know how it was before these laws were
terrorized by the fear of future- fire, in order to promote established just go back to colonial times when some one
morality. They accuse us of 11 tearing down" their religion denomination had preference over the others. We find them
banishing Baptists and Catholics, hanging witches, and piercwithout 11 building up" anything in its place.
When we tear down falsehood, truth builds itself or be- ing Quakers' ears, and tying them to the tail-end of carts and
comes self.evident. It is necessary to destroy error that whipping them through the streets. We cannot blame Blair
truth may grow. When we destroy the savagery of barbaric much; he imbibed his puritanical ideas from childhood,
ages, the brotherhood of man, the solidarity o! the race, and being raised in New Hampshire 'over againBt' Connecticut.
pure morality spring up in its stead.
And as my time is precious and as I am doing this for the
WfP ~ear qOWIJ. ~be d~np~o~ of
S()ul1 which ~s f\)~r, so love ~ b~v for r~ligious liberty, you wU,l qo ~e a ~re"t fi\Vo~
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Sta.tes..:_Prof. R. E. Call. He stands third in rank, and, as way the dictates of your dwarfed intellects, brains addled by
you may surmise, he is no believer in the orthodox Christian tricks of holy chicanery and priestcra.ft, would suggest no
religion with its hell and damnation, its priestcrafi and beautiful system of thought, to expand the human mind ;
·fraud. He belongs to the Unitarian church. The Unitarians but the modern intellect, which promised to be built of mafor the past six months hav been as a. needle stuck in the terials better titan adamant and gold, would be remanded
seat of the orthodox chair. So the Ministerial As~ociation ignominiously back to the dark, defiled scorpions' dens of
declared that no teacher could be tolerated in the Des the Middle Ages.
Female logic is as good as male, though their p1an of opMoines schools who did not believe that the universe was
made from nothing-that if women had not been created erations may differ in tone and character, but the great esman would, hav one more rib than he now has-that the sun sential which is wanting is for them " to think for themALHA.ZA.
was of so little importance ~hat God waited four days be- selvs."
fore he created it-that the whale swallowed Jonah· or that
June 1, 1889.
Jonah swallowed the whale, should the Bible happe~ to say
MR. EDITOR : Quench not the spirit. Let the discussion of
so. The leaders of this movement were Rev. S. E. Wish'\rd,
the subject of Spiritualism go on, It is one of the most inPresbyterian; Rev. H. L. Stetson, Baptist; Rev. H. 0.
teresting questions before the people. Its agitation will reBruden, Ca.mpbellite, and Rev. Geo. C. Henry, Lutheran.
sult in the disclosure of the strength of one side an(l the
The grounds upon which they wanted Mr. Call removed
weakness of the other. Spiritualists hav no fear of the
were these: because he taught evolution; because when some
result.
one asked him where we go when we die, he was honest
When God gave his revelation to man he, for some reason,
enough to say, " I don't know ; " bee a use when some one
omitted the information necessary to satisfy man's longing
asked him how he reconciled a. certain statement with the
for a knowledge of a future lif!!. Hear the mournful cry or
Bible, he ~eplied that he was teaching science and not Bible,
Job, "If a man die shall he liv again?"
:and several other grounds of a like character.
I noticed an article in THE TRUTH BEEKER of May 25ch,
The meanest. and most contemptible part of the whole signed D. Priestley, the permal of which afforded me some
business was the sly and sneaking manner in which theee amusement. His whole argument maybe summed up in one
preachers tried to carry out their plans. They did not want word, ridicule. In fact, his avowed object in writing was to
their scheme to be known until they were ready to put it ridicule Spiritualism. Does it not seem to be rather late in
into operation, so Professor Call and his friends would hav the day to expect to accomplish much against Spiritualism
no chance to defend themselvs. But accidentally the cat was by such means? If ridicule could ha.v prevailed against it,
let out. The students of the high school heard of it, and all would it not ha.v died in its infancy? Its progress may be
of them signed a petition to the board, rebuking the bigotry hindert;d, but the ground it gains against such opposition
of the sky-pilots, a11d asking that Mr. Call be reinstated. will be held the more firmly, and its final vindication be the
The citizens also found it out, and were quite indignant. more keenly appreciated. Spiritualists, confident of the in.
ToRoNTo, ONT., June 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It occurs to me that the preachers of our The clergy saw .that public sentiment was against them, and tegrity of their cause, invite investigation and discussion,
they were only too glad to relinquish their attempt.
and it is not the Spiritualists that fight and run away.
da.y are in the same manner rela.ted to philosophy as the man
Professor Call at the next meeting of the board was re .
Mr. Priestley admits that were he to investigate Spiritual.
. who was standing with open-eyed wonder·staring vacantly at
elected for another year, and it will take a greater force ism and receive such evidence as others testify to having rea calf's tail which was hanging through a hole in a board
than preachers are able to muster to remove him. We hope ceived, he would still hav no belief. This means that he
fence, when a stranger came up to him and said, "My friend,
a.re you a butcher?" and the man said, "No." "Well, are they will always receive a rebuke like this. It will teach would not trust the evidence of his own senses. Then what
them to keep their own place, and to mind their own affairs. kind of evidence would satisfy such a mind? This admisyou a tanner?" "No." "Then why are you taking such
We tried early this spring to work up a debate between sion of so unreasonable a prejudice against Spiritualism
an interest in that calf's tail?" When the gazer replied, " I
Mr. Jamieson and some minister of the city. We had the plact!s him outside the ranks of reasonable men; genuin
am a philosopher, and am trying to discover how that calf
challenge published in the papers, inviting anyone to accept truth seekers. Yet it is an honest expression, and exposes
got through that hole all but its tail." Now, these preachers
it, but to no avail. The birds of the air may hav nests; the the secret of much of the opposition to Spiritualism. I will
are about such philosophers as this man, because their highly
son of man may hav nowhere to lay his head; but his quote his own words: ''I giv the same credence to many of
seasoned eloquence is the natural production of as little
priests always-ha.v a hole to hide in when you challenge the witnesses that I would to my own. observations, and if I
thought. and they take so little activ interest in the works
them to a. debate.
F. W.
had seen all that is claimed to ha.v been seen and heard, I
that tend to promote the welfare of the human race that
should still hav no belief in the existence of disembodied
their ideas must be contracted into such a. small space as to
spirits, or in their ability to collect around them material
. make them drones on the commercial world.
LExiKGToN, KY., June 4, 1889.
They hold high carnival over the unfortunate, and try to
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to say to " Christian ladies," you forms the exact similitude of those which were buri~d or
frighten them into submission to their small-souled influence, will regret as much as myself that a certain idea pervades cremated." Perhaps this was the state of mind that pre.
and compel them to embrace the narrow-minded ideas which the whole community, which induced a writer for the Forum va_iled among the members of the Seybert commission when
they themselvs entertain, and always at the expense of the for May, Mr. Allen, to speak of women in such depreciating they made their despicable report. He admits that he does
oppressed, for they will not make an effort, however feeble, terms. If we scribble a little, we only belong to the 'mob not speak from experience; that he has not investigated.
to strengthen their mental or domestic resources until they of gen.tlewomen who write with.ease;" that is bad enough in Then his testimony is the testimony, or, more properly, the
all favor; but to hint to you that the whole animus scribendi conjecture, of one that impliedly admits that he knows not
ha.v the gold in their clutches.
They are-continuously slandering his satanic majesty, who is this-to exalt still further in human estimation the idea of whereof he speaks. There are those that seem to be predisis the best friend they hav in the world, for without this leer- an infinit being who needs no ·assistance from feeble beings poeed to attribute deception or fraud to things they do not
eyed, cloven-footed myth they could not command such a. who are hardly able to defend themselvs! What an absurd understand or believe.
Would Mr. Priestley hav expressed similar opinions in
welcome hospitality as they now enjoy at the hands of the toy you sport with-a fairy king, seated upon a great white
kind-hearted mothers and daughters of their flocks, who throne, commanding his subjects to be moral, torturing, regard to the possible utility of the forces of nature, such
exert all their energies, are so untiring in their devotion, and drowning, anything to drive the masses to despair. His as sound and electricity", before the invention of telephones
in very many instances deny themselvs and their families the subjects do not fear him. Their sins and follies are the same and telegraphic instruments? He has attempted to reduce
necessaries of life, in order that the minister may indulge in as if he did not exist. And still you trust this God, this Spiritualism to absurdity. Well, it may seem absurd to him;
truth often seems absurd to the uninitiated.
king.
all the lazy fancies peculiar to his profession.
When Columbus endeavored to procure assistance in
Your hearts are burning with benevolence, arid you ask
What a. deplorable state this Christian body is in l And if
ministers, priests, and popes are going to be allowed to run God to aid you as you labor for the world. You raise money the prosecution of his voyage of discovery, his ideas and ar.
the state through the instrumentality of the church, as they only to hand it to the clergy, who use it for religious pur- guments were looked upon as absurd and irreverent. Yet
bid fair to do in Ca.nadl} at the present time, I see no other poses-not knowing how to turn such vagaries into peace, his voyages resulted not only in the disclosure of truth, but
result to follow but ah.archy and confusion. It will fetter morality, public justice, and domestic happiness. So the in the exposure of the falsity of the foundation of the Christhe political, commercial, and religious interests of the coun- funds are all wasted and nothing is done, and still the masses tian religion, and the discovery of a new world.
May not Spiritmilism lead to discoveries far more subtry ; it will be the sunset of all our social liberty, and the end are wretched, cold, and hungry. Dear Christian ladies, how
lime? Outside of Spiritualism there is no evidence of a futmuch
longer
will
you
pray
to
this
marble
God?
While
you
of all nations I greatness.
So long as the Bible is used as the instructor of morals and are waiting for a phantom to save us, our beloved country is ure life. Mr. Priestley offers no evidence against Spiritualism; he cannot. He offers no explanation of its phenomdirector of principle, just so long will such a. condition of going to destruction. General assemblies cannot help us.
ena;
why? Millions testify to its truth ; not because they
affairs exist, for it teaches that the God of the universe is a. They are gazing mournfully on churches closed, pulpits
wrathful monster and certainly responsible for every form of abandoned or four walls the only hearers. And what would hav been taught by priests; not because they hav read it in
vice and the perpetration of every crime known to the world. they hear there? Tales of the "only begotten son," or the a book. They testify to the evidence of their own senses,
and there is no higher evidence than this known to man.
With such an example, what wonder that the people are so legend of the Veronica handkerchief. I know of priests who
The only evidence offered by the opponents of Spiritualsuperstitiously afraid of the awful doom said to be awaiting call their members ignorant, because they agonize over
ism is, I do not believe. In the case of Mr. Priestley it is, I
Bishop
Potter
regrets
that
great
evils
masses
for
the
dead.
them if they do not " toe the mark " in bigotry and per.hav crept into politics. What remedy does he propose? wiU not believe. There can be no real evidence against
secution of their fellows?
I cannot imagin anyone going to heaven singing songs, An infant could do as much. Can the clergy do anything Spiritualism unless it be found in some more reasonable ex.
planation of its phenomena. I can see no greater obstacles
waving palms, and being happy all the day, and knowing efficient for the welfare of the republic at this crisis? When
to belief in Rpiritualism than to belief in magnetism or electhat a. sister or brother or any dear friend had been consigned the ship of state seems ready to be dashed upon the rocks of
tricity. Spiritualism, if true, is natural. The display of_
disorganization
and
ruin,
what
can
a
bishop
or
cardinal
to awful torment, to eternal burning hell; and yet the church
magnetism requires a. subject, favorable conditions, and a.
teaches its followers that it is so. Let us believe that revealed effect, although his robes are stiff with gold, his persuasiv
medium; that of electricity, conditions and a conductor.
systems of philosophy and the discoveries of modern science eloquence rivaling that of Chrysostom? We know, howLike spirit, they are both invisible, powerful, material, natwill replace the errors of the church as they exist to-day ever, that giant minds of statesmen, like Jefferson and Paine,
with a. just and exemplary condition of .things that cannot could devise something for our benefit in the hour of dark- ural.
Physiology teaches that the materia!' of which our animal
ness and need. We want no pageants. We want practical
be deplored and a foundation that cannot be undermined.
bodies
are composed is continually changing-that there is a
J. B. VAIL.
truth.
Women could be mighty to save, if they could prevent the constant waste of material that we must replace by food and
DEs MoiNES, lA.., June 2, 1889.
immigrants from being deluded by sharpers on their first drink; that in from seven to ten years the whole body-flesh,.
MR. EDITO-R: .We hav in this city a flock of theological entrance into the country. Why not arise en masse and at- blood, and bone-has entirely passed away and been replaced by new material, the old material returning to the
owls called the Des Moines Ministerial Association. They tend to this enterprise which would dignify their piety?
general storehouse of nature to be again and again used in
.hoot occasionally, making the night hideous by their super- Money could be raised and' houses erected for the stranger.
formation of the bodies of plants, animals, and men, until,
.stitious squalls. Like others of their typ!l, they can attend Do you pretend to say that hie labor will not support him,
at the age of seventy years, a man has had at least seven
to other people's business much betfer than they can attend or that your influence cannot cause municipal laws to ba
different bodies; so that if there is nothing of man but this
to their own. They think they r.un this town-inhabitants, passed to protect him while at work? Then what is a rich
earthly body, he loses his identity and becomes a new creatChristian country good for? "Christianity has been made
schools, teachers, billboards, and sidewalks included.
ure every few years. That a. man does so lose his identity,
A few weeks ago, these vicars of Christ took a step out- possible" for some time, to the detriment of society; now
has never, to my knowledge, been assumed by anyone to
rage0us to American liberty, and in wLich tbey showed their let decency and common sense hav full sway, and an imbe true.
contempt for freedom of conscience, and their craving de- proved civilization will follow as a natural result.
Now, I ask this question of Mr. Priestley, or any other
sire for theological domination. But they received a rebuke
It is also feared that women will" bring evil into politics."
opponent of Spiritualism, If man has no spiritual body, what
which thflY will long remember, as they fo~d themselvs
You, Christian ladies, wish to fling treasures of philosophic
is it that enables him, throughout all these changes of hia.
badly" in the BO»J>·" In the West Des Moines M~h school thought away with contempt, to substitute the flimsy ma.
anima.ll)ody, to ma.wtfo\ln his identity? LEMU.&L J. PoTTS.
W!l :l:WY og~ _o;f tE,e jinest p~gfessor~ of s~ie~c~ ill tg~ yuiteq t!lria,l of" Chri~t ~ng ~~ ~rucitle(lt ~nd if you .\J.act your
1
by not detaining me any longer than for you to fully decide
whether you will sign it or not." Never use argument,
except where the person wants to parley with you. It is
well enough to tell them in this case about what per cent are
signing it. -In circulating a petition, try everybody. And it
is not best to try and get signers on the street, but ask them
to drop in to the nearest store and then introduce it for the
reason that on the s-treet a crowd is likely to gather' around
and begin to get off sharp sayings and ten chances to one you
won't get any of them. And a man that has his business in
town Bhould be always called on at place of business. This
Blair bill givs all lovers of religious liberty a splendid opportunity to agitate in its favor. And I coul'd not help laughing
in my sleeve at the commotion I was causing in the ultraorthodox camp by the circulation of the above docume11t. I
made the old moss-grown bones rattle, as it were. The great
trouble with most persons is, their time becomes awfully
precious when they hav a splendid opportunity of accomplishing more than they could in a lifetime when there is
nothing to work on, and this, too, without paying out a cent.
I make this charge-from my own feelings, but haviag read
somewhere, "Learn to govern yourself, then you a.re ready
to govern others," since that I hav become boss of myself
and say, "John, you hav got to go where duty calls," and I
go; and while .thme around me will hav to giv me the credit
of being a successful farmer, I found time. right in June to
get over three hundred signers for the reprieve of D. M.
Bennett, at another time sixty-eight for taxing church property, and with a little help about one thousand against the
Blair bill, and am ready to do more of the same kind of work
at the flrst opportunity that offers.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
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plishing everything, and he who acts after
the firm laws of nature will be remembered,
while many about him are forgotten. His
life will be a purpose, never to be crushed
TJ:dited by Miss SusAN H. Wxxol'l, Fall though legions would join in his overthrow.
llit~M", Ma&•., to tnhom all Oomf1W,nieatiofl.> for
We should, probably, never liav the desire
hi& Oorn61' should be sent.
to act contrary to nature, if we would study
and strive to understand her various laws.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
We should then be convinced that she is
When the night is beginning to lower.
honest in all her numerous developments.
Comes a. pa.nse in the day's occnpa.tions
And the ones who regard her as their model
That is known &B tbe Children •s Honr."
of truth, and act according to her, "standing like the giant forest tree, bidding defiauce
The Master of' the House.
to every wind of doctrin and blast of fortHe cannot walk, he cannot ~peak,
une," will liv on, though others cease to liv.
Nothing he knovys of books and men,
It
will be said: Their life was worth living
·He is the weakest of the weak,
and their work can never be forgotten.
And bas not strength to bold a. Pen ;
ANNIE 8TOOKINGER.
He bas n0 oocket, and no purse,
Nor ever Yet bas owned a. penny,
Bnt bas more riches than his nurse,
Correspondence.
Because bo wants not any.
ELK
GnovK, CAL., May 10, 1889.
He rules his parents by a cry,
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav never written to
And !:tolds them ca.ptiv by a smile.
you before, and I want to tell you and all the
A despot, strong through infancy,
readers of the Children's Corner what we are
A king, from lack of guile,
doing. My brother, J. 'frumbo, takes THE
He lies upon his back and crowr,
TRUTH BEEKER. Our school is out and we
Or looks with grave eyes on his motherhad an entertainment at night. Our teacher
What can be mean 1 But I suppoee
is a pretty good one, but is a. little weak~'bey understand each other.
kneed on some things. He would not let me
Indoors or out, early or la.~e,
speak my best piece until the regular proThere is no limit to his sway,
gram was through. Then he told the people
For wrapped in babY robes of state,
he was done, but Jimmy had a piece that
He governs niR"ht and day.
he would like to speak. After thanking him
Kisses be takes as rightful due,
A.nd, Turk-like, bas his sl~ves to dress him, for this " hand-out" way of his, I did my
best-the Presbyterian minister and members
IIis eubhcts bend before him, too.
being out in force. Some one may like to
l"m one of them. Fate bless him I
bear it, so I send it to you for the Corner.
Papa helped me to get it up. I want to tell
Nature as Our True Model for Per- you
it brought down the house. The speech
fection.
was followed by a jubilee song, "Wake
Nature is the most beautiful though com- Nicodemus." I am in .the third grade, ten
years old, wear a No. 7 hat.
plex subject with which .we hav to deal.
JAMEs M. FosTER.
We know that we liv in the very midst of
EMANOIPATION.
nature, and are to some degree a part of natMY FRIENDS: I am here in the interest of
ure, for we receive life and support there- progress. I am here to help promote your
happiness and mine. I represent our little
from.
republic at home to-day. Soon we children
It displays a beautiful harmony and order, will hav to attend to the more important
and giv·s vitality to many things.
duties of life, and I know what we underIt is the author of all things, and is con- take to do you want done well; for next to
stantly forming and governing all things and your own happiness, next to your success, is
all kinds of life, and we are able by these to see the .happiness and success of your
And I feel that the greatest honor
same laws of life to comprehend something children.
l can show my parents is to correct, as far as
of the works of nature around us. Before I possible, any mistakes that I may see they
proceed any farther let me state what is bav made, don't you? You want us to make
splendid men and women. I know you do.
meant by nature.
It is the personified sum and order of Then we must exchange ideas-we must
away shadows for substances, for recauses and effects, or the agencies which throw
alities. A thousand theories must .go, if we
carry on the processes of the universe. It is can but get one fact that will benefit the
natural for us to imitate the doings of others, human race. I ask then for the right to
so let us do so no more, but imitate nature think. I plead for the privilege of being
original. There is too much: aping in this
herself.
wcrld. Don't chain us to the old truckWe should ever resort to nature as our real wheel
systems of the past. Of all the blights
model of right to prove true or untrue every that ever struck this world, mental bonda~e
human action and every human thought.
is the worst, because this slave will do his
Nature manifests beautiful harmQny and master's .bidding with gladness. I want to
order, and as we wander over the hills and tell you a few things this slave has done. He
fields in the early months of the summer burnt Servetus at the stake, consigned Galileo to eternal flames, and drove Roger
nature seems to hold intercourse with us from Williams to seek shelter in mid-winter among
every branch, leaf, and flower, giving us the savages. If the bones of his victims
instructiv lessons concerning the forces of could be gathered in one place, they would
nature that show themselvs around us, striv- cast a shadow beyond that of the Egyptian
Oh, I tell you it won't do. A
ing to bring the world continually to beauty pyramids.
tree bearing such fruit is but a upas, and
and perfection.
sooner or later must fall. Thanks to the
Here may be recalled Bryant's beautiful brave men and noble women, the dark curtain is rising. We hav passed the midnight
poem "Thanatopsis :"
history of this world. The grand intellectual
To him who in the love of Nature holds
morning is dawning. There is a general
Communion with her visible forms she speaks
move all along the line. Fling the banner of
A various language. For his gayer hours
Universal Mental Liberty to the brepze, and
She bas a voice of gladness and a. smile
fall in, all you who want to battle for the
And eloquence of beauty, and she glides
right and for freedom. Thanks to such men
Into his darker musings with a mild
as Martin Luther, Father McGlynn. Baron
And healing sympathy, that steals away
Humboldt, Herbert Spencer, Charles Darwin,
Their sharpness ere be is aware.
As we inquire in her deep recesses we nat- Abraham Lincoln, Lloyd Garrison, and Wen·
dell Phillips. A few more brave men, a few
urally conclude that her work is truthful.
more brave women, a few more brave deeds,
We ought to imitate her in this particular and man will be free.
J. M. F.
respect, for "truth is wisdom, and to be wise
[No wonder this recitation "brought down
we must be truthful, and to be truthful we the house." It is excellent, and we shall
must be ·natural." We must study into and number James among our brigbtest and
observe the operations of nature.
bravest boys.-ED. C. C.]
The process of studying into nature's laws
and works is termed the science of natural
ONEIDA, ILL., May 26, 289.
DEAR Miss WuoN : Perhaps you remember
philosophy. It is a grand and interesting
my little boy writing you a letter last fall
study.
his hurting his foot (the cars running
All correct and truthful ideas of life involv- about
over it), and he could just get around on
ing principles are scientific. Nature has her crutches. You wrote him a nice letter, inclosown laws, and the efforts of man to force her ing your photograph, with which he is very
to work against her laws are in vain, for it much pleased. He has a new foot now, and
has often been tried with no favorable results, can get around very nicely. It was made for
him in New York by A. A. Marks He goes
for nature would hav her own course.
to school now, which is about a mile, and
If man would only base himself right he can walk there and back. He has only had
would be as immovable as nature's laws, it, the foot, about a month.
I hav also some sad news to write you.
always doing good, although he may differ
Jenkins's father became insane about nine
from the outside shallow world.
Our country is rapidly changing to meet .months ago. We thought he would get
better, as he had been so before and got
the advances of truth and progress, and the over it, but he could get no help although we
change of public thought, which is speedily rid everything we could for him. On May
becoming more Liberal. Despite the fixed 5th he killed himRelf. He had been a reader
doctrins, the human mind gradually keeps on of THE TRUTH BEEKER about fifteen years,
growing, and nature exhibits the laws of life, always looking for his paper every Saturday
night; he took lots of comfort with it until
under our investigat.ion, more plainly than his mind began to trouble him, then he could
before.
not read it. It looks as though I hav had my
'f~ere ~s a plain, natural way for a.c9om- ~hare of troqplfls 1 ln~t thefl ~ alwars ~llm\r ~t

~hildrtn' s

fkorntr.

~2,

1.889.

might hav been worse. It is well that we do
not know ahead what misfortune is to befall
us or we should not be able to bear up under
our loads as well as we do. Remember me
your friend,
MRs. E. B. REEB.
[We sincerely sympathize with our friend
in her sorrow and bereavement. The sunshine follows the cloudy night, and sweet
flowers bloom and perfume the air that was
heavy with storm. All the rtaders of the
Corner will be pleased that Jenkins bas a new
foot and can go to school, and we know he
will be a great comfort to his dear mother.ED. C. C.]
CovJliG'lON, KY., May 25, 1889.·
DEAR Miss WIXON : Throu~rh the kindness
of one of your subscribers, Dr. Hollawel, I
hav been reading TBK TRUTH BEEKER. I
think its illustrations are grand. I like the
Children's Corner best. I am twelve yenrs
old. I go to school every day. I begin to
think I am a Liberal, too, since I read your
paper. Mamma is going to take your paper
as soon as she can·. I hav two sisters-one
older and one younger. The older one's
name is Nellie. My baby sister's name is
Mary. She and I hav a very good time
together. She plays the violin very nicely.
and I hav been taking dancing lessons. I
won the large prize for dancing against four.
teen. Don't you think that is gooil for my
age? Since that ~rea~ flood in Job nstown I
am more of a Liberal than ever. Hoping to
see my Jetter in print, I will close. ·
Yours truly,
LuLU DEVoRE.

hav been, I want to thank you because you
didn't cut me up and feed me to the cows.
Good day."
The editor drew a long chalk mark under
the table. It was the first case ·In all his ex.
perience in which twenty years had begotten
sense enough to understand that it is sometimes necesFary to be cruel to be kind.

The near Cub and His Ma.
A traveler, who was crossing the Rocky
mountains, overheard a teamster tell the
story of a mother bear and her cub, giving
what he called a good example to human
mothers in family government. This team.
ster was going up the mountain for pine logs,
driving a wagon. On the top of a large rock
by the side of the rdad was a young bear.
The mother had started up the mountain as
the team approached.
"The cub looked so cute," said the tc•m·
ster, "lying there with its paws dropping
over the edge of the rock, watching the horses
as they came up. Presently the old bear
ca.me bound.ing back to the cub, and, giving
it, a nudge with her nose, started up the
mountain again, expecting the 'young one'
to follow. But the cub made no move. The
old bear then came back the second time,
and taking up the cub in her arms, gave him
several cuffs. This time the cub obeyed
orders, and followed the old bear in a gallop
up the side of the mountain. He knew, that
cub did, that he'd better mind, for that old
bear .wouldn't stan' any more foolin'."

PoRTLAND, ORE., June 3, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I was very much
pleased to see my letter in the Children's
Corner. It is very warm in Portland now.
The heat makes yuu feel tired, and we think
of going away when school is out. I hope
some of the girls that write to the Children's
Corner will write to me. I would be so glad
to receive a letter from them, and will gladly The Location and Topography of the Gar.
den of Eden a Fact.
answer it. I do not know much to write,
and so I think I'll close my letter, remaining,
IS
THE
GARDEN ALSO A FACT?
Your Freethinker friend,
FLORITA NEUNERT.
to,OOO REWARD.
By ISRAEL W. GROH, Author of "Is the God
TALENT, OnE., May 17, 1889.
of Iuael the True God 1"
DEAR Miss WixoN : I thought I would
Pertinent and interesting.-Freet~ouyr.t.
write for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like the
Will be handed to my Christian friends tLat
paper very much. I am going to school now, tbeY
may, by finding the garden of Eden, get the
but my grandma got hurt and I hav not been $5,000 reward.-E(%i/or S'fquacllee Times.
Raises
the devll with tne garden of Eden yarn.
going to school this week. It was a sad accident for me. Well, this is all. I write for -Hasting~, Mich , Plaindealer.
Paper, 10 cente.
the first time.
Yours truly,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Dxu.A M. RoBISON.
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DID MAN FALL?

Vanderbilt and Ills Father.
The son was then thirty-two years old, and
himself a father. They were on board the
steam yacht Northern Star, on their way to
St. Petersburg. William, who was a habitual smoker, was puffing his favorit cigar.
"Bill," said the commodore, "I wish you'd
giv up that smoking habit of yours. I'll giv
you $10,000 if you will."
"You needn't giv me anything," was the
son's answer, as he flung the cigar overboard.
'' Your wish is sufficient." He never smoked
afterward.

Points in Law.
A note by a minor is void.
It is a fraud to conceal a fraud.
A note dated on Sunday is void.
It is illegal to compound a felony.
Ignorance of the law excuses no one.
A contract made with a lunatic is void.
Principals are responsible fortheir agents.
Signatures in lead pencils are good in law.
The·acts of one partner bind all the others.
The law compels no one to do impossibilities.
An agreement without a consideration is
void.
Written contracts concerning land must be
under seal.
A note obtained by fraud or from one intoxicated is void.
, Each individual in partnership is· responsible for the whole amount of debts of the
firm.
An indorser of a note is exempt from liability if not served with notice of its dishonor within twenty-four hours· of its nonpayment.
--------~~-------

RO~IE ~

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe-

rience.
BY NATlUNIEL RAMSAY WATEBB.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
il.nd Ca.t~olicism, from the van tape-ground of an
intimate pereona.l experience with the two s:rs.
tems. It dea.la the most. trenchant blows which
pure logic is ca.pa ble of infiicting.-[Critical Review.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial oration
01'1

TllB

Declaration of lndepender,ce,
ALSO THE
Lmmortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

Lesson for Young Writers.

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

Caller (in newspaper office) : "Twenty
years ago I wrote a poem."
Editor: "Yes."
.~<I brought it to this office and you refused
to publish it."
"Very likely."
'' I remember that I mentally put you down
then as a confounded idiot who didn't know
enough to ache when hurt."
"Naturally."
" I looked that poem over again the other
day, and hav come to see you about it."
"Aha."
" I hav come to say that if I looked as green
tw~l!ty !~~~s a~o ~S. th!lt poem proves me to.

Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
A. idre~~ Ta:a: TRUl~ll Sl!llllKIIIB COMPANY,

BIBLE INQUIRER;
oB,

A Key to Bible Investigation.
Containing 148 Propositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a COIJ.Y for ready reference.
As a. pamphlet to loan to Obristian friends, it is
the most eft'ectiv Iconoclast. ever published.
Price only 25 cen ta.
A:d:~~~~s THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~~~ ~a,fa,ye~~e

fl,, Now loris;

THE TRUTH SlnEKER. JUNE 22. 1889.
A4,~11t;:,

for

LhtJ l'tllth St::e.ker.
CALI110BNU..
J, E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Or. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Ual.
Estate of B. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
·
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.
CANADA,
.
B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
'
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
COLORADO.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
FLORIDA,
.
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Ba,y st., Jacksonville.
IDAHO,
A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. titevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
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INDIANA.

PIONEER PITH.

THE GIST CF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM,
By CAPT. R. C. ADA.l!!S, President of Montreal
Pwn~er Freethou~~:ht Olub ; author of
"Travels in Faith from Tradition toRea.son,"
"Evolution-A Summary
a.nd
of Evidence."

SISTER LUdY

HOW TO

AND

the Memory,
HER AWFUL DISCLOSURES. Strengthen OR,
As To NEw HALL CoNVENT.
And a. Few Words on Auricular Confession.
Price, 10 cents.

NATURAL AND BCillNTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The Boston Post sa.ys : "This book · a.ctua.ll!
shows us how to keep our memories in good work·
POSiriVISr CALENDAR.
ing condition a.nd repair them when out of order.'
A compendium of scientilic a.nd critical lore.
da.y a.nd month of the yea.r bein~r named
Price by ma.il $1.
Best handbook for introducing the genera.! Each after
the great benefactor.s of the race,
reader to the principles a.nd da.ta. on which R!l.·
whose
ftortra.its
a.re
~tlven, Intiona.lism is based.
sti uted by Aug. Comte.
Pa.per, 12mo, 100pp,, 25 cents.
Cards, llx14; printed on both sides, 25 cents ; l)n
BY M. L. HoLBROOit, M.D.
two cards, 35 cents.
Goclll!f's Laav•s Bool: sa.ys: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im.J>orta.nt, a.nd, we a.re fully conThree lectures by PRoF. THos. H. HUXLEY.
vinced, reliable." Price by ma.il, $1.
Paper, 10 cents.

Parturition Without Pain.

EVOLUTION THEORY.

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIBLE STORIES,
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
By D. :M. BENNETT.
Pa.p., 700pp., 75 cents.

BlTINNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
"Jesus the Lord God, Creator of Heaven a.nd
Earth."
By D. M. BENNETT a.nd REV, MB. TEED.
Paper, 30 cents.

~tSAHT-HATCHARO- O~~AT~.

FATjSE CLAIMS
OF THE CHUROll.
J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, 75 cents.

BIBLE .TEMPERANCE.
Liquor-Drinking Commended, Defended, and Enjoined by
the Bible.

c.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
By E.
WALKER.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk,
10-cents.
LOUISIANA,
BETWE:EN
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
ANNIE BEBANT AND REV, A, HATCHARD
ECONOMiC EQUITIEf.
M.ASBACB.UBBTT&.
ON
CoMPEND oF THE NATURAL LAws OF
A.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Bostop.
Jesus of Nazareth a. Historical Character, a.nd the
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Infiuence of Christianity.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main: st., Fall River.
)ilxCHANGE.
Price, 25 cents.
mcmGAN.
By J. K. INGALLS •
•\.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
Price, 2; cents.
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
the Bible's Bast Teachings a.nd SayChas. Bach, 138 B. Division St., Grand Rapids. Comparing
ings with those of Philosophers who
Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
.Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
ANCIENT AND MODERN.
. By G. C. DARLING.
MISSOURI.
BY J, A. FROUDE.
Paper,
50 cents.
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
25 cents.
Price,
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA,
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
Errors Exposed.
3) ., 30c. per dozen, $2 per l 00.
NBW YORK.
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
ilrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
.Price, 15 cents.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
'·
H. Cohn, 320 West-st., New York.
On the Labor Question.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
I~GER§OLL.
By R.G
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
Price, 5 cents ; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 25.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
TWENTY GRIMES and VICES
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
' Sanctioned by Scripture .
. New York.
OPllNING BPEEOH TO THE JUR Y
BY J. E. REMSBURG.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
in the suit of the
Price, 25 cents.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New·
Bankers' and ltlerehants' Tele
York.
.
graph ~ompany
S. J • .King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
omo.
against the
United States and Canada.
John Jacques, Akron.
WesteN~ Uni-on Telegraph Company
By :M. E. BI=mas.
ct. Hexter, 303 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
Price,
25 cents.
Price, 10 cents.
· VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
OBBGON.
By MAX MULLER, M.A.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
Price, 10 cents.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
PBNNBYLVANJA,
Price, 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100.
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st.·, Phila.. GOLDEN M.EAN in Temperance
(;'eorge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
and Religion.
'"' • F, Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
BY JOHN E. BURTON•
.J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, 10 cents.
TBNNBBSBB.
.
Price, 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen i $2 per HO
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
INSPIRA.TION OF BIBLES.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
By JNo. E. BURToN.
TB:XAS,
Price, 10 cents;
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.-"
Na•ra.tive of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua,
H. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
Judges, a.nd the New Testament.
UTAH.
Price, 25 cents.
James Ashman, Salt Lake Clty.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake Clty.
Price, 15 cents.
. ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
PROTEST AGAINST PERSECUTION.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
By Q. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
Price, 15 cents.
BY o. B. WRITI!'ORDt :M.D.
ENGLAND.
Price, 10 cents.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Oourt,Fleet street,
London.
CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
AND
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., LonHISTORICAL ST ASDPOIN1'.
don, E.
ByW. N. :MoLAREM.
AUSTRALIA,
By JOHN P EOK.
·Paper, 50 cents.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Ml\rket st., Sydney, N.B. W.
10 cents.
Price,
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.
Chronicles of Simon Christianus.
NEW ZEALAND.
THE
Adventures in tbe Land
A. D. Willis, Wan.e;anui.
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspirrd).
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. HooK.
A DIBOUBBION BETWEEN
Price, 25 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.

Science and Theology.

~I~L~ FA~~ICATiOHS REFUTED. lngfrsoll on McGlynn.

BIBLE MORALS.

BUDD HIS r NIHILISM.

LAY SERMON.

THE

ST~Gt.AHO

THE P.ULPIT.

THE TRUTH OF HJSTORY.

Is the God of Israel t~o True God?

ChrlstianitJ and Materialism.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME.

Masonic V1ndication of Right.
MIRACLES

c.

MIRACLE- WORKERS.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY

AND HYGillNE, or, THE MYBTERillBOF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men a.nd women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by ma.il. lllustra.ted ca.ta.log free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Ba.nita.ry and Physiolog!Ca.l Relations,
a.nd in Their Bearing on the Producing
·
of Children of Finer Health a.nd
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, :M.D.
The sctenttlfo American sa.ys : " This work is
~cientific, sober, clean, a.nd worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, a.nd
particularly by the young," $1•.

EATING FOR STRENGTH;
OB,

·

FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoRK.
The New York "He.l'ald sa.ys : "Dr; Holbrook's
beok is among the very best of its kind."
The Heme ar.a Garaen says: "A study of this
book will enable a.ny intelligent reader to ma.ke a.
choice of food which may sa.ve the cost of the book
every day in providing for a. family, besides increasing health, strength, a.nd longevity." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BOilER Co::
28 Lafayette Place, JlleW York •

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
girls a.nd a. younger brother who were left parent·
Jess, with little money, fa.u educatlonhand much
courage, to ma.ke their wa.y througll t e world by
g_oing to Chicago, The a.uthoria also the heroin.
The narra.tiv is, in the ma.in, a. history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
a.nd disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a. story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; a.nd whatever he admires
a.nd appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Twentieth Century.
DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and Social !!egeneration.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST, EDIToR.
It contains. besides crisp and pointed editorials
and contributions from a. corps of a.ble writers, the
Sunday addresee11 of the editor before Unity congregation.
It is the only so called" Libera.! "paper tha.t advocates ra.dica.Isocia.l regeneration.
Its columns a.re open to the absolutely free discuseion of a.ll religious a.nd economic theories.
Twelve pages. Issued weekly. Annual subscription, $1. rrr Ba.mple Copies Free. All subscribers
will receive a. copy of Mr. Pentecost"s book," Wha.t
I Believe." Address :
TWENTillTH CENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
No. 4 WABBEN BT., NEw Yomr.

NOW ltEAD·I'".
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
01!'

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED BY

L. K. W ..ASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest a.nd
best, editorials written by Mr. Beaver durinll the
pa.st forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a. fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investtuator. Every Liberal should ha.v this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB CO.

ORDER OF CREATION.

As a Means for the Production of

THE CRISIS.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

R ellef Printing Plates
On the Conft.ict between Genesis a.nd Geology.
12mo, 178 pages, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
We ca.n recommend the three processes opera.ted
By THO:MA.B PAINE.
by this Cmpj)a.ny.
Written during the American Rwolution, a.nd by
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for chei!-Jl ttnd coarse
order of General Washington rea.d
newsp)loper work,_ a.nd their MOSt!-TYPE process,
to the a.Tmy.
by whiCh en~rra.vwgs are made dire 1t from p_hotoPaper, 40 centa ; cloth, 75.
By CHAB. STEPHENSON,
gra.phsJ.. as well RS their MOSS PROCESS OF
PHOTu-ENGRAVING, a.re a.ll superior to a.ny ------~--------------1 cent; 50 cents per hundred i $3 per thousand.
other like methods.
AildrPss ·
,
MOB8 ENGRA.VING CO.
PERSONAL EXISTENCE
63> Pearl Bt. New York.

"Oar Father in Heaven."

·cULTIVATION OF )RT.

THJ:

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Si'JJfly-f!f!e Years' In'IJllll'iabls 8'UCC688.

Immediate. relief from Granulations, lnft.a.mma.tions,
Dim· V1sion, Watery Gatherings1 a.nd Failing
Bight of Eyes. Deafness, Drummmg, Binging of
the Ea.rs dispelled by a. few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ea.rs instantly removed. Bent the world over. ·•Box with instructions, by ma.il, 25 cents.
B. A. NEALE,
10t28
Bha.kers P. 0 .• N.Y.
PI'"" FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OR EABB.

ITS RELATIONS TO
RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING.
BY A. B. CooPER ..
Paper, 20 c.; flexible clo., 3 '·

THE DARWINS. A Domestic Rad-

AFTER DEATH

IMPROBABL~

By L. R. SMITH.
10 cents.

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS IN
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY.

ica.!Roma.uce. B; :M•P. E. D. Blenker.
Pa.p., 50J.; cto., 75.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 1(} cents,

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
ils Lafayette Pl., New York.

For a.ll of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Similar a.dvertisments from unreliable practitioners ha.v been frequently a.ssa.iled a.nd exposed
by the press, but Dr. Fellows ·stands foremost in
hi• profesllion, a.nd it is ea.fe to trust him. BeinR
a Ata.nch LIBERAL is furlher proof of his reliability.-NattonaZ Vtew.
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lly Little Maid.
llf. N. B. tn the Boston Globe.

Crimson clover-blossoms da.pple
All t':le mea.dowa, while the a.pple
Trees drift rosy snows bene~th their bending
boughs
On a. little ma.id who passes
Through the rippling ranks of grasses
In the gloaming as she goes to call the cows.
Pretty, da.inty, dark-eyed PhylliP,
Though her manner coy and chill is
As she hastens on to whero the cattle browse.
Though she scarcely seems to notice
Me, the girl on whom I dote is
This little maid who goes to call the cows.
As the twilight shadows darken,
Even all nature seems to harken
For her footsteps, and that bird that's half
adrowse.
Pipes a sleepy little ditty
Jnst to tell me that my pretty
Is coming back from calling of the cows.
Here and there a glow-worm grazes
The white robes of nodding daisies,
B Jtra.ying where with king-oops they carome;
Stars above begin to twinkle,
As I hear the "tinkle, tinkle !"
0 f the bells upon my little maiden's cows.
She is come, still coy and colder
Than before. But love, grown bolder,
Bids me speak. And oh, she listens to my vows;
Lets me tell her that I love her,
And the happy birds above her
Hear the answer of my maid who calls the cows !

The Song of the Scythe.
From the Boston Journal.

Mowers, weary and brown and blithe,
What is the word metbinks ye know,
Endless over-word that the scythe
Sings to the blades of the grass below 1
ScYthes that swing in the grass and clover,
Something still they say as they P&ss;
What is the word that, over and over,
Sings the scythe to the flowers and grass?
' Hnsh ! a.b, hnsh !" the scythes are saying,
" Hnsh, and heed not, and fall asleep;
Hnsh I" they say to the grasses swaying.
" Hnsh P they sing to the clover deep.
"Hnsh !"'tis the lullaby Time is singing,
"Hnsh, and heed not, for all things pass.
Hnsh! a.h, hnsh !" and the scythes are swinging
Over the clove1·, over the grass.
ANDREW LANG.
The Cry oi the Dreamer.
Front the Nebraska State Journal.

I am tired of pla.naing and toiling
In the crowded hives of men;
Heart-weary of building and spoiling
And spoiling and building again.
And I long for the dea.r old river
Where I dreamed my yo nth away;
For a. dreamer livs forev~r,
And a toiler dtes in a. day.
I am sick of the showy seeming
Of a life that is half a. lie;
Of the faces lined with scheming,
In the throng that hurries by.
From the sleepless thought's endeavor,
I wonld go where the children play;
Fo1· a dreamer livs forever,
And a toiler dies in a. day.
I feel no pride, bnt Pity
For the burdens the rich endure;
'!'here is nothing sweet in the eity
Bnt the patient lives of the poor.
Ob, the little hands so okil!nl,
And the child mind choked with weed··,
·The daughter's heart grows wilful,
And the father's heart that bleeds.
No, no! from the street's rude bnst'e,
From trophies of mart and stage,
I wonld fly to tl:!e wood'elow rustle,
And the meadow's kindly page.
Let me dream as of old by the river,
And be loved for the dream alway;
For a. dreamer livs forever,
And a. toiler dies in a. day.
JoHN Bo'jCLE O'REILLY.

Dust.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY STORY.
It ·was the year 3093. The Stanford University was holding its twelve-hundredth anniversary. For three centurhs and more the
great stone wall and bridge across the bay at
Ravenswood had been completed, so that
most of t.he professors from the elder university at Berkeley came by this route, looking
down on the upper bay, changed into fields,
with orchards of two hundred and fifty years'
establishment growing where the nineteenth
century sloops and oyster-boats came to the
prehistoric embarcaderos of Mowry's Landing and Alviso. A great industrial university. Workshops reaching for miles along
the beautiful slopes of San Mateo, training.
schools, art-schools, language-schools, scientific-schools. Berkeley for the classics and
the humanities, Stanford University for an
unparalleled grouping of the great industrial
and scientific activities of the race. For mile
beyond mile ran the gardens, the greenhouses, the intensiv horticulture which for
more than a thousand years had made the
valley regions of California the richest and
most thickly populated district in the world.
Statistics from the census o"f the year 3090 :
'Population of California, forty-seven millions; population of the valleys which impinge upon San Francisco, including the
valleys caused by the drainage of Suisun bay,
San Pablo bay, and the upper half of San
A

Francisco bay, twenty-eight millions. Onehalf of these are in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin valley, the other half within fifty
miles of San Francisco city."
The president of the university, Leland
Stanford Ainsworth, a descendant of one of
the Oregon Ainsworths of the nineteenth
century, delivered his address, "Science is
endless." He said : " The race goes on, ever
improving. Those were foolish fears of the
men of the Dark Ages, now almost prehistoric, when this state was founded, this institution established. The social order has
changed. What they called revolution, and
vainly fought, has proved evolution. We
hav come together, on this twelve-hundredth
anniversary, under these ancient stone arches,
less to celebrate the past than to plan for new
conquests of nature. Whispers hav gone
forth to the world that in our chemical laboratory strange discoveries hav been made.
These discoveries we giv to you to-day,
whether fot human happiness or human
misery wHI depend upon yourselvs."
The audience· listened with some bewilder'
ment. In that great hall, with its arches
of weather-beaten stone, more than forty
thousand people were assembled, but delicate
electrical machinery made the speaker's voice
audible and the speaker's face clearly visible
to everyone in the building, and even to the
thousands who sat beneath the stately oaks
outside.
. What was this new discovery? Woulrl it
make life be~ter worth living? Would it giv
a man longer life? At least it was evident
taat the dis•overy was one of thrilling importance in the mind of the president. He
spoke with the utmost ea-rnestness. "For
more than one hundred years this university
has held as a sacred trust a p;roup of wientific
discoveries made by one of its students. He
wrote his formulas down and sealed them for
this twelve-hundredth anniversary. Three
days before its celebration, the faculty of this
university was to as1emble, break the seals,
test the formulas, and decide whether to reveal the secrets or to destroy them forever.
We met; we hav decided; we create a new
professorship, more important, perhaps, th11n
any other in existence on the face of the earth.
We hav chosen a lineal deocendant of the discoverer of this group of secrets, Prof. Lemuel
Jones Carey, and going back to one of the
almost forgotten writers of the nineteenth
century, we name his chair the chair of ' The
Ethics of Dnst.' "
A ripple of h&lf-annoyed amusement ran
over the audience. Was that all? Only another of those interminable modern subdivisions of biology or p3ychology, or both?
But the president went on: ''Professor
Carey was on the right track when this event
occurred. It is remarkable that all his investigation!! hav fitted him to utilize and develop this group of new facts. Without him
the Ethic3 of Dust would hav had to wait
fifty years for an interpreter. With him you
can catch a glimpse of its seope to-day. It is
nothing that you imagin. It is not long life;
it is not money or happiness, except incidentally. But perhaps it means all the things
which any of you, or all of you, hav ever
dreamed about." And the president sat
down. The wall at. the back of the stage
opened and revealed a laboratory, strange
even to the eyes of chemists there. Professor
Carey came forward, a,nd set a curious microscope on the stand. Then he looked over the
audience and spoke of the great subject.
" What we hav done is to conquer the ultimate atom, and discover whether it is healthy
or not. If it is diseased it will produco disease-mental, moral, or physical, as the case
. may be. Every one of us has diseased atoms
in his system. That is what makes us die
too soon ; sometimes that is what makes us
do wrong. When we find the diseased atom,
we cannot destroy it. Nothing can. But
we can now isolate it so that it can do no
harm-at least, not for ages to come, perhaps
never again. We can force each atom-each
dust-mote which floats abouf the world-to
tell its story; can discover where it has been
and what it bas done, and whether it is helpful or hurtful. Since the number of atoms in
the atmosphere of the earth is now definitly
ascertained, it only remains for the human
race to isolate from further evil _the diseased
atoms as fast as posRible. Then, a few centuries from now, only healthy atoms will remain. This, as I need not explain to you,
must mean perfect health, and a great many
other things which the newspapers will tell
you about."
A great hush fell on the audience, as they
understood this stupendous claim. Then
murmurs and cries began to break forth, as
people suddenly spoke .to each other, forgetting all else in the presence of the fact. The
ultimate atom had been conquered. That
was what science and theology for thousands
of years had said could never be done. Did
it mean wiping out the secret sins, taking
away the daily temptation from each one?
A woman, rich, beautiful, fashionable, rose
in the audience, and reached out her hands to
Professor Carey. "Take away my selfishness I" she cried. A man in the prime of life,
famous over the continent, rose, and called
with deep voice of passion, "Take away that
which once made me false to my oath I" The
professor reached his hands out, and said in a
tone which stilled the tempest:
"I cannot. No one can. You Iiv and die
in the race. If the atoms which work you
evil come to me, I will bind them fast. I can
not draw them from you. Cast them out so
that humanity may put them in chains. Help
others to cast them out. Help me in my

work. It is atom by atom that we rebuild
the ruined human temple.''
The man and the woman sank in their
places and a great pent-up sigh swept over
the audience, but no one spoke again.
The professor went on : " All things tell
their secrets at last. Every mote of dust has
its story, from the pollen-dust of the wild
rose on the slopes of Chimborazo to the stardust left but yesterday in our atmosphere by
the great comet Bierophanta. Here, in this
room there is dust from the ruins of ancient
Lond~n earthquake-swallowed five centuries
ago. O~t of the caves of the giant cave-bear of
Europe, out of the castles of robber-barons on
the Rhine, out of the depths of the ocean and
the heart of the earth, these dust-motes come
in our midst, after myriad wanderings, and
our science can now reveal the story of each
one of them all.''
The professor bent, and looked through
his microscope. "There is a flake of dust
here," he said, "which we will examin. It
floated on the plate just now while I was
speaking.'' He threw a magnified reflection
on a screen, till the flake of dust seemed a
hundred feet across; he dropped chemicals
upon it, and winnowed everything from the
center. There was the atom at last; all the
rest that it had drawn to itself had disappeared.
. .
Again the professor spoke: "It is evil, and
yet you shall see it.'' On the screen fell the
reflection of a vast drop of blood, and in the
heart of the drop was a picture of strife on a
desert edge, near a palm by an altar, and a
clock struck the centuries backward in the
ears of the audience, till they knew that the
blood was the first drop of blood ever shed in
the world from man by his fellow-man.
" It is an atom," said the professor, " that
makes disease wherever it goes. Now it shall
wander forth no longer." He put it into one
·of his vials and fastened it up. Then he went
on with dust-mote after dust-mote from the
air about him, and showed the audience pictures of .the heart·atoms of each, which thrilled
and convinced every man and woman there.
The. assembly laughed and cried. They
yielded to his mighty spell; they accepted
the stupendous Eecret. The· ultimate atom
was no more a profound mystery, but a creature to be captured, named, analyzed, and
imprisoned by star-eyed science.
Then the professor was askeu to cast the
magnified reflection of an atom on the screen
without first examining it himself. Re looked
at the audience again with that indescribably
sad expression.
"Not yet; perhaps never," he said. "I
see more than I am able to tell you, more
than any man with the heart of ·{!. man could
describe. I read your hearts, I know your
thoughts, I see the record of your sins, as I
look upon these atoms which float in your.
atmosphere. My only happiness is that each
one of the diseased atoms I can find, by so
much I lessen the folly, the falsehood, the
evil of &.ll sorts that fills every atmosphere,
even here, even now. It is our heritage, the
sad heritage of the whole human race,
through ages of wretchedness and crime. I
will only show you what you can bear; the
rest I will carry along.'' He closed his labo
ratory and left the stage.
The audience rose with a great sigh and
went out, some few were rejoicing, but most
were oppressed with the vast and mysterious
forces thus newly given to the human race.
The professor, wrapped in a profound sadness, sat alone in his study; and here the
president of the· university found him some
hours later, with his head on his desk-dead.
He had written on a piece of paper:
"After all, I think we were too ambitious.
The atoms will make all of us enemies to each
other. My old heart disease is coming back,
but to-morrow I shall ask tbe faculty to wait
another fifty years.''-Oharles Howard Shinn
in tlte Argonaut.
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Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., - 75 Cents.
from any part of the tile without disturbing the
other parts.
.
@'" Tltis book was SUpfrressed by the fi1·st .Amer.
Bent by mail, postl'_a.id, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
ican publislter•../Bl
tf
28Lafayette Pl •• New York.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York. '

ON TriE WORD. GOD.

By Milton WoolleY, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
With GOVERNMENT LANDorCHEA.P DEEDThe fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
ED CLA.IMB. Address, inclosing stamp, TRIPP -[Ps. xiv, 1.
Children and fools speak the truth:-[Old Saw.
AND MINER, Hay Springs, Nebraska.
8m14
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
J. D. SHAW'S P A.MPHLETS.

LIBERALS SUPPLIED

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

A pamphlet oontainin{l' eight <'hapt~>rs in refutation
of the assumptiOn 1 hat the Bible is a divine
Steel eneravines of this celebrated naturalist.
book of pure thought, and correct in all its 2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
for Sl5 cents. Address THE TBUTB SEEKER.
Studies ln Theology. A clear expositf
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
NEW EDITION•.
Liberaltsm. Treating the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standPoint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf

Th eSecret of the East,
OB,

BY
A NATIVE "TAR HEEL."
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
a.ve.,Rooms 12 and I4,Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J. F. MACOJIIBER, Pres.; CHAS. LowND, Bee.

HISTORY
OF

or Europe.
Revised Edition-2 Tols-Price, $3,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D •• LL.D.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.
WORKS OF' 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a B.eward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the S-ignificance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For ~ale at this otllce.

Price, paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.

THE NEW ·GOD.

10c

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED;

DANCER AHEAD.

By A. J. GROVER.

THE

INTELLEC'JlUAL DEVELOPMEN1

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
-

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Articles of the Christian church are thirtythis Republic.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

LIFE OF

Ingersoll and the Deist.

Clevelan(l, 0., Secular Union
Holds meetings every SundaY evening a.t 7 P.M., at
room 29, Oity Hall. Eve!"Ybody is invited to attend.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insanel Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

The Bible-What Is IU

Meets every Sunday afternoon, a.t 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Market and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everYbody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.
· The Akron Freethought Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
-South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
a.re in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of ma.n. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguill.ed. and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
AND
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newsPaPer references.
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSES OF. REASON.
LaWYers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and "!loliticians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intellillent, patriotic, and free men
Bv 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
and women everywhere, a. Magna Charta of their r.igl:J.ts.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
A vigorous thinker ali eloquent as Theodore Pa.r·
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
·
Deep thon~ht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Ph1la.. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00.
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-

TilE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR

'Ihc Newark Liberal Lea;ue

BY

THE

Crimes and Persecutions.

The Secular Society or Kent, 0.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
It should be extensivly circulated, as it teaches the doctrins of Liberalism on the P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
~os.t important subject of ~he world-the right to think and speak and write. The supe- cultivation are invited. MA11IUS HEIGHToN, Sec.
riOrity of our doctrms on Liberty over the creeds of Catholicism and Protestantism was The -'.t.i. anbattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
never better set forth, and must be manifest to any Christian who possesses the power
Meets every Friday 6veninll, a.t 8 o'clock, at Ger·
to reaso_n.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette PI., New York.
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited

BY W. H- BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the a.ocouut of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Oberver relies to prove its principal charges) is a. forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick conld hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKEB CO.

Chicago Secular Uriion meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Lea;ue 2:i?'
Colonel ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Hon. FREDEHIO R. OOUDERT, an.d
Wood sts., a.t 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
discussions on religions and social questionf.
General S'l.'EWART L. WOODFORD- free
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-':::'rnth

-oThe New York Oberver (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circula.ted everywhere in vindication.
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Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, U5 pages, 25c.

A .Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
·
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
- - 15c.
A.ddres! THE TBUTH BEEKER.
2~ LafaYette Pl .• New York.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Secretary of tlte .American Beoul0/1' Union.

Was Jesus an Impostor T A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
J:!. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderll.
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts.. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1ble Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 cts. MoseR
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Rel_igion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. DesiJLn a.nd
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man a.nd the Lower
Animals. 5 cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon.jon, En~.

Price 10 cents.
Address T.o:B TRUTH SEEKER Collfl'AN:r.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having est11.blished
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pa!itical, and other·
wise. The book is written in well-chosen la.n·
gna.ge, a.nd easily understood. Tnere is lust sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price; $1.00.

THE STRUGGLE
FOB

Religious and PoliticaJ Libertv.

In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
.liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very fonnda·
tion of the religion of every a.ge; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing
the account of slavery in this country, calls
AND
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughont1
the work is replete with astoundinf facts ano
weighty arguments which cannot fa.i to interest
the minds of this age.
.
AN EXPOSE
By THEO> 0, SPENCER.
Of the perversion of Stephen Gira.rd•smagni1icent
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches a.nd Young Men's
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Christian Associa28 Lafa}ette Place. New York.
tion.
By BIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
ANTiCHRIST.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Chris
crucified under Pontius Pilate, but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of Mary by Joseph
8AKYA BUDDHA.
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and T5 years B.c. Oloth, 446 pages, with full Index
Price. $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at thi
Teachings.
office.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
Virtue."
USE THE
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of thia
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter·
The book has been introduced into Buddhist estmg. THE LLBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Ligp~." by the best poets, adapted to well-known tune&.
"Beligio-Philosophica.l J ourna.l," and manr Spint- It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakema.n,
na.list papers a.nd lecturers ha.v spoken highly of Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
the book.
Extra O!olh, 175 Pp., $1.
Ill cent&.
AddreiiS THB TRUTH Burum Oo- .

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

P

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
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Jltws of lht 11/tth.
THE Chicago police commissioners hav
ordered the stopping of all Sunday law violations, including baseball-playing.
IN the machinery department of the French
Exposition the American exhibit occupies onethird of the space.

CODS AND REL.CIONS WORLD'S SAGES,
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

of 300 of t.he Leading Philo'sophers,
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in- Biographies
Teacher~. Skeptic~. Innovator~. Founders of
cluding Jehovah, Satttn, the Holy Ghost,
N-w
Schools
of Thought, EruinE'nt BcienJesus Chnst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
tiots,. E'tO. (who were not Christians),
Svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from
thA
time
of Menu to tbe pres·
the Relin-ions Systems of the World.
ent. svo, l 1075pp., cloth, f3;
svo, 957pp. Cloth, $3 per val.; the
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moBY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

W ISOONSm and Minnesota are having destructiv forest fires.

------·

CINOINNATI Anarchists
will defy the law closing
saloons Sundays.
SuoHow, China, has
been burnt, 10,000 persons being burnt or
trampled to death.

THINKERS,
AND REJ!'ORMERS.

OF
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THE clergy are urging
imitation of Vanderbilt's
stoppage of Sunday
trains upon railway managers everywhere.
THE most serious railway accident of the week
was one at Oakland, Me.,
by which eight persons
were badly injured.

· !fqms of lfhought.
.:======================
CRAFTY and politic was be who fi,.st called down
a voiae from hoaven to establish iujustiee on
cartb.-Robt~·t

--

man.-Robe~·t

WYoMING women hav
held a convention requesting the incorporation of woman suffrage
in the state constitution.

c.

Aaams in

Pionee1· PUll.

THERE is a topia to which
I allude with diffidence;
but in the spirit of frankness. It is the influence
which war, though condemned by Christ, has derived from the Ohristian
cburob.-Cflm•les Sumner.

MANITOBA asks the
Dominion government to
watch some Mormon
colonies which it fears
will soon control its electorate.
A GREAT convention
was held at Toronto on
the 11th and 12th to take
steps to secure parliamentary disallowance of
the Jesuits' Estate bill.

Dale O>rPn.

RELIGioN seems everywhere invanted solely to
lull the people in the lap o-f slavery, ·in order that
their routers may easily oppress them, or render
them wretched with impunity.-D'HoWacll.
IN every country, religion has represented the
mo!larch of nature as a
cruel, fantastical, partia.l
tyrant, whose caprice is
law. The monarch God is
but too faithfully imitated
by his representative on
earth.-The Beacon.
THE God idea is the fonn·
dation of tyranny and slavery. The heavenly ruler
must hav his vicegerents
on earth. King, priest, and
master oppress humanity
by virtue of "God's word,"
whieh enjoins obedience to
the powers that be. Man
will not be free until he
escapes from the conception
of a being superior to himself. By this imagined an·
thority the king says, Obey
or be killed; tbe priest says,
Believe or be damned; the
m~ster
S!l.ys, Submit or
starve. God, king,· priest,
and master must giv place
to tbe £q •1a\ brotherhood of

EAoH nation prays to God
to assist it as against all
others; and when one nation h~s overrun, ravaged,
and Pillaged another, it
immediately returns thanks
to the almigbty.-Ingersoll.
JOSHUA SHEDDETH Hl'i BROGA.NS.
A.nd the captain of the Lord's host said unto Joshua, Loose thy shoe from off thy foot; for the place whereon thou
standest is holy. And Joshua did so.-Joshua v, 15.

lN a storm ori the 11th
a ball of electric fire ignited and destroyed St.
~nds.
James's cathedral, Brooklyn; the church of
St. Mary, Brooklyn, was injured, and light" I AM not a business man, you see, and I should
ning struck the cross above the St. Aloysius
church in Newark, N.J., and knocked it into be glad if :von would enlighten me as to what is
meant by double entry." "By double entry we
splinters.
mean two sets of books, one of which ma.y be proTHE great strikes through Germany seem duced in court, if required, and not the other.•·Der Ulle.
in danger of becoming a revolution.
AN old parson in a country town in this state
RussrA, Germany, and Austria hav warned recently made ,this singular statement in the
the Swiss government to deal more harshly course of a sErmon : ''They are wrong to cry so
with Socialists and Anarchist!! who take against tattle of women. It is sometimes of use.
I find an example in the New Testament. At
refuge there.
Easter why did not our Lord Jesus Christ appear
first to men 1 Why did he prefer to show himself
IN Alabama the Knights of Labor, Farm- to women 1 Simply for this reason-because the
ers' Alliance, and other labor organizations news of his resurrection would be sooner spread."
hav entered upon a movement to control the -San Francisco Wasp.
next legislature.
THE editor of the Sioux City Journal came out
on Sunday with a long and cheerful article treatCuBA has offered Spain $100,000,000 for ing of hell. He furnished conolnsiv evidence to
independence, proposing to submit to a pro- show that hell is one of the most disagreea.ble
tectorate of the United States until the total places ever discovered, and claimed that no
greater insult can be offered a man than to invite
amount is paid.
him to go to that torrid realm. The Journal is
FouR hundred Chippewas recenily took the probably correct. If all accounts are trustworthy
warpath in Minnesota, and killed seven men t.he resort in question must be positivly unpleasant. Nothing could be more repnlsiv to a refined
and wounded many near l\Iille Laco lake. person
than to be suddenly called upon to sit over
Settlers fled, and troops were sent.
a slow fire a.nd be baked for a million conseoutiv
age~. Let us all endeavor to be nobler and better
THE organ of the Italian Radicals says that men.-Nebr<U<lea State Journal.
if foreign Catholics do not cease urging their
BnE"S fairer than a lily,
governments to compel Italy to be more
And she's sweeter than a rose,
And she knocks the neighbors silly
lenient with the papacy, they will " perseWhen she wields the garden hose.
cute" the pope worse than ever.
She lifts her skirts from danger
CoMPLETE anarchy prevails in Crete, an
With her left hand, while her right
island near Greece in the Mediterranean.
Grasps the nozzle, and the stranger
Outrages and murders abound, and annexa.Gets a very pleasing sight.
tion to Greece is asked for as the only means
For she's always fresh and rosy,
And she seems so sweet and fair,
of maintaining peace. Crete is singularly ferAs she sprinkles every posy
vent in Christianity.
With the most impartial care.
AT Johnstown several survivors hav beThe neighbors' eyes all twinkle
come insane. Militia and laborers under
And their interest daily grows,
For they like to see her sprinkle,
General Hastings, acting for the state, are
And they like to see the hose.
clea.ring the wreckage. Many laborers who
-Sommerville Journal.
"thought themselvs underpaid rioted, and the
A MAN wearing the evidences of a tiresome ;jourmilitia had to quell them. The bodies of the
victims are greatly decomposed, often be ney dismounted from a jaded horse at the door
of a cabin near the Arkansas line of the Indian
yond identification.
Territory, and, speaking to an old fellow who adIN response to a request from the New vanced to meet him, said: "My friend, I am worn
out an~ am hungry. Can :ron giv me shelter and
York Sabbath Committee "that .the repre- something to eat T" The old fellow picked a wood
sentative of our government at the Paris Ex- tick out of his whiskers, and, looking at it, anposition be instructed in their official capacity swered: "I dnnno 'zackly, but we mont, as sich
to recognize the observance of Sunday in ac- things hav been did. Whut•s yo' name,., "Marens White." "Ah, bah I They call you Mark, I
cordance with the laws and customs of the reckon T" "Yes.·• •· Wall, my name is Matthew,
American people," Secretary of State Blaine an' I•ve got a son named Luke and one John All
replies that the suggestion meets with his nv us tergether would make a sort of goo pel team,
cordial approval, and that appropriate in- wouldn't we 1" "Yes," said Mr. -White, smiling,
" but the question now is, can I find accommodastructions hav been given to our minister at tion
here 1'' "Hitch yo' boss an' come in, an' we'll
Paris and commissioner-general.
see about it." When White went into the house a.

f/ldds aqd ·

WHAT earthly reason can
a man hav to dread discussion, but tbat his opinion
will not bear itT-Dr.
Thomas Cooper.

shrunken woman, mumbling over her knitting, j IF a man should tell you that he bad tbe most
m_ade room ~or him by sh.oving ?ack h~r ch~ir! beautiful P_ainting in tbe_world, and after taking
Without gettmg up, a.nd a JUte-haired child, with , you where It was, should msist upon having your
a hunk of corn bread in its hand, scrambled under . eyes shut, you would probably suspect, either that
the bed. "Bet down, Mr. Mark,·~ said old Mat- he had no painting or that it was some pitiable
thew. "Tildy ''(addressing his wife), "YOU mont 1daub. Should he tel! you that he was a most excelhusale round now an' git this here hongry man lent performer on the violin, and yet refuse to play
authin• ter eat. Yon mont go out thar an• kill unless your ears were stopped, you would think,
that old hen that's been a-settin' fur two weeks to say the least of it, tbat he had an odd way of
on them pieces uv brickbats. Bile her long enough convincing yon of bis musical ability. But would
an• I reckon we ken chaw her." The woman wiped his conduct be any more wonderful than that of
her nose on her knitting and went out, and pretty a religionist wbo asks that, before examining his
soon there arose the distressing cry of an old hen. creed, you will bav the kindness to throw away
·• Mr. Mark," said old Matthew, "you are reJig. your reason 1 The first gentleman says "Keep
ions, I hope." "Yee, I try to be." "Glad ter your eyes shut, my picture will bear eve'rything
hear it, fur nobody but religions folks can claim but being seen;" "Keep your ears stopped, my
anything offen me. Yon believe that Aaron made music objects to nothing but being heard." The
a steer on ten gold, don't you T" "Yes, a calf." last says, "Away with your reason, my religion
"Air you shore it was a ca'f 1" "I am quite sure." dreads nothing but being nnderetood."-Ingerso!l
"Wall, then, we won't argy. All I \lant is ter
'THEBE are strange marks of truth which Pascal
settle the fack uv yo' belief, fur, ez I tell you, I
am a religious man, dyed in the wool an' baptized offers. Wbat other marks has falsehood 1 What 1
in the feathers. Yon believe that old •Lisha made is it sufficient in o1·der to be believed, to say," I
the he-bears eat up forty children, don't you T" am obscure, I am unintelligible 1"- Voltaire.
"They were she bears." "Air you certain about IT is impossible to calculate the moral mischief,
that p'int?" "Yes, I am positiv." "Wall, it don't if I may so express it, that mental lying has promake no diffnnoe so long as you believe it. Now, duced in society. When a man has so far corIemme see. It's my lilabit, you understand, to in- rupted a.nd prostituted the cha~tity of his mind,
vestigate these things. I wouldn't let a Inferdel as to subscribe his professional belief to things he
stay in my house five minits, if I knowed it, fur does not, believe, he has prepared himself for the
nothin'in the world. Yon believe tlmt Moses split commission of every other crime.-Paine.
the sea,· don't yon T" "Yes." "Glad-glad to
THE reading of books in defense of the old revknow that you air a Christian gentleman. But I
hear my boys Luke and John a-comin'. They'Ve elations against the attacks of the discoveries of
been over inter Bncksnort county ter settle a little science is no pleasant reading. Tbe attempts at
diffikelty," When the boys, two gaunt fellows, direct defense of errors, and, where direct defense
came into the room the old II'.an said : "Boys, this is• Plainly impossible, the attempts at reconcile·
is Mr. Mark •. Bet down tbar, now, an' tell me how ment of the new truths with the old errors, are
the thing come out. Did you find old man repulsiv to <tn open, honest, truth-loving mind.
Bender1" "Yas, sub," said one of tbe boys. On the part of theology there is, therefore, in
"Whnt did you do with him 1" "Tied him ter a modern days, when a transition is taking place
tree." "Good l Then what did you do 1" "We from the principles of theology to the principles
out some hickories an• whipped him." "Good !" of science, _a distinct tendency to weaken instead
the old man_ exclaimed. "Did he howl?" of to strengthen veracity-one of the most essen"Bawled like· er oow." "Good l How many did tial virtueR in tbe moral code. This, in a scientific
you hit him 1" "Fifty .•• "Fnstrate. Then what T" age, must be the reanlt of "a~cepting revelation,"
"We left him tied thar." "Fnstrate. Mr. Mark," " clinging to creeds," and" loving finality in behe added, speaking to the guest, " that onghter lief.'' The whole spirit and all tbe methods of
teach him a lesson." "What had he done to de- science hav exactly the opposit tendency. Trntb,
serve such a punishment?" "Oh, he sued me for and truth alone, is the object of all her !ova, the
a saddle I horrid from him. Left him tied, eh T reward of all her labor, and the goal of all her
·Fnstrate I" They continued to talk, and the odor ambition. Falsehood and error are to her the
of the boiling hen floated into the room. A greatest of enemies, and from thAm she shrinks
gathering cloud which all day had been making with instinctiv fear.-John IVtl.wn, i!f.A., in
threats burst into a downpour of rain. "Mr. Tlwuyhts on SCience, Tlleolooy, ana Etltios.
Mark," said the host, "I wanter ax you another THERE is but one disinterested factor in oivlliquestion. We must hav a little liberality, yon zation, and that is science, and it-s leadership
know, ez well ez belief. Do you b•I•eve that Adam only can be followed with £afety. -Cassius Cla!l.
was made outer dust?" "Well, strictly speaking,
I do not." "What l don't believe that Adam was THE thinker caresses science as his own special
made outer dust 1 • "To tell you the truth, I do and particular bosom friend, as a man kisses the
not." "Well, then, git outer this house right mother of his children.-ProfeswJ• Le-~ley.
smart; a;et right out." "My dear sir, this rair- Fon the change that has talien place we are instorm-" "Git out (springing to his feet) or I'll debted solely to science.-IngersoU.
hurt you. I don't want the lightnin' ter strike
my house jest because I've got a In!erdel here. IT would r( q nire volumes to record the amelioGit out." "Won't you giv me a piece of that rations that took place in domestic and social life
chicken, please?" "Not a speck, I ain't gwine after science began to exert its beneficent inftuto giv the lightnin' the slightest excuse for bnsi- ences.-Professor Dl·a.pe,·.
ness. No Inferdels harbored here. Git !" Mr. WHEN women reason, and babes sit. in the lap of
Marcus White rode Into the storm.-Ar/camaw philosophy, the victory of reason over tbe shadowy
Tratleler.
·
· host of darkness will be oomplete.-Inuersoll,
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IJotts and flippings.
GoVERNOR HILL signed a bill on June 6th
fixing the wages of laborers employed by the
state at' $2 a day, and no less.
RussiA has· readopted the law which forbids heirs to the throne contracting marriages
with persons not members of the orthodox
Greek church.
THE Ironclad Age asks: "Why shouldn't
the Atheists hav one straight paper, and nurse
it, too?" Certainly they should. New subscriptions to THE '!'RUTH BEEKER hav always
been thankfully received.
AN American was arrested on the Austrian
frontier for having in his luggage unmistakable dynamite bombs. On further investigation they proved to be cocoanuts, something
that the Austrian authorities had never seen
CoLONEL 0LOOTT is making a tour in Japan
lecturing on esoteric Buddhism. He has
been well received by the Buddhist priesthood, and is advising the people to maintain
the principles of the Buddhist faith, and not
to change for western doctrine of any kind.
A REPORT has been presented to the Anthropological So~iety of Paris of some interesting observations on that portion of the
brain !mown as Broca's convolution, which
modern research shows must be recognized
as the seat of memory and speech. This
. convolution is absent in all animals below the
higher apes, and appears among them only
in a simple and rudimentary form, being fully
developed in man alone. In idiots, deaf
mutes, and all persons of inferior intelligence
it is always more or less atrophied.

TEST

FOR TRUE

THERE are more people trying to get info
Johnstown now than are trying to get O\lt of
it. "We hav applications every day," said
one member of a firm that is largely interested in one of the mills there, " from men
who are anxious to go there to get work as
soon as we start up. You see, they think
that on ~ccount of the deaths of so many
people there will be vacancies."
A WRITER in the June North American Review estimates that, allowing mankind to use
twice as much fuel as it does now, the world's
supply wili be exhausted in twelve thousand
years. It is desirable, therefore, to economize, and there is plenty of room to do this,
~ince, according to the same authority, our
best steam-making boilers waste four-fifths
of the potential energy of the coal or wood
they consume.
THE greatest Mussulman educatim1al center in northern Africa is the University of
Garouin in Morocco. The students number
about seven hundred, and there are forty pro~
fessors. Work begins between half past 2
and 5 in the morning, according to the season. The first instruction consists of comments on the Koran.. At sunrise the second
batch of professors-about a dozen or sodiscourse on law and dogma. In the afternoon grammar and rhetoric are taught, and
later logic, astronomy, arithmetic, geography,
history, Mussulman literature, and the science of talismanic numbers or the determination by calculation of the influence of angels,
spirits, and stars on future events. The foredetermination of the conqueror and conquered in a coming war seems to be a special
branch. There is the greatest difficulty in

BELIEVERS.

obtaining a professor intimate with the principles of the science in its entirety. There are
no examinationP. Every professor is supposed to know those among his hearers who
are worthy of diplomas. The diplomas are
very highly valued and giV. the holders great
prestige in the Moslem world.
INDIA, it would seem, is practically uneducated. The total number of scholars in
schools and colleges of all sorts is only tb ree
and a quarter millions, or one and a half per
cent of the entire population. These are
mainly confined to the cities and towns ; and
out of 250,000,000 in all India, less than
11,000,000 can read and write. A census of
the illiterates in the various countries of the
world, recently published in the Statistiche
Monatssckrift, places the three Slavic states
of Roumania, Servia, and Russia at the head
of the list, with about 80 per cent of the
population unable to read and write. Of the
Latin-speaking races, Spain heads the list
with 63 per cent, followed by Italy with 48
per cent, France and Belgium having about
15 per cent. The illiterates in Hungary number 43 per cent, in Austria 39, and in Ireland
21. In England we find 13 per cent, Holland
10 per cent, United States (white population)
8 per cent, and Scotland 7 per cent, unable to
read and write. When we come to the purely
Teutonic states, we find a marked reduction
in the percentage of illiterates. The highest
is in Switzerland, 2.5; in the whole German
empire it is 1 per cent; in Sweden, Denmark,
Bavaria, Baden, and Wi.'lrtemberg, there is
practically no one who cannot read and
write.
CoLoNEL KNox of Texas S1'j'tings overheard
this interesting dialog: "Wanamaker (to the

editor of the Mail and JJJxpres&): "I rejoice
to see, Colonel Shepard, that you hav succeeded in having the Fifth avenue stages
taken off on Sunday." Colonel Shepard
(rubbing his hands with satisfaction): "Yes,
sir. It was a desecration of the Sabbath
day, and I stopped it. To be sure, it didn't
pay to run the stages on Sunday, but I would
hav stopped them just the same if it had."
Wanamaker: "I've no doubt of it, colonel.
George [to his secretary standing by], hav
you made arrangements for the government
revenue cutter to take us down the bay Sunday morning to meet the incoming steamer
on which Mrs. Wanamaker arrives?"
George·: "Yes, sir. All the arrangements
are completed." Wanamaker:" That's right."
To Colonel Shepard : "It devolves upon us,
colonel, to push the movem·ent for suppressing Sunday travel. I expect to stop the carrying of mails on Sunday before my administration is much older." Colonel Shepard:
"That's right, and I am with you. No
labor whatever should be performed on Sunday. [To a Mail and EX]!1'U8 reporter standing near] : Mr. Faber, be sure and attend
Father McGlynn's lecture Sunday afternoon
and make a page rP.port of it for Monday's
paper. [To Mr. Wanamaker:] Don't you
think that passenger as well as mail trains
should be ~topped on Sunday?" Wanamaker: ''Most certainly I do. [To his secretary:] 0 George l don't fail to secure parlor chairs on the Sunday afternoon express
for our party to go to Washington." George:
"It is all attended to, sir." Wanamaker:
"Thanks. And now, colonel, let us evolve
a plan for stopping all travel and work on
Sunday."
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~ommnnicafions.
Of "the Divinity that Shapes Onr Ends."
For f everal years I hav been the owner of a remarkable hen. Not remarkable in size or personal
appearance. Like Alexander, 'tis not her stature
makes her great., but greatness of her deeds. She
is a medium-sized, unassuming, mild-eyed, plain
brown hen, without a pedigree. In the mean time, I
bav been the owner of sEVeral dozen other hens ;
some large, some small, some with and some without pedigrees. So far as any visible matters outside
of their peculiar and distinct individuaiities go, all
of these hens hav had an equal chance to scratch for
life, liberty, and happiness ; for honor and fame,
also. But owing, I conceive, to the superior individuality, or, perhaps, superior adaptability to sur-.
rounding conditions, "Old Browny" (that is the
name of this remarkable hen) has done more business than any ten of her less favored companions.
She has raised more chickens the past yE>ar than all
the other hens-ten or fifteen-1 own. Early in the
spring she disappeared (she is the only hen on her
ranch that is named or would be missed) and was
mourned as dead. The children said : " Poor, dear
Old Browny, she was a hen, take her for all and all,
we ne'er shall look upon her like again." But one
day before the snow was ripe, Old Browny came up
smiling, with a fine brood of chickens for the earliest
spring market, to find all her companions loafingwating for the spring trade to open, and grumbling
about the hard till!es. Old Browny couldn't see it.
She raised most of this brood; set them up in business for themselvs very early, then hatched another
brood, and did likewise with them. Then straightway another brood of fifteen, fourteen of which she
raised, and pretty much "by hand." Finally, late in
December, she came forth fresh and smiling with the
fourth brood for the season. Altogether, Old
Browny has proved a veritable Jay Gould among
hens. And I think she could not help it-does not
want to help it, it is true; but could not want to
without a different inward individuality, or outward
ponditions. Meantime, but very few of Old Browny's
companions were earning more than a living. And,
as nearly as I could judge from appearances, the
shiftless and vicious among them that would notcould not-so catch on to the situation as to
scratch either profit or pleasure out of it, were busily
traducing Old Browny; charging her with cornering
the market; being a dangerous and oppressiv monopoly, haughty aristocrat, grasping trust, etc.,
and invoking and devising ways and means to make
her stand and deliver because she had something
and they had not-just like little men.
The close and competent observer will discover the
same relativ differences among hens, dogs, horses,
cows, elephants, mice, microbes, in short, in all classes
of the animal kingdom, and every other kingdom,
that there are among men. And are these differences,
or any differences, aught but the inevitable result
of the unvarying law of cause and .effect, and over
which the individuals hav not the slightest control!
It seems to me they are not. I beg indulgence to
offer a little evidence in support of this faith.
The thoroughbred hound follows a scent unerringly where there is nothing to which the nature of
the common one is responsiv. The trained athlete
performs physical feats that are impossible and almost incomprehensible to ordinary persons. Just so
the trained mind of the naturally gifted performs
feats relativly more wonderful. Why cannot the
mental imbecil perform, or even comprehend them?
Is it because they do not want to, and do not try?
How can they want to-how try T And if they hav
sense and judgment enough to want to, can they do
it without the proper inward personality and outward conditions? How many men hav wanted the
ability to write like Shakspere T How many bav
worked harder than be did to that end! How many
hav succeeded! · How many bav wanted wealth, and
toiled early and late to secure it, but failed !
There are many otherwise healthy, normal persons
who are invariably poisoned whenever they even go
near certain plants or vines that others can handle,
can crush and rub their naked hands, arms, and faces
with, with impunity. Of course these different effects
are the results of different organizations or conditions, and not of the suspension or variation of the
law of cause and effect. When called a liar, one
able-bodied man preserves his dignity and temper,
turns npon his heel, and walks away with only a feeling of pity for the blackguard; while another would
shoot a hole through him, or send him to grass before his words were cold. Sand does nothing notable when touched by fire, but powder explodes
under the same circumstances. Why? One stomach craves for codfish, another rejects and loathes it.
I was Ion~ acquainted with a remarkably healthy man
-he died of what is called an accident, at ninety two
years of age. For many years of his life he could
not eat a spoonful of chicken gravy, or a mouthful
of chicken, without suffering a severe attack of
cnolera-morbus in consequence. For all other fare
'
so far as known, his stomach was normal.
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I am wdl&cquaint{d with a very sensible, even-!
tempered, healthy, courageous, middle-aged lady,
who bas the peculiarity of drawing the line at cater"
pillars so sharply, that I am confident conscio~s co~tact with one of the least of these, espeCially 1f
green, would force her into convulsi~n~. There are
persons who can frequent the most VICIOus company
without the slightest inclination to allow evil communications to corrupt their good manners. Ohbers
who go from bad to worse in the midst of the best
of company. Like wolves, their vicious natures seem
to thrive best among sheep.
Notwithstanding it is true that in some way
enmity bas been put bet.ween th_e serpent a.nd
women, some women coil huge villainous serpents
about their naked arms, necks, and faces, and even
kiss them with apparent affection. Some persons
recover after having a good portion of their brains
blown away, others die of a trifling scratch. One
learns as by lightning express, another only at a
snail's pace. One takes to music, painting, chemistry mathematics, poetry, finance, etc., as Old Browny
todk to raising chickens, while others shun them as
barren 6Ven repulsiv idealities containing nothing
to whi~h their minds' or tastes 'are reApOnsiv: And
why not? Why all this diversity! Why does not
the thistle seed respond to soil, sunshine, and rain,
by producing .figs 1 Why doe~ not the untutored
savage respond with delight to poetry and high art
or abstruse metaphysics T
Verily is not here a suggestion that will unlock
these mysteries? Are not all bodies, all stomachs,
all hens all minds alJ things, irresistibly responsiv,
or unr~sponsiv, t'o every presence, according to
their individuality-the hound and the bulldog, the
plow Dobbin and the racer, the sand and the powd?r,
the persons easily poisoned and those who resist It;
the genius and the· dullard; the ekeptic who r~:quires
reason and proof, and the "believer" who takes
absurdities on faith in proportion to their size, and
swallows them deeply in proportion to the absence
and impossibility of evidence T
True, one pole of the magnet attracts, the other
repels. But attracts or repels what? Not everything. Not putty or pumpkins, but only what is
responsiv to the subtle power. And mark, the
attractiv or repulsiv power (or essence) is not in the
magnet; and not in the iron or steel that seems to
be attracted or repelled by it. If it were, it would
draw or repel any similar weight, as a mule draws
his load of anything. No; this power of the magnet,
as we call it, is no more in the magnet or in the iron
or steel in which it acts or seems to act, than the
soap made by the union of lye and grease is in either
alone or in both together before assimilation. It is
only in their response; the one for, or to, the other;
or the fruit thereof, and which is unlike either parent.
Is it not so with every compound T And is not
every human body, impulse, thought, speech, action,
or life, a compound T Would not each and all be
repeated as often as the same, or precisely similar,
elements should be brought together under the same
conditions! How often will two plus two make
four! Ask a competent philosopher or your sober
sense, if like must not produce like in human life or
conduct, as unerringly ae in mathematics or chemistry. Appearances are often 'deceitful. I know to
the careless observer arsenic looks much like baking
powder, but it may make a wide difference if put in
the biscuit instead. The scale, whether true or
false, responds alike to the same weight only when the
pea. is in the same place. · Children are different each
one from every other, through every physical grade,
from the short-lived born consumptiv to him of an
iron constitution good for a century. Also through
every mental grade, from the hopeless idiot to the
Newton, they are thus or so according to conditiona. And "men are but children of a larger
growth," hence they are not responsiv in the same
way to the same conditions-do not repel or attract,
or are not repelled or attracted, in the same way.
One is wax that the sun's rays soften, while another
is clay which they harden. One is wet powder today, dry to-morrow.
Yet all will make the worst or best soap according
to the lye of their particular individuality, and the
grease (circumstances) with which they are brought
in contact.
In his normal condition man receives impressions
through each and all of his five senses. Every such
impression and manifestation thereof is thEl inevitable fruit of the union. As either of these five channels of ingress for impressions may be defectiv, 80
may the inward mill that mixes, grinds, or assimilates them or the channel of distribution; as in the
case of the insane, the blind, the deaf and dumb, the
fool, the crank, the naturally vicious, etc.
Why does one man "succeed," as it is called,
where another fails ? The circumstances are not
similar. The grease may bav been simila~;, but the
lye was not; the scale had been tampered with, the
powder was damp, etc., or the result would bav been
the same as surely as sixteen ounces will always
weigh just one pound on every true scale.
There are thirty-six petty criminals in Cincinnati
who hav a record of an average of over ten terms of
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service in the ·workshop: One o.f these has serv~d
thirty-eight terms; another, th1rty. If tber~ IB
virtue in prayer, should not the prayers of the righteons be patterned. after that o~ a celebrated heathen:
"Great God, be kmd to the w1cked ; thou hast been
kind to the good, in making .th~m s.o ?"
.
Grant was never notably d1st1~~msbed-but rat~er
extinguished-befor~ ~he late cml w_ar bro~g~t ~1m
in contact with cond1t10ns so respons1v to his distmct
personality-probably re~ned, annealed, and freed
from slag by former rxp~rience-as to form what men
call greatne~s. And tbmk of the narrow escapes he
had from shrpwreck I
. .
.
But for his opportumty m that. war, which was
McClella~'s, Bu~ll's, et al ·Ne~e~IB, Grant :ould
probably hav be~n one of th~ mdhon flo!ers . born
to blush unseen. .Indeed, Without. fructific~tlOn by
the pollen of £>x:penence and the sod and climate of
tl.tting opportumty, he, and all the great, must hav
remained barren-would hav been or bor~e no flowers
at all, any more than a rose seed or cuttmg planted
in the end of the north pole.
Grant, Lincoln, and "all the mighty dead," responded to conditions. So did McClellan, Buell,
Jfff Davis, and Judas. These, perhaps, illustrated
the positiv pole of the magnet; those, the negativ.
The magnet may be a most excellent one, but, as I
hat suggested, it can only show-indeed, only P.ossees-its quality in co~~enial prese!lce-accord1~g
to the amount and conditiOn of the Iron. or steel m
its presence. Again, it may be so weak m.the quality of magnetism as to produce no P.erceptible effect
in that line, even in the most congemal presence, yet
capable of forming a poker at five c~nts a pound, or
hairsprings for watches at a fortune, In presence congenial to that en~.
.
.
. .
But whatever It does, or IB done With 1t, 18 the
inevitable soap of self and circumstances.
Sn in the case of every man. Had the lye been
stronger or weaker, or more or less, or the other conditions ditto, the soap wou.ld hav been more o~ JeeP,
or better or worse, accordmgly; always accordmgly.
For further illustration co!lsider any disease. J!'or
convenience, and as recollectiOns are fresh concernmg
it, let the disease be yellow fever. B. F. Butler has
recently produced many facts and strong arguments
tending to prove that this disease is, at least on the
one side, the fruit of t"!o prominent conditions that
must concur to start It, or produce the yeast or
sponge of it; i.e., a filth or foulness generated by the
concurrent decomposition of animal and veg~~able
matter. Assume, then, that these are-two condi.hon~,
also that there are several others, among wbJCb IB
necessarily the subject or victim, and he in a re~~ptiv
condition-altogether, say there are ten conditiOns.
Then, before a case of yellow fever can O?~ur, there
must be brought together al! these con?ItJOns, and
which, whenever together, wdl necessarily produce
this fruit. And as these conditions are in force or
slight, the disease must be severe or light.
I think I may safely guess there never was an
instance where every person remaining at his post in
a populous locality where this or any other disease
prevailed was attacked by it. It is therefore fair to
assume that all the conditions causing it hav never
congregated in any locality. Hence more or less of
the conditions must be in the victims; conditions
which render them different from those who escape
under the same exposure, just as those who are' easily
poisoned by ivy, or hav been vaccinated, etc., are
different in some conditions from others.
.
I hav assumed that ten conditions ar.e .necessar;v.
In one case may not most of these cond1hons be m
the victim, while in another they are in the location,
so that in one case the fever is virtually a spontaneous
combustion; in another, substantially the work of an
incendiary!
As corn cannot grow where the conditions are not
right, but will grow and produce from a nominal to
an enormous yield according to the fitness of conditions, so with health and disease-" belief and unbelief," Protestantism· and Catholicism, Mormonism
and paganism, democracy and republicanism, the fool
and the sage, the rich and the poor, the saint and the
sinner. Yea, verily, each and all things, in heaven
or on earth, must be the inevitable fruit of the conditions that produce them; and those that produced
these conditions, the fruit of others farther back,
without end.
It therefore follows that if the health, thoughts,
or actions of microbes, mice, or men are to be changed
from their present bent, conditions must be changed.
And how slight the change required to cause a r~V?
lution I How different is steel from iron! Yet :..t 18
iron precisely, with the mere trifle of one-tenth of
one per cent to about one and one half per cent of
carbon incorporated with it. It is the soap produced
by the union of iron with this trifle. When pure, it
is very good for its many purposes, but what a trifle
of slag poisons it, as it were, and renders it worthless!
So man is poisoned, or side-tracked, with a trifl 3
of strychnin in the stomach, .venom in the blood,
gas in the lungs, a little abnormal pressure on t~e
brain from a blow upon the head, or from finanCial
embarrassment, or other trouble, that produces the
fruii of insanity, fatal fever, or unbearable despond-
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ency that culminates in suicide-which is just as nat- L~zaruses will ~e~ their best inte~est in carefully and t? discover evid~nce s~ffi.cient to _justify his concluural and legitimate a child of conditions as death faithfully carrymg water to the riCh men-their only sions. Conclus1v testimony provmg man's relation
from consumption or old age.
source of employment· or support; for, "from him by blood or birth to the lower animals has never yet
It was but after many generations of men had that hath not, ·Cannbt be taken away that he hath." been discovered.
come .and gone. that any I?rocess of manufacturing
The rich and the poor, the strong and the weak,
He admits one miracle, a special creation by God
steel, or even uon, was d1scovared. A short time are as magnets-and iron and steel for each other. to start animal life. And what is this but an admisago we had only the slow and expensiv puddling If they regard and approach each other upon the sion that be did not know the origin of life ? How
process, then a great improvement in the Bessemer harmonious plane of mutual aid, support, interest could he know of a creation without either having a
pro.cess, and _now. we ha~ the Book"!alter process by and necessity, they will be attracted and drawn to~ special revelation from God, or being present at the
wh1ch crude ore 1s cast mto any desued grade of iron gether; held fast in each other's regard; and pros- occurrence T
or steel, and even mixed as desired in the same bar perity, happiness, and safety will reign over and
Professol' Haeckel, one of Darwin's greatest disci('r piece, and as cheaply as pig iron is niade. In among them. But if they approach each other as ples, in his "History of Creation" rejects the idea of
short, by this process I am informed that what may b~ the negativ pole-if they meet upon the false and God and teaches that "the imperfect original beings
be cast from the crude ore in the line of iron or steel d1scordan~ plane . of enmity and conflicting interest came into existence not by supernatural creation, but
is under complete, easy, and almost dirt-cheap con~ -there will be repulsion, discord, anarchy, and the by _spo~taneous generation out of inorganic matter."
trol of t)l.e intelligent manipulator. Of course the farce of lEsop's dog and his bone, or the tragedy of Th1s disagreement between the leaders of evolution
same process would always hav produced the same the Kilkenny cats will be repeated. Yet, what6 ver cast a shadow upon the theory at its outset. The
results. And is it not the province of the educator, comes will be, in due course; the inevitable fruit of school of scientists of which Professor Agassiz was
the moralist, and philanthropist t.o find the Book- combinations-causes.
considered the leader disagrees with Darwin. Spenwalter process of generating the .best human ore,
True, if more or less steam were turned on, a bet- cer and Huxley differ: Spencer teaches a change
through attention to the hereditary law, and then .of ter engin provided, a belt shifted, or pulley enlarged, from simple to complex forms; Huxley, the reverse.
ma~ing the. b_est results from each piece, according or if t~ere were a different grist to grind, or a differ- The author of "Vestiges of the Natural History of
to 1ts pecuhanty T
ent miller, the result would be different. But in Creation," the publication of which so disturbed the
Ab! but .say you, "Now you hav Y?ur foot in it,. these eases, as in all others, the fruit, the soap, would Christian world, says, "It is still an open question
for, accordmg to your postulate, thmgs, men, and be precisely as it must according to conditions, and whether mankind is of one or more origins." He,
gods hav done and can only do what they must; would be repeated as often as twice two would be too, acknowledges a creator, and thus disagrees with
what then is the use of trying, or how can we try to four.
Haeckel. A~l these .facts tend to deepen the shadow
improve or change .matters!" I answer: These
Is there nothing new under the sun! Nothing under which Darwin's theories rest.
thoughts-postulates 1f _you choose-are the soap of except the fruit of new combinations · but from
The arguments of Darwin and those of his coadmy personality united and assimilated with the grease these are all things new every day. It is a common jutors hav been hopelessly shattered, completely
of matters and things with which I hav come in con- faith that we could easily act differently from what overthrown, by A. Wilfor(J. Hall in his remarkable
tact .. If they shall prove :new to any, or even recall we do, if we would. Often this looks plausible on book, " The Problell} of Human Life Here and
or remforce any old thoughts, they may prove the the surface.· But every act impelled by mind, is the Hereafter," and so far as I am informed, none of the
one-tenth of one per cent of carbon lacking to make result of the will to do it, and the will to do or not noted scientists that believe in evolution hav ata trifle more of true steel in this generation,· and far to do, is the inevitable fruit of the conditions that tempted to answer Mr. Hall, although invited and
more when compounded, reverberated, and reinforced bear it, and this fruit could· not hav been varied urged by him to do so, but instead they chose to
in generations to come.
without a change of those conditions.
maintain a discreet silence in regard to his book, as
But suppose this manuscript shall be rejected and
At birth we are launched upon the stream of life he predicted they would do. His arguments against
burnt! Well, then it will hav produced some effect with physical and mental equipments, and at times evolution are as clear, as crushing and unansweraupon its author, also on the censor that condemns it. and places, about which we were not consulted; over ble, as the arguments of Paine against the Bible.
And it is part of the law of nature that every move- which we had no control. Thence the stream bears Although he proved his ability to refute the Darwinment, everything said, done, or thought, produces us irresistibly forward to the end. Some are ian theory, he produced no evidence of man's origin,
some effect, and these effects other effects. Verily, launched away up whence they hav a voyage of a other than the story of creation in Genesis, but
like the pebble thrown in the sea, though it may hundred years ; others, just at the mouth, and are seemed to think that to break down evolution was to
raise but a little circle just about it, these little ones borne into the ocean of death in a year; a month; a support victoriously God and the Bible. He as.
will in turn raise others farther back, and these still day. Some without talent-without strength of sumes the miraculous creation of all specific forms
other wider and deeper ones, until finally every par- mind or muscle-float passivly to the end. A few as the only consistent hypothesis of the origin of
ticle of the sea will not only hav been moved by it, are carried in contact with painted boats or gilded species.
If Darwin's theory of natural selection, or survival
but will ever after respond to it. So every man- ships, which they hav strength of will and muscle to
every act, word, thought, motiv, or impulse of man- board and skill to manage. These hav a more or of the fittest, were true, there should be no lower
as also monkey or mouse, is the "heir of all the lees prosperous and happy voyage, though the care animals in existence ; each species should hav passed
ages" (pasi), and will bav been parent and joint is oft more than its profit. But only dug-outf', or away upon the appearance of its successor, until
directqr of all the ages to come.
.
drift-wood, come within reach of many ; while more upon the appearance of man, he being the fittest, all
But, say my orthodox friends, if these ideas would than a few are borne down by the current where lower animal life should hav become utterly extinct.
hold water without an overruling providence, they there is never a straw to catch at, though their arms Yet Professor Haeckel tells us that even the monscertainly will not with. I ask, why not, how not, and be as strong, hands as willing, eyes as watchful, and ron, from which, as he affirms, all animal life origiwhether such providence acts consistently according hearts as brave as those of any upon the gilded nated, is still in existence, and as numerous as ever.
So we see that by the testimony of Darwin's greatest
to fixed laws of its nature, or whimsically and by craft. But there is compensation; for much
disciple, and of Darwin himself, extinction and natchance ? Does the providence theory solve the mysAs mold and moaa on barren clay
ural selection do not go hand in hand. Darwin says :
tery in the difference between Old Browny and her
For flowers and. fruits prepare a way,
"As soon as a species becomes changed in structure
lazy companions, or the similar differences found
All men !1-nd J?lalds of lo~ degree
among all the lower animals' If so why should
Are patriot piOneers of liberty.
by natural selection, the improved descendants must
they not pray, or be prayed for ; Dot:s ~ot the grow·
Is not such "the divinit{., that shapes our ends, inevitably exterminate the parent form and take its
ing corn respond as it must through sunshine or frost, roug~ hew them as we may ·
CYRUS SEARS.
place." Again: "New and improved varieties will
inevitably supplant and exterminate the older."
drouth or rain? Verily, what difference can it make
Pztt, 0.
Thus, says Hall, " this self-stultifying principle of
in the premises, whether "man's goings are of the
Heresy To a Heresy.
evolution under natural selection involves the necesLord" (Prov. xx, 24), in the paths of rectitude and
The Darwinian theory of evolution seems to hav sity that man should now be the only living species
peace, or in the ways of evil because of "strange delusions sent them by God that they should believe a found favor with a majority of the scholars of our on this earth, since every form below him through
lie that they might be damned" (2 Thee. ii, 11, 12) ? times, but this is no evidence of its truth. The ma- which his line of descent has progressed would hav
In either case, and every case, are not man's goings, jority may be on one side of a question, while the successivly and inevitably succumbed and been excomings, and doings the necessary fruit of condi- weight of evidence is on .the other. Great reform terminated as soon as each improved form made its
appearance."
movements are always led by minorities.
tions T
Again : "An unanswerable proof that species were
If evolution is true, why are men, even those who
And, if so, do any frightful corollaries follow~
But what if there do! Shall we shun or deny facts believe in it, still searching for the missing link, and separate creations and not the work of evolution, is
because we fear them T Diseases are not cured, mis- tl:J.us impliedly admitting the lack of evidence neces- that nature has drawn the line between them; they
takes corrected, or evil consequences avoided by re- sary to sust·ain the theory they teach ! Is not this cannot hybridize and produce new species." "The
maining in ignorance of, ignoring, denying, or mis- fact alone enough to arouse suspicion that it is not a direct tendency of every abnormal form in species is to
representing facts, but by learning them, squarely link only, but a whole chain of evidence, that is revert to the normal type, which is the exact opposit
confronting them, and especially by putting ourselvs wanting ? If his theories were correct, it would not of evolution, and flat contradiction of the possibility
in harmony with them. In the long run, falsehood be the learned scientist only that would be able to of transmutation: it contradicts the fundamental
or error about everything must do far more harm trace man's genealogy backward through the lower principle of "evolution and absolutely overthrows the
than the truth. We must finally endure the always forms of animal life ; the evidence of the amalgama- system."
Darwin says: "Natural selection cannot produce
painful ordeal of twilight and transition if we ever tion of the species proving man's relation to the
an
organ of any kind ; it can only cultiva·te them
at
every
turn.
Darwin
lower
animals,
would
be
seen
enjoy the full sunlight, though we put it off a thoupoints out this difficulty, for he candidly admits that after they exist and are useful." Then how did the
sand years.
Finally, then, is not the conclusion that we do as there are difficulties in the way of his theories, and first bird's wings come ~ Incipient wings are not
we must, an inevitable cotollary of the familiar devotes a chapter in his " Origin of Species" to useful. Hall in reviewing this point says: "Nataxiom: "Like produces like 1" Even if so, Jet us their discussion. He says : " Why, if species hav ural selection could hav done nothing toward
not despair or despond. For if things are as they descended from other species by fine gradations, do developing the first pair of perfect winge, as it can
must be, they are frequently not as, nor so, bad as we not everywhere see innumerable transitional only act on useful and beneficial organs." Again he
they seem. In 1861. our people quarreled over an forms ? Why is not all nature in confusion, instead says: " Any ordinary student might undertake fo
election bet, as it were. In a comparativly inexpen- of the species being as we see them, well defined ?" break down evolution fifty times a day for a week
siv ninety days skirmish, they would settle it ! You His answer is that extinction and natural selection using Darwin's books."
Because there are similarities existing between
know the rest. We duly mourn the dead, but do we go hand in hand, but his conclusions are drawn
duly appreciate the compensation--past and to come largely from inference; his arguments to sustain this man and the lower animals, it is in itself no evidence
of a common origin. Yet evolution is based upon
-in that it brought four millions that were dead in theory are not at all clear.
Again he says : "By this theory innumerable tran- alleged points of resemblance, many of which are so
slavery, to lile in freedom; and the end is not yet!
For a season, the " well-to-do" will pass the igno- sitional forms must hav existed. Why do we not ambiguous, so unsatisfactory, that they are deemed
rant, the weak, and the vicious by on the other side. find them imbedded in countless numbers in the unworthy of consideration by all except believers in
But soon or late, by the smart from the friction-when crust of\he earth!" His answer to this is, that it is the theory. Like Christian evidences, they prove
th3 yeast of experience has duly raised the bread of on account of the imperfection of the geological rec- upon examination to be no evidence at aU.
There is an evolution in the sense of progress,
reason-they will see superior safety, prosperity, and ord. So by his own admissions, the evidences suffiunfolding,
but as to the origin of species, of life, or
to
clearly
establish
his
theories
has
been
found
cient
happiness in lending such a helping hand as will not
of matter, we are as much as ever iri doubt and ignoonly lift Lazarus up, but hold him up until he not neither on the earth nor in the earth.
Darwin did not find the truth: at least, he failed rance. The Darwinian theory of evolution has been
only can, but will, stan~. alone. Then, also, the
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demolished. The story of creation in-Genesis i-;~~~
.
.
·
f 1
d
worthy of the serwu~ ~onsldemhon o ear~e men.
The traces of the or1gm of man and o~ ammals are
\J!Obably so obscured by the lapse of hme that our
~uriosity 1 our longing for a knowledge of the truth
. to tbe b · · g may never be satisfied.
15
•
egmnm •
.
If this article should mduce anyone, who has not
done so to rend Mr. Hall's book, and compare his
1u·o-ume~ts with the arguments found in the principal
w.;rks on evolution, its principal object will hav been
accomplished.
LEMUEL J. POTTS.

-----------------

1-rb~l~~~~. t~a~ n~~~ ~-~l~~:Oder Sullivan nDo man /n
America Is so much to blame to-day as Father orney or

Pueril Questioning, Reasoning. and Objecting.
M
p
J st one year ago my article
the uufortunRte condition of affairs in IIish organizations,
R. RIESTLEY: u
,
'
and 1 hold him morally responsible ;for the blood of poor " Sense and Spiritualism," appeared in these column1:1,
Cronin, for had he acted. the part of an honest man the and you are well aware of the storm it created. I
patriotic Irish people W?uld not hav be~n robbj~· and ~be bad prepared it carefully, and felt well assured that
pure patriot and true Inshman, Dr. Cromn, wou not av I could sustain every proposition it contained.
.
been murdered
• d
t'
d
·
.
Although you bav dechne
ruee mg me, an
That he (Dorney) i~ a moat consummate hypocrlt declared that a discussion between us would be
is illustrated by an Irishman who was present at the worse than useless, still, I assume the right of the
reunion of Camp No. 96, when Father Dorney was attacked par~y, to the firing of the last gun. Hence
there, and who, when asked some unco.mfor.table this letter.
questions, said he had forgotten to rend h1s pnestly
I should hav answered yours sooner, but was
office before coming, and thereupon :proceeded . to waiting to hear from some more of the "impossibles,"
J!m~rican ~tcular
attend to it then and there, the semor Guard1an but ae they seem also to hav declined I will content
sarcastically remarking, "Brother -·- - will please myself mainly with trying to show you the pith of
pass the. hat and take up a collection while Brother the heading to this letter.
·
·
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
Dorney is praying." It is intimated the archbishop
You say you "hav no expectation or desire of
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
Princess Opera Honse,
considers this request rather "cheeky" for a secret proving a negativ respecting the existence of ghosts,
558 W. Madison street, Room 1, Chicago.
OTTo WETTSTEIN, Treae.,
Boohel!e, Ill. society to make, fearing that the Clan wants to "run etc."
Well, what else hav you been attempting
E. B. FooTE, JB., Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. the religion of Chicago." As the" religion of Chicago" -when you boldly decl~re th~t wha~ ~s. known as the
M.Jts. M. A. FREEM.I.N, Oh. Fin. Com., 3 !4 W. Madison st., Chicago. has heretofore run its police force, fire department, Spiritual phenomenon s an 1mpoas1b1hty?
1
and politics through the Clan-na-Gael, we cannot see
I felt when you used that term you did so unthink'l'hings .All Over t11e Country.
how Pat Feehan can well object to their taking a turn ingly fol' no man of your mental caliber can, with
Preparations for the Cronin memorial meeting at Central at t.he religious racket. If Dorney does not "move due ;aspect for himself, use the term "impossible"
Music Hall June 28th are being conducted on an extensiv scale. on" he may be "removed," which is the Irish for outside of pure mathematics.
Rcpresentativs of all nationalities will participate. The list catch-basin candidates for a corpse. "Like priest,
It ie an assumption of a position which you r~g~tly
r,f vice-presidents now being- made up will include several
and forcibly refuse even to the God of the Chr1eban.
hundred of Chicago's leading- citizens. The following hav like people."
Another instance of how TIIE TRUTH SEEKER leads It belongs solely to the realm of so-called omniscience,
agreed to make speeches: President W. H. D,rrenforth of
the Personal Rights League, who will introrluce Mayor Cre- the van on news and coincidences, is the fact that I and. it is needless to remind you that, from a human
gier; C. G. Dixon, the }:{ev. Father Higgins, the Hon. Frank pointed out ten days ago the singular fact tbat the standpoint, omniscience and idiocy are synonymous.
I,awler, Robert Lindblom, Dr. G. Frank Lydston, Louis Cronin murder was perpetrated May 4. 1889, t.he
But the diffiGulty with many men is that if they
Nettleboret, E. A. Stevens, and Congressman Abner Taylor.
The music will be furnished by SJ)veral German sioging EO- Haymarket bomb was thrown May 4, 1886, and the cannot comprehend a proposition, they hasten at
cietieo. Admission will be by complimentary tickets.- murder of Lord Cavendish in Phenix 'park was on once to condemn, and declare it "impossible." If
U..icago Times.
May ·4, 1882. Our Chicago press men hav just. in material science the investigator was also a swiftIt g11.ve me somewhat of a shock on Sunday to " caught cr." A further similarity is that the witness I fear much that man:v of our discoveries
read the above item in all the papers and find my- Cronin PJJd Cavendish murders were both perpe- would ;till be hidden in the wo~b of Mother Nature.
self sandwiched for a speech between a Jesuit father trs.ted on S!<turday night.
Patient investigation, and that alone, can hope for
and a millionaire Congressman. I wondered what
Thi< cx;:.fllent advice of a particular friend is too success. The chemist, no matter what he may be
mean thing I had done that I should be considered gcod to bt> lost:
expfrimenting on, does not nail over the door of his
capable of speaking suitably to the occasion and the
Will the Irish of America
Jabortttory the word "impossible." Too many concompany, more especially as I had been selected for
Be kind ~nough to take
demn without giving the matter sufficient examinaA Comp
little bitunded
of good
vicesake?
t ion, but th e mSJ· onty
· are t oo 1n
· d o1en"< t o mves
·
t"1ga te
such a questionable honor without consultation. In
for ad
their
8
t be· evening, Chas. Bary, EEq., editor of the Personal
Then let the Irish who remain
for tbemselvs. They wait t.iJl it is an accepted fact,
Rights Advocate, and national secretary of the PerIn Ireland fight their fight.
and tl..Jen they aseure the world that they always
p,onal Rights Lesgue, gave the Secular Union a most
To send them moral aid and cash
knew it.
Of
course
is
only
right.
A f ew years ago I b oard ed WI"th
• excellent lecture on the purposes of his organization,
.
a f ami'I y wh"lCh
But let them not embroil the land
and during the evening he personally explained that
That shelters them in war,
numbered among its members an "impossible" Mathe committee desired the representative of the
And let them not attempt to wade
terialist.
widest possible diversity of thought, nationality, and
Into each other's gore,
One evening at the supper-table this gentleman,
creed to express their feelings on this occasion.
Nor fight their battles in the sewers
who, by the way, was an electrician, announ. c_ed t_hat
OrIrish
cesspools
anyeach
more.
They succeeded admirably in their antithetical reThe
should
other love
he koew of h is own k now1e d ge th a t S p1r1t uaIIBID
search, but I am inclined to believe it best for me to
And learn to liv in peace,
was a fraud, and its suppol"ters, a parcel of fools.
say nothing.
If not we'll hav to look elsewhere
He had investigated it and could prove, beyond the
GIVING HIM A DAKOTA BLIZ~D.
For firemen and police.
peradventure of a doubt, that all the phenomena
The" Wooly West" is raising- quite a breeze over
A MIRACLE MONGER.
were due to elactrical forces.
Brother Wanamaker's pious Sabbatarilm fads in the
Father Mallinger, of Pittsburgh, I see, has bad his
Now, ibis was the very man I bad been looki~g
postal service which close the mails for frontiermen aonual innings at faith cure on St. Anthony's day, after for many years, and I hastened to assure h1m
on SundayP. Some Senators, we learn, are being and at 6 A.M. the church on Troy Hill was crowded that I was seeking knowledge in hi~;~ direction. I
overwhelmed with protests, and every mail is adding with thousands of the lame, the blind, and the halt, a~k£d him what "l!eanees" he had attended and, to
to the number.
and by noon it was impossible to pass along the my surprise, he did not know the meaning of the
The Sunday mall service has been the greatest streets in front of the church, lined as they were term.
national boon the people of far-off Dakota and Mon· with cripples and diseased persons. The reverend
I questioned him pretty closely, and his experitana enjoyed, and they think so much of their mails faith cure performer refuses to treat anyone lacking ence amounted to the hearing of a single lecture deand so little of Wanamaker's enforced piety that his faith in him, and as a matter of course, the cures livered by Mrs. Hyser in Baltimore. On this lecture
attempts to shut them off are liable to he.v a fatal said to be effected are as great as his patients' credu- he had built up his theory which was as clear as the
effect on his party, as they will soon vote as states. lity. What a comment on our boasted nineteenth boy's description of the working of an en gin: "The
This distinguished Sunday-school superintendent at century civil.ization !
man has something to hold water in, and then he
the h~:ad of the United States mails has directed
ADROIT HORTON.
builds a fire under it, and when the water boils the
that all contracts for mail service over the Star routes
The Northwest~rn University is a Methodist edu- ~Steam moves a jim-crack and that turns the wheels,
shall be advertised on the basis of six days' service cational mill, which has just elected Professor Swing and then the boat starts."
only. In cases where they hav inadvertently called as one of its tmstees. The proposition was first
Now, Friend Priestley, don't you occupy a posifor seven days' service, he }las ordered a re-advertis- made that he fill the vacancy caused by the death of tion .similar to this electrician when you say,''If we
ing, but this obtrusiv piety is raising such a storm Judge Grant Gooderich, of pious memory; but it take in all that can be clearly substantiated by unof disapproval that the administration will either raised as much of a bowl as a fight in a political con- impeachable testimony, we ~?hall land in the asylum;
bav to down him or he will down the administration. vention. One old preacher from Miseouri frantically if we begin to reject what is unreasonable, improbTHE REIGN OF KING JESUS POSTPONED.
exclaimed : " The eye of entire Methodism is upon able, contradictory, impossible, and absurd, we come
Whatever the diversity of opinion among Liberals us. Our people will be shocked if this thing occurs. ultimately to reject the whole."
relativ to the use or abuse of alcoholic stimulants, Woe to us if we do so rash a thing." Some of his
Read the above over carefully and I feel to say
the vast proportion will rejoice at the signal defeat hearers were imprrseed and Paid, "Amen." A man that you will wish you had not written it. Can anywhich Prohibition has met in several states, especially from Michigan was also opposed to the nomination; thing be more absurd than "unimpeachable testiin Pennsylvania, where they declared that the adop- he thought the friends of the University should put mony" of anything that is "improbable, contradiction of Prohibition meant" the reign of King Jesus." none but Methodists on guard. Others objected to tory, impossible, and absurd?"
The republic will be preserved a little while longer, hie filling the vacancy of so devout a Methodist; so,
I positivly deny that, "the proof of the existence
it seems.
to whip the devil around the stump, the inspired man of spirits depends on the occurrence of what are
POINTS ON THE CRONIN OABE.
of subterfuges, Judge Horton, tendered his resign a- called phenomena" (physical).
Two or three weeks ago I Fp0ke of Father Dor- tion, and Professor Swing was elected to fill that
There are millions of honest people who are able
ney's possible connection with the Clan·na-Gael, and vacancy, and Horton was elected to fill Judge to demonstrate to their own satisfaction the existence
suggested his complicity in covering up frauds on Gooderich's place. What fine distinctions these of a spiritual world, witho11t the assistance of anythe funds raised by that organization; saying be bad sectarians observe!
one. You meet some of them every day, and their
been the virtual leader of the district some years
Swing was assailed as an avowed Infidel ; but the testimony, satisfactory to themselvs at least, should
ago, and was al>' ays the right bower of Alexander Infidels would be the most anxious to repudiate him receive the benefit of all doubts, till disproved.
·Sullivan, t.he supposed arch-conspirator in this daf!- of any class in this community, for, whatever moral
You may, if you please, place yourself on record
tardly plot. The city papers at that time were very courage he may bav possessed when charged with as denying the possibility of slatewriting, but, in
busy coddling Catholicism, so much so that not even heresy to Calvinism, be seems to hav got bravely view of my article, with the attesting witnesses, I
a mild article v.ould they publish referring to the over it by talking soft platitudes and delivering ex- fear you will find yourself in the minority.
Bruno monument, but now like weathercocks they quisit and learned exordiums to a set of plethoric
You cannot hope to combat a" fact" with a simple
sre willing to go with the wind, and already Camp pocketbookE-pork packers who simply smiled at each denial, for it favors the child's reason, "Because." A
No. 52 of the Clan-na-Gael has drawn up a petition other as though they understood what he said. Still, something is beyond a child's reasoning power-he
to the Rrcbbishop, demanding the dismissal of this outside of his "set," it seems that the cry of heresy denies it, and givs as his reason, "Because."
cluical misfit. from their parish. This demand is still clings to him, while Chicagp people long ago
Now, I was challenged to produce evidence of this
made becauee of this very reverend father's conniv- relegated him among the more orthodox. It only slatewriting. I did so. The witnesses are respecting at fraud to screen Sullivan, and also his denial shows that bigotry is dying hard when the most able and trustworthy. I looked for a crushing blow
that he ever belonged to the order. On the strength radical thing I can remember ever being attributed from my challengers, and one puns on the word
of a malicious letter this priestly perjurer had a cer- to Swing was his remark that "Penelope and Socra- "slate," another delicately hints that I lie, a third
tain W. P. Dunne expelled and branded as a traitor. tes would jostle Martha and Paul in the realms of deplores my "falling from grace," and you criticis~
Mr. Dunne says of Father Dorney:
paradise."
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
without having read the article.
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You ask, "Why hav two slates!" &nd insinuate ha.s only to invite him to take the leading part in a best ally. Believe me, she will forget for the nonce
that a fraud was consummated because of the two setentific discussion.
your Materialism if you will only join in her vain
But it was difficult to select from such a vast num- attempt to squelch Spiritualism.
slates, and then ignore the fact that at another part
of the sitting only one slate was used, and that one ber of scientists-in fact, a whole city-a committee
Now, I do not desire to be understcod as saying
was placed on Mr. Macdonald's head.
small enough to carry out Seybert's wishes and after that the phenomena should not be inv~:stigated, nor
But you will pardon my saying that the meanest much consideration the matter was plac~d in the that any man in his investigations is not entitlo:od to
part of your letter is where you say, "That I [you] hands of one Heater, or some such name.
carry out his own views. But I do most decidedly
car not explain Slade's tricks, does not prove that he
An imp by my side suggests that the name was ~ay tb_at i! there be a law governing any proposed
is not a trickster."
Furniss. But, whether Heater or Furniss Furniss or mvest1gahon, that law should be respected. MoreIs this an honest criticism, from an honest, high- Heater, either, both, or neither, this emine~t scientist ovt>.r, if a man will not conform to that law, that
minded, honorable man 1 Does Mr. Priestley desire whose most prominent feature was a huge ear-trumpet' he IS not entitled to criticise.
to hav the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER understand as he was as deaf as a post, undertook the task. '
The law, as I understand it, is simply harmony,
that he is willing to brand, as a knave, a man conI remember meeting him several times in Boston and surely anyone can conform himself to it without
earning whom he knows nothing, save that he is a and his queries would hav put to blush even a~ loss of individuality.
Spiritual medium 1
''impossible" Materialist. But he had gone to the
The shrewdest, closest, most critical investigators
Is. this all that Frcethought and Infidelity hav Hub to gather points, and having satisfied himself as I hav ever met were Spiritualists of thirty or more
taught Mr. Priestley 1
t~ the proper mode of procedure, he returned to the years. Their experience was large, and they utilized it.
If you hav prejudices, they should be stamped out,
Had the Brooklyn hippodromist written it, I should City of. Brotherly Love fully cocked and primed.
hav passed it in silence; but I had looked for other
Medmms were summoned, and under Heater Fur- and I claim here, and if you will giv the matter the
and better thoughts from Mr. Priestley.
niss's own conditions, as he admits, the various slightest thought you will !lee I am correct, that to
The next time I meet Slade I will offer him your ph_ases of. th~ phenomena took place. But H. F., scientifically and impartially investigate you must
apology.
bemg a setentist, was not satisfied.
place yourself among the investigators; take your
You next claim that because you hav gained no
His scientific questionings were the wonder and stand according to your true knowledge, and not
information from reading Spiritual literature, you amazemen~ of _his colleagues. Many a poor medium arrogate to yourself an untenable position by attemptfeel convinced this forms another link in the chain trembled m his boots when unable to giv a satis- ing the role of student and teacher at one and the
same time.
connecting it with "other forms of superstition."
factory reason for an unknown cause.
From a man who knows nothing of the matter it
·
And still the wonder grew,
. I h
There is notb mg
av ever met Ill the Spiritual
How one small head could carry all he knew.
comes in bad grace, a declaration that a law is unteachings which is not moral in its tendencies and
Heater Furniss could see, to be sura; but he could necessary, pueril, ridiculous, or what not.
which cannot be made applicable to our daily lives.
not hear; and, as in the econ0my of nature a deficit
An investigator, as I understand the term, is a
Our philosophy was the first one to deal a death- in one part is usually compensated by a correspond- student; one examining a subject. But if you r.re
blow to " vicarious atonement," hence the antipathy ing increase in some other part, he concluded that he omniscient, if you can tell in advance that H is '' imof the church.
was entitled to clairvoyance at least.
possible," you are not a student, but a judge.
It teaches the brotherhood of man and the equality
So every day, at a stated hour, he hied away to 8
Hence I claim you never investigated.
of women.
secure retreat, where, seated in the dark for an hour
No doubt you hav noticed the many silly objections
And in the Abolition movement which culminated with his head wrapped in wet cloths, he scientifically raised by some parties, and the worse than silly
in removing the stain and disgrace of slavery from investigated the claims of clairvoyance.
questions propounded by others, and all of them
our bright escutcheon, the moab pro.11inent members
He failed to see a single ghost. Whether the asked with such a cool assumption that it is positivly
had received their light and were under the guidance cloths were too damp, or not damp enough, I know refreshing to re·read them this warm weat,her.
of the Spiritual philosophy. The church sneered at not. Unfriendly critics say that the evaporation was
" If spirits do not possess a physical or material
them, and the terms Abolitionist and Spiritualist inter.nal. But he failed; made an adverse report, body, it is absolutely certain that they cannot posbecame practically synonymous. And, let me add, and ID consequence Spiritualism is damned in Phila- sess the organs of speech," writes one.
ninety per cent of my Materialistic friends favored delphia. Yes, scientifically damned, and the remnant
After citing much in regard to witchcraft, another
slavery, and I challenge the production of one Spirit- of Seybert's bequest may, in the near future, enrich adds his mite, thus : " The overwhelming testimony
ualist, even Southern born, who did not favor eman- soma Christian institution.
in favor of modern Spiritualism is, in like manner,.
.
Now, had Furniss Heater used whisky he might at the effect of prepossession." Now if this critic had
cipation.
It pointed out, before the time of Darwin, the least hav seen snakes, and that would hav repaid asked himself the question, What is prepossession 1
theory of evolution, and proves, beyond the peiad- him for his trouble. So I hope that when the noxt he never would hav made the admission. He is
venture of a doubt, that the laws of nature are scientific Philadelphian undertakes the task he will " good Ciitholic, and ther!'l are plenty of St. Jameses
changeless and the destiny of man is upward and eschew water entirely and stick to whisky, or at least before him.
Another says, "McArthur no doubt is sincere in
onward.
beer. That will giv the phenomenon a living chance.
It instructs us in the law of heredity, the only salThe other scientific investigation you refer to was hit~ belief, but he is off, terribly off, when he tries to
vation for humanity.
held by the Psychical Research Society of England. show Mrs. Slenker physically what he claims to hav
It shows us how to communicate with our loved Well, this society felt it incumbent upon them to in- spiritually." Bless Johnson's dear old aoul, but he
dead, and, above all, it deprives death of its sting. vestigate .. They had been formed for that purpose, is very far from being "terribly on." I never made
Yes, death, at the very name of which the stoutest and, as to a true scientist original methods count any such claims and never made any tmch attempts.
I simply stated that the phenomena were facts,
for much, ail Spiritualists were rigidly excluded from
Christian or Materialist heart quails in terror.
For t.he Spiritualist death has no terrors. He participation. This also prevented any possible and proved them to be such.
But the worst of all-if it be pos.sible to make a
understands it to be simply a chemical change which charge of bias.
parts the thin veil hiding the faces of the loved ones
Mediums were summoned, and in the presence of on 3 distinction-comes from Mrs. Slenker.
In the issue of Dec. 15, 1888, the lady, in a labored
who hav gone on before.
in particular the raps were so pronounced that it ba·
In the words of John Pierpont, speaking from the hooved the society to investigate that medium in and scientific argument, remarks: "It is still a disputed point among scientists as to whether a person
shores of the immortal world, "the work of Spirit- particular.
ualism is as broad as the universe. It extends from
Stand him where they would, even on insulator;, can see from the back of the head or pit of the stomthe highest sphere~ of angelic life. to the lowest co_n- raps were given in all parts of the room, answerbg ach," and adds to it a little advice in regBrd to Dr.
ditions of human Ignorance. It IS as broad as WIB- mental questions, and giving .the names of parti l!l Hollick and his" Nerves and the Nervous," advising
his readers to buy the book, as thereby they may obtain
dom, as comprehensiv as love, and its mission is to long deceased.
bless mankind.''
After many weeks of this the fact, as a fact, w 1s valuable points in regard to the true origin of the
And yet you would hav me believe that you hav duly announced, and it was declared that theories, to Spiritual phenomena.
And Dr. Hollick, she assures them, still Iivs.
read our literature without receiving one crumb of account for this fact, were now in order.
I hav given Mrs. Slenker's scientific theory considcomfort, one ray of light.
Beecher's toe-joint theory would not answer, for it
I can't believe it, else you are constituted differ- had been submerged with his moral character. B1t erable thought, and remember having Heen men
ently from the rest of mankind.
there was one little unpretending fellow, a true scieu- whose eyes were built on the plan of the Irishman's
It may appear to you to savor of superstition to tist, who had recently been reading a t.reatis on the gun-which could shoot around a corner. But they
hav it proved that your loved and lost still liv. To "Circulation of the Blood," and the theory was so were exceptions, and as a rule I find that their eyes
novel, he asserted and stuck to it that the raps ware are Rituated on either side of the nose.
me it is a comfort.
So I am at a loss to account for her statement,
It may appear ridicu~o~s to yo~ to hear. tha.t t~ey produced by the blood circulating in the arm of the
unle~s it be an indorsement of St. Augustine.
still love you. To me 1t IS the chief blessmg m hfe. medium.
If I remember correctly, this saint assures us in
Had I not these, I should long for annihilation.
This looked very plausible, and although it did not
But let us turn to the phenomenal side, which you account for the answering of mental questions, yet his twenty-first lecture that, while bishop of Hippo,
claim never has withstood scientific investigation.
it was a step in the right direc~ion, and don't ye know he once preached to a nation who had only one eye,
and that situated in the breast.
Of course when you make this statement, you are a fellow can't find out everything at once.
Now to save space and argument, I am willing to
"up" in an' the details. You do not refer ~o t~e
So the medium was requested to submit to an opexperiments of Hare, Owens, and Buchanan In this .eration, extracting all the blood from his arm, and it admit that this tribe of Augustinians settled somecountry · of Zoellner and associates in Germany; of was announced that if the raps still continued the where in the vicinity of Snowville, Va., and that Mrs.
Wallace,' Crookes, Varley, and others in England; or, society would investigate the medium's brain to de- Slenker and her scientific friends refer to them; and
in short, of a variety held in every country under the termin what effect it had upon the mental part of also for the sake of peace, I will add that ~ am
plea'sed to hear that the doctor is still alive.
sun during the past years, but you refer to the latest the program.
Moreover as a further peace-offering, I will say
two. Well, .let us examin them.
Now, unfortunately for science, the medium was
There was a man named Seybert, who, notwith- not only a married man with several children, but that, having re-read most of Mrs. Slenker's report~,
standing his being "aberrant," managed to amass a also was very obstinate. Although he desired his I am willing to admit, and, if necessary, prepared to
large fortune, and fe~ling t~at n;'-ayhap he might be mediumsbip proved, he could not be made to see the defend, that when Mrs. Slenker was pursuing her
investigation of the Spiritual phenomena, her eyes
correct in some of his surmises m regard to a future propriety of his losing a quart or so of blood.
He was reasoned with, cajoled, threatened; all to were in her boots.
life, desired to benefit humanity by having them bon·
So as peace reigns supreme; the warm weather
estly investigated. So he left. some $70,000 for that no purpose. He argued that the little scientist was
u~ and none of the "impossibles" seem willing to
on
purpose, and stipulated that th~ inve.sti~ation s_hould entitl<d to the place of honor as the first discoverer,
come 'to the fore, let us close the discus8ion for the
. be purely scientific, and that h1_s na~1v mty, Pblladel- but the L. S. declined.
phia, should be the seat of the mqmry.
The society then feeling it had performed its duty, present.
I am going a-fishing, and I feel that, no matter
Now, the Philadelphian is especially n~t~d .for t~o unanimously declared the medium a fraud, and that
things: his knowledge of pants and famihantJ: w.Ith because they " could not explain his tricks that did how much ill luck you may wish me as a Spiritualist,
I hope, Friend Priestley, that I may bav you~ beet
scientific subjects. So, when not engaged assistmg not prove he was not a trickster."
Brother Wanamaker in making pants or sending c!rThe report was published, duly arrived in this wishes in my endeavors to ensnare the finny tnbe.
McARTHUR .
. pul~rs about them to the postmasters throughout the country, and is now, as it should be, used by the
country he of necessity, turns to his other favorit church as a proof that the phenomena cannot bear
W. F. JAMIESON will giv lectures and hold debates wher7
employ~ent. And it is a well-known fact that, if one scientific investigation.
" deeire to llla~e " eeientifjc fbiladelphiiUl bappy1 l.l.~
The chut"ob, Mr, J?ri~stlE!y, ia your greate~t a~d cv~r ca!lf;d. ~d<lr~B~ }lim llt Coryell 1 Col., for the present~
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end-upon the throne of David and his kingdom to governor, that shall rule· my people Israel" (Matt. 11
order it, and to establish it with judgment and with 5, 6).
.
Was Jesus the son of M~ry ever a governor to rule
justice, from henceforth even forever.
When, and by whom, was this done! In about Israel!
The Predictions Concerning the Coming of one hundred and fifty-two years after this prediction
The subject of the prediction was not only to be
Christ.
the throne of David was thrown down and the peo- a governor or ruler, but in his time, that is to say,
Many claims hav been made that the old prophets pie. of Judah were carried into captivity. And but then, the remnant was to return to Israel. Neither
predicted the coming of Jesus, and following are a few years after the time of Jesus the J ewe were of these conditions was fulfilled in the man Jesus.
driven from Judah and scattered upon the face of
Matthew's claim that the birth of Jesus in Bethsome of the principal predictions quoted. ,
"And the Lord God said unto the serpent, I will put the earth-just the opposit result from that which lehem was connected with this prophecy, does not
enmity between thee and the woman, end between her was foretold. Is, then, Jewish history a verification prove it as" a fact, for he also says in speaking of the
seed and thy seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou of this prediction, whether it referred to Jesus, the birth of Jesus as the son of a virgin : " That it might
shaH bruise his heel" (Gen. iii, 15). If there is any- son born .of the prophetess, or any other person 1 be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the
thing in the Bible wherein it has been shown that None of these predictions hav been fulfilled, only prophet, saying, Behold, a virgin .shall be with child,
the serpent's bead was ever bruised by Jesus it has that referring to the destruction of Syria and Sama- and shall bring forth. a son! an~ they shall ~all his
escaped our observation and research.
ria by the king of Assyria.
name Emmanuel; wh1ch bemg mterpreted, 1s, God
Admitting, for the purpose, that the serpent of
The predictions contained in Isaiah xi hav none of with us" (Matt. i, 22, 23).
Genesis iii was the devil or Satan represented in them been fulfilled, though they are usually thought
Whilst it has already been shown that Isaiah's
Rev. xii, 9; xx, 2, it certainly does not appear that related to Jesus. This is one of the references to the prediction had no reference to the birth of Jesus,
the head of his satanic majesty was ever thus bruised; branch growing out of the root of Jesse. Another but was fulfilled in the birth of Maher-shalal-hashand even admitting all the peculiar interpretations passage referring to a branch is t.he following: ,, Be- baz, and that the conditi?DS or ev~nts attendin~ his
usually given, there seems to be abBolutely nothing hold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise birth, namely, the desolat10n of Sy~1a and Samar1a by
historically sustaining such an event as having hap· unto David a righteous branch, and a king shall reign the king of Assyria, were accomphshed.
pened. But according to all ordinary interpretations and prosper, and shall execute judgment and justice
If it be· objected that Maber-shalal-hash-baz was
the death of Jesus would appear to be a much in the earth. And in his days Judah shall be saved, not Immanuel, the same answer can be given th~t
greater triumph over the seed of the woman, than and Israel shall dwell safely; and this is his name the name Jesus was not Immanuel. The former lB
any triumph recorded over the seed of the serpent. whereby be shall be called, the Lord Our Righteous- interpreted " Savior," the latter " God with us."
Even by interpreting the wicked (Matt. xiii, 38) ness. Therefore, behold,· the days come, saith the
Another prediction usually ascribed to Jesus is:
to be the children of the devil (which we do not ad- Lord, that they shall no more say, The Lord liveth, "Rejoice greatly, 0 daughter of Zion! Shout, 0
mit, for those called good and those called wicked which brought up the children of Israel out of the daughter of Jerusalem! Behold, thy king cometh
are all of the same seed), yet no great bruising has land of Egypt. But the Lord liveth which brought unto thee; he is just and having Ealvation; lowly,
happened to them, any more than to those who up and which led the seed of the house of Israel and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the foal of
claim to be the seed of the woman, or the good. out of the north country, and from all countries an ass. And I will cut o'i the chariot from EphChurch historians would lead us to believe that 'the whither I had driven them, and they shall dwell in raim, and the horse from Jerusalem, and the battle
children of God hav generally been the greatest auf· their own land" (Jer. xxiii, 5-9).
bow shall be cut off, and he shall speak peace unto
ferers.
This language is repeated in J er. xxxiii, with the the heathen; and his dominion shall be from sea to
If the crucifixion of Jesus was a victory over further assurance that "David shall never want a sea, and from the river even to the ends of the
Satan, there are not many who are ambitious to man to sit upon the throne of the house of Israel; earth" (Zecb. ix, 9, 10).
achieve such victories.
neither shall the priests the Levites want a man
Usually only the first of these two verses is quoted
In the year A.D. 60 one of the chief apostles did before me to offer burnt-offerings, and to kindle meat- by those who apply it to Jesus. It is considered to
not understand that this bruising had then been offerings and to do sacrifice continually" (verses be a strong passage on account of its reference to
the subject of the prediction coming riding upon an
done, for Paul says, "And the God of peace shall 17, 18).
bruise Satan under your feet shortly" (Rom. xvi, 20),
Not one of the conditions accompanying the pre- ass, and a colt the foal of an ass. And according to
which shows that he, at least, was still looking for dieted appearance of the " branch" has ever existed Luke xix this was the way in which Jesus made his
the fulfilment of the promis.
to the present day.
triumphal entry into Jerusalem, the coincidence
Passing by many minor passages which are often
But it is certain that the branch was not Jesus, being very strong. The subject of this prediction is
referred to as predictions concerning the coming of but another, for Zechariah says: "And the word of described as a king. If Jesus were a king then is
Christ, but which can only be so construed by impli- the Lord came unto me, saying, Take silver and gold every man a king. Again, he was to speak peace
cation, we come to the following, which is usually an~ make crowns, and set them upon the head of unto the heathen. But Jesus said of himself:
quoted as definitly predicting the birth of Jesus as Joshua the son of Josedech, the high priest; and ''Think not that I am come to send peace on earth.
the son of a virgin: "Behold a virgin shall conceive, speak unto him, saying, Thus speaketh the Lord of I came not to send peace, but a sword. For I am
and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel " hosts, saying, Behold the man, whose name is the come to set a man at variance against his father, and
(Isa. vii, 14).
branch: and he shall grow up out of his place, and the daughter against her mother, and the daughterLet us look at the history of ..this prediction. By he shall build the temple of the Lord: even he shall in-law against her mother-in-law. And a man's foes
a careful study of the whole chapter it will be seen build the temple of the Lord; and he shall bear the shall be they of his own household" (Matt. x, 34-36):
that Rezin, king of Syria, and Pekah, king of Israel, glory, and shall sit and rule upon his throne; and he
"But he (Jesus) answered and said: I am not
had decided to make war against Ahaz, king of Ju- shall be a priest upon his throne: and the counsel of sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel"
dah, and Isaiah was sent to comfort Ahaz concern- peace shall be between them both" .(Zech. vi, 9, (Matt. xv, 24).
This testimony of Jesus concerning himself dising the matter, and to predict the desolation of 11-13).
Syria and Samruia by the king of Assyria. As a
What claim, then, can any person conscientiously poses of that part of the prediction, and his history,
sign of the fulfilment of this prediction, the words make that these references to the branch were pre- writt~n by his friends, shows that he never held
quoted were uttered and the following added: "But- dictions concerning J eBU\1 the son of Mary T How dominion from sea to sea, nor from the river to the
ter and honey shall he eat, that be may know to re- can men calling themselvs theologians-ministers of ends of the earth. So this description of Zechariah
fuse the evil and choose the good. - For before the Christ, servants of God-guides to the people to lead does not describe Jesus, even though the " king"
child shall know to refuse the evil and choose the them to God-dare to persist in making such claims? was to come riding upon an ass.
good, the land which thou abborres~ shall be forsaken
The prediction of ·Zechariah that Joshua should . Another passage is: "The scepter shall not depart
of both her kings" (Isa. vii, 15, 16).
build the temple seems to be about the only part of from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet
Referring to the eighth chapter we read: "And I all these prophecies that was fulfilled. See Ezra v. until Shiloh come; and unto him shall the gathering
took me faithful witnesses to record, Uriah the priest,
Christians claim that even the birthplace of Jesus of the people be" (Gen. xlix, 10).
and Zachariah the son of Jeberechiab. And I went the Christ was predicted, and quote the following:
·A writer on the "Leading Prophecies Regarding
unto the prophets, and she conceived and bare a son. "But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though thou be Messiah," published in 1839, claims that this predicThen said the Lord to me, Call his name Maher· little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee tion was literally fulfilled, and that Judah was not
sbalal-hash-baz. For before the child shall bav shall he come forth unto me that is to be ruler in without a king till Jesus came, of course making
knowledge to cry, my father, and my mother, the Israel; whose goings forth hav been from of old, Jesus to be Shiloh-that Herod the Great's being on
riches of Damascus, and the spoil of Samaria shall from everlasting" (Micah v, 2).
-the throne at the time of the birth of Jesus, fulfilled
ba taken a way before the king of Assyria " (Isa. viii,
The next verse is not usually quoted, but we will Jacob's prediction on the head of Judah. This
2-4).
introduce it here and consider them both together: seems to be stretching facts a long way. It is genThis prediction. is credited with having been ut- " Therefore will he giv them up, un'til the time that erally conceded that the kingdom of Judah ended
tered in the year 742 B.c., and by turning to 2 Kings she which travaileth hath brought forth: then the when Zechariah was taken captiv 586 B.c., though in
xvi, 5-9, it will be seen that the promised event hap- remnant of his brethren shall return unto the chil- 106 B c. Aristobolus the high priest assumed the
pened in the year 740 B.c.
·
dren of Israel" (verse 3).
title of king. In 63 B.C. Pompey conquered J erusaThis prediction is followed by another passage,
If these passages predicted the place of birth of lem, and from that time Judea was subject to Rome
which is quoted with as much confidence as is the the Christ, then the life of Christ should conform to and Herod was king under Roman domination. So
former, as a prediction of the birth of Jesus: "For the conditions accompanying the prediction.
. the scepter had departed from Judah at least fiftyunto us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and
The person referred to in this prediction, who was nine years before Jesus was born, as it had frequently
the government shall be upon his shoulder; and his to be b'orn in BE!thlehem, was to be "ruler in Israel," departed before. At the date given as the time of
nall_le shall be called Wonderful, Counselor, the and at that time " the remnant of his brethren " were the birth of Jesus J udab was a Roman province,
Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of to "return unto the children of Israel."
Herod having been appointed king by the Roman
Peace. Of the increase of his government and peace
When was Jesus the son of Mary a ruler in Israel? senate 40 B.c.
there shall be no end upon the throne of David, and When did his brethren return to the children of
So this prediction either did not refer to Jesus or
upon his kingdom to order it, and to establish it Israel? Or are these events yet to happen in the failed in the accompanying conditions.
with judgment and with justioe from henceforth future-always in the future, always to happen, but
There yet remains the famous seventy weeks propheven forever. The zeal of the Lord of hosts will never happening?
ecy of Daniel: "Seventy weeks are determined upon
perform this" (Is a. ix, 6, 7).·
The mere coincidence of Bethlehem being the thy people and upon the holy city, to finish the transIt is only necessary to read the two verses to- birthplace of Jesus is not sufficient. . It was the gression, and to make an end of sins, and to make
gether to see how very unjust it ia to assert that it birthplace of many other children besides Jesus. reconciliation for iniquity, and to br ng in everlasting
is a prediction concerning the humble Nazarene. Then, unless the conditions accompanying the pre- righteousness, and to seal up the vision and proph·
He was to be called the Mighty God, the Everlasting diction are shown to hav attended the man Jesus, ecy, and to anoint the most holy. Know, therefore,
Father. Jesus is usually called the Son of God. why single him out from among the many as being and understand, that from the goin~ forth of the
Was he his own father? Verse 7 shows that it the one referred to 1
·
commandment to restore and to budd Jerusalem,
was but a flight of fancy of Isaiah's concerning the
According to Matthew, when Herod inquired where unto the messiah the prince, shall be seven weeks,
child born of the prophetess of chapter viii. It Christ was to be born, the chief priests and scribes and threescore and two weeks: tl?-e street shall be
was a rhapsody over the birth of that child. But are said to hav answered: " In Bethlehem of Judea: built again, and the wall, even in troublous times.
neither by that child, nor by Jesus, nor by any other for thus it is written by the prophet, And thou Beth- And after threescore and two weeks shall messiah be
person ha v the predictions been fulfilled.
lehem, in the land of Juda, art not the least among cut off, but not for himself: and the people of the
To his government and peace there was to be no the princes of 'Juda: for out- of- thee· shall come a prince that shall come -shall destroy the city and the
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sanctuary; and the end thereof shall be with a flood . Di~ the Jews, as a pe~ple, ~how any special de- I childlike critic of the New York Tribune, meets all
and unto the end of the war desolations are deter: hgh~ I~ Jesu~, and recognize him as Lord t Some their points and completely demolishes them. The
mined. And he shall confirm the covenant with of h1s 1mme~1ate follower~ may hav done so, but was editor of the New York Sun is treated tenderly
many for one week : and in the midst of the week he there any~hmg ~nusual m that T The same thing because "it is such a jolly joker and smiled for all.'~
shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and has ?een, 1s, and, 1t ma! reasonably be presumed, will And Professor Davidson is let off lightly in hope of
for the overspreading of abominations be shall make contmue t? be done w1th other preachers and teach- repentance for being too previous; but all the rest
it desolate, even until the consummation, and that H"s by theu followers, much the same as was done of "the tribe of Jack the Ripper" catch "fulgid
determined, shall be poured upon the desolate " by the .followers of Jesus.
hades."
(Dan. ix, 24-27).
"'!3Y continuing on, and reading the context, someThe Baconian cipher is as certain as the multipliAvoiding for the present any argument as to the thmg more ~ay be learned about the person spoken cation table. And it is a significant fact that the
time when the seventy weeks should llegin and con- of b! M:lach1. "But who shall abide the day of his Folio of 1632, which, of course, had to be all reset
sequently end, let us notice that the seventy weeks commg : a~d who shall stand when he appeareth 1 from that of 1623, is an absolute duplication of it
a~e determined upon the people and upon the holy for he 1s hke ~ refiner's fire, and like fuller's soap: with all the seeming mistakes and perversions necessi:
c~ty : And he shall s1t. as a refiner and purifier of silver, tated by the cipher.
BURR.
1. T.o finish the transgression.
and he shall punfy the sons of Levi and purge them
2. To make an end of sin.
as gold _and_.sil'!er, that they may offer unto the Lord
Two Sonnets to In~trso'l.
3. To make reconciliation for iniquity.
an offermg m righteousness. Then shall the offering
4. To bring in everlasting righteousness.
of Judah and Jerusalem be pleasant unto the Lord
~N ALTOGETHER UNNECESS!RY FEA.R.
5. To seal up the vision and prophecy. ·
as in ~~.e days of old, and as in the former years.~
Thou, who above the loud-mouthed rage of prie~ts,
(Mal. m, 2-4).
·
6. To anoint the most holy.
And brawling babblers and their servil creeds,
The second verse seems to intimate that the Lord
Hast gathered with grand hands the withered reeds
7. That after threescore and two weeks messiah
or their beliefs and broke them j made them feasts
was to be cut off.
s~ould com~ wit~ might, majesty, and power. When
To be mouthed on and mumbled but by beasts:
8. The people of the prince that shall come shall d1d Jesus come m such a manner that it may reasonThou to whom faith is naught but judgest deeds,
destroy the city and the sanctuary.
ably hav been asked, Who shall stand when he ap·.
And hast through all the nation scattered seeds
9. That the end thereof shall be with a flood.
peareth? who shall abide the day of his. coming?
Of rtformation-unto thee the least
Of all thy friends givs greeting-thou the friend
10. The covenant to be COiifirmed with many for Ther~ was nothing terrible in his appearance ; he
Of all who need a friend :-we only f~ar,
exerCised no power tending to strike terror into the
one week.
We who admiring Jove thee, that the sphere
11. In the middle of the week he sh!lll cause the hearts of the people.
Wherein thou boldest station is too high ·
sacrifice and oblation to cease.
n may be interesting to analyze the third and
And holy for the sight of human eye,
And blinded, thou wilt falter in the end. L. DouGHTY.
12. He shall make it 'desolate until the consum- fourth verses:
·
mation.
He shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver·
TO GAIN WISDOM.
Be shall purify the sons of Levi, and
'
Which of these events or conditions was fulfilled
Folly l to vaunt religion to the eyePurge them as gold and silver,
by Jesus or the people of the prince tha.t should
This sublimation of the soul t'invest
That they may offer an offering of righteousness.
come whim he was cut off!
In earthy garments; or, as 'twere a best,
Then shall the offering be pleasant.
Has transgression ceased T
.
To tell the sueceptiv mind, Thou shalt not lie;
Without· asking when Jesus sat aa a refiner of
Wouldst thou teach fish to swim, or bird to fly,
_Hav no sins been committed since Jesus came?
Or men of hea 1 thy brain the normal questsilver, it may be pertinent to ask when he "purified"
When was reconciliation.made for iniqaity?
As between foul and fair, how fair is best?
the sons of Levi, and purged them as silver and
Has everlasting righteousness been brought in ?
Teach then the swine their conduct in the sty I
gold!
when
the
Levites
made
an
acceptable
Were the vision and prophecy sealed up at the
Say rather, of religion, 'tis in born,
offering in righteousness after being purified? and
Cannot bt', more or less, by man instilled;
coming of Jesus or at his crucifixion T
Of morals-as the needle to the poleHistory does not bear out any of these statements. what offering they ever made after being purified by
Save from the law of nature vilely torn,
Our own observation teaches us that, unless it bs Jesus that was·pleasant unto the Lord, according to
Whereof to hav the interspaces filled,
the
teachings
and
belief·
of
Christians?
Yet
these
the sealing up of the vision and prophecy, no one of
Heed the discourse of noble Ingersoll.
events
were
to
follow
as
results
.of
the
appearance
of
Balcombe, Eng., May, 1889.
JosEPH ELLis.
the conditions exists to-day. Much less did they at the
time of Jesus-that is, by giving the usual meaning the person spoken of by Malachi.
If the events predicted in the foregoing prophecies
1'ho Sabbath Union and Its Worli.
to the words transgression, sins, iniquity, and righthav
ever happened, we must look elsewhere than
eousness.
F1·om the American Union, Clevelana, 0.
The twenty-fourth verse seems to be intended to unto Jesus the son of Mary for the person in whom
The Cuyahojl:a county Sabbath Convention was held at
point to the time of the prospectiv millennium, which they were fulfilled.
Music Hall, Friday morning, under the auspices of the AmerA few other predictions may be noted, such as ican Sabbath Union. What a nice smooth-sounding name
is still as prospectiv as it was then.
·
that is, to be sure! "American Sabbath Union!" How it
The Bible itself is against the fulfilment of these Haggai's saying, when speaking of the s.econd temple, lulls
the people to sleep with sense of perfect security; for
that
it
should
be
filled
with
glory,
which
our
friend
parts of the prediction, and definitly against the fifth
surely these exceptionally nice people who compose the
"Leading
Predictions
Concerning
the
Mesof
the
subdivision, for it describes visions and prophecies
"American Sabbath Union" can do nothing which the averlong after any asserted time for the completion of siah" claims to hav been fulfilled by Jesus coming to age citizen dare critic~e I And yet nothing more forcibly
illustrates the dire necessity of patriotic illstruction in the
that temple.
the seventy weeks.
As
has
been
already
stated,
in
the
year
170
B c. school-room, from the lecture platform, and from that most
By turning to the Maccabees, which givs a history
influential of all public teachers, the independent, fearless,
of the events foretold by Daniel, we learn that Anti- that temple was pillaged by Antiochus Epiphanes, and honest newspapers of the country.
The Cuyahoga county Sabbath convention is one of the
ochus Epiphanes having succeeded to the kingdom and all its ornaments, utensils, and treasures that
thoroughly un-American gatherings, both in point of
of Syria in the year 196 :B.c., he confirmed the cove- could be found were carried away, and in 168 B.c. it most
purpose and sentiments expressed, that has ever taken place
nant by making Jason high priest, and afterward suffered in the general conflagration and destruction in this city. The object of the convention, plainly and simsold the same office to Menelaus for a greater sum of the city, and remained as a pile of ruins until the ply stated, is to compel the citizens of Cleveland, the state
than Jason had promised him. Menelaus failing to y~ar 18 B.c., when Herod the Great, being king of of Ohio, and the United States of America to observe the
make his payment, he was deposed, and Lycimachus Judea, restored the temple, which, as in the case of the Sabbath, commonly called Sunday, according to the dictates
boy's jackknife which had three new blades and two new and ruleR laid down by the American Sabbath Union. Of
was made high priest in his p1ace.
.
handles,
was really a rebuilding. Dr. Smith recog- course the Constitution of the United States plainly provides
In the year 170 B.c. Antiochus took Jerusalem,
that church and state shall be forever kept separate, but the
nized
this
in his Household Dictionary of the Bible, Sabbath
Union does not ask for a union of church and state.
sacked it, pillaged the temple, killed forty thousand
and sold forty thousand of the inhabitants. In the where he says that "though almost a new edifice, it Oh no! It simply demands of the national government that
it e'nforce upon the people the strict observance of a national
year 168 B.C. he sent his collector of tribute into retained the name _of second temple :• (see article, Christian
Sabbath.
Temple).
Judea with a great multitude, who despoiled J eruThe whole spirit of the convention may be summed up in
It
is
unnecessary
to
multiply
these
examples,
for
the expression of Judge Dickey, who in a fine(?) burst of
salem and set it on fire, pulled down the houses and
walls, and about 167 Antiochus issued a decree for- if we were to examin every one of them which· is eloquence· expressed the ridiculous and insolent sentiment
if people who emigrate to this country do not conform
bidding burnt-offerings, sacrifices, and drink-offerings usually quoted by Christians, we should find the that
to the " American Sabbath," they should be refused admitin the temple. He polluted the sanctuary, set up same result, namely, that these predictions failed to tance. According to this patriotic idea the observance of
CERUS.
the "American S~bbath," as provided by the rules laid down
altars to idols upon the altar of God and there sacri- predict Jesus.
by the Ame~i?an Sapqath Union, is.the chie! qua}ification of
ficed to their idols. He abolished circumcision, and
The Great Cryptogram.
American Citizenship. The Amenean Unron wishes to be
tore up and burnt the books of the law (1 Mace. i).
distinctly understood on this question. It denies that there
Thus a portion of the predictions of Daniel were
'~Mr. Donnelly's Reviewers," by William D. is or ever has been such an institution as an American Sabfulfilled one hundred years before the birth of Jesus, O'Connor (Belford, Clarke & Co.), should be read bath.
.
The Sabbath and all religions are prominent in the Constiand what were not accomplished then, except the by every thoughtful person who has been made to
t•Ition of the United States only by their entire absence.
sealing up of the vision and prophecy, remain unful- believe that "The Great Cryptogram" is a delusion The
Christian Sabbath has absolutely no authority whatever
or a fraud. Immediately on the publication of Mr. to bind the cml.ecience of an American citizen. The Constifilled to this day.
One more quotation may be introduced here-the Donnelly's book, Professor Colbert, a, distinguished tution guarantees perfect religious liberty and equality beone from the last of the Jewish prophets whose mathematician, having previously been. admitted in fore the law of all its citizens. That the rights of citizens
writi~gs hav been preserved to us in the canonical confidence to a complete knowledge of all the laws in this respect are so often infringed upon, and sometimes
openly denied, is simply because t~ey hav allowed ~uc~,re
part of the Bible : "Behold, I will. send my messen- and numbers of the cipher, disclosed or withheld, ligious
organizations as the "AmeriCan Sabbath Umon to
ger, and he shall prepare the way before me: and the came out iD. an article in the Chicago Tribune and influence legislation, with hardly a protest. If the people
Lord whom ye seek shall suddenly come to his tem- roundly certified, without qualification, to the abso- want their rights they must assert them. Unless they do
ple, even the messenger of the covenant whoin ye lute validity and r~ality of the cryptogram. And this and promptly they will awake some morning to find
the~selvs bound hand and foot with religious fetters as
delight in: behold, he shall come, saith the Lord of when ·.Mr. Donnelly was in London Mr. Bidder, a galling
as ever caused the Puritan fathers to flee from their
hosts" (Mal. iii, 1).
quean's counsel and one of the most eminent mathe- nativ land and found a new world, a Constitution and govmat.icians
in
England,
after
a
careful
study
reported
ernment
having for its watchword the perfect and _absolute
Was this prediction fulfilled by Jesus ? When did
religious liberty of the individual, and the everlastmg sepahe suddenly come to his temple ! Luke, in the that .the existence of the cipher was undeniable.
of church and dtate l
Subsequently two other eminent authorities ren- ration
second chapter of his . gospel, says that Joseph and
The population of this country is made up of " ev.ery naMary took their child to the temple, when the days dered a similar judgment.
tion under the whole heavens," and each one has a nght to
But prior to these reports, or before they were enjoy his or her ow~ religion without. a~king ~erm~ssion of
of her purification were accomplished, as was the
custom. There was nothing unusual,· nothing sud- made public, most of the critics had rendered their prophet, priest., or kmg, or even a maJon~y ?f h1s neighbors.
is observed as a Sabbath by Chr1st1ans, Monday by
den, nothing extraordinary about this; everything premature verdict against Mr. Donnelly. And in Sunday
the Greeks, Tuesday by the Per.sian~. 'Yednesday by the
was done according to the common practices of the view of this fact, which is only a repetition of the Assyrians, Thursday hV the E)l'yptlans, Fr1day by the :rurk~,
day. There was nothing in this to intimate that this treatment.received by numerous other'great writers, and Saturday by the Jews. Any one of them has 10 th1s
child was in any way different from all other children. who, after running the gauntlet of abuse, hav at last country just as much right to establish his S_ab_bath by law as
It may be asserted that the blessing of Simon in received th~ir meed of praise from the slow justi<,~e has the Christian.· The fact that the Chnst1ans are ~ore
numerous does not giv t.hem license to trample on the ~1ghts
the temple was something unusual. Perhaps it was, of the copimon· reader, Mr. O'Connor denounces guaranteed the citizen by the Constitution, nor a~thof!tY to
but what had that to do with his suddenly coming to the reviewers generally as worthless an!! mischievous. force the people into religious observances at the dJCtatlon of
He takes th&m up one by one, from the supercil- the American Sabbath Union or any other religious organiza.
his temple T Again, the personage spoken of by
Malachi was to be the Lord whom they delighted in. ious and pedantic Appleton Morgan to the bland· and tion.
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The Alleged Resurrection of Jesus;
Mr. George W. Gere, who is described to us as the
leading lRwyer of central Illinois, has been edifying
the people of that locality with a long lecture upon
the resurrection of ·Jesus, which the Christians claim
completely establishes, by the law of evidence, the
reality of the reported miracle and the consequent
divinity of Jesus and truth of Christianity. The
lecture has been forwarded to us with a request for
its consideration.
It is difficult to get a firm hold of Mr. Gere's arguments, for the reason that they are all based on
the gospels and church writers, and disappear at
once when it is shown that the gospels were not
written when and by whom Mr. Gere supposes they
were, and that church historians are notoriously unreliable. · For instance: Mr. Gere givs us a circumstantial account of the life of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John, and tells us when they wrote the books
attributed to them. The fact is, however, that if
biblical criticism has settled anything, it is that none
of these men wrote the gospel bearing his name,
and that none of these books was in existence for at
least one hundred and twenty years after the alleged
miracle occurred. This is the opinion, not of the
enemies of Christianity, but of the best biblical
scholars Protestantism has produced. The Acts of
the Apostles, too, is equally removed in time from
the scenes and incidents it describes, and is consequently of no more value in determinipg the truth of
sacred history than the gospels. Add to this,
the indisputable fact that these books contradict
each other, and that each is undoubtedly filled with
false statements, and we see at once how unreliable
and worthless is any argument for the resurrection
which does not go outside of the common channels
in which the church has drifted for some seventeen
centuries.
The allegation wbich the church makes.. is that a
certain person called Jesus the Christ, after being
dead and buried, rose from the dead and did not die
again, but ascended into heaven. The only evidence
for this, which is certainly a question capable of being judicially tested, is in those books which, we hav
seen, are false in many things, contradictory of each
other in many other things-and especially so
on this one question-and are anonymously written, and of a date the only certainty concerning which
is that it is about one hundred years later than allegEd. The basis for proof of the miracle, therefore,
is seen to be of a very unsubstantial sort.
But Mr. Gere knows nothing of all this, and goes
as bravely to his task as though he lived in the ninth
instead of the nineteenth century. He givs us as
veritable history the paragraph concerning Jesus
which every theological writer of any reputation at
all knows Josephus never wrote, and he quotes the
early church writers as innocently as though they
were accurate historians of actual events instead of
theologians making history to suit themselvs, and
recording traditions of the grossest supernatural
llavpenings "s verities Qs re~ "Ill tbe bifth and de!'th

of human beings. With such an undiscriminating
apologist there is no common ground of controversy.
For he says:
" That the text of the Four Evangelists has been handed
down to us in manner and form, letter and spirit, in which
it was originally written, without having been materially
corrupted or falsified, is a fact. The genuinness of these
writings is as well sustained by proof as that of any ancient
writing."
Now this statement is not only not a fact, but it is
the very reverse of fact. It is admitted by the
Christians themselvs that tens of thousands · of
errors hav at one time or another crept into the text
of the New Testament, and the last revision committee found occasion to change the gospels in a
great many hundreds of places. Even if we knew
what the original of the gospels said, no more erroneous statement could be made than this by ;Mr.
Gere, who has followed Greenleaf, and thereby
betrayed the date and scope of his own tesearches.
. Again, Mr. Gere'a argument is of the exclamatory
and assertiv kind that proves nothing. He asks:
"Who are we, that by arbitrary rules of our own making,
limit the plans, purposes, laws, and workings of the infinit
God, put bounds to the natural for him? With our finite
and imperfect minds Circumscribe the natural for God I
Consider the majesty of God's power, the sublimity of his
wisdom, and then why should it be thought a thing incredible (supernatural) that God should raise the dead?"
It ought not to be n«;lcessary to remind the leading
lawyer of central Illinois that exclamations and assertions like this are positivly wasted in a legal argument. What does he know about an infinit God?
How does he know God possesses power, and wisdom? In fact, what business has he to interject
such obiter pleadings in~o his brief ? They hav no
bearing on the subject at all, unless he is willing to
giv up trying to legally pl"Ove his case and throw
himself upon the mercy of the court of f~ith.
"God" and his attributes need fully as many rhetorical supports as do miracles.
The resurrection of Jesus is either an objectiv
fact or a subjectiv doctrin. If the first, the style of
argument adopted by the leading lawyer of central
Dlinois is not calculated to logically convince a jury.
It is doubtful if .he could convict a man of petit larceny with such statements. If the resurrection is,
as many of the leading Protestant biblical critics
hold, only a doctrin of the church, an illustration of
the way of gaining immortality used by the early
Christians, then we can take exclamation po~ts and
marks of interrogation to be as good arguments for
it as any that can be invented by theologians. As
an objectiv fact, however, the resurrection is so far
from being proved as to fall into the columns of
those stories of the past which men now know to be
absolutely false. And for support of this statement
we need not go outside of the gospels themselvs.
It is probable that somewhere in the East, at some
time, something occurred to giv rise to the tradition
of the resurrection. Religious fanatics are common,
so are revolutionists and seqitious persons with disciples. Crttcifixion was also a common form of punishment. If Jesus ever lived, no doubt he was crucified. But the halo of divinity thrown around him
by tradition or doctrinal expectatio& is completely
dissipated when the accounts of his resurrection and
ascension are examined and compared. In the first
place, men are deceived, and men lie, but miracles do
not happen. A thoroughly dead man· has never yet
been restored to health, nor has anyone, outside of
the imagination of credulous and ignorant persons,
been taken up into the air. These facts form strong
evidence that the resurrection story is a ·myth, and
we must hav the strongest direct proof that Jesus
was the exception to these rules before we can even
get his case on the docket. This we hav not got.
In all of the narrative in the gospel the only point
of agreement is that when the women went to the
sepulcher they fourid Jesus absent, and a person in a
white garment who assured them that he had risen.
The four narrative agree in nothing else. These
women who spread the news did it solely on the
word of some one else. They did not see him rise,
and it is not recorded that the young man in a white
garment was an eye-witness to the rising. Afterward the women saw some one whom they believed
to be Jesus, a sight sufficient, undoubtedly, to make
a belief in his resurrection spread rapidly, but not
of itself sufficient evidence to establish the overthrow of natural law. On this point Greg says:
" It is clear that to prove such a miracle as the reappear.
ance iP.li!e Qf ~ m"n W4Q Md 'Qe(,ln publicly slain, t4~ d4"e~;:t

and concurrent testimony of eye-witnesses would be necessary-that two or more should state that they saw him at
such a time and place and knew him, and that thi~ clear testimony should be recorded and handed down to. us iRan
authentic document. This degree of evidence we migltt hav
had-this we hav not. We hav epistles from Peter, James,
John, and Jude-all of whom are said by the evangelists to
hav seen Jesus after he rose from the dead, in none of which
epistles is the fact of the resurrection even stated, much less
that Jesus was seen by the writer after his resurrection.
This point deserves weighty consideration. We hav ample
evidence that the belief in Christ's resurrection was very
early and very general among the disciples, but we bav not
the direct testimony of any one of the twelve, nor of any eyewitness at all, that they saw him on earth after his death.
Many writers say ' He was seen j' no one says, ' 1 Baw him
alive in the flesh."'
In stating this so emphatically, Mr. Greg throws
aside as utterly spurious the gospel of John, in the
last chapter of which it is related that Peter testified
to having seen Jesus in the flesh after his death, a
rejection strictly in accord with the result of modern
investigation into the authenticity of the go&pels.
Mr. Greg could hav done the same with the other
gospels, so far as their being the writings of the
generally accepted authora. But he did not know ~hat
t-he dates of the other three gospels must be s~t back
almost a hundred years later than he thought.
Paul's statement that he saw Christ is of no value,
because it was in a vision; and Peter's testimony
(1st Epistle iii, 21, 22) that Jesus went to heaven
after his resurrection was only an affirmation of what
he believed, and is very different from an assertion
that Jesus had risen to an earthly life and that Peter
had seen him. Other discrepanciee in the accounts
of Christ's appearance are, as given by Greg :
"They differ as to the number of the women. John mentions only one, Mary Magdalene; Matthew two, Mary Magdalene and the other Mary; Mark three, the two Marys and
Salome; Luke several, the two Marys, Joanna, and 'certain
others with them.'
"They differ as to the number of persons in white raiment
who appeared to the women. Mark speaks of one 'young
man;' Matthew of one' angel;' Luke of two 'men;' John
of two 'angels.' According to John, also, the appear_
ance of the two angels was not till Mary's second visit to the
tomb, after Peter and John had been there.
"They differ as to the words spoken by the apparitions.
According to Matthew and Mark they asserted the resurrection of Jesus and his departure into Galilee-, and sent a message to his disciples enjoining them to follow him thither.
According to Luke they simply stated' that he was risen, and
referred to a former prediction of his to this effect. According to John they only ask~d Mary, 'Woman, why weepest
thou?'
.·. ·
"They differ in another point. A<i"cording to Matthew
Luke, and John, the women carried the information as to
what they had seen at once to the disciples. According t~
Mark' they said nothing to any man.'
"They differ as to the parties to whom Jesus appeared.
According to Mark it was no .one. According to Matthew it
was first to the two women, then to the eleven. According
to John it was first to one woman, then twice to the assembled apostles. According to Luke it was first to no woman,
but to Cleopas and his companion, then to Peter, and then to
the assembled eleven.
"They differ as to the locality. According to Mark it
was nowhere. Acco.rding to Matthew it was first at Jerusa.
lem and then in Galilee, whither the disciples went in obedience to the angelic command. According to Luke it wa~ in
Jerusalem and its vicinity, and there alone, where the diEciples remained in obedience to the reiterated command of
Jesus himself. According to the genuin part of John, also,
the appearances were confined to Jerusalem."
We hav purposely used Greg's list, because he
considers the gospels to hav been written only some
thirty years after the affair is said to hav happened,
and because he considers most of the books to be
genuin. He is an advocate for Christianity, but has
to admit that the miraculous part of it is not substantiated by evidence. Concerning these disQrepancie£1 he says: "Now, we put it to any candid man
whether the discrepancies. in these accounts are not
of a nature, and to an extent, entirely to disqualify
them from being received as evidence of anything,
except the currency and credit of such stories
among Christians thirty years after the death of
Christ?" The stories are almost wholly different,
and even if the writers were all contemporary with
the events their narrative form no historical evidence
whatever. But this is not all. As to the crucifixion
itself, ·and what happened at the time, there are as
many inconsistent statements, and one may fairly
doubt if the event itself is not as great a myth as the
story of the resurrection and ascension. These inconsistencies and falsehoods hav all been pointed out
many times by Christian apologists who hav tried to
save the esoteric part of their religion by throwing
away the miraculous and mythical shell which shrewd
~~ 'l,lDScrurulou~ WJtteJ'S put pround it ip the secop(l
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and third centuries. To ignore the modern writers
arid confine one's reading to the old-style apologists,
of. which Greenleaf is a shining example, is to confess
at once a total incompetence to deal with the matter.
We recommend to the leading lawyer of central Illinois such works on the subject of the resurrection as
"Supernatural Religion," Greg's "Creed of Christendom," "The Bible for Learners," Scott's "Life of
Jesus," Amberley's "Analysis of Religious Belief,"
and others. On the age and authenticity of the
books of the New Testament we can recommend the
same books, and also the works of Dr. Westcott and
Professor Davidson, which giv the history of the
"holy books" so far as known~
But we may not take leave of this subject without one more word. The consensus of the intelligent
world rejects the story for three reasons. First. That
the resurrection of a dead man is contrary to all
natural laws and all human experience. Second. If
the accounts we hav of it were all written by the men
and at the time alleged, their inconsistencies, con tradictions, and discrepancies of statement would render
their evidence of no worth. Third. That the tale is
found in books of whose authorship we know nothing, and they are therefore entitled to no credence.
On the other hand, we know that the books were
written in an ignorant and superstitious age, when
men believed in the miraculous and thought no
event too strange to· be true. Indeed, one of the
men of the early church asserted that he beiieved a
statement because it was impossible. A resurrection
from the dead was nothing for them to believe, and a
stupendous miracle or a convulsion of nature was a
mere trifle too common to excite wonder. Gulliver's
travels would to them hav been veritable history. Of
course in such an age we should expect just such
tales as the gospels afford. But to ask men in this
age to believe them is to strain the sanguin altogether beyond its capacity.

The Bible in Our Schools.
In the chapter on Education of the laws of 1882
of this state occurs this section:
"Sec. 1062. No school shall be entitled to or receive any
portion of the school moneys in which the religious doctrins
or tenets of any particular Christian or other religious sect
shall be taught, inculcated, or practiced, or in which any
book or books, containing compositions favorable or prejudicial to the particular doctrins or tenets of any particular
Christian or other religious sect shall be used, or which shall
teach the doctrins or tenets of any othH religious sect; or
which shall refuse to permit the visits and examinations
provided for in this chapter. But nothing herein contained
shall authorize the board of education to exclude the holy
scriptures, without note or comment, or any selections therefrom, from any of the schools provided for by this chapter;
but it shall not be competent for the ~aid board of educatiim to decide what version, if any, of the holy scriptures, without note or comment, shall be used in any of the schools;
provided that nothing herein contained shall be so construed
as to violate the rights .of conscience as secured by tl:l_e Constitution of this state and of the United States."

It will be seen by this that the Christ.ians hav got
the Bible solidly entrenched by law in our schools,
and that no Board of Education can interfere with
the training of children in the Christ.ian religion.
Neither can the Board decide as to the Protestant or
Catholic version to be read; that is left to the principal of the school, and the version depends upon
the Catholic or Protestant proclivities of that individual.
In this we see the fine Italian hand of the pope, or
his representative. The law was framed for New York
city. After it was drawn Tammany Hall' fell from its
high estate, and remained the·under political dog for
some y·ears. Now that it has regained its power, one
of its first moves has been to endeavor to obtain a law
whereby the Board of Education should be appointed
from the wards, one member from each. This would
giv Tammany Hall a majority, and the principals
employed in the various schools would hav been
chosen from the Roman Catholic sect. By this
roundabout way does Archbishop Corrigan propose to
control our public schools as well as his own parochial
schools.
As the schools are now organized, under the above
quoted law, the teachers read the Bible or not as best
suits them. In some schools Bible-reading and religious songs are as regular as the secular studiel!l. In
others, there is nothing of the sort. But if thfl
Catholics get control of the Board of Education it
will not be long before the Catholic version of the
"holy scriptures" will pe f9unq in ~very SQPQol·
~ou~e i.n t~e oity,
·
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Tbe Righteousness of the Nine Demands.
crowd his personal preferences upon other people.
The following letter is from a gentleman whose
Another reason why the majority should nbt be
instincts are evidently right, but who speaks hastily: allowed the privilege of forcing their private notions
upon the people in the way desired .by Mr. Moss, is
"CAMERON, W.VA., June 9, 1889.
·"To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH BEEKER, Bir: I hav had that such procedure is a practical recognition by the
thoughts of calling your attention to some objections to the state of a peculiar religion, and thereby renders it to
Nine Demands which appear to be well founded, and had
that extent the state religion. This the people did
commenced an article to that effect, and if you wish will
not
expect their representative to do, and did .not
write on that head.
" To giv you an idea. The Demands forbid the Bible in the want done. Legislators are chosen to make temschools, which involves a governmental censorship not tolera- poral, not spiritual laws. ' They hav no right at all to
ble to a free people. Why not limit the Demand to a non-in- use their public position to advertise their printe
terference with the books, and trust with Jefferson that when
views on religion, or to obtain for that religion the
truth has a.n even chance with error it can look out for itself.
Again : Chaplaincies are j01·bidden. Why not merely let those advantage of official advocacy. It is a swindle and
who want them pay for them out of their own pockets, and an outrage upon those of their constituents who do
1hat would be all that would be needed, while it would be not agree with them.
really more Liberal? Of course I hav no space here to elu"
Therefore we strenuously maintain that the Nine
cidate and illustrate.
Demands of Liberalism are right and Mr. Moss is
''I am Liberally Christian in my religious sentiments, and in
favor of open discussion of all subjects, which I suspect to wrong. A " Liberal Christian" is very apt to fall
be more Liberal than THE TRUTH SEEKER itself, and in favor into the error Mr. Moss has fallen into; for in spite of
of every step that leads to an upward development pf human- their boasted.Liberality, "Libe.~;al Christians" usually
ity.
Yours, etc.,
J. W. Moss."
bav a stronger leaning toward the latter part of their
Forbidding the use of the Bible in the public designation than toward the former.
schools is not at all a governmental censorship, for it
Editorial Notes.
is absolutely necessary in order to obtain justice
AT Pittsburgh, Pa., on the second Sunday after the Johnsbetween the people, especially for the minority. The
town catastrophe the • Rev. James Madden, a Prohibitionist
public schools are established to instruct the children clergyman from Kansas, addressed a meeting held under the
of all the people in secular knowledge. There are a auspices of the Woman's Christia·n Temperance Union.
great many people who do not desire to hav their Previously he had visited Johnstown. He described the
children taught Christianity, but the Christians being manner of his leaving the place as follows:
"I was in Johnstown .when the flood ocGurred, but managed
in the majority impose their views upon the schools, through
my own energy and perseverance to escape the flood.
and the consequence is that unless the parents take Those who had not done so let a warning six hours old go unwaited, were drowned, and went to hell:•
pains to teach the children otherwise, the little ones heeded,
It is to the credit of his audience that the majority of them
grow up with the notion that God ma'de the world, left the church at once, showing that though they may be
that Christ saved it, Qtld that hell is their final desti- theoretical Christians they do not approve of its practical
nation unless they believe it. The majority always hav application. It Christianity be true Madden was right, and
imposed and always will impose their religious views it takes just such brutes as he to prove that most people are
upon public institutions they control. They are con- not real believers. Their humanity is after all greater than
their faith in "God" and "God's word."
vinced that they know it all, and teach as absolutely
certain many things which are not only not known,
MR. HARRISoN is reported in the Boston He1·ald as saying
h
concerning his Sunday yacht trips:
but cannot be known, because t ere is no way of "Don'tyouthinktheyareutterlyuureasonablet Asyouknow,
proving them. And such is the JlrrOgant attitude of no one is more solicitous for the proper observance of Sunday than
h h th t 1't
·
1 th d I am, and no one would be more scrupulous about his own conduct
• •
th e Ch r1Bt1an
C urc
a
reqmlllB unusua me 0 8 in this respect than I hav been; yet these newspapers are trying to
to restrain her. See the way, for instance, she has make people believe that I ha.v suddenly become grossly inconsistintrenched herself in the statutes of New York. ent in this regard. They know just how it is. They know that I
hav no other time for rest, and they know that I must rest if I am
Again, this provision to completely secularize the to keep on with my work."
public schools is necessary to protect religious peoThat is right, reasonable, and logical, says the World.
pie as well as Infidels. If the matter is left to the But there are tens and ·hundreds of thousands of people in
discretion of individuals, to school boards, we shall
hav schools teaching Christianity, others Judaism,
others Materialism, others Spiritualism, and so on.
But the last three parties hav no more right to
impose their views upon the children of Christians
than the latter hav to indoctrinate the children of

!!~~!is~~~~=~ :::Y";~~a~o:~ ~~~:~1 ~~:: ~::nr!::..H~~~

Wo1'ld insists that the president's argument is sound, and
that it applies to the workingmen and shop-girls and all the
other people as well as to him. In a country like ours,
which has no state church and has no business to prescribe
Sabbaths and holy days, every man ought to be free to rest
on the day of rest in the way that he finds most restful to
the former with their other-world speculations. The him. It is against interference with this liberty that we
schools must be kept absolutely free from all inter- ceaselessly protest.
ference of religious or irreligious persons. Each
THE Cum11Wnwealth, of Port Angeles, Wash., says:

parent has the right to hav his child left alone on
these matters,· and each child has the right to be left
alone until he is of sufficient age to form his own
· ·
tt
I t·
N oth · 8h Jd
opm10n on ma ers Bpecu a IV.
mg ou ever
be taught a child which the teacher does not know.
The natural credulity of the race burdens people
with quite enough fancies. If a man desires his
child instructed in guesswork, let him hire a private
teacher. No one in charge of a public school bas the
moral right to make Mr. Moss pay him for teaching
Mr. Moss's child what Mr. Moss does not wish his
child to hear. 'l'ruth will never hav an even

"THE TRUTH SEEKRB makes some curious mistakes in an attempt
to criticise Henry George. To see how it mixes itself up in tho
use of terms it does not understand is amusing. Before Brother
Macdonald essays another criticism of Henry George he should get
biB works and tbe back numbers of the Stanam•a and read them
carefully. If he does so he will find his criticisms without fonndation in fact and may be able to answer intelligently some, if not
all, of the conunilrums he propounds."

With the exceptions that THE TRUTH BREKER has made no
criticism of Henry George, that Brother Macdonald read
"Progress and Poverty" probably before the editor of the
Commonwealth ever heard of the book, and has read all of
. the numbers of the Standard and all of Mr. George's works
that hav been published, the above is well enough. It is a
good many years since we first encou'?tered Mr. George, and
the first recommendation to read his scheme came from his
own lips. The reason that we bav not publicly criticised it
is because on the whole it helps industrial progress, and
when people arrive at the point of adopting it its in.adequacy
will be so apparent that they will drop it and think out a
much plainer and bette_r_o_n_e_._ __

chance with error if the upholders of error are in the
majority and can do as they please with truth's champions. Truth stands a poor chance of winning a
child when the law allows a Calvinist or a Catholic
to mold its mind. "Non-interference with the
books" means interference with them by the ruling
MR. MoRRis K. JEssup, in speaking of opening the Metromajority, and that means embodying in them not politan Museum Sundays, displayed his usual exquisit good
only what the maJ· ority knows, but also what it sense and kindly feeling:
"If the working people can't .go uP to see it-! collections during
guesses. Therefore it is that our schools must be t·he day,let them go up there during the two evenings in the week
forbidden to impart religious ideas, or any ideas not when it is open, instead of patronizing rum-shops. I think I know
the poor of New York city as well as any other man, and I know
based on perfect knowledge.
the plan won't work.''
As for chaplaincies, what right hav a body of men
"~Ir. Jessup' knows the poor of New York city' just as
chosen and paid by all the people to spend their we should expect a man of his type to know them, says Life.
time gratifying their private religious notions? If a
legislator feels that he cannot be honest and sezve
the people well without supernatural aid, let him go
to church in the morning at his own expense before
he goes to the chamber of legislation. He has no
more right to take his preacher into the state house
k
to perform ministerial functions than he has to ta e
his barber there, and to insist that he shall shave him
and all the other members. Religion is as purely a
~r~v~te D.l~t~er ~B flh~vin8l ~g pQ miUl hftS 1\ J.'ight to

He knows the worst side of the worst class, and recognizes
no other. It is certainly a mistake that this man, whose
reputation in business circles is by no means the envy of
many whose pious professions are less than his, should be
allowed to exercise his influence in matters of such importance. Mr. Jessup as an expert upon art and morals is too
offensiv an idea to be considered funny. The public, the
poor, and overworked, hav a right to see the museum upon
Sunday, their only day of leisure. And that a man like
Morris Jessup should be allowed to bring his eccentric morality between them and &ri l}rt ~useum is a cruel joke u.pou
the worltioe; cl~sses,
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wonders in this vicinity. And as I looked at some of the
illustrations, I thought no picture of the Infernal regions
could be. worse. Several ministers in this city preached
upon this subject yesterday, but I could not go and hear
ELDoRADo, KAN., June 9, 1889.
them praiEe God for such a deed. We enjoy reading your
MR. EDITOR : I wish to correct an error in THE TRUTH
paper very much, and learn much that is helpful and good
BEEKER of May 18, 1889, in regard to the Bruno statue fund.
from its pages. That it may always continue to be as good,
You gave my name as J. W. Butcher, El Dorado, Col., inYour friend,
MRs. W. B. CLARK.
is the wish of,
stead of 'f. W. Butcher, El Dorado, Kan. Please correct
this _in your next issue, and oblige a subscriber.
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., June 8, 1889.
T.
BtrTOHER.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. H. Wood's last letter indeed convinces

w.

ARLINGToN, OnE., May 21, 1889.

me that he is some way from being an Anarchist. He says

Mn. EDITOR: Dr. Driver used this argument to prove the Anarchists believe they now enjoy the rights of life, libtrty,
trinity: "The son coexisted from the beginning with the
father, for there couldn't be a father without a son." He
was answering a set of questions supposed to hav been asked
him by some doubter. I would llke to see him floored.
Here among his people he is thought to be par excellence.
Yours truly,
HosEA WooD.
MoNTREAL, CAN., June 10, 1889.

Mn. EDITOR: I hav now been a subscriber for the last
eighteen months, and hastening to renew for a term of another year expresses my opinion, I think, of THE TRUTH
BEKKER. For its bright and excellent editorials, and Watson
Heston's capital illustrations, I can only offer the highest
words of praise. I wish still further success for your paper.
Yours respectfully,
JoHN R. CoNwAY.

and the pursuit of happiness, and also think they can improve
on the :Oecla'ration of Independence, Both these assertions
are mistaken. Anarchists know better than anyone else that
they do not enjoy their rights. They think they would enjoy
them if the Declaration of Independence had not been set
aside by the Constitution. Mr. Wood seems to think likewise. He is traveling in the right way, only he is further
from the goal than might be supposed when he says that law
is the coward's weapon and must be destroyed before there
can be peace on earth. That is very good Anarchism. But
I don't see where government will be when law is destroyed.
If Mr. Wood can explain that, he may convert me from
Anarchism. If he cannot, I shall cherish the hope of converting him. I think he is mistaken in saying that he has
seen years of free currency issued by individuals. He never
saw a currency which the individuals who issued it were not
required to redeem in specie. But under Anarchy he soon
would.
C. L. JAMES.

MADISON, May 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The grand old TRUTH BEEKER is ever welcome to my house. J. E. Remsburg lectured here April
26th. We had a fine audience, but small. All the brains in
PooAHONTAB,.ILL., May 12, 1889.
the town was there. The subject was" False Claims." The
MR. EDITOR: A suggestion and a query. I would suggest
bigots threw up their hands in holy horror. ·They hav often
asked the question, What has Infidelity ever done? If they that every Liberal who can procure the "Cosmian" or any
would hav attended his lecture he would hav told them. We Liberal songbook do so and attend the orthodox meetings,
especially camp-meetings and holiness meetings, where singare going to hav him again this fall.
WM. CROGHAN.
ers are always in demand, and sing our Liberal songs.
Thereby will the orthodox discover the superior sentiments
ADRIAN, MIOH., June 10, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEii:KER is ably edited, and con- of trulh and morality there inculcated.
Query: But by what means are we to reach the Catholics,
tains very much able matter; but in my opinion you should
steer clear of Anarchy, Socialism, and Harman and company. the most dangerous because the most numerous, prejudiced,
I cannot countenance orthodoxy, Anarchy, or anylhing that ignorant, and obstinate? The incidental mel hods of proseconliicts with good government, but am impregnated clear lyting are too slow. ·For every one the church loses it gains
through with a righteous repugnance to priestcraft and its several. Altkougb unanswerable arguments may be promachinations. You hav my sincere wish for the prosperity duced by eminent scholars by wholesale quantity and circuof THE TimTH BEEKER and promulgation of Freethought and lated gratuitouely, proving beyond all question the fallacy
and danger of Catholicism, it is lost to that organization.
science. As the priest says, Ora pro nobis.
Our only safeguard lies in instructing the Catholic youth.
Very sincerely,
0. S. BARRETT.
But how and by who in shall this be done? Individual and
Mo:tiTPELIER, IND., June 5, 1889.
voluntary effort is the only hope. Let every Freethinker,
Mn. EDITOR : Please explain some scripture if you can. every truth seeker, feel himself individually responsib'e to
I can find nothing in the Bible proving that the women get our government to use every exertion to win every Catholic
to heaven, and the only one that ever did get there fled to he or she can, no matter how unpleasant the task is. And in
the wilderness as soon as she could (Rev. x, 11), which this way, I believe, sooner or later, will the power of the
proves that heaven is no place for the women. I hav con- church be rendered no longer dangerous.
cluded not to go to heaven because there are no women
Ex-R&v. Jos&PH N. MAXEY.
there, and others express the same opinion. I think John
the Divine had the delirium tremens, and thought it was
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., May 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The Presbyterians had a general assembly in
prophecy, when he saw the revelations. What is your opin.
ion? How could the loaded ark float when it was thirty session: for nine days here. In going home I missed the
cubits high and the water only fifteen cubits deep (Ingersoll train, so I had to wait. Nearly an hour I had to wait there,
when two sleek gentlemen came inquiring for the lookout
to the contrary)? See Gen. vii, ~0.
H. B. ALLEN.
train. They were told it would come in twenty minutes.
JAsPER, ALA., June 3, 1889.
They took seats next to me. The younger one was rather
Mn. EDITOR: Last night I had a sooial discussion with an boisterous for a pulpit man, and 5aid to me," I believe I saw
allopath~c doctor on various religious subjects. He has a you in church last night." "You are mistaken, for I don't
classical education, and in his remarks, in answer to a ques- go to any church." "You are a Christian, I suppose."
tion, Was the earth made before ·the sun? he said it was. "Another mistake. I take no stock in Christian.ity." "You
Now, I wish to ask, are our colleges teaching that kind of are not a Jew." "I can afford to belong to mys'elf and do
astronomy now·? Again, he said it made no difference how my own thinking. I am a nonconformist." "How I pity
moral a life we lived, if we did not believe Jesus Christ died the old man!" turning to the bystanders,'' he does not believe
to eave ue, we should be lost; also he believed in eternal in God. He is an Infidel." "You don't know. Wait, I
punishment. Are our colleges teaching this kind of belief. believe you are too hasty, like all your brethren of the pulpit.
and morals? Can the colleges teach truth and demonstrate When you find some resistance you are not willing to take
it? If they can, why do not their students all know alike? in your horn; then you treat one to abusiv and malicious
All truth is demonstrable, and when it is understood there language. Such is the average man of your trade. You
will be no need of disputes.
J. K. D&ARTH.
never practice charity, though you use the word frequently."
The lookout train came in. I believe the deputy of God
BARRE, MAss., June 17, 1889.
was glad to leave. Then an old drunken farmer asked where
MR. EDITOR: I am so delighted with your efforts against
I shall go after death. "I suppose they will find a place for
Romanism that I must express my appreciation of them ;
me the same as for you. I hav no hope-or fear. The only
also, of all your editorials against the union of state and
thing is, that no one shall say, 'He was dishonest.' This is
church. I fear many of your readers are not yet alive to
my only ambition."
the grave responsibilities resting upon them relativ to these
My life is run out. I feel it, and I am glad to be released
two mighty questions. More depends upon nipping in the
from the suffering, rheumatism, and decrepitude. · I 1av
·bud, or arresting the blossoming of, these two gigantic evils,
handed my funeral sermon to a friend to reaq at my grave.
than upon all else combined. Once let either of these parties
But I must hav THE TRUTH BEEKER till the last.
succeed, then farewell to all progress. Protestantism with
J.P. MULLER.
God in the Constitution would be disastrous enough, but
with Roinanism in the ascendency, who but a Roman CathoDENVER, CoL., May so, 1889.
lic would wish to liv?
·
MR. EDITOR: A week ago a copy of the Rocky Mountain
Reston still exceeds himself. I trust his shadow-his Christian Ad'l!ocate was handed me, in which I saw a sermon
reality-in THE TRUTH BEEKER will never be less.
preached by Bishop Warren, of the Methodist Episcopal
Cordially,
. ELLA E. GmsoN.
church, at the dedication of Grace church in this city. ConW OROESTER 1 MASS. 1 June 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: There seem to be so few ladies connected
with the Freethinkers that I think they ought all, by Jetter
or otherwise, to show upon which ~ide they belong, and having
lately joined the ranks, I thought I would write a few worde.
The question in my mind, the .past week or two, as I read
my morning paper, has been, Where, oh, where was God
when the dreadful flood came down upon Johnstown? No
doubt many of his faithful followers called upon him in
agonizing tones, but he did not hear; he spared not churches
or homes, old or young, pious or ungodly. As one paper has
it, " God moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform." We would much prefer he would not perform such

trasting the difference between the views of the skeptic and
the Christian, he said: "Maudsley, Buchner, and Draper
reprobate the idea of the exaltation of mind over matter.
Let their theories go down to the vile dust from whence they
sprung, 'Unwept, unhonored, and unsung.'" Then said he:
"On the contrary, revelation tells us that the soul is a gift or
a part of the great God, and that it is masterly for molding
the body from germ to manhood; for directing all its developed energies, and finally for energizing them into an independent, lofty, self-sustained being in other realms."
It follows that everyone having a soul has a part of God;
and then it folloW's that God is infinitly divisible. My first
deduction is that every pa:rt must be just alike, except in
quantity; in that the parte may difier, . Second, every P\Ht

must be as old as the whole. Third, if God had no creator,
then no part had a creator. Fourth, if God cannot suffer,
neither can a soul. Fifth, if a soul can sin, a part of God
can sin, and if God ever damns a soul he damns a part of
himself. Sixth, if Christ ever died to eave a sol!ll., he died· to
save a part of God. If it is essential to the nature of God to
be intelligent, would it not be equally so to every part of
God? If the above deductions be legitimate, they express
the theology of the bishop; and the people of course accept
what their bishop says, for the bishop knows, and he knows
that every part of God is as old as all the parts. But the
creeds say God is without 'body, parts, or passions, and in
his image man was created. I would hav thought he would
hav scared that old snake out of the garden. If souls are a
part of God, they never were created and hence hav no
creator to worship.
A. B. PIKARD.
WAVERLY, WAsH., May lll, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been taking THE Tnu·rH SEEKER about
five years, and I do not think I hav misspent the money I
hav sent you for the paper or thrown away the time in reading it. It will be enough for me to say I am pleased with
your paper. I do not think I wmild stop the paper on
account of Heston's pictures, or because there was something
iil the parer that did not suit me. You are doing a good work
in fighting the Christian superstition. Christianity is not a
blessing, but a curse. 'l'here is more contention and disagreement in the churches here than there is on the outside,
but of course this is nothing extraordinary.
The Northwest T1•ibune of May 3d has a short article In it
about evolution. This paper is published at Spokane Falls,
George F. Schorr its editor. Mr. Schorr does not think very
favorably of the doctrin of evolution, and if it could be
proved, he says, it would amount to nothing. It is evident
the editor of the T1·ibune does not want his imaginary God
displaced, and as to evolution amounting to nothing, that is
just his idea about it. Science amounts to something, and it
seems to me if evolution is true, which it undoubtedly is, it
should be the science of all sciences. It should be of as
much importance, anyway, as to discover an open polar sea
or to reach the north pole. What do worlds amount to
according to 1\ir. Schorr's view of this question? His wife
is nothing, the bone he uses is nothing, the ox is nothing,
the pig is nothing except in pork chops, the beautiful rose is
nothiug. Well, I hav read a good deal about evolution, but
this is the most convincing of all-convincing of the greatest
stupidity-and I am surprised an intelligent man would put
such a thing in his paper.
Can you furnish me with a life of Voltaire, " The World's
Sixteen Crucified Saviors," Remsburg's "Bible Morals" and
. "Sabbath Breaking?'' How much money shall I hav to
send for all of them? Yours truly,
B. F. DAsHIELL.
N&w YoRK CITY, June 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Reading the accounts of the recent terrible
disaster at Johnstown, Pa., suggested to my mind some
thoughts which I hav decided to offer to the valued TRUTH
SEEKER, thinking perhaps they may promote a wholesome
thinking on the part of some of the readers thereof in relation to the supposed control of events by an almighty God.
Let me ask, Where was God when the North-fork dam
broke, causing the trouble, suffering, and death of thousands of his innocent and helpless creatures? I see by the
papers that several prominent ministers, mentioning the disaster in their sermons, take great pains to explain that it was
not an act of God almighty's, but was caused by the defectiv workmanship of man in the building of the dam. Well,
supposing the dam was defectiv in construction, God is almighty-why did he not stay the terrible tide of destruction
and death? What has become of his almighty power over
waters and floods? Once he was able to say to the r~ging
sea, "Peace, be still ! " and the waters recognized the voice
of God and immediately became calm. At another time he
caused the waters of the Red sea to divide and stand up in
great banks, leaving a path over which the children of Israel
passed dryshod. I eay, what has become of all this mighty
power? Has God lost it? Are those accounts untrue?
Was God unable to divert the Johnstown disaster, or did he
wilfully sacrifice the lives of thousands of innocent women
and children, when. he claims to love us more than earthly
parents love their children? What earthly parent would
stand by and see his children suffer a horrible death when
it lay in his power to save them therefrom? Then the worshipers of ~od must either admit that God almighty has
lost his power-that he could not avert the Johnstown disaster-or that, in spite . of his protestations of love for his
people, he cared for them so little that he sits placidly on
his throne in heaven and allows and witnesses the destruction of thousands of them in so horrible a manner. Giv me
the love of my mother ; Christians are welcome to the love
of such a God. In reading the account of the disaster in
the New York W01·ld of Tuesday, June 4th, I came across
the following account of a supposed miracle (I inclose paragraph containing said account, cut, from said paper). If I
were a Christian and knew that statement to be absolutely
true, that alone would force me to pronounce such a God
the greatest monster imaginable. What I Christians relate
that as an example of God's almighty power, in the face of
the terrible sufferings and death of thousands of his people?
Then, too, if the first Commandment emanated from God
himself, that statue, made in the likeness of the Virgin
Mary and worshiped by man, should hav been a subject for
his wrath, rather than his protection. I say, a veritable hell
·would be too good f.or a God who would protect a statue and
take no heed of the horrible sufferings of thousands of help~
less women and children. They say the disaste,r was caused
solely by the imi>erfection of .the dam. Would it hav happened ~f t~e w~ter l!!!.d not· risen to such an unprecedented
'
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bight as to overflow the dam? And who caused the rain
that caused the waters of the lake to rise to such a bight?
Again, I see by the World of June 13th, a railroad train,
carrying a Methodiet Sunday-school excursion from Armagh
to Warren Point, a watering-place at the mouth of Murry
river in County Down, Ireland, was thrown down an embankment and nearly one hundred Sunday-school children
and teachers were killed. How can men with reasoning
powers, and any amount of brains at all, believe that a God
controls events and occurrences in this our world, in the face
of such plain evidences to the contrary? When will man be
guided by reason, rather than superstition? May this slight
effort hav some influence, however small, in downing superstition and elevating some fellow-being to the lofty plain of
mental liberty.
·
CHAB. DuNHAM.
MILWAUKEE, Wrs., June 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been much interested in the discussions
between the Materialists and Spiritualists, and other vital
questions. I am glad that we hav a paper like THE 'fRUTH
BEEKER where we all can discuss our differences, each side
having an equal chance. Free discussion helps us to see all
sides of a question ; the better chance to arrive at the truth
which we are all seeking foi:. Our Liberal Club holds meetings every Sunday night, and after the lecture criticisms are
in order, the lecturer having the closing sp~ech. They are
well attended, and a great deal of interest is manifested.
Dr. Juliet H. Severance lectured two weeks ago on the
subject, 11 Is Marriage a Failure?" by request. Although a
stormi night, the hall was ~ull, and great attention. was
given during the lecture. A fine report was given by one of
our leading city papers, the Milwaukee Sentinel. All this
showed what an interest is taken upon that question at the
present time.
I was in Chicag~ last week, and attended one e>f the meetings of the Secular Union there, and was very much interested in the way they conducted their meetings. I had the
honor to be invited to attend a musical and literary entertainment, to be followed by a dance. A very pleasant
episode took' place after the entertainment was over and
before the dance commenced. It happened to be the birthday of their worthy president, E. A Stevens, who had filled
the chair so ably and to the entire satisfaction of all. Mrs.
Freeman, the noted Freethought lecturer, stepping forward,
made a fitting speech complimentary of Mr. Steven~, and in
behalf of the society presented him with an elegant gold
watch and chain. Everyone who knows Mr. Stevens knows
that he is a very ready talker at any time. But in this case
he got up to reply but was sci choked with his emotions
that he had to sit down; it was a complete surprise to him.
True merit was appreciated in this case. Loud was the
applause all over the hall.
A word right here. I think there never was a time when
it was so important for every Liberal to exert all his power
and influence in the cause of Freethought and equal liberty
to all as at the present time. The church powers are making
their greatest effort to suppress all advancement of the Liberal cause, knowing full well that it must be done quickly if
done at all. There will be a great effort to pass the Blair
bill in our next Congress, and they stand a good show for it.
I am very much pleased with the editorials of THE TRUTH
BEEKER, and would recommend that everyone read them,
and they will get a better idea of what the church power is
PRoF. A. B. SEVERA.NOE.
doing.

sacred and watched it with as much care as did Jesus's followers his grave-and perhaps hav raised him in the same
way, if he had recanted.
5. If Thomas Paine had recanted, the church would hav
held him up and used him as a tool in all their protracted
meetings to warn sinners and drive them into the church.
They would cry out, The great Infidel dare not die without
repenting and recanting I Did they ever do this? If not,
then here is proof that he did not recant, and here are five
witne~ses that ought to make the c~urch blush for shame.
We are sure the devil would blush and be ashamed.
ABA W. BRAYTON.
[In 1819 Wni. Cobbett, an admirer of Paine, exhumed his
bones and carried them to England, but what he did with
them has never been known.-ED. T. S.]

GARDEAN, PA;, June 11, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Fearing that you are not acquainted with
the account of the .Johnstown great miracles, and thinking it
would be a pity the wicked skeptic should remain in ignorance of such valuable information concerning the wonderful
power of God in preserving his chosen people, I thought
perhaps it may not altogether be displeasing to your readers,
so Will send you some clippings from the Saturday Globe.
Two of the Buffalo papers giv the same account.
Now let me ask, is it not equally as reasonable as the
mythical yarn given in the so-called word of God? Or in
other words, is it not twin-sister witl! the account of the
water ~eparating to let the chosen through unharmed, then
coming together and drowning all the enemy? In this case
at Johnstown God must hav shown little preference for his
own people, as a large majority of the drowned were Catholics. They were known by the charm worn around the
neck. Had God d.ealt equally with his chosen, he would hav
saved all the Catholics by some miraculous circumstance.
It is my opinion, anyone that caD, swallow such stuff is
capable of swallowing a whale.
Success to. THE TRUTH BEEKER, the grand old treasure,
and all who are fortunate enough to read it. May it ever be
substituted for that impure, unholy Bible, as it has been in
my house, is the sincere desire of a friend to Universal MenReE!pectfully,
MRs. E. N. FAIROHILD.
tal Liberty.
The miracle, as it is called, that happened at the church of the
Immaculate Conception has caused a. great sensation. A large
number of persons will testifY as to the nature of the event, and,
to put it mildlY, the circumstances are really remarkable. MaY
devotions were in progress on FridaY night when the water de·
scended on Cambria City. The church wa.s filled with people a.t
the time, but when the noise of the flood was heard the congregation hastened to get out of the way. Tfley suceeeded, as fa.r as
escaping from the interior was concerned, and in a. few minutes
the church was partially submerged, the water reaching fifteen
feet up the sides and swirling around the corners furiously. The
building was badly wrecked, the benches were torn out, a.nd the
entire structure, both inside and out, was fairly dismantled. Monday morning, when an entrance was forced through the blocked
doorway, the ruin appeared to be complete. One object alone had
escaped the water's wrath. The statue of the Blessed Virgin, that
had been decorated and adorned because of the May devotions,
was as unsullied as the day it was made. The flowers, the wreaths,
the lace veil, were undisturbed and unsoiled. Not a. wrinkle was
observed in the outlines. The marks on the wall show that the
statue, which is three feet high, was submerged.. The surface of
the water had risen to a bight of fifteen feet; while the statue had
been saved from contact with the liquid.
In the northwest part of the town is located the Irish Catholic
church and convent. The mother of the convent saw the wave
coming, which, she says, waij mountain high. She at once called
all the sisters into the chapel. Here the dozen nuns began to pray
as theY positivly never praYed before for protection from the
water. When the water struck the building it shattered the entire
QuEENSBURY, N.Y., June 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : It has been reported about here that the ene- structure and everY room except the one where the sisters knelt in
prayer. The room is still standing.
mies of Thomas Paine violated his grave and took up his
bones and took them to England, and then ground them to
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., June 16, 1889.
powder and sifted the dust in the river. (I should not think
MR. EDITOR: A few lines from this place n:.ay be of inthey would want to poison the river.) You living so near
New Rochelle, the place of Thomas Paine's burial, I think terest. As I write the church bells are chiming, calling
men, women, and children to listen to drowsy sermons and
you would be likely to know the truth of the above report.
1. I hav the will of Thomas Paine, and it says: "I know not meaningless words. The principal topic now being handled
if the society of people called Quakers admit a person to be by the sky-pilots is the Johnstown horror, and to the" alburied in their burying-ground who does not belong to their mighty friend" they attribute it. "There was some hidden
society, but if tliey do or will admit me I would prefer being sin among the people of the Conemaugh valley," say these
buried there, and if not, bury me on my farm at New pulpit orators. But the question has been asked, "What
RocLelle." Now the question arises, did they admit or allow about the people living miles away from the valley, who were
him to be buried there? I understand they did not. Peo- passing through on railway trains and were lost?" What
ple say he recanted his former principles; now, here is a about the innocent babe, the loving mother, the kind father?
good evidence that he did not recant, for they did not allow What about the honest man and the virtuous woman? Did
h\m to be buried in their burying-ground. If he had recanted the really good hav a .hidden sin? Is it not a fact that the
they ~ould hav buried him in their bosoms-or at least they good were drowned as well as the bad ?-that no discrimiwould hav taken him in their bosoms and carried him to nation was made between saint and sinner? Those who
their father Abraham and tucked him in by the side of their happened to be within range of the rushing water were
uncle Lazarus. Now, here is proof beyond. a question that lost. The talented divine and the veriest sinner went down
together.
he did not recant.
For the benefit of the JohnstowJ1 sufferers this city has
2. But they say he was a very bad, immoral man. If he
recanted thj:ly would not say he was a bad man. T·hey would raised over $3,000, and is 'raising more. At :the citizens'
say he was a very good man, and would honor his grave meeting, called for the purpose of. securing subscriptions,
with a monument as high as the tower of Babel-or Jacob's Rev.(?) C. L: Work, who occupies the pulpit of the Second
ladder that reached up to heaven, where the gods ran up and Presbyterian church, and who is a strong Prohibitionist,
down like squirrels-and put on large letters of gold: "To was made chairman, and accepted the first donation, that of
the honor of St. Paine," and hold him up far above St. $45, from J. E. Esselbom, a brewer. In speaking of this
incident a daily paper truthfully .said: "Even the church
Matthew or any other New' Testament saint.
. 3. And they farther say that he was extremely poor and and the brewery can clasp hands across the dark chasm out
suffered for something to liv upon in his last days. In his of which come the groans of ~l;le dying and the starving."
will he had two hundred and fifty acres of land to will away, Humanity, that grand word' whi~h embraces all there is, is
.
besides $1,500 in the Phronix Insurance Company, besides all prompter to this feeling.
In addition to the already numet:ous· churches in this city
of his movables and money in his trunk. Now, if he had
recanted they would not hav called him poor, but would hav another has been added: It is under canvas. Its owners
reckoned him almost as great a farmer as their Uncle Job of are what are known as the Seven.th Day Adventists. They
the East, though perhaps not as owning a thousand yoke of hav told their hearers of the·se<;gnd coming of Christ, but
as yet hav failed to giv dates. Like all Qj;her rellgious sects,
oxen and maybe not fourteen hundred sheep.
4. There is one thing certainly they would not hav done If it the only good about them is their xnorality, whi<;h is shaped
be true a,s we hav heard, and that is, they wmild not hav by actions and not by belief.
A f~'Y dars. ~ince ~ yo1,1ng IIlan .was disc_u~sing the Bil;!le
turned hye~a and yiolated his. grave, b1lt WQ~llq hav held it
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with an Adventist and a German Methodist. The young
fellow said he believed in treating it )ike all other books,
that is, read it carefully and at the same time hav your reason wide open; accept the good in it, and throw away the
bad. The Adventist held that to understaijd its chapters
and its verses one should allow one inspired writer to explain
the other. In this way no contradiction would appear.
"But," said the young man, "no writer, inspired or not
Inspired, can make Noah a saint at· the time he drank wine
and becai;Ile intoxicated ; Lot a virtuous man, when he committed incest with his daughters; Abraham a loving husband; David a pure man, or Solomon anti-Mormon."
"Oh, but here," chipped in the 1 ' Dutch" Methodist,
" those things were only put in there to show us the difference between good and evil."
"My friend," replied the young Liberal, "I used to drink,
chew, and smoke. Church-members told me I could never
quit my bad habits without being washed in the 1 blood of
the lamb.' I hav quit them, and without the church's assistance, for I do not believe in it as a divine institution. And
furthermore, I did not turn the pages of the Bible to see
which was good and which was evil. I didn't read of Noah's
high lonesome, of Lot's incest, nor of the badness of Abraham, David, and Solomon. If I had, the probability is I
would haT grown worEe instead of better. And it is my
opinion that such biographies are not calculated to be nad
to children, if you desire that they be obedient and good."
. This closed the argument. The Adventist had no more to
say, and the Methodist hadn't either.
WILLS. ANDR)l:B.
MAKANDA, ILL., June 10, 289.
MR. EDITOR: The death, on the 16th of March, of my lov·ing and beloved daughter, Mrs. Della W. Coller, made it
necessary for me to remove to this place. I may say that
my daughter was an intelligent and fearless defender of Liberalism, both public and private, and a pure, true, sympathetic, good woman. The signal service station located at
this place is in latitude 37 deg. 40 min. N., and longitude
89 deg. 15 min. W. This is a natural wheat, clover, and
fruit country. Thousands of bushels of wheat, apples,
peaches, etc., are annually shipped from this and adjoining
counties. But the amount of small fruits-strawberries,
raspberries, etc.-that is shipped to Chicago snd other
Northern cities is immense. Public sentiment on the Sunday
question is very different here from what it is in Pennsylvania. Go through this country any Sunday during the
berry season (May and June) and you will see hundreds of
men, women, and children busy picking berries, others casing them, and still others hauling them to the nearest station
on the lllinois Central railroad. One hundred teams laden
with 'lltrawberries is by no means an overestimate of what is
often seen on Sunday in the little village of Makanda. Bunday believers call it a work of necessity. The Sunday observance seems here to be regarded as a private, personal
matter, and all seem willing that each has his own views
and carries them out without molestation, which is about the
right view of the question, and very different from that advocated by the Hardshell God-in-the-Constitutionists, ScotchIrish Covenanters, and United Presbyterian bigots of western
Pennsylvania and elsewhere. Religion here seems to be
rather a secondary matter. At worst it is only a surface
trouble. It seldom attacks the vital organs, and, therefore,
they don't "hav it bad." Sunday picnics, fishing, and innocent games are in order, and no one seems to think it wrong.
Hell-fire is rarely mentioned in the pulpits, yet the people
are orderly, accommodating, and kind, and seem less scheming and dishonest than some communities which are much
more religious. Hav you read Talmage's last sermon (June
2d)? It seems a curious pity that a God who hears the
prayers of nearly all the miscreant murderers that are hanged
in the country would not hear those for the poor " young
Infidel." It was too bad for death to breathe that cold
breath in his face this hot weather. Is he never going to
stop preaching that infamous lie about the horrors of Infidel
death-beds? He knows that the Humboldts, the Darwins,
the Garrisons, and Palmers die in peace. Why does he deliberately retail that stale old lie and slander, both of the living and the dead? Does he forget the doom his creed
awards the false witness, and that "all liars shall hav their
part in the lake that burneth with fire and brimstone?"
Physicians tell us that Infidels die happier than Christians.
And why not? The Materialist, having spent his life searching after truth, and trying to make his race wiser and happier, "wraps the drapery of his couch about him, and lies
down " to a peaceful, dreamless, eternal sleep. The Spiritual~
ist joins the loved ones who hav gone before to commence
anew with them a higher, purer, happier life. Only the
Christian is, logically, miserable in death. He has his angry
God and horrid, burning hell, and he is never certain of his
own salvation. And if he were, many of his best friends are
in hell. Mr. Moody's good old grandmother, it seems, is
there. And Talmage said in one of his sermons, speaking
of outsiders, that " among them were some of his best
friends. If protracted sickness were to visit his family, they
would be among the watchers, and whoever might sleep,
they would be awake until the dawn." Now, can Mr.
Moody either liv or die happy, believing that his good, kind
old grandmother is roasting and frying in red-hot fire and
brimstone? Can Mr. Talmage die happy, believing that
these kind, sympathizing, self-sacrificing watchers at his
bedside would eternally writhe in hell-fire? I hav seen a hog
(though it was rather a mean specimen of its race) appropriate to itself and a few favorite all the available comforts of
the situation, and snug and wa~m in the nest grunt out its
satisfa.ction, white its better fellows were shivering in the
cold and the storm. And I thought it a good illustration in
kind, but not in degree, of & happy Christian in heaven,
while •his grandmother and best and kindest friends were
B!Jff~ring tb,e to_rtur~s of hell.
W. W. W ALK~R.
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in barracks without ventilatio:p., and as the
consequence a large number of deaths took
place from consumption, while in pure air
.BdJted by Miss SusAN H. W:a:oN, Fall and out of barracks the death rate was greatly
lli'Der, Mll88., to t~~liom all Oommunlcation~ for lessened.
The record of death from this disease in
this 00'/"Mr should lJtJ 81Jnt.
the army affords a remarkable proof of the
evil effects of the deficiency of pure air, and
" Between the dark and the daylight,
of the good effects of its plentiful supply.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Carbonic acid gas, the impure gas of the air,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
is made up of several other forms of gases.
The property which renders it so poisonous
is oxygen in a highly activ, electric state,
The Boy Next Door.
called ozone.
Yells that brought to mind the savage
When ozone and the other gases are in the
In his war Paint, all alert.
correct proportions, the carbonic acid gas is
Raids that oft recalled the ravage
Of some borderland expert.
not so poisonous, but when they are out of
Hanging on to trees and fences,
the
right proportions it is very poisonous.
In his ~fforts to explore;
The impure air sinks to the bottom, and the
Startling to a body's senses
Was the little boy next door.
pure air rises. Thus, a dog woul4 feel the
effects of the impure air, while a man would
If a window pane was shattered,
Or a missil cleaved the air,
feel no inconvenience in breathing. This
If the street's repose was scatteredarises from the fact tb,at carbonic acid gas is
Heads out-peeping everywhereheavier than air, and sinks to the bottom of
J,ittle need for explanation,
the room or cavern.
All had happened oft before ;
Mite of terror and vexation
Another of nature's wise provisions for
Was that little boy next door.
purifying ~he atmosphere is found in the
Oats and dogs by intuition
taking up of carbonic acid gas by the vegetaKnew of his approach and fled.
tion. Compensation is here plainly shown,
Jaunty was the hat's position
where man imparts carbonic acid gas and
On his roguish, curly head.
As with bearing independent
vegetation takes_ up carbonic acid gas.
He would bound the crossings o'er;
Nature does her part in purifying the air,
With good nature all resplendent
and when man builds close walls and exWas the little boy next door.
cludes this air, he is not appreciating the
B·ave, chivalric, and respectful
work of nature.
LEONORA BTOOKINGBR.
To the old who came his way,
With a sympathy regretful
Toward each bea-gar, day by day;
True to His Post.
How the wild and tame were mingled
General Elliott, when governor of GibralIn his nature's bounteous store;
How my nerves were hourly tingled
tar, during the siege of that fortress was
BY that little boy next door.
making a tour of inspection to see that all
When, at sunset, homeward walking,
under his control was in order, when he sudOnce I missed the children's noise,
denly came upon a German soldier, standing
Marked their groups in whispers talking,
at his post silent and still ; but he neither
Leaving all their romping ioYB,
held his musket nor presented arms when the
Saw the snow-white ribbons streaming
From the house I stopped beforegeneral approached.
Tear-drops on my, cheeks were gleaming
Struck with the neglect, and unable to acFor the little boy next door.
count
for it, he exclaimed, "Do you know
-Georr;e Cooper tn the lndepenaent.
me, sentinel, or why do you neglect your
duty?"
"
The Value of Pure A.ir.
The ~oldier answered respectfully," I know
This may not be a very attractiv subject, you well, general, and my duty also ; but
but it seems possible that a discourse on within the last few minutes two of the fingers
"Pure Air " would be very instructiv and as of my right hand hav been shot off, and I
acceptable as any.
am unable to hold my musket."
The title might carry us far away from all
"Why do you not go and hav them bound
sources of impurity, and imagination might up, then?" asked the general.
lead us to the chief haunts of pure air-to the
"Because," answered the soldier, "in
seaside or to the forests of evergreen trees,. to Germany a man is forbidden to quit his post
the breezy headlands or to the mountain until he is relieved by another."
summit.
The general instantly dismounted- from his
We might take into consideration some of. horse. "Now, friend," he said, "giv me
the mighty operations of nature-the process your musket, and I will relieve you. Go and
by which the self-purification of the atmos- get your wounds attended to."
phere is accomplished. We could watch ita
The soldier obeyed, but went fi'"rst to the
vapor gathering in mists in the valleys, rising nearest guard-house, where he told how the
into clouds, swept along by the winds, and general stood at his post ; and not till then
descending in purifying streams in the form did he go to the hospital and get his bleedof rain.
ing hand dressed. This injury completely
We might try to learn something of the unfitted him for activ service ; but the news
work that goes on in nature's vast laboratory cif it having reached England, whither the
of the sky-the destruction of organic matter wounded man had been sent, King George
by conversion into an oxide or gas, and how ill. expressed a wish to see him, and for his
this is aided by the storm and the whirlwind, bravery made him an officer.
and by the stirring up of the aerial sea by
cyclones, and by the electrical discharges, of
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
which we hav such great proof in the lightSchool-teacher: "Now, Bobby, spell nee-·
ning and in the thunder. Air and water, the
wind and the storm, are the great purifiers of dle." Little Bobby: "N-e-i-d-1-e, needle."
School-teacher. "Wrong. There's no 'i'
the universe.
The electricity and gases which are diffused in needle." Bobby: "Well, 'taint a good
needle then."
in the atmosphere are constantly converting
Teacher (in infant physiology class) :
organic matter in the air into gas. In this
manner the impurities are changed into the "Johnny, how many bones hav you in your
necessary gases of the air, and also for sus- body?" Johnny (promptly): "Two huntaining life by making the air pure. The dred and four. I had thorne more in my jaw
winds are necessary to assist in diffusing the latht winter. But I run into a bob goin'
gases and bringing the organic matter in con- bumper, an' four of 'em tum out."
Our devil recently picked up on Washingtact with the different gases. The fact that
air, pure in quality and large in quantity, is ton street the following schoolboy's composineedful to keep people in good health is tion, which reads thusly: "On lndustry.a somewhat recent discovery, and it has It is bad for a man to be idel. Industry is
been forced upon our attention by a great the best thing a man can hav, and a wife is
amount of suffering and loss of life in past the next. Profits and kings desired it long
time, and also at the present time many lives and dide without the site. The end."
are lost by neglecting ventilation.
. "Country boys are not such squash-heads
Absoh1te necessity has brought about ven- as they sometimes look," said the sociable
tilation. In modern times in crowded cities drummer at the Broezel House. " One dty"
and armies there is always some savant to last week I was out riding with a fellow who
aid in the work of ventilation. Statistics seemed to think it his mission to say or do
show that the death ratt: is greatly lessened something smart every minute. Presently we·
by proper ventilation, especially in hospitals, overtook a barefoot urchin driving a cow·
ships,· barracks, etc., where close confine- home from pasture, and my compimion reined
ment and continual contact with each other up the horse and spoke to him, saying,' Bay,.
causes the air breatl!-ed to become very im- my little man, what time will it be at 6.
pure, i.e., containing a greater amount of o'clock this afternoon?' Without-a moment's
carbonic acid gas than oxygen.
hesitation the lad answered: ' 'Twill be bedIn the army in the West Indies, about two time· for hens and fools. You're not a hen,
scofe years ago, the men slevt clo11e togetller but 'twill be your bedtlmil ~ tbe 1111111~,' "

Correspondence.
. DBNVRR, CoL., May 30, 1889.
DBAR Mxes WIXON: My papa reads THR
TRUTH BBBKBR, and I thought I would write
a letter for the first time. I ha v a doll and
her name is Laura, and she is one year old.
My papa is the editor of the Arbitrator. I
hav two brothers-one is three years and the
other is nine years. We hav one nice dog
and his name is Jim. I had a black kitty
and my Uncle Haller. took it to the farm. I
read the Children's Corner, and like it very
much. I hope I will see this in print. I am
a little girl seven years old. I guess I will
close for this time. From
Your little friend, MARTHA P. BTBWART.
MOUND CITY, Mo., June 7, 1889.
D.s:AR Miss WIXON: I hav not written to
the Corner for three years, so I am going to
write a few lines. I am thirteen years old.
My father takes THB TRUTH B.B:BKB:R. I like
to read the Corner very much. I was going
to school, but it is out now. It has just bPen
raining, and the weather is quite damp. The
roses are in bloom. I hav been gathering
them-they are very pretty. I told you about
my c~t the other time I wrote to you, but T
hav not got any kitty now. I had ~he samt:
one that I told you about three years ago, but
it died last spring.- We hav no dog, either.
We hav a little Indian pony; we call hiin
Comanch. He is black with one white foot.
Well, my letter is getting long. I will close.
Yours forever,
· JBNNIE BHUOK.

Depew was loyal to his country and her brave
defenders, but a man who does not appreciate
the noble services of Thomas Paine and
honor his great name is not a loyal man.
Well, as I hav written a longer letter than
I expected to, I will close with best wishes to
you all. Fraternally, GBo. J. RRM~BURG.
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Miss Wixon's Works.
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp....,$1.50.
•
A.poles of ~old. And Other Stones
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1.25
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Wit-hout Superstition, for Ohildren and Youth. The Onlf Freethinkers' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever Issued.
66 full-page illustrations ltnd 25 small!lr; ~arge
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margms, lllustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
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REASON

A. Memoir of Christian. and Extra.-Ohristian Expenence.
BY NATHANIEL RA~~AY WATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Oatholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two 1\l'Stems. It deals the most .trepc!Iant · blo'!l'~ wh1ch
pure logic is capable of mftictmg.-[Ont1cal Review.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

BHANEs CROSSINGs, 0., May 30, 1889.
DBAR Miss WIXON: I hav seen no letter
.JUST PUBLISHED !
from this county and I thought I would write
and let the young A~nostics know that there
THE•
were investigators hving in Ohio as well as
in other states. I liv on a farm and hav
plenty of work to do, so I do not go to school
any. Father has taught me to read and write,
A OOLLEOTION OF
and has advanced me in other branches so
Original and Selected Hymns
that I can go to high school next summer. I
(Words and .Music)
must tell my little friends what I work at.
I hav a beautiful thoroughbred colt, and in For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
the morning I giv her two turns of our halfFor. Scltools and tile Home.
mile track, while father drives Redcloud by
her side, and in the afternoon I ani on the
OOMPILED BY
track again by the side of young Cruiser.
L. K. WASHBURN.
In my next letter I will tell you how I bought
rny colt, and how fast she can run, and about
PRIOB,
•.
•
$1.50
my large .uncle trying to buy her of me. My
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
age is twelve years, and to hear me talk you
28 Lafayette Plaea; New York.
would think I was John Sullivan, but I only
weigh fifty pounds. Father has taken THR
THE
TRUTH BBBKRR since 1871, and I read all of it
and admire the cartoons very much. I will MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
stop writing for this time, remaining
..1 OOMP.BNDIUM OF UNIV.B.RB..1L
Your true little friend,
HIBTOJlY.
SOLOMON PBAROB KING.
By WINWOOD READE.
OAK MILLs, KAN., May 29, 1889.
It is really a remarkable book, il\ which an.iverMiss WixoN, Kind Frund: As it is raining sal history is "boiled down" With surpnsing
World.
.
.
and I cannot work, I will write you a brief skill.-[Literary
l!:ou turn over his pages ~th a fascmatl<!n simletter. In the first place, I will name a few ilar to that experienced m reading Washmgton
interesting and valuable pamphlets which I Irving.-[lnter-Ocean.
Bis history has a. contin,uitx '·a. rash, a C?arrying
hav just been reading. William Denton's power..!..
which reminds us stnkmgly of G!bbon.discourse on ''Who are Christians?" is an [New Haven Palladium.
.
.
The sketoh of early Eg:yptian h:IstOI(Y, m the
able and unanswerable little work, and I wish
chapter, is a masterpiece of h1stoncal writall the Christians in the world could read it :first
ing, He has a style that reminds us of MacaulaY.
and find out the true character of their relig- -[Penn
Monthly.
ion. This book closes with the following : Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, M3pp., $1.711.
"Instead of Christians, let us hav wholeAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
souled, well-developed men and women, who
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
will do right because right doing is best for
humanity. Instead of Christian ministers
let us hav human ministers-men bound by
no creed, tied to no church, cursed by no
Great Centennial Oration
Bible; men who will simply ask, What does
ON TRII:
nature teach? and, having learned this, seek
to impress the truth on the minds of their fellows." I just finished reading "The Impeachment of Christianity," by Francis E.
ALSO THE
Abbot, and think it is one of the most able
~mmortal. Document,
and eloquent little speeches of which Freethought can boast. This little book closes
And the National Anthem entitled:
with the beautiful words, " In the name of
human intelligence, of human virtue, of the "LAND OF LIBERTY!'
human heart, of human freedom, of humanitarian religion, I seriously and earnestly im- Prlce, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address TllB TRUTH SEEKEB OoMPANY,
peach Christianity before the tribunal of the
humanity it still continues to outrage and
enslave. Impeach it in the name of that
THE STRUGGLE
which is higher than itself, not lower-in the
IFOB
name of truth, of morality, of love, of liberty, of God ; and I summon it to answer at
the bar of humanity, its rightful judge, that
In which the author shows t~e repeated atte!J1pts
it may clear itself of the high crimes and of men of every age to acqmre greater political
misdemeanors of which I accuse it, or else liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
submit to the sentence of just condemnation length
npon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailpronounced against it by the public opinion ing the account of slavery in this country1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
of civilized mankind."
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
I hav also read a little ~mphlet entitled, the
work is replete with astounding f&cts ano
"Which is Right, Science or Reli~ion ?" by weighty arguments which cannot j.'ail to interest
J. W. Curts, of St. Louis. It is an mteresting the minds of this age.
work and clearly proves that science is right.
BY THEO. 0. SPENOER.
He truly says, "All priests and preachers
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
who teach the immortality of the soul or
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 ,
28 La.fa~ette Place, New Yo~k..
spirit and the existence of a personal God
should either prove their assertions by scientific methods, or tell their congregations that
theology or religion is simply based upon
imagination or a supposition, and not upon
knowledge." I advise everybody to get a
AND
copy of this work. Among other works that
TWBLV.B: 0THRR DISOOURSBS OF REASON.
I hav been reading are W. B. Bell's "ConBV 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
flict Between Christianity and Civilization,"
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
James Parton's "Taxation of Church Property," Annie Besant's "Fruits of Christianity" and "Secular Morality."
SOCIAL WEALTH,
Chauncey Depew's centennial oration is
very eloquent, but it is uncomplete, because TM Boll! Factor• and .Bxact .Ratios in Its
.doguirtJment and A.pportionmtJnt.
he left out the bright name of Thomas Paine,
a name that should be honored and cherished
By J, K, INGALLS.
by every fiberty-loving person the wide
•
•
wo~l<! onr. l e,l ways t~ought t4!1t 04!1uncey Prlc.,, Cloth,
tt.oo.
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lloetrg.
Protoplasm.
Take the microscope and look
Down on any living tissoe,
Lo! before yon like a. book
Lies the oell; and from it issue
Others, and in all we trace
Viscous globules, each one has 'em;
You're of life the very base,
Protoplasm 1
It I take a. single drop,

You're in such a. strange condition
That your movements never stop,
As if guided by volition.
Ardently we watch you whirl,
Science breeds enthDBia.sm;
You!re as giddy as a girl,
Protoplasm I
Every blade of grass, each fio"Wer,
All that own a. life organic,
Every man that livs this hour,
Boasting of his thews TitanicLooking backward, we can see
Over life, as o'er a. chasm,
How all sprang at first from thee,
Protoplasm I
Thus it seems to thee we owe
All we are and all we may be;
Man, the microscope says so,
Was a. protopla.stic baby.
Here's your health, then, since you bring
Life, that physi!l'logic spasm;
But for thee I could not sing,
Protollla.sm I
-H. Savlle Clarke in the St. James Gazette.

A. Sea Song.
Hurrah for the sea., where the chowders be,
And the sculpin winds his horn I
Where the star-fish shine throu~rh the spumy
brine,·
And the mammoth oysters yawn I
For the barnacle blows and the conger crows
As we chase the priclrled Prawn.
Then roll out the captain's gig, my lads,
Let the bobsta.y harnessed be !
With the breeze abaft, and fore and aft,
We'll drive o'er the wind-whipped sea.
Hear the bo•s·n shout: "Let the port hatch out I
Haul the affidavits taut I
Like snowy crowds spread the white, white
shroudP,
Where the dead night's gleam is caught!
Belay the keel till the compass heel
And the water line runs short I'
The main sheet fills with the mad monsoon,
We hav furled the fore crosstree,
And so tightly laced the vessel's waist,
As we skim o'er the creamy sea..
The sea-gulls shriek from the for'&rd peak,
As the shrimps go prancing by,
And the mermaids kiss the whistlin~r buoy,
While the urchin pipes his eye;
The dog~fish ba.rli: at the tipsy sha.r¥,
And the halibut joins ihe cry.
Then cheer, mate, cheer, as the good ship speeds,
Till we make the hawser gee I
For the wind in the sale blows a martingale,
And we plow the furrow~d sea..
·
Ho, binnacle, fly from the capstan high !
Make the mizzen scuppers fast I
By the lanyard's light through the nasty night
We will scud before the mast;
For the breeze is a lee and the rover is free,
And a schooner of _beer has passed.
Hurrah for the ship I Hurrah for the crew I
Merry, merry boys are weAnd our course is pressed for the glowing west
As we rise on the yeasty sea.
-Coast Seamen's Journa·z.

A Basket of Chips.
BAVAGEIBM.
Rev. M. J. Savage, the Boston Unitarian
divine, discoursed St. Patrick's day on Ingersollism. This unorthodox exponent of
Hub culture paid the colonel high complimenta for oratory and honesty, saying that
among all Ingersoll's utterances there was
not one but what was noble; that his ideas
were those of Hume, Voltaire, Paine, Franklin, and the heroic founders of the American
republic. I query-what more could he ask
of a man? Yet, Mr. Savage said he differed
from Ingersoll in important points, finishing
his discourse, as the Boston Herald states,
with "a beautiful contr.ast between the gospel of despair and the gospel of hope."
What can editor or preacher tell of immortality more than the lawyer or a newsboy?
THE BLESSED HARDSHELL BAPTISTS.
'' The act supplementary to an act" of
Senator Blair, barring a slight criticism, is a
fi~e sarcasm, and a document that ought to
be introduced in Congress as a bill, to show
the ultimate tendency of Blair's bungle.
The insertion of the blessed hardshell
Baptists, as a factor in the temporal tribunal
of faith, is all right if meant to show that
they might lay claim to a part in the jurisdic.
tion of religion, but it is a matter of fact that
they not only never hav, but, on the contrary,
hav ever protested against the interference of

piety and politics.
Indeed, Freethought
owes much to the Baptist sects, from Roger
Williams to Elias Smith and Father Foss, for
its opportunity and encouragement, and immersionists hav been duly damned in return
by the obstreperous orthodox, as the cursed
hardshell Baptists.
A STILL HUNT.
When Nelson Hunt, of the Milwaukee Military Home, goes on a still hunt for truth he
always brings home his game. His little letter in THE TRUTH BEKKER of March 23d, hit
the stag in ihe heart. There are Spiritualists
and Spiritualists, as there are Protestants and
Protestants, and Liberals and Liberals. As
Protestants in their fight against the Catholics claimed the right of personal interpretation of scripture, they opened the door for
the armies of liberty. Spiritualists hav gone
farther, and maintained that they found
heaven's gates ajar and threw them wide
open. Whatever be the verity of the vision,
it is a fact that their belief is a fearful blow
to arbitrary authority, and so long as both
their monev and brains are important factors
in the He~ular movement, Materialists will
look better to do more and say Jess.
OTHER PEOPLE's MONEY AND BRAINS.
A high-toned church man here in Lynn has
made confession to speculating in falling
stocks with the bank's surplus. Maybe the
confession was good for his soul, yet that did
not save him from arrest and investigation.
He should put in a plea to the Christian
court that" Jesus paid it all," and giv the
directors a check on the Bank of Kingdom
Come. Professors of piety may be expected
to be derelict in business ; religion makes
them happy now, and it will be all lovely in
the sweet by and bye, when their victims
roast on Satan's gridiron. Also two good
deacons hav taken out a patent to another
man's invention, discharged him from their
employ, and threaten to sue him for manufacturing his own machines. Verily, verily I
There is much ado made over those who
remand other people's money to their own
private treasury, but little is said of those
who garner from other people's brains, having themselvs but barely the wit to steal the
fruits of somebody else's genius. Many an
inventor has died in a madhouse, whilst some
one without originality enough to ·make two
tubs of a barrel built double-turreted mansions with the profits on the pauper's handiwork.
"Robert Elsmere," a four-hundred page
volume, written in England, plus Gladstone's
criticism, are both offered as a premium to
the purchaser of a twenty-five cent cake of
soap! It takes brains to sell soap. When
such bargains in bo.oks and soap are made,
the conjunction is conditioned on purloinin~
the output of other people's thinking ma"
chines, which shows the need of an inter,
national copyright.
" PKRIOLEB" PULVE}UZED.
What is " Pericles" posing for ? Is he
ambitious to enroll his name with Moh11mmeq
and Joe Smith as the founder of a faith?
That cannot be, as he is too modest to teli
his true name. What is there about his
" Monos" that is any better than Deos,
Dynspater, Jehovah, or Mumbo-Jumbo? One
God is as good as another until his existence
is proved and character verified. When the
old superstitions hav been silenced, why originate others to put in their place? Perhaps
"Pericles" thinks thus to satisfy -stupidity.
As weil try to fill a bottomless bucket.
Genius made. the images of the gods in the
age of the ancient and real Pericles ; she
makes steam engins, electric motors, and
telegraphs to-day, enlisting the powers of the
air as the servants of man.
An old Jew given to Canaanltish idolatry
complained to the iconoclast, " Ye hav taken
away my gods, and what hav I more?"
"Pericles" takes away every god ever heard
of and then dubiously dedicates another in
their place. Who shall stand sponsor for the
New God? "Pericles?" Who is he? This
god-maker seems as reluctant to show him~
self or reveal his true name as was tho God
ot Mount Horeb. Old Jehovah ought to be
called the Most Horrid, in mementO Of the
trick he played on Mr. Moses when those
two sports were playing hide and seek:
There be lords many and gods many. Some
gods are like a china doll, some like a hero's
statue, and some like a morning fogbank.
According to the second Commandment, it
can be no sin to worship Monos, the god of
"Pericles," for''he," Monos, is made in the
likeness of nothing in the heavens above, in
the earth beneath, or in the waters under the
earth.
·
JoHN PBEBOOTT GUILD.
Lynn, M!U8.

I

Obituaries.

.
·one of nature's noblest women has gone.
Eliza J. Thompson, wife of the earnest and
outspoken Liberal, James Thompson, of
Shingle House, Pa., has left us, ~o solve the
mystery of death. On the .mornmg of May
~6th the last farewell was said. The deceased
had for the past two years suffered greatly
from lung and throat disease. She had not
quite reached the age of thirty-eight.
Always kind, patient, and hopeful, she was
a woman who won love and respect from all
walks of life-from the narrow way of narrow creeds as well as fr,.m the broad highways of tolerance. Although an earnest Liberal and a fearless advocate of whatever she
considered the truth, her critici~ms of error
reflected only a desire to make better.
Wishing to die as she had lived, .she requested that there be no religious services at
her funeral-no formal words or prayers said
in way of professional business by the representativ of a creed in which she had no faith
- but named two friends who had known her
long and well to pay such tributes to her
.memory as she had merited.
The following are extracts from the addresses at the funeral on the 26th. the first
being from that of Capt. L. H. Kinney, of
Shingle House, Pa.:
After many months of suffering, borne with
remarkable patience, fortitude, and cheerfulness,
she bas pa,s,ed to the other side of the river and
entered the perfect rest which begins where the
wearying struggle of this lifa ends. To those who
knew her most intimately, no word of euloey is
needed to illustrate her virtues or por~ra.y the
beautiful character she maintained. With a. clear
concelltion of propriety and right, she faltered
not in duty, in whatever walk of life that duty
appeared. Whether as daughter, sister, wife,
mother, or fri~nd, her life was bliJllleless, spotless,
true.
She loved the beautiful, admired the grand, and
took nature into a close companionship. . . .
In speaking recently of funeral rites, she said,
"Giv me a yard of "flowers rather than a. mile of
crape." With a broad tolerance and charity for
the opinions of others, which she sought not to
controvert or overthrow, she put no trust in
creeds, but, looking Ull into the benign face of
nature, saw and embraced the truth as she read it
there. This was her guiding star, lighting her·
pathway in health, in decline, in· sickness, and
down to the river brink where she bade good-bye
to the soenes of her early childhood and riper
year~.

Our sister wished to stay, not that she feared
death or what may lie beyond it, but that she
might still be with and serve the loved ones she
has left behind. Bnt the hand of the destroyer
could not be stayed, and her passage over the
river is accomplished.
Quoting some beautiful words of the
"Master of Eloquence," Mr. Kinney closed
with a poem and gave place to J. L. Allen,
of Clara, Pa., who spoke as follows:
From long acquaintance, I can say that, for
pure unselfishness, she has few equals. I believe
t.ha.t her life was, to a. greater degree than that of
any other person I ever met, devoted to making
others happy. . • • Frank and outspoken in
her nature, she naturally despi~ed hypocrisy and
deceit in any form. Her idea. of religious duty
was to make others happier and better while here
in this world. Sb.e believed that such a. course was
always the best possible preparation for the fut.
ure. She was humane and kindly by nature,
and could never accept any belief that endless
cruelty or suffering formeq a. part of. . • . But,
though positiv in her own convictions, she never
expressed or seemed to feel the least unkindness
toward those who honestly differed with her in
opinions-believing tb.a.t honesty and fincerity
are not found alone in one faith, but are common
to all.
She had no fear of death. . . • Having never
done a. wrong, or wantonly made unhaPPY a. single
human being, c~tn anyone say why she should
fear the future 1 Her life and death seem to teach
Ibis fact-that it is not any one particular faith
or belief that makes one strong and able to do
their whole duty in life. . . . ·But that it is
the honesty and sinc~rity of the individual.
The world is better for her having lived -all her
friends are better for having known her friendship. There ~as no purer, nobler woman.
Mrs. Eva A. H. Barnes, of Clara, Pa., read
a fine tribute to the departed soul, and Mrs.
Ella A. Glines, of the same place, followed
with a poem by Lizzie Doten-" Rest Thou in
Peace."
Thus music and kind words were mingled
in memory of the dead, and in sympathy with
the bereaved ones she has left to mourn.
How much better than hypocritical, unfeeling form dictated by fashion in honor of a
superstition of dishonor I
The advanced character of the services
startled the Christians of this vicinity, and
many were indignant-before they thought.
But they will think. The more they think,
too, the more appropriate will these sincere,
heartfelt services appear; and as they hav to
turn more and more of memory's pages to
find the face of the dead-as the lessons of
life are learned more thoroughly-they will
come to re~tlize better what the world has lost
by her dying.
N. L. A.

I

DIKD.-At his home in Greencastle, Ia., June
7, 1889, Daniel Swank, aged 62 years 8
months and 17 days.
.
Thus ends the career of a good man and exemplary citizen. Uncle Dan, as he was familiarly called, was widely and honorably kno:wn,
having lived in Jasper county nearly thuty
years. He was truthful and honest, kind and
charitable in word and action, and generous
to a fault.' He had a broad and comprehensiv knowledge of all things of general interest,
and good scholarly attainments. He loved to
discuss scientific questions, and was familiar
with the theories an(l writings of Huxley,
Tyndall Darwin and Spencer. He was an
excelle~t biblical' scholar, although repudiating the·divine inspiration theory of the scriptures. His only enemies were those who
hated him because of his opinions on what is
absolutely unknowable, i.e., God and immortality. And those he rather pitied than despised because they denied him the right
to think for himself. He had no faith in the
supernatural, and believed there were natural causes for everything. It was his oftrepeated request that no orthodox preacher
should officiate at his funeral, and his wishes
were complied with. This request was not
made" -through any personal dislike of the
clergy, but because he knew that no minister
could preach a f)lneral discourse over his
remains and be true to himself or the tenets
of his faith and afford his friends any comfort. He believed it presumptuous of any
d
man to speak authoritativly of the future an
hence forbade it. He believed that the ultimate destiny of all things is governed by natural laws fixed and immutable, and. perfectly
safe in the hands of that power from whom
all things emanate. So safe, indeed, that no
human hands or mind should dare to
interfere.
He was philosophical and met death calmly
and serenely. If it was but the entrance to
another existence he did not fear the change.
If it was an eternal sleep he would not repine.
Conscience had been his master and reason
his guide, and he died without a murmur.
A large number of neighbors and friends
assembled at the funeral. Mr. W. M. Boyde
took charge of the funeral and spoke briefly
and feelingly ·of the life and excellent traits
of character of the deceased. H. M. FisK.

Dmo.-In Terrell, Tex., June 8, 1889, after a
lingering illness of several months, Mrs.
Ellen B. Johnson, aged 47 years.
Having lived a life of purity, innocence,
and usefulness, she felt the need of no rites
and ceremonies, no creed or rituals, the consolations of no so-called religion, to smooth
her passage to the tomb, or the intervention
of no priestly office to insure her future wellbeing. Her head knew no misg~vings ; her
heart no distrust. Enmeshed in early life in
. the coils of superstition, by the exercise of
her refiectiv powers and rare good sense, conjoined with great goodness of heart and amiability of character, she had long since come
forth from the vale of superstition and credulity, and ascended to the serene bights of
.wisdom, where, bathed in eternal love and
goodness, she looked down with melting pityupon the dupe of priestcraft and the victims
of bigotry.
Feeling from the first she could not get
well, she expressed no desire to stay the
event when the supreme moment came. She
closed her own eyes, crossed her hands on
her peaceful breast over a heart too pure to
doubt, too loving to fear, and sweetly and
gently breathed her life away, respected and
beloved by all who knew her.
T. c. GLASS.
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The .number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject ~p.atte~ of the pamphh)t, and
the concise manner m which each pomt lil discussed, should be highly commended. . Th~ff~fi~
I take g;·eat pleasure in recommendmg
Prohibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, bnt in the principleD of self-government.J.J.McOabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, COOS AND RELIC10NS
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

I
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OwiNG to strikes among the laborers c earing the wreckage at Johnstown, there are
few men at work most of the time.
.·
1
of
MissOURI has forbid the use ID sa oons
musical instruments, cards, di9e, pool and
billiard· tables, bowling alleys, and boxing
gloves.
GEN. SIMON CAMERON
seems to be dying.
GLASGOW has
strikes and riots.

had

--.-·-

~~ms

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Vol. I. Givs a. Full Account of all the Gods, inTeachers. Skeptics, Innovators. Founders of
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
New Schools of Thought, Eminent BcienJesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
ti~ts, etc. (who were not Christians),
Svo, S35pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from the time of Menu to the presthe Belillions Systems of th~> World.
ent. Bvo, 1,075pp., cloth, t3;
Bvo,957pp. Oloth,$3pervol.; the
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moBY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

-----· ---=====- - - - --.--

of !!IItonghl..

AMoNG us one olaa~ of sea-robbers i3 htnEed a~
pirn tes; another ii hailed with acclamatioiJ.C/Im·l~s

Sumner.

A GREAT soldier means a man who has been preeminently successful in killing his fellow-men.Dr. Thornpwn.

THE world is covered with forts to protect OhriB·
tians from Christians.-Inuerso!!.
IN almost every conceivable way dogmatic Christianity has insulted and defied the most sacred and
deepest of human instincts,
and given full play to the
foulest oppression, falsehood, and crnelty.-West-

---- ___;==---: -

--

~·-.-

--:-

CONNEOTIOUT has
adopted ballot reform.
STANLEY will lecture
throughout England,
Australia, and America.

rnin 'ler

Revi~w.

I VE3ILY believe that the
great good which has been
effected in the world by
Christianity h a B b.e en
lars:elv counteracted by
the pestilent doclrin on
which all the churches hav
· inPisted, that honest disbelief in their m~re or les3
astonishing creeds. is a
moral offe~se, indeed a Erin
of the deel')est dye, deserving and inv'Ol.ving the same
future retribution as murder lmd robbery.-ProfdBW1·

AT Braidwood, Ill.,
thousands of striking
miners and their families
are starving.
A CONGRESS Of the
heads of .state labor statistics bureaus assembled
at Washington on the
25th.
LOOAL Option has
passed the Michigan legislature, and will probably be confirmed by the
governor.

Huxlel/.

IF it s!o~d alone, it would
be alm'lst snflbien t to plead,
as jupt fieation for heresy,
the approach toward' q'la\ity and liberty for the utterance of a 11 opJntons
achieved because of growing unbelief -B1·ad!aug'>..

PROHIBITION has been
defeated in Pennsylvania
and Rhode Island. Women worked for it at
many polls.

THE destruction of the
belief in witchcraft and Of
religion~ per~ecut\on; the
THE movement -to hav
dec~y of those ghastly noall London public mutions concerning future
punishment which for centseums, art-rooms, and
uries· diPeRFed the imllginalibraries open Sundays is
tions and embittered the
gaining ground.
character of m'tnbhrl" M·e
emancipation. of >t,Jf~riul{·
THE most serious ran:
THOSE MIRACULOUS RAMS' HORNS.
nationalities: the abolition
way accident of the week
of the belief in the guilt <·f
And seven priests shall bear before the ark seven trumpet~ of rams' h?rns : and the seventh day ye shall compass the
was at Steubenville, 0.,
honest error, which paracitv seven times, and the priests shall blow with the trumpets.-Jo~hua VI, 4.
lyzed the iutellectnal, and
two men being killed
"ot
the asceticism which
and others injured.
paral:l·zpd the material,
1' JoHN. wake up I I hear a noise in the kitchen.
progress of mankind, may be justly, regRrded
TmmE are rumors, probably groundless,
There's somebody in the he. use 1•· (Jumping out amonrc the greatest triumphs of mankind.that Premier Crispi will seize the Vatican
of bed.) "Don't be afraid, 1\Iaria. I'll drive him LPCkl/"8 Hisi01"l/ of Rattonali<rn.
at a good opportunity.
out I B3 calm, llaTling.'; "Don't go down that
I HAY endeavored to es.tabli•h four leading propsteep
stairway with your revolver cocked, John.
HE: "Will yon be mine 1" She (curtly) : "No."
BisMARCK recently in parliament said the He :"May I be yours 1" Bhe (graciously) : "Yes." It might go off before yon are ready.'' (Orawling ositions, which, according to my view, are to be
tbe b"sis of the hiltory of c.ivilization.
deemed
back into bed.) "Mrs. Billus, if yon havn't any
Socialists were like the French-ready to -Puck.
They are : 1. That the progress of mankind deconfidence
in
my
management
of
burglars,
you
strike the moment they became strong
SMALL brother : "Hi, Annie I here's that chump,
pends on the sncce•s with which the laws of phATaylor, wants to see yer. Shall I tell him you're can take the revolver and go down yonrself:•- nomena are investigated, and on t-he extent to
enough.
Chicago
Tribune.
out 1"-Mun~ev•s Weekll/.
which a knowledge of those laws is diffused. 2.
WEEL, boo's a' wi• ye, •neebonr Broo]! 1
THERE is scandal at the dreadful brutality,
That before such investigation can begin, a spirit
BcnooL-TEACHER: "What is a phenomenon 1"
I
wish
ye
time
o'
day.
of skfpticism must arise, which, at first aiding the
filth, and other evils at the insane asylum Little girl (from Ohicago): "A gen'men out walkI've joist ca'd in, as I was doon
invest-igation, is afterward aided by it-. 3 That
of Cook county, Ill., due .to the ways of pol- ing with his own wife."-New York W"eekll/.
An errand at the brae.
the discoyeries thus made, increase the influence
IF Oolonel Shepard of the Mat! ana Express
itics in its control.
I th och t I'd ask gin ye hae heard
of intellectual truths, and diminish, relativly, not
could hav his way, the solar system would hav to
The scandal at McNair's,
absolutely,
the influence of moral truths; moral
THERE is talk in England of turning the apply the air brakes and come to a full stop on
But mind, I never speak a word
truths being more stationary than intellectual
House of Lords into a stronger and more Bnndays.-Puck.
o• ither folks' affairs.
truths, and receiving fewer additions. 4. That
efl'ectiv upper house, but not he: editary, to AN old couple living in Glonce~ter
They tell me Bell's run off frae hame
the great enemy of this m• vement, and therefore
Wi• that lang slink, Tam Boss.
Had a beautiful girl, bnt they Ion< ester;
the great enemy of civiliza,tion, is the ~rotectiv
resemble the American Senate.
My way o' thinkin'-save the shame,
She fell from a yacht,
spirit; by which I mean the notion that society
It is na mnckle loss.
And never the spacht
GERMANY says that only Switzerland's litcannot prosper, unless t-he affairs of life are
Deed, Bell was nae great shakes to keep
watched over and protected at nearly every turn
tleness has S!IVed her from having war made Oonld be found where the cold waves had toncesFor
a'
her
gauds
and
flares.
ter.
by the state and the church: the state teaching
on her in consequence of allowing refugee
Still,
no
ae
word
I'll
ever
cheep
men what they are to do, and the church te11ching
Anarchists and Socialists to remain in her An old lady living in Worcester,
o•
i
ther
folks'
affairs.
thtm what they are to believe.- Buckle's HiFtorll or
Had a gift of a handsome young rorcester;
CiViltzation.
borders.
What's yer opinion o' the trash 1
But the way that it Crough,
I
thoch
t
I'd
ca'
an'
speer.
As •twould never get through,
ALMOST every scientific advance or social reform
CARDINAL MANNING has received intO the
11 Ye•ve nane to gie 1" wee!, dinna fashWas more than the lady was norcester.
has been opposed by Christians. We could menCatholic church Rev. Mr. Townsend, recently
Ye aye were kind o' queer.
tion that wh.en the art of printing was discovered,
" Let ilk ane keep his ain door clean 1"
principal of the Oxford mission at Calcutta; At the bar, in the old inn at Leicester,
the bishop of London said, "We must in some
Was a beantifttl barmaid named Heicester;
Bless
me,
ye•re
fn'
o'
airs
;
way destroy this infernal art, or it will some day
~lso six former clergymen of the Anglican
Bhe gave to each guest
Gnid day, I dinna care a preen
destroy us." We could quote John Bright, who
Only what was the best,
church.
For nane o' yer affairs.
said,
"The bishops of the church of England hav
And they all, with one accord, bleicester.
- Wm. Lllle in Norristown Herald:.
A GIBL at Tioga, Ill., recently became inseldom aided legislation in the interest of human-Washtngton Orttie.
FATHER (shouting down stairs angrily):" Matyl" ity;" Macaulay, who saya, "The church of Engsane, and her superstitious friends held an
THE stranger in New York city was talking Mary (who is with her beau, who has been waiting
incantation over her, sticking many pins into earnestly and excitedly to the hotel clerk. "I am on her for about three years): "Yes, sir."· F.: "Is land for a hundred and fifty years was the steady
enemy of public liberty;" Lange, who BM"B : "Edher body and torturing her fearfully, to drive a remarkably heavy sleeper," he said, "and often Mr. Blowcoach there?" M.: "Yes, sir." F.: "Is ucation and enlightenment, as a rule, go hand in
lie
in
bed
hours
and
hours
after
everybody
else
is
he proposing to you, that he is staying so late 1" hand with the decrease of the clergy."-Robert c.
away evil spirits.
up. Promis me," he entreated, as his face grew M. (to Mr. Blowcoach, in A frightened whisper): .A <lams in Plon<e1· Ptth.
AFTER a careful investigation the Sun of pale with fear, "that if I should happen to sleep "Oh, what shall I say 1" Mr. B. (tremblinrc in his
IT does not appear how the very traditions of
New York estimates that there are in this till noon to-morrow yon will not let any of your boots): "Bay yes." M. (to her father): "Yes, learning and physical research could ha v survived
city physicians .undertake to perform an autopsy papa.'' F.: "All right, all right, excuse me. Tell
city foity thousand working-women receiving on me !"-Chicago Tribune.
in Europe but for the Mohammedans and the
him he can hav yon. Bless you both, my children. Jews.-ReView of Professor D1'aper's Histm·v or
wages so low that they must embrace vice,
BossY on his sleek red legs,
He needn't hurry away."-Boston Courier.
Intellectual Development.
apply for charity, or starve.
Springs and plunges while he begs
11
I wAs with Bboth;' the fakir said.
To drink; and bunts the wooden pail,
AT that time nothing was known but by tae
Said the amateur: "Bay no more,
REVOLUTIONISTS are growing in almOSt
Thrashing the stanchions with his tail.
Arabians. They were the philosophers to all the
But come with me to my father's house
every European country, including Spain,
He's quite insensible to pain,
Christian kings. The king•s fool was always a
And partake of his goodly store.
Else he'd not do that again.
nativ; but the doctor was either an Arabian or a
and Premier Salisbury says it has never been
And say, do you think I can get a place
Jew.- Voltai1·e.
more uncertain whether the rulers of Europe
With the great Booth-Barrett show 1
lfe's an unaccountable,
IGNORANCE is less distant from truth than prej.
For I think I would like to take the stage,
Bossy is I and oh, so full
would remain in power five years.
ndice.-Diderot.
And my father says I may go.
Of funny pranks. I sometimes wonder,
For I can play Romeo almost as well
That unmitigated blunder
A PARTY presenting Socialistic doctrins
IT is difficult to free fools from the chains they
As anyone in the land,
Of an ox can be his brother;
revere.- Voltaire.
under a new name, called the Nationalist
And the local press and the people liaY
Surely, he is quite another.
THE opinions of mankind hav been found wonparty, has risen in Boston, and is establishing
That my Hamlet 1B perfectly grand.
Bossy's coat of shining silk
derfully flexible, hav aJways tended to consecrate
branch Nationalist Clubs in other cities. It
Bay, you must see our amateur club,
Is red as wine, and white as milk;
existing
facts, and to deolare what did not yet
For it is quite sure to be great,
embraces men of large influence and estabHis little oonl of fire is fullexist either pernicious or iml'Jracticable.-John
And
I
shonld
hav
been
on
the
road
long
ago,
lished integrity.
To lead him is impossible ;
Stuart Mill.
But my modesty bade me wait. '
Though in quiet moods he loves me,
LET men learn that a legislature is not "our
The
fakir
illowly
turned
and
said:
ITALY has to maintain such a military force
Yet when interest Prompts he shoves me.
God upon earth," though, by the authority they
" I pray you tell me no more,
to protect herself against Catholics within
Last night, I led him from his stallascribe to it, they would seem to think it is. Let
For I was with Booth, and blacked his boots
and Catholic machinations in the nations
He led me:, to an endless call
In eighteen sixty-four."
them learn rather that it is an institution ~erving
Of
bleats
and
bellows,
round
the
farm;
without, that her taxes are oppressiv. Ca.tha purely temporary purpose, which, when not
The amateur then said never a word,
Sure,
he
wears
some
magic
charmstolen, is at the .best borrowed.-Berbert Spencer.
But beat with his fists full sore
o'ics then point to the heavy taxes and en! could not well decline the fun
The fakir old, who blacked Booth's shoes
deavor to stir up citizens against them as a
IN 1876 our forefathers retired God from politics.
I got from that impromptu rnn I
In eighteen sixty-four.
They said all power comes from tt e people.-Ingergrievance.
-H. W. Bra<llell in Wiele .A wake.
- W. J. JoBBet/ in fhe Clipper.

f/ldds al(d .fnds.
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lJloits and flippinns.
IT is suggested that Mr, Wanamaker's next
move will be to forbid the carrying of Monday newspapers by the mail service because
they are mostly made up on Sunday.
THERE is a claim in the patent office for a
patent on the Lord's prayer, the specifications being that the repetition of the same
" rapidly in a loud tone of voice " will cure
stammering.
THE World thinks that John Sherman may
be waiting to see what 1892 may hav in store
for him. Conversing with a friend recently
on religious matters he said : " I believe in
God, the almighty. That is as far as I hav
got."
M. SoPINAnn, the great French anthropologist, has been led by the shape of the leg
bones of the "men of Spy" to the conclusion
that these remote ancestors of the human
race had their lower extremities half bent,
like those anthropoid apes that inhabit trees.
THE heathen Chinese hav not been slow in
contributing toward the relief of the sufferers
at Johnstown. In Pittsburgh they raised
$120, with which they bought supplies and
sent them on to the stricken city. Over $300
was raised by the pagan Chinamen in this
city.
A STATEMENT made by Mr. James Irvine, of
Liverpool, was quoted in the House of Lords
the other day. Mr. Irvine said that twenty
thousand tons of bad rum and gin are sold
every year along two hundred and fifty miles
of the West African coast by not over a dozen
firms, "the members of which axe excellent

Ne-w York, Saturday, July 6, 1889.

} 28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 per year.

FOR THE CHILDREN.-AN OLD ALLEGORY REMODELED.
men, and many of them, I believe, sincere
Christians.''
THE San Francisco Jewl!Jh Times says : " I
am grieved to learn that the holy father shut
himself up three days in the Vatican during
the celebration attending the unveiling of the
statue to Giordano Bruno. He considered
the act sacrilegious, and deemed it his duty
to pray for the heretics. This is merciful
compared with the action of the pope who
deemed it his duty to prey upon Bruno."
A KANSAS editor in drawing a pen sketch
of Senator Ingalls writes: "Mr. Ingalls is not
very pretty, his hair is very gray, .and he is
exceedingly thin and would make a good
clothes-prop or living illustration of the Dr.
Tanner theory. His legs resemble a· pair of
breech-loading single-barrel guns thrust into
gun-bags. It is a mystery to us how he manages to carry such a big head full of eip;hteencarat brains around on such an emaciated set
of underpinnings."
A LENS for seeing when under water is described by its discoverer as producing an
effect which is both astonishing and delightful. It give distinct vision of objects twenty
or thirty feet off, the eye's loss of extended
sight when under water being because an entirely different focus is required. The spectacles which provide this can be made by
putting two watch glasses of three-quarters
of an inch diameter and an inch radius back
to back, or with the concavities outward.
THE Italians of this city are determined
that the monument in honor of Christopher
Columbus, which they are preparing to raise
here, shall be a·work of art worthy of Italy.
They say that in our parks and squares we

hav statues of two or three Germans and an
Englishman and a Scotchman and other Europeans, besides Americans, ·but that the great
Italian to whom we owe our country has
been neglected. The Columbus monument i5
likely to be a majestic pile, and an honor to
the Central park. Both Italian and Amer.
ican sculptors hav been invited to offer designs for it.
SoME of the reverend Sam Jones's pulpit
gems are these : "I can put one hundred of
these little Infidels in my vest pocket and never
know they are there, except I felt for my
toothpick. A high license preacher won't be
in hell ten minutes before the devil will hav
him saddled and bridled, riding him around
and exhibiting him as a curiosity. If any
one here don't believe what I say, and will tell
me so to my face, I will giv him a hat and
some dentist a job of replacing his teeth,
from the wisdom tooth down. A preacher
who does not hold family prayer ain't fit to
be pastor of a litter of pups." The reverend
Mr. Jones is a Christian.
ON account of his cases in court, Colonel
Ingersoll has not Jet been able to go off on
his summer vacation, but his day is at hand.
He will not betake himself to the solitudes of
the forest, or the quiet shores of the rolling
sea, or the lonely summits of the lofty mountains, or the peaceful shades of an Isolated
farmhouse. He is fond of Saratoga; he likes
hotel life ; he enjoys plenty of society; he
takes pleasure in seeing people merry. Colonel Ingersoll's baldness makes him look older
than he is. He has not yet reached the fiftysixth year of his age, and he keeps himself in
a physical condition that is marvelous to
behold.-Bun.

THE appeal to Parliament in the Nineteenth
Century for June against the enactment of a
woman suffrage law, and signed by Mrs.
Humphry Ward and others, has had the
efftct of producing a flood of papers on the
subject in nearly all the English reviews for
July. Most of them favor woman suffrage,
though the other side is also represented.
The London 1'imes is out against the movement, and it looks as though a fair start had
been made for a prolonged discussion. Among
the women who sign a paper in opposition to
Mrs. Ward and her sympathizers are Frances
·Power Cobbe and the wives of the archbishops of Canterbury and York and others
of distinction, forming a much more formidable list than the anti-suffragists presented.
I

THE Frteman's Journal, speaking of the
doctrin of election or predestination, says
that the Presbyterians wish " to alter the doctrine which their sturdy forefathers considered the ' faith once delivered to the saints,'
and to set aside the very word of God, as
they conceived it, in order to please the multitude.'' But, says the Freeman's Journal:
" It is certainly true that if there be an iJ:iflnit
God, then everything of creation must hav
been settled by him from (what we call in our
limited language) eternity. Not a single hair
of our heads, not a grain of sand, not a drop
of water but whose destiny has been settled
eternally by the being who described himself
not as one who was, or will be, but as the 'I
am.' For him there is no past, there is no
future. This is the doctrin of predestination,
and if anyone can pick a flaw in it, without
denying God, he is welcome to try his
hand."
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The Domain of King Cole.

bPceme more and more diffiouH to find a time when fool, ~sgging his head -sadly, muttered to hiJllself

A tale of tlte Differentiation of Human Morals, illustrating he could write his name without falling asleep over "Desperate cases, desperate remedies."
it, this ceremony was finally abandoned. .
''If there wt-re not so much fat," said the phytlte pervtrdty of ltuman nature. Respectfully commended
to Stn(;tor lJlair, Frances Willard, and tlui?· friends.
This was the consummation for which the king sician with a bi<'cougb, laying his ear to the mon"To him who bath a good digestion, there is eke a had devoutly hoped. As he saw the people interest- arch's chl'st; "I can't I ear his hrart."

clear coLscience, and when two inches of fat cover
the mid rib, there comes concern for the future to no
mar .'' Thus wrote the llllge provu b maker for old
King Cole, after he bad spent many :years in observing men and manners in the island of .AnEfr. Now,
the king bad a good digestion. Night after night be
went to his bed in a condition of mind and body !luch
a~ to make him believe that he was carrying his bead,
roval crown and all, m::dc;r his arm. Yet £:acb morning he rose with a brain in which no cobwebs were
floating, and attacked his chops a:tld 'alf and-'alf with
the fresh enthusiasm of an escaped convict. He
bad, moreover, the identical deposit of adipose tiasuv
to which the proverb-maker refars. Thus it came to
pass that, with no questionings of an inward monitor
about the way in which be was treating his subjects
and with no consideration of the future, the jolly
monarch never suspected the great revolution which
was to follow his reign.
The times of King Cole preceded by an iridefinit
period the era of the Great Reform in Monarchs.
In those days kings-did not spend their time writing
innocent books of travel, nor did they head subscription lists. Princes had not learned to lay the cornerstones of orphan asylums, and .to open mechanical
shows. The chief advantage in being a ruler of men
lay in the fact that one's amusements were not likely
to be interfered with, either by a stricture of the exchequer or by any statute in such cises made and
provided. If one had a fondvess for six meals a day
aud unlimited liquor, as did King Cole, it wa3 a c;lecided convenience to hav a whole island full of subjects supplying the wherewithal; if a young man enj 1yed sowing wild oats, as was the case with Prince
D mple~, it was very pleasant to find the bag always
full and no one standing in the way. It is not
strange that both the king and the prince lived quite
up to their privileges. This is a sphere of existence
where every being does pretty much as he is allowed
to do by the others.
The reign of King Cole is said by the chroniclers
to bav been a merry time. The monarch himself was
one of those exuberant souls who wish their pleasures
;-bared by everyone. If any subject of the king
failed to get drunk and enjoy himself, certainly his
majesty was not to blame. There was plenty of
good liquor to be had for the asking. Under such
circumstances it was hard to find a satisfactory rtason for not being merry. One of the last measures
discussed by the king and his parliament before the
law-mak!ng power passed from their hands was an
act making it a misd~;meanor for any subject to be
sober and orduly in a time of general celebration, it
bdng held that such conduct was prima facie evidence of a disposition on his part to get the better
of his fellows.
It was, however, only among the courtiers and in
the royal establishment that the old king's idea of a
merry existence could be carried out to perfection.
Tbe councillors were a lot of sad dogs, who had for
many years forgotten what it wag like to be- sober;
Official capacity was gaged by number of bottles.
At the head d the ministry was th(l earl of Jaggs,
who could hold his own even to the extent of helping
to put his majesty to bed. The royal favorite were
all fat, and bad noses of a hue to call forth many
witty gibes from the monarch whose throne they sur·rounded. Their prevailing malady was gout; and
Flip, the king'·s .i;ester, frequently got off his best
things with his face drawn up in a comical knot over
-the pain in his toefl, ·
As be carne to advance in years and increase in
weight, E:trg Cole found t.he business of governing
his peop!e more and more of a nuisance. At times it
·interfered in an exasperating fashion with the serious
affairs of his life. Whether a law was decided upon
or nof-wbetber a judgment was rendered or postponed-these were small'matters aftGr all, compared
to a cold diom:r and too long a time between
·drinking~.
·
O.a one cc.:asion, after the king, during a :t:eriod of
enforced E-obriety, bad transacted a quantity of accumulated business, be remarked to the burghers
around him : " Why am I tormented in my old age
with this useless labor? My ancestors hav been
making laws for you these many centuries. Surely
) Qu must hav enough on hand now to last through
the rest of my reign. If you want a:ay more, get
them up and pass them yourselvs; I will not be
bothered with them."
The people acted upon this hint. The leading
spirit among them was a man by the name of Bluenose, who bad gained a certain kind of ascendancy
over his fellows by the rigid correctness of his life.
Anyone who could be depended upon to remain
sober when everybody else was drunk must naturally
hav wielded a deal of influence in the domain of
King Cole. A College of Lawmakers was chosen, and
Bluenose assumed by common consent his place at
its he&d. At first the acts passed by this body were
laid before the king for his signature, but as it

ing themselvs in the election of delegates, and the
latter gathering together and earnestly attacking the
hard labor of government, he chuckled with glee over
his own shrewdness.
"I should not be surprised," he remarked, in a
burst of frankness to my Lord Hie, who was :first
cork-puller to his majesty and a prime favorit, "if
these people, with a little t-xperience, should learn to
govern themselvs quite as well as I could do the
work myself."
At this quaint idea the courtiers burst into a
laugh, and my Lord Hie, hastily filling the king's
glass with wine, remarked: "Your majesty is very
dry."
''Let us drit:k the sack of the nation," said Flip,
the jester, raising his mug of frothing liquor, "and
we care not who make its Jaws."
"As a reward for the generous assistance which
my people hav given me," cried the king," I herewith
decree s grand national holiday, continuing through
the rest of my reign, during which no one shall be
required to do any work, and endless feasting and
drinking shall prevail."
A loud shout went up from the court. The king's
health was drunk amid wild huzzaing and claehing of
glasses. Only Flip, the fool, stood silent and sad,
his head hanging down as ·though it were weighted
with a heavy thought. Him the king noticed, and
instantly commanded silence.
''What there, varlet!" he exclaimed; "how comfs
it that when all my people are happy and rejoicing,
you alone, who draw a good salary for being merry,
are downcast'"
"I was merely thinking, your majesty," answered
the fool, and he sighed long and deep.
"0 f what are you thinking!" asked the monarch,
while all the court stood breathless; ''is it of tt e
national holiday which I hav decreed r•
"Nay, sire," quoth the fool, ssaking his head with
a melancholy jangle of the bells on his cap; "I did
but forecast the national headache on the long·
morrow after your majesty's reign is over, and I
bethought me of the national repentance, and worse
than all, of the national good resolutions !"
As the fool spoke the courtiers turned pale, and at
the last words there was a visible shudder. The
king was silent, as if in mighty thought.
"Hold!" cried the proverb-maker; "to him that is
truly happy there is no to-morrow."
"You hav spoken well," said the king, turning to
the sage, "and I hereby decree that my people be
made so joyful that they shall never think of a time
to come after my reign."
Freed from the impedimenta of responsibility, old
King Cole and his court continued the unsteady
tenor of their way, becoming more riotously jolly
and more thoroughly regardless of consequences
from year to y~ar. The demoralization extended to
every branch of the public service, including even
the royal guard, who grew so fat that their commander dared not order a double-quick, lest he
should decimate the line with apoplexy. The lackeys
of the royal establishment stood around as sleepy
and useless as so many dodos. Only the ratcatchers
had to be thoroughly awake and vigilant, and to
their numbers frequent additions were made at the
urgent request of the earl of Jaggs and others of the
older members of the court.
No one paid any attention to the bringing-up of
little Dimples, the fat and jolly heir-apparent. He
spent most of his time roaming about with a gang of
young statute-breakers getting into and out of
scrapes.
,
One night the feasting and revelry at the palace
were at their highest, the fiddlers were playing their
best, and the bowl was passing rapidly from mouth
to mouth, when old King Cole made a sudden move-ment and opened his lips as if about to speak.
" Silence, all !" shouted the earl of J aggs, and the
uproar instantly subsided. The courtiers, who were,
as usual at this time of the evening, unanimously
drunk, except, perhaps, a few who in all conscience
and decency ought to hav been, crowded around the
throne to hear the royal utterance.
But the king did not speak. His lips opened
wider and wider, and his eyes stared straight in front
of him. From red his face changed to purple and
then to black.
"Is your majesty ill?'; cried my Lord Hie.
There was no answer, but the next instant, with a
rattle and a chug, old King Cole pitched forward out
of his throne and fell face downward on the floor.
The royal crown leaped from its owner's head, and
rolled in a drunken fashion through the crowd some
distance away.
The court physician was stretched out on a settee
in one corner of the room. Several of the courtiers
ran to wake him, while the others turned the monarch over with a pull and a tug, as they might hav
some huge jelly-fish.
"Bring water!" shouted some one, and Flip, the

One of the bystanders stumbled over the crown
and bent it with his foot. Looking around to _see
that he was unobservt d, be kicked H into shape
again, and then ,;tapped up to the earl of Jaggs and
placed it in his hand.
"The king is dead," said the physician, unsteadily
rising to his feet.
"Long liv_ the king!" shouted the earl of Jaggs,
waving the crown aloft. Then he turned and
scanned the faces of those about him. "Where is
Dimples'" he said; ''find him and bring him here,
some of you. He must be crowned without delay."
Sobered by the sudden calamity which had overtaken their monarch, the rf.velers started out in
starch of the young prince. He was not in the
pslacP, nor anywhere about the royal grounds. As
they ran through the streets of the capital, looking
into all the wine· Fhops and gaming-rooms "hich the
prince and his friends were wont to fHquent, the
courtiers ~pread the news everywhere of the death
o! the king, and a great crowd began to assemble in
front of the palace. By daylight, the rabble had become so numerous and so noisy that, as the Eearchers
tried to m11ke their way back to t-he royal ground~,
lbey found every avenue closed.
"Why does not some one <;>rder out the royal
guard," they Exclaimed, "fat and worthless choughs
though they are, and bav the mob dispersfd ~"
But the royal guard was down in the wine-cellars
underneath the kitchens, striving to distil couroge
from the contents of black bottles. The dead body
of the king and his battered crown were in the possese.ion of Bluenose and his associate Lawmaker,
who had invaded" the palace. The earl of J aggs was
locktd up in a strong, dark closet, where real rats
ran back and forth over his feet. Confu~;ion and
uproar had prevailEd for a time, but this was succeeded by a decorum and good order little short of
painful.
"Here is a fine ruffiing of fea.tbers," whispered
Fjip to himself, as -he heard Bluenose addressing the
people from the upper windows of the palace, and
assuring them that henceforth they were to be their
own rulers; "and all this is because the curly pate
of little Dimples happened to be mislaid, so that we
could not clap a crown upon it."
But where was the prince? My Lord Hie whispered to the other courtiers his conviction that Bluenose had made away with the heir-apparent.
Naughty people are prone to think ill of those wl:o
are unusually virtuous, and even Bluenose could not
e!'cape suspicion. But in this particular matter they
wronged him.
The prince was in a peculiar situation, and no one
but himself knew it. On the night when apoplexy
foreclosed on his father, he bad been out with a
numbu of his usual associates, all disguised so that
they Ecarcely knew each other. They had just
caught a police magistrate, and were preparing to
hold him under a pump, when a contingent of the
municipal guard, an organization under the-control
of the Lawrnaken~, came down upon them. They
scattGred like a flock of sparrows among whom a
stone is tossed, and all managed to get away except
Dimples, who had laughed himself quite out of
breath at the fright of the magistrate.
His captors dragged him to. the city jail, having
no suspicion of who he was, and there he was thrust
in with a lot of tattered vagrants and drunken disturbers oi the peace, to undergo trial and sentence
before the vt:ry magistrate whom he bad sought to
put under the pump. Thus several weeks passed be·
fore the heir to the domain of King Cole managed
to appear in publie. By that time the revolution
was entirely consummated, and the control of the
government was irrevocably in the hands of Bluenose and the reform party.
The great undertaking of the Differentiation of
Morals had begun in the island of Anser.
"We all understand," said Bluenose to the half-adozen members of the College of Lawmakers who
formed the controling ring of that body, "that
there is a great deal of sinfulness among these people, and, as they propose to govern themselvs, it is
our duty to devise laws for their immediate correction and to take care that such laws are rigidly axe- .
cuted. Every measure being presented to the people for a majority vote to confirm, there is no
possibility that injustice will be done. By the application of proper means, I believe it will come to
pass, in a short space of time, that the subjects of
King Cole, drunken and vicious though they were
during his rule, will become, under their own selfgovernment, one of the most thoroughly moral people to be found on earth."
Then said Rhamrod, the stern and vigilant lieutenant of Bluenose: " I can find no reason for the
existence of vice in a. nation which is correctly'governed. A man's act is either right or wrong; 'if
it is right, he should be encouraged to repeat it ; if
wrong, he should receive instant and uncompromis-
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ing punishment. We ·do no wrong ourselvs why
'
should we allow it in others~,
"If we alone were to administer the government."
said another of the circle, the righteous Grimmuag
"we should doubtless soon bring all these m:le~
factors to terms; but can these people be depended
upon to pass the laws which we offer T For myself
I would like to see it made a punishable offense eve~
to. thump the head of a watchman; yet, me thinks,
"!1th all the ~outh o~ the land voting for their anCient prerogabv, such a law would fail to win a majority."
"It is the function of us who are made leaders,"
remarked Bluenose, " to educate the moral sensibilities of the people to a higher standard. Everything
cannot be accomplished at once. Firat let us see to
it that existing laws are executed and that the more
aeri?ua offenses are invariably followed ~p with
pumahment. In time we may proceed to a complete
suppression, not only of all that is wrongful, but
also of those things which tend to make men idle
and useless to the community."
In this mild but insidious fashion did the Llwmakers commence their work of reform, and great
changes immediately began to come to pass in the
domain of King Cole. New courts were established
everywhere, and all offenders to public peace and
morality were tl'ied before stern and pitiless magistrates. Justice no longer trod her way with unsteady gait and delivered her dicta with a hiccougb,
as she had done under the old king, but was bolt
upright and vigilant. The poiice authDl'ities became
preternaturally honest, and refused even the most
secret bribes. There was a unanimous and a complete reform among all public officials-except, of
course, those who were employed in the customhouse.
The people at large, becoming absolutely giddy
with the rapture of sudden virtue, passed without
question a number of laws put forth by Bluenose
and his colleagues. Finding no opposition, the
Lawmakers pushed through several measures tending
very strongly toward . their plan of ultimate moral
perfection. Merrymaking in public plact>a was forbidden, dog-fights were prohibited, and the young
men who broke street-lamps got ten days. One by
one, the amusements popular under the old regime
were checked off, and the old-tin+e subjects and disciples of King Cole found it harder and harder to
keep out oi jail.
·
It was a new law on the subject of vagrancy, by
which every able-bodied citizen was compelled to go
to work, which caused the moat serious inconvenience
to the former habitues of the courts. When Dl~ples,
after his release, came back to his father's palace, he
found that the building was used for courts and city
offices, and that the jolly companions of the old king
had all fled-no one .knew whither. .A.a he wandered
down the avenue after making this melancholy discovery, the prince, by good luck, happened upon
Flip, the jester to his father's court, no longer wearing a parti-colored doublet and hose, with cap and
bella, but attired in a plain suit of inky black.
"What! is it Dimples!" cried the fool, joyously;
" we hav believed you dead, my masters of the court
and I." He seized the hand of the prince and held
it in a firm grip with both his own, while the tears
rolled down his cheeks.
" Do you weep!" exclaimed Dimples ; "what unprofessional conduct _is this for a jester !"
"You misjudge me," said Flip, drawing himself
up in a dignified manner; "I hav reformed and am
no longer the fool that I once was. Tears, indeed,
hav become very professional with me, for I am now
apprenticed to an undertaker."
"By my father's pipe and punch-bowl," cried the
prince, "I cannot comprehend this jest!"
"There is no jest, I assure you," said the other.
"Look you," he went on, in a whisper, "hav you got
a job~"
·
" No," said the bewildered Dimples.
" Then geii one without delay, or you will go to
jail with the other vagrants. Come with me; I know
a tooth-puller who wants an assistant to hold people
for him."
" I would rather not do that," said the prince,
dubiously. "Where are all my father's friends ! I
.will see them before I decide what work I will do, if
I must work."
" They are gone, I know not where," said Flip,
shaking his head sadly; "the earl of Jaggs has
opened. a taproom, where I hav heard many of them
congregate; but Bluenose and the Lawmakers hold
that all drinking is evil and tending to produce sloth
among men. . I fear me that the noble earl will soon
be compelled to find other employment."
" What does my Lord Hie~" inquired Dimples,
·after a mournful pause.
" When the vagrancy act was passed," replied the
ex-jester," my Lord Hie could :find nothing to which
he could turn his hand; but his feet bore him bravely
well in a dancing-school. Alas, on the very first
night, being then far gone with sack, he introduced
a number of new figures in a quadril, and· the
police took him away."
" In my fathers time," said the prince, with flash-

ing eyes, " these things could not hav happened,
but now there is no ruler in the island."
"There you are mistaken," answered Flip; "the
island is full of rulers. Everybody is now at once
king and subject; be is supposed to help govarn the
other!', while they govern him. Verily, in my mad
days, no such jest as this ever came into my brain.
But look you, Dimples, this kingship whereof we
share with many thousand others will avail us
naught; contrariwise, I fear me mightily for the
many rulers which are over us. I hav bent my neck
to the yoke, but you, who are a prince by blood--"
"I shall not yield," said Dimples; "I will go into
exile across the deep channel to the island of
Cuckoo."
" Where no one livs T"
" It does not matter. I will go all alone, if I can
find no one of my father's subjects who is fool enough
to follow me."
"If you say fool," observed Flip, "you seem to
call on me, albeit I had thought to leave a profession
which has so suddenly been overrun by amateurs.
I will follow your highness where you will. It is
surely better to laugh with the living than to mourn
over the dead. These dark vestments accord ill with
my disposition, although, should your highness starve
to death on the island of Cuckoo, I shall hav at least
learned how to bestow upon you a fitting interment."
It happened that at the very time when the prince
and the fool were making their escape to the island
of Cuckoo, the Lawmakers were discussing a project
in which the land across the channel played an important part. There were certain severe features of
the vagrancy act which had excited a great deal of
outspoken opposition. It had become evident to
Bluenose and his disciples that, in the effort to reform the people, they were getting near the limit of
what would be tolerated. It was very doubtful
whether a law to prohibit the drinking of liquor, a
measure which was regarded as absolutely necessary
before the Differentiation of Morals could proceed
much farther, could be made to carry. It was then
that Bluenose unfolded a contingent element in his
scheme which he had hitherto kept back.
"Everybody, good and bad," said he, in a meeting
of the ring, " hates to pay taxes, and any proposition
looking to a reduction of expenses will carry easily.
Our jails are now all filled to ovErflowing, and the
public architect is at work on a number of new buildings in which to keep the prisoners caught up on
these later laws which we bav passed. The cost of
maintaining these malefactors is great, and cannot be
much lessened by the work which they do. Across
the channel lies the fertil island of Cuckoo. Let us
offer the people a law that every transgressor of the
statutes shall be carried thither, and not be allowed
to return until he shall hav served out his term and
made ample promises of amendment."
"They will promis anything to get back," said
Grimmugg, "which will go for naught."
"Then let those who fail to reform be kept there
for life. We shall thus be rid of them forever."
" But will they not fight among themselvs, or
mayhap all starve to death?" suggested one of those
present.
"Let them govern themselvs as beat they may,
and work hard if they would not perish. They are
useless to us, and why should they liv on the products of our industry!"
" This plan," said Rhamrod, who, in behalf of his
commander, Bluenose, had made a special study of
the best methods for obtaining votes-" this plan has
the great advantage that it removes from the field of
operations those who are inclined to stand in the way
of reform. These people make up the ragged edge
of the social fabric; so fast as it forma let us trim it
off and cast it away. Thus, in the end, we shall hav
no evil doing in the island of Anaer."
When the prince and the jester arrived on the
island of Cuckoo they" found the place uninhabited,
save by the birds which called them a welcome from
the trees and the goats which ran about among the
rocky cliffs. Nevertheless Flip went along the shore
proclaiming that Dimples, the son of King Cole,
would henceforth rule over the island, and that all
who emigrated hither from across the channel must
be loyal subjects to him. The prince laughed at
this, which he regarded as an idle jest; but a few
days later, when a boatload of transported prisoners
arrived, he found himself called upon to be a ruler in
good earnest. Dimples was a modest and goodnatured young man, but when it came to a question
of rule or be ruled, the royal blood in his veins
asserted itself.
No difficulty was experienced by the Lawmakers in
getting the people to adopt their plan for disposing
of the statute-breakers, and, after it was put into
operation, several advantageous features developed
which had not been foreseen. One was that the
transported malefactors showed no desire to return.
When the galley, bringing a fresh contingQnt of convicts, drew up on the beach at Cuckoo island, those
who had been landed some time before, instead of
begging to be taken back, hurled gibes at the officers
and congratulated the newcomers on their escape.
This was reported to the Lawmakers, who shook their
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heads at such an evidence of depravity, and thanked
fortune that they were so well rid of an evil element.
Another great advantage in the system, as Rhamrod had explained, was that it made the voters very
tractable. Each law offered was framed so as to
affect only a small part of the people of the island,
and it therefore easily obtained a majority, those
who committed any infraction were transported, and
were thus put out of the way of opposing the next
measure.
"By this method," explained Bluenose, when complaint was made that the population of the island
was rapidly. falling off, "it is true that we pare the
community down in some degree, but we shall ultimately come to a core which will contain only that
which is valuable and without fault."
The process was a slow one, but Bluenose and his
colleagues were not the men to deviate a hair from
the purpose which they had set before them. There
should be universal good behavior in the island of
Anser, even though at the end nobody should be left
to enjoy it save the Lawmakers tbemselvs. Bluenose,
indeed, had his doubts about some of them.
The good work received material assistance from
the votes of the women, who had succeeded in attaining the ballot, chiefly through the vigorous
efforts of one Mistress Caddy. The law to prohibit
the use of wine and ale, which had been for a long
time held in abeyance, passed easily when this energetic lady led the fight in its behalf. Very few
young men were left on the island, and those appeared to be of a sort not popular, for some reason,
with the young women. Mistress Caddy helped
through several laws which prescribed just what
sort of garments should be worn by her own sex,
and presently the transport-boats to the island of
Cuckoo were carrying more women than men.
The people who still remained on the island of
Anser, only a moiety of the original subjects of King
Cole, now settled down to enjoy life in what they
supposed a perfectly moral state. It was, perhaps,
a fortunate thing that infractions of the law had
ceased, for the reason that nearly all the officers and
judges, who, at the beginning of the rule of the
people, bad been so vigilant and efficient, had managed to run foul of their own snares, and were now
in the island of Cuckoo.
However, the Moloch of virtue was not quite yet
appeased, and his high-priest, Bluenose, demanded
a few more sacrifices. It was ascertained by the
physicians that the practice of smoking tobacco in
pipes was injurious to health, and an insidious lure
to other evil habits. It was forthwith prohibited,·
and several members of the College of Lawmakers,
who were too slow about complying, were sent across
the channel. Tea, it was discovered, upset the
nerves, and coffee demoralized the digestion. The
use of these articles was abolished after a bard fight,
in the course of which Mistress Caddy expressed her
opinion publicly that Bluenose was as· mean as he
could be. Shortly after the Jaw passed, this illaffected lady was discovered by a spy drinking cold
tea from a cologne bottle, and received the uau-sl
sentence of exile.
And now it began to be very lonesome on the
island of Anaer. ·Existence grew painfully dull for
the few who remained there. Nothing ever happened
which was funny or exciting, so they never laughed
and were never moved. The laws compelled t,hem
all to be industrious, and there was plenty of work
to be done. Presently, it was noticed that in spite
of the fact that the statutes were never broken, the
population continued to shrink. Exemplary citizens
who stood high with the Lawmakers would suddenly
disappear leaving no trace of their whereabouts.
At last there was a veritable stampede, and Bluenose and his immediate disciples awoke one morning
to find themselva quite alone in the former domain of
King Cole. They met together in the room in the
palace where the College of Lawmakers had been
wont to assemble and execute ita system uf Differentiation. Now moat of the seats were empty, and
remaining members stared rather blankly at one
another.
"What does it mean~" said Grimmugg. "Is it
possible that our P.eople hav voluntarily gone into
exile~,

"Just as we had got them reduced to a proper
moral condition !" exclaimed another of the council.
"They must hav secretly cherished evil and rebellious thoughts," said Bluenose, " and now they hav
crossed the channel to Iiv with others of their own
sort."
" What shall we do 1 We cannot certainly liv here
all alone," cried another.
"I hav it !" said Rhamrod. " Why not ourselva
go over to the island of Cuckoo, and seek anew to
lead these ill-disposed people into righteoue ways!
True, they deserve not our assistance, yet nevertheleae--"
The words of Rhamrod were suddenly drowned
by the blast of a bugle sounded without the portals
of the assembly room. Bluenose and the others
started to their feet. Then the doors swung slowly
open, and Flip, the jester of their form~r monarch,
entered, followed by a herald and a retmue of sol-
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g[~t ~mtrican ~tcular

pyrotechnioal display made the small boy suspect
something was wrong with the calendar.
The center of the great hall had been denuded of
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
chairs, and the Turners marched in with band playE. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
Princess Opera Honse, ing and colors in front of the platform where a
558 W. Madison street, Room 1, Ohieago.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
• •
Rochelle, Ill. chorus of some three hundred voices sang an ode of
·
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Ohair. Ex. Oom., I20 Lexington Ave., New York. welcome.
MBs. M.A. FREEMAN, Oh. Fin. Oom.,324 W. Madison st., Chicago.
Henry Huen, editor of the official organ, .Der Tttrn
Zeitung, of Milwaukee, in a speech full of eloqlienee
and enthusiasm, gave the colors to the Cincinnati
The North American Turner llund Fest.
Believing it not merely a matter of formal courtesy district, to be retained by them for four years. I
WHEREAS, It hath been reported unto us hy divers exiles, for favors received, but also necessary and wise, for wiil condense in English Mr. Huen's remarks, for
fugitivs, and emigrants from the island of Anser that no one English-speaking Secularists to cultivate on all pos- their historical interest. He said :
now remains on this land save only the Lawmakers, they beThirty-nine years ago we met in Philadelphia to found the
ing the men who could not endure it that evil should exist in sible occasions a closer alliance with our German North American Turner Bund. Then we were few in numtheir sight; and, whereas, it hath been moreover told unto brethren, who early in the history of this republic ber. We bad come from Europe, where we had been batus that the aforesaid virtuous men do now plan how they battled so boldly and nobly for mental liberty and tling for freedom, bringing to this country those ideas of libmay cross over to the island of Cuckoo, and there begin the practical adoption of the Nine Demands, I took erty which had been the cardinal principles of the society
anew their making of many laws to the ultimate result that the pleasure of accompanying the Vorwarts and since it was organized in 1830 by Father John. Then there
they would drive the people out of that land also. Therewere but sevfn Turn societies, with a membership of possifore, it is proclaimed and shall be made known unto the Law- Aurora societies of this city to their national cele- bly one thousand. Now we number thirty. two thousand,
makers themsel vs that they are each and all forever exiled bration at Cincinnati. This National Turner Bund with organizati011S reaching from the sands of the Atlantic
from the island of Cuckoo into the island of Anser, there to fest occurs only every four years, and I eagerly took to the Golden Gate of the Pacific, and from the pineclad
liv alone and to repent them of their virtue, and tnat should this occasion to further cement the fraternal feeling islands of the northern lakes to the warm waters of the Gulf
anyone of them violate this order and·appear in our domain,
of Mexico. The principles of liberty and right against the
he will be promptly filled with strong liquor and then given with our German friends, which it has been my aim encroschments of class will always be the purpose of the
since
my
induction
to
the
secretflryship.
to
realize
over to the merrymaking of the people.
On the train I met our friend Herman C. Boppe, Turners. . . .
Unto this order I set my hand and seal.
On handing tho colors to Colonel Tafel, president
SoN OF CoLE, DIMPLES, Kuw.
editor of the Freiden/cer, Milwaukee, to whom I exWhen the herald was done reading, the company tended my congratulations on account of his recent of the fest, he continued:
I herewith transfer to your keeping the flag under which,
faced about and returned to the door. As they entrance into the BBnedictine order. Brother Boppe
one hundred years ago, the fathers of this republic fought
passed ou~, Flip waved his hand to t.he silent and is a broad, philosophical writer and sprakcr, and a for
the rights of mankind. ULder this standard our comastonished Lawmakers, and said: "We hav :not so man of marked culture. While infustd with the rades fought that four million slaves might be free. Their
many laws as you, seigneurs, but we he.v people t.o iconoclastic spirit, be also takes deep interest in the fight was successfuL May our fight for the principles of our
break them."
physical, moral, and social well-being of society, in order be as successful in the future as they hav in the past.
Under the young King Dimples all went merry in which he continues to do noble work.
President Tafel replied at length on the principles
the island of Cuckoo. The mad times of King Cole
Carl Plum, of the Aurora society and one of of tbe organization in ref2rence to mental liberty,
were remembered in song and story, but they were our Secular Union members, was the general manager intellectual and pby2ieal culture, ~king as his text
not renewed, for all s-aw that there was much work of the Chicago district, and it has taken him months the Latin motto uf the Bund, Mens sana in corpore
to be done in the land to which they had ocme. A o.f labor to perfect the dftails of such an excursion. sano-a sound mind in a sound body.
few who became diecontented, some with the severity His pretly daughters, also members of our society.
Mayor Mosby bade them a significant welcome, for
and others with tho laxity of the rule of Dimples, fled addEd much to the njoyment of our journey, the be it known that the Owens Sunday-closing law has
across the channel to the island of Anser. They incidents d which were those custom~~ory to a jolly been. strictly enforced in Cincinnati of late. The
were not long in returning, and they brought with band of fifteen oar-loads of jovial Germans.
mayor said he not only welcomed the Turners, but
them the news that Biuenose and his c0mpanions
One sad incident will ever remain a painful mem- he extended the freedom of th.e city and turned over
were not li~ing together in the capital city, but that ory. O?e of the first to welcome me on the plat- the keys to t.heir keeping, satisfied they would be in
they had extled first one and then another to different form, w1th, '"Well, Ste>ens, I'm glad you are going; safe hande.
corners of the island, and that now each lived r~ her- we'll hav a j ;lly good time," was \Villiani Petzold,
After another song by the chorus, SQCompanied by
mit's life, u~terly alone, but supremely contented vice-president of the Vorwarts, and well known to the band and the Turners, the line of march was taken
with his own virtue. In this manner was their plan many of the Secular Union, he havlng been a mem- to the campus, whe~e tents, food, and every detail had
for the Differentiation of Morals carried to a perfect ber of the class who furnished a gymnastic perform- been attended to for the comfort of the "activs."
completion.-ffirecl Bayham in the A1·gonaut.
ance for a recent entHtainment. At Indianapolis he Along this line of march the citizens displayed their
crossed the track to get a cup of coffee, and stumbled enthusiasm by pyroteohnical outbursts.
Never before were there more than six hundred
over a rail, falling on his chest. No one supposed
Eminent Women.
aotiv
Turners competing for prizes; now there were
was
seriously
injured,
but
he
grew
rapidly
worse
he
Nearly all histories, newspapers, school-books, and
even ahnanacs, giv precedence to man as master of and died Sunday night. It was found that his liver not less than sixteen hundred, accompanied by thouthe world. They speak of man as mentally and had been split fully four inches. It was strange that sands from th~;ir societies that were not " activs."
physically the superior of woman. OI man as the so young an athlete should hav been injured by so From 5 A,llr. to 6 P lii. Sunday the campus was alive
race, and wom!ln as an appendix of man. But little apparently slight a cause. He was well beloved by with a most magnificent fipeotacle of trained men
by little woman is coming to the front. Little by all who knew him, and was only twenty-two years of from all parts of the Union going through a variety
of exercises requiring strength, skill, and precision.
little she is winning the recognition thnt is her just age.
Fifty judges, all Turner teachers, were selected to
Arriving
at
the
"
Queen
City"
I
paid
my
respects
due. Little by little she is becoming the acknowledged equal of man, and who shall not say that ip. to Dr. McLeod, formerly of the Iowa University, an note down the points or tlVen fractions of points for
time she will take her rightful place as the wisest, erudite scholar and genuin Liberal, whose departure or against the society or individual.
The contests were in the iron bar exercise, horibest, most perfect, and most complete of all life's from Chicago left an intellectual gap in our ranks not
zontal
bars, parallel bars, vaulting, club-swinging,
readily
:filled.
He
kindly
showed
me
some
of
the
children, as "the justified mother of men?"
To aid somewhat in hastening on this desirable architectural sights of the "Paris of America," par- jumping, fencing, swimming, running, marching, and
certainty-for all that is eventually best for human- ticularly pointing out the magnificent fountain, situ- various other special exercises.
Every Verein was marshaled -in military order
ity is desirable-! propose to make a few brief men- ated on a broad plaza, where falling waters afford
fifteen
minutes before its turn to compete, and after
to
the
sultry
atmosphere,
the
refreshing
.
moisture.
tions of the most noted women of the past and
the present, so that we may keep ever in mind the melody bemg soothmg to the tired stranger and the exercise was marched back, so that absolute
good, wise, and great things these women hav done softening the continuous whir of the cable cars. The punctuality was observed and no time lost. Flags
water is that of the Ohio, and looks like a solution of fluttered everywhere from staff and tent poles, and
and are doing for the race.
were it not for the presence of the stars and stripes,
~t needs line upon line and precept upon precept yellow ochre; no wonder that water is tabooed, exone could imagin himself at a great fete in a suburb
cept
for
culinary
purposes,
in
Cincinnati.
This
to Impress a community with the t,ruth, justice, and
beneficence of any great and radical change from the fountain, the finest I hav seen in America, besides of Berlin or Stuttgart or Dresden, for the German
old and time-honored customs and beliefs of the past. the valuable grounds, was presented by a public- language is that of the commands and spoken everyThe natural reverence we all hav for the accu- spirited citizen 'Of Cincinnati. Next we saw the where, German letters and inscriptions are on every
mulated wisdom and experience. of our parents and monster music hall, the Garfield monument, the placard, while the music was mostly German, and
guardians, and for all that is old and time-honored government building and city hall-all excellent for the commissary department decidedly so.
The "~ctivs" are nearly all young men of splendid
makes it needful for us to put forth a mountain of their pu:pose~, and surpassing those of Chicago.
energy, patience, and perseverance in pushing for- But Cmomnat1 has so many foul b1ots on its archi- physical development, fit to fight the battle of life or
ward new and important reforms and truths-new to tectural harmony and beauty that they stand out in endure for their country. To convey an idea how
the masses, though they they may be old and ac- all the stronger relief because of their grotesque this was done: We are supposed to be on the grand
cepted by many of the philosophers and thinkers. u~liness, which it will take time to wipe away. You stand, fronting the gr!llat pedestal, surmounted by
the great bronze bust of Father John. As the clock
~n these me~tions I shall not aim to giv new Will ob~erve a massiv, stately building on one corner
Items, but strive merely to put gleanings and facts and a rickety den of squalor on the other-arohiteot- in the center points 4:15, the St. Paul Turners, the
in simple, short narrative, such as the general reader ~ral meanness and magnificence. in strange incongru- Central of Chicago, and the Williamsburgh of New
needs, whereby he may know the true worth of truA Ity; and the same may be sa1d of its streets. A York marched into the space assigned for the :first
women, and learn to look upon them as the pioneers block of . miser:r and a block of prosperity are group. The judges sat critically at their tables
of their own freedom as well as of the freedom of strangely mtermmgled. Perhaps the :fire in Chicago while the St. Paul boys exercised with the iron
wand, the Chicagos on the parallel bars, and the
wal', after all, a blessing in disguise.
men.
Williamsburghers
in some other special exercisesthe
doctor's
advice
I
visited
the
zoologiFollowing
" The hand that rooks the cradle moves the worlcJ."
Woman mold_s and makes man_ Dominated, en- cal gardens, where are found rare and ferocious vaulting, jumping, military maneuvers, etc. Three
slaved, and cnppled on every band, she is still work- beasts, and birds o~ most beautiful plumage. A lady other groups of three classes each were going through
and gentleman chimpanzee are honored by special similar exercises at the same time, to the delight of
ing for victory, and will win it just as sure as fate.
quarters, and are ~amed Mr. and Mrs. Pat Rooney, thousands of visitors, largely ladies, who :filled the
Through untried roads, with ambushed opponents lined,
Through many a sharp defeat, and many a crisis, often on account of th81r strongly marked Milesian coun- grand stand. The Turners had no posing, no parade,
baffled,
tenances. I not only "saw the elephant" but rode no fuss, no posturing for the applause of the galHere marching, ever marching on, a war 1Jght out-aye him. It is not the kind of rapid transit I prefer. It leries, but work, hard work, and they went at it with
here,
is a cross between the motion of an earthquake and the gravity of Heidelberg students at a Greek lecture.
To fiercer, weightier battles giv expression.
a storm at sea.
Before the sun dropped behind the western hills,
Not to battles with sword or gun; bloodshed and
The "fest" wa~ inaugurated by a public reception the bugle called and sixteen hundred Turners marched
carnage, but battles of mind clashing against mind at the ~reat Music Hall Saturday evening, which was into the space from which all apparatus had been
and right dashing against wrong,
' ablaz9 mside and out with brilliance. Lime lights cleared. This was the mass e11,nbungen, or mass
To w~ere the future, greater than aU the past,
threw a glare over the towers and fayade, and the work, the feature of the day. The men march out,
Is swiftly, surely preparingmany-colored banners borne by the societies hight- take up their position, then no command is given,
ELliHNA DRAKE SLENKER
ened the scene. Rockets rent the darkness of night but to the melody of the chorus and the music of the
Snm.oville, Va., June 24_ 289_
·
from club house, street corner, and saloon, and the band sixteen hundred :f:l.annel-shirted, gray-uniformed

diers. The earl of J aggs, in a condition of "beastly
EObriety," as Flip was wont to call it, brought up
the rear.
The procession marched to the middle of the
room, the bugle sounded again, snd tl.Jen the earl of
Jaggs said: "Give ear, Lawmakers of the island of
Anser, to the proclamation of the king of the island of
Cuckoo."
The L1wmakers stared at one anotbtr in silence,
while the herald slowly unrolled a long piece 'of
parchment and read in a loud tone of voice as follows:

IJnion.
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men perform wonders of accuracy in the perfection her great joy that she could hear the voices of the prietti',
I started out for a holiday in San Francisco, and bring up
of their wand drill. A regular army regiment could an_d to-day, after offering her second petition to the great
metaphorically, in New York harbor, ·
'
samt,
she
found
that
her
hearing
had
become
perfectly
not do the same work in six months' practice. It is
Many others hav gone that way, literally, crossivg the isthnormal.
mus, working their passage.
the German Dels~rte system, bringing out not only
Miss Millie Corbin, a beautiful girl of this city who was
"the poetry of motion," but petfec~ing the muscles. stricken with paralysis some two years ago, and whose lower
1\Ir. llradlaugh's Mo<lcst l'isll Story,
The movements are all graceful and elastic, bringing limbs hav since been completely powerless, was borne up
From trw Nattr,nal RPformo·.
ita to symmetrical view every curved line-" the line of through the crowds to the image, and after rubbing its foreLo?h Long was reached-by continuous travel through
beauty." There was no "circus business," nothing head and praying in the manner described for a few minutes,
rushed out of the ch~rch, wholly unaided, and, like one of the nrght from the Hall of Science conference-at hHlf-past
but what adds to strength, beauty, and manly dignity. old, went about shoutmg and leaping and praising God.
twelve on Monday. . . . I hav thoroughly enj<)} ed
~t was an inspiring sight, and the exhibition of the
A woman who has been boarding with Mrs. Buck on Troy myself from Monday afternoon until Saturday morning, with
unity and harmony of motion without a commander, Hill for some time ·h~s been unable to speak a word for tv.·o fmrly good weather and very good sport. Fish to the numby me_n who never before came together, was indeed years. F~~:ther Mollmger gave her some medicin, talked to ber of 268, weighing 326lbs., fallen to one rod and line in
her for a trme, and she finally called him by name.
f?ur and _one-half days, is enough to drive away all irrita.
an apotheosis of manhood.
A girl who had been compelled to use crutches went in. hon. If rt were not for the midges, life on the Ch de loch
Athletics is a great lubricator, both mental and Father Mollinger, after prescribing for and working with would last week hav been nearly perfect except o·n Thursphysical, and those who think the Turners mere gym- her, said to her, "Put down your crutches and come with day afternoon, when for three hours or so a cold wintry gale
nasts should hav attended the geistliche, or mental m!l-" She hesitated a moment, laid down her crutches, and came on in half gusts and temporarily spoiled the fishing.
wrth feeble steps made her way toward him. He said she I bad no very large fish-one 5lb., a few 4lbs., several 3
contest, at the Oentral Turner Hall Sunday night. would be entirely well in a short time.
lbs,, about a dozen 2lbs., and a goodly assortment of HDeclamations, orations, speeches, and singing eonA Mrs. Winston, who was last year cured of cancer and lb. to lb., the rest between }lb. and ilb. :My best day was
tests were in order. 'l'he extempore speakers were "":ith her_ a mother with her little boy, were present to re~eive on Friday, 80 fish weighing 88lbs. l regretted to leave so
not allowed to know what subject they would draw, hrs blessmg. Last year he had cured the boy of a hip disease early on Saturday, but no other boat would serve for the
London express from Greenock, and here I am back at work
but in spite of that Carl Oetterli, of Peoria, Ill., gave which had afllicted him for years.
Carlyle anid that the population of England com- very brown, a little midge-bitten, and very hopeful.
an improvised poem on his subject. This is as good
as the celebrated i1nprovisitari can do. It was ex- prised some thirty millions of people-mostly foo11!.
Mrs. Krekel's Idea of Secularism,
pected that the Aurora Turner Society of Chicago The correspondent who Sfnt that story to his paper
From the Ak1·on, 0., Sunaav 'l'tleg1·am.
must
bav
thought
that
the
people
of
England
had
would be awarded first prize for their chorus, and they
Mrs. M. P. Krekel, of Kansas City, Mo., was sitting in
moved
over
here.
were somewhat disappointed at the second place, but
William Buchtel's private office at the Akron Savings Bank,
last evening, in company with a Bmall party of friends, when
the V orwarts and the Aurora societies carried off
The Editor Loafed and Invited His Soul,
a Telegram reporter entered and solicited f•D interview. Mrs.
more than their quota of honors, and made splendid
Krekel_ is. a Li~eralist lee! nrer of wide renown among her
George Macaonala in San Francisco Pree.thought.
records both individually and collectivly. Sunday
Freethmkmg fnends, and 1s one of tho vice-presidents of the
Some
men
are
born
tired,
and
never
work,
evening your correspondent was down for a speech
Some men occasionally take a day off at their own expense American Secular Union, of wbicb Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
at the Grosser Commers des Chicago 1'urnbezirlcs Some hav had a holiday involuntarily thrust upon them.
' wa.s formerly president. Mrs. Krekel is a pleasant-appearing
lady, of about middle age, and apparently well educated and
abgehalten im Klosterbri.iu. If our Prohibition The latter is my case exactly, I sing of the latter.
well informed on the questionR she diecusses.
friends understand this, all right; if not, well and
"1\'fy h'lsband," said lHrs. Krekel, "was one of the last
It is morning, sanctumed I sit at my desk, I open letters.
good.
I see stamps for a sample copy, and occasionally a dollar bill, appointments to the federal bench by President Lincoln preMonday the heavy part of the contest was carried But not often, or a postal note.
vious to his assassination. I am a member of Prof. Felix
on by picked men from among the "active," and The door opens, I grasp my Editor's Companion, a sash Adler's Ethical Society, and am more pronounced than eome
of the members, going so far as Colonel Ingersoll and other
weight of twelve pounds avoirdnpoise,
their performances were something .marvelous, closLiberalists and asking that church property be taxed as well
But it is not a book agent, a tract distributor,
ing with the wand drill again, amid the glare of cal- Or the man who. remembers when the water came up to as other property."
cium lights and lurid red fire, to the intense delight
" Any general points you can giv me in regard to your
Montgomery street.
of some twelve thousand spectators. Thus closed I let the sash weight hang by its string, pendulous, vibrant. work would probably be interesting," suggested the re.
the most important Turner Fest ever held on this My vi~itor i~ the captain, he has plowed the sea, the large porter.
"Well, the work is from a baEis of natural morality supercontinent, and one which cannot fail in its influ1mperrons waves;
seding the ecelesiastical theory of restraint. The main stress
He
offers
me
a
ride
in
a
buggy
along
the
water
front,
to
the
ence, not only on our German fellow-Freethinkers,
of the work is to secure the entire Eccull!rization of the govUnion Iron Works, the Potrero.
emment, keeping ecclesiastical matters cut of legislation.
but in furthering physical development in our public
I accept the offer, I enter the buggy, the tires of which are The endeavor is to try to realize in tl.Jis gnvernment what the
schools.
loose, the shafts rattle at the axle.
founders evidently intended it should-be-purely secular.
The great parade of Tuesday, in which it was The horse is foundered in the forelegs, spavined in the rear, No predominance of one religion over another, but equal
fiftten years old and upward.
estimated some twenty thousand participated in the
rights to Christians, Mormons, Buddhists, and others. We
procession, was one of the most imposing sights ever We go along the water front, the ships above us projecting aim at the secularization of the schools, and are opposed to
the puritanic~! ideas of observing what is called the 1:3abbath,
witnessed in this or any other country, and the
their bowsprits land ward.
·
is really the old Sabbath set apart .by the pagans.
It is wash day on board, the sailors' red flannel shirts hang which
marching most e_Jcellent.
The Protestants want their Bible in the public schools, and
in the fore rigging,
Beside the Turners were the police mounted and
the Catholics hav as good a right to want theirs. What we
The street is lined with gin mills to the westward, the doors want
is no Bible at all in the schools. Let them teach from
on foot, the fire department, veteran German regiopen,
Bibles in their Sunday-schools and leave tl!c public sciJools
ments and Grand Army posts, singing societies, and To the east stretches the bay over toward Oaklandfree and untrammeled."
othe~s, attesting by their participation the pride Rum upon one side of us, and water upon the other,
Shall we turn to the right and get drunk as a fiddler,
Oincinnatians felt over the fest.
Mxssns. LENNSTHAND and Lindkvist hav begun at S~ock
This was somewhat different from the treatment Or to the left and be drowned in the water?
holm, Sweden, the publication of a monthly journal called
]'ather John received in his time. His societies were We go ahead straight a_s circumstances will permit,
the Freethinker. There is no disposition on their part to
broken up and he was imprisoned several times. We reach at length the Union Iron Works, the Potrero.
surrender to the church.
In
the
offir:g
lies
the
Charleston;
with
a
smokestack
large
as
But progress has conquered prejudice, and the ulithe trees in Santa Cruz county.
.
Mns. R. B. HAYEs, wife of Ex-President Hayes, is dead,
paralleled success of tbjs meeting-beyond the (She is a cruiser, while the trees are Santa Cruzers, as I restricken with paralysis and living but a few days after the
anticipations of the most •nguin-will hav great
mark to myself, suppressing a shriek of laughter.)
Here is a steam dredger, diving, dredging for mud,
stroke. The religious papers are extolling her to the skies.
weight in the future.
Why could not Secularists adopt something of the Not for the sake of the mud, but for the hole left when the The .Advocate eays : "Those who only heard of her religious
mud is gone.
wa)S ar1d the exclusion of intoxicating liquors from the
aame training for their young people~ We might Cbarleston, I ~alute you! you are for a playthingpopularize Secularism by the athletic features. I am The big boys who run our government will hav fun with White House may bav thought her bigoted, but those who
met her there missed not the wine, such was the unaffected
you.
glad to know that several members of the Chicago
grace of her bearing and the charm of her heartiness." !:lay
Secular Union are receiving this valuable instruction For the people who pay for you it is not so funny.
Here in the dry dock is the Victoria, having the mud scraped nothing but good of the dead, is sound charity, but we can
as activ Turners.
·
from her bottom.
Bro. Geo. L. Robertson, one of the most jovial and Ab, there, Victoria, I greet you. Wait for me, I wi)I not not forget that it was Mrs. Hayes's "religious ways" that
kept D. M. Bennett in a prison cell for nearly thirteen long
hurt you.
companionable members of our Union, also came
months, and brought the keenest anguish to another woman
down to look after the writer. We paid a visit to Here is the Rev. St. So-and-so, laid up for a new gilguy,
(Rev. St. is the abbreviation shortwise, comprehensiv, used whose unaffected grace of bearing more than equals any
Prof. Edgar C. Beall, formerly one of our board of
by the rapers for revenue steamer.)
charm Mrs. Hayes may hav liad, and who in her silent sordttectors, whom I had hoped to interest in the form- Over yonder is the San Francisco-steel scantling and claprow proved herself a thousand times worthier the name of
ing of a Union, but he contemplates leaving for
boards of red iron,
woman than Mrs. Hayes in her regal power, as wife of a
Washington. I also had the pleasure of meeting She will make another plaything for the boys who run our
president.
government.
Mr. Warren, who keeps a bookstore and sells THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
To Dr. Straut and Carl Moehle, of the Vorwarts;
to Adolph Rhein, speaker of the Aurora ; to my
friend Cobelli, of the same society, I extend my
thanks for many courtesies, and best wishes that
the Turl).er Bund shall exercise a greater influence in
~aociety throughout the whole country.
E. A. STEVENs, Seo. A. S. U.

Some Miracles.
From Troy Hill, Pa., via the Indianapolis News,
comes this yarn :
Troy Hill is to-day the Mecca to which thousands of the
faithful journey. This is the 13th of June, the day of St.
Anthony of Padua, the patron saint of Father. Molling:er:s
church in which are some of the bones of the samt, and 1t rs
on this'day that Father Mollinge~ beg:ins some of his al_most
miraculous cures. From every drrectwn came the mulhtude
of believers, among them being n1any Protes~ants. ~he
lame the halt and the blind were there; puny, srckly chrldhood' halt and deformed youth, and diseased and atllicted
age. ' Just beneath the pulpit there is carved a small image
of St. Anthony. It is said that if an invalid kneeling before
this image will rub his hand upon its forehead and then rub
the same hand upon tbe atliicted portion of, hi~ b?dy, at ~he
same time praying devoutly for St. Anthony s ard Jn effectmg
a cure he will subsequently be completely healed. Some
wonde~ful cures were said to be effected in this way to-day.
Annie Ames, a Protestant young lady of rare personal attractions, residing in the country near Youngstown, 0., had
been totally deaf for many years past. She prayed before
the image of St. Anthony and rubbed its forehead for the
:fl.rst'time yesterday. On risi~g from her knees she found to

MR. H. 0. PENTEOOST says in his last Twentieth Centu1·y:
M. Macdonald, the able and genial editor of THE TRUTH
BEKKER, has won my heart by the admirable manner in
which he treated the subject under discussion between us
last week. How good a thing is gentleness llnd kindness of
heart, and how pleaEant it is to feel that we and our useful
and earnest neighbor uptown are on very good terms. May
it always be so." We remarked at the time mentioned that
Mr. Pentecost is a good man to hold a disputation with, and as
the point of difference between us seems to be satisfactorily
settled by Mr. Pentecost's admitting that the Liberals are all
right there is no reason in the world why TrrE 'fnuTH SEEKER
and its Warren street (next door to Mr. Stewart's art gallery)
contemporary should not dwell together in peace. Mr. Pentecost has a few reforms on hand that we cannot help him
with but in the main battle for liberty of thought and justice
I am not writing this poem for a dollar and a half, nor to for ~II we can stand shoulder to shoulder. And we don't
fill up space,
want any better ally than the earnest, sacrificing, big-hearted
I hav just been reading Walt Whitman, and this is the result.
This is the result of a ride to the Potrero, and a perusal of ex-preacher.
"Leaves of Grass."
J. E. REMSIJUHG lectured at Humboldt, Neb., June 12th;
Some day I shall hav a monument on account of this poem.
Some day the litterateurs will bold a dinner in Camden, New Sterling, Neb., 13th; Eagle, Neb., 14th; Osceola, Neb., 15th,
Jersey, in honor of my birth.
16~h; Wayne, Ncb_, 18th, 19th, 20~h; Hartington, Neb,
So I am not writing for the present, but for the future, not 21st; Castana, Ia., 22d, 23d; Battle Creek, Ia., 24th; Sioux
for a dollar, but for glory.
City, Ia., 25th; Yankton, S.Dak., 26th, 27th, 28th; HarSome people hav no poetry in them, but I am full of it.
tington, Neb., 2Dtb, 30th. He will lecture in Iowa, MinneI do not believe the ocean is chiefiy beautiful on account of sota, and Wisconsin during the summer, and make another
the clams you can dig on the seashore.
tour East in the fall.
I look upon the statue of liberty as an emblem.
------~~-----It symbols freedom lighting the world by the electric system,
TilE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethoughl,
It is not intended, as some suppose, to represent a young
woman, just retiring, in the ~~,ct of turning off the gas. Reform, and Scientific Books will be mail!!d free. ·

Here is the City of Puebla, we hitch our horse and go aboard
of her.
The men are scraping the machinery, cleaning her engine
for the next trip,
Other men are covering her boilers and steam pipes
With Magnesia Sectional Covering, made of asbestos and
magnesia,
It conserves the heat, renders the interior of the ship comfortable,
Establishes a temperate climate in the midst of equatorial
latitudes.
It is light, dry, artistic, and totally impervious to fire.
When I die I shall order a suit made of magnesia sectional
covering.
It will rob death of its sting and the grave of its victory.
I look at the ship all I want to. I discover that she is hollow.
Then the captain takes me back to the office,
Before going up-stairs he treats me to a glass of lager bier.
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The Origin of Christianity.
were readily caught up as itinerant disciples and
teachers by the emotional presentments of this new
I am glad to see " Antichrist" again turning his
gospel. Observation of the general bias of the peo- attention to the origin of Christianity. I believe
ple of this sort, of whatever period of e:vents, should there is yet something to be learned by investigation
Johnstown.
clear them of mercenary taint. Their sense of right of that subject. More than one of the Gn<;>stic
Praise God, from whom all blessings flow.
and duty may hay often been wrong, but their churches which he admits were older than ChristianPraise God, from whom all tortures come. Praise motive must hav been pure.
ity (and they must hav been in existence long before
him, all hearts wrapped in agony; all whose cheeks
We hav now to do with another class, and, in the the first century) examined the Hebrew scripture!',
are blistered by the scalding tears wrung from eyes main, of a modern age. Almost without exception and denounced the God of the Jews as an ambition!',
that feel the torturing pain of God's .cruel visits- the members of this class may be set down as post- malevolent, and rebellious third-class deity, who was
tion. Praise him with throbbing brain and broken uring and preaching in the name and passion of hostil to the supreme God. For it should be reheart for his well-administered excruciating lashes, Christ and the holy trinity for the evangelization of membered that in the original of our Bible, the first
-the human race, charged to be in peril of endless verse of the first chapter reads : " In the beginning
without which we are fatherless.
Homage thus paid to him, is taking leave of all and merciless torment !or sins ~lleged against e~ch the Gods created the heaven and the eartl::." This
decency, love, and pity. One may be guided, through and all of the rae~; ems too, ~n large dewee liD- Professor Huxley admitted in an article printed some
fear to utter words that thought with reverence of planted by heredity-so acqmred, not ems-yet three years ago. Jehovah, instead of being the sp.wh;t is jusi;, knows to be false as hell and abominable strangely charge~ up_ by these evangelist~ to the preme God, had no jurisdiction beyond Palestine.
as the stench which stifles life. Praise God, parentage of the ~nfimt and accounted merciful God He was .and claimed to be the God of the Jews only,
when all which the struggle of life has brought whom they worship.
was hostil to the rest of the world, and promised the
forth in ita deep experience has been wantonly outThere remain for consideration some inquiries J ewe final supremacy over it-a promis as yet unfulraged by a well-directed relentless method of tort- into the major designs and methods of the more filled.
ure. Praise a God who ia deaf to any noble senti- censurable members of the religious classes; and in
This mistranslation of the first chapter should be
ment which thrills a human heart. All the humane so dividing the classes we wish it to be understood kept before the people as one of the great crimes of
virtues of the race-pity, tenderness, sympathy-hav thfi\t our censure shall fall less and less by gradation Christianity, to which the late revisers are accessobeen insulted by a silence that had no words of en- in favor of those who hav conscientiously eliminated ries, inasmuch as they failed to correct it. The concouragement and an inaction that would not lend a the motive of pecuniary gain, vanity, etc., from their troversy in the church of which Peter and Paul were
helping hand. Praise the relentless foe of the race, designs in the discharge of their accepted religious· members, ·and in which controversy, according to a
who "laughs at human calamity and mocks when occupations. We shall aim only to dissect the passage in Galatiane, they were opponents, resulted,
in the third century, in the adoption of the Old Tesfear cometh." Ye demons damned, if such there be, apparent motivs of these devotees of Mammon.
set up your claims for praise and worship. Do the
In order to best present this undertaking and to tament, f:\Dd of Jehovah as the supreme God. And
worst you can, ye prince and potentate of hell- thereby economize space, we will make use of lead- our gospels could not hav been written till after this
you are outdone a thousand times by him whom fear ing queries, leaving my readers to decide upon event, in consequence of the necessity of inventing
incidents to conform to the alleged predictions of the
and superstition hav placed upon a throne in eternity. them.
First. Is not the whole adult human race char- Hebrew prophlilts, for all through these gospels aro
He, 0 satanic majesty, discounts aU your basest deeds
when he sends his floods and fires the snapping acterized by an inclination to direct all social passages like the following : " This is come to pass
fagot. Resign your throne, impious devils; you are and sentimental affairs, if having the power to that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the
outdone in cruelties many, many times by him who, do so?
prophet."
"Antichrist" admits that there are a few passages
tradition tells, had love so great that he gave his
Second. Is not the attainment of power, individuin our epistles of Paul which "seem to support the
only son to death to save a sinful race. If what we ally, foremost in the thoughts of the race!
are often told is true, that our father in heaven is
Third. Does not civilization ever tend to the larg- hypothesis that be was a Gnostic, believing in a
love, and "his tender mercies endure for ever;" that est possible accumulation of wealth, irrespectiv of phantom Jesus." Now, it is a fact that they not
" we are safe beneath the shadow of his wing ;" that the common welfare, and regardless of religious only seem to support it, but, taken in connection
he is compassionate and kind, and, weeping over us, views and institutions?
with what we know of his belief from Marcion, they
Fourth. Is it saying too much to say that intelli- are all the proof needed to establish the fact if Marasks, ''Why will ye die?''--that he in the fullness of
his love says unto us, "Ask and ye shall receive;" gence undermines itself by rejecting the dicta of its cion's evidence were insufficient. And Marcion's
" call upon me in the day of trouble and I will an- reasoning faculties in the pursuit of baseless faith ' evidence is a life devoted to the cause to which Paul
awer thee "-if these statements are true; if they And may not such undermined intelligtnces be justly gave his life, viz., the maintenance of the faith of
are to be taken as a truthful representation of the rated as not only enemies to truth, but as constructiv the church to which he, Paul, was a convert. For
Paul's Jesus was Marcion's Jesus, who, according to
nature of God; if he, so loving us, from lack of assoc~at.es of the criminal classes at large, also?
power or any cause had had to look on that horrible caIt IS mdeed a sad spectacle to see the great masses Marcion's gospel, " came down to Capernaum, a city
lamity, then we affirm that the. thron_e of. the mighty of our ~usiness people ~eriously and selfishly en- of Galilee, and taught them on the Sabbath days."
God would be vacant, and th1s lovmg God would grossed m the accumulatiOn of wealth, knowing that We are left to suppose that he went up when the
lie at its foot dead with g;rief. The sun and stars many are kept in poverty by their successes · but service was over.
I admit that much of our information about Marwould hav long since gone out-nothing but the what shall be said of those who affect to build 'their
black and mournful cinders of a universe would re- spiritual temple in fields of endless glory .far re- cion is untrustworthy, and there is obscurity and unmain, hissing in the eternal silence of the death of moved from the temptations of Mammon' and his certainty about almost everything in the early history
of Christianity, but the author of " Supernatural
God and the universe. God would be dead of a hosts 1
broken heart.
We will push the point. Taking the initiatory it Religion," while admitting the existence of Justin
If God is as reported to us, loving and tender, will be observed that gospel students seek educa- Martyr's and Marcion's gospels early in the second
then the .terrific misery, war, and tortures of the tion in that line in colleges, overlooking the superior century, and looking for traces of ours, which he
centuries are recorded as the murderers of God. resources to be found on application at the very fails to find, incidentally mentions Marcion's devotion
Tenderness, pity, supreme love, and infinit goodness source of all religious knowledge, free. Why this to Paul's beliefs, and their hostility to Judaism. He
mu!!t die at such a sight. Oh, think of existence in choice 1 There can be but one explanation: These was not looking for anything of the kind, and must
a universe of ever-increasing woe and misery, anguish colleges, in the way of businese, raise the lambs to hav found abundant evidence of these facts to refer
that defies description. Think of infinit pity and supply the wants of the vacant churches, also in the to them as he does. And certainly no one who has
love surrounded by such continued unmitigated way of business. A trade passes, and mammon, like read his volumes will question his integrity. Nor
agony. No God could endure the sight and liv. hope, is granted tending to large entailments in does he. seem aware of the importance of what I may
No human eye could see the thousandth part of this the line of salaries. It is business !
call his discovery, which shows us why Paul's epistlfs
world's suffering and not suffer a fatal blindness and
Well, as to the churches: The popular reputation were garbled, and why epistles were forged in his
death. God almighty's infinit heart would break at of these institutions is well enough known to be name. No epistle attributed to Paul can be genuin
such a sight if that heart was one of love.
founded, severally, upon the gorgeousness of the except those which Marcioli had, for he would hav
The only refuge is, that what we hav been told of structure, the extremity of the cost of its musical compassed heaven and earth to get everything that
God ia not true. He cannot be known in the terms enticements, the attractiv vestments and the Paul wrote. "Antichrist" himself would not hav
of love, pity, or kindness. These, as we find them goody-goody utterances of the well, paid preacher· been more zealous in that direction.
"Antichrist" says, in conclusion, that the wliter of
developed in hu~an life, in no way apply to God. and, never t? be overlooked, the ultra displays of
These terms are lD a language which he does not freshest fashiOn upon the patron millionaires attend- the Pauline epistles was not a Gnostic. This I adknow. For it is evident beyond a reasonable doubt ing. It is but an array of monumental business! mit, because the writer of the Pauline epistles, as we
that, in that part of his administration in which inter- The poor and the meek cut no figure in the spec- hav them, garbled them. And if Tertullian's version
vention is possible, we see nothing which in the least tacle.
of the epistles agrees, substantially, with ours, it
tends to reveal that he knows anything about those
Recurring again to Mammon in conclusion we should be remembered that Tertullian lived we1l into
sentiments. He sees the most frightful disasters) wish to refer to the future of o~r popular libe~ties the third century, and Manes of the third century
the deepest agony, but never makes himself known. thought to be in danger. This state of the case has complains that Paul's epistles were garbled. MarPraye_r comes from the lips and heart of helpless arisen by the associated purposes of Mammon and cion, Paul's defender, was dead, and Tertullian, who
despair, when none but God can help, yet no help the church to reinstitute a universal hierarchy. Their was certainly given to scurrility, may hav been sufficomes from him. So if he is at all, he is so far above former history is well known to hav been but a reo- ciently unscrupulous to adapt the epistles to the
us that he has no more care or thoughts about us ord of measureless tyranny, persecution and the changed faith of the church.
than has the elephant when he puts his great feet on extremity of cruelty.·
'
Christians even in our day will strain a point for
an ant-hill. Is there a human being in this wide
The united powers of these agencies as the social the glory of God. From the first chapter of Acts
world, is the~e a devil in hell-suppose that the devil condition now is, might readily accomplish this fatal we learn that Judas Iscariot was a bishop. Some
and hell are JUst as the churches state they are-that end. A struggle of suppressed liberty to rise again forty dJ~oys after the crucifixion, when Jesus took his
would hav stood with the power to render help to might bathe the earth with blood for centuries to final leave of his disciples, about one hundred and
the thousands th!rl perished i~ the gr?at flood, and result in deeper pro~trations, with the friendly lights twenty of them met together to fill the vacancy
not rendered that help ? It IB unbelievable. God of reason and smence extinguished. The very caused by the death of Judas, "for it was needful
J. H. BuRNHAM.
thought is terror!
alone could do this.
that this should be done that the scripture might be
What hope of better days is there to console the fulfilled which the Holy Ghost spoke by the mouth
Mammon the Guide and Aim of Modern Religion. faithful T Little, we fear. But one's line of action of David, concerning Judas, who was to guide them
to this end is open to view. It is the legal enforce- that took Jesus. For it is written in the book of
Admitted that in the early times when the advent ment of a divorce between Mammon and the church. Psalms: Let his habitation be made desolate, and
of Christianity had passed into a state of a religious T~e bountiful salaries, the splendor of official trap- let no man dwell therein, and his bishopric let anna~ure, a cent~ry or s_o after the alleged coming and pmgs, the much-coveted recognition of clerical other take."
g?mg of .c~rist, ~h~ch outbreak against the pre- power, etc.,. attendant upon priestly vocations all
Now, the fact that Judas Iscariot was a bishop
vwusly ex1stmg rehgwn of that locality had doubt- gone, religion with all of its outer forms would ~ud would satisfy any intelligent person that his church
less been the handiwork of crafty, ambitious men denly fade away, and, universal liberty triumphant had been established for years; therefore, the revisers
seeking renown, there must hav arisen a class of men the earth, for the first time, would be covered by of our Bible, instead of acknowledging, as honest
· ot much lesser note yet of tender sensibilities, wh<;> intelli~ence !lD9 !l happy populace.
p.
men., would bav done, that the fact proveq the Jesus
~·
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story false, changed it so that it reads: "And his
o;{fice let another take."
Such was the honesty of those venerable old gentlemen, chosen from the most eminent of the Chris
tians of England and the United States to revise the
Bible-a book so sacred in the estimation of multit 1d~s that they ware shocked at the simple proposal
fJr its revision.
s. PALMER.

A Jew on the Jew-Converters.
Encouraged by tbe overwhelming success which
truth achieved over falsehood, I will add a few more
truthful statements, for which you are seeking.
.Your intelligent readers are by no means ignorant of
the various schemes sought after by Christianity to
giv it the appearance of being essential to the happiness of the poor, miserable sinner. That of mission~
ary work, on account of the untold fortunes behind
it, predominates. Hence the tens of thousands of
dollars sunk at St. Mark's place, where, we are told,
Jewish converts to Christianity are churned out with
the speed of electricit.y. That these false statements
are manufactured for the sole purpose of extorting
money from the unwary is no longer left to conjecture, but is supported by solid, living facts, many of
which are by this time familiar to not a few of your
numerous readers. In addition, allow me to present
you with a few more facts.
The 11th of November, 1888, which happened to
be on a Sunday, was a gala day for the vultures of
S~. Mark's place, for on that day at 3 P.M. the bell
of Freshman, missionary to the Jews, was violently
pllllad by Mr. Lehrman, anothez: missionary to the
J ows, apprising the first missionary to the Jews that
Adolph Green, who was about to receive th.e baptisrod water, is already drenching wet. with the baptismal water he had received before. Mr. Freshman,
cJaiming to be the son of a Jewish rabbi, concluded
that it was the jealousy of his rival brother missionary. Hence the contested Mr. Green was duly haptized the same evening in my presence at the
" pretty little churQh!'
. ·
On the 15th of the same month a glowing account
appeared in the Christian Advocate where Dr.
Buckley gave three hallelujah cheers for the work
done at the pretty little church. After conferring
the degree of ex-rabbi upon the sincere, innocent,
newly converted Christian, Mr. Green, he wound up
in 8 stirring apl?eal for funds, which the "pretty
little church" was sorely in need of. In the mean
time rumors of a very unpleasant nature reached the
ears of Drs. Crosby and Deems, and the rest of the
trustees of the "pretty little church," to the effect
that notwithstanding the newly mads Christian glorifted in the name of Green, he was not so green in
the conversion business. Hence a fiery correspondenoe between Dr. Crosby and the mongers of the
rull\9rs sprung up. Finally an indignation meeting
washeld at the library of Dr. Crosby's church in the
pre!!ence of six clergymen headed by H. 13. Turner,
the president of the pretty little church. There four
missionaries to the Jews, Messrs. Lehrman, Goldstein, Landsman, and Lucky, in the presence of the
arch missionary to the Jews, Freshman himself, reiterated their statement to the effect that Mr. Green
had permitted his red head to be bathed in holy
water more than was good for him. As a matter of
course, Mr. Freshman was whitewashed and the
quartet of missionaries were left in the-soup.
Mr. Freshman, encouraged by his triumph over
his sworn enemiel', his brother missionaries to the
Jews, conceived the idea-since his success in oonverting the New York Jews knows no bounds, as an
unconverted Jew in this ~ity is at a premium and
could be seen only at a Bowery dime museum-of
trying his luck in the holy land of Canaan, there to
make 8 clean sweep of "all the Jews, both young
and old, little children and women, in one day."
This scheme of his would also answer the purpose of
a flight to escape my wrath when I made it too hot
for him in my letter which I addressed to him Decemher 19, 1888, and which was published since.
Mr. Freshman-who does not believe in worldly
enjoyment~, as .the vest for~une bestow~d upon b~m
he invests m fa1th, upon wh10h he and h1s good w1fe
are solacing themselvs-packed up a few chunks of
that faith to keep soul and body together and sailed,
first cabin, with his faithful wife on the Britannic.
That he found Mr. Green a man after his own heart
is natural enough. Hence, he installed the said Mr.
Green to represent him spiritually in his absence,
and also to look after his household goods, which,
though neither Mr. Freshman nor his wife cared for
them, are of the most expensiv ll,!lture possible.
While Mr and Mra. Freshman enjoyed a few slices of
the choice.st faith in mid-ocean and prayed, no doubt,
for his sincerity, our friend Mr. Green, who was
anchored on dry land at the "pretty little church,"
ar ued thus: Since he had been already baptized
th~ee times and realized all that his godfather had
promised him, he resorted to a little scheme of his
own, i.e., to pack up the clothes of his fellow-convert,
together with the exp£lnsiv bric a-brae that adorned
the mantel-piece of the faith-eater, Freshman. After
making a convenient package to carry, he see·med to
pe \q a~q4 ll burry fQr departure that be forsot tQ
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leave his future address behind him. The strangest fortunalely living in a period which, thanks to
of all is that our Green, triple convert to Christian- Thomas Paine, Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin,
ity, did not touch a single tract or Hebrew Testa- declares that we are all entitled to our free opinior.
ment, as he \considered them useless or valueless. Hence my opinion is that the ''pretty little church'
What he did carry off were things that could be con- under the mismanagement of Jacob Freshman, greatverted into the idol of the conved, the almighty eat ignoramus living, is not only a stain upon ChriEdollar. The Christian ministers. especially those tianity, but a den for thieves as well. This opinio:1
advocating the conversion of the Jew, seem to be so is also shared by many honest Christian divines and
accustomed to such events as those practiced by con- editors, as I will rrovq lfttfll' nn.
A. BENJAMIN.
vert Green that no notice was taken by them. No
meetings were held in the church library of Dr.
Infidelity.
Crosby. neither were there any "editorial" remarks
What is infidelity, and who may with propriety bo
in Dr. Buckley's Advocate. This is pure and simple . called infidels 1 The words infidel and fidelity ar 0
Christianity. This is the reason why the Jew is from the same Latin root, fidelis. In the fmmer the
excluded from the Christian inns and clubs-simply prefix in (not) is used, while in t_he latter H !B
that he refuses to belong to a gang of thieves hap- omitted. The original, fidelis, means faithful, from
tized in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy fides, faith. The word faith does not primarily and
Ghost.
neceEsarily refer to tohat one believes, but to his
To those hypocrite, alias Christian bigots, who fidelity to tohatever he believes. The more compretaunt ma that I hav accomplished nothing by my hensiv and practical meaning of the original word
writings, I will say, while it is true that I hav accom- relates specially and primarily to the matter of faithpliahed nothing in the shape of dollars and centP, fuhiess to a trust or contract, and hEnce, in the Ianupon which conversion hinge&, l hav nevertheless guage of the law, adultery is denominated" infidelity,"
accomplished such wonders in the shape of thor- because it is a violation of the marriage contract . .By
oughly exposing falsehood in all its phases, that I palpable perversioJJ. of language, and doubtless out l i
now dare Dr. Crosby to repeat that the conversion deference to ecclesiastical bigotry and arroganct',
emporium at St. Mark's place is not a mongering lexicographers hav added to the original and renl
establishment where Jewish souls are traded-unless philological meaning of the word an arbitrary a· d
he will modify it and christen it a den of thieves. I utterly unjustifiable definition, founded entirely upJ 11
dare Dr. Ward, of the Independent, to challenge me the puritanic usus loquencli, and applied it to t'le
to "prove it." I dare Dr. Ferris, of the Christian matter of a creed, what one belil'.ves regarding the
Intelligencer, to advocate the necessity of a hundred dogma of a single sect, as to the infallible inspiration
Freshmans. And I dare Dr. Buckley, of the Christian of its doubtful scriptures-doubtful as to th~ir
Advocate, to eulogize the converts made at the origin, doubtful as to what they really teach, at d
"pretty little church" whose ornaments hav been fqually doubtful as to the real character and teachconverted into cash by the muchly converted Adolph ings of the alleged founder of the sect. Against this
Green. Could I wish for a greater triumph T This perversion I firmly protest and refuse to be called an
I hav achieved not by might and not by strength, infidel until I shall hav been proved tmfaithful to 11,
but by the spirit of truth, which is the sworn enemy trust. According to the real meaning of the word. I
of converted Jews to Christianity.
would as soon be called a defaulter as an infidel. I a
This l!ame truth which is so eagerly sought after my judgment independent investigators and Freflby you is cbristened by influential Christian minis· thinkers hav not been wise in tacitly accepting f n
ters and editors, Infidelity. Being a truth seeker opprobrious name without an earnest denial and &II
myself, allow me to state that attacking religion in indignant retort. No class of men on earth are moru
general and the Bible in particular is love's labor free from i'n.fidelity than those who are villified as
lost. I claim there is enough good to be found in infidels by those to whom the stigma properly bereligion and the Bible. Therdore the duty devolved longs. In behalf of the Rationalists and Liberals c.f
upon every true truth seeker is to point. ~ut to t~e the world I flatly deny that they are infidels, and
world the abuse and perversion of rehg1on by 1ts boldly retort by charging the rankest infiC~elity upon
hypocritical teachers, who, for the sske of sucking the paid, professional Christian clergy, w1th few t-Xthe lifeblood of the Christian pocketbook, resort to ceptions, in that tht~y are unjaithfttl in the search
the devica of the missionary scheme, where millions for truth, often suppress it when they happen to find
are sunk annually, circulating false reports how their it, an.d as frequently suggest the false, and even unsuccess is overwhelming, blinding the eyes of their faithfully and dishonestly preach what they do know
dupes with absurdities of faith with which he or she to be false! Such men are the real infidels.
can, they aay, remove mountains, cure the sick, and
I close with a kindly hint to some of our Rationalresurrect the dead. But when one has the temerity istic writers and speakers who sometimes use the
to ask to be shown the traveling mountains, the expression "orthodox infidelity," or similar wordto.
cured sick, and the resurrected dead, he is stamped Herein I think our "Homers" 1.\re caught "nodas au Infidel.
ding!" Has it come to this that there .ar.e men in
What I object to is the CO'lBEquences of Christian our Liberal ranks who are not only w1lhng to be
belief, as every Jew after being converted to such stigmatiz 3 d as infidels, that is, as defaulters n:ud
belief turns out to be a thief and scoundrel. Look unfaithful persons, but tacitly admit that they
at Ex-Rabbi Rosvalley, whose term in the peniten- belong to a SEaT having a" shibbolet!t" or standard
tiary bas not yet expired. Look at Ex-R!\bbi Kramer, of orthodoxy like other sects! Can 1t be t:ue. tha;.
whose term has just begun. Look at Ex-Rabbi some Freethinkers cannot tolerate free-thtnktng.
Green who is a candidate for the penitentiary, pro- Let Liberals beware lest they fall. into the secret
vided ' he would send his address to Inspector snares of the narrow bigots who "profess and call
Byrnes.
. .
themselvs orthodox Christians !" Lat Freethinktrs
Besides, I fail to see anything the matter w1th tbe hav no tests of" good and regu1ar standing" except
Jew. To quote Shakspere slightly chanv.ed, Has he those of moral character, manly honor, and mental
no feeling? Does he not bleed whm cut? Does be freedom.-R. B. Westbrook in F1·eethinkero' .Maga·
not squeal when kicked T As to his. sympathet_ic zine.
feelings, look at the late Johnstown d1saster. D1~
A. Clergyman's Soun1t On Juse.
the Jew wait to respond to the appeal for help until
The world with bloomins ~eauty J?OW is bright,
urged by the missionaries? Nay, assistance was
Sweet hope and prom IS In all thmgs I see;
rendered by Jew, Christian, Infidel, even by the
Pathetic grows the cough assumed _by me
heathen Chinee, while not a copper was contributed
To gain a furlough and the Isle of Wight;
I walk the odorous means with pure delight,
by the gang of converted Jews.· At pre.sent I a~
Where the blithe lambkin gambols wild and free,
proud of belonging to more than one philanthropiC
While I observe the dusty-belted bee
and educational undertaking, while if I became a
Into the waving lily sink from sight.
partner of Freshman my inclination for doing charity
A rosy peace the day serenely fills ;
The dimpled clouds lie still against the blue;
would be at' an end. Show me Freshman's name
A benison lies on the land and eea.
attached to any Christian or Jewish charitable insti0 June, whose generous fiowe.rs robe the hill~,
tution. What a charm the baptismal water must
Of all the months my favont are you, .
exert ! It exonerates everybody from giving, and is
Sweet month of mating-song and weddwg fee!
a license for begging, and, to tell the truth, for
-R. K. M. in I''uck.
stealing.
Ye Christian ministers and editors, I sternly proThe Casino at lUonte Ca1·lo.
F1·om the Cltr-istian A avocate.
test against following the conversion business; not
A Scotch Presbyterian minister, acc.:>mp>!nied by his wife,
so much on account of theology, but I object to astin They stood looking, and at last he began to debate
sociation with Glamowitz, Rosvalley, Kramer, Green, ;:~ing.down
his money. His wife trie~ to dissuade him.
Freshman, Salzm~n,. Rubin, and many more too Finally he Eaid he would put down a p1ece, but would not
numerous .to mentwn. . . .
.
take away the result. He did _and WOJ?-, th~n le!t the mo~ey
As a friend of Chnst1amty, I would adv1se the on the number and won agaw, puttmg lD his posseaswn
b~ard of the." pretty little chur.ch :" All long as you by the Jaw of increase, shown by_ the. nu~b~rs, probably
than ever he had had at one time m his life. He took
chng to the 1gnoramus, hypocr1t, beggar, Fres~man, more
it up and went out with it. .He staked more than he knew,
son of a rabbi (1), not only must you be satisfied for with the cJin he threw h1s soul on the table:
..
An authentic story was told us of an Amencan mm1ster
with converts lik~ Green and comp~ny, but you
expose yourself to be tortured by .th~ mstrument ?f who was intnisted with the care of a you?& man of. wealth.
they reached Monte Carlo t).le mimster adv1s~d. the
truth at. t~e hand~ o,f 6very free thmkmg Jew. Th1s When
young man not to go into the gamblmg-ho~se, and, to rnduce
torture IS lD retahatwn for t~e tortu.re your ancesto~s him not to do so, said that 7L9 would not If the young man
inflic.te~ upon my ancest?rs for bemg tr1;1e to the~r would not go. To this !hey a~reed.. Two hours .afte:ward
conviCbon, as I am to mme. The only difference ~s the young man's resolutiOn f!IIled him, and .steppmg ~n the
tha~ my ancest?ra were unfortu~~t~ enou~h to hv first peraon he saw was the minister I 'f9 tms (lay he JUstly
d(lt:!OIJ!l\3filB him as a hypocrih
durmg the per1od of tbe Inquis1t1on, wblle I
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The Bruno Statue and the Catholic Church.
The erection of the monument in Rome to Giordano Bruno had a more depressing effect upon the
pope than even the dispatches sent here at the time
of its unveiling indicated. The celebration of the
event was magnificent, and attended with immeDse
enthusiasm. No such sight, says the London Freethinker, has been witnessed in Rome since Victor
~mmanuel, the first king of united Italy, was carried to his tomb. The procession was headed by
Garibaldians in their red shirts, which appeal to all
that is noblest in Italian hearts. Then came the
students of all universities, shouting vivas for Giordano Bruno and Liberty of Thought. Nearly two
thousand banners were carried, and the deputations
were too numerous to count. A special deputation
was sent by the town of Nola, Bruno's birthplace,
headed by the mayor. Arrived at the Campo de
Fiori, the Field of Flowers, where the illustriolis
martyr perished, the procession halted. The white
cover of Ferrari's noble work was removed amid the
wildest enthusiasm, and Signor Bovio delivered a
brief address, summing up Bruno's work and charaCter and his position in the ~uropean movement toward liberty and progress. The vast crowd cheered
the orator lustily. In the evening a banquet was
held in the Palace of Fine Arts. ~minent inen were
the speakers, and the bust of Bruno upon the table
was the object of an ovation.
For days before the dedication of the statue the
clericals foamed with rage. They issued what the
Freethinker calls a" screaming" circular, from which
it makes this extract : "The scandal about to be perpetrated in Rome wounds and vexes every Christian
soul. Bands of miscreants, bearing the black livery
of Satan, are assembling in this sacred city-the
center and heart of Christianity. With impious
eagerness they applaud the erection of a monument
which, in this city of Rome, will be a permanent insult to God, to Christ, and to his vicar on earth.
The mind shudders at the horrible idea ; but if the
hearts of the faithful are pierced with grief, how
much more profound and dolorous must be the grief
of the common father of the faithful-the Sovereign
Pontiff Leo XIII." The Austrians, who fully equal
the Spaniards in their slavish subserviency to Rome,
added their shrieks to the general uproar. The emperor wrote a sympathizing letter to the pope; the
bishop of Linz ordered prayers to be said "in expiation of the outrage," and the clerical Vaterland denounced the inauguration as scandalous and as a jete
worthy of the devil. The pope retired to his chapel
and it is reported prayed for about three days. The
latest news concerning the affair is that the Catholic
societies of Rome will try to offset the demonstration
by erecting a monument to St. Philip Neri, one of
Loyola's co-conspirators, who died in Rome some
five years before the church burnt Bruno, and was
canonized some twenty-two years after.
We read these statements of the church's agony
with inexpressible pleasure. It is impossible not to
rejoice that the Romish church has lost the power

and it is some satisfaction to know that she feels and
writhes under the deprivation. Possibly she will
learn humility, or at least to restrain -the tern"ble
thirst for blood, which, ignorant, intolerant, and
cruel she still has. We rejoice in her discomfiture,
and ~t the loss of influence she has sustained in
Italy. The statue of Bruno will, we hope, be to her
a perpetual reminder of her fall. Like Colon_el Ingersoll, we wish it were higher than the dome of St.
Peter's.

}'reethonght in England in 1888-9.
~very

year, about this time, the National Secular
Society of ~ngland holds a Conference and, as it
were, takes an account of stock to see where it
stands, what it has done, and what it can do to
further the cause of liberty to be irreligious. This
year the Oonference was held at the Hall of Science,
London, on June 9th, the day the Freethinkers of
Italy inaugurated the statue to Giordano Bruno.
About eighty delegates were present at the opening session, with friends and members of the society
from some thirty other towns. The first business
of the Conference was, on Mr. Bradlaugh's motion,
to send a telegram to the committee of the Bruno
monument, then engaged in unveiling the statue at
Rome. After this, and the roll-call, and the reading
of the minutes of the last conference, Mr. Bradlaugh
read the report of the ~xecutiv of the Society, .which
may be termed a Report of the Progress of Freethought in ~ngland for the past year. Considering
the strict terms of the Society, it has been fllirly
prosperous, though the addition to the membership
has not been so great as in some years past. Four
hundred and ninety-two members hav been gained
and five new branches authorized. The treasurer's
report shows over £164 in the bank, made up of balances from the General, Propagandist, and Benevolent Funds. This latter fund has been found exceedingly useful, and the means of relieving much
distress. ~nglish Freethinkers are urged therefore
to make it much larger.
One very great gain has been made during the
past year, which Mr. Bradlaugh is fully justified in
congratulating the members upon, and that is an increase in the number of known Freethinkers elected
to school boards, county councils, and otb,er local
bodies. This has enabled considerable justice to be
done to Freethinkers in various places. Mrs. Besant
has rendered very effectiv service in her position on
the London school board in procuring the rescinding of the resolution forbidding our able contributor,
Mr. Moss, to lecture on Freethought subjects. The
society has also sent a missionary on lecturing tours.
Mr. Foote visited several towns, forming new
branches and encouraging old ones. He was followed by an agent of the Christian ~vidence Society,
and the opposition will be repeated if Mr. Foote
goes out again, provided the faithful contribute the
funds. The Secular Society ventures to express the
hope that the faithful will do their duty, as the discussion ensuing from the agent's visits was beneficial
to Freethought.
Propaganda work in London is supervised by the
Federation of Branches. The Federation makes a
special effort to distribute statements of the aims and
objects of the Society, circulating at times as many
as twenty thousand handbills throughout the city.
It also organized a debate with the Christian ~vi
dence Society, and arranged a course of Freethought
lectures specially designed for the educational advantages of Liberal lectures. Friendly gatherings
under the auspices of local branches were stimulated
by the Federation, and the annual dinner, which was
held in April, brought together nearly two hundred
activ Freethinkers, and contributed not a little to the
advancement of Secular principles. During the year
the Society appointed as lecturer a former Unitarian
minister of Darwen, who had outgrown his sect and
found refuge in the philosophy of Freethought.
The most notable achievement of the Secularists
during the year is of course the passage of the
Oaths bill. Of this victory Mr. Bradlaugh says :
"The hope expressE\d last year by your ~xecutiv as
to the Oaths bill has been more than verified With
the amendments submitted to your last Conference,
and then unanimously .approved by the ~embers
present, the bill passed, without alteration, through
both Houses, and received the royal assent on 24th
December last. The ' Oaths Act, 1888,' is note-

worthy as being the first statute of this realm in
which persons without religious belief hav ever been
recognized as citizens to be legislated for. In all
previous enactments such Freethinkers hav been
treated as criminals to be punished, or GS persons to
be insulted. The ' Oaths Act, 1888,' placed persons
without religious belief on exactly the same .level as
to affirmation as persons having religious belief. The
act removes many disabilities to which Freethinkers
hav been subjected for centuries. It enables such
persons in Scotland to be competent as witnessefil,
which heretofore they were not. It repeals the statutes under which the inquisitorial and sometimes insulting queries and observations occurred to which
Freethinking witnesses were liable in ~ngland, Wales,
and Ireland. It takes away throughout the United
Kingdom the disability theretofore attaching to
Freethinking jurors. It enables persons without religious belief to affirm their allegiance when~ver oath
of allegiance might otherwise hav been requ1red, and
it renders impossible the repetition of the Parliamentary struggle, which lasted from 1880 to 1885.
There being some misapprehension as to the affirmation of allegiance amongst soldiers, militiamen, and
volunteers, the secretary for war has recently recorded his decision, in accordance with the Oaths act,
and this is now circulated in 'Army Orders.'"
Reference is made to the erection of the Bruno
statue, and credit is also given to the _Paris Municipal Council for erecting a statue to ~tienne Dolet in
that city. Dolet, who was burnt in Paris August 3,
1546, as an Atheist, may be fairly ranked, says Mr.
Bradlaugh, among Freethought martyrs. The sta~ue
was unveiled May 19th. Dolet was not an Athe1st,
and his theological works, previously burnt by order
of parliament, constituted his crime. He was opposed to the church, but his opinions were more
nearly those of Voltaire, who was born one hundred
and three years after Dolet had been sacrificed to
appease the malice of the church.
.
Turning to the continent, Freethought IS found to
be activ in Belgium and Sweden, though in the latter
country bigotry is fully as alive. In Belgium a Freethought congress was held at ~aster, and in Paris
one is called for the week commencing September
15th. Regarding the blasphemy prosecutions in
Sweden, with which TRUTH SEEKER readers are already
familiar, Mr. Bradlaugh says: "Messrs. Lennstrand
and Lindkvist, two Swedish Rationalists, hav proved
very gallant defenders of the right of free speech.
One of the survivals in Sweden of the intolerant big·
otry which once disqualified Jews in this country
was shown in the annulation of a verdict of 'not
guilty' given for Lennstrand, the ground being that
one of the jurors was a Jew. Mr. Lennstrand has
several fresh prosecutions pending. He is undaunted
by imprisonment, and travels through the country,
often addressing meetings in private gardens when
the police prohibited meetings in public places, and
founding branches of the Utilitarian Society." A
letter from the two brave men was also read, from
which we extract a paragraph :
" The Christian foes of FreethOught in Sweden do their
utmost to crush us, but, thanks to their foolish proceedings,
our ranks are daily increasing and consolidated. We. feel
sure that at last we shall conquer through perseverance and
courage. The many sufferings sustained by you, your sacrifices and noble valor in the long struggle for human rights,
deliverance, and happiness, urge us to try to equal you, and
so the history of Utilism in Sweden shall become a sequel to
the. history of. Secularism in England and elsewhere. The
suffocating reactionary and clerical atmosphere which prevails in this country is insufferable, but the valorous example
of Bradlaugh, Annie Besant, Foote, an:l many others in the
glorious army of Freethought, fire thOse who are awake to
do something in order to gain what they are yearning for : a
better time, with happier and freer conditions. To attain
this we liv, fight, and die."
Aside from the bigotry of the church, the discouraging feature of last year's work is the apathy prevailing among the Freethinkers at large. This is
due to the Irish agitation, and other political interests. Not a little is due, too, to the lack of persecution from .the ~nglish Christians. '.{~here are a
good many Infidels in ~ngland, as there are in this
country, who take no activ part in the movement
unless some Freethinker is in jail or on the way
there. The Irish question over there is much like
the Henry George movement here ; it supplies a
subject of discussion for men of advanced tendencies,
and they drop all other matters to become political
economists. When the excitement has subsided
they will return to their first and most important
love. Other reasons why the ~nglish Freethinkers
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hav not gained more strength are found in defectiv
details of organization. The greatest loss occasioned
by these things is the inadequate support given the
movement for the repeal of the blasphemy laws. Mr.
Bradlaugh raised the issue on the first day of the
session, obtaining first place for his bill. The second reading was fixed for March 20th. In conse·
quence of governmental exigencies that date was
taken from private members, and it was not until
April 14th that a decisiv vote was had on the bill.
when it was lost by 143 t.o 48. The pictures in th~
Freethinker, Mr. Bradlaugh thinks, tolq heavily
against the bill, as they excited much religious prejudi~e. From the present Parliament there is scarcely
any prospect of obtaining the repeal of the laws.
The Freethinkers themselvs did not work very
heartily for the measure, only eight thousand and
odd signatures being obtained to the petitions for it,
and of these about one-half were from religious
sources. This was not a creditable showing, Mr.
Bradlaugh says, and because of it he had some hesitation about again accepting the presidency of the
society, thinking that perhaps the members' disposition to work with him had somewhat slackened.
But his unanimous re(Hection shows that it was not
because of his personality that the petitions were
not pushed, but through general apathy, laziness,
and don't-care spirit. We are glad to say that in
pushing petitions against ecclesiastical lawmaking
the Freethinkers of this country did much better
last spring than their English brethren ; and the
opportunity to do it again will undoubtedly be presented this coming fall. The Blair Sunday and Educational bills are not killed yet ••
The death of Alice Bradlaugh, and the necessarily
consequent withdrawal during her illness of her
sister, compelled the closing of the Science Classes,
and they cannot be resumea, as each year they hav
been a source of expense to Mrs. Besant and Mr.
Bradlaugh, ·wlro do not feel able to bear it longer.
These classes were founded ten years ago, and their
results hav been il,l the highest degree creditable to
both scholars and teachers. It is a source of regret
that their maintenance is impossible.
Mr.Bradlaugh was reelected president; R. Forder,
secretary; and W. H. Reynolds, treasurer. Beyond
the election of officers the work of the conference
was mostly technical. The principal discussion was
on how to further spread Freethought, with as satisfactory results as such deliberations usually bring.
Every delegate had a method of his own, and the
sensible course of leaving it to the executiv was
finally adopted. The evening session was given up
to speeches, and our contributor Mr. Moss, Mr.
Foote, of the Freethinker, Mr. Standring, of the
.Radical, Mrs. Besant, and others made short
speeches, which were duly appreciated by the large
audience. Mr. Bradlaugh closed the conference
with a speech, the first part of which we commend
especially to American Freethinkers, the last part
to those gentry of the "pale phantom" order who
imagin that iconoclasm has no part in the emancipation of the world. Mr. Bradlaugh said :
" We hav heard to-night, in different voices, different
things on which I will say a word or two. We hav been told
that because the statue to Bruno is unveiled the papacy is
unable to hold its own. We are told that Christianity is
dying. We are told that Freethinkers are flagging. We are
told that Free thought is progressing. Yes; itis prograssing.
But I am not so sure as to the papacy being unable to hold
its own. I wish I were. I am not sure that the papacy is
not stronger now than it was four hundred years ago. The
great fight between Freethought and orthodoxy is yet to
come, and in that fight the papacy will stand for orthodoxy.
The Church of England is nearer to the papacy now than it
was two hundred years ago. Disestablishment will but make
the papacy stronger. And tho11gh I am in favor of disestablishment, though I hope to take part in disestablishment, I
do not hide from myself that disestablishment will strengthen
the Roman Catholic church, and will bring advanced Freethought face to face with the most terrible foe of liberty.
There were huge difficulties in fighting fifty, sixty, seventy,
eighty· years ago. Then Freethinkers had to fight for the
right to only think aloud. Now it is for us to learn to use
the right which was won for us by them; won also for many
who do greater work than we, but whose work is made possible by us. Education, Science, Art, take five millions now,
where fifty years ago they did not take fifty thousand pounds.
Science works ever, not so much by lecturing in halls, nor by
speech in field and street, but by the constant chipping away
of old prejudices, the breaking down of old beliefs. Christianity is dying if we measure its death agony by thousands
of years, though not if we measure it by hours and weeks
and months. It dies a8 the glacier melts, crushing much
with its cold rigidity while it is melting. I hav no right to
bo~~~ o! t~~ part l hav taken in t~~ great Freethought battle,

for the fight has given me a place that I could not otherwise
hav won. I do not mean the place in which I now work
month by month, but a place which is cut into the page of
the history of this century, cut not deep, but deeper at least
than the names of those who strove to bar my way. By myself I could not hav done this; it was the cause for which I
battled that made me strong. Word has been spoken here
to-night of Bruno, of Bruno whose statue unveiled to-day
marks his triumph on the spot where he died. Bruno, and
men like Bruno, are not those to whom our grateful recognition should be chiefly paid; he had the reward of coming
out in the light of history, and though his last look was on a
sea of hostil faces, yet he looked the whole world in the face
and died in full sight of men. The really hard struggle is
when a man is driven down, unnoticed, unknown, uncared
for. Bruno's name lightens like a beacon-flame across the
centuries; but there were hundreds of forgotten dead, hundreds who went to jail, poor men, unknown men, men without whom the struggle for a free press identified with the
name of Richard Carlile could not hav been. Movements
are not made by men and women; it is the movement that
makes the men, carrying them in front of it as some huge
wave bears the boat to the shore. I, to whom you hav given
the duty of being standard-bearer for you in the fight, and
who hope that I may say this night that I hold it up a little
higher than ever it has been held in this land before~I can
only do it because Richard Carlile paid his nearly nine years
of jail to buy the standing-place on which I now stand.
'rhere are some who may think ·more truly than we; some
who may think more deeply; some whose thought may
range more widely; for those who fight in the whirl of the
battle, striking blow after blow, cannot always see the exact
spot on which the builder's trowel may best be laid and the
bricks be most precisely set. Huxley, Darwin, Tyndall, are
building where we broke, but without our work theirs
would be impossible. We may be rough as. we work with
bar and pick in our overthrowing; but our roughness has
smoothed for them a place whence they can challenge not
one religion only, but all the religions of the world."
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part of Missouri, Texas, Arkansas, Colorado, and other
states.
"The people of these communities think more of their
Sunday mail delivery than that of any other day of the week,
and Mr. Wanamaker's attempt to cut them off from civiliza.
tion on the first day of the week is raising a storm of disapproval. Wanamaker has directed that all contracts for the
Slar route service (which is the main service in the West)
shall be advertised for six days only. In some instances
where, by inadvertence, the advertisments hav called for
seven days' service, he has ordered a re-advertising. The
storm which this arbitrary _puritanical action is raising in
the West is only just beginning to be felt here, but the
breezes will blow after awhile."
Wanamaker seems to regard the postal department
as his to do with as he pleases; and to support his
religion he is endeavoring to deprive the people in
the Northwest of their regular mail service. That is,
he is forcing his Sabbatarian notions on the country
regardless of the wishes of anyone but the Christians.
His church is running his department of the government. This is against all Liberal principles, and we
hav protested and shall continue to protest against
this practical union of church and state. And if Mr.
Wanamaker were a Democrat we imagin our friends
would also protest pretty loudly. But because he i.a
of their party they close their eyes to his flagrant
violation of the principles of our government. We
hope never to be so strongly wedded to any party as
not to be the very first to criticise it when that party
does wrong.
We do not care to diseuse M~. Wanamaker's personal business, though even on that we could enlighten our friends somewhat. Neither do we
consider the Republican party as more corrupt than
tha
Democratic party. •There is really no issue
At this distance, and judging from the report of
between
the two parties except as to who shall
the conference, the leaders of English Freethought
hav
the
offices. The tariff issue was a scare on
hav done their ·duty and done it well during the
year. The Oaths bill alone, though not all we could the part of one party, and accepted by the other in
wish, is of itself a triumph splendid and practical. the hope that it would prove a winning card. The
The supporters of the party hav perhaps loitered a Republicans had previously proposed to scale the
tariff down lower than the Democrats thought of
little by the way, especially to be regretted in the
matter of repealing the blasphemy laws, but on the doing.
Our objections to Mr. Wanamaker are solely based
whole the year has been a profitable one for progress,
on his prostitution of his office to gain a point for
as any year must be in which even one penalty
religion. And if because of these objections our
is removed from Freethinking. We extend to our
friends think Mr. Wanamaker's department might
brethren over the water the assurance of our interest
delay mail matter directed to this office, they hav
in their welfare and joy at their victories.
very funny conceptions of the power and duty of our
officials. Is the post-office Mr. Wanamaker's private
We Giv the Devil His Due.
property, or does it belong to all the people! Or is
Two very much respected friends write :
it a missionary institution for the propagation of the
"Do you think it wise to keep flinging mud at Wana- Christian religion and the support of zealous Chrismaker, even if he did raise a fund with which to buy corrupt
Democrats to save the country from the discredit of another tians' Wanamaker seems to so regard it; but that
Cleveland administration? Do you know of any Democrats is just what we deny and protest against. Shall our
who sold out to Wanamaker? If you do not; why insult the Western subscribers wait till Monday to get their
intelligence of your Republican and Democratic readers by TRUTH SEEKER, when they might hav it on Sunday,
insinuating that he was a party to their corruption? Can just because Mr. Wanamaker personally regards
you reasonably expect to keep your Republican subscribers,
Sunday as a holy day~ What sections of our Conand they constitute the.great majority with us? Giv Wanamaker a rest and the devil his due, and you will retain stitution and statutes make the church's regard for a
friends; but, in parting, why not mention that Wanamaker certain day superior to the wishes of the people!
divides profits with his employees? Possibly such flings hav And why should a man who believes in Secular govnot tended to the post-office department's being over anxious ernment condone religious usurpation simply because
to carry through mail to you that THE TRUTH SEEKER may the usurper is a member of his political party T
find a large_r audience."
ONE of the best of S. P. Putnam's lectures is "The Glory
Our friends ought to know by this time that we
care very little about ordinary politics, and hav no of Infidelity." He has now published it in an exceedingly
pretty pamphlet, adding to it a poem on Thoma3 Paine,
preference between the two ruling parties. Refer- which sells for ten cents. Address Putnam &; Macdonald,
ences to Mr. Wanamaker hav not been for the reason 504 Kearny street, San Francisco, Cal.
that he is a Republican. We do not care for that.
THE 'l'ribune accuses the Women's Christian Union of
Nor hav we found fault with him because he is bribing the voters of Pennsylvania with coffee, tea, sandpious. That is his business. What we hav criticised wiches, and buttermilk, ~tnd says it is a custom which ought
is his use of his office to force his religious observ- to be checked, for " it is quite as immoral to bribe a voter
ances upon the people, of whom he is theoretically with a sandwich or a cup of coJiee as with a glass of beer."
but a hired servant. He appoints men to office not
THE Christian .Ad'Vocate mentions the burning of several
because of their fitness or the desire of the people to churches by lightning, including a Methodist building, and
hav them, but because they are religious. He has says, ''it is one of the most appalling of phenomena, but
put the public to much inconvenience by his Sunday not beyond the control of divine providence." This seems
to saddle the blame on God; but if he is directing the lightrules in the department at Washington, and be is ning what in the 'world is he hitting the churches for? Is
trying to do away with all mail service one day in he angry at the brethren for their hypocrisy and sinfulness?
each week because his religion regards that day as
A HITHERTO unpublished letter from Garibaldi was read at
"sacred." He is uniting church and state, with the
the Brnno banquet at Rome. It was dated Caprera, June
church in the first place. Here is another instance of 20, 1875, when the project of a monument to Bruno was first
his zeal for Jesus :
mooted, and inclosed a subscription with warm words of ap"WASHINGTON, June 16th.-From all over the West there proval for the object. Purchasers of the TnUTH SEEKER ANcomes an outcry against the carrying of the postmaster- NUAL for this year are familiar with the appearance of this
general's Sabbatarian fad into the administration of the Star statue. It surmounts a very handsome monumental pedestal,
route mail service. Senator Plumb, who has passed most of around which are placed festooned medallions of other hehis time since the adjournment of Congress within easy reach roes and martyrs, Aon Paleario, M. Serveto, T. Campanella,
of Washington, is fairly overwhelmed with protests, and every P. Ramus, P. Sarpi, Hues, Wicliffe, and J. C. Vanini. On
mail is adding to the number received by other accessible. three sides occupying the same space as the inscription to
senators. The Sunday service is a great feature to the people Bruno are bas-reliefs representing Bruno at the University
along the far-reaching routes extending through Dakota, of Oxford, before the Inquisition, and at the stake. The
Montana, and other thickly populated territories soon to be whole monument, those say who hav seen it, reflects the utmade states, and also_ through Nebraska, Kansas, a great most credit upon Signor Ferrari, the designer and sculptor..
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himself and posterity. Public instructors, school-teachers,
should be furnished with an easy and simple manual for the
promulgation of nature's laws, and be required to teach
them in all schools, to the end that children may not grow
GuNNtsoN, Cot., June 18, 18E9,
up in ignorance of what nature requires and always obtains.
:Mn. EDITOR: Your paper is a good one and I will not do Such a course would banish superstition almost, if not altoWithout it. I am yours always for reason, truth, and
gether, in a single genetation.
·
B.
science,
A.. MotEt!.
LAKt SHORE, UTAH, June 22, E.M. 269.
bRANGE, MAss., june 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The :F'reethinkers of take Shore hav been
:Mu. EDITOR t To Mr, W. M. Chapman I would say! The again called upon to tnourn the lo·ss of one of their number
answer to my first query I consider correct, but you hav not in the death of Mrs. Harriett Brooks, the beloved wife of our
answered the second. I did not ask whether the influtnce of amiable and energetic leader, H. S. Brooks! who died at her
the earth on other celestial bodies was decreased in propor- residence, June 16, E.M. 269, aged fifty-six years. Mrs.
tion to distar:ce 1 but whether that influence finally became Brooks was a true Freethinker in every sense of the word,
absolutely 11il. The tJ.uestion at issue is: Is not the in:liuimce and her request was thlit she be interred purely on Freeof the earth infinit in extensio:t;~, according to the principle thought principles, l\rishing no Chtistian minister to spe.ak
that division cannot ultimately annihilate fort;e P
over her remains. Bhe was an a:ll:ectionate mother of four
H. W. llnrMoND.
living sons, all of whom imbibed her sentiments. f!he was
much respected both by Liberals and Christi!tns alike. At
Ctmsoo, h., june 1a, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me catalog. of books. I hav g o'clock, P:M., on the l'i'th inst., Mr. Thomas Dallen, of
tried bard to add to your list of subscribers, but without Springville! conducted the funeral services in accordance
success. I cannot touch this superstition.soaked community with the wish of the departed. His remarks were very
with anything that might put common sense' into gocllike appropriate and to the point. He finished by reading Ingercraniums. Let me !l)lSUre you that, from sky-pilots and my soll's oration upon death and immortality. A large conreligious family, I receive an abundance of Christian ht>ll. course of both :F'reethinkerl!l and Christians followed her
With the latter I would like to liv in peace if it were possi- remains to their last resting-place, and a· few appropriate
ble under the circumstances, but the former I will fight fematks by Mr. Dallen closed the services. And so another
while I draw breath. Some avoid me, othera abuse, but all dear sister and friend of humanity has passed to the great
unknown.
M. M. CREER.
Yours, etc.,
F. L. DAUBERSMITH.
hate me.
B.RoNsoN, FLA., June 7, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed twenty-five cents, for
which send me" Pioneer Pith," by Robert C. Adams.
I am so sorry for God that I think we ought to keep a
penitential Eervice for him. He seems to be so much abused,
ancl his children present such sad sights in their petty Eqnubbles over the five points of Calvinism, Episcopacy, and papistry that I am afraid it has gone to his brain, and he has
commenced, like a man on a continued debauch, to smash
his property for his own amusement, or else he would never
hav played football with his five temples in Johnstown, and
gathered so many of his good ones at once to his embrace.
Yours truly,
W. C. FERRIDAY.
BnusnToN, N.Y., June 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me "Bible Inquirer," by A.
Jacobson; "The Logic of Death," by J. G. Holyoake;
"Materialism," by Dr. Louis Bi.'tchner, and "The Atonement," by Chas. Bradlaugh.
I am more than pleased with THE TRUTH 8EEKER and the
ANNUAL. A year ago I was a Roman Catholic in pretty good
standing, but by reading Catholic books I began to doubt,
and continued to doubt, until I got TEE TRUTH SEEKER,
when all my doubts were at an end.
I would like to ask your opinion of the practice of blessing the throats of little children as a protection against sore
throats, etc. ·It is practiced to quite an extent in the Catholic churches in this vicinity.
GEo. S. CnossMEN.
WEsT BmGHTON, N.Y., June 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Within find inclose!l my mite for the grand
old TuUTH SEEKER, that I may enjoy its blessings every
Sunday. I think it would hav been !!lOre to Mr. J. Christ's
reputation if he had originated similar teachings. He might
hav meant well enough, but he certainly taught some singular things. I think the inspiration of THE TRUTH SEEKER far
more reliable than the inspiration of God's inspired word. I
think God had a good opportunity to display his mighty
power he boasts of in stopping the mighty storms that
flooded out Pennsylvania There was a good chance to display his mighty power. If he ever fed five thousand on two
small fish and a few cakes, there's a chance for him to return
and do a mighty work. Then I would feel like giving him
all the glory, honor, and thanks, wouldn't you? But I
advise them not to wait for his generosity.
H.emember you hav my sincere prayers.
SAMUEL E. SKINNER.
DAYTON, 0., June 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The recent results at Johnstown, Pa., appear to be a good theme for philosophers to philosophize
upon, for philanthropists to gain an immortal name by, and
for theologians to iheorize upon, illustrating the ''watchful
care" of that fellow with the "smiling face" that is eternally hidden behind a frowning providence ; that ever
thoughtful and gracious myth that "even noteth the fall of
the sparrows;" that unknown quantity of unknown quality
said to be the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
When man recognizes in full th9:t he is subject to the laws
of the universe, the same as the universe itself, and that he
will wisely, after having gained the necessary wisdom, consider those laws so far as he can understand them, casualties.
will be reduced in just that proportion, and myths will be
relegated so much farther toward a much-to. be-desired oblivion. The laws of absorption, disintegration, repulsion,
and attraction work unceasingly. And, no matter how long
the time required, in the end the result is obtained. In the
case of the reservoir at Johnstown, the laws of decomposition and absorption had been in operation since the foundation was first laid. The law of repulsion had continually
.operated against the masonry and woodwork, and it only
required the law of attraction to bring down rain-drops in
quantity sufficient to force the already partly disintegrated
dam from its foundation and flood the country below. Investigate all things with truth· as the sole object. For or;e
to suppose that a God had anything to do with the calamity
at Johnstown, is too silly for a moment's consideration. It
was slowly but surely brought about by nature's law, and
the sooner man recognizes the fact t~~;J l;Jett!l/-' it will be for

I to

ten per cent per month interest, and money cannot be
procured anywhere else Now, the original size of the paper
was fair and tl e price not beyond the reach of the poor.
Now, my. brethren, there is not a Freethinker ln the United
States that desires the success of the cause more than your
humble servant. And if I am wrong in this view of the case
it is not a fault but an error of judgment.
I believe it will increase the number of subscribers, so
that yotrr income will be equal to what it is now, and will
put your paper in many more hands, which is the most to be
desired. Giv tis eight or ten .pages of well. digested matter
and I think the great majority will be satiEfied with corresponding price. If then there are any rich Freethinkers in
our ranks that want to do more, they can just put the other
dollar in books or tracts. I do not often write letterf.\ to my
brethren, and if any can show that I am wrong, I ·will haul
down my colors.
There are many persons writing long communications to
our papers trying to prove this ism or that ism or something
or other that could just as well be left out. If a man or
woman has anything good let them put it in book shape and
let it go on its own merits-not but that nearly all ·that
appears in THE TRUTH SEEKER is true, but some of it appears
to me to be very thin. Let THE TRUTH SEEKER be a Freethought newspaper with one page of "Lett!Jrs from Friends"
boiled down, Don't, my dear brethren, take up a whole or
two columns or more trying to wreak a little reveuge on
some one. This is valuable space, remember. If somEbody
pitches into me for writing this letter·they must not think I
am coming back at them, for I won't. I want somebody that
has 11. good word, a little logic, or a little encouragement, to
DEs MoiNE!!, lA., June 22, 1889.
S. M. TnAVIs.
MR. EDITOR: I ir:clo~e, for publication, the official names occupy said .space.
of the Des Moines Secular Union: J. Pitman, president; R.
OREGoN, Mo., June 20, 1889.
L .Lunt and Mrs. D. H. Cross, vice-presidents; A.M. FosMn. EDITOR: Our orthodox Protestants get involved in
ter, treasurer; ·F. Steiner, recording secretary; H. L. Perkins, financial secretary; N. Zediker, D. H. Cross, and MrB. trouble whim they proffer the ·holy Bible as authority as badly
N. Zediker, corresponding secretaries. Regular meetings as do the Romanists about the authority of their church or
every Sunday evening at 8 o'clock, in Forster's Hall, 504 their pope. They must either claim every line of every book
Walnut street. The organization is only three months old, as infallible, or giv it up. The Romauists bad to fall back
but it has been growing in interest from the very first, and on the fundamental points, and admit that church ancl pope
effort is being made to build upon a foundation that will in- were infallible only when uttering fundamentals. So do our
sure perpetuity and gradual development. Conscious of the modern heretics or Protestants say our Bible is infallible
strong current against us, we would be content, even, to re- only when it utters things that are fundamental.
We believe thus and so because holy scripture declares it,
tain our present membership for a time, though I am pleased
to note that the Union is steadily growing in numbers as and holy scripture is infa1lible.
Question. What-infallible in all things or only in fundawell as in interest. It is patent to every thinking mind that
the permanent existence ·of Liberal organizations is neces- mental•? Answer. In fundamentals only.
Q. Then on other points wripture may err? A. Yee, it
sary, hence every Liberal-minded person should encourage
the up-building of the same, for, although they may consist may.
Q. And do you know '1'1 hat things are fundamental or not?
of but few members, those few will be more thoroughly inA.
No, and therefore I believe scripture in all things lest I
formed and the better qualified to impart knowledge and to
should disbelieve it on some fundamental point.
meet the arguments of the Christian world.
Q. How do you know then whether this be a_fundainental
If you will forward TRUTH SEEKERS 'at any time, I. will
point or no·? A. I do not know;
distribute them and make effort to get subscribers.
Q. It may then be non-fundamental for all you know?
N. ZEDIKER, Cor. Sec. Des Moines Secular Union.
A. Yes, it may be so.
Q. And on a non-fundamental scripture may err, you
ALLIANOE, 0., June 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel addressed good audi. said? A. Certainly, I so said.
Q Then it may err in this? A. Yes, it may.
ences in Alliance, 0., June 9th, morning and evening, also
Q. Then what certainty hav you that scripture does not
Tuesday evening, June 11th. Mrs. Krekel is one of our most
able speakers, and all who heard her were highly pleased. err in this matter you are holding as most essential? A.
To say Mrs. Krekel thoroughly understands her subjects, None whatever, but upon the supposition that the matter is
and handles them to the satisfaction of the most rigid critic, fundamental.
Q. And of this supposition you are uncertain? A. Yes, I
would be putting it in a mild form. We recommend her to
the Liberals of this country as one of the most able and so- told you so before.
Q. So you can hav no certainty of that which depends un
cial lady orators on the Liberal platform, and suggest that
when convenient to do so Liberals throughout the land this uncertainty, Eave only a supposition-if it be true? In
should engage her services, and not allow an opportunity to plain English, you are sure it is true if it is true?
It was in that way Chillingworth " did up" his opponent,
pass to listen to her able and ladylike arguments in behalf of
but in doing so he upheaved from its foundations all of his
humanity:
The Liberals of this place are in good working order, and own faith. The poor opponent was obliged to reply that he
are now engaged in trying to encourage Liberals in other himself did not know what was fundan1ental, for if he did he
neighboring cities to organize, so that when Liberal speakers himself was the infallible, and no pope or church was nece~
can be had we can use them at different points to advantage. sary. Now the holy Bible bas been put in place of church.
Thus we can save so much expensiv traveJ.from one engage- The Protestant is bound to say he also does not know, for if
ment to another. Liberals, wake up and organize to protect he did there is no use for scripture.
There is no evasion; the whole of scripture must be taken
our rights against the encroachments of orthodoxy, or we
may hav a large.sized God in our.national Constitution that as infallibly true or away goes' the whole structure. Reason
will be more ornamental than useful to all classes, except to has no place, nor has manhood or sanity. Tl:le sole reply is
that class who sail round through space catching souls and the baby's or tJ;te fool's, viz : "It's true because 'tis."
HoLT.
consigning them to eternal torment to gratify their proposed
Constitutional God. Once more we must urge you to be on
STEUBENVILLE, 0., June 16, 1889.
the alert. Engage such women as Mrs. Krekel to lecture on
MR. EDITOR: I sometimes despair of the world ever being
woman's equality before the Ia w, and God in the Constit ution, and help to spread the light. And, what is better still, what it might become, a desirable place to liv in for the whole
after you hav done all this subscribe for the New York mass of the people, while selfishnees is tbe ruling motiv of
TRUTH SEEKER and help Brother Macdonald to spread the the best of us, and while even as well-meaning a man as Mr.
A. Carnegie cannot see that the interests of all would be best
D. W. SMITH.
Heston picture gallery all over the land.
served by the employers uniting with the employed to keep
MARVIN, June 16, 289.
up a fair remuneration for work done. If instead of crying
MR. EDITOR: I wish to make a few remarks concerning out, "Oh, we can't compete with so and so, who has forced
our paper, etc. In the first place, the reason that I hav not his workmen to work for less than we are paying," they
remitted sooner is just this. I am acquainted with several would unite with the workmen to compel the delinquent
Freethinkers in and around· this town, and hav received employers to pay fair wages or stop; to say to them, "We
from some of them a partial promis to subscribe, and so are responsible for the welfare of these men from whose
waited in hopes. But when I made. a final appeal they labor we gather our wealth, and we propose that they shall
pleaded that it took too much money-it was too costly a receive a fair day's wages for a fair day's work, and will not
paper, and they would hav to defer to some future time. allow you to ruin both us and them by grinding your men
And now, M.r. Editor and the Truth 8eeker Company, I think down to starvation wages," how much better would this be
than to reduce all to their level! How soon this would break
they were not far from the correct idea.
When Mr. Bennett saw fit in his great heart to increase the feeling of ill will that exists between labor and capital! ·
As regards the importation of foreign labor there are two
the size of the paper I thought it was a financial error. It
was very trying to some of his best friends, but they came to causes. One is the mean employer, who is resolved to break
·the scratch like men. Sister Finch of Nebraska sounds the down wages at all hazards. The other is that the Catholic
keynote in her letter in the last issue, where she says: "We church, the greatest enemy of the people that exists in the
are not living, but just holding on, ready to drop." This is world, is adding to her strength to break down all barriers to.
·the condition (If all the great Western states. There is just her universal power by every ignorant foreigner that lands
one kind of institution flourishing now-that is the three- on our shores. And so long as we allow them to vote at any
. pef-!ieP.t ~ct~olping shops, call!lg l]a!J.~!h They take frolll t)lree ti~\) Mter the:y arriv\') SC? ~gng will tbt~ot greatest of all despot:;
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THE TRUTH SEEKER
isms continue to cause swarms of its most ignorant dupes to
come over here and take the places of our own citizens who
hav been educated at the expense of the state, so that intelligence and not ignorance should cast the ballots, on which
depends the ·welfare of the country, indeed, the very salvation of our republican institutions. Let the universal motto
be, No more ballots in the hands of foreigners, and we shall
beat down both the power of the sordid employer to reduce
the wages of his workmen and forever scotch the power of
the Catholic church to undermine our republican institutions.
I cannot help but notice the difference between the treatment of the Anarchists' case and that of the Clan-na.-Ga.el by
the great mass of the newspapers. They hounded the P"Or
Anarchists to death without a particle of evidence that they
had committed any overt act, and the Methodist preachers
would be satisfied with nothing less than their blood; and
though the principal bloodhound, Blondell the policeman,
has been proved a blackmailer and disgraced, they still slander the memory of those martyrs to the cry of mad dog.
But not a. word in an editorial of the leading papers, rxcept
a. few, against the outrageous crime of the Clan-na.-Ga.el. Oh,
no ! they are Irish and serfs of the pope and hav votes. It
would not do for the politicians to offend them, so all they
hav to fay of Mr. Sullivan is, "What a. brave, cool man he
is l What a manly man he proved himself by submitting to
be arrested!" etc. It is sickening to read the praise of these
~en who could decoy one of their own countrymen to his
death and butcher him like an ox or a. hog, depending. no
doubt, upon their priest to wipe out the sin and giv them
absolution at the last. Ought such men to be admitted as
citizens of these states, who take no oa.tli without a. reservation that they obey the pope or his priests before all else,
even to betra.ytheir own as well as their adopted country, if
the priest demands it? Let the motto of all lovers of their
country be, No more suffrage for any foreigner. Keep them
from voting and you destroy the venomous sting of the
church.
JoHN DowNKs.
CmOAGo, Iu., May 30, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It should be the great desire and aim of
every patriot of civilization to promote truth and justice at
all times, and only those who ha.v souls that can feel for
others as well as for themselvs are worthy of being classed
as patriots. In this age of great progress, surrounded by
many faiths, dogmas, and creeds, is the time for those who
love the truth better than their own lives. to break away
from the confines of any set opinions, and, with the helmet
of justice secured to their person draw the sword of proof
against every cruel creed that can be proved false, and slay
the revengeful tyrants of superstition upon every side.
"Truth is mighty and must prevail" is an old adage, but
which for years has been proved false, or has been rusting
away its intended truthfulness amid the dark ages of controling ignorance. We know not how long it is to remain before the mighty arm of political and religious power is to be
made weak by the advance of science and pure motivs, for
as long as the great mass of mankind are kept in ignorance,
and held in the control of the cunning machinations of a. few,
so long will truth and justice ha.v to breathe the stifling air
of fraud and dominion.
Ignera.nce is the chain that binds the mind to the idols of
preconceived opinions, and can only be broken by the spread
of intelligence coupled with virtue. The same ignorance
fills our prisons and asylums with the poor deluded victims
of misguided control ; the same is the parent of the olden
banner that has been floated high above the heads of the
timid, having written on its face the damnable words,
"Turncoat," to intimidate the weak and ignorant from
leaving the fold of some party or creed, and to hold them in
submission. Such is the stigma. to be seen on the foreheads
of the non-progressiv, who would obstruct the pathway of
the more aspiring who would seek a higher level of moral
and judicial worth. How are we, then, as patriots to the
truth, who would know of nature and her laws, and how to
best conform to such laws in order to reap the greatest possible benefit, to shake off the superstitious fears of our forefathers and climb the ladder of progression without stint or
hindrance? The masses must be educated, not alone in the
common branches of learning, but be taught to think and
reason within themselvs that they may break away from
every tie that binds them to creeds. or opinions, and with
minds unprejudiced seek more advanced ideas of known
truths. How can we best do this? is one of the great questions of the day.
l't'Ioney is power, and has for ages been accumulating in
the church treasury of the world until her millions outnumbei' the hairs of our head ; her devotees hav been forced by
fraud and favor to giv to the Lord; her power ig nearly
supreme; her precepts most vile; her Jesuitical oaths most
terrible. So in a [teat degree most other creed-loving denominational sects of religious and political partisans.
Again is asked, How can we best turn the tide of erring nature? We ha.v able men in the lecture field, fearless editors
dispensing words of truth that those who need may learn,
many Liberal-minded filling high positions in our schools and
colleges, even from some of our pulpits are being issued great
progressiv truths, and while the speakers are advocates of
fallacious mythology, they are honest and willing to accept
truth as fast as it is unfolded to them. Still the great mass
are unca.red for, and remain in ignorant bliss, easy victims
of the wily who are ever seeking their 'downfall. Many will
not attend the lectures of the deepised Infidels, are ashamed
to be seen reading Secular papers or attend church where
liberal thoughts are expressed. So bigoted are many that
they dare not think different from their ancestors or preceptors, and fear that old scarecrow, "Turncoat." But
few business men of our country really believe in church,
creed, or the divinity of Christ, but are ignorant of the real
fnct§, au!l pontinue to §!lpport the chur()h for the ~.a.~\l !lf
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wife and children, believing the church to be the only pro- was as old as Methuselah; that there was only one true God;
moter of good morals, when the reverse is true. This is the that there were two devils, but he had massacred one; that
class we must rescue, the careless and unthoughtful. How the police who turned the key upon him would be damned,
are we to do it? is again asked. My answer is, to sow the and that he expected Christ on the first train. Thus it I!!
seeds of truth, in small quantities, but well over the land, seen that religious insanity is but an unhappy mixture of
that the beautiful flowers of virtue can be seen and the per- faith and ignorance.
The so-called elders who are advancing the Adventist docfumed air breathed by the unthinking, unaware of their presence, for if sown in large quantities the whole will be_ pulled trin hav been visited by several of the Freethinking gentle.
men of Portsmouth, who find that they come no nearer
up and burnt by the watchful deceivers of men.
The Liberal class are said to be financially unable to oil the solving the mysteries of life and death than the reverends of
troubled waters of sectarian fraud sufficiently to enable the other denominations. One young man handed them a list of
great ship of ecientific truth to pass over the vast sea. of su- impossibilities found in the Bible. They refrained from
perstition, but can we not unite in putting before the youth, answering on the epot, and said they would preach a. sermon
the thoughtless, the honest, and even the denominational explaining them away. As yet the sermon has not resounded
saint such tracts as will bring our whole country under mis- on the evening air.
"We are in our last days," said an Adventist. "Christ
sionary control, not such as placed before the heathens of
other lands, that ha.v proved such a curse instead of a bless- can be expected at MY hour, at any moment."
" It seems to me that he has boarded a. late train," retorted
ing, but such as will put confidence hi the breast of every
individual, and make them know that to do right is justifi- an unbelieving. man, when a wit standing close by dropped
able, that error cannot be forgiven-tracts that will in the remark: " The probability is he was on one of the
improve upon the Sermon on the Mount, such as can trains in the Johnstown washout. His father forsook him as
be printed at small cost and distributed free by those in the first coming, and didn't make the waves run uphill.
interested in doing good? The standard of intelligence That would hav been a. bully place for Lambert to ba.v
will be raised many fold in a. short time. .Show up the rec- shown Bob Ingersoll how easy it is for water to climb a.
ords of the past, giving lhe principles and misdoings of mountain."
A few evenings since a. furniture factory in this city was
those who hav lived by faith in the supernatural, instead of
relying upon their own independence. Build up as well as entirely consumed by fire, the owner of which is superintear down ; let the lecturers, the editors, and the reformers tendent of a. Sabbath-school. Across the street was a. saloon,
of all classes keep at work, and, in addition to lheee, raise a and within a stone's throw was Brown's liquor store. A
fund for printing selected missionary tracts, in large quan- passer-by appropriately remarked: " The flames devour.
tities, to flood the country and educate the people. An The Sunday-school superintendent's property burns as wdl
ounce of prevention is worth a round of cure. Our people as that of the Infidel. And in this case liquor establishments
are naturally honest, but avaricious, and think more of are left standing as mementoes of God's goodness and mercy
wealth and powers, coupled with public favor, than to know to those who follow him and do his biddin_g;, I suppose."
WILL B. ANDRI!S.
the truth and be guided thereby.
Could not the Freethinkers of America subscribe liberally,
MARTINSBURG, W. VA., June 16, 1889.
according to t.heir means, to eecure an establishment of our
MR. EDITOR: As a. friend of Freethought and a. reader of
own to .print vast quantities of tracts, selected by a chosen
committee from among the good Liberals of our nation, and your interesting paper, I desire to contribute for publication
mail to each locality-to true and noble workers-tracts in some more of my views of the great question of life and
circular form, such as, will enlighten the great mass and bring death. As I grow older, the more I am convinced that the
about such a soul-cheering revival of Freethought as was great Freethought movement is the only means to insure
complete individual liberty. This conviction springs from
never before known?
The church is fast seizing the refns of temporal control my own experience, observation, and knowledge. I ha.v
and we will soon be inclosed within the walls of its ven- come to be an individualist. I take my lessons from no man
geance. Shall we remain idle and be content with what we or collection of men ; I think for myself, and act accordare now doing, until again folded within the pythonic coils ingly. There ought to be no followers, but all leaders. I
of ecclesiastical power? Or will we guard and protect the want no man or woman to follow me unless they think for
individuality of this great free republic before it is everla.st;.; themselvs. Then all can be leaders. Christianity is made up
ingly too late? Men must be taught to forsake party and of followers-those who fear to think, and accept anything
creed and unite for one common interest of protection; lest without demanding proof. Of course all people ha.v lhe
the deceiving politico.religio factions of party strife continue same right to believe as they please; all ha.v equal rights,
in the future, like the pa~, to defraud us of our just rights and to protect and preserve the personal rights of all is the
as free and independent citizens. The ignorant masses are object and aim of Liberalism.
One Liberal friend in South Dakota., writing to me, says
being imposed upon by perfumed words and promises of
pretended reformers, and thereby vote away their legal Freethought in itself will not lead us to the goal. He insists
rights until at last, when too late, we will find ourselvs in that the wrongs of labor must be righted first. That mental
the power of our enemies, who are filling their coffers from liberty is not of much benefit when labor is so poorly pa.td.
off our misguided, but honest, errors, and we, lhe common He is in favor of the single tax as the remedy. I admit his
people, made slaves and dupes to their wishes. The logic. The condition of labor in this country is deplorable.
ch•uches control the political parties, and the political par- But I cannot see how labor is to be emancipated. Capital is
so strongly intrenched and so powerful that it seems to be
ties the people.
What is the remedy, but to educate the people to do their monarch of all it surveys. Labor is helpless simply because
own thinking, to work and vote accordingly? To this end it cannot cope with capital. Nothing can be done but by
let us keep our lecturers and editors at work; purify our universal and complete organization of labor. It is growing
public schools; flood our land with short but meritorious more and more a. tremendous problem. But, like all other
sta. tistica.l records of the past, together with scientific truths problems under the inexorable natural law, it will be the
as developed from the great storehouse of nature; disprove survival of the fittest. The condition of humanity is far
the fallacious theories of mythology; drive delusion from from satisfactory. As long as prejudice and selfishness ex\st
our midst, that the real may be known. Seek to know from in human nature, justice will be unknown. Who is responwhence we came, and not throw the blame of undeveloped sible for this state of affairs? The Christians, for they comnature u_pon some sup~sed deity of whom nothing is known, pose the great majority of the people, and nearly all the
but leach that each is the author of his or her own worth. wealth is in their hands. In one word, they rule this country, and Freethinkers are at a fearful disadvantage. But
A. D. SwAN.
Liberal ideas are spreading in spite of opposition.
I insist that mental freedom alone will lead to the goal. I
PORTSMOUTH, 0., June 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : This week finds our city all torn up over the know the evil of superstition and religi.ons delusions, and
removal of two of the most efficient teachers of her public when humanity are free from those they are just as free as it
schools, one a pure and noble yol'lng lady, Miss Kate Kinney, is possible to be. Then we can direct our power against
who is fighting the battle of life alone, and the other, a. other great wrongs that are created by the unjust conditions
widow, Mrs. Neliie Reiniger, with ·three helpless children and circumstances of life. As long as might makes right
upon her hands. Their friends are discouraged and the there will never be justice to downtrodden humanity. The
public are indignant. Their fervices were dispensed with, most deserving often fail, while the unworthy often succeed.
without notice, and witbout charges of any. kind. Locked And yet Christianity proclaims the existence of a God who
up in a. secluded room, skulking from the sight of the world, rules the destiny of men and nations. I believe that fate
the board of education, composed of church deacons, Knights itself rules our destiny. All must meet their fate, whatever
Templa.r, and believers in the Presbyterian God and the Con- it may be, and all are doomed to one common fate, death, so
fession of Faith, declared these noble, pure, and goo.d wom- all are marching on to their eternal fate.
I saw lately in your paper an article from one of your suben's services dispensed Vl'ith. The members of the board
ha.v satisfied their wounded pride, and now offer up to their cribers where he examined the Bible and found no proof of a
" almighty friend" prayers, beseeching mercy and aid for future life. That's the question to be answered by Christian1he helpless ones they hav cast aside. It causes me to say, ity. Giv us rational evidence and we will believe. But there
is a screw loose in the universe. The horror at Johnstown,
"0 consistency! thou art a. jewell"
I must not forget the Seventh Day Adventists, who are Pa., is talked of by the superstitious as God's vengeance on
exhibiting under canvas spread on a vacant lot in the east the wicked. I heard it stated, but I laughed at it. I know
end of the city.. They hav figured it out that the time for that nothing can happen on earth without a. material cause;
the second coming of Christ was up in 1844. The Millerites and if the visitation of God should come it would be a uniset this same year for the destruction of the world, and versal visitation, for wickedness can be found more or less
ascension robes were prepared by many of them. As a. result everywhere. This shows what superstition is. He or she
of this " second coming" scheme one person has become who is intelligent and brave, wjth mental liberty, possesses
crazed. His name is James Smallridge, and he now occupies the greatest fortune on earth. So every man, woman, and
an apartment in the Athens Asylum, having been sent there child ought to do their best to secure this happy result.
Saturday. He came to Portsmouth a compa.ra.tiv stranger. Children ought to be raised to think for themselvs, in Colonel
He visited the Adventists' tent, commonly called the " Cot;.; Ingersoll's way. Morality is the highest goodness on earth.
ton" church, one night, and the following day was raving Let our lives be guided by the law of love, and not by fear of
mad on religion. Whether the Adventists unbalanced him things not seen and that do not exist; learning to be brave
or not I am unable to say. At any rate, he roamed about enough to meet our fate, wl atever it may be; and learning
the city proclaiming their doctrin. He was locked up by that eternal vigilance i& the l_lt:i<;(l o~ Uf.l< ~.s well as liberty. ·
'1;'. ,"J'. CoNNli;Rfl,
the police, and ill bi.~ Qell. lll( fx:~nticall;r.rav(ld.. ]:;l(l e!!id he
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Edited btl Miss SusAN H. WaoN, ll'all
Rifler, .Mass., to tDhom all (]omm'IJIII,icationafor

his 00'J"'n6r should b6 unt.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's ooonpationl
That is known &B the Ohlldren's Hour."

Poetry in Robert Ingersoll's Prose Say.
ings.
Life is a narrow vale beneath the qold
And barren peaks of two eternities.
We strive in vain to look beyond the bights.
We cry aloud-and the only answer
Is the echo of onr wailing cry.
From the voiceless lips of the nnreplying dead
There comes no word; but in the night of death ·
Hope Eees a star and listening love can hear
The rustle of a wing.
These myths were born of hopes and fears and
tears
And smiles ; and they were tonohed and colored
By all there is of joy and grief between
The rosy dawn of birth and death's sad night.
They clothed e:ven the stars with passion,
And gave to II'Ods the faults and frailties
OI the sons of men. In them the winds
And waves were mnsio, and all the lakes and
Streams and springs-the mountains, woods, and
perfumed dells,
Were haunted by a thousand fairy forms.

The Old-fashioned Fourth.
Oh, I hear that there's talking all over the town
OI an old-fashioned Fourth of July.
Sn~h a thing might draw even onr forefathers
down
From their mansions of rest in the sky.
So mnoh modern nonsense has taken the place
Of the simple old ways and the simple old grace,
That it's good to see signs of a slight change of
base,
And an old-fashioned Fourth of July !
Oh, theater bells and ohnrch bells all rang ont
like mad
On an old-fashioned Fourth of July!
And statesman spoke ~peaches-sometimes pretty
bad,
And down South the old "annties" sold pie;
And the volunteer troops-which were then called
militiaParaded all day and drank till they were fishy,
And the bands played old tunes-not these washywishyOn the old-fashioned Fourth of July!
And well-loaded anvil went off with a bang
As the forenoon went noiselesly by;
And when evening came on, why, the little BkY·
rocket
Fizzed straight np in search of a heavenly pocket.
And the fire-cracker rattled and cracked with a
shook-it
Played hob with the Fourth of July,
Oh, the old-fashioned Fourth of July
Oan•t be had without having it high,
When the fireworks blaze yon may talk of old
days,
Bnt a rocketless Fourth is a lie!
-Philat!elphia NetDs.

A. Bedtime Song.
From the Freaertcr.: NetDs.

Sway to and fro in the twilight gray,
This is the ferry for shadowtown :
It always sails at the end of the day

Just as the darkness is closing down.
Rest, little head, on my shoulder so,
A sleepy kiss is the only fare ;
Drifting away from the world we go,
Baby and I in the rocking-chair.
See, where the firelogs glow and spark,
Glitter the lights of the shadow land;
The pelting rains on the window, hark l
Are ripples lapping upon its strand.
There where the mirror is glancing dim,
A lake with its shimmering cool and still;
Blossoms are waving above its brim,
Those over there on the window sill.
Rook slow, more slow in the dusky light,
Silently lower the anchor down ;
Dear little passeDlrer, say good-night,
We've reached the harbor of Bhadowtown.

The Flag of Our Union.
Our beautiful American flag was not always
of the same style as at present. From its
first appearance until now, it has undergone
several important and radical changes. Before I he rebellion against British tyranny and
intolerance, the colonies reverenced the flag
of the mother country, as was just and
proper. After they had fully decided to resist the encroachments of England, and to
start out " on their own hook," so to speak,
they began to think of a flag of their own
under which to rally their forces. So they
constructed a rough image of a rattlesnake
and placed it upon a large square of plain
cloth without a bar, star, or cross. This
pictured rattlesnake was cut ;n thirteen pieces,
which was emblematical of the number of
colonies at that time in the United States.
Beneath the snake, in large capital letters,
were these words: ''Unite or die." Some
of the colonies were not favorably impressed
with the undertaking to fight old Englandhence the imperativ injunction. Later on,

however, when they were more in harmony
with the idea, the flag was made somewhat
larger, and a more perfectly designed rattlesnake was placed upon it with this motto :
"Don't tread on me!"
Why did our forefathers select this emblem
of a serpent for a national emblem? This
question was asked Benjamin Franklin, who
gave the following ill .reply :
"By inquiry and from study I learned that
the ancients considered the serpent as· an
emblem of wisdom, and, in some attitudes,
of endless duration. Also that a country is
often represented by animals peculiar to that
country. The rattlesnake is found only in
America. Its eyes are exceedingly bright
and without eyelids-emblems of vigilance.
It never begins an attack, and it never surrenders-emblem of magnanimity and courage. It never wounds even its enemies till
it generously give them warning not to tread
upon it-which is emblematical of the spirit
of the people who inhabit its country. It
appears apparently weak and defenseless, but
its weapons are nevertheless formidable. Its
poison is the necessary means for the digestion of its food, but certain destruction to its
enemies-showing the power of American
resources. Its thirteen rattles, the only part
which increases in number, are yet so united
that they cannot be disconnected without
breaking them to pieces, showing the impossibility of an American republic without a
union of states. A single rattle 'will giv no
sound alone, but the ringing of the thirteen
together is sufficient to startle the boldest
man alive. It has beauty in youth, which
increases with age. Its tongue is forked as
the lightning, and its abode is among the impenetrable rocks."
This rattlesnake flag did not, however, suit
the people altogether, and on June 14th,
1777, the Continental Congress passed a law
declaring that the flag of the proposed Free
and Independent States should be composed
of " thirteen stripes, red and white alternate,
and that the union be thirteen white stars on
a blue field, representing a new constellation."
The idea of the white stars being taken, it is
said, from the constellation Lyra, which is
signi:ficant of peace and harmony. Why was
the color of the field blue?
The Covenanters of Scotland carried a blue
banner, and blue was the symbol of truth,
and the colonies had covenanted together
against tyranny and oppression. The stars
upon the flag were placed in a circular shape
indicativ of endless duration, while the number thirteen (stripes and stars) denoted the
number of the colonies, and the mutual dependence and equality. As the blue was emblematic of truth and fidelity, so the red was
the symbol of daring and defiance, and white
was the signal of purity.
This flag was floated to the breeze first,at
the battle of Saratoga, Oct. 7, 1777, by the
man who afterward became a traitor to the
flag he then bore-Benedict Arnold. It is
told that when he fled to England after he
had betrayed his trust, he carried the original
flag and his uniform to that country.
In 1794 the flag wa~> changed to fifteen
stripes of either color, and the same number
of stars. This was done by an act of Congress, because two new Rtates had been added
to the Union. After the war of 1812, six
years later, it was again changed to the original thirteen. It had been thought that as a
new state should be admitted the fact should
be symbolized by another stripe and star.
This addition, it was seen, would make the
flag a cumbersome affair, hence the idea was
very sensibly abandoned, and the flag remains
as we see it to-day.
It represents a free country and free institutions. It stands for a free press, free
speech, free schools, and free thought. Our
forefathers labored to establish the principies
of freedom, and left them to be maintained
by those who followed them. Everyone
should strive to maintain those just and true
principles at every cost, and then the glorious
old ll.ag will always float o'er "1he land of
the free and the home of the brave."

How Celluloid Is MadP.
While everybody has heard of or seen or
used celluloid, only a few know what it is
composed of or how it is made. -The following is a description of the process carried out
in a factory near Paris, for the production of
celluloid : A roll of paper is slowly unwound,
and at the same time is saturated with a mixture of five parts of sulphuric acid and two
parts of nitric acid, which falls upon the
paper in a fine spray. This changes the cellulose of the paper into pyroxylin (gun cotton). The excess of the ~ci\l ~~~~ been

Miss Wixon's Works.

expelled- by pressure, the paper is washed
with plenty of water until all traces of acid
hav been removed. It is then reduced to a
pulp, and passes on to a bleaching trough. All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800!!P.,_,S1.50.
Most of the water having been got rid of by Apples or ~old. And Other Stories
means of a strainer, the pulp is mixed with
for BJI}'B and Girls. 12mo, 8B8pp., $1.25from twenty to forty per cent of its weight in Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handeome
and Interesting Book, Without Snpersti·
camphor and the mixture thoroughly tritution for Children and Youth. The Only Freerated under millstones. The necessary colorthinkers' Ohildren's Story-Book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
ing having been added in the form of powder,
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
a second mixture and grinding follows. The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
finely divided pulp is then spread out in thin
layers on slabs, and from twenty to twenty.JUST PUBLISJIED %
five of these layers are placed in a hydraulic
press, separated from one another by some
TRB
sheets of thick blotting paper, and are subjected to a pressure of one hundred and fifty
atmospheres, until all traces of moisture hav
A OOLLEOTION OF
been got rid of. The matter is then passed
Orjginaland
Selected Hymns
between rollers heated to between 140° and
(Word& and Music)
150° Fahrenheit, whence it issues in the form
For Liberal and Etlll«lal Societies,
of elastic sheets.-Tltg In'Dentor.

Cosmian Hymn Book,
For Schools and tile Home.

His Poor Brother.
A .boy may be homesick enough to feel
badly, and even to cry, and yet not quite
homesick enough to lose his self-possession.
Little Bennie was away from home for the
first time in his life-away from father,
mother, sister, and his twin brother Georgie.
He was sleeping alone for the .first time, alw,
and his little heart was heavy.
The room was dark, the house was strange,
the mice in the walls made frightful noises.
Bennie's soul was filled with apprehension,
and after a while he lifted up his voice and
wept sorely.
''What is the matter, Bennie?" called his
aunt from an adjoining room.
" The matter? Boo-hoo ! The matter? I
was just a-thinking how Georgie is a-missing
of me. Boo-hoo !"

COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.PruoE,
$1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Place, New York

THE

-

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A

(]OMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.

By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a rem~rkable book, il! which un!~er
sal history is "boiled down" With snrpnsmg
skill.-[Literary World.
. .
.
Ion turn over his pages with a fasomat10n Blm·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.:-[Inter-Ooean.
.
His history has a continuity, a rash, a carrYlllg
power, which reminds ns strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
.
.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, m the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a style that reminds ns of MManlay.
Correspondence.
-[Penn Monthly.
VIOTORIA, TEx., June 7, 1889.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 548pp., $1.75.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
write to the Corner. Papa has taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER four years, and said he would
take it if it should cost $5. Victoria has
about six thousand inhabitants, and eleven
churches-where they try to take care of a
person's soul-and not a hospital to take care A. Memoir of Ohristian.and Extra-Christian Expeof his body. I am a member of the Wagner's
nenoe.
Silver Cornet Band and play solo alto, and in
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
the strin~ band I play the flute. I will send
A vecy critical analysis of both Protestantism
you the Rt'Diew to-day.
;md Oatholioism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two BYB·
Yours truly,
OTTO HAUSOHILD.
tems It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure "logic is capable of in:flicting.-[Oritioal ReBONHAM, TEx., June 11, 1889.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.75.
DEAR Miss WIXON, Kind Friend: This is view.
our second letter to THE TRUTH 8ERKER. We
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
liv four miles north of Bonham. It has been
raining all day and farmers are getting beTHE STRUGGLE
hind with their crops. We like to read THE
J!'OB
.,
TRUTH SEKKRR and Children's Corner, and
always read the Corner the first thing. We
would like to correspond with some of the
In which the an thor shows the repeated attempts
children of the Corner. We will close, hop. of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundaing to see this in print.
tion of the religion of every age; dw!Jlling at
We remain your friends,
length upon the wrongs of Irelanq, and, m detail·
·
SARAH WHITE AND RosA HoLLAND.
ing the account of slavery in th1B conntry1 calls
the attention of thinking men !J.nd women to the
position of womankind in Amenoa. Throngh~nntJ
MOODY, TEx., June 18, 1889.
the
work is replete with astounding facts w o
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would weighty
arguments which cannot fail to interest
write a few lines to the Children's Corner. I the minds of this age.
am ten years old. I hav been going to school,
By THEO. 0. SPENOER.
but my echool is out now. We hav two
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
heifers, two horses, a cow, calf, and a colt.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
I hav one brother- fourteen years old. Jl'!:y
28 LafaJette Place, New York.
grandpa and grandma are rich. They belong
to the church. There are three churches in
town. My father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Great Centennial Oration
and I read a good many of the pieces in it.
Oll THII:
Hoping to see this in print, I remain,
Your little friend,
ALLIE FITOH.

ROME~

REASON

Religious and Political Libertv.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Declaration of ln~epen~ence,

BAVARIA, KAN., June 19, 1~89.
ALSO THE
DEAR Miss WIXON: We hav taken THE
TRUTH SEEKER many years. We could hardly
~mmorlal Document,
do without it. As I am a lover of children, I
And the National Anthem entitled:
take great interest in their letters. I think
George Remsburg writes noble letters. I hav "LAND OF LIBERTY,.
heard his f~>ther lecture twice, and hope to
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
hear him again soon.
Inclosed are a few lines on the death of a
Address Til& TRUTH BEEKER 00MPANYo
neighbor's child, little Lena Hall. If it meets
your approbation, please print it, as the grandfather takes THE TRUTH SEEKER.
As this is my first letter to a paper, I will
IS A
clos;o.
Free
Journal,
Yours for truth, liberty, and morality,
ADVOCATING
MRs. 0. I. DEAN.
[Our friend will please excuse us for Natural Rights and Natural Law!
Free Land I lhee Excrtange I
omitting the verses. The sentiment contained
in them is good, but the construction is im- Free Speech I Free Press I F1•ee Thought I
perfect, anq they would read better in prose. Holds that Oconpanoy and Uae is the only rightful title to .Land.
Little Lena is safe from all that could hurt or
We invite the co-operation of earnest men and
harm. Her little life had its mission, and
women throughout t)le world !
her sweet memory will be ever precious to subscrlptton Price, $1.50. T1·ial, ttco montlts, 25c.
Liberal terms to agents and club~.
those who knew and loved her.-ED. C. C.]
Address
THE ARBITRATOR,
16~3 Blake St., Denver, Ool.

THE ARBITRATOR

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TWELVE OTHER DIBOOURSES OF REASON.
B'IJ 0. B. PJWTHINGH.AM.
E~~f.. ~lo~h, 1~o, ~aspv-~ ~~-

CORRESPONDENCE.
Two Liberal gentlemen of intelligence and good
moral character, solicit correspondence with ladies
of like characteristicf. ~ Wishes to h~ar from
la.dies (Spiritualists preferred) b~tween ~5 and 50;
B, from ladies between 23 and 3'1. Object: Im~
provement, matrimony.
Address
2t21>
A. A. BRUNO, Whleling, W.Va.•
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HOW TO

SISTER LUCY

Strengthen the :Memory,
HER AW_fUL DISCLOSURES.
AND

.

TnE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM.
OB,
By CAPT. R. C. ADAMs, President of Montreal
As TO NEW HALL 00NVENT.
NATURAL AND BOmNTIFIO METHODS OF
Pioneer Freethon!lht Olnb; author of
And a Few Words on Auricular Oonfession.
"Travels in Faith from TraNEVER FORGETTING.
dition to Reason,"
Price, 10 cents.
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
and
shows us how to keep our memories in good work"Evolution-A SumMary of Evidence."
POSifiV18
CALENDAR.
repair them when out of order,"
A compendium of scientific and oritioallorP. Each day and month of the year bein&: named in&: condition andPrice
by mail $1.
Best haudbook for introducing the general
aUer
the
great
benefactors
of
the
race,
reader to the principles and data on which Raportr&lts
are
11i'Ven.
In·
whose
tionalism is ba~ed.
stitnted by Aug. Oomte.
Paper, 12mo, 100pp., 25 cents.
lJy M. L. HoLBBOOK, M.D.
Oards, 111.14 ; printed on hath sides, 25 cents ; '>n
· two cards, 35 cents.
Qodevs Ladfi'B Boot says: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains Is most im_1>ortant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
Paper, P cenh.
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Parturition Without Pain.

E;:;?a~2Jbl.<?n~T!oa~?~£~Y.
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FALSE CLAIMS

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIB r,E STORIES,
ESSA.YS, and LECTURES.

OF THE OHUROll.
J. E. REMSBURG,
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, 75 cents.

BY D. M. BENNETT,
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents.

BBNNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
"Jesus the Lord God, Oreator of Heaven and
Earth."
ByD, M. BENNETT and REv. Mn. TEED.
Paper, ao cents.

~ESAHT-HATCHARD Ot8AT~.
BETWEEN
ANNIK BKSANT AND BKV. A, HATOHABD
ON
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Oharacier, and the
Influence of Ohristianity.
Price, 25 cents.

BIBLE TEMPERANCE.
Liquor-D1·inking Commended, Defended, and Enjoined by
the Bible.
By E. c. WALKKB.
10 cents.

·ECONOMIC EQUITIEf.

SEXUAL. PHYSIOLOCY

AND HYGmNE, or, THE MYBTEBIEBOF MAN.
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
T he most perfect .book for men and women ever
published, fiO.OOO sold. Price $2, by mail. Dlnstrated catalog free,

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Prodnoing
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
The SofenttiiO .Amertcan says : " This work is
soientifto, sober, olean, and worthy of conscientious consideratiOn by every possible parent, and
partionla.rly by the young." $1.

EATING FOR STRENGTH;

OB,
oF FOOD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WonK,
· The New York Herald says: "Dr. Holbrook's
book ill amon&: the very best of its kind."
The Home and Garelen says : "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
By J. K. INGALLS.
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
every day in providing for a family, besides inPrioe,2ioents.
Oomparing the Bible's B;et Teachings and Bay. ; - - - - - - - . . . . : . - - - - - - - - - creasing health, strength, and longevity," $1.
Address THK TRUTH BllEKBB Oo:l
ings with those of Philosophers who
28 Lafaye"e Place, ~ew York.
Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
ANCIENT AND MODERN.
By G. 0. DARLING.
Paper,
50 cents.
By J, A. FROUDE.
25 cents.
Price,
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

A

LAws

OoMPEND oF THE NATURAL
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
ExorrANGE.

BIBLE BAL AN CED .

sc.·ence and Theology.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

~l~l~ fA~~ICATiOHS REfUTED. Ingersoll on McGlynn.
Errors Exposed.
By 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY CRTJJ1ES and VICES
Sanctioned by Scriptttre.
By J, E. REMSBURG.
Price, 2~ cents.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
3J,, 30o. per dozen, $2 per 100.
girls and a younger brother who were lett parent·
less, with little money, fair educa.tlonhand much
courage, to make their way through t e world by
g_oing to Ohioago. The author is a!Bo the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workOn the Labor Question,
in&: girl's life and experience in the oityof Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
By K. G lN'GE R.50LL.
and disreputable hypocrite. It is lust such a story
Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for ~5.
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is snro to be worth the attention
ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
OPENING BPJIEOH TO THll JUBY
in the suit of the

LAY SERMON.

Bankers' and Merehantt' Tele·
trraph Company
against the

Twentieth Century.
DEVOTED TO

By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

We11tet'fi Utdon Telegraph Company

Secular Religion and Social llegeneration.

Price, 10 oerits.

BUDDRIS -r NIHILISM.

THE STAGt AND THE PULPIT.

HUGH 0, PENTEOOST, EDITOR.
It contains. besides crisp and pointed editorials
and oon tribntions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity congregation.
It is the only so-called "Liberal "paper that advocates radical social re&:eneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free dis.
onssion of all religions and eoonomio theories.
Sixteen pages. Issued weekly, Annual subsorip.
tion, $~. nr' Sample Oopies Free. All11nbsoribers
will rllileive a copy of Mr. Pentecost's book," What
I Believe." Address :
TWENTIETH OENTURY PUBLISHING 00.,
No.4 WARREN Sr., NEw YoBK.

By MAx MuLLER, M.A.
Price, 10 cents.

By R. G. INGERSOLL.

GOLDEN ME.A.N in Temperance
and Religion.
BY JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

Price, 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100.

lHE TRUlH OF HISTORY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

Price, 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per uo.

INSPIRATION OF BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

Is the God of Israel the True God?

Christianit~ and Mateliallsm,

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Price, 15 cents.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
·
WASHINGTON TBBBITOBY.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.
By 0. B. WBITFOBD, M.D.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
Price, H cents.
London.
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., Lon- CHRISTUNITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
don, E. C.
HISTORICA.L ST!NDPOINT.
AUBTBAtiA.
BY w. N. McLAREN.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Mf\rket st., Sydney, N.S. W.
Paper, 50 cents.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W.
NKW ZEALAND,
Chronicles of Simon Christianns.
A. D. Willis, Wanp;anui.
Adventures in the Land
of Oosmos. New Scripture {evidently inspir~d)
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A.Jioox.
Prloe, 25 cents.
As a Means for the Production of
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THE CRISIS.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE

DEVIL~

Na•rative of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua,
AND
Judges, and the New T.estament.
0THKB BIOGBAPHIOAL SKBTOHKS AND EssAYS.
Price, 25 oen ts.
BY 0HABLEB BBADLAUGH,
With Portraita.nd Autobiography,
Extra cloth, gold baok and Bide stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, S1.2G.
PBOTBST AGAINST PKBBKOUTION.
Address
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By 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price,.15 cents.

Masonic Yin dication of Right.
MIRACLES
AND

MIRACLE- WORKERS.
By JOHN P EOK.
Price,

.

10 cents.

!I'Hll

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUBBIOl'l BETWBEl'l

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLEB,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Oonftiot between Genesis and Geolo&:y.
We ca.n recommend the three Processes operated
by this Oompa~.
12rno, 178 pages, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7fi cents.
13y THOMAS PA1NE.
Their ZINO ETOHINGS for cheii.J) and coarse Written dnrinlr the Ameri~an Revolution, and by
newspaper work, and their MOSS-TYPE process,
order of Ganeral Washington read
by which enaravings are made direot from l!hototo the a•ruy.
graphs, as well as their MOSS PROOEBS OF
Paper, 40 cents ; olotb, 7.5.
PHOTO-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
By OuAB. STEPHENSON.
other like methods.
Address
1 cent ; 50 cents per hundred ; $3 per thousand.
MOSS ENGRAVING 00.,
~35 Pearl St., New York.

''Onr .Father in Heaven."

-~--

TH111

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Bizty-fl'De Years' In'Da;riable Buooess.
FOB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OB EABB, Immediate relief from'Grannlations, Inflammations,'
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of E:res. Deafness, Drummmg, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled b:L a few applications. Oatarrhal difficulties of Eyes or ~ars instantly removed. Bent the world over.:··>Box with instrno·
tions, by mail, 25 oonts.
B. A. NEALEJ.
10t28
Shakers P. 0, N.Jr:.
W"

CULTIVATION OF JRT

I

ITS RELATIONS TO
RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MONKY-GKTTING
By A. n. cooPER.
Paper, 20 c.; flexible olo., 3'.

THE D.A.RWINS. A Domestic Rad-

PERBON.AL EXIBTENOE
.AFTER DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.
10 cents.

WH.A.T LIBER.A.LISJI OFI,ER!ol IN
PLA.CE OF CHRISTI.A.NITY.

ioal Romance. BY Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50J.; olo., '15.

BY B. F. UNDKBWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
18 Lafayette Pl., New York.

VINELAND,_ N_.J.
Similar advertisments from unreliable practitioners ha v been frequently assailed and exposed
by the press, but Dr. Fellows stands foremost in
his profession, and it is safe to trust him. Being
"atanoh LIBERAL is fnrlher proof of his reliabil··
lty.-National Ytew.

RUPTURES

CUREDb~

m Medical Compound and lm roved
i!la•tlc Sn_pporter Truss in~rom30 tond
UO dalf•· Rell~>ble tllference• g Yen. 8e
•tamp ivrcircul•r,and •<Ill ;,.dd'"""'J!!Iafi(IP
JIOIIIBtD mv adv ...tilemenl. A reatl
w.:.-~4M'a.'~&.
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He whittled out a set o• ohesstmen onc't o• laurel
root.
Dnrin' the Army-got his trade o• surgeon there! own
To.day a finger ring Doc made out of a Sesesh
Song of the Ghost-Seer.
bone;
·
Not c.v3ry man is dead that you meet no more on An• glued a fiddle on.J't for me-jes• all so busted
the street;
you
No)t always the heart is warm when the cheeks 'D a throwed the thing awaY, but he fixed her a.s
with blushes heat;
good as new.
Not always the kindly meant act is taken well
And take Doc, now, in ager, say, er bileB, er
meant and kind;
rheUma!is,
Not alway& a face that is fair betokens a gentle
And all afil.ictions thatawa.y, and he's the best
mind.
they is.
'Tis sad when your friend is dead, or you meet Er landers, milksiok, I don't keer-k· yore anything
· him no more on the street ;
he triesYea I I grieve for the proud hot heart that makes A abscess; getherin• in yer yeer; er granilated
bittel' things most sweet;
eyes.
A face that is fair is good, but better a gentle
There was the Widder Daubenspeck they all giv
heart,
up fer dead;
• ria well to know and love them, though bitter the
A blame cowbunole on her neck and olean out of
pang to part.
her head I
I love not sorrow, I own it, yet many woes filled F1rst had this doctor, what's-his name, from
my cup;
"Pnddlesburg,'' and then
To the lips, a.b, me! it was bitter, but it healed Thfs little red head, "Burnin' Shame" they call
when I drank it up;
him-Dr. Glenn.
Friend€, rna bl•ron I made them and lost them, as
And they " consulted" on the case and claimed
the bright stars rise and set.
she'd haf to die.
Of friends wme lead astray like stars, but I love
I jes• was joggin• by'the place and heard her dorter
their memories Yet.
cry,
And they come still like ghosts in sunlight, the And stops and ca.lls her to the fence; and 1-says-I,
friends of those other years.
"Let me
S >me faces all brightly sunlit, some wet with a Send Sifers-bet you fifteen cents he'll k-yore
rain of tears;
her I" "Well," says ehe,
They come and they leave me lonely, they come "Light out I" she says. And, lipp.tee·cnt I I
and they make me glad.
loped in town, and rid
The unbidden guests of my spirit, with greetings
'Bout two hours more to find him, but I kuss€d
grim or sad.
him when I did.
TheY walk by my aide in the city; though you see He was down at the ennsmith shop a stnffin'
not, they are nigh,
birds. Says he,
And I ofttimes pass you Ut>knowing, for the dead "My iulky's broke." S~ys I, "You hop right on
hold my mind and eye;
and ride with me I"
Yes, I fain would love the .Jiving, but I must not I got him there. "Well, Aunty, ten days k-yores
forget the dead;
you," Sifeu said,
TueY whisper me words of wonder and tales that "Bat what's yer idy livin' when yer ies' as good as
may not be s.oLid.
dead?~
I liv in the land of phantoms though I walk in the And there's Dave Banks-lea• back from war without a. scratchways of men;
I see in the day and sunlight what the dreamer's Got ketohed up in a. sickle-bar, a reaper runawaYeye can ken;
His shoulders, arms, and hands and legs jes•
I know what is done in the distance, and I know
sawed in strips! And Jake
of deeds to be,
Dnnn starts fer B1fers-feller begs to shoot him
For the poet and seer and dreamer hav met in the
fer God sake.
heart of me.
-Donahoe's Magazine.
Doc, •course, was gone, but he had penned the
notice, "At Big BearBe back to-morrow ; gone to •tend the Bee ConvenOver the Banist!'r.
tion there."
Over the banister leans a face,
Bnt Jake, he tracked him-rid and rode the whole
Tender and full of meaning.
endurin' night,
I see her still with a dainty grace
And •bout the time the roosters crowed they both
Above her banjo leaning,
hove into sight.
While by her side I watch her hand
Doc had to ampitate, but 'greed to save Dave's
Over the soft notes straying,
•
arms,
and swore
Weaving her thoughts as I idly stand
He could a.-sa. ved his lees et he'd been there the
Into the tune she is playing.
day before.
The light burns dim in the great square room,
Like when his wife's own mother died 'fore Sifers
Nobody else is listening;
could be found;
Bat through the dusk of the twilight gloom
And all the neighbers fer and wide a' all jes•
Somebody•s eyes are glistening.
ohaein' round;
Broken strains of the song are blown
Tel finally-! had to laugh-it's jes• like Doc, you
Over her half turned shoulder;
knowHolding her hand and drawing her down,
Was learnin' fer to telegraph down a.t the old
Suddenly growing bolder.
deepo.
The rest is lost in a. soft, low note;
Bnt all they're faultin' Sifers fer, there's none of
What does it mean, I wonder 1
em kin say
Bnt up from the banjo seems to float
He's biggoty, er keerless, er not posted anyway;
The song of the sweet lips' plunder.
He ain•.t built on the common plan of doctors
The question asked and the sweet cares)!·,
nowadays,
And the Yes that comes from the landing,
He's jes• a great, big, brainy man-that where the
What is it, I wonder, that makea me guess
trouble lays!
-J. w. Rile!/.
She looks up where I am standing?

lfoetrg.

What does she mean by the soft, low tune,
And the words that now she is humming T
Why does she start again so soon
The banjo's empty strumming?
Sitting there singiug an idle rhyme,
With the soft light o'er her streaming,
Is she but trying to pass the time,
And am I but a fool for my dreaming T
-Boston Transcript,

Doc Sifers.
0 l all the doctors I could cite you to in this-·ere

town
Doc Sifers is my favorit, jest take him up and
down.
Count in the Bethel neighborhood, and Rollins
and Big Bear,
And Sifers's standin's jes• as good as ary doctor's
there.
Tuere's old Doc Wiok and Glenn and Hall, and
Wurgler and MoVeigh,
But I'll buck Sifers •ginst •em all and down •em
any day.
Jl.lost old Wiok ever knowed, I s'pose, was whisk!/ I
Wurgler-well,
He et morphine-ef actions shows and facts'
reliable.
But Sifers -though he ain't no sot, he's got his
faults; and yit
·
When you uit Sifers ono•t, you've got a aoctor,
don't fergit I
He ain't much a.t his office, er his house, er anywhere
You'd natchurly think certain fer to ketch the
feller there.
Bat don't blame Doc: he's got allsotts o• our•ous
notions-as
The feller says, his odd-come-shorts-like smart
· men mostly has.
·
He'll more'n like be potter•u 'round the blacksmith
shop; er in
Some back lot, spadin•up the ground, er gradin•it
a.gin.
Er at the work bench pla.nin• things; er buildin'
little traps
To ketch birds; llalvenizin• rings ; er graftin'
plums, perhaps.
Make anything I good as the best-a. gunstook er
a finte;

A.n Open Letter to Bishop Potter.
BISHOP POTTER, My l.Jea;r Sir: Permit me
this privilege of addressing you publicly.
My theme is your proposed cathedral. I find
my justification for thus addressing you in
the great importance of f.he subject to the
public, and in the principle involved. I hav
had the honor and pleasure of a slight acquaintance with you, and was convinced that
in you I had found a man of public spirit,
which I am wont to define as one who is
great enough and good enough to "care
about questions of truth and duty ;" in other
words to hav at heart the public good, the
welfare of one's fellow-man. I had thought,
also, that I had detected in you a capacity
and disposition to appreciate the great importance of the scientific method and spiritin short, science-to that end, as a means to
that end. I hav also heard you, with interest
and profit, publicly discuss and warmly, eloquently, and ably advocate the power, significance, grandeur, and nobility of science
in its application for the amelioration of our
yet comparativly miserable condition, and
for the advancement and <Xaltation of humanity. And so I had thought of you as one
who was. abreast with the times, in l;larmony
with the spirit of the age, keeping step with
the advance guard of civilization, and whose
heart beat in unison with the highest aspirations of the race ; in short, who was one of
Matthew Arnold's "remnant of society," or
of the " ten righteous" necessary that the
citadel might not be destroyed, according to
the requisition of the Lord, and so for the
salvation of society. For I submit that this
is the day and age of Science, that is, when
mankind, for the first time, and at last, has
come, or is coming, fully to realize the im-

portance and necessity of knowledge per se,
that is, of the knowing how in order to do the
right and to be righteous.
In view then, and in the name, of all that I
hav here predicated of the advanced and
promising spirit of the age and of its requirements, and of your own sympathy, appreciation, and association therewith, and also of
my own desire to be counted (which I hereby
acknowledge) as with you and this "remnant" and advance guard, it is that I "rise
to object" to the cathedral, and to submit
that I am justified in so doing, and that your
connection therewith is inexplicable, because
such a work is, in the light of this science,
etc., I submit, one of retrogression rather
than of progression ; that it is a going back
to the Dark Ages-if not to Egyptian darkness-when, for the want of a higher spirituality and truer conception of real truth, men
were wont to place before themselvs these
gross and material objects such as could be
seen through the " dim religious light" of
the timee. Such a cathedral would be rank
Materialism, therefore, in a double sense.
The master commands that we shall worship "in spirit and in truth," not by brick
and mortar. Such an expenditure of money,
too, would be sacrilegious rather than religious. This precious wealth-made precious
by the sweat and toil and misery of the poor
who produce it-according to that master,
you but hold in trust for humanity. If he
were in your midst think you he would countenance such a use of it, such a diversion,
such a waste of it? Would it not be robbing
the poor of their rights according to him ?
"Inasmu·ch as ye hav done it unto the least
of these, my brethren, ye hav done it unto
mel" Therefore, my dear Mr. Potter, I
would beg of you to desist, for I believe that
such a work would be, rather than a publicspirited and meritorious thing to do, a lasting
discredit and shame-a monument to folly.
It would be the bodying forth of the spirit
of pride and pomp, and not the spirit of the
meek and lowly master ; not his spirit of
humility and humanity. Just consider how
much good could be done with such a vast
amount of money-for instance, in helping to
advance the necessary knowledge to effect a
scientific organization of industry, and
thereby to al:)olish the present wasteful and
soul-harrowing warfare now going on (and
promising to .increase, with all its terrible
consequences) between "capital and labor."
Botb. these alike need this necessary enlightenment. Without it they will go on-as in
the French Revolution-like two blind SamEons to tear down the temple to the destruction of themselvs and society with them.
Besides, such an ostentatious display of
vanity tends to make the distinction of the
masses and the classes, and to create such a
divergence between classes as to endanger
the stability and safety of society itself.
Such a div~;rgence of interests, feelings, etc.,
it is that has brought on the strife and warfare now raging between the" capitalists and
laborers." Convergence alone can save us;
divergence will surely destroy us. Science
give knowledge, which give unity of thought
and conviction and of interests, and so secures this necessary convergence. The committing of such follies as building cathedrals
in this day engenders disunity of thought,
feeling, and interests, and so divergence, in
which lurks death. Vide the French Revolution. Ah! had the ''Estates" then heeded
the timely advice and warning pro.ffered
them, what horrible scenes and deeds of
blood would hav been avoided I So now do
I raise my voice of warning, though feeble,
"Prepare ye the way of righteousness!"
which means truth and justice!
No, my dear Mr. Potter, rather than such a
temple of" brick and mortar," dedicated to
mammon, let us rear a spiritual temple of
"love and wisdom," cemented by mutual
human sympathy, and dedicated to truth and
duty I This it is that would be more in keep.
ing with the spirit of science-the " spirit of
truth" (Christ)-and with the requirements
of the age-the wants of humanity. "God
is love I" "To this end was I born; for
this came I into the world that I might bear
witness unto the truth," Christ. God is
truth. Truth is God.
Fraternally yours,
W. M. BouoHER.
28 Wa'Derly place, N. Y., May, 1889.
P.S.-Besides all this, such a cathedral
would be un-American and undemocratic.
W.M.B.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition ofthe True Meanine of this Char·
a.cter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology,''
Paper, Bvo, 25 cents.

I

MATtRIAliSM AID CRIM·f.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 5 oen ts.

.AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. S. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.
By A. S. de Pellegrini.
Paper,
15 cents.

PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM
AND TRE.l.TMENT OF MEDIOMANIA..
By F. R. Marvin, M.D.
Cloth,
50 cents.

POOI(ET THEOLOGY.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, a.Hd sarcastic definitions of theological tArms.
·
Price, 25 cen t.s.

PRI£STLY CFLIB ~CY FXPO~ ED,
BY REv. G. T. Fo:x:, M.A.
15 cents.
A~D

PRO

CON OF

Supernatural Religion.
Havo We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous
Rel!gion?
BY F.. E. GUILD.
Paper, 20 cent.s; cloth, 3J cents.

P YRAJJ1ID 0 F GIZEH.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in GeneSIS az:d Exodtl9.
By VAN BUREI'i DENSLOW, LL.D.
Price, 15 cents.

QUE ljTION SET1'LED.
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
By MosEs HuLL.
Price, 60 cents.

------

Rational Communism,
THE PRESENT .A.ND FUTURE REPUBLIO OF
NoRTH AMERlOA.
Aclvooates aPsociate life and employment as a preventive of vice, crime, poverty, eto.
By A C.l.PITALIBT.
Paper, 49Spp., 50 eta.: clo., $1.

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
By A. C. LYALL.
Price, 10 cen Is.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
BY Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlaugh
and Annie Besant..
25 cents.

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kingsley. 10 cents.

POVERTY: Its Cause and Cure.
How the Poor May Attain Comfort and Independ·
ence.
ByM. G. H.
Price,
lO cents.

RPligion of Inhumanity.
With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FBEDERIC HARRISON.
Price, 15 cents.

RELIGION:
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Constituted.
By George T. Bandies.
W1th

Exceptions to th5 Charact«:r of
Chrht as a Gentleman.
By W. T. Purviance.
2l cents.

IMAGE BREAKER.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Six Lectures.

Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolerance.
Washington an Unbeliever.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.
Each, 5 cents; bound, pap., 25 cents; per doz., 40.

8ABBATM BREAKU\IC,;
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price, 25 oen I H.

St. Matthtw Before the Courl
FoR THE CRIME OF FORGERY.
BY SECULA!liST.
Price,

SEMITIC

10 cents.

GODS AND
BIBLE.

THE

InoludiniZ Allah, Jehovah, l:iatan, Holy Ghost,
Jesus Chri8t, Vi·gin Mary, Bible.
By D. M. DEl1NETT.
<From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
833pp ., pap., 60 r.; clo., $1.
:For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Self-Contradictions of the 81ble 1 LOOKING
BACKWARD GIRARD'S WILL
B,f Edward Bellamy,
AND
144 MoRAL, TnEOLOGIOU, HisTORIOAL, AND
SPECULATIVE P.ROP05ITIONB.
5
P ncr, ' cents.

SEPHER TOLDOTH JESHV:
Book of the Gene·at.ion of Jesus. First Trans.
from the Hebrew Original Story oz Jesus.
Price, 15 cents.

SftELtEY AS A PHILOSO?HER AND
EEFOR.MER.
.By C. SOJ'HERiN.
Paper, 8vo, EO cents; cloth, ,_.5._ _ _ __

SHORT
LESSON IN HISTORY
FOR CHRISTIANS.
A CARTOON
From The Truth BeekEr, July 11, 1883.
_7x24 in. 6 for 3Jr., 12 for 50:., 23 for $1, 100 for $3.

G•rrard C 11ege Theo1ogy.

Author of "Dr H id nhoff' p.
"
t
. e e
s rocess, e c.
0
It is a thought-breeding book and all who are
free ~o rllcei~e new light will find in itsatisfaotion
AN EXPOSE
Philadelphia Liberal League 2M'
and msprratwn.-[New York Trrbnne.
The appeal is always made to a man's reason, Of the perversion of Bte.vhen Girard•smagnificent meets 6very Sunday in Indnetrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
churches and Young lllen•s
fishness.-[Boston Post.
free discussions on religions and social question r.
Christian
AssociaA suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-':::'rnth
tion.
ble socialsta,te greatlr in advance of the present.
Seekerpublica.tionsalwayson hand at cheap rah e.
The romantic narratrv is rioh in its forecast of
By
RIOH.
B.
WESTBRooK,
D.D.,
LL.D.
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB. The Secular Society of' Kent,
12mo, cloth, $1.60; paper, 50o.
Address '!'HE TRU'l'H BEEKER 00,
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
SAKVA BUDDHA.
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Bee.

o.,

Thu .Mod6tn Science ,Essa~lst,

Ten Oents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writing~, and
12_hilomphy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
'J.'HO:M:P~ON.

2. OHARLES ROBER r DAR WIN: His life, work;,
and 1nfi11ence. By Rev. JOHN W. CliADWhK.
3. BOL!.R AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
,.. ow suris and worlds come into being. by
JOHN'S WAY. Radical Domestic
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
StorY. 15 cents. Ry Mr~. E. D. Blenker.
4. EVOLUTION OF l'HE EARTH: The story ol
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM !'oT•rs.
FOR
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The ordtr
or zoological evolution. By D '· RosBITkR
RAYMOND.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiqBy MRS. E. D. 8LEl!KER.
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. <JaPE.
Boarde, 4 J cents.
8. EVOLUTivN OF MIND: Its nature and developmem. By Dr• .ttoBERT G. EccLES.
OBLENI~-,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
118 La.fayene Place, ~I>W :~Curl!..
WITH THEOLOGIC.!.L AMENDMENT AND STATE PE.:..·
SJNALITY.
By Joseph E. Peck.
Par.- 25'.

LITTLE LESSONS

LIT LE FOLKS.
SOUL PR

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
'l'e~chings.

The;.lt.anbattan Liberal Club,M.Y

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of t b iwork.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhi•'
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light.
" Religio.Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritllalist papers and lecturers hav spoken highlY of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Laf~yette Pl., New York

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
urcs and discussions. '!'he public cordially in vi ted

With GOVEUNMENT LAND or CHEAP DEED
ED CLAIMS. Address, inclosing stamp, TRlfP
AND MINER.,Hay Springs, Nebr.aska.
8ml4

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
The Blble-WIIat Is It?

OB

FROM .A M.ATERJ.ALISTIG BlANDPOINT.

DANCER AHEAD.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Pr;ce, 10 cents,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Religion Not History.

By A • .J. GROVER.

Zxamina tion of the Morals and History of the New
Testament.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWM.A.N.
Price, 25 cents

Price, paper, 40 cents.
Address Tim TRUTH BEEKER (JQ,

A pamphlet containing eight chapter.B in refut'!-t\<•D
of the assumption that the Brble 1s a dtvme
book of pure thought, and correct in all itP
ntteranoes. Price, 25 cents.
Studies in Tlieolo~;y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's oreation
-and curse, theologically. denominated '"the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ. and affirmativ. s~andj)o~nt, showing
what it rs not and what rt rs. Prrce, 5 cents.
tf

THE NEW GOD.

RELIGION of CO]DJION SENSE.

LIFE OF

By Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent•.

Joshua Davidson:

Secretary of the .American Secular Union.

MODEllN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.

Prioe 10 oents.
AddreSS THE TBUTH SEEKER <JoMPANY.

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
An thor of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order of
Creation.
- 75 Cents.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

NEW EDITION.

PAINE VINDICATED.
H~pl:;-

By

R.

toN. Y. Oo8e1·ve1·.

G.

INGERSOLL

With "BOMAN CA.THOLIC OANABD."
Pric<, 15 cents.

Scientific Materialism:
ITSME.ANINGand1~NDENG~

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
10 cents.

TRU rH SEEKER
TRA.CTS.
(Bound.)
Vols. I, II, III, IV, V, 18110, 5~5 Pages in each vol.
Per voJ, paP., 60J.

TWELVE TRACTS.
Bible Worship.
Darwinism.
Design Argument.
E.volution.
Jesus Not Perfect.
Underwood's Prayer.
BY B. F. UsDERWooD.
2~ cents.

TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES.
For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
By E. D. Blak{)man.
2~ cents.

TWO LIT'I'LE RED Mll'TENS.
A Story of the RightwaY Almshouse. By Jennie
B.utler Browne. 5 cents.

UIDfRWOOO-M~RPlES DEBATE
ON tnE ExiSTENCE oF A PERSONAL GoD AND
INSPIRATION OF SCRIPTURES.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev. J. Mar·
ples.
Paper, 35 oen ts ; oloth, 60.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE.

Memoirs.
His Llfe and Works in Franoe and Abroad.·
And Unpublished Oorrespondenoe With Mme. du
Chatelct..
By E. GASTINEAU.
Price, paper, 75 cents : cloth, $1.

W liFS AND WANDERINGS.
A L'.beral N oval.
·By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM·
----'---P_a~., 5°~.: clo., $1.

BIBLE JI)OLATHY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Prioe, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per ~~J, ~·

·F-or all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

@'" Thill book was

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

8Uppressed by the first .Amer-

ican publi:Jher...fBJ
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 J:,afayette Place, New York.

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIB

Crimes and Persecutions.
Bvo, 1,1UJPP. Oloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Col. Kelso's Works.
Tile Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic
silk cloth, $3.

nn~nrpassed."

8ro, 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence of the Bible Deity,
and an examination in verse of the charges
generallY brongbt against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp., $1.~0.

The Secret of the East,
OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise a.nd Decline.

StenogmphtcazziJ repor~~~.ana revtsea bll the auHandsome 8vo, 86 PP·• beautiful type, fine paper.
Price. cloth. 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
$2 per dozen.
AddrBBI THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2P Lafaye\te Pl •• New York

Ingfrsoll and the Deist,
BY

A NATIVE" TAR HEEL."
Price,
Address

-

-

Paper, 50 Cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

l\Ieets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms12 and 14,Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J. F. :MACOMBER,·Pres.; 0H.!.S. LOWND,Sec.

D&AMONDS.
Unprecedented offer. No other home so fair.
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to e:umin, test,
and compare my goods and prices with those of
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pirce d
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract that
,,ash in full will be refunded any time within one
sear from date of purchasing if good~ are not
entirelY satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None will sell as cheap. OarrYing a large stoclr,
b~ing an expert, close buyer, and doing busineF~
'n smallest Possible expenae,. you will PositivlY
•ave twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
rue. Diamond Pins and Eardrops, worth $600, for
HCO; Pms, Rmgs, liardro~s, Studs, Hair Orn8ments, Pendants, worth $300, for $£00; do., worth
1200, for $140; do., worth ll50, for $110; do., worth
f100, for $70; do., worth f8J, for $50; do., worth
f60, for U\; do., worth $40, lor f3J: do., worth ~30,
tor $22; do., worth •20, for $15. lou can wear the•e
.~:oods daily for one year. It will not cost ron a
cent. If in the mean t1me you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
el•ewhere return and get Your cafh in full.
Belentions sent to responsible parties on approval; to anY banking-house or C.O.D., privil~ge
of examination.
sixteen jewels, finelY adjusted to beat and cold,
patent regulator, Brequet hair-sPring, beantifm
double-paneled dial. and all modem improvements Perfect, ard no watch will compete with
it ! In silverine ca11e, $19; in four-ounce coin Ptlver case, $23 l 0; five-ounce, $25; six· on nee, $27. I u
open face, he>t filled gold case, $27; hunting, $H3;
do., Louis XIV., $3;. In fourteen carat solid goltlo
$50 to $:50. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded If·
not satiofactorY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill
Established 1B57.

-u..,."""·:.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
~unday

and the

~abbath.

"A

la~

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath 1s
an impertinenoe." Price. 10 oents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

POR

Secular Union

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

Argument by R. G. Ingersoll

"BLA~ PHF.MY ,"
At Morristown, New Jersey.

o.,

For sale at this office-

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

1

Cleveland,

Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 7 P.M., at
room 29, City Hall. Everybody is invited to attend.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOS8.

goes not fO far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the a!legPd trnths o! that philosophY.
Cloth; 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

TRIf'& L Qf C• B R~'b y NQLDS•

Union,

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Artbu r
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moden.
times. 180 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Trn ths. 2~
ots. Two Hevelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
For the benefit of our read- Real BlasphemY. 5 eta. Btble Makers. 5 cts.
r'
era who preserve their papers Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and a. Each 5 cts. MoseR
Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates~ Buddha, and Jesus.
we offer a new style of binder, 5vs.eta.
Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. ~ cts.
, ~~·.II
made for the purpose, and Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. ~ cts.
with the heading of THE The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
\TRU'J'H SEEKER printed in Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorite,
r~~~..~~!!lllgold letters on the outside. ~ cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealtb.
.lJ!·
.
This binder allows the openH~tPPiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
ing of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the 5and
cts. Nature and the Gods. ~ cts. Design and
taking out and replacing of one or more papers Natural
5 cts. Man and the Lower
from any part of the file without disturbing the Animals. Selection.
f> cts.
other parts.
Address Watts and Oo., 17.Johnson•s Oourt.
Sent by mail. post)J_aid, for •1.
E.O .• LonJon. Enl!".
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.
Price, $1.00.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

IN THE

Frcethou~ltt

The "Otto Wettstein' Watch,

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

THE

Akron, 0.,

The Akron Freetbonght Union meets every
Snrida.y evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clook.

Tlle ltlinneapolis Seeular Union

LIBERALS SUPPLIED

ROMAN ISM)

SPIRITUALISM:

Tile .J·o:s:-um.
Ohicago Secular Union meets every BnndaJ
evening at 7:30 F.M., at 558 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Articles of the Ohrietian «1hprch are thirtynine poor, broken-down oprnrons." 10 cents.

·

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoPpers, or trying to indnoe the Deity to undertake a ornsade of one against the Oolorado
beetle I" Prioe, 10 oents.

h NTICHRIST.
ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Christ
crncititd n11der Pontius PIJatP, but. that tbe
real Jesus, the illegitimate Pon <'f 1\Iary by Jopfph
Pandera, was stoned and banged fo.r wrcery ab!>U t
75 rears B.C. Cloth, 446 pagep, w1•h full Index.
Price. $1.50. Former price, $2.CO. For sale at !Lis
of)ice.

P

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravina-s of this celebrated naturalist.
2xl5 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 oents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tf

l!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 centra. W. S. BELL'S PAM PH LETS.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
PRICE, 15 OENTB.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. Accept my thanks for your exoellent and useful
discourse . ..:..J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents. notice
it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a verY
The Public Schools and the Catholic $ble
paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Age.
ANTI-PROHIBITION.

Essence of Religion.

PRIOE, 20 OENTB.
The number of heads under which yon hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
By L. FEUERB~CH.
the concise manner in which each pomt is dis·
cussed, Bhonld be highly commended. Therefore
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.; I take /Feat pleasure in recommending" Anti·
Prohibition "to the consideration of every person
50 ots.
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper·
The truth-teller is ill.mannered, therefore im- ance. but in the prinoiples of self-government.moral.-.B'Xtract.
J.J.MoUabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo.

~HE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY
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1889.

CODS AND RELICION&,WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIJtlES.
AND REFORMERS.
SOOTLAND and Belgium are raising subscriptions to build a railway 262 miles into
Africa.
THREE hundred Americans took part in the
World's Sunday-school Convention that
opened in London on the 1st.
VrsrTORs at Paris are
incommoded by a cab.
men's strike.

Vol. 1. G!vs a Full Account of all the Gods in- Biographies of 800. of the Leading Philosophers,
eluding Jehov~th Satan the H 0 1 Gh 't
Teachers, SkeptiCs. lnnova.torsl Founders of
. t v·' . M '
Y . os •
New Schools of Thought, Emment BoienJ esus Ch r1s
, Irgin ary, 1!-Dd the Bible.
tists, eto. (who were not Christians),
3
Bvoh, B R5p~ .. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from the time of Menu to the prest Bvo,
e elu:nons
Systems
of
the
World.
ent
Bvo ~ 1• 'mor
075pp 'g' cloth
•o·
957pp. Oloth, $3 per vol.; the
leather
e ., • ...,,
2 vols., $5; leather, $7; mo'~ 4 '
·• · ·• .,.., 50·
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
THE TRUTH BEEKER co.
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

THE creed which accepts as the foundation of
morals, UtiiUy, or the Greatest Happiness Prinoiple, holds that actions are right in proportion as
·
t e h appmess,
·
t h eY· tend t o promo
wrong as they
tend to produce the reverse of happinees. , , ,
In an improving state of the human mind, the
infiuenoes are constantly on the increase which
tend to generate in each individual a feeling of
__,==--:---~~:'"'"--=~~::~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~m ·unity
all ifthe~erfeot,
rest;
which with
feeling,
would make him never
think of, of desire, any beneficial condition for him·
self, in the benefits of which
they are not included. If
we now suppose this feeling
of unity to be taught as a
religion, and the whole
force of education, of institutions, and of opinion, di·
reoted, as it once was in
the case of religion, to
make every person grow up
from infancy surmunded
on all sides both by the pro.
-fession and by the practice
of it, I think that no one,
who can realize this conception, will feel any misgiving
. about the sufficiency of the
ultimate sanction for the
Happiness morality.-Jolin

r--------:::;:-;;:;::;;r;;;::::;_:----==-=:..:._..:.:..:._

GENERAL SHERMAN'S
eldest son has become a
Jesuit priest.
EMPEROR WILLUJ\1 is
irritated at Russia's war
preparations,
BOULANGISTS and antiBoulangists occasionally
riot in France.
THE sultan of Turkey
sent $500 to the Johnstown relief fund.
PxTxRsnunG, Va., is
erecting a monument to
Confederate soldiers.

Stuart Mill,

CoNDUCT is considered by
us good or bad, according
as its aggregate results, to
self or others, or both, are
pleasurable or pain fnl.
A FLOOD recently swept
Every other proposed stan.
away Uniontown, Kan.,
dard of conduct derives its
drowning six persons.
authority from this standard. Even with those who
GxRliiANY has reduced
judge of conduct from the
the working day in lhe
religious point of view
rather than from the ethroyal mines of. Silesia
ical point ·of view it is the
one hour.
same. Men who seek to
prot>itiate God by inflicting
THE French governpains on themselvs, or rement is Eaid to h!l.v proof
frain from pleasures to
sufficient to indict Bouavoid offending him, do so
'langer for treason.
to escape greater ultimate
pains
or to get greater ulti-.
FOREST fires in MonA BAD BLOW FOR JERICHO.
mate pleasures. If by positana hav covered one
tiv or negativ suffering
So the people shouted when the priests blew with the trumpets, and it came to pass that the wall fell down fiat
hundred Equare miles,
here, the y expected to
so that the people went up into the city, every man straight before him, and they took the city.-Joshua vi, 20.
'
achieve more suffering
and are still raging.
hereafter, they would not
do as they do. That which
'fnE News of Chicago
LADY visitor in hospital: "Poor man 1 How he they now think duty they would not think duty
has exposed a political scheme to rob the city
groans I What is the matter with him, nurse'" if it promised eternal misery instead of eternal
of a quarter of a million dollars.
Nurse : "He's got the delirium tremens." Lady lilappiness. So that no school can avoid taking
(to man) : "My friend, you should giv up strong for the ultimate moral aim a desirable state of
SEVENTY miners hav been entombed by the
drink. Don't Yon know tha.t you would be hap. feeling called by whatever name-gratification,
DIANA, hide thy prudish face;
caving in of a mine in New South Wales.
pier and hav more pleasure without it 1" Patient: enjoyment, happiness. Pleasure somewhere, at
In deep dejection grovel ;
"Don't know about that, mum I I•ve been seeing some time, to some being or beings, is an inexAnother maid has sat her down
IN the Indiana White river bottoms large
circuses, an• menageries. an• snakes, an• blue pugnable element of the oonoeption.-BerDBtt
To write a modern novel.
tracts of corn and wheat hav been flooded.
monkeys with pink tails for two days, an' I didn't S]Jencer.
-Merchant Tl•ave.ler.
IT is allowed that the cause of most actions,
TnE niece of Cardinal Taschereau, wishing DEACON MOKEBY: "I 'clar ter goodneBP 1 ef I hav to pay to get in, nuther."-Drake's Maoazine.
good or bad, may be resolved into the love of onrto marry the son of a Protestant clergyman, ain't templed to backslide. Here l'se prayed fo' SnE'B decidedly homely; I don't like her eyes,
geJvs ; but the self-love of some men inclines
four nights, right erlong, for dis ter be er dark And the shade of her hair is the tint I despise.
has had to elope.
them to please others ; and the self -love of others
night, an' dar's dat moon comin' up as big as life." Her complexion is bad, unattractiv her chin;
is wholly employed in pleasing themselvs. This
Her mouth is too large, her nose is too thin,
AT Kladno, Bohemia, soldiers recently -L1fe,
makes the great distino~ion between virtue and
But all of these things are but tri1les in life,
killed two men and wounded several at a
NEW arrival: "Can I come in'" St. Peter: Compared with true grace!. I 11 make her my vice.-SWift,
riotous labor demonstration.
"Where do you hail from 1" New arrival : "From
MoRALITY may be considered to be the current
wife;
St. Peter: "Boston, eh 1 Well, you For I gave up my seat in the street-oar to her,
opinion of society as to what course of conduct is
'l'nE taking sides in the race animosities Boston."
can go in, but I want to warn you, you will be And she looked at me kindly and said, "Thank most conduoiv to the general welfare. It has its
in the South by the political parties unfortu- disappointed."-New York Herala.
origin, not in revelation, but in human experience.
you, sir."
-OmahaJYorla.
nately seems to increase the trouble.
THE presiden tiar office is often referred to as
NEGLECTED wife: "Why don't you go to work1" -Robert c . .Aaams in Pton'er Pt!h.
NEAR Austin, Tex., recently, a white man's the" shoes of Washington." The Prohibitionists, ·Husband (a ne'er-do-well): "I ain't got no tools.'' WE know that acts are good or bad only as they
however, decline to go back so far since Washing- Neglected wife : " Deacon Smith offered you $5 to affect the actors, and others. We know that from
refusal to be tried by a colored justice led to ton's wine bills were published, and now speak of 'fix his fence, and you hav a saw, and a plane ,and every good act good consequences flow, and that
a fight in which four whites and five negroes the "pumps of Hayes."-Munqei!'B WeeklV.
a hammer and nail11. What more do you want?" from every bad act there are only evil results.
Husband: "The saw ain't no good, and I ain't Every virtuous deed is a star in the moral firmawere killed.
MBB. HAmirs (looking up from a letter): "I'm got no file to sharpen it. Ole Smith kin fix his ment. There is in the moral world, as in the
ON the 28th ult. Signor Crispi said in the so glad that we sent Harry to Yale. I knew he fence hisself." Same husband (ten years later) : physical, the absolute and perfect relation of cause
Italian senate that the Vatican will strive to would make his mark. He says that he is already "Hist I Bay, wife, I've eeoaped from the peniten- and effect. For this reason, the atonement beregain temporal power through the interven- considered one of the best scholars in the col- tiary. Gimme some other clothes, eo I kin light comes an impossibility. Others may suffer by
lege." Mr. Harris: "Let me see that letter.
your crime, but their suffering cannot discharge
tion of a foreign nation and a European That isn't 'scholars,• it is 'soullers.'"-Clttcaoo out agin." Wife: "My, my I How did you get you;
it simply increases your.gnilt and adds to
out'" Husband : "I dug forty feet underground
Beraza.
conflict.
with a two-tinl)d fork, and then cut my way your burden. For this reason happiness is not a
reward-it
is a consequence. Buffering is not a
and
ten
inches
of
through
two
feet
of
stone
wall
BBE fell in love with the harbor buoy;
A VERDIOT of manslaughter has been renboiler iron with a saw made out of a tin dinner- punishment-it is a result.-Inoerso!l.
She couldn't hav loved him more;
dered against the five railway employees
plate."-New York WeeklV.
Yet one day jealousy fPOilt their joyI Do not recollect having read in the prolix and
whose negligence caused the late wreck of a
He caught her hugging the shore I
How kind fate was to us that night,
argumentativ preacher Bonrdaloue, who is the
Sunday-school excursion train at Armagh,
When down the lane moon-veiled in white,
first who has admitted of the appearance of n aThey fixed it up in the good old way,
We walked upon the deWY grass,
son in his sermons; I do not recollect, I say, havIreland, by which 72 were killed and 100
As you can determin with ease.
A blissful twain, with hearts so light,
ing read a single page against war. The elegant
For her captain wrote me the other day :
wounded.
and mild preacher Neassillion in consecrating the
I think we did not reckon, quite
"She's enjoying a smacking breeze."
THE South Dakota Republican central
colors of the regiment of Catinat, does make, it
How kind fate was.
-Brunonton.
must
be confessed; a few wishes for peace, but he
An envious ray sulked in your hair
committee has issued a call for a convention
"I SHALL not marry Miss Croosua after all,"
allows of ambition. "This desire," saYs he, "of
And paled the gold it could not share;
to nominate officers for the new state of announced young Bjenkins sadly. "Her fa.mily
seeing your services rewarded, if it be moderate,
One look, loosed from the silvery mass,
South Dakota, to be voted for in October. seems to oppose the match too much." "Hang
if it do not carry you into the paths of iniquity in
Blew half across a cheek so fair,
tbe
family
I''
exclaimed
a
sympathizing
friend,
order to obtain your purpose, has nothing in it by
The convention will be held at Huron on
I proved upon it, then and there,
" Go in and win, Bjenkins, just the Jiame. What
which Christian morality can be offended." At
August 28th, and will be composed of 440 do you ·care for the family's opinion, so long as
How kind fate was.
last, he entreats God to send the exterminating
Love duped us, sweet. Last year you wed
delegates.
the girl is willing'" "That's just it,". exclaimed
angel before the regiment of Catinat, "0 my
Another man, and I, inatead
still more sadly. "Miss Crooms seems
God I cause victory and death always to go before
MARYLAND negroes are panic-stricken over Blenkins,
Of muttering oaths in bitter bass,
to agree with them."-Somerville Journal.
them, let their enemies be afilioted with the IIPirits
Bent silver spoons, and as I rea·d
a meteoric display on the night of the 26th ult.,
of terror and giddiness I'' I do not know whether
WAL, I'm yer fur to take my teachin'Your bridal cards, devoutly said
and hav stopped work and 8pend their time
victory
can go before a regiment, and whether
Lay down, Nina, thet soft guitar;
How kind fate was I
-Time.
praying and singing hymns. The colored
God sends forth the spirits of giddiness; but I ~tm
Got to l'arn Spanish, shore ez preaohin' I
"WHAT makes you so thoughtful to-night, sure the preachers of Austria say as much to the
preachers tell them that the world is at an
"Vamos I' I show you that verb amar.
George 1' asked Nellie. ... Well," said George, as cuirassiers of the emperor, and that the extermi.
end and that the fire that is to destroy it has
"Amo, I love"-Thet•s right 'n' proper 1
he threw his eyes up to the ceiling and took a nating angel must be at a loss which to attend to.
"A mas, thou lovest "-Yo• bet I do I
fresh hold upon her slender waist,"! was thinking The Jewish preachers went still farther. We are
begun to fall from heaven.
".Ama, he loves "-Hold on ! I copper 1
that if your mother was willing to become ruy exceedingly edified at the hn,uane prayers with
AT Jchnstown the Methodist churches
He gits sore bones ef he dast love 110u I
mother-in-law I would like it very much." "Yon which their psalms are filled. They make no
require $22,000 to put them in as good conWho is this "him" thet makes so free now,
would'" " I would! indeed.'' "The!!, if it will scruple of girding on the divine sword, of ripping
Trying to jump my Sweetheart Olaim 1
afford you a:ny ~a~Isfaotlon, I can mform you up women, and of dashing sucking children
dition as before the flood. The bank there
Oncet I ketch him coyotein• me now
that I am qmte wilhng that she should, and that against the stones.- Voltaire,
has $800,000 belonging to the dead, many of
Yo' hear me twitter Mud's his' nam~ 1
she is also quite willing to act in that capacity in
THE cardinal dootrin of a fanatic's creed is that
whom hav left no heirs. Of the former 5,400
'
a quiet and unostentatious manner." And thus,
Dad
my
buttons
ef
I
don't
hammerunder
the silent stfl.rB the arrangements were his enemies are enemies of God.-Prof. .A. D.
employees at the Cambria Iron Company's
concluded by which t~o lives hitherto running White.
Hey 1 You're Iaffin' I Wot kin it be 1
works 3,500 only are at work now, and of the
"Hain't no him.r Et•s the Spanish grammar 1'' apart are to be blended into one, and a youth
No man, worthy of the form he bears, will at
1,350 men employed at the Gautier works,
Wal, now, Nma, thet•s one on me I
hitherto his own master is to stoop under the the command of church or state solemnly repeat
a ore d his reason soorns.-I,noersoll.
only 950 are reported living.
-Charles P. Lummis in Life.
yoke of a mother-in-law.-Boston Courier,
A RAILWAY accident
atLatro be, Pa. ,destroyed
about two score lives.

fdds attd ~nds.
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1/Jotts and 9Jlippinns.
IT is told of a pious, well-meaning man of
Kingston that on one occasion, while offering
up a prayer in Sunday-school, he referred to
the superintendent in this manner: "And, 0
God I bless the superintendent, who has led
such a long, tedious Christian lire."
~NOTHER form of prohibition has shown up
in Joliet, a town of maturity sufficient to hav
twelve thousand people. The council there
has prohibited billiard tables by a license fee
of $5,000 a table, and now the native are unhappy and the foreigner cometh not any
longer within her walls.
RELIGIOUS jealousy in India between Hindoos and Mohammedans is said to be fit to
involve the entire country in war the moment
the British authority should be withdrawn.
Lately a Mussulman procession to celebrate
a convert was attacked with great fury, s.nd
some fatalities were the result.
BoMB of our German-born citizens object to
that part of the report of the special committee of the board of education which calls for
a change in the public school curriculum by
which the study of German as well as French
shall be abolished. But there are reasons for
believing that the proposed change will meet
with the approval of the board. The other
recommendation of the special · committee
that the manual training course recently introduced as an experiment in some of the public
schools shall be adopted in all of them, is
warmly supported by our German-American
fellow-citizens, who retain the theories which
they imbibed in Germany.

FEW

Ne-w- York, Saturday, July 13, 1889.

PESTS

FOR

UNCLE SAM

THE Rev. Dr. Donald, of the church of the
Ascension, does not like some of the things
he has seen in some of our churches. He
says it looks as though these churches were
to be " transformed into houses of amusement or clubs of physical comfort, with bowling-alleys, gymnasiums, billiard tables, kitchens, etc."
A o.A.LL for money to build a new hospital
in Jerusalem, issued by the London Society
for Promoting Christianity Among the Jews,
has roused vehement protest from the J ewe.
The influence of the hospital, they say, is resorted to for the purposes of conversion, and
as a matter of fact the hospital is not needed.
The proverbial care of the Hebrews for their
own people has not been lacking toward those
crowding into ,T erusalem. There are already
two hospitals, and £9,000 has just been collected in Europe for enlarging them or for
bdlding another. Besides that, the Rothschilds hav built a very fine one without the
city walls.
TBE German Anarchists in this city are of
the opinion that their number will be increased within a short time. Bismarck is
pressing Switzerland to expel those of them
.who hav taken refuge on her soil, and the
pressure is of a kind that is hard to resist.
Under its force, Switzerland has recently
adopted measures that inake their stay within
her borders decidedly unpleasant. There is
no country on the continent to which they
can fly, and those who hav fled to England
find life there too hard for them. Their eyes
are n()w turned toward America, and their
brethren here are looking for some fresh com.
pany this year.

} 28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 per year.

TO CONSIDER.

SAYS the Washington Poht: "We regard it
as our duty to censure the Albany Arous for
intimating that Col. Elliott F. Shepard is
"laboring under temporary aberration of the
mind." He is doing nothing of the kind. In
the first place, it is no more labor for Colonel
Shepard to act that way than it is for a redheaded man to wear red hair, and in the
next place there is nothing whatever to justify belief that it is temporary."
THE synod of Catholic archbishops and
bishops of the kingdom of Bavaria hav drawn
up and presented to the royal government a
kind of ultimatum embodying the following
demands, to which they claim that the church
is entitled under the terms of the concordat
of 1818. In the first place, they insist that
all government supervision of the religious
and doctrinal instruction in educational institutions should at once cease; second, that
the simultanschule, or schools for children of
non-Catholic parents, in which all doctrinal
instruction is avoided, should be immediately
abolished ; third, that Freemasons and " enemies of Ohristianism," ergo heretics, should
be legally disqualified and debarred from
teaching in any public or private schools,
colleges, or universities ; fourth, that all
normal and primary schools in the kingdom
and all public libraries should be subjected to
the absolute and exclusiv control of the
clergy; fifth, that the supervision and control
of all doctrinal and theologici!J. instruction in
the national universities be confided to the
Catholic episcopacy; sixth, that the government refuse any longer its official recognition
of the sect known as " old Catholics," and
lastly, that the internal administration of the
church in Bavaria, as well as its teachings

and doctrine, be entirely freed from all further
interference, supervision, and control on the
part of the government.
· AMoNG the various propositions that are
pending before the people of Washington
territory for incorporation as a part of the
constitutional provisions of the new state, is
the following, which we take from a report
in the Herald; ., 1. An absolutely beCret ballot. 2. No appointiv power to be vested in
state officials-all public servants to be
elected, 3: Minority representation. 4. Submission of a proposed law to popular vote by
, a one-third vote of the legislature. 5. Enabling municipal governments to own and
control industries. 6. Taxation of land held
from use as high as land used. 7. Reservation of tide and school lands for benefit of
state and· school funds. 8. No private detectiv agencies \o be allowed. 9. No infringement upon the right of the people to peaceably assemble together for discussion. 10.
Annual sessions of the legislature. 11. An
expeditious method of amending the constitution so as to conform to changing conditions."
In North Dakota the Farmers' Alliance has
held a convention at Fargo and demanded
the Australian ballot system, Prohibition,
courts of arbitration, and the election of
United States Senators by direct vote; also
making this demand: "All public necessities, so far as practicable, should be owned
and controled by the government and managed in such a way that no class shall be
allowed to exact unjust rates for the use
thereof. Our railroads should be so controled by the government as to be run in the
interest of the people, upon an actual cost
basis."
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The baptiEm ceremony in those daya being widely tion of infar.t baptiBm: Already r.t an euly .period
different from any now in use by any Christian sect, in the history of the church we fir.d it, but, as NeanI beg the reader to follow me to the baptistry at Pisa der says,' "although it had been set forth as an
on the day of the decollation of John the Baptist,' apostolic institution, its introduction into the church
Baptism.
and at a time shortly after .its erection in the third was slow." It is fit·at spoken of by Irenrous, was
''Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing century. After ascending the three steps on which opposed by Tertullian at the end of the second centth&m in the name of the father, and of the son, and the building is raised we enter the baptistry itself- ury, while it is in the third, when defended by
of the Holy Ghost." "He that believeth and is bap- which externally is divided into tbree stori£s, the Cyprian and acknowledged as an apostolic institution
tiz3d shall be saved.'' 1 It is on these two passages lower two surrounded by columns-and passing in the Syro-Peraian, Alexandrian, and North African
principally that the sacrament• of baptism of the through the outer chamber, we, by means of a stair- churches, that we hav the first recorded case of infant
Ohris~ian church is founded, and its introduction or way, enter the galleries that run round nearly the baptism.
at loaat the sanction of the same attributed to Christ whole inside of the building. • 0 utdoora everything
The chief reason for the introduction of infant
Jesus himself.• It is, however, certain-in spite of is dark; then it ia near midnight; and inside ibe baptism was, no doubt., the growing belief in the· nethe words in the two fire~-quoted passages-that building only a solitary lamp throws its rays, giving cessity of baptism to iinlvai'ion, Eince i1 the AugustinChrist Jesus himself never· directly commanded his to the surroundir-ga a mysterious, indefinit cbal'acter ian dochin of original ~;in was true, an unbaptized
dh;ciples to baptize the heathen. • Paul, the apostle to tending to inspire awe iu the mind of the beholder. individual would necessarily be lost. Still, in spite
the heathen, says that, with a few exceptions, he did not The light increaw:t Single and in groupe the con- of the anathematizing;_chiefly through the influence
baptize. The ancient Christian custom in initiating verts arrive, each cauying a lighted torch. The last of St. Augustine-of the belief express~:d by the fifth
new members consisted in prayer and laying on of straggler has arrived. The rites of uorcism take council at C!lrthage, that among the "many manhands, proceedings which were kept up until the place among the sounds of music and prayer; and !lions" there might be found an obscure corner for
time of Stephen, w4en controversies arose between while ihe devil beats au ignominious retreat ihe unbaptized children, the belief in infant damnation
the advocates of the "ancient Christian custom and whole company divests itself of every stitch of cloth- was never officially sanctioned by the church of Rome,
those who favored the still more ancient but pagan ing, except the shirt. Now, turning toward the and John Calvin's church is the oniy one that has
custom of baptism.'" It was at a comparativly late west, they stretch .out their hand and in chorus stained the leaves of He Confession with the inhuman
date that the form of "the father and the son and address the satanic majesty thus: "I renounce thee, and cruel dootrin of infant damnation. 1
the Holy Ghost" was used. Its first introduction Satan, and all tLy works, and all thy pomp and all
The custom of infant baptism, like t.hat of adult,
into the Christian system of theology is due to Jus- thy service.'' Next, turning around, facing the east, was found centuries before the appearance of Christin l'llartyr (about A D. 150), who ascribes his knowl- they recite what now constitutes the Apostles' tianity. It existed in ancient Rome and Greece.
edge of this divine mystery to special inspiration. creed, or the Nicene creed, that is, the belief in the
"Poor wretch ! do you not lilee that since thes.e
The paseage in John v, 7, "For there are three that Father, the Son, and the Holy Gho.st. The recita- sprinklings cannot repair your grammatic~! errors,
bear record in heaven, the father, the word, and the tion is over. Forming a double file they march into they cannot repair either the faults of your life~"
Holy Ghost, and these three are one," is now gener- the innel' chamber, where the baptismal reservoir is, says Dlogenee. • It waa familitn· to the Danes,
ally admitted to be an interpolation; it is not men- and, after they are stripped of their last garment, Norwegians, Swedes, and Icelanders, who, according
tioned by the early ante-NicE:ne fathers nor in ancient the deacon or deaconess. proceeds to anoint them to the "Hava-mal," and other epic poems, poured
versions, bu~ was first quoted at the conference of with oil from head to foot. 3 After anointing they water on the head of the child, and gave it a-name.'
Oarthl)ge A.D. 2541 " made a dogma by the council cf star.d up in front of the bishop, who puts to each The ancient Druids,' Levonians, and Germans •
Nice, and subsequmtly enforced by civil power by several questions pertaining to the confession of practiced it; :yefl, even in ancient Mexico, Yucatan,"
the emperors Constantine and Theodosius, the latter faith, Christian life, etc. The immersion, which used and Peru • we find the same.
of whom by e,xpelling the clergy of Arian tendencies, to be three times, • corresponding to the persons in
That the use of the sign of the cross on the foreand by &t least fifteen severe edicts and military the trinity, is over; the sign of the cross is made on head of the bapt.ized person should be confined to
force, succeeded in establishing as part of Christian- the foreheud of the new " sold!er of Christ;" he is Christians would be more than strange, inasmuch
ity the dogma as professed in the Athanasian creed. 7 anointed anew; the bishop breathes upon him, to as the figure of t.ha cross is found as a religious symBefore this time the form was differant. Pope Nicho- signify the expulsion of the devil; a little salt is put bol in both Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.
las I. and Cyprian both acknowledged the legality in his mouth, a sign of love for heavenly things, such "Mithra signed his soldiers in the forehead," says
of baptism "in the name of the Lord Jesus.''"
as is proper for a true Christian. Next his ears and Tertu1ilian.' The Buddhists likewise made the sign
The q·1estion now naturally arisss, from whom did nostrils are touched with a spittle, indicating that as of the cross on the head of their followers. 1 "
John the Baptist receive the rite of baptism! He in the future his nasal organs should be perceptible
But why enumerate more examples? The two
may hnv neceived it from the Jews, who since their to the odor of virtue and truth, just so. the ears above-quoted instances are sufficient to prove the
captivity at Babylon used to wash or baptize prose- should be closed to falsehood but ever open to truth. autiqui!y of the rite, and I will therefore proceed and
lytes prior to their admission in their church, or Milk and honey is given to him as a token of his (the exsmin an institution connected closely with that of
perhaps-since John and Christ Jesus, according candidate's) ability to receive spiritual graces and baptism, viz., that of sponsors.
to the writer's opinion, were both Essenes-from gifts, and at last the chrysome, or white gown, is
For centuries it was the parents that answered for
either Egyptian or Buddhist sources. Both the thrown over his shoulders as a sign of innocence of the children, and with the exception of the Montl\nancient Egyptians as well as Hindoos, whether Buddh- soul and the kindly feeling of the new brotherhood. i~:ts in Africa, among whom sp<J@Isors were introduced
ists or Brahmans, were acquainted with the rite of The ceremony is over, and by reciting the Lord's at an early date, it was comparativly late in time
baptism. Immersion in the Egyptian water of puri- prayer the new-born Christian expresses his faith. •
that this institution was recognized by the different
While the ohrysome and the anointing were re- ~ects. Even to-day it is rejected by Presbyteriano
fication, • sprinkling or immersion by Buddhist or
Brahman priest in "holy watc;r," 10 produced the tained for a long. time after the Reformation in the and independent churches in general, on the ground
same result as immersion by a Christian bishop, the Church of England, these, as well as the other above- that the profession of faith given by one or both of
candidate arose from the water born anew, a regener- mentioned ceremonies, except the sign of the cross, the parents entitles the child to baptism. But
ated, sinless being.
hav now entirely disappeared . from all Protestant whether tthe professron is given by the parents or by
The ancient form of the baptism idea was that, as churches. In the Roman Catholic church cnly the sponsors does not in the least degree affect the abthe candidate's body was in bapti~m cleansed by the anointing remains, but in a quantity of a few drops surdity of the ceremony. How can one person
use of water and rubbing, so his soul did by the same only. And the sacrament of baptism can now be answer for the conduct of anothel' over whom he or
ceremony attain a purity, a clearness, it had not pre- administered even in private houses at any time dur- she can, even under the most favorable environments
viously known. But since the baptism ceremony could ing the year, and can be performed by any clergy- and circumstances, hav but a limited influence! And
take piace only once, it was by many persons put off man-yes, and as in the Roman Catholic church, even according to common justice and every-day good
until the hour of possible approaching death. There- by laymen and women.
Eense the baptized individual cannot, in case of non·
The word baptism, which means dipping in, immer- fulfilment of vows given by another person unaufore in case of war or pestilence the number of baptism aspirants always increased. The most notable sion in water, is derived from the Greek and Latin, thorized by him, be morally responsible.
parson who delayed his baptism was the imperial baptisma-Greek, baptiza, I dip, submerge, and
The giving of a name at the baptismal ceremony
murderer, the first Christian emperor Constantine bapto, I dip, immerse-this word naturally indicates is, as we might hav expected, not a Christian custom.
the Great, the father to the Christian Sunday. He a plunging into water. This was also the practice of In fact, as long as infant baptism did not exist, there
was first immersed in the" blood of Christ " 11 shortly early Christians, and is yet continued in Eastern was no use for it, but as soon as introduced, the
before his death, when the ceremony was performed churches, while in those of the West it is found only " giving of name" was added to the already " Chrisby Eusebius of Nicomedia.
among Roman Catholics in the instance of the bap- tianized" baptismal ceremony. To prove whwce
While dming the apostolic ages, and for some tistry of the cathedral at Milan and among orthodox the early Christians procured this "heathenish"
centuries after, the scene of the baptismal ceremony Baptists. In the beginning of the thirteenth century custom is very difficult, if not impossible, but we
was sometimes a spring or ·well, or a large reservoir opposition arose, and slowly (Elizabeth and Edward know it waa in use among the Greeks and Romans,
or bath, or perhaps a river, the third century wit- VI. were both immersed) but surely the rite of Etruscans and Egyptians, Brahmans and Buddh·
neemed the introduction of special buildings, so-called " sprinkling" was substituted, and since the seven- ists, etc.
baptistries (from the Greek baptisterion, a large teenth century it has acquh·ed a solid hold in the
The so-called sacrament of confirmation was at
ba8in or vase), of which there generally was but one northern and western states of Europe. And we hav first connected with that of baptism, but since the
in each city, and which was either octagonal, as the here a strange, yet, to a student of theology, familiar fourteenth century we find it postponed until later, a
baptistry of St. Giovanni in Fonte, or circular, like fact: the church's disregard of custom and belief, no custom which is now in general use in all Western
that at Pisa, :which is about one hundred and sixteen matter by whom sanctioned, as soon as the popular churchefl, while that of the East yet immerses, comvoice imperativly demands it.
feet in diameter.
municates, and confirms the children on the same ocThe baptism by immersion is, according to the casion.
Christian theologians, sanctioned by Christ Jesus,
1 Matt. xxviii, 19.
That the clergy of the "religion of love" should
Mark xvi, 16.
2
The term sacrament as applied to baptism is not found in his apostles, and by usage of early churches, and in their unbounded mercy try and succeed in stretchyet now it is an exception and not a rule.
the New Testament.
ing the words, the "whole world," so as to include
Another change we must mention is the introduc- even dead persons and inanimate things, is not more
"According to Matt. iii, 2; Luke iii, 16. Compare Geikie's
L1fe of Christ, vol. i, p. 393. Rev. J. P. Lundy's- Monu1 For centuries baptism was administered only twice a
mental Christianity, p. 385.
1 Neander: Church History, p. 167.
year, on the day of decollation and on that of the nativity.
·1 Paul: Cor. i, 14-17.
2
2
5
Wall: Hist. of Infant Baptism.
.
These galleries were, even far down in the Middle Ages,
Eusebius : Ecclesiastical Hist., ·nb. 7, char>. ii.
3 Baring-Gould: Origin Rei. Belief, vol. i, p. 390.
6
occupied by the nobility, who stood here to witness the cereGibbon: Rome, vol. iii, p. 553, note 116, 117 .. Taylor: mony.
4 Ibid, 392, 393.
Diegesis. Reber: Christ of Paul, and others.
Hallett: Northern Antiquities, pp. 307,
3 Although we hav no good evidence that the two sexes
7
313, 366.
Gibbon: Rome, vol. ii, pp. 87, 91-1!2.
were bapt:zed apart, the writer is inclined to believe that
6 Davies : Myth. of Brit. Druids.
8
Baring-Gould: Or. Rei.
Smith's Dictionary of Christian Antiquities, vol. i, p. 162. such was the case at least during the Middle Ages. The
Bel.,
vol. i, p. 393.
9
Rev. Lundy: Monumental Christianity, p. 885. Bon- anointing with oil signified the gift of the Holy Ghost, and
"Hallet: Northern Antiquities.
wick : Egyptian Belief, p. 416.
was a custom common to all nations of antiquity.
"'Prescott: Conqtlest of 1\'lex., vol. i, p. 64. Hev. L·mdy:
10
4
Bunse!l : Ange_l Messiah, p. 121. Lillie : Buddhism, p.
A parallel to this triple immersion we hav in 1he Roman Monumental Christianity; pp. 389, 89 ).
134. Lydia H. Ch1ld : Progress Rei. Ideas, vol. i, p. 125.
baptism with fire, where the candidate jumped three times
8 Bonwick: Egypt. Belief, p. 416.
11
During_ the third and fourth century it was almost uni. through the sacred fire.
9
De Praecrips, ch. xi.
5
versally b0heved that the baptismal water was changed into
Bingham: Christian :Antiquities, xi, 11, §1, 2 ;· xi, 9; x,
the blood of Christ Jesus.
, 10 Higgin : Ana~alypsis, vol. i, p. 230.
3, 45; xii, 1, 4.
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than one might hav expected, knowing the zeal and ·
Usury.
fervor wherewith they ha.v gathered and· do. gather conTHE CHRISTIAN AND THE AGNOSTIC VIEW ..
verts to faith. In former days baptism by the
President White in his "Warfare of Religion and
wholesale was no. uncommon thing, as is proved by Science," and R. G. Ingersoll in his "Mistakes of
the conduct of St. Francia X'lvier, and that of the Moses," or some similar produclion, hav instanced
bishops under the reign of Charlemagne during the the usury laws as illuatrativ of the pernicious infl.alatter's crusades against the Saxons. The innumer- ence of religious intermeddling with economic subable cruelties which stain ev~ry page in. the history jects. I refer to this to bring into contrast the two
of the Christian church-and which were necessitated views indicat1ld above.
by the instinctiv aversion to the religion of eternal
The Christian, following the. Mosaic law, for ages
damnation of almost every honest and inquiring treated uaury as "a sin," denouncing and punishing it
mind-we find no more. Social ostracism, bribery, as such, although at the same time enforcing the
and kidnapping am now the levers by wh!ch the collection of debts, in the spirit of the law of pagan
church sustains herself.
Rome, which accorded the creditor the power of life
While we in the ancient Egyptian belief in baptism and death over the debtor. The scientists, on the
after death hav a parallel in the current Christian other hand, hav looked upon interest simply as one
belief in the salvation of the holy men and women. of of the economic forces. And in no field does the
the O:d Testament and of such heathen as were triumph of science over religion seem more complete
"aff€cted" by J esus'a thtee days' r~::vival meeting in than here. A single century since the days of J ereJ;D.y
hell, I hav in vain sought in other religions for a Bentham, has sufficed to work a complete change in
resemblance -to the Roman Catholic church's baptism all Protestant states, they now wholly repudiating
of bells. In rmch occasion t;~xorciam is used ; the the Jewish and Christian theory of usury; and the
bell is sprinkled with holy water, rubbed with oil of Catholic church, by the adoption of a childish casucatechumens, a formula of consecration, in the name istry, has attempted to reconcile its present lenity
of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost is read, toward a " heinous sin'' with the ancient superstiand a name is given it in the presence of sponsors. tion, in order to keep up with the progress of modern
That these divine ceremonies are passed through thought.
.
with soma rational object in viaw, and not simply for
The point raised recently by Professor Cook, and
imposing upon the ignorant masses, as a "small" the attitude of many advanced thinkers· to-day, sugInfidel friend of mine believes, is distinctly avowed gest the removal of the whole subject from the field
· in these words used on such occasion : " To turn off of moral and religious and even of civil sanction, and
storms and tempests from the faithful."
of subjecting it to a closer analysis than either ChrisIn ·Matt. iii, it, we find the following: "I, inde~d, tian or Agnostic has yet given it.
ba.ptiz:~ yon with water; . . . he shall ba.ptiz~
If Bentham's reasoning is sound as to the impolicy
you wlt,h the Holy Ghost and with fire." And in of prohibiting usury, it would seem naturally to fol~
verse 16 we are told of the "Spirit of God" (Holy low that neither should the civil law interfere to enGhost) descending like a dove; while in Acts ii, 2-4, force its collection, or indeed any debts at all not
we r.re informed of the baptism of the twelve apostles involving fraud or betrayal of trust. A careful anal~
with cloven tongu~s of fire and with the Ho;y Ghost. ysia will make plain the fact that, ordinarily, interest
The passages above q:1ote,d are unquestionably is made up of several distinct integers, only one of
interpolations, since at the time the gospels are said which appears obvious to the unscientific mind, viz,
to hav been written a belief in a trinity in unity was payment for the use of money. In addition to this,
entErtained by the Christiana, and it is, as we hav however, there is in every case a risk to the lender,
seen, doubtful whether the rite of baptism was in u3e unless the debt be fully secured. Also, there is the
at that timG. The writers of the gospel of Matthew personal tax, and time and trouble for which an
11nd of AcLs no doubt derived their knowledge of equitable compensation is due. In addition to all
baptism with fire from the Essenes, hence from this there is what may be termed an economic inIndia, where even to-day it is a custom in said country terest, an increased production arising from the joinfor mothers ·to pass through the sacred fire with ing of conserved labor (money, or things .which
their children in their arms.' Still, the rite is by no mouey will purchase) with present or current labor,
means confined to the Hindoos; the ancient R::>mans," over that which present labor alone could effect, and
D-ines, Irish, Jews, etc., performed it, and relics of it in cases where it would enable a party to get his
may yet ba found in Irelaud, Scotland, and in the product earlier to market But this would also hav
Catholic institution of purgatory.
its inverse contingency. Not always the first, someIn the baptism with the Holy Ghost we hav evi- times the last in market gets the higher price, so that
dently another remnant of paganism; then among economic interest becomes b9th a plus and a minus
the ancients a bird, generally a dove, was the symbol q aantHy, and with the price of commodities, under
of the third person in their respectiv triniLies. Sig- the law of supply and demand, yields alternately a
nifying incubation, it united in itself the two prin- profit and a loss. To prohibit interest, or to fix a
ciples.
rate by law, is therefore as stupid, as usury advocates
Bafore closing this essay it will not be without often remind us, as to fix by law 1\ price to labor or
interest to inquire into the possible origin of the uni- to merchandise, as was of"en d :>ne in the past centc
versal, ancient belief in the efficiency of water to uriea.
produce a rageneraticn. The idea conveyed by the
But interest, as practically existing, arises mainly
word regeneration imports the existence of a former, not from the operation of economic Jaw, but as a
an original state of sinfulness of the pe:rson to be result of positiv interference therewith, a fact which,
regenerated, and it is therefore only natural that we, if scientists hav recognized it at all, they hav carefully
in nations believing in a "new birth," find an ante- concealed. Eoonomic interest, under freedom of
rior belief in original siu. "I commit sin, wy nature production and exchange, would necessarily vibrate
is sinful, I am conceived in sin," says the Hindoo from the mean or zero to the plus or mi:nus side, as
in one of his prayers. •
does the pendulum of a clock, or as the waves rise
But why the regenerativ power of water? It was and fall, alternately, above and below the general
among the ancients a current belief ~hat .al~ beings,· level of the sea.
animal as well as vegetable, owed the1r or1gm to the
The interest with which we are acquainted is sustwo productiv powers of the universe-to the m~le tained by monopolies, under class law, as a constant
and female principles, to fire and water.' Still, it plus quantity, as if the water in an e:ffiaent wave
was supposed that they, when separated, lost their could hold itself forever in that position, without
productivness, hence the two elements were gener- being followed by a depression below the point of
ally combined, symbolized, directly or indirectly, in rest, in its effort to attain equilibrium. There apthe persons of superior deities. Hence we hav in pears then the broadest of all possible distinctions
the person of Bacchus, of Atya, of Neptune, Adonai, between the interest growing out of the operation of
etc., a general emanation of the productiv po\Vers, economic law ·and that which spr,ngs from positiv
the COoperation of Which W'-\S nece~sary to pr?d.uce monopolies. The first is not only a variable, but an
the regeneration. In course of time the . ong~nal undulating force; the last is a positiv quantity, bemeaning was lost. Popular fancy and the Imagma- gotten and upheld by positiv institution. The scientions of poets caused a mass of myths and stories to tists, therefore, who hav clamored for the repeal of
cluster around the primitiv conception. The gods the usury laws, stultify themselvs in failing to ask
changed their characters, and a belief in the regen~r for the repeal also of those laws now barring the
ativ powers of the water as apart from t.he deity action of the economic law, which ever tends to bring
became prevalent.
GusTAVE NELSON.
the interest rate to zero from either side, by what_Forestpo1't, N. Y.
ever cause disturbed. FQr interest created by h\w
will cease on disuse of the law. And while the law
is in use its results are proper subjects of legislativ
I Maurice: Antiquities of India, vol. v, P· 1,075.
regulation.
.
2 Note 15.
The
p::>int
raised
by
Mr.
Ingersoll,
whether
it
is
a William3: BiQduism, p. 214.
better to use capital in a way to obtain the highest
4 llippocrales: Dlro:a i, 8.
The soul moveth itself in rate of interest from it, is quite aside from the
man being the cJmmixture of fire and water, necessary to
the human body. Qaoted in Knight: Ant., Art, and Myth., true issue. It is only the duty of the legislator to
inquire wha the economic and social laws are, and
p. 31.
to guard against interference with them either by
IN Rome in 184!) I visited myself every convent. pious zealots cr unscrupulous rings. Ohherwise he
I was present at all the investigations. Without a becomes a party either to bigoted intolerance or to
single exception we found instruments of torture, grasping avarice. That customary interest is mainly
and a cellar wit.h the bodies of infant children.- monopo:is~ic appears from the fact that it is identical in character with the raek-rent of land; is assoGuiseppe Gw·ibaldi.
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ciated with monopoly of credit enjoyed under our
laws of banking and legal tender, privilege t.o corporations, patent rights, protectiv. tariffs, and with
all operations where the tendency of the economic
law is suspended to enable favorite .to reap constant
profiFs and escape alternating losses, which in consequence fall necessarily upon. labor, ultimately, in
addition to its own proper share.
In monopolistic rent lies the prime basis of all
monopolistic interest or profits. The theory of economic rent, first formulated by Ricardo, bases it
upon the superior fertility of some soils over others,
and upon choice of location. ·It did not occur to
him that rent, as known to our laws, had grown up
from wholly different causes and conditions ; from
the· farming out of the royal taxes to favorite, who
were often allowed to appropriate them wholly to
theh· own use, nnd at last to assume ownership of
the lands upon which they were levied, making tenants, serfs, and vassals of the occupants. From this,
as the commercial spirit superseded the feudal, was
born the forced, competitiv, or I'ack rent of our
times. Especially, he did not discover that t.rue
economic rent, aside from repairs and necessary
expenses, was a vibratory quantity, and, whether
as to fertility of soil or advantage of location, was
constantly subject to change from the plus to minus
side. Fertil soil becomes exhausted, and excessiv
products beget a local glut; new uses bring de.mand
for differing quality of soil; changes in business, in
fashion, in governmental policy, in war, and numerous
other circumstances, change the estimated value of
locations from the greater to the lesser, and from the
lesser to the greater. Prospectiv values of location
are vastly uncertain. The "loss and gain" to these
values on the whole equal each other. But for
monopoly of ownership of the land thie would be
moat apparent. That shuts out opportunity to the
many and destroys free competition. It should be
evident to the stupidest eco;nomist that law-created
rent and law-created interest are wholly different
from such rent and interest as exist from the operation of pure economic law. Although unfortunately
associated in the common mind, and indeed h! retofore in their scientific classification, as one and the
same thing, economic rent, interest, and profit hav
no more resemblance or relation to the monopolistic
things bearing those names than hav the .most desirable and salutary exchanges of commerce to the
piunder of the freebooter; and to mnke this illustration complete, it should mean such freebooter as once
had legal charter and protection-from the state.
It will now be seen not only why the Agnostic
should decry the existence of the uanry laws, the
arbitrary and violent interference with the business
of the people, and the full operation of the law of
supply and demand, but also why he should demand
the removal of all those laws which now bar opportunity legalize privilege, block the wheels of human
industry and obstruct the free exchange of services
and products. The philanthropist has, on the other
hand, sought tbrough~barbaric enforcement of law to
reme:ly the results to privilege which flow fr~m private dominion of land, the monopoly of cred~o, legal
tender laws bank charters, and limitation of coinage.
But he also' stupidly fails to demand the abolition of
these privileges. It is unnecessary to call in question the humanity of the scientist or the sincerity of
the Christian. Each one sees a side of the complex
subject but neither .comprehends its exact nature,
and eadh makes the same error in regarding usmy as
a result of economic forces. The one wants it suppressed by law, whereas it only ~xists by law. The
other wants it given freedom, whereas the freedom
of industry and commerce would destroy it as a P?sitiv factor in business, leaving only that undulatmg
quantity which results from the tendency of supply
and demand and from the growth and decay of nature's production. Mr. Ingerso~l is mis.taken in. sn:ppoaing that loaning money at mtflrest 1s essenhal m
comprehensiv enlet·prises, as in railroad bonds, etc.
The healthful investment ofcapital follows economic
law not legal enactments. Moneyed men will just as
readily invast their means to avoid loss as to make
gains. In the absence of subsidies ~nd class yri~i
leges the tendency will be to place It where It Will
become most serviceable to the general interest, in
opening new avenues to indus.try and in e;xploring
new fields of enterprise, and whwh usually giv better
returns than the old and beaten linea of business.
The monopoly of the land, whi~h is th~ _Primal
foundation of a tribute, now rendermg our Citizens a
mass of hirelings and serfs, iR not in the line of public policy or the general welfare: The monopoly ~f
money and of credit is Equally dang.erous to .Pu~hc
prosperity. The moder:r;t progress m material ~m
provement we owe to ECIE:nce, not to usury-beanng
debts, protectiv tariffs, or subsidies to ad~enturers.
It has been obtained despite of these. While, therefore the moral and religious aspect of .the controversy must be relegated to the limbo of medieval
shades the true economic bearing of the question
becom~s one of the first importance, and suggests to
Christian and Agnostic alike careful study and exact
analysis, rather than obsequious bo'Ying to ancient
religious myths, or to the absurd fictiOns and musty
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statutes of biubaric times and of unscientific thought.
While people wul submit to laws which foster extortion they should not complain. T~e advo?ate of
religious toleration will b.e~efit mank.m.d but httle by
delivering them from rehg1ous f.an~hmsm and superstition while inculcating submiSSIOn to forms and
maxim~ of law derived from ages of despotism and
barbaric rule.
The usance of land, money, or goods (rent, interest or profits), which grows from the operation of
arbitrary and unequal laws, is direcbly the opposit of
economical increase under the reciprocal exchanges
of. commerce. The denunciations of Moses, St.
Chrysostom, of Ruskin and Palmer, are wholly justified when confined to the former. Tb.e eulogies of
White, Ingersoll, and economists generally are
merited when applied exclusivly to the latter. To
eliminate the first no repressiv or cruel law is needed
-only the repeal of those which grant unjust and
unequal privilege. To thus abolish monopolistic
rent, usury, and profits, would be to giv their economic synonyms their full force and play, and secure
the healthful and salutary influence they are able to
exert in every department of social industry-use of
the best lands and prosecution of the most serviceable work.
No writer on political economy of note that I am
aware has distinguished between the theoretic rent
of Ricardo and "the price of monopoly," which Mr.
George defines rent practically to be. The free
traders, indeed, show how manufacturer's profits are
increased by tariffs, but do not trace interest to the
operation of protectiv laws, or show how monopolies
change the vibratcry motions of purely economic
forces into constant quantities of tribute to privilege
at the expense of labor always. If this view be
not, as I think, mainly novel, it is a formulation
original with me, whether a valuable contribution to
the subjE>ct or otherwise.
J. K. INGALLS.
Glenora, N. Y.
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. The .Roll of Honor.
J. 0. Bentley, Philadelphia, Pa ............................. $100 00
Leonard Geiger, Hudson, N.Y.............................. 20 00
Kent, 0., Secular Union....................................... 15 00

H. P. Mason, Salt Lake City, Utah........................ 10 00
Almond Owen, Milwaukee, Wis............................ 10 0
5 00
J. J, McCabe, Albany, N. Y....................... -.........
M. H. Coffin, Longmont, Col.................................
5 00
C. C. Richardson, Omro, Wis................................ 1 00
Fred C. Shamhorst............................................... 1 00
.Our " Roll of Honor" for the current month is
looming up g1andly. Secularism, unlike the unfortunate Irishman, is neither " dead nor speechless."·
Even in the darkest and most beclouded hour,
one's vision is gladdened by bursts of sunlight, dispelling the gloom, illuminating the onward path,
and infusing fresh courage and hope into the almost
despondent souls of those who love. our cause and
work for .its promotion. Every contribution serves
a twofold purpose-the funds are for the propaganda,
and at the same time the spirit evinced by the donor
encourages those who are bearing the "burden and
heat of the day" to persevere in their" work of faith
and labor of love," aLd acts as an incentiv to fresh
exertion upon . many who need such visitations to
" whet their almost blunted purpose."
Our hearty thanks are due to Brother J. 0. Bentley, of Philadelphia, who has responded so nobly
and promptly to our appeal for help. We know
that he neither desires nor expects thanb, as he is
one of those rare spirits who love
To do good by stealth
And blush to find it fame.
. Nevertheless he will hav to undergo the "blushing"
ordeal this time, for we desire by means of publishing this munificent donation, from one who is a comparativly (so far as I kn9w) recent acquisition to our
ranks, to remind many of our older veterans that
their laurels are in danger, and stir up, by way of
remembrance, many minds which seem to sadly
require a little of that process. Secularists must
bear in mind that our cause, good and grand as· it is,
is not self-supporting. "A Paul may plant and an
Apollo water," but it is cold, hard cash which must
furnil!lh "the increase." We hear a great deal about
silver· tongued orators, but the most effectiv silvertongued oration that the Union can make use of is
the silnr dollar, or its representativ, and Brother
Bentley having sent one hundred of these eloquent
advocates we proudly emblazon his name at the head
of our "Roll of Honor," and extend to him the heartfelt greetings of all our friends and co-workers.
Brother L. Geiger celebrated the day on which
the Bruno monument was unveiled by sending $20
in to theCampa:gn Fund of the treasury. Geiger is
so great-hearted and generous that I am almost
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ashamed to accept any more for the Union from him.
His dollBtione within two years to my knowledge
hav run into hundreds of dollars, nor has he wearied
of well-doing-. He is inclined to the belief that there
are lots of" Liberal" misers who ought to" get fits."
Brother Geiger's hand is ever open to such appeals,
and it is n£ var an empty hand either. His continued
contributions to the cause show that Leonard Geiger
is determined to make up to the Union in generosity
the loss it sustained in the death of Courtlandt
Palmer. He is determined that he will dispose of
what he .can for the good of the cause during his
lifetime, and not leave it for others to pervert and
fight about. No worthier example could be followed.
A very interesting communication is at hand from
Marius Heighton, of Kent, 0., Secular Union, inclosing their subscription, $15. The amount is gratefully acknowledged, and we regret that so earnest a
worker is so environed by the unpleasant contrast of
men who from motive of expediency donate most
liberally to orthodox enterprises of various kinds,
but who can spare nothing with which to fight
superstition, or enlighten and elevate humanity. A
Freethinker should be a free giver. Thoughts alone
are powerless to emancipate the race from the curse
of ecclesiastical thralldom and·sacerdotal supremacy.
The exponent of thought is action, and the watchword for all Secularists st this time is,
Men of thought and men of action,
Clear the way !
We are pleased to receive a communication from
Vice-President H. P. Mason, of Salt Lake City. The
sacrifices he is making to s'tlstain our work in his
locality are appreciated. One sentence in his letter
furnishes the key to the situation almost everywhere.
He says, "There are bu.t three or four persons here
that giv any considerable aid to the Liberal caus.e.
This makes it bang heavy on us.'' We can all take
up the burden of this refrain; the lukewarmness, indifference, reluctance, etc., of even professed a:ad
outspoken Secularists to sustain the cause and support the work make it " hang heavy on us.'' When
will our Secular friends shake off their fatal lethargy
and show by their earnest, persistent efforts that
they " mean business;" that they hav enlisted for life
and are determined togiv freely of time, money, and
energy until ·throughout this broad land they hav
succeeded in establishing " the :flag above the cross,"
or, as Browning expressed it, liv to see
Saint, savage, sage,
Fuse their respectiv creeds in one,
and let that creed be
The world is our country,
To do good our religion?
One of the most cheering and encouraging messages recently rec~ived is from our old friend and
stanch ally, Almond Owen, of Milwaukee. Hear him :
"A life-member of the American Secular Union, I
cannot expect to be much longer a living one, for I
hav entered my eighty-fifth year. While I do remain, however, it is my wish to be doing a little for
the promotion of the objects of the Union." That is
the kind of talk we like to hear. What a stinging
rebuke to the indifferentists is administered by this
sturdy old veteran in the above expression! Eightyfive years old, but still anxious to help, still eager
to serve and work. Our friend has more than exceeded the allotted period, yet we hope he may liv to
celebrate his centennial birthday. He is one of those
whom the poet had in mind when he exclaimed,
E'en in our ashes liv their wonted fires;
for often in the fires of age still glow warm and
bright souls of enthusiasm and devotion. We salute
our venerable friend and assure him that though he
may not remain with us many more years, yet we
shall cherish his memory, revere his character, and
imitate his example. His will be among Secularists
One of the few, the immortal names
That were not born to die..
Thanks, Brother McCabe, for the words of sympathy and encouragement contained ·in your missiv.
While the officers of the American Secular Union
strive to discharge their duty under any and all circumstances, whether their efforts are appreciated or
not, they by no means object to testimonials of this
nature, which essure them they are not alone in the
unequal strugglP. Human sympathy is always
grateful, words of cheer ever welcome. J. J. McCabe
delivered a most stirring, vivifying; electrifying centennial oration, eliciting a letter of approval from the
historian, Jas. Plirton. The oration was published
in tlie Investigator, and is invaluable for· historical
date and originality of treatment.
. Having been urging Brother McCabe on the question of organization, we are confronted with the
same condition. How long will Freethinkers aupinely submit to be a reproach to Freethought?
The ability and inclinati9n to help are so seldom
found in company that it is a pleasure to hear from
so persistent a worker and helper as J. J. McCabe.
It will be through his efforts if anyone's that Albany
will be redeemed from Secular indifference.
However, we hav a few Liberals who, "being dead,
yet speak." We hav even a message from a" Coffin,"
and it is a good, cheering message, too. Would that
we had a few more such lively corpses-they would

create consternation and havoc in the ranks of orthodoxy. AU success to our worthy co-laborer of Long~
mont, Col. We trust that many happy years may
elapse ere this particular Coffin shall be consigned
to its usual destination. .He may rest assured, how:.
ever, that_ when this common fate shall hav ove.rtaken
him, the Secularists of Longmont will see that "his
grave is kept green."
To C. C. Richardson, Omro, Wis., and Fred
Scharnhorst, of Stella, W. T., we extend thanks and
fraternal greetings, assuring them that their favors
are duly appreciated. No one can do better than
his best, and if all did as much, Secularism would
receive a boom and orthodoxy hang its " diminishing
head."
To one and all our thanks I
EXCELSIOR.
Last year we were all proud of the recognition
received by Miss Bertha Piper, our accomplished
pianist, who won the bronze medal at her school fo:r:
an essay on " Patriotism." We are now doubly re"
joiced at the merited distinction she has further··
gained for herself and the cause by achieving triple:
honors at the head of the graduating class of thff
Oakley school. Colonel Sexton, the new postmaste'lf
of Chicago, took particular pleasure in presentin·g
the daughter of his old-time friend not. only her
graduatisg diploma but the Foster diploma as wen,
and in addition to that the Lawson silver medal for
her essay on " Patriotism." If the school-house• llad
been put up for competition Miss Bertha wourd•
surely hav carried it off. In addition to the regubir
course, Miss Piper also took lessons in German,
music, and drawing. In music her progress is pr6digious, and in that art alone she could doubtless
win distinction. A good many friends were present
at the exercises, and she was the recipient of ·a couple
of handsome bouquets. Our talented young friend
will store her mind- preparatory to devoting herse]f
to " learning the young idea how to shoot," and afte'r
that she will study"medicin and surgery. She bears>
the stamp of genius. E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.

.A. Plea for Our President's Proposition.
[The following letteuo ably, so forcibly, and so intelligently
covers the whole question that, for the edification of your,
readers, I send it for their perusal, with my most emphatic
indorsement.-E. A. STEV.BNs.]
FRIEND STEVENS : I hav noted with great pleasure·
the fact that the proposition to prepare a manual of
Secular morality to be in~roduced into the pu'biic
schools is everywhere received with the approv~ and
commendation it so justly merits.
The commonly accepted idea that a sound systelfi
of ethics and morality must be established upon a
theological basis can be, in my opinion, successfully
controverted only by the publication of such a work
as Secularists propose. Some one has said that the
best way to meet an argument is by a fact, and the
mere announcement that the ethical manual, or manual of morality, or whatever it is to be called, is un
fait accompli, cannot but silence, even if it does not
convince, skeptics and opponents.
The truth is that theology and ethics are not even
distantly co-related. Theology is a purely speculativ
matter, and in accepting its authority an individu~l
is simply required to assent to certain dogmatic as-sumptions which are not susceptible of demonstra:.
tion. These dogmas principally relate to the exisfience of a God, the nature and destiny of the human
soul, and similar abstractions, all of which may be
implicitiy accepted by the most depraved wretch that
ever drew breath, or utterly rejected, as unworthy
of credence, by a man of the purest life and most;un-..
blemished character.
.
As the apostle James very forcibly puts it, "Th6u
believest that there is one God-thou doest weJ!f;,
the devils also believe and tremble."
AdmittiDg, for the sake of argument, that such
imaginary beings as devils hav a veritable existence,.
it is by no means improbable that they are divided
into orthodox and heterodox, and most probably the'
former are inclined,•on the strength of their ortho"
doxy, to regard their skeptical brethren as many
degrees lower in the scale of Mephistophelian depravity than· themselvs.
·
And so, a man may be a superior theologian, perfectly versed in the inscrutable mysteries of ecclesiastical dialectics, and yet his standard of morality be
of an exceedingly low order. . The theologian n'O·
more than the mathematician .is necessarily a mor&l
man. A man's intellectual conceptions havabsolutel<y
no relation to his character. Therefore it. is absurd
and inconsistent to insist that a system of moral's
must hav a theological basis.
A child may be taught to revere the good, abhO"r
the evil, despise the base and mean, and admire all'ci
emulate all that is noble and grand in humanrty'
without even hearing the word God. He inay be·
shown the beauty and power of a noble life ; instructed QB to his duties as a citizen, inspired with a·
sense of justice, imbued with principles of integrit)l',
and all this without the question ever being raised
as to whether he will hav a personal existence aftel'
death.
I would go even further than this, and take whl\ti I
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believe to be still higher ground, viz., that the quaetion of morality not only need not be associated
with theological abetractione-1 assert boldly that it
should not be. I hold that morality loess by the
association-that it is actually degraded by it. The
very moment that you tell a child that he should be
good because the "all-seeing eye of Jehovah" is
ever upon him, noting hie every action, prepared to
cJf!lr him a premium upon right conduct and to
iv1iict severe chastisement for the commission of
uuworthy deeds, that very moment you destroy the
JDOrality of the child's acts and make them a matter
of pol_icy; and policy is a thing which bas no moral
~jgnificance whatever. In my judgment DO more
immoral maxim was ever penned than "Honesty is
the best policy." In this sentiment the significance
of honesty as a moral quality is destroyed and a
commercial value substituted therefor. The leeton
inculcated is. not, "Be honest because it is right,
.l;>eeauee it is your duty, but because, in the long run,
1'0P will be the gainer by it, and the loser by being
dishonest." The same sentiment is expressed in the
Bcriptures in this manner: "The righteous hav the
promie of the life that now is as well as of that
which is to come." Obrietiane, of all others, should
hesitate before attacking utilitarianism, as their entire theology is founded upon a utilitarian basis, and
appeals to the lowest motive by which human conduct may be actuated.
It is not assumed in the foregoing that any perfect
11yetem of morality bas ever yet been, or in the nature
of things ever can be, formulated. The aim of a
moral teacher should be not to lay down any castiron rules of morality, but to awaken and quicken
moral perceptions. Since the human race began,
mankind bas recognized a difference between the
abstract principles of right and wrong; humanity, in
all agee, is unanimous upon the poiut that there is a
vast distinction between them. But in defining what
acts are good or bad per se an infi,(lit variety of
opinion has been obtained; the sentiment in this
l"egard of the people of one age or one race being
utterly antagonized andoft-timeedeliberatelyrevereed
by another. True, the consensus of public opinion
has ever delighted in expressing itself in such glittaring generalities as, Be honest, be chaste, be just,
be true, etc., and ad infinitum, but to the queries,
What is honesty? what is chastity? what is justice?
what is truth? probably no two human beings bav
ever returned the same answers. What then? Shall
we say that morality is. a myth-a mere sound devoid of significance? Far from it. Duty is a; real, a
poeitiv thing. The eternal ought weighs down upon
each human soul, demanding therefrom implicit obedience. Woe betide that soul that refuses to render
it! But the specific duties devolving upon individua.le are as diverse as the individuals themeelve, and
the task for each human soul is to ascertain what hie
or her duties may be and to be governed accordingly.
The work of the moral teacher; then, is simply to
enable the learner to ascertain these duties-to
assist him in the discovuy of moral truths and in the
adaptation of them to hie or her indiTidual requiremente. What is needed in the realm of morality is
not more light, but a stronger, clearer moral vision,
whereby we may be enabled to perceive and analyze
correctly the rays of the light we now bav, to the
end that they may illumin our souls' deepest recesses, and show clearly the way our feet must go.
'' For if the light that is in us be darkness, how
gl"eat is that darkness."
With beet wishes for the success of the contem·
plated movement,' I remain, dear sir,
Yours fraternally,
S. WooDMAN.

Mrs. Freeman's Travels.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Saturday and Sunday, June 15th and 16th, I gave three
lectures in Atlanta, Ill. This is a lovely little town
situated on the Ohic&go & Alton railroad. The people are wide awake, intelligent, and progreeeiv. The
lecture on Saturday evening was. well attended. A
number of orthodox were present, among them a
Methodist minister. Notwithstanding the extreme
beat, quite a number came out Sunday afternoon.
In the evening a reverend gentleman felt the necessity of getting up a counter attraction by speaking
on the Johnstown flood. This did not prevent the
Freethinkers securing an audience of three hundred
or morE'. The Liberals were well pleased with the
attendance, and pronounced the lectures a success.
I was met at Atlanta by a. bevy of Liberal stalwarts
from "away back." I wae entertained by Dr. Gardner and hie pleasant family, being driven to hie home
by hie beautiful daughter, who kindly took me in the
carriage to and from the lectuTee. The doctor is an
old resident, a friend of D. M. Bennett, and bas taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since its first publication in
the little town of Paris in this state. He is a noted
physician, an·d bas managed, through a terrific and
holy church boycott, to secure a handsome competency. He has a family of which he may well be
proud, lovely daughters and honored eons. I bad
the pleasure of meeting three of this younger generation-the young doctor in business in Atlanta, and

tw? daughters. The doctor's wife, Mrs. Gardner, is
a_ h}Jeral .Methodist, distinguished and dignified, pree1dmg w1th grace at her hospitable home. The doctor himEelf is an evolution from her church. Hie
fall from grace was due to reading the Bible in order
to gather knowledge to destroy Universalism. Before he'had mastered the scientific facts of the first
chapter of Genesis hie faith was shattered. Reason
has since held the fort.
James Tuttle, one of the noted Freethinkers of the
state, a life-member of the American Secular Union
took me in hie carriage to hie lovely country home:
Here I met his wife and niece, hie daughter and her
husband, Mr. Richmond. Mr. Richmond is an avOluted Unitarian, Liberal and learned, and some time
I am going to Atlanta on purpose to finish our talk.
There were some little pointe about God and religion
that we did not agree on. We could not quite decide
where Pantheism began and Monism left off, and
vice versa-at least, I couldn't. However, the eubject will last, and· be just as fresh a thousand years
from now as it was a thousand years back.. No need
of hurrying. We had a real old-fashioned country
dir,ner. I mention it because it was a novelty. The
long table set on the porch, green trees, green grass,
roses-roses everywhere. How much Putnam could
hav made of that dinner ! How hie poetic soul would
hav bubbled over w~tb glowing words at the memory
of the delicious biscuit and golden butter ! What
music he would bav drawn from the great bell which
called the men to the meal !
Mr. Tuttle is eighty-five or eighty-six years old, hie
wife eighty, and I mast say that they are a handsome
couple, bright and wide-awake, and looking eo young
that I couldn't realize they had lived eo many years.
Mrs. Tuttle's hair is as brown as a girl's, and the
delicately outlined face fair and sweet. " She grows
handsomer every day," said her husband admiringly,
whereat she gently administered a smiling reproof.
I remember this home every day, and there is a
reason for it-1 was invited to stay a week: Invited
to stay a week among the roses! Who wouldn't
pleasantly recall people extending an invitation like
that?
Several Liberals came from Lincoln, eight miles
distant, to attend the lectures-Bon. R. A. Talcott,
J. F. Sisson and wife, Dr. A. Orichfield, known to the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER by occasional contribu. tiona as" J obn Bushel," and a very pleasant gentleman
with whom I took dinner at Mr. Tuttle's, but whose
name I bav unfortunately forgotten. Dr. Orichfield
is an earnest Liberal, well posted, wide awake, and
full of enthusiasm for the cause. It was due to hie
activity, I believe, that I was invited to visit Atlanta.
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN.
402 West Madison street, Chicago.

Wilford Hall Explained.
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Under circumstances adapted to test the flying qualities of the squirrel to the utmost, be might become
the progenitor of animals which would fly like bate.
Wilford Hall attempted to demolish not only
Darwin but the scientists in general, and triumphantly succeeded in proving that be did not understand them. The following is a specimen of his
reasoning: The intensity of light is said to vary inversely as the square of the distance (from the
center). Therefore, at four feet, it is only one-sixteenth what it is at one foot. By parity of reasoning, says Hall, it ought at eight feet to be one-sixteenth what it is at four feet. But ~~ot eight feet it is
one-fourth what it is at four feet. Behold a demonstrated absurdity ! Hall is the champion ignoumue
of the century. As I said in your paper when his
book first appeared, be is crazier thim Jo Oook, for
he bas thrown himself right into the rsmoreelese
clutches of mathematics, which Jo in hie maddest,
merriest moods was sane enough to keep away from.
Talking of D~rwin, I wish my friend "Z<JnO" would
read him. It might giv him some new ideas about
hie favorit author, Ma1 tbue.
0. L. JAMES.
Eau Claire, Wis.

The Old Puzzle.
Mr. Palmer, in THE TRUTH SEEKER for June 15th,
has addressed to n::e a letter, with which I agree in
the main. I hold with him that Christianity is
derived from Buddhism, end also that tile first five
books of the New Testament contain very little hietory. I am inclined, however, to admit the probability that, among the many thousand J ewe who bore
the name of Jesus or Joshua about twenty centuries
ago, there was a martyr for hie opinions, some of
which were preserved, with his name, in the religion
founded by Paul. Four of the epistles ascribed to
this apostle, namely those to the RJmans, Oorinthiane, and Galatians, appear to me, o.e they hav done
to many of the boldEst and most learned critics, f9r
inl!ltance DeWette, to be genuin. The argumentB for
this opinion bav been often printed, and may, I
think, be found in the last edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, and also in Renan'e books on the
apostles. I am not able to go to a library at present,
but I know that there is plenty of evidence of the
authenticity of these four epistles. To me, they
prove a historic basis for the gospel mytb. Still, all
such questions bav. become very difficult, in consequence of the wholesale destruction of books by the
early Ohrietians. We bav no right to speak as confidently about J eeue as we can about Oicero and
Socrates; and there is certainly no excuse for any
but the most good-natured kind of controversy
about the New Testament narrativ.
I bav not read "Supernatural Religion," but hope
to be able in a few months to compare it with other
books, as well as to see how far Paul was a Gnostic.
My present opinion iB that he was lees heterodox
than Marcion, who did, I suppose, differ so widely
from the majority of the bishops as to be fairly
called a heretic. But I ought not to write any more
from memory on such knotty questions.
Annisquam, Mass.
F. M. HoLLAND.

ln THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 29th Lemuel J. Potts,
or rather his authority, Wilford Hall, propounds certain conundrums to the believers in Darwin's theory.
He wants to know why they are still looking for
missing links. I will inform him that they are not.
It is only people who do not understand the theory
who demand the production of these links. The
Lectures and Meetings.
theory teaches that it is the nature of selection to
MRs. FREEMAN is intending to make a lecture tour through
eliminate them, and that we cannot expect to find them
except accidentally, as we occasionally see a monster. Dakota and Minnesota in September and October. Those
desiring lectures in these states, or on or near the route that
He says that, according to t.he Dar~ini~n theory,. no reaches
wlll please communicate with her. Also those
lower animals ought to enet. Th1e 1e a eubhme wishing them,
lectures near Chicago. Address Mrs. M. A. Freespecimen of Hall's blunders. The theory is that
natural selection adapts every animal to its eurround- man, 402 W. Madison street, Chicago, ill.
inga by weeding '?ut the individuals ?cot .fit~ed t? au~;
w. F. JAMIE!!ON will take a lecture tour eastward, comviva under the cJ.rcumetances-the m1eemg hnke, mencing with the Union Pacific railway from Denver, Col.,
so-called-as Potts or Hall bas just borne witness through Kansas into Missouri. Here will be a good chance
that it does. The existing "lower" animals are just for Liberals all along the line from Wallace to Kansas City
as well adapted to their environment as the to avail themselvs of Jamieson's lectures. Hays City, Rus"higher" to theirs. A clam is adapted to liv under sell, Ellsworth, Salina, Solomon, Abiline, Chapman, Junction
water, a man is not.
City, Manhattan, Topeka, La~r~ce,, Lea~enworth, BurSay not that man's imperfect, heaven at fault;
lingame, Carbondale, will be VISited If desired. Address,
Say, rather, man's as perfect as he ought.
w. F. Jamieson, Ooryell, Col.
If the incapacity of hybrids to multiply proves
,;__A.___:.F_o_ol-an~d....
H-is-F-oll-y-.anything it proves that species were specially created
The Rev. w. R. Taylor, pastor of the Presbyterian
and not intended to propagate together; and it would church of Rochester, N.Y., preac~ed. a sermon recently on
be an argument of some power for that object if the Sabbath desecration. The followmg IS a passage from the
henomena of bybridity in various degrees of pro- sermon: "Now with regard to the Sunday newspaper-flung
P
Mr p tt a·18b r
on your doorsteps before you are up; rflac~d befure y~ur
· t B t
lificity did not ens ·
u , as
· O B
e levee breakfast plate ; with its news gathere assiduuus_Iy; w1th
in special creation, I need not press this further than the latest local developments ; with ~arket quotatiOns an~
to remark that hie expressions about reversion to the its editorials on burning secular questiOns. The world domiclear. The law of erose- nates a mn six days of the week, and he should break away
p rimitiv type are not very
t br h d · th t tb
· 1 t on the seventh and say that 'on this day I s~all be .f~ee.'
breeding, BO far as es a lB e , lB a
e Blmp 68 But the newspaper comes and asserts th!l :world s ?ommio~.
breeds are the most persistent. Thus, an attempt to It must be read immediately-be!o~e dmn~ se~viCe. If It
improve the simple breed of French sheep was a does not totally unfit a man for div?le serVICe 1t consumes
failure so long as they were crossed directly with valuable time which might be spent m study· If you are a
English mixed breeds. But, by a double cross, the spiritual man stop your Sunday newspaper· Thmk of the
d men whom it keeps from church. Then there are those who
object was attained. The French Bh eep were crosse are not satisfied with one paper, but who come home from
with another simple breed, and their offspring, crossed the news-stand with both hands full. In behalf of good
with the English, assumed English qualities.
order, then, I ask you to stop your Sunday p~per. The
Mr. Potts or Mr. Hall, appears to think it a crush- same reason which should prevent you from.r!ladmg a Su~
ing argume~t against natural selection that this proc- day paper should keep you from ever advertJsmg your business in a Sunday paper."
eee cannot create useful peculiarities but only perA new city ordinance in Kansas City prohibits the keeping
petuate them. Incipimt wings, for .exampl.e, ~~uld open of any place of business, or selling or exposing for sale
not, be says, be useful.::: ~he answer lB. that m~1p1e~t on Sunday after 10 o'clock A.M., any goods, wares, or merwings are useful. The wmg of the flymg sqmrrel1e chandise, ~ther than drugs, medicins, or other articles of
incipient compared with the bat's; but it is useful. 1 immediate necessity.
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t!omntunications.
T.be Inconsistencies of Christianity.
The system of doctrine which Christians claim was
taught by Christ is suppos.ed. b;y them t? _includ~ ~II
morality. And were Chnstlamty of d1vme or1g~n,
such an assumption. would be correct. ~ut. as Ch!l~
tianity does n?t. 1!10l~de. all mora~s; 1t 1~ pos1t1v
evidence that CnriBtiamty 1s not of d1vme or1giD, and
therefore it must be of human origin.
Many persons mistake morality fflr Christianitythat is, they think they are one and the same. - Christianity is a system of doctrine thought to hav been
taught by Christ, and may include much that is
moral.
But morals do not include Christianity; if so, they
would be interchangeable terms.
Were Christianity of divine origin, and did it contain a code of morals which was perfect, there would
be perfect harmony and consistency in all of the
statements of its doctrine as well as in the system
itself.
We cannot expect a. system of dogmas purporting
to emanate from a divine source to conflict with itself
in sentiment, or fall short. of accomplishing its purpose.
Some of the principal tenets which compose the
system of Christianity are the doctrine of the trinity,
the fall of man, the immaculate conception and birth
of Christ., the vicarious atonement, the regeneration
and 1·edemption of man, -justification by faith in
Christ, the crucifixion, death, and resurrection of
Christ, the general and final judgment of man, his
acquittal and reward of heaven or condemnation and
consignment to eternal punishment.
No constitution or system of theology, coming
from whatever source, is adequate iio meet the
demands for which it. waa designed, unless its statements confirm and s!reDgthen each other. Each
should within itself be a proposition taken together
with every other statement to solve the problem and
serve the purpose for which the whole was designed.
Take the doctrin of the trinity-three persons in
the godhead.
The statement is absurd and untruthful that it
takes three to make one, and that one makes three.
Christia.nity talks of an eternal sonship-of making
Jesus Christ, the only begotten son of the father, as
old as his father. The father is represented as being
in the highest heaven, and as having been seen by no
man at any time, while we are told that Mary the
mother of Jesus is with child by the Holy Ghost (in
Matt. i, 18), the second person in the trinity; making
out two fathers for this son who claims an eternal existence and sonship. An cfficial work is assigned to
each person of the trinity, and the immaculate conception of Mary the mother of Jesus is ascribed to
the Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit, whom Jesus never
recognizes as his father but calls the comforter,
while he alwe.ys calls the God in heaven his father
and teaches his disciples to say: "Our father which
art in heaven."
The untruthfulness and absurdity of this doctrin
of the trinity is enough to overthrow the whole
systom of Christianity. Nor does the contradictory
absurdity stop until an eternal self-existing God
begets himself and then murders himself, which was
ail purposed, planned, and foreordained from before
the foundation of the world; because the plan of
salvation was according to the foreknowledge and
foreordination of God the father.
Since Mary the mother of Jesus was a natural
woman and belonged to the Adamic fallen race and
must ha.v imparted to her child Jesus her fallen
nature, it would be illogical to assume that Jesus
was equal with the father by reason of his inheriting
a fallen nature from his mother j therefore he was
only half God or there was a violation or a suspension of the laws of procreation, which would be an
exception to all fixed law and to every other birth
which ever occurred in the human family. And if he
was only a half God and belonged to the fallen
Adamic race, he was not a fit subject to redeem a
fallen world by offering himself as a propitiation for
sin; for how could one having a fallen nature redeem
a fallen world? If anyone t,hinks I am making false
and absurd shtements, I l'efer. :you to the scriptures,
which Christianity says were all given by inspiration
of God and are profitable for doctrin, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness, and are
an infailible rule for faith and practice. It is claimed
that they were written by men divinely inspired and
sre a perfect treasure of heavenly instruction, that
'iihey hav God for t.heir author, salvation for their end,
and truth without any mixture of error for their matter. Which, apparently, to my mind, is the crowning,
overwhelming, diabolical absurdity and falsehood
which overshadows all the stupendous plan of Christianity.
The foreknowledge and foreordination of God the
father is a matter of such great importance in reference to the plan of salvation and the theory of ChriS·
tianity, I must refer you to passages of scripture to
~;~ubstantiate the fact. 1 Pet. i, 20, sveaks of ChJ"i~t

with his precious blood as of a lamb without
blemish and without spot, "Who verily was foreordained before the foundation of the world."
Rom. iii, 25: "Whom God hath set forth to be a
propitiation through faith in his blood; to declare his
righteousness for the remission of sins that are past
through the forbearance of God." The apostle Peter
in Acts ii, 24, says of Christ : " Him being delivered
by the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of
God, ye hav taken and by wicked hands hav crucified
and slain." 1 Pet. i, 2, in speaking of different
Christians to whom he was writing, says: "Elect
according to the foreknowledge of God the father
through sanctification of the spirit unto obedience
and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ : grace
unto you and peace be multiplied." These are the
passages of scripture from which the eight articles
in the· Westminster Confession of Faith upon the
subject of foreknowledge and foreordination were
formulated-and which in themselvs are contradictory.
Now, scripturally God is an omniscient, omnipotent being, who predetermine all the affairs of the
universe. If he foreordains he must hav foreknowledge, and then it necessarily holds that he must be
omnipotent to execute his plans and purposes. And
if this is true who can thwart his purposes!
According to such statements and logical reasonrug man is not a free moral agent, and is fated according to the foreknowledge and the predetermined purpose of God. If man is not a free moral agent why
hold him responsible for his not believing in Christ
unto salvation!
And why did an all-wise God devise such a great
plan of salvation and expend so much energy, blood,
and agony in its execution? God the father secreted
in the highest heavens devises the plan of salvation.
God the son, who was with him before the world
was, and God the Holy Spirit, are the principal
executors of this plan of salvation. Now, the first
thing which is requisit is to hav something to be
saved and something to be lost, and all must be
created according to his foreknowledge and predetermined purpose. The son of God, Jesus Christ,
before he was born of the Virgin Mary, the same
was in the beginning with God. "All things were
made by him; and without him was not anything
made that was made. The word became flesh and
dwelt among us." So says the first chapter of John's
gospel. The six days' work was now all complete-sun,
moon, stars, beasts of the field, Adam and Eve, and
God saw that it was good. The serpent, which was
more subtle than any beast of the field which God
had made, was ready to execute his work in reference
to this plan of salvation which had been predetermined by the God of heaven, for man must fall in
order to be lost and in order to be saved. And it
must all be accomplished to glorify our father which
art in heaven ! "In the day thou eatest thou shalt
surely die." Now, if man did die, what kind of a
death did he die 1 Evidently, it was the same kind
of a death which God the father predetermined God
the son should die to redeem man, as God the son
was to suffer and die on the cross as a substitute for
fallen man.
If Jesus became a sub&titute in death for us it
must be the same kind of a death which God nredicted for Adam. It could not hav been a physical
death, since physical death is the common lot of
mankind irrespectiv of the death of Christ on the
cross. Hence it must hav been a spiritual death
which was predicted for Adam and his posterity.
And if Christ were a substitute for Adam in a spiritual death, and Christ is one person of the trinity, and
three make one, as a consequence the universe was
without a God a part of three days when Christ died
on the cross. If Adam did die in the day he ate
of the forbidden fruit, how could Christ be a substitute for a death which had taken place~
But Christianity tells us that death in the caae of
Adam meant that Adam was stricken with death
which never ended. If that were true the death
substituted by Christ should hav been eternal, never
to end. The instantaneous death which Christ suffered on the cross could not hav been equivalent to
an eternal death in the wailing torments of hell.
Surely if man was to be redeemed by. Christ dying
in his stead, and the death predicted for Adam was
an eternal death, then Christ should hav died eternally, and would to-day be suffering the torments of
hell instead of being exalted at the right hand of the
father in heaven making intercession for his saints.
The fall of man and the redemption of man through
faith in a crucified and risen Christ are the most important tenets in the scheme of Christianity. The
fall occurs four thousand years before the crucifixion.
Now, if the crucifixion must necessarily follow the
fall of man in order to redeem him, and one is a
counterpart of the other, and both are in accordance
with the foreknowledge and foreordination of God
before the foundation of the world, where is the necessity of placing them four thousand years apart?
Why not hav the crucifixion of Christ as the means
of redemption take place soon after the fall'?
Then again, the general resurrection and a general
judgment is yet to take place, no one knows how
filOO:p. or !low Ion~ off. lt way be teu tbou!'ll!D~

years in the future before we are summoned to attend .
the general tribunal. There is a lap£e of time, of
thousands of years, which expires before the complete accomplishment of the redemption of one soul.
And yet Christitmity tells us when the Christian dies
he goes directly to heaven, and that when the un_believer dies he goes directly to hell j after which
away down in the future, no person knows when, not
even the angels in heaven, none except the father
which is in heaven, at the general judgment all shall
appear, the righteous and t,he unrighteous. Then
every knee shall bow and every tongue ahall confess
all the deeds done in the body. And the righteous
shall hear the blessed acquittal: "Come ye blessed
of my father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you
from before the foundation of the world." And the
unrighteous shall hear the sentence: "Depart ye
cursed into everlasting fire prepared for the devil
and his angels." There would rasem 1.\t least an impropriety or an inconsistency, after they had been in
heaven or hell, to call them back here to a general
judgment, and then send them either up or down the
second time.
If the law of evolution is an immutable law we
might conjecture it, too, had to do with the plan of
salvation.
And when we come to study the character of Christ
as he is portrayed to us from the crEation of the
world down through the Old Testament scriptures
to his immaculate concepti011, birt.b, crucifixion on
the cross, resurrec~ion, and aEcension into heaven revealed to us in the New Testament scriptures, who
will say God the father did not foreordain evolution
and include it as a means in the plan of salvation!
Let us keep before our minds that God is a triune
being ; that the same Jesus Christ., born of Mary, a
fallen woman, is the God of the Old Testament who
created all things and pronounced them good, even
the serpent who was used as the means to execute
the fall. In Gen. vi, 6, God is said to hav repented
that he made man. And in Ex. xxxii, 14: "And the
Lord repented of the evil he thought to do unto his
people." Let us remember this same Christ of the
New Testament is the God of the Old Testament,
and we must study his character as one and the same
being-the same being at the creation of the world
that he was when he died on the cross. Let us
notice his character and bis doings in the Old Testament-how he and his people were the aggressors
and instigators in carrying on war; in murdering
thousands of innocent, helpless women and little
children; in lying, thieving, and sending all manner
of plagues on the people; in flooding a world to destroy it; in destroying the work of his own hands
which he had pronounced good-how he instituted
and upheld human slavery, tolerated polygamy,
concubinage, and upheld the Jewish people in all
manner of wickedness. And then come on down
into the New Testament scriptures to a meek and
lowly Jesus going about healing all manner of sicknesses, speaking as no man spake, with no guile
found in his mouth, and we must conclude that the
law of evolution enters into the system of Christianity, and has to do with the very God of the Bible.
Christianity alleges that God, by his eternal purpose and will, foreordained all the means included
in the execution of this plan of salvation. Therefore,
all the types and symbols spoken of in t.he Old Testament scriptures, such as Abraham the father of the
faithful; Abraham having two sons, one born of the
bondwoman to represent the fallen Adamic race in
the bondage of sin, the other born of the free woman
to represent the free mn.n in Christ Jesus, "For
in Adam all die, so in Christ all are made
alive j" the children of Israel delivered from Egyptian bondage and journeying in the wilderneEs forty
years to the land of Canaan, representing the Christian pilgrimage from earth to beaven j all the sacrifices of cattle, sheep, and doves, by which many thousands of innocent brutes were often slain for a burnt
offering at one time, as well as the paschal lamb of
the Jewish passover-were all to represent and symbolize Jesus the lamb of God slain from before the
foundation of the world.
Indeed, all the history of the Old Testament seriptures, including the fall of man, the Jewish theocracy,
the patriarchs, the priests, judges, prophets, their
taking the land of Canaan, with all their nggressiv wars,
all their tabernacle services, dt.es, and ceremonies, including the prophecies down io the birth of Christ
by Mary, were only the shadow of coming eventsonly a prelude to Christianity. Even as "Jonah was
in the whale's belly three days and nights, so shall
Jesus be three days and nights in the heart of the
earth."
Christianity says that after the literally dead body
of Jesus had lain in the grave a part of three days
and nights he came forth, was seen by five hundred
at one time, ate before them, and was- caught up
between the clouds and ascended into heaven, and
ever liveth at th.e right hand of God the father to
m!lke intercession for his saints. Here again we hav
another violation or SUI:ipension of a fixsd law in
nature-the law of decomposition. For as soon as
there is a dissolution between body and spirit the
vroQ~~se~ of qeco!llvosition ta~e place. ,t\.ll ~e iQ~
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eluded as a means foreordained to the accomplishChristianity, crouched and imbeddt:d in all the are in the churches n&med aftn the other saii,is
ment and completion of the soh001e of Christianity absurd, iliogical dogmas of her superstition, eulogizes
Commentators do not say much about Judas. N.J
and the plan of salvation. And whatever wickedness her God and Chl'ist for f.very virtue and moral extended history of his life is given by any writO".
msy be included in the means, even the prostitution excellence that has ever been made manifest in the Nothing more seems to be said cf him than appnrand murder of God himself, are justified by the end. practical life and history of all mankind. She falters ently is necessary to fill out the complete bisi:ory cf
J ea-us, b:wn in Bethlehem of Judea, matures from and faiis to reason concerning her dogmatic system other transactions. And yst Judas must hav h1 n
babyhood to a lad of twelve years, is found in the of theology, but decorates her decaying remains with a pretty good sort of a man in some resp~ts, elr;e tho
temple teaching wise men and doctors; after which the living :flowers of truth and virtue which bav an Lord would not hav chosen him one of his diEuipkP..
he serves a time as a carpenter. But it would seem inherent existence and spontaneous growth in the H is even hinted by one of the sacred writers tLat
his mechanical genius rather deteriorated-having hearts and consciences of every human intelligence. the devil took possession of Judas at the time !:e
fashioned and framed the worlds. made beautiful Sermons are preached, books are written, to attribute betrayed the Lord, thus leaving room for the be]i, f
woman from a man's rib, fashioned Noah's ark and all the good found in mankind to a divine source, that he W!lB a good man at other times, and pos&ibiy
Solomon's magnificent temple, he now works as a coming through the dlicacious blood of a crucified overtaken with a kind of temporary insanity at tbnt
savior.
moment. During the period of Christ's ministry
common carpenter.
And by reason of their faith in him they receive a upon earth Judas was intrusted with the funde-tht
He is set apart to his public ministry by the baptism of John, and then u,ndergoes a fast of forty days divine impartation of his life, of his virtues, and is, he was the treasurer. He not only took cara cf
in the wilderness, and the 10ngels minister to him, and every moral exceUency and quality of soul, and really what money belonged to the di<eiples, but there is
is now accosted by his satanic majesty, the same old faucy that every noble aspiration which inspires men strong suspicion, judging from a tmnallc~ion in Bethserpent that executed the fall, who had evoluted into to noble deeds and a life of benevolence and purity any, that he was interested in getting fiuRnees into
the form of a m&n or he could not hav ascended the comes from the in:fl.m.noe of Christianity either directly the treasury. Some commEntators say that Judas
pinnacle of the temple. He had got rid of the curse or indirectly, forgetting the unparalleled wickedness was a real estate agent, and had his eye on a cornti:'
and no longer went crawling on his belly, eating dust. of Christian in:fl.uence, its widespread example by lot in Jerusalem, and that it was his intense desire
Now hear Jem6 in his public ministry declaring Christ the God of the Old Testament scriptures and to pos11ess this that made him act so daspicab1y.
his beautiful beatitudea. He no longer says, an eye his alliea for four thousand years; forgetting all the
This can hardly be possible, because property in
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, as he had said through bloody, heinous deeds and horrible deaths committed the city was on a boom, and the amount was inn.ffi·
the Mosaic law. He has evoluted so fs.r as to say, by the Inquisition of the twelfth century; forgetting oient to even clinch an option, if it 1anked as Deniscn
"Resist not evil;" so far that he says he had come tha.t Christianity has slain a million witches; that property doeE~. We are rather inclined to the belid
to fulfill the law, the Ten Commandments which he she has given rise to and been the cause of more war that Judas was so in ten~ in keeping the treawry in
had given Moses on the Mount. Hear his tender than any other one thing, and drenched the world funds that he gradually loBt sight of the mis~ion d
the Lord as a savior. And wh6n the situatioD is
words of love and peace as h~ went about doing with the blood of our ancestors.
good. He is no longer the God of war. He no
However much good may be attributed to her canvassed it will be seen that he must hav had a
longer kills innocent women and children, but he example and in:fl.uence, if there were a truth in the hard time. Recollect., there were no oyste!.'a in thoED
takes the little children in his arms and blesses them atonement of Christ, his blood could never atone for days, at least not in Judea. If Judas had bad ju• t
and says, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven."
all the wicked in:fl.uence and black crime which will one poor, little, half-starved oyster to hold s suppd·
He is now the friend of women, allowing them to haunt her history down into the last memories of with, and then published in the evening papt:r ·wbd
a grand success his oyste.r supper was, he would ba v
eat the crumbs that fall from the mnster's table, for future ages.
even the dogs do iikewise; to anoint his feet and wipe
Christianity has failed to proye man's condition a had no difficulty in raising funds.
them with the hairs of the head. He oniy calls men fallen, lost one. And if it were a fallen, lost condiWe do not even know that the grab-bag -had yet
fool!', a generation of vipers, whited sepulchers full of tion, it fails to offer a perfect, exemplary man or God been invented. Lotteries wue in vogue, yet, we hav
dead men's bones. He only takes a scourge of small as a means of redemption. And had the system no information that they wero yet applied to thfl
cords and drives them out of the temple.
been perfected in a complete execution, it is illogical raising of the minister's salary, or that he evEr co~d
He only pronounces woes against PhaW.sees, and opposed to every feature of moo's highest and chances in a cake with a ring in it. If a trade carscribes, hypocrite, lawyers, and a few cities; and moat progressiv nature and interests, in that it weak- nival was indulged in for the suppoft of the synagov,
threatens them with destruction because of their ens and sti:fl.es his moral and spiritual susceptibilities no mention was made of H. The C:1porne.um _fle'u·.~
unbelief in him. He only breaks up family rell:\tions, for higher attainments in moral worth and spiritual is silent about any broom brigade giving an c,xbiand sets relative at variance with each other, a man graces. The beasts of the field and the fowls of the bition for the benEfit of the Sunday-schooL Tto
Galilee Journal is mum about the ice-cream festive,\
against bis father, and a daughter against her mother, air teach us a more logical and sublime way.
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. He
The lion of the forest starves her young to incite held to put a new carpet in the church. The Naia
only makes a man's foes thml'e of his own household. them to go out and seek their own prey and thereby Echo says nothing about a raiiroad excursion io the
Notwithstanding he tells his diseiples to sell their grow strong. The soaring eagle that builds on the sea for the purpose of paying cff the debt on tle
garments and buy a sword, when Peter draws his stony mountain cliff throws her young out in.to the church. Nor was it the custom in those days to
sword and smites off a man's ear he tells Peter to put airy space below to force them to use their pinions throw in a chromo with every act of worship. Judn:1
uo his sword. Ah, evolution is manifest in the char- and grow strong. Shall man, who has greater pos- had not caught on to the thousand and one ways c f
acter of the son of God ! And if such is a f!let, which sibilities in moral excellences and attainments, in all working the racket that modern tim0s bav dovisc:d;
I think we hav demonstrated as we hav followed his that is grand, sublime, and good, lie dormant and so he must bav had a trying time in dull seasons to
.
. .
character out of the Old Testament scriptures into inactiv and recline his head on the bosom of an keep the treasury in funds.
Does it require a stretch of the 1magmatwn to
the New, he ie not and cannot be infinit. God, as atoning savior-trust in his merits for divine acoeptunderstand the p~bility of insanity unde1· sueh
infinity, includes entirenesP, a completion of perfec- !mce'
The scheme of Christianity assumes to deprive 11ffiicting circumstances~ ·
tion in character. An infinit God could not evolute;
We suspect that he was the inventor of votiu,~
and certainly, if not in:&nit, God must be finite-a you of all self-reliance, of all the dignity of your
manhood, to let you sink down into the lowest depths cheap oakes to the most popu~ar young la~y, alwo,ys
human being.
Divine justice is to be appeased on the part of a of despair and death itself, and then to take you up in being careful to select the girls of two rwh dud£ s
fallen world. A.rJd though Judas and the Roman her own strength upon hH own merits into the high- and charging good fees for the vote!". We also bav
soldiers execute the deed, it was foreordained, as est heaven, and claim all the glory for herself and reason to believe that he worked the racket d
was the fall of man and the vicarious atonement of her God; for such is her philosophy, to humiliate "Rebecca at the Well," peddling oirons lemonade for
Christ. The innocent one who had evoluted down man to the lowest position in order to exalt him to more tb)ln it was worth, and seeing that there was
no water handy for the thirsty. He was also the
into the peaceful days of the gospel is to suffer the the highest.
Better foster and cherish all the inherent germs of originator of taking up a collection on e:very occasion
penalty of death for the disobedience of the world's
first parents four thousand years before. Where is our own spiritual and moral nature, and :flap our own possible, but whether he had a ~onkey an~ han~
the relation between Adam's disobedience and the pinions of love and benevolence and soar above the organ, or some other form of mus1cal er:.tertemmen,,,
dark clouds of remorse and depression of semi und we do not know.
death of Christ four thousand years after T
Such a thing as giving just for the love of. tho
I fail to see it in the foreknowledge or foreordina- all the weaknesses of erring human nature, above
tion of God or anywhere else, since the law of cause religious dogmas and superstition, and lift our bedds cause did not suit his ideas, as people had too t1ght
and effect is au immutable law and has stood the test above the surging waves of human life, reaching a grip on their shek(:l]B to yi.eid tho?. up withoub
of ages and pertains to everything in the universe of down with one hand to help those below UB, while some extra inducement., und then Ot1LB!ders would
__
worlds,' to all m!ltter animate or inanimate, and has we reach up to those above us for aid, ever watching not chip in at all.
Tubal Cain was tb6l inventor of brass; Judas
to do with all the great relations of the planetary for the mariner's light on the eternal shores of fainr
systems of the universe, as well as all the minutest climes; maintaining the increasing strength and dig- worked it assiduously, but be is caat in the shade by
relations of the smallest atoms that :float in the sun- nity of our own manhood; resting assured that truth some of his modern follower!'. When he gave
beam and likewise enters into the most intricate and right, emanating and re:fl.eoting from tbe vast strawberry festivals he did not bav the cheek to
relati~ns, actions, responsibilities, and existence of procession of human intelligences which hav gone serve skim-mi1k over green berries und charge n
before, shall beckon us onward to a more perfect quarter for a dime's worth. Nor did he hire e. h~ll
every human being.
and giv a dance every mJht when tho ssnd-tmm
G. A. BISHOP, M.D.
Produce the cause, however small, and you get the life.
hands were paid off. Neither is there any record of
Chicago, Ill.
inevitable effect. There is no escaping the effect of
his presenting theatricals or musical concerts in the
--------~.-------the cause. Violat.e any law of your mental, spiritual,
church, the proceeds to go toward the purchase of a
or physical being, and the eff,ct follows. Put your
Iscariotism in the Modern Church.
new organ.
hand into the fire-the effect admonishes you never
The death of Judas shows remorse, and it i-s v.
Standing by the St. Peter's of Rome, and seeing
to repeat it. Would God foreordaio, purpose, and
Hs
tall
spire,
or
rather
dome,
pointing
away
up
into
pity
that a11 of his methods did not die with him.execut'e the phm of our ruin, and then make
us responsible for acq tliesoing in the plan, and the blue sky, towering in loftiness above any other Denison, Tex., Gazetteer.
inflict the penalty on an innocent party ! Such a human structure on the earth, except the grand
transaction would be a perversion of the law of cause pyramid, the idea struck us, "Why call it St. Peter's?"
FRoM whence then could arise the solitary and
Then followed the recollection that other church
and effect as well as the law of juSitice.
strange conceit 'that tbe almighty, who had millions
named
in
honor
of
St.
Paul,
St.
Matbuildings
were
The sacredness of life forbids the innocent to die
of worlds equaliy dependent on his protectio~, s.hould
for the guilty. He who suf£ero3. mart.yr?-o~ for. a thew, St. Luke, St. John, or other disoiplef', apostles, quit the care of all the ust, and come to d1e m our
or
martyrs,
until
the
name
of
Judas
Isoariot
is
religious faith or any other .chen~hed prm01ple vtoworld, because, they say, one man and one woman
lates the highest law of h1s hem~, and m~kes a reached, where they -stop.
had eaten an apple? And, on the other hand, are
The
character
of
Judas
is
dismissed
with
very
few
greater sacrifice than ~e .could P?ss~bly make m sacwords in holy writ, and those few do not present him we to suppose that Hery world in the boundless
rificing the dearest prmmple ?f .h1s hfe.
. .
creation had an Eve, an apple, e. B6rpent., and a
Such a proceeding is an Impeachment of dtvme in a light that inclines church people to name their redeemer! In this case, the person who is irreverstructures
in
his
honor.
The
infamous
act
of
bejustice and a disgraceful re:fl.eotion upon e~ery attr~
ently called the son of God, and sometimes God pimbute of a deit.y, 'fo devise and plan aooordmg to hts trayal of his savior attracts such condemnation from self, would hav nothing else to do than to. travel
that
other
qualities
are
overlooked.
religious
people
foreknowledge his own death would b.e the most
from world to world, in an endless sliccessi~n of
atrocious crime in all the catalog of cr1mes on the While the other saints hav the churches named after death, with scarcely a momentary interval of hfe.-,
them,
there
are
more
followers
in
the
footsteps
of
part of any hum~n being, mnQh more on tlle :rart of
'
~sca.r~Qt th3n of t4e ot~er ~levep 1 apq t9~§~ folJQWill~!! 1homQ;8 .PaiM~
fl (loq, ~
..
,
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Senseless Oath-Taking.
The senseless absurdity of invoking supernatural
aids to truth-telling in administering a judicial oath
has been brought prominently before the Philadelphia public recently. A lot of Chinamen were
arrested for playing their favorit gambling game,
fantan, and to induce the pagan witnesses to tell the
truth about the matter a chicken was brought into
court and killed. The Tribune, of this city, criticised the action, and a newspaper discussion ensued
on the question of what form of oath would really
make a Chinaman tell the truth. The Tribune
pointed out that the burning of paper with josssticks between lighted candles, as introduced in court,
was first suggested in Malacca about half a century
ago by an ignorant missionary, and that though considerably in vogue in Hong Kong from 1843 to 1857
it excited much derision am()ng the Chinese. In
1851 th~ decapitation of the chicken was introduced,
the idea being derived from the Canton river pirates,
who used it as a pledge of good faith to one another.
The British officials believed that the employment of
this form of oath would confer credibility on the
Chinaman's testimony, but the celestials had no such
thought. The decapitation should properly be
accompanied by the silent invocation of maledictions
upon himself on the part of the witness· but as it
.
'
was Impossible
to follow the witness's mental
processes the rite was deemed by the Englishmen to be
impracticable and thus rejected. It is asserted that
no formality will impress upon the Chinese the sense
of a religious obligation to speak the truth, and that
to them no oath is binding.
Assistant District Attorney Boyle, who urged the
Philadelphia judge to allow the chicken-killing, now
explains that his solicitation was induced by the
desire. to employ whatever form of oath would best
compel the witness to be honest. Chicken-killing is
not properly an oath, he said, " but it is a means of
getting at the truth, and as such is worthy of
employment. There are no oaths in China, but this
plan was employed in Portland with success, and I
hav r~ason to believe that in this Philadelphia trial
the Witness who swore by the sputtering blood was
impelled to stick closer to facts than any of his
fellows through the fear that the pullet's spirit would
harass him if he lied. I learned from parties on
both sides of the case that the slaughter of a chicken
would be absolutely binding on a Chinaman's conscience, ·and accordingly I urged Judge Bregy to
allow the introduction of that rite. It would hav
been impossible to elicit the truth unless some such
course had been pursued. It would be folly to
attempt to frighten a heathen Chinee into truthtell~ng by a mere threat of temporal punishment for
~erJury, for he would realize the difficulty of convictiOn and would be tempted to lie right and left. If
there is any legitimate method by which the truth
may b~ reached, that method should be employed.
There IS ample precedent for administering an oath
or its substitute to a heathen or non-Christian in his

own fashion. Wharton's ' Criminal Evidence' reads
as follows:
"'While the common and regular way of swearing by a
Christian is on the four evangelists, or on the New Testament, the general rule is that witnesses are to be sworn after
a form the obligation of which they acknowledge.'
"Wharton then goes on to say that a Jew may be
sworn bythePentateuchalonewith his head covered;
a Mohammedan, on the Koran; a Gentoo, by touching with his hand the foot of a Brahman or priest of
his religion; a Chinese, by breaking a. china saucer.
The proper way a Parsee should be sworn is by holding the tail of a cow, and it is reported that Sir· James
Mackintosh once had a heifer brought into the courtroom in order to insure the truthfulness of a Parsee's
testimony. There is Wharton's authority for swearing a Chinaman on a broken saucer, and a murdered
rooster. is only a slightly different step ·toward the
accomplishment of the same end. I believe the
criticism that has been made is unreasonable and
'
that .m such a case the means is justified by the end."
This reasoning is all based on the idea that men
will not tell the truth unless they are frightened by
some supernatural agent. It is a low estimate of
human nature, but not altogether without foundation
judging from the actions of the Christians. But i~
it true? We believe nQt. If men are not honest
by nature and training, the invocation of the wrath
of all the gods in the pantheon will not induce them
to tell the truth. The other-world punishment is so
remote that it halil no influence at all on present conduct. Besides, there is always the chance, so the
Christian believes, of repenting of his sins and evading any future punishment whatever. The Jesuits
hav a mental reservation clause in their code of honesty, by which· they can audibly lie, and silently reserve the truth. This to them is no false witness.
A Jesuit on the witness-stand can lie like a priest
and commit no sin. The Protestant, if he be dishonestly inclined, can lie and afterward repent and
escape the supposed consequences. This part of the
Protestant faith is a direct and open road for villainy.
The supernatural agent is, in this, a help rather than
a hindrance to false swearing.
But if a belief in some supernatural power is more
potent in eliciting truth from witnesses than temporal punishment for perjury, why are laws enacted
imprisoning perjurers? The greater-so the logicians assure us-includes the less; the fear of the
supernatural is said by the Christians to be greater
than th~ fear of earthly punishment; why, then, hav
the perJury laws' Must our Christian lawmakers
hav two strings to their bow like the man who put
up a sign in his melon patch : Little boy, do not
touch these melons, for God sees you-and they are
green' A~d which do they really depend upon to
protect theu melons of truth-their unripe condition
or the. observ~ng eye of God? Theoretically they
trust In providence, but practically, in man-made
laws a~d man-executed punishments. Their pious
pretensiOns are, therefore, naught but hypocrisy.
The bald fact is, and the Christians know it that
religio~s oaths a_re null and void, and the pain~ and
penalties of perJury are all that a dishonest man
stands in fear of. To say that even a Chinaman is
less afraid of a state prison than of the effect following lying when a saucer has been broken or a chicken
killed in his presence, is to state .the most improbable of things. Chinamen are like other human beings, and no judge eve-r knew a pious scoundrel to
hesitate to lie because of his fear of other-world punishment. The experience of the world has proved
that liars will be liars wherever they are; but a liar
who k~ows tha~ if detected he will be put in a prison
cell, will be a httle careful-of being detected-! But
his fear of God will not induce him to act with even
that circumspection.
The whole farce of religious oaths should be abolished. Witnesses should simply be nquired to tell
the truth, and punished if they do not.

What Are the Liberals Doingt
In THE TRUTH SEEKER a few weeks since we warned
the peopl~ of the four new states recently admitted
to the Umon that the Christians would try to capture
their constitutions, sending men and money from the
East to do it. The issue of the Christian Statesman
for June 20th, outlines their program. It says:
•: Four. new states are soon to be added to the American
~mon, VIZ.: North and South Dakota, Montana, and Washmgton. The c~nstitution for South Dakota has already been
framed. Constitutional conventions will meet on the 4th of

July, tJo frame constitutions for the 'remaining three. In
view of the vast importance of suitable Christian acknowledgments and provisions in these new instruments, one of
our district secretaries has been commissioned to visit these
conventions and to seek the cooperation of the Christian people of the territories in securing such declarations. This
will involve not only the traveling expenses of the secretary,
but the means necessary to reach pastors and others throughout the territories with documents and petitions. But could
the committee hav done less, consistently with the responsibility which rests on the association in such a crisis?
"Sixteen special secretaries hav been appointed to press
forward this movement along as many different and most
important lines of work. Each of these national secretaries
will be expected to secure as soon as possible, in each state,
one who will co5p.erate with him in that department, thus
looking forward to the employment of more than five hundred earnest and competent persons who will freely devote
some part of thei~ time to special labors in behalf of Christian government in the United States. The sixteen men and
women already appointed must be supplied with means to
defray necessary incidental expenses, such as postage, stationery, and literature in their respectiv department~. Or
shall we ask them to make bricks without straw?"
Five hundred activ workers to be employed, reinforced by all the church members! Sixteen special
secretaries. to do nothing but look after the work !
What are the Liberals doing? Is there even one
man in each new: state who is spending a day or a
dollar to thwart the r~ligious bigots who are trying
to capture these states?

To Resist Catholic .Aggression.
A Boston correspondent of the evening Post of
this city reveals the formation of an organization to
check Roman Catholic robbery of public treasuriel'.
Leading New York and Boston men are identified
with the movement, and the method proposed by
them is the adoption of a national constitutional
amendment which shall prohibit the states from
using any public money for " sectarian " purposes.
The form of the amendment is given:
"No state shall pase any law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof or use
its money, property, or credit or any power of tax~tion or
appropriation, or authorize either to be used, for the purpose
of founding or aiding any church, religious denomination
or religious society, or any sectarian institution, or an;
undertaking under sectarian or religious control."
The reason that New York and Boston are taking
the lead is because Catholic aggressions hav been
more pronounced in these cities than elsewhere.
For a year or more the parochial school issue has
been at the front in Boston, and the fact that within
the last fifteen years the Catholics hav secured $12,000,000 of the public money in New York, has led to
the activity in this city. One meeting has already
been held in this city. The plan of campaign is to
form both state and national organizations. At the
meeting in this city the appointment of special committees was considered for the selection of a general
agent to devote his entire time to the work of a committee on state organization, of another on national
organization, of one to prepare a constitution for the
organization, and of still another to prepare matter
for publication and to oversee whatever went to the
public through the press. The course to be followed
with this proposed amendment is to correspond with
fift:t: or a hundred leading men in the different pro·
fess10ns and learn what their views are upon the subject, and get their suggestions. Already such correspondence has been opened with every state in the
Union, and it is certain that activ support will be
given all over the country. It is said here by those
who are most interested in the matter that the public
concern is deeper than is generally known. Thus
far nothing of this movement has appeared in the
newspapers ; but wherever these gentlemen hav
written they hav found that there was a deep interest
to pre~ent the use of the public money for the support of the parochial schools of the Catholics, or for
any Catholic institutions whatever.
This organization, of the purpose of which the
foregoing is a meager outline, is the same that we
mentioned in these columns last December. It was
begun by the German Lutherans, led by Prof. George
C. Seibert, of the Presbyterian seminary at Bloomfield, N. J. Though the proposed constitutional
amendment is specious enough to satisfy even some
Liberals, the work of the organization is to be directed
not so much toward securing a purely Secular government as to thwart Roman Catholicism. The
Presbyterians consider that they themselvs hav a
perfect right to control the government, even to subsidizing their institutions.
However, as we said at the time, we welcome the
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war. There is need enough of some opposition to
Rome that shall be effectiv, and the only way to force.
her to keep her hands off the government is to array
her Protestant enemies against her, and fight it out·
at the polls. Already she has forced many cities to
support her parochial schools-in PoughkeepsieN. Y.; in New Haven, Waterbury; and New Britai~
Oonn.; in East St. Louis, Ill.; in various places in
Minnesota and Wisconsin and Iowa, and in Southern
cities. Naw York city contributes over half a million
dollars annually to educate the vagrant children of
.Oatholic parents in the superstition which has ruined
th.eae parents. · Her policy was boldly enunciated by
Btahop Ohatard, of Indiana, when on a visit to New
York last falJ. In his speech at the cathedral he said
that the coat to the Romiah church of supporting ita
schools one year was $9,000,000, and "that money
the public ought to pay and must pay, and we shall
not cease demanding it till our demands are satisfied." The same position was taken by some of the
Oatholic witnesses before the Massachusetts legialativ committee on education in the course of therecent prolonged hearing .over the parochial school
question.
There hav been from time to time a few warnings
given the public concerning this, and a feeble effort
has occasionally been made to do something. Away
back in 1859 the people of New York protested
against giving the church so much money, and payment to some institutions was resisted. For a while
after that the church got little; but in Tweed's time
she obtained property worth millions, and hundred~
of thousands of dollars. Following the Tweed exposure she was obliged to retrench, but now she is
as arrogant as ever. In 1876 both Republican and
Democratic parties put a "non-sectarian" plank into
their platforms, but it was gre!'Be to catch gudgeons,
and meant nothing. In the same year Grant recommended Oongreaa to adopt some amendment restraining the states from supporting churches, and acting
upon that recommendation, James G. Blaine offered
an amendment and it was carried in the House, but
it did not receive a two-thirds vote in the Senate
.
'
and so .never went to the states for their approval.
At the last session of Oongreaa Senator Hoar presented a petition from about twenty thousand citizens
of Massachusetts for an article of amendment, " for
submission to the legislatures of the several states
for 'their approval or rejection, that will prevent the
interference of any religious sect with the common
school system or the appropriating of any of the
public funds for sectarian uses, such a measure as
this being, in our judgment, the only safeguard
against religious encroachments, such as now threaten
our time-honored and now truly endeared methods of
teaching and .training our youth for the duties and
responsibilities of American citizenship." The hearing .on this petition was given February 22d, and
was so late in the session that no report was made
upon it. There the matter rests.
That some amendment of this character must ultimately be adopted there can be no doubt. But the
trouble will be to keep the Protestants out as well as
the Catholics. The same men who are working for
this amendment are also working for Blair's Sunday
and educational amendments. That of itself is a
very auspicious circumstance. But as these amendmenta are all coming up again at the next session of
Oongreaa, the Liberals will hav a chance to put in
their arguments, and possibly something practical
and good will come of it.

Editorial Notes.
AoooRDING to a decree published by the minister of education, no clergyman can in Italy be an inspector or director of
a state school. This is based upon a recent law to the effect
that the local control of schools should be in the hands of
heads of families, who would naturally take a deep interest
in their welfare. The leading object is to cut the schools
loose from clerical oversight and influence, under which
they.hav been but training-places for Catholics.
THE Mail and Express prints the following dispatch :
"RoME, July 6th (Special by cable).-The preparations are well
advanced for the departure of Pope Leo XIII. from the Vatican.
He is now completing the list of the court personages who will accompany him. He has arranged a council for next Thursday.
The cardinal vicar will remain in Rome with a part of the papal
household. Senor Goizard, the Spanish embassador to the Vatican, arrived in Madrid yesterday and reported to the Spanish government the decision of the pope to quit Italy, and his desire to
reside in Soain."

It is uncertain that this is correct. Other reports hav it
that Leo will take up residence in the little principality of
Monaco. If he does change his location, important conse-9-uen~e,s in European nMjOn31 relations will ensue. At all
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events, we can but smile with pleasure and encouragement ten_ded to take off, for alleged religious reasons, the Sunday
at the persistence of the Italians in making things so uncom- freight trains on his road. But with an exposition here
fortable for him.
open on Sundays the Central would make a few thousand
~~Crete, Neb., there is an imitation Chautauqua, where dollars per week extra. Mr. Depew seems to be a Sabbareligion and literature are indiscriminately mixed together, tarian for revenue only.
and the leading sermon on Sunday before last was by the
THE aim and object and principles of the Sabbath Union,
Rev. George P. Hays, on the resurrection of Christ, furnish- which are the aim and object and principles of the whole
ing complete "proof that Christ's death was genuin, and not church, were boldly divulged in a discussion in the Missouri
a swoon or trance, and his resurrection genuin." Mr. Hays Sabbath convention whether " the law of God" is, in any
is to be congratulated upon having settled the question in a sense, the fomdation of the Sabbath laws of the state. Secmanner so satisfactory to himself, especially as about all the retary Gault earnestly maintained the affirmativ, and after
scholarship and common sense of the world are directly some dissenting opinions had been expressed, Mr. W. P.
opposed to him.
Gray, the secretary of the convention, said: "I for one hav
THE Anti-Poverty Society celebrated the Fourth with made this question very much of a study, especially that
speeches, and in the oration of John McMackin we find the topic of it. To appeal to divine authority in our legislation
first mention of one of the Revolution's greatest men th-at on this subject would be to fundamentally change the law of
has occurred in the commemorativ exercises in this city, our land, or the principle adopted by our fathers when they
aside from Liberal meetings. Mr. McMackin said: "Writers said that all governments derive their just powers from the
of Revolutionary history hav united to blacken the character consent of t~e governed. I for one do not believe that, as a
and belittle the anility of a man who perhaps did more than political maxim, governments derive their just powers from
any other to gi v this country the government it has-Thomas the consent of the governed. And I believe with Mr. Gault
Paine." It was a Dr. McGlynn audience, more women than on this, I think. And so the object of this movement is an
men, and mostly of Irish birth or descent, but the men effort to change that feature in our fundamental law. Jeffercheered the name enthusiastically. We congratulate Dr. son was under the influence of French ideas when the ConMcGlynn upon the progress he is making in elevating his stitution was framed; and that had something. to do with
leaving God out of the Constitution. And I think that the
followers.
providential history of this country will compel us to come
THE Ohri8tian .Ad'/Jocate contributes this to the debate as to back to that and recognize God in our Constitution. And I
whether Solomon went to hell or not. It is in answer to a see in this reform a providence teaching us the necessity of
question, " Will the Bible warrant us in believing in the recognizing something else besides the will of the people as
return and salvation of Solomon ?" Dr. Buckley says: "The the basis of government." There it is. People, according
Bible leaves Solomon in a position of the very greatest un- to these Sabbatarians, hav no right to govern themselvs.
certainty and doubt. Jews, generally, speak of him as lost. God must do it, and do it, of course, through his anointedJosephus give no hint of his return. Among Christians the the kings and emperors and priests. That is what the pious
subject has been much debated. Chrysostom and the bigots are after-the control of the world. It is not putting
theologians of the Greek church are for the most part it too strong to say that those holding with Mr. Gray are
favorable, Augustine and those of the Latin for the most traitors. Their loyalty to their " God" is treason to their
part adverse, to his chances of salvation. 2 Sam. vii, 13-16, country.
says, speaking of the seed of Solomon : ' He shall build a
THE crop of Christa looks promising. Mr. Schweinfurth
house for my name, and I will st~blish the throne of his
kingdom forever. I will be his father, and he shall be my has an imitator in a South Carolina evangelist who calls himson. If he commit iniquity, I will chasten him wit,h-the rod self Jesus Christ and has won the faith of hundreds of
of men, and with the stripes of the children of men ; but my negroes who hav heard him preach. He goes through the
mercy shall not depart away from him, as I took it from country crying, "Giv up everything and follow me. Let
Saul, whom I put away before thee. And thine house and your crops go ; turn your cattle in the patches; the Lord
thy kingdom shall be established forever before thee : thy will provide for you." And, obeying him, hundreds of
throne shall be established forever.' This passage is used by negroes hav quit work. Their crops hav grown up with
some to show that Solomon was certainly savee, but it would weeds; the planters hav been deserted by their laborers;
prove altogether too much if interpreted in that way. It'was the turpentine manufacturers and the sawmill men hav
a general declaration. The 'forever ' there either does not difficulty in getting help enough to continue operations. To
mean without end or it has not been fulfilled. The progeny such an extent has the craze spread that the intelligent
of David was there spoken of in a regal, and not in a per- colored people and the whites joined in discussing some
sonal, capacity." Does anyone know now whether Solomon plan to put a stop to it. It was decided to arrest the crank
or send him out of the country. Some were ready to lynch
was saved or not?
him. When the officers went to arrest him no resistance
THE church of Scotland Jewish Mission seems to be as was offered, but a large crowd soon joined the disciples
great a humbug as the English and American missions. In about him. They were ready to tear the officers to pieces,
commenting.upon its last annual report the Scotsman says: but at their prophet's request they suffered him to be taken
" If the mission could produce tangible and unquestionable quietly away. He shows scars in his hands which he says
evide:11-ce of its success, there would be no unwillingness to were made by nails when he was crucified on Calvary. His
giv; but when we hav the confession that it is 'no use quot- hair and beard are long and shaggy. The negroes fall down
ing familiar statistics which cannot be verified as to the num- and worship him, and kiss his hands and feet, and anoint
ber of Hebrew Christians,' the sponge is virtually thrown him. At his bidding women hav left their husbands and
up. It is true the church is asked to accept in faith that a men their families to follow him. His familiarity with the
very large number of Jews hav, during the past fifty years, scriptures is exceptional. He has told lhe people that he
been received into the Christian church. How is that known will go back to heaven in a chariot of fire at an early date,
if the statistics cannot be verified ? Is it not a guess, and a but the chances are that he will go to an insane asylum, so
guess on the side of the mission? The report has absolutely little do the Christians of to-day believe in what they will
no consolatory feature. In some years there hav been ac- solemnly assert took place eighteen hundred and odd years
counts of one Jew, or two Jews and a half, converted by the ago. If you want a Christian to believe in a real solid im.
mission. This year there is not even the fraction of a Jew. possibility, you must date it back a few centuries.
It is said that there are a number of 'interested inquirers,'
THE kind of people the French Canadian CathoHcs are was
and that numbers are prevented 'confessing' only from the
fear of temporal consequences. That is to say, the 'interested well illustrated at the second day's session of the tenth
inquirers' wanted to know what they can get in the way of national convention of French Canadians held in this city
temporal consequences by abjuring their Jewish faith. last week. It had been the custom to open each session with
Punch long ago had a picture of a number of anglers stand- prayer. Chaplain Notebaert had made the usual invocation,
ing patiently by the side of a stream. One asked another, the delegates kneeling upon the floor. After the prayer the
'Hav you had a bite yet?' 'No,' was the reply, 'I hav only Rev. Father F. X. Chagnon, of Champlain, arose and said
been here a fortnight.' The Jewish Mission is in the same that there was one of the delegates who had failed to kneel
plight. -' Hav you got any results to show us ?' ask those in accordance with the custom. All eyes were at once
who are interested in the conversion of the Jews. 'No, turned to a tall, smooth-faced, silver-haired m!ln who sat in
the rear of the hall, and whose anti-religious opinions se_emed
nothing particular; we hav only been here fifty years.'"
to be generally known among the delegates. " This is a
THERE is a boom on for a World's Expositio; to be held in convention of Catholic French Canadians," said Father
this city during lhe summer of 1892 to celebrate the four- Chagnon, "and it is binding upon all its members to conform
hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America. A re- to its regulatirns." "What is your excuse?" asked Presiporter called on Chauncey Depew to get his opinion of the dent Bossue of the silver-haired member. "I hav no excuse.
project. Mr. Depew favored it, and said : " The Exposition I was n<;>t aware that I required a ticket of confession to be
should be popular in its nature. It should be something entitled to the privileges of the convention." Father Chagwhich every man would take pleasure in going to and in non moved that the offending member be expelled and that
taking his wife and all his children, even the babies, to see. his name be stricken from the roll. The motion was carried
The buildings should be spacious, and there should be other unanimously after a short and spirited discussion. " If I
attractions besides the exhibits. It should be a place to had been hypocrit enough to do as the others did this would
which a man would want to go time after time, and the not hav happened," said the expelled member as he grasped
pleasure of going should be as great the last time as the flrst. -his hat and cane and strode indignantly out of the hall. He
I think it should be kept open on Sunday. There·are people afterward turned and watched the proceedings from the galwho could go better on Sunday than on any other day in the lery. To a reporter he said he was Joseph Duval, a carpenweek. It would be a pity if anyone who desired to see the ter and builder of 146 East Eighty-fourth street. He was a
Exposition should not hav full and many opportunities. regularly elected delegate of the French Canadian National
About the price of admission, I think that there should be Democratic Club, which meets at 1,393 Second avenue. He
fifty-cent days and twenty-five-cent days. It might be well said he had been bred a Roman Catholic, but since he had
to charge fifty cents on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, become of age he had been a Freethinker and did not
Thursday, and Friday, and twenty-five cents on Saturday purpose to play the part of a hypocrit. He.called the conand Sunday. That would giv every workingman the oppor- vention a body of bigots, and his opinion is about right.
tunity to take his family to the Exposition without too much The French Catholics care more for their church than for
expense." Mr. Depew's words on the Sunday opening of anything else on earth, and their allegiance to the pope is
such an exhibition are of interest, inasmuch as he is presi- placed away ahead of their allegiance to the secular govdent of the New York Central railroad and recently pre- ernment.
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SAGINAW CrTf, MroH., June 24, 188!J.
Mn. EDITOR: i see that yo !I are in all the time fot a straight
fight., and I confess that you are able td hold your own with
any of them. I think that the old TtiUTH BEEKER holds its
venerable head high, and in no way takes second place. Success to it and its noble defender.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
DEL MAR, C&L., June 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The illustrations by Heston afford me a great
amount of pleasure. He is not excelled by any man living
as an artist. His pictures are volumes. They tell the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the 'truth, as it is recorded
in the Book d Fables. Long liv Heston, that he may enjoy
the fruits of his labors.
H. L. BHAUG.
RosEDALE MILLS, N. S., June 20, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: I will try and send you a new subscriber
this coming fall. I liv in an isolated place nearly two miles
from the nearest house. Very few will read Freethought.
Most of them will burn without reading. I travel around
the country some this summer, and spread what I can.
EDWARD BROWNELL.
GRIDLEY, KAN., June 2il, 289.
MR. EDITOR : Gen. Harrison Kelley, of my county, has been
elected for the Fourth district of Kamas to take the place of
Thomas Ryan, now minister to ¥exico. General Kelley is a
subscriber, or has been, to THE TRUTH Bl!BKER. And you
can now tell how the fourth district of Ka1:sas will stand on
the Blair bill, and every other bill that would tend to take
away the freedom of the American people.
My opinirn is that the West is more alive to the work in
our cause than is the East. Look well to it.
C. H. CusTENBORDER.
MONTAGUE, TEX., June 27, 289.
MR. EDITOR: This agitation of thought is doiDg much
good. So let us keep on in the good work. Future genera.
tions will be benefited if we are not. Orthodoxy will hav to
die out before there can be much progress. Ingersoll said
that inferiority was stamped upon every Christian brain. It
is so here, for these deluded Christians here can't find room
for a new idea. ThPse are all the time telling their God some
strange nonsense. Some of them hav taken a great.iuterest
in 1he salvation of my soul lately, but I hav no time to
spend hearing such nonsense. If they want to fool away
their time with such nonsense, I suppose they hav a right to
so long as they don't interfere with the right~ of others.
Yours truly,
GEO. W. CARPENTER.
HAY SPRINGS, NEB., June 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Mary Baird Finch, in your paper of the 15th,
says that " the people of this state hav never known anything but bard times." I am fully aware that the policy of
this as well as of former administrations is to r-educe the circulating medium, and that plenty of money means plenty of
work nnd good pay, good markets, and no paupers. But the
facts are that Nebraska is the most favored state in the
Union, and that anyone coming here with $500 In money
and ordinary health, strength, and intelligence can hav as
fine a home in five years as the average $10,000 farm in
northern lllinok I say, sell your debts in Eastern places
and come here VI here there is free land, where crops are unequaled, and where we are trying to colonize Liberals, and
you will be out of debt and happy.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
E. W. MINER.

image and the Catholic nuns in the chapel has been held up
in our churches here as a big thing and as an interposition of
God. Why did he interfere in behalf of such inferior objects
ll.s a dumb image and a few ignorant devotees to the scalawag popery? The absurdity ill not worth the ink to expose
it-tod thin for a moment's thought. Theology in its dying
throes clutchei! at anything to bolster it up in its spasms.
The parasite dogma dies hard. The obituary is already
written. It will need no coroner's decision.
0. S. BARRETT.

l

are still holding forth under canvass. The preachers d~:Ot
like the "elders" who are proclaiming the second coming
of Christ, for the reason that they take from them tithes and
missionary money, and further because they favor the separation of church and state. As to this latter they circulate
petitions, and signers are not very far between-they are
counted by the hundreds.
Our city is soon to hav a military academy, and the grandest thing that can be said regarding it is, that it is to be nonsectarian •. It has for its motto : "A sound mind in a trained
body."
In conclusion I desire to say that every year finds the
church weaker. Nearer and nearer we are getting to the
time when Reason will succeed Ch~ist, and the religion of
Humanity will prevail. Then, and not till then, will there be
"peace on earth, good will to men."
WILLS. ANDREs.

liARSHFIELD, ORB., June 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: We cannot do without 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER.
I would try for some new subscribers, but know that it is
useless. Money has been raised to build two new churches
in the town of Marshfield just lately, one Catholic and one
Episcopal. The Episcopals hav a Ladies' Guild here, and
there are not over three prominent ladies here that do not
belong to it. I see by the last TRUTH SEEKER that Mrs.
.Mattie P. Krekel is about to come to the Pacific coast on a
lecture tour. If it were not for the disagreeable journey over
the mountains to this place I should urge her to come here
and see if one in female attire would not arouse some of
them from their orthodox lethargy.
Just at present I am reading "A Helping Hand," given
me to read by an Episcopal lady friend. It is written by
Charles T. Russell. If my Liberal friends wish to strengthen
their Infidelity it is worth reading. It abounds in scripture
quotations showing a carefully predestinated plan of salvation and an aristocracy even among the redeemed, the
chosen few being the elect to assist Christ in judging the
world at his second coming. Eternal death and everlasting
life take in the whole of heaven and hell. At the second
coming of Christ we shall all hav a chance at forbidden fruit
as Adam did, and then if we obey the divine commands, we
shall inherit the kingdom. If we disobey, we die eternally
without any scorching at all. So really it is a good doctrin,
saviog the serpentine manner of its compiling and its difficulty of comprehension. But it is an improvement on what
I was taught in my youth,.clearly showing the evolution at
work, even of Christians.
We expect Mr. Bell here to giv a series of lectures the last
of this month, and Mr. Putnam the last of next month, so
you see Liberalism is still activ in Coos county, even if
churches are building.
C. S. Hn.BoRN.

STEUBENVILLE, 0., June 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In consideration of the attitude of the Catholic church on our public schools, would it not be well for
1he nativ and adopted citizens to look well into the consequences likely to follow the continuance of o·ur present
naturalization laws, giving the suffrage to hundreds of thou- ·
sands of ignorant, bigoted foreigners, who do the bidding of
the pope uf Rome in all circumstances, and who publicly
declare their sllegiance to the pope greater than their allegiance to the country? Would it not be well to stop giviv g
the privilege of suffrage to these hordes of ignorant men,
made so by the church they so blindly follow? It declares
war on our puolic school system, and uses these ignorant
hordes to vote down our schools and vote the money of the
taxpayers into the pockets of the priests, who use it to support parochial schools to train the children of these ignorant
hordes into aliens, teaching them a higher allegiance than
allegiance to their country? Is it not time to repeal the
naturalization laws that put a. club into the hands of the
church to beat our own heads? Every means is used to get
these men over here, killing two birds with one stone-first
to aid the church in the overthrow of our school system, and
in it the only safeguard to our liberties, and at the same time
overcrowding the labor market, so that in a short time thPy
may hav us all in the same condition they hav the masses in
all countries where that church has the ascendency. Let the
people look out in time, and stop the naturalization of these
people. Giv the suffrage to none but nativ-born citizens.
And if these foreigners continue• to make a!iens of their
progeny in their parochial schools, let the laws be so made
that any man coming of age without attending the public
non-sectarian schools at least three sessions be disfranchised.
This appears to me to be the only way to guard our liberties
against the encroachments of the Catholic church-whose
doctrins would enslave the whole of mankind, for it declares
·the pope above an states, kings, or emperors.
What folly it is to pay out millions to support our public
schools so that we may hav an intelligent body of voters, and
at the same time allow these hordes of ignorant aliens to vote
and kill the intelligent vote, that we spend so much mol).ey
to foster, knowing that without general intelligence among
the voters the republic must be a failure l
J. D.

GRANGER, 0., June 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5. Please send THE TRUTH
BEEKER one year to a new subscriber. The balance apply to
my subscription. You see we gain a little. Six TRUTH
SEEKERS are now taken in these parts. Let the good cause
go on. When mankind try to learn how to Iiv in this world
and stop fooling around about another world, and God,
spirits, and the soul, there will be some hopes of happiness
here. What does it all amount to anyway ? If there ever
was a God, he has most probably laughed timself to death
before now. Just think-not until about three hundred
years ago did man know the earth revolved. He knew all
about God and heaven; was well posted _in regard to hell.
Compare a sermon of fifty years ago with one to-day. Can
any God withstand such a change? Just think of a 'religion
where they send missionaries to the heathen and tell them
their forefathers that knew not of th's religion are all in hell.
It's enough to split the sides of a stone god. I suppose I am
ignorant about Gods and spirits. It Ecems to me they are
never in the right. place. I read that at the Johnstown disaster a little girl dressed in white, eight years old, was on a
raft, hands folded, face turned heavenward, calling on God
to save. No heed given. I read the sad story of Mrs. Fenn,
who lost her husband and seven children, when the little
four-year-old put her arms about her mother's neck and
said: "You said God would take care of me, mamma; will
he take care of me now? I am not afraid." It was the last
sweet kiss. That mother, it said, is going back to her girlhood home and try to think. Where was the God? Watching sparrows fall, or perhaps attending some protracted
meeting. Where were the spirits that hover around their
earthly friends and do so much good? Scratching between
two slates or knocking on some table where it coul::l do no
good. It's funny, isn't it? I say, let us learn to liv in this
L. N.
world without end. Amen.

CHAMPLIN, MINN., June 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I send you an order for the continuance of
the good old TRUTH SEEKER. I wish you to know that 1
think you persist too much in using that abominable word,
Agnostic, to designate Freethinkers and Infidels. When that
name is applied to me, I take it for an epithet meaning:
You lack firmness in belief on the God question. You know
as well as and better than I, that the non-existence of a
thing can be sufficiently proved by demonstration of the
utter lack of any testimony of its existence. Until Deists
prove that twice two are five, or turn a wheel in oppo.
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., June 30, 1889.
sit directions in the same moment, or prove that time had a
MR. EDITOR : 'This place might appropriately be called the
beginning, or that the universe has a boundary, they may
be sure that I will remain a firm Atheist. There is no name "cityofchurches" Abouttwentyreartheirsteeplestoward
under the heavens that will classify us so well as the word the "blue-domed canopy." The. Catholic, the Episcopalian,
the Presbyterian, the Methodist, the Baptist, the United
Infidel.
I. KINSER.
Brethren, and the Campbellite denominations are represented
in this score of God-houses-structures to support idleness,
ADRIAN, MroH., June 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Allow me to utter sentiments for and against and monuments to the barbaric past. Their presence in the
J. H. Wood and C. L. James. Both want the Constitution community does not tend in the least to lessen dissipation
revised to suit the crowd. One claims Anarchy is the med- and crime. About their outside walls creep poisonous vines
icin that will heal the nation's wounde. The other thinks that we may call tke vines of superstition, and inside flies the
the promis to pay of every jackass is good enough. James bat of ignorance. He who enters and is "born again" bethinks he can convert Wood to Anarchy. Wood does not "comes a slave, intellectually, waiving his"· right to reason, to
claim he can convert James. But each wants a change, and observe, and to investigate. One-third of this city's populaseems to wish for the other's compliance with his theory. tion (fifteen thousand souls) are numbered as intellectual
What a consistent condition of government would be realized slaves. According to the Bible, should the judgment occur
did things conform to their liking l Now, do not fire back to-morrow these five thousand people would be saved, that
at me; I was shot nearly to death in the recent war, and is, they would join the angelic orchestra in the New Jerusahope to die a natural death. You both are possessed of un- !em. The remaining ten thousand would be lost; eternal
doubted ability; use that weapon in slugging old orthodoxy torment would be their portion. The dishonest believer
and superstition. Let priests and their craft .be the target. would hav the opportunity of smiling from his celestial abode
Po not spare them ; they would not spare you. Had they at the honest unbeliever in hell. Virtue would be punished
the power, and the receptacle hell, they would not hesitate and vice rewarded. These statistics are given in order to
to consign you there. Show them how despicable they ap- show that the Infidel will not be short of company on his
pear to reason and science.
trip to the "fiery regions."
The miracles claimed at the Johnstown calamity need a
The churches are losing a few of their members. These
little notice. The mir~ple of the J>:res.erv»-tion of the Yir.~~P'JI few are goin& ~f.> tp.~ Piffe of t9-~ ~!)vepth Day Adve~~i~ts, W~o
'
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BANTA ANA, CAL., June 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to briefly answer one or two
of the queries propounded by Jeremiah O'Brien in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of June 15th. He says: "Assuming that
those spirits do exist somewhere in the vast unknown, and
judging from all the manifestations we hav had so far, we
must inevitably conclude that they C!lre very little about us,
or. else they hav but very little power to hear or to help .us.
Which is it?" From my knowledge of the subject I say the
latter. They profess little power on our physical plane.
Mr. O'Brien continues: "In either case I don't think I
should care to be among them. I should hav no desire to
Iiv in a society where I was destined to become callous or
indifferent to the welfare of my fellow. beings. And surely
I would never be willing to emigrate to a country where
freedom of action and liberty of movement is more restricted
than it is here." These sentences show that Friend O'Brien
is exceedingly ignorant of the teachings of Spiritualism. It
does not teach that we ever "become callous or indifferent
to the welfare of our fellow-beings." But contrariwise, that
we grow more sympathetic and interested in all that pertains
to our fellow-beings. It teaches that our spirit friends shed
tears of suffering over the misfortunes of loved ones in earth life and rejoice over our victories and happiness. It also
teaches that "freedom of action and liberty of movement"
is much greater in spirit life than here. We are restricted in
action and movement to this planet; while, if Spiritualism
be true, the citizens of the spirit spheres are not wholly
restricted to their spheres, but can to some extent act and
move on this material sphere. Certainly all the teaching of
accredited Spiritualism is to the effect that spirit beings
desire to aid earthly beings, and under favorable circumstances can do so in a limited manner. And If Friend
O'Brien will giv a little earnest, careful study to the curr.ent
Spiritualistic literature, he will discover that the "politics
and social ethics of the spiritual country" hav been treated
of quite extensivly, and that a "short message can be writ.
ten on one slate as well as two."
But I object to objectors against Spiritualism denouncing
us as being easily "excited" people, who "allow sharpers to fool us." One dislikes to think that such utterances
11re malicious falsehoods. But what is one to think when it
is repeated over and over again by the most intelligent and
sound-minded people in this country and other countries,
that their conversion to Spiritualism was similar to my own
-brought about through sitting in daylight in my own room,
in my own house, vith no one els~.j pres~n.t t<). the :physic{.\\
~enaes l:)ut my siste~
my wife l
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY· 13, 1889.
Gentlemen, you hav never approached a solution of these
stubborn facts.
Yours for truth, honesty, and kindliness,·
D. Ens?N SMITH.
PINE Woons, N.Y., July 2, 289.
MR. EDITOR: I read with much interest the answer of }fr.
Chapman in your paper of June 22d to the queries of Mr.
Hammond in that of June 1st. Now, although Mr. Chapman reasons clearly and conclusivly concerning the law of
gravitation, I cannot accept his conclusion as to the first
query," for the following reason:" While a person might
without injury jump to the bottom of a well six feet deep, it
would be a little dangerous to jump to the bottom of one
sixteen feet deep, nor do r think he would reach the bottom
more gently if the depth were extended to sixty, or even six
hundred feet. Now, I am no" scientist," and may entertain
wrong notions about the matter, and I hoped the question
would be further discussed in the next paper, but as it was
not, I beg leave to present my views, J.n the hope that some
one better informed may kindly point out whatever errors
may appear.
Three factors enter into the solution of the problem-the
attraction of gravitation, the inertia of the stone, and the
resistance of the atmosphere. The effect of the first has
already been ably discussed by Mr. Chapman. My underst~mding of the law of inertia is that, though a body at rest
will always remain so until moved by some force, yet when
once moved by any force it will always maintain the motion
until counteracted by some equi'Dalent force. If this idea is
correct, then a stone placed in the opening at the surface of
the earth and submitted to the law of gravitation would
move perpetually with all the velocity of its first ilppulse,
even if the law of gravitation were entirely suspended immediately after starting. Renee the effect of the continuance
of the action of gravitation would be to increase the velocity,
and consequently the force of inertia, of the stone. Therefore the only effect of the decrease in the force of gravitation
as the stone approaches the center of the earth would be to
decrease the ?'ate· of acceleration of the stone's velocity.
Now, when the stone reached the center, having retained
in its inertia all the force acquired by the action of gravitation in its descent, that force of inertia could only be counteracted by an equivalent amount of gravitation in its ascent
to the opposit side of the earth, which could not be until it
reached the surface.
But what appears to me to be the most difficult factor to
be considered is the resistance of the air. This of course
would depend on its density, and although its density at the
surface of the earth has been aECertained, yet it seems to be
a mooted point whether that density is created by the press_
nre from a hight of two hundred miles above, or only fortyfive miles. So it seems the data are unreliable for calculating
the density at the earth's center. But as my limited experience enforces on me the conviction that falling bodies increase in velocity below the surface of the earth in spite of
atmospheric resistance, so the stone would necessarily be
carried beyond the center in spite of it.
B. M. KNAPP.
AUSTIN, TEx., April 28, 289.
MR. EDITOR : Against the ignoble crusade of Infidelity to
which your vile sheet (which I sometimes buy· at the news.
stands) is devoted, I beg to contrast a few items that present
a most cheerful outlook for that brighter cause for which the
angels of earth are battling.
During a four months' siege of the Salvation Army in this
city we hav converted one hundred and forty-nine head of
sinners and the end is not yet. I could hav said the round
one hundred and fifty head, but for the backsliding of one
unfortunate wretch, who is therefore not counted. He came
up to the altar, applied for salvation, repented, and seemed
to be fully salvated ; but he crawfished on us after being
regularly tallied into the fold. It is too sad to contemplate
his dreary but rapid journey down the broad, steep road
leading to that sulphuric crematory where even ashes would
be unspeakable relief from bodily torture, while his more
fortunate because more faithful comrades glide evenly and
serenely along the narrow but smooth and flowery macadamized road that leadeth up into green pastures of glory.
But it is consoling to find that the average sinner is not
hard to convert. When one seriously repents the job is half
done; and when he then shows up a fair measure of fait!~ in
the salvation racket he is our goose meat. With some, however, the ordeal is very harrowing before reaching this stage
of the process. The sinner feels as if crushed to earth with
a four-ton saw-log of guilt upon his neck. In a throe of
remorse he imagine himself tottering upon the slippery brink
of a boiling, seething caldron of molten brimstone; he feels
the ·cold lizard <•f death creep up his back and then switch
back down the railway of his spinal column; and in horror
and despair he shrieks aloud that he is the boss of sinners !
And this is the proper course for a tough, obdurate sinner.
In fact, he should be made to feel that he is the refuse, the
offwouring, the veritable yellow dog of all sinners; that his
doom is irrevocably sealed; and that he Is absolutely in the
nine hole with no way of escape but through the grace of
salvation. He can then rightly appreciate the· boon of relief
that comes to his burdened and benighted soul as the welkin
rings with loud rejoicing:
I'm glad salvati!)n's free.

The words of the song, however, hav a purely spiritual
meaning, and are not at all to be taken in a literal sense; for
it takes money to wage war against the devil. And the sinner who expects salvation shoved at him like ice-water in
December is oft' his base and in a fair way to lose his immortal soul.
Nowaday13 there is too much of that selfish and worldly
.solicitu@ whicq we find forbidden in the sacred word:
"W~t ~h~!l Wrt (at, Wll!lt ~b.!!.ll we drink\ 1\ll<:i w:her~withal
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shall we be clothed?" While extravagance at the testal
board and the tyranny of fashion and pride in dress are
holding mad riot in· the land there Is too little left of this
world's goods to do justice to the cause of salvation. There
was no raiment of purple and line linen for plain John the
Baptist, clad in pantaloons of gunny sack cloth and with
nothing upon his back but a coat of black jack ashes; no
menu of savory viands and dyspeptic delicacies when he
came into the wilderness wiping the wild honey "from his
mustache with the furry tail of a rude coon-skin cap; but
with beard betangled with locust-bug legs he preached salvation to a sinful world with a rustic simpliCity that eclipsed
CoRPORAL.
all the splendors of modern Christianity.
2 N. 4TH STREET, ST. Lours, Mo., June 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of June 15th are two communications to which I would like to reply.
First, Lois W aisbrooker takes Spiritualist societies to task
for refusing to allow a diEcussion of the labor question. I
quit the Spiritualist Soalety of this city because they wanted
nothing but Spiritualism, as its president said.·
Second, "Zoa Topsis," al:'as Dr. Gray, givs the third notice
of the late organization of a Secular Society in this city which
has appeared in your paper, and as my name was given each
time as one of the vice-presidents, I am getting tired of it
under the circumstances. I happened to attend the meeting
at the time of electing the officers, without any intention of
joining, but only hoping to hear a free discussion of some
practical question. Then, feeling that we could hav lectures
and free discussion on all subjects relating to the improvement and welfare of society, in which I am always interested,
I joined. But, strange to say, after the organization one of
the members said that the meetings must be restricted to the
consideration of nothing but the Nine Demands of Liberalism. And since that Dr. Gray states that such is also the
instruction received from Secretary Stevens. If this is the
case, I shall hav to drop the Secular Society the same as I
did the Spiritualists.
Now as to why I am tired about theEe repeat€d notices of
the St. Louis Secular Society. I am ashamed to hav my
name mentioned as an officer or member of a society that
holds no meetings and shows no signs of life whatever, which
is the case with this one. At the second meeting of the
society we. had only four members present, and Dr. Gray
being absent I presided, and called ori our speaker, Prof. C.
L. Haskell, for his promised address on "The Foolishness of
Prayer." It was hard for me to get him to speak to our audience of only six persons, but finally his zeal for the cause
got the better of him and we had a rich treat in the way he
handled his subject, for not only the foolishness but also the
absurdity of prayer was shown in a masterly manner. Then
each of the audience took a turn with additional remarks
without the leaet restriction as to their scope, whether on or
off the question, and we all had as good a time as though
the hall had been crowded to overflowing.
Then the question arose as to continuing the meetings,
and getting a downtown hall. During the week I found a
good and cheap hall, and it was reported to the president
and other members; but, like a flock of sheep who will
never jump till the bell-wether first leaps, the one waited for
the other, and all waited for the president, and he said he
must go to the country for a sniff of fresh air nearly every
Sunday during the summer, and so could not be depended
on to take the lead.
And thus the St. Louis Secular Society remains defunct
for the lack of a leader. When any man accepts tl1e office
of president of a society, he should make it his first duty to
perform the duties of his office, or step down and out of his
honored position. There is plenty of good material in this
city for a large and flourishing society if some competent
and devoted person would take the trouble to lead them.
Respectfully submitted,
A. LoNGLEY. ·
UNCASVILLE, CONN., June 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 25th is an
engraving which is called, " Sunday as the Sabbatarians
Want It." The offices of the physician and surgeon are
closed, also the hospital and the undertaker's establishment.
The sexton is repre'ented as refusing to work, and a policeman forbids the minister's preaching. There is not a Sabbatarian in the world who wants a Sunday like this. It does
no good to make such gross misstatements.
Out of a dozen Freethinking publications on my desk,
thne is hardly any that I would show to Christians unless I
wanted to exasperate them. One of these publications has a
beautiful sketch of Colonel Ingersoll's daughters. Alongside of it is another article verybitter against Christianitybut very true. In it I find the following :
0 loved and loving Ingersoll!
0 star of morning and of libertY!
0 bringer of the light,
Forerunner of the day that is to be!
Thou art the pride of all freemen, of all Freethought,
The onlY god of our idolatry.

. If I was Colonel Ingersoll, I should feel like a fool to see
anything like that about me in print, and it certainly would
not raise Liberalism in the estimation of outsiders. It is no
worse than what Colonel Ingersoll himself has written of
Thomas Paine 1 but I don't believe in idolatrous admiration
in anyone.
The leading article in another Liberal paper treats of a
subject too delicate to be mentioned here. The more delicate a theme is the more some people seem possessed with a
desire to discuss it as publicly as possible, and they ought to
be turned away as promptly as the editor of the Boston Gongr~gationalist once turned away Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker
when she offered some articles, that she afterward published
in pamphlet form-under the title of" Womanhood," I think
it was.
~ wri,tez: i;D- ~~other Q.{ ~11-~l!e I>ap~r~ Q!3SQX:ii:!_~S, tl;!e lite of
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Christ as if it happened at the present time, alid htl so dis
torts Christ's words and acts that one can scarcely reCo[nizr
the original in the tiaritiatnre. It is unjust, and, Inli.del as 1
am, it repelled me. 5uch an article does Mi:m to our cause.
It is manifestlJ unfair.
:Nearly all or these ably conducted sheets ct!hiaiii ariieies
that spoil the paper to circulate among Christians. I am
stopping with a Christian family, but I will not show my
Infidel papers to them, for it would prejudice them ali the
more against my cause.
The fact is, we are not altogether free from bigotry our~elvs, and suffer in consequence. Bigotry is prevalent every_
where. There is scarcely a political paper of any party that
I take up which would not make friends for the enemy if
circulated among the lukewarm. And even among those
not lukewarm, the effect is sometimes injurious. My fi:ee
trade opinionM inclined me lttst year to sever my confiection
with the Republican party. Some friend tent me a Demo.
cratic paper, which made so many false statements that 1
was disgusted and remained on the Republican side. I ask
for no better ally than an enemy who is unfair and purposely misrepresents my side of the case. I sincerely regretted the death of the iate Bishop Gilbert Haven, of the
Methodist Episcopal church. He could make more offensiv
misstatements within a given time thn.n almost anyone I ever
knew. Wherever he went l!keplics and Infidels were sure to
be found. However, Judge Black, Joseph Cook, and several others remain, so I am not disconsolate.
JAMXB w. FITOH.
TuscALoosA Co., ALA , June 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In some of the back numbers of Tn:& TnuTH
SERKER I saw that a subscriber had offered to affirm in a
court, and, being refused, lost his suit; and that Judge
Sprott gets angry, or seems to, and denies ever refusing such.
an offer. I will relate what I saw and heard in the labt
court held in Tuscaloosa-the state against Dinah Marks for
inurder. Among the many that were refused as incompetent
for jurors were two that I will mention. Mr. Victor Friedman was asked if he would convict on circumstantial evidence. He said No, and was told to stand aside. But after
he started and got off a piece Judge Sprott called to him,
"Mr. Friedman, would you not convict if it were ~ver so
strong?" "No, sir." The next was Mr. Burton. He was
asked if he would convict on circumstantial evidencr. "No,
sir." "Mr. Burton," said Judge Sprott, "if you were to
see a man go into a room and then another go in and you
should hear the report of a pistol and one came out with a
pistol in his hand smoking, what would you say?" "I
would say nothing," said Mr. Burton. "Would you convict
on that?" said Judge Sprott. "No, sir," Eaid Burton. The
judge remarked that was strange; then said he Wcluld take
that back. The question I want to ask every thinking man
is, Why would not these two men believe in circumstantial
evidence? It was not for lack of inteiligence, for they are
as intelligent men as Tuscaloosa holds. It was not for the
lack of honesty and truth, for there is not aught against
them. In a few days comes Mr. Black as a prosecuting witness for the state-a man that stands as fair as the two men.
tioned above. He was asked if he believed in a future exist.
ence of rewards and punishments. " I hope so," saicl Mr
Black. "Answer the question," said Judge Sprott. "I
certainly do," said Mr. Black. "He is competent," said the
judge. (l may not hav quoted verbatim all that waq asked
Black, but hav given the gist of it.) Now, the point I wish
to make is, why don't all men think alike? Out of the one
hundred men summoned, and after exhausting several
venires from the house, they got twelve jurors that were
competent and thought alike in that case. Why were not
Burton and Friedman difquBlified from testifying because
they differ on a cardinal point in a certain kind of evidmce?
If Mr. Black had said, "I don't know whether I shall ever
liv again or not. Whether there is a hell or heaven I don't
know, but if there is one! am willing to suffer for the wrong
I do," would Judge Sprott hav allowed him to testify? If
men differ on what they know something about, where the
evidence is open and tangible, how can they be expected to
believe on something they know nothing about? If believers all testified the truth, it would be another thing; but they
don't, and Judge Sprott knows they don't.
If Judge Sprott had been born in Turkey, he would hav
believed in the god of Mohammed ; or had he been born in
Utah he would :Qav believed in the god of Joe Smith. Two
centuries ago if a man had said he did not believe in witches
it would hav cost him his life, or his civil rights at least.
Now in this nineteenth century if he says he has studied a
great deal and has come to the truth of the matter, and says
he does not know, he loses his civil rights, and if he is
mobbed or has an honest debt he can be robbed by the meanest of human kind, just so his oppressor believes in a hell;
and there is no remedy. Men occupying the position of
judge ought not to pander to such ignorant barbarism. Why
did not Judge Sprott say he allowed aJI persons to testify if
they had not lost their right by some crime that bars them ?·
A man that has the courage to speak what his brain thinks,
with the prejtldice that is against him, is much more competent to tell the truth than an ignorant hypocrit. The Blue
laws of the Puritans required that a man must belong to the
church before he could vote, hold office, or be a juror, yet
those God believers could take an::l burn innocent women
for witches. I wonder if Judge Sprott believes there ever
was a witch. Yet ·the God he wants a man to believe in
said, 'Thou shalt not suffer a witch to liv." I wish he
could hav a vision of a Puritan judge giving his rulings,
on witchcraft. Every time a man takes an oath he virtually·_
acknowledges: "I will tell a lie, but if you swear me I shaU
hav to tell the truth." It is a great honor to a Christian to.
say a man shall not hav the liberty he himself exercises. It.
ill, wh~~ tJ:rll!ltS hav always glQried.in.
.A. FIDI.lliTHI~XBR. ·
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flhildr tn~s fiorntr.
Edited lJ1I Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'D61', .Ma8s., to whom all OommunicaUor.~ for
this Oorner should b~ BMlt.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known &S the Ohildren's Hour."

A Boy Who Wants to Know.
Grandma Goff said curious things" Boys maY whistle, but girls must sing."
That's the very thinK I heard her SILY
To Kate no longer than yesterday.
"Boys may whistle." Of course they may,
If they pnoker their lips the proper way.
But for the life of me I can't see
Why Kate can't whistle as well as me.
" Boys mas whistle, but girls must sitig."
Now, I call that a curious thing.
If boys can whistle, why can't girls, tooT
It's the easiest thing in the world to do.
First yon do that, then yon do thisJust like yon were fixing up for a kiss.
It•s a very poor girl, that's all I say,
Who can't make out to do that way.
"Boys may whistle," but girls may not;
A whistle's a song with the noise knocked out I
Strayed off somewhere down the throat,
Everything lost but the changeful note.
So if boys can whistle and do it well,
Why cannot girls, will somebody tell T
Why can't they do what a boy can doT
That's the thing I should like to know.
I went to father and asked him why
Girls couldn't whistle as well as 11
And he said, "The rea~~on that girls must 11ing
Is because a girl's a singular thing."
And grandma laughed till I knew she'd ache,
When I said I thought it all a mistake.
"Never mind, little man," I heard her say,
"They'll make yon whistle enough, some day."
-Will Allen Drogmorw.

Not for :Me.
There will come a time in the future when
a number of bright young men will be together. They will be, some of them, the
boys who now read these words. One of
them will produce a bottle of wine or something stronger. All will be invited to taste
it, and if it were but tasting once there
would be no harm done. But some will
taste again and again· and so often that the
brain will be benumbed. Some will taste
while conscience and good judgment protest against it. Others will swallow it because they fear to be ridiculed if they do not.
With some it will prove the first seed of a
drunkard's life. Character, honesty, will
power, all that makes life beautiful and
bright, will fade a way before the subtle influence of the demon drink when once it obtains a foothold in the life of man. What is
the only safe course ? It is to let it alone.
It is to hav courage to say "No!" It is to
decline every invitation to drink as a beverage
anything that intoxicates and leads astray.
Every temptation resisted, every evil inclination resisted, makes a; boy or m!!n, a girl or
woman, stronger and nobler. Then when
temptations come in any form, shape, or
fashion, let everyone hav the courage to say
emphatically, "Not for mel"
S. H. W.

Maxims to be Remembered.
When I was a child it was the custom in
our schools for the children to be called upon,
sometimes every morning and sometimes only
upon stated occasions, to repeat texts from
the Bible, or verses or hymns. I think this
was a very good plan for fastening in the
minds of the young such ideas as it was considered right, by their parents and teachers,
they should imbibe and remember. In my
own case I know that the texts I learned
when a child-many of which contained precepts that are jewels of truth and moralityoften come to my mind and stimulate me to
exertion or remove doubt and anxiety. One
which has been to me as a fixed star is the injunction: " Prove all things-hold fast that
which is good." It is by following this rule
that I hav become a Liberal.
Now, I think the children of Liberals should
be trained to memorize every day, or at least
frequently, verses or maxims which will abide
with them throughout their lives, and ever
prompt them to right thought and action.
Some time ago I began a collection of maxims
for use in a reader I was preparing for my
pupils; and a few days since it occurred to
me that perhaps the children who read Miss
Wixon's Corner in THE TRUTH BEEKER would
like to memorize these beautiful maxims. If
often repeated, they will be as guiding stars
in your path through life.

1. Love all; trust a few; do wrong to
·
A Practical Joke.
none.
Most squirrels keep two or more stores of
2. Do what you ought, and let what will food. Wood, the British naturalist, tells of a
come of it.
friend who fmind one of these reserve stores
3. He that has a trade has an estate.
which a squirrel had provided for an exigency,
4. The purse may provide pleasure, but and the friend, in a moment of thoughtlesscannot provide happiness.
ness, determined to play a joke on the squir15. Where there is no good there is apt to rei. He accordingly replaced the nuts by
be evil.
small, round stones, and carefully concealed
6. Idleness is the great mother and nurse all evidences of his visit. One cold day in
of discontent.
·
winter he passed the spot, and found that the
7. Labor and perseverance will, in time, squirrel had called there a short time preremove mountains.
viously. This he knew by the fact that ten
8. Nothing that is excellent can be wrought inches of snow had been scratched from the
suddenly.
·
top of the hole; outside of which the stones
9. Life is to be measured by action, not by had been cast by the disappointed animal.
time.
This struck the joker with remorse. He
10. Good words cost nothing, but are worth said : " I never felt the folly of practical jokmuch.
ing so much in my life. Fancy the poor little
11. No truly great man ever thought him- fellow, nipped with cold and scanty food,
self so.
but foreseeing along winter, resolved to econ12. Measure not thyself by thy morning omize his little hoard as long as possible.
Fancy him at last determined to break thisshadow.
13. Courage and perseverance, these achieve perhaps his last-magazine, and. cheerily
victories.
brushing away the snow, fully confident that
14. Self is both atheist and idolator.
a good meal awaited him as the reward of his
15. :Be fit to liv and you will be fit to die. cold job, and, after all, finding nothing but
16. He that cheats another is himself the stones. I never felt more mean and ashamed
greatest loser.
in my life, and really would hav given a
17. Oh, it is excellent to hav a giant's guinea to hav known that injured equirrel's
strength, but it is tyrannous to use it like a address. He should hav had as fine a lot of
giant.
nuts as would hav put him beyond the reach
18. Reading, without reflection, is like eat- of poverty had he lived to be as old as
ing without digesting.
Methuselah."
19. Our doubts are traitors, and make us
Demands of Striking.
lose the good we oft might win, by fearing to
attempt.
1. A reduction of the hours of study.
20. The highest learning is to be wise ; the
2. An increase in the periods of recess.
3. Noon to begin at 11 o'clock and to exgreatest wisdom is to be good.
tend to 1:30 or 2, according to the condition
:MENTAL FREEDOM.
1. Liberty is to the collectiv body wbat of the weather.
4. School shall let out any afternoon when
health is to every individual body.
2. Without health no pleasure can be tasted ther.e is a baseball match or a circus within
by man; without liberty, no happiness can fifteen miles.
15. Any scholar who wants a " reward of
be enjoyed by society.
3. Reason and free inquiry are the only merit" to carry home .to its parents can hav
. it at wholesale or cost price.
effectual antidotes to error.
6. Ferules to be made of soft wood.
4. No one should be required to believe
7. The old-time custom of punishing boys
merely from respect to the opinion of another.
5. Reason can, and it ought to, judge con- by compelling them to sit with the girls be
·
cerning all things that come within the range immediately ; estored.
8. A boy who holds up his right hand and
of the senses or the understanding.
6. Everyone who feels that he has a right says, 11 Please, sir, may I go out?" shall be
to giv his opinion should remember that his allowed to go, whether it be necessary or
auditor has an equal right to ·demand the not.
9. The number of boys allowed to go and
reason of it.
fetch a pail of water shall be increased from
7. Law without reason is dogmatism.
8. Whoever is afraid of submitting any two to four, with proper allowance for time
question, civil or religious, to the test of consumed i1l going and coming.
10. No boy shall be punished for offensiT
free discussion is more in love with his own
words spoken in debate with another boy.
opinion than with truth.
11. While believing in arbitration on gen9. To quarrel with one who thinks differently from ourselvs .would be no less un- eral principles, we insist that two boys who
reasonable than to be angry with him for hav a grudge to settle shall be allowed to
fight it out between themselvs. No teacher
having features unlike our own.
10. He who will not reason is a bigot; he need apply a whip on account of it.
12. A boy who tells on another shall be
who cannot is a fool; and he who dares not
boycotted.
·
is a slave.
13. No boy shall be kept in after school,
11. For the most part, people are born to
their opinions, and never question the truth except at his own request, as when another
of what their family, or their country, or boy is lying in wait to lick him.
their party professes ; they clothe their
minds as they do their bodies, after the
fashion in vogue ; not one in a hundred ever
examins his principles.
12. The right of intellectual freedom ought
A Bit of Science.
?ot to be. violated to prevent ~ny occa~ional
Here is a subject that has been very intermcon~enience from the abuaiv exercise of ·eating to me, and it may be to others. If you
that nght. .
.
.think 1t of sufficient merit to lay before the
Here are thirty-two maxims, one for every young folks do 80 and it may induce me to
day in the month. You might take one of come again.
'
the short ones for every day, and the fifth,
In northern Iowa and southern Minnesota
sixth, eighth, and tenth of the second series are immense deposits of blue clay, and in
for Sunday, because on that day you hav digging wells in them it is very common to
more time to memorize and repeat the verses. find pebbles, pockets of sand, sea shells, and
11
The twelfth of the liberty maxims "is the bits of wood, limbs of trees, logs, and notabanner motto, which grown-up Liberals bly pieces of wood containing knots. Some
should both preach and practice.
of these clay deposits are from a few feet to
ELJZA B. BuRNs.
more than one hundred feet in depth, and
24 (flinton ploa, New Y!Yrk.
these different kinds of rubbish scattered all
[The above maxims are all good and worthy the way through them.
of being memorized. As suggested by our
But how did it get there ? That was
kind friend, Mrs. Burnz, it would be well to always a my11tery to me. But since coming
commit them to memory, one every day, and to Tennessee I believe I hav solved the
three or four on Sunday. They will be found problem.
handy in quoting, and beneficial as a tonic
Standing here on the bank of.the Tennessee
and strengthener to the mind. Our friend river at the time of high water I hav noted
has our thanks for her thoughtful and ex- the immense quantities of driftwood and
cellent contribution.-En. C. C.]
rubbi~h of all kinds floating on its surface.
In my mind I hav watched it floating to the
IN 50 years it is computed that a man gulf, becoming waterlogged on the way, and
sleeps 5,500 days, walks 800 days, is ill 500 sinking, becoming covered with the sediment
days, and spends 4,000 days in amusement. constantly carried down by the various rivers
In these 50 years of his life it is estimated emptying there.
that he eats 77,000 pounds of bread, 22,000
In process of time-a few hundred thoupounds of meat, and 15,000 pounds of vege- sand ages-the gulf will be raised by the evertables, and that he drinks 6,800 gallons of activ forces of nature, become dry land, the
water and other liquids.
habitation of men. And in seeking for water

cJcientt flolumn.

I

by digging. wells it is ~o ~onder that these
thinga are found.
It seems reasonable to me that the great
Northwest, the prairie region, was once the
ocean bed. These clay deposits were millions
of years ago washed there by rivers emptying
into the sea. The forces of nature hav raised
it up perhaps a tenth of an inch in a thousand years, until it is now fertil fields, dotted
with happy, prosperous homes.
And now, to-day those same activ forces
are washing away its soil and substance, and
depositing it in the Gulf of Mexico and the
Atlantic ocean, to be again returned to the
surface and.again bv.come .the dwelling-place
of men-bemgs as mnch ID advance of our
highest type of man to~day as they are ahead
of the bushmen of Australia.
L. L. Goonwm.
Bt. Elmo, Tenn., June 9, 1889.
P. B.-I am a young lad now fifty five years
of age and take an abiding interest in the Children's Corner. I think all the lads and lasses
ought to send in bits of fact and fancy for
the benefit of all. I hav two young cubsone twelve, the other eight. We hav a high
old Sunday--school 11 piknik" when Heston's
pictures arrive.
L. L. G.
[Thanks for the above interesting account.
Our friend Goodwin will always be welcome
to the Children's Corner.-En. C. C.]
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to be pedantic chiffonier& with hook and bag taxed an entrance fee ?.:.IJdo not blame the
on the dumping-ground of ancient housekeep- unwashed who sold their soap and combs to
ing, mousing among the fragments of forgot- buy steerage tickets to get here, but I wish
ten lore for the bones and claws of dinners when here they would not try to fasten onus
The Highway Cow.
eaten long ago? Wake up and cook a warm the tyranny that doomed them at home.
The hue of her hide was a duskY brown,
breakfast I Robert Elsmere doesn't amount What work they do here leaves the way open
Her body was lean and her neck was slim;
to much; Robert Ingersoll is too tall to be for us to do something better.
One horn turned up, and the other down;.
LANSING'S LECTURES.
overlooked, and the way he reviewed Black,
She was keen of vision and long of limb;
Rev. G. J. Lansing, of Worcester, Mass.,
F,sher, Field, Gladstone, and Talmage is a
W1th a R<Jman nose, and a short stump tail,
And ribs like the hoops on a home-made pail.
prophecy that in a hundred years theology formerly of Meriden, has just given two lectures here on " The Arts and Aims of Romanwill retire to the woods.
Many a mark did her body bearShe had been a target for all things known ;
ism." He showed by ancient history and by
.A POSER.
On many a soar the dusky hair
Jesus died and paid it ail:_:'
modern instances that it was and is the great
Would grow no more where it once had grown;
All but a dollar and a quarter ;
red dragon inimical. to both liberty and law,
Many a passionate parting shot
Bin had .Jeft a crimson stain,
alien to everything good, and greedy of its own
Had left upon her a lasting Epot.
And they scrubbed it out with water.
arbitrary lust and rule. He quoted from
Many and many a well-aimed stone,
If salvation is by faith what is the purpose
Gladstone his citations of the pseudo-Catholic
Many a brickbat of goodly size,
of
baptism?
That
water
is
an
element
in
And many a cudgel, swiftly thrown,
character, and corroborations thereof from
the system is evident from the declaration,
Had brought the tears to her bovine eyts,
the mouths of Cardinal Manning and others,
Oc had boundtd off from her bony back
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be
and showed from syllabus and encyclical that
W1th a noise like the sound of a rifle crack.
saved, and he that believeth not shall be
papacy was a denial of democracy and repubManY a day had she passed in the pou~d,
damned."
licanism and a declaration of its own supremFor helping heraelf to the neighbors' aorn;
VASSAR OOLL"RGE A SIN OOVI!.R,
Many a cowardly cur and hound
The profits of beer hav enriched all tl:e acy in all matters, the pope being very god,
Had been transfixed on her crump'ed horn;
in the blasphemous vocabulary.
churches and Christian institutions that are
Many a teapot and old tin-pail
Be became vehement in warning AmerHad the farmer-boys tied to her time-worn tail.
in Poughkeepsie. John Guy Vassar died
icans
against Jesuitical machinations in this
October 27th, leaving about $2,000,000. At
Old Deacon Gray waa·a pious man,
Though sometimes tempted to be profane
his funeral, October 30ch, Rev. Professor country, and, reciting the oaths of priesthood
Whtn many a weary mile he ran,
Kendrick, President 'faylor, D.D., of Vassar, and laity, showed that the whole craft was a
To drive her out of his growing grain.
and Rev. Ransome Harvey conducted the conspiracy against civil government; and, in
Sharp were t,he pranks she used to play
services, eighteen young ladies from the col- view thereof, no faithful Catholic should hav
To get her fill and to get awaY.
a right to citizenship. Mr. Lansing some
lege eang, and the directors were present in
She knew "'hen the deacon went to t-own;.
a body. Before his death he had largely time ago gave a course of lectures in W orcesShe wisely watched him when be went by;
He never passed her without a frown,
endowed Vassar College, called after his ter on "Romanism and the Republic," which
And an evil gleam in each angry eye;
brother Matthew, also a brewer of beer. He hav been published by W. Kellaway, in BosHe would crack his whip in a surly way,
JOHN PRESCOTT GuiLD.
leaves
$10,000 to the Poughkeepsie Baptist ton, price $1.50.
And drive along in his "one-horse shay."
Me1·idm, Uonn., July 4, 1889.
church;
$5,000
to
1he
Baptist
church
of
Then at his homestead she loved t 1 call,
Christ in the same ·place ; and $500 each to
Liftin~;~ hid bars with her crumpled horn;
Nimbly scaling his garden wall,
the other fourteen local churches of all
HelPing herself to his sts.nding corn;
denominations. To six Christian institutions
Eating his cabbages, one by one;
he leaves $1,000 each. To the Vassar home·
Hurrying home when her work was done.
A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expefor aged men he leaves $40,000, with condirience.
Often the deacon homeward came,
tions; $25,000 without conditions. For a
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
Humming a hymn from the house of prayer,
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
coal fund for poor widows $5,000 is left. To
His hopeful heart in a tranq"lil frame,
~nd Catholicism, from the vantage. ground of an
His soul as calm as the evening air,
the Vassar hospital $243,000. Vassar College intimate
personal experience with the two sysHis forehead smooth as a well-worn plowgets $120,000 for various purposes. An tems. It dealB the most trenchant blows which
To find in his garden that highway cow.
P!lre logic is capa.ble of infiioting.-[Critical Reorphan asylum gets $100,000. All the rest Vlew.
His human passions were quick to rise,
Cloth, 12mo, $1.75.
of the property is to be given to Vassar ColAnd striding forth with a savage cry,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
lege, the orphan asylum and the hospital,
With fury blazing from both his eyes,
As lightnings flash in a summer sky,
with the exception of about $1,000 in perTHE STR1JGGLE
Redder and reddH his face would grow,
sonal legacies, these institutions to hav share
II'OB
And after the creature he would go.
and share alike. Verily, charity covereth a
Over the garden, round and round,
multitude of sins.
Brea.king his pear and apple trees,
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
A OUT AT OONNEOTIOUT.
Trampling his melons into the ground,
of men of every age to acquire greater political
The Hartford Courant. in exposing the wretched liberty ; also vig~rously attacks the very foundaOverturning his hives of bees,
inefficiency of the Connecticut school system, tion of the religion of ever.Y age; dwelling a1
L3aving him angry and badly stung,
aptly remarks that it is of far less importance length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailWishing the old cow's ne~k was wrung.
the account of slavery in this country, oallf
that children should study interest than that they ing
the attention of thinking men and women to the
The mo>aes grew on the garden wall;
should be interested in study. Connecticut's position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
The years went by, with their work and play;
illiteracy furnishes a charitable solution for some the work is replete with astounding facts ano
·Tne boys of the village grew strong and tall,
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
of her lingering exhibitions of bigotry.-NetOB• ·the
Illinds of this age.
And the gray-haired farmers passed away
paper parag1•ttp71.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
O~e by one,. as the red leaves fallInversely,
Connecticut's
bigotry
supplies
a
But the highway cow outlived them all.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp,, price '15 cents.
feasible solution for her continuation of egreAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
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gious illiteracy. Some of the enthusiasm in
And some must hav their months and years.
Some in dying will long delayregard to missiona.rying the Southern states
There is a climax to all careers;
would be better utilized if rendered nearer
And the highway cow at last was slain
North. Time may come when the general
Great Centennial Oration
In running a race with a railway train.
ON T:O:B
government will supervise public instruction,
All into pieces at once she went,
and lingering ignorance will be bounced by a
Just like the savings banks when they fail;
higher law than those of the local school
'llut of the world she was swiftly sentLittle was left hilt her old stump tail.
committee. Universal education must come
ALSOTB:B
The farmers' corn-fields and gardens now
in and come up to an efficient standard. The
.Lmmorlal Document,
Are haunted no more by the highway cow.
life of the republic depends upon the learn-Eugene J. Hall.
And the National Anthem entitled:
ing of the people, and the inspection and
"LAND
OF LIBERTY."
repair of the educational bulwark is most
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ery by dastards who love a lie. He who will been appropriated by the factors of statutes J>ower.J.. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New
.Haven Palladium.
to
establish
and
sustain
normal
and
practice
not shaw his colors is infidel to his comrades.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
schools, so that in the near future the Nutmeg first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
Defend your fl.ag if you want its protection.
people may be better tutored. When Con- ing. He has a style that reill.i.nds us of Macaulay,
AMERIOA AHEAD.
-[Penn Monthly.
Why should Americans, in A.ndovar, in Yale, and micticut is converted from its conservatism Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, Ml!pp,,$1. 75.
in Union, so slavishly follow the lead of German the reign of reason will be general.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
exegetes? Here is a fact worth pondering: DorNO DUTY ON DIRT.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
ner wrote to Martensen in 181 J, just before startThe great Catholic University at Washington
ing for New York to attend the meeth)g of the city desired to secure the services of severa.l emiTHE
Evangelical Alliance, that he believed that in a nent European professors for its divinity departhundred years America would hav a theology of ment, lint the terms of the alien contract labor
. its own that would, perhapo, be in advance of that law looked like a serious obstacle. General Hepof Europe.
burn, the new solicitor of the treasury, was asked
A COLLECTION OF
Are not church folks making too much of Mrs. for an opininn in the case. He replied that the
Ward and her" Robert ElsmereT" Why did they immigration of suoh nrofessors under contract
Original
and Selected Hymns
overlook "J J!lll Inglesant," a beautiful book 1 would be a -violation oi the la.w. If the professors
( Word8 and Muaip)
Was it bec.use Mr. Gladstone did not review will lay aside their good· clothes, take steerage
''John Iogle3ant1"' Renan's lHtle romance made passage, and come into New York harbor un- For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
over &!lain into a novel will hav its little da.y.- washed, uncombed, tattered and torn, and get
For Schools and the Home. ·
Lowell Courier.
themselvs fumigated for five minutes along with
Why should modern intellect forever dig the rest of the crowd below decks, they oan come
COMPILED BY
in the dirt of ancient literature I Our colleges ashore.- New Haven News.
L. K. WASHB1JRN.
A very pertinent suggestion. How much
ought to be something better than the garbagePmoE,
,
,
,
$1.50.
barrels of dead and buried generations. How is home labor protected where its importation
:AddreBB THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
university professors content themselvs is unlimited, and intelligence, such as it is, is
18 Lafayette Place, New York.
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ROME~

REASON

Religious and Political Libertv.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Ooclaration of Independence,

Cosmian Hymn Book.

MAlER IAll SMAI 0 CRIM f.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD ..
Price, 5 oon·ts.

.AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. S. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.
By A. B. de Pellegrini.
Paper,
~
15 cents.

PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM
AND T.aEATMlllNT OF MEDioMANIA.
By F. R. Marvin, M.D.
Cioth,
50 cents.

POCI\~ET

. rri1EOLOG Y

By VOLTAIRE •.
Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theologioa.l terms.
·.
Price, ll3 cents.

Pf'ltSTLY C£LIB ~r.y

fXPO~ED

By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
15 cents.

PRO AND CON OF

Supernatural Religion.
Have We a Bupernatura.l, Inspired, Mira.oulou
Religion 1
"By E. E. GUILD.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 3") cents.

PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narra
tive in Genesis and Exod1:111..
By VAN BUREll DlllNBLOW, LL.D.
Pri~e. 15 CEints.

QUESTION SETTL"ED.
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM
By MosEs II:ULL.
Price, 60 cents.

Rational Communism.
THE PRESENT AND. FUTURE REPUBLIC OF
NORTH AMERICA.
Advocates associate life and employment as a preventive. of vice, crime, poverty, eto.
By A CAPITALIST.
Papm·, 493pp., 5~ eta.: olo., $1.

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
By A. C. LY·ALL.
Price, 10 cents.

Frtfits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlaugh
and Annie Besant..
25 cents.

TRUTH. A

Poem.

ley. 10 cents.

By E. N. Kings-

POVERTY: Its Cause and Cure.
How the Poor M !l.Y Attain Comfort and In depend.
·
ence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.

Religion of Inhumanity.
With a Glance at the Religion of Humani£y.
BY FBEDERIC HARRISON.
Price, 15 cents.

RELIGION:
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Constituted.
By George T. Bondies.
With

Exce..tlons to the CharactE-r of
Chrllt as a Gentleman.
By W. T. Purviance.
23 cents.

IMAGE BREAKER.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Six Lectures.
Decline of Faith •
Protestant Intolerance.
Washington an Unbeliever.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.
Each, 5 cents; bound, pap., 25 cents; per doz., 40.

SABBATH BREAKINC.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price, 25 cents.

St. Matthew HeforB the Courl
FoR THE CRIME OF FoRGERY.
By. BEOULABitlT.
Price.10 cents.

SEMITIC

GODS AND
BIBLE.

THE

Incllldinll Allah, Jellovah, Satan, Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, Vi· gin Mary, Bible.
By D. M. BENNETT.
<From Vol.II. "G :>da and Religions;'")
333"Pp ., pap., 6·3 "·; clo., $1.
For all of the above books ad.dress
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO ..
28 Lafayette P1., New·York,

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JlJLY 18, 1889.

.Self-Confradict10ns of ine 81blr. LOOKING
BACKWARD GIRARD'S WILL
Bj· Edward Bellamy, ·
AND
144

MORAL, THEOLOGIOAL, HIBTORJQAL, AND
. SPECULATIVE PROPOEITIONS. .
Price, 15 cents.

SEPHER TOLDOTH JESHU.
Book of the Generation of .Teens. First Trans.
fro.m the Hebrew Original Story or .Teens.
Price, 15 cents.
SHELLEY AS A. PHILOSOPHER
REFORMER,
By C. SOTHERAN.
Paper, 8vo, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

AND

SHORT
LESSON IN HISTORY
FOR CHRISTIANS.
.A CARTOON
From The Truth Seeker, .Tu1y 11, 1885.
17x24 in. 6 for 3Jc., 12 for 503., 25 for $1, 100 for $3,

JOHN'S WAY.

Radical Domestic

Story. .15 cents. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.

LITTLE LESSONS
FOR

LIT ByI LE
FOLKS.
Mns. E. D. BLENKER.
Boards, 4J cents.
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The' .Forum.
Ohicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

A th 0 f "D H .
u or
r. eidcnho:ff's Process," etc.
It is a thqnght,breeding book, and all who are
free to ri!Ce1ye new light will find in it satisfaction
AN EXPOS:f!l
Philadelphia Liberal League 2:J7
and mspuatiOn.-[New York Tnbnne.
The appeal is always made to a man's reason, Of the perversion of Stephen Gira.rd's magnificent meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel.
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
Wood sts., at 2:30 and. 7·:80 P.M. for lectures and
fishness:-[Boston Post.
churches and Young Men's
free discussions on religions and social question f.
A an~;gestion Of a really practicable and feaei.
Christian Associa.Able speakers interest the Q.ndience. N.B.-'l'ruth
ble soc1alstate greatly in advance of the present.
tion.
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap 1·att s.
1'he romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
By BIOB. B. WESTBROOXt D.D., LL.D. v
aetna! poaaibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTR SEEKER. Tlte Secular Society of Kent,
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50c.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
&AKY A BUDDHA.
cultivation are invited. MARtuS HEIGHToN, Sec.

Girard College Theology.

o.,

The Modern Science fssaJist.

A. Versified, Annota.ted Narrativ of his Life a,nd
.
'l'ea.chings.
The·" anhat1 an Liberal Club, N. Y

Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
~hilo;ophy.
By Mr. DANIEL G!IEI<NLEAF
TROMPIION.
2. CHARLES ROBERr DARWIN: His life, works,
and influence. By Rev. I OliN W, CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
,. ow snna and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. BERVIBB
4. EVOLUTION OF 'l'HE EARTH: The story of
geology, By Dr. LEWis G . .TANEs.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
6. E.VOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. By D • Ro~SITI<n
RAYMOND
'f. TBE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth By Prof. E. D. CoPE. .
8. EVOLUTION OF JlliND: Its nature and de-.
velopment. By Dr. lloBERT G. EccLES.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Ls.fayette Place. liew York.

With Citations from Buddha's " Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof • .r. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Beligi(}-Philosophical.Tonrnal," and many Spirit-.
ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken higlily of
the book.
·
Extra Cloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. .
28 LafaYette P!.,New York.

Meets every FridaY evenin~, at a o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures.and discussions. The public cordially invited

Akron,

0.,

Freethought Union.

The Akron Freethonght Union meets ever;y
Bnnday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Tl1e 1Ylil!neapoJis Se< ular IJnlon
Meets every Sunday at 7 :80 P.M , at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Roomsl2 andl4,Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. .r. F. li!AcoMnER, Pres.; C:H.a.s. LowND• Bee.

LIBERALS SUPPLIED

tHAMONOS.

With GOVERNMENT LAND or CHEAP DEED·
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair.
ED CLAIMS. Address, imclosing ~tamp, TRIPP In order to giv m;r Liberal friends throughout
the
U oited States an opportunity to elamin, test,
AND MINER, Hay Springs, Nebraska.
Bm14
WITR TREOLOGIOAL AMENDMENT AND STATE PER~
and compare my goods and prices with those of
SClNALITY.
other diamond merchants, I wtll sell any Pi'oe d
By .roseph E. Peck.
Diamond .Tewelry, accompanied by contract tha~
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
Pap., 25~.
cash in full will be refnndeo any ~ime within one
year from date of purchasing if goodd are not
entirely
No o1her dealer will do it.
OB
The BJble-WIIat Is, IU A pam- None willsatisfactory.
sell as cheap. Oarrying a large stock,
phlet containing eight chapters in ~efntl!<t~on being an expert, close buyer, and doing buoiness
FROM .A )J[A1'lifRIALISTIO S1·ANDDANCER AHEAD.
of the assumptiOn •hat the Btble IB a diVIDe on smallest possible expenNe, yen will po.itivly
book of Pure thought, and correct in all its save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
POINT.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
me. Diamond Pins and Eardrop•, wartu $600, for
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD,
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic Studies in Theolo;;y. A clear exposi- t4:0: Pma, R ngs, l! ardropR, StudP, Hair OrnaPendants, worth $3CO, for $WO; do .. worth
Price, 10 cents,
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
tion of the biblical story of man's creation mente,
fur $140; do., worth 1150, fpr $110: do., worth
and curse, theologically denominated "the !200,
this Republic.
$100
for
$7,0; do., worth fSJ, for $riO; do.• worth
fall." Price, 10 cents.
ton, for $4>; do .• wort.h l40. for i3J; do., worth $30,
Liberalism. Treating the subject fro~ a for $22; do , worth 120. for $15. ) ou can wear these
By A. J. GROVER.
negativ,and a:ffirmativ .s~andpo~nt, showmg goods daily for one year. It w1ll not cost you a
what it IS not and wha.t 1t 1s. Prtce, 5 cents.
cent. If in the mean t:me you are not satiEfied
li:xamina.tion of the Morals and History of the New
that the goods are better and ch•aper than sold
tf
Price, paper, 40 cents.
Testament.
elsewhere
return and get Your ca• h in full.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
A.ddres& Tl'IE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Sele.1tions sent to responsible parties on apPrice, !!5 cents.
proval; to any banking-house or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

SOUL PROBLEMS-

ROMAN ISM,

SPIRITUALTS:M

Religion Not History.
RELIGIONqfOOJJIMON SENSE.
By Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent•.

PAINE VINDICATED.
Reply toN. Y.

By · R.

O~server.

G. INGERSOLL.

With "ROMA.N CATHOLIO CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

.Scientific Materialism :
ITS MEANING and TENDENOY.
ByB:F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
10 cents.

TRU fH SEEKER TRACTS.

<Bound.)
Vola. I, II, III, IV, V,18:no, 525 Pages in each vol.
Per vol, pap., 60c,

TWELVE TRACTS.
Bible Worship.
Darwinism.
Design Argument.
Evolution.
Jesus Not Perfect.
Underwood's Prayer.
By B. F. UNDERWooD.
2l cents.
TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES.
For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
By E. D. Blakeman.
25 cents.
TWO LIT'I'LE RED Mll'TENS.
A Story of the Rightwa.y Almshouse. By Jennie
Butler Browne. 5 cents.

UIOfRWOOO-MARPl~S 0~8AT~
ON THE EXIBTENOE OF A PERSONAL GOD AND
INsPIRATION OF SaRIPTUREB.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev• .T. Marples.
Paper, 85 cents ; cloth, 60.

VOLTAIRE
IN EXILE.
Memoirs.
His Life and Works in France a.ndAbroad.
And Unpublished Correspondence With Mme. du
Chatelet.
By B. GASTINEAU.
Price, paper, 7:t cents ; oloth, $1.

W.UFS AND WANDERINGS.
A L\beral Novel.
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
•
Pap., soc.; clo., $1.

BIBLE IDOLATHY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

...::Price, 3 cents ; per dozen, 8J cent3; per 1()0• f2For all of the above books addr£BB
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayet~ Pt., New fork.

THE NEW GOD.

LIFE OF
Joshu~ Davidson:

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

S6Cretary of tM

A~

Secular Union.

MODERN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo:MPAl'IY.

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer of
Oreation,

NEW EDITION.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
~

-

The Secret of the East,

75 Cents.

OB,

Thia book wau'l.tppreaaed bu the first Amer-

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

ican publisher •.B

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:

Price, $1.00.

THEil!.

Crimes and Persecutions.

For sale at this office.

]iNDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

8vo, 1,U9pP. Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.1i0.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOS8 .
Was Jesus an ImpostorT A debate between thn
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and ·Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted del;>ate of moden
times. 1SO pp., 25 cts. The M1rror of Free·
thought, 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real B!aaphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. BocratesJ Buddha, and .Teens.
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. li eta. The Bible God s.nd His Favorits,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. ~ealth, Wealth.
and H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Bram and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 .TohnBon•s Court.
E. C•• Lon.lon. En.ll.

For the benefit of 9ur readers who preserve their l)apers
we oft'er a new style of binder.
:J
made for the purpose, and
l1·
iW<"" ·
· with the heading. of T:q:E
'.l,
Jllt>'D'
;TRUTH SEEKER pnnted . lD
1gold letters on the outside.
·
This binder a.llows the opening of the papers perfectl:sr fiat. It also a.llows the
·.taking out a.nd replacing ~f one ox: more. papers
Jrom any part of the Jlle ·Without d1sturbmg the
ANTICHRIST.
·other parts.
ROVING conclusivly that there was no Christ
Sent by mail, postpai<!I for •IKE.
crucified under Pon1ius P!late, but that tbe
Address THE TRUT!i BEE R,
real .resus, t.he illegitimate son of Mary by .Toseph
tf
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.· Pandera,
was stoned and hanged for ~orcery about
75 years n.o. Cloth, 441! pages, wirh full Index.
Price, $1.50. Former pnce, $2.00. For sale at this
•
•
3S Urfi 8
Or S. office.
---

!
:,•

,.. ·

'lio< ,..,.r;'
~1
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Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic un•urpaseed."
silk cloth, $3.

'I't e "Otto Wettstein' Wa.tch,
sixt~en Jewels, finelv adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regulator., Brequet hair-sPrinl<, beautiful
double-paneled dial. and all modern improvementa Perfect. &l!d no watch will compete with
it 1 In silverine Catl'B, $19; in fonr·OULce coin silver case, $23.10: five-ounce, $25; Rix cnnce, f27. In
open face. he't fill~d I!'Old case, $27; hunting, $~3;
do., Lonis XlV., $8 l. In fourteen carat Rolid gofd,
$50 to $50. Sent prepaid, and cash rtfunded if
not satiefactoi}lfTo WETTSTEIN, FocLellr, Ill.
Established 1857.

P

8 10, 833pp.,

Universe Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

L K W hb

' W k

claims for the e~istence of the Bible Deity,
and an examination in verse of the charges
generil.llv bronghtagainsthis Sataniomaiesty. ! Q
d
d the Sabbath • B"A law·
12mo, 466pp,, $1.~0.
I .;,Un ay an
i
Spiritualism So sf ained. This work
re~atinl{ hnma';l; con~uct on the abbath s
1
Steel enllravinllH of this celebrated naturalist.
goes not FO far to sustain Spiritualism as to .
an 1mpert1nence. ~rice, 0 cents. C •
inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny- 1The False Teaching of the
hriS- 2x15
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
in~r the alleg"<l trnths or that philosoPhy.
t'an
Church
"The
Thirty-nine
tf
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $!.
1
• . .
h
h
th' t
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
!!ticles of the Chnst1an '? "!lrc ,are lr Y·
nme poor, broken-down opm1ons. 10 cents.

ALEXANDfR VON HUMBOLDT.

Argument by R,. G. Ingers()ll
IN THE

I The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
I

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

Followers of Jesus ..·Price, 10 cents.
Spiritulism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~

FOR

''BLASPHEMY,"
At Morristown, New Jersey.
SUJnouraphtcallv roportea, ana revtsea bv the authOr;
Handsome avo, 86 pp •. beautiful type, fine paper.
· Price, cloth. 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
$2 per dozen.
AddJ'SI! THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2F Lafa.Yeiie Pl .. New York

of a minister's pra.ying God to ~ill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. crusa.de of one against the Oolorado
beetle 1" Price, 10 cents.

Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible.
5 cents.
p
t
·Religious Problems. rice, 10 cen s.
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents.
I The Public Schools and the Catholic
!
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Ingfrsoll and the Deist.. Essenoe of
A NATIVE
Price,
Address

11

TAR HEEL."
Paper, 50 Cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Religion.

By L. FEIJERBA.CH.

~y

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE •. 15 OENTB.
Accept mY thanks for your excellent and useful
.
I am much pleased w1th your address, and w111
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 P.ages.. I~ IS a. very
~ble paper, and deserves wide dissemmat!on.-The
Age.
diacourse.~amesPart!ln•

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject l?'attex; of the pamphlf!l• and
the concise manner ill which each pomt IB discnased, should be highl:y commended•. Th~fefore
1 take ~reat pleasure ill recommendmg AntiProhibition »to the consid(!ratlon of everY person
who is interested, not only tn the cause of temperance but in the principles of self-goverJJment
J . .T.McOabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

-

1

Trenslated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
The Career of Jesus Christ•
50 cts.
An
Exposition
of the True Meaninll' of this Char.
·The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore lm- aoter as described
in the New Testament. By Mil·
l mora.l.-B:ctmct.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MYthology,"
Paper, avo, 25 cents.
Address TirE TRUTll SEEXEB Oo.
'

•
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CODS AND REL.ICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, I
OF
.
AND RE~'ORM:ERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES. Biographies of 800 of. the Leading Philosophers, ====================

I

A GENERAL appeal for help for the nine
thousand striking miners in lllinois and Indiana has been issued.
REv. JoHN DuNOAN, the Baptist preacher
in Alabama who poisoned his wife and eloped
with a girl, has been caught".
GEUMANY is having
great forest fires.
ANTI-JESIDT meetings
are being held in Canada.
NEW YoRKERS may
erect a statue to J efferson.
FIRE has destroyed a
large part of Ellensburg,
Wash.
HENEY GEORGE takes
passage for America on
the 20th.
FLORIDA people talk Of
annexing west Florida to
Alabama.

Vol. L Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in"
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Obrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
Svo, 885pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Religious Systems of the World.
Svo, 957pp. Oloth, $8 per vol.; the
2 vola., $15; leather, $'1'; morocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Teachers, Skeptics. Innovators. Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Bolentists, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
from the time of Menu to the present. Svo, t,075pp,, cloth, $8;
leather, $4; mor,, g, e.,$4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER OO.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

N&w YoRK city last
week had 766 births and
956 deaths.
GEN. SIMON CAMERON,
Pennsylvania's famous
political leader, is dead.
TnE American exhibit
at the Paris Exposition
is said to be a -.-ery poor
one.
STRIKES a.t Brunn, Austria, are extending, and
troops hav occupied the
city.

--

COPENHAGEN, Denmark, carpenters, painters, and smiths hav
struck.
ON the 5th four persons were killed at a
railway crossing at Little
Silver, N.Y.

JOS.::IUA SENDETH FOR RAHAB.

NoB can I readily perceive the dlfYorenee in
principle between those ministers or the gospel
who themselvs gird ori the sword, as in 1 he olden
time. and those others who, unarmed anp. iu ous.tomary suit of solemn·black,Iend the sanction of
their presence to the martial array, or to any form
or preparation for war.-Charles Sumner.
WHILE there coexist two ways of life so radically
opooaed as the militant and
the industrial, human nature cannot become properly adapted to ei taer .SVencer.
IF war injures the capitalist, the manufacturer, and
the trader, still more does
it injure the worker.-Wal·
lace.
IN war, as wealth dwin·
dies somebody must suffer,
and the suffering mainly
falls on the poor and weak.
The capitalist is mulcted of
part of his wealth, but he
oan wait. The labor-seller
is mulcted of the necessaries of life, and he and
his dear ones cannot wait.
The less there is to produce
the less there is to distrib·
ute. Need we say which
class it is tkat will run
shortT It is on you, Ia borsellers of the world, that
the burden of war chiefly
falls. It i.s rou who are the
slayers and the e!ain. You
form the rank and file who
deal the blo" sand on whom
the blows are dealt. To
your chiefs belong the
honor and the rewards. As
for you, you are under contract to suffer and to cause
suffering; t'l il!lli ot and to
endure death; to destroy
instead of creating wealth;
and to use every effort to
suppress the fund out of
which labor is paid. The
war-system, pernicious to
·every class. is a special cur11e
to yours.-Mongreaien.
THE inadequacy of theo·
logical systems as a basis
of European tranquillity
having been clearly proved
by the experience of many
centuries, there arose in the eighteenth century a
school which attempted to establish this tranquillity by a Purely intellectual process-by giving
intellectual pursuits. and political principles a
decisiv predominance over. the military spirit. I
allude tO the French philoliophers. Voltaire, after
ct quetting for a short time with the military
epirit, threw himself cordially into the cause of
peace. He employed all his amazing abiliti6s and
all his unrivaled influence to discredit war, and,
with the assistance of his followers, succeeded in
establishing the closest union between the intellects of France and England, and in replacing the
old theological and military antipathY by the
sympathy of common aspiration~.-Leckv's Btstorv nf Rationalism.

But. Joshua had said unto the two men that had spied out the country, Go into ·the harlot's house, and bring out thence
the woman, and all that she hath, as ye sware unto her.-Joshua vi, 22.

SwiTZERLAND joined us in celebrating American Independence on the Fourth.

fdtls aqd 6nds.

TnE Berlin Protestant University refused
to send delegates to the Bruno monument FIRST Ohioago lady : " How do you like Emily's
new husband'" Second Ohioago lady: "I never
inauguration.
tried him."-Toleao BZaae.
PRRBIDENT HARRISON remarked recently that
"YoURS ill an agricultural country, isn't it1"
America is safe from dangers from without,
asked a man on the limited of his new acquaintbut must watch against its dangers within.
ance from Dakota. "Yes, pardner." "What do
ON the 2d a train near Lynchburg, Va., you raise mostly1'' "Jack-pots."-Drake's Magaztne.
plunged into a gulf made by a. washout, the
wreck took fire, and twenty-five lives were BOBIPTUBE shows us how and when the children
of Israel learned -so well the art of making both
lost.
ends meet. It was when they were in the desert
PARSON HoWARD, sentenced to nine. years' and the soup at the same time.-Terre Haute
imprisonment for operating the electric sugar Express.
fraud, was led to his cell with a Bible in his .THE difference between missions and home
church work is this : At home ministers liv off
hand.
their congregations, but in mission fields the conBoULANGER remains in England, but has gregations liv off the missionaries.-PittBIJurgli
been elected to office in France, and may Chronicle.
cause trouble when he returns to assume kis NIOKLEBY: "That's a strange pair of scales you
office in the fall.
hav there. I suppose they are of the Ambuscade
PoLIOEMAN MoORE, American, gave testi- kind." Grocer: "Ambuscade' What is that·,,
Nickleby: "Why, they lie in weight, as it were."mony in the Cronin case, and now complains Lawrence .American.
that he is in consequence ill treated by the
"MY friend," said the long.ooated old man,
Irish policemen.
solemnly, "hav you made preparation for the day
ON the Fourth at Oklahoma a stand gave of judgment 7" ·"Sir," replied the young man,
11
way and 2,000 persons had a severe fall, 200 ''that's how I make my living." "Young man !
"I'm employed in the sheriff'e office. "-Ttme.
being injured, though probably only one or
PoPINJAY (in Boston fo.r the first time) : "What•s
two deaths will result.
that blindinll' glare of light down the street' · Tin
A OORONER's jury has decided that the shop broke loose 1" Blobson : " Oh, no l That's
South Fork Fishing Club, who maintained only a bevy of Boston girls coming home from
the lake that flooded Johnstown, are cul- school. You lljle the sun reflects from the speotacles."-Burlington F1·ee Press.
pable. Ten thousand lost remains the estiA MAN at Monticello, Fla., claims to hav a tree
mate.
which bears quwoes, pears, and apples. But that's
AT Duluth, Minn., on the 6th, a conflict nothing remarkable. A man in this town has a
between striking laborers and police resulted tree which bears apples, sweet potatoes, pears,
in two strikers being shot dead and about onions, and pumpkin~. It is an axle-tree. The
forty men, mostly strikers, being wounded, species of the Monticello man ·a tne is not given.
-Norristown Herala.
some perhaps fatally.
MISS FoUBEYl!S, of Boston : "Of course I do not
TnE Knights of Labor, Federation of Labor, po~e before you as a critic, but I must confess that
Railroad Switchmen, and Locomotiv Fire- I ba v a pronounced penchant for W1\gner, and-"
men's Brotherhood hav made an arrangement Mis11 Lakeview, of Ohicago: '·Wagner1 Bats!
Just listen to me while I gently murmur that our
providing against the rise of any discord be- own George M. Fullman knows his business sure
tween them in future.
enough. Wagner cuts no figure with us, and this
goea.";_Minnea;polis Tribune.
JonN SULLIVAN recovered the championship of the world from Kilrain by beating AN Esquimau sat on a chunk of ice,
In the land of the northern pole;
him in a fight in Mississippi on the 8th. After
He cracked his heels and he whistled twice
75 rounds, taking 2 hours and 18 minutes,
At a sight that alarmed his soul.
Kilrain was rendered helpless.
For a stranger came over the fields of snow,·
At a speed that wail fearful, quite;
IT is said that Republicans will fulfill their
promis by having an extra session of Con- His cheeks were pallid and thin with woe,
And the frost on his beard was white.
gress called October 20th to revise the tariff.
"Oh,
prithee, pause," cried the Esquimau,
They propose to abolish the tax on tobacco
"From whence do you come so fast1"
and alcohol used in the arts, add to the free "I come from a land weary leagues below
list, and revise the schedule generaily.
This rea.IJn with its storm and blast.

" I come from a land in the far-off South,
And I've traveled ten t.houPand miles
Since last the sun like a beaming mouth
Turned loose on earth his smiles.
" I've clam bend 1 he mount aine, on ragiii g streams
t ull oft I've been heaved and tossed;
I umpired a game for two baseball tea.msAlas I and the home club los+."
-Neoraska State Journal.
MR. WABASH: "You say you love me and re·
iPect me, and still you refuse to be my wife. We
might try it for a while, don't you think7" Miss
Lakeside: "Mr. Wabash, I hav registered a vow
not to marry for three years." Mr. Wabash: "I
was not aPking you to marry for so long a time as
that, Mills Lakeside. Here in Ohicago a year is
considered the fashionable limit."-Terre Baute
Ez;press.
" WORDS, WORDS, WORDS [11
.An orthoevtsttc wail, deaicatea to .A!frea .Avres.
I love. a miss, I do indeed,
A miss demure, with damask cheek.
I fear 'tis true I love amiss,
For what could sadder be than this?
Whene'er my love I fain would speak,
She criticises every speech
Wherein I try to paint the bliss
Her love would place withiB my reach.
Ah, once •twas different I Then my prayers
She'd hear. at least, and sometimes heed,
But now, 0 shade of Alfred Ayres!
She only shakes her head and stareP.
"It makes me nervous," she declares,
" So very ill you read."
I told her only yesternight,
That if my own I could not call her,
My wealth were hateful in my sightl'd waste it left, I'd waste it right,
And end my days in wretched squalor l
"Do it if you like!" she cried. (I wept.)
Then she, while I, woor wretch, grew paler,
Declared no man would she accept
Who had not leat:ned to speak of squa-lor l
My scanty looks I wildly tore,
I vowed that no one elae should hav her,
"I'll cut my thrc:>at and at your door
Will lie," I said, "my pale cadaver."
Oold was her glance with scorn and pride,
Wherein was mingled stern disfavor;
" Perhaps before you bleed," she cried,
" You'll kindly learn to saY cad-a-ver I"
" 0 heartless, heartless she !" I said;
" My cruel, stony-souled Ophelia;
Promis at least that when I'm dead
You'll weep above my coffin's head,
And' deck my grave with one camel!al"
" Short E," she said, "you stupid thing l
Why, any child in school could tell you,
The waxen flower I will not bring
To deck your tomb is called ca.m'el'ia."
So, when I die, unmourned, unmissed,
Inter me in some shady grove,
And carve upon my simple tomb
These melancholy words of doom :
"He died of unrequited love,
And Alfred Ayres's 'Orthrepist l'"
-Helen Ten Broeck tn Dramatic Mtrror.

PoVERTY is the fruitful parent of weakness, of
misery, and of orime.-Buckle.
TBE first requisit for man's moral improvement
is the one generally last thought of-prosperity.
Means. of existence must be supplied before
preaching a.nd tracts can be effec\iv. • • Oom·
fort must precede education ; and leisure is nee•
essary for both moral and mental development.
-Robert C• .Adams in Ptoneer Pill!.
How pleasing must the Politics be of a wretched
pwple [the ancient JewPJ who were sanguinary
though not warlike, usurers without commerce,
robbers without the valor necessary to preserve
their rapine, continually in slavery, and continually in rebellion, sold at market by Titus and by
Adrian, like the animal which they term unclean,
but which is neverthelees more useful than them. /
Let us abandon to the declaimer Bossuet the politics of a people who were skilful only in asss ssination ; to begin with their David, who having taken
up the trade of a robber in order to become king,
assassinated Uriah as soon as he became master;
and the wise Solomon, who began his reign by
assassinating his own brother Adonilah, at the
foot of the altar. I am disgusted at the absurd
pedantry which can consecrate the history of such
a people to the instruction of youth.- Voltaire.
TllE character of Moses, as stated in the Bible,
is the most horrid that can be imagined. If those
accounts be true, he was the wretch that first began and carried on wars on the score, or on the
pretense, of religion ; and under th'at mask, or
that infatuation, committed the most unexampled atrocities that are to be found in the history
of any nation.-Paine.
To anyone who reminds me· of the boasted
superiority of the Mosaic morals, I would remark
that it is evident from Ex. xxxiv, that the original
Deoalog was devoid of the ethical provisions now
found. And these commandments are strictly
tribal. The command, "Thou shalt not steal,"
was no protection to the Egyptians ; the command,
"Thou shalt not kill," certainly did not apply to
the Midianites.-J. M. Wheeler.
TllE trouble with moat people i.s, they bow to
what is called authority; they hav a certain reverence for the old because it is old. They think a
man is better for bEing dead, especially if he has
been dead a long time.-Ingersoll.
AcooBDING to orthodox logic, God having furus with imperfect minds, has a right to
demand a perfect result.-Ingersol!.
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J/lolts and t;lippinns.
IT is stated that a secret consistory· at
• Rome recently decided that the pope must
leave RGme if Italy ever goes to war against
a Catholic power, as he would then be a
hostage besides a prisoner.
A DISPA.TOH reads : " Baltimore, July 1.Kilrain is a devout Catholic, and therefore
attended church ta-day. He entered the
church quietly, and few, if_ any, recognized
the great pugilist as he knelt in prayerful
attention."
A PHILADELPHIA. Sunday-school teacher recently had a poor widow (with five children
dependent on .. her for support) arrested for
selling candies to her (the Sunday-school
teacher's) pupils on Sunday, and thus diverting their P!lnnies from the Sunday-school
exchequer.
DuRING the brief Franco-German war,
88,500 lives were sacrificed upon the crimson
war altar. And the Emperor William's devoutly thanking God for t}le victory gave
rise to the rather irreligious lines :
Ten thollsand Frenchmen sent below,
Praise God from whom all blessing& ftow.

AllluBBMENT has been created in official
circles at Ottawa by the report from Chicago
that a newly formed Irish-American Repub.
lican Association proposes to establish a
Franco-Irish republic in Canada. "The prOmoters of the scheme," said a leading .official
yesterday, "had better go to Quebec and
witness the measure of fraternity between the
French and Irish there before they think of
putting their ideas into effect."

OF

THE

A DIBPA.TOH from the City of Mexico reads:
" The 16th of July will be celebrated by the
Liberal party with a grand parade in honor
of the late Ex-President Benito Juarez. A
meeting was held in the Arben Theater last
night by Liberal journalists to prepare a
program, to which the public was blvited.
When the meeting closed a crowd surrounded
the theater and took up the cries of the orators
of the meeting, ' I>eath to the pope I' ' Death
to ~he clergy I' The police quieted the disturbances."
CHARLES L. LANE, of Lafayette county,
Ark., has become a lunatic. He was a prosperous planter, and his insanity is due to
religious excitement, he having recently
united with the Baptist church. Yesterday
he snatched his four-months-old baby from
the cradle and started toward an adjacent
woods, followed by his terrified wife and a
score of neighbors. The baby was recovered
uninjured. Lane made several unsuccessful
attempts to injure himself and friends. He
was finally secured and carried to jail.
ON the question asked by the Washington
paper Publie Opinion, " Is religious instruction in public schools expedient?" Cardinal
Gibbons says that an education that improves
the mind and memory to the neglect of moral
and religious training is at best but an imperfect and defectiv system. The religious and
secular education of our children cannot be
divorced from each other without inflicting a
fatal wound upon the soul; they must go
hand in hand, otherwise their education is
shallow and fragmentary-a curse instead of
a blessing. Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill says that
religious instruction is more than expedient ;
it is demanded as a political necessity.

PAPACY

IN

ITALY.

Miss LEONI STBUVBNAL1 of Bayonne, N. J.,
lost her reason a few months ago through
too great application to religious studies, and
was put under the charge of a professional
attendant. During the absence of the nurse
on June 26th Miss Steuvenal made an at1empt
to crucify herself. She secured a hammer
and hat pins, removed her clothing, and
endeavored to nail herself to the door of her
room. She succeeded in driving the pins
through one hand -and foot before she was
discovered, and though the wounds were
bleeding freely she gave no sign of pain.
FRIGHTFUL shrieks were heard from an
upper window of a house in West Twentythird street, this city. A crowd surrounded
the building; two policemen hastened to the
place; a colored man lay in a fit on the floor,
and not far from him was the woman who was
doing the screaming. The people told the
policeman that that building (which had been
formerly of bad repute) had been hired by a
mission within two weeks. At the station,
the week before, a report had been made that
there was a riot there. The captain made an
investigation, and found that they were merely
beginning their revival.
RECENTLY R. D. Johnson, a well-to-do,
respectable citizen, fifty years of age, living
about four miles northeast of Palouse City,
W. T., killed his wife and son, about fourteen
years old, and fatally shot his seven-year-old
daughter, and then committed suicide. He
left a note stating that he did not want to liv
in this sinful world, and could not leave it
without his family. So he thought he would
kill them, too. All of his family were going
to heaven, where Jesus was. He added that
he first gave them strychnin, but could- not

bear the sight of their agonies, so he killed
them with a revolver. The bodies were not
discovered until this morning. The terrible
crime is supposed to be due to temporary
insanity over religion.
DISPA.TOH from Erie, Pa.: "The United
Brethren church people are much agitated
over the fight which is going on for possession
of the church building between Presiding
Elder Luce and Rev. 0. 0. Weard, pastor of
the Erie congregation. When the general
conference on secret society matters met the
Erie church stood by the conference, and
Rev:. Mr. Luce, who was a bolter, was superseded by Rev. Mr. Smith. Rev. Mr. Weard
appealed to the mayor, and has been enabled,
with the assistance of the police force, in preventing a riot and in keeping possession of
the church."
RALPH JoYoE, a Christian Brother, was arraigned before Justice Smith the other day
in the Jefferson Market police court, New
York, and committed to the care of the com.
missioners of charities for examination as to
his sanity. The history of the demented
Christian :Ltrother is a sad one. Born in Ire.
land fifty years ago, Brother Joyce came to
this country when a young man, at the invitation of his brother, who is a large dry goods
dealer at Columbus, 0. It was his intention
to study for the Catholic priesthood. He entered the convent of the Brotherhood, but
before he completed his studies his mind
became impaired, and he has since gone
about from one convent to another cherishing the wild delusion that he is the superior
of the order. In the wildest moments of his
madneu he cries out, " Get thee behind me,
Satan!"

THE TRUTH
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SEEK~R,

JULY 20, 1889.

s~ne men ought to think, or.wise men speak, flUCh argue thus to those ·itself had robbed; while,
cruel, false, and hanilful words.. He truly says that thoughtle!'S of its meaning and its birth, the echo of
I.
money witbo~t love cannot bring b~ppinees; bilt ~ba,~ its ·lying, treacherOUS words COmes from the pallid
The old and somewhat cynical saying, that philo a- is only half the truth, for love with poverty can brmg, lips of many a wretch whose life has been a failure
ophers and reformers can. bear the ~~ief~ and woes does bring, the keenest agony that mortals ever and an agony becallf'!e of that which be himself extols ..
of other people with a herOism and res1g~tion wor~hy. b<>re."
·
·
.
A lie once born contains a thousand lives; and. holds_
of their creeds, would hav fitted. the c~s~ of B:o!_and
There was_a movement of dissent in the hall. - Sl:t~. a~ bay thE! stru,ggli~g, fe_eble truth, if- but that lie be
Barker only 'When .shorn of. the mtent1on·a1 stmg ~~ lifted berface a moment, -contracted her lips;· drew·a fathered by a·ptUl'st'"ana- m<>thered by' a throne-as
sarcasm. . It is, nevertheless, true, that even biB long breath, and said: .
.
this one 1casl 'The root of evil' is the spring of
"I will explain. Without the love, poverty were joy. Decry it those who will. And those who do
nobly gifted nature, his tender heart, and h~s alert
brain sometimes failed to grasp the very pith and light enough to bear. ·.What does it matter for one's not love, perchance, may laugh at all its need can
point of his own arguments.
self T It is the love that give the awful sting to mean; but to the loving, suffering poor bring no
He was a wealthy man whose sympathies were ear- want, and makes its cruel fingers grip the throat as more cant, and cease to voice the hollow words of
neatly with the poor and unfortunate. _He believed never vise or· grappling-hook ·took bOld, and torture ignorance and hypocrisy. It is too cruel, and its
that he understood their sufferings, their ambitions, with a keener zest than fiends their victims! Love deadly breath bas long enough polluted sympathy
and their needs; and his voice and pen were no and Poverty ! ·It is the combination that devils and frozen up the springs of ·healthy thought, while
sheathing venomed fangs in breaking hearts. Recast
more truly on the side of charity and brotherly kind- invented to make a hell on earth."
ness than was his purse.
All eyes were fastened on her white face now, and your heartless creeds! Your theories for the poor
It was no unusual thing for him to attend a meet- she was rushing on, her words, bot and impassioned, are built o0n these."
ing, address a club, or take part in a memorial serv- striking firm on every point she made.
She sank back into her chair white and exhausted.
'"Let me giv you a case. In a home where comfort
There was a wild burst of applause. A part of the
ice, where his was the only band unused to toil, and
where he alone bore all expense, and then-after is-or wealth-a mother sitlil, watching by night and audience, with that ear for sound· and that lack of
dressing himself in the most approved and faultless day the awful band of Death reach nearer, closer to i:iense to be found in all such gatherings, had forgotmanner-become the guest of honor at some fashion- her precious babe, and nothing that skill or science ten that it was not listening to a burst of eloquence
able entertainment. Indeed, he was a leader in fash- can suggest will stay the band or heal the aching which had been duly written out and committed to
ion as well as in philosophy, and at once a hero in heart; and ye~ there is comfort in the thought -that memory for the occasion.
Avenue A and on Murray Hill.
all wa.s done that love and wealth and skill could do,
But Roland Barker sprang to his feet, held both
On the evening of which I am about to tell you he and that it was Nature's way. _:But take from her the his hands up, to command silence, and said, in a
bad addre(:lsed a club of workingmen in their little comfort of that thought. She watches. with the scarcely audible voice, as he trembled from head to
dingy ball, taking as his subject "Realities of Life." same poor, breaking heart, but with the knowledge,. foot: "Hush, bush ! She has told the truth! She
He bad sought to show them that poverty and toil· now, t·o keep her company, that science might, ah! has told the awful truth ! I never saw it all before.
are not, after all, the worst that can befall a man, could, push back the end, could even cure her babe Heaven help you to 'bear it. · It seems to me I can
and that the most acute misery dwells in palaces and if but the means to pay for skill and' change and not!"
is robed in purple.
wholesome food and air were hers. Is that no added . Several were pale and weeping. I turned to speak
He spoke with the feeling of one who had himself pang? Is poverty no curse to her ?-a curse the to the woman who had changed an evening's entersuffered-as, indeed, he had-from the unsympa- deeper for her depth of love T. The rich know naught tainment into a tragic scene; but she had slipped
tbetic associations of an uncongenial marriage. · He of this. It give to life its wildest agony, to love its out during the excitement. I took Barker's arm and
pictured, with deep feeling, the chill atmosphere of a deepest burt."
we walked toward the avenue together. Neither of
loveless home, whose wealth and glitter and luster
She paused. There was a slight stir as if some us spoke until we reached Madison square.· Here
could never thrill and enrapture the heart as might one bad thought to offer applause, and then the the poor fellow sank into a seat and pulled me down
,
the loving band-clasp in the bare, chill room where silence fell.again,-and she began anew, with shining beside him.
sympathy and affection were the companions of eyes and cheeks aflame. She swayed a little as she
''Don't talk to me of theories after that," he said.
poverty.
_
spoke, and clutched the chair as for support. Her " Great God ! I am more dead than alive. I feel
I had admired his enthusiasm as he pictured the voice grew hoarse, and trembled, and she fixed her fifty years older than when I went to that little hall
to teach those people how to liv by my fine philosojoy of sacrifice for the sake of those we love, and I gaze lipon a vacant chair:
bad been ·d~eply tom~hed by his pathos-a pathos
"But let me tAll you of another case. A stone's- phy, and I truly thought that I bad tasted sorrow
which I knew, alas, too well, sprang from a hungry throw from this hall, where pretty things are -said and found the key to resignation. Ye gods !"
heart-whether, as now, it beat beneath a simple week after week-and kindly meant, I know-of pov"Perhaps you hav," I said.
coat of tweed or as when, hours later, it would still erty and lovE-of the blessedness of these-there is
"Yes, yes," he replied, impatiently; "but suppose
be the prisoner of its mighty longing, though clothed a living illustration, worth more than all the theories I bad to face life day by day, hour by hour, as that
with elegance and seated at a banquet fit for princes. ever spun, to tell you what 'realities of life' must be woman pictured· it-and she was a lady with as keen
The last words fell slowly from his lips, and his where love is great and poverty . holds sway. .Pict- a sense of pain as I -what do you suppose my philo aeyes were dimmed, as were the eyes of all about me. ure, with me, the torture. and despair of · 8 refined ophy would do for me then? Do you think I could
His voice, so full of feeling, had· hardly ceased to and cultured woman who watches hour by hour the endure it? And I went there to teach those people
throb when, far back in the little ball, arose a woman, long months through, and sees the creeping feet of how to suffer and be strong!"
"Look here, Barker," I said, "you'd better go
thin and worn and plainly clad, but showing traces mental wreck and physical decay, and knows the
of a beauty and refinement which had held their own mortal need of care and calm for him who is the home now_ and go to bed. You are cold and tired,
and fought their way inch by inch in spite of poverty, whole of life to her, and for the want of that which and this won't help matters any."
anxiety, and tears. The chairman recognized her others waste and hold as dross be must work on and
" What will~" he asked.
and asked her to the platform.
on, hastening each day the end he does not see,
I made no reply. When we reached his door he
"No," she said, in a low, tremulous tone which which shall deprive him of all of life except the asked again:
"What will'"
showed at once her feeling and her culture-" no, I power for ill. . . . She will be worse than widdo not wish to take the platform; but since you ask owed and alone, for ever by her side sits Want, for
I shook my bead and len him standing in the
for criticism of the kind speech we bav just listened him, tearing at every cord of heart and soul-not brilliant' ball of his beautiful home; dazed and puzzled
to, it bas seemed to me that I might offer .one,. for herself-but for that dearer one, wrecked in the and alone.
prime of life and left a clod endowed only with
n.
although I am a stranger to you all."
Her voice trembled, and she held firmly to the strength for cruel wrong, whose band would sheathe
The next time I met Roland Barker be grasped
back of a chair in front of her. The chairman signi- a knife in her dear -heart and laugh with maniac glee my hand and said excitedly: "I hav found that
fied his willingness to extend to her the privilege of at his mad deeds. She saw the end. She knew lo~~:g woman ! What she said is all true. My God ! what
the floor, and there was slight applause. She bowed months ago what was to be, if be must· toil and js to be done? I feel like a strong man tied hand
and began again slowly:
strain his nerve and brain for need of that which and foot, while devilish vultures feed on the flesh of
"I sometimes think that it is useless to aver try to goes from knave to knave, and boards itself within living babes before my eyes !"
make the suffering rich and the suffering poor under- cathedral walls, where wise men meet to teach the
"Stop, Barker," I said ; "stop, and go away for a
stand each other. I do not question that the gentle- poor contentment with their lot! She knew he must while, or you will go mad. · What hav you been
man has tasted sorrow. All good men hav. I do not know; the knowledge of the shadow must be . doing? Look at your hands; they tremble like the
not question that his heart is warm and true and kept from his dear brain until the very end, by band!:! of a palsied man; and your face; why, Barker,
honest, and that he truly thinks what he has said; smiles, and cheer, and merry jest from her. Who your face is haggard and set, and your hair is actually_
but-'' and here her voice broke a little and her lip dare tell ·her that riches are a curse T and prate of turning gray! What in the name of all that's holy
trembled-" but he does not know what rea! suffer- 'dross' and call on heaven to witness that its loss is bav you been doing?"
ing is. He cannot. No rich man can."
only gain of joy and harbinger of higher, holier
"Nothing, absolutely nothing!" he exclaimed.
There was a movement of impatience in the room, things T Who dare call her as witness for the bliss "That if:l the trouble! What can I do T I tell you
and some one said, loud enough to be heard, "If she. of poverty with love!"
something is wrong, Gordon, something is desperately
thinks money can bring happiness she is badly left."
She slowly raised her hand, and, with a quick-. wrong in this world. Look at that .pile of stone
There was a slight ripple of laughter at this, and drawn breath, pressed it against her side, and with over there : millions of dollars are built into that.
even the serious face of Roland Barker grew almost her eyes still fastened on the vacant chair, and tears It is opened once each week, aired, cleaned, and put
merry for a moment. Then the woman went on, upon her cheeks, falling unchecked upon her beav- in order for a fashionable audience dressed in silk
without appearing to hav noticed the interruption : ing bosom, she held each listener silent and intent and broadcloth. They call it a church, but it is
"I do not want to seem -ungracious, and heaven on every word she spoke. The .time allotted anyone simply a popular club house, which, unlike other
knows, no one could mean more kindly what I say; was long since overrun; but no one thought of that; club houses, hasn't the grace to pay its own taxes.
but he .has said that money is not needed to make and she went on:
They use that club house, let us say, three hours in
"-'With love !' Ah, there is where the iron can all, each week, for what! To listen to elaborate
us happy-only love; and again he quotes that baseless old maxim, 'The love of money is the root of all burn and scar and open every wound afresh each music and fine-spun theories about another world.
evil.'" She paused, then went slowly on as if feeling day, make poverty a curse; a blight, a scourge, a vult- They are asked to, and they giv money to send these
her way and fearing to lose her bold upon herself: .ure, iron-beaked, with claws of bu~ing steel, that same theories to nations far away, who-to put it
"I know it is a sad and cruel world even to the more leave no nerv.e untouched, no drop of blood unshed. mildly-are quite as well off without them. Then
"'With love !' 'Tis there the band of Poverty that bouse is closed for a week, and those who sat
fortunate, if they hav hearts to feel and brains to
think. To_ the unloving or unloved there must be can deal the deadliest blowe, and show, as nowhere there really believe that they hav done what is right
little worth; but they at least are spared the agony else on earth, the value of that- slandered, boarded by their fellow-men! Their natural consciences,
that sits where love and poverty hav shaken hands thing called wealth."
.
. .
their sense of right 1\nd justice, hav been given an
with death-" her voice broke, and there was a painThe~e ~lazed into her face a fierce, indignant light, anesthetic. ' The . poor ye hav with you always,'
ful silence in the room-" where those who love are her voice swelled out and struck upon the ear like they are taugqt. to b!llieve, is not only true, but right.
wrung and torn by all the thousand fears and appre- fire-bells in the ooad of night.
. l_tell you, Gordon, It is all perfectly damnable, and
bensions of ills that are to come to wife and child
"'The root of evil !'-'poverty with love!'. Hypoe- it seems to me I cannot bear it when I remember
and friend. The day has passed when all this talk risy, in purple velvet robed, behind stained glase, that-woman."
.
of. poverty and love-that love makes want an easy with strains of music falling on its ears, with table
''She is only one of a great many," I suggested.
thing to bear-that day has ].1assed, I say, when spread in banquet-hall below, bethought itself to
Roland Barker groaned: "M:y God I that is the
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trouble-so many that the thing seems hopeless.
And to think that on every one of even these poor
_souls is· laid another burden that that stone spire
may go untaxed!"·
" Barker," I said, laying my hand on his arm, "tell
me what has forced all this upon you with such a
terrible weight just now."
"Not here, not now," he said. "I hav written it
down just as she told it to me-you know I learned
stenography when I began taking an interest in public meetings. Well, I've just been copying these
notes out. They are in my pocket," he said, laying
his hand on his breast. "They seem to burn my
very soul. I would not dare to trust myself to read
them to you here. Come home with me."
When we were seated in his magnificent librarv
be glanced about him, and with a wave of his band
said, with infinit satire," You will notice the striking
appropriateness of the surroundings and the subject."
"No doubt," I said. "I hav often noticed that
before, especially the Iast time I heard a sermon
preached to three of the V anderhilts, two As tors,
five other millionaires, -and about sixty more consistent Christian!!, all of whom were wealthy. The
subject was Christ's advice to the rich young man,
'SeJl all thou bast and giv to the poor.' But never
mind; go on; the day has passed when deed and
creed are supposed to bold the slightest relation to
each other; and what is a- $20,000 salary for if not
to buy sufficient ability to explain it all sweetly away
and administer, at the same time, an anesthetic to
the natural consciences of men '"
I settled myself in a large Turkish chair on one
side of the splendidly carved table; be stood on the
other side sorting a manuscript. Presently he began
reading it. "'When I married Frank Melville he
was strong and grand and brave; a truer man never
lived. He bad been educated for th{l law. His
practice was small, but we were able to liv very well
on what be made, and the prospect for the future
was bright. We loved each other-but, ab ! there
are no wori:ls to tell that. We worshiped each other as
only two who hav been happily mated can ever understand. We lived up to his salary. Perhaps you will
say that was not wise. We thought it was. A good
appearance, a fairly good appearance at least, was all
that we could make, and to bold his own in his profession, that was necessary. You k~ow how that is.
A shabby-looking man soon loses his bold on paying
clients. Of course be would not dress well and
allow me to be ill-clad. He-he loved me. We were
never able to lay by anything; but we were young
and strong and hopeful-and we loved each other.'"
Barker's voice trembled. He looked at me a moment and then said very low, "If you could bav seen
her poor, tired, beautiful eyes when she said that."
"I can imagin bow she looked," I said. "She bad
a face one remembers."
After 8 little he went on: "'We bad· both beei:t
brought up to liv well. Our friends were people of
culture, and we-it will sound strange to you for me
to say that our love and devotion were the admiration and talk of all of them.
'' 'By and by I was taken ill. My husband could
not bear to think of me as at home alone, suffer~ng.
He stayed with me a great deal. I did not know
that he was neglecting his business; I .think he did
not realize it then; be thought be could make it all
up-; he was strong and-be loved me. At last the
doctors told him that I should die if be did not take
me away; I ought to bav an ocean voyage. It almost killed him that be could not giv me that. We
bad not the money. He took me away a little while
where I could breathe the salt air, and the good it
did me made his heart only the sadder when he saw
that it was true that all I needed was an ocean voyage. The climate of his home was slowly killing me.
We bore it as long as we dared, and I got so weak
that be almost went mad. Then we moved here,
where my health was good. But it was a terrible
task to get business ; there were so many others like
him, all fighting, as if for life, for money enough to
liv on from. day to day. The strain was too much for
him, and just as he began to gain a footing he fell ill,
and--:::-and if we had bad money enough for him to
take a rest then, and hav proper care, good doctors,
and be relieved from immediate anxiety, be would
bav gotten well, with my care-! loved him so! But
as it was--' Shall I show you the end!" Barker
stopped, be was trembling violently, his eyes were
full of tears. I waited. Presently he said, huskily :
''Shall I tell you, Gordon, what I saw 1 I hav not
gott en over it yet. She laid her fingers on her lips
and motioned me to follow. The room where we bad
been was poor and bare. She took a key from her
bosom, opened a door, and went in. I followed.
Sitting in the only comfortable chair-:-wbich bad
been handsome once-was a magnificent-looking man,
so far as mere physical proportions can make one that.
" 'Darling,' she said tenderly, as if talking to a
little child. 'Darling, I hav brought you a present.
Are you glad~· .
" She banded him a withered rose that I bad carelessly dropped as I went in.
"He arose, bowed to me ~~en she presented me,
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waved me to his chair, took the :flower, looked at her
with infinit love, and said, 'To-morrow, little wife;
wait till to-morrow.'
" Then be sat down, evidently unconscious of my
presence, and gazed steadily at her for a moment,
seeming to forget all else and to struggle with some
thought that constantly eluded him. She patted his
hand as if he were a child, smiling through her heartbreak all the while, kissed him, and motioned me to
precede her from the room.
"When she came out she locked the door carefully
behind her, sank into a chair, covered her ·face with
her bands, ~nd sobbed as if her heart would break.
After a while she said : ' A little money would hav
saved him, and .now it is too late, too late. Some-.
times he is violent, sometimes like that. The doctors
say the end is not far off, and that any moment be
may kill me, and afterward awake to know it! It is
all the result of poverty with love/' she said. Then,
passionately: 'If I did not love him so I could bear
it, but I cannot, I cannot I And how will he bear it
if he ever harms me-and I not there to help him?' "
Barker stepped to the window to bide his emotion.
Presently he said, in a voice that trembled: "If she
did not love him so she could let him go to someasylum; but she knows the end is sure, and not far
off, and that the gleams of light he bas are when be
sees her face. She bas parted with everything that
made life attractiv to keep food and warmth for him.
She is simply existing now from day to day-one
constant agony of soul and sense-waiting for the
end. She allowed me to take a doctor to see him ; I
would bav come for you, but you were out of town.
He only confirmed what others had told her a year
ago. He advised her to bav him put in a safe place
before be did some violence; but she refused, and
made us promis not to interfere. She said he would
be able to harm no one but her, if he became violent
at the last, and she was ready for that. It was easier
far to liv that way and wait for that each day than to
hav him taken away where he would be unhappy and
perhaps ill-treated. He needed her care and love
beside him every hour, and she-she needed nothing."
Here Barker :flung himself into a chair and let his
head fall on his folded arms on the t&ble.
" That is the way love makes poverty easy to bear,"
he said, bitterly, after a time, and his trembling
hands clinched tight together.
" Did you giv her any money~" I asked.
He groaned. "Yes, yes, !-that is, I left some on
the table under her sewing. She isn't the kind of
woman one can offer charity. She-_-"
"No," I said, "she isn't, and besides, for the pain
that tortures her it is too late now for money to
help. Only it may relieve her somewhat to feel sure
that she can get what be needs to eat and wear and
to keep him warm and allow her to be free from the
necessity of outside work. I am glad you left the
money. But-but-Barker, do you think she will
use it, coming that way and from a stranger?"
He looked up forlornly: "No, I don't," he said;
"and yet she may. I will hope so; but if she does,
what then! The terrible question will still remain
just where it was. That ia no way to solve it;_ we
can't bail out the ocean wit:P. a thimble. And what
an infamous imposition an this talk is of 'resignation'
to -such as she; for her terrible calm, as she talked to
me, bad no hint of resignation in it. She is simply,
calmly, quietly desperate now-and she is one of
many." He groaned aloud.
"Will you take me there the next time you go~, I
asked.
" She said I must not come back ; she could not
be _an object of curiosity-nor allow him to be. She
said that she allowed me to come this time because
on the night we first saw her she bad stepped into
that little hall to keep herself from freezing in her
thin clothes as she was making her way home, and
she saw that I was in earnest in what I S!lid, and she
stayed to listen--" His voice broke again.
Just then the drapery was drawn back, and his
wife, superbly robed, swept in, bringing a bevy of
gil'ls.
·
" Ob, Mr. Barker," said one, gayly, "you don't
know what you missed to-night by deserting our
theater party; it was all so real-love in rags, you
know, and all that sort of thing; only I really don't
like to see quite so much attention paid to the
' Suffering poor,' with a big S, and the lower classes
generally. I think the stage can do far better than.
that, don't you 1 But it is the new fad, I suppose,
and after all I fancy it doesn't do much harm, only
as it makes that sort of people more insufferably obtrusiv about putting their ill-clad, baa-smelling woes
before the rest of us. What a beautiful vase this
is, Mrs. Barker! May I take it to the light?".
"Certainly, my dear," laughed Mrs. Barker;" and
I agree with you, as usual. I think it is an exquisit
vase-and that the stage is becoming demoralized.
It is pandering to the low taste for representations
of low life. I confess I don't like it. That sort of
people do not bav the feelings to be hurt-the fine
sensibilities and emotions attributed to them. Those
grow up in refined and delicate surroundings. That
is what I often tell Roland when he insists upon
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making himself unhappy over some new ' case' of destitution. I tell him to send them five dollars by mail
and not to worry himself, and I won't allow him to
worry me with his Christie street emotions.''
Barker winced, and I excused myself and withdrew,
speculating on certain phases of delicacy of feeling
and fine sensibility.
III.

I did not see Barker again for nearly three weeks,
when one night my bell was rung with unusual violence, and I heard an excited voice in my hall. " Be
quick, John ; hurry," it said, " and tell the doctor I
must see him at once. Tell him it is Roland Barker."
J obn bad evidently demurred at calling me at so
late an hour.
"All right, Barker; I'll be down in a moment," I
called from above. "No, come up. You can tell me
what is the matter while I dress. Is it for yourself?
There, go in that side room, I can hear you, and I'll
be dressed in a moment."
"Hurry, hurry," he said, excitedly, "I'll tell you
on the way. I bav my carriage. Don't wait to
orde:r; yours, only burry, burry, hurry.''
Once in the carrirge, I said: " Barker, you are
going to use yourself up, this way. You can't keep
this sort of thing up much longer. You'd better go
abroad.''
" Drive faster," be called, to the man on top.
Then to me, "If you are not the first doctor there,
there will be a dreadful scene. They will most likely
arrest her for murder."
"Whom 1" said I. "You hav told me nothing,
and bow can I prevent that if a murder bas been committed?"
" By giving her a regular death certificate," said
be, coolly, " saying that you attended the case, and
that it was a natural death. I depend upon you,
Gordon; it would be simply infamous to make her
suffer any more. I cannot help her now, but you canyou must. No one will know the truth but us, and
afterward we can help her-to forget. She is not an
old woman ; there may be something in life for her
yet."
" Is it the Lady of the Club 1 " I asked. We had
always called her that. "What bas she done~''
"Yes," be said, "it is the' Lady of the Club,' and
she bas poisoned her husband.''
" Good God ! " exclaimed I; ''and you want me to
giv her a regular death certificate and say I attended
the case~"
''You must," be said; "it would be infamous not
to. She could not bear it any longer. She found
herself breaking down, and she would not leave him
alive without her care and love. He had become
almost helpless, except when short violent spells
came on. These left him exhausted. He almost
killed her in the last one. Her terror was that he
would do so and then regain his reason-that be
would know it afterward and perhaps be dragged
through the courts. She had been working in a
chemist's office, it seems, when she was able to do
anything. She took some aconitine, -and to-night
she put everything in perfect order, gave him the
beat supper abe could, got him to bed, and then
gave him that. She sent for me and told me as
calmly as-God ! it was the calm of absolute desperation. She sat there when I went in, holding his
poor dead hand and kissing it reverently. She laid
it down and told me what I tell you. There was
not a tear, a moan, a sigh. She said: 'Here is
the money you left-all except what I paid for his
supper to-night. We bad gotten down to that
before I bad the chance to steal the poison or the
courage to giv it to him. I had not meant to
use any of the money; the rest is here. I would
like it used-if you are willing-to bury him decently, not in the Potter's Field, and I would like
-if you will take the trouble-to bav it done absolutely privately. We bav borne enough. I cannot
bear for even his ashes to be subjected to any further
humiliation.' "
Roland Barker paused to command himself. " Of
course I promised her," he went on after a time.
"She does not realize that she may be arrested and
bav his poor body desecrated to find the cause of
death. That would make her insane-even if--.
Drive faster !" be called out again to the man outside. When we reached the bouse be said: " Be
prepared to see her perfectly calm. It is frightful
to witness, and I tremble for the result later on.''
When we knocked on her door there was no response. I pushed it open and entered first. The
room was empty. We went to the inner door and
rapped gently then louder. There was no sound.
Barker opened the door, and then stepped quickly
back and closed it. " She is kneeling there by his
bed" be said, "write the certificate here and giv it
to ~e. Then I will bring an undertaker and-we
can attend to everything else. I did want you to see
her. I think you should giv her something to make
her sleep. That forced calm will make her lose her
mind. She is so shattered you would not recognize
her."
"Stay here, 'Barker," I said ; "I want to see her
alone for a moment. I will tell her who I am and
that you brought me-if I need to.''
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He eyed me sharply, but I etepped hastily into the tiana are endeavoring by the law of the land, or is exactly what the Sabbatarians say of the Liberals,
inner room. I touched the shoulder and then the rather the law of public opinion, to enforce a pain- and if J esuf? himaelf had lived in these days, they
forehead of the kneeling form. It did not move. fully superstitious and J udaical observance of the would indignantly disown him, while the sterner
" Just as I expected," I muttered, and lifting the day called Sunday, we will consider what the founder sainte would probably try to get him condemned as
lifeless form in r.ny arms I laid it gentiy beside the of the Christian religion thought of the Sabbatical an idler, blasphemer, and Sabbath-breaker.
Luke in his thirteenth chapter and fourteenth verse
body of her husband. In one band she held the vial institution, and how be himself behaved with regard
records that Jesus was teaching in one of the synafrom which she had taken the last drop of the deadly to it.
In considering this subject I wish the reader to gogs on the Sabbath, when he saw a poor woman
drug, and clasped in the other she bad held her husband's fingers. She had been dead but a few mo- bear in mind the severity of the Judaical Sabbath, whose back had been bent like a bow for a number
ments, and both she and her husband we1·e robed for built upon an idle tradition which modern science of years. · And being actuated by a compassionate
has proved to be a gross and pueril lie, though temper, he at once healed her. And again the pious
the grave.
When I returned to the other room I found Barker it had all the force of a truth in the days of the early folks were offended, for, unlike Thomas Paine, their
with a note in his hand, and a shocked and horrified Jews. With them the Sabbath was a day of total religion was not to do good, but consisted of a strict
look on his face. He glanced up at me through his inaction; the servant, the cattle, and ·the stranger observance of days and ceremonies. Jesus, however,
were to observe it. No servant could be required to sternly rebuked them for their want of common
tears.
''We were too late," he said. "She left this note perform any domestic office, no horse could be ridden, humanity, and "they were ashamed," as well they
for me. I found it here on the table. She meant to no meal could be cooked, no fire could be kindled; it might be.
The last recorded instance of Sabbath-breaking
do it all along, and that is why she was so calm and was indeed a day of desolation and pious jndolence.
We know from one memorable instance the terrible upon the part of Christ was his going to a dinner
had no fears for herself."
"I thought so when you told me what she bad penalty of disregarding the commands of the imperi- party on that day. So we see that Christ was not
done," said I.
ous Moses upon this subject.
averse to a well-conducted sociality. We are told
Now, the mind of Jesus naturally rebelled against that he went to the house of one of the chief Phari"Did you? I did not for a moment, or I would
this formalistic tyranny, and so he taught a new doc- sees to eat bread on the Sabbath. This is a matter
hav staved and tried to reason her out of it."
"It is best as it is," said I, "and you could not tin concerning the Sabbath. The first place in the of no great surprise, because Jesus was u. poor man,
hav reasoned her out of it. It was inevitable-after New Testament where the subject is, is the twelfth and did not always get a dinner, and was no doubt
the rest. Take this certificate, too; you will need chapter of Matthew. There we are told that the glad enough to accept the invitation. But while
both."
·disciples of Jesus, walking through a cornfield, there he saw u. man afflicted with the dropsy and he
When all was safely over, as we drove home from plucked the ripe ears of corn and ate them to sat- healed him (Luke xiv). On seeing the man with the
the new graves two days later, Barker said: "Is this isfy their hunger. Think of this, you clerical hypo- dropsy, Christ demanded of the Pharisee and his
the solution!"
crits, who would send a man to jail for stealing a friends: "Is it lawful to heal on tha Sabbath day?"
I did not reply.
turnip from a roadside field. Thi:ak of it. If it was What did they say 1 Did they say, 1t is right to
Presently he said : " To the dead, who cannot morally right for the apostles to pluck the corn to do good at any timeT Decidedly not. For we are
suffer, we can be kind and shield them even from satisfy their hunger, then it is just as right for the told that "they held their peace." Well, even that is
themselvs. Is there no way to help the living! A poor tramp to steal a turnip to satisfy his hunger. a virtue that their representativs to-day do not posfew hundre~ dollars, two short years ago, would hav But o.nly let the poor tramp who has not broken his seas. McHowl, O'Grabem, and Father Blazes will
saved all this, and there was no way for her to get it. fast follow the example of the associates of Jesus, never hold their peace while they hav a pulpit to
. you will, if he is caught, immediately put him in jail. rave in and a tongue to denounce their fellowShe knew it all then, and there was no help!"
"Why di~ she not, in such a case as ·that, push Yet none of you denounce the conduct of Christ's creatures with. We only ask them to hold th~ir
peace. We do not desire them to do good, but only
back her pride and go to some one ! There inust be followers from your pulpits.
When the Pharisees complained to Jesus that his to abstain from doing harm. We do not ask them
thousands who would bav gladly responded to such
followers were acting unlawfully, he earnestly de- by benevolence to bless the world, but to refrain
a call as that," I said.
He buried his face in his hands for a moment and fended their conduct, saying: " The son of man is from cursing it. We merely desire them not to make
shuddered. At last he said : "She did-she went to lord even of the Sabbath." Certainly in his capacity our "little pleasures less," and to leave off striving
three good men, men who had known, been friendly as a man be was, for every earnest, well-doing man is to convert this world into a hell and threatening us
with, admired her and her husband. Two of them master of his own time, and therefore he consecrates with another elsewhere.
"They held their peace," but Christ healed the
are worth their millions, the other one is rich. She it by industry. Yet our Blairs and Wanamakers and
only asked to borrow, and promised to repay it her- Shepards would (if they are allowed), desecrate man, even though it was the Sabbath, and then
self if she had to liv and work after he were dead to it by a long and enforced tedious rest, instead of justifie.d himself, saying, " Which of you shall hav an
do it!"
making it a day of pleasant change, or day subordi- ass or an ox fallen into a pit, and will not straightway
He paused.
nated to man, and " not man to it." But we are told pull him out on the Sabbath day'" Yes, w hicb of
"You do not mean to tell me that they refused- that this is the Lord's day, and therefore we hav no them would not? Why, they were Jews, and every
right to it. But I answer. that, if any day is the one of them would. I do not censure them, for it
and they old friends and rich?" I asked amazed.
"I mean to say just thit', they one a~d all made Lord's, then all days are equally his, and therefore would only hav been proper to do so, but we must
man has the right to choose his own day of rest, and bear in mind that humane actions are in just and
some excuse ; they did not let her hav it."
" She told them what the doctors said, and of her not to be compelled to rest upon one certain day in direct 111ntagonism to religious duties. The more refears T"
·
order to satisfy the whims of a few religious fanatics, ligion, the less humanity; the less religion, the more
who happen to fill important public offices not for of all that makes a man's character noble and endur"She did," he answered, sadly.
"And yet you say they are good men!'' I exclaimed the actual worth of the men but for services rendered in g.
indignantly.
' to the party.
Clearly enough, then, Christ cared very little for
In the same chapter to which I hav referred, it is the Sabba.th, and infinitly less for the Sabbatarians
"Good, benevolent, charitable, every one of them,"
he answered.
recorded that Jesus healed on the Sabbath day a of his day. The latter were the objects of his dis"Were you one of them, Barked" I asked, after a man whose hand was withered. This deed he also gust, his hatred, and his curses; and that he could
moment's pause.
defended against the Pharisees, saying: "It is lawful hate bitterly and curse volubly will be evident to
"Thank God, no !" he replied. ~·But perhaps in to do well on the Sabbath day." Now, every true anyone who will read the twenty-third chapter of·
aome other case I hav done the same, if I only knew Li.beral would imitate that miracle. We want to heal Matthew. If, then, Christ cared so little for the
the whole story. Those men do not know this last the withered on the Sunday, to expand the with- Sabbath day, how inconsistent it is for his followers
you must remember."
' ered mind, to sustain the withered form of age, to in this age to enforce a strict observance of it by law,
"And the worst of it is, we dare not tell them " exercise and strengthen the stunted limbs of child- when the founder of the religion in which they pro' hood. We want to make the laborer feel that this fess to believe so disregarded it! 0 for the omniposaid I, as we parted.
"No, we dare not," he replied, and left me stand- so-called Sabbath is his own day, and that no one, tent hand that could hurl into everlasting oblivion
ing with the copy of the burial certificate in my hand. whether a pope or a king, has a right to dictate to the clouds of superstitious darkness that reign ram"Natural causes," I said to myself looking at it him how he shall use it. We want to wean him from pant on the earth, that vitiate the moral nature, and
"Died of natural causes-the brutality and selfish: drunkenness, indolence, and dirt, and teach him to bewilder the intellect of man ! Oh, would that orthoness of man-and poverty with love. Natural· devote his Sunday to fresh air, rational recreation, doxy would explode itself and become distributed
into illimitable space like a summer cloud I Then
causes! Yes." And I closed my office door and and pleasing instruction.
Christ expressed his opinion of the Pharisees by how serene and how happy would the intellectual
turned out the light.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
saying: "Ye make clean the outside of the cup and horizon of society become, if once it were freed from
the platter, but your inward part is full of ravening the fallacies of screaming Hebrew prophets and
Jesus the Sabbath-Breaker;
and wickedness " (Luke xi, 5, 39). And we may modern Sunday sermons !
·
. At th~ present time there appears upon our polit· truly read "Sabbatarian" for "Pharisee," for the
If these infamous Sunday measures are ever
teal horizon a small black cloud, which if it is allowed Sabbatarians make clean the outside of the cup, they allowed to become a law, the beauties of nature will
to enlarge itself, will tend to devel~p and extend would hav everything emternally decorous, but the be entirely shut out from the gaze of man, and the
itself throughout the country-! mean the Blair career of those belonging to religious society shows terrible silence in our streets and our parks, broken
Sunday bill.
that their private lives are not correspondingly whole- only by the monotonous clang of a church bell, will
. Senator B~ai~, wi~h the ~id of a few other equally some. The Sabbatarians would clean the outside reveal to him the fact that this is "Sunday." Sunday
mt?lerant ptettsts, IS makmg the greatest exertions with a hand of iron, they would silence the bands to be spent not in healthful recreation, but among
to m,duce. the _government to pass a law enforcing which play in our parks on Sunday, and if they could priests, Bibles, church rites, prayers, and dogmas,
absolute mactwn on Sunday, or what is commonly they would even silence the birds of the air, and the and a host of evil consequences produced thereby,
called the :• Sabbath ~ay," and urge upon their flocks innocent laughter of childhood; they would cause and that, too, at the dictation of a few religio·political
the necessity of Jookmg after their "souls' health " the trains to become motionless, the atea.mboats on demagogs.
by atoning on the seventh day for the sins whi~h our rivers would be stopped, and the sallow, hagBut the question rests not with them, but with the
they hav committed during the six days of the week. gard workman, instead of being allowed to enjoy the people tbemselvs. It is for them to !!lay whether
THE TnuT~ SEEKER and othe~ Freethought journals grandeur of nature, would be compelled to pray they shall be American citizens for six days in the
that are domg such good service to the cause of prog- or sleep in a church or chapel, afterward to find the week, and slaves of the pope on the seventh. We
ress1 hav already taken up the cudgels upon this side-door of a liquor saloon where he could drink him- must teach these Blairites that the progress of this
subJect; but now I propose to show that in the early self to stupefaction. So the outside be fair, what nation cannot stop for one day even to suit them.
days of Christianity absolute repose on Sunday was care these hypocritical pietists for the poor, spirit- Days of enforced idleness are injurious both to body
not thought necessary, which may be gathered brobn man ? Better, they think, he ·should be and mind. Nature ever abhors indolence and pun~rom the works of the early fathers; and that accord- wretched in this vale of tears, to insure him a greater ishes it. Let it not be thought that I disparage the
mg to the accounte of the life of Christ as given in chance of heaven. The next time we hear of Jesus observance of Sunday, only let it be conducted in a
these four epistles called the gospels, 'there is no- breaking the Sabbath is when he is said to hav wholesome and rational manner. It should be a day
where to be found a recommendation to abstain from healed a blind man on that day ; read ninth chapter of rest and combined recreation, when the mind is
work on the seventh day, while on the other hand if of John. Again, in this event, the Pharisees demurred pleasantly diverted from the toils of the week; it
those legendary ~ccounts are worthy ~f note, we ~a.y to the performance of a generous deed on the . should be the sober carnival of labor, and all who
safely draw the mference that Jesus himself was a sacred day. "This man," they said, "is not of God, labor hav a right to enjoy it temperately and wisely.
Sabbath-breaker. And as these strait-laced Chris- because he keepeth not the Sabbath day." And that They hav a right to enjoy it without interruption or
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remonstrance from government or clergy and it is Tic school-to subdue the infant in the cradle of edcertain that they will so enjoy it while they hold the ucat~o~. The ~cclesiaatic will place it mader the supower in their hands.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH,
pervisiOn of pr1est or prelate of a predominating sect
elected by votaries.
Devotional Exercises in Public Schools.
. We repeat that such us~ul?ation as Bible-reading
. ~n introducing this subject the object is not to m sch?ollead~ to .the upbmldmg of parochial schools,
r1d1cule nor to engender strife, discord or enmit.v sectanan semmanes, and colleges that draw from the
against public customs, but rather to c~mpoae and public schools.
reconcile the diversity of public opinion of customE:Could the sects but unite, the division of the spoils
to weigh in the balance of justice our ;ight and priv- would be accomplished by legislation.
ileges to the nobl.est institution of a free country, the . It is the e~ta;bliahed ~xiom of all popular institu~as~ and fou~datwn of the. grandesh system of civil- tiOns that _rell.gwus ten~~s and party politics tend to
Jzatwn and hberty, the public school, and unite the destro~ Wl~h Jealous ammosity popular government's
extremes in one compact for the good of all alike-to most v1talmstrument, the public school.
harmonize the destructiv elements of dissension
Reacling, Kan.
W. 0. DAVIES.
caused by either a party or a sect which oftentimes
bring ruino~s obstacles to the diffdsion of knowledge.
Giordano Bruno.
Our pubhc school system was not intended in part,
T1·tm!latea rrom the Voce ael Popolo, San Francisco.
but wholly, to be a secular institution to educate our
~rogeny an~ prepare them for the various paths of . The animation which reigned in Rome to-day from
hfe; to cult1vate and inculcate facts, and not fiction the e~rliest hour, is indescribable. In the Via' N az~hereby making useful, intelligent, and moral cit: ion ale, then in the Terminal places, and in the
1~ens, guided by the .light of science, and by its attrac- vicinity of the stations the crowd was simply enortion to engender desires for further researches into the mous. The cortege began to fbrm in the Place of
great laboratory of n"ture, without fear or awe. But Termini. .A.t nine precisely it began to move and
when the tender mind is imbued with devotional ~ind through the Via Nazionsle (National street)
awe or affrighted reverence, it becomes shattered mto the Square of Venice, and the Corso of Victor
lost, and bewildered in fear.
·' Emmanuel, between two inclosures densely packed
In the first seven or eight years of a child's life it will with spectators. It is officially ascertained that the
p~o~ably b~ set~led whether he is to be swayed by super- immense, imposing Gortege contained six thousand
stitiOn or mtelhgence; whether he is to liv terrorized by representative of associations, one thousand nine
fe~r o~ buoy.ed up by hope and courae;e. Whoever sends a hundred and seventy flags and banners, and a hunch1ld mto _hfe, pern::anen~ly antic!patl';I~ evil, suspicious of
!lver:yone m authonty, ~1th a dispositiOn to lord it over dred bands of music. This will giv an idea of the
mfen?rs by way of_ makmg things even, does the child, his greatness, truly marvelous, of the ceremony of to- day.
associates, and society a wrong so great that no counter- As the cortege passed along, continued, incessant.,
charity can cover it.-Boston Jou1·nal of Education.
and frantic applause greeted it., to which those comCustoms come and go, liv and die, and oftentimes posing it responded with acclamations to Giordano
leave a m.ound t.o .~ar~ their resting-place on the Bruno and the Eternal City, and to freedom of·
broad plam of clV!hzatwn, and many are buried in thought.
the nineteenth century. The custom of slavery that deThe immense crowds repeated the acclamations,
mor.alized our.freedom, was not subdued or uprooted and from the windows and balconies waved numberuntll steeped m human gore. Mental slaverv is the less flags and handkerchiefs. The troops formed
worst form of serfdom; as yet we know not what cordons at all the cross streets. · The cortege enransom will be necessary to secure our eman- thusiastically applauded the army, and the soldiers
cipation. The ecclesiastics of England say that the presented arms. The spectacle was imposing, inWelsh peasant is becoming too educated to be sub- describable. The bead of the cortege reached the
servient to their power.
"Field of Flowers" at 10:30, and the rear was still
Public schools are supported alike by the Jew and at the summit of the National street.
gentile, the orthodox and heterodox, regardless of race
The enthusiasm is grand. Processions of students
or color; all are taxed for their support, therefore waving handkerchiefs and many-colond caps are reentitled to their untrammeled benefits, aside from cus- sponded to with enthusiastic vivas. The bands play,
toms created by creede. School laws prohibit sec- alternating the patriotic hymns of 1848, the hymn of
tarianism to be taught, but do permit the Bible to Garibaldi, and the Marseillaise, amid grand acclamabe read.
.
tions. The immense Via Nazionale seems a vast
Archbishop Walsh, of Dublin, recently refused to take the forest. All Liberal Rome has come to giv wings to
oath upon a Protestant Testament, on the grounds that he the cortege. N otbing like it. No more imposing
did not believe in it, and his testimony was taken unsworn, demonstration has been seen in Rome since 1870.
but still, in the boasted free America, our attention has reMany windows of houses inhabited by clericals are
cently been called to a public school teacher who insisted on
a Catholic child conforming to her ritual, the reading c:lf the closed. And this is not the only clerical reprisal.
Protestant Bible, and the repeating of the Lord's Prayer, as Yesterday evening the clericals affixed a little manithe introduction to the day's work. Has not the Catholic festo as follows: Wanted, to find a lost brown
child in the American public schools rights in this direction (Bruno) dog answering to the name Giordano.
as wtll as the Catholic bishop in a Dublin court ?-Unity.
l!'inder please fling him in the Tiber." Almost
Should any pupil refuse obedience to these custom- immediately there was posted under it a strip on
ary manaates, ostracism sets in. .A.s a question of which was written " This dog is mad. Take him to
right, the state bas no right to establish a religion ; Leo street, number 13."
still it does permit customs in public places, andesThe most noted clericals are leaving the city totablishes them as law, whether agreeable or disagree- day, and Cardinal Rampolla is distributing railroad
able, regardless of the Constitution. Whether it is tickets to persons wishing to leave. . . .
at the instance of the board of directors or at the
The august " Place of the Field of Flowers " is
choice of the teachers that these customary exercises beautifully decorated. The benches are in the form
are permitted or demanded, it matters not. If at of an amphitheater. In the interior are pennons
the instance of directors, religious qualification of bearing the coats-of-arms of all the Italian cities,
teachers would be essential; if left to the choice of crowned with laurels. Behind the monument waves
teachers, they may be devotional and they may not be a great white standard upon which, in black letters,
-only in name. Thus how anxious is each sect to is the announcement of the execution of Giordano
hav control of school boards, so it may employ teach- Bruno as it was published Feb. 19, 1600. .A. peners of its creed to gain its selfish ends-draw the nant bears a grand laurel crown. .A.t the left of the
tender mind to Sunday-schools and church to up- statue is erected ·a platform for the orators. The
build its particular cause at public expense and det- monument is draped in white. The seats of the
riment!
deputies, representing Rome, Nola, the Italian cities,
J. E, Remsburg in "Bible Morals," says, "I hav universities, etc., are thronged. The mayors of Rome
no objection to the cuckoos' propagating their young, and of Nola, and the official x·epresentativs of Rome
but I do object to their laying their eggs in the sec- in the Chambers, are present. .A.s the cortege enters
ular nest, the public school." Hav school boards or the "Field of Flowers " the applause is tremendous,
teachers a right to inculcate Christian doctrin to the and the flags are waved toward the monument. . .
Jew, or myths and miracles to the Liberal, or to read
On unveiling the statue the applause lasted eight
the Protestant Bible to the Catholic 1 The answer minutes, amounting to a perfect frenzy, a sublime
is obvious. .A.nd therefore they hav no right to sway apotheosis. Hector Ferrari, the artist of the monuthe youthful mind, whether it be of the Jew, gentile, ment, was presented with a gold medal by Commanor heterodox stock. The custom of Bible-reading in dini, as the homage of the committee of 1876.
On the evening of the 12~h the series of celebraschool givs privilege to the Catholics to inculcate
their doctrin when in the majority, or givs justifiable tions closed with a banquet of the notables and the
cause for them to patronize the parochial and destroy representativs of the Liberal press. Commemorathe public school. These customary exercises call tiv medals and lithographs of the martyr were genin the Bible to the public school. Which of the sev- erally distributed.
A representation of "Trovatore" took place at the
eral versions shall be adopted ? This is another perplexing question. Over it the sects will fight. We theater, the students filling the parquet. Scarcely
shall be injured by their fighting; otherwise we had the committee arrived when a grand demonstrashould not care, as either will serve to frighten with tion took place, with prolonged shouting of " Vin
awe and intimidate, to teach the art of theurgy and Giordano Bruno." The royal march and the hymn
all that is subversiv of the regular laws and system of Garibaldi were played. .A.t the exit from the theater the artist Hector Ferrari was carried away in triof nature.
The danger of such customs is yet ahead. The umph on the shoulders of the crowd.
The fete of Giordano Bruno was celebrated in
deathblow at the fundamental principles of liberty
and freedom wm presently be dealt through tho pub- Bologna, Castelfranoo, Cosenza, Faenza, Genoa, Mea-
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sina, Ravenna, Parma, Venice, and in several cities of
Italian Switzerland. . . _
The <llerioal organs publish protests against the.
celebration in honor of Bruno, but they mostly emanate from the clericals themselvs and from clerical
institutions and societies.
Giordano Bruno.
JUNK

9, 1889.
r.

Not from without us, only from withio,
Comes or can ever come upon us light
Whereby the soul kerp3 ever truth in sight.
No truth, no strength, no comfort man may win,
No grace for guidance, no release from sin,
Save of his own soul's giving. Deep and bright
A• fire enkindled in the core of night
Burns in the soul where once its fire bas been
Tbe light that leads and quickens thought inspired
To doubt and trust and conquer. So he said
Whom Sidney, flo-wer of England. lordliest head
Of all we love, loved: but the fates required
A sacrifice to bate and bell, ere fame
Should set with his in heaven Giordano's name.
II-

Cover thine eyes and weep; 0 child of hell,
Gray spouse of Satan, Church of name abhorred,
Weep, withered harlot, with thy weeping lord.
Now none will buy the heaven thou hast to sell
At price of prostituted souls, and swell
Thy loveless list of lovers. Fire and sword
No more are thine: the st<:el, the wheel, the cord,
The flames that roee round living limbs, and fell
In lifele<s ash and ember, now no more
Approve thee godlike. Rome, redeemed at last
From all the red pollution of thy past,
Acclaims the brave bright face that smiled of yore
Even on the fire that caught it round and clomb
To cast its ashes on the face of Rome.
-Algernon Uharles Swinbu1·ne in the Athenmum.

For the PeoJlle.
We are the hewers and delvers who toil for another's gain,

The common clods and the rabble, stunted of brow and
brain,
What do we want, the gleaners, of the harvests we hav
reaped?
What do we want, the neuters, of the honey we hav heaped?
We want the drones to be driven away from our golden
hoard;
·
We want to share in the harvest; we want to sit at the
board·
We want wh'at sword or suffrage has never yet won for man,
The fruits of his toil God promised when the curae of toil
began.
Ye hav tried the sword and scepter, the cross and the sacred
. word,
In all the years, and the kingdom is not yet here of the Lord.
We are tired of useless waiting; we are tired of fruitless
prayers .
Soldier and churchman and lawyer-the failure, is it not
theirs?
What gain is it to the people that a God laid down his life,
If, twenty centuries after, his world be a world of strife?
If the serried ranks be facing each other with ruthless eyes
And steel in their hands, what profits a savior's sacrifice?
Ye hav tried and failed to rule us; in vain to direct hav tried;
Not wholly the fault of the ruler; not utterly blind the guide;
Mayhap there needs not a ruler; mayhap we can find the way.
At least ye hav ruled to ruin; at least ye hav led astray.
What matter if king or consul or president holds the rein,
If crime and poverty ever be links in the bondman's chain?
What careth the burden-bearer that Liberty packed his load,
If Hunger presees b~hind him with a sharp and ready goad?
There's a serf whose chains are of paper, there's a king with
a parchment crown;
.
There are robber knights and brigands in factory, field, and
town.
But the vassal pays his tribute to a lord of wage and rent;
And the baron's toll is Shylock's with a flesh and blood per
cent.
The seamstress bends to her labor all night in a narrow room;
The child defrauded of childhood, tiptoes all day at the loom;
The soul must starve; for the body can barely on husks be fed;
And the loaded dice of a gambler settle the price of bread.
y e hav shorn and bound the Samson and robbed him of

learning's light;
But his sluggish brain is moving; his sinews hav all their
might.
Look well to your gates of Gaza, your privilege, pride, and
caste 1
The Giant is blind but thinking, and his locks are growing
fast.
-The Independent (Christian),
Sabbatarianism in F.oston.

c.

From t11e Boston A.averli>er.

B- Botsford, who livs out on Garfield avenue, West
Roxbury, is a prominent deacon in the Congregational
church.
He sold a lot of standing grass to Alvin Spear. Last
Saturday the grass was cut, and Sunday, there being signs
of rain, Spear, his father, and t~o other men proceeded to
shake the hay and store it away lD a barn.·
This went against the conscience of Deacon Botsford, and,
upon the men refusing to stop work at his command, he had
them all arrested. In court yesterday morning the judge
ruled that they were not engaged in a work of necessity, and
they were fined $10 and costs each for Sabbath-breaking.
They appealed.
------~~.-------

MRs. FREEMAN is intending to make a lectute tour through
Dakota and Minnesota in September and October. Those
desiring lectures in these states, or on or near the route that
reaches them, will please communicate with her. Also those
wishing lectures near Chicago. Address Mrs. M.A. Free.
man, 402 W.~Madison street,.Chicago, Ill.
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9Iomtnttnicafions. .
Evolution's Pious Enemies.
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH
SEEKER, Sir:
My attention has been called to a recent criticism of
the doctrin of Evolution, by Mr. Lemuel J. Potts,
on pages 403 and 404 of your paper. Permit me a
brief word in reply.
Your correspondent complains that "none of the
noted scientists that believe in evolution hav attempted t.o answer Mr. Hall, though invited and
urged by him to do so, but instead they choose to
maintain a discreet silence in regard to his book
(' The Problem of Human Life Here and Hereafter'),
as he predicted they would do." Now, I do not
assume to rank myself among "the noted scientists
· who believe in evolution," being but a humble
student in the field of science, nor hav I read the
book of Mr. Hall; but, judging of its contents by
Mr. Potts's comments and quotations, I assume, without hesitation, that the reason why the "noted
scientists" hav omitted to reply to its arguments is
that they hav deemed such an effort on their part
a needless waste of time, and a useless dietraction
from the useful work to which they hav consecrated
their lives. The opponents of Evolution are unfortunate, almost without exc,ption, in displaying in
their criticisms such an absolute ignorance or misconception of what the evolutionist claims to be true,
that " noted scientists" and other intelligent people
who do comprehend the doctrin and understand
something of the evidence on which it rests are justified in ignoring their screeds, and trusting to the
truth as it is in nature and in history, to justify
itself to all unbiased and intelligent minds.
That the theory of evolution " has found favor
with a majority of the scholsrs of our times" is, to
your correspondent, no evidence of its truth. If, instead of " scholars," he had written "theologians,"
and if the doctrin had found favor with the latter
class (the contrary, we know, is true), we might agree
with him; but when to the "scholars" or intelligent
students of scientific literature we add the immense
body of scientific investigators, and when we .find
that the latter class not only by a bare majority, but
almost without exception, are believers in the doctrin of evolution, then, surely, we hav some evidence
in this fact of its probable truth. For, if these men
are not competent to judge of its truth, who is?
Surely not Mr. A. Wilford Hall, who is, by your correspondent's own testimony, attacking evolution in
the interests of a moribund orthodoxy, who "produces no evidence of man's origin other than the
story of creation in Genesis," and who " assumes the
miraculous creation of all specific forms as the only
consistent hypothesis of the origin of species ! "
As to Darwin's ll.dmission that a few forms or a
sing!~ for~ .of life _was originally ~roduced by special
creatiOn, It 1s admitted by all consistent evolutionists
that such an assumption is illogical and inconsistent
with the . oth~r features of the. ~arwini~n theory.
Mr. Darwm himself doubtless reJected this solution
in his later days. It is also admitted by most evolutionists at the present day, that the Darwinian factor
of nat_ural selection _does not furnish a complete explanatiOn of orgamo development. This Darwin
himself freely granted, as in the passages quoted by
your. correspondent. He himself suggested the additional factor of sexual selection, supplementary to
the influence of natural selection, and recognized
also the influence of artificial selection in the breeding of .ar;imals, the culture of vegetal products, and
the trammg of men. The fact that natural selection
is not a complete explanation of the phenomena of
organic development, and that Spencer, Cope, Huxley, Haeckel, Wallace, and others hav suggested
other natural influences which are at work in the
processes of evolution, is, therefore, no argument
against the doctrin. "Noted scientists" would deem
it. a futil waste of time to discuss such a question
With Mr. Hall or any other of the self-constituted
critics of evolution.
Permit me now a brief rejoinder to some of the
assumed arguments against evolution suggested by
Mr. Potts:
"If Darwin's theory of natural selection were
true, there would be no lower animals in existence." Such a statement is of itself sufficient
evidence of a complete ignorance or misapprehension
of what Darwinism actually teaches. No evolutionist
ever .held or tau&ht tha.t all the o~ganisms of a given
species evolved mto higher or different organisms.
On the ~ontrary, it i.s o~ly as organisms are brought
und~r. ~fferent envr:omng conditions that changes
are t~ntiate?. Certam animals an~ plsnts of a given
spec~es wh1ch by .r~ason of c1imat1c changes, removal
to different locaht1es, the intrusion of new forms of
life into their static environment, or by any other
suppos~ble reaao~, a.re compelled to exercis~ greater
or varymg faculties m the struggle for existence by
such exercise ar;;> modified in function and struct~re
a1:1-d by Blow increments o! change develop specifi.~
differences. Those orgamsms which are not subjected to these changing conditions remain as they
To
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were originally. Being subjected to them and not
possessing sufficient vitality to adapt themselvs to
the new environment, they are gradually eliminated ;
but this process is so very gradual that it takes ages
of time to effect their complete extinction, ·and even
now, looking over the e~tire .field of the. geological
evidences, we can only say ol the leadmg genera
and species that they hav undergone from age to age
a gradual modification, and that whereas at one
period the mollusk was the prevailing form of animal
life, at another the .fish attains prellminence, at another the saurian, at another the huge mammals of a
more recent period, and last of aU man. The continued existence of the lower forms of life is not only
not inconsistent with the doctrin of evolution, it is a
fact required by the doctrin. To suppose the complete extinction of a lower species on the evolution
of a higher would be to predicate cataclysmic changes
in an otherwise absolutely uniform and rigid environ~
ment, and an absolute lack of adaptability in the organism, two conditions which rarely prevail-but
wherever they do prevail in limited localities, the extinction of the lower organism surely follows. As a
rule, however, changes in environing conditions are
going on, gradually, all the time-so gradually that
organisms adapt themselvs largely to the changing
conditions. New species are evolved only when
changes of function and structure are an easier solution of the problem of existence than gradual adaptation and slight modification of the old.
"An unanswerable proof that species are special
creations, and not the work of evolution, is that
nature has drawn the line between them; they can
not hybridize and produce new species." This is
another anti-evolutionist fallacy, resulting from a
misapprehension of the doctrin. Every evolutionist
admits the existence of .fixed types, that do not and
never will evolve into different types. The earlier
forms are usually the more plastic. The points of
differentiation are not between existing species, but
a long way down the scale of organic life. Evolution
does not involve seriality of development. Lifeforms are related to each other as the twigs, branches,
and limbs of a tree, somewhere, doubtless, uniting
in one parent trunk. Man is not descended from
any extant species of ape; nor will any of these
species ever .evolve into men. Nay, to do so would
be to violate the principles of evolution.
As to the "missing link," that bugbear of the antievolutionist, it is admitted that there is not only one,
but there are many such gaps in the discovered order
of organic succession. But, on the other hand, the
number of discovered links is almost innumerable,
and every year adds new ones to the cabinet of the
evolutionist. Life-forms hav only been preserved in
the rocks under favorable conditions, and it is hardly
to be expected that the chain of discovered links will
ever be complete. But the pertinent fact is that the
discovered links do prove the truth of the doctrin,
whereas the " missing links" prove nothing except
that they are missing. The man against whom .five
witnesses swore that they saw him steal a horse
brought thirty who swore that they didn't see him
steal it. But he was convicted in spite of their evidence. They were, unfortunately for him, only
"missing links."
The proofs of evolution from homologies of form
and structure, from rudimentary organs, from embryology, from geographical distribution, from discovered links as in the case of the horse, are overwhelming and convincing to any unbiased and intelligent·
mind. It is doubtful, however, whether they would
ever convince a theologian of the stamp of Mr. A.
Wilford Hall.
LEWIS G. JANES,
President Brooklyn Ethical Association.

Evolution a Fact.
How strange that many persons still persist in
deciding before they hav examined the evidence on
both sides l I venture the assertion that your contributor L. J. Potts has himself never taken the
trouble to read Haeckel's "History of Creation" or
Darwin's "Descent of Man;" yet he reads Dr. Hall's
criticisms and thinks they are conclusiv. If the
writer of this had not been through them all, he
would not attempt to say anything. Dr. Hall's
arguments spring from a desire to defend the Bible
and his criticisms are, like those of Lambert o~
Ingersoll, chiefly a play upon words. He selects a
particular phrase and makes all he can out of it.
But I fail to remember where he once attempted to
bring forth facts to disprove the survival of the .fittest, natural selection, the laws of heredity, or any
of the fundamental principles of the evolution theory.
And the theory cannot be overthrown or proved
false till it is proved that natural selection is an impossibility; that the .fittest hav never survived; that
like does not beget like ; and that there are absolutely
no such things as variations in living organisms.
And this is a task that Dr. Hall or his follower Potts
will never undertake.
It is a favorit method of foggy philosophers to
talk about missing links, as though it was absolutely
necessary that Darwin should be able to put his .finger on every link and point it out to every uneducated clodhopper in the world.

How much evidence would it take to satisfy Friend
Potts before he would admit that the theory i~ conclusivly proved! There are hundreds of thousands
of facts that go to prove evolution and not one to
disprove it, and yet because we lack a few geological
specimens-because our list of facts is not absolutely
in.finit or limitless-he says : " Conclusiv testimony
proving man's relation to lower animals has never
yet been discovered." He probably is possessed of
in.finit knowledge, and knows of all the testimony
that has been discovered.
Because Darwin in his " Origin of Species " does
not deny a creation, he is accused of believing in
one. It is very evident from his "Descent of Man "
and later works that he and Haeckel bad no quarrel
of ideas on that point.
Now as to "evolution being a change from simple to complex," or " from complex to simple."
Both are true. That is not, however, one of the fundamentals of evolution. If a change is usefu); if it
better enables a creature to survive, it matters not
whether it is the development of new organs or the
loss of old ones. The survival of the .fittest ruleE'.
Friend Potts says: "If the survival of the .fittest
is true, there should be no lower animals in existence." How soT That sounds like Dr. Hall, who
never could seem to get it into his head that there is
a limit to evolution. Every form remains the same
generation after generation, if there is no change in
its environment, and if it is already adapted or in
harmony with its present surroundings. To illustrate. A sparrow is a perfect bird, per!ect.Iy adapted
to its surroundings. Longer wings, longer beak,
longer legs, change of color or size, would be no advantage, and any variations in these respects would
be more troublesome than useful in this country, and
with its present mode of life ; hence if such val'iations
occurred, they would be more likely to die out than
to reproduce their kind in large numbers. But it
has been proved by experiment that plants and animals transported to a different environment do and
will change and adapt themselvs thereto, to such an
extent, too, that they are regarded by zoologists as
distinct species.
Friend Potts says: ".An unanswerable proof that
species were separate creations is that they cannot
hybridize." Well, weii! If that is so, it would be
news to some men like Haeckel, who hav seen it
done over and over again. True, the tendency of
abnormal forms is to revert, and especially so if they
are cumbersome or useless. But the slight variations
by which evolution is claimed to hav worked can
hardly be considered abnormal or deformities.
As to the development of wings. Does Dr. Hall
.attempt to prove that .fishes' .fins were not perfect
and useful in air as well as water ? There are plenty
of links to show the development of birds from
winged reptils and the reptils from .fish. There is
nothing better established in the world than the
evolution theory, Dr. Hall and other pseudo scientists
notwithstanding.
His handling of the evolution question is such a
mess of quibblings, distortions, and ignorance, that
it merits no notice from those he attacks. The
desire to partially counteract the tendency of Friend
Potts's article alone prompts me to write this.
Many who bav read only one side are liable to be
in:f:luenced by it to their own injury. But let the
truth be known though the pride of man should fall.
St. Louis, Mo.
PRoF. C. L. HASKELL.

The Origin of Christianity.
One fact must never be forgotten when looking for
the origin of Christianity-and no history of Christianity can be correct that ignores it-and that is the
resemblance between it and Buddhism.. From the
semi-divine infant and savior to the complete organization of the churches, they are identical, with the
sole exceptions that the savior of Buddhism was a
teacher, while the savior of Christianity was a sacrifice-" the lamb slain from the foundation of the
world," and Christianity adopted the hell of the Persians, with the eternal punishment of the unrepentant, while Buddhism taught the .final restoration of
all men through the transmigration of souls.
Now, the .first question suggested here is, which is
the elder of the two religions? And the answer is,
Buddhism. The second question is, What caused
the change in the character of the savior? And to
this the reply is, the adoption of the Hebrew scriptures by one of the churches. And to the question,
"What churches?" the answer is, One of the "Asi-·
atic churches," as Mosheim calls them, which .were
founded by Buddhist missionaries three centuries
n.o. in Syria and Egypt. And their belief in the
eternity of matter, in a semi-divine teacher instead
of a sacrifice, in probation after death accomplished
by the transmigration of the souls of the u11repentant
through other bodies, and their organization and
ceremonials continued to our day· in the church of
Rome, prove their Buddhistic or Asiatic origin.
Baeilides, an Egyptian in the second century,
taught that disobedient spirits after death passed
successivly into other bodies, and his followers and
other Egyptian and Asiatic sects believed in a phantom Jesus. And in the third century Manes main-
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tained that the souls of the impenitent passed into lar origin and equal antiquity with this Christianized for him, or had it cooked, to the quean's taste !
the bodies of animals, where they remained till they Asiatic church, were heretical, and fomided in the However, that was his affair.
had expiated their guilt. This certainly shows how second snd:tbird centuries.
Some considerable time elapses before we again
extensivly known and popular were the teachings of
As Msrcion held for doctrin Paul's ten epistles; hear of Jezebel. I take it that, mortified at the
the Buddhists, especially when we find a believer in spent his life in the advocacy of Paul's opinions, and thought of the message so stupidly sent, she laid
Paul preaching the transmigration of souls.
was denounced as a heretic by Tertullian, as was back in lavender, b11t in retirement, kicking heraelf,
.Ma~es also declared that our gospels and Paul's Paul, tht.y must bav been of the same faith and of figurativly, for having been such a Jenny. However,
epistles were corrupted. In this be sustains the the same Asiatic church. We can learn nothing she turns up at length, and, for the first time, really,
charge of the followers of Marcion, that their oppo- about Paul from the epistles now said to be his, shows herself to be of the "strong-minded" variety
nents took their doctrine from four adulterated gos- which were corrupted as early as the third century, of womankind-in her seclusion she bad schooled
pels. All the Asiatic and Egyptian or Gnostic sects and bav always been a subject of controversy.
herself, I fancy, and determined never again to be
written down a Jenny!
of the second century were older than Christianity.
S. PALMER.
For the first Christian sect was that to which MarWhere Jtlzebel came to the front, in this instance,
cion belonged-which could not bav been known as
Jezebel.
was in Jezreel, in that more or less celebrated vinea Christian sect till after its adoption of the Old
A word for Jezebel, she who bas been held up as yard transaction, when she came in a winner, but, I
Testament, which took place in the third century, an "awful example" of womankind for a number of am pained to say, resorting to measures that not
after which adoption our gospels and epistles were years, Hebrew and Christitm alike avoiding the even Mme. Ann O'Delia Diss Debar, or Princess
given to the world as the New Testament by Origei:t. bestowal of the name on their daughters-why they Editha Lolita Montez and counteS'S of Langfeldt,
At.d Uosheim, while acknowledging the obscurity avoid the name of Jael, she that was "blessed above would hav felt justified in adopting, preferring
and doubt in which the .early history of Christianity other women"- on account of her handiness with a spiritualistic to such realistic and drastic means to
is envelop!:d, tells us that Mar cion was a member of one hammer, ·and the nerve she displayed in driving a the end. You see, J ezebel's ideas with regard to the
of the Asiatic sects. And be givs us Marcion's belief, nail on a certain occasion, I can't 1,1nderstand.
·acquisition of property were not based on the lundathe account of which, so far as it goes, agrees with
Yes, a word for Jezebel, she who has long been 'mental bed-rock of justice, and, albeit she got there
that given by the author of "Supernatural Relig- the under dog in the fight, with never a friend in the all the same, she violated the sanctities of the tradiion.''
world; she who was the daughter of a king and the tiona relating to meum et tuum, according to abstract
This sect believed in a good and an evil principle wife of a king-not the same, but another king-her theories regarding the same, if not more so; in other
and in au intermediate deity, also evil, namely, Jeho- father being the Zidonian king, Ethbaal, a relativ, words, it was not a square deal that she made with
vah. Their belief as to the character of Jehovah perchance, of Baal, Jahveh's competitor, and a god one Naboth, the neighbor who owned the vineyard
shows that this sect understood that potentate, and of parts and palpability, prepar.ed in pewter or any which Ahab coveted for years, and which very
did not repudiate, as our Christians do, the benefi- other mixed or straight metal, while her spouse was suddenly was not Naboth's, for Ahab took it, all on
cent gods of the :first chapter of Genesis. Their one Aha.b, one of the numerous "Slim Jim" kings account of the part played by J~:zebel. You all know
Jesus had a shadowy resemblance of a body, and his "ruling Israel" from time to time, and who were the story, I presume; if not, and you wish to, see 1
purpose was the destruction of the evil principle and away off from the type of David, Solomon, et al.
Kings xxi.
J ehove.h. Such is Mosheim's statement. And I hav
This blooded-blue-blooded-feminin of the ZiThe state of the ease, before J Ezebel got in her
shown in a former article, by quotations from Mar- donian st.rain was a high-stepper, no doubt, and im- work, was this: Naboth owned a vineyard over against
cion, his detestation of the God of the Jews.
perious to a fault, perhaps, ss well as impervious to the garden of Ahab. It was a dandy plantation, and
When this Asiatic church had accepted the Old the teachings of the priests of Jabveb, but she was a Ahab yearned for it as Jay Gould yearns for the
Testament as inspired, it substituted a material for woman still, and ought to bav a fair show, malgre the railroads be has not yet gobbled; but unlike the
its aerial or phantom Jesus; and, as the semi-divine fact- that J abveb waxed wroth· because she married latter be offered full value, spot cash, for it. Naboth,
Buddhist savior bad been born of a human mother, Abab, or more properly, perhaps, because Ahab "took heavy with sentimentalism, declined the offer with
it professed to find, in the seventh chapter of Isaiah, her to wife," she being a more or less offensiv par- thanks. This makes Ahab sick at the stomach, and
the prediction of a similar event; and, accordingly, tisan of Baal, in spite of which be wooed and, hav- he goes home and to bed, the duffer, refusing the
regular beer and pretzel lunch set out by Jezebel,
we find in the twenty-third verse of the :first chapter ing won, wedded her-bully for Abab!
of i't:htthew this announcement, by the angel, of the
Of course, Jezebel gave Ahab to understand, when who, ignorant of what bas transpired, makes a few
expected birth of Jesus: "Behold, the virgin shall he came to her father's palace on spoony missions feeble remarks to this effect: "What is the matter,
conceive, and bear a son, and call his name Imman- bent, that he in.ust cotton to Baal, if counting on hubby, that thou eatest no pretzel and drinkest no
uel." But. his being born of a virgin is not the only winning her royal band. and heart, and Abab beer'" Ahab then informs her of the failure of his
thing in which Jesus is made to resemble the Buddh- cottoned, tnaking no bones of it, but making Jahveh negotiations for the adjoining vineyard, when Jezeist savior. More than twenty incidents in the life madder than a hornet! But all the same so, and bel's whole nature seems to change, presto, and she
ofJasusaretakenfrom the life of Crishna. Now, moreover,ifso,wbat tben1 Love laughs at lock- shoots off a conundrum to this effect: "Who's a
as our gospels were to be an account of the life of a smiths and liver-pads, why not at Jahvehs and running Israel, you or Naboth ~, then tells him to
person who never existed, and of events which never Baals, or gods by any other names 1 Anyhow, love get up and into his dud&, and tackle the beer and be
happened, it was necessary that thE>y should be lo- got in its work in this case, as it does in the majority merry, for she will work the racket herself, and get
cated in a place but little known, and represented as of cases, and a double capture was made, Jezebel and the vineyard if he will promis her a new sealskin
having happened at a time beyond the memory of Baal the captors and Abab doubly captiv.. It was a sack, which be does, of course, she at once setting
anyone living. Therefore, Jerusalem was chosen as '"good catch" for Jezebel, from the matrimonial about to get in her work, for account of which see as
the place, and the period was two hundred years be- standpoint, but a better one for Baal, fro!ll the suggested above.
Jezebel was a good deal like "our-country-rightfore the record of the events. Besides, as Jesus was religious standpoint, for, as went Israel's kmg, so
to be the son of Jehovah, it was necessary that his went the Israelites, by a ~arge majority!
or-wrong" patriots, in her devotion to Abab. She
bidbplace should be Palestine-the only region over
It appears, from the le~end in the H~ly Queer, was for him in any event, even if stooping to conquer
which Jehovah claimed jm·isdiction.
that Jezebel, at a certain time, had made It exceed- by wrong herself. Whatever else you may say of
It should not be necessary, after this presentation ingly warm for some of Jahveb's tooters, or her, she was a faithful wife. Her hubby wanted
of facts concerning the primitiv Christian church- "prophets," as they were called, even to the extent that vineyard. He couldn't get it for love nor money.
the Asiatic church of Mosheim, who, without ques- of getting away with them--strange that Jahveh She resolved to get it for him, and she got it! The
tion is as worthy of belief as any church historian- didn't protect his "prophets ''-but the fact, or means employed are not to be commended. But she
to s~y that our gospels are all pure :fictions, and that otherwise, is merely mentioned, ~o details of J ezebel's was a queen and more or less of an autocrat. She
nothing related in them ever happened in Jerusalem action in the premises ~eing given. I suppose she played a lone hand in a high game of statecraH, for
or anywhere else. Nor can we place any confidence did as any other woman m her place would hav ?one, reasons of state, and won! Queen Bess, several
in certain statements in Acts which are made, evi- conscientiously rid the land of a crowd of priestly years later, played many a game more deeply tinged
dently, for giving credit to the gospel :fictions. For drones who wer~ forever han.ging round. the market with turpitude! · One Jael, of those earlier days, and
instance, in the second chapter we hav three places, and contmually shootmg off th~Ir mouths at infamous memory, committed a most dastardly
thousand souls converted in one day in Jerusa- the opposition God-the God she ba? .been taugh,~ murder and, because she belonged to the Jahveh
lem · ttnd in the fourth :five thousand men; to believe was the "only true and origmal Jacobs party, ~as ''blessed ~hove all women!" Had co_nd.iand 'at other times multitu'des of men and women. .-until she became too worked up for anything, at;td tiona been reversed m the J ezebel-N aboth case, It IS
Were this true the whole population of Jeru- so decided to let her go, Gallagher, and end the di~- ducats to dingbats that Jahveb bad never sent word
salem would bav been converted, except, possi- cussion. These, no d?ubt, are the ".true facts" m by Elijah, to J ezebel, that she should be eaten by
bly, inbnts at the breast; and Josephus would hav the case, were the h1story of the t1mes truly un- dogs, some fine day!
found himself the sole representativ of the wo~ld'.s folded.
. • .. · .
..
" .
,
Jezebel disappears after this most plea~ing assurpeople. And yet we read, in Acts, that the " dlBCILater on, Immediately after EhJah, the Fire Bug ance from J abveb. Like a hot potato she IS dropped
pies" were called Christians, first, at Antioch; and, ,par eminence, had squared the prophet account by as suddenly. Later on, after her hubby has been
in chapter xv, James says: "Simeon bath re- wiping out four hundred and fifty of the Baal c~n- lured to his death by a" lying spirit" sent by Jahveh,
bearsed how first God did visit the gentiles, to take tingent of prophets, Jezebel shows up for. one brief and Jehu is Israel's king, shl'l comes again to the
out of them a people for his name. And to this but thrilling moment on the stage of affairs, as pre- front-the front window of the palace, out of which
agree the words of the prophets," eto. So, too, the sen ted in the Holy Queer, as ~hen, madder tb~~ a she is thrown, at Jehu's command, smash to the
passage in the epistle to the Romans, "Your faith is bee in~ tar~ bucket, she sends this telegram. to LJ]e: sidewalk, where the dogs get in their work, according
proclaimed throughout the whole world." This, if "So let t~e gods do.to me, and more also, If ~make to the word of Jahveh!
Paul wrote it,· proves too mucb.
·
not thy hfe as the hfe of one of them [referrmg to
Dangerous very dangerous it was in those days to
Suoh admissions were grave m~stakes, blunders of tb~ ~ead, prophets of Baal]-by to.morrow about monkey with' the mighty warlord of the circum.ambitbe author of Acts, and the complier of the gospels; this ttme. .
.
ent and adjacent territory including that porhon of
as they prove the antiquity and w.ide diffusion of the
Take .notiCe, please, ,~ow non-~omt;rntt~l she was the earth's surface where ~aid warlord had his beadGnostic churches among the gentlles.
conce.rnmg the hour- ~bout ~his time, she says, quarters in the saddle, frequently if not .oftener.
It takEs the element of fear to :fill churches; and meamng to allow for contmg~ncies, YO!l k~ow.
Fatal ob most fatal· to kick against the diamondwhen, in the new gospels, the material Jesus threat~ut t~is message, thr~atemt;tg and dire m the woof point~d pricks of Zion, the result being not only
ened unbelievers with hell, converts must hav mul- of Its mtent,, was a wlld mistake on the p~rt of busted boots and mangled toes, but supervening
tiplied exceedingly. There is contemporary author- Jezebel, showmg she was. not cut for 8 strategist. hi gangrene and lockjaw with collapse in the near by
ity for the fact that, then as now,.the great majority believe Grant o0:ce notifi~d an opp~ne~t that e and bye. Poor Jez!' It was all up with her when
of believers were from the ignorant classes. But the should move on h~s works m the mornmg • but ~hen, J ahveh took a band in against her, on account of her
supremacy of the Christian church was established he bad the place mvested, you see, and the notifi?a- kicking proclivities. She was doomed to perish
by the Emperor Constantine, who; although be tion was Bt~ply an ac~, .of court~sy. ~ot 80 With miserably in the lowest depths of the consornrne of
fought under the banner of the cross, was not hap- J ezebel. LtJe w~s not mveste~, bt~t m the ~pen, heavenly vengeance-" Vengeance is mine!" saith the
tized till the close of his infamous life.
and, forearmed With the fore'Ya~nmg, ht 0 !lt fort :rt Lord; ergo, vengeance is nothing if not heavenly!
As s?on a~ ~his church became suprema, it con- s~eba by fast m~le ~xpress, hmited, campmg ou
a
Poor Jez! A devoted wife, if a woman of wilful
cealed Its or1gm, compelled assent to 1ts gospels and mght ~nd~r a Jumper-.tre~f and! s~ran~ely en~g~, parts let us hope that though dark her character in
a recognition o~ its savior, and finally per~ec~ted it_s after skippmg to sa':e ~Is h e, WIS~m~f .ef was ea t spot; she was not 80 black as painted. Selah !
rivals out of 6xistence. And now the behef IS um- the duffer-! Why didn t he remam, I 11 e '!.ere no
'
·
SI SLOKUM.
veraal that the Gnostic churches, which were of simi- . worth living! Jezebel would hav cooked his goose
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met the points raised, we are disposed to say upon it Oombativness, ferocity, 'is a faculty of the former
a good deal more. After all, what is troubling om kind. A faculty of the latter kind that he yet poSFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
friend is not the few particular points that he de- sesses very imperfectly, is the moral sense. Another
Editor. scribes. It is the .whole of that great question of faculty required by his new state is the power of the
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creed must face it. Every creed must giv to it its state a little more, he must inevitably hav become
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answer. If the creed cannot giv happi:p.ess, away perfectly adapted to it. That is, perfectly happy.
It may be objected : But there is no order of living
with
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Evolution-it is in the exposition of this doctrin ness for his suffering kinsmen in the lower orders beof science that the solution lies. It is in the litera- hind him.
Resist the Despots.
ture on the subject of evolution that will be found
This glance at the matter must necessarily be
We earnestly continue to urge upon our friends in
what is wanted.
unsatisfactory; we can only recommend a full study
the Western territories whose constitutions as states
Evolution is known to most o11.lj as a principle of the literature of evolution. But we will make
are preparing, to use their utmost exertions to hav
explaining
the descent of man from lower animal room for B. few words from the " Social Statics " of
those constitutions framed on true and pure secular
orders.
It
is much more. The discovery of this tre- Herbert Spencer, universally allowed to be the
American principles. The opposition is at hand
mendous
principle-hated
by priests, of course, like all greatest living thinker :
there and doing its best to hav them framed on Dark
" If there be any conclusivness in the foregoing argument
Age principles. On the 15th R. 0. Wylie, district discoveries-has not merely explained that matter,
[that
all evil results from non-adaptation of constitution to
but
has
shed
a
flood
of
light
upon
every
department
secretary of the National Reform Association, preconditions], such a faith [faith in the evanescence of evil and
sented a screed in regard to God in the Constitution, of human knowledge. It has been applied first to tbe perfectibility of man] is well founded. As commonly
in which he says that nearly all state constitutions one department, then to another, and gradually supported by evidence drawn from history, it cannot be con.
contain acknowledgments of God, but the conven- extended till now it covers everything. Every one sidered indisputable. The inference that as advancement has
tion should desire something more definit. God of the sciences is being written over to conform to been hitherto the rule, it will be the rule henceforth, may be
should be acknowledged as the source of that author- it ; it would perhaps not be exaggeration to say that called a plausible speculation. But when it is shown that
this advancement is due to the working of a universal law ;
ity which is vested in the majority. His will should it constitutes half of science. _Then it s)lould hav and that in virtue of that law it must continue until the state
be accepted as the supreme law in all moral issues in occurred to anyone anxious to know about the mat- we call perfection is reached, then the advent of such a state
the sphere of political life. The Lord should be ter of happiness, to turn to evolution and see what is removed out of the region of probability into that of certainty. If anyone demurs to this let him point out the error.
recognized as the king of nations. . Besides this, that had to say upon it.
We might hav said that the solution wanted would Here are the several steps of the argument :
continues the document, a foundation should be laid
" All imperfection is unfitness to the conditions cf existfor necessary legislation on the question of marriage hav been found in science, or in Rationalism, instead ence.
of
saying
in
evolution;
they
amount
to
much
the
and divorce, the Sabbath question, and moral instruc" This unfitness must consist either in having a faculty or
same thiDg; evolution is a part of science and facultiel!
·
tion in the public schools.
in excess ; or in having a faculty or faculties defiWho can say what influence may not be exerted on Rationalistic doctrin; but it is evolution that touches cient; or in both.
"A faculty in excess is one which the conditions of existthe safety and happiness of the generations of our the problem most directly.
We need not concern ourselvs to trace our matter ence do not afford full exercise to ; and a faculty that is dechildren and grandchildren by proper steps taken by
in hand up to the broadest principles of evolution. ficient is one from which the conditions of existence demand
us now?
more than it can perform.
We will notice only a certain principle which evolu" But it is an essential principle of life that a faculty to
Happiness.
tion lays down in biology-that is, in the science of which circumstances do not allow full exercise diminishes;
We hav too long neglected replying to the follow- living beings. And that principle is : The functions and that a faculty on which circumstances make excessiv
ing communication from our good friend Mr. Van of living beings tend constantly to perfect adapta- demands increases.
"And so long. as this excess and this deficiency continue,
Denburgh, of Milwaukee, Wis.:
tion. This principle settles the whole matter. The
"In your recent treatment of the Design Argument, you pain our friend is thinking of results from the imper- there must contmue decrease on the one band, and growth
say that many of the organs, with their functions, are imper- fect adaptation of his organs to their work, to their on the other.
"Finally, all excess and all deficiency must disappear·
fect, and this in a general way, and mention particularly the
eye and ear. Are we to draw the inference from your line environment. When an organ is adapted to its work, that is, all unfitness must disappear; that is, all imperfectio~
of argument that non-existence would hav been preferable its exercise invariably produces pleasure; it must pro- must disappear.
" Thus the ultimate development of the ideal man is logicto existence? Can we draw any other ?"
duce pleasure, and can produce nothing else. When
ally certain-as certain as any conclusion in which we place
In our view, preferableness of non-existence by no it is not, its exercise produces pain. Pleasure is the the most implicit faith: for instance, that all men will die.
means follows from imperfection of some of our sign of complete adaptation; pain, of incomplete. For why do we infer that all men will die? Simply because
organs ; and we are at a loss to see how the inference Notice a dog leaping gladly when full of spirits, a in an immense number of past experiences, death has uni:
was drawn. Existence is desirable accordingly as its child or man reaping exquisit delight from exercise formly occurred. Similarly then as the experiences of all
pleasure overbalances its pain. If all or most organs when full of freshness and vigor. Or notice the people in all times-experiences that are embodied in maxims, proverbs, and moral precepts, and that are illustrated in
were very imperfect, pain would predominate; but pleasure flowing from exercise of intellectual faculties biographies and histories-go to prove that organs, faculties
such is not the case. Most of our organs work with that are suited to their task-the enthusiastic stu- powers, capacities, or whatever else we call them, grow b;
a sufficient degree of perfection to afford us a· sum dent or man of learning at work. On the other use and diminish by 4isuse, it is inferred that they will conof pleasure that, however estimates may vary, at any hand, notice the painful efforts of the enfeebled, of tinue to do so. And if this inference is unquestionable, then
rate induces most to insist most emphatically upon awkward beginners, or, in the case of intellectual is the one above deduced from it-that humanity must in the
become completely adapted to its conditions-unquesstaying in life-as anyone will find that tries to get work, of a student not constituted for mental end
tionable also.
application. In the former of these cases the organs
them out of it.
"Progress, therefore, is not an accident, but a necessity.
Our friend would seem to visit his dissatisfaction are adapted to their objects, and their exercise Instead of civilization being artificial, it is a part of nature .
at finding his organs are not perfect, rather upon therefore produces pleasure; in the latter, they are all of a piece with the development of the embryo or the nn:
folding of a flower. The modifications mankind bav under.
t:hose who make the revelation to him than upon not adapted, and their exercise produces pain.
gone, and are still undergoing, result from a law underlying
the organs for being so. How long would our friend
What is to be noted is, that it is the tendency of the whole organic creation ; and provided the human race
hav gone about with his throat catching cold, his each imperfect function in time to adapt itself. It continues, and the constitutio;n of things remains the same
ears getting frozen, his teeth having to be pulled, his does this by several processes. The individuals with those modifications must end in completeness. As surely a~
stomach refusing to digest, before finding out that functions least adapted perish. Besides this, as it is the tree becomes bulky when it stands alone, and slender if
his organs were imperfect 1 We did not construct a physiological law that any part grows with use, any one of a group; as surely as the same creature assumes the
things. But, finding them full of painful imperfec- part that has a new strain thrown upon it tends to different forms of cart-horse and race-horse, according as ita
habits demand strength or speed; as surely as a blacksmith's
tion, we hav set about helping get them right; and grow to meet that strain. · But the details cannot arm grows large, and the skin of a laborer's hand thick; as
Freethinkers need not be told that the first step in appear here.
surely as the eye tends to become long-sighted in the sailor
any such work is thoroughly to lay open to the light
It may be said : But man's functions are still im- and short.sighted in the student; as surely as the blind atta~
of day the defects to be remedied.
perfect-still unsuited to his state. The reason is, a more delicate sense of touch; as surely as a clerk acquires
But there is more to the matter than is touched that he has just emerged from a lower state, and has rapidity in writing and calculation; as surely as the musician
learns to detect an error of a semi-tone amidst what seems to
by the special question of Mr. Van Denburgh. retained many functions suitable to that state, and others a very babel of sounds; as surely as a passion grows
There is so much to it that, while we hav sufficiently not acquired all that are suitable to his new state. by indulgence and diminishes when restrained; as surely as
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a disregarded conscience becomes inert, and one thb.t is
obeyed actlv; as surely as there is any efficacy in educational
culture; or any meaning in such terms as habit, custom,
practice ; so surely must the human faculties be molded into
complete- fitness for the social state; so surely must the
things we call evil and immorality disappear; so surely
must man become perfect."
------~~.-------

God's Acquaintances.

God's acquaintances-this seems to be as good a
term as we can possibly get by which to designate
the whole tribe of theologians, preachers, and all of
that stripe. It is a term that when thought over a
bit will suggest something of the real nature of the
position toward us of the clergy-something of the
true character of the claims they make. Here are
the people all in the world equally-each one with a
brain to obserye and find out whatever there is to be
found out, to assure himself of the existence of any
spiritual being that may be behind the world or outside
of it if he can find anything of the sort; each with
equal capability to read and equal advantages of every
kind. If there is anything to be found out, surely these
people ought to be able to find it out; ~nd if they do
not come across any information about any spiritual
ruler, then it would seem that there is no such being.
But on a sudden up start a clique of men and make
the astounding claim that they know something that
the others do not; that they hav run across· aome
choice information that the others hav not-they actually claim that they hav found out all about a universal ruler-that they hav been admitted to his
acquaintance and know all about him, his names,
family history, appearance, feelings, and his commands how mer:. shall act. What a claim !
Glance over the whole Qf history and one will find
ever:y:where, in every department of affairs, shrewd
rogues trying to deceive their fellows into· supporting them in luxury, in return for services really
worthless· but which they pretend are necessary to
the welfare of the people. Kings hav ever consumed the lion's share of the workers' produce, under
the pretense that in some mysterious way they were
owners of it all and their subjects too, and necessary
to their existence; and many other like cheats will
easily be brought to mind. But there is in particular
one variety of these frauds that bears the closest resemblance to the one which is the subjeet of this
article. Here and there all through history we
come across the class of favorite and courtiers of
monarchs, extorting streams of money from outsiders
in purchase of the good will of the .monarch. Some
of ·these represent their court influence as no
higher than it is, and giv satisfactory returns for
their fees. Some bold out inducements that their
influence is far greater than it is, and grossly deceive
their petitioners. And vast numbers of others bav
made good livings upon representations of influence
that they did not possess at aU-often being not even
so much as acquainted at court. Here, then, we bav
the main elements of the problem presented by the
clergy with their monstrous claims. We can easily
imagin certain cunning rogues spying about for
another opening in the line of the courtier business,
and finally hitting upon the device of claiming to be
courtiers to an invisible monarch dwelling outside
the world. But how surpassing other fraudulent
claims in sublime impudence is this one ! The other
courtiers could at least produce testimony of some
good that had been effected for suppliants, and they
could show that there actually were kings and dukes
and counts to appeal to. But the new pretenders
could show none of these. The empire of the actual,
the visible, had been all preempted by their brothers;
all that remained for them was the domain of the invisible.
It would seem that a scheme so inferior to the
other, so hollow and unsupported by credentials,
must bav required great efforts to maintain it. And
so it bas. It bas bad to shed oceans of blood. It
bas bad to call in every aid, every device of intrigue
and cruelty, that the most subtle ingenuity of its
professors could suggest. To silence the tongues of
the sensible, observing men that hav continually
seen through and denounced its imposture, it bas bad
to elaborate, from the few tortures occasionally employed by ancient peoples, a system of fiendish torments that as much surpass those ever used by the
cruelest men for any other purpose, as a human being
iJI surpassed by a devil in hell. Other institutions of
man hav lileen compatible with enlightenment of the
people; good.. Ontls lun prospered the better for it ;
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even bad ones, as monarchy, hav often permitted, and money. The invention of purgatory is a st-riking
even forwarded, education of the people. But to example of the true inward nature of the whole
maintain this monstrous claim, a different course was scheme. There is not one word about any such
necessary. Such a claim could be received only in place in the Bible. But, as is easily seen, such an
the deepest and blackest ignorance; enlightenment institution could be made much more profitable than
could not be forwarded, it could not even be per- a plain hell; so forthwith it was invented. Thus, as
mitted.
we were saying, the impostors go about, crying up
Faith-this is a thing that stands as an excellent the joys of the place they can let people into and the
illustration of the extreme methods to which these pangs of the place they can keep people out of, till
impostors were forced to resort. Consider for a they get people heartily desirous of the one and
moment what faith is. We hav heard it soberly and tremblingly affrighted at the other, when, lo ! out
respectfuily talked about so much by the dupes comes the means by which the people can obtain
around us that perhaps many can hardly see this their wish-buy this of us, good ladies and gentlething in its nakedness as it really is. But make an men ; patronize no other; exalt us, pay us, let
effort. When any other man than a preacher pre- us rule you, and you get all those beautiful
sents the evidence of his particular views on any things of which we bav told you, and get delivered
subject, he presents it simply for what it is worth, from all those horribl~:~ things of which we bav told
and one's judgment takes it for just what it is worth, you. An apt illustration is that of Voltaire, who
and accepts or rejects just as it fi:p,ds it worthy of likens churchmen to quack doctors with medicin to
credence. What else could the person presenting sell, whose method is first of all to scare us into the
the evidence do! What could he do more! It belief that we are very sick.
No matter how we follow this out into the details,
never occurs to him to do anything more. He
knows that if be kneeled and begged one to believe we find everywhere the same pretense of a God
it, one could not believe it a bit more. The evidence ordering just that which turns out to the profit of
could still bav on one's mind only just the effect his self-constituted friends, his acquaintances. In
that naturally belonged to it by its reasonableness. old Jewish days when one's wealth consisted not so
The same if he menaced the hearer with a club. much of money, as now, but mainly of goods, it is
The same if be repeated some cabalistic word, some surprising what a desire the invisible friend of the
magical charm, that he supposed would effect in the priests developed for offerings of goods. Flocks and
mind' a disposition to embrace his doctrin. But herds, oil and good things to eat, were what people
mark the extraordinary device of the clergy. They most sought after in those days, and it is perfectly
actually hav a cabalistic word, a magical charm, that astonishing bow often God wanted these offered on
they mumble over when they present their evidence. his altars. Offerings of this he wanted, and offerings
And, impossible as it might seem, they actually hav of that; offerings when this happened, and offerings
got people into submitting _to this charm-into when that. His acquaintances, to repay their trouble
accepting meekly whateTer gross invention bas this in communicating his directions, were allowed to eat.
word gabbled over at the end of it. When they hav these things when they came off the altar. By lookpresented some paltry, incredible testimony for their ing around now one finds the same ever-during
claims, and the hearer hesitates, they say-'' faith." remarkable coincidence between the desires of God
Instantly all becomes clear. That evidence which and the desires of his confidential friends. God's
before was insufficient immediately becomes suffi- desires are the desires of the priests; his exaltation
cient. The pill is swallowed. Let a person try to is the exaltation of the priests; to believe in God is
cast aside for a moment the veil of sanctity through to believe in the priests; to disobey God is to diswhich a lifetime_ under clergy and their dupes bas obey the priests; to walk in the fear of God is to
accustomed him to regard this thing, faith, and try walk in the fear of priests. When we are told that
to set it before himself in its true shape and nudity. God is wroth with us in just indignation, it means
Analyze it and see what it means. Is not what it that we bav done something that makes some priest
comes to just this : when a person uses it be angry. When we are told that we shall go to hell,
beseeches the bearer to make an exception in his it means that some priest hates us so he would put
individual case and by exerting a vast power of us in a hell if he were able and if there were one. It
credulity take in a thing admitted to be insufficiently is recommended that each person go through the
supported by evidence~ Now, what could be a next sermon he comes across, and striking out
more outrageous thing than this ! Apply it to other " God," insert in its place the word "priests." Then
matters and see how it looks there. Suppose a man be will bav all there really is to the matter, l!ltripped
presenting doctrine on politics, or labor, t>r anything of its fine language, plainly before him.
Tbia, then, is what the matter comes to. All men
else, should get up a cabalistic sign, 8. charm, the
repeating of which at the end of a discourse should are here with the same faculties, and if they cannot
be the signal for the immediate swallowing of the discover any spiritual monarch, they ought to be
whole of that discourse by his auditors. What would shrewd enough to suspect the claims of a few who
be thought of such a man and of such a proposition ? set up the pretense of having discovered one all by
No man ever does such a thing but in religion. On themselvs-who say they hav discovered one and hav
everything else men go about and say what they hav then been appointed said God's confidential friendsto say in a manly way, and leave it to be accepted or God'B acquaintances.
------~~.-------rejected as it deserves. They never think of adding
Editorial Notes.
anything to force or beg that what they hav said be
UPoN the noble poem to Giordano Bruno, by the disregarded as having twice as much sense as it bas. tinguished English poet Swinburne, which we reprint on
They would be ashamed to, One class, and one another page, the Oatholic Union and Times says: " Swinclass only, does this, and that class is the one that burne's sympathy with Bruno is the pleasure which an
utterly degraded and leprous creature feels when another of
was forced to invent this device by the fact that its similar habits is hoJ?-ored by disciples of Satan."
pretended domain lies wholly in the invisible world,
and cannot liav the slightest proof given of it.
SoMETHING that is worthy to be remarked upon is the
Those who hav falsely pretended to be favorite of really wonderful effect that we now and then see produced
some earthly monarch hav needed only ordinary upon Christians by a good and noble Freethought life, in
conquering their prejudices and hostility. All must hav seen
devices of fraud ; this monstrous· device, faith, was instances; here is the latest that has come to our notice. In
required by those pretending to be favorite of a New York city is a man named Simon F. Cummings, by
monarch that never had any existence-in short trade a mason, and proprietor of a comely yacht -named the
Robert G. Ingersoll. As his yacht's name intimates, he is a
phrase, pretending to be God's acquaintances.
Freethinker. The number of the polemical battles he is conEverything in the system built up by these per- tinually getting in with Christians all over his district is
sons who pretend they bav influence with a mighty probably now beyond ready computation. He is known to
unseen ruler, and can hav us vastly benefited or all the religious of his neighborhood as an uncompromising
harmed-these God's acquaintances-everything in and unresting foe of the unjust privileges that they retain in
it, we say, bears one character. Everything bears law. Now, of all those religious none know him better than
a certain club, fond, like himself, of boating in New York
the mark of having been designed to fill their pock- waters, called the Friendship Boat Club, and composed of
ets. They say they hav obtained from their great believers both Protestant and Catholic. Yet on the 14th
friend information of a state of happiness that he has down marches this club to our friend and presents him with
for us somewhere-somewhere in the invisible world. a full set of colors for his yacht, with the name worked in
The happiness is very, very great. This we can great letters that will be visible no one knows how far over
the waters: "Robert G. Ingersoll." Here is something
enter by giving them plenty of money. He also bas pleasant, and here is something to imitate. Let us all resolve
a state of pain somewhere-of course in the invisible to present to the other side a life as full of manly integrity
world. The pain is very, very great. This we can and lovableness as Mr. Cummings's would appear to be, and
escape by the al\me identical process-giving them reap a like reward to our cause.
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Forces are trying to arrange themselvs around central I ing dana! about ten miles long, and making this beautiful
points of organization in the United States, and we can Arkansas valley in eastern Colorado blossom as the rose.
influence that matter. Leibnilz says that ''if all atoms had But it seems the Lord is no respecter of persons. The goa.
clear perceptions, we should be angels." But atoms are gre- pel-hangers when they collected our shekels promised us an
GooDWYNSTILLE, VA., July 6, 1889.
garious in a cell, and so are men in-a political crowd. Get abundance of Lord's blessings, but they lied, since we sacriMR. EDITOR: I hav read with interest the discussion be- the right one for the rostrum, to interpret and guide, and all .ficed our shekels and built the Lord a temple, and old Jehotween McArthur and others on Spiritualism, and it seems to will be well. A cell would be nothing unless nucleated, and vah did not keep his promises, that his agents, the gospelme there is a deluge of words and no clear, well-defined nothing prospers left at loose ends.
drummers, made. This our great drouth at present proves,
stream of logic. I will say a word to Spiritualists. Now,
Some say that office-seekers alone can reform the govern- and peace and good wlll among his favorit customers do not
there is either &monstrabl~ truth in Spiritualism or it is ment, they having the "strongest motive." A pestilence exist. One of our shining female lights among other children
a humbug. When the slate rl:'sted on Macdonald's head has still more decided proclivities, and makes havoc with had two sons, one of whom drew a pistol on the schoolMacdonald knew whether anyone in the room was writ- the noble march of healthful forces.
teacher and was going to make a sieve out of him for some
ing on it or not. Now, let us hear from the Editor. I
Since reforms occupy a large share of public attention, if imaginary strict rule. The elder son robbed the old-man of
will giv $100 any time to hav it clearly established that great statesmen fail to secure order in the land men and nearly $1,000 and courted some of the pretty girls in a
my beloved or "loved and lost" dead still liv. Ye8, women could hardly expect a ghost or God t~ regulate doubtful manner before he went to Indian Territory. ·Well,
1 would gladly giv any or everything I hav to know human affairs, when his neglect, and the very thought of the next sensation was when the leading Sunday-school dude
that they stillliv. And, if .it can be proved, it is not. super- him, hav driven so many to desperation and suicide, causing offered a doctress $10 to relieve one of his Sunday-school
stition, but a fact. But why so much dark when these things others to murder their loved ones in a fit of religious frenzy. harem 1 f the results of not keeping the Seventh Commandare under test? Why not light, the great help and indispenSome say that liberty is consistent only with a regard for , ment. The other day a lady of the Lord's host, when talksable to any investigation? But it sounds so much like the Jaw. The laws of morality are patent to every human heart; ing to her husband about the good for humanity and civilizaSouthern devotee to hear that it can be proved that the dead the personality styled God must also conform to their infiu- tion that will result from opening Indian Territory, asked me
stillliv. When such assertions come from a Southern pul- ence. They should be calmly stated in public, and 1 xrls'ned if I did not think that the Lord did not want the Indians to
. piteer I am not surprised, but when a McArthur asserts it by those great me:iJ. (not Hamilton, who favored a ''con- become civilized, or else he would hav made them more
I expect him to be ready to prove it. It will not do for truth sensus of the competent") who respect the noble judgment •civilizfd. I answered that there seems to be a great deal of
seekers to make these assertions unless they are able to prove of the people.
·truth in it. In looking over the history of the world, I
them. I don't mean on paper, but to demonstrate the facts
The fiends of ecclesiastical intrigue who forget that the always found that where people and nations were extremely
in broad daylight. I don't like this owl and bat business. masses are the only rightful rulers of the country, should be laturated with the Lord's influence, they cut one another's
What is superstition ? It seems to me a belief in ghosts, closely watched. They promulgate the dicta of questionable throats by incessant wars, burnt and hanged our grandmothers
spirits, etc., is superstition. And if I understand it, this is secret societies. They favor for their own interest many :for witches, tortured our fathers and relative on the rack and
also Spiritualism. If McArthur's dead arose, why is it that arbitrary rules not built on true public principles. Such gibbet, and in a hundred ways made human life a curse. As
we should so disbelieve in the resurrection of Chri9t?
rules would convince us that some man, or some day, is the Lord is no respecter of persons, our gospel-bangers do
"For the Spiritualist death has no terrors." Now, can sacred. And such foolish ideas, like swarms of fiies of not fatten in an abundance of this world's1 goods. Last year
this be so? Did anything ever die without terror? This Egypt, make our moral atmosphere loathsome and unbear- the Lord sent us a gospel-drummer,. on whose phrenological
sounds still more like Southern preaching (I. say Southern able, ruining our country and our peace forever, poisoning development people commented with a great deal of sacrilegbecause our preachers are all terribly orthodox). Suppose the very holiness of heaven, which religionists pretend to ious remark. Well, the missionary board soon _noticed tte
we teach our children that the air is full of spirits, don't you love. No measure should be adopted by the government necessity of sending us stronger timber, but the next parson
think the world would be terribly superstitious?
unless ratified simultaneously by the whole people in some that tried his game fared no better. Before he labored here
Yours truly,
GEo. W. BARNES.
way.
for the Lord three months his better half took in boarders to
Mr. Potts will consider that there is no arguing against keep the wolf from the door. Soon after, the poor parson
N.ATION.AL SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., July 3, A.a. 289.
facts. Geology proves that fish-lizards and fish-serpents left in disgust, went to New York to work on his widowed
MR. EDITOR: When in the course of human progress, gods existed in the early ages of the world, as well as imperfectly mother's farm, and let us po~r devils go to the dogs for
and their special devils hav outlived their usefulness, why in formed fishes. We hav·not such now. Nature's power is preaching. The-fact is, the people are too good and too senthe name of humanity and justice are they not gathered to sufficient to form wings, lungs, or eyes, when needed, as sible to need any preachers. The last Colorado legislature
their predecessors and allowed to sleep peacefully in oblivion? well as a monkey with an immense tail and a head like an stole quite a lot of money from the taxpayers and gave it to
We know that Spiritualism killed the devil at least forty apple.
ALH.AZA.
preachers to say prayers llond appeal to the good Lord (whose
years ago; while his prototype, the old Jew God, must hav
favorite were King David and Lot and his gals) to guide
been on his last legs for many years; for the last sixty years,
NEw C.AMBRIA, KAN., May 17, 289.
their intelligence. Lo, what is the result? Why, that same
to my personal knowledge, he has not been able to raise
MR. EDITOR: One reason that the Christians oppose free legislature divided about a dozen counties, and every new
a finger in defense of poor suffering humanity. The latest speech and free press is, as they say, that " if it were not for county was named after some noted squaw fornicator. It
evidence of the decline and final demise of our poor old God corrupting the morals of their children, as far as they were in- won't do to appeal for guidance to a Lord who found most
was the late Johnstown horror, in the state of Pennsylvania. dividually concerned they would not care." They are great delight in the doings of old David and Lot. Well, in closing
Ah me 1 Had our God been young and in his prime as of sticklers for ori[inality, while this charge is as old as the my remarks, I will add that we are blessed again with a gosyo;e, he would hav piled the waters up as a wall, and let his time when Socrates was forced to drink the deadly hemlock pel- pounder-a poor farmer, who is mistaking his calling in
Christian pets march out dry-shod, while, hardening the for corrupting the morals of youth. Yet it is well known starting preaching gospel, when nature did adapt him more
hearts of all the Infidels, he would hav swept them from the to-day that he was one among the grandest moral teachers to work between the shafts of a wheelbarrow in his barnyard
earth into his consuming presence quicker than a cat could that ever lived. So it is easily seen how badly mistaken one at home. Last Sunday the poor ignorant man preached that
lick her ear. He did, however, perform one remarkably can be by taking up the hue and cry of the igl}orance of past Colonel Ingersoll's daughters were converted to Christ and
divine trick. He built a wall of water around one of the. ages and directing it at present reformers. Now, I would him crucified.
MuGWUMP.
images of his wife, or his mother (I don't know which to call be pleased to hav them answer wherein the Infidels of this
it), which kept her as dry as a bone till the waters were country or any other are teaching immorality. It is true
EAST DEs MoiNES, IA., July 2, 1889.
assuaged. There she stood the next morning as smiling that we oppose the Bible, which the Christian takes for
MR. EDITOR: Through the kindness of an· old friend, a
as a basket of chips, as though nothing had happened to his moral guide; and-if we fail to show its teachings to be subscriber to Jour paper, I hav been afforded the oppormake such a fuss about. But alas, and alas I our incom- immoral then the charge is sustained, but if we succeed tunity of perusing a few copies of TnE TRUTH SEEKER of
petent God seemed utterly incapable of protecting his own then we hav a right to accuse them of ignorance, bigotry, recent date. Born and reared a Protestant, it has required
property, or saving the lives of those of hjs pets who built and intolerance, and taking up old sayings of tyrants, parrot- years of patient investigation to disabuse my mind of the
these 'beautiful churches to his honor and glory. Why not like, and palni!ng them off as their reasons for opposing In- fallacies of early education. When a mere child I was
induce some millionaire to bribe Senator Blair to ase his fidelity. While, on the other hand, if we should fail to show forced to attend that cradle of religious bigotry, the Sunday.
almighty influence in putting on the retired list as much of the Bible to be an immoral book, and yet should ourselvs school, and being at that time blessed with a retentiv memAbraham's God as Americans lay claim to ? Then turn all teach nothing immoral, we fail to see wherein the above ory, was induced to compete for a prize offered to the scholar
God's h-a'bses into institutions of learning, collect all the charge is true. The most that could be said would be that in my class who should recite the greatest number of verses
preachers that are out of the state and other prisons, giv we were teaching a system of morality of vuy recent date, in the New Testament. This prize, a cheap book, I captured
each a rigid examination, and as many as are found com- which is better suited to this age than the old superannuated by reciting over five hundred verses in one session, dispetent to instruct the masses employ; but the ignorant, system that was taught away back when the human race was tancing all competitors more than halfway. I was then only
vicious, lying, hypocritical, drunken, amorous sots, who will in the cradle of ignorance.
in my eighth year, and even at that tender age there were
doubtless be found to vastly outnumber the competent, let
Now we will giv the moral examples of the old patriarchs many things encountered in the Bible so apparently inconthem hav their part with the idle rabble that were wont to of the Bible : Abraham married his half sister. Isaac mar- sistent as to provoke numerous questions, which as a rule
listen to their hellish orthodox babble. Yea, verily, cast ried his second cousin. He was a dissembler and a liar. Be met with the stereotyped answer, "You are too young to
them out of respectable soci.ety, and let them be consigned to said, "Rebeccah is my sister," as did Abraham, his father. understand these things. Wait until you are older and they
everlasting innocuous desuetude. I had nearly forgotten the Jacob married his cousins, Leah and Rachel. Taking the will be made plain to you."
feeble attempt of this imbecil God of Abraham's to save a genealogy of Jacob in connection with Prof. 0. S. Fowler's
Well, I hav waited until the storms of more than tht:eewhole churchful of his pet lambs. He held the floods in "Sexual Science," he must hav been an idiot. Jacob stole score years hav whitened my once auburn locks, and am
check until all had escaped from the church, when through his brother's blessing and lied to his father; also he swindled still waiting for a sec9nd Solomon to enlighten my benighted
sheer exhaustion he let go his hold, and the merciless torrent his father-in-law. Moses's father married his aunt. Right- understanding. I hav conversed with some of the brightest
smote both church and people with astounding violence. All eous Lot committed incest with his daughters. David put lights in the ministerial firmament on the subject of Bible
perished. Alas, Abraham's God proves a failure!
Uriah in the forefront of battle and got him killed and then contradictions, but hav never met one who could explain
Yours truly, ·
NELSON HUNT.
took his wife. A savage could not do worse. He was a them without doing violence to the rules of language and the
barbarian and a libertin. We will pass over Abraham's in- laws of common sense. 'One of the great stumbling. blocks
LExiNGTON, KY., June 27, 1889.
cestuous marriage and his taking another wife, Keturah, and of my youthful days was the doctrin of the trinity, or three
MR. EDITOR : I neglected to mention in my last that ladies the way he treated Hagar, his handmaid; and also Moses's gods in one. Now, I could readily comprehend the truth of
should bring their judgment to bear upon this question : way of treating captive and his killing the Egyptian, bury- the theory of the old Dutchman who said to his son engaged
The heathen affirm that earthly children are born to the ing him in the sand, and lying, and fleeing the country. Also in killing a snake, "Look oud, Yawcob, for vere ders two
gods, but these stories are now treated by Christians with David's mode of dealing with prisoners and his eighteen or ders alvays von echnake." What he meant was that where
contempt. Christians hav caused heathen temples to be twenty wives. The same with Solomon's numerous wives there is one snake there is two. His mistakenly. stated hytorn down and priests banished. Why, then, should such and concubines, since the "new dispensation has done away pothesis was true, and he" builded better than he knew."
assertions with regard to the Holy Ghost be made an excep. with this "-that is, the Edmunds bill. Abraham, Isaac, But how God the father could be God the son and God the
tion to the rule? Also, why do they not judge thus of mir- Jacob, Moses, David, and Solomon are held up as exemplary holy ghost at one and the same time without a tadpole-andacles? Bible miracles are silly and shameless. St. Ambrose characters throughout Christendom to-day, and if they lived bullfrog transformation in which the identity of the primary
of Milan declared that the excitement of miracles must be and practiced the same habits they would be in the peniten- is lost in the construction of its successor, I was, and am
kept .up, or the "church would go to nothing."
tiary or on the gallows. And should the rising generation yet, unable to comprehend.
"War and religion" are not efficient educators of the follow their example, where would our " social, moral and
I was told that ·this was a question solvable only by
human race, but degrade them to a point where no mental governmental fabric" be?
infinity. Then tell me, please, said I, what is the use in giving
JonN W. ABBoTT.
or moral influence can reach them. Barbarous nations spent
inftnit law to a finite being? The answer to this was, "'Tis
thousands of years fighting one another and bowing down to
one of the mysteries of godliness." Now; this same book
GRANADA,·CoL., June 29, 1889.
idols. No such cause accounts for the superiority of AsMR. EDITOR: Was it old Moses, or Mr. Paul, late of Pales- called the Bible, which the Christian world cling to (professsyria, Phrygia, Ionia, or Egypt. A few pale philosophers sus- tina, that contributed to the "Theological Fables," called edly) with deathlike tenacity, though they giv its moral
tain the literature of the world, and advance civilization.
Bible, the statement that the Lord is no respecter of persons? precepts a wide berth in practice, teaches that" where there
Persian literature would hav improved us more than Jew- Certainly, so it seems to be. I wrote you before how we is no law there is no transgression." Then I ask all candid
ish fables, but the contact of Hebrews with the Roman spent all our spare shekels and built a useless gospel-shop, minds, What is the difference between no law and a law tliat
empire decided this question.
instead of investing the same shekels in building an irrigat- the human mind cannot fathom? There is about as much

l,ttftrs prot1( Jlritnds.
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consistency in requiring belief and obedience to such laws
as there is in the Catholic clergy preaching Latin to a flannelmouthed Irishman. who doesn't know the difference between
a Te Deum and" Tam O'Shanter."
There are possibly some good, honest people belonging to
these. so-called Christian churches, but church-membership
has not made them either good or honest. They would be
such were they outside, ·and perhaps better men and women,
for they would be free from a corrupt ministry who seek
refuge from manly toil by "stealing the livery of heaven to
serve the devil in."
·
Nature has her inexorable laws, and it matters not whether
they emanated from a supreme being who created the earth
for man's habitation, and then created him and placed him
thereon, or whether this earth and the laws of nature hav
existed always, these laws cannot be violated without entailing the penalty. To my mind there is no difference between
a belief that this earth has always existed and a belief that
some supreme being has created it, " who is without beginning of days or end of time." Both are beyond the grasp of
humanity. Geology, however, has demonstrated either that
inspiration is a failure in regard to the earth's age, or that
the knaves and fools who translated the Bible made a serious
mistake.
In conclusion, let me say that if all the people would liv
. for the present by seeking out the truth and adopting the cardinal axiom of that execrated Infidel who said, "The world
is my country and to do good my religion," the millions of
suffering humanity would find release from poverty's bondage in this life, and the dispensers of charity would surely
lose nothing in the age to come.
HosEA W. GROOM.
ADRIAN, MroH., June 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I must tell you of my experience with the
famous reyivalist, J. H. Weber. Last spring the Methodist
minister of this city, Rev. C. H. Morgan, employed the
above-named strolling evangelist to hold a series of revival
meetings at the Broad street Methodist Episcopal church.
H1.1 was a man of considerable magnetic force and a fluent
and forcible speaker, and his success with old women and
young children was something rema}"kable. The church was
crowded at every meeting, and standing-room was at a premium.. From the first meeting to the last he .was ferocious
and extremely bitter against the Infidels. There was no epithet in the English language that he did not make use of to
vilify and abuse them. " Little, mean, contemptible, popgun " Infidels, are a· few of the choice epithets he made use
of against them. He challenged any Infidel to meet him,
and boasted he could down the smartest one living in the
extremely.short space of two minutes.
I attended two or three of his meetings just for the sole
purpose of hearing for myself what he had to say. In one
of his sermons he held up a large Bible with the remark that
every word in that book, from Genesis to Revelation, was
literaliy true, and boastingly defied any Infidel to tlnd one
single contradiction or one false statement in the whole book.
After hearing this, I concluded to try his mettle and find out,
if possible, of what kind of material he was made. So I
wrote him that I would accept his challenge he had so often
repeated, and asked him to appoint a time and place to suit
his own convenience, and to be sur.e and bring all the orthodox ministers he could tlnd along with him. I also told him
that the Bible alone would be the subject of discussion, and
that no outside issues would be allowed or tolerated on any
consideration. In order to be sure that he got the letter I
sent it to his room in the Lawrence Hotel. -He read the letter, and agreed to answer it. At his next meeting, that
evening, he held up the letter before the audience with this
cowardly harang: "Brethren, don't you believe that a poor,
little, insignificant, blasphemous Infidel has challenged me
to debate the truth and authenticity of the Bible? Does he
think I would stoop so low as to debate that blessed book
with an Infidel?" And this was the way this braggart evangelist downed an Infidel. The next morning I met this son
of thunder on the street, accompanied by Pastor Morgan. I
walked up to him and took him by the collar with the remark that he was the very man I was looking for. He asked
who I was. I gave him my name, and you ought to hav
seen how quick this valiant soldier of the cross· dropped
down on his knees and began to pray for the wicked Infidel.
I asked him if this was the way he downed Infidels. He
made no reply, but kept on praying; I waited until he had
:finished, and then I gave him some pretty plain talk. He
did not seem a~ all disposed to talk back, which I very much
regretted, as by that time there had gathered a large crowd
of people, and I wanted an opportunity to show him up a
little. But he got away on the double quick, and I lost my
best chance. I must confess I was not at all surprised in
the man, as all my experience with people of tllat class is
.that they are cowards as well as hypocrite.
Your editorial in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 29th on the
alleged resurrection of Jesus, in reply to the Illinois lawyer
-G. W. Gere, is a splendid exposition of the many diecrep.ancies and contradictions that abound in the so-called evangelical humbug called gospels. Mr. Kersey Graves in his
" Sixteen Crucified Saviors" handles this, as well as all other
questions appertaining to the story of the Judean Christ, in
a very .able manner. I hav sold some fifty copies of that excellent work. But for right-down sledgehammer style giv
me Colonel Kelso's " Bible Analyzed." It is a scorcher and
no mistake ; as, in fact, all that comes from his pen is. His
last book, "The Universe Analyzed," I hav read with much
interest. ·
· P. B. REASONER.
WEST TROY, N. Y., June 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The Bible itself, wheri carefully read, is un:mietlllkable evidence of its own fiction and fraud. It shows
dtsel'f the plan and work of a syndicate of conspirators, just
~ey-?in~ fr~ro .A preb.i,storic .et~w,.Jo optaip. power and rule

over the masses. The masses then, as now in all heathen
countries, had _their various representativ deities. The object was to destroy all other so-called gods or deities by mak~
ing one who, by reason of the attribute!\ they gave him,
would be their own over-ruling, supreme boss God, or Lord,
or Jehovah. They took good care to hav themselvs named
as agents and executors of the God they had made.
This, according to the chronology of the Bible, was about
two thousand years after the genesis, but there is given a
pretended account of these two thousand years. There is
pretended to be given a full account of creation down to the
time of Moses, when he and Aaron and Joshua and David
and Solomon, and other monsters and mountebanks , went on
wnting a Bible, the most stupendous curse that ever afllicted
the human race. Thus was produced a volume of eighty
books for a government of a man-made God · a God whose
first grandchild was a murderer; a God that ~ould get mad
and swear; a God who destroyed cities of men, women, and
children with fire and brimstone from heaven; a God who
drowned the world ; a God who sent bears out of the woods
to destroy children; a God who ordered a people io murder
a.neighboring people and take all their property, or destroy
what they could not carry away; a perfidious God who
promised the building of the temple oo David and then gave
the job to Solomon, and promised the crossing over Jordan
into the promised land to Moses, but broke the contract and
gave it to Joshua.
Thus, this Bible God worried and strove with his children,
creating and killing for four thousand years, when he gave
up the work in despair and passion, and killed a silly, eccentric young man named Jesus for no conceivable reason except jealousy of su.pernatur!l.l prerogative. There is no doubt
Jesus was too previous in pretending to supernatural authority, but he was ignorant and could not read the Bible to
find that he was infringing on the royalty of miracles held by
a supreme, supernatural, versatil, angry, and jealous God.
But no matter. God killed Jesus, and an interregnum in
supernatural government seemed to prevail, opening an opportunity for a new set of God-makers. Matthew, Mark,
Luke, John, etc., stepped into the shoes of Moses, Aaron,
David, Solomon, etc., and made a new God and Bible. They
made their second God of a boy born of a 'Dirgin grass widow,
who said a tramp calling himself an angel told her she would
hav a ch~ld who wquld be a wonderful- man. She had the
child, who had many eccentricities, similar to Joe Smith
the Mormon. His many tricks commended him for the
figure for a new God made to order, for the purpose of effecting the object of the betrayal of the Jewish Palestine, and
merging it into the Roman empire. It was a political conspiracy for whiCh he was justly put to death.
St. Paul understood it when he literally quoted the words
of the emin·ently notorious Cato of Rome, when he was urging a law condemning money, jewelry, and ornaments· of
women into the government treasury, and also restricting
them to a state of servitude, obedience, and humility. The
words as well as the sentiments of Paul, the great traitor
conspirator, as in ·the Bible, and those of the Roman pagan
Cato, were duplicates. Paul was the Moses of the new religion, though he lost his life by the people he was trying to
corrupt, as Moses failed to cross the Jordan. His aspiration
was empire and power. Augustus, seeing the wide-spread
disaffection by Paul's preaching and writing, embrace4 or
tolerated Christianity as-an auxiliary to his prerogative, and
became the first pagan pope. Then the bloody code of
Christianity and despotic rule of Rome became congenial,
and the flood-gates of hell were hoisted, and flooded Europe
for over one thousand· years, or until after the days of the
heroic Luther_
And yet if the Bible and Bible's God be accepted, the
Catholic church is the only true orthodox church. They
hold to faith and say that a dose of salvation, or tit. Jacob's
Oil, will make the soul safe. Such is the way to make superstitious fools.
We would not destroy the church buildings, but tear out
the pulpits and lock out the preachers, and turn the buildings into schools and colleges of learning-Secular and scientitlc. We must approximate this as fast as possible, to get
over the ragged edge of the Dark Ages of Christianity.
There is but little difference between the Catholic and the
Mormon church of to-day. They are both in accord with
the Bible for despotic rule.
About thirty years ago the writer-a Freethinker-was a
niember .of a Kansas organization, so called, of New York
state. It was to prevent the then territory of Kansas from
becoming a slave state when admitted into the Union. We
were aided as well as opposed by so-called Christians. One
Presbyterian minister left his church here and went South,
where he lingered and died while Kansas crowned herself
with a free constitution, and stepped into the Union in 1859.
But slavery and despotism still linger in Kansas. In May,
1886, I received a paper from Kansas City giving ·a detailed
account of a cyclone 'in that city on May 11th. A large
amount of property was destroyed. One school-house was
wrecked in which fourteen ehildren were killed, and many
more badly injured. At the funeral the clergy put in their
appearance to defend their client. They owned that it wa&
God, as no assassins could be charged. It was their only plea.
After plastering him all over with blarney and soft soap, they
said God, a kind, loving father, took this methcd to get
these children to himself that they might be free from this
wicked world, and hav longer time to worship him in heaven.
There is but little if any difference between the barbarian
slavedriver, who gets his living by the use of the .lash, and
the preacher who does the same by the use of superstition
and fraud, with the prayer, "Lord, giv us this day our daily
bread," while his dupes are feeding him. And so with their
tlunday-schools, which are as deetructiv to youthful intellect
as the cheap novel-reading trash that floods our land.
M. McGowEN.
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MILWAUKEE, Wrs., July 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Thanking. you for your en-deavor in your
editorial on "Life," in compliance with my wish, to throw
all the light possible on a difficult problem, and assuming
that you will hardly differ with me in this, that the subject
will bear further investigation ; I beg the opportunity of presenting some additional thoughts on some of the phases of the
subject which the discussion brings out-not as a criticism, but
on the assumption that there may be two sides to the question.
In Mr. Heston's admirable and significant grouping of
gems he has pictured the one typical of truth as the largest.
It is a beautiful conception. In an allegory, "A Search for
Truth," page 258, April 27th, I find this: '' Ihav sought truth
for many long years, but hav not found her. I hav not
rested, I hav not repined, and I hav not seen her," This,
and all, is nice and beautiful. Will the lady allow me to
present thanks for the pleasure enjoyed in its perusal? So
many imagin they hav found the truth and are happy! It is
illusory, and ends with disappointment. Collect all the
tears and blood that hav been shed in the propagation of
untruth, the one would make an ocean and the other would
crimson its waters. Few, comparativly, bav been much
annoyed with what they actually know, but that which
IS not and can not be known has been a burden to humanity.
You say:
We take it for granted that our friend is a believer in those prin~
ciples of evolution in accordance with whioh, when the simplest
living bodies are thus produced, they may develop into the highest
known complexity of organization.
·

I do not undervalue scientific research, but place as high
an estimate on a truth proved as anyone can. But I care
little for what tlte so-called scientists may guess or suppose.
As to a tlteory, they should hav no use for one, and they hav
no right to hav one. On that only which is true, and proved
as such, are they justified in expressing an opinion. They
are the last ones that should claim, or be accorded, a privilege in guessing. And when they do guess they are entitled
to no more respect or consideration than I would be in say.
ing I could build a steamship from a rainbow, or make an
Atlantic cable from a spider's web.
In reference to your quotations from Haeckel and others,
I would say: It is difficult to understand, if all the solid
matter that the earth is now composed of was once in a gaseous state, what attractiv force or power could hold it
together and keop it in place. There are some ~hinge not
yet made plain in relation to the nebulous theory.
It is a notable fact that all the theories as to the beginning
of matter, also of life, are suppositions. Therefore no fact
in relation to those things can be demonstrated, because there
is no basis.
Many books hav been written assuming that something
must hav been evolved from nothing. It is clear that a
mountain, or the earth, could hav. been formed by the accumulation of atoms. But when and where did these atoms
hav a beginning?
Life, if ever spontaneous, would be so now. A German
naturalist, Eherenberg, claims to hav discovered 722 living
spectes of what he calls infusoria that swarm in the fluids of
living and healthy animals. He estimates that 500,000,000
sometimes exist· in a drop of water, and that it would take
twice that number to make a mass as large as a grain of
sand. The figures are appalling. Omit fifty or seventy per
cent; enough remains for argument's sake. "They hav
mouths, teeth, stomachs, muscles, nerves, eyes, and organs
of reproduction ; and in their mode of reproduction they
are viviparous, oviparous, and gemmiferous." All this he
saw with the aid of a powerful microscope. (American Journal of Science, vol. 35, p. 372.) On the supposition that his
eyes and other faculties were in a healthy condition, and
that nothing was illusory, it is pretty good evidence that in
those smallest of living animals life is transmitted and con·tinued the same as in all other animals.
·I think this fact, that even these animalcules are continued
by uninterrupted sexual propagation instead of arising
spontaneously, ought to be accepted as a stronger argument
against the spontaneous theory than all that has been produced in its favor.
Brother Jasper says ''the sun do move," and to him it is
a logical conclusion, the only one he can arrive at using his
eyes and senses in the same way as when looking and medi.
tating on surrounding objects. If there is anything that we
do know, not all illusory, it does appear to be this, that life
with humanity is not spontaneous.
If from out of 'nerveless, senseless matter life did evolve
spontaneously, with all that pertains to living animals, nerves,
muscles, bones, hearts, lungs, reproductiv organs, some would
think the last evolution might as well hav been omitted.
What the necessity of sex? Only making the whole more
complex; doubling the liability to obstructions, to get out
of order, run down, etc. All life is double, and neither in
the vegetable nor in the animal world can it be evolved independent of sex and an intermingling of the life germ. Dependent, we will say, on conditions, birds are evolved from
eggs, but without the birds eggs are a total failure.
Do higher forms invariably evolve from lower? Can it be
proved that it never works the opposit? If man is an evolution from some lower order, and such still exists, why hav
they not become men? That would appear to be in harmony with the theory of the survival of the fittest. There
is something a little obscure about that. Change the places
respectivly of a crocodile from the Nile and a polar bear
from the Arctic ocean; neither survive. There would be
the same reason, and as much, in saying that the mastodon's
life was spontaneous as in saying that that of the infusoria
was. It will be the same with them as with the mastodons ;
when the last is gone, dead, there will be no more. And
when the last man has passed -over and beyond, if that
should ever be, that is the end. In all time there will not be
another.
·
J. VAN D.KNBURGH.
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been very sick and could only eat real nice
tender meat, and the. doctor said : ' Go to
the market, and see if you can't get a little
Edi~d by MISs SusAN H. Wu:on, Fall veal for her.• So the little girl's papa went
Riosr, Masa., to tJJhom all OommunicaU'Jnsfor to the market and said to the butcher: 'Hav
you any veal in to-day?' And the butcher
th~ OorntJr should bs smt.
answered: 1 Yes. Here is some tilat is
about as plump and tender as you often see.'
"Between the dark and the daylight,
So the little girl's papa bought some and
When the night is beginning to lower,
took it home."
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
"What's veal got to do with a calf story?"
asked eight-year-old.
"Oh I" said sister, "the meat of a calf is
The Cuyahoga Hills.
called 'veal,' just as we call pigs 'pork.'"
On the golden hills o! long ago
"Oh, yes I" said eight-year-old, blinking.
Where the summer pictures bloom and 20,
"The veal was just what the little girl
Where the Cuyahoga's flashing waves
Bing crooning song o'er the Indian graves;
needed, and she soon got well ; but long
And the D'.arsh winds moan o'er berries red
before she did. the rest of the veal had been
Where the massasauga • bides its head;
sold. A sick boy had a little of it and so
And the coral sprays of wintergreen
did an old, old lady.
Creep over the banks of mossy sheen ;
There the dogwood cups of daintY white
"Now, that same day Grandma Brown was
Were lampg to lure our homeward flight;
getting ready to make cheese ; she had her
And I saw to-day near the brook's mad flow
milk all ready when she said, suddenly:
Footprints like ours in the long ago.
1
''
There now, I havn•t a bit of rennet left,
The morning dews from the tamaracks weep
and
it is ten to one I won't find any if I go to
Where the Indian hunters lie asleep,
And the sweet birds sing through summer days
the market for it, but it's all I can do.'
As they sang upon our gipsy waYs;
" Then she went to the same butcher and
While the bumble-bee, with legs of gold;
said:
'Hav you killed a calf to-day? I
Is down in the clover's deepest fold,
want some rennet.'
The chipmunk hears the startling shout
1
Of the free, wild boy when school is out.
"
Yes,' eaid the butcher. 1 We killed one
As the world danc•d by in the mask of June
this morning, and you can hav half of the
Be pines all the drowsy afternoon
stomach; my wife wants the rest.•
Like a •prisoned savage, small and brown,
1
"
Well, I'm glad to get that much,' she
Where ~he Cuyahoga mists come down.
said,
smiling.
Oh! the skies were fair and the music low
"So she took It home and washed it and put
That fell on the hills of lonll ago,
And memorY murmurs in her dreams
a piece into her milk, and dried the rest and
Of the blue lake Erie's burdened streams;
put it away for another time."
There, out of the reach of you and me,
" What'd she do that for?" a~ ked elevenThe fruit was red in the cucumber tree,
year-old, who had strayed in and heard this
And the poplar blossoms free to blow
O'er the longing urchins fa.r below,
part of the story.
Who turning away from forest glooms
" Why, you know when we make 'Dutch'
Found shelter and song 'neath Cherry blooms.
cheese we use thick, sour milk.
0 starry temple ! what sweet winds heard
"But she was makingcheeee suchaswebuy,
Your songs of childhood, bee, and bird I
and the rennet thickens tile milk while it is
But crimson fruit and tempting flowers,
We dream of them now in theEe after hours,
yet sweet.
Where oft on a weary bed of pain
"Well, there was a man that took some of the
We hear the drip of the summer rain
bones and ground them for his chickens, and
In its soothing flow like tender tunes
the skin was turned and made into shoes for
While the days swing past with merry Junes;
While we in our dreams as children plaY
tile poor little Johnstown children, so you see
The crutch with the sad years thrown awaY.
the calf was all used up for very good purThe spirit of yOuth is bov'ring low,
poses."
And we Jiv on the bills of long ago,
" Do you s'pose ·our calf went that way?"
Where the Cuyahoga's silver wave
Binga o'er the bed of the Indian brave.
asked all the children at once.
Frenchtown, Neb.
MA.BY BAIRD FINCH.
"Yes, I shouldn't wonder."
" Are there any more berries for us ? "
• A poisonous snake found in northern Ohio.
"No, not tlrls time. Now run outdoors."
So away they all went, fully comforted
·Baby lias Gone to School.
for the loss of the calf. MAE R. STREETER.
The babY bas gone to school ; ab me I
What will the mother do,
Marcellus, Mich.
With never a call to button or pin,
Or tie a little shoe 1 ·
Culinary Maxims.
How can she keep herself busy all day,
Good bread needs no trumpet.
With the little "hindering thing" away 1
To the lean pig a fat acorn.
Another basket to fill with lunob,
Of soup and love the first is best.
Another" good-bYe" to say,
And the mother stands at the door to see
More die of food than famin.
Her baby march away ;
Constant repetition cloys the taste,
And turns with a sigh that is half relief,
A sharp tooth for hard bread.
And half a something akin to grief.
Good management is better than good
She thinks of a possible future morn,
income.
When the children, one by one,
Handle the pudding while it is hot.
Will go from their home out into the world,
To battle with life alone.
Brackish water is sweet in a drouth.
And not even the b&.by be left to cheer
Much money, many dishes; little money,
The desolate home of that future year.
little wishes.
She picks up garments here and there,
Don't clean your fish till you catch tilem.
Thrown down in careless haste;
A hungry stomach is ready for anytiling.
And tries to think how it would seem
If nothing were displaced ;
Let fancy and judgment, not cost, prepare
If the house were always as still as this,
all your dishes.
How could she bear the loneliness 1
It is a poor goose that will not baste
-Boston Transcript.
herself.
Let the company be neither noisy nor
The Little Red Calf.
mute.
To begin with, old Daisy, cow, had a calf,
It is a strange salt fish that no water can
and there never was such a wonderful little freshen.
bossy in all the annals of the farm. And so
A capon eight months old is fit for a king's
pretty, too I a rich dark red in color, with a table.
white star in her forehead. And so gentle I
Liv to-day-to-morrow may be too lateWhy, even tile three-year-old dared to pet the wise lived yesterday.
Whatsoever was tile father of a disease, an
her.
But one sad day big brotiler came in and ill diet was the motiler.
said : " The butcher Is coming after the calf
He who knows how ta eat and what to eat
has no need of a dukedom.
to-morrow. Pa will get $5 for it."
And then what a wailing arose among the
The host is a king supreme ; a disloyal
children! It really was too bad, and they guest an abomination.
ran to tell big sister about it. She was hullGuide your tongue deftly at the table-the
ing strawberries and gave them each one, teeth need no directing.
but even that could not make them feel
Heaven is merciful to the poor man, and
reserves the jaded palate for the rich.
better.
"Well," said sister finally, "sit down, and
A multiplicity of vegetables leaves no
I'll tell you a story about a little calf that I elbow-room for turkey.
once knew of. It was a red calf."
"Like ours?" asked one.
SoLON was the name of a certain old colored
" Yes, and it had a white star--"
man, who was so nam~d, perhaps, for his
"A white star, too, mamma?" said want of wisdom. His observations were
another.
scarcely as weighted with knowledge as the
"And this little calf was taken away by words of his namesake, the wise man of
the butcher and killed, and they skinned it Greeee. One day Solon heard one of the men
and took it to tile market.
on the plantation say :
"Now, in that town was a little girl who had
" There's a man down on the Rogers plan.

tation who has just had his tiligh ampu-l
tated."
" What's dat-amfercated ?" asked Solon.
"Why, cut off."
1
Dat's a pity, sho'l But dey's
' Am dat so?
one great cone'lation fer de po' man ; ef he
on•y had de figh amfercated he done got de
knee and de foot lef' fer to walk wid I"

Correspondence.
FRENOHTOWN, NEB., July 10, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I went back to Dlinois
last year to go to school, but I came back
again this spring. I like to ride the horses
and liT on a farm. We hav one little kitten
and three old cats. My mother died in Texas,
nine years ago. My sister and I are going to
keep house for our father in a week or two.
Good bye.
From,
LOTTIE B.&:rnn (aged 11).
MARORLLUS, M10a., June 28, 1889.
DEAR Miss WixON: I send you with this a
little story that I thought perhaps you would
hav printed in the Children's Corner of THE
TRUTH BEEKER. My own brothers and sisters
were pleased with the story; and I would like
to hav it printed, if it will please the children. If you don't.hav it printed, I shall not
be offended, for I hav no very great faith in
my own literary abilities.
I hav read THE TRUTH BEKKER ever since
I could read, and now, at the age of nineteen,
I think I can truthfully declare myself an
honest Agnostic.
,
And I remain,
Your friend and admirer,
MAE R. STREETER.
[The story is a sensible and instructiv one.
We are all much obliged for your kindness,
and will always be pleased to hear from our
new Agnostic friend.-En. C. C.]

Some of our Christian neighbors are
already attributing the destruction of Johnstown, Pa., to their God. What in~onsi_s
tency and what abuse of that God which, m
the last sentence, they hav represented as
bdng so good I
About two months ago Mr. Bell klndly
stopped and gave one rousing lecture
which, perhaps, partly drew the veil of
superstition from the eyes of some of
the people of Canon. He stopped with us
while here. We enjoyed his visit very much,
and will be glad to welcome him on his return. He has promised to giv us a call.
Our school is out. We had recitations the
last day, and there were some religious pieces
spoken. Mine came in good place after their
appeals to their God-S. P. Putnam's "Why
Don't He Lend a Hand? " There were about
fifty visitors, some very religious, one Baptist
minister. The teacher was requested to apologize for my recitation, but politely refused
to do so. During one of the revivals last
winter there was an evangelist here, Rev. A.
Clay Yates, of Missouri. My brother Orion
went one night to hear him. During the meeting
Rev. Yates went about .talking to the congregation. He finally commenced questioning
brotiler, asked him if he was a Christian, etc.
He replied he was not. He then asked him
if he knew of anyone better than Jesus. He
replied that he did, and said, Colonel In~ersoll.
The reverend gentleman stepped back 1ll perfect astonishment and said, 1 ' You are a numskull [and pointing to Orion's head]. I knew
when I saw that thing there was nothing in
it." Pa critlcise!l the reverend gentleman
quite severely through one of the city papers,
without any reply, Some of the Christians
said he served him just right, one in particular complimenting him very highly.
My letter is already too long, but I must
tell you two incidents before closing. Last
winter one of my schoolmates, a wild school
girl and unbeliever. had a class in Sunday,
school. It was a juvenil class, as in many
respects all of them necessarily are. The
subject ~as the sacrament. The class was
called upon to know if anyone could explain
the sacrament. One little boy got up and
commenced : 11 The sacrament is a dinner
where one member passes around some little
cakes and "-(up jumped a little girl and said)
-"an' do they hav jelly on 'em?"
On another occasion a friend was talking
with a little Christian girl on the subject of
the oath. He told her she did not know how
to swear. She replied that she did, to prove
which she recited this instance: ''I was t@lling my sister of having seen a snake. Sister
disputed it and replied, 1 Can you hold up
your right hand and swear that you saw a
snake ? " Said I [holding up her right hand
and showing how she did], ' God-damn
-it, I saw a snake.'" It seems that Christians
do not hav confidence enough in each other
or in themsclvs to think they can tell the truth
without the assistance of their God. I must
close, wishin,g success to all truth seekers.
Very truly, ORELLA LOOKE.
Good-bye.

FRENOHTOWN, NEB., June 28, 1889.
MY DEAR Miss WIXON: I am almost afraid
the poem I inclose is too long and too prosy.
It is not near as nice as I intended it to be.
It is often so in this life, I believe, that the real
does not come up to the ideal. But you can
judge of its merits, if it has any. You published the last I sent you beautifully. At
least, I giv you the credit of it, for the Children's Corner Is yours-and are you not proud
of it? You should be, if you are not.
My niece has wtitten a short letter and
drawn a picture of a wild horse for you.
We imagin her drawing shows considerable
genius.
I recently received a copy of the new
"Cosmian Hymn Book" from Mr. Washburn. In an article in THE TRUTH S:zRKRR
from John P. Guild I saw my poem had been
accepted, but never expected to get a copy of
the book, as times here are so bad; everything we hav to sell so cheap and tilat which
we buy so dear. I was very glad to see your
beautiful songs, "Truth Shall Make "You
Free" and " Our Darling." Both are fine,
but especially the latter, which is enough to
melt a heart of stone. !think Mr. Washburn
has made a splendid collection, and I am
Great Centennial Oration
proud of him, and all our noble, Freethinking
01'1 TRB
women.
I hav mailed to your address the Woman's
Tribune, published at Beatrice, Neb., and
hope you will like it. You will find a poem
ALSOTRB
of mine, "Centennial Bells."
Immortal ~ocument,
Ever yours,
MARY BAIRD FINOH.
[We are indeed proud of our Children's
And the National Anthem entitled:
Corner, and proud of our noble band of "LAND OF LIBERTY."
helpers. Without their aid and friendship Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
we could do little. Among our valued
Address TKB Taorx SEEKJ!:B OoMPA.l'!Y,
friends we prize highly the gifted poetess of
the West, whose sweet songs are always
THE STJ,I.lJGGLE
welcome.-En. C. C.]
J'O:B

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Oeclar atio nof Independence,

CANON CITY, CoL., June 24, 289.
DEAR M1sa WIXON: We are having very
pleasant weather here. The prospect for
fruit is good. The more tender varieties are
fuller than usual.
Spring opened quite early, but cooler
weather and rain succeeded. Canon is noted
for fruit-growing. Our fruit was buried in
snow in April and escaped uninjured. I like
the climate and scenery of Canon very much.
We hav mountains rearing tileir tall peaks on
all sides.
Although in many respects a pleasant town
Canon City is literally snowed under with
churches, ministers, and their attendant societies, J?rOducing the usual crop of superstition, bigotry, and prejudice. Although the
churches are protected at public expense and
~iberal meetings are conducted witil as ~uch
and, In many cases more, decorum than
Christian meetings, yet one of these churches
could no more be had for a Liberal meeting
tha_n ~eaven could be had for a pig pasture.
This IS the way they observe the Golden Rule
It is a sample of their honor.
•
They certainly know it would be galling to
them ~o pay taxes on our institutions, no less
obnoxious to them than &.re the churches to
us. Such is Christian consistency. Liberalism or, as it is commonly known here Infi'
delity, is looked UJ>On as a crime.
~Y folks someti~es laugh at me about the
sayrng of an aged (It is impolite to say old)
b!l-che1or. He said, "prella would be a good
girl butfor that Infidelity." In my judgment
if there is any responsibility it is further back'
Our organizations are not adapted to tilink
alike: and more than that, the world is ad.
vancmg.

Religious and Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
libertY ; also vigorouslY attacks the very foundation of the religion of ever;v age; dwelling ai
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slaverY in this countrY1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
~osition of womankind in America. Throughout
the work is replete with astounding facts anll1
weightY arguments which cannot f~il to interest
the minds of this age,
By THEO, 0. SPENOEB.
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address THE TBUTH SEE.KEB 00.,
28 LafMette Place, New York.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.
By · WINWOOD READE.
It is reallY a remarkable book,"in which "llniver•
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
jon turn over his pages with a fascination aim•
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lnter-Ocean.
His history has a continuitx, a rD.sh~a carrying
power..!.. which reminds us strikingly ox Gibbon.[New .1:1aven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in tht~
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical wrii.
ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition, Extra cloth,12mo, 1548pp,, $1. 75..
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER QQ.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York,
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Price, ~ Qe~~!\·.
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FAITH

REASON.

A concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
By

HALSEY

R.

BTEVJ:NS.

A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
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HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,
OR,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
Price by mail S1.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK. M.D.
Goaett•s Lad!I'B Bool: says : " We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable.". Price by mail, $1.
·

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.
.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiolo~ncal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
Br M. L. HoLBROOB:, M.D.
The Sotentlllo .Amertoan says : "This work is
scientific, sober, clean, and worthy of conscientious consideratian by every possible Parent, and
pa.rticularly by the young." $1.
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OR,
FooD AND DmT INRELATIONTOHEALTHAND WORK.
The New York Herald says : "Dr. Holbrook's
book is amon~~: the very best of its kind."
The Home a?> II Garaen says: "A stndy of this
book wlll enable any intelligent reader to make a
choice of food whicli may save the cost of the book
every day in providing for a family, besides in·
creasing health, strength, and lon~revity." $1.
Address '!'HE TRUTH BBEU:ER CO:t
28 LafaYette Place, !.'lew York.

Natural Rights, Natural Liberty,
and Natural Law!
AN INQUIRY. INTO THE CAUSES 01!' SOCIAL
MALADJUSTMENTS. .THE RATIONAL,
JUST1 AND ADEQUATE
REMEDY.
A work thai treats of basic principles, and
should be read carefully by all Liberal and social
reform thinkerP.
It is hi~~:hly commended by Samuel P. PntDam,
Henry George, Hugh Pentecost, Herbert Spencer,
and other men of note.
Price, 25 cents.
Address,
F. Q. STUART. Editor the A1·bitrator.
16l8 Blake St., Denver, Col.

Twentieth Century.
DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and Social Begeneration.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST, EDITOR.
It contains. besides crisp and pointed editorials
and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity congre~ration.

It is the only so-called" Liberal "paper that advocates radical social re~~:eneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free discussion of all religious and economic theories.
Sixteen pages. Iasued week}}'. Annual subscription, $2. nr-Sample Oopies Free. All subscribers
will receive a copy of Mr. Pentecost's book," What
I Believe." Addreas :
TWENTIETH CENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
No.4 WARREN ST., NEw YoRx.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE

DEVIL~

AND
0TIIRR BIOGRAPIDOAL SKETOHRS AND ESSAYS.

BY CIUBLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
IS Laf&Ye\te Pl., NewYork.

Similar advertlsments from n,nreliable practitioners hav been frequently assalled and exposfld
by the press, but D~. Fellows stands f!>remos~ lD
h1s profesaion, and 1t is safe to trnst h1p1. ~ell!B
a 11tanch LIBERAL ii furaher proof of h1s reliabil·

ity.-National Vieto.
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Dryden's Opinions.
The common cry is o'er religion's test;
The Turk's is at Constantinople best;
Idols in India; popery at Rome;
And our own worship only true at home.
And true but for the time : •tis hard to know
How long we please it shall continue so;
This side to. day, and that to-morrow burns;
So all are God almighty in their turns.
Priests of all religions are the same.
Of whatsoe•er descent their godhead be,
Stone, atook, or other homely pedigree,
In his defense his servants are as bold
Ail if he had been born of beaten gold.
For •tis their duty, all the learned think,
To espouse his cause by whom they eat and drink.
By education most hav been misled;
They BO believe, because they were so bred ;
The priest continues what the nurse began,
And so the child imposes on the man,

The Beglaning.
Millions of years of waters slow subsiding,
Millions ot years of glaciers, pushing, sliding ;
Ages to form the limestone and the granit,
Oycles of time to lay the soil upon it.
A ray· of sunlight pierced a sheltered hollow,
Earth thrilled with joy her beauty to disclose;
All else was there, the sun's ray did its duty;
And lo ! a rose.
- Unit'IJ,

Literary Notices.
Clinton Roosevelt, New York city, has published a pamphlet entitled, '' Principia of Social Science." It deals with the broadest
principles of social science, setting forth what
its author regards as the true ones.
"'----

"The Money Famin, and a Few Other
Reasons Why the People are so Poor," by C.
A. Blodgett, and published by Fowler &
Wells, New York, exposes the financial cheats
of corrupt capitalists and politicians.
"Against Socialism," by "Humanitas,"
and published by the Freethought Publishing Company, London, is a five-cent pamphlet whose nature is indicated by its title.
It will be of use to those interested in
the labor question.
Freethinkers having Christian neighbors
who esteem their church for its alleged forwarding of temperance, may procure a book
showing that Christianity has promoted
drunkenness, in D. R. Unkard's "An Aged
Sin." It is published at Pittsburgh, Pa., by
R. Staley & Co.
The Lucifer Publishing Company, Valley
Falls, Kan., publish a book by Rachel Campbell advocating reforms in relation to marriage, based on the principles known to be
held by that company. The name is, "The
Prodigal Daughter; or, The Price of
Virtue." Price, 10 cents.
J. A. Edgerton, Plantville, 0., is doing
good work by publishing a small volume of
"Poems," in part devoted to assailing the
Christian superstitions. He seems, however,
to retain a belief in the Deists• God; and his
attachment to that God, and also his high
tone of earnest moral feeling, will ease the way
of the book into a Christian family.

0. J. Smith, 32 Vesey street, New York,
publishes a pamphlet, " Is All Well With
Us?" which essays to prove the need of
reforms in the structure .of our government,
such as limiting the president's power, and
rendering -governmental action more directly
and simply the expression of the people's
decision, as it is said to be in England.
" God. Being also a brief Statement of
Arguments against Agnosticism," by "Humanltas," and published by the Freethought
Publishing Company, London. This work
is a thoroughgoing Atheistic one, and endeavors to destroy the position of the Christian, the Infidel Deist, and last the Agnostic.
Pages, 66; price, 25 cents. The portion
against Agnosticism is also published separately; price, 10 cents.

Belford's. Magazine is attaining popularity,
and deserves it. It is full of radical criticism
of public affairs of the day, especially political errors and corrupt doings . . It is what
Americans need to open their eyes to the
public wrongs that schemers will continually
fasten upon people who do not maintain that
eternal vigilance which is the price of liberty.
In the July number, besides valuable treatments of national affairs, we notice an amusing sketch, "Mr. Walk.a.leg Adams' meets
up with • a Tartar," by A. ·c. Smart, that we
feel inclined to award especial commendation. The article, "The Lady of the Club,"

by our old friend Helen H. Gardener, we
transfer to our columns. Belford's is a large
and handsome publication, but the price is
only $2.50 a year, 25 cents a number.
'' The Coming Freeman ; or, Justice and
Equality to All," by John King, Cincinnati,
is a good book. It presents in a plain, practical way the doctrine of thorough-going democracy, government by and for the people ..
It shows how they hav been departed from
more or less by corrupt men and groups of
men in both the Republican and Democratic
parties, and how we should remedy the
matter. ·It favors labor reform. Price, 50
<;ents.
J. L. Gebhart, M.D., of Hot Springs, Ark.,
publishes a readable book entitled, " An Allegory, Illustrating the difficulties to the development and accept~nce of religion and
science by the human race." He here uses the
word " religion " in a higher sense than that
in which it denotes superstition, as in the
case of Christianity. The production is of
much the same nature as '' The Search for
Truth," by Olive Schreiner, recently given by
us. The pages number 38; price, perhaps 10
cents.
The .Theosophical Book Company, of
Boston, publish a 68-page book called,
"Light on the Path: A Treatis for the Personal UEe of Those Who are Ignorant of the
Eastern Wisdom, and Who Desire to Enter
Within Its Influence." We do not desire to
enter within the influe:nce of the Eastern
wisdom. Christ's was Eastern wisdom, and
it ruined the world for centuries. This Eastern mysticism diverts attention from the
actual felt objects and affairs of life, which
are the only means by which we can better
our condition. The price of the book is
probably 25 cents.
The Modern Science Essayist is the name
given a series of little books issued monthly,
each containing a treatment of some problem
of science or evolution instructiv to Rationalists. No. 7 is "The Descent of Man," by
E. D. Cope, Ph.D. The evolution of man's
physical structure from lower animals, and
also the evolution of his intellectual and.
moral faculties, are dealt with. We present
a few scattered paragraphs:
I must call your attention to the fact that
the human structure is not made for an upright being at all: it is made for a quadruped.
The arrangement and suspension of certain of
the internal organs in man, and especially in
woman, is such that they are perfectly
adapted to a quadruped. If a human being
had made man as he is, we should hav said
that he did not know what he was about.
The diseases from which the fair sex suffer
are to a considerable extent due to the fact
that the organs of the pelvis were intended
for a being walking on four feet. We hav
not yet adapted ourselvs to the upright position.
Then again, in the quadruped, the valves
in the arteries and veins are so arranged that
a perfect circulation of the blood is induced.
Along the back, which is longitudinal, the
force of gravity is sufficient to keep the blood
in its proper channels. There is no need of
valves, and there are none. But in man, who
stands erect, and does need them, there are
none either. Elsewhere in the human body
we find them where they ought not to be,
and fail to find them where they ·ought to be.
These imperfections of structure are the fertil
causes of diseases in man. On the ground of
intelligent design and manufacture, these
things are not explainable; but on the ground
of evolution, their significance is clear.
The 'Progress of organic evolution has
finally resulted in the development of a race
capable of ethical action, and with hopes and
longings after the ideal and the supreme.
This points to a yet higher development and
a superior race. · The pointers are all in one
direction in regard to the future of life and
its functions.
The pressure of human society upon each
individual is the origin of ethical intelligence,
of the knowledge of the rights of others;
while the social life and the family relation
hav developed the benevolent sentiments and
the affections. The combination of the knowledge of right a11d wrong with the benevolent
sentiments constitutes the mainspring for
ethical action, inspiring the doing of right
and justice.
From the point of view of the biologist, as
to the relation of mind to matter, we observe
that mind everywhere maniffsts itself in correlation with material conditions, and we
must conclude that mind is a property of the.
substance which exhibits it.
Also, intellectual and moral evolution are
treated more at length in No.8, "Evolution
of the Mind," by Dr. Robt. Eccles. Some
paragraphs are:
The mind-where is it, what is it, and
whence came it? For ages men hav striven
to solve these knotty problems. In studying
the physical universe, we find that mocking

nature played some solemn pranks which, if
repeated in the psychical, will account for
our tardiness of progress in this direction.
Immediate perceptions of sense hav almost
invariably been illusory. The earth seems
flat and at rest, but is round and in rapid
motion. The blue dome above looks like a
solid arch studded with specks of light, but
is in reality immense vacuity with myriads of
giant globes. The sun appears to rotate
round the earth, out the earth goes round the
sun. It required centuries of thought to
triumph over the deception(! of matter. It
may require other centuries to overcome
those of mind.
The mind never reaches perfect adjustment
nor perfect truth; neither is it ever given
over to total error. All its errors are partial
truths, and all its truths partial errors. The
new truth of the future is the synthesis of
the partial truths of many errors of the past.
Reconciliation is progress. Experiences
which giv rise to narrow views are in time
reinterpreted in the light of other experiences,
and F.n expansion of the horizon of thought
occurs. The growth is not from total error
to perfect truth, but from a maximum to a
minimum of error, and from a minimum to a
maximum of truth;
In morality the same condition obtains.
No creature, however low, is absolutely selfish, and none, however high, absolutely
unselfish. Unselfishness is itself but transformed selfishness. We are kind and good
to others because it is a greater pleasure to
us to be so than it would be to pursue a
course of selfishness. We relieve suffering
and giv charity because, in doing so, we free
ourselvs from sympathetic pain. In the sufferings of the past came our capacity for joy,
in the struggles of the past our CaJlacity to
think. The pain and agony endured by our
progenitors has attuned our systems to a
thrill of pain at the sight of another's sufferings. On seeing a fellow-being suffer we
mentally picture ourselvs in the same state.
This evokes a quiver of pain in us that is an
inceSllant impulse teaching mercy and leni.
ency. To be cruel is to punish ourselvs.
As every step of progress is taken toward
greater definitness, this trait is likely to be a
growing one, keeping pace with advancing
civilization. Our minds will become keener
in appreciating the sufferings of our fellows.
This will highten our pain at another's agony,
and increase our joy when able to relieve the
same. Nature thus seems bound to lay upon
us her lash for wrong-doing, until the race is
willing to clasp hands as a common brotherhood.
When intellect has become fully wedded to
unselfish love the ideal man will hav appeared, Then happiness will be at its maximu.m, and the soul-felt desires of millions of
generations will hav been heard as prayers
and answered as facts.
Price, 10 cents per number.
Our readers occasionally see in THE TRUTH
SEEKER articles selected from the PopuliJ.?"
Science Monthly. This is a magazine published by D. Appleton and Co., New York,
at $5 a year, 50 cents a number. We could
not giv too high commendation to its work
in diffusing popular science, notably those
principles of science that are specially effectiv in supplanting old theological beliefs. In
the June number is an article from our champion Professor Huxley, and by way of hearing the other side too, a contribution from
the Catholic polemicist w. H. Mallock, on
"Cowardly Agnosticism." Dr. Andrew D.
White, in his account of " Diabolism and
Hysteria," records the later stages of the waning belief in possession by the devil. " Glaciers on the Pacific Coast " Is the title of an
illustrated sketch of some of our Alaskan
scenery, by Prof. G. Frederick Wright. Another illustrated article is a fascinating description of " Toadstools and Mushrooms,"
by Prof. T. H. McBride; and still another is
an account of " The Production of Beet
Sugar," by Mr. A. H. Almy, embracing both
the raising of the beets and the extraction of
the sugar, an industry which the proposed
factories of Claus Spreckels in California are
likely to stimulate. "Fabulous Astronomy,"
by Prof. J. C. Houzeau, is a collection of
curious beliefs about the sun, moon,
Milky Way, and certain constellations. The
article on " Christian Science," in the April
number, seems to hav stirred up the believers
in that doctrin, and a reply by Mr. Joshua F.
Bailey is printed, under the title, " Is Christian Science a ' Craze ?' " The magazine
comes out in an tditorial on "The Claims of
' Christian Science, •" denouncing this theory
as . one of those delusions which flourish
among people who lack scientific training.
The other editorial is also on a disputed subject, being a further discussion of Dr. Abbott's
position on the" Devil Theory." "MischiefMakers in Milk," by Alice B. Tweedy, is an
appeal for careful protection of those who
cannot speak for themselvs against dangers
lurking in their usual food. An illustrated
description of" The Animal World of WellWaters" is given by Dr. Otto Zacharias.
Edward H. Nicoll describes " The Chinook
Language," used by the whites and the In-

diane on the northwest coast of America,
much as "pidgin" English is employed in
dealings between whites and Asiatics. The
-subject of the portrait and sketch this month
is Prof. William G. Sumner, of Yale University, a vigorous and fearless worker in the
field of social science. Correspondents discourse of "Agnosticism," "Christian Science," etc., and the other departments present their usual variety. We will subjoin
two extracts from these contents :
Conscientious men still linger on who find
comfort in holding fast to some shred of the
old belief in diabolic possession. The sturdy
declaration in the last century by John Wesley,
that "giving up witchcraft is giving up the
Bible;" is echoed feebly in the latter half of
this century by t'he eminent Catholic ecclesiastic in France who declares that "to deny
possession by devils is to charge Jesus and
his apostles with imposture," aud asks, ''How
can the testimony of apostles, fathers of the
church, and saints who saw the possessed
and so declared, be denied ?" And a still
fainter echo lingers in Protestant England.
But, despite tbis conscientious opposition,
science has in these latter days steadily
wrought hand in hand with Christian charity
in this field, to evolve a better future for humanity. The thoughtful physician and the
devoted clergyman are now constantly seen
working together; and _it is not too mu~?h to
expect that Satan, havmg been cast out of
the insane asylums, will ere long disappear
from monasteries and camp-meetings, even
in the most unenlightened regions of Christendom (From Diabolism and Hysteria, by
Dr. Andrew D. White).
The fact that such a baseless speculation as
" Christian science" can find believers shows
that what is referred to in our other editorial
as the fancy of the multitude for theories
which save them trouble and minister to their
love of the marvelous has not yet disappeared
from the world. The fascination for holding
odd notions seems to be a weakness of the
human mind which is hard to eradicate.
Such beliefs hav been pretty well driven out
of chemistry, physics, zoology, llnd other
fields of science which can be searchingly investigated, and they remain only in psychology and medicin, dealing with the living
human organism, which cannot be freely experimented upon. Human credulity has been
greatly lessened by the march of scientific enlightenment, and what remains has taken on
a new form. In earlier times it delighted in
the supernatural, now it revels in its own
false ideas of the natural. Then it trusted the
revelations of self-appointed prophets, now it
pins its faith to the slipshod reasoning of sham
investigators. Science has done such wonderful things of late that a certain class of people,
including many of excellent judgment in other
fields, has come to believe any marvels put
forth in its name. Hence we hav a modern
class of mystery-mongers which will flourish
until the spread of scientific culture has diffused the power of discriminating between
science and base imitations of science (From
the Editor's Table).
CHUROH HISTORY. By Professor Kurtz. Translated from latest edition, with approval of
the author, by Rev. John MacPherson, A.M.
In 3 vole. Vol. I. just issued. Cloth, 12mo,
574- pp. Price, $2. Funk & Wagnalls, 18
and 20 Astor place; New York.
This work was first published in 1849. It
has passed through nine editions. Revised
and improved at several different times by
the author, it is now about twice its original
size. The book has become the standard
church history among English-speaking
church people. While it was prepared especially to meet the requirements of a complete
text-book for theological students, it is not
without value for Liberal readers. Its arrangement of general divisions, sub-divisions,
sections, and numbered paragraphs-using
large type for the most important matter, and
smaller type for minor details-conduces at
once to simplicity _and variety. It is free
from acrimony and dogmatism, and seems to
be dominated by the spirit of ~ndor.
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF PsYOHIO
SOIKNOE. By Hudson Tuttle. 252 pages.
Price, $1.25. New York: M. L. Holbrook
&Co.
The author of this work professes to giv
scientific and rational proofs of the doctrin
of immortality. He recognizes the fact that
·we liv in an age of growing skepticism; that
evidence which was once sufficient is no
longer so, and that in the minds of a very
large class of earnest and intelligent persons,
faith in a future state of existence has a very
slender hold. In his opinion it is the right
and duty of this generation to place this doctrin on an enduring basis-a basis as solid as
the Copernican system of astronomy. This,
however, he says is not to be done by old
methods, but new and modern ones suited to
modern thought. The final chapter, containing the. author's experience and intelligence
from the" sphere of light," is graphic, and he
most firmly believes settles the whole question in favor of a future life.
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28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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silk cloth, $3.
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Universe Analyzed and the Devii's Defense. . A thorough analysis of the

claims for the eJistence of tbe Bible Deity,
and an examination in verse of the charges
generallY brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp., $!.50.

This work

goes not eo far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians a.re inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, l~mo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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Philadelphia Liberal League 2:)7
meets every Sunday in lndu~trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., a.t 2:80 a.nd 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questione.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Seeker publications a.lwa.Yson hand a.t cheap rates.
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Akron,
Frcetllought Union.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The Akron Freethought Union meets even
The book ha.s been introduced into Buddhist
schools in OeY!on. The "Banner of Light," Sunday evening in the Hall of Oramer's Block
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spirit- South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.
ualist papers and lecturers ha v spoken h1ghly of
the book.
Tl1c Nlinncapolis Secular Union
Extra. Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Meets every SundaY at 7 :30 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
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J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
A pamphlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a. divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies in Theology. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
a.nd curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Llberailsm. Treating the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standJloint, showing
what it is not and what it is. l'rice, 5 cents.
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THE NEW GOD.

D'AMONDS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughou
the United States an opportun.ity to exam in, test
and compare my goods and prices with those of
other diamond merchants, I will sell any piece of
Diamond Jewelry, accompaniGd by contract that
cash in fnll will be refunded any time within one
ye&r from date of pnrchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it
None w11l sell as cheap. OarrYing a large stock,
being an. expert, close buYer, an.d doing business
on smallest possible expenije, you will positivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardrqps, worth $600, tor
$400; Pms, Rmgs, Eardrops, Mtuds, Hair Orna
menta, Pendants, worth $300, for $iWO; do., worth
1200, for $140; do., worth U50, f<'r $110; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
$60, for $41; do., wort.h $40. for $3J; do., worth $30,
for $>2; do., worth 120, for $15. ~ou can wear these
goods daily for one year. It will not cost you a
cent. If in the mean time you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get Your cafh in full.
Seleotions sent to responsible parties on ap
proval; to any banking-house or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

'l't e "Ctto Wettstein" Watch,

8ecreta'1'1J of the American BeculM Union.

sixteen jewels, finelY adjusted to heat and cold
patent regulator, Brequet hair-sPring, beautifu
double-paneled dial. and all modern improve
menta Perfect, !l.l!d ]li'l watch will compete with
it ! In silverine ca:lj'e, $19; in four-ounce coin sil
ver case, $23.~ 0; five-ouqce, $25; aix· ounce, $27. In
open face. bePt fill~d gold case, $27; hunting, $Hi,
do., Louis XIV., $8;. In fourteen carat solid gofd 1
$50 to $.50. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded ii
not satisfactory.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Bochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00MPANY.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

·THE

lh B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 19 cents,

• 75 Cents.

181'" This book was suppreJJsed by the first American publisher·.8

MIRACLE- WORKERS. Spiritualism Sustained.
By JOHN P EOX.

SAKYA BUDDHA.

The Forum.
Ohioa.go Secular Union meets everY Snnday
evening a.t 7:80P.M., a.t 558 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers ·from abroad
are welcome.

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.
Tlte ,h anhattan Liberal Club, N. Y

The Bible-What Is IU

DANCER AHEAD.

3J., 30c. per dozen, $2 per 100.

Price, 5 cents;

WILL
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Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

m

For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKER printed in
~told letters on the. outside.
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectlY flat. It also allows the
taking out a.nd replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
·
Sent by mail. postp_aid, for 11.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette PJ., New York.

L. K .. Washburn's Works.
~unday· and
regulatin~r

the Sabbath. "A law

human conduct on the Sabbath is
a.n impertmence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Chris·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, a.nd Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderlt.
times. 190 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Free·
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible" Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 ots. Moses
VB. Darwin. 5 eta. socrates Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christian.ity a Degrading Re!jgion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God a.nd His Favorits,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man a.nd the Lower
Animals. 5 eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E.C., Lon1on, En~.

ANT--CHRIST.
ROVING conclusivly that !.here was no Chris
crucified under Pontius Pilate, but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of MarY by Joseph
Pandera 1 was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
75 years B.c. Oloth, 446 pages, wi r h full Index.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
office.

P

ALEXANDFR VON HUMBOLDT
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think W. S. BELL'S P A:MPHLETS
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to underLIBERTY AND MORALITY.
take a. crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritnalism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus lnsanet Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Essenoe of Religion.
By L. FEUEKBA.CH.

PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with Your address, and wil!
notice it inMan.-T.B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a. very
~ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you ha.v
divided the subject matter of the·pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should be high!:y commended. Therefore
I take ~reat pleasure lD recommen.ding " AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the ca.use of temperance, but in the principle& of self-government.
J.J.McOa.be. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Translated from the Germ&n. Oloth, t2mo, 75pp.;
The Career of Jesus Christ.
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im- An Exposition of the True Meanin11 of this Cha.r·
a.oter as described in the New Testament. By Mll·
mora!.-».ctmct.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mrthol·
Address THE TRUTH SEEXEB Oo.
ogy,"
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 20, 1.889.
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CODS AND REL.ICIONS WORLD'S ·SAGES,
OF

AND

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

THINKERS,

RE}~ORMERS.

9J~ms of ~bought.

Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in- Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,

Teachers. Skeptics. Innovators. Founders of
JoHNSTOWN people are indignant at Gov- cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
ONE indispensable in Bible-w~itiri'g is ambiguNew Schools of Thought, Eminent ScienJesus Chnst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
ity; and, in the vague, equivocal, lind obscure,
•·rnor Beaver's methods of distributing the
tists, etc. (who were not Christians),
avo, 885p~. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
Ezra
was a perfect master. In writing a human
from the time of Menu to the presthe Religious Systems of the World.
funds.
ent. 8vo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
book it is necessary to make it convey some
8vo, 957pp, Oloth, $8 per vol.; the
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50,
specific meaning; but, in writing a divine book,
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moAT the Braidwood, Ill., miners' strike,
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
care has to be taken to giv it no meaning in
blood was shed on the 13th, sheriffs firing on
particular: make it mean anything or nothing,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
strikers.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y. : and always leave a looohole through which the
apologist can slip out and
Two thousand Berlin
explain away whatever may
bakers haT struck.
oppose the particular posi•
----tion for which he contends,
THERE are destructiv
----- --=-If you are writing a Bible
floods at Hong Kong.
---and find yourself degener=ating into anything like exTHE Virgin Mary has
plicable common sense, it is
been appearing to priests
---incumbent on you to mix
·-=-.===--_.·in Bohemia.
----- -.your sentence up with can·
-----.
__ _
dlestioks and wheat and
ENGLAND is helping
beasts and chariots and
Egyptians resist a Mahhorns and souls of men and
dist invasion.
trumpets and millstones
and dragons and stars
To Johnstown sufferand phials and earthers $1,700,000 has so far
quakes, till no sane person
been distributed.
would write snob a passage
and no sane person would
HEAVY rains hav inread .it; then it will hav all
jured crops in Kentucky,
the better chance to pass
unchallenged as " the word
Illinois, and Indiana.
of God." A God or an orCmoAGO has made anacle should never utter anything that has not at least
nexations and now has
two meaninge.-Sa!aatn's
1,000,000 population.
God ana His Eook.
A LATE railroad acciCHANGE in scripture was
dent near Thaxton, Va.,
possible only by giving new ·
destroyed thirty lives.
meanings to -old worde, a

~~-~~--- ---0-~---

.-----==------_____

-_:---

----.:._

AT Paris last Sunday a
riot was caused by police
dispersing Boulangists.
ClNOINNATI bigotS SUCceeded in getting a real
Puritan Sabbath 1as t
Sunday.
THE World's Peace
Congress at Paris resolved to ·meet next at
London.
THE 6th New York
cavalry has dedicated a
monument at Gettysburg.

Process rendered necessary
by the continued aoquisi·
tion of fao~s somewhat inconsistent with a literal interpretation of the " sacred
records. "-Ingersoll.
WoE, woe to the day, and
thrice woe to the people,
when the religious power
can compel the oivU..4 merican Sentinel,

FoB a nation to love liberty, it is sufficient that slie
knows it; and to be free 1t
is sufficient that she wills

THE SPIES BRING OUT RAHAB AND HER KINDRED.
- And the young men that were spies went in, and b.rought out Rahab, and ~er father, and her mother, and her brethren,
and all that she had; and they brought out all her kiDdred, and left them without the camp of Israel.-Josh. vi, 23.

CARNEGIE's striking workmen hav gone
back, with concessions on both sides.
A RAILROAD accident near Wilmerding Stat:ori,- Pa., on the 8th, caused three deaths.
ON the Fourth five persons were drowned
1.t a Sunday-school picnic near Allegheny, Pa.
TEXAS has lost byfioods four lives and $2,000,000 worth of railroad and other property.
LoBB'Yl&TS for railroads are arranging to
l•revent anything getting into the laws of the
1 ew states that would act against their in.
terests.
THERE is alarm at Matanzas, Cuba, at -the
opening of great fissures in the earth around
there, some being 600 feet long, 24 wide, and
20 deep.
Tm: Red Lake reservation in Minnesota,
r..)ntaining three million acres of fine land,
has been bought of the Chippewa Indians and
11 ill be opened to settlers.
AusTIN CoRBIN, president of a Pennsylvania
railroad, in starting iron-works that will employ 3,000 has given notice that no man must
belong to a labor organization.
GENERAL BUTLER proposes a union of the
entire English-speaking race by annexation
d Canada and joining with Britain as soon as
that nation becomes a republic.
'fHE movement to unite the various branches
( f railway employees progressed so far at
Chicago as to combine the firemen, brakemen,
and switchmen into one federation.
THE shah of Persia, who is visiting London,
" ears jewels worth over $1,000,000, but is so
uncleanly that wherever he goes his apartments hav to be scoured and fumigated at his
leave.
ON Sunday and Monday last a great cele!.ration of the centennial of the fall of the
Bastilewas held at New York by French and
German societies, joined by American labor
reform clubs.
ANOTHER .Tohnstown, Johnstown, N. Y.,
ha9 been injured by 11ood. On the 9th a
~torm caused the rise of a river and bursting
of dams, and eight persons were drowned and
much property was injured.
THE London Tablet, Catholic, speaks of the
Bruno celebration as "the Whitsuntide satunalia of impiety," and asks, "Are Catholics to wait until a rabid mob shall burn or
Fack the Vatican, and hav its inmates at their
mercy?"

fdds aqd _finds.
LITTLE Elsie (witnessing a Fourth of July hal·
loon ascension): "Oh, mamma, are those men going up to heaven 1" Mother : "Hush,. dear !
Those are reporters."-Boston Herala.
·
HE (indignantly) : "Those insulting church.
ushers put us into a back pew." She (calmly as a
quiescent volcano): "They probably noticed that
I wore a bonnet which I wouldn't care to hav
seen."-New York Week!!/.
VIsiTOR : "Your pastor seems to be a very earnest man. His voice trembled with emotion when
he read the lesson this morning." Soprano :
"Oh, it wasn't that; he had just had a row with
the choir leader, and he was mad clear through,"
-Puck.

He didn't talk about nothing except lost sheep.
Got yer pistol 1'' replied the other. "Why, certainly." "Then let's wait here till he comes out,
and giv him a chance to explain what he meant
by them personal remarks. "-Texas Siftin(JS,
A SMALL New Yorker had been having a day of
unmitigated outrageousness, and when he was
ready for bed his mother said to him : "When
you say your prayers, Georgie, ask God to make
you a better boy. You hav been very naughty today.'' The youngater accordingly put up his petitions in the usual form, and then before closing
with "Amen," he added:" And pleas_e, God, make
me a good boy," He paused a second, and then,
to the utter consternation of his mother, concluded with unabated gravity: "Nevertheless,
not my will, 0 Lor!l,, but thine be done !"
"You had a most glaring typographical error
in your paper this morning, Colonel Bhedgore,"
remarked the school-teacher, as he dropped into
the f.ditorial sanctum and took a seat on a pile of
exchanges. "Ha I" exclaimed the oolonel, glaring at the cowering form of his proof-reader and
assistant at the table in the corner," where wali
it 1" "About half-way down the' Religious Miscellany' column-" "Shucks I" said the Texas
editor, considerably relieved. "I'll bet $5CO that I
havn•t a subscriber that'll ever see it."-Chtcago

LITTLE girl : "If I should die and go to heaven
would I hav wings?" Mamma: "Yes, my pet,
and a crown and a harp." Little girl: "And
candy 1" Mamma : "No-o." Little girl (after
meditation) : "Well, I'm glad we've got a good
doctor."
·
PHoTOGRAPHER : "My dear sir, can't you assume
a more smiling countenance and throw off that
jaded look?" Rev. V. v. Heighton: "Take me as
I am. I need a vacation this summer, and these Tribune.
pictures are for distribution among my parishionTHE THREE GBAOEB,
ers. "-Life,
Faith.
With eager appetite I fix mine eye
"ANn now, little girls," said a Sabbath-school
Upon the piece of huckleberry pie.
teBcher, "you may tell me about the epistles." A
Hope.
little girl held up her hand. "Well," said the
How similar the berry and the fly !
teacher. "The epistles," said the little girl," the
And yet, mayhap, it is a berry-pie.
epistle's are the wives of the apostles 1"-Unitea
Char ttl/.

Presbvterian.

Into its depths I peer, and pass the pie
DEACON : "Do they use the revised edition of the
Unto my hungry neighbor sitting by.
Bible at your churob, Mrs. Hymnal?" Mrs.
-Washington Post.
Hymnal: "We used to do so, but since this craze
"WHAT was cats made for, mother 1" asked a
for the antique began we did not wish to be behind the age, so we adopted the other book."- Somerville little boy who had been scratched by a
household tabby, "Oats made for? well, I BUP·
Lowell Citizen.
·
"THEY told me you were one of the famous pose to kill mice." "Who made •em 1" " God
praying pitohers o! last season." (Modestly) "I made them." "What was mice made for?"
was." "And did you always win when you offered "What were mice made for 1 For some purpose,
up a prayer for victory previous to a game 1'' I suppose. For cats to catch, perhaps." "Did
(With injured look) "Not always, Sometimes God make the mice, too 1" "He did. He made
all tbinge." "Well,iftheoatsismadeforoatchin•
the other side bribed the umpire."
mice, God wouldn't needed to make oats if he
A MAN, last Sunday, was about to lay his hand hadn't made any mice, would he 1" "No, I supupon the door of the church, when a little girl in pose not." "What did he make •em for, then 1"
the street said: "You oan•t get in there, mister." "Make what 1" "The mice." "Child, it's time
"Why," he said, "isn't this a church 1" "Yes," for you to go to school. Hurry, or you'll be late."
said the little girl, "but the preacher has gone to
A LEOTUliEB said : "I must beg you to giv me
Europe for six months, and taken God with him."
your undivided attention; indeed, it is absolutely
-Detroit TribUne,
impossible that you could form a true idea of the
"MY friend," said a solemn man, "hav you ever hideous animal of which we are about to speak,
done aught to make the community in which you unless you keep your eyes fixed on me." A certain
liv the better for your living in it?" "I havdone clergyman pleading earnestly with his parishionmuch, sir," replied the other humbly, "to purify ers for the construction of a cemetery for their
the homes of my fellow-beings." "Ah," contin- parish, asked them to consider the " deplorable
ued the solemn man, with a pleased look, "you condition of thirty thousand Englishmen living
distribute tracts 1" "No, I olean oarpets."-Bin(J· without Christian burial." Still more curious
hamton Republican.
was this clerical slip. A gentleman said to the
A COUPLE of Texas sheep.raisers being in Austin minister: "When do you expect to see Deacon B.
went to church. On emerging from the sacred again 1" "Never," said the reverend gentleman,
edifice one of them said: "I say, Bill, that solemnly; "the deacon is in heaven."-Chambero•s
11reaoher was hitting at us." "You bet he was. Journal.

I

it.-Lafal/ette.

THE disciples of Jesus
thought of the kingdom of
heaven as some external
condition of splendor and pomp and power which
was to be ushered in by and by by hosts of ~rum
peting angels, and the son of man in great glory,
riding upon the clouds, and not for one moment
as the still small voice within them.-John Bur"
roughs.

IN the nine heavens are eight paradises :
Where is the ninth one 1 In the human breast.
Only the blessed dwell in the paradises ;
But blessedness dwells in the human breast.
Created creatures are in the paradises ;
The nncreated maker in the breast.
Rather, 0 man ! want those eight paradises
Than be without the ninth one in thy breast.
Given to thee are those eight paradises
When thou the ninth one hath within thy breast.

-hom the .Arabic.
THE vulgar look with high veneration upon
whatever is extravagant and extraordinary, and
conceive a more than common sanctity to be concealed under the veil of obscurity, The average
man clings to the mysterious, the supernatural.Popular Science Monthll/.

THE consciousness of the divine presence in an
unscientific age is identified with the idea of abnormal and capricious action ; in a scientific age,
with that of regular and unbroken law. The one
conception predisposes most to prayer ; the other,
to revereli<Je and admiration.-Leckii'B Bistorv or
Rationalism.

THE two principal sources of superstition are
ignorance and danger; ignorance keeping men
unacquainted with natural causes, and danger
making them recur to supernatural ones. Or, to
express the same proposition in other words, the
feeling of venuation, which, under one of its aspects, takes the form of superstition, is a product
of wonder and of fear ; and it is obvious that
wonder is connected with ignorance, and that
fear is connected with danger. Hence it is, that
whatever in any country increases the total
amount of amazement; or whatever in any country increases the total amount of peril, has a
direct tendency to increase the total amount of
superstition, and therefore to strengthen the
hands of the priesthood.-Buckle'B Htstorv af Cill·
ilization,

IF we could only see, in one view, the torrents
of hypocrisy and cruelty, the lies, the slaughter,
the. violations of every obligation of huma~ity,
wh10h hav flowed from this source [the Christian
tendency to oppose truth] along the course of the
history of Christian nations, our worst imaginations of hell would Pale beside the vision.-Buxletl.
THE church must abdicate--In(Jersoll.
THE only rock foundation for virtue is knowledge.-Robert Dale Owen.
BOIENOE is more important in a republican than
in any other government.-J~ffer.son.
ALTHOUGH we liv in what is called a free government-and politically we ·are free-there is but
little religious liberty in Amerioa.-In(Jersoll.
WHATEVER may be the truth upon any subject
has nothing to do with our right to investigate
that subject, and express any opinion we may
form. All that I ask, is the same right I freely
accord to all others.-In(Jersoll.
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Jjlolts and IJlippinns.
AMERIOA must become either Catholic or
Infidel. There is no alternativ.-Catholio

Standard.
SoME religious papers are noting it as a
curious fact that the bigger a clergyman's
salary is the longer is his vacation.
RoMAN Catholicism is not faring well in
Italy. The procession of the blessed sacJament in Turin was jeered and once stoned,
and for the first time the military did not present arms.-Sun.
THE Vienna correspondent of the London

Times says : " Austria through Cardinal Galumberti, the papal nuncio at Vienna. has
prevailed upon the pope to remain at Rome
in order to avoid embarrassing the Italia~
government."
AN editorial in the Home Journat opens
thus : " The text of the little sermon we intend preaching is taken from the news column
of a metropo 1itan journal and reads as follows:
' It was an open secret that some members of
the congregation were desirous of having the
pastor removed on account of his democratic
disposition and inclination to be friendly with
all classes, which was considered undignified.'"
THE American Sabbath Union has issued a
circular asking religious bodies to send to the
next Congress the following petition: •• Re.
aot'IJed, That we petition Congress to make the
day of inauguration the first Wednesday of
March or the last Wednesday of April to
avoid the serious occasion for Sabbath br~ak
ing and law breaking that arises ··:rom hav-

ing inauguration occur near the beginning of the Reformation principles of the established
church, and disclaiming all desire to interfere
the week."
PoPE LEo XIII. has sent an autograph let- with their work, this conference is of opinion
ter to the authorities of Laval University, that the pre~ent critical state of the church of
Montreal, thanking them and tl)e citizens of England demands that churchmen who desire
Quebec for the resolutions adopted by them to maintain the principles of the Reformation,
at the demonstration on April 28th last in the present prayer-book and articles, and the
favor of the restoration of the temporal power acts of uniformity as standards of ritual and
of the pope. His holiness congratulates them doctrin in the national chu~ch should further
not only upon their prudence, but upon the unite and organize; and that for this purpose
sagacity of their action, and says it is evident a union, under the name of the Protestant
that they well understand how the impunity Churchmen's Alliance, be hereby formed,
.enjoyed by the enemies of the church is the with branches in every diocese of England
source of improprieties in human society and and Wales."
of troubles to the state.
THE Nebraska State Journal says: The
THE subject of the possible departure from "Rev. Billy Sowders" is the name of a new
Rome of the pope was freely discussed by the evangelist who proposes to make the West
Italian cabinet a few days ago, with King his field, and it is said that he has thus far
Humbert himself presiding over its delibera- been marvelously successful in rescuing souls.
tions. It was generally agreed that no deci- The chances are that he is ignorant, horsey,
sion of any sort could be reached in advance and slangy. He doubtless assures his hearers
of the actual announcement by the pope of that "der duffer what don't repent will be in
his intentions, since the whole subject would der soup." 'fhe Journal is sick unto death
hav to be regarded .in one light if the pope of the reverend Billys and the reverend Same
left Rome in time of profound peace, and and the reverend Bene and the reverend Johnquite differently if war were threatened. A nies. The business of snatching brands from
telegram from Madrid announces that a definit the burning has been relegated to eome very
agreement had been reached between the queer hands of late years. The country is
Vatican and the Spanish government, that in swarming with reformed gamblers, reformed
the event of war the pope. and the Sacred prize-fighters, reformed rakes of all kinds,
College shall be installed in the Escurial Salvation Army cranks, and long-haired gospel experts who make a farce of religion, and
palace, near Madrid.
who should be suppr~ssed in the interest of
'fHE state of the English church is regarded public morality.
·
to be such by a large body of influential
THE small boy of Stonington, Conn., atmembers that they lately met and adopted
the following resolution: "That while grate- tended the dedication of the cornerstone for
fully acknowledging the past efforts of exist- the Baptist church there the other day, and
ing Protestant organizations in vindi!)ating he attended strictly to businesa. When no

one was watching he smuggled a paper of his
own among the public papers that were inurned in the archives under the cornerstone,
and it was dedicated along with the stone
and other afll.nitiv things appertaining to the
occasion. The youth did not publish his
feat until after the stone had been cemented
in its place and the construction of the edifice
was begun. Then the pious elders dternly
demanded what writing he had committed in
his paper to the archives. He could not tell
a lie, and he said it was, " Do you wear
PS:nts ?" The Stonington Baptist church
wonders what posterity will think of its
ancestry if, digging at some time among the
ruins of the church, it disinters the mysterious interrogatory.
AoooRDING to a cJmmunication recently
addressed by the em' ;Jent wientist, M. BrownSequard, to the FJ"rnch Academy of Medicin,
it appears that he h' prepared a concoction
warranted to infu e !resh doses of vital energy
into constitutions >battered by age or illnn~.
As yet, for there is no pub:ic record ct. Its
trial as a recuperativ and revitalizing agent,
all that can be said is that it is intrinsically
compounded of rtvolting materials. The
physiologist, it is stated, cuts out certain
parts of living animals, such as guinea pigs,
and the pieces of quivering flesh, pounded
together by the pestle and mortar of pharmaceutical commerce, are made into a kind of
paste with water. The essence of this compound is then injected under the skin of the
patient with a syringe similar to that employed by the votaries of morphine. It is
needless to say that the results of M. BrownSequard's experiments are awaited with
eagerness by elderly Fausta.
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Science and Its .Accusers.
From the Popuzm· Science MonthZV.

Not many months ago we had in a single number
of a leading English review-the G.ontemporar'!{no less than two articles by able writers lamentmg
the disintegrating action of science on morality And
religion. The first of these was from the pPn of the
eminent Belgian publicist, M. Emile de Lavel eye,
and was· entitled "The Fnture of Religion;" the
second, contributed by Miss Frances Power Cobbe,
dealt in a trenchant and aggressiv manner with "The
Scientific Spirit of the Age."· Both writers seem to
be strong anti-Darwinians; but both attack ~he
Darwinian doctrin, not on scientific grounds, but on
account of its alleged incompatibility with views and
sentiments which they regard as of preeminent importance. The only relevant criticism, however, that
can be directed against a scientific doctrin is one intended to show that it is not what it claims to bethat it is not scientific-that it has no proper place
in the scheme of our acquired and organized knowledge. If a scientific opinion is not established, if it
is not demonstrated beyond all possibility of caYil,
why concern onr:.'s self about it, except to invalidate
the claims that may hav be~n wrongly put forward on
its behalf T To discuss its bearing on religion is merely
to suggest that it is true, but that "pity 'tis 'tis
true," and to offer a premium to weak souls to try to
persuade themselvs that it is not true. If a doctrin
is true, and yet inconsistent with a certain theological scheme, what is going to be done about it;? Will
whole books of lamentations nullify it~ Will it be
disproved by the most diffuse argumentation designed
to show that, if it holds its ground, something else
will hav to giv way! Of course it will bold its
ground if it is true; and of course whatever' is
inconsistent with it must giv way, and the world
must ad11pt itself as best it can to the change.
But let us consider in detail some of the accusa·
tiona brought against modern science and its professora by the critics whose names we hav mentioned.
"Darwinism," says M. de Laveleye, '' applied to
social sciences, sets aside all notions of equality, and
simply glorifies the triumph of the strongest and the
cleverest." Darwinism is properly a form or phase
of biological doctrin, and as such does not glorify
anything particularly, Even in the realm to which
it strictly applies there is no glorification of natural
selection, merely a recognition cf the fact that
natural selection is an activ agency in the production
of results that come under our observation. The
only possible application of Darwinism to "social
sciences" would lie in a close examination of social
phenomena, in order to see whether there also a
pri.Qciple of natural selection might be found to be at
work. In this sense Darwinism may be said to hav
been applied to the social sciences, and with good
results so far as our comprehension of social phenomenu is concerned. But is it a sin to understand
social phenomena? In all other departments of
observation we esteem it a great advantage to get on
the track of Nature's operations, to be able to follow
her secret processes; and it is really difficult to see
why we should debar ourselvs from understanding,
as far as it may be given to us to do so, the course of
things in the social order. The true Darwinian
does not seek to impose a Jaw on things-be leaves
that to his theological censors; he is content to discover law in things. There is simply no sense,
therefore, in talking of the Darwinian exulting in
force, or glorifying "the triumph of the strongest
and the cleverest." At the same time it may be
remarked that it is hard to understand how, except
by some very special and extraordinary interposition of providence, "the strongest and the cleverest" are to be prevented from triumphing; and upon
the whole it seems a more natural, and indeed beneficial, arrangement that the "strong and clever"
should dominate the weak and stupid, than that the
weak and stupid should dominate the strong and
clever. We doubt whether nature will wait for the
approval of the Darwinian or of anyone else before
giving, as a general !'thing, the race to the swift, the
battle to the strong, and wages to the man who can
earn them.
.
The Darwinian is accused by the Belgian philoso.
pher of holding that " charity and pretended justice
interfere very wrongly " when they eeek to prevent
stronger races and individunls from usurping the
place of weaker ones. The Duwinian takes up no
such absurd position. He is an observer of nature;
we cannot too often repeat, and not a lawgiver. As
an observer of Eature be perceives that physical
strength divorced from intellectual strength is ineffectual, and, in the struggle for life, hardly to. be
distinguished from weakness. He observes further
that intellectual acuteness divorced from moral sentiment overreaches itself, and becomes a kind of
stupidity. From multiplied observations of this
nature he forms a truer idea, probably, than any
mere a priori reasoner as to the forces which rule
the world now, and as to those which will be cbieiiy
dominant in the future. He is not opposed to any
· charity that, in his judgment, tends to make men
better; but he could not be a man of any sense if he
were not opposed to much that calls itself charity ..

As to ju~tice, he sE:~s in it the expression of a social
force which bas its origin in the fact that society is
an o;ganism, the general life of which reacts upon
any abnormal manifestations in special members or
organs. Far from its being true that justice "~ta~~:ds
in the way of the application of natural laws," JUshce
may be said to be a striking illustration of the great
natural law or axiom that the whole is greater than
the part. To abandon justice would l:::e to place all
social order at the mercy of individtJal c~price; in
other wordP, it would be the saicide of somety.
We sre next treated to an imaginativ sketch of
what the "\\" orld would be like in· the absence of all
religion: "There is no God and no immut.able type
of truth and justice." Just how the persuasion that
there is no God is going to take possession of mankind is not explained, whether through the utter
breaking down of the evid£-nce upon which the
doctrin of a divine being has heretofore been. believed
in, or through some further progress of philosophical
speculation. One is tE)mpted to aslr, however, what
the critic really wants. Are there certain doctrins
which he v ishes to shield from criticism? If so,
why not s~y so distinctly.T Why not say in plain
terms that mankind bas, in some way difficult to <?Xplain, got possession of certain O!Jinions or con victiona of it estimable value, but which can no more
bear examination than a soap-bubble can bear bandling, and that therefore these must, at all costs, be
protected from every breath of criticism 1 If this is
not what 's meant, if, on the contrary, it is main·
tained that the being of God iB n luminous truth,
proclaiming itself in the very heart of man, why not
challenge a 1 the philosophies of the world to assail
it at their l eril? Why not say to Darwinians and all
othilrs: "Push your researches as far as you like;
make your most comprehensiv indJ.Ictions1 your
widest gez:eralizations; construct your most daring
theories: rot only will nothing impair this great
central truth of deity, but all the truths you gather
will lack s:gnificance till illuminated by it?" But,
strictly apf aking, the Darwinian theory has nothing
to do with the question as to the existence of God.
It is no mere Athei<tic in its nature than t.be New·
tonian theory of gravitation. The latter substituted
for the angeli rectores of Kepler an all-pervading
law of matter· and DarwiDism substitutes for certain
supposed acts of E>pasmodic creation an orderly
sequence of development; but neither one nor the
other professl!s to say B.ow the origin of the universe
should be conceived. If Darwinism has weakened
the argument for Theism in certain minds, it has
strengthened it in others-witness the recent address
of Mr. Balfour on u Positivism," before the church
congress at Manchester.
We are threatened with the destruction of an
"immutable type of truth and justice;" but what is
the exact meaning of these words! If truth is the
conformity of statement to fact, how can the idea of
truth ever venish from the world T Certainly, if such
a result should ever come about, it would not be due
to the influence of any honest form of scientific
thought. We do not think anyone will say that Mr.
Darwin did anything in his long lifetime to weaken
respect for truth, or to make truth less a reality in
the world. We know some people whose efforts do
tend strongly in that direction; but, for the most
part, they are not Darwinians; they are people who
cannot bring themselvs to define the terms they use,
and who try to make authority do the work of
demonstration. So successful, unfortunately, are
teachers of this class, that throughout a large portion
of society...:..the portion in which Darwinism is very
generally flouted and scouted-a Btnse for truth in
intellectual matters is most conspicuously lacking.
As to an "immutable type of justice," does anyone
know what that !Deans? Can anyone conceive what
an immutable type of justice would be like! Hc...w
would it be expresssd! In an act! We can either
now conceive an act that would serve as an immutable type of justice, or we canrot: if we can, then the
type is safe; if we cannot-which we imagin is the
truth-then we must forego the hope of an immutable type, and content ourselvs with what perhaps is
good enough for us-relativ justice-such justice as
will serve our need from day to day.
Another threat held oub is the miserable condition
to which human life would be reduced if faith in a
future life should disappear-a r£suH that Darwinism
is credited with hastening. Let us talk seriously on
this subject. If there is evidence of a conscious life
for human beings beyond the grave, Darwinism surely
cannot overthrow it. It may possibly be that heretofore the dootrin of immortality bas been taught on
very insufficient ground&, and that Darwinism bas
so far awakened the popular intelligence that the insufficiency bas become apparent; but, if so, Darwinism is not to blame. It is simply a question of repairing the breaches in a damaged argument. A irue
doct.rin does not need false supports; on the contrary, no greater service can be rendered to a true
doctrin than to throw it back on its legitimate proofs.
So far, therefore, as this or any other doctrin is true,
Darwinism can only ee.tablisb it the more firmly by
taking away the insecure foundations on which it
may provisionally hav rested. The question is worth

Iraising, ho~ever,

whether tho illv41idation of this
theory of a future life-not that we see how Darwinism as such is going to accomplish such a resultwould hav so disastrous an effect as M. de La.veleye
assumes up?n human. happiness. He imagin~ so.me
one a.ddressmg the toilers of the world, and b1ddmg
them, as "there is no compensation elsewhere-,'' to
raise their heads, "too long bent to the dust beneath
the yoke of tyrants and priests." Is it possible that
~o.dis~inguished a Liberal as :J\;1· de ~avel~ye wants to
JO!D hnLself to tyrants and pnests m thetr endeavors
to hold. down the working· classes by the promis or
the lure of "compensation elsewhere'" Compensation for what T For injustice? But if the next
world is to make amends for the injustices of this,
then why lame_nt over what the p.eople might do if
they rose agamst the holder~ .of ~ealth T At the
worst t~ey could only work lDJUBtlce, and the next
world will make amends for all that. Why should not
next· world sn~ce, that is found so admirabl;y adapted
for the. la?ormg-man goose,.b~ ~qually. .s;nt~b1e for
the cap1tahst gander T But If It 18 not lllJUStlce, but
merely misery, for which a· compensation is to be
found in~ future life, ~he .lesson .to. be learned, we .
presume, IS tl;lat the m1senes of th1s hfe are to be endured in a patient spirit, and that no particular effort
neEd be made to redress them here and now. But
how all this talk about a future life tends to confuse
our ideRs and paralyze our activities in dealing with
present interests! Instead of trying to administer
an anodyne to those who suffer by holding out promises of future enjoyment, we. sho.uld be far more_ disposed to tell them that their nght and duty IS to
make the best of this world; and that the best will
be made of it by studying and conforming to the conditions on whioch happ~ness depends-the conditions
that make for the general improvement of life, physical and social. To speak plainly, it seems to us a
very mean business for those who occupy positions of
vantagil in this world to preach compensation in another world to their less favorably situated bxethren,
in order to make them contented with their lot here.
The sooner the calculations of all men are placed on
a present-world basis, the better it will be for every
important human interest.
But we are told that, not infrequently, "with religion morality also disappears;" inasmuch as "science, when reduced to material observation, can only
know what is, not what ought to be." What is meant
by reducing science to "material observation!" Science, we take it, observes all that can be observed;
and we are not aware of any proposition to cut science
off from any field in which observation is possible.
If science-in the broadest sense-cannot teach us
what ought to be, what can? The fact is, that
"what ought to be" depends in the most intimate
manner on what is; so that, the more perfectly one
knows what is, the more clearly he discerns what
ought to be. Let any intelligent man examin himself, and say whether any sense of obligation he has
does not directly result from some knowledge he
possesses of what is. ''The denial of the spirituality
of the soul," says our philosopher, "uproots all reasonable motive for being just and honest." But supposing that one religiously refrains from either
affirming or denying a proposition the terms of
which he cannot understand, is there any obstacle to
his being just and boMst 1 We trow not; and this
attitude of mind, we fancy, is that which characterizes
most thinkers of the Darwinian or evolutionist school.
But why any speculativ opinion on the nature of
"the soul" should stand in the way of any body's
honesty, it is hard to understand. If the opinion,
whatever it may be, has been honestly arriv.ed at, and
is honestly held, that simple fact will be a guarantee
to some extent for honesty in other matters. It is
not difficult to find people whose views about "the
soul" are quite unexceptionable from the orthodox
point of view, but whose daily practice is far from
exE-mplifying a high type of honesty and justice.
'·Duty without God or a future life," we are sententiously informed, "is a very fine word, but it has no
meaning whatever." Alas! what meaning has it with
many of those who profess the strongest belief in
these doctrine! We should like to ask M. de Lave!eye and others who talk in this fashion whether, on
the strength of their own experience, they can affirm
that theological unbelievers as a class are morally
inferior to believers. The fact is, as we believe', that
the average of. morality in the so-called orthodox
world is very poor, and that it will continue to bl3 so
until a new element is introduced into it from the
scientific et,udy of nature, the element of intellectual
honesty. It is easy to make such statements as that,
"if all religious feeling were to melt away, a return
to primitiv barbarism would be inevitable," but to
prove them might not be so easy. It may be remarked that primitiv barbarism has always been
marked by strong religious feeling .as well as by comprehensiv ignorance; and, therefore, if we succeedec!
in getting back to primitiv barbarism, we should hav
reached a fine starting.point for another religious ev
olution. M. de Laveleye, however, does not expect
that things will get to this pass; his idea is that our
future civilization will be presided over by a purified
form of Christianity based upon the most elevated
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teachings of its founder. What the future of Darwinism will be he does not tell us-whether it will
vanish from the earth like an exhalation, or mingle
with and perchance support the new creed. If the
former is to be its destiny, we should hav some hint
as to t.he probable manner of its going; if the latter,
it is hard to see why' it should hav been made an
object of attack.
.
,
·
Miss Cob be, who discusses "The Scientific Spirit
of the Age," admits that she does it "from an adverse
point of view." The "epoch-making biography of
Mr. Darwin," containing his "admirably candid
avowal of the gradual extinction in his mind of the
esthetic and religious elements," has, she thinks,
"arrested not a few science-worshipers with the
query, What shall it profit a man if he find the
origin of species and know exactly how earth-worms
and sun-dews conduct ·themselvs, if all the while he
grow blind to the loveliness of natura, deaf to mueic,
insensible to poetry, and as unable to lift his soul to
the divine and eternal as were the primeval apes from
whom he has descended~" Miss Cobbe hastens to
show that, for her own sake, she has not sacrificed
everything to science, by making a few remarks in a
very unscientific spirit on the effects of scientific
study. It promotes, she tells us, practical Materialism. The student of science will-we quote the
actual words of this once highly rational and thoroughly Liberal-miL.ded writer-" view his mother's
tears not as expressions of her sorrow, but as solutions of muriates and carbonates of soda and of phosphatE!s of lime; and he will reflect that they were
caused, not by his heartlessness, but by cerebral
pressure on her lachrymal glands. When she dies,
she will ' peep and botanize ' on her grave, not with
the poet's sense of the sacrilegiousness of such illplaced curiosity, but with the serene conviction of
the meritoriousness of accurate observation of the
flora of a cemeter;t." What are we to say of this if
not that it is unmitigated trash T Is it known that
home affections are less powerful or less sacred in
scientific than in unscientific households 1 Is there
even ground to conjecture that such is the case' If
not, such language as the above simply shows that
Miss Cobbe, who has written so much and so well in
times past, is growing hysterical at the very period
of life when we might hav expected to see her manifesting in a special degree the qualities of moderation and self-control, of calm insight and wide
sympathy,
Miss Cobbe objects to the scientific spirit that it
makes much of disease and little of sin. If so, it is
simply inverting the habit of past times, which was
to make much of sin and little of disease. And
what was " sin" in the apprehension of our ecclesiastically-directed forefathers T To a large extent it
consisted in what the clergy of a certain church
would call" irregularity"- some want of conformity
with ecclesiastical rules and requirements. . It was
by no means always coincident with immorality. A
man might hav a lively sense of "sin" in connection
with some purely ceremonial matter, and very little
sense of wrong-doing in connection with the most
grievous offenses against his fellow-man. In obedience to the "code of honor," men who regarded
themselvs as pillars of church and state would prepare to commit deliberate murder; while they would
always consider a gambling debt as vastly more
sacred than one incurred for ·food or clothing. The
"Christian" nations hav found enormous quantities
of " sin" in heresy, and very little indeed in mutual
bloodshed on the most appalling scale. Pious monarchs hav appeased their consciences by persecuting
the Jews, and J?ious folk generally by hunting
witches. According to popular opinion in our own
day the divine anger is much more quickly kindled
by the parody of a religious rite than by the most
hideous villainy perpetrated by a man upon his neighbor. Every now and again there is a story in the
paper& about some boy or man struck blind or dumb
for blasphemy, or of the personal appearance _of the
devil among some group of revelers engaged m profanely mocking a religious ceremony ! So various
hav been the aspects in which ''sin" has presented
itself, and so little relation has it seemed to bear in
any of its best recognized forms with practical morality, that it is not to be wondered at if scientific men
show some impatience with so vague and unsatisfactory a conception, and prefer to 'consider all conduct
simply in its bearing on intelligible human interests.
As to disease, they necessarily regard it as the great
enemy, primarily, of man's physical estate, and
secondarily o.f his intellectual and moral constitution ; and if their chief 12fforts are bent on its extermination, it would be hard to say in what more useful work they could be engaged.
The next fault that Miss Cobbe finds with the
scientific spirit, which she characterizes as "analytic,
aelf-asserting, critical," is that it is directly opposed
to the "synthetic, reverential, sympathizing spirit of
art ;' and she holds up to scorn the physicist who
cannot enjoy the representation of figures suspended
in the air in defiance of the law of gravity, and the
zoologist who fails to admire cherubs without stomachs, and centaurs with a stomach to spare. Well, if we
must confess it, our sympathy in.each case is with the
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man of science; and :we refuse to believe, on any e~i man's conscience, when it enjoins acts of which we
dence as yet tendered, that art would be less art if disapprove ; and that he thinks so little of ours when
it :ondescended to recognize the laws of the physical it enjoins acts of which he disapproves~ It no more
umverse. The poet Horace was no mean artist in his occurs to us to think that the deity has specially enday, nor is there any reason to suppose that he was lightened him on the point in question, than it occurs
a victim to the scientific spirit; yet he has left 011 to him to pay our conscientious conviction a similar
record his distaste for all such composit and unnat- compliment. We get over the difficulty, not imural creations as Miss Cobbe takes under her protec- probably, by hinting that he is a "crank," and the
tion. He thought the centaur and the mermaid both same mode of escape is open to him in relation to us.
very ridiculous figures. "Let a thing be what it The criticism of conscience, as Miss Cobbe must well
may," he said, "but let it be simple, let it preserve know, antedates Darwin by at least three centuries.
its unity."* The greatest sculptors the world ever The philosopher, whose motto was " Q~te sais-je?"
saw, those of ancient Greece, devoted themselvs expounded its weaknesses more fully than Darwin
almost wholly to the delineation of the human form ever did ; and Locke defines it very briefly as " our
in its ideal perfection; their art may hav sought to own opinion of the moral rectitude or pravity of Olir
transcend the actual, but not the possible. If they own actions." Dagald Stewart shows that the sentistrove to better nature, it was not by flying in the ment of the sacredness of property varies from
face of natural laws, but by a happier blending of country to country, according to the amount of labor
natural element~; just as the gardener of to-day requisit to produce articles of value ; and that in
shows us wbat may be realize-d by giving to various other respects local accidents decide to a great explants better conditions than can be commanded in tent the form that moral opinion takes. Hadley exthe rude competition for existence. Miss Cobbe will plained the phenomena of conscience by association ;
hav it that the scientific spirit would kill poetry. and, since his day, to go no further back, the idea of
We do not believe a word of it ; but we do believe conscience as a special organ uttering the voice of the
that the scientific spirit applied to poetry would deity has been weakeninl}among thinking men. The
purge it of many morbid growths and ridiculous con- evolutionists of to-day hav simply succeeded in givceits. Some not incompetent judges are of the opin- ing a wider basis to views that were in the world
ion that the very poem cited by Miss Cobbe in long before their time ; but to say that they hav in
illustration, Shelley's "Sensitiv Plant," is overladen any way lowered the dignity of man's moral nature
with imagery. The late Mr. Arnold did not find is to state what is not the case. Mise Cobbe is
Shelley quite "sane" enough to be a poet of the first pleased to suggest that the old ideas gave a basis for
order; and if representative of the scientific spirit moral effort '' as firm as the law of the universe itoccasionally find something in his verse that they self;" but that henceforth our only fulcrum will be
cannot quite reconcile with common sense, they may "the sand-heap of hereditary experisnces." If anyplead that they are only finding what a great literary thing could less deserve the designation of " sandcritic had already found. In lieu of such delicate heap" than our accumulated hereditary experiences,
fancies as Shelley has woven into his "Sensitiv we should like to know what it is. In the case of the
Plant," the scientific spirit, we are told, would "de- sand-heap there is an utter lack of cohesion; in the
scribe how the garden had been thoroughly drained case of hereditary experiences cohesion is of their
and scientifically manured with guano and sewage." very nature. Miss Cob be understands this perfectly;
This is not argument; it is hysteria running a little it is a pity she should hav written as though she did
not.
toward coarseness..
We are very far, therefore, ft·om admitting that
But may it be claimed that science is advancing
the interests of truth ? No ; not the science of our '' the scientific spirit" has "sprung a mine under the
time. We are simply gathering facts and deducing deepest foundations of morality;" or that it is as imlaws, subject to rectification when further facts shall possible for a man who holds the evolutionary idea
hav been gathered. But "in other days truth was of the origin uf conscience "to cherish a great moral
deemed something nobler than this. It was the ambition as it ia for a stream to rise above its source."
interests that lay behind and beyond the facts, their If, on the one hand, science moderates ambition by
possible bearings on man's deepest yearnings and keeping before the mind the limits of the possible,
sublimest hopes, which gave dignity and meaning to on the other it stimulates ambition by producing the
the humblest researches into rocks and plants." A conviction that certain things are not only possible,
little definition would come in well here. What w·e but certain of attainment if the right means are used.
the interests that lie beyond the facts! What are There was a time in the history of science when men
man's deepest yearnings! What are his sublimest .were laboring to transmute the baser metals into gold;
hopes T Are his sublimest hopes also his best- that particular ambition has been abandoned with
founded and most rational hopes ~ Are his deepest others equally chimerical; but it surely cannot be
yearnings at all of a practical character! If these said that ~cience to-day discourages effort in the field
yearnings can be appeased at all by scientific con- of chemistry. Precisely so in the moral region : we
clusions, why not by those arrived at in our day as no longer expect to work miracles, but. w·e do expect
well as by the less correct ones arrived at in former and hope by wisely concerted measures to accomplish
days~ Finally, what can science do more than put better and greater results than were ever accomthe most rational construction on facts! If more plished by the enthusiasms and fanaticisms of the past.
than this is wanted-some surplusage of belief-it Miss Cobbe says that "the man of science may be
. but he
can be got from other quarters; science should not anxious to abolish vice and crime, .
be held responsible for furnishing it, or blamable for has no longing to enthrone in their place a lofty
not furnishing it. Miss Cobbe does not seem to be virtue demanding his heart and life's devotion. He
of this opinion, however. She says that, as " science is almost as much di~turbed by extreme goodness as
has repeatedly renounced· all pretension to throw by wickedness." Is not this weak and almost mean- •
light in· any direction beyond the sequence of phys- ingless language~ What is meant by "enthroning a
ical causes and effects, she has . . . abandoned lofty virtue" in the place of vice and crime 1 The
her claim to be man's guide to truth." But surely, phrase has a fine sound, but it seems to be a case of
if at any time in the past science made good her prceteria nihil. What a man of science would like to
claim to transcend the sequence of physical causes see would be a society organized and governed acand effects, \ve need not concern ourselvs with her cording to the best knowledge of the time. He
present denegation of authority in the higher region. would like to see the laws of life and health respected,
If a teacher has really succeeded in teaching us the justice maintained among men, and free scope given
calculus, we need not trouble ourselvs much if he to individual development. As to the lofty virtue
should at some future time take it into his head that which Miss Cobbe so strongly desiderates, the scienhe never knew it himself. Supposing even that he tific man would like to do away with the necessity for
never did know it, and that we only worked into it it by a general leveling up of human life. He beby the aid of his blunders, does not our knowledge lieves, with Jean Jacques Rousseau, that prudence
remain T And what, in that ca.se, can we do better is a virtue which enables us to dispense with many
than turn round and teach onr teacher? On the others; and that., if the human race could be taught
other hand, if our ·teacher never knew what he prudence, great reformers and missionaries might
thought he knew, and if we never learned what we hav an easy time of it, and perhaps be enabled to
thought we had learned, what can we both do better practice a little of their charity at home-an excelthan acknowledge the true state of the case, and lent starting-point, according to the proverb. The
scientific man's ideal is necessarily a prosperous combegin over again, should it seem desirable?
munity
of fairly self. sufficing individuals, not a world
We are told that Darwin "has destroyed, for those
who accept his views, the possibility for a rational of misery lightened by the angel visitations and exerreverence for the dictates of conscience." How ! tions of a few heroic souis. Some may think his amBy raising a doubt as to "whether the convictions of bition a low one but he does not feel it to be so himman's mind, which has been developed from the self · he does n~t really see how anyone who wishes
mind of the lower animals, are of any value." We wan' to the mass of his fellow-men c~tn hav any differambition.
should suppose that, the further back an organism ent"Another
threatening evil from the side of science
could be traced, the more authority might be attached to what seem to be its laws. Who would is the growth of a hard and pitiless temper." So
Miss Cobbe; and this in face of the fact that never
:not much rather trust a conscience that had a long in
the history of the world was there go much eymhistory behind it, one stretching back even into the pathy with suffering, or so ready a recognition of t~e
brute creation, than a brand-new article of whose
of humanity, as there is to-day. Reference 1s
genesis no satisfactory account could be given ? rights
made to sertain vague charges brought iu an anonyMoreover, how is it that we think so little of another mous book against hospital physicians and s~udents;
but, even admitting these chargea as true m some
* Denique sit quidvis, simplex duntaxat et unum.
substantial measure-and we should be sorry to do
-.Ars Poetica, 23.
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~o w1·thou• further proof-no good

reasen.can be a ;
d t1
8
signed for charging on the scientific worl a ~rge
morbid temper displayed by a few representattvs .of
one single profession. C_ompare
the average
practtcth th Slops
and Sangrados
d
f
iog physician
to- ay Wl ·
e
·
· ·
t f former times, and we fancyhthere lS nt b'rtbl~f~Hing off in humanity or any ot er respec a e qu 1 y.
t b denl"ed is that SCience has done a
Wh t
a canno a
.
.
great work in mitigating suffermg an~ lengt~enmg
human life; and it would be strange 1Ddce~ tf. the
mint"sters of these benefits were themselvs 1Dd1fferent to the very objects of t h eir 1ab ors.
.
Finally, J"oining hands with M. de Lav.el.eye, M1ss
d
1
Th
Cobbe declares that science estr~ys re ~gwnth t
only reply
giv on this
is enemies,
JUst t is:one must
a '
science
andtoreligion
are point
natural
·f
h h
0t 1
1"f tb
~yarewill
~ ' destroy
eac the
as
destroy
its
basisthe
in other;
nature,that
then ne1ther
other,· but, after a mutual adjustment of .their
claims, each will confirm and strengthen the other.
S!lience is nothing else than kno_w!edge of the fa~ts
and ll\WB of the universe. If rehgwn cannot surv1ve
the scquisition of such knowledge by mankind, then
it must perish,· but we should be sorry. to a_ffirm th.at
its position is so precarious. One .th mg lB ce~ t am,
Science cannot go back. Bhe bas oagun a senes of
th t
interpretations of the great book of Nature
a
prove to be of ever-increasing interest from year to
year. She cannot slop in this career. The _boo~ has
only been fairly opened; the true key t.~ ItS hleroglyphics bas J·ust been found; the p1acaoai r.es.ults
already achieved by means of the knowledge acqmre d
are full of advantage in the present and of promis
for the future; what is there to do, therefore, but to
go forward 1 Men of science ma!, as indi.viduals, fall
into many errors. They may fall to reahze the true
d;gnity of their calling; they may be unduly swayed
by party spirit or by personal aims; they ma~ be
unworthy ministers of the truths which they d~hver.
But science, what is it but truth! Aud what 1s the
scientific spirit but the spirit that bows to truth T
To all who are dissatisfied with the present currents
of thought we would, therefore, say: "Criticise men
as much ss you please. Pont out their errors, their
failing8, intellectual and moral, wit~ all needf~l seve~ity. Hold up the standard by wh1ch you thmk. ~h~Ir
lives and thoughts ought to be governed. Cr1t101Be
theori£os, too. L13t nothing pass unchallenged or
unscrutinized that you are not satisfied is true. Let
no glamour of great names, no popularity of certain
modes of thought, deter you from expressing your
dissent from what you do not believe. But do not
put yourself hopel~sely in ~he ~ron~ ~y attacki~g
science, or by abusmg the aCientJ.fic spmt. You will
gain nothing by it, but will merely darken your
understandings, and shut yourselva out from the
light that is ready to lighten every man that comes
into the world. Science will abide. It bas its roots
in the everlasting rocks and draws its aliment from
univeraal nature. The scientific spirit will abide,
admonishing men of their errors and leading them
into all truth. It is wise to be reconciled to such
powers as these; even now, while ~ou are in the way
with them, make terms of peace, and find rest to
your souls."- W: IJe Le Sueur.
"
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A Few Questions.
We would like to. know why, if a book publisher
can make more money by selling one million books
• at one cent profit on each book, than he can by
selling one thousand for one dollar profit on each, a
railway company cannot make more money by carrying sixty million people several times a year at a very
small charge than it makes by carrying about ten million people at charges that are absolutely restrictiv!
Man is a traveling animal. He goes and comes
again and again, and his example is followed by
others, if they can afford it. The hog goes once and
goes no more. Yet he is assisted on board the car;
is carried slowly; is fed and watered, and his hogPhip is charged about ten cents per bead per hundred mile trip. And the carriers make money by
thus carrying him. Man goes on fast and cheaper
trains, waits on himself, and is charged three hundred cents per hundred miles. Consequently .fivesixths of the people who liv along the lines of railways never travel unless compelled to do so. The
theory of charging people on the railroads for distance is all wrong. The charge should be for time.
In countries where a merely nominal sum is charged
for fourth-class travel the trains are crowded by the
people, and the roads make more money on four the
class trains than on .first-class. One dollar for each
one of a thousand is hut one thousand dollars; one
cant for each one of a million is ten thousand dollars.
Do you see it ?
HoLT.
INsTEAD then of studying theology, as is now done,
out of the Bible and Testament, the meaning of
which books are always controvorted, and the authenticity of which is disproved, it is necessary that we
refer to the bible of the creation. The principles we
discover there are eternal, and of divine origin. They
ore the foundation of all the science that exists in the
world, and must be the foundation of theology.'l'homas Paine.
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for debt. We sincerely hopB such may pass.
We can only partially enumerate the progressiv
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Liberals. This is I our Last Opportunity.
E.

Those of you whod hav read tMrs. Woodman's
pro-t
k
found article, in my epP..rtmen two wee sago, mu~
hav felt deeply interested in the prize-manual prOJ·
ect of President Westbrook, for the instruction of
th 1D
· na t ur a1 mor art
1 ·Y·
~ 011
Now is the time to act. The article was written
under the impression that all the money was subscribed-though sufficient is at hand to insure that
the rest will be forthcoming.
.
Bilt you who read this will hav an opportunity to
asscciate your :ttame with one of the most important
movements ever contemplated for the success of the
Secular cause. It bas a double significance.
B efore we shall be sure of ultimate triumph in the
contemplated fffort to wrest Girard College from the
theological pettifoggers who like bees are swarming
about it, we must be ready to meet, in the most
"bl h
t"
b t
practicable way P0881 e, t is quae wn, or 0 8 1101e:
Where is your system for the instruction Of youth in the
principles of pure morality, disassociated from the Bible and
New Testament?
Oe1ce let us hav such a practical work on ethics
written by recognized merit, indorsed by eminent
and philosophical authority, and we then hav found
the king·pin of our case against the untrustwortlJy
trustees of Girard College.·
Neither belief nor disbelief in theological dogmas
indicate any moral quality. A person may be the
most thorough ekepticand be perfectlyconsdentious
and honest, while the most credulous Christian often
lacks ali the essentials of moral strength. This
might also be rt:vareed, and individuals intellectually
freed from superstition are often found persons
largely void of honor, integrity, or moral perception.
The individual is not so much to blame as society,
for we are only creatures of environment. That person's moral perceptions may hav been blunted and
impaired by surrounding conditioDL~, for which he
was no more responsible than for the color of his
hair or eyes.
What we, as Secularists, should do is to teach
society to prepare or create such environments as
will fully round· out in future the moral and social
qualities of the race.
There are innumerable volumes on moral philosophy, but they are entirely inadequate for the young,
receptiv minds. who are ~eed_ing mora~ nurture and
practical ideas 1n the culhvatwn of eth1cs.
The question also involved, and, I think, largely
unsolved, is, what moral acts arP, and after that is
decided how to teach them to the young. To my
mind ~orals are the combined sentiment of all the
beat ~f the ages, and belong neither to Bibles nor to
religions, but to that great inspirer-experience.
They are humanity's crystallizations in the school of
utility.
. .
.
Who will cover themselvs w1th lastmg honod
Who will "build a mausoleum representing heart as
well as brain T" Who will make a monetary sacrifice
for the advancement of Secularism, the well-being of
society, and the perpetuation of truth! Now let
your noblest impulses soar, and down your sordid
aspirations, remembering that this is as much for
the glory of the American Secular Uniop as it will be
a benison of joy to yourselvs!
About $200 more is needed by August 1st to complete the $1 000 necessary for this fund. We w~nt
it in sums either of $100, of $50, or of $25. I thmk
the names of such donors to this fund should appear
on every book issued under that copyright. Do not
wait for some one else to act, but sit down now and
send your check either to myself or to R. B. Westbrook 1707 Oxford street, Philadelphia, Pa.
I h~pe that this appeal will not be in vain. Who
will respond?
ouR woRK IN THE coNSTITUTIONAL coNVENTIONs
The able editorial warnings in recent issues of THE
TRUTH SEEKER fully foreshadowed the efforts now
being put forth by the National Refo~m Associat.ion
to slaughter mentalli.b~rty and <>s~abhsh theo~og 1.cal
dominion, by engraftmg the God m-the-Const1tuhon
idea in the four newly-admitted states-North and
South Dakota, Montana, and ·washington.
At the constitutional conventions, now in session,
the delegates are tossing between throes of progress
and prejudice-of political advancement and party
retreat of radical courage and conservativ cowardice.
Many progresaiv measures on land taxation hav
been proposed, which, if bithfully adhered to, would
include church sites, but which we fear, on their
passage, will be so amended as to exempt that class
of privileged property.
In the South Dakota constitutional convention, a
proposition, we are informed, is likely to be adopted

constitutional limitations proposed by the delegates
aLveral convent1"ons, and can only briefly
·n the1·r .,.,,
summarize the most important measures, including
as they do:
.
The abolition of. a state Eenate, the adoption of
the 'A•1 stralian system of voting, the adoption of univen,s.l or woruan suffrage, compulsory education,
b
h
b
appointment of labor ureaus, t e fm· iddiog of
armed bodies (Pinkerton's
h d detectivs)
·
f baing ·brought.
· ·
into the state, and t e a optlon o a new Jud1c1ary
system
AM;. Stevens is leading the .fight in the consti\u·t1"on"l
.. ""onven!1"on at Bismarck fo. r one legislativ
body, which, it seems to us, is an excellent idea, aLd
more democratic than the present absurd state senate.
Such a Iegislativ body as proposed in the following
resolution would be less dxpensiv, cl~ser to the peopie, and more dirEctly un er their in uence. Let u:•
get down to democracy or republicanism in fact, and
prove whether the people are saf~ guardians of their
own liberty or not. The resolution reads :
, d , Tbat th e cons t"t
· 1at"1v
...o eaoove.
1 ut"wn proVI"d e th at th e 1eg1~
authority of this state shall rest in a single body, to be called
legislativ assembly, which 9hall consist of not less thau one
hundred memberP, to be elected by the people; provided the
legislativ assembly may, from time to time, increase the
number of members as necessity may require.
The oonservativs are conniving at Prohibition,
Sunday legislation, and ali the train of priestly
· t secretary of tb e
prGjects. The cra1't·Y d i01 t no
National Reform Association-whose name is indicativ of intrigue-is busy with his Machiavellian
scheming. Our Secular friends had, through tbe
Freethought press, ample warning of their contemplated machinations, and ought to hav put forih
their moat strenuous effor!s. If they hav proved
ineffectual, it is because they were not organized-a
condition readily remedied. We cannot hope to win
without organization. The battle of progrees is a
continuous st.ruggle. It has no lasting victory, and
the American Secular Union is the only organization
affording a nucleus whereby the phalanxe3 of mental
freedom may maneuver more effectually. Tllere
must be a touching of elbows all along the line-a
concentration and fulfilment of "In union there is
strength." Our Secular friends should hav made
strong memorials and presented them by persoval
appeals to those constitutional conventions.
District Secretary R. C. Wylie, of the National
Reform Association, appeared before the constitutional.convention at Helena, Mont., and submitted a
memorial or proposition touching the moral principle
of civil government. In it the statements are made
that nearly all the state constitulions contain acknowledgmenta of almighty God more or less clEarly expressed, but the National Reform As!oociation desire
something more dafinit. God should be acknowledged as the source of that authority which is vasted
in the majority. His will should be taken for a
supreme law on all moral issues in the sphere of
political life. The Lord should be recognized as the
king of nations. Besides this a foundation should be
laid for necessary legislation on the question of marriage and divorce, the Sabbath question, and moral
instruction in our public schools.
The above slight summary of Brother Wylie's
adroit work but feebly.represents what is being done
by outside pressure in those states. Several of our
prominent Secularists, notable among whom is our
Oregonian vice-president Mrs. M. J. Olds, hav been
scattering our literature thickly in Montana and
Washington, which it is hoped may hav found willing lodgment in the minds of the people and h;;.v its
desired effect on future legislation.
I notice with pleasure that Mr. Warren, of Silver
Bow, Mont., introduced a memorial relativ to a Sunday law, asking that no legislation be enacted enforc.
ing the observance of the Sabbath day. It ,admits
the right of religious people to choose their own day
of worship, but protests against their dictating to
other creeds what day they shall observe. This
memorial was referred to the committee on bill of
rights.
The committee on bill of rights at Olympia, Wash.,
reported their preamble, which has the merit of being
the briefest on record, and in the bill of rights the
name of God is conspicuous by ita absence. Absolute freedom of conscience in all religious matters is
guaranteed, with the exception of polygamy.
If adopted, the provisions regarding religious liberty will do away with sectarian exercises in the
public schools, and no public money is to be used
for any religious training whatever therein. This is
a Secular triumph indeed.
While frequently noticing partial extracts from the
preamble and constitution of the National Reform
Association, and as that document has from time to
time undergone some amendments, I wish to present
to your readers the latest revised edition, for which
we are indebted to the courtesy of the Christian
Statesman. I believe that the most effectual way
to defeat this conspiracy is to understand it, and as
they print our ~!Dfl Damands in their columns con1
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tinuously, the wides~ possible publicity should be
given by us to their efforts. We must keep it before
our ·people, so th~t they may realize more than ever
the forces, power, and influence of the Enemy we
must grapple with sooner or later. The Lord should
be a perpetual alien to our laws. Look at the condition of the people in all nations where he is recognized as king. Read the following. Cut it out.
Show it to your neighbors and ask their opinion on
this insidious attempt to overthrow American institutions. God and liberty cann<. t exist in tbe same
political document.
OONSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL BEFOB~C ASSOOIATION.
Believing that almighty God is the source of all power and
authority in civil government, that the Lord Jesus Christ is
the Ruler of nations, and that the revealed will of God is of
supreme authority in civil affairs;
Remembering that this country was settled by Christian
men, with Christian ends in view, i>ml that they gave a distinctly Christian character to the institution which they established;
Perceiving the subtle and persevering attempts which are
made to prohibit the reading of the Bible in our public
schools, to overthrow our Sabbath laws, to CQrrupt the
family, to abolish the oath, prayer in our national and state
legislatures, d11ys of fasting and thanksgiving, and other
Christian features of our institutions, and so to divqrce the
American government from all connection with the Christian
religion;
Viewing with grave apprehension the corruption of our
politics, the legal sanction of the liquor traffic, and the disregard of moral and religious character in those who are
exalted to high places in the nation ;
Believing that a written constitution ought to contain explicit evidence of the Christian charac:er ~-nd purpose of the
nation which frames it, and perceiving that the silence of the
Constitution of the United States in this respect is used as
an argument against all that is Christian in the usage and
administration of our government;
We, citizens of the United Sta'es, do associate ourselvs
under the following articles, and pl~d~e onreelvs to God,
and to one another, to labor, through wise and lawful means,
for the ends herein set .forth :
Article I.-This society shall be called the "Nat,ional
Reform Association."
A1·ticle ID-The object of. this society shall be to maintain
existing Christian features in the American government; to
promote needed reforms in the action of the government
touching the Sabbath, the constitution of the family, the
relig-ious element in education, the oath, and public morality
as affected by the liquor traffic and other kindred evils; and
to secure such an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States as will declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus
Christ and its acceptance of the moral laws of the Christian
religion, 1md so indicate that this is a Christian nation, and
place all the Christian laws, institutions, and usages of our
governmtnt on an undeniable legal basis in the fundamental
law of the lalfd.
Article III.-All persons approving these objects and contributing annually to its treasury shall be members of this
society.
Article IV.-The officers of this association shall be the
president, vice-presidents, general secretary, corresponding
secretary, recording secretary, and treasurer, and euch district, financial, and other secretaries as may be appoint~d by
the executiv committee. The secretaries and treasurer, with
twenty-one other members, shall be the executiv committee
of the association.
Article V.-Any society adopting a constitution in harmony with the aims of the Nations.! Reform Association, and
contributing annually to its treasury, shall be recognized as
an auxiliary, and all members thereof shall be members
of the National Reform Association.
E. A. STEVENS,
Secretary American Secular Union.

beyond a mere supposition. Louis Figuier's theory
is to my mind the most plausible, but it possesses no
scientific basis.
What will be the upehot of the excitement over the
Bruno statue at Rome? The pope is not able to get
over it, and it would be interesting to know what
took place at the sEcret consistox·y just called. Are
the cardinals to cast lots to decide who shall try and
knock down the statue on the n6xt dark night? If
this single statue js such a severe blow to the papacy,
perhapa the erection of a few more of other victims
might finish it off entirely. I cannot understand
why the pope should make so much fuss about it. As
the Roman Catholic church is fqually ready to prove
that Bruno was not burnt at all, and that he well
deserved his fate, why should it upset the poor .old
manT
But for a more important engagement I should
hav attended a prophetic debate held last evening at
the Cannon street Hotel on some disputed passage in
Daniel's drivelings, in which the irrepressible Baxter
largely figures. I don't ever remember having seen
a real, genuin prophet, and as this is the only one on
show I am rather anxious to impect the '' critter."
There is to be another debate as to whether Christ
and hia glorified saints willliv during t.he millennium
above the earth in a heavenly city fiftEen hundred
miles square and fifteen hundred miles high. It
would be worth hearing, if only to beer where
" above the earth" it happens to be situated.
Mr. Bradlaugh baQ, in the New Revieto, given his
reasons for opposing legislativ action with regard to
the eight-hours movemtmt. He thinks that it is a
tendency of most d~ngerous character " to look to the
legislature or government to supply immediate remedies for all evils, however arising, in "the struggle for
existence," but if the legislature does not exist for
the purpose of making laws for the benffit of the
majority, of what use is it, and how is it possible to
draw a hard and fast line as to legislativ interference ? Was it wrong to abolish slavery by act of
Parliament~ It is urged that artisans on the continent work longer hours for Jess wages than in England, but do they turn out an equal amount for a
day's work? Skilled labor can generally dictate its
own terms, but it is the large army of workers who
are unable to do this that require assistance from
Parliament. The question is undoubtedly a very difficult one, and will bear looking at from many points
of view, but when employers are making large fortunes out of the blood and bones of the emp1oyed,
political economy must stand aside in t.he interests of
humanity.
J. D.

Our London Letter.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: From
the report of the National Secular Society's conference held on Whitsunday, I gat,her that t.his society
is making very good headway. An addition of five
new branches and close on to five hundred new roem·
bars is encouraging from one point of view, though
possibly these additions will not add much to the
financial strength. Considering the very small income of the National Secular Society a vast amount
of work is done, and if its income was equal to that
of the Christian societies, Christianity would soon be
a thing of the past. '!'he president does not seem so
hopeful as he was in former years, and it is certainly
a very bard fight b~ing carried on. against ?ree~.
The enemy is numencally overpowermg, and 1t w1ll
be a, long time yet before be is put to flight. But
even if Freethought as now understood were to become the belief of the majority, there would still be
a sr:nall band still further advanced to carry on the
same uphill work. The opposition to aggressiv
Freethought is ROt so violent just now as it was a
few years ago, and this seem~ somewhat to disc.ourage
certain members of the National Secular Somety, as
there is now so little scope for their combativ faculties, which are likely under such· circumstances to
fall into di~uee. I am told that the London Secular
Federation is doing activ work, and the results are a
cause of congratulat.ion.
·
Now that Mrs. Be!"ant bas joined the Theosophists,
I am a little curious to know how she can eonsistently
call herself an Atheist of the Materialistic school. I
hav met with American Atheists who believe in Spiritualistic manifestations, but the tet:ms appear to me
totally opposed. It may be that there is a s~m~
thing in mankind above and beyond what there 1s m.
the lower orders of life, something that live after
what we understand as death, but this has never, so
far as I know, been proved, nor hav I met with any
argument that can warrant any such belief-nothing

A Roman CathoUc Elsmere.
F'J"Om the Lon1on Telegraph.

The Rev. A. Jerome P. Matthews, for the past two
years Roman Catholic priest at St. Mary's, Bath, bas
addressed the following letter to the members of his
congregation :
MY VERY DEAR FRIENDS: I hav to mt>ke an announcement
which will be painful alike to yourselvs and to me. It shall
be very brief, for it is sad to me to part from you; it will be
sadder for you to learn the cause. After long and anxious
thought and study, I hav arrived at the conviction that the
Jewish and Christhm scriptures, though possessin,!!; many
excellences, are full of legendary and mythological statements, and that th•y possess no claim to and manifest no
evidence of divine inspiration; that the Roman Catholic
church has no claim to be re~arded as a divinely constituted
authority; that the papacy IS a human institution, gravely
compromised to error and superstition, and, therefore, injurious to the spiritual and temporal welfare of mankind; that
Jesus Christ, though a holy man and ardent reformer, was
not the great God of the universe, but the s0n of Joseph and
Mary; that neither demoniacal spirits, nor a place or state of
everlasting torment hav any existence in fact, but originate
in ancient mythologies. With these convictions, which I
hav striven against for a long time without success, it would
be dishonest for me to continue as a priest, teaching only the
pure theism of natural spiritual religion, which I profoundly
believe and desire to promote.. I therefore this day return
to c:>ur excellent and kind bishop the sacerdotal faculties
intrusted to me by his lordship. I retire from the midst of
you with a heart full of kindness and gratitude to you alL
All the confidences, spiritual and temporal, of my ministry
wiil be faithfully observed. As soon as I can get my bonae
off my hands I shall leave it, as my continued presence close
to the church would be a painful reminder to us both of a
past full of happiness until doubt agitated my mind. These
doubts I hav been careful not to unfold to any of you, and I
hav provided for you the ministry of worthy priests ignorant
of my mental conflict. With a sad and loving heart, then, I
commend you, my dear and valued friends, to the eternal
father of spirits, and let us ever remember one another m the
presence of the all-holy one. Bidding you all a sorrowful
farewell, I remain, Always affectionately yours,
.
ARNOLD JEROME P. MA'ITI.IEWS.

Sonnet to Shamgar.
HoI Bhamgar, mighty one of long ago,
Puissant wielder of the ox-goad deadly,
You died and left your patronymic redly
Linked to one slaughter anything but slow I
Six hundred Philistines, at one fell swoop,
You slew, 'tis said-the number nothing swollen,
Though name of battle's lost, mislaid or stolenOx-goad in hand I Odds blood I 0 Red Shirt, whoop,
Before Red Shamgar's pales thy ruddy hand !
0 mighty chieftain of the Hebrew nation,
0 Shamgar of the ox-goad allegation,
Ah, how those fated Philistines you tanned!
On war's red field thou wert a stalwart stalker,
With ox-goad armed a veritable corker!
SI SLoKUM.

'lite Struggle Witlt Obscurantism.
Karl Blina in the Nineteenth centurv.

What were Bruno's sufferings in the darkness of the dungeon in which the Inquisition kept him I What ferocious attempts were made to bend t.~nd br.:ak the energy of the highly
cultured, unfrocked friar whose mind was nourished with
the love of antiquity I If, as a prisoner, he had a moment of
faltering, the answer has been given in the words, " How
can you expect that torture, even though applied for hours,
should prevail against a whole life of study and inquiry?''
Campanella, who, after Bruno, was kept in prison for twentyseven years, said of his own sufferings : " The last time I
was tortured it was for forty hours. I was fettered with
cords which cut to the very bones ; I, was hung up with
hands tied back, a most sharp piece of wood being used;
which cut out large parts of my flesh and produced a vast
loss of blood." Perhaps some day, when the archives of the
Vatican become fully accessible, we shall learn a little more
of Bruno's last years of torment. On being informed of his
doom, he, in the face of a horrible death, heroically said to
his inhuman judges: "Perhaps you pronounce your sentence
with greater fear than that with which I receive it!" Among
those who formed the tribunal was Cardinal Bellarmin, the
same who, later on, forced Galileo to an apparent recantation, and Cardinal Sanseverina, who had called the massacre
of the night of St. Bartholomew "a splendid day most pleasant to Catholics." The sentence against Bruno was, as
usual, to be carried out" without the spilling of blood." In
the bandit language of the Inquisition, as Hermann Brunnhofer expresses it, this signified burning at the stake. Before the victim of priestcraft was sacrificed his tongue was
torn with pincers. But it still SJ?eaks to posterity in power-ful accents. More and more it IS seen that a great deal of
that which, in this country, Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Lyell,
Lubbock, and others hav by their masterly and successful
researches made the common intellectual property of all educated people had been divined, in some measure, by the
prescient _genius of Bruno. Unaided by exact science, he
anticipated in a general way the scientific results of ages to
come_ The struggle against obscurantism has still to be
carried on. While I am writing this, numerous voiceR of
the ultramontane press come in from abroad which ~peak in
tones of inquisitorial fury of the "Bruno scandal," urging a
crusade for the restoration of the temporal power of the
papacy. Some of these papers go the length of justifying
the burning of the Italian thinker by "the necessity of guard.
ing the church against dangerous heresies." The Salzbu?"U'1"
Ohronik says : " He that will not listen and obey must b·,
made to feel. In order to eave the good the evil must be
annihilated_ This doctrin is the very basis of the penal law
and of the divine command which punishes murder, an•l
which therefore must all the more punish the murder of
souls. 'fhis is in accordance with human conscience and
with justice." Bruno himself foresaw an age of enlighten
ment, a coming century of progress, when the powers of
darkness would sink down to the nether world and the beartR
of men be filled with truth and justice. To this prediction
refers the proud inscription on his monument: "To Giordano Bruno this memorial has been raised by the ccntu'y
prophesied by him on the very spot where his pile burnt."
It may be open to doubt whether this nineteenth century
has fulfilled yet all that which Bruno foretold. But whether
Galileo's often-quoted word w8s spoken or not on the famouR
occasion when the papal church fancied it could stop the ro.
tation of the world by bringing him down on his knees, the
truth of his saying, in more than one sense, becomes very
apparent: ".Eppur Bi muove /'' "And yet it moves!"

Religion Protlucing Hostility.
Ottawa Letter to New York Herald.

"It is useless to imagio that we will ever cease to be
French and Catholic. This monument declares that after a
century of separation from our ancient mother we are still
French. Mc:>re than that, we will remain French and Catholic, and our children will remain French and Catholic."
These words sound strangely, do they not? coming from
the mouth of the premier of a British provir:ce. They were
uttered at the unveiling of a joint monument to Cartier ll.nd
Breb6euf at Quebec, on St. Jean Baptiste day, by the Ron.
Honore Mercier, premier of the provioce of Quebec. . . .
In the last century an act gave the French Canadians the
free exercise of the Roman Oatbolic religion, which in that
intolerant age was a great concession. With it went the
right to collect tithes for the support of the church, and the
right to make assessments for ecclesiastical structures and to
order the metes and bounds of parishes. Tobe Quebec act is
now seen to hav been R fatal mistakE'.
It is needless to follow the history of the two peopleR
down through the years. Suffice it to say that nuder the
skilful guidance of the hierarchy the French hav always got
the best of every "deal" between the two peoples, and after
twenty-two years' trial of confederation, which was to hav
cured all the national ills, the two peoples, French anrl
British, are at this moment glaring at each other with
murder in their hearta.
The habitants bav increased from sixty thousand at the
time of the conquest to two million. eight hundred thousand
of whom hav found homes in the United States. They hav
invaded the English-speaking province of Ontario on its
eastern edge, and pursuing the usual policy they hav converted the public schools in the sections in which they reside
into French schools and handmaidens of holy chur:h. Their
fecundity is marvelous. The church dwells with emphasis on
the scriptural mandate to increase and multiply on the earth.
Their standard of living is low, and believing implicitly that
God provides for the little ravens, they hasten into matrimony with a want of forethought and preparation that is a
wonder to their more C>tutious Saxon neighbors. In a comparativly few years the still young couple will hav ten or a
doze~ dark-skinned, black-eyed children gathered about the
hearthstone.
Our case should be a warning to nei~hboring people, ~ore
especially the educational aspect of 1t. One of the thmgs
wrested from us by the solid phalanx was the right of Catholics to establish separate schools, although the public
schools are non-sectarian and are the perfection of a public
school syst.em. The result of this is that Protestant d'D.d
Roman Catholic children are growing up estranged and
apart, occupying different intelltctual positions and forming
varying conceptions of life. It will be difficult, indeed, to
form a homogeneous people on this half of North America
under circumstances and conditions such as these. ·

w. F. JAMIESON was engaged to deliver three more lectures in Monte Vista, Col., July 18th, 19th, and 20th, and is
announced to giv a course of lectures in Hay Springs, Neb.
Liberals along the line of the B. & M. railroad in Nebraska
wishing lectures may address Mr. Jamieson at Coryell, Col.
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9Jommnnications.
Our Lord .and Savior Jesus Christ.
There are a variety of opinions among scholars,
mvestigators and students of church and Christian
history as to' the reali~y, in regard. to. time and place,
personality, and pecuhar _cbaractenstiCs .as a prophet,
ethical teacher, and rad1cal reformer or the Joshua,
or Jesus, of the New Testament.
That such a pers·on appeared, at or about
the time referred to by Paul and the gospel
writers, the early Christian authors generally agree.
There is very little reliable evidence in the New Testament, of a positiv and direct quality, that can ~e
adduced. Paul admits that he· never saw Joshua m
the flesh, so his testimony must all be second-hand,
which we know cau be but of little va.lue, and is not
accepted ill a court of law or of common sense.
Paul may be very positiv and emphatic; that does
not prove anything more than that he was an ardent
enthusiast. It is just as easy to be an enthusiast
over a mistake, a beautiful, plausible ideal, as over a
plain, practical verity. So that Paul's testimony is
not adEquate, for he cannot be accepted as a competent witness.
The writers of the gospels were all Greek scholars,
living in a country nearly a thousand miles away
from Jerusalem, and writing these gospels in another
language and more than a century later in time than
the ocourrences which they purport to relate.
Not one of them knew anything, . personally, of
what they pretend to narrate. Their testimony is
all founded on hearsay, traditions, stories, and legends in circulation over a hundred years. And who
these gospel authors were nobody knows, for the
books were anonymous. We gather these facts and
this knowledge from the writings and the testimony
of those living at that time and in the :following century. These gospels were never referred to, never
quoted, and were not known to exist from any evidence that can be found anywhere, till the latter part
of the second century. So says Prof. Samuel Davidson, D.D., the ablest Christian scholar, and the very
highest authority, of the present century. Intelligent
students of biblical and church history are assenting
to this, as they can find no authentic testimony for
its denial. Chrysostom, a bishop, an author, and
Christian scholar in high standing, who lived in the
fourth century, affirms that these gospels had no
names attached to them for ages, and not till the
church, without any knowledge or authority, placed
to them the names of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John for the purpose of giving them more weight to
aid in their priestly work.
The Acts, the other epistles, and Revelations hav
no better or other origin. They hav all been doubted,
denied, and rejected as of any historical value by
high church dignitaries and the most competent
judges at different periods in the history of the
church, as well as by many councils which hav rejected or could not agree to adopt them into the
canon. The Catholic and Protestant churches could
not agree on the authenticity of several of them, and
there is no agreement among scholars to-day as to
their authoritativ value. In short, the whole New
Testament has lost and is losing rapidly since the
late revision all that value as authority it once possessed in the eyes of the intelligent, in the church,
and among tlte clergy. As a divine revelation and
the "word of God," it is passing where it belongsmto innocuous desuetude.
The Jewish and pagan writers refer to the
Judean reformer and to his disciples as a sect
which was unpopular among the Jews, and that they
and their descendants kept up an organization at
Jerusalem for a hundred years, with a succession of
rabbis or bishops to the number of fifteen, and till
the reign of the emperor Hadrian, who, to suppress
the disorders and the rebellious spirit of the Jews,
determined to destroy Jerusalem, to scatter and to
humble them into submission to the laws.
The Jerusalem church, to escape the persecution,
left that city and went east over Jordan, and settled
at Pella. But a portion of them were dissatisfied
there and longed to return to their nativ city, yet
could not while under the leadership of a Jewish
bishop, without being subjected to persecution with
their turbulent Jewish brethren.
To screen themselvs from the stigma and penalty
of the Roman laws for being a sect of the Jews, a
portion of them elected a pagan bishop, named
Marcus, who induced them to abandon some of their
Jewish peculiarities and adopt the pagan notions of
tltfl Greeks, which were becoming more popular;
then they would be permitted to return and liv on
Mount Zion with the pagans, whom the emperor had
caused to settle there to prevent the return of the
scattered Jews.
These followers of Marcus, the pagan bishop, did
return to Jerusalem, and were known to the Greeks
as the Nazarene Christians. They apostatized so far
from the simple ethics and humble life of Joshua
(now called 9y us Jesus) as to adopt some of the
Greek metaphysios1 the stories about their prophet1

and the miracles that had been ascribed to him by
those mythological Greek proselytes.
That portion of the church at Pella which refused
to follow Marcus with his pagan superstitions, reroamed in exile, and for two hundred years continued firm in the simple faith till it melted away or
scattered; some joining the Jews, and others the
pagans, or remaining alone without coalescing with
either.
Up to this period these Jewish disciples were the
only representative of the origmal simplicity of the
life and lessons of their humble prophet. Their teatimony and their traditions were all that there was
of genuin authority. They spurned with mdignation all those stories the Greeks had invented about
his being a God or a son of God, or bei.ilg born of a
virgin and endowed with miraculous power. They
df!nied a.II the romantic stories the Greeks had made
up about .his life and death, his resurrection and ascension.
Here we hav from the only witnesses or authority
that can ill any fair sense be depended upon, a positiv contradiction and denial of the forgeries the
Greek gospel-writers hav workedinto their romantic
narrative of & person of whom they literally know
nothing, but whom they were determmed to deify,
and to elevate among their heathen gods. The
pagans that adopted Christianity even in the first
century, in the main, never comprehended fully the
extreme purity and simplicity of the ethical righteous:
ness of Joshua and his devoted J swish followers.
Our standards of Christianity to-day are not founded
on the precepts. and practices of this .early period of
the Christian church, but they are formed from the
degenerate and corrupted version of the f11iths that
are found in the New Testament, as written by the
Greeks a century later, with the additions, interpre.
tations, and glosses of after ages.
Gibbon, whose researches were exhaustiv and
whose authority is without an equal as an unbiased
historian on Christianity, says of these early Christians: " They had separated themselvs from every
mode of superstition which was received ill any part
of the globe. The pure and sublime idea which they
entertained of the supreme being escaped the gross
conception of the pagan multitude, who were at a loss
to discover a spiritual and solitary God, that was
neither represented under any corporeal figure or visible symbol, nor was adored with the accustomed pomp
of libations and festivals, of altars and sacrifices." He
says: " They agreed with the sages of Greece and
Rome and their disciples, in their contemplation of
the existence of the first cause and in their philosophical devotions." It was from this fact, this
reason, that they received the name of Christians,
meaning wise men.
·
They knew nothing of a "Lord and savior Jesus
Christ," for they had never seen or heard of him.
They had heard of a teacher at Jerusalem, who had
taught his disciples theise simple, sublime ideas of
righteousness and ethical purity. It was reserved
for the pagan mythologists of a subsequent century
to invent and formulate this romantic title, which
professing Christians of to-day bow before with
humble gratitude and veneration.
"This blessed son and sent of the father," from
Mount Olympus, or somewhere else, who came down
from the Chaldean heaven as an atoning savior, and
who was decreed to die to effect a reconciliation of
man to God, for whose sake we ask God in our
prayers to forgiv us, and to let our sins be washed
away ill his blood-all of this is a Greek myth,
that grew out of a martyrdom, which occurred near
Jerusalem, some three hundred years previously.
As they did not believe in this supernatural ereation of the Greeks, they were the Infidels, the weakminded, stupid heretics, with whom the more
wealthy, aristocratic orthodox would not associate.
These earliest Chr~stians or disciples were proscribed,
condemned, and abandoned by the pious, conceited,
paganized professors of Christianity, who adopted
into their creeds the old heathen mythology which
we hav expressed now in English ill the superhuman
title of, "Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ."
The Infidels of this generation, or those of the
first and the nineteenth centuries, in many respects
harmonize and resemble each other. They both
spurn all creeds and superstitious worships. They
both agree with the Greek philosop:hers and sages, in
regard to the attributes of a first cause in a scientific
or philosophic sense, and in the practice of the moral
virtues to secure salvation.
The early Christians attached great importance to
the light and the truth as the means to redeem the
mind from the bondage of superstition and error.
Not a few of these impressiv lessons hav found
their way mto the New Testament. No Infidel in
our time could desire to enforce with greater
emphasis the absolute and indispensable value of the
" light," or mental illumination.
J obn's gospel makes Joshua say, " God is light."
Then of course light was his God. No greater concaption or higher exaltation could be given to intelligenoa or light, than to make it the God we should
worship. Then John also tells us that he said "To
this e:p.d was I born1 for this cause came I into the

world to bear witness to the truth." These Infidel
gems of course are found mingled with the debris of
the superstructures of colossal Greek and Roman
superstitions.
In the first public discourse or sermon attributed
to Joshua (Jesus), to his ignorant or mentally
darkened audiences, he makes light the conspicuous
and essential guide for life and conduct. He was
making secondary or obsolete the ordinances, laws,
and ceremonies, and substituted for these a new
basis for action and guidance. · He adopted the
Infidel's or Freetliinker's principles and tactics, and
urged his hearers away from all superstition and to
act entirely from another motiv than the priestridden masses: If they would accept his simple,
ethical lessons, and trust in them, well could he say:
"Ye are the light of the world." "Let your light
so. shine before men that they may see your good
works and glorify your father which is in heaven."
To the blind, bigoted, implacable, pious, orthodox
Jews we read that he said: "This is the condemnstion that light is come into the world and men loved
darkness rather than light, because their deeds were
evil. For every one that doeth evil hateth the light,
neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be
reproved. But he that doeth truth cometh to the
light, that his deeds may be manifest that they are
wrought in [good or] God."
"I am enlightening the world. He that followeth
me shall not walk in darkness, but shall hav the light
of life."
In speaking of the life principle as manifested in
animated .nature, that the study of this life force was
instructiv, he said: "The life was the light of men."
It is the study of this life force among scientists that
has brought so much light to this our era.
He said it was open to all, and he believed in all
having this scientific enlightenment, for "That was
the true light which lighteth every man that cometh
into the world." These are specimens of the Infidel
arguments he used to induce the orthodox Jews to
renounce their superstitions, and to accept reason,
light, and intelligence for their religion.
Paul among the gentiles was just as free and fearless in the avowal of his testimony to the light as the
only guide to conduct. He was strongly impressed
with the belief that he could convert them from their
mythology, and that country offered him a field for
extensiv missionary labor. He felt that he was "to
open their eyes and to turn them from darkness to
light and from worthlessness to good;" that this
"Christ or wisdom should show light unto the people and to the gentiles." He urged his disciples "to
put on the armor of light." He said of this christos,
or wisdom, that it will "both bring to light the
hidden things of darkness and will make manifest
the counsels of the hearts."
He told the Ephesians "to walk as the children of
the light" and "to awake, and this christos, or wisdom, shall giv thee light." To the Thessalonians
he said, "Ye are the children of the light."
Paul and Joshua did almost or quite apotheosize
this light. No Infidel since could do more homage
to it, none could show more devotion to it as the
only means of obtaining the revelations of truth.
If the modern Infidel wants what the church must
accept as high authority for a dependence on science,
light, knowledge, intelligence, as his guide; in preference to faith, creed, dogma, dootrin, theology, or
superstition ill any of its multifarious, stupefying
forms or shades, let him appeal to the testimony of
these brave advocates and bold exponents of this
light, who are nominally honored as the authors and
founders, but who, if they were here now, would be
the enemies, of our Christian religion.
The light which· they glorified as the emblel!l and
symbol of all that was unimpeachable and perfect as
a guide, received this reverence from them because
its illumination enabled all to see the truth. Without this light the truth can never be discovered.
The highest aim and end of life is to find and liv
the truth. Our only exemption from the miseries to
which existence is subjected must be by and through
the truth. That is, a true knowledge of all that
appertains to our bappmess, which can be revealed
to us through the absolute freedom and fullness of
this light. Joshua says: "Ye shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free." " The spirit of
truth will guide into all truth." And he said the
mission or purpose of his life was "to bear witness
to the truth."
What Infidel can giv a better record or set up a
higher claim than that~
In their efforts to bring these ancient writings of
the earlier Christians into harmony and to support
our paganized system of religion called Christianity,
it is remarkable that these testimonies for the light
and the truth were left in the text as a taunt and
rebuke to all those " who hate the light because
their deeds are evil," and are clinging to the darkness
and errors of superstition!
These pagan idolators, called the" early fathers of
the church," and their successors, the copyists and
translators, put in the record and hav imputed both
to Joshua and Paul sayings and sentiments so at
• variR:Q.ce1 ao contradictory to the many s1_1bli:q~.~ !'lld
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philosophic lessons they taught, that every sensible
reader cannot fail to see they are forgeries or vicious
blunders of either ignorant or designing translators.
The reader in these times who is so weak or innocent
as to ascribe such absurd contradictions to these
early teachers fails in a capacity to judge human
nat:ur~, to ~i~criminate, or. to deserve any respect as
a bibhcal critiC. The testimony of the late revisers
amply confirms this.
"The disciples of the first centuries," as Gibbon
says, "repudiated all superstitions and became obnoxious on this account to both J~ws and gentiles.
Their attachment and heroic devotion to the simple
ethical philosophy taught by the prophet Joshua
signalized them as objects of contempt whenever
they were found amo~ Hebrew or heathen idoiators."
Th~y we.re believer~ in light, intelligence, wisdom, as
their gUide and the1r God. And because they loved
this wisdom, -in the Greek christos, they were called
Christians. On the questions of morals and religion
they were in unity and practical harmony with the
ol~ school of Greek philosophers, who were called
philosophers because they were lover-s of this ahristos
or wisdom, not only in morals, but in a broader,
scientific, universal sense.
The educated school of philosophers hav perished
or passed away, and their descendants hav returned
to and become absorbed and obliterated in the ignorant superstitious masses of their countrymen, so
that pure Greek philosophy lias no longer a representativ class. The sect of Judean philosophers that
followed the humble Joshua, but whose tenets were
carried by his enthusiastic proselytes to different
nations· of idolators, where multitudes of converts
became their adherents, has also from the same
causes faded away. Their ethics were too simple,
their lives too pure and humble, to maintain their
ground against the massiv hordes of barbarians their
patient, humane, and forgiving principles and .practices had to encounter. So that practically both
schools of Greek philosophy hav now vanished, and
in their stead we hav a compound religion represented by vsrious sects, all in mockery claiming the
name Christian, but all devotees of ancient Greek
and Roman mythology, worshipers of the images
and ideals, the names and titles, the lords and
saviors, the trinities and personalities, the gods and
ghosts of mythology, that our pagan ancestors
adopted into their creeds fifteen centuries ago.
There is no religious sect now known that does
. not cling to some of these superstitions; so there is
no sect or class in what is falsely called Christendom
that so nearly represents in their abstract professions
of faith the early Ohristians as the unbelievers or the
infidels to our present hypocritical, pagan, or heathen
·idolatry called Christianity. The principles of the
early Christians and of modern Infidelity embrace no
idolatrous God and no superhuman faith to fight for,
and the savage fierceness they inspire does not impel
them to the extremes of cruelty and intolerance of
one another.
Tbat this infidelity to modern paganism may be
worthy and do honor to its profession, by in no sense
giving homage to its claims, or that it may not be
betrayed into the excesses of blindness which prostrates itself before God as its ideal of goodness in
hamble adoration while it indulges in wholesale
slaughter of fellow-men, or that it may not permit· its adherents to participate in the absurdities
and crimes that are called Ohristian virtues, is very
important to its honor, its virtue, and fair fame.
That science, light, and truth may bring no disgrace on themsehs by their advocates and exponents
is a matter of serious import and earnest necessity in
the work of redeeming the deluded from the .thraldom of error and the enslaving and corrupting bondage of superstition. The motivs and obligations of
the Infidel to be .upright and circumspect are imperious and commanding.
T. E. LONGSHORE.
Philadelphia, Jum•, 1889.

What Do We J{now About Marcion 1
Tertul!ian, the earliest Latin father, is supposed to
hav died between A.D. 220 and 240. But his works
were doubtless forged in the fifteenth century; so
that what he tells us about Me.rcion is fabulous.
Irenreus also tells us something about Marcion's
doctrine, in his five books "Against Heresies." But
this work, which is all we hav of Irenoous save a few
11 fragments" from his "lost writings," is not in the
original Greek, but in a barbarous Latin version.
The supposed Greek original is lost, and in regard to
the Latin translation the editor of Irenoous's works
remarks:
Dodwell supposes this Latin version to hav been made
about·the end of the fourth century; but as Tertullian seems
to hav used it, we must rather place it in the beginning of
the third.
•
So the ancient Latin translation savors of modern
times, when pseudo-Tertullian of .the fifteenth cent).lry was demolishing Marcion of the second.
But the finding of ancient manuscripts is still
going on. In 1842 a Greek manuscript was found on
Mount Athos. It was anonymous, and was at first
supposed to be by Origen ; but the majority of
aoholQrll! bav nQw l\aeigned its authorship to Hippo!-
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ytus, a disciple of Irenoous. It consists of ten books;
the second and third of, which are wanting, and it
begins thus:
The following are the contents of the first book of " The
Refutation of All Heresies."
Eusebius does not name any work of Irem:eus
"Against Heresies," but he does name, as the last of
seven works by Hippolytus, "Against All Heresies."
By this Greek copy of " The Refutation of All
Heresies," found in 1842, the editor of the barbarous
Latin version of "Irenoous Against Heresies" has
restored and corrected much of the text as it is supposed to hav been written by Iremeus near the. end
of the second century. From this supposititious
"Refutation of All Heresies" we get what purports
to be a fuller exposition of Gnosticism than is found
in "Irenreus Against Heresies" or anyWhere else.
Five sects of Gnostics are dt:scribed, all of which preceded Simon Magus. And in Acts viii Simon is
described as having resided in Samaria a long time
seducing the people by his sorceries. That is to
say, be waR a practicing magician long before he
met Simon K~<pha.
.
·
Justin Martyr briefly alludes to Simon Magus as
coming to Rome in the reign of Claudius, A.D. 41~54.
But that is certainly false. Simon Magus was contemporary with Simon Kepba and the other apostles
of Jesus, who was stoned and hanged about 75 B.a.
Therefore we su~pect that Jus tin did not write in the
second century, but in the fourteenth or fifteenth.
And with the certainty that some ancient manuscripts
are modern forgeries, we are more and more inclined
to believe that the learned Jesuit Hardouin was not
far from the truth when he maintained that we hav
no genuin writings of the fathers, but that all early
church history is fiction, except what little is to be
found in the New Testament. And this we know is
fabulous, contradictory, and uncertain, though doubtless containing aome historical facts.
Justin alludes to Marcion twice, sa.ying that he
came from Pontus, is still alive, teaches a belief in
some other God than the creator, denies that God is
the maker of all things, and that the Ohrist predicted
by the prophets is his son. And yet he adds that
"all who take their opinions from these•men [Simon
and Me.rcion] are called Christians !"
In regard to Paul, he himself tells us that after his
conversion he preached in Arabia; then he returned
to Damascus, whence he escaped to avoid arrest by
the governor under Aretas the king. This was prior
to 62 B c. About 66 B.o Oniaa, a prophet, was murdered outside the wall!! of Jerusalem. Onias answers
to Stephen-stephanos, "a crown." About 75 B o.
Jesus was stoned. and hanged for sorcery, and he
answers to Paul's Jesus. Doubtless that Jesus pretended to be the son of God. It was no uncommon
deluFion. And his followers called him ha mashiach,
"thA anointed," which was ho christos in Greek, and
in L1tin should bav been unctus, for there was no
such word in the L!!.tin language as christus, until it
was fraudulently transferred from the Greek· ho
christos, "the anointed," ass surnam'l for Jeaue.
ANTICHRIST.

relationship of hypocrisy to ignorance in this connection omitted.
As. t.ime advanced intelligence must hav grown and
expanded, and the result of this gain, as applied to
the more enlightened people, could not hav been else
than the introduction of doubt pertaining to the general run of thought as to nature and i~s marvelous
works. A division of sentiment must then hav arisen
tending to the dissolution of the social compact, but
as nature had inherently fixed 11pon our race a. desire
to liv in a close social state, the result on the part of
intelligence has been, in the main, to concede to tho·
popular voict>, though in the wrong, against its will
and opinion, in order to gather to itself the much esteemed bentfits to be dHived from social intercourse
of a pecuniary, directory, or religious character,
knowing that a contrary course would sacrifice all.
This line of conduct was and is the gate, the
channel, and the guide of all hypocrisy, none the less
resorted to since the entrance of higher intelligence
over the world. The only gain in the direct.ion of
better manhood in this regard is that of the downfall
of the ultra-barbarities of all prevailing martyrdoms
under ·the accusations and forms of the Christian
religion. But let us not of this 8go console ourselvs
in the consideration of this gain in the assurance of
stability. The barbarities alluded to are even now
sought to be revived, added to by an Equal earnestness to prostrate the rational liberties of the people.
The matter above written is to be regarded as but
an introduction to the topics presented, as the latter
liv in close relationship to the former in the way of
argument.
I may then say, that naturally, out of the conditions
above described came the conceptions of spiritual
existences with their alleged-! may further sayphantom effects called Spiritualism. All Judea, all
superstitious people of that age were inoculated
with this mental virus to the, at least, partial removal
of Rationalism. They saw gods, angels, spirits,
devils, etc., in their diseased imaginations, leaving
them in a state to make it known that they communed with them. Hereditary taint seized upon
their o:ffdpring and .the continuance of such superstition never ceased. Not one iota of reason could hav
taken part in these conceptions.
Perchance it might hav occurred that hypocrisy
delved its way into the counsels of the superstitious
in manner and motiv such as bas been described, yet
a bit more censurable; for it could not be supposed
that at any period of time subsequent to.the dawn of
human existence hypocrisy had failed to make its
mark upon prevailing conceptions of a superstitious
nature. Let not intelligence deceive itself in the
contemplation of any controverted matter by
the involuntary workings of the imagination cut
loose from the dicta of reason, for the former is ever
given to wanton ways, while the latter ever exerts
itself-if left free to act-to guide the judgment to
true and stable ends.
It is strange, indeed, that the average man inclines
to wander in thought amid the bogs and obscurities
of unreason, while the way to true and highest intelIigeLCe is ever before him, lighted on either side and
strewn throughout with the :flowers of ·hope and
The Old Puzzle Can Be Solved.
The author of "Supernatural Religion" throws happiness. So it has ever been. Chargeable in the
new light upon it, by the aid of which it may be greatest degree to the introduction and propagandisolved. Mr. Clarke, after admitting that Christianity zation throughout the world of religious sentiments
borrowed froin Buddhism, became alarmed at the of one· thousand variations, with not one of them
possible consequences, to Ohristianity, of the admis- able to sustain its pretensions upon a pure basis of
sion, and then endeavored to help the matter by the ·reason and common sense.
There remains to be treated the special topics
false assertion that it laid aside what it had borrowed.
Mr. F. M. H. admits that Christianity was derived named at the head of our undertaking. For reasons
from Buddhism. Does not that origin make primi- soon to be mentioned it will not be necessary to go
tiv Christianity older than Paul, especially when further in this than to allude to the outer coat, so to
Mosheim tells us that Marcion was a member of the speak, of the endeavor, thus: There is no solid base
to the conception of living spirits or to the alleged
Asiatic, which we know was a Buddhist, church ?
Mr. H. thinks the epistles of Paul to the Romans, outputs· of what is called Spiritualism. A1coholic
Corinthians, and Galatians are genuin. But a spirits there are; and cHtain derivations of the term
scholar, well known to Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, tells us spirit, say spirited, denote activity in life. This is
there is proof positiv in the Talmud and other all. Away with phantoms!
As above noted, the necessity of going farther is
Hebrew and Christian writings, that Paul lived about
one hundred years before Pontius Pilate. This being arrested by the exhausliv and unanswerable dissecthe e~ise, Paul could not hav written any epistle that tion of displays of what are called Spiritualistic
mentions the crucified Jesus of our gospels. And if phenomena, to be found in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
Paul told the Romans that their faith was proclaimed May 25th ult. to the credit of John Prescott Guild, a
throughout the world, they must hav been members frequent contributor to THE TRUTH SEEKER. It
D.
of that priroitiv Asiatic church, to which, two hundred should be read by all.
and fifty years afterward, Marcion belonged-Marcion,
Men ot' Go1I.
who took his belief from one gospel and ten epistles
F1·om the Brookhaven, Mtss., Lea<%er.
of .Paul, and preached an aerial Jesus, the son of the
At a meeting of the citizens of Fair River neighborhood
supreme God, and the enemy, not the son of J ehovab. the following resolutions were adopted :
According to Manes, of the third century, who was WHEREAS, One w. c. Summers is a li_oen~ed minister of the Bapa believer in Paul, his epistles had been corrupted. tist church, superintendent of the Fa1r R1ver Bnnd~ty school, and
of the Lincoln county Farmers' Alliance; and
How can they now be genuin T The old puzzle lect.urer
WHEREAs, Sa1d W. 0. Summers did on the 25th daY of June, 1.~89,
at the res1dence of P. B. Mullen. make an a~tempt to commit a
must be solved.
S. P.
criminal assault upon the person of Mrs. J en me Mullen; therefore

Spirits, Spiritualism.
These are common phrases having their ongm m
religious sentiment, and beyond this not generally
well conceived or understood. In connection with
this state of the case it may fairly be said that ignorance, which must hav been the universal condition
of man's primitiv existence, gave advent to both superstition and religion, band in hand. And t.hia state
of caae h&e coptiuuetl op ffOIP tllen until. oow1 th~

bel!sozved, That we, the citizens o~ this vic~nity in.mass J;lleeting
assembh d, do hereby expre~s our IDdJgnatwn agaiDst srud Summers and ntterly condemn and denounce 9uch his said conduct,
Res'oWPd. Further, that we r€qnest said W. 0. Swmmers to remove
himself forthwith from our midst, as we will not tolerate hili
conduct.
. .
. .
.
h
t
ResolVed, That. we, as Cihzens of Fair River, b!lheve t estate men
made by W. 0, Summers as to the character of Mrs.. Jenpie Mull~I\
to be an infamous lie and not worthy of the belief o, any fan.
minded per•on.
.
Resojved., That a copy of these resolutions be furmshed the newQpapers of Brookhaven, with a. request to publish same. and a
newspapers friendly to la.w anq order be requested to copy.
.w; A. BYlll'!E1 Secretary,
if, W: MA;WE;LL, Ohair!llaxt
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Christianity and Civilization.
It is time to refute again the falsehood that Christianity is the source of our civilization. This has to
be done every now and then.
Definitions of civilization are diverse. We may
say in a general way that in certain states contentions between the citizens are settled by law tribunnls,
instead of by private violence; the habitual occupation is industrial, not warlike and predatory; criminal punishment is mild, nqt vindictiv or employing
torture; government is stable, not continually contested. or usurped; it is equitable and popular, not
unjust and despotic; and there is knowledge of the
resources and laws of nature by which the people
satisfy their material necessities, not an ignorant and
helpless exposure to the season's rigors and to disease and famin. To designate such states some
word had to be chosen, and the word chosen is
"civilized."
Take the first above-named characteristic of a
civilized state. The administration of law is powerfully forwarded by an elaborate system of communication and transportation-by good and plentiful
roads, with railways and telegraphs. The former,
good roads, were everywhere established by the great
Roman empire of the pagans, and by these roads the
Romans were enabled to institute -their civilizing
system of laws throughout the greater part of the
then known world. Upon the rise of Christianity,
the care of the roads devolved upon lazy and neglectful prelates, they fell into ruin, public order became
difficult to maintain, and unruly chiefs began to wage
from their isolated castles the feuds that threw
Europe back into barbarism. In what countries
does this state of things still prevail? In those
lingering most in Christianity-Spain and Greece.
In what countries did it soonest disappear? In
those earliest advanced in ]'reethought-France,
England, and Germany. With what countries hav
we always heard connected the words pirates, banditti, brigands, vendetta, dueling? With Spain and
Italy. This country has a section in which Freethought is prominent, the North, and one in which
it is almost unheard of, the South-in which does
dueling linger T Which do our daily papers report
as the scene of murderous family feuds ? This
particular influence that we hav noticed is only one
of the many Christian influences adverse to civil administration ; but we must proceed.
If in civilized states the occupation and habits of
the people are industrial, not warlike and predatory,
let us see whether the most Christian states are the
most civilized. The ancient Jews, from whom we
get our earliest scriptures, and who are especial
Christian models as the people loved by God, were
simply infamous gangs of cut-throat~. Their whole
business was the despoiling of neighboring peaceful
nations of tlheir lands and flocks; their continual
beseechings to their bloody God were that he would
aid them yet more in killing and robbing. During
the most Christian period of Europe, the Middle
Ages, king everywhere waged war on king, baron on
baron, race on race ; and war was accompanied by

the butcheriDg of prisoners, the sack of cities, and
the destruction of wives and children. As Christianity has waned, a movement against war, headed
by Rationalists, has grown up; the attendant atrocities hav disappeared, and with the total extinction of
a bloody and barbarous religion war must become a
thing of the past.
Among the features of civili!ed states, the next in
order that we mentioned was that of mild criminal
punishment, not employing torture, and aiming at
prevention or reformation rather than at revenge.
Any history shows that the most Christian periods
were those in which torture was most employed-to
a certain degree in civil, and to· an unpredecented
degree in" ecclesiastical, punishment. It could not
hav been otherwise, with the spirit of vindictivness.
fostered as it was by scriptural models of bloodyminded Jews and a fiendishly revengeful God.
One characteristic of civilization, we said, is that
in it the government is stable, not continually contested and usurped. By opening the record of God's
people, we :find nothing but mention after mention
of some Jewish gentleman or other killing some other
Jewish gentleman and seizing his kingship. During
the whole of the Christian ages in Europe the government belonged to whichever among the nobility
eould raise a big enough force to kill the reigning
king, exterminate the whole of his family and line,
and seat himself in his place. The Infidel fathers of
this republic set up a better model, which is taking
effect everywhere else.
In the countries known as civilized, government approa~hes more or less to being an equitable expression of the will of the governed. But in the most
Christian countries and most Christian times there
has been the clearest denial that government has its
source in the desire ofthe governed. Point out the most
Christian time, the most Christian nation, the most
Christian government, and there you hav the most
cruel, oppressiv, and despotic time, nation, and government. " Let every soul be subjected to the higher
powers. For there is no power but of God. Whoever resisteth the power resisteth the ordinance of
God" (Rom. xiii, 1, 2).
Civilization rests in great part upon ability to
make use of the materials and forces of nature. The
ancients had made a splendid opening in natural investigation and science; Christianity descen(}ed upon
them in a fatal night of ignorance and superstition,
and arts and science perished. For a thousand years
blind, priest-led Christians imprisoned, hanged,
burnt, and tortured as a magician, a sorcerer, a trafficker with Satan, every man that attempted experiments in chemistry, in physics-in any department of
science. There were no instruments to aid production, not even the iron plow and the simplest tools
of arnculture; there were no remedies for disease,
no means for transportation of produce; famin and
pestilence continually desolated whole provinces.
Faith, prayer, and miracle were known, and were all
that were known, and to doubt them and propose
anything in their place was to signal for the pointing
finger of the priest and the procession with the rabble to the stake and rack.
If this is what civiliz.ation is, and if this is what
Christianity is, and if every history contains all these
facts, is the statement that Christianity is the source
of civilization anything but a lie, told by preachers to
be supported and by politicians to cajole Christian
fools?

Mr. Corkt>ry and His Bible.
Mr.JamesCorkery, of SouthAmboy,N.J.,erstwhile
teacher of the public school, is a peculiar individual.
He achieved notoriety a few months ago by a " symbolical " marriage between himself and one of his
little girl pupil5, and also by burning up a new suit
of clothes because he learned after he had bought
them that the material was not American wool, but
imported. He also arose in a Catholic church and
sought to enter into a dispute with the priest. His
eccentricities gave dissatisfaction to some of the
school trustees and many others, and at the end of
the school year he resigned to prevent trouble.
The resignation was accepted four weeks ago,
and the vice-principal of the school was ap·
pointed to fill the vacancy. The following Friday
was the last day of the school, and he improved the
opportunity to create another sensation. At the
morning session, in the presence of the one hundred
and fifty children, the parents of some, and t}!.e
teachers, Mr. Corkery read the thirty-eighth chapter

of Genesis, about Judah· and Tamar, and then commented as follows:
"Teachers and scholars, you don't think that what has
just been read in your hearing is very nice or very proper.
lean trace disapprobation in your faces; you appear as if
your modesty had been shocked by the recital, and you hav
a right to be offended. All scripture, they tell us, is given
by the inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrin, for
reproof, for instruction in righteousness, and so forth ; but so
much cannot be said of the selection just read, for its tendencies are vicious and demoralizing in the extreme. You
wrong me very much if you think because I hav read this
unsavory extract for you that I approve of such transactions,
that I am a blackguard. This venomous decoction I detest
as much as you do; I reg!IId it as vile and execrable beyond
palliation or excuse ; and, as actions .speak louder than
words, I'll show you by my conduct what I think of it."
Mr. Corkery here tore the offending page from the
volume. After he had torn it into· small pieces,
which he threw into a convenient wastebasket, he
thus continued:
"That gilt-edged volume, now disfigured, and labeled
'Holy Bible •.on the back, may be accepted as an authoritativ
standard of truth and piety in our churches, where hypocrite and thieves abound; but as a text--book of devotion
and of godliness it is altogether out of place in the public
schools, the immaculate cradle of holy innocents. A lie can
not endure forever; and though what I hav done will no
doubt be severely animadverted upon, yet I defy all hostil
criticisms. I hav within my reach, as a student of the de11.d
languages, proofs the most irrefragable and convincing, both
historical and documentary, to show that the entire illassorted compend, the work of vagabond Jews, is a barefaced forgery and a fraud, or rather a cunningly devised
fable, having for its object the bloody sacrifice of the mass
or masses, and the crucifixion or extermination of the innocent, leading them as unsuspecting sheep unto the slaughter.
"These are serious charges, but I am ready to substantiate
them; and to this end, resigning my position and taking my
life in my hand, I go forth to battle with the mons.ter superstitiqn, flinging defiance at the powers of darkness. To the
orthodox believer of everi creed, lay or clerical, who may
be offended at my remarks, and who burns in consequence
to stamp me as a boaster and a liar, I extend a challenge to
decide the matter in dispute between us by fair and open
controversy before any intelligent audience in the land. Let
my challenge be accepted, or let the doctors of divinity for
ever hide their diminished heads in shame."
Mr. Corkery now starts upon a crusade against
the Bible and the church, claiming that the Lord
will provide him the ways and means.
We hav no sympathy at all with Mr. Corkery's
enemies, or his friends, either, for that matter, but it
seeml!l to us that he is a good-sized crank. His
introduction into the school of an obscene story was
an outrage upon the scholars.
There is one very good point to the episode, however, and that is that the parents of the children hav
learned that the Bible is an unfit book to be read in
schools, and if the practice is to be continued they
wlll probably demand an expurgated edition.

Adjusting Christianity.
A Christian paper is in great anxiety that the
churches hit upon some method quidl:ly, before it is
too late, of "adjusting Ch:~;istianity to the age without disturbing any of its fundamental principlestruly a delicate and difficult task."
What on earth does this mean? Adjust Christianity? If it is true, we should think the only thing to
do w:ould be to adjust the age to it. How many
times can church dupes go on reading such things as
this over and over without seeing jnto the selfexposure, the clearest possible revelation of fraud,
contained in one such sentence? They are told by
their parsons that Christianity is a truth divinely
revealed to ·men, and thus necessarily immutable; in
the next moment they hear schemes for "adjusti~g"
said immutable truth so as to gain the people's favor
and trade, and yet they go along with eyes unopened
and nose as far from smelling a mouse as ever.
Hasn't the whole history of the church been one of
adjustment! What does it teach now that it taught
in its early age? What text does it now int~rpret to
mean the same as it did once? It bas taught from
its Bible the falsity of every scientific fact discov·
ered ; then afterward it has turned around and
proved by the same Bible that all these scientific
facts are right. It supported monarchy while monarchy was in favor with the age, and damned republicanism ~Vith holy texts; no sooner did republicanism win its fight than the divine book adjusted
itself, and, presto! it is the source of our republican
government. As long as it could it encouraged
celibacy as the state ·most pleasing to God, upon
which we should all enter if we could force ourselvs
to, if possible letting the race perish ; it filled convents and monasteries and caves with sour and
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gloomy aatletics ~ presently a tnonk and a king wanted It coolly prefers the request that government imprison ject: "But I see these Christians that you say are

wi-vea, natural instincts l'etus~d to be mutilated any
longer~ aRd tll:>'w we hav the " Christian home "
.
'
"C!u·zstian
motherhood," etc. Before 1865 the "di'Vine word" fitted perfectly with slavery in the United
States; but the slavery was abolished and so the
"word" was adjusted. At the discovery of evolution
that doctrin, as poor Darwin found to his cost, was
clearly false by proof of the inspired book; yet the
doctrin is all right now that it has been adopted by an
overwhelming force; judicious adjustment does quite
away with all conflict~in fa.ct, evolution was first
taught by the Bible itself.
«<Without disturbing any of its fundamental principles." It canm~t be said that there is any fundamento.l prin~;iple of the creeds that has not been
altered. A humane generation has grown up and been
abocked by certain passages, and more intelligfnt
city pastors hav accordingly discovered that those
passages are not inspired----only the others. Thus
the dogma of .the inspiration of all the eeripture is
broken. The garden of Eden story, U e fall and
atonement, hav been adjusted by the pastors of
advanced congregations into "poetic myth!!-allegories, not to be taken litera1Jy, but as symbolizing"
so and so. Hell is far gone in the cities; it is starting to go in the country. Some creeds ha.v been
openly adjusted ; those that stand are taken in a different sense. It does not signify to point out that
the words are the same; words are nothing in themselva; the thing to be considered is the meanings
attached to the words, the conceptions called up by
the words. And those old meanings, old conceptions,
are now almost never called up, almost never dwelt
on or insisted on.
Then the question shOuld arise in every mind of
ariy shrewdness, What is there constant amid all this
change? what remains enduring and fundamental
under all this adjustment? We hear ot bminess
enterprises, manufactures, money-making schemes,
being adjusted; but how can a divinely revealed
body of truths be adjusted' If divinely revealed,
it must be unchangeably true-as true at the first as
it ever can be. If one will push that question, What
is there constant amid all the change? he will arrive
at this answer. There is just one thing constant, one
thing that remains, whatever else has to go, and that
is-the determination to be supported by the people,
and ride them to the end of time.

The Shop Across the Wuy.
It is time there was an end put to the absurd rev-

erence with which the people regard the operations
of churchmen. There are some men in this country
that do a certain business, and hav a certain product to sell. The men are called pastors and the like;
the business is church work, and the product they
offer for sale is their talk. People hav been duped
into such a reverence for the thing that we suppose
it is impossible to get a Christian to regard the question as it should be regarded, but we will ask nevertheless : How in the name of common sense does
this business stand on any different footing from
any other business? Why should we giv these men
that want to sell this talk any privileges over men
that want to sell any other kind of talk, or that want
to sell groceries, coats and vests, or pigs' feet!
Yet these men hav secured the most outrageous
exemptions and privileges. In industrial circles we
hear now and then much to-do over some one business being given an unfair advantage over others. It
seems always to hav been an inclination of tradesmen
to intrigue with government to the snd of securing
immunities, assistance, or monopolies. So this trade,
gospel-selling, has naturally tried also. It has secured these unjust advantages to an extent monstrous and outrageous ; and what we want people j;o
do is to look on its schemes and unjust advantages
just as they do on those of any other business, and
stop them. We want people..,to get rid of that foolish reverence that prevents them from seeing this
concern's methods and injustices in their true lightprevents them from seeing that they are nothing
more than the methods and injustices that any other
business employs every time we are foolish enough
to giv it the chance.
Gospel-selling give its sharp business dodges, and
solicitations to government for advantages, another
name than the ordinary one. It asks government to
kindly suppreae all rivals, and then takes credit for
having done a deed "holy, spiritual, blessed, lofty."

or kill any rivals that want to set up in the same opposed to science and knowledge seeking education
business; and then says it has done a deeJ the most every day, procuring reading-matter, organizing
scientific lycetUD.s, handling scientific instruments.
high, necessary, glorious, and moral conceivable.
Let people learn to discard the old language about liow ean your statement that they antagoniile and
it, and when thc,y view it instigating against a ri~a.l, hinder such activities be true !'1
A little thought should enable such person to
see in it nothing more than a shop berating "the shop
make a distinction that would render the matter
across t.he way."
Let us hav no more line languag!l about closing clear-. The simt>le fact is that such persons as thbe6
theaters and ot.her places of entertainment Sunday; observed by him are not Christians. tt signifies
The closing of them has nothing to do with 11 moral- iitUe by what name they <iontinue to call themselvs j
ity,'' with · " decency, with "sobriety ,;"-except to names are nothing. What we are. to estimate them
injure them all. Going t"o such places enlarges ~he by is, the whole body of their disposition, habits of
intellect, raisas the spirits, refreshes the toilworn, and thought, and actions. Now, Christianity prescribed
warms and broadens the sympathies. It is good for a certain system of dispositions, habita of thought,
n:i.oraEty, and every thinking man knows it. The and actions; this was followed by certain men in the
whole gist of. the matter, stripped of the fine Dark Ages, followed rigidly and in its entirety; and
language that preacbers hav befooled people into those men were Christians. To them the name really
using, is that going there lessens attendance at applies, and to them only; to them only can we corchurch and takes money out of the preachers' rectly look for the effects of Christianity in practic£'.
pockets. It is nothing to use grand terms about- The men passing as Christians now, we affirm, are
not like those tnen, are not Christians j and to use
it is simply a matter of " the shop across the way."
People don't "d.ebass their minds" or "'neglect the safile name to denote both is to continually gif
higher duties" by staying at home and reading Sun- rise to that confusion of .thought whieh it is the t>tlrday newspapere. Acquiring knowledge elevates the pose o£ this article to disentangle. We bav affirmed
m_ind, snd it itself is our highest duty. Let the that they are not Christians i and we affirm that the)"
plain truth be told-the practice doesn't fill the are Rationalists. That is, in the main. They at~
nine-tenths Rationaliste. Nine-tenths of their thinkpreachers' bellies.
The Sunday opening of art museultls and libraries ing and conduct is based on the principles of Rationis said to be "unseemly,U "improper,'' "unrighteous," alism, and directly and flatly in defiance of Christian
and so on. Translated from this funny mystical rule. What is bad in them is Christian; what is
language, this means onlythat it diverts trade to the good, is Rationalistic. Let anyone puzzled look
shop across the way and doesn't enable parsons to back in history and he will see the genuin Christians
get so much roast meat, feather bedding, and fine opposing education, burning scientific worb a1ong
with their writers, destroying libraries and scientific
.furniture.
instrulllents.
After we hav lost tens of thousands of
The same of Sunday railroading. The people that
run some businesses hav bsen fools enough to let the lives in trying to get the superstition out of believers
people that run other businesses solicit government and some sense and science into them, a-d hav got
them in the tolerable condition of to-day, nine-tenths
into suppressing the former businesses.
Then there are the scientists and Rationalists. They Rationalistic, it is rather hard on us to hav some look
are the worst of sll. If people commence to trade with at our reformed Christians, our partially sane prodthem our business is gone at one~. Their goods are ucts, and tell us that he doesn't see but that they're
of such a nature as not only· to serve in place of all right-doesn't see why we need hav so much tur·
ours, but to insinuate the outrageous idea that ours moil over them. There is not a scientific book that
are humbug-we see our old customers smiling as Christians are seen using that does not contain
they come cut of the shop across the way. This theories for which his predecessors hav burnt men
calls for the very fiercest language in all our collec- and tortured them;. a Christian cannot open his
tion of curses for rivals. This calls for the strong mouth to pronounce any received and every-day
maxim of modern physical knowledge or modern
hand of the state at once.
These reflections are suggest~d by a paragraph in government or morals, without flatly contradicting
the affirmations of his scripture.
a Catholic journal:
Then let everyone distinguish: Every time a Chris" We warn our Catholic people against the venders of
tian
is seen dqing a thing sensible, he is doing a
certain superstitious prayers alleged to hav been found in the
grave of our Lord; also, of 'a letter written by our .Lord thing obediently to his reason, which faculty the
Jesus Christ and found fifty-three years after the blessed scripture expressly condemns; every time he works
savior's death,' etc., etc. Now all this stuff is silly and for a thing instead of praying for it, he is violating
~uperstitious, and should receive no countenance whatever
from Catholics. Burn aU. such trash and kick from your Christ's injunction; his every humane word against
doors the venders thereof. We hav surely prayers enough violence, robbery, or slavery is blasphemously anapproved of by the church without having recourse to such tagonistic to the examples of the Old Testament;
superstitious twaddle."
every step he takes toward bettering our worldly
What could afford a more hearty laugh to one condition is in willful disobedience of divine cominitiated into the true meaning of this sort of thing T mands. When he is seen doing any of these things,
Calil they giv a particle of proof of any superior worth let it be understood that he is doing them as a
of their prayers over those offered by their com- Rationalist ; and that he does them as a Rationalist,
petitors 1 "Burn all such trash "-buy oniy our after centuries of the opposit course, only because
trash, else the money won't get in our pockets. we hav endured generations of slaughter, torture,
" Kick from your doors the venders thereof "-cer- persecution, and abuse to persuade, force, and beat it
tainly; if necessary, burn them. "We hav prayers into him.
enough _I}Pproved by the church without having reAnd the reason we are still working at him is that
course to such auperst.itious twaddle." Buy Smith's there even still lingers in him a leaven of the old
Blacking. Go to Jones ior clothing. Get only so- superstition, which yet works the saddest results,
and-so's Cough Syrup. Trade only at the old-estab- and he is dangerous as long as it remains in him. It
lished stand.
may at any time spread and resume its old power;
we doubt that any mind, brought up as we all hav we are not safe till the last atom of poisonous stuff
been under delusiv reverence for all these sharpers' has been rooted out never to return; and this is
schemes and their sounding cant, can take in at once what we are tryinl(' to d0.
-------<~.-------a clear, full, realizing idea of the monstrousness of
THE Concordia Blad6 tells a good story. Mr. Walker,
the fraud and outrage by which these tradesmen cashier of a bank in Bt. Joseph, lately went to vi8it Mr~
procure their tremendous government support against Obendrof of the First National bank at Centralia. He was.
invited to Mr. Obendrof's house for dinner. and was such a,
their riv1de.
solemn man that Mr. Obendrof im~gined he must be
A Distinction.
religious. When dinner was ready, Mr. Walker was invited
Men must distinguish, in essaying to estimate to ask a blessing, which he did, after some hesitation and
what Christians and their belief are good for in the blushing. Mr. Obendrof congratulated himself on his
shrewdness in not offending his religious guest, and a few
world, between true Christians, Christians properly weeks later went to St. Joe, and was invited. to dinner with
so called, on the one hand, and on the other hand Mr. Walker. Mr. Walker thought it would never do to
the persons known as Christians in the present age. offend a religious man like Mr. Obendrof, so he invited him
A person having heard a denunciation of Christinns to ask a blessing. Mr. Obendrof blushed a.nd hesitated, but
and Christianity as obstructiv to science, might then finally mumbled out something that was accepted as a blessobserve the church-members about him and tb.efu.o life ing. After dinner, while riding about the city, they talked
.
.
on religion, when it· developed that both men were Freeand domgs, and come to the conclus10n that the· cJe. thinkers,. and that.t.he,v; lul.d:uever before. asked a- blessing a.t
nutt~it!.t~on w:aa_ ~~~r-condemaatory~ ]Je mi~hb ob:-· '·dinner.
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J;ttttts Jronr. Jlritnds.
NATIONAL CITY, June 24,, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: We are very much pleased with the paper,
and out of all on our Jist THE TRUTH SEEKER is read first and
last. It give so much room for thought, while the ordinary
secular paper is dross, policy-moving, and so much inclined
to toady to the cheeky ministers, who should all know that
they are in a foul and treacherous business.
~- N. BURGESS.
Yours truly,
TRUXTON, N.Y., July 2, 289 E.M.
MR. EDITOR: Continue sending me THE TRUTH BEEKER,
as I think it one of the best papers that can be read by man
or woman. It is all I can wish for. I received a letter from
W. F. Jamieson, Esq., asking if there are Liberals enough
in Truxton to sustain a Liberal course of lectures, and in reply
would say there are Freethinkers enough, but how '' liberal"
they are I don't know. I will write to him after I see some
who, I think, would help.
JoHN DEAN.
FREDONIA, N.Y., June 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find money to pay toward
service already ably done and for that which may come,
in good riddance of stale theology, which has always stood
and lurked in the hlghways of every progress to a better and
higher civilization.
To hope and trust effectually means to stand up erect, and
aid in keeping the flag floating above the cross. It is high
time every man came to the rescue.
PLINY SMITH.
CELINA, 0., June 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $10 for four new subscribers and the renewal of myself to the best paper on earth,
THE TRUTH BEEKER. And you may count on me for a lifetime subscriber. I am a radical Infidel, and glory in the
honor, for I consider it an honor to denounce superstition
and Christian dogmas. My family are Infidels, and we hav
been working for the cause in this place. We hav about
forty brought over to our way of thlnking, and will try to
send in some names in the near future.
HENRY T. NroouM.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., July 7, 1889.
MR, EDITOR: Did God do all that lay in his power to avert
or mitigate the horror at Johnstown? If so, is he then infinitly powerful ? Did he not do all he could ? Is he then
infinitly merciful? The above questions I put to a lady the
other day and the answer was: "Oh, they were all wicked
and God destroyed them." Btit I asked' her if her own
mother, her good mother, had been there on a visit, and was
drowned, what would she think of God's goodness to her
mother? She did not like my mode of reasoning, and triumphantly answered me by exclaiming : '' Oh, some people
JAMES WATT.
would like to tear God from .his throne I"
BOYNE FALLS, MroH., June 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It is said by some here that say they know,
that the Johnstown flood was in consequence of the wickedness of the people, but I· think there must hav been some
that God must hav loved, and that it might hav been to
chasten them and not to punish the wicl!ed. Therefore, I
thought I would continue to take your paper, as you might
know something about it; at least, as much as any of us, and
would express an opinion that might giv a little light on the
matter. My honest opinion is that it was on account of the
heavy rains and the breaking of the dam.
When will people learn to think, or not to think foolishly?
W. P .. DAVOLL.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
PARIS, ILL., July 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I offer my sincere congratulations on the
just and able manner in which you handled the communications of your" two respected friends" in your last paper.
Your reasoning is right and the strictures are just and timely,
meeting the cases of others who would hav THE TRUTH
SEEKER run in accordance with their restricted views. You
are right. Sit down very hard on anyone who would bav
the grand old TRUTH BEEKER run in the interest of any party
or sect, religious or political. The idea of THE TRUTH BEEKER
throwing "mud" cannot be truthfully held by persons
familiar with the facts. I hope your "friends" are not addicted to the practice of "mud-slinging."
J. A. WALTHALL.
GRAND RAPIDS, MroH., July 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The Bible: Is it a truth or not? on this
question the whole prosperity of the human race depends.
Our Christian friends tell us that· God is all-wise; that whatever be sends us is for our good. According to this we
should not kill the potato-bugs. I find Christians and scientists are killing alike. Science says if we had not killed a
potato-bug this season we should not hav any potatoes to eat
again. Science says, stop raising potatoes a few years and
the potato-bug will cease to exist. If I were a Christian I
must believe that I should not kill potato-bugs, as the Bible
says thou shalt not kill. I as a scientist believe we should
not kill our fellow-man. It has always been the practice of
the Christians to kill their fellow-man, while their profession
has been, thou shalt not kill.
A SorENTIST.
DAYVILLE, CoNN., July 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $1 in pay for TRUTH SEEKER.
I could not keep house without it. Heston's ·pictures are
splendid. The last one was fine. I don't think the faithful
will try to drink poison or play with snakes if their faith is
ever so strong. It would take holy Saint Patrick to do that.
There is not much religion in this place. The churches
are poorly supported. At the last game of baseball that was
played here the priest got a pair of black eyes and a bloody

nose frpm one of his dear children. So you see how they
honor their holy !ather. I am the only one that takes THE
TRUTH BEJUrER here.· I hav tried to get some to take it, but
can't. There are plenty of Freethinkers but they don't seem
to want to subscribe. llend my paper every week, and some
of them enjoy reading it. I may get a subscriber yet.
Yours for truth,
MARTHA HART.
July 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The whole South are notorious as followers
of a dead crank who lived eighteen hundred years ago, and
a very limited account of him. They fall down and worship
to a degree no other section of the country can compare
with. Here in southern Mississippi there is the most Chrietianity and the least honor of any portion of the United
States. I bav even seen a man here arrested for picking
blackberries on Sunday. But should he go to church and
leave a whip, rubber coat, or umbrella, or any trifling· thh:>g
in his buggy or on his horse ten to qne it is gone whrn pe
comes out. Everyone asks God for help here and they are
the poorest people I ever saw anywhere,- just one remove
from the savage. All are good church-members, and any of
them will go on the witness.stand and swear black iR white.
The negroes are flocking from the rice plantations on the
banks of the Savannah to follow a Northern white crank who
is posing as Christ, falling down on their knees and worshlping biro wherever he approaches, preparing for an early
march to Canaan, and waiting for cadoads of angels' wings
to be brought them over the white man's railroad to fly away
to the promised land. They are leaving crops, belongings,
A FREETHINKER.
and homes.
LooKPORT, N.Y., June 30, 1889:
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find check for $5.50 to renew
my subscription for two years. I send the extra fifty cents
for a bo.ok which I think you hav for sale, entitled, if I mistake not, "Men, Women, and Gods," by Miss H. Gardener.
I am now almost eighty years of age. Do you really know
that after I cease living here I shall dissolve into the elemental
constituents that now make up my individuality? It seems
almost too bad to be snuffed out like that when I bav Jived
here so long. My capacity for acquiring knowledge and
intellectual enjoyment is as good as ever. If you do riot
know, what is your belief? Is it, in your opinion, all guesswork? I think it is a miserably mean thing to die guessing.
I can afford to lose all the popular ideas of God and the
devil, heaven and hell, golden wings and golden streets, but
I bav such a strong desire to continue to exist somehow and
somewhere in this beautiful universe that I feel like swearing
or: praying every time I read some of the labored arguments
to prove the endless sleep, which come to us in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. With all t:iie st;rong and ever-increasing love I bav
for those I hav seen pass away, the ardent desire and sweet
hope of again seeing their kind and sympatbet\c faces, are
they indeed dust and ashes? Whence this mockery, this
cheat, this lie? It chills me to the very bones thus to liv
with all these hopes and aspirations for more than threequarters of a century, and at last lie down and in a few
IsAAo ALLEN.
moments become extinct.

be either for amusement or for gain. And, worse than· all,
there's no philanthropy about such a narrow, selfish scheme.
Those few who profess to be the recipients of tJ;iose communications cannot claim to be of greater moral and intellectual
worth than many who are slighted, so upon what grounds can
these manifestations be justified? And if not justified they
should be condemned. Yours, for liberty, philanthropy, and
fraternity,
Ex-REv. Joe. N. l-lAXEY.
GLovERSVILLE, N.Y., July 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : l bav a little circumstance to tell you, whlch
may interest you. I was walking past a church the other
evening, and made a few remarks in regard to the sanity of
the people who would go and listen for a couple of hours to
a clergyman and then claim that they do most emphatically
believe what they hav been listening to. As I was speaking
an aged gentleman came up behind me, and asked what I
meant. I told him, whereupon he started on a long discourse, and before he had spoken thirty words he left his
theme and commenced on temperance. I could not get him
to leave the temperance questi\)n, so I asked him what temperance had to do with Christianity originally. He· answered, '' Everythlng." And he claimed that the church
founded temperance, until I mentioned the Washingtonians
to hlm. Then for the third time he evaded the argument
I gave, and told me about his promising a quarter of lamb to
a man if he would abstain from all intoxicating drinks for
one year. The man stopped drinking and received the
quarter of lamb. The old gentleman became so excited
over the lamb that he could only repeat the story over and
over to me. And I left him, as it was very uninteresting to
talk to a man who could only repeat an old story that had
nothing to do with what charges I made against his religion.
He is a strong advocate, and has been for years, of the
temperance cause, and what did he ever do in that regaod,
or ever try to do, while he bad a chance-and he certainly
must bav bad a chance, as he signs his name "Hon."?
I will not mention any names, as he has made no public
attack on me as yet; but should he, I think THE TRUTH
BEEKER will bav a few items for publication.
I simply write this because I feel in a communicativ mood,
and to show you that there is another old fogy in the world,
and one more strong and radical advocate of free thought
and speech and common sense.
W. P. LooKLIN.

CHroAGo, ILL., July 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Can I be allowed to say amen to the tone of
John Downes's letter in THE TRUTH BEEKER of July 6th? I
think he hits the nail on the head when he says, "Let the
motto of all lovers of our country be, No more suffrage to
any foreigners. Keep them from voting, and destroy the
venomous sting of the church." While I hav no objection to
foreigners coming here to seek a home for themselvs and
little ones, who will adopt our country as their own and help
to protect it from all its foes, I hav serious objections to any
alien coming here to steal the livery of our United States to
serve the Roman church (or any other church or creed) and
carting away our Constitution and laws in the hearse of
Jesuitism. The majority of foreigners who come here bring
with them the idea taught, that their first obligation of obedience is due the church and its dictates. With the pope of
Rome to decree and Cardinal Gibbons to manipulate, what
would our country come to ? Even now it is not safe to
utter the words I am penning, nor for you, Mr. Editor, to
publish, as the principle that has shown itself in the assassination of Dr. Cronin of our city is abroad in the land, and
were all the foreign population of our land like many of
them, we would now be snufling the fumes of burning heretics. For between the politician (the Jesuit of politics) and
the Jesuits of the Roman church our land is in danger, as
they would stab to the heart our Constitution, debauch our
public schools, and ruin the virtue of our government. The
importation of ignorance and lawlessness, free of duty, is the
bane that is poisoning the vitals of our nation and sapping
away the life of our citizens.
A. D. SwAN.

ToRoNTO, July 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I should like to ask through the columns of
THE TRUTH SEEKER-for I do not suppose a Christian jour.
nal would devote its sacred columns to the propounding of
such a question-.-why the almighty does not exert his omnipotent power in such cases as the Johnstown catastrophe for
instance. We often hear him likened unto a father who
guards his child with a watchful and careful eye, but I
would like to bear of the father who in his right senses
would sit calmly on his selfish throne as God does and see
one or a number of his children hurled into the jaws of grim
death without making an effort to rescue them, but instead
glare at them -with a keen eye of satisfaction, and gloat over
the scene as though be gloried over such horrible exercise,
and then try to frighten those who remain into the belief that
the only way they can secure a harp and a pair of wings ·
with which to soar away to everlasting happiness is to praise
him day and night for allowing the lives of unsuspecting
victims to be taken in such a cruel and cowardly manner,
when be could bav prevented it but did not.
Is it any wonder that the Christian forces are battering
down their own fortresses and annihilating their own army,
when under command of such a relentless and bloodthirsty
general? And they are evidently breaking down every barrier
to Freethought, which in the great march of progress is fast
gaining the ascendency over wrong for which it is striving,
and which will eventually attain an eminence from which it
can look down upon the vanquished forces of orthodoxy,
and proclaim to all the world that error and superstition hav
been obliterated and truth and right are wearing illustrious
crowns.
When the imaginary fire and smoke which hav belched
forth out of the mouths of roaring Christian guns for centuries hav cleared away; when the ranks of superstition hav
been broken and the forces scattered, and the shackles of
mental and social slavery bav been broken off, then will the
unmistakable evidences of the destruction of the high walls
of superstition be manifested, and the glorious dawn of a
reign of unhampered liberty, of unfettered freedom of
thought and speech, break upon us, and a new and brighter
sun will shine upon emancipated humanity. Wars will cease,
bloodshed and strife will be practically unknown; and as a
high standard <'If education will be the aim of all,. every intelligent man and woman will become a benefactor and instrumental in reclaiming the human race.
J. B. VAIL,

PoOAHONTAS, ILL., July 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed twenty-five cents for "Liberal
Hymn Book." I am truly glad that the truth still live. I
hav been thinking a long time I'd say a word about Spiritualism. Those communications, both pro and con, that hav
previously appeared in our paper, remind me of sportsmen shooting at so long a range that they knew they had not
reached the target, and no one knew which came the nearest.
Although I was raised to believe in spirits, I hav for many
years had no sympathy in the cause. If I understand the
meaning of the word spirit, it is certainly nothlng. It is
either a part ( f God or of the devil, which are great nothlngs.
Spirits are invisible, and yet our Spiritual friends see them.
They are not tangible, but yet they are felt. They hav no
organs of speech, yet they converse freely. They hav no
body, yet they write.
'Tis a pity that men and women of such talent will fool
away this short life, where so much good could be accomplished, practicing such superstitious legerdemain. It m1:1st

IPAvA, ILL., July 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The Fourth of July celebration in Ipava was
.better than any citizen anticipated. The most sanguin did
not expect such a fine time, nor did they e:x;pect to see so
many people present. All was in harmony. The music,
the reading of the Declaration, the oration, the tribute to the
grand old flag, the eagle, the park dinner, all went to make
up one grand, beautiful picture. Every heart seemed to be
throbbing with patriotism. All was pleasant until about 5
P.M., when the ''Holiness Band"· came in on Main street,
marched into the thickest of the crowd, and commenced
singing psalms·. They were quietly asked to go to the park,
but did not go ; then they were commanded to disperse, as
they were obstructing the public highway. Still they were
inclined to remain, calling the officers of the day a drunken
mob for trying to interfere with God's work. Now ~t seems
that many good people hav come to the conclusion that God
has some very poor specimens of humanity working for him,
and they hav beCOllle t4"ed Of being called fools a;ud drunk-
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ards by such people. In fact, such acts and such people are
an insult to decent religion, an eyesore to good citizenship
sickening to creation, and last, but not least, it is an insult
to the national bird to interfere with his flight on the Fourth
of July. These holiness people are not patriotic. They do
not believe in the Declaration, there is not God enough in it
Jehovah they think is left out. One of this same band wa~
egged out of a neighboring town for condemning the soidiers
and citizens for laying flowers upon the dead soldiers' graves.
They are a part of the God-incthe-Constitution party. They
are trying to elevate the cross above the flag. George Washington said : " This government iB in no sense founded on
. the Christian religion." This is a secular government, recognizing no religion but tolerating them all if celebrated in order
and decency. Ignorance cannot on national holidays erect
their "guide board " on the public highway and there mistake cheek for authority, loud talk for wisdom, and excitement for inspiration. There is a time for everything and a
place for everything. The time to fiy the American eagle
and pay tribute to the stars and stripes is the Fourth of July.
And when the eagle :liies the highest and the .Hag floats upon
the breeze Washington, Paine, and Jefferson become im.
mortal, and every man, woman, and child that are protected
beneath the grand old fiag, the emblem of liberty-if they
know from whence their liberty came-will hold the above
heroes more sacred than all else. They kindled the fires of
independence which put out the sulphurous fi~e of darkness,
and should be lauded to the sky.
The soul-savers were taken in ·charge by the officers and
marched to the public square, and turned loose. Some of
the most superstitious expected 'to see the flag rent from top
to bottom and the dead come forth and walk, but not so.
The grand old emblem still floats and the sun still shines,
and the Ipava people are happy.
C. S. RANDOLPH•
LAWRENOE, KAN., July 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: When we learn to feel that we are responsible
beings, and do what is right for the love of right; doing
good for its own reward, and not for the fear of eternal
punishment or the vengeance of a wrathful God, then, and
not till then, shall we hav a just apprec'ation of ourselvs, our
fellow-beings, and our creator.
I, for one, could not die with a.clear conscience, if during
life I should attribute to God all the cruel wars, bloodshed,
and torture-with guillotin, the gibbet, and fagot-all the
atrocities recorded in the Bible and through history, and
which are said to hav been executed according to the divine
110m,mand of God, but which were the outgrowth of vicious,
conniving,or mentally deranged people, and palmed off on the
ignorant masses, who,. under oppression and tyranny,· gladly
caught the thread of hope that somewhere in the future there
might be a heaven of rest for the poor and oppressed of this
world, whose lives had been one brief scene of grief and
wrong here. They also conceived that it w0uld be a fine thing
to invent a place of torture for their oppressors ; so they invented the sulphur pit, to which they hav consigned not
only their oppressors, but also the best and noblest types of
the human race. All that did not believe their absurd
dogmas, all that dared to think for themselvs with that
brain given them by the creator, were doomed to eternal
pe_rdition. But, for my part, I would rather go to eternal
perdition in company with Galileo, Socrates, Paine, and all
the list of ancient and modern thinkers than be consigned to
the orthodox heaven one hour amongst the lying, grasping
priestcraft and ignorant, cringing cowards, thieves, and mur.
derers that hav lived like fiends of darkness and imps of
Satan, that hav offered up their prayers on the gallows to a
creator that they think has nothing else to do than listen to
human babble, and grant pardons to those who are too mean
~!? liv like true men and too cowardly to die.
Mns. H. H. AHLSTROM.
PALMYRA, N.Y., June 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I see that the gospel-bangers turn all things
to.. prove the goodness of God. The Johnstown flood was
one of God's blessings, and next fall the people will be re. quested to assemble in their respectiv houses of worship and
thank him for it. Salt is as good as sugar to sweeten with
if you only think so. They can prove their religion to little
children and little minds. Those who fish in rain-barrels
for whales and in superstition for ghosts believe all they say.
They stand up in their dignity and long faces and tell their
dupes that God has created certain laws of nature, and they
h!loV to work the way he has planned-:.he does not interfere
with them. But it appears he did at the Johnstown flood,
for he saved an old wooden image of his ma in the Catholic
church-although he didn't save tke church. That, I suppose, was ·of more consequence than the' thousands that
perished by the flood. God is so good and merciful and can
do everything and dislikes sin and suffering, and your
prayers will be answered if you pray in faith believing. Did
not that poor little child on the raft' believe, and all those
others who asked God to help them? But they went to
their death, and God was about as much help to them as the
horn on the moon. And soOJa after in Ireland, fifty or more
little innocent children were maimed or killed in a railroad
collision, and they were his ·own good little Sunday-school
.scholars. How long will the poor dupes of religion keep
worshiping a myth of old heathen idolatry, ipstead of putting
their trust in themselvs to overcome the destroying power in
nature by common sense and science ?
r love the good, the beautiful, the just, the grand, and the
noble in all nature, but I do not Jove or. reverence a heartless
God. I despise that heartless monster that makes the innocent su:lfer for the guilty, and creates animal life so it can
exist only by devouring other living substances, that are in
pain by being tortured and killed-one aniiQ.al laying traps
to catch its own fellows or other species, and the animal man
not ~~em.pt fro~ tlJ,!}t heart}t'S§ cruelty~ 'WJw~ W~tOftl_liJ,e
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and sickness come to us the sky-pilots say that whomsoever
God loveth he chastiseth. According to that he loves everybody and he has been on the love-path quite considerable
lately, and has loved many of them to death. I sincerely
hope he will not place his affections on me very soon, as my
ambition is to help spread the gospel of Freethought a little
longer on earth. I hav no ambition to sing his praises and
goodness around the great white throne.
I find that the Freethinkers were the only ones who contributed to the building of that monument to Ecience, and
the murdered advocate of it, poor Bruno, although his knowledge was a help to education, and to the good of all classes,
Protestants and Catholics. And even God did not know
the shape he had made his own earth in until he was told by
that martyr to science and Freethought. No, they could
not contribute one cent to a monument to progress, but the
religious fanatic will giv his last dollar to help build a monument to one of the old, ignorant,. selfish, and degraded
saints of Christianity, doubly dyed aBd steeped in debauchery and crime.
H. P. MARSH.

to deceive me unless subjected to strict supervision of reason.
Thought being but imagination, you will please note that I
am not an advocate of free thought, but of free discussion
and investigation that demands a reason that no school ar
sect of spiritologists are prepared to giv, but insist on our
accepting manufactured, artificial facts, notwithstanding the
facts presented by nature to the contrary. J. A. TuTTLE.

BROOKLYN, N.Y., July 15, 1889. ,
MR. EDITOR: Memory reminds me that some months ago
a correspondent requested that special attention should be
paid to ecience in THE TRUTH BEKKER; and suggested
Matter, Motion, and Planetary Formation as an appropriate subject, and briefly stated the popular theory. BPing
of an obliging disposition, I will suggest that science is
knowledge; hence, unless theories are the logical import of
known facts, they are obviously not science, but vagaries.
Judging popular theories by that definition, I lost confidence
.in them In early youth and hav not found it yet.
Memory suggests that a Boston man named Fisk was the
original author of the popular theory that all matter was
primarily a mass of liquid fire of intense heat, etc. The
theory was first published in a small book that I read about
fifty years ago, and it was subsequently elaborated and
republished as a divine revelation-probably by the spiritsthrough the mediumship of A. J. DaviB, the trance orator.
By reading the preface or introduction of the Davis book, I
learned that the original author of the theory was one or the
whole of the committee who had 1lharge of Mr. Davis· and
the spirits, and of the elaboration business.
Friction and combustion are the only known cause of
heat. The ·heat caused by friction is but sufficient to ignite
combustible substance, and combustion· rapidly decomposes
the substance acted upon and renders it incombustible.
Therefore, if matter exists eternally, it could not possibly
hav been primarily intensely heated, if heated at all. For
there can be no heat without friction, nor friction without
motion-should I add, nor motion without life, some of your
critics might pertinently inquire: Then how about the motion of a falling dead body? Hence, it appears that life, in
the usual acceptation of the term, is not an absolute necessity to motion; for decomposition and recomposition is motion, but the friction is not sufficient to cause perceptible
heat. Hence it is obvious that all matter was primarily cold
and lifeless, infinitly expanded and apparently motionless_,
until its inherent properties were evoluted into activ being;
then motion and planetary formation began.
Having ascertained the primary condition of matter, the
cause of motion and planetary formation is the· next problem
that presents itself for solution; and when we hav found a
cause of motion, we shall hav found the great universal cause
and law of all motion. For nature is a strict domestic econOJnist, who will not tolerate such an extravagant superfluity
as two causes of the same or like effect; for we could never
determin with scientific certainty to which cause the effect
should be attributed. Hence confusion that would make
science impossible.
Though it is generally accepted as an axiom that nature
abhors a vacuum, I am inclined to doubt; for there is more
vacuity than anything else in nature, and she makes no fuss
about it that I can perceive. All is tranquil and lovely out
yonder in vacuity. Therefore it is obviously not vacuity but
antagonism that nature abhors, and hastens to establish
unity, tranquillity, and repose. Antagonism makes motion
a necessity to self-preservation; hence it is a sufficient cause
and law of all motion. Therefore, when the inherent properties of matter were evoluted into activ being, all matter of
antagonistic properties in proximity united and produced
compound formations of every degree of ponderosity, causing motion and commotion until centers of ponderosity, that
are usually called centers of gravity, were formed, around
which all matter arranges itself in the order of its ponderosity, and planets and planetary systeas were formed as
speedily as gravitation could form them. There is no scientific reason that I ca:n perceive, why all the formations that
compose our planet should not hav been simultaneously
formed and deposited by the common law of formation and
gravitation, instead of being formed and deposited at different times and by diverse methods, as some theorists ab3urdly
suppose.
I hav failed to find any evidence of, or necessity for, such
a property in matter as attraction, especially not as a cause
of motion.' The effect of antagonism is analogous to that
attraction is supposed to cause; hence the attraction delusion. . Nor hav I found any indications of spirit organisms,
or of any spirits but the inherent properties of matter that
are inseparable from matter. Hence, I think it pertinent to
inquire whether spirit is an organic and personal individualfty, like the Christian's God, or an inorganic and universal
property. Spiritology involves the. question of whether
the facts that are known to exist in nature, or facts that are
known to be manufactured by art, are the most reliable
authority on questions of natural phenomena. I would not
believe the existence of spirit organisms should I see, hear,
and feel them; for I scientifically know them to be a delusion, an~ \~~t
~h:yaical senses and huagination are.lit!thle,
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NIOKERSON, KAN., July 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : It can be truly said that the world has but
just started upon the right road to progressiv civilization. Although we hav required over four thousand years as experience in which to discover tlie true base for the structure of human science, it does not follow by any means
that the final perfection of that science will now be so long delayed as to cause dismay in the hearts of the noble class of
writers and thinkers of this day.
As we look back over the vista of time, even though but
partially acquainted with the history of nations and people~,
iheir beliefs and their governments, our blood stops in our
veins, curdled by the page of crime, full of heinous deeds
fiowingfroma father's love-paradox of crime. Did morbid,
jealous hate first slake its thirst in Abel's blood or ·not?
Whether it did or not, the record give us all we need to
prove the crowning crime of man's creation, if created but to
be filled with passions far more base than those of brutes,
who behold with sight offended the genus which should be
nobler, man, to whom all other lesser brutes must passivly
yield their harmless lives as food, nerve the arm and steel the
heart to do a baser crime than theirs to satisfy his selfish
greed and lust.
The horrible, cruel butcheries, running from the earlier history of man up to the sixteenth century, and perpetrated in
the name of religion and at the command of God, still are
sought to be reenacted by the pulpit.
There can be no doubt that Joshua, David, Saul, Jehosephat, and all the other captains under God actually put to the
sword and otherwise destroyed millions of innocent lives,
chiefly women and children, and pillaged and burnt their
cities. There are many to-day who stupidly believe that all
this was done by the command of God to accomplish a moral
purpose. While believing this, they also believe that this
God was inflnit in power, wisdom, mercy, and love. But
they never ask themselvs why God did not choose some
other way to improve the morals and advance the civilization of that age. Why not hav instructed Joshua to go over
against the peoples of the one and thirty kings with the Pentateuch and gospel hymns of that day and hold a series of
protracted meetings, and at these gatherings hav " poured
out his spirit" in answer to the prayers Joshua could hav
made, and thus hav had these sinful people convicted, converted, and saved to the glory of God ?
In an article in an earlier number I undertook to Ehow
that ethical principles are eternal, and outside of any per60n,
either a personal God or ather; which proposition has run
the gauntlet of criticism without challenge, wherefore I
must be right in my premises. If a personal God existed, it
would be no more right for him to do wrong than if the mo.
dalic principle of right were violated by some degraded
specimen of humanity. Nor would .Joshua's, David's, or
Samuel's butcheries be tolerated by orthodox people of
to-day, if they had occurred yesterday, last week, or last year,
or if thdr kith and kin were among the slaughtered. If they
were Philistines, Moabites, or other ·strangers, and a
thousand or two thousand years ago, the moral sense of the
orthodox Christian is not offended. It is not the brains of
their children that Saul dashes against the wall, or their
mother, yet pregnant, with their unborn sister, who is delivered in the throes of death by the sword of Joshua. '!'heir
ears do not hear the wail of anguish of the mother, nor do
their eyes behold the fierce struggle of the father and
brother as they make battle for lire, nor do they hear the
prayer for mercy at the capitulation, as the blood-stained
executioner, at the command of a merciful father and God,
with chariot and horse in hot pursuit runs down the fainting
mother like hunted wolves, until, escape cut off, she yields
her brtast to the cruel spear thrust by a demon hand at the
child for whom she seeks a point of safety. To narrowminded bigots the matter of a few years, that with their God
is as "but a day," is the panacea for crime, however heirous,
and they sit, day after day, and listen to the repetition of the
assurance that the "love of God overcometh the world,"
and that" his promises are yea and amen to all people."
This about his promises may in a sense be true, since he has
never been known to hav made any of himself, they all being
made by proxy. The latest exposition of divine weaknePS or
inability to keep promises is in the signal failure of the rainbow covenant, by violating which he recently compassed the
destruction of some fifteen thousand lives, and devastated the
Conemaugh valley in Pennsylvania, whereby a large number
of the once faithful hav discovered that he does not " hold
the waters in his hand " as chronicled in the superstitious
legend. We shall soon need another vote on inspiration and
the selection of a new canon by the priestcraft, and should
any but those of predestinated Presbyterian faith attempt to
vote, there should be a fight, and such a fight as once occurred
in a main in Philadelphia, where two ill-tempered brutes,
goaded on by their more brutal seconds, fought till there was
nothing left but an inch and a half of tail.
The theological institutions of tht:: present day are of loose
faith and the students in the main hav a decided taste for
that Liberal literature which in former years was of exceedingly clandestin presence. There is much complaint among
the faculty that Infidelity and want of firmness in the faith
are increasing among the young men, and unless there can
be got some new evidence, theory, or science which will more
clea•ly reveal the supernatural, faith in such a b~i~g will soon
wholly disappear, and the once temples o{ the hvmg God be<;oiQ.e },lome~ for the owls ~;nd Q.at&,
EooEABT.
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f&ltildren' s florntr.
Ildited by Miss SusAn H. Wrxoll, l!all
!litJilr, .Mass., to whom all aommunicati!Jr.,for
ih&8 Ourn(J'I' slwuld liB sent.

" Between the da.rk and tho daylight.
When the night iB beginning to lo'l\·ar.
Ool:!l.ea a panae in the day's occnpationa
'l'hnt is known &s the Ohildren'a Hour.''

The 'l'hree Riders
Three riders set out for thli temPle of flj.mel
Each booted and apnrred and equipped the eame,
The first rods forth at a rattling pace,
Like a jockeY who wins an exciting race.
The second set out with caution slow,
So that, when need was, he might faster go,
The third rode steadily, quietly on,
At a. quick jog-trot he could reckon upon.
And which do you think wl!l the winner be:
The hare, the tortoise, or number three?
The ftrot one won broke down, of course,
He saved the saddle; but loFt his horae;
The aPcond met the regular fate,
Dallied too long, and was just too late.
'1'he third, I grieve and regret to say,
Did not get there, for he lost his way,
Ita thought so much of hia regular trot..
That to I ;ok at the signs he quite forgot.
See how strangely things befall.
another, not thinking of fame at a.II,
Wbo was on his way to the breadfruit tree,
'f'o provide for his wife and children three,
Went straightwaY' into the temple of fame,
And innocently asked ita name.
They answered him. With a quizzical face,
lie remarked : '' lt's a most uncomfortable place."
Then he went on to the breadfruit tree,
At:d home lo his wife and children three.
The moral 1 Well, if you can find it,
Write it out, for I ah>u't miud it..

Jessie's Story.
It was one afternoon in Angust when my
brother Eddie and I set out to go buckleberrying. Nothing to do but my little brother
George must go, too, and there w!l.'i no peace
till he got his little pint cup and started on
ahead. George was about three and a half
years old, Eddie was eleven, and I in my
ninth year. It was one of thos,e hot days
when the grass turns red in the sun and fat
black ants seem frantic with rage when you
happen to get in their way. The bushes glistened with shining black berries, and lazy,
round-ribbed, short.Ieggcd worms" slept on
the green leaves in the sunshine. The slugs
and snails seemed laziu than ever, and even
the Daddy Long Legs appeared to be snuggled up for a quiet snooze. The spiders
were very still in their thread-like houses,
and the beetles had ho disposition to stir from
their quarters. The'' devil's darning.neeules,"
however, were activ, and their gauzy wings
circled around our heads, their owners apparently quite willing to sew up our rr.ouths i{
they could only get the chance to perform so
strange an operation. The crickets were hidden under the mosses and leaves, and once in
a while announced their presence by a sharp
chirp. The musketo family were pretty
lively, and every now and then took a good
sip of our good blood.
We said little, but diligently picked the
berries that were clustered about us. Eddie
filled his two-quart kettle first, and then
tucked it away under a barberry bush, and
hastened back to help fill my kettle.
Eddie is a good boy.
Well, very soon my measure was full of
berries, excepting some green twigs and an
occasional sour bug, and George had his little
pint cup full, too, which was doing well for so
small a boy. Our faces were red with the
heat and musketo bites, and the perspiration
dripped from us. My clothes were wet to
my back, and we all felt nervous and uncomfortable, so we thought the best thing to do
was to trudge along homev.ard.
When we went to get Elldie'8 berries under
the barberry bush, lo and behold ! the tin
kettle was empty, and Billy West was just
walking away with his two pails full to running over with big black huckleberries.
"You've been stealing my berries," said
Eddie, in a white heat of indignation.
"No, I ain't, neither," and Billy West
walked off in another direction.
'' Giv me my berries, you thief," screamed
Eddie, much exasperated.
"I havn't got your berries," said Billy
West, "come now," and marching up to
Eddie he struck him square in his face. This
was too much, and Eddie returned the blow
with interest. Of course we had heard all
about the doctrin of turning the other cheek
to be hit when you were emit.ten on one side,
anu also of giving your top coat when your
inside coat was 8tolen from you. But Eddie
was too much of a Yankee to turn the left

'cheek, or to giv all the berries we had left. to
the robber. Instead of that he pitched into
Billy West like all possessed, but he was not
so strong as Billy, and when I saw he was
getting the worst of it I just walked up and
took his part. I remember I had on a brand
new hat-a big shade hat-that I had never
worn before. Billy West went for that hat,
and in less than two minutes such a looking
hat you never saw before. He scratched me
and I scratched him. Georgie, poor little
boy, seeing I was going to be beaten, toddled
up and, doubling his little fist, hit Billy a
blow that made him wink. There then ensued a regular pitched battle, and we should
hav come off conquerors had not Billy
watched his chance, snatched his kettle of
berries, and run for home.
Such looking children as we were when we
reached our home you never saw. Faces
scratched and bleeding, clothing torn, and
eyes flashing fire. My new hat was a sight,
with itl!l rim broken and hanging from its
mashed crown. With quivering lips we related our story to our sympathetic parents,
and, after all, there is nobody has such genuin sympathy for us as our father and mother
-nobody can love us so well and so truly;
nobody can take our part so sincerely. Our
appearance on this occasion spoke louder
than words. My father immediately put on
his hat and walked out of doors. It was not
long before Billy West was suffering for the
insults and injuries he had heaped upon us.
The screams rent the neighborhood, but I
will venture to say he will never again steal
berries from children who hav earned them
by the sweat of their brows, nor will he fight
in an unrighteous cause. My father had
scarcely returned before Billy West's mother
was a.t the door, and the vile epithets that
scampered from flff her tongue plainly showed
from whom Billy had inherited his evil nature.
Perhaps you think this story is not true,
but it is the plain, unvarnished truth. I do
not approve of fighting !lS a general rule, but
I do believe in all defending their honest and
undoubted rights. I hav never been sorry
for the battle of that sultry afternoon, but hav
always regretted that our united strength was
insufficient to cope with the big, blustering,
muscularsneak-thief Billy West.
J&SBIK.

I would not stop, he turned on the whilltle and

I

occasions she asked him,"" Who was put in
drowned the music, whereat everybody the lion's den?" "Daniel," was the prompt
laughed, and presently the boat went on.
answer. "Did the lions eat Daniel?" "No.''
"Why?" The answer should hav been,
Verbal Snares.
"Because God shut their mouths," but the
The popularity of Peter Piper's celebrated little fellow reflected a minute, and then said :
peck of pickled peppers will probably never "I dess Daniel wasn't dood to eat."
,
wane as a snare to catch the tongue that
.
Correspondence.
would fain be agil; but that test has formi"
WARRENSBURG, ILL., June 10, 1889.
dable rivals. The following short sentences,
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I hav nothing to
as their authors maintain, do wonders in do, I will ()CCupy the time in writing to the
baffling the ordinary powers of speech:
Children's Corner. My pa does not take THB
Gaze on the gay gray brigade.
TRUTH BHBKKR. We had never heard of such
a paper till a few weeks ago Mr. I. C. Odie
The sea ceaseth, and it suftl.ceth us.
Say, should such a shapely sash shabby and wife moved to the Burg. They are
stanch Freethinkers. They most heartily
stitches show?
lend us their paper, My ps has fallen in love
Strange strategic statistics.
with the paper, and I admire the Children's
Giv Grimes Jim's gilt gig-whip.
Corner very much. As this is my first letter,
Sarah in a shawl shoveled soft snow softly. I hope it will find a' place in the Corner. I
She sells sea shells.
· am twelve years old. Your Freethinker
friend,
JuLIA. A. MARKLAND.
A cup of coffee in a copper coffee-pot.
Smith's spirit-ftask split Philip's sixth
Wn&KT,JNG, VI'. VA., July 9, 1889.
sil!lter's fifth squirrel's skull.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Pa wants me to wri~e
a little letter for Tn11: TRUTH BEKKER. I nev, r
wrote any for a paper before. I am elen n
llogs' .Memory.
next week. I hav two sisters-Della is fourThe Zoophilist, an English paper devoted t('en, and Ina is six. We do not go to school ;
to the protection of animals from cruelty, pa teaches us at home. He does not want us
tells some stories which are apparently well to go to school where they read the Bible and
authenticated, illustrating the keenness of the pray. We don't go to church or Sundayschool.
sense of recognition in dogs. The late Mr.
I sell papers and make from $2 to $3 a
Eyre, a clergyman, left a dog which was very week. If the Christians ·keep on with this
much attached to him at the country house Sunday business I shall hav to quit sellinl-\'
of a friend, while he left England for a long papers on Sunday. I am a Liberal. I expect
sojourn abroad. After two years Mr. Eyre to liv and die one. I hope all the little folks
who write for THE TRUTH BEKKER will be
returned, arriving at his friend's house late good Liberals when they grow up.
at night, and retiring without having the dog
I guess I will close for this time.
ORLO INGERSOLL No&.
called.
Next morning Mr. Eyre was awakened by
WHEELING, W. VA., July 9, 1889.
the dog bursting into his bedroom, and leapDEAR Miss WIXON: I hav never written a
ing upon him with the wildest demonstrations letter for Tn11: TRUTH BEKKER. I will try a~d
of delight.
write a small letter now. I hav a brother
" How on earth did he know I had arrived?" eleven years old, and a si•ter six years old,
asked the gentleman of the servant who and I am fourteen. I read THE TRUTH
BEKKER every week. I like to read the Chilbrought hot water.
dren's Corner very much. I do not go to
"0 sir," the man replied, "it is the most church or Sunday-school. I don't believe in
curious thing ! As I was cleaning your boots the doctrin they teach. Pa is going to take
the dog recognized them, il.nd became. ex- TnE TRUTH BEKKER as soon as he can. I li v
cited beyond measure, and I hav not been on the banks of the Ohio river, and can see
steamboats glide along, which is a grand
able to quiet him till he saw where I was the
sight. I am sure there are many children
carrying them, and rushed up along with me living back from rivers who would be glad to
to your door."
see a steamboat. Now, Miss Wixon, I am
A correspondent of the same English paper only a little girl, and this is a little letter, and
relates that he gave away, at a year old, a I hope it will find a little corner in the paper,
dog which he was unable to keep in his Lon- so the little folks can get acquainted with me.
EMMA ADELLE No&.
don home. After eight years the dog was
returned to its first owner.
" The dog met me," said the correspondent,
'at first as a stranger, and then, with little
Great Centennial Oration
animated sniffs of inquiry, going round and
Oll' TliB
round me. I remained etill for a few moments while she grew more and more excited. At last I stooped and patted her, and
ALSOTliB
called her by her name, 'Dee.'
~mmortal
Document,
"On hearing my voice the poor beast gave
And the National Anthem entitled:
what I can only describe as a scream of rapture, and leaped into my arms. From that "LAND OF LIBERTY."
moment she attached herself to me as if she Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
had never left me, and with the tenderest deAddress Ta:m Taura: SE&KEB OoMPANYo
votion."

Jlle Ocean's Depths.
The greatest known depth of the ocean is
midway ·between the island of 'fristan
d'Acunha and· the mouth of the Rio de la
Plata. The bottom was there reached at a
depth of 40,236 feet, or eight and three-fourths
miles, exceeding by more than 17,000 feet the
bight of Mount Everest, the loftiest mountain
in the world. In north Atlantic ocean, south
of Newfoundland, soundings hav been made
to the depth of 4,580 fathoms, or 27,480 feet,
while depths equaling 34,000 feet, or six and
one-half miles, are reported south of the Bermuda islands. The average depth of the
Pacific ocean between Japan and California
is a little over 2,000 fathoms; between Chili
~----~~-----and the Sandwich islands 2.500 fathoms, and
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Chili and New Zealand 1,500 fathoms. The
The little girl who wrote on hel' examinaaverage depths of all the oceans is from 2,000
tion paper, "The interior of Africa is princito 2,500 fathoms.
pally used for purposes of exploration," was
Why It Is Cold on the Mountains.
wiser than she thought.
Go into a greenhouse on a sunshiny day,
Teacher : " Ca.n you tell me why light·
and we find the temperature much hotter ning neYer strikes twice in the same place ?"
there than outside. The glass will allow the Boy : " Yes, sir. Because there's nothing left
hot sunbeams to enter, but it refuses to allow of the place after the first strike."
them out again with equal freedom, and con" I've never seen my hands when they were
sequently the temperature rises. Our whole as dirty as youre," said a mother to her young
earth is in this way to be likened to a green- daughter by way of reproving her for want of
house, only, instead of the panes of glass, we neatness. "No," quickly retorted the clevtr
are enveloped by an enormous coating of at- child, "but I guess grandma has."
mosphere. .When we are on the earth's surEdith's aunt said she might get four cara·
face we are, as it were, inside the greenhouse, mels from a plate in the closet. I am very
and we benefit by the interposition of the sorry to say she took five; but she wasn't
atmosphere; but when we begin to climb quite happy while eating them. She was
very high mountains we gradually get very still for some time, and then asked :
through the atmosphere, and then we suffer "Aunty, does God know how many caramels
from the cold. If we could imagin the earth !took ? " "Yes, Edith." After another long
stripped of its coat of air, then eternal frost silence she broke out: "Well, I shouldn't
would reign over the whole earth as well as think he'd make such a fuss about one caraon the top of the mountains.
mel!"
"Now, Gus," said a boy to his ~laymate,
Playing the Wrong Tune.
" we've got this dog in partnership, and half
To do the right thing in the right place is a belongs to each of us. We'll call one end
faculty few people possess. A steamboat- mine, and one end yours, and you can hav
load of excursionists was thrown into a panic just which end you like." "All right," reby a singular cause the other day. The boat plied Gus, "you can hav.. the front end
stopped suddenly on account of some defect [persuasivly] with the eyes, and the
in the machinery, and the band struck up, ears, and the mouth, and the collar, and teeth,
with misguided taste, a very sweet but dole- or the rear end with just the tail." "I'll
ful tune in slow time. The people took this take the front end." "All right; you'll hav
as an omen that their last hour had come, and to feed him, then."
there was a great uproar, and everybody
Grandma had taught our " two-year-old" to
began looking for life-preservers. But the answer a great many Bible questions, and was
captain was a man of tact, and as the band fond of "showing him off." On one of these
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and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity congregation,
It is the only so. called "Liberal "paper that advocates radical social regeneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free discussion of all religious and economic theories.
Sixteen pages. Issued weekly, Annualsnbsoription, $~. IF' Sample Oopies Free. All subscribers
will receive a copy of Mr. Pentecost's book," What
1 Believe." Address :
TWENTIETH OENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
No.4 WARREN B:r., NEW YoRK,
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Parturition Without Pain.
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260 pp,, $1.25.
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lfottro.
The Progress of Man.
From the Boston Transcript.

Hard was the lot of our fathers, the men of the
early world,
Beast-like, sora.tohing the earth for a. niggardlY
dole of her fruit.
Wedged in the clefts of the hills, in the hollows of
tree-trunks curled.
Groping in glooms of the oa.ve, starving on
berrY and root.
Shelterless, wea.po~less, weak, a. haggard and
waBdering brood,
Seared bY the brand of the sun, by the whirlwind
scattered and tossed.
Buried in drifts of the snow, whelmed _by the
rivers in ilood.
Flayed by the scourge of the storm, soa.rred by
the dagger of frost.
A wretched and barbarous raoe, unskilled, a.t the
mercy of all,
In haste·to esoa.pe from its foes to the hiding.
place of the dead;
Hunted of hunger and lean, whose life was a.
piteous ora. wl
·
From the dark of the womb· to the dark of the
grave through the shadow of dread I
But we! we are cunning and strong, we ha.v made
all wisdom onr own ;
We hav mastered all arts, we ha.v tools and
raiment and roof overhead,
We laugh a.t the shriek of the winds, we dance on
the brute overthrown,
With his skin we ha.v clothed us about, with his
fiesh we ha.v filled us and fed.
Onr fathers, the cowering men of the oa.ves, were
the oa.ve bear's prey;
· They fled him, we seek him : the snows with his
blood, not ours, shall be dYed :
We follow his tracks through the drift, hal ha.!
we spear him and sla.:r;
We feast on the fat of his ribs; we comfort our
loins with his hide.
Oh, marvelous progress of man I oh, ra.oe of
unspeakable ora.ft!
Oh, strikers of fire from the heart of the rock in
a. fortunate hour I ·
Whoha.vfitted the sharpened flint to the wonderful
pine wood haft :
In the day of Your weakness and want, who
dreamed of the day of your power 1
-H. D. Trail!.

Literary Notices.
OOL. J. R. KELSO AND HIS BOOKS.
Reader, some one once said: "Beware
when God sends a thinktr onto this planet."
God, or good-Evolution-has sent Col. John
R. Kelso, one of the deepest, highest, broadest thinkers, to teach the false guides and
misleaders of a blind and ignorant world to
beware of the coming light of a true cosmogony, which shall dissipate Godism, popery,
and priestcraft as the approaching morning
sun drives ghosts home to churchyards. His
brain is a fountain of facts and truths, which
he has the superior power to connElCt and
weave into a chain and web of logic a.nd
philosophy, and analyze, discriminating between the false and the true. He is, to my
mind, an approximation to a maj!ter worldbuilder. His " Universe Analyzed" is a
"feast of fat things " to a scientific humanitarian. In the light and truth of the grand
cosmogony he unfolds and pictures, how pueril, absurd, and inhuman is the God-and-creation assumption-this insignificant earth and
all its man-made systems and selfish schemes
a mere speck on the map of the universe. I
would that space would permit me to review
it in detail.
:ins book, "Spiritualism Sustained," does
sustain Spiritualism from orthodox authority,
if not from scientific, and completely demol.
ishes orthodox absurdities with a master's
logic.
His "Bible Analyzed" is an extensiv,
learned, masterly display of facts, figures,
critical acumen, and logic to expose and show
up the assumption, absurdities, sophistry,
falsehood, and inhumanity of popes, priests,
kings, despots, and endeavorers to make the
Bible an infallible authority, guide, and savior
to a blind, ignorant, credulous world. Reader,
however wise you are, buy and read Colonel
Kelso's books, and thereby be richer and
wiser.
PROF. J. H. CooK.
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As its name indicates, it consists of " Researches in Oriental History," embracing: 1.
Researches in Jewish History ; 2. In Zoroastrianism; 3. Derivation of Christianity ; 4.
Whence Came the Aryans ?
Its author believes· this i!l the only successful attempt to trace the messianic idea from
its fountain, and follow it until developed
into Christianity.
·
As I am very anxious that this book should
be read by all of our Liberal thinkers, as
well as by Christians, I will refrain from expressing my opinion, leaving it to each reader
to judge whether the author has succeeded or
not. It is certain that a large amount of
Christian authority has been consulted and
adduced, and if the author has arrived at
false conclusions, based on Christian evidence, the fault is more theirs than his. He
shows by their own investigations that there
are no monumental traces of the Jews ever
having been in Egypt, that they were not a
nation previous to the captivity, oilly 445
years B.a., and that the Christian religion
was derived from pagan myths several thousand years old. The book is worthy of an
attentiv and general perusal. It contai!IS
much valuable matter gleaned from high authentic sources, and is justly entitled, "Researches."
The whole work, with table of contents,
makes 407 12mo pages. It is printed from
new long primer type on fine double calendered white paper, and strongly bound in
ELLA. E. GrnsoN.
muslin.
BOII"l'e, Mass., April 17, 1889.
MEDIUMSEIP: A Course of Seven Lectures,
delivered at the Mount Pleasant Park Campmeeting, during the month of August, 1888.
Also, a lecture on the Perpetuity of Spiritualism, given at 1he same place, on the last
Sunday of the camp-meeting. By Prof. J.
S. Loveland. Chtcago, Til.: Moses Hull &
Co. Price, $1.50.
This work is well written, printed, and
bound. Those wishing to investigate pos.sibilities of continued existence will welcome it.
The United States Cremation Company
forwards us a pamphlet ceintaining favorable
"Opinions on Cremation" by distinguished
men.
"On Faith," by Robert Park, M.D., is a
good dissection of the ludicrous thing known
as faith. The book is published by Watts &
Co., London, at 10 cents. ·
"The Universal Republic. Advocating
the Unity of Nations." An Occasional Magazine. This publication is edited by Geo. J.
Holyoake, and brought out by the Cooperativ Printing Society, London. It has the
excellent aim of doing away with the absurd.
ity of national hatreds and establishing universal peace and good will.
·
Whoever is interested in the controversy
over vaccination may send to Dr. E. B.
Foote, Jr., for a pamphlet entitled, "Dr.
Cyrus Edson's Plea for Compulsory Vaccination reviewed .by E. B. Foote, Jr, M.D."
We are incompetent to pronounce on the
matter, but may say that we hav never seen
the arguments on the anti-vaccination side
more cogently presented.
Prof. H. M. Cottinger some time ago wrote
a book called, "Rosa, the Educating Mother.
Written for Mothers and Young Ladies of
Age." Its object is to supply a manual for
mothers who wish to train their children up
in principles of Freethought ·and common
sense. The second· edition of .the work is
now out, enlarged, and illustrated with a
number of engravings. Price, $1.25.

We hav words of praise for the" Address
in Memory of Thomas Paine " delivered. by
Florence Kelley Wischnemetzky before the
Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia,
and now printed in book form. The author
thinks that were Thomas Paine here now his
voice would be heard in tremendous tones
demanding reform of present evils political
and economic. She thinks that those who
now wish tq emulate him .should do so by assailing those evils as fearlessly and devotedly
RESEAROHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. Including as would he. Price, 5 cents ; published by
the rise and development of Zoroastrian- the Truth Publishing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. ism, and the derivation of Christianity; to
which are added several papers on kinored
Colby & Rich, Boston, hav published a
subjects, among which is "Whence Our work essaying to demolish the Seybert comAryan Ancest9rs ?" By G. W. Brown,
mission report adverse to Spiritualism. It is
M.D. Rockford, Til.
This is a book that we commend to our by A. B. Richmond,.Esq., a member of the
readers. It exhibits learning and keen crit- Pennsylvania bar; and the author displays
ical reasoning. The Christian belief is clearly the clearness of speech and acuteness of argu-.
proved to hav no historical foundation. Per. ment of his profession. The title ·is, "Adsons who hav read this book will never be at dendum to a Review in 1887 of the Seybert
a loss in arguments with Christians. We will Commissioners' Report." The book is well
fill orders for the work at $1.50. We append bound in cloth, with a handsomely engraved
frontispiece representing th~ grounds of the
a letter from Miss Gibson :
I am so well pleased with Dr. Brown's Cassadaga Lake Free Spiritualist Association
book, just received, that I cannot forbear in 1888. The pages number 164; the price is
only 75 cents. This book, like any other
saying a few words in its favor.
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named in these reviews, may be had of the astronomy. Modern geologists reject the
Bible story of creation, and the consequence
Truth Seeker Company.
is more faith in nature's records than in the
Friends and admirers of the late William absurdities of the Christian Bible.
Lucretius, Spinoza, Goethe, Humboldt, Dr.
Denton may wish to get a work just written
by his son, Sherman Denton, artist to the Priestley, Newton, Voltaire, Paine, Robert
Owen, Lyell, Darwin, Tyndall, Huxley, and
United States Fish Commission, Washington, Harriet Martineau are prominent in the panD. C. It is entitled, "-Incidents of a Col- theon of the world's benefactors ; and these
lector's Rambles in Australia, New Zealand, were all unbelievers from the orthodox standand New Guinea." With illustrations by the point. In France nearly all the scientific men
author. The book is got out by a skilful are heretics; and Germany-the most philosophic land· of modern days-is notoriously
·firm of printers and ·publishers, Lee & Shep- skeptical.
·
ard, Boston, and has excellent workmanship.
Unbelief is, of course, negativ on the one
The illustrations, of the scenery, native, and side; but there is always another aspect of it
animals of the strange lands visited, are ex- to be seen, if one will only take the trouble
ceedingly entertaining, and the reading-matter to look fairly for it. Unbelief in one thing
means belief in the oppo~it, and it is quite
is as good. Price, $2.
pos8ible that such opposit may be the more
worthy of the two.
Charles Watts has written, and published
A half dozen different bodies may each
at 10 cents, a 24-page pamphlet, "The Glory be claiming the same allegiance, and, as their
of Unbelief." It is an excellent thing. Of views will probably be confiictin~ and irreconcilable, to believe the pretensiOns of the
the soundness of its logic and plainness of one would be to disbelieve the claims of the
its style, readers may get their ideas from others. But if a person disbelieves he also
these passages :
believes ; his disbelief is the negativ side of
There is but one state of mind in· which it his faith, and his belief is the positiv side.
Disbelief in an error, or in that which is
may be said unbelief can hav but little or no
place, and that is in a condition of total igno- held to be .an error, by any man, involves
rance. Perfect knowledge would, of course, belief in the oppo!it of the error, which is
remove all unbelief of truth; but even with truth, or at all events that which is recogit there would be unbelief as regards error. nized as such by him who receives it. To
But, as this condition is unattainable, it need describe a man as an unbeliever without havnot be discussed. Total ignorance does not ing regard to what it is that he disbelieves,
disbelieve, because there is, in that case, and consequently what he believes as the
nothing present to the mind in referenceto opposit of his unbelief, is not fair to him, and
which' unbelief can be exercised. This will is ·equally unfair to those who from this
go a long way to explain the fact that, in description learn to estimate his views. Untimes of . supreme ignorance, unbelief was belief and belief must run hand in hand, .and
comparativly unknown. Priestcraft held its cannot be separated. 'fhe most devout besway, mental stagnation obtain!ld, and men liever is equally an unbeliever with him whom
and women were blind believers in, and fol- the world calls "Infidel," and stigmatizes with
lowers of, the then prevailing errors. But reproachful terms and epithets in consequence
the moment progress, from the condition of of his skepticism. They differ, of course, as
ignorance, commenced, new forms of thought to the sphere of their faith and doubt; but
beca.me present to the mind, new opinions the one has no more right to be called a bewere perceived; new theories swang up, liever PO/I' ea:cellence than has the other. J net
investigation took place, and unbeli'ef became as Luther disbelieved in Romanism and
a necessary consequent. And this unbelief will soup;ht to destroy it, in order to make way
·be sure to increase with increasing knowl- for Protestantism, so Secularists to-day disbeedge. In childhood the first impressions we lieve in the errors of the church, and are
receive we naturally enough imagin to be thereby inspired to work for the establishindisputably correct, whether in religion, in ment of greater and grander truths than
philosophy, or in the ordinary commonplace theology ever recognized or the church. ever
possessed. The old church called Luther an
affairs of life.
Freethought teaches the great fundamental unbelievErJ and it was right so far; but a
truth, namely, that man has an absolute right large portion of society came to recognize
to think freely, unfettered by tradition and him as a true believer. His positiv work ·was
uncontroled by creeds and dogmas. This is the outcome of his unbelief, and but for that
the essence of all true thinking; for no one it could hav had no existence. Christianity
can think successfully in shackles, and truth owes its existence to unbelief. If Christ
can never be properly reached while thought and St. Paul had not rejected many of the
is in chains. Protestantism boasts that it not teachings of paganism and Judaism the
only allows the right of private judgment, religious change which it is alleged occurred
but that such right is its· cardinal principle two thousand years ago would in all probaand watchword. Now, true private judg- bility never hav taken place. Thus unbelief
ment means the ri~ht to arrive at any opinion has ever been the precursor of a newer and
which can be legitimately reached b;v the laws truer faith; it is the herald of progress, the
of thought and the canons of '!logiC, or the forerunner of improvement, and the harbinger
,
term is li. misleading misnomer. It was the of coming good.
Unbelievers are supposed to hav no right
violation of this principle that made the conduct of the Protestant reformers so thor- to the term sacred, whereas it belongs to
oughly inconsistent. They robbed private them in a much higher sense than it does to
judgment of its real essence by compelling the church. What is truly sacred ? The
its conclusions to harmonize with their own, beautiful in art, the true in philosophy, the
and thus limiting that freedom which is abso- noble and pure in human conduct-these are
lutely. necessary to private judgment. The all sacred, because they are in harmony with
Rev. George Armstrong once said of tLe the higher instincts of man, and tend to elechurch of England, and the same statement vate and regenerate the race. True sacredis equally applicable to !!;.>me other Protestant ness does not consist in· supernatural power,
sects: ''I am allowed the right of private priestly arrogance, or assumption of authorjudgment on condition that I arrive at the ity to our fellow-man. Where mind speaks
opinions settled beforehand for me by the to mind, either orally or in writing, and thus
church." And he remarks: "If I deny the impresses for good; where intellect diffuses
right of private judgment, the church calls its choicest blessings abroad among mankind;
me a Romanist ; if I acknowledge it and act where learning and thought rise into higher
upon it, she brands me as a heretic.l' Such regions of light and truth; where poetry illuinconsistency as this is foreign to the genius mine and art charms; where liberty goes
of Freethought. Unless a person's right to forth breaking asunder the chains of the capthink at all is denied, he must be permitted tiv; where knowledge dwells and love manithe full right to arrive at any conclusion fests its power; where virtue reigns supreme
which may seem to him rational. Every and justice bears the sway-there, and there
man has a right to ·his views, even though he alone, is true sanctification to be found, encirstand alone in their advocacy. Infallibility cled in the temple of reality and enthroned
alone can possess the right to suppress any upon the pinnacle of humanity.
opinion, because only infallibility can declare
When a man dogmatically asserts that he
for certain that an opinion is necessarily an has found all the truth which is capable to be
error; and as, of course, infallibility does found, and that his system cont.ains perfect
verity without any mixture of error, his
not exist, such right is not to be found.
Lecky, in his "History of European views become stereotyped, and it is quite
Morals," tells us that "nearly all the greatest impossib'e that any change can take place in
intellectual achievements of the past three his opinions. His mind is not open to receive
centuries hav been preceded and prepared by new light from any source whatever, and
the growth of Skepticism. • • . The thought with him is a useless and vain operasplendid discoveries of physical science tion and investigation the quintessence of
would hav been impossible but for the scien- folly. For him to receive any new· truth
tific skepticisms of the school of Bacon. would be to admit that what he. possessed
• • • Not till the education of Europe before was in some way defectiv and imperpassed from the monasteries to the universi- fect, and that his creed protests against with
ties; not. till Mohammedan science and class- the authority of an infallible mandate. His
ical Freethought and industrial independence positio11 is necessarily stationary; he stands
broke the scepter of the church, did the just where his grandsires stood ages past,
intellectual revival of Europe begin." Thus and where he would wish his descendants to
the lesson of all history is that unbelief in remain for ag{!s to come. Now, surely unbethe old has has ever preceded the introduC- lief is far in advance of such a condition as
tion of the new. Christianity itself came this, for it leaves its possessor, without bias
based upon the disbelief in paganism, and and prejudice, waiting the new knowledge
the pagans, feeling outraged at the proposed that is continually to be had for the seeking.
change, called the first Christians not only It allows his mind full scope to grow and
unbelie-vers, but even Atheists. Martin Lu- advance in wisdom, because he does not for
ther disbelieved in the mysteries and mutn- one moment believe tliat he has reached a
meries of Roman Catholicism, and the result perfection beyond which it is impossible to
was what is called the Protestant Reforma- proceed.
tion. Copernicus and Galileo disbelieved in
The principal argument against unbelief is
the Bible cosmogony, with its theory of the based upon the supposition that we hav an
heavens; and this skepticism gave birth to infallible guide, whereas the fact is that we
correct views upon the ~treat science of neither hav nor can hav anything of the kind.
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PIONEER PITH. LOOKING BACKWARD GIRARD'S WILL
TnE GIST CF LEOTURES ON RATIONALISM.
By CAPT. R. C. ADAMs, President of Montreal
Pioneer Freethou~rht Club; author of
•· Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason,"
and
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence."
A compendium of scientific and critical lore.
Best handbook for introducing the general
reader to the principles and data. on which R"tiona.Iism is based.
Paper, 12mo, lOOpp., 25 cents.

EVOLUTION THEORY.
Three Iecturea by PRoF. Tnos. H. HUXLEY.
Paper, 10 cents.

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, RIB r.E STORIES,
ESSAY~, and LECTURES.
By D. M. .BENNETT.
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents•.

BBNNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
"Jesua the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and
Earth."
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. l\{11. TEED.
Paper, ao cents. ·

BfS~NT-HATCH~RO DfBATL
BETWEEN
ANNIE BESANT AND REV. A. HATOHARD

ON
Jesua of Nazareth a. Historical Character, and the
Infiuence of Christianity.
Price, 25 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.
Comparing the· Bible's B•Rt Teachings and Sayings with those of Philosophers who
Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
By G. C. DARLING.
Paper,
50 cents.

818l~ fABRICATiOMS

RHUTED.

Errors Exposed.
By 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY GRIMES and VICES
Sanctioned by Scripture.

BJ Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.

AND

Girard College Theology.

It is a. th<!ught-breeding book, and all who are
freda );o rl!cerye new light will find in it satisfaction
AN EXPOSE
a.n mspua.t10n.-fNew York Tribune.
The &PIJ6&l is a ways made to a. man's reason, Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's mapi.ficent
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Christian
a.nhd to his noblest sentiments: never to his selfi s ness.-[Boston Post.
churches and Young :M:en•s
Christian AssociaA suggestion Of &.'really pra.ctica.ble a.nd fea.si·
tion.
blhe social state greatly in advance of the present.
T e alromantic na.rra.t1v is rich in its forecast of
By BloB:. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
actu possibilities.-[Boston Traveler~
Price $1.
Address Ts:E TRUTH SEE:&:EB.
ll!mo, cloth, $1.60; paper, 50o.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

8AKYA BUDDHA.

THOMP~ON.

2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and !nfiuence. By Rev. JoHN W. CHADWicK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
now suns and worlds come into being. J!Y
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EA.RTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGE'l'AL LIFE: How life
begins • .By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS. .
6. EVOLUTIO& OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
or zoological evolution. .By D • RossiTER
RAYMOND
'1'. TlJE DESOENT OF MAN : His origin, a.ntiq·
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and development, By Dr• .I:!OBE1lT G. EcoLES.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ss La.!a.Yette Pla.ce • .l'ltow 1! ork.

ROMAN ISM,
..

. OR

BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
Akron,
Frcethought Union.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
The book has been introduced into ·Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light," Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
" Religio-Philosophica.I J ourna.l," and ma.nr Spirit- South Howard street, a.t 7 o'clock.
ualist papers a.nd lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
Tbe !UinneapoHs Secuiar lJnlon
Extra Oloih, 175 'PP·• $1.
Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 P.M., a.t 412 Nioollet
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
ave. ,Roomsl2 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
Minn. J, F. MAOOMBEB, Pres.; CIIAS. LOWND,Sec.

o.,

LIBERALS SUPPLIED
With GOVERNMENT LAND or CHEAP DEEDED .CLAIMS. Address, iJIClosing stamp, TRIPP
AND MINER. Ha.:r Springs, Nebraska..
Sml4

J. D. SHAW'S P AltiPJUETS.
Thn Bible-What Is It?

DANCER AHEAD.

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the. assumption that the Bible is a. divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic Studies in Theology. A clear exposiCannot be a Good Citizen of
tion of the biblical story ·of man'S creation
and curie, tbeologically denominated "the
this Republic.
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
BJ" A • .J'. GROVER.
negativ and sffirma.tiv _s~a.ndllojnt, showing
Price,-paper, 40 cents.

what it is not and what 1t IS. Pr1ce, 5 cents.
tf

Address TEIE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
8eor6ta'f'11 of the .American 8ec'U!M Union.

BY MRS. E. LYNN· LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a. Plea.," in Order of

NEW EDITION.

GOLDEN MEAN tn Temperance
and Religion.
By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIRA.TION 01!, BIBLES.
By J.No. E. BURTO.!'I.
Price, 10 cents.

ChrlstianitJ and Mattiial~sm.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

CHRISTI.8 NITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME.
B:;

o. B. WBITFOBD, M.D.
Price. 1~cents

CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
HISTORlCA.L STUDPOIN1'.
BY W. N. MoLAliEN.
Paper, 50 cents.

Chronicles of Simon Christianns.
Adventures in tbe Land
of Cosmos. New Scripture (e'I"Idently inspir•dl
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. HOOK.
Price, 25 cents.

Creation.

Clgth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

- 75 Cents.

!liT' This book was suppressed by the first American publisher•.J!!:ll'

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEm

Crimes and Persecutions.

Universe Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence of tbe Bible Deity,
and a.n examination in verse of the charges
generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pP., $1.50.

ical Romance. By Mre. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50J.; c!o., 75.
·For a.ll of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
118 Lafayette PI., New York.

For sale at this office.

Price, $1.00.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

:
n

~

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus a.n Impostor 1 A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moder11.
times. 100 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Mose
"'liB. Darwin. 5 cts. Socra.tesJ Buddha., and Jesus
5 eta. Christianity a. Degra.aing Reljgion. 5 cts
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza.. 5 cts. The Bible God and His FavoritM,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.O., LonJon, Enll.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
~nnday

and the 8abbath. " A law

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conolusivly that there was no Christ
crucified nnder Pontius Pilate, but that the
P
real Jesus, the illegitimate Pon of Mary by Joseph

Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
75 years B.c. O!otb,- 446 pafleR, with full Index
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
office.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT

goes not eo far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that Philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp;, St.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Steel enl!'ravinll's of this celebr&ted naturalist
2xl5. inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf

Argument by R. G. Jng rsoll

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS
of a. minister's praYing God to kill grasshoppers, or trYing to induce the Deity to underLIBERTY AND MORALITY.
take a. crusade of one against the Colorado

FOR

At Morristown, New Jersey.
StenO(Irapntcal!'IJ reportea, ana revtsea 1111 the au-

THE DAR WINS. A Domestic Rad-

'l't e "C~to Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, final\' adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regula.torl B.nq1l.et hair-sPring, beautiful
double-paneled ai~~<l. and all modern improve
menta Perfect, &iJ!d no watch will compete with
it I In silverine cil!!j\9, tlO; in four-ounce coin sil
ver case, $23.tO; fiv~ounce, $25; six ounce, $27. In
open face. be•t fill•d l!'old case, $27; hunting, $ill,
do., Louis XIV., $33. In fourte~n carat solid gofd
$50 to $ 50. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded if
not sati6factorY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

regul8.tin~r human conduct on the Sabbath is

Spiritualism Snsfained. This work

"BLASPHEMY,"

BY A. n. CooPER.
Paper, 20c.; flexible clo ,3';

the U mted States an opportumty to exa.min, test
a.nd co~pa.re my goods and prices with those or1
other. diamond merchants, I will sell any pi~ce of
Diam!Jnd Jew!llry, accompanied b:~; contract that
cash m fnll w1ll be refunded any t1me within one
yea):' from !late of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it
None will sell as cheap. Oarrying a. large stock;
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business
on smallest possible expenMe, you will positivlyf
save twenty to thirty per cent by Purchasing o
me. Diamond Pins and Ea.rdrqps, worth $600, tor
l400; Pms, Rmgs, E:a.rdrops, Studs, Hair Orna.
menta, Pendants, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
1200, for $140; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth $40, for $30; do., worth $30,
for $~2; do., worth $20, for $15. You can wear these
goods da.iJy for one year, It will.not cost you a.
cent. If m the mean time you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your cash in full.
Selections sent to reBDOnBible parties on a.p
proval; ~o a!Jy banking-house or C.O.D ,privilege
of examma.t10n.

Vol. Kelso's· Works.

By THOMA.S PAINE.
Written durin A' the Aml?rican RsvoluMon, and by
order of General Washington read
to the army.
Paper, 40 cents ; cloth, 75.

ITS RELATIONS TO

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Bise and Decline.

For the bel!le1it of our readers who preserve their papers
~we offer a. new style of binderJ
made for the purpose, ana
with the heading of THE
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
T:aUTH SEEKlm printed in
28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.
H.G~~~~!!!i!!!l~g_old letters on the outside.
_II
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It also a.Ilows the
taking out. and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
parts.
The Bible· Analyzed. "For Sledge- other
Sent by ma.il.._post~~ for 11.
ho.mmer Logic unsurpassed." Bvo, 833pp.,
Address THE TRU·u:t SEEKER,
silk cloth, $3.
tf
28La.fa.yette Pl .• New York.

T.RIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING.

DDAMONDS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair.

fu ord!'r to giv my Liberal f.riends throughout

OB1

svo, l,ll9pp. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNEI'T.

THE CRISIS.

OF )RT.

The Secret of the East,

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

THE

IN THE

CULTIVATIO~

Meets semi·monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town · hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 ·o'clock, a.t German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. LectVirtue."
ures and discussions. The public cordia.Ilyinvited.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.

:o

The Secular Society o:f Kent, 0.

Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
Philosophy. By Mr. DANIEL G1lEENLEAF

Price 10 cents.
Address ·Tn:& TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.

By MAX MULLER, M.A..
Prier, cents.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2li7
meets every Sunday in Induitria.I Hall, Broad a.n d
Wood sts., a.t 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious a.nd social question£
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seekerpublica.tionsa.Iwa.yson hand a.tchea.p rates

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life a.nd
Teachings.
The lli anhatt an Liberal Club, N.Y.

MODERN I:MITA'l'ION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Earth a.nd his Communism.

BUDDHIS f NIHILISM.

The .Forum.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening a.t 7:80P.M., at li58 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Thu Modern Science EssaJist.

By J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, ~~~ cents.

By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

4t53

thor.

Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper.
Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
$2 per dozen.
A.ddresr THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2~ La.fa.yeUe PI•• New York

Ingersoll and the Deist

a.n impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Pnblic Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Essenoe of Religion.

BY

By L. FElJERBA.CH.

A NATIVE "TAR HEEL,"

Translated from the Germ11.n. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
moral.-Bxtract.
Address THE TnUTH SEEKEB Co.

Price,

-

-

Paper, 50 Cents.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and usefu
discourse. -James Parton.
I a.m much pleased with your address, and wil
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 p_a.ges. It is a. very
!Lble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS~,o.The number of heads under" which You ha.v
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is dis
cussed, should be highl:r commended. Therefore
I take ~l'ea.t pleasure 1n recommending "Anti
Prohibition "to the consi,dera.tion of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper
a.nce, bn t in the principles of self-gQverPment.
J. J.MoOa.be.

'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Career of Jesns Christ.
An Exposition of the True Mea.ninll of this Char
a.cter as described in the New Testament. By Mil
ton Woolley, M.D., author of •• Hebrew M:rthol
ogy,»
Paper, 8vo, 25 cents.
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MATERIALISM AID CRIMf~
THoMAS BARRY is leading a seceesion from
the Knights of Labor in the West.
LEADERS in the great miners' strike in Germany hav been imprisoned for long terms.
A DUPLIOATE of our statue of Liberty was
recently unveiled at Paris by President Carnot.
A NATIONAL university at Washington is
proposed as an adjunct to our public school
system.
O.l!E-HALF of the town of Djarkend in Semire•chinsk, Russia, has been destroyed by an
r,arthquake.
VIRGINIA Episcopalians hav refused to
strike out the word "white" in the list of
qualifications for church-membership.
~WITZERLAND thinks there is a design in
Gnmany's reproaches of her for not dealing
severtiy with Socialists, and is armmg.

A SPRINGFIELD, Mass., Freethinker has
offered $1,000 to any church that will pray
for a given tiling and hav it come to pass.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Noo~.H wc.uld hav failed aa a railroad man; :He
Price, 5 cents.
<.Wn built an ark to kec,p stock from being
watered.-Now Ym·IC J[afl.
Civilization.
AN OUTLINE OF THE
THEOLOGY is not what we know about God, but
FmsT boy :"Is your mother reli;.-ious 1"' Secor;d
what we do not know about nature.-lnoersoll.
toy: "You bet she is; she fires the Bible at dad's
AN fXamination, however slight, of the princi- head ne1·y Sunday morning."
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
ples upon which this pretended acience, theology,
IF yon ha.v nothing else to do see bow rapidlY
By W. 8. BELL.
is founded, forces us to acknowledge that these you can say, "Soup soothes Theosophists thorPaper, 12mo, 15 cents.
principles, formerly judged incontestable, are only oughly."-Great Bend, Kan., :Regi;ter.
hazardous suppositions, imagined by ignorance,
"WHo was the first man, Tommy 1" asked the
propagated by enthusiasm or knavery, adopted
by timid credulity, preserved by unreasoning Sunday-2chool teacher, after ~ xplaining that our
IMMORTALITY OF ITs ELEMENTS.
custom, and revered solely because not under- first parents were made from the dust of the
earth. •• Henry O!ay, ma'am."
stood.-D'Holbach.
By A. S. de Pellegrini.
Paper,
15 cents.
ScENE at the confessiona.J, old lady dozing
WHEN a. man talks to us about Jesus in the language of the churches-about the atonement. orig while waiting her turn. Priest (in loud tone) :
ina! sin, sanctification, saving grace, etc.-he "Next!" Ola ls.dy (half awake) : "Pint of mixed PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM
simply uses a jargon that may mean something ale, please: I will pay you !a-morrow."
AND TREATM;ENT OF MEDIOM:ANU..
to him, but can mean nothing at all to an outBy F. R. Marvin, M.D.
NoT So UNCERT.\IN.-In the Oatholic cathedral
aider. He st8.tes ag facts things which hav no Rev. Father McNEece took occasion in his sermon,
Oloth,
. 50 cents.
ground ei thor in reason or experience ; they belong which had reference to the catastrophe, to make
to a. world ap<trt, which neither the rest of our some impressiv observations on the uncertainty
knowledge nor our natural faculties of reason of death.-Du~lin Freeman's Journal.
·
By VOLTAIRE.
and observation can put us in communication
LAWYER : "From your story I am convinced
with.-Jol'ln Bu1·rouqhs.
Terse,
witty,
a'i!.d
sarcasMc defini tiona of theologthat you are innocent. Now, hav you any wealthy
ical terms.
WHEN our theologians say that "Ohrist suffered friends 1" Plisoner: "No." "Belong to any
Price,
25 cents.
for our sins. and that, because he suffered, our secret society?" "No.n '' Churoh 'l" "No."
sins are forgiven," they make a statement that "Political clu!J ?" "No." ' God help you 1"cannot be rationally conceived; they use a Jan. Pucl.:.
guage not comprehensible by common sense-the
By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
BLINKS: "Do you believe in a state of future
language of mysticism.-Popular Science Jlontnlv.
15 cents.
damuation,
Deacon
Grimm?"
Deacon
Grimm:
THE doctrin of the atonement is absurd, unjust,
PRO
AND
CON OF
•·
Of
course
I
do.
How
would
I
ever
get
evan
with
and immoral.-Ingersoll.
the paople I hav forgiven at vuious times if there
WE learn to know only that which we love.- were no such thing as future punishment 1''-Terre
SciENCE ascribe~ to natural cauaes what theology
a"cribes to supernat:Iral onee.-Buckle's HittoJ'I/ of

French Revolution
MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

POOK.ET TI-IEOLOGY.

PRIESTLY CELIBACY FXPOSED.

NELsoN county, Dak., farmers hav called a
meeting to consider means of getting through
the wiilter upon the slight crop resulting from
drouth.
-Goetlle,
M. GOBLET says it is necessary only for
No profit·grows where there's no pleasure ta•en.
the· French republic to pursue a progressiv -Shalupere.
THE Fcience of medicin has had but one enemy
course to destroy the power of Boulangerism
-religion.-lngarsoll.
again~t it.
IT cannot be doubted that the progress of the
BKRr.xN Catholics were instructed to exhibit sanativ art, that the use of more wholesome food
colcl r:t·ss to the Italian king on his late visit, and more comfortable habitations, that a. mode
to Rbow their condemnation of" the spoliators of life which shall develop the physical powers by
exercise, without at the same time impairing them
of the church."
by excess; in fin~. that the destrnciion of the two
G&RMANY's labor troubles will be made most activ causes of deterioration, penury and
""or~e by a general coal-miners' strike in wretchednEss on the one hand, and enormous
wealth on the other. must neces~arily tend to
Augu~t, preparations for which are being
prolong the common duration of man's existence,
made hy labor leaders.
and secure },im a ruore constant health and a
TnRRE are rumors that the pope will pub- moro robust constitution. It is manifest ~bat the
improvement of the practice of medicin, become
lish an encyclical on the spread of Atl!eism more efficacious in consequence of the progre<B of
throughout Europe ai)d its semi-official pro- reason and the social order, must in the end put a.
"period to transmissible or contagious diwrders,
tection by certain goTernments.
as well as thoEe venera\ malad if's resulting from
THE Swiss Bundesrath will take no summer climate, ailments, and the natur~ of certain o'cu.
recesR becauRe of the political situation re- patious. Nor would it be difficult to prove that
sulting from the complaints of foreign powers this hope might b~ Htended to almost every
other malady, of which H is probable we shall
regarding Socialists in Switzerland.
hereafter discover the most remote causes. Would
it
even be absurd to suppose this quality of meliIT is said tllat America should giv Switzeroration
in the human 8pecies as susceptible of an
land R word of encouragement in her watch
indefinit advancement; to supPose that a period
to prcEf'rVe her liberty against the great na- must one day a1·rive when dfath will be nothing
·tions who would seize her if they dared.
more than the Effect either of ~xtraordina.ry acci
dents or of the ~low and gradual decay of the
THE policeman who in the late New York vital powms; and that the duration of the middle
street-r ar strike shot and killed a striker has space, of the inter<:al between the birth of man
been given a medal by public admirers, Col. ttnd t-his decay, will itself hav no assignable limit?
Elliott Shepard fastening it to his coat-lapel.
BIBMATIOK has inaugurated his system _of
protecting, by a compulsory insurance fund,
all wage-earners from destitution in case of
sickness, accident, incapacitation, and old
age.
WILL"AM M. RoYALL, of Richmond, Va.,
announces himself a candidate for Congress
on the platform of the repeal of the Fifteenth
Amendment and the disfranchisment of the
negro.
THE Free Will Baptist preacher, Henry
Duncan, who recently killed his wife in Dale
county, Ala., and then eloped with a young
lady, has been convicted and sentenced to
death.
ENGLAND, Germany, France, Portugal,
Belgium, the Congo state, and Italy are making arrangements for a conference to settle
the limits of their respectiv colonies in
Africa.
THE Rev. Erwin Floyd, who had been
past.or of the Bethesda colored church in
Geneva county, Ala., twenty-five years, recently began preaching evolution, and was
promptly dismissed by the deacons.
'l'HE engagement of Prince8S Louise to the
earl of Fife is occasioning English Radicals to
protest against giving dowers to royal marriages, those given at previous marriages of
Victoria's children having cost the people

$25,000,000.
A1· St. Paul, Minn., on the 17th, the Oppensyndicate, consisting of half a dozen
millionaires resident i'l St. Paul and New
Ymk, completed the wholesale eviction of
Equatters on its property, known as the
Upper Flats.
L~im

FRENOH-CANADIANS resident in New York
city discuss means for inducing their felloiVcountrymen living in the United States to become Americ.an citizens, consider the advisability of annexation, and retain the knowledge
of tlieir own language.

-Condorcet.

Supernatural Religion.

Haute EXPI"ess.

A LITTLE boy complained that his sister had
pushed him, which ~he denied. Her
father, taking her aside, said: "Now, Abbie, don't
you go to tlnnday- school, and don't they tearh you
that it is wrong to t~llliEB?" "We havn·t got 10
far as that," she intenupted.-Woman·s ll'm·IC.
pur~oseiy

IRISH NAMES IN THE BIBL'!i:.-A corre8Pondent of
the N5W York Sun Fays: "Tbe frtmilyof l\Ia··O~tbes
are not the only Irish folks mentioned in the
Bible Orion is alw Ppoken of in the B1ble, and
what is more, he was a gcod Irishman, for we
kuow he is in heaYEllt having EEen him there on
many a fine starlight 11ight."
E.A,D BEEN TEE: E I!IMSELF. ,
Highway JohiJEr: "Shell c.,ut your moneY,
stranger. I II let you keep enough to last you
through the day,'
Stranger: "I'm on my way to a. church fair, 8ir,
and hav just $30. However, I can 1ft yon hav- '•
"Pass on, poor f< llow. You·ll nerd it ali.''Time.

DEACON !'1KINFLINT : "This is an age of irreverence· I read to-night abont FDme fellow who had
engraved the Lord's l'ray er on a. $10 gold piece
and wears it on his watch-chain for a curiosity.
Tllis is all wrong, very wronll'. There are some
thin11s too sacred to be trifled with." Oarper:
"To which do Jon r"fer, deacon, the prayer or the
gold piece1"-Tcr1·e Haute Express.
THE ncording se~retary of the l\Iisaicnary srciety generally ma1Jag< s to say what he bas to say
so that his language wrll not be lJJisconstrued;
but when, at a meeting of the Woman's Foreigp
Missionary Societ.y at East Orange, N. J., last
week, he said \hat" thousands of gallons of rum
go into Africa for every missionary who is sent
there," one of the sisters of that society whispered to another: "Rather a. large allowance of
liquor for those missionaries."-OI'Iristtan At:lvo-
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EVENTS, like the pendulum of a clock, hav
ley. 10 cents.
swung forward and backward, but after all, man,
like the bauds, has gone steadily on. Man is
POVERTY
: Its Cause and Cure.
growing grander.-Jngersoll.
How the PoorM~y Attain Oomfort and lndepend·
ence.
I HAV long since cea!ed to ask the world's leave
to say what I think, and what I believe to be use- cate.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
l 0 cents.
ful to the public.-Robert Dale Owen.
THE traveiing missionary had had a somewhat
OPINIONS which are Equally honest on both sides varied experience. He had been through a rough
should not affect personal esteem or social inter- country and his meek spirit had been sorely tried.
course.-JP.trerEon.
He had found the spirit of irreverence and disbeWith a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FBEDERIO HARRISON,
IT is forbidden in the gospel to call one's lief. all over the land and the ground was stony.
Price, 15 cents.
brother raca (a fool) ; nevertheless, the clergy But he left in despair when he struck an old man
advise us so to call him if he be not of our opinion, at the railway station in Texas. TheY were both
RELIGION:
waiting
for
the
train.
He
got
into
conversation
if we hav acn opinion, or of the opinion of the
with the grizzled veteran of frontier life. They The Gibraltar of the World, as· Now Constituted.
clergy, if we hav none of our own.- Voltaire.
By George T. Bandies.
discussed various thmgs,~tnd finally the missionary
To doubt is to think, and to think is to Improve. asked : ''Axe :rou prepared to die 1'' "I guess
W1th
-Dr. Brewer.
you've always got to be prepared in this country. Exceptions to the ()hai'actc;r of
SUP PO BE the church had had absolute control of Yes, I'm prepared to die or get the drop on the
()hrht as a Gentaeman.
1
the human mind at anv time, would not the words other fellow." "I don't mean that Are you
BY W. T. Purviance.
liberty and progress hav been blotted from human prepared for a hereafter?" "Why, certainly. A
25 cents.
hereafter! Look here, stranger. I was brought
~peech 1 In defiance of advice, the world has
advanced. -Ingersoll.
up in Arkansaw, an· I went from there to MisWE recognize no revelation other than that souri, an' 'from there I came to Texas, an' I've
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
lived
here ten years. I guess I can stand any
manifested in the great book of nature, open
Six Lectures.
alike to all men to study and re' d, and to which hereafter as may be."-San Franci~co Chronicle.
we must therefore look for fact~.-JlarquiS of " BELOVED flock," the parson said, then paused and Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolerance.
QueensbEIT!/.
wiped his eYes;
Washington an Unbeliever.
As to the theology that is now studied in the "As pastor and as people we muot oever tender
Jefferson
an Unbeliever.
·
place of the works of God, it is the study of
ties.
Paine and Wesley.
human opinions and of human fancies conce1·nino I've a. call to go to Blanklown to be their chosen
Christian Sabbath.
God. It is not the study of God himself in the
pastor;
works that he has made, but in the works or A. call so loud to disobey, I fear, would grieve the Each, 5 cents; bound, pap., 25 cents; per doz., 40.
writings that man has made.-Patne.
master:•
SABBATH BREAKINC.
THE whole course of modern civilization tends Replied the spoktsmar• of the flock: "Though
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
to establish the proposition tl<at the peuph is the
loud the call may be,
sourile of all authority; and society, fo use the We'll call :ron louder to remain; an X for everY V
Price, 25 cents.
words of Abraham Lincoln, is seek in;( to solve the Those lllanktown veople offer you we'll giv to
problem how the government of the people by the
k~ep you here.
people for the benefit of the People may be made We'll trust you'll hear a. voice divine, our call's so
most thorough and most Efficient. The church of
loud and clear."
FoR THE CRIME oF FoRGERY.
England still attributes to the sovereign a direct
With
sobbing voice the parson said : "My duty's
By SECUL.\BIST·.
divine authority without intervention by the peo·
clearer
now
:
ple, and maintaim, with a laudable disregard of
Price,
10 cents.
ones;
t.o
heaven's
will
I
I'll
stay
with
you;
beloved
ethirs, that the hearts of kings are in all cases
bow.
disposed and turned as Eeems best to the divme
SEMITIC GODS AND THE
So let us sing, • Blest Be the Tie,' and sing it clear
wisdom.- We1tminster Review.
BIBLE.
and strong;
OuR country is founded upon the dignity of To leave you when you call so loud would be Includinll: Allah, Je]lnvah, Satan, HolY Ghost,
labor-upon the equality of man, Ours is the first
Jesus Onrist, Vi· gin Mary, Bible.
exce~ding wrong."
real republio in the history of the world. Beneat.h
By D. M. BENNETT.
our flag the people are free. We hav retired the Then in his study sa.t he down a letter to indite
<Ftom Vol. II." Gods and Religions.'')
333pp,, pap, 60 r-.; clo., $1.
gods from politics. We hav found that man i~ the Unto the church at Bla.nktown. Thus did the
parson write :
only source of political power, and that the govFor
all
of
the
above books address
"
I've
wrestled
o•er
your
call
with
prayer;
the
erned should govern. We hav disfranchised the
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 .•
Lord bids me to stay,
aristocrats of the air and hav given one country
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
to mankind. -Ingersoll.
And, consecrated to his work, I dare not disobe ."
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THE CHRISTIANS' GOD

NO

HELP IN TIME OF

NEED.

When yom fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction as a whirlwind; when distress and anguish cometh upon you, then shall they call upon me but I will not answer.-Prov · i, 26, 27.

"HE thinketh no evil," Is the suitable inscription on Henry Ward Beecher's monument.
A BAPTIST church at W olverhampton, Eng.,
in order to provide amusement and recreation
for the parish, has built a billiard and smokIng room back of its chapel, and a bar for the
sale of non-intoxicants, everything to be
under the control of the government of the
church.
THE other day Mary J. Wilcox was committed by Justice White in the Harlem, New
York city, police court for examination as to
her sanity. · She stood at the corner of 125th
street and Third avenue the preceding mornIng, and by waving a crucifix over her head
and reading from a book attracted a crowd.
IN a village in Somereet, Eng., the followIng superstitious belief is prevalent : During
1ervice in the church, if the church clock
atrikes while a hymn is being sung, the belief
Is that some parishioner will die within the
week. So strong is this belief that the striking mechanism of the clock is always stopped
f:l,ning services in which hymns are sung.
WHEN the practice of cremation was introduced here a few years ago, its advocates
believed that it would soon supersede the
custom of burial. But it has not grown in
favor as they supposed It would grow. It is
now evident that the popular feeling against
the practice i! of a kind that cannot be overcome in tliis generation. ·The crematory Is
ooked upon as a pagan institution, not to be
introduced into Chri1tlan countries.-Swn.

THll: .American T3raelite 1eports Prof. Felix
Adler as advocating that steps be taken to
provide for the education of the people in the
political system of the country by free lectures. Adults should be educated in political
duties just as children are taught in the free
schools. To be able to read the Constitution
of the United States is not enough. People
should be taught a knowledge of the principles of our go1'ernment and how to elect better and wiser rulers.
Tm: well-to-do clergyman who:recently expressed wonder why people will make their
homes in places like Johnstown, and intimates that it serves them right when a torrent
sweeps them away, is not unlike the French
princess who could not understand why the
starving poor persisted In crying for bread
when there were delicious little tarts for sale
at three sous apiece. A good, healthy doae of
hard-worked poverty would do that preacher
a world of good. It might even make a man
ofhlm. ·
MARK TwAIN lays on the language of the
Sandwich Islands: "The natlv language is
soft and liquid and flexible, and In every
way efficient and satiefactoly-till you get
mad; then, there you are; there isn't anything in it to swear with. Good judges all
say it is the best Sunday language there is;
but then all the other six days in the week It
just hangs idle on your hands; it isn't any
goqd for business, and you can't work a telephone with it. Many a time the attention of
the missionaries has been called to this defect,
and they are always promising they are going
to fix it; but no, they go fooling along and
foolini aloni, and nothini is done."

Mcm. THollu S. PRESTON said at New
York that cremation is abhorrent to the
practice and teaching of the Rotnan Catholic
church; that it is an attack upon the doctrin
of the resurrection, the church holdinp; that
the self-same body which is buried shall rise
again; and that the funeral of a Catholic whotie
remains had been incinerated could not be attended with any of the rites of the church.

LATE anecdotes of the bar Lnclude the following description of Mr. Justice Maule's
way of putting it: "Do you know what an
oath is, my child?" "Yes, sir ; I am obliged
to tell the truth." "And if you always tell
the truth, where will you go to when you
die?" "Up to heaven, sir." "And what
will become of you if you tell lies P" " I
shall go down to the naughty place, sir."
" Are you quite sure of t.hat ?" " Yes, sir ;
quite sure." "Let her be sworn. It's quite
clear she knows a p;reat deaf more about it
than I do." A witness once said to him:
" MY: lord, you may believe me or not, but I
hav told the truth, and I hav been wedded
to truth from my infancy." "Yes, sir," said
Maule, " but the question Is, how long hav
you been a widower?" ·

A WELL-KNOWN New England minister has
refused the degree of D.D. from a famous
American college, and declines to giv his reason for this unprecedented step. The truth
is, in all probability, that the reckless and
unreasonable distribution of college degrees
has made such an honor so cheap that its
rejection has become a matter of necessity
to self-respecting men. It Is hardly to be
A oumous survival of that ancient Sabbawondered at that the New Englander referred
to exclaims in tones of diegust, "Fiddle D. tarianism which has so generally passed
away is mentioned by a Woodbury (Conn.)
D."- World.
correspondent of the Waterbury .American.
AN Italian fruit vender known as " Italy ·In the old days, Saturday evening was held
Joe" died a horrible death on the morning of practically as sacred as Sunday in New EngJuly 15th, at Leadville, Col. Some time ago land, and it would hav been as great an ofhe placed In one of his rooms an image which fense for a president to start on an outing
he worshiped with much zeal. Three candles Saturday evening as Sunday morning. It apwere kept constantly burning, day and night. pears that there are places in the rural disLast night his body was found in the rear tricts of Connecticut where this view of the
room, which was separated from the front evening is held by some of the people. A
room by a thin partition, lying beside a bed, poet, ,who give readings from his workswhich was pushed against the partition. He works which " would never harm a fly " on
was lying on his back, his arms stretched any day of the week-spent last Sunday In
above his bead, and his fingers clenched, as Woodbury, and the correspondent says:
though he bad died in great agony. His head " There is great regret that we could not hear
and face were burnt beyond recognition. It him read, but Satur&y evening was the only
is supposed that one of the candles set fire to one he could giv us, and there is still a sentithe thin partitioB, and the old man, having ment here which keeps our better class at
home on that niiht."
fallen aaleep, was burnt to death.
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uries, at least, since mankind begau seriously to giv but that which Jay implicitly, or explicitly, in the
their minds to these topics. Generation after gener- religious and ethical system of his people.
And the scribe said unto him, Of a truth, teacher, thou
Nemo ergo ex me scire qurerat, quod me nescire scio, nisi ation, philosophy has been doomed to roll the stone
forte ut nescire discat.*-Augustinus, De Civ. Dei, xii, 7.
uphill; and, just as all the world swore it was at the hast well said that he is one; and there is none other but he:
Controversy, like most things in this world, has a top, down it has rolled to the bottom again. All and to love him with all the heart, and with all the undergood and a bad side. Oa the good side, it may be this is written in innumerable bc.cks; and be who standing, and with all the strength, and to love his neighbor
as himself, is much more than all whole burnt-offerings and
said, that it stimulates the wits, tends to clear the will toil through them will discover that the stone sacrifices
(Mark xii, 32, 33).
·
mind, and often helps those engaged in it to get a is just where it was when the work began. Hume
Here is the briefest of summaries of the teaching
better grasp of their subjact than they had before; Haw this; Kant saw it; since their ti~r.e, more and
while, mankind being essentially fighting animals, a more eyes hav been cleansed of the films which pre- of the prophets of Israel of the eighth century; does
contest leads the public to interest themselvs in vented them from seeing it; until now the weight the Teacher, whose doctrin is thus set forth in his
q•testions to which, otherwise, they would giv but a and number of those who refuse to be the prey of presence, repudiate the exposition~ Nay, we are
!anguid a~tention. Oa the bad side, controversy is verbal myst-ification has begun to tell in practical told, on the contrary, that Jesus saw that he" answered discreetly," and replied, "Thou art not far
rarely found to sweeten the temper, and generally life.
It was inevitable that a conflict should arise from the kingdom of God."
·
tends to degenerate into an exchange of more or less
e.ffectiv sarcasms. Moreover, if it is long continued, between Agnosticism and theology; or rather I · So that I think that even if the creeds, from the sothe original and really important issues are apt to ought to Fay between Agnosticism ar;d ecc:esiasti- called "Apostles'" to the so called· "Athanasian,"
become obscured by disputes on the collateral and cism. For theology, the science, is one thing; and were' swept into oblivion; and even if the human
relativ.ly insignificant questions which hav cropped ecclesiasti<lism, tbe cbampionsbip of a forfgune con- race should arrive at the conclusion that whether a.
up in the course of the discussion. No doubt both elusion* as to the truth of. a. particular form of the- bichop washes a cup or leaves it .un~ashed, is not a.
uf these aspects of controversy hav manifested them- ology, is another. With scientific theology, Agnos- ma_tter ~f the least c~nsequence, It will get on very
selva in the course of the dtbate which has been in ticism has no quarrel. On the contrary, the Agnos- well. 'I~e ~auses ~h10h h~v led to t~e deve}opment
progns!l, for •ome months, in these pages. So far tic, knowing too well tbe influence of prfj udice and of monhty m mankmd, which hav gmde_d .o.r Impelled
as I may bav illustrated the second, I expect repent- idiosyncracy, even on those wbo desire most earnestly. u~ all the way from the savage to the CIVIlized stat~.
ance and desire absolution; and I shall endeavor to to be impartial, can wish for nothing more urgently wll~ not cease to operate because a number of ecclesxmake amends for any foregone lapses by an endeavor than that the scientific theologian should not only ast1e~l hypotheses tur;t out to be ~as~less. And,
to exhibit only the better phase in these concluding be at perfect liberty to thrash out the matter in his ey~n If the absu~d notiOn that rco;ahty IB m?re the·
own fashion but that be should if he can find flaws cmld of speculatiOn than of practiCal necessity and
remarks.
The present discussion has arisen out of the use, in the Agno~tic position, and, t~en if de~onstratiou inherit~d h;stinct, ~ad any foundation; if !lll t~e
which has become gensral in the last few years, of is not to be had, that he should put., in their full world 1s ~omg to t~teve, m~rde~, and otherwise mi_sforce, the grcundE of the conclmions he thinks prob- con~uct 1t~self ~s so~n as It d1scov~rs that c~rtam
the terms "Agno~tic" and "Agnosticism."
The people who call thEmselvs "Agnostics" hav able. The ~cientific theologian admits the Agnostic portiOns o~ anCient history are myth10al, what 1s the
been charged with doing so because they hav not the principle, however widely his results may difLr from relevance o~ sue~ a_rguments to anyone who holds by
the Agnostic prmc1ple?
courage to declare themselvs "Infidels." It has been those reached by the majority of Agnostics.
But as between Agnosticism and ecclesiasticism, . Surely the atte!llpt to cast out Beelzebub by the
insinuated that they hav adopted a new name in
order to escape the unpleasantness which attaches to or, as our neighbors across the Channel call it, cleri- aid of Beelzebub ~sa hopef?l procedur? as O,?mpared
their proper denomination. To this wholly errone- calism, there can be neither peace nor truce. The ~o that of preservmg_ m?rahty_ by the Rid of Immor~l
ous imputation, I hav replied by showing that the cleric asserts that it is morally wrong not to believe tty. For I suppo~e tt IS admitted that an Agnostic
term ''Agnostic" did, as a matter of fact, arise in a certain propositions, what{,var the results of a strict may be ~erfectly smc~re, maY: be co~petent, and may
manner which negativs it; and my statement bas not scientific investigation of the evidence .of thrse prop~ hav ~tud1e_d the questwn at tsst;te with as m~ch care
been, abd cannot be, refuted. Moreover, speaking osition!'. He tells us that "religious error is, in as his clencal opponents. But, 1f the AgnostiC really
for myself, and without impugning the right of any itself, of an immoral nature."t He declares that he believes Vi hat. he eays, the." d~eadf_ul conse9u~noe"
other person to use the term in another eem;e, I fur- has prejudged certain conclusions, and lock; upon a~gufier (cons1s~t"ntly I ad~It with his ~wn prmmplea)
ther say that Agnosticism is not properly described those who show cause for arrest of judgment v.s emis- vutually asks him to ~bstam from telhng the truth,
as a "negativ" creed, nor indeed as· a creed of any saries of Satan. It necessarily follows that, for him, or to say what _h~ b:heves to be untrue, becaus~ of
kind, except in so far as it expresses absolute faith in the attainment of faith not the ascertainment of the supposed IDJUrJous comfquences to morahty.
the vitality of a principle which is as much ethical as truth, is t.he highest ai:O of mental life. And, en "Beloved b~ethren, tbat_w~ !DBY be ~>potlessly moral,
intellE-ctual. This principle may be stated in various careful analysis of the nature of this faith it will too before all thmgs let us hf', IB the sum total of many
ways, but they all amount to this: that it is wrong often be found to be not the mystic proce~s of unity an exhortation a~dressed to the "Infidel.". Now, as
for a man to say that he is certain of the objectiv with the divine, understood by the religious enthusi- I hav already pomted out, we. c~nnot ?bh~e our extruth of any proposition unless he can produce evi- ast-but that which the candid simplicity of a Sun- horters. We leave the practical apphcabon of the
dence which logically justifies that certainty. This day scholar once defined it to be. "Faith " said convenient doctrine of "reserve" and ''non-natural
!s what Ag~osticisn;t asserts; and, in my opinion, it this unconscious plagiarist of Tertullian "'is the interpretation" to those who invented them.
I trust that I hav now made amends for any am·
1s all that IS essential to Agnosticism. That which power of saying you believe things ~hich are
.
biguity, or want of fullness in my previous exposition
Agnostics deny and repudiate as immoral is the con- incredible."
Now I; and many other Agnostics, believe that o_f t~at ~hicb I hold to be th(;'! e~sence of the Agnostrary doctrin, that there are propositions which men
ought to believe, without logically satisf.sctory evi- faith, in this sensP, is an abomination; and though tw aoctrm. Henc~forward, I m1ght hope t~ hear no,
dence; and that reprobat.ion ought to attach to the we do not indu 1ge in the luxury of self-righteousness more of the assertwn that we are necessanly Mateprofession of disbelief in such inadequately sup- so far as to call those who are not of our way of ~ialists, _idealists, Atheists, theis~s, or any other ists,
~orte~ p~opoei~io~s. The justification of the Agnos- thinking hard names, we do feel that the disagree- If .e~penence had led me to thmk that the yrov~d
~IO prm.mpl_e hes lD the ~uccess which follows upon ment betwfen ourselvs and those who hold this doc- falsity of a statement was any guarant(le agamst Its
Its apphcatwn, whether m the field of. natural or in trir: is even more moral than intellectual. It is desir- repetition. And those who appreciate the nature of
that of civil history; and in the fact that, so far as able there should be an end of any mistakes on this o:ur position will see, at once, tha~ when. ecc!eEiastithese topics are concerned, no sane· man thinks of topic. If our clerical opponents were clearly aware msm declares that we ought to beheve this, that, and
of the real state of the case there would be an end the other, and are very wicked if we don't, it is imdenying its validity.
Still . s_pea~ing for myself, I add that, though of the curious delusion, which often appears between possible f?r us to gi_v a~y answer _but this: _We hav
AgnostiCism 1s not, and cannot be, a creed, except in the lines of their writings, that those whom they are ~ot t~e shgh~est _obJection to believe anyth_mg you
so far as ita general principle is concerned ; yEtt that so fond of calling "Infidels" are people who not only !1ke, If you Will gtv us good grounds for behef; bu~,
the application of that principle results in the denial oright to be, but in their hearts are, ashamed of 1f you cannot! we must respect~ully refuse, even If
of, or the lSuspen.si.on of judgment concerning, a themselvs. It would be discourteous to do more that refusal should wreck morality and insure our
number of propos1t10ns respecting which our con- than hint the antipodal opposition of this pleasant own damnation several times ~v?r. We are quite
content to leave that to the demswn of the future.
temp?rary eccle~iastical "Gnostics" profesB entire dream of theirs to facts.
The clerics and their lay allies commonly tell us The cour_se _of the past has impressed us with the
certamty. A~d 1~ so ~ar as these ecclesiastical persons can be JUStified m the old-established custom that, if we refuse to admit that there is good ground firm conv10t10n that no_ good e~er comes of false~ood,
(which many !lOWadays think more honored in the for expressing definit convictions about certain topics, ~nd we f~el w_arranted m refusmg even to expenment
breach than the observance) of using opprobrious the bonds of human society will 'dissolve and man- m that duectiOn.
na~es. to those who differ from them, I fully admit kind lapse into savagery. There are several answers
In the course of the present dil!:cussion it bas been
their r1ght to call me and those who think with me to this assertion. One is, that the bonds of human
"Infidels;" all I hav ventured to urge is that they socie~y were fo~n;ted without the aid of their theology, asserted that the " Sermon on the Mount" and the
must not expect us to speak of ourselvo by that and m the opm10n of not a few competent judges "Lord's Prayer" furnish a summary and condensed
title.
hav been weakened rather than strengthened by a view of the essentiais of the teaching of Jesus of
The extent of the region of the uncertain, the good deal of it. Greek science, Greek art, the ethics Nazare;tb, set forth by himself. Now this suppol'!ed
numb_er of th~ problems the investigation of which of old Israel, the social organization of old Rome, Summa of Nazarene theology distinctly affirms the
ends m a verd10t of not proved, will vary according contrived to come into b6ing without the help of any existence of a. spiritual world, of a heaven, and of o.
to the .knowledge and the intellectual habits of the one who believed in a single distinctiv article of the hell of fire; it teaches the fatherhood of God and the
individual Agnostic. I do not very much care to simplest of the Christian creeds. The science, the malignity of the devil; it declares the superintendspeak of anything as unknowable. What I am sure art, the jurisprudence, the chief political and social ing providence of the former and our need of deliverabout is that there are many topics about which I theories of the modern world hav grown out of those ance from the machinations of the latter; it effit'ms
know nothing, and which, eo far as I can see are out of Greece and Rome-not by favor of, but in the the fact of demoniac possession and the power of
of reach of my faculties. But whether the;e things teeth of, the fundamental teachings of euly Chris- casting out devils by the faithful. And, from these
are knowable by anyone else is exectly one of those tianity, to which science, art, and any sHious occup&· premises, the conclusion is drawn that those Agnosmatters which is beyond my knowledge, thcugh I tion with the things of this worl~ wue alike tics who deny that there is any evidence of such a
character as to justify certainty, respecting the existII!~Y. hav a tolerably strong_ opinion as to the proba- despicable.
.
bdttles of the cas~. Relabvly to myself, I am quite
Again, all that is best in the ethics of the modern ence and the nature of the spiritual world, contradict
sure tha_t the. region of uncertainty-the nebulous world, in so far as it has not grown out of ·Greek the express dEclarations of J esue. I hav replied to
country m wh10h words play the part of realities-is thought or barbarian manhood, is the direct develop- this argumentation by showing that there is strong
far more extensiv than I could wish. Materialism ment of the ethics of old Israel. There is no code of reason to doubt the historical accuracy of the attriand idealism ; theism and Atheism · the doctrin of legislation, ancient or modnn, at once eo just and so bution t,o Jesus of either the "Sermon on the
the s~ul and its ~ortality or immortality-appear in merciful, fio tender to the weak and poor, as the Jew- Mount" or the "Lord's Prayer;" and, therefore,
the htstory of philosophy like the shades of Scandi- ish law; and if the gospels are to be trusted, Jesus that the conclusion in question is not warranted, at
navian heroes! eternally slaying one another and of Nazareth himself declared tbat he taught nothing any rate on the grounds set fortb.
But, whether the gospsls contain trustworthy
eternally commg to life again in a metaphysic:1l
*Let us mainfain, before we hav proved. This seeming statements about this and other alleged 'historical
"Nifelheim." It is getting on for twenty-five centparadox is the secret of happiness (Dr. Newman, Tract 85, facts or not, it is quite certain that from them, taken
together with the other books of the New Testament,
*Let no one therefore seek to know from me what 1 know page 85).
I do not know, except in order to learn not to know.
t Dr. Newman, "Essay on Develo'p~ent," page· 357.
we may collect a pretty complete exposition of that

Agnosticism and Christianity.
Pro•n the
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theory of the spiritual world which was held by both
Nazarenes and Christians; and which was undoubtedly supposEd by them to be fully sanctioned by
J esuf!, though it is just as clear that they did not imagin it contained any revelation by him of something
heretofore unknown. If the pneumatological doctrin which pervades the whole New Testament is nowhere BJ stematically stated, it is everywhere assumed,
The writt:ra·of the gospels and of the Acta take it for
grant£d, as a matt~r of common knowledge; ar:d it
is easy to gather from these sources a aeries of propositions, which only need arrangement to form a complete system.
,.
In this system, man is considerEd to be a duality
formed of a spiritual elflment, the soul; and a cor·
poreal * element, the body. And this duality is repeated in the universe, which consists of a corporeal
world embraced and interpenetrated by a spiritual
world. The former consists of the earth, as its principal and central constituent, with the subsidiary
sun, planets, and stars. Above the earth is the air,
and below it the watery abyss. Whether the heaven,
which is conceived to be above the air, and the hell
in, or below, the subterranean deeps, are to be taken
as corporeal or incorporeal is not clear.
However this may be, the heaven and the air, the
earth and the abyss, are peopled by innumerable beings analogous in nature to the spiritual element in
man, and these spirits are of two kinds, good and
bad. The chief of th~ good flpirits, infinitly superior
to all the others, and their creator as well as the
creator of the corporeal world and of the bad spirits,
is God. His residence is heaven, where he is surrounded by the ordered hosts of good spirits : his
angels, or "messengers, and the executors of his will
throughout the universe.
On the other hand, the chief of t.he bad spirits is
Satan-the devil par excellence. He and his company of demons are free to roam through all parts of
the universe, except heaven. These bad spirits are
far superior to man in power and subtlety, and their
whole energies are devoted to bringing physical and
moral evils upon him, and to thwarting, so far as
their power goes, the benevolent intentions of the
supreme being. In fact, the souls and bodies of men
form both the theater and the prize of an incessant
warfare between the good and the evil spirits-the
powers of light and the powers of darkness. By
leading Eve astray, Satan brought sin and death
upon mankind. As the gods of the heathen, the demons are the founders and maintainers of idolatry;
as the "powers of ~he air," they a:ffiict mankind with
pestihmce and famin ; as " unclean spirits," they
cause disease of mind and body.
The significance of the appearance of Jesus, as the
messiah or Christ, is the reversal of the satanic work,
by putting an end to both sin and death. He announces that the kingdom of. God is at hand, when
the "prince of this world" shall be finally "cast out"
(John xii, 31) from the cosmos, as Jesus, during his
earthly career, cast him out from individuals. Then
will Satan and all his deviltry, along with the wicked
whom they hav seduced to their destruction, be
hurled into the abyss of unquencliable fire-there to
endure continual torture, without a hope of winning
pardon from the merciful God, their father; or of
moving the glorified messiah to one more act of pitiful intercession ; or even of interrupting, by a momentary sympathy with their wretchedness, the
harmonious psalmody of their brother angels and
men, eternally lapped in bliss unspeakable.
The straitest Protestant, who refuses to admit the
·existence of any source of divine truth, except the
Bible, will not deny that every point of the pneumatological theory here set forth has ample scriptural
warranty ; the gospels, the Acts, the epistles, and the
Apocalypse assert the Histence of the devil and his
demons and hell, as plainly as they do that of God
and his angels and heaven. It is plain that the
messianic and the satanic conceptions of the writers
of these books are the obverse and the reverse of the
same intellectual coinage. If we turn from scripture
to the traditions of the fathers imd the confessions
of the churches, it will appear that in this one particular, at any rate, time has brought about no important deviation from primitiv belief. From Jus tin
onward, it may often be a fair question whether God,
or the devil, occupies a larger share of the attention
of the fathers. It is the devil who instigates the
Roman authorities to persecute ; the gods and goddesses of paganism are devils, and idolatry itself is
an .invention of· Satan ; if a saint falls away from
grace, it is by the seduction of tbe demon; if a heresy arises, the devil has suggested it; and some of
the fathers t go so far as to challenge the pagans to
a sort of exorcising match, by way of testing the

truth of Christianity. Medieval Christianity is . at
one with patristic, on this head. The masses, the
clergy, the theologians, and the philosophers alike,
liv and move and hav their being in a world full of
demons, in which sorcery and possession are everyday occurrences. Nor did the Reformation :t;nake any
difference. .Whatever else Luther assailed, he left
the traditional demonology untouched; nor could
anyone hav entertained a more hearty and uncompromising belief in the devil than he and, at a later
period, the Calvinistic fanatics of New England did.
Finally, in these last years of the nineteenth century,
the demonological hypotheses of the first century
are, explicitly or implicitly, held and occasionally
acted upon, by the immense majority of Christians of
all confessions.
Only here and there has the progress of scientific
thought, outside the ecclesiastical world, so far
affected Christians that they and their teachers fight
shy of the demonology of their ereed. They are fain
to conceal their real disbelief in one-half of Christian
doctrin by judicious silence about it; or by flight to
those refuges for the logically destitute, accommodation or allegory. But the faithful who fly to
allegory in order to escape absurdity resemble nothing so much as the sheep in the fable who-to save
their lives-jumped into the pit. The allegory pit is
too commodious, is ready to swallow up so much
more than one wants to put into it. If the story of
the temptation is an allegory; if the early recognition of Jesus as the son of God by the demons is
an allegory; if the plain declaration of the writer of
the first epistle of John (iii, 8), "To this end was the
son of God manifested that he might destroy the
works of the devil," is allegorical, then the Pauline
version of the fall may be allegorical, and still more
the words of consecration of the· eucharist, or the
promis of the second coming; in fact, there is not a
dogma of ecclesiastical Christianity the scriptural
basis of which may not be whittled away by a similar
urocess.
~ As to accommodation, let any honest man who can
read the New Testament ask himself whether Jesus
and his immediate friends and disciples can be dishonored more grossly than by the supposition that
they said and did that which is attributed to them;
while, in reality, they disbelieved in Satan and his
demons, in possession and in exorcism~*
An eminent theologian has justly observed that we
hav no right to look at the propositions of the Christian faith with one eye open and the other shut.
("Tract 85," p. 29.) It really is not permissible to
see with one eye, that Jesus is affirmed to declare the
personality and the fatherhood of God, his loving
providence, and his accessibility to prayer, and to
shut the other to the no less definit teaching ascribed
to Jesus in regard to the personality and the misanthropy of the devii, his malignant watchfulness, and
his subjection to exorcistic formulffi and rites. Jesus
is made to say that the devil "was a murderer from
the beginning" (John viii, 44) by the same authority
as that upon which we depend for his asserted declaration that "God is a spirit" (John iv, 24).
T.o those who admit the authority of the famous
Vincentian dictum that the doctrin which has been
held "always, everywhere, and by all" is to be received as authoritativ, the demonology must possess
a higher sanction than any other Christian dogma,
except, perhaps, those of the resurrection and of the
messiahship of Jesus; for it would be difficult to
name any othe:r points of doctrin on which the
Nazarene does not differ from the Christian, and the
different historical stages and contemporary sub·
divisions of Christianity from one another. And, if.
the demonology is accepted, there can be no reason
for rejecting all those miracles in wh~ch demons play
a part. The Gadarene story fits into the general
scheme of Christianity, and the evidence for "Legion"
and their doings is just as good as any other in the
New Testament for the doctrin which the story illustrates.
It was with the purpose of bringing this great fact
into prominence, of getting people to open both their
eyes when they look at ecclesiasticism, that I devoted
so much space to that miraculous story which happens to be one of the best types of its class. And
I could not wish for a better justificat-ion of the
course I hav adopted than the fact that my heroically
consistent adversary has declared his implicit belief
in the Gadarene story and (by necess!lry consequence)
in the Christian demonology as a whole. It must be
obvious, by this time, that, if the account of the
spiritual world given in the New Testament, professedly on the authority of Jesus, is true, then the
demonological half of that acco;.mt must be just as
true as the other half. And, therefore, those who
question the demonology, or try to explain it away,
*It is by no means to be assumed that " spiritual" and deny the truth of what Jesus said, and are, in eccle" corporeal" are exact equivalents of " immaterial" and siastical terminology," infidels" just as much as those
" material" in the minds of ancient speculators on these who deny the spirituality of God. This is as plain
topics.
as anything can well be, and the dilemma" for my
t Tertullian (Apolog. adv. Gentes, cap. xxiii) thus chal-

lenges the Roman authorities : Let them bring a possessed
* See the expression of orthodox opinion on the " accomperson into the presence of a Christian before the1r tribunal;
and, if the demon does not confess himself to be such, on the modation" subterfuge, already cited, Nineteenth Oentury,
order of the Christian, let the Christian be executed out of February, 1889, p. 173; Popular Science Monthly, April,
1889, p. 754.
nand.
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opponent was either to assert that the Gadarene pig-,
bedevilment actually occurred, or to write himself
down an " infidel." As was to be expected, he chose .
the former alternativ; and I lDay express my great
satisfaction at finding that there is one spot of common ground on which both he and I stand. So ·far
as I can judge, we are agreed to state one of the
broad issues between the consequences of Agnosticprinciples (as I draw them), and the cor.Eequences of
ecclesiastical dogmatism (as he accepts it), as follows:
Ecclesiasticism says: The demonology of the gospels is an essential part of that account of that spiritual world, the truth of which 'it declares to be certified
by Jesus.
~gnosticism (me judice) says: There is no good evidence of the existance of a demonic spizitual world,
and much reason for doubting it.
Hereupon the ecclesiastic may observe: Your doubt
means that you disbelieve Jesus; therefore you are
an "Infidel" inatead of an "Agnostic." To which
the Agnostic may reply: No; for two reasons: first,
because your evidence that Jesus said what you say
he said is worth very lit tie; and, secondly, because a
man may be an Agnostic in the serise of admitting he
has no positiv knowledge; and yet consider that he
has more or less probable ground for accepting any
given hypothesis about the spiritual world. Just as
a man may frankly declare that he has no means of
knowing whether the planets generally are inhabited
or not, and yet may think one of the two possible
hypotheses more likely than the other, so he may
admit that he has no means of knowing anything
about the spiritual world, and yet may think one or
other of the current views on the subject, to some
extent,· probable.
·The second answer is so obviously valid that it
needs no discussion. I draw attention to it simply
in justice to those Agnostics who may attach greater
value than I do to any sort of pneumatological speculations, and not because I wish to escape the responsibility of declaring that, whether Jesus sanctioned
the demonological part of Christianity or not, I unhesitatingly reject it. The first answer, on the other
hand, opens the whole question of the claim of the
biblical and other sources, from which hypotheses
concerning the spiritual world are derived, to be
regarded as unimpeachable historical evidence as to
matters of fact.
Now, in respect of the trustworthiness of the
gospel narrative, I was anxious to get rid of the
common assumption that the determination of the
authorship and of the dates of these works is a matter of fLndamental importance. That assumption is
based upon the notion that whab contemporary witnesses say must be true, or, at least, bas always a
prima facie claim to be so regarded; so that if the
writers of any of the gospels were contemporaries of
the events (and still more if they were in the position
of eye-witnesses) the miracles they narrate must be
historically true, and, consEquently, the demonology
which they involve must be accepted. But the story
of the "Translation of _the Blessed Martyrs Marcellinus and Petrus," and the other considerations
(to which endless additions might hav been made
from the fathers and the medieval writers) set forth
in this review for March last, yield, in my judgment,
satisfactory proof that, where the miraculous is concerned, neither com!iderable intellectual ability, nor
undoubted honesty, nor knowledge of the world, nor
proved faithfulness aa civil historians, nor profound
·piety, on the part of eye-witnesses and contemporaries, affords any guarantee of the objectiv truth of
their statements, when we know that a firm belief in
the miraculous was ingrained in their minds, and was
the presupposition of their observations and reason~~

.

Therefore, although it be, as I believe, demonstrable that we hav no real knowledge of the authorship, or of the date of composition, of the gospels, as
they hav come down to us, aud that nothing better
than more or less probable guesses can be arrived at
on that subject, I hav not cared to expend any space
on the question. It will be admitted, I suppose,
that the authors of the works attributed to Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John, whoever they may be, are
personages whose capacity and judgment in the narration of ordinary events are not quite so well certified as those of Eginhard; and we hav seen what the
value of Eginhard's evidence is when the miraculous
is in question.
THOMAS H. HuXLEY.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

To Noab, Ye An:~ient Mariner;
Great captain, navigator, mariner,
In that dire period of heavy wet,
When all the world was one vast fish pond, sir,
All humans lost, save thee and family set I
Oh what a dreary voyage, old Captain Noah,
Was that upon the waters wild and sweeping;
What possibilities were in thy keepingThe future of the race thy shoulders bore I
Great spook I suppose thy craft, the jibstay furled,
Had sprung her luff, jibed over short, mis-stayed,
Where then had been the glory of the world,
Its empires mighty and the peanut trade?
0 skipper true, thou weren't a wide eea rover,
Though once, I read, were more than "half seas over I"
Sr SLOKUM.
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I The youngest are getting gray.

They who escaped the shot
Second. Persons who were elititle<l to vote under !he terriand shell of battle are falling thickly before the fire of the toriallaws prior to the adoptiou of this comtitution.
great enemy, death. How they go! Not a day passes but
P?·ovid,-d, That the legislature shall hav no pow~r to dethat
prive any citizen of the right to vote on account of color,
race, or sex, nor for any cause, except as otherwise provided
Tb& mnfilfd drum's SAd roll haa beat
R. B.· WESTBROOK, President.
The •oldier·a last tattoo.
in this constitution, for crime punishable by imprisonment in
E. J.. STl:vENB, Secretary,
Princess Opera House,
Hats <iff, gentlemen I for yonder come the riderlefs steeds, the penitentiary, of which such person shall hav been con· 5:8 W. Madison street, Room 1, Ol"""go;
OTTo WETTSTEIN, Treae.,
Rochelle, IlL the revt!rPed arms, the funeral dirge I Something is here for victed by the regular course of law.
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. tears. The m~n who saved thdr country are going to their
This provision prevents the dhfrai:Chismtint of
liii.Bs. M. A~ FnEElllAN• Oh. Fin. Oom., 314 W. Madison st., Ohicago. long home. Sound the retreat. They who never fled before any voter, at any election, except fol' high crimes.
are vanquished now. Fire the parting volley. Fill up the
No class discrimination on accouut. of poll taxes, Ol'
.
grave. Lights out. Let
A Protest.
other taxes, as tux or similar disqualifications would
GlorY guard, with solemn round,
The biouvac of the dead.
be an excuse for the party in power to strip others of
On Memorial day the First Regiment Oregon
But listen I The ground trembles with the measured
National Guard attended a special regimental service tramp, tramp of a great host. Look I Yonder comes a the right to vote.
,
Mr. Bush's argument in favor of this provision
by Rev. Arthur J. Brown, chaplain, at the First mighty army, The step is firm and elastic. The movement
Presbyterian church, Portland. It was the first time is rhythmic and strong. They keep coming, till as far as the was, in brief, as follows : The adoption of such a
in its history that the regiment had turned out to eye can reach are solid mas<ea of men. Who are they? secHon, provlding for no disqulllifica.tion on account
They are the young men of the republic, ready as were their of sex, is rE:quired by the rule t.hat .a free government
attend "divine" service.
fathers to fight for their country, if need be; ready, if fightrests upon the consent of the governed, and that
After an outburst of patriotism and glorification of ing be not needed, to show that
consent is expressed by the vote. 'fhis is demanded
the result of the war of the Rebellion, this young
Peace hath her victories,
No Jess renowned than war.
by the principies of the Declaration of Independence,
chaplain viewed the political dangers from his standIn them is the nation's hope ; in their purity and .patriot- the requirements of the enabling act., and the first
point., and paid a tribute to the "best young blocd
of that proud city." Their patriotism was unques- ism her defense. Comrades, shall we not exult in our coun- section of the Fomteenth Amendment. This section
tioned, but this militant minister demanded as usual try's call? Onr fathers to their graves hav ~tone.
knows no distinctions of color or sex.
'l'beir strife is past. their triumph won;
an admixture of a Christian element to make this
The basis of the e.tate is the equality of rights of
But stuner trials walt the n1ce
government of the highest quality. He concluded
its citizens. The state recognizes and regulates
Whi«h risea in their honored placeA moral warfare with the cr1me
nat.ural rights, but does not create them. So with
his oration as follows :
And folly of an evil time.
political rights. The adult citizens are 1·ecognized at
I do not use the word Christian in a sectarian sense. I
So Itt it be. In God's own mi~tht
speak not now of Protestantism, nor Catholicism, nor of any
law, as entitled to the full enjoyment of personal
We gird us for the coming ti!(ht.
And, Btrong lD him whose cause is ourf,
other ism. I simply speak of the common Christianity which
rights, tbe full right to do business, to sue and be
In conflict with u"holy Powers,
recognizes God as the supreme disposer of human events and
We grasp the wrapons h~> haa l!'ivensued, and they hav tn equal right to assist in the
the source of all moral obligation. In this sense I affirm that
The light and truth and love of heaven.
formation of the government, and in its control when
our patriotism should be regulated by Christian consir.eraThe veteran and sturdy reformer, Lois W Ilia- formed. They organize governruent.s for their mutual
tions, and should hav reference to the laws of God. For
this is a Christian land.
brooker, is now residing in the city of Portland, and protection, and to define the limits within which the
The men who crossed the sea to find a home in the New she 1·eplied with her customary trevchant vigor, but
World were Christian men. "They were Puritans, Hugue- the Portland papers would no~ publish, so r;he eends exercise of their individual powers can go without
invading the equal righLs of others. On this principle
not~, Scotch, Scotch-Irish, Dutch, and German Presbyterians,
Quakers, Episcopalians, and Roman Catholics, but all slike her protest for the benefit of TnE TRUTH SEEKER the Revolution w&s h1~sed.
·
Uhristians. Beyond any other equally various and numerous readers:
Thomas Paine held; "The right of voting for
Eet of men known in human hi3tory, they were earnest ChrisEAsT PoRTLAI>D, ORJ1:., June 5, 1889.
EDITOR Oregonian: A~ I am told that your paper is cos- represeiJtativs is the primary right by which other
thms, and they came here for the very purpoFe of crystallizing their faith in imperishable institutions." The nation mopolitan in character, I venture to hope that you will per- rights are p1·otected. 'l'o take away thie right i~ to
wa~ born and nurtured in Christianity. The common law is mit a few words in defense of justice. or rather a protest reduce roan to a state of 13luvery, for slavery cons1sts
baet•d on Christian principles. From the beginning Chris- against the rank injustice which is done a class of your in being EU~'ject to the will o.f another."
tianity has been recognized by Sabbath laws and official readers in the publisl:ed reports of what was said by the
Abraham L~ncoln echoed the same sentiment when
chaplains, and by Thanksgiving days. To-day about one- Christian ministry of your city on Decoration day.
he
said: •· I go for all sharing the privilege of the
In looking over said statementii!, I find that some of those
half of our adult population is composed of actual communicants of Christian cuurcheP, and Sunday. school scholars to whom we are largely indebted for our independence from government who assist in bearing its burdens, by no
and aflheren~s swell the number to an overwhelming major- foreign rule, though not personally named, were really means exoluding women."
·
ity. This is a Christian lar,d by virtue of its foundation, its abused, and I feel moved to ask a few questions.
The arguments agaim;t equr.l suffrage to-day are
history, and its preponderance of Christian people, and it is
Are Infidels "the dangerous offspring of Old World oppresonly just that those who repudiate Christianity for themselvs sion and ignorance?'' as was stated in your report of the the Tory arguments of a cent-ury ago against home
rule in America.. They are the earue arguments which
Individually should recognize the fact that, though we do Rev. Mr. Houghton's add:ess.
not hav a national church, we do hav a national religion.
Is it just that our public speakers should eulogize the Dec- were used by church mr,mbers in some of the coloBut whether this be admitted or not, it must be admitted laration of Independence and the Constitution of the United nies, by which they ucluded from votiEg those who
that every ·nation is bound to obey the laws of God. He is States, and at the same time speak with contempt of him were not cburch-wembsrs-t.he same arguments
sovenign, and his sway is absolute and immutable. Man is whose pen wrote, whose brain formulated, that immortal
no more free to disobey the laws of God than he is to disobey Declaration, and of those Infidels who signed it, as they do which in other colonies were urged for the disfranthe laws of the state. In either case, he may do so if he when they class Infidels with those who keep brothels and chisment of Huguenots, Jcwf', s:Qd Ca1bolicP. The
wishes, but if he does, he exposes himself to retribution.· It saloons?
landed gentry in Virginie. who confined suffrage to
is true, church and state are separate, and we wish them to
Where is the proof that Infidels are less moral or worse landowners thought the good of society demanded
remain so; but separation does not involve immunity from citizens than those who call themselvs Christians?
religious obligation. The state has nothing to do with the
Did not Infidels rally to. the front? Were they not as the disfranchisment of the poor. So whEn the colochurch, but it does.not follow that it has nothing to do with patriotic? Did they not lay down their lives as readily for nies became indt'pendent states, thEy had the politGod. "The state is the people themselvs, actinp: in their their country in the war of the Rebellion as did Christians? ical favor, and denied to otha· citizens ~:qual and uniorj!anic capacity through the machinery of law. It is selfIf you strike from the list of those who hav helped to versal suffrage. Hence the p!ea that suffrage was a
evident, therefore, that the state or collectiv body must hav make the nation glorious the names of the Infidels, will not privilege, instead of a right, rests, like African slavall the qualities which_belong to its constituent members. If that list be considerably shortened?
people are rational, the state will be rational; if moral, then
I hav been a devoted Christian. It was when I knew ery, only on the dootrin that might makes rigbt, and
moral; and none the less, if the people be religious, will the much less than I do to-day. I was honest, tried to do what that those who hav seized political power hav the
state they compose be religiouR. It is simply absurd that a I felt was right then, and I know I am as good a woman now right to part with it or not, as they please. The
man can be thoroughly convinced that God is a moral gover- as I was then. I hav no longer the fear of death before my logic is as strong ih favcr of taking away any right
nor, who will demand an account of the deeds done in the eyes, but realize more fully the responsibilities of life; and I
body, as an individual, and then be perfectly oblivious of the know of many such good men and women who do not of property from any citizm as taking away the right
existence and of the claims of God as soon as he begins to believe in the claims made by Christians, and in their name to vote.
act politically as a citizen. There cannot be two laws for as well as my own I protest against being classed with all
It is insisted th&t as women hav not now the right
Christians-one to govern the relations of individua-ls, and that is vile, as is now done in our public prints v;hen report- to vote, it is a question of privilege, and that the
the other the relations of nations." Men may :qot do in t}j.eir ing such remarks as were made on Decoration day by men
majority should decide that.
corporate capacity as a state what they may not do as indi- called divines, reveren::ls.
It was shown that the legislature of 1854 provided
viduals. " They must make and execute laws in conformity
Their statements are not just. They are not true. They
to the known will of God" or be adjudged disobedient. are insults to many of our dead and living soldiers. Insults for voting in soho0l d~:ctione without regard to sex.
What shall we say, then, of our responsibility for this Sab- hurled at them upon a day when men and women meet to The school laws of 1858, 1871, aBd &inca then, hav a
bath desecration, this tampering With divorce, these open honor-what? the Christians? No; the soldier. Memorial similar provision.
.
saloons, these public brothels? How shall we defend many day was not appointed to honor Jesus, but the soldiers, and
The iW called common law rule of the husband
public acts and laws and usages which contravene the com- without regard to creed or belief.
mands of God? Hav we not as a people been allowing an
If Christianity must be built up at the expense of truth and wife being one, and tbnt one the man, was abolirreligious minority a license to which they are not in reason and justice, will the world be the better for it?
ished in 1861, if it ever existed at all. The law of
or charity entitled, and by our acquiescence not only perA man or woman is not vicious or immoral simply because 1879 put the wife on the same footing as to civil
mitted a natio11 of Christian people to do unchristian things, he or she does not believe in the Christian religion, neither is
rights with the husband. Hence these statutes recbut brought ourselvs into just condemnation ? I do not say one necessarily good because one does so believe.
that we hav a right to make any man religious-to his own
If any religion is so weak that it cannot afford to tell the ognizing the personality of ~he wife hav become
master he standeth or falleth, but I do say that we hav a truth of an opponent it has not the elements of perpetuity. rules of property in this territory, ~nd all precedents
right to demand of the irreligious man at least an outward But if the fault is in the advocates, they certainly deserve based on the so-calied common law rule hav no bearrespect for the laws of God; that we hav a right to say to rebuke for weakening that which they claim to honor. In
him: Whether you will serve your maker or not is for you reading portions of the reported speeches, one naturally ing on the question here. If the right to vote is a
to determin; but this is a Christian community, and you infers that the speakers do not consider Infidels as having right of l)roperty, as held by Lord Chief.justice
shall not violate our Sabbaths by your bands of music, your any rights that Christians are bound to respect.
Holt in 1703, then the right to vote at school elecgames of ball, your open stores; nor shall you injure the
Mns. Lors WA.rsnnooKER.
Respectfully,
tions is a rule of property that is binding on the
public morals by your brothels and saloons and gambling
courts. If the right to vote ia a personal right
E. A. STEVENS,
helle.
belonging to t·he adult male citizen, and necessary to
Secretary American Secular Union.
If the land is endangered by political indifference, much
secure him the equal protection of the laws, it is
more is it endangered by this moral indifference. History
has clearly shown the indissoluble connection between
'l'he Uonstitutionnl Convention.
equally neceBaary for the adult female citizBn. It is
national prosperity and national righteousness. I look back
About one-third of the members of the convention as necessary for the women of Washington as it is
and I see proud Babylon's fall; I see haughty Judea in the
dust; I see Imperial Rome, once mistress of the world, in are lawyers, and the only article thus far acted upon for the uneducated vot.ers of the South, black and
ruins; I see scattered thickly o'er tin,e's shore the wreck of is that of the judicial department. This article con- white.
empires and of thrones, and high over them all I see written tains minute provisions in regard to the rights and
The question is whether this convention will recin letters of fire and blood, "The nations that shall not serve
ognize the fact that t-he right of the legislature to
powers
of
judges,
which
tend
to
strengthen
the
thee ~hall perish; yea, that nation shall be utterly wasted."
Comrades, let us, the young men of this city, remember judicial power at the EXpense of the legialativ extend the right to vote to women has never been
questioned until August, 1888, a period of thirhy-five
that God reigns, and that no prosperity can be enduring branch.
which is not the result of his blessing. Let us seize his purNo action has yet been taken by the committee on years from the establishment of the territory. Is
pofes concerning our land, and to the extent of our influence electiv rights. The following section was submitted school suffrage hereafter to be confined to males? If
apply them. Let us remember that the strength of a nation
lies, not eo much in the invincibleness of its fortifications as to the committee on elections to be made part of the the word "males" is inserted in the constitution as a
qualifi'.!ation for voting, it will disfranchise woman
in the character of its citizens. Let us, as members of 'the article on elections :
national guard, exemplify a Christian patriotism. "You"
SxoTION 1. Every person of the age of twenty-one, or up- without giving her an opportunity to vote on her
said Colonel Lee, ''and not the regulars, are the true army ~f wards, belonging to either of the following classes, who shall own disfranchisment.. If the legislature had power
the United States, and the one on which it would hav to hav resided in the state one year, in the county sixty days, t,o pass a school suffr&ge law, it had power in 1883,
depend in time of peril." Then be loyal. Be proud of the and in the precinct or election district, in which such person
uniform you wear, and allow no unworthy or disloyal man to offers to vote, thirty days next preceding any election, shall 1886, and 1888 t.o pass a general election law removdisgrace it. The responsibility is fast falling upon us. The be a qualified elector at all elections under this constitution : ing this disqualification of aax.
veterans of the war are dropping rapidly out of the ranks.
The Bloomer case is now pending in the Supreme
Fir8t. Citizens of the United States.

~qt

Jfmttican Jtcular lJnion.
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Court on appeal. .An appeal bond was filed, citations
issued, and the record sent to the clerk of the
Supreme Court at Washington. It is a well-known
rule of law that an appeal opens up a judgment, and
it is not binding upon the appellant until finally
decided.
But the opinion is not authority on any point not
actually necessary to the decision of the case.
Again, it binds only parties and privies, and hence
is not authority in any other case (Butler vs. Van
Wyck, 1 Hill N.Y., 462; Woodgate vs. Fleet, 44 N.
Y., 12).
Again, " there should be no reasonable doubt of
the unconstitutionality of a statute before it should
be overruled by judicial action" (People vs. Albertson, 55 N. Y., 56).
In the local option decililion Chief· justice James
held that a statute should not be overruled unless
the dictates of sound reason compelled it.
The Bloomer case should be tested by these rule!'.
1t was similar in principle to the case of Murphy ct
al. vs. Ramsay et ctl., where the complaints alleged
in effect that the persons were qualifi~d voters, th6
defendants demurred, and the demurrer was suatained. The Supreme Court revers€d the judgment
on the ground that the demurrer ndmitted the faot
averred, that the women who had offered their votes
were qualified voters. The pleadings in the Bloomer
case were more accurate in setting out the facts, and
the demurrer, therefore, admitted that Mrs. Bloomer
was a qualified voter of Spokane Falls. That fact
was not in issue. There was no question arising in
the record as to that. Mrs. Bloomer's right to damages was unquestioned.
The court, however, heard the case on appaal upon
an agreed statement, that the only question was
whether the legislature could permit a woman to
vote. They held that under the organic Jaw of 1853
it had no such power.
This conclusion was reached by the assumption
that the repealing clause of the Revised Statutes of
1874, section 5,596, kept in force section 5 of the organic statute of 1853. Every sf.ction in force at the
date of revision, in 1874, was included in some other
section of the Revised Statutes, and therefore, according to the plain langu11ge of the repealing clause,
was repealed. Every permanent provision, including
those relating to suffrage, was included in the Revised Statutes, and no part of the act was left in
force except a few donations.
This is the plain
language. of section 5,596. There is 0:0 r_oo.m for
constructwn. The words used are used m tntlf natural and common-sense meaning. The Supreme
Court of the United States has decided that "the
Revised Statutes must be treated as the legislativ
declaration of the statute law on the subjects which
they embrace on the first day of December, 1873"
(United States vs. Bowen 100 U. S. 513).
It was an error of law to bold that the organic
act of 1853 was in force at all, and that the legislature was bound by the supposed intent of that act.
The Revised Statutes of 1874 governed the legislature of Washington. The legislature had full power
over suffrage, except that section 1,860 required that
the voters be either citizens of the United States, or.
persons who bad declared their intention to become
citizens.
This section is to be construed according to the wellknown rules of interpretation :
1. That the intent is to be found in the words
used.
2. That the words are to be taken in their plain and
common sense signification.
3. That where words hav a legal signific~>tion,
stated in the act, or in the constitution, they are to
receive that interpretation.
4. That the courts cannot interpolate words to declare an intent contrary to the plain meaning of the
words.
The words, "citizen of the United States," are defined in the Fourteenth Amendment, and in the Revised Statutes, in almost the same words, as including both sexes, !lnd ~ean a natiy- b?r~ ~r naturalized person who lB subJect to the JUnsd1ct10n of t.be
United States. It is used generically. It must,
therefore, bav that meanin~ in section 1,860 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States. Hence the
Bloomer decision is founded on an error of law-on
a false interpretation of sections 5,595 and 5,596, of
the Revised Statutes of the United States, as well as
a false interpretation of the organic act of 1863.
The opinion bas no legal basis. It binds no woman
but Mrs. Bloomer, and ought not to control the
judgment nor the action of this convention,
The right of man to vote is a fundamental right of
citizenship, a sacred right, as sh~wn by the efforts
made to giv the elector a free ch01ce, a secret ballot,
and to hav an honest count. If a right in the adult
man it is a right in the adult woman. Sex is not a
crime. It creates no legal disqualification as to civil
rights. As to that, the courts hold that woman
should bav the full protection of the laws as to her
civil rights. But man protects his by his vote. The
ballot takes the place of the bullet. Having the bal·
lot, be. regulates the property rights of wo~an,
imposes taxes as be pleases, regulates the professions

to suit his own notions, and often makes sex a reason
for barring out woman from the practice of a profession. She has the same need for and the same right
to the ballot that man has.
Having shown that the law of 1888 is valid, the
convention must decide whether it will disfranchise
woman or not-. No such authority baa been given it.
Even if the election law is invalid, it has power to
place woman upon an equality with man. It is justice to do it.
The Republican party is committed to equal suffrage by its platform, and it should defend the right
of the women of Washington territory to the ballot
as earnestly as it does that of the voters of the South,
black and white. If not, let it be consistent, and
advocate the repeal of the amendments, on the
ground that the Southern states insist that the
" good of society " demands it. If that is to be the
test for the exercise of suffrage, and suffrage is to be
limited by that test, in a short time the magnates of
railroads will insist not only that the good of society
r€quires that they shall hav absolute freedom of corporate management, but that they shall limit suffrage
so that the wisest and best of their friends 13hall hav
control of elections. In a short time a corporate
oligarchy will dominate the government, and the
people, the farmers, and workingmen will find they
hav no longer a voice in the selection of their rulers.
OccASIONAL.

Kansas Notes.
A storm occurred in Fort Scott lately, and, speaking of it, the Topeka Journal says that " among
other things the 'vital fluid' struck the Congregational church." This is another instance iti which
God does not appreciate the .gift which his people
hav given biro, and as Watson Heston says: "Lo!
the owner sends his thunderbolts and knocks his
property into spiinters." What folly it is to build
God-houses !
The Ottawa .Republican asks: "What is the
trouble with the theology of the Kansas statesmen!"
and speaking of Ingalls and Kelley,. the .Republican
saya: " Senator Ingalls is regarded as an Agnostic,
and THE Tnurn SEEKER of New York says that Congressman-elect Harrison Kelley is a Freethinker."
I wish to inform the .Republican that THE TRUTH
SEEKER is right. Congressman Kelley is a ]'resthinker, and is a reader and subscriber of THE TBUTH
SEEKER. Senator Ingalls is an Agnostic, and nearly
all d the leading Kansas statesmen bav been such,
or at least not many of them bav been religious men.
"An Atchison man who was converted at the Munhall meetings, forgot to say grace when be sat down
to the table the other morning, and found that the
beefsteak was burnt," says the Kansas City Star. My
i{npression is that he did not forget. He just did
not feel like thanking the Lord for burnt steak.
Says the Kansas City News: "It was a little
Kansan who prayed: 'Please God excuse me while
I knock the st.uffin' out of Nellie.' She was a Kansas
girl and was tickling his feet while, b~ was praying.''
A nice message to send God, wasn t 1t! Yet, I suppose, God excused him.
"An Atchison man rejected salvation because ice
was too high to keep it fresh," says the Empori.a
.Republican. A good excuse. ~he! will all do the
same in the long run. Salvatwn lB bard to keep
fresh so I advise them all to reject it, and they will
not hav to waste their money on ice.
Oak Mills, Kan.
GEo. J. REMSBURG.

The Destroying Power of Poverty.
Many years ago I read a sermon by Henry Ward
Beecher upon the text, "The destruction of the poor
is their poverty." Since then numerous sermons ~av
been written upon the same text, but the great difficulty about. most of them is that the men who preach
bav as a general thing, never worn the shoe of poverty, and therefore do not ~now where it pinches.
And so it may be worth whlle for one who bas felt
its force to consider in what way poverty does
destroy.
·
Human beings possess, it is said, a fourfold nature,
physical, mental, moral, and social, upon the harmonious development of whose parts depends their
possibility of excellence. If, therefore, poverty tends
to check the unfolding of any portion of this complex
nature each division of which requires time, space,
and opportunity for growth, its effect is deadly
indeed.
·
A abort time ago, in an article in a Grange paper
on the care of horses and how to improve them, I
observed the statement that, "Above all things the
mother should be kindly treated, easily worked, and
properly fed.'' The chief of the bureau of vital statistics of New York says that, "without counting
the better class of flats, we hav now 32,390 tenements, in which 1,100,000 people liv." Now, as the
nature of woman is much more complex than the
nature of a horse, and as the wives of workingmen
are constantly employed from early morning till late
at night, it is impossible that children born in those
tenement houses can be what the children of men
should be, for the nature of the mother having bad
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no opportunity for proper development, the capaeities of the child will inevitably suffer.
Goldsmith bas said :
Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.
And another poet has said :
Of what avail is P.low or sail,
Or land or men, If freedom fail?
Workingmen, as a rule, bav to work ten hours a
day. Most of them hav to spend half an hour in the
morning in walking to their work, and the &ame time
in the evening in walking home. As a result, their
physical nature is in a state of utter weariness; their
mental powers are in a poor condition for reading or
reflecting upon municipal or other matters; they hav
little opportunity for social communion unless they
attend clubs or go to saloons; for the cultivation of
their moral nature there is certainly small chance.
In Mr. Carnef!ie's article on "Wealth," which appeared in the North American .Review of June,
1889, l).e says that, "It is a waste of time to criticise
the inevitable," and in speaking of the law of competition he remarks, "Wnile the law may be sometimes
bard for the individual, it is best for the race, because
it insures the survival of the fittest in every department." If on some future occasion you can spare me
space in your valuable paper, I will consider the
questions ns to whether this state of things is inevitable, and what individuals would be the fit.test to
survive.
RuTH BBETTELL.

.Rochester, N. Y.
------~~------

The Battle in Swetlen.
From the Lonl!on Freetlltnlce7·.

Freethinkers in every part of the world will learn with
sympathy and regret of the sentence of our heroic Swedish
comrade, Viktor E. Lennstrand, to six months' further imprisonment, three months at Stockholm and three months at
Malmo, for the "crime" of exprrsaing his opinion of Christianity at these places. He has, we presume, appealed, or at
any rate judgment is not yet put into execution, as we hear
he is still lecturing, and will continue to do so up to the very
day of his incarceration. What further action English Freethinkers will take in the matter it is for them to declare, but
certainly the prosecution in Sweden and that of Dr. Voelkel
in Germany show the necessity fora close international organization for common support to those in trouble, and common
resistance to the enemy, who is ecotched but far from killed.
We trust the Paris congress, to which the Swedes wlll send
a representativ, will devote its earnest attention to this important matter.
A conference of the Utillstska Samfundet will be held at
Stockholm on August 3d and 4th, and measures will doubtless be taken to uphold the society against clerical persecution. The F'ritiinkaren is by no means suppress.ed, and
will we tmst, be stoutly austained not only by Swedish, but
by ~II Scandinavian Freethinkers, during the time its chief
editor is in prison. Freethought has fairly broken ground in
Sweden and though it is evident there will be many a hard
fight en: freedom of expression is completely gained, yet
Freedom's hattie onoe begun,
Though baffied oft, ia ever won.

Individuals may suffer, but opinions cannot be suppr~sse~.
The ca.use is in good hands. The men who are upohldmg It
are emphatically of the right ~tuff. Persecu!ion instead of
stamping out the movement Will only spread It, and Sweden
will awake from its letharp;y of pietism and place itself
abreast of the leading continental nations in the matter of
,:__
.,.
freedom of thought.

___ _____

Southern Negro Superstitions.
From tl1e Mi!wauleee Sentinel.

Women in the North hav trouble enough over the aervant
girl question, but their ways are paths of pleasantness compared with those of Southern women-except that the
Southern woman is less disturbed '.ver the more serious situation When a Virginia woman wants to change a girl she
'is co~pelled to go at le&st three days without an~ ~irl at all.
The kitchen help is black, of course, and superstitiOus. No
colored girl will go into a house until three days after the retiring help has vanished, for fear of being ''tricked "-in
other words, hoodooed, placed under a spell-by the di!missed help. Whatever the colored person doesn't understand he fears. He is full of superstitions, believes in good
luck from the rabbitfoot when it is in his own possession, and
in bad luck when it is "put on him." Not long ago a lar~e
number of negroes were on a Virginia railroad platform waiting for a train to take them to a picnic ground. A Boston
drummer with a face as serious as a parson's, took a piece
of chalk ~nd a rabbit. foot and in the most business-like way
began to make cro.sses on the backs of the ne~roes, and
touch them with the rabbit foot. The crowd broke for the
woods in a panic, and there was no picoic that day.
A Colored Preacher Disposes of the Doctrin of Evolu·
tion.
BIRMINGHAM, July 15.-" Are we sons.of God, or gorillas?"
was the subject d a sermon preached at Tuscal_oosa, Ala.,
yesterday by the Rev. William Harris, the leadmg colored
minister ~f the town. Dr. Peter Price, superintendent of the
state insane asylum, recently read. a paper. berore the State
Teachers' Association, on the subJect of mm~ development,
in which he advocated the theory of evo!utiOn. The Rev.
Mr. Harris read this paper and determmed to preach a
sermon on the subject. He declared that men were the sons
of God and that all who believed in evolution were Inddels
and bl~sphemers. He convinced his congregation that they
were in no way related to gorillas, but were sons <!f God.

J. H. BuRNHAM, of Saginaw, Mich., will lecture in Kent,

o., Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, August 31st, Sept~mber
ht and 2d before the yearly mass convention of Freethmkers
for Porta~e county, 0. Friends in Akron, Allianc~, Cleveland, and Warren are invited to participate and cont1nue tbe
grand work of mental emancipation by engaging him to
work up an interest in their respectiv towns. By o.rder of
Kent Secular Union executiv committee: Joseph Heighton,
president; Marins Heighton, secretary i L. G. Reeq, tress•
ureri G. W. Andrew, I. E. Marsll,
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church and Marcion did not believe in the inspira- I them genuin. So does the author of" Sup.er~atural
tion or' any gospels, epist.les, or me~, an.d his indorse- Religion,': like most sch?lars. But I am wdlmg, for
ment of Paul raises him m our est1matwn.
argument s sake, to adm1t that they may be forged.
Nor can I believe that Paul ever persecuted any Is not a forgery an imita~ion of ~he genuin article?
Things in Washington Territory.
one. There was nothing in the primitiv faith to No f?rger could succeed 1f .h~ d1d not copy all the
The ministers of the territory are organizing to make a man a persecutor. A religio.n witho?t a hell promment !eatures of the .ongmal. Now, one of ~he
secure in the seventh article the exemption of church or punishments of any kind where mstruchon took most promment features, mall the so-called Pauhne
property from taxation. All the religious, sectarian, the place of threats, would not breed persecutors. ~pis~les, is reverence for the Old Tes~ament ss .an
and kindred societies will try to secure the same ex- And it is a fact worth noting that the epistles-and msp1~ed book. a~d for J~sus as the ~hr1st or .Jew1sh
emption for their property, and it is claimed that this Paul probably wrote portions of some of them-are mess1ah. Th1s 1s espemal!y marked m the thu~ and
request will be granted. The principle of equal taxa- singularly free from threats. Christ threatened hell fourth cha~te~s ?f Galat1ans; but all the ep1~tles
tion of all property, except that owned by .the public, with all the bitterness of a modern revivalist,. But, regard Chr1st1amty as an outgrowth of Juda1sm.
should be enforced by constitutional provision. Lib- in the epistles, hell does not exist. The wrath of Every reader m~~t, I think, see that this is their
erals throughout the territory should send np their God is mentioned but twice. In Thessalonians, we fundamental poe1t10n. No forger would hav taken
protest against exemption of private property from hav eternal destruction from the face of the earth it, if it had not been generally known to be essentaxation, whether owned by a church, private educat- at Christ's second coming which bas been indefinitly tially the view held by Paul. Marcion, accordinf? to
ors, benevolent societies, organized for the benefit of postponed, and in Heb;ewe-a forgery-we twice the author of "Supernat~ral R.eligion" (p~gee 142
their members,-or private hospitals, kept up mainly hav God as a consuming fire. A modern exhorter, and 143), used these ep1et!ee m eubetant1ally the
with eo little of the sensational would preach to present text, though he, hke later scholars, confor the benefit of the owner.
'
eid~red that to.the Hebre~e spurious. Marcia~ was
As the session is likely to last but thirty-five days, empty pews.
The detestation of Paul and Marcion by the early ?bhge~ to adm1t the genm~neee ?f th.e other epistles,
there is no time to lose in sending in, protests. In
so-called common law days in England, when taxes Christians who denounced them both as heretics and m theu present form, deep1te theu fallure to support
were assessed mainly on lands, the churches were Marcion'e 'devotion to Paul's teachings, .are facts him fully. These epistles e~o'Y, I think, that Paul
assessed the same as individuals. The exemption always to be kept in view when investigating the cannot be called a. Gno~tlC m any other sense
S. P.
than the vague one m wh10h he has been called a
·here has been in part the outgrowth of the status of character and belief of Paul.
Proteehnt and an Evolutionist. Hie spirit was on
the church as part of the government. In MassaWas Paul a Gnostic 1
the whole liberal and progressiv; but his ideas were
chusetts and Maryland taxes were assessed for the
F. M. HoLLAND.
Mr. Palmer has given a very interesting account of those of his day and his race.
support of religion; and so the established church
the
attempt
made
by
.Marcion
and
other
Gnostics
to
claimed to be a part of a Christian commonwealth,
Tender-'l'oed Liberals.
an integral part of the government, and its property free God from responsibility for the great sins of
It
is
decidedly
comical to read the letters of some
he
was
guilty
according
to
the
Old
Testament.
which
free from taxation as part of the pllblic property of
the state. Under our government, where no state Rather than worship a· being who commanded mas- Liberals, protesting against the free expression of
church can be established, the reason for this rule has sacres of little children, and who rewarded the daugh- opinion, when this is the grand distinction betwern
ceased to exist, and church property, and all property ters of Lot by making them mothers of great nations, Liberalism and Christianity. Such Liberals are hardly
owned and controled by private persons and corpo- I would turn Gnostic at once.· Marcion claimed to out of the theological shell, a part of which they carry
rations, should be taxed on the same footing as the follow Paul rathE:r than the other apostles; so \:lid the on their backs to keep off the fierce rays of controfarms of the farmer, and the hoii1eB of the merchant Paulicians, who afterward Jlrotested against the wor- versy. Poor, little, tender chicks ! How they shiver !
ship of Jehovah as immoral; and these claims had solid If they want quiet, they ought to join a Protestant
and the mechanic.
W. S. BusH.
foundation. AU accounts of early Christianity show church, where a little-just a lit,tle-one-sided disOlympia, W T., July 7, 1889.
that it was at first a form of Judaism. Neither cussion is indulged once in a while; or a Roman
Jesus nor the original apostles seem to bav been Catholic church, where priests do all the thinking and
The Origin of Christianity-Paul's Epistles.
willing to let a heathen become a Christian unless he speaking. There it is still quif·ter.
We hav, in the New Testament, fourteen epistles would become a Jew also and keep the law of Moses
If I am not very much mistaken, the quality which
of Paul ; but Marcion, Paul's admirer and disciple, strictly. Paul was the first to carry Christianity tender-toed Liberals bemoan is exactly what took
who spent his life in an effort to prevent the corrup- outside of Judaism. It is hard to realize the impor- Freethinkers out of the church, and made Liberals of
tion of the faith of the primitiv church, by the intro- tance of a controversy which is now so thoroughly others who were never in it-free speech ! that diRduction of Jewish elements, as he claimed that Paul obsolete; but it must be kept in mind in order to turber of the peace of the church, foe of kingcraft,
bad done, had but ten ; and, if Paul had written understand Paul's place in history. If it had not destroyer of slavery mental and physical.
more, Marcion would hav had them, and the fact been for him, we might never hav heard of Jesus or
And now some Liberals yearn for harmony. Oh,
would hav been known; therefore, I must believe Christianity. He insisted that people who were not how they do love harmony! They will find it in the
that he wrote but ten.
Jews might become Christians, and not hav to abstain graveyard, or among the intellectually dead. If tbey
Irena:ms, Tertullian, and Epiphanius, charge Mar- from pork, or keep the Sabbath, or observe any other will run a cotton string up their spines it will stiffen
cion with corrupting the epistles. Tertullian and of the merely ceremonial precepts ascribed to Moses. their backs, and make them robust enough to stand
Epiphanius made this charge after Marcion's death, This made Christianity a great religion. The orig- without a prop.
as !rename probably did, for he was hardly con tempo· inal apostles resisted this innovation; but it was carOne of this species, a few weeks ago (June let), tells
rary with Marcion. But Manes, in the third century, ried through in spite of them. They seem to hav us that "Dr. Severance arrogantly and opprobriously
says they were corrupted, and Tertullian, in the third been at first inclined to treat Paul as a heretic; but makes a thrust at Colonel Ingersoll for one of his
century, quotes them, mainly as we hav them, that he turned out in the end to be the most orthodox of eloquent and truthful utterances. It is unfortunate.
is, in harmony with the belief of the advocates of all. What better model for a reformer like Marcion ~ It ia only opening the way for a new fight, which is
Judaism, of whom Tertullian was one, and in direct
So far we all agree. The question is whether Paul damaging to our good cause. The tendency is to
antagonism to the teachings of Paul and Marcion. went as far as Marcion. Paul freed Christianity from weaken us and strengthen the enemy."
What is the explanation of this ! Why, ·that after bondage to Jewish ceremonies; but did he also try
Pitiful. His soul is strung to shreds in the flapMarcion's death, the corrupted version· of Tertullian to free it from the·degradation of worshiping a bloody ping breeze of controversy.
was recognized as genuin.
God! We see Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists,
Now, suppose she did "arrogantly and opproAnd now we hav fourteen epistles, only four of Episcopalians, Unitarians, Universalists, and Roman briously make a thrust" at the colonel for an "elowhich, what are considered competent critics, attrib- Catholics all claiming that Paul and Jesus believed quent and truthful" utterance. Can't he stand it?
ute to Paul, and many doubt these four, while just as they do. They are, almost without excep- Can Liberalism be damaged by debate~ If so, here
not one of the fourteen is in harmony with what tion, perfectly honest in this claim; and t,hey are all in is one that proposes to kill it, if he can. Such
Ms.rcion tells UB of Paul's belief. The trouble with the wrong. Adherents of a thousand different creeds nambypamby Liberalism as that is too slimsy to
all these critics has been ignorance of Paul's real claim that the Bible is all on their side; and yet that stand.
belief. Therefore, they were utterly incompetent to book is so full of contradictions that no one can posDr. Severance is a Spiritualist. I am a Materialist.
pass judgment upon the epistles. His belief is the sibly agree with it. Henry Ward Beecher said: "I I must say, and I will say it if it gores my theory to
key to the mystery, and this is the solution. Paul, am a Calvinist; for I lilelieve just as Calvin would do death, that Dr. Severance floored the colonel by the
who lived nearly a century B.o., wrote ten epistles if he were a man of this century." I suspect that strong weapon of logic. The colonel would hav
consistent with his theory of an aerial or spiritual Marcion agreed with Paul to about that extent. It been safe, if he had kept within his accustomed AgnosJesus, and his aversion to the Hebrew scriptures. was the same principle, but in a very different degree tic lines. He was off his guard, became gnostic, and
At Marcion's death, nearly three centuries afterward, of development.
got hit. The best thing a Materialist can do is to
these epistles were changed by the substitution of a · One reason for thinking so is the high honor which own up his defeat, take his bearings, and a fresh
crucified Jesus for the spiritual savior, and by making has been paid to Paul by the Christians in every start.. Even Colonel Ingersoll is not infallible. Like
Paul the advocate instead of the opponent of the century as an apostle and an inspired author. Ever a sensible man, he will tell you so himself.
scriptures. But the work was imperfectly done. since he succeeded in opening the door to the genBut there was not one "arrogant or opprobrious"
Hence the confusion. Still, enough was left of what tiles, his orthodoxy and authority hav been beyond word in Dr. Severance's criticism, not one. The artiPaul had written, to show that the obscurity is not question. But he would not even hav been acknowl- cle was strong, pointed, logical. Such writing
his fault, that be had the faculty of saying what he edged to be a Christian if he had not accepted Jesus makes the tender-toed tremble from head to foot,
wished, with such clearness, that there could be no as the anointed of Jehovah. If he had rejected Jeho- and vow "there's goin' to be a storm !"
doubt as to his meaning. Their obscurity, if there vah like Marcion, he would hav been put like Marcion
Hear our Hanoverton haunted friend : "And now
were no other evidence, is sufficient proof of their under the ban as a heretic.
there is a row in the camp in behalf of Spiritualism
corruption. But the four epistles to the Hebrews,
Then again, we find that the apostles, even after -an ism without a handle, an ism undemonstrable,
to Titus, and to Timothy, which are not mentioned they had permitted heathens to become Christians an ism that never conveyed any intelligence to manby Marcion, are forgeries.
without becoming Jews also, insisted on having the kind of the slightest benefit.'' Then he adds that
Now, there is an account in Acts, xxi, and xxii (in- Mosaic law strictly observed by all the Jewish Chris- his view ought to "satisfy all who are willing for the
serted through a blunder of the compiler, probably), tians. This narrow ground was finally abandoned; truth to reign." No arrogance about that! I hav
which is a singular confirmation of Marcion, where but there is no evidence that Paul differed from the investigated Spiritualism for thirty-five years, and
J'ews, from Asia, seize, best, and threaten to kill other apostles on this point. On the contrary, the Materialist though I am, I do not feel warranted in
Paul, "for teaching all men, everywhere, against the book of Acts, chapter xxi, represents him as here saying that it is "undemonstrable." That is worse
law." This charge could never hav beun made had remaining conservativ until the end of his ministry. than the colonel put it. It reminds me of Josh BilPaul been an advocate of the Jaw. The incident There is some reason to believe that this chapter was lings's saying, "I would rather not know anything
must bav happened. And then Paul is made, in his written by his friend Luke; and there is no reason than to know something that ain't so." Certainly it
defense, to tell the ridiculous story of his adventure to suppose that the author, whoever he may hav is not so that the "ism never conveyed any intellion the way to Damascus, and the vision in the temple been, wished to make Paul appear any farther behind gence to mankind of the slightest benefit." "An ism
at Jerusalem, both pure fabrications in the support the orthodox standard than was actually the case. undemonstrable !" Who knows~
of the corrupted faith, of which Tertullian was an The existence of such a story seems to me to prove
This Hanoverton believer in dead calm was almost
advocate.
that Paul had not taken by any means so advanced a shocked. "The old quarrel between Mr. Reynolds
How remarkably this account of Paul's opposition position as Marcion and other Gnostics.
and Jamieson was of no good to the general public."
to tl:.e law confirms Marcion's account of his belief I
The evidence, too, of the epistles, especially that How did you find that out? From the letters I
Tb,ey were both members of the Asiatic or Buddhist to the Gal~Jtians 1 iE! very strong to t11e1 who believe received I jud~e it did much good, 'J.'.I:le ~uestio~

~ommunicalions.
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was, The Proper Demeanor in Debate. I argued
that neither lecturers nor clergymen are justified in
flmploying personal epithets, rancor, or abuse. But
I am not debarred from employing all the weapon<~
of reason in talking to the question, whatever it may
be, and loading to the mouth of the cannon with
Anglo-Saxon shell. That is my way, and whoever
does not like it is welcome to keep out of range.
I am glad that our Hanoverton brother has the
liberty which he says is "unfortunate," even though
be cannot distinguish the difference, any more than
the Christian church can, between "free speech" and
a "quarrel," because it reveals his own inconsistency,
and furnishes me texts; for, if the expression of difference of opinion is quarreling, then he, himself, is
guilty of the very thing he condemns ! · This is the
glaring weakness of all this class of writers.
He goes so far as to become the self-appointed
''regulator" of the "many contributors" of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. "W eiJ, I guess I will ltlt them talk,
but they must agree better."
And forgot to set us the enmp1e ! If the free
thought and free speech writers do not agree, then
what 1 "Let them." 'rhe church has been trying
for centuries to make mankind "agree better." Perhaps Hanoverton has a recipe that the chmch would
W. F. JAMIESON.
like to buy.
Cm·ycll, Col.
--------~·~~-----

A Pious Tale.
F1·om tl!e .A gnostic Journal.

I am going to interrupt the regular course of these
papers, in order to reply to a correspondent, who
signs himself "Crede Experto," especially as the
argument he uses is a stock one, and is often flourished in our faces as insurmountable. It is simply
this: Here is an institution called a Christian
church. It must hav been founded on something,
and the namo Christian suggests that of Christ.
Christ, therefore; must bav lived, or there would be
no Christian. He must hav been born, or there
would be no Christmas day. He must hav died, or
there would ba no Good Friday. The institutions
·presuppose the historic facts. I think I hav stated
the argument in the strongest possible way. I wish
to do so, and to meet it fairly.
The quotation from Tacitus, referred to by
" Crede Ex:perto," is from the "Annals," xv, 44 :
"Christians took their name from their founder, one
·Christ., put to death in the reign of Tiberius, by his
procurator, Pontius Pilate." The quotation looks
suspicious on the very face of it ; but Tacitus died at
the beginning of the second century, and the
" Annals" were written by Poggio, at the request of
Cosmo da Medici, in tho middle of the sixteenth
century. Poggio's MS. is uli!l in the library of Florence,. where anyone can examiu it ; and no reference
to the "Annais," or quotation from them, was ever
made till toward the close of the sixteenth century.
In fact, the twelve books of the "Annals" are a
known literary forgery. The last six books were
published first, and the first. six books forty-six years
afterward. Poggioreceived for his forgery five hundred
gold sequins. The less said about these ·• Annals" the
better. It is one of the most disgraceful impositions
of the Clltholic church, and worthy to be rankan
with the Isodorian Decretals, which Pope Pius VI.
confessed were a scandal and wholly indefensible.
It would be an easy task to fill a whcle number of
the .Jgnostic Jmwnal, in proof of the fallacy of
"Creds Experto's" argument. Every history of
every nation would supply matter; but we will, on
the present occasion, refer only to the chickens· of
Compostella.
Compostella is a city of Spain. It is the capital of
GaEcia, l)ond is very noted for its church, dedicated to
Slln Iago, or St. James. The archbiPhop has an annual revenue of 60,000 ducats (say £30,000), a good
round sum, collected mainly from the gifts of pilgrimE> who used to visit the churcb. And what was
the g;eat attraction there? Simply a coek and ben,
which lived exactly r::tven years; on the ~eventh year
tbe hen laid exactly two eggs, one of whiCh produced
a male bird, and the other a female. The two successors lived exactly seven years, laid two eggs, and
so it went on for centuries.
.
E"' Pilgrims went in crowds from all parts of the
world to visit this church and see these wonderful
birds. Every pilgrim bought a feather as a relic, and
the archbishop got an income of £30,000 a year.
No mattEr bow many sackfuls of feathers were sold,
the two fowls always remained in_ full plumage.
Thousands and tens of thousands were sold annually,
but this wonderful cock and hen were not one feather
the Jess clad. The wonder does not cea11e hera. The
newly-fledged brother an~ sister sprang> ~inerva
like full-fledged from their shells. Theu Size· was
exa~tly the size of the parent birds; their color was
precisely the. same; thai~ length of life was the sa~e;
they laid their two eggs m the seventh year and died;
and the miraculous reproduction of their feathers remained a st.anding miracle.
Luc}us Marineus SiculuEI, in his· " Rerum Hispanicarurx{ Scriptores," vol. ii, p. 805, tells us he had
}liwself seen the fowls, and can ~~stify to tlle truth of
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these statements. I will translate the passage I refer scampering into the room like mad to rehabilitatE
to, and, that you may be assured- that what I say is their resuscitated bodies. I need not stop to ask
minutely accurate, I will giv in a footnote his ipsis- how they crowed and clucked without their heads.
sima verba. · "It is a marvel to all," he says, " that, That is a very small matter indeed. The roast pulalthough every pilgrim who comes to Compostella lets were alive again, and their heads and feathers
takes a feather, and tbe pilgrims are numberless, yet restored in the manner I bav said.
this cock and hen show no defect of plumage. What
The wonderful cock and hen of the alcayd" were,
I here testify I hav E!een, and I know that my testi- of course, taken in grand procession to S!ln !ago, of
mony is true." *
Compostells, and there they lived in the sanCltity of
Here we hav every condition required by "Crede ho:iness for seven yeara, laid two eggs, and died ;
Experto." I might almost say every condition eng-· the two egga produced a cock and a hen, which likegerated. A yearly sbow, a vast sum of money col- wise lived for seven years, laid two eggs, and died;
lected, a living cock and hen, the testimony of con- and this went on for centuries without intermission
temporaneous spectators, and witnesses of what or deviation. Pilgrims floClktd to Compostella to see
passed before their very eyes. There must be some the pullets, and every pilgrim put a feather in his
truth here. one wonld think. There must be some cap in proof of his pilgrimage.* Cartloads of feathfoundation for this wonderful story.
ers were sold year after year, but the two pullets
Bishop Patrick, in his " Parable of the Pilgrims," were always in full plumage.
I told you not to forget the name of La Calzada,
xxxv, 430-434, givs the tale with even greater minuteness of detail.
and I will now tell you why. In 1109 St. Dominick
U d:ll ap Rhys repeats it in his " Tour Through of Calzada was represented in Christian art with a
Spain and Portugal," pp. 35-38.
cock and hen in one hand and a corde de pendu, or
It is inserted in the great national hag-iography of bengman's rope, in the other, in allusion to the rope
the Bollandistes (in fifty~seven folio volumes), enti- that was put round the neck of the young Frenchman. If the tale is not true, how can "Crede Extled "Acta Sanatorium," vol. vi, p. 45.
Pope Calixtus mentions it as a standing miracle in perto" explain this representation Of St. Dominick !
On the grand door of the basilica of the Vatican is
the church.
Monseigneur Guerin, lord chamberlain to the last the representation of a friar entering the kitchen of
and present pope, in 1880, says: "Cette histoire a the monastery. A couple of chickens are on a spit
ete raconte par un grand dombre d'auteura. Les before a fire. And in another compartment is reppeintes-verriers du moyen age l'ont souvent repro- resented a friar blessing pullets which ate seizing
duite. On frappa des medailles commemorative de their feathers fluttering about them, crowing most
l'evenement. Une de ces medailles a ete rpt.rouvee, lustily, and clucking in the seventh heaven of dede nos jours, dans la Seine" (Les Petites Bolland- light. This, of course, is a representation of the
tale given above. Below I hav given the Latin veri~;tes, vol. v, p. 504).
.
That is, this history (J) has been recounted by sion, that no possible loop may be left to hang a
numerous authors. Painters-on-glass were fond of doubt on. t This is no fairy tale, but sober church
reproducing the subject on their windows. Medals history. Without the anecdote how can " Crede Exho.v been etruC'k in commemoration of the cock and perto " explain the custom 1
My dear sir, I think you put the cart before the
hen. And one of these medals was picked up lately
horse. The fact is, in ninety-nine cases out of a
in the bed of the river Seine.
I could add several Spanish extracts to corrobo- hundred the "history" is made up to account for
rate these high and mighty authorities, but it would the custom; it is not that the cust.om has arisen
be only gilding ufi nPd gold, and adding another per- from the history. There is e. city called RomP, 11nd
fume to the violet. I think we mav feel assured of the tale of Romulus was invented to account lor tbt~
the general " fact "-that a cock and hen are or were city. There were" ten" priests appointed in ancier,t
for centuries exhibited at S~. James. Compostella; Rome to take charge of certain books of polit:cal
that they lived euctly seven years, and laid exactly value, and the myth about the sybil was concocted
two eggs in the last year of their lives; that both to hoodwink the people. In time interested persons
died at the same time; that the two eggs produced named streets after these myths, established annual
one a male and the other a female bird, minutely like festivals, built temples, and Etruck medals. 0 Jl'
the parent stock ; that these two new birds repeated Humber and Severn hav their myths also. Pel< r~
the same round; that thousands and thousands of was invented to account for the name Pelopont. e~
p'lgrims every year bouf;!ht the feathers of these sus, Europa and her cow to account for the wo1 d
birds to the tune of £30,000 a year; but, though Europe, Argos to account for Argos in GreecH.
sackfuls and cartloads of feathers were sold, the two Scholars say Argos means a plain, and this part of
Greece is so called because it is the lowlands and
fowlR never lost a feather.
Pdests were appoint£d to look after these fowls, not the highlands of Greece; Europe is so cal!f·d
buildings wen"l erected for their accommodation, a from two Greek words, meaning "far-seeing," or,
church was richly endowed by the sale of their feath- "having an extended view;" but schoiars murder
.
ers, pilgrims in g!J.ngs went to see them, and num- myths most unmercifully.
To bring this paper within scope of the sub]tot
ber], ss historians hav written their gospels.
Bishops and archbishops, lord chamberlains and under discusEion, I will conclude with a Parthian
popes, autborR ar:d painters, medalists and en~?rav shot. I believe I am strict]y within the bounds of a
ers, hav all borne testimony to the trut.h of the known fact when I state there is no place near Jerusalem which corresponds either to ''Mount Calvaty"
wondrous story.
or
to the tomb "hewn out of the rock" .in which the
Can anything more be added in corroboration '
Then. let us apply the argument of " Crede Experto." body of Jesus is said to haY been laid. Strange!
The~e m~dals and customs, the'e names and "histo- passing strange! that the sponge, the crown of
ries," these "buildings and institutions," must be thorns, the fragil reed, and perishable linm used as
based on a foundation of facts. They presuppose a cerements, should all hav remained, but the solid rock
tale; as the existence of a Christian church presup- and mount should be no more seen ! Even tbe milk d
poses that a person called Christ really existed. the " Virgin mother" is shown in some Christian
Let us see. Happily we know, from the same iden- churches ; but the solid bench of the solid rock bas
JuLIAN.
tical sources, the fans et origo of these wonderful melted into thin air.
birds. The "history " is as follows :
*To ''cut your stick" is a phrase derived from pilgrims to
Some pilgrims, on their road to Compostella,
the Holy Land, who cut a palm stick in proof of their pilstopped at a hospice in La Calzada (please recollect grimage.
To '·put a feather in your cap" may, therefore,
this name, as we shall refer to it again by and by). refer to those pilgrims of Compostella.
The daughter of the innkeeper solicited a young
t "Gallum capiunt,et gallinam, et in ecclesiam transferunt
Frenchman to pass the night with her, but here- magne solemnitate. Qu!C ibi clause re~ admirah~les ~t Dei
fused; so she secretly put into his wallet a silver potentiam testificantes observantur, ub1 septenmo v1vunt;
cup, and, when· he was on the road to Compostella, bunc enim terminum Deus ill is instituit ; et in fine septennii
she went and accused him to the alcayde of theft. antequam moriantur, pnllum relinquunt et pullam sui coloris et magnitudinis; et hoc fit in ecclesia quolibet septenAs the cup was found in his possession, the magis- nio. . . . Ego Vidi [says the writer]. Ego testor proptrate at once condemned the young man to be teres vidi, et interfui." "I hav seen and sure I ought to
hanged.
know."
His parents continued their pilgrimage; and, after
An English Sunday.
eight day~, rE>tnrned to La Calzada, when, to their
From the J,ondon C!.urch. Revietn.
amazement, they found their son still alive. The
There is no use shuttinp; our eyes to the growin~ secularmother went instantly to inform the alcayde; but he
of Sunday. Paddington and Waterloo statiOns were
replied: " Woman, you are mad ! I would just as ization
crowded on Sunday week with well-dressed folk, who hav
soon believe these two roast pullets are alive, which not the excuse of working all other days in the week, about
you now see on my table, as your son, who has been to seek amusement on the Thames. It would be well if
other riverside clergy imitated the example of those at
hanged for eight days."
No sooner had he said these words than the two Henlev-on-Thames in inviting them to come to ·church in
their flannels. Whatever excuses, however, there may be
roast pullets actually rose up alive. Chanticleer for going on excursions up the river! the~e ca~ be none for
crowed most lustily, and Madam Partlet olucked her theatrical performances on Sunday mght m pnvate houses,
loudest. The alcayde, scared out of his ,senses, was with the immense additional work they throw on servants.
about to ru.sh out of doors when he was met full For some time there hav been such things on the quiet, but
they are boldly proclaimed in the light of day. At Mr~.
butt by the heads and feathers of the two pullets now
Campbell Praed's on Sunday evening week Mr. Justin McCarthy's one-act comedietta, "The White Carnation.-" :was
* "Magnm quoque admirationis est, quod omnes per bane performed for the first time in the presence of Mr. Irvwg,
urbem transeuntes peregrini, qui aunt innumerabiles, gnlli Mr. Toole, Mr. and Mrs. Kendal, Miss Forteecue, Lady
hujus et gallium plumam capiunt, et nunquam illis plumm Monckton, Lady Dorothy ~evi11 1 Mrs. Lynn Linton, anq
many others,
·
deficiunt. Hac ego testor, propter{la viqi !)t interfqi.'l
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people know who conquered in the war between
progress and piety. But the Liberals need not fear
BENNETT.
that there will not be plenty of work left for them
to
do.
Editor.
Business Manager.
Mrs. Besant's Acceptance of Theosophy.
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In the }'our New States.
It is hard to determin at the present time what
the outcome for Liberalism will be in the four new
states now preparing constitutions. By the time
this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER reaches its Western
subscribers most of the conventions will hav adjourned, and within a month or two the printed
results of their work can be obtained.
In every convention .there is a struggle between
the Christians and the Liberals, with the latter, at
the present outlook, a trifle ahead. But there is no
telling how the final result will shape itself. The
Christians hav the most men and money, and are able
to scare the delegates with the biggest show of
votes. In Washington, the ministers, with the
exception of the Unitarians, are presenting a solid
front for the exemption of c-hurch property from
taxation. The preachers of the latter sect hav presented a petition against exemption. The evangelicals, however, claim to be sure of success, which will
embolden all the sectarian private societies to try for
the same exemption. Mr. W: S. Bush, attending the
convention at Olympia, is doing what he can for the
Liberal side, and desires protests against such
exemption sent to all the delegates. If the convention has not adjourned when this reaches our readers we earnestly ask them to comply with this
request without a moment's delay. The Liberals
should show their strength everywhere.
In North. Dakota the Christians are pushing hard
for the recognition of " God" in the Constitution,
and for all the sub-religious advantages following
such recognition. R. C. Wylie, agent for the Godin·the·Constitution party, is on the ground, and is
aided by all the local secretaries. The Sabbath
Union has presented its claims, Elliot Shepard telegraphing a resolution which the Sabbath Union
desires incorporated in North Dakota's organic law.
The pious delegates applauded its reading, but the
majority maintained a silence which is ominous to
the resolution. It was referred to a committee, but
its adoption is doubtful. There are progressiv men
in North Dakota who will do what they can to make
that state conform to American principles.
The convention at Helena, Montana, has refused
to bring "God" or religion into its preamble, though
urged to do so by the agents of the National Reform
Association. In South Dakota the legisla~ure will
be allowed to fix exemptions, and it looks now as
though the fight between the pietists and the Liberals must be fought before that body. If the Liberals will do their duty the chances are very favorable
for making the government of South Dakota truly
secular. But it is going to take work-hard, untiring work, and we hope t~ men will be found to do
it. The local Secular Unions should look to it that
it is done. They can obtain documents and help
from Secretary Stevens of the national Union, and the
Liberal lecturers on the coast will undoubtedly be
only too willing to address any governmental assembly having jurisdiction in the matter.
Just as soon as the conventions adjourn and the
reports of their doings are printed we shall let the

Mrs. Annie Besant, the brilliant coworker of Mr.
Bradlaugh, and the ablest woman in England, has
joined the Theosophists, and her apostasy from Atheism is exciting much acrid criticism from her friends.
In the National Reformer, of which, before her connrsion to Socialism, she was coeditor, Mrs. Besant
briefly explains her conception of Theosophy, and the
objects of the Theosophical Society, which are:
" To found a universal brotherhood without distinction of race or creed; to forward the study of Aryan
literature and philosophy; to investigate unexplained
laws of nature and the psychical powers latent in
man. On matters of religious opinion, the members
are absolutely free. The founders of the society
deny a personal God, and a somewhat subtle form of
Pantheism is taught as the Theosophic view of the
universe, though even this is not forced on members
of the society. I hav no desire to hide the fact that
this form of Pantheism appears to me to promis so-.
lution of some problems, especially problems in psychology, which Atheism leaves untouched."
In the Star, as we learn from the Freethinker, she
is giving her reasons more fully, but these we bav
not seen. Her first paper Mr. Foote calls a "perfect
jargon," and instances some statements to support
his dictum. He says: "We do know a little about
history and logic, and Mrs. Besant appears to defy
both. 'During the last quarter of each century,' she
tells us, 'a mind wave sweeps over the West,' and
she adds, ' witness the close of the last century.'
This is a remarkably small basis for such a big
generalization. As a matter of fact, too, the 'mind
wave ' swept over France during the first, second,
and third quarters of the eighteenth century. The
revolution was only the climax, like the boiling over
of a saucepan. We are also wondering how Mrs.
Besant discovered that the universe recognizes our
divisions of time. 'Theosophy has no personal God,'
but ' the universe is essentially Intelligence,' with a
capital I. Theosophy, also, posits the absolute,
about which a great deal of absolute nonsense has
been written; and all the forces of nature 'are the
workings of intelligent beings.' Mrs. Besant, after
all, doesn'~ explain why she beeame a Theosophist,
but she has evidently plunged right into it, as one
might expect from her enthusiastic nature. Whether
she will bring up pearls or mud from the bottom
remains to be seen."
Mr. Standring, in his Radical, treats Mrs. Besant
and her new fad more charitably. With others, Mr.
Standring is a little shocked, but is awaiting a full
explanation with dignified good-heartedness. "We
are all now inquiring," he says, "What is Theosophy T
and, as in the famous case of ' jesting' Pilate, many
of us will not wait for an answer. The literature of
Theosophy is abstruse, and the only exposition of its
principles that we hav heard-in a leeture by Mr.
Sinnett-left a somewhat confused impression upon
the mind. No doubt, however, Mrs. Besant has carefully studied the subject and mastered its principles
before joining the society which has been established
for the propaganda of Theosophy. One effect of her
action will be the enlightenment of the Freethought
party upon a matter which has hitherto received little
or no attention in its ranks.''
In connection with. Mrs. Besant's few words, Mr.
Bradlaugh also states his opinion of her action. He
is surprised and grieved, as he regards Theosophy as
an intellectual humbug, though, of course, he puts it
differently. The public announcement of Mrs.
Be!lant's course has brought him many letters of inquiry
as to what Theosophy is and what he thinks of it
and his colleague, in response to which he says:
" The word ' theosoph' is old, and was used amongst
the Neo-platonists. From the dictionary, its new
meaning appears to be ' one who claims to hav a
knowledge of God, or of the laws of nature by means
of internal illumination.' An Atheist certainly cannot
be a Theosophist. A Deist might be a Theosophist.
A monist could not be a Theosophist. Theosophy
must at least involve dualism. Modern Theosophy,
according to Madam Blavatsky, as set out in last
week's issue, asserts much that I do not believe, and
alleges some things which to me are certainly not
true. I .hav not had the opportunity of reading

Madam Blavatsky's two volumes, but I hav read, during the past ten years, many publications from the
pen of herself, Colonel Olcott, and other Theosophists. They appear to me to hav sought to
rehabilitate a kind of spiritualism in Eastern phraseology. I think many of their allegations utterly
erroneous, and their reasonings wholly unsound. I
very deeply, indeed, regret that my colleague and
coworker has, with somewhat of suddenness, and
without any interchange of ideas with myself,
adopted as facts matters which seem to me as unreal
as it is possible for any fiction to be. My regret is
greater as I know Mrs. Besant's devotion to any
course she believes to be true. I know that she will
always be earnest in the advocacy of any views she
undertakes to defend, and I look to possible developments of her Theosophic opinions with the very
gravest misgivings. The editorial policy of this paper
is unchanged, and is directly antagonistic to all forms
of Theosophy. I would bav preferred, on this subject, to hav held my peace, for the public disagreeing
with Mrs. Besant on her adoption of Socialism has
caused pain to both; but., on reading her article, and
taking the public announcement made of her having
joined the Theosophical organization, I owe it to
those who look ~o me for guidance, to say this with
clearness."
Mr. Brl\dlaugh's conception of Theosophy and its
t.ruth is near the mark. When D. M. Bennett was
traveling around the world he encountered Madam
Blavatsky, and was given an exhibition of what she
called proofs of the truth of Theosophy. It seemed
to be an exaggerated sort of Spiritualism, so far as
its phenomena went, and its "philosophy" iP; as Mr.
Bradlaugh puts it, spiritualism in Eastern phraseology. To us it is as incomprehensible as the most·
attenuated metaphysics, and its language utterly
meaningless, weighing its words by any accepted
standard. It has no verifiable basis to start from,
and it lands nowhere. Its literature is of ·the John
the revelator style, and its methods of reasoning are
thoroughly unscientific. Its "subtil form of Pantheiem " is as senseless as the subtil form of reasoning
by which the theologians support the dogma of the
trinity. "Internal illumination " is not a scientific
way of getting at facts, and the explanations of phenomena so obtained are not to be relied upon. When
a person coils himself in a closet and expounds the
mysteries of the universe by " subjectivity," we
always think of the ancient medicin men who gained
wisdom by continuous contemplation of their navels.
The world bas not profited much by their labors.
Mrs. Besant, however, is continuing her work on
the school board, and it is not probable that her new
intellectual departure will take. her away from the
practical reforms she is striving so hard and ably to
bring about. Wherever she goes, or whatever she
does, she will, we fancy, remain the same earnest
champion of human rights that she has been during
the years she has been England's foremost female
Freethinker.

Mr. Wanamaker Helping His Religion.
Postmaster-general Wanamaker has ordered the
arrest of one W. E. Reid, editor of the Spiritual
Instructor and president of the Michigan State
Association of Spiritualists, on the charge of fraudulently using the Uniteq States mail, because he
" did knowingly and wrongfully profess to secure
communications from spirit land to order.'' Mr.
Reid was held in the sum of $500 to await the action
of the grand jury which meets October 1st.
Mr. Wana:q1aker is evidently using his official position for all it is worth to protect his religion. Not
content with his Sunday observance efforts, he has
broadened his field, and will brook no rival in miracles and other-world knowledge; and anyone who
pretends to outdo the ministers affording information
regarding matters beyond the grave will feel the
weight of his official hand. Mr. Wanamaker is a
great man.
The trial, if it takes place, will afford a very good
opportunity to prove Spiritualism true. The defense,
of course, will insist that they do really obtain such
messages, and therefore there can be no fraud. This
is what all mediums claim, and if they can prove it
to the satisfaction of the jury Spiritualism will gain
immensely by this arrest, and pious John will find
that he has thrown a boomerang which will bump
his own forehead.
Aside from its being a golden opportunity for our
Spiritualist friends, we cannot but .. condemn the
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action of the postmaster-general. If the law is
enforced every advertiser whose goods may sometimes be termed unsatisfactory to the purchaser is
also liable. Patent medicine are advertised to cure
hundreds of diseases, and the mails are used to
spread these advertisments. All of these pat~nt
medicins fail to do a hundredth part that is claimed
for them, and if Mr. Wanamaker should get a grudge
against their proprietors be could arrest them for
using the mails for circulating fraudulent statementll.
If be were in the patent medicin business-as be is
in the patent religion business-be would probably
use his office to injure his rivals. Again, we fail to
see that the United States is called upon to protect
the people from humbug in Spiritualism, supposing
the spirit messages are not genuin, any more than
they are to protect them from bogus lightning-rod
pedlars. If a man thinks a certain style of lightning rod is a good thing to bav, be bas the unquestionable right to put it on his bouse, and to pay f:>r
it. If a believer in Spiritualism bas faith that Mr.
Reid can communicate with the other world, he certainly bas the right to get him to do so. Catholics
believe that the priests can intercede for and help
the dead by masses and prayer, and millions of dolJars are paid for such sup~rstitious service. Why
not arrest all the Catholic priests who advertise
masses for money T
Mr. Wanamaker believes that once upon a time
spirits came and walked the earth and talked to
men, and even begot children. If they did these
things then, why cannot they communicate with
mortals now! Christianity is essentially spiritualism, and this arrest of a medium is only the persecution by the larger sect of the smaller. It is religious
history repeated.· But it will not harm the smaller
sect, nor convince a single Spiritualist that his · faith
is unfounded, even though Mr. Reid should be
unable to convince a jury that the answers be makes
to sealed letters are direct communications from
heaven.

The Division in Valley Falls.
In the last number of Fair Play E. C. Walker
devotes nearly three of his wide columns to a repudiation of the methods of radical journalism which
bav resulted in the indictment of the three men responsible for the publication of Lucifer. His fight,
he says, is for principles, not words, and it is a great
mistake, be thinks, to hazard essentials to uphold
the non-essentials of form. The Liberal editor who
does this and " insists upon giving correspondents a
' free paper' in which to flaunt such w<;>rds as they
may choose, no matter bow much their recklessness
may jeopardize himself and others and close ears to
the words of vital truth, appears to us as own brother
to the creedist who sees in rite and ceremonial and
formula all that is vital in religion."
This is a sound conclusion, and one Mr. Walker
might well bav formed many, many months ago.
No writer bas a right to ask an editor to run a risk
of imprisonment in order that the writer may gratify
a propensity to "call a spade a spade." Mr. Walker
sees this clearly when be says : "Inseparably connected with the principle of liberty is the principle
of responsibility, the cost principle. When a writer
givs an indermiity bond for all costs which may accrue from the publication of his article, we will
seriously consider his assumed right to appear in out
paper in such guise as be may choose. Until that
time comes his demand is simply a target for the ridicule of reasoning men and women. When the woras
he pens and asks us to print may put ·us into prison,
or rob us of our earnings and destroy our business,
the Liberal is certainly very wild who says that we
are in duty bound to publish this writer's article;
that if we do not we are 'censors,' we 'gag' a fellowbeing! We may choose to print his article and take
all risks, that is our right, but to ask it of us as a
duty is the quintesBeDCe of absurdity, and it seems
to us could be made only by one whose innermost
thought-cells are yet poisoned by the dogma of
vicarious atonement."
·
This declaration of principles, it appears, is brought
out by criticism upon Mr. Walker for leaving Lucifer
and establishing Fair Play, thus dividing the Radical forces of Valley Falls. Why he · did this, be
further explains, was because his methods and those
of Mr. Harman differed fundamentally, beyond hope
of compromise. Mr. Harman, innocent soul that be
. is, oan see P.? f~~<:>~ why broad stories, ~bqsiv let-

tars, and compromising articles should not be de-j
fended on the ground of inherent natural right to
say what one pleases, while Mr. Walker, more
worldly-minded, l!lteers his bark in the deep channels
of ambiguity of expression, desiring that the purpose
of an article be emphasized above its phraseology.
Hence two papers in Valley Falls.
Our sympathies are entirely with both of these
gentlemen. Mr. Harman's brave simplicity of character, seeing no evil in any words, however under the
ban of prejudice, commands our admiration. He is
a gentle, sincere man, acquainted with grief, and
feeling deeply the wrongs inflicted upon the weak
and helpless of the race. That be ever intended to
do an evil act is beyond belief. His is the harmlessness of the dove, and to shut him up in prison
because Joseph Anthony and others bav used him
to parade before the public words which usage
condemns would be a cruel act indeed.
Mr. Walker, too, is equally sincere, and a much
stronger and more vigorous man. He has, too, some
of the wisdom of the other animal mentioned in
scripture, and perhaps a constitutional distaste for
what he calls a witless story included in the indictment a~ainst him. With his objections to printing
coarse words we are in hearty and thorough sympathy. As we wrote on the subject once before, the
English language is comprehensiv and elastic
enough to express all the ideas the average man or
woman is likely to bav without borrowing from the
vocabulary of the abandoned class. Mr. Walker
usually bas clear perceptions of the last principles he
has acquired, and maintains them regardless though
the effort should oblige him to abuse his innocent
friends. Principles, principles, principles, is his cry ;
and in defending what be conceives to be principles,
none can surpass him in sincerity and honesty of intention. That he stands in danger of going to prison
for printing words the use of which he strongly condemns, wili draw toward him the sympathy of all.
If the prison walls shall finally engulf him, be will
suft'er for something he could not help and for which
he was not responsible.

the same thing. Fortunately for progress and human
rights the real Christians are ill. a minority. They
bad a majority in the colonial days, and everybody
knows wb!lt they did.

--=--.-•_.....,____
Editonal Notes.

THE Rev. Dr. Harcourt, of San Francisco, thinks that there
should be a lf\W "that upon one day in seven a man shall
abstain from labor and giv a brief time to the contemplation
of God as he conceived him." We should like to see the law
that will force a man to think in a certain direction, however
easy it is for a law to coerce his actions.
A CHARU!BTOWN, Mass., man claims to prove that the
earth is fiat and floats in water. Probably he got his idea
out of the Bible. If not, he would best hunt up proof for it
in that book, anyway. He can easily find it, as the scriptures can be made to prove each and every one of all the crazy
doctrine that all the lunatics in the world can invent.. And
then, if his town is pretty bigoted, he will hav the additional
advantage of being able to silence any doubter by law.
THERE is matter for observation in the inconsistent poeition into which enlightened churches hav got lately. On it
Minot J. Savage remarks: "We are presented with the
strange spectacle of hundreds, perhaps thousands, of min!sters in all the different churches, who-in private, at leastwill frankly confess that they share the belief of all intelligent men in the antiquity and the slow and gradual development of the race from the lowest beginnings. They believe
in no Genesis story of either Eden or fall. And yet they go
on preaching and administering the sacraments as if nothing
had happened."
Naw JERSEY people are talking about reviving the ancient
punishment of the ducking-stool in the case of a woman
called a" common scold." Alongside New Jersey in lingering desire to revive barbarous punishments is Delaware,
where the whipping-post is now used, and was defended by
the governor in an oration on the Fourth. It is to be noted
that these two states are the ones that hav most come to
attention of .late by attempts to repress Freeth ought speech.
In Delaware they wished to arrest Colonel Ingersoll, and in
New Jersey they did arrest Mr. Reynolds. As ever, barbarism and Christianity are found going hand in hand.
OUR friend W. Stewart Ross complains in his Agnostic
Jou1·nal:
"G. J. Holyoake sent to the Boa ton Investiuator, aa original, IHon- ·
net on Ingersoll by Joseph Ellis, whioh appeared some months ago
in the Aonoatio Journal. Seoular ThOUilht and THE TRUTH BEEKER
hav also quoted the sonnet without acknowledging the 11ource."

Mr. Holyoake sent the sonnet to all the journals mentioned,
not saying to any of th~m that he ht!d sent it to the others,
or that it had previously appeared in print, and so each pubA Little Persecution.
This letter indicates a pretty state of things up at lished it as original, which all were amply justified in doing.
There was no intimation in Mr. Holyoake's friendly Jetter to
Goulais Bay:
us that the sonnet had ever been printed. The sonnet was
"GouLAIB BAY, ONT., July 8, 1889.
"MR. EDITOR: My postma!ter has received instructions in manuscript. We do not think, however, that Mr. Holyto stop THB TRUTH BEEKER and all such publications, but oake intended to rob anybody of proper credit.
that was only from the inspector.
THE editor of Lucij'e1· has seen in the Kansas City Times a
"Now if my paper is stopped for good I can't be beaten, "statement that Judge Gardenhire of the circuit court, at
as I am only twenty-five miles from Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. Lafayette, Tenn., has charged the grand jury that a man is
But if it cannot be stopped please let me know how to pro- indictable for talking Infidelity in public." This is a curious
ceed to get it, and oblige, Yours truly, J. H. EYANB."
statement for a judge to make, for the constitution of TenWe do not know what steps Mr. Evans must take. nessee says: "The free communication of thoughts and opinA lawyer there can tell bim better. The Canadian ions is one of the invaluable rights of men, and every citizen
may freely speak, write, and print on any subject, being
officials bav no right to intercept his paper, and a responsible for the abuse of that liberty." In addition to
suit against the oft'ender would, if an honest jury this, Mr. W. S. Bailey for years conducted an Infidel paper
were obtained, probably bring ihem to their senses. at Nashville, Tenn., and if his conduct was indictable the
Christians would hav imprisoned him. Tennessee is a very
The Christian Idea of Liberty.
pious state, but hardly as much so as Judge Gardenhire
The Ohristi~n Statesman, organ of the God-in-the- alleges.
Constitution party, says :
R. C. WYLIE, agent of the God-in-the-Constitution party at
"To THE TRUTH BBBKER liberty and Atheism are synon- the North Dakota constitutional convention, writes to the
Christian Statesman, under date of July 13th: "I hav had
ymous and convertible terms."
This is not so. Atheism is a disbelief in a personal the opportunity of addressing the convention, and hav met
with the committee on preamble and bill of rights. Two
God, creator, and governor of the universe. Liberty forms hav been proposed for the preamble. The first was
is the right to do as one pleases, restrained only by introduced by Rev. Ezra Turner. It is substantially the
consequences and the equal right to the same liberty same as that proposed by the National Reform Association.
of all other human beings. Liberty is freedom from An effort was made to table it in the committee yesterday,
restraint by other folks. But no man or woman but it did not succeed. Mr. Turner is more than a match
for all the Secularists in the convention. The second form
would pol!lsess liberty if the Ohristian Statesman was introduced by Judge ·Carland and begins by imploring
could succeed in its objects. Then we should be the aid of the sovereign ruler in the formation of the consticompelled by force to support a religion in which we tution. I am to meet with the committee on legislation this
did not believe; to observe a Sabbath because our afternoon."
Christian neighbors observed it ; to bav our children
OuTSIDE of more scholarly circles, the churches are still
educated in a superstition we abhorred; to swear by throwing their weight against the rise of .the doctrin of evosome Mumbo Jumbo who existed only in the igno- lution. Dr. Peter Bryce, superintendent of the Alabama
State Insane Asylum, and an expert on insanity of national
rant imaginations of barbaric ancestors; to ask our reputation, recently read a paper before the Alabama Eduneighbors what we might eat and drink; to acknowl- cational Association on" The Mind and Its Developments."
edge as a king an alleged divine person who prob- He held that man came from primordial germs, and that he
ably never existed; to accept a " morality" whioh is was a development of the lower order of beings. He held
in itself immoral; and to abjectly debase ourselvs that mind was but a development of the instinct of animals,
and that it differed from the animal reason only in degree,
before and support a lot of priests who bad managed and not in kind. Mind, he held, was the result of organic
to make people think that they represented the will forces, and when these forces stopped mind was gone. It
of " God." There would be no liberty at all in this has no entity of its own. When man dies his mind dies with
country if the God-in-tbe-Constitution folks could him. It is not the sum of all the faculties, and hence not
compass their ends, for eTeryone who did not belong immortal. Dr. Bryce's paper created a great sensation in the
meeting, and when he sat down half a dozen ministers were
to the Roman or evangelical sects would be outlawed on
their feet in an instant. After a heated discussion of the
forever.
·
subject the association adopted a reaolution reaffirming beLiberty to a Christian means liberty to believe as lief in the biblical account of creation, and declaring that
his sect believes, and to make eTerybody else believe the a..ssocia.tion did not indorse all the papers read before it .
====~~~--------
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=======----------PARKERSBURG, ORE., June 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose money, for the idea occurs to me
that you might get in a religious train of thought and stop
my paper (or your paper), and to shut THE TRUTH .BEEKER
off would about shut my wind off, for I am b-y THE TRUTH
SERKER as Sam Jones is by the gospel-I about" livs on it."
And if nothing serious happens, in the way of cyclones, earthquakes, floods, or Kansas chinch bugs, by the grace of God
through his mysterious ways, we shall hav W. S. Bell and
Samuel Putnam with us this month and next, and hope to
giv them good welcome. A majority of the people here are
Liberals, but a majority of them seem to hav an eye on Mrs.
Grundy, who is in the orthodox woodpile. Well, well, some
of the faithfill to our cause are overhauling the woodpile.
We'll rout her and her timid followers yet, God willing" and
weather permitting."
D. J. LowE.
BERLIN, N.J., July 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of July 13th you say President
Harrison remarked recently that America is safe from dangers
from without, but must watch against its dangers within.
If the president was not blinded by the Bible, which, with
its unjust, wrathful, revengeful, imaginary God, is nothing
but a piece of men's crazy patchwork, to which each writer
gave a patch of his own character, as I can ab:..ndantly prove
by its own pages-if the president would giv up that old
book th~t has so long blinded him, and giv his whole attention to the making and execution of just laws for all, without
prejudice, hypocrisy, or bigotry, he would not hav to· watch
for internal dangers; he would see them everywhere, all
around him. Please giv me epace to remind Father Harrison
of an internal danger which existed generation after generation, and which nearly all our presidents and other public
men, with all their watching, not only failed to recognize as
a danger, but regarded as a blessing, and enacted laws to
support, defend, and protect. I a1lude to African slavery.
Our Revolutionary fathers, who hav received so much
honor and prai~e for liberating the colonies from British
oppression, performed a herculean work, but at the same
time made several enormous mistakee, only one of which has
been corncted to this day; the others remain, sources of
danger that the president, with all his watching, appears
never to hav seen.
When our fathers secured liberty for themselvs and their
pale-faced brethren that their imaginary God did not consider
worth coloring, they had no liberty to offer to the colored
race whom their pious predecessors had stolen from their
nativ country and sold at auction as beasts of burden; and
for generations, while our rulers were, like Harrison, watch·
ing for danger, they were so blind to danger that they
regarded slavery as a blessing. We hav seen the result of
stealing anrl enslaving human beings-a bloody war, more
than half a million brave men slaughtered, millions on millions of time, property, and money wasted on war, the country fillfd with crippled soldiers, widows, and orphans, and
pauper-houses and prisons crowded with those who hav
been impoverished or corrupted by the war.
We are now nursing another war engendered by another
mistake which our fathers copied from the corrupted ·nations
of the old world, and of which our president, with all his
watching, appears to be entirely oblivious, ·but which I will
point out to him in my next, if you will allow me the 8pace.
Respectfully yours,
JEREMIAH HAOKER.
HAMILTON, N.Y., July 23, 1889.
speaks pensibly of the Johnstown flood, which some
fooli2h preachers called a vengeE.nce of heaven, as follows: ''To
our thought the catastrophe at Johnstown falls simply into the
line of natural results from natural cau~es. Long ago we ceased
1o expect that God would work a miracle to prevent a natural
sequencr. Indeed, one of the lessons taught wit.h such P.'linful
~ffect i~ the fact that God does not interpose to rfmedy man's
neglect. We do not expect such interpositions where lesser con·
stquencfB are involved."
MR. EDITOR: It is refreshing and encouraging to witness
such admissions as the above, coming as they do from such
editors and doctors of divinity, as Zion's He1·ald has always
been regarded as one of the "biggest guns" out, of the old
orthodox style. The truthful teachings of science are too
much for the superstitious to stand, and their advocates are
beginning to'' throw up the sponge." I noticed in the Inde.
pendmt Pulpit the assertion of Rev. W. B. Wellon, in complaining to Mr. Shaw, the editor, of the attacks he and others
were making on the Bible, "The Bible is an anvil that has
worn out many a hammer." But the pounding the Bible is
now receiving tells fearfully on it, and it is fast giving
way. Such hammers ·as science, astronomy, reason, and
common sense hav already "taken the ring" out of that
anvil, so long considered God's revelation to man.
This pious editor of Zion's Herald now owns up that he
has long since been convinced God is not such a being as he
once supposed him to be. And if this editor will own up
one more thing, a thing he is doubtless convinced of, he will
admit there is no such a thing or being as ·this Jewish Jehovah God.
What is called Christian religion has been in existence
many centuries, and has been built up at great expense to its
supporters, and is kept in running order by the priests of
different denominations, affording them an easy time and
good living, and offering nothing in return to their supporters; and as people grow wiser and see this imposition so
long practiced upon them, they are becoming dissatisfied
with the condition of things, and are saying they hav carried
this worthless, expensiv burden long enough, and will not
be fooled with it any longer.
Yes1 orthodoxy is havin~ a hard time of it at present:
Zion's Herald

Unitarianism, Universalism Spiritualism, Infidelity, as well
as science, are too much for the Christian churches to stand,
and as a consequence they are growing weaker every year.
Their additions as new members are fewer than formerly.
Protracted meetings hav ceased to procure new members,
and, as the saying is, hav "run out." Moody and Sankeyism
is dead. And now what next to do is a question that concerns the pious and the divines. And the multitude of prayers offered to God, and all of them for Christ's sake, don't
seem to help his case. Surely the outlook for Christ's kingCARLTON RroE.
dom is not encouraging.

Since my late letter appeared, I hav received and read
excellent copies of the Freetltinkers' Magazin and Beculwr
Tltougltt. I hav also received and read Aunt Elmina's little
book entitled, "John's Way," which is one of the nicest and
richest little books I ever saw. It is written the most in
Colonel Ingersoll's style of eloquence of anything I hav ever
seen. Jf she is the author of that book she is as smart again
as I thought she was, and I shall hereafter style her the
"Lady Ingersoll of the South." Her little book called
"Mary .Tones; or, The Infidel School Teacher," is a very
interesting little book, too. And I would advise every Liberal everywhere to send to her thirty-five cents and get these
two nice little books.
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., July 7, 1889.
The Infidels were terribly abused here last winter and no
MR. EDITOR: As I write I am thinking how quietly our
lives are passing to a close. Are we utilizing the time or is one seemed inclined to take it up, so now I propose to keep
it neglected and thrown away? And here a few lines flash my pen moving until I silence their slandering tongues.
Fraternally,
H. H. Gu.MAN.
across my mind:
Truly speaks the proverb old,
With a meaning vast,
The mill will never grind
With the waler that is past.
Here is advice for the believer in the miraculous who has
his back to the light of reason, and is looking with dimm€d
eye on the cemetery of tke barbaric dead; who gropes along
and worships a cruel and· unjust Jehovah; who depends
solely on belief, and counts actions as naught, in preference
to accomplishing much intellectually, morally, and physically
each day.
In my strolls about the city I find Liberalism on the
increase. There are at least twenty of the gentlemen called
Infidels who are outspoken. A good many are on the quiet;
that is, their mouths are closed by heartless, hypocritical
employers; that is to say, they dare not speak against the
flood or the rib story for fear of having their bread and
butter cut short. For an employer who thus robs an honest
son of toil of the expression of his honest thought I hav no
respect. To put it in plain words, he is a tyrant, and such a
one I hate. There is a movement on foot to hav a Free.
thinkers' society here. I am confident that within a year it
would hav a membership of over one hundred. ·
Of all the preachers I ever met, Rev. Mr. Fagins, pastor of
Sixth street Methodist Episcopal church, is the funniest. He
is away above the general run of his class, and consequently
is more liberal. Not so very long since he preached on Sunday baseball, and among other things he said this: "I would
not giv a cent for a man's religion that wouldn't carry him
through a game of Sunday baseball." This, in other words,
means that religion is what man makes it, and that a rtally
good man can look upon the national pastim.e just as the. bad
fellow who steals, gambles, or flimflams.
This week the Adventist elders, who are giving exhibitions
under canvas, are to meet a few of the leading Freethinkers
of this city. The meeting is for the purpose of di~cussing
the prophecies, the truth of which the Adventists claim forever settles the divine origin of the Bible. The truth is, they
do not know whether a prophecy was made before or after
the fact. For all they know, there may be a milli:n gods. I
hav come to the conclusion that what they do not know
would make a much larger book than all the Bibles of all the
world. And about the mysteries of life and death they
know nothing. This they know I know, and I am glad
they know it. As I close the strain of "Rock-a. bye, Baby,"
comes floating from the next room, where my wife is rocking
our baby boy to sleep, and as I listen to the lullaby, I think
how nice it is to know that he who is rocked there is safe
from the grasp of an orthodox God. Only a few more flames
to quench, and the cruel fires of hell will hav all disappeared.
WILL 8. ANDRES.
FoRT FAIRFIELD, Ms., July 11, 289.
MR. EDITOR: If you please, I am not ye"t quite done with
my complimentary language with regard to this. town and
some of its citizens.
One of your subecribers, G. W. Giberson, sickened and
died here last winter, after which a certain minister told his
audience that it was worth all the effort they had made during the winter, or words to that effect, to reclaim that one
poor soul from the baneful effects of Infidelity! Then my
friend went and saw the widow, and learned from her that it
was no such thing; that he told the minister, as he had told
everyone, that he was all right; that he died as he had lived,
an Infidel. So there is, I think, another Christian lie to ·be
recorded in the next edition of Colonel Billings's "Crimes of
Preachers."
Now, then, Mr. Editor, one of your Radical subscribers
requests ine to say to you that a certain Methodist minister
delivered a harang, that I suppose is called a sermon, in a
certain schoolhouse in said town, in which he berated respectable Infidels, by saying that a moralJnfidel in a community
was worse than a thief and a robber. He prayed God to
remove their enemy from their midst by death f'r otherwise.
He knew he was talking to a lot of Infidels and he seemed
to want God to kill them off for his special benefit. Such
contemptible abuse as that is worthy only of a smooth.
faced Methodist minister clothed in the priestly robes of
hypocrisy and deception.
lf any of the theological hornets of this town want anything of me I hope they will call here at my humble abode
and get their wants ministered unto. If not, I warn them to
keep quiet henceforth and from this out and let respectable
Infidels alone. If I hear anything more from them-and if
they say anything it will be reported to me-they will hear
from me again through the columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Fur I don't believe the Editor will show the white feather by
refusing to publish my letters so long as I am bold enough to
write them and sign to them my proper name, and let the
world know that l am a ~enuin 1 and p.ot a :ijctitious,
character,

TRINIDAD, CoL., July 8, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: Accident placed in my hands, a .few days
ago, a copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and, while I hav been
pleased with the general style and make-up of your interesting p: b"ication, I hav experienced more than a surprise, a
supreme disgust, in reading the communications which it
contains on Spiritualism. I can understand how an orthodox:
Christian, by which I mean a Christian. who swallows, with
his eyes shut, all the ridiculous fables of the Bible, can be a
Spiritualist, for the Bible is made up, in great part, of stories
of talking ghosts. Its authors could not even invent a
Christ without giving him a ghostly origin.
In fact, if you take away from the Christian, that is, the
orthodox Christian, religion, the ghostly element, there will
be very little of it left. What could be more natu~al and consistent, then, than for a Christian to be a Spiritualist? But
how any Liberal-minded Freethinker, or "Infidel," as the
church people say, can be a Spiritualist, is something which
exceeds my comprehension. The very foundation of skepticism, as I understand it, is, at least, a position of doubt in
regard to an existence hereafter. Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin had this doubt, because they coul:l not hav
a positiv belief where there could be no proof, and this is
the necessary condition of every logical, well. balanced, and
scientific mind. The.great objection which the skeptic has
to the Christian is, that the latter undertakes to assert positivly that there is a future existence-a thing of which he can
not possibly be certain. The truly philosophic position
is to say, " I don't know ; " but the Spiritualist, like his
Christian brother, assumes to be infallible on the subject,
and, no less dogmatic than the Christian, asserts most positivly that there is; for there can be no such thing as Spiritualism without a future state. From Spiritualism to Christianity is only one step, and a very short step at that. A
Spiritualist calling himself a. skeptic is an anomaly of the
worst sort, and he should go where he properly belongs, with
the believer in iipooks, ghosts, and goblins; that is to say,·
with the orthodox Christian. Mr. 0. W. Barnard, your correspondent, seems to think he settles the matter in favor of
his Bible-ghost when he asks, " How are you going to ac.
count for the writing between two closed slates held in your
hands?"
Here is the true Christian logic over again. You must believe in the reality of everything which you can't account
for, thus entirely leaving out of account the wonder.ful performances of sleight-of-hand and so-called magic. Truly,
Mr. Barnard has in him all the material for the making of a
first. class Chri~tian of the most approved pattern.
I would ask Mr. Barnard, in reply, how he accounts for the
marvelous tricks of the magician, Hermann. I had the
pleasure of witnessing, not long ago, some of the inexplica.
ble deceptions of this marvel of magic (Hermann), and many
of the things which he did, or appeared to do, were just as
difficult to account for as the performance of Mr. Barnard's
writing ghost; but will Mr. Barnard pretend to say that all of
Mr. Hermann's illusions are realities, because he (Mr. Barnard) cannot understand them? For instance, does Mr.
Barnard believe that Mr. Hermann can pull a live rabbit out
of the mouth of any one in the audience? And yet, to all
appearance, he does it, and I defy the closest observer to
detect and explain the deception. You will hav to produce
.some stronger proof of the existence of ghosts, Mr. Barnard,
than your little slate-writing trick, before you can convince
the level-headed readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER of the reality
of your ghost, for Mr. Hermann can double discount that
trick any day in the week.
Either embrace the logical position of the true skeptic, Mr.
Barnard, viz., that no one can assert positivly that there is a
future existence, or else join the ranks of the Bible Christian
where you will be in much more congenial company.
'
Very respectfully,
J. M. BEALL.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., June 30, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Brother Barnard, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
June 15th, claims to hav made a few remarks on an article
of mine of May 25th. lie accuses me of claiming "to hav
studied very thoroughly, carefully, and critically all the Ia WB
pertaining to Spiritual philosophy, and after tracing them in
all their ramifications, through the measureless depths of the
universe, come to the sage conclusion that there is no spiritual life, consequently no spiritual laws or phenomena exist.
ing in all the wide realms of nature."
That is, according to Brother Barnard, I claim to hav
traced the " laws" (through the measureless depths of the
universe) of what I claim had no laws or existence.. That I
claim to hav successfully pursued a nonentity to the confines
of the universe, ascertained an· its laws, and finally determined that it did not exist and had no laws. If Brother
B~rnard c&n (lonvic;:t ~e of h&vin~ made any such claim 1 1
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will quit writing to THE TRUTH SEEKER, apply immediately
to a doctor, and hav him put my head to soak.
What I recollect saying was that I did not intend trying to
prove a negativ respecting the existence of spirits, etc., the
exact opposit of what he accuses me of saying.
Brother Barnard wants to know, " What would I think of
the judge on the bench, or even the jury in the box, should
they waive the examination and siftin~ of evidence
l\Dd thus decide without hearing the testimony?"
That is not what I hav been doing. I hav been listening
to testimony for years, and hav acknowledged that it exists
in abundance. But does Brother Barnard know of a court
which does not ignore spiritual ''phenomena?" Every experimenter in every department of science and art can get
before courts and juries. They are needed there. A case
cannot be made up without them. Engineers, mechanics,
telegraph operators, photographers, all come before the
courts every day, but no medium gets before a court unless
·
.arraigned for fraud.
In the old witchcraft times spiritual phenomena were recognized in all the courts. Learned judges decided case!!
on testimony relating to such phenomena. No attention was
paid to probabilities or possibiliti(,ls. People could. be easily
convicted, by unimpeachable testimony, of selling themselvs
to the devil, riding through the air on a broomstick, milking
a ntlighbor's cows by sticking an ax in a post and letting the
milk run down the handle, transforming themselvs into cats,
wolves, and other animals, and numerous equally probable
offenses. These spiritual phenomena had to be thrown out
of court not for want of testimony to establish them, but to
keep the whole communities from going insane.
The laws of evidence hav been thoroughly studied during
the last century. It is claimed that many eminent jurists are
Spiritualists. If Spiritualists can do what they claim, they
can furnish the key to every criminal case in every court.
The medium can make himself as necessary to the court as
the reporter. By all means let us hav Spiritualism before
the courts. What will satisfy the courts under modern rules
of evidence will convince every intelligent person in the
country, and we who do not believe will be delighted to eat
our own words.
Brother Barnard wants me to try an experiment. He tells
me, if I undertake it, I must follow directions to the letter.
I must procure two slates from London, Pekin, or Calcutta,
and keep them in my possession until I get home. Of course
I must not go to sleep on the return voyage. Next, I am to
put a private mark on them, put a small piece of pencil between them, and fasten them together. Why fasten and
mark them if I am going to hold them in my hands all the
time? Then I am to get a friend to hunt up a medium, one
to five hundred miles away, holding the slates in my hands
all the time. What will hinder the friend from telling the
medium all about me? He is to be a first-class medium.
How can I tell a first from a second class fraud? Then I am
to go to the medium at the time appointed, not letting the
slates pass out of my hands during the journey, which will
oblige me to procure some one to feed me, open and shut
doors, .etc., and I shall hav to go to bed with my coat on or
get a dematerializing medium to take it off. Then I am to
take a seat at the table and allow the medium to hold one
end of the slates if he wants to. Then, "if everything
should be all right," I shall hear the pencil writing mea message. Then I am to pay the medium and put op my hat.
How am I going to do this while holding the slates in my
hands? . I am no prestidigitator. Then I am to go home by
the nearest route, call my family and friends into a room,
shut and lock the door, open the slates, show them the two
blank surfaces and the bit of pencil, and explain to them
that I hav been idiot enough tQ work hard to get money to
enable me to travel over land and ocean to procure those
slates, and to take them to a man I believed to be a fraud to
hav him get some spirits which I did not believe to exist, to
do some writing between those closed slates.
If anyone knew of a medium who could get spirits to write
between cloaed slates, which were procured at home and
kept in the hands of the person receiving the message, why
hav they not told Mrs. Blenker, Miss Gibson, the Seybert
commission, and others, and not let them spend time and
money on a set of tricksters?
Now, Brother Barnard, I hav not the money, and cannot
undertake to carry out your proposal at present. When I
get ready to start I will let you know. Meanwhile vou
might bend a pin, tie it to a piece of wrapping-twine, drop
it carefully into a rainwater barrel, and, "if everything
should be all right," you will catch a whale.
D. PRIESTLEY.
EA.u CLAIRE, Wrs., July 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: J. K. Ingalls is evidently another hopeful
student in the school of Anarchy (the woods are full of them,
and getting fu 1ler). Mr. Ingalls distinguishes very correctly
between natural and monopolistic rent and interest. But he
says he knows of no economist of note who .has drawn the
distinction. That is because he has not approached the
subject by the way of Anarchistic literature; which again
shows that all who think for themselvs get to the Anarchistic
conclusions just the same. The distinction as to rent was
drawn long since by Richard Jones, whose ideas John Stuart
Mill adopted without giving credit. Jones showed that rent
in practice is charged according to the customs prevailing
under the ryot, metayer, serf, or cottier syetems, and has no
affinity with Ricardo's theoretical rent. The latter would
in no way conflict with justice, if use were the only tenure of
land (as, of course, it would be under the system of Anarchy).
The quintessence of the other (which Jones calls peasant
rent, while describing Ricardo's as farmer's rent) is a tenure of
land not derived from use but from land, which always is
opposed to justice. The whole argument of " Progreop and
foye;rt!" ~s ~B- ~~~'!Jgrate fallacy 1 founded,<?¥ the Gonfu~iQij of
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th.e two. The proposal of Mr. George is liable to all the.
usual objections against state Socialism. But the Anarchis
hal! no need to consider these objections. The land, he says,
belongs of right to the cultivator and no one else. This
simple principle need only be observed in order to bring the
whole process of production and distribution into harmony
with justice, so far as the distribution is not affected by exchange.
In connection with the problem of exchange, Mr. Ingalls
perceives that a fluctuation in relativ values is necessary to
interest. Let us look into this a little more closely: If a
farmer exchanges potatoes for clothes, both the farmer and
the tailor get more for ~ess than if each tried to produce both
potatoes and clothes. The profit arising from a division of
labor is therefore reciprocal. Suppose the tailor, obtaining
more potatoes in this way than he can eat, exchanges some of
them for boots. The shoemaker may be able to giv the
tailor inore in boots than he would hav given the farmer, and
yet get more potatoes for less boots than if he had to spend
time on the street corner waiting for a farmer who wanted
boots, because the tailor's shop ia always right there; and
the tailor, even if he does not use the boots, can trade them
L.~r something else. Thus, there is still a simple division of
labor, and a reciprocal profit-the tailor's gross profit so far
being divisible into the elements of wages and insurance
against such losses as may ensue if he has to keep boots,
clothes, or potatoes for a time in stock-which means that his
net profit as shopkeeper or middleman is merely wages earned
by the useful employment of his time in that capacity. ·But
if the tailor, now become a shopkeeper, perceives that the
production of boots is greater according to the demand than
the production of potatoes before the shoemaker has found
that out, then, by reducing his purchasing price of boots, he
can gain the difference. This speculativ gain is that part of
his profit which is termed interest; and its essence is to be
non-reciprocal. What the farmer might gain in that way the
shoemaker would lose. What the middleman does gain in
that way is obtained by finding out before the producers
which of them is producing more than the other will buy at
the current rate. Commercial interest is determined by economic. If the tailor, become a shopkeeper, sees that the
production of shoes is running ahead of the production of
potatoes, he sees that he can afford to borrow money at usury
for the purpose of buying potatoes, before the price of the
latter rises. All cornering and speculation is. but an extenaion
of the same process. It was inevitable that during the evolution of trade this speculativ profit should assume the proportions which we see. But there is an agency at work
which perpetually counteracts it. Production turns from
those branches which are being prosecuted at a loss to those
which can be prosecuted at a profit. If this transfer were
effected by trades organizations looking only to wages, it
would be gentle and harmless. But since every branch of
production is monopolized by middlemen seeking that part of
profit which is called interest, it involves a commercial crisis.
''It is precisely these fluctuations," says Karl Marx,
"though they bring the most terrible desolation in their
train, and shake the fabric of bourgeois society like earthguakes, which in their course determin price by the cost of
production." The monopolization of all branches of production by interest-seeking middlemen is, of course, due to
their smartness. But they cannot cheat the above-stated
·natural law. Protectiv tariffs but narrow their field. Tte
exploitation of new foreig~~ markets only leaves them fewer
to exploit. When one mercantil system overspreads the
world, prices will be lowered to 1he cost of production, and
interest must die. This means a revolution as great as the
extinction of feudalism. Government was organized to
facilitate exploitation; and it will go with exploitation. The
desperate efforts which t1:te capitalistic class are now making
to beat the law of competition, e. g., the trusts, and the state
Socialistic projects which are being adopted to head off
Anarchy, denote, to my thinking, that the end is pretty near.
C. L. JAMES.

CREsoo, lA.., July 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: During nearly three years I hav been carrying on a controversy with one of Jehovah's business managers. Several papers-in German-hav been exchanged.
The last one sent-March, 1889-has not yet been answered.
I think the supply of inspirations is exhausted, or maybe he
has run out of revelations, which is not to be wondered at
when the great number already furnished is taken into consideration. One of his revelations is a real stunner. He
declares, or rather admits, that sin is committed in heaven as
well as upon earth. This is what he had to admit in reply
to my oft-repeated queries regarding the origin of the Christian devil or the creation of an angel sufficiently bad to
become a devil.
Another salvation-monger, with whom I grappled last fall,
claims that the Holy Queer teaches that the earth is flat at
the poles. I differed, accusing him of ignorance as to. the
contents of the Bible or of intentionally speaking untruth. I
extracted a promis from him that he would answer my
questions and substantiate his assertions. Soon thereafter I
submitted forty-two questions, and called for the promised
reply since. Still he is mum as a corpse. He is either a
coward, a deceiver, or an ignoramus.
Others of that ilk avoid discussion of points pertaining to
their three-ply God or to their devil and his kitchen. They
dare not invite investigation of religious history. They know
it cannot stand scrutiny. They dare not risk tLeir loaves
and fishes. However obscure or inefficient my efforts may
be, they are on the side of humanity, mental liberty, and
equal rights, and not like their-the preachers'-efforts,
always against these blessings-always an obstacle in the way
of progress.
I feel like kicking my~:~elt wi,J.eJ;J, l remember how greedily
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I used to gulp down religion, how uncritically I would accept
sa-called proofs which under the light of reason proved to
be no proofs at all.
As a sample of religious folly I will mention an incident,
~hich might be duplicated many times. When I was about
thirteen years old a neighbor offered me twenty-five cents to
hunt; up a steer which was lost, or strayed, in the Wisconsin
woods or marshes. After about three hours' search I espied
the beast. He was wild and shy as a deer and as much
opposed to my company as a believer is averse to reason,
Steer, myself, and my little dog had been crushing bushes
and splashing swamp mud for some. hours, when it occurred
to me that I might fire off some pl;'ayers, with which I was
loaded to the muzzle. This of course had to be done on the
wing. Still, I lost time by foolishly wasting wind. My little
dog, not being stuffed with superstition, attended to his
business and worried the steer so that he sought refuge in a
thicket, where he cornered himself in the crotch of a fallen
tree. I caught up, and lo and behold I the sight that met my
eyes reminded one of old Abraham's buck sheep. The steer
was fast in the thicket and the tree top. My entreaty proved
to be as efficient as that of the old patriarch; I was enraptured, and then and there became convinced bey·ond the
shadow of a doubt that my prayer had been answered-that
Jehovah's intervention could not be denied. It never occurred to my simple mind that the supposed reinforcement
was unduly belated; that there had been no excuse for makiBg the steer run when first discovered, acd no reason w.hy I
should be driven to almost despair of success after having
about exhausted my strength in a chase of many hours'
duration.
Nearly a quarter of a century had elapsed when common
sense and experience convinced me that, aside from personal
perseverance, my little barking friend-and not himself, dog,
turned end for end, G-o-d-had helped me bag the game and
pocket the hard-earned quarter.
The supposition that prayers are noticed and answered by
some outlandish deity has warped the minds of many, in
other respects, sensible people. It has caused more down.
right misery than any other deadbeat scheme ever invented
.by designing scoundrels.
Relating to a believer my cowboy experience I was
informed that then my conclusions were correct, and that
now I am altogether wrong, because I refuse to acknowl< dge
that God, and not the dog, had assisted me. And though I
could not see with bare eyes the hand-why not lasso?-of
Jehovah, I should at least believe that he had given me the
dog for that purpose-more proof that God is not almighty
if he found it necessary to employ a dog. Upon being told
that the good Lord supplied us with all kinds of canines, I
asked if ~laveholders had been furnished bloodhounds for
the special purpose of hunting down poor negroes and to
tear the flesh from our bones when endeavoring to flee from
the Christian institutions called rebel prisons in 1861-5. He
replied that God's ways are not our ways, and are, therefore,
incomprehensible to us. I telling him that I could not
accept and follow a leader whose ways or notions are incomprehenoible, he e&lled me a godless creature, at the same
time claiming that his God is omnipresent, and thereby admitting by implication that he (God) must be in and about methat he must hav been in the hounds, in the pursued niggers,
and In the fugitivs from the prison pen-God in a dog's hide
chasing and lacerating God's temples, viz., negroes and soldiers-this is Christian logic fresh from the fountain. I think
that the ever watched-over and cared-for sparrow occupied a
very enviable position at that time.
During the late war the Lord caused or permitted the bss
of many thousands of lives and shattered the health of other
thousands. In it I lost the use of one ear, had my right hand
crippled, contracted rheumatism, and lung and heart disease;
in short, I am reduced to :.t physical wreck. For all the
hardship I endured then, and for all consequent suffering
since, I am advised to thank a so-called merciful God. Not
much; I cannot see the benefit of physical pain.
One consolation I hav. I served three years to upset one
of the all-wise God's cruel institutions, human slavery.
I sm again a soldier-not of the cross, but of the Jlag above
the cross, and the cross folks will ever find me on the skirmish line or otherduty, in behalf of humanity, with ammunition dry and plenty of it. I will contribute my mite toward
the achievement of a greater blessing-mental liberty-than
even the emancipation from phyfical bondage of four million
human beings.
My Christian friends tell me that my course impedes the
intents or designs of their Jehovah. Now, if I am in reality
11. hindrance to that God's intentions and movements, do net
they admit that man is more powerful than he-that man
possesses more ability or determination to carry out intentions than does that sa-called almighty God and the supposed
creator of all in and about man? Blind belief makes them
so incapable of a correct line of thought that they cannot, or
perhaps will not, see that the above charge deprives their
deity of claim to omnipotence.
They imply that I am guided by their devil. If such were
possible I would hav cause for "joy forever," because he is
really the best of all Christian myths on exhibition. The
other fellow has a rather tough record, a la his authorized
biography (Holy Jumble). His Satanic majesty is not even
suspected of complicity in the Johnstown disaster, while the
clergy are telling us that their Jehovah conducted the· terrible
affair.
I agree with A. D. Swan (TaR TRUTH SEEKER, July 6,
1889) in all he says regarding the free circulation of Liberal
tracts. :Many skeptics are moral cowards who dare not
openly discuss the problems involved, while they would, in
seclusion, read and digest such literature, and in all probability crawl out of their holes, to show that they are not
entirely devoid of some degree of manhood.
Yours fo:t (reedom to all~
F. L. DAtlB~RSMITH •.
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.lldJtM. by Mxsa SusAN H• WxxoN, Fall
Bi'DM", .Mms., to whom all aommunicationsfor
his OornM" should bs Bsnt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

A Dream of Childhood.
Oh, fast the yean are fleeting;
MY youthful days are gone;
Onr childish heart's fond beating
Is past the gray of dawn.
Bring back those years of pleasure,
So free from toil and careThose years that gave full measure,
To every joy full share.
Bl'ing back the silver gleaming
Of childhood's hopes and fears;
Bring back the KOlden beaming
or early gleeful years.
Resound those notes of laughter
That echol!d tllrough the air;
Bring back these long years after
The joys that now are rare.
Bring back the eager yearning
For river. dale. and hill,
When childish hope was burning
With joy its cup to fill.
Those springtide spells of beauty
That filled our hearts with joy
Are changed to hours of duty,
And earnest thoughts employ.
The thrill of bush and wildwood
Where youthful fancy played,
The flowery paths of childhood
That led throu~:h dells of shade,
Were chan~red to paths where lovers
In fondest passion dream
Of secret joy that hovers
Where love doth reign supreme.
Rerall the fondest token
That earlY childhood earned,
The spell of years is broken,
The sweet.s of knowledge learned
RieTilana, s. Dak.
Louis N. CRILL, Jx.

One Day's Outing.
Wt:> thought, B. and I, that we might combine business with pleasure and enjoy a sensible outing at the same time. The night
before we started on our day's journey we
ate all the boiled rice that Mary was saving
for breakfast fritters. In consequence, that
queen of the kitchen looked grim enough
in the morning, and no doubt was strongly
tempted to giv us, instead of flapjacks, a
piece of her mind for breakfast. However,
we compromised and mollified by my making
soine buttermilk rolls for the morning meal.
Breakfast over, we said good-bye to dogs,
cats, the parrot, and Mary and I started gaily
for Bowenville depot.
A pretty crowd of children with their
mammas and a dozen or so of papas were
awaiting the train bound for the town that
contains the celebrated Dighton rock with its
(maybe) Scandinavian or (maybe again and
highly probable Indian) hieroglyphics which
no man or woman hath yet deciphered.
This company was intent on a basket picnic
under the grand old trees back of the Groveland foundry. The gleeful voices, merry
laughter, the shining eyes and eager, joyous,
happy faces, of the children were beautiful to
hear and see. Ah, how little it takes to set a
child's he!>rt bounding with joy! How little
to make its face fair as a rose all wet with
morning dew I
The picnickers got off the train at Dighton
while we rode on to Taunt0n-its Indian
name Cohannet. Dux femina facti-a woman
was leader in the act. Like Dido, queen of
Carthage, who, on landing on the coast of
Africa, purchas(ld as much land as might be
covered by a bull's hide, and by cutting the
hide into thin strips thus inclosed a co:r.J.siderable tract of country, upon which was built
the historical city of Carthage, so Miss Elizabeth Poole purchased of the Indians for a
peck of beans and a few trinkets all the land
that now comprises the city of Taunton and
the surrounding villages.
On alighting at Taunton we inquired the
way to the green, the littl~ park around
which cluster the business places of the
city. "Follow the horse.car track," was the
laconic reply. We obeyed instructions, but
instead of turning to the left we went straight
on to the right. On and on we walked till
very thed, but saw not the famous green.
We passed many handsome residences and
1inally bethought us to inquire again of a
laughing little lady, who bade us "turn
about and go straight back a good half mile,
cross the railroad track and a few steps more
you are at the green." "Never mind," said
B. "We hav seen the handsome houees
where the wealthy nobles dwell."
At the railroad crossing we were obliged to

wait till a long freight train went lumbering
past. Always interested in the noble canine
race, we stooped to pet a beautiful water
spaniel named Rex. His owner, pleased at
the notice of his animal, became communicativ. The lovely creature, he said, had
nine brothers and four sisters all of one litter.
From doggies he went to cats. He owned
till the day before a feline of rare breed. A
ferocious creatu-re of the ordinary cat race
caught his half-grown beauty, and, horrible
to relate, ate one of its paws half off I He
would rather hav given $50 than that this
ehould hav occurred. But there was no
redress. Cats are not considered property in
law. You may steal a cat, drown a cat, hang
a cat, shoot a cat, and nobody can claim damages. Cats may eat cats, chew them all up,
scratch out their eyes, and otherwise maltreat
them, but the law has no power to interfere.
There is no such thing as cat property recognizable in law.
A nail in B.'s shoe had almost made her
wild, as well as a hole in her foot, so we visited a shoeshop and had the offending instrument of torture removed.
One walking with a nail in the heel of his
boot, projecting upward, can hav some idea
of the terrors of the holy Inquisition. After
attending to our business we walked around
town, and mistook the central police station
for a gentleman's residence, it .was so clean
and still, on the outside at least. Next door
is the district court, and over the way the
registry of deeds and county court house.
We were quite surprised to learn by the town
clock and our appetites how near it was to
the dinner hour. That meal dispatched, we
boarded the train and rode down to Deighton, where we called on an artist friend who
live in a mans_ion all alone by himself. After
viewing the pictures, taking a walk in the
garden, and a peep in the well, we handled
the old-fashioned china in the big butt~y,
caressed the day.old kitten, looked at some
California wine, read in the books and newspapers, and chattered pleasantly till near
train time. We went to the depot by the
river road and through a green lane past two
dilapidated houses that were once homes, but
now dismantled and uninhabited, broken,
desolate, and forlorn, yet embowered with
shrubbery, wildflowers, and weeds, as if nature's hand was trying to cover the ruin and
decay, and efface the ravages of time and age.
At the depot a man drove up in a team with
some ice-cream, unbought by the picnickers,
who had gone in an earlier train.
'' Would you like some cream ?" I asked B.
"I never _refuse cream," said she, lapping
her lips.
I bargained for a quart, but, alas, there were
no dishes to put it in, and no spoons to eat it
with ! The man was equal to the emergency.
" The depot master live upstairs; maybe
you can borrow some," he suggested.
Upstairs I went, and succeeded in borrowing two big saucers and two plated spoons.
The train came up, and "All aboard"
sounded just as the last spoonful of cream
disappeared. We were soon in the little village of Somerset, thence gliding across the
river, down past t.lie "Needles," into Steepbrook, and from thence to busy Bowenville
and home.
B. ·says I havn't told half-the loafers on
the green at Taunton, hanging over the railing like herrings on a stick; Major Brown
failing to recognize us because we were out
of our locality ; how. the dry goods dealer
tried to sell us a gingham apron and a tablecloth ; the glass of soda ; the artist's home,
where Thomas Coram, the English philanthropist, once lived for four year11, a great,
good man, who died while perfecting a
scheme for the education of Indian girls; the
boiled clams that were hastily hidden in the
bureau drawer as we entered the old house ;
the great picture of the landing of the Norsemen on the banks of Taunton river, almost a
thousand years ago, and the beautiful portrait of the poet H. H.; the river; the wreck
of the mud-scow and the sheds on the other
side of the road ; the luxurious "bouncing
Betseys " (wildil.owers) growing along the
wayside, and much more besides. But this is
enough for one day's outing.
S. H. W.
SoaooLMA.BTER's wife : " If your sister
comes to-morrow with her children, and remains with us a few days, we shall hav to
!ry lots of pancakes, and we hav no eggs in
the house." Schoolmaster: "And we are
short of money besides. But patience; I hav
an idea. (At school.) Ohildren, to-morrow
I will tell you the beautiful story of Columbus, who discovered America ; so each of
you will hav to bring an egg with you to
school."

Curiosities in Figures.
'fhe digit 9 is. a wonderful figure. Mu_ltiply it by any figure, large or small, and the
figures of the product will " add up" one or
more separate 9s. Try it.
The nine digits arranged as a number thus,
123,456,789, and multiplied by 9, equals
1,111,111,101. Now it will readily be seen
that multiplying by 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, etc.
(all multiples of 9), is simply multiplying
the number 1,111,111,101 by 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.,
the product being, of course, 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s,
etc.
Now reverse the order of the digits, thus,
987,654,321. This multiplied by 9 is 8,888,888 889 multiplied by 18 is 17,777,777,778,
multiplied by 27 is 26,666,666,667, multiplied
by 36 is 35,551>,555,556, multiplied by 45 is
44,444,444,445, multiplied by 54 is 53,333,333,334, multiplied by 63 is 62,222,222,223,
multiplied by 72 is 71,111,111,112, multiplied
by .81 is 80,000,000,001. This may also be
carried on indefinitly, and it will be seen that
the first and last figure (or figures) taken together is the multiplier. This article is only
a hint to the many curious freaks of the figures.

Words of Wisdom.
The following m~xims are by the greatest
statesman that this country has yet produced
-Thomas Jefferson:
Taste cannot be controled by law.
The only secunty for all is a free press.
Is uniformity of opinion desirable? No
more than of face and stature.
An honest heart being the first blessing, a
knowing head is the recond.
It is error alone which needs the support
of government. Truth can stand by itself.
Bigotry is the disease of ignorance, of
morbid minds; enthusiasm of the free and
buoyant.
Were we directed from Washington when
to sow and when to. reap, we should soon
want bread.
Education is the only sure foundation that
can be devised for the preservation of freedom and happiness.
I am not among those who fear the people.
They, and not the rich, are our d~pendence
for continued freedom.
I hav sworn upon the altar of God eternal'
hostility against every form of tyranny over
the mind of man.

jlecture here, .for there are many Freethinkers
here. Wis~ing the Children's Corner success, I remam,
Yours truly,
SoLOMON P. KING.
NEvER tell a secret to a young man, because "new pails leak;" never tell it to an
old man, because "an old door seldom shuts
tight." There is one better rule, and that is
never 'to do anything which needs to be kept
in secret.

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., $1. 50.

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Children and Youth. 'lhe Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-Book ever hsned.
66 full-page illustrations and~ smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

Q N THE W 0 RD GOD.
By Milton WoolleY, M.D., Author of "~ebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There iii no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

.POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
OONT.UNING

Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, ,and Histot:ical
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechamcs, M~chinJsts,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Generally, with

Numerous Ma.ps, lllustra.tions, and Diagrams
Illustratinl{ some of the more Important Comparativ Statistics of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of "Cold Fact.s" boiled down in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

HISTORY
OJ' THB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'J
Of Europe.
Bevtsed Edition__-2 yol8-Price,sa.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D.
A.ddresa THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

NOW Rf:ADY.

The Pig aud the Cow.
A pig having fallen into a pit set up a loud
squealing for help, and the cow came rumning
to see what was the matter. · In her anxiety
to be of service she caved the bank in on the
pig and smothered him.
"Alas I" he gasped with his dying breath,
"had I called in the bear, who is my enemy,
I should hav been no worse off I"
Moral: It's about an even thing whether
you call the doctor or the lawyer.

Correspondence.

.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 388pp., $1.25
Story H.our. An Exceptionally Hand-

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
'OOMPILED

BY

L. K. W ASHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of l·he abl~st and
best editorials written by }\:[r. Beaver d~nng the
past forty-five years. It 18 neatly prmted on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, a.nd contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. Every Libera.! should !Jav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery •

Price, $1.00.

PooA.nONTA.B, ILL., June 9, 1889.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav got ready to
write a letter for the Corner ever so many
times, but my courage failed me each time,
as I never wrote for any paper before-so I
will try once more. My pa has been a reader
of TaB TRUTH SEEKER for a long time, and
ever since I hav been old enough to read and
understand I hav read the Chilaren's Corner.
Two weeks ago pa, my sister, and I went to
see my grandma, who lives in Marine some
fifteen miles from here.
I am fifteen years old. I go to school in
BIBLE INQUIRER;
the winter. I study reading, writing, geogOB,
raphy, history, orthography, and grammar.
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Our school is out now. We hav a graded
Containing 148 Prol!_02itions
school of three departments. I will close for
to the most Plain and Striking
this time. Hoping to see this in print, I With References
Self-Contradictions of tbe so·called
remain, Your Liberal friend,
Inspired Scriptures.
CoRA. A. KLEINMAN.
BY A.. JACOBSON.

THE SAFEST CREED,

SaA.NEB CnossiNGB, 0., July 21, 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I see my letter in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I promised to tell my
little friends how I bought my colt. I made
a contract with mother to this effect : I was
to hav one.third of all butter I churned, and
all eggs I gathered, and weed in the garden at
fifty cents per day last year.
When I
counted up my cash I had $64, so I only
lacked $36. Well, I had a birthday, and I
thought I would try the stocking racket on
father, so I tied my sock very tight to the
knob on father's bedroom door, and trusted
the rest to mother's persuasivpower. Well,
you can bet I heard every word that was said
between father and mother; finally I heard the
coveted $36 drop in the sock. Next morning
I was off at sunrise to pay my uncle for the
colt. I am working on the same terms for
mother this year, and I expect to hav a team
of my own and, if any of my Liberal friends
come this 'way, I will drive them over the
country and visit all Liberals here. We hav
four hundred miles. free pike road in this
county and are building more, and I think it
would be a pleasure for some Lib!lf"l to

Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a copy fpr_ready_reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to ChriStian ~rlends, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Factora and Ertact Ratios in the
Aoquirsmsnt and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
•• oo.
Price, Clolh,
Ths

Sol~

ROME~

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
BY NATHANIEL RAJI[BA.Y WA.TEBS.
A. very critical analysis of both Protestantism
;~,nd CM.tholicism, from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two sYStems. It deale the most .trepcpant blo'\V~ which
pure logic is capable of mflictmg.-[CntJcal Be~
view.
Oloth, 12mo, S1.75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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EVOLUTION:

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,

o.o.r.IBORNu..
D .
ll-ON CHRISTIANITY.
llU[
rDK
A suMlllAR v OF' EVIDENcE.
J. E. Clark, Loa ~ngeles.
.
ORo
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San FranCisco, Cal. B •tween B. F. UNDERwooD and l'rof. 0 A. Bnr·
BY CA.Pr. R. C. AnAHs.
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METJIODS O.ii'
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Oal.
gess, Pres. t•f N. W. Christian Univ.
"One of the cheapest and best books on the snbNEVER FORGETTING.
Estate of 8. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Pdper, I83pp.,50 cts.: olo., SJ,
jeot."
Francisco.
The Boston Post says: "This book actually
Paper, 15 .cents.
shows us how to keep our memories in good workRichardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
ing condition and repair them when ont of order. •
cisco.
Price by mall $1.
OANADA.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
By THOMAS PAINE.
The Belfast Addre11.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Br M. L. JIOLBBOOJ:, M.D.
Written in 1776.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Gtxle!J'• Ladfi'B BQOTI: says : " We giv our cordial
Price,
15 centf.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halapprobation 1io this work. The information it
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Arti- contains i1 most im_llortant, and, we are fully conifax, N. B.
·
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, S1.
OOLORADO.
cles on Prayer.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 211 cents.
FLORIDA.
AND JIYGIENE, or, TJIE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Address and Portrait only, 69pp., 10 oente.
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illnwtrations.
By B. F. UNDERWOO:D·
IDAHO.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
Prioe, 10 cents.
published. 50,.000 sold. Price $2, by mail. IllusA. Erwin, Murray.
trated catalog free.
ILLINOIS.
II'VEBTIGAT1011 OF
IS
AMERICA.
THE
NEW
WORLm
Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
TRUE
AND
FABULOQS
THEOLOGY.
By L. L. DAWSON .
.E. A. 8tevens,558 West Madison st., Room 1,
B!l THOMAS PAINE.
ln Their Sanitary and Physiolo~rtoal Rel&tions,
1o cents.
Price,
Chicago.
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
.
Paper, Bm, H2 pagas, ~5 oa!!la; 6 copies, $1.
of Ohildren of Finer Jiealth and
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentano DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS. With EXAMINATION OF THE PRr>PIIECIEB, pap. 400.
Greater
Ability.
Bros., Chicago.
(Zion Jiill BaPtist.) Jiis Evolution ont of
Br M. L. JioLBROOll:, M.D •
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Cnristianity. By D. :M. BENNETT. Paper, 50
The Sotentt11o Amertcan says : "This work i1
cents; cloth, 75.
INDU.NA,
sober, clean, and worthy of conscienJ. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
THE GALLEY SLAVE. soientUI.c,
tious consideration by every possible parent, and
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk ,
p:utioularly
by the young." $1.
BY J. H. D. ZSCHOKXE,
LOUISIANA.
Jehovah-Worship and Devil-Worship IdenticalEA.TING
FOR STRENGTH;
"A
philosophical
romance."
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
i.e., Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings.
OR,
Paper, 2; cents.
MAIIBAORUSKTTt-.
BY the Very Bev. Evan D.l.vies, Arch.Dru!d of
FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WORK.
Great Brit&in.
Colby & Rich, I} Bosworth st., Boston,
Price,
211 cents.
The New York Heraza i!IIYB : "Dr. Jiolbrook's
Joseph .&larsh, Northampton.
book is amon~r the very best of its kind."
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
The· Home ana Garaen says: "A study of thi1
RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM:;
MIOffiGAN.
book will enable IIDY intelligent reader to make a
oR,
PoSITIVIsT
CALENDA.B.
Brief
Exposition
of
choice
of food which may save the cost of the book
A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
the Comtea.n System.
every day in providing for a family, besides in·
His CHARAOTER AND DooTBIN.
1"1. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
creasing
health, Btrength, and longevity." $1.
Paper. 25 cents; cloth, 50.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Being a chapter from "Analysis of Religious BeAddress
THE TRUTH SBJ:liER Oo:l
lief."
Rwan & Oo .• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
28 LafayeUe Place, L'iew York.
By VISCOUNT AMBERLJ:r.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
KIBSOUHl.
Paper, Svo, 170;>P., ~5 cents.
EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, eta.
Philli.I> Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
• Natural Rights, Natural Liberty,
By B. F. UNDERWOOD and others.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Price, 20 oen ts.
and Natural Law!
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., 13t. Louis.
NEBRASKA.
AN
INQUIRY
INTO THE CAUSES OF SOCIAL
EPIDEMIC DELUSIO~ S.
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
MALADJUSTMENTS. THE RATIONAL,
BY F. R. :MARVIN, M.D.
and
Arguments.
NBW YOBK.
Price. 10 cents.
JUST1 AND ADEQUATE
ilrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
By D. M. BENNETT.
REMEDY.
Burnton & Oc., i}2 Fourth ave., New York.
Paper, 146:>P., 25 cents.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand ate., New York.
A work that treats of basic principles, and
should be read oare!ully by all Liberal and social
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
reform thinker a.
By DAVID HUME.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
It i1 hillhly commended by Samuel P. Putnam,
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
Price, 10 cents.
Jienry George, Jiugh Pentecost, Jierbert Spencer,
and other men of note.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
Price, 25 cents.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. at,
Address, F. Q. STUA.BT, Editor the Al"bitrator.
New York.
1658 Blake St., Denver, Ool.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
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.,"pn, 50 cents: cloth, 75.
York.
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BY T. E. LoNGSHORE.
omo.
Secular Religion and Social Regeneration.
5o.,
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per
doz.,
25
for
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John Jacques, Akron.
BY 1\I. BABCJCK.
HUGJI 0. PENTECOST, EDITOR.
N. Hexter, 303 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
Plice, 15 cents.
It contains. besides crisp and pointed editorials
VanEpps & Co.• 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
By PROF. JOHN FISKE.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity conOBKGON.
Price, 10 cents.
gre~ration.
It is the only so-called "Liberal "paper that adB. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
better than
vocates radical social re~reneration.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.
Ita columns are open to the absolutely free diB·
l'BNNSYLVANU..
By ANNIE BEBANT.
ouaaion of all religious and economic theories.
Sixteen pages. Issued weekly. AnnualanbsoripPrice, 10 cents.
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a.
By M. BABCOCK.
tion, $!1. p,- Sample Copies Free. All subscribers
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phlle..
will receive a copy of Mt .!'enteoost·s book," What
Price,
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W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
A Romance of "Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
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Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
Price, 25 cents.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
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T.G.X.i.S,
Price, 10 cents.
L. A.ndruss, Denison.
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BY CHA.BLEB BRADLAUGH.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
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With Portraitand Autobiography.
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ABRIDGED.
ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
By M. BABCOCK.
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Henry Booth, Stockton.
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COMMON SENSE. Advanoement-oSoienoe

Parturition Without Pain.

Crimes and Cruelties of
Christianity.

AGE OF REASON.

Marriage and Parentage.

.kLAM ONT ADA,

ECCE DIABOLUS.

LIFE OF JESUS.

Eight Scientific Tracts.

Answers to Chtis\lan Questions

Essay on Miraoles.

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF

ESSAYS AND LECTURES

MARIA MONK.

Twentieth Century_

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.

RELIGION OF HUMANITY

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.

ROARIHG liON .ON THf TRACK.

Heathens of the Heath.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-lE

SUPERSTITION :

LOGIC OF J)EATI-:1,

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIMS.

AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, M.'\rket st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZBALAND.
A. D. Willis, Wan~nui.
As a Means for the Production of

Relief Printing Plates
We oan recommend the three processeB operated
by this COI!l.Jlll.!!}'.
Their ZINC ETCJIINGS for oheii.J! and coarse
newspaper work, and their MOSS-TYPE prooes1,
by which en~rravinga are made direJt from l!hotogral!ha,_ as well as their M0.:3S PROCESS OF
PROTu-ENGKAVING, are all superior to any
other like methods.
Address
MOB:! ENGRAVING CO.
581> Pearl St., New York.

FAITH

Wny Don't Go~ Kill the Devil~

THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,
DEDUCED FROM
THE PRINOIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT.
By G. J. HoLYoAKE.
Prioo, 5 cents.

Seoular Res"(lonsibility
BY G. J. JOLYOAEE.
Price, ~ oen ts.
GE~ESIS

I, II:

BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION.
By A. R. GROTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

REASON. Godly Women of the Biblr.

A LIBERAL STORY. ByMrs• .:t.E. Ball.
Price, ll5 cents.

JESUS CHRIST:
His LIFE,
TEACHINGS, and IMPERFECTIONS.
BY W. S. BELL,
Price, li5 cents.

RESURRECTION of JESUS:
CONTRADICTIONS Involved ln.
BY W. S. BELL.
Price, 10 cents.
FIRST EPISTLB of

Similar advertisments from unreliable practi-

BENNE'l'T, Apostle, to TRUTH SEEKERS. tioners hav been frequently assailed and

A concise account of the Christian Religion, and
By D. M. BENNJ:l"r.
of all the Prominent Religions
Price, 10 cents.
before and since ChrisA :History of
tianity.
ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIBLE.
With elaborate index.
GODS OF SUPERSTITION.
BY
BY D. M. BENl'IET'l'.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Oentnry.
Price, 8 cents.
Pap., 50J.; oJo., 75.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with ma.ny apt_quot~ttions from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so mnoh knowlFor all of the above books address
For all of the above books address
edge of what ia generally unknown be obtained
TJIE 'l'RUTJI HEEKEB CO,,
in such compact form.-[Literary Review.
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Extra oloth, 19mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
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Literary Notices.
"The Glory of Infidelity," published by
Putnam & Macdonald, San Francisco, at 10
cents, is written by Samuel P. Putnam, and
admirers of the sensible and feeling style of
this writer will no doubt want it. Here are
the concluding paragraphs :
If the time ever comes when the opinions
we set forth to-day are formulated into a
creed to be imposed, without questioning, on
humanity then I hope some glorious Infidel
in the far' future will come along and smash
them to pieces. We wish the opinions we
exprees to be forever questioned. In that
way only will their real worth be forever
illustrious. I always expect to be an Infidel,
because I always expect to ask questions.
I rejoice in the empire that has been won
by the perpetual doubts of man.
The old Roman, when he looked upon his
country's magnificent conquests and majestic
power, was proud indeed to say, 11 I am a
Roman citizen." And when I look upon the
empire of Infidelity, blazing along the track
of human progress, revealing new continents
with fres]J and golden fruits, fo~ntains of joy
and bights of splendor, then mdeed am I
proud to say, 11 I am an Infidel."
The No1th American Re'Diew for July con.
tains tributes to its late editor and proprietor,
Allen Thorndyke Rice. They are from the
pens of his intimate friends and companions,
the Hon. William Waldorf Astor, the Hon.
Edwards Pierrepont, Gen. William T. Sherman, and the Hon. Lloyd Bryce. The number opens with a symposium on "Disciplin
in American Colleges." Adjutant-General
WolselPy furnishes the second instalment of
"An English View of the Civil War,"
wherein he indulges in severe criticism of
Secretary Stanton and his attempts to direct
the movements of the generals in the field,
especially in connection with McClellan's
command of the Army of the Potomac.
Professor RichardT. Ely, of Johns Hopkins
University, pleads in favor of government
control of the telegraph system, contending
that it would be cheaper and more satisfactory than the present method. The future of
the navy is discussed by Rear-Admiral B. B.
Luce. Justin McCarthy writes about 1 ' The
Throne in England." While he does not
think that the throne is in immediate danger,
he furnishes reasons for believing that a state
of things might easily be created that would
result in its overthrow. Miss Kate Field
portrays the prevailing ignorance of Alaska,
and contends that we hav by no means realized our possibilities in that quarter of the
United States. William Mathews, LL.D.,
writes strongly of "The Negro Intellect,"
which, in his opinion, supported by a considerable array of facts, is in no sense inferior
to that of the Caucasian race. Gen. Charles
H. T. Collis sketches some of his recent experiences in Washington, where he says he
found the president and the members of the
cabinet surrounded by hordes of officeseekers. 11 A Plague of Office-Seeking"
aptly describes the situation, and the article
suggests the need of a remedy. Felix L.
Oswald furnishes some suggestiv " American
Auguries."
A MANUAL OF INTRODUOTION TO THE NEW
TEsTAMENT. By Dr. Bernard Weiss, Professor of Theology in Berlin. Germany. In
2 vola., 12mo. 868 pp., cloth, $2per volume.
New York: Funk & Wagnalls.
This work forms a part of the " Foreign
Biblical Library," edited by Rev. W. Robertson Nicolls, A.M. It is designed especially
for ministers, theological students, teachers,
and any who desire a profounder knowledge
of the New Testament scriptures, and are
willing to do some critical reading to attain
that end. Of course Freethinkers will find in
it much which they must reject, if they.hav
read Rationalistic works on the same subject.
But it may be of use to some of them to read
the other side in connection with their own ;
and this book seems to be as good a one for
this purpose as can be got, being comparativly
fair and candid. In the first volume Dr.
Weiss discusses what he calls the " Science
of Introduction," from patristic times to the·
present. He then devotes over a hundred
pages to a critical and detailed 11 History of
the New Testament Canon." This is followed
by a still more elaborate 11 History of the
Pauline Epistles." The second volume, just
issued, is now before us. It opens with an
analysis of the epistle to the Hebrews, and
treats at some length the question of its
authorship.' This epistle has been variously
ascribed to Paul, Apollos, Luke, Philo, Clement, and Barnabas. Dr. Weiss thinks that
Paul was not its author, as is commonly supposed. In his judgment the strongest reasons
point to Barnabas as the writer of this book.
Next follows an examination of the Revela-

tion of John, the Brethren of Jesus, and the ! THE ANOIENT LowLY. A History of the
general epistles of James, Jude, Peter, and
Ancient W?rking People ~rom the e~rl.iest
John. Two hundred pages are then devoted
~nown penod I? the adoptiOn of Chnsttan.
.
tty by Constantme. By C. Osborne Ward,
to the htstoncal books of the New Testament,
translator and librarian United States detaking them up separately and interweaving
partment of labor.
Washington, D. C.
many facts of interest. The volume closes
Pages, 519. Price, $2.
with an appendix giving a 11 History of the
Those who are interested in the labor probNew Testament Text," involving its original lem will find this an invaluable work. Once
language, its early manuscripts, its various our only histories were histories of the deversions, and its preservation.
· bauched lives and famous battles of kings.
FuNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS : The Method of Then it began to be perceived that this was
Philosophy as a Systematic A1rangement merely the froth and scum of history. It
of Knowledge. By Dr. Paul Carus. Chi- began to be perceived that the true history of
cago: The Open Court Co. Price, $1.
a nation must consist of the account of the
The philosophy which the "Fundamental masses of the people constituting it; that it
Problems" presents is Monism. Monism holds was their way of living, state of information,
that all existence is one. It sets forth a unit- and nature and condition generally, that
ary conception of the world ; a conception made the nation what it was, or changed it
which is the natural outcome of the processes to what it was to be.· Then we commenced
by which in general we acquire knowledge. to hav what are called Histories of the PeoFor it lies in the disposition of the human ple. But still we hav not had till now a spemind to seek a unification of all that comes cial history of that_ most numerous of all
within its range. Thus the foundation of classes, the laboring class. The informaMonism rests upon, and is original in, the tion on this class in all ages and countries
formal constitution of the human intellect. that is collected and given us in one connected
It seeks nothing beyond nor beneath, but narration in this book, has the effect of a
"attempts to understand all the single phe- revelation.
In this book every one of the ancient
nomena of the universe, as well as the whole
of reality, by one universal law or from one nations is considered; the life, religion, feelall-embracing principle" The author, as in- ings, and struggles of the laboring classes are
dicated by the tenor of the title and motto, exhibited, and the dry mentions of this or
objects to supernaturalism as well as Agnos- that war that constitute the bulk of ordinary
ticism. The method of his philosophy is a histories are supplanted by a presentation of
systematic arrangement of knowledge. Knowl- the inner nature and secret, moving causes of
edge is the possession of certain truths; truth, those wars that makes antiquity really alive
the conformity of cognition to reality; and for us and givs us a view vivid and realizreality the sum total of all that is. So that ing. The author is a man of extensiv learnthe conception in which this system cul- ing, familiar with the ancient languages, and
minates is positiv and based upon the data of seems to hav ransacked all the libraries in the
reality. The vital questions of philosophy world for material. Twenty years is the time
and of ethics are discussed as they find elu- he mentions as devoted by him to preparing
cidation from the principles of this system; his work. Perhaps the best way of convey.
among them are the problems of: Formal ing an idea of the character of the book will
Thought (Kant's Apriori); Causality; The be to reprint the table of contents of three or
Origin of Life; Absolute Existence; Space four out of its twenty-three chapters:
and Time; Infinitude and Eternity; Free
CHAPTER I.-Grievances of the Working
Will; Ethics and Natural t3cience; The Im- Classes-Tbe Competitiv System among the
Ancients-Growing Change of Taste in Readportance of Art.
ers of History-Inscriptions and suppressed
PIONEER PITH : The Gist of Lectures on Fragments more recently becoming Incentive
· Rationalism. By Robt. C. Adams. New to reflecting Readers who seek Them as a
York: 'fhe Truth Seeker Company. 99pp.; means to secure Facts-No true DemocracyNo primeval Middle Class known to the
25 cents.
Aryan Family-The Taint of Labor an Inher11
What men want nowadays is pith," itance through the Pagan Religio-Political
11
says Mr. Robert C. Adams;
condensed Economy.
CHAPTER H.-Religion and Politics of the
thought is in demand." We quite agree with
him. The author who, like Madam Blavat- Indo-Europeaps Identical-Reason for Religion mixing with the Movements of Laborsky, writes a book of sixteen hundred pages The
Father the Original Slaveholder-His
deserves to be neglected however transcend- Children the Original Slaves-Both Law and
ent his or her merit. 11 The pioneer pith of Religion empowered him to kill them-Work
Rationalism" consists, according to our of Conscience in the Labor Problem.
CHAPTER IlL-Prototypes of Industrial
transatlantic friend, in 11 the fact that the universe is controled by natural laws, and de- Life to be found in the Aryan and Semitic
Branches-Era of Slavery-Dawn of Manuvelops by uninterrupted Ruccessions of cause mission-Patriarchal Form too advanced a
and effect; no arbitrary supernatural will Type of GoTernment pos-sible to primitiv
ever interferes." Mr. Adams sets out with Man-Religious Superstition fatal to Indea concise statement of the principles of evolu- pendent Labor-Labor, Government, and
tion, and then, in a plain, easy, matter-of-fact Religion indissolubly mixed-Concupiscence,
Acquisitivness, and Irascibility a Consequence
manner, summarizes, in a series of short of the archaic Bully or Boss, with unlimited
chapters, the leading arguments of Rational- Powers-Right of the ancient Father to enism versus Christianity. His book is a bird's- slave, sell, torture, or kill his Childreneye view of the case for skepticism, drawn Abundant Proofg quoted-Origin of the
with a clear, bold outline. He makes no greater and more humane Impulses-Sympa.
thy beyond mere Self-preservation, the Result
strain after fine writing or sounding periods. of Education-Education originated from
He is fuil of common sense, and you can Discussion-Discussion the Result of Griev.
understand every word he says. Once indeed ances against the Outcast Work-people-Too
he plunges into verse, with the most dismal Rapid Increase of their Numbers notwithstanding the Sufferings-Means Organized
result:
by Owners for decimating them by MurderJehovah ranks with Jupiter,
Ample proof-The great Amphyctyonic
The Bible's Hebrew literature ;
League-Glimpses of a once sullen Combinaetc. We hav nothing to say against Jehovah tion of the Desperate Slavea-lncipient Orranking with Jupiter, but we do protest ganization of the Nobles.
CHAPTER IV.-Working People destitute of
against making "Jupiter" rhyme with "literature." While we are finding fault, we Souls-Original popular Beliefs-Plato fimay also venture to suggest that Mr. Adams nally give them half a Soul-Modern Ignorance on the true Causes of certain Develop.
is somewhat hasty in classing Ireland along menta in History-Sympathy, the Thirc~
with Spain and Italy as " the most devout, Great Emotion developed out of growing
the most ignorant, and the most criminal Reason, through mutual Commiseration of
among modern nations." Our Celtic neigh- the Outcasts-A new Cult-The Unsolved
bora deserve kinder words. Notwithstand- Problem of the great Eleusinian MysteriesTheir wonderful story-Grievances of slighted
ing these little blemishes, there· is very much Workingmen-Organization impossible to
excellent matter, dealing with the History of Slaves except in their Strikes and Rebellions
Religion, Hebrew Mythology, the Pagan -The Aristocrats' Politics and Religion
Origin of Christianity, Modern Criticism of barred the Doors against Work-people~Ex:.
the Bible, Prophecy, the Resurrection, The- traordinary Whims and Antics at the Eleusinian Mysteries-The Causes of Grievances
ism and Atheism, Morality, Sabbath Observ- endured by the Castaway Laborers-Their
ance, etc. From an interesting section on Motive for Secret Organization-The Terrible
"What Hav Unbelievers Done for the Oryptia-The horrible lvlurders of WorkingWorld?" we borrow an amusing illustration: men for Sport-Dark Deeds Unveiled-Story
11
Anesthetics were opposed as impious, but of the Massacre of two thousand Workingmen-Evidence-The Grievances in Spartathe objection was answered on Bible grounds In Athens-Free Outcast Builders, Sculptors,
by Sir James Young Simpson, who called at- Teachers, Priests, Dancers, Musicians, Artitention to the story of the first surgical opera- sans, Diggers, all more or less Organizeddon. Before Jehovah took the rib out of Return to the Eleusinian Mysteries-Conclu.
Adam he caused a deep sleep to fall on him." sion.
Pioneer Adams has neatly extracted the pith
The other chapters are equally crowded
of Rationalism, and placed Freethinkers with facts of importance in considering the
under a debt of obligation to him.-JI'. labor question, and the book will help imJames in Watts's Literary Guide.
measurably in forming a broad view of the

economical problems which are now up for
consideration and solution ..
COMMON SENSE

GUIDE TO CORRECT ·ENGLISH.
Price, 85 cents.

By J, L. BARXEB.
Address this office,

INFLUENCE OF

CHRISTIAUirY ON CIVILI1ATIOM
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Prioe, 25 cents.
*~GEIH.SOLL

I~

"CANAD<l..

Reply 1-o Archbishop LYDch.
By A. PRINGLE.
·Price,
15 cents,

Civil Rights Speech
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
With Speech of HON. FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
Price, J 0 cents.

Ingerson Catecbised.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS BY EDITOR OF San
Franciscan.
Price, 3 aenh; Per doz., 30 cente.

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
Disaneaion between

COL. R • .:l. INCERSOLL, Hon. Frederic R.
Ooudert, and l!lx-G.Jv. l:!ttl.vart L. Woodford. Before the Nineteenth
Ceutury Club.
Price,
10 centP.

ORTHODOXY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, one dollar.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT.
By G. F. RINEHART.
2~ nents.

LAST WILL AND 'fESTAMENT
OF

JEAN Abstracr.
MESLIER.
of.
Paper, price, 25 cents.

LOVE VENJURES
Of TOM, DICK, AND HARRY.
A Novel With an Affidavit.

"And they were naked and not ashamed" (Gen.
ti, 25).
16 full. page French Art Illustrations. Beautifully
Illuatrated Covers.
12mo, 2 i6 P!\ges, p:wer, 25 cents ; boards, 50.

MANN l. Our Forefathers' Ideas of He-:-ll-.
Price. 5 cents.

MA RI~A_ MONK.
CONVENT MYSTERIES. ·

MONKS and 1 HEIR MAIDENS.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

Modern Thinker, No, 2.
The Most Advanced Speculations in Philosophy,
l'!oience, Bo~iology, and Religion.
16-~pp., pap., 50 ~ents. ·.

MOTHER-of HARLOTS.
POPERY DISSECTED.
By WM. HoGAN (95 Years a confe~sing priest),
Pttper, 50 ce•1ts: cloth. 75

NEW ENGLAND
AND THE PEOPLE UP THERE.
A HUMOROUil LECTURE.
B.v Gao. E. Macdonald.
Price,
10 cents.

NIBBLE AT JOHN FISKE'S CRUMB FOR
THE MODERN SYMPOSIUM.
Price, 10 cents.

ORIGIN OF

THE CHRIS
fiA N BIBLE
By 0. B. WHITFORD.
Price, 25 cents.

The OUTCAST. Freethought Story.
By

WINWOOD READE,

2l cents.

OUTLINES OF PHRENOLOGY.
By F. E.

ASPINWALL,

M.D.

Pap., 25-:.

RIGHTS OF MAN.
By 1'HOJJ£AS PAINE.

A.nswer to Burke's Attack on the French
Revolution.
Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

PAINE THEP-iJLITifi"A_i;· and
RELIGIOUS REFORMER.
By B. F.
Price,

UNDERWOOD,

10 cents,

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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PIONEER PITH. LOOKING BACKWARD GIRARD'S WILL
B,1 Edward Bellamy,
TnE GisT LF LECTUREs oN RATioNALraM.

By CAPT. R. c. ADAMS, President of Montreal
Pioneer Freethou~tht Club; author of
"Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason,"·
and
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence."
A. compendium of scientific and critical lore.
Best handbook for introducing the general
reader to the principles and data on which Rationalism is based.
Paper, 12mo, tOOpp., 25 cents.

EVOLUTION THEORY.
Three lectures by PRoF. THos. H. HuXLEY.
Paper, 10 cents.

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIB r,E STORIES,
ESSAY!'~, and LECTURES.
By D. M. BE!INETr.
Pap., 700pp., 75 conts.

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
"Jesus the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and
Earth."
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. MB. TEED.
Paper, 30 cents.

~tSAHf-HATCH~RO OEBAT~.
BETWEEN
ANNIE Bli:SANT AND Rli:V. A. HA.TORA.RD
ON
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the
Influence of Christianity.
Price, 25 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.
Comparing the Bible's B'•t Teachings and Sayings with those of Philosophers who
· Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
By G. 0. DARLING.
Paller,
50 cents.

~IBl~ fAB ~ICATiOMS

RHUlE D.

AND

Author of "Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc.

TWENTY CRIMES and VICES
Sanctioned by ScTiptu'i·e.

o.,

Th~ Modern Science fssa~ist.

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and

Teachings.

Thc.,_.anbatmn Liberal Club,N.Y

Ten Cents Each.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
1. HERBERT SPENOER: His life, writing8, and
Virtue."
pl.lilo•ophy. By li:Ir. DANIEL GREENLEAF
'fllOMPfON.
BY E. D. BOOT.
2. CHARLES liOBERT DA.lt WIN: His life, works,
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
and lr.fiuence. By Hev. 1 oHN W. CHADWICK. work.-Prof.
J. M. Peebles.
3. SOLA.R AND PLANE rARY EVOLUTION i
The
has been introduced into Buddhist
'·ow suns and worlds come into bemg. l:SY schoolsbook
in Ceylon. The ''Banner of Light,"
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS
"Beligio-Philoaophical Journal," and maDf Spirit4. EVOLUTION OF 'l'Hl!: EA.BTH: The story of ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
the book.
5 I!.VOLUTION OF VEGE'J'AL LIFU:: How life
Extra Oioth, 175 pp,, $1.
b~gins. By .1\fr. WILLIAM POTTS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
6. l!VOLUTI0:-1 OF ANIM.tlL LIF.E: The order
28 La.fa.yette Pl., New York.
ol Z·Jological evolution. By D • ROBBITI!B
RAYMOND
'f. THE D.EBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq.
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. COPE.
8 EVOLLTION OF MIND: Its nature and developillent .By Dr. t·OBERT G. EooLEB.
Th.-, Blble-Wbat 18 IU A pamAddress THE TROTH BEEKE.B 00., ·
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
· lib L ..!ayene 1'1,.c6, .ill toW ~ork.
of the assumptiOn •hat the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought. and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies in Theology. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
OR
and curse, thAologically denominated •· the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negat1v. aud afiirmativ. s~andJlOint, showing
what it IS not and what 1t lB. PriCe, 5 cents.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
tf
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republi.c.

ROMAN ISM,

iJ)

THE NEW GOD.

A . .J. GROVER..

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Price, paper, 40 cents.
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

LIFE OF

8ecreta'I'1J of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address TliB TBUTR BEEKER CoMPANY.

NEw EDITioN.

MODEBN IMITATION or cnnrsr,
As to his Life on Earth and his :ommunism.

The Secret of the East,

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.

BY MB3. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer af

'l'heOrigin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise a.nd Decline.

BUDDRIS r NIHILISM.
By MAX MULLEll, M.A.
Price, 10 cents.

GOLDEN .:MEAN in 'femperance
and Religion.
·
By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIRlTION OF

BIBL~S.

By Jso. E. BURTO:<!.
Price, 10 cents.

ChristianitJ and Material sm.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A REW A.RD FOR CEHME.

Creation.

Cloth, 12mo, ~79 pp.,

-

-

75 Cents.

l8r' This book was supp1·essed by the first
ican publisher.-8
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THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR

Crimes and Persecutions.
avo, 1,119pp, Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M BENNErT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

on,

BY

o.

hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3,

Bvo, 833Dp.,

BY W. N. McLAREN.
Paper, 50 ceuts.

Chronicles of Simon Christianns.
Adventures in the Land
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspirPd).
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. IIooK.
Pric~, 25 oenta.

genera llv brought against his Satanic majesty.
12roo, 466Pp., $t.f0.

For sale at this office.

Price, $1.00.
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;!' ~
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~unday

and the !ilabbath. "A law

regulatin!!' human conduct on the Sabbath is

nine poor, broken-down opinions."

10 cents.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
goes not FO far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians ~>re inconsistent in der.ying the allPg!\d truths ot that philosophy.
Cloth, 12roo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Argument by R. G. lng4'rsoll
lN THE

THE CRISIS.

TRIAL OF C. 8, REYNOLDS

By THOMA.B PAINE.
Written during the American R>volution. and by
order of General Waahingtou read
to tbo army.
Paper, 40 centa; cloth, 75.

u BLA~PHEMY,"

FOR

At ·Morristown. New Jersey.

of 11 minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one agaiii'I!t the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

CULTIVATION OF JiRT.
ITS RELATIONS TO
RELIGious PuRITANISM AND MoNEY-GETTING.
By A. R. CooPER.
Paper, 20 o.; flexibla clo , 3\.

THE DARWlNS. A DJmestic Radical Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50J.; mo., 75.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

thO!".

lng;.rsoll and the Deist.
BY

Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. P.rice, 10 cents.
Was Je~ms Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Essence of Religion.
Rr L. Fif UERB&.CH.
Translated from the Gerll\aD. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered. therefore immoral.-E:tt7'act.
Address THE TRUTH BEEEER Oo.

A NATIVE" TAR HEEL."
Price,
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Paper, 50 Cents.

THE THUTH SEEKER CO:,
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Sc£ulur Union

Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.JII., at 412 Nicollet
ave. ,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J. F. MACOMBER, Pres.; CHAB. LowNo,Sec.

D~AMONDS.
Unpreoed~nted offer. No other house so fair.
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the Uuited States an opportunity to examin, teat,
and compare my goods and prices with those of
other diamond merchants, I Will sell any pi•ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accorupanied by contract tha~
<·asl.l in full will be refunded any time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
Noue will sell as cheap. Uarrying a large stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing bueinesB
on smallest poesible expenRe, you will positivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardrqps, worth $600, lor
$400; Pms, RtngB, Eardropa, l:ltnds, Hair Ornaments, Pendantp, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
1200, f"r $140; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $BO; do., worth
i6U, for l41; do., worth $40. for $30; do., worth $30,
for $22; do., worth 120, for $15. ~on can wear these
goods daily for one year, It will not cost you a
cent. If in the mean t1me you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and choaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your ca9h in full.
Beleotions sent to responftible parties on approval; to any banking-house or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

sixteen jewels, finelv adjusted to heat and cold,
Patent regulator, Brequet hair-spring, beautifUl
doubie-pfmeled dial. and all modern improvem~nts
Perfect, al!d no watcb will compete with
it ! In silverine c~tll'e, $19; in four· ounce coin silver case, $23.t0; five'-ounce, $25; six ounce, $27. In
open face. t>e•t filled gold case, $27; hunting, $H3;
tlo., Loni~ XIV., $85. In fourteen carat solid gold,
$50 to $50. Bent prepaid, and cash refunded if
not sat1ofactory,
OTTO WE'ITBTEIN, Rochelle, lll.
Established 1857.

--·-----------

Was JeMns an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The be"t conducted debate of moderll
times. 160 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Erl'Ors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two ltevelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy, 5 ct.s. B1ble Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. E~tch 5 eta. Moses
vs, Darwin. 5 eta. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ct.8. Natural Man; 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the Now. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorit11,
5 <its. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness; 5 ct.s. The Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Ma.n and the Lower
Animals. 5 eta.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.C., Lon .ion. Em:.

ANT~OHRJST.
ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Christ
P
crucified uuder Pontius Pilate, but that tho
real Jesus, the illegitimr.te Ron of 1\Iary by Joseph

Pander a, was st.oned and hanged for wrcery about
75 year~ B.o. Cloth, 446 pages, with full Index.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
office.

AlEXI\NDdi VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel enl!'ravinga of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 dents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf·

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 W. S. .BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

Stenographtoall!l reported, ana revtsea btl the au-

Handsome avo, 86 pp. beautiful type, fine p~per.
Price, cloth. 50 cents: paper, ~5 contF, or
$2 per dozen.
Adrlrea, THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2F Lafayette Pl., l\T~., York

Union.

The Akron Freethonght Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Col. Kelso's Works. L. K. Washburn's Works.

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

Freetbou~ltt

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

B. WBITI!'OBD, M.D.
Price, 1 ~cents

HlSTOU.ICA.L STUDPOIN1'.

Akron, 0.,

------

FELIX L. OSWALD.

Univt>rseAnalyz€d and the Devil'sDean impert1nt>nce." Price, 10 cents.
fensf. A thorough analysis of the 'rhe False Teaching of the Chrisclaims for the !\~istence of the Dinle Deity,
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine
CHRISTH.NITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
and an examination in verse of the charges
Articles of the Christian church are thirtyBy

Meets every Friday evenin~r, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
urea and discussions. The public cordially invited

Tr e "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

Joshua Davidson:

By J, E. REMSBURG.
Price, 2~ cen l s

BY M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

':rite l<'orum.
Chicago Secular Union meets everY SundaY
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madison street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

It is a th<?Ught·breeding book and all who are
free to r~ce1ve new light will find in it satisfaction
Philadelphia Liberal League 2:.,AN EXPOSE
and msptratlOn.-[New York Tribune.
The aPPeal lB always made to a man's reason,. Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent meeta everY SundaY in Induiltrial Hall, Broad and
afind to his noblest sentiments: never to his eel·
Wood ate., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
shnesa.-[Boston Post.
churches and Young Men's
free discns~ions on religions a.nd social queationP.
A enl!'gestlon of a rt>ally Practicabl& and feasi.
Christian AssociaAble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-':::'rnth
ble aoctal sta<e greatly in advance of the preaen t.
tion.
Beeker publications alwaYS on hand a tcheap ratEB.
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
BY BIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
actual poasibilities.-[Boeton Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.60; paper, 50c.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. The Sccuhsr Society o.t' hent,
Address THE TROTH BEEKER CO.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at2
P.M., at the town hall, All friends of human
8AKYA BUDDHA.
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Bee.

Errors Exposed.
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Prio·, 15 cent~.

BIBLE MORALS.

Girard College Theology.

49t:'S

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS.
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable
onslan~hta on Christianity.
Price, 10 cents.

LIBERTY AND MORALI'I'Y.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disconrse.-JamesParton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Jfan.-T. B. WA.keman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
g,ble paper, and deserves wide diasemination.-Tha
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads nndet• which YoU hav
divided the subject matter of' the pamphlet., and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, Fhould be highly commended. Therefore
I take great plPA.Blue in recommending" AntiProhibition "to the considerat-ion of every person
who is interested, not only in t.he cause of temperance, b~ tin the principleD of self-~overnment
J.J.MciJabe.
'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of t.he True Meanin~r of this Char.
acter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology,"
Paper, Bvo, 25 cents.
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RENnY GEORGE arrived from Europe last
Sunday.
FLOODS in Texas hav destroyed property
and lives.
A NEW life of Bruno is to be prepared by
the Vatican.
THE Cheyennes are unwilling to sell their lands.
FouR thousand weav.
ere at Jaegendorf, Austria, hav struck.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, COOS AND REL iCIONS
OF
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
Biographies of 300. of t.be LAading Philosophers,
Vol. I. Oivs a Fall Account of all the Gods, inTe~t<!bers. Bkept1os, Innovators. Founders of
clnoi.ng J~hov:.b, Bat~n, the Holy Ghost,
N•:w Schools of Thought, Ewiueut BoienJesus Chrlst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
tlats, etc. (who were not Christians), ·
from the time of Menu to the Present. Bvo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. T.

____
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svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Religions Systems of the World.
8vo,957pp, 0Joth,f8pervol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; morocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. 111. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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THIS is the secret of religion·s success. She sup.
ports the throne, and the throne supports her.Robert Dale OWen.

HABITS of reverence, if carried into religion,
cauhe superstition; if carried into politics, cause
despotiem.-Buckle's Hijtorv ot Otvilization.
Oua fathers said: "We will form a secular government." • • • TheY knew all about the hypocrisY of the olden time. They
knew the church had stood
aide by side with the throne;
that the high priests w~re
hypocrite, and that the
kings were robbers.-Inuer30!l,

IT was in the year 1S22
that the clergy of Austria
persuaded the monaro h
over forty millionH of people to say : "I wa.nt no men
of science; I want only obe ·
dient subject~. I want no
education among my subjects but what ts given by
the priesthood."-Dr. Thos.

GERMAN Socialists refuse to be pacified with
Bismarck's workingmen's insurance system.
REOENTLY very heavy
storms destroyed part of
Princeton, 0., and did
damage in neighboring
states.
IT is reported that the
Lutheran church in Rus-·
&ia, having three million
members, has been suppressed.
LEGAL proceedings
against the South Fork
Fishing Club, who owned
the dam that broke at
Johnstown, hav been
commenced.

Coover.

QUESTION : I would wish
to know the first impudent
man who presumed to make
use of the authority of God.
ANSWER : I take him to ha.V
been a. composition of fanaticism and k n av or:Y.
Fraud alone was not suffi.
o!ent. Fraud deceives, but
fanaticism subjugates. It
is probable, saYs one of my
friends, that this business
began by dreams. A man
of a. heated imagination
dreams he sees his father
and mother dying, they are
AT Shamokin, Pa., reboth old and infirm, and
cently,
two runaway
consequently die; the dream
cars on a down grade
is accomplished, and thus
he becomes persuaded that
crashed into a train and
God bas spoken to him in a
killed six persons and
dream. If he be but audainjured fifty.
cious and craftY, which are
no uncommon qua.lifloa.PowDERLY says at the
tions, he sets about preK. of L. convention :
dicting in the name of God.
"Eight hours are too
He observes, that in war,
JOSHUA'S PROCLAMATION TO THE SUN AND MOON.
his countrymen are six to
much for a day's work.
The_n ~pake ~oshua to the Lord in.the day w~en the L_ord deliver~d· up the Amorites before· the children of Israel,
one, and foretells their suoFranklin thought !our
cess on condition of sharin~r
and he Ea!d m the s1ght of Israel, Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon; and thou, Moon, in tbe valley of Ajalon.-Josh. x, 12.
hours enough."
a tenth of the boot7. This
is an advantageous busiFLOODS hav done much
compan~): "Well, er-ya'a.s, Mr. Jefferson, I ness; one quack therefore educates others who
damage in West Virginia, especially at Rakinder does b'lieve in ebolution; at least my min• hav the same interests as himself. Their authorvenswood and Morristown, about thirty livf.B
is opinionated in da.t uireckshun somewhat; buo ity increases with their number. God reveals to
them that the best pieces of mutton and beef, the
belng lost.
don' yo• think dat it moves very slow 7"
tat test poultry, and. the first running of the wine
KANBAB CITY had a rigid enforcement of SuRE way to turn people's heads-go late to
MARY ANN: ''Mind what Oi II&Y, baby, or it's to belongs to them. The priests eat roast beef, and
church.
the Sabbath laws on Sunday the 21st ult.
the bad place rou•ll be goin•.~ lilies Dorothy: ;he people starve. The king of the country immeAN enemy is one who has injured ·and cannot "Where'll oo go 7" Mary Ann : " Sure and Oi diately makes a. bargain with them, in order to be
A WATER·SPOUT on the coast of China has forgivus.
hope, to hivin." Miss Dorothy (iinrprised) : better obeYed by the people; but the monarch is
destroyed several villages and 6,000 lives.
HE: "What do yon think of my poem to a. Now- "Mamma., mamma, is dere doin' to be servants• soon the dupe of the treaty : the quacks use the
rooms in heaven?"
~ower the monarch has given them over the rabble
BALL·PLAY&RS at Jersey City, N.J., and foundland pup?" Bha: "Exoellent doggerel."
enslave himself. The monarch kicks, and the
elsewhere were arrested last Sunday and
ADA: "Is Lottie ba8hfnl?" Lu: "Yes; she BloNEB (reading the paper): "That's queer-a to
won't even allow the New York Observer in her Norlh Dakota. clergyman Ci.Ullht ntealing a. horse priests dePose him in the name of God. Samuel
fined.
fro:n one of hi~ parishioners.'' Blenkins Ua.n· dethrones Saul, GregorY VII. dethrones the emroom."
THE Paris Temps declares that Boulanger "HERE you are, sir l All the leading lri!h- guidly) : " Did they auaPend him from his pastor· peror Henry IV. and deprives him of the right of
sepulture. This dia.bolico-theoora.tiilO sYstem enwas involved in a plot to march on the Elysee Amerioan papers I Not a word about the Cronin ate 1" Biones : "No ; they su~pended him from a dures till princes arise who are sufficientlY enlighttree. "-Somerville Journal.
palace.
- murder."-Toronto Grtp.
ened, and ha.v wit and courage enougk, to out the
SoMEBODY asserts that there is no braver class Mns. D:a: STYLE: "Were you at church last Bun- nails of the Samuels and the Gregories. Buoh it
THB 10,500 miners in northern lllinois who
day 1 I didn't see you." Mrs. De Fashion: "I saw seems to me is the historY of mankind.- Voltaire.
hav been on strike since May let are in a sad of men than lawyers. Very likely. Conscience you." " Did you 1 How do you like my new bonmakes cowards of other· people.
SovEREIGNs, it is true, call themselvs the repre·
net?'' " Oh, it was perfectly lovely I It came from
condition.
senta.tivs of Ood, his vicegerents upon earth. But
DIVOllOE is not permitted in South Carolina, but
THE last legislature of Colorado broke the you can shoot your wife when You ha.v grown Paris, I'm sure.'' "Yes, my dear .friend, lira; does the fear of a master, more powerful than
Devout, smuggled it in for me."
record of all previous legislatures in extrava- tired of her, and the jury won't trouble you.they are, incline them seriously to studY the welELDER BEBBY : "How much are ~hese black caps fare of the nations whom providence has intrusted
LiJe.
gance and bribe-taking.
a quart, deacon?" Deacon Sanders (the grocer) :
LADY (horses running awaY) : "Dear, dear, dear, "Twelve cents." Elder Berry: "All right, dea· to their care 1 Does the pretended terror, which
IT is now said that it was through solicitaought to be inspired in them by the idea. of an
tions from Bismarck that the pope was what will become of me 1" New coachman (grimly): con; here, I've brought a quart measure along to invisible judge, to whom alone they acknowledge
"Madam, it depends on your past life. I'm all get•em in." Daa.con Sanders: "Wall, elder, I'll
tbemselvs accountable for their actions, render
influenced to stay in Rome.
right."
hav to oharlle thlrty.six cents for that full.''
them more equitable, more compassionate, more
JoE CooK and Sol Dorsey, two negroes of
A YOUNG man who gets the opportunity to go see
sparing of the blood and treasure of their subjects,
Trenton, La., quarreled after a recent church his best girl only on the evening of the first day of FIRST workingman : "Let's go to the art mu- more temperate in their pleasures, more a.ttentiv
the week ·is strongly opposed to the prohibition of seum.'' Second workingman : "Oloaed on Sun- to their duties 1 In flue, does this God, by whose
meeting and killed each other.
days, you kno1f." Third workin2ma.n: "Well,
the Sunday press.-NorriMtown Herala.
let'a take a ride in the stage up Fifth avenue." authority kings reign, deter them from inflicting
LAST Sunday night Chicago had a terrible
WILLIE (who has eaten his apple) : "Mabel, let'S Second workingman : "Don't run on Sundays." a thousand evils upon the people to whom they
storm in which about fourteen lives were lost play Ad~tm and Eve. You be Eve and I'll be First workingman: "Gad I then let's go in Von ought to act as guides, proteotora, and fathers T
Alas! If we survey the whole ea.rtb, we shall see
Adam." Mabel:" All right. Well?" Willie: "Now, Bier·s back door and fill up."
by falling buildings and lightning.
men almost everYwhere governed by tyrants, who
you tempt me to eat your apple and I'll succumb."
THE platform on which Ohio Prohibition- -Mun6e'll's Weekl'/1.
•
lloBBY has been playing on the porch while his use religion merely as an instrument to render
ists hav started their campaign for election of
" MR. MAYCUP, this is terrible I" exclaimed the mother was calling within. She suddenly alJpears more stupid the slaves, whom they overwhelm
a governor, contains a demand for enforce- editor, as he rushed into the composing room, at door with hostess, ready to take her leave, when under the weight of their vices, or whom they
paper in hand. "What is itt" "You hav put an Bobby bursts into tears and cries: "Mamma., aa.orifloo without mercY to their extra.va.ga.noes.ment of Sunday laws.
item about the Rev. Dr. Thirdly under the head ain't you going to sta.:v to lunoh 7" "No, dear." D'Holbaoh.
LAST Sunday 140 German saloonkeepers in of 'Local Anesthetics.' "
"Boo-boo-well, you said you would-boo-boo."
WEAK. minds hav a vast opinion of the knowl(Painful silence, following by rapid leave.ta.king.) edge of those who pretend to be familiar with
Cincinnati by agreement made a determined
Dn. Bon11maz: "You hav been abnaing Your -Puck.
truths that appear mysterious.-~'(le Beacon.
effort to keep open, and were arrested. stoma.oh, my friend, and must stop drinking."
O•Ha.ra.: "Phwa.t-would yez dePrive me av my ~o:m: papers do not like the Enlllish habit of
There was nearly a riot.
Bo far as science or a rational conception of
only means av livin'? Sure, yez know it's &1fa.r- omitting the arUole "the" before tho names of ~hings is concerned, the fathers of the church,
A F.&W days ago, at lliddlehope, N. Y., r·rd
Yachtr, especially in the case of yachts named and the framers of our popular theologY, were
politician Oi be, doothor l"
after 1fomen. The omission does aeew unfortu- mere children. Considerations were all-powerful
Tom Moody, a leading SalTationist, while
Two Scotch worthies were ll!.tely criticising the
drunk attempted to drive the Allerton family new minister very severelY. Said John, the dis- na.te 1fhen it makes such statements as those pos- with them whioh, to-day, would not ha.v a. feathsible : " Cora proved slow in her stays," "Gracie
out of their own house, and got shot in the contented, about the reverend gentleman:" Well, ran her nose in the mud," and "Alice careened er's weight with a man of ordina.ry intelligence.
ye see, frae Monday till Saturday he's inveEsible, and stagllered under her heaVY load."-Nauttcal Children readily, even eagerly, believe almost any
spine.
imposHble thing you may tell them about nature,
and on Sabbath he's incomprehensible."
Gateette.
AT Portsmouth, Eng., the Lord's Day
As yet they hav no in»ight into the course of
PARSON
(returning
from
church,
to
small
boy
OHBIBTIAN OON~OLATIOl'(.
nature, or of the law of cauile and effect, no fund
Observance Association is endeavoring to
with a. pole) : "Do you know where little boys go
of experience to serve as a touchstone to the false
How seldom do our dreams come true I
stop the military bands from voluntarily who go fishing on the Sabbath 1" Small boy (with
or impossible. The same was true of the fathers,
The very thing our fancY lets
playing Sundaya to please the working- pride and animation): "You just bet I do, and I
and of the races that witnessed the advent of
Us hope in time will be our own
ain't a.-goin' to lliV the snap away either."-Gozaen
people.
Ohristianiiy • . • mere chiluren so far as the
Some other fellow always gets.
Da'/18.
development of their soieutiflo f~oulties was conARRANGEMENTS are being made for the conWe fall in love; the mind's diseased,
THE catechism of the fntnre is likely to be
cerned.-John Burrouults.
gress of representative of all the nations of amended somewhat after this faihion: Q. Who
The brain is in a foolish whirl;
THE introduction of one new culture is worth
And while we worship from afar
North and South America, to be held at was the meekest man 1 A. Mo11es. Q. Who was
more to a nation than all the victories of the most
Some other fellow 2ets the girl.
Washington in· October. It will promote the strongest man 1 A. Samson. Q. Who was the
splendid battles of their hiatory.-Thomas Jeffercommerce and general mutual helpfulness by wisest man 1 A.. Solomon. Q. Who 1fall the best
Ah l what a. torment life would bg
son.
If we were of the hope bereft
establishing uniform coins e, wei hts and all-round man 1 A. Sullivan.
. .
g
g.
JULIUS JEFFERSON (at Thompson atreet soiree):
NEARLY all people stand in great horror of anni·
That in some fairer world than this
meas~res, and providi~g for quarantme and.: "Does yo• b'lieve, 1\lr. Speaker, in ebolution ,,
hilation, and yet to giv up your individuality is to
That other fellow would get left I
annihilate
yourself.-Inuerso!l,
copyright and patent right.
The speaker (looking around upon the assembled
-somerville Journal.
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8otes and f!Jiippings. 1.

PROF~BSOR RoM.~KS has been making some: remarkabl-e extent, though her attempts at I and deliver to her instructor any number of
_
IInterestm~ observations. on a very intelligent vocal responee consist only of three different ' straws which may be demanded up to five. In
THE late Richard H D
. d
female chimpanzee which has been for six grunting noises, one of which she employs to counting these small numbers she rarely
· · ana use to tell this
· 1': 8h ow assen t ' one f or dis sent, an d one to ex- I makes a mistake· but efforts to teach her to
little story · He a
· years in the menagerie of th e z 901ogtca
the north ~nd of;:ai::s~:~ :t~gro church ~t J Society in ~on.don. This ape is able to under-' press reco~nition of favors. She has been I count up to ten h~v been less successful. She
into his head to look
g t and took It stand the ~Igmficance of spoken lal)guage to a' taught to pick up from the bottom of her cage: is usually accurate in handing out six or
in.
After a few moseven stxaws, but as the
numbers run up to eight
menta' observation and
or nine or ten she becomes
listening· he was quietly
retiring, when one of
mo~e and. more uncertain.
the ffi cia 1 members
It IS evident, however,
0
up and expressed
that she understands
stepped
regret that they could
these sounds to signify
numbers larger than
not offer him more attractiv preaching. Mr.
those below them, for
Dana remarked politely
when ask.ed for them she
that it was very gooda.Iways gtvs some quanhaving, in fact, seen nothtlty greater than l!tx and
ing particularly amiss.
less than eleven.
IN two test cases the
But the colored brother
New Hampshire suinsisted on apologizing :
preme court has decided
"Notmuchinde way ob
that the Jaw requiring
preachin', sir- only a
licenses for the practice
New York man!"
of medicin and dentistry
ONE of the most notis unconstitutional.
able features of the PrusTHE London Christian
sian government . is the
World says a special comeconomy in the adminismissioner wilo was sent
tration of all its departover from Japan to rements.
Everywhere
port upon the condition
there is found the most
of England under Chrisremarkable efficiency of
tianity made a feature in
service along with the
his report of the amount
most extraordinary fruof drunkenness he saw,
gality of means. Even
and
recommended the
to high officers the salaJapanese not to adopt
ries are small, while the
the English religion.
lower class of function.
aries receive pay that
LET the national legiswould be considered ridlatu-re once perform an
iculous in this country.
act which involves the
decision of a religious
A DIBPA.TOH from Bidcontrov:ersy, and it will
deford, Me., rea d s :
hav passed its legitimate
" Rev. Father Harringbounds. The ·precedent
ton, assistant pastor of
will then be established
St. Mary's church, was
and the foundation laid
arraigned J u 1y 29th,
for that usurpation of the
charged with assault and
divine prerogativ in this
battery. Daniel Shackcountry which has been
row, a. parishioner, atthe dissolving scourge of
tended early mass yesterthe fairest portions of the
day without paying ten
Old World.-United
c~nts, which
fee the
Btatlls Benatll Report,
bishop recently ordered
1829.
to be collected at that
service to liquidate the
A BOIENTIBT of this city
debt on the parsonage.·
says: We are now ope.
Shackrow tried to crowd
rating in the domain of
the pastor, who was colchemistry to. procure valecting the fee, and was
rious articles of food
from inorganic subejected."
stances, and a substitute
CHRISTIAN countries
for sugar, known as benwould better let alone the
soic sulphinide, is now
other lands under other
attracting the notice of
religions that get along
chemists. Its sweetness
much better without
is three hundred times
them. A report from
that of sugar, an:l it is a
India reads : " The proof
pure 1y inorganic comis overwhelming that the
pound. The discoveries
temperate Hindoos are
of modern chemistry will
gradually becoming a
hereafter be utilized
nation of drunkards.
more than they hav yet
Roadside grog shops
been in the way of proare multiplying. In one
viding food for mankind.
district in Bengal the
government distillery
THE empress of Gerused to turn out five
many says that she
hundred gallons a day.
wears generally' during
Now, under the new out
the morning a white
HOW THE OLD SCHEME WORKS.-Obtaining money by false pretenses.
still system, the average
apron; that her hue.
is one thousand five hunband likes to see her in
dred gallons a day, or
places of worship. This is about eight per it and says it is a sign she looks after the
three times the former amount."
-~from parochial schools, the parents, if able, cent
of her wealth ; consequently, upon the children and the cook and doeS" not meddle in
IN Chicago the church property of the paying for their children's tuition. This scriptural reckoning that Christians should public affairs or attempt to pose as intellectCatholics is vastly more valuable than that 1 revenue is largely invested in missions and
giv one-tenth of all they possess as tithes to ual. William's principal cause of dislike
of all other Christian beliefs put together, for orphanages. Catholic parochial schools in
th.e church, this city falls only slightly short of his mother was that she was a woman
out of the total valuation of $9,690,000, con- t Chicago are attended by about. forty-three of doing her full duty. If Christianity were of brains and ambition, a student and an
siderably over $5,000,000 worth is owned by thousand children, which is over half the a matter of dollars and giving, this city would artist and his father's chief confidant and
Catholics. The statement is not surprising school population of the city. From this and overfiow with saints. As it is, money is ex- adviser. The theory of this highly Chris-·
when one remembers that four hundred and other sources the Catholic church income is
pected to purchase absolution for the deprav-~ tian emperor is that a wife has no duties and
fifty thousand people-over half the city's said to aggregate about $1,000,000. Chica. ity for which the Chicagoan is generally should hav no desires but to bring fdrth and
present population-are of this denomination. go's assessed wealth is about $161,000,000,
noted.-Ohicago Times.
care for his children.
A large revenue goes into the Catholic church and she has nearly $10,000,000 invested in
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Agrrosticism and Christianity.-Continued.
From the Nineteenth Centurll.

I hav been careful to explain that the arguments
'"Which I bav used in the course of this dililcussion at·e
not new; that they are historical and bav nothing to
do with what is commonly called science; and that
they are all, to the best of my belief, to be found in
the works of theologians of repute.
The position which I hav taken up, that the evidence in iavor of such miracles as those recordfd by
Eginhard, and consequently of medieval demonology,
is quite as good as that in favor of such miracles as
the Gadarene, and consequently of Nazarene demonology, is none of my discovery. Its strength was,
witcingly or unwittingly, suggested, a century and a
half ago, by a theological scholar of eminence; and
it bas been, if not exactly occupied, yet so fortified
with bastions and redoubts by a living ecclesiastical
V aubalJ, that, in my judgment, it has been rendered
impregnable. In the early part of the last century,
the ecclesiastical mind in this country was much
exercised by the quest.ion, not exactly of miracles,
the occurrence of which in biblical times was axiomatic, but by the problem, When did miracles cease~
Anglican divines wera quite sure that no miracles bud
happened in their d&y, nor for some time past; they
were equally sure that they happened sixteen or
seventeen centuries earlier. And it was a vital question for them to ddermin at what point of time,
bt:tween tbis terminus a quo and that terminus ad
quem, miracies came to an end.
The Anglican11 and the Romanists agreed in the
agsumption that the possession of the gift of miracle-working was prima facie evidence of the soundness of the faith of the miracle worken•. The suppol:lition that mhaculous powers might be wielded by
heretics (though it might be supportfd by high
authority) led to consequences too frightful to be
entertained by people who wEre busied in building
their dogmatic house on the sands of early church
history. If, as the Romanists maintained, an unbroken Eeries of genuin miracles adorned th<~ r<ccrds
of their church, throughout the whole of its ex;stence,
no Anglican could lightly venture to accuse them of
doct,rinal corruption. Hence, the Anglicans, who
indulged in such accusation, were bound to prove
the modern, the medieval Roman, and the latter
patristic miracles false; and to shut off the wonderworking power from the church at the exact point of
time when Anglican doctrine ceased and Roman
doctrin began. With a little adjustment-a squeeze
here and a pull there~the Christianity of the first
three or four centuries might be made to fit, or seem
to fit, pretty well into the Anglican scheme. So the
miracles, from Justin say to Jerome, might be recognized; while, in later times, the church having
become "corrupt "-that is to say, having pursued
one and the same line of development further than
was pleasing to Anglicans-its alleged miracles must
needs be ·l:ibams and impostures.
U oder these circumstances, it may be imagined
that the establishment of a scientific frontier, between
the earlier realm of supposed fact and the later of
asserted delusion, had its difficulties ; and torrents of
theological special pleading about the subject flowed
from clerical pens; until that learned and acute
Anglican divine, Conyers Middleton, in his "Free
Inquiry," tore the sophistical web they had laboriously woven to pieces, and demonstrated that the
miracles of the patristic age, early and late, must
stand or fall together, inasmuch as the evidence for
the later is just as good as the evidence for the earlier wonders. If the one set are cErtified by contemporaneous witnesses of high repute, so are the other;
and, in point of probability, there is not a pin to
choose between the two. That is the solid and irrefragable result of Middleton's contribution to the
subject. But the Free Inquir&r's freedom bas its
limits; and he draws a sharp line of demarkation
between the patristic and the New Testament miracles-on the professed ground that the accounts of
the latter, being inspired, are out of the reach of
criticism.
A century later, the question was taken up by
another divine, Middleton's equal in learning and
acuteness, and far his superior in subtlety and dialectic Ekill; who, though an Anglican, scorned the
name of Protestant; ,and, while yet a churchman
made it his busine&El to parade, wit,h infinit skill, th~
utter hollownees of the arguments of tho.;;e of his
brother ch}lrchmen who dreamed that they could be
both Anglicans and Protestants. The argument of
the "E ··flay on the Miracles recorded in the· Ecclesiastical Histo.ry of the Early Ages,"* by the present
Roman cardwal, . but then Auglican doctor; John
Henry Newman, IB compendiously stated by himself
in the following passage :
If the miracles of church history cannot be defended by the
atgument~ of Lesii!l, Lyttleton, Paley, or Douglas. how many
ofi the scripture miracles satisfy their conditions? (p. cvii).
. *I quot? the first edition (1843). A second erlition appeared
m 1870. fract 85 of the 11 Tracts for the Times " should be
read with tbis "Essay." If I were called upon to compile
a primer of 11 Infidelity," I think I should save myself trou~le by making a selection from these works, and from the
' Essay on Development" by the same author.
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And, although the a~swer is not given in so many
words, little dou\lt is left on the mind of the reader
that in t.he mind of the writer it is: None. In fact,,
this conclusion is one which cannot be resisted, if the
argument in favor of the scripture miracles is based
upon that which laymen, whether lawyers, or men of
science, or bistorianB, or ordinary men of affairs; call
evidence.. But there ia somet.hiug really irnpre~siv
in the magnificent contempt" with which, at times,
Dr. Newman sweeps aside alike those who offer and
those who demand such evidence.
Some Infidel authors advise us to accept no miracles which
would not hav a verdict in their favor in a court of justice;
that is, they employ against scripture a weapon which Protestants would confine to attacks upon the church, as if moral
_and religious questions required legal proofs, and evidence
were the test of truth* (p. cvii).
"As if evidence were the test of truth"- although
the truth in question is the occurrence or nonoccurrence of ·certain phenomena at a certain time
and in a certain place. This sudden revelation of
the great gulf fixed between t,he ecclesiastical and
the scientific mind is enough to take awoy the breath
of anyone unfamiliar with the clerical organon. As
if, one may retort, the assumption that miracles may,
or buv, served a moral or a religious end in any way
alterB the fact that they profess to be historical
events, things that actually happened; and, as such,
must needa be exactly those subjects about which
evidence ia appropriate and legal proofs (which are
such merely because they afford adequate evidence)
may be justly demanded. The Gadarene miracle
either happened, or it did not. Whether the Gadarene "quEs~ion" is moral or religious, or not, has
nothing to do with the fact that it is a purely historical question whether the demons said what they are
declared to hav s~id, and the devil-possessed pigs
did or did not rush over the cliffs of the Lake of
Ganue3areth on a certain day of a certain year, after
A D. 26 and before A.D. 36; for, vague r.nd uncertain
as N sw Testament chronology is, I suppose it may
be assumed that the event in question, if it happeued
at all, took place during the procuratorsbip of Pilate.
If that is not a matter about which evidence ought
to be required, and not only legal but strict scientific
proof demanded by sane men who are asked to
believe the story-:-what is T Is a reasonable being
to be seriously asked to credit statements which, to
put the case gently, are not exactly probable, and on
the acceptance or rejection of which his whole view
of life may depend, without asking for as much
"legal" proof as would send an alleged pickpocket
to jail, or ss would suffice to prove the validity of a
disputed will?
"Infidel authors" (if, aa I am assured, I may answer for them) will decline to waste time on mere
dark(mings of counsel of this sort; but to those
Anglicans who accept his premises, Dr. Newman is a
truly formidable antagonist. What, indc:ed, are they
to reply when he puts the very pertinent question:
Whether persons who, not merely question, but prejudge
the ecclesiast;cal miracles on the ground of their want of resemblance, whatever that be, to those contained in scripture
-as if the almighty could not do iu the Christian church
what he had not already done at the time of its foundation,
or under the Mosaic covenant-whether such reasoners are
not siding with the skeptic,
And,
Whether it is not a happy inconsistency by which they continue to believe the scriptures while they reject the church
(p. liii). t

Again, I invite Anglican orthodoxy to consider this
passage:
The narrativ of the combats of St, Anthony with evil spirits
is a development rather than a contradiction of revelation,
viz., of such texts as speak of Satan being cast out by prayer
and fasting. To be shocked, then, at the miracles of ecclesiastical history, or to ridicule them for their strangeness, is
no part of a scriptural philosophy (pp. !iii, liv).
Further on, Dr. Newman declares that it has been
admitted,
That a distinct line can be drawn in point of character and
circumstance between the miracles of scripture and of church
history; but this is by no means the case (p. Jv). . . .
Specimens are not wanting in the history of the church of
miracles as awful in their character and as momentous in
their effects as those which are recorded in scripTUre. The
fire interrupting the rebuilding of the Jewish temple,· nd the
death of Arius; are instances in ecclesiastical history of sueh
solemn events. On the other hand, difficult instancPs in the
scripture history are such as these : the serpent in Eden the
ark, Jacob's vision for the multiplication of his cattle; the
speak!ng of Balsam's .ass, the ax swimming at Elisha's word,
the miracle on the swme, and various.instances of prayers or
prophecie~, in which, as in that of Noah's blessing and curse,
words wh1ch seem the result of private feeling are expressly
or virtually ascribed to a divine suggestion (p. lvi).
Who is to gainsay our ecclesiastical aut.hority here~
"Infidel authors" might be accused of a wish to ridicule t~e scripture miracles by putting them on a
level With the remarkable story about the fire which
stopped the rebuilding of the temple, or that about
*Yet, when it s.uits his purpose, as in the introduction to
the "Essay on Development;" Dr. Newman can demanrl
strict evidence in religious questions as sharply as any" Infidel author;" and he can even profess to yield to its force
(Essays on Miracles, 1870, note, p. 391).
t Compare Tract 85, p. 110 : " I am persuaded that were
men but consistent who oppose the church doctrine as being
unecriptural, they would vindicate the Jews for rejecting the
gospel."
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the death of Arius-but Dr. Newman is abova suspiCIOn. The pity is that his list of what he delicately
terms" difficult" instances is so short. Why omit
the manufacture of Eve out of Adam's rib, on the
strict historical accuracy of which the chief argument
of the defenders of an iniquitous portion of our present marriage law depends! Why leave out the account of the " Bene Elohim " and their gallantries,
on which" a large part of the worst practices of the
medieval iDquisitora into witchcraft was basGd!
Why forget the angel who wrestled with Jacob, and,
as the aceount suggests, somewhat overstepped the
bounds of fair play at the end of the struggle 1
Surely we must agree with Dr. Newman that, if all
these camelE! hav gone down, it savors of affectation
to strain at such gnats as the sudden ailment of Arius
in the midst of .bis deadly, if prayerful,* enemies;
and t.he fiery explosion which stopped the ·Julian
building operation;;~. Though the words of the" Conclusion" of the '' Essay on Miracles" may, perhaps,
be quoted against nie, I may express my satisfact,ion
at finding myEelf in substantial accordance with a
theologian above all suspicion of heterodoxy. With
all my heart I can declare my belief that there is just
as good reason for believing in the miraculous slaying of the man who fell short of the Athanasian
power of Bffirroing cont.radictories, with respect to
the nature of the godhead, as there is for believing
in the stories of the serpent and the ark told in Genesis, the speaking of Balaam's ass in Numbers, or the
floating of the ax, at Elisha's order, in the second
book of Kings.

It is one of the peculiarities of a really sound argument that it is susceptible of the fullest development;
and that it sometimes leads to conclusions unexpected by those who employ it. To my mind it is
impossible to refuse to follow Dr. Newman when"he
extends his reasoning from the miracles of the patristic and medieval ages backward in time as fer as
miracle!! are recorded. But, if the rules of logic are
valid, I feel compelled to extend the argument
forward to the alleged Roman miracles of the present
day, which Dr. Newman might not hav admitted, but
which Cardinal Newman may hardly reject. Beyond
question, there is as good, or perhaps better, evidence
for the miracles worked by our Lady of Lourdes, as
there is for the floating of Elisha's ax or the speaking of Balsam's ass. But we must go still further;
there is a modern system of thaumaturgy and demonology which is just as well certified as the ancient.t
Veracious, excellent, sometimes learned and acute
persons, even philosophers of no mean pretension,
testify to the " levitation " of bodies much heavier
than Elisha's ax; to the existence of "spirits" who,
to the mere tactil sense, hav been indistinguishable
from flesh and blood, and occasionally hav wrestled
with all the vigor of Jacob's opponent; yet, further,
to the speech, in the language of raps, of spiritual
btlings, whose discourses, in point of coherence and
value, are far inferior to that of Balsam's humble but
sagacious steed. I hav not the smallest doubt that,
if theee were persecuting times, there is many a
worthy "Spiritualist" who would cheerfully go to the
stake in support of his pneumatological faith, and
furnish evidence, after Paley's own heart., in proof of
the truth of his doctrine. Not a few modern divines,
doubtless struck by the impossibility of refusing the
Spiritualist evidence, if the ecclesiastical evidence is
accepted, and deprived of any a priori objection by
their implicit belief in Christian demonology, show
themselvs ready to take poor Sludge seriously, and
to believe that he is possessed by other devils than
those of need, greed, and vainglory.
*According to Dr. Newman, "This prayer [that of Bishop
Alexander, who begged God to 'take Arius away'] is said
to hav been offered about 3 P.M. on the Saturday; that same
evening Arius was in the great square of Constantine, when
he was ·suddenly seized with indisposition" (p. clxx). The
" Infidel" Gibbon seems .to hav dared to suggest that "an
option between poison and miracle" is presented by this
case; and it must be admitted. that if the bishop had been
within reach of a modern police magistrate, thinp;s might hav
gone hardly with him. Modern 11 Infidels," possessed of a
slight knowledge of chemistry, are not unlikely, with no less
audacity, to suggest an "option between fire-damp and miracle" in seeking for the cause of the fiery outburst at Jerusalem.
t A writer in a Spiritualist joumal takes me roundly to task
for venturing to doubt the historical and literal truth of the
Gadarene story. The following passage in his Jetter is worth
quotation: 11 Now, to the materialistic and scientific mind,
to the uninitiated in spiritual verities, certainly this story of
the Gadarene or Gergesene swine presents insurmountable
difficulties; it seems grotesque and nonsensical. To the experienced, trained, and cultivated Spiritualist this miracle is,
as I am prepared to show, one of the most instructiv, the
most profoundly useful, and the most beneficent which Jesus
ever wrought in the whole course of his pilgrimage of
redemption on earth." Just so. And the first page of this
same journal presents the following aclvertisment, among
others of the same kidney:
"To WEALTRY SPIRITUALISTS.-A Jady medium Of tried
power wishes to meet with an elderly gentleman who would
be willing t.o giv her a comfortable home and maintenance in
excha· ge for ber Spiritualistic services, as her guides consider her health is too delicate for public sittings : London
preferred.-Address 'Mary,' office of 'Llp;ht.'"
Are we going back to the days of the J ndges, when
wealthy Micah set up his private ephod, teraphim, and
Levite?
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Under these circumstances, it was to be 6xpected,
though it is none the less interesting ton~~~... t~e. fac~,
that the arguments of the latest school of Spmtuarists " present a wonderful family likeness to those
which adorn the subtle diFquisitious of ths advocate of
ecclesiastical miracles of furt.y years ago. It is unfortunate for the "Spiritualists" that, ovar aud over
again, celebrated and truat.ed media, w~o ~eally, i~
some respects, call to mmd the Mon~amst * ana
gnostic seers of the second century, are either proved
in courts of law to be fraudulent impostors; or, in
sheer weariness, as it would seem, of the honest
dupes who swear by them, spontaneously confess
their long-continued iniquiti6s, no the Fox women
did the other day in New York.t But whenever a.
catastrophe of this kind takes place, the believera are
nowise dismayed by it. They freely admit that not only
the media, but the spirits whom they summon, are
sadly apt to lose sight of the elementary principles of
right and wrong; and they triumphantly ask: How
does the occurrence of occasional impostures disprove
the. genuin manifestations (that is to say, all those
which hav not yet been proved to be impostures or
delusions)? And, in this, they unconsciously plagiarize from the. churchman, who just as freely
admits that many eeclesiast.ical miracles may hav
been forged; and asks, with the same calm contempt,
not only of legal proofs, but of common sense probability, Why does it follow that none are to be supposed genuin? I must say, however, that the
Spiritualists, so far as I know, do not venture to outrage right reason so boldiy as the ecclesiastics.
They do not sneer at "evidence ; " nor repudiate the
requirements of legal proofs. In fact, there can b.e
no doubt that the Spiritualists produce better evidence for their manifestations than can be shown
.either for the miraculous death of Arius, or for the
invention of the cross.t
From the "levitation" of the ax at one end of a
period of near three thousand years to the "le-:itation " of Sludge & Co. at the other end, there lS a
complete continuity of the miraculous with every
gradation from the childish to the stupendous, from
the gratification of a caprice to the illustration of
sublime truth. There is no drawing a line in the
series that might be set out of plausibly attested
cases of spiritual intervention. If one is tzue, all
may be true; if one is false, all may be false.
This is, to my mind, the inevitable result of that
of .reasoning which is applied to the confutation of Protestantism, with so much success, by one
of the acutest and subtlest disputants who hav ever
championed ecclesiasticism-and one cannot put his
claims to acuteness and subtlety higher.
m~;Jthod

. . . the Christianity of history is not Protestantism.
If ever there were a safe truth it is this. . . . " To be
deep in history is to cease to be a Protestant."§

I hav not a shadow of doubt that these antiProtestant epigrams are profoundly true. . ~ut. I
hav as little that, in the same sense, the "Christiamty
of history is not " Romanism; and that to be deeper
in history is to cease to be a Romanist. Th~ r.e~sons
whi9h compel my doubts about the compatibility' of
the Roman doctrin, or any other form of Catholicism,
with history, arise out of exactly the same line of
argument as that adopted by Dr. Newman in the
famous essay which I hav just oited. If, with one
hand, Dr. Newman has destroyed Protestantism, he has
annihilated Romaniem with the ether; and the total
result of his ambidextral efforts is to shake Christianity to its foundations. Nor was anyone better aware
that this must be the inevitable result of his arguments-if the world should refuse to accept Roman
doctrine and Roman miracles-than the writer of
"Tract 85."
Dr. Newman made his choice and passed over to
the Roman church half a century ago. Some of
those who were essentially in harmony with his views
preceded, and many followed him. But many remained; and, as the quondam Puseyite and present
Ritualistic party, they are continuing that work of
sapping and mining the Protes~antism of the Anglican church which he and his friends so ably com·
menced. At the present time, they hav no little

claim to be considered victorious all along the line.
I am old enough to recollect the small beginnings of
the Trsctarian party; and I am amazed when I coneider the present position of their heirs. Their little
leaven has leavened, if not the whole, yet a very
large, lump of the Anglican church; which is new
pretty much of a preparatory school for papistry.
So that it really behooves Englishmen (who, as I hav
been informed by high authority, are all, legally,
members of the state church, if they profess to
be.long to no other sect) to wake up to what that
powerful organization is about, and whither it is
tending. On this point, the writings of Dr. Newman,
while he still remained within the Anglican fold, are
a vast store of tha best and the most authoritativ
ir1formation. His doctrine on ecclesiastic~l miracl€s
and on development are the corner·stones of the
Tractarian fabxic. He believed that his arguments
led either Romeward, m: to what ecclesiastics call
"Infidelity," and I call Agnosticism. I believe that
he was quite right in this conviction; but while he
chooses tha one alternativ, I choose the other;· all he
rejecte Protestantism on the ground of its incompatibility with history, so, a lo1·tiori, I conceive that
Romanism ought to be rejected, and that an impartial
consideration of the evidence must refuse the authority of Jesus to anyt.hing more than the Nazarenism
of James and Peter and John. And let it not be
supposed that this is a mere "Infidel" perversion of
the facts. No one has more openly and clearly
admitted t)le possibility that they may be fairly
interpreted in this way than Dr. Newman. If, he
says, there sre texts which seem to show that Jesus
contemplated the evangelization of the heathen :
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ceding pBpers cauld entertain a doubt as to my position in respect of the main ·issue as it has been stated
and restated by my opponent:
an Agnosticism which knows nothing of the relation of man
to God must not onlv refuse bPlief to our Lord's most
unrloubted teaching, but must deny the reality of the spiritual convictions in which he lived and died.'"

That is aaid to be "the simple question which is at
issue between us," and the thr€e test,imonies to that
teaching and those convictions selected are the Sermon on the Mount, the Lord's Prayer, and the Story
of the Passion.
My answer, reduced to its briefest form, has been:
In the first place, the evidence is such that the exact
nature of the teachings and the convictions of Jesus
is extremely uncert2in, so that what ecclesiastic;; are
pleased to call a denial of them may be nothing of
the kind. And, in the second place, if Jesus taught
the demonological system involved in the Gadarene
story-if a belief in that system formed a part of the
spiritual convictions in which he lived and died-then
I, for my part, unhesitatingly refuse belief in that
teaching, and deny the reality of those spiritual co~
victions. And I go further and add, that exactly m
so far as it can be proved that Jesus sanctioned the
essentially pagan demonological theories current
among the J ewa of his age, exactly in so far, for me,
will his authority in any matter touching the spiritual
world be weakened.
With respect to the firsb half of my answer, I hav
pointed out that the Sermon on the Mount, as given
in the first gospel, is, in the opinion of the beet critics, a " mosaic work," of materials derived from different sourcea, and I do not understand that this statement is challenged. The only other gospel, the third,
. . . Did not the apostles hear our Lord? and what
was their impression from what they heard? Is it not certain which contains something like it, makes, not only the
that the apostles did not gather this truth from his teaching? discourse, but t.he circumst.ances under which it was
(Tract 85, p. 63).
delivered, very different. Now, it is one thing to say
He said, "Preach the gospel to every creature." These that there was something real at the bottom of the
words need hav only meant," Bring all men to Christianity
through Judaism." Make them Jews, that they may enjoy two discourses-which is quite possible; and another
Christ's privileges which are lodged in Judaism; teach them to affirm that we hav any right to say what that
those rites and ceremonies, circumcision and the like, which something was, or to fix upon any particular pbr~se
hitherto hav been dead ordinances, and now are living; and and declare it to be a genuin utterance. Thoso who
so the apostles seem to hav understood them (Ibid., p. 65).
pursue theology as a science, and bring to .the ;;~udy
So far as Nazareniam differentiated itself from e.n adequate knowledge of the ways of anCient histocontemporary orthodox Judaism, it seems to hav rians, will find no difficulty in providing illustrations
tended toward a revival of the ethical and religious cf my meaning. I may supply one which has come
spirit of the prophetic ~ge, accompani?d by the within range of my own limited vision.
belief in Jesus as the mess19,b, and by variOus accreIn Josephus's" History of the Wars of the ~ews'
tions which had grown round Judaism subsequently (chap. xix) that writer report~ a speech W~lCh he
to the exile. To these belong the doctrins of the says Herod made at the openmg of a war With the
resurrection, of the last judgment, of heaven and Arabians. It is in the first person, and would nathell · of the hierarchy of good angels; of Satan and urally be supposed by the read?r to be int~~de~ fo.r
the 'hierarchy of evil spirits. And there is very a true version of what Herod s1ud. In the AntiqUIstrong ground for believing that all these doctrine, ties" written some seventeen years later, the same
at least in the shapes in which they were held by the writer give another report., also in the first person,
post-exilic Jews, were derived from Persian and of Herod's speech on the same occasion. This
Babylonian* sources, and are essentially of heathen second oration is twice as long as the first, and
origin.
though the general tenor of the two speeches is
How far Jesus positivly sanctioned all these in- pretty much the same, there is hardly any verbal
drainings of circumjacent paganism into Judaism; identity and a good deal of matter is introduced
how far anyone has a right to say that the refusal to into the' one which is absent from the other. Now
accept one or other of these doctrine as ascertained Josephus prides himself on his. accuracy; people
verities comes to the same thing as contradicting whose fathers might hav heard .Her?d's ?ration we~e
Jesus, it appears to me not easy to say. But it is his contemporaries; and yet his historteal .sen~e Is
hardly less difficult to conceive that he could hav so curiously undeveloped, th~t he can, ~mt.e mnodistinctly negatived any of them; and, more espe- cently perpetrate an obvious hterary fabncat10n; for
cially, that demonology which has been accepted by one of the two accounts must be incorrect. Now, if
the Christian churches in every age and under .all I am asked whether I believe that Herod made some
their mutual antagonisms. But, I repeat my con- particular statement on thi~ occasion;. whe~~H~ for
viction that, whether Jesus sanctioned the demon- ·example, be uttered the .PIOus aphonsm, ,Wn?re
ology of his time and nation or not, it is doomed. God is there is both multitude and courage, whwh
The future of Christianity as a dogmatic system and is give~ in the" Antiquities," but not in the "Ware,"
apart from the old Ieraelitish ethics which it has ap- I am compelled to say I do not kno~. One of the
propriated and developed, lies in the answer which two reports must be erroneous, possibly both are:
mankind will eventually giv to the question whether at any rate, I cannot tell ~ow much of either is true.
they are prepared to believe su<:h stories as the And if some fervent admirer of the Idumean should
Gadarene and the pneumatological hypotheses which build up a theory of Herod's piety upon .Joseph!ls's
go with it, or not. My belief is they will decline to evidence that he propounded the aphonsm, I.s It a
do anything of the sort, whenever and wherever "mere evasion" to say, in reply, that the evidence
their minds hav been disciplined by science. And that he did utter it is worthless?
that disciplin must and will at once follow and lead
It appears again that, adopting the tactics of
the footsteps of advancing civilization.
Conachar when brought face to face w~th Hal ?' the
Wynd I hav been trying to get my Bimple·mmded
The' preceding pages were written before I became adver~ary to follow me on ~ w_ild:goo~e chase through
acquainted with the May number of this :r;eview, the early history of Chnstlamty, m. t~e hope of
wherein I discover many things which are decidedly escaping impending defeat on the mamissue.. But
not to my advantage. It would appear that "eva- I may be permitted to point out that there IB an
sion" is my chief resource, ''incapacity for strict alternativ hypothesis which equally fits the facts;
argument" and "rottenness of ratiocinat.ion" my and that, after all ' there may hav
in the
. been method
main mental characteristics, and that it is "barely madness of my supposed pa~lC.
.
.
credible" that a statement which I profess to make
For suppose it to be. estabhshe~ that gentile Chnsof my own knowledge is true. All which things I tianity was a totally different thmg fr~m. the Nazanotice, merely to illustrate the great truth, forced on reniem of Jesus and his immediate disciples; ~up
me by long experience, that it is only from those who pose it to be demonstrable that, as early .as the s.Ixth
enjoy the blessing of a firm hold of the Christi&n decade of our era at least, there were viOlent diverfaith that such manifestations of meekness, patience, gencies of opinion among the followers of Jesus;
and charity are to be expected.
suppose it to be hardly doubtful that the gospels
I had imagined that no one who had read my pre- and the Acts took their present shapes under t~e
influence of these divergencies; suppose that then
*Dr. Newman faces this question with his customary authors, and those through whose hands they passe~,
ability. "Now, I own, I am not at all solicitous to deny had notions of historical veracity not more eccentnc
that this doctrin of an apostate angel and his hosts was
gained from Babylon: it might still be divine nevertheless. than those which Josephus occasionally displaysGod who made the prophet's ass speak, and thereby in- surely the chances that the gospels are altogether

* Consider Tertullian's "sister" (" hodie apud nos"), who
conversed with angels, saw and heard mysteries, knew men's
thoughts, and prescribed medicin for their bodies (De
Anima, cap. 9). Tertullian tells us that this woman saw the
soul as corporeal, and described its color and shape. ~he
" Infidel" will probably be unable to refrain from lnsultmg
the memory of the ecstatic saint by the remark that TertulJian's known views about the corporeality of the soul mav
hav had something to do with the remarkable perceptiv
powers of the Montanist medium, in whose revelations of the
spiritual world he took such profound interest.
t See the New York World, for Sunday, October 21, 1888;
and the" Report of the Seybert Commission," Philadelphia,
1887.
t Dr. Newll)an's observation that the miraculous multiplication of the pieces of the true cross (with which" the whole
world is filled," according to Cyril of Jerusalem; and of
which some say there are enough extant to build a man-ofwar) is no more wonderful than that of the loaves and fishes,
is one that I do not see my way to contradict. See " Essay
on Miracles," second edition, p. 163.
structed the prophet, might instruct his church by means of
§ ''An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrin," heathen Babylon" (Tract 85, p. 83). There seems to be no
end to the apologetic burden that Balsam's ass can carry.
by J. H. Newman, D.D., pp. 7 alld.S. (1878.)

*Popular Science Monthly, July, 1889, p. 328.
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trustworthy records of the teachings of Jesus become
very slender. And as the whole of the case of the
other side is based on the supposition that they are
aQcurate records (especially of speeches, about whie:h
ancient historians are eo curiously loose), I really do
venture to submit that this part of my argument
bears very seriously on the main issue; and, as ratiocination, is sound to the core. THoMAS H. HuxLEY.
(To BE coNCLUDED.)
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Thu. t een th Annua1 ''
~ongress of' th e A mer.wnn
Secular Union.

OFFICIAL CALL.
The next Annual Congress of the Ameri~an S Fcular
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 1889. It
is deemed fxpedient to hold this meeting where our
society was organizej in 1876, and where the socalled "National Reform Association " baa its headquarters and has recently held an important convention, and for many ·historic and other reasons.
The general object of our Association not being
well understood, H is therefore often misrepresented.
It is deemed proper to here make a bri6f statement
of its leading principles. While our federal and
state constitutions are formed on the aesumption of
the total separation of church and state, yet both the
general and state governments maintain numerous
practical connections of the state with the church.
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influantial organization exists, having for its avowed object the amendment of our federal and state constitutions, so as to
recognize and enforce by law certain forms of religious belief and observances, and certain acts of legislation hav actually been proposed and diecuased in
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a
form of sectarian religion, especially in our public
·
schools.
Against these innovations and perversions we are
organized to protest, and to this end vre advocate
the equitable taxation of church property; the total
discontinuance of religious instruction and worship
in tht public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessation of all appropriations of the public funds for
religious institutions; the abolition of state-paid
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation
under the pains and penalties of perjury for the
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts,
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the practical establishment of simple morality ~nd intelligence as the basis of purely Secular government
and the ad~tquate guarantee of public order, prosperity, and righteousness; and whatever other measures or principles may be necessary to the total
separation of church and state.
To this Congress we cordially invite all true
patriots without regard to their individual religious
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil
· government, and to oppose the machinations of sacerdotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy
the mental and moral liberty of the free citizens of
this most successful of all Secular civil governments
in ancient or modern times.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-presidents,
all Chairmen of State Ex.ecutiv Committees, and all
duly accredited delegates from Local Seculav Societies
are entitled to seats and votea in tbis Congress.
Each Local Society is entitled to send its President,
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annua.l Members by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Partiqulars as to the place of meeting, speakers,
and their subjects, etc., will be announced hereafter.
R. B. WEsTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATTIE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.
OTTO F'ETTSTErN, Treasurer.

The Roll of Honor.
Thomas Monaghan, New York city ......................... $50 00
W. B. Ramsdell, Egan, Mont................................. 10 00
Jiames Wardwell, Emmetts, Ida............................. 10 00
Jacob Gerer, Cromwell, Ia..................................... 10 00
Thos. Goddard, Du Quoin, Ill................................ 7 00
George Cook, Pittsburgh, Pa.. ............................... 5 00
J. L. Allen. Clara, Pa............................................ 5 00
Wm. and Lucy Fray, Verona, Pa........................... 2 00
E. P. Bosworth, Marseilles, Ill............................... 3 00
At the Pi.ttsburgh congress we first had the pleas~re of meetmg Thomas Monaghan, one of the pillars
of the Manhattan Liberal Club. A well-preserved
hon~st-feat~red, open-~earted, genial gentleman, wa~
the 1mpress10n we rece1ved as we gave him a cordia

New Yorkers with $100 (;md has nearly doubled it),
Brothers Geiger and Monaghan each pledged $50,
and the audience gave the genel'Ous New Yorkers 8
hearty cheer. The Friday following I met the Manhattan Liberal Club. Brother Monaghan wished then
to pay his pledge but I begged him not to do so, as I
was afraid of losing it. He gave me his address to
send when wanted and it came promptly on the first
call
'
.. ·
,
.
W k
Durmg ~he cl.ub s sessiOn Brother.
a eman
brought to its not.ICe a case of Comstockllln persecution, and, without going into details, asked that some
member of the club go Dr. Kinget's bond for a
considerable sum There was no carping as to
·
.
.
whether the doctor had done the JudiciOus or the
right thing. The unanimous sentiment was that a
friend and member bad been assailed. That was
enough, as to listen to evil of a friend lacks all the
· d sh'Ip, f or no one needs a fnen
· d
elements of ·t rue f nen
when all is fair eailing. Again Thomas Monaghan
distinguished himself as a gallant soldier in the rand
.
. g
army of h umamty, and as a true representativ of the
kind of Liberalism engendered by the Manhattanites.
Th' forc'bly
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Speaks some one evil of thy trusted friend?
Believe him not-thy friend in faith defend.
Speaks the whole world with its malicious might I
Mistrust the world, and giv thy friend the right.
•
•
·
·
·
The loyal heart is such a jewel rare,
The earth yields naught that with it can compare.
There are many kind of heroes, and in that category we cheerfully class such men as Thomas Monaghan, and the Manhattan Club should feel as proud
in the possession of such generous-hearted members
as it is of its lofty intellectual standard.
'b a1 · M t
I am h appy t o ob serve th a t L I er B 1ll
on ana
are waking up to the necessity of Secular work. As
the American Secular Union has sent out nearly all
the literature it had to the points where new constitutiona were under consideration, doubtless some of it
has fallen into the hands of Brother W. R Ramsdell, of Egan, who so appreciates our efforts as to
' t 'th .
L'b
d
t'
h
assis W1 a very 1 eral ona lOn, nor does e propose to stop at that but intends ,interesting others in
his vicinity in Secular propaganda.. That is what is
needed, and Brother Ramsdell fully appreciates the
gravity of the situation, as he closes his letter to
friend Wettstein with: "The recent developments
in the Cronin case should actuate all Liberals to renewed efforts." Many thanks to our Montana friend
for this evidence of interest and encouragement.
Vice-President Wardwell is our foremost champion in Idaho territory, and one who is ever ready
to act and work in the Secular cause-to push tbe
car of progress and assist the Secular pilgrim.
Whenever the financial outlook is somewhat gloomy,
Brother Wardwell's contribution can safely be
counted on.
Brother War?well ~as, ~ .believe, a fine structure
at Emmetts whlCh he lS Wilhng to donate to the Secular cause if a permanent organization can be formed
and the building used for the purpose he would
desi nate

g:

·

.

.

It 1s strange,.tndeed, If such a noble purpose shall
be thwarted through cowardice and indifference.
Let Liberals of Emmetts be up and doing and show
themselvs worthy of Mr. Wardwell's effo t8
.
.
,r ·
.
Brother Gare: pl~dged $5 fo: this year s C~mpaign
Fund, and here 1s h1s letter, whiCh shows he 18 one of
the sterling stock we cannot afford· to lose:
. CROMWELL, July 14, 1889.
.E. A. STEVENS, My Dear Frund.: Inclosed find the whereWith to cancel my. .pledge ~a?e, It seems to me a year ago,
an~ I hope the additiOnal Will, m a measure,, r~compense the
UniOn for the long delay, the cause whereof It IS unnecessary
to explain. Suffice it to Sl!-Y it could not be done sooner.
This morning I was made happy in reading the " Roll of
Honor" as. pu~lished in THB :rRuTH S!IEKEB. For let me
assure you It grieves me to see It look shm and meager as it
has sometimes. Duly apprEciating your efforts and th~ae of
the other officers of the Union to keep us free a little longer
and hoping I may be able to giv. the wheel another turn fo;
progress and Umversal Mental Liberty, I am fraternally,
JAOOB GERER.
That tried and true Secularist, Thomas Goddard,
who only last month sent us a similar contribution,
again comes to the front with his customary generosity. This feeble old warrior is stronger for liberty
and justice in all his physical weakness than a thousand healthy but namby-pamby Liberals. He flatterin~ly remarks: "Your noble efforts for progress
are h1ghly appreciated in this vicinity."
The following is self-explanatory:
PITTSBURGH, July 8, 1889.
MY DEAR ¥R·. STEVENS: I beg you to excuse me for being
so late of rehevm~ myself of the pledge made at the congress of the American Secular Union at Pittsburgh. I wish
I could send a thousand times that much. The heart is willing but the finances are weak. I hav been reading your last
report in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and, as an old Turner, was very
much pleased with it. Bnt I think so much of the founder
of the Turner schools I don't like to see his name misspelled_
It is no fault of yours, but the name should be Jahn-not
John. He began to :work when Germany needed men,. and
he knew how to bmld them not only bodily but mentally
too. Find within post-office order for $5. Y~ul's truly,
GEORGB CooK.

I

.

Brother Cook certainly has my sympathy in regard
to the spelling of Father Jahn'a name. It cost me 8
few forcible expletive. His earnest desire for the
financial upbuilding of the American Secular Union
is certainly heartily appreciated. The Turners and
the American Secular Union ought to combine so far
as possible as the future guardians of liberty.
Another Pennsylvanian heard from:
CLARA, PA., July 14, 1889_
E. A. STEVENs, ])ear Bi1·: Although personally a stranger
to you, I take great interest in your work for the grand principles of Liberalism, and read with pleasure every week
your reports in THE TRuTH SEEKER. I inclose $5 to help
along the great work of the American Secul&r Union. We
h;av many Liberals about here, l;mt our organization is inachv. ~ am proud of _f<lur effectlv work as secretary of the
AmeriCan Secular Umon. May ~he causeprosper.
Yours for Mental Liberty,
J, L. ALLEN.
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sturdy English Secularists, and though their hands
are horny with hard labor, they hav the hearts and
·
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aeprrations of heroes.
dollar from t em 1S a sacrifice, but we remember that no cause can prosper
for which sacrifices are not made. AU honor to those
who deny themselvs that liberty may liv.
Wh th
· 11' t th b 1 11 f l'b t
en · e army ra 1es O e ug e ca O I er y,
there is hope for the aims of the American Secular
·Union. Comrade Miller writes:
TRooP M, EIGHTH CAVALRY, FoRT MEADE,}
s. DAK., July 29, 1889.
MR. E. A. STEVBNs, Secretary American Secular Union,
Dear Sir: In response to your appeal in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of July 27th, please find inclosed postal note for $2.
Yours very truly,
CHARLBS MrLLER, First Sergeant.
It takes a clear head and considerable education to
be first sergeant of a cavalry troop, and the splendid
penmanship of Sergeant Miller shows him to possess
superior accomplishments. May his chevrons soon
be replaced by shoulder-straps.
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
The constitutional convention of the state of
Washington is divided considerably on the question
of deity. The larger portion of even the orthodox
seem to regard this as a step in the direction of a
union ol church and state, while their opponents
very properly objected to sentimental legislation.
A remarkable declaration was made by a Mr.
Sullivan that he believed the proposition to recognize 8 deity was all buncombe and intended for
political effect. After a hot wrangle the amendment
was referred back to the committee from whence it
originated. The Chicago Tirncs has, I believe,
dropped again its Jesuit editor, for on this it says
editorially:
The Constitution of the United States of America does not
recognize the deity, and every effort to hav it amended in
that direction has failed up to the present time. The Con,stitution of the United States was framed at a time when the
writi?gs of Voltair.e, ·B:ume, Gibbon, and To~ Paine were
exertiDg a.world-~Ide mfl~ence upon. the mmds of public
men even 1D colomal America. Unbelievers doubtless wtre
in the majority. The old puritanical ideas of New England
were scouted on all sides, and it is claimed that a majority of
the signers of the Declaration of American Independence
were professed and pronounced Infidels.
Whatever t4e belief of th~ framers of the Constitution
may hav been, they were pohte enough at least to avoid a
religious controversy with the Atheists and Infidels by whom
they were surrounded. It was an easier matter to leave the
name of God out of 'the Constitution than to provoke a
debate and probably a quarrel which might hav resulted in
the disunion of the states already inclined in that direction .
But in view of the fact that the Constitution of the United
States recognized human slavery, perhaps it was just as well
that it omitted the recoanition of the almi hty.
,.,
g
A lecture on the "Founders of the American
Republic" has had the effect, apparently, of getting
the newspapers to post themselvs on American
-#. •
s·~nee I riB. h pol't'
1 t k .
t
h' h
IW.aU'S.
1 ICa .s oc .Is no so Ig '
they hav bme to look at AmeriCan h1story.
E. A. STEVENS,
Secretary American Secular Union.

Report of the Milwaukee Liberal Club.
I desire through the widely circulating TRUTH
SEEKER to giv a brief account of the doings of the
Milwaukee Liberal Club, which was organized about
a year ago and which has now closed its meetings
till September.
Our-platform is as is declared by Article 1 of the
constitution : " The object of this club is the holding
of meetings and the maintenance of a free platform,
for the presentation and discussion of any and all
subjects that pertain to the welfare of humanity, in
the interest of a broader education and larger liberty."
We hav a nice hall, and hire a pianist who opens
the exercises with a selection of music. Then we
hav a recitation or reading from some one selected
for that purpose. This is followed by a song. Then
the lecture of the evening, followed by criticisms ;
and while these hav been many times somewhat
warm and stirring there has been no unkind or discourteous treatment of anyone during the year.

THE TRUTH
To show the range of subjects we hav discussed I
will giv the speakers and· their themes as they hav
been reported by the secretary : " The Cause of
Hard Times," Robert Schilling ; " The Ballot a
Natural Right," R. G. Conistockj "The Anatomy of
Happiness," Dr. Starke ; "Disease and· Hs Treatment," Dr. Juliet H. Severance; "Prohibition," Mr.
Lucombs; "November 11th, Retrospect and Prophecy," Dr. Krackoweizer; " Quacks and Quackisms,"
Dr. U. D. Thomas; "Tobacco," Gertie Tyler; "Business Methods," Paul Bachner; "The Jury System,"
V. Shawvan; " The Art of Expression," J. T. Kelly;
"Character and Philosophy of Emerson," E. G. Comstock; "The World d Letters," Dr. Starke; "Psychology and-Psychometry," U. D~ Thomas; "Bloodshed Unnecessary," Robert Schilling; "Will the
Coming Man be Religious?" John Johnston;
"Thomas Paine the Author-Hero of the Revolution,"
Dr. Juliet H. Severance; "Natural Rights versus
Legal Rights," Gustav Rahn; "Tricks of Trade, or
Commercial Dishonesty," Dr. T. W. Williams; "Will
the Coming Man be Religioue ?"a reply to Johnston,
E. G. Comstock; " The Labor Problem," Mr. Gampars; "The Chinese Puzzle," Major Almy Aldrich ;
"Seculal' Theism," U. D. Thomas; "The Necessity
of a God," Mr. Doyle; "Railway Reform," Arthur
Bate ; "Education in Our Public Schools," Maximillian Grossman ; "What Has our Government Accomplished iQ. the Last Century T" Dr. Krachoweizer;
" The Religions of the Past," E. G. Comstock;
" Dangers to American Liberty;'' Dr. Juliet H. Severance; "The Anglo-Saxon a Myth," J. T. Kelley;
"The Coming Religion," E. G. Comstock; "Ia Marriage a Failure!" Dr. Juliet H. Severance; "The
Early Days of the Republic," Horace Ruble!'; "Woman as a Teacher," Maximillian Gross~an; "Our
Environments," G. W. Hazleton ; "Looking Backward," ·reviewing Bellamy, R. Schilling; "Modern
Spiritualism," Dr. Juliet H. Sever&nce; "Freedom
Versus Slavery," A. B. Severance; "Who will Settle
the Question Between Capital and Labor?" Colonel
Pier; "Education," Paul Beckner; "Christian
Ideals Versus Agnostic Fallacies," D. T. Kennedy.
The press has treated us with the utmost courtesy,
making fair reports of our meetings. I write thus at
length with the hope that it may inspire others with
a feeling of confidence in the success of meetings
where a free, untrammeled utterance may be given to
the most advanced thought. Our club has never catered for· public approval, but has commanded the
respect of all thinking citizens, and we ar!'} never at a
loss to secure the best speakers in the city. When a
person is invited to lecture, and he makes the inquiry
of the committee, " What do you wish us to speak
upon!" the reply is made, "On the subject that most
interests you, and that you know the most about/'
In this way, all thinkers and reformers can work together to educate and develop a higher order of civilization. Brother Longley, come to Milwaukee, and
you shall hav no limitations set to your speech,
except parliamentary law.
JuLIET H. SEvERANCE, M.D., President.

Eminent Women.
FRANCES WRIGHT.
Of all the women of whom I hav read or heard,
one stands preeminently first and foremost-Frances
Wright, or, as she was usually called, Fanny Wright.
When a girl in my mother's home, I used to name
all my pet cows and cats Fanny, in love and honor of
the one woman who embodied so much of boldness
of thought, and true reverence for all that was good,
honest, and humane. In her I saw the
Fairest of life's children, last and best
Of nature's works, creature in whorn excelled
Whatever can to sight or thought'be fonned
Lovely, loving, good, amiable, or sweet.
-.Adapted.

I declaimed extracts from her writings at school
exhibitions, and wrote them with lead pencils on the
eggs we sent to market, and on the bench-backs
in front of me as I sat in the old Quaker meetinghouse during our "first-day meetings."
We are all prone to hero-worship, and Fanny
Wright was my first hero, and well did she merit
and deserve the appellation.
Born away back in 1795 in Dundee, Scotland, that
land of stern, uncompromising thinkers, she was heir
to an intellect that placed truth, honor, and human
equality as the standard of all excellence, and the one
goal worthy of all sacrifice in the attaining thereof.
On her tombstone are engraved the fol1owing sentiments, which were the mainspring of all her lifework:
I hav wedded the cause of human improvement; staked
on it my fortune, my reputation, and my life.
Humankind is but one family; the education of its youth
should be equal and universal.
Frances Wright comes of a splendid lineage, thus
inheriting the strong, vigorous, and .cultivated intellectuality which made her a very queen among women,
and one supereminently fitted to lead, guide, and
instruct.
Left an orphan at the age of two and a half years,
and reared among people who had no sympathy with
her peculiar views and opinions, she devoted herself
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to the study of the sciences, and of ancient and published certain popular tracts. J. H. Noyes
modern literature and the arts, and often surprised called her " the spiritual helpmate and better half of
her teachers by questionings which they were unable Owen," and says: "Our impression was that not only
to answer. Being checked on one occasion by a was she the leading woman of the Communistic
shrewd mathematician and phys:cian, who observed movement of that period, but she had a very importhat her questions were dangerous, she replied," Can tant agency in starting two other movements which
truth be dangerous !" "It is thought so," was the hav had far greater success-antislavery and woman's
answer. She learned on that occasion two things : rights. She.was indeed the pioneer of the strongThe one, that truth had still to be found; the other, minded women."
that men were afraid of it.
She not only gave her time and taients and money
When about fifteen years old she was so impressed for all reforms, leading, guiding, and pushing men
by the sight of the painful labors and toil of so out of wrong paths into right ones, but finally gave
many of the aged poor of the. English peasantry, and herself and her fortune to a uian who, in the end,
saw them so frequently ejected from house and home proved himself all unworthy of so grand and noble a
by wealthy landed proprietors, that the deepest sym- friend and companion, M. Phiquepal D'Arusmont.
pathies of her heart were stirred, and she began He may hav been worthy of her when they married,
studying· why these things need be, and asked but after a dozen or more years of happiness they
herself, "Has man then no home upon earth, and are Aeparated. He had probably reached one of Helen
age and in.firmity entitled to no care or considers· Gardener's "Time Locks" of some thief of an old
tion ~" After deeply considering the situation, she ancestor, for though he had been penniless but for
" pronounced to herself a solemn oath to wear ever her, yet he meanly endeavored to wrest her property
in her heart the poor and the helpless, and to aid in from her, under the statutes that make a woman's
all that she could in redressing the grievous wrongs person, goods and chattels, all pass to the ownership
which seem to prevail in society." At this crisis her of the man who marries her. He also robbed her of
thoughts turned to America-a land consecrated to her daughter on the plea that the mother wished to
freedom-an ideal home of all. that was grand, noble, educate her for a public speaker. So Fanny was left
and good.
·
husbandless and childless in her old days. Probably
In 1818 she came hither, and for two years care- she found her full meed of happinees in knowing she.
fully studied our laws, institutions, and the workings had lived a good, useful, and noble life, and the !l.~ed
of the principles of the country ; then she returned she had sown would blossom into lives of beauty'and
home and published her :first book, ent.itled, "Views blessing long aft.er those who maligned and misused
of Society and Manners in America." This book her bad passed away and been forgotten.
sold rapidly, and brought Frances Wright promiThose specially interested in knowing more of this
nently before the public. She went to France to inestimable woman, will find some thirty pages decontinue her studies of republicanism. While there voted to h!lr biography in Sarah A. Underwood's
she met General Lafayette, who becall).e a warm and " Heroine of Freethought.," from which I hav culled
admiring friend of the girlish author, "whose ardent much material for these brief mentionings.
admiration of the new republic was only equaled by
Births hav brought us richness and variety
his own."
And other births will bling us richness and variety,
In 1824 she returned to America, and with the but t.be world will never produce another Frances
usual enthusiasm of a new and eager disciple of re- Wright. Beloved and sacred be her name and memform, astounded at the phase of negro slavery in a ory, and especiaily so to woman, for she was a chamland where "all men are born free and equal, with pion of woman's equality in tbe brosdest, truest sense
certain inalienable rights, among which are life, lib- of the word.
ELllnNA DRAKE SLE:NKER.
erty, and the pursuit of happiness," she at once set
about trying to make conduct and facts tally with
ln Church.
professed principles and theories.
A sudden shifting light that paints
She bought two thousand acres of land in TennesYour dead-white brow and cead.gold hair
see and purchased several families of negroes, and
Comes from the rows of gaudy saints,
The puppets in the window there,
for some years she and her sister, and sister's husThat watch and keep you free from harmband, tried to educate them for freedom. The exSo the church teaches you to say;
periment proved a failure, so she gave the slaves
But all the tribe could scarcely charm
their freedom and sent them to Hayti, providing each
Your tedious righteousness away.
with a small capital on which to begin a life for themWhat should you know of Jove and hate?
selva.
You are Jilw one of those who bore
Fnll lamps at watch-time, fain to wait
In love with Communism, she now took editorial
Till Christ should pull them through the door:
charge of the New Harmony Gazette, changed afterWell satisfied and well content,
ward into the Free Enquirer.
You see some with their lamps gone out,
In her nineteenth year she wrote "A Few Days in
Locks torn and garments frayed and rent,
And take much joy of it, no doubt.
Athens," a book full of bold and daring Freethought
and Liberalism. A warm, loving, tender, sympaGo, watch and pray; to-morrow's sun
thetic book. A book which, if it had no other merit,
May find not your sweet limbs- alive;
And glad for many a soul uridone
deserves eternal renown and honor for placing the
(Go, watch and pray) four soul shall thrive;
good old philosopher and teacher Epicurus in so
And he that fed five thousand, he,
happy, true, and beautiful a light as to make all who
With some small fishes and two loaves,
read it feel an admiration, reverence, and love for this
Shall kiss your lips and bid you Eee
The lost wail past in huddling droves.
much abused and universally maligned philosopher,
whose name has undeservedly become a synonym for
Could mere men love you? Men draw nigh
To P11phos and t.he Cyprian fire
all that is grossly sensual and voluptuous-especially
Where Venus stood like death on high
as regards a fastidious taste for tid-bits and choice
Beyond man's love and man's desire;
dainties, that tickle the palate and please the apFor human eyes learn women's ways,
petite.
And fingers touch a woinan's hair,
One cannot rl:l.Qd "A Few Days in Athens," and
But you !-the window's purple haze
Encrowns you Venus in its glare.
not feel a thrill of gratitude to the author for showing us the real Epicurus, just as he was in his home
Yet once uue understood you well
With all your magic, body and soul,
and garden in Athens-a philosopher, a wise, good,
Whose heart you found a thing to sell,
humane, and noble man, chaste and temperate, almost
Whose curse became an aureole
to extremes, and beloved and worshiped by his
Around your brows. 0 steril saint,
friends and pupils.
The girls that walk the lamplit way
With draggled charms of gauds and paint
If Fanny Wright had done nothing worthy of note
Shall mock you some time. Watch and pmy.
save writing this one book, it would be all-sufficient
- W. J. B. in .AgnoRtio Journal.
to immortalize her memory for truth's own sake.
It was in 1828 that the standard of the Christian
A Singular Ex1wriment and Its Results.
party in politics was openly unfurled. Of this party,
The New York l'1·ess recently sent a young lady reporter,
which had been long secretly at work, Frances
very poorly, but decently clad, to various churches for a few
Wright had previously detected the maneuvers in all Sundays
to see whether poor people are welco~e or not
sections of the country. This was an evident at- in such places. The story of the reporter was prmted1 ~nd
tempt, through the influence of the clergy over the is to the effect that out of eleven fashionable churches VIsited
female mind, to effect a nnion of church and state, she was cordially welcomed at four, tolerated, but rather
coldly treated at two, giv~n ~ood seats at three, though rf:land with it a lasting union of bank and state, and garded
with apparent curiOsity, and told tbat there we~~ no
thus effectually to prostrate the independence of the seats at two. She was the only poorly dressed person VISible
people and the institutions of the country. Clearly at any of the churches.
distinguishing the nature of the move, she deter------~~-----A Catholic Citizen.
mined to arouse the whole American people to meet
The newspapers report that Kilrain, the Catholic prizeit at whatever cost to herself.
She delivered her first lecture in Cincinnati, and fighter, went on ':tear at. Balti!llore, Md., the other nig_ht,
himEelf m smaslung wmdows, etc., and conductmg
her advent as a public speaker created a great sensa- amusing
himself in the most outrageous and disgraceful manner gention. Young, edncated, intelligent, and of blue erally.
blood, refined and wealthy, people could not wonder
w. S. BELL will lecture at the following named places in
enough at her bold and "unwomanly" course.
Being a pioneer woman in the lecture field, she Washington territory: Hoquiau, An gust 15th, t,6th; Ab~r
had all sorts of calumnies to endure, and men were deen, 17th, 18th; Montesana. 19th, 20th, 21st; Cosmopolis,
frightened lest their wives should learn from her ex- 22d, 23d; Nlma, 24th, 25th, 26th; Oakville, 27th, 28th, 29tjl.;
ample "something that would induce them toques- Olympia, September 1st; Ellens burgh, 3d, 4th, 5th; Davenport, 7tb, 8th; Spokane Falls, 9th, 10th, 11th; ~averley,
tion masculin supremacy."
She and Robert Dale Owen in company wrote and 13th, 14th, 15th.
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f&ommunications.

\

5. Again, not only was the insertion of more than
one-bali of the number presented in this petition
a clear forgery, but in order to make out the number
The Great National Sunday Law Petition.
claimed many of them were counted at least twice,
Six months !ltgo the friends of civil and religious while some who signed the petition were counted at
· liberty \Vere startled by the announcement that the le·ast three times. Of the one hundred and eightyNational Sunday Law bill had been introduced by five thousand members of the Women's Christian
Senst.or Blair, backed by a petition numl?ering more Temperance Union included in the petition, one hunthan fourteen million signatures, the largest petition dred and twenty-five thousand were members of the
ever presented in the world's history.
three leading Protestant churches, the total memberAn- examination of this ''monster petition," how- ship of which was also included. Fully fifty thouever, reveals a comparativly insignificant document. sand members of the labor organizations, a majority
Longer petitions are almost dt~ily p1·esented. The of them Catholics and. opposed to the bill, were
petition in behalf of D. M. Bennett was more than counted twice.
·
three hurdred tim"s as long !Ul this petition. A
This plan of repeating, which was probably sugprivate citizen of Kansas, J obn W. Abbott, has ob- gested by the episcopal elections of the last Methodtained a much longer list of signatures in opposition ist general conference, one of the prime movers in
to fbe bill than was presented bv Senatol' Blair in its ibis work, was a happy idea with the Sabbath Union.
behalf. All the signatures pre&ented by Blair could By this means the original number of indorsers prebe inscribed with a stub pen on a sheet of foolscap. sented in the petition can be swelled to enormous
An expert penman, with 2 :fine steel pen, could copy proportions. Take the Women's Christian Tempel·them all on a post~l csra.
ance Union, for instance. The entire membership of
Of the 14,174,744 "petitioners" presented by the this organization was included in the original petichampion of the Sunday bill, 14,174,337 never signed tion. Then the several state organizations declared
the petition. Thasa :figures simply represent the in favor of the bill; and now the local societies can
alleged total membership of various churches and each indorse it. The members of this union are
other organizationo whoee representativs, or some of nearly all church-members also, and as such can be
.whose officials, bad declared in favor of the bill. counted four times or more. Thus the general conThese include the Methodist Episcopal, Baptist., and fsrence of the Methodist Episcopal church and the
Presbyterian churches, whose membership is com- general assembly of the Presbyterian church supputed at 5,977,693; the Roman Catholic church, ported the measure, and the entire membership of
7.200,000; the Women's Christian Temperance these churches was put down in the petition. The
Union, 185,521; tho Knights of Labor, 219,000; nnd annual conferences and synods are now indorsing it,
the Brotherhood of Locomotiv Engineers, 20,000.
and all ihe members belonging in these can be added.
In the preparation and presentation of this petition The district conferences and presbyteries can next
the moat br!!zen fr~uds were perpetrated. Let me indorse it, and then the local classes or societies.
expose a few of them.
FinaHy, the individual members of the union can
-1. The numerim;.l strength of these organizations, send in their signatures, and thus be counted eight
particularly that of the churches, was grGatly exag- times. The same method can be pursued with the
gerated. Church statistics, like the published s~a Kni6:hts of Labor and other organizations.
tistics of some Western towns, are heavily padded.
Nm· is the foregoing a mere ironical suggestion.
The membership of tbe four religious bodies which It is being done. The American Sabbath Union bas
are reported an favorable to the biil is computed at its agents at work in every state securing the indorseover 13,000,000. Connection with the United States ment of divisions and subdivisions of national organcensus department for t.wo decades disclosed facts izations whose members bav already been counted
which convince me that the total memb?.rsbip of from one to six times.
these churches does not exceed 10,000,000. It was
The real strength of these branches can be overnot to insure a fair enumeration that church digni- estimated by them, also, to a degree that cannot be
ttuies induced the census bureau to take this work safely done with the national bodies whose memberout of the hands of i;he regular enumerators and allow ship is approximately known to tho general public.
the church officiais to report to special agents.
A. meeting of the Federated Trades of Washington,
2. Tbe right to present the total membership of composed of about fifty repreeents.tivs, was captured
these churches in the petition in the manner in which by the lobbyists of the Sabbath Union, and induced
it was done, was in nearly every case queetionable, to pass a. reFO!ution favoring the Sunday bill. This
and in one or two caee2 utterly unwananted. Ad- resolution was immediately paraded as a petition
mitting the propriety of counting the MethodistP, from twenty thousand laboring men, and this in the
whose church government is monarchical and despotic face of the fact that the total membership of this
in ita charnctor, it was hardly propar to include the organization did not exceed nine thousand.
3,000.000 Baptists, whose form of government is con- · If these frimds are thoroughly ventilated, the advogregational, even if a Baptist association had indorsed cates of the bill may not venture to materially increase
the movement. So far as the Roman Catholic church theil" crigin[l,l claim regarding the numerical strength
is concerned, the advocates of the bill had no more of their petition. But they will· uee these local inright to include it in t~e petition t~an they had to dorsements to control public sentiment, by leading
includs the J '3WB, t.h.e Turnerbund, or the A.merimm the people, and even Congress, to believe that large
Secular Union. By shrewd diplomacy, worthy (Jf and freah accessions are being made. Indeed, this
his name and his offic~, Sem:etary Craft.s succeeded in has already been done. During the last session of
drawing out a friendly letter from Cardinal Gibbons. Congress Senator Blair presented as supplemental to
But in this letter the cardinal clearly stated that he the original petition, indorsements from the several
spoke for himseif and for himself alove. He did not state or,qanizations of the Women's Christian Temeven E!ign the peti\;iou. Had the Sabbath Union perance Union to the number of some fifty thousand,
bean honest it would hav hesitated before adding when they had already been counted several times.
even a unit. to the sum f.ota1 of their petit.ion on the
All in all, this movement is a_ very great freud,
strength of this letter. Yet this would. be conservator instituted for the purpose of rescuing from decay a
of public mom1s doeR riOt. basitate to expand this still greater fraud, the Christian Sabbath, upon the
questionable unit into 7,200.000.
survival of which dopends the very existence of that
3. Not oniy did the 14,000,000 persons who are gree.test of all frauds-Christian prieA~eraft.
reported to }lav signed this petition, not sign it.,
J. E. REMSBURG
but a very large m;Jjorit,y of tb0m are not even in
favor of the bilL The Women's Christian Temper"The Problem of Lif(:'."
ance Union is, for the moat part, in favor of it. ProbThe pagan Greeks aud Romans believed that the spirit of
ably a majority of the members of the Protestant
resembles his bodily form, varying its appearance with
churchee Mmed are in favor of it. But a respectable man
his variations. and growing with his growth. Heroes to
minority, at. least t.w.:mt.y-five par cent. of them, are whom it had been pr.rmitted to rlescend into Hades bad,
not. The Roman Catholics are almost unanimously tberefore, without difficulty, recognized their former friends.
opposed to it. A devout Catholic declared to me Not only had the corporeal aspect been reta.inerl, but even
recantlv thet there were not five intelligent Catholics the customary raiment.-Draper's Gonjliat, p. 119.
As a permanent basis for all explanations of the problems
in the United States who favored the bill. His estiby Darwin, it has been shown, from several considermate was probably too low, but it is safe to say that raised
ations, that tbe external or corporeal structure of any organic
nine out of every ten Catholics will sign a remon- bein!Z. is but a tithe of its real and sub~tantial existencestrance to the bill if it is presenteo to them. A very that the life and mental power of each ·living creature constilarge majority of the Kniflhts of Labor and of the tute au incorporeal yet substantial organism u.s real as its
Brotherhood of Locomotiv Engineers are opposed to anatomical structure.-.A. Wilfo'rd HaU.
the bill, notwitbetanding Powderly and Arthur were
Mr. Lemuel J. Potts puts forth a theory u.bout a
by specious arguments and gross misrepresentations spiritual body, and wants to know what I think about
led to indorse it.
it. The only objections I ha.v to the theory are :
4. In presenting this petition, Sex:ator Blair repre- First, there is not the slightest evidence that it is
sented, and the petition expressly declared, that these true, and second, it does not account for anything if
fourteen million indorsers were all "adult residents admitted. When did this spiritual organism begin
of th~ United States, t~enty-one years of age or its existence? Was it bestowed upon each indimore.
And yet one- third of the Protestants and vidual at birth, as Hall affirms, or did it bav a pretwo-thirds of the Catholics included in the list were natal existence? Was it first of the size and form of
less than twenty-one years old. Of these so-called a baby, with only rudimentary teet.b, and did it grow
-petitioners, seven million, the greater part of whom to the stature of a man or woman~ If it bas all the
bav never heard of this bill, are children-five mill- organs of a man, and·" grows with his growth and
ion of them the children of parents who are not strengthens with his strength," then it must hav
in favor of it.
been continually passing through processes of rapid

change, corresponding with those of the material
body, and so, like it., would "lose its identity."
Some years ago, John Bovee Dodds delivered a
series of lectures in one of the halls of Congress, by
invitation of Webster, Clay, Calhoun, and other noted
statesmen, on "Electrical Psychology," in which he
elaborated this theory, of a spiritual body, in detail.
The lectures were published by Fowler & Wells. At
first, I thought there was something in the theory,
but when I discovered that it was based upon the
immense postulate that the writer knew all about
material existences, their capabilities and powers;
that.ths neceesity for the existence of this spiritual
body was a pure assumption, and the fact of its
existence purely a freak of the imagination, I gave
it up.
But Hall says that, owing to a circumstance which
came under his immediate observation, be was enabled to demonstrate the existence of this spiritual
body. His brother was compelled to suffer the amput.~>tion of a leg. The knife did not, however, sever
the spiritual leg, and hence, between the toes of that
leg, he was troubled, for a long time, with annoying
itching. When he tried to scratch between those
toea he didn't find anything to S<Jratcb. Right here,
it r..<~ems to me, this wonderful demonstration breaks
do~,·ll. If ~ man has spiritual toes and spiritual fingers to scratch them with, he should be able to
l't>li c:ve the itching in the ordinary way.
·
11; Wilford Hall has "hopelessly shattered and
completely overthrown" the evolution theory just as
Parson· Jasper bas overthrown the Copernican. theory
in astronomy. It only needs the appending of one
of Brothor Jasper's sermons to Hall's work, to annihilate !l.ll science at once and again permit gods and
spirits, priests and mediums, to take possession of
the world.
Mr. Potts assures us that the fact that a msjority
of the scholars of the world accept evolution, does
not prove that it is true. No. The fact that the
great rivr,rs run by the large towns, does not prove
that the lot:ation of the towns determined the course
of the rive1·a, but the converse of that proposition,
that the courr;e of the rive1·s determined the location
of the towns, is true. So the faot that evolution is a
demonstrably \rue theory, has compelled all scientists
to accept it.
Mr. Potts affirms that, ''If his [Darwin's] theories
were correct, the evidence of amalgamation of species, proving man's relation to the lower animals,
would be seen at every turn." Then he tells us that
"If Darwin's theory . . . were true, there should
be no lower animals in existence !"
We are first asked for the "missing links," and
they are being rapidly supplied; but these astute
objectors are not going to accept the theory until all
the links are found and carefully fitted together, and
then they will insist that no such links ought to bav
existed. They sre not going to make any inferences.
They insist that, in this survey, the chain shall be
applied to the whole length of the line, and every
link carefully examined, and if they come to a river
they are not going to measure across it by triangulation, for that depends upon inference, but they will
wait patiently for the river to run awayor freeze over.
Mr. Potts quotes this, from Darwin : ''By this
theory innumerable transitional forms must hav
existed. Why do we not find them imbedded, in
countless numbers, in the crust of the earth ?"
Let us take a brief glance at paleontological history. When Hugh Miller wrote the "Footprints of
the Creat01·," he insisted that there were no intermediates between reptile and fishes. On the contrary,
with the beginning of the permian age, reptils, in
their highest form, both in size and structure,
abrupt.ly appear. Now, it is known that amphibian£~,
a claes of animals which begin life as fish and evolve
into reptile, lived throughout the previous carboniferous age.
Hugh Miller insisted upon the fact that there were
· no intermediates between birds and reptils. When
"t
d tb t
h . t
a· t
t h
1 was urge
a sue 1D erme Ia es mus
av
exiatr:d only their remains had not yet been diacovered, he replied that soience bas nothing to do with
possible existences. Her business is to deal with
facts as they are known. Since then numerous
animals hav been found possessing so many cbaracteristics of both birds and reptile, that it is impossible to classify them as either the one or the other.
It is thought wonderful that the theory of gravitation should bav enabled astroiwmers to locate a
planet in the heavens which bad never been seen.
The theory of evolution has enabled paleontologists
to predicate the existence of organisms which had
never been seen, and the order of time in which t.bey
lived, and new discoveries hav converted these
inferences into facts, and are doing so every year.
Hugh Miller insisted that, with the commencement
of the terthlry age, mammalian life abruptly appeared.
Now it is known that mammals, small in size and
with many reptilian characteristics, lived as long ago
as the triassic period. Which is like to be the true
theory: the one that caused Hugh Miller, in every
instance, to make a wrong inference, or the one which
enabled the evolutionist, in every instance, to infer
the truth,?
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Does not the fact that each of the higher animals . consummation" of eternal damnation to the greater ·"mark them which are causing the divjsions, contrary
goes through a aeries of changes in the course of its part of mankind.· He argues that God is just as to the doctrin which ye learned, and tu1n away from
fee tal devf;llopment, corresponding to the changes good now as he ever can ba; and that if his goodneEs them,"'i~; it riot probable that he refers to the conirowhich &.!limal life has passed through in the order does not prevent his inflicting suffering upon the verey concerning "mixiug matters of the law of tbe
and time of appearance on the earth, mean som-:;~ wicked now, it will not to all eternity. By parity of Old Testament with the words of Paul's spiritual
thing? Man is first an invertebrate. Wten he be- reasoning, if the goodness of God doe" not. prevent savior 1"
comes s. vertebrate he has gill-arches like a fish, thsn him from allowing the devil to torment his saints and
It was this controversy which took Marcion from
he has reptilian characteristics, then he becomes a make them miserable here, it will not prevent their Pontus to Rome, where he spent twenty years, makmamma!, and lastly assumes his own diatinctiv form. being made miserable to all eternity. But the cause ing himF.elf a world-wide reputation. And I cannot
These resemblances not only obtain in a general way, of indifference of scientific minds to the alleged believe that he was a myth, or an invention of Terbut they can be followed into the minutest details of arguments for the immortality of the soul and a tullian, c•r a forgery of the fourteenth Cf:'ntury. Why
structure in eMh animal. For instance, the earliest future life are thus stated by Greg, who was himself did the Homish church follow Paul and Marcion, with
animals which were distinctivly of the deer kind '\Vflre a believer in immortality: "The only occasions on h>\tred, denouncing them as heretics, for centuries!
without horns. La.ter appeared deer with prongless which a shade of doubt has passed over my convic· Did Tertullian write those sharp·criticisma upon the
horns. Then those which had only one prong in a tion of a future existence bav been when I hav rashly Old Testament f Did he denounce the ignorance,
mature state, and so on. The deer of the present endeavored to make out a case-to giv a reason for the inconsistency, the cruelty, the injustice of J ehohrw no horns the first year. They shed their horns the faith that is in mG-to assign ostensible and log- vah 1 What could bav been his mot.iv f
each successiv year, and Hery time a new horn grows iilal grounds for my belief. At such timett, and still
But I re£. eat what r hav said of Maroion, that for
it acquires an additional prong. · These resemblances more when I hav heard others attempting to prove fearles!'ness, for freedom from l'!uperstition, for truthhav been carried into every detail.of structure. They the existence of a future world by arguments which fulness, he stands at the head of Christian theoloare all the result of growth, of evolution, and they could salisfy no one by whom arguments were gians; his only weakness being a result of the docconnect organic life into one continuous whole. Will needed, I confees that a chill dismay has often struck b-in of the impurif.y of matter, in which he was susMr. Potts point us to some fact which is not ac- into my hearb, and a fluctuating darkness has lowered tained by Paul and the Christian world. He was the
counted for in this way?
down upon my creed, to be dissipated only when I advoc&te of a humane religion, to which no one could
Mr. Hall insists that it entirely spoils evolution to again left inference aud induction far behind and once object-a religion to which revenge and punishments
hav it work both ways, "up and down, backward and more suffered the soul to take counsa1 with itself."
Wflre unknown ; and had be been elected to the
forward." Of course 80 smillli a consideration as that
A. Wilford Hall is a smart man, but he pursues supremacy of tbe ch11rch of Rome, to which he
· tha facta are numerous which prove it should not be the theologico-spiritualistic method of drawing upon aspired, ours would hav been a happier world to d~y.
pel'mitted to count. The old rhyme which relates his i111agination for facts, and determining what he
Grant that Paul believed in the F.!piritual eavior of
that some great general,
knows by what he does not know.
the Asiatic church, as Marcion sa;> a thet he did (and
Mihoaukee, Ore.
D. PRIESTLEY.
With ten thousand men,
everything that he has written shows the frankness
Marched up the hill and then marched down again,
------....----of a truthful man), and we see why his ten epit<tles,
could nob hav been true. He must hav got either
Origin of Christianity.
originally M clear as the product of any human pen,
up or down the bill by a. miracle.
I do not doubt that one Jesua waa atoned and through interpolation and forgery 1.11e a plzzle to
Mr. Potts qaotes Hall tbna: "Any ordinary stu- hanged for sorcery 75 B.C., and. Paul may hav been inveatigatvrs. Grant this belief, eud the mystery
dent might undertake to bret>k down evolution fifty present and a spectator; but does that explain the that for nineteen centuries baa hung over the church
times a day for a week, u.sing Darwin's own books." Buddhist organization and ceremonies of the chm:ch? vanishes forever.
S. PALMER.
So any· ordinary athlete might undertake to lift him- Does it explain the existence of the AEiatic or BuddhThe Work b Onwar<l.
self over a barn by the straps of his boots, fifty times iet church to which, according to l\:Iosheim, Marcion
a day for a. week, with an equal measure of success.
belonged, with its· aerial or spiritual savior, and its
The following very able article is only one of many
I will venture· to add a little supplement. to Mr. peculiar but very sensible belief concerning Jehovah, such lldmirable presentations of facts fnquently
Jamee'a answer to the statement that "incipient alluded to by Justin Martyr; and Paul's attachment e.dorninr, the columns of the great Portland daiiy,
wings are not useful."
to that faith, and his aversion to everything Jewish, the Oregonian, the organ of the Rfpublicaus, with
Dr. O.swald relates this story in a recent Youth's in which Marcion resembled him~ Does it explain more extended iDfluence and Jargfr circulation th!>D
Companion. I do not remember where the scene of the existence of the numerous Gnostic churches, wilh any other paper of the gres.t Northwest:
it was. Some boys bad captured a squirrel which the doctrin of the transmigration of soule, to which
WHA.T BlBLE?
The Idaho constitutional convention on Tuesday discussed
had escaped from them and climbed a tall tree. The some of them held?
boys had climbed after it, and when it reached the
Does it explain the non-existence of onr gospels the section of the educational article forbidding the use of
sectarian books. We are hlad to note that the convention
top of the tree it had jumped off, lighting on the for two hundred years after the stoning and ha.uging, refuEed a passage to the following amendment:
r.::of of a barn without receiving any injury. The and the violation of Jewish customs in the crucifixion,
Provided that nothing herAin contained shall be construeq to
boys recaptured it and took it to tha tclp of & eJ;ff, u and the ignorance of judicial proceodings in the fnrbid t.he reading of the Bible in the pnblio scboolP, nor to e~JOlD
ltS DP.f•
thousand feet down. The doctor saw them put it account of the trial~ Anothu thing: our gospels
There was a good deal of demagog talk in favor of this
down and surround it, and when it could see no other were written to describe impof(sibilities, to fulfill cer- amendment. To acknowledge the inflmnce of the moral
way of escape it deliberately jumped (1ff from the cliff. tain alleged predictioll8 in the Old Testament., not tbe teachings of the Bible is one thing. while to make its reading
It ruill'3d up its hair, spread out its legs, and com- actur.l life or death of any human baing, and tbere- part of the religious cxerciEes in the public schools is quite
thin..... If the Bible is to be read, what Bible? the
meucsd -pawing violently in the air. !twas not killed fm·e the crucifixion was dated back two hundred another
Protestant v~rsion or the Catholic, or both? The Old Testaby the fall, but was able to escape mto the bushes. years, so thBt everybody was dust who could hav ment which the Jew accepts, or the New Testament, which
' Is it not plain that under such circumstances the known anything about it.
he r~jects? Would Idaho teach her children hostility to
smallest extension of the skin between the fore and
Josephus was born soon after this crucifixion, and Mormonism by reading the Old Testament, redolent of polygamy and concubinage, or the monogamic teachings of the
hind legs of a squirrel would be useful1
grew to manhood in ,Jerusalem, but he never heard New
Testament? How could any state expect logically to
Let m-a refer to one specimen which will giv about of it, nevfr saw a Christian, never had his attention refuse to su1Jport the Roman Catholic parochial schools if it
an average of Wilford Hall's mode of argument and ca!lf?d to the re;nt in the veil of the temple, never· includes among the r~ligious exercises of the ?O~mon s~hools
sttention to facts. I quote from page 451 of "Prob- made the acquaintance of any of those gentlemen the reading of the Btble, that to· the Catholic 1s not stmply
lems of Human Life:" "I might here safely leave these who were brought to life, came up out of their the" foundation of all morality and truth," but is a secte.rian
rudimentary problems as completely wrenched from graves, and renewed acquaintance witi:J. their old book?
Mr. Poe of Nez Perces, rleclared that all our laws are
the grasp of evolution, but I propos.e to go farther. friends; and he lived and died without seeing the founded u'pon t~e Bible.. Does Mr. Poe think. that t~e
If the cow or bovine genus ever had upper incisors saviot's tomb, or the little cave wha·e Mat·y lived, or divorce laws, wh1ch rule m mne.tenths of the Unton and m
what could possibly hav caused their loss 1 Not the any of those holy plac<:>a that are now such fashion- England are founded upon the Bible? Does he find the
trace of any hostility to polygamy expressed in the
fact of such incisors having become. useless, for their able resorts, or drinking any of that blessed milk of faintest
Old Testament, eveu in the Ten Commandments, on which
absence has caused many a bovine animal to lose its the Virgin, barrels and barrels of which were shipped we b11se our laws which make bigamy, polygamy, and conlife by being thereby unable to bite' off _heavy twigs by the Crusaders to Europe; and after his death cubinage crimes? Does Mr. Claggett really believe that the
in browsing, to gnaw the bark from saplmgs, or -Jrop Eusebius found it necessary, in the interest of Chris- Bible is "the foundation of all morality and truth?" Does
reallv believe that the morality and truth, for which integthe stunted grass which a sheep with full incisors tianity, to interpolate his book; but all he dared to he
rity, tritthfulness, _justice, me:cy, temperan~e, humanity,
would grow fat upon."
sav was that the sect was not extinct.
forgivness. of injunes, self.sa~:mfice, and ob~dwnce to conThus he g(les on, page after page, m!l.king an
·Now I cannot. believe that Christianity originated science stand. had no evangelists before Chnst, or no e-:anelaborate argument, in a stereotyped .book, from the in Jerusalem. In my opinion it was a l?entile iust-i- gelists after Christ that never had a chance to know Chr1st?
The Bible has more tlran once been used to fortify human
assumed fact that what he calls the bovine genus tution, older than the Jesus crucified, or the Jesus slavery
and all the immorality and inhun1anity it implies; it
includes all the ruminants which are destitute of stoned. We read in Acts, and it is a significant fact, has been used as the pedestal of the cruel theocracy of
upper front· teeth. Of course, if he had thought to that the disciples were called Christians first at Puritan New England; it is used to-day to justify polygamy
look or had consulted any elementary book on zool- Antioch. Why 1 We are not told why. But what by the Mormon; it is used to j~st!fY the senttmentP.l~ deogy:he would bav known that sheep were as desti- old Simeon said is worth considering, viz: "God structiv doctrin of Christian Soctahsm preached by_Vtctor
So far from qeing the foundation of all mor~hty a~d
tute of upper incisors as cows. He would hav found first did visit the gentiles, to take out of them a Hugo.
truth it is a mixture of truth and error, and its eth1cs are ID
tht>t with the exception of the camalidre (camels and people for his Mme." Is it not singular that the old many places so execrable that. they are not only not praclllun'as) all ruminants are destitute of upper incisors. man who took tbe infant Jesus in his arms and ticed but are under the ban of both the law and the church
The £~~mels belong to a very ancient type and at blessed him should be quoted as thus declaring the in all Christian countries. The Bible is no more "t~e
of all morality and truth" than Pluto and Ansmaturity hav two upper incisors. But so far from gentile origin of the church? Not that I beli<Jve foundation
totle are the foundation of all morality and truth-whether
this being an advant.age, though they were once very any God had anyt.hing to do with it. But after the spiritual or scientific. The evolution of all m~rali~y and all
numerous, thev would now probably be extinct were church to which Paul and Marcion belonged, adopt- truth did not begin with the Bible nor end ":'Jth 1t, and to
it not. for dom~stication. Of upward oftbirty species ing the J.ewish scriptures, changed its allegiance pretend that it did is as historically untrue a~. It would be to
that all we know of applied natural p~i!Os?phy began
of animals affiliated with camels the bones of .which from the spiritual to the crucified Jesus, it deter- say
and tnded with Archimedes, or all speculativ science began
bav been found in North America not one is left. All mined to cover up its gentile origin; hence the de- and ended with Aristotle.
that remain on this continent are two species of llamas struction of books, corrupted and forged epistles,
With such mighty helpers, surely the Liberals
South America. Ruminants without upper inci- snd gospels filled with inconsistencies and contradic· should take courage. " She do move." Let. us ~ee
sora hav taken possession of nearly the whole worltl. tiona; but something may be learned from the mis- to it we are doing our part toward ~duca~mg .he
T he gradual loss of upper incisors was accompanied takes of their aut.hors and compilers.
honest-hearted in the great truths of L1berahsm and
by 8 profound change in the diges~iv system, ':hich
It was a mistake to admit that Judas Iscariot was the justice of our Nine D<Jmands. C. B. REYNOLDS.
enables ruminants to swallow then food hurnedly a bishop. It dated the chur.ch back. It was a mifi,
without mastication, and, when securely hid from take to represent Jesus .as hating the Nicolaitans,
Frfnclt Schools.
their enemies, or from the burning rays of the sun, probably a Gnostic sect in Antioch. It was a misA recently published official report givs some interes1ing
to chew ib over at their leisure.
.
take to refer to the dispute between Paul and Cepba11, information respecting the elementar~ schools uf _I<,ran_ce.
Wilford Hall makes a final plea for immortality, in Galatians, as it confirms what Marcion s11ys of The statistics presented show that rapid progress JB bmng
'
·
t ·h 1
d t o prm
· t wh a t p au 1 made in the secularization ofb the fmunicipal
school_s.th Beond compl ..... 1·,_.
.;s thnt
1.
1B WI. mo........
.. sc1"ent1"fic investigators seem P aul s. averswn. ,o t e a_w; an
tween 1882 and 1887 the num er o sucu1. scuoo
" even earnea~ly and almost bitterly opposed to eve~y says 111 the epxstle to. ~he Romans:, wb~re ~e t~~ls nastic masters or mistress~s d~created from 11,000 ~". 9 000,
argument whtch tends to demonstrste the probab1l- tb<1m, bdo~t) he bad Vtalted Rome, ~,hao the1r faHh , owing to the gradual subst1tut10n of lay teac~ers; w h1le the
ity of such ~~ gloriou!J consummution." And yet he waB proclaimed throughout the world, as th~t proves 1 Fchools under lay masters or mistresses mcreased from
devotes a whole book to establishing the "glorious. the church older than Paul. And when ne adds, · 51,000 to 57,000.
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vention and two in the committee. The one read in the
convention is thoroughly Secular. It was introduced soon
after my address, and was doubtless intended to head off
any acknowledgment of God. Judge Carland, a member of
the committee, introduced one which ' implores. the aid <if
the sovereign ruler of the universe.' But since this convention is making a constitution for a very small part of the universe, why not acknowledge the ruler of nations? Mr.
Turner, also a member of the committee, introduced one
which contains all we desire. An effort was made to kill it
.as soon as it was introduced, but the motion did not prevail.
It has been proposed to circulate for the signatures of delegates a paper w•h the following heading: 'Are you in favor
of a preamble containing an acknowledgment of almighty
God as the source of all authority, of the Lord Jesus Christ
as the rightful ruler of nations, and of the Bible as containing the proper standard of morals in civil affairs?'"

A report from Olympia, W. T.; reads:

''The convention spent the morning here in discussing a
proposition to put the name of the deity in the preamble of
'8 00 the constitution. The preamble as reported by the commitI) 00 tee reads:
6 00
'"We, the people of the state of Wr.shington, to preserve our
6 00 rights, do ordain this constitution.•
"Mr. Turner moved to amend by inserting among other
'ZOO words:

One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. ..
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
" ' ProfoundlY grateful to almighty God for this inestimable
remittance .................................................. ..
8 50 right, and invoking his favor and guidance, do ordain,• etc.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
"This was part of the dispute. It was opposed solely as
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
being unnecessary and proposed solely as sentimentality.
A.ny number o~r five at the same rate, invariably
Every speaker professed the greatest reverence for God, but
with one remittance.
.
some feared it might be construed to mean th:e union of
chmch and state. Others said nothing purely sentimental
Our Congress.
should go in the constitution. Finally a motion to adjourn
Readers will see in this issue the Oall for the Oon- prevailed, and after dinner the prea:n:ble was hastily referred
gress of the American Secular Union for 1889, and if back to its committee to report a new preamble."

they greet it with half the warmth with which we
hope for the success of the affair, we shall be glad.
Now or never, is what seems to be the burden of the
rallying..cry each year, but after all, we may say that
it is true each year. We do not know any year what
complication in public affairs may ensue, what national emergency may be ushered in, in which much
may depend on the advantage we may hav gained
just in time by a little ot'ganization and effort. We
should look upon each year as our last opportunity.
And further, besides these motive of duty, we
should think decidedly that motive of pleasure ought
to be sufficient alone to procure an attendance of
. the largest proportions. When a Freethinker livs,
as some do, among those only that he must regard
as natural foes to almost every principle of progress
and enlightenment that he carries hi his breast;
when he has to pass a whole year with no better
cheer than the society of those enemies of man's advance and obstacles to his happiness called Ohrisfians, if he does not embrace eagerly an opportunity to meet those that he can really call his fellowsthose with whom he can hav real companionship-to
grasp good hands that he knows neither fumble superstitious wine and dough now nor will ever point a
gun against him in fanatical battles for a despots'
Jehovah in the future-if, we say, he does not
embrace such an opportunity as this, we shall "look
upon such a one as a phenomenon more unsolvable
than all the m.athematical puzzles of the creeds. We
s)lall soon hav more to say on the particulars of the
gathering. Meanwhile we hav done our duty in putting in OUl' earliest appeal to our friends to come
where they can, if they but know it, enjoy themselvs
better than they ever did before in their lives..

"I hav preached four sermons, occupying each of the
Protestant pulpits of the city, hav addressed the constitutional convention, hav conferred with the committee on preamble and bill of rights, hav written for one of the papers of
the city, hav interviewed a large number of the members of
the convention, and hav secured the activ cooperation of
some. I hav also interviewed all the resident ministers arid
hav secured their cooperation. They are to hold a meeting
at 5 P.M. to-day to consider a plan of action. Three forms
for the preltmble hav already been submitted, one in the con.

it can operate it must be ratified by a vote of the
people. In Montana the last we heard of woman
suffrage was one day when it got a vote of 33 to 33,
upon which it dropped out of sight, for the time at
least. Those who are friends to the single-tax
scheme will .be interested to leilrn that a number of
advocates of that scheme hav presented its merits.
A Mr. Buell, coming from Minneapolis on the 30hh
ult., addressed the North Dakota convention, advocating that the constitution provide for that system
of taxation. The theory that all taxes should be collected from the lands, and improvements and personal
property be exempt, is popular with ·many of the
delegates, who are desirous of adopting some plan to
reach the speculators who they say hold unimproved
land and check the de~elopment of the country.
Finally, we may add the news that the one-house legislaMon proposed in North Dakota failed of adoption.
However, our business is with the Liberals trying
to establish lasting immunity from the tyranny of
bigots, and heartily do we wish success to the noble
efforts they are making for us, and for themselvs,
and for their children, and for us all.

Our Total Church Exemption.

Another territory in which Freethinkers should
rouse themselvs to anticlerical activity is New Mexico. The constitutional convention of that prospectiv
state is about to be held. We hav good readers
there, whose eyes will be met by this, and we feel
that we must adjure them with all the fervor of half
We hav procured a copy of the preamble and other a dozen camp-meeting exhorters to exert themselvs
declarations and enactments that the National Reform and procure a pure constitution. One of these readAssociation presents in all these states for adoption, ers we will try to help now. He writes:
and· will print them for our readers :
''KINGSTON, N. M., July 27, 1889.

" PREAMBLE. We the people of the state of - - ,
acknowledging almighty God as the source of all authority,
the Lord Jesus Christ as the ruler of nations, and his will as
supreme law in civil affairs, do ordain this constitution.
"BILL OF RIGHTS. The right of all the people to one day in
seven free from common labor, for the purpose of rest and
worship, shall be forever maintained in the laws of this commonwealth.
" 2. All political power is vested in the people, and all free
governments are .founded upon that authority which through
them is derived from God.
"LEGIBLATIV DEPARTMENT. The legislature shall regulate
marriage and divorce by laws not inconsistent with Christian
morality.
" PUBLIO SoHOOLB. It shall be the duty of the legisiature
to establish and maintain a system of free public schools adequate for thee · ucation of all the children in the state between
the ages of six and sixteen years, inclusiv, in common
branches of knowledge, and in virtue and the principles of
Christian morality." • • •

The promoters of this delightful scheme then set
forth '' some of the reasons for embodying these principles in the consMtution," from which we extract:

"1. It is a fact that Uod is the source of the authority
inherent in the people. Government gets its ,power from
God, or it does not possess it at all.
" 2. It is a fact that the Lord is king of nations. .
"3. It is a fact that divine will is the higher law for
nations. Legislators must make. law on many subjects on
which God has already legislated. Should not human law
harmonize with the divine?
"4. 'The Sabbath was made for man.' It is a God-given
right. This right is inalienable. Government should protect
us in our rights. Two millions of American citizens labor
on the Sabbath. More than a hundred thousand of these are
employed in the mail service. Should not something be
done for their relief?
'' 6. There must be a standard of morals in the schoolThe New States.
We cannot record as yet a full settlement of the room, as well as a standard of definition and pronunciation
of words."

vexed questions exercising the constitution-makers
of the West. As soon as the matter is finished and
the news is a~essible, we will endeavor to present a
full account.
Ohristian partisans are present and activ, but we
are pleased to say that our side is not altogether
supine, and besides our ·special advocates there are
many good, keen-minded territory men who are showing that they hav heads fuller of common sense than
of superstitious rubbish and deference to would-be
despots. However, the battle is close. Secretary
Wylie of the National Reform Association (God-inthe-Oonstitution party) reports from one of the
scenes of action :
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These men are traitors. Let every Liberal. that
has a boy at school learning American history and
the Declaration of Independence, call the boy to his
knee and point out to him the sentiments above, and
let him know whom he has to watch against in his
coming manhood.
Among the e5orts on our side, most of which we
will notice later, there is one of such bright merit
that we will notice it in this issue. It is a letter to
the convention, in the Fargo Sunday Argus, from a
stanch Freethought defender. We will reprint a
part of it next week. In Idaho we hav gained the
eminent triumph that the Bible is forbidden to be
used in the public schools. In Montana friends of
the secular affirmatio~ made stout opposition to the
words, "So help me God," in the official oath; but
with what final success remains to be seen.
While our special interest is with Freethought
matters, other reformers are no doubt anxiously
awaiting the decisions on their several reforms. In
North Dakota the action of the legislature extending
suffrage to women has been amended so that before

" To THE EorroR OF Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, Bir: A member
of our constitutional convention asked me for information in
relation to the probable value of church property in the
United States. He wishes the information for use at the
convention which meets on September 3d next. We desire,
when this territory becomes a state, that none shall be
exempt from taxation.
·
" If you will kindly insert a few lines in your valuable
paper on the above subject, you will very greatly oblige
myself, and possibly many others.
"Most respectfully,
T. F. CHAPMAN."

It is diffi.cuit to gather from among the many and
complicated data, the exact amount involved at any
one time. The census for 1880 has been long delayed, and we are yet in process of preparing from
that and other sources a satisfactory statement on
the matter. We hope to hav it ready in time for nse by
our friend. Meantime we will furnish him with a serviceable enough estimate based upon earlier returns.
The total number of church buildings in the
United States is over one hundred thousand. The
value of these and their lands we put at $1,500,000,000. Below will be found a table, showing how this
property was, at a period a few years ago, distributed
through the various states. Unless otherwise stated,
the figures are from the United States ~ensue of
1870. Those of 1875 are from the state censuses
and the churches' year books. That for New York
is for 1870, 1875, and the last sum ($101,105, 765)
is the estimated sum of the present values of property used exclusivly for church purposes. By comparing the figures for 1870 and those (where given)
for 1875 in, say New York, for instance, the percentage of increase is seen. This increase in the older
states is largely due to the rise in value of real estate:
Alabama...........
Arkansas .... ......
Arizona.............
California.........
Colorado..........
Connecticut.......
Dakota .............
Delaware ..........
Florida.............
Georgia ...... ......
Idaho...............
Dlinois..............
Indiana.............
Iowa................
Kansas.............
Kentucky..........
Louisiana..........
Matne ...............
Maryland ..........
Massachusetts....
Michigan..........
Minnesota..........
Mississippi.........
Missouri ........ ...
Montana ... ........
North Carolina...
Nebraeka (1870,
$386,000),1875,
New Hampshire.
New York (1870,
$66,073J75f.i),
1884 ..............

$2,414,515
854,975
24,000
7,404,235
207,230
13,428,100
16,300
· 1,823, 950
426,520
3,561,955
18,200
22,664.283
11.942,227
5,730,352
1,722,700
9,824,465
4,048,525
5,200,853
12.038,650
24,488,285
9,133,816
2,401,750
2,360,800
9, 709,358
99,300
2,487,877

NewMexico(1870,
$322,621) ...... .
$365,500
New Jersey (1870,
$18 347,150).... 19,043,510
Nevada (1870,
301,450
$212,000),1874,
Ohio ( 1875)....... . 33,328,000
Oregon (1875) .. ..
51,300
Pennsylvania
(1875) ...... ...... 64,311,365
Rhode Island
(1875) ............ 5,141,400
South Carolina
(1875) ; .......... . 4,065,500
Tennessee........ .. 5,934,450
Texas (1875) .... .. 1,779,700
Utah (1875, Mormons, $1,000,000; otherChristians, $70, 900).
1,070,900
Vermont (1875) ..
4,162,400
Virginia (1875) ...
6,327,700
Washington territory(1870, $62,450), in 1875....
105,700
Wisconsin (1870,
6,905,350
$4,890, 781).....
665,150 Wyoming terri.
3,303,780
tory (1875)......
56,500
West Virginia....
1,349,600
---101,105,765
Total ......... $414,608,241
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The six leading sects which participate in this
wholesale public robbery are the Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Episcopalians, and Roman Catholics. The amounts respectivly
credited to them by the census of uno are:
Methodists ....................................................
Baptists ........................................ ;...............
Presbyterians.................................................
_Co'!gregat.ionalists ............ ..............................
Eptscopahans ..... ~ ........................................ ;.
Catholics ........................ ..............................

$73.975,581
41 608 198
53:265;256
25,069,698
36,514,549
60,985,566

Now, by computing according to the rate of
increase of church ·property; by actual additions and
the rise of real estate, during the period since 1850,
we may easily arrive at a close estimate of its value
to-day. That rate of increase has been this : It has
doubled every ten years. That this is the rate of
increase may be seen, not only from our representations, but from those of General Grant, in the
~xtract that we shall giv later on; certainly he is not
chargeable with being misled by professional Freethought animus. Now, as the figures presented are,
with trifling exceptions, those of 1870, we may for
1880 put them down doubled, in round numbers.
$800,000,000; and for 1890, $1,600,000,000. We
are willing to say, $1,500,000,000. This is in accord
with President Grant's computations. A S]lm that lty
doubling every decade had reached in 1900 $3,000,000,000 would hav been in 1890 $1,500,000,000, and
in 1880 $800,000,000. We, hav, then, in the United
States at present say $1,400,000,000 invested in untaxed church belongings. At two per cent rate of
taxation (which is an exceedingly low estimate of the
average rate) this property should bring the state
governments $28,000,000 per annum. Instead of
this, it yields not one cent of revenue. It is the
most stupendous steal on record. The so-called
river and harbor jobs and Star Route swindles were
but petty larceny in comparison. Let us, to be on
the safe side, suppose thl\t church property has not
maintained the same rate of increase (though we hav
every reason to suppose that it has, and no reason to suppose that it has not). Let us even call the
total to-day $1,00Q,OOO,OOO; still we hav the enormous sum of $20,000,000 as the amount of which
the nation is yearly defrauded.
Monarchy is maintained in Eogland at a yearly
cost to the nation of nearly $4,000,000, and the people rightfully complain of the imposition; yet the
amount of indebtedness from which the Christians
of this country are relieved by their property going
untaxed would not only support the royal family of
Great Britain, but would in ~ddition pay the salaries
of all the executiv officers of the United States many
times over. Here in America we justly complain of
the many drones who hold fat places in the public
hive (not the least of which are the chaplains in the
army and navy); yet the substance which these
absorb is not a tithe of the loss to the people caused
by church exemption. All the other public money
wasted, stolen, or unlawfully appropriated does not
equal that sum.
·
There are some grave opinions upon this matter
from the mouths of our most prominent men, that
we hav not infrequently brought to view, and they
are of so important a character that we will reprint
some of them again, that they may perhaps afford
some help to our Western friends in this their "time
of peril and need."
James A. Garfield said in Congress, June 22, 1874:
" The divorce between chUI'ch and state ought to be absolute. It ought to be so absolute that no church property
anywhere in any state, or in the nation, should be exempt
from equal taxation; for if you exempt the property of any
church organization, to that extent you impose a tax upon
the who1e community."

The New York El)ening Post, while conducted by
William Cullen Bryant, said :
"The E'Dening Post has long been of the opinion that the
American theory of a self-supporting church ought to be
carried out to its full and legitimate conclusion, and that the
separation of the church and state ought to be complete. It
should include the total discontinuance of contributions of
public money, direct or indirect, to the support of any religious establishment. We hav never been able to see the
slightest difference in principle between the appropriation of
a certain sum of money raised by tax to a particular church,
and a release of that church from a tax- on its property to the
same amount. The cost of the benevolent act in either case
falls upon the taxpayers generally."

President Grant, in. his annual message of 1875,
recommended the passage of a constitutional amendment for the more complete separation of church and
state, and referred to "the rapid .increase of this
exempt property as follows :
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" In connection with this important question, I would also·
call· your attention to the importance of correcting an evil
that, if permitted to continue, will prob~bly lead to great
trouble in OW' land before the close of $he nineteenth century. It is the acquisition of vast amounts of untaxed
church property. In 1850, I believe, the chUI'ch property of
the United States, which paid no tax, municipal or state,
amounted to about $87,000,000. In 1860 the amount had
doubled. In 1870 it was $354,483,587. By 1900, without a
check, it is safe to say this property will reach a sum exceeding $3,000,000,000. So vast a sum, receiving all the protection and benefits of government, without bearing its proportion of the burdens and expenses of the same, will not be
looked upon acquiescently by those who hav to pay the
taxes. In a growing country, where real estate enhances so
rapidly with time as in the United States, there is scarcely a
limit to the wealth that may be acquired by corporations,
religious or otherwise, if allowed to retain real estate without
taxation. The contemplation of so vast a property as here
alluded to, ·without taxation, may lead to sequestration without constitutional authority, and through blood. I would
suggest the taxation of all property equally."

All that any person needs, to be brought to the
apprehensions for the future expressed by Grant, is
to take a course of reading in universal history of the
compass of that with which Grant was familiar. It
has everywhere been the case that where the church
has been allowed to accumulate property unchecked
it has soon verged so close upon absorbing the whole
nation that an impoverished people hav had to wrest
back their possessions by force. England had to do
it in the si_xteenth century, France at the Revolution,
and late examples are those of Italy and Mexico.
The way Americans hav been cajoled .and led by ecclesiasticism is almost enough to make one desp6ir
of hope that they hav profited by the abundant lessons of the Old World. If our Western friends can
be among the first to inaugurate the true separation
of church and state, in humanity's name let them
bend every energy to the task, and giv all of us hope
for a brighter future.
Our friends in the convention may meet With
challenges of their statements of figures. We do not
claim, as has been seen, rigidly verified accuracy for
the main results herein presented, and an error of a
small sum would no doubt be caught up and made a
to-do over by orthodox partisans. So let our friends
keep at hand what censuses for later years they can
get and whatever else useful they can get hold ofand good luck to them all.
-------4~~------

The Alexandrian Libracy.
In another column a correspondent requests information on the destruction of the Alexandrian library.
The library was the subject of three separate destructiv attacks. The first was the demolition of
half of it by fire at the siege of the city by Julius
Cmsar. As the fire was not purposed, but merely an
accident of the siege, it requires no attention from
us. The next two attacks upon the library were
purposed, and are thus the ones to be noticed.
Christianity now arose. It secured to its side the
emperor Theodosius; he directed the Christian bishop
of Alexandria, Theophilus, to destroy the library.
Theophilus executed the order, dispersing the books
in every quarter, and they hav never been recovered.
The emperor, our correspondent will notice, was not
Constantine, but Theodosius.
A part of the collection was still left. In 642 the
Mohammedan caliph Omar, being in power, gave this
order : If the books cont~ed the same doctrine as
the Koran, they could be of no use, since the Koran
contained all necessary truths; if they contained anything contrary to that book, they deserved destruction ; so, whatever were their contents, they were to
be burnt. Pursuant to this order, they were distributed among the numerous public baths, to be used
in providing the fires; in which use they lasted six
months.
Thus did this magnificent collection of wisdom and
science fall victim to religious fanaticism, Christian
and Mohammedan.
--------~~~-------

Elimination of Inconstant Factors.
In endeavoring to ascertain the cause of any given
class of effects, the rule of logic is, to eliminate,
among the many intermingled factors each one of
which is suspected of being the cause, those factors
that are inconstant. The remaining constant factor,
present in. all cases, is plainly the cause. Now, an
effect whose cause we wish to ascertain is, our present civilization. So we must examin all the countries
in which civilization is present, and eliminate all the
factors that are by chance present in some countries
but not in others, that is, inconstant. The remain-
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ing constant factor, present in all countries, will
plainly be the cause.
The honor of being the-cause of our civilization is
claimed by Christians for their religion, and also by
Rationalists for Freethought and material development. Application of the logical method givs a test
that is decisiv. On the one hand, every country that
has civilization has Freethought and material development, commenced- to get civilization not when it
had merely Christianity but when it commenced to
get Freethought and material development, and now
has civilization in degree just proportioned to its degree of Freethought and material development. On
the other hand, those countries that hav Christianity
only, and hav not Freethought and material development, remain still without civilization. Christianity,
then, is an inconstant factor, and is not the cause;
Freethought and material development, then, is a
constant factor, and is the cause.
Having made the general statements, it remains to
name the particular facts in proof. To name the
countries that hav civilization, along with Freethought and material development, is unnecessary;
the list is lengthy, and we all know them. To name
the countries that are without civilization, having
Christianity but not Freethought and material development, is what we will now proceed to do.
There are two such countries, and they afford us
excellent test cases. One is Spain. Her situation,
on a peninsula, the only contiguous country being
France, with whom she has always had a hostility
that prevented the introduction of French or other
improvements, has helped to preserve her isolated
from other nations. The other cause of her isolation has been her religious bigotry. At all events,
here she has been isolated for centuries. All this
time she has been the most intensely, fiercely, hotly
Christian nation in the world. Has this Christianity
of which they boast produced in her civilization !
No. She is a semi-barbarous country to-day.
Abyssinia is the next example. Christianity was
introduced there in the year 300. It has flourished
luxuriantly. It has caused the Abyssinians to rave,
kneel, pray, cringe, split into sects, kill, persecute,
and tell lies about one another. In short, it has had
all its legitimate effects. But owing to the geographical situation of Abyssinia, Freethought and
material civilization did not get in, and to-duy the
Abyssinians are savages.
Besides these two countries, a late dispatch from
Paris calls our attention to another that will probably serve as an example:
"PARis, July 16th.-A letter has been received by the
Paris Geographical Society announcing that Count Teleki,
who a while ago discovered the big lake Basso.Narok in east
central Africa, found a Christian tribe to the north of this
lake. They liv about three hundred miles southwest of
Abyssinia. No white man or nativ missionary has ever been
among them as far as they know, and Count Teleki is the
first to giv any information about them. He believes that at
some distant period "in the past they hav had relations with
the Christian Abyesinians. About eight hundred years ago
a princess of the Jewish faith drove out the reigning dynasty
in northern Abyssinia, and for a centUI'y the Christians were
bitterly persecuted. It is thought probable that during this
era some Abyssinian families escaped to the south and
founded Christian colonies, from whom sprung the Christian
natin whom Teleki has found surrounded on all sides by
paganism. Their religion is a very debased form of Christianity, but considerable New Testament history has been
handed down to them in traditions, and they hav a priesthood, the cross, and other emblems of Christianity."
.

Now, are these savages in any degree elevated
above surrounding 'tribes T Does the explorer say
he finds in them the arts and sciences of civilization T
If Christianity produces all such good things, why
has it not produced them there T Why the remarkable exception! Why do we not read of the explorer,
astounded, emerging from encircling tribes ?f low
negro trash sunk in their wicked heathen beliefs, to
a state of towers and palaces, learning and justice,
triumphant proof to be thundered at us from pulpits T
Information of some such thing is sadly wanted.
E. J. Foss, of Rochester, is informed that the chaplains of
Congress. each draw nine hundred dollars per session for
their useless prayers. The state legislatures pay them various sums, usually five dollars per prayer. That is the rate
in this state, and the ministers draw it promptly.
THosE Christians who deny reason to the lower animals
are confronted by Sir John Lubbock with many adverse
facts, such as the apparent ability of a wasp to count as high
as twenty-four, an ability not shared by all races of savages,
and its power of knowing beforehand whether one of its eggs
will become a ma~e or female. If the former, the mother
wasp puts five insects in the nest for the grub to eat. If the
latter, ten, as the female is larger.
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l,.tfttrs protl( r/Jritnds.
WELLESLEY, MAss., July 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot tell you how much I rejoice that Tru:
TRUTH 8¥-EKRR so fearlessly and so persistently faces the foe
for free thought, free speech, and free press, whatever the
E. M: F. DENTON.
form in which that foe appears.
BRAGGVILLE, MASS., July 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR·, Inclosed please find check· for $5. I hav
had TFiE TRUTH SEEKER for one year and wish to renew my
subscription. I hav got a new subscriber, Mr. Jesse Albro.
Every little helps. I like the paper very much. I see some
find fault with its size; others think it is too Liberal, others
think it is not Liberal enough, and one is afraid to let his
Christian frknds even see it. Heston is grand. Don't get
discouraged. Your paper is doing a great work.
Yours for Truth,
T. N. SHERMAN.

ST iO. i889.

of his faith or way of thinking. His memorial card will be
in accordance with his faith.
Now, Mr. Editor, a few words in regard to Mr. Wana_
maker. Though a strong Republican, in his case you hav
my strongest sympathy, and I say, yes! "giv the devil his
due," by kicking Wanamaker out of office. A man that will
so far forget his duty in office as to prostitute it to the church
power, ought to get out apd let a man of brains take his
place. Oh, how long, and· yet how long, will men be fools?
I close, wishing Tru: TRUTH SEEKER friends a hearty good.
speed, Heston included. May his pictures never grow less.
I am, most truly yours,
J. L. ToMPKINS.

ing and anxious to hold their noses on the grindstone while
the members of their " party" turn the crank. Here in this
neighborhood, within a radius of three miles, I can point out
eleven empty farmhouses, some of them quite good houses
for this country, and barns, with a windmill or two thrown
in-farms mortgaged· and people gone.
This is a sad illustration, but it is true, and can be dupli.
cated in dozens of places·in northwestern Nebraska.
t hav lately been honored with a copy· of the new "Cosmian Hymnbook." To say that every Liberal in tbe land
should hav .the " Cosmian ·Hymn book " would only be to reiterate what others hav said of other books, but it would .be
a fine thing nevertheless. I mean fine for all Liberals to hav
the book, and that the book itself will be fine .also.
Liberalism needs music to unite, harmonize, and elevate
its mtmbers. 'l'he people in the churches know what a
power their music is to draw the crowd. The grand church
organ is the principal part of the church paraphernalia. It
is the music as much as the mystery that holds the machinery together. As Brothers Bell, Burnham, Shaw, and Kelso,
nodoubt, often said in their palmiest Methodist day~, "Now
is the accepted time "-to prepare for the coming camp"
meetings and summer gatherings, and remember that you
want a s"ng.book, and not be playing peelt-a.boo over your
neighbor's shoulder. Send to the Truth Seeker Company
for one.
MARY BAIRD FIKOH.

WALTON, INn., July 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As I esteem you as a bold champion in the
cause of truth and science, I write you to-ilay to let you
know that I yet liv. You may hav but little knowledge
of me. I am the man that introduced the first copy of THE
TRUTH SEEKER in Case county, in D. M. Bennett's time. I
yet liv, but havhad. to go through hell and damnation. I am
NATIONAL CITY, CAL., July 19, 1889.
now old; I am in the seventy-third year of my life. I hav
MR. EDITOR: I see your California correspondents are sunk $11,000 by misplaced confider:ce in those I thought
wide-awake, and cum pare very well with other states. Here friends, but who hav been my worst enemies. I inclose to
we hav no Sunday laws, although the church is not satisfied. you a card showing my style of business-hotel-keeping in
Every sesr.ion of the legiolature the representativ of the old Walton, Ind. Seven years ago Ilost every dollar I had. I
chestnut is there in full force praying for special Sunday am struggling yet to sustain myself on the principle of.
laws. But our legislators are intelligent, and are thoroughly honor.
PORTSMOUTH, 0., July 14, 1889.
posted on modern as well ae ancient history, and they do not
If you see R. G. Ingersoll, the greatest reformer the world
MR. Em TOR: A few days shice I attended the funeral of a
propose to let the state go over to the superstitious orthodox has ever known, tell him I hav not forgotten him since my
loved and lov.ivg daughter, sister, and friend. She had died
element-to make stringent religious laws for the wholesome interview with him at the Murdock House at Logansport.
in the morning of young womanhood, and while the silvery
secular majority to liv under.
A. N. BuRGl!SB.
D. ENGLER.
Yours respectfully,
rays were falling from the east. The services were held in the
SKowviLLE, VA., July 30, 1889.
NEw HARTFORD, !A., July 22, 1889.
Second Presbyterian church, and were conducted by Rev.(?)
MR. Enll'OR: I hav just been reading about the "Phantom
MR. EDITOR: Watson Heston's illustrations are immense, C. L. Work. His discourse was fearful; it waR the most
Cities" in Yucatan which hav been so long a mystery to the and I want to thank him and THE TRUTH BEEKER for them. cruel thing I ever listened to. He gave no consolation to the
world, aud from which no man returns to tell the tale after His last, "Decline of the· Papacy in Italy," give nearly a broken-hearted parents, to the weeping brothers and sisters,
having started to find them. The country being so inacces- three hundred years' history at a glance. That great bag of or to the sad friends who had collected to join in the last
sible to explorers and the mission of the traveler so fraught wind, the pope, was prodigious, both for power and evil, in rites. No devil could hav done worse. In the course of his
with danger, why could not some of the spirit-historians take 1600. Now the wind is all out of him, in Italy at least, but remarks he attacked the platform dance, and drew those
the trip and giv us a description of the cities and their inhab- we fear not in the United States. This country will witne~s (among whom were members of bis own flock) who had
itants, and perhaps point out a way whereby they can be the last death throes of popery, and that page in history will recently attended over the coals, and predicted damnation to
safely entered by living explorers?
be blacker than any that has preceded it. That hideous old all who persisted in attending the merry.go-round. He said
One such test as this would be worth innumerable mes. monster, more devilish in heart than hell was ever pictured,· his "almighty friend," that is, the Presl;>yterian God, had
sages such as are usually given by the phantoms of the will make this country red with blood before it give up the fixed the life of each and all; none could shorten or lengthen
spirit-world. Will some friend tell us why this has not long ghost; and the spa wnfrom the mother church, Protestantism, their allotted time; and as for himself he did not desire to liv
since been done, and why it·cannot now be done?
will help on the cursed work.
past the date fixed for his departure by his God. I am
· ELMINA,
"The Lady of the Club," by Helen N. Gardener, in the last inclined to disbelieve this, for only a short time ago he was
TRUTH SEEKER, should be read by every man and woman in taken ill, and like sane people he had a physician called in.
CINOINNATI, 0., July 20, 1889.
:MR. EmTOR: Are there any free Americans? I sincerely the civilized world. Let every truth seeker read it, at Why? He wanted to be himAelf again and liv. The man of
· Very truly yours,
MRL PIEROE.
medicin ministered to kis. wants, and he got well. By so
hope there are milliot;B, and if so, it is quite time for them least.
doing he may hav thwarted the plans of the infinit Calvinto wake up in a grand body, full of power, patriotism, and
July 24, 1889.
istic. Does he not l!onow that for every effect there is a cause,
resolve, and see to it uow, without delay, that their noble
MR. EDITOR: There has been such .a striking case of Chrisrepublic fall not under the .vile and de~potic power and rule tian charity in our village I cannot refrain from writing. In and for every cause an effect? The disease he was afflicted
with had its origin, its causE>, which was traced by the
of the Roman pontiff, who. seeks the life of this great nation,
the early part of this season a stranger came to Mr. W. S. phy~ician in attendance. Had he not been properly treated
to cru8h out its liberties, and make it a hotbed and stampingJohnstone and hired to him to work on the farm. After
ground for swarms of lazy priests, monks, nuns, beggars, about three weeks had expired the family of the aforesaid the effect would hav been different, and the probability is he
would hav died. He certainly knows enough to know that
and pests of all sorts. Bro:her patriots, I think I hear a roar
hired man came to PoCIIhontas, hired a house, and moved a good dose of poison would· kill him, and that fire would
of voices from every portion of this free republic, with a deinto it. As Mr. Johnstone resided two miles distant, the
termined shout, No, no; it never shall be! America shall hired man's going to see his family, who had recently come burn him, and water drown him. According to his idea the
innocent man who dies on the gallows meets that terrible end
be ever fn·e from church power, king power, and all other
to town, gave rise to suspicion which resulted in the arrest justly, and in accordance with the will of his God. Frightpowers which seek to destroy the freedom of this land.
of said hired man, who proved to be an escaped convict from ful is the doctrin of the Presbyterian church. I cannot for
Unity, liberty, and fraternity shall ever resist all foes.
Indiana state prison. After two days of incarceration the the life of me see how a person calling himself a man can
T. WINTER.
prisoner was sent back to his former place of imprisonment, occupy a pulpit and advocate the five points of Calvinism.
his family remaining in our town of Pocahontas. A few
Strange and wild are the thoughts which flash across the
MINNE.ArOLIB, MINN., .July 22, 1889.
Mn. Enn·oR : Inclosed find the price of '' Bible Inquirer" days later the oldest girl fell sick of a fever. The mother intellectual sphere of the average Christian. For instance:
and "What Liberalism Offers in Place of Christianity." 1 prevailed on the doctor to visit her daughter, who left med- In walking around the national cemetery near Richmond,
hav been on this side of the water now five years, and all this icin, leaving directions that it should be given every hour. Va., where lie buried the Union soldiers who perished during
time I hav been at sea as regards religion, but without read- During nearly a week's illness, which nearly proved fatal, the late Rebellion, you find some very funny epitaphs, of
ing anything but the Catholic literature that I was brought in a Christian town with three churches and pulpit-pounders, which this is a sample:
up in the midst of. I hav come to the conclusion to join the one poor Infidel living three miles away from town was all
When I was young and in my prime,
It pleased the Lord to end my time.
minority, and unfurl my banner to the comforting breeze of that showed any sympathy. The family was destitute
And Jesus Ohrlst., he did think best
science. Every little Freethought scrap I find I gulp down of food and fuel only for the charity of this one Infidel. One
To tako me to a place of reft.
with an appetite that surprises me when I think of it. There Christian lady proved her fidelity to the Christian religion
The Seventh Day Adventists are gaining ground in this
is some strange comfort in every line of such writings, vastly by saying that I should be egged for showing them kindness.
Up near Franklin Furnace are several families who
locality.
Her
rame
is
Lilly
Jet.
That
is
the
kind
of
lilies
Christian.
differing from that which I was by accident-as far as I had
anything to say about it-brought up in by dead, heavy, ity produces. Had this lady never seen a Bible or heard a are ardent followers. They never fail to work on Sunday,
but on Saturdays they rest. This they claim is the right
dull, nightmareish (if you'll allow such an adjectiv) prayers, sermon she might hav been a lady of good feeling.
I wish to say that the Freethinkers' Hymnbook I hav seems Sabbath. The preachers hav no love for them.
the Eame thing night and morn day after day and year after
The prospects for a Liberal organization in this city are
year. I cannot do without such. mental comfort as· Free- to be a gem. I sing my songs in the family circle where I
highly
flattering. This winter will find them fully organized,
am
living,
and
although
they
are
all
Catholics
the
songs
are
thought pamphlets giv, havi.ng once tasted it.
admired. The old lady of the house has now got the with a firm grip on the torch of reason.
·.Yours, etc., for truth,
HuGH ·MAoM.AIION.
The other day I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. John
book in ·her hand silently perusing its cont.ents. She has had
LAKE CITY, lA., July 11, 1889.
me transcribe two of them for her, and now she interrupts Downes, of Steubenville, 0. He is a highly intelligent man,
MR. EDITOH: I wish to say a few words in regard to my me to ask me to transcribe another, so the good work goes on. and when I grasped his hand I thought, Of just such is the
brother's death as many good Christians claim an Atheist
I wish to say before I close that the article in our paper grand body of liberty-makers. He freqnently writes for
cannot die happily. I say Atheist, for that is what he was, entitled, "The Lady of the Club," made a great impression THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I find his epistles all gems, dazzlers,
pure and simple, perhaps the most outspoken Freethinker in upon me, and I sent the paper by mail to an old Presbyterian as it were, in the crown of Freethinkers.
wILL s. ANi>REB.
the county he lived in, and could repeat more of Colonel preacher in hopes it will soften him.
Ingersoll's writings than any man I ever saw, and would do
Long liv the grand . old TRUTH BBBKER. From your
so after being so weak he would stop and rest for lack of brother in the cause of Liberalism,
CoLUMBus, KAN., July 20, 1889.
breath. He accepted death more willingly than anyone I
Ex-R&v. JosEPH N. MAXEY.
Mn. EDITOR: Now that Mrs. Hayes is dead, and is, or is to
ever sav/, saying he had no respect for a God that was not as
be, in the Methodist heaven, and her praise is on the tongues
good as himself, for he would not damn one of his children
FRENCHTOWN, NEB., July 18, 1889.
of all orthodox, all Republicans, and especially all Methodone hour for all the money on. earth.
MR. EDITOR: I hav no doubt E. W. Miner, of Hay Springs, ists, I feel to express a few thoughts in connection with her
Tne nearer he came to death the more absurd the orthodox is doing a laudable work trying to colonize Liberals, and I and D. M. Bennett, whose praise is on the tongues of all
doctrin appeared to him. All he desired was an eternal rest. sincerely· hope he will succeed ; but if he could come to this truth-loving, God.hating-1 mean the orthodox, Jewish, perAfter a lingering sickness, how sweet to lay life's. burden county, which is older by several years than the one he live sonal God-humanity-loving tongu.es. Ten years ago I did
down! For the s1ke of wife and fashion, he was willing a in, I can show him nine out of every ten farms under mort- much traveling on foot over this county and pleaded in
Universalist minister might preach a funeral sermon. The gage. It is not that it is Nebraska, but for the reason of behalf of D. M. Bennett, for I was full of sympathy, and of
funeral was one of the largest ever held in the village of nabobs at court who draw the strings while the common moral indignation that -the noblest Roman of us all, the great
Watertown. He stopped the usual amount of lies told at the people dance-in other words, bankers who are allowed to moral hero of justice and liberty, should be sent to prison by
death of a Freethinker by his many expressions of willing- hold a" corner" on money, while others contract the cur- those who were vastly his inferiors in intellectual and moral
ness to die, without a single regret.
rency and manipulate affairs expressly to make hard times, power and manhood; who had outraged all.just legal law
Thus passes away E. G. Tompkins, of Watertown, 0., in so that farmers and everybody else must borrow money and and moral law. I circulated a petition and got five hundred
his fifty-ninth year of age, a firm skeptic from childhood, fill the coffers of banker princes. Once I thought that bor- names for the release of our beloved brother Bennett. I also
::l ways having done right for the love of right and fellow-man, • rowing money was only an epidemic that would pass away wrote a private letter to the president, as earnest, logical,
in the place of Jesus, that no one can understand. He leaves when it had rtJn He ceurse, but now I know it is the result pathetic, and humane as my indignation and the "divinity
1
a wife and four daughters, three married and one single, all i of a conspiracy to rob and plunder the people who are will- , stirring within me" impelled me to make it.
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The United States attorney had said that" Cupid's Yokes" I learned rabbis, asked the members of the conference a few Liberals deplore the credulity of the laity far more than the
was not an obscene book; for the selling of that book Ben- questions concerning the coming of the messiah. But as no duplicity and malt dictions of the clergy.
Mr. Thompson cites "man's limited knowledge" as a
nett was imprisoned; eminent lawyers had confirmed that one was able to answer his questions he began to study the "reason" to show the follv of an Atheist and as an evidence
decision, and President Hayes was of the same opinion. subject himself, and after several months of conscientious of Theism.
It is claimed " God is infl.nit." Man is a finite being. It
Why, then, with such a. vast number of petitions and names labor came to the conclusion that Jesus of Nazareth was the
and so many manly, humane, and unanswerable letters before real messiah. It is unnecessary to add that he abandoned is impossible for the finite to comprehend the infinit, hence
we. can hav no conception of God. 'fhe Materialists claim
him, did he, President Hayes, not exercise his individuality, Judaism and became a prominent worker for Christianity, matter
is infinit and fills all space. Being finite we cannot
and letting his own sense of justice and manhood cooperate and for many years preached in Canada.
comprehend the magnitude of it; but it is divisible, and we
with his official power, reprieve D. M. Bennett? It was
So far, so good. Who is the authority for this tale and nan at least view, discuss, and understand a part of it.
chiefly because Mrs. Hayes, his wife, impelled by blind big. what has become of the ex-rabbi is unknown to me, as the Knowledge is gained only through the five senses. Someotry, zPal, and prejudice, used her prestige and influence of Rev. Mr. Wray did not enlighten us on this subject. He thing that cannot act upon at least one of these senses we
hav no knowledge of.
position, in conjunction with the whole orthodox church- only added that his son, Brother Jacob Freshman, is the can"Man's
limited knowle(Jge " indeed 1 This will do if
for that administration was dominantly Methodist, as the pastor of a Hebrew-Christian church in New York. So I applied to infinity. But if the ·reverend gentleman and
present one is Presbyterian. All denominations and all the am inclmed to think that the story must be credited to the myself happen to be under the painful ban of ignorance, ~e
leading priests who advocate and pray to an avenging and son of the ex-rabbi. But here is another story, which Mr. should not discourage investigators and attempt to bamsh
research by applying such language to the grand old sages
inhuman God were against th.e president's reprieving D. M. Wray heard from Brother Jacob Freshman himself.
hav unearthed sublime truths· and suffered martyrdom
Bennett, and thus he suffered-and thus he triumphed at hst
A young German Jew, a son of very.wealthy parents and that
to bring the world to the int.ellectual plane which it now occuover his enemies, and thus also gave an impetus to truth and a man of great learning and intelligence, lost faith in the pies. Mr. Thompson asserts: "Atheism cannot be proved."
liberty in no other way attainable. Had Abraham Lincoln, saving power of Judaism, and the problem of human destiny It is not necessary to prove a negativ. The one that affirms
with a moral backbone, or "Old Hickory," been pr, aident, · here and herpafter and the great question, What must we do shall prove. Suppose I should say, "Mr. Thompson, I saw
''by the eternal," D. M. Bennett would hav been released as to be saved? so terrified him that he indeed felt very miser- a monster out in t.he Pacific ocean as gigantic as one of these
He would reply, "I do not believe it."
soon as the telegraph could hav spoken from Wu.shington able. His father could see no reason why his son, with all mountains."
"Then, sir, if you cannot prove there is not one, then it is
to Albany. Looking at the picture of Mrs. Hayes, I ·am his wealth and luxury, should be unhappy. But the youth an evidence there is one." I hope the revetend gentleman
impressed that as a whole she was far superior to the average replied sadly: "Of what avail are the riches of the whole cau see the futility of his mode of philosophizing. He asks,
of women in intellect and moral and spiritual power. It was world if I sballlose my soul?" Finally he happened to read " What is matter? What is mind? Foree is a mystery.
her blind, pervbrted, and misused faith; her unwise and mis~ in a paper that Rabbi Freshman had found the messiah, and What is gravitation? What is light?" If the :Materialist
does not answer such questions in a twinkle the'' ftiithful"
directed zeal, her pride and ambition to lead and giv her at once he started for Canada with the great hope that so swell up in a sort of pious puff and deepen the mystery by
sectarian and Methodist proclivities full sway, that impelled soon as he shakes hands with the messiah his mental suffer- declarin~ there is a God. That is as far as they get. That
her to plead with her husband and remonstrate with all the ings are ended. He undoubtedly thought that the ex-rabbi ends allmquiry.
What is matter? It is all that is in existence-that which
fervor and persistence of religious zeal and prejudice against kept the messiah in a glass house on exhibition. But having
his reprieving D. M. Bennett, who was· greatly her superior arrived at the city where the Rev. Mr. Freshman lived, he fills all space-the universe. We can hav no knowledge of
anything but matter and its properties, bec;;use there is uolhin intellect, reason, and love of truth and humanity. I wish learned to his great grief that the ex-rabbi was absent. He ing else that can act upon the senses. What is mind? The
not to disparage or misrepresent Mrs. Hayes in any sense, was so anxious to find the messiah that he could not wait usual definition is, "The intellectual or thinking power in
and I know sLe had many noble qualities and did much till Mr. Freshman came home, and so he went to a Catholic man; the soul." (Soul here does not mean spirit.) This is
good. We are all what we are by parentage, education, and priest. Indeed, one might think that no Catholic priest is good as far. as it goes, but let me make an addition. It is a
environment. But it is hard for me to condone Mrs. Hayes to be found in Germany, happy' land. The priest explained property of matter in a certain condition. Change tl.Je condition and the property is destroyed immediately. There is
for the part she played against one of the best and noblest to him some of the Catholic mysteries and ceremonies. But but one known form of matter to which this property is
men that ever lived.
J. H. CooK.
the young Jew was indignant .. "What do I care about such attached-an organized brain. According to our knowledge
nonsense?" he exclaimed. "I want to save· my soul." it is an absolute property of matter, hence without matter
With a heavy heart he left the priest's house and concluded there can be no intellect. What is gravitation? It in forceDBTROIT, MIOH., June 21, 1889.
to wait for the only man who could show him the messiah. an inherent property of matter inseparable from it. There is
such thing as force without matter, aud where matter
MR. EDITOR: In answer to Converse Close, of Grattan, The blessed moment at last came. The ex-rabbi returned no
exists force is sure to attend. Matter is always in motion.
Mich., in his article on "Poverty and Riches," permit me to home and received the young Jew very cordially. His great Hence its transmutation is as sure as its existence. What is
state that he takes a one-sided view of the teachings of the show, however, was by no means a success. The Jew was light?' A result of heat. It has been the opinion of EcieuBible. This book says that he who runs may read, and the not convinced. It seems that instead of keeping the messiah tists for some time that li!l'ht, heat, and electricity are about
wayfaring man though a fool shall not err therein. He asks in a glass house, he kept him in an iron cage with the door the same thing only in a different form. Some modern writclaim-and very reasonably-oxygen is in the list. This
the question, Why is it that so many different creeds and always shut. At last, .seeing that his arguments did not im- ern
latter theory has many strong points if one will stop to think.
sects exist that look to that book for their guide? and claims press the Jew, he said: "Look here, my friend I You are a If I had time and space I could make my meaning more
there are two hundred different sects who all claim that they Hebrew scholar. So take your Hebrew Bible and read care- explicit, but I am compelled to hurry on.
"Something is, therefore sometbiog alw~ys was." U ~c~n
are right, using this book as their guide. Now, the fact of fully the prophecies about the messiah, especially the fiftythe matter is that such a state of ignorance exists at the pres- third chapter of Isaiah, and then compare them with the sciously he drifted on to the ground on which the Matenahst
stands-te1·ra firma. Matter. is indestructible; hence it
ent time in regard to the Bible simply because the people hav events recorded in the New Testament, and if this will not could not be created. I hold this to be an axiom. Tl!e man
not time to study it, or because they are indifferent about it. convince you that Jesus Christ was the true messiah, then that will impose upon his fiock by stnfl.i1lg tlleir credulity
No man in his senses would affirm that the gospel preached nothing will." The young Jew did so, and succeeded in with the idea that Atheist~ and Materialists believe in a
to-day is the same !IS that taught by Jesus and the apostles finding the truth. He became converted, and is now a:pillar chance universe is unfit to be a tencher of the people.
Everything we behold is in a state of growth or in a state of
eighteen hundred years ago. And yet we hav millions who of the church.
decay. The elements of the dead transmutate to the elements
do affirm it, and are not capable of seeing the difference.
Good again. These stories ought to be published in tract of the Jiving, and vice versa. Everything that _is subject to
Think, and ·compare the results of conversion in the first form and scattered by the millions. Then not a Jew would growth is subject to decay that we see on this eartll. By
century with the results of cJnversion to-day. In the first remain in the whole world. But the question is, hav they analogy may we not ~pply the same reasonin!l; ~o the planets
century when any were converted they went and sold all any resemblance of truth, or are they pure fabrications ad and bodies that exist m space? May not the oirth of a new
their possessions if they were rich, and laid them at the majo1'am lJei gloriam '! ·I cannot positivly express any opin- world be due to the death and decay of another, as well as
the rank corn is due to the crbp of clover you plowed
apostles' feet, and they lived as do Communists and had all ion, as I hav not the honor of knowing Brother Jacob Freshunder?
things in common. This proves to my mind that the same man. But I think .that Mr. A. Benjamin, who is now drivThat law that molds a tear,
And bide it trickle from its EOurce,
religion is not preached to-day, or it would hav the same ing some more n~ils into Freshman's coffin, can tell us someThat same law preserveH the earth a sphere,
results, as Jesus taught his followers that they were all thing about him and his father. Will he be kind enough to
And guidea the planets in their course.
brethren. What is the effect of conversions at the present inform us through THE TRUTH SEEKER who Freshman's
Paul said: "The world by wisdom knows not God." The
time? They are the result of superstitious fear and igno- father really was, and if he has any right to call himself the Rev. W. H. Thomas, of Chicago, said: ''I question whether or
not it is possible for o;a~. and the human !ntellect ever to
CLEMENS P. BERYLSON.
rance combined, and consequently they cannot bear any son of a rabbi?
stand without the possibility of a doubt with reference to
fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth corrupt fruit, neither
God. I never saw an argument tending to prove the existcan a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Honesty is the
ence of God that did not need another argnment to uphold
COLORADO, July 11, 1889.
first principle of religion. When the teachers of theology
MR. EDITOR : Occasionally we find among newspaper the first. Reason tries to show God and fails. It is the
become honest they will leave their superstitions and turn to managers throughout the country one that dares to print a.n heart that perceives God, but ,doubt will. ever re~n~in on :he
part of the understanding." Several Chicago divmes sane.
the Bible with their whole heart, believe in the promises
article from the pen of a Freethinker. I inclose one of my tioned what Mr. Thomas said.
made to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David, Solomon, and Jesus
It is plain that Mr. Thompson is in the rear of the ranks of
·production in reply to an extract from a sermon by a local
Christ, preached by the apostle Paul and all the rest of the
minister. I made the assertion that the Alexandrian library progre8siv Cnrislians, if indeed he care~ to progress at all:
apostles, arid they will soon find how true it is that he who
"The Athelst says in his heart there IS no God. The w1ah
was destroyed under the rule of Constantine, which is dis. is father to the thought. He does not wish moral restraint."
runa may read, and how difficult it is to err. The testimony
puted by a Freethinker here. Am I correct? I am sure I The faloity of the latter part of this assertion is so pulpn.~le
that .Jesus was born to be the king of the Jews has been perhav seen it in history, but cannot recollect where it was. it hardly needs refutation or com~ent. The AthCJEt reh~s
verted to a place beyond the skies, which is equivalent
snlely upon himself for moral rest~amt. He needs D.<l P!''t.ms
Would you please answer this for me?
to nowhere. Our polytheism is a mixture of ancient and
I find Freethinkers rather numerous out here among the of future reward or threat of pumshment to keep lum 10 ·~c
modern paganism. The religions of the nineteenth century
line of rectitude. I would refer Mr. Thompson to the pnsRockies.
Very truly yours,
A FREETHINKER.
ons in any part or the wo~ld. He w!ll no,t, find ?ne inmhte
affirm what they cannot prove. The mble says, "Prove all
Athtif'm would
Editor of the New Empire: In Tuesday's issue of the New out of one hundred that IS an AtheiSt.
things and hold fast that which is good," and, "The soul
reproduce on Ameri<;an soil.the _scen.es of 1793 ~n Pa1 is. It
Empire
I
notice
an
extract
from
a
sermon
by
the
Rev.
Mr.
that sinneth it shall die." Theology teaches the very oppoThompson, which, though savoring too much of sophistry would overthrow our ConstitutiOn, It would rum commerce
sit. Jesus says, " When thou prayest, enter into thy closet to
mislead the thinker, needs a brief rejoinder, partly to waru and the home." For rank faloity, consummate 8tupidity, _and
and shut thy door." Theology exalts the man into a place the unwary and the credulous, and partly on account of the malevolent intent, this is certainly a "boD1.1~7.a." 'l'be nght
where he may be seen and heard by aU. Neither Jesus nor malevolent, bare, and uncalled-for assertions embodied in reverend gentleman forgets that some of the 1mmort:ll h_eroes
of our Revolution-some of the fathers of our Const!lutwnMoses taught the immortality of man. Immortality is a gift his discourse.
"The fool hath said in his heart there is no God," it seems are also fathers of much of the Alheis!ll prevalent. aL th_e
to be bestowed on those who al"e worthy, according to the
preeent day. Atheism emergeR from Deism through mv~siJ.
New Testament, at some future time. The Bible says that was the basis of his sermon. Mr. Thompson charges the gation. We rejoice in the fact that some of our RevoluuooAthei&t with the asEertion, "There ia no God," but most
he who will not work should not eat. But what do the Atheists are Agnostics and simply say : "I believe there is ary sires were Deists, doubters, and.skeptw,~, e!EC we would
bishops and prelates and preachers of all churches do? Do no God." Belief does not constitute knowledge ; and to call hav had a forced" God in our Constltu~wn: Would Jeff~r
they earn an honest livelihood? Do they not rather shift the a man a fool because there has not been evidence enough son and Franklin overthrow our Consututwn were tl.Jey liVing? Would the man that wrote The Crisis overthrow
burden off their own shoulders, and lead a life of luxury and produced to convince a matter-of-fact mind of the truth of the Constitution? Read that pamphlet, .Mr. Thompson, and
an
assertion
is
certainly
unjust.
The
unbeliever
has
as
good
idleness at the expense of the toiler? · If Jesus drove them
if not better grounds to say, "You are a fool for believing then judge. The man that «rote t.h~se ;;o~ds,_" The _world
out of the temple once he will hav to do it again before the the utterances of a semi-civilized people of the past with ia my count.ry; to do good my. reli&!On, v; ~ fi?d all!1d the
sanctuary will tie cleansed. 'I'hat your re:.1.ders will take the such little evidence of the correctness of the statements." scenes of 1793. Not satisfied With hiS work m hb~rat_wg th_e
hint and examin the book with a.n honesty of purpose, that But the doubter does not do this. He respects the honest American colonies, he goes to France, and there nskmg b;s
heart's blood he redresses the wrongs of the people. Their
they may get just so far ahead of the church that she will opinions of all. And though he dislikes superstition in any cause was his soul. By opposing the guiHotin, he came
the
individuals
of
an
order
because
form,
he
does
not
malign
never be able to catch up to them again, is the sincere wish
.
they happen to be the victims of a deception. I cannot near being guillotined himself.
of the writer.
DA vm LooKHART.
For a model home let me refer the gentleman to that of
understand what he means by the" lower order of Atheists."
It is an impossibility for an Atheist to be of a low order men- the greatest "scoffer:" whose name is contaminate~ by ~be
tally. The mind that evolves from the narrow teachings of gush of all modern runters-1 mean Robert Ingerso.l. . 1_ h,,
PuRDY'S STATION, N." Y., July 11, 289.
centuries, and takes a broader, a more humane and natural Atheist knows but one broad religion, tbe only true rehg1cn
religion of humanity.
. .
MR. EDITOR: At a revival meeting held last winter at the view of all that exists, is certainly expansiv and marked -the
There has been more innocent blood shed over the r~hgw_n
Methodist Episcopal church at Purdy's Station, the Rev. Mr. with at least a degree of power not manifested by the major- of the Bible than any other one cause. For a long time. It
Wray, of Bedford, N. Y., told the following story:
ity of those that are "strong in the faith." He uses the trite
all attempts at research and advancement. In Its
and threadbare epithet" scoffer" as applicable to Liberals stiffed
.
.
.
At a conference of rabbis whwlt .once took place m Jeru. because they sometimes moderately ridicule the puff and name the famous Alexandrian library was destroyed under
A RQsno oF "l'HE RooKIES.
salem, & certain Freshman, one of the most (;l~t~e~e1 ~llg . pomp of the pulpit expounders. Let me say right here, the the regime .of Constantine.
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btl MISs SusA.N H. WIXolll, Jl'all
to whom all OommunicaUonsfO'I'

Rit~w, Ma88.,

this 00'1'ner should bs 86nt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

A Reverie.
A CHILD'S FACE IN A DBEAM.

Ah ! that face I know !
In the years long gone
I placed it •neath the snow;
On its breast a white, white roseThe heart o'erflowsBnt, in accents sweet and mild,
Thus spake the little child :
"This is what we know,
One by one the roses blow.
Robed in crimson,
Or, in vestments white as snow,
Scattering their sweet perfume,
Above, around, below,
As they go.
This is what we knowOne by one the roses go,
And as they go,
Whence they came,
Or where they go,
Ah! we ne'er shall know."
Thus spake my little child,
Spite of my dream,
As it vanished from life's
Swiftly flowing stream ;
And this is all W6 know,
And this is all we know.
Brooki!/n, N.Y.
JOSEPH WARWICK.

Helen and the Bellman.
(Fon A CARELESS LITTLE GIRL.)
Oome, 0 bellman, walk behind her I
For she loses all she can :
Hatpins, kerchiefs, ribbons bright,
Bags with 'broidery bedight,
Trifles rare from old Ja.pa.n.
Ring, bellman, ring !
Ding, dong, ding !
Who can find them 1
Come and gather,
Who would rather
Gather handkerchiefs than buy.
Gloves she'll scatter from the shop,
Pennies and half pennies drop.
Ring, bellman, ring !
Ding, dong, ding!
Who will find t.l:tem 1
Ring, bellman, loud and fast!
Helen's lost herself at last :
In a. dream she's gone astray,
Or gathering wool down fancy's way.
Ring, bellman, ring !
Ding, dong, ding!
Who can find her 1

The Little Bowery Boy.
I met a little Bowery boy,;
He was ten years old, he saidA keen-eyed child, with dirty face
And hair of fiery red.
"Sisters and brothers, little man,
How many may yon be,
And from what country did yon come?"
"We're Irish. Beven are we.
" Me brnder Mike, he's in a show
Up on de Bowery;
He is de noted tattooed Greek,
His name's Yonripadee.
"Me sister Jane's in Fourteenth street,
She is de French glass-eater.
Her name is Alphonsine Le Grand,
Say, did ye ever meet her?
"I used to be de hnma.n fly,
But only stayed a week.
Igo dead-head to all de shows
J nat like I was a freak.
" Me brndder John's de German chap
Dat 11tretches out his skin.
He'll wrap his face np in his ears,
Dey call him Herr von Glin.
" Me brndder Larry has a. snap,
Wid whiskers on his forehead,
An' he's de Rooshian dog-face boy,
De whiskers, dey was borried.
"De beautiful Oircassian girl
Up at de Grand street show,
Is sister Kate; a.n' little Ohim's
De wild man of Borneo."
" And Yet, my little man, yon said
Yon are all Irish. Pray
How can that be?" "Oome off de roof I
Oh, what a bloomin' jay !"
And then he called upon his mates:
They came with sticks and stones,
And had I not bestirred my stumps,
They would ha.v smashed my bones.
-Caroline B. Le Boto.

The Little Six.
[The recent Johnstown disaster, with its many
instances of bravery and devotion, its various
kinds of assistance promptly tendered, recalls
the following interesting episode relating to a
similar, though not so disastrous and widespread,
horror.-ED. 0. O.l

There were six of them-children-three
boys and three girls. They lived in Pennsylvania, and doubtless are living there still.
Reed White, Florence Howe, Lloyd and
Mary Barton, Zoe Farrar, and Bertie Ensworth are their names. Now, we often read
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what the little ones are saying-the following
sketch tells what they are doing. The eldest
of these six children was but twelve years old
when the good deed I am about to relate was
done.
·
It was at the time of the Ohio floods about
four years ago, and the valley of that river
was nearly devastated of its cheery dwellings.
These six children in Pennsylvania were very
much distressed at the recital of the sufferinp;s of the people in the valley of the Ohio.
They lay awake nights thinking of the dear
little children whose homes were desolated by
the angry waters. Finally, they put their
little heads together, and thought out a plan
whereby they might help a very little the
unfortunate people in the Ohio valley. They
decided to giv an entertainment. They were
familiar from babyhood with certain selectiona-many rhymes from "Mother Goose"and they knew some little poems by heart,
and also they could sing well certain ditties,
comic and pathetic. In fact, they felt certain
they had material enough for an evening's
entertainment. But, in addition, they learned
a short drama, and when all the parts were
duly prepared and learned, the brave little
six issued their invitations, and, dreseed in
their best, awaited the coming of their patrona with anxiously beating hearts and eager
interest. They came by scores and cheerfully
paid the price of admission-fifteen cents-at
the door. And it is needless to say the people were well pleased with the performance.
The drama, "Mother Goose" rhymes, and the
songs were all applauded, the rhymes and
songs receiving hearty encores. When the
children, with Reed at the jl.ead as manager,
counted up the proceeds of the entertainment, it was found that they had netted
$51.25.
How to get this sum to the sufferers they
did not know, and they held a meeting, did
the six little performers, and gravely talked
the matter over. It was, after much discussion, decided to send the money to the good
editor of the Erie IJispatclt (and the incidents
I am relating are gathered from that paper),
with a request that he would forward the
same where it would do the greatest good.
That gentleman immediately sent the amount
to Miss Clara Barton, president of the Red
Cross Association, who was then on her mission of love and mercy to the desolate hearts
in the Ohio valley.
The story of the contribution touched her
gentle heart, and, as she went about doing
good, she carried the names of the six little
children in her heart, and their gift in her
purse till she should find some case to which
it would be specially adapted. She wanted
the money to benefit some " children who
had wept on the banks of the river whose
anger had swallowed their home."
The opportunity came at last. It was at .a
place called Cave in Rock a woman and her
daughter came on board the steamer that
carried aid to the stricken ones on its banks.
The two women, thinly clad, sad and sorrowful, told their story. The elder was the
widow of a pilot who had perished two years
before from overwork. He had left her with
sii children all dependent upon her for bread
and meat. The children were like steps of
stairs, the youngest a little baby girl. They
had all done what they could and worked
very hard after the father died to keep their
little farm. But the· floods came and two of
their three horses had been lost. All but
three of their thirty hogs died of cholera,
many of their hens and chickens were destroyed, yet they did not despair, but toiled
on.
Again the flood came and the mad waters
rose and splashed into the very door, and
they had to flee into an old log cabin near by
that they used for a corn-crib. The wind
and the storm swept over their house, and
they watched it tearfully but hopefully. One
morning they looked out on the rushing
river in its wild march and saw it bearing
away their dear old home with all their household goods. Then, indeed, did they sorrow
-that mother and the six children clinging to
her garments. .But they wiped their eyes and
made the best of the little they had left. They
made the corn-crib tidy, and looked toward
the future with courage. It was a pitiful
sight-the brave woman and her six children
smiling through tears, hopeful in dire misfortune, making the best of the trials that had
come upon her, watching for the silver lining to the dark cloud.
Everything around seemed to forbid the
starting of a :new home from the wreck of
the old one, and Miss Barton asked the
mother if she wouldn't like to go back to her
childhood's home in Indiana..

I

What do you think she said, that brave,
hopeful mother?
"Here," she said, "I hav been happy.
My children were born here. Here my hueband died. Yonder is his grave. I wouldn't
like to go away and leave him here alone. I
would like to stay here near his grave. Otit
of the wreck of the old house I would like to
build a little home, higher on the bank so that
the floods would not reach it. We can make
a crop this year; the land is ours."
All who listened cried in sympathy as she
talked. The children smiled yes to all she
said, and the remnant of the flock of hens in
their clatter seemed to say, "Yes," too.
Dr. Hubbell, Miss Barton's agent, looked
inquiringly at Miss Barton. " Here are six
little children," he said.
Then the story of the six in Pennsylvania
was told, and the mother was asked if the
money they had sent, with another half hundred, would help get up the house.The tears coursed over her cheeks. When
she could speak she said, in trembling but
hopeful tones: " With the aid of my good
boys I can do it."
.
So the money was placed in her hands, and
boxes of clothing and bedding was put at her
disposal.
Miss Barton inquired if she would like to
giv the new house an appropriate name when
completed.
A bright smile illumined the worn, sad
face, a emile such as had not shone there for
many a weary day.
"It shall be called' The Little Six,'" said
the mother.
And away on the banks of the great river
the house undoubtedly stands to-day, a cosy
shelter to that mother and her six children,
and a memento of the efforts of the other six
children whose little hands and pitying hearts
went out in such love and tenderness to the
homeless and unfortunate on the banks of the
rolling river.
From the kind and thoughtful act of the
six childreD. in Permsylvania, hav started
clubs of childreN in many places. Little
helping hands, baby fingers even, hav joined
in work to relieve the troubles and sorrows
of other little ones less fortunate. From the
little seed dropped by that one kindly act
hav sprung the hardy plants that hav flowered
into hope, love, joy, gratitude, courage,
whose fragrance reaches far and wide, and
blesses everywhere it goes.

'fhe Flying Machine Problem.
The reason of this wonderful effectivness
of the animal machine is obvious. See how
this machine has been gradually perfected
throughout infinit ages, especially in birds.
During the whole geological history of the
earth this machine has been steadily improving in structure of skeleton, energy of muecle,
and rapidity of combustion of fuel, by struggle for life and survival of only the swiftest,
the most energetic, and the hottest-blooded,
until an almost incredible intensity is reached
in birds. Moreover, in them everything is
sacrificed to the supreme necessity of ·flight.
Viscera, skeleton, legs, head, all are made as
small and light as possible to make room fer
the great pectoral muscles working the wings.
Add to this the exquisit structure of the
wings and feathers, adapting them for the
greatest effectivness, and we must admit that
a bird is an incomparable model of a fiying
machine.
No machine that we may hope to devise,
for the same weight of machine, fuel, and
directing brain, is half so effectiv. And yet
this machine; thus perfected through infinit
ages by a ruthless process of natural selection, reaches its limit of weight at about fifty
pounds I I said, "weight of ·machine, fuel,
and directing brain." H~re is another prodigious advantage of the natural over the
artificial machine. The flying animal is its
own engineer, the flying machine must carry
its engineer. The directing engineer in the
former (the brain) is perhaps an ounce, in the
latter it is one hundred and fifty pounds.
The limit of the flying animal is fifty pounds.
The smallest possible weight of a flying machine, with its necessary fuel and engineer,
even without freight or passengers, could not
be less than three hundred or four hundred
pounds.
Now, to complete the argument, put these
three indisputable facts together : 1. There
is a low limit of weight, certainly not much
beyond fifty pounds, beyond which it is impossible for an animal to fly. Nature has
reached this limit, and with her utmost effort
has failed to pass it. 2. The animal machine
is far more e:ffectiv than any we may hope to
make; therefore the limit of the weight of a

successful flying machine cannot be more
than fifty pounds. 3. The weight of any
machine constructed for flying, including
fuel and engineer; cannot be less than three
or four hundred pounds. Is it not demonstrated that a true flying machine, self-raising,
self-sustaining, self-propelling, is physically
impossible ?-Popull1!l' Science Montltly.

Aberdeen English.
Socrates excelled in the art of asking questions, because he put his questions in words
easily understood. An English clergyman
and a lowland Scotsman, examining an Aberdeen school, failed, because they did not
adopt the Socratic method.
" Would you prefer to speer the boys, or
that I should speer them?" asked the master
of the school. The Englishman, being told
that @peer meant to question, desired the
master to proceed. He did so, and the boys
answered many questions as to the exodus of
the Israelites from Ep;ypt.
"·I would like to speer the boys," then said
the clerp;yman·. "Boys, how did Pharaoh
die?" Not a boy answered.
"I think, sir," said the Low lander, " that
the boys don't understand your English accent. Let me try what I can make of them."
In the broadest Scotch he asked: " Hoo did
Phawraoh dee ?" Again a dead silence.
"I think, gentlemen," said the master,
"you can't speer these boys; I'll show you
how to do it." -Then turninp; to the scholars :
"Fat cam to Phawraoh at his hinder end?"
"He was drooned," answered the boys.
The master explained that in the Aberdeen
dialect " to dee " means to die a natural
death ; hence the perplexity of the boys, who
knew that Pharaoh did not die in his bed.

Correspondence.
PHII.ADELPHIA., July 23, 1889.
MY DEA.R MIBB WixoN: I hav been reading the Children's Corner of TEE TRUTH
SEEKER for many weeks. I like the letters
and also the pictures, as pa explains them
every week to us. I hav three other sisters
who like the pictures. Pa takes all the Liberal papers. He takes us to the hall every
Sunday ; he is secretary of the meeting. We
hav a pet bird. It is a robin, and such a
p;ood singer he wakes us up in the morning.
Pa says he is one year older than I am, and I
was eleven last month. As this is the first
letter I ever wrote, I hope to see it in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I shall be very proud to
show it to my sisters. Before I close I wish
to say we love your " Story Hour" very
much. What do you think of my writinp; at
my age ? From your loving young FreeELEANOR LoNGFORD.
thinker,
[Eleanor writes very well for one of her
age-a strong, good hand. We are much
obliged for her letter, and hope she will write
again-also her sisters, if old enough.-ED.
C. C.]

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, S1.50.

.Apples of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 1~mo, 383pp., $1.25
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

eome and Interesting Book, Without Snperstitiqnt for Ohi~dren and Youth. ~·he Only FreethinKers' Children's Story-Book ever iesned.
66 full-page illustrations and »5 smaller; large
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, iUUI!trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

NOW It.EADY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILED BY
L. K. W ASHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver during the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a. fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investtga!or. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. · It is now ready fol' delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
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Obituary.
On July 22d, at Howard, Kan., Ulysses A.
Buckingham ceased to move amongst us
and joined the quiet dead. His illness was
of short duration His health bad not been
good, but we saw no cause for alarm
until about thirty-six hours before his death.
His disease was urremia. Mr. Buckingham
was born in the town of Essex, Conn., in
1843, and was nearly forty-six years of age.
. He was an Agnostic without" variableness or
shadow of turning." With his mantle of
Infidelity wrapped about him, he calmly
faced the end of all things terrestrial, and
gave to the world another proof that the
presence of Charon and his boat is no cauB!l
for alarm to a mind supported by the revelations of science. Mr. Buckingham possessed
warm and generous sympathies. He was an
affectionate husband and a kind parent. He
was on activ worker in the present labor
reform. He gave with an ample hand to all
benevolent reforms Howard mourns the loss
of one of her best citizens, and Liberalism
one of its substantial pillars.
P. VAN HYATT.
Fall River, Kan., July 28, 1889.

similar-the more are we impressed by the
absence of any serious necessity in the forms
we ourselvs are accustomed to. Each race,
each class, each section of the population,
each un.it even, vaunts its own habits of life
as superior to the rest as the only true and
legitimate forms, and peoples and classes
will go to war with each other in their assertion of their own special belief and practices,
but the question that rather presses upon the
ingenuous and inquiring mind is whether any
of us hav got hold of much true life at all.Home Journal.
------~HH.------

Remsburg as a Lecturer.
The Cedar county (Neb.) Nonpariel contains the following notice of J. E. Remsburg's
lectures recently given at Hartington, Neb.:
By an oversight we failed to mention last
week the lecture, "False Claims," F:iven the
previous Friday evening by Mr. J. E. Remsburg, one of the most widely known Fieethouj!,ht orators in America. A fair audience
greeted him, but not so large a one as the eminent gentleman and his lecture were entitled
to. Suffice to say; that from a Radical, or
Infidel standpoint, the lecture was a good
one, and to those who do not believe in the
Bible was a rare treat. Church-members did
not turn out very numerously, but we should
think that all thinking people would hav a
desire to hear all sides to all questions.
The Freethinkers of Hartington were so
well pleased with his address that imme<liately after its close they made arrangements
·for his return to Hartington to giv them three
more lectures.
He hictured all last week in Yankton, returning here on. Saturday. In the evening he
lectured upon Thomas Paine, giving his history, his works, his beliefs, and giving quotations from many eminent men, chief among
whom were the first five presidents of the
United States, besides a number of other of
our presidents (including Lincoln), paying
high t1 ibute to Paine. Thomas Jefferson,
while president, sent_a government vessel to
Europe, to be at the service of Paine, on his
return to this country. Mr. Remsburg also
cited history, showing how the brightest
minds of the world hav paid tribute to the
works and memory of Paine, who believed
in doing unto others as he wished to be done
by, and yet was not a "Christian." This
noble man was persecuted while alive, and
has been decried as a drunkard and immoral
wretch by the church ever since !
The lectl!re Sunday afternoon was "Bible
Morals;" Sunday evening he gave us "The
Sunday Question." The afternoon lecture
was not so well attended as it should hav
been, but the evening lecture was more largely
attended. Space forbids an extended mention but, suffice to say, this series of lectures
has set many to thinking, and the people to
discussing. Discussion brings light, and
hence good will result from this series of lectures.
Last Monday evening, as per announcement, the Rev. Father Loecker delivered a
lecture at Lemon's hall in refutation of "False
Claims" by Mr. Remsburg. The hall was
filled and the reverend gentleman received
marked attention: He argued from the standpoint of Christianity, not particularly from
the Catholic standpoint. The lecture was interesting, showing Mr. Loecker to be well
versed, and that he had given much time and
thought to the preparation of his lecture.
Beginning at 8:30 he did not close till 11:30.
Notwithstanding the lecture was well worthy
of close attention, it was too long by half. It
would hav given far better satisfaction had it
been divided.into t.wo lectures, and he would
bav had large audiences both evenings. Tlie
lecture was an able presentation of the question from a Christian standpoint. The Infidels who had listened to Mr. Remsburg took
front seats, willing and anxious to hear the
Rev. Mr. Loecker, and hav their faith shaken
in their anti-Bible views, if it could be done.
The Infidels showed that they were willing to
hear both sides of the question, but we noticed that the church-members were not so
anxious to turn ·Out to the lectures of Mr.
Remsburg and hear both sides. The Nonpareil believes in hearing all the evidence,
and then in sifting that evidence. In no other
way can a case be fairly tried, or a just opinion formed.
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BIBLE.
·
scribe the cheerful grasshopper ? Why do
WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS IN
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Includlnct Allah, Jebovab, Ba.tan, Holy Ghost,
28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York.
we sit on chairs instead of on the floor, as
PLA.CE OF CHRISTIANITY.
Jesus Christ, Vi•gin Mary, Bible.
the Japanese do, or on cushions like the
By D. M. BENNETr.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
<From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
Turks? It is custom, and perhaps it suit~
Price, 10 cents.
833pp,,
pap
,
60
r.; clo., $1.
with our other customs. The more we look A Compend of the Natural Laws of IndusFor all of the above books address
For all of the above books address
into our life and consider the immense variety
trial Production .and Exchange.
THE TRUTH SEEXEB CO.,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
of habit in every department of it-even
BY J .. K. INGALLS.
28 Lafayette PI., New York,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
under conditions to all appearances exactly
Price,
25 cents.

Supernatural Religion.

Science and Theology

Ingersoll on McGlynn.

Rational Communism.

LAY SERMON.

Fruits of Philosophy.

THE STAGE AHD THE PULP If.
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY

Religion of Inhumanity.

Is the God of Israel the True God z
Masonic Vindication of RigM

IMAGE BREAKER.

M"IRACLES

MIRACLE- WORKERS

ORDER OF CREATION.

Cosmian Hymn Book.

St. Matthew Defore ·the Court

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:

''Oar Father in Heaven."
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PIONEER PITH. LOOKING BACKWARD' GIRARD'S WILL
'filE Gr"r l F LECTURES ON RATIONALISM.
B) Edward Bellamy,
AND
By CAPT. R. C. ADAMS, President ·of Montreal Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
l'wneer Freethought Olub ; author of
·· Travels in Faith from Tra·
It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
dition to Reason,"
free po rt!oeiye new lia-ht w1ll find in it satisfaction
AN E-XPOSE
and
and msp~ratwn.-fNew York Trib.une.
"Evolution-A Summa.ryof Evidence."
The aPJ>eal IS a ways !Dade to a man's reason, Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnificent
sent1menta: never to his selbequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
A compendium ~f scientific and critical lorE'. and to h1s noblestPost.
churches and Young Men's
Best handbook for introducing the ·general fishness.-[Baston
su~gestion or a really practicable and feasi,
Ohristian Associa.rea.der ·to· the principles and · data on which B!l.· bleA social
state greatly in advance of the present.
tion.
tionalism ill baaed.
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its foreca11t of
Pa.per, 1201o, 100pp., 25 cents.
By RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
actual posijibilities.-[Boeton Traveler.
lll.wo, oloth, $1.60; P&.Pbr, 50o.
Price $1,
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.
. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Three lectures by PnoF. Tao3. H. HuxLEY.
SAKY A BUDDHA.
Paper, 10 oenh.
A Versified, Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life and

Girard College Theology.

EVOLUTION THEORY.

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIBT,E STORIES,
ESS!Y~,

and LECTURES.

Bt D. M. BENNETr.
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents.

Bl!lNNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
"Jesui the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and
Earth."
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. MB. TEED.
Paper, 30 cents.

~tSAHf-HATCH~RO Ot8~Tf.
BETWEEN
ANNIE

BJ~SANT

AND REV. A, HATOHARD

ON
Jesus of Nazueth a Historieal Character, and the
Influence of Christianity.
Price, 25 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.
Comparing the Bible's B•at Teachings and BaY·
ings with those of Philoso\)hers who
Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
By G. C. DARLING.
Paper,
50 cents.

BIBlE fAB~ICAliOHS REFUTED,
Errors Exposed.
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Prio£, 15 cents.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY GRIMES and VIOES
Sanctioned by .Scripture.
By J, E. REMSBURG.
Price, 25 con ts.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.
By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

BUDD HIS 1' NIHILISM.
By MAX MULLER, M.A.
Price, 1ocents.

GOLDEN JIEA..N in Temperance
and Religion.
By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIRtlTION OF BIBLES.
By Jji[O, E. BURTOl!.
Price, 10 cente.

Chnstianit~ and Materialism.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
P~ice, 15 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A REW A.RD FOR CRIME.
By

o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Ptioe, 11 cents.

CHRTSTUNITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
HI.,TORlC!L -STA.NDPOIN1'.
Bv w. N. MoLAREl!.
Paper, 50 cents.

Chronicles of Simon Christianns.
Adventures in tbo Land.
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspirrd).
Discovered bv I. N. FIDEL and A. IIooK.
Price, 25 cents.

Thtl

Modern Science ·EssaJ~st.

By THOMAS PAlNE.
Written durin a t.he American R•volution, and by
order or General Washington read
to the a,.mY.
Paper, 40 cents ; clotb, n.

CULTIVATION OF )RT.
ITS RELATIONS TO
RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING.

By A. B. CooPER.
Paper, 20o.; :flexible olo, a·.

THE DARWINS. A Domestic Radloat Romance. Bv Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50J.; olo., 75.

For all of the above books address
• THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

P~iladelpl!ia

Liberal

l~ea~uc

21>'r

meets every Sunday in IndU!itrial Hall.:Brcad and
Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7.:30 ?.M. for lectures P.nd
free disouaaions on religioua and social question f.
Able speakers interest the !l.Udience. N.B.-'::.'ruth
fleekerpublioations always on hand at cheap rake.

The Secular Society of Kenl,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly,·first and third Bnndaya, at2
P.M., at tho town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. Mums HEIGHTON, Sec.

The 2l!i anl1attan Liberal Club, N. Y
'l'ea.o~ings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'elock, at Gor
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15t.h street. Lect
Virtue."
urea an!! discussions. The public cordta!iy invited
'J'nOMP~ON.
BY E. D. BOOT.
2. CHARLES ROBERI' DARWIN: Hialife, worko,
Akron, 0., f'rccthou;;-bt ll1uhn1.
I take pleasure in spea.king in prai~o oi ~hi•
and IDtllumce. .8y HtV~··· <>HN W. CHADWiuK. work.-Prof.
J. M. Peebles.
The Akron Free•hought Union meEts ev;,r:;
3. BuLA.R AND PLANE''ARY EVOLUTION:
Tho book ·bas been introduced into Bnrlclhi~l Sunday evening in the Hall of Omwer's Block
ow suno and worlds rome into being. .iSY sohoolS
.in (Joylon. The "Banner of Light,"
Mr. GABBET P .. 8.ERVIBS
";Beligio.P.hiloRophical Journal," and many Spirit- South Howard •t.reet, at 7 o'clock.
4. EVOLUTION OF TH1!1 E,\RTH: The story of ualist papers and lecturers hav spokE-n highly of
geology, B;v Dr. LEWIS G. JANEil..
\.he oook.
Tile Minneapolis Sccuhn• Union
Extra Olo\h, 175 pp .• $1.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGE'l'A.L LIFI!;: How life
llleeta Every Run day at 7 :30 P.III , at 412 Nicollet
be2"ins. By .Mr. WILLIAM .PoTTS.
&ddr~>&R TBE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
ave.,Ruomsl2 Rnd 14. Eastman block, Minneapolis
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
28
Lafayette
Pl..
N~w York.
Minn. J, F. MACOIIIBER, Pres.; CHAS. LvWNn,Sec.
ot zoological evolution. By D • RoBSITBB
RAYMOND
7. TEE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, a.ntiqEllzur Wrio;-ht Secular Union
J. D. SH.AW'S PAMPHLETS.
Uity, gmwth By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
Of Alliance, 0 .. meets the first and f<'nrth Sun
8. EVOLI'flt·N OF MIND: It.s nature and dedays of eauh month at Independent Oburch, a
velopment .By D•·· l·.onE:RT.G. EccLEs.
Th,.. Bible-What Is IU A pam- 10 30 A.M. Free discussion ou all Liberal eubj~ctP
to THE TRUTB SEEKER ant lnvesli
Address THE'fRUTH.SEEKEJi.CO.,
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation l:inb•crtptwn•
R. G. bMrrH, Oor. !:leo.
111! L ...ra:vet~ .P!aoe, bittw York.
of the assumption ~hat the Bible is a divine gal or are solicitGd.
book of pure thoug.ht, and correct in all ita
utterances. ·Price, 25 cents.
D~AMONOS.
Studies in TJieolo;;y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
and ourlle. theologically denominated "thl In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
OB
fall." Price, 10 cents.
the United States an opportunity to examin, test,
LtberaUsm. Treating the subject from a and compare my goods and prices With t.hose of
DANCER AHEAD.
other
diamond merchants, I Will sell any pi· ce of
negativ. and ~ffirmativ. s~and.I>Ofnt, showing Diamond
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in
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Cannot be a Ouod Citizen of
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this Republic.
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en ~malleat Po••ib!e. exp~me, Y<·tl will Posittvly
sava twenty to thirty per "~'-' L uy purcht•ing of
ilJ A • .J. GROVER.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
me. Diamond Pius and Eardrop", wQrt.tJ $BOO. for
$400; P•ns, Rmg<, l!arf<ropa, Studs, flair Orna8e1Jt'eta'l'1/ of the American 861YUlar Unwn.
Price, paper, 40 cents.
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f200, for $140: do., worth U50, f•·r $110; do., worth
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Price 10 cents.
$100. for $70; do., worth $8), for $oO: clo., worth
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB Coli!PAJI'Y.
for $22; do , worth 120. for $15. You can wear tbeso
goods daily for one year. It will not cost you a
-------------·-~·--·~·~'~~------------cent. If in tho me11u ttme you are not satiEfied
that the goods aw better and cb~ap~r than sold
NEw EDITioN.
elsewhere return and get your Qaih in full.
Bele~tions sent to responsible parties on approval; to ~nY banking-house or C.O.D, privilege
MODtnN IMITATION or cHmsr,
of examination.
Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and
.
phiJu;ophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF

RQMANISM,

THE NEW GOD.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

The Secret of the Ea,..t,

As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order o.r
Oreation.
• 75 Cents.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
@'"

This book was suppressed by t~i first .American publisher ..JBI
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

OB 1

The Origin of the Christian ReiigiOJ:
and the Signiflcancf' of it~
Rise aud Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Prlce, $1.00.

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
·
Crimts and P ersl:'cutions.
Svo. 1,119pp, Cloth, $3: leather, $4: morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M BENNEI.'T.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,

For the benefit of our read·
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Tr e "Otto Wettstein'' Watch,
sixteen jewela, finel:v adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regulator, Brequet hO>ir-sPrinl!, oeautifut
double-paneled diaL and all modern improvements Perfect, and n.o watch will compete with
it! In silvArino C~t~;t<, $19; in fonr·OUDce coin ail·
ver c•se, $23.t0; five'-ouuce, $25; >ix cunce, $27. In
open face. he•t. flit• d R"old case, $27; hunt.ing, $H3;
do., Louis XlV., $8>. In fourteeu carat solid gold,
$50 to $ 50. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded if
not aatt•Iactory,
OTTO WETTSTEIN, RocbE~IIe, Ill.
Eaiabli•hEd 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderh
times. 190 pp., 25 ct.s. The lllirror of Freethought. 50 cts. Tbe Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2~
ots. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1blP 1\fakers. 5 ots.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. MoseR
vs. D"arwin. 5 eta. Socrat~sJ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 ots.
Fictit-ious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno a,nd
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favonts,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness. 5 eta. 'I'he llrain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 eta.
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law
Address Watts nnd Co .. 17 Johnaon'B Court,
regulatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is "E. C.• Lon ton. En.~r
an impert!Denoe." Price, 10 cents.
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Col. Kelso's Works. L. K. Washburn's Works.

'l'he Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Bvo,

838pp.,

UniverseA.nalyzed and the Dedi's Defensfl. A tborough analysis of the 'fhe False Teaching of the Chrisclaims for the A~istence of the Bir,Je Deity,
tian Chnrch. "·The Thirty-nine
and an ex .. n hation in verse of the oharges
~tenerallv brou~ht

12mo, 466pp, 1 $1.•0.

against his B'ltanio majesty.

Spiritualism Snsl aiued. This work
~toes not >O far to mstain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians ~tre inconsistent in denyill II" the allegAd truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Argument by R. G. ln;;-ersoll
. IN

THE CRISIS.

'l'he Forum.
Ohicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 P.l!l:., at 558 West Madison street
Lectures. and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

THE

ANT~CHRIST.

ROVING conclusivly that t.here was no Christ
crucified U!Hler Pontius Pilate, but that t.he ,
real Jesue, the illegitimate ~on of Mary by Jo•eph
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think Pandera, was •toned and hanged for ~orcen· "bout
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop- 75 :rears B.c. Olotb, 446 pages, wi•h full· Index.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- Price,"$1.50. Former pric~, $2.nO. For sale at this
take a crusa.de of one against the Colorado office.
beetle I" Price. 10 cents.
Articles of the Chriatian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesns. Price, 10 centJs.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

P

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT,
Steel engra'Vinas of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents. for 2~ cenh. A.ddre6a THE TRUTH SEEKER.
t.f
TRIAL OF C. B. R~YNOLDS Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. ------------·----------------FOR
Was J e!'m~ Insane 'l Price, 10 cents. W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
u BLASPHEMY,"
The Public Schools and the Catholic
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
Chnrch. Price, I) cents.
At Morristown, New Jersey.
Stenourap111callv rPporte.if. ana revtsea btl the autlt~r.

Essence of Religion.

Handsome Bvo, 86 op. beautiful typr, fine p•por.
PrioP, cloth, 50 cenb: paper, 25 centP, or
$2 p~r dozon,
B}' L. FEUERBA.CH.
A.ddra., THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2~ Lafareiie Pl ..· New York
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The
t.rnth-teller
is
ill-mannered, therefore imIng~'rsoll
moral."7E:ctt·act.
BY
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.

and the Deist.

A NATIVE" TAR HEEL."
Price,
Address

Paper, 50 Cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS.
Daringly witty and inexpressibly lau~hable
onslaul!hts on Christianity.
Price, 10 cents.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
. Accept my thanks for Your excellent and useful
disoourse.-JamesParton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in bfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
~ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 OENTS.
The numbet of heads undrr which :ron hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should b£1 highl:r commended. Therefore
I take Ki'eat pleasure in recommPnding "AntiProhibttwn "to the consideration of Every person
who is intere~ted, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principle~ of 8elf-l!'overvment.
J.J.MoOabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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AND0 FRELJCIONS WORLD'S SAGES,

THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.

===========·ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in- Biographies
Teachers, BkeptiC\IJ. Innovators. Founders of
THE Cincinnati ealoonkeepers who at- cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
New Schools of ·~·bought, Eminent ScienJesus
Christ,
Vir~n Mary, and the Bible.
tists, etc. (who were not Christians),
tempted open defiance of the Sunday law
svo, 835pp, Vol. ll. Describes Fully all
from the time of Menu to the presthe Reli!dons Systems of the World.
hav given up.
I
ent. 8vo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $8;
Svo, 957pp. Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
2
vola.,
$5;
leather,
$7;
moAT Warsaw, Ill., an epidemic resembling
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
dysentery has appeared, and caused about a
BYD. M.BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
score of deaths.
28 Lafayetie Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
M!NNBAPOLIB estimates
its population at 285,000
IN Scotland the workers are gradually securing
short hours.
REOENT cyclones hav
been at Prague, Minn.,
and Lebanon, Ind.
A REOENT fire at Lu
Chow, China, destroyed
twelve hundred lives.

FRoM the days of Anaxagoras, ·who got into
·trouble for propounding a physical theory of the
sun, down to our own time. men hav resented
explanations of what they hav chosen to consider
beyond or above explanation.-Popular Science
.Jlonthlt/.

WHEN a new fact is found itis generally denied,
resisted, and calumniated by the conservative
until denial becomes absurd,
and then they accept it with
the statement that they always aupposed it was true.
-Ingersoll.

THE first nation in Europ9
that abolished slavery in
the colonies (France in 1793)
did 1n the same session
abolish Christianity, and
when Christianity was restored slavery came back
also -T. w. Hiaqinson.
JEHOVAH himself told his
chosen people that they
might "boy their bondmen
and bond women of the
heathen round about, and
that they Bhou~d be their
bondmen and their bondwomen forever." Bo all
that J chovah meant by the
comm an dm en t, "Thou
ahalt not steal," was that
one Hebrew should not
steal from another Hebrew,
but that &II Hebrews might
steal from the people of any
other race or creed.-Inaer·

THE Vanderbilts hav
secured control of the
Che&apeake & Ohio railway.
THE latest statistics
place the li vee lost at
Johnstown at six thousand.
ITALIAN railway hands
at Pittsburgh, Pa., str:.ck
on the· let, and hav
rioted.

soll.

THE German emperor
was received in England
with august ceremonies
on the 2d.
THE 1892 exposition is
being grasped for by all
the big cities east of the
Mississippi.

TBE Jews hav always expected a deliverer; but this
deliverer is. for them and
not for us; they expect a
deliverer who shall render
them masters of the. Christians. And wehopethatthe
messiah will unite the
Christians and Jews together. With regard to this
great event, their opinion
is precisely the contrary of
ours.- Voltaire.

PRIZEFIGHTER Sullivan
has been arrested in New
York and carried to Mississippi for trial.
BY a recent overflow
of Shuganinga creek,
Kan., Topeka and suburbs were flooded.

LOOKED AT FROM ANOTHER STANDPOINT.

THE best surviving evi•
deuce we now hav respect·
ing this affair is the Jews.
They are regularly descended from the p eo p 1 e
who lived in the time this ·
resurrection and ascension is said to hav happened, and they say, tt is not trUB. It has long
appeared to me a strange inconsistency to cite the
Jews as a proof of the truth of the soory. It is
just the same as if a man were to say, I will prove
the truth of what I have told :ron. by producing
the people who say it is false.-Paine.
THE true test of civilization is, not the census,
nor the size of cities, nor the crops-no, but the
kind of man the country turns out.-Emerson.
A BAD government, bad laws, or laws badly administered, are, indeed, extremely injurious at the
time, but ean produce no permanent mischief; in
other words, they may harm a country, but can
never rnin it. As long as the people are sound,
there is life, and while there is life, there will be
reaction. In such case, tyranny provokes rebellion, and despotism causes freedom. But if the
people are unsound, all hope is gone, and the
nation perishes.-Buckle'a BirtoriJ ot Ctvtztzation.
A l'EBBON of great intellectual activity is prone
to attribute to others an equal penetration into
things to that which he has himself; he does not
dare to speculate sufficiently on the stupidity of
mankind.- WestminBter Bevtew.
T:s:E savage looks upon certain unhewn stones
as deities, and worships them accordingly. It is
very difficult to make out what his ideas in doing
this are, and so, too, with respect to many other
elements of his worship, it is very hard to understand what goes on in his mind, jo11t because there
is not much that does gtl on there. He reflects
but little or not at all. Involuntarily we look for
too much depth in him. • . • The lowest stage
of religion that we can discover is generally called
fetichism, sometimes animism. Its characteristic
is the worship of all manner of miscellaneous
objects that happen to make an impre~Bion on its
votaries.-The Bible ror Learners.
EvERtWHERE hav the perfidious ministers of
revealed religion been either the avowed or the
11ecret enemies ·Of reaaon, because they always
found reason in opposition to their views. They
ha v everY'Where decried it, fearing it would destroy
their empire, by discovering their plots and the
futility of their fables.-D'HolOaoh.
Every fact is an enemy of the church.-Inaersoll.
WHo shall number the patient and earnest seekers after truth, from the days of Galileo until now,
whose lives hav been embittered and their good
name blasted by the mistaken zeaj of bibliolaters 1
Who 11hall count the host of weaker men whose
sense of truth has been destroyed in the effort to
harmonize impossibilities-whose life has been
wasted in the attempt to force the generous new
wine of science into the old bottles of Judaism,
compelled by the outcry of the same strong party 1
It is true that if philosophers hav suffered, their
cause has been amoly avenged. Extinguished
theologians lie about tke cradle of every science
as the strangled snakes beside that of Hercules;
and history records that whenever science and
orthodoxy hav been fairly opposed, the latter has
been forced to retire from the lists, bleeding and
crushed, if not annihilated ; scotched, if not slain.
But orthodoxy is the Bourbon of the world of
thought.-HuzleiJ,
I BELIEVE in the gospel of education, of cheerfulness, of justice and intelligence.-Inaersoll.

And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the people had avenged thems~:lvs upon their enemies. Is not this
written in the book of Jasher? So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down about a whole
day.-Joshua x, 13.
·

THR Austrian army is being increased.
THE destitution of the striking Illinois
miners is shocking. They gladly scramble
for horseflesh when they can get it.

fdds aqd .Cnds.

THE good Samaritan helps the unfortunate wayfarer without asking how he intends to vote.-DelaA WEEK of heavy rains in the Eastern states ware Counw .A avocate.
has done much damage by 'flooding and TBE Sunday closing movement is gaining
wrecking buildings, and spoiling crops.
ground rapidly. Even churches are observing
the custom.- Yonkers Statesman.
THE Chippewas hav ceded between 3,000,"WHAT·s the matter, little girl?" "I'm crying
000 and 4,000,000 acres in Minnesota, con- because my mamma. has just ·gone to heaven."
taining the most extensiv and valuable pine "Oh, but p'r'aps she hasn•t."-Life.
forest in the Northwest.
" WHAT makes :ron so cold, Eve?" inquired Adam
solicitously. "I rather think," she replied, "that
SPOKANE F A.LLS, Wash., took fire on the 4th it is due to the late fall."-Hotel Mail.
at 7.00 P.M., and twenty-five busineilB blocks " HusBAND," said the wife of a young clergyman,
were consumed, with a loss of one life and "read'me one of your sermons. I feel dreadfully
wakeful to~night, and I wish to sleep."
$14,000,000 or $15,000,000.
THE international Socialist congress at THE Easton Free Press says that Joshua was the
man who ever stopped the daily sun. We
Paris demands the eight-hour labor day, one first
suppose he did so because the war news didn't suit
holiday a week, and the suppression of labor him.
by children under fourteen.
A NoToRious miser, having heard a very eloquent charity sermon, exclaimed: "This aermon
AT Cincinnati, on the 3d, Judge Ermston strongly proves the necessity of alms. I hav
held that a barber's shop in a hotel is not a almost a mind to turn beggar."
necessity on Sunday, and fined the barber of
OMAHA teacher : " Can any of the class explain
the Gibson House $2 and costs. This was a to me why the way of the transgressor is so
hard?" Omaha spark : "I guess it's •cause it's
test case.
traveled ·ao much."'- Worla-Heralll,
THE eminent medical man Brown-Sequard
Ir you want to see a man struggle to do several
proclaims the discovery of an elixir of life things a.t once, just watch him put on his onrcoat
that will restore youth, and Dr. Hammond, and rubbera with his head bowed down while the
an eminent physician of New York, says he minister is pronouncing the benediction.
has tried it on patients with success ; but PABIION: "Did you ever experience a revival of
religion, sir ?" Traveling man : " Yea, once, on
other doctors scoff at it.
board ehip, in a storm. It looked as if we might
0JI! the 5th sufficient signatures were ob- go to the bottom any minute. Even the cook
praYed!"
tained to secure the cession of the South Dakota Sioux reservation, containing 11,000,000 "MY good woman," said the evangelist, a.s he
acres, which will soon be opened. The tract offered her a tract, "hav you got the gospel
here?" "No, llir, we havn•t," replied the old crone,
extends from Missouri to the Black Hills and "but they've got it awfully down in Beaver
then north; it embraces, likewise, a part of Swamp."
the fertil Winnebago.Crow-Creek reservation ToMMY: "Mamma, wh:r did they put Monday
on the east bank of the Missouri river, south next to Bun day ?" Mamma : "Don •t trouble me
of Pierre. The area of this great tract is now, dear; hn sure I don't know." Tommy(after
equal to that of New Hampshire and Massa- a pause): "Waa it because cleanliness is next to
chusetts combined. Three rivers run through godliness?"
IN front of the saloon: "Yes, mum, your husit, and the valleys are of wonderful fertility. band's in there throwing dice for the beer with
Since the extirpation of the gregarious bison, Rev. Father M~tcMoriarty; I told him you wanted
no animals, beyond a few beavers, are found to see him an' he said for you to go home an' not
in the area, although the grass is luxuriant in be breakin' up a church conference!"
SMITH and Jones were at the menagerie, and the
its growth, and plenty of water is found there,
both inviting herbivorous animals. These conversa.tion turned on Darwin's theory. "Look
that monkey," said Smith; "think of its being
11,000,000 acres will afford farms for not less at
an undeveloped human I" "Human I'' said Jones
than 75,00(1 families, and, judging by the contemptuously, "it's no more human than
1 am.,
settlement of Oklahoma, it will require
•
much less than seventy days-possibly hours
A coLORED man applied to a gentleman for
-for its complete settlement, and then leave whom he worked to release him from a certain
thousands of disappointed ones to return to agreement, so he could go South. "What do you
want to go lilonth for, Uncle Davy 1" "Ooa l'se
the four quarters whence they came.
called to a church down dar." "Called to a

cburch ?" "Yissah, I dnnno whedder I be de pasture aw de sextant aw de vestureman, bnt l's
snm1l.n."
AN ancient headstone in the old burying-ground
at West Lynn, Mass., bears the following inscription : " God took the good, too good to stay; and
left the bad, too bad to take away." The surviving relative were highly flattered, to say the
least.
A CLERGYMAN and one of his elderly parishioners
were walking on the ice one day, when the oldman
slipped and fell. "Ah ?"shouted the clergyman,
" the wicked ahall stand on slippery places." The
old gentleman looked at the parson a moment and
said, "I see they do, but I am blasted if I can."
A LADY in Connecticut not long since visited a
brother who resides in a distant city, taking her
daughter with her. Fatigued with the long ride,
the child was waiting to retire in the early eveninc. "You muet wait till your uncle prays." "I
didn't know that he prayed; I thought he was a
Democrat."
"A c:s:ABGE to keep I hav !" sweetly Bang old
Deacon Skinner, of Arkansas, as he loaded the
shotgun heavily and lay in wait near a soring for
a neighbor against whom he had a grudge, and,
who was coming down the lane for a pail of water.
"There is a fountain filled with blood 1" hummed
the deacon pleasantly, as he shouldered his gun
and strolled home, after making an admirable
shot.
Two sectarian& were once disputing so loudly
on the subject of religion that they awoke a big
dog, which had been sleeping on the hearth before
them, and he forthwith barked most furiously.
An old skeptic present, who had been quietly sip.
ping his tea while the disputanta were talking,
gave the dog a kick and exclaimed : "Hold your
tongue, you silly brute I You know no more about
it than they do."
AT a christening the other day the aged minister spoke a few words of counsel to the young
parents: "Watch over this child with unceasing
care. Choose his companions wisely and see that
he is always surrounded by uplifting influences.
If you train him to walk in the path of rectitude,
he may become a George Warbington or an Abraham Lincoln. What are you going to name him?"
"Jane," said the mother.-PMlaaelpMa Press.
IN the good old days when a flogging was considered means of grace, and anniversary processions, picnics, and Christmas trees were in the distant future, a boy was asked by his Sunday-school
teacher: "John, how many Gods are there?"
"Two." (Sternly): "How many 1" "Three, sir."
"John, how many Gods are there?" "Four, sir."
At five the flogging commenced and continued,
while John arose rapidly and by regular progression ·to ten. Beyond this he refused togo, and was
finally sent home. As he dragged his slow length
along he met a school-boy on his way to the same
school. ·"Going to that Sunday-school?" "Yes."
"You are, are you 1 Well, how many Gods are
there?" "One," atoutly answered the boy.
One," chuckled John; "go on, my boy. Go up
there with your one God, and a good time you'll
hav of it. I had ten, and they flogged me nearly
to death."
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SOME SCRIPTURAL POINTERS THAT LEAD TO DRUNKENNESS.

IJoits and lflippings.
TnR power of the church is superior to the
power of the state.-Pope Gregory XII.
DEVILTRY is not improved in character by
calling it "Christian science."- Washington
P1·eas.
THE Roman Catholic is to yield his vote
for the purpose of securing Catholic ascendency in this country.-Priest Hiaker.
AN exchange says there are in the city
of Rome 30 cardinals, 35 bishops, 1,469
priests, 2,382 monks, and 2,215 nuns, and yet
190,000 of the inhabitants can neither read
nor write. If this be the case where so large
a portion of the inhabitants are· preachers
and teachers, what a sublime failure the Roman Oatholic system of education must belCltristian Advocate.
Ex-HEALTH COMMISSIONER DE WoLF of
Chicago is experimenting with Dr. BrownS€quard's "Elixir of Life." He has a number of patients beneath whose skins he has
injected the vitalizing fluid, prepared according to the great physician's method. His
experiments, Dr. De Wolf says, hav not progressed far enough for him to hav formed a
decided opinion on the merits of the treatment.
THE Sioux reservation lands thrown open
to settlement will aggregate about eleven
million acres, and will be disposed of by the
United States to actual settlers only at the
following rates: $1.25 per acre for all lands
taken within the first three years after the act
takes efl'ect, seventy-five cents per acre for
all lands disposed of within the succeeding

two years, and fifty cents per acre for the couraging and painful to me. But then, my
residue of the lands· then undisposed <Jf. deah bwethwen, how much more discouragAlso, the election in the ·Cherokee nation ing and painful it' must hav been to our
shows that all there are not opposed to sell- heavenly fawther."-Butte Miner.
ing th "strip."
IN the year 1872, there was living in the
THs necessity that a man shall settle some city of R-- a priest by the name of Father
important questions for himself and by his B., assistant pastor of the Independent Cathoown judgment, is an education. The disposi- lic church, and recently from the land of the
tion to go by regulations framed for them by shamrock. He was of a very social disposia church or association, has done more to tion, and much given to making priestly calls
level men intellectually and morally than any on a Mrs. Sullivan. During his visit he saw
proposition looking toward an improved a picture of George Washington hanging on
the wall. "Whose picture is that?" says
social order could do.-Rea&on.
Father B. "Shure, that is Washington's,"
THE Pittsburgh, Pa., fanatics who opposed says Mrs. B. " Take him down out of that
Father Sheedy in his lease of public school and put him down cellar out of sight," said
property for ·Catholic educational purposes Father B. The "father of his country" was
hav gained very little by their opposition. instantly consigned to a dark corner of the
The cornerstone of Father Sheedy's new cellar, to keep company with the Yankee
school of Our Lady of Mercy was laid last rats and mice. "How dare you hang a
week with much ceremony in the presence of heretic by the side of St. Patrick and St.
fifteen thousand people, several religious so- Bridget?" says Father B. Thus he who
cieties marching in procession.-Oatlwlic was " first in war, first in peace, and first in
Union and Times.
the hearts of his countrymen " was banished
WHILE in England recently a Mr. Bigelow to the ignoble precincts of a dark cellar, and
relates that he went to St. Ann's-on-the- up to the latest advice has not returned from
Brentford-Under-the-Weir, a small place, exile.-Oon11erted Priest.
A KAN who has passed a large portion of
strange to say, where some of his relative
liv. They took him to service on Sunday. his life in public offices in New York, stood
The parson is high church, as becomes the with his hand under his coat tails, gazing
son of an earl. The noble clergyman was be- critically at a crowd of Salvation Army people
moaning from the pulpit the lukewarmness who filed down Broadway yesterday in the
of his congregation : " It is very discourag- wake of a coach bearing the body of one of
ing to me," he said. "During the pawst their former members. He pointed to the
week the attendance at mass was distwess- mourners and said: "I hav been commisingly meagah, and it was even worse at ves- sioner on several lunacy investigating compers. Lawst Wednesday, howevah, the cli- mittees, but never in my life hav I seen such
max was weached. There were only five a collection of palpable idiots as this procespersons at glorification. It is vewy dis- sion shows. There are nearly a hundred

women in line here, and there is not one of
them whose face does not indicate not only
mental weakness, but, in many instances,
actual derangement. The men are, of course,
weak, or they would not be in the movement;
but the women are undoubtedly in the various
stages of hysteria, and most of them are
beyond the borders of the idiotic. It is a
wonderful exhibit of what fanaticism will aecomplish."-Bun.
TnE South Dakota state constitution is
three times as long as the Constitution of the
United States. This is owing to the numerous committees appointed by the convention
that framed the constitution. Nearly every
subject was referred to a separate committee,
and as each committee insisted on having its
report incorporated in the constitution, the
result is a lengthy and cumbersome document.
The constitution provides that the bonded
indebtedness shall not exceed $800.000. In
the settlement with North Dakota South Dakota assumed liabilities to the amount of
$700,000. The constitution also forbids
counties or municipalities extending aid to
railroads or other public enterprises, and fixes
the salaries of state officers as follows: governor, $2,500; attorney-general, $1,000;
supreme court judges, $2,500, and treasurer
$1,800. All of the state officers are to be
elected this fall except circuit and supreme
judges. The legislature will be composed of
forty-three senators and one hundred and
twenty representative. The amendments to
be submitted to a vote at the el€ction for
state officers are for or against minority representation and constitutional prohibition of
the liquor traffic. The temporary eeat of
government will also be chosen at this time.
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Agnosticism :and Christianity.-Concluded.
From the Nineteenth Centurv.

For, on p. 438 of "Les Evangiles," Rlman speaks of
the way in which Luke's "excellent intentions" bav
led him to torture history in. the Acts ; be declares
Luke to be the founder of that " eternal :fiction
which is called ecclesiastical history;" and, on the
preceding page, he talks of the "myth" of the a!lcension-with its mise en scene voulue. At p. 435, I
:find Luc, ou l'auteur quel qu'il soit du troisieme
evangile [Luke, or whoever may be the author
of the third gol.'pel]; at p. 280, the account.s of the
passion, the death, and the resurrection of Jesus are
!laid to be pue historiques [little historical]; at p .
283, La valeur historique du troisieme evangile est
surernent rnoind're que cetles des deure premiers [the
historical value of the third gospel is surely less tnan
that of the :first two].
A Pyrrhic sort of victory for orthodoxy this " surrender!" And, all the while, the scientific student
of theology knows that the more reason there may
be to believe that Luke was the companion of Paul,
the more doubtful becomes his credibility, if he
really wrote the Acts. For, in that case, be could
not fail to hav been acquainted with Paul's account
of the Jerusalem conference, and be mu11t bav consciously misrepre.sented it. We may next turn to
the essential part of Dr. Wace's citation (Nineteenth
Century, p. 365) * touching the :first gospel :
St. Matthew evidently deserves peculiar confidence for the
discourses. Here are "the <>racles "-the very notes taken
while the memory of the instruction of Jesus was living and
definit.
M. Renan here expresses the very general opinion
as to the existence of a collection of " logia," having
a different origin from the text in which they are
imbedded, in Matthew. "Notes" are somewhat suggestiv of a short-band writer, but the suggestion is
unintent.ional, for M. Renan assumes that these
"notes" were taken, not at the time of the delivery
of the "Jogia," but subsequently, while (as be.
assume&) the memory of them was living and definit;
so that, in this very citation, M. Renan leaves open
the question of the general historical value of the
first gospel, while it is obvious that the accuracy of
''notes," taken, not at the time of delivery, but from
memon, is a matter about which more than one
op.inioJi: may be ff\irly held. Moreover, Renan expressly calls attention to the difficulty of distinguishing the authentic "logia" from later additions of the
same kind (Les Evangiles, p. 201). The fact is,
there is no contradiction here to that opinion about
the :firRt gospel which is expressed in Les Evangiles
(p. 175).
The text of. the so-called Matthew supposes the preexistence of that of Mark, and does little more than complete it.
He completes it in two fashions-first, by the insertion of
those long discourses which gave their chief value to the
Hebrew gospels; then by adding traditions of a more modern
formation, results of successiv developments of the legend,
and to which the Christian consciousness already attached
infinit value.
M. Renan goes on to suggest that besides "Mark,"
"pseudo- Matthew" used an Aramaic version of the
gospel originally set forth in that dialect. Finally,
as to the second gospel (Nineteenth Century,
p. 365) :t
He [Mark] is full of minute observations, proceeding,
beyond doubt, from an eye-witness. There is nothing to
cooflict with the supposition that this eye-witness . . .
was the apostle Peter himself, as Papias has it.
Let us consider this citation also by the light of
Les Evangiles : • .
This work, although composed after the death of Peter
was, in a sense, the work of Peter; it represents the way i~
which Peter was accustomed to relate the life of Jesus

Again, when 1 passed by the topic of the speeches
of Jesus on the cross, it appears that I could hav bad
. no other motiv than the dictates of m;y nativ evasivness. An ecclesiastical dignitary may bav respectable
'reasons for declining a fencing-match " in sight of·
Getbsemane and Calvary," but an ecclesiastical "Infidel!" Never. It is obviously impossible that, in
the belief that "the greater includes the less," I, havng declared the gospel evidence in general, as to the
.sayings of Jesus, to be of questionable value-, thought
it needless to select, for illustration of my views,
those particular instances which were likely to be
most offensiv to persons of another way of thinking.
But any supposition that may hav been entertainEld
1hat the old familiar tones of the ecclesiastical war~
drum will tempt me to engage in such needless discussion had better be renounced. I shall do nothing
of the kind. Let it suffice that I aEk my readers to
turn to the twenty-third chapter of Luke (revised
version), verse thirty-four, and he will find in the
margin:
Some ancient authorities omit: "And Jesus said, Father,
forgiv them, for they know not what they do."
So that, even as late as the fourth century, there
were ancient authorities, indeed some of the most
ancient and weightiest, who either did not know of
this utterance, so often quoted as characteristic of
Jesus, or did not believe it bad been uttered.
Many years ago, I received an anonymous letter,
which abused me heartily for my want of moral courage in not speaking out. I thought that one of the
oddest charges an anonymous letter-writer could
bring. But I am not sure that the plentiful sowing
of the pages of the article with which I am dealing
with accusations of evasion, may not seem odder to
those who consider that the main strength of the answers with which I bav been favored (in this review
and elsewhere) is devoted not to anything in the text
of my :first paper, but to a note which occurs at page
171. • In this I say :
Dr. Wace tells us: "It may be asked how far we can rely
on the accounts we possess of our Lord's teachings on these
subjects." And be seems to think the question appropriately
answered by the assertion that it "ought to be regsrded as
settled by M. Renan's practical surrender of the adverse
case."
I requested Dr. Wace to point out the passages of
M. Renan's works in which, as be affirms, this " practical surrender " (not merely as to the age and authorship of the gospels, be it observed, but as to
their historical value) is made, and he bas been so
good as to do so. Now let us consider the parts of
Dr. Wace's citation from Renan which are relevant
to the issue :
The author of this gospel [Luke] is certainly the same as
the author of the Acts of the apostles. Now the author of
the Acts seems to be a companion of St. Paul-a character
which accords completely with St. Luke. I know that more
than one obj.ection may be opposed to this reasoning; but
one thing, at all events, is beyond doubt, namely, that the
author of the third gospel and of the Acts is a man who hel<>nged to the sect.nd apostolic generation, and this· suffices
tor our purpose.
This is a curious "practical sulTender of the adverse case." M. Renan thinks that there is no doubt
. that the author of the third gospel is the author of
the Acts-a conclusion in which I suppose critics
generally agree. He goes on to remark that thif'
person seems to be a companion of St. Paul, and
adds that Luke was a companion of St. Paul. Then,
somewhat needlessly, M. Renan points out that there
is more than one objection to jumping, from sucb (p. 116).
data as these, to the conclusion that "Luke,. is the
M. Renan goes on to say that, as a historical
writer of the third gospel. And, finally, M. Renan document, the gospel of Mark bas a great superiority
is eon tent to reduce that which is "beyond doubt " (p. 116), but Mark bas a mQtiv for omitting the disto the fact that the author of the two books is a man courses; and be attaches a "pueril importance" to
of the second apostolic geDeration. Well, it seems miracles (p. 117). The gospel of Mark is less a
to me that I could agree with all that M. Renan con- le~rend than a biography written with credulity (p.
siders "beyond doubt" here, without surrendering 118). It would be rash to say tb.at Maxk bas not
anything, either "practically" or theoretically.
been interpolated and retouched (p. 120).
Dr. Wace (Nineteenth c-entury, March, p. 363) t
If anyone thinks that I bav not been warranted in
states that he derives the above citation from the drawing a sharp distinction between "scientific theopreface of the fifteenth edition of the ''Vie de Jesus." logians" and "counsel for creeds;" or that my warnMy copy of "Les Evangiles," dated 1877, contains a ing against the too ready acceptance of certain decla·list of Renan's "<Eavres Completes," at the head of rations as to the state of biblical criticism was needwhich I find "Vie de Jesus," fifteenth edition. It is, less; or that my anxiety as to the sense of the word
therefore, a later work than the edition of the "Vu:~ "practical" was superfluous, let him compare the
de Jesus" which Dr. Wace quotes. Now "Les statement that M. Renan has made a "practical surEvangiles," as its name implies, treats fully of the render of the adv:erse case" with the facts just set
questions respecting the date and authorship of the forth. Fo:r what 1s the adverse case? The question
gospels; and anyone who desired, not merely to use as Dr. Wace puts it, is, "It may be asked how fa;
M. Renan's expressions for controversial purposes, can we rely on the accounts we possess ·of our Lord's
but to giv a fair account of his views in their full teaching on these subjects." It will be obvious that
significance, would, I think, refer to the later source. M. Renan's statements amount to an adverse ans~er
If this course bad been taken, Dr. Wace might to a " practical" denial that any great reliance can be
bav found some as decided expressions of opinion in placed on these accounts. He does not beliave that
favor of Luke's authorship of the third gospel as be Matthew, the apostle, wrote the :first gospel; he does
bas diocovered in "The Apostles." I mention this not profess to know who is responsible for the colcircumstance because I desire to point cut that, tak- lection of "logia," or how many of them are authening e.vei:l the strongest of Renai:!'B statements, I am tic ; though he calls the second gospel the most hisstill at ~A loss to see how it justifies that large-sound- torical, be points out that it is written with credulity,
ing phrase "practical surrender of the adverse case." and may bav been interpolated and retouched ; and,
*Popular Science Montl!ly, April, 1889, p. 752.

"'Ibid., May, 1889, p. 77.

*Popular Science Monthly, May, 1889, p. 79.

t ibid. .
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as to the author quel qu'it soit of the third gospel
who is to "rely on the accounts" of a writer who
deserves the cavalier treatment which·" Luke" mee(s
with at M. Renan's bands T
I repeat what I hav already more than once said,
that the question of the age and the a)ltborsbip
of the gospels bas not, in my judgment, the importance which is so commonly assigned to it; for
the simple reason that the reports, even of eyewitnesses, would not suffice to justify belief in a
large and essential part of their cont.ents; on the
contrary, these reports would discredit the witnesses. The Gadarene miracle, for example, is so
extremely improbable, that the fact of its being
reported by three, even independent, authorities
could not justify belief in it unless w:e had the clearest evidence as to their capacity as observers and as
interpreters of their observations. But it is evident
that the. three a1,1tborities are not independent; that
they bav simply adopted a legend, of which there
were two versions; and instead of their proving its
truth, it suggests their superstitious credulity; so
that, if "Matthew," "Mark," and "Luke" are really
responsible for the gospels, it is not the better for
the Gadarene story, but the worse for them.
A wonderful amount of controversial capital bas
been made out of my assertion in the note to which
I hav referred, as an obiter dictu.rn of no consequence
to my argument, that, if Renan's work* were nonextant, the main results of biblical criticism aa set
forth in the works of Strauss, Baur, Reus&, and
Volkmar, for example, would not be sensibly affected.
I thought I bad explained it satisfactorily already,
but it seems that my explanation has only exhibited
still more of my nativ perversity, so I ask for
one more chance.
In the course of the historical development of any
branch of science, what is universally observed is
this: that the men who make epochs and are the real
architects of the fabric of exact knowledge are those
who introduce fruitful ideas or methode. As a rule,
the man who does this pushes his idea or his method
too far; or, if be does not, his school is sure to do
so, and those who follow bav to reduce his work to
its proper value, and assign it its place in the whole.
Not unfrequently they, in their turn, overdo the
critical process, and, in trying to eliminate errors,
throw away truth.
Thus, as I said, Linnreus, Buffon, Cuvier, Lamarck,
really " set forth the results" of a developing science,
although they often heartily contradict one another.
N otwitbstanding this circumstance, modern classificatory method and nomenclature hav largely grown
out of the results of the work of Linn reus; the modern conception of biology, as a science, and of its
relation to climatology, geography, and geology, are
as largely rooted in the results of the labors of
Buffon; comparativ anatomy and paleontology owe a
vast debt to Cuvier's results; while invertebrate
zoology and tberevival of the idea of evolution are
intimately dependent on the results of the work
of Lamarck. In other words, the main results of
biology up to the early years of this century are to
be found in, or spring out of, the works of these
men.
So, if I mistake not, Strauss, if be did not originate
the idea of taking the mythopreic faculty into account in the development of the gospel narrative;
and, though be may bav exaggerated the influence of
that faculty, obliged scientific theology hereafter to
take that element into serious consideration; so
Baur, in giving prominence to the cardinal fact of
the divergence of the Nazarene and Pauline ten-.
dencies in the primitiv church; so Reuss, in setting.~
a marvelous example of the cool and dispassionate.,
application of the principles of scientific criticism,
over the whole :field of scripture; so Volkmar, in his,
.clear and forcible statement of the Nazarene limita-.
tiona of Jesus, contributed results of permanent:
value in scientific theology. I took these names.
as they occurred to me. Undoubtedly, I might hav:
advantageously added to them; perhaps I might havr
made a better selection. But it really is absurd to,
try to make out that I did not know that these
writers widely disagree; and I believe that no scientific theologian will deny that, in principle, what
I bav said is perfectly correct. Ecclesiastical advocates, of course, cannot be expected to take this view
of the matter. To tbilm, these mere seekers after
truth, in so far as their results are unfavorable to the
creed the clerics hav to support., are more or less
"Infidels," or favorers of "Infidelity;" and the only
thing they ·care to see, or probably can see, is the:
fact that, in a great many matters, the truth seekersdiffer from one another, and therefore can easily
be exhibited to the public, as if they did nothing
else; as if anyone who referred to them, as having·
each and all contributed his share to the results.
of· theological science, was merely showing his ignorance; and, as if a charge of inconsistency could be.
based on the fact that he himself often disagrees.
with w:hat they say. I bav never lent a shadow of·
foundation to the assumption that I am a follower of'

* I trust it may not be supposed that I undervalue M•.
Renan's labors or intended to speak slightingly of them.
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either Strauss, or Baur, or Reuss, or Volkmar, or
Renan; my debt to these eminent men-so far my
superiors in theological knowledge-is, indeed, great·
yet it is not for their opinions, but for those I ha~
been able to form for myself, by their help.
In "Agnosticism : a Rejoinder" (p. 484)* I hav
referred to the difficulties under which those professors of the science of theoloay, whose tenure of
their posts depends on the results of their investigations, must labor ; and, in a note, I add:
Imagin that all our chairs of astronomy had been founded
in the fourteenth century, and that their incumbents were
bound to sign Ptolemaic articles. In that case, with every
respect for the ~fforts of persons thus hampered to attain and
expound the truth, I think men of common sense would go
elsewhere to learn astronomy.

I did not write this paragraph without a knowledge that its sense would be open to the kind of
perversion which it has suffered; but, if that was
clear, the necessity for the statement was still
clearer. It is my deliberate opinion: I reiterate it;
and I say that, in my judgment, it is extremely inex
pedient that any subject which calls itself a scienctshould be intrusted to teachers who are debarred
from freely following out scientific methods to their
legitimate conclusions, whatever those conclusions
may be. If I may borrow a phrase paraded at the
church congress, I think it "ought to be unpleasant"
for any man of science to find himself in the position
of such a teacher.
·
Human nature is not altered by seating it in pro
fessorial chair, even of theology. I hav very little
doubt that if, in the year 1859, the tenure of my
office had depended on my adherence to the doctrine
of Cuvier, the objections to those set forth in the
"Origin of Species" would hav had a halo of gravity
about them that, being free to teach what I pleased,
I failed to discover. And, in making that statement,
it does not appear to me that I am confessing that I
should hav been debarred by "selfish interests"
from making candid inquiry, or that I should hav
been biased by " sordid motives." I hope that even
such a fragment of moral sense as may remain in an
ecclesiastical "infidel" might hav got me through the
difficulty; but it would be unworthy to deny or disguise the fact that a very serious difficulty must hav
been created for me by the nature of my tenure.
And let it be observed that the temptation, in my
case, would hav been far slighter than in that of a
professor of theology; whatever biological doctrin I
had repudiated,· nobody I cared for would hav
thought the worse of me for so doing. No scientific
journals would hav howled me down, as the religious
newspapers howled down my too honest friend, the
late bishop of Natal; nor would my colleagues in the
Royal Society hav turned their backs upon me, as
his episcopal colleagues boycotted him.
I say these facts are obvious, and that it is wholesome and needful that they should be stated. It is
in the interests of theology, if it be a sciencE>, and it
is in the interests of those teachers of theology who
desire to be something better than counsel for creeds,
that it should be taken to heart. The seeker after
theological truth, and that only, will no more sup·
pose that I hav insulted him than the prisoner who
works in fetters will try to pick a quarrel with me, if
I suggest that he would get on better if the fetters
were knocked off; unless, indeed, as it is said does
happen in the course of long captivities, that the
victim at length ceases to feel the weight of his chains
or even takes to hugging them, as if they were honorable ornaments.*
THoMAs H. HUXLEY.

a

* Popula1· Science Monthly, for June, 1889, p. 166.
* To-day's Times contains 11. report of a remarkable speech
by Prince Bismarc·k, in which he tells the Reichstag that he
has long given up investing in foreign st0ck, lest so doing
should mislead his judgment in his transactions with foreign
states. Does this declaration prove that the chancellor
accuses himself of being ''sordid" and" selfish," or does it
not rather show that, even ic dealing with himself, he
remains the man of realities?

Job.
I hav been reading that strange and by no means
pleasing story of Job. It is a story that does not
send the blood bounding through one's veins as
bounds the roebuck through the wildwood at the
call of its mate; or as the agil and predaceous rodent
of the genus mus bounds through our kitchen and
our halls at night in quest of provender, or bonds and
bank notes, perchance lying round loose, the same
making nice nest lining, when finely chewed and the
bits judiciously distributed; nor does the story
soothe one's nerves, conducing to peaceful slumber, as
do Howells's stories; besides, the tale tells heavily
against Jahveh, whose "horn" is by no means "exalted," in my eyes, by the part he took in the most
unwarrantable affair brought about by him.
I won't pretend that I waded through all those
lugubrious and tiresome arguments of the "comforters" of Job who came to him in his sffiiction, and
sat upon the ground with him seven days and seven
nights in utter silence, Job being the first of the
quartet to break the spell of hushness, the others
getting in their dissertations as the spirit moved
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~hem, on? Elihu bobbing up unexpectedly and shoot- him among his "sons," J ahveh, brusquely and immg off h1s mouth with some considerable severity at pertinently, it seems to me, blurted out, "Whence
~ ob, w~o! whatever may b~ said of his patience, was come~t thou T". With h_is beaver cocked, one eye
lD a bml-mg state of vexatwn and lamentation. I did a-squmt, and h1s thumbs lD the arm-holes of his vest
n?t scrupul~:msly follow the meanings of Job, neither Satan, nonchalantly, and with the utmost sang froid
d1d I scoop m all those preposterous and vain-glorious replied, "From going to and fro in the earth and
conundrums propounded by J ahveh, such asaskingJ ob from walking up and down in it." Now, a~ong
where he was when he (J ahveb) laid the corner-stone of humans, such a response would be considered as
the earth T ~f he(~ ob) could catch a leviathan (whale, bordering on contempt, slightly tinctured with sarp~obably) .w1th a p1n hook, and pull his tongue out casticity, so to speak, and one would be apt to bridle
w1th the hne T If he could harness the unicorn T If on getting it right in his teeth, while a god would be
he could shut up the sea with doors! etc. No I did supposed to" wax wroth" on the spur of the moment
not religiously take in all these oralities, ~imply and make his presence felt. Not so with Jahveh; fo;
enough of them to catch the drift thereof but the a wonder, who immediately and mildly llsked if Satan
moving incidents by flood and field, so to' speak, I knew what a solid Muldoon of faith Job was in the
very carefully perused, the same occupying but two ranks of Zion-which led to that fearful job on Job!
chapters, the other forty being given over to individBllt that response of Satan's-wasn't it refreshual mouthings.
ingl.Y c?ol,.with i~s non~halanc~, its abandon, its sang
T~e .story of Job presents startling, shocking, and frozd, 1ts -msouczance, 1ts esprzt, and all those condiagomzmg features, relieved somewhat by the insou- ments a la Franpaise! Why, I would hav given
ciance and don't-c&reacussativness of one Satan in four dollars to hav seen him as he posed for the renis response t~ an impertinent query of J ahveb's, ply, and four more to hav heard the delivery. It
and that squattmg seance, silent and solemn, for the would bav been a great treat!
space of seven days and seven nights, of Job and his
We hav heard much concerning Job's patience and
" comforters." Think of four spe.cimens of the genus forti~ude under his difficulties, and, according to the
homo, n~t dumb nor paralyzed, squatting on the H. Q., he stood the loss of his children, servants
ground 1n a bunch, and maintaining silence for the asses, and things wonderfully well, but the boil~·
space of time above stated! Look at 'em, see 'em were too many and too much for him. To be sure
with your mind's eye, squatted there, winking and he didn't then "curse God and die," as Mrs. Job
blinking at one another, yawning and squirming, but recommended, but he <'lid whine like a dog with a
saying naught, like four prize idiots in a go as-you- sore head, squeal like a sick shoat, and not to be
please non-talking match. However, the story ends w~ndered at. A. friend, with one boil only, once
well for the .hero, as all stories should, to be popular, sa1d to me that, If by kissing his mother-in-law he
Job r.ecover~ng to his former state of health, recoup- could rid himself of the boil, he would thusly stoop
mg h1s loss 1n asses and camels and cows twice over to conquer, even before witnesses !
also getting another batch of sons and daughters'
A good many, who do not burn the midnight oil
seven of one and three of the other, as before th~ investigati~g the !Dysteries of the Holy Queer, ar~·
cyclone that killed the first batch; in short, he was under the 1mpresswn that Job suffered in Bllence the
hunk in sons, daughters, and shekels, doubly hunk in b.oil infliction, but he didn't., after that singularly
stock on the hoof, and lived one hundred and forty sllent and solemn squat of seven days and nights
years after being so terribly boil-ed ! But how all shooting off his mouth then copiously, his first blast
this helped the sons and daughters needlessly being to curse the day he was born; be cried out for
slaughtered, the Holy Queer does not state.
~t to b? painted bl~ck, and the night to be chopped
The scene of this story is laid in Uz, a township mto shvers. He w1shed he was dead forty times an
located somewhere to the east-son-west-by-no'th of hour, and with forty-horse-power fervency. He asked
Jericho .or J ezreal, in a back country having no rail- all sorts of conundrums and worked off all sorts of
road communications, but working the fast camel apothegms, such as, "Doth the wild ass bray when
express for all it was. worth, probably. The tale he hath grass T" "Is there any taste in the white of
opens by stating that Job was as good as they made an egg !" "Am I a sea or a whale !" "Hast thou
'em, better, in fact, for it says he was full as a goose not poured me out as milk and curdled me as cheese t"
of natural and acquired goodness, with no room in -this of J ahveh, directly. "If a man die, shall he
his mental and moral make-up for the accommodation liv again !"-he knew nothing of a "hereafter."
of guile in its mildest form-not precisely in that " Man that is born of woman is of few days and full
diction, but precisely in .that direction. Job, it ap- of trouble "-t.hat's so; but Adam wasn't thuslybom,
pears, was not only great in goodness but great in yet he had trouble, through a good many days. "My
this world's goods-" the greatest of all the men in bowels boil "-whew! internal boils, eh T "I am a
the east," the H. Q. says; but the greatness of good- brother to dragons, and a chum of owls"-a little off
ness under which he labored did not protect him his nut, I think, with pain and anguish. "I was eyes
from the assaults of one Satan, J ahveh being parti- to the blind, feet to the lame, and father to the poor"
ceps criminis, in fact, the putter-up of the job on -good for you, Job; but it was not good form to
speak of it yourself.
Job!
And what a job that was for a loving, merciful . And so poor Job let himself out; now mournfully,
father to put up on a loving son, eh 1 Not in the now savagely; now whiningly, now boastfully; now
annals of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty regretfully, now rese:ntfully; now gloomily, now
to Children is there any record of so cruel a father ! hopefully, and so forth and so on, one of the sharpAll Job's stock of asses and camels and kine and est things he worked off under the inspiration of
sheep run· off or struck by lightning; his stock of those boils being this: "Oh, that mine adv.ersary
children killed by a ruthless cyclone, and his stock of bad written a book," showing that somewhat of the
servants by predatory Chaldeans, and he himself in- old Adam lingered yet in his make.up, for no human
undated and overwhelmAd with bo!ls, and all for wants his enemy to write a book, unless it is to damn
~:hat! Just to satisfy a third party that there wall himself. I am glad that poor suffering Job thus exone man on earth who would stick to Jahveh through pressed himself, glad that he could and did fret
thick and thin, even though the heavens should fall ! fume, whine, growl, and curse, thus proving that h~
And this third party, who was he 1 On~ Satan, of had somewhat of human nature "into" him, and so
whose antecedents nothing is said in the seventeen was not too awfully angelic for this mundane sphere.
books of the H. Q preceding that of "Job," save Who wants more of the story of Job than he gets
that he once tempted David to take a census of here, let him tackle the Holy Qlleer. Selah !
Sr SLOKUM. ·
Israel, which, when taken, caused Jerusalem and outlying territory to be fearfully shaken by a pestilence,
No Fight, No Prayer.
J ahveh "waxing wroth" on account of Dave getting
up the census, or rather because Dave had sucA group of naval officers were indulging the other day in
cumbed t~ the temptation of Satan; a trifling thing reminiscences of the war, when one of them told the followyarn:
for Jahveh to" wax wroth" about, considering that ing"Early
on the morning of Dec. 24, 1864," he said," Admihe himself had "tempted Abraham" to slaughter his ral Porter signaled to the fleet before Fort Fisher, ' Get
beloved son Ike !
under way and follow me.' The ship to which I belonged
Why J ahveh felt called upon to prove to Satan was assigned in the program to a position between two iron.
that Job, his "best man "-he tells Satan "there is clads close under the fort. We anticipated hot and terrible
work. The flagship led the way and was approaching
none like him in the earth "-would go through fire within range, when Lieutenant Commander B-- of my sh1p
and water, robbery and whirlwinds, boils and death ordered all hands called to m11ster.· The brawny tars gath-one can survive much death among cattle and rela- ered aft on the quarterdeck, with the officers in their usual
tive, you know-and yet hold fast to his faith in the places, and our commander began to read from the prayerthe' Prayer Before Battle.' It was a solemn moment.
goodness of his God, is what no fellow can find out, book
None knew who or how many among us might suddenly be
unless he charges it to vanity; and to vanity I ascribe ushered into the presence of the God of battles. Our comit. What effect this drastic visitation of Job had on mander read as though he ft'lt it; the whole ship's company
the cause of Zion, the H. Q. does not state; but one were awed and hushed, and the throbbing of the engins and
of water along the side seemed preternaturally loud.
can't help thinking that it must hav been a damag- wflsh
When about half through a signal was reported from the
ing one. "If J ahveh serves up his best man in this flagship:
way, we'll stick to Baal," was, no doubt, the reason"'Come to anchor in your positions.'
"When it was read to our commander a sudden revulsion
ing of the hour, and sensible reasoning it was.
of feeling came over him. Throwing down the prayer-book
The one refreshing incident of this story was con- ·upon
the hatch, he exclaimed:
nected with the meeting of Jahveh and Satan, which
"' Well. I'll be-- if I'm going to pray if we ain't going
is given twice, on account of its revivifying nature, I to fight I Pipe down !'"
suppose. It seems that, when the "sons of God"
came to pay their respects to J ahveb, "Satan came
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Thirteenth Annual Congress of the American
Secular Uoio11.
OFFICIAL CALL.

The next Annual Congress of the Ameri{lan S<cular
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, S&.turday, and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 1889. It
is deemed expedient to hold tbis meeting where our
society was organize:! in 1876, and where the socalled "National Reform Association" has its beadquarters and bas recently beld an important convention, and for many historic and other reasons.
The general object of our Association not boing
well understood, it is therefore often misrepresented.
It is deemed proper to here make a brief statement
of its leading principles. While our federal and
state constitutions are form!>d on tho assumption of
the total separation of church and state, yet both the
general and state governments maintain numE-rous
practical connections of the state with the church.
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influential organization exists, having for its avowed object the amendment of our federal and state constituiionfl, r:o as to
recognize and enforce by law certain forms of religious belief and observances, and certain net.s of legislation hav actually been proposed and discus~ed in
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a
form of sectarian religion, especially in our public
schools.
Against these innovations and perversions we are
organized to protest, and to this end we advccate
the equitable taxation of church property; the total
discontinuance of religious instruction and worship
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessation of all appropriations of the public funds for
religious institutions; the abolition of state· paid
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation
under the pains and penalties of pel jury for the
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the prlic~
tical establishment of simple morality and intelligence as the basis of purf'ly Secular government
and the adequate guarantee of public order, prosperity, and righteousness; and whatever other measures or principles may be neces8ary to the total
separation of church and state.
To this Congress we cordially invite all true
patriots without rPgard to tbeir individual religious
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the
maintenance of the Seculm· principle in our civil
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacerdotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy
the mental and moral libarty of the free citizens of
this most EUcceseful of an Secular civil governments
in ancient (;r modern times.
All O_hart,er and L\fe Members, all Vice-presidents,
all Oha1rmfln of State Exect1LivOommittaes and all
duly accredited delegates from Local Secular Societies
are entitled to. sea~s an~ votes in this Congress.
E~ch L')c~l Somety IS enutlGd to send ita President
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annul\l Mem:
hers by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Parti?ulars. as to the place of meeting, speakera,
and the1r subJects, etc., will be announced bereidter.
R R WEs'rnrwox; President.
E. A. STEVENS. Secretary.
}ij B FooTE J n., Ch. Ex. Oom.
MATTIE A. FnEEMAN, Ch. Fin. Oom.
OrTo WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.
'L'he Secular p 08 ition.

e~ay-going Liberals several

ultimate aim of the church is nothing more nor less
then a complete union with the state-aye, more-for
it would not only be united with the state but would
dominate it. Ohurcb and ~tate must be one, and the
church must be the one. There is the whole truth
in a nutshell. Now, the church recognizes the fact
that the mind of the child is plastic, and that impressions produced upon it are hkely to be of lifelong
duration. Knowing this, it reasons logically and
correctly, that it is inuch easier to tt·ain a statl3sman
than to correct one. The school-children of to day
will be the legislators and the lawgivers fifteen or
twenty years from now. Imbue, then, the impres-·
sionable minds of these children with the idea tb11t
the Christian church iB the source of all wisdom, the
foundation of all truth, and the ultimate authority for
the conduct of human affairs, and it is but a matter
of a few years, more or less, ere we shall see the cross
above ihe :flag, and secularism in the state superseded
by sacerdotalism.
Says Cardinal Gibbons: "Our youth must put in
practice, every day, the commands of God, as well as
the rules of arithmetic." This statement, so dogmatically put forth, is manifestly absurd, and for this
reason. The rules of arithmetic, or of any branch of
mathematical science, are of unh·ersal application and
compel equally the assent of the people of all ages,
races, and nRtionalities.
Mathematics is an exact science; in it nothing is
assumed or taken for granted-every statement is incontrovertibly verified. Now theology cannot be
classed as a ~cienee at all, since it. is merely a huge
conglo?'leration of unsupported hypotheses. Even
the ex1stence of a God is a !'lpeculativ hypothesis
alone, and there is no more evidence in favor of the
Christian's God than there is of any other. Now 1 if
t~is God's very existence is matter which may be
disputed, what folly to talk of his "commands," as
being equally binding upon our youth as the rules of
arithmetic. B Jt, assuming the theory of the existence of a God, or even the Christian God, to be as
self-evident. as the statement that "the whole is
gre~ter than its part," for instance, there is as great
a d1versity of ooinion even among those who accept
this dogma as to the nature of these commands as
there is in philosophical circles in regard to the
existence or manner of existence of him who is supposed to issue them.
. Every petty sect claims the right to explain and
mterpret these "commands" to its own satisfaction.
The Roman Catholic church, of course, ignores these
claims, declaring that it alone is authorized and sane·
tioned to interpret the divine will. Protestants,
however, of all denominations, no matter how widelv
they may differ in other respec•s, are nevertheles"s
agreed that the pretensicns of the mother church are
preposterous and cannot be entertained. Now when
the Christians themselvs cannot agree as to' these
~lleged "commands of God," why should they be
1mposed upon those who hav no use for eHher "God"
or his "commands!" Why should the Jew, the Mohammedan, the pagan perchance, the Atheist the
Deist, the Spiritualist, etc., be taxed that their' children may be taught a lot of what to their parents is
simply !ubbish 1 Such 8 requirement is an outrage
on JUBti?e. If the Roman Catholic, the. Presbyterian,
Methodist, Baptist, etc., want their children trained
to fol!ow in their footsteps, let them see to it-let
~hem mcu!cate that in. their homes. For, if religion
Is to be mtroduced mto our schools, we certainly
shall then need 8 theological training for our teachers. Then we shall soon learn that no matter bow
high intellectually and scholarly a teacher may behow well fitted for the important work of educating
the young-the standard of acceptance used will
depend on their pretsnded acceptauco of these impossible "_co~mands of God." Imagin a peculiarly
zealous d1smple of Christianity an examiner where
there are two candidates, one of whom Bhould come
fully up to the required standard in all departments
d secular knowledge and the best methods of imparHng it, but whose theology mjght ba adjudged
somewhat'' shaky," and the other of whom should
reverse this state of things, and evince more familiur't
'th th d
I y WI
. e octrins of Christianity :::.nd zeal in their
propagatwn than he should with the rules of aritht'
h
1
me IC, w o wou d be likely to receive the appointment 1 So far as possible the church appoints and
controls now the larger portion of its devotees to the
training of the young in our public schools but we
now _hsv 8 right to protest where they go bey' ond the
t f
reqmremen s o the state. Make religious training a
part of the currteulum of our schools, and that
would destroy not only their present efficiency, but
they would become a monstrous and more expensiv
burden.
The only safe course for the sta' e to tread is to
st ad'l
· t th
· 'd'
h
e I y rests
esa lDSI IOus advances on t e part of
t~e church. The former cannot afford to coquet
w1_th the latter. An impassable gulf, such as Christ is
sa1d to hsv set b~::tween Dives from Lazarus must
be "fixed" between them, and, though the ~burch
may stretch forth imploring arms, the attitude of the
stat~ must be firm and decided in rejecting the overtures of the former. The common schools must be
thoroughly secularized; even the text-books should

I

T he subjP.ct of Secular versus sectarian education
has reoently received an impetus in the minds of the
general public, especially by the discussion b"tween
" E. D- Mead, of Boston, and the representativ of Oardina! Gibbons before the National Educational .Asso. t'
Cla wn at Nashville· last month. The strenuous
efforts _whi.ch are b&ing put fodh by Christians of all
denommahons, particularly by the Roman church to
bring the public school system under ecclesiastical
domination, hav at length called forth from even
protest... The newspapers:-those which hav not been entirely subsidized
1n the mterests of the church-bav shaken off their
chronic lethargy a~d mustered up suffici~nt courage
to oppo_s~ (very m1ldly and courteously, 1t is true)
the poslliOn taken by tha Christian champions.
'
T
t
. h~ gre~ . trouble i~ that theee Liberal and journahshc cr~tlCB are disposed to make entirely too
many concession a to the religionists. Their at~itude
is almost apologetic, and altogether too conCil~atory
and deferential, to offer anytbin~ li_ke a formidable
res.istnnce. to tareatened ecclesu1et~eal usurpation.
It 15 80 evident that he who runs may read that the'
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be rigidly inspected, as a good desl of dogma is frequently allowed to crop out in them. Not only
tJhould the 'Bible bs carefully excluded from the
~>chcol·room, but all references to God as a personality, or to the supposed superiority of Christianity
as a religious system; Ehould be discouraged;
Eternal vigilanceis the price of religious as well as of
other kinds of liberty, and in no direction is it more
imperativly demanded than in the preservation of
our system of secular education.
Every attempt to introduce religious instruction
into t·he public schools must be frowned down, and
fought down. The public schools are under state .
control, and must ever be kept so. The church
must not be permitted to interfere, must not be
allowed to advise or admonish the commonwealth in
this regard. The state represents the embodied
majesty of the whole people, and inasmuch as the
whole is greater than its part, it is the duty of the
state to act as a chEck upon the church, and vice
versa. It is for the state to stretch forth the arm of
civil authority and ss.y to the proud waves of ecclesiastical encroachment: " Thus far shall ye come, and
no farther."
The American people demand that the state shall
sacredly guard the public schools against the unlawful intrusion of priest or prelate. The people hav
intrusted the schools in the care of the state; let
the latter see that no influence be brought to bear
upon it to make it unfaithful to that trust; let it
render unto Cre;ar the things that are Cresar's, unto
God the things that are God's.
In conclusi~n it may be said that it by no means
follows from this that moral training shall be excluded from our schools. Secularism not only does
not demand this, but the American Secular Union,
through its executiv head, is preparing for a higher, ·
nobler; and better code to ba taught to the young,
merely insisting upon the exclusion therefrom of exploded creeds and debasing dogmas.
,
The religious zealots' ethics are ofttimes of 8 very
questionable character, and would utterly fail to
stand the test of a rigid scrutiny.
Secularists, as represented by the American Secular Union, are deeply interested in inculcating a just
system of ethics-one that will stand the test of enlightened common sense and the laws of nature-devoid of cant and custom-a system of. ethics and high
moral aims fit for presentation to the minds of our
yout.h.
Those who desire can aid and enrol themselvs in
this great work which will giv the American Secular
U oion renown for not only settling the great Girard
College question by this code, but for presenting to
the American people a solution of the con:B. ct between Romish rule and the American idea of s~cular
schools. All who can forward $100 $50, or $25 to
this work should do so immediat"'lv.
The time for the Congress is approaching; now
rally to. the work. Let your acts show how much
you are interested.
E. A. STEVENS,
Secretary American Secular Union.

A Platform.
Oolonal Miner, editor of the Weste1·n American,
lays down a platform upon which most Secularists
would bs willing to stand, and it shows that the
work of the American U oion has bean quite effectiv
when those interrogations are being made and articles
like the following are being printed outside the
regular Freetbonght press. We rejoice to see that
the gallant colonel is sound on the Secular position.
This is the platform :
We are constantly receiving letters from readera in all
parts of the Union, who ask: "What can we expect from
the Democratic or Republican parties? They both are fighting for the' Irish vote,' both busy trading and promising any
.and all offices for that vote." They suggest that an American
party be formed, and ask: ''What can we do to resist the
aggreRsions of the Roman corporation ? How can civil and
religious liberty be saved to us and our posterity?"
These are serious questions and are daily being brought to
the attention of all loyal Americans. The arrogant and unscrupulous acts of this Roman church, so called, are attracting
the attention of men who regard our republican forms with
patriotic love and veneration. They are convinced by the
acts of an arrogant hierarchy that our institutions are in
danger; that there is a conspiracy on foot prompted by a
foreign corporation, who are desperate, alarmed by the
enmity of ail Europe that has for a thousand years been the
victim of its infamous practices, and who is showing her
contempt and detestation for the "Mother of Harlots" by
serving notices of ejectment upon her.
The United States haa too long been the dumping.ground
of Europe. Her paupers, insane, and criminals we can
manage to provide for; but when it is proposed to dump
into this land that infamy, hoary with the blood of millions
murdere~ for daring to think, reeking with to,rture, robbery,
tyranny, ID fact every crime known to the decalog, it is
time for this people to call a halt, to look about them and Eee
if we can afford tn permit these Jesuit schemes to be perfected. When bigotry rules, then the people suffer, and it
is evident to any observer that the plans hav been well laid
and are being carried out to take from this people every
right that makes this republican government the best on this
.
planet.
Enough has been written in this paper to show that the
pagan pupal Romish machine is bending all its energies to
deceive this people, to hoodwink them with lving, specious
pretenses, until she can count votes enough io put a Jesuit
in the White House and rule this American Union.
.
To prevent this horrible crime against humanity, we suggest to our readers the following platform, our legislativ
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policy, which may prevent the accomplishment of the pagan
Roman conspiracy.
The national and state constitutions must be amended in
the interest of self-preservation,. in order that the bridges
left over the trench dug by the founders of tbiR nation between church and state may be cut away, utterly de~troyed
-that the separation may be final and complete. There is
danger to this republic a' long as we neglect this duty; it is
imperativ that t.bis question be seriously considered by the
cit.izens of the Union. If we delay we shall in a few years
be unable to preserve the heritage of our fathers without
bloody conflict. Let us be wise while we hav the power·
let us provide for the preservation of civil and religion~
liberty.
THE PLATFORM.
1. To amend the national and state constitutions, forbidding the donation or appropriation or public funds, lands,
or tenements to any body or institution that is under· sectarian control. ·
2. To amend the national and state constitutions forbidding any special legislation of any kind for the benefit uf
any religious society.
3. To provide that all who vote shall read and write in the
Engli~h language.
4. That each state amend its constitution to provide that
the state is above any church.
o. That all Jaws shall be general, no" special legislation"
be permitted, and laws enacted shall be for the whole people
of the state.
6. That all religious or church property shall be held and
.recorded in the name of truste€s, and not by single prelates
who owe fealt.y to a foreign bead.
7. That the immigration Jaws be changed to insure a better
class of immigrants, and compel all to pay a tax for the
privilege of landing upon our shores.
8. That the staleB shall maintain an unsectarian free school
system, and ocmpel all children of school age to attend,
where they can learn to think rather than repeat, also learn
the duties of a citizen of this republic, and loyalty to our
fla~~; and constitution.
9. That any interference; by any church· in civil affairs, be
promptly resisted and punished.
10. Th!l.t all houses of every kind, religious or secular,
shall be subject to visitation and inspection by state officers.
11. To tax all property, secular and religious, the Mormon
temple, the Chin~se Joss house, the Roman cathedral, and
Protestant chapel, and thus giv Christians an opportunity
to obey Christ, who ordered them to "render to Cresar the
things that are Cre3ar's."
12. That the oath taken by naturalized voters shaH require
them to abjure all allegiance to the pope of Rome, if they
belong to that corporation.
The above platform includes the reforms that are thought
to be necessary to insure a complete separation of state and
church that we may help on the time when we shall see the
much desired grand ideal of a free state, untrammeled by
pries' craft, and ·a free church untouched by the civil power.
When this government wag founded a new departure was
taken. The fathers determined that, unlike any other government then existing ori this planet, this would furnish a system in which the state should be separate froll' the church.
It was done, and a century of remarkable development,
wonderful prosperity, and unequaled progress attests their
wisdom, ha~ surpassed their expectations, and we of this
geLeration are lacking in gratitude if not grateful to them for
deliverance from the greatest thrall that has affected mankind
in all the centuries since creation began.
When the fathers said that there should be no union of
state and church, they voiced the sentiments of untold
millions of victims who for sixteen centuries had suffered
from the crimes of prince and priest. They said the accumulated cries, protests and groans of outraged humanitv should
be heard, and the kind, loving precepts of Christ should find
a place in the fundamental law of this nation. They decreed
that in civil affairs the state should be above the church,
that all deference should be paid to the religious views of
the people, all should hav the right to believe as their conscience dictates, with no help or hindrance from the state;
they knew that religion joined to the state soon becomes
superstitious mummery, that state united to a church always
becomes despotic, they said religion was too sacred to be
soiled by the hands of the state, that it should be left in the
hearts and conscience of the people, where it rightfully
belongs; they promised to religion equality and fair dealing
before the law, but no privileges, and decreed that no law
should be passed to establish any form of religion; in short,
they formed a secular government, the first on earth.
Our success under this system has been such as to leave
no desire on the part of our citizens for a change. The good
that has result.ed has confirmed us in the resolve, not only to
continue the system, but to perfect it by eradicating evils
that hav grown by use to such proportions as to defeat partially the working of the system.
In Europe, we find that all governments are busy maintaining some sort of state religion; note the evils that result.
We can rejoice that here no man is compelled "to carry a
priest on his back," or contribute to support, directly or indirectly, a creed he does not believe; each citizen selects the
creed that pleases him, or that meets his views, and if his
views and practices do not interfere with the rights of others,
or conflict with law, he is free to believe as he pleases.
This is the theory of this American government. How is
it in practice? Investigations show that we hav, in muny
instances, departed from the spirit and intentions of the
fundamental law of this nation. We hav permittl"d churchmen to encroach upon the domain of the state, and suffered
things to be done which impair the dignity of the state and
degrade religion.
Under a mistaken idea, that had come to them after twelve
centuries of teaching by prince and priest, they exempterl
church property from taxation, they permitted money· and
property to be appropriated for institutions under sectarian
control; laws to be enacted favoring a particular creerl or
religion; they subsidized set ools that taught a creed. They
hav permitted an alien priest to appoint agents in all the
states and territories who hold many millions of real estate
ln trust for this alien Italian, who is at the head of a great
trust or corpor~tion; they hav permitted the agents of these
foreign priests to set up schools in all the states which teach
disloyalty to our flag, and prevent five hundred thousand of
the youth of this land from learning their. duty to this
republic; they permit a foreign church-to combine the votes
of its laity, then compel them to cast· it solid for the party or
person that will do most to carry out the designs of this
foreign priest; to destroy civil and religious librrty, they hav
permitted this foreign priest to invest his agents living here
with titles of nobility. All these things hav been done in
violation of the spirit of the principles of the constitution of
a secular government. The American state is based upon
~he ri~!f~!' pf mep,. ~8 citillens. As such it controls the lllw

ancl is not controled by it. It creates an army but is not
rul~cl by it. It protects churches and is not governed bv
~bel~ ~reeds. The state is supreme, and the equal rights of
ltR clltzens are the only rights that are permanent. It con?eros !tself only with men as citizens. It was clearly the
!ntentwn of the fathers to leave r.eligion free from any aid or
IntPrferen?e by tl•e state. Washing~on, 1789, ~~iting to the
PreBbvtenans of Massachusetts, satd: "Rehgwn was left
out of the account, because it properly belonged to the care
of the churchts rather than to the Etate." Madison said:
"Relig.ion is not within the pur~i~w <?f human government."
Franklin_ wrote: ''!\'hen a rel1g10n IR good I belieTe it will
support Itself; when lt cannot do so and God does not take
care of it, I apprehend it is a bad religion."
T_he supreme .courts, national and state, hav frequently
decu;led that ~his government is secular, hence it must be
admu~ed. that if we do not want." a Jl_riest on our backs," we
mu&t ms1st th!l't all attempts to 1mpau or change the secular
features of th1s government must be met and resisted. The
platfor~ announced in this paper will be taken in hand and
fully d1scusstd, with such facts and statistics as will satiafy
all who are loyal ~G t~is Amerka~ republi? that the reforms
suggeste~ are of vltali!DPortance If we deem~ to hand down
to posterity the trust gtven to us by our fathers. We .invite
the careful consideration of all who de~ire the perpetuation
of this American Union to the facts and measures we shall
lay before them for the purpose of closing the door against
the advent of a power whose history is one long record of
cruel tyranny and disregard of the rights of humanity.
.
E. A. STEV~Ns,
Secretary Amertcan Secular Unton.

1

The Oregon Secular Union Convention.
In pursuance of the authority invested in us by
the Oregon State Secular Union, we hereby call the
first annual convention of said Union, to meet in
Portland, Ore., at Masonic Hall, on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, the 12&b, 13th, and 14th days of
October. 1889.
The object ia to secure the total separation of
church and state.
The advocates of this measure in Washington are
invited to join their Oregon friends in this convention. Done at Portland, Ore., this July 31, 1889.
BEAL.
A. F. NEUNERT.
Board of directors, ~ J. K. SEARS.
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The Church and Science.
The pope has decided to permit the erection of an astronomical observatory in the Vatican, the site selected being
the tower over the rooms occupied by the master of the
Sacred College, it being the most elevated portion of the
building. The cost is estimated at one million florins.Dailll paper.

The world "do move," and in its "moving," various
creeds and schools of fanatica are forced to bow the
knee of bumble acquiescence.
The idea of Christianity proposing to build an
"astronomical observr.tory" to perpet~ate a knowledge of astronomy, and in the same locality where
only a few years ago it burnt people at the stake for
simply asserting the truth of astronomical knowledge,
doss eeem, to an unprejudiced mind, the quintessence
of crow-eating.
When an Italian astronomer voiced the truth in
opposition to a mass of biblical balderdash, known
as the "science and astronomy" of Joshua and
Mose8, he was roasted at the stake by the good
Christian fathers of the church; and now, this same
church, by ita present managers, proposes to erect
"an aetronomical observatory," thus giving the lie
fl;;,t to all its former teachings as also to all its
former managers.
Query: If the former fathers of the church hav
taught and maintained-even by burnings and butcherings-ridiculous, absurd, and most erroneous
doctrine, what proof ha.v we to · show that the
present fathers of this same church are not preaching and practicing doctrins as erroneous and as ridiculous as were the doctrine of their predecessors,
and for the proof of which we hav simply to wait a
few years T
Is not all this a very sad, a very humiliating, a
very ridiculous commentary upon this church's Bible
creed and its Bible God! An omniscitJnt God; a
God the creator of all things; a God the founder of
his own religious worship-such a one who knows not
his own mind nor matters he himself created ; in
other words, a God who makes a spade, but owing
to its complex nature does not recognize it, and
must depend upon finite man for his knowledge-such
a God is surely absurdness boiled down.
What is religion, then, please, but the pure and
simple "creature" of finite man in all the past ages
of the world T And how simple is the proof thereof;
for it we hav only to scan the pages of history. For
of a truth that which was orthodoxy yesterday is
to-day rank superstition; and that which to. day is
the purest of orthodoxy will just as surely be on
to-morrow the very rankest of superstition; and this
will ccntinue to be so on the end of time itself.
Ignorance, superstition, and bloody fanaticism in
the past ever hav been the pliant tools of the church;
on the contrary and in opposition thereto, science
and popular education hav been the true champions
and the redeemers of priest-ridden mankind.
Whenever and wherever these two antagonistic
principles met a bitter, vi:ra.dictiv, and an unrelenting
war was at once iuaugurated by the church to main·
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tain its t.;Buai supremacy over the minds and fanatical
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. e masse~.
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lS war
wuged . By m_oral suasiOn and by peaceful means!
Never. But With the rack, the fagot, and the stake
and ail the devil-conceived machinery of ita ghoulish
inquisitions it always exerted its powerful and bale·
·
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·
h
·
ful I~flue~ce lD up ol IDg and m t _e exten~10n of
fana.hcal Ignorance; ever strenuously opposmg as
emanating from the devil each and every step
forward in art science and learning. Nevertheless
1
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hl ·
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a ways rue to It~ ,colors an c urc y mstm~ B or
proo.f, see prop~sitiOn above to construct ~n astronomwal observatory"), that very moment tile church
observes the inevitable triumph of a soien~ific fact or
common-sense principle it immediately scrambles into
h
·
·
·
· ·
·
t e pulpi~, ~h1le yet reekmg In the ~l;:>od of Its
roasted vtcttms, and . at once hypocntlcally proclaims to an astonished world: "Oh, yes, these
truths are self-evident. The church teachet> them ·
· f t h
t
h h
f
h
t · '
lD ac , ~s always . aug t t e~, or are t sy no 1~
accord With the Bible and With common sense~
Such an exhibition of brazen-faced cheek and contemptible hypocrisy to say the least is indeed
"shamelessness added to shame."
'
What occult cause has worked so great and so
beneficent a revolution as now permits poor priestridden man to speak, and even to think, freely his
own thoughts 1 Was it the church and its influences T
Hardly so, judging from its own established record
for the past. If not the church, then what was it?
It is simply and solely the invisible and silent
march of intelligence, supported by science-this and
nothing more.
Can any sane man or woman deny that even at this
day that same church (dare it do so) would burn
and butcher as it once did in all its former devilishness? Most assuredly it would; and it is only
restrained from doing so through fear of utter annihilation.
Notwithstanding the church now acquiesces in and
hypocritically approves of a given amount of intelligence for the masses, yet it quietly and secretly lies
in wait, like a loathsome reptil, watching with hideous
mien and hellish hate, ever praying for the time and
opportunity to again come that it may bury its
poisonous and death-dealing fangs into the quiv6ring
flesh of universal humanity, and by so doing stamp
out at once and forever all public school systems
in whatsoever part of the world they may be, thereby
destroying at one fell swoop every semblance of
"independent intelligence.
How great and inextinguishable must be the debt
now dp,e from the past and present church, bed6viled
people to those noble and heroic Eouls who faced the
diabolical bate of that church, by manfully proclaiming the truth and the right of man to use nature's
best gift, without the Eurveillauce of a pack of selfconstituted intermeddlers, who cheekily assume to
control his conscience !
Now let us take a p1·acHcal view of this church attitude, and in order to do this I will ask a simple
question: Why does the church in theee latter days reluctantly, though only openly, acquiesce in, while
secretly njecting and trying to nullify, any one given
scientific fact? Why does abe do this 1 Simply because a majorit.y of revenue-producing mankind are of
the intelligent ·class, and the church knows full well
that, however it desires to do so, should it still cling
to its biblical science, it would ha.v so few followers
that its revenues (the only important part of the farcical
institution) would silently dwindle away to nothing;
it being a self· evident and indisputable proposition
(to be proved needing only to be tried) that without its
continuous in:ilowing stream of golden revenues, the
present Christian organization would shortly cease
to exist. To prove this latter proposition, the dupes
hav only to discontinue their contributions to at
once realize the simple fact that modern Christianity
is simply and solely for "revenue only," and that
without · such revenues, its life-yea, even its remembrance amongst men-would be a matter of
short duration., Try the proposed experiment ; form
a. '' universal non-contributing trust," and see bow
quickly my predictions are fully verifi~d.
St Johns, A.riz.
ALBERT F. BANTA.
pRBS!On~s 0

J. E. REMSBURG is now lecturing in the Northwest. TLe
following is a list of his appointments: Des Moines, Ill.,
August 16th; Prairie City, 17th; Grinnell, 18th; Galt, 19.h;
De Witt, 20th; West Union, 21st; Elgin, 22d, 23d; P!ltch
Grove, Wis., 24th, 2oth; Utica, Minn., 26Lh; St. Charles,
27th, 28th; Black River Falls, Wis., 29th, 30th; Princeton,
Minn., 31st, September let; Elk River, 2d; Waterville, 3d;
Dexter, 4th, oth, 6th; Willmar, 7th, 8th; Ortonville, 9th;
Fargo, N.Dak., lOth; Jamestown, 11th, 12th, 13th; Henry,
S. Dak., 14th.
W. F. JAMIESON delivered, under the management of John
Trueblood, hia second course of lectures in Monte Vista.,
Col. Says t.Je Journal: 11 Mr. Jamieson gave three lectures last week, which were attentivly listened to by large
and appreciativ audiences." This time he compelled the
editor of the Graphic, an 11 alleged Ohristian," as one o! his
brother editors calls him, to confess that Infidelity is a real
benefit, after all, 11 by aiding to winnow the chaff from the
wheat." Mr. Jamieson is receiving calls to lecture in
Nebraska, Iowa, E:ansas 1 1,\D~ 14-i~B()~Ti. Address at Coryell 1
Col,
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t[ommnnications.
Reason and Reform.
It is fabled that nineteen hundred years ago, at the
birth of the son of a carpenter in Judea, angels appeared
to shepherds, watching their flocks by night, and sang,
"Peace on earth, good will to men." This child was
to be the messiRh who would usher in the epoch of
universal harmony. Men believed this fable, and
calling themselvs Christians professed to hav experienced a miraculous change, styled regeneration, or
being born again, which ma9e love the ruling principle in their natures. Under this influence peace
and good will were to prevail, and be exercised
toward all men. For nineteen centuries this theory
has held sway in spheres of increasing magnitude ;
but with what result?
Individuals hav deemed this doctrin so important
for the welfare of mankind at large that good will
to man has justified hatred, cruelty, and murder
toward men who denied the truth of the fable.
The nations that adopted the Christian beliefs hav
been foremost in extending their possessions by conquest, and the gospel of peace and good will has
been proclaimed by sword and flame. In all lands,
in spite of this profession of love, a system has prevailed by which the only methods of obtaining a
livelihood were to sell one's labor to another, to induce others to work for less pay than the value of
their product, or to make people pay more for goods
than they cost. These three methods are direct
violations of the law of love, which teaches: "Do
unto others as you would hav others do unto you.''
Men and nations in practice are committed to the
upholding of force and fraud as the ruling principles
of politics and economics, while all the time they
profess to be governed by the theory of the angel's
song, peace and good will. Millions of men are in
arms awaiting the signal to destroy each other, each
calling on God and the carpenter's son to "speed
the right." Countless treasures are expended in
means_fo~ deyastation, and all in the name of religion
and 01v1hzatwn. Men who most loudly proclaim
themselvs to be followers of Jesus are banded tog~ther to secure monopolies of land, wood, coal,
mmerals, natural products, in fact, all things necessa-ry for the life and comfort of mankind, ~nd by inducing men to labor for them for less than half of
the value they create and forcing others to pay twice
the l~bor cost of the articles they require for food,
clothmg, and shelter they heap up riches and liv in
luxury.wh~e multitudes are struggling with peverty
and priVatwn.
Nmeteen centuries of belief in the fable of Jesus
and his love hav failed to bring peace and good will
to men. It has been reserved for those who reject
this so-called revelation to point out the means by
which peace and good will may be secured and to
show that it is not by a miraculous regene;ation of
human nature but by the application of reason to the
spheres of politics and economics that society will be
reformed.
It is highly significant that BO many of the great
promoters of political and social reform hav been
rejecters of revelation. RousBeau, Voltaire Paine
Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln G~ribaldi'
Mazzini, 0 wen, . Prudhomme, Lassalle, Marx ' Mill',
an d now M orris, Hyndman, Pearson, and all the
leaders in modern labor reform, hav looked toward the
regeneration of society, not by belief in miracle but
by study of natural laws, not by faith but by reason.
Instead of belief that society is divinely ordered
and that submission to rulers "ordained of God" is
the duty of all, these Freethinkers claim that expediency-the greatest good of the greatest numberis the criterion of political rights, and that to determin these an equal chance for the exercise of voice
and will must be given to every member of society.
Human democracy as against divine despotism is the
p~m:ace~ for political. ills. And as to the remedy for
soCial Ills, these reJecters of revelation deny that
servants should submit themselvs to masters or that
men shall abide in the calling wherein tbey are
called,. be content w~th such things as they hav, and
be resigned to the Circumstances in which providence
has placed. them. Their mission is to fan the holy
flame of discontent, from which springs all improvement; to teach men that no ills are ordained of God
but are the results of human ignorance and lack of
control over Df,'tural forces. It is labor not prayer
knowledge not faith, that will giv the mastery ove;
evil. And it is thelse unbelievers that hav pointed
o~t that. th~ l?revailin~ system of trade, the competiti~D f_or mdlVId~al g_am, is directly opposed to that
prmmple of Recipromty embodied in the Golden Rule
which for twenty-five centuries all the world's great
moral teachers hav declared to be the fundamental
ethical law. It is useless to preach a doctrin when
a man's very existence depends upon a violation of
that. doc~rin. It is vain to exhort to the practice of
Recipromty when the means of livelihood are only to
be secured by appropriating the produce of the labor
of ~thers, ~y o~twitting, overreaching, and striving
agamst ones neighbor. The rationalistic students of
society hav shown that in order to permit the exer-

fluenced Constantine " the Great" to iss·ue this edict
in the year 321, A D.:
Let all judges, and all people of the towns, rest, and all the
various trades lie suspended, on the venerable day of the
Sun. Those who liv in the country, however, may freely,
and without fault, attend the cultivation of the fields, lest
with the loss of favorable opportunity the commodities
offered by heaven be destroyed (Justinian <;:lode, Book iii,
title 12).
This is the origin of the Christian Sabbath-instituted by a monster, a butcher whom the church has
canonized and the Christian world calls Constantine
the Great. This man, whose infamy is unparalleled
in the history of mankind, a man who rejoiced to see
captiva torn by wild beasts, who l!:illed his father-inlaw and his own brother, who snatched a tender son
of eleven years from his sister's arms and murdered
him in cold blood, who drowned his faithful wife in a
tub of boiling water, who condemned his own son to
a horrible death-he, the patron and protector of
Christianity, created our " holy" day, and on his
death-bed was baptized, and is now among the blest.
However, the observance of the Sabbath was not
held to be necessary until the thirteenth century, and
even down to M1lton's time it was not der,med any
better than any other day. To sustain the _assertion
that Sunday is not set apart by divine or quasi-divine
authority as a day of rest, or that it is necessary to
observe this day more than any other, I can quote
from a legion of the most celebrated ecclesiasties and
theologians of ancient, medieval, and "omparativly
modern times-such m(m as Jus tin Martyr and
Irenams, of the second century, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, and Origen, of the third century, St. Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem, who wrote nearly
fifty years after Constantine, and St. Epiphanim•.
The great Jerome, 400 A D., said : "Considered in a
Sunday Laws.
purely Christian point of view, all days are alike."
ll'rorn the F'aryo, N. D., sunaav Aryu~.
In more modern times such men as Martin Luther,
To the Argu.s: The constitutional convention is Philip Melancthon, and Martin Bucer, the Holland
in session. Those who compose this body are reformer, Erasmus, Zwingle, the great Swiss reformer,
assembled to frame a constitution that will recognize and Beza, all declare that the observance of Sunday
no man as an individual, nor no body of men as a is unnecessary, and not enjoined by anyone having
distinct body, be it secular, ecclesiastical, educational, authority.
or. otherwise. "All men hav equal rights," is an
I shall giv but one quotation, and that from Micheaxiom of our nation, but every state violates this let's Life of Luther, book iv, chap. 2: "As regards
axiom in more ways than one. It will here suffice to the Sabbath or Sunday, there is no neceseity of keepstate but a single violation of this aphorism, viz.: ing it."
Sunday legislation, or laws which prohibit acts on
John Calvin also said:
that day that are lawful on all other days.
The fathers frequently call the command for the Sabbath
It cannot be found in all the teachings of Christ., a shadowy commandment, because it contains the extemal
or any of his apostles, that one day should be observance of the day which was abolished with the rest of
the figures at the advent of Cb.rist. . . . 'l'he same day
observed more than another.
which put an end to the shadows admonishes Christians not
Jesus himself was a Sabbath-breaker, and John so to
adhere to a shadowy ceremony (Calvin's Institutes, book
admits: "Therefore the Jews sought the more to ii, chap. 8).
kill him, because he not only had broken the Sabbath,
Christians, therefore, should hav nothing to do with a
but said also that God was his father" (John v, 18). superstitious observance of day (Ibid).
When Jesus was rebuked for working on the SabHe further said, speaking of observing Sunday and
bath, he said: "My father worketh hitherto, and I substituting it for the Jewish Sabbath: "Those who
work" (John v, 17).
adopt it [Sunday] far exceed the Jews in the gross,
At another time when rebuked for plucking ears of carnal, and superstitious observance of the Sabbath "
corn be retorted by saying, among other things : (Ibid.).
"The Sabbath was made for man, and. not man for
So much for Calvin. If the reader will turn to
the Sabbath; therefore the Son of man is Lord also Chambers's Encyclopedia, he will find the following
of the Sabbath" (Mark ii, 27-28).
words regai'dintz the great Scotch Presbyterian
There are other instances, but space will not per- reformer, John Knox: "It is a mistake to suppose
mit further quotation.
that either Sabbatarianism or asceticism was recom·
Jesus never enjoined an observance of Sabbath, mended by Knox.''
Sunday, or any other day.
Andrew, in his "History of the Sabbath," page 443,
Nothing is said concerning the observance of any in speaking of Knox, wrote :
day in the Sermon on the Mount. To the young
'I'hough the foundation of the Presbyterian Church of
man who came to inquire what was necessary to be Scotland was laid by Knox, . . . and though that church
done to be saved, he said : "Thou knowest the com- is now verv striet in tb.e observance of Sunday as the Sabyet Knox himself was of Calvin's mind as to the observmandments. Do not kill, Do not steal, Do not bear bath,
ance of that day.
false witness, Defraud. not, Honor thy father and
There are many other eminent names in the theomother " (Mark x, 19). The fourth commandment is
logical world that I could giv in support of my assernot given; merely the moral laws of the Decalog,
tion, such as William Tyndale, John Milton, Archwhich are but natural and just.
bishop Cranmer, John Frith, Rev. Dr. Hessey, and
Next to Christ, Paul stands as authority on theoothers, but I hav already occupied too much space.
logical subjects. What does he say about the
He who will impartially read the history of the
observance of the Sabbath or any other day'
past, will find overwhelming-evidence of the falsity
One man esteemeth one day above another; another of the claim of those who maintain Sunday as a day
esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully perof reaL by divine or quasi-divine authority.
suaded iJ;J. his own mind (Rom. xiv, 5).
For their superstitious observance of days he up- . A. strong and determined effort is being made I o
engraft i·nto the constitution of North D.&kota a
bt·aids the Galatians:
Ye observe days, and months, and times, and years. I am clause prohibiting all work, games, recreation, or
afraid of you, lest I ha'i bestowed upon you labor in vain travel on Sunday, except that of necessity, excusing
(Gihl. iv, 10; 11).
those who, through religious convictions, may observe
some other day. This is all very well so far as it
To the Colossians he writes :
Let no man therefore jud~e you in meat, or in drink, or in goes, but there are, at least, a very respectable
respect of a holy day, or of the new moon, or of the Sabbath minority who believe that each day is alike, so far as
days (Col. xi, 16).
holiness and sanctity is concerned. Yet they are
The queiStion now arises, Whence the origin and compelled to observe the Sabbath of the Christian or
observance of Sunday? Much can be written in full else be liable to punishment.
explanation of its origin. .
Is it equal rights to all to hav such a law upon our
H is well known that each day of the week was statutes T Are those who conscientiously believa
consecrated to some god by the so-called heathen that to work or ride for pleasure or do anything on
Gre~ks and Romans, and in fact by all ancient na- Sunday that can be legally done on other days of the
t\(>ns. These gods represented the principal celes- week is proper and right, to be disregarde-d entirely 1'
tial bodies-Sunday to the Sun, Monday to the Are they not as good as the Greek who observeR
Moon, Tuesday to Mars, Wednesday to Mercury, Monday T The Persian who observes Tuesday 'I'
Thursday to Jupiter, Friday to Venus, and Saturday The Assyrian who observes · Wednesday T The
to Saturn. The feast to the Sun was the most Egyptian who observes Thursday T The Tu·r k who
observed. The ecclesiastics, knowing that some day observes Friday T The Jew who observes Saturday T·
must be set Apart so that the people would hav All these di erent nationRlit.ies are on the roster ot
nothing to do but attend church, selected the most naturalized citizens of the U oited States.
Is it f"ir? Is it just T Does it represent the peO·
popular of the pagan holidays, viz., Sunday, and in-

cise of the Golden Rule it is necessary that men
should earn their living by associated work for the
common benefit instead of by a competitiv grab,
each mall for himself. In this way only can men
both liv, and love one another. The animals that
strive against each other for the possession of the
prey must ever be enemies, but those that labor collectivly for the general sustenance, .each receiving all
it needs from the common stock, hav no insuperahle
obstacle toward the mutual exercise of peace and
good will. While men war against each other as employer and employee, capitalist and laborer, exploiter
and exploited, there can be no peace; but when they
see that if society at large owns all the capital, means
of production, and methods of distribution, and employs each member to work for the common benefit,
receiving in return the means for a comfortable sub·
sistence, then will be removed the essential antagonism between men, and it will become possible and
necessary to exercise good will.
This will become the crowning glory of Freethought, that it formulated an economic system
under which love first became the ruling ethical
principle and practice of society. By this int,roduc·
tion of a system that· "makes for righteousness,"
Rationalism will make the twentieth century more
potent for human good than Christianity has done
with nineteen centuries. Those who rail at Freethought as destructiv only, not constructiv; as a mere
negation, inferior to the old orthodoxy, should consider its influence in formulating schemes of political
and social reform, and in creating the champions and
pioneers of freedom.
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
Montreal, 1889.
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pie 1 Does not a Sunday law recognize a religion as
a state affair 1 And does it not restrict personal
rights and religious conviction in this .commonwealth T.
Let each religion and creed stand or fall upon its
own merits.
Let each church pay its own taxes.
Let each day be as nature designed it free and
.alike.
·
'
Let the Golden Rule for once prevail: "Do unto
others as you would hav them do unto you."
SAUL.

consti~ut~ the national organization. Ere a state
organ1zat10n can be an effectiv reality, it must be
composed of properly authorized representative or
delegates from local societies. Hence it is to the
personal interest ~nd advantage of every Liberal in
Oregon and Wasbmgton to at once use all possible
efforts to establish local organization.
Let us pro~t ~y the errors of the past, and not
attempt to ~uild m the clouds, beginning with the
top of the chimney; nor encourage the making pau·
pars of Liberals by inducing them to depend for the
expenses of their organization on the donations of
the wealthy. Let all stand as free and independent
The Portland, Ore., Liberal Convention.
men and wom?n, each ready and glad to do their
Four conventions are engaged in framing consti- proper proportiOn of the burden-bearing.
tutions for new states in the great West. Many
Let our organization be composed of" Liberals,"
earnest individual efforts bav been made-not alto· th_ose w_ho h~v the _pure and ennobling principles of
gather in vain-to intluence the delegates at Olym- Ltberahsm m their hearts, not mere loud-talking
pia, W. T., to recognize the justice of the Nine Bible-kickers who bav left the church on account of
Demands; but every worker to that end has realized me~n acts or c~ronic stinginess. Let every local
the weakness of individual effort., and the absolute soCiety be organized on strict business principlesneed of efficient, practical organization. Had we had on a pay in advance, cash basis, membership fee, and
an organization of the Liberals in the several terri- re~ular monthly dues. Too long our friends· and
tories, we could hav insured respectful consideration peJghbors bav been prejudiced-the slaves of priestof our claims.
craft and superstition. Too long hav Liberals been
Carefully prepared leaflets, thoroughly circulated, ostracised, denounced. Surely the time has come to
would hav done muob to educate the intelligent· make an ear!lest, persistent effort in this glorious,
voters as to the justice of, and to convince them it was sunny West m behalf of our loved ones, our friends,
to their personal interest to secure, the Nine Demands. and ourselvs !
Thus we might hav influenced the choice of deleNOW IS THE OPPORTUNITY.
gates. And after the election of delegates, bow
Liberals of Washington, what is you!' response T
effectiv would hav been the power of unity ! Even Will you resolve to, if possible, attend the Portland
the most mercenary politician would bav been slow convention, meet and become personally acquainted
to oppose; and, although inclined to slight Liberals and form a Union with the tried and true workers of
individually, would sca.rce venture to ignore them Oregon; compare notes, interchange ideas; be recollectivly.
freshed and inspired by the thrilling eloquence of our
Frum lack of organiza.tion, the individual efforts most able lecturers; learn bow best to help formade, although attended with much of expense and ward the cause, and how most successfully to organself-sacrifice, can expect but meager results. Let us iza and conduct local organization?
not idly lament the failures of the past, but profit by
Why notal! rally and giv Liberalism such a mighty
the lessons of experience, and evince activ energy in impetus here in the Northwest as shall accelerate
the present.
its triumphant progress through the whole country?
Oregon has taken the initiativ, adopted a most Will you?
excellent, platform, and started practical organization,
Than go at once to the post-office and send money
with officers of ability, zeal, and experience, in whom ?rder or registered letter addressed to C. Baal, presall hav the utmost confidence.
1dent Oregon State Secular Union, Portland, Ore.
It is not, perhaps, just now advisable tbat Wash- Send such amount as you can afford to-day, no matington should form a separate organization. But it ter if the amount is small. You can remit again in a
would be of very great mutual advantage to Oregon ·few weeks if fortune favors you. But write at once.
and Washington to form a joint state union; and If you cannot do any better to-day, send assurance
the ,proposed convention at Portland, in October of your being present at the convention, and pledge
next., affords the best possible opportunity to do so. . to contribute stated amount.
We bav the assuranee that the Portland convenThe committee should, as soon as possible, get out
tion will not be a mere display of Liberal lect~rers' printing matter, advertise, etc. Ere this can be
isms, each lecturer ventilating a pet ism, and all done they must make contracts for ball, music, etc.
firing in different directions. On the contrary They will use prudence, care, economy, but everythe lectures will be by the most able exponents, thing should be on a scale of grandeur befitting so
of oul' principles. Every lecture, especially prepared important an occasion.
We want at the very least a tbreA days' Congress
for the occasion, will, in the most clear and forcible
. maimer, state the aims and objects of our organiza- with a public lecture each evening, and a fourth day
tion, and conclude with appeals to the intelligent to devoted to festivity, sight-seeing, and a banquet
investigate, and to all Liberals to prove the depth of and grand ball.
their convictions by earnestly working for thorough
It will greatly help to insure success if the comand efficient organization.
mittee can bav a supply of finance and assurance of
The Liberal lecturers are relied on to take the lead attendance at once. Send along your contribution;
in the spirit of self-saerifice, and do all in their power it will double your. interest and desire to attend.
·to influence attendance, solicit contributions, and do Make up your mind that you will go, and take wife
all work the committee may require of them, without and young folks along. All diffi(mlties will melt
away before fixed determination. Resolve to share
f
eLiberallecturers are paid at all other times for the honor and glory of being present and helping to
speaking; and, as perfecting Efficient organization form the joint state Secular Union of Oregon and
will be greatly to their ultimate advantage, no Washing-ton, at Portland, the, up to that time, largest,
injustice will be done by accepting their gratuitous most influential, and important gathering of Liberals
services on this occasion.
ever assembled in the United States. And let all
This will very greatly reduce expenses. Now, if honest Liberals say, Amen!
Remember that the date is to be Oct. 1. 1889.
all will evince the same laudable desire to do their
full share of the work, then beyond all doubt the
C. B. REYNOLDS.
Portland convention will be the grandest succefls of
Beats the "Jersey" Breed all Hollow!
any gathering of Liberals ever held in the United
States.
·
In Draper's "Intellectual Development of Europe,"
This convention is not to be a mere surfeit of sur- vol. ii, page 57, is the following account of the sackplus lectures. The day services will be devoted to a ing of Constantinople by the Catholic army of Pope
real congress of the Liberal workers, not alone from Innocent III., caUed the "fourth CrusadE"," which
Oregon and Washington, but from all parts of the started to rescue the holy sepulcher (!) from the
United States, at which personal acquaintance can be "Mohammedan Infidels." The account says : "Pope
cultivated, plans and methods of work compared and Innocent himself. was obliged to protest against
discussed. ~ ·
enormities that had outrun his intentions.· He says:
The platform is the Nine Demands, all sound and ' They practiced fornication, incest, adulteries; t.hey
solid, needing no repairiiJg or amending; but we do abandoned matrons and virgins, consecrated to God,
greatly need time and opportunity to consalt and totbe lewdness of grooms. They lifted their bands
decide on the best possible way to carry into effect against the treasures of the church-what is more
its provisions, aims, and objects.
heinous, the very consecrated vessels-tearing the
Admission to these sessions, so as to avoid the tablets of silver from the very altars, breaking in
presence of objectionable outsiders, should be by pieces the most sacred things, carrying off crosses
non-transferable tickets issued by the committee; and relics.' Asses and horses were led into the
speeches confined to ten minutes, and strict enforce- churches to carry off the spoils. A prostitute
ment of the rule that speakers must confine them- mounted the patriarch's throne, and sang with indeselva to the question before the bQuse, each and all cent gestures a ribald song. The tombs of the
striving to heal all dissensione. 'flllve all questions emperors were rifled, and the Byzantines saw at once,
of favor or disfavor of individuaTt!, and earnestly with amazement and anguish, the corpse of Justinian,
endeavor to. promote the greatest good to the great- which even decay and putrefaction had for six centuries spared in his tomb, exposed to the violation of
est number.
Ere there can be a genuiu national organization; the mob. It bad been understood, among those who
there must first be a number of state organizations, instigated these atrocities, that the relics were to be
whose accredited representative or delegates shall brought into a common stock and equitably divided
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among the conquerors; but each ecclesiastic seized
and secreted whatev.er be could. Thus the Abbot
Martin obtained for his monastery in Alsace the
following inestimable articles : 1. A spot of the
blood of our savior; 2. A piece of the true cross; 3.
The arm of the Apostle James ; 4. Part of the skeleton ·
cf John the Baptist; 5.-I hesitate to write such
blasphemy-' a bottle of rnilk, of the rnother of
God.'"
This was in 1202; and, as the "holy Virgin" was
supposed to bav nursed the ''infant Jesus" eleven
hundred and ninety-eight years previously, it shows
that she was not only prolific as a "lacist" but
that her .milk was ?f a. kind not requiring ice to
prevent 1ts conversiOn mto "bonny-clabber" in a
country where, in summGr, the thermometer ~toad at
100° in the shade.
That this wonderful milk-yielder was not preserved
to the world, and the breed multiplied for the benefit
of mankind, seems to controvert the Darwinian theory
of "the. surviv~l of the fittest." Again, the no:·evaporatlv quality must not be lost sight of. Still
another marvel about t.bis milk must bav been one
si~ilar to th~t of t~e "go~den water," obtained by
~rmce~s P~r1z~de, m. Arab1an tales, to wit, a drop of
It mu~hplymg Itself mto a perennial fountain; nor
must It be forgotten that this "virgin milk" was the
counte~p1ut of _the wood of the "true cross," the
fecundity of which was such, that a writer on relics
stated that, in the thirteenth century there was wood
enou~b in Europe of the original cross, in the shape
of relics, to construct the entire British navy.
The popes cared about as much for the success of .
crusades as a " dog does for the fifth wheel of a carriage.'' When the "indulgence" milk ran low and
funds in the popish exchequer were exhausted, the
last resort of the popes was to set the crusade ball
a-rolling, Pope Innocent goading on the ignorant
fanatical rabble !>Y fulminating: "Where," they
(Saracens) say, "1s your God, who can not deliver
you out of our hands? Behold! we bav defiled your
san?tuaries, we hav taken, at the first assault, your
desrrable places where your superstition had its
beginning. Where is your God?"
To start a crusade was to set all the money in
Europe a flowing, and-like the tracks of the beasts
visiting the pretended sick lion in his den, which all
pointed toward the den and none from it-all the
money flowed into the coffers of the pope, and none
away from it. By and by this sly game was detected
even by the obtuse soldiery, who found they couldn't
be paid because all the money was kept in Rome.
Coming down to the present, and respecting the
much bruited Catholic supremacy in America, it may
be said, when the tree dies at the roots (Italy), the
branches and leaves will soon feel the decay. Catholicism in America live only by tolerance, and that is
the " bid " that both political parties are offering for
its voteF. The same was true of the North before
the war. The first shot on Sumter, or overt act, and
the spell is broken, when it will be a word and a blow
and the blow will come first.
SEMPRONIUs. '
PharisePism Run Ma1l.
From the Pitt>burgl!, Po., Times.

On the Sunday following the Johnstown disaster, when all
hearts fairly b ·ed and every pocket was open for the sufferers,
the Pittsburgh Casino Museum threw open its doors free,
only placing within easy reach a contribution box labeled:
"For the sn:ff~rers at Johnstown." No price of admission
was exacted, there was no performance. no actors, no show
of any kind, save the famous scene of" Christ Before Pilate."
The location was favorable for a contribution-box. Hunclreds of citizens entered for a moment and placed in the box
the evidence of their sympathy. Some gave ten cents; some
twenty. five cents; some a dollar; and in more than one
Instance ten doJlars was given. Generally the contributions
were wholly regardless of the place, and there was no
thc.ught of any impropriety on the Sabbath day. It was
simply a generous outflow of b~artfelt benevolence. The
amount so collected was $184 95. This amount was handed
t:> the treasurer of the Times relief fund, and was a part of
the $11,268 62 which it was the great privilege of the Times
to hand over to the Pittsburgh relief commiltee.
From the correspondence printed elsewhere the public will
learn that the avails of the Casino Museum contribution. box
were returned to the Times on the ground that the committee
could not conscientiously handle money thus collected for
the relit£ of the destitute sufferers of Johnstown I
Banker Thompson, the treasurer of the Pittsburgh committee, loans money that earns interest three humlred and
sixty. five daya in the year, which, of course, includes Sundays, and nobody says he is not. a good man. Banking is
his business, and through it he malws his living. William
McCreery, chairman of the Pittsburgh committee, is the
president of a street railway corop<~ny whose cars run every
day in the year, collecting fares from every passenger on
Sunday as well as other days. From the earnings of that
company he collects his dividends. Baker Marvin bakes the
hread that feeds the hungry from the grain that grows on
Sundays as well as on other clays. Much of that bread, by
his free and liberal contribution, went to feed the starving at
Johnstown, and no man refused to take the loaves. And
there was no man whose fa.mily was fed by this bread who
did not thank God for Bo1ker Marvin and the bread, or who
paused to qnestion whether the grain grew or the bread was
baked on the Lord's day. Does the Btble 8ay anything
about the day of the week the widow gave her mite, or
would she hav been honored less if she had given it on
Sunday?
But the money was made to do the work which the contributors had in view. It has gone where it will d·• he
most good, and of few things only are we more certain than
that the action, from beginning to end, has had God
blessing!
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MR. E. M. MAODONA.LD, the Editor of THE TRUTH BEKKER,
has been confined at home and disabled from editorial
management, by typhoid fever, for some two weeks, and
may continue so awhile longer. Correspondents who hav
not received attention will accept this as explanation and
apology. In view of the theory of Freethinkers that had
science not been checked by Christianity it could by now
hav eradicated about all zymotic diseases, we may reasonably
conceive our Editor as raging and frothing against superstition in his confinement with uncommon fury, and may expect
vituperativ sentiments of intensified bitterness when he is
with us again-which, we may assume, all friends will join
with us in wishing to be soon.

The New States.
The party of superstition does not seem to be getting much substantial benefit in the new constitu
tions, but at least is getting the name of its God and
divers pieces of cant into those documents altogether
too thickly.
In Idaho an effort was made ag&inst the introduction of the name of God in the constitution, but it
failed. One of the delegates, named Pefl.ey, refused
to sign it because of its containing that name. He
returned home not having pledged himself to its support, as had the other members, and having refused
to accept pay for his services. In this state Mormons were cut off from the right of suffrage.
In North Dakota Delegate Bartlett, of Griggs,
moved to strike out of the preamble the part referring to God. It was unnecessary, he said, and was
not in the constituti0n of the United States. Stevens,
of Ransom, and other members, opposed Bartlett,
and succeeded in haTing adopted another preamble,
which reads :
" We, the people of North Dakota, grateful to almip;hty
God for religious and civil liberty, do establish and ordain
this constitution."
North Dakota, by the way, set apart forty thousand
acres of land to provide for a school of manual training and industrial education at Allendale. It has the
honor of being the first state in the Union to provide
for a system of this nature.
In Washington territory on the 7th an ali-day
' t 0h h
d eb at e t ook P1ace ove: th e 0'I ause t 0 exemp
urc
property from taxation. Cosgrove, who favored
exempting churches and charitable institutions, said
that the only reason why it was sought to tax
them was that ths gentlemen in the opposition
were anxious to cripple the Catholic church.
.
.
The questiOn was fl.nally . settled by . l~avmg
the whole matter to the leg~slature. This IS the
way a report of the 7th ·reads, but later there appears
the statement that " Washington has decided that all
property must pay taxes." We ~rill say on these reports that if Washington has so decided, she has
done nobly; if she has left it to the legislature, still
that is something, for we may yet with effort carry it
our way, and she has still done well. She has, moreover, provided that the entire revenue of the school
fund shall be applied to the common schools.
Sectarianism of any kind or sectarian appropriations
are absolutely forbidden. All this is glorious. And
we feel in it a glow of triumph and of duty done, for
if the men that promoted these measures were to

tell the story of how they came into their advanced
sentiments, we fancy that in the story there would
be mention• not few of papers and books that
first saw the light in this establishment. 0! course
pietists everywhere are indignant. The remarks of
the Watchman (Baptist) will serve as a sample of
their comments, and at the same time giv information on the further point of how this state did about
mentioning God in the preamble. We shall see that
it did quite differently from the two previously mentioned:
" Some of the new stat86 preparing for admission to the
Union seem likely to be without a shred of religious form in
their fundamental laws. Washington has a constitutional
convention that cannot abide even a recognition of God in a
preamble. A preamble was reported in which the goodness
of God was referred to, but it was at once recommitted, with
instructions to strike out that clause, on the ground that it
implied a union of church and state l In order to hav
religious freedom, one must not allow himself to concede
that there is a God l This is at the opposit extreme from
the proposed religious amendment. It comes very near a
profession of Atheism."
It never seems to occur to our Baptist friend to
inquire of itself, Why should God be mentioned ?
Surely it cannot be because government has its
source in God. Our most famous national document
expressly declares it to.hav its source in the people.
If the Baptist holds otherwise, the Baptist is a
traitor. Perhaps it was only to refer to the goodness
of God. Why refer to that T Why not refer to the
goodness of Ingersoll, and Huxley, and Darwin !
There are a great miU;ly inhabitants of this land who
believe that it owes its well-being a great deal more
to the goodness of those gentlemen than to that of
God. Each art, and each division of literature, might
as fitly insist on the recognition of the· goodness of
its respectiv idol and leader. Why recognize anybody's goodness? A constitution is not supposed to
cover enrything there is in the world. It is only a
particular instrument, got up for a particular and
single purpose, and that purpose is civil government.
Will pietists never get this into their heads! "One
must not allow himself to concede that there is a
God." One must not allow himself, we suppOI!le, to
concede that there is a Queen Victoria or a Mount
Washington because they are not mentioned in this
document. But we should hav quoted the whole of
this sentence, and now go back to do it. "In order
to hav religious freedom, one must not allow himself
to concede that there is a God!" We are afraid that
this is true. For wherever all persons hav believed
firmly in the existence of a God, and there hav been
no skeptics among them to throw wet blankets on
their burning zeal, they hav always gone mad with
fervency, pursued the fancied commands of that God
into every extreme of violence and cruelty, fallen to
wrathy contention among themselvs over disputed
meanings, and extinguished religious liberty and
every other good as well.
We will turn to Montana, where things turned out
not so well as in Washington, but rather as they did
in· the states before-mentioned. Here God was reoognized in the constitution. Secretary Wylie of the
church. party thus reports his experience in interviewing the delegates. He commenced with the
chairman of the committee on th!' preamble and bill
of rights:
"My paper, the chairman said, had been considered by the
committee. He was opposed to every position I had maintained. He did not believe that God is the source of author.ity. The people are the only source. The Bible is not an
inspired book, and is of no authorit.y whatever. The next
man I met was also a member of the committee, and took
the same view of the subject. The report of this committee
was already printed. I called the attention of these two
gentlemen to the fact that the expressjon, 'Grateful to almighty God for the blessings of liberty,' occurs in the preamble. ~hey said the_y were oppose~ to it, but had been
outvoted m the committee. For a time every man I met
was opposed to it, and believed it would not be adopted.
Afterward I found a different element, and as the result
proved the majority were in favor of retaining this reference
to deity·"
When the matter came up before the convention,
Delegate Knowles opened fire against the acknowledgment of God. His points were: "It was a mixing
of religion with politicl!l, to which he was entirely opposed; it was distasteful to many of the people of
Montana; it was inoonsil!ltent with the Constitution
of the United States, which contains no reference to
God ; men who do not believe in 'almighty God'
cannot hold office if this acknowledgment is retained;
it was also inconsistent with the Enabling act under
which this convention is assembled." Mr. Maginnis

made an earnest plea in favor of retaining· the acknowledgment of God. The preamble containing it
was adopted. Two of the three daily papers of
Helena contained editorials the next day on the subject. Both of them scored somewhat lileverely the
members who opposed the acknowledgment. One,
the Journal, maintained that there can be no government without God, for he is the source of all au·
thority. The Herald said :
"In the discussion whether the name of God should appear in the preamble of the constitution, we fancy that some
of the delegates represented their individual opinions rather
than the bulk of their constituents. It is ' we the people of
Montana,' and not' we the delegates,' that will be speaking
to the world when the instrument now being framed will become instinct with life. And beyond all question ninetynine-hundredths of the people of Montana believe in a supreme being called God."
It is rather surprising that the God-acknowledgment should hav been adopted, as Montana is nearly
as full of Freethought as Washington. Helena is
largely Freethought in sentiment, and it is estimated
that throughout the-territory at least half the business houses keep open Sunday.
· The agents of the National Reform Association and
the American Sabbath Union while traveling through
these Western states on work in these matters, also circulate everywhere their petitions for a national Sunday
law. Their petitions are found on store counters, in
church pews when the congregation enter, and everywhere. We will close by presenting two of them as
samples. One reads: ·
'' To ths United States Senate:

"The undersigned, adult residents of the United States,
twenty-one years of age and more, hereby earnestly petition
your honorable body to pass a bill forbidding in the nation's
mail and military service and in interstate commerce, and in
the District of Columbia and the territories, all Sunday
traffic and work, except works of religion, and works of
real necessity and mercy."
Another reads:
"The undersigned organizations, and adult residents,
twenty-one years of age or more, of the United States, hereby
earnestly petition your honorable body to pass a bill forbid-.
ding, in the nation's mail and military service and interstate
commerce, and in the District of Columbia and the territories,
all Sunday traffic and work, except works of religion and
works of real necessity and mercy, and such private work by
those who religiously and regularly observe another day of
the week by abstaining from labor and business, as will
neither interfere with the general rest nor with public worship."

New Mexico.
In New Mexico,while a few Secultirists are hoping
to keep the coming constitution thoroughly free of
religion, another party is working to make it even
more medieval than that of any other state in the
Union. This latter party is the Roman Catholic element, who are exerting themselvs to hav the school
funds divided, a pro rata share to be given their
religious schools. It is to be hoped that resistance
to them will be prompt and vigorous. The argument to be used is that the state cannot contribute
to the support of schools in which religion is taught,
as to do so would be a step in the merging of civil
government with ecclesiastical, which is against the
American theory. But the state must continue to
support a system of common schools of its own, the
justification being simply that they are essential to
the maintenance of a republic; and to support that
system it will tax all alike. It will tax alike lovers of
art who believe in having ordinary education but in
addition high culture"in art; Socialists who believe in
having ordinary education but in addition instruction
in Socialism; Jews who believe in having ordinQry
education but in addition instruction in Judaism;
Mormons who "believe in having ordinary education
but in addition instruction in Mormonism, and, of
course, Catholics who profess to believe in having
ordinary education but in addition instruction in
Catholicism. Government, these people are to
underst~nd, is for few and limited purposes ; it does
not do to attempt to wrest it to the advancement of
each hobby that each citizen chooses to fancy. And
in particular, that hobby to the advance of which
Catholics wish to wrest it, is above all others the very
last one to which we should permit it to be applied.
For it is in regard to that very one that history
exhibits its most terrific lessons of warning. Eliminating all these individual whims on which there is
no agreement, and retaining only that on which there
il!l general agreement, we retain the practice of uniTereal common school education. And besides this
recommendation of the practice, that it is the one
thing wanted by all, divested of the multif~ioufil
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caprices of each, there is another. This other, before
alluded to, is the principle that the state is justified
in adopting means necessary to its own continuance,
and it is believed that education of its citizens is thus
necessary. This is the theory on which our school
system was started, and this is the theory on which
we must continue it in despite of all that the party
of slavish ignorance and superstition continues to do
against it. As to New Mexico, it is hard to predict
the nature of the settlement of the constitution.
The Romanists are in the majority, but hav become
apathetic to church interests very rapidly in the last
generation, along with their neighbors of Mexico.

Christs.
We hav an account of a new religious sect that
has sprung into being in Liberty county, Gec·rgia
Its adherents are negroes, though among its suooes·
siv leaders there has been one white man. It is, as
a matter of course, just like all the other Christian
sects and all other religions in its nature and effects.
All of them are the same.
"As fast as one leader is taken from Liberty county's sable
Children of the Wilderness, another springs up to take his
place. Dupont Bell preached to them six weeks, and was
sent to the insane asylum. Edward James assumed the
leadership, and kept it until Wednesday last, when he was
arrested and sent to Hinesville jail. Yesterday a slightbuilt, coal. black, rice-field negro filled the position of high
priest. He was known as Shadrach Walthour until he went
crazy through Bell and James, when he took the title of
King Solomon. Now all believers address him as the
King."
Of course. This is the regular progress from the
fanatical exhorte~'s stand into the madhouse with
which we are all familiar.
"A more complete demoralization among the negroes of
the county could hardly be brought about by any disaster.
For five miles the visitors had ridden past empty cabins and
abasdoned patches of corn and cotton."
This is the way Christianity has always worked.
Whenever it has not been largely nullified in its
effects by a pervading spirit of science and Rationalism, but has been held with fervent and undoubted
belief, it has caused whole communities to abandon
their useful pursuits. The very essence of that
religion consists of a depreciation of the nlue of
earthly life, and the renunciation of worldly blessings
bas been the chief of its moral tenets. The command
was given: "Take no thought for the morrow;"
"take no thought for your life, nor yet for your
body .
for after all of these things do the
gentiles seek." All through the early and Middle
ages material welfare was systematically disregarded,
and every now and then a frenzy arose as some predieted end of the world approached, property was
made over to churchmen, and fields were left untilled;
and as the result famine would sweep away whole
communities. For all such doings there is the clear
justification of Christ's declaration that he was
coming to open his kingdom, and coming quickly.
"Four people hav gone raving mad and over three
hnndred hav had their minds unbalanced."
More of Christianity's regular and common effects,
as .we noticed above.
"Four deaths hav been caused so far. One is the murder
of a colored child by a crazed gang who took it off in the
woods and, cutting it open, offered it as a sacrifice."
It is high time to collect all the volumes containing the tale of Abraham and Isaac, and stuff about a
God being delighted by bloody sacrifice generally,
and throw them all into the rivers.
"The negro James made a most horrible display of fanaticism last Sunday. The same day a brother of James and
another negro named Sampson Carter went down to the
camping-ground to induce James to leave there. The negro
indignantly refused to do so, and struck Carter. The two
men clinched, and the followers of James set upon Carter
and beat him unmercifully. They stabbed him in the thigh,
and cut his legs from the knee down below the calf. Carter
was also struck on the head with a brick, which made a
wound that Dr. Hendre pronounces fatal."
Also, at various other periods Christians, when
endeavors hav been made by sensible men to restore them to reason, hav burnt their would-be
deliverers at stakes, torn their flesh with pincers,
scooped out their eyes, and crushed their ·limbs in
irQn instruments.
"The woman Walker, whom Bell beat in his exorcisms,
has died. Three accessories to her death are in jail charged
with murder."

"In the Hinesville jail are eighteen, the principal one
being Ed James, who bit off a woman's nose and broke
her jaw."
. A small matter. Why jail the man! In the religious mass86res of the regular sects, they used to
mutilate and kill fifty or seventy-five thousand in one
day.
" King Solomon and Nebuchadnezzar are in jail."
It would be well if a good many more of these
crazy fellows going about under fantastic names
were in jail too-those calling themselvs "vicars of
Christ," "preachers of the word," and by many other
such grotesque and meaningless names.
" This is the fourth effort of Sheril' Smith. Three times
he has destroyed the 'temple' and the 'ark,' in spite of
James's warning that whoever touched the ark would be
etricken and die."
Yes, we are not so childishly awed and frightened
as we used to be. For some time we hav been getting more and more into the habit of laying hands
upon all the things that priests shriek at us are
"sacred," saying something terrible will befall.us if
we do not refrain.
" Nebuchadnezzar eats grass on all fours when an opportunity is given him to graze."
What a specimen of the effects of reading the
crazing old fable-book! And so this is what Christianity brings man to !
" James claims that he is God himself."
He reminds us of a certain Jew that we once read
of, that made the same claim.
"James claimed to be Christ. · He proclaimed it every.
where, and the negroes fell down at his feet and worshiped
him."
This should be held by future ages to be proof
that this negro is Christ. For the negroes who

WE>re on the spot and thus had the best opportunity
to know, accepted him, and fell down and worshiped.
So future generations at a distance must take these
negroes' word for it. This bit of reasoning we hav
copied after ·that of advocates of the aforesaid Jew
who made similar claims.
"His talk was rambling and plainly the vaporings of an
unbalanced .mind."
Still like · the case of ~he former religious leader
that we spoke of.
'' The messiah of the negroes swears like a pirate and
drinks whisky like a prizefighter, while the 'queen of
Sheba' eats onions and is arrayed in old coffee sacks."
In swearing like a pirate the messiah of the
'negroes does precisely like the messiah of the Jews.
That messiah of the Jews cursed everything and
everybody that came within his orbit, from a fig-tree
to those of mankind whom he was to sentence to
everlasting fire. As to the party who arrays herself
in old coffee sacks, it is known that this adoption of
the singular and absurd in dress is one among the
recognized mind-disordering effects of religion everywhere. Our streets are full of religion-crazed fellows
going about in black shirts made to touch the ground,
and Rome lately witnessed the spectacle of a perS'On
called Pecci "clapping three old hats on his head,
one on top of another, and swearing he was God
almighty." We scarcely imagin that a better figure
was cut by John t.he Baptist when he came out
of the wilderness than is now by the negress in
. question; perhaps not so good, coffee sacks being by
no means incapable of piGltureaque arrangement, and
our Georgia worthy being perchance quite a comely
old colored lady, for all we know to the contrary.
"James says that before Bell's spirit entered into him it
lighted on the gate post in front of his house, and he had a
good view of it."
If anyone is going to start telling tales about
spirits' antics, now, we can tell them right along
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The extent of the craze of this Mr. Norwood may
be imagined, wh6n he thinks people of old times
should hav accepted the declaration of a Jew who
had been reared among them, and whom they bad
known all their lives, that he was God.

Christian Persecution of Spiritnalists.
The arrest by orders from post-office headquarters
of W. E. Reid, president of the Michigan state
Association of Spiritualists, is one of the most shameless outrages that we hav known for years. The
charge, as we previously stated, is that he used the
mails for fraudulent purposes, in that he professed
to secure communications from the spirit land to
order. Why cannot these bigots see that by their
action they are now bound in consistency to arrest
every priest and preacher in the land on the same
charge! What proof can these priests and preachers
giv that their representations of possessing influellcfl
in the spirit land are more truthful? We are in
hearty sympathy with the persecuted Spiritualbt,
and we will say that we do not believe there is one
of our Materialist subscribers that is not with us i~
it. Whether Spiritualism is true or false has nothiicg
whatever to do with the question whether the arre1- t
was just. It has been understood that in tl.is
republic men had a right to hold and to promulga · e
just such beliefs about a future state as they saw fi'-,
and that men had a right to spend their money for
just such things as they saw fit, and if an open subversion of these principles is proposed, it is tim9
that we know it so we can get together and make
such new arrangements in regard to government as
we feel in duty to our children to be necessary. Tho
elimination of error by free discussion only, this is
the principle that was in the intentions of the fathers
of this republic, and it is the only one under which a
free and intelligent nation can exist. This principle
must be jealously guarded. If any Christian sect,
or any Atheist party, or any political party, holds
errors, we are all understood· to be free to make use
of all the powers of logic and truth to expose and
convict those errors in fair and civil argument before
the people; and this is all that we are understood
to hav a right to do.
The Spiritualists in numerous places are holding
meetings of indignation. They assert that Wanamaker issued the order in person, or if not, is responsible for it. They want him removed. The three
Spiritualist societies of Grand Rapids, Mich., hav
passed these resolutions :
" WHEREAS, A complaint has been entered in the United
States Co1.1rt by a post-office inspector, under the instructions
of the postmaster-general, against a well-known medium of
this city, Dr. W. E. Reid, in which it is alleged that he used
the United States mails for fraudulent purposes, or, in the
language of the complaint, that he did, in a paper called the
Banner of Liglbt, ' knowingly and wrongfully propose to
secure communications from spirit land to order;' and,
'' WHEREAS, A complaint .of this nature is sweeping in its
character, and threatens the rights and personal liberty not
only of the said W. E. Reid, but of every professional medium
in the United States, who profess to obtain messages or communications in any manner from our loved ones who hav
passed from earth to spirit life; and,
"Wnxn&A.s, We consider that such attack and prosecutkn
is being pushed for the purpose of obtaining a test case in the
·matter, in order to further prosecute hundreds of other
mediums, and that it is in consequence thereof nothing more
nor less than Religious Persecution; and,
" WHEREAS, The time has arrived for all true Spiritualists
(whether mediums or otherwise) to put on the whole armor
and fight manfully for the cause nearest and dearest to their
hearts ; therefore,
· '' Resol'Ved, That we do hereby feel that our religious rights
and privileges as Spiritualists are being trampled upon, and
that the peace and liberty of every medium and Spiritualist
in the United States is in danger.
" Resolved, That in consideration of said facts, we extend
to Dr. W. E. Reid our sympathy, fidelity, and united support as Spiritualists and mediums, and will do all that lies in
our power, with the help of the spirit world, to assist him
and the cause of Spiritualism; and be it further
" Resol'Ved, That immediate steps should be taken to select
a defense committee to raise funds for that purpose, to consist of three persons, one from each of the Spiritual societies
of this city. That said committee shall use such means as to
them shall seem best to place before the Spiritualists of the
United States the facts in Dr. Reid's case, with a view of
thorough organization and raising funds for a proper defense
therein, that Spiritualism may be vindicated, and that right
and justice may prevail."

with him as well as the next one. We hav at our
side an old collection of ghost stories all just as good
as this, and can promis any competitor some fun.
"He told the negroes that they had no use for money."
Certainly. All the other priests are telling people
80 continually. They are even so desirous of seeing
their flocks disencumbered of their wealth that they
will take it themselvs. They are continually receiving into their convents young women whom they
hav persuaded that they do not want their money.
------~~.-------WHAT man in America owns the most land, and how
The said money is at the same time received also,
much does he own ? This inquiry is made of us by our subinto the priests' purses.
scriber Mr. McMullen, of Dodgeville, Wis. Will some reader
"Said Mr. Norwood: 'The extent of the craze may be kindly furnish the information through our columns?
We see no more harm in Bell's practicing exor- imagined, when they readily accept the declaration of a
IT is said that the letters W. C. T. l.J. mean, "Women
oisms now than in Jesus's prt\pti()iD~ them some negro who has been reared among them, and whom they
constantly torment us,"
centuri@f\1 a~o:
'
·
h"v k~o'\V~ a)l t!).!lir lives, that he is God,'"
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l,ttttrs tront Jlritnds.
CHARLEVOIX, MIOH., June 30, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The inclosed postal order and my long continuance as one of your subscribers speak my sentiments
better than any words that I can command. I can do without many things, but I must hav my Sunday reading. Therefore, on this quiet Sunday morni:ng, whilst some of our Godfearing business neighbors are busied in dampening their
teas and sanding their sugars preparatory to going to church,
I thought I would prepare to send you, not my blessing, but
what will be to you of much more value, my year's subscrip.
tion. Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
ROBERT MILLER.
GRAND RAPIDS, MIOH., July 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: There was a meeting held at St. Mark's
church, Grand Rapids, Mich., to consider desecration of the
Sabbath. There was an Adventist preacher present, Rev.
Mr. Moore, and he. would hav told them some truths that
would hav been to their advantage, had he not been stopped
short by Bishop Gillespie informing him that they did not
want any more of that. This is what bishops are for-to
corrupt the ministers and not allow them to preach the
honest truth from the heart; and they are instructed by the
pQpe. If ministers do not know enough without instructions
from bishops, it is time they did. No wonder the Sabbath
is desecrated by such dishonest practice. CHARLES I::!AOH.
STITZER, Wis., July 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.80, eighty cents for
"Modern Science Essayist," Nos. 1 to 8, inclusiv, and $3 for
THE TRUTH SBEKER, the paper that shows up the pious
frauds that the people hav been compelled to believe or be
deprived of the privileges of pagan respectability. In my
estimation all of the testimony conce•ning the Christian religion proves too much. It breaks down of its own weight,
and is sustained in power by law, persecution, and fraud.
The people are compelled to believe it and thereby deprived
of the power to reason for themselvs. Therefore true
knowledge· is at a discount in the Christian churches. Faith,
miracle- working, and devotion to a savage, unreasonable God
of their own manufacture is what keeps them in the fog of
uncertainty and susperstition.
WM. A. GRISWOLD.·
KIRKSVILLE, Mo., July 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Ex-Rev. Maxey, in denouncing Spiritualism
in the last issue, says: "Those communications, both pro
and con, that hav previously appeared in our paper, remind
me of eportsmen shooting at so long a range that they knew
they had not reached the target, and no one knew which
came the nearest." I would ask Mr. Maxey if he has any
knowledge that he has reached the target, or come any nearer
to it than they. Again, he ~aye: " 'Tis a pity that men and
women of such talent will fool away this short life, when so
much good could be accomplished, practicing such superstitious legerdemain." This is an accusation of dishonesty. I
would ask Mr. Maxey if he was honest, and how much time
he has fooled away in preaching and singing "Spirits are
hovering round."
Mr. Tuttle, in his article on science in the last issue, says:
" I would not believe the existence of spirit organisms should
I see, hear, and feel them." In this he names a fact, or
what would by the evidence be a fact, and then sets forth
his ability to control his mind or belief against evidence to
disbelieve the fact. Is this scientific?
I do not claim to be a Spiritualist, but do claim to hav had
sufficient evidence, yes, positiv, beyond a possibility of fraud,
that invisible intelligent forces operate through certain persons independent of their own minds.
WM. HART.
TORONTO, CAN., July 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: When I read of Christian missionaries making inroads on the religions of people foreign to us, who hav
been in the habit of worshiping images of their own design,
and who hav mechanical skill enough to construct a god, I
cannot but observe the difference between them. The one
in his barbarous state displays ambition and ingenuity in
erecting a god to which he can b:>w down and see what he
is praising; the other, a narrow-minded excuse for a human,
incapable of giving expression to a thought of his own, or of
presenting an original idea to the world, whose mind is
shrouded in mystery and almost devoid of any scientific
speculation or investigation, worships something he can
neither ·see, hear, nor explain, but simply tries to e.ubstitute
one kind of ignorance for another. Evidently the demand
for the latter is rapidly decreasing.
Now let us note the difference between these and some of
the Liberal lights, such as Washington, Lincoln, Franklin,
and Paine-all Freethinkers. Although all that was mortal
of them has passed away, they hav made the nation quake
with the thunders of their fiery eloquence, and their scientific and philosophical researches hav been chietiy instrumental in unraveling many of the mysteries in which generations hav been shrouded, and they hav left a stamp upon
superstition which cannot be erased. Their chief aim in life
was the salvation of their country and the emancipation of
the human race. In these efforts they hav laid the hand of
the people on that which is right, where it can never loose
its hold but will increase in power as th·e years roll round,
and hav won fame for them that will hand their names down
to posterity as the most illustrious that the world has ever
J. B. VAIL.
known.
COUNOIL BLUFFS, lA., July 2j, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me your catalog of scientific
works. I am trying to find out something about natural
science, especially geological, and I do not care to study
works th"t are on anything but a material basis, I cannot

I

conceive of anything immaterial. With me, what is immaterial, is nothing. If I study the anatomy of man, I do not
like to be told, of the brain, that it is the organ through which
an immaterial mind, soul, spirit, or intelligence acts, in controling the physical organism. I cannot conceive of nothing
controling matter, much less creating it.
Matter is indestructible; and is it not just as natural to
suppose that it is self.ex.istent and not creatable, as to think
that some unknowable, immaterial fetich squirmed into an
existence that is no existence, and became the author of the
whole material universe?
I do not believe that the human mind is capable of conceiving a something that is really immaterial, not composed
of matter. Yet we spend months of a college course, and
often years of our after lives, in the study of psychology, or
the science of the soul, and an ethics, or moral philosophy,
based upon this ghostly "science." Not satisfied with this,
our teachers attempt to rest matter itself, or the science which
deals with it, on an immaterial basis.
What would a man say if an architect were to propose to
erect him a house of stone upon a foundation or straw?
Much less can we afford to base material laws upon a
foundation that, to say the least, we do not know to exist.
When we discover phenomena that we cannot ourselvs
explain, we should not, by attributing it to the "unknowable," attempt to baffie the researches of all who are to succeed us.
Be sure and Eend catalog at once. I am on the road,
and I buy copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER wherever I can get
them, and giv them to my friends, wherever I go, and ask
them to send in their names, if they like it.
B. H. M.

PoRTSMOUTH, 0., July 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The Seventh Day Adventists hav bid Portsmouth adieu. They went to Mt. Vernon, where the annual
camp-meeting of that sect will soon be held. Their departure leaves us in as much doubt as ever concerning the prophecies and the second coming. An Adventist recently called
on an unbeliever to show him how plain the word of God
was, how harmonious, how smooth l Said the Adventist:
"Just look at Nathan. Be prophesied that the future would
bring forth great chariots on wheels, that would move
through the land, and would resemble a flaming torch. And
so it has. We hav the railroads and their ponderous machines and long trains."
"That's all very nice," Eaid the Liberal, "but that prophecy will fit other things besides the railroad and its trains.
And another thing, NathaR .certainly never dreamed of eleCtric light. He has utterly failed to mention our electric light
trains. Any night you can see the' Fast, Flying Virginian'
pass on the C. & 0., and I'm sure you will not say it looks
much like a tiaming torch. It is illuminated from one end to
the other with electric light, and resembles the sun's rays, if
you please." The Adventist had business in another part of
the city and departed.
Rev. (?)Fred. Baltzer has, the papers say, received a call
from on high to preach in Pittsburgh. It is funny how a
little raise in salary will make the preacher's God "call,"
while a widow's prayers are unheeded and her son is
drowned. The Jewish God seems to do little else than
numbering the hairs of your head, noting the sparrow's fall,
and hearkening to the jingle of silver coin.
There has been a great change in this country in the last
tw0score years as regards religion. Hell is not half so hot,
and the church applauds the milliner and the dressmaker.
Twenty-five years back it was thought in this locality that
the" greenbrier" hoopskirts worn at that date were of the
devil, and as a result some of the sky-pilots locked one side
of their church door, thus keeping the wearers of the ''greenbrier" out, and making it a tight squeeze for those who
wore them not to get in. I am at a loss to know why
David, Solomon, et als were permitted to expire so early.
They missed half their fun by not keeping up with the band
wagon, and taking part in the festivities and religious follies
WILLS. ANDRES.
of Scioto county twoscore years ago.
HIGHLANDs, N.J., July 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : It has been a long time since I wrote a line
to our stanch old friend THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I trust
that a few now will not be amiss, if only to let our coworkers in Freethought and Liberalism know amidst what a
hot-bed of mixed-up superstition and ignorance a little band
of us hav to exist, and That we gain an occasional link to our
chain notwithstanding.
I am sorry to say that our financial inability does not permit the hiring of a good lecturer, and for any of us here to
argue with the gang of .hypocritical cut-throats that infest
this place with a view to getting them to lay aside their
bigoted opinions long enough to consider or even read our
side of the question is difficult. It is rather strong terms to
use when I say "hypocritical cut-throats," but when a church
has for its great mogul, both socially and financially, a man
who does not work for a living and has not for five or six
years, except about one year in prison and a few months
roaming over the country with Salvation Army scouts, it is
high time such Christians should be apprized of their appropriate name. Yet. those people are considered models of
goodness, and in a civilized community too, while the few of
us who dare love ourselvs and families, and bring up our
children in the light of reason and truth instead of clouding
their brain with superstition, hav to take a back seat in
what is called society and be considered tit subjects for hell.
They tell us of their God, so good, so kind, and all, yet
there are so.ca.lled Christians in this place who, after giving
their scanty mite to the church and hearing the "Praise God
for that" pronounced, are probably without means enough
to procure a good dinner on Sunday, or a pair of shoes. -for
their children. They will still praise a God who is mean
enough to suffer such to be the circumstances. Why will

people praise God, work for God, giv their last mite
for God's sake, when they know that the same amount
of praise, the same amount of labor (and often less),
together with the same amount of money, will save their
aged parents and family (to say nought of their neighbors) from starving before their vary eyes. and havi!Jg a.
pauper burial, which is frequently the case in our midst?
And yet we on all sides hear, Praise God for that. I
must say truly they are an ignorant set. If a Liberal-or
Infidel, as they term it-shakes hands with a church pillar or
a minister, well, it's "Praise God for that; he is turning, recanting," etc. If, on the other hand, any member of the
family dies, no matte~ whether of disease or old age, "Praise
God for that. The lord is sending his mysterious messenger
to draw us closer to him."
Well, let them praise God to their hearts' content. Bome
day they will see, as Puck says, "What fools these mortals
be." But while 1 hav told of a few things the Christians
praise God for here, I hope you will kindly permit me to add
my little prayer in conclusion of this letter.
Prai~e

God from whom all tortures come,
0 praise him with throbbing brain.
Praise God, who scalding tears hath wrung
From your eyes with torturing pain.
Praise God, who is deaf to human cry,
Though he overlooks all the land,
While by ftoods and fires his children die,
Yet he never lends a band.
Praise God, who through the inspired word says,
When in trouble call on me,
Yet scorns the sick and dying bed
And the thousands drowned at sea.
Praise God, who looks on the starving poor
With a. heart full of infinit Jove
And promises all who the end endure
A home in his mansion above.
The priests and pounders of that orthodox book
Over which so much blood has been shed,
For a. new field of labor will soon hav to look,
For both God and the devil are dead.

Respectfully,

CAPT. ·W. L. JoHNSON.

CLEVELAND, 0., July 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Two months ago my brother died. He was
a Materialist, as I hav always been. Two weeks ago I was
prevailed upon to visit a neighbor who had a. medium visit·
ing her. With what different feelings could I now read the
McA.rthur-Priestley debate than were my feelings before seeing her; and also how many lessons do I deduce (more th.an
you intended) from your editorials," Facts" and" Theories!"
It is plain to me, as yet, that the tlteories of Spiritualism
should be all wrong-but what are the facts'! Before my
brother's death I had a premonition of it. I am still not so
tiighty but that I can see the logic of my old argument
against premonitions to others (this being my first experience
with anything allied to mind mystery), namely, What is the
use of a warning to the effect that· you're to be hit with
a club if it doesn't save you from being bit? But to facts.
I am a job printer. Two weeks before my brother died, not
having heard· of his sickness, my hands could hardly be
restrained from "setting up" his death notice, nor could my
mind refrain from wondering as to whether it shpul\l be his
initials, his first name abbreviated, or spelled in full. This
was in the forenoon ; in the afternoon I learned of his sickness. What is the explanation? Immediately upon touch. ing the medium's hands she said to me: "Your aunt, your
mother's sister, who died before you were born ani when
she was a girl, appears to me [the medium], saying, 'You
are a disbeliever in the immortality of mind; but you are
mistaken.'" Then my brother appeared, giving a discourse
on how to act in this life, also on life beyond the grave. He
also told my projects; of my applying for a position in the
government printing.office at Washington, and of my desire
to become a correspondent :from that city to Eastern papersthings that no one there could know. Then my father and
mother were both described. The strangest thing, in my
opinion, was her giving my dead aunt's name," Deborah," a
strange, old-fa&hioned name, almost forgotten by myself.
What is the explanation? What are the facts'! I don't
know; but to reject evidence that proves to your mind is
more harmful to yourself and the general intellectual advance
of mankind than to reject before you hav received evidence
directly; because the former might imply a great many
reasons for non-belief, while the latter would mean want of
confidence in one's own reasoning poVI"ers. And when a
person gets to that pass he has come to a standstill forever
on that particular subject, and is undoubtedly injuring his
receptiv faculties as to everything new in mind or physics,
One should always remember that it is one's own judgment
that is appealed to, not somebody else's.
Honor to him who, self-complete, alone,
Carves to the grave one pathway a.ll his own,
And heeding nought thai man may think or say,
Asks but his own soul if doubtful of the way.

While not being able to answer my own questions, yet I
am ready to acknowledge that he who can answer them is, in
my opinion, greater than a Newton or a Darwin. Then
think of the consolation of knowledge of immortality to the
liTlng, and the knowledge of its attainment by the overworked, tired dead. I am thinking now of my brother, who
was a reader of THE TRUl'H SEEKER and a great admirer of
Ingersoll; he always kept a portrait of our great orator in a
conspicuous place, one given to him by an Infidel artist
friend; a brother who, after working eighteen years for one
firm, died at the age of thirty-two, a kind husband, temperate in all things, just to all-died of the drudgery of life.
Let us hope that sometime, somewhete, all things are made
even.
Too well I know that to truth seekers a hope, a wish,
is not a fact; also, well I know that a Materialist, in the'
mind order, is generally not without a vein of. Spiritualism
in him, proved by his greater interest in psychology ; but he
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is such a Spiritualist that he does not let his heart or wishes
contr~' I his brain, or let his affections control his reason. If
I know myself, such am 1-for behold, here is another fact
which does not agree with mediumistic claims. We had a
communication, so called, from a young lady friend who went
on a visit to Johnstown just before the fiood, in which she
announced her death. Yesterday we had a postal from her,
saying she was alive and well. By the way, is it not strange
that of all the dead of that valley none were warned by dead
friends of their awful end? Surely some were worth saving? To be gentle with all loving men and women whose
belief is that of Spiritualism, let us grant that spirits cannot
interfere with the laws of nature. Anyway, lhis is a hard
world, with no hope to the hard workers', unless there be
another world, for

·of this country, to giv the main orations, one in the forenoon and one in the afternoon. They both promised to
come. Then we had our bills struck, and everybody had to
say something about it. Some said Martin would not come,
others said that they knew that woman would not be. there.
Others said that that woman was an Infidel and that nobody
ought to come to hear her. But the more sensible ones said,
" It does not make any difference what she is so she is a
good speaker and makes a go0d, patriotic speech."
I wrote Mrs. Krekel that I would meet her at the railroad
on the afternoon of the 3d. Well, the 3d came and I went to
the railroad. The 4:30 o'clock train was on time and I had
no difficulty in picking out Mrs. Krekel from among the
mixed. up lot of passengers that disembarked, A well-dressed,
fine-looking lady, a little above the average bight, with very
large hazel eyes that could speak by most eloquent expressions the sentiments of a loving and tender soul and a powerful mind, or burn with fiaahes of indignation at the thought
of injustice-as we all had a chance to see in her reply to
remarks of the reverend in his oration. A lady of fine appearance, a little above middle age, with hair considerably
gray; one who makes you feel perfectly at home in her
company. This, briefiy, is a description of Mrs. Krekel.
On the morning of the Fourth at 9 o'clock the procession
was formed, headed by the Red Oak band, and marched to
the ground; and at 9:30 the exercises were opened by music
by the band, followed by a declamation. Then the Rev. J.
J. Martin was introduced to the audience by Mr. William
Christian, and for an hour and a half the people listened to a
very able and eloquent address, except the last part. I must
say that Mr. Martin deviated from his promis-viz., to stick
squarely to patriotism-and for at least half an hour resorted
to that fort so sacred to sky-pilots-personal abuse and slang
about Agnosticism and Freethought, and insulting slurs
about woman suffrage and about women, like Mrs. Krekel,
who had the courage to get on the rostrum and defend the
principles of woman's rights and of universal mental liberty.
For instance, he said: "It does not take any brains to be an
Agnostic; any saphead can be a disbeliever." He said faith
plowed the fields and sowed the grain and reaped the harvest,
while Infidelity sat on the fence and said, " It can't be done;
I don't believe you can do it." And so on, with a lot of stuff
that I do not remember and would not mention if I did.
Then the chairman announced Mrs. Krekel to speak at
2:30P.M., and dismissed the audience for dinner. Now, I
want it understood that Mrs. Krekel sat and listened like a
lady, with all patience, to every insult and slur that the reverend had to offer. But when it came her time to speak, the
reverend, oh, where was he? Ask of Mrs. Krekel, as she far
and wide strewed his fragments about. At sharp 2 he had
to start sixteen miles to meet a train at 6:30. A little strange
that it takes four and a half hours to drive sixteen miles. It
takes a preacher that long when an early start will take him
out of the sound of a reply to his slang by such a speaker as
Mrs. Krekel.
At 2:30 I had the honor and great pleasure of introducing
Mrs. Krekel to a larger audience than that which listened to
the reverend. She gave about ten minutes to a reply to
what the parson had said, and I wish I was able to giv in
detail what she said. I shall hav to conten~ myself by say"
ing it was just immense. Then she gave us the best oration
1 ever heard. Many who sat on the back seats left their
seats and came as near the platform as they could get and
stood up in order to get .closer. Women sat on the hard
board seats for an hour and a half and listened with breath.
Jess silence and infinit patience to catch every word. Men
young and old stood for the same length of time without a
murmur, leaning impatiently forward not willing to miss a
single sentence. A friend of mine came to me and said: " It
would hav done you good to hav been standing where I was
at the back of the platform and heard the comments after
she· got through and the crowd began to break up. Oae old
man said she just beat the preacher .out of sight. Another
one remarked that it was the best speech he ever heard.
Another old fellow went up and took Mrs. Krekel by the
hand and said, 'Madam, I want to thank you fo~ you·r defense of labor. I think it was the grandest thmg I ever
heard.' In a word, the.praises were without number, and I
believe every one came from the very soul of the one that
spoke them. In short, it seemed as though some strange
spell of enchantment had come over all."
I was perfectly delighted with the result. She gave a
lecture that night on th!l cause and cure of crime, to which
we charged an admittance of ten cents. We had an inclosure
of canvas around the platform and seats. One Christian
lady who was heard to say that she would rather giv ten
cents to stay away, was known to slip around on the outside
with several others and persuade some little girls to hold
back the curtains so they could see and hear. I do not tell
this to cast any discredit on those of my Christian friends
who did come in and. pay their way and listen like ladies and
gentlemen to every word, all of whom, so far as I know,
were well pleased.
1 had the honor on the morning of the 5th of taking Mrs.
Krekel back \o the railroad, and I must say I never h~d anyFourth of July picnic. We first engaged three young ladies one m~ke as deep an impression on me in my life in so short
to prPpare declamations for the occasion. Miss St:nna a time. I hope the good impression she made on me will
Charles spoke; Jennie McNeal and Miss Ida Flood spoke never hav occasion to change.
Well In everything the celebration was a grand success.
"The Liberty Bell," and Miss Nora Christian spoke "The
The
or~tions and lecture and declamations were a literary
Sinking of the Alabama," all of which was appropriate for
the occasion, and was given in a style that showed both feast for generally in this part of the country on such occagood training and excellent talents, and did honor n~t only sion; the time is taken up by and the e·ntertainment consiste
to the three young ladies but to the very art of elocutiOn. I of, first a prayer, then what they call an oration.• which genthink it hard to tell which carried away the laurels of cham- erally consists of a few ignora~t and meanmgless statements and a Jot of abuse of Infidels, and especially Thomas
pionship~ but to !ay the least, they all deserve the highest
Paine 'and Robert G. Ingersoll, which winds up with advice
praise for theh'" courage and ability.
Well, we engaged these young ladies, and I wrote to Mrs. to young men. to uot read the writings of these bad men.
Your true friend,
s. P. Wooo,
Mattie P. KrekelandRev. J. J . .Martin, a very noted speaker

daughter, and maiden aunt, was annoyed by the disturbance
of articles of furniture and kitchen utensils in the house,
produced by some occult or to them hidden force. The
family, fearing that if it were known it would increase the
annoyance, strove to keep it secret. But the phenomena.
would occasionally occur in the presence of a neighbor, and
after a time it be~me "noised abroad," engaging the atten. tion of the people, and becoming the engrossing topic of
conversation in the community. Finally people came from
"all the region round about;" as many as three hundred
persons were on some days present to witness the strange
and wonderful proceedings, and, if possible, ascertain the
cause thereof. They saw nearly everything in the house
tossed about by invisible hands in wild confusion. Bedding
was thrown from the beds. onto the ftoor; dishes were
thrown from the shelves; buckets, pots, etc., empty or otherTo that which is immortal, time can do no wrong,
wise, were upset and rolled about the fioor; ears of com
And things which never die, forever must be youn&'.
were husked by" some invisible agency, and conveyed through
G11:o. F. MooRB.
the air from the shocks, eight or ten rods distant, and thrown
RoswELL, N. M., July 20, 1889.
upon the roof" of the house or down the chimney. The actual
MR. EDITOR: Posthumous conversions and recantations by husking could not be seen, but the ears of corn became visFreethinkers are as freely manufactured and promulgated in ible soon after leaving the shocks, and remained so until
our Southwestern territories, isolated as we are (sometimes they fell upon the roof of the house, where ~hey were picked
verbally and sometimes by publication, attributed to lesser up and examined by scores of men who, at different times,
lights than Thomas Paine, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas climbed upon the roof for that purpose. The invisible operJefferson,. et aZ.), as they are in the more civilized East. ators, when asked to do so, would throw corn, potatoe·a,
Slanders, pure and simple, crush out the horrors of death by rocks, water, or almost any other article down the chimney.
that more terrible calamity, the robbing of the dead of the Water was sometimes thrown over the people as they stood
fixed principles of his life, of the pride of his convictions, gazinp; at the strange occurrences. On one occasion Belle
holding his memory up to the world as that of a coward, and Ward, a girl who, with the rest, was gazbig at the doings,
branding his whole virtuous and honorable life a long and dared the hidden operators to throw water on her, when imliving lie. Human life is the legitimate prey of the lion, mediately, from some invisible source, what seemed gallons
death ; calumny is the jackal that preys on the dead and of water were poured upon her head, wetting her thoroughly.
putrid corpses of the slain.
These are but a few of the actual occurrences which took
In the month of April last, our community was called to place in tbis mysterious manner for year11, more notably in
regret the death of one of our most honored citizens, Samuel the fall months. Of course, the great question then was the
Cunningham, Sr., a subscriber to THK TRUTH SKKKKR for cause of these phenomena. I used to listen eagerly to the
many years, aged sixty-eight years. Be was a man of lim- discussion of the various proposed theories. The vast maited theoretical education, but remarkable moral, mental and jority of that community were Bcotch-Irlsh Calvinistic Presphysical ability. He was studious, patient, persevering, byterians. They believed in a homed, long-tailed, clovenconscientious, and, up to twenty-five years ago, he made the footed devil as firmly as in God himself, and as this noted
Bible and the teachings of Christ, the prophets, and apostles, person was the natural enemy of C:}od and man, and was conhie constant study. Twenty-five years ago he repudiated his stantly " going about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he
former conditional belief in the Bible, and has since lived a might devour," many th•ught it altogether the work of his
serene, honest, and abstemious life, devoting his talents and infernal machinations. They held that he and his imps were
energies, with the· assistance of his admirable wife, in training holding high carnival-a regular devilish picnic, so to speak
a family of five sons and one daughter inthe broad paths of -in that neighborhood. With a satanic grin on his countehonesty and industry, and they hav not disappointed the nence and his tail curled over his back, he was gleefully plothopes of the universally honored old couple.
ting and executing all this mischief. Others thought it the
From earliest manhood, Mr. Cunningham spent many work of some departed human spirit or spirits (as our Spiritleisure hours in studying the Bible, with a view to its adaP- ualists would now), who were wickedly revenging some foul
tation to some one or the other of the numerous religious play they had suffered in life. But this theory was opposed
sects. The result, as stated, was its utter repudiation as a as being contrary to " sacred writ," it teaching that such
medium of truth, and as a guide to happiness. He died. of spirits were not allowed to roam at will, but like the rich
congestion of the brain, with wife and children surrounding man, as soon as they died "lifted up their eyes in hell,"
his bed. Rev. Caleb Maul, a Baptist minister, called at the and that all such, with the inhabitants of Sodom and Gohouse after the old gentleman had been dead for more than morrah, were "suffering the vengeance of eternal fire."
an hour and a half. During his visit he suggested to the This view was confirmed by many of the church poets •. Dr.
stricken wife; that he should be allowed to make a·ome Watts, speaking of what a good or evil spirit dws at death,
remarks at the grave. The old lady, distracted by grief, says:
Up to the courts where angela dwell,
looking for sympathy in every friendly face, not knowing
n mounts trmmphing there,
what she said, nor understanding the tenor of the request,
Or devils plun&'e it down to hell
consented. She knew, as did the sons, that, could the dead
In inllni t despair.
ha.v spoken, he would hav, with benignant smile, waved
Tempests of an&"rY llre shall roll
To blast the rebel worm,
away the medium of spiritual consolation; but, as the mother
And beat upon his naked eoul
had consented, they, with the fealty and veneration which
In one eternal storm.
they hav always exhibited to the mother, uttered no word of Another says :
dissent, and the Christian preacher, Maul, did speak at the
A point of time, a moment•s space,
Will bear you to yon heavenly place,
grave. He announced that the dead, in life, was a FreeOr ehut you up in bell!
thinker, and said no word of conversion or recantation, but
But I am digressing, and will return to the original and
held up the character and the life of Samuel Cunningham as a
great and good example to the youth of our land; lauded his important questions. What caused these phenomena? Two
works, his virtues, his life. Yet, within one short week after impC>rtant and undeniable elements of the manifestations
his body was consigned to the tomb, rumors were rife in the were force and intelligence. These things were not done in
neighborhood, that he had sought spiritual comfort on his a corner, or with lights turned down, or in a cabinet, or in
deathbed, and repudiated all the principles of a long lifetime- the presence of a few select friends, but in the bright light
filching from the dead, robbing a corpse, branding as a of day-" before all Israel and the sun." Collusion was imcoward, a weak, unsubstantial imbecil, the body and mind possible. Perhaps the simplest solution of the matter is the
of a man ever honored for his strength of purpose, his ·stern one given by Spiritualists, but is that the solution science
give? Who will tell?
W. W. WALKBR.
adherence to conviction, and of most excellent judgment.
These reports hav much disturbed the minds of the
RKD OAK, Mo., July !8, 289.
family of the deceased. Disgusted and indignant, they deny
MR. EDITOR: I see a notice in San Francisco Freethmght
and, in their truthfulness, denounce as false, all such insinuaof a Fourth of July celebration at Molalla, Cal. (or Oregon),
tions, aimed at the honor of the dead husband and father,
which was opened and closed without prayer. I wish to tell
but they might as well seek to thwart the felon wolf, wit.h his
all the readers of THK TRUTH S:s:EKKR and all the lovers of an
prey between his fangs, as to reECue the reputation of a dead
unsectarian government of another place where this great
Atheist from the libelous tongues of a sanctimonious Chris- day was celebrated without any superstitious cant, where
tian rabble.
the grand old stars and stripes floated high, and where a
I do not doubt but volumes of confessions and recantations Freethought lecturer stepped grandly and proudly upon the
are already in manuscript and "ready for type," which will national rostrum and gave what even the majority of the
appear almost simultaneously with the death of Robert G. Christians acknowledged to be the best Fourth of July oraIngersoll, in all the Christian periodicals of the world.
tion they ever heard.
·
For the outraged and Indignant family of the deceased
Well, I will go more minutely into the details of the &~air
Freethinker, Samuel Cunningham, Sr., and his and their myself, and a young man, by name (but not p~ofess10n)
friends, I am,
Faithfully yours,
P. F. GARRETT.
Christian went to work to get up, as they call 1t here, a
MAKANDA, ILL., July 18, 289.
Mn. EDITOR : As our TRUTH BKKKKR is devoted to the discussion and elucidation of almost every important question,
I thought I would ask the favor of a little space to state a
few rather curious facts, and ask the" wise men of the East,"
and West, too, for that matter, to explain the phenomena
they present.· All science is based on facts, and as every
known fact assists in the correct settlement of every question
or science on which It bears, we cannot afford to ignore any
of them. When I was a boy there lived neighbors to my
father in western Pennsylvania a quiet, civil, industrious
family of Scotch Irish descent, and of course Presbyterians.
It so happened that this family, consisting of father, mother,
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/Gdited, 7Jv Miss SusAN H. WIXOll, Fall
Rifler, Mass., to t~~hom aU Vom'ff.uniMtw;i.'/01"
this VO'T"Mt' shw!d oe sent.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour.n
~er~eant

Jasper •.

Ships of England rode at a!lchor, stately ship11
from o'er the sea,
Rode at anchor in the sunshine, two by two and
three by three,
From Fort Moultrie came an answer to the summons they had sent;
" No surrender; we await you for the battle well
content."
O:d Fort Moultrie, dark and gloomy, with its ramparts long and low,
Over which the patriot banner flapped defiance
to the foe.
Admiral Sir Peter Barker looked toward the fort
and laughed;
"We can break down their defenses with the
weakest of our craft.
What care I for wooden breastworks of palmetto,
or of pine?
Bid the ships pre.pare for action; let the Bristol
lead the line !"
And from noonday until sunset Emoke of battle
eoughtthesk:r;
From the land and from the water groans and
curs~s rose on bigh ;
While in Charleston, stricken Charleston, Queenlr
town beside the sea,
For their loved oned, their defenders, wives and
mothers bent the knee.
•Mid the fiercest of the conflict, crash of shot and
shriek of stell,
Suddenly tho fla.gs\aff parted and Fort Moultrie's
banner fell.
Who will ra.ise the fallen banner 1 In the treuches
there it lies,
And the man who ventures thither for his daring
surely dies.
Sergeant Jasper, clnld of glory, whom the world
will not forget,
Caught the rammer of his cannon, sprang upon
the parapet;
Re.ised the soiled and ragged banner, •mid the
tumult and the strife,
With as careful touch and tender a.s it were a
thing of life;
Lashed it to the cannon rammer, proudly sought
his post a~ ain ;
While above him and around him flew the shower
of iron rain.
From that stRff the flag of Jasper floated till the
fight was do.r;e;
Till the gallant Carolinians had the battle bravely
won.
Then his comrades gathered round him, caught
their hero by the hand" We will follow at your bidding, we will giv you
chief command !
In the name of truth and justice, where the flags
of battle wave,
Who so worthy to be leader as the bravest of the
brave?"
Said the hero of the fight:
" Can I read, or can I write 1
Giv the leadHship to me,
One who knows not A from CT
My good friends, it shall not be,
As I am I keep my stand
Till these English leave the land."
And the man who served so well
When the flagst•ff snapped and fell,
In the glorious days of yore
Died a sergeant, nothing more.
-Jolin E.

T~lt1"

in Atlanta Constitution.

Johnny Graves.
I remember, when I went to school at the
old red schoolhouse, a boy by the name of
Johnny Graves. He was a big, stout, overgrown fellow, remarkably large for his age,
for he was at that time only twelve.
He was not pretty at all, or wholesomelooking, his face being liberally bespattered
with great brown freckles, and his head covered with a thatch of coarse hair. He used
to wear a blue and white checked gingham
pinafore, made high in the neck and tied in
the back with tape strings. There were
sleeves to the pinafore that reached to his
hands. He was singular-looking in this attire,
and he always wore a grin upon his face that
added to his quaint appearanc~.
As you may hav divined, there was something the matter with Johnny. In fact, he
was what is termed an "innocent," or, in
another word, a simpleton. Some would pronounce his a case of arrested brain develop.
ment.
'fhe boys of the school bestowed upon'him
the euphonious title of Harnee in Turbee.
He was the butt of the whole school. I well
remember one day in particular. The boys
had been throwing what is termed " spit.
balls" at poor under-witted Johnny, and the
last one aimed at him adhered to the end of
.his thick, chubby nose, as was intended by
the thrower. I always thought the ball had
been dipped in glue or mucilage in order that
it would adhere the more readily.

Harney in Turbee sat and gazed vacantly
at the scholars, who tittered audibly .at the
droll picture prPBented by the silly child.
Presently, however, the teacher discovered
what was going on, and I shall always remember how she talked to the scholars for thus
abusing a poor, half-witted boy like Harney.
She was a very sweet and patient little lady,
this teacher, but was lacking in firmness.
What pains lihe took with the stupid Harney
trying to teach him the alphabet! But the
ABC's conveyed no impression to his dull
and unawakened brain.
His most prominent characteristic seemed
to be destructivness. He delighted in torturing insects, yet did not seem to know that it
was torture. He seemed to find great delight
in catching flies and beheading them. I hav
seen his desk at school literally covered with
flies that he had slain in battle. Finally, he
became such a. disturbing element in school,
distracting the scholars' attention from their
studies to such an extent, that the teacher was
obliged to dismiss him for good and all. So
Harney came to school no more. Late in the
autumn of the year of his dismissal a malignant distemper went through the town.
Poor, demented Harney was among the first
victims. I was not sorry when the. news
came that the boy was dead, for had he lived
he would never hav amounted to anything,
and would always hav been the butt of the
thoughtless and evil. disposed, of which every
community has its share.
I trust that the boys and girls who read the
Children's Corner will never be guilty of such
reckless wickedness as abusing or misusing
the unfortunate who are maimed, deformed,
or deficient in intellect:
Such cruelty denotes a bad disposition, and
I would shrink from a person who could be
unkind to one who was in any way unfortunately born. Says Cowper:
I would not enter on my list of friends,
Though graced with polished manners and fine
sense,

(Yet wanting sensibilitY) the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.
How much less would I call him friend
who could be cruel to a poor human being
bending beneath the weight of misfortunes
that cannot be ameliorated !
The bravest are usually the gentlest, and
always treat with kindness those affiicted
with physical or mental weakness.
Now, you who may chance to read this
sketch, pleaee be very careful in all you do
and say respecting those lese fortunate t.han
yourself. Be kind, patient, and tender toward
all, especially so to those who suffer from any
cause whatever.
I recall a beautiful incident that happened
in the city of Boston not long ago. School
was just let out. The children, full of life
and gayety, were running along laughing
and frolicking toward their several homes.
Presently they came upon a poor, aged
drunken man, and some began jeering and
throwing sticks and stones at him. Finally,
the man commenced to cry, and fell down on
the curbstone. One dear little girl ran to
him, and gently wiped the tears from his
eyes with her apron. "He is somebody's
grandpa," said she, as she went on her way,
"and don't hurt him any more." There was
MIRIAM.
a whole sermon in her remark.

I

."I made bread, took care of the baby,
mended stockings, washed dishes--"
"Stop l stop l Where were you house.
maid? And did they giv you a character
when you left?"
"Yes," replied Nan, with composure,
though a flush of pleasure stole into her
cheeks. "Mother did. She said yesterday
that this has been the pleasantest summer
she had spent for years. I tell you, girls, it
pays to be a housemaid when your mother
can say :..t=h_a_t_to_..::y_o_u_l.''...__ _ _ __

A Figure Puzzle.

Following is a very curious puzzle. Try
it, all of you :
Open a book at random and select a word
within the fitst 10 lines and within the tenth
word from the end of the line. Mark the
word. Now double the number of the· page
and multiply the sum by 5.
Then add 20.
Then add the number of the line you hav
selected.
Then add 5.
Multiply the sum by 10.
Jlolls.
Add the number of the word in the line
A writer in Scienee; treating of the antiquity
of dolls, says that those which were in use From this sum subtract 250, and the reamong the children of the ancient Egyptians mainder will indicate in the unit column the
the 10 column the
were m:ade of wood, and might be mistaken number of the word,
number of the line, and the remaining figures
for modern fabrics.
Undoubtedly they were dressed by the the number of the page.
Egyptian girls, as our girls nowadays enjoy
State Abb1·evin1ions.
dressing their dolls. There were even some
The
most
egotistical of the United Stales,
the hands and feet of )\h:ch could be moved
by means of string~. Others, made of painted "Me.;" the most religions, "Mass.;" most
wood, were very imperfect in form, and had Asiatic, ·• Ind.;" father of states, "Pa.;"
most maidenly, "Miss.;" best in time of
strings of beads instead of hair.
In the museum of Leyden there is an flood, "Arl~:.;" most useful in haying time,
ancient toy that looks as though it had been ·• Mo.;" decimal state, "Tenn.;" state of exbought at a Christmas fair. There were fig. clamation, "La.;" most astonishing state,
ures of animals with movable mouths, and "0.;" most unheallhy state, "Ill.;" state to
balls of leather. Among Greek and Roman cure the sick, "Md.;" slate for students,
antiquities, dolls are found made of wood or "Conn.;" state where there is no such word
cl!l.y and others of wax and ivory. Dolls' as fail, "Kan.;" not a state for the untidy,
heads with lead furniture, the saving-box "·Wash."

in

with a ·slip on top, toy cows, horsee, and
hogs-all these were known to the children of
ancient Rome, as they are to our own.
The women of Bagdad believe that dolls
may eventually come to life and harm their
ch\ldren, and therefore they prevent their
use. The girls, however, play with cushions
and pieces of wood instead. In Siberia and
Arctic America ivory dolls, clothed in fur, of
beautiful workmanship, are found; in Peruvian graves, dressed dolls of clay; and in
Africa the girls play with wooden or clay
figures.

-------+---The Names of Iowa.

The state derives its name from the tribe
known now as the Iowa tribe. Much learning, or at least research, has been wasted in
the attempt to show the orthography and
definition of this. word among the Indians
themselvs. While Washington Irving, with
the license allowable to an imaginativ writer,
states that the meaning of the word JB 11 beautiful," and recounts the incident by which
that phrase was first applied to the country,
saying that the tribe who in their wanderings
arrived at the highest point in the Iowa
prl}iries, looking over the vast expanse of
country uninterrupted by hills or swamps,
involuntarily uttered the word 11 Iowa,"
meaning "beautiful."
But probably a better authority for the
meaning of the word was Mr. Antoine Le
Claire, a half-breed of the Sac and Fox
nations, who always asserted humorously that
he was the first white man born in Iowa,
though his mother was an Indian. He was
employed for many years by the United
States as an interpreter in their dealings with
the various Indian tribes. His definition of
the word was, "Here is the spot-this is the
place-to dwell in peace." It is very certain,
however, that the name of the state, and the
name of one of its secondary rivers, running
· Which Was Rest 7
through a large part of the center of the state,
Vacation was over, and the Gladston Sem- is derived from the name of the tribe.
inary girls, pretending to be half sorry, but
really quite resigned to taking up work again,
What the Little Ones Are S:tying.
were talking over the summer.
My little two-year. old has added-something
"We went to Campobello," said a fa<hion- new to the story of Joseph and his brethren.
able looking girl, with bangs and bangles, I told him the Bible version of the story, and
"and we did hav the gayest time l Maud St. he seemed much interested in Joseph's coat
Clair was at the Owen, and we walked and of many colors. When I had finished he said:
talked and rowed together. Such fun!"
"Papa, tell me about his pants."
The little boy was on his knees in his little
"I wouldn't go to the sea for worlds!" said
Kate May, scornfully. "We were at the night-dress saying his prayers, and his little
mountains; that is, we girls. Mamma couldn't sister couldn't resist the temptation to tickle
go. Grandma was ill, and she ha:l to stay the soles of his little feet. He stood it as long
as he could, and ·then said: 11 Please, God,
with her."
" We went camping," put in another. excuse me, while I knock the stuffing out of
"Nobody need tell me about fun in the Nellie."
"What is an echo?" asked the teacher of
clothes. I wore blue flannel and lay about on
the infant class. 11 It's what you hear when
the grass from morning till night."
"Here comes Nan," said a fourth. "She's you shout," replied a youngster. 11 Is it
caused by a hill or a hollow?" again asked
burnt enough for two."
"Come here, Nan, and tell us what you the teacher. 11 Both," was the ready reply.
did I" "Where did you go?" arose the 11 How so ?" 11 The hill throws back the
chorus, for Nan was the popular. girl of the holler."
Sunday. school · teacher (to new pupil):
class.
"Oh, I don't go anywhere," she answered, "We are taught by the Bible that when some
good-naturedly.
one smites us on the cheek we should turn
"Not anywhere/" "Stayed in Gladston !" the other to him. Isn't that a beautiful sen'' Weren't you dull? How in the world did timent?" "Yes, ma'am." "Now, if an
you fill up your time?"
enemy were to 8mite you on one cheek, what
Nan began to count off the items on her would you do 7" "l'd :pound the to:p of his
fingers:
Aead off.''
·

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800pp J1.GO.
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Apples of 1<tiOld. And Other Stor1es
for B,!>JB and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25
Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandEome and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Yout.h. 'I he Only Freethinkers' Children's Btory.Book ever issued.
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type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
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Religious and Political Liberty.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very f«?undation of the religion of every age; dwelling d
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country 1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
!>Osition of womankind in America. Throughout1
the work is replete with astoundin.g fagts anti
weighty arguments wh1ch cannot fail to mterest
the minds of this age.
BY THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO ••
28 Lafa>ette Place, New York.
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BY ClLUILEB BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
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10 cents.
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Of .Europe.
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
girls and a. ;y:ounger brother who were lett parentJess, with httle money, tau education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ i~, in the main, a history of a. working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff bu·ainess men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel InRersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
UBE THB

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HmN·BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tun ell.
It is hill!!l;r recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Pric~
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One of the most valuable helps for thos' who
.vould underst.and the character of human prog·ess in all ages.-National Quarterl!l Review.
The author has 8bown 11im~elf a dili~ent stn·
lent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful inter~reter, of some of the most remarkahle monuments of ancient thinking.-New Yor/c Tribune.
Heading this book, we find the doctrine of the
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A popularized account of Oriental religions,
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of the ERst. Nowhere else can so mnch knowledge of what is generally unknown be obtained
in anch compact form.- [Literary Review.
Extra.cloth,1llmo, 441 pp., $1.50.

More Information for Less Money than bas
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ONLY TWENTY·FIVE CENTS
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
A. Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Expe- Nutshell.
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·
·.
By NATHANIEL RA.Mt!AY WATEBS.
THB
A very critical analysis of: both Protestantism
a.nd Catholicism, from the vantage.gronnd of an
intimate personal experience with the two sys.
terns It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure 'logic is capable of intlicting.-(Critical ReA COLLECTION OF
view.
Cloth, 12mo, Sl. 75.
Original and Selected Hymns
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
(Words and Music)

Cosmian Hymn Book.

ON THE WORD GOD.
By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "~ebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Chnst."
The fool bath said in biB heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Add~ess THE TRUTH SEEKER·

For Llbf•ral and Ethical Societies,
Similar advertlsmenta from unreliable pr~ct.i·
For Schools and tile Home.
tieners hav been frequently assailed and exposed
bf the press, but Dr. Fellows stands foremost in
b1s profession, and it is safe to trust him. Being
a iltanoh LIBERAL is fnrlher proof of his reliabiJ.
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Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
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The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
BY HURlBUT and WAKEMAN,
Price, 10 cent9.

"Thfl Jews and their God stood on the lowest
plane.''
Price, lO cents.
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lloefrg.
We .Most Amuse Him.
If there ever was a God, he lias moat proba_bly

laughed himself to death hbfore now. Just thmk
-not until about three hundr~d year~ ago did
man know the earth revolved. H" knew all about
God and hPaveu: was well posted in rPirl!.rd to
beii.-L. -"~·in The Truth Seeker, JullJ 13, 1889.
With a whirl of thought oppressed,
I sank from reverie to rest ;
A horrid vision seized my head,
I saw the graves giv up the dead.
Jove, armed with ter10r 1 bursts the skies,
And thunder roars and lightning tliea.
Amazed, confused, ita fate unknown,
The world stands trembling at his throne,
While each pale sinner hung his head,
Jove, nodding, shook the heavem, and said:
" Offending race of human kind,
By nature, reason, learning, blind,
You who through frailty stepped aside,
And you who never erred from pride;
You who in different sects were shammed,
And came to see each other damned ;
So some folks told ye, but they knew
No more of Jove's designs than.you.
The world's mad business now is o'er,
And I resent these pranks no more;
I to such blockheads set my wit !
I damn such fools! Go I go I you're bit." •
-

-St/Jift.

• Bit-befooled, hoaxed.

'lhe Pt·ogress of "'anu·e.
All nature dies and !iva again;
The flower that paints the field,
The trees that grace the monntain'a brow,
And boughs and blooaoma yield,
Resign the honors of their form
At winter's stormy blast,
And leave the naked, leafless plain
A desolated waste.
Yet soon reviving' plants and flowers
AlieW shall deck the plain,'
The woods shall hear the voice of spring,
And flourish green again.
So man, although he fades away,
Liva in another race,
And ea<lh doth fill his little round
Of life, of time, and apace.
-Abner KnePZana.

There's No Dearth of Kindness.
There's no dearth of kindness
In this world of ours ;
Only in ou~ blindness
Take we thorns for flowers;
Onward we are spurning,
Trampling one another,
Yet are inly yearning
At the name of" brother."
There's no dearth of kindness
Or love among mankind,
But in darkling loneness
Hooded hearts grow blind !
l!'nll of kindness tingling,
Soul is shut from soul,
When they might be mina-Iing
In one kindred whole !
As the wild rose bloweth,
Runs the happy river,
Kindness freely fioweth
In the heart forever;
Bnt we so much hanker
For the golden dust,
Kindliest hearts will canker,
· Brightest spirits rust.
There's no dearth of kindness
In this world of ours;
Only in our blindness
Take we thorns for flowers!
Oherish heaven's giving,
Falling from above,
Life were not worth living,
Were it not for love.-Gerald Masse!/.

A "Warning.
[Translated from the German of HEine, by John
Ackerloa.l
Dearest friend, thy fate I see,
If you write such books as these I
Would you gold and honor win,
Berviland humble you must be !
SurelY you provoke the Fates,
Thus to apeak unto the people,
Thus to speak of priests and parsons,
Thus of kings and potentates.
Friend, your lot excites my fears I
Kings and princes hav long arms,
Priests and parsons ha.v long tongues,
And the people hav long ears. -LtbertiJ.

"Uranks" and "Kickers."
A Boston clergyman last Sunday took" cranks"
and "kickers" as the subject of his Sunday discourse, and held this class of people up to the
laudation of his hearers.
It has long been a common term of reproach to
call a qtan a" crank." Probably few people hav
reflected long enough to con11ider all that is implied by this little word of five letters. "Liberator ·• and "philanthropist" are words that hav
been seldom thought of as synonymous with it,
hough they are ita first cousins. A" crank" is
one who finds something he dislikes in the,11ncial
conditions of his time, and, in doing his individual beat to eradicate the objectionable fea.tnre,
incurs the displeasure of his slow-going companions in life and is called a." crank." Nearly all
the great and eventually successful reformers
were considered "cranks" in their day, and yet
we owe very much of all that is beat in our civilIzation to them. It is a hopeful sign of the timPB
when a. clergyman drops dry theology for a couple
of hours and says a grateful word for the
'cranks" and " kickera."-Boston Globe.
A crank is what makes the wheel go round.

~EEKER.

The cranks may think themselvs happy in
that they are only bespattered by an epithet
for doing those worthy things which once
would hav occasioned their being bound in
bundles of fagots and burnt to death in the
flames. Bigotry has not lost its turpitude,
but its power_ Thank the cranks.
In one of our prayer-meetings last July the
pastor finished his apostrophe to the power
supposed to reign above with the petition
that the time might early come in this country "when there shall be no law and no
government because all shall know and do
the right because it is right, and without
dictation."
The remark was offered that for saying just
such sentiments four men got hanged and
another blew out his brains in Chicago, three
years ago. Surely the world moves. All
honor to the cranks who turn it. The worst
you can do now to one who works for improvement is to 'call him a crank; it would
pay better to examin his ideas.
Meriden, Conn.
JoHN P. GUILD.

Pal••y.
As Christians are so fond in debate of
bringing up Paley and his watch argument,
it may be well that certain particulars about
him and his argument should be known. It
was distinctly proved, some years ago, in the
.Atheneum, that this writer stole his" Natural
Theology." The Church and Sta~ Gaut~
thus spoke of the larceny :
Dr. Paley gave to the world, aB his own, the
"Natural Theolo~ry:• A work on the same subject, and nearly in the same wordl, had appeared
in Holland, with the nallie on ita title-page of one
of Bolland's moat erudite philoaophere, Dr. Bernard Nieuwentyt. From this work, published, we
say, long before that of Paley, lengthened ex
tracts are given in thb .Atheneum; they are contraated with similar passages from Paley, and
these are so similar as to be nearly tJerbatim
reproductionil of the original. H the extracts
from the Hollander be genuin-whlch we cannot,
unfortunately, doubt-then Paley· shines unrivaled in the enormity and splendor of his plagiarisms. In. the annals of literary coraairahip we
never heard of anything eqn<J.liDJt piracy l'ke this;
and unless the friends and relativs of Paley can
submit satisfactory evidence before the tribunal
of the public that he has had foul wron~r done
unto him, his reputation as an honest writer ainka
forever beneath the sea of contemptuous oblivion.
Who do~a not remember walkin~r with Paley vn
the heath and picking up that me~norable and
wonderful wateh, and aittint: down to listen to the
admirable philosophy imparted thereon, and to
heed the charming instruction given upon ita
anatomy-if we may so oall it-and to mark with
heart-burning enthusiasm the uses made by our
"snide, philosophl'lr, and friend;" and how he led
us from the watch in his hand to the ori~rin of all
things reposing in the hand of God t Alas I we
regret to state it-but for the sake of honesty it
should be mentioned that that watch was stolen!·
It was originally the property of Bernard Nieu
wentyt, and Paley filched it from him and exhibited it in England as his own !

Taxation.
Prom the Baltimore Dailll Recora.

Editors oftlte .Daily Reeord: Much has been
published recently on the subject of taxation
in your paper, which, in the opinion of your
correspondent, amounts to very little, as not
one of these learned orat0rs comes up to the
mark. They all be&.t around the bush, as the
saying goes. Why not take the bull by the
horns and demand "Universal Taxation" in
reality ? Why should the plant be exempted
that the rich capitalist makes his thousands out
of? Why should any corporation be exempt
with its vast privileges, which are often
used to the detriment of the public?
Why should all this immense amount of
property held by sectarian institutions and
private parties be exempted? · Besides, these
institutions, not satisfied with being exempted
from taxation, obtain yearly large sums of
the people's money paid into the state treasury
for the expenses of the state, which is a further outrage on our taxpayers.
This continued talk about " universal taxation," and yet with no. direct attention called
to this vast amount of church property and
other sectarian institutions, is not meeting
the question at all. If the object of these
institutions is to benefit mankind, they should
not defraud the state. They receive protection, and should pay their just proportion of
taxes.
Must the poor man, who pays his taxes on
his humble home, also be obliged to pay his
money to run these fashionable edifices that
he never enters? The foundation of all religion and morality is honesty (or ought to be),
next humanity. Is it honest to make a part
of the community pay for the accommodation
that they hav no part in ? Why not exempt
every domicil where honesty, morality, and
humanity are taught? and perhaps we would
find all teaching it. It would be an incentiv,
and great good might come from such exemptions. And let the aristocracy that worship
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Molly : " 0 God I Tilly is in a tantrum
in fine temples pay their taxes on them and
be honest. It ought to be a pleasure for to-day--"
Tilly: Bang, wow-wow-wow, bang, bang
them to pay for 80 great a boon as they
" She knows better than to act s~-"
expect to get through them.
Bang! Hewdy-rowdy-howdy-rowdy, bang,
Respectfully,
E. LrvEzB:Y.
bang, bang!
'' Forgiv her. her trespasses, as she does
Intolerance Toward the Seventh·day Ad·
likewise unto others--"
ventists.
"Aunt .Maria had a cat. Her feet all covProm the Revie!D ana Heraza.
' I came to this place June 28th, and began ered with blisters--"
'' Giv her this day her daily bread--"
meetings the next day. I hav now held four
" She had no teeth on the top of her
meetings. The opposition is the most bitter
and virulent that I hav ever met during the head--"
"And lead her not into temptation--"
fourteen years of my ministerial labor. One
" And the wind blew through her whiskarrest has been made here for Sunday work,
·
and doubtless others will be made. We write ers."
"For of such is the kingdom of heaven.
to ask for your prayers and to inform you of
the situation. The opposition is not content Amen."
This was all carried on at the top of their
with persecution, but they hav organized a
religious kuklux mob, who use shotguns and voices until both were compelled to stop for
revolv·ers instead of scriptural arguments. A breath.
"That was a healthy old prayer," remarked
mob of this character raided us last night
while we were preaching. They fired fifteen Tilly.
"I did my duty," replied Molly, severely
or twenty shots with the evident design to
kill. One shot was fired at a brother who sat " and if God was listening he couldn't help
in a window. They evidently tried to shoot ht>aring, for I spoke very distinct, but I must
another brother, who is being presecuted for say, if you keep on in your evil way, Tilly
Sunday work. They also shot through the you'll bring my gray hairs in sorrow to the
wall of the frame building in such a way as grave."
to cause the ball to pass through the space
where I had been standing behind the desk;
HOW TO
but I had just stepped from behind it when
the bullet crashed through the wall. These
OB,
shots were fired when there were some sixty
persons in the room; but providentially no NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
one was hit. Language becomes tame when
The Boston Post says : "This. book actually
we try to find words to express our horror at shows us how to keep our memories in good work
ing condition and repair them when out of order.
such intolerant demonstrations.
Price by marl $1.
I closed my meetings at Lane, July 6th.
Nearly all the interested ones were so intimidated by the mob violence that they ceased to
BY :rd•. L. HoLBBOOI[, M.D.
attend. Those who began to attend were
Gollefl's Laii!J'B Booll: says: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
visited in the night with shotguns, and after contains
is moat im.Jlortant, and, we are fully con
shooting around them they were threatened, vinoed, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
and ordered not to attend the Adventist meetSE Jl UAL PHY SIOLOCY
ings any more.
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illnatrat1ona.
Brother King's trial came off the 5th of July. The
moat perfect book for men and women ever
He was fined $3 and costs for working on published. 50,.000 sold. Price $2 1 by mail. Illus
trated
catalog free.
Sunday. He refuses to pay fines for obeying
God. The one who prosecuted the case deMarriage and Parentage.
nied that there was any persecution associated In Their Sanitary and Phyaiolol{!cal Relation
and in Their Bearing on the ProdncinJt
with the case.
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
We asked the justice of the peace how long
BY M. L. HoLBBOOI[, M.D.
he had been acting in the official capacity
The Sotentttlo .Amertcan says : " This work il
that he was then filling. He said he had filled
scientific, sober, clean, and worthy of consoien
the office in that place for eighteen years. We tious consideration by every possible parent, and
~eked him how many persons had been prose- particularly by the young." $1.
. cuted in his court for Sunday work . guring
EA TISG FOR STRENGTH;
oB,
this time. He answered, ~ person. We
then asked him who that person was. FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WOBK.
The New York Hfrdlel aa.ys: "Dr. Holbrook•
He replied, " Robert King." We asked him book
ia among the very best of its kind."
The Home ar.a Garden says: "A study of this
how many people, he thought, had worked
book
enable any intelligent reader to make a
on Sunday during this time. "All of them." choicewtll
of food which may save the coat of the book
This testimony, then, of the official was to every day in providing for a family, besides In
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
the effect that all the people had disregarded
Address THE TRUTH S:uatEB Oo:l
the Sunday law for eighteen years, including
28 Lafayette Place, J.'iew York.
the one who was prosecuting the case, and
THE
not one had been prosecuted except one who
had conscientiously kept the seventh day. MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
The justice stated that he regarded Brother
King as a man of excellent morals-even one A COMPEN.DIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
of the best men he had ever known. He said
By WINWOOD READE.
he could only execute the law as a civil
is really a remarkable book, in which v.niver
magistrate. Thus it is plain that the Sunday salIt history
is "boiled down" with surprising
law of Tennessee is only used as an inquisi. akill.-[Literary World.
lou
turn
over
his pages with a fascination aim
torial machine for the religious persecution ilar to that experienced
in reading Washington
of those who keep the seventh day. All are Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
Fia history has a continuitx• a rllah, a carrying
allowed to work on Sunday, provided they power.~., which reminds us atr1kingly of Gibbon.
[New J:laven Palladium.
do not keep Saturday.
WM. CooERTThe sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
Lane, 1'enn., July 9, 1889.
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ
ing. He has a. style that reminds us of Macaulay
-[Penn Monthly.
Plain Nonsense vs. Holy Nonsense.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo. MSpp,,$1.75.
Two small girls liv out in the Northwest.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl .. New York.
Generally they are model little girls, but occasionally one will hav a fit of tantrums,on which
the other will set her seal of disapproval by
being so awfully good that chalk would make
Great Centennial Oration
a black mark on her. The other day Tilly
ON THE
had a tantrum and Mollie was terrifically
proper. They were together in the playroom, and their mother overheard the followALBOTHB
ing dialog:
Immortal Document,
" Tilly, you're bad I"
And the National Anthem entitled:
"'Course I am. I want to be. Gosh l
"LAND OF LIBERTY~"
rats I swap ! cuss I there, now I"
"Oh, Tilly I you say all those naughty, Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1
A.1dreaa TilE TBUTII BB:EKB:B OoHPANY,
wicked words on purpose. I am going to
pray for you."
"You needn't."
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus"But I shall, right now."
trial Production and Exchange.
" If you do, I'll holler so God can't hear
you."
.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
"If you can holler louder than I can pray,
Price,
•
25 cents.
Tilly, all right; but I don't think you can."
Thereupon Molly began to pray firmly and
The Career of J esns Christ.
vigorously and Tilly to bang on the table An Exposition of the True Meanin2 of this Ohar
as described in the New Testament. By Mil
with a tennis racket and shout at the top of acter
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythol
her voice. It went along something like this : ogy,"
Paper, Bvo, 25 oenta.

Strengthen the Memory,

Parturition Without Pain.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Declaration of Independence

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:

THE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST :17, 1.889.

PIONEER PITH. LOOKING BACKWARD GIRARD'S WILL
B.r Edward Bellamy,

THE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM.
'By CAPT. R. C. Anura, President of Montreal
Pwnter Freetllou~rht Club ; author of
"Travels in F~titll from Tra·
dition to Reason,"
and
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence."
A compendium of scientific and critical lorE>.
Beijt handbook for introducing the general
reade~ to the principles and data on which R!l.·
- tionalism ill ba11ed.
Paper, 12mo, 100pp., 25 cents.

EVOLUTION THEORY.
Three lectures by PRoF. Taos. H. HUXLEY.
Paper, 10 oen ts.

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, DIBT,"E STORIES,
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Pap., 700pp,, 75 cents.

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
"Jeaud the Lord G;>d, Creator of Heaven and
Earth."
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. MR. TEED.
Paper, ao cents.

BtSANT-HATCH~RO DEBATE.
BETWEEN
ANNIE BEBl.N'r AND REV. A. HATOHABD

ON
Jesus of Nazareth a Historicoil Character, and the
Influence of Chria\ianity, ·
Price, 25 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.
Comparing the Dible's B••t 'T'eaohings and Ba:rings wit.h t.tloea of PhilosoPhers who
Li vod previous to Bible
Authors.
By G. C. DARLING.
Paper,
•
•
50 cents.

BmlE fAB~ICAliOHS RHUTED.

AND

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.

TTYENTY CRIMES and VICES
Sanctioned by Scripture.

The Modern Science [ssayist.

Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
philo~oPhy.
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
'l'HOlllPi'ON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and influence. By Rev. ·I oBN W. CHADWiuK.
3. BOLAR .AND PLANETARY· EVOLU'riON:
· ow Anno and worlds come into being. .By
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
.
4. EVOLUTION OF THF: EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5, EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
beg!ll8, By Jl1r. WILLIAM .I:'OTTB.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
ot zoological evolution. By Dr. RoSSITER
HAYMOND
r. TBE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq·
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
8. EVOLuTiuN OF MIND: Ita nature and development. BY Dr. !IOBEBT G. EccLEs.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
118 Ldayette Place, ~~~w ~ork.

ROMAN ISM,
DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a. Good Citizen of
this Republic.

B;v A • .1'. GROVER.

By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

• 75 Cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEm

Crimes and Persecutions.

flHRISTIANITY
A REW iRD FOR C.ttiME.
By

tion of the biblical story of man's creation
and cnrile, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 oen ts.

Liberalism. Treating the subject fro~ !J.

negativ· and affirmativ atandpomt, ahowmg
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf

THE NEW GO Do
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Price 10 cents.
Address THB TntiTn SEEKER CoMPANY.

NEw EDITioN.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For sale at this office.

Price, $1.00.

EIND:ER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

r

i I\

For the benefit of our readera who preserve their papera
weo1feranewstyleofbinder1
~ ~~~
W:made for the purpose, ana
'
i
with the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKER printed in
j
·
gold letters on the outside.
·· -. -· - -" This binder sllows the open·
ing"i>f the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail,_post~ai<h for -1.
Address THE TRUT.ti SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave. ,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
Minn. J, F. MACOMBER, Pres.: CnAS. LoWND,Seo

Ellzur Wri;rht Secular Union •
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun
dan of eaub month at Independent Chnrcb, a
>0 30 A.M. Free dlacnssiGn on all Liberalaubl•ot•
l:lubscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKEB and Investi
uawr are solicited.
R. G. ~MITH, Oor. tleo.

D'AMONOS.
Unprecedented oft"er. No other house so fair
In "rder to giv my Lib&ral friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, teat,
and comp~tre my good• and prices with those of
other diamond merchants, I Will sell any pi•oe of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract that
cash in fnll will be refunded any time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory, No other dealer will do it.
None wlll sell as cheap. Oarrying a large stock,
being an e1pert, close buyer, and doing business
on smallest possible expenae, you will posit1vlyf
save twenty to i hi rty per cent by purchasing o
me. Diamond PiLH and Eardropa, worth $600, /or
HOO; P•ns, R,nga, l!.ardTOJJB, Stud~, Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $3f'O, for $200; do., worth
1200, for $140; do.," orth U50, f"r $110; do., worth
$100 for $70; do , worth $80, for $ti0: do., wort.h
f6l', for $4i; do. worth S40. for $SU; do., worth $30,
for $>2; do • worth !20, for $15. kon can wear these
goods daily for one year. It will not coat you a
cen~. If in the mean time ron are not satidied
that the goods aie better and oh•aper than sold
el~ewhere return and get your ca~h in full.
Selections s"ent to responaible parties on ap.
Proval; to any banking· house or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l'lle "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, flnelv adjusted to heo.t and cold,
patent regulator, Brequet hair-snrint~o oeantifnl
doubJe.paneled d1al. and all modern improve.
menta· Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it I In silverine oallle, $19; in four. ounce coin silver c•se, $23.• O; five·-ounce, $25: ~ix ounce, f27. In
open fac&. he•t ftll•d l!'old oase, $27; hunting, $aa
do., Loui~ XIV., f31. In fourteen carat solid gold,
$50 to $ 50. Bent prepaid, and cash refunded if
not satlofactorY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Boohelle, Ill.
Established 181>7.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Col. Kelso's Works. L .. K. Washburn's Works.

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge·
hammer Logic nnenrpasaed."
silk cloth. $3.

Svo, 833pp.,

M.D.

ByW. N. McLAREN.
·paper, 50 cents.

Chronicles of Simon Christianns.
Adven lures in tbe Land
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspir~d).
Discovered bv I. N. FIDEL and A. RooK.
Price, 25 ~ents.

generallv broul!'ht against his Batanio majesty.
12mo, 466pp., $1.~0.

nine poor, broken-down optnwns."

I!'Oes not oo far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that. Christians Rre inconsistent in denying the allei!'Pd truths of that philosophy.
O!oth, 12mo, 245pp,, $t.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

Ar~nment by R. G. In;rt>rsoll

THE CRISIS.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

By THOMA.8 PA1NE.
Written during the American Revolution, and by
order of General Washington read
to the a,.my.
Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75,

FOR

CULTIVATION OF JRT.
ITS RELATIONS TO
RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MoNEY-GETTING.
By A. R. CooPER.
Paper, 20 c.; flexible clo., a;.

THE DA.RWlNS. A Domestic Rad·
ioalRomance. By Mr~. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50J.; o10., 75.

For all of the above books address
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

10 cents.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

IN THE
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Union.

Tbe Dlinueapolis Seenlar Union

Plice, 11 cants.

CHRISTUNITY from
HISTORIC!L S1'UDPOlN1'.

o., Freethou;;ht

Was Jeans an lmpostorT A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The beat conducted debate of modern
.times. 180 pp,, 25 ots. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 6 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Btble ·Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. l:!Ocratea1 Buddha, and Jeans.
5 eta. Ohristianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 ots.
Fictitious Gods. 6 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 6 ots. The Bible God and His Favoritil,
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 6 eta. Health, Wealth,
and H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 6 eta. Dealgp and
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
r, cts.
13nnday and the ~abbath. "A law Animals.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
regulatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is E.O .• Lon Jon, En~.
an impert1nence." Pnce, 10 cents.

Universe Analyzed and the Devil's De·
tense. A thorough analysis of the The False Teaching of the Chrisclaims for the Alistence of the Bible Deity,
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
and an examination in verse of the charges
n SCIENTIFIC and
Articles of the Christian ()hprch are thirty.

o. B. WHITFORD,

Akron,

The Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Studies in Theolo;ry. A clear exposi-

r&r This book wa& suppressed b!f the forst .Amer.
wan publisher·.iBI

svo, 11119pp, Oloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.110.
BY D. M. BENNErr.
THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

and MateliaLsm,

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assnmptton •hat the Bible is a divine
book of pure thonllht, and correct in all ita
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Joshua Davidson:

By JNo. E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

By B. F. UNDERWooD.
Price, 15 cents.

Tile Blble-Wl1at Is IU

LIFE OF

INSPIR!TION OF BIBLES.

Chnstianlt~

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order of
Orea!ion.

GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance
and Religion.

BY E. D. ROO').'.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,•·
"Religio-Philoaophical J onrnal," and many Spirit.
ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken hlghly of
the book.
Extra Olo1.h, 175 pp., $1,
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

86tll'etatr1J of the .American Beculwr Union.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.

BY MAX M ULLEB, M.A.
Price, lO cents.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of Meets every Friday evenin~r, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. LectVirtue."
ures and diaousaiona. T.lle public cordially invited.

Price, paper, 40 cents.

MODERN IMITATioN or cn:atsr,
As to his Life on Earth a.nd his Communism.

BUDD HIS r NIHILISM.

A Versified, Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life a.nd
The ·••anhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
'l'ea.chi:ngs.

OR

By J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 25 cents.

·By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
·
25 cents.

The Forum.
Chicago Secular Union meets even SundaY
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome,

It is a thqught·breeding book, and all who are
free to recetve new li~:ht wlll find iu it satisfaction
Philadelphia Liberal Lea~ue 26'r
AN EXPOSE
and inspiration.-fNew York Trtbnne.
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason, Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent meets every SundaY in Indnlltrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.lll. for lectures and
and to his noblest sentiments: nover to his sel·
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
fiahnesa.-[Boaton Post.
free discussions on religions and social questions
churches and Young Men's
A !Uggestton of a rea.lly practicable and feasi·
Christian AssociaA.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
tion.
·Beeker publications always on handatoheap rates
The romantic narrativ is. rich in its forecast of
By RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
actual Possibilitiea.-[Boston Traveler.
Price $1,
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKEB. The Secular Society of" .Kent, 0.
1llmo, cloth, $1,60; paPer, GOo.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
SAKYA BUDDHA.
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

Errors Exposed.
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

BIBLE MORALS.

Girard College Theology.

527

u

BLAIPHEMY ,"

At Morristown, New Jersey.

crucifi~d

~on

Panders, was stoned antl hanged for sorcery about
75 year~ B.c. Oloth, 446 pal!eo, wi• h full Index.
Price. $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
office.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cen!Js. ALEX~NDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 Steel enera'rinn of this celebrated naturalist.
Price, 5 cents.
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ANTICHRIST.
ROVING oonclnaivly that there was no Christ
P
nuder Pontius Pilate. but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate
of Mary by Jooeph

Essence of Religion.

PRIOE, 16 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disconrse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
~ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.
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The number of heads under which you hav
moral.-Ezwact.
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BY
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A NATIVE "TAR HEEL.''
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ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS. who
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Price,
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AT Hastings, Minn.' a brick manufacturer
has discovered gold in the sand he was using,
and will work the bed.
ON the 24th ult. the twentitth anniversary
of the formation of the Prohibition party in
Ohio was celebrated at Z<tnesville.
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THE loss at the Spokane Falls fire is now put
at $5,000,000.
GLADSTONE'S g 0] den
wedding drew gifts from
admirers in many countries.

IN England the ariatocracy are always the first
to truckle to power and the last to resist it. Tbe
whole of their patriotism is usually cou1lned to
studying how they shall best retain the possession
of their estates. The extremes of riches and pov-erty are perhaps equally injurious to political independence; but of the two, the hope which
renders the one restless and discontented is not
half so contemptible as the
fear which induces the
other to compromise Principle, acquiesce, and sophisticate. In truth, the middle
classes form the moral and
soul of every country.Tl!e Beacon.

THAT there is a real and
practical connection between loyalty and superstition, apnears from the historical fact that the two
___:;;.
-=---.:;;::::;.feelings h!tv nearly always
flourished together and deAT Ogleton, 0., on the
cayed together. Indeed,
31st ult., a railway accithis is what we should expect on mere speculativ
dent caused the loss of
grounds, seeing that both
about fourteen lives.
feslings are the product of
THE first murder at
those habits of veneration
which make men submissiv
Guthrie, Oklahoma, ocin their conduct and cred.
curred on the 6th over a
u 1 o us in their belief.quarrel about a lot.
BuciCZe's Bistorl/ or CtviliZa·
tion.
AT Pittsburgh, Pa., on
FoR want of having studthe 9th, a natural gas
ied or known the true prinmain exploded, killing
c.iples of administration,
four men and injuring
the objects and rights of
fifteen.
social life, the real interests
of
men and their reciprocal
THE coke strikers at
duties, princes, in almost
Everson, Pa.., and adevery country, hav become
joining parts number 13,··liceutioue, absolute, and
perverse ; and their sub.
000, and are making
jects abject, wicked, and
trouble.
unhapi)y.-D'Holbac71.
THE Yell ow r i v e r ,
THE scienee of political
China, has again burst
economy did not, in the
centuries preceding us, exits banks, causing incalist. Princes estimated not
culable loss of life and
the number of men, but of
He-~,
property.
soldiers, in the stat~ ;
finance was the mere art of
SuNSET Cox says that
JAHVEH AND JUDAH UNDERTAKE A JOB 'rHAT IS TOO BIG FOR THEM.
plundering the people,
North and South Dakota
without driving them to a
And the Lord was with Judah, and he drave out the inhabitants of th:e mountains, but could not drive out the inhabiw i 11 b e Republican ;
despe1·at.ion that should end
tants of the valley, because they had chariots of iron.-Judges i, 19.
in revolt; and governments
Washington and Monpaid no other attention to
tana, Democrat.
commerce but that of loadyou fool!" exclaimed a brother convert who had ing it with taxes, of restricting it by privileges,
TnE Iowa Union Labor party will nominate
been immersed in the Equad. "It was nothin' or of disputing for its monopoly.-Conaorcet.
a full state ticket at Des Moines September 3d.
but a turtle. I seed it."
IT is impossible after this to regard David as in
DR. BRAINARD, of Cleveland, 0., claims to
A MISSISSIPPI paper thus advertised a sow for any sense an upright man. . • . The fact tha;
hav had success with Brown-Sequard's elixir
sale
:
"Sold
for
no
fault
&xcept
that,
having
been
MAN does not want to be an angel until be has
the historians and others took such a favorable
raised by a Methodist minister, she acquired too view of David's character, and commended him as
of life.
failed at everything else.
great a partiality for spring chicken to be just a just rnler, is not· to be explained by supposing
ON Lake Erie, off Buffalo, N.Y., an explo- To readers of fiction.-About the most thrilling agreeable to the present owner."
that they knew of things redounding to his credit,
sion of a naphtha launch on the 7th caused tale known is the rattlesnake's.
FREESPEEOH : "I see Dr. Loudly's church has which hav not been handed down to us ; nor can
four deaths.
WHICH is the easiest profession? Divinity, be- given him a three months' vacation." Fogg : much stress be laid on the different light in which
"Why, does he need so long a rest?'' "No; but what we know of him would be 1·egarded in forme1·
AT Scottdale, Pa , on the 9th, striking coke cause it is easier to preach than to practice.
How do we know there's a laundry in heaven? if you had ever heard him, yeu'd know how his times. The explanation must be sought simply in
men mobbed men taking their place and serithe ciroumstances amidst which these panegyrists
Because the1·e must be a place to do up Abraham's congregation does."-TIIe Epoch.
ously injured three.
lived, and the religious philosophy which deterbosom.
"MA,"
said
an
inquisitiv
little
girl,
"will
rioh
THERE is some excitement over the forcible
PoMOLOGISTS consider it a remarkable fact that and poor folks liv together when they go to mined their views of the history of their people.
seizure by an American cruiser of a British the first apple in paradise should hav turned out heaven?" "Yes, my dear, they will all be alike." It was only during the. seventy or eighty years of
· "Then, ma, why don't rich and poor Christians the reigns of David and Solomon that the Israelvessel seal-fishing in Alaskan waters claimed the first pair.
ite tribes formed a single people. The kingdom
A M:R. TesTAMENT, of North Carolina, was re- associate together here?" The mother did not was afterward split into two and never united
by Uil.
.
cently killed in a quarrel. He leaves seven little answer.
again.
Now the prophets of Judah, who lived
AT the Honolulu islands there has been an Testaments, bnt no will:
A VENJIRAJJLE negro in Iowa wae on triaUor an some two centuries later, looked back with a sense
attempt to overthrow the government that FooLs are necessary to show wise men by con- offense
against the state. When the case was of yearning to the golden age of David and hiS
resulted in the loss of several lives.
trast; but it appears in fact that the supply of announced in court, "The state of Iowa vs. Samp- son, under whose scepter Israel had been so powson Orosar,"the aged African exclaimed:" What! erful. They longed for the nnion of all the tribes
DAKOTA. capitalists propose a canal from fools is greater than the demand.
undtr a king of David's house, and firmly believed
the Missouri river at Bismarck to Lake THE Brooklyn girl who was caught stealing a de whole state of Iowa agin dis chile 1 Den I sur- that
their dream would one day be realized ; and
renders."
Traverse and Big Stone lake, to irrigate and pair of shoes to wear to the Sunday-school, says
since they believed that sucoelis and Pl'Osperity
she will never try to be good again.
IT
was
the
opening
remark
of
an
evangelist
to
reclaim 5,000,000 acres of arid land.
incompatible with godlessnes~, they natHow to tell a good horse.-Stand in front of his a congregation of his colored brethren : "Let all were
urally suppostd that the two princes under whom
SINGLE-TAX advocates are gratified at the shoulders and pull his head down gently till his de good niggers cl'ar out. De Lawd moves me dis Israel had been so gr\)at were very pious. Of
ebening, to speak only to de bad niggers." And
seeming approach to practical action on their ear is on a level with your lipii. Then tell him.
David, especially, they unconsciously assumed
A BABY came to a family in Augusta, Me., and a in three minutes there wasn't a "niggah" in the everything that was good.-TIIe litble tor Learners.
schemes which they claim its consideration
meeting.
house.
bright five-year.old brother, patting him playby the North Dakota convention to be.
DAviD-a rebel, a rake, and an adulterer, he Jay
fully under the chin, inquired: "Say, how was
THEBE was some excitement in a Pennsylvanian
Snnday-school, the other Sunday, when a little with the wives and murdered the husbands, but
GERMANY has adopted stringent measures God when you leH ?"
for the scrutiny of travelers crossing the
"Go out, young man, she's not here," said a boy whose teacher had sent him home for her was withal very J'lious and ~ubruissiv to the priestP.,
olass cards which she had forgotten, returned in for which reasons they proclaimed him to be a
Swiss frontier, baggage being mercilessly Pennsylvania preacher in the midst of his ser- breathless triumph brandishing a eucher deck ma.n aft.er God's own heart.- Voltai?"e.
mon, to a youth whom he saw standing hesitatoverhauled and goods wantonly searched and ingly in the doorway.
with the joker on top.
A PEOPLE can never rise from low estate as long
delayed.
A CLERGYMAN'S widow gave this advice to a as they are eng10ssed in the painful strnggie for
A MICHIGAN paper recently closed an obituary
ON the 8th an Atlanta mob assembled, with notice with the misquotation, "Though dead, he young lady friend the other d·ay: "Jane, if you daily bread.- Winwooa Reaae.
marry a minister, marry one who, in an
dead march music, and erecting a gallows yet squeaketh." The printer apparently wasn't ever
BECKY SHARP'S acute remark that it is not diffiemer~Jenoy, has enough of the grace of God in his
minding his ps and qe.
burnt effigies of the new postmaster, General
heart to go from the pulpit to the kitchen and cult to be. virtuous ou ten thousand a year has its
AN Illinois minister announced on his Sunday pare the potatoes for dinner without growling." application to nations, and it is futil to expect a
Lewis, and the chairman of the state Repubnight bulletin : "The funeral of Judas lscariot."
hungry and squalid population to be anything
lican committee, Colonel Buck. 'fhe former To which an obliging fellow added, "Friends of
A LITTLE boy of three years, whose mother but violent and groils.- Huxzev.
had appointed a negro in the registry depart- the deceased are cordially invited."
played the organ in church, and who was obliged
IT is a mistake to suppose that the rich
ment.
"PA.'' inquired Bobby, as they were returning to be left to the care of others, was asked one
iunday morning what his kitten was crying so man maintains his servants, tradesmen, ten.
IN North Dakota Bismarck and Grand from a revivalist meeting, " why do those people piteously for. "I don't know,'' said he in tearful ants, and laborers; the truth is, they maintain
Forks contested the honor of becoming the shout so loud; is God deaf?" "No, Bobby, bnt in tones, "but I •spect the old cat has gone to him. It i2'their industry which supplies his table,
a case of that kind he is a good way off."
furnishes his wardrobe, builds his honses, adorn a
capital, Bismarck succeeding. 'l'he reform
church."
IT'S hard to keep track of a sermon when you
his equipage, provides his amusements. It is not
school was desired by both Mayville and
MuBDEBER:
"Yer
honor,
if
yer
don•
moind,
sit in the back part of the church, but then, you
kis estate, bnt the labor emvloyed upon it, that
Portland, and when the former got it Port- get out first and hav the best chance to select a wud yer plaze change the day fer me execution? pars hia rent; all that he does is to distribute
Sure it goes agin me conscience to be hanged on what others produce, which is the least part of
landers burnt in effigy forty-four opposing good umbrella from the pile at the door.
Friday-rm a Catholic, an' •tis a fasht day." Acdelegates;
TRAVEL·WORN and seedy, he said: "Mister, commodating judge: "With pleasure. We will tile businese.-D1·. Yl. Paley, D.D.
THE study of all civilizations proves, in fact,
ATTENTION is drawn to a new sect in South where could I get a square meal for twenty-five make it the Monday before."-Picle Me- Up.
cents?" He was told. "I say, mister," said he,
that all progress has been accomplished by a
Carolina called Boyleitts. They are densely "where could I get the twenty-five cents?"
A PRIEST who was examining a confirmation small number of the hhther minds. The mass has
ignorant. They reject such arts of script- IN the line of "How to Bring up Pa.rents," is class in the south of Ireland, asked the question: done nothing more than profib by the adTance; it
ure as they do not like, saying they are unin- the speech of a little boy who said : "Father, I "What is the sacrament of ma.trimony ?" A little does not even like to see it extended, and the
girl at the head of the class answered : "'Tis a
spired. They hold that the Sabbath was think you Fhould giv up swearing or family state Q! tormen~ into which souls enter to prepare greatest thinkers or inventors hav often been
martyrs.- LeBon.
prayers."
The
boy
recognized
the
fitness
of
abolished with the Levitical law, and spend
themselvs for another and better world." "Being," said the priest, "the answer for purgatory."
A WISE man's day is worth a fool's life.-.A l'abtc.
Sunday in· work or festivities. They hold things.
A siMPLE· MINDED negro was coming out of the "Put her down," says the curate, "put her down
that they constitute the only true followers of
to
the
foot
of
the
class."
"Leave
her
alone,"
said
EDUCATE
a.nd mform the whole mass of the peaof the Missouri wherein he had lust been
God, and that all other denominations are water
.
baptized. As he emerged he clapped his hands the priest; "for anything you or I know to the ple.-Tlw~. J~fferson.
heading straight for the devil.
EVERY fact is a heretia.-Inyersou,
and shouted: "I seed deLawd JeB I'' "Hush, contrary, she may be perfectly right."
BY a rail way collision
at Forest Lawn, N. Y.,
on the lOth, four persons
were killed.
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Jlolts and tflippinns.
MABK p ATTIBON of Oxford said that his keenest recollection was "the hidebound and contracted intellect with which he entered life."
AROHDB:AOON FARRAR pleaded recently
before the convocation for an attempt to
reach the poor by reviving the monastic
orders, the new monks vowing, like our own
Father Huntington, obedience, celibacy, and
poverty.
IF New York city wants the 1892 celebration let them get the pope, through Gibbons,
to say whether New York or Chicago gets it;
that will settle it in a few words. If the
Italian priest in the Vatican tells either of the
mayors that he prefers the other town, the
other man will shut up.- Wester1t .American.
AN exchange give the following list of our
present trusts : 1. Sugar trust. 2. Milling
(flour milling) trust. 3. Zinc trust. 4. Iron
trust. o. Steel trust. 6. Lead trust. 7. Flour
trust. 8. Copper trust. 9. Jewelry trust. 10.
Oatmeal trust. 11. Twine trust. 12. Cattle
trust. 13. Cotton bagging trust. 14. Cotton
seed oil trust. 15. Whisky trust. 16. Petroleum trust. 17. Patent leather trust. 18.
Castor oil trust. 19. Coffin and casket trust.
20. School-book trust.
PBoF. J. P. MAHAFFY lectured at Chautauqua on the 10Lh, on the " Irish Question.''
The great strength of the home rule cause in
Ireland lies, he says, in the money that country receives from the United States. He said
the home rule movement is not national in
any real sense, but an unholy alliance of paid
agitators and Romish priests ; that it was not

BIBLICAL

WAY TO

safe to giv constitutional liberties while a
Roman Catholic majority will distort them
into an oppression of the Protestants.
GABIBALDI was a rare hater of priests. He
knew them. Hls "Memoirs," just translated
into English, contain several fierce references
to the black tribe. " As for this black
brood," he says, " this pestilent scum of
humanity, this caryatid of thrones, still reeking with the stench of human burnt offerings,
where tyranny still reigns, it takes its place
among the slaves, and is reckoned among
their famished herd." Again, he exclaims,
"The priest-ah, he is the veritable scourger
of God 1"- Western .American.
A coMMITTEE of scientists and philosophers, Italian and foreign, has met at Milan
with the object of instituting a new" national
church." 'fheir first step has been to draw
up a catechism and to invite adherents
through a manifesto addressed to parents,
students, and public officers. The manifesto
declares that its promulgators wish to found
"a free church in a free state, unfettered by
the ideas, prejudices, or dogmas of other
creeds, and having for its sole guide the book
of nature, with the eternal truths taught
therein."
MR. W. S. WELLs, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., is
the possessor of a beautiful black and white
cocker spaniel, which for intelligence, perhaps, is not surpassed by any dog in the state.
Every morning, as soon as Boss hears his
master stirring, he brings his slippers, after
which he scampers to the front porch for. the
morning paper, always being careful to close
the door after him. Boss never thinks of retiring for the night without first saying his

PROSPER.

prayers. He places his front feet upon a
chair, bows his head reverently, closes his
eyes, and nothing but " amen " pronounced
by his master will induce him to cease his devotions. 'fhe foregoing is the account of the
Philadelphia Press. We are not much struck
with wonder at the dog's doings over religious
mummeries, having seen troops upon troops
of asses trained to do the same.
TEE Rev, Dr. William E. Degnan, who was
appointed superintendent of the New York
city Catholic parochial schools, by Archbishop
Corrigan, on April 1, 1888, has just finished
his first annual report. This will be very interesting, both as to statistics and suggestions,
as it is uovv for the first time that the Catholic
schools hav been under a superintendent. As
new parishes were created and schools opened,
the system became so extensiv that it was
deemed advisable to place the schools under
one head. In his report he will say that
there are sixty-two Catholic parochial schools
in the city, and six hundred teachers,
mostly belonging to teaching orders, the
Christian brothers and sisters of charity.
In round· numbers there are thirty thou.
sand pupils in the parochial schools. During the year the attendance of the schools
increased eight thousand, and eight new
schools were started. As soon as a parish is able to support a school one is
opened, and it is so generally recognized that
if the church is to rear up a new generation
of Catholics, to supply the place of the fathers
who are passing away, she must look carefully to the schools, that in some new parishes
the rector is content with a basement for
divine worship, and bullds a school before he
completes the church.

WITHIN a few years religious matters hav
changed in Mexico, says a dispatch from
that country. The church has declined
astonishingly. It is true that the old
people, the women and little children, are
truly devout and filled with love and piety
for the su:fferings of the savior. But a .good
portion of the young men are open sco:ffers.
AU these things are lamented by the padre
and the older parishioners, but they are
powerless to stay the change, which even
they do not half appreciate. Indeed, the
change in religious customs and beliefs is not
well understood by the people of the United
States. Mexico has long been styled "a
priest-ridden country." In point of fact, it is
a country which is fast becoming rid of the
priests. The common idea that in Mexico
the church dominates the government and
owns vast areas of land and treasure untold
is altogether erroneous. Under the present
constitution the church lands are confiscated
to the state. Church dignitaries cannot hold
political office, and are even barred out of the
common right of citizenship. Marriage to be
legal must be by the civil authorities. Religious processions cannot appear upon the
streets and highways. Priests are forbidden
to wear their priestly garb except within their
churches. Monasteries hav been closed and
despoiled ot their possessions. The ringing
of church bells even is forbidden by law,
although sometimes tolerated. Religious
sects of all denominations and Infidels and
Atheists of all shades of belief are looked
upon with impartial eye by the government
and on this continent there is not a more
complete separation of church and state than
in Mexico.
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tlommunications.
The Origin of' Christianity.
Those gentlemen who expect to get a correct idea
of the character, belief, and work of Paul, by a study
af one or all of his epistles, should remember that the
book of Acts, as well as the Bpistles, is inspired.
They should not discredit the book of Acts by neg·
lecting it. There is a very uncomfortable future
ahead of any parties who may do eo. Possibly God
knew his purpose when he gave these books to a
fallen world, but, intelligently studied, they edify the
world's people, and are a stone of stumbling to the
elect. Not being numbered among the elect, I take
this occasion to acknowledge myself edified by them.
For, being desirous of learning the truth concerning
Paul, I consulted the book of Acts, some fifteen
pages of which are given to Paul, and the balance,
ten more or less, mainly to his bitter opponent,
Peter.
Now, I remembered that in the eighth verse of the
first chapter of the epistle to the Romans, Paul
thanked God, through Jesus Christ, that their faith
was proclaimed throughout the world, and, learning
that he was to be sent p!isoner to Rome, in consequence of charges made against him by certain Jews,
I decided to take passage on the same ship with him,
and, accordingly, went aboard at the twen_ty-seventh
chapter of Acts, and found myself one of a company
of two hundred and seventy-six people, crew and
passengers all told. Paul I considered, under the
circumstances, for he was a prisoner, .very well
treated; for on the second day out they put into
Sidon, mainly, as it appeared, .on his account; and
the centurion, who had charge of him, allowed him
to go ashore where he had friends, and "refresh,"
and every yachtsman knows what that means. But
after several days, as we did not make much headway,
the centurion put us aboard an Alexandrian vessel
that was bound to Italy. But ill luck still followed
us. It was gales and bead winds all the while, and
at last, in a heavy storm, we bad to throw the freight
overboard; and three days afterward we pitched
over all the tackling of the ship, everything movable exefpt provisions. We were fourteen dayR without food (a tough story) when, through the influence
of Paul, who was as laval-headed as anyone aboard,
we turned to just as day was breaking, ahe our fill,
and then lightened the ship by throwing the wheat
overboard. We were lying at this time with four
anchors over the stern, but we decided to beach her;
so we cut her cables, hoisted the foresail, and let her
drive. As soon as her bow strmk she began to
break up ; and then the soldiers advised ta kill the
prisoners. But the centurion objActed on Paul's
account, and the result was that all got safe to land,
some by swimming and others on loose planks and
drift stuff from the ship.
The land on which we were wrecked pt·oved to be
sn island, and we remained there several months,
during which the chronicler of the voy_age represents
Paul as exercising supernatural powers. For myself
I will only say that I think be has overstated what.
happened. The fact was that the father of the chief
landholder of the settlement, who was sick with
dysentery, was successfully treated by Paul, who had
bad soma experience with that disease, and his suc·
cess caused all the sit k (and the dil!ease was prevalent
there) to be brought to him; and they all recovered.
The consequence was that when we chartered the
Twin Brothers, an Alexandrian vessel, to take us to
Rome, the people, in their gratitude, turned out and
provisioned her liberally, and it didn't cost us a cent.
After a tedious voyage, during which we touched at
several porte, we at last found ourselvs at the Three
Taverns in Rome. And here the chronicler makes a
great mistake. He says that "the brethren met us
at the Three Taverns, and when Paul saw them he
thanked God and took courage." Nothing of the
kind happened. The fact was that, some time before
Paul had sent letters to some thirty of the brethren
an9- sisters (Paul was not a man to slight the sisters)
informing them that he was soon going to Spain, and
on his way would giv them a call. Two of them,
Prisca and Aquila, who had laid down their lives for
him years before, he was especially anxious to see,
but not one of the thirty came near him then or at
any time. Paul, of course, was very much overcome,
particularly at the neglect of Prisca and Aquila, and
for three days we saw nothing of him. Then, as not
a soul had come near him, he invited some of the
chief of the Jews to call upon him. They were,
evidently, all strangers to him. They had never
received any ~etters from him or about him, but they
had heard "of the new sect that was everywhere
spoken against.," and they asked his opinion of it.
He gave them a whole day, talking from morning till
night about the law and Moses, and the prophets and
Jesus. But all his talk had no e:ff.:;ct upon them and
when they left be, in a buff, threw after them a ;harp
reproof, which is said to hav been originally spoken
by the Holy Ghost (possibly God may know what a
Holy Ghost is, but I am not posted on ghosts, holy
or unholy) through Isaiah, the prophet, to their

fathers, the substance of which was that they were a
stupid lot, besides being dumb and blind, and· he,
Paul, would bav nothing more to say to them, but
would make the new salvation known to the gentiles,
who would accept it. Here we bav been considering
two inspired accounts that concern Paul, one of them
written by Paul, the ether perhsps by his friend
Luke, which ·flatly contradict tach other. Both inspired, remember, and, of course, both true. And we
are gravely told that this inspired tpist.le of Paul,
which the inspired Luke contradicts, is gennin.
What is the explanation of this confusion ~ Possibly Jehovah, the author of the inspiration, blundered.
How could a Hebrew God, who had himself been
created only two or three centuries and whose jurisdiction bad been confintd exclusivly to Jews, expect
to be able to inspire a man to write Greelc, correctly.
The thing was impossible, as t.he result shows us.
A few years ago I Hpressed the opinion that Ezra
invented Jehovah, when he was sent from Babylon
to the Persian colony at Jerusalem. But I bav
since seen reasons for changing my opinion, and I am
now prepared to maintain that Jehovah first saw the
light, so to speak, after the conquest of Penia by
Alexander the Great. Previous to that time the
Persian government had run the church at Jerusalem
and paid all the bills, and the god of their worship
was the S~;~preme Intelligence, of whom no graven
form was to be made. But after the overthrow of
the Persian government, the priests, as a means of
establishing tbepJselvs in power, created Jehovah,
their most obedient tool and servant, whose detestable character made him so bated of severs.! of the early
Gnostic churches, besides the Asiatic church, of which
Paul and Marcion were members. Study carefully
the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, remembering how
intolerant the Persian government was of all religions, destroying all temples, altars, aud statues of the
gods, and you will see the correctness of the conclusion here pre_sented.
· S. PALMER•

No Church in Rome When Paul Arrived There.

church at Rome, and it agr·ees substantially with the
narrativ in Acts, where we are told that Paul ·waa
met by a few brethren, who escorted him to that
city. There is not only nothing said in that narrativ
about a church at Rome, but the plain inference
is that there was none. Paul hired a house at his
own cost, where he received all that came to him.
There, and not in _any synagog or other public b:l,l.ilding, he preached to the gentilef'l, after making no
headway in converting his fellow-Jews. ·
Where, oh, where, was the apostle Simon Kepha,
falsely called Peter at this time? Was be bishop of
Rome T Not at all; be was never in that city; and
be died in the eash many years before Paul journeyed
to Rome.
The greater part of the last chapterof Romans is ··
made up of salutations and commendations. The
brethren and sisters named are twenty-Peven in number, not one of whom has been identified as a rflsident
of Rome- at the t.ime the epistle is supposed to bav
been written. Rufus's mother is termed Paul's
mother; Herodion his kinsman; Andronicus and
Junes his kinsmen and fellow prisoners, of note
among the apostles. .Aquila and Priscilla were at
Epht:sus when Paul wrote 1 Cor. xvi, 19, and again
at Ephesus whE>n he wrote 2 Tim. iv, 19, if the latter
epistle is genuin.
These and other considerations hav compelled
orthodox critics to believe that this part of the
epistle is a fragment addressed to some other place
than Rome.
It is further to be noted that the epistle is not
addreFsed to a church, like those written to the
Corinthians, Galatianf'l, and TheBsalonians; nor to
elders and deacons, like the epistle to the Philippianp. The words bishop, elder, and deacon are not
used; and church occurs only in chaptEr xvi, which
does not belong to the E'pistle. The address is "To ·
all that be in RomE>, belcved of God, c~lled to be
saints." But as we bav reruaJ ked, the words "in
Rome" are omitted in MS. G both in this verse and
in verse 15. They therefore may hav been interpolated.
But whatever may be the case in regB.rd to the
authenticity and integrity of tho epistle to the Ro- .
mans, there is ·one verse in it that is not true, to
wit:

Was there a Christian church in the cit.y of Rome
before Paul arrived there T None at all if the last
chapter of Acts is substantially true. And what
reason is thero> for discrediting that narrativ of
Paul's recepiion '. He was met by a few brethren at
Appii Forum. forty-three miles from Rome, and
First, I thank roy God through Jesus Christ for you all,
three days after be came to the city he called the that yom faith is spoken of throughout the world.
principal Jews together to expound to them his new
Before Paul went to Rome thne were not enough
doctrin. Mark now their reply:
Christians in that city to form a church, and it was a
We. neither received letters out of Judea. concerning thee, long time before Christianity made much headway
neither any of the brethren that came showed or spa.ke any there. Paul probably remained longer in Rome
harm of thee. But we desire to hear of thee what thou than he intended, and doubtless ended his life there.
thinkest; for as concerning this sect, we know that everyAN'.riCITRIST.
where it is spoken against.
The Syriac version, which is doubtless more corA .Noble Uovernor.
rect if not more ancient .than the Greek, puts it
[A.t
a
clerical
assembly
at Monona Lake, Wis., on the 2d,
much stronger, to wit:
Governor HoH.rd made the following admirable remarks.
For this doctrin, we know, is not received by anyone.

In other words, there were few or no believers in
Christianity in the city of Rome when Paul arrived
there.
.
That Paul wrote a letter to some brethren in Rome
some time before be started is quite likely; but that
the whole epistle to the Romans was addressed to
them is quite improbable. The caption of the epistle
is no evidence, and it so happens that the words "in
Rome" in chapter i, verse 7, and" at Rome" in v~rse
15, are omitted in MS. G. The only other evidence
that the letter was addressed to the Romans is
found in chapter xv, which did not exist in Marcion's
copy; that is to say, neither IreLreus nor Tertul!ian,
who frequently quoted from the epistle, made any
reference to chapter xv, or indeed to xvi, which is the
last. And it is from Irenoous and Tertullian that we
derive nearly all our knowledg.e of Marcion, while
Justin, who alludes to Marcion twice as a contemporary heretic, ignores Paul altogether, as if be had
never beard of him.
We bav little doubt that Tertullian wrote after the
fourteenth century, and suspect the same in regard
to Irenoous and Justin.
- The authenticity of chapters xv and xvi of the
epistle to the Romans is r~>jectsd by !luch able critics
as Baur, Lucht, Scholten, Schwegler, Volkmar, Boltzmann, Lipsius, and Zellt:r.
In chapter xv the writer says:
From Jeru~alem and rounrl about unto Illyricum I hav
fully preached the gospel of Christ. Yea, so hav I strived to
preach the gospel, not where Christ was named, lust I
should build upon another man's foundation. . . . But
now having no more place in these parts, and having a great
desire these many years to come unto you, whensoever I
take my journey into Spain I will come to you; for I trust
to see you in roy journey, und to be brought on my way
thitherward by y<>U, if firet I be somewhat filled wit)\ your
company. But now I go to Jeru~alem to minister unto the
saints. . . . Wben therefore I ha.v performed this, and
hav sealed to them the fruit, I will come by you into Spain.

This reads as if the writer intended to stop at
Rome only long enough to renew the journey to
Spain, hoping to be accompsmied thither by some of
the Roman brethren. The Syriac version reads: "I
hope to come and see you, and that ye will accompany me thither, when I shall be satisfied in some
measure with visiting yon."
.
This does not look like a recognition of a Christian

They will probably procure him bttter ammadversion from
the pulpits for some time.]

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : I hav been solicited by
the m:~.migers of th1s assembly to talk to the clergy.
I think the clergy need it.. Tbey fill the place, to a
certain degree, of public censorship, and thus contract certain habits of thought and education which
proceed from beir:g undisputed in what they say.
I wish to be understood in what I shall say. I
believe fuliy in the noble mission of him who would
teach men the truths of religion. I believe in the
fatherhood of God, and that it is our duty, preachers
and people, to do what ·we can to promote the
brotherhood of men.
The principal portion of my creed consists in a
belief in •· whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things at"e of good
report."
Whether this confession of faith is orthodox or not
is a matter of little concern to me. But it. is a
matter of some concern that what I say and do shall
prove in some degree encouraging to my fellows in
the ways of human goodness.
I bav found, however, even with thiv 'lhort creed,
that behef is a great deal easier than performance.
It is performance that bothers me.
This little preamble is for the purpose of saying
that I wish to be understood as a friend, and not as
one who desires to carp or quibble.
I r€cognize in tbe pulpit one of the great forces of
progressiv civilizatio11. Yet it is a force tba~ ia
moved upon as much as it move!!, and in one sense
this .is. tbe secret of its. succeas. It _is one of the
mouthpieces of public conviction. It will shrink and
wither like a plucked branch whenever it ceases to
stand by the people and for the people. Hence a
strong pulpit must, in the best sense, be a popular
pulpit. It is the preacher's duty to re.ach out after
the heart of the people. He is a narrow and withered
specimen who considers hims.Eilf only as the partisan
of a church or creed to promote church growth and
not public growth. He may help the church but
not the people. We greatly need a larger infusion
of the spirit of citizenship among our clergy as a.
class. President Hayes said in one of his messages :
" He serves his party beat who serves hie country
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I a~remi~ded here of a ~t~ry. In th~ old slavery
days, a planter accosted one of his hands one morn~
ing and thf' following colloquy ensue·d:
.
"Hello, Uncle Pete; I hear you are getting to be
a great preacher am.ong the dinkies~"
.
"Yes, massa, de Lord open my mouf 'casion'ly."
" Well, Pete, what do you preach on?"
"De sins ob de people, massa.." .
·
"That's a good subject, Pete; and by the way, you
, can _be of some service to me, for you darkies are
·cleaning out my hen roost and ham house at a great
rate, and I want you to preach against ste~ling."
The old- dar key shook his head and said: " Can't
~o it., mas~a. If I'd go to preacbin' on dem ar' subJects, dat ud (row a coldness obcr de meetin'."
i !need a fearless analyzer of my situation in life,
:as I find it, not as the preacher finds it in his study.
·I need a counselor, who like his master has been
'tempted on all points like as I am, who' will reach
; in~o the .c~rrent and shout, ''Don't get discouraged;
·stiCk to 1t. '. I need to hear the gospel of courage,
for everythmg, from my own greed to the malice of
others, tends to make me a moral coward. I need to
he~r t~e gospel of a sound moral judgment, that
·whiCh 1s born of a knowledge of men and the tides
and currents· of human affairs.
The selfishness of our nature is an ever present,
upspringing quantity with us no matter how we
dress our bod1es or our speech: There is a world of
low-down meanness walking around in broadcloth
and silk dresses. The greed for power social or porr
.
d f I
•
1 IC~I • th e ever-consum1~g
gree
or money, 18
makmg men and women hollow to the whitewash."
There is a bringer in the heart of to-day that more
The growth of justice in the hearts of the people than anything else the words and spirit of Christ
has taught the church many useful lessons, and satisfy. But that hunger pays no attention to the
shown it where it bas made many grievous mistakes. fictions which surround the fruit as a garment of
For this reason I am not a believer in that semi- other men's wearing. The preacher who reaches into
divine idea of the clergy, the pulpit, or the church the soul of the ninteenth century must be a transwhich seems in all ages to hav found lodgment in the parent interpreter of the Sermon on the Mount, not
minds of so many.
of Paul, nor John, nor the fathers, nor C!llvin, nor
I oam:rot forget that when Christ came to teach Knox, nor Wesley, nor ereeds. In everything Christ
men a purer. and more humane form of worship, a was rational, not dogmatic ; hence dogmatism cruciform more just to God and man than any that had fied him. So it has and BO it will every human heart
pr~ceded it, the best he could get for apostles was a that reaches out the wan hands of spiritual hunger.
choice of sinners, and so it has continued to this day.
The preacheris needed to-day just as much and
I am none the less interested, however, in the success more than ever, if he will only, like his master, seek
of the pulpit in dealing with the hearts of men. I his field. To the poor and the ignorant Christ camEl
want to see those of my fellow-sinners who are first. To-day they are served last. It will do the
chosen for this work achieve the widest influence preacher a world of good to broaden his understandpossible. I note with regret the growth of any force ing of human nature in this respect, as did his
in society, whether it come from the clergy or out- master. Too much is the simplicity of the gospel
side, which shall lessen that influence. Yet I cannot covered up with the purple of ambition. Pride of
shut my eyes to the fact that with a large majority of intellectual display on the part of the pulpit and
men there is felt but little need, individually, of the aristocratic exclusivness on the part of the congredistinctiv work of the preacher. They cannot just gation often cause men of the world to ask, in all
exactly see how the preacher helps them in the daily honesty: "Is this the religion founded by Jesus
contentions of life. They will, in a sort of theatrical ChriRt ?" In that wonderful analysis of Shakspere
'Nay, conclude that the pulpit is a good thing for by Victor Hugo occurs the following appeal to the
society. They pay ungrudgingly for its support, but poet. It applies to the preacher and the teacher
usually they content thems6lvs with letting their eve1·ywhere. I will read it:
wives bear· the burden of activ work in the church.
Sacrifice to "the mob," 0 poet! Sacrifice to that unfortThis is not because they hav not moral purpose; it unate,
disinherited, vanquished, vagabond, shoeless,
is for no lack of conscience or love of goodness, for as famished, repudiated, despairing mob; sacrifice to it, if it
s. rule they are "four square to all the winds that must be, and when it must be, thy repose, thy fortune, thy
blow." They maintain no such attitude toward the joy, thy country, thy liberty, thy life. The mob is the
race in misery. The mob is the mournful beginning
school or newspaper. They take ready hold of these .human
of the people. 'fhe mob is the great victim of darknt>ss.
forces for their indiv~dual benefit. I am somewhat Sacrifice to it! Sacrifice thyself! ·Let thyself be hunted, let
puzzled at this state of affairs, and none the less so thyself be exiled like Voltaire to FernP.y, like D'Aubigne to
because I find I am 14s deep in the mire as anybody. Geneva, like Dante to Veror-a, like Juvenal to Syene, like
I am not satisfied with such a state of a airs, nor am Tacitus to Methymna, like _.:Eschylus to Gela, like John to
Patmos, like Elijah to Horeb, like Thucydides to Thrace,
I satisfied with the explanation ~ich is so generally like
Isaiah to Ezwn-geber! Sacrifice to the mob; sacrifice
cfft~red.
I am told that it is because I am perverse to it thy gold, and thy blood which is more than thy gold,
and unregenerate, and that I am not in sympathy and thy thought which is more than thy blood, and thy love
with the work of the pulpit. That explanation is too which is more than thy thought; sacrifice to it everything
except justice. Receive its complaint; listen to it touching
cheaply offered.
its faults and the faults of others; hear its accusation. Giv
Christ said to Peter, "Feed my sheep." To my it thy ear, thy hand, thy arm, thy heart. Do everything for
mind it is a question of feed. The law of demand. it excepting evil. Alas! it suffers so much. and it knows
and supply governs in things spiritual as well as nothing. Correct it, warn it, instruct it, guide it, train it.
things temporal. Which comes first! Shall it be Make it spell truth, show it the alphabet of reason, teach it
re!!d virtue. probity, generosity, mercy. Hold thy bnok
my necessity, my hunger, which shall take me to to
wide open. Be there, attentiv. vigilant, kind, faithful,
church, or the necessity and hunger of the preacher! humble. Light up the brain, inflame the mind, extiuguish
If the preacher does not conform to this great law, selfishness; and thyself giv the example.
can he justly complain if the activ men of aff!lirs do
not accept his proffered feed'
"The Lady of' tlte Club."
Hav you critically examined the food to see
To
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Please
whether or not it is musty with age' Whether or
not it was cut and dried for some one else 1 accept my hearty· thanks for publishing the story
Whether or not it is living reason or dead dogma furnished by Helen Gardener, under the above name;
that you hand out! The men you ask to take your and, also, permit me through your columns to thank
feed can reason and di~criminate. They hav just as the lady for furnishing the same. I hav felt, as I
sharp discernment as yourselvs. If they show a lack hav contemplated these things, " Ob, had I the
of sympathy with your work it is not because of a power to reach the heart of the world!"
That pen-picture of what thousands are suffering
lack of reverence for your master. Their sharp contact with life brings to them the necessity of in various forms, through that combination known
character rather than abstract belief. They feel .the as love and poverty, must reach the hearts of your
need of that sort of feed that shall strengthen and numerous readers, to say the least, and for that I am
sustain, from their standpoint, not yours. You ask glad; and glad to see such questions presented in
me to come to church. I am struggling six days in your columns, for too many Liberals, like too many
the week with the hard problems of life and with the Spiritualists, are very much afraid of "side issues;"
temptation to lie, cheat and wrong my neighbor. Spiritualists only wanting tests, proof of continued
· Yet, when I go to church, I hear ten sermons against life, evidence of spirit power, and the philosophy of
Sabbath-breaking-a mere sin of statute, to one Spiritualism-these, to them, are all-suffi.Aient.
You must not touch the property question-or at
against lying. The pulpit standard of goodness is
too theoretical. This sort of preaching does not least only vary gently-must not hit the churches" They hav their work to do "-:-must not bring up
feed me; there is no resisting 'po'!er in it.
best." That is true of political partiae, and just as
true of churches and preachers.
There is a natural tendency in pulpit life, as
in political life, to contract the h&bit of blind partisanship. We see plenty of men who are more partisan than they are patriotic-to whom the party
utterance is all in all. So we see preachers and
parishioners whose convictions of duty to"ward the
public never get beyond the church definition. This
partisanship leads them away from public contact,
public sympathies, public understanding, and what is
more than all, public education.
I often hear preachers ascribe the progress of
civil.iz~tio_n as ?~ing en~irel~ due to the _work _of
Christiamty. 'lh1s I thmk IS undue partisanship.
The! f.oq~et t~at something th~r~ is.that has civilize~
Chnst~amty 1tself. . The Chn~tu~mty of the Dark
Ages Is a vastly d1fferent thmg from that which
s~i~?s t.o-day. Then it was barbarous; to-day it is
ClVIhzed. What has wrought the change! The
growth of knowled~e _among the common. peo~le.
Any system of rehgwn must be met by Intelligence
in the masses if it be kept pure and wholesome, for,
like ~II human a~encies, it. i~ bound to take color
f~om 1ts surround10~~· Rehgwn_ among the plant.atwn negroes of Loms1ana, to-day Is as much pagan as
C~ristian. Mere blind worship will never c?rrect
th1s; the growth of knowledge and the expanswn of
the reason alone can do it. The Hindoo poet well
says:.
.
When the fis_h swtm out of the water,
And the btrds soar out of the blue,
Man's thoughts may tramcend man's knowledge,
And your God be no reflex of you.
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the practical questions of this lile-oh, rio ! - " !twill
disturb the har{llony." Not all Spiritualists do this,
-but too mahy-a·majority, I very much fear.
Then our Liberals want, too many of them, only
the Nine Demands. We must not touch the property
question, the questions of creativ life, the abuse of
woman under Christian marriage, etc. No, these
things produce discord in the ranks, and must not
be handled.
Now, all these people are good people, but their
hearts need to-uching aright; they need to hav such
light upon these· great, practical questions as will
sweep the cobwebs of past teachings entirely out of
their brains. Love with poverty, and, Industry and
economy will bring a compt.ltence to all because it
has to me, belong in the same category and need
masterly pens to show their fallacy.
We want to sweep the church power from the
path of the coming millions. It must be done, because per whole spirit is antagonistic to the progress,
the welfare, of the race. But the money power is
th~ bulwark of the church power.
Destroy usury-interest on money, and you will
sweep away church nurseries all over the land. Our
theological institutions are, for the most part, sus. tained by usury, the intereli!t on endowment funds.
Why is it that our clear-headed thinkers must
suppress a portion of the truth, or be driven from
the field T Simply because the money power, backed
by church power, is against them. Ah, thsre are
plenty of rich men, who, like Mr. Barker, in the
story of "The Lady of the Club," are asking: "What
will help matters?" "Is there no way to help the
living!" No, there is no way, but under an entirely
new economic system. 0 tender souls, who &gonize
· with and for the suffering, I tell you plainly, sadly,
but unshrinkingly, there is no help, except in isolated
cases, one out of ten thousand, perhaps, no help
under our present property syetem.
" ' She is only one of a great many,' I suggested.
" ' My God ! that is the trouble-so many that the
thing seems hopeless. And to think that on every
one of these poor souls is laid another burden that
that stone spire may go untaxed.' "
It is wrong, this leaving church property untaxed,
but, well: I may not be able to make ,my meaning
clear, but I will try. In individual cases a heavier
burden may be laid, but not upon all unless the
whole amourit of tax to be raised is lessened.
Under our present property system, the poor,·
"every one of those poor souls," are made, as will be
found in the final analysis, are made to pay the tax,
no matter how distributed. The rich, the employers,
all business men, calculate their taxes in their charges,
and labor pays all the bills.
An equitable distribution of. the taxes shifts burdens, but does not lift them. Taxing church
property would take away the undue advantage of
churchism over Liberalism, and thus conduce to
mental freedom, but Liberalism can no more lift the
burden from " every one of those poor souls" than
churchism can, or than Spiritualism can, under our
present property system.
Both Liberalism and Spiritualism giv advantages
over churchism in some directions, but not in
property matters.
I can understand " The Lady of the Club," and,
also, Mr. Barker's agonizing when he sees the hopelessness, the agony, of love and poverty, for as I look
at my children and my grandchildren, and think of
whitt I might hav done for them had I not been poor,
when I think of what I hav been deprived of because
a -descendant of poverty, when I think of all this I
feel that all eternity can never make my loss good to
me. Oh, it is terrible to see the loved ones suffer,
terrible to be forced to deny them what they need
and ask for, but there is a deeper, darker sorrow
than thi!!!-to feel that because of the lack of what
you needed your child is born inferior, bodily and
mentally-to look upon a blighted being born from
your own body, and to know that it is so because of
poverty!
"Blessed are the poor in spirit." "The poor of
this world, rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom.''
How the above has been dwelt upon, amplified, and
glorified, and yet deeper, more damnable falsehoods
were never uttered. Sentences which could contain
more that is detrimental to the welfare of the race
could not be framed.
With a clear perception of all this, and with
glimpses of an economic system which will change it
all, securing a competence, the advantages of wealth
and refinement, without the present drawbacks, to
every member of society, is it any wonder that men
can shout for it upon the scaffold?
It seems to me that Liberals should look deeply
into this subject. To-day endowment funds sustain
theological schools, the interest of which is paid by
labor; and t.bus are the poor crushed to make
ministers. What will Liberals do when they become
numerous enough to establish schools and educate
teachers ! Will they follow the same plan-endowments, funds upon interest~ If so, the condition of
the poor will be no better than now.
Think of these things, friends.
Lms W AISBRooKER.
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ing as worthy of notice: (1) The progress of Secular- militate against his possession of religious principles,
ism in Canada; (2) The desirability of obtaining a ball and among them a~e his belief, his disb~lief, and his
as the exclusiv property of the Secular party; (3) The doubt concerning those relations. From these premestablishment of Sunday-rJchools for the mental train- ises it seems to follow that, when a party claims the
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVEns, Secretary,
Princ~es Opera Honse. ing of the young; (4) Provincial Freethought propa- statutory right to testify in his own behalf, he can558 W. Madison street, Room 1, Ohl<lago.
gandism; (5) The formation of classes for the culti~ not be denied on the ground that he does not believe
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
•
Rochelle, 111. ntion of music, singing, debating, and the study of God will punish perjmy.
E. B. FooTE, JB., Ohair. Ex. Oom •• 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
--------~.---~~MBB. M.A. FBEEMAN Oh. Fin. Oom., 3~4 W. Madison st., Ohioago. modern science; (6) The appointment of a committee
God in the Constitution.
to watch the attitude of the local press upon Secular
Prom the Farr;o, N.D., Arau.•, Aug. 6, 1889.
matters.
Thirteenth Annual Congress of the .American
To the Argus: Permit me through the medium of
i 1he Right to Testify.
your paper to address the following letter to the
Secular Union.
CONSTITUTIONAL
RULING
OF
THE
NEW
JERSEY
SUPREME
members
of the constitutional COnvention:
OFFICIAL CALL.
couRT.
Question.
What country is really the most prosThe next Annual Congress of the American Secular
Assuming
the
common
law
rule
to
be
that
no
perparous
among
the nations of the earth~
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, SaturAnswer. The United States of America.
day, and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 188~. It son can be a witness in a judicial proceeding unless
Q. What is the only country in the world that
is deemed expedient to hold this meeting where our he believes that God will punish perjury, it becomes
society was organize] in 1876, and where the so- necessary to consider the effect of that clause in the does not mention or recognize a aupreme intelligence
called "National Reform Association" has its head- first article of our state constitution which declares in its Constitution ?
A. The Unite.d States of America.
quarters and has recently held an important conven- that "no person shall be denied the enjoyment of
any
civil
right
merely
on
account
of
his
religious
Q. What may be inferred from this fact!
.
tion, and for many historic and other reasons.
A. That if there be a supreme intelligence who
The general object of our Association not being principles." By statute, parties in suits are generally
well understood, it is therefore often misrepresented. competent witnesses in their own behalf, and when rules and governs the destinies of nations, he prosIt is deemed proper to here mske a brief statement the prosecutor tendered himself as a witness in his pers best the nation that does not formally recognize
of its leading principles. While our federal and own behalf before the common pleas his right to him in its Constitution.
Q. What nation has the best and wisest constate constitutions are formed on the assumption of testify would bav been conceded had be believed that
the total §.Elparation of church and stat.e, yet both the God would punish perjury. His right was denied stitution T
A. The United States of America.
general and state governments maintain numerous merely because he did not so believe. It was not
I read that the following preamble to the conpractical connections of the state with the church. that he did not think himself bound to tell the truth
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influential organiza- according to his oath, but only that he had not an stitution of North Dakota is proposed and likely to
tion exists, having for its avowed object the amend- affirmativ faith t.hat the divine being would inflict be sgreed upon by the constitutional convention:
ment of our federal and state constitutions, so as to some penalty upon him if he vioie.ted his obligatiorJ. "We, the people of North Dakota, grateful to
recognize and enforce by law certain forma of relig- Two questions, therefore, arise: First, is the right or almighty God for religious and civil liberties, do
ious belief and observances, and certain acts of legis- a party to testify in his own behalf a civil right 1 establish and ordain this constitution."
In this regard I wish to hav a little common-sense
lation hav actually been proposed and discussed in secondly, ie the belief of a person as to whether Goo
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a will punish perjury to b~ ranked among his religious taik with those members of the convention who are
in bvor of this preamble, and shall ask a few quesform of sectarian religion, especially in our public principles 1
By .civil lights I understood those rights which the ~ions by way of beginning.
schools.
Is it not a fact that you were sent to .the convenAgainst these innovations and perversions we are municipal law will enforce, at the instance of private
organized to protest, and to this end we advocate individuals, for the purpose cf securing to them the tion for the purpose of assisting.to frame a conetilu·
the equitable taxation of church propaty; the total enjoyment of their means of happiness. They are tion; and, in the discharge of your duties, you were
discontinuance of religious instruction and worship distinguishable from natural rights, which would not to favor any Cillass or body of man, the
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing exist if there were no municipal law, some of which constitution that you were expected to assist in
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessa- are abrogated by municipal law, while others lie framing being eolely for the purpose of civil governtion of all ~ppropriations of the public funds for outside of its scope, and still others are enforceable ment; and that you were neither instructed nor
religious institutions; the abolition of state-paid under it as civil rights. They are also distinguisba- expected to recognize any religion, creed, or sect, but
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation b!e from political rights, which are directly concerned to leave that entir<'ly to the personal opinion of each
under the pains and penalties of perjury for tle with the institution and administration of govern- individual of our commonwealth?
Is it not a fact that a citizen of any nation in the
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts, ment. Among civil rights is the right to prosecute
actions
in
the
courts
of
the
commonworld,
except China, can become a citizen of the
and
defend
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the prac·
tical establishment of simple morality and intel- wealth according to the established ruies of practice. United States!
Is it not a fact that within the United States there
ligence as the basis of purely Secular government This proposition is sufficiently vindicated by a referand the adequate guarantee of public order, pros- ence to the civil rights cases in the Supreme Court are naturalized citizens of every, or nearly every,
·
·
perity, and righteousness; and whatever other weas, of the United States, where it is afJsUmEd as true by nation on the earth T
Is not every citizen of the United States legally
urea or principles may be necessary to ·the total all justices of that tribunal. Thus in Strauder vs.
West Virginia, 100 U. S. 303, Mr. Justice Strong, and morally bound to recognize that every other
separation of church and state.
expressing
the opinions of himself and all his associ- citizen of the United States possesses as much right
To this Congress we cordially invite all true
patriots without regard to their individual religious atee, except Justices Clifford and Field, says that the . as he possesses, and in that recognition legally &nd
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the Fourteenth Amendment of the federal Constitution mor!llly bound to rsspect his religious cor.vlctions? ·
Is it .not a faot tht?.t the belief in and conception of
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil ":a~ ii~tended ~o secure ~o the col?red race all the
CIVd
rigltts
whwh
the
white
race
enJoy,
s.nd
speaks
of
the
bemg we call God are obtained from the holy
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacerdotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their section 1,977 of the Revised Statutes of Congress writings of the Jews and the New Testament 1
Is it not also a fact that those who ,believe in the
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy (which eriacts that all persona within the jurisdiction
the mental and moral liberty of the free citizens of of the l7nited St~tes ~hall hav the sa?le ~ight to eue, being known as God do not comprise more than
this most successful of all Secular civil· governments be parties, and giv evidence) as puttmg m the form about one-fourth of the inhabitants of the world?
of a statut?.. w~at had been substantially ?rdained by
If ho_nestly ans~ered, the reply must be in the
in ancient or modern times.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-presidents, the Consb.utwnsl Amendment. And m em parte· affirmativ. Now, 1f bv such a formal declaration we
all Chairmen of State Ex:ecutiv Committees and all Virginia, 100 U. S., 339, 366, Mr. J u!ltice Field, recognize alone this b~ing called God, do we not deduly accredited delegates from Local Secular Societies speaking for himself and Mr. Justice Clifford, says: clare the deities of non· Christian countries to be
are entitled to seats and votes in this Congress. " The equality of protection secured (by the Four- false; and the religions founded upon the belief in
Each Local Society is entitled to send its President, t:e~th ~mendment) extends. only to c~v!l rights .ail a~:!Ch yarticular_ ~ei!i.!es to be false also; thus giving
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annual Mem- distmgmshed from those whiCh are politiCal, or arise tile he to any Cl~Jzan who may believe in other deities
fro~ t.he fo:m of the government and i~s mode of o_r in none at ail! Doea this respect the opinion of
bers by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Particulars as to the place of meeting, speaker<> admimstrabon ; and yet the reach and mfluence of tnose who do not believe in the deity called God ?
and their subjects, etc., will be announced hereafter: the amendment are immense. It opens the courts Surely not. No more than, if the deity called Brahm.a
of the country to everyone, on the same terms, for was substituted for God, would the opinion of those
R. B. WESTBRooK, President.
the security of his person and property, the prevention be respected who believe in ·the being called God.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary.
It is a maxim of onr nation that church and state
and redress of wrongs, and the enforcement of conE B. FooTE. Jn., Cb. Ex:. Com.
tracts. It assures to everyone the same rules of should be kept separate. There are those who are
MATTIE A. FREEMAN, Oh. Fin. Cow.
evidence and modes of procedure, etc. In the light opposed t,o it, but the conflict between the numerous
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.
of these statementa, it seems clear that the statutory sects fortunately precludes the realiz"tion of their
right of a party to testify in his own behalf is a civil wishes.
The Canada Secular Congress.
I apprehend th&t there is not a member of the
right."
The executiv of the Canadian Secular Union hav
The next question is whether a person's belief as constitutional convention who would consent to hav
fixed Saturday and Sunday, September 14th and 15th to the punishmen~ of ~e!jury b~ t~e deity is. t~ be ~ny state religion; and that at least the large majorfor a convention of Secularists and Freethinkers of classed among hts religious prmCiples. Th1s Is, I Ity of tbe.delegates would repudiate with scorn any
~anada. :r'h.ese gatherings the laat few years hav thin~, equally clear: Religious. principles are those ins!nuation th~t they had done or would do anything
Increased m Importance at each annual meeting, and sentiments concernmg the relahons between God and whJCh recogmzed one religion more than another.
the results of the work there init.iated hav been most man, which may influence human conduct. OI these, Those, I would ask to read the following : "We the
eatisfactory. Apart from the necessf\ry advantages perhaps the .mo_!it influential hitherto has been the people of North Dakota, grateful to the almi~hty
uttending all progress, the Secular advancement re- view entertamea as to the probability that God would Allah for religious and civil liberties" etc. Now
c~mily made in the dominion is significant, as show- punish vice. A person's sentiments on that subject honestly, what inference could alone b~ drawn fro~
ing what is further required and how such require- ~ust be deeme~ par~ of his religious principle~.. It such a preamble T Simply that we, the people of
menta can be realized. The directors of all move- IS urged that d!abehef cannot be called a rehg10us North Dakota, recognized Mohammedanism as the
menta profit by experience, and the eX€cutiv of the· principle. Perhaps, if one denied the existence of a only true religion, and that those who called themCanadian Secular Union are no exception to the rule. supreme being, it ~~ght ill: a. proper sense be said selva Chriati~ns were wo~shii;>ing a false God.
They hav learned that the Secular element in Canada that he ha~ no rehwo~s prmCip~ee, becam<~a ~e could
The mention of a deity m the constitution, by
is au undoubted factor in the mentality of its people not entertam any opm10n touchmg the relations be- whatever n.awe he may be called officially recognizes
and that both in and out of the church Fceethoughf tween God and man, unless a denial of any such re- that deity as the only and true o~e and at once conis a reality. "The one thing needful" at the present lations might be so denominated. But to a person nects state and church. While the state may not
time is to direct and consolidate that Freethought who believ~s in the e;x:istence of a supreme being, support it or assist in maintaining it, except it be by
upon a Secular ba~is. The primar! object ?f t~e t~ere pe.rtam, necessanly, or a.t least probablJ:, some the exemption of church property from taxation, it
co~in~ co~vention IS to do so~ethmg practiCal m VIews with regard to the relations between him and extends a moral support in its favor, and bmdens
this directiOn. C~arles Watts, m Secular Thought, us which modify the life of the individual. The mere other religions with the official declaration that they
suggests I o the friends who may then assemble that, fact that in those relations he has discovered no di- are false.
among other topics, they should consider the follow- . vine purpose of punishment for specific acts, does not
It is no answer to my argument that we are a
1
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Ohristi~n nation. In the :first place, th~~ answer is[ tries. Let the constitution-makers;like Job of old, say, "I
not strwtly true. Second, I am not wr1hng from a kn~w that my redeemer liveth," and for the many blessings
personal religious belief, but entirely upon the prin- Which we hav received, the blessings of good health and
ciple that the etate in no manner recognizee one deity goo.d crops, of unexampled progre~s ~nd une9.ualed proath
h
h
I
•.
.
perlty, let there be in the state constltut10n a fittmg acknowl~ore
an an~t. er; t. u~ t~? Y re~psc.mg the rehg- edgment, to show that we are Christian men and women and
10n of every mt1zen w1thm 1.s terntory.
that the government is not given over unto the heathen.
We may not he.v within North Dakota a single There need ~e no conflict between the church and state. So
Brahman, Buddhist, or Mohammedan citizen. That !ar as the existence and goodness of God is conperned, there
. . l
y
.
.
IB and there can be no argument. All churches will agree in
f ac t d oes not alt er th e prmmp e.
ou are legislatwg the one fundamental truth that we are indebted to God for
for the future more than the present. North Dakota our well-being, and if the scoffers and Infidels-whom God
may yet be :filled with thousands of Buddhists. Is be praised, are few in numbers-do not like to liv in 'God's
it right that the laws made for them as well as us country, let them remove themselvs and their odious doctrine
should declare their deity false'
to some other count~y. Not only B<!, but ~ hope to see the
h .
. .
. .
day when the law will prevent the mrculat10n of the bla<:phe0 ugh: not t eJr l'ehgtous convictiOns to be re· mies of would-be smart men like" Saul."
PoLONIUS.
spected.
On a Decoration Day Poem.
There id another class of citizens I hav thus far
Prom F'reet/loug/lt.
?mitte_d-a very respectable minority at least, and
I desire to thank '' Saladin," editor of the London Agnostic
mcludmg some of the best citizens of Ncrth Dakota.
I refer to those who believe that the supreme intelli- Journal, for his good words in his issue of July 6th; and in
order that the reader may see how much reason I hav to be
gence
made certain :fixed laws by which the unigrateful, I will quote what be says:
verse ~s ~overned, and that neither prosperit.y not·
The Macdonald who was the father of our friend, E. M.
adversity 1a the result of a personal interference of Macdonald, of the New York TRUTH SEEKER, and of G. E.
this intelligE~nce; that aside from results arising from Macdonald, of the San Francisco Freethou,ght, was, under
elemental conditions, and the natural procEosses of the Federal fiag, killed in the battle of Bull Run. If, in
growth and decay, man makes his own prosperity or some mher world, his shade takes interest in the affairs of
this, he ~ill feel proud of his sons. Eugene and George,. who,
adversity. If you officially say to him through the though m their boyhood they had their father "stretched
constitution that "almighty God" g~vs ns om· "re· upon a bloody bier," hav, two orphan boys, lived to attain
ligious and civil liberties," do you not also sav as a to position and usefulness, and, in the vanguard of the human
logioli\1 sequence that God person~lly ordained· these race, to carry forward a fiag nobler than that under which
their father died. I hav long descried through the writin~s
thing~ ;_ a~d if. b~, so. person!illy ordained " religious of the two brothers that they hav heart a.s well as head; and,
and CIVIl hbert1es, d1d he not also ordain the relig- although the best qualities of both heart and head are
ious intolerance and pereecution of the past, and the necessary in the leaders of the world's forlorn hope, the
present religious intolerance in many other nations latter can be dispensed with rather than the former. The
anniversary of the battle of Bull Run came round, and,
of the world? Do you not make him responsible last
away amid "California's pathless world of woods," the
for all disasters and casualties that daily befall the memory of the younger of the Macdonald brothers reverted
human l'ace; rmd thus say to the class of citizens last to that gory struggle twenty-eight years ago, which, whatmentioned, "You are fools to believe as you do, for ever its national significance, threw him· upon the world as
your belief is false f' Are not the convictions of this an orphan boy; and he composed the following elegiac lines
[they were reprinted from Freethougltt in THE TRUTH SEEKER
last class of citizens entitled to respect ! Do you re- of J.une 15th], touching in their artless simplicity, and posspect them by declaring that God especially granted sessed of a literary excellence which makes us regret that
ua liberties by special favor, thus setting at naught the Freethought journalist has duties so exacting that they
prevent the lyrical poet's·more frequent communings with
his conviction;; to the contrary!
DJn't let personal inclinations and predilections his lyre.
The lines referred to are those published under the bead
make you forget that you are public servants.
D.J not delude yourselvs with the belief that one of" May 30," in Freethought of June 1st. ·The battle of Bull
c. an aot and vote contrary to his convictions .and past Run, at which Henry Macdonald lost his life, was fought
hfe and utterances, and thus deceive his constituents Aug. 28, 1862, and the recurrence of Decoration Day, May
and thereby gain popularity for future political use 30th, recalled that event. A monument standing in Sullivan,
Cheshire co., N. H., bears this inscription:
among the members of various churches.
.HENRY MAODONALD,.
Deception in one act begets distrust in the breast
of the 6th Regt.
of those for whom you acted.
Instantly killed in the Second battle of Bull Run,
Don't forget that you are building for the future.
August 28, 1862. Aged 35 years.
Make the edifice an honor to yourselvs, and sustain
Buried on the battlefield.
the judgment of those who sent you to aid ita conThe monument is a humble one, and it stands in an obscure
struction.
place, but the men whose names and defdS it records bought
Remember above all things that honesty brings a their. little meed of fame at so high a price that they will not
reward and dishonesty a retribution. And last, but be over-rewarded if occasionally we tell the story how they·
not least, that the Constitution of the United States fell.
rules the best and most prosperous nation on earth,
Though Dead, He Speaketlt.
and it recognizes no deity; and the constitution of
From Lucifer for Aug. 2,1889.
Spain recognizes God and governs a poverty-stricken,
Hurrah for D. M. Bennett,
bigoted, and intolerant people, and that that fair
Our leader in reform,
country of " milk and honey" was never so prosperWho strikes the stalwart priesthood,
And breasts the coming storm I
ous sa when ruled by the Infidel Moor.
Now be fair. Giv all a chance. Remember we are
A million voices praise him,
cosmopolitan.
SAuL.
A million hearts rejoice,
And millions more are coming
Repl?J in a SUbsequent Issue.
To hear his manly voice.
To the A1·gus: In a recent issue of your paper I hav read
Though
prison bars may hold him,
with much surprise a string of blasphemies over the signaHis spirit rangeth free
ture "Saul," that would do credit to that rampant wind-bag
To bear the fiag triumphant
Bob Ingersoll, and that outdoes that drunken disgrace to
O'er every land and sea.
his kind, Tom Paine.
A column or so of unsupported assertions are given and,
Millions will do him homage
with arrant, blood-curdling blasphemy, the most high God is
When priestcraft is forgot,
placed in comparison with mythical heathen deities and with
Or known alone in historythe false gods of ignorant and unchristian people. I sinA foul and ugly blot.
cerely trust that this balderdash will not deter the constituWhen Benedict and Comstock
tional convention from doing its duty. That the people of
In infamy recline,
the United States hav become a prosperous nation notwithThe name of D. M. Bennett
standing the fact that God is not mentioned in the national
Throughout the world will shine.
Constitution, is a proof, if it means anyching at all, not that a
people will pmsper because they ignore the supreme cause,
Then
hurrah for our leader!
but-that God is just and that he does not visit the sins of
Down with the rotten church I
the constitution-makers upon the people who are not responLeave not a single fragment
sible for the reprehensible action. Who is prepared to say,
On which the buzzards perch I
however, that the authors of this constitution were not punished? Can "S!tul '' assure us that the scoffing Infidel of the
They've tortured many millions
last century is not suffering the pangs of the lost in the place
With every sort of pain,
of eternal punishment? And who can say but that the terriAnd now are crushing Bennett,
ble war that swept over the country, deluging the land with
Their power to regain.
blood and filling the air with the wail of the widow and the
cry of the orphan, was not, in part, a punishment for the sin
Rise, 0 men and women!
of our national constitution?
Prepare ye for the fight,
"Saul" is undoubtedly a smart man. In him, genius has its
And bury bloody priestcr.aft
beginning and wisdom its ending; but around him, as around
In everlasting night.
the less talented of God's creatures, there is the perpetual
· J. HAOKER.
Berlin,
N.
J.,
Aug., 1879.
mystery of life and the dark uncertainties of dt>ath. To
illumin the pathway of the one and to cheer the descent to
the other, there is but one light and one comfort. God
'l'he Machine.
reigns-and whether worms of the dust recognize him or
Ji'rom the Western AnMrtcan.
scoff at him-his eternal justice prevails and governs. 'fhis
The pope at Rome who is the chief boss and general
is a Christian country; but whether it is so or not, the truth manager.
of Christianity is the mighty rock upon which Infidelity will
Cardinals who constitute the cabinet or ministers to help
~trike aud go down into the boiling sea of God's wrath and the infallible boss to guess.
·
rengeance.
Archbishop~ who take charge of provinces.
From whence is life? From God. He made and owns the
Bishops who hav charge of a diocese.
universe and the fullness thereof. Without him can no sparPriests who do the dirty work in packing primaries, getrow fall, and safe in the loving arms of his dear son will ting out voters, and securing places for the faithful, political
every. faithful one find rest when the tumult of life is over.
and civil, and attending to the busiMBB interests of those who
"Saul" is a mighty man, but he has gone to sea in a very are troubled with Protestant competition.
Every part of this machine is controled by the boss in the
little boat. The old straw of Infidel authors that he threshes
over has been pounded over so long and flailed so unmerci- Vatican.
fully, that there is no substance in it. It is a waste of time
Then there are the Jesuits, orders of monks, nuns, nnd
to attempt to controvert his fallacies or to expose his so phis- · "brothers."
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No Retainer Large Enough for Colonel Ingersoll.
From the liew Yorlc Worl<t.

Col. Robert G. Ingersoll waq sittin!l' in his charming little
summer home at Wave Crest, Far Rockaway, the home built
by James W. Keene before disaster struck him, when he rec~ived 11 tlispatch from the World, annomcing that the
fnends of Judge Terry, in San Joaquin county, wanted him
to come out to California to p; osecute Judge Field and
Deputy Marshal Nagle. It had been sent the night before,
but ~a~_Rockaway is out of the telegraphic world after dark,
and It md not reach the I;Ollile until yesterday morning. The
genial philosopher said at once :
''I will not go. There is not enough money in California
to take me out on such an errand. Why, we might as well
banish our courts of law if our judges are to be terrorized
and assaulted for rendering honest decisions."
Colonel Ingersoll's loyal family appl:tuded the decision.
When a World reporter called in the afternoon he was received with the colonel's never-failing cordiality.
''From !Ill I hav heard and seen," said he, "Justice Field
has committed no offense, unless it be one to be inaulted.
Money could not pay me to prosecute Justice Field in this
case. I believe in a. l?erfectly free ju~iciary. If. a judge
renders a corrupt dems10n, the law prov1des for his Impeachment. If suitors who are defeated resort to brute force and
the . people sustain such a course, then courts should be
~bolished. 'l'he individual must submit to the law as adminIstered an_d _expounded by the courts, and must seek his
remedy w1thm the Ia w. That, I think, is all I care to say on
this subject."
Colonel Ingersoll is an old-time friend of Judge Field and
holds him in high respect. He knew Sharon many years
ago, and has heard from the latter's lips what a desperate and
unpleas~nt woman is Sarah Althea Hill, who exerted such a
balefu!Infiuence on all who fell under her sway. His know!.
~d~e of Terry has come to him through the newspapers. It
IBn t every lawyer who would refuse a princely fee in such a
case, but those who know Robert G. Ingersoll know that
money is not the chief aim in life with him.
Painfully True.
F1·om tile PUt•burgh

~ruth.

A correspoiident named James W. Fitch complains to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, as follows :
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of MaY 25th, is an engraving wbiob is called

".Sunday as the Sabbat.arians Want It." The offices of the physiCian ~nd surgeon are cloE~d, .also the hosPital and undertaker'6
estab.lishment. ';rhe sexto)l !B represented as refusing to work. ~<nd
a pob!'em!Ln forbids tbe mimster's prPa.chmg. 'l'here is not a. Sabbat~<na.n m t.he world who wants a. Sunday like this. It does no
go~d .to ma.k~ &uch groPs misst.atements. Out of a dozen Freethlnkmg_pubh!Jatwns on my desk, there is hardly any that I would
show to ChrishanP, unless I Wanted to exasPerate them.
If Mr. Fitch will come to Pittsburgh he will soon find out

that there are thousands and thousands of Sabbatarians who
want just such a Sunday. In fact they not only want it but
hav almost secured it. But, of course, they do not ~ant
the police to stop ministers from working. That would be
fair, you know. It is our opinion that Mr. Fitch has got a
very weak backbone. If he has, and wants it stiffened let
him come to Pittsburgh.
'
Mexico.
From t11e Argonaut.

The streets of the Mexican capital are no longer paraded
by priests bearing the host, at the elevation of which every
foreigner and Protestant might be knocked down in adorati~n. of a. holy wafer .. In the streets of Mexico pontifical
millinery IS no longer displayed, church bells are silenced of
their brassy clamor, churches are secularized, monkeries torn
down, and nunneries are no longer convenient to monastic
seclusion. Mexico, with its nine millions of people, has only
seven millions left in ignorance, poverty, and peonage resulting from the apostolic tyranny which so long held' the
world in bondage. In Mexico tile schools are at work, and,
as the result of education, on the anniversary of the death of
Juarez, some thousands of Liberal students in procession
cried," Death to the clergy!" and death to the Conservativ
party w!Iich would k~ep the republic of Me~ico in longer
subservience to the hierarchy of Rome. Galileo was right,
the world moves I
What to Do With De1ayed Meat.
From the Twentiet/1 Centurv.

Mr. William Webster believes all the Bible is God's word.
This will include Deut. xiv, 21: '' Ye shall not eat of any. thing that d:eth of itself; thou shalt giv it unto the stranger
that is in thy gates, that he may eat it; or thou mayest sell
it unto an alien; for thou art a holy people unto the Lord
'thy God." Mr. Webster would rather" weep and gnash in
hell" than hav me punished by law if I sell decayed meat;
for God .says I may. I admire such devothn, but rather
than be placed in Mr. Webster's position I will try and rub
along without it.
I am one of the apostates necessary to fulfil Paul's prophecy. If I should write a book full of impossible stories, I
would prophesy that large numbers would refuse to believe
them. It would make me "S'Jlid" with those who did
believe,
RINOTUM. .
· A Bruno Number.
The FreethinkM·s' Magazine for September will be a Bruno
number. It will contain a page illustration of the Bruno
monument, George Jacob Holyoake will furnish an original
article on "The Murder of a Philosopher," T. B. Wakeman
one on "Giordano Bruno in the Past, Present, and Future;"
there will be an original poem on Bruno by Lydia R. Chase,
a sketch of the life of Bruno by Prof. Thomas Davidson,
also an article on Bruno by Karl Blind, from the Nineteenth
Century, and mucb other valuable and interesting matter.
The price of the number will be twenty cents, and it will be
for sale at this office. ·

'fo Enoch.
0 Enoch, moving pre-diluvially,
A holy one thou wert aR walked the valley'Tis thusly in the Holy Q11eer recordedAnd, being so, wert signally rewarded I
No details of thy doings highly holy
Are given, Enoch, to the meek and lowly;
Bleak statement that, Methuselah begetting,
You" walked with God three hundred years," ne'er fretting,
Tho' walk exceeded far, in time and teasing,
Our "six-day-go's-you-pleases," nothing pleasing.
Great Scott! but what a walk was that-a corkerAh, verily, old man, thy name was Walker!
But all at once, the book says, you "were not,"
God scooping you as we a fat jackpot I
Sr SLoKnot:.
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in the nrPamble: Arkl\nsas, DAlawarP, F'orida, Geor- could be performed. We ·are not to discuss revFaled
gis (1818), Illinois, Indiana, Kllnsas (1855), Kentucky or natural religion. From the beginning of history,
(1792). Louhiana, Maryland (but did not put ~nto-a all people hav had a Gocil, and he. belit>ved in beginlater
constitution) Michigan (1835), and stud be ning this great constitution by recognizing the
. was taken up, and the conv:ention went mto. commight
go further with the Carolinas, Virginia, and supreme being, whether as God, Allah, or Jehovah,
mittee of the whole, with Stdes, of Tacoma, m the
and expressing gratitude to him.
others.
chair.
Mr. Godman regretted the turn this debate had
Mr_
Cosgrove.-Does
recognizing
God
in
the
conThe whole article was read, and then the preamble
taken. He recognized the great value of the teachstitution
rPcognize
religion
1
•
was taken up, reading thus:
Mr. Griffitte.-It is well known that a great diB· ings of Christ, and reverenced as much· as any man
We, the .People of. the sta!e o! Washington, to preserve our cussion has been going on over this very matter, and the supreme intelligence, but he believed the conrights, do ordain this constttu twn.
I merely wish to avoid provoking any more such dis-. vention should deal with things seen, things prat~ti
Lindsley moved the following substitute:
cussion. If omitted, nobody's feelings can be hurt cal, and not with sentiment or mJstery, with which
We the people of the .state of Washington, grateful to al- or his opinion opposed. I would strike out the this connntion bad no business to meddle. Princi.
mighty God for our freedo~, to secur~ and transiJ?it t~e slightest reference to anybody's religious belief. We pie only and not sentiment was the rule to go by.
same unimpaired to succeedmg generatiOns, do ordam this are dealing only with civil and political rights, and He should supporh the report of the committee.
constitution.
Mr. St.urdevant would not bav voted to let. this
should not transcend our province by putting into
Dyer moved to add after "state of Washington" the constitution these words to which some people clause t·emain, even if the committee bad put it in.
these words: "Grateful to almighty God for the objAct.
This· is purely. a business meeting, to make up a
blessings of liberty and self. government and or~er."
Mr. Turner didn't care to follow the last speaker practical, common sense document. If any argument
Turner said he also had a pet preamble whiCh he in examination of the constitution, bu.t where here- relating to success is to be based on this matter. why
should like to lay before the committee. It. read ferred to the earlier constitution of the states, it was has this country bad eo unbounded a success after it
thus:
a bet that later constitutions in the same states did left G.od out of the Constitution a hundred years
We, the people of Washington, in order to. fo~m ~ .m~re hav reference to God in the preamble. This was e. ago T As to George Washington, he was a member
independent and perfect government, establish JUStice, m-. matter of sentiment, he admitted. It also represented of the convention which framed the United States
sure tranquillity provide for common defense, promote the his own personal sentiment, and he believed also the Constitution, but did no~ raise· his voice to suggest
general welfare, 'and secure the blessings of liberty to. ourselvs and to our posterity, profoundly grateful to almighty sentiments ·of nine hundred and ninety-nine out of that God be placed in that constitution; but it was
Goc for this inestimable right, and invoking his favor and every thousand of adults of the state for whom we entirely proper for him to ask God'R blessing upon
guidance do ordain and est>iblish the following constitution are making this constitution, and the convention himself or on the people when be was beginning his
and form' of government for the state of Washington.
would simply be recreant to their trust if they did administration. This 8entiment had no more place
in the constitution than it had in the beginning of a
Mr. Lindsley withdrew his substitute in favor of not represent this sentiment in the preamble.
Mr. T. M. Reed cordia1ly coincided with the last promissory note, or a declaration which commenced
Mr. Turner's.
Mr. Dyer's motion was :first considered, and that speaker, and claimed that no religious question or an action at law.
Mr. Buchanan did not recollect any debate on this
gentleman argued briefly in favor of placing the name dililcussion was here presented. except so far as the
uimtleman from Spokane (Griffitts) had raised it. subject in the original constitution, and asked Mr.
of God in the constitution.
Mr. Come'gys was entirely opposed to any such The substitute merely proposed to recognize grati- Sturdevant about that.
Mr. Sturdevant said he bad not examined the subaction. It is not, he claimed, any question of grati- tude to almighty God, which he believed was the fact
ject.
tude or ingratitude, reverence or irreverence, that with the people of this· state and country.
Mr.' Bucbanan.-You made the assertion.
calls upon this convention to make what he called a
Mr. Eshelman was indifferent as to the placing of
Mr. Sturdevant.-! made no assertion.· I simply
second-rate advertisment of itself by putting into the name of the deity in the constitution, but flupits constitution something so entirely out of placo ported Mr. Turner's substitute as a far better form of asked the gentleman to show if Washington said
words, a!.lide from this question of deity-although he an:vthing on that sublect. I am informed by a friend
there.
(Mr. Comeg:ys) that he bE"lieves the subject was fully
Mr. Cosgro·ve did not think this was uniting church was in fBvor of the whole substitute.
and state it was simply a recognition of the opinion
Mr. Moore regretted the bringing of this question debated there.
Mr. Cosgrove said such method of argument was
of men. 'By leaving out the word " God," the com- here, but being here, be should discuss it. He had
mittee indirectly pandGred to Infidelity and indi- never been a member of any religious body and did essentially unfair, and he was glad it was made so
rectly attacked Christianity from a merely practical not speak from that standpoint., but he supported apparent to the convention. He commented on the
standpoint. He believed such action would discredit the substitute as being pleasing to that great body sermon on the Christian religion which one gentlethe standing of the people and prevent immigration of the people who profoundly and Pincerely believe man (Sullivan, of Whitman), had de~livered, when: the
and growth of the state. The man who is not ac· in God. As to those who deny God, they, being Christian religion had not been brought up at all,
countable to some deity or other is an unsafe man to simply in a nPgativ position, need not feel hurt. As and if, as the gentleman has said, this convention is
to Mr. Griffitts's statement about constit.utions, he the laughing-stock of the press for its actions, it is
hav in the community.
Mr. Buchanan said that apart from any pecuniary was wrong if he meant to claim that a majority of the for just such debates as this and for just such reconsideration, it behoved man to consider that he present constitutions bad no reference to God. After marks as hav been made here this morning. The
didn't stand at the head of creation. There is some having this up for discussion, a refusal to put it into party which organized this convention, from presiintelligence far above and beyond the reach of our the constitution was a bad example to the youth of a dent to page, would be held responsible for all that
was 16ft out as well as for all that was put into this
intellectuality. "I ask to be placed in no bette.r growinu state.
company than him whose name this state bears. I
Mr. Comegys asked if the United States Constitu- constitutiQn, and might :find itself needing votes for
this document from the v.ery people who would withask to hav read the following as a part of my tion was a bad example to youth.
Mr. Moore.-According to the tenor of my remarks hold them from it, unless a eimple recognition of the
remarks."
supreme being was in.
The :first inaugural address of Washington was it would seem so.
Mr. Warner was a member of a church which had
the document sent to the desk, and the clerk read it.
Mr. Buchanan.-May I answer the gentleman T
the most reverent devotion to God, but did not beMr. Turner moved his form of preamble as a sub·
The Cbair.-Mr. Moore bas the floor.
stitute for Mr. Dyer's, and expressed briefly his beMr. Moore.-! yield to the gentleman (Buchanan) lieve it necessary to advertise that· fact in their business transactions. The committee had discussed the
lief in the propriety of thus recognizing the supreme for that purpose.
Mr. Buchanan.-I hav always considered that the matter very briE-fly, and simply recognized the conbeing.
Mr. Warner, chairman of the preamble committee, real preamble to the United States Constitution was stitution as a business document, and decided to
would yield to no one in reverence for God, but the Declaration· of Independence, which distinctly leave out any mere matter of sentiU1ent.
Mr. Turner said Mr. Sullivan, of Whitman, bad
likened the placing of his name in the constitution to and repl\latedly acknowledges God.
the action of the Pharisee in the scripture. He
Mr. Moore.-Three times in t-he Declaration of In- been in the habit., from the very commencement, of
didn't believe it essential there any more than the dependence do the signers thereof recognize God, lecturing and hectoring this convention, in season and
Lord's Prayer. It was merely a sentiment. If. the and in our annual Thanksgiving day the whole nation out of season, and in common with others he had
borne it with what equanimity he might, but when
convention wants to put it there he should not ob- recognizes God.
ject, but he should vote against put.ting it there. Mr.
Mr. Tibbetts said he occupied exactly the same he commented with the coarsest buffoonery on the
Sullivan, of Tacoma, said an able committee had con- position as the last speaker, and should heartily sup- mot.ivs of gf:ntlemen on this floor, and upon his own
(Turner's) motivs in offering this substitute, he bad
sidered this, and he should support its report. There port the substitute.
was nothing whatever in the argument that immiMr. Sullivan, of Whitman, said he should hav sup- gone too far. It was from the highest motivs of
gration would be affected· by. The Constitution of ported the report of the committee if it had put God duty that he had offered this substitute. He felt prothe United States had no God in it, and there was no in the constitution, and should stand by it now. If foundly rr,verent, personally, for the happy circumtrouble in this country about getting immigration.
there was anything he bad contempt for it was doing stances under which the convention and the people
Mr. Griffiths had hoped no such discussion would anything for show and buncombe. To put this in or of the state are living, and prefaced his substitute
arise here, and lie believed the gentleman offering it leave it out means absolutely nothing. It is all stuff und(lr that motiv alone. He repeated that he considwould do a great favor if, with the consent of the and nonsense, and nothing more or less. If this is ered it in bad tast.e, as well as in contradiction of the
convention, he would withdraw it.
left out, what detriment will it be to the people of rules of this body, to impute such motive to any memA voice.-He couldn't get it.
this state or God? The supreme being pays no ber who exercised the merest privilege of duty in
Mr. Griffitts.-From at least one speech I hav attention to this convention, or any other political offering such substitutes and amendments as be
heard I should judge he could not, but this action gathering, or to anything ell!!e save the motivs of a thought right.
places the opponents of this measure in a peculiar man. Mr. Chairman, I hope this convention will
Mr. Sullivan wanted to eay, for the bPnefit of Judge
position, from which I shall not. shrink. I am not present.ly quit this moonshine. The greatest dis- Turner, and any other man, that he should bav bettPr
called upon to proclaim my personal religious beliE'f, grace that has fallen on this convention since it judgment than to impute motive to a gentleman wtJfl
and shall not do so. The only question here is assembled in this city has been the spending of oo was declared to be in order by the chair. "I impuh d
whether the preamble, as reported by the committee, mt1ch time on this stuff and nonsense.
no mot.in. The gentleman can keep 'his insults to
is a sufficient preface to the constitution which folMr. Po~er.-I call the gentleman to order for im- himself. I can take care of mysell both in and out
lows. It certainly is sufficient, for what follows is puting such motivs tp delegates.
of t.his convention."
simply political and does not profess to deal with
Mr. CoPgrove called the gertleman to order.
Mr. Co11grove.-As he is taking up the greater
man's religious views. A majority of the state con- portion of the time himself, he is simply commenting
Mr. Turner hoped the gentleman would be allowed
stitutions, as well as t.hat of the United States, com- on his own motion.
to proce~>d, and the chair allowed him to proceed.
mit this sacrilege and irreverence of leaving out God
Mr. Bucbanan.-Tlie gentleman is entirely out of
Mr. Sullivan hoped there would be no more imputin the preamble. Mr. Turner's substitute is almost order; he is imput.ing the basest motivs to gl:'nt19· ing of motive to biro, for he only intended to make anan exact copy of the United States Constitution, with men who hav spoken most reverently on this subject. argument, and not impute motivFI, but be didn't like to.
the addition of the words "profoundly grateful to
The Cbair.-The gentleman is in order, but getting hav any gentleman abuse him. He had never allowed
almighty God," etc. If seeking immigration involved very close to the line. [L11ughter.]
that since he was :fiveyear3 old, and be didn't propose
the necesEniy of revHence to God in the constitution,
·
Mr. Turner dreired to speak, but· was ruled out, to now-Judge Turner, or anJbody else.
then the United States ought to hav covered its con- having spoken once;. so long as others wished to
Mr. Dunbar attempted to pour oil on the troubled
stitution all over with references to God, for immigra- speak.
waters, but Mr. Griffitts thought they were in the
.
tion was the one great thing they wanted. He cited
Mr. Dyer believed the making of a constitution second round, and he ought to hav another chance.
tb.e following states (\~ }l~ving no reference to God Wt'S Q:PE) of the n;tost sa()J;ed ~l',ld solemn duties that
The'! choir :recognized Mr. Dunbar, on tbe ground
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'that even if they were in the second round, any delegate who bad not ·spoken at all.was entitled to the
preference.
Mr. Dunbar moved that the committee rise and report progress. Carried ; yeas 36, nays 24; .
.. The president resumed the chair, and Mr. Stiles
reported progress on behalf of th_e committee, and
leave to sit again was granted.
, Mr. Dunbar moved to adjourn; lost.
Mr. Griffitts moved to take a recess at 2 o'clock;
carried.
AFTERNooN SESSION.
.
.
On a motion of Warner, ~he convention resolved
itself into a commit,tee of the whole on the preamble
and bill of rights; Stiles, of -Tacoma, in the chair.
The q•1estion was stated by the chair to be on,Mr.
Dyer's motion.
·
Moore said it was generally understood that they
-~ere spea}ring to the amendment offered by Turner.
The chair stated that Dyer's was merely an amendment to the preamble, whereas Moore's was a substitute for the whole preamble.
·
.On Dyer's amendment the question was put, and it
failed;
Turner's ~ubstitute was taken up, read, and failed;
ayes, 32 ; nays, 34..
Mtnor offered tbe following substitute:
We, the people of Washington, with profound reverence
for the supreme ruler of the universe, in order to se"ure and
perpetuate the blessings of self-government, do ordain and
establish this constitution for the state of Washington.
Adopted; ayes, _33 ; nays, 32.
The question was _then put on the adoption of the
preamble as thus amended.
T. M. Reed raised a point of order that the adop-·
tion of the substitute adopted the preamble.
The chair stated that the point was not well taken.
The motion to adopt the preamble was voted on,
and the vote was a tie, 33 to 33, so the motion falls.
. Suilivan, of Tacoma, moved to refer back the preamble to the committee on preamble.
Griffitts moved to adopt the preamble as reported
originally by the committee.
.
T. M Reed moved to lay on the table.
Cosgrove raised a point of order that Griffitts's
motion was out of order. The chair ruled the point
well taken.
.
:Mr. Griffitts asked what was the status of the
question now.
The chair.-The preamble as amended is now before the committee for amendment, or anything else.
Griffitts said that when a thing bad failed it W!'B
deaci, as be understood it, and so there was no preamble, and he ought to be allowed to move anything
he asked for a preamble.
Moore.-The chair should giv the deciding vote.
Cbah:.-I voted on the point, and thfre made a
mistake.
Cosgrove.'-It. was no mistake. The chair -bas a
_ right to vote in committee of the whole.
Griffitts.-! now move that we adopt the following
preamble : " We, tl:.e people of the state of Washington, do ordain this constitution.''
Mr.: Hoyt stated that the chair should not vote,
except on roll call or a. rising vote.
Th~ chair.-! suggest that the question be put
again as the best solution.
Mr. Turner.-! move that the committee report the
preamble back to the convention, with the recommendation that it be recommitted to the committee
on preamble, so ordered:
The· president resumed the chair.
, S~iles reported pmgress, and recommended that
the preamble be recommitted to the committee on
pr amble.
.
·warner hoped not, but the convention preferred
to bav this committee wrestle with it again, and so
voted.
TWO DAYS LATER-FINAL ACTION.
. Warner submitted a communication from the
Nationat Reform Association, asking that God be
recqgnized in the constitution; referred to the preamble committee.
Gowey presented. a petition from the Washington
Sabbath Association, relativ to legislation to secure
Sunday rest; referred to the commtttee on 'preamble.
Warner made a report from the preamble com·
mittee on the subj set of placing the name.of the deity
in the constitution. The majority report leaves it
'oiit, and is signed l:iy Waruer, H10ks, Comegys,
Dallaro, and Henry. The minority'report puts it in,
and is signed by Sohns and Kellogg: Both reports
were referred to the committee of the whole.
Durie inovE'd going into .committee of the whole on
the report of the committee on preamble.
Durie's motion prevailed, and Stiles, of Tacoma,
resumed the -chair as chairman of tbe committee on
thQ whole. The majority and minority reports of
the committee on preamble wue read, as follows:
Majority Report.

·

We, the people of the state of Washington, to secure the
blessings of liberty, insure domestic tranq tlillity, and preserve
our rights, do ordain this constitution.
Mino1·i£y Repo1·t.

We, the people of Washington, gratefnl to t.he supreme
nder ,of the universe for our liberty, do ordain this constitution.
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calling him, was the :first to "inflict." Trueblood,
whom Ingersoll calls a true man, and Christians call
a fanatic-for is it not noticeable that if a Freethinker
has· the zeal and courage of his convictions he is denounced, while if he has zeal, earnestness, courage,
stands up for Jesus, in season and out, he is such a
good man ~-well, John Trueblood has taught the
Monte Vistans, even Christians, by his every-day life
that Ingersoll was right. Is anybody in distress 1
John Trueblood, overflowing with humanity, braves
obloquy, and lifts up his brother in trouble while the
big tears stand in his eyes. He does what the Christians' Jesus advised ; but John preaches Infidelity,
circulates Freethought books, pamphlets, tracts, while
binding up the broken hearted. This is what no
Christian can understand-why an Infidel should be
a good man. Hav not the preachers told them it is
impossible' Yet there stands John Trueblood, the
honest blacksmith, hammering away with arm and
tongue that it is false as hell-their hell. That is
the kind of living sermon John preaches every day in
the week-the eunsd blacksmith, more than a match
for all the preachers of Monte Vista in history, science, and theology, the latter their'' own and only."
They appear to be conscious of it, for they shun John,
the Infidel evangelist.
Monte Vista is not yet seven years old, yet the
pretty little city bas a palatial hotel, Blanea House,
or simply; the. Blanca, built of pink-colored rock obtained near the town, several elegant business blocks
constructed of white rock, some of grayish, in the
highest style of modern architecture, a :fine school
building, exceedingly tasteful churches, and is now
putting in an electric light plant. Over all, and
crowning its prosperity the Soldiers' and Sailors'
Home is to be located at Monte Vista, just telegraphed by Associated Press dispatch all over America. Orlando Br.mner, ·with subscription paper in
hand, obtained $24,500 for the home. Orlando· is
.pious, theoretically, but an energetic, number one
business man. . He would make a good Liberal if be
More Free Speech in Monte Vista.
had
time to take lessons of John Tr1,1eblood.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Monte
Joy over the conversion of a sin-I mean the edVista, Spanish or MexiCan for "mountain view," is a
phenomenon in several respects. Beautifully situ- itor of the Graphic. 'Eighteen months ago he was
ated, with a full view of the R·Jcky mountains, the greatly regretting that Satan, or" Old Powell," should
towering Sierra Blanca a score or more miles to the inflict Infidel lectures. Now hear him after my secnortheast, it is highly favored by as lovely Rcenery as ond infltction:
Infidel arguments and the claptrap of those who would
even Switzerland can boast. Planted, as may be
tbe foundation of the Christian failh are best an·said, in the very heart of the wonderland known as undermine
swered by the consistent livine; and the triumphant dying of
San Luis valley, or park, but larger ~han the states the true followers of the prince of peace. That base counof Connecticut and New Jersey thrown into on"", and terfeit Christians are in circulation only proves that there is
lifted skyward seventy-five hundred feet above sea genuin coin. That Infidelity sticks to the counter~eit and
level. It is now more than two years that I havre- holds it up to ridicule, is probably a real bPip to the cause of
sided near here, fifteen miles northeast toward the Christianity by aiding to winnow the chaff from the wheat.
In less than two years! What a "defender of the
Sangre de Christo range, and needless to add that,
with my love of glorious scenery, I bav had a bien- 'faith " be is! Formerly it was not "desirable, pleasnial feast, plenty of sunshine, pure air, physical ex- urable, or profitable." Now, "probably a real help
ercise; and splendid health. Permit me to say I can to the cause of Christianity."
But what constitutes "consistent living" by a
answer no more inquiries about this country. I had
a deluge solely from a few inoffemiv articles I wrote Christian T DJes any Christian consistently liv the
for THE TRUTH SEEKER when I first came here. Now teachings of the Bible ! Does be industriously pracnearly the whole country is taken, and mine is the tice poverty which his J esua enjoined on him 1 Does
satisfaction of knowing that I induced a number of he practice anything his master enjoined 1 Hav not
L1berals to come here who are now in possession of millions of Catholics given proof of "triumphant
some of this rich land, and nearly all are contented dying!" Is this not indeed their boa~t_? Does it
and happy. I am willing to oblige my friends, but prbve their religion true 1 . What a logtctan ! Who
as I am now on the eve of giving my undivided at- are the true followers of the prince of peace T Were
tention to the lecture field, I again say my time w:ill any of those millions who bathed their hands in the
not permit of any more corre!lpondence concerning blood of their victims " followers of the prince Of
peace?" Or were ·.they "base counterfeit ChrisColorado.
· .
My campaign opened in A!"mory Hall, Monte V1sta, tians 1'' If Christians profess but do not, or, as they
under the mansgement of that prince of Liberals, say, cannot, practic<>, are they "true followers 1:• .Of
John Trueblood, three lectures, "How was the Bible the twelve hundred inhabitants, are not the m9.Jonty,
Made, or D:d God ever Write a Book f' "The Clergy if Christians "base counterfeit," the captain being
a Source of Danger to the American Republic" judge? S ur~ly the editor .is not h~I'p~ng his Chri~
(looks so now more than it did twenty years ago, tian cause by such damagmg admtsswns. Is this
rtearly, when I first publishe~ my book with that why he did not "deign" to notice my present course
title, and put into it the last dollar I had, while Lib- of lectures '1- as one of my neighbors remarks, who
erals then "poobed," said, "Ther~ is no danger" says to me in private, "I am pr_et~y much of .a ~ib
-the bulk of them did that then), "Thomas P11ine, eral myself," and when in the soctety of Chrtsttans
the Mil:lrepresented." The attendance and respectful sympathizes with the~-·:,all things_ t~. all men," a
But thts ts laughable:
attentir>n I received at this course was a great im- two-faced "cheek-by-Jowl.
provement upon my treatment a year and a half ago, Editor of a country paper refusing to notice my adwhen I gave the first course of "Infidel" (begging dresses. Careless reader. He did notice them, but
Brother Westbrook's pardon) addresses ever given not elaborately as a year ago or more, and name
tbere. The little, young town was in a fever over omitted. He baR grown discreet.
Nicholas and Millard Powell hav always walked up
the sacrilege, for be it known that it was started on
the close corporation plan. The religious editor, prompt.ly and deposited $5 each, doubling when necwho claims t~ J:lav n_ursed _the to_wn upon his own eRsary to enable people to hear Freethought advocacy.
warm, palpitati1,1g bosom, was shocked, horrified, and My first course of lectures roused the wrath of_ the
flew to his. pen to portray the pent-up agony that religion~. It was suppo~ed, do~btless! that a new
man to expound our princtples m1ght wm, so my able
rent his pious heart. Said be:
brother Watts was sent for, who had no such audiThe Graphic greatly regrets that anybody should h~tv found ence as 'his.-tam'e and ability as a lecturer entitled him
it either; desirable, pleasurable, or profitable to Inflict upon
to · but it was ~een that the " unco guid" would not
our young community a series of Infidel lectures.
"deign'' to listen to the angel Gabr.iel.
And all the little preachers and saintly sycophants
Coryell, OoZ. ·
W. F. JAMIESON.
yelped a response, even some who told me privately
~hat they, too, are L1berals, I not even a~king them
THE God of the Christians is a father who sets
to avow their convictions at the time. There are so
many people whose h ghest felicit.y appears to be to great store by his apples and very little by his childrift with the tide. When Freethought becomes dren.-.Denis .Diderot.
------~~.------ascendant this class will claim the honor of having
WHOEVER has need of a religious motiv in order to
been the first to bare their manly (sic) "buzzums"
do well has advanced no further than the Yestibule
to the shafts of orthodox malice.
· Well, "Old Powell," as he insists upon hia f:ri~lJ.QS 9f n;!Qr..Uty.-.Dauid Frederick. Strauss.

Lindsley moved that the minority report be_
adopted.
Sullivan (Tacoma) moved tb,at the committee rise
and recommend that the convention settle the whole
matter. Lost.
Warner did not rise to discuss the matter, but
simply stated the position of the committee. "We
bav considered it a mere sentiment and of little consequence either way, and shall be sati~fied whichever
way the committee decide, but trust the subject will
not be debated."
.
Comegys moved to amend by substituting "majority" for "minority."
.
Cosgrove called attention to the real point at issue,
so that the gentlemen who bav said they bad no real
objections to the name of the deity in the constitution need make no mistake.
Willison asked the effect of voting aye, as he was
absent from the debate yesterday.
' The chair stated that voting" aye" on this motion
was fquivalent to leaving out the name of God from
the preamble.
·
The motion of Comegys was lost~ and Lindsley's
motion prevailed-yeas, 45; nays, 22. So that the
phrase, "Grateful_ to the supreme ruler "of the universe for our liberties," is the way it will stand in the
constitution.
·
T. M. Reed moved that the committee rise and report back the article and recommend its adoption.
So voted.
T.he president resumed the chair.
Stiles reported the article and recommendation of
the committee of the whole.
The question was then upon concurrence in the
amendments made by the committee of the. whole,
and they were all considered together, and the yeas
and nays ordered. All the amendments were concurred in by a vote of 53 to 19.
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The Right to Testify.·
Judge Dixo~, of the supreme court of New Jersey,
recently delivered an opinion that is decidedly of
national interest. It affords the exceptional instance
of a supreme court, or any high court, in this country deciding that a man's civil rights, as set forth in
the Oonstitution, are more important than the common law rule that no person who denies that God
will ~unish perjury can be a witness in a judicial pro?eed~ng. Although Judge Dixon delivered the opinIon, It mu~t be remembered that it was the opinion
of the entire supreme court of New Jersey, with the
exception of Judge Depue, of Newark, who dis sen ted.
The case came before the court in the shape of an
appeal from the Essex county court of common pl~as.
That tribunal, through Judge Kirkpatrick, refused
to allow a man to testify on his behalf in an action
for debt because of his denial of punishment for
perjury by the almighty. He stated that he believed
in the existence of a sup_reme being and did not deny
a future state, but he believed the penalty prescribed
by the state would be the only punishment he would
receive in case he gave false testimony while under
oath. The witness was deemed incompetent, and
because he could not giv his evidence he lost his suit.
It was on the appeal from the decision of the lower
?ourh th~t the supreme court rendered the opinion
lD question and overruled the original decision.
At
the time the supreme court rendered its decision,, the
full te~t could not be ~btained, but we hav now procu~ed It, and readers will find it on another page of
this paper. It is said the case will be appealed from
the supreme court of New Jersey to the United
St.ates Supreme Oourt, on the ground that an underlymg constitutional question is involved which the
highest tribunal of the nation should determin once
and for all. Freethinkers will reflect that the decision of this court is, like the decision of any court in
a~y age, merely the visible manifestation and expresSIO? of t~e sen~iment in the minds of the people.
This sentiment ID the minds of the people takes its
rise from the reading of Freethought literature and
the ~earing of. Freethought speech. So the way to
contmue gettmg more such decisions in spite of
Ohristian efforts to prevent and suppre~s them altogether, is to forward the reading of more Freethought literature and the hearing of more Freethought speech.

------Christianity and Art.

Ap. artist reports that while recently traveling
through western Pennsylvania he saw in a village a
company of persons having a dress and general
appearance of that degree of p:cturesqueness that
always inspires in artists an irresistible desire to
transfer the effect to canvas. Presently learning
that the_~e persons belonged to a small religious sect
of pecuuar tenets, one of which tenets was the occasion of their wearing that peculiar attire he took a
~ourney to t.heir s~ttlement, and solicited the privilege of makmg their portraits. He says :
"I asked the man of the house if I might make a sketch of
the interior of the r~om we looked into, and if I might be
a.ble to hav some of his women pose for me.

. " He seemed horrified at the proposition. 'What, make
pictures P'
" 'Why, yes. Everything here is so very picturesque; I
am charmed with it all.'
"He looked at me sadly, and answered: 'No, we don't
want any pictures made here; we consider pictures sinfulworks of the devil. In the Bible God expressly forbids his
people to make any graven image or likeness of anything in
the heaven above, in the earth beneath, or in the water
under the earth; and we govern our lives by what we ftnd in
the Bible, and treat God's commands to us as having been
made seriously.'
" The man was so devoutly in earnest in what he said that
I declare I couldn't argue the question with him. After we
left him, however, my friend insisted that we visit the tem~orary preac,her, who was the head of the community, to see
1f we couldn t secure some sort of ' dispensation' from him·
but it was no use, and we had our thirty-six-mile drive fo;
nothing."
.
In itself this incident is a small affair, but it
deser.ves some attention as representing the lingering
remams among us of a feature of Ohristianity that
was once of great proportions and formed one of the
substantial parts of that faith. That feature is
antagonism to art. Ohristians now hav become i~
part Rationalized, and patronize art almost like sane
people; but we want it understood that it was not
always so. We want it understood that they were
for many centuries the deadly enemies of art. And
such they were necessarily, as the very essence of
their belief is abhorrence of the physical world as
drawing devotion away from its true object the
spiritual world above. People must not be O:isled'
by the changed course of Ohristians of to-day; to-day
those calling themselvs Ohristians are very different
from those of the times of strong belief. Let Ohristianity be again believed as strongly as it was then
and art, with science and every other agency aimed
at making agreeable man's lot in this world will
perish as before.
'
It is the pagan Greeks and Romans, especially
the .former, that gave art its development and perfectiO~. All that h.as. be~n done since their day is, as
the mght of Ohristiamty slowly passes away, to
resurrect the few fragments of glorious achievement
Ohristian zeal has not been able to find and destroy
and attempt their imitation. And in this imitatio~
we find ourselvs far and feebly below the ancient
ideal.
At . the spread of Ohristianity, the priests; and
especially ~he mon~, getting ~to their crazed pates,
among their other msane fanCies, the notion that the
pagan statues were tenanted by "demons "-whatev~r they may be-made it one of their principal
ObJects to break these statues in pieces. They found
~waiting their clubs and hammers the most vast and
glorious collection of statuary and sculpture the
world has ever seen. Some works were of marble,
while most were of ivory and gold; and these latter
appealed to the cupidity of the church leaders, while
t~e fanaticism they had instilled in the rabble provided a means of obtaining its gratification. No.
features are more wonderful in the history of the
Greek states than the immense sums they consented
to ~ith~raw from all other objects to expend on the
cultJvatiOn of beauty, and the religious care with
which their precious works of art were preserved unharmed amid all the vicissitudes of national fortune
amid war, rebellion, and conquest. Their preserva:
tion was in part due to the intense esthetic feeling
that was general in antiquity, but in part also to the
Liberal and tolerant spirit of their religions, which
made men regard with reverence the objects and
ceremonies of worships other than their own and
which was especially manifested by the Ro~ans
who in all their. conquests respected the temple~
of the vanquished as representing under many forms
the aspiration of man to his creator. Both of these
sentiments were blotted out by Ohristianity. For
about fifteen hundred years the conception that
there could be anything deserving of reverence or
respect, or even of tolerance, in the religions that
were external to the Ohristian church, was absolutely unknown; and at the same time the antiphysical ascetic theories destroyed all reverence for
beauty. The marble was mutilated and overthrown·
the metals were plundered. Those statues that eur~
vived the fury of the early monks were destroyed by
the Iconoclastic sect later, or, in the case of those
carried to Oonstantinople, by the Orusaders. Art
had perished from the earth; and when toward the
close of the twelfth century a revival took rise from
the study by Nicolas of Pisa of a few remains and
from discoveries at Rome, such of the popes as' had

not a personal leaning to- art instituted general persecutions of artists that long harassed its regrowth.
We repeat, that study of the fundamental. principles of Ohristianity will make it clear to anyone
that such courses must invariably accompany a state
of society in which that religion is held with undiluted faith. Early Ohristianity made the suppression of all bodily passions the central notion of
sanctity. In this respect philosophers and saints
were unanimous. Plotinus was so ashamed of the
possession of a body, that. he refuse:l to hav his
portrait taken on the ground that it would be to
perpetuate his degraqation. .Gnosticism and Manicheism maintained as their cardinal tenet the essential evil of matter ; and some of the Oathari are said
to hav even starved themselvs to death in their
efforts to subdue the propensities of the body. Of
the orthodox saints, some made it their especial
boast that for many yea]:'S they had never seen their
own bodies; others mutilated themselvs in order
to more completely restrain their passions ; others
labored with the same object by sqourgings and
fastings and horrible penances. All regarded the
body as an unmingled evil, its passion and its beauty
as the most deadly of temptations. Art, while governed by such sentiments, could not possibly arrive
at perfection. On the other hand, among the Greeks
beauty of every order was the highest object of worship. In art no subject was tolerated in which deformity of any kind was manifested. Even suffering
was habitually idJ~alized.
And we wish to say that in the de!Jtruction of art
there is the destruction of one of the greatest helps
to morals, and of one of the greatest helps to intellectual development.
·
Art is promotiv of morality in many ways. One
way is in providing a form of pleasure in which all
can. share without conflicting, different from the
ordinary pursuits of jealous gain, in which enjoyment is exclusiv; one's success being others' loss and
pain. . Thousands go . to see a work of art and they
all enJOY the same thing, get the same idea in their
minds, and are to ~hat extent made one ; they ·
feel together, the enJoyment is for each hightened
and not lessened by being shared with others, t.he
sympathies are unconsciously extended and in the
end the art-object is left unconsumed a~d the same.
Another way in which art is subservient to moral
growth wjll appear upon a consideration of the community of nature subsisting between the ~oral feelings and the feelings excited by art. Those excited
by art ':"'e in great part the feelings of harmony,
prop.ortiOn, fitnes~~ ..so the moral feelings in great part
consist of a sensibility to harmony in human affairs
pr~portion in .acts and relations, fitness in every~
thmg. Faculties attuned to an exquisit perception
~f physical . beauty are in a stage where a slight
Imp~se carries them into the region of exquisit perceptiOn of moral beauty.
We said that in the destruction of art there is the
destruction not only of one of the greatest helps to
morals, but of one of the greatest helps to intellectual
development. This is trqe. The development of
the imagination always prepares the way for the
development of reason. Men were entranced with
the c~aste bea~ty of Gr~e~ literature before they
were Imbued With. the spmt of abstraction of free
criticism, and of elevated philosophy that it breathes.
T.hey learned to admire a pure style or a graceful
ptcture before they learned to appreciate' a refined
?reed or an untrammeled philosophy. That stage of
mtellectual progress in which the mind exercises
itself in tracing the relations of proportion, symmetry, fitness, in concrete objects, ushers in that
stage hi which the mind has become enabled to trace.
the relation.s of proportion, symmetry, fitness, in
abstract obJects. Equally in chiseling a piece of
~chitecture and in elaborating a theory, the qualities
aimed at are order, just correspondence, truth.
Such is a short account of the pagan relations to
art, the Ohristian relations to art, art's moral effects
and its intellectual effects.
'

Religions Despotism.
No mail matter was taken to any of the post-offices
of the Jersey seashore last Sunday.· This cessation
of the Sunday service is by order of Postmastergeneral John Wanamaker, and it came without warning, the first intimation of it being a, telephone
o;"e~::sage from the New York office, at about the
time when the Sunday morning mail-bags were accustomed to arrive, saying that the Sunday service
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was discontinued. Tho feeling in the great hotels, I valued, and orders them as they should be ordered. gated by those of sense and sanity among the people, of
Then we come to spirit. And here obscurity whom Paine 1tands at the bead.
where Sunday is the chosen day of the week for reading and writing letters, amounted to indignation. ensues and all clear perception of anything is extinTHB First Presbyterian church, of Erie, hM run afoul of
The anger of the thousands who get their daily guished. Here we snter the land of confusion and the law preventing the importation of labor. After looking
newspapers by mail was especially outspoken. Sab- bewilderment. Here mind and matter and this some· around for some time for a pastor, it agreed to call Rev. H.
batarianism has all along prevailed at Ocean Grove thing else called spirit mingle inextricably. What is C. Ross, of Ingersoll, Ont. It bas been informed that; Mr.
Ross being a Canadian, the law will work in his case and
and Asbury Park, but the people at Long Branch spirit! The only thing that we can make out about prevent him from accepting the call. What we wish noticed
hav enjoyed their Sunday mail, and those at West spirit in the muddled conceptions and language of is that when the case of the European professors imported
End and Hollywood are indignant at the deprivation Christians is that it is neither matter nor mind, but for the Catholic University was considered, the decision was
of the service. "What do you think of Mr. Wana- a third thing which we do not know anything about otherwise. This registers the difference in degeee of political
maker's withdrawal of our Sunday mail~" was asked and_of which we hav no proof, but which neverthe- influence between the First Presbyterian church of Erie and
the Romisb machine.
of Mr. George W. Ohilds, who is a summer resident less we must believe exists. Who believes that the
THE negroes around Walker's Chapel, in Baldwin county,
at Elberon. "Well, John shouldn't hav done it," thing is anything more than the invention of priests
that they may get money out of us by pretending Ga., hav cloeed a religious discussion with a tragedy which
was the reply.
to lead to lynching. For several weeks the memOur subscribers know perfectly well that we never authority over the domain of this spirit, and pre- threatens
bers hav been wrought up over the question of regeneration.
giv a thought to whether Wanamaker is Republican tending to influence with an imaginary fountain-head On the night of the 9th inst. the discussion grew more proor Democrat. We hav said often enough that we of it called God?
nounced, Henry Sample and Sim Reeves being the leaders of
Then let us IJl!lke clear our position on these two the opposing schools of thought. The brethren soon passed
hav no predilections for either party. Our business
is to try to keep a sleepy people awake to the con- things. Mind we exalt; spirit we repudiate and from words to blows, when Sample threw Reeves down and
rolled him on the floor. As soon as Reeves escaped from
stant tendency of the gover:qment under Christian despise.
Sample's vengeance he went home, got his shotgun, and hurinfluence to encroach upon their rights, and we
The truth is, these Christians that are ever protest- riedly returned to the church. Reeves waited until Sample
intend to hold up to execration every official who ing that they are devoted to higher aims and pleas- turned full breast toward him, when he discharged the full
takes part in that encroachment perfectly regardless urea, and adverse to the low ones of matter, are the load of shot at him, Sample soon dying. As ever.
of his party. It is not long since we had a page of very men that are most addicted to those low ones.
IN Alabama a duel was fought on the lOth inst. It was
ridicule of a governor for issuing canting thanks- Their ''spiritual " pleasures are not higher ones; are not fought in one of tho!e states in which Freetbought is
giving proclamations, and the governor was a Demo- not high at all ; are not intellectual pleasures at all. widespread, though if what Christians say were true we
crat, and the one who may be our next candidate for Or all men.tal manifestations they are the ones lowest should expect those states to be the ones that would bav
president. And the very first Democratic official in the scale and nearest to sensual pleasures. Their such practices, and be falling back into barbarous ways genthat we hear of in any part of the country using his sp!ritual pleasures. consist, 'we say, simply of the erally. No, it was fought in just that state from which we
hear of the latest religious persecution. Thus it is ever, baroffice to narrow religious liberty, we shall censure in loosing of that turbulent and greedy longing for barous practices and Christian belief going together. It-is so
precisely the same language as that which we are gratification-gratification of every, desire.....:.common in time and so in place. In time, as history shows us that
now using. What we are going to say about Wana- to every creature, man or beast. They consist aim- those times in which one was most prevalent were the times
maker is this: We are willing to giv him the benefit ply of the loosing of that desire from the reatraints in which the other was most prevalent also. In place, as we
see around us that those places in which one is most
of the doubb, and hope that some explanation of his of reason. A.nd they are invariably fatal to the now
prevalent are the places in which the other is most prevalent
action may be forthcoming that will show it to spring development of the true high activities that hav the also.
from other than motive of religious zeal; but taking capability of bringing us real and permanent happiIN news from South Carolina we find in every line this
it in connection with previous matters, weare only too ness. They are directly opposed to the exercise of sort
of language: "Shooting and cutting;" "a vendetta;"
afraid that he is actuated by desire to promote his the true high faculties, the mental ones. The spirit- "fa_mily feuds;" "caning and llhooting scrape;" " shotgun·,
religion by force, and if it finally so appears we shall ual pleasures are associated with the sensual ones, pistol, and razor;" "shot and killed." Longer stretches of
use in regard to him some expressions that will not and hav always been found with them. For centuries language read like this : "The nimble pistol is again at
be moderate.
the priests of Europe repressed the development of work in the Palmetto state" (Sun). ''There hav been no
We will append a telegram from Pennsylvania the intellectual faculties to the end that they might less than five or six shooting and cutting scrapes within the
last three days" (lbid.). " The state is smearid with bloorl
to the New York World:
sell to the people their spiritual pleasures. Then, from the seaboard to the mountains " (Charleston News and
"Postmaster-general Wanamaker recently appointed retiring inside their monastic and conventual walls, Courier). "Justice bas fallen into a state of innocuous desThomas N. Fretz, son of Dr. A. N. Fretz, a former Demo- they indulged their sensual ones. A. pope rQlling in uetude" (Ibid.). Now, is South Carolina known as a
cratic candidate for Congress, postmaster at Fleetwood, t)lis debauchery or a preacher bathing his desire for grat- strongly Christian state or as one in which Rationalism has
county. The Republicans were incensed. Explanation was ification in ecstacies of imagined future happiness, made progress? If as the former, what are we to think of
given that Wanamaker appointed Fretz, who is a Presby- and combating the extension of science with its devel- 'preachers' a~sertions about Christianity producing morality
and public order ?
terian theological student, because he needed the salary$700 a year-to help him into the ministry.. The Repub- opment of the intellectual activities and pleasuresEvERYWHERE the effects of religion obtrude tbemselvs on
licans of Fleetwood hav placed a complete boycott on the such a one is the devotee of the gross and the low us. We cannot cast a glance about without its falling upon
office. They are having all mail sent to Blandon, three and the enemy of the high. To find in its most luxu- them and their unfortunate character. The island of Crete,
miles away, which bas a Republican postmaster, who de- riant growth greedy desire snd sensual propensity in the Mediterranean, is convulsed with conflicts between
livers it by special carrier. The receipts of the Fleetwood we are not to look among naturalists and philoso- the Christians and Moslems. Anarchy prevails there. It
'office bav fallen off, and it is not believed that hereafter they
phers, whose highest bappinese is the intellectual bas always been the tendency of religious differences .to subwill amount to $250 a year."
enjoyment of nature, and whose highest aim is the vert public order whenever they hav not been sternly held
under by civil government. Another case in another part
knowledge
of her laws. We find it in the palaces of of the world is tb.is: In Kingston, Ontario, Canada,
Christian Sptritnalfty.
A. common charge made by the orthodox against the ecclesiastical princes-of those hypocrite who, on the 12th Catholics and Protestants managed to get toFreethinkers is that the latter are lacking in spirit- under the outward mask of a pious worship of God, gether and fight like angry cats when the law officials were out
of the way. They threw vitriol on one another and in divers
uality; that they are of gross and earthy cast, given solely aim at hierarchical tyranny over, and material such ways evinced their fulness of divine love. By these sectof,
their
fellow-men.
Blind
to
the
infinit
spoliation
to coarse material pleasures, and antagonizing the
,arian animosities the whole of Canada is held checked in deexaltation of mind over matter. Now, here are two grandeur of the so-called "raw material," a11.d · the velopment and civilization.
totally distinct affirmations mixed so as to hav the glorious world of phenomena arising from it-insen- " AuBANGl!MENTB hav been completed for lill'hting the Metroappearance of one. We are affirmed to oppose the sible to the inexhaustible charms of nature, and :with- politan liinaeum of Art so that it may be open evenings dnring the
winter. There is alwaYs a free supplY of daylight on Sunexaltation of spirit over matter, and we are affirmed out a knowledge of her laws-they stigmatize all nat- cominll
day, which would enable thousands of people to see the art treasural science, and the culture arising from it, as sinful ures
who cannot wellll'o at anY other time. Is the BnndaY sunlight
to oppose the exaltation of mind over matter. Spirit
"Materialism," while really it is this which they them- wicked!".
and mind-here are two totally distinct things. Let
selva exhibit in a most shocking form; Satisfactory
To the question with which the World concludes the
the Freethinker note that they are distinct, and keep
proofs of this are furnished, not only by the whole above, we would humbly reply, Yes. The Sunday daylight
that distinction in mind to disentangle the willfully
history of the Catholic popes, with their long series is very, very wicked. In fact, on Sunday all nature is
confused accusation wherewith the orthodox seeks to
wicked. On that dav, all of nature regularly evinces a deof crimes, but also by the history of the morals of gree
of depravity the most hardened and goes right on
abash him.
orthodoxy in every form of religion.
working just the same as though Presbyterians had not
The Freethinker recognizes mind as one of the
made all that sort of thing desperately criminal by statute.
many forms of force, and to ascertain just how high
Editorial Notes.
To tell the truth, it bas always been perceived that the Lord
he will place its value relativ to matter, we hav simA GOOD way to ascertain what effect religion has on is himself inclined to laxness in letting these matters go on
ply to resort to the standard by whieh he measures morals is to look over the names in the criminal items in the as they do; hence these ascetic enactments, which are to be
all thingl'l-lli what degree does it conduce to happi- dailies, and see what nationality they belong to-our most regarded as remedying the too lavish goodness of the Lord.
ness T · The answer is, that mind conduces to happi- ·religious nationality or our least religious one.
TaB villagers of Freeport, N. Y., hav had two brothers
ness in a greater degree than matter-that is, that
AnA SMYTH, at Barnstable, England, reports the F'Tee- committed for examination as to sanity on account of what
mental pleasures conduce to happiness in a greater tMnker, drowned her little boy in the bathroom, and said she they call the men's " strange doings." Once the brothers
degree than material pleasures. So he givs the bad " sent him to heaven." The doctors certified her as borrowed an oil stove from a neighbor, carried it to the
suffering from religious mania. For years she bad thought
preference to mind, and endeavors by scientific and herself to be under God's curse and in the power of the devil. beach, and roasted a turkey alive. This they said was the
intellectual culture generally to giv it a greater pro- The poor woman is now in a lunatic asylum along with her offering up of a live sacrifice for the sins of Freeport. The
villagers call this " strange doings" now, yet believe like
portionate development than the material capacities many fellow-victims of religion.
children the supposed writings of men who did the same
of our constitution. But at the same time he recog·
AT Plymouth, Mass., a national monument in honor of the things twenty centuries ago. It was noticed that a large hole
nizes the due value of matter-of the physical side Pilgrim fathers was dedicated on the let. The corner-stone bad been cut in the roof of the bouse. The attention of the
of our nature. He sees that the two are intimately of the monument was laid Aug. 1; 1859. Completed, it owner being called to it, he visited the brothers and deconnected, and that the development of the mental is has cost over $200,000, collected from all parts of the country. manded to know why they had damaged his property. The
elder brother replied: "I cut the bole so that we could see
unavoidably dependent on the good condition of the A monument to Paine where be landed would hav been of God without having to go out of doors." At this the owner
some propriety. As to that of the Pilgrim fathers, it is worse
physical. So he discourages the neglect of either, than
rubbish. The most distinct among the belongings decided they were insane. Yet be believes in the sanity of a
but awardlil each its just place and consideration. In landed by the Puritans was a fierce and intolerant Christian- Jewish gentleman called Moses wllo once went up. a mountshort, he .a.ets like any man of sense-sees things in ity, and that is enough to ruin any country. The reason it ain for the alleged purpose of seeing God up there-:-and that,
.tpeir ~11~t Fro,Portii)Jls, v.alJWs th~m ~~~ thi);Y Elh<>uld be has not, 80 far, ruined this, is that it has been met and miti- too, of seeing him exposed in a highly indecent manner•

------
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l,ttlirs Jront. Jlritnds.
U. S. MILITARY HoME, Wis., Aug. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: l-am delighted with the course the postmastergeneral is pursuing in regard to Spiritualist mediums. He is
cooking the goose of the administration and making smooth
the road to victory of the G. 0. D. (the good old Democratic)
party in 1892. Let him go on, my friend, and Mr. Harrison's
administration will fizzle out before the earth makes two more
~evolutions round the sun,. and the Republican party will be
buried beyond all hope of resurrection ; as was the Whig
party in 1852.
I. C. B.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Aug. 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Has the Lord's inspector of post-offices been
around New York yet? He has been to Grand Rapids, and
don't you think, out of twenty-nine of his own children only
seven were perfect enough to be trusted with the Lord's mail.
If he should come to New York, I hope you (and all other
citie~) will make a note of his doings that we may hav some
reliable statistics in regard to the Lord.
I understand the general opinion now is that the Lord did
not appear at all at the Johnstown disaster, but was out on
·one of his summer vacations.
CHARLES S.AoH.
CRAINVILLE, KAN., Aug. 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: We had J. E. Remsburg at Chester, who delivered· his lecture on "Bible Morals." Christians are losing
their grip, I think. They used to get hot at the mention of
Freethought; now they shake their headR and hav little or
nothing to say. They realize that the foundation is gone
from under their system. The old ones will probably diP
in their old faith, but there is no hope of the rising genel,"ation
to carry on the work, for they aTe listless and apathetic.
· ·" Hell" doesn't trouble them, and the joys of heaven hav no
inducements for them. Yours truly,
J. J. WILKES.
MADISON, GA., Aug. 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. L. J. Potts, who champions the ignorance of A. Wilford Hall, says in THE TRUTH BEKKER of
June 29th: "He [Darwin] admits one miracle, a special
creation of God to start animal life. And what is this but
ap admission that he dicl. not know the origin of life? How
· could he know of a creation without either having a special
revelation from God or being present at the occurre'nce ?"
It so happens that Darwin admitted no such thing, as every
attentiv student of the great naturalist knows, If Mr. Potts
will study Darwin more. carefully he will correct his own
error.
A. A. BKLL.
NRw YoR}r, Aug. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : As I see in THE TRUTH B.s:EKER of this
day that you, as well as a great part of humanity, innocently
mix God with Christ, allow 'me to make the following distinction, which I hope you will be good enough to publish in
your next number.
Christ has nothing whatever to do with God, nor with any
of the different ways employed by some clergymen to extort
money from the poor and the ignorant; but, on the contrary,
if it were in his power to stop such mercenary proceedings,
which are in open contradiction ·to his teachings, he would
hav done so long ago, even .at the risk of being crucified
again. If onth13 other hand God allows his ministers, etc.,
to make use of his name for those purposes; why should the
innocent who is opposed to such speculations be blamed for
the guilty? Justice demagds that Christ, or Jesus Christ, be
spared. the sufferings of seei11g his name associated in all
. mercenary proceedings, against which he has so much prot.efo.ted, and; to stop which he lost his life.
A FRIEND OF J UBTIOE.
HAY BPRINGB, NEB., Aug. 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Out -effort to colonize Liberals is meeting
·with considerable success, or at least Is giving-great promis.
Our correspondence is large and is increasing among the
Liberal classes.
Our worthy brother S. Decker, of Pleasanton, Kan., has
paid us a visit, and looked over the field, and is greatly
pleased with our country.
We are expecting W. F. Jamieson to be with us in the latter part of September, when• we expect to devote abolit one
week's labor to the interests of Universal Mental Liberty.
And after harvest-, when the farmers hav more money than
at present, we expect to raise quite a subscription list for
THE TRUTH BEEKER and other Ltberal papers.
We would be pleased to hear from all Liberals who favor
starting a colony of Liberals in a good, healthy country,
where land is cheap and crc,ps good and prospects flattering.
Parties desiring a description of this part of the world will
receive prompt repiies if stamp-accompanies inquiry.
Very respectfully,·
E. W. MINER.

--·-.-.

BERLIN, N. J., Aug. 5, 1889.
M:a. EDITOR:· Postmaster-GeneraLWanamaker is reported
as saying that at the last. election God connted the Prohibition vote~. A man occupying theplhceof Wanamaker, with
all the world looking at him, ought to keep somewhere in
the vicinity of truth and. common sense, and be able to prove
where God is or that such a.being exists before he attempts
to make a politician of him and set him to counting votes.
·If man bad ever had a wise creator there would never hav
been any need of Prohibition votes nor any others, for then
men would .hav been wi!:e and each man a law milo himself. I bav lived over eighty-eight years in this world; was
taught when .. a child to believe in a being everywhere
PHEent., supreme in pow.er, wisdom, love, and mercy, who
loved. ne all P0 mpch that be numbered all the hairs of our
lltil!!ds I},Dd, Wl!,tChf!q OVflr u~ every momeDt for our €jOOd. I

hav sought for such a God as sincerely and earnestly, I be-]
Iieve, as any <>ther man that ever lived, and now while trem.
bling at the brink of the grave 1 must say 1 am not aware of
having ever discovered the footprints nor flnJ!er.marks of
any such being on the earth. And. as for the Bible that is
said to hav been written by -the inspiration of the divine
being, it contains the most cruel, wrathful, revengeful, unmerciful, and unjust sentiments that I ever read, said to be
denounced by this God against. the creatures said to be made
by him without their knowledge or consent.
Let Mr. Wanamaker attend to his regular business and
leave God if there is such a being to attend to his and not
go beyond his know ledge.
'
'
1 challeilge Mr. Wanamaker to prove the existence of a
supreme being, to prove that prayer is ever answered by
such a being, or that any· man will ever know any more
after his brain is dead than he did 8 year before he was born.
·Yours,
J. HACKER.
GROVELAND FaRM, July 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The Liberals of Forest Grove and vicinity
are having a general awakening. On July 14th we had two
very fine lectures by Mr. ·B.· F. Underwood, of Chicago.
Subject for afternoon, "The New Science and the Old Faith;"
for evening, "Evolution vs. Revelation." Both were excellent, but the last was simply grand. Those who hav had the
pleasure of hearing this eloquent ppeaker will al="preciate the
splendid intellectual treat we we:r:e honored with.
He paid his audience the handsome compliment of saying
he had given them a deeper scientific lecture than he at first
intended. On July 21st we had the pleasure of listening to
W. S. Bell, of Chicago. He gave us one leoture, subject,
"Liberty and Morality," in his happiest vein. He is a very
talented, brilliant speaker, taking th.e brightest views of this
life. There is too much of the "milk of human kindness''
in his heart for the black horrors of hell and future punishments to maintain the slightest hold upon his genial, happy
nature.
We had the honor of a very pleasant visit with him at
Groveland Farm, and from our slight acquaintance should
decide him to be a true man, a genial companion, and a
steadfast friend.
We cordially recommend him to all Liberal friends, and
hope to hav the pleasure of hearing him again in the near
future. On the 4th of August t-he Liberals of this county
will meet at Forest Grove at Vert's Liberal Hall for the purpose of organizing under the state Secular Union as the
Washington county Secular Union, if that name meets the
approbation of the majority of the Libersls present.
When we organize and elect officers for the ensuing year,
I shall take pleasure in forwarding the minutes of the meeting for publication in THE TRUTH BEEKER, whose friendly
face has been gladly welcomed to our fireside ever since the
·first copy was issued, and, like old wine, has improved with
age. Our Liberal speakers are usually annihilated imme.
diately after their departure here by some one of the numerous
·'sky-pilots" or" middle men" with which our valley is in-fested. But they, poor fellows, go right on, happily unconscious of their complete destruction. Pity a man doesn't
know when he is dead.
What a grand stride Liberalism has taken here in the last
ten years! Why, it ia almost respectable to be a Liberal, or
"Infidell "-with the accent on the last syllable, and two l's;
it makes the word sound "meaner."
Ay, it must come l The tyrant's throne
Is crumbling, with our hot tears rn11ted;
The sword earth's mighty hav Jeant on
Is canker•d, with our h•art·s blood crusted.
Room ! for the men of mind make way l
Ye robber rulers, pause no longer;
Ye cannot stay the opening day:
The world rolls on, the light grows strongerThe people's advent's coming !

Yes, we are breathing in liberty and equality with every
breath. Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
MRB. S.ARAH C. 'fonD.
LEXINGTON, KY., July 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: De Tocqueville speaks of a d-ivision of interests which ruined France. This country need not plead any
such excuse. Although the selfish generally outnumber the
just and benevolent, a little band of patriots can always be
depended on to save liberty in moments of danger. The
monsters ready to .devour the poor must be outgeneraled,
and that speedily, or the peace and safety of our country is
at an end. Who will commence this holy work? Consummate skill, exquisit pians, are required.
''Limitation of thought-Agnosticism," begins where common sense stops. Common sense can guide us. to the polar
star, if there is anything there that an ordinary intellect can
grasp. One thing that lessens our strength is the religious
cutt)e.fl.sh at every corner, who threatens to seize us in his
slimy arms.. If there is- anything worth knowing, or worth
having, we ought to obtain it at once, and cease trifling.
Religion has propped up tyranny to such an extent that all
countries are weak and superannua.ted, and dare not say
their souls are their own.. A statesman, Wanamaker, give
COD Bent, by silence, to the fiendish .pJan,B pf public robbers,
by the score, and walks meekly to s~bbath-school and informs young ladies that an infinit God with three heads (I
ha.v seen such in some geography) once debauched a young
girl, and left her in her misery; her husband threatened to
"put her aw:ay ;" there was a great fuss in the family, and
so on.to the end of the tale. He sees a poor, starving widow,
.scorns her. and goes home to an elegant dinner.
. What do we know outside of ourPelvs? Oh, we know
wl.mt the •pr-eacher tells us about God-just that, and no
more. . Then the preacher is our God, to all intents and pur.
poses .. This nation is governed by what it learned at Sunda_y-sQl:lool1 I!!.P<! tl,le Sunday law is slowly el\ting away its

streng.th and moral courage. Hav we no dignity? Shall we
not artse and put an end to such nonsense?
. I heard a selfish, w~alt.hy lady observe the other day t?at
If she c0uld only get mside heaven, she woul~ hav nothmg
to do but enjoy herself. Her ticket to this place was the
". d~at~ of Christ." See how her education and mental ~is
Ciphn IB thrown away, the pastor of her church developmg
her credulity and i_gnorance alone.
. .
We hav eva~gehii!tB he~e, and what a fog th~y are raiBI~g l
They fight ag~mst the dictates .o~ nature, which pro~eedmg
produces nothmg but monstrosities. The unnatural Idea of
a "son of God" has been .a " horror" on· our planet. The
mystery of the " fat.h~r" has _not saved the ~ictims of the
flood, so that we be?m to t~mk_ that God himself hardly
knows enough to go m _when It rams.
.
_If God c~asteneth hiB loved ones~ we dare ~ot r~pose m
hiB arms; hiB anger repels us. But If the devil affiiCtB us,
as some believe, he must usher us into heaven, and God is
only entitled to a back seat. What a mist!
We are duly informed to-day that on S.unday night the
police of Cincinnati raised a disturbance in a public garden
there, attempting to drive out from the place quiet and harmless people. We are foolish slaves in this country. We
are victims of the most ridiculous pestilence that ever
affiicted human beings.
·
ALHAZA.
CHE5TER, NEB., Aug. 6, 18~9.
MR. EmToR: We write to tell you that we havjust had the
pleasure of hearing J. E. Remsburg. Arrangements having
been made to that e:IIt>ct, he came and gave us three lectures,
"Bible Morals," "False Claims," and •· The Sunday Question." The first he delivered l'tt Chester, the last two .at
Hebron, towns twelve miles aP,art, and both boasting a large
number of churches for their population. Naturally, we
feared the people would not come out to hear, but we were
agreeably surprised. '!'hey did con•e out, snd judging by
certain demonstrations, said demonstrations being clapping
and stamping, there are a good many heretics amOD!!;
them. There was a large delegation from the country, of
Mr. Remsburg's persuasion, and it was among these tt at he
was made at home while here. Off the ro~trum Mr. Remsburg is a quiet, unassuming gentleman. 0 • the rostrum he
is a ~trong and fearless speaker, making his points clear and
keen; and to the orthodox he must seem an avenging Nemesis, for he piles one hard fact above another till he has a
stark of them, gathered from unimpeachable authorities,
many of them from the Bible itself. And in the CI!.Be of Freethought vs. orthodoxy, nothing is so eloquent as a fact, ·because nothing is so unanswerable. In "Bible Morals" Mr.
Remsburg arrays the Bible against itself. The result is not
hard to guess. In " Fal~e Claims" he proves that most reforms hav been begun and carried on, not only outside of
the church, but with the church opposing. In " 'fhe ··sunday Question" he shows the absurdity and selfishness of the
Blair bill, and proves beyond "doubt that Sunday is not a
divine institution. We hope to hav Mr. Remsburg with us
soon again.
Yours truly,
EMILY BuRTON.
ODESSA, Mo., Aug. 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am demonstrating to these people that
there is one man in this country who is not ashamed or
afraid to talk Freethought whenever and wherever it comes
in the way. I am not afraid to· show that I take and re11d
THE TRUTH BEEKER; that I am an admirer of Robert G.
Ingersoll (Bob Ingersoll, as they snee_ringly call him), and
that instead of being ashamed of F~eethought sentiments I
am proud of them. I am proud to own that I do not believe
the old Jew book is the inspired word of God-a book con.taining such absurdities as that .God created the heavens a_nd
the earth out of nothing; that he caused the earth to bring
forth into a flourishing condition all vegetation, bearing fruit
'after its kind, before he made the sun, moon, or stars'; 'that
he made a full-grown man in less than a day, and a woman
as an afterthought out of his rib; that he made this couple
a garden, put them in it, told them tpey must not do what
he knew they would do, and then cursed them and their
posterity down through all ages for doing it-and oh, what
a curse! Let us stop and weep awhile for the credulity,
the gullibility, of man. A curse from which this infinitly
wise and infinitly merciful God left no escape except that we
must believe that his eternal son, in ponformity to his eternal
plan, came down from heaven and was, by an incomprehensible act or game of hocus-pocus played by one specified
ghost and one specified virgin, conceived of this virgin and
borne by this virgin; and was crucified by the Jews until he
was dead, dead,.dead, and was burled, buried, buried, for
three days, then miraculously brought to life, was released
from his tomb by supernatural power, visited some of his
friends, conversed with them, and in a sh'J,"t lime took flight
on the wings of his gods.hip to his old home and to his old
father, who by the by is no older than himself, and is one
with himself and that ghost. Let us weep again. Is there
any wonder that a man should be proud that he does not Q('lieve such stuff as this? Very many let on to wonder at it,
and I am perEuaded ·that some do really wonder at it, and
when I come to this point I feel like exclaiming, " 0 thou
mutton head, how I pity you and how I hate your seducers!"
But when I come to rtfl.ect that four hundred millions of people stand ready to take a solemn oath that they do, believe
not only these few above-mentioned absurdities but thousands on thousands ~>f others of a kiodred kind, w!lich ma.y
be regarded as a vast city of absurdities, with the old absurdity, the old master absurdity of all, hell and eternal punishment, standing li~e a stupendous Babel tower in its midst,
my heart sickens, and if I thought it w!>Uid do any good I
would say, Let us pray. And I would pray, you can stake
your life on that, but it would do no good. So I can see ~o·
help for it but just such as Freethinkers are bringing to bear,
and 1 JJI.lJ.IIt QOl.!{llBI! \t lQO~I! H~tle to IJ.I(l. w~. L. WoliiJJ:l",

THE; TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 24,. 1889.
ONONDAGA INSANE ASYLUM, . ·}
ONoNDAGA. HILL, N. Y., Aug. tl, 1889
MR. EDITOR: I send you herewith. a clipping from the
Syracuse Standard of August 5th, that give an account of a
case of religious mania. The man, Reuben Harvey, is now
under my care in one of the disturbed wards of the Onondaga
A~ylum. He is rational upon all subjects, except religion,
and though quite consistent upon this, he, like others who
believe the Christian doctrin, can hardly be expected to be
rational. The jargon with which he salutes all listeners
within hearing contains the twang and all the nonsense of the
enthused revivalist. The case of ReubeR Harvey is a type
that is often met with in asylums. It is an every-day occurrence in these institutions for men. and women to state. with
the utmost positivness, that God or Jesus has spok.en to
them.
Often they will declare that they represent these personages, and only a few weeks ago a man, subject to occasional
attacks of mania; received a command from God to kill two
persons to make, as he put it, an atoning sacrifice. His
intended victims, however (one of whom was myself),
objected to this; promptly restraining him by mild but
eff~ctiv measures.
Another man, who was a telegraph operator by trade,
manifested his.insanity by declaring that God had told him
that electric lights W!=Jre detrimental to health. Previous to
the time that he was taken to an asylum, he deluged the
national and state executive and legislators with remon.
&trnnces, threats, and petitions for their suppression. I
might go on and show scores of cases where religious belief
and supposed inspiration were the most prominent features
in cases of acute and chronic insanity. Not only does the
revivalist find his intensified prototype within the walls of the
insane asylum, but the more modern child of inspiration, the
Spiritualist, finds his there also.
Upon the camp-ground of the Spiritualists, at Lake Pleasant, Mass., I hav met with the same kind of psychological
phenomena that the asylums contain; just as sincere; often
as intelligent; always wearing that "far. away look in the
eyes," and possessed of the feeling that they partly liv in
other worlds than ours. In my opinion the word impiration
has been the stumbling-block of many a brain. I was much
pleased with the vigorous letter of J. M. Beall, in THE TRUTH
BEEKER of August 3d. I shall be glad to see the time when
some of the brilliant minds that espouse Freethought will
cast from themselvs that wish-begotten belief in immortality
that supports the fallacy of Spiritualism.
To-day the man that holds to a personal God is a timid
Freethinker indeed, yet nearly all the Liberals of a few years
ago held to the God idea. Let us hope that men who are to
come will hav as much courage in their reasoning, and ·throw
aside the baseless illusion of immortality.
Nature, in the positiv speech of her phenomena, proclaims
to us that things around us only serve our wishes when we
compel them by force to do so. It does not look likely to
me that nature will pickle or embalm man's mind just
because it is man's wish that his mind should last forever.
If a man desires the pleasure to be derived from viewing a
part of the earth from a mountain-top, he must climb the
mountain or force some one to carry him to the top.
If he longs to visit the moon, nature, God, or anything
else won't take him there just because he wants to go. Just
so with regard to his immortality-longing. Nature works by
a deeper mechanism than man's wishes. True. enough, every
vibration from the atom's movement to the surgings of !!idereal systems is on record, in nature, and will continue on
record forever ; therefore the individual hereafter of the
Christian or the Spiritualist is like the picture in bright colors
to tickle a childish fancy, and not like the majestic panorama
of reality into which the philosopher may work without
hopes or fears, but with the confidence that any truth that he
may find is a million times better than all man's hopes and
all his dreams.
C. E. BoYNToN, B. 8., M.D.
"Gabriel, blow thy trump l I, God, command it," uttered
in a deep, hoarse voice, rang through the Zion African
Methodist church at the services at 10:30 o'clock yesterday
morning. Rev. M. H. Ross, the pastor, was preachin~ a
sermon on "The Water of Life," when this interruption
occurred.
The congregation was startled and frightened. 11 Gabriel,
blow thy trump, 1 command you! Come, ye children, from
the en!' a of the earth. Let the gates of hell be opened."
The speaker stood up in his pew, and was gesticulating
wildly while he shouted. He was recognized by everyone
as Reuben Harvey, a colored cook. who has housekeeping
rooms in the Remington block. His sudden and crazy
speech almost created a panic. Some people hastily left the
church. Harvey, instead of growing calmer, repeated his
words in louder tones. He was greatly excited and had evidently and all at once become insane. Finally two stalwart
colored brothers led the Iunat.ic from the church and sent for
the ambulance. The ambulance not arriving at once, the
men sts.rted at about 11 o'clock wit.h the unfortunate man
down East Washington street toward his home. A gre1tt
crowd of men and boys gathered around and followed.
Harvey kept his arms above his head and shouted commands
to Gabriel all the way to South Salina street.
Harvey's rooms are on the top floor of the Remington
block. Wlieri these rooms were searched the entrance door
was found locked with a padlock.
11
Open. Ms.ry Magdalene, open unto me. I command it.
Now I will show you doubters thl\t I am God. Open the
door, I say," screamed the crazy man. Then, without waiting, Harvey struck the door with all his power, rushed
agai.nst it, and burst it open. His actions at church and on
the streets attracted the attention of thousands C'f pereons,
many of whom supposed that the man was nothing more
than one of the loose religiou• cranks of Syracuse.
Heuben Harvey is one of the best-known cooks of the city.
H .. is rather small and slight of statun·. He has lived a life
c• ·nBistent with bis professions of Btl ict tempe: a nee. .He has
always been a very religious man and bas studied the Bible·
very closely when not at work. His former employers hav
only the kindest things to say of him. L!!tely Harvey has
grown morll tmd more religioQe \l~til hi} bt\11 t~topped wQr"k t{l

exhort. About six weeks ago his latest employer concluded
t~at Harvey was ceasing to be valuable to him, and let
him go.
· th e pas t week H arvey IB
· sai'd· t o h av ·done 1Itt
. 1e e1se
D urmg
but read his Bible. A Standard reporter went to Harvey's
rooms in the Remington block at 11 o'clock last evening.
Harvey was still shouting to Gabriel, commanding him to
blow his trumpet, and or~ering out ':the golden chari~t."
Mrs. Harvey was alone with the lunatic. He should be Immediately removed to an asylum. Mrs. Harvey, it is said,
is in danger of being affected b the same delusions.
y

Icredulity or faith in supernaturalism.

INDIAN GRovE, Mo., July 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Self-interest prompts every intelligent, thinking individual to look as deep down into the great and grave
problem of human destiny as his power of penetration will
admit of his going. Though not altogether from selfish
motive, for we think candidly, we think seriously, in behalf
of the entire human race, because evidently one common fate
awaits them all. -There is an intense desire in the human
heart to know if there is a spirit in man that surviv~s the dissolution of the body-the physical system that generates
mind and spirit, if there be, _in fact, such a thing as spirit
aside from the breath of life that animates all living bodies.
We hav all parted with dear friends, those we loved and who
loved us. We hav stood by them when the turbid waters of
the mystic river lashed the shore at their feet, with grief
that chills the vital fluid of life, that paralyzes the pent-up
emotions of our aching hearts until there is no power to giv
utterance to our unspeakable sorrow. We hav beheld them
fade from our Tiew, and we are left on the strand of ti.me,
inQonsols.ble, lonely, and sad. But their memory survives,
enshrined in our hearts, ever sacred, and cherished by the
enduring ties of our most ardent love and veneration. And
if their spirits continue to exist in a conscious state,
In some far-away clime,
Unhurt by sorrow, undimmed by time,
what would we not giv for some ocular demonstration of the
fact that our lost ones liv? What would we not giv to know
the conditions under which they exist; to know that we shall
be permitted to meet them, lind to recognize them as our
own loved ones. long lost; and be permitted to enjoy their
preeeiice 'forever? These and similar reflections produce
a·wholesome effect on the mind, teaching us to become more
tolerant, to exercise more charity toward the diversified
o.pinions entertained by others, and not to be hasty to
impeach the motive of others when they· express what they
claim to be their honest convictions relativ to this very
interesting, and to me inexplicable, question.
Now, it must be evident that any system of religion that
stultifies the intellect an<! perverts the judgment to the
extent that its devotees are unable to conceive of the· possibility of an individual holding views different from those
entertained by themselvs and being at the same time equ~>li:Y
conscientious and sincere, tends to ferment sedition, discord,
and strife, and therefore is not entitled to the claim of divine
inspiration. These obnoxious features are and always hav
been characteristic of the Christian religion, and they hav
always constituted a successful b9.r to the harmonious coop.
eration of all the members of society, so essential to the
advancement of Civilization and intelligence. If the Christian religion is the wisdom of God directing omnipotence in
the unfolding of a scheme designed to harmonize the conflicting elements that rankle in the human breast, and thus
restore peace on earth and good will among men, it certainly
has proved the most d.ismal failure recorded in the annals of
time. Now, if God has given to mankind a system of religio.n for their observance, a divine law to govern and control
the actions of man, the prime object doubtless was to regu.
late the conduct of man in relation to his fellow-man; to
inculcate proper conceptions of the duties and obligations of
life; to imbue his mind with a real love for true practical
charity; to qualify him for the honest, self-sacrificing labor
of the philanthropist, and to elevate him and place him on a
higher plane of moral and inte1lectual development-in a
word, to make of him a better, nobler, and grander being
tP.an he could possibly become under any other conceivable
circumstances. Will Christianity do this? The past history
of the church is a negativ reply to this interrogation. Well,
then, unless. Christianity will make of an individual a better
person than it is po!sible to be without it, it certainly has no
claims either on our time or on our consdence and is not in
any sense essential to our happiness and comfort, which
things should be the chief end of human endeavor, the goal
of our higher ambition.
Surely no one would be so egotistical as to claim that the
so-called unregenerated man was incapable of forming as
high and exalted a conception of moral excell\'nce as the
regenerated man. Whether this fact be admitted or not, it
remains none the less true. And there is not one single
moral work, of charity or love, or any good thing that makes
man and woman truly good and useful, that man cannot perform in a state.of unbelief and outside the pale of the church
as effectivly as though he was the most devoted Christian on
earth. In fact, as Mr. Washburn has said, all the good performed by the church is common to the principles of humanity found outside of the church, ancl that will continue
to exist and influence men and women to noble acts of
daring heroism and self-sacrificing devotion to the cause
of humanity in ages to come, when the waning faith in
Chris·ianity has become as obsolete as the most -::.ntiqnated
of all the .h~athen mythologies known to man. Separate
morality from Christianity and what }lav you left? You hav
left a bone of contention that the nations of l.'arth bav been
fighting a)lout for the last nineteen hundred years; a bone
that bas been prolific 0f more bloodshed, carnage, contention, and strife-a greater source of misery, wretchedneBP,
and woe-than any other one thing that has ever agitated
.the minds of men. By a careful analysis we find that Chris\il~n\t~ \& \\ com\)ol.lud 1 compoied o( morality aud blind
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It is the cohesivness
of morality that holds the fabric of church together in oppof d" · tegra t"wn-w h"ICh , h owBI't"Ion . t o t h e a d verse I.aw
· o. IBin
.
·
: ·
ever, IB s~rely and steadily dom~ Its fatal work, as ~videnced
by the umversal decadence of faith throughout Christendom.
The only thing pertaining to Christianity that has ever
done the world any good is the morality that she inculcates.
But when we consider that the church has always taught
. .
·
· bl f
· ·
that ~an withm and of himself is not cap~ e o practiCmg
the httle good that he knows; that he IB dependent on
extraneous power and influences to prompt and move him
to good works, and that a good work once accomplished is
not meritorious in itself, we are almost constrained through
the impetuosity of our indignation to pronounce the church
an unmitigated curse.
I am aware that it is claimed by the nineteenth-century
Christians that the true, genuin disciple of Christ does not
and never did persecute for opinion's sake; that he adopts
the motto and practices the principle, Do unto others as you
wmild hav o hers do unto you. To the superficial observer
the term Christian may appear somewhat ambiguous.
Among all the multiplied parties and sects into which the
religious world has been divided and subdivided, there are
no two that can agree as to what constitutes a genuin Christian. The significance of the term can best be determined
by time and location. During the Dark Ages, a period of
time that embraces about twelve hundred and fifty years
when the rack, the thumbscrew, and the iron boot were the
arguments employed by Christians to win souls to Christ,
the term Christian, wherever used, in any part of the world
ruled by the triple-crowned despot of Rome, indicated an
individual that believed in the divine inspiration of the
scriptures; tbat conformed strictly to the rites and ceremonies of the church as he understood them to be defined
and set forth in the in8pired volume; that recognized the
pope as the vicegerent of God -and the infallible head of ·the
church militant, whose sovereign prerogativ it was to command, while it was his own imperativ duty to obey. How.
ever, we find at a period of more recent date this type
of character branded as that of the basest and most dangerous
of heretics by the pious and most devout puritanical bigots
that infested society in the neighborhood of New 8alem an:l
other contiguous localities throt:)ghot:!t the New England
states.· To this beautiful, fertil country, the typical land
of corn and wine, the refugees from Uhristian, intolerant
Europe hav fled, from home and friends and the land of
their nativity, to escape the rigorous religi~us persecutions
waged against them by those that preach the doctrin of
peace on earth and good will among men, to set up for
themselvs and establish on a firm basis an ecclesiastic despotism flagrant in fiendish barbarism, and that would hav been
unsurpassed for cold-blooded atrocity by th~ Spanish Inquisition in her palmiest days had not the less intolerant govern.
ment of Protestant Britain, from which these social vampireA
had fled, restrained and held them in check by the fear of her
military power. In those days the term Christian indicated
a character in many re@pects opposit and irreconcilably
opposed to what constituted a recognized Christian in the
more remote period to which I hav referred. We might
proceed to greater length. But it would be superfluous, as
you hav already concluded that the Christian is an individual
who practices the rites and ceremonies of the church as
he understands them to be set forth in the Bible. But these
sophieticated equivocators cannot deny that during the Dark
Ages faith in. the Bib'e was universaL It was the guiding
star of every man's life. There was no opposition that
assumed the proportions of a formidable antagonist. The
teaching of the Bible or the caurch was the rule of faith and
practice. The words of Christ were the paramount authority, and when, in secret conclave in some remote, gloomy
recess of the monastery, the chosen followers of Christ,
the self.constituted vindicators of heaven's justice, assembled in solemn council deliberating on the shortest, surest,
and most convenient. method of disposing of heretics, thoEe
by whom their God had been offended and themselvs completely outraged, it was remembered that Christ in the
plenitude of his mercy had said, "It were better that a
millstone was hanged about his neck and he were drowned ·
in the depth of the sea." This settled it. In fact, under the
circumstances this was considered the most convenient and
the most expeditious manner of disposing of the case. In
confirmation of the justice of the final dechion they read the
significant expression of St. Pml, ''I would that they were
cut off, those that ~rouble you." Also, "If an angel from
heaven preach any other gospel, let him be accursed." .Snt
to cap the climax, to settle any misgivings that would arise
in the event that father or mother, or perchance an O!llY
child, should be numbered with the transgressors, the venerable saint, acting the role of prosecuting attorney for the
kingdom of righteousness, read in measured, sepulchral
tones, "He that will not hear this prophet shall be cut
off from among his people;" "Bring hither these my e,nemies that would not that I should rule over them [those that
talked of freedom, loved humanity, and resisted the tyrant]
and slay them before me." With the foregoing, supplemented with, 11 Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily as unto the
Lord," they proceed at once with alacrity and delight to
execute the sentence passed by an ecclesiastic tribunal, composed, not only of believer~, but of genuin Christians, presided over by the inspired word of the Lord. The term
Christian is not a misnomer. They hav vindicated their
claim to the title by a rigid adherence to the teaching of the
Bible. They hav been directed by the dictum of the Holy
Ghost, and should be taken in full fellowship by.tue ninPteenth-century Christiar-s. What will be the universal verrl:ct
pronounced by all intelligent, justice-serving, liberty. loving
men and women when they shall hav become thoroughly
conver~ant with the pernic\ou!J l'!ltluence that Christiauiry
has c:K~Htcd ou wan}{\od (
W. E. WAL~o~,
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Ediud btl Mtss SusAN H. WuoN, Fall
lliow, Mass., to tllhom all aommunktJU()nP fOJ'
this 00'ffl6r should be unt.

"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known a.s the Ohildren's Honr."

Found Asleep.
The summer sun iB shining hilrh,
And yet the carrier stays;
The burning noon comes farther onWhat is it thus delays
The brawn old horse and nimble wheels
With tbat true, patient man,
Who daily brings the tide of mail,
A government veteran?
Look down the lane, and o'er the field;
He must be coming nowThe sunshine in his honest face,
The damp curls on his brow.
Oh, dear! how anxious we hav grown !
What oan hav happened on
That plain, short road while here I wait
A letter from my John 1
And now the sun is nearly set;
No mail may come to-day;
He never, never stays so long,
Nor loiters on his way.
But winter morns and summer eves
Be's out upon the road,
The pleasant word and cheerY smile
On everyone bestowed.
But see l across the prairies there,
A stranger driving down;
I wonder if a messenger
Is coming from the town 1
Yes l •tis th~ mail-bags in his cart;
Some one is ill, I know,
When that most loyal friend of ours
Oould keep us waiting so;
And we in snob a mad suspense,
A whole day come and gone,
With melancholy tears fast shed
To hear from" PP.pa John."
" Good morning, stranger! walk right in,
Please, sir, and hav this chair,
And tell us why t-his summer morn
The dusty mails you bear.
Ha9 aught of harm o'ertaken him
Who always came so true,
And halted not in rain nor shine,
As many others do 1
nut, ah l there's something in your eyes,
You turn away your face;
I feel vague fears within my heart
To see you in his place.
" Pray tell me, do: •tis hard to bear
This dull uncertain drEadMan l what is thie wild tale you bring 1
That little carrier dead 7"
Found all alone this lovely morn
Wrapped in a f)eaceful sleep,
As though be dreamed such pleasant dreams
'Twere wrong almost to weep.
Yet. we may cherish all the good
He did while he was here :
Death is the guest who comes to all,
A presence none may fear.
Frenohtotrn, Neb.
MAnY BAIRD FINCH.

'l'be President's Cow.

raised his stick when Sukey made an effort to
promenade the sidewalk, and the drover .flourished his whip when she threatened to break
into the middle of the street.
"I'm a Democrat myself," the drover volunteered to inform his companion, "and
voted for old Van, of course; but the other
day at the 'nauguration-ha I hal ha !-I'll
be doggoned if I didn't fling up my hat and
hurrah for Granny Harrison with the best on
'em I Couldn't help it, somehow."
" Thank you," said the president.
11
Oh, you're a Whig! But I might a
known that by your having a siteration in
the White House, as I s'pose you hav, hain't
you?"
11
Yes," said the president.
11
What be you there, now? Gardener?"
11
No."
11
Coachman, then, or body servant?"
11
Neither. I suppose I may call myself a
general servant."
11
Oh, yes l Run errands, wait on the table,
answer the door-knocker, and like o' that,"
remarked the drover, who had no idea of
what the domestic establishment of the president of the United States was like.
11 Something not very unlike that," said the
president, with a tolerant smile.
11
Do you see much of <ilranny Harrison,
now?" inquired the man, as they neared the
White House grounds.
'' Considerable," said the president.
" How do you like the old fellow?"
"That's hard to tell. Too well, most
likely," thoughtfully replied the old hero.
11
I'll go bail you do l"
11
Well, here we are," said the pres~dent,
opening a gate that led to the stables.
Several men-servants came forward, touching their hats.
" Take charge of this cow and attend to
her!" ordered the president.
Then, turning to the drover, he said:
11
Come, friend.! Come into the house and
take some breakfast."
'"fhankyl I don't care if I dol Say,
could you get me a sight of old Granny Harrison?"
"Didn't you see him at the inauguration?"
11
Lor', yes! but not nigh enough to know
what he looked ·like l I would like to get a
squint at him, anyways !"
"Come in, friend," said the old soldier,
leading the way up the steps and through the
south door, into the mansion.
·
The drover turned around and looked out
upon the extensiv grounds, and then remarked:
" A better place than that ar log cabin out
in Ohio!"
"I don't know," replied the old soldier,
leading the way along the hall.
Here they were met by a servant dressed
like a clergyman, who bowed and opened a
door to the left. The president ushered his
guest into the family breakfast-room, where
breakfast was standing ready.
" Lor'-a.mighty l what a sight of silver and
chiny !"exclaimed the drover, gazing on the
glittering service. Here were more servants,
who, with deep bows, placed chairs to the
table.
" Bit down, friend!" said the illustrious
host, politely indicating a chair.
"Look a here l I say, now l Ain't you
taking on a great liberty ? Granny Harrison
wouldn't like this here now, would he?" inquired the drover, puzzled and hesitating.
" I think he would, very much. Fray sit
down."
"Now, just look here, now l Ain't you
too fresh ? " inquired the drover, with his
hands on the back of the chair, which, for
some reason or other, he did not take.
"Who be you, anyhow, as makes so bold and
takes sich liberties in the president's house ?
You ain't told me your name, nor likewise
your siteration here as give you so much
freedom."
'' The people call me William Henry Harrison, and hav made me president of the
Unit€d States," quietly replied the ex-farmer.
11
Lord almighty I I I" cried the drover, and
he bolted from the house and never stopped
running until he was off the grounds, and
when he sat down on the curbstone, ''he
cussed himself gray !" as his wife said.

A nativ and old resident of Washington
ells the following anecdote which was current and credited in Washington during the
brief administration of President Harrison,
who wns called the "Cincinnatus of the
West" by the Whigs, and " Granny Harrison" by the Democrats. When he came to
Washington to be inaugurated, no one was
surprised at the plain looks and the simple
manners of the old hero, because the pictures
of the log cabin in which he had lived were
common during the campaign as illustrating
his simple habits. No, nor were they incredulous of the story soon heard of him.
It seems that there was no cow-or no
satisfactory cow-at the White House, so the
old ex-farmer made inquiries, and learned
that Saturday was the day when the drovers
came in from the country to the Marsh
market to sell their cattle. Consequently,
early on Saturday morning, President Harrison, instead of sending a servant, arose and
walked down to the market. There he found
cows "galore !"
He soon made a trade with a burly Montgomery county drover,· by which he became
the possessor of a fine Durham.
"Where shall I drive it, sir?" inquired the
drover, who did not recognize the president.
" To the White House. I will show you
he way," replied President Harrison.
"Why, you don't mean to say, friend, that
you've brought this yere beast for old Granny
Harrison ?"demanded the drover with dilated
eyes.
Correspondence.
"Yes," replied the old hero, without showN KOLA, 1A., A ug. 7, 1889.
"ng the resentment that a smaller man might
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I thought I would
hav thought necessary.
write you a few lines to let you know how I
The drover left his cattle in the care of his was getting along. We traded our farm near
800 and turned the Durham out 00 the Tilden, Neb., for a store and stock of hardware and furniture in Neola, Ia. We moved
avenue, where he and !he president walked here the let of March, and 1 went to school
side by side behind the cow, guiding her two months and school closed till the let of
way. The president on the inside gently! September. We had a very hard rain this

forenoon, and it was so dark that we could
Once a mari in France kept eight hundred
not see
do anything in the· h<!luse. Well, I spiders in an apartment, and they were made
will stop for this time.
very tame and gentle. He kept them for the
Yours truly 1
GEORGE WHITNEY.
silk that they made, for they can make silk,
although not so well as the silkworm of comRosE, MIOH., Aug. 7, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I thought I would merce. If you examin their silk you will
write a few lines to the Corner. I am ten perceive it is exceedingly fine and • strong.
years old. I go to school, and study arith- Astronomers use it for dividing the micrommetic, writing, spelling, geography. I liv
with my grandpa. He takes THE TRUTH eter. The threads are very delicate, and it
BEEKER, and I take much delight in looking takes four million strands to make a filament
at the pictures and reading the letters in the as large as a human hair.
Corner. I would be glad to receive a visit
The spider can build bridges and take himfrom you or any of my little friends. My. self wherever he pleases. He can spin a rope
grandpa is a l<'reethinker all the way through,
a!'ld awing himself for hours at the end of it.
and you would be very welcome.
He is cleanly in his habits, and if you let him
Yours, with respect,
LUELLA M. ELLINWOOD.
stay in the house he will destroy insects, and
P.S.-Post-office address, Fenton, Mich.
make himself as useful as he can.
Does he think and reason ? It seems to me
(If the editor of the Corner should ever go
to Michigan, it would giv her much pleasure he must, after a fashion. He is affectionate,
to call on Luella as well as many other friends betrays fear and anger, and is an excellent
warrior, and uses art and deception when inin that state.-ED. C. C.]
veigling an innocent fly into his apartment.
OAK MILLS, KAN., Aug. 6, 1889.
S.H.W.
Miss W1xoN, Kind Fmnd: The Chilc'lren's
Corner in the last TRUTH BEEKER ( A.ugust 3d)
QUESTioNS. -Describe the spider. What is his
was a good one. Your article on ·• One Day's trade and oooupation 1 Desor1be the way he
Outing" was read with exquisit pleasure. builds his home as you hav seen it. How do ~pi
dar~ propel themselvs? What about bP by RDider~ 1
The little poem by Louis N. Crill was very AI·e
there many varieties of EPiders 1 Which is ·
beautiful and touching, and the 11 Words of the meanest? Ia the " daddy long-legs" a
Wisdom" from the brilliant pen of Thomas spider 1 Are spiders ever eaten for food m· me!'li·
1 What do you know about the tarantula.?
Jefferson helped to make the Corner valuable oin
Oa.n spiders be t,•med 1 What did Felisaon do
and instructiv. I hope all the young Lib- IVlth a. spider 1 Where was Pelisson then 1 Oan
erals will take an interest in your work, and you tell anything of the Bastile 1 What do spimake 1 Are they builders, teo 1 What me do
do all they can to show their appreciation of ders
astronomers make of sPiders' threacils 7 How
your efforts in their behalf. Heston's picture many threads does it take to make a at rand as
of the Johnstown flood was a good one. I large as a human hair 1 Of what use is the tpider
will write something for the Corner as soon in the house 1 Do yoll believe the spider 1.hinkd
and reasons 1
as convenient. Always your friend,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
(We are very grateful for the above kind
appreciation of our efforts. If there were
more such young men as our friend George A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
in every community, the world would be the
lllmo, 300pp., $1.50.
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories
better for it.-ED. C. C.]
for Boys and Girls. 1~mo, 8SSpp., $1.25

to

Miss Wixon's Works.

~citnct

9Iolumn.

Spiders.
You call a spider an ugly, dirty thing.
That's because you never hav examined one
very minutely. Just look at one-four pairs
of legs and two claws on each foot, though
some hav but one and others more. There
are seven joints in the leg-one or two can be
dropped upon occasion, but new joints will
grow again. The spider has six or eight eyes,
and can see all ways. He has a mustache
on his upper lip, see? and pretty little fangs,
and a very sharp hook on one, which he generally carries doubled up, but when he wants
to fight, or catch a fly, out comes this weapon,
at the end of which is the mouth of a duct of
a poison gland. He has a fine sense of touch
in his feet, and a delicate nervous system.
His blood is white and his liver is lal'ge and y~l
low. He has a heart and rfspiratory organs,
although you might think him quite heartless
when he coaxes a harmless miller into his
parlor but to devour him for. dinner. He is a
spinner by trade. lie has a wonderful ap.
paratus for spinning, glandular tubes and
follicles in the center of the abdominal region, varying from a hundred to a thousand.
Did you ever see a spinning spider? Just
watch one and note how elegantly he builds
his home. With what accuracy he spins and
fastens his threads of silk! The ingenuity displayed by spiders in making their web houses
is remarkable, and shows marked intelligence.
Spiders descend by their silken one-string
ladder bead-downward, and roll their threads
in a bundle as they go upward. They can go
from bush to bush, from building to build
ing, by their tight rope, made as they go
along.
Spiders are very kind to their babies· and
guard them carefully in infancy, which kindness is often repaid when they are grown up
by the children eating their fathers and
.mothers.
There are several varieties of spiders, the
meanest of which is the wolf spider, which
makes no web, but prowls about in the nighttime, hiding in holes in the ground, and seeking whom he may devour. The 11 daddy
long-legs" is a species of the spider family,
but he is harmless. Some other kinds are
very poisonous. In the South there is a kind
of spider that the Indians eat, and call delicious food, as well as ascribing to it medicinal
properties. The tarantula is a very large and
poisonous spider living in California and
Texas, and other Southern localities.
Yes, you can tame spiders and make great
pets of them. There was a prisgoer once in
the Bl\stile by the name of Pelisson, who
made friends with a spider, who came at the
response of a call from a flute to feed on the
flies that Pelisson caught for him. Thus the
prisoner passed many otherwise tedious hours.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hsnd-

eome and Interesting Book, Wit.hout. Superstition for Ohildren and Youth. 'l'he·Only Freethinkers' Ohildren'B Story-Book ever iFsned.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In Your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE Lil!ERAL HYMN-Boox contains songs
by thi best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hii!!Jly recommBndPd by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. BlPnker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
IIi cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEXER Oo

AN HOUR WITH 'l'HE DEVIL.
Price,

BY D. M. BENNETT.
10 cents.

HISTORY
01!' THill

INTELL!W'l'UAL DEVELOPMENT
OCEurope.
Revised Edition-2vols-Price, ••·
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory or two young
girls and a ;v:ounger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
g_oing to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin.
'!'he narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Ohicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and dtsreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE '!'RUTH SEEKER,

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND

0THBR BIOGRAPHIOAL BKETOHEB AND EssAYS.
BY 0HABLEB BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and Bide stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.26.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
1!8 LafayettB Pl .• NewYork

THE STRUGGLE
I!'OB

Religious and PolitioaJ Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
·of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vig\)r!)DBly attacks the very f<?undation of the religiOn of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughou t~
the work is replete with astounding facts a0 o
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. 0. SPENOER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa; ette Place, New York
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of all the Prominent Religions
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A popularized acco:nnt of Oriental religions,
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in such compact form.-[Literary Bevlew.
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Extra Cloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
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in his home. It is now ready for delivery.
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
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By J. K. INGA.LLS.
Price, Cloth,
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1/oetrg.
The Light of' the World.
FROIII A COLLECTI<>N OF soNGS l'SED BY TBE IIIINNE·
Al'OLIS SECULAR SOCII!.TY·

Sir John, it hed such eyes. I went into Sir
John's room; he was at home; but he
couldn't tell me what it was. 'Wait a bit
here,' he said, ' and I'll look at i:ny books.'
So he went out for about a quarter of an
hour. His room was full of all sorts of
things-lizards, toads, vipers, and nearly
everything. When he came back he told me
what it was, and gave me half a sovereign.
' That's the male,' he said; 'you'll find the
female near the same spot.' " " Which Sir
John was that?" "That was old Sir John.
I took a pair of live effete once down to
'YOUng Sir John. Sir John as is ; tke one as
knows a lot about ants."

'fbe whole world was dark until science came in;
Tbe light of the world is science.
.
Like sunshine at noonday its glory shone lD ;
The light of the world is science.
CBo.- Come to tlle light, 'tis shining for thee :
Sweetly its light bas dawned upon me,
o·nce I was blind. but now I can see;
'fbe light of the world 18 science.
No darkne~s bav we who in. science abide,
Tbe·Jigbt of the world is sCience.
We walk in the light when we follow out· guide,
The light of the world is science.
Hear Romanists Talk.,
From the Westfrn American.
Ye dweller~ in darkness with myth· blinded eyes,
The light of the world is science.
The laity hav no jurisdiction and power
Throw Gff superstition aiJ.d open your eyes,
over the c~ergy .-Council of Con>tance.
The light of the world is s01ence.
Our church is God's church, and not acNo need of the creed-lights to lead as of old,
countable either to state or country.-Pope
The light of the world is science. .
For natn•e shows truths more precious than gold, Pius IX.
The church is certainly intolerant in matTlle light of the wortd iij science.
-Reason.
ters of doctrin. True ; and we glory in it..M,qr. Segu1·.
EYolution.
We are not advocates of religious freedom,
What a wonder fnl problem is human life !
How strange, beyolid all thought,
and we repeat we are not.-Tite Shepherd. of
Are the changes ~bitt evolution
tlw Valley.
In ita mag10 whirl batll wrought !
God's tribunal and the pope's tribunal are
Whole races of beings perished
the same. All other powers are his subjects.
Before man saw the light~
-MuscO'I!ius.
And his ortgin and btstory
Buns backward into the night.
All legislation must be governed by the
will of God, unerringly indicated by the pope.
Men spring forth out of the darkness
L1ke sparks from the sm1tten steel
-Pdest Bicker.
And drtft baek mto the darknessIn one word, that pest, of all others most
Their destiny who shall reveal!
to be avoided in a 8tate, unbridled liberty of
The air we breathe islad~n
opinion.-Pope Pius IX.
Wrtb atoms that lived of yore.
This country must become Catholic, or else
And the atoms that hv in our bodies to-day
our religious history will not be what God
May ba.v serv6d the same purpose before.
designed it to be.-Priest McGlynn.
Tben round in an endless 'spiral
There is ere long to be a state religion in
Tbb tide of being flows,
.
And the blood that rnn• in your veins to. day
this country, and that state religion is to be
Perhaps may hav bluslled in the rose.
Roman Catholic.-Priebt Bicker.
Not a single leaf that falls to the ground
God hath made the political government
But l~nds its hfe to some other tree;
subject to the dominion of the spiritual
SG I wait mY lot in bumble trust,
Roman Catholic church.-Cardinal Baronius.
For God knows best wJ:.at is best for me.
The Protestant is bound to be liberal to
-Lil!lJ Penni! in t11e J/ount De•ert Heraza.
Catholics, but Catholics cannot be liberal to
any party that rejects the church.- Tablet.
Why Ptople Go to (Jhlll'CII.
Let God arise; let him repress, confound,
Some go to church, just for a walk,
!:lome to stare, to l~tngn, and talk.
annihilate this unbridled license of speaking,
Some go there to meet a frrend;
writing, and pub'ishing.-Pope Leo XIII.
Some tbeJr idle time to ~pend.
The freedom of thinking is simply nonSome for genet al observation ;
s.ense.-Mgr. Segur.
Some for private speculation,
Some to seek or fin 11 a lover ;
The pope, by divine right, hath supreme
Some a courtship to discover.
power over the w"hole world, both in eoolesiSome go there to n•e their eyes,
astical and civil affairs.-Cardinal BillarAnd newest fashion orihcise.
mine.
8omb to show their own smart dress;
Some their netghbore' to assess.
Religious liberty is merely endured until
Some to scan a robe or bonnet;
the opposit can be carried into effect without
Some to price the trimming on it,
peril to the RoJ:!lan Catholic church.-Bishop
. S·Jme to learn the latest news,
O'Connor.
That frif nds at borue they may amuse.
SGme to gossip, false and true,
That we may in all things attain the trusts ;
Sa.fe bid within the sbeltenng pew.
that we may not err in anything, we ought
Some J!O there to please the f quire ;
even to hold as a fixed principle that what I
Some his daughters to admire.
see white I believe to be black, if the suSome the par•on go to fawn;
Some to lounge and some to yawn.
perior authorities define it to be so.- Ignatius
Some to claim the parish doles ;
de Loyola.
Some for bread and some for coals.
The Irish Roman Catholics are now preSome because tt's thought g~nteel;
paring with unusual spirit to take part in the
Some to vaunt their pions zeal.
Some to Ahow bow sweet they sing;
present presidential contest. Their purpose
Some how land their voices ring,
is open and avowed.-Freeman's Journal
Some the preacher go to bear,
(R. C.).
H1s style aud voice to praise or jeer.
Be careful .not to truckle in thf;l smallest
Some forgivness to iinplore,
Some their •ins to varnish o'er,
particular to American prejudices. Yield
Sorue to sit and doze and nod,
not a single jot of your own, for you hal' as
But few to kneel and worship God.
good a right to your prejudices as they.-Am'1·:ca.
Irish Journal.

Darwin and llis Neigbbo!'s.

•

F1·om llle Pall J/all Guz"tte.

StO]) It.

I was fossil-hunting the other day, writes
a correPpondent, in a chalk-pit near Keeton,
when a thunderstorm forced me to take
shelter in a shed, where I had ~n interesting
conversation with two old workmen. '' Du
you find many fossils here?" I asked. "Yes,
sometimes we git one or two, then we maybe
find a lot more of the same sort near it.
Gentlemen comes along about eyery two days
and picks 'em over. I found some shark's
teeth once. Mr.--, at Bromley, said they
was mammon's [mammoth's I] teeth, but I
took 'em to Sir John Lubbock and Mr.
Darwin and they both said they were shark's
as soon as they saw 'em. Maybe you've
heard of Mr. Darwin?" "Yes, I hav heard
of him.. Did the people around . here often
take things to him?" ''Sometimes, when
they wanted to know what anything was.
He could always tell 'em. Master Frank will
now if you go to him; he's very clever." ''I
one~ took a effet [eft-a lizarcl] to Sir John,"
chimed in his comrade. " I killed it up
yonder by the barn. Bob saw it first, but he
was frightened. He'd been boozing for a
week, and would 'a been scared at anything.
It was about that length [about a foot], and
Mr. - - telled me to tek it straight down to

hom the National Economist.

While numbers of 11ur citizens are fiatterlng
themselvs that they are relieved from the
support of an enormous standing army, which
burden so afflicts the unfortunate people of
European monarchies, it may be of interest
to them to note the following figures: According to the statistical abstract for 1887,
prepared by the bureau of statistics under the
direction of the secretary of the treasury, tbe
net ordinary expenditures of the nation for
1887 were $220,190,602 72. Of this amount
$38,561 025 85 went for the army, and there
was $75 020,101.79 paid in pensions, and
$15,141,126.80 paid for the navy. This makes
a total expenditure of $128,731,254 44, showing about sixty per cent of the total ordinary
expenditure to hav gone into the military
establishment. Now let . us compare these
figures with the amounts expended by the
great powers of Europe on their armies and
navies. Russia expends on both $165,500,000, or about thirty-five per cent of her
ordinary expenditures; France, $144,000,000,
or twenty-four per cent; Great Britain, $130,000,000, or thirty-one per cent. The others
in smaller proportions. Since this report of
the treasury department vastly increased ap-

propriations hav been made for the navy and
for pensions, the pension appropriation last
year being almost ten millions more than for
the year cited, and likely to be increased by
the next Congress. This shows our expenditure on what il!l the equivalent of the European
standing armies to be almost double that
of the most powerful autocratic nation on
earth, and more than doubie that of the two
leading powers of the continent, while it is
almost double the expenditure of Great
Britain, and was during. the last fiscal year
more than double. This being the case,
where hav we the grounds on which to. base
our self-gratulation? This is only one of the
instances in which our people deceive themselva, and close investigation of all existing
conditions will show that this is really a
small imposition when the entire account is
made up. It is well enough to feel a reasonable pride in our institutions; but it is not
best to take the rhetorical declarations of
office-seeking demagogs for establishing a
fact and howl ourselvs hoarse over a triumph
that only exists in imagination. First inves.
t.igate, prove that a claim is true, before giving
away to frantic demonstrations. So far as
financial oppression goes, there is no people
on earth much more severely burdened than
those same Americans, and the only difference in the oppression here and elsewhere is
that it is done more nicely and ingeniously. Indeed, it is accomplished with so
much skill and delicate nicety that it somewhat resembles the modern manner of amputating a limb, which is done before the patient
discovers it, but he is a cripple for life although he escaped immediate pain.

A. Union of Church and

Stat~>.

J!rom tlle Chicago Morninq Nuns,

I am informed that upon each monthly payday of city employees, eepecially the police,
there is to be found at the city hall and tbe
police pay-stations from one to half a dozen
nuns, or sisters of charity, seated at a convenient point where the men hav to pass after
receiving their pay, and into whose open
palms each employee is expected to drop a
portion of his salary as he passes out. ·To
giv the affair an air of authority, so far as the
police are concerned, the police captain often
acts as chaperon to these nuns, standing
guard to see who contributes. Of course, the
patrolman, knowing the eagle eye of .his Cfl.Ptain is upon him·, arid not wishing to incur his
displeasure, stands and delivers for the benefit of the Roman Catholic church.
As the writer is not a member of any
church, and does not believe in the union of
church and state, even indirectly, he fails to
Ree the justice of this bleeding operati.·n.
But, if it be right and pr0per, then where in
the name of all that's great and good are the
other churches, such as the Episcopal, Congregationalist, Baptist, Methodist, Lutheran,
etc.,. that they are not repr<lsented each payday by begging committees, that they may
receive their share of the city taxes? They
surely need not be at all backward in going
into the scheme, as we hav a Protestant
mayor-at least he is supposed to be one, being
away up high in Freemasonry, an institution
that comes in quite often for a scoring from
the Roman Catholic church. It is therefore
supposable that he would make no serious
objection to the Protestant churches coming
in on the "stand and deliver" racket.
If the present state of affairs is kept up
it probably won't be Ion~ before our city
authorities adopt tlfe plan of the Pennsylvania
c~al barons, by putting the Roman Catholic
church's share in a separate envelope, leaving
the poor devil of an employee to accep.t what
is left, and ~or the same reason, too-viz., so
that the priests will hold their flocks in line
for the powers that be.
No person in this enlightened age can object
to anyone giving whatever he may please to
the church of hi.s choice, but to subject men,
because they are employees of the city and
paid by public funds, to running the gauntlet
of a horde o! church mendicants should not
be tolerated in free America for an instant.
AMKRlOUS.
Tltt~Y Arming~··
Prom the B1•Ut•h Ame1'toan Cilizen •

Why Are

most ungovernable portions of our foreign
population.
It certainly is a wonder to every thinking
mind cognizant of the fact that these organizations are allowed to exist and to drill and
parade right before us. We "naturally ask the.
question : " Why these preparations in our
midst in a time of peace? and what is the
necessity for this class of aliens in our land
being educated in a knowledge of the use of
arms any more than the loyal American citizen?" Those of us who hav not forgotten
the words of Monsignor Capel at Chicago,
that " ere long they would send bullets to the
government agents rather than pay taxes,"
and similar expressions from other prominent
members of this political religious body, are
likely to look upon these military companies
with some degree of apprehension, believing
that the men just quoted will be only too glad
to make good their words when the favorable
opportunity occurs-that opportunity which
they seem to be looking for and making preparations for, and when, Lieutenant-Colonel
Amyot of Canada says, they will be ready
" to guard their institutions."
Boston, July 11th.
AMERIOAN.

Canada.
From tl•e Argonaut.

The French Canadians of the province of
Quebec are resisting any attempt to compel the schools of the province to receive aid
from the government to teach English. The
Roman Catholic cbu,ch, in the arrogance of
its majority in the English province, refuses
to permit the English language to be taught in
its free schools. Political insolence could be
carried to no further extent, and we know
that whenever the time ehall come that the
church of R•me can marshal a majority of
Roman Catholic_ votes in any state of the
American Union, under the direction of clerical influence, a mode will be found to destroy
our American syst-em of non-sectarian free
schools. There is a religious war, almost a
race war, now existing on the other side of
our Canadian line. A similar calamity to our
country we are desirous of avoiding.

Ignorant, and Needs History.
From th.e Amirtcan Sentinel.

The Overton (:Neb.) Otipper has the following in reference to some lady who is securing
signatures to the remonstrance against the
Blair bill and kindred measures :
What lnnati0 asylum bas broken locse 1 Last
Snr,day an old woman was in town w1tb a petihon
to Congress to not make a church and state government of the United States.
To this the Phelps county Herald replies as
follows:
Evidently the above paper favors a church and
state government. If so, it does not realize its
position. Better study history a little better, and
sAe what bav been tJ,e terrrble results of a union
of church and state in the past. All honor to the
"old woman " who is contributing her mite
toward keeping church and state forever separate.

LIFE OF
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to Pre J:l.lstoric Stud~ Edited by C.
F. Ke•r"• M '"'of the British MuPenm.
.75
Geological Sketches at· Home and
Abroad. By ArchibaldGeikie, LL.D.,
F R.ti ,DirFctor-General of the Geological
"'nrvevs of Great Britain and Ireland. • .75
Illusions: A Psychological Study. By
J .. weB tlnllv, Author of "SensatiOn and
Int.nition," .. P<'••jmism," etc.
• . . .75
Tlte Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J
Bv Au· Jonn Lnb'·o~k. B rt. 2parts in 1. .75
English Past and Present. (Parts I.
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The Story of Creation. A Plain Account
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The Fo.rum.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Snnday
evening at 7:80 P.ll!., at 558 West Madisor street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Lea"ue 2~'7
AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent meets every Sunday in Induwtiial Hall, Broad
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.ll!. for lectures and
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
free discussions on religions and social questione.
churches and Young Men's
Christian AssociaAble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'::?ruth
tion.
Seekerpnblioationsalwayson hand at cheap ratE~.
By BICH. B, WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB. The Secular Socie1y of Kent;·o.,
Meets semi-monthly, ftrst and third Sundays, at 2
P.ll!., at the town hall. All friends of human
NEW EDITION.
cultivation are invited. MurusHEIGHTON, Sec.

The Secret of the East,
OB 1

Tht-Origin of' the Christian Religioll
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

fI 1I . . . .

For sale at this office.

Price, $1.00.
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HS who preserve their
paper>
...
we offer a. new style of
llinder,
made for the pnrpose, and
•
with the heading of THF
,
.
·; TBnTll li!EEKEB printed in
1
• gold letters on the outside.
. - ··- · This bmder allows the open· .. Ing of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and rePlacing of one or more papers
from any part of the ftle without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail,_postli_aifu for <~1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl .. New York.
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8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasur~ in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
" Religio-Philosophical J onrnal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp .• $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette PI.. New York.

TheJ).Jauhatlau Liberal Club,N.Y
Meets every Friday evening, at R o•oiook, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East l5'-h street. Lect
uresand discussions. The pnbho cordially invited

Akron, o., Freethour;bt. Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
SundaY evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block, .
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

TJJe lUiuneapolls Secular Union
Meets every ~nnday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 auo 14, Eastman block, Mmneapolis
Minn. J .. F. MACOMBER, Pres.; CHAB. LoWND,Sec

EUzur Wright Secu;ar Union
Of A.lliauce, 0 .. meets the first and fpnrth Sun
da:vs of eaob month at IIJdepend~nt Cbnrcn, a
:..o 30 A.ll!. Free d1scussicm on all L-heralsubj·otP
Hnb•cr1ptions to THE TBUTH BEEKER a•·d In·vesti
uawr are solicited.
R.·G. "'MITH, Cor.l:!ec.

D~AtUIONOS.
Unprecedfnted offer. No other honAe so fair
In (lrder to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the Unittd States an opportunity to el.&mm, test,
and compare my goods alld prices with those of
other diamond merchants, I Will sell any pi• ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract that ·
<·ash in full will be refundea any time w1thm onll
sea.r from date of pnrcha:sing if goods are not
entirely sati•factory. No other dealer will do it.
None Will sell as cheap. Carrying a large stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing bu~iness
on smalleot Possible expen~e, Y«U will positlvly •
save twenty to thirty per ceut by Pnrcha~ing of
me. Diamolld Pins and Ea.rdrqpa, worth $600. Jor
MOO; Pms, Rng •• har<lrM,s, liltndP, Hair Ornaments, Pendant•, worth $3ro, for $£00; do., worthh
t200, for $140; do., worth U50. f• r $110; do., wort
UOO for $70; du., worth $80, for $b0; do .. wort-h
$6U, ff'r f4'; do, worth $40. for fSO; do., "orth $80,
for $;2; do , wurth $20. for $15. lt on can wear th~se
goods daily for one year. It wilr not cost yon a
oem. If in the mean t1me yon are not sathfi~d
that the goods a1e better and ch~aper than sold
elsewhEre return and get your oa•h in full. ·
Seleotions sent to responMble parties on approval; to any banking-home or C.O.D .• Privilege
of examination.

Lesson • in Elrctricity. 60 illustrations.
!Six Lectures on Lighr. Illustrated.
Ten Cents Each.
t.oa 1, HERBERT SPENOER: His life, writings, and
3 books in 1 vol .•
philo•ophy. By Mr. DANI_EL GREENLEAF
WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER.
THOMP~ON.
The Tlata of t.hics.
.
•
.
. .60 2. CHARLES ROBER 'I' DARWIN: His life, works,
lducation: Intellectual, Moral, and Physand infinence. By Rev. -loHN W. CHADWIL·x.
l•~a.': aud
'l't e "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
3 SOLAR AND PLANE"'ARY EVOLUTION:
Progress:· Its Law and Cause. With
·
ow •.nn~ and worlds come into bemg. By
sixteen jewels, finAlv adjusted to heat and cold,
Mr. GARRET P. BEBVISS. .
, . ·~· D qni•i>ion •. 2 books in 1 vol.
.75
patent regulator, Brfqnet hair-sPrlnth beautiful
rr he Genesis of Science.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
double-paneled dJal. aiJd all modern improveJ?eology. Bl Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
The Factors of Organic Evolution.
~nnday and the Sabbath. "A law men1s Perfect, and n~> watch will compete with
I In silvPrine calif"• $19; in fonr-onLoe coin sil2 nuokd in 1 vul.
. 75 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFiil: How life
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is it
ver c.se, 123.· 0; five-oniJce, $25; ~ix cnnce, f27. In
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
SELECT WORKS OF RIOH\BD A.. PROOrOR, 6. EVOLUTION OF A.NIMAL LIFE: The order
open face. he>t fili•d I!Oid rase. $27; hunting, $.q3;
F.R.l S.
or z<>olngica). evolution. B.v D 1. RosBIT.I!B The False Teaching of the Chris- rln., Loni• XIV., $3~. In fourteen carat •olid gold,
to $ 50. l:l~nt prepaid, and cash refunded if
RAYMOND
.
.
.
J.ight Science for Leisure Hours.
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine $50
not satlbfactory.
'T. TBE D.I!SCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq·
Fami •iar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Articles
of
the
Christian
church
are
thirty-·
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
uity, growth BY Prof. E. D. COPE.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
Ji ereditary ' raits, ana otner Essays.
Established 1857.
s.
EVOLf!TH
N
OF
MIND:
Its
nature
and
de"
1\li-cellaneous Essays.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
Iopment. By Dr. .bOBEBT G. EccLES.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshopAddreas THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.,
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to underNotes on t.arthqua~~.es, with 14 miscel1!8 Lafayette Place • .t<~>w ~ork.
take a crusade of one against the Colorado
lauAuua EeH"'' H.
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus an Impostor T A debate between the
6 b·>okSlU 1 Vol. ·
1.50
novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
l!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Scotch
SELECI' WOBK ~ OF WM. KINGDON CLIFB. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderll.
times.
The Mirror of FreeFORD, F.R.A.j.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~ thought.teo 50pp.,eta.25 eta.
The Bible and Darwinism.
OR
Seeing and 'l'hinking.
Price, 5 cents.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
The Scientific Jjasis of Morals, and
Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Borrors; or,
DANCER AHEAD.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents. cts.
t.· .• i" t-f!fl.\1-.
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1ble Makers. 5 ots.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 ots. Moses
Conditions of Mental Development, and
Religions
Problems.
Price, 10 cents. vs.
Darwin. acts. Socratesl Buddha, and Jesus.
(J ;,...
ltt4riHYP.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
ots. ChristianitY a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 cts.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents. 5Fictitious
lhe Unileen 'Universe, and the PhilosoCannot be a Good Citizen of
Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
lih · ut' 1,b P.I•t-tiOi~·''•et-.
Old Faith and the New. 5 ots. Bruno and
this Republic.
The Public Schools and the Catholic The
Cosmic Fmotion: Also the Teachings
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favoritll,
Church. Price, 5 cents.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
of Science.
and H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
By A.~. GROVER.
5 buok~ w 1 vol.
1.25
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
sEL1Wr wortKs oF ED w. cLODD, F.R A.S.
J,
D.
SHAW'S
PAMPHLETS.
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Price, paper, 40 cents.
Animals. a cts.
The Childhood of Religion.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB CO.
'I he mrth and Growth of ~yth.
Th" Bible-WIIat Is IU A pam- E.o .• Lon3on, EnJ?.
'l.'he Childhood of the World.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
. 1.00
8 bouktt lll l.vul.
,
of the assumptiOn • hat tbe B1ble is a divine
book of pure thonl?ht, and correct in all its
ANTiCHRIST.
SELlWr WORK3 OF TH. RIBOT,
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
The
Bible
Analyzed.
"For
Sledge·
ROVING
conclnsivly that there was no Christ
Transzatea from tile F··en~ll b11 J. F'Uzueraza, M.A.
hammer Logic un.u.rpassed." Sm, 833pp., Studies in 'llleolo;y, A clear exposicrucified nl!der Pontius Pilate, but that the
tion of the biblical story of man's creation real Jeoua, the ilJegitim&te eon r>f Mary b~ Joeeph
•
silk cloth, $3.
'fhe Diseases of Memory.
and curse, thMlogically denominated "the Panders, was stoned anrl hang~d for ~oreHS about
'J he lliseases of the • ill.
Univt"rse Analyzed and the Devii's Defall." Price, 10 cents.
75 year• B.C. Oioth, 446 P&I!F~, wi•h full Index.
'lhe biseases of Personality.
fense.
A
thorough analysis of the Liberalism. Treating the subject from a Price. $1.50. Former price, f2.CO. For sale at this
1.00
3 bou&~ 1u 1 vul.
claims for the e1istenoe of the Bil)le Deity,
negatlV and affirmativ standpomt, ·showing office.
and an examinat-ion 1n verse of the charges
THlil MILKY WAY.
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cc:,nts.
generallv broul!ht against his Satanic majesty.
tf
The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illus.
12mo,
466pp., $!.'0.
B~· 0-ttnld F tt"'•W>t. lo •
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
Tile Romance of Astronomy. By R.
Steel engravi_ngs of this cele_brated naturali_st.
goes not fO far to sustain Spiritualism as to
K•. '"Y Mtller, M A.
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny' 2x1~ inches, smtable for frammg, sent postpaJd,
The Sun; its Constltution,its Phenomena,
ing
the
allel?Pd
truths
of
that
philosophy.
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH 13EEKEB.
itd · ouditwn. By Nathan T. c ..r,, LL.D.
By L. FEUERBt\.CH.
Oloth, 1llmo, 245pp., $!.
tf
3 books in 1 vul.
•
•
1.00
Addres~ THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
POLITIOAL SOIENCE.
50 eta.
W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
Physics and Politics. An application
or the pnnciptes of Natural l:!cienoe to
The
truth-teller
is
ill-mannered,
therefore
imPohtlcal Society. By Waher Bagehot1
LlBER'I'Y AND MORA.LiTY.
moral.-Ezwact.
Pnthnr nf .. Tn~ ffin~. 0 UJo~t\tnhqn," anct
BJ' Edward Bellamy,
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
History of the Science of Politics. By
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB Co.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
.F£t::deriok Pullook. 2 book• 11.1 1 vul.
. .75 Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
d!scourse.-J ames Parton.
·
THE LlND QUO'fFION.
Ar;umeni by R. G. In;€rsoll
1 am much pleased with your address, and will
It Is a thought-breeding bookJ and all who are
notice
The History of 1 andholding in Engit
in
Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
free to receive new light w11l fin a in it satisfaction
IN THE
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
and inepiration.-fNew York Tr1bnne.
land. Hv J >Repu .l<'tHner,F K I S ;»nd
!!.ble paper, and deaerves wide dissemination.-The
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
Historical Sketch of the • istribution
Age.
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his selof Land in .1: ngland. By W 1ll!am
fishness.-[Boston Post.
FOR
Ltoytt litrbeoK, M.A.. 2 oook• m 1 vol.
.75
A !Uggestlon of a really practicable and feasi·
ANTI PROHIBITION.
ble social sta[e greatly in advance of the present.
MIS OEL \,ANEOUS.
u BLA!PHEMY,"
PBIOE, 20 CENTS.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
The
number of heads under which yon hav
actual
possibilities.-[Boston
Traveler.
The Mystery of Matter, and The PhilosAt
Morristown.
New
Jersey.
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
ophY ··r l •no ~.,.o : H,u.l
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Seenographtooll!l roportea. ana revisea bl/ tile au- the concise manner in which each pomt is disThe t:ssential Nature of Religion. By
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00 ..
cussed, should b!l highls commended. There1r>re ·
thor.
J.·•lttin"'·t' rHun
2oookttlulvol• • •75
take ~;·eat pleasure in recommending'' AntiHandsome avo, 86 pp. be .. utiful typ~, fine paper. IProhibltJOn
Science and Crime; and
"to the considf!ration of evPry pprson
ICHABOD
CRANE
PAPERS,
Pdce, cloth. 50 cents: paper, 25 cente, or
who
is il'lerested, not onlym the canseoftemper- ·
Science and Poetry, with other Essays.
$2 per dOZbU.
Daringly witty and inexp• essibly laughable
anoe. but in the principles of self-o:oven•ment.
Be Audrt>W W1·"ou, .F.R.S.E.
onslauphts on Chrisuamty.
Addresr THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2 books iu 1 vol.
• •
J.J.MoCabe. '.I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO,
Price, 10 cents.
Continuea 'In nezt column J
2e LafaYeite PI.. New York.

L .. K. Washburn's Works.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

ROM.A N ISM,

Col. aelso's Works.
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TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
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CODS ANDoF RELIC~ONS WORLD~s SAG~S,. THINKERS,
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

.UJ~ms of g[honght.

AND REFORMERS.

Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of &11 the Gods, in· Biographies of 300. of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers. Skeptics, lnnov"t~rs, Fonnd~rs of
eluding Jehov11.h, Sa.tlm, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible
N'w Schools of Thought, Eonne}lt. SmenSvo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all ·
tiots, t'tc. ('_Vho wert' not CbnatH>.ns),
the Reliaious BYstemB of the World
from the t•me of Menu to the pres.
avo, 957pp, Cloth, $3per vol.; the •
ent. Svo, ~,075Pp., cloth, $3;
2
vola.,
$5;
leather,
$7;
moleather, $4 • mor., g. e., $4.50.
IN Kansas and southeast Nebraska floods
roooo, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
bav done great damage and driv~n hundreds
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
from their homes.
28 LafaYette Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
AT Chicago on the 14th
two men were killed by
a falling wall.
THE number of acres in the Sioux lands to
be opened has been found to be 9,000,000,
not 11,000,000.

THB Washington constitution forbids counties
to grant subsidies.
PBOPLE are crowding
into border towns to be
ready to enter the Sioux
Ianda.
THB Catholic church in
Brazil is combating a bill
to allow liberty to other
sects.
ON the 18th a railway
accident at L in c o 1n ,
Neb., injured eighteen
persons.

I WOULD exhort you to refuse the offered
shelter, and to scorn the base repose; to accept, if
the choice be fo~ced upon you, commo.tion before
stagnation, the leap of the to~reBt before the stillness of the swamp.-ProtesEor Tl/naazz.
A FEW ata.nd motionlese, and, not seeking to
lead themselvs or others out of the maze, laugh
the failures o! their brethren, yet with little
reason; for more grossly
than the most bewildered
wanderer dooli be err who
never aims to get right. It
is more· honorable to the
head, as well as to the heart,
to be misled by our eagerness in the pursuit of truth
than to be safe from blundering by contempt of it.
---::=:.
The happiness of mankind
is tke end of virtue, and
tl'Uth is the knowledge of
bhe mea.nH, whioh he will
never ll~riously attempt to
discover who has not habit·
ua.lly interested himself in·
the welfare of othen.~ Cole·

a.'

rtaue.

MANKIND are the greater
gainer• by suffering each to
liv a.11 seems good to him·
self, than by compelling
each to liv as seems good to
the rest.-J. s. Mill.

IT is said that British
capitalists are buying up
American factories and
other industrial works.

WHAT I must do is all that
concerns me, and not what
people think. This rule,
equally arduous in actual
and intellectual life, may
serve for the whole distinction between grea.tnesa and
meanness. It is the harder,
because you will always find
those who think they know
what is your duty better
than you know it. It ia
easy in the world to liv after
the world's opinion; it is
easy in solitude to liv after
your own ; but the great
man is he who, in the midst
of the orowd, keeps with
perfect sweetneBS the independence of solitude.-

THB German govern·
ment is prohibiting meetings of workingmen, on
various pretexts.
THB Cincinnati superintendent of police is
closing theaters and stopping baseball Sundays.
AT Sarver's Station,
Pa., a railway accident
on the 16th killed three
and injured twenty-five.

BoULANGBR baa been
Bmer•on.
DEBORAH SITTETH IN JUDGl\lENT.
sentenced to imprisonOoNVIOTIONS are generally
And Deborah a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth, she judged Israel at that time. And she dwelt under the palm-tree 0f Deb.
ment for treason, and
first impressions sealed with
orah,
between
Ramah
and
Bethel
in
Mount
Ephraim;
and
the
children
of
Israel·came
up
to
her
for
judgmcnt.-Judges
iv,
4,
5.
later prejudices,-Meredtth,
will be seized if he returns to France.
IN a time of ignorance,
THRRE is trouble over the municipal gov.
· ~d'J
at,
II "Yaws; he d!dn'tcomebacktothefarm pizenin' people do not doubt, evt>n when they are doing
ernment at Oklahoma City, I. T.
¥I? U!J Jlt( Jfi5UUS.
the very butterflies with the smoke from the the worst harm: in a. time of enlightenment, they
sigereets an• say: 'Pops, ole boy, I'm dead broke; hesitate even when they are achieving the grea.tLUTHBR MARSH, the lawyer connected with
couldn't you let me ha.v a twenty to keev up my est benefite.-Jtontesquieu.
Mme. Dies Debar, will shortly publish a book
PusoN (to candidate for Sunda.y-school): "Ha.v: e~d ,w!~h the fels at the olub1' Not much he
PHILosoPHY, by carrying certainty with it to .a
on Spiritualism.
you been christened, my ·boy 1'' Boy: "Yeah, 'I didn t.
·
.
t 0 given length, and pointing out real difficulties
THB North Dakota constitution has for- shir. Got marks in three plashes on my left
And the old man heaved a srgh and went out
where that certa.intY ends, is ever mild in its
arm."
·
feed the hoga.-Merchant-Traveltr.
features and tolerant in its tone; on the other
bidden trusts, and prohibited employers from
• SHOEMAKER's siGN
hand, the more implicitly we bow to authority,
passing black.lists.
FIRST parson: "Yes, I'm off !or the mountains;
Here !iva a. man
my hay fever date is next week. ·When does your
Who wori•t refuse
the less tolerant we become to those who choose
AT Austin, Tex., Gua Wilke has been fined a.tta.ok begin 7, Second parson (sadlY) : .. 1 shan't
To make and mend
not to bow as obediently as ourselvs. The mind
$1,000 each in sixty-four cases of importing ha.v the hay fever this year-congregation too
Both boots and shoes.
alwaYs seizes with a. kind of convulsiv grasp those
•t tte t
k
th
•t 1
poor."
His leather is good,
truths tor which it ca.n giv no very satisfactory
account, as though the tenacity with which they
a gram .cu r o wor on e capt o •
AT the Seventh-Day tent-meetings at BellePAT (gaping at the letters on a. Hebrew butcher's
His work is quick,
are held would go to make u~ the deficiencY in
ville, Mich., several hav gone insane, and two. sign): "Here, Mike, •tis yerself has the foine
H~ profits are small;
their evidence; and on this ground it is that those
hav already been sent to the madhouse.
l'arnin•. Can yez rade that now?" Mike: . "I
A ~ h~canh't ~.v tiok.
who are most ignorant, to prevent the appearance
cannot; but if I had me flute here I beiave I cud
n w en e res
of absurdhY, commonly find it neoessa.ry to be
·
M
t
h'
h
h
b
play
it."
He
fears
no
coals,
ORBBT
res
m
on
ana,
w
rc
av
een
Aa
he
has
saved
mos t dogmatica1. · 0 B the other h and, an a.bttn.
tl
F
raging three weeks, hav become alarming.
"HAv you ever stopped to consider wh&t is the
So many soles.
danoe o! Jtnowledge and a. strength of evidence, as
Georgetown and Philipsburg are surrounded. chief end of our existence on the mundane
J'OHNNY'S ooMPOBITioN oN THE IRISH.
theY define more clearlY the bounds of the known
ask d the a0 I mn old g tl
'th
and the unknown, tend perpetually toward tolBph ere ""
•
e ·
e
en ema.n Wl ·
THE Irish is quare folks. They is a.lwa.YH mad at
AT Cincinnati the doctors hav decided that the shining garb. "Dividend," replied the oil everYbody·til theY gets everything they wants, an' eration.-!Iorell's Btstwu or Phtlosophl/.
a man named Steele has been blood-poisoned BPecnla.tor.
then they stays mad •cause every other Irishman
CHRISTIANITY boasts of procuring men a. ha.ppf.
by the "elixir of life." Another man named THERE's a. good many ministers now out of town, , ain't got everYthing too. They don't like to do neas unknown to preceding ages. It is true, the
W elr is ill from it.
While the devil is working away,
much •oept hold offises. t!ometimes they try doin' Greeks know not the divine rights of tyrants and
But theY'll all be home shortly and vigorously other things, but theY soon gets tired and strikes. ! usurpers. Under paganism, it never entered the
AT Olathe, Kan., a few days ago, the Lord
pound
In Ireland they is alwaYs fightin• the government,, head of any man to suppose that it was a.ga.inst
struck his Catholic church with lightning, Where there's dust on the pulpit to-day.
but here they does most of the governin · them-: the will of heaven !or a. nation to defend thembut the fire department hurried out and saved
-Omaha World·Berald.
selva, and there ain't anybody to fight •oept each l selva against a. ferocious beast, who had the an·
the untaxed building.
.
MINISTER (lo JohnnY on his kneei: "Where do other, so they fights each other. When one lot da.city to lay waste their possessions. The religion
we find any mention of gambling in the Bible T" thinks one waY, and another lot thinks another of the Ohristia.ns was the flrst tht>t screened
IN Fort Bend county, Texas, politics and Johnny : "In the story of David." Minister: way, they call themselvs factshuns, and then these tyrants from danger, by laying down as a. principle
race feeling hav caused a conflict between "Wha.t 1 When did David ever gamble 1 , Johnny: factshuns lay for each other on dark nights. that the people ruust renounce the legitimate deorganizations called the Jaybirda and the "When he took four kings !rom the Philistines." Dockter Cronin ought to a. stayed in on dark fense of themselvs.-D'Bo!bach.
Woodpeckers,· in which cig'ht were kr'lled or -Drake's Magazine.
nights. Irishmen call theirselvs lriBh··America.ns,
BuT for her utility as a. state engin, Christianbut Irish girls call theirselvs plane Amer10ans.
wounded.
Do not swear. There is no occa.aion for it ont- When you advertise for a.n American girl to do ity wonld not now rule the la.nd. But that she
•
d
side of a. printing office. It is useful in proofread· house-work, r't's a.Iwa.· v_ 8 an Irr'sh gi·rl that oomes. furnished a. tool to th~ hand~ of power·, abe had,
I.T 18 sai that the storm that swept the ing and indispensable in getting forms to press, They is all nice at first,
- prebut 1 guess house·work ere this' f 0 !lowed th e f a te 0 f h er m ore c1a.ssro
Missouri valley on the night of the 12th killed and bas also been !mown to asEist in looking over must be awful hard, 'oause they get awful Ull'IY decessors, the mythologies of Greece &nd Rome.
twenty persons by lightning, and in animals the paper after it is printed, but otherwise it is a. about it awful soon. When they gets ma.d yon But tba.t it was found convenient to rule the
killed and crops destroyed did damage very disgusting habit.- Waterloo ObMervm·.
just got to grin and bare it, 'cause the policemans ignorant mind through its superstitious fears,
those fears had long since baen dispelled.-Robert
amounting to $50:>,000.
MINISTER: "I'm glad, Bertie, to see that you is always cousins of the girls, and the magistrates Dale owen.
kept your promis to me and came to chnroh to- is couBJnB to the police mans, and there ain't any
IN au ignorant and barbarous age, military
GBNBRAL SoHOFIBLD has directed the com- day, instead of going fishinll." Bertie: "Yes, use tryin• to get ahead of suoh big families. Irish
mander of the division of the Pacific to take air." Minister: "Don't you feel better than if folks say that in the ole country they gets trod success is preferred to all other kinds of fame.Buckle'B B 'lstor11 of Ctvilization.
such action as may be necessary to protect :rou had gone to the creek?" Bertie: "Ye1, sir; on, but I guess there must be some mistake about
settlers near Caliepeld, Wssh., from the 'cause Pa. said if I follered him to-day he'd lick me that. They ain't the kind what gets trod on.
WAna, like assassinations, will b9 ranked in the
good."
Maybe, though, the English is recklesser than
Indian outbreak threatened there.
. .
.
America.ns. But tha.t can't be, because the Ameri- number of those daring atrocities, humiliating
A LITTLE girlrn Albany whose falDlly was about cans ain't 'frnid of the English, an• they is 'fra.id and loa.tl!aome to nature, and which fix upon the
A T L athrop, Cal., on the 14th, Deputy to move to New Jersey, and who ?ad heard Jersey / a.s death of the Irish. When an American· man country or the age whoso annals are stained with
United States Marshal Nagle shot and killed spoken of as a. forlorn ~nd pa.rt10nla.rly God-for. talka about the English he talks loud. but when them, an iudelible opprobrium.-Condorcet.
Judge Terry for-assaulting Justice Field, who sa.ken place, was sa.ymg her prayers at her an American man talks about the Irish he lowers
had been placed in Nagle's protection. Nagle mother's knee th~ night before their intended his voice just like us boys do when we talks about
As many onstoms deemed right by our ancestors
departure. She. sa.rd all that had e~r been taught the schoolmaster. When an Irish boy gets mad at an pear detestable to us, so many om toms which
will be tried, and it is proposed to try Field. h~r, and then :~·nth peculiar emphasrs and solem- an American boy he don't do nothjn' but swear we think PJOPer our more civilized descendants
THERB is uncertainty whether land can be mty ·added: And now, good-bye, God, !or to- an til a. good while after that when there's a. lot of maY regard with a.version.-Spencer,
obtained from the Cherokees. At least it is morrow we go to New Jersey."
Irish boys together an• theY ketoh the American
WHo a.tthepresentdayca.n imagin the courage,
the intention of the commission to avail themMADE BIM DoW~HBARTED.
boy alone. Then the American boy has to run. the dsvot.ion to principle, the intellectual and
"IT alwaYs sort o' makes me feel sad and down- MaYbe American mans remember how it was moral gl'andeur, it once required to be an Infidel,
selvs of that stipulation of the treaty with the hearted to read about the prodigal son in the when they was boys, and tba.t is why they is so to brave the church, her racks, her fagots, her
government which provides for the transfer Bible," said Farmer Bilkens to his male offspring careful. Irish boys don't plaY like othtr boys. dungeons, her tongues of fire-to defy and scorn
of the Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Arapahoes who was home on his summer vacation.
They don't see any fun in anYthing •capt hollerin' her heaven and her hell--her devil and her God 1
.
:: Y-a. a;~ 7"
. .
at nice people and breakin• ChinYmans windows. TheY were the noblest sons of earth. They wPre
f rom t h err reservations to the Cherokee reserYaws, echoe~, the old man as biB hps curled I don't see any fun m that. It makes folks feel the real saviors of our race, the destroyers of
vation, and open up the former, one million contemptuously, he came back and says honor- bad to be hollered at, an' Chinyma.ns like nice/' superstition, and the creators of science. They
acres in extent, to settlement. This can be able and fiat-footed, 'I've done wrong an' I want) windows just the same as other people. I can't were the real Titans who bared their grand
accomplished within a year.
a.~~iher ch~nce.'"
make out Irish boys or Irishmen either. They is II foreheads to all the thunderbolts of all the£< d~.-a.-a-s.
a.nere folks.- WeBtern .American.
Inuersoll.
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BIBLICAL

Jjloltf! and fili.ppinys.
· IT really appears that the remainder of our
natural lives needs to be spent in unlearning
what we learned at school.-Louis11iUe Weste-rn Recorder.
IF Mr. Wanamaker thinks that the Republican party is a Sabbatarian organization he
is making a greater mistake than Satan did
when he took a bath in a holy water font.Je-rseg Oity.Argus.
THB delegation of Philadelphia clergymen
who planned an excursion to Johnstown, to
thank God for the few left alive in the valley
of desolation, certainly giv rise to some curious conjectures as to their idea of God.-

Reason.
THE executiv committee of the Universal
Peace Union, at a meeting in Philadelphia,
recently adopted an address to the people of
the United States suggesting the creation of a
national relief fund to be drawn upon in cases
of flood, famin, earthquakes, and other disasters.
A MINISTER in Omaha has refused to allow
the women in his congregation to select a
wife for him. It is f:!xpected that there is now
trouble ahead and it is even hinted that the
ladies' sewing circle may be disbanded, their
highest privilege having been taken away
from them.-Obs6'1'1)er.
AN orthodox gentleman once told a Uni- ·
verBalist minister that if he did not believe in
hell he should murder, steal, outrage, and
commit many other crimes. Surveying him
calmly from ·head to foot, the Universalist
slowly replied, " Upon looking you over

ENCOURAGEME.NT

TO

GO

ASTRAY.

carefully, I really believe that you would."- and the nature of the dream depends on what
portion of the brain is activ. There is probPlaindealer.
THE area of North and South Dakota, Mon- ably nothing more superhuman in a dream
tana, and Washington is equal to the com- than in a reverie, or even in the iJ:lcoherent
bined area of the German empire, Great Brit- imaginings of an insane person.-Ohicago
ain and Ireland, the Netherlands, and Switzer- Inter Ocean.
land, the former being 361,588 8quare miles
THE shrine at Auriesville, N. Y., erected
and the latter 361,500 square miles. The three years ago, has yearly attracted increasEuropean area contains a population of over ing numbers to the spot, on the banks of the
90,000,000; the American area has a present Mohawk. Thither, for more than two years,
population of less than 1,000,000.
pious pilgrims hav wended to offer prayer
A YOUNG man, aged twenty-one, committed and sacrifice and secure the intercession of
suicide at Leeds, England, after writing this the martyrs. It is said that great spiritual
letter : " I am going to commit suicide on profit has been reaped by hundreds on these
Friday morning, as I want to be buried on occasions. It is estimated that fifteen thoubank holiday [Monday], so that I shall disap- sand people hav visited this shrine, tbat bids
point my cousin Annie, who is to be married fair to become historic: On the 11th a pilon that day, so there will be a funeral instead grimage went from Cohoes, and a party also
of a wedding. I hope you will attend my went from Albany and other river points.
funeral. I will meet you in heaven."
THE Rev. Henry Montgomery, a negro
ABOUT forty thousand persons visited the preacher, was shot the other night in a corn
celebrated shrine of Knock, Ireland, on the field near Angier's Spring, Ga., by Amos
loth. The vast throng participated in the Johnson, an old negro who was employed to
customary devotions. Several masses were watch the field. Johnson called on the
celebrated, followed by a procession, the preacher a few days ago and told hlm that
spectacle being most elaborate. Archdeacon somebody was stealing District-Attorney AnKavanagh, the central figure, was assisted gier's corn. "Git a gun and shoot 'em," was
by several clergymen, including two Ameri- the preacher's advice. Johnson got a gun,
can priests. In the evening benediction was and the preacher was the first person shot.
given to a large number of pilgrims from Montgomery had a sack filled with roasting
England, America, and Scotland.
ears, and was leaving the field, when a load
Is a dream a sign of anything? Why, yes, of lead slugs was sent after him. One slug
undoubtedly. It is a sign of life in the struck him in the left breast and another in
dreamer, and that he is not asleep all over. the hip.
Some of the organs of the complex brain are
IN a recent interview Cardinal Manning
activ, carrying on the,. process of· thought took great delight in saying there was nothing
without guidance of the will. A dream is in his whole episcopal career which gave so
simply the result of unguided mental action, much consolation to his heart as the fact that

there was not a single Catholic child in Lor.
don, known to the clergy or anybody, who
was not in a Catholic school. His eminence
said he was urged to erect a calhedral, but
the cathedral he wanted to see during his
episcopal career was a cathedral built up of
living stones, the souls of hie congregation.
He said he would leave to his successors if
need be to erect a cathedral, but he would do
his duty and hav all the children in his diocese
instructed in the Catholic faith.
THE wealth of the Catholic church in Australia is enormous, and the propaganda at
Rome appears to be acting upon Canning's
principle' and really calling into existence a
new world to recompense the church for its
declining power in Europe. Within the last
seven years churches, schools, colleges, seminaries, nunneries, sisterhoods, and monastic
orders hav been founded or established in all
the Australian colonies, and are many of
them under the control of Frenchmen, Italians, and Englishmen of exceptional ability,
who present a marked contrast to the illiteracy of the ordinary country priest. In addition, large sums of money hav been raised in
Australia and granted by Rome for the purchase of land and the erection of buildings ;
and all this increase of power and improvement of organization has taken place while
the other religious bodies are inactiv and
declining in authority. Nowhere is it more
difficult than in a young country to forecast
the future ; but it seems plain from the present indications that, unless some new and
modifying influence asserts itself, the scene
of the struggle between church and liberty
will be changed from France to Australia.-

Macm.illan'B Magazine.
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>. ~~~it b~ ~pplied only to that dist~t country.· It is rights ctt~tailed because·& lot of moonstruck idiots

A half-drunken are al:lxious to do something for God. If I ~m compelled to attend church, or ~o refrain from \\'9,1'king...
on Sunday for fear of the tnp·hammer of the l_aw;~~
will. God feel any better!
_
· .-. .
, ..... .-~·1:'
The Christian says it grieves God when ..a ::man .
ligion or goveniment ·is. su~versiv of t~~. la~~est sees God s.o many times, then why won't he tell us works on Sunday. If God is grieved, whose fault ia
. .
it 1 Has he not had the sole management from the·
liberty consistent ·with the r~ghts o~ others, ,the~ I how this great spontagligasticus looks! . .
get on my war paint, plume myself w1th eagles qatlls,
Nothing is more common than to hear a Chr1st1~n begin11ing? Could he not see the outcome of his
whet my scalping-knife, brandish my tomahawk, talk about hearing the voice of God. He hears h1m own acts 1 Could he not make the cogs in his own
sound the death rattle, and take the war path. Then as often as _he sees him. Then why can't he tell us machine match?
I recognize no rules of warfare. I am f i -likely to what kind of a noise he makes?
If Christians could get thiS world running to suit
strike below the- }Jelt ns anywhere.. ;: ~- _.~ : .. ·
I never heard the voice of God but once. When themselvs, no doubt God would _ be ti())rled, but It is not ·very encouraging. for_ the few to keep I was quite a small boy I heard 8 strange kind .of would it not be a little hard on us poor biped$!
The Christian puts an imaginary being in. the skies,
tryjpg t.o.ke.ep_g~~!te on the w.orld's, 3X.le.tre~s while noise in a barn. I askEd an older boy what noise
hundreds- are trymg to hold everythmg at= a stand- that was, and, with a knowing look, he said, ,, Boy, and then he tells the· );.leople what thi;!y must do to
r,till. But there are many, including the clergy, that's the voice of God." I looked into the barn and please him, and what they must refrain from doing
whose natural position is at the brakes. ·Nothing there stood a jackase. From that boy and Bll.laam I for fear of making him mad. If anyone differs from
give them greater alarm than anything which looks got all the positiv knowledge which I hav ever been. him he tries to make it hot for the party so differing,
like progress.
_
able to obtain in regard to God.
not so much on his own account as.on account of his
Nearly two thousand years ago. a class of men got
But the Christian will tell you that finite knowl- poor heipless God.
· ...
it into their heads that there was great danger of edge cannot comprehend the infinit. The:tl why
We hav run the government a hundred years withmen knowing too much ; eo they organized themselvs should w.e try to tender him homage. We might out any God in the Constitution, and Cbristians,.are
into societies for the suppression of knowledge. just as well ask him to take a gin sling or smoke a sorely alarmed for fear God will get mad and storm
They claimed that there was a happier land which cigar as to .pray to him, for we cannot tell whether round and make it unpleasant for· us. He may
we might inhabit in the future, if we were only our actions will please or displease him.
desert us entirely and take sides with some churchLaEt Sunday I worked in the garden. Longface taxed, priest-ridden nation like Spain or Mexico, and
sufficiently ignorant and miserable here.
There was a strange sort of being ushered into the said that was very displeasing to God. How did he then what would resources, or numbers, or navies, or
world-part man, part Go~, and part Ghost-a sort find that out T How did he come by knowledge armies amount to 1 He would just put down his
of connecting link between the miraculous ~d the which it is impossible .for me to obtain! If I di.s- foot, and we ·would go up the spout.
natural. Then there was another being, equally plt:ase God, why doesn't he tell me 80 ! Then I will
If Christians succeed in getting the "Blare " biH
mysterious, known as the Evil One, the Prince of .hav the information direct from: headquarters. Why pa.ssed, and get Hod into the Con!ltitution and Christ
D.ukness, Oid Sooty, Splitfciot,. Satan, Devil, who cannot God tell me what he likes and hates just as recognized as the chief ruler, and hav the Bible read
"wanders up and down through the earth seeking well as to tell Christian T If he ever did talk to ~d prayers said and hymns sung in all the schools,
whom he m3y devour." He seems to be a connect-. men, why did he not tell the Christian barbs.rians to won't God pronounce us a "hunkey" people, and
ing link between Chrit;tians and the human race.
stop whipping women and burning heretics! Men hover over this nation, and spend all his time shower~
The first is recognized as business manager in the hav gone into the desert, and into the wilder~ess, ing down blessings upon u~!
·
, ·- ·
"happy land," the ot_her is chief caterer. in the land and into mountains and caves, to fast and med1tate · Then in a little while we shall begin to regale God
flowing with brimstone lava, where he serves sinners arid pray. If such conduct is pleasing to God, and with chunks of mutton, and roast beef, and turtle·
with brimstone tarts. These two beings are s.t end- secures a through ticket to the happy land, then. he doves, and billy goats, as in times of yore.
· .· ·.
less war with each other, yet the Christian has as is pleased with some of the greatest cranks and he~Then won't he be a spooney God to us, and won't ·•
much use for one as the other. And the Christian spittles that ever diegraced a mother. If heaven 1s our eagle scream and soar high, and won't we become
could no more play his game without these two rulers filled with such lunatics, God is welcome to their a bully people, and wallop other nations, and smite
and these two countries .than he could play the company. I would prefer the other country even if 'sm " hip ~d thigh" just for the fun of it? We may
it is a little sultry, In the name of this God men bring up our children in ignorance arid run into all
thimble-rig without the "little joker." .
If you do just as the Christian tells. you to, ~d hav made..;the greatest fools of themselvs, and done manner of debauchery, enslave the poor anll raise
P"Y: the minister, after the. perplexities of life are some of the most diabolical deeds that history giys " 1" and repeat; if we can only get God oii our side
ended he will giv you a long vacation iii the happy any account of. In the name of this being war has he will preserv~- us and make us a migh_t~ people.
land, where this " God- Ghost," plus a little touch· of been declared, throats hav been cut, and thousands Selah ! bah ! rats ! chestnuts! or Iangu~e to that
the' human, will make everything so lovely that you hav l!Jeen enslaved, imprisoned, ari.d tortured. Has effect.
.
will fairly squeal with delight. But. ·a you get a this afforded God sufficient enjoyment to balance all
They. must hav had God. on their side in New
little "heady" and don't chip in to "'send the mis-· the human suffering!
England when they compelled the people toattend
sionary to enlighten th<l heathen, and,.sometimes ·find
Does working in the garden on Sunday hurt God church and pay. the minister, and when they tand
use! for a grain of common sense, .then the other any worse than th(! perpetration of these inhuman everything:for O.od'~ ~M$1•. If that did .. n~t please
fellow and the othe! country are brought into requisi- acts, or than the hanging of a helples 11 woman '!hom him I don't.kn·ow what ;:Wo~~ They certamly were
tiori .. Aftert.he Christian has tortured you ~d made addled-brained Christians thought was a Witch~ a God-fearing.,people, and ought to hav been the
this life as miserable as it is possible for hiin to do, Whatever has been done in the nameof God has happiest community in the world. But the more
he turns you over to this barb-tailed gentleman with oftener proved a curse than a blessing.
they did to please God the worse it proved for the
hoofs and horns, who will drag you down to his · It takes close application and more study than people. They whipped women, hanged witches, and
brimstone country, where you will be worked up into most men bestow to fathom the depths of Christian showed their loving kindness to the Quakers. It is
smoke which "ascendeth up forever," and gnawed absurdity. Most men believe that God possesses a fact, never to be forgotten, the more devoted to
by a fiery worm which "dieth not."
unlimited power because they hav been taught that the savior or God the people hav been the more like
Here is the system which has held the world in from their youth. He can shoot the waters oi the devils theyhav acted.
·
·
ignorance and slavery for two thousand years. Niagra right up into the air just as well as hav
If "Blare" succeeds in driving his wedge home
other anticipated changes will follow, and we shall
Between heaven and hell and Christ ~d the devil them plunge down over the rocks.
But how many realize that according to their own soon get back to a :flat earth. Then such Christian
the nature of man has been perverted and his natural
ambition and independence crushed out. How the showing Christians hav control of this power T If cranks as Cook and Comstock, Talmage and. the- two
Cpristian came by a knowledge of these two coun- God answers prayer, which all Christians claim, is Same, will dictate all the lawa, and we shall be comtries which hav never been laid down in any system .there anything to -hinder Christians from not only palled to attend church and sing, "Praise God From
of geography, and which no explorer has e-yer been controling but utilizing this power! At one dash Whom All Blessings Flow." Then God will begin to
!'.~le to discover, and how he became so intimately the impossible is wiped out, because "with God ~~ enjoy himself. He will take down his meerachaum
acquainted with their respectiv rulers, has never things are possible," and he answers prayer, and this and lie back in his big chair, and puff away as happy
been revealed to thinking men.
places. all the power which he possesses at the dis- as though he was playing a game of "seven up,"· with
a hand of four aces.
How the Christian has been able to find out so posa!'of those who pray.
IX)any things which nobody else knows, must be a · It is all foolishness to talk about the impossibility
In the early days of Christianity the rich were.
conundrum to all. He knows the:te is such a place of navigating the air, or of perpetual motion, for the made to divide with the poor. Now there is no
as heaven, and such a place as hell. If these places impossible becomea the possiQle.
division at all. The rich take all the poor produce,
exist, they must. be above the earth, or on the earth,
This being had all the power there was, and yet he and don't care enough about the salvation of their
or in the earth. Now, is it not about time for ·some· begot a soD who had as much power as himself. souls to allow them to sit in the same pew. If
Christian geologist, or geographer, or astronomer to This show~ that two may each eat all of the same Christ shouid appear as in time.s of old riding on an
giv us some el.ew to these localities or put away their cake and hav the whole of the cake left. The father ass, the first rich Christian he met would probably
.
occupied all the space there was, still the son, as propound the following conundrum: "Which is
lying pretenses~
Josh Billings said that it was better not to know great· as he, finds plenty of room. This is on the which!"
so much than flo know so many things which ain't so. principle of the dog which drank a pailful of milk,
Harrison is a great man because he is a great
~f there is a heaven and hell, they J)lust be some- and when put into the pail did not fill it up. Great Christian; how could he be great if he wasn't. He
where. Can there be a place without a location T
is the mystery of godliness, sure enough.
proposes to run the government on a Christian basis.
· If they are without location, do· they exist!
I bav not made this subject appear more ridicu- His chief fuglemen are the· ones who furnish the
_ If Liberals would insist on more accurate descrip- lous than· it really is. I hav only held it up in such a most boodle. Wanamaker employs Christian women
tiona, and definitions more in keeping with the light that the Christian may see what a fool he makes at wages so low that they are compelled to liv qn
s~ientific spirit of the age, Christians would often be of himself.
thin soup furnished in vast quantities by him in order
And such fool-froth is to be sent to the heathen at to hav it come cheap enough so that their living does
driven into uncomfortable oorners.
In every hymn and sermon, in every prayer and millions of expense every year. This is the doctrin not overbalance their wages.
exhortation, the word God is repeated. Is there a which is going to bring the highest state of civilize.But with their thin soup ''Blare" proposes to giv
m~ in the world who has a definit idea of him T All- tion, ~d enlighten the world, and bring peace and them plenty of cheap religion and Sunday rest. It
wise, all-powerful, he is the creator of untold millions brotherly love among the sons of men.
beats all how the sympathy of these Christi.ans does
How insignificant is the knowledge and power of run. No matter whether poor women hav enough
of human beings, the most of whom are ereated only
to excite his wrath and be roasted in hell. ·
man compared with that of this great God! Yet to eat or not, they must not work on Sunday; that
Broad is the road that leads to death,
Ch,:istians are all the time telling him what to do, would grieve God. Thousands all over the country
And thousands flock together there ;
and constantly busy about something which they a1·e working at starvation wages, but God doesn't care
While wisdom shows a narrow path,
calculate will help him on. When will God cease to so much about that as he does about keeping folks
With here and there a traveler.
be the ward of the Christians and be able to transact from working on Sunday.
Of all the untold millions whom God has brought his own business without their advice or help T It will
Stop tho<J mails, tie up the boats, shut up the tale·
into existence to people the earth, only a few, called be a happy day for the race when Christians find out graph offices, squelch the Sunday papers, bring
Christians, can ever reach the happy land. All who that God does not need their help.
everything to a deadlock, no matter how much the
are not Christians, no matter how good, stand no
The idea of doing something for God is the soul people are inconvenienced, if we can only keep God
chance a.r;~yway. If this is the economy of heaven, of the Blair (blare) bill. Millions must hav their good-natured. But he is so equivocal that nobody,

.:

ilJ!ldapted. to the children of earth.

=::;:oi=±=:;k===:±::'='=#=:====q
...~= •idiot could make a better arrangement.
The Christian sees his God in the rainbow, in
··
· On the ·War Path;
f>iety opening flower, in the rolling wave, i~ ~he
:Wherl I b~c<>me satisfied that ~ny system of re-. :meado_w,. in the rippling brook. If the Chnstlan
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with any degree of safety, can predict how it will all
turn out.
·
We hav an old man in our village who is blind.
He has been in the service of God many years, and
his wife bas cbeen in the habit of reading to him and
keeping him in good cheer, but recently she died.
And now he says he "is left alone in the dark."
One would hardly think that God would go back on
_his own in that way.
JoHN PEcK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Onr London Letter.
The senior puisne judge of the supreme court of
New So~t.h Wales, in overruling the conviction of
Mr. Collms by a magistrate for publishing Mrs.
Besant's "Law of Population," must hav given a
sore blow to the religious bigots of the colony.
Although the work has nothing to do with Freethought itself, yet, like most movements for the
amelioration of misery, it bas been strongly supported
by many Freethinkers, and perhaps chiefly for that
reason h!"s been so greably opposed by the religious
commumty. At the same time certain of the "Agnostic party ·are as bitter against what is known as
"Malthusianism" as any religionist, but this I can
not help thinking is as much through personal feeling as anything. I cannot understand how any
reflecting individual can believe it a good thing to ha;.
indiscriminate propagation of 'the human species.
The proposed alternativ of late marriage is quite out
of the qu~stion, and would only mean increased prostitution. If early marriage and late parentage in
accordance with means were the general rule, there
would in all probability be a serious diminution of
sexual crime. In the present unreasoning '!tate of
society possibly there is less harm done to the community by prostitution than by begetting an unlimited supply of children, for whom no sustenance
is or c11on be supplied. But we are so very modest
that the subject is far too indelicate to mention, and
so to save our blushes we go on in the old reckless
way, supplying mouths for which no God ever supplies the food.
The Sabba~arian shareholders of the Brighton
railway at the last meeting pretended they were
greatly shocked at the company for running excursion trains on Sunday, but when it was clearly
demonstrated that these trains made a very appreciable difference in the dividend, the oppoaition grew
fainter and fllinter, till it quite evaporated. A ques-tion of one per cent would speedily alter the views
of the most godly man who ever snuffled psalms
through his nose.
·
The clergy are most incorrigible beggars, quite
equal to Garman princes. A canon at a recent convention stated that many curates were half starved,
and called upon the laity to make their positions a
little more comfortable. He_ did not go on to say
that the sum of £466,000 per annum is divided
amongst two hundred and sixty "higher" clergy,
nor dtd he draw attention to the fact that eleven of
these gentry left at their deaths personal estate alone
of over onG million pounds sterling. Such facts as
these surely should be sufficient to open the eyes of
the dupes who reverence these thieves so ostentatiously and devoutly, but the fool crop is always
growing, and it will take much common-sense Freethought to eradicate the weed.
I hav just seen a report of a lecture given by a
missionary to the Jews at Jerusalem. The lecturer
did not giv much definit information as to the future
of Palestine. He said that the Jews may or may not
all return to the promised land, it depended a good
deal on how you read the " prophecies ;" it was also a
question whether or not they would be converted
before or after the return, if that ever came to pass ;
several other open questions were descanted upon,
and the proceedings ended with a collection, as
usual.
A well-dressed man of thirty-four years of age who
gave the name of Jesus Christ was recently charged
at the Mansion House for damaging the property of
the Salvation Army by smashing two panes of glass,
value, £10. Booth, who says he believes in the
original J. C., and is looking for the second coming
of the same party, does not appear to hav examined
the credentials of the party he prosecuted, and so I
fear he may run a fearful risk of eternal damnation,
which will be a pity. It is not surprising that the
second coming is indefinitly postponed, as the comer
would be promptly shut up in a lunatic asylum by
the elect. Whenever he does come, it will be best
for him to keep away from his friends.
The vicar of Hoo has found himself brought into
a court of law for refusing the sacrament to a femalE\
parishioner who has committed the terrible ain of
sometimes attending a Wesleyan chapel. What a
storm in a teapot ! Fancy spending a lot of money
in law charges to compel a man to gir you a sip of
indifferent wine, when you could lay down a good
cellar of genuin stuff with the amount.
It seems there is a great call for new bishops, but
the upper house of convocation won't msnufact.ure
any unless they are guaranteed an income of £3,500
each, and when it was ·suggested that possibly £2,000

would be a sufficient bait, their lordships were so
s~ocked at the suggestion that it was with great
difficulty they were prevented from excommunicating
the blasphemous wretch who dared to make such a
proposition.
J. D.
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he hath put all enemies under his feet. And ·to this task set
befor_e us, as a part of the church of Jesus Christ, to extend
his reign on this fair land, to make the American republic
submissiv to his will, we address ourselvs hopefully. This
great work is laid upon the church by her Lord.

In the Christian Statesman, May 25, 1885, in a
report of a National Reform convention, held at York,
Never before lias there been such practical unity Neb., is this:
We might add in all justice, if the opponents of the Bible
among the churches. The advanee of Ft·eethought
not like our government and its Christian features, let
has compelled them to lay aside sectarian quarrels do
them go to some wild, desolate land, and, in the name of the
and devote tp.eir best efforts to forging heavier chains devil and for the sake of the devil, subdue it and set up a
of superstitiOn and bigotry with which to shackle government of their own on Infidel and Atlleistic ideas, and
human progre!ls.
the?, !f they can stand it, stay there till they die.
The strength of orthodoxy is in its well-matured
This same Gad-in-the-Constitution party has
methods of carrying out its schemes, through ita per- recently manifested its power in each of the four
fect organization.
constitutional conventions.
Th? w?akness of Liberalism is betrayed in its lack
In Olympia, Wash., despite an actual majority of
of umty m any plan of work. It necessarily fails to the delegation being really opposed; the influence
promote "its aims and objects," and need expect and strength of their organization secured· them a
?nl~ comparativ failure until it attains perfect organ- victory, and the insertion of "a supreme ruler of the
IzatiOn.
universe" in the constit.ution.
What progress would the National Reform AssoThey are well organized, and so can do effectiv work
ciation or the Sabbath Union make, only for their in promoting union of church and state.
unity of action rendered persistent and efficient by
The Rev. Mr. Crafts (most aptly nam6d) has aroused
thorough organization T
the ministers of Portland, Ore., to energetic endeavor
True it is that " the American goTarnment is in no to enforce rigid Sunday observance. A crusade
sense founded on the Christian religion ·" that our against bakers, milkmen, barbers, druggists, and
Constitution recognizes no other power than that of saloons is inaugurated, and it is resolved to hold a
persuasion for enforcing religious observances ; that grand convention of the Sabbath Union at Portland
the conscience of the minority is no less sacred than in October.
that of the majority; that the liberty of conscience
These Christians are not seeking protection; they
is a right of every citizen, and that, while he respects are already protected most fully, no one has any
the rights of· others, he should not be amenable to desire to hinder their keeping Sunday or any other
any tribunal for his conclusions.
day as l'eligiously as they please.
Yet Christians hav negatived these constitutional
It is not liberty for themselvs they are working
rights and privileges, and curtailed to the utmost of for, but power to curtail the liberty of others. And
their power all religious liberty.
their open avowals prove that if they can ever obtain
The blasphemy laws of New Jersey, that doom a the power they are now so zealously and persistently
man to state prison for expressing his honest striving for, this land will ceaae to be the land of the
thought, are yet unrepealed.
free.
Sunday laws in nearly all the states are enforced
Intolerance and persecution are inseparable from
by fine and imprisonment.
the success of such movements as those of this
The lukewarm, those who hav never ~u:ffered, may National Reform Association, the Sabbath Union,
pooh-pooh, and deny that there is any great danger, Women's Christian Temperance Union, and Young
but the close observer realizes the peril with which Men's Christian Association.
our liberties are menaced. One becomes much more
Ignorance and fanaticism rule, because intelligence
sensitiv to the danger from union of church and is inert.
state after being ensnared in the meshes of the law
The same sophisms and lamb-like declarations
and suffering from religious persecution.
' were made when they secured passage of the law in
So long as the different denominations lived out Arkansas, enforcing on all strict observance of Sunt-be Bible teaching, and, like the mantis religiosa, day. _The penalty was only a small fine. ·1es, but
whenever they came together fought till, cannibal- the costs made up suffioient to keep quite a number
like, the stronger would eat off the weaker one's of devout Christian Bible believers in jail for months.
head, we were measurably safe. But now they hav They dragged a man from his sick young wife and
called a halt and united in a struggle for existence, baby, and only releas<:'d hi!ll in time to return home
and to defeat l'eason, right, and truth, and more as his neighbors were bearing the dead bodies of his
completely en.slave the people.
wife and child to their graves.
Catholics and Protestants are united in their efforts
Alas ! so many Liberals are lukewarm and indifferand determination to destroy our public schools, the ent. Reader, do you desire to wait till the crushing
true bulwarks of American independence.
power of the remorseless anaconda shall enfold you
They are united to secure exemption from taxation in its deadly, loathsome coils~ Then it will be too
of all church propert.y, thus compelling people to late.
.
support churches and dogmas which they are bitterly
The great convention of the Sabbath Union, at
opposed to and regard as inimical to the best Portland, Ore., should be antagonized by a larger
interests of humanity.
and more influential convention of Liberals.
They are united in endeavoring to enforce rigia
The interests of the Liberals of both Oregon and
Sunday laws.
Washington will be greatly promoted by forming a
The Christian Statesman, the organ of the Gad- joint state Union at Portland in October. The
in-the-Constitution party, in its issue of Dec. 11, · majority are of this opinion. The convention is
1884, says:
appointed. We must make it a grand success.·
Whenever the Roman Catholics are willing to cooperate
Every Liberal man, woman, and child in Oregon
in resisting the progress of political Atheism, we will gladly and Washington is personally interested. Success
join hands with them.
means a mighty impetus to our causa-the removal
The pastoral letter of the bishops of the Episcopal of prejudice, resulting from ignorance of our " aims
church of America, dated Chicago, Ill., Oct. 1886, and objects." Investigation by hundreds of intellisays:
gent, honest hearts of the reasons of their faith and
With heartfelt thanks to almighty God, your bishops hope will follow, and consequently we shall hav large
recognize an increasing desire among Christian people for accessions to our ranks, renewing the courage and
that unity for which our Lord prayed. . . . For this
unity the church is called upon to stand with open arms and zeal of our workers, awakening from apathy the
earnest pleadin~, ready to yield to the utmost in any matter indolent, and imparting confidence to and strengthof human ordermg, or any choice of human will, so that they ening the backbone of the weakly ones.
may join heart to heart with all who desire to stand upon the
Failure would be disastrous throughout, not alone
unchangeable faith expressed in the creed of Nicea, the two
the two states, but the whole Northwest.
divine sacraments, and the open Bible.
To insure success, talk up the convention among
And when, in December, 1888, the demand for a the friends in your vicinity; secure insertion of
national Sunday law reached the point at which it
was supported by six million petitioners, Cardinal notices in regard to the preparations for the convenGibbons came out with a letter to Rev. Wilbur F. tion in your local newspnpers.
Send at once your conti"ibutiou to the expenses.
Crafts, the leader of the Protestant side, heartily
Send by draft, money order, or registered letter.
indorsing the national Sunday bill, and gladly adding Address
C. Beal, president Oregon Secular Union,
his name to the number of petitioners. And on the Portland, Ore. And then resolve you will yourself
strength of the cardinal's letter the Rev. Mr. Crafts
and the-Women's Christian Temperance Union added attend, and use all your intluenoe to induce others to
seven million and three hundred thousand Catholics do so.
It will be a just source of pride to us and to our
to the six million Protestants already obtained.
children
in years to come that we had the honor of
At the convention of the National Reform Association held at Pittsburgh, Pa., the leaders publicly contributing to and participating in the great Portdeclared that the enforcement of Sundayobservance land convention in the fall of 1889-at the forming of
in the big cities was only the entering wedge; the the joint state Union of Oregon and WashingtonUnited States was part of Christ's kingdom, and the largest and most important gathering of Liberals,
States.
they were Christ's representative, and the only up to that time, ever held in the United
c.
B. REYNOLDS.
proper persons to make laws to govern the people.
And this is in strict harmony with the pastol'al letter
As the intelligence of any race increases, their
above referred to; it says:
The gospel has not lost its power. The son of God is religious fervor grows more timid and pl,lrsimonious.
riding forth conquering, and to conquer. Re must reign till -Ohm·les Letourneau.

The Convention at Portland; Ore.
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'The Funeral of Horace Seaver.
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENS, SecretarY,
Princess Opera Honse.
558 W. Madison street, Room 1, Ohwago.
R h
Ill
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
• oc e11e, •
E. B. FooTE, J.s., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexingto~ Ave., New York.
n.ss. M.A. FBEEMAN• Oh. Fin. Com., 324 W. Madison st., Chicago.

'l'hirteenth .Annual Con~ress of the American
Secular Union.
OFFIOIAL CALL.

The next Annual Congress of the Ameri<lan Secular
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 1889. It
d~emed expedient to hold this meeting where our
ooiety was organized in 1876! a_nd ,where. the socalled "National Reform AssoCiatiOn ' has 1ts headquarters and has recently held an important convention and for many hist,oric and other reasons.
The general object of our Associat.ion not being
well understood it is therefore often misrepresented.
It is deemed pr~per to here make a brief statement
of its leading principles. While our federa~ and
state constitutions are formed on the assumptiOn of
the total separation of church and s~ate,_yet both the
general and stat~ gove;nments mau~tam numerous
practical connectiOns ~f. the sta~e wttb. the chu~cb.
Moreover a large, wea1tny, and mfluenhal orgamzation exist~ having for its avowed object the amendment of o~r federal and state constitutions, so as to
recognize and enforce by law certsin_forms of reli_gious belief and observances, and certam acts of legislation hav actually been proposed and discussed in
the United States Senate for virtually establ£shinu a
form of sectal"ian religion, especially in our public
schools.
Against these innovations and perversions we are
organized to protest, snd to this end we advocate
the equitable taxation of church property; the total
ditocontinuance of religious instruction and worship
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessation of all appropriations of the public funds f?r
religious institutions; _the_ aboliti?n of state-p~Id
chaplaincies; the substitutiOn of simple affirmation
under the pains and penalties of perjury for th;:;
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts,
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the practical establishment of simple morality and intel·
liuence as the basis of purely Secular government
a~d the adequate guarantee of public order, prosperity, and righteousness; and whatever other measures or principles may be necessary to the total
separation of church and state.
To this Congress we cordially invite all hue
patriots without regard to their individual· religious
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil
government, and to oppose the .machinations of sacerdotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant,_in their
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy
the mental and moral liberty of the free citizens of
this most successful of all Secuiar civil governments
in ancient or modern times.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-presidents,
all Chairmen of State Executiv Committees, and all
duly accredited delegates from Local Secular Societies
are entitled to seats and votes in tbis Congress.
Each Local Society is entitled to send its President,
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annual Members by payment of oue dollar are entitled to seats.
Pl!.rticulars as to the place of meeting, speakers,
and their subjects, etc., will be announced hereafter.
R. B. WESTBROOK; President.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary.
E. B FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MAT'riE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Oom.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.

The Prize ltlanual Assured.
I am proud to be able to announce that the full
sum of $1,000, as a premium for the best paper on
"bow to teach morality in Girard College and in the
public schools without teaching religicus dogma,"
bas been paid into my bands, and is now in bank, in
truet for the object contemplated. The offer of this
prize, with full conditions, will be made public, with
the names of the donors, about September 1st, and
sooner if practicable. Now I wish that a few others
of our friends would send me, at once, about $500 to
pay the expenses of printing circulau•, ar.d for advert!sing, and for the services of a stenographer and
typowriter, to get the matter before the world, at
least before American, English, and F1'ench writers
and educators. I bav already many letters of inquiry
from persons who wish to compete for this prize,
not only for the sake of the money, but for their love
of the cause. The correspondence growing out of
this project must be very voluminous. Friends,
please send me $500 more, in such aums as you think
proper, and you shall be numbered with the elect.,
whose names are sure to go down to posterity as promoters of this great object!
R. B. WESTBROOK,
President American Secular Union.
1707 Oxford street, Philadelphia, Pa.

" The world is my country, and to do good is my
religion." These simple words which form part of
an inscription cut in stone over tbe arched entrance
to Paine Memorial Hall, must bav bad a profound
significance for those who last Sund!ly gatherad in
that building· to do honor to dead Horace Seaver.
In the forenoon people began to assemble in
the street. By noon there were large numbers,
and at 2, the hour for the services to begin, several thousand people were gathered. It was
with great difficulty that Colonel Ingersoll and the
few with him could make their way into t-he building.
The police had extreme trouble in holding back the
crowd that pressed inward at every ·door. Many
offered $5 and $10 for admittance. But the hall,
large though it is, was fully occupied by the friends
of the deceased who had received printed invitat,ions.
Presently the crowd outeids took advantage oi the
temporary absence of one of the doorkeepers, and
sevel'a.l hundred forced themselvs in. They patked
the aisles and every available point. Colonel Ingersoll, who was then speaking, was .compelled to pause
tan or fifteen minutes till quiet could be restored.
The exercises had been opened by the singing, by
an excellent quartet of male voices, of the following selection from the " Cosmiari Hymn Book :"
Lay me low, my work is done;
I am weary, lay me low;
Where the wild-flowers woo the sun,
Where the balmy breezes blow;
Where he butterfly takes wing,
Where the aspens drooping grow ;
Where the young birds chirp and sing,
I am weary, let JLe go.
I hav striven hard and long
In the world's unequal fight,
Always to resist the wrong,
Always to maintain the right;
Always with a stubborn heart
Taking, giving blow for blow;
Brothers, I haT played my part1 am weary, let me go.
Shield and buckler, hang them up,
Drape the standard on the wall;
I hav drained the mortal cup
To the finish, dregs and all.
When my work is done, 'tis best
To let all my troubles go;
I am weary, let me rest1 am weary, lay me low.

Colonel Ingersoll then pronounced the following
noble eulogy :
Horace Seaver was a pioneer, a torch-bearer, a
toiler in that great field we call t.be world-s. worker
for his fellow-men. At the end of his task he bas
fallen asleep, and we are met to tell the story of his
long and useful life-to pay our tribute to his work
and worth.
He was one who saw the dawn while others lived
ita night. He kept his face towards the "purpling
east," and watched the coming of the blessed day.
He always sought for light. His object was to
know-to find a reason ior his faith-a fact on which
to build.
In superstition's sands he sought the gems of
truth; in superstition's night he looked for stars.
Born in New England-reared amidst the cruel
superstitions of his age and time, he bad the manhood and the courage to investigate, and he bad the
goodness and the courage to tell his honest thoughts.
He was always kind, and sought to win the confidence of men by sympathy and love. There was
no taint or touch of maiice in his blood. To him his
fellows did not seem depraved-they were not wholly
bad-there was within the heart of each the seeds of
good. He knew that back of every thought and act
were forces uncontrolled. He wisely said: "Circumstances furnish the seeds of good and evil, and
man is but the soil in which they grow." He fought
the creed, and loved the man. He pitied those who
feared and shudd@red at the thought of death-who
dwelt in darkness and in dread.
The religion of his day filled his heart with horror.
He was kind, compassionate, and tender, and could
not fall upon his knees before a cruel and revengeful
God-he could not bow to one who slew with famine,
sword, and fire-to one pitiless as pestilence, relentless as the lightning stroke. Jehovah had no attribute that he c0uld love.
He attacked the creed of New England...:....a creed
that had within it the ferocity of Knox, the malice of
Calvin, the cruelty of Jonathan Edwards-a religion
that bad a monster for a God-a religion · whose
dogmas would have shocked cannibals feasting upon
babes.
Horace Seaver followed the light of his brain-the
impulse-of his heart.
He was attacked, but he answered the insulter
with a smile; and even he who coined malignant lies
was treated as a friend misled. He did not ask God
to forgive his enemies-he forgave them himself.
He was sincere. Sincerity is the true and perfect
mirror of the mind. It reflects the honest thought.
It is the foundation of character, .and without it there
is no moral grandeur.
Sacred are the lips from which has issued only

truth. Over all wealth, above all station, above the
noble, the robed and the crowned, rises the sincere
man.
Happy is the man who neither paints nor patches,
vails nor veneers ! Blessed is he who wears no
mask!
The man who lies bafora U3 wrapped in perfect
peace, practiced no art to hide or half conceal his
thought. He did not write or speak the double
words that might be useiul iu retreat.
He gave a truthful transcript of his mind, and
sought to make bia meaning clear as light.
To use his own words, he had " the courage which
impels a man to do his duty, to hold fast his integrity, to maintain a conscience void of offense, at every
hazard and at every sacrifice, in defiance of the.
world."
·
He lived to his ideal. ·He sought the approbation
of himself. He did not build his character upon the
opinions of others, and it was out of the very depths
of his nature that he asked this profound question :
" What is there in other men that makes us desire
their approbation, and fear their censure more than
our own!"
Horace Seaver was a good and loyal citizan of the
mental. republic-a believer in intellectual hospitality,
one who knew that bigotry is born of ignorance and
iear-the provincialisms of the brain. He did not
belong to the tribe, or to the nation, but · to the
human race. His sympathy was wide as want and,
like the sky, bent above the suffering world.
This man had that superb thing which we call
moral courage-courage in its highest form. He
knew that his thoughts were not the thoughts of
others-that he was with the few, and that where one
would taka hia side, thousands would be his eager
foes. He knew that wealth would scorn and cultured
ignorance deride, and that all believers in the creeds,
butt-ressed by law and custom, would hurl the mis~
siles of revenge and hate. · He knew that lies, like
snakes, would fill the pathway of his life-and yet he
told his honest thought-told it without hatred and
without contempt-told it as it reaily wae. And so,
through all his days, his heart was sound and stainless to the core.
When he enlisted in the army whose banner is
light, the honest investigator was looked upon ae lost
and curet, and even Christian criminals held him in
contempt. The believing embezzler, the orthodox
wife- beater, even the murderer, lifted his bloody
bands and thanked God that on his soul there was
no stain of unbelief.
In nearly every state of our republic, the man who
denied the absurdities and impossibilities lying at
the foundation of what is called orthodox religion,
was denied his civil rights. He was not canopied by
the ~gis of the law. He stood beyond the reach of
sympathy. He wa!'l not allowed to testify against
the invader of his home, the seeker for his life-his
lips were closed. He was declared dishonorable, becausa he was honest. His unbelief made him a
social leper, a pariah, an outcast. He was the victim
of religious hate and scorn. Arrayed aga nst him
were all the prejudices and all the forces and hypocrisies of society. All mistakes and lies were his enemies. Even the theist was denounced as a disturber
of the peace although he told his thoughts in kind
and candid words. He was called s blasphemer, because be sought to rescue the reputation of his God
from the slanders of orthodox priests.
Such was the bigotry of the time, that natural love
was lost. The unbelieving son was hated by his
pious sire, and even the mother's heart was by her
creed turned into stone.
Horace Seaver pursued his way. He worked and
wrought as best he could, in solitude and want. He
knew the day would come. He lived to be rewarded
for his toil-to see most of the laws repealed that
bad made outcasts of the noblest, the wisest, and the
best. He lived to see the foremost preachers of the
world attack the sacred creeds. He lived to eee the
sciences released from superstition's clutch. He lived
to see the orthodox theologian take his place with
the professor of the black art, the fortune-teller, and
the astrologer. He lived to see the best and greatest
of the world accept his thought-to see the theologians displaced by the great and true priests of
Nature,-by Humboldt and Darwin, by Huxley and
Haeckel.
Within the narrow compass of his life the world
was changed. The railway, the steamship, and the
telegraph made all nations neighbors. Countless inventions have made the luxuries of the past the necessities of to-day. Life has been enriched, and man
ennobled. The geologist has read the records of
frost and flame, of wind and wave-the astronomer
haa told the story of the star11-the biologist has
sought the germ of life, and in every department of
knowledge, the torch of science sheds its sacred
light.
The ancient creeds have grown absurd. The
·miracles are small and mean. The inspired book is
filled with fables told to please a childish world, and
the dogma of eternal pain now shocks the heart and
brain.
·
He lived to see a monument unveiled to Bruno in
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the city of Rome-to Giordano Bruno-tbatgreatman
who two hundred and eighty-nine years ago suffered
death for having proclaimed the truths that since
baTe filled the world with joy. He lived to see the
victim of the church a victor-lived to see his
memory honored by a nation freed from papal chains.
He worked knowing what the end must be-expecting little while he lived-but he knew that every fact
in the wide universe was on his side. He knew that
truth can wait, and so he worked, patient as eternit.y.
He had the brain of a philosopher and the heart of
a child.
Horace Seaver was a man of common sense.
By that, I mean, one who knows the law of average. He denied the bible, not on account of what
has been discovered in astronomy, or the length of
time it took to form the delta of the Nile-but he
compared the things he found with what he knew.
He knew that antiquity11dded nothing to probabilHy-that lapse of time can never take the place of
cause, and that the dust can never gather thick
enough upon mistakes to make them equal with the
·truth.
He knew that the old, by no possibility, could
have been more wonderful than the new, and that
the present is a perpetual torch by which we know
the past.
To him, all miracles were mistakes, whose parents
were cunning and credulity. He knew that miracles
were not, because they are not.
He believed in the sublime, unbroken, and eternal
march of causes and effects-denying the chaos of
chance and the caprice of power.
He tested the past by the now, and judged of all
the men and races of the world by those he knew.
He believed in the religion of free thought &nd
good deed-of character, of sincerity, of honest
. endeavor, of cheerful help-and above all, in the
religion of love and liberty-in a religion for every
day-for the world in which we live-for the present:
the religion of roof and raiment, of food, of in t<,lligence, of intellectual hospitality-the religion that
gives health and happiness, freedom and content-in
. the religion of work, and in the ceremonies of honest
labor.
He lived for this world; if there be another, he
will live for that.
He did what he could for the destruction of fearthe destruction of the imaginary monster who re·
wards the few in heaven-the monster who tortures
t be many in perdition.
He was the friend of all the world, and. sought to
civilize the human race.
For more than· fifty years he labored to free th<>
bodies and the souls of men-and many thousands
have read his words with joy. He sought the suffering and oppressed. He sat by those in pain-and
his hand was laid in pity on the brow of death.
He asked only to be treated as he treated others.
He asked for only what he earned, and he had the
manhood to cheerfully accept the consequences of
his actions. He expected no reward for the goodness of another.
But be has lived his. life. We should shed . no
tears except the tears of gratitude. We should rejoice that he lived so long.
In Nature's course, his time had come. The four
seaf!ons were complete in him. The Spring could
never come again. The measure of his years was full.
When the day is done-when the work of a life is
finished-when the gold of evening meets the dusk
of night, beneath the silent stars the tired laborer
should fall asleep. To outlive usefulness is a double
death.
" Let me not live after my flame lacks oil,
To be the snuff of younger spirits."
When the old oak is visited in vain by Springwhen light and rain no longer thrill-it is not well
to stand leafless, desolate, and alone-it is better far
to fall where Nature softly covers all with woven
moss and creeping vine.
How little, after all, we know of what is ill or well!
How little of this wondrous stream of cataracts and
pools-this stream of life, that rises in a world unknown, and flows to that mysterious sea whose shore
the foot of one who comes hath never pressed ! How
little of this life we know-this struggling ray of
lighb 'twixt gloom and gloom-this strip of land, by
verdure clad, between the unknown wastes-this
·throbbing moment filled with love and pain-this
dream that lies between ·the shadowy shores of sleep
and death!
·
We stand upon this verge of crumbling time. We
love, we hope, we disappear. Again we mingle with
the dust, and the ·"knot intrinsicate" forever Jails
apart.
But this we know: A noble life enriches all the
·world.
.
Horace Seaver lived for others. . He accepted toil
and hope deferred. Pover~y was his portion. Like
Socrates, he did not seek to adorn his body, but
rather his soul with the jewels of charity, modesty,
courage, and above all, with a love of liberty.
Farewell, 0 brave and modest man !
Your lips, between which truth burst into blossom,

are forever closed. Your loving heart has ceased to
beat. Your busy brain is still, and from your hand
has dropped the sacred torch.
Your noble, self-denying life has honored us, and
we will honor you !
You were my fri.end, and I was yours. Above
your silent clay I pay this tribute to your worth.
Farewell!
This august address was delivered by the colonel
in his usual unapproachable manner. During its
last part he turned and faced the coffin, seeming to
address Mr. Seaver personally as much as the
audience.
The hearers will never forget the impression made by seeing this intellectual giant, subdued with grief, moved and filled by his sorrows snd
his sympathies and the deep and awful sense of fate,
pouring forth the contents of his sincere, truthful
heart by the side of his loved old friend. They repeatedly answered sentiments that struck into their
hearts with prolonged yet low applause.
The quartet next sang another fitting Freethought
hymn:
I am wand'ring down life's shady path,
I am slowly, slowly wand'ring down;
I am wand'ring down life's rugged path,
I am slowly wand'ring down;
RxFRAIN.1 am wand'ring down, I am wand'ring down,
Slowly, slowly I am wahd'ring down,
I am wand'ring down, I am wand'ring down,
Slowly wand'ring down.
I shall rest in yon sweet valley soon,
There to sleep, to sleep my toil away;
I shall rest in yon low valley soon,
Rest until the dawning day.
REF.! am wand'ring down, I am wand'ring down,
Sbwly, slowly I am wand'ring down,
I am wand'ring down, I am wand'ring down,
Slowly wand'ring down.
Laid, side by side, with those I love,
How calm, how calm that rest shall be ;
Laid, side by side, with those I love,
How sweet that rest to me.
REF.1 am wand'ring down, I am wandr'ing down,
Slowly, slowly wand'ring down,
I am wand'ring down, I am wand'ring down,
Slowly wand'ring down.
Then the remains were conveyed to the hearse.
The pall-bearers were James Parton, Wyzeman Marshall, Geo. N. Hill, Ernest Mendum, John O'Malley,
and C. P. Somerby.
A list of those who had been prominent in the
audience comp;!'ised J. P. Mendum, business partner
of Mr. Seaver, and his family ; James Parton, of
Newburyport, the biographer; Wyzeman Marshall;
Louis Prang; Dr. R. C. Flower; Dr. W. Simmonton
Brown, of Stoneham; J onatban Nichols, of Wakefield; Judge Robinson, of Pawtucket, R. I.; Miss
Lucy Colman; William D. Rockwood, of South Boston; Dr. Speare; J. Day, of the Banner of Light;
Miss S. H. Wixon, of Fall River; Mr. Tucker, superintendent of public buildings; Miss Luc~tte Webster;
Mrs. Heath;-Dr. H. G. Newton; Mrs. W.S. Butler;
John Davies; Dr. Dillingham, Jr.; Henry Appleton,
of Providence; L. K. Washburn, of Revere; Miss A.
P. Joyce, of Warnerville; Geo. B. Jones; Geo. M.
Hill and Carl Heintzen, of Boston ; Chas. P. Somerby, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York; Ex· Senator
Joyner, of Great Barrington, and Ex-Senator Messenger, of Plymouth.
The floral contributions had been profuse and
elaborate. An open book, representing a volume of
the Investigator, was the beautiful gift of Misses
Lydia, Lottie,. Lizzie, and Hattie Men dum. Messrs.
Colby and Rich, of the Banner of Light, sent a
large pillow of ivy; the Children's Progressiv
Lyceum, a pillow inscribed, "At Rest;" George N.
Hill, a bouquet; B. Matthews, a wreath; J. P.
Mendum, a torch on which was wrought, "Gone
Before." German friends seBt a very fine wreath;
WalterS. Verity passed in a floral mound; Miss A.
P. Joyce, a rich wreath of everlastings; the Ingersoll
St>oular Society sent a similar design ; John A.
O'Malley, a large basket. These and many other
fragrant tributes were carefully arranged by F. B.
Woodbury in the hall, and finally placed on the
grave. The compositors on the Investigator sent a
magnificent floral anchor.
The burial was at Forest Hills, a beautiful place.
The grave was under a maple-tree. Friends gathered
with uncovered heads, and the casket was lowered
into the grave amid a deep silence. Colonel Ingersoll stood beneath a young maple-tl'ee looking with
sorrowful interest at the resting-place of his friend.
Those present evidently expected a few words, but a
feeling " Good-bye" was all that could be heard. The
colonel was too deeply affected to say more, and as
the workmen leveled off the grave and loving bands
laid the flowers upon it, he turned silently and sadly
away.
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Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON will giv a course of five lectures in Hay
Springa, Neb., September 8th, 9th, lOth, 11th, 12th. He
will visit Kansas after completing Nebraska engagements.
Address at Coryell, Col.
WE take pleasure in statin~, on the authority of Secretary
Marius Heighton, that the Kent Secular Union will hold a
series of mass-meetings, beginning Saturday evening, August
31st, i,, Kent's Hall, and continuing over Sunday, September
1st, in Kent's Grove as a basket picnic, and ending Sunday
evening, September 1st, in Kent's I!all. Speaking at 10 A..M.
and 2 P.M. at the Grove meetings. The veteran worker,
Hon. A. B. Bradford, will be present with others to help J.
H. Burnham entertain the multitude. Good music in attendance. Everybody invited regardless of race or previous condition of servitude to kingcraft or priestcraft.
WE solicit all of our readers in the Northwest who can
attend the convention of the Oregon state Secular Union to
do so. It will be held at Portland, Ore., at Masonic Hall,
on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, October 12th, 13th, and
14th. It is aimed to ]lav the convention participated in not
by Oregon Freethinkers alone, but by those of Washington
also, and even, if possible, by those of all the new stateR.
The object is to secure the total separation of church and
state. Liberal orators and workers of every kind will be
there. Surely the noble efforts just put forth by many Free.
thought veterans in the new states will induce in a11 a desire
to meet and see those workers for us, and grasp their
hands. Contributions, and communications of all kinds,
will be received by the board of directors, C. Beal, A. F.
Neunert, J. K. Sears, Lee Laughlin, L. Ames:
'lite Human

Intelle.~t.

Fl'om the Washinqton Post.

We ought to be perfectly happy that we liv in this
glorious age of scientific thought. We believe there never
was another age in which the astronomer of Harvard Observatory could propound the following problem and receive
so many perf, ctly reasonable answers to it: "Suppose," said
he, "that three snakes, each two feet in length, should touch
each other by the tip of the tail, thus making a circle six feet
in circumference. Suppose that each snake should begin to
swa11ow the one in front of him. In what way would the
resultant figure, after each snake had swallowed the one in
front of him, differ from the original circle?" The answers
hav been many and various, some of them, we are informed,
" entering the consideration of the fourth dimension of
space," because any one of the snakes would hav followed
the two in front of him and yet hav been swallowed by the
two back of him, and, therefore, would be both inside and
outside of his two fe11ows. The man who livs in an age
when men can tackle and grasp and make so clear to others
an idea of this sort has no busiuess to be going about talking
of the good old times, or looking hopefu1ly forward. to anything more miJlenniurnisb.
A Gos1Jel for the Century,
Frorn the New Yo1·1c Hm·ald,

In the Nineteenth Centm·y there is a passionate protest by
Father Barry against the indisposition of churchmen generally to boldly deal with the question of capital and labor,
and kindred social problems. Here is a picture from his
pen:
Religion, secluded the while in her cathedral stalls, may chant
lovelY anthems and wear copes of broidered gold. But where ia
the multitude that Rhould thro"g nave and aisles? Outside, IBM',
brawling, drinking, tearinll their brear:l from one another, working,
with despair in their hearts the while, ~s many hours of the day
and night as they can toil and liv.

Father Barry takes a gloomy view of things and loudly
calls for a gospel that will meet the wants of the century.
"I am convinced," he says, "that society must undergo a
transformation or perish."
Possibly the reverend essayist slightly exaggerates the situation. At the same time it is undoubtedly true that the
alienation of a great mass of humanity from the churches
has some immediate relation to socio-industrial complications. The leading preachers of this country are beginning
to recognize that fact, as the Herald's sermon reports show
every Sunday morning.
'l'lle Absurdity of Prayer.
From the 2 wentieth Centurll.

Some one, who signs himself or herself "an Episcopalian,"
sent Governor Le'), of Virginia, a postal card, on which the
following was written:
I hope Governor L9e will not consider it an. intrusion if, in view
of the terrible rains which r av deluged the whole c-:-untry, u.nd especially our own oit.y, I suggest to hlm tbat he request the pastors
of our various oburohes to present earnest prayers to our heavenly
father to look upon us in memY and restrain these rains. Sunday
is near at hand and will be a fit time for such a petition.

A belief in a heavenly father is a very beautiful belief, sentimentally but ;eal reverence should giv him credit for
knowing ~hen to hav it rain and when to hav it stop. Is it
possible that it is necessary that he should be instructed in
his duty in this matter?
----~--~~~-------

Hurrah for Pefley.
From the Concoraia, Kan., Blaae.

Idaho has one man possessed of more than ordinary good
sense. His name is Pelley. He refused to sign the new conGiovanni Morosini was recently asked by a Saratoga stitution because it contained the words " almighty God.''
clergyman if Jay Gould "keeps the Sabbath." "Of course Just why a constitution framed after the federal Constitube does," answered Morosini. "He keeps anything he lays tion is not good enough for a state would puzzle anyone but
a crank on religion.
his hands on."
A Christian.

•
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g[ommunications.

I will vote for yours,"

Road to Ruin.
"The multiplying villainies of nature do swarm
upon us" and they swarm especially by legislatio:p.
The wh~le system of our lawmaking is a ridiculous
blunder. Is governing anything more or less than
business 1 and very important business, too. Now,
would any business firm, any railway corporation,
intrust all its rule and r£>gulation making, including
the fixing of their own salaries, to their employees
exclusivly, with no censorship, no yea or nay of their
own to overrule T And yet "we the people," in this
business of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,
intrust to our accidental employees, from aldermen
of towns up to United States Senators, the whole
thing. No wonder if, as years go by, all the profits
of our concern are swamped in taxes. It could not
be otherwise, and there can be but one end to it,
utter ruin. And the way things are mismanaged is
a caution, or ought to be if we were not asleep.
Look at Congress. When our popule.tion was just
one-third what it now is, it cost just $4,000,000 per
year to rule us. The civil list is just the ordinary
cost of running the government. It comes under
the heading "Civil and Miscellaneous." There is no
excuse for its costing more than the same sum per
capita that it did in 1840. Yet to-day it oosts some
$80,000,000 instGad of $15,000,000, e.s would be reasonable. It never cost even $30,000,000 during the
war, yet ·after 1865 it sprang right up into $40,000,000, and from that to $60,000,000 in four or five
years. It has not anything to do with debt, interest,
war, army or navy, or pensions or bounty. It is the
bare, ordinary cost of governing. One thing shows
how ~he rats will make off with the cheese. Congress about seventy years ago made a law to giv to
each member two or three hundred dollars for contingent expenses yearly. At that time a Congressman's pay was very small and it cost a great deal to
travel. Well, that has grown up to be several thousand dollars per head, while the salaries hav been
more than quadrupled. It ought to do us some
good to look back on these things.
One of the oddest things is our way of appointing
committees to investigate the conditions of asylums,
and everything that needs investigating. Committee
is appointed ; it goes to visit the place on a day
fixed; it is received with all honor, and everything is
done to blindfold and fuddle the inspectors. Committee reports: "We visited the asylum-agreeably, etc. We were received with all respect by the
very excellent Mr. Grinder, who has it in charge.
We were conducted throughout the premises. We
dined on tlie same victuals that are given to the inmates. We examined everything. We hav nolanguage to express our admiration," etc. The same
old stereotyped words ; the same old ways. And
often this method has . been covering crimes that
should make hell tremble. The women say men
are. cowards and hav no independence. It would
seem so, for it has happened that a committee of
women following a committee of men hav made wonderful exposures. But anyone can see how foolish
and inefficient are all such methods. Committees
for inspecting institutions where abuses are probable
should report secretly, each member for himself.
And their visits should be made at any time, unexpectedly, and their reports returned to a tribunal
sworn to secrecy 8B to the names of reporters. Any
way is better than the usual one.
How little do the people, these who alone are
properly interested in it, know about the way laws
are made! Last winter the writer was present during the session of a state legislature. Often for days
billa were proposed and passed to 8 third reading
faster than the shorthand writers could get down
their titles. In a few days nearly a thousand bills
were on file, and this too for 8 state whose population does not exceed that of some inconsiderable
towns. Jobbery and fraud were hidden in all the
legislation proposed, and the appropriations were
enormous for such a population. we· all know that
some counties hav been utterly ruined by such legislation, and the people hav had to abandon their
farms because of the taxes. Beautiful self-government is this. And because we are so accustomed to
it, like those born under the slave institution, we
look on reform with abhorrence and reforJDers as
"cranks." Under the present system what hav the
voters to do with governing T What is governing T
It is making and administering the laws. The
parties select the candidates for all offices. All the
average voter does is to go and cast his ballot for
generally one out of two candidates. In selecting
these candidates he has-about as much to do as the
man in the moon. Evidently whoever chooses the
candidates is the master so far as that is concerned.
The voter is a mere automaton. But the law-makers
once chosen are supreme for the time, except for the
very light restraint of a constitution. They gather
at the capitol, where also assemble all those who hav
some jobbing statute made. Combinations the most
villainous are formed. "You vote for my bill and I

is the soul of the system. In
spite of sudden spasmodic returns to virtue the evil
grows. In the states it may be curable; but in the
national Congress reform is impossible. It might
not matter so much were it not that it results in such
inequality of fortune among citizens and such intolerable burdens on the great masses of poor men, women, and children, that in time they are ripe for the
inevitable change that must ensue. But, says Mr.
Shallowpate, these masses do not hav any property
out of which to pay taxes. " Why don't the people
eat cake 1" said some aristocrat when told they were
mobbing the bakers because of scarcity of bread.
The people don't pay taxes; they simply do not eat
bread. Their burden of bad rule is discharged by
involuntary privations.
It may be stated as an axiom that wherever the
masses endure any privation the government is bad.
In time the most patriotic people find this out arid
attack their government, which if free (so-called), is
necessarily overthrown by the attack and converted
into strong government, while strong governments
thus attacked become still stronger. Despotism must
ensue.
When it is proposed to put an end to these
abuses by the one sole possible means, namely, to
hav it so that no bill becomes a law until after the
people vote on it, the objection arises, it is unpracticable, becam~e there are too many bills to vote on.
As though it were necessary to hav over one out of
every thousand new laws proposed. We are so accustomed to this pest of lawmaking that, like the
man with the seven-year itch, we deem it a constitutional necessity.
HoLT.

Eminent Women.
ERNESTINE L. ROSE.
Second only to Fanny Wright, comes Ernestine L.
Rose, as one of my household gods, beloved, worshiped, and reverenced-enshrined in a lifetime of
honored and sweet memories.
One of the first, if not the very first, articles I
wrote for the press was a letter to the Bofi!tOn
Investigator in which I essayed to defend my idol
from the stigma of being called "coarse" and " unwomanly."
She had visited us at my father's home, " Pious
Hill," in Pleasant Valley, N.Y., and I had heard her
lecture, and knew her for a really loving and lovely,
womanly woman, and I felt indignant and hurt that
anyone should so unkindly malign her, simply
because she was a Radical reformer, and belonged to
the sex which had no rights men were bound to
respect.
Before I proceed further I want to apologize for
using the name " Mrs. Rose " instead of Ernestine.
We should insist on women keeping their own
individual names, and being known by them wherever it is fea1.1ible. But Mrs. Rose won her laurels
and honors under the name of Rose, and has thus
made it so distinctivly her own that one forgets she
has an owner to whom the name really belongs.
Ernestine Siismurid Potoski was born in 1810 at
Pycterkow, in Poland.
Her father was a pious and learned rabbi, and in
endeavoring to indoctrinate his daughter in' the
Jewish faith he found the child's questionings in
regard to biblical facts and church creeds too difficult for him to reconcile with her ideas of right,
justice, love, and mercy. So he tried to stop her
investigations into the mysteries of holiness, by
telling her that, "Little girls should not ask questions, or want to understand the object of the creed,
but should accept and believe it."
The rabbi had a habit of fasting, so much that it
injured his health and spirits, and one day Ernestine
asked him why he did it, and being told that it was
to please God, she exclaimed, " If God is pleased in
making you sick and unhappy, I hate God!"
At the age of fourteen she renounced her belief in
the Bible and the religion of her father, which
brought down upon her great trouble and persecution, both from her own Jewish friends and ·from
Christians.
When she was sixteen her father thought he would
marry her to a pious Jew, and thus silence her
objections to the " true" faith, thinking the cares,
duties, and pleasures of married life would keep her
from speculating upon the inconsistencies of religious
dogmas and creeds. She protested, but in spite of
all she could say she was betrothed to one she could
not love. She begged him to refuse to marry her,
but he only laughed at her and vowed to remain
faithful to the engagement.
This compelled her to take a long and lonely
journey in the dead of winter, to appeal to the higher
powers.
The Jaw freed her, and she returned home to find
a young stepmother mistress of her father's house;
and not being able to enjoy the new condition of
things, she left and went to Berlin, where she rented
a room and maintained herself mainly by selling a
perfumPd paper of her own invention.
. In 1829 she embarked for England, was shipwrecked, r~nd t>rrived there nearly destitute of everything save health, energy, and education .
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She commenced teaching the languages, and added
to her income by the sale of the perfumed paper,_ and
found favor and friende.
Of her first appearance as a lecturer M. D. Co~way
wrote in a letter to the Cincinnati Commercial.: ··•In
the· old days when Robert Owen was filling all
England with his Socialistic ideas, and had built
here in London a huge forum of Radicalism, almost
as big as the Crystal Palace, a young and remarkably
beautiful girl, just from Poland, was introduced to
him. Discovering that she was a precocious Radical,
and possessed of considerable ability, he invited her
to speak in his huge hall, on an occasion when several
thousands of people had gathered there. N otwith~
standing her slight knowledge of the English
language, the good looks and the enthusiasm of the
girl made a good impression on the audience."
She h·aa lectured in no less than twenty-three
different states of the U.nion. "On several occasions
she has addressed legislativ bodies with marked
effect, advocating the necessity of legal redress for
the wrongs and disabilities to which her sex are sub·
ject. As an advocate of woman's rights, antislavery,
and religious liberty she has earned a world-wide
celebrity. For fifty years a publiQ speaker, during
which period she has associated with the influential
classes in Europe and America, and borne an activ
part in the great progressiv movements which mark
the present as the most glorious of historical epochs,
Ernestine L. Rose has accomplished for the elevation
of her sex, and the amelioration of our social condi·
tiona, a work which can be ascribed to few women of
our time" (Hist. Woman Suffrage, vol. i, p. 97).
In reading at our Snowville Woman's Reading
Club these three volumes of the " History of
Woman Suffrage," it seemed to me there were no
nobler and more effectiv words uttered than those
by Mrs. Rose, and I was always delighted when. it
fell to my lot to read her soul-stirring sentences, and
voice at second-hand her magnetic and thrilling ideas.
I remember reading the following incident from
one of her speeches: "Two offenders were brought
before a justice of New York. One was charged
with stealing a pair of boots, for which offense he
was sentenced to six months' imprisonment; the
other crime was assault and battery of a husband
upon his wife; he was let off with a reprimand from
the judge ! With my principles, I am entirely
opposed to punishment, and hold that to reform the
erring, and remove the causes of evil, is much more
efficient, but the judge showed us the comparativ
value of the two kinds of property. But then you
must remember the boots were taken by a stranger,
while the wife was insulted by her legal owner."
Continuing her speech, she says: "As long as
woman shall be oppressed by unequal laws, so
long will she bs degraded by man. . . . There .
is no reason against woman's elevation, but there are
deep-rooted, hoary-headed prejudices. The main
cause of them is a pernicious falsehood propagated
against her being, namely, that she is inferior by
nature. Inferior in what? What has man ever
done that woman, under the same advantages, could.
not do? In morals, ba'! as she is, she is generally
considered his superior. In the intellectual sphere,
giv her a fair chance before you pronounce a verdict
against her. Cultivate the frontal portion of her
brain as much as that of man is cultivated, and she
will stand his equal, at least. Even now, where her
mind has been called out at all, her intellect is as
bright, as capacious, and as powerful as hie."
When we remember these utterances are from a
speech ~ade nearly forty years ago, we see how far
in advance of her age Mrs. Rose was. Comparativly
few are now, in 1889, abreast of these sentiments.
In 1836, during her residence in London, she made
the acquaintance of Mr. Rose, an Englishman of broad
and liberal views-looking upon marriage as a simple
cCJntract. They were united by a magistrate instead
of a priest.
Mr. Rose aided and encouraged his wife in her
work for reform, and furnished her with money for
making her extensiv lecturing-tours, so that she
could voice her truths free of all cost to her hearers.
This good, brave worker for human happiness is
still living in England, enjoying the supreme satis·
faction of knowing she has lived down all the scorn
and contumely of an ignorant past, and . is now
reverenced 88 one of the world's beloved and blessed
saviors.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.

M.rs. _l'iske and the ·"God-Fearing Woman."
I heard a good story the other day about that truly
good-that truly human-woman, the late Mrs. Mary
Fiske, at whose bier the eloquent Ingersoll delivered
a. most touching· oration. Wlien, in her great warmheartedness, and not from mere impulse, Mrs. Fiske
adopted a foundling, she at once advertised for a
wet nurse. Among those who called was one of an
inquiring turn of mind, who, after many questions and
a critical gaze . at Mrs'. Fiske, said, "Why, you are a
strong, healthy woman, madam, and why is it that
you do not nurse the child yourself!" The case
being explained to her, she exclaimed, her eyes in
holy horror rolling :
"011, heavens ! then the child was born out of wed·
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. Jo~~-.! ,.0~, I can't hav anything to do with it, ma'm,·
'"for··rm t God-fearin~ woman-'-indeed I am, ma'm, a
God-fearing woman!"
"A God fearing weman !\' exclaimed Mrs. Fiske,
with riJi;ili.teous indignation~'' a God-fearing woman,
eh? You are a .Gpd-damned woman! a God-damned
woman·t~tbat's what you .are., Now get out of here
-get out as quick as your God will let you-get!"
.A.nd the ''God-fearing woman," standing not upon
the order, got out at once, anot.her, with less " Godfearing" · veneer, but more solid humanity, being
shortly e11gaged to look o:.fter the little waif.
SI SLOKUM.
------~~------

Westward.
July the 11th wife and babies and myself left
Pittsville, Wis., for our new home in North Yamhill,
Ore. I accompanied my wife as far as L~ Crosse,
Wis., where abe took the train for Missouri to visit
friends, and I went on my route through Minnesota
and Dakota, where I had lecture engagements.
My first lecture on the route was at Wate-rville,
Minn., Sunday, July 14th. The place of meeting was
in a delightful grove on the bank of a beautiful lake
about a mile and a half from WaterviHe. This grove
is on the farm of a Fred Pisbel, a firm Liberal, who
hM evoluted from Catholicism. Mr. Fishel has my
thanks for the e1torts he put forth to make the meeting a success. A good platform was built and seats'
arranged for the audience. But to our great satisfaction the seats did not begin to hold the audiencE!,
but the platform was built at the foot of a hill which
rose like an amphitheater, and the green grass made
a nice carpet upon which the people reated. I was
not only gratified but surprised with the large and
enthu1lliastic audience that greeted me, as the farmers
of that vicinity were at their harvest. It being the
"Lnrd's day," however, the farmers thought they
could spare that day for Freetbought. Mr. Twing
and 'family and Mr. Ac'lams and family came from
Ely8ian, imd Mr. Brossard drove nearly twenty miles
to attend the lecture.
·
On my tour last fall I gave six lectures in thiil
vicinity~one &t Smith's Mill, one at Elysian, and
four at Waterville. This being my ;fifth lecture in
Waterville, I feel truly thankful to the friends forth~
kind reception they gave me, and for their appreciation of my humble efforts.
• · .
The Liberals of Waterville ·and vicinity are as good
as can be found in the land. It was with much
pleasure· that I again met with George R. Cow1E;s and
family, Liberal Spiritualists-Mr. Cowles is secretary
of the Liberal club-Mr. Durand and wife, the
Messrs. Brassards and families, and others whose
names I hav forgotten.
The Liberals of Waterville are intending to hav
Mr. Remsburg for three lectures soon, and later in
the fall Mrs. Freeman. I hope by the time Mrs.
Freeman gets there she can succeed in organiz.!lg a
Secular Union for them, as the numbers are sufficient
and the Liberals of the right kind. •
From Waterville I came on to Lisbon, Dak., and
was received at 't.he depot by that grand, good Liberal, E. E. Harris, and driven eight miles into the
country to their happy country home, where I enjoyed myselrfoi' a· week. · · · - - -- ··
E. E. Harris is a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER,
his father is a. subscriber to the Investigator, and his. grandfat4er had been a constant reader of the Investigator from its first issue to the day of his death.
Mr. Harris and family are g-enerous, warm-hearted
people, and enthusiastic workers for. Freethougbt,
who believe there are principles involved that are
worth doing more for than merely giving passiv
assent to them. In the village of Lisbon there are a
few good Liberals, but, as in most place~, rather timid.
Mr. Charles Horne, of Buttsville; Mr. Dickenson
and wife, of Plymouth; Mr.William Thayer and aged
father and mother, and Mr. Rundell, of Fort Ransom,
I found to be good, atal wart Freethinkers.
I delivered three lectures in Lisbon, but the
friends made a mistake in charging an admission fee.
The firot night' we had a fair-sized audience, the
second night a. little better, but the third night the
church people' rather outgeneraled us and succeeded
in drawing off most of our audience. The day the
lectures commenced, the Christians commenced a
camp-meeting near by, and at some of the. churches
special meetings of some kind were held. But seeing
that we were getting fair audiences, the church
people began to get in their scare of boycott, ~he
preachers did a great amount of personal work to
keep the people away, and the last hight an ice-cream
·social was given at the Methodist church, and the
brass band employed to attract the people. Mr.
Harris· bas lived in that county for several years, and
is respected by all who know him, but after I arrived
and the Christians saw that the lectures were going
to be delivered, some of the ultra-pious ones refused
even to speak him. The Liberals of Lisbon could
hardly realize to what a depth of meanness orthodoxy
could sink.··
. Before·T reached Lisbon the Methodist preacher
];lad. me,_ slain; -in fact I suppose he thought I was anc nihila.ted_, ~m,d he was going to bf.l on hand to shut
/--··
·- ·.
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off the Infidel. Friend Harris informing me of this;
I promptly wrotfl a challenge, which was published
in the papera of Lisbon, to any of the clergymen of
Lisbon to meet me in a six-nights' debate. But none
of them appeared at the lectures or accepted the
challengt-.
After the course of lectures at Lisbon I d~livered,
a lectu;re at Fort Ransom in a beautiful grove on the
banks of the Cheyenne river, where we h!ld a good
audience. The Liberals of Lisbon are iotending to
hear Mrs .. Freeman this fall. They are d"termined
to giv the orthodox _another shaking up before theylet
them go.
I am now in the land of the "setting sun," where
I shall commence work in the school-room again in
September. I shall soon visit the friends at McMinn~
ville, where I shall probably deliver lectures at stated
intervals during the year.
GEORGE H. DAwES. ,
North Yamhill, Ore.

God in the Constitution.
From the F-argo, N''D,, SUnt!au Argus.

Even a bad reputation nobly earned is pleasing.-Seneca. '

In the issue of the daily Argus for August 6th, I
addressed a letter to the constitutional convention
entitled," What Deity?" in which I attempted to hav
a little common-sense talk with the delegates con.;
earning the mention of God in the constitution. My
remarks were based entirely upon principle, and con~.
structed with a view of respecting the opinion of at
least a respectable minority. In it I attacked no
religion nor creed nor made any stricture upon the,
perE!onal religious convictions of anyone, except
wherein that belief became tinged with intolerance,
and attempted to override the rights and liberties of
others.
I say intolerance, because it is this spirit which
constructed the preamble to the constitut.ion in spite
of a respectable minority opposed to it. If there
were anything to be gained by the mention of God in
the· constitution, then there would be an excue(', but
there is absolutely nothing gained, and it is simply
the . first principle of law-brute force-asserting
itself in the name of an unhealthy reli~ious senti"
ment.
·
'
In the Sunday Argus of August 11th, the spleen
of intolerance overflowed into ail. article entitled,
"On the Lord's Side," signed "Polonius." I am not
surprised at t,he spirit of the bigotry displayed in
this article. It is of the same kind that disregards
the desires of minorities, although gaining nothing
by the victory.
.
·
It is one of the curious phases of humanity t bat
however good, kind, generous, or noble the man is in
all walks of life, the moment one differs from him in
religious matters all of sweetness .in him turns to
galL
'
It is &leo strange that the Christian looks with so
much distrust and condemnation upon one who believeEI in· another religion -or believes in none at all.
SomA of the finest men in our city are Liberals and
Agno9tics, and what is found here is found the world
over.
It is a historical fact that every great rPformer the
world bas ever seen was considered an Infidel at the
time be lived. Every student of history, be he Christian or otherwise, finds and accepts the fact that
history continually repeats itself.
Does not this truth still bold good!
The spirit of religious intolerance bas caused more
pain, more suffering, more anguish, more ignorar::ce,
than all other causes combined. Even Christ, that
gentlest. of mankind, said: "He that believeth and is
baptized t!!hall be saved ; but he that believeth not
shall be damned" (Mark xvi, 16). It may be a truth,
but if he were God could he not hav altered it?
Paul, after preaching a sermon on charity, advised
the Galatians as follows : " If any man preach any
other gospel unto you than that ye hav received, let
him be accursed" (GaL i, 9).
·
It was religious intolerance that caused the massacre of twenty millions of Infidels in the several
Crusades; that burnt a thousand witches at Como,
Italy, in 1516; that burnt William Tyndale in 1536
for printing a Bible; that made John Calvin condemn Michael Servetus, Oct. 27, 1553, on the charge
of heresy; that burnt William Hunter in 1555 for
reading a Bible; that burnt J obn Rogers the same
year; that killed about one hundred thousand Huguenots; that burnt seventeen thousand witches in
Scotland from 1564 to 1603, and forty thousand in
England from 1600 to 1680; that burnt Giordano
Bruno, Feb. 16, 1600; that banished Roger Williams
from Mae11acbusetts, Jan., 1636, for simply advocating equal protection to all forms ofreligion and the
repealing of all laws compelling attendance at church;
that prompted the ecclesiastical synod held in Boston,
Nov., 1637, to banish Anne Hutchinson and her associates because she dared to put her own interpretation upon the scriptures; that fined, imprisoned, and
then banished six persons from Massachusetts in
1639 for attempting to organize a Baptist society;
that banged Mary Dyer in 1660 becaus~ she was
a .Quaker; that banged Rev. George Burrough in
.1692 for asserting that witches did not exist; that
killed nineteen a~ witches at Salem by torture and
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hangmg in 1692; that imprisoned and broke up the
seniinary of Miss Prudei!rie Crandall in 1833, at Canterbury, Conn., for teaching young negro girls; that
mobbed William Lloyd Garrison in Boston, in 1835,
for advocating the abolition of slavery; that diemissed Miss Barrett., aged sixte~>n years, from the
Methodist Female College at Pittsburgh, Pa, in
1866, for having a strain of negro blood in her veins;
that still persecutee, imprisons, and fines in the name
of religion. The list could be continued almost acl
infinitum. The foregoing will suffice for the present.
The E1pirit of .intolerance is by no means dead.
Like the mustard seed it is bidden in the breast
of man awaiting the proper condition of. religious
disturbances to cause it to germinate and grow and
destroy the field. For many reasons there will be a
bitter fight against the constitution. The fact. that
it has in a measure connected itself with the church
will but add fuel to the flame. It rriay be carried,
but in this instance, it seems to me the converse of
statesmanship to add an objectionable feature simply
t.o ~atisfy a sentiment., thereby increasing the danger
at the polls, and which, if won, will be but a victory
without reward. I feel sure that if the. preamble
were left to be last voted upon by the convention it
would never pass. 0 ternpora I 0 mores/ Blessed
be those brave spirits who subjugated self for the
benefit of mankind ! Ob, blessed be that liberty of
thought and act which politics avoids!
To" Polonius" I would say with Anaxagoras: " My
first care is for·my country, pointing toward heaven."
I would also ask some of the delegates to hold up
to themselvs the mirror of self-examination and see
'if they do not reflect the real Polonius:
Hamlet: Do you see yonder cloud,. that's almost in shape
of a camel?
·
·
Polonius: By the mass, and 'tis like a camel indeed.
Hamlet: Methinks, it is like a weasel.
Polonius: It is backed .like a weasel.·
Hamlet: Or. like a whale?
Polonius: Very like a whale.

SAUL.
To Goliatlt.
0 great Goliath of the days of .Saul
And David, more particularly David,
Before whose deadly sling you quickly cav-ed,
Where now thy pui~eance so broad and tall?
0 what a fall was there, gigantic one,
When you went down before that little dufferOut like a candle light before a snufferA sling, a swing, a spring, the deed was done!
How snarper than a serpent's tooth by far,
To b!l knocked out by such a little bantamA hundred such you'd guarantee to plant 'em,
But thou wert pla!Jted, thou, great man of war!
0 giant most gigantic grown in Gath,
Cold day for thee when David crossed thy path!
SI SLOXUM.

Sltall Pnblic Money Be Used for Sectarian Schools t
D. A.. Bucklev, Et!it01·, in the Cambl"idge News (Roman Cat1wlic).

The above question, which is one of the hour, is assuming
national importance. The feeling among the people is indicativ of a condition of insecurity in relation to the subject.
"A stitch in time saves nine," or'' an ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure."
Coming events cast their shadows before, and the handwriting on the wall clearly points to a national struggle
in the near future, unless by taking time by the forelock the
question is settled now and forever by an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, a~r is now proposed
and urged upon the leading men of the nation.
We, and every humane person and lover of the country,
would deplore a sectarian strife or war, which in our opinion
can only be evaded by settling it, this religious question,
now upon a permanent basis.
The Catholic laity should, and undoubtedly will, hail it
with delight as a consummation most devoutly to be
wished and prayed for, as by settling the queEtion in this
manner it will remove one of the most serious bones of contention and strife from men and women whose mission
1hould be, and is, to liv together in unity and harmonv.
We hav had enough of war. Let ns hav peace and all
Jaws and amendments tending to preserve and perpetuate it.

How They Look on Him There.
1<·1·om a,e Oil Citu Den·wk,
Last Sunday the people of Warren, Pa., were treated to an
exhibition of Col. Elliott F. Shepard, editor of the New York
Mail and Express. AR president of the American Sabbath
Union, he delivered an address from the pulpit of the Rev.
Dr. Fradenberg's church. It was a plea for the Christian
Sabbath. The speaker modestly instituted a comparison
between himself and the emperor Charles V., greatly to the
advantage of the colonel. He then plunged i_nto his spee?h,
but as it was evident he had made no espeCial preparation
for that particular occasion, but was relying upon the memory of past addresse~, the audience was regale~ with a B?~e
what incoherent review of the present SabbatiCal conditiOn
of Asia Europe, and America, largely interspersed with the
traveled colonel's personal experitmce with Syriac sheiks and
other notables of the far-off corners of the world, together
with some very curious' and marvelous interpretations of
'
·
history.
------~~~------

More Christs.
Frede~ick Stern, a colored doctor of Scotsboro, Ala., has

made a sensation among the people of his own race by the
cures which he professes to hav made by the laying on of
hands. He rubs the ailing portion of the patient's body, and
the patient bas a tingling sensation like that produced by a
mild current of electricity. The other doctors and the newspapPrB llt ScotBboro denounce Stern as a fraud. Several persons afflicted for years with chronic diseases say they hav
been cured by Stern in a few hourP without the aid "of
medicine. .The negroes almost worship Stern, and are firm
in the belief that he possesses supernatural powers,
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WE take pleasure in presenting to our readers this week
the first instalment of an article by John Peck, which will
continue through several numbers. We know that our subscribers will be delighted. If there is anything in the world
that is more delectable, refreshing, cheering, invigorating,
amusing, and useful all in one than this man's writing, we
would like to know what it is. Large-minded, straightforward, veracious, fearless, witty, and as clear and plain
as the light of day-John Peck is an apostle such as it rarely
falls to our lot to enj-oy, and one that we should appreciate
while we hav him.

Death of Horace Seaver.
It is with feelings of the profoundest regret that

we announce to our readers the death -of Horace
Seaver. He died just before noon on the 21st inst.,
at his residence, No. 2727 Washington street, Boston.
He had been troubled with an affection of the heart
for a long time, and for some six months past had
bee~ confined to the house. The immediate cause of
his death was dropsy.
Mr. Seaver was born in Boston on Aug. 25, 1810,
and would thus hav been seventy-nine years of age
had he lived till one more Sunday. He was of New
England stock, and the second son of Nathaniel and
Anna Seaver. From the first he gave evidence of an
ability that made him conspicuous among his companions. Young Seaver was educated in the Boston
public schools, and his readiness to promote them and
defend them from their Oatholic foes in after years
showed how grateful he was to them. He wished to
be an actor ; his folks wished him to be a clergyman.
Finally he went to Plymouth, and served an appre!lticeship as printer. It was during his stay in this
town and through his attendance at the meetings of
a local debating society that his :first doubts regarding orthodoxy in religion seem to hav been suggested.
How much these doubts were intensified, when, as a
journeyman, he traveled to Albany, and there heard
the famous Robert Dale Owen, is shown by the fact
that after this experience Seaver decided to reject
the clerical and retain only the pagan element of his
name. Up to this time he had been known as
Horace Holly Seaver, Holly having been conferred
in memory of a once famous Unitarian minister; but
after his change of convictions, the young man not
only decided to reject the Holly and remain simple
Horace Seaver, but also gave up all aspirations after
the ministerial career. In 1837 an incident occurred
which determined in an important manner all the
subsequent _course of Seaver's life. He came to
Boston, and took work on the Investigator as a compositor. The time was an exciting one, for the editor
of that journal, Mr. Abner Kneeland, had just been
prosecuted, convicted, and sent to jail for the crime
of blasphemy. S~aver visited the editor in prison,
and his experience during this episode gave the finishing touch to the convictions of the young Rationalist. The compositor, full of hatred, not for men, but
for priestcraft and superstition in all their forms,
soon budded out into a contributor, and so apt
and striking was his literary work, that when, in
1838, Mr. Kneeland retired from the editorial chair
to go West, Horace Seaver was promptly invited to
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guide the fortunes of the Investigator, and he- pamphlet form and admired for its eloquence and its
accepted the position. At that time Mr. J. P. sentiments.
Dr. H. G. Newton, Mr. Seaver's physician, relates
Mendum had assumed control of the paper, and Mr.
Seaver's installation into the editorial chair was the many anecdotes of the deceased. Among other
beginning of that remarkable partnership between things, he relates that Mr. Seaver once expressed
the two men which has lasted, without the slightest himself as desiring no further immortality than to·
break in the pleasantness of their relation, for over continue his work with Mr. Mendum, and that when
half a century. Mr. Mendum a day or two ago spoke he :finally had to face death he repeated that that was
thus, with tears in his eyes : " My friend was quite still all he desired. The doctor and other friends
aware of his approaching end, yet he manifested no took care· to prevent any possible misrepresentation
concern other than regret at having to leave his of Mr. Seaver's dying sentiments by the pious but
friends. We hav been together for over fifty years, mendacious. At the death there were present the
and our relations hav always been of the most pleas- doctor, the nurse, and a sister-in-law by the name of
ant character. He was one of the most genial and Mrs. Seaver, who can all testify that he died as he
gentlemanly men I ever knew. He was not a man had lived, an uncompromising, fearless Freethinker.
given to ridicule of his opponents, or of other peo- The doctor took down, stenographically, his last
ple's opinions; he always met men with argument. considerable conversation, about two weeks previous
But," added Mr. Mendum, " the loss is too recent to his death; it was interesting, and will be pubfor me to say any more."
lished later.
Mr. Seaver was a man of commanding presence,
Oolonel Ingersoll once wrote that it was the Invesdignified in manner, courteous in conversation, and tigator's fifty-odd years of constant advocacy of
able in debate. He loved discussion, even with his liberty that had made it possible for him to travel
opponents, for he regarded it as the great promoter through the country lecturing to thousands. There
of truth. Hospitaller Hall, in the early days, often is truth in this, and it was Mr. Seaver's brain which
resounded with the stirring struggles in which he made the Investigator. He was a thorough, patient,
measured his powers with those of oratorical antag- persistent editor, and forced the unwilling pietists of
onists. He was prominent in quite a number of Free- New England to hear him. He did a great work
thought conventions, and when, at one of these held indeed.
in Albany, it became a question whether the FreeWhat are the feelings that must be touched, and
thinkers of America should accept the word "Infidels" the avenues of reflection that must be opened, by
as a proper designation, it was .Seaver's influence this death, our readers feel and know as well as we.
which determined the reply given in the aftirmativ. Ol the value of a life like that of Mr. Seaver, no
thoughtful man needs to be told. In a world where
He was not afraid to be called an Infidel.
Most of Mr. Seaver's life was passed in the office most seem little more than boys, than unreasoning auof the Investigator in the midst of the books and tomatons, to b_e manipulated by false-hearted schemexchanges he liked so much to peruse. Either here, ers, while by their incapacity all hav to suffer-in this
on public platforms, or in private as a· welcome guest, world Mr. Seaver was a man with the gift of reason, to
he met anc] came into intimate and friendly relations see under appearances, penetrate shams, pierce to the
with reformers like Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Theo- inner truth of things with the subtil power of logic,
dore Parker, Oharles Bradlaugh, Holyoake, Ingersoll, and publish to his fellows in what quarter their inParker Pillsbury, and many others. In his private terests lie. In a world where moral cowardice and
life, Mr. Seaver had many qualities that made him base. spiritless disloyalty to truth envelop and welllovable. His charity was unstinted and his interest nigh extinguish all, Mr. Seaver was a man with firm
in schemes of benevolence was great. Of his life and intrepid determination to speak out his truths in
work it has been said that he molded Liberal thought total disregard of all the sneers and sco:ft's and disand modified Puritanic ideas to an extent impossible respect that could issue from angered ignorance and
adequately to describe, while his writings, in the detected fraud. He was veracious, he was frank, he
words of Oolonel Ingersoll, " hav Liberalized a conti- was benevolent, he was courteous, he was gentle. He
was an honor to our cause, he was an ornament to
nent."
In a late lecture Mr. Seaver spoke upon these his generation, he was one of those few for whose
points which we are treating now. It was at Paine goodness we learn to forgiv the shortcomings of the
Memorial Hall, Nov. 22, 1885, the subject being rest of mankind and love it after all. To say now
"Fifty Years' Experience in Liberalism." He began wh~t would hay rendered super:tluous all the precedhis address by stating that he had not always been a ing, he was a friend of Robert Ingersoll. Let him
Liberal and an Infidel. He began life, he said, like hav honor and gratitude and remembrance-and let
most, as a Christian, but fortunately for him, he got all try to be like him.
emancipated, and had never regretted it. His first
ambition was to be an actor. His parents, however,
The Persecuted Spiritualists.
thought he might make a good minister, and be sent
out West, like Horace Greeley. Happily, he became
The Michigan state Association of Spiritualists has
a printer, and if there was one mighty business in the resolved in regard to the arrest of Dr. Reid that it
world, it was that of printing. To be a printer, he " considers the attack to be a case of malicious resaid, was greater than to be a sailor or a soldier, or ligious persecution." We consider it precisely the
even a minister. The public could do without minis- same. It is a persecution by a large and powerful
ters. If the sun were to rise to-morrow upon this body believing one way as to a future state, of a
land without ministers and without churches, and smaller and less powerful body believing another
only the press should remain, people would be far way as to a future state. We do not wish any of
better oft'. The whole of theology was founded in our readers who may be Materialists to ignore the
conjecture and guesswork. What people wanted principle involved. The record• of the past _demonwas knowledge. It was need that caused so many strate on every page the fatal results to all of allowable men to remain in the church. A clergyman ing interference by such large bodies with small ones.
once prophesied that the speaker would be a bright It is of vital necessity that we maii:l.tain the principle
and particular light in the church. If only that of inviolability of religious belief, and resolutely meet
minister could see him now, he would recognize that all encroachers with a "Hands oft'." And the only
he was not much of a prophet. · The whole of the way to do this is to watch and guard the liberty of
thought of the world was drifting the way of the each as jealously as though it were the liberty of all.
Infidels. They had the best orator on their side to Suppose the Spiritualists should now turn around
be found in any country. Tyndall, Huxley, and the and obtain, in some vicinity where they predominate,
other scientists were all on their side. Finally, Mr. the arrest of a preacher for assuming to possess inSeaver said that after fifty years' experience of Liber- fluence with supernatural beings, would not the acalism he liked it better than ever, and meant to con- tion be as just? People muat learn that the only
tinue in it until time rang down the curtain and the way to eliminate error is by free discussion. If
either Spiritualists or their opponents are wrong,
glamour of life was over.
Early in life Mr. Seaver married a lady of a con- the facts are certainly capable of being finally laid
genial mind, and with her he lived a wedded life of open to all in course of civil and public argument,
almost unalloyed happiness. He buried her many and the matter will then be settledJorever. This is
years ago, and has since lived a widower, rich in the the way, and the only right way. To the elucidation
memories her life left behind. At her funeral he de- of the problem in this way we hav always given what
viated from orthodox usages and held the ceremony space in our columns we could spare from Antichrisin accordance with his own ideas of the fitting. He tian matter, fairly distributed between arguers pro
addressed the mourners, and his address is read in and con ; as to the method4 by force, that is the
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wrong way, and we shall never cease to protest
against it.
. The fact is, the Ohristians are irritated with the
Spiritualists for being more rational and fair than
they. Voltaire remarked that the Quakers offended
the. leaders of other sects unpardonably by setting
up the dangerous precedent of having no fixed and
t~alaried heads. Likewise Ohristians now are alarmed
~t ~e~ing a body whose teachings are so much better
_than their own. Ohristians claim the right of coercion; Spiritualists discll\im it. Spiritualists recommend the study of science; Ohristians discourage
it. Spiritualists giv in the main a fr.ee platform;
Ohris.tians refuse it. Ohristians disrupt science, and
confuse and terrify man, with a dualism of evil matter a~d nature on one hand, and something distinct
in essence, supernatural, called spirit, on the- other;
Spiritualists proclaim that nature is a unity, that all
is natural, and in their affirmations of spirit mea:r:. by
it nothing beyond a natural force at one with all the
other forces of nature. "There is," says Mr. B. F.
Underwood at the close of an argument against the
possibility of spiritual manifestations, ''so much i,n
the theory and history of modern Spiritualism that
is in marked contrast to the popular theology; its
teachings in many respects are so far in advance of
- those of the cbm:ches; its literature so much more
Liberal and in keeping with the spirit of the century;
its press and its platform so comparativly free, and
the intelligent and informed among its adherents so
· much more courteous and generous in the treatment
of its. opponents, that it bas required from me something of_ a sacrifice of per'!onal feeling to offer the
criticiBillB which I hav uttered, and which -1 .believe
. justice and impartiality demand." We do not think
that even the most extreme Matel'ialist can afford to
allow the Ohristian bigots, who would crush him and
every other di~senter if they dared, to -persecute a
class like this.
As to any plea of the necessity of excluding
from the mails fraudulent communications, we
will say that it wo)lld be better to allow a thou-sand times as many cheating advertisers to use the
mails as do now, than to open the way to central
national· censorship of the private affairs of the
citizens._ We always antagonized governmental med-dling with the mails, and always shalL So will
eveJ;yQne who will familiarize himself with the ways
_. of- eta~ despotism in the past and the imprudence of
allowing the first and littlest encroachments. No
one knows what national troubles may arise in the
future in-which it may be of vast importance whether
or not we hav kept the mails inviolate.
'

.
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Whitford Thanked.

We are very glad to learn of a piece of work done
at the Montan~ convention by Dr. 0. B. Whitford.
This gentleman all· our readers will remember as a
veteran contributor to THE TRuTH SEEKE~, author of
-several Anticbristian books, and stanch Freethought
worker in every way. We will giv a dispatch to a
local paper, the Inter Mountain, descriptiv. of his
doings:
"fuLBNA, MT., July 16th.-The convention session to-day
was of a lively character and a feeling of partisanship was
developed, which approached the verge of a wrangle. A
·sensation, which soon created a feeling of surprise and disgust, was the result of the submission by Warren of a com.
munication from 0. B. Whitford, remonstrating against the
Sunday law. It was a vicious assault upon the Christian
and Methodist conference, which recently petitioned the con.
ference to insert as a provision in the constitution a stringent
a:rticle to suppress the violations of the law and enforce the
proper observance of the Sabbath day. His language was
severe in the extreme. lie asserts that the Sabbath day and
all religions are prominent in the Constitution of the United
States- only by their entire absence, and that the Christian
Sabbath has absolutely no authority to bind the conscience
of an American citizen. The statements are samples of the
tenor of the entire communication. The members soon
began to show evidence of dissatisfaction and a desire to
shut off the reading of the document. Finally, after
patience had ceased to be a virtue, Delegate Burleigh arose,
and in a tone of indignation moved to suspend further consideration of the matter. A vote on this proposition was
carried· by forty-six affirmativ and seven negativ. It was
referred to a committee of thirteen on miscellaneous sub.
Jects, and probably will never see the light of day again."

In the editorial columns of the same paper is this:
"For the personal character of Dr. 0.-B. Whitford the
Inter Mountain has entire respect. It knows him for an
·honest man and a good .citizen. What his religious con.
vlctions are is nobody's business so long as they do not con.
teiJlplate ~n infraction of the law .. Yet this journal ques.
tions the propriety· of his sending to the 'constitutional
convention sooh a document as was suh,,mitt«!d to that bOdy
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of experience is that the first condition of progress
is the freedom of every minority and every individual
from majority dictation of belief.
The Inte1· Mountain would better take a little time
from its efforts to keep the bearings of politicians aL d
popular prejudice, and apply it to study of history and
We hav some remarks to make on this.
to disciplin in manly honesty, sincerity, and freedom.
"Tbe Inter Mountain knows Dr. Whitford for an honest

to-day, a document whose suggestions. are in confii'Ct with
the acce}!lted doctrine of Christianity throughout the civilized world. 'fhe recognition of God in the constitution may
not be strictly necessary, but it isn't going to hurt anybody,
and will meet with the indorsement of ninety-nine hundredths of the peopte of Montana."

man and a good citizeB."

We feel pretty confident; too, that if it knows any
other Freethinkers it knows them for honest men
and good citizens also. We do not believe it can say
the same of all the Ohristians it knows. Why does it
not occur to the Inter Mountain that it might. be as·
well to giv the doctrin of the honest citizen some
show and not be quite so eager in putting forward
the doctrin of the bad citizens! Maybe there is
something in the belief of the latter that works to
keep them from being like Dr. Whitford, honest men
and good citizens. Has the Inter Mountain investigated to see whether- there is not! Has it
examined· these things'?

Editorial Notes.
THE question has already come up, " Shall we keep the
1892 Exposition open Sundays?" We will observe that if it
is not opened Sundays, there will be one of the biggest rows
ever raised on Manhattan island, and in that row we intend
to take not a minor or a feeble part.

WE hav incautiously mailed to bookbuyers our last copy
of that useful work exposmg the crimes of convents,
"Sister Lucy and Her Awful Disclosures." We ·need a
copy to use in getting out a new edition, and if one of our
readers will send us one, we shall be grateful.
W II!LB Rationalists and scientists are meditating in their
studies cures for our social ills or discovering in their
laboratories the physical laws that we can utilize in bettering our material lot, Christians and Moslems are making the
"What his religious convictions are is nobody's business," island of Crete a hell of religious hatred, outrage, and bloodThen how are anybody's religious convictions any- shed.

body's business, and what are they stuck into the ·THE New Jersey Sabbath Union at its annual convention
just held at Ocean Grove passed this resolution:
constitution for T
"That we tenderonrthanks to the president of the United States
"---so long as they do not contemplate an infraction of
for his special order doing away with •ll Sunday Parades in tbe
•
the law."
army of the United States, and also to Postmaster-General Wana-

That class of men in America that are the most
fanatically Christian are also the very class that do
openly and avowedly contemplate an infraction of the
law. More, they contemplate an entire overthrowing of the law. These are the Romanists. They
contemplate an entire overthrowing of our free government and a sub!!titution of a despotism with their
present foreign sovereign, the pope, at its bead. If,
leaving this wholesale infraction of the law, we consid.er less infractions, the class that commits these
least is that class that Dr. Whitford stands for, and
the class that commits them most is that very class
that we spoke of as the oiost fanatically ·religious.
The class that commits them most is that very class
that is most devoted to that God whom our pious
contemporary wants recognized in the constitution.
"This journal questions the propriety of sending to the
convention a document whose suggestions are in conflict
with the accepted doctrine of Christianity throughout the
civilized world."

We fear that that paper would "question the propriety of sending to a convention a document conflicting with doctrine" of any kind that were accepted. We
fear that it knows no more than to look to whatever
it finds accepted, as the truth; to look to majorities_
for wisdom, and servilely to ape the prevailing prejudice, for policy.
Would the Inter Mmmtain "question the propriety
of sending to the convention a document conflicting
with the accepted doctrine of" Mohammedanism !
Yet if not, why not! What right can the convention possibly bav to discriminate between
Mohammedanism and Obristianity! Is not doing so
to a certain extent establishing by state a particular
religion? Is this what the fathers of the republic
contemplated ?
What we "question the propriety of" is the sending
by these pietists of a document conflicting with the
doctrine of separ._ateness of church and state accepted
throughout Amerioa.
"Tbe recognition of God in the constitution may not be
strictly necessary."

It is atrict.ly unnecessary. In fact, it is strictly
lnJurious. That all- this sort of thing is strictly injurious, history evide~ces with her most tragic and
portentous lessons.
"But it won't hurt anybody."

It will. This recognition of the prevailing superstition by the state is estimated to bav burt ninety
millions of men, since the appearance of Ohristianity,
to the extent of depriving them of life, either in religious wars or by slow torture. And yet this is but
a little item in the burt it bas done. It bas done a
work a thousand times as hideous and damnable in
its suppression of science, medical and of every kind
that would bav preserved, advanced, and elevated
human life.
"It will ineet with the indorsement of .ninety-nine hundredths of the people in Montana."

False. If it were true, the crime would remain
precisely the same. If there were in ~ont~na o~ly
one person who differed- with the rest m b1B behef
as to a future life, his feelings should be as inviolable
as those of a hundred thousand. The clearest lesson

maker for hi~ special order closing the department at Washington
to all visitors and employees on the Sabbath."

It was announced to the meeting that Secretary Blaine had
ordered the American department of the Paris Exposition
closed on Sabbaths.
EIGHT immigrants from Syria are detained at Castle Garden
pending an investigation into their financial condition. On a
late morning the Syrians were noticed g~ing about and gazing
at the pictures on the advertising cards hung in the rotunda.
As each one was inspected the foreigners would turn away
with a look of disappointment on their faces. Over the cigar
stand at one end of the rotunda, hangs a portrait of Robert
G. Ingersoll. When the party came to this picture its members appeared delighted, and in an instant they were on their
knees. Raising their hands in a devotional way they began
to pray, addressing their prayers to the picture that hung
before them. After half an hour spent in this manner they
rose from their knees and returned to their corner with
a look of peace and content on their countenances. The
sight of the men and women praying before a portrait of the
famous Freethinker was so odd that the officials made inquiries of the Syrians as to the cause. 'fhen it was learned
that the picture of " Our Bob" had been taken for that of St.
Peter, and with that impression they had performed their
devotion before it. It was with difficulty that the officials
could restrain· their laughter upon hearing this explanation.
They did not explain to the foreigners their mistake. But
our Syrian friends may be assured that they never prayed to
a man more good and great, nor as much so; and also that
they will get just the amount of supernatural aid from the
colonel that they hav ever got from their patrons of elder
standing.
THE Concordia, Kan., Blad,e has its opinions on the destruction of the Alexandrian library. It is inclined to think
that the Christian attack on it left little to be destroyed by
the Mohammedans. And it doubts that the books could hav
been used for combustible purposes. The supposed distri.
bution of the books for those purposes, it observes, was 642
A.n:, long before the invention of paper and when all writing
was done on parchment-the skin of a sheep or a goat dressed
and made fit to write upon. This material, says the Blade,.
would not burn even as well as water-soaked cottonwood. Tbe view of our contemporary is that when Christianity arose there arose also a natural hostility to the library,
and it ceased to be an object of care by the government, and
then, as similarly is the case now, as soon as the protecting
arm of the g9vernment was withdrawn it went to ruin.
Some of the books were kicked around the floors of the building, just as certain public documents are now, finally to be
dumped in the wastepile. Many of them may hav been, arid
in all probability were, carried away by some as curiosities,
by others because of the value they possessed; and many of
those latter may yet be found in some of the hidden recesses
of that once great and, intellectually, foremost country of the
world. It is not at all improbable that the library suffered
largely by the siege of Alexandria by Julius C~esar. That
was inevitable, but it was a vast institution long after that,
and it is owing entirely to the spread of Christianity that it
wentto ruin. With the rise of that superstition education
declined, and a feeling arose, that reached a mania, to 'destroy
all evidence that in any way conflicted with the story of its
foundation. At all events the story that sheepskin was used
for kindling-wood, concludes ou~ Kansas friend, is very improbable. We will say on this that the kindling material
story is the one given by all the cyclopedias and antiquarian
works and the men who wrote them are just the ones who
know best about the properties of parchment. Our friend
has not informed itself on the details of the nature and use
of fuel in those days. We use green logs for fuel now. Perhaps the parchments were burnt with difficulty, and the
motiv was not the desire for useful fuel but the wish to get
the manuecripts out of the world in some way. Still,
our friend may be right. Conclusions of savans and pro.
fessors are not to be accepted without scrutiny, on this or
any other point.
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STEUBENVILLE, 0., Aug. 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : 1 am pleased to see a few lines in THE TRUTH
SEEKER this week from our old friend, Thomas Winter. I
hav called on him once or twice when in Cincinnati, and it is
almost an inspiration to be in his co~pany. To he_ar him
talk on the possibilities of the futur~ with the _enthusra~m of
youth-though he is bent double With ~h~ weight of er.ghty
years-would cheer up the veriest pessrmrst t_hat ev~r lived,
and give me faith in the future welfare of mankmd. sun, when
1 begin to think of the powerful strides the Catholic church is
making and the war it is making on our public schools, and
the apa~hy of the great mass of the people, I say, is it possible after one single century that the people who started out
so nobly shall allow their liberties to be taken from them
without one word of protest until they are so far enslaved
that it will be too late? I see by a Cleveland paper that two
more towns in New York state hav given up their free
schools to the tender mercies of the priests, by a vote of the
people, the Catholics having the majority, and we .may
expect in a few years to see the majority of our towns and
cities voting the same way if we contin)le to make citizens of
the scum of all the Catholic nations. 0 that the people
might open their eyes in time to. save this grand heritage
from the blasting breath of that sum of all villainies, the
Catholic church I
J. D.
BurTE, MoNT., Aug. 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The editor of the Inter-Mountain may well
say he res·pects Dr. 0. B. Whitford, who dropped an Agnostic bomb in the Montana .convention, for a better man at
home and abroad never lived than the doctor. To know
him is to respect and honor him, and if only one-tenth of the
" ninety-nine hundredths" were worthy to carry the doctor's
old shoes, there would be some weight in the criticisms on
the doctor's belief.
If Butte is a fair sample of God's chosen children in Montana, I do not wonder they want him in the constitution, for
he cannot be anywhere else. A person has only to be here a
short time to be convinced that God's children pay very
little attention to their father's comll'ands, and although
there are seven or eight churches, they do not seem to make
their frequenters come anywhere near the level of the Freethinkers in all that makes a good citizen.
I hav been in many cities both East and West, but I hav
yet to find a place where vice flaunts her wickedness so
openly as here, and the future will be still worse, as there
has been a large parochial school built, where a thousand or
more children will be taught solely for God's and the Catholic church'e glory.
Possibly, now they hav got God in the constitution, he
may be able to make those who believe on him take a little
more care to practice what they preach.
Fraternally yours,
LoBENA A. BEAUVAL.
KENTON, 0., Aug. 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As you are seeking after truth, I will giv
you a few grains from this part of the vinyard. We are
blessed with about as many churches as Christ was with
apostles, and they are about as reliable. But what I want to
speak of is the Catholic doctrin. If their catechism is reliable, it is a deadly sin to withhold from another what justly
belongs to him. Did Purcell when he died and beat his
dupes out of about $5,000,000 commit that sin? I asked
that of a good Catholic. He told me the church was paying
his shortage and that makes atonement for his mistake.
I admitted that was good policy to frighten their dupes out
of their money to pay the amount their holy father stole
from a lot of people who were too ignorant to know that
national banks were more reliable than Purcell, but if money
will make atonement for his shortcomings, what is the good
of saying so many masses for him, or if masses are any good
why pay the money? But the worst feature of the whole
affair is that there are, according to the Cincinnati daily press,
scores of the good bishop's victims who fill lunatic asylums
and premature graves because they lost their money. The
church will probably call the pope in to fix that part of the
unfortunate affair. There is one of the good bishop's victims here in this town who toiled for years and earned a
small competence and gave it to the man of God to keep for
her, and he carried out his part of the agreement to the
letter, but when the good man died and went to heaven her
money went to the other place and she went crazy. So
everything went. The church can beg money to pay every
cent of this man's debt, but they can never restore those poor
creatures to reason or bring those to life who died from
grief over their losses. I am a constant reader of THE
TRUTH SEE;KER.
GEORGE BAKER.
CoQUILLE CITY, ORE., Aug. 5, 289.
Mn. EDITOR: The Liberals of Coos county, under the
leadership of the far-seeing, hospitable J. Henry Schroder,
hav accomplished a work of which we may well feel proud.
The first attack on orthodoxy was that of Professor Seymour,
whose happy theme is the science of man. The professor
defeats organized ignorance by exposing the vice and immorality it fosters, and by teaching the principles by which
mankind can attain a loftier civilization than orthodoxy has
dreamed of.
The next to fall in line was that brilliant champion of
''Liberty and Morality "-a good companion, earnest speaker,
and profound thinker. The clear peals of our Bell are still
surging against the pillars of orthodoxy.
·
The cause has received a new impulse by another annual
visit of that indefatigable worker, poet, and· philosopher,
Bainuel P. Putnam. He delivered lectures at the leading
owns on Coos bay and Coquille river, but· probably the

most interesting of all was the picnic at Arago. The steamer
made a special trip to the grounds. People gathered from
all points. ·The band from Myrtle Point, joining that of
Arago, furnished music for the occasion. After the meeting
of the Secular Union the Schroeder family invited the crowd
to a most wholesome dinner, which ..:as spread under some
beautiful trees near the hall. This was really a Liberal picnic-a day of sunshine and joy, of poetry and song, of music
and merriment. Such is only a glimpse of what this world
shall be when we become Secularized-when we recognize
that happiness is a reward of virtue, and here the place and
now the time to become worthy and reap those rewards.
Yours for the triumph of Secularism, T. P. BRINEGAR.
NEWARK, Aug. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The pope has a large family to support in
Rome. To be sure, he has $30,000,000 in his strong-box to
keep them, and a salary of £300,000 a year. His cardinals
receive $5,100 a year to support them. Heirs to the throne
must be supported in pr\ncely style. A man informs the
Newark people through the Newark Daily Ntws that the
poor Irish fishermen in Ireland stand in need of fishing veeeels. Now, if that is a fact, and not a fake, the pope could
spare them one year's salary and not miss it, or he could discharge his cardinals, nuncios, and papal guard. An honest
and holy man needs no soldiers. Christ had no soldiers to
keep him, only to guard him in prison and to lead him to the
place of execution-if he ever existed, which is not known
for a fact. Professor Wilder asserts there never was a
Christ, and I would believe him quicker than the paid theologian. The pope's prelates could be discharged, for the
pope is the judge and the court too. What it costs to run
the papal court would buy a good-sized fishing fleet. Or the
money the faithful Irish sent to the holy father the year of
the famin in Ireland would keep them now. The Italians
of New York claim the Irish rule and hav got all the offices.
Now, instead of the poor Irish COJ;ttributing to send to their
poor countrymen to build fishing fleets, let the Irish who
hold office and get large pay for doing nothing send some of
theiducre; for they are the true Christians, who hav their
grips, signs, and pass-words to gain admittance in their society known as the Sons of Ease, or Here We Rest. Tammany ·society is their heaven in New York, and the head
sachems are their saints. I suppo~e there is a chance for
some heavy-weight to be elected, for their chairman has resigned. Perhaps some day the legislature will do away with
political societies, especially Tammany saints. Now, I don't
know what the next cry will be for Ire~and unless it will be
to pay all their passages to America, for tbere are a great
many more cities that need policemen, justices, judges, seoatol'8, legislators, and aldermen. There are more blocks or
squares to be sold for.one dollar, to build a charity ho~pital
on one end and a large cathedral in front, I think it time
the people made an effort to claim their property voted away
by aliens.
Respectfully,
W. W. MoRRIS ..

conditions as those produced by Blade and Watkins, but ,he
declined to try to earn the money. Comment is unnecessary.
Spiritualism may not be true, but it ill becomes Q.b.e'· as
thoroughly ignorant of the subjects he talks about, as Mr.
Beall demonstrates he is, to accuse all readers of THE·TEUTH
SEEKER who claim to be Spiritualists, according to their
present light, as not being "level-headed," while at the same·
time he claims to be a Liberalist.
D. EDBON SMITH.
BAT.TIMORE, MD., Aug. 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I send you another article on taxation contributed by me to the Baltimore Imily Record, published by
the Maryland Law Journal Company. I am trying to do
something toward making churches pay taxes. We are
getting up a little excitement here in Baltimore on the sub·
ject, and as I hav used some of your thunder in this article
I send it to you. :Most people hav forgotten.what Garfield,
Grant, Jefferson, and others said, and we should keep it before the people, and publish over and over again. The Liberals are not so activ as they ought to be in the West, in the
matter of forming the constitutions for these new states that
are to be admitted. Thomas Jefferson's letter, which is here
inclosed, should be pub:ished again and again ; also the
words of Grant, Garfield, and others. I inc'ose you the slip.
It is Jtfferson's last letter, and is addressed toR. C. Weightplan, mayor of Washington.
E. LIVEZEY.
MoNTICELLo, June 24 1 1826,
.Respectea Sir: The kind invitation I received from :rou on t.be
part of the citizens of the citY of Washington to be present with
them at their celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of American
independence, as one of the surviving signers of an instrUinebt
pregnant with our own and the fate of the world, is most flattering
to myself, and higbtened by the honorable accumpaniment proposed for the 00mfort of such a journey." It adds sensibly to the
snfferinga of sickness to be deprived by it of a personal participation in the rejoicings of that day, but acquiescence is a duty
I should, indeed, with peculiar delight, bav met and
exchanged these congratulations personally with the small band,
the remnant of that number of those who joined with us on that
day in the bold and doubtful election we were to make for our
country, between submission and the sword; and to hav enj)yed
'with them the consolatory fact thaf our fellow-citizens, after half
a century of experience and prosperity, continue to approve the
choice we made. May it be to the world, what I believe it will be
(to some parts sooner, to others later, but fins.lly to ail) the signal
of arousing men to burst the chains under which monkish ignorance and superstition bad persuaded them to bind themselvs, and
to assume the blessings and security of self-government. The
form which we hav substituted restores the free right to the unbounded exercise of reason .and freedom of opinion. All eyes are
opened or opening to the rights of man. The general spread of
the lights of science bas already la.id open to every 'View the palpable truth that the mass of mankind has not been born with
saddles on their backs, r.or a favored few booted and spurred,
ready to ride them legitimately, by the grace of God. These are
grounds of hope for others-for ourselvs let the annual return nf
this day forever refresh our recollections of their rights and an
undiminished devotion to them.
I will ask permission here to express the pleBBure with which
I should hav inet my ancient neighbors of the city of Washington
and its vicinities, with whom I passed so many years of a pleasing
social intercourse-an intercourse which so much relieved ihe
anxieties of the public cares, and left impressions so deePii @n·
graved on my affections as never to be·forgotten. With niy regret
that ill-health forbids me ·the gr~~otifics.tion of an acceptance, be
pleased to receive for yourself and those for whom You write the
assurance of my highest respect and friendly attachment.
THOMAS JEFFEEBON,

BANTA ANA, CAL., Aug. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to correct an error in the latter part
of J. M. Beall's letter, on page 490 of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
He says, «·You will hav to produce some stronger proof of
the existence of ghosts, than your little slate-writing trick,
before you can convince the level-headed readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER of the reality of your ghost, for: Mr. Hermann
can double discount that trick any day in the week."
I hav practiced sleight-of-hand tricks more or less for forty
years, and hav investigated the writing of messages between
closed Blfites, in my own family, for ten years, and I know
that while it is true that trick slate-writing can be, and often
is, performed, yet it is also true that neither Mr. He,.mann
nor any other prestidigitator can show writing on slates
never touched by himself nor his accomplices.
Mr. Beall shows his woeful ignorance both of sleight-ofhand performing and of so-called Spiritualistic phenomena.
I hav carefully studied both in my own house and among
my own family, and while some of the.latter phenomena· can
be simulated by the conjurer, there are others he will never
attempt. I cannot take my closed slates to Mr. Hermann
and, without letting them out of my hand, receive a single
word. But there are people I can take them to and hav
them filled with interesting writing while kept entirely in my
possession. Because Mr. J. M. Beall has never hac such an
experience, and cannot conceive of such a thing b3ing done,
he is not Liberal to throw mud at me, and say I am a liar or
a fool. But to more fully show how thoroughly ignorant of
the subject Mr. Beall is, when he Eays that a prestidigitator
"can double discount that trick any day in the week," I
wish to quote from Pscltyische Stwlien for January, 1878, p.
43: "Robert Boudin, the great French conjurer, investigated the subject of clairvoyance with the sensitiv Alexis
Didier. In the result he unreservedly admitted that what he
had observed was wholly beyond the resources of his art to
explain.''
Samuel Bellachini, court conjurer at Berlin, signed a paper
before a notary, Dec. 6, 1877, stating, after the minutest
investigations of Mr. Slade's surroundings, "I hav not in the
BJpallest degree found anything to be produced by means of
prestidigitativ manifestations, and that any explanation of
the experiments which took place under the circumstances
and conditions then obtaining by any reference to prestidigitation, is absolutely impossible.'' And lastly, Mr. Hermann,
in January, 1881, while performing in Chicago, visited Mrs.
Simpson with a competent committee, Hermann having
previously confidently assured all concerned that no writing
would occur. And yet, under Hermann's own conditions,
writing appeared on the slate, and Professor Hermann said
he was satisfied that no living person could hav been in any
contact with the pencil when it did the writing. And afterward Professor Hermann was offered $5,000 to produce by
sleigkt-of-hand similar phenomena on slates, under the same

SAN BERNARDINo, CAL., Aug. 10, 1889.
MB. EDITOR: Modern science, especially evolution and the
cognate branches of historical and biblical criticism, hav
completely overthrown metaphysical theology. This fact is
well known, not alone to scientific investigators, but also to
scholarly theologians· themselvs. And it is because of the
conservatism of the learned-their fack of enthusiasm in
radical change-that the institutions of religion, with their
hypocrisy and roguery, are tolerated and indulged. But the
innumerable writers after the style of Voltaire are making
everything religious vulgar, by showing the emptiness of its
claims to be supremely ridiculous. As likewise the multitude
of authors after the style of J>.aine, Ingersoll, and Hugo, "Cith
their lucid common-sense arguments and keen sarcasm, are
rapidly inspiring the whole mass of the people with a lively,
enthusiastic sense of rational Freethought, which is everywhere undermining all religious institutions to their utter
destruction; for when the Radical enthusiasm of the people
becomes enlightened and aroused revolution is inevitable.
And the uniqueness of the wit and sarcasm of Mr. Heston's
cartoons is an Archimedes lever in the razing ef these
gently-cunning-" dove and serpent "-but really debasing
and swindlinl!,' Christian institutions. His illustrated representations of their hypocrisy and roguery are at once and instantaneously-optically and mentally-captivating and de.
monstrath' in the highest degree.
Vulgar and ridiculous as here applied to theology and
religion, will readily suggest the mathemat_ical reductio ad
absu1·dum as being interchangeable, for the import is similar.
The false delicacy shown by the unfriendly critics of these
artistic illustrations, that they are coarse and offensiv to the
finer sensibilities of some milk-and-water Liberals, and
highly so to wavering, thoughtful Christians, is totally
devoid of argument against ·their use as a powerful means in
the demolition and utter destruction of ecclesiastic tyranny
and sacerdotal assumption and domination.
A view of the terrible way t_he church and J]linisters of
religion scourged heretics and independent thinkers in 'the
past, and the efforts now being made by them to regain
power to accomplish their will to do so again, should be
sufficient for all Liberals to waive any ad verse criticism of
these striking, iconoclastic plcturee; nay, rather they should
be hailed with delight by all friends of progress as the most
effectual means of drawing the attention of the wilfully
blind and ignorant enemies of Rationalism, as likewise .torenew the recollection of the joyful deliverance of the emancipated slaves of ecclesiasticism, who hav gained our freedom
by laborious research and logical deduction.
Let tb,e k(len !lhf\fts of ~1\tir!l, Bl\r<:Jasm, and ridicule-;
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literary and artistic-strike with their irresistible force, and
thoroughly vulgarize, the genteel, fashionable sham of current Christianity, and no support of its "respectable" hypocrite can long shield it from merited popular contempt and
general indignation and disgust.
Vive Heston! Vive le ridicule!
J.F.
PORTSMOUTH, 0., Aug. 18, 188g.
MR. EDITOR : The Freethinkers, the real heroes of the
world, are struggling with one of the most heartless organizations, the church, that this country can show forth. The
distance between those who are contending for the right,
who depend on the natural, may be great, still their hearts
are as warm, their sympathies as abiding, as though they
were standing side by side. No band of men has deserved
more credit, since history was written, than the grand and
growing columns who are battling for the liberty of man,
woman, and child. Their heart is in the work and their
work is to them the breath of life. The bright examples
among them are counted by hundreds, and this of itself is
sufficient to save their reputation and their all from sweeping condemnation, destruction, and death at the hands of
that gigantic fraud, the pulpit, that power before which ignorance bows and crawls and receives the brand of an intellectual serf. On one hand is heard the crack of the whip
and the click of the collar, while on the other ring out the
silvery notes of freedom, the boasting sounds of those living
to uphold truth, and t::>. exert a moral influence over the
children l)f men. Those laying claim to this latter high calling cannot help succeeding. They are gaining ground daily
and the victory is bound to be theirs. They are on the side
of right and justice, and to them be it said, in the words of
the immortal Shakspere, "Thrice·armed is he that hath his
·
quarrel just."
I was rather amused'yesterday at a trial before Squire
Ashton, in which William Watkins, a highly religious sho.emaker, was defimdant. The charge written against Watkins
was tha · of bastardy, the prosecuting witness being a Miss
Thompson, a girl of nineteen summers, whom he had ruined
by promises too numerous to mention. Watkins is a married
man, and for several years has been a loud-mouthed, shouting Methodist. His first experience as a religious reformer
was in the ranks of the Salvation Army, and came about in
this way. One night he was in a Gallea avenue bar-room
drinking and carousing. He forgot to square his saloon account-that is to say, tried to put it on the barkeeper's eye.
The latter, a large-sized "Dutchman," made for Watkins
with blood ih his optic. Watkins stopped not to argue the
question, and fled out the back entrance, over the fence, and
never stopped until he had reached the inside of the Salvation Army barracks. The petticoats of the army smelled
whisky on his breath, and at once seized him as a prisoner.
From that on till the disbandment of the corps he thumped
the tambourine and sang hallelujahs as loud and as long as the
oldest veteran. The trial resulted in his being bound over to
court in the sum of $300, and he is now turned the Solomon
of the Methodists.
We have a sort of local Jesus in our midst In the form of
Lorenzo Dow Ellis, who by occupation is a builder of wagons
and pumps. He is a great freak, and claims to tell the past,
the present, and the future by the touch. Several years ago
he imagined he could heal disease by placing his hands upon
the affected part or parts; He got Uncle Jimn:y Feurt, who
is the veteran Liberal of the section, to allow him to try to
heal him, to cure him of his blindness and his rheumatism.
Uncle Jimmy consented in order to prove that faith cure was
a fraud. For one solid hour Ellis kept the old gentleman on
his kne~s with nothing on save the attire of nature, ·and
during this time danced and pawed around him like a madman. Finally Feurt raised ·up a-cussing, and put a stop to
pow-wows and nonsensical incantations.
My friend, Mr. J. S. Trentheart, who is an able defender
of Free thought, has informed me that the word "helpmeet," so often used in .the garden of Eden story, means
"help me eat." I accept this because there is common
sense in it.
WILLS. ANDRES.
PuRDY's STATION, N. Y., Aug. 13, 289.
MR. EDrroR: An insane man once complained that there
is no sane person in the whole world. Being asked why he
allowed insane people to ·ha v unlimited freedom, he replied,
" There are not asylums enough in the world to hold them
all." It seems to me that this individual has many followers
even among the reformers and Freethinkers. Many of them
are convinced that everyone is wrong except themselvs, and
they regret that they hav not power enough to run the world
accordinp; to their fancy. It may be natural for a man to
think that only his principles are right, but there is no reason
why others who do not share his ideas should be abused. We
often hear the charge that Freethinkers, in their arguments
against what is ca-lled the Christian religion, use too strong
language, and thus not only hurt the feelings of the Christians
whom they try to enlighten, but even weaken the cause for
which they so earnestly fight. They are requested to soften
1heir colors a little. It cannot be deaied that this charge is
to a certain degree true. Some correspondents of our Freethought papers are not very particular about their words.
They condemn bigotry in Christians, and yet they are bigoted
themselvs; they mistake abuse for argument; they forget
the splendid saying of Colonel Ingersoll, "I don't despise a
man because he has the rheumatism, I despise the rheumatism because it has a man." All this is wrong. In a discussion personalities ought to be out of question: We should
deal with pri~iples, not with the persons who accept or reject certain principles. If our aim is to kill'the monsters of
superstition, we should wage war upon them, but not upon
thek :victims. It is of no help to us to call other people fools
>11111d ~na.ves, no matter what their beliefs may be.- What~'fl,ef4you Dl,~Y think D!. Talma&"~ ()r Sam ;Tones, leave them
" .. ... .
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alone, and deal with their utterances if they are worth re- per cent, and what can he meall by holdinp; a paper dollar at
plying to. We can afford to be kind to our fellow.men even par, since nothing is money but that which government
if there is no point upon which we agree with them. True, stamps as a legal tender in payment of debts, aad no money
many Christians are so intolerant that they deny to others (lawful money) ever depreciated one mill. Bank bills are
the rights they claim for themselvs, and so bigoted that they not money. They can only exist by fraud, and can only cirregard a Freethinker as a monster. But shall we imitate culate by the withdrawal and destruction of money. There
them f Should we accept them as our tutors? If a Chris- is no other illegal, unlawful, barefaced fraud and robbery that
tian c&lls me an Infidel and a child ef the devil, it does not ever existed on earth so damnable as that of the withholding
follow that I m:ust call him a fool and a rascal. True, it is from the people of real money, and by taxation compelling
a pitiful sight to see an intelligent and well-educated man them to borrow bankers' debts to pay taxes, debts, and inbelieve in orthodox Christianity, with its heaven and hell, terest with. Out of this slavish fraud, as its natural fruit,
angels and devils. Still, let us hav charity; let us remember come poverty, war, murder, vice, crime, and every evil
that he believes as he must, that for some reason or another known to humanity~
he cannot rise above his surrounding. But at the same time
And Mr. C. L. James is just as far off and just as illogical
we ought to be true to ourselvs. No compromise ought to as Mr. Barrett. Mr. James proposes mutual banking. Of
be made. The truth, or what we believe to be the truth, course, the expenses of mutual banking must come from inshould be told in plain and unmistakable language. Pro- terest. As interest is a useless wrong, so banking, of any
fessor Huxley says that we cannot oblige our opponents and kind, name, or nature, is wrong. Mr. James advocates ju~t
believe, or say that we believe, certain things which we can the same kind of fraud as that which, from 1830 to 1860, was
not believe, even if morality will be ruined on .account of it. called wildcat. He says that the great trouble with the wild
The trouble is that many Christians consider their religion cat banks was that they were required by law to redeem, not
too sacred to be examined, and no matter how mild your in value, but in specie, a certain kind of value, and he says
language might be, you will always hurt their feelings. very much the same is the trouble with the representativ
When Colonel Ingersoll asked of Dr. Field~ "What do you money issued by governments. ·Now, this is very silly talk,
think of Abraham? of Jephtha,h? what is your opinion of with not a particle of truth in either statement. The real
Jehovah himself?" the doctor didn't seem to be shocked at trouble with the wildcat bank paper was that it was not
all-at least he did not say so. But the Right Hon. William money, but a fraud upon· the people, who were childish fools
Gladstone could not stand these simple questions, and he to ever be so blind. There is no power that can make either
asks rather severely ''whether this is the tone in which wildcat, national bank, or mutual bank paper, money, and
controversies ought to be carried on? Not only is the name honest reformers shouid, by .all means, learn this fact and
of Jehovah encircled in the heart of every believer with the cease to help tae money-lending robbers to delude the people.
profoundest reverence and love, but the Christian religion Nothing is money but that which is issued by the p;overnteaches, through the incarnation, a doctrin of personal union ment. Anyone whohas read the Constitution of the United
with God so lofty that it can only be approached in a deep, States ought to ktww this, and Mr. James ought also to
reverential calm." If Mr. Gladstone is right, then religious know that Russia and Austria hav no money, never had
c0ntroversies will become almost impo~sible. If, in order any ; they borrow and use bankers• debts even for the use of
to examin the character of a God, you must be in a state of government expenses, while the government of this country
deep, reverential calm, you cannot giv your real opinion of makes an imitation of money and give it to the eneinies of the
him. If when you ask one, what does he think of a certain people to be called money, and then levies taxes to the
deity, you violate '' the Ia ws of social morality and decency," extent of nearly eight hundred milliOllB a year, thus compellyou can ask no question whatever with regard to the sup- ing the people to borrow a wildcat imitation of money to pay
posed deity. What should Colonel Ingersoll hav done? taxes with. Mr. James's assertion that government money
Was it his duty to appeal to Mr. Gladstone and ask him what ever depreciated is untrue, and he cannot point to an instance
language he should use when Jehovah is under considera- when legal tender money ever depreciated. Nor that its
tion? Was it his duty to say: "Mr. Gladstone, will your value ever rests upon its volume. It seems almogt a hopeless
honor be kind enough to tell me how shall I write about enterprise to labor for better opportunities for the people
Jehov~h without offending you and all Christians who share while the ones who claim to know how to help them make
your reverence for Jehovah ?"
such glaringly false statements. The want of money is the
Suppose Colonel Ingersoll had discussed English politics, true and only cause of the poverty, slavery, war, vice, crime,
and used the following language: "What do you think of and suffering all over the world to-day, and yet Mr. James
John Bright? of William Gladstone? what is your opinion will use his influence to disparage· the issue of money and in
of Queen Victoria herself?" would Mr. Gladstone hav com- favor of a false banking wildcat fraud, with the continuance
plained of having his feelings hurt? Would he hav asked of the vampire interest.
"whether this is the tone in which political controversies
I hav before me the speech of Senator Z. Chandler, in the
ought to be carried on? Not only is the name of Victoria United States Senate, Feb. 18, 1874, upon the increase of
encircled in the heart of every Englishmenan with the pro- national bank circulation and redemption of three per cent
foundest reverence and love, but the English constitution loan. This great head of the Republican savior of the reteaches·a· doctrin of~ personal union with the queen so lofty public, on this occasion, said: "In 1865 I advocated, on
that it can only be approached in a deep, reverential calm." this floor, the substitution of bank notes for greenbacks, as a
Surely Mr. Gladstone would ha v admitted that Colonel Inger- step toward the resumption of specie payments." There was
soll has an inalienable right to examin the character and con- never any greater traitor to the people of this country than
duct of the queen, and freely say what he thinks of her.
the man who advocated the substitution of bank bills for
Suppose the Greek mythology had been the subject of the real money in circulation, and no more false, lying traitors
discussion arid Colonel Ingersoll had asked: "What do you then lived than were then in the Congress of this nation.
think of Bacchus? of Venus? what is your opinion of Zeus And, perhaps, in no other way has religion ever done more
himself?" would Mr. Gladstone hav accused him of violating harm than in its support of every falsehood put forth by the
the laws of social morality and decency? Why then should money-lenders to delude the people as to the name, the
Jehovah be an exception? Is it because he is Mr. Glad- nature, and the functions of money. Common sense has
stone's pet? Does Mr. Gladstone mean to say: "Hands off, scarcely ever been used in the examination of the question.
leave my pet alone?"
If the simple truth had been plainly stated, that money is the
What then is to be done? How are religious controversies creation of law for the payment of debts, the world would
to be carried on ? Shall we stop denouncing error simply look ever 80 much brighter to nine-tenths of its people.
because the good Christi.aris do not want to hav their mind_s
A little book is before me, published by G. B. DeBernard
disturbed? No; we should never fail to teach what we be- Sedalia, Mo., in which I find the truth stated more plain and
lieve to be true, and to expose the mistakes. and errors of the emphatic than ever before. He says: "Giv us money
past. We are not bound to keep our mouths shut simply be- and without fear of overproduction we will employ every
cause some one cannot stand opposition to his religion. It man and woman at remunerativ wages. . . . Giv us
is our duty to be kind to our adversaries. We should hav money, and we will put an end forever to the contest now
malice for none. Truth, however, should not suffer on ac- raging between capital and labor."
count of it. Kindness and truth ought to go hand in hand.
Giv us money, and nothing more will ever be heard or
Colonel Ingersoll and. Professor Huxley, in my opinion, hap- monopolies, of high and low tariff, of high and lo~ wages.
pily combine both qualities. They are kind and candid ; Nor of strikes nor lock-outs, nor boycotts nor hard times, nor
they avoid coarse language; they are charitable toward their· panics nor financial cris'es, nor famin, nor distress, nor
opponents, even if the latter do not treat them ~i?dly, but ~t povert~, nor riots and revolutions. Scarcity of money is the
the same time they are fearless and uncompromiSing. Their c~use of all these. Giv us money, and universal prosperity
words are real representations of their thoughts, and for that
will follow.
reason are always valuable.. Their example is worth followEvery man of ordinary intelligence not only believes, but
CLEMENS P. BERYLBON.
ing.
Respectfully yours,
positivly knows, the above assertions and possibilities to be
correct. He knows that with money he could liberate every
'DETROIT, Mxo!I., July 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : There appears to be a three-cornered or family now groaning under mortgage. He could drive the
triangular argument coming up between Mr. James, Mr. Bar- wolf from every do0r, wipe out from every heart ·the dread
rett; and myself, which may be more profitable than Anarchy. of poverty, with its attendant evils, and fill every home with
I am often lost in astonishment at the want of common abundance and enjoyment.
''Thus," says he, "it is plain that the great problem of
sense of reformers, who will waste their time and talents in
silly quibbling about" what is money, and what it shall be labor, nay, the still greater problem of human development,
made of, and who may or may not' issue it." Mr. Barrett human liberty, and human happiness on earth, depend upon
says that he heartily indorses my idea, and then shows that the free circulation of money."
Upon money, therefore, we insist, should concentrate all
he does not in the least comprehend what I wrote. I certainly wish to hav government issue all of the money, and the attention, all the study, all the intelligence, and all the
with it pay all govern.ment and all general public expenses, mental and material forces of organized labor in all counand never to authorize nor recognize anything else as money. tries.
Let me hope that my friends and fellow-laborers, Barrett
Mr. Barrett does not seem to know anything about money,
and until he takes the trouble to learn a little something and James, will take the trouble and use the patience to
about it he should not try to teach others, as he only confuses study and think of these truths, for truly they are the
them. Money is the creation, the fiat, of the government, foundation of the liberty which we all seek for, and the only
and the government in this country is claimed to be the way we can hope for success lies in the question of free
people. Now, what sense can.Mr. Barrett see in the people money, and the absolute abolition of all debt and interest.
Ever for liberty for all,
J. H. WooD.
loaning money to the people at ·one per cent or any otber
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ward, she :was soon kneeling by his side, talk- moved farther from the little midget who was called pollywogs or pollywiggles. These liting to him in the same grave fashion as she sidling up to him and who in dress was the tle, tiny creatures need none of man's assisthad conversed with dolly. Jack did his best very counterpart of himself. " Girls look ance or a mother's care, but seem to "liv
L&dit&:l. lJ1I Miss SusAN H. WuoN, Fall to show his appreciation of her sympathy. just the same as a boy, but she ain't. Boys and grow fat" off the mud and water. Not
ilit>cr, Ma88., to whom all Gommun{(Jatwn• for He shook his tail feebly, his whole body don't push up to a feller as girls do. Girls so with Mr. and Mr~. Frog, as they seem
quivered, he whined and licked her hand. In ain't got no sense, pushing up and talking to much inclined to eat everything in their
'hi.' GorrwJt' should be sent.
a little while Pillus left the dog's side, and, a fellow they don't know."
reach, water-bugs, flies, crabs, and even small
Little Julia is in the habit·. of saying snakes if one happens to find his way into
running down the field path, she clambered
" Between the dark and the daylight,
over the stile and disappeared from my "Amen" to the grace her papa asks at table, froggy's domicil, and, what is worse, they
When the night is be~rtnnin!l to lower.
Oomea a pause in the day's occupations
sight. I might hav thought she had gone and she usually says it heartily and with are the naughtiest of parents, for when
That is known a.a the Children'» Hour."
home to dinner had I not noticed that the doll unction. But she failed to say it altogether hungry they are cannibalistic, and, like fish,
still sat, stiff and stark, under the great oak at breakfast a few mornings ago, and sat will eat each other. To remedy such naughty
tree. So not many minutes had elapsed be- gloomily at the table, which had rather less behavior in the old frogs and to protect the
How the Ransom Was Paid.
fore !caught sight of the child again clamber- on it than usual, and nothing that Julia liked. younger " 'wogs and tads," the owners hav
On tbe helpleu Flemish village
ing back into the field. She had been run- Some one at the table asked why Julia was to feed them every day with some kind of
Cruel Alva awooped and fell,
ning hard, she looked hot and flushed, and silent. "Puh," she said with a fine scorn, fresh meat, liver, etc. This is done by tying
And the peace of trade and tillage
Turned to martial clank and yAII.
her hat had fallen back upon her shoulders. " I don't think I'll say amen for such a break- long slender strips of flesh to the end of a pole
tf.le town-house, la.ll and handsome,
or holding them in the tips of the fingers where
She was carrying something very carefully, fast as this."
Stood the ereat duke, looking down
which, as she neared me, I discovered to be a
A few mornings since at breakfast, in a they are sure to attract the attention of every
On the burghers proff~ring ransom
small white mug. Afterward, on close in- rich Clifton home, a little tot paralyzed his frog In sight, and such a scrambling and jumpFor the aefety of the town.
spection, I found the mug was adorned with maternal progenitor by exclaiming: "Mam- ing is a wonder to behold, many frogs jumping
O'er his brow gray look» were twiningFor his ca~que was laid aside,
a landscape in vivid blue and greens, and in- ma, I love you better than I love oatmeal." a foot or more from the water to get the temptAnd his good sword carved and shining
scribed with the legend, "A present for a "Do you love that much, dear?" was the ing red, worm-like meat. Besides the care of
From his sword-belt was untied.
good girl." It was evidently.a choice article. tender rejoinder. "Well, I ain't stuck on it." feeding, certain mo~ses, bogs, and spatterPrince he seemed of born commanders,
A little Boston boy, aged six, is of a very dock must be planted in the home of the
The next thing Pillus did was to arrange a
Pride and power each ~reature told,
As he cried, "Yemen of Flanders,
bunch of flowers in the mug. This was by no imaginativ temperament. Quite recently his frogs to make them thrive, and from these
Bring me twenty casks of gold!"
means a short operation. It necessitated mother noticed that at bedtime each night he they' derive much of their subsistence. The
Then upon them fell a sadness,
much deliberation, together with a good deal laid his little boots together upon their sideP, owners hav alre'ady learned to know certain
And a shadow like a pall,
of grave conversation addressed to Jack. instead of setting them upright. "Pray tell ones that hav become so tame that even
While they murmured, " 'Tis rank madness
When the bouquet was arranged to her com- me why you always place your boots that strangers can pat them on their heads, and
Such a sum from ua to call."
plete satisfaction, she set the mug down just way?" said mamma, and the child replied: different names hav been given them after
ADd the spokesman of the village
Murmured feebly, "Sure you jest."
in front of the sick dog, saying: "I said I'd "Because they must be tired walking so some peculiarity of size, color, or shape.
Answered A.Iva, " Gold or pillagegiv them all to you, Jackie, dear 1 Aren't much all day I lay them sideways so that they One very large one is called John L. Sullivan
Chooae whiche'er may suit you beat.''
and, like the pugilist after whom he is named,
they sweet?" and with that she left him.- can rest."
F~tiut and stunned, they turned despairing,
London Queen.
he seems to hav more muscle power than
When arose a laugh of joy--------~~~--------Correspondence.
manly sense. It is expected that all of the
And before their startled staring
What
a
Boy
Knows
.About
Feet.
In there pranced a little boy.
now tiny little " 'wogs and tads" will be big
ST. JosJ:PH, MIOH., Aug. 12, 1889.
On his curls the duke's helm rested,
What I no about feet is lots. I hav got a
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: You will please enough for market in one year, and many
As his noiay glee he roared,
pare that has been with me for some time, & pardon me for intruding on the " fold of will be caught before Jack Frost puts a stop
And his good steed mailed and crested
I must say I am vary much attached to them, the Children's Corner," but I think that per- to their evening concerts, and will be stored
Waa great Alva's mighty sword 1
and I beleeve they think jest as much of me. haps the subject inclosed may be desired for away in warm winter quarters, to be shipped
llound about the room he gamboled,
your use in THE TRUTH BEEKER, as I think it
Feet is born onto you down below near your rather instructiv to both old and young, to the great cities in mid-winter to tickle the
Peeping through the helmet bars;
ankle, but you cant help that, an besides if being a new branch of domestic culture, and e.(!licurean palates of those who think enough
Now he leaped and now he ambledLike a Cupid mocking Mara.
they was on your elboes or your nees or other if you wish to arrange the manuscripts in of the delicate white meat of froggy's hind
Then he stayed his merry prancing
spots on your purson you would haf to walk such shape for printing as may suit your legs to pay several dollars per dozen for them.
And of Alva's knee& caught hold,
awkwork. Feet is flat, oblong bunches on fancy, and for the best use to your school of I am sure none of your little boys or girls
Where a ray of sunlight glancing
boys and girls, you are at liberty so to do; if
the bottom of your legs. They are composed not, to pasa it in with the "obnoxious weeds" would wish to open their banks and pay such
Turned his sunny curls to gold·
and
soul!
&
toes
of
insteps
&
skin
&
heals
Swift the mother, 11orely frightened,
of the editor's basket. I am a little boy fifty. a price from their "long-in-saving" store of
whitch is fastened on with nails. I don't one years of age, and while quite old for a pennies for such frail-looking hindquarters,
Strove to take the cherub wild,
But the duke's stern fea1 urea lightened
supose thare is anything in the world that boy, I am still a boy in the true family of and I hope that each one can hav everything
As he kept her from the child,
carries about with it all the time so much truth seekers, and while I am seeking all the else of the "goodies" of the table and will
And he drank the pretty prattlelight from others that is shed for me, I am
meanness & sin and missary and hapyness as ever willing to donate my fragmentary bits to not wish the toothsome froggies' hind legs.
For the baby knew no fear,
feet. Feet on boys is no good, anyway. Pa those who may wish them, and I am only The frogs will soon become very tame and
Till his eye, so fierce in battle,
Softened with a pearly tear.
says they are only for to wear out shoes, but sorry that I hav not the talent of an Ingersoll come at the call of their attendant, and won't
or Spencer that I might do more good in the it then be fun to see them jumping, croaking,
For a baby rose before him
I wish he wasn't such a kicker.
In fair Spain, ere war's al~trma
Most everything you can think of has feet, cause that is the dearest to me of all others. and hurrying from all directions,. like little
Thna his father'a sword utJbore himVery respectfully,
A. D. SwAN.
but a river's foot is the funniest of all for its
chicks in the morning when they hear the
Alva caught the boy in arms,
foot is in its mouth. But tables has feet, and
And, the pretty forehead baring,
"Cluck, duck, cluck," of the little boy or girl
Cried, "A kiss !"-the child obeyed.
so does beds-two kinds-the foot of the bed
on the farm or at the hennery, whose call they
~titntt
Then unto those men despairin«
& the feet they stand on-& stands & hills
hav learned and from whom they obtain their
Alva said, "Your ransom's paid !"
and sewing machines & cats & other animals.
morning repast?
A. D. S
-----~~----_w:.;.·..:G. Rose.
Frogs.
But cats' feet is pause with scratchers into
Chicago, JU., Aug. 10, 1889.
them, and so is dogs'; but horses' feet is
Concerning Boys.
Mxss WIXON: As I am a lover of all good
[We thank our friend for his interesting
A charming book is "Prose Pastorals," by hoofs, and mule's is lightning. The foot of a boys and girls, and especially those who are article, and we shall be pleased to hear from
Herbert M. Sylvester. In it he truly dis- tree is roots, but the foot of a class is where being raised under your advice and the in- him again.-En. C. C.]
you most generally find me.
CHARLIE.
fluence of that best of ·all Liberal papers, THE
courses of boys as follows :
TRUTH BEEKER, I wish to talk to them a
Too many boys come up without realizing
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
little of the culture of domesticated frogs, as
that they ever had any boyhood at all, and
There is a two-year-old boy in Kingston I am sure that but few of the readers of THE
with the boy on the farm it is senseless foil y
on the part of the parent that he is looked who has an especial fondness for the society TRUTH 8EBKER know that our common All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
1~mo, 800pp.J..$1.50.
upon as something that should be made to of his mother. The other day he stood at bullfrog has ever been domesticated, that is,
pay its way. Boys are not machines, but the foot of the stairs calling, " Mamma, been raised like geese, ducks, chickens, etc., Apvles of tiOld. And Other Stories
for B,?}'S and Girls. 1~mo, 883pp,, $1.25
they are too often treated as if they were. mamma 1" Finally the mother inquired: under the care and protection of man. At
Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandBoys hav no sense of fitness, and are often "Does baby want mamma?" The answer St. Joseph, Mich., a rather antiquated bnt
some and Interesting Book, WHhout Superstition, for Children and Youth '!'he Only Freeunreasonable in their likes and dislikes, but came back: "Baby wants mamma always." beautiful little summer resort, on the east
thinkers' Children's Story-Book ever baued.
A youngster of the female sex had just coast of Lake Michigan, at the mouth of the
they are only boys, as various-minded as a
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusweathercock, and as breezy and boisterous as commenced her school life. She found her- St. Joe river, sixty miles east by north 8°
trated covers ; 4to, W4pp., boards, $1.
a March wind. There is abundant time to self one day in a little group of other sckool- from the great city of Chicago, reside Messrs.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
build them into men without their being children who were further advanced than she Stevens & Swan, proprietors of a nice little
dwarfed by any strait-jacket of Puritan was. They were telling each other what frog farm, inclosed within a high board fence,
THE STRUGGLE
austerity, or by an arid, desert-like existence books they were "in " in school, and making supposed to be hog, dog, snake, and turtle
J'OB
of an "aU-work-and-no-play" childhood-a as much as they could out of the subject. tight, in which are three nice little artificial
She
could
not
stand
it.
Even
to
her
infantil
ponds,
made
for
the
purpose
of
raising
frogs,
plan of building by which many a boyhood
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
has been made most miserable when it should mind the meaner position she held in that nothing but an improved kind of the comof men of every age to acquire greater political
hav been a succession of halcyon days to be company was clear.' But she did not mean mon bullfrog, and there may now be seen liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of. every age; dwelling at
remembered with pleasure, and to be looked to be quite out of the discussion. So she hundreds of thousands of frogs of all length
upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailback to with the single regret that they had took advantage of a pause in the talk and sizes, ages, and colors, which hav all ing the account of slavery in this country1 oalle
the attention of thinking men and women to the
not lasted longer.
burst in with her list : "I'm in a primer and come from a few dozen, well selected in size, position
of womankind in America. Throughoaunt1
a slate and a pencil and sponge !"
o
color, and proportions, bought at big prices, the work is replete with astounding facts
weighty
which cannot fail to interest
Daisies anti Buttercups.
A little six-year-old granddaughter of a and placed in these ponds last spring. The the mindsarguments
of this age.
Pillus, for so she is known to kinsfolk and well-known New England clergyman, in little froggies, although your children would
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
acquai.Jitances, though in the baptismal reg- doubting a statement by her uncle that the say they are not frogs, as they hav no legs at
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
ister she is entered Phyllis, had strayed into moon is made of green cheese, was advised all but instead hav a tail which grown-up
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaJette Place, New York.
Farmer May's meadow. It is a special favorit by the divine to ascertain for herself. " How frogs never hav, yet are real frogs but
with children, this grassy, oak-bordered can I, grandpa?" " Get your Bible and see not fully developed, and are called pollywogs
pasture land, and, indeed, the daisies which what it says." " Where shall I begin?" "Be- (see dictionary), and when a little older are
grow there are quite the reddest I hav ever gin at the beginning." The child sat down called tadpoles, and when still larger grown
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
seen 1 Pillus was· very busy picking butter- to read the Bible. Before she had got half their tail disappears and they hav four legs,
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
cups and daisies. I watched her from over through the second chapter of Genesis and and are then real frogs. All these come from
For Her Daily Bread Is tne st.ory or two young
the hedge. She had set her doll up against a had read about the creation of the stars and the "spawn" or eggs of the mother frogs,
and a r.ounger brother who were left parent·
big oak-tree, and was chattering to it gravely the animals, she came back to her grandfather, and' when first laid float on top of the water in girls
Jess, with little money, fair education, and much
courage,
to make their way through the world by
as she made up a posy. Suddenly she caught her eyes all bright with)he excitement of dis- clusters of many hundreds, each the size of a
1wing to Chicago. The author is also the heroin,
sight of "Jack," Farmer May's fox-terrier, covery: "I've found it, grandpa! It; isn't pin-head and quite black, which is soon hatched The narrativ is, in the maiJ:W~~. history of a worklying huddled in a heap on the sunny side of true, for God made the moon before he made by:the hot sun,·and tbey!then sink, and while ing girl's life and experienoetn the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind-hearted .folks,
the cow.shed. The dog looked ill, a mere any cows."
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just such a story
they look like little black beans on the bottoin of
life as we should expect Colonel Ingerbag of bones, and to-day he was quite unable
"Why don't"you speak ~to him,' Johnnv~? of the water, they will move very rapidly if sollhuman
to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
to get up and enjoy a game with._Pillus. In- He wishes to~make'friends.with you." - "H~ touched.T After thisHhere is soon seen little and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
world. Price 25 cents.
stinctivly she knew this, and,·_running~for. ain'(a~ boy ,_he's.:a::girl, ".said,,Johnny,-a'Slie tailslattached!~to them and;:they:'are lthen of the rest of the
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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trimming, no nothing-faugh I it's ridiculous I the south of Ireland hav had religion crammed
But, now you know what that 11 hump" is, ·into them for centuries, until they are
as you call it, let me ask you a question, old too religious to earn a peaceful living in their
man.
nativ land, yet their religion fails to keep
.Adam. Propound, dearest. I'm all ears.
Buddhist .Morality.
E'l!e. Humph I All. ears. Yes, I've often them out of the hands of the police or from
Prom the Buddhist, C'olombo, 0l'!lll011.
thought so. If you only had the skin, ridic- entering the penitentiary. The Irish of
Thought in the mind hath made uP. What we are ulous tail,_ and didn't stand up on your hind
Ulster, who hav less religion but more morals,
BY thoiuht was wrought and built. If a man's l_egs, you would make 11. first-class-manage to avoid the police, and it is rarely
mind
Adam.
Eve!
Don't
try
my
good
nature
Hath evil thoughts, pain comes on him as comes
too severely. I move the previous question, one of them is convicted of crime.
The wheel the ox behind.
This attempt to confound religion and
madam.
.
All that we are is what we thought and willed;
E'l!e. Well, what I want to know is, how morals is done for a purpose, mainly that
Our thoughts shape us and frame. If one endure long we are going to trapse about the country
priests may liv luxuriously, hav a "pull" in
In purity of thought joy follows him
in tbis fashion, without a place to lay our politics, and impose upon the American
All his own shadow sure.
heads under cover, and living on pignuts and
" He hath defamed me, wronged me, injured me, persimm"nB-we, the first family of Eden, and people. The history of the world shows that
Abased me, beaten me !" If one should keep
progenitors of the coming four hundred? in all ages there hav been systems or men
Thoughts like these angry words within his breast, That's what I want to know, you Adam.
who lived by peddling superstition, receiving
Hatreds will never sleep.
Adam. What can we do? I'm blest 'f I in return the coin of the realm, and these are
"He hath defamed me, wronged me, injured me, know what's to be done.
the men who are always mixing religion and
E'l!e. Do? Well, in the first place, why
Abased me, beaten me I" If one shall send ·
Such angry words away for pardoning thoughts, don't you build a house? I can't giv birth to morals, and their success is equaled by the
four children in the open, like the beasts do, ignorance they can inflict upon a people.
Hatreds will hav an end.
and then settle down to farming. Plant corn,
Religion is defined to be a man's relation to
For never anywhere at any time
p0tatoes, pickles, watermelons, etc. Sell his God, his faith or belief, and some religDid hatred cease by hatred. Always •tis
what we can't eat for drygoods and groceries. ions in_volve a code of morals that is producBY love that hatred ceases, only love: ·
I must hav dry goods, or I shall hav connipThe ancient Jaw is this.
tiv of morals or good men. Then there. are
tions.
The many, who are foolish, hav forllot,
-other rPligions that do not make men better,
.Adam.
Hold
your
horses,
old
gal.
Or never knew, how mortal wrongs pass by:
E'l!e. You Adam, you stop I Don't you do not influence them to do right in their
But they who know and who remember, let
dare to call me old gal. I'm the youngest dealings with other men. The savages of
Transient quarrels die.
woman on earth, and that's a-saying a good Africa hav much religion of their kind, the
Whoso abides, looking for Joy, unschooled,
deal, and I ain't in my teens yet.
Gluttonous, weak, in idle luxuries,
Adam. Oh, I don't mean anything, Eve. Druids furnish plenty of religion, so the
Mara will overthrow him, as fierce winds
But, see here, how can I build a house, and Aztecs, but no writer of modern times hae
Level short;. rooted treee.
nary a saw, hammer, or other tool to build given them much credit for morale.
Whoso ab\des, disowning Joys, controled,
with? Besides, where 'm I to get the nails?
The Roman religion furnishes in Chicago
Temperate, faithful, strong, shunning all ill,
And you'll want carpets, Japanese screens, plenty of murders, in fact nearly all under
Mara shall no more overthrow that man
porti res, and things. and where are you going indictment for that crime to-day in Cook
to get 'em ? Do be reasonable, Eve.
Than the wind doth a hill.
E'l!e. Well, you might knock up a hut· of County, are full of Romish religion. So with
Whoso Kashva wears, the yellow robe,
boughs
without hammer and nails, and that other crimes. They are nearly all graduates
Being ani!lro.~lll/a, not sin-free,
would beat no house all to pieces. Then you of parochial echools, or two hundred years of
Nor heeding truth and governance; unfit
could go to work and plant corn and things. African slavery, while the graduates of our
To wear that dress is he.
Adam. What hav I got to do farming with? "godless" public schools are conspicuous by
But whoso, being nisllkashl/a, pure,
Olean from offense, doth still in virtues dwell,- Where's the steam plow, the steam mower-- their freedom from crime and regard for law
E·ve. Steam fiddlesticks ! Plow with a
Regarding temperance and truth, that man
stick, and plant wild corn, potat"eB, and and order.
Weareth Ka~hl/a well.
·
things. Cultivation will tame 'em down to
The persistent effort being made by Romish
Whoso imagine truth in the untrue,
better suit our taste, probably.
writers on the mu:r.zled press to mislead the
And in the true finds untruth, he exPires
Adam. I don't know about that. You public deserves rebuke, and it is time this
Never attaining knowledge; life is waste;
know the book says : " As ye sow so shall ye
He follows vain desires.
reap." If we sow wild corn and potatoes, sort of aid they are giving a foreign corporaWhoso discerns in truth the true, and sees
we're not g• ing to reap tame ones, you bet ! tion in its efforts to destroy our public
The false in falseness with nnblinded eye,
l!Jve. Ieee it all, you man. You don't want schools should be shown in its true colors,.
He shall attain to knowledge; life with such
to work when you can trapse about and liv and loyal Americans prepared to combat these
Aims well before it die.
on wild things. There's only one thing you'd Jesuitical enemies of light and intelligence.
As rain bren.ks through an ill-thatched roof, so care to sow, and that's wild oats, but let me
catch you, that's all! It wouldn't be funny
break
Social Changes in New England.
Passions through mind!l that holy thought de· for you, a litHe bit, to come· in singing, "As
I Go Rolling Home," 11 We Won't Go Home,
.
li'rom the New Yo1·k Times.
pise;
11
As rain runs from a perfect thatch, so run
till Morning;" 0 Landlord, Fill Your FlowIt is nothing new to say that the Irish and
Passions from off tb.e wise.
ing Bowl," "A Little More Cider, Too;" o·r French are rapidly filling up the two extremes
any of them wildcoat-s songs-not a ·little bit in New England communities, the vacant
The evildoer monrneth in this world,
funny, and don't you forget it I
And mourneth in the world to come; in both
Adam. Oh, come· off, now, I've no idea of farms. in the back towns, and the :ftelds of
He grieveth. When he sees fruits of his deeds
doing anything of the kind. I believe I am labor in the. manufacturing centers; but as
To see he will be loath.
a respectable and self-respecting gentleman, yet little has been said about the social
The righteous man reloiceth in this world
madam, even though dispossessed and thrown changes which this access of alien races is
And in the world to come; in both he takes
on the cold, cold world.
Pleasure. When he shall see fruit of hi9 works
Eve. Well, I hope you'll· keep so. But producing in that part of the country. A
The good sight gladness makes.
now, do go to work and get up that bough metropolis like New York takes in everything
Glad is he living, glad in dying, glad
hut, that's a good Ad. I declare, it isn't even and holds its population without much as.
Having once died; glad always, glad to know
love in a cottage with us, but love in the open, similation, but a section like New England,
What good deeds be hath done, glad to foresee
and do, for mercy's sake, let it be love in a ·whose population has always had a distinct
More good where he shall go.
. bough hut, if nothing better-we'll call it our character, if entered upon by alien races who
The lawless man, who, not obeying law,
bower.
Leaf after leaf recites, and line by line,
Adam. It was love in the garden where come to stay, is sure in a generation or two
No Buddhist is he, but a foolish bud
everything was lovely, and the goose altitud- to be powerfully influenced by the new
Who counts another's kine.
inonsly suspended, Eve, before you ate that people. It is just this social change which is
damned-excuse me-that infernal apple.
The Jaw-obeying, loving one, who knows
beginning to mark the more remote towns
E'l!e. Forever harping on that apple. For and to show'itself in the manufacturing disOnly one verse of Dharma, but hath ceased
mercy's sake, do giv us a rest. As I told you
From enVY, ha.tred, malice, foolishness,
the first day out, I'm glad I ate it, there, tricts. The Irish immigration has been. so.
He is the Bnddhiso Priest.
now I But I ain't a. going to speak to you extmsiv since 1850 in cities like Boston,
London, May 14th.
EDWIN AnNoLn.
again all day for mentioning that apple. I'm Lowell, Fall River, Springfield, Providence,
mad with you !
and New Haven, that, if these races do not
An Acrostic.
[Switches round to the other side of the. hav a majority of votes in these cities to-day
Prom the Protestant Standard, S.vdnel/, A us.
tree, under which they were sitting, and, with
Let
no false mercy aid sedition's cause;
her back against it, sulks and chews gum they are almost sure to hav it to-morrow,
A
rebel never will submit to laws.
most industriously .until the day is spent, and in the remote towns, where the American
Papist and loyal I Answer me the thing;
never saying a word-well, hardly ever-ex- population has been drawn away to the
Hav
serpents gratitude 1 An asp no sting 1
cept to shoot off sarcasms every now and then cities, the Irish-Americans or the French
Sway
is his aim, and power without control,
at her lord and master, to keep her tongue Canadians represent the sturdy farmers of
.A.nd
persecution fires his guilty eon!;
Sx SLOKUM.
from rusting, as it were.]
fifty years ago, and are repeating the process
His
thoughts by factious actions are dis·
closed,
from wheelbarrow to chariot which the last
:Religion
Not
Morals.
law, and government alike opposed.
King,
two or three generations of enterprising New
li'rom
the
Western
.Amertcan.
swear he's loyal and within an hour
He'll
The Romish writers and priests are busy Englanders hav passed through. In the
Betray his country to a hostil power.
him with oaths; oaths hav no strength impressing upon the public the fact that middling towns or cities the racial transforBind
to bind
morals and religion are the same. Their ob- mation is not so marked, but where the agriwho a priest has sovereign of his mind.
Him
ject is evident; they wish to belie the evidence cultural or the·, manufacturing interests- hav
held in bigot's zeal, biB ianndiced eye
Fast
that confronts all who inquire into this ques- chiefly prevailed the foreign element is
every Protestant a foe'll del! cry.
In
fixed aversion, and determined hate,
largest and is rapidly working its way to a
tion.
A
Chain, fire, and halter, heretics await.
It is notorious that the nations that hav the higher social position and to local or municHe
first can swear, forswear, then be abmost religion hav the least morals, that the ipal control. What appears to-day here and
solved,
nations who hav the most religion are the there as· the coming forward of the IrishIs
only to be trusted when involved;·
Faithful alone in Protestants' damnation,
inost unsafe for travelers. Take Spain, a American element will soon be increased
Again to bring in trammb.tantiation.
nation that has more religion to the square many fold, and the balance of social power,
mile than almost. any nation on earth, yet is in at least a part of New England, will not be
After the Eviction;
the home of brigands, robbers, bull-lighters, in the hands of the old residents. The
murderers, illegitimate children, and Roman scepter is departing from them to-day, and
OB, LOVE IN THE OPEN.
.Adam. Thunder I what's that, you Eve? priests, monks, and nuns.
the newer social elements hav developed to
-that hump upon your back, which was not
The Roman machine, with its pagan that . point where they must be reckoned
so before? You look, for all the world-I'm hordes, has been a thousand years punching with.
blest 'f you don't-like a dromedary sent into
The social changes here noted are religious,
religion into the state and people of that unthis breathing world scarce half made-up.
E'l!e. Now you just stop I I won't hav you fortunate land. The result is ignorance, political, and economic. The French and
talking to me like that, you Adam. That crime, poverty, superstition, and bastards for Irish, if not cordial on blood lines, are at one
hump, as you call it, is a bustle, you old the people, while for princes and priests there in their religious sympathies. 'fhey are in
ninny. I'm going to brace up and hav some is wealth, ease, luxury, and power over the the same church and are under the same
style about me, even if I don't liv in the
garden now, and this coat nothing but hedge- masses. The papal states hav had considera- religious policy. They equally believe in the
hog skin-why couldn't he made us-me, at- ble religion pumped into them, but as for parochial school; they are committed .to the
least-seal-skin sacks ? A coat of hedgehog morals, they are unable to make a showing ascendency of the Roman church; they are
skin, not even on a bias cut-the idea I No that would suit a high caste Brahman. Again, alike people of remarkable fecundity; they

IJoetru.

hang together well, and they are utterly opposed to the old religious traditions of New
England. The Irish-Americans hav lived
long enough in New England, however, to
catch the spirit of our political institutions,
even if they are opposed to the Protestant
faith. But their own religious precedents are.
strongly ingrained and represent their positiv
convictions, and it is here that the antagonism
of the old and the new is most to be noted.
Again, the.social as distinct from the political
development is entirely different. Here the
race traditions come in, and the Irishman can
no more forget the shamrock than the Puritan
his hatred of "popery."" In th.is light the
Puritan life !flUBt dwindle in New England
more and more, and the Celtic thought and
language and tradition must take its place.
The same is to be said of the French Canadians. At .firs·t they came to the states to remain long enough to earn money to buy a
farm in Canada, but the national spirit has
been broken, and small settlements of French
Canadians are now very common all through
rural New England, while in the mill districts
the French are driving out the Irish, as the
Irish a generation ago drove out the Yankees
and -are now trying to drive out the English.
These Canadians are clannish and less inclined
to become American citizens than either the
English or the Irish, but they are industrious,
frugal, light-hearted, and with better education will make valuable citizens. Their relativ increase is probably twice as rapid as
that of the nativ New Englanders, and it will
be seen from a study of the distribution of
these people through the New England state11
that they are intrenching themselvs where. in
the near future they are sure to be a power
that must be re.ckoned with.
Two inferences are to be drawn from these
social changes. One is that· within a few
years the Roman Catholics will be in a position to demand legislation in the interests of
religion and education which is specially
favorable to themselvs. They will be asking
that the parochial schools now being estab-lished under their own auspices shall be recognized by the state and supported out of the
state funds. The Roman clergy are not slow
to push their interests in other parts of the
country when they are strong enough to do
so, and there is no reason to believe that they
will adopt a different method in New England.
What they are coming to there is the holding
of the balance of power in their own hands,
and there is more likelihood that New England
will be a Roman Catholic province in the next
fifty years than that its Protestant religious
and social traditions will be maintained as
they are held to-day. Another inference is
that the social, educational, economic, and
provincial tone of New England will disappear. The first step to this was noted in the
appointments for the dedication of the Plymouth monument, and a close observer will detect the trend in this direction in ways which
are less marked. Either provincial New
England will lose its distinctiv character in
broader affiliations of the national life, or the
local traditions will be absorbed in the French
or Irish ascendency, and these people will hav
their race characteristics modified by American ideas. Under any circumstances changes
are imminent in New England which will be
more radical and will J:lav more to do with
changing the character of New England communities than any which hav taken place
since the settlement of the country.
THE
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and an examination in verse of the charges
generallY brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466pp,, $t.5D.
_ t _ f- - - - - . - . Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not w far to sustain Spiritualism as to
'
show that Ohristians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
B;r L. FEUERBtl.CII.
Oloth, limo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Translated from the Germa.n. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immora.l.-B:I:tt·IWt.
BJ Edward Bellamy,
Address THE TBUTH 8EEKEB Co.
Author of" Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc.
Argument by R. G. Ingersoll
. It is a thought-breeding boo~ and all who are
free to receive new light Will fin a in it satisfao\ion
IN THE
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: nover to his sel·
FOR
fishness.-[Boston Post.
.
.
A snl!"gestion of a really practicable and feaBl·
ble somal state great!)" in advance of the present.
~'BLASPHEMY,"
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler,
At Morristown, New Jersey.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Stenouraphtcalltl reported, ana revtsea btl tM au.
Address THE TRUTH BEE~ER CO.
thor.
Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful typ~, fine paper.
Price,
cloth,
50
cents:
paper, 25 centH, or
ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS.
$2 per dozen.
DaringlY witty and inexpressibly laughable
Addrear THE TRUTH BEEKER.
onslan11hts on Ohristianity.
21! La.faYeUe Pl., New York
Price, 10 cents.
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LOOKING BACKWARD

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2xl5 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
!or 25 oents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf

W. 8. BELL'S P A.MPHLETS.
LIBERTY AN]) MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and usefUl
disconrse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it inJfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
!tble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, llD GENTS.
The number of heads under which you .hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each polDt is discussed, should be higbl;r commended. Therefore
I take l{;·eat pleasure m recommending" AntiProhibitlon "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, bot in the principles of self-government
J J.McOa.be.
.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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A REIGN of terror prevails in the little town
of Loebel, in Austria, where the whole population is on strike.
AT St. James, Neb., there hav been unearthed remains of a prehistoric animal fifteen feet high and many times as long.

Biographies of 800. of the Leading Philosophers, Vol. -1 Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inTeaohera, SkeptiCs, Innovators! Fonndf!rB of
eluding Jehovah, Satl'l.n, the Holy Ghost,
NA:W Schools of Thought, Emmept_ Bc1enJesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
t1sts, etc. (~ho were not Chnstians),
Svo, 835-pp. Vol. 11. Describes Fnllyall
from the t1me of Menn to the pr~sthe Religions Systems of the World.
ent. Bvo, !•075pp., cloth, $3,
svo, 957pp, Cloth, $3per vol.; the
leather, $4, mor., g. e.,$4.50,
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moBY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

NEGROES and whites
are arming at Selma, Ala.
THE rumor just out is
that the pope will leave
Rome.
THB British Commons
hav granted royalty its
money.·
MoRMON missionaries
hav been roughly handled in West Virginia.
JAPAN has had floods
destroying 12,000 houses
and drowning 100 persons.
THE Catholic centennial and the opening of
the University will occur
coincidep.tly.
EDISON has been
knighted by the king of
Italy. He is now a count,
and his wife a countess.
ON the 19th the walls
of a burnt brewery at
Fort Wayne, Ind., fell
on laborers and killed
three.

9J~ms~

,of l[honght.:
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AFTER the birth of .Protestantism, it oonld not
be admitted by the leaders of the Reformation
that tile Catholic chnroh stilLhad the: power of
working miracles. If, the Catholic. ohnroh was
still in partnership with God, what exonse conld
hav been made for the Reformation t The Protestants took the ground that the age of miracles
had passed. This was to justify the new faith.
But Protesta.nts could not
·say that miracles had never
been . performed, because
that.· would take the foundation not only from the .
Catholics; bnt from themselva; consequently, they
wete ·compelled :to admit
t h a t miracles were per·
formed in the apostolic
days, bnt to insist that in
their time man must rely
npon the facts in nature.
Protestants were compelled
to carry on two kinds of
war; they had to contend
with those who insisted that
miracles baa never been
performed; and.in that ar.
gnment they were forced
to insist npon the necessity
for miracles, on the probability that. they were "per·
formed, and npon the truthfulness of the apostles; A
moment afterward they had
to answer tho~e who contended that miracles were
performed ·at tha.t: time:
then they brought forward
against the Catholics the
same arguments that their
first opponents had brought
against them.-Ingersoll.
MEN marvel a.t ti:le absurdity of other people'd
tenet~, while exa.otly paral·lel absurdities remain in ·
their own.- westmi-nster .Re-.
view.

THE United States Senate committee on irrigation of arid lands in the
West has commenced its
labors at St. Paul, Minn.

IF this religion must hav
an influence on the happiness of men in this worid
and the next, there is r:o
affair of more lively intr-rDEBORAH GOE'J.'H WIT.H BARAK.
est, nor which conseqnentl'y
demands a more mature exAT London striking
And she said, I will surely go with thee: notwithstanding- the journey that thou takest.shall not be for thine honor ; for
amination. da.n anything
dockmen are being joined
the Lord shall sell Sisera into the hand of a woman. And Deborah arose, and went with Barak to Kadish.-Judges iv, 9.
then be more strange than
by other trades, mounted
the conduct ·adopted by the
police patrol the streets,
·
1
·
·
· greater part of mankind t
you usually do, you won't hav to use your head;• Though perfectly convinced of the necessity of
and the authorities are preparing for emerThen they both laughed and punched each other religion, and of its importance, yet never do they
gencies.
in the ribs, a.nd said it was a. good one, just as giv themselvs the trouble to examin it;· they obheartily as though they had been the worst kind serve it from custom and habit; they never.
IT is intended to make our Exposition in
A TEXAS woman attacked her husband with a of sinners all their lives.
account to themselvs for its dogmas; they revere
1892 the greatest ever held in the world.
pair of scissors a.nd in short order he discovered
" SAru:," said a mother to her youngest hopeful, it; they iiUbm·it to it, and groan under its burthen,
A.MBRIOAN inventors are perfecting an elec- that he was cut out for an a.ngel.-HutchinBon "do you know what the difference is between the without I'I.Bking themselvs why they· do so. In
body and the soul? The soul, my child, is what short; they hav recourse to others· to "examin foitric railway that will giv a speed of two miles (Kan.) News.
"You labor overmuch at your composition, you love with, the body carries you about. This them, and those in whol!e judgment they put such
a minute.
·doctor," said a flippant clergyman to a venerable is the body (touching the little fellow's shoulders blind trust, a.re precisely the persons whose deci- ·
THE fear of a general European war is said divine. "I write a. sermon in three hours, and and arms), but there is something deeper in; you sions they ought to regard with suspicion. Prie.sts
to be the cause of so much capital now seek- make nothing of it." "So your congregation say," !)an feel it now. What is thatt" "Oh! 1 know," hav the right to judge exclusivly, and without any
quoth the doctor.
said Sam, with a, flash of intelligence in his eyes, appeal, the merits of a system evidently invented
ing investment here.
for thei;: own emolument.-D'Holllach.
"MAlliA," said the pions husband," them wicked "that's my fianriel shirt!"
THEBE are two subjects upon which men still
THE Farmers' Union of the state of New Smiths are allowing their children to play in the
"MoTHER,
is
Dod
everywheret"
"Certainly,
yard on Sunday. To-morrow I'll sic the dog on
York at a late meeting showed intense hos- their chickens. The judgment of heaven must be my son." "In me, mother?" "Yes, my child." consider it becoming and right to judge without
evidence,
and· to condemn without examination.
" In every part of me, mother?" "Assuredly.
tility to the single tax.
visited on •em some way,"
subjects are social science and tbeology.Why do you ask?" "Ob, I was only thinking that Those
PASTOR: "Brethren, with so many of us on the you mustn't spank me any more." "And why John Stuart 3ftll.
IT is said that McGlynn's case will be reWHERE the press is free and every man able to
opened and he will appear before the propa- down-grade, what will be the next stopping. not?" "Because, mother, when you Bl'lank me
Placet" Tired city railway conductor (off duty): you spank Dod, and you ought to stop it." If this read, all is safe.-Thomas· Je.treriJon.
ganda at Rome in October.
·
"Blicker street I I've told yer four •r five times theory of the universe be admitted as true it will
WE cannot hav a free country where freedom of
THE Standard Oil Company is said to be already. Let •m off first !"-Puc/c.
change the universal inethod of parental disciplin. thought is denied, and as conditions to freedom
buying up the natural gas lands of Ohio and
FIRST patriot: "Oi soy, Mike, phat d' ye t'ink o' of thought, freedom of speech, of the press, and
A NEGRo about dYing was told by his minister
Indiana at about ten times their former value. that he must forgiv a certain darky against whom th• proojict av sthartin' an Olrish repooblic in of the mails are essential.-Courtlanat Palmer.
he seemed to entertain very bitter feeliogp, "Yes, South Ameriky?" Second patriot: "Tb• United
CARDINAL GIBBONS of Baltimore is about to sah," he replied, "if I dies I forgib dat nigga, but Bhta.tes is gnd enough Oirish repooblic for me 1 THE idea that God is a being of. virtue and
of love has not been attained even in the present
issue a book to win back those who hav be- if I gets well dat nigga. must take care I"
Sure do not we roon itt" First patriot: "Tb1·ue day except by a cultivated few. Such is the frailty
"WE are all worms," exclaimed the preacher in fer you, Moike; but to shtart an Oirish repooblic of the human heart, that men, even when .they
come estranged from Christianity by Agnostic
his sermon. Little Bobby, who was following the in South Ameriky we hav only to shtart a foond strive to imagin a perfect being, stain him with
influences.
discourse a.ttentivly, whispered to his mother: - " Second patriot:" A foond is it? Be Jabers, their passions, and raise up an idol which is· deAT Atlanta, in consequence of race troubles, "Then that's the reason why the great big fish Oi did not t•ink av thot. Oi•m wid ye. Shtart th' fectiv as a moral form. The God of this oountry
is called a God of love; but it is said that he punarmed mobs parade the streets and there are swallowed Jonah, isn•t it?"-Portlana (Me.) Press. foond, an' Oi'll be. treasurer."-Pucle.
continual scenes of violence unprecedented
TBE FEELING IN OMAHA.
AT a church in H&lle is preserved a thighbone ishes the crimes and even the errors of a. abort
We would not liv alwayof the Virgin Mary, which has the reputation of and troubled life with torture which will hav no
since the war.
We ask not to stayworking wonderful cures in case of female barren- end. It is not even a man which theologians
THE Alabama labor organizations who are
Remove the elixir,
ness. Of this thighbone, or chasse, the following create, for no man is quite without pity; no man,
Oh, take it away 1
story is related: Once upon a time there resided however cruel he might be, could bear to gaze .formaking such a remarkable preparation to
-Omaha Republican.
at Ghent a couple who were blessed with all the ever on the horrors of the fire and the rack; no
secure legislation in their favor this fall, will
riches of this world, but whose happiness was sore man could listen forever to voices shrieking with
not admit negroes.
ONE of the youngsters who was fond of Bible troubled for the want of children. Great was the pain, and ever crying out for mercy and forgivstories swallowed a bottle of paregoric because it grief of the lady, who was both beautiful a.nd lov- ness. Avd if such is the character of the ChrisTHE plumbers' and gas· and steam fitters' was nice. They gave him a powerful emetic, and ing, and many her lamentations to her husband. tian God, if such is the idea that is worshiped by
unions· will establish an organization separate he described the sequel to his brother: "Budgie, The latter, annoyed. by her unceasing sorrow, a.d- compassionate and cultivated men, what are we
from the Knights of Labor, withdrawing 1 was a wha.y-al, a regular whaY-al. I didn't fror vised her to make a pilgrimage to the celebrated to expect in a barbarous aget The Jehovah of
chasse of the Virgin. She went, was absent about the Pentateuch was a murderer and bandit; he
up Jonah, but I frew up lots of uver tings."
thirty thousand members.
A LITTL1il miss, writing to her father on the first a week, and returned with a. face all radiant with rejoiced in offerings of human flesh. The gods of
THli: public debt statement, issued August day of her entrance a.t boarding-school, says: joy and pleasure. Her lamentations ceaseil, and, Homer were lascivious and depraved. The gods
of savages are merely savage "chiefs. God, tbtre1st, sbowed an increase during July of $1,- "The first evening we had prayers, and then in due course, she brought forth a son. But oh I fore, is an image of the mind, and that iniage is
sin~~:ing, and a. passing round of bread, which I the instability of human joys! The babe, so long
017,313 51. The cause of the increase was
did not take, because, not being confirmed, I desired and so greatly beloved, survived but a few ennobled and purified from generation to generaprincipally pension payments.
thought I had no right to take communion. Arter- months; Two yea1·s pasaed over the heads of the tion as the mind becomes more noble and more
disconsolate couple, and no second child appeared pure. Europeans believe in eternal punishment,
THE most important invention shown at the ward I learned that I had lost my supper."
partly because it has been taught them in their
THE
Bible
affords
a
text
for
almost
any
condito cheer their fireside. A third year passed away· childhood and because they hav never considered
Paris Exposition is a new railway, to be run
tion of mind. The boy who had had a slight diJli- with the same result, and the lady once more what it means; partly becaulie their imagination&
by water power at a speed of from 87 to 124 culty with a. school-fellow, and who as a punish- began to weep. "Chee1· up, my love," said her
husband, " and go to the holy chasse at Halle, a.re sluggish, and they are unable to realize its
miles an hour with absolute safety.
ment was condemned to learn a passage of perhaos the VJrgin will again listen to your pray- cruelty; and partly also, it must be feared, bescripture, chose the following: "Blessed be the
cause they hav still the spirit of revenge and perON the 22d the first train run over a new Lord, my strength, which teaches my hands to era." The lady took courage at the thought, secution in their bearts ......,Wtnwooa Reaae.
railroad near Knoxville, Tenn., was wrecked, war and my fingers to fight." Older children are wiped away her tears, and proceeded on the morHow do you explain the fact that while Jehovah
row toward Halle. She was absent only three
and of the city council and other dignitaries just as apt In discovering texts which suit their days, and returned home, ~ad, weeping, and sor- was waging Wll.rB of extermination, establishing
aboard four were killed and many injured.
purposes.
row-stricken. "What is the matter?'' said her ~lavery, and persecuting for opinions• sake, hea...
MINISTERS will hav their little jokes like other husband. " Is the Virgin unwilling to listen to then philosophers were teaching that all men are
A OONGRESS of the Catholic laity of the people. "Come over and preach for me to-night," your prayers t" "The Virgin is willing enough," brothers, equally entitled to liberty and life t You
United States is to be held at Baltimore, No. eaid a Chicago divine to a clerical friend whom he said the disconsolate wife, "and will do what she insist that· Jehovah belhived in slavery a.nd yet
vember 11th and 12th, to celebrate the centen- met on the street not ma.ny days since. "I can't can for me; but I shall never hav any more chi!- punished the Egyptians for enslaving the Jews.
· h
f h C
·
·
to-night," was the reply. "I'm almost down sick dren ! The priest I The priest I He is gone from Was your God once a.n abOlitionistt Did he a.t
.
.
mal of the estab~IS ment 0 t e athohc hier- 1with a headache." "Well," drolly ob&erved the Halle, and nobody knows where to find him!"- that time "denounce Christ for not agreeing .with
archy of the Umted States.
other," I guess you can do it, for if you preach as · Charles MacTcav.
him 1"-InQ'e~soll.
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SCRIPTURAL ENCOURAGEMENT TO

iJlolts and flippinss.
OF the one thousand and three hundred
policemen of Chicago, it is said that eleven
hundred and seventy-five belong to the Catholic church.
SaYS Professor Swing, who has just been
elected a trustee of a Methodist college,
speaking of the contest of reason with Christianity : " Whether anything of Christianity
will remain, is the important and painful
question."
DR. ELLIS says in a recent address in Boston: "Take the republic of Ecuador, where
Romanism holds sway to-day, and what do
we find? One quarter of all property is
owned by the Roman corporation, ten per
cent of the population are ecclesiastics, and
three-quarters of all births are illegitimate."
THROUGHOUT Italy the principal towns are,
one after another, providing buildings for the
treatment of hydrophobia according to Pasteur's system, and the municipal council of
Rome has lately decided to devote the necessary sum of money to furnishing a Pasteur
institution there. This is a strong proof of
the increasing confidence felt in the treatment.
THE conflict ln Canada to-day is, whether
the French Jesuits shall rule or English Protestants. The same issue is being prepared
for the people of the United States. "In
peace prepare for war." The first thing to
be done to prepare for this war is to close the
thirty thousand Jesuit parochial schools, remove every Jesuit Romanist from the school
board, and discharge every Jesuit Romanist

MURDERERS.

teacher now being paid from the school fund believed that the present territorial convention
to do the work of an Italian priest.- Western will confine itself to framing an organization
act and a memorial to Congress.
Ame·rican.
WE sincerely hope that Dr. Brown-Sequard,
THE appointment of a high ecclesiastical
tribunal by the pope for the Roman Catholic of London, and Dr. Hammond, of Washing.
church in the United States is believed to hav ton, are not playing upon us elderly gentlealready been made, although inquiry fails to men a practical joke, by pretending that they
develop the existence of official notification. can inject into our shrunken veins the juices
The information obtained is to the effect that of rabbits and guinea-pigs, and thus giv to
the tribunal or court shall hav referred to it our advancing years the strength and vigor
all cases in which the church in the United of a renewed and buoyant youth. Even the
States is concerned for adjudicatien, and that amount of twenty years taken from the threethe tribunal consists of Cardinal Gibbons, of score now attained would be a most grateful
Baltimore ; Archbishop Ryan, of Philadel. fact, and, as we now view the project, we
phia, and .Archbishop Corrigan, of New think we would willingly submit to the
York. 'fhe object of the tribunal is to re. injected matter unless we felt it would serilieve Rome of the burden of hearing appeals ously impair our usefulness hereafter by
imparting to us the nature of the pig and the
from this country.
courage of the rabbit. Nor yet do· we see
CHIEF MaYEs's treatment of the Cherokee why this new being might not be attended
commissioners is universally condlmned with great success, for, indeed, we know
throughout the territory of Oklahoma. See- many men with all the instincts of the hog,
retary Speed, of the commission, upon his all the moral and mental deficiencies of the
return to Guthrie, was besieged by a host of "bunnie," who hav admirable success in life.
Cherokee strip boomers anxious to learn from At all events, we will try one term of twenty
him the prospects for the strip opening next years.- Argonaut.
.A MOST curious paper has been found in the
spring. This indicates that the rush will be
enormous, notwithstanding the opening of archives of the Niirnberg-Fi."Lrther railway,
the great Sioux reservation. It is believed the first railway constructed in Germany. It
that Guthrie will be the headquarters of the is the official opinion of the Bavarian High
Cherokee commissioners. In a few weeks Medical Collegium concerning the probable
they will begin negotiations with the Chicks. effect of the general introduction of railway
saws. There is no doubt but that a large travel upon the health of Bavarian subjects.
part of the Chickasaw reservation will be The rapidity of the new transit would, accordthrown open to settlement next spring. Im- ing to the learned doctors, '' certainly cause a
mediately after the territorial convention brain disease which would eventuaily develop
Secretary Speed will join Judge Wilson in into deli1·ium fu?'iosum. Of course everyone
the Chickasaw Nation, where they will be who wished to expose himself to this consesoon followed by General Fairchild. It is quence of the new mode of travel might be

allowed to do so undisturbed by the state
Other persons, however, should be protected
from the perils attendant upon the rapid loco.
motion. Spectators by the wayside were lia.
ble to brain trouble after merely watching the
passing steam-cars. Therefore the railway
and cars should be concealed from view by
close board fences at least five yards high.
.All things considered, a still better way of
protecting the subjects of the Bavarian crown
W<mld be to forbid altogether the construe.
tion of the railway." This opinion was given
in 1835 in response to a government inquiry.
BRNJAliUt' FRANKLIN'S BELIEF.-You desire
to know something of my religion. It is the
first time I hav been questioned upon it.
But I cannot take your curiosity amiss, and
shall endeavor in a few words to gratify it.
Here is my creed. I believe in one God, the
creator of all the universe. That he governs
it by his providence. That he ought to be
worshiped. That the most acceptable serv.
ice we render to him is doing good to his
other children. That the soul of man is im.
mortal, and will be treated with justice in
another world respecting its conduct in thiR.
.As to Jesus of Nazareth, my opinion of whom
you particularly desire, I think his system of
morals and his religion as he left them to us
the best the world ever saw or is like to see ;
but I apprehend it has received various cor.
rupting changes, and I hav some doubts as to
his divinity; though it is a question I do not
dogmatize upon, having never studied it. I
see no harm, however, in its bdng believed,
if that belief has the good consequences, as
probably it has, of making his doctrins more
respected and more observed . -1'/te Complete
Works of Benjamin Ft·anklin-Julm Bigelow
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On tlJe Wnr Path.
I rend of a man who was down on his knees praying, ar:d Gcd struck him with lightning. And that
is just the way with him. When one of his most devoted boomerR is on his knees in the ~:~pooniest kind
of a mood, God give him a black eye.
We had two churches in our village standing
within five rods of each other. God let one burn
down and ~truck the other with lightning. It is
generally conceded that man is a little "onsartin."
But this should not excite our wonder, for he was
created in the image of God, and God bas always
been a little freakish and never could be depended
upon.
A youog man thinks be will preach, and so he
talks with God abnut it and God says, "Yes, go
preach the gospel." After a time he becomes impressed with the idea that be ought to go and en"lighten the heathen. Again he consults God, and
God say1:1, "All right, go ahead and convert them."
After he gets to Africa God deserts him, and, instead
of his converting the heathen they convert him-into
a missionary stew.
Sometimes God gats on the rampage and trains
his artillery on e. church, and, while a minister is on
his knees, he takes lightning aim at him and sends
him to kingdom come. Then he sends a tornado and
sweeps away a whole village. Occasionally he shakes
them up with an eartbqu!lke, now cholera, now yellow
fever, then a flood, then a .drouth, and the next thing
on the program is to wipe away all the vegetation in
a state with grasshoppers. And yst the Christian
knows that God is good, and doeth all things well.
There is hope of a man who gets drunk, for when he
gets sober you can reason with him and appeal to his
judgment and msnhood and, perhaps, make him see
the better way. But the Christian never bas lucid
interval!'. He is superstitiously insane, and thinks
the one who is trying to enlighten him and dispel the
clouds of superstition is the lunatic.
During the late war, every little while a minister
would bob up in the pulpit like a jumping-jack and
shriek out, "I see the hand of God in it." If the
hand of God was in it be carried a very unsteady
hand. Many a man went through the war swearing
and drunk and came out without a scratch. Stonewall Jackson prayed every day and got killed.
Some years ago a vessel ran against an iceberg and
sank in a few minutes. The boats were loaded too
heavily to weather the storm, and .they commenced
to throw each other ovelboard. The weak had to
succumb to the strong. The most brutal were the
survivors. The helpless perished. Women were
thrown overboard whose hands were folded in prayer.
It was a triumph of muscle and not of mercy. God
forsook those in the last hour who were imploring
his aid.
With such fao!s before our eyes, can anyt.hing
equal the absurdity of· the idea that prayer can be
available in the hour of danger 1 A man who believes
in the efficacy of prayer, virtually believes that God
will change some law of nature by his asking.
Ob, the folly of prayer as a motiv power! It baa
been tried in peace and in war, by land and by sea,
in times of fl )Od and fire, in disease and disast&rs of
every kind, and never so much as affected a feather
in the wind.
If a man wants good cropa be must observe scientific rules of agriculture. If he wants a safe voyage
he must select a stanch vessel, sober and able seamen,
no matter whether they pray or swear. If be wants
to avoid sickness he must observe the rules of health.
N otbiog csn be more pernicious than to teach
people, the young especially, that by prayer tbev can
be carried. successfully through every difficulty and
danger, w1thout any regard to rules prescribed by
the laws of nature and common sense.
The Crusades paved the country with human
bones from the north of Europe to the Holy L~nd.
The Christian said it was right to cut the throat of
a Moslem, because be was an Infidel and denied the
sonsbip of Christ. The Moslem said be would cleave
the skull of any Infidel Christian who said the creator
of heaven bad begotten a son. The Christian bore
the cross, the Moslem the crescent. The Christian
shouted .God, the Moslem shouted Allah. The
Chria_tian and the Moslem alike prayed for victory.
Ne~ther the cross nor the crescent, nor the respectiv
Gods to which they prayed, bad the least thing to do
with the result of battle. That depended upon numbers, arms, resouroee, generalship, and other circumstances, and not upon faith, prayer, or the frowns
and favors of the gods.
After all the cross had to succumb to the crescent.
"God al wa~s favors the'' biggest guns and
beaviei!t bll.ttahons.
My Christian friends, you who are old enough will
rem~mb;r how differently God acts now from what·
~e d1d sixty years ago. Then be roasted little babie!l
In bell-be ba~ left that off within a few years.
It
used to be Wicked to do any work after sunset on
Saturday; now it is not wicked to work up to 12
o'clock.

-

-

Sixty years ago God did not behave at protracted I fatl~er wh_o would drown his .helple.ss c~ildrim or set
meetings as be does now. Men an d women go t fi re t o.h I~ h ouse an d 1e t th ~m. Pens h m th ? fl ames.., ·
"struck with the powu," and would tumble over and But this IS the way the ~hristum God mamfasts his
lie on the flo(r Eeemingly insEnsible for a long time. love tmd.care for the cbll_dren of men:
Christians said it was the work of God and I supSometimes be gets a p1que ·!lot a stale and aendfl a
pose it was. Some would shout. and' some would swarm of grasshoppers which destroys the last ves- .
sing; and then they would all pray in concert, and tig~ ot vegetati?n~ ... All ~b~ people go down upon
it seemed that each one was trying to make more thetr knees and Implore btm to stay the sc~mrge, but
noise than the other. This heavenly racket has been be doesn't" call off the grasshop:per. That IS t~e way
heard more than a mile.
be answers prayer, and that Is the way be displays
It was not an uncommon thing for Christians in his loving kindne~fl.
those days to tell about talking with God, giving
Then he aen~s a drout_? and paroh.es a state as
the exact words which they beard God say. I bav brqwn as a nutmeg.. Agam the people go down on
heard a half dozen in one night tell about hearing their knees and ask for rain, but it does not bring a
the voice of God.
drop of water.
There was a great blow-out at a country school·
T~en he sends a flood and d;owns out th~ Missishouse and one night the house was lighted with sippi valley, and crops .and ammals are sacrificed to
tallo~ dips, and they all burnt out; but God the watery element, a~d house~ and baz:na. and many
wouldn't let up on them, and so they bad to "go it in of the people are earned to SWift destructiOn.
.
t.he dark." That is the way God acted at a proEvery few yea~s yellow fever or cholera sweeps Its
tracted meeting sixt.y years ago. I hav no. dou.bt thousands to their graves~ and then a .tornado lays a
that God managed those meetings, for be always was coun~ry ~aste; ~nd ao.tmg. upon the theory_ that
"vanety IS th? ~;p10e of hff>," ~e th_reahes a port10n of
8 little inclined to "go it blind."
There was a protracted meeting here last winter, the country With ha!l, and as If this wholesale havoc
and it was a very quiet a:l'ft~oir. God did not act at all could never cease, a portion of the inbabitant.s of a
as be did sixty years ago-bas be changed? Or did great city like Lisbon are emt six hundred feet below
the Christians back in those days bav a spiritual jam- the surface of the sea by an earthquake, and getting·
horee on their own hook when God was not around T furious in hie wrath be trains a great fiery squirt-gun
God showed quite good breeding at the.meeting upon a couple of cities ar.d buries them out of sight
here last winter-! did not bear of his holding any with all their human iderestP, as . in the case of
conversation with any of them-he did not get on Pompeii and Herculaneum.
the rampage and strike them with the " power;'' and
Naples is surrounded by a great fruit district. One·
when they prayed he allowed one to wait.fcr another. nigh~ our heaven!y father sent a frost and destroyed
In the main it was just threshing over a few old nearly all the frmt. Many poor men who are almost
sheaves which had been under God's flail many times entirely dependent on their vineyards had their hopes
before. ·
blasted in one night.
God will peter out some day and won't put in an
I work in my garden on S_u~day, and it is about
anpearance at all when there is one of t.hose spiritual the only one that escaped InJury, But I am not
kickup 8 •
puffed by the favor; he will get in his work on me
In a town west of us they bad a blow-out, and another t.ime.
night and day for four or five weeks they puffed
And that is ~ust the way God acts. Nobody can:
away at the spiritual bellows and swung the gospel depend upon him, no matter bow good be ~ay be.
flail and the result was two little girls and a big Even when a good preacher, one of God's chief sopneg~o.
pers, is upon his knees, God !'ends a thunderbolt and
An Irishman got discouraged and said," Brethren, knocks his light out. Does.r..'t this all go to show
the Lord is not for us-we bav cast the net at the that God is too treacherous to be depended upon?
bow of the ship, and we bav cast the net at the stern
;A-nd yet w_e bav a lot of lunatics. who want to ;put
of the ship and we bav cast the net ferninst the this blundermg, treacherous God mto the OonstitU·'
ship, and an' we ~av catohed is one big black bullhead ti,?n. · Before t~is is done 1:1h~uld he not be made to.
and two little shmers."
giv bonds for his good behav10r, so that the people
Superstition no doubt is a great luxury to many, will .hav some assurance that he_ wi!l carry a more·
but it is quite expensiv, and the old methods no steady band and ~ot slop <;ver _as m times past T
·
longer furnish recruits to the church. The bribe of
H more power IB placed ID his hands we shall soon
heaven and the scarecrow of hell are no longer find that he will begin to crowd us to the wall. He
heeded by the masses. Persuasiv measures are may put it into the heads of his chief fuglemen that
played out, and now through the" Blare" bill as an the earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof, and•
entering wedge the crushing process is to be·applied. that they are his oboE en people, and that we_ bav no
And in my opinion Prohibition and woman suffrage rights which they are bound to respect. With God
are wheels in the machinery which is to do the in the Constitution, ~nd Christ as the sup;eme ruler,.
crushing.
and the government m the bands of Harrison, WanaIt is said that every thrifty pig has a kink in its maker, "Blare" & Co., we poor devils willbe made to
tail. Christians seem to go upon the supposition smell "burnt wool:" .
that it is the kink which makes the pig grow. They
To think bow fnsky and freaky God bas been, and
hav always been trying to work their Christian kinks of the antics of these Chfistian contortionists, ought
on the world, and, as blessings, they hav proved to make the people careful about placing undue
about as abortiv as artificial kinks in pigs' tails. If power where it can be abused. I tell yo-p, we want
Harrison, Wanamaker, "Blare" & Co.'s measures to keep the power out of the hands of such a
prove a blessing to ·the country, they can make an capricious God as he has shown himself to be, and
independent fortune by fattening pigs by artificial make the people-all the people-wit.hout the least
kinks instead of food. If a Christian puts a kink in regard to religious prefert-nces, equal before the law.
a pig's tail, with the blessing of God, be expects the Whenever God gets into the Constitution the devil
pig to get fat whether it is fed or not.
will be to pay.
To-day. a minister was ordained in this place.
Think of a pious crank down on his knees asking
Holy bands were laid on his head and be was con- favors of a being which he bas conjured up in his
secrated-set apart for the service of God, or, in imagination, dwelling somewhere above the oloud.s,
other words, to teach such fool philosophy.
with eyes, ears, nose, mouth, tongue, hands, and
How would a farmer's crops turn out if be did all feet, showing his "back parts," and yet "without
his plowing in the same furrow ? But this young body or parts," and who or which fills the immensity
man is sacredly bound never to teach a fact unless it of· space. And think of putting the government
is dug out of the old theological rut. He bas re- in the keeping of hypocritical cranks whose minds
oeived the Christian kink, and no doubt will soon be are_swayed by a belief in such nonsense. When we
fat. He will fit so.ule for heaven which are too igno- allow the government to pass exolusivly into the
rant to prove a blessing on earth.
· bands of such men as "Blar?,': W a!lamaker, TalDeep in yon cave Honorius long did dwell
mage, and Comstock, or any rehg10us, Ignorant, sunIn hope to merit heaven by making earth a hell.
do-move class of people, we commit national suiThe difficulty with Christians is, to please God cide.
·
they sacrifice the rights and happiness of man. And
The. Johnstown disaster is another lesson in regard
their ideas of God are obtained from an old book to the goodness of God. Thousands, of both sexes,
written by semi-barbarians whom these Christians from old sge to helpless childhood, meeting death by
regard as the wisest men who ever lived. The nearer fire and water in a single hour. Were the wicked
they approach the state of barbarism in which their taken and the innocent spared? Were favors shown
book originated, the more perfect they become.
to those who prayed more than to thoee who cursed T
According to this book God is perfect and has On the contrary, some of th<> most brutal were
more sympathy for us than an earthly p~rent can spared and many of the innocer;tt taken.
possibly bav for his children. Nothing can transpire
A woman pu~ her seven children from an upper
contrary to his will. Not a sparrow can fall without story window out upon the driftw.ood and trusted
his consent. He holds us and our destinies as in the them to the care of the creator. D1d he take care of
hollow of his band, his mercy endureth for ever and them T She says, as she put bET youngest boy out,
his loving kindness transcends that of the ~oat he said, "Mamma, you always said God will take ·
loving parent. And behind this mercy and tender- care of me; will be care for me now'" Did God
ness is omnipotent power, and he answers the pray- keep-the promis to that loving mother? She says,
ere of those who ask in faith. According to this "I saw his face imploringly turned up to me· as
philosophy there should be no ealamity by flood or be floated away in the flood.'' I am all alone! and no
fire. At the hand of nature we should receive no one can see the tear that falls as I narrate tbts touchinjury.
ing ineident. The last lesson in the final scene
What would be thought of the kindness of a in life's drama was that she had niade to bet children
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promises which never could be fulfilled, and which
had no foundation in fact.
While the children of this loving mother were sacrificed to the devouring element, the most loathsome
thieves and robbers were spared-even those who
mutilated the dead to rob them of their jewelry. If
the minds of Christians were not rendered obtuse by
early education, they would learn that one passage of
scripture at least is true, viz., that "God is no
respecter of persons "-that those who believe and
pray fare no better than those who disbelieve and
swear. In that disaster far more women and children were drowned than men. One would think
if God was partial to any it would. be to the innocent.
But in this, as in all other cases, he helped those who
least needed his help. Those with strong arms and
presence of mind were the favored ones. All in keeping with _that everlasting law of the "survival of the
fittest."
J o11N PEcK.
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Well may they repeat the pious platitude, "We are assist in elevating the moral and intellectual standard
sinners," if for no other reason than the sin of mem- ·of the public without conforming one iota to their
bership. ·There is not an intelligent thinker among ancient dogmas. It is due to moral cowardice, not
them who is not a disbeliever in the cosmogony at- to conviction of the truthfulness of their creed, that
tributed to Moses; and discrediting that involves the vast majority of "believers" allow the pulpit
repudiation of the atonement, thus sinking their representative of worn-out theology to exercise so
faith below the farthest zero of unbelief. And in swaying a control as they do. In the face of the demassiv assurance of their unbelief it is not unusual velopments of science for the past half century,
.to bear them say, when cornered, that the church ia claiming Sunday or any other day as holy, God hava needed institution as a civilizer, exercising a re- ing rested from his labor in building the world
pressiv influence on the vile and the brutal. Well, on the "seventh day," is an absurdity so utterly
the vile and the brutal need repressing, every good astounding in the face of the g(;lological revelations
citizen will allow; but it seems to me that the better of our period as to defy a parallel. A man's conduct
way to repress the vile and the brutal is not by is to be shaped by his relationship to his fellows,
lashing them with a lie, but by enlightening them by and not by trumpery observances of so-called '' sagiving them to know that the reason we try to bead cred" days. And seven-eighths of the intelligent of
them off in their folly and criminality is because their our population know it. And but for the convenco&duct is really and truly an offense to society, and tional thraldom to time-worn observances, and the
only for that reason. To lie is a dangerous experi- gloss of respectability it involves, they would range
ment, particularly to lio so in order to suppress on the side of Freethought.
(TO BE CONTINUED )
crime, for just as soon as the fraud is discovered the · I know of no language sufficiently strong to" concriminal laughs at your threats. Society stands in demn the bulldozing which seeks to coerce a citizen ·
A Visit.
that position to-day. It bas found the ancient the- to do or withhold doing what the most common
I dropped in to see my old friend, Snug, the other ology to be a conglomerate of lies, and the cry of intelligence is sufficient in assuring us is the correct
day. Snug livs in an old-bachelor style, hiring apart- "Wolf!. wolf!" an artifice to frighten simple souls. standard of conduct in life. And I am equally at a
ments in a respectable but rather out-of-the-way How the bookish clergyman can hav the cheek to loss for words to characterize the willful blundering
block, preferring the comparativ quiet that reigns stand in the way of the regime of the modern scientist which struggles against the light that flashes from
there to the din of the more business part of the city. is to me explainable only on the hypothesis suggested the conclusions of the scientists of our day. It
Snug's means are what many would regard aa lim- by the Scottish saying: "Better the ddl ye ken than would be better for us to seek the reputation of
ited; he livs on the slow but sure sale of an article the deil ye dinna ken ;" the deil in this case being a little wisdom rather than of maundering piety.
which the world bad long got along without, but the soft thing he is now enjoying and the chances of
Individual cases of criminality, however atrocious,
which many hav confessed,· by purchasing, to be being counted out by a change. And so the parson are no more evidences of human depravity than are
convenient to hav in the family. What the article is spits on his hands and takes a new hold of the ortho- examples of piety proofs of Christian purity. Sin, as
I decline to mention, lest my readers might think I dox rope, booming his hopes on the tenacity of the popularly understood, is the result of unwise treatsurreptitiously sought to advertise when I honestly old strands and the new twists given to them by ment, not of the individual, but of society. Manmeant to hav a little table,talk with them. Snug their spiritual helpmeets, the Salvationists and .~ich. kind hav, through the absurd teachings of the
doesn't think his means are limited. On the conI hav more than once been made to see no need of churches, been so thoroughly dogmatized by un. trary, he says he is the most independflnt man in the dread on the part of the parson of running out of natural teachings that they do not hesitate to lay
city. This is the way he puts it :
business; the vitality of the old theology, together flattering unctions to each other's souls, while they
I am a trifle over seventy years of flge, though free with its ready inherent adaptability to change-an saoff at the vain anodynes when applied to themselvs.
from the infirmities and ailments common to the sep- adaptability the result of heredity, its origin being They say of the kindly soul who through a long life,
tuagenarian; and, doubtless, for the same reason given due to acceptance of beliefs long antedating the time like Dorca11, made garments for the poor, while she
by Adam in "As You Like It "-that is, along with, of its founders-Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, each sometimes suffered by reason of her poverty, " she
originally, a good constitution:
an immigrant from different nationalities meeting shall hav her exceeding great reward." What but
For in my youth I never did apply
and joining interests in mutual traffic, heedless of trifling with the weightiest facts of life are such
Hot and rebellious liquors to my blood,
tariff. Modification bas been the law of its existence; assurances T Dorcas, in adversity, making garments
Nor did, with unabashed forehead,
its vitality being such that though torn and dismem- for the poor, is but playing tba part of Mrs. PartingWoo the means of weakness and debility.
bered by agonies innumerable, the several parts liv, ton, who used her broom against the waves of the
I enjoy life with a keen relish, furnishing myself niove, and bav an independent being, all happy as Atlantic. She is but struggling against un-wisdom
with the comforts of good living by the sale of an .grigs, and each hugging the impression of being the -a social lock that girdles humanity as with a zone.
article people will buy till another thing of the same real simon pure-from popery to latest sect.
With a great show of sympathetic willdom, my
sort will be invented ; something superior to mine,
Indeed, in calling to mind the ridiculous features orthodox paper says: "Sin swelters in cities." To
which, thank my stars, is so very trifling in itself, of the pulpit of sixty years ago, I can see in its yield- which I reply : In this, at least, that so many
that nobody capable of inventing anything will ing spirit the Proteus of our era, the pantaloon of wretched people lie down each night on beds that_
regard it as worth trying to beat, thus giving me a the pantomime striking his blows of transformation. are not beds and rise on the morrow not knowing
dead sure thing on a living for the short time left for The coarse, clumsy cartwhip of the Puritan has been where to break their fast. Sin does not flaunt in
me to need grub and toggery. I hav no buildings covered with velvet, that is all. Burns had put the silks so much as it does in rags. This is sin: enrichfor accident or incendiaries to destroy, or to invite diabolism in ·verse but a short time before in his ing self at the expense of the comfort of others. By
the tax-gatherers to call. I do not owe anybody a " Holy Willie's Prayer:"
far the worst feature about church teaching is the
red, and I hav more than enough to cover all exinvitation to take shelter from self-accusation for
0 thou wha in the heavens do dwell,
penses incident to a modest funeral.
shortcoming in individual treatment of the indigent
Wha as it pleases best thysel,
in the text, "The poor ye hav always with you."
Well, that secures all that is wanted as far as absoSends ane to heaven and twal to hell,
A' for thy glory,
lute personal independence as a citizen goes. And,
There is a soporific in the assurance that God perAnd no for ony gude or ill
in pleasing superaddition, I say of my spiritual
mits the wholesale suffering, enabling some to posThey've dune afore thee!
needs, I bav a lot of books, as you perceive, books I
sess their souls in Christian patience. It is the will
of our heavenly father; bear it with equanimity.
believe in. There are few authors known as great,
But, Lord, remember me and mine,
The finite cannot comprehend the infinit ; therefore,
either as scientists, historians, philosophers, and
Wi' blissins temporal and divine,
That I for gear and grace may shine
seek not the solution of the inevitable. "In the
poets, who are not found on my shelves. Good
Excelled by nane;
sweet by and bye" all secrets will be revealed. How
company, if they do turn their backs on you as you
And a' the glory shall be thine.
diff~rent the teaching of my Socialistic sheet, which
sit. I am, besides, in the receipt of two sterling
Amen, Amen.
says, "The poor are mostly they who, by personal
monthlies, one daily paper, and three weeklies; one
Look at it now with its extinguished hell-the organization, are incapable of understanding the laws
upholding Socialism, the other Agnostic in its teachings, but defending Freethought with the force of a word itself doomed to extinction, superseded as it is that regulate the acquisition of wealth"-words
bliz:11ard, yet with the humane purpose of a generous by sheol. How long, think you, will sheol last~ originally used by the Scotch phrenologist., Combe.
. spirit; the third is devoted to orthodox religion, by L_ong enough to giv the souls of the antique heathen Competition paralyzes effort in many men, dooming
them to poverty and contempt,_ while to others it
which I am enabled to keep alive the mummeries of time to accept the invitation, "Come to Jesus'"
whispers the secret that swings back the door of the
Belief is a phantom and hope is vain,
ancient humbug and keep posted on the necromanAnd worship is naught but a thing of the brain;
cave of opulence.
cies of the modern pulpit.. I take life easy throughA will-o'-the-wisp in the marsh of the mind,
Refuse to accept evolution as the solvent of life's
out the week, and on Sunday I still take life easy.
That time still whistles ad own the wind;
mysteries, and existence is truly a heartless conunNo, I don't attend church. I do not even attend
Often a wish, more often a fear;
drum ; a mass of entanglements defying extrication;
the beer gardens. Not that I hav an activ per se obAnd truth is seldom the same each year;
A series of always dissolving views,
bringing society to its knees in vain implorings for
jection to the former, knowing that advanced wisdom
Still to accept and still to choose.
the light that cannot come-justifying the exclamaalone will close the doors of the joss-house. And,
as for the gardens, they hav not attraction enough
There is nothing to mourn over in life. The "ills tion of.the German: "There is no father!" Mod6rn
about them to hav one take the trouble to attend that flesh is heir to" is a quotation having no justifi- science is at once the savior and the comforter ; givthem. I confess, however, I hav often regretted the -cation to the philosopher. The sentiment was born ing the true solution of life's mystery, and calling
lack of something of a sort between the two, where of the idiocy of early asceticism, and has been part of for added human wisdom to direct and guide all
my spirit might find more room than it can in the the stock in trade of the rantipole religious tramps, forces of society for the universal good; not merely
_ .
one, and less of license than it does in the other. using it as mendicants ·do puling appeals for charity. to glorify God.
Accepting the postulates of t.he modern sCienbst,
The one is so excruciatingly good, sacred, holy, and To shed tears or sigh over the inevitable is queer
all that sort of thing, with a dismal ceremop.ial at- enough. And is not everything said and done the mind becomes tranquillized-confidingly awaiting
tached, that makes my plain, ordinary, mannish stamped as inevitable' To do wrong calls for time's issueR-sure in the conviction that., as nature
amended conduct and for compensation to the in- holds within herself all agencies of differentiation as
nature revolt at it.
I can hardly conceive of a greater calamity befall- jured. Tl;> go to Jesus with whining supplications applied to life, she will not be wanting in the appliing a man than his becoming'' good enough" to join for pardon is a lame and impotent conclusion; and ances needed to giv equity to society. And with
a church. He. is apt to become a sad dog. You is of the spirit of the masquerader who borrows that deduction as my polar star, I say, Toward So74.
needn't be surprised after that if you should find clothes in which to play pretender. "Hav mercy cialism the star of empire holds its way.
LeRoy, N. Y.
him peddling tracts that tell of bears coming out of upon us, miserable sinner~,'' is the merest cant; used
-------.~~-----the woods to tear naughty grocers to pieces for on Sunday only, however_:a fact for which we can
sanding and dampening the sugar while he is charg- not be too thankfuL
IN matters of religion it is easy to deceive manIt would be well for people who seem to feel it to kind and very difficult to undeceive them.-Pierre
ing you an extra price. In these days the influence
a church membership exerts is necessalily deteriorat- be their duty to caution others how to conduct Bayle.
ing, inclining most men to cheat and to delu4e. And tbemselvs on the first day of the week, to remember
THERE is in 13very village a lighted torch, the
for this reason : hypocrisy is fraudulent, and is used that, outside their fettering influence, persons can be
by "smart" men to gull with impunity. They do found who can intelligently discuss what is due schoolmaster; and a mouth to blow it out., the
not believe what they affect to regard as the truth. to society, and by their daily walk and conversation parson.- Victor Hugo.
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addresses by the most able e::tponents of our prin- in Massachusetts, while 1,262 were children whose
ciples; a great gathering; a grand rally of leading parents were both born in Ireland. In addition to
Liberals; a full rtport of the convention in all the this there were 58 who were children of Irish
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
leading journals of the Northwest; the jolliest, mer- mothers, and 57 were children of Irish fathers,
E. A. S'i'EYENS, Secretary,
Princesa Opera Honse, riest, most brilliant and enjoyable ball; the most making a total of 1,377 out of 3, 426, ono or both of
558 W. Madison street, Room 1, Ohwago.
Otto WE~'TSTEIN, Traas., . Rochelle, Ill. social and superb supper (free), and the awakening whose parents were bo:rn in Ireland.
In 1885 there were in Massachusetts 5,232 homeE. B. FooTE, Jn., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. of unbounded enthusiasm.
M.a:s. M. A. FREEMAN• Oh. Fin. Oom., 324 W. Madison st., Chicago.
And yet there is serious cause for very great less cbiidren, many of them of course mada homeless
· by the intemperance and crime of their parents;
anxiety.
Thirteenth Annual Con~ress of' the American
Because all this will enntually count for naught, there were but 682 of these whose parents were born
~ecular Union.
unless the opportunity is improved to fuliy discuss, in Massachusetts; while there were 1,056 whose
decide, and harmonize on a practical plan to carry on parents ware born in Ireland, and 2,744 whose
OFFICIAL CALL.
parents' birthplaces.were unknown. But in addition
The next Annual Congress of the Anieriean Secular the work.
The enemy is vigilant, well organized, rrovided to this there were 207 who had Irish mothers, and
Onion will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 1889. It with abundance of funds, and unscrupulous. Both 155 who bad Irish fathers; making a total of 1,418
deemed expedient to hold this meeting where our our state legislatures must be sharply watched, the out of the 5,232 homeless children who were known
ociety was organized in 1876, and where the so- schPmes of the foes to liberty watched, the needed to be children of Irish parents besides soma of the
called "National Reform Association" has its head- Liberal literature distributed, not alone among the 1,744 whose parental nationa!Hy was unknown.
There were in the state of Mssaachuset,ta in 1885 e.
quarters and has recently held an important conven- members of our legislativ bodies, but also among
their constituents at home, so they wiil bo induced to total of 8 394 paupers·; 4)29 males and 4,265
tion, and for many historic and other reasons.
The general object of our Association not being use their iiifluence to insure just and prevent unjust females; 4,698 of the whole being nativ born, and
3,714 being born ·in Massachusetts; 3,696 being
wall understood, it is therefore often misrepresented. and vicious legislation.
The living voice of our representativ must be. foreign born, and of these 2,829 were Irish. But of
It is deemed proper to here make a brief statement
of ita leading principles. While our federal and heard, the face be seen, the presence felt, and the ir- the 8,394 paupers, there were 2,431 who ware cbilstate constitutions are formed on the B!lsumption of resistible arguments of truth properly presented. dren of Irish parents; 30 who were children of Irish
the total separation of church and stat.e, yet both the Efforts should be made to insure our Liberai papers mothers, and 30 who were chiidren of Irish fe.thers,
general and state governments m8>intain numerous a very large increase of their circulation. Every making a total of 5,320 out of 8,394, or ne~rly fivepractical connections of the atnte with the church. able, worthy lecturer should receive encouragement, eighths, one or both of whose parents were born in
.
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and ·influential organiza- that others yet more able may be induced to take Ireland.
Oi the 122,263 illiterate persona iu Massachusetts,
tion exists, having for its avowed object the amend- the field.
The churches receive a vast sum yearly for only 13,898 are nativ born and 108,365 are foreigners.
ment of our federal and state constitutions, so as to
· recognize and enforce by law cert~:;in forms of relig- preaching Christianity, superstition, sndintolerance, Of the 13,898 nativ-born illiterate~, only 8,297 were
ious belief and observances, and certain acta of legis- and to carry out their fanatical, liberty-destroying born in Massachusetts. Of the 108,365 foreign-born
lation bav actually been proposed and discussed in schemes. How needful that every precaution be illiterates, 24,190, or 19.70 per cent, were French
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a taken that our limited funds are uefd wisely and Canadians, and 67,169, or 54.94 per cent, were Irish.
Hence it appears that the Irish and the French
form of sectarian religion, especially in our public guarded from the possibility of waste or misapplicaM~~
.
.
tion!
Canadians furnish nearly three-fourths of all the
Those powerful organizations, the National Reform illiterate parsons in Massachusetts, nnd of all the
Against these hmcvstions and perversions we .are
organized to prob:Gt, and to this end we advocate Association, the American Sabbath Union, and the illiterates in Massachusetts only 2.08 per lit3llt hsd
t.he equitable tv,xe.tion of church property; the total Women's Ch:dstian Tsmperance Union, hav joined parents both of whom were born in the state;
die;co:utinuance of religious instruction nnd worship forces, pledging themselvs to more determined and 70,666, or 57.8 par cent of all the illiterates, were of
in the public schools; the l'epeal of all laws enforcing persistent dforts to enforce rigid observance of Sun- Irish parentage, and 26,852, or 2UJ9 pe:r cent, had
the obBervance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessa- day, and to use every lawful means and influence to French Canadian parents. So that of the entire
tion of nli &ppropriationa of the public funds for defeat all and every candidate for political office who number of illiterates in the state, only 4.92 per cent
religious ins.titutions; the abolition of state-paid will not pledge themselvs to do all in their power to are of nativ parentage, while 93.06 per cent are of
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation secure: "An acknowledgment and performance of foreign pa1·entage, mostiy Irish and French Canaunder t.he pains and ·penalties of perjury for tht: t.he nation's duty to guard and protect the church; dian.
There were also in 1885 in the state of Massajudicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts, by suppressing all public violation of the moral law;
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the prac- by maintaining a system of public schools, indoctrin- · chusetts, 5,058 insane persons, 2,237 males and 2,821.
tical establishment of simple morality and intel- ating their yout-h in morality and virtue; by exempt- females. Of these 3,175 are nativ, 1,571 males and
ligence as the basis of purely Secular government ing church property from tantion, and by providing 1,604 females; 1,883 are foreign, 666 males and 1,217.
and t.he adequate guarantee of public order, pros- her funds out of the public treasury for carrying on females.
Besides these there are 84 inAsne persons who are•
perity, and righteousness; ana whatever other meas- her aggressiv work at home, and in the foreign field"
also maimed, lame, bedridden, paralytic, or deformed,.
ures or principles may be necessary to the total (Christian Statesman).
Liberals of Oregon snd Washington, what will 56 of whom are nativ and 28 foreign, making a total:
separation of church and state.
of 5,142 insane persons, 1,911 of whom are foreign
To this Congress we cordially invite all true you do to defeat these schemers'
How much money shall we contribu.te? In what born, besides those which are of foreign parentage;:
patriots without regard to their individual religious
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the manner shall it be collected, and how shall our con- and a large proportion of these insane persons are.
brought to the insane asylums hy the same curse.
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil tributions be expended?
We must depend on the wealthy Liberals to giv which fills our prisons and almshousetJ, strong drink, .
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacerdotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their generously of their abundance. But let the poorest sold by Irish Catholic rumsellere to their poor igno-.
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy wage-wol"ker feel that in this struggle he or she is an rant countrymen.
The whole matter may thus be briefly stated:
the mental and moral liberty of the free .citizens of honored helper, giving from scant store as freely and
Foreign Roman Catholic rumaellers make foreign,
this most successful of all Secular civil governments more in proportion than the possessor of superabundance, thus maintaining independence and paupers, criminals, lunatics, and vagrants. Foreign,
in ancient or modern times.
All Charter and Life Mombers, all Vice-presidents, doubling his interest in the work, while the wealthy, voters, controled by foreign priests and foreign,
all Chairmen of State Executiv Committees, and all knowing that all are doing all they can, will be saloon-keepers, and misled by newspapers and tela-.
duly accredited delegates from Local Secular Societies encouraged to come to the rescue in times of great graphic reports, edited, controied, and manipulated!
by the same parties and in their interest, foster the
are entitled to seats and votes in this Congress. or special need.
We hav reached the critical time when everylover rum business, elect foreign-born officials, trade with.
Each Local Society is entitled to send its President,
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annual Mem- of liberty must do his or her full sh&re in helping corrupt politicians, license li·ish Catholic rumsellers,.
forward the work.
control the politics of the country, fill the land with.
bers by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Come to the Portland convention; let us bav a drunkenness, violence, vice, misruie, and crime, and :
Particulars as to the place of meeting, speakers,
and their subjects, etc., will be announced hereafter. grand, good time. But let the enjoyment of the now propose to assail the common schools, and train !
grand ball and sumptuous banquet be intensified by up their own children under the excluBiv control of:
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
the delightful assurance, So far, we hav done our teachers and leaders whose methods of inst1·uction ·.
E . .A. STEVENS, Secretary.
duty; the plan of future work is decided on, and is and training hav already been so fruitful in crime ,
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
one on which all can unite. And then the enjoyment and drunkenness and pauperism.-Rev. H. L. Has-.
MATTIE .A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.
and enthusiasm of this- convention will only be the tings.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.
precursor of that glorious celebration of the ultimate
Correction.
The Wastes of Modern Civilization.
victory of reason, right, truth, and liberty so soon to
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the follow.
C. B. REYNOLDJ.
Under the above name the old friend of our read-"·
iast numb~r of THE TnuTH SEEKER you make me
ers and ourself, Prof. Felix L. Oawr.ld, M.D., is conpromis to hsv the " offer" for the prize manual ready
Crime and Pauperism in Massachusetts.
tributing a series of psp~rs to the Popular Science,
for publica~ion ''about September 1st," whereas I
The Massachusetts state ceDFJUS for 1885 give a Monthly. From the last instalment of this series.
wrote or intended to write September 15tb. It will total of 655 state prisoners, 558 males and 107 we will try to gather such parts as will be of specialbe impossible to arrange all the preliminary details so females; 249 being between the ages of 20 and 29 interest to Antichristians.
soon, as it takes time to confer with all the contribu- years. Of these 665 prisoners, 396 are American
Among the wsstea of our civilization dealt with in•.
tors, as I suggested in my original "proposition:" born; 339 men and 56 women; 270 of them are the present paper the chief is, the waste of time and'
Please correct, and in the mean time let our friends foraign born, 161 having been born in Ireland.
· mental endeavor in teaching our young the dead;
Eend on their money for incidental expenses.
B11t of these 665 prisoners, 112 were born in languages. This practice has alwayfl drawn its supR B. WEs'rnRooK,
Massachusetts .of Irish parents, 22 were born in port from the same element that teaches theology
Presidan~ American Secular Union.
other states of Irish parents; a total of 298 of Irish and kindred follies, while the opponents of· the'
1707 Oxford st., Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 31, 1889. birth or parentage. Besides this, five other prison- practice hav almost invariably been Freethinkers..
era were children of Irish mothers, and nine were Freethinkers he.v ever perceived that no matter how
The Great Convention at Portland, Ore.
children of Irish fathers, making, out of the 665 state many names for an object we may go on ~nd learn, we·
S::> far as the queeiiori of a large attendance at the prisoners, 312, or nearly one-half, one or both of hav not in all this leamed the first thing about the
Masonic Hall, Portiand, Ore., Oetober 12th, 13th, whose parents were Irish.
properties of that object. And they know that it is
14th, is concerned, letters from all parts of WashingIn 1885 iri the various prisons, jails, and refor- the properties of things that we must learn, our wel:-ton banish all anxiety, and the shrewd, excellent matories of l'I'I9.ssachusetts, there were 3,426 prison- fare and even existence depending in exact propor-·
judgment of the committee in presenting such un- ers convicilo,d of crime and sentenced; 2,836 being tion upon how well we can learn them. "What,".
paralleled attr~ction~ a~ the opening. session ~m males, and 590 females; 1,395 being from 20 to 29 says Herbert Spencer, in bitter contempt of t-hoseSaturday mornmg will meure all makmg espeCial years old. Of these 3,426 prisoners, 2,163 were who foster the ant.iquated system, ''what shall we say
efforts to b_e present at the very commencement of nativ born, and 1,263 were foreign born; 703 of the of the wisdom of those, including nearly all who ocr
the c~nvent10n. .
.
foreign born being from IIeland. Only 257 of the cupy influential positions, who peraist in thinking ·
It 1s now ccrtam ~hat there will be lectures and . 3,426 were children of parents who were both born that preparation for successful and complete living

IJnion.
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(which is the purpose of rational education) is best
effected by learning to speak and write after the
manner of two extinct peoples, and by gaining
knowledge of their chief men, their superstitions·,
their deeds of war, etc.-who, in their leading school,
devote two hours per week to getting some idea3
about the constitution of the world they are born
into, and thirty-six hours per week to construing
, Latin and Greek, and making verses, of small sense
or none; and who, in the competitiv examinations
they devise, giv to knowledge of words double the
n~mber of mar~s which they 15iv to knowledge of
thmgs ~ Tha~, 1t ~~ems to m~, IS not a very worshipful degree of mtelllgence whwh fails to recognize the
obv~ous t~uth that th.ere is a:t;~ Order of Nature, pervadmg ahke the actwna gomg on within us and
without us, to which, from moment to moment our
lives must conform under penalty of one or ~ther
evil; and that therefore our first business must be
to study this Order of Nature."
Thomas Paine in his time bad also seen the evil of
the old system of instruction, and assigned as its
motiv the Christian desire to divert education from
science, which it knew would be fatal to itself. Says
Paine: "As the Christian syst6m of faith bas made
a.revolution in theology, so also has it made a revolution in the state of learning. That which is now
~ailed learning, w~s not learning, originally. Learnmg does not cons1at, as the schools now make it corsiat, in the knowledge of languages, but in the
knowledge of things to which language givs names.
The Greeks were a learned people, but learnino- with
them did not consist in sp•mking Greek, any~:> more
than in a Roman's speaking Latin, or a Frenchman's
~.Peaking French, or an Englishman's speaking English. From what we know of the Greeks, it does not
appear that they knew or studied any language but
their own, and this was one cause of their becoming
so learned; it afforded them more time to apply
themeelvs to better· studies. The · schools of the
Greeks were schools of science and philosophy, and
not of languages; and it is in the knowledge of the
things that science and philosophy teach, that learning consists. Almost all the scientific learning that
now exists, came to us from the Greeks, or the
people who spoke the Greek language. It, therefore, became necessary for the people of other
nations, who spoke a different language, that some
among them should learn tile Greek language, in
order that the learning the Greeks had, might be
made known in those nations, by translating the
Greek books of science and philosophy into the
mother tongue of each nation. The study, therefore, of the Greek language (and in the same manner for the Latin) was no other than the drudgery
business of a linguist; and the language thus obtained, was no other than the means, as it were the
tools, employed to obtain the learning the Greeks
bad. It made no part of the learning itself ; and
was so distinct from it, as to make it exceedingly
probable. that the persons who bad studied Greek
sufficiently to translate those works, such, for instance, as Euclid's Elements, did not understand any
of the learning the works contained. . . . The setters-up, therefore, and the advocates of the Christian system of faith, could not but foresee that the
continually progressiv knowledge that man would
gain, by the aid of science, of the power and wisdom
of God, manifested in the structure of the universe,
and in all the works of · creation, would militate
against; and call into question, the truth of their system of faith; and therefore it became necessary to
their purpose to cut learning down to a size less
dangerous to their project, and this they effected by
restricting the idea of learning to the dead study of
dead languages."Recalling ourselvs from digressiv quoting of others
of our thinkers on the topic, we wiil present some
paragraphs of Professor Oawald:
The experience of the last three hundred years has as yet
failed to disassociate the ideas of Latin and Greek from the
scholastic notions of culture, and the time may come when
practical educators will almost fail to realize the possibility
of the fact that, in our own rapid age of discovery and invention, millions of our most gifted students had to waste
from one-third to three-fifths of their time on the study of
dead languages. Witness the following curriculum of the
German Gymnasia, or high schools-the ·preparatory colleges
• of the best European universities, and the gates to every
highway of liberal education:
Latin, ten hours per week; Greek, eight hours; Hebrew,
three hours; German, four hours; mathematics, four hours;
geography, two; history, two; drawing, two; French, two;
physiology, two; religion, optional; English, optional (occasionally taught instead of French); gymnastics, four
hours. In other words, twenty-one hours of graveyard
studies to eighteen hours of all living sciences taken together,
sinc6 gymnastics has ceased under certain circumstances to
be a compulsory branch of education.
Those twenty-four hours devoted to the dead leave not a
minute's time for the study of such problems of life as biology and rational hygiene; not a minute for anatomy,
political economy, philosophy, rhetoric, .or non-sectarian
ethics. Such tt.ings, of course, are taught by the regular or
special professors of the university; but a large percentage
of students paRs directly from the primer-class of the gymnasium to the duties of practical life, and in ninety-nine of a
hundred cases may charge the long period given to the study
of the ancient languages to the budget of total loss. Not
one of a hundred non-philological students (graduates devoting themselvs tg the special study., and the teaching of

ancient languages) would ever dream of continuing his anti.
q1Iarian pursuits or be able to look upon a Greek or Latin
•ext-book without a shudder of disgust. . . . The New
World continues to emulate the Old in wooing the specters
of the past, and thousands of American parents encumber
t~e memor.v of their children with a. mass of antiquarian rubbi~h that leaves no room for the culture nf progressiv
smence, too often not even for the adequate study of their
own mother-tongue.

The next waste our author considers is the waste
consequent upon teaching our children theories
whic~ they ;'llu~t violate in practicE~, and encouragivg
practtce whwh li! condemned by their theories. He
Hpresses himself thus :
A cardinal tenet of medieval ethics was. the beli:ef in the
of_ menta~ p1·ostitution-the duty of submitting to dogmas which their professors did not and could not believe
a~d which the exigencies of daily life obliged them prac~
tically to repudiate.
A logical consequence of that doctrin was the antagonism
of theory and practice, which continues to involve an enor.
mous waste in our method of moral education. A million
pulpits still preach a ~rospel that inculcates the vanity of
industrial pursuits. "Take no thought of the morrow, for
the morrow shall take thought for the things of· itself."
'''fake no thought, saying, What shall we eat. or what ~hall
we drink, or wherewithal shall we be clothed? For after all
these do the gentiles seek." As a practical comment on the
wisdom of those precepts, nations, cities, and corporations
vie in the restless pursuit of wealth, and. a thousand lessons
of daily life admonish the young citizen of our industrial
world to take earnest and constant thought of the morrownay, the mere attempt to disregard those lessons would b~
followed by the punishment of the shiftless vagrant.
Loss of health and wealth, loss of working capacity-in
fact, every form of temporal affliction-the disciples of our
moral exemplar are instructed to consider as proofs of divi oe
favor. Yet the prevention of such favors is the legally
encouraged purpose of dozens of fire and life insurance com.
panie~ and mutual aid associations with their omnipresent
agenCies.
Our ethical text-books in the plainest terms teach the possibility of curing diseases by prayer and mystic ceremonies.
"If any man is sick among you, let him call for tbe elders
of the church and let them pray over him. anointing him
with oil in the name of the Lord." "And the pmyer of
faith shall save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up."
"And when he called unto him his twelve disciples, he gave
them power against unclean spirits, to cast them out and to
heal all manner of disease." Yet in at least forty-five of tbe
fifty most civilized countries of Christendom the attempt to
cure any serious disease on that plan would be followed by a
prompt indictment for quackery.
The possibility of diabolical apparitions is implied in a
countless number of passages which our traditional creed
requires us to accept as infallible truth. Devils bv ~cores
and legions range the land of faith·, tempting the v·irtuous,
afilicting men and animals with strange diseases, or even
taking permanent possession of a human body still tenanterl
by a conscious soul. The report of a five minutes' interview
with the smallest of those imps would now expose the narrator to the risk of a lunacy inques~.
The worthlessness of earthly life is inculcated with a distinctness which seems intended as an encouragement to the
indirrct suicide of monastic asceticism; yet the same moralists who bewail this earth as a vale of tears take the liveliest
interest in the prolongation of human life, and court popularity by indorsing every measure tending to promote the
progress of sanitary reform.
The- inevitable- result of such inconsistencies is a moral
confusion resembling the bewilderment of the guests invited
to the banquet of Rueckert's Hakim Baba, who urged his
visitors to indulge in wine, but thrashed them fearfully
if they showed any signs of intoxication.
From the chaos of conflicting theoretical and practical lessons our children, by the aid of experience, somehow manage to evolve a moral compromise code of their own; but
what a waste of time could be saved, how many hours of
doubt, perplexity, and repentance could be obviated, by a
system of ethics inculcating precepts in harmony with the
laws of nature and the facts of actual life I
m~rit

Rome's Designs on New Mexico.
The following is a translation of a circular in
Spanish that is being distributed to the Catholics in
New Mexico:
(CONFIDENTIAL.)
All members of the holy Catholic church, and especially
all those of· our people .of Mexican blood, to whom this sign
may come, are invited to read this carefully and to weigh its
contents:
We ask you to respect all that is contained in this paper as
a thing stated in strict confidence. You are summoned in
this because we believe you to be a faithful son of the church
and know you to be a man of considerable infi.uence. A
convention to make a constitution for the new state of
Mexico will be held in the town of Santa Fe on the 3d of
next September. It is the pronounced intention of the enemies of our religion to send delegates to said convention who
will make the organic law for the purpose to compel you
to deny your children all kinds of education except that of
the world. The plan is to provide in that constitution that
you may be compelled to pay taxes for the support of public
schools, notwithstanding that you cannot, from comcientious scruples, permit your children to be educated in such
places.
No faithful son of the church and no man of the Mexican
people who is in accord with what is due to himself and the
traditions of his fathers will submit to this. The contest in
the last legislature proves how great the danger is that this
execrable and wicked education should be forced upon us.
The escape then was but a very Jlarrow escape. We now
hav it in our power to avoid this calamity by taking hold of
the business in good time and working well and hard for
what is right.
The election for delegates is ordered for the 5th day of
August. We hav to organize and work to,gether without
rest to the end in view that our own people and the men of
our own faith should rule in that convention. We invite you
to join with our friends who are in sympathy with our feelings. Teach them in confidence, one to another, this invocation: "Work in silence." Choose and nominate faithful
men for delegates-men whom we can depend upon and who
shall agree in secret to defend our church forever against the
sacrilegious and arrogant spirit now threatening us. It is
1 well to do it at once, but keep carefully the secret of your
intentions. Do not allow personal ambition or preferences
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to bring discord between you. Always ktep in view the
design to defend our religion and om· p~ople from the
usurpations of men who hav the clear intention to domineer
and subjugate us.
What they call progress is the progress of perdition. Their
bombastic energy is their groundwork to deprive us of our
homes and .our possessions.
Through a united effort now we can insure the adoption of
a constitution recognizing our holy religion aud the erection
of safeguards against the usurpations of these adventurers.
We repeat again, to guard the secret and to march with
vigilance. Direct well your primary meetings, and that the
delegates to this convention are men who shall keep in mind
the claims of their religion and of tl)e 1\iexkan race.

Tltree Hundred Home-made Go:J.s.
Fnnn the Pl<ilarldPitia Press.

REaDING, Aug. 13ch.-A most remarkable character has
just been unearthed here. He is a thorough idolator, and
daily bows down to gods of his own manufacture within
sound of the churchgoing bells, as reverently and devoutly
as the most pious Hindoo or Zulu. He has made a religion
entirely his own, and has evolved out of it some three hundred or more gods, who dwell in and speak through the same
number of idols of clay, which form the chief furniture of
his house. He is constantly making the acquaintance of new
supernatural beings, and as soon as he does so he proceeds
to n::ake an image, which is supposed to represent the outward and physical habiliments of the new divinity. All of
his gods are hollow, and are from time to time filled with
such food as he thinks their peculiar nature demands.
Among others he has a god of medicin. This is filled with
pills and odd prescriptions, and whenever he feels unwell he
prays to this divinity, and always, he says, with beneficial
results. He has a god of sewing machines, which is filled "
with blank contracts for the purchase of machines on the instalment plan. He claims that the worship of this god will
help anyone to get a sewing machine, though no instances of
its successful use are given. He has one image which he
calls the god of preachers, and says it has a congregation of
three hundred in its stomach. He has one god which he says
is inhabited by his own celestial spirit, and another which
contains the spirit of his mother.
The god of the Reading Railroad Company occupies a
prominent position among his collection. The interior of
this god is filled with cabbage, and its particular mission is
to keep cows off the track and prevent accidents generally.
There is a god of horees filled with hay and oats, a god of
fruit filled with apples, a god of the weather that regulates
storms and fi.oods, a god of watermelons, a god of truth,
which is in the shape of a hand, ami gods which represent
almost everything imaginable.
He has these images set up on shelves in his cellar and his
garret, and worships them continually according to his
needs. His name is William Christoph Clemmer, and his
house is a.t 614 Locust street, where he livs with his wife and
six children. He is a brickmaker by trade, and works regularly at one of the brickyards of the city, occupying all of
his spare time with his idols, which he fashions out of clay
obtained at the brickyard. He is a Pennsylvania Dutchman
and cannot speak English, is unlettered, and can scarcely
read, so that all his strange ideas about the deities which he
worships are evolved from his own imagination. A great
many of his gods are supposed to contain the spirits of his
friends, living and dead, but he has gods also which represent those whom he considers his enemies. These he has
set apart by themselvs, and they are treated with great deference and consideration, so as to placate them and ward off
as much as possible any harm they may intend toward him.
Clemmer's mania does not seem to interfere at all with his
regular occupations, though the purchase of food for them
cuts down somewhat the supply for his family. He is
allowed to hav his way in the matter, however, lest if he
should be thwarted he might become violent. The images
are very rude and inartistic, but there is considerable expression in the faces of some of them, and in all .cases the outward lineaments are supposed to be a reflection of the particular spirit within. He has been three yeara in making the
collection, and it is his ambition to build a temple on Mount
Penn as a permanent home for his deities, where they can be
worshiped and consulted by everybody. He pretends that
he has revelations every day from some of his gods, and that
they regulate every action of his life and tell him what to do
in every emergency.
Clemmer allows no one to meddle with the idols when he
is not at home, but when he is there he is glad to show and
explain them to anyone, and endeavors to impress everyone
with his peculiar beliefs, having no doubt that all the world
will sooner or later see the necessity. of consulting his gods.

More Christs.
LITTLE RooK, ARK., Aug. 30th.-In the northern part of
Little River, and also in the county of Sevier, one Elam
Irvin an alleged Mormon missionary, is trying to make people b~lieve that he is the Christ. He says that he is from
Manchester, Red River county, 'l'exus. The ignorant portion of the population is greatly exercised over his religious
teachings. He tells them in his sermons that he is able to
remove mountains, to drink poison with impunity, ward off
bullet~, and to cure the sick by the laying on of hands. He
anoints infants with oil and alleges that they becom~ angels.
He says this is his second visit_ to ~he ei\rth, ~nd m a_ few
weekt1 he will be known as Chnst himself. His worshipers
are increasing rapidly, and they claim to be followers of
Christ.
WE solicit all of our readers in the Northwest who can
attend the convention of the Oregon state Secular Union to
do so. It will be held at Portland, Ore., at Masonic Hall,
on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, October 12th, 13th, and
14th. It is aimed to hav the convention participated in not
by Oregon Freethinkers alone, but by those of Washington
also, and even, if possible, by those of all the new states.
The object is to secure the total separation of church and
state. Liberal orators and workers of every kind will be
there. Surely the noble efforts jnst put forth by many Freethought veterans in the new states will induce in all a. desire
to meet and see those workers for us, and grasp their
hand~. Contributions, and communications of all kinds,
will be received by the board of directors, C. Beal, A. F.
Neunert, J. K. Sears, Lee Laughlin, L. Ames.
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Prolog by Colonel Ingersoll
TO
"AGNOSTICISM AND OTHER ESSAYs,"* BY EDGAR FAWCETT.
L
EDGAR FAWCETT.

Edgar Fawcett-a great poet, a metaphysician and
logician-has been for years engaged in exploring
that strange world wherein are supposed to be the
springs of human action. He has sought for something back of motive, reasons, fancies, passions,
prejudices, and the countless tides and tendencies
that constitute the life of man.
He has found some of the limitations of mind, and
knows that beginning at that luminous center called
consciousness, a few short steps bring us to the
prison wall where vision fails and all light dies. Beyond this wall the eternal darkness broods. This
gloom is " the other world" of the supernaturalist.
With him, real vision begins where the sight fails.
He reverses the order of nature. Facts become
illusions, and illusions the only realities. He believes
that the cause of the image, the reality, is behind
the mirror.
A few centuries ago the priests said to their followers: The other world is above you; it is just
beyond where you see. Afterward the astronomer
. with his telescope looked, and asked the priests:
Where is the w<>rld of which you speak 1 And the
priests replied: It has receded-it is just beyond
where you see.
As long as there is " a beyond " there is room for
the priests' world. Theology is the geography of
this beyond.
·
Between the Christian and the Agnostic there is
the difference of assertion and question-between
" There is a God " and "Is there a God ?" The
Agnostic has the arrogance to admit his ignorance,
while the Christian from the depths of humility impudently insists that he knows.
Mr. Fawcett has shown that at the root of religion
lies the coiled se~pent of fear, and .that ceremony,
prayer, and worsh1p are ways and means to gain the
assistance or soften the heart of a supposed deity.
He also shows that as man advances in knowledge
he loses confidence in the watchfulness of providence
and in the efficacy of prayer.
n.
SCIENCE.

The savage ia certain of those things that cannot
be known. He is a~quainted with origin and destiny,
and knows everythmg except that which is useful
The civilized man, having outgrown the ignorance
the arrogance, and the provincialism of savagery'
abandons the vain search for final causes, for th~
nature and origin of things.
In nearly every department of science man is
allowed to investigate, and the discovery of a new
fact is welcomed, unless it threatens· some creed.
Of course there can be no advance in a religion
esta?lish~d. by infinit wisdo~. The. only progress
poss1ble 1s m the comprehensiOn of th1s religion.
For many generations what is known under a vast
number of disguises and behind many masks as the
Christian religion has been propagated &nd preserved
by the sword and bayonet-that is to say, by force.
The credulity of man has been bribed and his reason
punished. Those who believed without the slightest
question, and whose faith held evidence in contempt
were saints; those who investigated were dangerous'
and those who denied were destroyed. .
'
Every attack upon this religion has been made in
the shadow of human and divine hatred-in defiance
of earth and heaven. At one time Christendom was
beneath the ignorant feet of one man, and those who
denied his infallibility were heretics and Atheists.
At last a protest was uttered. The right of conscience
was proclaimed, to the extent of making a choice between the infallible man and the infallible book.
Those who rejected the man and accepted the book
became in their turn as merciless, as tyrannical and
heartless, as the followers of the infallible man. The
Protestants insisted that an infinitly wise and good
God would not allow criminals and wretches to act
as his infallible agents.
Afterward a f~w protested against the infallibility
of the book, usmg the same arguments against the
book that had formerly been used against tlie pope.
They said that an infinitly wise and good God could
not be the author of a cruel and ignorant book.
But those who protested against the book fell into
substantially the same error that had been fallen into
by those who had protested against the man. While
they denounced the book, and insisted that an infinitly wise and good beiag could not hav been its
author, they took the ground that an infinitly wise
and good being was the creator and governor of the
world.
Then was used against them the same argument
that h"d been used by the Protestants against the
pope ~nd by the Deists against the Protestants.
Attention was called to the fact that nature is as
cruel as any pope or _any bo.ok-that it is just as easy
to account for the destructiOn of the Canaanites con-

sistently with the goodness of Jehovah as to account
for pestilence, earthquake, and :flood consistently
with the goodness of the god of Nature.
.The Protestant and Deist both used arguments
against the Catholic that could in turn be used with
equal force against themselvs. So that there is no
question among intelligent people as to the infallibility of the pope, as to the inspiration of the book, or
as to the existence of the Christian's God-for the
conclusion has been reached that the human mind is
incapable of deciding as to the origin and destiny of
the universe.
For many generations the mind of man has beeJ].
traveling in a circle. It accepted without question
the dogma of a first cause-of the existence of a
creator-:-of an infinit mind back of matter, and
sought m many ways to define its ignorance in this
behalf. The most sincere worshipers hav declared
that this being is incomprehensible-that he is
".without body, parts, or passions"-that he is infinitly beyond their grasp-and at the same time hav
insisted that. it was necessary for man not only to
believe in the existence of this being, but to lov,:~ him
with all his heart.
Christianity having always been in partnership
with the state~having controled kings and nobles
judges and legislators-having been in partnership
with armies and with every form of organized de-·
struction-'it was dangerous to discuss the foundation of its authority.. To speak lightly of any dogma
was a crime punishable by death. Every absurdity
has been bastioned and barricaded by the power of
the state. It has been protected by fist, by club, by
sword and cannon.
For many years Christianity succeeded in substantially closing the mouths of its enemies, and
lived and :flourished only where investigation and
discussion were prevented by hypocrisy and bigotry.
The church still talks about " evidence," about
"reason," about " freedom of conscience " and the
"liberty of speech," and yet denounces those wl:.o ask
for evidence, who appeal to reason, and who honestly
express their thoughts.
To-day we know that the miracles of Christianity
are as pueril and false as those ascribed to the mecJicin-men of Central Africa or the Fiji islanders, and
that the " sacred scriptures " hav the same .claim to
inspiration that the Koran has or the Book of Mormon-no less, no more. These questions hav been
settled and laid aside by free and intelligent people.
They hav ceased to excite interest; and the man who
now really believes in the truth of the Old Testament
is regarded with a smile-looked upon as an aged
child-still satisfied with the lullabies and toys of the
cradle.
ni.
MORALITY.

It is contended that without religion-that is to
say, without Christianity-all ideas of morality must
of necessity perish, and that spirituality and reverence will be lost.
What is morality T
Is it to obey without questio:p, or is it to act in
accordance with perceived obligation 1 Is it something with which intelligence has nothing to doT
Must the ignorant child carry out the command of
the wise father-the rude peasant rush to death at
the request of the prince?
·
Is it impossible for morality to exist where the
brain and heart are in partnership 1 Is there no
foundation for morality except punishment threatened or reward promised by a superior to an inferior?
If this be true, how can the superior be virtuous!
Cannot the reward and the threat be in the nature
of.things? Ca~ they not rest in consequences perceived by the mtellect? How can the existence or
non-existence of a deity change my obligation to keep
my hands out of the fire?
The results of all actions are equally certain, but
not equally known, not equally perceived. If all men
knew with perfect certainty that to steal from another
was to rob themselvs, larceny would cease. It can
not be said too often that actions are good or bad in
the light of consequences, and that a clear perception of consequences would control actions. That
which increases the sum of human happiness is
moral; that which diminishes the sum of human
~appiness is immoral.. Blind, unreasoning obedience
lB the enemy of morahty. Slavery is not the friend
o~ virtue. Actions are neither right nor wrong ·by
v1rtue of. wha~ men or g?ds can say; the right or
wrong hvs m results-m the nature of things
'
growing out of relations violated or caused.
Accountability livs iii the nature of consequences
-in their absolute certainty-in the fact that they
cannot be placated, avoided, or bribed.
The relations of human life are too complicated to
be accurately and clearly understood, and, as a con~equence,. rules of action vary from age to age. The
Ideas of r1ght and wrong change with the experience
of the race, and this change is wrought by the gradual ascertaining of consequences-of results. For
this reason the religion of one age fails to meet the
* Agnosticism and Other Essays. By Edgar Fawcett. standard of another, precisely as the laws that satisBelford, Clarke & Co. Price, $1.50. For sale at tbis office. fied our apceetore are repealed by us~ 1,!9 tht in
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spite of all efforts, religion itself is subject to gradual
and perpetual change.
·
The miraculous is no longer the basis of morals.
Man is a sentient being-he suffers and enjoys. In
order to be happy be must preserve the conditions
of well-being-must liv in accordance with certain .
facts by which he is surrounded. If he violates
these conditions the result is unhappiness, failure,
disease, misery.
Man must hav food, roof, raiment, fireside, friends
-that is to say, prosperity; and this he must earnthis he must deserve. He is no longer satisfied with
being a slave, even of the infinit. He wishes to perceive for himself, to understand, to investigate, to
experiment ; and he has at last the courage to bear
the consequences that he brings upon himself. He
has also found that those who are the most religious
are not always the kindest, and that those who hav
been and are the worshipers of God enslave their
fellbw-men. He has found that there is no necessary
connection between religion and morality.
Morality needs no supernatural assistance-needs
neither miracle nor pretense. It has nothing to do
with awe, reverence, credulity, or blind, unreasoning
faith. Morality is the highway perceived by the
soul, the direct road, leading to success, honor, .and
happiness.
The best thing to do under the circumstances is
moral.
The highest possible standard is human .. We put
ourselvs in the places of others. We are made happy
by the kindness of others, and we feel that a fair exchange of good actions is the wisest and best commerce. We know that others can make us miserable
by acts of hatred and injustice, and we shrink from
in:llicting the pain upon others that we hav felt ourselva: this is the foundation of conscience.
If man could not suffer, the words right and wrong
could never hav been spoken.
·
The Agnostic, the Infidel; clearly perceives the
true basis of morals, and so perceiving, he knows
that the religious man, the superstitious man, caring
more for God than for his fellows will sacrifice his
fellows, either at the supposed command of his God,
or to win his approbation. He also knows that the
religionist has no basis for morals except these supposed commands. The basis of morality with him
lies not in the nature of things, but in the caprice of
some deity. He seems to think that, had it not been
for the Ten Commandments, larceny and murder
might hav been virtues.
IV.
. SPIRITUALITY.

What is it to be spiritual ~
Is this fine quality of the mind destroyed by the
development of the brain 1 As the domain wrested
by science from ignorance increases-as island after
island and continent after continent are discoveredas star after star and constellation after constellation
~n the intellectual wor~~ bu~st upon the midnight of
Ignorance, do~s the sp1r~tual~ty .of the mind grow less
and less 1 L1ke morahty, 1s It only found in the
company of ignorance and superstition ? Is the
spiritual man honest, kind, candid ?-or dishonest
cruel, an~ hypocritical? Does he say what he thinks;
Is he gmded .by reason T Is he a friend of the right!
-th~ champiOn o.f. the . truth? Must this splendid
quahty called spmtuahty be retained through the
loss of candor? Can. we not truthfully say that
absolute candor is the beginning of wisdom ?
To recognize the finer harmonies of conduct-to
liv to the ideal-to separate the incidental, the evanescent, from the perpetual-to be enchanted with the
perfect melody of truth-open to the in:lluences of
the artistic, the beautiful, the heroic-to shed kind~ess as the sun s.heds iight-to recognize the good
m others, and to mclude the world in the idea of self
-this is to be spiritual.
There is nothing spiritual in the worship of the
unknown and unknowable, in the self-denial of a
slave at the command of a master whom he fears.
F.asti~gs, prayi!'-gs, mutilations, kneelings, and mortificatiOns are either the results of, or result in insanity. This is the spirituality of Bedlam, and i~ of no
kindred with the soul that finds its greatest joy in
the discharge of obligation perceived.
v.
REVERENCE.

What is reverence?
It is the feeling produced when we stand in the
presence of our ideal, or of that which most nearly
approaches it-that which is produced by what we
consider the highest degree of excellence.
The highest is reverenced, praised, and admired
without qualification. Each man reverences according to his nature, his experience, his intellectual
development. He may reverence Nero or Marcus
Aurelius, Jehovah or Buddha, the author of Leviticus
or Shakspere. Thousands of men reverence John
Calvin, Torquemada, and the Puritan fathers · and
some hav greater respect for Jonathan Edward~ than
for Captain Kidd.
A vast number of people hav great reverence for
anything that is covered by mold, or moss, or mildew. They bow low before rot and rust and adore
the wort:tll~t'IS thingf!! that hav bee~ !!!\yec;l b1 tho
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negligence of oblivion. They are enchanted with
the dull and fading daubs of the old masters, and
bold in contempt those mir·acles of art, the paintings
of to-day. They w:orship the ancient, the shadowy,
the mysterious; the wonderful. They doubt the
value of anything .they understand;
The creed of Christendom is the enemy of morality.
It teaches that the innocent can justly suffer for the
guilty, that consequences can be avoided by repent. ance, and that in the world of mind the great fact
known as cause and effect does not apply.
It is t)le enemy of spirituality, because it teaches
that credulity is of more value than conduct, and be. cause it pours contempt upon human love by raising
far above it the adoration of a pban tom.
It is the enemy of reverence. It makes ignorance
the foundation of virtue. It belittles the useful, and
cheapens the noblest of the virtues. It teaches man
to liv on mental alms, and glorifies the intellectual
pauper. It holds candor in contempt, and. is the
malignant foe of mental manhood.
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lisher _of Luci(er.. In ?'Cfir Play, July 20bh, Walker unmistakable fashion in these epistles, are anything but
comm~tted ed1tonal smmde, pen-shot himself. Tbe those which would justify us in regarding him as a critical
witness respecting matters of fact, or as a trustworthy interFranms E. Abbot of to. day (after all his brave timely preter of their significance. When a man testifies to a mir~or~s for fr.ee speech), what he now says, consider- aCle, he not only states a fact, but he adds an interpretation of
~ng 1ts relatwn to _Mr. Harman and the pending case, the fact. We may admit his evidence as to the former, and
IB more reprehensible than what Abbot said versus yet think his opinion as to the latter worthless. If Egin- •
hard's calm and objectiv narrativ of the historical events of
"Cupid's Yokes," Bennett, me, or otber of the earlier his
time is no guarantee for the soundness of his judgment
"offenders." . Of c~urse, it is his right to say what where the super~;~atural is concerned, the fervid rhetoric of
s~all appear m Fa%r Play, but where did he get the the apostle of the gentiles, his absolute confidence in the
right to lecture us as to what we conclude to print. "inner light," and the extraordinary conceptions of the
nature and requirements of logical proof which he betrays
What he says of "principles" is pointless bosh · for in
page after page of his epistles, affords still less security.
'
h.IS "l ea d er, " d ownward and backward, is an abandonmen:t of every principle of liberty which ComAbout Theocracy.
stock a1ms to _supp~e~s. As to "policy," nothing
could be more 1mpohtiC than the two-faced evasion From the Chri;tian &atesman (01'(Jan of the God.-in-the-Constitution
part!!).
which he now "edits." Is it the laggards, the camp
In the protracted discussion of governmental quesfoll~wers, or the pioneers, the scouts, who protect
a~m1es ?_ One may sometimes stoop to conquer, but tions growing out of the National Reform movement
d1rt-ea~mg, to appease a foul enemy, is not an en- it is manifest that intelligent men differ widely.
couragmg spectacle. Not sinuous cowardice but Many who oppose the reform charge us with favortruth in plain words, clear-cut sense commands the ing the union of church and state. Especially does
VI.
this objection arise when we advocate legislation
respect and directs the action of judges and juries.
EXISTENCE OF GOD.
If ever a man was judiciously serviceable, if l'ver against Sabbath desecration, and when we argue
Mr. Fawcett 'has shown conclusivly that it is no one incarnated wise evolutionary enterprise, Mr. from the example of Nehemiah the Tirshatha. We
easier to establish the existence of an infinitly wise Harman was, is, and does.. Yet a fallen leaf preaches are told that he was a governor in a theocracy, an
and good being by the ~xistence of what we call "duty" to him! Of course, we all wish and work to alleged dead form of government. The inference is
"good" than to establish the existence of an infinitly hav the three indicted, Lucifer-ites acquitted ; but drawn that his example can hav no bearing in a
·
bad being by what we call " bad." .
that is a secondary consideration when compared with republic.
Nothing can be surer than that the history of this the great issues of personal health and frea expresIt is. probable that few hav clear and accurate
world furnishes no foundation on which to base an sion now pending. Lucky indeed is it for the people views on this subject; but in times like ours it is
inference that it has been governed by infinit wisdom and human progress that Mr. Harman is one of " the well to know the truth and be sble to maintain it. I
and goodness. So terrible has been the condition of elect " few who do, by impulse, what serves all and hope the following propositions will help in the ·
man that religionists in all ages hav endeav.ored to forever., Thanks to the beneficent destiny which he investigation:
excuse God by accounting for the evils of the world personates, the writings of Markland,. Anthony, White1. The theocracy of the Hebrew commonwealth
by the wickedness of men. And the fathers of the head," Diana," Slenker, and other clean-minded expo- was a lawful and a good government. God appointed
Christian church were forced to take the ground that nents of sex intelligence. hav wrought mightily for it for the good of his chosen nation. If good then,
this world had been filled with briers and thorns~ good in the columns of Lucifer. BJ all means, let why would not a similar theocracy be good now 1
2, If there was a union between church and state
with deadly serpents and with poisonous weeds, with him hav our goad-speed, however slow and far behind
disease and crime and earthquake and pestilence and we may follow. Arnold Winkelried, gathering a then, as is generally supposed, and that by divine
storm, by the curse of God.
sheaf of Austrian bayonets into his own breast to appointment, too, why would not a similar union be
The probability is that no God has cursed, and open a path for Swiss soldiers; Joseoh Warren on a r:rood thing now?
3. But there was no union of church and state
that no God will bless, this earth. Man suffers and Bunker Hill ; John Brown at Harper'; Ferry; Garrienjoys according to conditions. The sun shines Ron's "I will not r~tre.at, I will not .€quivocate;" then-no union such as people object to now. In
without love, and the lightning blasts without hate~ D. M. Bennett pubhcly saying, after the dastardly the Hebrew nation the two institutions, the civil and
Man is the providence of man.
assault. on him, Josephine Tilton, and W. S. Ball for the religious departments, now called church and
Nature givs to our eyes all they can see, to our selling "Cupid's Yokes" at Watkins, "I will sell the state, were entirely separate. They co-operated,
ears all they can hear, and to the mind what it can book delivered in hand or send it by mail," to vindi- each in its own department. That is all. They
comprehend. The human race reaps the fruit ot cate citizen right foully profaned by· lewd obscenists were each independent the one of the other. One
every victory won on the fields of intellectual or -such is Moses Harman, now in the battle for healthy had no power over the other as is t.he case even now
physical conflict. We hav no right to expect some- expression, physiological growth, and intelligmt in Great Britain. The members of the church were
members of the state also; but that did not make a
. thing for nothing. Man will reap no han·est the purity.
E. H. HEYWOOD.
union of the two. The officers of the one were someseeds of which he ha~ not sown.
times officers of the other; but that did not unite
The race must be guided by intelligence, must be
The Value of' Witness to the Miraculous.
free to investigate, and must hav the courage and
Professor Huxley continues, in the English reviews church and state. President Garfield was a minister
the candor not only to state what is known, but to his warfare with Christians over ·the truthfulness of of t.he gospel in the Christian denomination. He
cheerfully admit the limitations of the mind.
. the gospels. His latest article is published in the held two offices, one in each department. ThiEl did
No intelligen~, honest man can read what Mr. Nineteenth Century, and is entitled, " The Value of not unite church and state. President Harrison is
Fawcett has written and then say that he knows the Witness to the Miraculous." We will not reproduce an elder in the Presbyterian church. He holds an
origin and destiny of things-that he knows whether the whole ..of his argument, with the perhaps too rac- office in each department, civil and religious. Who
an infinit being exists or not-that he knows whether ondite and minute details into which be enters, but ever alleged that his election to the presidency united
the soul of man is or is not immortaL
will extract the more valuable parts for our readers.' church and state? Every member of the United
In the land of --,the geography of which is not
The professor enters at length into the considera- States Senate might be a Christian, or even a miniscertainly known, there was for many years a great tion of certain relations of miracles said to hav been ter, or eider, or deacon; and yet the church and
.
• dispute among the inhabitants as to which road led performed by the relics of Saints Marcellinus and state be separate.
4. That the Hebrew commonwealth was a theocto the city of Miragiil,. the. capital of their country, Petrus. The relater of these miracles is the historian
and knewn to be the most delightful city on the Eginha.rd, born about A.D. 770. The Protestant racy is true; and rightfully. But it was also a reearth. For fifty generations the discussion aa to world accepts much of the historical writing of this public. Any righteous government could be, at the
which road led tO' the city had been carried on with 'Eginhard, but refuses credence to his testimony on saooe time, both a theocracy and a republic. All
the greatest bitterness, until finally the people were the miracles. After detailing all thii!!, the professor governments should be both. The government that
God founded under Moses was both theocratic and
divided into a great number of parties, each party says:
representativ. The people afterward, in the days of
claiming that the road leading to . the city had been
The readers of this review are, I im'!gin, very largel.v commiraculously made known to the founder of that posed of people who would be shocked to be regarded as Samuel, clamored for a king, and God gave them
padicular sect. The various p"rties spent most of anything but enlightened Protestants. It is not unlikelv Saul, but in anger. Every monarchy, unless it be
their time putting up guide-boards on these roads that those of them who hav accompanied me thus far may electiv, is a usurpation; and every republic in which
disposed to say: "Well, this is all very amnRing as a the authority of God is rejected is also a usurpation.
and tearing down the guide-boards of others. Hun- be
story; but what is the practical interest of it? We are not
5. Notwithstanding !lll that has been said, I acdreds of thousands had been killed, prisons were likely t<;> believe in the miracles worked by the spolia 0f SS.
knowledge
that in the United States such a repubfilled, and the fields had been ravaged ·by the hosts Marcelhnus and Petrus, or by those of any other saints in
lican theocracy, or such a theocratic republic, would be
the Roman calendar."
of war.
The practical interest is this : If you do not believe in impracticable, if not an utter impossibility now, but
One day, a wise man, a patriot, wishing to .bring these
miracles, recounted by a witnrss whose character and
peace to his country, met the leaders of the various competency are firmly established, whose sincerity cannot only or mainly for the reason that all the people are
sects and asked them whether it was absolutely cer- be doubted, and who appeals to his soverei()'n and other con- not of one mind or of one religion as were the Hetain that the city of Miragia existed. He called temporaries as witnesses of the truth of what he says. in a brews. All should be Christians, but they are not.
document of which a MH. copy exists, probably d•lt.ing All should be Protestants, but they are not. All
their attention to the facts that no resident of that within
a century of the author's death, why do yon pro:ess
city had ever visited them and that none of their to believe in stories of a like character which are found in should be of one mind on the question of the Sabfellow-men who had started for the capital had ever documents, of the dates and of the authorship of which bath, but they are not. All should accept the law of
returned, and modestly asked whether it would not nothing is certainly determined, and no known copies of God for the rule of action in both church and state,
be better to satisfy themselvs beyond a doubt that which come within two or three centuries of the events they but they do not. And all should acknowledge God
If it be true that the four gospels and the Acts were and his son, Christ Jesus, the mediator, as supreme
there was such a city, adding that the location of the record?
written by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, all that we ruler ; but they do not. These and similar are
city would determin which of all the roads was the know of these persons comes to nothing in-comparison with
our knowledge of Eginhard; and not only is there no proof reasons why we Glannot hav what we should hav, a
right one.
The leaders heard thes~ words with amazement. that the traditional authors of these works wrote them, but pure republican theocracy; that is, a government in
strong reasons to the contrary may be alleged. If, which the will of God would be the supreme law by
They denounced the speaker as a wretch without very
therefore, you refuse to believe that " Wiggo" was cast out t.he consent and vote of the people, and a government
morality, spirituality, or reverence, and thereupon he of t"e possessed girl on Eginhard's authority, with what
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
was torn in pie·ces
justice can you profess to believe that the legion of devils in which officers of his choice would be chosen also
were cast out of the man among the tombs of the Gadarenes? by the people. No other kind of government is law- ·
And if, on the other hand, you accept Eginhard's evidence, ful. In the Hebrew commonwealth, the theocracy,
'l'he 'l'wo Valley Falls Editors.
why do you lau~h at the supposed efficacy of relics and the
Stephen Pearl Andrews was one of the few men saint-worship of the modern Romanists? It cannot be pre- the officers were chosen by the people, and God was
large enough to be on both sides, all round a q ues- tended, in the face of all evidence, that the Jews of the year the supreme ruler also by their own choice. His w~ll
tion 'at Oll.ce, and equally right at every point. I care- 30, or thereabout, were leas imbued with the belief in the was supreme; the people's will law only when lD
fully read to the W ordocrats here what you s~y in supernatural thAn were the Franks of the year A. n. 800. accordance with the divine will. This was God's
same influences were at work in each case, and it is kind of government. It was good. The same should
THE TRUTH SEEKER, August 3d, of the WalkGJr-Harman The
only reasonable to su.rpose that the results were the same. be now, and no other. AU others are usurpation.
"division," and noted especially your sentence, "Our If the evidence of Egmhard is insufficient to lead reasonable
THEOCRA.'f.
sympathies are entirely with both of these gentle- men to believe in the miracles he relates, a fortiori the
evidence
afforded
by
the
gospels
and
the
acts
must
be
so.
men." But there is no "division," only as in the
Another passage reads :
RELIGION says Humility. Hum~nity says Dignity:
falling of a dead leaf from that. sturdy oak of free
speech in Kansas, Moses Harman.: editor t'Qd pqg. . J>aul's stron~ly m~rlt.ed ~ent&l ch&racteristk:s, displayed 41 -JJ;mUe LeclerQ.
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through the last two thousand years without beiJ,lg j to foist upon our youth. We believe t.hat no attempt
at once struck by the immense gap in progref!s that has been made to estimate the amount of treasure
is marked by the rise of Christianity and extends to these people wrung from medieval Europe, but it
FOUI'tDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
Editor. the supplanting of that religion by Rationalism. cannot be questioned that the har,vests were abunE. M. MAcDoNALD,
Business Manager. W e are brought to this reflection by looking over a dant. As M. J usserand shrewdly observes, even those
c. P. SOl\IEBBY,
work just translated from the French which give an who were most skeptical of the pardoner's powers,, PUBLISBED BY
account of how a certain class of human efforts fared felt lingering and no doubt influential doubt as to
THE ~RUTH SEEKER OOMPA.NY. through that Christian period. That class of efforts the possible spiritual capacity of the priestly office ;
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
are the efforts to maintain avenues of transportation for the church had impressed herself profoundly
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. and intercommunication, that is, roads. Nothing upon the age, and not even the hideous corruption
could be more important. In this matter, the p:~ain- which was -paralyzing and degrading her could deAddre<~& all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER tenance of avenues through which knowledge of atroy the old spell of her supernatural potencies.
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graph._ As to the maintenanee of these highways people reclaimed through the use of its contents the
and bridges, neglect was the general rule and spas- more it is augmented by the additions of their
Catholics Conquer.
The fight between the Catholics, Protestants, and modic repair the exception. The splendid example merits." To insure the distribution of this spiritual
people of no religious belief in school district No. 3, of the Roman road-builders was not followed. In wealth the church employed friars 11nd clerks to go
Kingston, N.Y., resulted in a victory for the Catho- theory it was the duty of the people who lived along about, authorized by official letters, offering to exlics at the special meeting held on the30th ult. The a road to repair it. In fact, they never did so when change any part of the contents of the " treasury"
district is a large one, and on the pretense of accom- they could avoid -it. It was the same with bridges. against more tangible money or goods. The agents
modating all the pupils one hundred children are These were often nominally maintained by some thus empowered were the so-called pardoners, and
taught by three Franciscan brothers in a building noble or ecclesiastic, who appropriated the revenues they drove a thriving trade for a considerable period.
owned by and adjacent to St. Mary's Roman Oatho- and allowed the structure to fall into decay. When Naturally-perhaps inevitably-as the business exIic church. This brothers' school gets a regular por- London Bridge had partly fallen down, in the four- tended, its scope was enlarged, and presently it .was
tion of the public school funds, and it coat over teenth century, the king appealed piteously to his not only possible to secure immunity for any crimes
$3,000 to run it last year. The dissatisfied taxpay- liege subjects throughout the country to subscribe already committed, but indulgences were sold for
ers say that all the pupils ought to be taught in one for the needed repairs, but with small success; the sins to be perpetrated. Also quite naturally many
place; that the maintenance of the brothers' school good folk of London itself do not appear -to hav pardoners grew tired of keeping accounts of their
is a needless expense, and that the sectarian educa- troubled themselvs about the matter, though the receipts and turning them over to the church, and
tion there furnished is contrary to the spirit of the bridge was one of their indispensable avenues. How went into business for their own sole advantage.
public school system and · is un-American. The could it be expected that they would, when during all Seeing, moreover, how easy it was to pretend the
special meeting on the 30th ult. was for the purpose this period their attention was -almost entirely en- possession of ecclesiastical authority for the sake of
of voting an appropriation to build a schoolhouse grossed in preparations for a fabled country beyond indulgences, many of the bolder spirits dispensed
capable of accommodating all the pupils in the dis- the clouds? Often a bridge would break down com- with credentials altogether, and found their profit in
trict. The friends of the Franciscan brothers ~ere pletely. Then a ferry would b@ established, and greater freedom. The pope was driven to denounce
out in force, and voted to postpone taking action might remain in use for several. years before the these free traders, of whom he asserted that " they
until January 25th next. By that time many boat- bridge was put in order. The roads were impassable proclaim to the faithful and simple people the real or
men will be home for the season, and it is safe to say in winter, and very heavy in summer. Once the Par- pretended authorization which they hav received,
they are mainly in favor of keeping the brothers' liament had been summoned for a given date, and and irreverentlyabHsing those which are real, in purschool where it is. The Protestants say they will when it arrived nobody was present ; the members suit of infamous and hateful gain, consummate their
were all detained by the fearful state of the roads. impudence by attributing to themselvs false and preappeal to the state superintendent of education.
There is little time to be lost by us if we wish to Travel generally was on horseback at the time. tended authorization of this kind." It is noticeable·
defend ourselvs and children against evils that are There were a few family coaches, enormous wagon- that there was nothing " infamous and hateful "
frightful and deadly. The Oatholics are everywhere like affairs, looking like sections of huge water-mains, about the pursuit of gain so long as the gain was
advancing toward a regular establishment of a sys- and mounted on springless beds and creaking, clumsy transferred to the coffers of the church.
This evidence on these _two subjects, roads and
tematic education of young foes of America, at our wheels. Those who . rode in them were so sorely
jolted
that
the
saddle
was
preferred
even
by
weak
pardoners,
seems to be about all that we can profitexpense. These young men that they turn out of
their schools are creatures evil from top to toe. women and sick men. Travel was a serious business ably gather for our readers from the volume of M.
They are evil in every thought, every principle, and then in many respects. While on the highway the J usserand.
every act. They decry reason, revile science, cor- traveler ran the risk of robbers-a very grave oneThe .Masons and God.
rupt politics, and fill our jails and almshouses. They for the woods and side country swarmed with outlaws,
and
the
retainers
of
lawless,
pillaging
knights
Masonic circles hav had a genuin sensation in the
are incapable of doing anything right ; they introduce diacord and ruin into everything they touch. and nobles ; he might at any time be bagged; he was resignation- of Past M. G. Commander William H.
There is trouble for every country in which they exposed to all kinds of weather, and instead of find- Peckham, thirty-third degree, as a member of Cerexist, trouble for every generation in which they ing a comfortable, well-plenished inn at the fall of neau Consistory, No.1, thirty-second degree, of New
grow up. Here we are manufacturing them to be a night, he was liable to end his day's journey before York city. By this action Mr, Peckham severs his
some dilapidated ale-house, which could afford him connection with Scottish Rite Masonry. This is the
curse to our children.
The only way to get rid of them at last and for- no better accommodation than a chance to pig with a most important event in Masonic history that has
ever is to convert all the Protestants to Freethought, dozen other strong-flavored wayfarers in wet and occurred for many years. His resignation was deand then with this mass of reason and enlightenment stinking straw. So we see here, as everywhere else, clared to be on account of the alleged affiliation of
against them the Catholics must become gradually the ill effects of the Christian anti-nRtural faith. the Supreme Council of the body with the Grand
penetrated by truthful principles and in time be Before that faith had rililen, the pagan Romans Orient, of France, which does not recognize the exRationalized. As it is now, the Catholics in all their established magnificent roads in every country they istence of a personal God. This Grand Orient, of
arguments with Protestants meet only a folly just as entered, and forwarded intercourse and commerce, France, expunged the name of God from its constibad as their own, and it is no wonder that they and with them civilization. After that faith com- tution in 1878. Thereupon the symbolic lodges
menced its decline, modern Rationalistic civilization throughout the world severed all relations of amity
never learn anything.
~--~~~.-------began to lay the great avenues of communication we and correspondence with that body. Mr. Peckham's
Roads.
now see. In the gap between these two cr.ras, while letter of resignation was addressed " To the Masonic
While it is true that Rationalistic literature is the the Christian faith absorbed all man'.s thought and Fraternity throughout the World." In it he sa;ys:
best to giv Christians the knowledge they need on effort, things were as we hav been showing.
" The dogmas and ethics of Masonry are inspirations
the disastrous effects of their religion in the old
The learned author describes the classes of travel- emanating from 'our father who art in heaven.' All
times when it was strongly believed, yet if they ers who used these roads, and we may usefully giv Masons, wherever found, express their belier' in his
would read any literature much they would obtain some attention to his testimony and opinion regard- divinity and all-ruling power. It is the corner-stone
this knowledge there. If they could only be got to ing one of the~e classes. We mean the class of the on which the Masonic temple is erected." The
read much of anything-to be thoroughly educated- pardoners, those brazen rogues whose shameless im- wrongful affiliation is constituted by the fact " that
they would learn the truth. For it is impossible to postures are now attempted to be covered in the Brother F. J. S. Gorgas, .the present Grand Comtrace the course of any department of human effort school histories that the Catholics are endeavoring mander of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
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the Thirty-third and last degree of Freemasonry, as
established in these United States by Joseph Cerneau
in New Ymk in 1807, during a visit by him to Paris,
France, in 1888, did visit and meet with the Council
of the Order, and did appoint one of the obedientr.;
of the said Grand Orient a representativ thereto, as
a guarantee of amity on behalf of the body over
which be, said Gorgas, presides." The conclusion is:
"Looking at the matter in all its bearings, I find
myself, as a loyal member of symbolic Masonry, constrained to sever my connection with Scottish Rite
Masonry, and the Cerneau Consistory, No. 1, thirtysecond degree, of this city, and leave my action to
the judgment of all conscientious Masons, wbereerrever dispersed."
When a body of men of the nature and extensivness of the Masonic order is seen to remain in large
part so attached to the myths proper to childhood,
so unpenetrated by the lights of modern knowledgP,
as to maintain as an article of faith a belief in the
J ebovab of the ancient Jews, it ia clear that we bav a
vast ·work before us.
--------~~~-----

evil by iood, let him overcome the ireedy by liberality, the
liar by truth.
" Not to commit any sin, to do good, and to purify one's
mind, that is the teaching of the Awakened. Not to blame,
not to strike, to liv restrained under the law, to be moderate
in eating, and to dwell on the highest thoughts, this is the
teaching of the A.wakened.
" He who is thoughtful, blameless, dwells alone, does his
duties, is free from desires, has attained the highest endhim I call indeed a Brahmana.
" He who is tolerant with the intolerant, mild with the
faultfinders, free from passions among the passionate-him
I call indeed a Brahmana."
Our readers no doubt appreciated the excellent
poem WG printed last week by the eminent Sir Edwin
Arnold, exhibiting "Buddhist Morality."

Editorial Notes.
CHUEOH creeds are going. Hereafter ministers of the
church of Scotland are simply to own the Confession's "doctrio," instead of its "whole doctrin," to be the true doctrin,
and elders are merely to "approve " of the Confession.
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battery and distmbing the peace. Here is an example on a
small scale of the general relations of the religious and secular elements in all history. The religious disturb the public
peace with their interminable dissensions and violence; the
principles they boast of are found totally without influence
to restrain them; when they are about to annihilate public
order altogether the secular force of law and justice has to
be called in, and quiet is restored.
THE Rev. George M. Frankin, of Listowel, Ont., writes to
the Twentieth Centwry to know what is the use of being
moral, honest, or kind if we know nothing of what is to be
after death. How some of those Christians do expose themselva at times! We will admit that if all Christians were
like the Rev. Mr. Frankin we would giv up our work of
substituting the sympathy-morality for the reward-morality
at once. Fortunately, it is. only a minority that hav that
abject cur-like heart ; most are constituted with those sympathies and principles that prpmpt to just conduct without
requiring pay or threats, and that constitute the true and
only genuin moral sense. Evtn that minority may in time,
by the recalling of their attention from the clouds to the
pains or joys of their fellow-beings here, be imbued with the
true mural sentiment. We do not think it impossible even
that a long course of judicious disciplin might make the
Rev. George M. Frankin almost a decent man.

DELAWARE, the whipping-post state, has had its pure and
tender feelings shocked by a heinous crime committed by a
citizen of Wilmington. The crime cor;:sisted in selling icecream on Sunday. The city magistrates refused to take· M. VYsHNEGRADBKY, minister of finance of Russia, intends
Buddhism.
cognizance
of the case and the public prosecutor laughed at to tax the Protestant churches in the Baltic provinces.
The .Buddhist, a weekly paper, bas been estabit, but the truly good will nevertheless push their efforts to These churches hav hitherto been exempt from taxation.
lished at Colombo, Ceylon, by Mr. C. W. Lsadbeater, hav the iniquitous thing stopped.
This is one of a series of reforms by which the government
intends to thoroughly Russianize the Baltic German instituan Englishman, for the purpose of expounding and
IN Canada Christianity is doing what it always does when- tions and to diminish the influence of the German Protestant
propagating the Buddhist religion. "Its object," as
ever it can get itself fervently believed. It is generating clergy. So says the dispatch. Of course our readers see
is more precisely explained in the prospectus, " is to strife and anarchy, and preventing common agreement on
what is meant. The czar of Russia is merely using the
· bring modern European thought into touch with civil affairs and thus retarding the development of the nation. church, as every other tyrant has used it, to further his ends
real, practical Buddhism, and to giv the leaders of A representativ man of Canada says the question must be and keep the people in subjection and attachment to him.
the Southern church a channel through which their settled now whether Rome is to rule the country or not. When each tyrant can hav the church of his country thorideas may be directly communicated to the English- ''If it is not settled with ballots by us," he says, "our chil- oughly of his own views, and teach nothing but attachment
dren will hav to settle it with bayonets."
·
to him and his nation, and hatred of every other nationspeaking world." It therefore enters the field for
when he can hav the church concur in repressing interna"~ITANKAREN. Organ for Sveriges Fritankare. Viktor
the conversion of Christendom to Buddhism as a
tional intercourse and assimilation, and in maintaining
E.
Litnstrand
och
Alfred
Lindkvist.
No.
1."
Out
of
these
cqlaborer of the paper established in Japan for the
national separations and hatreds and ignorance, by which
characters, at the head ef a good-sized journal that we hav
same purpose. Among its contributors are the High received, we are smart enough to make out that this is a his power exists-then he knows that he is intrenched
Priest Sumangala, well known !o English Buddhists, Freethought paper started by the heroic Victor Lennstrand within defenses of strength that history has proved almost
invincible.
and Sir Edwin Arnold, of so high a place in English and Alfred Lindkvist. And making out merely this is suffiTHE early risers at Sag Harbor, L. I., on a l~te morning,
letters. The movement for the propagation of the cient to fill us with a very considerable joy, for is it not an
relig on of Gautama Buddha in the Western world excellent thing to eee a start made in the abolition of super- were horrified to discover a pirate's flag floating from the
stition in thoee backward Scandinavian countries? "Huru weathercock on the spire of the Presbyterian church. The
seems, therefore, to be both serious and activ. Also,
skall statskyrkan stortas·?" reads the heading to the first flag was of the regulation black and about five feet square.
that religion is obtaining foothold in England and in article. Yes, those are our sentiment~, we will say to that, It was emblazoned with crossbones and skull in cardinal red
Boston. The literature of Buddhism is finding ita as the comic character says in the play when he has heard in the center. The attention of the Rev. Mr. Wilson, pastor
way into American periodicals. We are rather something he does not understand. But we do not speak so of the church, was called. to the flag, and he was very indigpleased at its spread here, as ita merits will show at random, for the source is an incontestable warrant that nant. How the flag was put up is a deep mystery, as no
trace of climbers has been found. An offer of $50 was made
the sentiment must be a good one.
Christiana that what they hav been pleased to look
to anyone who would take the flag down. It was a very
IT was discovered th.e other morning that during the night dangerous task, as the steeple is one hundred and eighty feet
down on as inferior heathen beliefs contain not only
as much good as their own, ·but often more. Besides, some one had entered St. Patrick's Roman Catholic church high. The more we think over this the more delighted we
at Huntingdon, N~ Y., and carried away almost everything are with the idea. Out of all possible flags, what more
the greater the number of religions we can get in
of value. Every drawer in: the vestibule had beep opened
this country, the better can we obtain religious lib- and ransacked. The altar had been entered, and the altar appropriate one could hav been found? Plain red, symbolizing the· blood the church has shed, would hav been insuffi ..
erty and fence off the despotism of one. And more- light had been taken from its place and carried about the
cient; rather let us assign her the full design of the pirate,
over, . the essential philosophy of Buddhism is far church to aid in the search after valuables. The silver com- who combines both bloodshed and robbery, and it will most
superior to that of Christianity, and in its affirma- munion service and all the valuable plate and altar para- fitly stand for her bloodletting of old and her robbery in
phernalia were missing. The valuable chalices that had been' stealing our taxes now.
tions seems to bav anticipated thf:l conclusions of
presented to Father Crowley were also gone. Our conjecture
modern science in a remarkable manner. It is not on this matter is that the person who did all this niay be
THREE and four hundred years ago Mexico, peopled by the
disfigured with the barbarous Christian fancy of a some taxpayer forced to· take this means of obtaining his own civilized and happy Aztecs, became the unhappy object of
manlike God, outside of nature, who creates all again. History shows that nations that allowed church irruptions of Christians. Spain, that land preeminent in the
things and manipulates them continuously for the property to accumulate untaxed always had to reclaim it faith, furnished the invaders. Soldiers and priests, with
again by force when it got too prodigious. We suppose swords and crosses, overran the once peaceful land, massagood of whatever savage band chooses to say it
the man thought it just as rightful to do so on a small scale cred and tortured most of the nativ and rightful owners, and
believes in him. The Buddhistic philosophy starts as on a large.
reduced the survivors to the wretched condition that has
with the conception, similar . to that of modern
made them and their land bywords. Now that Freethought
ON
the
25th
ult.
the
emperor
of
China
proceeded
to
the
science, of an original chaos, animated by an inherent
and Liberalism hav gained the ascendency, the old narrowTa-kao Tien to offer thanks for the rain that heaven had
mindtdness of race is waning, and memories of the nation
force into the teeming diversified forms of the pressent in response to his prayers. God seems to be quite ubiqent. It assumes as the first cause of all things the uitous and impartial in his tendance and favors. Heathen that was destroyed are being recalled with respect. On the
21st ult., there was held at the statue of Cuauhtemoc, paso
substance Prak1·iti, that is, original nature, one and emperors we see get what they ask just the same as anyone.
de La Reforma, City of Mexico, a public ceremony having
indestructible, in which dwell the opposing forces of What a bedlam these praying people all make, anyway! this character, under the direction of the municipal council.
rest and activity. These forces produce the con- Hundreds of thousands of people of a thousand different be- It was the 368th anniversary of the torture of Cuauhtemoc
liefs all praying at once for as many different and conflicting
by the Spanish conquerors, who hoped to make the last
tinually repeated destruction and metamorphosis of
things, and not one seeming to hav power of accurate obserall that exists. This view is distinctly scientific. vation enough to perceive correctly when he gets it and Aztec emperor divulge the hiding-place of the treasure of
Not the least me~it of this religion is a morality when he doesn't. To add to the confusion and ridiculous- the empire. On the north and south sides of the statue two
perfect Aztec temples had been erected, and at 9 o'clock, beof the highest order. Among the admirable moral ness of the situation, those among them whom we hav beat fore one of the largest concourses of people ever gathered in
a little science into, one minute express belief that the operasayings and precepts of Buddha are the following:
the paso, President Diaz and four members of his cabinet
tions of nature proceed in fixed and undeviating order and
" If one man conquer in battle a thousand times a thou- the next minute say th~y hav just changed that fixed and arranged to enter the southern edifice to the music of the
sand men, and if another conquer himself, he is the greatest undeviating order with their own puny, miserable little national anthem. For fully a quarter of a mile along the
route the president traversed before entering the temple the
of conquerors. One's own self, conquered, is better than all
breaths.
broad avenue was lined with soldiers two deep. There were
other people; not even a god ·could change into defeat the
THE congregation of Mount Zion Baptist church, Indian- twelve bands present, and civic societies and deputations
victory of a man who has vanquished himself, and always
livs under restraint. By oneself the evil is done, by oneself apolis, was in court on the 12th ult. for having participated in without number from suburban towns. The exercises conone suffers, by oneself evil is left undone, by oneself one is a general fight iu. the church. There has been trouble over sisted of addreeses, music, and reading of poems. One of
purified. Purity and impurity belong to oneself; no one the pastor, Elder Morton, for some time, the congregation the orators was Governor Prospero Camvantes, of Tlaxcala,
being about equally divided in opposing and supporting him. who delivered a speech in the nasual or Aztec language. At
can purify another.
" Cut out the love of self like an autumn lotus, with thy He was locked out of the church by order of the trustees, the conclusion of the municipal program President Diaz
and this provoked threats of violence from his followers, but placed a wreath of roses upon the statue. This was the
hand. Cherish the road to peace.
'' If a man does what is good, let him do it again ; let him with a view to bringing about an adjustment of the difficul- signal for others to do so, and the base was within ten minties, the elder was induced to tender his resignation. Elder utes buried under garlands representing the varied flowers of
delight in it; happiness is the outcome of good.
" Let no man think lightly of evil, saying in his heart, it Williams was brought to the church to conduct services as the valley, and a value in the United States of thousands of
will not come over me. Even by the falling of water-drops his successor. One of the deacons got up and declared that dollars. Native dressed in the attire of Aztecs danced about
a water-pot is filled; the fool becomes full of evil, even if he he should not occupy the pulpit. The elder replied that he the monument, and the Indians, who were present in thouwas there to preach the gospel, and he proposed to do so if sande, played upon strange instruments and kept up the fesgathers it little by little.
" Let no man think lightly of good; saying in his heart, it he had to fight. With this the row began. The pastor's tivals of three centuries ago, reminding one of the "feast of
will not benefit me. Even by the falling of water-drops a nose was smashed, and a general knock-dt:>wn followed. flo:wers," so beautifully described by Prescott. Thus the
water-pot is filled; the wise man becomes full of good, even Several of the brethren were badly disfigured when they ap- ancient beliefs, comparativly good, that Christianity stamped
peared in court. The contending factions swore out war- out when she gained universal power, are everywhere rising
if he gathers it little by little.
" Let 1!- 1;!11!-D .ov.!l:r.come anger w~t),t Jo,:ve, l~t p~JP.. 9Vercome rants for the arrest of each other on chargee of assault and again into vigor while she in turn declines.
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l,tfttrs ·pront Jlritnds ..

If it will be satisfactory to you, and you wish a correspondent on the subject· from this corner of the world that
was created in six days, then drowned for man's sins, and
then brought out in due form again, I will be at your service
to drop you a line occasionally.
FoRcE MITCHELL.

ARLINGTON, N. Y., Aug. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken the paper nine years, and I hav
PHILADELPHIA, PA., July 27, 1889.
only two papers left. I giv them all away. I do as
much good as I can. I think the paper is better every week.
MR. EDITOR : I am a truth seeker and a Republican, and I
am with you hear.t and soul in y0ur comment regarding
My regards to you and Heston and all your readers.
Yours for truth and liberty,
J. JoNATHAN BABSNETT.
John Wanamaker. Had I known that Benjamin Harrison
would hav appointed the Philadelphia Market street Sheeny
in the cabinet of his administration I should never hav voted
W:iiATOOM, WAsH. TERR., Aug. 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: You ask for a correct moral code to he taught for him, and now· declare that act of Benjamin Harrison
in schools. What better do you want than this : Learn' will lose him a second nomination as president of these
through the medium of the law of cause and effect, that United States. Harrison has proved himself a small man,
what you are about to say or do can do no one any harm, and the Sheeny Wanamaker will prove it up for him in time.
but on the contrary, will tend to enlighten and elevate the "Birds of a feather will flock together.'' Harrison, Wana,
•
R
maker & C(J., successors to the old firm of John Calvin &
human race. Respectfully submitted,
S.D. EMHART.
Co., the murderers· of Dr. Servetus. John Wanamaker could
never be elected by the people even to the position of sheriff
SALEM, ILL., Aug. 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In this town where priestcraft and hypocrits of Philadelphia county, and any man that could not be
·hold the ruling power, a man of my ideas is looked upon as elected to an office by the people never should be appointed
something fearful to ever behold, to say nothing about deal- postmaster-general of these United States. Go on with the
ing with. This town is comparativly dead, and if the truth truth, Mr. Editor, and at the next Republican nomination
was told the answer would be the priests hav killed it. In for president you will find Wanamaker, Harrison & Co. will
WILLIAM E. HooPER.
1880 the~e were 1,327 people, now only 1,314. Thus it is, get left.
creed-bound and priest-ridden. About ten years since there
ODESSA, Mo., Aug. 18, 1889.
were ten God-houses here in full blast, but not more than
MR. EDITOR: This is Sunday. I am at a secluded farmfive or six now. Good! While the priests kill the town
house. All hav gone to church. I am alone. I hav not
they kill themselvs also.
S. S. S.
been to church more than a half dozen times in forty years.
I detest superstition; am necessarily brought in contact with
NEw YoRK, Aug. 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I will communicate a little joke I saw last enough of it to make a sensible man heart-sick without visit~
week. It ran as follows: A priest wishing to show the dif- ing the shops where they manufacture it. I am getting
ftJrence between certain denominations, to his flock, as com- quite old; death is near at hand. A few more years at
pared with his, took with him into the pulpit a nut. Holding farthest will bring me to the bourne from whence no traveler
it up in full view he said: "This, the shell, represents the returns. My chief consolation is that I hav kept the doors
Presbyterian church, hard and dry. The skin is bitter and and windows of my mind open to secure light from sll direcof no use. It represents the Methodist church. And now I tions; th.at I hav investigated independent of creeds or secwill show you the meat, which represents the Catholic tarian prejudice; that I hav reached that elevated plain of
church," breaking the shell at the same time. And horror! thought and action which places me entirely above the silly
gabble of priest and minister, from whence I can look down
it was rotten. I remain,
Yours,
FRED. C. DYER.
_upon their rotten system and see through it as if· it was glass
perfectly transparent. No fear of eternal torment can ever
OAK MILLS, KAN., Aug. 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER of August lOth was very enter this Freethought heaven. I can lie down and die
interesting. Heston's cartoons were, as usual, splendid. The resigned to my fate. This is my chief consolation, and I
article by Thomas B. Huxley on "Agnosticism and Chris- would not exchange it for any hope or consolation in the
WM. L. WoRLEY.
tianity" is an ably written one, and I regard him as one Christian religion.
of the ablest and greatest workers in the cause. Aunt
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Aug. 25, 1889.
Elmina's sketch of that noble and gifted woman, Frances
MR. EDITOR: On last Sunday I had the pleasure of graspWright is like all of her other writings, very instructiv and
interestln~. S. Palmer writes valuable articles. I send best ing my old friend, E. H. DeWitt, by the hand. He is a
grand old Liberal, and formerly resided here. He is now
·wishes and·kindly greeting to the Truth Seeker Company.
located in Cincinnati, at 133 Warsaw Pike, Price's Hill.
Always yours,
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
Many a time hav I listened to his solid argument for the
right as against the church, and ou several occasions I hav
ST. JoHNs, ARiz., July 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It does seem ages since we hav made a known Catholics to threaten his life. But this good old .man
" mutual call ;" nevertheless, I always retain a pleasant never frightened. He never givs an inch, and is always
remembrance of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and sincerely hope it found battling close to the priests' breastworks. Once I
may liv long and wax fat. Brother Reynolds passed through knew a. Catholic, by name Dennis Conroy, who can't write
our Southwest territories last fall, and I had made arrange- and I don't think can read, who one night laid for DeWitt
ments for him to lecture at the town of" Holbrook, this with a brick. He swore to put him out of existence, and
county, but some unlooked-for events intervened which pre. would, in his ignorant way, call DeWitt a d - d In-fid-el,
vented him from complying, and I and many others were with the emphasis on the "ln" and "fid" syllables. He
greatly <ti~appointed. Wishing a triumphant success· to the changed his mind, however, ·before the fatal moment arrived,
and lucky for him that he did.
cause, I subscribe myself, Yours truly,
George S. Oldfield is engaged in the grocery business in
ALBERT F. BANTA.
this city. He is a high kicker in the Episcopal church-the
church which, as Ingersoll puts it, "with ~ few more cereBuFFALO, Aug. 19. 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find draft on New York for monies would be Catholic, and with a few less, nothing."
$3 to pay one year's subscription· for TRUTH BEEKER. I hav He has a son, Frank Oldfield. He desires this boy to be
spent the last seven months in Nevada. I had the paper re- pious, a believer in the impossible, from his youth up. To
mailed to me from this place. It helped me to pass many convince him he unceremoniously uses the lash, never thinkpleasant hours reading it. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ing for a moment thata long time-not less than twenty years, and shall continue
A person convinced against his will,
Is of the SELme opinio:r;. still.
to as long as it continues to print both sides of all important
subjects. Some of the Materialists giv us Spiritualists pretty
He has been known to unmercifully beat the boy, and yet
hard raps, thinking as they do that all Spiritualists are a set the humane officers ar.e as silent as the grave, and the statof superstitious fools. As foolish as we are, the Materialists utes against cruelty lie dormant at the feet of "Justice."
would hav a hard time battling with the church, which Only a few days ago young Oldfield was caught in the storewould annihilate them in less than a year, were it not for the room of Fuller Bros.'s undertaking establishment, long after
Spiritualists. I make it a rule as I read THE TRUTH BEEKER the closing hour .. He was caught by the police, was locked
to mail it to some one, as well as ten other Liberal and re- up, and got off with a $10 fine. Perhaps a hard beating was
form papers which I take. I think there is no better way to thrown in at home as an argument in favor of God, the Episcopalian church, and the Constitution. Portsmouth contains
work reform than to distribute freely good reading matter.
I think Heston's pictures are doing a good work. I always a large number of cruel fathers and a few heartless mothers.
study them first, and notice others do the same to whom I And every one of them believes impliCitly in the Father, Son,
and Holy Ghost. They beat their children for nothing, and
lend my paper.
Yours truly,
A. H. FRANK.
sing psalms for a harp and a crown.
BYRON, ILL., Aug. 24, 1889.
This city has a mayor whose name is George A. Waller.
MR. EmToR : As all people are interested in the future, and He is as stubborn as a Jerusalem donkey, and believes in the
are anxious to learn all they can about the views of others on bastard Catholic doctrin, commonly called Episcopalianism.
this great question, I would say that I hav made it a study
He closes the saloons on Sunday, and with them the barfor the past three years or more, and hav concluded to put ber shops, the cigar-stands, etc. Said a prominent citizen :
my views in form, anillet the people read and use their own " Mayor Waller is controled by a few old ladies, officered
judgment. I am twenty-seven years old, and used to be a by a fanatical clergy. He has made the town a laughing.
strong Christian, and hav made the theme a study both as a stock both at home and abroad. Already one of his lungs
Christian and a Liberal, and hav fully decided with the latter has decayed, and with the remaining one, so long as it lasts,
party, and shall do what I can to advance the interests of that he will make a noise, calculated to aid and assist the Gad-inelement. I taught the Bible class in Sunday-school when the-Constitution party, and the tyrant of all churches." He
twenty-three. I had a class of twenty men. But, two frequently quotes the law closing saloon!! on Sunday, and
years later, when I jumped the track of the heavenly "air claims it covers the whole ground, takes in all shops. In
line," there was consternation in camp, and a great many 0f this he is mistaken, as the law is a mere police enactment,
the good sisters and brethren went down on their marrows and has been so decided by the supreme court. In the lanto implore the "all-wise being" to come down and lift me guage of a learned and able jurist of this city: "This act
up to grace again. I would say that this is no case of a provides a ·penalty for anyone over fourtetn years of age perdrunken fall from grace, but a cool thought, as I hav never forming common labor-mind you, common labor is what is
used a pint" of liquors, of all kinds put together, in my life, provided for, and the laborer must be over fourteen. So
~nd I stand on a strictly temperance base to-day.
that any boy unq~r fourt~en (Jan gt~rt ~ bar)?er shop, and

aha ve all day Sunday without violating the law. Selling a
few cigars or tobacco, which, to some men, is a necessary of
life, accommodating the people on a hot day with a few cool
drinks, or ice cream, is not, strictly speaking, what is meant
by the statute forbidding common labor. The supreme court
has once had this law under consideration, and declares it to
be a mere police regulation, having nothing whatever to do
with religious considerations. It is merely an arbitrary setting apart of one day in seven for rest and recreation, thus
preventing employers from carrying on their industries in
general and forcing laborers to work more than six days in·
a week. It is always expected that such laws will be enforced with discretion, and a wide latitude is always given
officers in such cases. It is not like a law to punish wickedness, like murder, larceny, perjury, etc., where the life, liberty, and property of the citizen are endangered or destroyed.
From the very nece3sities of modern llffairs this Ia w· is and
must be, to a great extent, a deud letter. The steamboats
go plowing up and down the river, the trains thunder past,
the street cars are in constant motion, the gas that lights the
churches has to be made on Sunday, the preacher does his
heaviest work on Sunday, the drug clerk must work, and so.
must the doctors, and so on for quantity too numerous to
mention. Yet we cani:wt lawfully employ a barber unless
he is under fourteen years of age, and if we are travelers and
do not know how to handle the tools, we must go hairy on
Sunday. In that wicked little town on the lnke, named
Cleveland, the courts hav uniformly held that a lady or
gentleman had the right to employ assistance in making their
toilet, and, therefore, the work of the barber was a work of
necessity and excusable. But in Portsmouth the verdict is :
'Shave yourself or wear hair:'"
WILLS. ANDRES.
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL., July 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The Christian religion is decidedly a religion
of evolution. It should be divided into six epochs : First
epoch, the traditional history from Adam to Abraham ; second, Abraham to Moses; third, Moses to the captivity;
fourth, captivity to Christ; fifth, Christ to the reformation;
sixth, reformation to th6 present day. Upon examination,
from age to age it undoubtedly grew better. The history of
the religion shows that the seeds of disease and revolution
are inherent in itself, which spring up and bring forth fruit,
i.e., Christian arrogance, stupidity, pride, and power, which,
in turn, bring an outward influence to bear upon it, to crush
out the evil-which, in the end, is for the general good of
mankind.
To-day the church, in its stupidity and arrogance, is trying
to bind our liberties wi.th fetters as of old. For years it has
been steadily encroaching upon our freedom, until now we,
who prize our country, home, and fireside, must be up and
doing.
.
In the coming war-reason versus Jesus-many of the
strongholds of Jesus will be destroyed for the good of
humanity. We will not completely subdue. There will be
hard work left for our children and their children. We cannot say, as Paine, "Let us hav war, that our children may
hav peace," but we can say,· Let us hav war that our children
may be free. That they need not blush for the memory of
their sires. Their religion is all right so long as it does not
encroach upon the liberties of the majority. It would make
a grindstone blush to hear some of the priestly orators denounce the movements of the Infidel and Atheist. Nature
has blushed at the arrogance of man. It is said thatJesus looked upon the water clear,
For him it blushed with shame,
That he, wHhout a name,
Should call himself a God.

Now that Puck has assumed the responsibility to caricature our p,aJm-singing administration, there will be no fear
that the Blair bill will ever become a Ia w. It will go the way
of the Prohibition movement in the East. Our Christly administration will soon begin to stink in the land. The Republican party will never again place at the head of the ticket the
present saintly incumbent, B. Harrison. They will, most
likely, run to the other extreme at the next convention and
nominate Col. R. G. Ingersoll as a surprise for the world.
They can only save themselvs by some such diplomatic
move. He would receive the votes of all the Liberalists
except the soreheads who borrow their neighbors' paper and
make the biggest kick beca.use it is not run to suit their critical selvs. Some of your contributors are not f atisfied
with writing for Liberalism, but hav lengthened out and narrowed down to the abuse of our most stanch ally, viz., Spiritualism. If the pen of D. Priestley was engaged in writing
on Liberal subjects it would be more conduciv to the good
of the cause, than the persecution of a doctrin which claims
its millions of adherents. This does the cause no good. It
puts the persecuted upon their mettle to defend themselvs,
and causes joy in the army of Jesus.
We are presumed to be seeking for the truth and defending
the liberty of man. The bigoted and narrow had better join
the humble followers of the fatherless man-god, Jesus, or
turn their weapon against our common enemy. Our foes
hav much to answer for.. '!'hey hav deluged the earth with
blood, shrouded the world in darkness for centuries, and destroyed the learning of ages with the incendiary torch. In
addition to the blood, darkness, and fire, they try to compel
the acceptance of their wretched Bible, and their God which
nature loathes. Let us up and at them with the sword of
reason. With the jaw-bone of an ass they defend themselvs.
Delve into musty tomes wherever they may be found, bring
their cruelties to the light of day. Show up their false doctrins. Make them hide their faces with shame that they
should be identified with the blind followers of· ignorance
and superstition.
The world has cause to curse Christianity. Is there a
n&tion uu.der tlle sun 1 civ~ll~ed or the lowest savage, that ha&
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not suffered when brought in contact with Christianity? "I
came not to bring peace but a sword,".was a truthful remark
of Jesus Christ. To-day we might be farther advanced and
many an unsettled and vexed question answered satisfactorily
-Spiritualism, for instance.
We are now on the eve of a bright and glorious day of
freedom and happiness. Shall the sun rise upon the coming
day obscured by the bloody clouds of religious fanaticism?
We think not. We shall soon be free from the fetters tl;lat
·bind. Science and education will carry us up and onward to
the truth. We will look back through the dim vista of ages,
and our only regret will be that a jackass did not break the
jaw of the fatherless babe when lying in the manger.
"
w. w. WELSH.
DETROIT, July 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: C. L. James wishes me to explain where my
government wHI be when all law is abolished. I answer
' first, where it would hav remained if the people had fully
understood the intent and meaning of the Declaration of In. dependence, in hades. I spoke of government in the present
sense. The people hav never yet been taught to see that
liberty can know no law nor government. When a person is
by any process brought under control, his liberty is gone; he
is no longer free. He is then a slave. Those who wrote the
Declaration·of Independence declared that it is a self-evident
truth that all persons are by their birth endowed with the
right to life, liberty, and to pursue their happiness, and that
these rights are inalienable; that there is no power on earth
that can rightfully interfere with or alienate those rights
from the individual. Then, of course, when the Constitution
was adopted and a government formed the people had
alienated all those rights, which, according to. the Declara.
tion, they had no power or right to do. Now, of course,
my friend James will say that I am an Anarchist. But! deny
it, and now let me correct another mistake and then I think
we will understand each other. Friend James hardly got
my meaning about what Anarchists believe. What I wished
him to understand was, that in common with the mass of
the people, Anarchists hav been educated to believe that the
government of this country was formed in accord with the
D~claration of Independence, and as even so great a man as
Robert Ingersoll teaches us that the Constitution protects
every person in their inalienable rights of life, liberty, and
happiness. And as any person of good common sense ought
to know that it does no such thing, so Anarchism is proposed as likely to do what the Declaration has failed to do.
Now, as the declaration that life, liberty, and happiness are
the inalienable right of every person born, cannot tolerate a
government or control, and as Anarchism means without
government or control, I cannot" see why I should change
from one to the other, and I feel sure that my friend when
he takes a good .thought over it will say that we are not far
apart. But I cannot but feel that Anarchists make a great
mistake in taking a name that has long been held in great
prejudice, in place of liberty, which has the same meaning
to all people that Anarchism has to the few who hold to it.
But I hav no fault to find.
And now our friend 0. S. Barrett wants to chip in, and
says he likes my idea of government issuing all the money,
and says in place of national banks hav sub-treasuries, loan
money at one per cent. Now, my friend, get that metal out
of your head, and do a little solid thinking. How does
it sound to say we, the people (who are the government), ask
the government (who are the people) to issue two thoueand
million dollars of legal tender money and loan it to us, the
people (who are the government)? No, sir. I do not want
the government to loan one dollar to the people nor hav·subtreasuries. Money is just as ·essential to the existence of
civilization and society as the air we breathe is to our bodies,
and there should be no lending or. borrowing about it. I
demand that all taxation shall cease, and that government
shall create and issue all money and pay it out for all expense and dues of all kinds, and I "demand that government
shall not authorize nor recognize anything else as money but
its own issue.
Our friend seems to be troubled very much about the
questions between Mr. James and myself, but not enough to
cause him to try and understand what he reads. He must
be getting slightly demented, as he can neither countenance
Anarchy, Socialism, nor liberty. He tells the editor very
plainly that THE TRUTH BEEKER must not allow Anarchy,
Socialism, or freedom to be discussed, and now he seems to
hav changed his mind about my idea of money, and says
that I think the promis to pay of every jackass is good
enough. But no, I will excuse him; the others may be
good. But here again, as in the other instance, Mr. Barrett
does not understand what he reads. I never hav intimated
a desire for anyone to issue notes or promises to pay. I
desire that the constituted authority of the people at Washington shall create and issue all money, a legal tender, and
with it pay all debts and dues apd all expenses of government. Hoping that our gentlemanly critic may be able to
understand this, allow me to say to Mr. Barrett that we are
not so much in love with his old harlot, the church, nor the
priest, as to be foiever advertisiDg them. We are doing
many times more goo~ for our fellow-man than he can do
by always fuming at or about t!iem. We are trying to teach
all people to accept and adopt their natural rights to
liberty, feeling sure that liberty for " all " is the sure death
of all superstition and priestcraft.
Ever fraternally for liberty for all,
J. H. Woon.

forcibly of my own notions about science forty years ago,·
and before I had given the subject much thought.
At that time I met an old. gentleman who by some. means
became interested in my con"Yersation, and was thereby, as
he said, attracted to me, and proposed to discuss in a friendly
way several things I had alluded to. His object, no doubt,
was to enlighten me, and in a kind way giv me some
scientific truths which would conflict with my Bible notions
about God creation, etc., but owing to my school memory,
'which tacked a God to every phenomenon of nature, I could
not imagin anything unless God did it, so that, although he
gave me the most formidable reasons for the opinions advanced by himself, I could not in my blindness see them,
and others as ignorant as myself who heard the discussion
actually praised roe for the able manner in which I had
handled· the old gentleman. I found out on sober reflection
a few days afterward that I had only made a fool of myself,
as the longer I reflected on what he said the more it worried
me, and convinced me finally that I was all wrong and that
he was all right. I met him a month or so afterward and
told him so. It pleased him very much, and we had a hearty
laugh over it. I hav had occasion often to see myself in the
image of other people as they cast themselvs before me.
Mr. Tuttle says he "lost confidence in science in early
youth and has not found it yet," and I suggest that because
his youth wa~ so early he should hav waited to a more
mature age before 'he cast it off and began to advance
theories of his own, which are unsupported by any facts.
As an example, he states that it is not true that nature
abhors vacuity, or he doubts it, and asserts. that outside
of the planetary systems and planetary bodies all is vacuity.
How does he know this?
Then he states that there is no reason why "all the formations that compose our planet should not hav been simulc
taneously formed tmd deposited by the common law of
formation and gravitation, etc." How does he know that?
What facts has he to support such an absurdity ? and in the
face, too, of what everyone knows-that all formations are
.gradual and progressiv.
In the next sentence almost; having talked of the law of
formation and gravitation, he says, "I hav failed to find any
property in matter such as. attraction;
. kence the
attraction of gravitation delusion." What difference has he
discovered between attraction and gravitation?
But when he strikes the main object of his scientific dissertation, Spiritualism, then he caps the climax, even knocks
himself out in the first round, as the famous slugger Sullivan
aims to do. He says: '' Nor hav I "found any indications of
spirit organisms, or of any spirits but the inherent properties
of matter that are inseparable from matter." Again: "Spiritology involves the question of whether the facts that arc
known to exist in nature, or the facts that are known to be
manufactured by art, are the most reliable authority on
questions of natural phenomena. I would not believe the
existence of spirit organisms should I see, hear, and feel
them; for I scientifically know them to be delusion, and
that my physical senses and imagination are liable to deceive
me unless subjected to strict supervision of reason."
Here is a gentleman who claims to understand science,
and to be so thoroughly a~tached to it that he is willing
to ignore his ow'n ~enses of hearing, seeing, and feeling when
he meets with phenomena which he has reason to think are
not supported by his notions of science, which is an admission that he is not competent to investigate anything outside
of his preconceived notions; while, as above shown, he
ignores almost every acknowledged fact in science, and sets
up speculations and theories about attraction, gravitation,
and planetary formation of his own.
If his observations on spirit phenomena are no more reliable than his scientific fact~ above given, I do not wonder
that he is willing to doubt his own senses, only I want
no such ·person to set himself up as my teacher and instructor
in science or anything else. No man is c0mpetent to teach
who ignores his own senses in deference to some preconceived notions about what science teaches. It is his business
to make room for new'phenomena and account for them,
and record them among the facts of nature. It is his business to look, hear, and feel, and judge by his senses, as he
does on all matters, and to decide where reality_ comes in and
where the deceptions of art end.
A short time ago at Onset Bay, Mass., Mr. Stansbury produced in public some slate-writing tests which were aston.
ishing. The committee, who were all strangers to him and
selected by the president of the meeting indiscriminately
from the audience-strangers whom the president did not
know ; at least, several of them-cleaned off a pair of slates,
placing a piece of pencil between them. These slates Mr.
Stansbury took and placed on the heads and shoulders of
some twenty persons in· the audience as he walked around,
then taking them back to the committee. On opening them
some twenty messages were found written upon them, and the
names of spirits signed to each. As the messages were read
out and the spirit names given, each person in turn acknowledged that it was for him or her; and a majority of them
were not Spiritualists, but were persons attracted to the
camp for a day of pleasure. How can this be explaine~ by
ignoring one's own senses and those of the whole audience
assembled?
Immediately thereafter a beautiful paintine; was produced
on the slates in the same way, the paint of which was green,
and no artist could hav made it as well in several hours.
Yes· there is no other way. We must accept spirit power
or i~nore our own wits. And this is what many will do
rather than acknowledge the simple truth. J. R. PERRY.
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under consideration, as I am Agnostic, never having seen a
God myself or known of anyone who has, and all speculations regarding a real deity; his place of residence; his personality; the exact office he fills; whether. he rules all things
by dictation or by natural law ; his character or attributes;
his omnipotence or omniscience; whether a God of real love
or one subject to the meaner characteristics of man, as hate,
revenge, malice, jealousy, etc., being to my mind entirely
guesswork, and the decisions not binding upon man in the
least degree, for a child can giv its opinion of deity and the
more mature in years cannot successfully disprove. In making the assertion that God has never made anything perfect,
or rather asking if he has made anything perfect, I do so
hoping that some divine who claims to know all about
deity-what he has done, is doing, and is going to do-will
giv me some information on the subject, but if the divines
really know nothing but what they guess at, I cannot accept
such as testimony, neither can I accept of the more common
evasions of the subject, such as, "God's ways are not man's
ways," for I already know that to my sorrow. Neither will
it do to say that "God knows best," for such is merely an
assertion and no proof. But to the subject-and I do not
care to bring up the old scriptures to either prove or disprove
anything, as they are already disgraced enough, and I do not
wish to show up their fallacies or disprove their authenticity;
but will take it for granted that there is a God .or gods of
some kind, who has created all things, when or how I know
not. But I affirm that a poor job has been done in everything undertaken, as I fail to find perfection in any one
thing. For where there is perfection there is no need of a
change, and science has long since proved that a constant
change in everything is the order of the day, even in the
millions of planets and their surroundings that revolve in
endless space.

We find many beautiful and grand things in nature, and
were there no contradictions we should be happy in the
thought that the God of nature had perfected everything to
his glory, but we see on every hand counteracting testimony
to disprove such perfection, for certainly if God has made
the rose to bloom in its beauty, he also made the thorns
to grow on its stem, and while it may be said that roses can
only grow on rosebushes that hav thorns, such reasoning
does not prove perfection in· a rosebush. The earth on
which we liv can be said to be beautiful in the extreme, yet
not perfect within cir without, for volcanoes and earthquakes
disturb its bowels, while tornadoes and destructiv lightning
sweep across its surface. The same with man, said to be
made from God's pattern. We are in constant turmoil, both
within and without, and if we were made perfect we could
not hav fallen, as they are contradictory terms. How great
are the calamities and beauties of nature intermingled! We
walk forth in the early morn in spring with the cerulean
canopy over us, and watch the glimmering light of the sunborn tints as they displace the azure of the sky above, while
the little warblers from among the branches of the lowspreading juniper are feeding our very soul with the choicest
of melody, our feet treading the dewy carpet of green,
woven in_ nature's loom, from the warp and woof or sunshine and shower. While inhaling the pure air of heaven,
our whole innate being seems to adore the great source of all
things. We wander on, led by the morning light across the
pastures, among the little hillocks, where are seen the gentle
lambs in their morning frolic, inspired by the gods of their
young natures as they hasten to and fro in their delight.
We are ready to cry out in ecstasy of joy and" praise God
from whom all blessings flow," when lo, a stifled cry of deep
fear and suffering is heard. We start, we listen-yes, a cry
of pain. We hurry backward to discover the cause. What
can it be that has so soon changed the course of our reverie?
But look, up the hillside runs with rapid pace a mountain
wolf. He has followed the dictates of his nature and has
stolen from the fold one of tlwse dear little lambs that was
so lately capering in. playfulness around the mother ewethat is now bleating in sorrow, as if asking nature's God to
reetrain the nature that he has planted with a cruel hand
within the voracious brute that has robbed her of her darling
that was more to her than the life she possessed. Where
now is the God that but a moment before seemed so adorable? Must we conclude that to appreciate a picture of love
the camera-obscura of our vision must be forced to depict
one of horror? Is this what is known as perfection ? Must
the vivid lightning kill in order to be more pleasing to the
eye in its zigzag course through the sky? Must the mother's
little one be torn from her in order to make perfect the
tender love and affection for her offspring? Must the mirrored surface of the deep be made turbulent, and swallow up
the majestic ship as she is sailing proudly across the great
waters, that navigation be perfected? Is it necessary that
thousands perish at the stake as heretics to establish a faith
in the unknowable? All this is but the result of imperfection, and cannot be attributed to an all-wise, all-merciful,
and all-powerful being who desires our adoration, and who
will punish in an eternal future his imperfect creatures
whose imperfections hav been forced upon them by the laws
of an imperfect creation. Better attribute the whole to non.
intelligence, and trust that time in its process will evolve the
lower and imperfect to a higher level of perfection where all
will become worthy the admiration of a future and more
perfect race.
Should the crown of our existence be set with rare and
beautiful pearls of love and affection, diamonds of peace and
tranquillity, rubies of joy and happiness, interspersed with
thorns of malice and revenge, sharpened goads of tumult
and excitement, and javelins of misery a!!d despair? Is this
perfection? This may be necessary in the course of coming
ST. JosEPH, MwH., Aug. 17, 1889.
WILKESBARRE, Pa., Aug. 22, 1889.
events to bring about a more perfect state of affairs, but
M~.
EDITOR:
Has
God
ever
made
anything
perfect
?
In
M.R. jj;mToR: In your issue of July ~7, 1889, I read an
it does not show perfection now, neither the unlimited
considering
this
question,
I
hope
no
one
will
be
foolish
.a.rticle f~:G>m the pen of J. A. Tuttle on the SJJ.bject of science
power of the great first cause.
A. D. SwaN.
~w;l p.~a~et_!l-J;'.Y mo~i-9»- o.Dd B~~r!tolo~y 7 . wgiph f~Jllinded me enough to ask me concerning the subject of the sentence
·-.
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Edited by MISS SuSAN H. Wrxol'l, Fall
Ri'IJer, Mass., to whom aU Q(.J'InmuniM.tionsfor
his OornM' slwuld be Bent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known a.s the Ohi!dren'S Hour."

The Dead Philosopher.
[This poem was written when my friend, J. H.
Oook, was at Snohomish, Wash., where he hved
with scarcely a soul to speak to. Said he had
fallen down one night and lain on the cold floor
a long t.ime, and expected to die all alone some
time.-M. B. F.l
He is dead-bring the boon of a tearWe shared naught while he stayed,
But foolishly weep when death is so near;
While we shudder and half are afraid.
He needs nothing-has nothing to fearCome away, be is dead.
He is dead-so grand that few understood,
Though he gave to all men the last of his lightWe would cheer and praise him yet if we oonld
But he is gone, and now it is night
And lonely and dark ia the woodWe may go-he is dead.
He is dead-tears only moek snob as heHe who has climbed the steep mountain side
And beckoned to us that we might be free.
Yet all alone be has suffered and died
In ·his cot overlooking the sea ;
Do not speak, he is dead.
He is dead-praises are meaningless Dow,
We may plant a white flower if we will,
Or cast down an evergreen bough
That sweetly has sung to the valley and hill,
Wherefore it sang we know not nor how,
That is all, he is dead.
He is dead-what marble, though fully so white
It be as the true hearts he ora ved,
What letters of gold if 1mrnished with light,
Or harp in the pine that sang as it waved,
Oan tell him what men would to-night,
When, alas ! be is dead 1
Frenchtown, Neb.
MAllY BAIRD FINOH.

'Their Mother.
MY boy sat looking straight into the coals,
From his stool at my feet one day,
And the firelight burnished the onrly head, .
And painted the cheeks with a dash of red,
And brightened his very eyes, a.s he said,
In his most confidential way :
" Mamma, I think, when I'm a grown-up man,
I shall bav just two little boys."
I smiled-be was six !-but he did not see,
And I eaid, "Why, yes, bow nice that will be!
But if one were a. girl, it seems to me
It would add to your household joys."
"Well-yes,'' reflectivly, "that would be nice,
And I"ll tell you just what I'll do;
I'll name one Robbie, for me, yon know,••
Then the bright eyes shone with a. deeper glow,
" And there's just the two of ns now, and so,
I'll name the girl Annie, !or you."
" But how would their mother like that?" I asked
"Do you think that she would a.gree
'
For ns to hav both names while she had none?"
With the mystified, puzzled look of one
Wholly befogged, said my logical son,
"Their mother I Why, who is she?"
-Goor:! HOWlekeepinu.

The Death of a Good Man.
HORA.OE SEAVER.
The readers of the Corner will hav learned
ere this of the death of one of the world's
great, good men-Horace Beaver, for half
a century editor of the Boston In'IJestigator,
the oldest reform journal in this or any other
country.
Horace Beaver was a brave and honest
man. He was one of the noblest and kindesthearted men in the world. Tender, considerate, thoughtful for others, gentle and humane,
wise and patient under all circumstances,
toiling to bless his fellow-creatures, to lift
humanity to a higher plane of living and
thinking, he was one whose death is a serious
loss to his many friends and to the world at
large.
He sorrowed over the faults and frailties of
others, grieved over the bigotry and superstitions of society, and did his very best to
remove them. His gentle heart was moved
to pity at the sight of suffering, which he
endeavored to relieve to the best of his
ability.
He had great charity for the shortcomings
of others, and alway~ had a word of praise to
bestow wherever and whenever it was deserved. But for shams and hypocrisies he
had a righteous indignation and a keen denunciation.
He served humanity with a loyal zeal and
as royally as a king. The necessities of the
destitute and distressed were the prayers
that he answered with substantial aid.
Calling upon one occasion on a sick man in
indigent circumstances, he found a clergyman
praying at the bedside. After the minister
had taken his departure, Mr. Seaver approached the couch of pain, and taking the

emaciated hand of the sufferer, he said, "I
am not in the habit of praying as the friend
who just went out, but here is something
that may help to make your troubles a little
easier to bear," and a crisp banknote lay before the moistened eyes of the sick one. This
was the kind of praying that Mr. Seaver believed in.
On another occasion he was walking down
Washington street, in Boston, one snowy,
slippery day. The fire-bells sounded an alarm
of fire, and the engins came rushing along at
full speed. A little child was crossing the
street directly in the path of the speeding
engin. In another instant she would hav
been killed. Mr. Seaver saw at a glance the
danger, and at the risk of his own life he
snatched the child from a terrible fate. He
suffered an injury to his right hand by. his
brave and daring act from which he never
fully recovered. He felt, however, fully rewarded by the escape from sudden death of
the child, although he never knew, or sought
to know, her name or where she lived.
Such was the beautiful character of the
man whose
Actions just
Smell sweet ~nd blossom in the dust.
This lovely and noble life cannot be adequately described in words. It was a credit
and honor to all Liberal sentiment and to the
highest civilization of the times which his
pen and useful living helped to make. He
was modest in his manners, pure and chaste
in conversation, guileless in habits as a child,
and brave as a warrior in the cause of truth
and Universal Mental Liberty. He died as he
lived, a truthful, honest, self-respecting man.
There are few men who poesessed so many
virtues, and if he ha::l faults, they were un.
revealed to even his most intimate friends.
He has gone, but his many good qualities
are as fragrant as flowers, and the example
he has left behind will make good men and
good women of all who strive to follow it.

------~~.------S~.H.W.
A. Useful Nut.
The peanut is a useful product-much
more so, indeed, than people imagin. We
all know how extensivly it is eaten in its
roasted state, but therein, by no means, lies
the extent of its value. The nuts contain
from forty-two to fifty per cent of a nearly
colorless, bland, fixed ·oil, resembling oliv oil,
and used for similar purposes. The best is
obtained by cold expression, but a large
quantity of inferior oil is procured by heating
the seeds before pressing. It is a non,drying
oil, changing but slowly by exposure to the
atmosphere, and remaining fluid in a cold
several degrees below 32° Fahrenheit. It
contfl.ins, beside oleic and palmitic acids, two
other oily acids, which hav been called the
arabic and hypogeic, though it is doubtful if
they are really distinct. The. principal consumption of the oil is in soap-making. In
1883 Virginia began the manufacture of peanut flour, the result being a peculiarly palatable biscuit, while Georgia has long made
pastry of pounded peanuts.
The kernels roasted are largely used in the
manufacture of chocolate, while the amande
de terre, as has been shown, is used by the
confectioners. It is also eaten as a fruit and
roasted fgr coffee. The poor man's fruit, the
peanut, is capable of sustaining life for a long
t!me, owing to its peculiarly nutritiv qualities, the negroes using it alike in porridge;
custard, or as a beverage. Nor does its usefulness end here, for the vines form a splendid fodder, as good as clover hay, while hogs
will fatten on what they find in the fields
after the crop has been gathered. It is an
easy crop to raise. The demand for nuts has
treb'ed within the past few years, and the
supply has never yet equaled the dem11nd.
The quantity used in this country tnay be set
down at three million bushels.

Read "All In a Lifetime."
READERS, YOUNG AND OLD : Few persons of
seventy hav read more papers and books than
I, as I could read fluently at four years of
age, but did not go to school till thirteen and
not much since. It would astonish even me
to see together all the books I hav read, and
all this reading has, with the great book of
nature, taught me how little and also how
great I am-what a small space I occupy and
how short my life. I think I am a judge of
the best, highest, and most truthful books,
which, as far as they are truthful, are but
second-hand copies of nature, which includes
its highest department, human nature. A
book to benefit its readers must tell the truth
and describe nature, and especially human
nature, as it is. Its author must be pervaded
and dominated by a love of truth, liberty,

justice, and humanity. Such a book and such
an author are found in 11 All In a Lifetime." I lately borrowed it and read it with
great pleasure and interest. ·Its various and
different characters in contrast, good and
bad, high and low, wise and ignorant, noble
and degraded, truthful and false, Freethinkers and bigots, are most vividly portrayed
and described, and all the higher and lower
motivs, impulses, and attributes of humanity
are depicted faithfully and truly. Especially
does the author make emphatic and prominent the exalted character and divine persistence of human love. Reader, buy and read
this book. It will make you wiser, richer,
and better.
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
[We thank our kind friend for the above
unexpected indorsement of " All In A Lifetime." We would be very glad to dispose of
the copies still on hand, as well as our other
books. While thankful for past patronage,
we would respectfully invite a continuation
of the same.
In another column may be found a pathetic
poem from the pen of that sweet singer of the
West, Mrs. Finch. May the subject of the
poem never again feel neglected, forsaken,
and forlorn. The workers ia the field of
Freethought are not so many that we can
afford that even one should suffer from any
of the ills of life.-ED. C. C.]

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Dr. Joker: "Your dolly appears to b~ out
of sorts to-day, doesn't she?" Doll's mother:
"Well, I guess you'd feel out of sorts, too,
if you had all the sawdust spilled out of you."
Omaha teacher : "Can any of the class explain to me why the way of the transgressor
is hard?" Omaha spark: "I guess it's cause
it's traveled so much."
A little four-year.old cried as though his
heart was ready to snap asunder, says the
Cleveland Plaindealer. He wanted to visit
liis playmate, Eddie Small, who livs across
the way, and his mother wouldn't permit it.
"You mustn't go over to play with Eddie,
now, my dear," said the fond mother; "I
hav already told you that he has the measles,
and you're sure to catch them if you go near
him.'' The little fellow cried louder than
ever, and between sobs and tears the mother
heard him say: "I want to catch the measles,
ma, that's why I wan~ to go over." This
rather startling desire on the part of the
youngster led to curiosity, and when the
mother wanted to know what had made him
so ambitious, he replied: " I heard Eddie's
ma say that since Eddie catched the measles
she bought him lots of nice new playthings.
I want a drum and a baseball and rattle,
that's what I want. Please, mf1mma, let me
catch the measles."

It Would Not Work 'Iwiee.
A Trout which had been caught by an
Angler pleaded piteously for mercy. "You
see I am distended with spawn," it cried,
" and in a few weeks I shall deposit my
eggs, and these will bring you thousands of
trout. If you kill me all these will be lost."
The Angler turned a merciful ear to these
pleadings and placed the trout back in the
water.
A few months afterward the angler again
caught this Trout. It pleaded for mercy.
"I hav within me," it said, "the germs of
hundreds of trout, and these will all be lost if
you kill me."
The Angler, as he placed the trout in his
creel, replied: "Your pleading avails you
nothing. The return you offer me for my
investment is too far distant, and I may never
catch any of your young. Besides that, if I
were to listen t@ all your pleadings I should
always go home with an empty cree1."-~Vew
Y 01•k He1·ald.
--------~~~---------

How "Unele Sam" Got His Name.
The term came into use in the war of 1812,
and originated at Troy, N.Y. The govern.
ment inspector there was Samuel Wilson,
universally known as Uncle Bam. Whenever
he inspected supplies furnished the government he would brand them U. S;, meaning
United States, but, the abbreviation being
then new and not generally recognized, the
workmen supposed it to mean Uncle Sam,
the inspector. Afterward, the story got repeated and got into print, and from that time
the name has been facetiously applied to the
United States.
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lfoetrg.
The New Church Doctrin.
There's come a sing'lsr dootrin, Bne,
Into our ohnrch, to-daY;
These onr'ns words are what the new
Young preacher had to say :
That literal everlastin' fire
Was mostly in our eye;
That sinners dead, if they desire,
Can get another try;
He doubted if a warmer clime
Than this world oonld be proved ;
The little snip-I !ear some time
He'll get his doubts removedI've watched my duty straight an' true,
An' tried to do it well;
Part of the time kept heaven in view,
An' part steered clear o' hell;
An' now half of this work is naught,
If I mn9t list to him,
An' this 'ere devil I hsv fought
Was only just a whim;
Vain are the dangers I hav braved,
The sacrifice they cost;
For what fun is it to be saved
H no one else is lost 1
Just think !-Suppose when once I view
The heaven I've toiled to win,
A lot of unsaved sinneu, too,
Comes walkin' grandly in l
An' sots to home, same as if they
Had read their titles clear,
An' looks at me, as if to say,
"We're glad to see yon here!''
As if to say," While vou hav b'en
Bo fast to toe the mark,
We waited till it rained, an' then
Got tickets for the ark !•'
Yet there would be some in that crowd
I•d rather like to see :
l\1y poor boy Jack-it must be 'lowed
There was no worse than he !
I've always felt somewhat to blame,
In several different ways,
That he lay down on thorns o' shame
To end his boyhood's days;
An' I'd be willin' to endure,
If that the Lord thought best,
A minute's quite hot temperature
To clasp him to my breast.
Old Ca.ptain Barnes was evil'a sonWith heterodoxY crammed;
I used to think he'd be the one
If anyone was damned;
Still, when I saw a lot o' poor,
That he had clothed an' fed,
Cry desolately round his door
As soon as he was dead,
There came a thought beyond control,
That, in some neutral land,
I•d like to meet that scorched-up soul,
An' shake it by the hand.
Poor Jennie Willis, with a cry
Of hopeless, sad distress,
Sank snfiden down, one night, to die,
All in her ball- room dress ;
She had a precious little while
To pack np an' away;
She even left her sweet, good smile•Twas on the !aoe next day ;
· Her soul went off unclothed by even
One stitch of saving grace;
How could. she hopA to get to h :aven,
An' start from such a place 1
Bnt once, when :i: lay sick an' weak,
She came, an' begged to stay;
She kissed my faded, wrinkled cheekShe soothed my pain away;
She brought me sweet bonqnets of t!owers
As fresh as her young heartThrough many long an• tedious hours
She played a Christian part ;
An' ere I long will st1md aronn•
The singin' saints ap:10ng,
I•ll try to take some water down
To cool poor Jennie's tongue.
Bnt tears oan never quench my creed;
Nor smooth God's righteous frown,
Though all the preachers learn to read
Their Bibles upside down.
I hold mine right side np with care
To shield my eyes from sin,
An' coax the Lord. with daily prayer,
To call poor wanderers in ;
Bnt if the sinners won't draw nigh,
An• take salvation's plan,
I'll hav to stand an' see •em try
To dodge hell if they can.
-Will Carleton.

Obi~nary.
It is extremely painful to hav to record the
death of one of our useful members, W. H.
Alexander, who departed this life August
20th, aged sixty-five years. The thought of
his having to leave a devoted wife and family
behind was the only regret that marred his
happiness. He passed away as serenely as
a child that sleeps at its mother's breast. He
was conscious up to the last moment of his
life. The principles of Freethought not only
sustained him through life, but in the hour of
death they acted as a consoler. As I was informed by his beloved wife that he made the
particular request that I should speak at his
funeral, many times before he died and also
when he was well, that no preacher of the
gospel should be allowed at his funeral, his
wish was complied with. We also had the
president of the League, J. W. Shaw, to
speak at the funeral. He gave a very fine
address on the occasion. Our brother was a
Liberal in every sense of the word; no man

of any creed was the keeper of his conscience.
My experience with him the years that I had
known him was exceedingly pleasant. Would
that I could say the same of Christians that I
hav had dealings with. But, alas! they hav
cheated me, and then prayed to their imaginary God' for forgivness. We fully sympathize with the devoted wife and family in
their great loss, and hope they will emulate
him in living a good and useful life, so that
when their time shall come they may lie
down in peaceful slumbers as did their beloved departed.
To die, and pass away we know not where;
The world forgets ns ere we scarce hsv tied;
Yet shall our actions long survive ns hereGood deeds work blessings though their author's
dead.

Peace and respect be with his memory!
GEo. LONGFORD, Secretary.
Phiiadelphia, Aug. 23, 1889.
For the first time the Chicago Secular Union
has been called upon to mourn the death of
one of its members, not one hoary with age,
.who had "fought his fight," but one who
was as the morning sun, just peering forth in
promises of splendor, of noon-day glory,
promising to the human family that encouragement, warmth, vigor, and hope which
ever radiate from the brain of sympathetic
man.
A. E. Hutchinson, during the brief morning of his life, illustrated the golden depth of
truth in the passage, "The way to gain
friends, is to be one." In life he was not
·alone; his friends clustered about him, their
faces glowing with pride and love; and when
he arose, calm and sublime of feature, to
. measure swords with experienced and brilliant debaters, the enthusiasm of his friends
was ever made manifest, and he lacked not
the reward of their commendation and encouragement.
So in death his saddened young friends, with
many elderly ones, were united in effort and
love. Grouped together beneath the mournful
dark shadow of a common loss, with the
draped emblems of death on either side, they
stand as one, chastened by sorrow, enriched
by a depth of sweet and tender feelings,
"which from real affection grow."
One by one these friends step forward.
Young men who, but a little while since, were
heroically takhig part in fiery debate, now
advance with faltering step, tear-dimmed eye,
and tremulous tone, to pay the last fond
tribute to their departed friend. I assure
you, dear reader, it was a_scene long to be
remembered, a scene that would soften the
flintiest h_eart. In front of the -speakers was
a large oil painting of the deceased, and by
its side stood a "vacant chair," with a floral
pillow bearing the word "Peace," all draped
in mourning by loving fingers. The followin-g is a brief synopsis of the services : Song,
"Vacant Chair," Miss Flora Moore: Address
by Prof. James Milleson, president of the
Chicago Secular Union, who first opened the
services by stating the sad nature of the
meeting, and that it was improvised to take
the place of Mr. Hutchinson's lecture, "Great
Reformers, Past and Present," which was to
hav been delivered this very evening. Remarks were then made by Professor Milleson,
Mrs. Mattie Freeman, A. T. Wineman,
George Borst, Mr. Seymour Steadman, and
Alfred Schaffner. Mr. Henry Borst read a
poem.
AuGUSTA A. HoLMEs,
Secretary Chicago Secular Union.
Aug. 12, 1889.
Mr. E. L. Sanford died suddenly of congestion of the brain, July 17th. He was
born in Rootstown, Portage county, 0., 1832.
He enlisted as a soldier during the war in the
82d 0. V. I., and belonged to the A. H. Day
post, G. A, R. The A. H. Day post conducted the services at the funeral with military honors-the last tribute of respect over
a fallen comrade. Mr. Sanford has been an
earnest Secularist for several years, and has
been a willing worker in the cause of mental
emancipation from sectarian serfdom. Having thrown off the chains of slavery to priestcraft and accepted the scepter of self-control,
ever willing to labor for the success of the
Nine Demands, generously supporting the
lecturers in the field as they came to Kent,
always present with his influence directed in
favor of Secular ideas, he had the courage
to stand by his convictions and the manhood
. to defend his sentiments whenever they were
assailed by time-serving sycophants. And
he clearly saw the baneful influence of the
.soul-dwindling creeds as well as the sanctified
mockery of priestly dogmatism of the Christian religion. Mr. F. G. Reed, for whom he
worked for several years, says, " I never had
a more honest man in my employ." His

bereaved wife gave me a manuscript which
he wrote a short time before his death. The
language is mostly that of Dr. Felix Oswald.
I send it to you. You can publish any part or
all of it if you please. Peace "to his ashes.
Kent, 0., Aug. 10th. JosEPH HEIGHTON.
MR. BANFORD'S MANUSCRIPT.
Christianity has retarded the progress of
the human race by at least fifteen hundred
years. The fruits of science and social reform, which our descendants will reap in
fifteen centuries hence, might be enjoyed at
the present moment, if the last sixty genera.
tions had not wasted their time in disputes
.about the interpretation of idiotic dogmas,
and the attempt to gain the heaven of a future
world by despising the blessings of the present.
On the altar of her antinatural idol the
Christian church has sacrificed the lives of
eighteen millions of the noblest and bravest
of our fellow-men.
Two millions were butchered in the wars
against the freedom-loving children of nature,
the Saxons, the Sarmatians, aBd the pagan
Scandinavians; one million in the wars
against the Arian heretics; at least five millions in the seven larger and four smaller
Crusades.
·
'l'he extermination of the Spanish Saracens
reduced the population of the peninsula by
seven millions. One million was slaughtered
in the fifteen years' man-hunt .against the
Albigenses, the thirty years' war against the
Protestant prince~, the massacres of the
French Huguenots, the Waldenses, and the
insurgents of the Netherlands. A full million human lives were devoured by the Moloch
of the Holy Inquisition and the witch tribunals, which for nearly seven centuries
infested all the principal cities.of Christian
Europe. To this number we mig-ht add the
twelve million aborigines of the New World,
who in less than a century fell victims to the
insane fury of their Christian conquerors and
the unremitting persecutions of the Christian
Inquisition. Many of the Inquisitors were
men of spotless morality, and pitied the fate
of their victims, but their horrible creed left
them no choice.
The blood of thirty millions of our fellowmen cries out against the nature-hating fanatic
who inculcated the belief in the sinfulness of
our natural instincts, the guilt of skepticism,
and the possibility of satanic incarnations.
Christianity has turned whole nations of
freedom-loving men into slaves. The worst
tyranny that has ever oppressed the children
of this earth was perpetrated in the name of
the Christian God, and when the sources of
earthly misery were exhausted, the church
elaborated that dogma of a hell of eternal
and all but inevitable tortures which destroyed the last solace of the wretched as
well as the peace of daily life. Every-appeal
to common sense and mercy was punished as
a crime against the authority of an infallible
church; every atrocity was sanctioned that
would help to crush the instinct of free
inquiry, the dignity of manhood, the sense of
justice, the love of joy, freedom, and nature;
all amusements and all the joyous instincts of
the human heart, all the natural affections,
all social pleasures, were alike sinful.
The clergy looked on all comforts as sinful
in themselvs merely because they were comforts. The great object of life was to be in a
state of constant affiiction. Whatever pleased
the senses was to be suspected. It mattered
not what a man liked; the mere fact of his
liking it made it sinful. Whatever was natural was wrong. A man of sorrows became
a type of moral perfection. The cross, an instrument of torture, became the trade-mark
of the new religion. Beauty and harmony
was the oldest Grecian term for God's wonderful world; a vale of tears the favorit
Christian epithet.
Daily drudgery and daily self-denial are
still considered the proper sphere of a lawabiding citizen, and special affiiction a special
sign of divine favor. We do not think it necessary to alleviate the distress of the poor till
it reaches a degree that threatens to end it.
We enforce every child's right to liv and
become a humble tithe-paying Christian, but
as for its claim to liv happy we refer it to the
sweet by-and-bye. But the dawn of the day
of our deliverance bas already arrived, and
no one deserves his liberty who does not contribute his share to the emancipation of his
~ellow-men. The bigotry of a besotted fanatic
IB hardly more contemptible than the cautious
selfishness of the man who silently enjoys the
sweet air of freedom, while thousands of his
brethren sicken in the dungeon of antinaturalism.
The Agnostic and apathetic creed of science
must become a positiv religion. The energy
which we owe to the fear of disease should be
inspired by the love of health. Before the
end of this century the protest against the
enemies of nature should consummate its
triumph in a gospel of earthly happiness.
The religion of the future will dispense with
stakes and torture chambers. It will employ
no weapon but logic ; no inquisition but the
inquiry after truth. It will appeal to no
higher canon than the progressiv revelation
of science.
All the thinkers, discoverers, aud reformers
who were the enemies of religion will become
its missionaries. The path of its victory will
not lead over the trampled flowers of this
earth. The religion of nature will dispense
with miracles. It will heal the sick by teaching them to avoid the causes of disease. It
will help the poor by increasing their means
of self-help ; it will still their hunger after

happiness with better fare than litanies and
consecrated wafers. We may keep our altars·
but the priests of the future will not requir~
the sacrifice of our reason, of our freedom,
a~d our natural affections, and will not reject
an honest votary though he should decline to
hate his father and mother-yea, and his own
life. We shall worship our god in the temple
of nature, and if paradise can be regained we
shall try to enjoy it on this side of the grave.

Dr. Foote Revisits Salt Lake City.
From Dr. Foote's Health Montli.ll/.

Dr. Foote, Sr., would announce that he
contemplates making a brief visit to Salt
Lake City in October. In the spring of 1885,
it will be remembered by the readers of the
Health Monthly, we visited Salt Lake City for
the purpose of exposing and dislodging a pretender who was using the name of Dr. Foote,
Jr., and representing himself as the son of
Dr. E. B. Foote, gf New York. He had
established a large practice on the strength of
these misrepresentations, and it took several
weeks to collect such evidence as would lead
Judge Zane to grant an injunction restraining
this impostor from continuing to impose
upon the community in the way mentioned.
But the injunction came at last, and the
"Fraud Jr.," as we called him, precipitately
fled early one Sunday morning before honest
people were out oftheir beds. While in Salt
Lake City we met hundreds of our correspondents and patients of former times, and
formed many new friendships, which led us
to promis that we would some day repeat the
visit that proved so agreeable to us and so
beneficial to many. This time the trip will
be made more with a view to recuperation
and change than to business considerations,
but if those who would like to meet us there
would address us to that effect, we will keep
all such correspondents posted in regard to
our movements and appoint time and place
when and where we will see all friends, correspondents, and patients who may desire an
interview whether of friendly or professional
character. Professional interviews, as usual,
will be free, no fees being charged except for
medicins. 'fherefore, friends and readers of
publications in the West, write at once, those
of you who would like to meet Dr. E. B.
Foote, Sr., addressing your letters to 120
Lexington avenue, New York, and if no
unforeseen circumstance occurs to prevent
the contemplated visit you will be duly notified. All, indeed, in Utah and the adjoining
states and territories, who hav physical ailments which home skill has failed to relieve,
are invited to place themselvs in correspondence with us, and when we can appoint time
and place_ for interview we will notify by personal letter. We rarely leave home for recreation and scarcely ever on professional
business, the last time being in 1885, as already mentioned. Patients are visiting us
frem time to time at our office here in New
York from Utah, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona,
Wyoming, Colorado, Dakota, Montana, and
other Western states and territories, and
doubtless there are hundreds more who
would be pleased to hav the opportu_nity
for a personal consultation if it could be had
without a long and expensiv journey to New
York. To all such we send as greeting this
brief announcement. Send in your names
and addresses right away, or as early as possible, and you shall hav due notice when the
senior editor of this paper arrives in Salt
Lake City. Appointments for interviews can
be arranged by letter as already stated.
During the brief absence of the senior the
junior will ·be in charge of affairs at home.
The genuin Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., author of
"Health in the Sunbeam," "Radical Remedy
in Social Science," "Bacteria in their Relation to Disease," "Gynecology," etc., who
has been constantly engaged in professional
work with the senior since 1875-6, at which
time be was graduated from the Oollege of
Physicians and Surgeons in New York, is
well known to the readers of the Murray Hill
publications and our patients hereabouts.
He will be assisted by Dr. L. Cohn, who for
fifteen years has had charge of the German
department in Dr. Foote's office, and by Dr.
Hubert T. Foote, brother of the junior, who
is at the himd of the sanitary bureau .. 'In
such hands no one is likely to suffer in the
temporary absence of Dr. Foote, Sr.
·
THE
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The Naturalist on the :River Amazon.
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Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

'

For sale at this office.
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BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their paiJera
.weofferanewstyleofliinder,
two~J
made for the purpose, and
'
,,
· ·with the heading of THE
l
Bi.TRUTH BEEKER printed in
I·~~!!JI!I~!!!:II!IIJig_;old l~tters on the outside.
-"'
ThlB bmder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file Without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail, post12_ai«h for 11.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf.
·
2S·Lafayette PJ., New York.
r' ·

: [i;..,.....,r=.·

:,

SAKVA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
'l'eachiDgs.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner cH Light "
" Religio-Philosophical J onrnal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
·
Extra Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

2. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and influence. By Rev. JOHN W. CHADWICK.
Joa!: and
a. SOLA.R AND PLANE'rARY EVOLUTION:
Progress: Its Law and Cause. With
.-ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
ocoer D1~qnisit\on~. 2 books in 1 vol.
.75
rr J1e Genesis of Science.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
Tlte Factors of Organic Evolution.
Sunday and the ~abbath. "A law
2 books in 1 vol.
. 75 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: Bow life
regulatin&" human conduct on the Sabbath is
begins. By Jl1r. WILLIAM PoTTS·
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.
SELECT WORKS OF RIOHA.RD A. PROCTOR, 6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
F.R.A..B.
of zoological evolution. By D ·. RossiTER The False Teaching of the ChrisRAYMOND
Light Science for Leisure Hours.
tian Church.
"The Thirty-nine
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiqFamiliar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Articles of the Christian ohuroh are thirtyuity, growth By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
nine poor; broken-down opinions." 10 oents.
Hereditary 'fraits, and other Essays.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and deMiscellaneous Essays.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
lopment. By Dr. .I:! OBERT G. EccLES.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshopAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to underNotes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscel'
28 Ll<faYette Plaoe. Naw York.
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado
laneous Essa YB.
beetle !" Price, 10 oents.
6 b~oks in 1 vol. .
• 1.50
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
SELECT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON CLIFFORD, F.R.A.!i.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
OR
Seeing and 'l'hinking.
Price, 5 cents.
The Scientific Basis of Morals, and
DANCER
AHEAD.
Temperance
and the Bible. 5 cents.
f·t,hPr- iissavf'.
Conditions of Mental Development, and
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
ot.hel~ E8~a:vP.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Was Jesus Insane'l Price, 10 cents.
'flte Un~een Universe, and the PhilosoCannot be a Good Citizen of
Ph" of the Pure Sciences.
this Republic.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Cosmic Emotion: Also the TeacJtings
Church. Price, 5 cents.
of Science.
B:y A. ;J. GROVER.
5 books in 1 voJ.
1.25
SELECT WORKS OF EDW. CLODD, F.R.A.B.
J.D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
Price, paper, 40 cents.
The Childhootl of U.eligion.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
The Birth aml Growtli of .Myth,
The Btble-WIJat Is IU A pam'l'he ChildJwotl of the World.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
• 1.00
3 books m 1 vol.
,
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correot in all its
BELECl' WORK"! OF TH. RIBOT,
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgeutterances. Price, 25 cents.
Translated trom the F:en~h· b!l J. Fltzoerala, M.A.
hammer Logic un,nrpassed." 8ro, 833pp,, Studies in 'llteology. A clear exposisilk cloth, $3.
tion of tbe biblical story of man's creatJon
'The Diseases of Memor}'.
Universe Analyzed and theDevil'sDeand curse, tbeologically denominated "the
'l'he Diseases of the
fall."
Price, 10 cents.
The Diseases of Personality.
fense. A thorough analysis of the Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
1.00
3 books in 1 vol.
claims for the existence of the Bible Deity,
negativ and e.ffirmativ standpomt, showing
THE MILKY WAY.
and an examination in verse of the charges
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf
generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 ill us.
By Cotmille F1ammarion.
Spf~itu~li~~l.snstained.
This work - - - - - - - - - . - - .- .
The Romance of Astronomy. By R.
goes not EO far to sustain Spiritualism as to
ICotlley M1ller, M.A.
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny'
The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena,
ing
the alleged truths of that philosophy.
its Oondition. By Nathan T. Carr, LL.D.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
By L. Fl&UERBACII.
8 books in 1 vol.
• 1.00
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Translated from the German. O!oth, 12mo, 75pp.;
POLITICAL SCIENCE.
50 cts.
Physics and Politics. An application
of the principles of Natural tlcienoe to
The
truth-teller
is
ill-mannered, therefore imPolitical Society. By W~lter Bagehot,
moral.-Ezt?"act.
author of .. The En~t. c~nRtitntion," and
BJ'
Edward
Bellamy,
History ofthe Science of PoJitics. By
Address THE TRUTH 8EEKEB Co.
Frederick Pollock. 2 books 1n 1 vol.
. .75 Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
THE L!ND QUEfEION.
Argument by R. G. IngersoH
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
The History of landholding in Eng.
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
IN THE
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
land. By Joseph Fisher,F.H.l:l.S.;and
· The apPeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
Historical Sketch of the 11istribution
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his selof Laml in .t~ngland. By William
fishness.-[Boston Post.
FOR
Lloyd Birbeok, M.A., 2 books in 1 vol.
.75 I A snll"gestion of a really praotioable and feasi·
ble so01al state greatlY in advance of the present.
MISOELl.ANEOUB.
The romantic narrativ is rioh in its forecast of
·aetna! vossibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
The Mystery of Matter, and The PhilosAt Morristown, New Jersey.
ophY Of JgnO"'A,llC...,; au~l
.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
StenOI}raphtcall?J
reportea, ana revtsed bU the au·
The Essential Nature of :Religion. By
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
thor.
,J, •\llansou l'icton. 2 bookd 1u 1 vo!.
• .75
Handsome Bvo, 86 pp .. beautiful typo, fine paper.
Science and Crime; and
ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS.
Prioe, oloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents, or
Science and Poetry, with other Essays.
$2 per dozen.
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable
Bv Andrew W1lson, .F.B.B.E.
onslaughts
on
Christianity.
.
Addresr THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2 books in 1 vol.
.
.
7
·
a
Price,
10
cents.
[Cimtinuea in next column.]
2e Lafayette PI •• New York
.60

L. K. Washburn's Works.

ROMAN ISM,

575
'i"Jlc ~orum.
Ohioago Secular Union meets every Bnnday
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madiso- street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.
Philadelphia Liberal League 21>1'
meets every Sunday in Industrial Ball, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and·
free discussions on religious and social question F
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'1'rnth
Beekervnblioationsalwayson hand at oheap ratEs

o.,

The Secular Society o:f Kent,
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS B:i!:IGIITON, Seo.

The Itraultattan Liberal Club,N.Y
Meets every Friday evenin!l, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

o.,

Akron,
Freethought Union.
The Akron Freethonght .Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Ball of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock:
TIJe :Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every SundaY at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
Minn. J. F. MACOMBER, Pres.; CHAS. LoWND,Seo
Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Church, a
10 30 A._M .. Free discussion on all Liberal subjectP
tlubscnptwns to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Invesli
gator· are solicited.
R. G. t:!MITH, Oor. tleo.

D5AMONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, test
and comvare my goods and prices with those of
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi:ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract th!\
cash in full will be refunded any time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory, No other dealer will do it
None will sell as cheap. Carrying a large stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business.
on smallest possible expeme, you will po•itivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardrqps, worth $600, for
$400; Pms, Rmgs, Eardrops, Studs, Hair Orna
menta, Pendants, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
f200, for $140; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth $40, for $3U; do,, worth $30.
for $22; do_, worth f20, for $15. Yon can wear these
goods daily for one year, It will not cost you a
cent. If in the mean time you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your cash in full.
Selections sent to responsible parties on ap
proval; to any banking-house or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

The "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finelv adjnsted to heat and oold
patent regulator, Bnqnet hair-snring, beantifn
double-paneled dial. and all modern improve
menta Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it I In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce coin sil
ver case, $23.ro; five•ounce, $25; six-ounce, i27. In
open face. be•t filled gold case, $27; hunting, $!!3
do., Louis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat 8olid gofd,
$50 to $!50. Bent pl'Eipaid, and cash refunded if
not satisfactorY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

-WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus im Impostor? A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moder11
times. 1eo pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of F1·ee
thought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; Ol'
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Mose
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. l:locrates, Buddha, and Jesus
5 eta. Christianity a Degrading Reljgion. 5 cts
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 cts.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt
E. C•• Lon1on. En~r.

Col. Kelso's Works.

'"·ill.

Essence of R. ehgion

LOOKING BACKWARD
•

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOlDS
"BLASPHEMY,"

I

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conclnsivlr that there was no Christ
crucified unrler Pontins Pilate, but that tbe
real Jesus, the illegitimate ~on of Mary by Joseph
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for ~orcery about
75 years B·C· Cloth, 446 pages, with full Index
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at thi
office.

P

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravinllSOf this celebrated naturalist.
2X15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 oents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

u

-----------------

W.

S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disconrse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and wil
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. .It is a verY
9.ble paper, and deserves Wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which yon ha'l'
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should bo highly commended. Therefore
I take f!:reat pleasure in recom:tnending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-government.J.J.MoCabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

'.I'HE 'rRUTH SEEKER~ SEPTEMBER 7, 1889.
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WORLD'S SAGES,

THINKERS, CODS AND

REL.IC~Of.JS

OF

AND REFORMERS.

.!NCIENT A.ND MODERN TIMES.

Biographies of 800. of the Leading Philosophers,
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inTeachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Foun<lers of
cluding Jehovah, Satltn, the Holy Ghost,
New Schools of Thought, Eminent ScienJe!na Christ, Vir.~rin Mary, and the Bible.
tists, etc. (who were not. Christians),
Svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from the time of Menu to the presthe Relhdous Systems of the World.
ent. Bvo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
Svo, 957Pp. Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50,
2 vols.,$5; leather, $7; moTHE latest estimate of New York's populaBY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt. edges, $8.
tion is 1,755,610, besides 400,000 who go in
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
00.,
and out of town daily.
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
DR. CRONIN'S murderers are being tried.
Tm: Kuightg of L'lbor
----·
continue to dwindle.
THE population of London has just been
reckoned at 4,351 738. ln 1841 it was 1,870,000; in 1801, 880,000.

=----==---=
----

-

-------·--------====--·"---

A RHOEN'r earthquake
at J ap~m killed forty perS0ns.
THR striking miners in
Illinois ara suffering terribly.

-=.-.,...

·---

IN science, whim fac.ts and theory do not agree,
the theory is at ouce and without hesih!lion rojected. In theology this is impossib!e. The fundamental theory, that God is man-like, ia contained in a miraculous revelation. Tonob that
with the hand of critici~m, and theology ceases to
exist. Hence the origin of the theological dogma;
that of all virtues faith is the greatest, and that
of all sins doubt is the most
fatal. "He that believeth
and is baptized shall be
saved; and he that believeth not shall be damned."
In theology thia 1·esource
for getting rid of a difficulty
by labeling it a" mystery,"
and so putting it on one
side, is a Vf>ry necessary
one. -John Wilson, M.D., in
Science, Theology and Etl<ics,

WHEN men, whether from
policy or pious fraud, set
up systems of religion incompatible with the word
or works of God in the cr<ation, and not only above,
but repugnant to human
comprehension, they were
under the necessity of inventing or adopting a wor<l
tu11t should serve as a bar to
to all questions, ir.quiries,
aud speculations. The word
mystm·!l answered this pur-

THE Montuila forest
fire3 were put out by
rains.
'fm:m: is indignation
at the arrest of Justice
Field.
THE Arkansas cotton
crop is being injured ·by
worms.
CuBAN banditti are kidnapping and r o b bing
planters.
CoUN'rERFEIT sliver dollars are troubling Grand
Forks, Dak.

pose.-Paine.

IT is not in our power to
jndge as we will. The judgment is carried along necessarily by the evidence,
real or seeming, which appears to us at the time.Reia.

A. PNEUMATIO system of
collecting letters will be
tested at New York.

THE brain thinks without
a>king our consent ; we believe, or disbelieve, without
au effort of the will. B-lief
is a result, h is the dfect
of evidence upon tbe mind.
The scales turn in spite of
him who watches. There is
no opportunity of being
honest or dishonest in the
formation of an opinion.
The conclusion is entirely
independent of desire. We
must believe, or we must
doubt, in spite of what we

TYPHOID f C V e r and
similllr diseases are ap.
pearing at Johnstown.
- - -.. . __

TnERK are two copies
of a newspaper regularly
issued for each person in
the world.
JoHN L. SuLLIVAN is
out on bail till the motion
for a new trial is decided

j

SISERA

Sisera lighted d·mn off his chariot and fled away on his feet.-Judge3 iv, 15.

wioh.-lngarsoll.

AN elevated city railroad will be buiH at St. i'
Loub by New York capitalists.
i

ftlds ll1(d ~nds.
BRAZIL is rapidly coming to the front as a; . "
. .. .
· 1 a d a ri ultural country
CouRTROOM lilgn : Do not shoot the JUdiCiary,
'

r

commcrcli1 n
g c
·
1they are doing the best they can."
THE wheat crop in Minnesota and Dakota i WHENEVER tJouble arises in the church choir
will reach 85 000 000 .or 90 000 000 bushels, I ever.ybody simply takes his chants.- Washington

. .' '

FLEETH.

' '

I

Capttal.

the best m SIX years.
VrsiTING minister: "W.hat kind of people are
SROOND ADVENTISTS DOW in camp near~· those MacWaggo_ns ?" Slimly: "Oh, they hav
Springfield, Maes., predict the end of the , the largest B1ble m the whole town."
world October 6th or 7th.
\ PRoFEssoR: "What greatartmilstevery clergy, m"'n master before he can succeed T" Smart
.
.
THE Brotherhood of Locomotlv Engmeers atudent: "The art of conce&ling his ignorance."
may yet form part of a federation of all classes
ST. FEtEs: "I do not recognize yon. What is
of railroad employees.
that bundle under yeur arm?" Mortal: "Only
THE archbishop of Cologne, while on a late the earth. I - " St. Peter: ''Walk right in,
Mr. Gould!"
visit to Remscheid, Westphalia, was insulted
.
ned
by
a
mob
of
anti-Catholics.
CoL_oNEL f:HEPA:B~ (gnthusi·,atically): "Can't
0
d
t
an S
\an ed1tor be a Ohr1shan T" -'fail ana Express rEadAT Huntsville Ark., the Rev. Mr. Nickens ers (wearily): '·Yes; but every Christian can't
was arrested f~r the murder of another lni an editor:•-Puck.
preacher, but escaped on the way to jail.
REFINED cruelty: By the ancient l<J.ws of Hungary, a man convicted of bigamy was condemned
PoisoNINGS by eating icc-cream in which to liv with bot.h wives in the eame house. The
poison has been accidentally evolved in the crime was, in consequence, (Xtr.emely rare.
Cusrol!IER: "How much time do you giv meT"
manufacture, are not infrequent this summer.
Tailor: "None, sir. I never giv any credit.''
'fnE Portuguese government will establish "How's that?" "Until recently I was editor of a
a Catholic colonization mission a.t Lake Ny- religions weel!.ly."-Clothtel' ana F'urnisher.
SAYS a correopondent: "Our little boy said,
asm, a point in Ventral Africa opened up ~y
while reciting to his mother,' The Lord is my shep.
Stanley.
·
herd; I shall not want. But I've got him; and I
IT is estimated that there are in London do wltnt a pony, and lots of things besidee.'"
314,000 persons wholly dependent on casual
A BINGER who sang in the choir
labor, and nearly 1,000,000 who never go inAsked the leader a rival to foir,
And when he refused
side of a church.
She so roundly abused
AT Brooklyn the Council of American MeHim he forced her her&elf to retoir.
chanics has requested the board of education
-Boston Courier.
to fly the American flag on every public
'TWISTED BIBWRY.-Sunday.school teacher:
"Now, Johnny Hapgood, it's your turn. What did
school on school days.
hia father do when the prodigal son returned T"
Tm: proposed estftblishment by the national Jolmny (who can't help reading the sporting edigovernment of a college to top off our school tions of the daily press) : "Please, sir, he jumped
system, is censured as an unwise approach on his neck and kissed him."-Puck.
to centralization of education.
FATHER: "Tommy, I hear you havbeen fishing
on the Lord's day. I shall see that yon are seA BAND of briganrls has been terrorizing verely punished." Tommy: "Well, pa, you alMacedonia, which, upon capture, was found ways said, 'Spare the rod and spoil the child,' so I
to include several priests, a Greek Archi- used the rod all day Ion g down to the river.
Seems so I can't please you, nohow."-Kearne!l
mundrite, and the superior of a monastery.
Bn!erp1·tu.

THERE are reports from several places of
local efforts to introduce the coi:iperativ system of labor. A body of carpenters in Lowell
is ready to take coi:iperativ contracts in that
line of trade.
TnE strike of dock-hands at London is
alarming. Business is largely stopped, and
violence is feared. The number out is 150,000. Sentiment is growing in favor of placing the docks in municipal control.

ToMMY : "My father is a church-member."
Johnny: "So's mine." Tommy: "But my
father says your papa ain•t, 'coz he don•t never
come to church nor put nothin• in the collection
box." Johnny (bravely): "Well, my papa. is an
honorary member, and honorary members don't
cbipin.''
"I DON'T believe you hav baen to the Sundayschool. You've been in swimming. Yout· hair is
wet and your trousers are hmdpart foremost."
"Well, you see, mar, I was runnin' so hard ter
Sunday-school that my head got all wet wid per-

I'oR sixteen centuries Christianity had opportu·
spiration and then I feil down, and I was going so
nity !o show its power .in Europe, but it was only
fast I turned over in my trousers."
wh<ln tlw printing press got to wol'k and scholars
ONCE a lady who had been disappointed in love circulated a kno"' ledge of the laws of nature tha$wrote with a diamond ring upon a window pane society made •ny marked or rapid advanoe.-Roll·
the following line: "God made man upright, and m·t C• .A dams in Pioneer Pith.
he-" Here tbe sentence stopped. A gentleA GREATER number of those atrocious actions
man, chancing to see it aftErward, added to
it the following:-" might hav remained so, but which fill the mind of man with astonishment and
horror, occurred in the history of the Middle Ages,
he created woman, and abe -"-Texas Sifting~.
than in that of any period of the same·extent in
A LITTLE fellow whose firth birthday is at hand the annals of Europe.-Robertson's surveil or the
State
of Europe.
heard the question of a newcomer, "How old is
that infant?" His reply waa : "She ain't old at
THE Piimitiv tendency or instinct of mankind is
all; she has just begun." After he had seen the
infant he said to his mother: "Mamma, that to assimilate all the agencies which they perceive
in
nature, to the onlY one of which they are dibaby had her hair cut in heaven, I suppose they
thought she would not be strong enough to walk rectly conscious, their own voluntary activity,
Every object which seems to originate power, that·
to the barber's."
is, to act without first being visibly acted upon, to
A LITTLE tot, before tumbling into her nest the communicate motion without having received it,
other night, offered her slumber prayer as fol- th~y suppose to pooseaslife, consciousness, will.JoiLn Stum·t Mill,
lows:
Now I lay me down to sleep,
MAN, in his ignorance, suppoeed that all pheI pray the Lord mr EOul to keep.
nomena were produced by some intelligent
If I should die before I wake
powers,· and with direct reference to him. To
<I wouldn't die for a hundred dollars)
I pray the Lord my soul to take.
preserve friendly relations with these powers was,
-New Bearora stanaara •. and still is, the object of all religions.-Ingerso!l.
"How the world was made " is being discussed
THE press is the best instrument for enlightenin a scientific magazine. We know. TheY got all
ing the mind of man, and improving him as a rathe cash subscriptions along the line they could,
tional, moral, and social being.-T/wmas Jefftrthen bonded so muoh as they could build with son.
that money for all tl)e rest of us, watered tbe
BRED light, not blood.-Inuersoll.
stock like a deluge and rushed it through before
anybody coulo g&t out an injunction. Then the
A MAN can consume sugar {carbon), take in
English came along and got hold of it, as usual.water, and breathe air, and the resultant force,
Broolavn EagliJ.
when acting through his physical form, may turn
MODERN SUPERSTITIONS ABOUT GEMS,
the crank of an electric dynamo which converts
Possession of numerous large diamonds insures his work into electricity, which may appear as
heat in one place, as power in another, as light in
the owner against immediate want.
The presentation by a 2'entleman to a lady of a another, and as sound in another. Parallel : A
fine ruby, set in a ring, gin promis of an ateam engin and boiler may consume sugar or
coal (both carbon), take in water and air, and the
early marriage.
Oval pieces of finely polished crystal improve the resultant force, acting through the form called an
en gin, can turn the dynamo, and produce the same
vi2ion.
A Rhinestone threatens the wearer's friends with identictd results. And if either form or machine
be wfficiently impaired; or the supply of either
imposition and deceit.
The ownership of a fine, large, pure sapphire in· the air, water, or carbon be shut off, they both
alike come to a stop.-Pror. C. L. Ha.9kell.
dioates clear discernment.
To leave a very fine fire opal in the hands of an
I HOLD that the human body, like all living
uncle, means misfortune if notpoverty,-Jeweler's bodies, is a machine, all the operations of which
Weekl!/.
•
will sooner or lRter be explained on phy1ical PrinSoME UNANSWERED QUESTioNs.
ciples. I believe we shall sooner or later arrive at
Whether there are more g 1·ali.t or small people in a mechanical,quivalent of consciousness, just as
the world.
we hav arl'ived at a mechanical equivalent of heat.
At what precise point in life a man ceases to be -Huxley.
middle-aged.
IF slavery was a crime in Egypt, was it a virtue
, When :ron make your first, your greatest, and in Pa-lestine 1 Did God treat t.he Canaanites bet•
your last mistake in life.
ter than Pharaoh did the Jews T Was it right r9 r
How Shakspere could hav been so well informed Jehovah to l<ill the children of the people because
without taking a newspaper.
of Pharaoh's sin 1 Should· the peasant be punWho is the most important and who the least ished for the king's crime T Do you not know that
important person in your neighborhood.
the worst thing that can be said of Nero, Caligula,
How so many people can be satilofied with them- and Commodus is· that they resembled the Jehoselvs when they are entirely different from ua.
V8h of the JewR? After all, was not Bf!cchus·
Whether a hundred years hence George Wash· good as Jehova,t,? Is it not better to drink wine
iugton o~ some baseball he1·o will appear the than to shed L!ood? Was there anything in tho
more glonous character.
worship of V6nus worse than giving captured
Why there are not even more of the famous maidens to aatisfy the victor'slnatT Did "Mam·
theological critics, seeing it is so easy to become a mon" or Moloch do anything more infamous than
1
famous theological critic.
o establish slavery T-lnuers n.
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INJUSTICE OF THE CHRISTIAN SCHEME OF SALVATION.

would endear it to the affections of many
now alienated from its teachings and prestige,
and would do much toward creating a general desire for the restoration of its temporal
A.i!J Eve remarked to Adam : "The fall has
power.
come."
THE Peace convention just closed at MysOUR pulpits under the new order of. things
tic, Conn., resolved: "That we build a peace
are fast becoming arenas for the display of
temple to be used for lectures, conventions,
scientific skepticism and Agnostic argumen-·
schools, etc., wherein shall be taught the
tation instead of religious instruction and
principles of arbitration as a substitute for
comfort.-Helrrew Standard.
war and a settlement of all difficulties;" and:
THE Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke asks in the "That an application be made to the state
Presbyterian, " Why should we retain in our legislature of Connecticut for $10,000 to aid
creed what none of ·Us believe, what all our in this building, and that our members and
teachers of theology reject, and what serves friends be solicited to contribute for this puronly to bring reproach upon our doctrine posG."
among them that are without?"
REv. BYRoN F. SUNDERLA.ND, D.D., of
A. H. P.&T.ERs's paper in the Forum on Washington, D. C., a Presbyterian, and a
" The Extinction of Leisure," is a oat sug- member of the American Sabbath Union, in
gestiv one. By leisure he means not "slug- a sermon preached in Washington city, and
gardliness or inaction, but choice of action. printed in the (Jhristian Statesman of June
• • . With no leisure there can be no in- 27, 1889, said: "Nations and kingdoms are
telligence, and without intelligence democracy to be the servitors of the church, with its
cannot exist." The paper is a plea for such Bible, its sanctuary, and its Sabbaths. Hua wholesome mean of activity and leisure as man governments and races and generations
shall conduce to a life most full and free.
are to be the enginery and the apparatus, the
forces and influences through which the
A LoNDoN dispatch reads : Cardinal Lavi- church shall ascend to dominion over the
gesa, it is understood, will shortly appeal, in
world, and those nations and kingdoms tLat
the name of the holy father, Leo XIII., to
refuse this grand service to the church of GGd
the nations of Europe to purchase from the
shall perish and be utterly wasted."
Infidel defilers the holy city of Jerusalem,
GovERNOR MELLKTTE has issued the follow.
and as· :much of its surroundings as will be
necessary to form a small province, to be for- ing proclamation: "I, Arthur C. Mellette,
ever independent and to guarantee its integ- governor of the territory of Dakota, by virtue
rity. If successful, this victory for the cause of the authority vested in me by section 12 of
of civilization, it is considered by the cardinal· the schedule of the constitution ado:tJted by
a~d Pope Leo, would be the greatest triumph the constitutional convention of North Daever achieved by the C~tholic church, and kota at Bismarck, Aug. 17, 1889, do hll"llby

Jlolts and QJlippings.

call an election by the people of the proposed
state of North Dakota on the first Tuesday in
October, 1889, for the purpose of electing the
state, legislativ, judicial, and county officers,
as provided for in said constitution, and for
the purpose of voting upon the adoption or
rejection of article 20 of the constitution, entitled 'Prohibition,' which is submitted as a
separate proposition; and also to vote upon
the adoption or rejection of the constitution."
ATTENTIV observers of religious life in
Germany discern a singular phenomenon
which is assuming more and more alarming
proportions. On the one hand, statistics·
show that the ecclesiastical habits are far
from being lost, so far as concerns participation in traditional acts and ceremonies. On
the other hand, almost everywhere there are
complaints of notable diminution in church
attendance. Many churches in the towns and
in the countries are three-quarters empty. At
Berlin, where there are only forty-seven
churches and twenty-seven chapels, with fifty
thousand seats for a Protestant population of
nearly one million, the church service is very
little attended. People go to the cathedral to
hear the fine music and see the emperor.
When the liturgical service is over there is a
considerable exodus-more than half the congregation goes away.-Harper's Magazine.
A oA.LOULA.TION of the prospectiv population of this country one hundred years from
now is very interesting. Our population in
1750 was 1,260,000. At the end of thirty
years, in 1780, it had reached 2,945,000. At
the end of thirty years more, the lifetime of
a generation, 1810, it stood at 7,239,881. In
the course of another generation, or in 1840,
it was 17,069,~3. At the present time the

figures run up to the neighborhood of 65,000,000. If this ratio of increase is a fair basis
for prediction we shall hav at the time when
the ten-year-old boy of to-day shall be forty
years of age, in 1920, something like 160,000,000 of people in the United States, and
when that man of forty reaches his Reventieth
birthday, 1950, we shall hav close upon 400000,000. That man's son, who will be in
" the youth of his old age" in 1990, one hundred years from now, will be the citizen of a
republic with a population of more than
1,000,000,00.0.
THE First Presbyterian Church of Erie,
Pa., recently called a Canadian minister to be
its pastor. They were notified that if their
new pastor came, it would be in violation of
the contract-labor laws. The Catholic University at Washington has recently made arrangements for the importation of a faculty
from Europe, and the managers feared that
their professors would be prohibited by these
laws. But great is the power of Catholicism
with the government, and the authorities
ruled that a liberal construction of the laws
would be made and the Catholic professors
admitted. We hav no particular affection
for this law, but we hold that no discrimination should be made between Catholics and
Presbyterians. The so-called American Catholic University is thoroughly foreign in its
character, and might just as well be located
in Rome. It will not be American in any
sense. And way its foreign professors should
be hired and brought over here, while a
Presbyterian church cannot hav the same
privilege, is one of the questions this government must answer.-Hartjilrd Christian Sec.
retary.
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fommunications.
On the War Path.
At Johnstown there was a whole family :floating on
a raft, singing "Nearer, My God, to ~hee." ·While
they were singing the raft struck a big tree. They
threw up their hands, there was a wild shriek, and
their connection with the scenes in life was severed
forever.
·
Oh what a lesson ! Oh, what a merciful God ! Oh,
what~ deluded people! Always trusting in God, only
to find that he never comes to their relief in the hour
of danger. Instead of showing his loving kindness,
his acts are often treacherous. Instead of showing
mercy, his acts are many times most brutal.
The guilty club that owned the lake and heeded
not the frequsnt warning in regard to the insecurity
of the dam was spared. The most deserving and
heroic of all, who rode before the rolling wall of
water warning the people to :flee for their lives, was
overtaken and swallowed up by the :flood.
God has always been addicted to such freaks. He
saves a sneak and kills a hero. He prospers the vile,
and suffers the moat humane and deserving to liv in
poverty and rags.
These considerations ought to teach us that we liv
in a world of law ; that the God which Christians
prate so much about is as powerless as a corpse, and
as unable to bless or to curse as a shadow is.
In Johnstown they are holding outdoor meetings,
and priest and minister are trying to make the people
believe that God is merciful and their only friend,
and that they ought to be thankful to him. It
would seem impossible for intelligent men to teach
such bald-headed absurdity. To tell a poor woman
who has been stripped of everything she holds dear
-husband, chi.1dren, and friends-that she ought to
feel thankful to God is to outrage every human feeling and spit in the face of common sense.
Is it any wonder that such bigots should persecute with fire and sword those who differ from
them 1 Woe, woe, to the day when the government
shall be trusted to their keeping ! How can it be
expected that such men can recognize the rights
of those who differ from them?
And here and there, as up the crags you spring,
Mark many rude-carved crosses near the patn ;
Yet deem them not devotion's offeringThese are memorials frail of. murderous wrath;
For wheresoe'er the shrieking victim hath
Poured forth his blood beneath the assassin's knife,
Some hand erects a cross of moldering la-th ;
And grove and glen with thousand such are rife
Throughout this purple land, where law secures not life.
This picture of lawlessness was true of every
Christian country during the Dark Ages, and is true
of some now; and there are many who do not see
that the "Blare" bill is the first step toward making
it true of this.
You, Mr. "Blare," are to be privileged to build as
many churches as you can pay for. Nobody must
stint you in regard to the bight of the steeples;
make them pierce the skies if you desire. You are
to be privileged to keep the Sabbath as holy as you
please. But you must not use my money to support
your churches without my consent. Nor must you
compel me to observe the Sabbath after your fashion.
In order to enjoy your rights you must not curtail
mine. Isn't this fair, Mr. "Blare'" When you are
allowed to hav everything your own way, why compel me to do as you say~ After these terrible calamities, if you still believe God is good, you hav a right
to- say so. If I think you are a great fool, I hav an
equal right to say that. I am in favor of religion,
but it is the religion of humanity, the religion of justice, of honesty, a mind-your-own-business religion.
But Christians hav never been satisfied with the
religion of equal rights. Think as I think, do as I
say, or you will offend God, and hell will be .the consequence. To one who has reasoned far enough to
see that no system of religion should giv one man
privileges which are withheld from another, it seems
strange that superstition sh011-ld so blind men that
they will try to compel others to keep step to their
music. But there are but few who really consider
how the human mind can be warped by hundreds of
years of training.
I am informed that a remnant of the cliff dwellers
has been discovered. They are described as a
cautious, timid, bashful, retiring people. Suppose
that many centuries ago these people were overpowered, pursued, and persecuted by superior numbers and tactics. To evade their enemies they built
their homes far up in the cliffs. This fear, this timidity, after the lapse of many generations, has become indelibly stamped upon the character. Under
the best system of training this peculiar feature of
timidity will characterize this people for many generations. And it shows how much we are the creatures of the circumstances of the long-ago.
In view of this fact, it is no wonder that the
lessons of nature are lost on a Christian. We are
to-day battling with the effect of lessons taught by
and to the ignorant of three thousand years ago.
These calamities of flood and fire ought to enable

us to see how pernicious it is to teach, to the young I These Sunday excursions ~nd r~creations deplete
especially, that God will protect them in the hour of their churches, and there IS a httle money spent
danger. They should be taught that they must de- which . does not reach the pockets of these pulppend upon their own foresight and precaution. Self- heade~ dugongs.
.
reliance is the proper lesson · the gods never can be
It IS not the morals of the people about wh10h
depended upon.
'
they are so much concer~ed, but the lo~s oJ prestige ·
It is interesting to read the sermons on the Johns- and pow.er and profit whtch gravels their ktdn.eys.
town disaster. One minister sees the hand of God
All this cry about the morals of the people IS mere
in it and tells· you just where you may see it. cant and bosh. When. they make such pretensions,
Another one says: ''Yes, the band of God was in it," ~o tell plain truth they lie. The_ more _t.hey are stu~
but not where the other one saw it. Still another ted, and the more carefully thetr motivs are scrutisays God had nothing to do with it. Poor God, how niz~~ by the. close obs~rver, ~he more hollow and hypridiculous your friends make you appear!
ocnttcal thetr pretens10ns wtll appear. The closer I
A minister in Rochester preached a sermon_ on the watch _them the _J?Ore I am_ persuaded that as a cla~s,
Johnstown disaster. After dodging from nght to accordmg to thetr profess10n, t~ey are the most disleft, and wallowing in the mire of superstition, and honest, meddlesome, and tyranmcal people that ever
running against the various rocks of absurdity, he trod the eart~.
.
.
came to the conclusion that after· all, view it as we
Years ago It was a practiCe with the churches to
might, God is good. That very afternoon lightning hav a protracted or camp meeting, or some kind of
tore some of the buildings to splinters, and a terrific blow-out, every year.
hail-storm threshed that city as with a great :flail.
The thinking class of people hav investigated the
How long will the people gulp down such nauseat- philosophy of those spiri~ual outburst~, and hav
ing spawn~ One thing is certain, there will be learned that those whose mi~ds are so easlly wrou~ht
clerical lickspittles to serve it out as long as the upon at these pow-wows yield to any other exCitepeople will stand it.
ment in like manner.
.
.
But there is a rift in the cloud. There is a light
We hav a man here who IS always on his knees
breaking, though it may be but dim, which may be during one of those spiritual jamborees. The next
regarded as the harbinger of a better day.
week if he should chance to be in a crowd where
A short time ago the ministers of Rochester were there is plenty of whisky, he would be as drunk as a
very much exercised about the desecration of the fiddler. Most of the time he is filled with rum: or
Sabbath. They proposed to hav something done, religion.
and that immediately. There were complaints of
They used to hav a great upheaval every winter,
Sunday papers, ball games, Sunday excursions, and a and. the most of the youngsters would get their
general line of immoral bric-a-brac obnoxious to the "spiritual strength renewed," which 1·arely outlived
puritanical eyes. Looking through the clerical mist, the next Fourth of. July dance. The first on the
I said, The churches are not as well attended on Sun- anxious seat were the first to yield to the next exciteday as these hypocritical pretenders desire. " Only ment.
this and nothing more."
Then a miniate1·'s call to preach was from God.
Not long ago I was in the city over Sunday. I NQw a minister's call to preach is just like a doctor's
went to the depot and boarded a train. There was call to peddle pills, or an Irishman's to dig ditches.
Times are leveling up. A black coat and white
a snort and a puff and a clang, and we were bounding along the rail toward Irondequoit bay.
choker are not venerated as in times past. The devil
It was a spacious, open car, and one would think has lost his grip and hell has lost its scare, and withfrom the confusion of tongues that nearly every out these a minister is worse off than a gz·asshopper
nationality was represented. There were groups minus one kicker.
representing whole families-fathers, mothers, son,
Ten women attend church to one man. To obvidaughters, down to babe in arms. Merchants, clerks, ate this difficulty they must get women preachers,
mechanics, day-laborers, cooks, nurses-all feeling and that will raise hob with all the sisters. Troubles
buoyant, all seeming to be pleased with the idea that multiply, and so the " Blare " bill must be put
there was one day in the week when they could get through, and the Bible put into the schools. All
away from the store, the office, the workshop, and scie:Q.ce and no buncombe will ultimately giv the
the constant grind, dust, choke, and swelter of the church the blind staggers, and they know it.
crowded city.
The Sunday newspaper must be suppressed-the
I sat silent, watching the motley crowd, while my places of amusement must be closed. When they
mind was busy. I had heard the preacher's com- hav accomplished this much, another turn from the
plaint-my mission was to investigate the matter.
Christian bullies' thumb-screw will compel us all to
·
Though these people hav been confined all the attend chQrcb.
week, some of them taking their breakfast at six·
Talmage says " the women are the main pillars in
o'clock and their dinner iD. a pail, and not returning the church." Well, I am glad that I am not a woman,
until seven in the evening, yet these hoggish because I would not like such left-handed Christian
ministers would compel these tired, worn-out people compliments. As long as women are proud of these
to remain in the city all day Sunday to hear their tokens of regard from the Great American Whangsilly talk about lambs and saviors, apples and snakes, doodle, I hope they won't vote.
providence and prophets, which hav disgusted comI am afraid of very good people. Bloody old
won-sense people long enough.
Joshua, David, and Lot and his daughters were just a
When I arrived at the bay I felt as though, after little too good. Women who are not good enough
wandering through the wilderness of superstition to belong to the church or to the Woman's Temperall my life, at last in my old age I had got a glimpse ance Union, and men who are not good enough to
of the promised land.
support the "Blare" bill or to belong to the
There was boating and fishing, games and target- Young Men's Christian Association, are plenty good
shooting, merry-go-rounds and sports of all kinds. enough for me. Men just good enough to mind
Each after his own fashion seemed bound to make their own business may not be "pillars in the church,"
the most out of the day.
but they will be found true when the pillars of liberty
As I gazed upon the happy throng, involuntarily are shaken.
I clapped my hands, for my soul seemed bursting
I was putting paris green on my potatoes one
with gladness. It seemed as though for the first Sunday, and a first corporal in one of God's churches
time in my life I had seen the full blaze of the sun shouted out: " Remember the Sabbath day to keep
of freedom.
it holy." "Does God know everything ?" I asked.
0 ye gospel- bummers! 0 ye canting, hypocritical " I suppose he does," was the reply. "Well, the:q,
sneaks! 0 ye lying, siimy, crawling worms l 0 ye he knows," said I, " that if he allows his potato bugs
outragers of humanity! 0 ye rapers of the inno- to skirmish around on my potato vines on Sunday, I
cent! Would ye drive these happy souls away from will send 'em to 'kingdom come.' If he doesn't want
their innocent sports to your solemn, gloomy dens to me to do it, let him call off his bugs."
hear your nauseating drivel?
On another Sunday I had been reading until I was
Better a thousand times with honest hands to earn tired, and was hoeing in the g-arden to rest up. A
the bread you eat, and then with those whose hearts pious pachyderm cried out, " This is a day of rest."
are made glad with the inspiring breath of nature "I hav rested, according to your idea of rest, too
rejoice in the freedom which is the birthright long already." "Ob, you don't know what is for
of all.
your own good ; go back and rest some more."
In the afternoon, being bent on business, I went
Thus it will be seen that our slipshod Christian
down to Charlotte, where the same thing was repeated, with his Bible can direct a whole neighborhood. No
only on a grander scale. There were dime museums, matter how ignorant he may be, with the most unpaintings, bowling alleys, billiards, and other attrac- blushing assurance ~e will tell the most profound
tiona too numerous to mention. Here the people thinker how he ought to conduct himself.
assemble every Sunday and find a day of rest, each
I hav heard Christians, who never had an original
according to his taste.
thought cross their minds, rail against Voltaire in the
They were all well dressed and well behaved. Dur- most disgraceful manner. As a profound thinker,
ing the whole day I saw notbir.:g out of character his equal is not produced once in a centW'y.
except the saloons, and they are no worse on SunWhenever there is a protracted effort, these Chrisday than any other day to anybody but a Christian. tian cranks get the old wax warmed ovar ia their
He lays more stress on the time when an act is com- ears, and then they get another assurance from God
mitted than upon the nature of the act itself.
that they hav been set apart in a special manner to
A long train was filled when we returned to the attend to the business of other people. They know
city. Then I realized as never before the real cause just what you ought to read, and how you ought .to
of the cry which had gone up from the clerical lick- spend your time, and what your children ought to
spittles in re8ard to the desecration of the Sabbllth. 8 tudy iiJ. school. Their kno\1\ledge is of God, you:r11
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of earth. As heaven is above earth and God abovo
man, their knowledge is above yours.
Freedom in a Christian country is freedom to do
as Christians say.
.
" Good Queen Bess " said that she did not sanction
the slave trade because the Africans were black, but
because they were heathen. On general principles
heathens and Infidels bav no rights .which Christians
are bound to respect.
Let the " Blare " bUl pass, and it will be found
that compulsion will take the place of persuasion.
Comstock will next get the word " vulgar" incorporated into his law, and all too late we shall find
how much India rubber there is in the English language, and how the words "vulgar" and "obscene"
can be made to stretch so as to reach every man who
says aught against the church or its inquisitorial
methods. ·
We hav a class of Liberals who are all the time
talking about evolution, reconstruction, building up,
and all that. Why, bless their unsophisticated
souls, they ought to know that it will take us a
quarter of a century with our beet efforts to get from
under. A slave might as well talk of building railroads; his first business is to be free.
Two hundred years ago, all were born in the
church and staid there. To doubt or rebel was to
merit hell; and every Christian hand was raieed to
burry the rebellious off to that sultry country where
they would receive their "reward of merit."
It was impossible for one of the true faith to be
wrong ; one not of the true faith could scarcely be
right, and might be tortured or plundered by Christians, and 'yet every Christian could read his title
clear to mansions in the skies.
The father of Pizarro kept. a mistress in his own
house by whom he had three children. These, too,
were raised in the family and made to do the most
menial service. Yet hell would hav stared him in
the face if he bad once doubted that every word of
the Bible was the word of God.
Pizarro was a hogherd and never able to read a
word or write a sentence. He betrayed and murdered a great number, and murdered his old friend
Almagro. His plunder made him the :richest man
that ever lived, before or since. He was the most
cruel and desperate tyrant who ever cursed the
earth-the enslaver of men and the killer of babes.
And yet ·he was one of the most devout Christians
that ever bent the knee in prayer. This shows how
Christianity can mould character.
A priest always attended him crucifix in band, lt!ld
the last thing he ever did was to kiss an image of
Christ. He was not the only Christian brute who
has disgraced his kind. Cortez, Albuquerque, and
hundreds of others, believed it to be no sin to rob
and despoil those of a different faith. •
Vasco Da Gamma took possession of India, with
its populous cities and millions of inhabitants, in the
name of God and the king. It was virtually stealing
a vast empire. Albuquerque was another great
Christian robber. He plundered the cities, he robbed
the graves, and loaded his ships with the gold and
silver and gems of India. But it must be known
that, at that day, a Christian could not commit a
crime against a heathen or a heretic: ~11 of the.se
men died, not good men, but consCientiOus Chns,
tians. It would hav been impossible to beat into
the heads of these men that they were notorious
robbers. Because they could not conceive how it
could be possible for a Ch:ristian to steal from a heathen or to do any wrong to a heretic.
·
Naples, N. Y.
JOHN PECK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Eminent Women.
HARRIET MARTINEAU.

Harriet Martineau bas earned a place in the hearts
and memories of the people that few other men or
women hav ever won.
She was feeble, delicate, and sickly all her life, and
yet she left behind her a record of ~ore "good work
well done" than almost any other individual we
know of.
She was born in 1802, and was one of the youngest
of the eight children of a Norwich, Eng., silk manufacturer. Her parents were not wealthy, but they
were well-to-do, and gave their children a good education, including many of the accomplishments as
well as the more solid branches.
Harriet was a puny, ailing child, and one of intense
if not morbid feelings. She bad a very unhappy
childhood for being of a shy, sensitiv nature, she
was pron~unced cold and unsympathetic, while every
fiber of her being was longing for love and tenderness. She never bad the sense of smell, and consequently not much senee of taste, and before she
was twenty she had lost the greater part of her hearin~
Speaking of these affiictions, she says: "When
my companions giv me notice of distant objects by
,means of any of these senses-when they tell me
what is going on in an invisible field or garden, or
where there is music, .or what people are saying
on the further side of a reach of lake on a calm
summer evening-! feel a sort of start, as if I were
in company with aorcerers."

14, 1889.

Her self-consciousness and conscientiousness made
her very miserable, for she was always feeling guilty
of some lack of performance of duty or failure to liv
up to her private maxims of life's :requirements.
When less than three years old she was sent to a
cottage for her health. The people there were
Methodists or Calvinists, and she says: "I came
home the absurdest little preacher of my years that
ever was. I used to nod my head emphatically and
say, 'Never ky for trifles;' 'Dooty fust and pleasure
afterward,' etc., and I sometimes got courage to edge
up to strangers and ask them to giv me a 'maxim.'
Almost before I could join letters, I got some sheets
of paper and folded them into a little square book,
and wrote in double lines, two or three in a page, my
beloved maxims. I believe this was ·my first effort at
book-making."
Absurd and precocious as this seems in a child so
young in yeare, no aoubt it laid the foundation for
an honorable, useful, and painstaking life.
Her whole youth was full of nervous, irrepressible
fears-fears of nothing really fearful, but which were
terrible tortures to one of her susceptibility and
imagination. She says, "I was afraid of everybody
I saw, but was not in the least afraid of God."
She had an idea that no one cared for her, and in
desperation she several times contemplated suicide
so as to "make somebody care something for her in
some way." Her sense of justice was so terribly
acute, it was perfect misery to her to sea se:rvants,
children, and all the helpless· class imposed upon and
unkindly treated by_those who ruled over them.
The great need of children's innumerable questions
is exemplified by an incident she narrates of her conception of a spring-gun. Until she was twenty years
old she imagined it to be a pea-green musket used
only in spring! And the tale of a neighbor about a
fallen star obstructing his path one morning as he
was coming there-a pure globe of crystal-bewildered her ideas of astronomy for many a year.
Of her religious belief at the age of twenty she
says: "I believed in a God, milder, more beneficent,
and passionless than the God of the orthodox, inasmuch as he would not doom any of his creatures to
eternal torment. I did not at any time, I think,
I believed in inestimable
believe in a devil.
and eternal rewards of holiness; but I am confident
that I neve1· in my life did a right thing, or abstained
from a wrong one, from any consideration of reward
or punishment.
. I always feared sin and
remorse .
. but desired punishment or anything else that would giv me the one good that I
pined for-ease of conscience."
When about eleven years old she ventured to ask
her brother James, of whom she stood in much awe,
'' How, if God foreknew everything, we could be
blamed or rewarded for our conduct, which waa
absolutely settled for ·us beforehand?" Her brother
kindly put her off by telling her it was a thing she
was not old enough to understand, but this naturally
only made the injustice of the whole thing more
patent to her, and confirmed her in her tendency to
skepticism.
I would like to dwell longer upon these incidents
of mental and moral growth, but could not tell the
one-hundredth part of the interesting episodes of her
child-life in mere newspaper articles, so will hasten
on to later developments.
One fact is mentioned by Harriet Martineau which
proves that the world bas moved along at quite a
rapid rate as regards granting to woman a right to
read, study, and improve her mind. Oi this when
she was growing up (some sixty years ago) she says:
" When I was young it was not thought proper for
young ladies to study very conspicuously; and e·specially with pen in hand . . . they were expected
to sit down in the parlor to sew, during which reading aloud waa permitted, or to practice their music;
but so as to be fit to receive callers, without any
signs of blue-stockingism which could be reported
abroad. . . . Jane Austen herself was compelled
by the feelings of her family to cover up her manuscript with large pieces of muslin work whenever any
genteel people came in."
Since then we find a great growth, and now
women are expected to know and to show that they
do know.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
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extravagantly for $4,500,000, and it was not until
after the war was over that the cost of our civil list
exceeded $30,000,000, and soon thereafter the cost
jumped up to over $70,000,000. I believe him, because J obn C. Calhoun declared, and all the great
SeU'ltOrS Of nis day acquiesced in it, that the cost of
our ·civil list should not even double as our population doubles, because that would finally overthrow
the government, and yet ours has increased to
eighteen times more than it was in 1840-50. I believe it, because a certain sum appropriated for congressmen's incidental expenses was originally 1ess
than $150 per head, had risen to some $900 per
head, which the men of 1840 thought was horribly
extravagant, and yet to-day has grown to exceed
$4,000 per head. See congressional speeches on appropriation bills 1842-5.
To return to the first question. Government performs certain duties because it is for the public
good. War, peace, boundaries, are the first things to
occupy governments. It will be noticed by the
student that what we call bad governments hav
delegated some of these duties to families. or
neglected and allowed individuals to do them. Even
war has been conducted by heads of great houses in
the feudal ages, and religion has been monopolized
by families or individuals. To this day there are
families in Europe whose beads are hereditary lawmakers.
One of the plainest duties of governments to-day
is road making and repairing. But in the earliest
ages how people must hav laughed at the idea of a
government concerning itself about roads; as well
concern itself about the men's breeches, would hav
been the first thought at hearing of such a thing.
Why so then, and why such a different opinion now!
Simply because, in progress of time, the crooked
paths of tribes became roads over which traffic
rolled. Good roads became public needs, and good
governments would not permit a few persons to take
advantage of the public necessity and compel all the
people to pay tribute to them.
Very early money became a public necessity and
was provided by the governments. In all times a
few men hav tried to administer to this need, and
owing to our ignorance of the fact that money is a
representativ of public credit (i. e., confidence), hav
been very successful in monopolizing it.
Among the last of duties for government to perform is carrying the mail and distributing letters,
papers, packages ! Certainly it would hav made tho
gentlemen of feudal ages laugh uproariously if they
had been tol i that one of their 4x.6 states had undertaken the business of one of their hostlers. But see
how the demand grew up. Bad roads called for
better ; better roads invited commerce; commerce
demanded more ways of travel, and the very best
ways; these introduced more travel and migration,
and all these created demand for speedy communication. This insignificant thing of message-sending
became a great public necessity. Postage, dear at
first so costly that it was prohibitory on the commo-d people, was reduced to a mere nothing. And
behind that ridiculous penny-post bill-immortal be
his memory who originated and introduced it, Rowland Hill-behind that, as though imprisoned, fettered
and waiting for the magic wand to rel~ase them, came
bursting on the world cheap paper, daily newspapers,
cheap publicationll, rapid transit, miraculous presse~,
inventions without number. Yes; to the world as 1t
was then, dear postage was like ice-binding all motion and thought. The consequences of that cheap
postage and some other things hav so changed the
modes of doing that other public needs hav arisen.
Chief above all, the railway service has come to abolish
all other modes of carriage. Unfortunately, and
especially so for a I?eople sc~tt_ered over ~ c~n~inent,
this service is enttrely admtmstered by mdtvtduals,
so that the most imperativ public necessity that has
ever .arisen is as much· monopolized as though its
owners had a patent on locomotion. Instead of developing, as did the mail, for the public ~ood, the evolution has been for private greed. Unhke the streetcar monopoly, which always bas a competitor in the
customers' legs, it bas no competition. Its charges
are prohibitory on the wasses, four-fifths of whom
are women and minors. Its net profits are gathered
Sno~aville, Va.
off the great producing districts .and carri~d ~o dis------~~.------tant points for distribution, leaving these dt~trtcts to
Pertinent Questions.
pine and wither unqer a system of absenteetsm cruel
Did you ever ask yourself, why should the thing as that of Irish landlords. When the change comes,
called government do anything? And then if you as it must when the people can journey at will, then
are democratic, you may ask why should there be shall be witnessed a revolution far more astounding
any state or ceremony, fuss and feathers, about gov- than the consequences of penny postage. The peoernment's doings 1 Individuals nowadays do some ple must be carried by the ton as freight regardless
considerable actions quietly and with utmost sim- of distance. Where one million people now trav.el
plicity. But everything done by government is ac- several trips per year, a hundred million souls w~ll
companied with brass band, drum, and flag. Nay, journey for pleasure who now never dream _of. 1t.
the man who is supposed to do the business, be it Double tracks a hundred cars to one now, mtlhons
never so simple, must hav a handle to his name. A. traveling and' receiving the education travel givs.
good business man once said that all the necessa):"y This world was made, this government was created,
business of this government could be transacted by especially for the masses. Why shall a few men hav
one skilful manager for $5,000,000 per year, and "that the exclusiv right to coin into dollars for themselvs
he could save a splendid fortune out of it. He all the mighty value that naturally develops. b! the
meant the necessary civil business. I believe he is consuming and producing power of these mllltons '
Mxssomn.
right, because as late as A.D.:l842 it was done very
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fll(t J!,mtrican ~ttttlar lJ'nion.
R. B. WESTBROOK, President, .
1701 Oxford street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary,
Princess Opera Honse,
558 W. Madison street. Room!, O'mMgo.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
Rochelle, Til.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
Ji!:Bs. M.A. FREEllrA.N, Oh.Fin. Oom., 324 w. Madison st., Chicago.

the business of the Union, and that he carries with
him the hearty good wishes of the entire board.
R B. WEsTBROOK, Pres. American Secular Union.
1707 Oxford st., Philadelphia, Sept. 7, 1889.

Proceedings of the Washington Constitutional
ConvPntion Regarding Churcll Taxation.
Aua. 7.-The clerk read section 4 as follows:

Sec. 4. The property of the United States, and of the
state, counties, school districts, and other municipal corshall be exempt from taxation; and such other
Thirteenth Annual Congress of the American porations,
property as may be used exclusivly for ::.ctual places of religSecular Union.
ious worship, places of burial not ueed or held for private or
corporate profit, and institutbns of purely public character,
OFFICIAL CALL.
public libraries, and personal property to any amount not
The next Annual Congress of the American Secular exceeding in value two hundred and fifty dollars to the head
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, Satur- of each family, may be exempted from taxation by the legisday, and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 1889. It lature, but such exemption shall be only by general law.

is deemed expedient to hold this meeting where our
society was organize:i in 1876, and where the socalled "National Reforni Association" has its headquarters and has recently held an important convention, and for many historic and other reasons.
The general object of our Association not being
well understood, it is therefore often misrepresented.
It is deemed proper to here make a brief statement
of its leading principles. While our federal and
state constitutions are formed on the assumption of
the total separation of church and state, yet both the
general and state governments maintain numerous
practical connections of the state with the church.
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influential organization exists, having for its avowed object the amendment of our federal and atate constit-utions, so as to
recognize and enforce by law certain forms of religious belief and observances, and certain acts of legislation hav actually been proposed and discussed in
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a
form of aectarian religion, especially in our public
schools.
Against these innovations and perversions we are
organized to protest., and to this end we advocate
the equitable taxation of church property; the total
discontinuance of religious inst.ruction and worship
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessation of all appropriations of the public funds for
religious institutions; the abolition of. state-paid
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation
under the pains and penalties of perjury for th~
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious iasts,
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the practical establishment of simple morality and intelligence as the basis of purely Secular government
and the adequate gmmmtee of public order, prosperity, and righteousness; and whatever other measures or principies may be necessary to the total
separation of church and state.
To this Congress we cordially invite all tme
patriots without regard to their individual religious
belief or disbelief, who ara willing to work for the
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacerdotaliats, whether C8tholic or Protestant, in their
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy
the mental and moral Uberty of the free citizens of
this most successful of all Secular civil governments
in ancient or modern times.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-presidents,
all Chairmen of State Ex:ecutiv Committees, and aU
duly accredited delegates from Local Secul!!r Societies
a:t;e entitled to seats and votes in tbis Congress.
Each Local Societ.y is entitled t,o send its President,
Secretary, aud three other delegates. Annual Members by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Particulars as to the place of meeting, speakers,
and their subjects, etc., will be announced hereafter.
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E . .A. STEVENS, Secretary.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATTIE .A. FREEMAN, Cb. Fin. Com.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treatmrer.

Important Notice.
Mr. E. A. Stevens having peremptorily resigned
the office of secretary of the American Secular Union
and retired from its service September 1st, it became
necessary to transfer the office from Chicago to Philadelphia in order that the correspondence and business of the society might be, ior the present, conducted by, or under the directi<;m of, the chief executiv
officer. All communications relating to the affairs of
the Union should, until the meeting of the Congress,
be addressed to the president, as indirated below,
and all remittances of money should be made to Mr.
Otto Wettstein, treasurer, at Rochelle, Ill., or to save
time, directly to the president at Philadelphia. All
persons who made pledges of money at the Pittsburgh
congress, or since and elsewhere, which hav not been
paid, are most urgently requested to remit the same
at the earliest possible moment, and an earnest appeal for financial help, so much needed at this time,
is hereby made to all the friends of our beloved
Union. It is deemed proper to state that no differences hav arisen between the late laborious and
efficient secretary and the other officers relating to

Mr. Comegys offered a substitute differing from
the original only in that it limited the exemption of
church property to $1,000.
Mr. Gowey said the committee had thought that
the place, and not a portion of its value, should be
exempt from taxation.
Mr. Cosgrove said that the churches were an
Effectiv police force and should be exempted. He
claimed that if the question were submitted to the
people they would vote for exemption.
Mr. Crowley did not believe in exempting church
property, though they do a great deal of good and
very little harm. If churches are exempted, why not
f!Xempt Masonic and Odd Fellows' property? There
are many churches that will become rich by increase
of the value of their large holdings of realty, and
there is no reason for exempting them for all time.
He was willing to admit that churches were a great
moral power in the state, but there was more reason
to Hempt the propert.y of a head of a family or a
widow or the poor generally. If the churcbes are
exempted, then there are a thousand other organizations which should be extended the ssma benefit.
He was willing to bav a. limited exemption.
Mr. Godman opposed any exemption, bemmsa it
was joining state and church, which was contrary to
the principles of the government. Though not a
member of any church, he helped to support the
churches of his town, and would rather pay a portion
of their taxes than hav them exempted. " It is dangerous to giv the churches any scope. They bav
already bPgun to try to rule even those who do not
believe as they do. They want to stop everything on
Sunday, and are battering at the doors of legislation
with that end in view. Giv them an inch and they
will go a mile. The question has been submitted to
the people, and they voted against it."
On mot.ion of Mr. Dyer the committee arose at 12
o'clock, and took a recess until 2 o'clock on motion of
Mr. Bowen.
On motion of Mr. Gowey the convention want into
the committee of the whole for further consideration
of the article on revenue and taxation.
The question before the committee was the substitute uf Mr. Comegys that the limit of exemption
of church property be fixed at $1,000.
Mr. Dyer warmly opposed the substitute, and Mr.
Comegys defended it.
Mr. Hoyt offered an amendment to the substitute
limiting the amount of exemption to $5,000.
Mr. Griffitts, though not a church-member, wanted
the utmost liberality shown the churches. n would
be bad policy to te.x church property. It would be
a taxation upon the generosity of the citizens.
Mr. Jones said be would support a separate article on the subject. He was willing to submit the
question to the people, but he was not willing to
vote ior it· himself.
·
·Mr. Warner would be willing to vote for a $5,000
limit.
Mr. Cosgrove said the churches here were supported by missionary funds from the East. It is the
poor who support churches. If the members knew
anything about churches they would know this. He
wanted hospitals and other associations of like character. He thought that efforts to fix a limit were
directed at the Catholic church. "Or at least that
statement has been made in print, and made by a
man prominent in the movement, to limit ex-emption."
Judge Hoyt's amendment, fixing a limit at $5,000,
was lost by a vote of 30 to 28.
Mr. Buchanan favored leaving the matter to the
legislature.
Mr. Weir thought the statement that exemption
of church property would be in effect uniting church
and state was absurd.
T. · M. Reed was against the taxation of church
properLy, but thought the matter should be left to
the legislature.
Mr. Stiles said that all property, private in its nature. should be taxed, and all public property should
be exempt. He thought that public charities should
by all means be exempt. He said no mention had
been made by the committee as to exempting educational institutions. 'fbese are more entitled to exemption than churches. Both schools and private
charities are an aid to the people. There are a hundred associations that do good, but nothing is said

about exempting them. The church is not in any
sense educational. It is for religious growth, and if
it goes beyond it, it transcends the word of God.
He did not believe the adherents of the church were
demanding exemption for church property. He bad
a petition signed by one hundred and eighty.five
taxpayers of Tacoma protesting against the ex;;~mp
tion of church property. The name of Rev. W. E.
Copeland headed the list.
Mr. Comegys said the nation was not Christian;
we know nothing about churches. If I had time I
could show that the specific statement is made in one
of the treaties that we are not a Christian nation.
His substitute, fixing the limit at $1,000, was then
read and defeated.
Mr.. Godman then moved that section 4 of the
minority report be adopted as a substitute, as follows:
Sec. 4. Property of the United States and property of the
state and counties, property of municipalities, public school
property, cemeteries not owned or used for private or corporate profit, and public libraries shall be exempt from taxation. Growing crops and pers0nal property to any amount
not exceeding in value $250 to the head of each family may
be exempted from taxation by the legislature. The legislature may provide for deduction of creditors.

On motion of Mr. Gowey, the last sentence was
stricken out. The substitute was lost. Vote, 33
to 26.
Mr. Dickey moved to amend section 4 as reported
by the majority, so as to exempt church property and
not leave it to the legislature. Lost.
Amendment voted down.
On motion of Mr. Griffitts the section was amended
to read as follows :
Sec. 4. The property of the United States and of state,
counties, school districts, and other municipal corporations
and such other property as the legislature may by general
laws provide.

A vote was taken to Griffitts's amendment to section 4 and it was concurred in by the following
vote:
Ayes : Blalock, Buchanan, Burk, Coey, Cosgrove,
Dickey, Dunbar, Durie, Dyer, Eldridge, Fay, Glasscock, Griffi~ts, Henry, Jamison, Jones, Joy, Kellogg,
Kinnear, Lillis, Landsley, McCroskey, McElroy, McReavy, Minor, Moore, J. z. (Spokane), Morgan, Newton, Power, Prosser, Reed, T. M. (Thurston), Reed,
J. M. (Whitman), Sohooley, Shoudy, Sqhns, Stiles,
Tibbets, Weir, Weisenburger, West, Winsor. Ayes
42.
Noes: Berry, Bowen, Clothier, Comegys, Crowley,
Godman, Gowe.y, Gray, Hicks, Morey, McDonald,
More, R S. (Pierce), Naaca, Sherpstein, Stevenson,
Sturdevant, Suksdorf, Sullivan, E. H. (Whitman),
Turner, Van Name, Warner, Willison, Mr. President.
Noea 23.
J. Z. M9ore moved to amend section 4 so as to
exempt only the property used exclusivly for charitable or religious purposes. Lost 37 to 109.
Mr. Comegys moved to amend section 4 by exempting church property to the v11;lue of $3,000 and
household property not exceedmg $500. Lost 45
to 18.
All amendments offered in the committee of the
whole were repeated, but none carried.
The article was then read for a third time and
finally adopted by a vote of 41 to 17.

Comm{'nts on the Washington

Cons~itution.

W. S. Bush in Freetlwught.

The work of the constitutional convention is so far
completr,d that the provisions of the constitution in
regard to Secularism may be considered settled.
They are:
1. A recognition of " the supreme ruler" of the
universe. This is a bid for the church vote, on the
part of Judge Turner and others.
2. That an oath or affirmation may be administered
in the form most binding on the conscience of the witness. This is the statutory provision in force to-day.
3. Freedom of conscience.
4. "No public money or property shall be appropriated for or applied to any religious worship, exercise, or instruction, or the suppol't of any religious
establishment."
5. "No religious qualification shall be required for
any public office or employment, nor shall any person be incompetent as a witnesfl, or juror, in consequence of his opinion on matters of reiigion, nor be
questioned in any court of justice touching his
religious belief to affect the weight of his testimony."
The question of the taxat.ion of church property
was disposed of by an amendment which left the
whole question of exemption with the legislature.
Hence if a legislature favorable to the exemption of
church property is elected, legislation of that kind
can be enacted. Nor need the exemption stop at
that point. All property owned by religious sock.(;ies,
and used for school and benevolent purposes, can be
exempted. The plea is made that these organizations are devoted to charitable purposes, and thus
save the public treasury. But it is equally true that
they are under private ownership, subject to private
management, and so long as the private individuals
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who control them choose to limit their aid or charity
to a part of the community, the state has no control.
The fact is that every homestead which is exempted
from sale on execution so far protects the family
from being thrown upon the poor fund of the state.
The extension of this principle of exemption from
taxation to homesteads is demanded quite as much
as church exemption. The capital invested in the
hom~:~ is dead capital. It is for the public good that
families bav a roof-tree they can call their own, where
they can feel secure, and from which they cannot be
forced upon the street, either at the will of a creditor
or of the collector of taxes.
The new constitution authorizes the legislature to
exempt any property used for church or private
benevolent purposes. On the other hand, it provides
for only partial homestead exemption. The al'ticle
on that point reads: "The legislature shall protect
by law from forced sale a certain portion of the
homestead and other property of aU the beads of
families."
This provision is only for the "heads of families "
-a phrase which has been construed by our conservativ judges to apply only to married men. Only a
"portion" is exempt. . .

Another County Heard From.
From a Lette1· w:secretar!l Wylie Of the National Reform Association.

The constitution of Washington is rather unique
in its acknowledgment of God. It begins: "We, the
people of the state of Washington, with profound
reverence for the Supreme Ruler of the Universe,"
etc. In the estimation of some, this form is preferable to that employed in the North Dakota and
Montana constitutions. The Supreme Ruler of the
Universe is the Lord Jesus Christ. This is, therefore, an acknowledgment of Christ as King. But
this was not in the mind of the convention. From
personal interviews with members I am led to believe
that it is very much like the inscription Paul once
saw on an altar in Athens : "To the unknown God."
The Washington convention did not know whether
the Supreme Ruler is Force, Law', Baal, Allah, Almighty God, or Jesus Christ. I felt a burning
desire to tell them as Paul told the Athenians,
" Whom ye ignox:antly worship, him declare I unto
you." But it remains true that Jesus Christ is the
Supreme Ruler of the Universe whether the Washington convention knows it or not. It is something
to hav an acknowledgment of the Divine Ruler in
such a form as in the minds of intelligent Christians
refers to Christ. It is something to hav any acknowledgment of God at all. Such acknowledgments may
be misinterpreted by some; they may not be allowed
that fulness of meaning, by the masses, which they
ought to possess. Yet they are a witness to the
-fact, not only that men believe in God, but also that
this belief is the chief corner-stone of all human
government. Mr. Comegys, of the Washington con·
vention, declares himself to be an Agnostic. He
opposes every recognition of God by civil government. When reminded that in many ways we do
already acknowledge him, as for example by the
inscription on our coins, "In God we trust," he
replied that the coin itself is the God in whom we
trust. He interprets the expression, " Supreme
Ruler of the Universe," to mean "Force," or "Law,"
or" the Nature of things." Doubtless the expression, "Ruler of Nations," in his mind would mean
the people composing the nations.-Ohristian Statesman.

Bruno.
~Po the Right Reverend Herbert, Bishop of Sal, ford, of the Roman Catholic church: In a pastoral
issued to the clergy, secular and regular, and to the
faithful of your diocese, which pastoral has been read
in the Lancashire Roman Catholic churches and was
communicated by you to the press, it is declared that
there are two great public objects which should move
those whom you address to fervent prayer. The
first of these objects, and it is with this alone I propose to deal in this letter, is "the Roman revolution." On this subject you say:

There is the diabolical persecution carried on against the
chnrch in Rome by the Italian Freemasons and revolutionists. As on one occasion during the great French Revolution, of which the centenary is being celebrated to-day in
Paris, God and religion were dishonored by placing a naked
harlot amid fiowers upon an altar in Notre Dame, there to
receive the public homage of the multitude as the "goddess
of reason," so in t.heholy city of Rome, in one of the principal squares, last Whit-Sunday was chosen for the perpetration of a deed of initf!uity w&rthy only of the impure and
Antichristian revolution and of the powers of hell.

Your reference to the Fete of Reason of 1793 is a
fair specimen of your capacity for distorting the
truth. Mlle. Maillard was not naked, and I am unaware that there J s the smallest shadow of justification for the foul appellation you use. Lamartine in
his·" History of the Girondists" tells the story with
no kind of favor to Chaumette and his friends.
Louis Blanc, carefully verifying the facts, give his
view in the chapter" L'Hebertisme " in his " Historie
de la Revolution." Thomas Carlyle is bostil enough
in his " oarmagnole complete." But none of these

corroborate your "naked harlot." • Nay, Alison himsal!, though sparing neither . innuendo nor attack,
wntes of her as "a veiled female arrayed in blue
drapery." You, a bishop of a great church, step out
of your way to unnecessarily and most wantonly
insult a dead woman.
It ip_; unfortunate that the persistent and cruel excease~ of your church against Freethinkers and
heretics hav sometimes provoked reprisals which I
should prefer had been avoided ; it is, however, clear
that t?. you re~son could scarcely appeal, and that
the spmt of fall play to your enemies is a quality
conspicuously absent from your pastoral.
What is the "deed of iniquity" of which you complain! It is that in Rome, on June 9th, thousands
of. t~e Italian people assembled in orderly fashion
w1thm the very walls of the city to inaugurate a
monument in the Campo dei Fiori to the memory of
one of the many thousands done to death by your
crue1, your merciless, church. On Feb. 17, 1600,
almost three centuries ago, your holy Inquisition
caused Giordano Bruno to be burnt to ashes in
that very field of flowers.
Your pastoral goes on:
The Italian revolution, in hatred of the pope and of religion
on the feast of Whit-Sunday publicly set up its idol in th~
Campo dei Fiori, and its orators proclaimed that it had been
carefully selected as representativ of the ideal and aim of
regenerated Italy. Giordano Bruno is that idol, an apostate
monk of the sixteenth century. No matter if he wrote a
system of philosophy M obscure, so irrational and stupid
that no one, even of his admirers, attempts to follow o~
defend it; no matter if he was condemned by all his contemporary Protestant reformers, whether in Switzerland or Germany, as well as by the Catholic church. He is the chosen
idol and pattern of the Italian revolution, because, as they
tell us, he declared war against all who would impose any
restraint upon the mind or will of man. The mind and wiil
of man, he proclaimed, wete absolutely free; whosoever
checks or controls them in their action, either by law or by
force, is a tyrant and enemy to be destroyed. Holding this
as a fundamental doctrin, he logically attacked religion,
revelation, the vicar of Christ, and God himself. They all
imposed restraint, they were all tyrants. His morals were
on a par with his blasphemous Infidelity and Atheism. He
wrote the most impure and obscene plays imaginable (which
his followers are again putting on the Italian stage), openly
proclaiming the nullity of marriage and the lawfulness of the
most shocking excesses.
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an exa~tgeration to say, that the legitimate inference is that
if tbey had the power, they would again pile up the fagots
and thrust in the torch, as a punishment for holding opinions
on certain abstruse points in which they themselvs do not
happen to participate.

You write:
It is said (though no judicial proof of the fact has been
brought forward) that he received his deserts by having
been publicly burnt for his crimes in Rome in the year 1600.

Do you intend by this to deny that there is
judicial proof that Bruno was under arrest at Venice,
and that on Sept. 17, 1592, Cardinal de San Saverina
applied formally for the delivery of the body of
Giordano Bruno to the holy office at Rome T Do
you deny that on Jan. 7, 1593, there is a decree
signed by Pasquale Cicogna, doge of Venice, handing over Bruno to the tribunal of the holy Inquisition? It is true that from 1593 until 1599 there is a
blank, and we can only guess how your church
treated Bruno, its prisoner; but do you deny that on
Jan. 14, 1599, there is judicial proof that the charges
of heresy against Giordano Bruno were formally before the congregation of the Inquisition' Do you
deny that there is judicial proof that on Ftb. 8,1590,
Bruno was led from the prison in Santa Maria della
Minerva to hear the reading of the sentence against
him T
Your pastoral is worthy your church in its darkest
ages. You shamelessly boast to-day that Bruno
"received his deserts" when he suffered his martyrdom at the stake. Public opinion renders it impossible for you any longer to burn the living, but your
bigotry survives to employ calumny and slander
against the dead in lieu of the rack and fagot, which
were your loving arguments three hundred years
ago.
It is true that I hav but ·little claim to plead for
Bruno. He was religious; I am not. Your church
burnt him for heresy, and I am heretic. Your
church and you denounce him as Atheist, and this
am I. Two hundred and eighty-nine years ago he
was sentenced by your Cardinal Santorio, San Severina, the same who described the bloody St. Bartholomew as "the celebrated day of St. Bartholomew,
most joyful to Catholics." At the end of the nineteenth century, I, honored by the bitter personal
antagonism of the head of your church in England,
am thus made worthy at least to smite your slanderous lips when they impeach the memory and libel the
life of the Frsethought martyr, Giordano Bruno.Oharles B1·adlaugh.

Your Inquisition made no charge against Gi01·dano
Bruno that he wrote ''impure and obscene plays.''
Even if this charge had been true, burning alive is a
heavy penalty. But the documents preserved show
clearly enough that Giordano Bruno was arrested on
the denunciation of Zuane Mocenigo, and accused of
heresy, and of heresy alone. The record of his examination before the Inquisition at Venice shows
Lectures and .Meetings.
that the books as to which he was interrogated were
CHARLES W A.TTB will lecture in Wisconsin and Iowa during ·
most certainly not " impure and obscene playe.'' October, and parties in those states wishing to hear him may
Frith, in his life of" Giordano Bruno, the Nolan," obtain his services by addressing him.
givs the followhtg extract:
Being asked on the 2d of June, in presence of D. Sebastian
Bardico, if he had a memorandum of all the books which he
had printed, and if he remembered their subjects and doctrin,
Bruno responded : "I hav made a list of all those books
which I hav given to be printed, and also of those which I
hav composed and which are not yet printed, and which I
was revising to giv them to the press as soon as I should hav
0pportunity, either at Frankfort or elsewhere, the which
note and list is this. • . . The subject of all these books,
speaking generally, is philosophical matter, differing according to the titles of said books; as may be seen in them all, I
hav always defined things philosophically, and according to
natural principles and the light of nature, not having regard
chiefly to that which ought to be held according to the faith;
and I believe that nothing can be found in them by which I
can be condemned for profeRsing rather to desire to attack
religion than to exalt philosophy, although I may hav uttered
many impious things founded on my natllrallight."

W. F. JAMIESON is lecturing in Nebraska, and expects to
visit Kansas; will giv a couple of lectures in Wamego, and
perhaps in V~lley Falls. His address is Hay Springs, Neb.

WE solicit all of our readers in the Northwest who can
attend the convention of the Oregon state Secular Union to
do so. It will be held at Portland, Ore., at Masonic Hall,
on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, October 12th, 13th, and
14th. It is aimed to hav the convention participated in not
by Oregon Freethinkers alone, but by those of Washington
also, and even, if possible, by those of all the new states.
The object is tu secure the total separation of church and
state. Liberal orators and workers of every kind will be
there. Surely the noble efforts just put forth by many Freethought veterans in the new states will induce in all a desire
to meet and see those workers for us, and grasp their
hands. Contributions, and communications of all kinds,
The Standard newspaper, commenting on the will be received by the board of directors, C. Beal, A.. F.
papal allocution, states the case accurately, clearly, Neunert, J. K. Sears, Lee Laughlin, L. Ames.

and distinctly, in its leading article of July 14th:

What is the occasion of this new ebullition of papal wrath,
which seems to recall the worst exploits of Pius IX.? The
reason openly alleged by Leo XIII. for declaring that the
papacy has been outraged by the Italian government is the
erection of a statue to Giordano Bruno in the Campo dei
Fiori, in the Eternal City, on the spot on which, in the year
1600, he was burnt as a heretic. One would hav thought
that even the ultramontane world would not hav been anxious to assume inherited responsibility for that atrocious and
revolting crime, but would hav had the good sense to keep
its peace while the friends of liberty of thought were commemorating an event which is one of the darkest blots on
the reputation of the Roman church. But, with a candor
that is astounding, the pope retrospectivly justifies the barbarous burning of a 15reat thinker for his-opinions because
they were not the opmions of the papacy; and a considerable portion of the Roman Catholic world follows in the foot.steps of the pontiff, and protests that Rome is desecrated by
the erection of a monument to the last victim of religious
bigotry. Even the Roman Catholic Union of Great Britain,
with the duke of Norfolk at its head, deems it its duty to
clamor against what the rest of mankind regards as a tardy
and imperfect act of reparation. The case is a crucial one.
Giordano Bruno was burnt, and burnt by the head of the
Roman Catholic church, for heretical opinions, and for
heretical opinions alone. It is true he had written of the
papacy, as he had written of many other things and people,
in violent and contemptuous language. But even the sacred
college would scarcely hav the courage to say that Bruno
was done to death for disrespectful phrases. This, then, is
the issue. He was burnt for heretical opinions ; and the
world is divided into those who regret and execrate the
deed, and those who approve and exult in it. It may be as
astonishing as it is disappointing ; but there is no shirking
the obvious conclusion. The pope and those who agree with
him consider Giordano Bruno had his deserts. It is hardly

Pretty Fancies.
From the New Yorle Berala.

Mr. Robert G. Ingersoll, who has visited Palmer's Theater
more than once to see "Clover," yesterday sent Manager
Ben Stevens, of the company; a note, in which the following
among other things were penned : '' A wonderful word is
'clover.' Drop the c and you hav the happiest of mankind.
Take away the c and 1' and you hav the only thing that makes
a heaven of this dull, barren earth. Cut off the r alone and
there remains a warm, deceitful bud that sweetens breath
and keeps peace in countless homes, whose masters frequent
clubs. After all Bottom was right: 'Good hay, sweet hay,
hath no fellow.'"

A Bruno Book.
Mr. H. L. Green has just published a beautifully printed
and bound Bruno pamphlet that contains likenesses of Giordano Bruno and the Bruno mon·ument; an original article on
Bruno, by George Jacob Holyoake, entitled, '' The Murder of
a Philosopher ; " also one by T. B. Wakeman, entitled, '' Giordano Bruno, in the Past, Present, and Future;" a sketch of
Bruno's life, by Prof. Thomas Davidson; a poem on Bruno,
by Lydia R. Chase; Karl Blind on Bruno, from the Nineteenth Century, besides " A.n Account of the New Era of
Science and Man, 289 ;" also the ''Nine Demands of Liberalism." This pamphlet alAo contains the names and post-office
address of all the American contributors to the monument
fund. The price is fifteen cents for a single number; $1 for
ten numbers. For sale by the Truth Seeker Company.
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~tltcftd.
Heathen Morality and Bible .Morality.
From the ..4 ustralian Radical.

In accordance with my promis to Robert P.
Simpson, and your readers, I produce some of the
moral maxims of ancient sages who lived hundreds
of years before the Bible of Christianity was heard
of.
R. P. S. says in the Newcastle Herald: " I challenge L. T. or any other person to send to my
private sanctum a heathen production with such
ordinances and moral precepts as are to be found in
the Bible." He appears to think there are no moral
precepts except what may be found in the Bible, but
so far is this from being correct, that it may be
safely said that there is not one moral precept in the
whole Bible but which may be found in books
written ages before the B:ble saw the light. In
proof of this I giv the following from a work published by J. Watson, Queenshead Passag-e, London
(by B. F. Powell), entitled "Bible of Reason; or,
Scriptures of Ancient Moralists." I begin with
Aristotle, who was one of the greatest philosophers
in ancient times. He was born three hundred and
eighty-four years before Christ, was versed in every
science then known, and illustrated them in his writings and teachings. He says :
A virtuous life is in itself a source 'of delight.
Disgraceful indulgences are unworthy of being named
pleasures.
The noblest employment of the mind is in the stud)' of
nature and truth.
True happiness consists in the most disinterested and impartial action of the miud and in the practice of all the social
duties.
Vice is sufficient of itself to make a man. thoroughly unhappy.
Where in the Bible is there a mora correct maxim
than this:
Justice is the virtue of rendering every man his due.
The foilowing is the Golden Rule, so called because
it. is considered the best in the New Testament:
We should conduct ourselvs toward others as we would
expect them to act toward ourselvs.
These are only a very few of the teachings of Ari~
totle, but they are not surpassed by anything found
in the Bible.
Cicero, born one hundred and five years before
Chl.'ist, has one hundred and eighty-one maxims and
aphorisms. I giv a few of the gems found in his
works.
The knowledge of the truth is a man's highest attainment.
Reason and truth should be more regarded by us than
vulgar opinion.
Of all villainy none is more capital than that of those who,
when they deceive, do it under the cloak of intended truth
and righteousness.
Virtue requires no other recompense than the tribute of
self-approbation and respect . • . our own conscience is
the proper sphere of satisfaction.
We should always act in a way so as to be able to render
satisfactory reasons for our conduct. This rule defines
almost the extent of our duties.
Justice consists in doing no injury to men : civility in
giving them no offense. We should be as careful of our
words as our actions : as far from speaking as acting ill.
It is the conscience that takes vengeance of the wicked.
No man ought to take advantage of another's simplicity to
gain aught for himself.
Our whole conduct should be regulated according to a
sense of propriety • . . our deportment should be free
from rudeness and vulgarity.
We should liv with our fellow-citizens as with equals,
without obsequiousness or meanness.
We should desire nothing but what is right, and contribute by our example to the maintenance of good order in
society, and everyone should conform to this good order.
Of two evils we should not only choose the least, but
endeav0r still to derive some advantage even out of that.
To err is human, but a fool will only persist in error.
Without order, a family, a city, a nation, mankind, nature,
the infinit world, could not exist.
It is the part of a firm and virtuous man not to repent
having done his duty, even though he should see as a reward
preparations in train to make him suffer for it.
· Scrch were some of the noble maxims of Cicero,
who was beheaded forty-three years before the Christian era.
Chinese philosophers hav never been under the influence of or dominated by the Bible and Christianity,
but the moral maxims of Chinese authors who knew
nothing of the Bible or its contents are e·qual to any
found in any other part of the world, as witness the
following:
To succor the needy, to protect innocence, to instruct
and guide erring humanity: such are the virtues that yield
a man satisfaction, and render him useful to his fellowbeings.
The man who wishes perfectly to fulfil his duties, should
study the precepts and imitate the example of the good.
How truly noble is he whom neither honors nor disgrace
can cause to deviate for an instant from a perfect and proper
course.
To conquer ourselvs is the means for us not to be overcome
by others, to be masters of ourselvs is the way not to hav
other masters.
A small relief given opportunely and in extreme need, does
more good than a hundred ill-bestowed gratuities.
He is truly rich who knows how to make his expenses
·
conform to his income.
Feel neither aversion nor disdain toward those whose
minds are deficient; expect not men to be perfect in all
respects. To conceal the faults of others, and publish their
virtues • • . this is the way to make ourselvs beloved.

We should never Qelieve evil of anyone without positiv
proof.
··
.
If we doubt the justice of an action, we ought to abstam
from doing it.
Never confide in him who says "Yes" and "No" in the
one breath.
The way to enjoy domestic comfort is to correct what is
wrong in one's family with a mild firmness, and by overlooking what is ofl'ensiv in our neighbors, we shall be able
to liv on a friendly footing with them.
.
.
The duty of a father is to correct the faults of his children,
the mother should feel f6r their weakness without too much
connivance.
The burdens of life are borne more easily when we
mutually assist each other.
The above maxims from Chinese authors display a
deep knowledge of human nature, and experience
confirms their correctness. We will add a few from
Confucius, the great philosopher of China, who was
born 554 B.c. His influence in China is supreme,
and his practical maxims of life hav never been surpassed. He says:
We should let our reason and not our passions be the rule
of our conduct, for reason will lead us to think correctly, to
speak sensibly, and to act justly.
No man can possess koowledge of every kind, but everyone ought to learn what pHtains to his duty.
Whatever is both honest and advantageous is proper and
becoming, and we :.reattached to virtue because it includes
both these qualities. Virtue i• an ornament that sets off the
whole person of him who possesses it-his exterior and his interior-'--to the mind it communicates inexpressible beauties
and perfections. To the body it produces delightful sensations . . . it is the property of virtue to calm the heart
and preserve peace there, so this inward tranquillity and
secret joy produce a certain serenity in 'the countenance, an
air of goodness, kindness, and considerateness which attracts
everyone's esteem.
.
Let us be unremitting in our endeavor to acquire new
virtues, and never be satisfied merely with those we hav
alroo'ady attained.
Tbe wise man seeks for the cause of his errors in himself;
the fool, excusing himself, seekll. for it in others.
Sincerity of heart is the first of virtues; nothing is so indispensable in the commerce of society as sincerity.
In our opportunities for enriching ouraelvs we should
never lose sight of honesty.
The Bible tells us the sins of· the father shall be
visted upon the children unto the third and fourth
•
h'ld
h 11
generation.
This doctrm that the c 1 ren s a
suffer for sins they never committed-in other words,
the innocent shall suffer for the guilty, is one of the
most atrocious doctrine ever invented, and is con• ·r· d
Jd
d C
h I
demne d b Y t lle W o e C!VI IZe wor ; an
onfucius, who is denounced as a pagan and a heathen,
taught a doctrin fur superior to this. · He says:
The defects of parents ought never to be visited on their
children. If a father by his faults renders. himself unworthy
of respect the son ought not to be despised if he do not
render himself personally odious. The father's folly and
misconduct cannot justly affect the merits of his son nor deprive him of respect.
·
A child is in duty bound to love and obey his parents.
An amiable woman is a source of satisfaction and happiness to her family.
An honest heart makes an open countenance.

Temperance augments enjoyment; the worst disease of
the mind is insatiable avarice,
A good man cares not for the abuse of bad men. .
We had better blame our own faults than those of otherf!.
Diogenes, who was born 413 B.c., was a Greek phi-.
·
h
t b
loeopher, and though his Writings av no
een preserved he left a few excellent moral p1axims:
The end of philosophy is to subdue the passions, and to
qualify us for every condition in life. No event can happen
for which the philosopher is not preparerl.
.
Liberty is the greatest good and the fouodatwn of all the
rest.
·
Covetomness is the metropolis of all the vices.
When we stretch forth our hand to a friend we should
never clutch our fist.
Against passion we must ?PPOS~ r~ason.
. .
Bow can death be an evil, as 1t 1s never felt when 1t 1s

de~~~ld you be avenged

of an enemy-be virtuous, that he
may hav nothing to say against yon.
Epicilrus, anothor Greek philosopher, was born
342 B c. He was the founder of the Epicurean sect,
and whatever might be said of his philosophy, "it is
a gross mistake," says R. S. DJ~.venport i~ his Bio·
"t
th t E
graphical Dict10nary,
o suppose
a
p!Cur~s .was
a vicious man and that he recommended VlCtous
pr~cticefil. On'the contrary, his cond~ct wa~ virtuous,
and the pleasure which he taught hts pupils to pursue was that pleasure which was attained by virtue
t
1
alone." From his two hundred and thirty- wo mora
maxims we select a few only.
Morals comprise the whole range ~f human_ co~duct ; the
practice of justice forms the most wmghty obligatiOn of man
toward man, and justice consists in committing no injury
again"t the person, property, o.r .c.haractzr of another, nor
offending against another's se~sibihty or comfort. .
. .
The object of life by the taCit consent of all men IS felicity,
and since almost all men miss that erid, must it not be the
fact that they use not the right ~eans to _attain it?
. .
The most philosophical des·re IB, that life should consist m
a succession of pleasing emotions, and death be considered an
event neither to be coveted nor feared.
When we say that pleasure is the sovereign good, enjoyment the chief end of life, we are far from meaning the pleasure, or rather indulgencc_s, of voluptu:~sness, or _thos~ which
consist in gross, excessiv, and pern1c!m~s grati.ficatwns, !'Is
some hav maliciously represented, for It IB not not and dissipation, nor the other consuming exci_te~ents of the sens~s,
which render life really pleasant, but It 18 the sober exerCise
of reason.
What we hav affirmed is, that the way to a happy life is to
enjoy as much of the good and suffer as little of the evil incident to human nature as possible.
•
Supreme enjoyment exists in morals, and in freedom of
life when it is consistent with the dictates of reason.
Temperance, or the regulat~on of our d~sires and passions,
enables us to enjoy pleasure Without suffermg and consequent
inconvenience.
All excess is incompatible with health and with happiness.
A happy life consists not so much iu pqmpering the appetites as in the exercise of reason with sobriety and a sound
mind.
We cannot be happy without being prudent, or worthy
without being just, and to be prudent, . benevo~ent, and
just is to be happy. This must be the chief quality of our
character.
Death that word which makes the vulgar shrink, does not
The number of excellent precepts (122) .offer a harm us: for as long as we are alive it is not death, and when
tempting field for further quotations from Confucius, it is death we are no longer alive.
but I close with the foliowing, which I invite Mr.
A man who is perpetually conversant wi_th the blessings
Simpson to surpass from any portion of the which reason can bestow, seems to be superiOr to the rest of
mankind.
scriptures :
Our time should be made useful, instead of spending it in
Strive to be pure in thought. If our mind is free from melancholy reflections on our mortality.
evil o'ur actions will be also; let us never intend, much less
A sober or well-ordered reason procures a pleasant and
commit, a wrong act.
happy life, by means of the virtues practiced.
Return a good deed by the like, but nevsr revenge an
We cannot liv pleasantly, unless we liv prudently,
injury.
honestly, and justly; nor can we liv prudently, honestly,
To return good for evil, and not to resent injuries, can and justly without living. pleasantly. The virtues are co·only be the act of a great mind.
natural with a happy life, and it is impossible to separate a
And the following is the Golden Rule, so much happy life from them.
vaunted because it is found in the New Testament:
'fhe just liv most free from trouble and disorder, the unjust on the contrary are always disturbed and uneasy.
Maxim 52. Is there any one maxim by which a man may
Of all men he that is the most just enjoys the greatest
regulate his whole life? It is simply to act toward others tranquillity, and he that is the most unjust the least.
as we would desire they should act toward us. We need
The most useful conviction that can be imprinted on the
but this rule alone; it is the foundation and the principle of mind of rational beings is that every crime is a certain cause
all our duties.
of suffering to him who commits it.
0 ae more:
The harm of pleasure is not felt in its enjoyment, but vice
is detestable for its evil consequences, virtue is appreciated
We should be careful in our own dwellings and should do for the pleasure it produces.
nothing at home for which we might blush were it .known
If we liv according to nature we can never be poor, if acabroad.
cording to opinion we can never be rich.
Confucius died 478 B.O Without affirming that
We must not only bear with injuries, nor only pardon
Confucius was perfect in all he did and said, y· et con- them mildly, but we should encourage and congratulate him
who betakes himself to au improved course of life. We
sidering the age in which he lived his moral teach- should rejoice with him who having gone astray shall hav
ings were of so pure and elevating a character that it returned into the path of virtue.
need excite no wonder to find that he is held in the
Those who practice beneficence procure goodwill to themhighest esteem r.mong the hundreds of millions of selvs and the tender estimation of others, so we are interested
f
·
d 1 ft
for our own sakes in doing good to others.
.
t
d
h
h IS
coun rymen an ot ers or hts pure an
o Y
The man who is really wise and good will never be othermorality.
wise.
In addition to Aristotle, Cicero, and Confucius,
Those whO make reason and virtue the objects of their
who all taught doctrins and moral precepts which choice may truly be congratulated.
hav never been surpassed, we find other ancient sages
Virtue and fel!city are sisters never to be found apart.
giving expression to equally lofty sentiments who
We shall seek in the Bible in vain for moral maxnever either heard or dreamed of the Bible or Chris- . ims superior to the above from Epicurus, who died
tianity. We giv a few gems from Democritus, a eel- two hundred and seventy-one years before the alleged
ebrated philosopher who was born 460 B c.:
birth of Christ.
'
The end of all our moral attainments is tranquillity of mind..
Socrates one of the ten Attic orators, ·was born in
Tranquillity or peace of mind, which is also called wisdom, Athens 43S B c. He opened a School of Oratory in
is a thing so desirable that its value is beyond all estimate. which he taught and formed many illustrious
Possessing it we wonder at nothing, we fear nothing, and we speakers and statesmen.
Twenty-one of his
enjoy everything, for when we know how properly to frame
d
h' h
t d
'th
our manners, order our actions, and moderate our desires, harangs are preserve w lC are permea e Wl
we are continually happy.
wisdom and the highest morality.
Profligacy, or vicious indulgence in sensuality, depraves
Without pretending to giv any maxims which had
the very talents which nature has not denied us.
never before been known or discovered, Socrates
He who enjoys what he has without regretting the want of said:
what he has not, is a happy man.
It is the office of prudence to avoid being injured if posThe merit of a moral treatis consists in collecting as exsible, but after an injury has been received a regard for our tensivly as possible the maxims scattered among all nations
own tranquillity will preserve us from a desire for revenge.
and placing them in an interesting point of view.
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arts were dissimulation, lying, complete selfishness, intol- year for the unveiling of the statue-the Feast of Pentecost,
erance of another's opinions, a depra~d intellect, and a on which the Christian world commemorates the outpouring
vulgar spirit.
of the holy spirit upon the apostles, and the beginning of
their glorious mission. Bruno's monument is thus the deifiThis reckless imputation of unspecified 11 evil cation
of unbelief. • . .
deeds," 11 ig~oble" deeds, and 11 unbridled lusts,"
The church maintains that as truth can never contradict
three centuries after the murder of the bold heret.ic truth. true scientific research can never conflict with divine
who attacked the Roman church with his dying revelation. But Freethought as advocated by the admirers
of Bruno d~nies the right of a higher and divine authority to
breath, should revolt decently. minded men. Had command
the mind's assent and control its speculations, and
Bruno been a man of unbridled lust be might hav constitutes human nature the sole supreme judge of all truth,
well sat on the throne of the Borgia. Had he been human and divine. It asserts the absolute independence of
the lying dissimulator suggested, he might well hav the mind of man from all responsibility even to the supreme
and master of all, discards his revealed word and rejects
been bishop of Salford, cardinal of the holy church, lord
his authority-in a word, it is the deification of human
or even pope of Rome. "Selfish," this man who reason. This doctrin is false in philosophy, false in theology,
voluntarily faced poverty, prison, and death! "A false in ethics.
First, it is philosophically unsound, because truth somedepraved intellect and vulgar spirit," this Bruno
times so presents itself to the mind as to claim necessary
who,
with
the
fiery
death
menacing
him,
said
to
the
And here again we meet with the Golden Rule
assent, leaving no room for doubt or rejection. Take certain
between 400 B.a. and 500 B.a., taught by a eo-called cardinals of the holy office when they sentenced him, axioms in mathematics, as, for instance, that a straight line
"It may be you fear more to deliver judgment upon is the shortest distance between two points. In this and
heathen philosopher :
.
me than I fear judgment !" CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
similar statements, not only in science but in every departDo not unto others that which you would not they should
ment of knowledge, the intellect has no freedom of· choice.
do unto you; you will conquer anger if you behave yourself
It assents at once, 11nd, from its ver.v nature, cannot do
toward offenders as you would hav others behave themselvs
otherwise. It is not free to dissent .. Indeed, properly speakThe Archbishop's Pastoral.
toward you when you transgress.
ing, freedom does not belong to the mental faculty. In this
In all the Catholic churches of the archdiocese of respect it is important to bear in mind the difference between
He who would value himself or his honor should be punctual in all his engagements-that more reliance may be placed New York, on last Sunday morning, there were r.ead a t.he intellect and the will. In this life the will cannot be
on his word than the oath of another.
·
pastoral letter from Archbishop Corrigan, and the necetJsitated by any individual good or advantage, however
We should avoid whatever may display bad feeling, and
great, because no created good can fully satisfy the capacity
papal
allocution of June 30th. The letter reinforces of
attend w\th civility to what may be addressed to us; all
our nature. With the mind, on the contrary, truth, whenthe admonitions of the allocution, which was base-d ever clearly perceived, is irresistible. The acta of our mind
hearts are conciliated by politeness and affability.
It is never becoming to say what it would be shameful on the erection of the statue of Giordano Bruno. follow of necessity; just as, on the other hand, those same
to do.
acts of the mind are necessarily withheld whenever intrinsic
The letter reads :
We should be content with our actual condition, without
or extrinsic evidence does not place truth within the horizon
¥IOHA.EL
A.UGUSTINE
however, neglecting to improve it if in our ·power.
'
grace of God and favor of the Apostolto See, Archbishop of of our mental vision. If, in the latter case, judgment is proKindnesses shown to us in real distress are remembered the By the
New York, to the clergy of the diocese and the faithful of hiS nounced, it is because the will acts upon the mind, and
longer.
charge, he.alth and benediction in the Lord:
makes it adhere, with more or less foundation, to one stateWe should speak only on thos(l occasions when we are
DEaRLY BELOVED BRETHREN: Nineteen years ago Victor ment rat.her than to another. By analogy, we are in the
well acquainted with our subject, or when silence would be Emmanuel, "the gentleman king," sent an agent to Pope habit of calling this process of our minds liberty, by a cerimproper. Our affections should be shown by our deeds, Pius IX. to invite him to surrender the patrimony of St. tain ·derivatien from the liberty of the will. Now, if we
rather than by words.
Peter and the temporal power which secured his independ- admit this liberty with re_gard to everything, as the system
ence as the head of the universal church. Without wait- under consideration reqmres, we must admit likewise that
We might fill columns with elegant and moral ex- ing
for the letter of the sovereign pontiff in reply to this in. the mind never simply perceives truth; or that truth is never
tracts from Lucretius, Phocylides, Plato, Plutarch, solent request to reach him, Victor Emmanuel invaded the so perceived as necessarily to claim intellectual assent. This
Pythagoras, Seneca, Socrates, Tbeophrastus, and papal territory and took forcible possession of Rome. To once admitted, the foundation of all kind of knowledge
hosts of others, including Buddha and Brahma, all preserve a show of decency, and to quiet in some measure is undermined, and not only nligion, but science itself, falls
outraged feelings of Catholics throughout the world, a to the ground. Freethought, therefore, cannot stand the test
of whom lived centuries before Christ, and all of the
royal decree was issued declaring that 11 the sovereign pontiff of philosophical scrutiny.
whom taught maxims of morality from which the preserves his dignity, inviolability, and all the prerogative of
Second, as a system it rests on untenable suppositions.
best morality in the Bible bas been derived or bor- a sovereign." • • .
- ·
The moment we raise the banner of Freethought we must
Judged in the light of subsequent events, these promises hold by the very fact that the Christian creed rests on no
rowed. In short, there is not an original moral
maxim in the whole of the Christian scriptures-they of the king and his parliament (paltry as they were, com- solid foundation; that all the reasons which affirm it are
with the high handed injustice already committed) at least doubtful; that all the miracles by which it was prohav all been appropria"ted from other sources. And pared
were made to be broken. In fact, ever since the occupation mulgated were the work of fraud and imposture.
to bear Mr. Simpson, of Walleend, or any other man of Rome, slowly and stealthily, but yet surely and steadily,
If Freethought be accepted, either the Christian religion
say that the morality taught in the Bible is superior the chains hav been wound closer and closer around the suc- contains no truth revealed by God, or these truths, 'thus
to the morality taught at any time and anywhere else cessor of St~ Peter. The semblance of sovereignty enjoyed revealed, cannot claim the assent of our intellect. In other
the august prisoner of the Vatican has been encroached words, a reasonable being must either exam in the credentials
simply excites a smile of pity at the condition of by
upon time and again in various ways, until at length the of Christianity, and refute them, or, admitting that it is a
ignorance in which such men exist, and the excuse actual government would openly affirm. if it dared, that the divine religion, still refuse to adopt it. Neither conclusion is
for them is that they unfortunately know no better. holy father is simply a subject of the king of Italy. More tenable; the first, as involving a difficulty even more inex.
than this, the avowal is now made, and apparently with high plicable than the one it repudiates; the second, as incon.
LIBERAL THINKER.
official sanction, that not only the temporal, but also the sistent with right reason.
Third, finally, liberty of thought implies libP-rty of action
spiritual power of the pontiff must cease to exist. The holy
Leo XIII. and Bruno.
father has more than once called att.mtion to these machina- so that moral and physical liberty become distinct only id
From tlLe .National RPformer.
tions of his enemies, and most pointedly in an allocution pro- name. Man, therefore, may deem morally right whatever
I hav only just seen the full text of the allocution nounced in a special consistory, held on the 30th of June, a he can physically perform. It is needless to say how pernicious in its cons~quences would be the practical applica.
of Pope Leo XIII. as delivered at the extraordinary copy of which is herewith appended.
But besides these grave and authoritativ declarations, we tion of such doctrin. Now, if it be lawful to think as we
consistory held, at the pope's command, at Rome on
the confession of the conspirators themselvs. On occa- please, why cannot we think that virtue and vice are mere
June 30th. Some of the papal language is so very hav
sion of the unveiling of the statue of Giordano Bruno. on names? That property is robbery? That modesty and
extraordinary tha"t it is difficult to pass it by without Pentecost Flunday, Signor Bovio, a deputy to parliament, decorum are but prejudices of education? That treason,
notice. The consistory was held at the Vatican, and the orator of the day, affirmed: "To-day Rome inau- self-indulgence, injustice, are to be placed on the same level
patnotism, temperance, and righteousness? Since,
exactly three weeks after the inauguration of the gurates the religion of thought, the beginning of11 another era." with
press of Rome is even more outspokeu.
On Sept. 20. therefore, our exterior actions are prompted and guided by
monument to Giordano Bruno, and this is how the The
our
inward
thoughts, with principles like those suggested by
1870, the temporal dominion was overthrown; but to.day it
pope speaks to his cardinals, and to the whole world, is the spiritual dominion itself whose obsequies are celebrated. Freethought, what will human life be in this worid? What
of those taking part in the ceremony :
It is the very soul of the church at whose death we are will become of the family? What of civil society itself?
assisting." In the same sense the latest apologist of Gior- Mere material force, illogically used in similar contingencies,
They load with honors a man doubly a fugitiv, a heretic dano Bruno, in a pamphlet published in Rome July 8th, in will not suffice to avert threatened evils, or check their balejudically condemned, whose boldness attacked the church in reply to the aforesaid allocution of the holy father, adds: ful progress. Freedom of thought is therefore a fountain of
his last breath.
11
During the Middle Ages. the papacy, even in a political woe in its practical application and its logical results.
And now, dear brethren, the grosser the insults offered to
At least these word13 of the supreme head of the sense, was conceivable. Now that the state is a union of
Roman Catholic church may be contrasted with the free citizens-of freemen who govern and are governed-the our blessed Lord, the more fervent and devoted in propor.
of the pontiff is impossible, under every respect." tion ought to be our love for him, and our care not to offend
audacious denial by the bishop of Salford, to which supremacy
On account, then, of the aim of the revolution to antagonize him ourselvs. In our day and generation one of the most
I replied in the National .Reformer of July 21st, the Christian religion by attacking, and, if possible, destroying fatal snares laid for the faithful is affiliation with secret
i.e., that "no judicial proof of the fact" was known. its chief stronghold, the see of Peter, it will be useful to societies, that are based on mere naturalism, in exclusion of,
notice the honors lavished on the spirit of rebellion, in the and, by inference at least, in opposition to, our divine reThe allocution goes on:
of Giordano Bruno, and to examin the principle on deemer. The harm that has come to religion in the Eternal
Nay, for these very reasons they deemed him worthy of person
City during the past twenty years is attributed mainly to
which
his
admirers base his claims to distinction.
honor; for it is not by any means true that there was in his
the workings of secret societies. In our land of freedom
The
project
of
erecting
a
statue
in
Rome
to
the
memory
of
character any reason for it. He had no special knowledge of
there is no need of burrowing in the dark. Much less ought
Bruno,
and
on
the
very
place
of
his
execution,
originated
in
science; his writings convict him of Pantheism, proclaimed Turin, shortly after the breach of Porta Pia in 1870. The Oatholics patronize associations in which the Christian faith
him a follower of a disgraceful Materialism, and a victim to
idea was taken up by the hotheaded youth attending various and the divinity of Christ our savior are ignored.
numberless errors; he is often self-contradictory.
Our sympathy also goes out to the vicar of our Lord on
universities noted as seats of Liberalism. In 1876, under the
Bovio, whose name bas been already earth. We grieve with him for the outrages inflicted on
No reason in the character of Bruno for honod inspiration of Signor
11
religion. We grieve that Rome, sanctified by the blood of
Is there no reason for this honor to be found in· mentioned, the university committee" was.formed to carry myriad
martyrs, has seen ·the standard of the evil one
on the work, which has now culminated in the unveiling of
Bruno's loyalty to what he believed to be the truth, the statue. To make the opposition to Christianity more flaunted through her streets in memory of an apostate whose
despite years of hardship and wandering 1 despite pronounced, the most noted Atheists and Freethinkers of the sole merit was to repeat with Lucifer of old, " I will not
years of prison and torture? despite the fagot itself! world were named members of an honorary international serve." In the pain and insult offered to the head all the
members necessarily share. In the wrongs done to tlfe sovDoes not his very martyrdom afford all-sufficient committee. Among the representative so chosen was Victor ereign
pontiff the faithful of the whole world are assailed;
who says : " Giordano Bruno is a noble victim of
reason for the honor done by Freethinkers to his Hugo,
thought; I salute his memory with emotion." And Ernest and against such indignities, continued now for nineteen
memory! "No special knowledge of science," and Renan writes: "The thought of erecting an expiatory monu- years, all of us, as Catholics, utter our indignant protest.
Finally, let us redouble our supplications to the most high,
yet, to quote the article by C. E. Plumptre, in the ment "to Giordano Bruno on the very spot of his execution
Westminster .Review, John Kepler " confessed his seems to me the personification of justice. We owe. a double that he may make the light of his countenance to shine upon
and hav mercy on us; that he may pour his grace into
indebtedness to Bruno," and after pointing to his homage to these heroes of truth, who, at the price of their us,
liTes, hav won the liberties we now enjoy. The first duty is the hearts of the wayward and the ignorant, that " they
work," De l'infinito Universo e ¥ondi," as the guide to honor their memory; the second, to pursue with re- may know him, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom
to "Bruno's exact place in modern science and philos- doubled ardor those scientific researches to which we can he has sent."
The reverend clergy are hereby directed to resume in the
now devote ourselvs in peace, thanks to their tears, thanks
ophy," Mr. Pluroptre adds:
mass, and to continue until further notice, the collect pro
If the modern conception of the solar system rightly bears to their blood." The sophisms of these eulogies are appar- papa. They will also please read to the faithful under their
the name of 1.1 Copernican," no less rightly, it seems to us, ent.
It is needless to relate the life of Bruno. As the holy charge the allocution of June 30th, and announce a solemn
should the modern conception of th'e sidereal system bear the
father says, there was nothing in it worthy of the honor triduum of prayer for the intentions of the holy father, to be
name of "Brunroan."
recently bestowed on his memory. His most ardent admirers held on the 6th, 7th, and 8th of September, the exercises
And be affirms that,
hav never claimed that he was a patriot. His teachiugs, even consisting of the litany of the blessed virgin and benediction
As much greater as is the discovery of the sidereal system according to his warmest apologists, were merely a blending of the most holy sacrament. In accordance with special
th~tn that of the solar system, so much greater; it seems to of Materialism and Pantheism. His life was most immoral. powers granted by t.he holy see, l).nd contained in the fa•ulHis one claim to distinction was hatred of Christ our Lord, ties of the diocese (No.9), the faithful who will receive holy
us, should Bruno be considered than Copernicus.
hatred of the religion which he founded, and of his repre- communion on next Sunday (where the faculty has not
. Again I let the papal allocution speak:
sentative on earth. In the deliberate attempt to cast a slur already been made use of) may gain a plenary indulgence on
His virtues were not conspicuous, since in his morality his on Christianity, and on its chief exponent, the monument to the usual conditions.
wickednesses and evil deeds are an everlasting lesson, teach- Bruno was thought of, to be erected as a threat at once and
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPaNY's Catalog of Freethought
ing whither unbridled lusts will lead a man. His deeds were a trophy, in the very center and heart of Catholicity. Hence
ignoble;. he deserved but poorly of the state; his wonted 1in like manner the selection of the day, of all the days in ~he Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
We should not be satisfied with merely approving those
who do well, but we should emulate their good deeds.
Virtue is profitable for all things, infinitly preferable to
riches or birth.
Modesty, diffidence, habits of temperance, !tud love of
jnstice-these are the virtues that should form the character
uf young men.
Past experience is the only means by the aid of which
opini?ns m_ay be formed of what shall happen on succeeding
occasiOns.
The· power of a tyrant is as heavy a burden on himself as
on those he oppresses.
He who holds office should be careful not to employ
vicious subordinate~, as it is very certain that their bad conduct will be imputed to him.
We should not fancy that vice would answer our purpose
better than virtue. .
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J esns Paid-Go Ahead.
The illustration on our first page this week presents the beautiful scene of the translation to heaven
of four scoundrels hanged in New York city August
23d. Each had murdered a woman. Each was a
good Roman Catholic Christian. Each is at present
in heaven, where we cannot get-where, in fact, we
hope we won't get, now.
The crimes were as follows. One of these delightful creatures, Carolin, murdered his mistress
March 15, 1888, in a little, barely furnished room in
the rear of the first floor of 47 Stanton street.
Carolin was a carpenter out of work. He threw the
woman, Bridget McQuade, down on the floor of his
room and hammered her head with a hatchet until
she was dead. Since then he denied that he killed
the woman.. The second, Jack Lewis, a negro, murdered his mistress, a mulatto named Alice Jackson,
on July 17, 1888. He had made a previous attempt
to murder her by firing several shots at her. She
had refused to liv with him any longer. He was so
sure that he had killed her the first time that he
fled from the city and remained away until he heard
that she was still alive. On the day of the murder
he called at 84 West Third street, where she was
employed as a cook. He forced his way into the
house and shot her in the breast and abdomen. Before the woman died she charged Lewis with the
crime. He acknowledged it and said: "I meant to
do it, too." The third, Packenham, murdered his
wife March 13, 1888, at 212 West Twenty-seventh
street, because she refueed to giv him money to buy
liquor. He cut her throat with a razor. He had
frequently abused her, and had been sent to the
Island several times. The fourth, James Nolan,
killed Emma Buch with a pistol at 9 Second street
on Nov. 20, 1888, because she refused to support
him any longer on the wages of her shame.
Here are passages from the newspaper accounts
of the jail life of the villains for a week or two previous to their hanging, up to the scene of the Ascension to paradise :
" Said Carolin : ' The priest and the sisters giv me comfort. Death is but a little step to the other life.' "
" Packenham has become very religious. It is difficult to
get him into any other vein of thought."
" A little cell has been fitted up as chapel for them."
"Packenham's children are in a convent."
" Three Sisters of Mercy came to see them about 9 o'clock
and spent two hours talking and prayiBg for them."
" Since Packenham has been in the city prison he has
become very religious, and he passes at least six hours a day
in prayer."
" The men together heard the regular church services of
the Catholic faith with priests and Sisters of Mercy; separately they had prayers with the devout black-garbed
women."
" On the ground fioor there are six cells in a row, one for
each man and the :emaining for an oratory. This is carpeted,
and a small table IS set at the further end, upon which stand
tapers and a crucifix. Above hangs a holy picture. There
the men spend most of their time in prayer."
" ' I don't know what we should do with condemned men
in the last days of their life if it were not for the ministrations of the clergy and the sisters,' said Mr. Sexton. The
prospect of pardon and peace held constantly before their

minds not only soothes them, but inspires a sort of ecstatic
eagerness to enter upon the life to come which robs death of
its terrors and makes them willing to go. It seems that
in prison to men about to die religion is not 'a failure.'''
" Father Gelinos visited them. They are beginning to be
very devout. They prayed for several minutes after arising."
"Fathers Prendergast and Gelinas arrived at 10 o'clock,
and one or the other remained with their charges until they
retired for the night. Even then the priests did not leave the
prison, for they slept close at hand. Under their pious
ministrations all the men grew calm and quiet, all appearance of nervousness leaving them."
" Nolan pays great attention to the priests, and is earnest
in his devotional exercises."
" Carolin was made happy by the visit of Mrs. Miller, for
she came with a message from her husband that they would
see that his body received decent interment in consecrated
ground. This promis of a consecrated grave seemed to giv
the unfortunate man great satisfaction."
" Father Prendergast entered the prie.on with Father
Gelinas, the regular Catholic chaplain, and these kind priests
passed over an hour with their. penitents. During the afternoon Father Gelinas again entered the death-watch chamber
after a tour of the prison, as is his custom on Tuesdays, and
he did not leave until after 3 o'clock. Two Sisters of Mercy
arrived at 2 and remained with the prisoners until their
suppers were brought in."
''Attending to his daily devotions or listening to the consolations of his religious advisers, Packenham shows by
every act that he has reached a state of mind which will
enable him to die peacefully."
"Bath, spiritual communion, prayers, breakfast, reading,
smoking, exercise, prayers again, and conferences with the
priests-such were the incidents in the earlier hours."
" That the thought of death is ever present in their minds
may be inferred from the very great eagerness with which
they perform their religious devotions."
•
"At 11 o'clock the good priests Fathers Prendergast
and Gelinas made their first visitation of the day, and from
that hour until late in the afternoon, except at intervals when
they were receiving friends and listening to their good-byes,
the murderers were almost constantly at prayer."
"Part of the time when Father Prendergast was at the
prison he was accompanied by Father Van Rensselaer, arecent Catholic convert. Sister Mary Francis and her usual
companion and two other Sisters of Mercy spent hours with
the condemned men."
" The Sisters of Mercy, who had been in faithful attendance upon the murderers during the greater part of the day,
left the prison for the night at 7 o'clock. The men
thanked them most earnestly for their many kindnesses."
" Shortly after this the men returned to the cage and took
supper and then Father Gelinas_led them in a short prayer.
Father Prendergast slept in one of Warden Osborne's
rooms."
" Father Prendergast, on the morning @f execution, will
say mass in their cage, and just before theii' going to the
11caffold will administer to them the Host."
"Upon the entrance of the sheriff and under-sheriff they
went at once to the condemned cage. There the murderers
were alternately engaged in prayer and listening to the exhortations of the priests."
''They declared that they died as penitents, and in the
hope of divine forgivness."
" Fathers Prendergast and Gelinas were resting in rooms
near them."
"Packenham had always protested since being sentenced
that he would go bravely to the gallows, having made his
peace with God."
'' Father Gelinas went into the little chapel in the cell next
to the last of the five where the murderers lived their last
days. There were candles burning on a table there, and
a crucifix was the one thing that the candle-light made conspicuous. Before it the murderer and the priest bowed
to pray. Carolin, Lewis, and Nolan were called then in
turn. As speedily as they could get them ready the deputies
and !"ather Gelinas prepared the four doomed men for mass.
Just at 5 o'clock the group of men heard the tramping of feet
in the main corridor, and a moment later they saw Father
Gelinas lead the procession of murderers and the deputies to
mass. Father Prendergast had been in the chapel since 4:30,
when he had said his mass alone. Father Van Rensselaer
joined him later, and they received the procession. One of
the jurors who had studied in a Jesuit college went up to
serve at the mass. The service was short and solemn. It
included the administration of the last communion."
" An impressiv scene was transpiring inside the walls of
the structure-that of the procession to mass. Having attended to their toilets and bidden everybody near them goodbye, the four doomed men were escorted to the prison
chapel, on the·corner of Center and Leonard streets. UnderSheriff Sexton led the sad procession, each of the prisoners
being placed between two deputies. Warden Osborne and
Deputy Warden Finley followed. Nolan was the tlrst in
line, Carolin, Packenham, and Lewis following in the order
named. The scene in the simple little chapel was an impressiv one, for as the men so soon to die knelt at the altar
the pallor of death was already on their faces, and great
beads of sweat stood on the brows of Packenham and Nolan.
Lewis eyed the altar and the priests curiously, he being
a new convert. Doell and child-like he knelt with the rest,
evidently conscious that prayer was good for his soul.
Caroliri had by this time recovered from the terrors of the
night. More intelligent than the colored man, his face wore
a devout expression, and he joined in the responses quite
audibly. Around these wretched men were gathered the
death watch, all kneeling, but vigilant in the discharge of
their duty, even at that solemn mement, when the almighty
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was lileing beseeched to grant his ·pardon to those so soon to
be ushered into his presence. The low voices of the faithfu
priests rang clear and full through the half-empty chapel as
the candles on the altar burnt dimly in the light of the
clouded sun. _As the servlce proceeded an expression of
peace settled on Packenham's features, and Nolan's eyes
grew dim as this nld man prayed beside him. Mass having
been performed, Father Prendergast administered the sacrament."
" The prison cook, a burly man, knew when the murderers were back in their cage, and immediately he served
them their last breakfast of coffee, rolls, and eggs [not
meat;_it was Friday]."
" While they were in the kitchen the murderers were
in their cage praying with the three priests."
" Father Prendergast went over to Packenham and began
praying. 'My son, bear up under this trial,' said the priest.
'Hav no fears, father,' the murderer replied."
"Muttering the prayers recited by the priests, Nolan
exerted his bodily strength in order to keep pace with those
conducting him to the fatal tree."
" As he approached the scaffold, and as he stood on it,
Packenham repeatedly said: 'Jesus hav mercy on me;
Jesus hav mercy on me.' Again and again Father Prendergast answered:' Pray, my son, pray. May Jesus hav mercy
on your soul.' "
" Nolan's lips were moving constantly, and he, too,
was exclaiming: 'Jesus hav mercy upon my soul,' and
Father Gelinas was answering repeatedly: 'Pray. May
Jesus hav mercy upon your soul.'"

Of the four men, three lied steadily all the while
they were engaged in preparations for saving their
souls in case their lying did not avail them. They
asserted their innocence all the time they were in
jail till the end approached, when two of the three,
seeing it would be of no use to lie longer, acknowledged their murders. One, Carolin, continued to lie
to his last breath. He died, like the others, submissiv
to God, but maintained his hate of man to the last.
He had to make peace with God to secure his harp
and crown, but not being under such compulsion to
treat his fellow-beings right, he was determined to
vent on them his malignancy. as long as he. could,
just as he had done all his life. On the scaffold the
three priests were standing near him, when he
suddenly tbrust his head forward and growled : " I
die an innocent man. I am innocent, too." Lewis
turned his head around and said : "Oh, shut up;
die like a man." " God damn it, I don't care,"
retorted Carolin. There waa not the slightest
sbadow of doubt of his guilt.
What, it has been asked, would be the effect on
crime in England if the condemned person could
obtain his pardon by apologizing to the queen? Yet
such is the Christian system.
This Christian system just fits the constitution of
the classes who receive it, and this is why it flourishes
so. Between every society and its creed there must
be a certain fitness of each for the other. Rationalists look to the effects an ill deed has in making their
fellows unhappy, and they know that when they hav
done an ill deed there is no wiping out the score.
So they hav to impose on themselvs a perpetual
restraint. They hav to-there is no other way of
their getting along with their conscience. But criminally inclined classes cannot hav anything ·to do with
such a system as that. It requires restraint, and
that they will not hav. What they must hav is a
system that provides gratification of their viciousness, which will not submit to restraint. This want
is met by the confessional box and the atonement.
With this apparatus, they strike out a life aimed to
be a perpetual round of pleasures. They get the
best of us poor Freethinkers in every way. They
hav everything their own way. They go on and
insult, steal, assault, and kill just as they please, and
thus hav everything their own way in this life; then
when they cannot do that any longer they say· they
believe some rubbish or other and get into heaven,
and hav everything their own way there ; so they hav everything their own way every way. We poor
Infidels cannot do this. We unfortunate fellows
cannot believe what they say they believe, and so
hav to drag along without having much of anything
our own way anywhere.
These prison-life accounts occupy whole pages in
the daily papers. The young roughs with whom
cities swarm devour every line greedily. Attention
is nowhere in the accounts called to the inexpiable
effects on humanity of the crimes. The idea set up
for attention everywhere is that of obtaining fromthe Lord admission into his paradise. The roughs
read of the criminals fixing up things all right at the
last moment ; what little hesitation they might hav
feit is removed by the reflection, " We will do likewise when it comes to that some day," and off they
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start insulting, quarreling, pilfering, waylaying, as- by Garibaldi and his noble associate Freethinkers of
saulting, and murdering.
the kingdom of Italy, and ending with the Bruno
-------4~~------"outrage." Next we hav some assorted defamations
More.
of Bruno. Succeeding are several paragraphs of that
Still they come, in the endless procession of godly class with which readers of Catholic literature are
·Criminals. Here are three more.
familiar. They treat of free will and Freethought.
The execution of Giblin, confined in the New York It is the custom of the church to mix with almost
prison, approaches. He is just like the others-a every communication to its flock some dissertation of
good Catholic woman-murderer. He was to hav this stripe on some profound problem of philosophy
swung with them, but was granted a respit of sixty and metaphysics. The dissertation is always laid off
days. More religious ceremonies forthcoming.
under different heads by a classification giving it an
A few days ago Christian Luca, a respected grocer appearance of great exactness of thought. But
of Brooklyn, was stabbed to death by a burglar in beyond this methodical device for producing an apthe night. The ass~ilant cut at him a long time, pearance of exactness, the rest is all the most welter-·
when it had become unnecessary, exhibiting a delight ing confusion. It is usually impossible even to make
in ferocity. Luca was a German, thus belonging to out what it is that is being talked about. The
· that nationality the farthest advanced in Free thought writer's brain is muddled, and of course the producof any in the city-perhaps was a Freethinker him- tion is the same. The hearers do not understand it.
self. The murderer was, of course, an Irish Roman But they believe the writer does, and are greatly imCatholic. He was a savage young beast. He had pressed. The subject here is one that is capable of
been married a week before by a priest. Soon we being treated with clearness, and anyone can meet
shall hav over again the old drama of priests, gal- intelligible thought on the matter by turning to the
lows, sacraments, and Ascension.
works of the philosophical writers of our side-Mill,
Reports come from the West of the execution of Lewes, and Spencer. Perhaps those living remote
George Duncan Bryson, a Christian woman-murderer. from Catholics will not be averse to having presented
He murdered his wife, Annie Bryson. The execution them an example of the stuff fed to Romanist flocks.
took place at Boulder on August 9th. The arrange- Next in the pastoral are more maledictions of Bruno
ments for being railroaded through to heaven were and those who wickedly say with him, "I will not
much as before. The Rev. Mr. Wickes was sent for. serve"-that is, will not chink gold in priests' purses.
A Salvation Army service of prayer and song was The close announces a continuance of the collection,
held. Bryson entered into a long private conversa- of course, and "prayer for the intentions of the holy
tion with a Salvation Army man, and then joined the father." The holy father would better hold no inprocession to the gallows.
tentions of procuring war to be made on Italy for its
Looking back over these accounts, what shall we course toward him. If he tries any such game he
say of this bedlam of priests, drunkards, preachers, may be made even more ill by the results than he has
blood, prayers, scoundrels, sisters, wardens, mur- been by the statue to Giordano Bruno.
derers, rites, burglars, incantations, scaffolds, sacraments, halters, and Ascension ?
Laws Are Nothing to Them.
Two instances hav lately occurred in Ohio of disBruno.
graceful renunciation by government of its· powers
The commotion created by the erection of the in favor of the Roman Catholics. In two instances
Bruno statue continues to be tremendous. It in- the Catholics wished to hold assemblages on the
creases rather than abates. Leo XIII., it seems from Sabbath and to hav the saloons open during that
all cable reports, was made ill by the statue, and .time for their convenience. Flagrant as such an act
now he has issued a papal allocution on the matter, is, the town councils remitted their Sunday-closing
and further is looking up Vatican archives to concoct laws during the hours desired.
some scandal against Bruno intended to be blasting.
Louisville is the first place. A new Catholic cemeThe lesser heads of the church in all countries hav tery was to be consecrated in the town, and delegaissued imitations· of his fulmination. Catholic so- tions of Roman Catholics were expected from the
cieties everywhere hav assembled and protested surrounding towns. The village council, by a unaniagainst the sad wrong done them. It is reported, mous vote, granted the saloonkeepers the privilege
with what correctness we cannot say, that the pope of opening their back doors from four to seven
has excommunicated King Humbert of Italy for his o'clock in the afternoon, and selling intoxicants, in
participation in the dedication .of the monument. direct contravention of the Owen Sabbath law.
One of the latest protesting assemblages was held
Cleveland is the second place. The German Roat Neustadt, Germany, at which Herr Lieber said man Catholic Central Association met in that. city
that the Bruno festival was a dance round the golden and the authorities followed the example of the vilcalf, and referred to the martyr as an ass and a pig. lage of Louisville and allowed the Sunday-closing law
We endeavor to present to our readers this week to be openly and defiantly disregarded. The term
several productions pro and con on the matter. The hospitality was made the shield of law-breakers.
Catholic Home pronounces the erection of the
Passing over the consideration of what a comment
·monument "as villainous a proceeding as the history this is on the drunken habits of the Romanists, we
of the world will ever be called upon to record." The will notice only how it illustrates the domineering
Catholics of England (we quote from the Roman spirit of Catholics everywhere. They cannot be
letter of the Catholic Mirror) hav written to the brought to conceive that there is a thing on earth
pope approving his protest against the erection of a that should not be made to yield to their religion
monument to Giordano Bruno, and say :
and their wants. They hav not the slightest idea of
" It grieves us that certain men hav had the insolent au- how anyone or anything can justly refuse to cooperate
dacity to violate the reverence due to the supreme pontiff, with their transactions. They constitute the most
and with him the whole Christian world, in erecting a monu- astonishing embodiment of insolent, grasping greed
ment to one Bruno in the very place where he suffered the
punishment due to his crimes. His monstrous opinions put the world has ever wondered at.
forth concerning human society, government, states, and
Cincinnati.
the truth of philosophy exceed in perversity all others."
For some time, up to a few Sundays ago, the SunLet everyone take notice of this utterance. The
Romanist policy inclines lately to hide its secret ap- day law in Cincinnati has been laxly observed. Reproval of persecution for opinion's sake, and although cently the preachers got together and laid out plans
occasionally some incautious utterance reveals the for compelling the stricter observance of that law.
depths of ferocity waiting fit time to be opened, it is They hav prosecuted these designs with vigor. On
rarely that we get an expression like this. It is as- a recent Sunday a number of German citizens, filled
tonishing that the church should so forget itself as with doctrine of personal liberty and even Anarchto deliver this outspoken and unqualified indorse- ism, made an organized effort at resistance and kept
ment of persecution. "The punishment due to his open their places of business, mostly saloons. But
they were reduced to subjection, and hav had to beg
crimes !'l
On other pages we present Charles Bradlaugh's for mercy in the courts and promis humble obedireply to the papal allocution, his reply to the ence. The Sabbatarians hav conquered.
Now, this Sabbatarian revival in Cincinnati was
pastoral of the bishop of Salford, and, as .a sample of
the opposition, the pastoral of Archbishop Corrigan, got up, supported, and engineered by the ministers.
And its nature is, not to secure liberty to sects to
of New York.
The last, the pastoral of Mike Corrigan, opens with worsh;ip God on Sunday, but to compel everybody
a pitiful history of the downward movement of the else to cease work too. It is not to secure liberty to
papacy in Italy, commencing witb ~he establishmeJ!.t some1 for tbey hav that liberty now; but it is to take
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the liberty of all the rest. The question we
ask is, how in the face of all the actions like this is it
possible for any human being in this country to go
on oblivious of the fact that we hav a union of church
and state ? The clergy showed unblushingly their
determination to enter fully into the use of political
methods and parties and all the intrigues and dickerings imaginable, to secure the infamous end of religious oppression. They did it all openly, and boast
of it. One of the pious committee writes to Rev.
Irving W. Metcalf, Cleveland, Ohio, after this description :
" It would do you good to see the wondrous change
in our city. And all this grand change has come about
through the persistent hard work of a few men.
" Last winter our Evangelical Alliance, sick of the dread-·
ful state of things, determined to see if something could not
be done. We appointed a committee of ten to consider
ways and methods of securing a change for the better. This
committee met and at once doubled its number by adding
ten good business men, thus linking us more closely to the
business interests. · · ·
" By this time we had about eighteen hundred names on
our books. We then secured headquarters and went to
work at ward organizations. We elected our police judge,
the very man we wanted, the prosecuting attorney, comp.
troller, and superior judge. Out of the firm, faithful work
of these officials by simply overriding the mayor, who is a

;~:~~o::'~r~ash:~;;n~n ~~e:~~~ !:P~!t:!~~f~! ;!a~~

made the Committee of Five· Hundred a permanent organization-that public sentiment is thoroughly on our side,
that the Republicans hav had to make their mayor come out
openly in an official order enforcing the closing law. They
did this not because they wanted to do it, but because the
party's future made it absolutely necessary. It is our purpose to wol'k on next winter until we get some· obnoxious
and hindering legislation out of the way, and the law amended
to make ·it easy to carry it out. I am quite certain that our
representativs will listen to our request hereafter. Indeed,
it is quite certl\in that they will not even be elected without
our approval. We are grateful to God for what he has
done."

Editorial Notes.
WE regret to announce the death of Mittie, the faithful
wife of Jeremiah Hacker, Berlin, N.J.
WYoMING and New Mexico are the places in which Secularists must now make a fight for American constitutions.
The constitutional convention of Wyoming opened on the
2d ; that of New Mexico, on the 3d. In the former Protestants will endeavor to pervert the true principles of ciTil government ; in the latter, Catholics.
WE hav incautiously mailed to bookbuyers our last copy
of that useful work exposing the crimes of convents, " Sister
Lucy and Her Awful Disclosures." We need a copy to use
in getting out a new edition, and if one of our readers will
send us one, we shall be grateful. The foregoing we printed
two weeks ago, but we hav not received a copy. We hope
our subscribers' ardor for Freethought literature will not
lead them into the hardheartedness of keeping it away from
all the Christians we ha v yet to civilize.
IN the trial of the supposed murderers of Dr. Cronin at
Chicago, the counsel for the defense is arranging to hav a
jury of none but Catholics. On the 31st ult., Judge Wing,
of the counsel for defense, struck one man who seemed to
be all that could be desired, but who in the course of examination said he belonged to the Presbyterian church. The lawyers for the defense all leaned over and whispered to get tid
of him. Judge Wing tried for half an hour to pick some
flaw in the gentleman's opinions, as he wished to husband
his peremptory challenges, but without success, and he finally
challenged him peremptorily on behalf of Coughlin.
FouR more men hav been killed as a result of the HowardTurner feud in Harlan county, ia the mountains of southeastern Kentucky. Our daily papers hav sent special
reporters down into these lawless regions, who giv full particulars of the life and manners of the nativs. Without an
exception these bloody-handed prosecutors of family feuds
are Christian believers of the most undoubting sort. Freethought is unheard of, and it may safely be conjectured that
a Freethought lecturer attempting his propaganda there
would inetantly be mobbed or lynched. Now, will some
one say what is the conclusion to be drawn from all these
facts?
A OLERGYMAN at Hungerford, England, declared recently
that freer forgivness may be expected for stealing a £5 note
than for entering a dissenting place of worship. This is a
specially marked example of that influence of Christianity
inimical to morality-the substitution for the true moral
standard of the artificial one of orthodox conformity in theological belief.
IN the coming church congress in England, the subject of
" Infidelity" is down for discussion. Of course no Infidel
will be present. Note the difference between the Christian
method and ours. We invite representativs of the Christian
and every other opposed belief to take part in our debates.
Everyone knows that the only way to reach the truth in any
matter whatever is to hear all sides. As what we want, and
all we want, is the truth, this is what ·we do. When bodies
do otherwise, as in this instance, there is only one inference
to be drawn-they do not want the truth.
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Jttltrs Jro11( Jlritnds.
JASPER, Au., Sept. 1, 289.
MR. EDITOR : Several weeks ago I wrote an article for a
labor paper. It was an open letter to a minister who g~ve
notice of speaking on the labor question. The followmg
questions were suppressed by.the editor:
Do you believe it right for man to make laws to ;giv money a
reproducing power or force? As money b~ natu.re IS a non-producer (cannot reproduce itself), why should 1t be giVen a false and
unjust power or force 7
Hav all men the same nat.ural rights i~ this w~rld 7 Beca~se
some men are inferior in capacity, does th1s fact g1V the supenor
the right to take away the weaker ones' rights, and make them
their slaves or servants 1

The editor complimented on this suppressed paragraph,
and then neglected to publish it. We want scientific truth
on a!! subjects, and the privilege to use the same. " The
truth shall make you free."
DR. J. K. DEA.llTH.
HEBER, UTAH, Aug. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Your paper has been a welcome guest for
twelve years in our family, and I do not know how we could
do without it now. Long may you liv to carry on the good
work you hav engaged in. I also wish Brother Heston long
lite and success in his grand and noble work. It adds wonderfully to the paper. In many cases you can show a picture to a whole crowd at once, and it nearly always strikes
some one forcibly enough to cause him to say, That is just
about right;" and others may think so but do not hav the
manhood to say so, but perhaps may in time. I did not become a Freethinker in a day. I said years before I ever
thought of dropping my creed, viz., Mormonism, that when
I was done with it I would be an unbeliever in all religions,
so I was in proper condition, and when THE TRUTH SEEKER
accidently fell into ·my hands it seemed as though I had
found something congenial to my taste.
JA.MEB LINDSAY.
MINNESOTA. LAKE, MINN., Aug. 27, 289.
MR. EDITOR: I am in hope to see Mrs. Freeman again, as
was stated· in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hear her speak.
Welcome here! She gave us a lecture last spring at Minnesota Lake, and the money paid is not enough for the good
which she has done here. Many Christians t)lought, That
is the best religion that ever was preached in the nineteenth
century; that is reason, truth. That little woman, as they
call her, handles her subject in a way showing· her naturally
gifted. Friends, we want her work in the Northwest, where
priestcraft is very strong yet. And by service of a lady
lecturer we will draw in more women to hear the great
reform.
Two weeks ago we had a Catholic fair at Easton, Minn.,
where young ladies, I expect by order of the priest, sold
some tickets for the benefit of the church. I was not able
to send for a lecturer to hav a lecture a day before the fair,
and I was just wishing, and watching !n THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and lo I nobody came this way at that time. E. S. GLroK.
NEw YoRK, Aug. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: If, instead of throwing away so many
millions in churches, which in reality are of no benefit to
humanity, the same amount were spent in buildings to serve
a double purpose, viz., the lower departments as public
schools, and the upper ones as houses of abode, would it not
be better? The amount of rent monthly collected would not
only pay competent teachers, who could liv with their families in one of the stories of the same house, but a very good
sum would be over monthly to help the poor of the district
where the school is located. Even if such a building should
occupy a whole block, it would be of the greatest benefit to
humanity; but of course it~ importance would be in relation
to the locality and number of scholars receiving a sound,
moral education.
With this reform carried out, I believe in a few years
hence there would not be a single man or woman who would
not be an educated person, and the schools, under such basis,
besides teaching gratis would· be a boon to the poor. What
is your opinion of this subject ?
A REFORM SEEKER.
PooA.HONTAs, Aug. 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I beg indulgence once more to speak through
the grandest truth seeking organ of all I hav ever read, which
are not a few.
In the first place, I suppose Mr. Hart deserves notice, and
as he was courteous in questions I will try and be so in answers. His first queat10n as to whether I was sure I had
reached the target, I think was answered in the article hereferred to-that is, by the contrast between Materialism
and Spiritualism. If spirits are visible, tangible, and bodily,
then our standard lexicographers hav erred, our language is
at fault, and none of us know whereof we speak.
As for Mr. Hart's second question, Was I dishonest when
· preaching, and how long did I sing, Spirits are hovering
around? I will answer: I believe we are all more or less diehonest, deceitful. It takes time for anyone after he becomes
deluded to find out his delusion. And again it takes time
after he finds out he is deluded to sum up courage to face
opposition, bigotry, Christian persecution, and hypocrisy,
and command fidelity to principle in order to be outspoken,
and denounce what he once honestly advocated.
I was extremely delighted in your last issue with two
articles, one from old Brother J. Hacker and the other from
W. E. Walton. I would like to know if 1t1r. Hacker still has
on hand his old-time publications for sale.
Ex-REv. JosEPH N. MaXEY.
UNroN, ORE., Aug. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I get to thinking sometimes, and I feel sorry
to think there is so much ignorance in the world. I am

sorry to think that I ever was in that condition. The first I
began to get my eyes open was after I got to this country.
There came a medium along and gave three lectures, and
that broke the ice and I began to think, and I am trying to
think ever since. And I often wish I could talk like the
good Colonel Ingersoll. I read all there is in THE TRUTH
SEEKER for and against Spiritualism, and I can't see that
either one is hurting the other. Now, my opinion is this:
the Catholic and Protestant go together to get some certain
ends accomplished, and. I say let Spiritualists and Infidels
stay together and work for humanity-for the good of the
man and not for the ·soul. Let the soul take care of itself.
If the man is all right all will be well. If man works to his
highest idea of right, he does well. No man can do better.
I am sorry to hav to think there is so little goodness in the
professed Bible believer or professor as to believe the Bible
and not ever do even one of the words of God. I cannot
think they are any better than an Infidel that does not pretend to believe. The pretended Christian I think is the most
revengeful being there is. Believe or be damned, is the
idea. I am afraid if some of them get to heaven they will
tear the golden streets up to get the gold to store away.
Still the sky-pilots shun our little park. We havn't had a
sermon for six .months. We are "goners."
" The Woman of the Club" I think ought to be read by
everybody, rich and poor.
W. M. SoUTH.
CHroA.Go, ILL., July 30, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please be so generous as to do a
little free advertising for the love of God, or rather as devotional homage to many gods, virgin mothers (the first I ever
saw), hoodoos, and minor other little deities too numerous
to mention of all kinds, sizes, shapes, styles, ages, genders,
complexion, etc., etc., now on exhibition and for sale at 114
Wabash avenue (or thereabout), and at other places in this
great and holy city of Chicago ?
Some bav a countenance like the rising sun, others hav
smiles of jealous rage, with tear.besniveled, woebegone expressions, while others look like " de old gray goose a-smiling
at de gander." Gods suited to everybody, anybody, and nobody, as you pay your money and take your choice. Each
god is guaranteed to be the only true and original one.
I cannot giv the price and terms, but as money and adoration ilil scarce, and gods rather going out of style, I think
they can be bought cheap and at monthly instalments.
Little gods in swaddling clothes at half price. 0 ye worshipers of deities, now is your time, for ye know not when
~he hour draweth nigh. Selah. Don't fail to secure one at
once before the good ones are gone.
To those who may wish one of the other kind, I think
they can hav one made to order, as they hav some extra
tails, cloven feet, glass eyes, etc., and they can easily import
any expression of countenance they like.
A. D. SwAN.
RocHESTER, N.H., Sep. 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: "Truth seeker" means much to me. We
are told that long, long ago Pilate asked, "What is the
truth?" Humanity are groping, reaching, hungering, and
thirsting for truth. They beg for bread and get a stone.
Sad, sad. And the question is asked, Why spend ye your
money for that which is not bread? why labor for that
which profiteth nothing? We fail in our judgment. We
try to be satisfied with shadows, with echoes, like children.
We stop crying and are delighted with the doll, the toy, or
any trifle until we learn it is filled with sawdust; until we
learn that our teacher or preacher knows no more than the
little toddler about what he preaches so glibly. We know it is
vanity of vanities and vexation of spirit. While this condition of things cannot reach us individually, our hearts ache
for the many who suffer because of weakness of soul or
body.
I hav met many who held with the most tenacious grip
delusions so bare that it was a wonder they did not see their
folly and throw their idols, their false gods, the wretched
substitutes, away, glad to be rid of them. But, no, sir.
Instead, they would declare, "Beautiful thou art, 0 Bel,
and in thee there is no deceit at all."
If we would only see and understand the object of living ;
if we could comprehend and enjoy the beauty, the brightness, the love, overflowing from the heart of our dear Mother
Nature I Instead, ''we go long and weary ways, wandering
through the yesterdays." We wait until our loved ones cross
the dark river, then scatter flowers over the pulseless dust.
We are expected when we become men and women to put
away childish things. Do we do it? With the light of today, with the help of progress, with inventors, genius, etc.,
we ct·rtainly should prove that we are living and growing;
that we are not petrifactions of some very remote period to
be used only as a warning, and rarely wanted even for that.
I will stop. It has just occurred to me that probably all
your readers know all about these subjects and it would be
superfluous for me to chat longer. You hav my best wishes
for your success; and you cannot help prospering, for you
are right. "Ever the right comes uppermost," etc.
I will take my flowers now, if you please.
Don •t wait until I am dead.
I shall not be able to thank you
When they rest on my coffin lid.
L9t me hold them in their beauty,
See the colors bright and gay,
Enjoy their fragrant odor,
While it is yet to-day.
To-morrow never comes, love.
There is no time but BOW.
Let us do our best to cheer the day
And seeds of kindness sow.
Regret, remorse, is useless ;
We must braver be
If we expect in the autumn
A harvest fall to see.
·

MRs. ELIZA. CaDIEUX.

LEXINGTON; KY., Aug. 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: What constitution of society is this, where
the principle of organic expansion which should conduct our
national affairs to a culminating point of utility is wanting,
and a screw loose somewhere? The heavy weight is upon
us of mummy forms of worship, fearful nightmares of super.
stition, which cause men to constitute society with a blind
reference to the will of a deity, who is unable to control the
forces he has launched into space. What we call religion is
merely a power which commenced with fear, and was continued with self-interest.
What a fearful interregnum
through which we are passing-a Christian country, corrupted by criminals in monetary affairs, with vices and
crimes raging like epidemics, miAchievous cabinet officers
appointed instead of being elected, churches raving about
doctrine and Sabbath observances instead of. those things
which really make for righteousness I
A thousand Charlemagnes ate piously seducing the people,
especially the young, from the paths of justice and peace.
Society can be reconstructed only with a view to improvement, upon a basis of reasonable opinion and moral rectitude.
How necessary, then, is a freedom from erroneous doctrine
which involve dangerous principles, giving power to pious
malefactors in office to wreck and destroy our republic!
Churches cannot be trusted with power and influence, for
they appear to lack candor, consistency, and a high sense of
honor. Their peculiar poison is inserted everywhere, and
the mind of the masses is rent by conflicting opinions. The
Jew denies that the fear of brimstone has any power as a
cause to secure salvation, or that faith and joy in the Holy
Ghost hav any connection with a moral and useful life. The
Campbellite preaches hell without one reference to the future
state. " A leap into the dark," is with them a household expression. They deny the office of the Holy Spirit, obedience
or baptism being the pastework or outside door which admits heavenly graces, the whitewash which givs you a good
standing in the church. The Jew has much to say of individual influence as a savior of the world. It seems that
Philo, a Jew of Alexandria, preferred one God to an oligarchy of such existences. In modern times Luther was proud
of fastening upon the world the fangs of the doctrin of ''jus.
tification by faith." Next appears Cardinal Gibbons upon
the scene, who would not leaven the world with dangerous
Bibles. He thinks priests are the spice of society. Rome
rejoices in a plentiful supply of this condiment, numbering
two thousand of these useless beings.
Science is satisfied with examining phenomena, but religionists are always prating of cosmical unity, forgetting that
this can be predicated alone of the nervous ~system which
can know and understand what is going ou in the universe.
Unmanly devices to keep down the spirit of investigation
spring from greedy and sensual minds .. God is their father,
or the pope.
An artificial construction of society will not prosper. Let
statesmen study nature. Carlyle observes that "nature is
all."
'' By long continued oppressiv infringement of the natural
rights of large masses of men, it is that the way is prepared
for revolts and insurrections." During the reign of Richard
II. occurred a bloody struggle for justice and natural rights.
The people were forced to redress their wrongs. The insurrection, conducted by Wat Tyler, fierce and criminal as it
was, is pronounced by thoughtful men to be the cornerstone
ALHAzA..
of En11;lish independence.
BYRoN, ILL., Aug. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Once upon a time there was a great plague
in Egypt. And the plague overcame all the land of Egypt,
simply because of the faults of one man. This is not in accordance with the story that Christ suffered death for the
sins of the world. Now, gentle rearler, go back with me· to
the year of 1491 before Christ, according to Bible history, and
see what we find. I refer you to Ex. viii, 6 : " And Aaron
stretched out his hand over the waters of Egypt : and the
frogs came up, and covered the land of Egypt." But I
would advise you to read the book of Exodus from the
seventh to the tenth chapter; then wipe off your chin, pull
down your vest, and think it over, and see how ridiculous it
sounds.
It seems quite evident that Moses took a pill and slept well
ever after telling this yarn.
· If T. De Witt Talmage should go down to the banks of the
Hudson river, get down on his marrow-bones, and pray God
to cast a curse on the people along that stream alone, do you
think. it would be done? No, it would not be done.
Neither do I believe the story as recorded, and credited to
Moses as the author.
Moses has left us in the dark in regard to the water that
continually flowed in Egypt from the south from the source
of the Nile river. Moses says in Ex. vii, 19, that the river
turned to blood for seven days. This water did not stand
still, it is uertain. So he must hav continued to curse it.
There are but very few rivers with a current less than four
miles per hour, and at that rate the water wou1d flow ninetysix miles per day, and at the end of seven days would hav
traveled about six hundred and seventy miles. But I suppose he had it stop, like the Jordan, when the children of
Israel crossed over.
I suppose Moses or Aaron stuck a stick in the South Fork
dam, which was the cause of the Johnstown, Pa., disaster.
It looks about as sensible as that.
Also, just gaze on Ex. viii, 17: '' And they did so : for
Aaron stretched out his hand with his rod, and smote the
dust of the earth, and it became lice in man and beast ; all
the dust of the land became lice throughout all the land of
Egypt." Now, how does that sound to your ear, Mr.
gospel-shop man ? But I suppose you will say amen to it,
as you believe every word of it whether it is so or not. But
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God in his wisdom and wiseness was generous to Pharaoh,
as he sent a swarm of flies to devour the lice.
Ex. viii, 24: "And the Lord did so: and there came a
grievous swarm of flies into the house of Pharaoh, and into
his servants' houses, and into all the land of Egypt: the
land was corrupted by reason of the swarms of flies."
Dear reader, whoever you may be, do you honestly believe any such stuff as this? Does it seem reasonable that a
God who has all power and control over the will and mind
of_ man would resort to any such low-lived deals as I hav
quoted? I cannot see the object in resorting to any such
low, degraded punishment as this, when you hav full control
over man. If Pharaoh did not do as God wished, why did
· God not say so (I understand he is a man and talks like a
~an), and not beat around the bush about it like some lowlived coward?
When I read Ex. vii, 10: "And Moses and Aaron went
in unto Pharaoh, and they did so as the Lord had commanded: and Aaron cast down his rod before Pharaoh, and
it became a serpent," it makes me think that Moses and
Aaron were addicted to strong drink, as it looks as if those two
men of God both had snakes in their boots-that their brain
was out of order from an overdose of bugjuice of some sort.
Snakes came in this world through nature, not stick cast
on the grGund. It is no wonder that there are so many that
cannot believe the "Inspired Book of Tales."
C. FoRCE MITCHELL.

a

LEAVENWORTH, KAJ!i., Sept. 1, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Did you ever notice that it is not the preaching but the singing that does the work at revivals-that
" beats the bough and brings down the fruit?" Uniting
voices in song is a social act, and it is the social part of
Christianity, nowad!lys, that propagates the faith ann makes
it of any practical benefit to its votaries. Christianity is
becoming more social and less doctrinal. Social work and
social duties are taldng the' place of theology. The selfstyled " children of light" are getting wiser than we " children of darkness." They can giv us pointers, every time . .
It is too bad that Liberals are so slow in taking up social
work. They read,.discuss, debate, compare, analyze, philosophize, theorize. They scale the walls of doubt, and climb
the bights of abstract truth. And what? They garner the
juiceless chaff of dry speculation and throw away the golden
grain of earthly social enjoyment.
A bird ·in hand is worth two in the bush. Heavenly
mansions and abstract truth be hanged. This is a concrete
existence, in a concrete world. Let's quit arguing and hairsplitting and go to fiddling and dancing.
I hav a friend, a "stanch Liberal." He borrows my
TRUTH SEEKERs. He is sound. His wife and daughter are
Christians. He goes with them to church. Of course he
can argue them blind. And so they compromise. He gets
the argument-they get the turkey. Mentally he is a Liberal
-socially he is a Christian. So it goes. Liberalism gets the
argument-the church gets the turkey.
When we took up our abode in this city: we were searched
out by numerous church folks, given warm greeting; and
invited to their churches and social feasts. I chose rather to
hunt for Liberals. I found three or four, but their social
cups•were full, their social wants were all supplied. They
were not in need of any new acquaintances just then. And
so saying-in effect-they retired into their shells and
pulled the latchstring in after them. What matter if
strangers are without the door perishing of cold and hunger
-our hearth is snug and warm ! Do they ask for bread ?
Giv them a stone and send them away!
Well, time passed, and no calls. Wife cried and said,
"Let us join a church." "You do so, I will tough it out,"
said I. "No, I will stay and starve with you," said she.
"Our social cravings will die out," said I; "nature will
ldndly adapt us to our environments-will ossify, encrust,
dwarf, and we too will become clams."
Does Liberalism mean a release from all social courtesies
and responsibilities, a discharge from all social obligations
and duties? Does it mean social paralysis, social death?
Certainly not. But alas! it too often leans ip. that direction.
Let our lecturers, editors, writers, and Liberals generally giv
more heed to social work. It is the imperativ need, the crying want, of Liberalism. Let us not allow the church to
monopolize all the brotherhood, all the good-fellowship, and
all the" friendship, faith, and fraternity," there is in the
world, for these grand and beautiful principles belong as
much to us as to them. Let us, too, spread a feast and go
out into the by-ways and hedges.
Not one in fifty, not one in a million, particularly amorrg
women, can subsist alone upon granit truth. Truth makes
good landmarks, milestones, pavements, monuments, etc.,
but for " wittles" to eat, giv us a lighter diet.
I once asked a Liberal friend which he would rather possess, love or truth. "Truth," replied he, "for truth is an
eternal principle; love is only a passion." "You are
wrong," said I, " for truth is not a human need and love is.
I would not giv the love of mother or sweetheart, to say
nothing of all .the lesser loves, for all the truth the universe
contains."
Being in Kansas City (twenty-six miles distant) once on
business, I spent half an hour hunting up a Liberal whose
name I had seen in the Liberal papers, and a profound
thinker. I found him in his shop, and introduced myself as
a Liberal, but he forgot to lay down his tools, giv me his
hand, or invite me to a seat. I talked with him a few
minutes, told him how delighted we would be to receive a
visit from him and his wife and show them our beautiful
city, but got no return of the compliment, and withdrew. I
never did think much of icebergs. However, if these lines
chance to meet the eye of some socially inclined Liberal in
Kansas City who feels like exchanging the social courtesies

of life with a Leavenworth Agnostic, let him drop me aline.
A fair exchange is no robbery.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
EAST DEs MoiNEs; lA., Aug. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : This holy pope of Rome's Sabbath, as the
bells from the numerous church spires summon the Sunday
Christians to their weekly offerings to appease an angry God,
I seize my pencil to make another plea for Freethought and
the perpetuation of those liberties for which our forefathers
pledged" their lives; their fortunes, and their sacred honor."
As the sound of those bells dies away, J;llY mind is carried
back to the sad ending of a fond mother's life, who perished
for want of the necessaries of life within the sound of these
same bells. She was the mother of a large family of small
children, her husband a coal miner reduced to half time in
consequence of mild weather the past winter, and herself
an invalid for many long weary months. Their only income
was the father's wages, and could he hav worked full time,
there were barely sufficient to pay rent and keep the wolf
from the door when all were well. But with reduced time
and an invalid mother,' the hungry wolf gained admission,
and his insatiate gnawings at the vitals of that affiicted
mother closed the last scene in her drama of life. She
perished in the midst of plenty, surrounded by people who
claim to be followers of Christ, that being whose mission on
earth, the Bible teaches us, was to do good to his fellowman. A benevolent woman-not a church-member-of
limited means, but with a heart open to the cries of suffering, heard of this family's condition, and on visiting them
found the woman bedfast, soon to become a mother again,
and without food that she could eat, and not bedclothes
enough to keep her warm, notwithstanding the mild winter,
which could scarcely be called winter in Iowa. Samaritanlike she neglected her own work, and with the help of a few
kind-hearted people she succeeded in obtaining supplies of
food and clothing sufficient to afford temporary relief. But
it came too late to save the poor mother, whose death may
justly be charged to the seltlshness of her Christian neighbors. "Ah," says one, "if she had been a member of our
church, she would hav been provided for." So indeed
would the members of all these orthodox and Catholic
churches ~ay,were theyinterviewed on this subject. Shame
t·o them I Are they not all the professed followers of the
same meek a·nd lowly Jesus? Do they not all take the
same Bible as their rule of faith and practice? And yet
because, forsooth, she was not a member of "my church,"
the ties of common humanity were severed, and the poor
woman perished within sight of nearly a score of church
spires, whose hight indicates to the subjects of Freethought
the altitude to which the hypocritical prayers made beneath
ascend. The writer can well remember when Christians as
a rule tried to adorn their profession; a time when men
preached the gospel from a sense of duty regardless of salary; a time when religion would crop out through the week
instead of being held as an invincible reserve for the pope's
holy Sabbath; a time when the Christian's ear was open to
the cry of suffering humanity whether it came from saint
or sinner; a time when church-membership did not involve
a weekly appearance clad in silks, satins, broadcloth, and
false jewelry as a welcome admission to the velvet-cushioned
pew in a palace of bigotry and religious intolerance; a time
when men were measured by their moral and intellectual
worth instead of the mighty dollar, whose successful accumulation shows a slavish devotion to the swinish propensity,
"Keep all you get, and get all you can."
But alas, how are we chimged! To-day a man may hav
the wisdom of Solomon, the meekness of Moses, the patience
of Job, and the virtue of Joseph, and yet if he has not money
he is but as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal. The
most successful minister of this age is he who spices his eloquence with the flavor of divine approbation of the efforts of
his millionaire parishioners in a legal robbery of the laboring
poor by assuring them a through ticket on a reclining-chair
car and Pullman sleeper to the celestial regions, although
the poor mechanic who built these traveling palaces at starvation wages may hav to deadhead his way to the infernal
pit for want of funds to purchase immunity from the sin
committed by his primogeniior Adam in the mythical garden
of Eden. The death-knell of religious liberty in this country
will be sounded when fanatics get their vindictiv, revengeful, never-changing God incorporated in the Constitution,
and a rigid observance of Sunday enforced ·by the strong
arm of the law backed by severe penalties.
HosEA W. GRooM.
WHEELING, W.VA., Aug. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I see in last issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER that
C. E. Boynton, B.S., M.D., of Onondago Hill, N.Y., has an
article t)lat I wish to notice. As he is an M.D., no doubt he
classes himself among the intellectual. The doctor seems to
know something of the ravings, sayings, and doings of the
inmates of insane asylums. He goes on to say that at a
Spiritual camp-meeting he has "met with the same kind of
psychological phenomena that the asylums contain, always
wearing that far-away look in the eyes, and possessed of the
feeling that they partly liv in other worlds than ours," etc.
The doctor was telling about the insane ravings of some
enthusiastic Christians who landed in the asylum, then
branchin·g off as in the above, leads the reader to infer that
Spiritualism lands its devotees in the asylums also. Now,
doctor, will you please inform me of a single "full-fledged,"
intelligent Spiritualist that you know to be in an asylum
on account of Spiritualism? Pleage tell me who it. is, and
former place of residence. Please giv the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER the benefit of your lore on that point.
Again: I will ~gree to giv you $2 for every outspoken
Spiritualist-known to be such-that has committed suicide,
if you will giv me $1 foi every Materialist that I can name
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who has done so. Come, now, let us hear from you. Two
to one is offered. The remark the doctor made about Spiritualists wearing a "far-away look about the eyes," and seeming to "feel as though they lived in other worlds than ours,"
is too silly to p!ly even a passing notice. I am only sorry that
an M.D., and a so-called Liberal, should stoop to try to
make it appear that there is any difference between Spiritualists and others in that respect. Perhaps the doctor sees
the far-away look of the eyes when he looks in a glass; hence
his keen perception in regard to others. Now, doctor, if
you can gain any sweet consolation by writing such nonsensical flummery as the above, jnst strike at us again.
There will be no broken bones for you to set.
The doctor claimed the Spiritualists he met at Lake Pleasant, Mas3., were quite as intelligent as those Christians he
met in the asylum. That i.s one of the doctor's sly thrusts at
the intelligence of Spiritualists. Well, if we do not know
much, it is quite bad enough without any of the doctor's sly
hints. N0w, doctor, I venture to say it would not hav taken
any of those Spiritualists at Lake Pleasant nearly as long to
tell what they know as it would take you to tell wh_at you do
not know. I hav traveled around some in my nativ country,
been· almost to the far corner twice; and hav gone through
the spelling-b'lok; and hav concluded that Crookes, Varley,
Wallace, Zollner, the czar of Russia, Queen Victoria, the
ex-president of France, all of Europe; and A. J. Davis,
Denton, Juilge Edmons, B. F. Wade, Giddinga, Robert Dale
Owen, Helen Wilmans, Professor Hare, Abraham Lincoln,
Henry Wilson, Henry Kiddle, Juliet H. Severance, M.D.,
Louis Waisbrooker, D. M. Bennett, and millions of others,
will stand at par with any other class of people on the globe.
Now, I am going to tell you something, doctor, that I hope
you will remember and heed ever after. You say: "I will
be glad when some brilliant minds that hav espoused Freethought will cast from thernselvs that wish-begotten belief
in immortality that supports the fallacy of Spiritualism;"
" throw aside the baseless illusion of immortality," etc.
Will you please tell me how you know Spiritualism to be a
fallacy? Tell me like an honorable M.D. how you know it.
No guessing allowed, doctor. You must know Spiritualism
to be a fallacy, or you would not hav called it such. If you
know a thing, you can certainly tell how you know it. Hav
you disproved it? I wish to hear from you on this point.
Some day when it rains, and you hav no patients to visit,
please tell us. Do not forget it. What I wish you to be sure
to heed is this. Do not try to keep us Spiritualists in the
same boat with yourself, for we are not there. We are sailing in. a scientific boat. You are in the old boat of belief.
You and our Christian friends might hitch teams and pull
together on that point. They believe we shall liv beyond the
grave; you believe the grave ends all. They believe, you believe. It is belief, belief, and nothing but belief, with you
and them. Are you not in the same boat? Christianity is
not a science. It cannot demonstrate any of its claims.
Materialism is not a science. It cannot demonstrate that the
grave ends all. In order to demonstrate it some one who had
died would hav to come back and tell you he did not exist;
that the grave ends all. You would hardly expect such
a demonstration, would you, doctor? Materialists boast of
their ability and desire to deal in facts. You say, "Giv us
solid fact~." Did you ever stop to think that you cannot
demonstrate or produce one single fact as to the grave ending
all-not. one fact. Science is simply demonstrated facts.
Spiritualism is a science. It is capable of demonstrating
itself.
I hope, doctor, that you are honest enough and gentleman
enough to forever cease calling Spiritualism a belief. It is
not a belief. We know that our friends and relative who
once lived in the grosser bodies, as we are now, still liv
beyond the grave. I hav seen, heard, and felt them. I hav
two clairvoyant children who hav accurately described and
given the names of those who had passed to the higher
spheres many years before they were born. How coulrl they
describe them if they did not see them? Life beyond the
grave cannot be reasoned in or out. There is no way of
knowing it but by positiv demonstration. This I hav had to
my entire satisfaction, and beyond the shadow of a doubt.
Your not knowing it has nothing to do with the fact. It
occurs to me that if Materialists would spend as much time
and energy in an honest, sincere investigation of the subject
as they do in writing slurs and Bneers, hinting at our intelligence and doubting our sanity, and making assertions about
that on which they are profoundly ignorant, they might ere
long know something aqout a continued existence. They
might learn that the grave does not end alL I hav witnessed
about all phases of manifestations, from the tiny rap up to
the materialization of the forms of friends and relations
whom I fully and clearly recognized. I hav spirit pictures,
of sisters and others, which I distinctly recognize. I hav
written several sealed letters to those having passed on, and
got satisfactory answers and tests, until it is as much of
a fact to me that I can write to those who are dead-as it is
called-and get answers from them, as that I can write to a
friend living in the grosser body and get a reply. Now,
doctor, you will no doubt laugh, and say, "Poor, credulous
dupe!" Before you laugh and sneer, please tell me what
you know about it. The parrot can say, "Pretty poll," but
what does it know? I ask you, doctor, in all candor and
good nature, to refrain from your sneers and jeers, and from
making assertions you can in nowise prove, and pitch in for
a fair, honest investigation, and never stop until you find it
to be either true or false. And my word for it, you will find
the grandest truth you ever found. You will find the Spiritual philosophy will open up new avenues of thought. It
will lead the mind out into broad fields of pastures green,
such as you never dreamed of in cold Materialism. 'fry it.
And please remember, never again call Spiritualism a belief.
You cannot believe a thing you know. Knowledge rises
A. ALLEN NoR.
above belief.
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We sauntered on up the street, and, meeting a group of boys, we inquired if there was
anything pretty or curious io see in .the
Jlditecl b1J MISs SusAN H. Wxxoli, l!'all town.
"There's the new public library," said one.
Eli-ow, Ma&s., to whom a!! Oommw:nicatwnsfor
"Hav you seen that? It was presented by a
this 00'ffl6t' should be sent.
lady-Mrs. George Hall-and cost $20,000."
"Is it open to. day?" we inquired eagerly.
" Between the dark and the daylighi,
"What I Sunday I Naw. Guess you don't
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomea a pause in the day's oooupationa
liv 'round here. TO-day's Sunday."
That is known as the Ohildreu•s Hour."
We expressed regret that the building was
not open, for we thought that we might pass
Nursery Song.
a pleasant hour or two within its walls.
The boy said that, besides the hotels, we
Pace, pace, pace,
That's the waY the ladies ride,
would find only two places open to strangers
Foot hung down the pony's side,
-the meetin'-houseand the graveyard.
Pace, pace, pace.
We decided to visit the resting-place of the
Pacing gentlY into town
dead. We went on a little way past a CathoTo buy a bonnet and a gown ;
Pacing up the narrow street.
lic church, pausing a minute to listen to the
Smiling at the folks they meet,
chanting of the choir, and to watch the " deThat's the waY the ladies ride,
vout worshipers" who were quickly filling
Foot hung down the pony's side,
Pace, pace, pace.
the "sanctuary," stopping in the vestibule,
each one to dip his finger in a large bowl of
Trot, trot, trot,
That's tl:!e way the gentlemen ride,
water, which was supposed to hav been renO'er the horse's back astride,
dered '' holy" by some words and passes
Trot, trot, trot.
spoken and made by a priest. One who
Biding after fox and hound,
passed in with a very much soiled neck and
Leaping o'er the meadow's bound,
Trotting through the woods in spring,
ears, suggested by his appearance that a
Where the little wild birds singcloser acquaintance with soap and honest
That's tbe way the gentlemen ride,
spring-water wouid render him more agreeO'er the horse's back astrideTrot, trot, trot.
able if less "holy," as the interpretation goes.
We thought we would place cleanliness beRock, rock, rock,
That's the way the sailors ride,
fore holiness.
Rook and reel from side to sideWe were soon in the old burial-place, and
Bock, rook, rook.
it was almost as much as our lives were
Jack Tar thinks he's on the seas,
worth to make our way through the tangled
Tossing in a northern breeze ;
ThiBks that he must veer and tack,
grasses and briars that threatened at every
When he mounts a horse's back;
step to trip our feet, and, as well, we were
Rocking east and rocking west,
obliged to fight with all our might a million,
Jack Tar rides, dressed in his bestmore or less, of the fiercest musketoes ever
Rock, rock, rock.
met by friend or foe. They bled us at every
Bleep, sleep, sleep,
step, but with a fan in one hand, with the
That's the way boy Ned will ride,
Floating on the slumber tideother we traced on a crumbling stone the
Bleep, sleep, sleep.
name of "Major Robt. Carr, who departed
Out upon the drowsy sea,
this life on the 15th day of Aug., 1789, aged
Where the sweet dream blossoms be,
Far away to Sleepy isles
48 yrs." Following the date was the epitaph:
Bails boy Ned. "Good night," he smiles ;
Sinking down in pillows deep,
Little Ned is fast a~!eepBleep, sleep, sleep.

-.Anna M. Libbfl,

In Armor.
If temptation be resisted,

And weakness be defied ;
If I hold to right and honor,
Though my son! be sorelY tried ;
If I keep me true from falsehood,
If I hold me free from shame,
If my best strength be enlisted
On the side of honest fameShall I praise me for my choosing 1
Bball I think mYSelf am strong 1
Shall I land me for refusing
All the sweets that go with wrong?
Not mine own the strength I'm using;
This the thought that safelY mailed me,
This that held when courage failed me :
"There are those that love and trust me,
And I cannot giv them pain !••

-Emma

v. Shm•iaan in New York .Mii'1'0r.

How loved, how valued once, avails thee not,
To whom related, or by whom begot,
A heap of dust alone remains of thee'Tia all thou art, and all the proud shall be.

We thought this a sensible card. The
major's wife, Lydia, died Feb. 19, 1796, aged
fifty-one years. The inscription upon her
tablet of slate read as follows :
Lydia, thy graceful person here doth lay,
Yielding to death-worms, dust, and nativ clay•
Discharged from these we humbly hope thy so'ul,
Inspired with love, maY sing without control,
Above the skies whilst endless ages roll.

" To sing for endless ages without control.
It makes me tired to think of it," said Bertha.
We walked on to read that Miss Patience
Barton died Sept. 30, 1788, at· the age of
seventy-nine. Upon the tablet of this spinster were inscribed these words :
Rest here, dear friend, till from the skies
The last loud trump shall bid thee rise.

"She will get very tired, I know," remarked Bertha. " ' The last loud trump!'
A Sunday Out.
Humph I I s,hould jump, I think, at the first
It was one lovely Sunday morning in faint sound."
A stone laid flat attracted our attention,
August. The skies were blue, and fioated on
·
their serene seas a multitude of feathery It was inscribed thus :
cumuli in many changing shapes. Many
ErEcted in memorY of Mre. BetseY Gardner bechurches were closed in the city, and pastor loved wife of Oapt. Edward Gardner, who depa~ted
and people were enjoying their vacations in this life May ~Oth, 1803, aged ~IIJ years.
Kind stranger, stop, let reason be the cine
different ways and places. Bertha suggested
To moralize while this cold stone yon view·
that we go somewhere for the day, and
Here Daath, in icy arms, confines that fair'
tho·ught a trip to the old town of Warren,
Who once was lovely as the angels are.
R. I., not impracticable. A newspaper man
William Turner died in 1858, ninety years
was to accompany us, but he failed at the old. This is his epitaph :
last moment to put in an appearance, and we
Hail, glorious gosoel !
started off together. A lot of people were at
HeavenlY light, whereby
We liv with comfort,
Bowenville station bound to Nantasket, to
And with comfort die.
Boston, and way stations, and, although exBertha
began
to quote the gospel about the
cursions were run that day, all was orderly
and quiet, and nobody seemed to think the unbelievers being cast into "the lake of fire
and brimstone, where there is weeping, wailworse of the day because it was Sunday.
Our train came up at last, and away we ing, and gnashing of teeth."
"That's your' glorious gospel,' Mr. Turner;
went, slowly across the long bridge, over
into Swansea, to Brayton, to Cole's station, but if you could liv and die comfortably with
a miniature hamlet of farmhouses here and it, I think you were more, or rather less, than
there, crossed and intersected by Lee's and human."
Another stone informed us that Miss SeraCole's rivers, running along through meadows
phine Randall
green and flower-decked fields.
Bid adieu
We soon arrived at our destination, and
To all her earthly friends,
stepped upon the platform in the midst of the
March 7,1838,
And left her lifeless form here to sleep
pleasant buzz of conversation and the tread
Until the resurrection.
of many busy feet. We hurried toward the
'!e said: "Bleep on, sister; you hav plenty
town, that seemed to be asleep late on this
of time for a good long snooze."
Sunday morning.
We walked on, still fighting musketoes, and
' People do lie in bed longer Sundays than
on any other day," I said to Bertha. "It is a stopped to read that Mr. Sylvester Marble
departed this life July 7, 1826, aged twentyday of rest."
' There's one sluggard coming from his eight. This inscription adorned his resting.
couch," laughed Bertha, and pointing to a place:
Though greedy worms destroy my frame
nightcapped man's head peeping between
And gnaw my wasting tlesh,
'
the curtain and the window of a house near
When God shall. build my bone! again
by.
He'll clothe them all afresh.

Then shall I see thY lovely face,
With strong immortal eyes,
And feast upon thY unknown grace
With pleasure and surprise.

The Career

of J esns Christ.

An Expos tion of the True Meanin~~r of this Ohar.
acter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology."
Paper, avo, 25 cents.

"Good Lord," ejaculated Bertha," I'll take
COMMON SENSE
cremation, if you please, rather than be
'gnawed' by 'greedy worms.' And," she GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH.
By J, L. BARKER.
continued, "I would like something more
strengthening than ' unknown grace' for a Price, 85 oen ts.
Address this office.
feast. My appetite would crave something
INFLUENCE OF
more substantial, I think."
In this old spot reposes the dust of a member of the old Boston Tea party, a friend of
education, and, we should judge, a· man of
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
strong, good sense and nativ wit.
Price, 25 cents.
After dinner at the Fessenden Hotel, we
INGERSOLL I~ C_IANAD&.
visited the outside of the library, an elegant
Reply to Archbishop LYDoh.
building, the gift of a noble woman, who
By A. PRINGLE.
Price,
15 oen ts.
should hav stipulated to hav it open all days
alike. We then wandered on to a more modern burial-place. Here the carvings upon
the stones ~epresented, instead of impossible
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
cherubs with wings projecting from the neck, With Speech of HON. FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
or the skuil and crossbones of a more superPrice, lO cents.
stitious age, beautiful flowers, anchors emblematical of hope, though here and there
might be seen a representation of an urn ANSWERS 1'0 QUESTIONS BY EDITOR OF San
Franciscan.
shadowed by a weeping willow, which is not
Price, 3 cents; per doz., 30 cents._
so bad in its significance.
One piece of marble told to passers-by that LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
"Alexis Menage was a nativ of Lucerne,
Discussion between
Basse Normandie. For the last 25 years a COL. R. il, I NCEASOLL, Hon. Frederic R.
Oondart,
and
Ex-Gov. l:ltewart L. Woodnativ of the United States. He died in Barford. Before the Nineteenth
rington March 24, 1845, ret. 48. He was a
Oentury Olnb.
Price,
10 cents.
kind father, an affectionate husband, and a
humble Christian." He addressed his chil·
dren thus:
•
MY children dear, this place drA.W near,
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

CHRISTIAUITY ON CIVI LIZATIOI

Civil Rights Speech
Ingersoll Catechised.

ORTHODOXY.

A father's grave to see ;
Not long ago I was with Yon, ,
And soon yon•ll be with me.

Price, 10 cents; per dozen, one dollar.

_INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT.

Mary Ann Fales died in 1844, at the age of
23. She says from her grave tablet:

By G. F. RINEHART,
2~ oents.

Go home, my friends, and dry your tears,
I shall arise when OhriBt appears.

LAST WILL AND 'fEBTAMENT
OF

Bertha thought it a weary waiting, and
failed to find the consolation to friends in the
couplet.
The two words on a stone near by were
much more significant-" Gone before."
In another lot a tablet bearing simply the
words "Doady," and its companion with the
letters," Billy Boy," cut deeply in the marble,
told a plaintiv story of childhood and all its
hopes destroyed in an instant. We felt how
hard it must hav been when the chi~dish
prattle and its merry laughter were hushed
in the house, and pathetic silence came in
their stead.
" There's not an hour by day or dreaming
night but I am with thee," was touchingly
inscribed upon another tablet. And the
sweet words-" Our darling," "We miss
thee," "At rest," and similar sentences, together with the freshly cut flowers upon the
graves, spoke volumes of grief, love, and
tender memories. Modern thought, progressiv ideas, were visible all about. Loving
hands and hearts sought to invest the saddest
of all sad events with something of hope and
cheer. Thus progress is everywhere, and
stars of peace, hope, and love shine out and
illume the midnight gloom of death.
It was nearly train-time and we took a
short cut across the fields and cow pastures
for the depot, where we chatted pleasantly
with friends till the train came up. Mr. E.
told us that Warren was his childhood's
home, here he went to school, disobeyed the
teacher, and, for some trifling offense-he
thought it trifling-was sent from school in
disgrace. We thought it very true that the
grown-up men of to-day were about the
same as children as the boys we know, Human nature does not change a great deal.
B.H.W.

JEAN Abstract
MESLIER.
of,

------~~------

COrrespondence.
PARK, OnE., Aug. 11, 1889.
DBAR MisS WIXON: This is my first letter
to the Corner. My papa does not take THE
TRUTH BEEKER, but I hav been reading the
Cornet and like it very much. My papa and
mamma are Spiritualists. There are lots of
Freethinkers in Park. I do not go to school
now, but will this winter. I am fourteen
years old. I cannot think of anything to say
and you must excuse my mistakes. I wish
the Corner success. Hoping to see this in
print, I will close. I remain your friend,
CARRIE C. RUTLEDGE,
LITTLE Johnny, who had been taken by his
father to the zoological garden, was greatly
interested in some kangaroos, and especially
in one which had a number of young ones in
its po~ch. "Oh, papa!" exclaimed Johnny,
"I Wish you was a kangaroo I" "Why,
Johnny?" '"Cause if you had a pocket like
that, what piles of candy you couid bring
home!"

Paper, price,

2~

cents.
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Of TOM, DICK, AND HARRY
A Novel

Wit~

an A.1Jiaavu.

" And they were naked and not ashamed" (Gen.
ii, 2:>).
16 full-page Frenoh-Art.lllustrations. Beautifully
Illustrated Oovers.
12mo, 2i6 pages, P!l.Per, 25 cents; boards, 50.

MA.NN i, Our Forefathers• Ideas of Hell
Price, 5 cents.

MARIA MONK
CONVENT MY8TERIE3.

MONKS and 7.HEIR MAIDENS.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.'

Modern Thinker, No. 2
The Most Advanced Bpeonlations in Philosophy,
Science, Sociology, and Religion.
160pp ., pap., 1!0 cents.

MOTHER of HARLOTS.
POPERY DISSECTED.
By WM. HoGAN (25 years a confessing priest).
Paper, 50 cents; cloth. 75

NEW ENGLAND
.AND THE PEOPLE UP THERE
A HUMOROUS LEOTURE.
By Geo. E. Macdonald.
10 cents.
Price,

NIBBLE AT JOliN FISKE'S CRUMB FOR
THE MODERN SYMPOSIUM.
Price, 10 cents.

ORIGIN OF

THE ORRIS
TIAN BIBLE
By 0. B. WHITFORD.
Price, 2~ oen ts.

The OUTCAST. Freethought Story
By WINWOOD READE.
23 cents.

OUTLINES OF PHRENOLOGY.
By F. E. ASPINWALL, M.D.
Pap., 25J.

RIGHTS OF MAN.
By THOMAS P .AINE.

answer to Burke's Attack on the French
Revolution.
Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

P .AINETHE

POLITIC.A"i;· and

RELIGIOUS REFORMER.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
10 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette PL, New York.
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«
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The Nine Demands of Liberalism,
Ingersoll and Shakspei-e,

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & CG., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
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J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J . .King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.

64
67
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SuSAli H. WIXON,
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Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
.
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L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
H. 8. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
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Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
w. Wedeken, Montesano.
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LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.
BY

F. R.

MARVIN.

Price,
5 cents.
Pertinent and interesting.-JI'reethougl!t.
Will be handed to my Christian friends that
'he:v may, by finding t-he garden of Eden, get the
$5,00J reward.-Eclilor S'equao11ee Times.
Raises the devil with tbe garden of Eden Yarn.
-Hastings, Micl!., Plainclealer. ·

WHAT KIND OF A MAN CLARK
BRADEN IS.
F.

BY B.

BY

UNDERWOOD.

C.

B. RRYNOLDS.

Price, 5 cents.

Natural Rights, Natural Liberty,
and Natural Law!
AN INQUIRY INTO THE CAUSES 01!' SOCIAL
MALADJUSTMENTS. THE RATIONAL,
JUST, AND ADEQUATE
REMEDY.

PRICE. 2J3 CENTS.

OR:s:GON.

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
w. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.

One of the most valuable helps for those who
would understand the character of human prog.
ress in all a.gea.-National Quarterl!l Review.
The author has shown himself a diligent stu.
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monuments of ancient thinking.-New York Tribune.
Beading this book, we find the doctrine of tho
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
<·he present day.-Cincinnati Oommerctal.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius: "Tbe purest
»nd gentleat spirit of all the pagan world." Merivale says : "Of all the line the noblest and dearest." Taine says : "The noblest S'lU! tbat ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
through life not only the most unblemished justice, but the tenderest heart·"
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.~.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Plaoe. New York.

BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE.
NEW YORK:

OHIO.

PENNSYLVANIA.

can Bookseller,

Price, 10 cents,

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
C. H. Wilcgx,- Portland.

BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Bead the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeda.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PBEBS,
.
This book shows that many Christians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-Ameri-

fHE SAFEST CREED,

NOW KEADY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS

AND

Oll'

Tw:S:LVR OTHRB DISCOURSES Oll' RRASON.

HORACE SEAVER.

B11 0. B. FROTHlNGH.d.M.
Extra cloth, 1l!mo, ll38pp,, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

OOMI'ILRD BY

A work tbat treats of basic principles, and
should be read carefully by all Liberal and social
reform thinkers.
·
It i8 hillhly commended by Samuel P, Putnam,
Henry George, Hugh Pentecost, Herbert Spencer,
and other men of note.
Price, 25 cents.
A.ddress, F. Q. STUART. Fditor the Arbitrator.
16:l8 Blake St., Denver, Ool.

Twentieth Century.
DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and Social :Regeneration.

L. K. W.A..SHBUBN.
HUGH 0. PENTECOST, EDITOB.
It conta~ns, )>asides crisp and I!Ointed editorials
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
beet editorials written by Mr. Beaver dnrinll the and oontribnt10na from a corps of able writers, the
OB,
past forty-five years. It ja neatly printed .on Snnda:y addresses of the editor before Unity conpaper, bound m cloth, and con tams gregatiOn.
A Key to Bible Investigation. acream-white
It is the only so-called "Liberal "paper that adfine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Containing 148 Prot!_olii~ions
. .
Investigator.
Liberal should l}av this book vocates radical &ocial regeneration.
With References to the most !'lam and Striking in his home. Ev,ery
Its. columns are open to the absolutely free disIt lB now ready for delivery.
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
OUB!!lOn of all religions and economic theories.
Inspired Scriptures.
Price, $1.00.
. B1xteen pages. Iasned ":eekly, Annn&! subscrip.
BY A. JACOBSON.
t1on, $i. ...-Sample Cop1es Free. All subscribers
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
will receive a copy of Mr. Pentecost's book, "What
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
I
Believe." Address :
Every Liberal needs a COllY for ready reference.
TWENTIETH CENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian ~riends, it is
No.4 WARREN BT., NEw YoBx.
the most e:ffeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.

BIBLE INQUIRER;

POINTERS:

A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
CONTAINING
SOCIAL WEALTH,
London.
Rules, Practical Hints, .and Hist.o"ioal
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., Lon- Tli~ Bol~ Factora and HaJaet Raiioa in the Tables,
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechamcs, Machm1sts,
don, E. C.
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener.Aoquirem~mt and .Apportionment.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfi.eld,Mt\rket st., Sydney, N.S.W.
By J. K. INGALLS.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. w. Price, Cloth,
NRW ZRAL.A.ND.
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
As a Means for the Production of
Relief Printing Plates
We oan recommend the three processes operated
by this COI!lJlal!}".
Their ZINC ETCII[NGB for chea.p_and coarse
newspaper work, and their MOBS-TYPE process,
by which enllravings are made dire~t from photographs as well as their MOSS PROCESS OF
PHOTO-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
other like methods.
Address
MOBS ENGRAVING CO.
53~ Pearl Bt., New York.

FAITH

REASON.

ally, with

Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams
ti.OO.

Illnstratin~

some of the more Important Comparativ Btatist1cs of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of " Cold Facts " boiled down in a
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe- Nutshell.
rience.
BY NATHANIEL BAli!BAY WATlllBB.
TRR
A verl' oritioal analysis of both Protestantism
a.nd Ca.tbolicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two f!YB·
tems. It deal• the most trenchant blows wh1ch
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critioal Be.A COLLECTION OF
view.
Oloth, 12mo, S1.75.
Original and Selected Hymns
Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
(Words and Music)

ROME~

REASON

Cosmian Hymn Book,

ON THE WORD GOD.

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
Similar advertisments from unreliable pra.ctiFor Scbools and the Home.
tioners hav been frequently assailed and exposed

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "?ebrew
COMPILED BY
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Chnst."
A concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
L. K. WASHBIJRN.
The fool hath said in his heart, Thereia no God.
before and since Chris;
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
tianity,
PRIOR,
$1.50.
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
With elaborate index.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Paper,
12mo
10
cents.
1
2B Lafayette Plaoe. New York.
By HALSRY R. STRVRNS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowl- The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
edge of what is generallr unknown be obtained
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
BY HUBLDU'£ and WAKEli!AN.
in such compact form.-[Literary Review.
plane."
Price, 10 cents.
Extra oloth, 12mo, 44-1pp,, $1.50,
Price, 10 oenta.

by tbe Press, bnt Dr. Fellows stands foremost in
hlB profession, and it is safe to trust him. Beil!ll'
a &tanch LIBERAL is fnrlher proof of his reliabil-

ity.-National Vtew.

RUPTURES

CURED~b

m Medical Compound and lm roTed
Tilaetic Supporter "'l'ro•• in?r'om30 lo'
90 daut. Rell::~ble teferenee• g!Yeo. l!en4

1tamp ivr circu!Pr, and OJall tn tD/aaiJ'l'Pfll
11ou "'"' mu adv.,.t...menl. Addre•• Ga"Y6.~~(t\"f'1f<~~-P;
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IJ!oetrg.
The Disputation.
The following amusing delineation of one.of the
logical combats that occasionally occurred 1p !pedieval times between Jewish rabb1s &l)d .Chrt)!tlan
friars, is by Heine, one of the wost dl~tmgmohed
of German poets. Heine was a Freetbmker. Owing to the extreme length of the poem, parts hav
been omitted.
In the Aula at Toledo
Loudly are the trumpets blowing ;
To the spiritual tourney,
Gaily dressed, the crowd are going.
This is no more worldly combat,
No\ one arm of steel here glances;
Sharply pointed and scholastic
Words are here the only lances.
Gallant paladins here fight not,
Ladies' honest fame defending;
Capuchins and Jewish rabbins
Are ths knights who're here conteniiing.
Which God is the one true God 1
He, the Hebrew stPrn and glorious
Unity, whom Rabbi Juda.h,
Of Navarre, would see victorious?
Or the triune God whom Christians
Hold in love and veneration,
As whose champion Friar Jose,
The Franciscan, takes his stat.ion 7
By the weight of mighty reason,
And the logic taught at college,
And quotations from the authors,
Whose repute we must acknowledge.
Either champion ad absurdum
His opponent would brmg duly,
And the J;>ure divinity
Of his own God point out truly.
•Ti~ laid down that he whose foeman
Manages his can fe to smother,
Shall be bound to take upon him
The rel\gion of the other,
And the Jew be duly chri~tened
This was the express provision;
On the other hand the Christian
Bear the right of circnmdsion.
Tho following is a portion of the advocacy of the
Christian disputant:
He recounts how in the godhead
Persons three an comprehended,
Who, whenever they so will it,
Into one are straightway blended.
•Tis a mystery unfolded
But to those who, in due season,
Hav escaped from out the prison
And the chains of human reason.
The work concludes with the following ecstatic
prediction of the joys of heaven :
We in he!<ven shall be hereafter
Into angels blessed converted,
Wandering there in bliss with lily
Blossoms in our hands inserted.
In the place of cowls, the purest
Robes sbHll we, when there, be wearing,
Made of silk, brocades, and muslin,
Golden lace and ribbons flaring.
No more bald pates! Round our heads there
Wlll be floating golden tresses;
While oar hair some charming virgin
Into pretty toPknots dresses.
Wine cups will be there presented
Of oiTcnmference w spacious,
That, compared wi.th them, the goblets
Made on earth were not capacious.
On the other hand, much smaller
Than the months of earthly ladies
Will the months be of each woman
Who in heaven our Holaoe made is.
Drinking. ki~sing, laughing will we
Pass through endless ages proudly,
Singing joyous hallelujahs,
Kyrie Eleison loudly.
The following is the peroration of the Jew's rejoinder:
Great leviathan the fish is
Who beneath the ocean strayeth;
And with him the Lord almighty
For an hour each morning playeth.
With the exception of the ninth day
Of the month Ab, that sad morrow
When they burnt his holy temple;
On that day's too great his sorrow.
Just one hundred miles in length is
The leviathan ; each fin is
Big as Og the king of Basan,
And his tail no cedar thin is.
Yet his flash resembles turtle,
And its flavor is perfection,
And the Lord will ask to dinner
On the day of resurreciion
·All his own elect, the righteous,
Those whose faith wall firm and stable,
And this fish, the Lord's own favorit,
Will be set upon the table.
Partly dressed with garlic white sauce,
Partly stewed in wine and toasted,
Dressed with raisins and with apices,
Much resembling matelots roasted.
Little slices of horse radish
Will the white sauce much embellish;
So m~>ke ready, :Friar Jose,
To devour the fish with relish.
And the raiain sauce I spoke of
Makes a most delicious jelly,
And will be full well adapted,
Friar Jose, to thy belly.
What God cooks is quite perfectionMark my honest council follow,
And be circumcised, Your portion
Of leviathan to swallow.
After some attempts at proselytism on each side,
which deg-enerate into wrangling, the issue is
thus brought about:

Then the monk with equal passipn
Answered thus the furious rabbi:
Villain, may the Lord destroy thee,
Damnable, accursed, and shabby,
" I can well defy your devils
Whom the evil one created,
Lucifer and Beelzebub,
Astaroth and Belial hated.
"I can well defy your spirits,
And your hellish tricks unhallowed,
For in me ia J esns Christ, since
I hia body blessed hav swallowed.
11
Christ my only favorit food is,
Than leviathan more savory,
With ita boasted garlic white sauce,
Cooked by Satan, full of knavery.
"Ah, in•tead of thus disputing,
I wonid full soon roast and bake yon
With your comrades on the warmest
Funeral pile, the devil take yon."
Thus for God and faith the tourney
Goes on in confusion utter;
But in vain the doughty champions
Soreech and rail, and storm and splutter.
For twelve hours the fight bas lasted;
Neither side givs signs of tiring,
But the public fast grow weary,
And the ladies are perspiring.
And the court, too, grows impatient,
L'ldies make with yawns suggestions;
To the lovely queen the monarch
Turns, and asks the following questions:
"Tell me, what is your opinion 1
Which is right, and which the liar?
Will you giv your verdict rather
For the rabbi or the friar 7"
Donna Bianca gazes on him,
Thoughtfully her hands sbe presses
With closed fingers on her forehead,
And the monarch thnll addre!ses:
"Which is· right, I cannot tell you,
But I hav a shrewd suspicion
That the rabbi and the monk are
Both in stinking bad condition."
11

Taxing Church Property.
From the New York Commercial Adve?·tise?·.

Whether we like it or not, the drift of political sentiment is everywhere in the direction
of taxing church property the same as any
other.
This was expressed Wednesday in the constitutional convention in Washington territory by the adoption of a clause forbidding
the release of any kind of property from its
proportionate share of the public burdens.
The object of this was the taxation of
churches, private schools, and charitable institutions.
California has had a similar provision for
several ye'ars in its constitution. Though at
first opposed by a large minority, it bas grown
in popularity until it is now accepted as a
matter of course even by the most thoroughgoing churchmen. Some of them express
the belief that the poorer churches should be
exempt, but this simply corresponds to the
opinion held by many political thinkers
(among them ex-Secretary McCulloch) that
all small property holdings should be exempt.
So far as the costly city churches are concerned, the sentiment favoring their taxation
is almost unanimous.
In the Eastern states the sentiment against
exemption is also growing, though in a less
marked degree. It is in the main confined to
political students, and to the more strenuous
supporters of the public school system who
oppose the education of a part of the children
in parochial schools. Not until all church
property is taxed, they maintain, can we
make sure that all our children shall hav a
common education in the principles of American citizensaip and be united in sentiment
and sympathies.
Curiously enough, England has taken an
important step in the same direction. Only a
short time since a considerable sum was bequeathed to a foreign mis8ionary society, and
the executors under the will claim that it
should be exempt from the tax upon bequests.
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge decided that the
probable excellence of the charity in no way
lessened the claims of the state. The amount
of the tax on the bequest was the state's
money and not the testator's. To remit it
was to increase by just so much the burden
upon the remaining taxpayers. Such an increase of the public burdens could not take
place, except by the direction of the public
itself. No exemption could therefore be permitted.
In the same way it might be maintained
that in this country, where all private property is held subject to a lien for annual taxes
on the part of the state, the value of this lien
is in fact public property. To remit the tax
when the property is transferred to a religious
institution, is therefore to increase the amount
of the charity out of the pockets of the remaining taxpayers. Such, at least, is the
philosophy of the refusal of California and
Washington territory to exempt the property
of religious and charitable institutions, It is

the logical carrying out of two American the total Protestant population is compare d
principles: First, the complete separation of with the total Roman Catholic population, it
church and state; second, equality before the will be seen that the Protestant exceeds the
laws ·for property as well as men.
Roman element by two to one. The figures
given by the Independent depend upon so
A. 'fheologic Unknown.
many conditions for their validity that it is
From the Louisville Commercial.
almost impossible to draw any general conLEBaNoN, KY., Aug. 16th.-For some time clusions from them. With all the religious
past the columns of one of the local papers bodies the total net gain for the last year is
hav been loaded with ponderous syllogisms named as larger than it was for the year 1887,
that hav been hurled to and fro with more or though it appears from the detailed account
less effect between the Rev. Mr. Cherry, a of gains as if it were less. The explanations
Methodist preacher from the knobs of Loretto, given by the Independent are more helpful
and an anonymous writer who has wielded an than the figures. The Roman church has
acrid pen over the pseudonym of "Victor." grown enormously by immigration. The
The subject of the controversy was" Religion number of small bodies, branching off from
in the Public-Schools." The Rev. Mr. Cherry the Baptists and Methodists, is remarkable,
took the position that the public schools and the Presbyterians are only less broken
should. be entirely godless, and that no tenets up. The Quakers, though numbering hardly
of Christianity should be embraced in their 107,000 communicants, are divided into three
curriculum. "Victor" took the opposit line sects. The Mennonites hav 100,000 members,
of argument, and contended that the creed and are divided into four sects. The tender;:cy
that predominated in any locality should be to split up among Protestants is seen to be
the recognized religion of the whole district. excessiv. In nearly every purely Protestant
" Victor's" arti.cles were exceedingly well body lines are drawn between the old and
written, and were generally attributed to the the new schools, or the right and left wings.
Rev. Father Defraine, the Roman Catholic The Reformed Episcopalians are the smallest
pastor.
o
religious body; the Moravians come next,
The columns of the county paper soon be- and then follow the Unitarians and the Unica\}le too narrow for the more or less broad versalists. The growing religious people in
views of the two gentlemen, and the Rev. Mr. the United States are evidently the Roman
Chury challenged the unknown "Victor" to Catholics, the Baptists, the Methodists, and
a public debate. The latter accepted the the Episcopalians ; the rest seem to be barely
challenge, with the condition that his identity holding their own.
should not be discovered until the day apHigh Officials Embarrassed.
pointed for the contest. To-day was selected
From tlle Philadelphia lnqui?·er.
for the meeting, and Edmunds's Hall, at this
There is a story of presidential excursion
place, was crowded beyond its standing capacdown to the eastern shore of Maryland. The
ity by the champions of each cause.
Promptly at 10 o'clock the Rev. Mr. Cherry party embraced Secretaries Blaine and Winappeared on the stand and threw his gage into dom and others. They went to church and
the arena, at the same time challenging the were fortunate enough to hear an excellent
anonyn:ous "Victor" to come forward and sermon from the venerable Protestant Episcopick it up. There was a commotion· in the pal bishop of Maryland, who was there to adrear of the hall, and to the surprise of the minister the rite of confirmation. It was a rare
nativs and the consternation of the Rev. Mr. pleasure to listen to a discourse from a clergyCherry, there appeared, not a priest, all man who did not improve the occasion by reshaven and shorn, but as black a negro as ferring to those high in authority or by
ever came out of Ethiopia. He proved to be preaching or praying at them. The presiSam Rountree, an itinerant preacher and dent and the two secretaries, one on either
fiddler, who officiates at all the hops and side of him, sat in quiet s::ttisfaction. But
their peace of mind was suddenly and rudely
"buryin's" in the four counties.
Rountree is a man of some education, and dispelled. The offertory was sung. At the
claimed the authorship of the "Victor" arti- familiar words :
Let your light so shi&e before men, etc.,
cles. There was no one to dispute his claim,
and he demanded that the Rev. Mr. Cherry the president and the secretaries each quietly
stand upand defend himself. This the rev- dropped a hand into a pocket.
Lay not up for yonrselvs treasures on earth.
erend gentleman declined to do, and amid the
Windom drew forth a crisp one-dollar note
wildest excitement he was borne from the
hall by his friends, while the old negro de- and held it between thumb and forefinger,
parted, followed by the huzzas of the crowd, ready for the approaching plate. The presiThe community is convulsed with laughter, dent and Mr. Blaine went 1o1. little deeper into
while the zealots of the Methodist and Cath- their pockets. One brought up a nickel and
the other a dime. Their faces fi.ushed. It
olic creeds are filled with excitement.
would never do to make such a small contriChur<lh ·Statistics,
bution.
From an Exchange.
He that soweth a little shall reap little, and he
David was punished for numbering the that soweth plenteously shall reap plenteously.
•
. . God loveth a cheerful giver.
children of Israel, but the New York IndeThe president went to his pocketbook a!ld
pendent will receive only the thanks of the
public for numbering the Christian families the secretary of state explored his vest pocket
in the United States, or, rather, massing to- with nervous fingers.
Zaccheus stood forth and said nn to the Lord :
gether such statistics as they furnish concerning their own growth. In bulk the number Behold, Lord, the half of my goods I giv to the
poor, and if I hav done wrong to any man I
of communicants with us is about 20,750,000, restore fourfold.
and the increase for one short year has been
The plate was only four pews away. What
877,000. The Methodists, of whom there are the president found in his pocketbook was
fourteen varieties, count up to 4, 723,881. one fifty.dollar note and a ten·dollar greenThe Roman Catholics are estimated at 4,438,- back-nothing smaller. What Mr. Blaine
019. The Baptists, of whom there are thir- found was two ten-dollar notes-nothing
teen kinds, are footed up as having 4,078,589 smaller. To put in a nickel or a dime only
communicants. The Presbyterians, of whom was not to be thought of. To giv ten dollars
there are nine"varieties, reach 1,1E0,113. The was more than either cared to do ; besides,
Lutherans number 988,008, the Congregation- how ostentatious it would look! Each looked
alists 475,608, the Episcopalians 459,642. 'fhe at Windom, sitting there calmly, the richest
rest of the denominations do not foot up so of the party, with his dollar note in his hand.
large in numbers, and when they are arranged Be shook his head.
strictly by denominational rank the Roman
Charge them who are rich in this world, that
Catholics hav a larger number of communi- they be ready to giv and glad to distribute.
cants by far than any other religious body.
There was no time for further pocket exThese figures do not tell the whole story, nor ploration or consideration. With a smile of
are they entirely satisfactory. The Roman commiseration at each other, and something
Catholic statistics count the communicants as like ghoulish glee on Windom's placid counco-extensiv with the population, which is not tenance, the president and secretary of state
fair to the Protestant bodies, who estimate each planked down his ten-dollar note for
their communicants by a different method. "the poor of this congregation." And the
Again, the Unitarians are quoted as 20,000 worst of it is, said one of the party afterward,
and the Universalists at 38,780, while their that the Lord would probably giv them credit
actual following must be much more numer- only for the dollar or two which they intended
ous. Again, when the division of. members to giv.
is made according to polity, there are 9,433,SING, BROTHERS, BING.
196 under the Episcopal polity, 4,928,619
under the Congregational, and 2,888,228
USE THE·
under the Presbyterian. This givs the ecclesiastical color of the religious life of the coun- In Your meetings, to make them lively and in tartry very differently from what it is commonly eating. 'l'HE LIBERAL HYJIIN·BOOK contains songs
the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
supposed to be. Those who speculate upon by
It is highl:y.recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
a basis of church unity will note that the Parton. Wrlght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
:jj:piscopal polity takes the lead; but when 15 oeut!l. ·
Addre88 'l':a:E 'l'BuTH SEEXBB Co.
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CutTent Discussions in Science; and
Scientific · Aspect of Some Familiar
1'hings. By W. M. Williams, F.C.s.
In this aeries are wPll represente'd the writings of
2 buoks in 1 vnl. •
.
.
.
•
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DARWIN, SPENoFn, HuxLEY, TYNDALL, PnooTon, The lllack Death. An Account of the
OLIFFORD ao<l. otnet" le.,ders of thought m our
Go·~at P"stilPuce of the 14th c~ntnry; and
time, at 50 to 75 per cent. lower than U$ua! vrtces.
The Dancing Mania of the Mid1He Ages.
We have the LibrarY bound in Complete Bets, aB
B.v J. F. C. lfPckc;r.l\'{.D. fl books in 1 val. .75
follows:
The Naturalist on the River Amazon.
OLD STYLE.-In this style the volumes average
A Recmd of Advf<ntnre•, Habits of
640 pages Bvo. and are arranged thus :
Animals, Sketches of Braziliav ,..ndlndian
Vol.
I.
Nos. 1-H~Vol. VI.
Nos. 60-70.,
Life and Aspects of Nature Under the
"
II.
" 13-24
" VII.
" 71-80.
Equator, during Eleven Year• of Travel,
" nr.
" 2~.-aG. " VIfi.
" bl-91.
by HenrY Walter Bates. F.L.S.• Aesis. Sec.
"
IV.
" 37 48
"
IX.
" 92-103
to the Royal Geographical Society of
"
V.
" 49-59. "
X.
" 104-111.
England.
.
.
.
.
•
• .7~
Oloth, plain edge!, $2 val. (SP.pa?·at.zv m· in sets.) The Rise and Early Constitution of Uni •
Half seal, marble edgea, $2.7j vol. (In sets onU/.)
versities, with a Survey of Medieval
NEW8TYLE.-No2.1 to 111 inclusive, are bound in
Education. By B. B. Laurie. L.L.D,
·
492
h 8
th
Professor of the Institutes and History f
!3 vois., averagmg · page~ eac ' vo, us:
Educati<'nin thA University of Edinbur.,h . .75
Cloth, extra, red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22.75 per set. The Religions of the Ancient World,
29 25 "
Half seal, plain edges, 22·25
"
includLUg EgyJ!t, Assyria and Babvlonia,
Half seal, marble edges, 50
"
? 2 · 50· "
Persia, India, Phoonicia, Etrnria, Greece,
33 .75 "
H!fM:or., marble edges, 2.75
"
Rome. BY George Rawlinson, M.A.,
In sets onll/.
Camden Professor of Ancient History,
All of the following are octavo, cloth:
Oxford and Canon of Canterbury, anWORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY.
thor of"The Origin of Nations," "The
F1ve Great Monarchies," etc.
• •
• .75
Man's Place in Nature. Numerous ill.; &
Feticltism: A Contribution to Anthropology and the History of Religion. By
The Origin of :Specif's. 2 books in 1 vol. .75
Fritz Schultze. Translated from the
ThePhysical Basls of Liie & other Essays.
German bv J. lritzger~tld, M: A.
•
• •75
Lectures on Evol11tion. Illustrated. .
Money
and the Mechanism of Exchange.
2 books in 1 vol. .
•
•
.
. 75
By W. S•anley Jevons, M.A., F.R.S., ProAnimal Automatism, and other E~says.
fessor of Logic and Political Economy in
Teclmical Education, and other Essays.
the Owens Oell~<!e. Mar-chester.
•
• .75
.75 On the Study of Words. By Richard
ll books in 1 vol.
Ohenevix
~l.'rench,
D.D.,
Archbishop
of
WORKS BYCHARLlLS Dl.RWIN.
Dublin.
.
.
• •
•
•
•
. .75
Origin of St)ecies by Means of Natural
Tile JJawn of History: An Introduction
Selection; or, the Preservation of
to Pre-Hiotoric Btnd:~e, Edited by C.
F. KearY", M.A. •• of the .Hritish Museum.
.75
Favored Races in the Struggle for Life.
New edition from the latest Eng. edition,
Geological Sketches at Home and
with additions and corrections.
•
1.25
Abroad. By ArchibaldGeikie, LL.D.,
Descent of Man and Selection in Rela
F. R.S , Director-General of the Geological
tion to E!ex W1th illustratiom. New ediSurveys of Great BritaiB and Ireland. • .75
tion revised AUd auga•on•ed.
.
.
uo Illusions: A Psychological Study. By
Formation of Vegctablt) Mold Through
James Sully, Author of "Sensation and
tile Action of Worm~, with ObservaInt.nition,"" PMsimism," etc.
.
. • .75
tions on their Habits. With illustrations. .75 The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II.J
Bv Sir John Lubho<'k, B;rt. 2 parts in 1. .75
C!Jaries Darwin: His Life and Work.
English Past and Present. (Parts I.
By Grant Allen.
. 75
and JI.) By Richard Chen&vix Trench.
2 n"rts in 1. Cow nlete.
.
•
.
.
.75
SELECT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN.
The Story of Creation. A Plain Account
The Evolutionist at Large;
of Evolution. By Edward Olodd, F.R.A.B.
Over SJlllus.
.75
Vignettes from Nature; and
l!'orce and Energy: A Theory of. DyAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
namics. 3 books in 1 vo!.
1.00
28Lafayette Place, New York.
WATER, ELECTRIOil'Y, AND LIGHT. BY
PROFESSOR TYNDALL.
Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivt rs,
Ic~ an<l Gl'tciers. 19 illu~t.rntwns.
Lesson:-~ in Electricity. 60 illustrations.
Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated.
Ten Cents Each.
1.oa
3 books in 1 val. .
1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, wr\tinge, and
WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER.
frhilo•ophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOME80N.
The Data of Ethics.
.
.
.
. .oo
2.
CHARLES
ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
l <lucation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys.
and
infiuence. By Rev •. loHN W. CHADWIOK.
ical; ~tnd
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Progress : Its Law and Cause. With
•· ow suns and worlds come into being. By
ur-"er D~>quiBit\on". 2 books in 1 val.
.75
Mr. GARRET P. 8EBVISS.
'flte Genesis of Science.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
The Factors of Organic Evolution.
geologY. BY Dr. LEwis G. JANEs.
2 buok~ in 1 voJ.
. 75 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
SELECT WORKS OF RTOHI\.RD A. PROCTOR,
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
F.R.A..S.
of zoological evolution. By D . RoasiT.nR
Ught Science for Leisure Hours.
RAYMOND
Familiar Essay§ on Scientific Subjects.
r. THE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiq·
nity, growth By Prof. E. D. OOPE.
tfereditary Traits, and other Essays.
8. EVOLT:TICN OF MIND: Its nature and de1\liscellaneous Essays.
ve'r>Pment.
By Dr. HOBERT G. ECCLES,
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
9. JLVOLUTION OF BOCIE'I:Y. Bs JAMEsA.8KrLNotes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscelTON.
laneoud E•sa.ys.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
6 books in 1 vol. •
• 1.50
SAMPSON.
SELECT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON CLIFAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., .
28 Lafayette Place, lSt<w Xorll..
FORD, F.R.A.S.
Seeing and 'l'hinking.
The Scientific .l!asis of Morals, and

The Humboldt llbrarJ of Science.

The Modern Science fssaJist~

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.
AN EXPOSEOf the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches and Young lllen •s
Christian Association.
By RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Origin or the Christian Religion
and the Significance or its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

t:.·.,

The Forum.
Ohioago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., at ~58 West MadiBO'" street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Lea~ue 2:)7
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:80 P.M. for leotnres and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~rn th
BeekerpnblicationsalwaYs on hand at cheap rates
The Secular Society of Kent,

o.,

M:eeta semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Bee.

The lvi anhattan Liberal Club, N. Y
Meets every Friday eveninl!, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and disoussions. The public cordiallY invited.

Akron, 0., IFreethonl{ht Union.
The Akron Freethonght Union .meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Tile Minneapolis Secular Union

For sale at this office •
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For the benefit of our read-

' era who preserve their papers

Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
Minn. J. F. MAcoMBER, Pres.: CHAS. LowND,Sec

EUzur Wrir.;-ht Secular Union

weo:fferanewstyleofbinder, Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sun
l
made for the purpose, and days of each month at Independent Church, a
'
'
with the beading of THE 10 30 A.. M.. Free dJscnssion on all LiberalsubjectP
<TRUTH BEEKER printed in Subscr1pt10na to TRE TRUTH BEEKER and lnvesti
R. G.jjMITH, Cor. 8ec.
fl_
·gold letters on the outside. gatm· are solicited.
This binder allows the open'
ing
of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
D~AMONOS.
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Unprecedented offer. No other hou~e so fair
Bent by mail, postpai~ for •1.
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
Address THE ·TRUTH BEEKER,
tbe United States an opportunity to examin, test
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
and compa1·e my goods and prices with those or1
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi•ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract thst
SAKYA BUDDHA •
cash in full will be refunded anY time within one
from date of purchasing if goods are not
A Versified, Annota.ted Na.rra.tiv of his Life a.nd year
entirely satisfactorY. No other dealer will do it
None
w11l sell as cheap. CarrYing a large stock,
Tea.chings.
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business
.With Citations from Buddha's "Path of on smallest possible expenlie, you will positivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
Virtue."
me. Diamond Pins and Eardropa, wortb $600, !or
Moo: Pms, Rmgs, J!:ardrops, Btudp, Hair Orna
BY E. D. ROOT.
menta, Pendants, worth $3(·0, for Si:OO; do., worth
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of ihia S200, for $140; do., worth $150, fer $110; do., worth
work.-Pro!. J. M. Peebles.
$100, for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
The book has been introduced into Buddhist $60, for $45; do., worth $40, for $80 ; do., worth $30,
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light," for $<2; do., worth f20, for $15. You can wear these
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spirit- goods daily for one year, It will not coat you a
ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of cent. If in the mean t1me you are not sati~fied
that the goods ale better and chl.'aper than sold
the book.
elsewhere return and get your ca~h in full.
Extra Cloth, 175 Po., $1.
Beleotions sent to responsible parties on ap
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
proval; to any banking-house or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
~,,.,of'
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TJ:.e "Otto Wettstein" Wa.tch,

L. K. Washburn's Works.

sixteen jewels, finelv adjusted to heat and cold
patent regulator, Breqnet hair-spring, beantifn
double-paneled dial. and all modern improve
Perfect, and DO watch will compete with
'3nnday and the Sabbath. "A law !Dents
I In silv~rine C!fge, $19; i11 four-ounce coin ail
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is it
ver case, $23.t0; tiveconnce, $25; Eix.ounce, $27. In
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
open face. be•t fillcd gold case, $27; hunting, $.~3,
do., Louis XIV., $35. In fourteen carat solid gofdl
The False Teaching of the Chris- $50
$.50. Bent prepaid, and cash refunded i
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine not to
satisfactorY.
Articles of the Christian church are thirtyOTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
Established 1857.

The Foolishness or Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshOP"
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS

Was J esns an Impostor T A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 ota. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism
Price, 5 cents.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents. eta.
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 eta
(\f;hAr i•'t-f~Sl.\"F•
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. ll1ose
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. vs.
Conditions of Mental Development, and
Darwin. 5 eta. BocratesJ Buddha, and Jeans
OB
othA'l' l!:t<~~n·Q.
cts. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. ·5 eta
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10.cents. 5Fictitious
'l'he Un~een Universe, and the PhilosoGods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 ctsd.
DANCER AHEAD.
nh" of t.he PureScirnceF.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno an
The Public Schools and the Catholic Spinoza.
5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorits
· Cosmic F.motion: .Hso the Teachings
Church. Price, 5 cents.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth
·of Science.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
and Hfl,ppiness. 5 ots. The Brain and the Bonld.
5 booko in 1 val.
• 1.25
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design an
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
J.
D.
SHAW'S
PAMPHLETS.
Natural
Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
SELECT WORKS OF :ED IV. CLODD, F.R.A.B.
this Republic.
Animals. ~ cts.
The Cltil<lltooll of Religion.
Address Watts and Co., 17 JohnBon's Court
The Uirth mHl Growth of 1llytlt.
The Bible-What Is IU A pam- E. C., Lon.ion, En~~:.
B.Y A. J. GROVER..
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
Ute Cltildlwo<l of tlte Worlll.
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
1.00
e books in 1 vol.
,
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
Price, paper, 25 cents.
ANTICHRIST.
SELlWT WORK'3 OF TH. RIBOT,
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
ROVING concluaiv!y that there was no Chris
Translated {rom the FrEnch b'IJ J. Fitzuerald, M.A.
Studies in Tllcolol{y. A clear exposiunder Pontius Plla1e, but that the
tion of the biblical story of man's creation realcrucified
Jesus, the illegitimate Ron of Mary by Joseph
The JHseases of Memory.
and curse, theologically denominated "the Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
'fhe Diseases of the ~~ ill.
fall." Price, 10 cents.
75 yearR B.c. Cloth, 446 va!'es, wirh fuJI Index
The IHseases of Personality.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at tbi
1.00 The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge3 bouko in 1 val.
negativ and aflirmativ standpoint, showing office.
hammer Logio un•urpassed." Svo, 833Pp.,
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
THE MILKY WAY.
silk cloth, $3.
tf
The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 illus.

l!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1

ROMAN ISM,

0

P

Col. Kelso's Works.

By 01-l.milb-1 F1atnU1ariot1.

UniverseAnalyzed and the Devil's De-

Tlte Romance of Astronomy. By R.
fense. A thorough analysis of the
K".11ey llil!Jer, M A.
claims for the el!istence of the Bible Deity,
The Sun; its Constit.ution,its Phenomena,
and an examination in verse of the charges
generall:v
brought against his Satanic majesty.
ita Uondition. By Nathan T. Cart, LL.D.
12mo, 466pp., $1.~0.
8 books in 1 voJ.
• 1.00
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
POLITICAL SCIENCE.
goes not Fo far to sustain Spiritualism as to
Physics and Politics. An application
show that Christians are inconsistent in denyof the principles of Natural i:'loience to
ing
~he alleged truths of that philosophy.
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Author of ., ThA Eng. OL)llRtH.nt.ion," and
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Hifrtm·y of the Science of PoJitics. By
Frederick Pollook. 2 books m 1 vol.
• .75
THE L.I.ND QUERTION.
The History of Kandholding in Eng·
land. By Joseph Fisher,F.R.H.S.;and
B,f Edward Bellamy,
Historical Sketch of tlte lJ istribution
of Land in J<:ngland. By William
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Lloyd Birbeok, 1\f.a. 2 books in 1 vol.
.75
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
MIS:JELt.A.NEOUS.
free to receive new light will find in it sR.tisfaction
and
in~Piration.-fNew York Tribune.
Tlte Mystm·y of Matter, and The PhilosThe aPpeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
oph~{ n1' I~nn 1 ''-lll<k ~ aud
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his selThe Essential Nature of Religion. By
fishness.-[Boston Post.
J. ,\llan><"'' P,.<Hon. 2 books in 1 vol.
.751 A suggestion of a r£>ally practicable and feasi·
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
Science and Crime; and
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
~cience and Poetry, with other Essays.
actual
possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
B< Andrew Wilson, F.B.S.E.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50c.
2 books io 1 vol.
•
.
•
• , •76
.
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AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

1

By L. FEUERBACH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Ext?·act.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

Arl{ument by R. G. Ingersoll
IN THE

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

u

BLASPHEMY,"

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist
2x15 inohes, ani table for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TRT:!TH SEEKER.
tf

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS ..
Accept my thanks for your excellent and nsefn
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and wil
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
g,ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
. The number of heads under which yon hav
At Morristown, New Jersey.
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
Stenogravhicall'IJ reported. and ?"evtsea by tiLe au- the concise manner in which each poJDt is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
thor •
take jll'eat pleasure in recommending" AntiHandsome 8vo, 86 pp, . beant.ifnl typ~, fine paper. IProhibltlOn
"to the consideration of every person
Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
who
is intereRted, not only in the cause of temper$2 per dozen.
ance, bn tin the principles of self-goven>ment.4ddresr THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
J.J.McOabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO •
2& Lafaye1i1ie P! •• New York.
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(f~ms.

of Rfhought.

ALL sects J:iav given to their gods ferocious
characters, at which reason revolts.-D'HoZIJach.

AT Rome, Ga., a cave
miles in extent was rec e n t 1y discovered by
well-diggers.
Tm: last Labor Day
was observed more generally by all classes than
any previous one.

JAEL DECEIVETH SISERA.
And Jael went out to meet Sisera, and said unto him, Turn in, my lord, turn in to me; fear not: and when he had
turned in unto her into the tent, she covered him with a mantle.-Judges iv, 18.

ON the 6th dynamite
exploded in an Antwerp cartridge factory,
killing 200 and wounding 500.

fldds a-qd

~nds.

Tm: total loss in the race riots throughout
"DEAR MR. EDITOR : Please read the inclosed
Mississippi is twenty-five men killed.
poem carefully, and return it to me with your
JusTIOE FIELD has been exonerated andre- candid criticism as soon as possible, as I hav other
irons in the fire." "Dear Mr. Smith: Remove the
leased. Nagle says he feared immediate irons and insert the poem."
danger to himself.
THE Rev. Mr. Wilgus: "I hope you and Brother
THE proposed Episcopal cathedral at New Wiggs became fully reconciled before he died."
York is to cost $25,000,000, and be twenty- Deacon Pod worthy : "Oh, yes ! I went around
and told him that as he was about to pass in his
five years building.
checks I would fully forgiv him for all the dirty
ON the 1st a negro excursion train was tricks he had ever done me, though I didn't prefired into at Algiers, opposit New Orleans, sume to say that the Lord would do so, and [glee·
fully) you ought to hav seen how the old sinner
and several were wounded.
looked. "-Terre Haute Express.
Tm: great London strike continues. TrafAFTER the earthquake at Saratoga. First old
fic is largely suspended. One workingman darky : "Come, let's goober to de pra'r-meetin '."
Second old darky [ "No, no, brudder ; I stays in
has been shot dead by police.
de free air ob hebben. · Don't b'lieve in goin' into
NEARLY 10,000 brakemen hav asked that dese yer buildin•s dat mite fall down on yer."
Congress be urged to bring about the adop- First old darky: "Wot! And don't yer trust no
more in de Lord 1" Second old darky : "Yes,
tion of automatic brakes and couplers.
brudder, I does trust in de Lo:d, but I don't
On the 1st the anniversary of the battle of b'lieve in foolin' wid him."
Sedan was celebrated at Berlin, CourtAMoNG the children of a certain Sunday-school
Preacher Stoecker delivering an oration.
is a bright little boy of four years. He has an
A REOENT cloudburst at Rockingham, N. uncle who takes great pleasure in teaching him
nonsensical verses. A few Sundays since his
C., destroyed the da'Qls of several mills, teacher was telling the class about the busy bees,
throwing 500 men out of work and causing and asked if any of the children could tell her
anything about them. " Waldo can," spoke up
loss of life.
the little fellow. "Well, Waldo, you may stand
PRESIDENT HARRISON has appointed Charles in front and tell us what you know." And Waldo,
R. Flint, of New York, and Ex-Senator rising proudly, steamed away with these lines:
Henry G. Davis, of West Virginia, delegates
How doth the little busy bee
Delight to bark and bite,
to the Three Americas. congress.
To gather honey all the day
And eat it up at night I
THE other night Mary Pidgeon was found
LAST year, at the New York Chautauqua, when
in 87th street, New York, shouting that she
Dr. Henson, of Chicago, came to lecture on
ought to be burnt for her sins, and was sent "Fools," Bishop Vwcent introduced him thus:
to the asylum as a religious maniac.
"Ladies and gentlemen, we are to hav a lecture
on • Fools 'by one of the most distinguished"Tm: state department has arranged for an there was a long pause, for the bishop's inflections
extensiv excursion through the United States indicated that he had finished, and the audience
for members of the international American roared with delight, so that it was some time be·
congress, which meets at Washington October fore the sentence was finished-" men of Chicago." Dr. Henson, whose readiness of wit holds
2d.
every emergency ca]iltiv, began his lecture, when
As the appropriation for cleaning the streets silence was at length restored, by saying : "Laand cellars of Johnstown is exhausted, work dies and gentlemen, I am not as great a fool as
Bishop Vincent "-and here he stopped, apparently
must stop unless more money. comes in, through with the sentence, while the audience
though hundreds of bodies still lie buried in again wildly applauded, finally concluding" would hav you think."-Mtnneapozts Trtllune.
the cellars.
AN amusing incident occurred in one of our
CoNEMAUGH valley school boards appeal to
charitable people and friends of education Downeast churches a few months ago. The
clergyman gave out the hymn:
throughout the country for aid to buy books,
I love to steal a while a way
as the general relief fund cannot be applied
From every cumbering oa.re,
And spend tbe hour of setting day
to that purpose.
In humble, grateful prayer.
NORTH DAKOTA lawyers say that the con- The regular chorister being absent, the duty destitutional convention ruined the chances of valved upon g~<Jod old Deacon M., who comme~~ed,
· ·
· bli 1 d b
"I love to steal," and then broke down. Raismg
the new state reqe1vmg
ecause h'IS VOICe
· a little higher t he then sang, "I love to
. . . pu ct an ts th
it divided the mstitutiOns con rary O e en- steal." As before, he concluded he had got the
abling act's provisions.
wrong pitch; and deploring that he had not his

I

"pitch-tuner," he determined to succeed if he
died in the attempt. BY this time all the old
ladies were tittering behind their fans, while the
faces of the "young ones " were all in a broad
grin. At length, after a desperate cough, he made
a final demonstration, and roared out, "I love to
steal." The effort was too much. Everyone but
the eccentric person was laughing. He arose, and
with the utmost coolness said : " Seeing our
brother's propensities, let us pray." It is needless
to say that but few of the congregation heard the
pra.yer.-YanTcee Blacle.
AND now the season of the Bummer Boarder being upon the land, it shall come to pass that the
young man of Country Raiain' (which the same is
likewise known as a Yokel, and moreover as a
Hayseed), shall stand in the field where he toileth,
and shall perceive at a little distance the young
man of City Dressin'; and he shall jeer at him and
cast obloquy upon him ; he ~hall sooff at that
young man, and shall scorn him, and shall size
him up for a Darned Dude, and shall rejoice in his
own strength, and shall cry, "Ha, ha I" and likewise," Ho, ho !11 and similarly," He, he!" But,
furthermore, it cometh to pass that on tho first
day of the week, which is Sunday, the young man
of Country Raisin' shall hie him to the sanctuary
in time to escape the sermon, and there he shall
behold his Best Girl escorted forth by the young
man of Crty Dressin'; and, moreover and furthermore, the young man of City Dressin' shall ever·
lastingly catch on to that maiden in such style as
is calculated to gratify the taste of Her Majesty
Queen Victoria, and she ~hall display all outward
appearance of liking it. And thereutlon the
young man of Country Raisin' shall gnash his
teeth and withdraw himself into outer darkness,
and betake himself behind the barn to giv voice
to the emotions of his Soul. Selah !-Puck.
AN ESOTEBIO ADEPT,
Studying the book of Dyzan
I got fairly in a mist;
This alone I know, that I am
Now a deep Theosophist.
By the magic charms of Thibet
My five senses all hav ceased;
A sixth sense I now exhibit,
And the wisdom of the East.
Crossing o'er the bridge of Fohat,
BY the aid of astral light,
Guru-initiated, know that
I'm a bold Blavatskyite.
Man van tara and Pralaya,
Parabrahm, Mulaprakriti,
Dhyani Chohans, and Purusha
Now are clear as mud to me.
0! the whenceness of the whatnot
I hav found the Perfect Way;
Wandering with the wild Mahatmas
o·er the hills of Himalay.
My Prana, Linga.Bharira
And Rupa soon will flee ;
I hold on by my Manas
To my Atma and Buddhi.
With the blessed occult masters,
l'lll a chela Kabbalist;
MY ego thus reincarnated,
I'm a deep Theosophist.
-F. T. s. tn the Lcmaon Freethinker.

THE most progressiv
countries are those where
the principle of free inquiry
has modified Christianity. Skeptical Germany is
in the forefront of progress, and as England,
France, and America escape from the trammels of
ecclesiasticism, just so fast do their institutions
improve.-RoiJert c. Aaams tn Ptoneer Pith.

EARLY history is never critical and painstaking
in the investigation of facts. Neither the historian nor his readers or hearers hav reached a stage
of culture in which accuracy is highly valued.
Early history is essentially artistic, its object is
muoh more to charm the fancy and warm the
emotions than to instruct· the understanding. A
good story, pathetic or humorous, is appreciated
for its own sake independently of its truth. Btrik·
ing pictures, dramatic situations, often told in
dialog, scenes in which virtue and vice are depicted on a colossal scale-these are the chief objects of the early historical writer, who mingles
fact and fiction with the same natvete as his brethren, the writers of the early epos and drama. Indeed, their subjects are often the same-the heroes
whose prowess saved or achieved the national
existence, the odious foreign foe who was beaten
back; in either caae characters appealing strongly
to the imagination and the feelings, which would
resent cold criticism, but gladly welcome elo·
quence and passion. History written under these
circum stanees has much of the character of the
prose poem-carmen solutum, as Quintilian called
it. The artistic or imaginativ element predominates in it rather to excess. The growth of accurate knowledge in other departments, the increased practice of affairs, the substitution of the
political for the heroic and chivalrous sentiment,
lead to a more sober and scrutinizing style of history without sacrifice of artistic form.-Encyclopeata Brttanntca.
IN those blessed days, that which actually oc·
curred was not regarded of sufficient importance
to be recorded.-Inuerso!Z.
IT is, indeed, marvelous that science should
ever hav revived amid the fearful obstacles theologians cast in her way. Together with a system
of biblical interpretation so· stringent, and at the
same time so capricious, that it infallibly came
into collision with every discovery that was not in
accordance with the unaided judgments of the
senses, and therefore with the familiar expressions
of the Jewish writers, everything was done to cul·
tivate a habit of thought the direct opposit of the
habits of science. The constant exaltation of
blind faith, the countless miracles, the childish
legend&, all produced a condition of besotted ig.
norance, of groveling and trembling credulity,
that can scarcely be paralleled except among the
most degraded barbarians. Innovation of every
kind was regarded as a crime; superior knowledge
excited only terror and suspicion. If it was shown
in speculation, it was called heresy. If it was
shown in the study of nature, it was called magic.
The dignity of the popedom was unable to save
Gerbert fl'om the reputation of a magician, and
tbe magnificent labors of Roger Bacon were repaid by fourteen years of imprisonment, and
many others of less severe but unremitting persecution. Added to all this, the overwhelming im·
portance attached to theology diverted to it all
those intellects which in another condition of
society would havbeen employed in the investiga•
tiona of science.-Leckv.
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THE

Jjlotts and f!Jlippinns.
PoPE LEo's recPipts from Peter's pence
amount to 7,000,000 lire or $1,400,000 a year,
in addition to various amounts from other
sources.
Tm: city of New York has 600 Sundayschools, with a total of 187,000 scholars and
teachers. Philadelphia has 616 Sunday.
schools, with a total of 195,802 scholars and
teachers.
Jibs. BEBA.NT, the eminent English Freethinker, is well-nigh idolized by the poor of
East London, by whom she is familiarly
called "Amere," and she is able to do a great
deal of practical work for them izi consequence of their affection for her.
THE Peace Society, recently in session at
Mystic, Conn., determined to erect a great
Peace temple. If the society can do this
without a war over the funds, the site, the
architecture, and other features of the enterprise, it will prove itself worthy of its name.
- Wo1·ld.
IT. was a clergyman in the editorial chair
who wrote: "Looking backward over the
checkered page of human history and beholding the wreck of nations and the roar of
armies, we may trace the footprints of an
almighty hand, bringing order out of confusion, and causing the white dove of peace to
brood over the apples of discord."
THE annual account of Catholic missions
has just been iosued from the propaganda
press. The num her of Catholics in Ireland,
according to this work, is ·3,792,457; the
churches number 2,547, and the vriests 3,251;.,

RESULT OF FAITH

in En!!land the Catholic population numbers
1,353,465; t.he priests 2,340, and the churches
1,261. In Scotland there are 308,643 Catholics, 295 churches, and 329 priests.
A oLERGYMAN, who was an ornament to the
pulpit in an exceedingly esthetic regiment of
the Lord's army, was delivering a series of
discourses upon the history of Jonah. At
the opening of one of t:Qe discourses, he said:
" You will remember that in our last discussion, we spoke of the fact that Jonah was
three days and three nights in-in thewhale's-sooiety."-National BaptitJt.
AT Springfield, 0., on the 1st, members of
the church of Christ here were astounded beyond measure by S. B. Duffy, a prominent
church-member, who arose in his seat at a
declaration made by the pastor, the Rev. B.
C. Black, and exclaimed: "You are a liar
and 11 slanderer!" He went out of the church
then. The trouble originated over J. S. Resler, who was superintendent of the Sabbathschool. Mr. Black said he had a bad reputation, and was not to be trusted with a flock
of innocent lambs. Mr. Duffy defended
Resler.
IN Lawrence county, S. 0., on the 25th ult.
Ben Leonard, colored, murdered his wife by
cutting her throat. No cause for the crime
could be found. Leonard would say nothing
about the matter, but at the inquest Mr. Harvey Woods, the owner of the plantation on
which they lived, gave his evidence, and
brought out the reason for the murder. The
morning before the murder- Ben had threatened to kill his wife, and she had applied to
Woods for protection. "I asked her what
was the matter with them. She said Ben
wanted to join the church, and she told him

AT FINDLAY,

OHIO.

they could not liv in adultery and belong to
the church; she being married twice, and
both husbands living. Leonard murdered
his wife so that he could join the church."
AT Worcester, Mass., on the 9th, the jury
in the case of Dr. Louis Morasse, a practicing
physician of Southbridge, against the Rev.
Father G. Ely Brochu, priest of the Notre
Dame church, brought in a verdict in the
superior civil court this morning, giving
damages for plaintiff of $1,500 with interest,
or a total of $1,720. Dr. Morasse was a
parishioner of Father Brochu. He was divorced from his first wife and was married a
second time by a justice of the peace. Forthis he was denounced from the pulpit by
Father Brochu, and this caused Dr. Morasse
to bring suit against the priest.
ON the lUst nlt. trouble broke out among
the members of Holy Trinity church, Chicago.
The church has been divided over the deed
of the building being made to the archbishop.
When Father Kobrzynski began to speak
some of the worshipers began to stamp the
floor with their feet; others threw their rituals over their heads. In the midst .of all this
the pastor began to say mass. When in the
midst of mass, however, the worshipers left
their seats and scrambled peil-mell over the
sides of the inclosed pews. Father Kobrznski, fearing mob violence, rushed from the
altar and out through the parsonage way.
He was secreted for several hours. by personal friends, who feared the excited people
would use him roughly if they laid hands on
him.
THE Rev. J. G. Gregory, incumbent of
Emmanuel church, Brighton, Eng., has got
into trouble with his boss, the bishop of Chi-

chester, because the clergyman presided at a
lecture delivered by the Rev. Justin D. Fulton, of Brooklyn, the violent anti-Catholic
agitator, wherein the lecturer reflected upon
the personal character of the Virgin Mary.
The bishop informs Mr. Gregory in a letter
that has been made public that he should hav
protested on the spot. He continues: "I
hope you will take some opportunity of publicly repudiating the lecturer's revolting statements which must giv much offense to all
pious believers. It is amazing that they
should hav been received on one occasion
with laughter and on another with applause
by an audience professing and calling themselva Christians."
"RoBERT E. LEE was a strict observer of
the Sabbath when not engaged in his campaigns," said Gen. L. L. Lomax, late commander of rebel cavalry. "I remember well
one occasion when Fitzhugh Lee and ·myself,
when cadets, were in Washington. It was
a Sunday morning, and as the d?.y promised
to be a dull one, we drove over to Arlington
to spend the time with Custis Lee. We found
the family at morning prayers, and we joined
in the services. When they were concluded,
General Lee, with a grim smile, walked into
his library, selected a religious book for each
of his children, Custis included, and set them
all to reading. The jolly time that 'Fitz'
and myself expected to hav with Custis was
indefinitly postponed. We excused ourselvs
as soon as common decency would permit,
returned to Washington, and resolved that
when we visited Arlington again it would not
be on a S1mday." We will add the conjecture that Lee probably desired his children
should be given opportunity to get famihar
with the good old pro-slavery texts.
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Doubtless, like the inquisitorial tortures, it is owing ing God, our liberties are in danger. The worst
to Christianity. Of all the self-conceited people ever tyrants and usurpers that ever cursed the earth hav
born, Christians cap the climax. . Our system of had the sanction of God.
Whatever has been done in the name of God has
education, our civilization, every humanizing influOn the War Path.-Concluded.
ence, all that is grand and ennobling, is. claimed as generally militated against the interests of men.
Nor can the Christians of to-day conceive how it is the result of Christian influe.nce.
Whatever is done to gain heaven will· make us
possible for an Infidel to be a true and just man, or
Nobody will deny that England was a Christian misexable on earth. Whenever a minister fits a man
that he is entitled to any degree of respect. They country a hundred and fifty years ago ; but what for the mansion above he is unfit to liv below.
cannot understand. that you hav the right to spend kind of schools did she hav ? I select England be- Boonton stoned and fined Mr. Reynolds and rendered
Sunday as you please, they can only understand that cause she is considered one of the most enlightened itself notoriously ridiculous before the country, and
you ought to spend it as a Christian. They cannot Christian countries on the globe.
got credit for nothing but intolerance. Christianity
understand how there can be any honesty outside of
Her schools were places where the crudest super- is always doing something to-day which it is ash!\med
their religion; hence the word of an Infidel is not to stitions were taught. Teachers were not selected on of to-morrow. Like a sheep in a quagmire, tht. more
be taken even under oath.
account of their ability to teach, but on account of it struggles the deeper it sinks.
They cannot see the injustice of making Infidels their devotion to Christianity. The working classes
I learn by a Richmond, Va., paper that Prof G.·H.
pay taxes on their Christian clubhouses, because did not 1·aceive anything like what we would consider Cook (not Joe Cook) has discovered some rare fossils
" the earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof," an education, even for the poorest. They lived in at Boonton, N. J., but not a word is said about the
and they are God's appointed agents to manage his huts not much better than pig-sties. Men, women, fossils discovered by Mr. Reynolds when visitag the
affairs on earth. They cannot see that an Infidel has and children lived in one room with a ground floor. same locality. This field ought to be tloroughly
a right to bring up his children according to his idea Indeed, the poor of Christian Ireland fare not much explored, for there is no doubt that it is very rich in_
of the fitness of things, they can only see that chil- better to-day.
fossil remains. If some paleontologist is anxious to
dren ought to be brought up in the nurture and
ltich Christians rioted in luxury; poor Christians immortalize his name by some wonderful tind, I
admonition of the Lord. They cannot see that fared like brutes. That is the way Christianity would advise him to make a careful examination
Infidels hav any right to say whether the Bible shall carried on the work of civilization a hundred and ·around the premises of Brooklyn's great evangelical
be used in the common schoolll, they can only see fifty years ago.
hell-herder-perhaps he may find the" missing link."
that a godless school is an abomination in the sight
When John Howard commenced the investigation ~ lAnd then "Blare's " home offers some rare lDduceof God.
of the prison system of England, he found in many ments. Shouldn't wonder if some great fossil crawThus it will be seen how Christianity tallies with prisons men and women herded together like swine- fish might reward the searcher. And it might be
the idea of human right.s. Any day " Blare," Com- the young of both sexes for slight offenses confined well to look around Comstock's neighborhood-and
stock, Talmage, and other Christian lunatics may by with hardened wretches and daily subjected to the the headquart,ers of the Y'lung Men's Christian
operating secretly through the churches and other vulgar slang and sottish examples of those who had Association. Footprints of lhe split-footed ass, or
Christian associati·ons spring the ecclesiastical net grown old in crime. Every prisoner before being the great "what-is-it," may be discovered. Let us
over us, and we may again see the fires of persecution released had to pay the jailer a certain fee. Many unite in prayer.
.
kindled in this so-called free America.
To show the civilizing' influence of the Christian
who had been sentenced only for a short time were
And all the time Christians would believe that kept in confinement for long periods, because while religion on enlightened England, it is only necessary
they were rendering the most acceptable service to in prison they had no means of paying the jailer's to mention that within the last century Dr. Priestly
their God.
was driven out of that country on account of his
fee.
It would seem that two thousand years is about all
In one instance be found a rickety old jail where religious views. He lay secreted and saw his house,
the time the church ought to ask to produce good men and women were chained to the wall during the library, apparatus, and all his valuable papers, the
men and women, if Christianity could ever do it. day and to the floor during the night. In every work of a lifetime, go up in smoke-the work of
But the truth is, the more Christianity has got hold prison the jailer had the privilege of selling all the Christian fiends.
of the minds of men the more devilish they hav liquor to the prisoners that they could pay for. That
What had Dr. Priestly done to excite the· ire of
proved to be.
must hav been an exhibition of Christian morality, these Christian barbarians f Why, he had said and
Can anyone doubt that those who burnt and for there was a chaplain in every prison.
written what Christians did not like; and they burnt
hanged witches were deeply imbued with ChristianIn some of thEse prisons he found ground floors him out, and doubtless intended that he should perity 1 Were not those who mu!'dered the Huguenots with water oozing from the bottoms. On these ish in the flames.
eminently Christian T Is it not a fact that Chris- straw had been thrown, which had been reduced to a
Wherever the blighting influence of Christianity is
tianity and brutality hav always worked equally in muddy paste by being trampled _upon. In these felt, the same consequ~nces follow. This country
the same yoke T Has not Christianity tried to make stinking pens men and women were allowed promis- would be what it professes to be, a tolerably free
every act a crime which opposed itT Did not Chris- cuous intercourse, and children were born in them.
country, were it not for the slavery which naturally
tians exclude those from holding office who did not
Was not such barbarism the legitimate fruit of follows in the wake of Christian belief.
belong to the church, and even deprive them of the Christianity' At that time there was not one known
A few years ago Talmage was goinj;! to set the
right to the electiv franchise when they had the Infidel in office in alJ England.
chief of police on Colonel Ingersoll. What was the
power? Tyranny, persecution, and plunder hav
matter? Did not Colonel Ingersoll understand the
Here is a picture of Christian civilization.
characterized the Christian religion up to the present
And such the effect of teaching from an old book rights and duties of an American citizen quite as
time. Human bones lie scattered along its track, filled with tyranny, filth, and fable ; and such the well as the great theological slugger! Was he
and wherever it has set its murderous foot blood has part that Christianity has played in civilizing the guilty of any crime against ~ociety1 No. His crime
gushed out.
.
world. Every time a man has taken a step in ad- was against Christianity. He bad publicly dissected
After the discovery of America nearly every Chris- vance and demanded better conditions, he has the theological goose. And this was just as great a
tian nation was fitting out expeditions for the dis- received a blow from the Christian bludgeon.
crime for him in America as it was for Dr. Priestly
covery of new countries. Two objects seemed to
And yet the first time that the great Brooklyn con- in England. He had said something which disunderlie every movement, viz., plunder and the con- tortionist givs a spiritual exhibition he will prove as pleased a Christian, and tl:. e police were to be let
version of idolators. Cortez,.Diaz, DaGamma, Pi- clear as two and two make five that Christianity has loose upon him.
zarro, and every man who was sent out on these voy- lifted the world from a state of ignorance and brutalIt is no crime for Talmage to tell what he thinks,
ages, was charged to take possession of the lands ity up to its present high standing.
but it is a great crime for an (nfidel to exercise the
which they might discover, in the name of God and
Why, the mariner's compass, the printing-press, same privilege. It is easy enough to see how the
the king. And every expedition was furnished with the telegraph, and the steam-engin hav done more to people will fare if the goverznnent ever falls into the
a priest and a crucifix and charged to convert the civilize the world than all the popes and preachers hands of such holy swabbers Make room, gentleidolators.
who ever appeared on the face of the world with pre- men. Brother Talmage will take up his cross.
The answer of the inca to the priest who accom- tended missions from God to make fools of the
The reason why I figh~ Cbristians is that in
panied Pizarro's expedition is a little significant.
people.
bargaining for their religio·n they bargain away my
The priest, crucifix in hand, went to the inca and
And yet all of these inventions hav met with bull- natural rights and privileges.
began a regular Christian harang. He spoke of headed opposition from the church.
When Christians say that Infidels are bad and imthe great God who created the universe, of the fall
At the time spoken of in England, the only book moral, it is no evidence of badnesb and immorality.
of man, the coming of Christ, his death and resurrec- considered necessary for. the people was the Bible, Who are the wicked and immoral1 Those who do
tion, of the appointment of St. Peter as his vicar on and not one-tenth of them could read that.
not attend church, nor believe the Bible, nor observe
earth, of the succession of the popes, and that one of
A well-informed writer, speaking of England only the Sabbath_:_in short, those who disagree with
them, Alexander VI., had conferred upon Charles V., a hundred years ago, says : "Few of the adults and Christians. Those people are so bad that they are
king of Spain, the power of controling the countries none of the children could read. The whole of the stoned and fined in Boonton; in other places they
of the New World. Then he called upon the inca to laboring population was sunk in ignorance, thriftless- are imprisoned. John W. Hinckley lay in Ontario
submit to the king, acknowledge the poye, lay down ness, and vice."
county jail three months for telling what he thought
his arms, and pay tribute.
At this time Christians were imprisoning Infidels about the conception and birth of Jesus Christ.
"Why should I pay tribute to this Charles, who is for expressing their thoughts, and whipping those in
A sho~:t time ago I witnessed the tricks of a
inferior to God and even the pope. I desire to be public who dissented from the church creed. Remem- trained dog, "Jo." The womau who owne 1 him
subject to the gods alone. I know nothing about ber, I am writing of one of the most enlightened said, "Now, Jo, pray." The dog got dow.- and
your pope, nor his right to dispose of my kingdom; Christian countries on the faGa of the globe.
stuck up his nose, and such an unearthly how. was
and as for renouncing the religion of my ancestors,
In nearly all of the prisons were torture chambers never heard. "Hav a good time-get engaged-· -~-:tw,
it will be time enough to do that when you establish where criminals were subjected to the thumbscrew, Jo, get the power;" and the dog whopped ove~· ,\ d
the truth of your own."
the iron boot, the spiked chair, the lash, and the lay as motionless as though he were in a fit.
When this answer was received Pizarro opened rack. These chambers were underground, where the
Well, I laughed heartily at the pranks of the devowith his artillery. Two thousand were· killed, three cry of the sufferer could not be heard. The victim tional dog, but thought of 11.1 wickedness in either
thousand taken prisoners, with an amount of booty was accompanied with a magistrate, a surgeon, the the owner or the dog. I have seen many humans in
which the richest of our day do not possess.
executioner, and a chaplain. In many instances these just such a fit. Many Christians v. ould say that she
Who but a Christian can see what right Pizarro inhuman instruments wen p~;~ed to make men and is a very wicked woman. A bun f. red years ago they
had to kill these unoffending people-what right he. women confess to crimes which they never committed. would hav imprisoned her a,,d k1lled the dog.
had to ~heir gold and silver! But it was impossible Every man who had a hand in these cruel tortures
Mrs. Whiteling, who killed her h Jsband and chilat that day for him to understand that a Christian was a Christian.
dren, and "Red-nosed Mike," the triple murderer,
could rob or outrage or murder an idolator.
James Parton says, "The man most in"ltrumental were sent up from the gallows "'ith prayers and
Christians hav never learned fair play. If they in reforming these barbaric customs was Voltaire "- benedictions, and letters c.f introduction to St. Peter,
hear of an Infidel who is a little lax in his morals, the man most hated by all Christians.
and privileged to shine in the New Jerusalem, because
they attribute it to the influence of Infidelity. But
These terrible punishments hav always been pecu- they had been washed in the blood of the lamb.
when an Infidel is eminently honest, then the tactics liar to Christian countries, and hav been inflicted by Such is Christian consistency.
vary-his honesty is attributed to the seeds of Chris- authority of the Bible, the Christian's great civilizer.
I hav no doubt they will hear the loudest kind of
tian influence sown around him in his youth.
And, strange as it may seem, it was thought to be a toot from Gabriel's long horn when they pass the
I do not say that this is owing to ignorance. I pleasing to God.
pearly gates. It is to be· hoped tbat "Blare" and
would not like to say that it is owing to dishonesty.
Just as long as Christians are "hell-bent" on help- Comstock and Talmage will not pass their "Sunday
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Rest bill until they meet these boon comp!'nions
on the " other. side of the Jordan."
fi'" I hav received muny letters from friends, who no
doubt were actuated by the be~t motive, who claim
that they hav been very much interested in my
articles but deplore the abruptness of my language,
especiahy my rmtgh expressions in regard to God
and the Christian religion. They say that " thoughts
and words which shock will never reform" -that " I
could accomplish twice as much good if I was more
guarded in my expressions-that I am too sarcastic,"
etc.
'
In the first place, I apprehe!J.d that it is the bluntness of the truth, without any attempt at embellishment, which they unconsciously admire. In the
second place the Christian's God is too ridiculous a
phantom to command sober treatment. And as for
the Christian religion, it is too absurd to be treated
with anything but ridicule.
.
If I should see a nativ Kaffir with his dried snake~
skin, l would be bound to treat him and his fetish
with the utmost deference and respect for fear I
might " shock" him.
But the Christian has a snake as well as the Kaffir:
Th.e Kaffir tells about the wonderful powers of his
snake, and the Christian says that his snake damned
the whole human race. One story is as reasonable
as the ot'ber. I hav no more respect for the Christian's snake than for the Kaffir's. I am bound to
treat both with contempt. But if you ridicule the
Christians' snake story, they will be so" shocked" that
all Boonton will begin .to throw stones at you. And
then some tenderfooted Liberal .cries out, "Served
you right; you had no business to ' shock' a Christian."
Hav Christians shown such tenderness for fear
they would "shock" us? Does not the story of
blowing down walls of solid masonry with rams'
horns " shock " common sense~
Do Christians think about the " shock" produced
by the stale lies told about Thomas Paine, which hav
been told a thousand times and as many times
refuted! On an average, once a month a lie is set
afloat about Colonel Ingersoll or some member of
his family. And Christians are only grieved because
these lies do not produce a greater " shock 11 than
they do.
An old Indian made up his mind that the caudal
appendage to his dog was entirely too long. and concluded to reduce it to regulation length. And so he
cut off about an inch every day with his tomahawk.
When·asked why he did not cut it all off at once, he
said "Hnmph, too bad to cut 'em all off at one
tim~!'' Doubtless he thought it might " shock 11 the
dog.
.
When a cancer is 1ft~ be removed a competent surgeon does not cut a little each day, but. lets. in the
knife to the very bottom. When a monster lB to be
destroyed, aim at the most vital part and ·use the
most deadly weapon. Don't be all summer cutting
off.a dog's tail.
·
I tell you Heston has the right idea. He understands the force of ridicule when applied to the
ridiculous. His aim is unerring, and he has the
nerve to send the shaft home to the most vital part.
Ridicule is the most powerful weapon when properly
applied to the truly ridiculous.
What more can the clerical spoonies ask than to
hav us make our lowest bow to them and speak
of their phantom in the skies in terms of awe and
veneration and of themselvs as his especially appointed agents to expound his holy word-and to
whom the greatest respect is to be shown ?
I hav rummaged around for words, I hav hatcheled
my brain, for expressions to show my contempt for
the Christian's scheme and the Christian's God. My
strongest thoughts are weakness, my sharpest words
are pointless, my best efforts are but as a pop-gun
when a fort is to be bombarded, language seems
to be entirely inadequate, when I attempt to express
my contempt for Christian inconsistencies.
When the absurdity of a merciful God who a:ffl.icts
the children of men with floods and tornadoes, and
sweeps away t.housands at a breath, is shown up and
treated with ridicule by philosophers and thinkers,
and when the deception and hypocrisy of the blackcoated gentry are held up to the scorn and contempt
of sober-minded men, they will make up their minds
that they are of" no more importance in the world
than other men, and will cease to impose upon the
people with their hocus-pocus arts.
JoHN PECK.
Naples, N. Y.
--------~~-------

The Central Idea of' "Nationalization."
The principles promulgated in Edward Bellamy's
wonderful book, "Looking Backward," hav crystallized
into living societies, which are forming or organizing
all over the country, from Boston to southern California. T.l!e question is constantly asked by those
who hav not read the book, what is the purpose of
these Nationalists? What do they want, and how do
they expect to accomplish their aims T
Their object is to benefit mankind by readjusting
the industrial and economic systems which hav come
down to us from semi-barbarous ages. How is this

to be done? By substituting cooperation for competition, and emulation for rivalry and hatred. How
are these changes to be inaugurated 1 Through
legal and constitutional channels. How can we
manipulate legal enactments 1 By educating the
people to see the utility of the desired changes, and
by the strength which comes of union. Is not education .a slow process for the reformation of evils
which already "cry to heaven" for redress T
Education is not a slow process for reforms which
hav been germinating in the minds of advanced
thinkers for centuries. When the world is ready for
an advance movement, it sweeps like a tidal wave
over tlae thought centers of the world, and lo! "a
nation is born in a day." So it is with the system
set forth by Edward Bellamy. It has been thousands
of years in process of germination. Now the world
is ready for it, and behold it sweeps across the continent like a prairie fire, stirring all hearts with
courage and with renewed hope.
The changes contemplated are evolutionary, and
not revolutionary, in their methods. The following
extract from the declaration of principles, adopted
by the parent club in B.oston, and indorsed by the
First club of San Diego, is evidence of this fact:
No sudden or ill-considered changes are advocated; we
make no war on individuals; we do not censure those who
hav accumulated immense fortunes by carrying to a logical
end the false princ,ples on which business is now based.
The combinations,. syndicates, and trusts of which the
people at present complain demonstrate the practicability of
our basic principles of association. We merely seek to push
the principles a little further, and hav all our industries operated in the interest of all by the nation, the people organized, the organic unity of the whole people.

The question arises, are such changes practicable?
The effectiv working of the Universal Postal Union
demonstrates that they are. · A world telegraph
union is now under discussion, and but for the telegraphy of the United States, which is owned and
controled by private corporation, this change would
be effected as a vast benefit to the world. In England, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, and Italy, in
which the telegraphs are under government control,
the charges are less than they are here. Railroads
could also be run better and cheaper under one general management than under the present competitiv
system. It has been estimated by those well versed
in the statistics and practical working of this business
that the larger and more complicated this system,
the easier and cheaper it can be manipulated under
one general management. It is now admitted by
those who profess to know that men can be transported across the continent for a dollar apiece without loss to the railroads. If this be so; it speaks
volumes for the necessity of reform.
· The admirable working of our public school system also indicates the superior efficiency of governmental control of interests which are " of the people,
for the people, and by the people." And when all
industries and public. utilities are similarly managed,
the government will not seem " a thing apart" from
the people, but something in which all hav a personal
and abiding interest.
Then will liberty, equality, and fraternity be realized for the first time on this planet, " the lion and
lamb lie down together, and a little child shall lead
them."
.
But before this grand consummation can be realized
rent and interest, with their concomitant evils of
mortgage and usury. must be eliminated from our
economic system. Nature's resources, land, water,
iron, coal, oil, gas, electricity, and all the products
arising therefrom must belong to all of the children
of earth alike. Labor and labor's products must be
equalized by each taking the place to which he is
best adapted, and all receiving equal reward for
equal service, not to be measured by quality or the
market value thereof, but by the time given to such
labor. .
The best way to begin these great industrial
changes is in municipal affairs. Every city should
own its own water, gas, electric lights, street cars,
cable and motor roads, operas, parks, and other institutions of public benefit.. These should be managed for the people by their chosen officers, who are
accountable to the people in their municipal capacity
for the faithful discharge of their several duties. In
this way the millions which go to enrich private corporations through monopoly would go to the people
in cheaper rates.
This principle, carried out in all the industries in
the world, would abolish poverty and nabobism at
the same time. The vast army of non-producers who
now liv off the labor of others would help to swell
the ranks of honest industry, and this applied to
nature's yet undeveloped resources, would make
enough wealth for all to enjoy the gra!ld _ultimate ~f
life: health, peace, and confidence-whwh 1n harmonious minds constitutes happiness.
Having been appointed as corresponding secretary
·of the First Nationalists' Club of San Diego, andrequested to formulatfl the central idea of their pri?ciples for the press, I hope THE TRUTH SEEKER Wlll
accept them for publication.
MARY A. WHITE,
Cor. Sec. First Nationalists' Club, San Diego, Cal.
Aug. 30, 1889.
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Ingersoll and Christ.
Christians declare that the teachings of Christ are
absolutely perfect, without which civilization could
not exist ; and dire calamity is . predicted for those
who reject his teachings, and accept the .sublime
truths of the lngersollian philosophy. The quotations given below show the difference between the
teachings of the nineteenth century philosopher and
the Galilean reformer.
OHRIST.

ING&RSOLL.

I came no.t to send peace,
Science will bring, not a
but a sword (Matt. x, 34).
sword, but peace.
The prosperity and glory of
Lay not up for yourselvs
treasures upon ea;rth (Matt. our country depends upon
the number of people who·are
vi, 19).
the owners of homes.
For lam come to set a man
at variance against his father,
and the daughter against her
mother, . . . aud a man's
foes shall be they of his own
household (Matt. x, 35, 36).

If there is any heaven in
this world it is in the family.
It is where the wife loves the
husband, and the husband
loves the wife, and where the
dimpled arms of children are
about the necks of both.

If any man come to me and
not his father, and
mother, and wife, and children, and br,ethren, and sisters, yea, and his own life
also, he cannot be my disciple
(Luke xiv, 26).

There is no happiness in a
home not filled with love.
Where the husband hates his
wife-where the wife hates
the husband-where the children hate their parents and
each other-there is a hell
upon earth.

'fake no thought for your
life, what ye shall eat, or
what ye shall drink; nor yet
for your body what ye shall
put on. . . . Consider tl,e
lilies of the field, how they
grow ; they toil not neither·
do they spin. Therefore take
no thought, saying, . What
shall we eat? What shall
we drink? or, Wherewithal
shall we be clothed? The
morrow shall take thought
for the things of itself.
Sufficient unto the day is
the evil thereof (Matt. vi.,
25, 34).

Science points out the ends
that can be accomplished;
fixes our attention on the
affairs of this world, and
erects beacons of warning on
the dangerous shores.
It
seeks to ascertain the condition of health, to the end that
life may be enriched and
lengthened. It seeks to giv
food and shelter and raiment,
education and liberty, to the
human r<:.ce.

hate

Brooklyn, N. Y.

E. B.

FOLSOM.

Lectures.
The local press frequently contain several columns
in a single issue of notices concerning Mr. Jamieson's
lectures. At one of the towns visited the editor of the
Nodaway .Democ?·at offered his readers these observations:
Prof. W. F. Jamieson, a Freetbought lecturer of wide
notoriety, favored· those citizens of Maryville who _woulu hear
him, with a course of three lectures, commencmg on last
Friday night at Union Hall. The professor makes bold t?
say that he does not· believe in the supernatural: _His position is that if it should turn out finally that man IS Immortal,
that fact will be due to the fiat of nature. So far as the term
Infidel is concerned it is not one of so much reproach ~s
many think. It simply means a want of belief in some one
else's doctrin or an unfaithfulness to the prevalent doctrln.
Martin Luthdr wa~ an Infidel to the prevailing' church of. his
day and like the Freethinkers of to-day, he demanded and
contended for the right of private judgment. Freethinkers
say that reason is man's best guide-though not an infallible one. They are devoted to this world-:-their motto _is
one world at a time. Make the largest possible progress m
this life and if there is another, it is time enough to e' gage
in its duties when we enter it. The Christian makes the
Bible his infallible guide, and he hopes for life be:yond. But
his hope after all is only tantamount to the Freethmker's Agnosticism. The one hope~ but he does not know. The other
simply says "I do not know." The speaker claimed that
nearly all the great. men of scie~ce we_re Infidels, and that
every important discovery or mventwn, when first announced had been opposed and denounced as the work of
the devi'i The great book of nature is superior to every
other and all other books. The Christian asks the Freethinker if he does away with the Bible, what will he replace it' with Need the latter blush to say that he will let
the book of ~ature take i.ts place-the only book in all the
universe where knowledge, original and absolute, is to be
obtained?
.
In his second lecture, the professor devoted much of his
"time in response to a question, to show t~at the Bible a~d
science conflict. He cited some twenty mstances wherem
he claimed there is a direct conflict. There was the case of
Joshua commanding the sun to stand still. Science has _no
record of any such event_ Science says that such a thmg
could not occur yet the Bible says it did occur. Then we
are told in the Bible that Elijah was t~anspo!ted to heaven
in a chariot of fire. How much scwnce m that ? How
much science in the story of J o?ah and the whal~? In t~e
story of the flood even? Then If we g:o to Genesis, we >yill
find by the record there given that frmt-trees were groyvmg
on this earth before the sun was m_ade. The speak~r <?!aimed
the Bible to plentifully abound With such contradiCtiOns of
science.
·
was en t•tl
I ed , " .Ch nsHis third lecture, Sunday evenmg,
lianity as RepreBented by Sam Jones, versus Infidelity as
Represented by R. G. Ingersoll." We did not hear this
lecture.
As each of Mr. Jamieson's lectures lasted over an hour, no
report that our space would permit would do ju~tice to w~at
he says. He is well informed and expresses_ himself <J,lllte
vigorously. While not disposed _to. accept his concluRJOns,
yet we believe in free speech. This 1s a large world. _There
are a great many people in it. It would ~ot be well, If _such
a thin·g were possible, for all to entertam the same VIews.
Let there be absolute freedom of thought and speech on the
principle once announced by Jefferson, th~t error can be tolerated where reason is left free to combat It. Tmth has certainly nothing to fear from investigation.
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An Open Letter f'l'Om P1·esident Westbl'OOk.
DEAR FRIENDS: I hav so many letters of inquiry
regarding the American Secular Union that I must
reply in print. Yes, Mr. Stevens and Mrs. Freeman
bav resigned, and Foote, Wettstein, and myself are
the only officers remaining. But we are firm and
hopeful, and expect to make· a good report to the
Congress next month. I could say much of the mistakes of the past, but I prefer to speak of the future.
As to the coming Congress, I am in favor of making
it mainly a business conference having little, if any,
public platform speaking. The time has come for
deliberate action. If our friends all over the country
do not feel interest enough to attend this meeting in
the present· crisis, I want to know it. Those who
cannot possibly attend should write me fully and
freely as to their views and purposes, and let me
know how much money they can afford to giv for
next year's campaign. All our friends are cordially
invited to take pal't in this conference, whether they
are regular delegates or not. I am in favor of amending our constitution by making it shorter and yet
more explicit. Several classes of Liberals, outside
of "orthodox Infidels," should be interested and activly employed in promoting our Nine Demands.
The Spiritualists are probably th"' most numerous
class of Liberals in the world, and would all favor
secular {{Overnment if properly treated. So with the
Free Religionists, the Unitarians, Universalists,
Hicksite Quakers, progressiv Jews, the various German societies and labor reform associations, and last
but not least, the ·Ethical Culturists. It remains to
be seen whether we are wise enough and broad
enough to enlist all these reformers. Indeed, there
is no reason why we should not enrol in the ranks of
state secalarization multitudes of Catholics and orthodox Protestants.
But we must confine ourselvs, as an organization,
to the one object of a complete separation of church
and state, while as individuals we may hold and
work for our own peculiar views. We need more
thorough organization, and in fact we ought to hav
a legal existence by an act of incorporation. This I
could get through the courts of Philadelphia.
There are other matters of practical importance
that will be apparent in the proposed amendments
to our constitution, of which the required notice will
be given soon. Meanwhile let us keep things in motion and come together next month in a good Liberal
spirit, prepared to bury the dead past, and to meet
the situation in the true spirit of heroic patriotism.
R. B. WEsTBROOK, Pres. American Secular Union.
1707 Oxfm·d st., Philadelphia, Sept. 13, 1889.

tical establishment of simple morality and intelligence as the basis of purely Secular government
and the adequate guarantee of public order, prosperity, and righteousness ; and whatever other measures or principles may be necessary to the total
separation of church and state.
To this Congress we cordially invite all true
patriots without regard to their individual religious
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacerdotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy
the mental and moral liberty of the free citizens of
this most successful of all Secular civil governments
in ancient or modern times.
AU Charter and Life Members, all Vice-presidents,
all Chairmen of State Executiv Committees, and all
duly accredited delegates from Loci\l Secular Societies
are entitled to seats and votes in this Congress.
Each Local Society is entitled to send its President,
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annual Members by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Particulars as to the place of meeting, speakers,
and their subjects, etc., will be announced hereafter.
R. B. WEsTBROOK, President.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary.
E B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATTIE A. FnEEMAN, Cb. Fin. Com.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.

1.'he Convention at l)ortland, Ot'e.

Here·are some queries for discussion and decision.
Nothing can be done without money.
Can we avoid constant begging T
How shall the needed funds be obtained 1
Is it advisable to form a real society, with a genuin
membership, payment of membership fee and semiannual dues in advance 1
If so, what shall be the amounts!
How can we best encourage the formation of local
Liberal Unions?
What is the best plan for their organization!
What should be the duties of their officers and
committees !
How should loc.:l Unions be conducted?
What is the beet means to keep up interest!
How can science schools on Sunday be successfully
conducted without a professional teacher!
How can we best promote sociability!
How best develop home talent ~
.. How most surely interest and enlist women as
earnest workers ?
What can be done to make provisions for the aged
and totally disabled, and for the widows and orphanf!
of Liberals left otherwise unprovided forT
Shall the executiv committee consist of three or
five!
Do we need a secretary for the joint state Union,
who shall be held to strict accountability for the performance of his duty-one who will cheerfully and
conscientiously devote ten hours, and when necessary
twenty hours, of the twenty-four, three hundred and
sixty-five days in the year, to practical work for the
cause T
On whom shall we inflict the position'
Thirteenth Annual Congress of the American
Are we willing to evince equal self-sacrifice and
Secular Union.
insure to such a secretary fair remuneration T
OFFICIAL CALL.
Should it be made the duty of the secretary to
The next Annual Congress of the American Secular keep a daily corrected list of the names and addresses
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, Satur- of the earnest workers in the two states, cultivate
day, and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 1889. It their acquaintance, keep in correspondence with
is deemed expedient to hold tbis meeting where our them, and induce them to send him reports of all
society was organized in 1876, and where the so- items of interest and the needs in their vicinity T
Should the secretary cull the items of greatest
called" National Reform Association" has its headquarters and has recently held an important conven- interest from all available sources, especially articles
in the leading newspapers favoring the Nine Detion, and for many historic and other reasons.
The general object of our Association not being mands, thus gathering a weekly budget of interesting
well understood, it is therefore often misrepresented. items, and send copies of such items to Liberals
It is deemed p:~;oper to here make a brief statement throughout the two states who hav influence and
of its leading principles. While our federal and interest to secure their publication in local papers!
Should he solicit Liberals of ability to write artistate constitutions are formed on the assumption of
the total separation of church and state, yet both the cles on each of the Nine Demands, and himself
general and state governments maintain numerous gather from all sources facts and arguments that
practical connections of the state with the church. shall make short, bright, incisiv leaflets, so written
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influential organiza- that they can be handed to Bible devotees, awakening
tion exists, having for its avowed object the amend- them to thought, while lulling their prejudice, yet of
ment of our federal and state constitutions, so as to such interest they will be preserved, shown to friends,
recognize and enforce by law certain forms of relig- read and reread with avidity by all classes! (Pubious belief and observances, and certain acts of legis- lished without display of the names of the society,
lation hav actually been proposed and discussed in or the name of any known Liberal ; such display of
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a names deters Christians from reading.)
Shall the working members be supplied with such
form of sectarian religion, especially in our public
leaflets for gratuitous distribution ~
schools.
Should the printing of such leaflets be paid for
Against these innovations and perversions we are
organized to protest, and to this end we advocate from the funds of the Union !
Should the secretary send them to working Libthe equitable taxation of church property; the total
discontinuance of religious instruction and worship erals with hints as to the best methods of circulating
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing them in the strongholds of the enemy, and thus force
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessa- people to discuss these issues, and edu!.late the inteltion of all appropriations of the public funds for ligent to full comprehension of the justice of our
religious institutions; the abolition of state-paid Nine Demands?
Would not the leaflets intensify the interest in the
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation
under the pains and penalties of perjury for the items furnished the local newspaper, and would not
judicjal oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts, items in the local newspaper giv increased value and
fehtivals, and holidays by public authority; the prac- interest to the leaflets?

Where there is iuterest and desire for lectures,
but the Liberals so few they are unable to meet the
entire expense, should the secretary, under the advice
of the president and executiv committee, arrange
with the lecturer who may be in that vicinity, or can
make it en route, to deliver lectures, organize local
Unions, etc. T
Should the treasurer pay such lecturer balance due
for such services from the funds of the Union T
Should the president, vice-presidents, secretary, and
executiv committee, each and all, keep wary watch on
both state legislatures, and be prepared to counteract the nefarious schemes of the various combinations
of fanatics? ' And whenever they attempt to influence
legislation should the secretary promptly send out
leaflets on the question at issue to all the workers
for immediate circulation, and urge all and every
member of the Union in that state to write urgent
letters to the member of the legislature from their
district to oppose the schemes of the fanatics, and
use every influence to induce friends and neighbors
to do likewise T
Should it be the duty of the secretary to prepare
and, with all possible dispatch, send to all the
workers short, able, telling articles on the question
in issue, suitable for the local newspapers?
Should it be the duty of the secretary to personally appear before the legislativ committee and defend our rights, and expose and defeat the schemes
of the enemies of liberty ~
In case of religious persecution of any member of
the Union, should the secretary, under the advi11e of
the president and executiv committee, at once flood
the place and adjoining counties with leaflets, giving
the argument.s on the issue involved? Should he go
at once to the place, and deliver speeches in hall, or if
need be, in public square, day and night?
Should the executiv committee secure able counsel
to defend the persecuted member, and make the
power and influence of our organization felt ?
What shall we do to secure competent persons to
deliver orations, and conduct funeral services, and
thus avoid the insults to our dead, so often the result
of ministers presiding 1
Liberals of Oregon and Washington, these are
among ·the momentous questions awaiting your consideration and decision. Come to t.be great convention at Portland, Ore. (Oct. 12th, 13th; and 14th),
prepared to giv us the benefit of your best judgment. Come resolved to decide, and adopt the best,
most practical, plan presented, so all can, in perfect
harmony, zealously work to secure the greateflt good
to the greatest numbH, and place Oregon and Washington in the vanguard of Freethought.
c. B. REYNOLDS.

A. Learned Jew's View of Jesus.
From tl!e New York Sun,

[The Sun introduces this article to its readers in the following editorial notice: "We reprint to-day from that able Jew.
ish magaziRe, the M,n01·ah, a very striking article by Dr. E.
Schreiber on the life, career, character, and teachings of
Jesus the Christ. The attitude fl;Ssumed toward the subject
may seem almost profane to smcere Christians; but Dr.
Schreiber writes so temperately, so philosop1J.ically, and with
so manifest a desire to adhere to historical truth, that his
argument will be respectfully regarded by them. It is a view
of the founder of Christianity to which they are not accus.
tomed, and for that reason they will giv all 'the more attentiv consideration to it, especially as it is not presented in a
controversial spirit, and in a tone that is offensiv."-Eo.
T. 8.]

The expectation of the messiah had long been rife
among the Jews.
The political situation
was intolerable. The Roman yoke had been fastened
upon the neck of the people, and the weight· of oppression became tenfold more difficult to support
from the sweet taste of liberty that bad preceded it
after the brief spell of independence in the days of
the Maccabees. The rapacity of the Roman governors knew no bounds. A land impoverished by incessant wars and the frequent failure of the crops was
drained of its last resources to satisfy the enormous
exactions of a foreign despot, and, most humiliating
of all, it was Rome, a nation of idolators, which was
thus permitted to grind the chosen people. Pilate
missed no opportunity for confiscations, and private
estates being insufficient to gratify his rapacity, be
seized upon the temple treasures under a ridicuious
pretext. Great despair seized upon the minds of the
people. In such times moderation is no virtue, and
people choose men for their favorite who will come forward with burning zeal, with a fervor of patriotism
borderinguponravingmadness. Such men were found
and called " kanneem," or "zealots," who nurtured
an implacable hatred against tyrannic('! rule. Such
unrelenting leaders were Judah Gaulonitis and
Thendos, both of Galilee, both proclaiming it a crime
against religion to obey the earthly empire of Rome,
and both were crucified by the Romans for treason
against the senate, as crucifixion was the Roman
fashion of public execution of criminals.
There was still another Galilean, charged and guilty
of the crime of inciting the populace to rebellion
against Rome. He, too, was crucified, and his name
was Jesus of N azaretb.
Jesus of Nazareth was nothing less than a political
martyr. He, too, like Judah of Gaulonitis, had the
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motto, " There is but one kingdom; .it is the heav- ish saying, and the Talmudic Halakah teaches that they helped to draw onward and forward the car of
D. E. ScHREIBER.
enly kingdom, the kingdom of God." Ga.lilee was danger to life sets aside Sabbatical prohibitions of progress.
alway!! the hqtbed of revolutions. The people there any character.
were inflamed by the idea that this world was breakDid he preach a new prayer, as is so often claimed T
Cardinal Gibbons's Pastoral.
ing down, and a new one, the future world, would No, the prayer with the chaste introduction, "Our
Last
Sunday
in all the churches over which Carsoon appear. While others merely counseled prep- Father who art in heaven," is a combination of Jewdinal
Gibbons
is
head there was read the following
aration for the heavenly kingdom, promising tbt a ish prayers; not a sentiment in it is foreign to the
complete reformation of the world would take place, Judaism of his day. Nor is the novelty of Jesus's pastoral letter from that prelate :
A mingled feeling of righteous wrath and deep sympathy
Jesus had the courage and self-confidence to pro- work to be found in the extension of the gospel to
was bred in every Catholic heart when the news came that
claim : " The time is ful:fiiled, the heavenly kingdom the heathen world. This WfiS the work of the in
Rome impious men dared to unveil the statue of an aposbas come, and I am this king or messiah, the savior Apo~tle Paul. Jesus, on the contrary, moat emphat- tate monk to the admiration and veneration of the thousands
of my oppressed people." He was a Jew, a Pharisean ically said: "I am not sent but unto the lost sheep assembled, dragging the memory of a wild theorizer, a
Jew, with Galilean coloring; a man who joined in of the bouse of Israel," and he charges his apostles : shameless writer and denier of the divinity of Christ, from
obscurity of a grave that had for three centuries closed
the hopes of his time, and believed these hopes were "Go ye not into the way of the gentiles, and into the
upon its disgrace.
fulfilled in him. He was brought before a court, and any city of the Samaritans ent~r ye not. Go rather
These men, backed by mere brute force, hav set upon a
it seems that not a large number of followers were to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, and as ye pedestal in the holy city the statue of the infamous Bruno.
Such a proceeding is a fi.agrant outrage upon the Catholic
with him, otherwise it would hav been dangerous to go, preach, saying the kingdom of heaven is at
and Christian world. It is a deliberate and well-aimed blow
pronounce judgment against him. Pilate, the Roman hand."
at all that is sound and wholesome in religion and morals.
procut'ator, asked him: "Art thou the king of the
There are, however, some new features in Jesus's Its animus is clear, from selection of time and place and the
Jaws~" He answered: "Thou sayest it." Now, as teachings which are not contained in the Jewish unchristian and defiant language employed in the unveiling
the Jews were Roman subjects, is it a wonder that writings before him. " Love your enemies," is such of a statue of a man whose whole life breathed cowardice,
and defiance of lawfully constituted authority. In
he was not treated better than any other rebel, but a doctrin.. But let us be ctmdid; such a gushing pride,
their frantic efforts after miscalled freedom they hav spurned
shared the fate of Judah of Gaulonitia, and was cru- love is not only impracticable but impossible. Our the truth, which alone could make them free.
cified? Why, he wouldn't fare better to-day under religion teaches : Do not revenge nor bear any
Theirs is not the action of decent, honorable but misguided
similar circumstances in any land in ·Europe. He grudge. Do not rejoice at the fall of thy enemy. men, calmly, and with due regard to the feelings of others,
promulgating
a new belief. Their attempt is not so much
had boldly attacked all political conditions, and the If thy enemy is hungry, giv him to eat; if thirsty,
to honor Bruno as to insult and vilify the vicar of Christ and
whole civil, social, and religious society of his time, giv him to drink; if his animal is going astray, bring his devoted children through Christendom.
and paid the penalty of all political martyrs.
it back to him. This is as far as humanity can go.
They hav chosen, as the committee _to further the moveAnd now a few words as to the vexed question of What is beyond this is unnatural. Jesus also taught ment, the champions of Atheism, the would-be destroyers of
foundations of Christianity.
the part the Jews hav played in this tragedy. The that his followers should :renounce earthly treasures. theItvery
is proper that the Christian world, and especially this
gospels are in themselvs not agreed when the trial This doctrin ia neither new nor good.
portion, and where the term ''religious freedom" is underscene took place. But no matter which of them we
The Jewish sect of the Essenes I:) ad practically stood in a Christian sense, should brand with their indignant
follow, the whole account of the trial and exe.cution carried out this system of poverty and communism scorn an action such as this.
are not yet ready for processions in which the red and
is flagr~Antly out of keeping with well-kuown prin- nearly two centuries before Jesus. But it has never theWe
black flags· of revolutionists and .Anarchists are defiantly
ciples of the Jewish criminal law. Jesus's trial found favor among Christians. While certain Catho- flaunted.
takes place at night, which is an infraction of the lic orders did not and do not permit their monks to
A. CARDINAL BESIDE HIMSELF.
Jewish penal code, which orders capital trials to take bav a goodly share of the things of tbis world, the
place in daytime. It takes place in the private monasteries, the church and its dignitaties, hav the
From tl•e NB!JJ Yo1·k Times.
house of the high priest, but the Je.wish law lays more. The financial condition of Christendom toCardinal Gibbons may be right in asserting that the statue
down the principle that trials must take place in the day is a flashing commentary on this communistic of Giordano Bruno in Rome was erected " not so much to
chamber appointed for the purpose in the temple. principle of Jesus. And while some envious, pious honor Bruno as to insult and vilify the vicar of Christ," but
is wrong in abusing that philosopher as he does in the
The execution takes place on a holiday~ or, as Christians · never tire to accuse the Jew of being a he
pastoral letter, extracts from which hav been telegraphed
another account has it, a day previous, but Jewish money.getter, they do not seem to care much about from Baltimore. .Anger at a public event which wa.s problaw does not permit executions to take place on a the eye of a needle and a camel, or to be particularly ably calculated for political effect does not justify a churchholiday or the eve of a holiday. Jesus is condemned fond of another command of Jesus : "If any man man in returning to the violent abuse and the misrepresentwhich in A.D. 1600 brought a witty and learned genius
on his own confession, but according to Jewish law will sue thee at the law, and take Rw!!.y thy coat, let ations
tu the fagot. Such an exhibition of bad temper and bad lanthis cannot be done. Two witnesses had to testify him hav thy cloak also" (Matt. v, 40-47). Moses guage will shock laymen who are devoted to their church
to the truth of the charge, and it bad also to be knew and appreciated the value of farthly treasures, but do not propose to defend the misdeeds of the past. Our
shown that the defendant had been warned. The and did not command us to disregard them, while forefathers in New York burnt negroes at the stalw on the
proofs of a conspiracy for murder and arson; those
charge seems to hav been blasphemy, because Jesus Jesus's doctrin in this respect is dangeroufl to society, fi.\msiest
of New England hanged innocents for witches and whipped
said : "I am the son of God," but everyone familiar to industrial progress. and civiliz'l.tion.
Quakers· but we are not called upon to defend such revoltwith the prophets must know that tb.ey frequently
Another doctrin of Jesus, not to cere for the mor- iug things. Protestants as well as Catholics are tarred with
speak of Israel as sons of God, so that it is hardly row, or the carpe diem principle of Hurace, is surely the same stick. But it is reserved for prelates like Cardinal
probable for a-Jewish tribunal to sentence a man to not one which has helped to make the United States Gibbons of Baltimore to issae what is no more and no less
than an implied justification of poor Giordano Bruno's long
death for merely repeating a biblical phrase. That of America what it is.
.
.
imprisonment and cruel death.
Nor the pl"inciple: Whosoever Ahall smite thee on
crucifixion is not a Jewish mode of punishment is
The cardinal calls Bruno a "wild theorizer, a shameless
well known; the Jewish law knows only death by thy right cheek, turn to him tlJe other also; thou writer and a denier of the divinity of Christ." To hav
the sword (harag), by the rope (chenekh), by stone shalt not only suffer, but even divest thyself of all under~tood and made himself the champion of the discovery
of Copernicus that, there are many systems of suns, that the
sense of honor, thou shalt be a coward in this re- earth
(ezekeelah), and by fire (szeraipha).
moves round our sun, and that the old childish astronThe discrepancies, divergences, and glaring mis· spect-was not the one which has helped to build omy was impossible, is not very wild; Catholic text-books
takes are so little in harmony with the well-estab- up true manhood, character, courage, and fortitude. teach these facts now. He was not shameless who gave in
his dedication of the "The Infinit Universe and Innumerable
lished rules of procedure in a Jewish tribunal, that
Nor do we find the precepts aUributed to Jesus Worlds"
this dignified but sad glimpse of the jurm· tlteologithe account of the trial scene, from whatever point limited to the Jews and Christians. Buddha, long Clts of his day : "But now, for describing the field of nat~re,
we may study it, cannot pass as historical.
before Hillel and Jesus, said: "Hatred is not con- for being solicitous about the pasture of the soul, f?t: bemg
Now the question arises: Where is the novelty of quered by hatred at any time; hatred is conquered curious about the improvement of the understandmg, and
showing some skill about the faculties of the mind: one
Jesus's work~ It has been said, for instance, to by love.'' This is an old rule. Lucius, Seneca, and for
man, as if I had an eye to himself, does menace me;
consist in the overthrow of Phariseeism. But while Epictetus, following the Stoics, arrive at many of the another, for being only _observed. does assau_lt me; for comhe now and then rebukes severely some extravagant doctrins taught in the "Beatitudes." In the writings ing near this man he bites me, and for laymg hold ~f tb~t
and unworthy members of the Pharisees he never of Plato and in the teachings of SocrateE~, aa pre- other he devours me. 'Tis not one who treats me m tins
reproached the party as such. On the contrary, he served by Plato and Xenophon, we come upon this manner nor are they a few; they are many, and almost all."
wa~ he exactly a denier of the divinity of Christ, unless
said : "The Pharisees sit in Moses's seat, and what- higher spirit. The princip1e that we should rather Nor
we hold t.o the limited view which many good men, the carsoever they bid you observe, t.hat observe and do." suffer than do injustice, insisted on so often as Chris- dinal amon!!; them, conscientiously take.
The Pharisees were certainly not a " race of hypo- tian, is distinctly and beautifully taught not only in
Cardinal ·Gibbons goes distinctly beyond the warrant _of
crits" and a" generation of vipers." A writer living the Talmud, but in the Gorgias of Plato by the history in saying that Bruno was a man "whose whole lif_e
cowardice, pride, and defiance of lawfully.constibefore the destruction of the templa could not ha.v grand old man of Greek philosophy-by Socrates, breathed
tuted authority." He would not and could not submit .to be
called the Pharisees a band of hypoorits. The the same who, though he could hav evaded the Jaw, lectured by ignorant superiors, many of W:hom were. w_lCk~d
Sadducees were more hypocritical Rlaves of the letter preferred to drink t-he poisoned chalice, and to be- and depravecl; his revolt was not cowardice. Nor Is It ~a1r
than the Pharisees, who were the party of the people, come a martvr of his convicHons, saying : " I should to call !Jim a coward if it should be true that at some p~rwd
the progressiv friends of the national cause. Let us gain nothing by delaying to take the draught fo_r a of his imprisonment he recanted. For the ~rela_te w~o lB so
of harsh words might stumble, too, 1f h1s ron~~ !1-nd
not forget that, in the main, J eauo himself adhered few moments, except to laugh at myself for havmg lavish
body had been subjected to the tortures of the Inqui~Itl~n.
to their principles; that what is called " the Sermon clung so eagerly to the remnant of a life that had That Bruno had intellectual' pride is true, a_nd tbtr.em lies
almost the only statement made by the cardmal. which can
on· the Mount" has been time and again proved to already run its course."
be contained in the prophets and contemporfl..neous
Strange are the ways of providence. There is a be substantiated from the facts. But to say ~hat 1~ merely to
that Bruno was a man. Can the cardmal himBelf feel
Jewish writings, whose authors were Pharisees. The man, who for purity of motiv, for courage of his affirm
that be is free from that crime?
.
so-called Golden Rule had been proclaimed by the opinions, and loftiness of thought, and all the atFor his allusion to " the infamous Bruno" there JS, of
Pharisee Hillel thirty years before Christ, and Hillel tributes which go to make the true man, has been course no excuse, but the cardinal goes on to connect. the
must hav learned it from the Greek !socrates.
surpassed by no man in history; this man died for philos~pher with Atheists, revolutionists, and ~narcbists.
The ]ink between Giordano Brnno and these men IS not ve~y
If we read the gospel of Matthew carefully we his faith, and yet he remained simple Socrates. Had obvious
if we consider his writings.. It is true tha~ he satirwill :find that Jesus does not attempt to abrogate he lived in an age of religious superstition and moral ized t.he church in "Tbe Expulswn of the Trmmphant
the Pharisaic la~s, but only insists upon the great decrepitude, and among people crushed under the Beast," wherein the god.s of Olympus chase from ~~av~n the
importance of the commandments of the heart. heel of iron tyranny, we doubt not we should hav beasts of the constellatiOns and replace them w!ln v1rtu~s
like Truth Law Wisdom Prudence. He also has been saJd
"Woe," he cries, "for ye pay hither of mint, of had another messiah in him.
to bav pa;ed th~ way for' Spinoza's ne_gativ philosoJ?hY '.and
1mis, and cumin, but ye hav omitted the weightier
True, Jesus died a martyr for his ideas, but he was has even been il:clnded among the thmkers w~o d1d Bclmematters of the law: judgment, mercy, and faith; only one of the endless galaxy of martyr.s who suf- thing to open t.he road to the t~eo;y of evolutiOn. ~ut he
these ought ye to hav done, and not to leave the fered in the 01mee of humanity, enlightenment, prog- was not an Atheist r.or a revolutwmst nor an Anarchist. It
appears, however, that the committee in _charge of the statue
other undone." But such doubtless recommendable ress, and science.
was composed of men to whom the ca~dmal allots t~ose unsayings we find in the :first chapter of Isaiah, in the
The Greeks sacrificed the revealer of human con- Sa'!ory names. But why fall foul of Gwrd~no Bruno s r?em.
sixth chapter of Micah, in the Psalms and Jeremiah !'cience, the Romans the tribune of social reform, the ory because the men selected to honor him .are opposerl to
much mora emphatically expressed. He also said Florentines the precursor of modern revolutions, the the church? Would it uot be better, would 1t not be !llorc
that "not one jot or tittle .shall pass from· the law." Britons the prophet of religious tolerance, th? French truly Christian, to keep silence.ove~ a man who fell a viCtim
to t11e recrudescence of p<~ganlsm m the church, to th~ old
He only denounces the ceremonies of the age when the Titan of democratic principles, the Spamards the heathen
execution by the flames? A pr~late who .Is so
they interfere with the superior claims of the moral discoverer. almost the creator, of a new world in the touchy regarding the past of his church might well Bit for
law. But there is nothing new in this. He did not immensity' of ths ocean. They were all soldiers in atonement in sackcloth and ashes, and thanlr God that the
abolish the Sabbath. "The Sabbath wss made for the great army of mankind, battling in the cause of courage an<l wiedorn of men of t~e Br~mo type hav purged
man, but man is not made for the Sabbath," is a Jew- morality and righteousness; by; tbeiJ: s.u:fl"eringa h6v theologians forever of such rev.olt1ng cnmGs,
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.~elected.
Romanism and the Public Schools.
Frorn tl•e American &nlinel.

Sunday, Aug. 11, 1889, in Oakland, Cal., there was
dedicated a new Roman Catholic institution called
St. Mar~'s College. It is four stories high above the
basement, shaped something like the letter E, with a
center and northern and southern wings. The frontage is 180 feet, north wing 150 feet, and southern
wing 140 feet. It is estimated that nearly ten thousand people were present at the ceremonies. The
Catholic father Gleeson delivEo\red the dedicatory
address. He inveighed so heavily against the public
school system of the United States that his speech
excited much attention. Urgent requests hav come
to us from friends of the Sentinel to print it so
that they can bav it for future reference. We hav
consented to do so. We are satisfied that we are
doing our subscribers good service in laying it before
them. In view of the urgent demand now being
made by Protestants for an amendment to the national Constitution establiahing religious instruction
in the public schools, ostensibly as a defense against
Romanism, it is important to know just what the
Romish position is; and it becomes doubly important
when it is seen that the Protestant demand is in
principle identical with the Romish.
From Mr.
Gleeson's speech it will be clearly seen that if t.he
Protestant demand be acceded to and religious instruction be established in the public schools, it will
be a direct play into the hands of the Romish system.
Such comments as we are allowed at this time hurriedly to make, we hav interspersed through the
speech in larger type.
After a few introductory remarks, Mr. Gleeson
said:
The country is !It present becoming alarmed at the crimes,
the excesses, and dishonesty of many of its public eervants.
Men are beginninp: to see and to underst!lnd that something
additional is needed for a competent public official than
merely technical qualification for office. They are beginning
to see that neither bonds, nor prisons, nor public opinion,
nor social ostracism are of themselvs enough to restrain the
average man from the commission of crime when the temptations to un_faithfulness are numerous and strong. In a word,
the records of the number and magnitude of the public
defalcations which hav occurred and are constantly occurring in this land are beginning to open the eyes of the more
thoughtful and reflectiv in the community to the usefulness
and even necessity of the inculcation of ethical principles in
connection with the education of youths, and this, if I mistake not very much, is why institutions of this kind are
growing steadily in favor and popularity with the best and
most conservativ men of our times.
Nor are these crimes, excesses, defalcations, and
this dishonesty carried on outside of all the membership of the Roman Catholic church. Let anyone
notice the names of the boodlers, the jury bribers,
the embezzlers, and ~lection defrauders, and he will
see that this is so. It is well known that the great
majority of the Roman Catholic people of the United
StateJil are of the Irish race, and that the great majority of the children of these are educated and trained
in the Roman Catholic schools; whereas, the educating or training of an American child -in the Catholic school ia the exception; these, on the contrary,
are taught in the public schools. Yet, in the city of
New York, the department of charities and corrections was called upon to care for only 63,178 Americans in the four years from 1871 to 1875, whiie in the
same time it had to care for 98,737 Irish. The number of Americans was only one per cent of the American population of that city, while the number of
Irish was three and a half per cent of the Irish
population. Which shows that children sent forth from
Roman Catholic schools stand three and a half times
the chance of becoming p!!tupera that they do when
sent forth from the public schools.
Next, as to crimea. In fifteen years and four
months in New York city, ending with 1875, there
were arrested 571,497 Irish and but 387,154 Americans. The number of Irish was 3.28 per cent of the
Irish population, while the number of Americans was
but one per cent of the American population; which
plainly shows that a child trained in the Roman
Catholic school stands three and a quarter times the
chances of getting into jail that the child does who
is trained in the public school. In other words,
there is more than three and a quarter times the
probability that a child taught in the Roman Catholic schools will commit crime than there is that,
a child taught in the public schools will do so. This
evidence might be extended over other lines to the
length of a separate m-ticle in itself, and it would
show the same resulte or worse. Then let the Roman Catholic system show anywhere near such results
as t,he public school system shows before Roman
Catholic priests repeat such charges against the public schools.
The work, then, that this college proposes to do will be of
a dual character; that is to say, it will be of an intellectual
and moral kind. It will develop the intellectual faculty and
cultivate the moral instincts. By the former it will provide
the community with capable officers, and by the latter with
faithful servants. Thus it will become an agent for geEJeral
good and a powerful factor in promoting and guarding the
common interests, for from this institution will go forth in all
human probability, as time rolls by, several, if not very

many, of those gifted youths who, as they come to take their
places in society, will become the leaders, the guides, and
representativs of the people-men who will occupy some of
the highest offices within the gift of the community-who
will be amongst the administrators of justice, the expounders
of law, and the defenders of the interests of the populacemen, in a word. whose voice will be heard at the bar, on the
bench, and in the senate.
.And how important is it not to hav men of this class
in positions of trust, for what greater blessing can a community enjoy than an incorruptible judiciary-an enlightened
and unpurchasable legislature, and faithful, conscientious
civil authorities? I will not insist for a moment on the inculcation of so elementary a truth, for it must be clear to the
minds of all.
But the work that this institution bas cut out for itself
does not stop even here. It has a still higher and nobler
mission to accomplish; that is to prepare for eternity those
of our faith who will be intrusted to its care-to prepare for
the attainment of that noble and magnificent destiny for
which God called us all into existence those Catholic vouths
who shall enter under its roof. This is the special, the principal object for which this college has been erected. .And
this now leads us very naturally to inquire how far a Christian combined with a secular educatiO:'l is superior to a
mere.f.y secular one.' As you are aware, there are two contradictory opinions entertained by the people of this country
hereon. The one advocates and insists on the exclusion of
all ethical principles from the region of the school-room,
while the other equally as strongly calls for and demands
their introduction. The upholders of the former, unfortunately for us, as well as for those who share our convictions,
being entirely in the majority, and having the power in their
hands, enforce without scruple or regard for the interests of
the minority tbeir ideas and will in this matter. Now, this
seems to me to be a very illiberal, not to say illogical, position for any party in the community to assume. It is illiberal and nnfair, because it forces a system of instruction on
the unwilling acceptance of millions, regardless of their
rights and interests; and it is illogical and inconsistent inasmuch as it is in conflict with the history, the traditions, and
profession of this country as a Christian nation.
This is not a Christian nation. It is a civil
nation.
If the advocates of the present system of public instruction
in this country :were to abjure the Christian religion-if they
were to proclaim themselvs to the world as unbelievers in
Christian teaching-their position would be consistent and
intelligible. But as long as they bear the Christian name, as
long as they are pleased to be known as the followers of the
redeemer of mankind, I see nothing but inconsistency and
contradictions in their efforts to prevent the youth of the
nation being educated in a Christian way. The present system of non-Christian education now prevailing in- this land
might be, and doubtless would be,.admirably adapted, as far
as principles are concerned, for a non-Christian country.
A non-Christian country is just what this is.
Therefore by Mr. Gleeson's own words it is proved
that the present system is admirably adapted for this
country.
I know the pueril answer that many would readily feturn
to this. It would be the old stereotvped one-thaf religion
is for the church and not for the schools, and that a nation
can be Christian without being taught to believe in connection with secular instruction. Unfortunately for those
who advance this reason, it has to be acknowledged that
one-half of this country never enter an ecclesiastical edifice
of any denomination whatever.
If it be so that one-half the people of this country
never enter an ecclesiastical edifice, then, at the very
best, how can this be more than one-half of a Christian nation'
How, then, I ask, are the youth of the country to be made
Christian?
If it is a Christian country already, then why do
the youth need to made Christian 1 Do Christians
need to be made Christians ~
Perhaps some one may say by means of the Sunday-school,
but the half of them don't go to the Sunday-school and if
they did it would amount to but little. For what' can a
youth learn in an hour on the Sunday? 'fhe Sunday-school I
regard as little better than a sham, a delusion, and a
mockery.
Under such circumstl'\nces, it surely is not to be wondered
at that millions are ceasing to be Christians in this land.
The fact is, the country is becoming to a large extent nonChristian. Statistics hav been published in San Francisco
showing that thirty million of the inhabitants of this republic
hav never been baptized. What does that mean? It establishes, I think, very clearly the fact that to a large extent we
are Christian only in name.
True, and a Christian only in name is no Christian
at all. Therefore, this being a non-Christian nation,
the present public school system is "admirably
adapted to its needs in this respect."
Perhaps this is the reason why the present system of education is so earnestly upheld bv so manv. If so let its
abettors avow their belief, and their advocacy and position
will be consisten~ and intelligible. But if they will not, at
least the God-fearing, right-minded, conscientious men of all
denominations in the land ought not to allow themselvs to
be de}uded any longer, and they should ask themselvs the
queAtwn, how far the present system of education in this
country is responsible for the lack of belief that prevails
in this land. I know, of course, that there are many wellmeaning, honorable, high-minded Christian men in the commun!tY. who a~e zealous upholders of the present system of
public mstructwn. But hav these ever examined the system
attentivly? hav they considered its tendencies and marked
its results? I think not. On the contrary, they take it for
granted that it is a good, an excellent-aye, a most perfect
system. They are strongly prejudiced in its favor· and so
when anyone raises his voice against it, or attempts 'to point
out its defects, they become irritated and excited and like
the _silversmith of Ephesus, they raise a mighty c~mm~tion
agamst us.
The fact is, the present system of education in this land is
to t~e pe~ple of this country what that ugly, ill-shaped.
mrohte w_hich was worshiped in the temple of Ephesus as a
goddess m the days of Ht. Paul was to the people of Asia
Minor. That is, it is the great Diana of the Ephesians, and
woe t<: the n;an ~J;.o dares _to attack it rudely. But, like the
Ephesian deity, It Is worshiped because it is not understood;

for, when stripped of its tinsel !\nd gaudy surroundings, it is
anything but the lovable object that people take it to benay, it is a mighty, monstrous, insatiable moloch to which
the spiritual existence of millions of our little one.s is being
constantly sacrificed.
Having now directed your attention to the inconsistency
of this non-Christian system of education in a Christian land,
I will next ask you to consider. the dangers and alarmingly
deplorable consequences that are certain to result herefrom·
if persevered in for any considerable time. And when I
speak of dangers and deplorable consequences I do not wish
to be understood as employing these terms in the religious,
but rather in a temporal-nacional sense. Later on I will
show how religion is affected by this system, but for the
present I desire you to view it in connec1ion with national
interests and national prosperity. In formulnting the statement then that the present mode of instruction in use in this
country is dangerous and hostil to the dearest and best interests of the republic, there are many I am sure who can
readily imagin that I am attempting too much, for there are
those, and indeed I suppose they are in the majority in this
land, who actually believe that the prosperity of this country
is dependent on the present ~ystem of education. They
really, I believe, look upon it as the very ba~is of the Rocial
ord()r-the pillars of the republic nnd the panoply and palladium of our national greatness. . . . How important is
not the inculcation of moral principles into the minds of the
young!
Mr. Gleeson again assumes the very thing that he
should prove. The controversy is not whether religion and morality should be taught or not; it is not
whether these are essential or not. This is all
allowed. The question is, Shall the state teach religion and morality ? The answer is, The state cannot
do it.
What France's ·ablest statesmen hav said in thiq regard has
been echoed by England's foremost men. " Religion is not,"
says Lord Perby, "n thing apart from ed:wation, but is interwoven into its whole system. It is a prmcipl6 which contn'lls and regulates the whole mind and happmess of the people. Public education f!hould be considered as inseparable
from religion." "Religion," said Lord John Russell,
"should regulate the entire system of disciplin. • • • To
omit any inculcation of the duties of religion-to omit in·structing the children in the principles of the love of God
and the love of their neighbor, would be a grave, a serious,
and irreparable fault." Now listen to what that very eminent statesman, Sir Robert Peel, said on this matter. "I
am," said he, "for a religious as opposed to a secular education. I believe that such an education is only half an education, but witJ:t the most important half neglected."
· These statements from EuropeanP, even granting
that they mean all that Mr. Gleeson int,ends them to
mean, are not pertinent to this discussion in the
United States, because they were all but parts of the
church and state systems of the nations in which
they lived. The United States ie away ahead of all •
that.. Mr. Gleeson and all those who would put religion into the public schools are only trying to sway
this nation back into the evil tide with those.
So say all Catholics, and so say also a large number of nonCatholics in this country, and though the maj)rity be against
us now, yet we hopefully look forward to the day when they
will be on our side, and as ardent supporters as we are of
religious combined with secular. instruction. . . • .And
I would recommend the opinion of that great and noblehearted Englishman, Mr. W. E. Gladstone, the" Grand Old
Man," as he is called. "Every system," says Mr. Gladstone,
"which places religious education in the background is pernicious." Mind you, Mr. Gladstone does not merely say thnt
the purely secular system is defectiv, but he saye it is pernicious.
Take for instance the department of history. Is this
taught in a way that Catholics can approve of. or that leaves
them without a reasonable ground of complaint? Is there
nothing deficient in this branch of instructio ? I wish, indeed, I were able to answer in the negativ, and to say no.
But, unhappily, I am not, for as now taught the most important points of Christian history are kept carefully out of
sight; they are wholly ignored, not being so much as alluded
to, !lnd so the system in this respect remains lHmentably deficient, sadly imperfect, and consequently entirely below the
standard that we hav a rigJ.t to expect. The youth of our
times and of our faith are accordingly kept in the profoundest ignorance of what they ought to know. Thus it is a historic fact t.hat all the civilization of the world is Christian,
and has been created by the Catholic church.

If this be so, why is not Mexico equal to the
United States!
Whence bas civil liberty been obtained, in what does it
consist, and what are its advantages? Civil liberty, as you
are aware, is one of the greatest blessings a man can enjoy.
It may be de_fi_ned, the protection bylaw of the life and property o~ the citJzen .. It consists in the provisions, no reprg..
sentat1~n, no taxatwn; no trial, no condemna>ion; no crime,
no pumshment. These are the bases of the liberties of the
people of this land and of all enlightened countries to-day in
the world, and whence, I ask, hav they been derived? Is it
from a pagan or non-Catholic source? Nothing of the kind.
They hav come down to us from the old Carbolic times· they
are as ancient as th!,J days of Alfred the Gnat; and ~hen,
for a time, they were forfeited to the people by the exactions
of an nrbitrary monarch, was it not by a Catholic people
led by an ill~strious ~atholic archbishop, that they were re~
stored to their place m the government of the nation on the
ever memorable and historic plains of Runnymede?
Yes, it was. Mr. Gleeson refers here to Archbishop Laughton and Magna Charta.
And that
"Catholic people" and "illustrious archbishop" were
condemned for it all by Pope Innocent III., as conspimtors against their lord, for " audacious wickedness committed in contempt of tlie apostolic see."
Not only was the Catholic archbishop and the people
thus condemned, but the great charter itself was con,
damned in these words: "We therefore, with the,
advice of our brethren, altogether reprove and con-.
demn this charter, prohibiting the king, under pain
of anathema, from observing it, the barons from ex-acting its observation; we declare the said charter
with all its obligations and guarantees, absolute'ly;
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null and void." The appointment of the ~rchbishop
was annulled, and another substituted for him. Yes,
Mr. Gleeson's statement is true, and with truth it
has been obsernd that among the miracles of that
age the greatest miracle of all was ~hat a Catholic
archbishop F.:hould be more of a patnot than he was
a priest. Undoubtedly the only righteous miracle
that ever !~.ppeared in the history of the Catholic
"'
nsi·stently 'enough the pope con
ch nrch • ana, co
'
demned it.
And now I ask once more, are such things as these ever
taught onr Catholic youth in the public schools of this land:?
Indeed they are not. They are not even hinted at, and so
onr youug people are kept m the profoundest ignorance of
what they om;ht to hav a right to know. May I not fairly
ask then is tt1at a just, an equitable system that will keep
our people in shameful ignorance of what they ought to
know?
·· And as it is in these instances which I havnowmentioned,
;;o it is in every other where the honor and the glory of ~he
Catholic ehnrch. is concerned. In other words everything
that can in any way tell for the credit of our holy religion is
either keJ•t out of view, or if mentioned at all, is set forth in
80 meager anrl. half-hearted a -yv~y as to conv.ey only a mere
moiety of the truth. Hence 1t 1s not s~rprrsmg that the:e
are constar,tly leaving the schools _of th1s country Catholic
youths who are in the pr~foun~est 1gnora_nce of many of the
grandest truths of <Jhristll}n htstory, as I! these had never
been writteu. They leave these schools Without the remotest
idea wtthout the slighte@t suspicion, of what the Catholic
chu~ch has done for the interest of science and the diffusion
of general knowledge. Nay, it is even more likely thll.t they
go forth with the impression that the Catholic church has
been an impediment, a stumbling-block, in the way of learnin'fiut ·it is ~ot merely that this system of public school education in ti:is country is defectiv in leaving out what it ought
to teach a•.ll thereby keeping the youth in our times in
shameful' ignorance of what they ought to know, but I furthermorf· ch rge it as being a vehicle of gross untruth. Don't
imagin that I ha.v come ~ere to.day to make ~ sta~ement of
this na\Ure without bemg able to substantiate 1t. Well,
many· ot you may hav heard of the commoti~n that 'Yas
raiHed i:1 Boston a couple of years ago by the IntroductiOn
into the public schools of that city of a book in which it was
stated n."L the doct.rin of indulgences was a pardon for sins,
and thet ~s such the Catholic church commended their sale.
It was not so stated. It was said that they "1oere
remissions of the penances imposed upon persons
whose suit had brought scandal on the community."
Then it was said that " in process of time they were
?'eprescntcd as actual pardons of guilt, and the purchaser 1ua.~ .~aid to be delivered from all his sins."
All of which we at the time proved to be true by
the evidence of Catholic history and Catholic archbishops.
Now, I need not go so far as Bos~on to find s~methin~ of a
like nature to this. The general h1story used m the h1gher
gradet in the public schools on the coast, up to very recently,
and as far as I know may even yet, in some instances, has
been llarnes's, and at page 438 of that work the author thus
expre~ses himself on the subject of indulg~n?es: "_In 1517,
there Cftme into Saxony, one ·retzel, a DommiCan fnar (mark
the discourteous l•mguage, one 'fetzel), selling indulgences.
'!'he wic .. .-dness alld impudence of this man, who was better
fitted to receive tl an dispe;nse J?ardon for sin, ~roused Eel!eral indignation;• Now, 1f th1s means anythmg at all, It
means tLul ind~:;gences are a pardon from sin, and that as
such they vo ere sold by the Catholic church. Again, at page
321, the san.e wri·er tells his young readers that it was only
in the sixth century that the pope of Rome became the head
of the Catholh: church.
When speaking of the conversion of the Lombards to
Christianity, be sa vs: "The people, who until the overthrow
of the emperor had been accusto~e~ to depend upo_n Rome
for political guid, •Ice, naturally contmued ~o look thither ~or
spiritual connsel ,_.Jd (now roark me? the bishop, of Rolll:c ~~
sensibly becamt. head of the Catholic chu~ch. Tnat. 1s, 1t
was by political circumstances that the bishop or pope of
Home became tb e head of our holy church,
And that is (he literal truth. It was altogether by
religio-political drcumstancea that the bishop of
Rome became the head of the Catholic church. The
ddliculty with the papal sys.tem ia th~t it is diame~
rically opposed to everythmg that IS true, and 1t
would be impossible to teach any truth in the history
of Europe in the LJhristian era that would suit that
system.
Still again, at page 265 of the same wcirk, the same writer
complacently tells ns tllat Julian the Apostate, the greatest
enemy the Chri~tian cause ever had on earth, not even excepting the .cruel Nero or the bloody Diocletian, was an excellent man. And taat iR the history that the Catholics of
our public schools are requi~ed to learn, that is the his~ory
that Catholic parents are reqmred to purchase and. pu~ l!!to
the hands of their sons andllaughters to learn. Th1s I mdignantly declare, is an in8nlt to our reason and an indignity _to
om faith. It i8 an tvil that should not be tolerated to exist
for a day in our midst.
·
In point of disposition and character it is certain
that Julian was a better man than either Constantine
or Theodosius or Justinian; and a much better man
than many of the popes.
rf\ What then is t.lJfJ duty of the loyal, God-fearing Christian
men of this land r It is to make common cause against this
common enemv. It is to check by every means in their
power the onward march of the hosts of unbelief and Infidelity that a1 c n JW solidly marching forward wit.h RUCh
giant strides 1hrongh the length and breadth of this great
nation and for tne existence of which the common school
system' is mainly responsible.
Do not ima o-in that 1 am alone in entertaining this idea of
the spread of ';;nbelief and the cau~e to which it should be
attributed. It has heen publicly avowed and frankly acknowledged by tbe very mouthpiece of the apostles.of Infid~l
ity in this Janel, for has not that hater of everythmg Cl:trlstian Col. H. ln(\'ersoll, openly declared that he regarded the
pubhc school lmilrlings of this country as the future cathedrals of the nation?
We are not InfidelE1 1 nor are we haters of anything

Christian, but we must confess that Mr. Ingersoll's
statement is, we fear, not far wrong, in view of the
attacks of both the Catholic hierarchy and the wouldbe Protestant hierarchy, upon the public school.
The ~u~y of all loyal, God-fearing Christian men, then, I
repeat 1t, 1s to make common cause against this common foe.
We should be one and all ready to sink our differences, to
put aside our prejudices, ~nd so stand. s~oulder to shoulder
m our efforts to keep thls land Chnstian. If the men of
other denominations are wise they will join with us in this
struggle for reform, for if they do not the loss will be greater
for t~em t~an for us. For while we, wit~ tllc efforts we are
makm~, will keep a very large proport10~ of our people,
they will be completely abandoned by their own. Do not
imagin that I am alone in entertaining this opinion. It has
been acknowledged by some of the ablest and farthest-seeing
men of the Protestant community. And not to go beyond
the city of San Francisco for instance-the Rev. Dr. Platt,
of Grace ch~rch, nsed ~he fol.lowin~ rem~rl,able words twelve
years ago m connectiOn w1th thrs affair: "As Protestants
we should Christianize our education because first if our
secular schools were intended exclusi~ly to build up Protestantism, they are a great blun~er, fo: they are breaking it
~own. . . . Secular schools m the mterest of Pr:otest.an~1sro are a fatal blunder. . . . As to Protestantism, 1t 1s
only a question of time when our present system of public
schools will render it a dead factor. The issue is by these
schools, narrowing the controversy down to Romanism on
the o~e h!J:n? and Infidelity Oil; t_he. other. . ... ,As
AmeriCan cltlzens we should Chnstmmze our education;
These are remarkable words and deserve to be la1d to
heart and carefully studied by the entire Protestant community.
That is true, and it is so of every other such utter·
ance by professed Protestants; for they are not
Protestants, but Catholics. And such a system favored by any Protestant is a direct play into the
bands of the Roman Catholic enemy of the American
public school.
-----~-----

Theocracy.
Lecture at Chautauqua, N. Y., b!i Rev. Dr. TUJanv, of New York city.

I. According to the scripture, church and state are
mutually separate and independent divine institutions. This has been true from the beginning. It
was so in the Jewish economy. The Jewish church
was not the state, nor was the state the church.
Each bad its distinct rulers, courts, Jaws, aubject.a,
penalties, and duration. Moses, Joshua, David, Solomon. Hezekiab, and Zerubbabel represented the
state; Aaron, Eleazar, Abiather, Zadok, Azariah, and
Joshua. represented the church.
The moral
law is both a civil code and a spiritual law. In the
former sense the state is the keeper, in the latter the
church. It is the state's duty to RUppress open
idolatry, as Asa did in Judah. It is the church's
privilege to enforce the worship of the true God. It
belongs to the state to prohibit all public Sabbath
desecration. It is obligatory upon the church to
consecrate the day to God.
II. According to the scriptures, the state and ita
suhere exist for the sake of and to serve the interests
of the church. Not to mention the fact that Christ
is "head over all things to the church," it is expressly .asserted, " kings shall be thy nursing fathers,
and their queens thy nursing mothers;" " the nation
and kingdom that will not serve thee shall perish ;
yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted;" "the
mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in
the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above
the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it." Ths
general truth here taught is not far to seek. "Mountains" and "hills" in scripture signify the greater
and smaller kingdoms of the earth. ''The mountain
of the Lord's house" means the church. And to
"be est&blished in the top" of the one and "exalted
above" the other, indicates that the nations shall be
the support and defense of the church. Kings becoming "nursing fathers" and queens "nursing mothers"
refer to the sustaining care which nations shall exercise over the church, and " serve" signifies the ministry of the nations in providing' for her material
wants. The essential truth of these prophecies is,
the true state will have a wise deference to the
church's interests in its legislativ, executiv, and judicial proceedings.
In cases of emergency
the expenses of the church in carrying on her public
aggressiv work it meets in whole or in part out of the
public treasury. Thus the church is protected and
exalted by the state. David and Solomon made provision for the building of the temple, and Hiram,
king of Tyre, assisted them. Cyrus, king of Persia,
issued a decree respecting the rebuilding of the
temple, and it is expressly declared that the Lord
stirred up his heart to do it. Darius afterward
issued an edict to the same effact. Another royal
enactment was made by Artaxerxes to the same effect.
And all this was done with the divine approval.
"Blessed be the Lord God of our fathers, who hath
put such a thing as this in the king'a heart, to
beautify the house of the Lord which is in J ernsalem." The true state will follow their example in
serving the interests of the church. "The kings of
Tarshisb and of the isles shall bring presents / the
kings of Sheba and Saba shall offer gif'ts /' "He
shall liv and to him shall be given of the gold of
Sheba;" "The gentiles shall come to thy light and
kings to the brightness of thy rising;" " They shall
bring gold and incense, and they shall show forth
the praises of the Lord;" "Surely the isles shall wait
for me and the ships of Tarshish first, to bring thy

Isons from far, their silver and their gold with them,

unto the name of the Lord thy God, and to the holy
one of Israel, because he hath glorified thee.''
III. According to the scriptures, the church .and
th~ true ~tate will exist in frien~ly ~ec_?gnition and
co0peratwn. Because the state IS d1stmct from the
church it does not follow that it is divorced from it.,.,
. . . ' The church will recognize the good offices
. t•1
t t
d th t
t t
'II f
II
0 f th e ChriB
~n 8 a ~·an.
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acknowledge 1ts obhgatwn to ' serve the church.
. . . Ever since Christianity became a pow_er
among the nations of the world the mind of legis1t
b b
· d 'tb th' d'ffi
It uestion.
a ors as een occupie WI.
e 1 cu .q
·
Can church and state enter mto mutual alliance and
yet each prosecute, untrammeled, its respectiv ends;
and exercise uncontroled its important function?
Though the 'verdict of th~ Christian people of the
.
.
.
.
U Uited States, If called to· day to answer this question, would probably be overwhelmingly in the negativ, yet we conceive the pious, profound, and sagacious men of the second Reformation more than two
h d d
l d tb
'bl
· tl
un re. y~ars ago, so v~
e pro ?m correc y,
answermg m the affirmatiV. The Natwnal Reform
Association seeks to bav this land thus in covenant
with God, and in a state of friendly recognition and
cooperation with the church of Christ -Christian
'
Statesman.

The Coming Morality.
From Oh.arles Braalauuli's Nat'ional Rerm·me>·.

It is in the nature of ethical progress that our
sympathies not only deepen but widen-that, as we
emerge from egotism, the pains and pleasures of
others are more and more nearly felt as our own, and
that one class after another of our fellow-sentients,
hitherto excluded from the range of sympathetic
consideration, successivly claims admission within
the range of fellowship. It is equally in the nature
of things that this progress should be along the
Jines of kinship or similarity-that it should proceed
from those most closely to those less closely allied in
form and family relationship; for the start is from
complete identity-rgotism, which, as it widens, becomes an ego~srne a deum, a trois, a quatre, apl-usieurs. Those who are most completely our fellows
first come within the very narrow range of the primitiv conscience-those of our own sex and family
before those of our family who differ from us in sex,
our family before our clan, our clan before our nation, our nation before the division of the human
race to which it belongs, that before mankind generally, man before the more humanized mammals, the
latter before mammals in general, these before birds,
birds before fishes, etc.
I do.not say that, historically, the evolution of the
scope of the moral sentiment has always kept exactly to this line. Other causes, secondary in importance to that which I am considering, bav interfered, and bav deflected that line sometimes in one
direction and sometimes in another; but it will be
found on examination of the general course of moral
feeling, so far as its breadth is concerned, that the
line of progress bas taken the individual from himself to those more and more unlike or unrelated to
himself. And this is as it should be ; for the moral
goal will be reached when every individual acts so as
to promote the greatest happiness, without regard
to who enjoys it-when every man loves his neighbor as himself and esteems as his "neighbors" all
who can feel pleasure and pain. This is the only
relevant fellowship from an ethical point of view.
If we recognize degrees of fellowship, these should
correspond to degrees of sensibility. Not the meanest animalcule who can feel a pang should be entirely
shut out from our sympathies; but be would naturally occupy a very different place in them to that
held by men and women, whose nature and culture
make them acutely aensitiv to a great variety of pleasures and pains.
------~~.-------

T1tis Necessarily Pro1luces Intolerance.
From

t11e

Western Ame1·ican.

Some people fancy that the Roman machine is liberal, has
liberal views for Protestants, and is disposed to admit that
occasionally one may get to heaven. To correct this mistal•e we refer readers to the following, which is taken from
"Familiar Explanations of Christian Doctrin adapted to the
family and more advanced students in Roman Catholic
schools and colleges. With the approbation of the sacred
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith. Kreuser
Brothers, Baltimore, 1875 :"
Question. Since the Roman Catholic church alone is the true
church of Jesus Christ, can anyone who dies outside the church
be saved 1
Answer. He cannot.
Q. What do the fathers of the church say about the salvation of
those who die out of tbe Roman Catholic church 1
A. They all, without exception, pronounce them los~ forever.
Q. Are tliere any other reasons to show that heretics and Protestants who die out of the true Roman Catholic church are not
saved 1
.
A. There Rre several. . . . They make a liar of Jesus Cbnst,
of the Holy Ghost, and of the apostles.
Q. Now, do you tllink God the Father will admit into heaven
those who make a liar of his son, Jesu~ Christ, of the Holy Ghost,
and t.lle apostles?
A. No. He will let them hav their portion with Lucifer in hell,
who first rebelled against Christ, and w)lo is tb.e fatber of li~J,rs,
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Faith Cure.
Our first-page illustration has as subject a recent
occurrence at Findlay, Ohio. Bert Williams, twelve
years old, while playing ball bruised his leg just below the knee. In a few days the limb gave him considerable pain, and a doctor was called who treated
the injury and left the boy in good shape. Unfortunately for the boy, the faith cure people got hold
of him and made him believe that if he bad faith the
Lord would perform a miracle by healing him at
once. The stitches were removed and prayers begun. Young Williams was taken to the sanctuary at
Bluffton, where no attention whatever was given him
beyond prayer. Gangrene set in and the limb nearly
rotted off. The smell from the decomposing member
became so offensiv that he was removed to his home,
where be died.
Cases like these are occurring thickly all over our
Union. The spread of Rationalism is indeed needed
and needed at once. Besides the lives lost, great
harm is done by the exercise given to the uncontroled
emotions whenever these faith cure people get together. This exercise of these emotions develops
their organs, just as all exercise develops its organs,
while the faculties of reason and control are disused
and stunted.
But these occasional.manifestations of in_sanity. or
folly are nothing in comparison with what were current before Freethought rose. Now only a few are
thus crazy ; then all were so. This is the way to
get a good conception of what the world was like in
the Middle Ages-conceive a world in which all wei'e
as these few are now. Those who hav not read the
history of those times should do so. Otherwise they
will be utterly unable to realize what Christianity
really is when it is not kept diluted and half-hearted
by the scoffings of Infidels scattered about thickly
among believer~!!. Otherwise they will be utterly unable to see wby Freethinkers regard that religion
with so much terror and so much horror and disgust.
The world has been fairly insane until within two or
three generations. Everywhere diseases were treated
with mummeries, and physicians persecuted by jealous theologians as dealers in magic. It was dangerous to suggest that a cure for any malady could be
found in a drug, or in anything but the superstitious
ceremony or prayer by the vending of which the
priest made his livelihood. Most thinkers kept their
mouths abut; the fearless few who would speak were
quickly led amid the hoots of the rabble to the rack
and stake. There are histories and books of manykinds that set forth in all the blood-curdling details
the condition of Europe during these Christian ages.
After reading such books people can hav a full and
realizing sense of the extent and the horror of these
accursed supernatural beliefs and practices. After
reading merely this bare statement that such existed,
without all the circumstances and multitudinous particulars, they cannot comprehend the matter at all.
They should get these books and read them. If people do not read tbeae, they cannot understand why
we make such a stir about the Christian do~;ltrins today. They will fail to aee how bound up with the

Christian dogma are such practices, bow inevitably
they must attend its full and undoubting acceptance
by a people, and bow infallibly they will prevail
again if Christianity is allowed to regain strength.
The only reason such practices do not prevail everywhere now, is that the people's faith has been unconsciously shaken by the Infidel sentiments that all
bav beard. The few Infidels scattered here and
there are the salt of the nation. They are to-day the
only thing that preserves it from destruction. Remove them, and the majority of the people, credulous
and emotional, are just as ready to sink back into
crazed and ferocious idolatry as they ever were.
There is no difference between their cranial conformation and that of the barbarians who knelt to
priests and massacred heretics seven or eight generationa back. Take away the few men of sense, and
they will act just the same. The only difference is,
by ages of persistence through blood and fire, and
aided finally by the printing-press and a conjunction
of fortunate circumstances, Freethinkers bav got so
they can spread their truths and shake a little the
belief and resolution of the slavish flocks of the
priests. To this, and to these few Freethinkers, we
owe everything we hav to-'day. People sometimes
say tl:at it is needless to make so much trouble about
Christians now-that they would not do any harm
now. They forget that the only thing that keeps
these Christians half-sane now is the continual work
upon them of these very Infidels. They imagin that
without Freethinkers the Christians would act just
as they do with Freethinkers. They confound two
quite distinct things-on the one hand, a state containing Christians not having any Freethinkers interspersed through them, and on the other band, a state
containing Christians having Freethinkers interspersed through them. These are two very distinct
things, and until we find that as a rule unlike causes
work like results, we shall not find these two things,
these two causes, working like result&- _With Freethinkers, only the extremely fanatical perform such
acts as this of the Williams boy. Without Freethinkere, all Christians perform such acts.
Another point we wish to make clearly and distinctly understood is that all these faith cure follies
bav for their logical foundation and sanction the explicit directions and commands of Christ himself.
These practices are of the very essence of Christianity; and the so-called Christians of this age who condamn them are so grossly inconsistent that a child
can see the self-contradiction. Any and every Christian that dares to utter a word of condemnation of
them thereby condemns his own belief. He biasphemes. He contradicts Christ's clear and direct
statements and commands. As the Catholics would
put it, be" makes Christ a liar." Yet these men calling th€-mselvs Christians continually do this. The
Christian Advocate, the leading Methodist organ,
prints the question from a subscriber : "What is
' faith cure,' and why is it generally apparently sueeaseful ~~~ and answers it thus :
"'Faith cure,' in the common meaning of the term as
used of the persons who are called faith curists, is a belief
that God heals diseases, when a proper kind of faith is exercised, without medicin, and that medicin should be dispensed
with; for he who takes it shows by doing so that he has not
the kind of faith required. It is not 'generally apparently
successful.' It is no more successful than Mormonism, Spiritualism, mind cure, Christian science, the Zouave Jacob, or
some patent medicins."
How can this Christian editor, and other Chrisiians, hav the hardihood to deny .the efficacy of
faith ? What did, their master teach on the subject,
and what does their scripture aver in scores of passages! If one had faith as a mustard-seed, be
was to move mountains. If one had faith, be was
to handle poisonous serpents unharmed. Diseases
are produced by unclean spirits, by devils, in people.
These devils can be cast out by exorcisms of those full
of the spirit. Christ cast out many such himself.
"Receive thy sight, thy faith hath saved thee.'' "If
any man is sick among you, let him call for the
elders of the church, and let them pray over him,
anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord."
"And the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the
Lord shall raise him up.'' "And, when he bad called
unto him his twelve disciples, be gave them power
against unclean spirits to cast them out, and to heal
all manner of sickness and all manner of disease.''
We want it understood that the whole of the insanities and foBies that made the world a madhouse for
centuries, and tb~t now continually crop out every-

where as in the Findlay inst~~once, flow directly and .
unavoidably from the book called the inspired scripture.

Tbe Pope.
No doubt many would like to know just what is
at the bottom of this matter of the continually proposed removal of the pope from Italy. What is at
the bottom of it is this. The pope iR intriguing with
European powers to get them, in the next war, to
grasp part of Italy, which he calls his temporal poesession, and band it over to him. And be wants to
be out of Italy when· the war breaks out against that
country, because if be gets caught there in such an
event the populace will unquestionably sack his palace and put him to death for his perfidy. To this
main reason we may add a minor one, which is that
the Italians are even now making it so bot for him
and hie black-petticoated slaves that be is afraid to
stay there as it is.
The feeling against papistry in Italy is strong and
growing. On July 13,1882, the populace broke open
the coffin of Pius IX., and were with difficulty restrained from throwing it into the Tiber. The
priests in the streets are frequently hissed and jeered.
Leo himself cannot walk or even ride about thG city,
because his " dear children" greet him with mud
and filth. He is continually involved in dissensions
with the government. Premier CriPpi, it is said, has
sent the officials of the Vatican private hints that
the Italian government wouid not permit the papal
treasure or Vatican art objects to leave Rome.· It
could not prevent the pope's personal departure, but
the contents of the Vatican must remain. It seems
that the government bas some claim to these contents. Also Crispi bas just publishPd a document,
dated June 9, 1848, in which Pius JX. relinquishes
all claim to the temporal power, and as it is offici!\Uy
signed, authentic, and all that, the cla!m8 of Leo
XIII. remain without validity. H"' is in a hole.
Another indignity said to be done Mr. Pecci we will
giv in the language of a papist journal, the Catholic
Union and 1'imes. Whether true or not, we cannot
say :
"It is asserted by the Catholic journals in Rome that telegrams from ecclesiastics sent to the Vatican hav never been
delivered. The subject of these telegrams was expressions
of sympathy with the pope at the outrages done religion and
indecency committed by the inauguration of the Giordano
monument. The withholding of the telegrams has been discovered by the senders mailing the same words to the pontiff.
If for a question so insignificant as that of Giordano Bruno
the Italian government suppresses telegrams, what is it likely
to do when greater interests are at stake? Day by day the
feeling gathers strength that the pope must be free."
In resentment of all these "wrongs," the spiritual
monarch bas, the Venice Gazette reports, excommunicated King Humbert and Queen Margherita. The
ordinary courtesies between the Quirinal and Vatican
bav been suspended, and King Humbert's contribution of $10,000 to repair the old church at Naples
has· been returned.
The Bruno monument forms the last and worst of
the " insults " to this God on earth. This Leo declares will not be borne. A brilliant move in regard

to the Bruno matter is the artful procuring by the
anti-Catholic party of a papal document giving a complate record of the trial by the Inquisition of Gior~
dano Bruno. This record, together with the notes
concerning the tortures to which he was subjected,
and. the manner in which be suff~red dea~h at the
stake, was published by Professor B"rti, who is King
Humbert's minister of public instruction, on the very
day on which the Bruno statue was dedicated. Its
publication at. such a moment was most disastrous to
the Vatican; for a people so sensitiv and excitable as
·the Italians could not fail to be deeply moved by the
relation of the horrible cruelties to which Bruno was
subjected by the torturers of the Inquit>•ition. Much
distressed and disturbed by the Joss of the documents
in question, Leo XIII. has caused all of the most im"
portant of the archives of· the Inqui~c<it.ion to be con~
veyed by night to the Vatican from the palazzo San
Uffizio. But the holy father's action in the matter·
reminds one somewhat of the locking of the stable.
door after the theft of the nag. It was a remarkable.
oversight on his part to leave these papers among;
the archives of the Holy Inquisition at such an unguarded place as the palace San Uffizio. They·were,
obtained through the aid of one of thejr guardians:
who bas fallen off in faithfulness to his employer..
It WillS ~long with the Bruno record that the docu:-
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ment renouncing tel!lporal possessions was also obtained.
Now, whether Leo will leave Rome, when he will
leave, and where he will go, are questions whose answer can certainly be given by no outsider, and probably not- by himself. It is a hazardous matter for
him to leave, and he would not think of it were it
not for the mortal fear in which he is continually
kept while the-ra. - If he goes, he must either return as
pope-king, or not at all. It is not to be supposed
that, after the advance Italy has made, and her experience of the embarrassments his presence brings, she
would ever consent to his return, even in case her
rage should not be aroused by any intrigue on his
part against her.
What a comment it is on the papacy when the very
people among whom it has dwelt most intimately all
the centuries are the ones whose detestation of it is
the greatest of all people's ! What a comment when
the peoples who are farbhest away are the only ones
among whom its. head can safely walk out in the
streets, while he dare not show his nose to the populace who hav felt the effects of his system most and
should know about it if anyone should !
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thinker. In his work on the Revolutions of France he
stated that he considered Mohammedanism as credible as
Christianity.
JEHOVAH has been visiting the south of Spain with a hurricane which destroyed the gardens around the Alhambra
and damaged a number of church spires. No doubt, comments the London Freethinker, it's all the fault of those
Slaves.
Spanish Infidels that are beginning to multiply so. They
The publisher of the Catholic Telegraph in Cin. put the old gentleman 1,1pstairs into such a rage that he ruinR
cinnati recently incurred the displeasure of his eccle- his oWn property in quite a reckless fashion.
siastical superiors by comments on the utterances of
THE discussion of the proposed revision of the Presbytethe provincial council. Archbishop Elder sent him rian Confession of Faith is progressing. " Whether the
a formal retraetion and apology to sign and publish Presbyterian church," says the Christian Advocate, "will
in hie paper, which he did with literalness, copying continue to maintain the creed which has come down
through centuries, or proceed to formulate another which
it verbatim as it was sent to him, as follows:
shall more nearly express views of the truth now held by
"As publisher of the Catlwllo Telegraph I hereby comply thinkers and teachers in that body, is one of the most imporwith the requirements of the above letter. I regret the ap- tant considerations which hav ever come before them." We
pearance of the articles referred to. I retract (or if you should say so. We should say it is a pretty important matter
choose-' disavow') all the injurious assertions and infer- whether or not these affirmations which hav always been
ences contained in them, and I make the required promis, held immutable and divine truths, and to force which on
which I will keep loyally and honorably as long as I am others Presbyterians hav at all times been ready to torture
connected with the paper.
OwEN SMITH."
and slaughter the whole of mankind who would not accept
This is the way the Catholic machine works. them, are to be owned after all to hav been mistakes, When
Blind unquestioning obedience to official superiors is that which people hav been so sure in the past was trne turns
out false, we should think they would begin to question
one of its most characteristic principles. What whether the whole thing that they hold now is not false, too.
kind of citizens of a republic can men, or rather
IN Massachusetts they hav appointed as commissioner of
children, cherishing such principles, beT Even
Bruno.
education a religious bigot who will probably use his influProtestants are better than this. If Catholics ence to get his particular superstition inculcated upon our
The Bruno commotion continues. Protestant should be ordered to commit any treasonable act
school-children. The Boston Advert-iser speaks thu~:
magazines and papers are full of articles on the life against Americans, they could but obey.
"The appointment-of Prof. W. T .• Rania, cfOoncord, to b3 comand martyrdom of that noble man. But it is noticemissioner of education is one of those events over which all who
oare for what is highest and beat can rejoice with unqualified joy.
able that these Protestant periodicals never mention
The Capital.
The relation between education and religion is so close that whatthat it was the Freethinkers, the Infidels, that erected
ever concerns the former must hav d 1 rect bearing on the latter.
We wish to direct attention to the growing tend- Professor
Harris's commanding abilities and high reputation were
the monument. One would think it was the Prot- ency of Christian organizations to select the capital always exerted
on the Hillside chapel platform at Oonco•'d in beestants themselvs. They like to enjoy the fun when city of this republic as their headquarters. To a half of rational and reverent religious faith, as against MaterialAgnosticism. No more potent words hav been spoken in
we giv their ancient Eoman enemy a slap in the face person familiar with history, there is much in such a ism-and
recent times in defense of man'apower and duty to know God than
for them, but they are afraid of shocking somebody movement. Continually it has been the case that the words of this learned and brilliant metaphysician."
Mr. Harrisjs just the kind of a man we do not want. He
by expressing a word of sympathy or admiration for the neighborhood of the assembly of national lawthe authors of the movement, or by even giving them makers and administrators, to powerful bodies rep- will carefully exclude from the schools all text. books in which
mention and credit. Nsvertheless, this is doing resenting particular interests in the state, has the advanced doctrins of science are even alluded to, aud
throw to the front all the elements Gf the old metaphysical
much good to the Protestants. The abounding dis- resulted in the most tremendous event61. The last and theological routine.
sertations upon the philosophy of Bruno, which was instance was that at Paris in the French Revolution.
WE can giv our correspondent who wished for information
pantheism, are contributing to the spread of the When the seat of the American capital was discussed,
on French Canadian immigration into New England, some
true natural conception of the universe.
Georgs Washington was foremost in recommending further satisfaction, having obtained some late stathtic>,
Among the Catholic outcries, we print this week that we be warned by the ex"mple of France and The foreign elements in the cities and towns are growing so
one of the most notable, that of Cardinal Gibbons locate the capital not at a metropolis where the rapidly that the nativ class is fast losing its preponderance,
and, in some instances, is being altogether overshadowed. An
of Baltimore.
governing powerA might be exposed to powerful inAnother outcry is one issuing from the German fluences or to mobs, aut in the retired district where article in the F01•um givs some striking figures of thhfforeign
invasion. The French Canadian element is noticeably large,
Roman Oathol!c convention just held at Cleveland, it now is. But now that the priests hav not got the and presents one peculiar problem in the fact that it carries
Ohio. At this convention there were 700 delega~es capital to come to them, they are going to it.
the French language with it, and tenaciously adheres to it in
present, representing 439 organizations in twentyIn the first place, the great Catholic University the parochial schools. A recent school report in Manche>ter,
N.H., states that out of 258 French children less than 5 per
six states, with 38,996 members. Protests were has been seated there.
cent could read the simplest English words. The French
submitted by the Wisconsin and Illinois deleSecond, the Methodists propose to follow suit. A Canadians in New England are said now to number half a
gations against the laws recently passed in those correspondent of the Christian Advocate, writing million souls. In Manchester and Nashua, N. H., fmd
states regarding parochial schools. And finally the from W aehington, says that he has been for several Lowell, Mass., they constitute one-third of the population.
convention adopted protests, submitted by the Mil- years impressed with the conviction that the capital In Fall River they hav increased in thirty years froni one
waukee delegates, against the Bruno demonstration. city is the place where the Methodist denomination family to 20,000 persons. 'fhis is the percentage of illiteracy among the leading foreign nationalities that are crowd.
shouid establish a national university, " in order to ing into Massachusetts : French Cana:lians, 51 per cent;
The New :States.
counteract the influences of the Romish church and Italians, 53; Portuguese, 69. This is putting a heavy task
On the 4th the New Mexico conRtitutional conven- to giv our common Methodism at the capital a power upon the assimilating and educating powers of the Old Comtion arranged most of its preliminaries. The event of and influence hitherto unknown." He suggests that monwealth-too heavy, it is to be feared. It is said that
the day was the election of a chaplain. For the first the founders purchase of the government from six crime is increasing there, which is to be expected in view
time i~ the history of constitutional conventions, a hundred to nine hundred acres of the Lee estate on of this influx of Catholics from the north and that of Irish
Catholfcs from the opposit direction.
Protestant minister was pitted against a Catholic the south side of the Potomac, and lay it out in town
clergyman and the latter came off victorious, by a lots, reserving enough for the use of the university
Lectures and Meetings.
majority of ten votes. This is considered by many to put the latter on its feet.
W. F. JAMIESON was engaged, when last heard from,
as a test vote on the strength of the public school
Third, the Journal and MessP.nger says one can in delivering a course of five lectures in Hay Springs, Neb.
question, which, without doubt, will be the moat im- not help thinking that he has in some way heard
JuLIET H. SEvER!NOR, M.D,, will answer calls to lecture
portant one throughout the whole session.
that the Baptists are inclined to locate in Washing- anywhere on the route to Philadelphia, during the month of
The latest report from the Wyoming convention .ton s university which shall stand at the bead, he October, previous to the Congress. Parties should arrange
conveyed the shocking news that Mr. Chaplin had says, of all such institutions in the country. It at once.
appalled the orthodox people by presenting a pre- looks very much, the paper continues, as though
JoHN PRRSOOTT GuiLD writes: "Please say to my friends
amble without reference to the divine ruler. In aub- the time for such an undertaking was drawing that I am located in Springfield, Mass., and may be addressed
at post-office box 554. Am ready to go anywhere .and lectmitting the paragraph the delegate questioned the near.
ure for mental liberty and logical morals. A special address
jurisdiction of the deity over Wyoming.
We fear that Christianity is not going to go down on 'The Flag We Float; or, The Unity of the American
People,' I would call particular attention to, for the sentiwithout giving us some more trouble yet.
(Jatholics Uonquer.
ment is one that should meet the unqualified approval of
every citizen of this republic. Why should your corresponrl.
Editorial Notes.
During the last few weeks there bav been two
ents cry about the scarcity of good lecturers when they fail
VoLTAIRE the Deist said that if there were no God it would to encourage or employ those who want to work at mod- school elections in New York state in which the issue
was a religious one-at Rondout and ShJg Sing. be necessary to invent one. Mr. Pentecost says he prefers erate pay?"
C11tholics conqnered in both. The disputes were over Bakunin's remark: "If there is a God it will be necessary to . WE solicit all of our readers in the Northwest who can
annihilate him."
the religious views of the teachers. In one case the
attend the convention of the Oregon state Secular Union to
FRERTHOUGHT is rising in Peru, we are happy to say. The
l;eaohers whom the Romaniats procured to be em- l<'reethinkers and Freemasons of Lucia, in that country, hav do so. It will be held at Portland, Ore., at Masonic Hall,
ployed were Franciscan brothers, and the result is started a Freethought paper called La, Revista jlfasonioa (The on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, October 12th, 13lh, and
14th. It is aimed to hav the convention participated in not
virtually the conversion of a public into a parochial Masonic Review). It givs weekly an account of the doings by Oregon Freethinkers alone, but by those of Washington
schooL
of Freethinkers, and exposes the nefarious conduct of the also, and even, if. possible, by those of all the new state~,
Where are the laws to keep these conspirators in clergy and bigots.
The object is to secure the total separation of church and
check 1 Where are the Secular regulations? Where
WE are to hav another statue to an eminent Freethinker state. Liberal orators and workers of every kind will be
ia the Secular spirit and intention of the fathers of of the past. Camille Desmoulins, familiar to students of there. Surely the noble efforts jnst ptlt forth by many FreeWh
· b the French Revolution, is the one to be honored. A statue thought veterans in the new states will induce in all a desire
our country carried out and realized~
ere lS t, e to him is to be inaugurated at Guise by M. Yves Guyot, the to meet and see those workers for us, nnd grasp their
activity and devotion requiait to keep watch French Freethinking minister of public works. Carnine hanclP. Contributions, and communications of- all ldnds,
and defense in every locality 1 Where are the Prot- Desmoulins was the one who first incited to the taking of will be received by the board of directors, C. Beal, A. F.
estants being converted to Freethought that they ( t,he Ua&tih; Q~ .July 14, 1789, .!:le was a, thoroughgoit~g Free. Neunert, J. K., S<l~rs, Lee Laughlin, L· ~.me&.
may oppose to the enemy the right sort of opposition-the only kind of opposition that will finally
extirpate the Romish superstition! Where are the
Free-thought pamphlets· and books and periodicals
being distributed T
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'Jtittrs protl( 4ritntls.
NoRFOLK, NEB., Sept. 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In your August 24th number is an article in
which a good sensible man is trying to giv the constitutionmakers in N~rth Dakota some good advice, and any man
with good common sense will say that he was right. I also
read the reply to it, and judging from the tune of t~at
hypocrit who signs his name "Polonius," I should thmk
that he ought to hav a chromo, as being th~ biggest. fool
in North Dakot.a. He is a hundred years behmd the trmes.
C. F. W. MaRQUAimT.
Yours for truth and liberty,
RosLYN, WAsH., Aug. 30, 1889.
Mr. EDITOR: I note that you hav noticed the proceedings
of the Washington constitutional convention, July 28th. I
thought that some one would send you the proceedings of
August 7th ahead of me, so I hav waited until now. It will
be seen that to exempt the sky-pilots' cab is left to the legislature. When Mr. Powers moverl that all persons whose
annual income did not exceed $1,000 should be exempt from
taxation he should hav got a leather medal, and his brainsplitting idea how to ascertain the income through the
assesEors must hav come from this side somewhere, for it
could not hav come from above or below.
HENRY BEIOHLING.
SAMoTri, ILL., Aug. 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed herein $1 to pay for our
stanch defender, the old TRUTH SEEKEH. Our poor citizens
contribute or squander their hard earnings for preacher
purposes, leaving the people destitute almost of food and
raiment, and as a consequence drain the pocket of the orthodox as well as the heterodox. There is in full blast in this
vicinity a Baptist revival, tearing heaven asunder, erecting
Gods in the pulpit. Such exertions as they make to secure
converts are quite laughable. First they chant a few supposed paradise pieces of music; next. upon their stupid,
rheumatic knees make a supplication to a. continually foiled
omnipotence; then subsequently comes a reading of mythology from pens such as those of cranky Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and the other crook; then a prolix discourse of nonsense.
Yours for justice,
C. D. MoBRIDE.
ADRIAN, MroH., Sept. 7, 1889.
MR. Em ron : THE TnuTii SEEKER issues of August· 31st
and September 7th contain an article each from J. II. Wood,
Mr. Scores, C. L. James, and myself. My critic seems to
think we are not well up in financial history. He says as
much as that the money basis outside of his formula is of no
good, and the basis advocated by myself is unsound and
silly, and intimates the scrip of Tom, Dick, and Harry is
good enough. He refers to the days of wildcat money, and
advises a closer study of the financial problem. It does not
take a very profound financier to determin the fallacy of the
mode of promis to pay and issuance the gentleman advocates. The one per cent interest he scoffs at and attempts to
show its insignificance. It needs no criticism-anyone can
understand it-that an attempt to run a government without
a basis, on the Anarchist order, would be an indiscriminate
tooth-and-nail fight. The wolf would eat the kid. He may
hav a foundation to base his system upon. But he does not
formulate a reasonable one. He says I hav in part indorsed
him. I hav indorsed him in certain conclusions, but not his
vagaries of finance and government. I will indorse him in
all earnest endeavor toward the welfare of his fellow-no
more. I do not censure anyone because of his non-concurrence with my views. I cannot accept his money basis or
his theory of government. I assume no literary attainments,
nor do I affect to be able to decide all those who do not
agree with my attempts fools. The old Jew said, Truth is.
one error is multifarious. One patriotic truth is of more
sati~faction th~n all the fallacies in the calendar.
The discussion of the money and labor question will not
prevent the Shylock priest or the fraud evangelist from robbing the superstitious devotee of their greed. Let the lovers
of freedom of thought and hatred of coercion practiced by
the church and priest use their energy and spare change
to thwart the devilish methods to extort the means of livelihood from their dupes, and do all they can to force the hu.
man vipers, priests, to a recourse to other methods to make
it possible to exist. The whole bent and aim of every true
Liberal should be the extinguishment of the infiuence of these
parasite leeches. Let government beware the insidious
machinations of pope and church.
I will say to friend Wood, I feel competent to decide for
myself the difference between a reality and a vagary. I
presume Brother James is able to hoe his own row.
0. B. BARRETT.
KENTON, 0., Sept. 3, 1889.
MY DEAR "Por.omus :" I read your answer to "Saul" in
No. 34 of THE TRuTr:r SEEKER, and am willing to stake my
existence that you are a model Christian, judging by the
language you made use of in speaking of Ingersoll and Paine.
You admit that the people of the United States hav prospered
notwithstanding the fact that God is not mentioned in the
Constitution. But you say it is proof, if it means anything
at all, not that a people will prosper because they ignore the
supreme cause, but that God is just and does not visit the
sins of the Constitution-makers upon the people. Now stop
right there, '' Po'onius," and tell-us what you hav done with
that God of yours who visits the sins of the parents on the
children to the third and fourth generation. You ask, "Who
is prepared to say, however, that the authors of this Constitution were not pu!'fished ?" I will say n0ne but a smallsouled creature like y'ou or your revengeful God could punish
t)le men who gave free and happy homes to sixty millions of

people. You ask, " Can ' Saul' assure us that the scoffing
Infidel of the last century is not suffering the pangs of the
lost in the place of eternal punishment?" Can you answer
that question yourself? Would you say they are in torment,
or would you be honest enough to say, I do not know? You
ask, ''.Who can say but that the terrible war that swept over
the country was not in part a punishment for the sin of our
national Constitution?" I believe the war was a punishment
for the mistake our ancestors made when they incorporated
that grand Bible doctrin of human slavery in the Constitution. In winding up your discourse you say," All churches
will agree in the one fundamental truth that we are indebted
to God for our well-being." Now, why not tell it just as it
is and say all churches are indebted to the dupes who furnish
the money to build them, and keep the priests and preachers
in · idleness? And what do you mean by saying "all
churches?" You know there is only one true church, and
you certainly belong to it. If you do not, how much better
are you than the Infidel? "If the scoffer and Infidel don't
like to liv in God's country, let them remove to some other
country." There you hav the bull by the tail again, "Polonius." Don't you remember this is not God's country? His
name is not mentioned in the title-deed, which is the Constitution. You hav proved to my entire satisfaction by your
writing that you are out of your element, and had better
emigrate to God's country as soon as convenient.
GEoRGE. BaKER.
PoRT ANGELEs, WasH., Aug. 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In your editorial of August 11th, speaking
in regard to "God "-or, as D. M. Bennett would hav written it, god-in the constitutiop, you labor under the impres.
sion that his royal highness is left, where he should hav been,
out. But alas I you are mistaken. The section adopted
reads as follows :
We, the people of the state of Washington, grateful to the sU•
preme ruler of the universe for our liberties, do ordain this
constitution.

The Seattle Post-Intelligeneer has the following :
A long and somewhat tedious debate ensued over the preamble,
from which mention of the deity had been purposely omitted. The
wrangle over the question lasted for two days, and it finally ended
in the complete rout of the heretics, and the triumph of the hosts
of the L~rd.

Yes, we ought to be grateful to the supreme ruler of the
universe for our liberty, especially the female portion of the
citizens of the state. Witness the insult offered us when the
electiv right is acted upon. " All male persons of twentyone years or over possessing certain qualifications shall be
entitled to vote." The motion to strike out the word male
overwhelmingly lost. " Idiots, insane persons, and persons
convicted of infamous crimes, are excluded from the electiv
franchise.'' There you hav us in a nutshell. Either we are
not citizens, or persons, or we must belong to the class of
idiots, insane, or infamously criminal.
The Post in one of its exceedingly brilliant editorial squibs
says:

Spry would sit down and say, "Ain't he eloquent? ain't he
grand?"
Said an old Liberal, "I am a constant reader of THE
TRUTH BEEKER, and hav never fai.led to find it both entertaining and instructiv. And I hav noticed with regret that
so few letters are written by ladies. When I read a nice,.
long letter written by a Freethinker's wife, praising the brave
soldiers of liberty's army, I imagin that the time is only a
short way off when the· demons of heaven will be dethroned
and happiness and love shall ·rule the earth and sky." It is
true that few ladies write letters for publication in Freethought papers. This is not because they are afraid or lazy.
The reason is they are a little slow. Letters from them would
do a power of good, and would greatly assist in the hastening of that day when reason will be crowned the god of
gods, and when every star will twinkle with delight. It will
be ushered in with music and song. Every man, woman,
and child will be free, and to each other will say :
Hark, the music of this morning
From the silvery throats of bells.

WILL B. ANDRES.
CLEVELAND, 0., Sept. 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose you a clipping from the Evening
Press of this city, thinking it might be of some interest
to you, for it clearly shows how some people would like
things to be. The parade itself was a strange amalgamation
of fanatics and foreigners, mostly both. Their receding foreheads, in combination with lumped topknots, showed how
abnormally the bumps of reverence were developed.
I am a constant reader of all the Freethought papers, but
like yours best, as it contains toe most reading matter, and
would hav long since become a subscriber but for the fact
that "I am a commercial tourist."
I sometimes think that aU papers whose aim is reform are
too radical, and that if they would not use ridicule, but more
argument, it would be possible to create a reform. For
when ridicule is used-and especially by those who are not
skilled in its use-it almost stops a sensitiv person from
further investigation for fear of more abuse, but argument
offends no man. In my travels I find at least eighty per
cent of· the people with whom I do business are skeptical,
but to ridicule either them or their ideas only shuts their
ears against further conviction.
Why does not some Freethinker take the alleged holy
Bible, eradicate its objectionable features, retouch the moral
points, and publish it?
W. C. J.

Cara to !he Public: The Methodist preachers' meeting of Clove.
land, 0., with an attendance of twenty-six member!, representing
a Methodist population of more than twenty thousand, has learned
with great sorrow and just indignation of the wholesale desecration of the Sabbath in this city on September l;t, under the guise
of religion as represented by the convention of the German Roman
Catholic societies of the United States. This society, by its public
parade, led by numerous brass bands, disturbed, in violation of
law, the order of the citY and the sanctity of the day. We most
earnestly protest against societies, in the name of religion or
otherwise, coming to this city from all over the Union and defiantly
overriding our Sabbath Jaws. But what is more shameful and
The North Dakota constitutional convention has decided to giv humiliating than this is, that the .city officials, 'l'lho hav been
to the legislature power to grant women suffrage. No such mis- elected to maint'ain law and order, should so far forget and ignore
take will ba made here, where the people hav seen the sentiment of their sacred oaths and obligations as to take part in this desecra.
tion by publicly reviewing it, and even by an authorized reprethe territory on this queJtion twice outraged by legislativ bodies.
sentativ of the mayor giving it public sanction, as was doRe by the
The Post-InteUigencer is a pretty good paper to publish the utterance of Mr. McNairy. We also Protest against the police of
Associated Press news, but its veracity on questions of the the city, which is supported by a common tax, being used as an
day is about as trustworthy all the ordinary Christian's. It escort for any society on the Lord's day, e.s was done on this
al W!lys tells the truth if the truth suits its own interest~!. occasion. And we most earne~tly call upon these lawbreaking
authorities to enforce the law against the scores of saloonkeepers
Twice hav legislativ bodies in this territory enacted suffrage .who
defiantly keep their places open on this day. We also earlaws for women by the demand of their constituents, and nestly invite all tlie Protestant churches of this city to unite with us
agreeable to the platform of principles upon which they were in this protest. And furthermore, we advise all our people to see
elected, and twice hav they been declared void by the deci- to it that all officers of the city who in any W'LY giv countenance to
such desecration be held to a strict accountability at the ballotsion of carpetbagger supreme judges on a mere technicality box.
Signed,
REV. W. A. ROBINSON,}
REv. w. A. DAvmsoN, Committee.
of the law. It is enough to make one's blood boil. I wish I
REv. HoMER J.S!IIITH,
were a person of eloquence of speech, I would move a re-

bellion. I would urge the women of the territory to refuse
to pay any further taxes on property. I would ask them to
refuse to celebrate the glorious Fourth of July. I would de. vise ways and means to prove that we are actually persons,
that we are citizens, and not mere property, or idiots or insane creatures. In my very humble capacity as an idiot, I
will say I consider the proposed constitution a very learned(?)
and extremely wise (?) and cumbersome document, and sincerely hope it will be voted down.
LAURA. E. PETERS.
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Sept. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOH: There is a movement on foot to hav a Freethought lecture in this city. Such a discourse was never
known to Portsmouth. The nearest the people here hav
ever came to hearing such talk was in 1876. The occasion
was a large political gathering, and Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
was the speaker of the day. He spoke in the Music Hall,
and the old place was packed. I was at that time quite a
boy, yet I well remember the gathering, and the incidents
connected therewith. The colonef told the plain truth about
t.he Democrats before, during, and after the war, and ·also
haranged the church, and pictured her as she was on the
slavery question. I shall never forget it. It was more than
the old deacons aud the amen-corner brethren could stand.
They were a sad few, and they got up and departed. Their
going, however, only aided the cause, and the increased majority in l:'cioto county that year showed they were a good
riddance. Robert Spry (deceased) was then county prosecutor. He was a bitter Democrat, but still he went round
to hear the jovial Ingersoll. He took a seat beside a Republican friend. The colonel, every once in a while, would
strike heated blows, fast and furious, at the Democratic
party, and Spry would raise up as if to go, at the same time
saying, "Damn him." No sooner had the cuss word fallen
from his lips, than Ingersoll would crack a joke. Spry
would smile and hesitate about leaving. Then the great
Agnostic would burst forth in eloquence unequaled, and

PocAHONTAS, Ir,L., Sept. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Let me speak to David Lockhart on his answer to Converse Close. Mr. Lockhart accuses Mr. Close of
taking a one sided view of the teachings of the Bible. I
wonder how many-sided a view he takes. He quotes from
the Bible, "He who runs may read, and the wayfaring man,
though a fool, shall not err therein," and goes on to tell us
the facts of the case are that people are too ignorant or, for
lack of time, too indifferent to study it. Were Wesley, Calvin, Luther, ignorant or indifferent? Are the hundreds of
students of Gn ek, Latin, and Hebrew ignorant or indifferent?
Or will Mr. I.ockhart insist that all th~se leaders and distinguished· men are even worse than fools? I say, Yesbecause they were knaves. The gentleman avers that no
man in his senses would affirm that the gospel now preached
is the same as was taught by Jesus and his apostles eighteen
hundred years ago, and yet we havmillions who do affirm it,
and they are not capable of seeing the difference-i. e., hav
no sense and are fit for some infirmary. Here Mr. Lockhart "
denounces millions as not being capable of perceiving the
difference between the gospel now taught and that taught
eighteen hundred years ago. I think the trouble is in Mr.
Lockhart. He cannot see that although the Bible is so plain
that the fool may not err therein, the fool has said in his
heart there is no God. And Paul says, without controversy,
" Great is the ministry of godliness.'' And Peter declares
that there are therein many things hard to be understood.
The gentleman speaks of the disciples in the first century
having all things common. He cannot see that the master
of the lodge unwittingly broke into his and his anteced<mts•
plans by having Ananias and his wife murdered at his feet.
Christ taught that his disciples were all brethren, but experience has taught us all that Communism is only a visionary
scheme for the improvident to liv off of the industry of others,
and a corrupt tree cannot bear good fruit. Honesty is the
first principle of religion, says Mr. Lockhart, and when the
teachers of theology become honest they will leave thelt
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superstitions and turn to the Bible, etc. But I would say,
Turn from the Bible. For if they believe in the promises
made to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David, Solomon, Jesus
Christ, Paul, and the rest of the apostles, they will soon find
how true it is that he who runs cannot read, and it is difficult not to err therein. For the remainder of Mr. Lockhart's
letter I h~v nothing but commendation. I believe him to be
an honest man, but I think he is yet blinded as to the origin
and tendencies of the Bible, and if he desires any further
discussion on the utility of the old book I stand open to all
for conviction. I believe that the Bible has more of fable than
truth, more of the immoral than of the moral, and that it is
the groundwork of almost all the superstition in our nation.
It appears to me that had people in any age of the history
of man undertaken to do all they could to compile a book of
contrariety, immorality, and fiendishness they could not
hav exceeded the Bible, leaving unbiased men to judge.
·
Ex-REv. JosEPH MaXEY.
Eau CLAIRE, Wis., Sept. 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. H. Wood may hav his own financial
theory ·straight, though I hav all along confessed my inability to make out what it is, but he certainly does not understand other people's. He says the mutual bank paper is the
same as that-which from 1830 to 1860 was called wildcat, yet
I think he can hardly deny that there is a pretty serious difference when the wildcat banks professed to redeem in specie,
while the idea of mutual paper is to redeem in value. He
says the trouble with the wildcat paper is that it was a fraud.
I think so, too; but why was it a fraud? A fraud is a false
pretense. The wildcat banks pretended that they would redeem on demand in specie, which they could not do, and
that was just where the fraud came in. The Anarchistic
idea of mutual banking is that the bank's paper shall be good
for any commodity within the circle of i~s exchanges, which
could be made to include everything. It would then fulfil
all the functions of coin, and a pledge to redeem specifically
in coin at sight would neither be given nor required. The
expenses of mutual banking would not be paid from interest,
but, being reduced to a minimum, would come out of mere
clerical fees. But of what else is the expense of printing
greenbacks to come? As to Mr. Wood's assertion that government paper never depreciat~s. I should like to know what
he ()ails it when $1 in gold would fetch $2 50 in greenbacks,
as in July, 1863. The high price of all commodities in greenbacks at the same time showed that it was not gold which
had risen in value, but greenbacks which had fallen. The
value of greenbacks did not depend at all on governmental
fiat, but on the probability that they·would be redeemed.
Hence, when it seemed doubtful if the government ever could
redeem them, down they went, and when it began to redeem
them, up they came. The probability of their being redeemed
necessarily depended very much upon the volume issued.
Mr. Wood has certainly pushed the greenback doctrin to its
reductio ad a~surdum when he says that the want of money
is the only cause of poverty and all its attendant evils.
Midas, according to the classic fable, received the gift of
turning all he touched to gold. There was no want of money
there. But Midas was poorer than any beggar, for his fatal
gift would not let him hav even a cup of water to drink. If
we all had the power to turn whatever we touched to greenbacks, we should all be just as poor as Midas. Want of
wealth is the cause of poverty, or rather is poverty itself.
Money, in the abstract, is only a medium for the transfer of
wealth, very conduci.v to its production certainly, but not the
thing itself at all. Its power of representing wealth depends
on its being capable of conversion into wealth, and is limited
by the amount of wealth in the world. A factitious limitation of the circulating medium, as where only chartered
banks are permitted to issue it, is bad for trade. But a factitious increase, beyond the volume of wealth which can be
exchanged for it, is equally so. The mutual banks, being
emporia for the exchange of all wealth, and limiting their
issue to a proportion, sufficient for insurance against losses,
of the wealth received, propose a natural method of raising
the volume of currency to the redeemable maximum, free
from the experiments of political demagogs, who hav nothing
to lose by the fallure of a governmental financial scheme,
and no better means than anyone else of telling whether it
could succeed or not.
C. L. JaMES.
NEWCOMB, TENN., Sept. 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav sat down to giv my first letter from
this place, and probably the first THE TRUTH SEEKER ever
received from here.
I hav not been able to make the acquaintance of any Freethinkers here or learn of any in the community. This is a
mining village, with a surrounding population of four or five
hundred, and the village has four or five churches. The
colored people hav a church to themselvs. Although the
white Christian and the black all expect to occupy the same
heaven in the sweet by and by, yet they cannot well occupy
the same church here. This part of the country may, I suppose, be properly called the New South, not because of its
recent discovery, but because of the new industries springing up of late years. In traveling through the country I hav
noticed that every little group of houses has a church in its
midst. I hav even noticed that where there would be only
five or six houses. And yet the want of morality in this
country is a general reproach to it. I went to church last
Sunday, and among the many thing-A the preacher said was
this truth : " I would compare the influence of professed
Christianity on the community to a poisonous stagnant pool."
I thought the comparison was an excellent one, and yet if an
Infidel speaker had made such a remark he probably would
hav been stoned out of the comn:unit.y, or to death, for you
know the more ignorant and vicious a people become the
more intolerant they are. ,The negroes here, as almost everywhere, are great churchgoing people, and I ofteu reiJI&rk,

the more ignorant the people the more devoted they are.
At Jellico, a little village of six or seven hundred people, the
church employed a minister last winter to go down to Nashville, the state cap!J;al, to get the town corporation annulled.
By so doing these church people claimed the sale of whisky
would be stopped and the good morals they so much desired
would be restored. The report said they gave their lobbyist
$1,000. He stayed quite a while at the capital, but was of
no avail. The rum fiend, after all their money spent and
prayers sent up to God, still holds the fort.
Another thing I see in the New South is the great monopoly
of land. Men are everywhere learning the power they gain
by getting the command of the earth's surface. The larger
owners are constantly crowding out the lesser ones. And
yet there are milli.ons of acres of idle land, while the people
are half the time idle and half-starving. As proof is needless
on these points, I will not giv it. Talk of the evil influences
and effects of the negro slavery of the past-for my part, I
cannot see where there is very much difference between
it and the present industrial slave system of to-day. True,
the slave of to-d::ty is not whipped with the lash, nor sold
from his family. But he is permitted to sit with them in a
kind of den, and see them half-clothed, half-fed, and not
educated at all. We talk about the reformation of gevernment-how can we reform until we know how ? Information
must come before reformation, and we cannot educate with.
out the means, and we cannot get the means until we can
employ ourselvs at wages that will giv us more than a bare
living.
I am satisfied that the doctrins of free land, and the single
tax, are not popular with the landowners, and probably may
not be with the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I do not
know as to that, but -I noticed in one of the issues of THE
TRUTH SEEKER where the Editor spoke of Mr. Pentecost's
reform as one in which he, the Editor, did not take any part.
Notwithstanding the opposition the single-tax doctrin has to
combat with, you will find men in every village and hamlet
in this countl'y who hav some kind ·of a theory or idea of
how the evils of land monopoly ought to be abolished. Although the Editor of TrrE TRUTH SEEKER may oppose the
doctrin, I hope he will' be true enough to the title of his
paper to Iiear and allow good articles on this subject space
once in a while. For how can we get at fact on any subject
without investigation? There is undoubtedly a cause for
the shameful poverty and suffering of the poor in the United
States. To say we are better in circumstances than other
countries does not mitigate· the case. Then let us investigate, and if we should arrive at conclusions that are not at
first popular, bear our burdens like the heroes of time past.
I am a poor man, and know my Infidelity, or rather my disbelief in the Bible, has brought down upon my head the
disapprobation of influential Christians, who used their influence against me to my financial detriment. And my wife
said to me, "If I were you, when we get away from home
where we are not known, I w0uld not talk so much ~nfidel
ity. It does not do you any good, but really harms you." I
said, "What I think is truth I wjll never disdain to own."
Then let Christians do their worst. Some one must be now
and then sacrificed at the shrine of Truth and Liberty.
.
s. P. HERRON.
[The Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER thinks that certain
reforms in landholding are needed, and hopes before long to
indicate his views.-ED. T. S.l
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band, but a thought struck her that he caressed her not
because that givs pleasure to him, but because he is good.
"No, don't embrace me, my dear friend! That is enough.
I thank you."
And she givs him a glance so soft and so sincere.
11
I thank you; you are so good to me."
"Good, Verotchka? What do you mean?"
"Good, yes, my dear friend, you are good."
Why did the word good so startle Loponkhoff? It is because he knows that real love has nothing to do with goodness. When a noble woman thinks that her husband cares
so much for her simply because he is good, her nature rebels
against it; she regards it as a degradation of her dignity.
No matter how attentiv he may be to her, the real harmony
is broken, and it is almost impossible to restore it.
The foundation of real love is egoism. You love a woman
not for her sake, but for your own sake. Her love givs
pleasure to you, it makes your own life sweeter, it adds to
the sum of your happiness. To say that you love her for
her own sake exclusivly is to make a great mistake. Such a
love is, to say the least, an illusion. You may love her so
with your mind, but not with your heart. The impulses of
the heart hav no other motivs but your own happiness or
suffering. This is egoism, to be sure, but it should terrify
no one. An egoism of this kind will not ruin the world.
On the contrary, it is the parent of all virtues and good
deeds. It seems to me that it cannot be otherwise. When
your love to a woman is of the real kind, you want to make
her happy, you want to see her face radiant with joy. And
why? Because her happiness will make you happy. The
simple thought that she needs something which you cannot
giv her is enough to fill your heart witli grief, and here the
problem of love and poverty begins. Love is the cause of
your suffering. The pale face of your beloved, her "unfed
sides, her looped and windowed raggedness," make you infiriitly miserable. Now let us ask, What is the remedy?
Has poverty no right to love at all? Should love dwell only
in palaces? Should the poor man spend a lonely life, because
he cannot furnish his sweetheart with the comforts he desires
to giv her? If so, of what value is life? What is life without love? Love, as I hav said before, givs happiness and
makes life worth living. A great man, who works for humanity, never livs in vain, no matter what his private life
might be. But great men are rare, and the average man can
not liv and suffer for others. He mnst hav a little sunshine.
There must be something which should attach him to life,
which should beautify nature itself, as it is of very little use
to talk about the beauty of nature to a man who is a stranger
to happiness and has to work all day to maintain his existence. Can a life without love, without happiness, be called
a success? Can anything be more terrible then the thought,
that one has to kill the noblest passions of his heart on account of poverty? Picture a young man with a loving
heart, one who knows what constitutes real happiness. He
worll:s as a farm hand from twelve to fourteen hours a day,
and yet, for some reasons, can save but very little money
during the year. He does not expect to hav a home of his
own, at least for a great many years yet to come. What
should he do? Should he say to himself: ''My dear friend,
it is not good for a man to be alone. You should hav one to
help you bear the burden of life?" He would rather commit suicide than to hav a woman share his p:>verty. He
avoids women. He is afraid of their society. Why? He
knows that acquaintance may lead to love, and love will lead
to suffering. Afrai.d to love! Is not that rather strange?
Nevertheless, it is a sad fact. He knows that love will make
him unspeakably miserable, and he does not want to suffer
any more than he can help, and, what is still worse, to cause
suffering to the woman that may love him.
Colonel Ingersoll once said that a young man, instead of
getting in love with God, should get in love with some lovely
girl. But so far as the person in question is concerned, he
prefers the former. Love to an imaginary god, if any such
thing could ever happen, might make a maniac of ·him.
That would be the worst of it. · But no one's heart would
uche, no one would suffer. But nature cleli-.-rr him from
getting in love with some good, sweet girl! He cannot
imagin any torture more painful than that, and it would
be equal" only to the sufferings of the lost in a Christian hell.
Speaking of love, Heinrich Heine says : " In the realm of
love there are, so to say, temporary furnaces, where we are
destined to get roasted for _a while, before we reach the real
hell. Hell? Js it proper to speak.of hell in a case of love?
Well, then, if you please, I will compare it also with heaven.
Unhappily, it is impossible to define with certainty, whether
love resembles bell or heaven the most. It is also difficult to
tell whether those heavenly spirits, which meet us there,
are disguised devils, or those devils are disguised heavenly
spirits."
You may or may not agree with Heine. But of one thing
I am certain-love in the heart of the poor and needy is a
real hell. You meet "heavenly spirits" there, and to their
sweet words you listen with rapture. But in reality they
are disguised devils or sirens who charm your ear and then
ruin your life. To use the language of the Lady of the
Club, "Love and poverty! It is a combination that devils
invented to make a hell on earth."
Now, the question rises, Is there any remedy? Is there
any help for the living? After the funeral of Frank Melville
and his wife, Barker said, "Is this the solution?" and left
the question unanswered. Is there one with genius enough
to answer it, or is there no answer at all? Shall we say with
Heine:

PuRDY's S·rA.TION, N.Y., Aug. 30, 289
To HELEN H. GaRDENER, Dear Siste1•: Though a stranger
to you, I still take the liberty of calling you sister, and I
wish to express my gratitude for your story, "The Lady of
the Club," recently published in Belford's Magazine, and republished in TrrE TRUTH SEEKER of July 20th. I hav read
with pleasure and profit all your works, especially your essay
on "Sex in Brain," which made me almost feel proud of
you, but your late production,· in my opinion, tt1kes the
palm. I hav not read anything of late tha.t impressed me so
much as "The Lady of the Club." It is impossible to read
it without dropping a tear of pity for the poor woman who
died of "the brutality and selfishness of man-and poverty
with love." And when we take into consideration that she
is only one of a great many, your story becomes a tragedy
not of one individual only, but of the whole suffering humanity. You hav raised a question which, perhaps, has
been on the tongues of many, but very seldom asked. Of
what use are the finely spoken words about love and poverty,
as if they are a blessed combination, when as a matter of
fact the latter says to the former, "The more you love, the
more you will suffer?" The greater the affection, the
greater Is the care, and how great must be the sufferings of
a man who knowR that the woman, who loves him with all
her heart and for whom he is willing to giv his life, is in
actual want! " What does it matter for one's self ?" asks
the Lady of the Club. "It is love that givs the awful sting
to want." The same question troubled Loponkhoff, one of
the heroes of Tchernychewsky's romance, " What Is To Be
Done?" when he was about to marry Vera Pavlovna.
"Boots, an overcoat, not out at the elbows, .~tcki on the table,
my room warmed-what else do I need? Now all that I
shall hav. But for a young and pretty woman that is not
enough." Here lies the whole secret. It is, indeed, very
painful to think that the one you love the best li.vs in a miserable hut, is clad in r&.gs and fed on a crust. No man to
whom love is not a meaningle~s word can stand it.
Love I What a beautiful and charming word it is! It is
the fairest fiower in the world, the grandest thing in nature.
But a~ this word is often misunderstood, let us see what is
The waves murmur their eternal murmurs,
Cl'he winds blow, the clouds flow fast,
the real origin or love. A true and kind man loves a deservCold and indifferent twinkle the stars,
ing woman. Surely he does not love her because he is kind.
And a fool awaits an answer.
At least, such is my conviction. Love, as a result of mere
How long will the dark night last? Shall we never see
kindness, .is charity. No brave and honest woman will acCLEMENS P. BE;RYL!>Oiif,
cept it. Vera :Pavlon& bad almost intl.nit esteem for her lltlS- the bright day?
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MoNTESANo, WAsH., Aug. 28, 1889.
experts, who use a torchlight to find them, for I assure you that dumb animals, as you 1
DEAR .l'.'hss WIXON: Papa\._has taken 'fEE
but who must be very agil, as night crawlers call them, hav feelings the same as folks.
TRUTH
BEEKER for ten years_ We like to
"How often ha:v you seen horses abused,
are exceedingly quick to enter their holes.
look at the pictur.es, and I like to read the
lldiU!d b1J Miss Bus.AN H. WIXON, Fall And while they hav no eyes they hav a quick beaten, and driven unmercifully by their Corner. School will commence September
Ri'IJer, .M:aJJB., to t.Dhom all Oommunfcations fw instinct that tells them of the approach of cruel and unfeeling masters, who are more 1st_ I expect to go the whole term. I study
an enemy. They are from six to ten inches beastly and brutal than the creatures in their reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, physthis Oorner shquld b~ sent.
iology, geography, and spelling. Professor
in length, and when caught are sold to the charge.
"I think people who thus misuse dumb Bryon is my teacher_
boat liverymen, who keep boats and fishing
W. S. Bell was here the 19th, 20th, and 21st,
" Between the dark and the daylight,
tackle for rent at five cents per dozen, and animals are the meanest and most contempt- and gave us three lectures. He had a full
When the night is beginning to lower,
are resold to fishermen for bait at ten cents ible beings on the face of the earth.
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
house every time. We enjoyed it very much,
That is known a.s the Children's Hour."
"I perceive my children hav received good as our family are all Liberals. I hav ''The
per dozen, therebyo making a profit of one
hm:dred per cent. Poor little night crawlers care in my enforced absence, although they Story Hour," and like it very much.
Your Liberal friend,
IDA GLENN.
are thus sacrificed to please man, and are do not now seem to recognize me. I thank
Our Children.
caught at night when on duty trying to get a you for caring for them so tenderly, and I
I looked at the happy children
9
Who gathered around the hearth;
living, and like many men and naughty boys will endeavor to bring them up properly_ I
So blithe they were-no children
who try the same game, if caught, must will teach them not to steal or play the hypoCould be happier on ee rth :
crit, and to keep their homes free from verWith their merry plays, and their winsome ways, receive punishment for so doing.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
In my next letter I will describe the stur- min."
And the sound of their silvery mirth.
12mo, 800pp,, $1.50.
Brownie
caressed
Buffy
and
Dixie,
and
geon fishery at this place, and show how the
Then I thought of those other children,
Anples ot' Gold. And Other Stories
So wizened, and hard, and bold,
mammoth fish, much larger than little boys declared forcibly in cat language that "there
£for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25. ·
Who huddle in slum and cellar,
MIRIAM.
and girls, are caught, and made to supply is no place like home."
Stot·y Hour. An Exceptionally HandAnd shiver with want and cold ;
some and Interesting Book, Without Superstithe shekels of man.
A. D. SwAN.
Not fresh as the dew, or the morning hue,
tion\ for Children and Youth. 'J.be Only FreeSt.
Joseph,
Mich.,
Sept.
5,
1889.
thinKers'
Children's Story-Book ever i~sued.
A.
Few
Passing
1'houghts.
But haggard, and lean, and old.
66 full· page illustrations and 25 smaller ; large
Virtueis the true foundation of all happitype, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusBnt yet may they still, those children,
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Be taught to forget their pain ;
Brownie's Adventure.
ness, honor, and glory.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
And gathered in arms that love them,
A. STORY FOR TEE LITTLE ·FOLKS.
Love and happiness are- the charms of the
Their laughter may come ago,in;
Brownie
is
a
cat.
She
had
five
kittens.
houeehold.
And the stare of woe and the craft may go,
WRITE TO ELMINA.
The best way to gain fortune is to be indusThree were drowned, but the other two were
And the spirit be washed of stain.
Friends who want good Knitting-yarn, Blanketasl
trious and self-reliant.
permitted to liv on account of their beauty.
Bnt it ia not in cold book learning
CitBBimeres, or other Woolen GuoJs, or Liber
Freethought and science are the thunder- Books, will please .~nd to n"' tnl" ctmnlal"S and
Those children's hearts to move ;
They were exactly of the same pattern,
price-hats.
ELI11INA DHAKE BLENKER,
And the stony eye of the serpent
their backs clothed with fine yellow fur coats. bolts that are shaking the very foundation of
41
SNOWVILLE IL'uia•ki Co.), VA.
Is death to the stricken dove;
dogmatic theology.
Their
eyes
were
blue,
feet
and
legs
pure
•Tis an angel alone can touch them,
If we make truth and reason our guides,
THJE STRUGGLE
white. When they were only two weeks old
And that angel's name is love.
we
cannot fail to succeed.
Brownie
suddenly
disappeared.
Her
friends
J!'OB
For whatever the world may fancy,
I long to see the day when the chains are
thought she must hav been poisoned, for,
And whatever the wise men say
Of our nineteenth century progress,
voluntarily, they knew she would not desert broken from the limbs of Universal Mental
which the author shows the repeated attempts
Of a new and better way,
Liberty; when truth, justice, and reason are ofIn
her family in that way.
men of every age to acquire greater );Jolitical
Si-ill it takes a heart to make a heart
liberty;
also vigorously attacks the very foundaplaced
on
their
throne,
and
the
brow
of
Thus left, the kittens had to be brought up
Now, as in the olden day.
-The SPectator.
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
by hand. One of them fell into the care of a science crowned with a wreath of ·everlasting length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country1 calls
young lady who named her little pet, Buffy. glory.
Little Susie.
the attention of thinking men and women Too the
The day ls dawning when all the world vosition of womankind in America.. ThroughountJ
The
other
was
called
Dixie,
and
was
cared
Litt-le Susie's full of fun ;
the
work is replete with astounding facts a. o
f'lr by Brownie's 'mistress. The stepmothers will throw off the shackles of theology and weighty
She is only three times one ;
arguments which cannot fail to interest
step
proudly
out
into
the
sunlight
of
truth
·
the
minds
of this age.
Full of sunshine and delightendeavored to feed the kHties by means of
Little laughter-loving sprite !
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
milk in bottles with rubber tubes. This and Universal Mental Liberty.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Every morn she hurries out
GEO. J. REMSBURG.
method was not successful. Then feeding
To the barn, and round about.,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
them
with
a
teaspoon
was
tried.
This
was
Full of eager, hopeful joy,
28 Lafa;ette Place, New York.
What tile Little Ones Are Saying.
better, and they looked very cunning taking
•Cause she's "Papa's little boy t:•
--~----------------------------their meals with a tiny white napkin pinned
Flossie: "Mamma, can I giv one of my
Then into the house she comes,
around their little necks. They would shut dolls to Cicely Waffies ?" Mother: "CerWipes the dishes, sweeos the crumbs;
Always in a busy whirl,
their eyes tightly and smack their lips as they tainly not, Flossie_ Why do you want to ?"
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
•Cause she's'' Mamma's little girl!"
sipped the warm milk, but. it was some Flossie : " I find that twins are too great a
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
When she wants to take a nap
trouble to attend to them, as they took their charge."
For Her Daily J;lread Is the story or two young
Up she climbs in grandma's lap,
meals very often and only a little at a time.
Little Fanny looked intently at her mother girls and a younger brother who were left parent.11iving kisses without measure,
less, with little money, fair educil.tlonb and much
When about four weeks old, one night as for some time. Then she said: "Mother, courage,
'0ause she's'' g'an'ma'a p·ooious tweasure !"
to make their wa.y through t e world by
the
door
stood
open,
who
should
walk
in
but
you ain't a girl, are you?" "No, Fanny." going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
Like a sunbeam from abo"I"P 1
narrativ
is, in the main, a. history of a workThe
the missing Brownie in quite an exhausted "What are you?" "I am a woman." "You ing girl's life and
Susie scatters light and love;
experience in the city of Chicago
And the darling knows not yet
condition ? She lifted her back to the pre- were a girl once, weren't you?" "Yes, among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
and
disreputable
bypocrits.
It is just such a story
Why she's everybody's pet.
scribed angle, and immediately began her Fanny." "Well, where is that girl now?"
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger-Josephine Pollard.
soll
to
be
interested
in;
and
whatever
admires
story.
" Who is that lady dressed in black, mam- and appreciates is sure to be worth theheattention
"My dear friends," said she, rubbing her ma?" asked Bobby, as he sat with his mother of the rest of the wnr !d. Price 25 cents.
Reptil Culturt>.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
back against her mistress, " I know you on a ferryboat. "That is a sister of charity,
For the further edification of the children hav been anxious about me, and would like my boy," replied his mother. Bobby ponTHE
of the TRUTH BEEKER family, I will say that the to know why I hav been so long from my dered deeply for a moment, and then he said :
proprietors of the frog farm mentioned in children.
CHAMPIONS
OF
THE CHURCH
" Which is she, mamma, faith or hope?"
THE TRUTH BEEKER of August 31st hav
THEIR
From the mouth of our young hopeful of
"It was the lOth of July, when I was gleeadded another reptil industry to their busi- fully romping on our lawn, when a tall, black- five summers, who was with us in San FranCrimes and Persecutions.
ness-that of growing turtles (tortoise)-not whiskered bandit of a man who was passing, cisco a short time since, and was out in Svo, l,ll9pp, Cloth, $3; leather, $4; ·morocco
really propagating them, but they buy all the snatched me, and taking me to his wagon, Market street when the governor's funeral
gilt edges, $4.50.
"soup turtles" (soft shells) offered them at unceremoniously thrust me into a coarse was passing : He was very much affected by
BY D. M. BENNETT.
three cents a pound, many of which are quite meal-bag, and tied me in with a string. I the sad music, and looking around to me, he
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
small and are housed in a large box for the thought I should suffocate with indignation said: "Mother, there are two things that
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
purpose of growth, and kept in the water at and from want of air.
will make anybody cry." "What are they?"
the edge of the dam that supplies the frog"They say a cat has nine lives, but it seemed I said. "Oh, onions and solemn tunes," he lng~rsoll
ponds. They are then fed the swill and offal to me that I had ninety-nine, and that I died said.
BY
from the hotel tables, on which, like little once for evety one, I was in such agony. We
"Oh, papal" exclaimed little J0hnny, "I
A N .&. TIVE "TAR HEEL."
pigs, they" liv and grow fat," until of large rode many miles, and at last reached a farm- wish I had a dog like Billy Swett's. When
size and ready for market; then they are sold house. The bandit took me from the bag, Billy came home yesterday he had a newsPrice,
Paper, 50 Cents.
for soup-making. Together with the little carried me pan:ting and kicking into the paper, and his dog met him at the station,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
yellow unlaid eggs and the " seven kinds house, and handed me to his wife. ' Here, and put the paper in his pants pocket and
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
of meat" that they are said to possess; wifey,' said he, 'I told you I'd bring you ran home with it." "Put the newspaper in
they are eaid to make a dish fit for a king. something from the city. Isn't she a beauty?' his pocket? In his mouth, I guess." "Yes,
Just as if a king was better than his subjects!
" '0 you thief,' I ejaculated, 'you stole papa, that'll what I meant. His mouth is his
The turtles soon learn to know Johnny, their me!' And I flew at .the old robber, spat pants pocket, isn't it-or the pocket where he
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
attendant, who feeds them regularly every upon him, and scratched him. His wife said pants."
Ser;retary of tM American Secular Union.
day. There is not a Catholic among them, I was scared and that made me do it. But I
A little girl three years old attended church
Price 10 cents.
as they are no respecters of days or creeds, was not scared. I was mad at such inhuman for the first time with her older sister. DurAddre~S THE TRUTH SEEKER Ool!IPANY,
and never refuse to eat meat on Friday or treatment, so much beneath a cat of my ing the sermon she heard the minister menTHE
a good meal on Sunday, and I presume bringing up. They gave me some new milk, tion the name of G<ld several times, and acted
would like to take a day off occasionally and then they put me in the woodshed and as if she knew he was doirig something
MARTYRDOM OF MAN
and visit froggies' quarters and feast upon locked the door-! that never had a key wrong. At last she could stand it no longer.
Mr. Frog Sullivan's delicate white meat. turned on me in all my life ! In that dismal The next time he said it she rose up in her A OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
But they are kept secure in their prison of hole along with rats and mice they kept me seat, and pointing her chubby finger at him,
By
WINWOOD
READE.
boards and all appear contented and happy. until now.
she said in imprtssiv tones, "Man 'top your
It is really a rem!trkable book, in which univer·
We hav a worthless species of turtle here
swearin'
I"
"Early this morning they went away in
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
known as the box turtle, which is about 4x6 haste, and forgot to lock me in.
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination aim··
inches across the shell-a nice spotted little
"'Now is my time,' said I, and before the
Correspondence.
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
reptil and quite a plaything for the dogs, carriage was out of sight my feet were on
Irving.-[!nter-Ocean.
NEWLON, MONT., Aug. 30, 1889.
His history baR a. continuitx, a rD.sb, a carrying
who delight in carrying them around in their the doorsill, and I started for my dear home.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would power, whioh reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.
mouths. But little ll0xie is free from harm, I should think I hav traveled forty miles, I write a few lines to the Children's Corner for [New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
as he always goes into his bouse and shuts am so weary. You ask how I knew the way. the first time. I am eleven years old. I do first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing,
He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
not
go
to
school
in
the
summer;
we
only
hav
tbe door, drawing in head, tail, claws, and I knew it by that fine sense that we cats pos
-[Penn Mont.hly,
nails, and thus bids defiance to all outsiders, sese over you humans, and we can find our sch'lol in the winter time. M.y father is a Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 548pp,,$1-75
Freethinker, and he takes TrrE TRUTH SEEKER_
as their shell~ are toothproof.
way anywhere in the darkest night that ever I like to read the Children's Corner. I think
Address THE THUTH SEEKER CO.,
We hav still another reptil not found in "\Yas.
28 I,al'ayette Pl .• New York.
the pictures are very funny. I hav one sister
all places ·knQwn as night crawlers, a mon" While on my way home I overheard two and two brothers. My sister's name is Rena,
ter species of angleworm, which is never men talking about the appointment of an and my brothers' names are George and ()bar- ICUABOD CRANE PAPERS
:Pariur,ly witty and inexpressibly laughable
ound except at night, when it comes to the agent in this town for the prevention of lie_ Well, I will stop for this time. From
your Freethinker friend,
Qnslau~hts on Christianity.
!lU:t"fa9e of tb,e grm.md &nd is caught by bo:y cruelty to auimals, ! was proud to hear that,
NoRA A. Lo"\'ERlNG:.
Price, 10 cents.
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BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PBESS.
Thid book shows that many Ohristians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-.Ameri·
can Bookseller.
One of the most valuable helps for thos~ who
would underst-and the character of human progress in all ages.- National Quarter!!/ Revtew.
The author has shown himself a di!il{en t student, an ardent admirer, and a faithful inter·
Preter, of some of the most remarkahle monuments of ancient thinking.-New York Tri/J'une.
Reading this book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Cincinnati Commercta!.
·
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : "The purest
and gentlest spirit of all the pagan world." Merivale sa:vs : "Of all the line tbe noblest and dearest." Taine says: "The noblest soul that ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says : "He preserved
through life not only the most unblemished jus-·
tice, but the tenderest heart."
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25 •
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Price,
5 cents.
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A Key to Bible Investigation. cream-white
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Invest~gator. Every Liberal should hav this book vocates radical social regeneration.
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Self-Oontradiotions of the so-called
ons_sion of all religions and economic theories.
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Sixteen pages. Issued weekly. Annualsnbscrip-.
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tion, $2. PI'" Sample Oopies Free. All snbscriberE,
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rience.
By NATHANIEL RAlllSAY WATEBS.
THE
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
i!.nd Catholicism, from tl!e vantalfe·gronnd of an
intimate personal expenenoe With the two systems. It deals the most .trep.opant blo~~ which
pure logic is capable of mfiiotlng.-[Crltloal ReA COLLECTION OF
view.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.75.
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Book,

For Liberal and Etlllcal Societies,
Similar a<lvert!sments from unreliable practiFor Schools and tile Home.
tioners hav been frequently assailed and exposed·.

By Milton Woollt!Y, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
COMPILED BY
A concise account of the· Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
L. K. WASHBURN.
before and since Chris-[Ps. :riv, 1·
PRIOE,
$1.50.
tianity.
·
Children and fools speak the tmth.-[Old Saw.
With elaborate index.
"Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
·
28 Lafayette l'laoe, New York.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
Address THE TRUTH. SEEKER.
A popularized aoconn t of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quotations from the sacred books
THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD.
of the E!l.st. Nowhere else can so much knowl- The Liberty of Printing, and Reply.
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
edge of what is generally unknown be obtained
BY HURLBUT and WAKEMAN.
plane."
in snob oompaot form.-[Literary Review.
I'doe, 10 cents.
l'rioe,
10
cents.
Extraoloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.

by the press, but Dr. Fellows stands foremost in
his profession, and it is safe to trust him. Beinf..
a iltanch LIBERAL is fur iher proof of his reliabi •
ity.-National Yiew1
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I such

things are quoted favorably in Freethought papers, when such men as Felix L.
Oswald make such perverse slips of the pen,
and .when those who pride themselvs on their
.Motherhood.
Infidelity to orthodoxy, read these vaporings
From out the font of being, undefiled,
A life hath been upheaved with struggle and and call them refreshing. Who is this God of
nature, and where is his temple, that we
with pain;
Safe in her arms a mother holds again
should worship him? Nature we knowThat dearest miracle-a new-born child.
some of it-and Jind it useful when we hav
~Ihe moans of anguish terrible and wildAs shrieks the night-wind through an ill-shut transformed it; but this worship business is
too thin. Shoot God and giv us something
panePure heav.en succeeds; and after 'fiery strain
good to eat.
Victorious woman smiles serenely mild. ·
BY-BYE, BUSTLE.

1Joet'1!.

Bustle, 0 bnetle, we bid yon adieu.
Yea, shall she not rejoice, shall not her frame
Thrill with a mystic rapture at this birth I
We are glad that the ladies hav gone back on
yon;
The son! now kindled by her flame,
·we rejoice with exceeding great gladness to know
May it not prove a gift of priceless worthThe fiat of fashion compels yon to go.
Some savior of hia kind, whose starry fame
May bring a brightness to the darkened earth 1 Begone to the shades of the dim, remote hence l
Would that all snob delusions could follow yon
-Math.ilrte Blina.
thence.
May we never m~re see such a humbug as yon;
A Basket of Chips.
Get thee gone, then, 0 bustle, tra-Ja.Jee, tra-laSHOULDERING THEIR MOTHER'S &IN.
loo.
-Franlt B. Welch, in Ai'kansaw Travelet•.
Eaito1· Dailu News: A preacher in New York has
lately said that all crimes might be readily and
A woman might do much worse than <J
adequately punished· by immediately shooting the
wear a bustle, but hardly adopt anything in
offenders, if it were not for the squeamish sentiNo wonder the
ment of justice. West Springfield seems to hav apparel more ridiculous.
attained that high view of moral vengeance and wearers hav gone back on them. But doubtlost sight of both justice and mercY in the execu- less bustles hav served more than one useful
tion of the law. A poor woman here has been purpose in their time, and perhaps, in case
confined in durance vile for being teo much like
Rahab, the harlot of Jericho, who entertained two they were made of newspapers, the fair hav
gentlemen, bnt she had her bonae saved for her had more intelligence on their hips than the
hospitality. But that is not all; while her guests stern always held in their heads.
are gone free, in respectability, this woman's two
JoHN P. GUILD.
children were left alone .nncared for, except by
the generosity of a co tenant, and worse, they
Hear Romanists Talk.
and their belongings were turned out by the landFrom tlte Western Anuwican.
lord.
A kind woman, making no pretensions to pietY,
It is utterly wrong to circulate the scripttook in the cast. outs, who are not out-casts. The ures in the vulgar tongue.-Anhbishop Xiboy,·a slim lad of sixteen, is in employment that
enables him to provide for the two. As their menes.
We pronounce it a false, scandalous, and
mother is parted from her children for three
months, would it not be well for the selectmen to blasphemous error to hold that all may read
look into the matter T It is too much to force the the holy scriptures.- A bull by Clement II.
mother away and leave her children to their own
To giv the Bible to the laity is to cast pearls
devices and chance charity-not of Ohristians, for
they hav given none in the case. Snoh morality before swine. Bible translations hav done
is _being righteous over-much.
Two 0ITIZENS.
harm. I would not. hav any.-Cardinal

My attention was called to the above casethis report is what I learned upon inquiry on
the premises. This moves me to remark,
how much justice is there in meting out punishment to offenders at the expense of greater
misery to the sensitiv and innocent than is
felt by the stupidly wicked? How shall it be
expected that the dull and crooked will learn
to respect law when under the recoil of its
lash the blameless receive the severest smart,
and the society which the measure is supposed
to protect has no mercy, but much odium,
for the children of the criminal? Is not
iendliness to the well-behaved as obligatory
as is indignation toward the evil-doer ?
WORK AND WORTH.
Honor and shame from no conditions risP.
Aot'we!l Yonr part, there all the honor lies.

-A. PoJJe.

Hosius.
The Bible societies, which thrust the Bible
into the hands of inexperienced youth, I denounce them as crafty and deceitful societies.
-Pope Pius IX.
The Bible socie.ty is the deepest scheme
ever laid by Satan in order to delude the
human family and bring them down to his
eternal possession.-F'reeman's Journal.
We forbid the reading of the Bible in any
vernacular tongue, and decree that the laity
must not possess the books of the Old and
New Testaments.-Council of Toulouse.
I would rather a half of the people of this
nation should be brought to the stake and
burnt, than one man should read the Bible
and form his own judgment from its contents.
-Bishop Spot.wood.
Catholics are forbidden to read the Bible
witholit a special license granted to them in
writing by the bishops or fathers inquisitors.
-Fourth rule of tlte Index Expu1·gatorius,
bulls issU£d by Pius IV. and Clement VIII.
The council of Trent desires that no Bible
shall _be held or read except by priests, that
no Bible shall be sold without a license, except on the pains and penalties of that moral
sin that is neither to be forgiven in this world
or the next.- .Father Paul Sarpe's History of
the Council.
We hav been truly shocked at this most
crafty device (Bible societies) by which the
very foundations of religion are undermined.
We ha v deliberated upon the measures proper
to be adopted by our pmitifical authority in
order to remedy and abolish this pestilence as
far as possible, this defilement of faith so imminently dangerous to souls. It becomes a
special duty that you, first of all, expose this
nefarious scheme. It is evident from experience that the holy scriptures when circulated
in the vulgar tongue, hav, through the temerity of men, produced more harm than benefit.
Warn the people intrusted to your care that
they fall not into the snares prepared for their
everlasting ruin.-Pope Pius Y I I. in 1816.

In the story of the Immanuel it is related
that the master rebuked the false pride and
selfish ambition of his disciples by washing
their feet, and to further impress them with
the democratic idea, he ordered them to wash
one another's feet. If such a course would
hav the desired effect it were well if the practice had been continued to this day, but
doubtless, like other pious ordinances, it
would as often as otherwise be but a form of
service evading the purpose.
·The writer is led to these remarks by noticing the disrespect tauntingly offered by
young sons of rest to a physician not without repute as a care-taker of troublesome
feet, this idea being that as he has condescended to be only a corn-doctor,' he is therefore entitled to contempt and maltreatment.
Handsome is that handsome does, and he
should be in honor who wholesome makes
the foot. He best deserves who best serves.·
Whether a man be a hod-carrier or a lawyer,
a scavenger or a preacher, a wood-sawer or a
saw-bones, a tooth-carpenter or a corn-cutter,
it matters not as to his respectability; the
only questions should be, does he do his
work well? does he behave himself as a good
citizen? The smallest performance is more
worthy than the largest pretension, and in
Canada.
the shoes of even a corn-doctor may walk
[The following· telegram to the New York
more nobility than strides under the tallest
from Toronto, was evidently wtitten by a
college president's hat. Why is the dentist Heraia,
partisan of the Jesuits, but it is valuable as giving
one of the elite, and the chiropodist put un- one side of the question at issue :]
der feet? Those who hoot and stone the
ToRONTo, June 29th.-It is urged in Ontario
corn-curer to-day may hail him six months that power given the pope by the Jesuits'
hence to cure their corns. Even so
Estate act, as passed by the Quebec legisTimes go by turns and c!.anoes change by course, lature, threatens the supremacy of the queen,
From foul to fair, from better hap to worse.
and all loyal Canadians are urged to rise in
WORK FOR FRRETinNII:ERS.
We should hav Freethonght colleges and Secu- defense of the integrity and continuance of
lar mission.s, and even isolated Freethinkers British institutions in this country.
might do better than" drift with the litream."
In case of war, owing to the superior drill
They might let their childre!l pass their Sundays
in the freedom of the forests and mountains to of the church forces, they would get first,
worship the God of nature in his own temple.- and not unlikely second, and even third blood;
Prof. Feltx L. Oswale%.
·
but finally, did the agitation continue, the
I cut the above from a recent Investigator. numerical superiority of the Protestant secYes, there is work for Freethinkers when tion must overtop their opponents and giv

them a majority in the house of commons.
What would then occur is apparent. After
a bitter, vindictiv, possibly not bloodless,
campaign, lasti:pg with increasing hate and
growing malice through many years-a relig.
ious civil war that would divide neighborhoods and families:..... it is hardly to be expected
that the struggle-stained majority would be
superbly calm or morbidly considerate. If
these should hav in them ~ny of the spirit of
their ancestors, they -would strip the Roman
Catholic church of its ancient privileges and
immunities with hasty hands, and the times
w-ould be gracious indeed if they should go
no further or not meddle with the bulwarks
of French nationality.
_
The course of the Catholic minority is
equally plain. If rebellion meant bloody
war in thename of the mother church and
New France they would rebel. But rebellion
would .simply mean negotiations at Washington and the substitution of the stars and
stripes for the union jack. It is true they
might be compelled to giv up some of the
privili~ges granted by the treaty of Paris, but
it would be a choice between sacrificing a
portion in an alliance with a friendly people
or having the whole wrenched from their
fingers by a victorious majority, with who~p.
they had been in long, bitter confi.ict. And
who is there that knows anything of cisAtlantic politics, its close counts and its
shady bargainings, but believes that the
Catholic hierarchy could speedily buy back
these lost privileges in exchange for a state
vote ? And who is there that is more familiar
with the political market than the Homan
Catholic hierarchy itself?
It may be and will be objected that this is
a purely Canadian view of the matter, and
that the United States is not so exceedingly
ready to receive Canada into its family circle.
That I will not dispute, but would like to
intimate that some of us fancy that an American government would not callously refuse
to· shelter a distressed Catholic province from
British tyranny, especially were it to leak
out that their Irish Catholic fellow-citizens
would look upon it as a meritorious action.
In the mean time the Mail and Globe, the
two largest Toronto dailies, are persistently
calling for disallowance, mass-meetings are
being held Vl'it!I frequency, and there is a
decided smell of burning heath in the air.

Ullristian an<l Mol•amliledan Civilization.
F1·om the Lonrton l<m·tnig/itl/1 Re!Jiew.

The gin trade is associated in the minds of
the African nativs with the Christian, as the
slave trade is in ours with the Mohammedan.
It is that which, under our wise British rule,
soonest raises a brisk trade and is most profitable to the trader. British rule is, indeed,
largely supported by it. The warehouses
along the coast are filled with it, the very air
seems to reek with the vile stuff, and every
hut is redolent wit!I its poisonous fumes. If
you go outside such towns as Sierra Leone,
which form tiny conservatories of civilized
growths artificially kept alive, you will not
see the slightest evidence that the nativs hav
been influenced for good by such trading relations as we permit our merchants to hav
with them.
Quite the opposit, in fact.
Thanks to our system of administration, our
delicacy in dealing with the rights and liberties of our "black brethren," and our drastic
discouragement of legitimate trade, the country is sinking to moral .and. physical perdition. The resources of the country remain
undeveloped, and the land is uncultivated.
Sunk in brutality and vice, wit!Iout their
parallel iii the interior, the people will not
work beyond what is necessary to supply
themselvs with the wherewithal to satisfy
their cravings for drink. Before this allconquering appetite, the only one fostered on
the coast, they hav sunk deeper and deeper
into tlie slough of their natural and acquired
depravity. Our West African settlements,
instead of being bright jewels in the imperial
crown of Great Britain, are at this day standing monuments to our disgrace. Our government has done all it could-unwittingly,
it must, of course, be admitted-to suppress
all habits of industry. It has made sure that
no healthy tastes, no varied wants, should be
aroused. The result is now seen in the fact
that our two centuries of intercourse with
the West Coast negro hav transformed him
into the most villainous, vicious, and despicable being in the whole of Africa. I speak
but the plain truth when I say that, if the
map of Africa was tinted according to the
moral and physical status of its various peoples, it would show an ever-increasing depth
of color as the coast settlements were neared
-the result of the slave trade in the last
century and the gin traffic and other causes

traceable to our Downing-street policy in the
present.
·

Rome Has Captured Massachusetts.
From the Arnei'·ican, Mm·lboi·o, Mass.

In May we published a statement in the
American that Rome had captured sixty.eight
cities and large towns of Massachusetts, virtually giving her the control of this old Protestant commonwealth.
Recently a friend has written us to know
what was our authority for the statement that
the control of the government of sixty-eight
of our Massachusetts towns had passed out of
American hands.
We hav not the exact statistics ~eadily at
hand. The first public utterance was made
in a boastful and threatening way by the Roman lawyer who engineered the parochial
school schemes in the legislativ hearings.
We verified the truth of this statement to
our own satisfaction in three ways :
1. By a careful examination of the statistics
of illiteracy as published in the state census
reports.
2. By examination of the names of the
school committees and l'JUblic school teachers
as recorded in the state board of education
books.
3. By personal inquiries throughout the
state.
Our own belief is that for all practical purposes Rome has now permanent control of
the state. Perhaps a few thousand citizens,
who are nominally Protestants, hold the balance of power between the Catholics and
Protestants. But tht>se weak-kneed neutrals,
while nominally Protestants, can safely be
counted on the Roman side, because thEW
never protest and always stand ready to
obey the behests of Roman bosses.
Rome instructs her adherents that no penal
law needs to be obeyed, only canon laws ate
binding upon them. On all our juries there
are enough Romanists to always protect Rum
and Roman interests. Both political parties
fear the solidity of priestly infi.uence, and
very few individual Christians hav moral and
financial strength enough to show any backbone in the presence of a most malicious and
cruel boycott. The Republican leaders are
appalled by this solid and secret organization
of Jesuitism that bids fair soon to throw the
state out of their control permanently.
A. Book Notice.
From the Banner of Light.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY; or, The Rationale of
the Bible, Wherein it is Shown that the
Holy Scriptures Treat of Natural Phenomena Only. By Milton Wooley, M.D. Illustrated, 8vo, cloth, pp. 613. $3. New York:
The Truth Seeker Co. ·
Many years ago the author, though having
passed his sixtieth year, began a study of the
Hebrew language in order to obtain access to
the treasure which he realized was hidden
wit},lin the scripture. His effort was in his
own view so successful that he thought it susceptible of demonstration, and this .he set
himself at the laboriol'ls task of doing, the
result of which he places before the public in
this volume. He adopts the zodiacal theory,
to understand .which, he says, a profound
knowledge of astronomy is not necessary,
simply such as may be acquired from a common elementary treatis. As an aid to an
understanding of the book there is affixed to it
a picture of the zodiac, with an index and
globe. He claims that the system he employs
unravels each and all of the most difficult
problems of the Old Testament, irrespectiv of
the intricacy in which they may appear to be
involved. The story of the creation given in
Genesis he considers a myth, in which is to
be found the sum and substance of the whole
Bible; every subsequent myth, be its ·name
what it may, being but a modification of
this ; that though they may seem to differ
widely, a careful analysis proves them to be
essentially one-a description of the phenomena of the year, or some part thereof.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson·:
MODEBN IMITATION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Earth and. his Communism.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
An thor of "A Protest and a Plea,'' in Oraer of
Creation.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

- 75 Cents.

l8r This book was suppressed by the first American publislter ·..JEll
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The Humboldt .llbrarJ of Science.
In this s<ries are w•ll rE>pTesented the writings of
DOAli.WU<o· SPENOERo HUXLEY, TYNDALL, PROCTOR,
LIFJ!'ORD autl. otb.er le»ders of thoueht m our.
time, at 50 to 75 per oent. !ower tllan usual prices.
We have the LibrarY bound in Oomplete Sets, as
follows:
OLD STYLE.-In this style the volumes average
640 pages svo, and are arranged thus :
Vol
I
Nos. 1-12.,Vol. VI.
Nos. 60-70.
"' n'
" 13-24 " VII.
"
71-80.
" nr:
" 2o-86. " VITI.
" 81-91.
"
JV,
" 87 48. "
IX.
" 9'-103,
"
V.
" 49-59.
"
X.
" 104-111.
Olotb, plain edgel, $2 vol. (Separatelv or in sets.)
Hal! aeal, marble edges, $2,7i vol. (In sets onll/.)
NEw STYLE.-Nos. 1 to 111 inclusivA, are bound in
t3 vola., averaging 492 pages each, Bvo, thus:
Oloth, extra, red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22.75 per set.
Half seal, plain edges, 2. 25
"
29 25 "
Half seal, marble edges, 2 50
"
~2.M
"
HlfMor •• marble ed~>res, 2.75
"
33 75 "
In sets onlU.
All of the following are octavo, cloth:
WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY.
Man's Place in Nature. Numerous ill.; &
The Origin of :Species. 2 books in 1 vol. .75
Th!1Physical1Jasis of Li le & other Essays.
Lectm·es on Evolntion. Illustrated.
2 books in 1 vol. ,
.
•
.
. ,75
Animal Automatism, and other E~says.
Technical Education, and other Essays.
.75
2 books in 1 vol.
WORKS BY OH\RL'EB D I.ItWIN'.
Origin of S)Jecies lJ y Means or Nat ural .
Selection; or, tlle Preservation of
Favored Races iu tfle Struggle for Life.
New ediuon from the latest En,;r. editwn,
wHI\ Jtdditiona 1<ud correction~.
,
1.25
Descent or Man, and Selection in Rela.
tion to flex W1th illu~!,rations. New edition revi•A<i "nd auj!'n><tn'ed.
,
.
l.W
Formation of Vegetabl~ Mold 'l'hrough
the Action of Worm~, with ObservationH on tlleirHa.bits. With illustrations •. 75

maries D9rwiu: His Life and Work.
.75
By Gra11t Allen.
SELEOT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN.
The Evolutionist at Large;
Vignettes ft·om Nature; and
Force and Energy: A Theory of Dynamics. 3 books in 1 vol.
1.00
WATER, ELEOTRIOHY, AND LIGHT. BY
PROFESSOR TYNDALL.
Forms of Water in Clouds and :ninrs,
- Io" a.n<l Gl'l.oiers 19 illust.rations,
Lesson~ in Electl·icity. 60 illustrations.
Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated.
1.00
3 books in 1 vol ••
WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER.
,60
The Data of Ethics.
•
•
.
l tlucation: Intellectual, Moral, andPhyswa.l; aod

Progress: Its Law and Cause. With
or.nRr Di,qnisition•. 2 books in 1 vol.
.75
"he Genesis of Science.
l'he Factors of Organic Evolution.
2 books iu 1 vol.
. 75
EtELEOT WORKS OF RIOHA.RD A. PROCTOR,
F.R.A..S.
J.ight Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays.
:ftli~cellaneous Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscellaneous Essa.ys.
6 books in 1 vol. •
• 1.50
BELEOT WORK3 OF WM. KINGDON OLIFFORD, F.R.A.~.
Seeing and 'l'hinking.
'l'lie Scientific· .Basis of Morals, and
nt.hA,. Jt~~fJH.'\""~.

Conditions of Mental Develollment, and
ot h o1• RPAR T'P.

'fhe Unseen Universe, and the Philosoph~ of tbA Pnre SoiAnoep.
Cosmic F.motion: Also the Teachings
of Science.
5 books in 1 vol.
• 1.25
BELEOT WORKS OF EDW. OLODD, F.R.A.S.
'l'he Childhootl of Religion.
The Birth and Growth of Myth,
~'he Childhood of the Worltl.
. 1.00
8 books in 1 vol.
,
SELECT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT,
Translatect (rom tlle F ren111 b!l J. FitzrJerald., Jl.A.
The Diseases of ltlemory.
'l'he Diseases of the
The Diseases of Personality.
1.00
3 book~ in 1 vol.
THE MILKY WAY.
The Wondei·s of tlte Heavens. 32 illus.
By O'tmillH F1ammarion.
The Romance of Astronomy. By R.
K".liey Miller, III A.
The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena,
its Oondition. By Nathan T. Oar1, LL.D.
3 books in 1 vol.
•
• 1.00
POLITICAL SCIENCE.
Physics and Politics. An application
of the principles of Natural tloienoe to
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot,
Ruthor of "The 'En~r. Oon•t.Hnt.ion," and
History oC the Science of Politics. By
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol;
. ,75
THE LAND QUESTION.
The History of landholding in Eng·
lantl. By Joseph Fisher,F.H. H.S.;and
Historical Sketch of the 1J istribution
of Lantl in Engla11tl. By William
75
Lloyd llirbeck, M.A.. 2 books in 1 vol.
·
MISCELt.ANEOUS.
The Mystery of Matter, and The Philos- .
ophY "f leno••.noe ; an<l
Tlte Essential Nature of Religion. By
J, •\llansou Picton. 2 books in 1 vol.
, .75
Science and Crime; and
Science and Poetry,. with other Essays.
Bv Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
,75
2 books in 1 vol.
•
.
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[Conttnuect tn next column.]

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY (Conttnuea).
Current Discussions in Science ; and
Scientific .Asllect of Some Familiar
'l'hings. By W. M. Williams, F.C.B.
2 books in 1 vo), ,
,
.
,
.
, ,711
The Hlack Death. An Account of the
Great PAsti!AUOA of·the 14th o~ntury; and
The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages.
By- J. F. C~ l'IeckPr. MD. 2 books in 1 vol. ,75
The Naturalist on the River Amazon.
A Record of Adv~nture~, Habits of
Animals, Sketches of Brazilian and Indian
Life and Aspects of Nature Under the
Equator, during Eleven Years of Travel,
by Henry Walter Bates. F.L.S., Aasis. Sec.
to the Royal Geographical SocietY of
England.
.
.
.
.
.
.
• .711
The Rise an dEarly Constitution ofUni·
versities, with a Survey of Medieval
Education. By S. S. Laurie. LL.D.,
l'rofessor of the Institutes and History· f
Eduoatinn in thA UniversitY of Edinburl!'h. .75
The Religions of the Ancient World,
inclndmg EgYI!.t 1 AssYria and BabYlonia,
Persia; India, Phwnicia, Etruria, Greece,
Rome. BY George Rawlinson. M.A.,
Oamden ·Professor of Ancient History,
Oxford 11nd Oanon of Canterbury, author of"The Origin of Nations," "The
Five Great Monarchies," etc.
• •
• .•75
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and the History of Religion. By
:~'ritz SchuJt.ze.
Translated from the
German hv J. Fitzgtmtld, M A.
. . • .75
Money and tlte Mechanism of Exchange.
By w. Bla.nley Jevons, M.A.,Ji'.R.S., Professor of LQgic and Political Economy in
th~ Owens OellP!I'e. Mar chester.
,
, .75
On tlte Study of W(U'ds. By Richard
Ollenevix 1'renoh, D.D., Archbishop of
Dublin.
.
.
• ,
,
,
• , .75
The.IJawn of History: An Introduction
to Pre-Historic Study. Edited by 0.
F. Ke<trv, :M. o\., of the British Museum.
.75
Geological Sketches at Home and
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., •
F. R.S , DirPctor-General of the Geological
Rurveya of Great Britai• and Ireland. • .711
Illusions: A Psychological Study. By
James Sully, Author of "Seneat10n and
Intuition,"" p.,~~imism," etc.
•
. • .75
Tlte Pleasitres of Life. (Parts I. and II. J
Bv Sir Jobu Lu,bl-toPlr, B•rt. 2 parts in 1. .75
English Past and Present. (Parts I.
~tnd Jl,) By Richard Ohenevix Trench.
2 n~trfs in 1,· Oomplete.
• •
•
.
:75
The Story of Ci:eation. .A P.lain Account
of Evofution. BY Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S.
75
Over BJ lllus.
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Girard College· .Theology.
AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smamiticent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
churches and Young Men's
Ohristian Association.
By RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price St.
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NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB 1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signiftcance ·of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, e1.00.

Tile Forum.
Ohicago Secular Union meets every Bnnday
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madisor &treAt
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abro,ad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal

Lea~ue

2:)'7

meets every SundaY in lnduiitrial Hall, Broad and.
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'ruth
SeekerpublicationsalwaYs on hand at cheap rates

The Secular Society

of

Kent, 0.,.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at2.
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human,
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

The lV.Iianhattan Liberal Club,N.Y.
Meets every Friday evenin2', at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street.· Lectures and discussions. The publiccordiallyinvited.

Akron,

o., Freethou;;ht

Union.

The Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Oramer's Block.
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Tile Minneapolis Secular Union

For sale at this office.

!;UNDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
1\finn. J, F. MACOMBER, Pres.; CJJAS. LoWND,Sec
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For the benefit of our readElizur Wri;;ht Secular Union
era who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder, Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sun
made for the purpose, and days of each month at Independent Church, at
with the heading of TilE 10 30 A•.M •. Free discussion on all Liberal subject~
TRUTH BEEKER printed in Suh~crJptwns to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investi
R. G.t;MITH, Oor. Sec.
g_old letters on the outside. (Jatar are solicited.
This binder allows the openingot the papers perfectly Jlat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the Jlle without disturbing the
other parts.
·
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
Bent by mail.._postll_ai«!J for 11.
In nrder to giv my Liberal friends throughout
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the United Stal·es an opportunity to examin, test
tf
. 28 LafaYette PI., New York.
and cmp:pare my goods and prices with those or
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi€ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract thst
8AKYA BUDDHA.
cash in full will be refunded any time within on&
ye&! from !late of purchasing if goods are not
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ-ofhis Life and entirely
satisfactory. No other dealer will do it
None will sell as cheap. CarrYing a largli stock.
'l'eachings.
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of on smallest possible expense, yon will positivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
Virtue."
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Pms, Rings, ]fardrops, Studs, Hair Orna
BY.E. D. ROOT.
menta, Pendants, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this f200, for $140; do., \IOrth U50, for $110; do., worth
$100, for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., wort.h
work.-Prof. J. 111. Peebles.
for $4; ; do., wbrt h $40, for $80 ; do., worth $30.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist $60, $22;
do , worth $20, for $15. You can wear these
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"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritcent. If iu the mPan t1me you are not sati&fied
ualist
papers
&nd
lecturers
hav
spoken
highly
of
Ten Cents Each.
that the goods a1e better and cbeaQer than sold
the book.
el•ewhere return and get your caph in full.
·1. HERBERT SPENOER: His life, WTiting&, and
Extra Oloih, 175 pp,, St.
Seleotiona sent to responsible parties on ap
philowPhy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
proval; to any banking·houae or O.O.D., privilege
THOMPSON.
of
examination.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
2. OHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and influence. By Rev. JOHN W. CJJADWIOK.
'l'.te "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
3. SOLA.R AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
sixteen jewels, tinel:v adjusted to heat and cold
~ow suns and worlds come into being. BY
patent regulator, Breqnet hair-sPring, beantifn
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
double-paneled dial. and all modern improve
4. EVOLUTION OF THl'l EARTH~ The stocy of
mAnfe
Perfect, and nn watch will compete with
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law it I In silvArine
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
case, $19; in fonr.ounce coin •il
regulatinll' human conduct on the Sabbath is ver case, $23.W; five-ounce,
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
$25; RiX· ounce, $27. [ 11
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
open face, l>eFt tilled gold case, $27; hunting, $!{3;
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order The False Teaching of the Chris- rlo., Loui• XIV., $35, In fourteen ca1·at solid go(d
to $150. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded.
of zoological evolution. By Dr, RossiTER
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine $50
not satisfactory,
RAYMOND
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Articles of the Ohristian church are thirty7. THE DESOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiqDine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
Established 1857.
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. OOPE,
8. EVOLt;TION OF MIND: Its nature and de- The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
ve\<'nmeut. By Dr. ROBERT G. EooLES.
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop9. EVOLUTION OF SOOIETY. BYJAMESA.SKILpers, or trying to induce the Deity to underTON.
_
take a· crusade of one against the Oolorado
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
beetle 111 Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between th0
SAMPSON.
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthmr
l'ollowers
of
Jesus.
Price,
10
cents.
B.
Moss. The best conducted debate of moden.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
teo pp., 25 ots. The Mirror of Free
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
Spiritualism: Is Ita Faith or a Fact 1 times.
thought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism
Price, 5 cents.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents. cts.
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 cts
Bible
Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Mose
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. vs. Darwin.
5 eta. SocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus
OB
5
cts.
ChristianitY a Degraaing Religion. 5 ots
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents. Fictitious
Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 otsd.
DANCER AHEAD.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno an
The Public Schools and the Catholic Spinoza.
5 eta. The Bible God and His Favoritil
Church. Price, 5 cents.
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
~~~s.H~~~re:s~n~ 0t~e J~Js.B~~fs~nBe~f;J!~~~
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
J.
D.
SHAW'S
PAMPHLETS.
this Republi?·
Animals. 5 ots.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt
The Bible-What Is IH A pam- E.O.• Lonjon. EnJl,
By A. J. GROVER.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
Price, paper, 215 cents.
ANTSCHRIST.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Ohris
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Studies In Theolo;;y. A clear exposicrucified onder Pontius Pilate, but that the
tion of the biblical story of man's creation real Jesus, the illegitimate wn of Mary by Jo•eph
and curse, theologically denominated "the Pandera, was stoned anrl hanged for sorcery about
fall." Price, 10 cents.
75 years B.c.· O!oth, 446 page~, with full Index
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a Price, $1.50. ·Former price, $2.00. For sale at thi
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgenegativ and affirmativ standpoint, showing office.
hammer Logic unsurpassed." Bvo, 883pp.,
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
silk cloth, $3.
tf

DSAMONOS.

The Modern Science hsayist.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS'

ROMAN ISM,

P

Col. Kelso's Works.

UniverseAnalyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence af the Bible Deity,
and an examination in verse of the charges
generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
:wmo, 4te!i!P·, $1.50.

Essence of Religion

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

'

By L. FEUERBACH.

Spirituausm Sustained. This work

Translated from the German. Oloth,12mo, 75pp,;
50 cts.
goes not EO far to sustain Spiritualism as to
sbow that Christians are inconsistent in denyThe truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore iming the alleged truths of that philosophy.
moral.-Bxtt'aot.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo.

LOOKING BA.CKW.A.RD
By Edward Bellamy,

Argument by R. G.
IN

In~;£r.soll

THE

TRiAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

Steel enl!'ravin~es of this cel&brated naturalist.
2xta inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
·
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
g,ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age,

Author of ''Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
FOR
ANTI PROHIBITION.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
"BLASPHEMY,"
PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
frae to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
The number of heads under which yon hav
and inapiration.-fNew York Tribune.
At
Morristown.
New
Jersey.
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel- Stenoaraplltcalltl reportect. and. revised. bV the au- the concise manner in which each pomt is dis·
tiahness.-[Boston Post.
cussed, ehould be highl:y commended..Therefore
thor.
A Bnl!'gestion of a reallY practicable and feasiI take ll;·eat pleasure m recommending" Anti·
ble somal state greatlr in advance of the present. Handsome Bvo, 86 pp .. beautiful type, fine paper. ProhibitiOn "to the consideration of every person
Price, cloth, 50 centH: paper, 25 cents, or
The romantic narrativ is rich in itl forecast of
who
is interested, not only in the cause of temper$2 per dozen.
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
ance. but in the principles of self-government.12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
J.J.McOabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 LafaYeUe Pl •• New York.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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GENERaL BowMaN says irrigation will
double the population of every Western state
and territory in ten years.
Trrx Reichstag, or parliament, about to assemble in Germany will find its time nearly
all required to attend to the labor strikes.

"*:~y;e;:,s ~keptigs, In~ov~o~~~Foun~~~~ ~~ '
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the present. svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $8;
leather, $4; mor,, g. e.,$4.50,

BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

Vol. I. Give a Full Account of all the Gods, ineluding Jehova.b, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and t.be Bible.
Svo, 835pp, Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the ReliJdous System2 of the World.
svo,957pp, Oloth,$3pervol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7 ; roorocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

FLoRRNOE, Wis., had
an earthquake shock on
the 7th.
CoNGRESSMAN SAMUEL
S. Cox, "Sunset Cox,"
is dead.
AT Golden, Col., on
the 9th, ten miners were
drowned.
THE town of Tlavcolula, Mex., has been destroyed by fioods.

BuT the triumph of the Ecientific method is, as
-:vet, far from complete; and not until a soionoe of
morals ia as definitly recognized as a science of
eclipses, or of any phenomenon whatever, oan the
era of science be said to hav more than begun.
When she shall hav mastered the principles of
morale, as she already has the principles of
physics, and when the science of morals, thus form.
ulated, shall hav become
an appliea science, then
real progress in morals will
be assured, and will be as
much more rapid than it
haa hitherto been, as the
advance in physical science
in these modern times has
surpassed the slow growth
of the pre-soi~ntifio era.Prof. F'mnaes Emtly Wl>.tte.
SciENCE is the available
providence of life, When
we can foresee ·what will
happen under given ciTcumstances, wa can provide
against. it. All hunum af.
fairs are a process, Hnrl he
alone who acts upon this
knowlc-dg~ can hope to con.
trol re•ultP, It is cleal' that
the only help available by
man, the sole dependence
upon which he can calonlate, is BCilmce.-Geo,·ae Ja.

AT Johnstown bodies
continue to be found at
the rate of two a day.
THE women of the
coming state of Washington will try to .vote.

cob HoltJoalce •

.JonNL. 8ULLIVANWants
to run for Congress from
his Boston election district.

b we compare the different n -lions of Europe, we
find that tho richest are
also the most peaceful, the
most hum•ne, and the most

CrraUNOEY DEPEW says
there are 750.000 voters
railway hands in the
Union.
THE national Greenback party held a small
convention at Cincinnati
on the 13th.
THE London strike was
won by the men, but they
bav gone out again at
employment of the nonunion men.

lH~,ppy.-Suclcle's Hi8I01'Y Of

Ctvll"izalton.

MISERADLE falla.cy, that
high morality and refined
sentiment can grow out of
harsh social relatiom, ignorance, and want.-Geo!'ae
Eliot.

THE HOSPITALITY 0 F J AE L.
Then Jael, Heber's wife, took a nail of the tent, and took a hammer in her hand, and went softly unto him, and smote.
the nail into his temples, and fastened it into the ground; (for he was fast asleep, and weary_:) so he died.-Judges iv, 21.

THE Rev. Mr. Smith,
of Clayton, Ind., on the
13th assaulted Mr. Jones, a druggist, whereupon Jones cut him fatally.
·

PRESIDENT HaRRISON bas dismissed Pension
Commissioner Tanner.
NEw Y OJlK woman suffragists will hold a
state convention at Saratoga October 2d and
3d.
TER parks, alleys, and streets of Christian
London are crowded nightly with the homeJess.
THE Guthrie, Ok., city council has granted
a franchise to run a lottery similar to the
Louisiana, for twenty years.
ON the Russian frontier an earthquake was
experienced on the 27th ult., and in the village of Rhenzorik 129 persons were buried
alive.
TEE race war is extending to Illinois. A
man at Dexter, Ill., has been warned by
armed regulators to exchange his black for
-w bite bel p.
A MAN newly risen to eminence is John
Burns, the Socialist leader who headed the
London strike and restrained the hungry
men from violence.
M. TEEVENET, minister of justice, has sent
a circular to the bishops of France reminding
them that the clergy are prohibited by law
from taking part in the elections.
THE British bark Onaway, which sailed
from Philadelphia June 5th for Bilboa, with
a crew of fifteen men and 124,234 gallons of
crude petroleum, has been given up as lost.
CHARLES A. DaNA, editor of the New York
Sun, who first conceived the idea of holding

a World's Fair in America in 1892, bas been
chosen president of the New York's World's
Fair committee.
THE Niagara whirlpool rapids, in passing
which Webb was killed, and Graham required
a barrel for safety, were passed on the 15th
by a drunken scapegrace named Campbell in
.a cork life-preserver merely.
DBroaoo papers are publishing revelations
to the effect that the police inspectors Bonfield" and Schaack planned the Anarchist
tragedy of 1886 to put out of mind the ro,gueries committed by Bonfield in 1885.
PREMIER CRISP! of Italy was recently as.·saulted in the street and cut in the face with
a stone by one Caporelli, who said he was
provoked by seeing Crispi looking happy
while he himself was unhappy. He was
.found to be insane.

TFurH alone can benefit a
nation.-Combe,
ALL troth is safe, and
nothing elte is sale, and he
who keeps back the truth,
m· withholds it from men
from motivs of. expediency,
is eithH a coward or a
m·iminal, or both.-!<'. Max
.llluZlel' in Science of Religion,

e/tlds aqd finds.

boy, you never attended a church fair, where
they Exchange a two or three inch cotton tidy
that nobody wants, for fifty cents."-Wasl!ington
Capital.

WHAT is the language of experience as to these
attempts, what their unvarying history 7 Look
at them from the woi'ld's beginning to the present
time: rou see the same vicious circle ever fulfilled; you find everywhere an invasion of rights.
The establishment of a specific form of religion
oannot be found, in any one instance, in harmony
with an entire equality of civil rights, that equality which members of human society hav a right
to clr.im from the government under which they
liv. A prie~thood bas almost always been the
enemY of public liberty, Philosophical historians
trace the connection between d)fferent form~ of
religion and government, discriminating them by
this very circumstance, and showing, either that
in proportion as governments grow despotic, there
are modes of religion on which they look with
peculiar favor, or else that there are modes of
religion which tend to make governments more
despotic than they would otherwise become. The
world's peaoe-what has broken it like established
religion 7 What has made enemies of those that
belon.g to the same household and should hav
been brethren 7- W. J, Fox.

THE way of the transgressor is to shin over into
DOXOLOGY.
Canada.
Praise God from whom all cyclones blow l
Praise him when rivers overflow;
"OHILDREN obay your parents." Pious·mother:
Praise him who whirls the churches down,
"Go to the· door, child, and say I am not in."
And sinks the boats their crews to drown.
THE earth is the Lord's, but the streets belong
-Melbou!'ne Libe1'alo1'.
to the street railway companies.-CleveZanct Lette1'.
FATHER:
"William,
you
are running up enor.THE more yo~n keepheltontof the people the
easier the people are kept out of bell.-TI>.e south- mone debts around town. You must remember
your uncle is not dead yet." His uncle's heir:
e!-n Sta1'.
"Yes, but he has discharged his doctors and is
BMALL girl (at the close of her first Sunday- now undergoing treatment by a. Christian scienschool): "I fink yon ought to div my money back, tist."
•oause I don't yike dis matinee."
REV, DR. P:aiM: "Do you preach extempore,
SMALL boy: "Papa, has plums got legs 7" Papa: Brother Yallerby,or do you take notes 7" Brother
"No, you s;lly boy. Why?" Small boy: "Then Yallerby (from the South): "Well, sah, thar was
blessed if I havn't swallowed a beetle."
once a time I took notes; bnt I•ve found it safest,
THEBE must hav been awfully slow cash boys in down in my deestrick, to insist on habind de cash
the days of Job, for he says: "All the days of my down."
appointed time will I wait till my change comes."
PARSON HUMPHREYS (who has just knocked down
IF we consider the canon law politically, and
IN his discourse on evolution Darwin never one of his lambs on the way to church) : "Didn' I
de~cribed the transition of the worm of the still done tole yo, Ezekiel Ward, nex' time yo interrup' view it either as a system framed on purpose to
to the seven-headed boa·constriotor.-Washin"lon me when l's preachin• I'd beef yo 7" Ezekiel assist the clergy in usurping Powers and jurisdic·
Capital.
Ward: "At's right, parson; so Yo "did; but yo tion no less repugnant to the nature of their funcknow Jonah never swaller dat whale mor'n did yo tions, than inconsistent with the order of governA CLERGYMAN, as a. rule, doesn't frel compli- or I." Parson Humphreys : "Don' effect matter ment, or aa the chief instrument in establishing
mented when he sees it stated in a paper that partickle what he did or didn't. It's my reptation the dominion of the popes, which shook the
there is always a great awakening at the oloee of as· preacher in this hear neighborhood. I don't throne and endangered the liberties of every
his sermon.
kingdom in Europe, we must pronounce it one of
'tend haver pulled down!"
the moBt formidable engins ever formed against
THE dying barber's hands were orosaed,
A FRENOHMAN, residing in this city, ie almost the happiness of civil soJiety .-Robel'tson•s V·lew
He moved his lips in prayer,
discouraged in his attempts to learn the English of the State or Eu!'ope.
And muttered as be lay and tossed,
language. He made progress with difficulty, until
"There'll be no parting there !"
THERE is a doubt if the total destruction of all
an insident occurred the other day which has
ANXIOUS INQUIREB.-No; a sewer. trap is not a filled him with de~pair of ever reaching perfec- cities of the civilized world could hav struck a
trap to catch sewers. In Chicago its use is to act tion. Some of his friends were going away, and, more cruel blow to science than the dogma of salas a receptacle for the people removed by the wishing to express his hearty wish for their safe vation by faith and abstinence from tho pur suit
journey, he exclaimed earnestly, " May God pickle of free inquiry. The ethics of the world-renounc·
Olan-na-Gael.-Pittsbu!'qh Chronicle.
ing fanatic condemned the love of secular knowlA NEvADA miner who accidentally slid two thou- you ]" Imagin his consternation at the explana· edge as they condemned the love of health and
sand feet down the side of a moun ta.in he was tion that he had used the unfortunate word the pursuit of physical prosperity, and the chilprospecting, shot a· book agent the ot.her day who "pickle" for the proper term "preserve."
dren of the next fifty generationa were systematicwanted to sell him "The Descent of Man."
A SuNDAY· SCHOOL teacher, it ia said, the other ally trained to despise the highest attnbute of the
MAllY had a. little Iamb,
day conceived a very nice way of teaching the human spirit. Spiritual poverty became a test of
She has him now no longer,children the application of scripture texts. She moral worth ; philusophers and free inquirers
For they made him into e-lix-ir
told. them to repeat an appropriate verse of the were banished, while mental castrates were fat·
To make her grandpa stronger.
Bible when tbeydroppedtheirpenniesintothecon- tened at the expense of toiling rustics a,nd me-Te1'1'e Haute EXIJJ'BBS,
tribution box. The first boy accordingly dropped ohanics ; science was dreaded as an ally of
IN the August number of the PoJJula1' Sc!ence ·in a cent, saying, "The Lord loveth a cheerful skepticism ,if not of the arch. fiend in person; the
Monthly, Dr. F. L. Oswald complains of "The giver." The next dropped in another cent and mspicion of sorcery attached to the cultivation of
Wastes of Modern Civilization." We thought said : ''He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the almost any· intellectual pursuit, and the emperor
they bad been reduced to a minimum long ago,- Lord." Then came the third and Youngest boy, Justinian actually pas~ed a law for the" suppreewho. in ·contributing his mite said, "A fool and sion of mathematicians." When the tyranny of
Puclc •
his money are soon parted."
the church reached the zenith of its power,
SIGN OF SUPERIORITY,
SPEAKING of typographical errors, we do not re- natural science ·became almost a tradition of the
"Jones is a very remarkable man," Said Keene.
member seeing a more horrible specimen of this past. The Pedants of the convent schools divided
"In what way 7" asked Bigbee.
"He stood at a. crossing while a loaded straw class of blunders than one which appeared in a their time between the forgery of miracle legends
Massachusetts paper not long ago, At the close and the elaboration of insane dogmas. The most
wagon went by, and did not pull a single stalk."
of an extended and highly eulogistic obituary extravagant absurdities were propagated under
STBANGEB (stopping over Sunday in Kansas notice of a deceased lawyer, the reporter desired the name of historical records; medleys of nursOity): "Sir, can you .direct me to the ball to say that" the body was taken to Hull for inter- ery tales and ghost stories which the poorest
grou.n~s 7" Resid~nt: "~ert'nl~•. There's Dr. ment, where repo~e the remams of other members vil_Jage sch_vol-t~acher of pagan Rom~ would hav
Daw1tt .~ congregatiOn commg ont, JUSt follow the of the family," By mistake a letter e was sub. reJected with disgust were gravely discussed by
crowd.
stltnted for the u in Hull, changing the sense so-oall•d scholars.-.PJ'of•.Fel"ix L. o~walt:t ·tn .the
"HAV you ever heard this adage, 'Fair ex-1 of the sentence to such a degree that no extra Bi1Jle of Natu!'e.
.
change is no robbery?'" asked Elliok of De Cloot. copies of that issue of the paper were ordered by
ANY God that would damn one of his children
::Yes." "Well, it's <;>f no account whatever, is it?" ' the family of the dead lawyer.-Bul·linqlon Free 1 for the expression of his honest thought wouldn't
I always thought 1t was pretty good." "Ah, my P!'ess.
make a decent thief,-lnqersoll.
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WHAT CHRISTIAN

Jilotes and flippings.
THE trouble with the faith cure is that it is
too much faith and too little cure.- World.
PRoF&ssoB HuxLEY will hav published
early this fall a new volume of essays on the
preparation of which he has been for some
time engaged.
No religious man can advocate legislativ
action in behalf of religion or religious observances without endangering his own religious liberty.- WestM·n American.
R&v. HowLAND HILL, entering the house of
one of his congregation, and seeing a child on
a rocking-horse, txclaimed: "Dear me, how
wondrously like some Christians I There is
motion, but no progress."
IT is reported that an individual recently
asked an attendant in the British Museum to
show him the autograph of Jesus Christ, and
was very much surprised when informed that
that man was not taught to write.
AMoNG all the religious persecutions with
which almost every page of modern history
is stained, no victim ever suffered but for the
violation of what government denominated
the law of God.- U. S. Senate Report, 1829.
" A·r the present moment the Catholic
church in America," says the OatholicRe'l!lew,
" depends more on the faith of the Catholic
immigrant than on the faith of the generation
which has received its education in the public
schools. .
• The parochial school has
come to stay. And it means one day, without infringing on the public school in any
way, to hav the support of the state."

CIVILIZATION

lN the frequent dwelling upon questions of
development, which one cannot avoid in
these days, one sometimes wonders whether
the future is destined to endow man with any
senses which he is not now in possession of.
-Science.
CoMPLAINTS hav been louder this summer
than ever before on account of the absence,
during August, of Protestant clergymen from
their parishes. It is said, as an illustrativ
incident, that in Waterbury, Conn., a city of
thirty thousand inhabitants, a Protestant clergyman could not be found to perform a marriage ceremony.
.AT Cincinnati at the session on the 3d of
the Central German Roman Catholic Society,
a resolution was adopted to encourage the
immigration of Catholic foreigners to this
country. It is proposed to pay especial attention to farmers, who will be sent to join
·Catholic parishes in the West, or be banded
together to form new parishes.
THE dedication and opening of the new
Catholic University will occur Wednesday,
November 13th, and invitations to the ceremonies are now being issued. .All the bishops
of the Catholic church in the United States,
Canada, England, Ireland, and Scotland will
be invited, together with the heads of European and American educational institutions,
the president of the United States, the members of his cabinet, Congress, the judiciary,
etc. Cardinal Gibbons will conduct the dedicatory ceremoniei' ••
WoMAN suffrage does not lose in the new
state constitutions. In North and South Da.
kota, Washington, and Idaho school·suffrage
is accorded to women; and in Montana, upon

IS

DOING FOR INDIA.

all I!J. uestions su bmi tied to the vote of taxpayers women taxpayers can vote. In South
Dakota and Washington it is provided that
the question of giving women full suffrage
shall be referred to a special vote of the people, and women now voters can vote on the
question. There is a real advance along the
whole line.
·

DB. P. BRYOE, president of the state insane
asylum at Tuscaloosa, delivered recently a
lect.ure before the state convention of teachers
in Birmingham, Ala., advocating the doctrin
of evolution. The address created a sensa.
tion, as Dr. Bryce is a pillar in the Episcopal
church and one of the most learned and
prominent men in Alabama. Parson Harris,
the leading negro preacher of Tuscaloosa,
startled his large congregation on Sunday by
preaching a red-hot sermon from the text,
".Are we the sons of God or of gorillas?"
He attacked Mr. Bryce most severely and
his congregation cheered lustily.
THEODORE KAMENSKY, the Russian sculptor, has had to leave his nativ land because
of a political allusion in his masterpiece
which displeased the czar ... Mr. Kamensky
studied for several years in Rome. On his
return to Russia he attracted the attention of
the czar, and designed several pieces which
now adorn the Winter Palace. One of these
pieces represents a young mother teaching
her child to walk. The object that called
forth the czar's displeasure is a toy locomotiv,
which the child draws by a string, and on
which is the name "Liberty." This slight
allusion not only severed the czar's friendship,
but rendered it necessary for the sculptor to
leave the country.

'I'HJJ:BE are many indications that the crime
of bigamy is fast increasing in frequency in
this country, and that it is viewed with remarkable indifference in many communities.
Of a large class of cases the public hear very
little by reason of the reluctance of the injured
parties to prosecute the offender. Even if
bigamy is regarded as a serious offense, those
who are most injured by the crime are ordinarily unwilling to punish the criminal. Here
is an interesting subject for the student of
social science. There are many good people ·
who are wont to attribute almost every form
of crime to the effects of drink. It will be a
little difficult, however, we imagin, to make
the liquor traffic responsible in any degree for
the incre_ased prevalence of bigamy.-Sun.
A LAYMAN writes to say that he hopes, before the discussion of ministerial titles is
dropped, some one will turn his attention to
" reverend," as a clerical prefix or title. " I
can see," he says, "a reason for the 'D.D.,'
provided it tells the truth as to the man and
he got it honestly, but as to the 'Rev.' I am
in darkness." The request seems to us to be
pertinent. If our Lord meant to prohibit for
all time the use by his followers of any distinctiv title or appellation, in such commands
as, ''Be not ye called rabbi," the conscientious
scruples of some ministers seem to us greatly
misplaced. The real objection, to our mind,
is not to a scholastic degree given to but a
few and by reason of certain supposed attainments of scholarship, but to a title given to
every minister as such. There are many laymen quite as" reverend," i.e., to be reverenced or respected, as any minister, but to
the latter alone is the title "Rev." applied.Baptis,t Examiner.
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#Iommunications.
Wbo Owns tbe Schools'
To what extent the state· should exercise control
over the schools is not exactly clear. If the state
has a right. to exist, it would seem to follow that it
would hav the right to adopt any measures necessary
to perpetuate i.ts existence.
.
. .
All wili admit that the perpetmty of our free mstltutions must depend upon the intelligence of t-he
people. It would Eeem like a fair inference, there. fore, t.hat the state should not only make provisions
for educating the people, but it should make attendance compulsory.
It must be legitimate for the state to see that the
schools are so conducted as to turn out good citizens.
But it has no right to say that any system of religion
shall be taught until it is first shown that the perpetuity of the state depends upon such teaching.
The moment the state attempts to teach any system
of religion by its authority a union of the state and
the church has been effected; for that would be
enacth"g a law to establish a religion, which the Constitution expressly forbids. Until some one is r.ble
to show that in some age or country the people
at large hav been benefited by a union of church and
state, and that such union will benefit the people of
this country, the state must not allow, much less enforcEl, religious instruction in the schools.
It is llO business of the state to inquire after
a man's religion, or to ask whether be bas any at all
or not. The only business of the state is to bav
good citizens.
_
Our government was instituted a hundred years
ago, and t.he equality of man was recognized as the
chief corner-stone. A hundred years hence it will
doubtless be just what we make it.
That there 1s great danger from the foreign element
constantly flocking to our shores no thoughtful person will deny; but as long as our schools are conducted on the basis of equal rights to all, and
attendance made compulsory, there is little danger to
be feared.
There is nothing more alarming than the disposition manifested by some to run the schools in
the interest of some class or sect. Such men will
always prove a dangerous element in the body
politic. Every comprehensiv mind will see the danger of such measures. Because when it is admitted
that the rights of any class can be ignored, the same
rule at any time can be turned upon any other class.
It is generally believed that whatever is dictated
by majorities is right. But majorities hav no right
to enslave minorities. Indeed, all the people in the
United States would bav no right to vote one man
into slavery; because the great object of the founders of the government was to secure the " blessings
of lil:lerty" and the "pursuit of happiness," unimpaired, in perpetuity to the people.
With these first principles in mind, we may aek,
" Who owns the schools ~"
It must be apparent to !lll that men are not to be
allowed to exercise control of the schools in propor7
tion to the amount of taxes they pay. When a son
of the humblest individual in the state kno<>ks at the
school-room door, be is to be just as freely admitted
as the son of a Gould or a Vanderbilt.
There are many who believe that the principles of
their :religion are of vastly more importance than the
principles which underiie t-he government. Cardinal
Gibbons says that "religious knowledge is as far
above human ~;;cience as the soul is above the body,
as heaven is above earth, as eternity is above time."
It will be seen that this enthusiast puts his religion above every earthly comideration. Of course all
science. must be made to conform to the book of
Genesis, or it. is not science at all, and is not to be
tolerated. It was this erroneous doctrin of putting
religion above ecience that persecuted Galileo and
burnt Bruno, and brought on the midnight of the
Dark Ages. Freedom of thought is the foundation
of our free institutions. But there can be no freedom of thought when such ideas become the ruling
policy of the state. Cardinal Gibbons further says:
''The religious insiructions given once a week in our
Sunday-schools are insufficient to supply the wants of
our children. It is important that they should e1Je1·y
day breathe ahealt.hy religious atmosphere in school."
Thus, according to t-he cardinal, the very atmosphue of the school-room is to be tinctured or
tainted with religion. Is not this a little teo much
of a good thing~ A religious education being of so
much more importance than a f'ecular education, the
cardinal would doubtless hav most of the time devoted · to that object. But suppose some should
differ from him? That would make no kind of differencE?. They may be wrong. He is guided by the
counsel of God; he cannot Hr. He and God will
make a majority every time.
He ssya that "every day our youth must put
in practice the commandments of God as well as the
rules of arithmetic." But who is to interpret these
commandments of God~- Cardinal Gibbons. But
what provision does he make ,for those who differ

from him 1 Just none at all; their rights are not to
be considered.
·
Science, the schools, and every act of government
would be made to bend to his peculiar ideas if be bad
the power. This is the very spirit and pith of
tyranny. If Cardinal Gibbons b~d control of the
schools, no teacher would be cons1dered competent
except a Catholic. The exercises would be m_ostly·
religious, because the most important ; or, at leas.t,
the training would be such as to keep the masEes m
a condition to be imposed upon by the priesthood.
The wonderful power of God would be forever
kept before the minds of the pupils. Because with
this idea indelibly stamped upon the mind the priesthood, God's duly appointed agents, would be clothed
with power emanating from him, and would the more
readily be held in awe and veneration by the common
herd. Such is Christian intolerance and bigotry, and
such must· always be the result of what is called a
Christian education.
Having ascertained Cardinal Gibbons's place for
conducting the religious exercises in school, let us
see how other Christians will agree with him.
Oae would be Jed to think that when the "principles of the Christian religion" are only taught there
would be nothing but harmony, especially among
Christiane. Let us see. The Rev. Dr. Hill says,
"Least of all is a Catholic parochial school capable
of fulfilling the political ends of a good education,
sincG in them is not only that partial and distorted
view of history, but a limitation of the right of
private judgment which must partially unfit the
pupil for considering questions of public policy with
an unbiased mind."
Thus it will be seen that as soon as Cardinal Gibbons introduces his peculiar scheme of re]igioua instruction, there is a fight on hand between him and
the reverend doctor, and instead of being an intellectual nursery, the school-room becomes a religious
battle-field.
Dr. Hill would never consent to send his children
to the cardinal's school, and Catholics might as well
"wade in bell" as to attend the doctor's schools.
And what kind of an education would children get
in the smoke of such a battle~
But it must not he inferred that the Rev. Dr.
Hill is not in favor of religious instruction in the
schools-far from it. For be says, "It is a political
necessity." But be says" it must be done by the selection of teachers-by tbe selection of wholesome
reading, and by daily brief exercises, at which a passage from the Bible shall be read, a prayer recited,
and perhaps a hymn sung."
But who is going to select the teacher~ Dr. Hill.
And if he is a Presbyterian, would he not prefer a
teacher of that persuasion ~ And if a Methodist,
then a Methodist teacher, and so on.
Would the cardinal be satisfied with the doctor's
teacher! No. Who is to select the wholesome
reading~ Dr. Hill, or his selected teacher.
W culd
the cardinal consider it wholesome! No. Whose
Bible is to be used~ The doctor's. Would that
suit the cardinal~ By no mannei' of meaus. Would
the prayer be acceptable to the cardinal~ Not
at all. Would not the "hymn" giv umbrage to
the cardinal ? Undoubtedly. In short, would not
the "religious exercises " bring the doctor and the
cardinal to a square "face-to-face" fight' And
what is the fate of the school when neither the doctor nor the cardinal will patronize it!
If the one having charge of a school chanced to be
a Methodist, would not the complexion of the school
probably smack of Methodism 1 Or would not some
Presbyterian fancy such to be the case? And would
there not be a desire on the part of the Presbyterian
to hav a Presbyterian teacher? And would not jealousies arise and quarrels follow'!
It is thought by many that Blair's proposition to
teach tl:e simple "principles of the Christian religion" could not reasonably giv offense to any. Could
the "principles of the Christian religion" be taught
without introducing the New Testament into the
schools? The Christian would insist that a "port.ion of the New Testament should be read every
day, and a prayer recited and perhaps a hymn sung."
If this is done to please the Christian, will it not
outrage the Jew'! What kind of Christian teaching
would it be with Christ left out? Would not the
Jew insist that such teaching was an outrage to his
children'! The Jew would probably exclude the
New Testament from the Fchcol, and that would render it obnoxious to both Ce,tholic and Protestant.
And the Jew's rights are as eacred as any, and be is
as much entitled to the privilege of directing the education of his children as the Catholic or Protestant.
Again : Professor Harris concludes that "it is the
conviction of the average AmArican citizen that the
rights of private conscience must be respected, and
that church and state should forever be entirely separate. If the state undertakes to regulate religious
matters confusion occurP. In parochial schools the
influence of the dogmatic tone creeps into the secular recitations, and drives out a desirable critical
alertness and investigating spirit, and stifles independent thinking."
Thus it will be seen we hav a four-cornered fight

on our bands and one which never can be decided~
for it bas been raging for hundreds of years, and is
no nearer a settlement than when it began. And,
worst of. all, the fight is to be carried on in one of the
most undesirable battle-grounds in the world, viz.,
the scbooi-room.
Just as soon as a system
religious instruction is
prescribed for the scboois a fight must follow-it is
inevitable. The Jew will never agreQ with the Christian, the Protestant can never agree with the
Catholic.
·
Then there are Atheists, Agnostics, Daists, Unitarians, and Adventists, whose claims are as much to
be respected as the others .
To conduct the schools so as to please all of these
religious sects would be impossible. To say that
the rights of one sect are more sacred than the other,
is to say that all men are not "created €qual." To
say that the most numtrous sect shall be favored to
the exclusion of all the rest, brings us where it is
pertinent again to ask, "Who owns the schools~"
Are Methodists, or Presbyterians, or Catholics to
er j )y privileges which are to be denied to Jews or
U nitariana f
There are some who believe that this is a Christian
government, and that therefore there ought to be
religious instruction in the echools. But where is
the wnnant for such belief? Certainly not in the
Constitution. In the preamble the aims and objects
of the Constitution are clearly set forth. They are
to provide for the common defense, promote the
general welfare, to secure the blessings of liberty,
etc. But not one word about God or Christianity,
or religion of any kind, except that Congress shall
make no law to establish any religion.
There are those who honestly believe that the passage of the Blair bill would be for the common good.
But they fflil' to see t.hat it would convert every
school-ruom into a 1·eligious battle-ground and t~at
the battle could never end, for the sects can never
sgree. Let the Blair bill become a law, and immediately the firebrands will fly. How are these
" principles" to be established 1 Is not the keeping
of the Sabbath a Christian principle! Then which
is the holy day? Are the Presbyterians or Methodists to say which it is more than the Jews or Adventists1 Again we ask, Who owns the schools'
Cardinal Gibbons ssy.s it is important that our
children should breathe a healthy religious atmosphere every day in school, and that religious knowledge is as far above human science as heaven is above
earth. But he does not mean Mr. Blair's kind of
r.eligious knowledge, be means that taught in the
Catholic churcb. Let Mr. :Blair introduce his principles into the schools, and the cardinal will kick
higher than a mule.
With any or all religious beliefs the state has nothing to do. For the state to attempt to conduct the
schools so as to cater to any of those beliefs would
not only be unconstitutional, but would engender
endless disputes between the different religious sects,
and none would be better satisfied than now.
The business of the state is to see that the schools
are so conducted as to turn out first-rate citizens.
Here ita mission ends. It has no right to inquire
whether a teachsr is Catholic, Protestant, Ol' Atheist.
For whatever his !'eligious proclivities may be they
are to be left outside of the ~cbool-room. The state
has a right to aek but few qaestions of a teacherindeed, they may be reduced to two, viz.: Is he competent? is he a roan of Exemplary character~
Pupils should be taught to respect the rights of
others. Their education should be such as to make
them ke'en, quick, self-reliant, and independent. The
mind should be trained to think, analyze, compare,
and investigate, and to weigh impartially without
fear or favor all matters in the great balance of
reason. The "religious" training must come from
other teachers and other sources.
If Cardinal Gibbons and Dr. Hill do not like to
bav their children trained in such schools, it is unfortunate for them that they were born in an age
when the light is too strong for their owlish eyes.
They ought to hav been born in the shadow of the
Dark Ages when nothing but religious instruction
WfiB given.
.
There can be but one practical course to pursue,
and that is to wholly exclude all religious instruction
and exercises from the schools, so that people of
every religious belief can meet on a common basis
without arousing the prejudices of any.
If the Catholics or· Methodists or Presbyterians
think that because their r.cspectiv sects are more
numerous than some otherl'l, they should exercise privileges which the others do not enjoy, let
them show what authority has granted such privileges. If all these sects were merged into one, their
rights would not be augmented. " Who owns the
schools~·· N eit,her the Methodists nor the Presbyterians nor the Catholics, nor any other religiouB
sect, owns the schools, any more than the Democrats
or the Republicans or Prohibitionists. And they
bav no more right to foist their religious dogmas
into the schools than these pllrties hav to teach the
political doctrin!! which characterize them.
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PEoK.
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Some Contradictions.
Among the contradictions found in so-called holy
writ, none are so striking as those between the first
three gospels and John.
Never were two ch~aracters more different than the
Jesus of, say Matthew and John. Either one is
false, or tbe other. In Matthew he claims to be
merely son of man. God is his father as he is the
father of all. In the tenth chapter, twentieth verse,
he tells his followers, "The spirit of your father
speaks in you." In John he takes a different tone.
In a muddy j~:~.rgon he makes long speeches about
"I and ruy father" being one. In Matthew he
assures his bearers that if they do as they would be
done by, they are safe. In the Sermon on the Mount
the poor in ~pirit, the pure in heart, the merciful,
are assured of salvation.
Violators of the least commandments are warned
that they shall be least in the heavenly kingdom ;
but those who do and teach others to do one of the
least commandments shall be called great in the
kingdom. This is mere trifling, or it means that
those who violate some of the commandments, yet
do and teach others, take high place in heaven. He
often speaks of great and greater rewards and punishments; and, threatening the Pharisees, .assures
them that it ~:~hall be more tolerable for Sodom than
for them.
"If ye forgiv men, your heavenly father will forgiv you "-no matter what you may do, for it is unconditional. If you don't forgiv men, he won't forgiv you, no matter how good you are. But we know
that a man cau't love his fellows, be meek in spirit,
etc., without naturally forgiving trespassers against
him. At le .st, he could get a low place in heaven,
·anyhow.
" What shall I do to be saved!" ''Sell all thou
hast and giv to the poor." "That is all." Such an
act includ.;.s love, forgivness, meekness, etc. At
least, he who does so is safe. He may not sit with
"a crown on his head and judge one of the tribes,"
but he will be measurably happy-will hav cool
waters to quench his thirst, though he may not rest
in the bosom of Lazarus or Abraham either. A rich
man cannot enter the kingdom of heaven. "It is impossible with man, but possible with God." Nor can
a heathen, sn Infidel, a wicked outlaw-and no drunkard can. But with God it is possible. Lazarus,
though we are not told he was pious, went to heaven
simply by being a beggar. The rich man, though
not a bad man so far as we know, lifted up his eyes
in bell-simply because he was once a rich man.
By the way, although the whole soul of the synoptic gospels is broad and liberal, kindly, and common
sense-all based on the idea of degrees of reward
and of punishment, and of limitation of time as to
penalties, with innumerable positiv assurances that
a simple act or condition will place the actor or
recipient in heaven, and Paul's comments declare
often that tbere is no penalty of sin where there is
ignorance of law, etc.-yet the Pharisees " compassing land and sea to make one proselyte, and teachiLg for docrrin the commands of men, and shutting
up the kingdom of heaven against men," the Pharisees of Cnriotianity seize eagerly upon election that
applies to temporal affairs, and a few rhetorical
flourishes of doubtful authenticity, in a very doubtful book, and would actually hav it that some omnipotent hellyon, some fiend as devilish as he is powerful, sends ninety-nine hundredths of humanity into
etl'rnal dole and awful torment. The truth is, he
who thit ks he believes this is a fool; he who will
believe it is a scoundrel equal in wickedness to his
demon G •d The power of his God. can save a rich
man, though impossible; the power of the same God
can't save unnumbered millions of babes and ignorant penoas. How ridiculous! But he can save,
you will say. Oh, and yet does not ! Then I reply
the pirate, B!ackbeard, and Inquisitor, Torquemada,
were gentlemen and Christian saints compared with
him.
So much for Matthew & Co.
The J;,~ous of them declares that whoever is humble,
poor in ~p1rit, or pardons trespasses, or does as he
would bA done by, or becomes as a little child, shall
enter the kingdom, unconditionally.
The J,..,u~> of John begins a different tale. First
to a gentleman of the name of Nicodemus he givs
positiv a!\surance that unless a man is born of water
and spirit., he can't see God. He also adds several
other condttions that hav not a thing to do with his
f01·mer positiv assuranc~s. He tells him God sent
his son down from heaven to be sacrificed, so that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, and
that those who do not believe in him are condemned
already, bec,mse they hav not believed in the name
of the only begotten son of God. " Here's flat burglary," or something else.
What must. t,he young man hav said whom he told
t.o sell all hA had and giv to the poor? He hath become poor m spirit, as in purse; he hath become
like a child, even a very small one; he hath forgiven
trespassH-bath done and taught some of the least
commands m order to get a good place "up there."
Now for the first time he hears about this being

I born agam-this
·
water-work, this conjuration with a
name, "presto, veto," etc. If he reads on he finds
several other things he must believe and confess.
~e finds this same one who rebuked him for calling
him. even good, claiming to be the same as God
Almighty himself, and also that there is a third
partner called the paraclete, comforter, holy angel,
or ghost-an awful personage, too, concerning whose
name. people had best-" Oh, breat~e not his name!"
Briefly, no two characters of history differ more
than the Jesus of Matthew and of John.
HoLT.
Oregon, Mo.
WAS A_B_R_A_H_A_M_L_IN_.c--co~L-N_A_C_H_R-ISTIA.N?
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Our London Letter.
The Catholic. journals are exceedingly jubilant
over a frssh batch of miraculous cures effected at
Notre Dame de Lourdes. A young girl from Alencon
who had been blind for two years immediately
recovered her sight when taken into the grotto, and
a navvy from Chartres who had been a paralytic
cripple for years was made whole. Other miracles
hav been performed of a similar nature, all guaranteed by the priests as genuin. The Protestant
organs with their usual inconsistency deny the truth
of these, while still holding to those reputed to hav
taken place eighteen centuries ago. The Protestants
must bitterly regret that the founders of their sect
set aside miracles as imposture, for there is no such
speedy way for fleecing the faithful of goodly sums
as carefully prepared miracles. The Bethshanites
certainly do a little bit in the cure line, but only in a
half-hearted manner, and are afraid or unable to risk
capital in working up the thing in a business-like
manner. No doubt however the promoters of this
faith healing make a steady, comfortable income, and
do not aspire to acquire a fortune in a short space of
time.
The dr')pping of the Tithes bill by the government bas aroused the ire of the men of God in whose
interest it was promoted, and they are very indignant
that it was not passed. Although they do not intend giving up their tithes, they are by no means
anxious to get more and more unpopular through
the means they use in collecting what they considu
their rightful dues, and putting the dirty work of
distraining on the county court bailiffs would hav
relieved them of this difficulty. They will put all
possible pressure on the Tory party next session to
help them, but it is to be hoped they will meet with
no better success than at present. The Star cites
the case of a man who bought a farm near Birmingham, which he let to a tenant, who was to pay tithes
and deduct the 11mount from his rent. The farmer
came to grief, and his landlord distraiaed for rent,
allowing the tithes to be deducted on the assurance
that they had been paid. The agent of the titheowner (Earl Amher~t) was told of this beforehand,
and promised to see that the farmer paid. The
farmer having cleared out, the agent sent a demand
to the landlord for the amount, and followed this up
with a writ; whereupon the landlord sent his check
for the claim, £7 5s. 6d., and received it back with a
demand for costs, amounting to £11 5a. 4d., which
had to be paid. In this case the tithe-owner appears
to hav been a layman, who did not even pretend to
do anything in return for the money, but it illustrates
the manner in which the obnoxious tax is enforced
In Wales this little performance is of such frequent
occurrence that but rare notice is taken in the daily
papers. Yet, in the face of all this, there are plenty
of people who will stoutly assert that the church
does not depend in any way upon the state.
The Nonconformists maintain that the church as
by law established has fallen away from the faith,
and the true article can only be found in their chapels, where all is harmony and love, and the favorit
abode of the Holy Ghost. Then how do they account for the dispute in the Baptist chapel at Walworth, which has had to be settled by a judge in
chancery! It appears that the pastor, having disagreed with certain members of his congregation, expelled them, and they appealed to th~ judge to be
restored; this bas been done and the pastor has
been compelled to retire. The law costs hav been
pretty heavy, and the chapel funds hav to be sweated
to pay the piper, which must be a great satisfaction
to the members who were not in the quarrel. Now
what I should like to know is, what the Holy Ghost
was up to in letting things get into such a parlous
state. Possibly he left the concern a long time ago,
or was not aware of its existence, there being so
many of them about.
Dr. Barnardo may be aoing a good work in deporting waifs to Canada, but if he was not such a pious
man some inquiry would be instituted as to what is
their eventual fate. They seem to be swallowed up
in Manitoba, at all events none of them come back
to testify as to ~he great benefits they receive. A
letter appeared in a paper a short while back from a
boy who stated he was being forced to go to Canada
against his will, but as he was no one of importance
and did not possess a vote, no doubt he had to go.
This professional philanthropist ha'll not shown up
very well of late, and it would be satisfactory to hav
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his doings closely examined by an impartial committee, not of his friends by whom he was whitewashed
on the last occasion.
The Salvation Army is actually doing some practical good by selling meals to the wives and children
of the dock strikers at one farthing and one halfpenny a meal. If they confined themselvs to this
department they would be worthy of esteem, but as
apparently this cannot be disassociated from their
eccentric performances we must take them as they
are. No doubt their religious antics are IUDusing and
exciting to the extremely poor, who hav no means of
gettiBg any other sort of recreation. Whatever
their objects may be the Roman Catholic church looks
after the poor and it is to Cardinal Manning's credit
that he has tried to use his influence with the dock
directors in favor of the laborers, and his conduct in
this respect contrasts favorably with that of the
archbishop of Canterbury, who would see the povertystricken east-enders die of starvation and be damned
to all eternity rather than lift his finger to help them
in their hard fight for bread.
J. D.
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN 1

Resolutions on Mr. Seaver's Death.
The Chicago Secular Union at a late meeting
adopted the following preamble and resolutions by
Mrs. M. A. Freeman:
WHEREAs, The grand arniy of Freethought on this continent has recently sustained an irreparable loss by the ·death
of Horace Seaver, the veteran editor of the Boston Investigat01·, who, for more than half a century, has been the leader
of a dauntless host of men and women enlisted in the ennobling cause of human rights. With such men as Garrison,
Phillips, and Hale, he forced the clergy of New England to
lay down their slavery-supporting Btble and proclaim the
rights of man, in accordance with the Declaration of
Independence.
.
He demanded an antislavery constitution, an antislavery
Bible, and an antislavery god. As well he knew that all
gods are but human creatureR. He knew the God created
by Moses to be a cruel and tyrannical monster. He knew
that Christ never founded or established a church, but was
himself the crea\ nre of a Babylonish institution since the
time of Constantine known as the church of Home. And
he knew that the American republic must make for itself a
god whose nostrils cannot endure the stench of human slav.
ery. With horror he has ever beheld the mental slavery of
all so-called orthodox churches, earnestly condemning the
Sunday.school practice of cramming the undeveloped infant
mind with dogmatic, superstitious myths and other outrageous falsehoods, only calculated to degrade the coming generations to a level with European serfs. He was a genuin
champion of Freethought. .
He was a friend to all overtaxed and oppressed laborers.
His hatred of chattel slavery was only exceeded by his
hatred of mental slavery, whereby the Roman church is trying to f ap the foundations of our free institutions. Probably no one man in America has done so much as has been
dune by the !renchant pen of Horace Seaver to free the
republic from both physical and mental slavery. Therefore
~"

.

That we of the Chicago Secular Union, with the
deepest emotions of sorrow, deplore !he loss of this great
and gooq man, and hereby extend our fullest measure of
sympathy to Josiah P. Mendnm, his surviving partner and
coworker in a long and well-fought battle for the rights of
man. And we sincFTely hope that the grand old Investigat01·
may survive the wrecks of time, and behold the relegation
of all forms of fetich worship to their congenerous mausoleums, wherein are moldering the pestilential carc~sses of
Roman and pagan idolatry, sun worship, and all other
priestly devices for enslaving and taxing 1he working bees in
onr human colonies.
Resolved,

wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN!
Religious Mania.
Dr. Good.ha1"t in the Lancet, Lond.on, Enl}.

Picture to yourself a lady, of the pre-high-school period,
of the ordinary run as regards accomplisnments, and with
just enough pC! manent in9ome to enable her to liv without
the necessity of gaining a livelihood. She is one of a family
of, and she herself has, a strong religious bias. She never
marries, and all her life, up to fifty-three or fifty-four years
of age, her chief sources of mental exercise, save what little
is obtained from a by no means activ intercourse with friends,
are derived from the study of her Bible and volumes devoted
to persoiJal religion. Thus the history of such a life-and
the type is, alas, pitifullv common-is one of few stirring
duties, of no sustained effort, of nothing that can be called
in our present use of the word "education." A brain of this
kind is worked almost entirely on one or two lines, and good
as these in themselvs may be, it has wonted variety, just as
the stomach wants and will hav, if its work is to be done
properly, a variety of food. In its absence you can predict
the result. The poJr patient passes her later years in an
asylum, a sufferer from religious mania, the natr raJ outcome
of this macadamization of one or t';VO roadways of thought;
·und the consequent grass-grown obliteration of all the rest.
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN

A

CHRISTIAN?

It Malies Capitnl of lts Charity.
F1"om the Argonaut.

There is something astounding iii; the barefaced impudence with which the Roman Catholic church makes merchandise of charity. We said on a former occasion in these
columns that this political institution is coining money for
the building of its magnificent cathedrals by using its poor
and unfortunates as pretenses to draw golden supplies from
the public funds raised by taxation on non.Catholic property. Whenever in the future, and we hope it may be a near
future the American people shall be, by some specially
glaring set of Roman. rapacity, roused. from their pres~nt
curious and almost crmunal lethargy m matters of Insh
Roman Catholic aggression on American supremacy in all
departments of government, they will stare with amazement
at the figures which will tell them how a political church
can plunder a sleeping state.
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conventions of the Union may b e h eld a t sue.h Places
Iand
time as the board of directors shall appomt.

Proceedings of the .Annual Convention of the
Canadian Secular Union.

OFFICERS
The annual convention of Canadian Secularists
ARTICLE VII. Th~ officers of the American Secular and Freethinkers, under the auspices of the Canadian
R. B. WESTBROOK, President,
.Union shaH be a president, four vice-presidents, a Secular Union convened in Science Hall Saturday
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Trea.s.,
• • •
• •
.Rochelle, I!l.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Oha.ir. Ex. Oom •• 120 Lexington Ave., New York. conesponding secretary, and a tr~asurer, who to- evening the 14th. A large number of sympathizers
gather shall constitute a board of duectors and shall were present f1·om .variouEr sections of Canada, wh?
hold their offices one year, or until others ~reelected. came at considerable expense to themselvs to take an
Proposed Amendments to the Constitution of Four of th~ seven officers, on due notice to . ~he activ part in its proceedings.
the American Secular Union.
whole, shall constitute.a quorum for th~ transactiOn
sATURDAY EVENING.
PREAMBLE.
of business. The president, correspond~ng secr~tary,
The president, William Algie, of Alton, proceeded
lVhP-reas, The Constitution of the United States, and treasurer shall constitute an executiv comn:uttee, with his annual address. · He briefly reviewed the
in spirit and in letter, is framed ~n accordance with to act under' the authority of the board. One or past year and showed that Secularism had made very
the principle of the total separatiOn of church and more field secretaries or traveling agents may.- be perceptible ·progress in Canada, United States, Engstate, and,
appointed by the directors to promote the general land, France, Germany, Italy, and AQetralia, The
Whereas, Notwithstanding iheee facts, the admin- objects of the Union. Men and .women shall be work done by Mr. Watts, Captain Adams, o! Mo~
istration of the national government, and the admin- equally eligible to these offices.
treal "Alae tor" 11nd a few others has been frmtful1n
istration and constitutions of the several state governARTJCLE VIII. The president shall preside at the good results. '· He then referred. to the controversy
ments, maintain numerous practical connections of public meetings of the association, and at the meet- now in progrefi!s between Catholics and Protestants
the state wit.h the church, thereby violating the ings of the board of directors and the executiv com- about the Jesuits' Estates act.. The Protestants hav
spirit of the United States Constitution, and,
mittee and shall bav th8 general direction and super- raised the cry of equal rights and hav formed the
Whereas, The welfare and peace of the republic, vision' of all business under the authority of the Equal Rights Association to carry on a warfare
the equal religious rights and liberties of its citizens, board.
SECRETARIES.
against the Catholics on this question. But t~e
require that all political and educational institutions
ARTICLE IX. The corresponding secretary's duty orthodox ministers who lead the movement are, 1n
of the nation, which are supported by taxation, should shall be to keep the records and complete lists of life practice, no more in fav~'r of granting equal .rights
be faithfully conformed to the spirit of its funda- and annual memberf', and alao fall minutes of the to Catholics and Secularists than the Cathohcs are
mental law; we hereby associate ourselvs together, meetings of the board of directors, a~d of the execu· to their opponents. He believed in equal ri~hts. to
and adopt the following
tiv committee, prepare and tra~smit to the. news- all· but this .could not be secured by an orgamzat10n
CONSTITUTION.
papers of the country items of mterest relatmg to th~t is managed by any sect of orthodox Christians.
NAME.
the work of state secularization, keep a full list of He nominated Captain Adams as his successor.
ARTicLE I. The name of the association shaH be auxiliary societies, and to conduct such correspond- The nomination was received with warm demonstrathe American Secular Union.
ence, under the direction of the president, as usually tiovs of approval.
GENERAL OBJECT.
pertains to such office, and shall make a condensed
The secretary made his report.
ARTICLE II. The general object of the association annual report to the society of the busi~ess of the
The treasurer made his report..
shall be to secure the total separation of church and year. His or her ·iialary, and the locatwn of the
The secretary read letters from eminent Secularstate; to the end that equal rights in religion, gen- office, shall be settled by the board of directors.
.ists, and from friends who were unable to attend.~
uin morality in politics, and freedom, virtue, and
TREASURER.
From Col. R. G. Ingersoll :
brotherhood be established, protected, and perpetuARTICLE X. The treasurer shall receive and hold
CHARLEs WATTs, EsQ, My Dear Friend: I take this occ~all funds of the Union, subject to orders duly drawn sion to congratulate you on the success of your labors Ill
ated.
ARTtoLE III. As means for the accomplishment of by the secretary and countersigned by the president. Canada, and through you all laborers who hav in any way
this purpose the specific work of this society shall ba He shall report the state of the finances of the Union as~~~:l~ are seeing a little clearer, every day, that the only
to advocate:
at every annual congress, and oftener if required by good, the only sensible, ob_ject i~ life, is happiness, and the.y
1. The equitable taxation of church property in the board of directors or executiv committee; and are also seeing that happmess 1s not the result of :w~at .1s
upon the election of a successor he shall deliver to known as belief-that it does not f<>llow from subscnbmg to
common with other property.
2. The total discontinuance of religious ipstruc- him all the prop,rty of the Union that he may hold. a creed, or from the performance of certain ceremonies or
the saying of certain prayers..
..
.
tions and worship in the public scnools, and especially
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Whoever is in harmony w1th the cond1t10~s of happmess
the reading of any Bible.
ARTICLE XL The board of directors herein pro- will be happy. Man must ha.v food ':nd raiment, he must
3, The repeal of all laws enforcing the observance vided shall ba entru<~ted with the direction and hav friends and these can only be obtamed by honest labor.
Intelligen'ce ascertains the conditions of well-being, and
of Sunday as a religious institutioll, rather than an management of the afft\irs of the society, and shall
economic one, justified by physiological and ot.her make a condensed report of their doings to the wisdom live in accordance with those conditions.
We want to educate the world to the point that passions
Secular reasons.
.
annual congress. AU appropriations from the treas- and prejudices will not disregard the discovery of intelligence,
4. The cessation of all appropriations of the pub- ury outside of fixed charges and ordinary expenses, but thai man, knowing that his only well-being ~sin some way
lic funds for educational and charitable institutions shah be by vote of the board of directors.
dependent upon the well-being of the world, will do what he
LOCAL AUXILIARY SOCIETIES.
can, not only for himself, but for others.
of a sectarian character.
ARTICLE XII. The executiv committee shall hav
I regard knowledge-that .is to say sc~ence-that is. to s~y
5. The abolition of ecclesiastical chaplaincies paid
intelligence-as the true sav10r of mankmd. So I beheve m
out of the public treasury.
authority as often as they receive a written applica- attending to the affairs of this world-in giving our time,
6. Th~ discontinuance of the practice of the ap- tion signed hv twenty or more persons ~nd accom- our attention, and our labor, to the accomplishment of some
pointment by the president of the United Stutes paniad by $10 (or ten persona a.ccompamed by$~), object in our reach-for the attainment of an end that we
auxll· can understand· and I hail with joy the coming of that time
and the governors of the several states, and other to issue a charter for the formatiOn of a . local
.
.
when the world' will be fed and clothed, educated and civilcivil public officers, of religious festivals and fasts. iary society; and the committee in their dis~ret~on ized-a world without want and beggary and misery-a
7. The substitution of a solemn affirmation under in suecial cases may issue a charter on applicatiOn world w thout superstition or slavery, without famin and
the pains and penalties of perjury in the courts, and• signed by ten or more name~ un~ccompanied by the,_ pestilence; and above all, a world without fear.
Again I congratulate you, and the Secularists of Canada,
in all other departments of the government, in place money in advance, but promised m the future. Aux·.J ·ary societies should adopt constitutions substan- on the great work you hav done. Very truly your friend,
of the common forms of a judicial oath.
l 1
New York, Sept. 12, 1889.
R. G. lNGEBBOLL.
8. The defense through the courts of any Ameri- iially similar to this constitution, but adapted to
Letters were also received from George Jacob
can citizen whose equal religious and poiitical rights local wants. Local auxiliary societies shall be absoL
are denied, or who is oppressed, on account of any lutely independent in the administration of their Holyoake, Allen Pringle, G. W. Foote, H. · Green,
opinions he may hav held or &xpressed on the sub- affairs. The effect of their charters shall be simply W. S. Hutchison, R. Fraser, W. G. Hay, Geor~e
to unite them in cerdial fellowship and ffficient Maddocks, John Rlly, B. L. Chipman, E. Harris, F.
ject of religion.
9. The promulgation by all peaceable and orderly cooperation of the freest kind with the America!! Owens, G. Harper, W. Goodman, D. Evans, R. Richmeans of the great principles of religious liberty and Secular Union and wi~h other local societies. Nei- ards, C. Williamson, 0. Watson, J. Greenwood, W.
equal rights, devotion to truth for its own sake, and ther shall the national society be responsible for the Pearson, D. Bentley, A. Crawford, E. Copeland, J.
Jenkins, R. Smith, 0. Brown, H. Dudley, L. Warner,
universal brotherhood on the ground of a common aci;s or utterances of local auxiliaries.
F. Perry, B. Lammertine, G. Dowell. P. Riley, Joseph
humanity; and to secure the state from the enREPRESENTATION.
ARTICLE XIII. Every local auxiliary society or- Allaster, W. J. Tucker, and Alfred Roe.
croachments of the church; and to foster the develThe following special committees were then apopment of intelligence and morality which constitute ganized in accordance with the provisions of this
the all-sufficient basis of Secular government.
constitution, shall be entitled to send its president pointed:
and secretary and three other members as delegates
On resolutions.-Messrs. C. Watts, Toronto; T. LittleNON-PARTISAN.
Hamilton, and J. Harrison, Toronto.
ARTICLE IV. The American Secular Union is to the annual congress, who shall hav the right t 0 hales,
On finance.-Messrs. Wm. Algie, Alton; McClement, Millstrictly unsectarian and non-partis:~.n in both religion speak and vote.
brook, and Groom, Meaford.
and politics. It is not either publicly or privately
On new Secular hall in Toronto.-Messrs. D. W. LivingAMENDMENTS.
committed to. the advancement of any system of re.ARTICLE XIV. Amendments to this constitution stone, Armstrong, 'faylor, and Risser. Toronto .
On provincial propagandism -Messrs. T. Littlehales,
ligious belief or disbelief, but honestly welcomes. all may be made at any annual congress of the American Hamilton;
Luval and Harrison, Toronto.
persons, of whatever faith or party, to its member- Secular Union by a three.fourths vote of the qualified
On Secula1· TltOugltt.-"Alastor," Toronto.
ship, on the basis of "no union of church and state." members present. But no amendment shall be made
On Secular Sunday-schools.-Mr. Ellis,· Toronto; Capt.
The word Secular is here used in the broadest P.ense, unless the proposed alteration shall hav been pub- R. C. Adams, Montreal.
as applied to the state, and not to any system of re- lished one month previous to the meeting.
The chairman requested that these committees
. ligion or philosophy.
be ready to report at the meeting in the morning.
ARTICLE V. Any person who shall pay $1 into the
The preliminary business having thus been disNotice is hereby given that a motion will be made
treasury shall be entitle,d to a certificate, signed by at. the ensuing Congress of the American Secular posed of, speeches were called for. Capt. R. C.
the president and secretary, as an annual member of Union to strike out the preamble and constitution as Adame made a very happy speech in response to the
the American Secular Union, and shall be entitled to they now stand, and t.o substitute the above.
president's opening address. He would admit the
a vote in all meetings of the society, provided they
R. B. WEsTBRooK, Pres. American Secular Union. possession of one qualification-a. love for the cause.
shall hav been members for three months immediHe had so realizBd the blighting influences of "other1707 Oxford st, Philadelphia, Sept. 19, 1889.
ately preceding. Any person who shall pay $25 or
worldliness" that he could work with enthusiasm for
more into the treasury at one time shall be entitled
IF we consider the nature of our condition here, "thisworldliness," and he considered the cause of
to a similar certificate and shall hav a vote without we must see there is no occasion for such a thing as Secularism the noblest to which one could devote his
ragard to date of membership. All life-members of revealed religion. What is it we want to know 1 life .and energies.
the National Liberal League formed in 1876 shall be Does not the creation, the universe we behold,
Other speeches were made by Messrs. Groom,
life-members of the American Secular U nio~.
preach to us the existence of an almighty power that Meaford ; T. Littlehales, Hamilton, and Uharles
ANNUAL CONGREss.
governs and regulates the whole? And is not the Watts, Toronto.
SUNDAY MORNING.
ARTICLE VI. The annual congress of the American evidence that this creation holds out to our senses
Secular Union shall be held at such time and place, infinitly stronger than anything we can read in a
The following officers were elected : President,
and with such sessions, ~s the_ board of directors book, that any impostor might make and call th.e Capt. Robert C. Adams, Montreal ; secretary, J. A.
may announce; and pubhc not1ee of the congress word of God~ Alii for morality, th~=~ knowledge of 1t Risser, Toronto ; treasurer, A. Earsman, Toronto;
shall be given at least one month previous. Other . exists in every man's conseience.-T/wmas Paine.
central executiv committee~ William Algie, Alton; T.
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Littlehales, Hamilton; J. Harrison, F. Armstrong,
The president spoke strongly in favor of establishG. S. Caldbeck, and John Taylor, Toronto.
ing Sunday-schools. It was necessary to imitate the
Mr. Watts from the committee on resolutions re- methods of the churches if we wished to attain simiported, among other resolutions, the following :
lar ends, and in this case we do.
SUNDAY OARS IN TORONTO.·
Mr. Algie, while objecting to the name "SundayResolved That in the opinion of the dele~ates and friends schools," round which some not very pleasant odors
assembled' at the convention of the Canadmn S€cular Union
the running of ~treet cars o? Sundays in Toronto ~as become were clinging, also strongly advocated them. He
a public necessity. That Inasmuch as the runnmg of such thought much greater attention should be given to
cars would not necessarily increaee the hours of labor either physical culture for the children. The lesson so dis·for the men or horses, we hereby pledge ourselvs to usa tinctly taught in "Under Which Lord T" had still to
every legitimate effort to obtain the reform as soon as possible. Be it furthermore resolved, that the executiv of the be learned by the mass of Christians, who neglected
'foronto Secular Society be instructed by this convention Lo this world while looking after the next.
watch the coming municipal elections in Toronto, with a
After remarks from several other speakers, Mr.
view of supporting ct.tndidates who are in favor of running Eilis proposed the following resolution:

cars on Sunday.
THE AMERIOAN SEOULAR UNION.
Resolved, That the proposal of t.he American Secular
Union to offer a premium of $1,000 for a ' 1 Manual" for the
moral teaching of the young apart from all theology, meets
with the unqualified approval of this convention. Furthermore, the Secularists here assembled tender their thanks to
Judge R. B. Westbrook, president of the League, for the
great interest he has taken in that subject. ·
OOL. R, G. INGERSOLL.
Resolved, That the Canadian Secular Union assembled ln
convention at Toronto presents to Col. Robert G. Ingersoll a
fraternal greeting, and begs to assure that g~ntleman of .the
appreciation with which it regards him and his great serviCes
to the cause of mental freedom, and it is the unanimous
wish of all the delegates present that he makes a special
effort to visit Toronto for a lecture or lectures at an early
date, as his presence here would invigorate the society as
nothing else could. Further, that Capt. R. C. Adams as
. president of the Canadian Secular Union be requested to
forward this resolution with a letter to Colonel Ingersoll.
BRUNO.
Resolved 'fhat this convention recognizes with pleasure
as an evid~nce of the progress of-the spirit of freedom, and
the emancipation of the human mind from the. bondage of
clerical and priestly despotism, the recent erectwn and u:.;tveiling of a statue to Bruno in the city of Rome; and this
convention repudiates entirely the vindictiv feelings attri~
uted by Cardinal Gibbons to those who. hav taken part m
carrying out the work which has been done to perpetuate
tile memory of one wh~ was willing to sacrifice his life for
the cause of mentai freedom and individual opinion.

Mr. Littlehales, of the committee on provincial
propagandism, reported. He submitted a scheme
for utilizing a propagandist fund.
The scheme as reported was thoroughly indorsed
by all the speakers. During the niscussion the f?llowing amounts were promised to the propagandist
fund: William Algie, $25; T. Littlehales, $25; G.
S. Caldbeck, $5; Captain Adams promised $100 from
Montreal. Other promises of support were given,
and then further consideration of the matter was
postponed till the afternoon session.
Mr. McCutcheon, from Muskoka, entertained the
convention with some of hie experiences.
AFTERNOON MEETING.

Mr. Livingstone was called upon to read his paper
on the proposal to erect a new Secular ball.
Mr. Algie referred to hims~lf as having ~rected
perhaps the first Secular hall m Canad~, W~l?h he
was in hopes would before long pay a fair d1v1dend.
A hall should hav been erected in Toronto at the
same time, and he advocated it now. He would sub..
scribe for a $100 bond.
Mr. Harrison spoke in favor, and subscribed for a
$100 bond.
Mr. Charles Watts suggested the appointment o_f a
special committee to carry out the scheme, to whwh
several persons he knew would subscribe largely.
He would take up a $100 bond.
Mr. Risser said it was absolutely necessary to hav
a larger ball in the winter season. He knew one
friend who would subscribe $500. He would take a
$100 bond.
.
''Alas tor" said if the scheme were carried out he
would subscribe $100; as also did Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Armstrong approved ·~be scheme, and would
subscribe $250.
In all a sum of nearly $1,500 was subscribed for
in the room and the following committee was appointed to put the matter on a legal and bu~i~ess
footing, and if possible carry it out: Messr~. Ltvmgstone, ArmsLrong, Risser, Taylor, Watts, Ltttlehales,
Hay, "Alastor,'1 Harrison, Algie.
''Alas tor " was then called upon to read his paper
on Secular Tho1tght.
This resolution was carried:

Resolvtd, That it is the duty of Secularists to make special
provision for the entertainment and instruction of young
people on Sunday, and that this effort should surpass the attractions of the church and Sunday-school; and that a committee be appointed to consider the subject, and if possible
carry it out.

This resolution was seconded and carried unanimously the committee being nominated as follows :
Messrs: Ellis, " Alastor," Risser, Caldbeck, Adams,
and Algie.
To the same· committee was also referred the consideration of the remaining subjects on the program,
the formation of classes in science, music, elolmtion,
and debating; and the convention adjourned at a few
minutes to 5 o'clock.
EVENING MEETING•

A crowded and enthusiastic meeting assembled in
the evening. The chair was taken at half-past 7
o'clock precisely by Mr. Charles Watts, who called
upon· Mr. Littlehales and his talented family for the
first number on the program, a string quartet, which
was rendered with excellent taste and was rapturously encored.
Mrs. Chas. Watts then gave a recitation, " On
Men." Most charmingly rendered, the recitation
excited much mirth.
Mr. Watts then called upon Capt. Robert C.
Adams, the newly-elected pres~dent of the. Union.' to
deliver the lecture of the evenmg, the subJect bemg,
"Natural Morality." Next week we will giv a synopsis of the captain's lecture.
Mr. Littlehales and his two daughters and son
were again called upon by Mr. Watts to favor the
audience with another quartet, which, smoothly and
artistically rendered, was loudly encored.
Mr. Watts then said it was his duty to· bring the
day's proceedings to a close. He had been anno11;nce~
to deliver an address on "Tbe Duty of Seculansts,
but the hour was so late that this must be omitted.
The magnificent address they had heard from Captain Adams however, had covered a good deal of the
ground he had intended to go over. He had studied
the subject of the various theories of morality. It
was commonly said there were at least twenty-four
theories. He had reduced them to three, but the
captain had reduced the.m to two-the orthodox and
the Secular systems. Captain Adams might perhaps
hav shocked some pseudo-moral orthodox people,
but he had simply stated the truth in plain and forcible language. The captain, like himself, accepted
all the good he could find in Christianity apart from
all systems of the?lo~y; but he had s~own that there
is a sufficient bas1s m natural morality, and we can
utilize all this without swallowing the crudities, the
absurdities the contradictions, or the corruptions of
the church: Men had always made their own gods,
and these must naturally disappear as men advanced
in· civilization. The state of morality was .alwa~s
highest when the highest principle!. of t~uth prev.all,
and vice versa. Secularists are enaeavormg ~o brmg
about a state of things wherein a man can neither be
immoral nor poor.
Mr. Algie proposed a vote of thanks to Capt.
Robart Adams for his brilliant lecture, an~ to t~e
Littlehales family for their excellent mmnc. Thts
was seconded and carried with cheers, and the meeting closed.
.
The final business meeting of the convent10n was
then called.
The convention then finally adjourned, t~e m~mbers separating with many express1ons of sat~sfact10n
at their pleasant reception at the conventwn, and
good wishes for the future.

Resolved While the convention desires to record its pleasure and s'atisfaction at the improved financial position of
BeiYUlar Tlwugltt, it is of opinion that further steps should ?e
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A' CHRISTIAN ?
taken at once to increase its circulation in Canada. Be It,
therefore, resolved that a special appeal be made to all. Se?ularists throughout the Dominion of Canada to make It his
Another Pastoral on Bruno.
or her-personal duty to secure within the next three months
as many additional subscribers as possible, and to send the
Archbishop Ryan's pastoral on the. Bruno affair
same to the editor of the paper, who shall report the number was last Sunday read in all· the Catholic churche~ of
80 obtained and by whom to the executiv of .the Canadian
the archdiocese of Philadelphia and th~ surr.ou.ndmg
Secular Union.

Captain Adams referred ·to the rapid spread. of
Freethought opinions which had taken place durmg
the past two or three years as a result ot the very
able and judicious advocacy of Seculm· T!wttght.
It found its way weekly into McGill College, where
it was oflien quoted by the students, and into other
places where a. few years ago nothing of the sort
would hav been tolerated, and it would be a disgrace
to Canada. to allow it to drop.
. .
Mr. Ellis then read his paper on the orgamzation
of a Secular Sunday-school.

country. It directed that special sarv1~es similar to
those ordered by Archbishop Corrigan m New York
be held in that archdiocese on Sept. 29hh and 30th.
A collection for the pope it was announced w~uld
also be taken up in all the churches. After revJe';"ing the story of the erection of the monument In
Rome to Bruno and giving a short sketch of the
martyr's life, the archbishop said:
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magnificent tribute paid to the Roman pontiff by the whole
world Catholic, Protestant, Mohammedan, and pagan, on
.the o~casion of the golden jubilee of his priesthood. _We
do not believe that in his heart the king of Italy sympathized
with the demonstration, because the spirit of the men who
bowed their heads in veneratiou of Giordano Bruno is really
as anti-royal as it is anti-papal.
·
But the king is powerless on such occasi~ns.. And, it may
be asked if powerless to defend the royal digmty, how could
he defend the so-called guarantees offered by his predecessor
to preserve the personal and official liberty of the Roman
pontiff? We cannot help thinking th'!.t it does not become a
mighty organization of over two hundred millions of people
to look on quietly, to behold their supreme pastor on earth
insulted in his capital and restrained in the exercise ~f his
most important functions, and say or do nothin.g: It IS not
a question of mere temporal power, but of spmtual independence of another's temporal power. The incident which
the pope feels so sensitivly may be repeated in some other
form at any time. ·The laws whic~ condemn all who def~nd
his civil rights are penal persecutmg laws, enacted agamst
the pontiff himeelf. The tendency is to greater persecution,
because satanic hatred of religion itself is at the bottom of
all. This will not express itself in a Garibaldian shout for
liberty and union, but in a quiet, systematic, apparently constitutional mode of warfare.
Now if the pope has the spiritual power to rule the church
of God; he should hav by implication everything essential. to
the exercise of that spiritual power. If some amount of temporal power and independence of earthly domini.on be essential to this freedom, and many good non-Catholic statesmen
hav eo thought and said, then some such independent position ought to be possesse~ by the pontiff. l!e represents. too
much indirect temporal mfluence to be subJect to any krng.
The first Napoleon felt that he only needed the pope as a
subject to be complete f!-nd per~anent master of E~rop~.
The pope's present positiOn of neither ruler nor subJect Is
one which cannot be gratifying to either himself or the king
of Italy.
The latter must feel that his royal dignity is dwarfed by
the presence of the pol?e.-thf!-t in the shadow of St .. !':eter's
and the Vatican the Qumnal 1s utterly lost. But this IS not
as it should be when proper order prevails. The power of
earthly rulers is from God as well as the pontiff's power.
"All power is from God," whether pontifical, royal, or republican and should be respected in its place. Hence, for pope
and king the present position is one out of harmony with
good order.
What then should be done? To giv such guarantees as
Victor Emmanuel offered is clearly folly, as a single vote of
the Italian parliament might at any time make the ~ope a
subject. It has sometimes been advanced as a solutwn of
the difficulty that to guarantee these guarantees by European
treaty, so that not Italy alone, but ~II Europe, woul? _be back
of them mi,.ht giv the pope an mdependent pos1t10n even
stronger' tha~ he poseessed before the Garibs.ldians and Victor Emmanuel robbed him of his possessions. Such a treaty
might protect him from any future spoliation. However,
Italy has never suggested such gua<an~ee for he; gua~antees,
and would probably resent its suggeatwn as an mtruswn a?d
an insult. Besides this fact, we must rememb~r how treaties
in the past hav been disregarded; and now, with the governing powers of European countries half Infidel and anti-papal,
it may be doubted whether these powers would enforce, as
they should, the guaranteed rights.
'I'he subject is full of difficuity. The solution of the great
pa~t has been that the pope should be an independent ruler.
It is evidently his own solution. Not that he cares t? be. the
temporal ruler of a petty kingdom for the sake of Its little
tinseled royalty, when, as pope, he rules the Catholic worl~.
We are sure that he would prefer the pleasures of the Vatican library to those of a royal court. In the or~inary course
of human life he is nearing the portals of etermty. But he
feels now more than ever that it is due to his sublime office
to lift his voice in defense of the liberty of the head of the
church of Jesus_C_h_r_i_st_.__...,,._.a..----•

Pope leo's Prayer to St. Joseph.
TO BE OFFERED DURING OOTOBER, 1889.
To thee, 0 Blessed Joseph, do we fly in our tribulation,
and after imploring the help of thy Most Holy Spouse, we
ask confidently for thy protection. We beseech thee by that
affection which united thee with the Immaculate Mother of
-God, anrl by the paternal lo:ve with which thou hast encircled
the Child Jeaus and suppliant we pray that thou mayest regard with benignant eye the heritage whic~ Jes~:~s Christ has
won by His blood, and that thou mayest aid us m our neces.
sities by thy pl'lwer and help.
Protec• 0 Most Provident Guardian of the Divine Family,
the elect ;ace of Jesus Christ; banish fro~ us, 0 most loving Father, all plague of error and corruptwn; do thou, ~ur
strongest support, P.Ssist us from th~ h1ght of heaven With
thy efficacious help in this struggle with the powers of darkness: and as formerly t.hou didst rescue the Child Jesus
from the greatest danger to His life, so now def~nd the Holy
Church of God from the treachery of her. enemies a~d from
all adversity and cover each one of us With thy lastmg protection so that following thy example and supported by t~y
help w~ may be ~ble t<? liv holily, rl ie piously, and obtam
eternal happiness m heaven. Amen.1
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Lectures and M.eetingR.
A DEBATE of ten nights is to take place between W. F.
Jamieson and Rev. Mr. Devol in Clarksville, Ia., about October 22c1. Mr. Jamieson will ddiver lectur~s a~ town~_betwe_en
Hay Springs, Neb., and Clarksville, Ia., VIa Stoux City •. Liberals desiring lectures along the route should address him at
HaySprings, Neb.
THE Manhattan Liberal Cluh commences its fall meetings
at German Masonic Hall, 220 East Fifteenth >treet, New York,
to be held every Friday evening at 8 o'clock. The lectures
f October will be: October 4th," Bruno: The Era of Frateror
•t , Rnv
G.W
October llth , "N a t'IonaI'Ism:
nty·
v •
• Samson.
The 'order of Society Adapte!l to the Democratic Republic."
A reply to Mr. Powers, Profesoor Gun ton, ~~~d ~r: Eccles;
Thaddeus B. Wakeman. October 18th, Somabsm: Not
Adapted to Our Times and Peopie;" Henry Powers.
October 25th, "Anarchism;" 'l' L. McCready.

CA.THOLIOS hav got so thick about New Yo~k city that it is
We do not attempt to justify his punishment; but we
point to these facts to show that the insul~ing ce~~ony :was ro osed to divide Archbishop Corri~an's dwcese and open
P one. That dignitary
now has C1ght hundred thousand
.
not an honest tribute to preeminent genms or m ustnous ap new
talent, but a wretched expression of wounded envy at the under him.
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f1ommunications.
"'Tis Strange, 'Tis Passing Strange."
The above words of the immortal bard of Avon
never had a more pertinent application or significant
meaning than in the reading of Archbishop Corri~an's
pastoral letter and the papal. allocution of J_une 30th
in all the Catholic churches of the archdwcese of
New York Sunday' morning, the 8th inst.· The whole
.
,
thing was ,one of the mos t s t upen d ous " g1v-aways
of the death-rattle in the throat of the Catholic
church in Italy that it is poss_ible to conceive of.
Comparing it with secular affturs, what would be
thought of the policy and sagacity of a business firm
that should rush into print with a doleful tale of the
falling off of its trade and of its immediate prospectiv insolvency 1 It is little that the Roman hierarchy know of human nature, and still less of the
weight and influence of the esprit du corps, if this
parading of organic weakness and decline is thought
to be a recuperativ method for building up and
restoring to health and longevity an organize.tion
confessedly in such desperate straits as this acknowledgment announces. When Rome was besieged by
the Gauls under Brennus, to show the invaders the
futility of attempting to starve the garrison into
capitulating the plucky Romans threw loaves into
the enemy's camp. Here was not only strategy but
defiance-a combination of logic that carried a
double weight of conviction to those addressed. ·
It may be announced for sensational effect that
Germany and Austria admonish Italy to "go slow"
in its treatment of the pope, still, for all of that,
time will show that lhaly will take no backward
steps in dealing with its venerable valetudinarian.
The end is bound to come, and it will come, too,
with the connivance of these very powers, who may
outwardly affect concern and commiseration for the
pope.
If there is one thing which the conclave which liv
at the Vatican know better than another, it is that
Catholicism in Europe is dead, and that the blare of
no archangel's trump can ever again awake it to resurrection. Its presence is an anachronism and stench
to th.e eve of the nineteenth century. America is the
last camping-ground, and superhuman and frenzied
efforts will be made here to "hold the fort." And
apparently it looks as though success would crown
the attempt; but do·n't be too sure. When confidence becomes overweening-when t.oleration for
political reasons is construed into indifference if not
friendship-then presumption will prompt the fatal
step that will arouse the country as with a whirlwind,
and Catholicism, if not hurled from the land, will be
taught that a longer lease of life upon this free and
favored soil is conditional upon keeping "hands off"
from anything and everything looking to civil and
political supremacy and aggrandizement.
As with the Indian. race, which no friction with
white society can effectually eivilize, eo with the
church of Rome; which has immemorially gloated in
the arrogance of self-imposed assumption and fattened on the extortions wrung from bigotry, credulity, and superstition, the ruling passion lasts till
death-even then, in which it fails to realize its
doom, and that its former power is a thing of the
past. That there is nothing good and redeeming in
the Catholic church it would be disingenuous and
unjust to say. Still, the glaring, overshadowing,
menacing fact remains that its desperate, mad resolve
and ambition is to get its clutches upon the entire
social, political, and religious fabric of this nation
and people. To "let liv" is no tenet of its grasping,
domineering policy. Rule or ruin-aut Ccesar aut
nullus. Yet it would better giv heed to the" ides of
March." My hostility to the Catholic church is not
from fear that it will ultimately sway the destinies of
America, but from its arrogant presumption in claiming a division of the school fund for parochial schools.
When we consider that in Catholic France, Italy,
Austria, and even priest-ridden Spain, it has lost all
but the shadow of its former influence and power
we need not apprehend anything worse here tha~
the spasmodic throes of its death struggle, and measurably by the same laws of disintegration by which
Protestantism is weakening and fading out will Catholicism yield to the marasmus of its inevitable fate.
.Des Moines, Ia.
V. C. TAYLOR.
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Goings·On in Massachusetts.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It
is very many months since I hav talked with
your readers, and I b-agin to fear, if the silence continues much longer, I shall be forgotten, and so with
your permission I will attempt a short letter.
I returned to my home one week ago, after an
absence of three months, spent in Massachusettsdear old Massachusetts ! how I hav· loved it! my
own home and the home of my ancestors away back
to the Mayflower-but I hav come to the conclusion
that it is high time to wean myself, as New York can
not more than €qual the Bay State in bigotry. One
of the Presbyterian clergymen in a town only thirty

miles from Boston announced to his hearers one
Sunday morning that coming from his home he saw
men at work in the hay-field, and he wondered God
did not strike them dead for breaking the Fourth
Commandment. Why did he not fear to get _his
horse ready and drive some three or four miles
to preach, and thereby earn his daily bread ! Consistency, thou art indeed hard to find l No doubt
our president and postmaster-general break the
Fourth Commandment in many respects on each
returning Sunday, but as they hap~en to be in :power
just now they make much of the1r opportumty to
oppress the people who thoughtlessly and foolishly
gave them the power. I want to remind al! ~rea
thinkers who helped to elect the present admtmstration, that they cannot expect a free government
until they learn that the men at the head of governmc·nt must not be Christiana.
Of course your readers know of the "new party,"
the Nationalists, or rather the old narty the Socialists revised and improved, with Edward Bellamy
and his wonderful book, "Looking Backward," at the
head. I know there is a good deal in the bo'ok that
seems visionary to-day, but it is good to know that
there is one man in Massachusetts that has thought
upon the eubji3ct of our present civilization and to
what it tends, enough to write the book, and that a
numerous company, some even of the "old reformers
of long ago," are awake, and thinking and writing
upon the all-important question, What shall we do
to be saved from degrading povE~rty 1 They hav at
last discovered that none of the Gods are of avail.
There is an article in the Nationalist, written
by Arthur Hildreth, upon the question of supplying
the gas to the cities and towns of the state, that for
good sense, under cover of the keenest humor, is not
often excelled. I hope the editor of Freethought
will see it and enjoy it. It is good sometimes to
laugh, if one could only find anything to laugh at.
While in Boston I called to see our good old friend
Photius Fiske. He looked feeble, and worn, but shall
we do without him' I know no one who is e;o profuse in his charities, and who never givs to be seen
of men. "Of such is the kingdom of heaven" that
is to be.
Of the funeral of Mr. Seaver your readers hav
been well informed; the touching and well-deserved
eulogy has been given them entire; but beautiful as
are the written words of Colonel Ingersoll, you lose
the magnetism of his voice, his splendid presence,
which is not easily described-one must hear him to
get a full understanding of him. I would like to
say something of Mr. Seaver, but what word of mine
could do him justice! True to himself, he lived his
thought and died triumphantly. How his lifelong
friend, Mr. Mendum, mu"t miss him ! Their love
was like the love of "David and Jonathan," or
"Damon and Pythias." :Will Mr. Mendum accept
our warmefilt sympathy.
I hav spoken of the Nationalist as a new party.
Now let me say that I am not only glad of them,
bnt I am glad of their opposits, the Anarchists.
They also rouse thought. I had a most delightful
visit with some of them in their home in Revere, and
as I looked into their !aces and heard their tender
words of the poor of this hard world, I was reminded
of the saying of Mrs. Chapm11-n of Boston, who was
one of the earliest and most efficient Abolitionists in
the days of that terrible epidemic, negrophobia. Said
Mrs. Chapman : "I would cure anyone of the disease
by putting him in the parlor with Frederick Douglass for an afternoon." So I would cure even. t.he
most bitter ba!Jker by putting him where he should
make the acquaintance of such people as the Sihums,
the Yarros, the Tiltons, Holmes, and others of the
Boston Anarchists. I do not mean that they would
be converted to their ideas, but they would credit
them with trying to help the world.
I must not close without saying that I visited
on my way home the Geigers in their beautiful
home in Hudson. They hav hearts full of hospitality, and their home is ample to carry out all their
heart's desire. Blessing on them all-father, mother,
sons, and daughters. They are all Liberals, such as
one of my age knows how to appreciate, aye. and
love. We talked of the coming Congress in Philadelphia, and of its needs. Alas, that we are so few!
The Geigers will be there, sure. LucY N. CoLMAN.
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Traveling and Lecturing.
T_o THE Em:r_oR oF TBE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Hay
~pn~1gs, ~eb., 1~ one of the _many new towns springmg mto hfe, w1th a fine brwk school building, two
stories high, four large rooms three teachers and
many b_right children. The village is made ~p of
p_rospermg people for the most part. The town is
Situated on the Fremont, E\khorn & Missouri River
railroad, in Sheridan county. The climate is salubrious; soil light-colored, but rich; the country
slightly rolling, but generally level.
There again! I hav forgotten to mention that
t.here are two quite good-looking buildings dedicated
to a. g . . Yesterday· (Lord's day), in company with
E. W. Mmer, I attended d. e., white friends Chappell

and Tripp, both Liber~ls, walked into t~<> Methodist
Episcopal church and hstened to a readmg of. one of
Talmage's old sermons, in view of the fact that the
preacher had not time to prepare a better one himself. ·
Through the press, by some mistake, I was advertised to lecture in the Congregational church. The
minister announced from the pulpit tbat "to allow
Mr. Jamieson to use the church to prom•1lgate socalled l!'reethought would be inconsistent." from his
standpoint. The preacher proceeded t.o speak favorable words in behalf of Freethought : " I am a FL·eethinker myself, I am a Christian, not because my
father and mother were Christians, but because of
my own reasoning." That' a progrest~! It appears
as if Freethinking is becoming popular; but what
kind of a Freethinker can a Christian b.., ? "Believe
or be damned." Wonderful Freethink,ng! This
clergyman in his prayer let slip the f·Xpresston :
"Helpless, hell-deserving creatures; no good in us."
If we deser~e hell, we deserve to get it.
I frequently attend church while engaged in my
travels, to note progress and the revers,., but ve.ry
seldom do the clergy return my visit!!. Iu the aftArnoon the Liberals assembled, a smi\ll audience ; a
little larger in the evening. Three mort~ l~ctures are
to be given, and then fo ot.her fieicl". My address
until further notice is Hay Springs, N -b. The few
Liberals here are an earnest little b11nd. Henry
Ma.ttley, Alcove, is, he says, a convert of mine, as a
result of my lectures in Kirksville, Mo., eleven years
ago. Now he is one of the most a12gressiv, intelligent, go-ahead Freethinkers in this whole country,
and is ably engineering arrangement" for my present
series, including a subscription paper.
E. W. Miner formerly was secretary of Axtell
Secular Union, Kansas. He came to this country a
few months ago, and in business is succeeding admirably; at the same time he is open and c~ndid in
his avowals, and his wife is €qually out"P' ken.
Besides those already mentioned ar.. Tnomas Edwards (a lawyer), Messrs, Belding and wit ..., Cleveland
and wife, Mrs. Miner, Mrs. Mattley, lVlr~>. Chappell,
Mrs. Tripp (daughter of Mr. and Mts. Chappell),
Messrs. Reed, Waterman, Judge Mag·•On, Cherrington, C. W. Phillips, Walter Sterling, A· etJI6 Sterling,
De Puy, all of Hay Springs; S. B. PncbE>r, Sheriff
Rosencrans, W. H. Westover, Meservy, W. A.. Parker
and wife, E. W. Truitt, G. F. Shephan:i R·HJhville.
Hay Springs, Neb.
W, F JAMIESON.
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Death.
Lord Bacon said : "It is as natural to die as to be
born ; and to a little infant, perhaps, the one is as
painful as the ~ther. He that dies in an earnest pursuit, is like one that is wounded in hot biood, who,
for the time, scarce feels the hurt; and therefore a
mind fixed and bent upon somewhat tnat is good,
doth avert the dolors of death. B •t. above ail.
believe it, the sweetest canticle is Nuuc dirnittas, *
when a man hath obtained worthy ends and expectations. Death hath this also, that it opeueth the gate
to good fame and .extinguisheth envy."
BuRR.
*These were the last words of Thomas Jeff• r•nn. A few
moments before his death he said, "I huv done for my
country and for all mankind all that I could dn, nod I now
resign my soul without fear to my God, my dMHI!hter to my
country." Soon afterwarrl he repeated wdi,..rinctly his
favorit ejaculation, Nunc dimittas, Domine, 1Vunc dimittas,
Domine, and died.
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Bruno.
F1·om the New York Eventn(J Post.

The Italians hav done a grand thin~ in erecting
on the spot where he was burnt !'-live bv the papal
Inquisition in R:Jme, a statue to Giordano Bruno,
one of the precursors of modern intellec1 ua! freedom,
and one of the noblest products of. the It"'lian soil,
that fruitful mother of ·great men. Ht-o pr~;dicted in
hia last moments, after -years of impl'illoument, the
rehabilitation of his memory through tbe trmmph of
his ideas, and his countrymen hav only done one of
their most solemn duties in making provi•ion for the
perpetual remembrance of his martyrdom. They are
finding full justification, if they need· d any, in the
furious denunciations of them, first by the pope and
then by the Catholic bishops, who are pouring torrents of their peculiar ecclesiastical VItup~-tation on
the memory of the murdered philoSOJJht-r, who w~s,
according both to Cardinal Gibbons !loud his bro~her
of Montreal, Archbishop Fabre, " an NJI:'my of G:Jd
and virtue, a man without doctrin or morllls, whose
revolting crimes brought him under thfl. condennia,
tion of ecclesiastical and civil laws'' Yus, and if
Archbishop :rabre and his kind had their way to-day,
there is hardly a man emiwmt in science or literature
or philosophy who wonld not be "a~ eiJemy of God
and virtue, a man without doctrin or morall"," ripe
for their gibbet and their stake. But, thanks to the
Brunos of the world, we hav clipped th~ir claws, aLd
made their sentences all "sound and fur~, signifying
nothing."
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Women and Christianity.
From the Lonaon Contemvorm·y Review.

It is a prevalent opinion that woman owes her
present high position to Christianity, and the influences of the Teutonic mind. I used to believe this
opinion, but in the first three centuries I hav not
been able to see that Christianity had an v favorable
effect on the position of women, but, on the contrary
that it tended to lower their character ani! contract
the range of their activity. . . .
It is when we come to the writings of St. Paul
that opinions are pronounced i : regard t 1 marria"e
and the conduct of women, and there can be no doubt
that these opinions are of a stern and restrictiv
nature. The Ebionites explained the apostle's conversion by stating that he was, as he himself allowed
a nativ of Tarsu~, that he was not a Jew, but a Greek
'\\ ith a Greek father and a Greek mother, that he
went up to J erur;~alem and stayed there for some
time, that he fell in love with the high priest's daughter, became in consequence a proselyte and asked
her in marriage, but on being refused he was enraged,
and wrote against circumcision, the Sabbath, and the
law. So~e hav thought that there is a bitterness
against women in the writings of St. Paul which can
be explained only by some such . rejection as that
related by the Ebionites. His words had a great influence on the formation of opinion in regard to
women in the ancient ohurob. They fell in with the
tendencies of the times, and were niade the groundwork and support of the depreciation of marriage,
which became prevalent in the third and fourth centuries.
The entire exclusion of women from every sacred
function stands in striking contrast with both heathen
and heretical practice. In Rome tbe wife of Pontifex
Maximus took the lead in the worship of Bona Dea,
and in the religious rites which specially concerned
women. The most honored priest attached to a particular god in Rome, the :flamen dialis, must be
married, and must resign his office when his wife
died, for his wife was also a priestess, and his family
were consecrated to the service of the god. And the
vestal virgins received every mark of respect that
could be bestowed on them, and the amplest liberty.
The highest officials made way for them as they
passed along the streets, they banqueted with the
College of Pontifices, they viewed the games in the
company of the empress, and statues were erected in
their honor. The same respect is .i.Coorded to women
by many of the heretical Christians. Nearly every
founder of a sect has a woman to aid him. Simon
Magnus has his Helene, Montanus his Maximilla,
Apelles his Philumene, and so in the case of other
sects. One sect . deserves special notice for the
energy with which it supported the claims of women.
It bore various names, such as the Quintilliani, the
. Pepuziani, the Priscilliani, and the Bread-and-Cheesites, because they celebrated their mysteries with
bread and cheese. They gave special thanks to Eve
because she first ate of the tree of knowledge. They
celebrated the sister of Moses and the four daughters
of Philip, because they asserted the right of women
to prophesy, that is, to speak in public the message
of God. Frequently in their church seven virgi:ns,
clothed in white and bearing torches, stood up and
addressed the people, and spoke so eloquently that
tears of repentance ran down the cheeks of the audi. enos. In this sect women held the place of bishops
and elders and deacons as well aa men, and they appealed to St. Paul for their practice, for he says,
"In Christ Jesus there is neither male nor female."
It is against this sect that 'l'ertullian, or one assuming his name, launches his thunderbolts. "The very
women," he says, "of these heretics, how wanton
they are! For they are bold enough to teach, to
dispute, to enact exorcisms, to undtJrtake cures, it
may be even to baptize."
Such, then, was the position which woman occupied in the church in the course of the first three
centuries of Christianity. The highest post to which
she rose was to be a· doorkeeper and a message
woman, and even these functions were taken away
from her during the Middle Ages.
In the days of the first fervor the Christian brethren set up a plan of voluutary Socialism, and wished
to hav all thi gs in common; but the plan did not
work, Rnd they had recourse to a systematic relief of
the poor.. One feature of this relief was what were
called love feasts. It was not unusual in ancient
times for large bodies of men to dine together, and
large dinner parties were often made up by each
man bringing his contribution to the feast. With
some such idea as this the Christians met, men and
women together, the rich bringing the supplies, and
they all dined together. Probably they did · this
every day at the earliest period, and some think that
these meals constituted the celebration of what is
called the Lord's Supper. The love feasts were unquestionably associated with this institution, but in
the course of time they became less frequent, and
generally took place after the administration of the
Eucharist. They continued till the fifth century, at
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least, and were often held in the churches, after bands are my first experience~ Why hast thou dechurches were erected. These dinners were not livered me to such a life as this, in which a pitiable
al:ways scenes of perfect propriety, as St. Paul's youth wastes away before old age, and old age is
Fmst Epistle to the Corinthians shows; and on some shunned as under the doom of death~ Dreadful, 0
occasions intoxication and riotousness prevailed. mother, is the course of Jife which hss death as the
Thebe feasts went by the nama of Loves, or love goal of the runner. Bitter is the road of life we
feasts, as we now translate the word. We need not travel, with the grave as the wayfarer's inn." Tarwonder that pagans should suspect that the Loves tullian says: "Further reasons for marriage which
men allege for themselvs arise from anxiety for paswere not of the purest.
There is a commandment five times repeated in terity, and the bitter, ~itter pleasure of children.
the apostolic epistles, and indioativ of the strong To us ~~is is idle. For why should we be eager to
bond of brotherhood which bound Christian brothers bear children, whom, when we hav them, we desire
and sisters to each other, to this effect: " Salute the t~ send before us to glory (in respect, I mean, of the
brethren with a holy kiss," St. Peter varying the distresses that ate now imminent); desirous as we
command, "Salute the brethren with a kiss of ove." are ourselvs to be taken out cf this moat wicked
It is likely that at first this kiss was imparted at world and received· into the Lord's presence." He
every meeting, but gradually it became limited to describes children as "burdens which are to us most
the great sacramental occasions, such as baptism and of ~ll unsuitable, as being perilous to faith." And
the Eucharist. At first, too, and for a considerable again: "Let the well-known burdensomeness of
time, the Christian brothers and sisters kissed each children, especially in our case, suffice to counsel
other. It is easy to see that such a practice would widowhcod-children whom men are compelled by
giv rise to scandalous reports, and there is evidence laws to hav, because no wise man would ever willin the ecclesiastio9ol writers that the early Christians ingly hav desired sons." And he exclaims : "A
did not always make it a holy kiss, as it should bav Christian forsooth will seek heirs, disinherited as he
been. Athenagoras quotes a saying which hil attrib-. is from the entire world."
utes to our Lord, !i'.nd which evidently deals with an
This is the way in which Tertullian addresses
abuse of this practice. It is to this effect : " Who- women: "Do you not know that each one of you is
ever kisses a second time, because he bas found an Eve! The sentence of God on this sex of yours
pleasure in it, commits a sin." And Clement of livs in this age; the guilt must of necessity liv, too.
Alexandria thus speaks of the matter: "Love is not You are the devil's gateway; you are the unsealer of
tested by a kiss; but by kindly feeling. But there that forbidden tree; you are the first deserter of the
are those that do nothing but make the churches divine law; you are she who persuaded him whom
resound with a kiss. For this very thing, the shame- the devil was not valiant enough to attack. You deleas use of the kiss, which ought to be mystic, oo- stroyed so easily God's image, man. On account of
your desert, that is, death, even the son of God had
casions foul suspicions and evil reportf;l."
From a very early date two currents calf be traced to die." And the gentle Clement of Alexandria hits
in the church-one in the direction of upholding her hard when he says: "Nothing disgraceful iB
marriage, another in that of de~>pising and re- proper for man, who is endowed with reason; much
jeoting it. No one with the New Testament less for woman, to whom it brings shame even tore·
as his guide could venture to assert that marriage fleet of what nature she is." Gregory Thaumaturgus
was wrong, and the tradition remained firm in the asserts: "Moreover, among all women I sought for
church during the ante-Nioene period that it was un- chastity proper to them, and I found it in none.
lawful and heretical to forbid marriage; The apos- And verily, a person may find one man chaste among
tolio fathers offer exhortations to wives to love their a thousand, but a woman never." The testament of
own husbands truly, and to love all others with no the Twelve Patriarchs makes a similar statement, and
partiality for anyone and in all chastity, and to train adds : "By means of their adornment they deceive
up their children in the knowledge and fear of God. first the minds of men, and they instil poison by the
As time moves on such exhortations become less fre- glance of their eye, and then they take them oaptiv
quent, but still marriage is held up as a modified by their doings," and therefore "men should guard
blessing.
their senses against every woman." " The angel of
But it is easy to see that the mind could not halt God showed me," it says in another passage, " that
in this position. Marriage, even for the sake of ohil- forever do women bear rule over king and beggar
dren, was a carnal indulgence, and such thinkers alike; and from the king they take away his glory,
could not help feeling that the arrangement of the and from the valiant man his strength, and from the
creator was not altogether satisfactory. They did beggar even that little which is the stay of his povnot venture on saying this. They did not dare to arty;" How, then, were men to treat this frivolous,
condemn marriage. But they held tb!l.t it was much dress-loving, lust-inspiring creature? Surely the
better not to marry at all, that the man or woman best plan was to shut her up. Her clear duty was
who had never married, but remainl'd pure, was a to stay at home, and not let herself be seen anynobler and more exalted being than the man or where. And this the Christian writers impress upon
womat!- who bad married. "For the world," says her a~ain and again .
Methodius, "while still unfilled with men, was like a
"Natural grace," says Tertuman, "must be oblitcbild, and it was nec.essary that it should first be erated by concealment and negligence, as being
filled with these, and so grow to manhood. But dangerous to the glances of the beholder's eyes."
when hereafter it was colonized from end to end, the Then she must clothe herself from head to foot. In
race of man spreading to a boundless extent, God no speaking of her going to church, Clement of Alexlonger allowed man to remain in the same ways, con- andria says : " Let her be entirely covered, unless
sidering how they might now proceed from one she happen to be at home. For that style of dress
point to another and advance nearer to heaven, until, is grave and protects from being gazed at. And she
having attainsd to the very greatest and most exalted will never fall who puts before her face modesty and
lesson of virginity, they should reach to perfection; her shawl; nor will she in'(ite another to fall into sin
that first they should abandon the intermarriage of by uncovering her face. For this is the wish of the
brothers and sisters and marry wives from other word, since it is becoming for her to pray veiled."
families, and then that they no longer should hav
The ascetic tendency repressed the growth of popmany wives, like brute beasts, as though born for the uiation. It had also a deteriorating effect on pesmere propagation of the species, and then that they terity. The less spiritual classes of iihe people, the
should not be adulterers, and then that they should laymen, being taught that marriage might be lioengo on to continence, and from continence to virgin- tious, and that it implied an inferior state of sanctity,
ity, when, having trained themselvs to despise the were rather inclined to neglect matrimony for more
:flesh, they sail fearlessly into the peaceful haven of loose connections, and it was these persons alone
immortality." Marriage, according to this writer, that then peopled the world. It was the survival of
was not abolished by Christ, but it was a state of in- the unfittest. The noble men and women, on the
feriority. "For I think," he makes a virgin say, "I other hand, who were dominated by the loftiest ashav gathered clearly from the scriptures that after pirations, and exhibited the greatest temperance,
the word had brought in virginity, be did not al- self-control, and virtue, left no children. During this
together abolish thE~ generation of children; for period there is a striking absence of home life in the
though the moon may be greater than the stars, the history of Christians. No son succeeds his father,
light of the other stars is not destroyed by the moon- no wife comforts the wearied student, J;~O daughter
light." There thus aroae the gradation of virgins, soothes the sorrow of the aged bishop. Perhaps
widows, and wives. Tertullian speaks of wives as this absence of domestic affection, this deficiency in
women of the second degr 6 e of modesty who hav healthy and vigorous offspring, this bomelessness,
fallen into wedlock.
may account in some degree for the striking features
This antagonism to marriage had a great influence of the next century, and especially the prevalent
on family life. It is strange how seldom children are hardness of heart. Then men disputed with the utmentioned in the Christian writings of the second most bitterness and ferocity about minute points of
and third centuries. Almost nothing is said of their dootrin which are now incomprehensible almost to
training ; no efforts are mentioned as being made for everyone, and matters of absolute indifference to
their instruction. The Christians had come to the this generation, an~ they pron~>unoed sentence. of
belief that the world had enough of children, and eternal damnation without the shghtest compunctiOn
was fully stocked, and that every birth was a cause on _all who differed from them. _Then treatises were
of sorrow and not of joy. One writer interprets the wntten to show why every ~eret10 sbou~d be P?t to
wail of the infant as he enters the world thus: death in this life and tortured eternally I~7 the hfe to
"Why, 0 mother, didst thou bring me forth to this oo.me. :And there is scarcely a ohampwn of the
life in which prolongation of life is progress to . faith, orthod?x or het&rodox, who was not accused
de~th ~ Why hast thou brought me into this of fearful crimes.
,
troubled world, in which, on being born, swaddling
PmNCrPAL J. DoNALDSON, LL.D.
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soul to the Lord. Then he realized the situation, I thumb and forefinger, 'just as I would hold a sparrow. The
lost all patience, and severely censured them for neg- on!!, th~g we can do is to pray;' . _ .
lecting to call a physician
His remarks however
Did you pray for Martha? I mqmred.
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To our mind, the most striking thing aboub the
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nouri~h.ment were not obtame~ for her.· On biB sec- faith, when the very people who express that opinion
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ond VIBit he found 1ifteen or BIXteeu women and one profess to be believers in a book that directs this use
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. man in the room with the corpse. They told him of faith most explicitly. If anything is clear in the
that all that was necessary in cases of sickness was account of Christ it is clear that he both practiced
pray~r,
and that if he would stay they would pray and commanded ~uch treatment of the sick. If the
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Faith is of the very essence of the Christian
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Wilham Olsen, ~ br?ther of. the g1~l, test11i~d that religion, yet here is a p_ublic calling itself Christian
he went to see ~lB sister twwe durmg her .Illness. assailing it in all the vocabulary of abuse, and imprisSUBSCRIPTION RATES.
She had been srck a week or so the 1irs~ time he oning those who try to use it. This public should
Single subscnption in advance.............................. ·$8 00 called. He had alway~ treated her ve~y kmdly, and not call itself Christian any longer. During the dozen
One subscription two years, in advance.................. :
he asked her wh.y she d1d not ~ome to hts. house when or 1ifteen preceding centuries people were Christians
0
6:'e s~~~rl~~~~~~~~~·~~:;;·~~b;;rlb·~~·;iii·~·~~·;~:
she was taken SICk. She replied that h1s house was in reality, and they use:l notbii:g but faith. Then all
mittance ................ ~...................................... i 00 ?ot holy.enough for,, her. She was a zealous be.liever was the reverse. Physicians were imprisoned as
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
tb f th
M tb
ld
remittance .......................,............................ 7 00 In ? ai cure.
ar a wou hav been ahve to- Atheists, sorcerers, and leaguers wit.h the devil,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
day rf she had not become acquainted with this while incantations of priests were used in every cast"
One ~~~~~~e0~';iih''!~{.;··~~.;~:~~b~~rlb~~~;·b;·~~·~ 8 60 fa~ily,". sai~ the brother s~dl!. "She had come to All our papers now clamor for Olsen's punishment
remittance.................................................... 10 00 behave m fa1th cure or Christian science herself, but vociferously. Says one:
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
we would hav saved her life if the. Olsens had not
"The unalienable right of a man to be as big a fool as he
with one remittance.
prevented. Five times I called to see her during her pleases is subject to certain limitations, and the case of Carl
illness, and when I said I would get a doctor, they M~ Olsen, of Brooklyn, affords the courts an opportunity to
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN ?
would tell me, 'You are a child of the devil. The decide precisely what those limitatiok:s are.''
We do not think the opinion of this paper as to
Lord is OUI' protector.' "
Faith Cure.
just
where these limitations should be set is worth
Mrs.
Olsen,
the
wife
of
the
preceding
witness,
tesAnother death bas been caused by the Christian
The paper probably thinks it has reasoned
much.
ti1ied
that
she
visited
her
sister-in-law
live
or
six
religion. 0£ course, that religion causes an almost
matter
all out itself a1;1d judged how it should be
the
times,
and
each
time
urged
her
to
bav
a
physician,
countless number of deaths every week, directly or
indirectly. But we now refer to one death of which but the girl refused to hav one called, saying that decided. It bas done nothing of the kind. It simit is so clearly and undeniably the cause that all allow he could do her no good. When the witness asked ply re.tlects the opinion of the masses. If the
her why she did not come to her house, the girl said: paper had been published a few centuries ago, it
its guilt.
Carl Olsen, of Norwegian birth, livs at 205 Sackett " It is not Christ's house." Mrs. Olsen, the wife of would hav thought there should be either no limitastreet, Brooklyn. He is one of the leaders of a band Carl L. Olsen, said to her: "Jesus made Martha tions to faith foolishness, or limitations very slight.
Now iL thinks they should pe set eo as to prnent its
of faith cure believers, and one of the founders of a sick, and will take care of her."
Coroner Rooney asked Mr. Olsen if he would wait exercise in cases of illness, but no doubt would
Christian Mission at 155 Hamilton avenue. At a
revival at Temperance Hall, Brooklyn, he made the for the intervention of divine providence if he saw a approve of its exercise in other classes of cases. It
acquaintance of Miss Martha Olsen, who had come man drowning and it was in his power to save him. d sapproves of faith in the department of medicin,
from Norway not long ago, and was employed as a Olsen said: "I hav no faith in physicians myself. but of course thinks it all right in the departments of
domestic. The coincidence in their names struck This young woman had none and I didn't care to in- historical inquiry, government, and morale. The
them, and they became friends. About three weeks terfere." The coroner asked : "If you had typhoid only reason it has got so far as to disapprove its use
ago the' girl came to the house of her friend ill, and fever yourself would you hav sent for a physician?" in one department is that Rationalists hav beat into
accepted the invitation of him and his wife to re- Olsen answered : "I would not.'' " In case you the people a little doubt of its efficacy in that departmain till well. All these persons and their friends were to fall and break your leg, would you send for ment. The only way in which the paper will ever come
believed in faith cure. They were all warm Chris- one!" " I think if I were to break my leg I would to disapprove its use in other departments will be by
tians, and attended church Tuesday and Thursday get a doctor.'' Olsen frequently went, he said, to Rationalists beating into the people doubt of its
evenings and twice on Sunday. They called no doc- religious meetings at Hamilton avenue. At these efficacy in those other departments. Neither this
tor, nor did the girl want any. "It will do no good" meetings no decision was made not to call physicians, paper quoted, nor anything calling itself in the faintest
she said, " to hav a doctor. I am in the hands ~f but some one would read a passage from the Bible degree Christian, has the least capacity to pass a
the Lord, and if he BBEB lit to take me I'll not inter- in which they all believed, and- then there would b~ judgment on the matter.· The only one lit to judge,
fere." The girl was treated with ice and incanta- prayer and singing. It was learned that an infant and that ever has judged, is the Freethinker. It is
tions. She continued to grow worse. Several child of Olsen's was taken sick about a year ago, and he that has effected every bit of the diminution of
neighbors called and urged· her to get a doctor, but died. It is claimed that Olsen knew of his child's trust in faith that has been effected. It is he that is
she persistently refused. Her brother, who is her danger, but failed to summon medical aid, saying the sole cause of the public's passing such judgments
as it passes now. It is he that has brought the
only relativ in this country, called and urged her to that he did not believe in medicin.
Olsen is contented in his cell. He says he does people to where they are, it is he that keeps them
let him send a physician, b.ut without avail. Finally
at an alarming sinking of the girl a police surgeon, not fear punishment, as he is in the Lord's care. To from falling back into the mire of imanity again1 it is
Dr. A. W. Ford, was called. He said she had typhoid one reporter he said : " I hav nothing to fear, for the he that is our only hope and dependence for dra wing
fever, and left a prescription. The prescription was Lord will acquit me." To another reporter be stated: them ahead further into the ages of complete sanity
·
not 1illed. On the 12th the girl died. Dr. Ford " I and all the members of my family bav no faith in and pure reason of the future.
More
of
the
same
sort
of
talk
appears in the
We
bethe
power
of
physicians
to
cure
bodily
ills.
refused to giv a death certi1icate. He said : " As
soon as I saw the girl on Monday I concluded that lieve that when our time comes we must die, and that World:
she had typho~d fever, but the symptoms were not no earthly help will _avail. · This girl knew she was
" It is held by lawyers, we believe, that the Btatutes do not
especially alarming. I left a prescription to bav put going to di~, and was perfectly resigned to her fate. app~y technicall! .to faith cur~rs because those people adup, and also directed bow the medicin was to be I would not attempt to save a life that was to be mimster no medwm. If that 1s true the legislature at its
next ~e.ssion should ~o amend the law as to make it apply.
used. The next I heard of the case was last night, claimed by its maker.''
HomiCides through Ignorance and blind credulity are not
when I was hurriedly called to the house. I found
A reporter called at the house. The dead woman's made better by the fact that those who commit them are sinthe girl dead I was surprised to learn they had not coffin was surrounded by the members of the Chris- cere fools, and the treatment of disease by incantation is as
only not given the medicin I had ordered, but had tian Mission, of which she was a member. Scattered contrary to public policy and as dangerous to life as the Ignon~t eve~ bad the prescription put up. The girl, I in unusual profusion on tables about the room were rant administration of medicin could be. -It is time to put a
stop to it."
thmk, d1ed of their neglect. There is no doubt Bibles. He thus describes his visit:
"It is time to put a stop to "-what T Why not
about it. The only thing these people did was to
'.'A .dozen women were talking in a foreign language in an
to
put a stop to the treatment of governmental and
nurse her and perform their hellish incantations over adJolnmg room, and a young man, who said his name was
moral
affairs "by incantation" as well as treatment
her, waving their hands over her, patting her on the Jacob Andrew Johnson, mistook the interest I showed in his
of
disease
in that way? Why dismiss the use of inremarks
for
penitence
of
soul,
and
fluently
expounded
the
body, and praying for her recovery. These people
gospel from his pecullar standpoint. He assured me that the cantation in disease and retain its use in such forms
should be taken charge of and a stop put to their dead girl had refused to touch her lips to any drug whlle she
outrageous ceremonies." The doctor made a formal was sensible, and that by her own request they had sought as the supposed making of people moral by mumcomplaint to Coroner Rooney, especially against Carl no medical advice. A pretty young woman of twenty years bling mystic formulas and sprinkling them with some
Olsen for neglecting to carry out his instructions c!asped her hands upon her breast, and, with a rapt expres- conjuring stuff or other at church enrolments f ·If
about the prescription. Olsen wa_s arrested while siOn, declared that she envied her sister Martha who had we can cure disease better by science than by faith.
died il! the faith. After exhorting me to separ~te myself can we not lind out how to promote morality better
praying over the dead body.
from the world and its follies, she further announced her by scienti1ic inquiry into morals than by fait.h in an
At the coroner's inquest that official was court- regret that she had never been a martyr.
ancient scrap-book kept by barbarians? If tba
eously received, and as 'the people who had sur"'_Don't you believe,' said Jacob A. Johnson, with an aprounded the girl's deathbed seemed intelligent he provmg. glance, not wholly free from admiration at the fair offering of prayers in illness is so foolish that it
could not understand why they had not secured m~di enthusiast, 'that the Lord bas fixed a time when' each of us would be outrageous to tax us all to pay for somecal attendance until they began to urge him to giv his must die, and all the medicins on earth cannot save us when body's offering them, is not the offering of prayers
that time CO !DeS r He holgs ~s )ike this,' lifting up his for the prosperity of our public legislatures and our
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nation so foolish that it is outrageous to tax us all to
pay for them 1 If it would be wrong to draw from
us by taxes the money to support the prayer-offering
done by these faith healers, is it not wrong to draw
from us by taxes the money to support any prayeroffering done by anyone at all !
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN

?

The Pope.
The situation of this God on earth continues to
increase in perplexity and unsafety.
One of the latest troubles made for him is in the
schools of Rome. Formerly he and his subordinates
ran everything connected with schooling, and passed
pupils regardless of their attainments if they only
had a plenty of piety. Now, however, the government bas by its accurate and valuable examinations
raised into influence a different set of principles.
The government examine all applicants for situations
under it, and not being influenced or coerced as of
old, rejects whatever applicant is backward in educational acquirements regardless of how many monkish
legends be may bav in his pate or how willing he is
to band his gold over to support priests. The Catholics describe the conductors of the examination as
"Jews and an apostate priest." "Woe," they exclaim, " to the lads who are known to come from a
clerical school or college !" They hav e11poused the
cause of several boys who bav been thus sent back,
aad say they
•agitate their grievance in parliament. The object, they allege, is to deter parents
from sending their sons to clerical establishmente:.
Then a demonstration in honor of Premier Crispi
bas been held at Naples. This cannot but be discouraging to the E>nemies of this admirable and fearless Freethinking statesman. They will call it an
"outrage." Twenty thousand impious admirers of
this " enemy of .God " marched in procession to his
villa. In the number were members of the municipal government and of the senate and chamber of
deputies. On this man the American Catholic News
says:
. " This co'rrupt man is the only shrewd statesman Italy now
possesses. Papal action with governments is hampered by
his malicious intrigues. He is the greatest enemy of the
pope, and still he i; the pope's jailer, the European pawers
having relinquished to Italy the guardianship of the pope.
What can be expected from such guardians? To. day they
are obliged to respect the pope and to leave him the Vatican
and its garden. To-morrow they will or can expel him out
of the Vatican under some pretext. The pope in his actual
condition is at the mercy of the worst enemies of the
papacy."
In an encyclical letter just issued Leo expresses
himself as having lost every human hope and trusting only in God's providence and in "the powerful
intercession first of our Blessed Virgin, then of the
great protector of the church, St. Joseph." Prayers
for the safety of him and of the church are by direction being offered in the churches all over the world,
here in the United States as elsewhere. We do not
care bow much supernatural help they get. We do
not care bow much supernatural aid they bring in if
they refrain from calling up the natural aid of bloodyminded soldiers with bard steel, as of old. As to
their St. J osepb, and all their supernatural friends
of every stripe, we do not mind them, having been
used to fighting against t.bese parties for many
years. Here are some touching and beautiful sentiments on the matter, from a Catholic organ:
"His holiness puts all his confidence in God alone; he
does not pay much attention to what is done around him.
He knows that God will not leave his church in the hands of
its enemies for a long time, and for a·trial too great to bear.
He leaves the cause of the papacy in the hands of God the
almighty."
We wish be would leave the money he is continually wheedling out of his dupes' pockets all over the
world in the bands of God the almighty too.
A Roman Catholic writes from the scene of conflict:
"The Vatican is now formally besieged with guards and
policemen of all kinds, with detectivs and soldiers in private
dress, having carriages at their disposal, so that nobody can
enter or leave the Vatican without the knowledge of the
Italian government. This position Is embarrassing for the
pope, who nevertheless does not wish to leave the Vatican,
unless c'mpelled by force of circumstances, such as would
arise in the event of war. But nevertheless he is now a
prisoner under guard and watched by detectivs. I know
the Vatican has made an appeal to the powers on this account; Italy's answer was evasiv and declared that what
was done was. simply for the protection of the pope himself.
Of course this is not true. The aim of Signor Crispi in besieging the Vatican is to take possession of it at once, as soon

will

as the pope leaves. Under Italian law only the person of the
pope, it is said, is to be respected, not the cardinals and
prelates living at· the Vatican."
Austria, Germany, Spain, and France are the countries with whom tbeVatican is now intriguing the most,
to secure promis of armed aid against struggling
Fraethougbt and religious liberty. It is uncertain
whether the_aid of any one of these nations can be
procured. It is, to be surf,', reported that the emparol' of Austria bas declared a visit of his to Italy
to be "contingent upon the Italian government modifying its policy toward the church, refraining from
interfering with the privileges of the officers of the
Vatican, suppressing demonstrations similar to the
Bruno celebration, and a renewal of the pledges to
observe the law guarantees." But other reports represent his warmth in the cause to be much Jess.
Cable reports are uncertain and often ill:grounded.
The same is to be said of the news that Prince
Bismarck charged Herr Scbloezer, who recently went
to Friedrichruhe, to inform the pope on his return to
Rome that Italy's allies would constrain the Quirinal
to respect the wishes of the Vatican. It is not certain that this is so. Austria is the most likely of the
four to assist; Germany bas a Protestant dynasty
and a people full of Rationalism; Spain is weak and
impotent, and as France is the· foremost nation in
Freetbought in the world, the only motiv that could
induce b~r to move against Italy would be. a certain
old grudge of commercial rivalry.
Among the archbishops in this country, a third
one, Ryan, has now followed the course of Corrigan
and Gibbons, and delivered himself of a mixture of
abuse of Bruno and exhortation to take up force for
the pope. We print his production on another page.
We also print, following it, the prayer spoken of to
be offered to St. J osepb.
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN
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More.
More reports continually arrive of the Ascension to
heaven of murdering rascals and beasts. From San
Antonio, Texas, James McCoy has ascended to his
heavenly place. He was banged for the murder of
the sheriff of the county, under circumstances of
peculiar atrocity that bav awakened against him
uncommon detestation.
"In attendance upon the victim Father Maloney has been
constant. He received extreme unction at 11 o'clock and
expressed himself as thoroughly satisfied. The march to the
scaffold was begun a little after."
He expressed himself as " thoroughly satisfied."
And so a man can lead il life of brutal debauchery,
cruelty, and. misdeeds, and at the end be provided
with something that will make him thoroughly satisfied. A man can steep himself in crime, wrong his
ft'llows, break tender hearts, defy justice and right,
and yet feel at ease about it and confident of obtaining happiness unlimited as soon as he has been thrust
out of this world by people when be bas got so bad
they can no longer endure him in it.. What must be
the effect of such principles ? How little and
unworthy of thought must seem the opinions of his
fellows to a person satisfied that the infinit creator
of all those paltry fellows is at any time whatever
glad to receive him in his bosom and giv him everything he wants !
And what a place beJloven is getting to be! Continually filling up with the biggest rascals that grow
upon and disgrace the earth, and at the same time not
getting more than one in fifty of the eminent minds
that hav done something to make the earth better, it
must now be getting just about the last place to go
to that could be named. It has been supposed that
Infidels lose something in renouncing an expectation
of heaven, and they tbemselvs bav admitted it, only
adding that the loss is more than made up by a
f
consequent increase of acility for bettering life here.
But even this must be changed now. We will no
more admit that we loee anything :\t all. We don't
believe any Infidels want to go to such a place any
more now. The company it affords is simply abominabla.
To hobnob with t-he patriarchal babe-
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want of evidence. Rather let us say now that we
don't want it, won't hav it, and ~ill do anything to
keep out of it. Hell and its good company would be
a thousand times to be preferred. Or rather giv us
unconsciousness. Unconsciousness is not without its
merits. It is capable of having a good word said for
it. Let us bav one of these two, or anything, just so
that we do not get heaven. That we are determined
not to bav. From it may the Lord deliver us. As
many things in theology are becoming reversed in
these days, becoming just the opposit of what they
were, so is this matter of hell becoming reversed
and just the opposit. Hell is now reduced in beat,
and in name, even, softened and reduced to hades.
And everyone knows the best and greatest geniuses
are there. While as the plain truth as to the character of the Bible men of God who bav gone to beavei!i
is .being perceived, and attention is being drawn to
the character of our criminal class who announce
tbemselvs the most sure of going there, we believe
that even among Christians a feeling is rising of
· pretty considerable indifference to admission to the
place. Hell is becoming not by any means uninviting; while heaven is being seen to ba just the place
of all places that every decent man will want to stay
away from.
W AB ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN'

WE are pleased to record that Kristofer Janson, the Norwegian poet and Unitarian divine, has translated Remsburg's
"Bible }!orals" into the Norwegian language. J. C. Forsberg, a Swedish Freethinker, is translating the same work
into the Swedish language. The book is an excellent one,
and should be read by all peoples.
A TENNESSEE judge recently instructed his grand jury to
" indict all persons who publicly express Infidel sentiments."
He would better attend to suppressing some of those endless
family wars and race riots that disgrace his highly Christian
section of our republic. And the lessons of history show
that the best way to do this is to import a little Infidelity.
JuDGE GmsoN, of Oakland, CaL, we learn from F1·eethought, gave some sage advice the other day to the mother
of a girl who showed symptoms of religious de.mentia. The
girl testified that she was never allowed to go anywhere except to church, and the judge admonished the parent to
keep her from religious society for a while and let her attend
parties and the theater.
-----IN Scotland the proposal to change the cruel and diabolical old creeds is making great commotion. An address has
been issued by a body of ministers and elders of the Scottish
Free ·church, representing its conservativ element, setting
forth in strong terms the dangers which threaten the Free
church in the line of departure from the ancient dogma as
it is contained in the Confession of Faith.
MR. GREEN will make his Magazine for October a. literary
memorial to Horace Seaver. Colonel Ingersoll's funeral oration will lead, and James Parton, T. B. Wakeman, Parker
Pillsbury, Dr. Westbi:ook, and the Editor of the Children's
Corner of THE TRUTH BEEKER will tell us what they think of
the work and personal worth of the dead Freethinker. This
number of the Magazine will be a good one to preserve. We
shall hav it for sale; price, 20 cents.
THE Boston friends of Horace Seaver, led by his lifelong
friend Mendum, are arranging for a monument to the dead
editor .. It ought to be asplendid structure that shall show
to coming generations what manner of a man was that Editor
.who for fifty years battled bravely and in his earlier life
almost alone for the right of the people to express their
thoughts. Those of his friends who desire to honor themselva and their champion by helping erect this monument
can send their contributions to J.P. Mendum, Investigat01·
office, Boston, Mass.
MR. L. K. W.ASHBURN, assisted by Ernest Mendum, bas
taken the editorship of the Boston Investigat01·. No better
man could be fouod than Mr. Washburn. Able, earnest,
and sincere,. and not afraid to say what he thinks, lHr. Washburn has been for some years one of the brightest Liberal
writers and speakers in New England. Personally, he is a
genial, companionable man, a good friend to his friends, and
a warm foe to his Christian opponentA. Of Mr. Mendum the
public knows less, but the son of so able and devoted a
champion of Freethought as J.P. Mendum should be a vainable aid to the cause and to the paper. May unbounded success attend our elder contemporary and its new editors.

IT now appears that the Syrians who were supposed to ha-r
worshiped Colonel Ingersoll's picture as that of a god or
saint, did not perform their reverences with that design, but
with one quite different. The reporters who gave the proceeding that interpretation, and all of us who accepted it,
were forgetful of the fact that Mohammedans do not worship
before pictures Their religion forbids them to worship
pictures, images, or representations of any kind-being in
slaugbterers and maid-ravishers, with the holy this respect superior to Christianity, which in its Catholic
Inq~isitorial torturers, and with the highly religious division is idolatry. According to explanations of SuperinCatholics who make rotten the politics and fill the tendent Simpson, the Arabs were not adoring the picture;
jails of our cities-this is what we know Bny decent I they were simply showing in their own nativ fashion that
· b b u t mus t fee1 bl. ~; 1 they took Colonel Ingersoll's good-natured
..
. face for the
I n fid el c11nno t f or s m 0 me nt WlB
'
I American type and hoped to propitiate
1t. Two of the
stomach turn at. No more let us say gravely that of Arabs were women, and as they were led into the hospital
course if we could get proof of a future life in heaven I building, the report says, they threw back many admiring
we would be glad of it, though we now deny it for i glances at the coloPel's beautiful shiny head, ·
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Jttltrs pro"l Jlritnds.
IoNIA, Sept. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed post-office order to r~new n;tY
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I cannot do without It.
I generally read it instead of going t~ church, and get ~astly
more information. I hav been delaymg to renew, hopmg to
get some more subscribers that hav promised, but t~e truth
is that church influence is too strong for them. I wished to
secure for J. E. Remsburg the opportunity of giving us some
of his superb lectures, and hav tried my best to make arrangements for him, but fear I shall not be able to for want
of sufficient interest on the part of Liberals in this churchridden community.
S. M. BAYARD.
BATTLE CREEK, MroH., Sept. 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 to pay a year's subscription for your paper, and I wov.ld gladly send new names
if I knew where to find them.. Not that I obscure what
little light there is in me after reading THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Since D. M. Bennett sent out the first sheet from the West
I hav had every number that has been published, and read
them with as much understanding as I had at commencing.
·And I must be a dull scholar if my neighbors do not know
how I think of this subject that they are making such ado
about. I am eighty years old, and so do not expect to be in
sight much longer. I intend to take THE TRUTH SEEKER as
WM. NEwMaN.
long as I may liv to do it.
NBw YoRK, Sept. 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Several newspapers of this city, speaking on
the London strike, say that from any conceivable point of
view the existing methods of settling differences between
employers and employed are clumsy, cruel, and unfit for use
in our present state of. advanced civilization. There is, in
my opinion, only one way of ending now and forever all
strikes and grievances, which is besides perfectly just,
especially to the poorer classes. The method is to giv an
interest of so much per cent, besides their weekly salaries,
to all those working in any businese, enterpr!se, etc., etc.,
from the most to the least important, so that there may not
be in this advanced state of civilization any more masters
and slaves, the relativ positions to-day of employers and employed, thus changing the relation into that more huma?e, ?f
brothers. This system is employed by several factones m
this country and abroad, and it works satisfactorily for all
parties concerned. Why not make it general?
A SPIRIT oF JusTIOE.
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN !
STAPLEs, MINN., Sept. 8, 1889.
Mr. EDITOR: You will find the necessary lucre herewith
inclosed for the continuation of my subscription. You will
not hav to drop my name from your list-at least, not yet.
When I join the heavenly ch•Jir and acquire a harp, then,
and only then, you may drop me. I hope by that time there
will be some postmaster-general religious enough, and with
influence enough, to extend our mail facilities to that Mecca
of orthodoxy, so that I may continue to enjoy THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I should get awfully lonesome without it. How
interesting it would be to hav Heston's pictures to compare
with the originals-for of course they are all there. But· I
presume I must do without the paper when I take up the
harp. But I'll tell you what I can do in spite of them-!
can "sing the praises" of the paper. I hav seen the picture
of Moses so often I shall recognize him on sight. But you
can stake the everlasting salvation of your soul on it that
when I employ a guide to select my location I will not choose
Moses. I should want to get settl!ld down to business, and
not be forever wandering in the wi!ilerness. I should, however, ask him to explain to me of what material, and how,
they constructed their clothing, so it never wore out and the
buttons never came off. Then some medium could materialize me, and I could giv away the secret to some enterprising
American. And there is Aaron's receipt for making hair oil,
that God so jealously guarded. What a bonanza that would
be!
I can't conclude this letter without mentioning '' The Lady
of the Club." It ought to be read by everyone, old and
young. Miss Gardener is undoubtedly" the Ingersoll of her
sex."
In conclusion-! am fully satisfied with THE TRUTH
SBKKER and wish it unlimited success.
D. C. JENkiNS.
MAITLAND, Mo., Sept. 12, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Still the good work goes on. Some time
ago, perhaps two montha, there was held in our little village
a meeting called the Ministers' Alliance, the object in the
opinion of many being to promote the interest of sky-pilots
generally, although it wore the cloa·{ of "doing good."
Among other things, it was their duty to keep a watchful
eye upon all mischief-workers, and especially to prevent any
desecration of the "holy Sabbath." The resident Methodist
"pilot," being young in the ministry and not well up to the
trick of keeping the tugs stretched without doing much pulling, waded in enthusiastically, and his first opportunity
came in the shape of a baseball game to be played at our
fair-grounds on a certain Sunday between our village nine
and a nine from our neighboring town, Mayville. So
promptly our little Methodist Episcopal pilot, his coat-tail
flapping in the frightened air, wriggled his way up to the
captain of our home nine and informed him that if they
played the game as proposed he would hav them all arrested
and fined. 'fhe boys were indignant, but the statute not
being in their favor, they were on the point of desisting,
when many of the citizens told them to pay no attention to
the little pilot but go ahead. And so they did-had a nice

game and a good crowd, and the people enjoyed the fresh,
open air in the· stead of taking in the musty old stock in. the
churches held over from the previous Sunday. Dut the little
pilot, not to be outdone, promptly found his way before
our district judge, and in the fullness of his heart made
bare his little story. The judge heard him through, then
asked him if the boys disturbed anyone. The pilot replied
that he did not know as they did. He was then asked where
they played, and answered, "At the fair-grounds." And
also being asked if anyone lived close to there, he said, No.
Thereupon the judge (Anthony) told him the best thing he
could do would be to go home and attend to his own affairs.
knd thus the first job of the great "alliance" fell fl;~t and
the people were victorious.
AN OBsERVER.
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN T
KENT, 0., Sept. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As advertised, the Kent Secular Union concluded a series of mass meetings Sunday evening, September
1st. The grove meetings were pronounced a success by all
those who had the good fortune or courage to partake of
the mental treat offered by the profound reasoning of J. H.
Burnham. The earnest appeal in behalf of our endangered
liberties made by th~t veterdn worker in freedom's cause,
Hon. A. B. Bradford, who evidenced his devotion to human
rights by giving his services, even going so far as to refuse.
to be reimbursed for his traveling expenses incurred in
attending the meetings, elicited the responses from many that
these meetings were the best of any held under the auspices
d the society. Among those who heard Brother Burnham's
Saturday night address, in which man's providence was contrasted with that of the Jew God's, were a few of superstition's devotees. Being so long accustomed to having others
do their thinking, they found themselvs unable to follow the
speaker in his deep reasoning and ftights of logic, hence they
ventured not again, concluding that the gifted philosopher
was crazy. Nearly two thousand years of teaching to their
ancestors soul-dwindling dogmas like " Believe or be
damned,"" Take no thought for the morrow," etc., as might
hav been expected, under the law of necessity, produced
such results in the capacity of the devotee. Place the credit
to that scheme of salvation in the religion of superstition,
which puts humility above dignity and exalts belief above
conduc\ Under the call for volunteer speeches that venerable
Abolitionist of Warren, 0., Thomas Douglass, came forward,
roused his hearers to the need of action in defense of liberty,
and made many friends who will gladly welcome him at our
annual gathering to help the cause by his presence and
voice.
Thanks to the generosity of the friends of equal rights
and fair play, the executiv committee hav met and paid the
heavy expenses of the series of mass meetings, and we hav
a surplus with which to upbuild the society's library.
MARIUs HEIGHToN, Secretary.
NoRWALK, Sept. 12, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am a delighted and constant reader of your
very valuable papt>r, and receive therefrom a great deal of
solid food for thought. The following is the way I think :
"These are the times which try men's souls," is an expression which may be used to-day as when written by our
"Author-hero," Thomas Paine. What are we doing in regard to mental liberty? Very little in comparison to what
our opponents, the theologians, and their dupes and allies,
the Woman's Christian Temperance Uunion, are doing for
their cause. There are a quite a number of Freethinkers
who, if approached on the subject of religion, will say, " Oh,
I hav thought that for a long time, but dare not say anything
a.bout it, because I am afraid it will hurt my business," and
so they continue on in that way, neither turning to the right
nor left to avert the wrongs which are building up like walls
about us. A good many of them absolutely refuse by their
paltry excuses to read of such literature as might enlighten
them. Such papers as THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Boston InVIJ8tigator, etc., contain nothing of a contaminating nature to
a honest, Liberal-minded person of either sex, but rather
contain very pleasant, instructiv, and encouraging literature.
And what is more gratifying to an honest man or woman
than to be enabled to read the productions from the pens
of such noble men as Thomas Paine, D. M. Bennett, Horace
Seaver, Colonel Ingersoll, and others? Where is there
another who could pay such a beautiful tribute to the dead
as that which Colonel Ingersoll paid to his, and our, dear
friend Horace 8eav.er? Where? echo answers, Where?
Oh, how I wish there were more Ingersolls and more Seavers, and less Dixes, Talmages, and Mike Corrigans; more
secular &chools, and less churches and parochial schools!
According to the New York Bun there are not school-houses
enough in New York to accommodate the children who wish
to attend, there being quite a number who were unable to
gain admission at the beginning of the term. The Bun
thinks that we ought to hav more of them, and so do I.
Why not tear down, or turn into school-houses, such useless
buildings as churches, instead of keeping them locked up
for six days a week, and only open three or four hours on
the seventh ? And why not take the money that it costs to
support sky-pilots and pay big pew-rents, and use it to educate the young? Or, if they must ha v God-houses with altars
and playthings, they should be made to pay taxes for them.
But no, rather than giv up their untaxed clubhouses, they
would prefer to see the children grow up in ignorance, and
then some will wonder why it is that Catholicism has such a
strong hold on the country.
Tm)MAs B. HoPPER.

cerning the introduction of God into the constitution of North
Dakota, and while I realize the ability of the latter to fully
answer his critic, I beg permission to offer a word, merely to
indicate that here in Nebraska there is another who cannot
but provoke a ripple, small though it be, upon the bosom of
the orthodox sea of dominancy. "Polonius" begins his
effusion with malignant allusions to Messrs. Plline and Ingersoll.· Why heap upon two men only so much orthodox
venom when such men as Jefferson, Adams, Washington,
Franklin, Madison, Hamilton, Jackson, Lincoln, and Grant
hav had their names registered nowhere upon the class roll
of a Christian church? "How frail the temple of American
liberty without these ten [including Paine] great pillars!"
It would appear that many orthodox would hav us close our
eyes to the pages of history and forget that it was the bigotry
of the church that applied the fagot to Bruno and Servetus;
that foully murdered that pure, defenseless woman Hypatia
in the streets of Alexandria, btlating her brains out with the
club of St. Peter; that persecuted Copernicus, Galileo, and
Kepler, all of whom sought to discover truths accepted
by after generations as the greatest intellectual legacies to
mankind; that put to death hundreds of thousands in the
name of the Christian religion.
To say nothing of the necessarily chaotic character of· the
Bible and its questionable authenticity, as shown by the
orthodox history of its canon, the conduct of its advocates,
both past and present, cannot but occasion the strongest
feelings of suspicion in those of us nat possessed.of a superamount of blind credulity, and hence it is that many feel that
a state might judiciously omit the name of God ih its consti~
tution, in imitation of that of our nation, whose framers for
both goodness and greatness hav received the highest encomiums known to history. Gladstone says our national Constitution is "the most wonderful work ever struck off at a
time by the brain and purpose of man,_and the most perfect
instrument which the art of man has ever devised." Yet it
is not good enough for the church of to-day. "Polonius"
thinks it shockingly sacrilegious that a Christian God should
be mentioned coordinately in connection with the non-Christian or heathen gods. Well, does he not know that just
so the "heathen" worshiper regards him and his Christ, the
odium having merely a relativ application depending upon
who would cast it? He concludes his article by saying, " I
hope to see the day when the law will prevent the circulation
of the blasphemies of would-be smart men ]ike 'Saul.'"
Alas l for the rarity
0 r Christian charity
Under the sun.

But, after all, every human being comes into and goes out
of this existence in obedience to an immutable law of nature,
and if we are to exist after death, the malevolence of our
enemies here on earth can in nowise reverse or change the
C. W. TRIO&.
decrees of fate.
·wAs ABRAHAM LrncoLN A CHRISTIAN '
0RILLIA,

ONT., CAN., Sept. 15, 1889.

ME. EDITOR: I hav been for many years a Freethinker,

but until lately hav not had the pleasure of coming. in contact with your paper THE TRUTH SEEKER, or in fact any other
founded on the same principle. I hav received quite anumber of copies lately, and must say that I appreciate them very
much, especially the illustrations by W. Heston, which I
think are as near the proper thing as it is possible to get.
I may be venturing a little too far in asking your consideration of what I am going to subject to your notice. The
argument is purely original with me, but may hav been commented upon by somebody more versed and able than I. I
refer to the creation of man. Of course the Christian belief
is that man was the last article or piece of mechanism turned
out of the creator's hands, and that Eve was made out of one
of his ribs_:_ I believed it myself once. This is the general
belief. Now the first mention of the creation of man is in
Gen. i, 27 : " So God created man in his own image; in the
image of God created he him; male and female created he
them." Now, this is sufficient to show that there was no
need of any surgical operation being performed on Adam's
ribs for the sake of securing him a helpmeet, as he already
had one according to Gen. i, 27. What strikes me most is
the arrangement of the creation in the second chapter of
Genesis, in which man is made about the third or fourth
article-before the beasts, at all events-which flatly contradicts the first chapter. What I wish to draw attention more
particularly to .is Gen. ii, 18-20: ''It is not good that man
should be alone ; I will make him a help meet for him. And
out of the ground the Lord Uod formed every beast of the
field, and every fowl of the air, and brought them unto Adam,
to see what he would call them; and whatsoever Adam
called every living creature, that was the name thereof. And
Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the . fowl of the air,
and to every beast of the field ; but for Adam there was not
found a help meet for him." From this I would infer that
God caused Adam to inspect the animals he had createod not
solely for the purpose of naming them, .but to see if he would
prefer anyone of them as a helpmeet or companion, else why
should he say, "But for Adam there was not found a help
meet?" After the inspection he bethought him of the rib,
out of which he forms woman. Now, it seems an absurdity
to rob poor Adam of a rib to make a woman, when we are
told in Gen. i, 27, that "God created man in his own image;
in the image of God created he him; male and ftftnale created he them." We do not read of two women being in the
garden, so if the Christian believer studies these two chapters,
he cannot help but be in a quandary as to which is correct.
He must, therefore, if he goes according to the dictates of
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN !
reason, discountenance both. Gen. ii, 20, is somewhat of a
substantiation of the Darwin theory, looked at in the proper
TBOU.MSEH, NEn., Sept. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In your issue of August 24th I notice an light, especially if the gorilla or monkey species were
article from" Polonius," in answer to one from "Saul," con. amongst the procession on parade for Adam's inspection.
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One thing must be said in Adam's favor, that is that he displayed good taste and nicety of judgment in not selecting
one of the aforesaid for his helpmeet. But he was not acting in a very grateful manner to his maker, inasmuch as he
caused him extra work and labor in forming a woman for
him, but it will naturally be supposed that that was no extra
trouble to God, as he had no doubt calculated on doing it
beforehand. Possibly lie only caused the procession of animals, etc., to pass before Adam for a mere matter of form,
but. it looks rather fishy when he said, "But for Ad3m there
was not a help meet found." He must hav meant found
amongst the animals.
En. CLARKE.
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN?

PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Sept. 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: To-day at Mead's Grove, a beautiful spot a
few miles north of Slocum's station, on the ·Portsmouth
branch of the Cincinnati, Washington & Baltimore railroad,
closed a camp-meeting given under the management of
Ralph C. Jones, late a major in the Salvation Army. The
station above alluded to was named after Sam Slocum, who,
I am informed, went crazy on religion. He imagined he was
a Joshua, and thought he could stop anything dead stillthe sun, the moon, the stars, and all the hosts of heaven.
Why, he got so bad that he tried to check earthly things, and
finally succeeded in putting a stop to himself by hanging.
One day he presented himself before an approaching train
and ordered it to stop, which it did, but not because he
had so ordered, but to clear the track and save his life. Before he could be displaced, however, from his position, he
had to be knocked down. He was shortly afterward lodged
in the old "jail in this city, which is a few steps from my
home. And after singing and praying·for a month or so in
his demented way, he gave up the ghost by swinging himself off at the end of his bedquilt. In the language of one
who reasons for himself, "Giv me death rather than the
poisonous dregs of superstition "-that is to say, clasp me in
nature's arms in sweet, eternal sleep, rather than make my life
a prison-house, so to speak, a den where crawl hideous monsters called Fathers, Sons., and Holy Ghosts, monsters who
rob man, woman, and child of that priceless gem, liberty;
who make criminal that which is virtuous and true, and reward that which is base and cruel. I may be damned and
conBigned to endless torture for expressing this truth, but I
iv knowing that if I am I will hav plenty of company, and
good company at that. I will be among the grandest and
the greatest of the world's soldiers and thinkers. The music
may all be up at the other place, and if it is I will know
that it is stolen property, robbed from the Beethovens and
the Wagners who are suffering the torments of the damned.
Returning t9 the camp-meeting, I will say it accomplished
the usual amount of work-more souls made than saved.
True, large crowds attended, but the majority went to see
the sights. The Portsmouth Solomons were on hand, and
no doubt did all in their power to make good the first commandment, "Be fruitful and multiply." Jones, the leader,
if reports be true, is a thoroughbred in this direction. He is
a good mixer, and they say was forced to resign from the
Salvation Army because of ways that are crooked and bad.
He is one of seven brothers, all of whom took part in this
special meeting. ·As the saying goes," The Joneses are :hell."
This is a city from which the rich man's son, for theft, is
sent to the asylum, and the poor man's to the penitentiary.
•Tis strange but nevertheless true,
That there, rioh fathers are churchmen, too.
I suppose~he juggling of the law, which makes a forehead
echo if you touch it, is brought about and accounted for by
the passage which reads :
God moves in a mYsterious was
His wonders to perform.
My little baby, six months old, is just recovering from a
terrible case of typhoid fever. His getting well is a puzzler
t<J the doctors, and those who insisted that prayer was
stronger than medicin are flitting about saying : '• All for the
best,"" God is good," etc. When the little fellow was at
his worst a certain individual, who wears his knees out pray.
ing, remarked to a friend of mine: "Andres is getting repaid for the way he has talked regarding his God and the
Bible." And by the wa11, he who made this remark is a rascal and a thief. Such as he picture Jehovah as a punisher
of the innocent for the crimes (if such is unbelief) of another,
and just such form the loudr!Jt ranters. They are the clergy's
main mouthpieces. They are the worst kind of hypocrite,
and running at large as they do, are dangerous to the really
good and honest men and women.
WILL S. ANDHEE'.
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN!

DRs MomRs, lA., Sept. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The Secular Union organized in this city last
March is now in a healthy and flourishing condition, and
with high hopes for the future. The growth of such an
organization must necessarily be slow, as it appeals, not to
the emotional and superstitious part of man's nature, but to
his reason and common sense, which Christianity came near
ext!nguishing until science and Rationalism came to the
rescue.
The clergy, thus far, hav deemed it prudent on their part
to ignore us. They ignore us upon the same principle that
a pickpocket ignores the policeman. But the time is coming
when such tactics will not pay, and they will soon find this
out.
Some months ago we undertook to work up a debate
between some minister of this city and that eloquent cham. pion of Freethought, Charles Watts. A challenge was sent
to Prof. D. R. Dungan, professor of the Bible department of
Drake University. After evading the main issue of the challenge as long as he was able, the professor said that he
would require $500 for defending the cause of Christ for six

6i9

nights I He added that the . ministers of the city were op-1 th~ doctor why he does not· know. I demand the same of
posed to debating, and consequently would take no interest you. Now, since you were so liberal in offering the doctor
in such a discussion. Mr. Dungan knew that it was impos~ $2 to $1, I will d~posit $500, to be forfeited for the benefit of
sible for him to be paid $500, and his· demand was but the· American Secular Union, to carry out the purpose of the
another mode of hoisting the white fiag. If anything shows Nine Demands, in case you can produce to THE TRUTH
the American clergy to be a consummate setof moral cow- SEEKER office a sealed or even open letter from the dead, as
ards, it is their unwillingness to defend upon the platform you describe in your letter. I will also giv you $100 addiwhat they preach from the pulpit.
tiona! for ·expenses. Come, now, if you are not a· crank, do
Speaking of ignoring, the preachers ought to know how to something for yourself and to help the cause of liberty with
ignore people. They had enough experience last spring, $500. I hav attended Spiritualist meetings, and know just a
when they undertook to hav Prof. R. Ellsworth Call removed little about what I am saying. Come now, no "Pretty
from the chair of science in the Des Moines high school, on Polly" biz, I say. Just strike again .. No bones will be
WM. JoHNSON.
account of his pronounced Freethought principles. They broken.
were so ignored that their railing and secret plottin~ were
Post-office address, box 11.
held in contempt by the directors, who reinstated Mr. Call
for another year.
·
wAS ABBAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN 1
About two weeks ago a young man named Philemon
Gobiet, employed in Harlan's drug store, came from the
ONoNDAGA HILL, N.Y., Sept. 15, 1889.
Presbyterian church on Sunday evening, where he had been
MR. EDITOR: In reply to Mr. A. Allen Noe in remarks perleading the young people's meeting, and went to bed, leaving
an open Bible by his bedside. In a few P-ours something in taining to Spiritualism that appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER
of Sept. 14, 1889, I would say to his following questions:
the room caught fire, and before the unfortunate man could
1. He asks if there are at present any full-fledged, intellibe rescued he was suffocated by the smoke and flames. Let
gent Spiritualists in asylums.
us imagin for a moment that this young man was an Infidel,
Answer: Not to my knowledge. Asylums are not supand came from the meeting of the Secular Union. Suppose
posed
to confine intelligent people, be they Spiritualists or
.
that instead of the Bible he had a volume of Paine or Ingern"ot.
soll by his bedside! How unfortunate the preachers are
2. Are any Spiritualists in asylums (presumably insane) on
that such was not the case I It would hav been equal to
account of Spiritualism?
$10,000 capital in their pockets. We would never hear the
Answer: In my judgment, more than fifty per cent of.the
last of "the avenging hand of the Lord" upon his enemies.
Instead of this, we hear, "The Lord gave, the Lord taketh insane hear and see things subjectivly· while awake. The
cause of subjectiv sensations is well known to exist in the
away: blessed be the name of the Lord."
Two new churches are being erected in Des Moines this tissues, of which the excited nerve is a part. If these causes
year-the-Lutheran and the Campbellite. The Young Men's are sufficient to render the patient dangerous or unable to
take care of himself he is taken to an asylum. People who
Christian Association is also erecting a $50,000 edifice. The
can support themselvs and are not dangerous, yet are submoney for the latter was filched from the pockets of tlie
ject to exaggerated forms of subjectiv sensation, can with
citizens by a systematic scheme of begging. The taxes on
safety pose as the Jew, Christian, Mohammedan, Hindoo,
it, however, will be stolen froin the taxpayers as long .as
Buddhist, fetich man, or Spiritualist of any order.
they will let the church hold out one hand to beg, while
It has been one of the prime functions of religions to
they steal with the other. Are not the churches, just as the
excite the subjectiv in man. Every subjectiv sensation is a
grand antislavery agitator, William Lloyd Garrison, called
lie and in a measure acts destructivly. There is objectiT
them, "a brotherhood of thieves?"
work enough for every nerve fiber and cell. Every subj wtiv
The erection of the Bruno monument in Rome was a grand
process is pathological and therefore a waste to the organism.
triumph for Freethought in the Old World. Why should it
A dose of alcohol, morphia, nicotine, belladonna, or hashnot be equally triumphant in the New? How·could it be
eesh may induce the subjectiv action of nerve tissue. No
done but by erecting a statue of Thomas Paine in Philadelone denies that the organism suffers in consequence.
phia, .on the spot where he toiled and labored for the indeThe victim of narcotization believes his sensations real. It
pendence of America ? This should be done within the next
is useless to argue with him. He wiil see a mockery in your
ten years, and I hope the Freethinkers of America and all
words. He sees, he feels, that· of which he speaks. He
who appreciate Pairie•s services to this country will take the
points his finger. There is his proof. He says, If your scimatter into serious consideration. Would it not be grand if
ence claims that these things are not real I hav the living
Colonel Ingersoll could deliver the oration at the unveiling
proof before my eyes that cancels all your science. Yet he
of the monument? Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
perchance may be profound in many paths of learning. If
FRANKLIN BTEINEH.
he is, does alcohol or hasheesh fail in its effect upon cerebral
cells? No. For when his great brain is narcotized there is
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN?
a deeper pathos in his words, his visions of the unreal are
more clear, he mounts in eloquence to the sublime-perhaps,
HIGHLANDS, N.J., Sept. 15, 1889.
like Bulwer,pictures a "Linone" orconvincesaZoellnerwho
MR. EDITOR: In TBR TRUTH SRRKEH of August 24th I read could trace the cyclones of the sun that Newton's laws of
with much interest the letter and Standard clipping from force and motion might be set aside.
3. Why is Spiritualism a fallacy?
Dr. C. E. Boynton, of Onondaga Hill, N. Y. I admire the
Answer: Please refer to any modern work on analytical
frank and outspoken manner with which he gave the facts
he knew to us readers, to the extent that I was about to mechanics. Observe the equation that expresses in mathewrite a letter of commendation to him, and to urge our other matical language the law that the potential energy expended
Freethinkers to write more of their personal observations in is equal to the kinetic energy developed, and remember that
a like manner, when to my surprise I behold a letter in this any discussion of the action of force upon matter must be
week's issue, September 14th, from A. Allen Noe, of Wheel- founded on this equation. By measurements show if you
ing, W.Va., who seems to be as much hurt by the same can that the "forces" to which the Spiritualist refers conletter as I was pleased. However, I love the truth, and hav form to this formula. Until you or some one else do this
several good reasons to believe that the doctor told the truth, " spirit force" must stand as a fallacy in the light of mathetoo. Of course· Mr. Noe does not think so, but he cer- matical.physics.
4. Why does death end individual existence?
tainly has failed in his attempt to prove anything different.
Because the potential energy of the organism reaches ::m
So I for one most reluctantly giv the doctor the benefit of my
honest commendation, as I first intended, and hope to hear equipotential with inanimate matter when death occurs.
more from his pen, especially in regard to his experience at Nutrition failing from some impediment to reach centers
the Spiritualist camps-as I infer from the letter named he whose high potential is essential to life, stops th() vital movewill not hesitate to giv us the benefit of his experience if any ment of that C)mplicated machine known as man. The gas
flame that I this night turn down could with as· much logic
good can possibly come of it.
Mr. Noe seems to think it a difficult task to name any full- claim to hav an individual hereafter as man.
Nature doesn't " pickle" old worn-out men or burnt-out
fledged Spiritualist who ever got in an asylum on account of
his Spiritualism. Now, Mr. Noe, I do not know what you flames of gas. Their types may appear on this or any other
mean by full-fledged, but I C3n assure you, and with reliable world again, for, irrespectiv of time or place, events will
statistics, too, that no small per cent of the believers or fol- depend upon the nature, configuration, and motion of the
lowers contribute to the grand total of lunatics in our asylums bodies concerned.
The argument of Spiritualism is a web of sentiment from·
at the present day.
~Ir. Noe very emphatically asserts that Spiritualism is not first to last, and cartain phenomena of induced somnambua belief, but a knowledge, and also asserts in the same lism (mesmerism), ecstasy, and subjectiv sensation present it
emphatic terms that if you know a thing you can certainly as a beautiful mirage to the human imagination.
If I had seen all that any Spiritualist that I hav ever met
tell how you know it. Yet I fail to learn anything from Mr.
Noe's letter verifying the fact that he ktiows any more than has claimed to hav seen, I should, if I retained the little
the ordinary Spiritualist, and to judge from the last sen- sanity I now possess, retain essentially the same position that
tences of his letter many people of less intelligence than the I hav taken. For it were more logical to explain such seemdoctor he refers to would certainly feel assured that Mr. Noe ing phenomena by the theory that special senses had been
made to operate subjectivly for a time than to believe that
himself was on the very precipice of lunacy.
I hope Mr. Noe will pardon any intrusion I made by the mathematical harmonies of force and motion, the theospeaking in behalf of the doctor, and I will conclude by rems of kinematics themselvs, were swept in chaos.
I hav many friends who are Spiritualists. For years a
a few remarks for myself. Now, Mr. Noe, I see you are an
adept at asking questions. Please show your smartness in respected medium was almost my only confidant.
I hope that the paths of Liberalism will be wide enough,
answering one or two. You say science is demonstrated
facts, also that Spiritualism is science, and is capable of 80 that none who wage war against despotic creed shall be
demonstrating itself. Why, then, are Spiritualists unable to crowded out.
Such language as I used in the article to which Mr. Noe
giv this one demonstration and prove the fact that the grave
does not end all? You admit yourself that no one ever came refers I hav often used in arguments with Spiritualists who
back from the grave. How then do you know better than are some of my nearest friends. The good-natured way in
others of any future life ? Come now, no •' Pretty Polly" which they usually answered me was not exactly in the tone
biz. Giv the readers a good square answer. The simple of one co-Liberal's letter, who, I am sorry to say, was a
assertion of your saying, We know our friends liv in a spirit little m~re personal than our differences of opinion demand.
C. E. BoYNTON, B.S., M.D.
wortd, does not suffice. You demand demonstration from
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work. If older persons do not know how to
answer. questipns properly, they should
frankly say so, and then proceed with the
children
to find the solution to all the probEdited 11!1 Miss SusAN H. WxxoN, Fall
lli'Der, Mass., to t1Jhom all aommunicaUonsfor lems that arise. Children should never be
told that they don't know anything-that
this (Jornw should be 88nt.
they are dunces. This reflects upon their
parents. Confidence should be placed in
" Between the dark and the daylight,
children. To rely upon them teaches selfWhen the night is beginning to lower,
reliance. Let them try experiments and thus
Comes a pause in the d&y's occupations
develop mechanical talents. Walk with the
That is known 1!.8 th_e Children's Hour."
children-talk with them, make friends of
them, win their confidence and giv them
Grant at Vicksburg.
you:rs, teach them and talk to them, if you
At the capture of old Vicksburg, 'mid storms of
would hav good children and well informed.
shot Bnd shell,
S.H.W.
Grant led the Union armY up, thong:h manY com·
rades fell;
They reached the broken ramparts of that once
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN '
strong rebel stand,
And there beneath the stars and stripes, with
Do Your Best.
saber in his hand,
Stood General Grant, the hero, magnanimous and
We should always strive to do our best in
brave;
any undertaking, no matter whether it be
And, oh, what inspiration his commanding presgreat or small. "Push and energy open the
ence gave!
The soldiers fought like tigers; theY bravely faced way to success."
We should hav a definit purpose in lifethe foe,
And Johnstone and Pemberton began to see their an end in view which, when attained, will
woe.
From ont the din of battle brave General Grant make us happy. And we should always keep
to this end, and not allow the love of pleas..
appears,
And with determined onset he said, with hopeful ure, ease, and show to divert us. It is this,
cheers:
self-indulgence, that is our greatest enemy.
"I mean to capture Vicksburg if it takes me thirty
It hinders the poor boy and girl, as well as
years!"
The rebel armies faltered; their hearts were going the more favored ones, from developing and
down.
using the opportunities at their command.
They knew they could not conquer Grant; they
We should choose in life that work which
could not save the town.
They saw he was determined ; they knew their seems best suited to our taste and talents.
And we shoultl acquire knowledge-knowlhopes were· few.
While slowly but surely Grant led his army edge that will be useful and necessary in our
through,
work. We should read, and read that which
Till PAmberton surrendered and all his armies, too.
Grant's soldiers gathered 'round him; they is for our most immediate benefit. Al'istippus, one of the ancient philosophers, rightly
grasped the rugged hand
That helped unfurl the stars and stripes so said: "The truly learned are not those that
proudly o'er the land.
read much, but those who read what is useAround old Vicksburg cluster yet the memories
ful."
of that day,
It has been said, and truly, "The noblest
When General Grant marched proudly up in panoplied array,
lives are those which aim not at great things,
And then marched proudly back again the victor but strive to be useful in every possible way."
of the fray.
The name of Grant was her.alded like lightning No useful calling is low; but the higher the
calling, the lower it is to be negligent in it.
o'er the land,
And now upon the soroll of fame it rests subWe should strive to set a good example to
limely grand,
our juniors. Children learn morals by exAnd there, engraved in letters bright, it will for.
ample. They learn nearly everything by exever stand.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
ample. They try to do what they see done
by others. If we all do right ourselvs, our
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN '
younger brothers and sisters will try to do the
eame. The poet truly says :
Wilen tile CJtickens Come Home.
The boy who always means to do
Yon mBy take the world as it comes and goes,
The very best he can ;
And yon will be snre to find
Who always keeps the right in view,
That fate will square the accorrnt she owes,
And aims to be a manWhoever comes out behind.
Such
boys as these will grow to be
And all things bad that a man has done,
The men whose hands will guide
By whatsoever induced,
The future of our land, and we
Return at last to him, one by one,
Shall speak their names with pride.
As the chickens come home to roost.
All honor to the boy who is
Yon may scrape and toil and pinch and save,
A man at heart, I say;
While your hoarded wealth expands,
Whose legend on his shield is this,
Till the cold, dark shadow of the grave
"Right alway~ wins the day."
Is nearing your life's last sands;
J.T.R.
Yon will hav Your balance struck some night,
And you'll find your heard reduced.
You'll view your life in another light,
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN'
When the chickens come home to roost.
Origin of Arithmetical Signs.
Yon can stint your soul and starve your heart,
With the husks of a barren creed,
The sign of addition is derived from the
But yon will know if yon play a part,
initial letter of the word plus. In making
Will know in your hour of need;
the capital letter it was made more and more
And then as yon wait for death to come,
What hope can there be deduced
carelessly, until the top part of the p was
From a creed alone 1 yon will lie there dumb
placed near the center, and hence the plus
While your chickens come home to roost.
sign was finally reached.
Bow as you will, there's time to reap,
The sign of subtraction was derived from
For good.and bad as well,
the word minus. The word was .first conAnd conscience, whether we wake or sleep,
Is either a heaven or hell.
tracted into m n s, with a horizontal line
And every wrong will find its place,
above to indicate the contraction, then the
And ev~ry passion loosed
letters were omitted, which left the short
Drifts back and meets yon face to face,
line,-.
When the chickens come home to roost.
The multiplication sign was obtained by
-C'fdcago Inter-Ocean.
changing the plus sign into the letter X.
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN? This was done because multiplication is a
short method of addition.
noys and Girls.
Division was formerly indicated by placing
the dividend above a horizontal line and the
HOW THEY SHOULD BE TBEAT:RD.
No boy or girl likes to be treated as an infe- divisor below.
In order to save space in printing the divirior or an underlinl\". "Do not ask so many
questions." "Children should be seen and dend was placed to the left and the divisor
not heard." The effect of these two sen- to the right, and a dot was written in the
tences has repressed some of the brightest place of each.
The radical sign was derived from the
intellects in childhood. Boys and girls find
themselvs in a, to them, new world. They initial letter of the word radix.
The sign of equality was first used in 1557.
must inquire in order to become acquainted
with the world they liv in. If a grown per- It was used to avoid repeating the words
son asks a question in regard to any subject "equal to."
he is treated with proper respect and his
wAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN'
inquiries answered, but a child is often turned
away, his questions ignored, and sometimes
Well Informed.
treated with contempt or ridicule. This is
not right. Boys and girls should be treated
Simplicity of language is good, no matter
as equals seeking knowledge. They should to whom one is speaking, but it is best to
be advised, encouraged, helped. If their avoid "talking down," even to young chilquestions are not properly answered they dren. Every teacher finds, sooner or later,
will try and find out for themselvs. This is that children are often better informed than
perplexing, uphill, and frequently dangerous they are supposed to be,

The San Francisco Chronicle reports a dia. log overheard in a kindergarten. The teacher
was giving an elementary object lesson.
"What is this?" she asked, as she touched
the table.
"Wood."
"And what is this?" she added, touching
the fender.
"Iron."
"Very good I And what is this?" taking
up a bottle.
"Glass."
"Excellent I Now what is this P" fumbling
her watc1 chain.
"Brass," answered one of the small boys,
and with that the lesson ended.
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CnRISTIAN 1

Wllat tile Little Ones Are Saying.
First little boy : "Is your father fond of
fish?" Second little boy: '' Yes, very; he
has C. 0. D. printed on his business cards."
Mother (severely): "Robert, you did very
wrong to do what I told you not to do. As
·a punishment for your disobedience I forbid
you to play with Willie again this afternoon."
Bobby and Willie twist nervously in their
chairs for half an hour, when Willie observes:
" Ma, do you think it's fair to punish both of
us for what Bobby done P"
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CnRISTIAN?
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DEAR Miss WIXoN: In the Corner of August
17th appeared a poem on "Sergeant Jasper Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Gene BIB and Exodni.
at Fort Moultrie." I read it with much inBy VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
terest, end I hav always regarded Serp;eant
Price, 15 cents.
Jasper as one of the bravest and noblest he-----roes of the American Revolution. But the
QUESTION SETTLED.
soldier that I honor above all other American
soldiers is General Ulysses S. Grant, so I send BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
By MoSES HULL,
the inclosed po~m on "Grant at Vicksburg,"
Price, 60 cents.
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Corner. I regard Grant's Vicksburg campaign as one of the greatest feats of the late
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25 cents.
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island, and the Clt1•istian Register intimates
that, though it may be difficult to remove
this fiag, yet it fears "it will occasion more
trouble to the Presbyterian church to haul
down its objectionable standards than to reWhen You're in Rome.
move the malicious symbol from this church
·u you're weak and vacillating, hav no will to call steeple." We can assure our contemporary
, yourown;
that it will be some years before any "objeCIf you're lacking in ambition, and defioien t in tionable standards" of the Presbyterian church
"backbone;"
If you'd rather take things easy (make of life a are hauled down. It will keep the old colors
hoisted for some while to come.
pleasure trip),
And don't care to mount the ladder, all the other
RELIGION IN OITII!S.
proverbs skip,
[From the New York World.l
Stick to this one, gentle reader, •tis a. maxim made
The city pastors who resumed their work
for you:
" When you are among the Romans, do just as the yesterday preac.hed to strang'lrs and, to a
Romans do."
large extent, to emp~y pews. The length of
To be odd and independent doth require courage the summer vacation in fashionable church
circles appears to be increasing. In this
great;
To defend the right will often oall forth bitterness rapid age people seem disposed to try to get
within
a few months annually enough religand hate.
Sneers and leers await the hero who doth dare his ion to last for the whole year.
voioe to raise
•Gainst the easy-going Romans and their cheerTHE BABY.
ful, Boman ways.
[From the New York Ledger.J
Lest you'd hav unpleasant language spitefully
A baby is a specimen of human nature
addressed to you,
uncontroled by principle. It is a being of
" When you are among the Romans, do just as the fierce instincts with no morals. It is the
Romans do."
opinion of observant persons who hav studied
When you've grown somewhat accustomed to the babies from a philosophical standpoint that
Boman 'a easy life,
if their capacity for mischief were equal to
You will scarcely care to figure as a. hero in the thtir feroCity, they would soon exterminate
strife;
the adults of the human family.
You will fold your hands and murmur, with a
smile upon Your lip,
OHIOAGO OATHOLIOS.
"I should like to be a. hero, but I guess I won't
[From the Western American, Chicago, Ill.l
this trip."
An Irish Romanist employed in the city
. You will chloroform your conscience with a. sooth- hall
said to.another employee, recently: "See
ing word or two:
"When you are among the Boma.ris, do just as the that north of Ireland Protestant; he got his
walking papers this mornin' and they will all
Romans do."
get 'em soon." This is evidence that the
joint conspirators hav the appointing power
WAS ABRAHAM LmooLN A CHRISTIAN !
by the throat, and no city money ia to be paid
anyone who will not be blackmailed by uniA Patron Saint.
formed women beggars sent out by the Romish corporation.
Many kindly saints there are
Mentioned in the calendar;
A ORANGE.
Saints to pray to, saints to bow toBe as good as you know how to !
At the late anniversary celebration of the
Some, to make the spirit easy,
landing of the Pilgrim fathers, the Irish CathPray to Francis of Assisi;
olics who hav filled up Massachusetts introOthers deem it safer, meeter,
duced some of their ceremonies and sentiTo address the good Saint Peter.
ments, upon which Puck sings:
Plenty in a direful " stew "
The harp that once through Tara's halls
Turn to Saint Bartholomew.
The soul of music shed,
To beseech the ''fair persuasion"No longer hangs on Tara's walls
As if that soul had fi<d;
Kneeling, as their wish~s vary,
It wakes, at Pl,Ymouth Rock to twist
Now to Martha, now to Mary.
The British bon's tail,
And scare the haughty Briton with
If I only knew the way to
The Irish Ola.n-na.-Ga.el.
Find the proper saint to pray to,
I would lift a supplication
SABBATH MAILS.
Worthy of your emulation.
[From the Christian Statesman.]
For I soon shall oross the ocean
We hav no doubt that the action of PostI That abode of wild commotion),
master-General Wanamaker meets the cordial
And my state when I'm a-sailing
Is a subject of·bewai!ing.
approbation of the president and the members
I ha.v tested each invention
of his cabinet. Is it not the duty of all good
Every loving friend oould mention;
citizens to encourage them in their commendNaught avails against the frantic
able reformation of the mail department?· We
Pitching of the mad Atlantic.
suggest that the most appropriate way of doOver what results I'm certain
ing this would be to require that our own
It is wise to draw the curtain I
post-offices be closed on the Sabbath. .As
there is a movement being made to secure
Tell me in my tribulation
this result, we hope that all will giv it their
Unto whom to" pour libation!"
I would pray to all the sainted
cordial and hearty support,
~phael and Titian painted
(Though the many names affright onei·,.
MORE OHRISTS.
If I thought I'd hit the right one !
[From Freethought.l
Saint Champagne did some one mention:
Still another '' Christ ! ' An.;ong the pasBeing worthy my attention 1
sengers of the Zealandia, which arrived from
Hail, then, though thy titles vary.
Australia the other day, was an Englishman
Louis Roederer and Pommery,
who had excited the attention of the pasMoet-Chandon, Grand Vin Seo,
sengers by his queer conduct. When the
Perrier J ouet-well, et seq.
vessel docked he went ashore, leaving his
Prithee send-my prayer is ferventbaggage to take care of itself, and wandered
Comfort to your humblest servant!
along the wharves softly humming and
-Munsev•s Weekll/~.
whistling religious tunes. A poilce officer
found him at this occupation and took him
WAs ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN'?
in charge. At the city prison he kept his
soft melodies going and refused to tdk, except to say that he came from SiO'ney and
What Is Being Said.
that he was Jesus Christ. He was hooked as
NOT YOUR GRANDMOTHER.
insane and sent to the Home for Inebriates.
[From the London Commonweal.]
Liv your own life in your own day. You
THE·'' OHE:STIAN HOME."
_
are not you1· grandmother.
[From the Melbourne, Aus., Liberator.]
It is a funny thing that the last word upon
HOLY SMOKE.
marriage, for Christian nations, should be
[From the New York Herald.]
A valuable church property was enU:reJy spoken by bachelors! Jesus and Paul were
a couple of narrow-minded bachelors; and
destroyed by fire the other day.
the former declared it to be adultery to desire
Holy smoke!
to marry, or what comes to the same thing,
to desire a woman. He also bade those who
WHAT! I
could to mutilate or emasculate themselvs for
[From the Troy Press.l
the kingdom of heaven's sake. .And there
" Gravitation is God." This is the k:teet ' are still plenty of married people who pay
definition of deity, and by no less emiment some deference to the teachings of this most
authority than Bishop John P. Newman.
fanatical, unsocial, ascetic, woman-hating
bachelor. Paul was little better. And the
THE HEATHEN AND THE MINERS.
bachelor Catholic priests were the very last
[From the Boston Globe.]
persons that seriously altered or interfered
Would it be a bad idea to contribute Ill I1tt1e with our marriage laws. It is strange the
less money to the foreign missions just now absurdity does not strike people.
and devote a few thousands to relieving the
starvation of the miners' families in Spring:
MIRAOLES.
Valley?
[From the London Freethinker.]
As we write, we read in the same Northern
MONKS AND MONKEYS.
Daily Telegraph, "Alleged Miraculous Cures
[From the Jewish Times and Observer.]
at Lourdes," reporting from the Catholic
The Church of England proposes to estab- Uni'Derse, that "..o;\ young girl from Alencon,
lish an order of monks. What is now wanted! who had been blmd for two years, recovered
·to make the world happy is a church that her sight when she was taken into the grotto.
will establish a? or~er ?f monkeys. Prob- A navvy from Chartres received a hurt which
ably the Agnostics will giV us this.
paralyzed him and made him a cripple for
years. He instantly recovered the use of his
WON'T TAKE DOWN ITS OREED.
limbs." Do Protestants believe these won[From the Observer (Presbyterian).]
ders? No, they know they only occur among
A pirate's fiag was. nailed to the alm011t an excited and fanatical crowd already disinaccessible steeple of a church on Long poeed to believe in them. Yet they deem it

IJoetru.

absolutely wicked to question miracles said
to hav occurred a good way off, and a Ion~
while ago, for which not a tithe of the evidence can be produced which is forthcoming
for the miracles at Lourdes in our own day.
THAT DEBATE.
[From the New York Tribune.]
The Rev. Dr. Wace and Professor Huxley
hav been engaging in a religious controversy
in which they hav shown great skill in avoiding each other's blows.
As thus, for·
instance:
Huxley: Pretty bad business about those
Gadareile pigs, eh, doctor?
Wace: Never mind those pigs, professor.
Just look at the Sermon on the Mount.
Huxley: Humph I I can prove that it was
the sermon on the plain; but, come now, just
see what science has done.
Wace: Oh, well, you are only an Infidel
and you know it, so what's the use of talking
about it?
Huxley: I don't care if I am; so there.
Then somebody takes the whole thing to a
printer, so that we· can all witness the fight.
And the Christians shout, "Hooray for
Wace 1" and the Infidels exclaim, "Bully for
Huxley I"
UNOLE BAM A PATRON SAINT.
A Minneapolis lady who was for a few days
with the West-De Laittre party on the continent tells an amusing story of her visit to
Munich. She says :
" I, like other tourists, was notified to appear before the officials to state my business
in the city, how long I itttended to remain,
and many other, as I thought, impertinent
questions. When I told them that my given
name was Donizetti they stormed and took
on dreadfully. They would not believe th!it
my father had named his daughter after the
celebrated Italian musician.
"The next question which astonished me
was, ' Who is your patron saint?'
"'We are not accustomed to having patron
saints -in America,' said I, which statement I
could not persuade them to believe. Their
persistency was so annoying that I concluded
to hav a patron saint for the occasion, so
I finally said:
"'My patron saint is Uncle Sam.'
" This was quite satisfactory, and it was
solemnly recorded opposit my name."
JAPANESE O!VILJZA.TION:
[From the Boston T1·auscript.l
As illustrating his claim that the Japanese
are a more civilized people than the Americans, a gentleman at a recent Boston dinner
table cited Professor Morse's statement that
if, in a Japanese city, one picks up a stone to
throw at a dog the dog does not run, because
he has never had a stone thrown at him, and
does not know what the action means. Manifestly, if 8Uch a state of universal gentleness
and kindness prevails in Japan that not even
a stone is thrown at a dog by a; boy, there
must be a very high and thorough civilization
permeating all classes of the population.
This argument may not be accepted as complete by the sociologists, who would doubtless
maintain that it requires something else than
gentleness and humanity to make civilization.
But certainly the fact is to be taken as an
excellent item of evidence in making out a
case of high civilization for the Japanese.
And i.t is a significant fact that it was reserved for our own European-American civilization to introduce the completest refinement
of cruelty to animals.
SOME OF OONNEOTIOUT'S BLUE LAWS.
[From the New York Sun.l
STRATFORD, OoNN., Sept. 4th.-The celebration to-morrowof the 250th anniversary of
the Congregational church here calls to mind
some of the old Oonnecticut Blue laws, which
were in force when our forefathers sat and
shivered in the old church. Here are samples
of them:
No man shall be a freeman or giv a vote unless
he be converted and a member in full communion
of one of the churches allowed in this dominion.
No one shall run on the Sabbath day, or walk in
his garden, or elsewhere, except reverently to and
from meeting.
No one shall travel, cook victuals, m11ke beds,
sweep house, out hair, or shave on the S!l.bbath
day.
No woman shall kiss her ohi!d on the Sabbath or
faRting day.
No one shall read Common Prayer books, keep
Christmas or Bet days, make minced pies, danoe,
play cards, or play on any instrument of music
except the drtim, trumpet, or jewsharp.
No food or lodging Mhall be offered to a Quaker,
Adamite, or other herPtic.
If anY person turns Quaker he shall be banished
anrl not suffered to return but on pain of death.
No Boman Catholic priest shall abide in the dommion ; he shall be banished and suffer death on
his return.
ANTIQUITY SYNONYMOUS WITH INFALLIBILITY.
[Felix L, Oswald, M.D., in the Open Court.l
There is a story of an English lackey who
accompanied his master to Paris and was
greatly scandalized at the unmilitary appearance of the French army. "Them is no
soldiers, whatever they call 'em," was his
comment; "blue uniforms is perfectly absurd
for regular troops, except for the light artillery." That anecdote well characterizes the
very prevalent disposition to mistake the
results of arbitrary arrangement for facts
founded on the " eternal fitness of things."
If such arrangements hav the sanction of
a time-honored institution, the proof of their
fitness is supposed to be complete. " Time
is the test of truth," argued the defender
of the Holy Inquisition, ''and the experience
of many successiv generations has proved

that witchcraft laws are as necessary as laws
against murder, and that leniency to sorcerers
is treason to heaven. If witchcr!t{t were a
chimera, the defendants would somehow and
somewhere hav succeeded in establishing
that fact; but it is well known that their
trials hav invariably resulted in conviction
and cren:ation. Whatever is, is right."
SUPPORT PAROOHIAL SOHOOLB.
[From the American Catholic News.l
Throguhout tbe land our tl\ o thousand
eight hundred parochial schools are opening
their doors once more.
There are .schools in the land to tempt and
allure you with their show. and their promises; but you cannot safely send your children there. Your forefathers were tempted
in the same way, and ·you hav the faith because they resisted the temptation. The men
who uphold the public schools, and hav perverted them to what they are, snares and pitfalls for Oatholic children, are the very men
who are constantly denouncing your religion,
your piouR practices, your church, and your
clerp;y. They care nothing for your real
good ; they are impelled by an undying hatred o! the Catholic church.
Cling to the parochial schools. They are
the work of your own sacrifices and self-·
denial. 'fhey hav Gnd's blessing on them.
There your children are safe. The parochial
~chool system is extending and improving.
Its effects excite alarm among the enemies of
the faith, and their very hatred is a proof to
you of their excellence. Sustain the parochial school.
WE ARE OIVILIZING THEM.
[From Secular Thought.]
Almost every day some prominent newspaper reports its appreciation that a great
change has taken place in religious belief
both in England and on this continent, not to
speak of France, Germany, and Italy. The
New York Times is the latest journal to call
attention to the remark!>ble fact. Take, for
instance, it says, the doctrin of eternal punishment. It is no longer preached from
Protestant pulpits as it was taught fifty years
ago, even twenty years; and yet every orthodox communion retains the doctrin in its
formal creed. The change which has come
over the Protestant world within a very short
time with re8pect to hell has been radical.
The word itself has been omitted almost
wholly from the Protestant vocabulary. It
terrifies no longPr the cl;tildren in the Sundayschools and startles no longer the sinners in
·the churches. Practically they hav lost their
fear of the lake of fire and of the torments to
which the old preachers consigned the
damned. Formerly every sermon dwelt upon
the anger, the vengeance, the severity of
God, but now the prevailing theme is his
mercy and loving kindness.
RATIONALIST PROFESSORS.
[l"rom the Methodist Review.]
Yale College is the headquarters of American Rationalism. It produces more Rll. t i r 1 1 '.
istic literature than any other instit'llti 1 IJ
the land and thus determine the isRue.
]1
not a question of the number <f Ration~
in the faculty, though in this case it is !a r f '
but a question of literature. If one profess o 1
in Yale should issue more Rationalistic literature than a score of Rationalists in another
institution, the former would be the center of
the great Infidelity. As the Mississippi river
has its source in Minnesota and not in several lakes, but in one, so Rationalism has its
source in Yale, and, if not in several, then in
a few professors, whose work is fatal to the
faith of orthodoxy. Kant gave character to
philosophy, Bolingbroke to English Deism,
Voltaire to French Infidelity, and 13emler to
German Rationalism. So one professor may
giv character to an institution, and one
nationalist in the faculty may do more harm
than may be counteracted by the Christian
teaching of all his associates. Unfortunately
Yale is positiv in its destructiv work, and
must account for it to the Christian sentiment
of the land. "It must needs be that offenses
will come, but woe to him by whom the
offense cometh.''
ISRAEL THE MODEL REPUBLTO.
[ilecretaryFoster of the National Reform Aseooiation.]
The nation of Israel was constituted at Mt.
Sinai as" the custodians of the law, liberty,
and religion of mankind.'' A republican
form of government was given them. The
three departments of government-the legislativ, judicial, and executiv-were substantially
represented in it. Moses, the judge or president, was the chief executiv officer. The
seventy elders formed the congress or general
government. The court of the gate, or civil
sanhedrim, was· the arbiter of justice. The
heads of the tribes and the officers thereof
constituted the tribal or state government.
It was a representativ government--the people elected their 1 ulers. It was a constitutional government--the law came from
Jehovah. It was a theocracy, as every nation should be. The angel of the covenant,
by whom the law was delivered and whom
they were warned against provoking, was
the Lord Jesus Christ. He proposed the law
to the people for their acceptance, as the constitution of the nation. T.bey received and
adopted it. "All that the Lord hath said
will we do and be obedient." It was a Christocracy, just as every nation will one day be.
This is the model after which all the nations
will be fashioned when the proclamation is
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made, "The kingdoms of the world hav be- paper to criticise any of the acts of the bishcome the kingdoms of our Lord and of his ops of the church, whether right or wrong.
Christ."
The man's mouth was stopped, his paper
gagged, and the gag thrust into the teeth
I'AINE THE INVENTOR.
of every Catholic newspaper in the United
States. They were shown in this instance
[From the Worthington, Minn., Advance.]
Thomas Jefferson while on one of his that no Catholic can publicly criticise his
morning walks, noticed the construction of a superior, no matter what correction of abuses
spider's web, and observing that in its radiat- might follow therefrom. Not a Catholic paper
ing lines from a common center it was pOB· has mentioned this affair of the Catholic Telesible for its owner to go to any point on the graplt, and the utmost that any of them has
circumference with the least possible ex- done is to publish editorials showing how
penditure of force, drew from it a plan indecent it is to venture the disloyalty of
for a city, which was carried out to a limited finding fault with superiors.
Such a suppression of free speech is a scanextent in the plan of the city of Washington,
the main avenues of which run outward from dal and an atrocity which must make selfthe capitol like the spokes of a wagon wheel. respecting men indignant. We cannot underIn that, and indeed all other respects, a spi- stand how they can endure it. .And we
der's web is constructed according to the expect no defense. No Catholic paper would
strictest principles of ~eometry. About the dare to print the article which we print to~day.
same period of our h1story, Thomas Paine, The writer has to gG outside of his church.
while taking a morning walk along the bank Evils in that church hav heretofore been corof the Schuylkill river, near Philadelphia, rected by such. publicity. We would like to
noticed a spider's web, and it r,uggested to hear from such a paper as the Catlwlic Rtvitw,
his ingenious mind the idea of an iron sus- or the Ca_tholic Mirror, or ·the Pilot, or the
pension bridge, and thus hav come about as a Western Watchman, whether we hav exaggradual outgrowth of that idea our modern gerated the muzzling process applied to the
colossal structures for crossing deep and Catholic press. Every one of them, if it ventrapid rivers. It so happened that, at that ured to tell the story of the escapade of the
time, there was_ no machinery In America Catholic Telegraph, would say that the archequal to the work of constructing such an bishop did right, and that no failure on the
edifice, anrl so it happened that Paine went part of the bishops to do their duty, as set
to France al'd bore the part he did in \he forth in the " Acta" on Inamovable Rectors,
could palliate the greater evil of criticising
French Revolution.
the delinquents. Think of it-in the Catholic church of America to expose an evil is a
OnUJ Cll AND STATE,
greater evil than the evil exposed.
[l:'ertrancl, Neb., Heralil.l
The National Reform movement for SunWAs ABRAHAM LINCOLN A CHRISTIAN?
day laws and an amendment to the Constitution providing that religion be taught in the
public schools is clearly wrong and wicked.
It is a dangerous menace to the liberties· of
the people and detrimental to the best intere~ts of intelligent civilization. It is born of
Ten· Cents Each.
the same narrow, bigoted, intolerant spirit
which attPnded a union of church and state 1. HERBERT SPENCER: Hie life, writings, and
Philo•ophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
in the dfiys of papal supremacy; and which
'fHOMPSON.
later drove Roger Williams into the wilder- 2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
ness of Rhode Island, banished the Quakers
and influence. By Rev. JOHN W. CHADWICK.
from Massachusetts, and burnt womeu at- the 3. SOLA.R AND PLANE1'ARY EVOLUTION:
• ow suns and worlds come into being. By
stake for supposed witchcraft. Christ said:
Mr. GABRET P. SERVISS.
"My kingdom is not of this world." Yet the 4. EVOLUTION
OF 'l'HE EARTH: The story of
N!l.tional Reformers by their efforts to secure
geology, By Dr. LEWis G. JANES.
religious laws clearly design to make it such. 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
• begins. By .Mr. WILLIAM PoTTs. .
Religion is something which the conscience
alone should decide, and wherein civil laws 6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. By D • RossiTER
should not be allowed to dictate. ''Not by
RAYMOND
might, nor by power, but by spirit, saith the 7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiqLord." And yet. the National Reformers are
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
working vigorously to secure the might and . B. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and devel(lnmeut. By Dr. JioBERT G. EooLEs.
power of the state for the enforcement of the
0~' SOCIETY. BY JAMEs A. SKILprinciples of the Christian religion. The 9. EVOLUTION
TON.
movement is wrong. It is against the true 10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON:,
teachings of Christ. It is against the freedom
guaranteed by the Constitution. It ought to
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
211 Lafayette Place, .!)jaw l'.ork.
be, and is being, opposed by tile best thinking
and reasoning people of the country.

The Modern Science fssaylst,

ROMISH BOYOOTT.

ROMAN ISM,

OB
(From L9 Semeur Franco Americain.l
We read what follows in the American
DANCER AHEAD.
CiUun:
Puck has been borcotted by the Roman Catholic
Irish; so has this paper; but Puck livs and pro~ The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
pers as no othe'l' publication in the country does.
this Republic.
The T?'ish World: says, speaking of one of the Western Irish Roman Catholic cities :
A movement 'has been started in this citY not to
B:y A. J. GROVER.
patronize any business Place where Puck is sold.
Let us hope the movement may become general.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Now let the American People who are timid see
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
the power of the Roman Catholic Irish, that is so
much vaunted. Puck was never more prosperous.
It lost nothing by ita independent American
stand, and gained thousands of Americans who
stand ready to assist such independence. We The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgeknow whereof we speak, and we know how little
hammer Logic unsurpassed." Bvo, 838pp.,
silk cloth. $3.
loss and how much gain there is iu an independent American attitude.
Universe Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
I venture to say that Puck deserves to be
claims for the e'listence of the Bible Deity,
cougratulated on the cordial hatred with
and an examination in verse of the charges
which those un-American Irish favor him.
generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
Some people, more or less religiously inclined,
:Wmo, 4i6pp,, $!.50.
do not believe in the usefulness of humorous Spiritualism Sustained. This work
paper3. But I am not afraid to say that
goes not w far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny.
P'W!k, by its well. penned editorials and bright,
ing
the alleged truths of that philosophy.
as well as suggestiv, illustrations, has been,
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $!,
and is, a true representativ of American ideas
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
and principles, and does more to foster their
growth in our midat than many a so-called
religious periodical, this being Aaid without
any reference to the politics of the paper.

Col. Kelso's Works.

NEW EDITION.

The Forum.

The Secret of the East,

Ohicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madiso~ street
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
'th the heading of THE
UTR li!EEKER printed in
ld letters on the outside.
is binder allows the opening ·oi the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent bymail,_postpai<!_, for •1.
Address THE TRUTtt SEEKER,
tf
28Lafayette Pl., New York.

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.

BJ" Edward Bellamy,

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, a.t 2
at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

P.M.,

Tile 1~~an1tattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday evenin2', at B o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Akron, 0., Freetlaou;-ht Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Tbe Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
Minn. J, F. MACOMBER, Pres.: CH./o.S, LowNn,Sec

Ellzur Wright Secular Union

L. K. Washburn's Work.s.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
The Blble-Wbat Is IU

A pamphlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies in 'J'heology, A clear exposition of the biblical story of man •s creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ, and effirmativ. s~andiJo!nt, showing
what it IS not and what It IS. Price, 5 cents.
tf

Essence of Religion.
By L. FEUERBA.CH,
Translated from the Germa.n. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Ezt!'act.
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

Argument by R. G. Ingtrsoll

FOR

Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
' ' B l A~ pH E MY,"
It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
J
free to receive new light will find in itsa.tisfaction
At Morristown, New ersey ·
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
scenographtcaZW reported, and revtsea bV tlte auThe a.pJ?eal is always made to a man's reason,
thor
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel.
'
fishness.-[Boston Post.
Handsome Bvo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper.
A tiuggestion of a really practicable and feasiPrice, cloth. 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
$2 per dozen.
ble social state greatl;v in advance of the present.
AddreBP THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The romantic narrativ is ric.h in its forecast of
LafaYette PI .• New York
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
.
28
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.

[From the Independent.]
- The Catholic Teleg1·aph, the diocesan paper
of the archdiocese of Cincinnati, had an editorial written by a priest, in which very plain
language was used in criticism of the bishops.
Immediately Archbishop Elder required 0 wen
Smith, the publisher of the paper, to print an
humble apology, and to promis that such an
offense should not occur again. He replied
that be was sick, and that the columns of the
paper were open to his grace, and he begged
the archbishop to deal with him gently, as the
paper was his family's only means of livelih ood. Archbishop Elder replied that sick·AND
ness was no reason for delaying repentance;
that if his family suffered, it was not the
archbishop's fault, but the publisher's; and
then he dictated a form of most humble
-AN EXPOS:tll
apology which he required the publisher
Perversion of StePhen Girard•smagniftcent
to print the very next week on penalty of Of the
bequest ~o Philadelphia by the Christian
an edict forbidding his people to take the
churches and Young lllen•s
Christian Associapaper. The apology appeared, the poor
tion.
Owen Smith adopting exactly the archBy RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
bishop's words, and promising in the dictated
terms that he never again would allow his Price $1,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Secular Society oC Kent, 0.,

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sun
days of each month at Independent Church, a
Virtue."
10 30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects
BY E. D. BOOT.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKE.Il and Investi
R. G. bl!IITH, Cor. l:lec.
· I take pleasure in speaking in Praise of this gator are solicited.
work,-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light "
DDAMONOS.
"Religio-Philosophical Journal, "and many Spirit..
ua1iat papers and lectur'ers hav spoken highly of
Unprecedented offer. No othar house so fair
the book.
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
Extra Cloth, 175 pp .• $1-.
the United States an opportunity to examin, test
and compare my goods and prices with those of
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
other
diamond merchants, I will sell any pi• ce of
liS La_faYette PI .• New York.
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract th!l~
cash in full will be refunded a.ny time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods ar<> not
entirely satisfactory, No other dealer will do it.
None will sell as cheap. Oarrying a large stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doinf business
smallest poosible expen11e, you wil positivlyf
Sunday and the l'labbath. " A law on
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing o
me. Diamond Pins and Eardropa, worth $600, !or
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
Pins, H rtg•_, l!ardrops, StudB, Hair OrnaThe False Teaching of the Chris- $400;
ments, PendaJJts, worth $3GO, for $200; do., worth
f200,
for
do., worth U50, for $110; do., worth
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine $100 for $140;
$70; do., worth $80, for $b0; do., worth
Articles of the Christian church are thirty- $60, for $45; do., wort-h $40. for $30; ao., worth $30,
nine poor, broken·down opinions." 10 cents. for $;2; do., worth $20, for $15. You can wear these
goods daily for on a year. It will not cost you a
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think cent.
If in the mfan t1me yon are not sati~fied
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop- that the
are better and cheaper than sold
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- elsewhHegoods
return and get your caPh in full •
take a crusade of one against the Colorado
sent
to responsible parties on apSeleotions
beetle !11 Price, 10 cents.
proval; to any banking-house or C.O.D., privilege
of
examination.
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.

LOOKING BACKWARD TRiAL OF CI~TB: REYNOLDS

MATERIAL FOR A DEBI'OTISM.

Philadelphia Liberal Leai'ue 2:i'7
meets avery Sunday in Indue trial Hall, Droad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the a.udience. N.B.-~ruth
Seeker publications alwaYs cin hand at cheap ra tea.

HISTORY
OF

The "Otto Wettstein" Wa.tch,
sixteen jewels, finely adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regulatorl Brequet hair-sPring, beautiful
double-paneled aia!, and all modern improvemEnts Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it I In silver!ne case, $19; in four. ounce coin silver c•se, f23.t0; five.ounce, $25; six-ounce, 127. In
open face, be~t filled ~told case, $27; hunting, $33
do,, Louis XIV., $35, In fourteen carat solid gold;
$50 to $.50. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded·.
!Jot sati~factory.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderr.
times. 130 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Free•
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. li ots. Natural Man. 5 ots.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
SPinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
a.nd H!!.ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and t_he Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection, 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. r; eta.
·
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court.
E.O., Lonlon. EnR.

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conclusivly that there was no Christ
crucified onder Pontius Pilate, but that the
!JlRl Jesus, the illegitimate Eon of Mary by Joseph
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for porcer:v about
75 yearg B.c. Cloth, 446 Pal"eB, with full Index.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.CO. For sale at this
office.

P

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT
Steel ena:ravinll's of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, suitable for framing, Bent postpaid
for 21'> cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson.

THII

MODERN IMITATION OF CBRIST,

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN1' As to his Life on Earth and his Communism
Of Europe.
Be vised Edition-2 vols-Price,sa.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D.
Addresl! THE TRUTH EEEKEB.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
25 cents,
Price,

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in

Ordllr or

Oreatfon.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
@"'

-

- 75 Cents.

Tl!is book was suppressed by the ji1•st A mer
ican publisher·B
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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CODS AND RELJC10N8 WORLD'S SAGES,

rrHINKERS,

.
AND REI!'ORMERS.
ANCIENT AND" MODERN TIMES. Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovll.tors. Founiler~ of
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inNpw Schools of 'l'hought, Eminent Sciencluding Jehova.h, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
tists, etc. (who were not Christians),
Jesus Chnst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
from the time of Menu to the Pressvo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
ent. . svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
the Relieious Systems of the World.
.leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
Bvo, 957pp, Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
2 vols., $6; leather, $7; moBY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.
THE TRUTH SEEKER ,CO.
OF

UJ~ms of flhonght.·

WE hav a debt to every great heart, to every fine.
genius; to those who hav put life and fortune ·an
the cast of an aot of jnatice; to those who hav
added new sciences; to those who hav refined life
by elegant pursuits.-Emerson •
WHERE would the world be if Infidels had never
THE London strikers are at work again,
been ?-Ingersoll.
though having a little trouble with the nonLET us suppose that, instead of" accepting" a
union hands retained.
revelation, theY attempted
to prove one bY scientific
IN northern Texas crops
~~~~~
methods. ManY questions
hav been damaged by
would hav to be answered,
floods.
as, for ex'l.mple, what id
BoB YoUNGER the outmeant by revelation. If it
is the making known of
law died of consumption
truths by a superhuman
on the 16th.
me t h o d called " inspiration," that process would
TH.& New Mexico conhav to be described, and the
vention has rejected womeans stated by which inman suffrage.
spired thoughts were distinguishe!l from uninspired.
NAGLE has been justiThe fa.ots would hav to be
fied, and released on a
collected by whiou miltht
habeas corpus.
be inferred inductivly the
inspirat.ion
of any particA STATUE to Grant was
ular writer or s p e a k e r.
unveiled at Leavenworth,
Where are snob facts, and
Kan., on the 14th.
how can they be verified 1
Where, when, a.nd under
CoLoRADO and Wyowhat circumstances were
ming had heavy snowthe" inspired" books written 1 Gtv the verifying evistorms on the 15th.
dence for beliefd on these
IN eastern Tennessee
subjects.· If it should appear that the writer or
there is suffering among
teacher was mistaken as to
striking coal miners.
certain facts verifiable by
AnMrsswNs.to the Paris
human means, state the
re.-sona for believing he
Exhibition up the end of
must be correct concerning
August number 14,486,superhuman fact~ unveri000.
fi'\ble by huruli.n means.
How, when, and by whom
Ta& latest Whitechapel
were any particular books
victim of Jack the Ripchosen and selected from
per makes t h e t o t a I
all the oth~r books in existence which hav been "actwelve.
cepted" by multitudes as
CHINATOWN, Cal., reinspired? By what means
cently held parades in
did the selectors distinguish
1·,
between the genuin and the
honor of their God of
spurious? It is quite eviCharity.
AN ANGEL CALLETH ON GIDEON.
dent that these and other
snob-like questions would
AT Golden, Col., eleven
And the angel of the Lord appeared unto him, and said unto him, The Lord is with thee, thou mighty man of
be fatal to every supposed
men were recently
valor.-Judges vi, 12.
r eve 1at i o n • If anyone
drowned in a flooded
doubt8 this, let him try the
mine shaft.
experiment.-John Wilwn,
mornin' I feels dat I'm solid wid de •sa'mis' whar M.A., tn Science, Tli.eologv, ana Ethics.
WILKIE COLLINs qied on the 23d at the age
he say, 'Da Lor' pertecks him dat pertecks •imllt(d
WHEN the church mythologists establil;hed their
of sixty-five.
se"f."'-Yonkers Gazette.
system, they collected ali the writings they could
PENNSYLVANIA had a slight earthquake a
" KEEP still and stop your fidgeting and listen find, and managed them as they pleased. It is a
IT is no use telling us that there is no humor in
now, my son,
few days ago.
matter altogether of uncertainty to us whether
the devil. Just look at the way he bags the min- This story of good Joshua is only just begun."
such of the writings AS now appear under the
A LONG storm along the Atlantic states has isters' sons.
""Don't like it," crossly said the boy, kept in name of the Old and New Testament are in the
against his will,
done great wrecking and caused the loss of a
same state in which those collectors say they
THE ancients had a series of divinities, but the
good many liTes.
goddess of agriculture was a whole Ceres in her- "'Cause he's the man who first invented making found them, or whether they added, altered,
sons
stand
still."
-Tfxas
Strtln(J•·
abridged, or dressed them up. Be this as it may,
self.-Pittsburgh Chrcmtcze.
THE Exposition building at St. Joseph,
FoND mother : "Come here, darling, What hav they decided by vote which of the books out of the
" Is your new employer a Christian, Fred T"
Mo., with its contents, were burnt on the "No, I'm afraid not. You see he has to use the you been playing with?" Darling: "Don't we- collection they had made should be the word
member." Fond mamma; "Your banda are per- of God, and which should not. They rejected
15th, causing a loss of $250,000.
telephone a great deal."
fectly covered with dust." Darling ; "I dot de several ; thsy voted others to be doubtful, such as
"BAY, ma, a mouse ha.s fallen into the milk." dust off dat big book." Fond mamma: "Why, I the books called the Apocrypha; and those books
THE London strikers complain that American workmen sent them no money though His mother: "Did you take it out?" 13oy: "No, declare the child has been playing with the family which had a majority of votes were voted to be the
i hav thrown the cat in."-Beltcm, Texas, Jour-nal. Bib!e."-America.
wcrd of God. Had they voted otherwise, all the
they send it to us when we need it.
DE RYTER: "Here is a joke I hav brought you."
CHICAGo merchant (scowling at book agent); "I people since calling themselva Christians had beTHE United Brethren conference at Arrow- Editor (after reading it) : "That is not a joke." hav no time to look at your Bibles; I hav forty at lieved otherwise-for the belief of the one comes
smith, ill., licensed two ladies to preach on "But I say it is. I made it, and I ought to know." home." Book agent: "But you hav none like from the vote of the other.· Who the people were
this. This has a whole page in the family record that did all tbiP, we know nothing of. They called
the 13th, the first in the history of the church. -Grip.
tbemselvil by the general name of the church;
A CAREFUL study of ancient and modern plates for divorces, and-" Chicago merchant; "Oh, aud this is all we know of the matter.-Paine.
THE Roman Catholic priesthood at Pitts- reveals the fact that Mother Eve wore both the that's different. Why didn't you speak up in the
burgh and Allegheny City, Pa., are making modern ball costume and bathing suit, and that first place? You may leave me a couple."
IT can llo truth no· service to bhnk the fact,
FBED : "You· see, Albert, I gave np mY Sunday. known to all who hav the most ordinary acquaintstrenuous efforts to increase parochial school she wore them both at once.
school
class
in
order
to
take
charge
of
a
Bible
ance
with litemry history, that a. large portion of
" How did the new preacher impress you, Mrs.
attendance.
Fluting?" •· He seemed very eloquent and used class in the prison." Albert: "Yon must feel a the noblest and most valuable moral teaching has
NEAR Columbia City, Ind., lightning struck no notes whatever." "And how did the choir little awkward among strangers, do yon not?'' been the work, not only of men who did not know,
"Ob, I knew several of them. One of them used but of men who knew and rejected the Christian
a church on the 15th, damaging it consider- sing 1" "Well, just as the minister preached.''
to be one of father's most trusted clerks, and faith.-John stuart Mill.
ably and instantly killing two children, Ella
'Tis the church bell in the steeple
another was at one time an old Sunday-school
THE morality of the world is not distinctivly
That to worship caUs the people,
Freyer and Aggie Hackemeyer.
teacher of mine."
Christian. Zoroaster. Gautama, Mohammed, ConBnt the church belle in the choir
MAKING
THE
MOST
OF
HIS
PRIVILEGE.
JoHN BuRNS, the leader of the London dock
fucius, Christ, and, in fact, all founders of relig.
Is. what we worship when we spy 'er.
Chief of lynching party: "We will giv you ions, hav said to their disciples: Yon must not
laborers, says that the recent strike was but a
-Brunswtck (Ga.) 1.'imes.
lust one minute to say your prayers."
steal; you must not murder; you must not bear
preliminary skirmish, and that the struggle of
CAMP-MEETING exhorter: "Young lady, you
Captured horse thief (appealingly) ; "May I say false witness; you must discharge your obligashould giv your heart to the Lord before it is them in my own way 1"
British workingmen will be continued.
tions. Christianity is the ordinary moral code,
everlastingly too late." Young lady: "It's too
Chief: " Certainly."
plus the mir~"culous origin of Christ, his crucifix'fHERE was anxiety at last Sunday's elec- late now. I promised it to Charley Brown down
Horse thief: "You promis not to interpose any ion, his resurrection, hia ascension;the inspiration
tion in France. The radicals and republicans in a hammock over fifteen minutes ago."
obstacle?"
of the Bible, tho doctrm of the atonement, and
Chief : "We promis."
did not hav such a majority against the Bouthe necessity of belief. Buddhism is the ordinary
"YouR brother ought to marry, He is too good
Horsethief
(with
dignity):
"Then
I
must
hav
a
moral code, plus the miraculous illumination of
langists and conservative as was hoped.
a man to be wasted." "But he thinks he oughtn't
prayer-book.
Will
some
gentleman
in
the
crowd
Buddha, the performance of certain ceremonies,
to, you know, because he's a. minister." "And why
THE death of William Gooderham, a pious shouldn't a minister marry if he wants to?" "I please lend me one?"
a bel'ef in the transmigration of the soul, and in
"MAniA," demanded Mr. Bill us, "do you intend the final abaorpt.ion of the human by the infinit.
millionaire, of Toronto, Ont., occurred sud- suppose it is because be may hav a son, and you
to
wear
that
ridiculous
hat
to
church
this
mornThe
religion of Mohammed is the ordinary moral
know
what
a
minister's
son
usually
is."
denly on the 12th of heart dieease while he
ing?" " I certainly do, John," replied Mrs.
plus the belief that Mohammed was the
was at prayer-meeting. He had just finished
AN amusing story is told of a young preacher in Billus. "This is a lovely hat. There will not be code,
Texas who astonished his audience by announcing a nicer one there." " If you go to church with prophet of God, total abstinence from the use of
a prayer.
intoxicating drinks, a harem for the faithful here
as his text the seventh verse of the third chapter
THE geysers an:l boiling springs in Yellow- of St. Charles. The slip of the tongue was under- that thing, Maria," he stormed, "I'll wear the and hereafter, ablutionw, prayers, alms, pilgrimsqueakiest pair of boots I've got!'' "I can't help ages, and fast&.-Jnqersoll,
stone Park, Col., hav been in great activity, stood soon after when he wali married to a young it, John," said his wife, sweetly. They were late
THE more reagan is improved, the more does it
owing, it is said by some scientists, to the lady in St. Charles, La.-Louisville Western .Re· at church, Mr. Billus wore his Equeaky boots,
corder.
everybody looked round and saw the hat, and destroy the seeds of religious wars. It is the
same cause that produced the storm on the
" MoTHER, did God used to speak to people on Mrs. Billus was happy, 0 woman, woman! what spirit of philosophy that has banished this plague
Atlantic coast.
·
this earth T" "Yes." "Well, what's the matter fools men continue to make of themselva in thy from the earth.- Voltaire.
ON the 19th at Quebec there was a landslip with 'em that he don't talk to 'em now?" "Be· name l-Chica(Jo Tribune;
AGAINBT superstition there is only one weapon,
from the Heights on the houses below, by cause in the beginning he said all he wanted to
MINitlTER: "I'm sorry to see, my little boy, that and that weapon is knowledge, Whem men are
and all that was necessary." "I bet if he'd you hav been fishing, and this Sunday." Boy; ignorant, they must b.e superstitious; and wher·
which forty were killed. Some were buried say
been a woman he'd be talkin' yit."-Kentuokv State "Hain't got no other time. I've got ter yell ever superstition exists, it is sure to organize
alive and perished during the long time while Journal.
'cash' all the week in Linen and Lawn's store." it•elf into some kind of system.-Buckle's Bistorv
they were being; dug after.
"BREDDERN," said Parson Jinglejaw, "owin' ter Minister: "But don't you know it is sinful to go of CtvilizaUon.
fac' dat de laa' time I hab preach ter dis con- fishing on Sunday 1'' Boy : "Dun't care. Hain't
THE gods dreaded education and knowledge
JAPAN has had an appalling disaster. Long de
gergation on de subjec' ob de managemen' ob de got no other time, I tell you." Minister: "It is then just as they do now. The church still faithr\\ins had loosened the earth on mountain- chu'ch egschecker dar wuz a kermojus 'sortmen• sad to see such depravity in one so young. Hav fully guards the. dangerous tree of knowledge,
sides, and it slid down on villages below, er watermi!lion rines an· de like er dat huv at dis you ever been to Snnday.school?" Boy; "Yes, and has exerted in all Bges her utmost power to
burying them. The rivers also rose, drown. pulpit, I bah t.uk car' ter borry f'om Deacon Back-~ Christmas and picnia time." Minister: "Don't keep mankind from eating the fruit thereof. The
ing thousands. The lives lost are reported at stop, ob de Olamsopper Baseball Club, de hurd you wish to go to a better place some day-to the priests hav never cea~ed repeating the old falsecage an' belly bustle dat he w'a.rs on de fie!' ob new Jerusalem 1" Boy: "Guess not. I liv in hood and the old threat; "Ye sh<tll not eat of it,
15,000.
battle, an• in adjus'in' deze fo• de disoo•se dis Boston."-Bostcm Courter.
neither shall ye ,touch it, lest ye die."-ln(Jersoll.
BY a recent explosion in a sash and door
factory at San Francisco four were instantly
killed and five injured.
·
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HYPOCRISY OF CHRISTIAN '"CHARITY.

elixir of life, it leaves a suspicion in one's
mind that when they sang that· good old hymn
commencing:
I won1d not liv alway,

estant version?" Then he dashed the Testament on the desk with the exclamation: ·"It
is a downright insult to ask me to take an
oath on a false ver•ion of the Bible. I will
A GHOST which has been making a house at
I ask not to stay,
not take it. I will not be separated from my
Leoni, Mich., uninhabitable, proves to be the they were not quite sincere.-Pueblo Merry people." Father Ferris then retired.
same old wind that plays so many curious World.
pranks. In this case it blew the branches of
THE representation which Father McGlynn
IN the Wyoming convention the corporaa tree against the weatherboards, and made tion element carried the day iu the fight to recently gave in his speech of the teachers
a noise that sounded like a person opening a levy it t)le constitution a tonnage royalty on in some parochial schools was instructiv as
door and walking down stairs.
coal mined in the new state. The operative well as amusing. This is what he said:
are
the UnioR Pacific, Colorado Coal & Iron "Some poor unfortunate man who, having
THE Cltristian Witness is shocked that a
cqlored church in Mary laad rented a hall, Company, and several. lesser organizations. failed to get a job as a janitor or coalheaver,
hired a band, and sold tickets to a prize-fight They market two million tons a year from or something of that sort, remembers he got
a little schooling as a boy, and thinks he
between two colored brethren. The Witness Wyoming and pay only $1,200 taxes. The
might set his cap for the position of Catholic
opines that a prize-fight isn't more out of propositions making eight hours a legal workteacher. And this man, who could not begin
place than setting up pretty girls to be kissed, ing day and barring foreign police from the
to get himself examined as a teacher in the
.
state
were
incorporated
into
the
constitution;
at so much a kiss, for the benefit of the
public schools, finds himself acceptable to the
church.
LIBRARIANs of a public library of New York
good fathers of the parochial school because
A WRITER in the United S6?"tJice Magazine city report that the character of readers has he is willing to go for $20 a month ; and it
says that the stones used for scrubbing the changed materially within a few years. would be as good as a circus if you could,
declts of ships are called "holy stones," There is a larger proportion of "thoughtful from behind the door, enjoy a specimen of
because the work was generally done on Sun- students among them, and fewer who read the beautiful Catholic education that is given
day. But a writer in the Churchman says merelv to pass away the time. "The library in some of these schools."
they were so called because those who used is also more than ever drawn upon by mature
THE climax of the intensely bitter factional
them had to go down on their knees to do scholars, and its record books show a surpris.
ing number of visitors from all parts of the fight between the French and German Cathotheir work.
United States." The same testimony to an lics <:>f Polk county, Minn., was .reached on
A BAPTIST clergyman in Chicago has openly improvement in the character of readers.may
declared his conviction that the devil is an be heard from librarians in all cities. This, midnight, the 21st ult.,when adherents of Rev.
Father Marcil, the rebellious priest who was
entirely imaginary and fictitious personage. too, is an encouraging sign of the times.
recently unfrocked and excommunicated by
The declaration has rah.ed a considerable
Archbishop Ireland, applied the torch to St.
A
VERY
exciting
scene
was
enacted
during
stir, and there is a prospect that Chicago may
Joseph's church, Red Lake Falls, which, with
be shaken with a discussion of the question the trial of Father O'Dwyer, in Fermoy,
the contents, including 11 new organ, was enhow far belief in the devil is essential to under the Crimes act. Father Ferris, a wittirely destroyed. That the fire was of incenness
for
the
defense,
was
asked
to
swear.
orthodoxy.- World.
He objected, and was told that if he .did not diary origin, and the firebugs members of the
OoNSIDERING the alacrity with which some wish to swear he must leave the court. misguided flock led by Father Marcil, there
of Kansas City's old men, saintly old church- Thereupon he demanded : " Which version is no doubt, although each faction charges
members, jump at Dr. Brown-Sequard's (Jf the word of God is this? Is it the Prot- the other with the responsibility for the affair.

1/Jofts and f&lippinys.

When he was driven from the church by
Archbishop Ireland, Father Marcil threatened
to burn the structure unless reinstated. A
secret meeting of his adherents was held prior
to the discovery of the fire, and those who
were first on the scene and broke into the
church. to save the vestments and silver candelabra, found a can of kerosene beneath the
altar, which had been sprinkled with the
fluid.
SUPERINTENDENT FRANKLAND, of the Chicago Compulsory Education department,
has been trying to get an appropriation from
some source to buy clothes and shoes for the
children who hav. no raiment fit to attend
school. He applied to the county board for
aid, but that body replied, through the county
agent, that the county had no authority to
appropriate money for such a purpose. .To
make matters worse, Mr. Frankland's men
gathered up a hundred and thirty youngaters
off the South Side streets and placed them
last week in the Jones and Hale schools.
They came to school so dirty and ragged
that the principals were compelled to put
them out or suffer the schools to be broken
up. On a recent morning one of the officers
of the department went up into the neighborhood of the Jones school to gather up the
expelled children, when he was surrounded
by a mob of them and drive~ from the sceiie.
He had to make his exit in a lively manner to
escape serious injury. He was pelted with
stones, hit with sticks, and knocked about in
a shameful manner before he made his escape.
Mr. Frankland stlll declares that he wlll raise
the money somehow to fix up the worthy
children who are out of the schools so that
they can attend.
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Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian!
,

CHAPTER I.
CBl!ISTIAN TESTIMONY.

Dr. J. G. Holland-Ron. Newton Bat~~an-Rev. J. A. Reed
-Rev. James Smith, D.D.-Nm1an W. EdwardsThomas Lewis-Noah Brooks-Rev. Byron Sunderland,
D D -Rev Dr. Miner-Rev. Dr. Gurley-Hon.lsaacN.
A~~ld-F."B. Carpenter-I~aa<? Hawley-Rev. Mr. Wil.
lets-A Pious Nurse-Anllhnots Clergyman-Rev. J. H.
Barrows, D.D.-Bishop Simpson-Rev. Francis Vinton,
D. D.-Robert T; Lincoln.

Was Abraham Lincoln:a Christian 1 · Many confidently believe and earnestly contend· that he was,
others as confidently believe and as earnestly contend
that he was not.
Before attempting to answer this question, let us
define what constitutes a Christian. A Christian is
one who in common with the adherents of nearly all
the religions of mankind, believes, 1. In the existence of a God ; 2. In the immortality of the soul.
As distinguiohed from the adhe~ents. of other re~ig.
ions he believes, 1. That the B1ble 1s a revelatiOn
fro~ God to man; 2. That J estis Christ was the
miraculously begotten son of God. He also believes
in various other doctrine peculiar to Christianity, the
chief of which are, 1. The fall of man ; 2. The
atonement.
Those who in nominally Christian countries reject
the dogmas of Christianity are denominated Infidels,
Freethinkers, Liberals1 Rationalists, unbelievers, disbelievers, skeptics, etc. These Infidels or Freethinkers represent various phases of belief, among which
are, 1. Deists, who affirm the existence of a God and
the immortality of the soul ; 2. Atheists, who deny
the existence of a God· and generally the soul's
immortality; 3. Agnostics, who neither affirm nor
deny these doctrine.
The following are the religious views Lincoln is
said to hav held as presented by those who affirm
that he was a "Christian:
1. He believed in the existence of a God, and
accepted the Christian conception of this being.
2. He believed in the immortality of the soul and
in the Christian doctrin of the resurrection.
3. He believed that the Bible is a revelation from
God-the only revealed will of God.
4. He believed in the divinity of Christ-believed
that Christ is God.
5. He believed in the efficacy of prayer, and was
accustomed to pray himself.
6. He believed in the doctrin of experimental
religion, and had experienced a change of heart.
7. Although he never united with any church, he
was contemplating such a step at the time of his
assassination. ·
8. The church with which he would hav united,
we are led to infer, was the Presbyterian.
In confirmation of the claim that Lincoln was a
Christian, the following evidence has been adduced:
Dr . .J. G. Holland.

President Lincoln died on the 15th of April, 1865.
In the same year, the "Life of Abraham Lincoln,"
written by Dr. J. G. Holland, appeared. In the
fields of poetry and :fiction and as a magazine writer
Dr. Holland had achieved an enviable reputation.
His "Life of. Lincoln" was written in his usually
entertaining style and secured a wide circulation.
He affirmed that Lincoln was a Christian, and by
means of this work and through Scribner's .Magazine, of which he was for many years the editor,
contribu'ted more than any other person to render a
belief in this claim popular. Referring to Lincoln's
administration Dr. Holland says :
The power of a true-hearted Christian man, in perfect
sympatny with a true-hearted Christian people, was Mr.
Lincoln's power. Open on one side of his nature to all
descending influences from him to whom he prayed, and
open on the other to all ascending influences from the people
whom he served, he aimed simply to do his duty to God and
man. Acting rightly he acted greatly. While he took care
of deeds fashioned by a purely ideal standard, God took
care of results. Moderate, frank, truthful, gentle, forgiving,
loving, juet, Mr. Lincoln will always be remembered as eminently a Christian president; and the almost immeasurably
great results which he had the privilege of achieving were
due to the fact that he was a Christian president (Life of
Lincoln, p. 54Z).

Hon. Newton Bateman.

Dr. Holland's claim rests chiefly upon a confession
which Lincoln is said to hav made to Newton Bateman in 1860. During the presidential campaign
Lincoln occupied the executiv chamber at the state
house. Mr. Bateman was superintendent of public
instruction at the time, had his office in the same
building, and was frequently in Lincoln's room. The
conversation in which Lincoln is alleged to hav expressed a belief in Christianity is thus related in
Holland's "Life pf Lincoln :"
On one of these occasions Mr. Lincoln took up a book containing a careful canvass of the city of Springfield in which
he lived, showing the candidate for whom each citizen had
declared it his intention to vote in the approaching election.
Mr. Lincoln's friends had, doubtless at his own request,
placed the result of the canvass in his hands. This was
toward the close of October, and only a few days before the
election. Calling Mr. Bateman to a seat at his side, having

previously locked all the doors, he said : " Let us .l~ok over
this book. I wish particularly to see how the mmtsters of
Springfield are going to vote." The leaves were turned, one
by one, and as the names were examined Mr •. L~ncoln frequently asked if this one an,d that were not a mm1ster, or an
elder or the member of such or such a church, and sadly express~d his surprise on receiving an affirmativ answer. In
that manner they went through the book, and then he closed
it and sat silently and for some minutes regarding a memorandum in pencil which lay before him. At length he turned
to Mr. Bateman, wit-h a face full of sadness, and said :
"Here are twenty-three ministers, of different-denominations,
and all of them are against me but three; and here are a
great many prominent members of the churches, a very large
majority of whom are against me.· Mr. Bateman, I am not a
Christian-God knows I would be one-but I hav carefully
read the Bible, and I do not so understand this book;" and
he drew from his bosom a pocket New Testament. ''These
men well know," he continued, "that I am for freedom in
the territories, freedom everywhere as far as the Constitution
and laws will permit, and that my opponents are for slavery.
They know this, and yet, with this book in their hands, in
the light of which human bondage cannot liv a moment, they
are going to vote against me. I do not understand it at all."
Here Mr. Lincoln paused-paused for long minutes-his
features surcharged with emotion. Then he rose and walked
up and down the room in the effort to retain or regain his
self-possession. Stopping at last, he said, with a trembling
voice and his cheeks wet with tears : " I know there is
a God, and that he hates injustice and slavery. I see
the storm coming, and I know that his hand is in it. Ir he
has a place for me-and I think he has-1 believe I am
ready. I am nothing, but truth is everything. I know I am
right, for Christ teaches it, and Christ is God."
The effect of this conversation upon the mind of Mr. Bateman, a Christian gentleman whom Mr. Lincoln profoundly
respected, was to convince him that Mr. Lincoln had, in his
quiet way, found a path to the Christian standpoint-that he
had found God, and rested on the eternal truth of God. As
the two men were about to separate, Mr. Bateman remarked :
"I hav not supposed that you were accustomed to think so
much upon this class of subjects. Certainly your friends
generally are ignorant of the sentiments you hav expressed
to me." He replied '!Uickly: " I know they are. I am
obliged to appear different to them; but I think more upon
these subjects than upon all others, and I hav done so for
years; and I am willing that you should know it" (Life of
Lincoln, pp. 236-239).
Rev. J. A.. Reed, D.D.

In 1872, seven :years after the publication of Holland's work, Lamon's "Life of Abraham Lincoln"
was published. In this work the statements of Holland and Bateman concerning Lincoln's religious
belief are disputed, and the testimony of numerous
witnesses cited to prove that he lived and died a disbeliever. Soon after Lamon's book was published,
the Rev. J. A. Reed, a Presbyterian clergyman, of
Springfield, Ill., delivered a lecture in which he attempted to refute or modify the evidence of Lamon's
witnesses and prove that Lincoln died a Christian.
He admitted that Lincoln was an Infidel up to 1848,
and possibly as late as 1862, but endeavored to show
that previous to his death he changed his views and
became a Christian. The following extracts present
the salient points in his discourse :
Having shown what claims Mr. Lamon's book has to being
the "only fair and reliable history" of Mr. Lincoln's life and
views, and of what " trustworthy materials" it is composed,
I shall now giv the testimony I hav collected to establish
what has ever been the public impressic.n, that Mr. Lincoln
was in his later life, and at the time of his death, a firm believer in the truth of the Christian religion. The Infidelity
of his earlier life is not so much to be wondered at, when we
consider the poverty of his early religious instruction and
the pec~iar influences by which he was surrounded.
It does not appear that he had ever seen, much less read,
a work on the evidences of Christianity till his interview
with Rev. Dr. Smith in 1848. We hear of him as reading
Paine, Voltaire, and Theodore Parker, but nothing on the
other side.
While it is to be re~retted that Mr. Lincoln was not spared
to indicate his religiOus sentiments by a profession of his
faith in accordance with the institutions of the Christian religion, yet it is very clear that he had this step in view, and
was seriously contemplating it, as a sense of its fitness and
an apprehension of his duty grew upon him.

mente as a lawyer who is anxious to reach the truth investigates testimony. The result was the announcement by himself that the argument in favor of the divine authority and
inspiration of the scriptures was unanswerable.

Hon. Ninlan W. Edwards.

Ninian W. Edwards, a brother-in-law of Lincoln, .
writes as follows :
SPRINGFIELD, Dec. 24, 1872.
REV. JAB. A. lb:.B:D, Dewr Sir : A short time after the Rev.
Dr. Smith became pastor of the First Presbyterian church in
this city, Mr. Lincoln said to .me, " I hav been reading ·a
work of Dr~ Smith on the evidences of Christianity, and hav
heard him preach and converse on the subject, and I am now
convinced of the·truth of the Christian religion."
·
Yours truly,
N. W. EDWARDS.

Thoma .. Le'"ts.

In corroboration of Mr. Edwards's statement,
Thomas Lewis, of Springfield, Ill., testifies as follows:
SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 6, 1873.
REV. J. A. REED, Dea1· 8i1·: Not long after Dr. Smith
came to .Springfield, and I think very near the time of his
son's death, Mr. Lincoln said to me, that when on a visit
somewhere, he had seen and partially read a work of Dr.
Smith on the evidences of Christianity which had led him to
change his views about the Christian religion ; that he would
like to get that work to finish the reading of it, and also to
make the acquaintance of Dr. Smith. I was an elder in Dr.
Smith's church, and took Dr. Smith to Mr. Lincoln's office
and introduced him; and Dr. Smith gave Mr. Lincoln a copy
of his book, as I know, at his own request.
Yours etc.,
THos. LEwis.

Noalt Brooks.

Noah Brooks, a newspaper correspondent, of New
York, givs the following testimony:
NEw YoRK, Dec. 31, 1872.
REv. J. A. REim, My Dear Si1·: In addition to what has
appeared from my ·pen, I will state that I hav had many conversa~ions with Mr. Lincoln, which were more or less of a
religious character, and while I never tried to draw anything
like a statement of his views from him, yet he freely expressed himself to me as having "a hope of blessed immortality through Jesus Christ." His views seemed to settle so
naturally around that statement, that I considered no other
necessary. His language seemed not that of an inquirer
but of one who had a prior settled belief in the fundamental
doctrine of the Christian religion. Once or twice, speaking
to me of the change which had come upon him, he said,
while he could not fix any deficit time, yet it was after he
came here, and I am very positiv that in his own mind he
identified it with about the time of Willie's death. He said,
too, that after he went to the White House he kept up the
habit of daily prayer. Sometimes he said it was only ten
words, but those ten words he had. There is no possible
reason to suppose that Mr. Lincoln would ever deceive me as
to his religious sentiments. In many conversations with him,
I absorbed the firm conviction that Mr. Lincoln was at heart
a Christian man, believed in the savior, and was seriously
considering the step which would formally connect him
with the visible church on earth. Certainly, any suggestion
as to Mr. Lincoln's sk.eptj.cis:m or Infid!llity. to_me who knew
him intimately from 1862 till the time of his death, is a
monstrous fiction-a shocking perversion.
Yours truly,
NoAH BRooKs.

Rev. B}'ron Sunderraud, D.D.

Mr. Reed presents a lengthy letter from the Rev.
Byron Sunderland, of Washington, dated Nov. 15,
1872. Dr. Sunderland in company wit.h a party of
friends visited the president in the autumn of 1862.
In this letter he says:
Afler some conversation, in which he seemed disposed to
hav his joke and fun, he settled down to a serious consideration of the subject before his mind, and for one half-hour
poured forth a volume of the deepest Christian philosophy I
ever heard.

Rev. Dr. Miner.

The Rev. Pr. Miner, who
ton, says:

me~

Lincoln in Washing-

All that was said during that memorable afternoon I spent
alone with that great and good man is engraven too deeply
on my memory ever to be effaced. I felt certain of this fact,
that if Mr. Lincoln was not really an experimental Christian,
he was acting like one. He was doing his duty manfully,
and looking to God for help in time of need; and, like the
immortal Washington, he believed in the efficacy of prayer,
and it was his custom to read the scriptures and pray himIn support of his claims, Dr. Reed presents the self.

•
Rev. Dr. Gurley.
testimony of Rev. Dr. Smith, Ninian W. Edwards,
While in Washington, Lincoln with his family
Thomas Lewis, Noah :Brooks, Rev. Dr. Sunderland,
attended the Presbyterian church of which the Rev.
Rev. Dr. Miner, and Rev. Dr. Gurley.
Dr Gurley was pastor. Mr. Reed cites the followBev. James Smith, D.D.
ing as the testimony of Dr. Gurley in regard to the
The Rev. James Smith was for many years pastor alleged Infidelity of Lincoln :
of the First Presbyterian church of Springfield.
do not believe a word of it. It could not hav be~n true
Lincoln formed his acquaintance soon after he lo- of Ihim
while here, for I hav had frequent and intimate concated there, remained on friendly terms with him, versations with him on the subject of the Bible and the
and with Mrs. Lineoln frequently attended his Christian religion, when he could hav had no motiv to deceive
church. Dr. Smith was one of the three Springfield me, and I considered him sound not only on the truth of the
religion but on all its fundamental doctrine and
clergymen who supported Lincoln for president in Christian
teachings. And more than that, in the latter days of his
1860, and in recognition of his friendship and :fidel- chaRtened and weary life, after the death of his son Willie,
ity, he received the consulship at Dundee. Dr. Reed and his visit to the battlefield of Gettysburg, he said, with
quotes from a letter to W. H. Herndon, dated East tears in his eyes, that he had lost confidence in everything
God, and that he now believed his heart was changed,
Cainno, Scotland, Jan. 24, 1867, in which Dr. Smith but
and that he loved the savior, and, if he was not deceived in
says:
himself, it was his intention soon to make a profession of
It is a very easy matter to prove that while I was pastor
of the First Presbyterian church of Springfield, Mr. Lincoln
did avow his belief in the divine authority and inspiration of
the scriptures, and 1 hold that it is a matter of the last importance not only to the present, but all future generations of the
great republic, and to all advocates of civil and religious liberty throughout the world, that this avowal on his part, and
the circumstances attending it; together with very interesting
incidents illustrativ of the excellence of his character, in my
possession, should be made known to the public. • . .
It was my honor to place before Mr. Lincoln arguments designed to prove the divine authority and inspiration of the
~criptures accompanied by the arguments of Infidel objectors
in their own language. To the arguments on both sides Mr.
Lincoln gave a most patient, impartial, and searching investigation. To use his own language, he examined the argu-

religion.

Don. Isaac N. Arnold

One of the most ardent friends and admirers of
Abraham Lincoln was Isaac N. Arnold, for several
years a member of Congress from Illinois. Mr.
Arnold wrote a work on "Lincoln and Slavery," and
a "Life of Lincoln" which was published in 1885.
Lincoln's religious views are thus described by Mr.
Arnold:
No more reverent Christian than he ever sat in the executiv chair, not excepting Washington. He was by nature
religious; full of religious sentiment. The veil between him
and the supernatural was very thin. It is not claimed that
he was orthodox. For creeds and dogmas he cared little.
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But iu the great fundamental principles of religion, of the
Christian religion, he was a firm believer. Belief in the existence of God, in the immortalit:y of the soul, in the Bible as
the revelation of God to man, m the efficacy and duty of
prayer, in reverence toward the almighty, and in love and
charity to man, was the basis of his religion (Life of Lincoln,
p. 446).

His reply to the negroes of Baltimore when they, in 1864,
presented him with a magniticent Bible, ought to silence
forever those who charge him with unbelief. He said : " In
regard to the great book I hav only to say that it is the best
gift which God has given to man. All the good from the
savior of thA world is communicated through this book"
(Ibid., p. «7).
His faith in a divine providence began at his mother's
knee, and ran through all the changes of his life. Not
orthodox, not a man of creeds, he was a man of simple trust
in _God (lb., p. 448).
F. B. Carpenter.
Mr. Oarpenter, the artist, in his popular book,
entitled "S x Months in the White House with
Abraham Ltnooln," uses the following language:
I would scarcely hav called Mr. Lincoln a religious man,
and yet I believe him to hav been a sincere Christian.
Isaac Dawley.
In the spring of 1887, in going from Springfield
to Havana, I met Isaac Hawley, one of the early
settlers of Illinois, and who for nearly twenty years
resided within a few blocks of Lincoln in Springfield.
In answer to the question, Was Lincoln a Ohristian T
Mr. Hawley replied :
·
I believe that Lincoln was a Christian, and that he was
God's chosen instrument to perform the mighty work he did.
Rev. Mr. Willets.
The R3V. Mr. Willets, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is
credited with the following statement concerning
Lincoln's reputed conversion. The information it
contains was obtained, it is said, from a lady of Mr.
Willets's acq\laintance who met Lincoln in Washington:
The president, it seemed, had been much impressed with
the devotion and earnestness of purpose manifested by the
lady, and on one occasion, after she had discharged the
object of her visit, he said to her: "Mrs. --, I hav formed
a high opinion of your Christian character, and now, as we
are alone, I hav a mind to ask you to glv me, in brief, your
idea of what constitutes a true religious experience." The
lady replied at some length, stating that, in her judgment,
it consisted of a conviction of one's own sinfulness1Uld weakness, and personal need of a savior for strength and support;
that views of mere doctrin might and would differ, but
when one was really brought to feel his need of divine help,
and to seek the aid of the holy spirit for strength and guidance, it was satisfactory evidence of his having been born
again. This was the substance of her reply. When she had
concluded, Mr. Lincoln was very thoughtful for a few
moments. He at length eaid, very earnestly, "If what you
hav told me is really a correct view of this great subject, I
think I can say with sincerity, that I hope I am a. Christian"
(Anecdotes of Lincoln, pp. 166, 167).
A. Pious Nurse.
A pious lady, who served in·· the capacity of a
hospital nurse at Washington, and who sometimes
Yisited thA White House, testifies to Lincoln's belief
in the efficacy of prayer. The incident narrated
occurred while a battle was in progress. The report
says:
The possibility of defeat depressed him greatly ; but the
lady told him he must trust, and that he could at least pray.
"Yes," said he, and taking up a Bible, he started for his
room. Could all the people of the nation hav overheard the
earnest petition that went up from that inner chamber, as it
reached the ears of the nurse, they would hav fallen upon
their knees with tearful and reverential sympathy (Anecdotes of Lincoln, p. 120).
A.n Illinois Cler;yman.
In the " Lincoln Memorial Album" appears what
is reported to be Lincoln's " Reply to an Illinois
Olergyman :"
When I left. Springfield I asked the people to pray for me.
I was not a Christian. When I buried my son, the severest
trial of my life, I was not a Christian. But when I went to
Getty!burg, and saw the graves of thousands of our soldiers,
I then and there consecrated myself to Christ. Yes, I do
love Jesus (L. M. A., p. 866).
Rev •.John D. Barrows.
In the "Lincoln Memorial Album," Dr. J. H. Barrows contributes an article on "The Religious Aspects of Abraham Lincoln's Oareer," from which
·
I quote as follows:
In the anxious uncertainties of the great war, he gradually
rose to the hi11;hts where Jehovah became to him the su?llmest of realities, the ruler of nations. When he wrote his
immortal pri>clamation, he invoked upon it not only " the
considerate judgment of mankind," but" the gracious favor
of almighty G·•d." When darkness gathered over the brave
armies fighting for the nation's life, this strong man in the
early morning knelt and wrestled in prayer with him who
holds in his hand the fate of empires. When the clouds
lifted above the carnage of Gettysburg, he gave his heart to
the Lord JeRn~ Christ. When he pronounced his matchless
oration on t.he chief battlefield of the war, he gave expression
to the resolve that" this nation, under God, should hav a new
birth of freedom." And when he wrote his last inaugural
address, he gave to it the lofty religious tone of an old
Hebrew psalm (L. M. A., p. 508).
Bishop Simpson.
The most eminent Me.thodist divine of that period
was Bil!lhop Stmpson. During the war his commanding influ.. nce and rare eloquence did much to secure
for the U aion cause the united support of Northern
Methodist.s. Lincoln appreciated the services of the
distinguished divine, and they became warm friends.
When the remains of the president w-,re conveyed to

their final resting-place at Springfield, Bishop Simpson was l!lelected to deliver the funeral oration. Alluding to the religious phase of Lincoln's character,
he spoke as follows :
As a ruler, I doubt if any president has ever shown such
trust in God, or in public documents so frequently referred
to divine aid. Often dia he remark to friends and to delega.
tions that his hope for our success rested in his conviction
that God would bless our efforts because we were trying to
do right (Lincoln and Slavery, p. 673).
Rev. Francis Vinton, D.D.
This clergyman, a resident of New York, and
a stranger to Lincoln, visited the White House in
1862, it is claimed, and indulged in an argument and
exhortation, the effect of which was to convert the
president to a belief in the Christian doctrin of the
resurrection and the immortality of the soul. During the interviews, Lincoln, it is reported, fell upon
the neck of his clerical visitor and wept like a child.
Before retiring, D.r. Vinton said: "I hav a sermon
upon this subject which I think might interest you."
"Mr. Lincoln,'' the report continues, "begged him
to send it at an early day, thanking him repeatedly
for his cheering and. hopeful words. The sermon
was sent, and read over and over by the president,
who caused a copy to be made for his own private
use before it was returned" (Anecdotes of Lincoln,
pp. 107, 108}.
Robert T. Ltncoln.
Some years ago the writer of this wrote an article
in which it was asserted that Lincoln once composed
a small work on Infidelity. A gentleman in Ohio
disputed the fact, and appealed to Robert, asking
him if the statement was true. Mr. Lincoln replied
in a brief note, which appeared in a local paper, published· at Leesville, 0. I hav been unable to obtain
a copy of this note, but I recall the most important
words, which are as follows: "My .father never
wrote a book on Infidelity."
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

~~~"1\'t>-'\..'-"
[From Life.]

Open Sundays.
Eminent Women.
HARRIET MARTINEAU-CONTINUED.

The nex~ important evolution in the life of Harriet
Martineau was her study of the doctrin of necessity
and her final acceptance of it. She says : "All the
best minds I know are among the necessarians. . . .
All human action proceeds on the supposition that all
the workings of the universe are governed by laws
which cannot be broken by human will. . . . The
constitution and action of the human faculty and will
are determined by influences beyond the power of
the possessor."
She finally gave up prayer, not only as useless, but
because she really did not know what was most to be
desired. She says : "A long series of grave misfortunes brought me to this conviction; that there ie
no saying beforehand what the external conditions
of peace really are. I found myself now and then
in the loftiest moods of cheerfulness when in the
midst of circumstances I had most dreaded, and the
converse. I felt it was better to take the chances of
being damned than be always quaking one's self in
the fear Gf it." ·
Who of us hav not felt the same? We hav all
found the terror so dreaded to be not only a mere
nothing when realized, but even opening the door to
a higher happiness than we hav hitherto known. Oft
it is hard to become indifferent to the events of the
yet-to-come and to cease hoping and fearing.
When Harriet was nineteen years of age her
brother James left for college, and finding her so
miserable during his absence, he advised her to write
for the press something for the Monthly Repository.
So she wrote a letter on "Female Writers on Practical Divinity," signing it "V," and taking it quietly to
the office herself. She was greatly excited when it
was not only printed, but in Notices to Correspondents a request made "to hear more from 'V' of
N orwicb." .She says : "There is certainly something
entirely peculi~~or in the sensation of seeing ~ne's self
in print for the first time. The lines burn tllemselvs
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in upon the brain in a way of which black ink is
incapable in any other mode." And when her
Brother James came home and eulogized the article
highly before he knew who had penned it, her happiness was· completed. Harriet wrote as Oobbett
advises-" First, know what to say, then say it in the
first words that occur to you "-making her first copy
the only one. Her "Traditions of Palestine" first
made her name known in literature, though she had
before earned considerable sums by fugitiv writings
on various subjects. In 1830 the Bdtish and Foreign
Unitarian Association offered prizes for the three
best tracts " on the introduction and Promotion of
Christian Unitarianism among the Roman Catholics,
the Jews, and Mohammedans." She competed for
all three and won them all, though three separate
sets of judges were appointed to compare the merits
of the various essays. She wrote stories, tracts, and
articles on all sorts of subjects-political, religious,.
moral, and the home, and a series of stories for
children called "The Playfellow." She was thoroughly Liberal and progressiv-antislavery and anti
to all wrongs, errors, and evils. She had a loving, heartful, earnest, admiration of America and her
people, but abhorred slavery as every true Liberal
must do. She was eminently utilitarian, and even
when prostrated on a bed of sickness she utilized her
sufferings by writing a series of essays entitled,
"Life in a Sick Room." During her illness in 1840
she was offered a pension from the English government as an acknowledgment of her services as a
political writer, and the good she has accomplished
by teaching the masses true political economy. She
declined the pension because it came from the government, "which did not represent the people." In
1848 she published " Eastern Life," and in this work
she first gave public expression to her radical heterodox opinions and testified her disbelief in divine
revelation. The shock to her Christian friends was
terrible, but it was as a mere nothing "compared to
that given them three years later by the publication
of the letters between herself and H. G. Atkinson on
the 'Laws of Man's Nature and Development,' in
which she plainly avows her Atheistical opinions."
Like all who reach a newer and broader plane of
thought, she was made happier by the growth of
ideas. All through this book " there was a tone of
glad defiance of what the world may choose to think
of her, and of restful triumph over her own educational prejudices." Who of us that hav outgrown
old traditions and beliefs hav not felt just this same
glad jubilation of freedom and self-gratulation T
Speaking of how it affected friends when the letters came out, she says : " Some spoke coldly for a
time ; and one family, from whom more wisdom
might hav been expected, ceased to visit me, while
continuing on friendly terms." When I went out to
meet the midnight on the terrace or in bad weather
on the porch, and saw and felt what I always do see
and feel there at that home, what did it matter
whether people who were nothing to me had smiled
or frowned as I passed them in the village in the
morning? When I experienced the still new joy of
feeling myself to be a portion of the universe resting
on the security of· its everlasting laws, certain that
its cause was wholly out of the sphere of human
attributes, and that the special destination of my
race is infinitly nobler than the highest proposed
under a scheme of ' divine moral government,' how
could. it matter to me that the adherents of a decaying mythology-the Christian following the heathen
as the heathen followed the barbaric fetich-were
fiercely clinging to their man god, their scheme of salvation, their reward and punishment, their arrogance,
their selfishness, their essential pay system, as ordered
by their mythology? As the astronomer rejoices in
new knowledge which compels him to giv up the
dignity of our globe as the center, the pride, and
even the final cause of the universe, so do those who
hav escaped from Ohristian mythology enjoy their
release from the superstition which fails to make
happy, fails to make good, fails to make wise, and
has become as great an obstacle in the way of progress as the prior mythologies which it took the place
of nearly two thousand years ago."
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Religious Conservatism.
Ignatius

Donnellll in

Atlantis.

The essence of religion is conservatism; little is invented;
nothing perishes; change comes from without; and even
when one religion is supplanted by another its gods liv on as
the demons of the new faith, or they pass into the folk-lore
and fairy stories of the peo~le. We see V,otan, a ~ero. of
America become the god Odm, or Woden, m 8candmav1a;
and whe~ his worship as a god dies out Odin survives (as
Dasent has proved) in the Wild Huntsman of the Hartz, and
in the Robin Hood (Odin) of popular legend. The Hellequin
of France becomes the Harlequin of our pantomimes. William Tell never existed; he is a myth; a survival of the sungod Apollo, Indra, who was worshiped on the altars· of Atlantis. The rite of circumcision dates back to the first days
of Phcenicia, Egypt, and the Cushites. It, too, was probably an Atlantean custom, invented in the stone age. Tens
of thousands of years hav passed since the stone age; the
ages of copper (in America), bronze, and iron hav intervened ; and yet to this day the Hebrew rabbi performs the
ceremony of circumcision with a stone knife.
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~mtriian ~tcttlar IJnion.
R. B. WE&,TBROOK, President,

OT'l'o WETTSTEIN, Treas., , ,
•
•
. .,
Rochelle, Til.
E. B. FoOTE, JB., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120Lexington Ave., New York.

Thirteenth Annual Con~ress of the American
Secular Union.
OFFICIAL OALL.

The next Annual Congress of the American Secular
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, October 25, 26, and 27, 1889. It
is deemed expedient to hold this meeting where our
aociety was organize:} in 1876, and where the socalled "National Reform Association" has its headquarters and has recently held an important convention, and for many historic and other reasons.
The general object of our Association not being
well understood, it is therefore often misrepresented.
It is deemed proper to here make a brief statement
of its leading principles. While our federal and
state constitutions are formed on the assumption of
the total separation of church and state, yet both the
generaJ and state governments maintain numerous
practical connections of the state with the church.
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influential organization exists, having for its avowed object the amendment of our federal and state constitutions, so as to
recognize and enforce by law certain forms of religious belief and observances, and certain acts of legislation hav actually been proposed and discussed in
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a
form of sectarian religion, especially in our public
schools.
Against these innovations and perversions we are
organized to protest, and to this end we advocate
the equitable taxation of church property; the total
discontinuance of religious instruction and worship
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessation of all appropriations of the public funds for
religious institutions; the abolition of state-paid
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation
under the pains and penalties of perjury for th~
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts,
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the practical establishmE-nt of simple morality and intelligence as the basis of purely Secular government
and. the ad11quate guarantee of public order, prosp!lnty, and righteousness; and whatever other mess·
urea or principles may be necessary to the total
separation of church and state.
T.o this. Congress we cordially invite all true
patriots without regard to their individual religious
b.elief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the
maintenance of the Secula'l! principle in our civil
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacerdotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their
scbemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy
the mental and moral liberty of the free citizens of
this most successful of all Secular civil governments
in ancient or modern times.
All Charter and Life MembeJ::s, all Vice-p~esidents,
all Chairmen of State E.xecutiv Committees, and all
duly accredited delegates from Local Secular Societies
are entitled to seats and votes in this Congress.
Each l;J.ocal Society. is entitled to send its President,
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annual Members by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Parti?ulars. as to the place of meeting, speakers,
and, thexr subJects, etc., will be announced hereafter.
:ij,, B. WES'I!BROQJ>:, President.
E. A. STEUNS, Secretary.
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Ch. Ex. Com.
MaT.T.IE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.
OTTo. WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.

A One Thousand Dollar Prize Manual. ·
The American Secular Union, a voluntary association having for its obj-ect the complete separation of
church and state, in practice as well as in profession,
and in no way committed to any system of religious
li>elief or disbelief, acting herein by its president,
Richard B. West brook, A.M., LL.D., as its special
trustee and attorney-in-fact, hereby offer a premium
of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000), lawful money

It is desired that the manual for which this premium is offered shall not be a reading book for
schools nor a mere code of morals, much less a sys.
tem of ethical philosophy, but rather a concise yet
comprehensiv and suggestiv exhibit, with familiar
and practical illustrations, of those universal foundation principles and axiomatic truths which underlie
all sound morality and rightfulness, thus developing
and educating that inherent moral sense which is
more or less common to all rational human beings.
In short, to show how to teach children the natural
and essential difference between right and wrong.
and the reasons therefor, without reference to sacerdotal creeds and sectarian dogmas, is the chief object
to be kept in mind in writing for this premium; as
it is the unquestionable right of every taxpayer and
citizen of this free republic to hnv biB children educated in our common schools without having their
minds prejudiced on those disputed subjects which
may saflilly be intrusted to the family, the churches,
and the Sunday-schools, where they properly belong,
While each writer will be expected to confine himself or herself to the main object of this offer, the
widest practical freedom in the form and range of
treatment will be allowed, but all prejudice and partisanship regarding current controversies should be
scrupulously avoided.
The manual should not contain less than sixty
thousand words, nor more than one hundred thousand, though these limits will not be insisted upon in
a work of special merit.
The papers should all be submitted by April 1,
1890, though IJ?-Ore time will be granted if necessary ;
but the committee will be ready to receive manu·
scripts by the 1st day of January, 1890.
Each manuscript shall be in type-writing, or ·at
lea11t should be very legibly writt.en to insure a careful reading, and should hav a spscial mark or designation, and the name and post-office addrei'?s of the
author ehould be sent at the eame time in a sealed
envelope, not to bs opened until after the award is
made, bearing the same mark, and both addressed to
R. B. Westbrook, No. 1707 Oxford street, Philadelphia, Pa., post or express prepaid. Unaccepted
manuscripts will be returned to the writers at their
own expense, and the accepted manuscript shall
become the exclusiv property of the Union, to be
held in trust by the trustee herein named, and the
premium of $1,000 will be promptly paid, without
discount, when the copyright is thus secured. The
money is now on deposit in trust with the Guarantee Trust and Safe Daposit Company in Philadelphia
for the object contemplated.
A representativ and impartial committee shall in
due time ba carefully eeleeted by the subscribers to
this fund or a majority of them, to act as judges of
the manuscripts submitted- and to award the prize.
The trustee herein named shall be a member and the
chairman of said committee, whether he continues in
the presidency of the American Secular Union or
not.
Writers of all nations are invited to join in the
friendly contest, and the award will be made without
regard to nationality or eex.
R. B. WESTBROOK, Pres. American Secular Union.
1707 Oreford st., Philadelphia, Pa.
Attest: {E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com.
OTTo WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.

Freethought in Sweden.
Our Freethinking frieJJds in Swed.en are activ
liB ever. Sunday, August 4th, they held their :first
nnnual congress, which was largely attended, and it
was resolved to send a delegate, poaaibly Captain
~rhomson, of Eihilstuna, to represent the society at
t;he. Fceethought congress in Paris. . The soci'ety,
whlOh numbers twelve hundred members, is divided
into several local branchel!l, the most prominent of
of the United States, for the besb essay, treatis, or •which, the Stockholm branch, has hired a large hall
manual adapted to aid and assist teachers in our free and secured the services of an excellent male quartet.
public schools and in the Girard College for orphans, The following incident will show what kind of Freeand other public and charitable institutions profess- thinkers they hav in "ultimate Thule." Mr. V. Lenning to be unsectarian, to thoroughly instruct chil- Htrand was advertised for a lecture at Tembre a
dren and youth in the purest principles of morality small seaport at the Baltic sea. He arrived but 'no
room, neither in nor outside a house, wa~ to be
without inculcating religious doctrine, thus recogniz- got in the city. Yet our friendr:~ lost not courage;
ing the legal right under our Federal Constitution of a _lecture they expected and we1·e going to hav. They
all our citizens, Jews and Gentiles, Catholics and hued a steamer, and from the captain's bridge Mr.
Protest~ntg, Liberals and Agnostics, and all other Lennstrand delivered the lecture to his audience on
classes, whether believers or disbelievers, to hav their board:
.
.
-!'ntankaren, the Swedx~h F~eatbmkers' organ,
children instructed in all the branches of a common
Secular education in our state schools, without hav- pedpxt:d byh~rh. Lenn~!tranld, I~ta kvxgorothusdeight-pTsge
· th . t d
. ds b" d
.
.
a .,r, w IC merCI toss y a,, g,c s or 0 oxy.
he
mg eu en er mm
xase for or agamst any sect . comments made by its editor resemble closely those
or party whatever.
I of the "man with the badge-pin," while the general

"makf:!~up 1' of the paper would do honor to even an
older journalist than its editor. No 3. of Fritankaren, .thA recipients of which we are, contains,
beside~:~ minor criticisms, an opan letter of remonstrance from Mr. V. E. Lennstrand to the king, in
which he calls the latter's attention to the injus\icfl
he has suffered, and an excellent translation by 0. '11•
(Capt 0. Thomson) of a fragment of one of Colonel
Ingersoll's lectures.
·
Mr. A. Lindquist, Mr. Lennstrand's former coworker in the cause of Freethougbt, has fallen back
in grace. After several attempts at hindering the
progress of the cause, he at last showed· his true
colors, and published malignant accusations against
t.he society and its leaders;- for which con.duct he was
summarily expelled from the society. · We wish Mr.·
V. E. Lannstrand and his worthy co-laborers all pos_sible success. .
·

A Significant }~act.
It seems to me a significant fact that King Humbert baa ·sent a bronze crown to be placed on Gari:
baldi's tomb. This was announced in a press dispatch to the Tribune on Thursday.
This would certainly look as if the king of Italy is
disposed to ehow to the pope that he is not likely to
make any apologies for permitting the statue to
Bruno to be erected in Rome. It was Garibaldi who
took the initiativ in depriving the pope of his temporal power. When, therefore, the pope is so greatly
exercised over the in'lult, as he calls it, to the church,
it speaks well for the courage of King Humbert th'l.t
he publicly pays tribute to the memory of the man
who made it possible that a statue of Brnno could be
erected in the Holy Cit.y.
E. B. FoOTE.
New Ym·k, Sept. 28, 1889.

The Origin of Christianity.
Marcion, in the second century, referring to Paul's
ten epistles as his authority, denounced Jehovah,
and protested against the substitution of anything
Jewish for the primitiv faith of the Asiatic chnrcb.
Tertullian, a member of the same church, and a zealous advocate of the substitution, proclaimed Paul
and Marcion heretics. But after Marcion's death,
when Paul had b€en dead for two centuria£!, he
changed his t.actics, and declared that Marcion had
misrepresented Paul's epistlee, and then professeil to
quote them correctly, making them advocate tbe
meaeures Paul had always opposed.
Paul had, as opponents, all the chief apostles of Lis
day (but he knew nothing of ihe fabulous Jesus and

the string of names that are paraded as/ds apostles),
and for centuries the hatred of him was intense; for
the higher church officialfl must hav been familiar
with his history, and knew that t!te epistles ch·cn·
lated in Ids name t~ere not his. Hence Peter was
made the bead of the church, though Paul's corrupted epistles must bav been largely instrumental
in the change of faith which was accomplished in
the third century. I bav seen it stated that the
Romish church cherished its hatred of Paul for a
thousand years. What .other explanation than the
above can be given of this single fact, which cannot
be set aside by anyone who would study intelligently
the epistles attributed to Paul 1
But it must hav been an easy matter for the
church, in its supremacy under Constantine, to
destroy Paul's original epistles, which, in the absence
of printing, could never hav been numerous.
Tertullian's hatred of Marcion was eminently serv·
iceable to Paul's memory. To Marcion might apprO·
priately be applied the familiar lines of the Roman
poet: "lntege1· vitro, scelerisque pur~ts," etc. A man
of strict integrity, free from all vices, of commanding
intellect, consistency, and courage. Just the person
to excite the hatred of a religious fanatic like Tertullian, who soon abandoned the new fait-h he had advocated with such zeal, and became a follower of Montanue, who, claiming to be the Holy Ghost or comforter promised in the gospel, by the fabulo~s JesuF,
founded a new sect.
But we are told that "the writings of Tertullian
are probably fourteent,h century forgeries, and we
can know nothing certain of Marcion." Well we
are .bu_rr~wing into a period purpose~y obecured by
Cbnstmmty-an age of fraud, forgeru;s, and sup.-rnatural events. But one f&ct we are sure of-that
Jesus and his apostles never lived, and that all our
gospels and the Acts, so far as they relate to t.hem,
are pure fiction. They do not even conform to those
passages of the Old Testament of which they profess
to be a fulfillment. Hence, our Jorden is a very
h11.rd road. to travel-all the guide\ boards obscure,
covered w1th puzzling inscriptions, and pointing
nowhere. Even Peter, the rock on which the church
is founded, is enveloped in such a mist of uncPrtainty
that we must always q\1estion him; And Paul w~
should doubt, did not Marcion's indorsement "giv
the world assurance of a man." But what motiv
could Tertullian hav had to fabricate such a personage as Marcion, and bow could anyone bate so cordially the production of his own brain T The intensity of the hatred is proof of the existence of its
subject. ·

. T.fl.E 'rRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 5, 1889.
I hav given the reason why, in my opinion, Peter
was recognized as the head of the church instead of
Paul. Peter. on whose. na~e the pun is made in
Matt. xvi, 18, represents Paul's chief opponent in
the controversy which ended in the triumph of the
anti Paulist party in the tbird century. If Christians
recognize Peter as' the head of the church on the
strength of that passage, they should acknowledge
Judas Iscariot as its first, and Matthias as its second
bishop, on the twentieth and twenty-sixth verses of
Aots i. ·
But it seems to me that the time has come when
Infidels should ignore the stories of old carpente:~;s
who dream of angels from another world, or of
young ones who claim to hav been promised by
devils all the glories of thiB one, and all the other
nonsense of the New Testament, and look into the
history of those times for facts that msy reveal the
origin of the great crime against humanity which
is as formidable to-day as it was eighteen hundred
years ago, and claims the right to educate every
child born in t.he republic into subserviency to a corrupt priesthood.
PALMER.

s.

The .Benevolent Incendiary.
From Charles Braazauuh's Nattonal Berormer.

A farmer awoke suddenly one night amid the
crackling of flames. A friendly stranger who bad
forced his way into the burning farmhouse to arouse
him, stood beside his bed and called on him to escape
at once before it was too late. He did so, and
reached the open air in safety, though bewildered
and dazed by the fire and smoke. Suddenly be
thought he beard his children calling for help.
Seizing hie rescuer's hand with mingled sensations of
gratitude and terror, he pointed to an attic window
round whose thatched eaves the flames were already
playing.
"They shall be rescued," said the breve but unknown friend; "I hav a ladder ready-I provided
it beforehand."
.
With the farmer's help he raised this ladder to the
window where a girl was screaming to the distracted
father to save her from the terrible flames. The benevolent stranger was the first to ascend. He took
the girl in his arms and brought her down in a f~Ainting condLion. The farmer now rushed up the ladder,
but no sign of his boys or of their mother could he
behold amidst the blazing mass of fire that filled the
upper rooms aUt.d drove him back, scorched, blinded,
and sick of hearb. He sought the noble strangerwho for some reason or other wall dragging a blazing
fagot across the fa.rmyard-:-a.nd cried out to him
in despair, "What must I do, man, to save them?''
"All is over as far as they are concerned," coolly
replied the stranger; "their time is past. Be thankful for your own safety."
"Is there naught I can do?"
" Take this brand from the burning," answered the
stranger solemnly, "and set fire to yonder haystacks
while I fire the wheat ricks and the barns and
stables."
" What!" exclaimed the farmer, almost paralyzed
with astonishment, " burn the whole fatm down~"
"Yea," said the benevolent stranger, "for what
shall it profit a man if be gain the whole world and
lose his own soul1"
"Art thou mad!'' cried the bewildered farmer.
"The world has always called me so," said the
stranger, with a fanatical smile of calm assurance and
infinit superiority illuminin~ his benignant countenance, "but it is the world itself that is mad to take
thought for the morrow as it does. For verily I say
unto you, ye shall not lay up treasures upon earth,
but in heaven only; for where your treasure is there
is your heart also. Oaly by losing this world can
ye win !;he next."
. " Good God !" exclaimed the farmer, struck by a
horrible suspicion, '' bav I been in the hands of a
lunatic all this timeT Was it you that set fire to the
housfl 'I"
"Yea," replied the lunatic calmly, "I burnt your
family that I might show forth my mercy by saving
one of them."
"You infernal villain!"
" Nay," said the lunatic, ''is there not more joy in
heaven over one person ·saved than over uinety and
nine that need no saving 1"
The farmer, able to restrain himself no longer,
here felled the lunatic to the ground with a tremendous blow of his iist.
. Next day he handed the incendiary over to the
police, and lamented, afl he gazed at the ashes of his
home, that so dangerous a person had ever been let
loose. Enough of his corn ricks had been saved to
preserve him from absolute starvation, but his losses
were terrible, and some of them were so irreparable
that· the tears ran down his rugged face and his
voice was choked with sobs as he thought of them.
ht
· d
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H IS .aug er 1D eed was save , ut she never entirely recovered from the shock of that dreadful
night. The circumstances of. her rescue are indelibly
stamped upon her imagination, and are often repeated
in. her dreams. She still speaks of the stranger in
.
. .
term~ of the most ardent gratitude and adm1ratwn,
and c:~..nnot bear to hear anything s~~d against him.

Any attempt to depict the beloved hero of her
imagination in his true colors results in 'such violent
symptoms of hysteria that no one ventures to approach so dangerous a subject in her hearing.
.
MoRAL: (1) Making a bell in order to save a few
froiD: its fie~y torments does not really deserve very
spemal gratitude toward the maker and ordainer of
such an everlasting conflagration. (2) As man barely
succeeded in rescuing the remains of civilizlltion, literature, freedom, and science from destruction by
Christianity in the dark ages of its undoubted supremacy, it behoves him to beware of trusting to the
other-world lunacy &gain, lest wort:H~ befall.
w. P. BALL.

The Work Goes Bravdy On.
From the western Ame1·ioan.

The municipal authorities of Chicago are. doing
well. Since last April they bav endeavored to do
their very best for the Roman-Irish minority that did
not place them in power, and the success that bas
attended thrir efforts to play second fiddle to a gang
of Roman-Irish priests has been such as to make the
Roman conspirators feel very chipper, and in the
recesses of their convents or parsonages they quaff
their wine, punch one another in the ribs, and laugh
at the idiotic fools, known as Americans, that they
are so easily &ble to hoodwink. They are in high
glee; with less than one-seventh of the voters they
hold ninety per cent of the salaried places.
They should laugh, for they hav no hard work to
do all this. Their success arises from, first, the
cowardjce of the average business men, who fear that
eminently Christian weapon, the boycott. Second,
the cowardice of truckling state and national politician~:~. Third, the facility with which the Roman
corporation sustains "the ancient subjection," by
using threats of eternal damnation and preventing
intelligent education iu our public schools, and com·
palling its laity to support and send their children to
their parochial schools. This enables them to solidify their twenty thousand votes, use it as a commercial commodity, and sell it to the highest bidder.
Fourth, by intimidating and gagging tbe·daily press,
securing the press agents throughout the country,
they hav managed for years to control and abuse
political power in many cities and rob taxpayers
without mercy.
They compel officials, born in the United States
and eduoe.ted 3S Protest!\nts, to do acts that would
disgrace the king of Dab )mey. Here in Chicago
the work is going on every day. The present adminiatration, since its advent to power, bas distinguished
itself by wallowing at the ftet of Roman priests and
obeying their slightest wish. It commenced by
oatracising every placeholder that belonged to the
Patriotic Order of Sons of America, all who belonged
to the American League, ail Orangemen, all who
belonged to any society that marched under the stars
and stripes, and was sworn to support and defend
the Constitution of the nation and state.
The many changes in all departments, and especia.lly in the police force, show that the fact of being
a nativ American and a Protestant or Freethinker
totally unfits a man to draw pay from the treasury
of Chicago. It is evident that an oid saying has
been reversed, and the dictum now is,'; No American
need apply." No one can help noticing that when
an American goes off the police force an Irishman
goes on. That this is the result of design no one
can deny, aud should lead the ~reat majority of citizens to do a bit of thinking. Ninety per cent of the
police are of Irish birth or the sons of Irishmen and
Romanists, while they represent less than one-seventh
of the voters in the city. This one fact should be
cause for alarm, and no prudent people would permit
one race and one religion to hav the preponderance
in the only armed force we hav for the preservation
of the peace.
To giv our readers a good idea as to how this plan
is being carried out, we call attention to one station.
There are attached to the station fifty policemen.
Forty-eight are Irish Ro:q1anists, two Germans, and
one American. This American was a subscriber to
the Western American and read it at the stationhouse, as he had a right to do under the Constitution. He was a member of the American League
and the Patriotic Order of Sons of America. September 2d he is notified that he is dismissed from
the force, no charges aud no fault of any kind
alleged against him as regards the rules of the force.
He goes out and hia place is filled by an Irish Romanist, who is thero to aid the priests in maintaining
"the ancient s_u_b_:j_E_c_ti_o_n....-'.'.....,_____
How They Like Comstock.
From the New Ym·IG sw1.

HAINRS FALLS,:&. Y., Sept. 7th.-Authnny Comstock, chief
of the Society for the Supprtssion of Vice. was one of the
thousands who spent their vacation in the Catskills this year.
He stayed over a mouth at Tannersville, one of the most
popular spots in the mountains, and during that time acted
in such a conspicuously disagreeable manner that when he
went home last week there was a universal sigh of relief at
what the mountain follts declared to be a "~?od riddance."
Hotel k_eepers, country merchants, and vrsrtors alike. all
complamed that the moment Comstock reached the beautiful
rrgion lie bPgan in the most unpleasant fashion to boss the
! viilage of Tannersville.

Comstock cried to Storekeeper Wiltse in a har•h voice,
"You keep your store open on Sundays here, and I'll arrest
you for that if you don't close up hereafter." Wiltse's
face grew crimson. He resolutely defied Comstock to
close the store. Wiltse is a druggist as well as a general
merchant, and, furthermore, he has the Western Union
telegraph office in his store, and he knew that this fact
would protect him against the Sunday law section of the
penal code that Comstock was trying to spring on him.
CC!mstock sputtered around awhile longer. The villagers
said that Comstock was acting purely from spite, and
Mr. Wiltse said so, too, but with greater emphasis.
" Mr. Comstock's interference . . . " he said yesterday, "was prompted simply by a mean desire'to get
even with me because I would not let him boss my business
when I was postmaster last summer. He came nosing around
as soon as he arrived, and demanded that I should !et him
examin all the mail before it was delivered to guests. ' I'm
an inspector of mails,' he said. You may fancy that the
guests were highly delighted when they heard that the man
whose supervision of the mails was always exercised solely on
the suspicion that there might be obscene matter in the
letters had made a demand to see their letters before they
themselvs had a chance to examin them. I refused pointblank, and told him that I knew my business. Then he
d~manded t!tat I should delay the mails so that he could get
his letters m after the hour for closing had arrived. He
insisted upon this extraordinary privilege so oft.en that I
wrote to Superintendent Jackson in the New York postoffice, asking if I should hold back the whole mail to oblige
Mr. Comstock. Superintendent Jackson telegraphed back a
decided negativ to the proposition. Mr. Comstock has apparently never forgiven me for this slap in the face, >1nd he
shows how meanly he can cherish a grudge. New Yorkers
hav come to me since and said that Comstock's action was
wildly absurd as well as malicious."
So intense was the feelinp; aroused by the conduct of Comstock and another player of his team in the bowling match,
that onlv the presence of the larlies prevented two of the
Sunset View players, one of them Zany Brewer, a man known
far and wide through the Catskill mountains aliite for kindbeartt>dness and great physical strength, from knocking
Comstock down. Comstock challenged the accuracy of the
score kept by Proprietor Joe Haines in a dictatorial manner,
and didn't apologize when his challenge was demonstrated
to be unfounded in fact. He disputed the rulings of the
referee and behaved generally in a manner that disgusted
the ladies present..
------~~.--------

A Great Sentiment.
Dr. Monroe tn the b·onclaa Age.

Life is so short that no sensible man has a moment to spare
in plotting the injury of his fellow-man.
An Attractiv Invitation.
GeoruP- MMdona!a in San Jl'ranci•co flreetnouunt.

I hear that the Editor of THE TRUTH S!!:RKER, who is just
convalescing after an attack of typhoid fever, is not getting
his strength back so rapidly as he could wish. The fever
has left him full of rheumatism, neuralgia, anfi. toothache. I
under•tand that Dr. M0nroe, of the Ironclad A.qe, has sent
him a bottle of his Blood Feeder, which the sufferer is unable
to take on account of its being put up in a solvent prohibited
by total abstinence principles. In view of this state of
affairs, and in view of this state of California, I hav extended
to the Editor of TIIB TRUTH SEEKER a warm, or semi-tropical
invitation to visit the coast and recuperate. We offer many
inducements. Just at this season of the vear the weather iR
full of attractions. The winds havblown"themselvs out, and
the sand dunes are no loiiger in a state of eruption. The
atmosphere is full of smoke; the sun, penetratin~~; the haze,
tints everything to the color of red and gold, and opaque objects cast purple shadows on the ground. It is a trifle too
warm to wear a coat, and too cool for shirtsleeves, so that
the resident is afforded all the varieties of sensation that li6
between a sweat and a sneeze.
If the Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER will come here I will
extend to him the freedom of the city. He can· make a•censions in the cable cars, or take a voyage to 0d.kland and see
Mr. Schou. I will hav the Salvation Army sing for· him in
front of the old Adelphi Theater. I will show him the picturesque ruin we use for a post-office, and other ruins which
are not picturesque who came to California to make their
fortunes and failed to realize on their expectations. He
shall go with me for a sail on the bay, where the porpoises
gambol away their hard earnings, and to the Stock Exctlange
on Pine street, where that other kind of fish known as the
sucker gambles away his hard borrowings. He shall see the
hoodlum hoodling in his haunt; the government mule from
the Presidio; the pig-tailed heathen from the orient. I will
show him the vaquero galloping through Kearny street, t.tle
rampant cowboy and the terror from Tuolumne clubbed into
a docil frame of mind by an insignificant policeman He
may view the audacious seagull remcarnated in the chicken
tamale. He may revel in peaches, grapes, watermelons, and
Jamaica ginger. He may hunt the alert and fngitiv flea,
dare the tarantula with a club, and stand off the church
beggar with an arquebuse.
l::lo shall his mind be diverted and his body strengthened.
He shall return to his scorched and frozen and stormy island
home, full of flea bites, enthusiasm, and tender recollections.

Lectures and Meetings.
FROM August 16th to September 16;h J. E. Remsburg delivered thirty-six 1, ctures. He spoke in the following towns:
Des Moines, Ia.; Prairie City, Ia.; Grinnell, Ia.; Galt, Ia.;
De Witt, ln.; West Union, Ia.; Elgin, Ia.; Patch Grove,
Wis.; St. Charles, Minn.; Black River Falls, Wis.; Princeton, Minn.; Elk River, Minn.; Waterville, Minn.; Dexter,
Minn.; Willmar, Minn.; Clinton, :i\-Iinn.; Fargo, N. Dak.;
Valley City, N. Dak.; Jamestown, N. Dak.; Henry, 8. Dak.
As THE TRUTH SEEKER reaches its New York readers two
days before its formal date, there is time to remind them that
the Manhattan Liberal Club reassembles this )Veek, Friday,
and that the unsuspected pastor of an orthodox church, all
unmindful of the pope's mental condition, will talk about
Bruno, and an era of fraternity. Mr. Sampson is one of the
few clergymen in New York whose congregation allows a~
sociation with heretics; therefore, it is worth while to heat
him, aside from his eloquence and erudition. · The Liberal
Club, under the presidency of Dr. Foote, Jr., promises this
winter to increase its good reputation as an awakener and
instructor of the people. It will from now till next summer
meet every Friday evening at 8 o'clock, at 220 East 15th st.
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God. And to the barbarous and savage tribes_ of Nebuchadnezzar took Jerusalem, and that Esdras
J ewe of whom this author wrote the history in and others rewrote them in forty days by divine inspiration. Tradition mentions Moses as the writer
this book, are they indebted for the Bible.
This nation of wandering savages furnished Chris- of the Pentateuch. It is generally believed that the
Authenticity of' the Bible.
tianity with a God. Christianity offered ~o supply law orally delivered by Moses to the elders had beIn the book of Genesis we hav a specimen of the the Jews with a similar being, but they reJected the fore, and after, being committed to writing, undergone innumerable changes and corruptions [inspired
character of the Pentatliluch or the five books of offer with scorn.
Many of the ancient philosophers of renown had word undergoing changes and corruptioLs], among
Moses. Let us pause here and make some inquiry
and research as to who was their author, and when or their ideas and notions of the soul, gods, and crea- these the two personal and human conceptions of a
where they were written. '!'he;y are all anonymous tion of the world· so some monk, priest, or Jew, God." A man-god, for instance, possessiJJg all the
writings. If these books contam the word of God, long after these a'ncient philosophers had written baser attributes of a human being, such as anger,
it is ·certainly very important that the man that wrote their theory of creation, writes the Mosaic account, jealousy, vengeance, egotism, and the like. An ancient writer says, "The vulgar belief which imputes
that word of God should tell us definitly who he is as it is called, in the Bible.
and what is his name. Histories and standard works
"A self-existent God may be as unthinking as self- 'to the deity the sentiments of the passions and crimes
of all kinds, both ancient and modern, are signed by existent matter." And why not suppose that the of man is blasphemous and accursed." . Draper says,
their authors, and these books above all others should universe is self-existent and eternal as well as Israel's "The attributes of God cannot be determined by
hav been signed with the name of the writer or God T It would seem to be easier, for we can see the the attributes of man." One of the religious bewriters.
former but not the latter. And we know the earth liefs before Christ was that among others there was
There are two principal characters in these writ- existed long before anyone heard of its alleged one invisible, but not a personal God, to whom it
ings, namely God and Moses. Now, it is now~ere creator. The time in which the Old Testament was would be not so much blasphemy as absurdity, to
impute thf.. form, the sentiments, and passions of
claimed that God ever wrote one word of the B1ble. written is wrapped in mystery.
For some time it was claimed that .Moses wrote the
The Bible informs as that Jerusalem was repeat- man. But to return to Chambers: "At the present
Pentateuch, but that claim has been gener~lly ex- edly sacked and pillaged between the year 168 B c. rate of investigation the view very genGrally held is
ploded and among the better class of theologians the and the Christian era, and at one time every copy of the theory which assumes with certainty two or more
belief that he was the author is now almost univer- the Book of the Law (not the Old Testament) was authors, only a small school still upholding the integrity and authenticity of the work pronouncing
sally repudiated. Centuries after Christianity began burnt.
some priest originated the story that the scriptures
By that it seems up to this time all the Bible that Moses ita author. As to repetitions, and contradicwere the word of God. No mortal man knows now, existed was copies of the Mosaic Jaw, and they were tions, there is to begin with the very history of creaor ever did know, what words God uttered. It is a burnt, at least all that could be found. (See Mac- tion, which occurs twice in the first chapter of Genebold and impious assertion for any man to make, and cabees.) Then up to a century before Christ there sis, and is each time given differently; and in each
the man that asserts positivly that the Bible is t}le was no Bible known to be in existence. This is time the divine name in a different way. The same
word of God has no means of verifying the truth of about the time that Esdras says he and five others in regard to the account of the deluge, the account
that assertion. For uo one man knows anything wrote two hundred books by inspiration, as t.he of Moses being the humblest man, his own death,
more about deity than another, either in this or any others had been destroyed. It does not say what etc. The number of the people, their catile, and
other age.
others, but as the law of Moses had been de!!!troyed, the like, at various periods, do not seem to conform
Draper says what is true : " The books of Moses he must hav meant that. It is but little difference to the laws of natural increase. Multitudes of men
nowhere claim the authorship of one man, or make what he meant, as this story is in the Apocrypha and are puzzled what to think and what to believe."
Owing to these and other contradictions and absurdthe impious declaration that they are the writings of is not authentic.
almighty God," or even inspired by him. We are
Webster give the word in Greek, and says it means ities throughout the Bible, together with the irreconoften told by the pulpit that God revealed himself to hidden, spurious books which are not considered a cilable facts that science is continually developing,
a man by the name of Moses. What proof is there part of the sacred canon of the scriptures. What are the masses hav become indifferent and careless, which
to sustain this story! None whatever, only the word these spurious books doing among the holy and in- is really worse than outspoken Infidelity.
of the man that wrote the five books of Moses, who- spired writings of almighty God T
Supposing, then, according to Chambers, that
ever he is. Is the simple word of some writer enGibbon says about this time divine inspiration was Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the book when he took
tirely unknown sufficient to convince us of the most liberally bestowed on women, elders, and boys, as Jerusalem, it was simply the law of Moses (Chron.
wonderful and extraordinary events? Among the well as bishops. When they were in proper state to ii, 34; xiv, 15). Surely the law of Moses does not
tribes of degraded and superstitious Jews of which receive it they were transported out of their senses. comprise the account of creation, biographies of
this writer wrote the history, murder, adultery, big· They being then organs of the Holy Ghost, I would men, accounts of cruel, bloody, and savage wars,
amy, treachery, assassination, and the like were not suggest that to be the only and proper condition for miracles, plagues, wanderings of the children of Isconsidered. crimes or evils any more than among a person to be in is to be. the organ of the Holy, or rael, romance of Joseph, and many; oiher tales and
Apache Indians. The writers of the Bible boast of any other ghost. "Transported out of their senses" stories.
.
the doing of these crimes and wickedness among their something like the old-fashioned hallelujah spasms, I
Chambers does not tell us when these different
people, and in many instances say their God assisted suppose.
books were written, a..nd he says merely that it was
in and advised them to be done. Is it strange then
If it was necessary to inspire the writer, it was generally supposed that they were destroyed at the
that these ignorant and superstitious savages should equally necessary to inspire the translator so he burning of Jerusalem. The Bible says it was only
lie T The author of these books give the character would translate correctly, and the readers also, some the law of Moses that Hilkiah the priest found.
of Moses in the following words: "And he espied an of them with a double dose to make them believe If Nebuchadnezzar destroyed all the copies of the
Egyptian smiting a Hebrew. And he looked this the!!e marvelous stories.
law when he took Jerusalem, they must hav been reway and that way, and when he saw there was no
The pulpit has made a great point of and rung all written afterward, for the Bible says that King Anone, he slew the E~yptian and buried him in the the changes on the antiquity of the Bible. There tichus, about five hundred years after, took Jerusand" (Ex. xi, 11, 12). A short time after this(verses were immense libraries in existence before this book salem. He began by putting a stop to sacrifices that
13, 14) he found two Hebrews smiting each other. was written, and many of the books, or fragments of were offered up to the God of the Jews. (God's
Here, from the language used by one of_the combat- them, are extant at this time. lEsop's Fables are chosen people offering sacrifices .to him like heathens
ants, "Intendest thou to kill me as thou killest the much older, so is the "Arabian Nights." Homer's to their gods, and a heathen king stopping it.) He
Egyptian!" he was about to commit a second murder, "Iliad," Euclid's "Algebra," the works of Socrates, polluted the holy temple, profaned the Sabbath, carbut he got frightened and said, ''Surely this thing is Cicero, Plato, Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, ried off and burnt all the copies of the law he
known." Pharaoh's officers attempted to arrest him and many other ancient works were in existence could find, and abolished the ordinances of God.
for murder but he :fled the country, and was a fugitiv long before we hav any evidence of t.he Bible being This was in the days of miracles, and yet this Hefrom justice for forty years. This record shows written. The Bible, then, we are told by the pulpit brew deity did not lift a hand to save the holy places
plainly that this murder was committed in cold blood. is to be believed and revered because it is the most from being polluted by heathen idolators, and sufAfter looking this way and that and seeing no one, ancient book, and for the further reason that it has fered the law he had given to Moses to be destroyed.
he deliberately murdered the man and buried his been brought down to us through all these long ages. We are told that soon after the beginning of Chrisbody in the sand, and then attempts a second murder Why should it not be in existence when there hav tianity the priests· had taught the people to believe
further along in the book We read that he married been, and still are, immense sums made in publishing in miracles, and that this newly adopted Hebrew
an Ethiopian woman, having a wife and family still it, and millions of men paid for sounding its praises God (strange that among the multitude of gods that
living. The Christian world accepts the word of this for nearly two thousand yel\rs?
were worshiped before the Christian era the god
murderer and bigamist, unsupported by any other
Voltaire says, "Fables begin to be current in one of the lowest and most degraded people of that time
testimony either ancient or modern, when he, through generation, are established in the second, become re- should hav been selected as the Christian God) would
the author, tells us wonderful tales of the supernat- spectable in the third, while in the fourth generation protect the temples and churches from profanation
ural and the violation of the laws of nature.
and destruction. But when hordes of barbarians
temples are raised in honor of them."
Bible scholars and critics hav long since decided
I challenge the preachers to giv reasonable proof and idolators invaded the country, destroying and·
that the book of Genesis is founded ripon legends. of the time the Bible was written; who wrote it, polluting the churches, and no miraculous hand was
How could it be otherwise when it was not written and in whose custody ihwas from the time it was interposed to save them, their surprise and astonishuntil at least four thousand years after the event written until printed_ Chambers's Encyclopedia is ment was great, and their ardor and belief in mir·recorded in the book occurred, and during that time, regarded by all fair men to be standard and reliable acles were somewhat abated. Is it not strange that
according to the Bible, there was a :flood that de- authority. In regard to the authenticity of the this miracle-working being would aliow Infidels to
stroyed every human being but Noah and his familyT Bible Chambers has the following: "Bible, a name obtain and hold, even unto this day, Jerusalem and
The writer must necessarily write from legends giving to a collection of sacred writings, recognized the holy sepulcher T
and traditions, or from imagination. The writer by Christians as the book of their religion ; ApocA century or so before Christ, Pompey took Jeruthen, without giving his name or any account of his ryphs is not considered by Protestants as canonical. salem, but he did not not touch the treasures that
birth or parentage, without reference or vouchers for The Old Testament was written in Hebrew and Chal- were stored in the temples. Cicero save it was not
his honesty and truthfulness, writes a history of mir- daic languages, and originally contained thirty-nine out of respect for the religion of the Jt~ws that he
acles, of wonders, of horrible deeds, of absurdities, books, but was cut down to twenty-two." What was abstained from plundering the temple, for he bad
and of stories more simple than nursery tales, done done with the other seventeen books ? They surely the utmost contempt fpr this nation and their religby a being he calls God, Lord God, Jehovah, and could not hav contained any worse or more objec- ion. He caused the walls of Jerusalem to be pulled
other names tbat no one ever heard of until this tionable stories or language than there is in the dowu. About ten years after this Cl'assus, another
author wrote this book; and, strange to say, there are twenty-two that were printed. If g part was inspired king on a plundering expedition, stopped at Jeruquite a number of people in this age gullible enough surely the whole wa!l. It iherefore seems wrong to salem and robbed the temple of all its riches, amountto believe them. But if such a book was written cut down or throw away seventeen books of the in- ing to £1,500,000 sterling. It would Bf>em, at this
to-day by a credible author, and witnesses furnished spired word of God. But to continue our quota- time, that the god of this nation had entirely abanto prove the truth of these miraculous and wonderful tions from Chambers : "As regards the genuinness doned them and the city of Jerusalem. He sent no
occurrences, these same people almost to a man would and authenticity of the Old Testament there has angels to slay the invaders; no white horses with
refuse to believe them. true.
been much discussion of late. The g~nerally re- harness of gold to paw these vandals; nor did he
Then, to this unknown writer, without a history or corded opinion is that the manuscripts of the books of send two beautiful young men to scourtze them (see
a name, so far as we know, and to him alone, is the Moses, Judges, Mordecai, Kings, Chronicles, Job, that silly stuff in 2 Maccabees). It SFems strange
Christian world indebted for the being he called Samuel, and others, were destroyed by fire when that sensible people do not get disgusted at the

~ommnnications.
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many silly and ridiculous stories there are in the Tissot, was the author of the notice published by tion. · In . the chief seat of the tribunal-the cross,
Bible.
JoHN IRwiN.
Mazuyer.
· with skull and cross-bones plentifully emblazoned
(TO BE OONOLUDED.)
The skeleton of the giant Teuton king remained upon the desk in front of him, and the crucifix above
at Bordeaux until 1632, when it was sent to the him-is a cow led and gross monk, his clenched. hand
Geology and Evolution.
Museum of Natural History in Paris, where it is now seeming to point to a kneeling-bench before him.
The maximum thickness of the earth's stratified to be seen, a veritable mastodon of the Miocene At the side of the chief of the Inquisition stands a
bearded secretary, who appears to hav just finished
rock is not less than twenty miles. All of it was period.
In
the
next
period,
the
Pliocene,
we
find
stone
the reading of a decree of condemnation. In the
once sediment deposited in water. V sst areas of
it hav undergone metamorphosis, obliterating the tools. This was at least a million years before Elo- foreground stands Bruno, with head thrown back
BUBB.
and fists clenched, too, defiant but without bravado,
stratification and all traces of fossils. The Silurian him inade Adam out of dirt.
and very calm. He refuses to bend the knee to the
formation, with a maximum thickness of five miles
holy tribu~al, whose members, ranged along the wall,
Bruno.
was onae believed to be the lowest stratified and foe:
at him with astonishment and chagrin. Meanlook
From the Boston Transcript:'
siliferous rock. But it was discovered that the Oamwhile a jailor, supported by soldiers, steps forward
b~ian. roc~, ne~rly ~wo mil~s thick and underlying the
From an artist friend now in Rome we hav reSllur1an, lB hkew1se · sed1mentary and fossilifemus. ceived a beautiful set of photographs of the Giordano with a chain to bind the recalcitrant Freethinker, and
And now it is found that the Laurentian formation Bruno monument. Religious questions are tabooed to prepare him for the fearful death which he prefers
with a maximum thickness of five or six miles and in this column, but artistic ones are not; and, as a to the bending of his knee.
A marvelously strcng work is the whole, and well
underlying the Oambrian, is also sedimentary.
sort of opposit to the snow-white cross which J ewe
calculated
to affect the popular imagination.
Scientists bQv confessed their inability to account might kiss and Infidels adore, this magnificent monfor the metamorphosis of vast areas of sedimentary ument at Rome is evidently one which in its artistia
rock where there are no intrusions of eruptiv masses aspect even a devot might dream over. It is always
Natural Morality.
forming granit veins. The disturbances of the strata so with works in which sculptors and artists of talent Lecture aeuverea 1>11 Capt.R. C. .A.aams at the Canaaian Secular Unton
Congress.
are apparent enough, for it is by upheavals that we hav wrought under the inspiration of their hearts
Morality is the art of right living, and the way in which it
know of the existence of the lower formations. And and not merely for the earning of bread or the grati- .can be best attained is the most important question that conpressure is also recognized as a metamorphic agency. fication of a fancy. They are above dogmas as well fronts the Secularist. '' By their fruits ye shall know them;"
But the prodigious pressure of gravitation together as above reason. What is inspiration in art or lit- and unless Secular principles conduce to the practice of the
with that of upheaval seems not to hav been duly erature? Why, it is made up of one-half of a suffi- highest morality they must .stand condemned as false. To
good is to be useful, to practice that which creates happiappreciated. Below a depth of 30 feet the temper- cient technical ability to prevent artistic blunders, be
ness. Christians claim that the knowledge of the way to be
ature increases at the rate of one degree Fahrenheit and the other half of a special and passionate en- good is derived from supernatural revelation, and that its
for every 50 or 60 feet. "At this rate," says Professor thusiasm in a particular work. Given these condi- rules are to be found in the Bible and in the dicta of the
Dana, "the fusing point of iron would be reached at tions, and one may see the inspiration in every line church. But the Rationalist or Secularist declares that
morality is the result of human experienctJ as to what is best
a depth of 28 miles. Accordingly the stratified and of a completed work. It may be very humble art adapted
to secure the welfare and happiness of mankind.
fossiliferous rock at a depth of ten miles would be indeed; it may be something which artists themselvs A.ll that is good in Christianity is this natural morality.
heated up to 1,000° Fahrenheit, or 900 degrees affect to despise and all the critics ridicule. Fre- What is essential to Christianity is immoral and injurious,
hotter than the material was when deposited ages quently even the technical skill shown in a work may Morality depends upon intelligence, and this is weakened by
the habit of mind induced by Christianity, which teaches
ago, with all its fauna and flora, which never could be below what would seem to be the lowest reason- dependence
upon revelation and authority, instead of reliance
endure a temperature much above 100."
able minimum ; and yet the man who is himself capa- upon iJJdividual reason. The Christian atonement is imDoes not this fact refute the Laplace theory of a ble of enthusiasm will see, overspreading it, the evi- moral. It takes the converted murderer. to heaven and leaves
cooling world T The oldest animals and plants hav, dence of that divine enthusiasm in the artist which his victim in hell. Moody says of the penitent thief, "In
morning he was the vilest on earth, in the evening the
in their fossil state, been growing hotter during all is infinitly bettedhan all cold perfection. And how the
purest in heaven." He reads a request for prayer "for the
the geological ages, until those which hav not been one misses the quality of enthusiasm in certain works conversion of a moral man." Christianity has the proud
upheaved are now four or five times hotter than boil- of technical m!lsters, to whom beauty is .a daily com- distinction of being the only religion that damns good men.
panion and guide, but who in these certain instances A. candidate for the English Parliament was lately asked for
ing water.
Is not a temperature of 1,000° sufficient to change hav wrought perfunctorily. Such works are ghosts his religious views. "I would like to go to heaven for climate and to hell for society." Christianity is oppressiv. It
the character of stratified rock T How much higher in a world of life, and they grow more out of place has kept thousands sweltering in Toronto in the intense heat
than
ever
in
this
generation,
which
is
preeminently
was the temperature that produced anthracite coal T
because it prevents access to the cool waters of the bay and
And is it necessary to look for the cause of this tem- not an age of ghosts. It is this very selfsame qual- the shady groves of the country on Sunday. It has shut up
perature elsewhere than in the pressure of gravita- ity which, in the past, made such wonderful works of all libraries, art galleries, and museums on the workingmen's
only day of leisure; and these infamous iniquities are perpebeauty of religious paintings and memorials, that ia trated
tion, augmented by the upward force of upheaval?
in the name of the Christian God by men who dishonThe accretion theory of world formation allows now giving abounding life and meaning to represen- estly advocate exemption from taxation for all the property
connected with this organized oppression. They are not to
ample time for all the geological changes, and for the tations of m«~re flesh and blood realit.y.
The Bruno monument at. Rome is t1mphatically in be blamed individuallv, for they are only acting in the spirit
evolution of plant and animal life from the simplest
of the protectiv tariff and national policy, which permits
and oldest organism up to man. Paradoxically this sense a work of inspiration. Evidently the men
to suppress able competitors by restrictiv laws; and it
artist was heart and soul in the work; not without is not zeal for God, but a desire to drive men into the
speaking, this vast period is an eternity.
A million years is probably much too small an the stirring in his own veins of revolt against the ob- churches, that animates the ministers. In olden times good
estimate for the period of man's existence on the earth. scurantism of authority could he hav put such force was personified in a God, but men's ideas of good hav
It is quite certain that he lived in the Pliocene period, and fire into the representations of this "apostle and altered, while Christianity upholds the old Hebrew God who
represents obsolete ideas of good. Natural morality is
contemporary with the mastodon and other extinct martyr of Freethought," whose glorified statue now summed up in the Golden Rule, which was uttered by Conanimals. For 500 years mammoth's tusks hav been stands in the Field of Flowers, where, nearly three fucius five hundred years before Christ, condensed into the
exported from the Isle of Bones off the mout.h of hundred years ago, he was burnt to death. The word reciprocity; and a sufficient guide for life and a substithe river Lena ·in Siberia. The bones and tusks bronze figure of Bruno, which crowns the monument, tute for all the restrictiv codes of laws may be found in the
Rule, "Do no harm." Natural morality demands
of these and other gigantic animals, resembling represents him in the garb of the Dominican order, Diamond
some changes in the Ten Commandments. It would add one
the elephant and rhinoceros, hav been discovered of which he was a member, its cowl covering his letter to the first and let it read, "Thou shalt hav no other
since the earliest historic times. But their nature head, but pushed aside so as fully to reveal the strong gods before men." It will change the worship of God into
was not understQod by the ancients, who believed face-a face not unlike, in its strength and the prom- the service of man. It will violate the second Commandment
make statues without. consultation either with Jehovah
they were the bones of giants. In modern times the inence of its features, the famous type of Dante and and
or Anthony Comstock. It will abrogate the fourth and
Savonarola and George Eliot, but a little ruder, per- make the seventh day a period of true recreation, allowing
fossil bones hav been collected and reconstructed.
In January, 1613, the bones of a mastodon were haps, and less ascetic. The nose is long and prom- men to secure such physical and mental refreshment as they
found by some workmen in a sand-pit on the river inent, the lips firm-set and strong, the eyes deep, .desire. It teaches "honor to whom honor is due," and
that an unworthy parent should be honored by the
Rhone. A country surgeon named Mazuyer put- penetrating, aflame with thought and resolution. denies
child. It forbids killing, stealing, lying, or covetousness,
There
is
about
the
face
the
worn
aspect
which
deep
chased the bones, and gave out that he had himself
but it will abrogate the Christian code of sexual morals. It
discovered them in a tomb thirty feet long by fif- and consuming thought, which has no mercy for the declares that if people are unhappily married they may
teen broad, built of bricks, upon which he found the body, leaves; the forehead is knitted with the awful remedy their mistake. It repudiates the hopeless doom of
for those who hav erred or blundered, and
inscription Teutobocchus Rex, a barbarian king who inquiry of the philosopher whose thoughts are led Christianity
scouts the false morality that scorns the woman and condones
was vanquished near Aq1tae Se~tiae (Aix in Prov- on not by subserviency to a system to which they the man, that condemns the woman who sells herself for an
ence) by Marins, who carried him to Rome in a tri- must fit themselvs, but by the awful necessity of hour and commends the woman who sells herself for life.
It declares that the Golden Rule and the Diamond Rule are a
umphal procession one hundred and two years before truth.
The thinker's hands are crossed firmly before him; sufficient guide in sexual conduct. The man who does no
Ohrist. In confirmation of this story Mazuyer reharm and who treats a woman as he would hav another man
minded the public that, according to the testimony the left holds a book, closed except that while the ,treat .his mother, wife, sister, or daughter, will not do
lower
edge
of
the
book
is
pressed
against
the
knees,
of Roman authors, the head of the Teuton king exwrong, no matter what Moses, Jesus, church, or Mother
ceeded in dimensions all the trophies borne upon the the forefinger holds the pages at the upper edge Grundy say. Natural morality will add new commandments.
lances in the triumph. The skeleton which he ex- slightly apart at a passage which has manifestly led Some of these are, "Thou shalt giv women equal rights with
men;" "Thou shalt giv the laborer the full value of his
hibited was twenty five feet long and ten feet broad. the philosopher into the thought that seizes and com- produce;"
"Thou shalt trade freely and tax equally;"
mands
him.
Oommands
him
T
Yes;
and
yet
while
It was exhibited in all the cities of France and Ger"Thou shalt not be stolen from." The Secularist mode of
many as the veritable bones of the Teuton k:ng who the whole attitude and look suggests the dominance promoting morality is by prevention rather than by preachof the man by the thought, it also suggests dom- ing. It would secure prosperity first and remove the inducedied some seventeen hundred years before.
ments to wrong-doing that arise from poverty and from the
But there was an anatomist named Riolan who inance on the part of the man by means of the system
of business that forces a man into unholy competition
knew that they were not the bones of a man; brit of thought; for the determined look upon the strong to gain a living. It will be the crowning glory of Freeface
says
plainly,
"
This
is
truth,
and
according
to
it
a gigantic animal like the elephant, 11.nd he attempted
thought that it formulated a system that will permit men to
to prove it, but was mat by a physician named Habi- I will act, no matter what the consequences may be." liv and practice the Golden Rule. Robert Owen introduced
cott, who maintained that the bones were human. A wonderful pose, a wonderful and powerful expres- the practice of cooperation, Holyoake established it, Mill,
Prudhomme, Lasalle, and Karl Marx expanded it into scienA long controversy ensued between the anatomist sion!
tific Socialism, and its modern supporters and leaders are
Upon the sides of the monument are two bas-reliefs almost entirely in the ranks of Rationalism. The spread of
and the physician, and doubtless the vast majority,
which
are
scarcely
less
powerful.
The
first
represents
this goodspel of reason is the duty of all Secularists, and in its
even of the savants of that day, believed that the
Bruno teaching philosophy at the university of Ox- progress lies the hope of the welfare of mankin~ .. In. closing,
anatomist was wrong.
A.dams referred to the decay of ChnstJamty; and
Accompanying the exhibition half a hundred med- ford. Standing in the pulpit of a medieval class- Captain
his comparison of it to a long-dying shark that he once cut
als were displayed which Mazuyer said he found in room, attired in the costume of a doctor, Bruno in- up on the deck of his ship was received with such enthusithe tomb of Teutoboccus Rex, bearing the effigy of structs a class of students. and of doctors, some of asm that it literally brought down the house, some plaster
the Roman general Marins. But Gassendi, a youth whom are manifestly at issue with him, while others being shaken from the ceiling.-SeculM· Thougltt.
of twenty years when the bones were discovered, a eagerly drink in his words. There are some fine faces
DR. J. R. LKKBODY, of Mager College, Londonderry, lacorrespondent and friend of Galileo and Kepler, and in this group, and one of two of theologs who appear ments
that preaching is declinin~ in efficacy. This he attribthe first disciple of Bacon in Franc~l, exposed the ready to leap upon him. Manifestly he is giving utes to the fact that the pulpit is not now placed at the
them
all
something
to
think
about.
But
much
more
fraud of the medals. The inscriptions on them were
same intellectual distance from the pew. In other words,
in Gothic characters. And furthermore we learn striking is the bas-relief representing Bruno in the says the London Freethinker, the pew is beginning to fi!}g
f'10JP. u~saendi that !J. Je!11}it ;priest, named J"acq.ues ;preB~!l~~ pf1 and def~ip~ tb,~ ~ripup!M Qf1 the Inq.uisi- ogt tMt the pulpit knows no morf3 than itself..
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Personal.
Having substantially recovered from a two weeks' vacation in the wilds of New Hampshire and a subsequent if not
con~Pqnent two months' stretch of typhoid fever, the Editor
of TR~ TRUTH SUK~R is a11;ain at his post. It is a plea~ure
now falling to him to acknowled~~;e the ability with which
Mr. W. L Colby has performed the editorial labor so unexpectedly thrust upon him, and to thank the correspondents
who contributed Bf) larl."(elv to the interest of the paper. His
personal thanks are due, and certainlv are sincerely given,
to his friends Washburn of the Investigator, Watts of Secular
Tluntght, Ahaw of the Ind-ependent Pulpit. Saladin of the
London .Agnostic Jowrnal, Foote of the London F'ruthinkM",
and to his br01her George of the 'Frisco F'ru hought for their
pleasant and flittering words in noting his illness; and the
kindest wish he can think of just now is that none of them
may ever hav typhoid fever. Correspondents. however, will
plf'ase be pat\1-nt, for the Editor is not quite out of the doctor's clutches. and that authoritativ individual does not approve of reading manuscripts as a convaleschig recreation.
But, slightly changing the words and incidentally the meaning
of an allPged person or some notoriety, "Yet a little while
and I am with yon."
E. M. M.

Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian f
No doubt our readers are wondering what the significance
is of the query scattered thrtJugh the columns of Tm: TliUTH
BKKKJ:R last week as to the religious habits of Abraham
Lincoln. The explanation is found this week in the opening
chapter printed elsewhere of a work by John E. Remsburg,
showing that Abraham Lincoln was not a Ch!istian. The
appearance of this history is timely, as the clergy are now
discu~sing the parallel statement made in Herndon's " Ll.fe
of Lincoln,'' just published by Belford, Clarke & Co. Mr.
Herndon, however, devotes but little space to this side of
Lincoln's character, while Mr. Remsburg will thoroughly
exhaust the subject, and leave no evidence unconsidered.
He has at a great cost of time and money and labor collected
all the material facts in the case, and prepared them for in.
telligent presentation to THE TRUTH BBKXER readers. This
hall involved the purchase and study of all the Lifes of Lin.
coin, the writing of hundreds of letters, and traveling of hundreds of miles to interview Lincoln's friends. It may well
be allowed, therefore, that he has added invaluably to the
true under1tanding of the matter.
Ever since Lincoln's attainment of fame, there l:.as been a
controversy on this subject. The church attaches a higher
value to the prestige of Lincoln's great name than she would
to tbe convergion of ten thousand obscurer souls. To deny
his Christianity is, ln her eyes, almost as great an o:ffense as
to denv tbe divinity of Christ. It may be too much to expect
that Mr. Remsburg's work will entirely silence this claim,
but it will furnish an arsenal of facts with which to refute it
aR often as made. The rejection of Christianity by George
Wa~hington or Paul Jones does not prove it false. But with
a majority of mankind the authority of one great name outweighs all the arguments that can be piled up, and this fact
cannot be ignore<!. in our work. The evidence of twenty
witnesses who ~upport the church's claim will be preserved,
and the teRtimony of the eighty witneeses opposing it that
Mr. Remsburg has collected ought to be preserved also.
The evidence pro and con will occupy many pages of THE
TRUTH BEKKER, and require several months for a complete
presentation. But this the importance of the work demands.
and our readers will find it exceedingly interesting reading,
aside from its historical value. Mr. Remsburg never le~ves
a suhject half considered, and this work is u.ausually thorough even for his all-recording pen.

Bruno.
"EDITOR TRUTH BEEKER, JJear Bir: Will you please favor
the re'lders of THE TRUTH SEEKER with a succinct statement
of the ecclesiastical offllnses for which Giordano Bruno was
burnt to death on the 17th of February, 1600?
"Very respectfully,
HENRY 0Rousx."
Giordano Bruno's troubles with the ecclesiastical
authorities began while he was young and performing
priestly functions in 8 monastery at Naples. He
was here twice examined and threatened by his superiors for heretical offenses. Once he had set aside
the images of the saints and told a fe11ow-monk that
he might be better employed than in reading about
the seven joys of the Virgin Mary, and once he had
uttered Arian and Unitarian views-that is, denied
the incarnation and the trinity, holding that Christ was
a man and that God is one. Eight years after his first
accusation had been brought against him the ecclesialltical pressure bl'lcame so threatening that he had
to 1lee to Rome. His persecutors followed him here
with their accusation, and he left Italy. He thus
began his sixteen years' adventurous journeying
about Europe. Geneva, Ftance, England, a~·,d Germany were visited and revisited. From nearly every
place where he set his foot he was sooner or later
driven by ecclesiastics, whom he was sure soon to
offend by contradiction. Servetus had recently been
burnt in Geneva, and. Bruno left in time to escape
the same fate. In France the traveler sojourned in
various cities, and at Paris was introduced to King
Henry III., who was so astonished at his wonderful
memory as to inquire whether he did not owe it to
magic. Daspite .the king's f.-iendship, the churchmen
succeeded in having him driven away. In England
he was allowed to hold a disputation at Oxford Uni·
varsity with some learned doctors, in which he seems
to hav bad an easy victory. In that land he found
superstition and pedantry as rampant as elsewhere,
and he paints things there in no 1lattering colors. In
these wanderings he supported himself sometimes
by teaching youths, sometimes by teaching adults,
and sometimes by reading proofs for publishers.
Unfortunately, he presently received, while at ]!'rank·
fort, a letter from a nobleman of Venice, named
Mocenigo, entreating him urgently to come and
dwell with him as his guide, philosopher, and friend.
He longed •to see his nativ land, and, yielding, once
more was in Italy. He went to Venice, overshadowed
as it was by the Inquisition. He was soon identified
as the renegade DJminican monk against whom an
accusation had been brought years before. Mocenigo
became angry with him at a refusal to impart to him
some secret of learning, some quick and easy method
of becoming a genius, which he supposed the philosopher possessed. By the advice of his confessor, he
denounced Bruno to the Inquisition as a !leretic,
denying the most sacred dogmas of the churchtzansubstantiation for example. Mocenigo aided
with men in the seizure of Bruno at midnight and
his transferral to the dungeons of the Inquisition.
After remaining here some months, the prisoner was
carried to Rome and confined six years in the
dungeons of the Roman Inquisition. What he suf.
fered there we hav no means of ascertaining. He
was without books or paper or friends. Appearances
are, furthermore, that he was repeatedly tortured to
break his proud spirit. Perhaps some day, when we
hav secured fuller access to the archives of the Vatican, we shall, if the wanted ones are not destroyed,
learn more of his years of mis.:ory. At length he was
brought forth for trial. Among those who formed
the tribunal were Cardinal Bellarmin, the same who
later on forced Galileo to a recantation, and Cardinal
Sanseverina, who had called the massacre of the
night ef St. Bilrtholomew "a splendid day, most
pleasant to Catholics." With characteristic audacity,
he gave his judges a list of his works, and urged the
disputed doctrine with the manner of a professor
with his pupils rather than that of a prisoner. He
was solicited to recant, but rdused. Sentence of
death by burning alive was finally passed on him in
the church of Sinta Maria Sopra Minerva. Before
the fire was lighted, his tongue was torn with pincers. While he was in the :llamas a crucifix was held
to his face, but he conte~ptuoualy turned his head
aside. He died u ":like many other martyrs, without
having uttered a cry.
Such is a brief account of the events of Bruno's
life. In person Bruno is described as small of
stature, of slight, delicate build; with thin and pallid
face, and meditativ .physiognomy; the glance both
eager and melancholy ; the hair and the beard be-

tween black and chestnut; in his speech ready, rapid,
imaglnativ, and of lively gestures; in manner urbane
and gentle. Sociable, amiable, and gladsome in conversation, as is the character of southern Italians, he
easily yielded to the tastes and habits of others. Of
open frankness among friends and foes, he was as
quickly moved to anger as he w '.s far from rancor
and revenge.
We hav not thus far definitly answered our corre·
spondent's question. To do this we will first glance
over the doctrine and opinions held by the philosopher
through his life.
First we will speak of his destructiv and Antichristian work. In the whole course of his books
and teachings be assailed the church unweariedly.
He knew by personal observation the discreditable
life of the monks, and he attacked monkhood as
guilty of all crimes and all viQt~S. The pope he
called "that potentate who is armed with key and
sword, with falsehood and force, with hypocrisy and
haughtiness; at once Fox and Lion, Vicar of the
Prince of Hell, who with superdt.itious cult and more
than bestial ignoranoe, under the name of divine
wisdom, poisons tbe whole world." One of his
works he entit.Ied, "The Expu!Fdon of the Triumphant Beast.." The work is an allegory, in which the
virtues Truth, Prudence, Wisdom, and Universal
Judgment expel the beast of religion. In this book
Universal Judgment is the principle wbe1·eby men
are judged according to their deeds, and not according to their belief in this or that catechism. Mingled with the allegorical philosophy are the ~qost
vehement" attacks on the established religion. The
monks are stigmatized as pedants who would destroy
the joy of life on earth; who are avaricious; dissolute, and the breeders of eternal dissensions and
squabbles. The mysteries of religion are scoffed at.
The biblical records are put on a level with the
Greek myths, and miracles are laughed at as magical
tricks. Bruno was 8 lover of nature; his spirit was
exuberant 8lld swelling, full of hope and joy, and in
another work, .De Im111enso, he castigates the sour
and tyrannous sects that would fain " disfigure· the
sunniest day with the shadows of hell," and "by
their unnatural nonsense stop the even course of the
progreesiv development of mankind, extinguishing
the light of intellect." Through such successivly
triumphant sects of zealots, "nation becomes alienated from nation; children de~ert their parents;
men refuse a greeting to thofe of different faith ;
every fanatical wight, intellectually impotent as he
is, plays the prophet, if he does not even pretend to
enact the part of omnipotence." He knew the fate
that he bid fair to meet for ~>noh expressions, and
once prophetically wrote: "Fdty or a hundred
torches will not be wanting to me, even though I
should walk along in the middle. of the day, if ever it
should happen that I were to die on Roman Ciitholic
earth." But, he said, he would not be silenced. He
wanted to be "an awakener of sleeping minds, a sub·
·duer of arrogant stupidity, a c'1ampion of the universal love of mankind." To him, he continued,
"Italian and Englishman were the same; man or
woman, bishop or king, burgher or soldier, made no
difference; he only looked at the face of true humanity."
Sacond we will consider Bm!lo'R constructiv work.
We hav glanced at his destru J ti v courses ; we will
now see what he aimed to bui!<i up in place of that
which he tore down, what he affirmed of the universe
in place of what he denied. His belief was pantheism, which holds that the univar~e, all that is, is god.
He opposes the notion fostered by Christians that
matter is helpless and lifeless. He affirms that it
contains in itself all the energies by which it takes
its countless varied forms and carries on all the activity that we perceive about us and within us.
Bruno conceives the universe as the great Unity, as
the Eternally One in which ml\tter and force are
identical. Ever changing in its f>Jrms and phenomena, it always remains harmouio·1sly the One. In
minerals, plants, and animals Bruuo recognizes but a
varied manifestation of one moving principle. Not
even the mightiest power cou d create the Infinit
with its numberless q'1antHy of for us; nor could we
imagin something apart from this living immensity.
Matter is the primeval basis of everything-matter,
from which the operativ force contained in it can
never be separateJ. In it the whole reality exists.
In its eternal course Matter pours itself forth by
virtue of its inner vitality, through. all parts of the
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whole, and ever returns to it,;,elf. Thus he anticipateci with the lofty vision of his imagination and
genius the conception which the scientists of the
present day hav confirmed by their minute experimenta aud investigations. His words are almost
identical with those of the eminent physicist Profeasor Tyndall, in his Belfast Address : " Matter is
not the mere naked empty capacity which philosopbers hav pictured her to be, but the universal
mother who brings forth all things out of her own
womb." Moritz Carriere pronounces the attainment
of these conceptions by Bruno to be the most remarkable event in the history of philosophy. Without
him, competent authorities believe, the great pbilosopbers Spinoza and Laibnitz would hav done but little
of what they did. In addition to this we hav to add
a second anticipation of a modern scientific theory.
He con~ee closa t l that evolution theory which Darwin and Spencer he.v expounded in the pre~;ent day.
"Evolutionary maxims," says Karl Blind, "are altogather the special characteristic of Bruno's mind."
Had he lived, he might bav developed, proved, and
formulated evolution. To his anticipations of these
two scientific doctrine, we will add that be gave
germs of productiv thought to the two men whom
Germany and England reckon their greatest men.
These are Goethe in Germany, and Shakspere in
Eagland. Many of the loftiest ideas in Goethe are
taken from Bruno. Goethe tells how his intellect
had been uplifted by the writings of "Jordanus
Brunous of Nola." Shakspere's indebtedness to
Bruno we will not assert without qualification, aimilarly to the case of Goethe. However, Professor
Duid~ou aud others make out a strong case for it.
Bmno lived at tha Sl\me time with Shakspere, visited
Eughmd, aad was intimate with the poet's bosom
companion Sir Philip Sidney. Siukdpsre's "Hamlet" is full of Bruno's thoughts. The very character
of Hamlet is like Bruno. Hamlet lamented that
"the times are out of joint" and that be should hav
been born to "set them right." Poor Bruno was
crushed in irying to set them right. In the year
1600 the tragedy of "Hamlet" was being written in
England, while Bruno was enacting the :final scene in
his real life-tragedy iu Italy. 'fhe idea in" Hamlet:"
" Imperious Cresar, dead and turned to clay,
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away,"
is the idea of Bruno' on the transformations of matter, which he bad applied to Alexander the Great.
Third, ~~oad finally, we come to Bruno's position on
astronomical science. It is known to all that the
church bad until Bruno's time taught that theory of
astronomy which makes this earth the oonter of all
things, the only real world, around which the heavenly bodi.es ;·evolve. H taught this theory as areligious truth and grounded it upon a large number
of pasaaJ'eS in the Btble. That Bible, as we know,
was written by uninformed Jews. By uninformed
men that· theory would be the one inevitably accepted. All the testimony would to such men seem
to be for such a belief. Consequently they wrote
their scriptures in accordance with this belief. The
church of course maintained it, as it bas every other
mistake of the Jews, with curses and tortures. But
just before Bmno's time Copernicus bad observed
the heavens, and declared that the bodies seen there
were not iights suspended for the use of God's elect
here, but suns with their systems of planets, while
our earth was only one of these planets attendant
upon these suns, and one of the most insignificant
at that. Copernicus was forced to keep silence.
The Cope1·nican theory was not allowed expression
by any. "But," says Professor White of Cornell
U uiveraity, "the new truth could neither be laughed
down nor forced down. Many minds bad received
.it; only one tongtle dared utter it. This new warrior was that strange mortal, Giordano Bruno. He
was hunted from land to land, until, at last, be turns
on bi8 pursuers with fearful invective. For this he
is imprisoned six years, then burnt alive and his
ashes scattered to the winds."
So at last we come to the point of information
asked by our subscriber. The ecclesiastical offense
for which Bruno was burnt was, teaching an astronomical truth contrary to scripture, the truth that
there are other worlds. His early troubles with the
church, it is true, consisted in his affirming the oneness of the ruling power and the humanity of
Christ, denying the opposed dogmas. And through
life, it is true, he bsd repudiated all theological dog·
mas. But these counts do not appear prominently
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Ino more improper or broad than is used in hundreds

in his final accusation. It is true that the accusation
reads, "He has written divers things touching religion which are contrary to the faith," but although this
would intimate several heretical doctrine, the only
one upon which the. Inquisitors spent any time was
the astronomical doctrin of Copernicus. A few years
later Galileo, the successor of Copernicus in astronomical discovery, was ordered to recant the
same as Bruno, and, unlike Bruno, he ·complied.
Upon the nature of the charge against Bruno
all authorities concur. ~·In Bruno's work," writes
the historian Hallam, "he asserts the infinity of
the universe and the plurality of worlds-that the
stars are suns shining by their own light-that each
has its revolving planets-these were the enormous
and capital offenses of Bruno." The Roman Catho·
lie church bas lately made feeble endeavors to represent that Bruno was burnt on other charges-as we
bav before mentioned. In fact, everyo:ue could know
it without its being mentioned. The church's lies
and subterfuges in all such cases alt' are familiar
with, and we hav mentioned them· only as a point for
amusement, and to show the extravagance of her
falsehood. We need pay just about as much at tention to this pretense as to that pretense which abe
made when the Bruno revival first began a short
time ago. Then she pretended that Bruno was
not burnt at all. The documents containing the
testimony of eye-witnesses, and many other proofs,
were at once sought out, and now she keeps silence
on this matter and is turning her efforts toward the
manufacture of other falsehoods.
Now we hav given our correspondent \"hat be
aeked, and more. We bav given an account of Bruno's life; an account of his personal appearance; an
account of his teachings Anticbristian or destructiv,
his teachings positiv or constructiv, and among
these latter positiv teachings his special doctrine
on astronomy; and an account affirming that these
Jast·mentioned doctrine, the ones on astronomy, were
the ones for which he was burnt.

Help the Messrs. Harman and .M.r. Walker.
About this time the Harmans and Mr. Walker are
getting closer to the vortex of their trouble. Oo·
tober lOth is the day set to begin their trial in the
United States district court ostensibly for sending
obscene print through the United States mailthereby probably imperiling the morality of the mail
bags-but really for being social and religious heretics, and having the audacity to express their discontent with the existing state of things in Kansas and
elsewhere. We do not believe that the Christian
people of Valley Falls and vicinity are quite as anxious
to preserve the purity of the United States mail bags
as they are to drive the defendants in this case out
of town and so close up the offices whence issues the
heresy complained of. The moving spirits in the
prosecution are a banker and the local clergy. The
banker's excuse for meddling is that Valley Falls bas
acquired, because of the presence of the defendants,
the reputation of a free love town. The clergy hav
entered upon the war against the heretics for the
same reason that the clergy everywhere and at all
times bav persecuted heretics. Taking advantage of
the laws passed at the instance of an organization
composed of ecclesiastics and hypocrite, the local
monetary and religious in:tluences of Valley FllllB are
endeavoring to serve God by imprisoning threo men
whose only crime is publishing protests against the
abuse of marital privileges.
It is not pretended that these protests are in themselva illegal-that is, that everyone who objects to
marital brutality in a husband toward his wife is a
proper subject for immediate imprisonment-but the
authorities, at the instance of the ecclesiastics, claim
the language used was obscene. On this, it is only
]ust to the defendants to say that if their language is
objectionable to such an extent, a very large portion
of the best of the literature of the world must come·
under the same ban. This was admitted by the
judge before whom the demurrer to the indictment
was argued.
The question, then, is not really one of obscenity,
but the issue is, as Mr. Harman states it, whether the
natural and civil right of free speech and free publicatiGn shall be sustained; or whether, on the contrary, this birthright of every American shall be
tamely surrendered to the encroachments of a politico·ecclel!ia!!tical censorship. That is, whether a
man has a right to say what he pleases in language

of classical books, and in the Bible which the Christians pretend is perfection, or whether when the
Christians do not approve of what a man says he
shall go to jail. These Christ!ans hav got a l&w
which they will·not enforce against themselvs but
which they use with great effect against their beretical neighbors, should these neighbors borrow biblical expreesiona and print .them. This law and the
method of its enforcement givs the church the position of censor over the literature of the country;
and in exercising her power she bas fallen foul of the.
heretical editors of Valley Falls, Kim. A good illm;tration of the church's methods was seen in the ease'
with which heretic D. M. Bennett was sent to prison
for mailing a pamphlet which the moat eminent msn
in the country declared not obnoxious to the law,
while soapboiler Colgate, president of the vice society
and Baptist cburch-meniber, who violated the law sa
plainly as hmguage could do, was not even indicted.
It was a most infamous case of partiality, but in
strict keeping with the character of the Christian
church, which bas always used the secular power to
punish her enemies and secure immunity for crime to
her friends.
The two Harmans and Mr. Walker seem prepared
for their fate, whatever it may be. Mr. Walker saJ=s
almost nothing, and Mr. Harman remonstrates with
his prosecutors more in sorrow than in anger. N avertheless their case is a hard one, and all who stand up
for justice must sympathize with them, and, whe.n
the way is pointed out, do all in their power to aid
them. In a week or two we shall know what kind of
men they put on juries in Kans!ls. In the mean time
we should judge that letters addressed to the United
States District Attorney at Topeka, Kan., rere.onstrating against this prosecution, would be the best
way of aiding the threatened victims of Cbristiall
intolerance.
Persecution.
In Forsyth county, Georgia, a man named Conklin.
bas just been convicted for chopping wood en Sunday. The witnesses testified that they s_aw him
chopping saplings just back of his house, but did not
know what he was chopping them for. The truth is
that he was chopping them for immediate use as :fir:ewood. On being questioned one of the witnesses
said that he lived near the defendant's bouse, but
bad never seen him at work on Suod&y before. 1\lr.
Conklin was convicted and fined $25 and coats,
amounting in all to $46 80. He is a very poor man.
He has been deprived of his bard earnings, and subjected to the odium of being arraigned as a criminal.
Mr. Conklin is a Seventh Di!.y Adventist, and keeps
Saturday as the Sabbath. His neighbors deemed it
their duty to run his life for him, and so had recourse
to the law. The state attorneys took a religioUt~
view of the case. They contended that the Adventists were trying to displace the Sabbath of our forefathers and to overthrow the religion of "all past
generations."
This and all the similar acts of bigotry continually
occurring, show bow sunk in the darkness of religious intolerance and ignor&nce the majority of the
world's population yet remains. They show how
utterly oblivious nine out of ten of our fellow-citizens
are of the principle oi individuai liberty that the fatLers of America proposed. Proposed only-Freathin kers now bav before them the laborious task of giving
it embodiment and re'l.Ezl~ion.

Slaves.
Here is another example of that principle of the
Catholic church we noted not long ago-its antidemocratic doctrin of blind and unquestioning submissivness. to superior d'ficials. The Catholic Stwtda·rcl, d Philadelphia, lays down the law:
''Priests and bishops are not responsible to public opinion
as regards their relations and their respectiv rights and
duties. Nor are they responsible to Catholic newspapers nor
the readers of Catholic new~papers. Editors, managera,
readers of newspapers, all alike hav simply no business wit!1
these matters; and for one or all of them to criticise the~1
or attempt to sit in judgment upon them, is simply arrogant,
officious intermeddling. For lay Ctuho!ics to do this h
worse. It is an act of assumption akin to that of sacrilege."
No wonder we :find in history before Protestantism
sros~ nothing but groups of brutal despots and
slavish, oppressed, yet foot-licking serfs. Human
cr~Batur;os who like sentimf'nts s-.lc~ lB ihEEJe n:-c ju;~
the kind of creatures we don't want in this country.
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HARDBBVILLB, INDIAN RITER, FLA., Sept. 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to apply on my subscription
to your valued paper, which has now become a family necessity.
There are a good many Liberals living on this river, but
we hav no organization, though we hav the material for one.
I wish you would, in your "Letters from Friends," say to
your readers that we would like very much to hav one of
your lecturers visit us. I think he would do much good.
You can say to any such that would like to spend a short
time in this delightful land of sunshine that I shall be happy
to receive him at my house, and can guarantee his board and
expenses while here at least, and that I hav no doubt but
that we can compensate him for a few lectures. We will In
any event do all we can, and I am sure any lecturer will be
pleased with the trip and improved in health. If any Freethought lecturer will write and notify me, I will make all
necessary arrangements in advance for him, and promis a
hearty welcome at least. Yours for enlightenment,
R. A. HARDBB.
DoRom:sTBR, NxB., Sept. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $5 for THB TRUTH SBBKBR, the
best paper I ever read.
I was raised on the toe of a Methodist boot, between
heaven and earth. So you see I was raised to fear God and
kill chickens when the minister came.
I never read but one side of Christianity till six years ago.
I got a copy of THB TRUTH SBBKBR and that opened my eyes,
and I hav found more knowledge or common sense in six
years than I did in sixty years out of the Bible.
I am uow sixty-seven years old and must hav THB TRUTH
SBBKBR as long as I liv. I do not keep a file, but send it
around where I think it will do the most good.
I liv in an orthodox hell, I mean community. They hate
me worse than the devil hates holy water. One-half the peo.
ple here profess to be Liberals, but they go to church and
pay the preacher to keep on the good side of the churchmembers. Tell Heston to giv us the monkey, tail and all.
Superstition dies hard, but I hope THB TRUTH S&BKBR will
liv to preach its funeral.
J. R. JoHNSON.
NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, Wxs., Sept. 20, A.B. 289.
MR. EDIToR: Although strength of logic is not the prevailing characteristic of Rev. Lyman Abbott's "Word With
Professor Huxley,'! in the August North American Re1luw,
yet all parties will unhesitatingly admit that it is a prodigy,
a masterpiece of manners and gentlemanly breeding, in this
theologian to write thus mildly. I don't like it at all. Giv
me our old enemies, who were never known to restrain their
anger when vindicating the character of Abraham's vicious
old God.
. Gladstone, Field, Wace, all are preferable to Abbott. Yet
if it were possible to induce Brooklyn's lively literary buffoon
to tackle Huxley and come out strongly in defense of this
burly old dotvrd (his and Ahraham's God), snd hold him up
as only Talmage can bef<'re the wondering gaze of this
enlightened age, I think it might hav a tendency not only to
•>eep our filthy old Bibles out of the public schools, but in
time to relegate them to the garret, where other cranky Christian books
I£av lain for agtB,
While moths deform in shapeless tatters
Their bing pages.

within their power you become a kicker, so to speak. You
oppose reason, observation, and experience, and accept the
unknown, unseen Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. You close
the avenues of your mind to splendid truths, and accept the
obscurity and the bad of what you name the sacred book as
sweet incense from heaven's throne. You become completely
changed, and when too late you wish that you were " only
a child again just for to-night." The members of the
churches, as I said before, are kickers. They may liv again
after completing their earthly kicking, may wear a crown,
sing psalms, and climb the steeples of New Jerusalem for
amusement. All this they may do if there is a future life,
but it will be in direct disobedience and opposition to the
following lines (author unknown) which consign them with.
out mercy to the "left:"
Saint Peter, •tis said, sits ont by the gates,
His hands on the strings of his lyre,
And he sings, as he sits, a low song as he waits
For the spirits of those who expire.
Ire bears in the distance t·he chorns of song
That swells at the foot of the throne,
And he smiles as the mnsic is wafted along,
And warbles this lay of his own :
There's room in this region for millions of souls,
Who by sorrow and woe were bereft ;
'Tis for those who hav snffered the melody rolls,
Bnt the kickers mnst tnrn to the left.
There is room here for people who, when they were young,
Persisted in sowing wild oats,
Yet who boomed np the city with sinew and tongne,
Bnt the kickers mnst go with the goats.
There is room for the people who pointed with pride
To the beanty and growth of their town ;
Who kept singing its praises and charms till they diedBnt the kickers will please amble down.
There is room for the bnrghers who cheerfnlly p&id
Their taxes for sewers and lights,
Bnt the kicker mnst stay where the drBinage is bad,
And bnrnt snlphnr illumes the nights.
There is room for the voters on whose loyal snpport
Their party conld always rely;
Bnt the kickers mnst go to the satanic conrt,
A place they can't "bolt" when they die.
There is room for all those who at last and at first
Snpported their tradesmen at home;
Bnt the kickers who branded home goods as the worst,
From this mansion forever must roam.
They'd say that the mnsic was all ont of tnne,
And the angelic robes hand-me-downs,
And they'd send for a jeweler off to the moon
To sample the gold in their crowns.
So, while there is room for millions of sonlB,
Who by sorrow and woe are bereft,
We want no complaints of the mnsic that rolls,
And the kickers will tnrn to the left.
WILL s. ANDEEB.

FoRT FAIRFIELD, MB., Sept. 13, 289.
MR. EDIToR: Not having a good clean copy of Tm: TRUTH
SEEKER nor any other interesting reading matter on hand, I
took a notion the other Sunday to go out to the Grange Hall
(two miles) to hear the new Methodist minister of Caribou
hold forth. I sat there an hour or so, and listened to all the
nonsensical nonsense of Sunday-school gibberish and clattering of tongues until it closed. Then the said minister not
coming, the superintendent (a Methodist minister, too) volunteered his services, and enchained the attention of his
audience for perhaps half an hour, during which time he
expati&ted upon the idea of God making the sun, moon, and
Yea, verily, there is nothing on earth that will so utterly stars, and holding them, as it were, in the hollow of his
annihilate this scandalous old fossilized myth as its own hand, and of his giving his dearly beloved son to cancel the
"wild, untamed" dupes, when a divine frenzy urges them sins of a dying world.
to prove its sanctity. Yours for justice, NBuioN HUNT.
Now, then, Mr. Editor, please allow me to say that my
thoughts ran something like this : Suppose, for instance, that
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Sept. 15, 1889.
the first selectman of Fort Fairfield, one of your radical subMR. EDITOR: Ingersoll's lectures complete form a grand scribers, would consent to sacrifice his life to cancel the sins
volume of heart and brain that should be read by every of the population of the town, would that do it? No. Then
man, woman, and child in the broad land. Ingersoll is al- suppose that President Harrison would consent to sacrifice
ways great, but in these lectures-" The Gods," "The his life to cancel the sins of our sixty millions of population,
Ghosta," "Some Mistakes of Moses," etc.-he more than would that do it? Most certainly not. How in the name of
gratifies his friends by his vigor and eloquence in his arraign- all that is sensible, then, I ask, can any man who thinks he
ment of the church for its misdoings in the past. No per- is by nature endowed with a reasonable amount of brains
son can thoughtfully and conscientiously read them without believe that any God, ancient or modern, I care not which~
feeling that the position taken by the Liberals is in the best ever did put a dearly beloved son-an innocent man-to
interest of all the people of the world. To tell the truth, the death to cancel all the black sins of the billions of earth's
Catholic church is dying, and it~ Protestant children-the inhabitants who hav lived, do liv, and will liv on the earth
Methodists, the Presbyterians, the Episcopalians, etc.-by while time endures?
hard work might sober up long enough to attend their
With me the idea is too monstrously absurd to cherish for
mother's funeral. They can then start in where they left off, an instant I With me sr ch a being would be an infinit fiend
on the same old superstitious drunk. The church, as a and a black-hfarted tyrant and monster not worthy the
whole, has a record from away back which deprives it respect of a town pauper I Worse than the piratical bands
of the genuin jewels of the heart and mind, ·the crowning that sail the high seas under the black flag, with death's
thoughts of the world's thinkerY and investigators. It is an head and cross-bones for a signal, proclaiming war with all
organization which is artful, which exacts a big fee for a very nations and victory or death, is the orthodox, Methodist,
little work, which schemes to get people by the ears for the Calvinistic, Presbyterian God !
During the Methodist camp-meeting here in August two
purpose of making business for itself ; which steals and lies
and destroys the virtues of the human race. The church i~ ministers tackled me at the close of one meeting at noon, and
mean and tyrannical. It loves to stand over its intellectual' I gave them battle, a few minutes each, then came home to
slaves with a club, and boss and rob them with vim and my dinner, and went back again in the afternoon for fear
vigor. It is as vain as a peacock. It likes to swell, and is they would think they had Ecared me away. But they did
delighted when people good-naturedly notice it. They over not bother me any more, and my Radical talk to them that
whom it holds a club, and whom it regards as property, noon was reported to my friend at the evening meeting that
must toe the mark made for them. They must turn neither night.
to the right or the left or reach across the line for a big red
One of my old Christian neighbors came up here awhile
apple from the tree of knowledge-good and evil. They ago and talked with me an hour or so. I also had a spirited
must remain motionless, stagnant, as it were, except when talk with a man here yesterday. I had a very loud talk also
commanded to plant their knees in the dust, and pray," Lead with a man to. day with whom I was riding. But they all
us not into temptation." In short, the church makes of "catch it" in the same way when they tackle me. I pile it
man, of woman, and of child a branded subject in whoEe to them just as hot and heavy as I know how. By the way,
mind crouch the hideous fears of hell, and from whose heart those insane people b~Y Jeturneq t9 t!+eir homes in this town
j,e j)lotte.d t)l.e lpve t,o t)lip.k .I!I.Jld reason for LJ1e'll.l!el1. Onpe J prett,Y well ~ureg,
l;l. ~JLMAN.

n.

Du Bore, PA., Sept. 23, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: I am the latest subscriber to your valuable
paper in this place, and can only say I am sorry I did not
start to get it sooner. I am lending it to friends of the cause
as soon as we finish reading it. Heston's pictures are one of
the best features of the paper, and are as unanswerable as
Paine's" Age of Reason." A short time ago a young married
man was instantly killed in the mines here. He belonged to
two secret societies, who turned out almost to a man to
attend his funeral. The rites of those orders, however, were
not enough to perform over his remains; his wife had his
body taken to the Episcopal church. I sat outside awhile,
and finally thought to go in and hear what kind of funeral
sermon was preached. I got inside just as the ceremonies
were over, and the white-robed relic began his discourse.
He said it would be useless for him to say anything regarding the deceased (I suppo~e this was because he died outside
of the church), and as he had a large crowd, he thought it a
good chance to giv them some advice, as there might not be
such a number there ogain for some time. He began by saying, Young man, beware of the doctrine of Ingersoll, and
then spun a yarn about that intellectual giant, and not one
word of sympathy did ,he giv to that poor woman and her
innocent children. I just compared that sermon with the
0ne Colonel Ingersoll delivered over the remains of Horace
Seaver, and wondered, When will men and women cease
paying money to support such a band of pirates as the Freethinkers hav to contend against ? 1 hav been told by my
friends to giv up my Freeth ought views and pay some black
coated robber to think for me, as the Freethinker has an
uphill fight. The only answer I can giv to such as those is,
that it is better to wear the rags of honest poverty than to
wear the purple robes of hypocrisy and deceit. BeHer to go
down to the grave unhonored and unrespected, save by those
who honor a man for daring to express his honest thoughts,
than to think for one moment of sacrificing nature's choicest ·
gift upon the blood-red altar of bigotry and superstition. I
would like to see some good Liberal speaker come here, as
the people need the scales knocked from their eyes, and
would willingly contribute my share toward defraying the
expenses of one.
R. R.

GALENA, KAN., Sept. 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Let me speak on the text :
And the light Bhineth in darkness; and the darkness compre ·
handed it not (John i, ~).
The position of the Agnostic to-day is that of one who bas
climbed to the top of a high mountain at night, waiting patiently until the glorious rays of the coming day shall define
clearly each outline of a beautiful landscape. He has surmounted a veritable mountain of superstition, and the pernicious doctrins of the Christian. churches are beneath him,
and before him stand the beaqties of all created life in its
glory. His uninterrupted vision will, in the light of truth
and reason, see his path through life •
The fallacy of the oft-repeated a~ertion that such a being
has no religion, no hope, either in tkili life or hereafter, will
be easy to explain in a few words, but it shows how incomprehensible his position is to a prejudiced mind. Firstly, we
will deal with the charge that he has no religion. What is
religion? Webster says "a system of faith and worship."
There are not any of the Agnostics who deny the existence
of a great creator or God, and the only difference in all forms
of belief or unbelief relates to the attributes of this God
rather than the existence of a deity. This being granted, it
is only as natural that one should hav faith and worship the
God of his belief, which will be found to constitute religion.
That any person will deny the existence of religion in any
portion of an educated community, is a striking exemplification of the truth of the text, "And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not."
We will now deal with the hopes of the Agnostic, and to
do this we shall be compelled to contrast him with his Christian fellow-man. This ground has been .gone over by abler
pens than mine, and little can be added to what has been
already written. The Agnostic hopes and striv~s to make
man better in this life irrespectiv of a here!l.fter. He will
be found teaching that doctrin of doing to others as you
would be done by, which is by no means confined to the
Christian church. The followers of Confucius, Buddha, and
Mohammed preach and practice the. same thing; with this
startling difference-while teaching "God is love, peace and
good will toward men," etc., the Christian has shed more
blood, and practiced more cruelty, than all the heathen put
together. It is not to be supposed for a moment that the
Agnostic would reject the Christian, or any other doctrin of
a future state, were there anything tangible to found a belief
on. The resurrection of the body, the burning brimstone
lake on one hand, and the golden city, the harps and golden
crowns, as taught by the Bible, are fast falling into disfavor
with even the Christians themselvs, therefore an outsidlr
may, in justice, be excused from doubting what even they
are not agreed upon.
There are many doctrine besides these which will not stand
the strong light of common sense. Any Christian church is
·vulnerable at all points when judged by this standard. Not
essential to goodness, no barrier ag~inst evil, generations
to come the man of the future will wonder why it existed.
Is this the meaning of the text, "And the light shineth in
darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not?"
JAMBs FoRGEY.
LExiNGTON, KY., Sept. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: We hear now, on all sides, that savage races
hav a cranial development in advance of what is really their
mental condition, proving, as some say, that the creator de
signs for them a high position in the scale of being in the
futur(), {Jqt ~up~ va~ariat~ for~et tbl\t !!Y()h marks of supe.
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did no~ take to what ~e said and hissed him down before he
We are further told that God gave man every tree and herb
had fairly got started m his remarks. This put a damper on bearing seed or fruit for meat, but science demonstrates that
the me~ting and discouraged Dr. Crafts, so that if there were many are deadly poisons. "The voice of God walking in
any pr~ests present he did not call upon them. Religious the garden in the cool of the day," Is a foolish and Ignorant
despotism :was shown at one of these meetings by the Crafts expression. Here we first learn of woman's inferiority to
crowd calhng upon the police to suppress the distribution of man, but facts demonstrate that in many things she is his
t?e .American Sentinel· in the hall, but before the police ar- equal and in some his superior. God created just such a race
nved everyone had a copy of the paper.
and earth as pleased him, then " cursed the race and the
At one of these meetings a resolution was carried to the ground for their sake."
~ffect that the postmaster-general be thanked for his actions
If God is a personal being without respect of persons, will
In stopping Sunday work in some Eastern localities, and that some theologian inform us why he accepted Abel's sacrifice
he be ur~ed to close the Los Angeles post-office, as one of the. instead of Cain's, knowing that it would result in murder?
clerks wished to unite with one of the churches but could Was the slaughter of innocent beasts any better than the
not, as he had to work on Sundays. In the course of his fruit of the ground? To admit it is to say that God is a
remarks Dr. Crafts. said: " Let the Lord send his angel with bloodthirsty beinj!;.
a flaming dagger and oompel them to observe it as a day of worLa mach, Noah's father, is the first recorded man
?hip." "The Sunday excursion must be suppressed because having two wives, and he was a murderer, and his son,
It takes the slums away from the city into the beautiful coun- we are told, " walked with God." And because of his uptry to demoralize the farmer. It is not like the excursions rightness God saw fit to save him and his family when he
that go out in the country to hold meetings and worship drowned the world. Yet Noah was a drunkard-and estabGod." Yet he claims the American Sabbath Union is not lished slavery by cursing his son, which is defended through.
working for religious legislation. "In the slums of New out the whole book, and has been upheld by the church unYork," he says, 1' the workingman will pay $10 for a small til Abraham Lincoln repealed God's law and abolished slavery
room for himself and family, while in the part of the city here in America.
whereJ liv he could get three rooms for the same price." If
We are told that God made a covenant with Noah not to
such is the case, what can be Dr. Crafts's social standing in drown the world, and superstitious religious bigots still beNew York? Hav the American Sabbath Union chosen a lieve that is the reason we hav a rainbow, while the fact is
man from the lowest dept}ls of degradation to advocate their that it is and always has been caused by the sun shining on
cause? The two leading papers of this city hav denounced drops of falling water, reflected to the eye of the beholder
the whole thing as a fraud. I wish to say right here that if from where he stands.
the next Congress of the Am.ericaJ!. Secular Union does not
The town that was built after the flood, destined to reach
take some action in this matter, we are going to come out Into heaven, only proves the ignorance of the early race resecond-best. These pietists hav cooperation, organization, Fpecting the construction of earth and the expanse above and
and means, while we hav neither. To win this battle would around us. We are told that the "Lord came down to see
be the crowning event of this century, but to lose it will be it, confounded their language," and thu11 stopped their
to lose all we hav gained for a hundred years. I think Cali- work.
When Abraham went into Egypt he got his wife to lie to
fornia is safe, and perhaps Oregon and Washington, but
what can we three do with the rest of the Union against us? the Egyptians, denying she was his wife, and pretending to
Probably $1,000 expended in tracts, thoroughly distributed, be his sister. Then, during the war between the kings this
And are we here,
would preserve our Constitution, keep our flag aloft, and nail saintly man armed his three hundred and eighteen trained
Is this our own country t
He speaks of divine poverty, for he knows that the world the fanatic to his cross. Which shall it be-despotism or servants that were born in his own house. But as he was
Fmm. S. Luo&.
childless, and God promised him his seed should be as numerdoes not contain food sufficient to feed its inhabitants; that liberty?
ous as the stars, he began by raising children from Hagar,
if justice was done, we should all be obliged to liv like ana concubine, so Ishmael was the first illegitimate child on
FLANDERS, N.J., Sept. 16, 1889.
chorites. What hav great men done for us? Richelieu,
MB. EDITOR : If the Bible account of creation does not har- record. And fourteen years after that event Isaac was born,
Laud, and other church dignitariel!l, employed their talents
in devising cruelties on a large scale for their own aggran- monize with scientific research, then the Bible is wrong and by his wife, and yet when God directs him to offer a
dizement, apologizing to the people for the same. They en- science is right. The Bible teaches that all things were made human sacrifice he says, "Take thy only son Isaac," which
gaged in great enterprises to gratify their own ambitious by God in six days, or one hundred and forty-four hours. was not his only son. Then Abraham entertained three
cravings, to confirm the power and stability of the church The first chapter of Genesis is used as an India-rubber ma- angels, killed for them a calf, and set before them butter and
and government, from which the poor reaped nothing but chine to stretch into any meaning desired by the human milk, so that in those days angels must hav been flesh and
poverty and misery. Better even poor, pale Garrison, brain. Light was created to divide the light from darkness, blood in order to eat such material food as that meal was
but according to this book we had three days and three composed of.
passing through Boston with a rope around his neck.
If the account be true of Abraham pleading with the Lord
Archbishop Corri~an next meets us, a forcible writer, but nights before the creation of the sun, moon, and stars-the
to
save Sodom, it 11nly shows how God could be persuaded
source
of
all
light.
If
we
had
three
days
and
three
nights
not dear in his elucidations. He Intimates that (as we all
know)motivs and will arise principally from Bel}tlmentor feel- before these lights were created, why did God create them to change his mind and save that just man, Lot, who
ing. "But in this respect we are designed as much for heaven "to divide the day from thenight,"which he had already done o:tfeied his daughters to the people to ravish. Then he got
as earth. We know not what to will. We are not satisfied on the first day? The writer got mixed in his knowledge, intoxicated and committed incest with both of his daughters,
even with truth when clearly perceived. The will that is per- which proves hill ignorance and shows he was not God, for he, and from them sprang two nations. If it rained fire and
Vjlrted and confused cannot yield to the decisions of reason. being the author of all natural and scientific laws, would not brimstone out of heaven upon Sodom, it looks as though the
We are lost in an ocean of doubt." The church is darker make such a blunder. We had, according to this book, veg- fires of hell, so much talked about, must be in heaven.
still. In this emergency will Mr. Corrigan show us any etation growing before the creation of the sun, moon, and Abraham had his second wife, and we are told that he gave
good? or shall we cling to reason and the Golden Rule ? stars, which was impossible. Then this book treats of the all that he had to Isaac. Then the narrativ says he gave
Has not the church always misunderstood the best motive construction of creation as though the earth was flat, and gifts unto the sons of his concubines.
The story of Esau and Jacob, and how Jacob, with his
of Bruno and the best of men, boycotting them, sending above us a solid firmament with windows, a matter which
mother's
intrigue, managed to deceive poor old blind Isaac,
every
schoolboy
teu
years
old
Jrnows
is
not
so.
The
theothem to purgatory, the Inquisition, or the stake?
From what we hav seen of the effect of Bible teachings, logical world long held that the creation occurred about six and cheat Esau, is one of the most unholy pieces of theft and
need anyone be surprised if it should cause us to kill our thousand years ago, but science, God'B infallible law, so dishonesty that persons can be guilty of, yet God rewarded
children and ourseln, having previously set several houses thoroughly demonstrates the failacy of this belief that theo- Jacob and made him a great man, while his sons were leading a lustful life with their father's concubines.
·
on fire for the glory of Gnd? We know the fearful condition logians hav been forced to abandon their former teachings.
God
never
inspired
much
of
this
book,
for
he
is
not
a God
Many
of
our
fixed
stars
are
so
far
distant
from
us
that
light
of France from Charlel!l IX. to Louis XVI.-whole districts
to lie, deceive, commit all sorts of crime, or giv countenance
soaked with blood by religious wars. Still many are slow traveling from them to us required millions of years. The
to them as is here represented. That Moses did not write
to admit that " religion" should be expunged from litera- Mississippi river has occupied its present bed at least one
this book is evident. It probably falls under the record in
hundred
thousand
years,
according
to
j!;eOlogical
research.
ture, and from the face of the earth.
ALHAzA.
The Niagara Falls produce evidence of having been wearing 1 Kings xxii, 28: "The Lord hath put a lying spirit in the
away the rocks for at least one hundred thousand years. mouth of all these prophets."
Los ANGELEs, CAL., Sept. 5, 1889.
Of .course genesis means creation, and we should expect
Mn. EDITOR: It is demonstrated by Dr. Crafts's own evi- Relics hav been found below the fourt.k forest level, making
dence that there is better Sunday observance where there is the earth not less than fifty thousand years old. Exhumed that this book Genesis would deal with creation, but if there
no Sunday law than where there are Sunday laws. In 1885- relics of t·he human race and ancient civilization in the val- is a higher power than man, as there undoubtedly is, all creDr. Crafts published his book. This was nearly two years ley of the Nile prove a period long before the Genesaical ation was the result of scientific law going through regular
after California abolished her Sunday law, but on page 94 of record in the Bible. Trees are still in existence more than gradations of advancement, and all to correspond with that
that book I find: " Both laymen and ministers say that even twenty thousand years old. The stars, rocks, mountains, same law which is unchangeable. Therefore, to impute this
in California the Sabbath is, on the whole, b' tter observed rivers, and forests attest the creation of earth long before our book to inspiration and say Moses wrote it as he was directed
by an allwise God, is simply to affirm that God directed
and Christia11 services better attended than five years ago." written records begin.
When God completed his work of creation he is said to many foolish and unscientific accounts. Theologians hav
Five years goes b'.ck into the time of the Sunday law, consequently Dr. Crafts, and those who work with him, are work- hav pronounced it "very good." But according to this long held to the letter of the Bible, but when science deming against the best Sunday observance, and to demonstrate book man was destitute of knowledge of good and evil, and onstrated their errors they began to seek for a plan by which
this he says he has spent more time lecturing in this state through his ignorance he disobeyed God and became debased, they co.uld bridge over their errors. But they hav made a
than any six states in the Union. I heard him speak three which he could not avoid, because he knew no better, and miserable failure.
To impute to God such stories of Noah as we find in Gen.
times Sunday and twice Monday. His principal work was God knew he would when he created him and told him not
denouncing the .American Sentinel and Professor Jones, who to eat of the forbidden fruit. Then, lest he eat again and liv lx, 20-26; the story of Abraham and Sarai, xvi, 1-12; the
had lectured here a few days before Dr. Crafts's arrival. forever, he was driven out of Eden, and God repented of his law of circumcision, xvii, 9-14; the story of the Sodomites,
Professor Jones appeared for the Seventh Day people when imperfect works. "He rested on the seventh day," as xix, 1-6; the story of Lot and his daughters, xix, 80--86; the
story of Rachel and Bilhah, xxx, 1-10; the story of Leah
·
the bill was brought up last winter, and he informs me that though he got tired.
The story of the creation of man and woman shows that and Zilpah-, xxx, 9, 10; the story of Leah and Rachel, xxx,
he will be there next winter. He is an excellent speaker and
a perfect gentlen;an, which is something I cannot say for the writer did not understand the physiological law of gener- 14--17; the story of Rachel, xxx, 22--24; the story of Jacob
Dr. Crafts, and for sledgehammer logic on the Sunday ques- ation, or else he purposely meant to deceive the race, prob- and his flocks, xxx, 25--89 ; the story of Rachel and her
tion he cannot be beaten. October 18th he speaks to the ably the latter. Man soon became so corrupted that God de- father's images, xxxi, 19-85; the story of Dinah, xxxiv,
Oregon state Secular Union. l managed to get two articles termined to drown the whole earth, covering the tops of the 1-29; the story of Reuben and Bilhah, xxxv, 22; the story of
in two of our city papers on the two days Dr. Crafts was highest mountains twenty-seven feet with water, and for Judah and Onan and Tamar, xxxviii, 6-80, and the story of
here. One of the articles brought forth from him a circular forty days he held the windows of heaven open and poured Joseph and his master's wife, xxxix, 1-20. is to hav a very
which he had distributed broadcast, but my point was carried, out a quantity of water more than eight times the size of the poor opinion of God's morality. He, as God, would not mix
and the effect was demonstrated by the fact that there was a earth, causing it to rain from four to six hundred feet of up with such wickedness and iniquity. To charge upon
falling off from an audience of four thousand the first night water per day. The whole flood story is unscientific, aud Uod that he ever gave his entire approval of everything he
the ark was altogether too small for the number of animals had made, in Gen. i, 81, and then in Gen. vi, 6, showed disto twelve hundred the second night.
He had advertised that the Oatholics and the workingmen said to hav been saved. It was too poorly ventilated to ac. satisfac.tion with his own works, is charging him with being a
of the city had cooperated with the movement here, and that commodate what was in it. It would hav required one hun. changeable God, which he declares he is not. We hav too
a leader of the workingmen, also some of the priests, would dred such vessel&. And then the idea of Noah keeping auch a great a respect for our creator to charge such foul, contraaddress the audience. The "workingmen's leader" did building clean ar.d carrying all the filth forty-five feet bigh dictory wr)t!p~s upol) 311 intlnit God.
G&oRGK WASHINGTON,
speak, but his speech was YeJy short, for., the workingm.eD .and caetin_g it out ot tb~t little breathing-hole! .

riority in whole nations prove that they are remnants of a
superb civilization, long passed away, which is sufficiently
attested by monument and mound. Such smart ideas would
suit the plagiarist, Paley.
National decline is caused by dishonor and vice-any act
of which one could not speak to his mot~er. The "sphere
of innocency," as Swedenborg would say, is all that can save
our world from mediocrity and ruin. Safely landed in
another sphere of motiv and thought, the intuitions of angels will serve us, instead of artificial principles_ But the
terrible question recurs again, how Is society to be dragged
upward, with all its crimes and guilt, its selfishness and
misery ? Pride will never do it. " Lov.e and love only is
the loan for love." Open your arms to the loathsome criminal, the beggar, and outcast. The masses cannot always be
reached by reason. Talk to them of liberty, and they will
die for you. And when the martyr dies how the hilltops
blaze with beacon-lights I That Is the time for strong motive, burning thoughts that nerve the arm to deeds of glory_
Then private, holy, domestic feelings become public principles, and the multitude are saved_ Giv your brother half of
your slice, be it bread or cake. "Religion, morality, cannot
be one with luxurious living "-the words of a holy man.
Your ambition, your style, your combinations, are the rugged
brimstone hU!s where Satan reposes.
There is a way to cause the people to love the Sabbath_
How despicable appears an administration distinguished by
no grand theories for the good of the people, when cabinet
officers keep starving women working all day in close, diS-gusting rooms, lighted only with a feeble skylight I
Anarchy-this strong, noble nation fattens on it. The
people appear wild, because they are forced to govern themselva the best way they can, without justice, mercy, or hope
at the helm. -If every day was a Sabbath of love and kindness, we should hear no more of Blair thumbscrews on
8unday.
Father Barry's saintly article for the Eclectic, September,
reminds one of a lost land of the blest, in sight once more.
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THE
sight of a hill-before undertaking the ascent. of decorating the graves of the unforgotten
The father then inquired of the trio "if that heroes.
was the end of the world." Then each, partly
Although the sun was shining, it was rain- MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
iDg,
and there was a beautiful rainbow, in · .A OOMPENIJIUM OF UNIVERSAL
on
account
of
their
sudden
surprlsal,
and
lldit6d by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
HISTORY.
Rif!M', Ma88., to t~~hom all Oommumcationsfor partly on account of the absurdity of the which one could plainly discern the secondary
By
WINWOOD
READE.
question,
gave
a
giggle
in"
succession,
which
bow.
At
a
distance
from
their
elevation
it
thi& Oorner should DB SBnt.
nearly caused the rail to slip upon which they appeared as if the people were collected
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which lwiverhistory is "boiled down" with surprising
were seated. After this introduction one under the rainbow listening to the music of sal
skill.-[Literary World.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
'ion
turn over his pages with a fascination simanswered:
"I
think
not."
He
then
inquired
the
band
and
waiting
for
the
rain
to
cease,
When the night is beginning to lower,
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
as to the whereabouts of a certain family. perhaps unconscious of the existence of the Irving.-[Inter-Ooean.
Oomes a pause in tha day•s ooonpations
E"is history has a. continuity, a rash, a carrying
Tha.t is known as the Children's Hour."
After they had informed him he induced bow. It was the most beautiful sight they
power.!. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.
Nellie to climb the hill. Tl;uiy wondered how ever beheld.
[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early EgtJ>tian history, in the
those girls could hav discovered that most
Their father then described the cause of the first
The Cat and the Sparrow.
chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writsecluded
and
desolate-looking
place
with
no
rainbow
as
far
as
possible
without
drawing
a
ing,
He has a style that reminds us of Ma.oaulay.
WHY OATS WASH THEIR FAOES AFTER EATING.
-[Penn
Monthly.
· ·
houses in view for two miles around.
diagram~ He said : " The rainbow is caused
The old oat, one fine des,
Eighth edition. Extra oloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1.75
Caught e PParrow so gay,
Well, they saw curiosities at their grand- by the refraction and reflection of the sunAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Thinking to make her his meat;
parents' too numerous to mention, besides en- beam in drops of falling water, therefore a
28 Lafayette PL. New York.
Said the bird to the cat:
rainbow
is
always
seen
opposit
the
sun.
The
joying a decidedly good visit. On the way
" Though yon may oall it fiat,
THE
Without washing his face does no gentleman eat." the father would stop Nellie and talk politics white light is thus decomposed into its simabout an hour at a time with men that met ple colors, viz., violet, indigo, blue~ green, CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH
Said the oat : "That is so,
them, much to the disgust of the girls, until yellow, orange, and red. The inner arch is
Like a gent I will do."
THEIR
While catship was wotsbing bis face,
at last Nell considere:l it her duty to stop termed the primary, and the outer or fainter
Mistress Sparrow left free,
Crimes
and
Persecutions.
arch
is
termed
the
secondary.
The
appearwhenever any person or child met them so
Would not then eaten be,
Svo, 1,119pp; Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco,
ance
and
extent
of
the
rainbow
depends
that
they
would
discuss
pol
tics
long
enough
Eut flew far away from the place.
gilt edges, !4.50.
to giv her a sufficient rest, but greatly tiring upon the position of the observer and the
Then declared the fooled oat,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
bight
of
the
sun
above
the
horizon.
The
the girls, who declared it mere laziness on
" I was confounded flat,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
For that dudish wash I was worst,
her part. It was ridiculous in her, stopping nearer the sun is to the horizon the larger is
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Though I want to be neat,
the
visible
part
of
the
bow.
But,
as
the
sun
where it was not necessary, before people
I will not miss my weat,
with whom they were not acquainted, so rises, the arch diminishes, and entirely disap.
lP!l wash my face last and eat first."
their song of miles was composed of more pears when the sun is forty-two degrees
Springfield, ~[ass.
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.
above the horizon. Hence, the rainbow is
rests than notes.
BY
Pleasure and Science.
They passed many beautiful streams and never visible except in the morning and evenA NATIVE "TAR HEEL."
ing. The rainbow has not been sent by any
It was the month of May when the young springs, which their father said were due to
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
supreme power, but is one of nature's beauti..
the
tendency
of
water
to
seek
its
level,
for
students of natural philosophy, accompanied
ful
works."
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.,
by their father, departed from their home for gravity causes water to flow from higher to
Meanwhile they had reached their bomes
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
a several days' trip, to visit their aged but lower places.
He said : "This is better illustrated by the and were welcomed by faces rendered happy
nevertheless vigori)US grandparents, their
uncles, aunts, and cousins. They not only Artesian wells where the water tends to rise at their return, and so their home-coming
made a pleasure trip, but a trip from which higher than the ground, because the spring was as pleasant as their departure.
EMMA STOOKINGB:R.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
they derived untold benefit in the way of which feeds the well comes from a higher
Ve1·saillll8, Ind., Sept. 10, 1889.
880retary of thB .American Secular Union.
illustrations, explanations, aml laws of nat- place than where the well is sunk. They are
Price 10 cents.
ural philosophy, their most desired study.
so named because they hav been used in the
Address THE TRUTH SEB:KEB COMPANY.
Correspondence.
They chose a route which they had never province of Artois (Latin,.Art&ium), France.
SPRINGFIELD, MASs., Sept. 23, 18S9.
previously traveled, and although being ex- They were also early employed by the ChiTHE STRUGGLE
MIBTREBB OF THE 0HILDRRN1S CoRNB:R: Your
tremely rough and hilly, it afforded many nese for the purpose of procuring gas and salt
JI'OB
sketch
of
Horace
Seaver
was,
as
its
subject
little, interesting scenes.
water."
deserved, the best work of the kind you hav
The first of these was a pond adjacent to
There is much to learn concerning the penned. The blackmailers of the dead will
the roadside, in which a flock of geese were wells. He furthermore stated that water has hav hard work to besmirch his name. They
In which tho anthor shows the repeated att.emp ts
men of every age to acquire greater political
swimming and cleaning their already clean great force and pressure, and comically illus- can't call him a sot, a roue, an Anarchist, or of
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundaany
of
the
nameable
or
unnameable
evil
things
tion
of the religion of every age; dwelling Rt
feathers.
trated this truth by telling Herschel's amusmight like to, for they know such lies length npon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
The green trees, grass, flowers, and spark- ing story of the man who attempted to walk they
ing
the
account of slavery in this country, calls
would not go down. They may not say he
ling water in which the white geese glided, on water by means of bulky cork boots, who recanted and died calling on God, or that he the attention of thinking men and women to tbe
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
with their waving motion, composed a very had, however, not ventured out far ere the went to hell ClJrBL~g, f()_r his ll!s,t W:Qrds a-r~ the work is replete with. al!io.Jm.dirul faqt.... .and
weTg11ty .. rgnments wn:rcn oanuot ·~rail to mterest
picturesque scene. The girls wondered why law of gravitation seized liini, and all tiu1t on record: -I wilili every child m1glit hav his the
minds of this age.
they could continue swimming, and as it was was visible of him was a pair of heels whose. photograph for his next birthday present.
By THEO. 0, SPENCER.
The few copies of his . nvll8tigator which I
their intention to ioq•1ire and fully satisfy movements manifested a great state of un- saw when a boy helped me much in repelling
Cloth, 12mo .• 188pp., price 75 cents.
themselvs concerning the cause and effect of easiness in the human appendage below.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
a Baptist hell. Washburn's "Extracts from
28 La.fa3ette Place, New York.
all philosophical mysteries, the father exMeanwhile they bethought themselvs of an- Seaver" is a better bible one hundred times
plained to them that it wa's according to one other question, so after some thought they than is the old Jew book. JoHN P. GUILD.
of the three laws of motion. Action is equal inquired: " Why is it so difficult to walk in
V RRSAILLBB, IND. 1 Sept. 15, 1889.
to reaction, and in an opposit direction ; thus this miry clay?"
DB:AR Mrss WrxoN: I send you a producA NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
the geese in swimmmg force the water back
He replied: " Because the upward pressure tion for the Children's Corner which I think,
of them, and the elastic as well as the buoy- is removed from our feet."
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
if you publish, will afford some knowledge
ant-that is, upward-pressure of the water
He assured them they could try it for them- as well as interest to my friends of the Corner.
For Her Daily Bread Is the story ot two young
and a younger brother who were left parentcauses it to react and spring back, and by the selva-take' a tumbler containing water, It it is too long, you can publish part one girls
less, with little money, !a1r education. and much
week
and
part
the
next-that
is,
if
you
think
geese continuing, unconscious to the law of then lay a sheet of paper over the top, then
courage,
to ma.kl' their way through the world by
it suitable.
going to Chicago. The antboris also the heroin.
nature, they remain swimming upon the sur- quickly invert the tumbler and the upward
School will begin to-morrow, and then my The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workface. Several kinds of birds, such as ducks, pressure of the air will support the water.
time will be somewhat limited for essay writ- ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chica.go
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
geese, and swans, swim easily on water.
"All this," he said, "comes under that ing and such. I will take the high school and disreputable hypocrits. It is iust such a story
They owe this property to a thick coating of part of philosophy known as pneumatics, course and intend to learn all I possibly can. of human life as we ilhould expect Colonel Inl!"erto be interested in; and whatever he admires
a light impervious down, which covers the which treats of the general properties and I graduated last spring, and being the best soll
speaker, consequently I had to represent our and appreciates ia sure to be worth the attention
lower part of the body so that they displace pressures of gases. The barometer is the township fu tne oratorical contest of the of the rest of the world Price 25 ct>nts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
even with a small immersion a weight equal instrument for measuring the pressure of air. graduates at the Teachers' Institute. I will
to their own.
It consists essentially of a tube and cup of send my speech for the Corner in the future
He also explained why the sawdust col- mercury. It is said that the first barometer if you hav no objections.
I will recount a part of a lecture delivered
lected in masses on the same pond. He said was filled with water. The inventor, Otto
the Institute by a professor. It was on
that there are two forces, cohesion and ad- Von Guerick, erected a tall tube reaching at
the subject of education, but the lecturer
AND
hesion; that the former is the force which from the cistern in the cellar up through the branched off and said, " Socrates and Plato OTHER BxoGRAPHIOAL SKB:TOHES AND EssAYs.
unites two moleculi:'B of the same nature ; for roof of his house. A wooden image was were great philosophers, yet they were defiBY 0HABLE8 BB.l.DLAUGH.
example, two molecules of water; and that placed within the tube floating upon the cient in that one particular-morality. They
With Portrait and Autobiography.
never
used
the
Bible
as
their
book
of
moralthe h1.ttcr holds together molecules of differ- water. In fine weather this odd weather
Extra cloth, gold back and Bide stamp, 12mo,
did not even teach morality."
ent nature; for example, one molecule of prophet would rise above the housetop and ity-they
260 PP., $1. 25.
They did, but not according to the Bible as
water and one of iron.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
peep out upon the queer old gables of that their standard. They did not even tolerate
~8 Laf"'Y"tte PL. NewYork.
"The force of cohesion," he said, "is ancient city, Magdeburg, while in bad weather the Bible, which shows they had a greater
illustrated by the sawdust collecting on the he would retire to the protection of the garret. sense of morality than their accusers can
The Career of Jesus Christ.
water; one molecule always attracts another The accuracy of the movements attr11.cted the boast of having. To think that an educa- An ExpoR tion of the True Meanin11 of this Char.
tional
person
can
meaningly
recommend
such
aoter as describt>d in the New Testament. By Mil·
until they l!re all attracted and held together attention of the neighbors. Fin~lly, becoma. book as the Bible l He said much more on ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mytholby the force of cohesion."
ing suspicious of Otto's piety, they accused the same subject, but it is too foolish to speak OifY•"
Paper. 8vo, 25 cents.
The girls were greatly interested in this him of being in league with the devil. So of, and would occupy too much of our preexpltLnation, so a new question " turned up" the wronged philosopher relieved his wicked cious space, which I think is already too
WRI'fE TO ELMlNA.
in the way of a house that had double win- wooden man from longer dancing attendance much taken up by this letter, so I will now
Friends who want gooil Knitti,g.yarn, Blsmkets.
close.
Wishing
the
children
would
send
more
O>tsRimeres, or other Woolen Goode, or Liberal
dows. One of the girls insisted that it was upon the weather, and the staid old city was
letters to the Corner, and wishing success to Booke, will plea•e Rend t.n u•" fnr ";r~•l]R.ra and
to prevent t!Je cold from coming in, and it once more at peace.
pric~·hsts.
ELM IN 1\ DRAKl\1 SLENKER.
the Corner and yourself, I remain,
4~
SNOWVILLE \J:'ula8ki Oo.), VA.
was long before she could be convinced other"'fhat was the way in which all philosophYours respectfully, EMMA STOOKINGER.
wise. Her father told her they were double ical ideas and experiments were suppressed
[Bend the speech.-Eo. C. C.]
for the purpose of keeping in the heat.
by the shallow-minded and superstitious peoThey refreshed and invigorated their ple, while, if they had endeavored to aid him
Steel en~travings of this cel('brated natnralist.
minds by singing a song, and when they he would probably hav succeeded better ~
2xl!l inches, suitable for framing, sent Postpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
concluded they were at" the bottom of a hill, making the world wiser." They were now
tf
AND
when lo l to their astonishment, on a rail nearing home, returning by a road commonly
---------~-------------------fence that inclosed the wood to thdr left sat
known as the '' devil's elbow," the roughest
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
trio of large, rosy, healthy daughters of the road they had ever traveled. Despite its barUSE THE
wilderness. One trio was as shy and sur- renness and declivity it commanded a deAN EXPOSE
prised as the other.
Of
the
perversion
of
Stephen
Girard's
magnificent
cidedly good view of their neat little town in
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Christian
In your meetings, to make them hvoly and interDirectly in front of the travelers was a hill the distance, and the surrounding lowlands
churches and Youn~tlllen•s
estmg. THE LIBERAL HYli!N·BOOK contains sougs
so rough and high that the road appeared to where everything was green and fresh. It
Ohristian Associaby the best. poets, adapted t.o "'Oll-known tunes.
tion.
It is highly recommPndM by Messrs. Wakeman,
end before them, and Nellie, the horse, was Decoration day and a crowd of people
Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. SIPuker,
Parton.
By Bzali:. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
and, indeed, by all who hav !'xamin~d it. Price,
stopped to rest-which she generally did at had collected ill the cemetery for the purpose
Prioe $1,
Address TJn: T:aUTH SEEKEB. l!5 cents.
AddreBI! THB Tl!uTa Suu::a Co

filtildr~n~s ~orntr.

Inglf-'rsoH and the Deist.

THE NEW GOD.

ReHgiousand Politioa] Liberty,

-------------------------------

FOR HER D.AitY BREAD.
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ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

GIRARD'S WILL

a

Girard College Theology.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
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Thid book shows that many Christians might
learn muctJ from these an01ent heathen.-.Ameri-

can BoolcsellPr.

One of tile most valuable helps for thos" who
woul~ understand the character of human progress ln all ages.-National Quarterly Review.
The author has allow11 mm•elt a dmi(ent stu.
dent, an ardent admirer, a"d a fanhful interPreter, of some of the most remarkablE> monumr.nts of ancient thinking.-New York Trib-uue.
Readmg th•s book, we find the doctnns of the
StoiCs to be almost identical With the views held
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the present day.-Cincirmali CommerCial.
Lecky says of Marcus Auretiua: '" Tne purest
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Relief Printing Plates
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We can recommend the three processes operated
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
by this Com_p&I!J:.
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Catbolicism.
from
tqe
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of
an
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for cheap and coarse
personal experience with the two B.YB·
newspaver work, and their MOdt>·TYPE process, intimate
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By

HALSEY
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STBVENS.

A popularized aoconnt of Oriental religions,
with many apt quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generally unknown be obtained
tn such compact form.-[Literary Review.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., :n.5o.

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.
B.v Milton Wooll~, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his hea.rt, There ia no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
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An Agnostic Aspiration.
No, not for me the selfish prayer :
" Lord, bless thou mine and me :
Protect me by thy watchful care,
Keep me from evils free I
" Prolong my days, keep Death afar,
Thine angel though he be,
But when he calls, in some bright star
Eternally bless me I"
Lo, what am I, that I should be
Above my fellows blest 1
That God should from them single me,
Save me-and d~mn the rest 1
Am I to taste eternal joy
While friends I love are lost 1
Shall songs of praise my harp employ,
And they in torment to1sed 1
Shall I find joy in heaven's bliss,
In peace one moment dwell,
While lips I loved on earth to kiss
Are parched with :drea of hell 1
Will heaven giv happiness and peace
If songs of paradi11e
Awaken echoes ne'er to ceaseHell's agonizing cries 1
Perish the dastardly desire,
The self.ooncentered thought,
Oontent to escape the heavenly ire,
However escape be bought.
No, let us share our common fate;
Strive not for Self, but All.
It is not love, •tis naught but hate
That careless sees a brother fall,
I seek the joy of all mankind,
The universal rest:
The bli11s supreme let all men find,
All equally be blest.
If man the whole wide world around
Be brother-kin of mine.
For him as well let bliss abound,
Love's sun eternal shine.
-Samuel J. Macdonald. in Twenttetl!. Centurl/.

Only Part of the Sermon.
'Twas just a week ago to-day
I sat in a soft-cushioned pew;
Sore is my need to watch and pray.
Bnt I dreamed the solemn ~ermon through.
And-be not shocked at what I say1 fear, my love, I dreamed of yon I
I heard in a disconnected way
What the good preacher said, 'tis true;
But slight heed wandering senses pay.
That fell these words was all I knew ;
" Thy lips-are like-a thread of scarletThy lips-drop as-the honeycombThe smell of-thy garments-ia-likeThe smell-of Lebanon."
•Twas lilolomon•s Bong the preacher read;
To many grave things he referred;
(There came from outside, overhead,
The twitter of a little bird;
The soft breeze grateful coolness shed ;
But scarce its gentle impulse stirred
A prayer-book's leaves.) The sermon led
From" first" to "second" and to" third,"
And still I dreamed. Of all was said
These words alone I faintly heard :
" Thy lips-are like-a thread-of scarletThy lips-drop as-the honeycombThe smell of-thy ~:armenta-is-like
The smell-of Lebanon.•
Sweetheart, I thought of yon he apoke I
I thought he spoke of yon, and well;
The flower-sweet fancy nothing broke,
There came no change, no asphodel ;
And was I wicked 1 Who shall croak,
Who my evil-doings tell 1
" Love one another " is the yoke
That we must lightly bear. The spell
Staid with me after I awoke.
After the benediction fell:
" Thy lips -are like-a thread-of scarletThy lips-drop as-the honeycombThe smell of-thy garments-is-likeThe smell-of Lebanon."

Obituary.
DIED.-Bunday, July 28, 1889, Miss Emma
Reints, aged 21 years, at the residence of
her father, Mr. Henry Reints, near Foreston, Ill.
Notwithstanding THE TRUTH SEEKER furnishes this family with gospel reading, her
funeral was attended by several hundred
friends from the town and surrounding country.
The services were conducted by Prof.
James Milleson, of the Chicago Secular Union,
who delivered an appropriate but Liberal oration at the house, and pronounced a Rational
benediction at the grave, rivaling the solemnity of orthodoxy on similar occasions. He
found no truthful scientific reasons for believing that her future .slumbers should any
more be disturbed by unpleaeant dreams than
were those of a similar eternity which preceded her few moments' conscious existence.
It is more encouraging to know that all may
sleep than to believe in the eternal suffering
of one human soul.
By an oversight the above obituary has
been dela3 ed in publication.
DIED.-At Meriden, Conn., James H. Hug"gins, aged 75 years.
The deceased was an old-time Freethinker.

He kept a news department at which he sold harp, crown, etc. Could teachings be more is to act as if they were true. Oert&inly thia il
very prudent advioe;but if Renan cannot advance
THE TRUTH BEEKER. At the grave Mr. L. L. dangerous and untrue 'P
an]' thing more radical than this a& the final result
Sawyer, his friend, spoke as follows:
"A crucifix was the one thing the.candle- of Atheism, then it iB about time that the Atheist
J ame1 H. Hn~~:eln• was a superior man. above light made conspicuous "-and the only one shut up shop.-7'/ie Sprin'J/!Rlf% Messenosr, C'atholto.
the mediocre in intelli~~:enoe, tender, aft'eotionate, thing needful to enable them to die peacefully
Because Renan's ideas of God and Chrishone"at by nature, and one of the old "land- and become canonized saints.
tianity are different from those of the church ·
marks." He wa1 a boy all thron~rh life, even into
"Sad proceasionl" Why sad? Were not is sufficient reason that he is called an Infidel,
old a~~:e.
He did not regard the laying np of money as. the these men to bask in eternal felicity while and as he has no small following he is entitled
chief object in life, but rather he looked upon it their victims were everlastingly wailing in
"arch-Infidel." He was always n:.ore of a
as a convenient means of enabling him to enjoy torment?
poet than critic, and logic is his weak point.
with family and friendt the plea~nres of this
Don't call them ·" wretched." They were When the ideas of God are contradictory how
world. He realized that all property he might
acquire more than mftloient to support him and full of joy, and anticipating unspeakable glory will he act in their presence as if they were
those dependin~~: on him, besides givin11: comfort throughout the endless ages of eternity.
true 'P What can he do now if immortality
and enjoyment, was to be left behind him when
But why multiply comments when Heston were true, more than he can do if it were
he departed this life.
He did not think that man was created to be a and the editorial pen hav so graphically done not? If Atheism could offer .nothing better
saint in this world, but that ~rood conduct, ~rood their work?
than Renan it indeed might as well shut up
works, and an honest exilteJJ.ce oonstitnted man's
Pardon me, Mr. Editor. I wanted to fix
misaion upon earth. Nor was he anp_erstitions. the attention on three important points : The shop, but such is not the teaching of Atheism.
Renan never posed as an Atheist, and in the
Beli~~:iona ritea and ceremonies he reapeoted ~he
same &I the opinions of others upon all questions willingness of the p're~s to aid in prostituting presence ·of the representation that such negwherein he mi~~:ht hold dift'erent view~. In some the public mind in favor of the worst religion ativ men ·are Atheists it is time that positiv
respects he enjoyed reli~~:iona aenicea, especially extant; the ruinous consequences of such
Atheists come to the front and show their
the sacred music; but 1till he regarded religjm{as
an individual relation with his creator. Heaven sacrilegious sophistries, seemingly so sin- colors. We cannot afford to be interpreted
to him was a condition, net any particular place; cerely expressed ; and, above all, the work by others without m11.king ourselvs explicit.
but snob a condition that, if enjoyed at all, the necessary to counteract these ingrained falsi- ROMAN OATHOLIOB TRYING TO ORIB THE PILGRIM
enjoyment was to be in this world. To nee his ties and establish simple honesty instead on
FATHERS.
own words jn1t before his death : " If aood the only true foundation of pure scientific
John Boyle O'Reilly materially added to his litenon~~:h, I would be a Universalist."
erary reputation by his poem on the " Pil~rrim
ELLA E. GIBBON.
He lived for this world. With him it was one Rationalism.
Fathers." There is a highness of aim thron~~:h it
Barre, Mass., Sept. 14, 1889.
world at a time. When in another he would liv
all and the ending and beginninll: deserve the
the best he knew how. This is but justice to him
same treatment that was ~riven to Derzhavin's
whose life has ebbed away. We should not dare
A
Basket
of
Chips.
poem on "God," namely, to be written on silk in
to wron~~: the liviDII: or mhjnd~~:e the dead.
PERPETUAL PROGRESS.
letters of gold, and to be hun~~: not as were the
He had his seasons, 0 Death I :From the spring
Noa~~:e
Rns9ian•s venes, in the palace of the Ohineae
of youth to the winter of a~~:e he lived, and ~rar
king, but in the American palace, the Oapitol.nered in\o his slorehotllle joy, contentment., and Hath e'er possessed its own ideal herita~~:e,
Nor
fnlly
won
the
thin~~:
for
which
it
fought.
Catnozto Mess~nger.
plee.snre, from which in later days he drew mnoh
The
hi~rh-souled wars each one doth wage
happinels. When his evenin11: came his sun did
What love has the Roman Catholic for the
Develop
mean~
beYond
the
end
it
sought,
not set behind dark, dreary clouds of ~~:loom and
Pilgrim fathers ? Had they come under the
the
large
sphere
another
age
will
fill
Oreate
fear, but in resplendent rays of peace, confidence,
power of that church they would hav been
and tl'11llt. The messen~~:er of day lit his pathway And pass beyond, until the noble Plan,
For which men toiled and wron~~:ht,
roasted instead of allowed to go off to starve,
into· the haven of reat. Then it was he closed his
freeze, or be entertained by the more tender
eyes in mortal sleep to awake in the mom of his Is lost within the broader span
immortality in that realm beyond where multi· That ages hold in trnst for man.
savages. And Derzhaven's poem on" God,"
Our paths are up an endless hill
tudes hav ~~:one before; where there is no more
bah! Was there ever a more dead giv-away
Who~e steeps are ever hi& her than the last,
myetery, for which he had no fear.
Where hope doth mount and fear doth stayon God than that same belauded string of
So he lived, servin11: his time and generation
words which sublimate in the audacious
well, and, like the sturdy old oak, he had to yield To day's attainment was the dream of yesterday
And
so
will
be
to-morrow's
past.
at last. Farewell I
Agnosticism of the last line :
ohan~~:e draws on-here ends our common way,
A
The sleepless nights-the tears-mistake him
Bein11: whom we call God and know no more.
And mer~~:es into duty's rugged path
not as husband, father, friend. A tender heart.
Which breathes a sterner beauty aye than hath
THE VATIOAN MA.NUBORIPTS.
a steadfast friend, an honest man has gone. But
yesterday alive, enjoyinll: this beautiful world; Adorned the May-born years we leave to-day
The pre-eminent character of Leo XII[., as ponTo seek the aftermath.
to-day the silent clay, the cold, nptnrned face, the
tift', is hia zealons care and work to promote truth,
Laws of progress bind the race,
grave. And where is he 1
and the truth in literature. Under him the VatiOhange is mighty, thought is king,
We are sad in the deep contemplation and prescan library, with its exhaustless treasures, is
Stalwart minds lead on apace
ence of death. Those eyes are closed in everlaatopen to the world, and it forms a mine of the richSeeking right and following
ing sleep ; those ears deaf to all 1onnds of time;
est material to the historian, controversialist, and
the tongue is as silent and voiceless as eternity. Beyond the daylight's outer ring.
the seeker after trnth. Pope Leo has, within a
For
him
who
manfnlly
doth
cope
We are dazed in the ~~:limmerinll: light of eternity.
short time, ordered that the records of the lawWith
wron~rs
and
hydra-headed
illr,
Yet we too must be launched upon the unknown
snits of the most celebrated heretics be transferred
Wlio faitbfnll;y bis part ·fnlfil.,,
to the Yaticsu.· "J"here·,.,...., kep,~tne ·aoonmenta
sea. Snub is life, death, and mystery: All iB
The oomin11: years are big with hope,
mystery.
bearing on Bruno's trial at Rome, as well as docuOld friend, your heart-strings of this life are And when his sun goes westering o•er the twili~rht ments of the civil tribunal, contained chiefly in
hills,
broken, whlle mine are strained. Yes, I am weak
the Pontifi. al Registers. From these sources the
where I would be stron~r. Yon were my friend Life's sweetest joys will wait him on the evenin11: illustrious antiquarians Mai, Marini, Theiner,
slope.
and I was yours. With all thy faults and mine,
and Tosti hav gotten their best and tke most
-Thoma.JI Walter Buchanan, of Alban!/, N. Y.
we were ever true. Above your silent form and at
valuable informatioJ> in their histories.
Tosti, by special permission, had access to
your grave, as yon ro requested, and I desired, I
This is called an age of progression. I do
many nnpnblished papers when he wrote the life
now keep my word and pay thia tribute to your
not
know
of
any
time
that
was
not
grand
and
worth, my loved old friend.
of Boniface VIII. He is now directing the publieventful. And even though there be changes cation of the Registers, those of Olement v. bein11:
Fare thee well, and if forever,
Still, forever, fare thee well.
that are immediately for the worse, are they finished.
The pope seea that the times are prone to listen
not movements toward other transformations
unfairly to the stories told of the heretioa, and
"Jesus Paid-Go Ahead."
to a higher phase ef being? Is not the whole fearin11: that the most celebrated oases will be forWhat a fuss to get four barbarian Irish eternally the same 'P What is progress but gotten at the Holy Office, has ordered their re.
moval to the Vatican library.
Catholics into heaven, while their victims are transmutation 'P
A life of Bruno is now being written at the Vatin hell, and no sympathy expressed at their
A CLERGYMAN WITH A OONBOIENOE.
library, and it will prove, by documentary
The moat curious contribution to the United can
horrid fate by their converted murderers,
evidence, that the man whose fame was landed to
these holy priests, and the whole Christian States conscience fund come a. from the Rev. A. the ekies by a Brown University professor, and
Oaddy, formerly chaplain of the legislativ assemblood-washed crew I (See THE TRUTH BEEKER, bly of Arizona territory. He has sent $25.50, being over whose memory Italy rioted a short time
first-page illustration and editorial, September part of his salarY paid him for oft'ering prayers to since. was guilty of every vice, and his death wu
a eervioe to sooieiy.-Catl.olto Mllllsenoer.
the legislature.
14:th.)
There hav been Catholics who excused the
explained
by
him,
His
motiv
for
this
action,
as
" It is a greater crime to reject our Lord
is as follows: "I cannot see that it is right for the murder of Bruno on the ground of the general
lfnd savior Jesus Christ than to kill one's rulers to take the people's money and pay it out
ignorance and barbarous spirit of the ·age,
mother," is reported as the sayiDg of a rever- to some hypoorit to stand up before a le~rislativ
body and pray for pay." He also states ~hat he but such apologists seem not to be "in harend Christian fanatic.
mony with the consensus of Catholic holiness.
Yes, to "eat meat Friday," the morning of once acted as clerk of the legislature, and received
for his services $640, but while performin~~: this It is not enough for the church to hav been
the execution, would hav been a greater duty he was also employed in whisky-selling. He
damnable in the past; it must remain cursed
offense than murder, and hav forever de- thinks that he should return the $640, and would
forever to prove its right to the divine comdo
so,
he
says,
but
for
the
fact
that
he
has
not
got
barred these monsters from heaven.
mission it claims to hold to destroy whoever
Observe the cant in all these newspaper it. Mr. Onddy resides at Phoonix, Ariz.-NetDapaper.
has sense, courage, and honor sufficient to
reports : " The· good priestl! ; " " the faithful
The prevailing pious idea is that the earth see through its shams, expose its hypocrisy,
priests;" "piOUB ministrations;" " di'Dine foris the Lord's and the fullness thereof, and and offer light and liberty to a piety-ruined
givness ;" "the scene was an impresBifl one,"
whatever his praying ones may want they world. Of course, in the lying reports of the
etc.
hav a right to as his favorite and it matters infamous court of the Inquisition any charge
How careful to avoid calling them crim- not by what method they get it. That is the
can be found against its victims needful to
inals I "Condemned men;" "unfortunate
way Jesus sent for the ass to ride, and the justify it on its own principles for its share in
man "-Carolin I '' Unfortunau," as if some people hav allowed themselvs to be ridden by
the crime. It is thus that Christianity ever
villain had injured him, instead of his having
~11 pretenders who hav cared to Jew them adds insult to injury by repeating the course
killed the woman who had afforded him sensever since. A minister who has reformed of the enemies of its own alleged founder.
ual pleasure I "The promis of a consecrated
enough to relinquish an unearned salary And if the court that crucifl.ed Christ is to be
grave seemed to glv the unfortunate man
ought to be substantially monumented.
believed, he was guilty of every vice, and the
great sati!faction." Yes ; he cared more for
Dl!SPIOABLE POSITION OF DAILY PAPERS.
world was well rid of a monster by his taking
consecrated ground for his own vile carcass
Does Herr Seidl really believe the deluge a off.
JoHN P. GUILD.
than for the hellish crime he had committed, myth 1-New Yorlt Heraza.
Does the Herald. really believe that the deluge is
the death and eternal burning of the woman
he had pretended to love:-to such unnatural a fact 1-Philaaelphia Recora.
Is it not time the progressiv newspaper
depravity does the Christian religion doom
ceased paying respect to the dead myths of His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Porits unjust, cruel, and fanatical devotees.
trait, and Monument.
" Go bravely to the gallows, having made the past? And yet, with all the flippancy
his peace with God" (Packenham). Not so; with which ark stories and fish stories are With a complete list of the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
he had made his peace with the priests, and treated in the press, that public tribune con·
they had lulled his conscience to rest with tributes a large share to the respect mainBY
their canting hypocrisies, mock ceremonies, tained toward the church and clergy whose GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THO)[AS DAVIDSON,
and artful assurances. " My son, bear up capital is these same played-out miracles.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARI, BLIND,
AOTUAL ATHEISM.
LYDIA R. C!IASE.
under this trial." "Hav no fears, father."
Ernest Renau, the aroh-lnfidel, says in his latest
Glory was just in view-female angels, Abra- book, that the most lo~rioal attitude of the thinker
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies for a dollar.
ham's bosom, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, in the,presenoe of ideas of God and immortality,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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The Humboldt llbratJ of Science.
In this series are wPll represented the writings of
DARWIN, SPENOFB, HUXLEY, TYNDALL, PBOOTOB,
OLIFFORD ao<l otner le,.ders of thon~~:ht 1n onr
time, at 50 to 75 per oent. zower than UB1Ud prices.
We have the LibrarY bound in Oomplete Bets, as
follows:
OLD STYLE.-In this style the volumes average
640pages Bvo. and are arranged thus:
Vol · I
Nos. 1-12.\Vol. VI.
Nos. 60-70.
18-24
" VII.
" 71-80.
" IH.
" 25-H6. " VIII.
" 81-91.
"
IV
" 87 48
"
IX.
" 9 ?-lOH.
49-59.
"
X.
" 104-111.
Oloth, plain edge , $2 vol. (Separatflll or in sets.)
Half seal, marble euges, $2.7 ~ vol. (In sets onll/.)
NEW STYLE.-NoP. 1 to 111 inclnsivA, are bound in
t8 vo:s., averaging 49ll pages each, 8vo, thus :
Oioth, extra, red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22 75 per set.
Half Real, plain edges, 2. 25
"
29 25
"
Half seal, marble e<lge~, 2 50
"
,2.50 "
Blf Mor., marb!ll'edges, 2.75
"
88 75 "

". n:
" v:

"
"

In sets onzu.

All of the following are ootavo-, cloth :
WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXL'EY.
Man'!! Place in Nature. Numerous ill.; &
The Origiu of ~peci•s. 2 books in 1 vol. .75
The Physical faR is of Lire & other Essays.
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated;
2 books in 1 vol. •
•
•
.
• . 75
Animal Antonut'sm, and other Essays.
Technical J<:dueatitw, and other Essays.
II books in 1 vol.
.711
WORKS BY CH\RL'<.S DARWIN.
Odgln or Species by Means of Natural
Selection; or, the Preservation of
Favored Racea iu tne Struggle for Life.
New edh1on f• om the latest Eng. edit1on,
wi llutddt'•nns and corrections. . •
1.25
Descent or Man, and Selection m Rela
tion to '~ex \'; .th illnHt.ratiom. New edi·
tion revt•e<i •nd an~rrr•<>Dted.
.
• 1.50
Formation of V~gll1abl~ Mold Through
the Action of \VormQ, with Observations uu tneirHabJts. With illustrations •• 75
Charles Darwin: His Life and Work.
By Grant AI: en.
•
SELEOl' WORKS BY GRANT ALLEN.
The Evolutionist at Large;
l'igne1tes from Sature; and
F11nH and Eu. rgy: A Theory of Dy. narutcs 3 l>uolts in 1 vol.
WAT'lt, ELECrRIOil'Y, AND LIGHT.
PROFESSOR TYNDALL.
Forms of Water in Clouds. and Rivers,
Io~ anrl GI ...Oters
19 tllnstratwns.
Lesson • in Electricity. 60 illustrations.
Six Lt·ctures on Light.. lllustrated.
a ucoks in 1 vol. •
•
WORKS BY HERBERT BPENOER.
'file nata of fthics.
•
•
•
•
1 ducation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys-

. 711

1.00
BY

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY (Continuea).
Current Discussions in Science; and
Scientific Aspect of Some Familiar
'l'hings. By W. M. Williams, F.C.8.
2 books in 1 vol. •
• .
• .
• .75
'l'he Black Deatb. An Account of the
Gr~H t Pes til ... nee of the 14th Century; and
The Dancing .Mania of the Middle Ages.
n,, J. F. 0. tiPcktor.M D. 2 books in 1 vol. .75
The Naturalist on the :River Amazon.
A Record or Adventure•, Habits of
Animals, Sketches of Br• ziliav p.nd indian
Life avd Aspects of Nature Under the
Equator, during Eleven Years of Travel,
by Henry Walter B~ttes, F.L.S .• Assis. Sec.
to the Rcyal GeolfraPhioal Society of
Enllland.
•
.
• . .
• . .711
Tile Rise and Early ConstitutionofUni·
varsities, witt!. a Sur:vey of Medieval
Ednoatiou. By B. 8. Laurie, LL.D .•
Yrofessorofthe Inst.itutes and Hi~tory f
Education in tha U oiversitv of Edinbur2h. .75
The Religions of the Ancient World,
inclndlug Egypt, Assyria and BabYlonia,
Persia, India, Phmnioia, Etrnria, Greece,
Rome. B_y George Rawlinson. M.A.,
Camden Professor of Ancient History,
Oxford,~ and 0,!-non of Canterbury, an·
thor or "The Urigin of Nations," "The
F1ve Great Monarchies," etc.
• • • .75
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropololfy and the HistorY c;tf ReliJdon. By
Fritz Sohl!ltze. Translated from the
German hv J. lritzgar~tld, M A.
.
• . 75
Money and the Mechanism of Exchange.
By w. S•anleY Jevons, M.a., F.R.I:l., Professor of Logic and Political EconomY in
the Owens Oellel{e. Mar chester.
• • 75
On the Study of Words. By Richard •
Chenevix ~l.'renoh, D.D., Archbishop of
Dublin.
• • • • • • • • 75
The Dawn of History : An Introduction "
to Pre.Historic Study. Edited by C.
F.Ke~r:v, M.A., of the British Museum.
.75
Geological Sketcbes at Home and
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D.,
F R.S , Direotor.General of the Geological
SurveYs of Great Britaiil. and Ireland. • .75
Illuilions: A Psychological Study. By
James SullY, Author of "Bensat10n and
Intuition," •• PAa~imism," etc.
• • . .75
The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J
BvBtrJohn Lnbno~k. B~rt. !I Partain 1• . 75
English Past and Present. (Parts I.
and ll.) By Rtohard Chen.,vix Trench.
ll Darts in 1, Oumnlete.
• • • ·. •
.75
The Story of Creation. A Plain Account
of Evolution. By Edward Olodd, F.R.A.B.
Over BJ lllns.
.75
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York
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Modern Science fssaJist.

NEW EDITION.

Tbe Secret of the East,
OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signitlcance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

m

For the benefit of our read·
era who preserve their papera
we offer a new style of binderJ
made for the purpose, ana
with the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKl!:B printed in
g_old letters on the outside.
This binder allows the open111!: or the papers perfectlY tlat. It also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail,_postp!!<i!h for 11.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

The Forum.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 P.ll., at 558 West Madiso,. street.
Lectures and debatel. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.
Philadelphia Liberal Lea~;ue 2:i'1
meets every Sunday in lndUJtriatHall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.ll:. for lectures and
free diBoUBBions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap ra tea

o.,

The Secular Society of' Kent,
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

The .ru anhattap. Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday avenine, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East lllth street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordiallY invited.
Akron, 0., Freetbou;rbt Union.
The Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Oramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

The Minneapolis SeClular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
8AKY A BUDDHA.
ave.,Rooms12 and 14,Eastman block, Minneapolis,
A Versified, Annotated Narra.tiv of his Life and Minn. J. F. MACOMBER, Pres;; CHAS. LoWND, Sec.

Teachings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The hook has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in <Jeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophical'Jonrnal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highlY of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 1711 PP., $1.
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York .

BrookiJn Philosophical Associ&•
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Dtsonssions follow
lectures.
Ellzur WrJ;-Itt Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Snn·
days of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at
10.80 A.M. Free disonssicm on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investtuator are solicited.
R. G. I:!MITH, Oor. Seo.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law
regnlatin~

human cQ.ndnot on the Sabbath is
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.

Tlie False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Ohristian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. ·"Think
Ten Oents Each.
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writing~, and
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under~hilOPOPhy.
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado
THOMP~ON.
.
.oo 2. OHARLEB ROB'ERl' DARWIN: His life, works,
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.
and influence. By Rev ..JoHN W. CHADWicK. l!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
lca.!: aud
•
8. SOLA.R AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
P••og••o"", Jtq Law and Cause. W1th
•· ow suns and worlds come into l>elng. By
<••·'•Ill' Dt,qlliRition•. 2 books in 1 VOl.
.75
Price, 5 cents.
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
'f he Genesis of Science.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
The Factors of Organic Evolution.
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
2 nooks in 1 voi.
. 75 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM POTTS•
B"EL'EOT WORKS OF RIOH~D A. PROCl'OR,
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order Was J esns Insane 1 Price, 10 cents.
. F.R.!..B.
or zoological evolution. By D • RossiTER
The Public Schools and the Catholic
light Science for Leisure Houts.
RAYMOND
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Church. Price, 5 cents.
'1'. TBE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity,
growth.
By
Prof.
E.
D.
OoPE.
ttereditary 'lraits, and other Essays.
8.
EVOLUTION
OF
MIND:
Its
nature
and
deMiscellaneous Essays.
J. D. SH.AW'S P A:MPHLETS.
velooment. By Dr. llOBERT G. EccLES.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
9. EVOLUTIONOi!'BOCIE'l:Y. ByJAHESA.S.KILNotes on Earthquakes, with 14 miacelToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY The Bible-What Is IU A pamlaneons Essavs.
• 1.50
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
6 b1oks in 1 vol ••
SAMPSON.
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
SEL'E01' WO"SKi! OF WM. KINGDON OLIF·
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
1!8 Lafayette Place, ,tj~ow York.
FORD, F.R.A.i.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Seeing and 'l'hinkin~.
Studies in Theology. A clear exposiThe Scientific JJas1s of Morals, and
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
r huu l:itlS&:V~.
fall."
Price, 10 cents.
Conditions of Mental Development, and
OB
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
ot.her };ssa:vP.
negativ and affirmativ standJ>oint, showing
'Ihe Unileen lJniverse, and the PhiloaoDANCER AHEAD.
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
Ph" of th~ Pur" Soieuuee.
tf
Cosmic Emotion: Also the Teachings
of Science.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
5 books 10 1 vol.
1.111
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
BEL'E01' WORKS OF :ED\V. OLODD, F.R A.B.
this Republic.
The Childhood of Religion.
By L. FEUERB..t.CH.
'fhe Birth and Growth of Myth,
By A.~. GROVER.
Translated from the Germa.n. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
'l'he Childbood of the World.
50 ots.
8 books m 1 vol.
,
• • 1.00
Price, paper, 25 cents.
SEL'EOl' WORKS OF TH. RIBOT,
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imAddress Tl'IE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
moral.-B:ttraot.
Translatea rrom the F'ren~h b!l J. F'l!zueraza, M.A.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKE:B Co.
The Diseases of Memory.
'fhe Diseases of tlw -.1 ill.
Argument
by R. G. In;-f?rsoll
The Diseases of Personality.
Bible .Analyzed. "For SledgeIN THE
1.00 The
8 boults in 1 vol.
hammer Logic nn~nrpassed." 8vo, 888pp.,
THE MILKY WAY.
silk cloth, $8.
The Wonders of the Heavens. 82 illus.
Universe Analyzed and the Devii's Del!'OB
By o ... mllle Fta.mmarioo.
fense. A thorough analysis of the
The Romance of Astronomy. By R.
claims
for
the
e1<istenoe
df
the
Bible
Deity,
"BLA~PHEMY,"
K .. uay Mtller, M.A.
and an examination in verse of tho charges
The Sun; its Const!tution,its Phenomena,
At Morristown. New Jersey.
generallY brought a2ainst his Satanic majesty.
ita uondition. By Nathan T. Cart, LL.D.
'Ulmo, 466pp., $1.50.
StenouraphtoalZII reportea, ana revUiect b!l the au8 books in 1 vo!.
• 1.00
tnor.
~piritnalism Sustained. This work
POLITlOAL SCIENOE.
goes not PO far to sustain Spiritualism as to Handsome 8vo, 86 pp •. beautiful type, fine paper.
Physics and Politics. An application
show that Christ.ians P.re inconsistent in denyPrice, cloth. 50 cents: paper, 25 cents,. or
of the pripoipl~ of Natural Soienoe to
ing the alle~d truths of. that philosophY.
$2 per dozen.
Polmoal Society. By Walter Bagehot,
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $t.
Addresr THE TRUTH BEEKER.
author of '"The Enll. Cc•nstit.nt.ion," and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00..
28 LafaYette Pl., New York
Hi!rtory ol the Science of Po1itics. By
Frederick Pollock. II books in 1 vol.
• .'II
THE L!ND QUEfHION.
HISTORY
01" THB
Tlte History of f andholding in Eng.
land • .By Joseph Fisher,F.H. d.S.;and
BJ' Edward Bellamy,
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Historical Sketclt of the J istribution
Of' Europe.
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
of Land in ,t;ngland. By William
Revised
Edition-2
Tol!-Prioe, sa.
LloYd .Hirbeolt, M.A.. 2 books in 1 vol. • .75
It is a thought-breeding· book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D. LL.D.
MIBOELT..ANEOUS.
and inapiration.-[New York Tribune.
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER.
The Mystel'y of Matter, and The PhilosThe aP\)eal is alwaYs made to a man's reason,
ophy t,f l~nO"A.DCu; a.nfl
a.nd to h1s noblest sentiments: nover to his selThe Essential Nature of Religion, By
fishness.-[Boston Post.
J. •\.llansnu P1cton. 2 books iu 1 vol.
.75
A Snl{geation of a really practicable and feasi·
A Compend of the Natural Laws of IndusScience and Crime; and
ble soo1alstate greatl;v in advance Qf the present.
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in 1ts forecast of
trial Production and Exchange.
Science and Poetry, with other Essays.
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
Bv Andrew Wtlson, F.R.S.E.
1ilmo,
cloth,
$1.50;
paper,
IIOc.
2 books in 1 vol.
• • •
.75
Pri!~ J. ~· ~GA~L:~~~~'
[Conttnuea tn next column.]
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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R.OMANISM,

Essence of Religion.

Col. Kelso's Works.

TRiAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

LOOKING BACKWARD

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:

D;AMONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other honea so fair
In order to giv m:r Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, teat
and compare my goods and prices with those of
other diamond merchants, I will sell any piece of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract thst
cash in fnll "'ill be refunded anY time within one
year from date of purchasing if llOOds are not
entirelY satisfactorY. No other dealer will do it.
None wlll sell as cheap. Oarrying a Jargu stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business
on smallest possible expen11e, yon will positivlyf
save twenty to thirty per cent by Purchasing o
me. Diamond Pins and EardrQPs, worth $600, /or
$(00; Pma, BlDgs, lrardrops, Mtnds, Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $8110, for S200; do., worth
1200, for $140; do., worth $150, for suo; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., wort.h $40, for $80; tlo., worth $811,
for $22; do, worth f20, for $15. Yon can wear these
goods daily for one year, It will not cost you a.
cem. If in the mean t1me you are not satisfied
that the goods a1 e better a.nd cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and ~ret your cash in full.
Seleotions sent to reeponsible parties on ap
proval; to any banking-house or 0. O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l'he "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finelY adjusted to heat and cold
patent regulator 1 .Br£qnet hair-sprinlf, beautiful
double-paneled aial, and all modern improve
ments Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it I In silverine ca~e, $19; in four·onnce coin ail
ver case, $28.tO; five-ounce, $25; six·onnce, $27. In
open face. be•t filled gold case, $27; hunting, $83;
do., Louis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat solid gold,
$50 to $;50. Bent prepaid, and cash refundedl
not satisfactorY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, m.
Establiahed 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor f A debate between tho
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderll.
times. 110 pp., 211 eta. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 2
eta. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or
Real Blasphemy. II eta. Bible Makers. 5 eta
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~-.2, and 8. Each 5 eta. MoseR
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. tsocratesJ.Buddha, and Jeans
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Re]Jgion. 5 ots
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta
The Old Faith and the New. 5 ots. Brnno and
Spinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favorita
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth
and Happiness. 5 ots. The Brain and the Sonld.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 ots. Desig_n an
Natural Bel!lotion. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Animals. fults.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt
E.O., Lon.Jon. Enll •.

ANTrCHRIST.
ROVING conclusivly that there was no Ohris
crucified under Pontius Pilate, but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate fon of Mary by J oaeph
Pandera, was stoned and ha.nged for sorcery about
75 years B.c. Oloth, 446 pages, with full Index
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this.
office.
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MODEBN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF CRB.IS'l',
his Life on Earth and his Communism

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer o.,.
Creation.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

-

- 75 Cents.

lliT' This book waa suppre88ed by the first Amtl1'
ican publisher•./BJ
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28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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I, CODS

~

AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS~

OF

=============== ,Vol.
ANCIENT AND MODERN THIES.
I. Giva a Full Account of all the Gods, in·

BouLANG&R though defeated at the late 1 eluding Jehov•·~· !;!attm, the Holy Q-host,
·election says France will yet call him to its .
Jesus Onnst, Vmpn Mary, ~nd the Bible.
1
Svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Desonbes Fully all
bEad.
1
the Reli!lious Systems of the World.
1
8vo, 957pp. Oloth, $8per vol.; the
IT is reported that the czar has had a nar. 1
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; mo·
N"h"l" d
"t · 1 i
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
TOW eBcape from a
I I 1st
ynam1 e expoBY D. M. BENNETT.
f,itm at the Peterhof railway station.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics. Innovators, Founilers of
NAW Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. {who were not Christians),
from the time of·Menu .to the present. avo, 1,075pp., cloth, ta;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

THAT is ever the difference betwe~n the wiRe and
theunwise; the latter wonders at what i~ no·
uaual, the wise wonders at the ueual.-EmRrson.
WoNDER is the produot of ignorance; admiration is the product of knowledgP. Ignorance
wonders at the suppo~ed irregularities of nature;
sc'enoe admires its uniformitiee.-Buckle's Hi~torv
of Citiliza!1pn.

WH>.T mind would be convinced of the being of a
God from the witnessing of
some temporl\rY change in
the laws of nature, when it
had totally failed of gain.
ing such conviction from .
the ·perpetu~l and staudin<;
wonder of creation ihelfT-

TRAIN robbers are at
work ilr :Mississippi and
Texas.
AT Birmingham, Ala.,
whites and blacka are
rioting.
QUEBIW is threatened
with a repetition of its
landslide.

Mol'ell's Histoi"V of Philoso.

ph.v.
THE finer part of whey,
when shaken, riaes and be.
comes bntter. Even so, my
child, thf':fiuerpartof nourishment, when eaten, rises
and changes into mind.-

A DIRROTORY of Johnstown puts the loss at
3,500 lives.
A PALAOE for Archbishop Walsh is being
built in Dublin.

Hindoo

WHAT first was seed becomes gra•~. than an ear,
then bread, chyle, blood,
remen, embryo, man, a.
corpse, then again earth,
stone, or some other mass,
and so forth.- Gim·aano
Bruno.

IT is said that Nihilists
followed the czar on his
visit to Denmark.
HoLLAND and Reinbeck, Ia.,
hav had
trouble with tramps.
A NATIONAL ~ocialist
convention opened at
Chicago on the 28th ult.

THINK of that wonderful
by whioh bread
was ohanged into the <liVil'B
trag~dy oi u Hamlet !"--In·

chemi~try

~--

gn·::.·ou.

THERE will be an Eng.
lish Catholic pilgrimage
to Jerusalem next spring.
RoTTERDAM, Holland,
is having a great dock
strike like the London
one.
THE passage from Europe has been made in
6 days 4 hours 18 minutes.

Veda~.

GIDEON

BRINGETH

THE

ANGEL

A

LUNCH.

And Gideon went in-, and made ready a kid, and unleavened cakes of an ephah of flour: the flesh he put in a basket,
and he put the broth in a pot, and brought it out unto him under the oak, and presented it.-Judges vi, 19.

THE number kilied in
the Mississippi race troubles is put at one
hundred.

ta1a condif:.iou-<, P-"lOi';Ion is

1}/Jdds aqd Jlnds.

AT Berlin, Pa., on the 25th ult. five men
were killed by the explosion of a boiler in a
"DEAD men tell no tales." They carried them,
sawmill.
according to D~rwin.
As Adam remarked to Eve as they sat outside
OvER six thousand persons tlied of snake- the garden gate: "We've had an unusually early
bite in the northwestern provinces of India fall, hav we not ?"-St. Johns News.
last year.
PABIBHIONER {to old clergyman with a bundle of
THROUGH a large part of Mississippi men old sermons): "What ye got there, dominie?"
are arming for a race conflict, and industry is Old clergyman: ",Preserved tongue."-Btnuh.amdisturbed.
THE Social Science Association convention
1liscussed crime, education, immigration, and
.monopolies.
NEw YoRK officeholders hav neglec~ed to
·hav the public schools enlarged, and many
.children hav been turned away.
THE advocates of cremation in France,
after a struggle of eight years' duration, hav
obtained the sanction of French law.

IT certainly is not so VBrY
long since the law of tue
Pe · si•tence of F J<il9 hail
beE-n disoovered, ·,md it will
still cost much J;.bor to·
cl<ar!y explain, ann determin it precisely in it.R nearBot relations, as concerns·
the trausformation of heat
into motion, and t•ice. vw.:a.
But the time cannot b9
very distant now when the
law will be applied to tbe
problem of t.tongh~ and
senilation. If, under oer.

ton Repub/.ioan.

A YJUNG miss of our city, whose acquirements
are rattler beyond her four suinmers, was, a few
days since, repeating the catechism at her
mother's knee. In repponse to the question :
"What did God create 7" she said: "The earth,
the sun, the moon, the stars-and stripes!"
"OAN'T I stay home from church with you, pa,
just to-day?·' pleaded small sinner Bobby. "No,
Robert, you must go with your mother." Then
he added to his wife, as he slapped his morning
paper into position, •• I believe my mother's old
adage : 'Train up a child in the way he should go,
and when he is oid he will not depart from it.'"-

IN Jasper county, Miss., white regulators Life.
A ooNVERB!.TION iu a country house in which
hav burnt a church belonging to uegroes who
Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone stayed during the
they Bay were in conspiracy against them.
"wakening of the west :" Hostess : " Well, my
·IN a wreck of a suburban passenger train dear Mr~. Gladstone, I really don't know what
near Chicago on the 24th ult. five persons will be the fate of puor old Ireland. But (piously)
there is One above who knows.'' Mrs. Gladstone:
were penned in a coach and scalded to death "Yes; he will be down in a minute. He's brushby steam.
ing his hair."
LAST Sunday evening an East Side widow, who
THE white Episcopalians holding a national
convention at New York are petitioned by was known to the entire congregation to be
greatly in want of a husband, was praying with
colored Episcopalians to justify themselvs in great fervency. "Ob, thou knowest the desire of
maintaining the color line,
my heart!'' she EXclaimEd. "AM A·N ]"responded
a brother, with broad accent. "'rhy will be done!"
AT Chambersburg, Pa., two factions of a exclaimEd ttle widow, amid a enicker from the
United Brethren Congregation rlcently had a congregation.
bloody hand.to-hand fight in a church to de.
[EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Heston'S cartoon of
"tile r<1mS' horus" r~UJIUds me or the following
cide who should possess it.
soug which I uuder•tand was sung as a burle>que
AT p,ukersburg, W. Va., a seventeen-year- 11t a ttleater in Buff<~.lo maoy Years ago by UJen
<lre••ed iu priestly robe•; ~aoh Bang a verse, and all
old girl named E .ta R ,bin son is being tried jut ned 1n toe chorus. It may be new to m!lony of
for horse-stealing, which she practiced not your readers, and rnigb~ come in connection with
the cartoons very ha.ppily.-A. M. R.l
for gain but for excitement.
J~SHUA'B RAMS' HORNS.
IN Austria the bishops, the Catholic memBY the sound of the mighty, but
bers of parliament, and the press hav begun
Orooked old shell,
The walls of old Jericho
a campaign to make religious education in
Tnmble.d and fell.
the schools still more extensiv.
B; this if you wisk to
Know what I am,
THE. Switzerland Bundesrath has decided
I'm a whale among chubs and
to create a public prosecutor's department,
" The horn of a ram."
and to strengthen the government'!> control
OHonus : When the world becomes wise,
over foreigners resident in Switzerland.
And the fools are all dead,
We'll quit preachmg lies
THE Nationalist Club of Boston will enAud work for our bread.
deavor to start a movement for haviug the
Fathe~ Noah, you know, for the
next legislature extend municipal admin1stra- \
Flood made a boat,
tion to gas, el~ctric lighting, water supply,
W
' e world was all drowned
and street railways.
e was afloat;

·.

-

Oold water was then used
To wash away crime,
For hell wasn't thought of
-Till much later time.- .....
CHoRUS : When the world becomes wise,
And the fools are all dead,
We'll quit preaching lies
And work for our bread.
What a pity that Moses,
Instead of his frogs,
His pillar of fire,
And his mountain of fogs,
His snake on a pole,
And bread raining dew,
Hadn't thought of a hell
For the stiff-necked Jew.
0Honus: ,When the world becomes wise,
And the fools are all dead,
We'll quit preaching lies
And work for our bread.
'Twas the priests of old Rome
Devised the true plan
To govern tlie world
And punish ~ile man ;
They invented a hell,
'Twas a glorious thought,
And power and riches
Abundantly brought.
OHORUS: When the world becomes wise,
And the fools are all dead,
We'll quit preaching lies
And work for our bread.
•Twas knowledge our ancestorS
Stole from the tree
In the garden of Eden which
a~used them to see ;
Bot the fruit was forbidden,
They suddenly fell,
And they and their race became
Subjects for hell.
0Honus : When the world becomes wise,
And the fools are ali dead,
We'll quit preaching lies
And work for our bread.
In that golden age, all the
Wealth of the East
Was brought in exchange for the
Prayers of the priest;
The priellt& were lords, lived
Happy and well;
And sinners were prayed for and
Kept out of hell.
OHORUd : When the world becomes wise,
And the fools are all dead,
We'll quit preaching lies
And work for our bread.
Then, sinners, beware, I'm the
•' Horn of a. ra.m,'~
I can bray down ·your walls,
I can save or condemn,
I can scare the poor simpleton
Out of his wit,
And B,dl"alo sink in the
Bottomless pit.
0Hoxus : When the world becomes wise,
And the fools are all dead,
We'll quit preaching lies
And work for our bread.

I

transfo· med into heat, why
may it vot., under other couuition8, be tranFformed into senoation 1 The couditions, tbe req.
uisit apparatus, exist in the brain and nervo_us
system or:th" hl&'hllnLU:!DfaT~, an:cnn: those organs
which represent these among the lower orders.
On the one aids an internal motion is occasioned
by cont.act with a nerve; on the ot,her an idea is
roused by a sensation' or a. perception; and vice
ver"ea, on their way from within outw'lord, sensation and thought are transformed into bodily motion.-Strauss.

TowNS upon acquiring the right of community,
became so many little reoublics, governed by
known and Equal laws. Liborty Wll8 deemed such
an essential and characteristic part in their constitution, th>tt if any slave took refng~ in one of
them, and resided there a ye%r wituout being
olaimed, he was instantly declared a freeman, and
admitted as a member of the com:nun;ty. Theee
communities, or free cities, were so hvorable to
freedom, that they were distin!l'n!ehed by the
name of Libertates. They were at first extremely
odious to the nobles, who fores,"w what a check
they must prove to their power and domination.
Gmbert, abbot of Nogent, calls th~m execrable
inventions, by which, contrary to law and justice,
slaves withdrew themaelva from that obed·ence
which they owed to their masterd. Ttl-. zeal with
which some of the nobles and powerful ecclesiastics opposed the establishment of communities,
and endeavored to circumscribe their privileges,
was extraordinary. A striking instance of this
occurs in the contest between t·he archbishop of
Reims and the inhabitants of th"'t community.
It was the chitf business of every arch bishop during a considerable time, to abridge the rights and
jurisdiction of the community; and the great
object of the citizons, especially when the see was
vacant, to maintain, to recover, and to extend
their own jurisdiction.- Robertson's survPV of the
State of Europe.

IF the people do not bring the clergy under
control, they will bring the p~ople into abject
slavery, and keep them there. In every nation on
earth they hav done so; what should change their
character here T-Dr. Tl1omas Coover.
ALL that was good and great was without the
pale of the church, and m spite of it. The brav.
ery, the gallantry. of the age, the knight-errantry,
the father of the politPne~s of.the present age,
took its rise without the ~hurch. The liberty of
the nobles was sustained against. the power of
royalty by their own right arm. -·Gllb<1·t Vale.
WE did not get our freedom from the church.
The gieat truth, that all men are by nature free,
was never told on Sinai's b~trren crags, nor by the
lonely shores of Ga!ilee.-Inuer>oll.
THE inventors of the dogma of eternal hell-torments, bav made of that God, whom they call so .
good, the most detestable of being~. Oruelty in
men is the last act of wickednesF. Every sensible
mind must revolt at the bare recital of the torments inflicted on the greatest criminal; but cruelty is much more apt to excite indi•nation, when
void c,f motiv~. The mos\ sanguinary tyrantR,
the Oahgula.s, the Nero~, the Domitians, had, at
least, some motivs for tormentin111 their victims,
and ll!••ulting thdr •nff~nng~.-lilloliJac!J..
I HAV insisted, and still insist, that it is impossible for a. ftnite man to commit a. orime deserving
inflnit punishment.-lnoer.oll.
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Tm: Catholic University in Washington
was made poAsible _by the gift of $300,000 by
Miss Caldwell. She is a niece of the distinguished Presbyterian preacher Qf Kentucky,
Dr. Robert Breckinridge, and was sent to a
Catholic school, with the result that was to
be expected.
THII: state of Arkansas punishes men for
publishing newspapers on Sunday, or doing
any ordinary labor on that day, but, remarks
the WesteTn American, the shotgun is recognized as a legal institution, especially when
used to convince a man who belongs tQ the
other political party.
WILLIAM TAYLOR, a criminal lunatic, de.
tained at an asylum in En!!;land for the murder of a. police superintendent last year at
Otley, has torn out his eyes with his fingers,
quite destroying his sight. In a letter to his
wife he says, ''Satan told me to pull them
out and sec no more."
MuoH excited controversy bas been raised
at Burlington, Ia., on the Sunday question.
A mass meeting led by clergymen has adopted
resolutions loudly protesting against violations of the Sabbath, and plans were formu.
latcd for a campaign against racing, baseball
playing, and the openinl!; of saloons on Sunday.
IN the district of Quebec there are 666
priests, 108 convents (prisons), 18 seminaries
and colleges, 25 hospitals, 197 parochial and
religious Echools. It keeps the laity busy
furnishing the means to feed, clothe, and
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house all these drones, who giv in return for
WHEN the original-Westminster Assembly
the hard-earned dollars of the laity supersti- was holding its Bessions in England in 1644,
tion, ignorance, and the " ancient subjec- the outcry against toleration was terrific.
tion."
Nearly two hundred distinct heresies were
THE following inscription is borne by an cataloged, covering all the Freethinking
antique tombstone in the burying-ground of done since the world began, and scarcely
surpassed in our own day. Parliament was
Grafton, N. H.:
reminded of the danger of these tendencies,
0 God, do thou to Allen Ellen Radd
and that "to set the door so wide open as
As Allen Ellen Radd would do to God
to tolerate all religious," would be to "make
Were God bnt Allen Ellen RRdd
And Allen Ellen Radd were God.
London an Amsterdam," and would lead toSEOR&TARY NoBLE has directed that section in fact would certainly lead to-Amsterdam.
4, township 36 north, range 17 west, state of nation.
AT Cincinnati on a late Sunday night ManOolorado, upon which the ruins of the
former residences and mounds of the so. ager Fennessy gave a musical entertainment
called "cliff dwellers" are located, be with- at one of his theaters, and he and others who
drawn from disposal until an examina- participated were arrested. It was regarded
tion of the same can be hs.d, with a view as an effort to resume Sunday theatrical enterof ascertaining their condition and historical ·tainments. The court found that the statute
clearly prohibited on Sunday any theatrical
,value.
or dl'amatic performances, as well as various
A BuDDHIST temple has been opened in
other performances, but that it is silent as to
Paris. The rites were performed by nine
a musical performance. The rule requiring
bonzes. The special branch of the Buddhcriminal statutes to be strictly construed preism represented by the new ·pagoda is that
vents making a musical performance a crime
which prevails in Annam and Tonqu!n. The
or misdemeanor by implication, and hence
number of Buddhists now in Paris is about
the defendants were dismissed. This will
three hundred, incl-uding, of course, the strong
open the theaters to Sunday concerts if they
contingent at the exhibition, near which the
choose to try them.
temple is situated.
INTRNfiE excitement was created at GoochJoHN W. CHADWIOK, the cultivated poet- land Court House, Va., on the night of the
preacher of Brooklyn, has issued a volume of 26th ult. during a church meeting by the
sixteen sermons. In one of these he says : appearance of Amy Boggs, a small colored
"It is Jesus himself who is the unflinching girl, in the congregation, flourishing a razor.
enunciator of the doctrin of an eternal and Men, women, and children ran in all direcfiery hell;" and that" the Unitarian doctrin of tions. Some women fainted, others tumblt!d
human nature, which insists upon its dignity in the mud, and the girl was soon in possesand ~~:randeur," bears to Paul's epistles "a sion of the church, her eyes glaring and her
relation of antagonism pure and simple."
slight figure trembling with frenzy. When

she had driven the last person from the
church, she cried out: "Now I want to see
·the devil." She was finally overpowered by
two constables, and an examination showed
that she was in a religious ecstasy and was
looking for the devil, whose throat she had
taken a vow to cut. It was fortunate that
the congregation fled before her, as she had
been told that the devil was in some people,
and she designed cutting them open to get at
him.
THE Ghriatian Intelligencer (Reformed)
says: "Cardinal Gibbons has issued a circu.
Jar, backing up the allocution of the pope
condemning the Italians for erecting a statue
of Giordano Bruno in Rome. He has prob.
ably made a mistake. Bruno was not what
he says he was. He was not an 'Atheist,' or
a ' wild theorizer,' or a 'shameless writer.'
He was a Nco-Platonist, and in a degree a
disciple of Ramond Lully. He believed the
supreme being to be the soul of the world,
and tended toward pantheism. He was a
man of !eRrning, and lived a better life than a
great many of the priests of his day. He
was burnt at the stake by Pope Clement VIII.,
because he would not retuct his philosoph.
ical opinions, among them being that the stars
are suns with systems revolving around them.
He was a martyr to the right of private judgment, and for this reason Italians honor him.
He was not put to death by the secular authorities, but by the pope. Americans hav
no sympathy with burning a man at the stake
on account of his opinions. The cardinal
makes the point that Bruno denied the divin.
ity of Christ. Does he hold, then, that Unitarians ought to be burnt at the stake? If
so, Americans disagree with him heartily."
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f&ommunications.
Was Abt·aham Lincoln a Christian~
CHAPTER II.
REVIEW

oF

CHRISTIAN · TESTIMONY.-HoLLAND
BATEMAN.

AND

Character of Holland's ''Life of Lincoln "-The Bateman
Interview-Inconsistency and Untruthfu_Jness. of Its
Statements-Holland's Subseqnent Modification and
Final Abandonment of his Original Claims.
In the preceding chapter has been presented the
Christian Eide of this question.· It has been presented full:v and fairly. Even the Christian claimant
must admit that it is the longest and most comprehensiv arrav of testimony that has yet been published
in support" of his claim. This evidence is explicit
and apparently conclusiv. To attempt its refutation
mey seem presumptu_ous. And yet, i~ the face of all
this evidence, the wnter does not hes1tate to declare
that Abraham Lincoln was not a Christian, aod
pledge himself to l'efute the. statements.
th~se
witnesses by a volume of test1mony that 1s ures1stible and overwhelming.
Before introducing this testimony the evidence
already adduced will be reviewed. This evidence
may properly be grouped into three divisions : 1.
The testimony of Holland and Bateman; 2 The testimony of Reed and his witnesses; 3. The testimony
of Atnold and the miscellaneous evidence remaining.
Holland's "Life of Lincoln," in a literary point of
view, is a work of more than ordinary merit It possesses a beauty of diction and an intellectual vigor
seldom surpassed, but as an authority it is unreliable.
Like Weems's "Life of Washington," it is simply a
biographical romance founded upon fact, but paying
little regard to facts in working up the details. Following the natural bent of Christian biographers,
Holland parades the subject of his work as a model
of Christian piety. He knew that this was false;
for, while he was unacquainted with Lincoln, he had
been apprised of hie unbelief-had been repeatedly
told of it before be wrote his biography. But this
did not deter him from asserting the contrary. He
knew that if be stated the facts the clergy would
condemn his book. They needed the influence of
Linco1n's great name to support their crumbling
creed, and would hav it at any sacrifice, particularly
when its possession required no greater sacrifice than
trutb. Holland was equal to the emergency. When
one of Lincoln's friends in Springfield suggested
that the lees said about his religious views the better, he promptly replied: "Oh, never mind; I'il fix
that." And he did. With dramatic embellishments,
he presente:l to the delight of the orthodox world
the now fam )Us, or rather infamous, Bateman interview.
The i:mblicaf,ion of this story produced a profound
s msation among the personal friends of the dead
president. n revealed to them the unpleasant fact,
aasuming Holland's account to be correct, either that
Newton Bateman, who had hitherto borne the reputati.on of baing a man of veracity, was an unscrupulous liar, or that Abraham Lincoln, whose reputation
for honesty and candor, long anterior to 1860, had
become proverbial, was a consummate hypocrit; and
loath as they were to believe the former, they
rejected with disdain the latter.
Referring to this story, L'l.mon, in his "Life of
Lincoln," says :
'rhere is no dealing with Mr. Bateman except by a fiat
contradiction. Perhaps his memory was treacherous or his
imagination Jed him astray, or, peradventure, he thought a
fraud no harm if it gratified the strong desire of the public
for proofs of Mr. Lincoln's orthodoxy (Life of Lincoln, p.

o!

501).

While Bateman undoubtedly misrepresented Lincoln in his account of their conversation-for it is
not denied that he had an interview with Lincoln-it
is quite probable that he did not to the extent represented by Holland. Bateman doubtless exaggerated the affair, and Holland magnified Bateman's
report of it. In an article originally published in the
Index and subsequently quoted by Lamon, Lincoln's
}'l.W partner, Mr. Herndon, says:
I doubt whether Mr. Bateman said in full what is
recorded there. I doubt a great deal of it. I know the
whole storv is untrue-untrue in substance, untrue in fact
and spirit.- As soon as the [Holland's]" Life of Lincoln" was
out, on reading that part here referred to, I instantly sought
Mr. B!lteman and found l:im in his office. I spoke to him
politely and kindly, and he spoke to me in lhe same manner.
I said substantially to him that Mr. Holland, in order to
make Mr. Lincoln a technical Christian, made him a hypocrit; and so his ''Life of Lincoln" quite plainly says. I
loved Mr. Lincoln, and was mortified, if not angry, to s0e
him made a hypocrit. I cannot now detail what Mr. Bateman said, as it was a private conversation, and I am forbidden to make uae of it in public. If some good gentleman
can only get the seal of secrecy removed I can show what
was said and done. On my word, the world may take it for
granted that Holland iR wrong-that he does not state Mr.
Lincoln's views correctly (Lamon's Life of Lincoln, p. 496).
In a lecture on " Lincoln's Religion," delivered in
Springfield in 1874, alluding to the same subject,
Mr. Hemdon says:
My notes of onr conversfltion bear date December 3, 12,
and ~8, 1865. Our conversa•Jons were private, I suppose.
However, I can say this much: that Mr. Bateman expressly

Lincoln is also reported to bav said that in the
told me Mr. Lincoln was in the conversation related iu Holland talking politics and' not religion, nor Christianity, nor light of the New 'l'estament "human bondage can
mor~ls, as such. I hav persistently dogged M~. Bateman for not liv a moment." But be did not utter these words.
the privilege of publishing my notes, or to giv ll!e a letter
explaining what Mr. Lincoln did my, so that I might make He did not utter them because they are untrue, and
known the facts of the case. Mr. Bateman has as stoutly none knew this better than himself. He knew that
in the light of this book human bondage had lived
refused.
Dr. Bateman finally permitted Mr. Herndon to for nearly two thousand years ; be knew that this
make public a letter, marked " confidential," which book was one of the great bulwarks of human slavhe bad written Mr. Herndon in 1867. In this letter ery; he knew that there was not to be found .between
its lids a single text condemning slavery, wh1le there
B11.teman says:
were to be found a score of texts sustaining it; he
He [Lincoln] was a.p~lying the principles of ,Il;loral and
religious truth to the duties of the hour, the conditiOn of the knew that that infamous law, the Fugitiv Slave law,
country, and the conduct of public men-ministers of the received its warrant from this book-that Paul, in
gospel. I had_ no thought of orthodoxy .or hete~odoxy, the light of its earliest teachings, bad returned a
Unitarianism, Trinitarianism, or any other Ism, durmg the fugitiv slave to his master.
.
whole conversation, and l don't suppose or believe he had.
In this story Lincoln is charged with the grossest
Had Lincoln made the confession be is reported to hypocrisy. He is declared to bav professed a belief
bav made, this would bav suggested to Mr. Bate- in Christ and Christianity, and when Bateman obman the idea of his admitted orthodoxy as well as served that his fl"iends were ignorant of this, be is
his reputed heterodoxy. Had Lincoln declared that ~qade to reply : " I know they are. I am obliged to
"Ohrist is God," this would bav suggested to him appear different to them.'' Now, to use Lincoln's
the idea of Trinitarianism. It will be seen, even own words "A eane person can no more act without
from this letter, that instead of talking theology and a motiv tb~n can there be an effect without a cause,"
professing a belief in Christianity, he was talking and what possible motiv could he bav bad for such
politics and denouncing the intolerance and bigotry conduct? Supposing that be was base enough to be
of Christian ministers.
a bypocrit, what could induce him to lead the world
Dr. Bateman privately asserts that be was not to suppose that be was a!l Infidel if be w~re not! In
correctly reported, that Holland's version of the the eyes of the more 1gnorant and b1goted class
interview "is cclored." It is to be regretted that be of Christians, Infidelity is a more heinous crime than
bad not the courage to state this fact to the public, murder, and an Infidel is a creature scarcely to be
and his plea, "My aversion to· publicity in. such tolerated, much less to be intrusted with a public
matters is intense," is a poor apology for refusmg to o:ffioe. Freethinkers generally detest the dogmas of
do so.
Christianity as thoroughly as Christians possibly can
As previously intimated, this story is probably the principles of Freethought. But free thought
founded on fact and has an element of truth in it. and free speech are the leading tenets of their creed.
Lincoln and Bateman bad a political interview, and They recognize the fact that we are all the children
the object of this interview. was the examinatio~ a'?d of circumstances, that our belief is determined by
discussion of the list of Sprmgfield voters. Th1s hst our environments, an_d while they reject Christianity,
revealed the fact~tbat twenty out of twenty-three they hav nothing but charity for those who conclergymen and a very large majority of the c~urcb scientiously profess it. They may repudiate a bigot,·
membsrs of Springfield were opposed to L;ncoln. but will not oppose a man merely because be is
The significance of this fact D.r. Holland and Dr. a Christian. If Lincoln were an Infidel, discretion
·Bateman hav apparently overlooked. Why was the might urge a concealment of his view; if be were a
church opposed to him! It must ba'! been either Christian, policy would prompt him to giv it as wide
because it was opposed to the Repubhcan party, or publicity as possible, especially when be rested under
because he was personally objectionable to its mem- the imputation of being a disbeliever. Had he
bers. His political principles were the principles of changed his belief and become a convert to Chrishis party, his ability was concede~, a~d his moral tianity, a knowledge of the fact would not bav lost
character was above reproach. It '1S fa1r to assume him the support of his friends, even though some of
that the political sentiment of the Christians of them were Freethinkers; while it would bav secured
Springfield w&s substantially the political sentiment for him a more cordial support from the R3publican
of Northern Christians generally. Now, was the side of the church, many of whom had been aiienated
Northern church overwhelmingly in favor of the ex- on account of his supposed Anticbristian sentiments.
tension of slavery? Were eighty-seven per cent of It is bard to believe that Lincoln was a hypocrit;
N ortbern Christians Democrats? 0 r did the Chris- but this story, if true, makes him not only a hypocrit
tians of Springfield oppose Lincoln because he was but a fool. If be believed in Christianity there can
an Infidel T
be but one reason advanced for his desiring to keep
Holland makes Bateman affirm that Lincoln" drew it a secret-he was ashamed of it.
from his bosom· a pocket New Testament." It is
Holland, in trying to explain away the inconsistgenerally believed by Lincoln's friends that he did encies of this fabrication, repeatedly blunders. In
not hav a New Testament, that the only book used one of his attempts he makes use of the following
in the interview was the book containing the list of remarkable language :
Springfield voters. One of them says: ''The idea
It was one of the peculiarities of Mr. Lincoln to hide these
that Mr. Lincoln carried the New Testament or religious experiences from the eyes of the world. . . .
Bible in his bosom or boots, to draw on his opponents They [his friends] did not regard him as a religious man.
in debate, is ridiculouf!." It is possible, however, They had never seen anything but the activ lawyer, the keen
politician., the jovial, fun-loving companion, in Mr. Lincoln.
that there was a New Testament in the room, and All this department of his life he had kept carefully hidden
that Lincoln used it to enforce an argument. ' Indeed, from them. Why he should say that he was obliged to
there is internal evidence in the story, aside from the appear differently to others does not appear; but the fact is
declaration of Bateman, that such was the case. The a matter of history that he never exposed his own religious
to those who had no sympathy with it. It is doubtful
central idea in his political creed-the keynote of his life
whether the clergymen of Springfield knew anything of
campaigns, both in 1858 and in 1860-was contained these experiences (Life of Lincoln, pp. 239, 240).
in that memorable passage, " 'A· bouse divided
What! had the clergymen of Springfield no symagainst itself cannot stand.' This government can pathy with a religious life ! A person can utter one
not endure permanently half slave and half free." falsehood with some de2ree of plausibility; but
The figure quoted was a familiar and a powerful one, when be attempts to verify it by uttering another, be
and Lincoln recognized its force in dealing with the usually trips and falls. The above passage is mere·
masses. It was taken from the New Testament, and hypocritical cant. It carries with it, not only its own
from the words of Christ himself. That he should refutation, but the rest of Holland's testimony also.
use it against those Christians who were acting con- It is the language of a man who is conscious of havtrary to this well-known truth, is not strange. Im- ing stated a falsehood ; conscious that there are
mediately after the declaration, " Christ is God," he others who believe it to be a falsehood. He knew
is reported as saying : " I hav told them that a house that the personal friends of Lincoln ali understood
divided against itself cannot stand, and Christ and him to be a disbeliever. He knew that the cburoh·
reason say the same." This furnishes a solution to members of Springfield all entertained the same
the whole story. This shows what he was doing opinion. He virtually says to these people : " It is
with a New Testament. In connection with this, true that Lincoln professed to be an Infidel, but be
nothing is more natural than that be should exclaim: was not; be was a Christian. The fact has been
"Christ teaches it, and Christ is [their] God!" That kept a profound secret. Bateman and I hav been
be was terrib-ly in earnest, that he was deeply agi- the sole custodians of this secret, and we now giv it
tated and pained to learn that his Christian neighbors to the world.''
were opposed to him, is not improbable. Thus the
A Christil\n writer, apologizing for the absurd and
incidents of a simple political interview that were contradictory statements of Holland and Bateman,
natural and reasonable hav been perverted to make says, "They aimed at the tmth.'' I do not believe
it appear that be was a Christian. A mere reference it. It is clearly evident that they aimed at a plauto the New Testament and Christ hav been twisted sible lie. But in either case they made a bad shot.
into an acknowledgment of their divinity. Bateman
In his " Life of Lincoln," Holland endeavors to
himself admits that Lincoln said : " I am not a Chris- convey the impression that Lincoln was always a
t.ian." Why not accept his statement, then? Why devout Christian. He declares that even during the
distort his words and in the face of this positiv years of his early manhood at New Salem, "he was a
declaration attempt to prove that be was a Christian 1 religious man;" that "he had a deep religious life."
Bateman reports him as mOdifying the statemelitt by When Herndon and Lamon exposed his shameful
adding: " God knows I would be one." Yes, "God misrepresentations be retreated from his first posiknows I would be one ware I convinced that Chris- tion, and in Scribner's Monthly wrote as follows:
tianity is true, but not convinced of its truth, I am
What Abraham Lincoln was when he lived at New Salem
an unbeliever.''
and wrote an Antichrietian tract (which the friend to whom'
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he showed it somewhat violently but most judiciously put in
the fire) is one thing, and it may be necessary for an impartial historian to record it. What he was when he died at
Washington with those most Christian words of the second
inaugural upon his lips, and that most Christian record of
five years of patient tenderness and charity behind him,
is quite another thing.

Ha admits that Lincoln was an J;nfidel in Illinois,
but would hav us believe that he was a Christian in
Washington. He refers to "those most Christian
words of the second inaugural," and " that most
Christian record of five years of patient tenderness
and charity." In the second inaugural there is not
a word affirming a belief in Christianity-not a word
in reference to Christianity. He mentions God, and
quotes from the Bible, but does not intimate that
the Bible is God's word. That Christians hav a monopoly of "patient tenderness and charity," can
hardly ba accepted. The history· of the church does
not confirm this assumption. Many Christians hav
posstlssed these virtues. So hav the votaries of other
religions. These attributes belong to good man
everywhere, but they are the distinguishing features
of no particulfu ereed.
Smarting under his exposure, with that whining
cant so peculiar to the vanquished religionist, Holland finally sent forth this parting wail and virtually
abandoned the whole case:
The question is, not whether Abraham Lincoln was a sub.
scriber to the creeds of orthodoxy, but whether he was a
believing-that is to say, a truthful Christian man; not
whether he was accustomed to call Jesus Christ "Lord,
Lord," but whether he was used to do those things which
Jesus Christ exemplified and enforced. He was accustomed,
as we know well enough, to speak of au almighty father, of
whom justice and mercy and sympathy with weak and suffering humanity were characteristic attributes. Who was it·
that revealed to man a God like this? Who was it t:bat once
"showed us the father and it sufficed us?" Whoever it was
that made this revelation to mankind it was of him that this
man, even though he knew it not, had learned, and it was
in his spirit that he acted (Scribner's Monthly).

The concluding words of Dr. Holland's testimony,
as quoted from his "Life of Lincoln," are as follows:
Moderate, frank, truthful, gentle, forgiving, loving, just,
Mr. Lincoln will always be remembered as eminently a
Christian president; and the almost immeasurably great re,..
suits which he h»d the privilege of achieving, were due to
the fact that he was a Christian president.

This prediction and this assumption are false.
change one word and make them grandly true.

I

Moderate, frank, truthful, gentle, forgiving, loving, just,
Mr. Lincoln will always be remembered aA eminently a Liberal president; and the almost immeasurably great results
which he had the privilege of achieving were due to the fact
that he was a Liberal president.

JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Intimations of' Modern Science.
GRAIN OF SAND.
Amongst the contents of a pail just brought from
the Long island coast, says Annie Chambers-Ketchum
in the Home Journal, and emptied into this glass
basin filled with salt water on my table, is a riband of
sea-wrack bossed with pulpy masses-a stranded
colony. Restored, however, to their nativ medium,
these homely lumps. are soon transfigured; rose- tangles and sea-firs, still growing together in the old
primeval comradeship, stretch out their tiny limbs
and branches, making a world of their own; whilst
one by one the grains of sand sink to the floor
· of this mimic sea.
Man has known experimentally from the beginning of his history ihat the animal depends chiefly
upon the plant for sustenance, and that the plant
depends upon the Boil, moisture, air, beat, and light.
Choosing the rich valleys for his home-those not
only best protected by mountain walls, but also best
watered by mountain streams-he found in the brook
running through his meadows agate pebbles or the
stem of some fossil sea-lily, which he tossed to his
children at play on the banks. The farmer thus
opened the first school not only of botany and zoology, but of geology as well. In like manner the
miner was the first mineralogist ; and to these unlettered toilers the student owes the key to the solution
of his most perplexing problems. They discove1·ed
for him the fossil ancestors of these sea-folk swimming in my bowl of water-royal folk, whose lineage
makes our proudest human heraldry dwindle to a
geometric point of plebeian insignificance. We hav
read only a line of that cosmic decalog written
on tables of stone, in pictographs that need no translator, and sealed up in the solid globe reona upon
ooons before Moses ascended the mount. Yet, little
as we know, we hav found in these few words~
although they are the last that hav been written-a
more eloquent sermon than our pigmy human wits
had ever conceived.
Underneath this school of fossils there is another,
the living laboratory of the minerals. First entered
by the cupidity of man in his greed for gold, the
scientist was afterward called in for consultation and
help. The separating funnel, the furnace, the microscope, and micro-chemical tests were applied. Energy and forces were inquired into; life, ever
confronting us, ever defying us, was hunted to
A

its source as far as the mind of man in his present state can approach thereto. We here learn a profounder lesson: That minerals, like plants and animals, are constantly sotiv;
that they take forms which are inherent; that they
pass through successiv periods of development. We
see the cry~tal arrested in every degree of change ·
the beautiful mimic "growth-forms," as they ar~
called, are really stages of growth-no more like the
perfected crystal than the -acorn is like the oak.
And just as each plant and animal :fits itself to
its surroundings, eo does each restless, never-tiring
molecule, each crystal, each mountain mass. The
difference lies in the relativ length of time r~;quired
for rock-growth, which is an eternity compared with
the Hfe of any of the things we call living. We think,
amazed, of the dragon's blood tree and the Californian pine, Atill vigorous and fruitful though they
sprouted before Babylon was built. We wonder at
the potential energy stored up in grains of wheat
that lay in an Egyptian mummy-case three thousand
years. What shall we say of the vitality of a crystal,
arrested for miilions of years, yet growing again
when placed in friendly environments and completing
ita life-round without deformity or loss of physical
beauty 1
.
It seems illogical to retain such terms as chemical
and physical forces, inorganic and organic bodies.
All separating distinctions fade before the interaction
of diverse elements and forces seen everywhere in
nature. It changed the nummulites into the stone
of which the pyramids are built; coral and shell into
Parian -limestone and this again into statuary marble;
clay into sapphire, carbon into diamond. Its magic
crucible converted into emerald and ruby the silex of
the primitiv granit from which the sands in this
bowl on my table were broken millions of years ago.
Farther still these broken bits of crystal take us.
With their molecular structure, their affinities, their
correspondence to the agencies about them, they giv
birth to other structures, too small to be discerned
by the ~ost powerful microscope, yet playing with
light as if it were their toy; the opal, eldest child of
beauty, was born of silex, water, and fire.
Led by this lovely priestess we penetrate to the
holy of holies. We see that our globe itself, waltzing its rhythmic round about the sun,.is, as it were,
an animal made up of .countless myriads of creatures,
and that the modern things upon it which we call
living, are the only things that die. Its entrails and
heart are molten minerals; its arteries and veins are
the ocean cm'l'ents and rivers. The vital fluid circulates through every duet and pore, from center to
circumference. We see-though we cannot comprehend the stupendous truth-that our sun, the source
of our terrestrial life, is a star in the midst of millions of kindred stars, each no doubt with its attendant earths; and that the autobiography of each of
these is lithographed within it.
Life then is inherent in all things; dependent absolutely upon mutual attractions, the interaction of
bodies, atoms, molecules, e:.ch one of which is an
ego, au existence; potential-to what extent who
shall dare prophecy~ This grain of sand, born trillions upon trillions of years ago and trillions of years
old, is still alive and young, ready to put forth new
energies and to giv birth to higher forms at the
awakening of some kindred touch. Trillions-we
cannot conceive them; we can only utter the word in
a dazed, stupid way. And if this grain of sand is
so old, how old is the earth, the sun, the universe!
There is no life without heat and motion. Heat is
the source of energy, and to be t>ffect.iv it must be
unequally diffused ; that is, there must be more beat
in one agent than· another. But we are told that
there is another law: though heat may be transformed into work (motion) all of the heat thus used
can never be reconverted into heat by any process
yet known to man. · It follows then that the energy
of our earth ie gradually changing into heat, and that
the time may come when, equally heated throughout,
the globe will be an inert mass from which motionand therefore life, beauty, and grace-will hav perished. Is this a process leading to the end ?
Time is the measure of duration. And durationwhat is it? Can we conceive of it except in connection with something that continues, that lasts!
The setting sun glows through yonder mists like a
great :fiery dial without index. Where are we, we
mites parasitic on a larger mite whirling through
space~ Whence came we? Whither are we going,
in this swift, silent, complex, immeasurable journey
across the infinit abysses'
And whither-ah
whither ! are ye gone, ye who made all bitter things
sweet, all impossible things easy?
The flower arrays herself in colors to allure the
bee that brings her love's message. The modest,
serious, religious maiden blushes with instinctiv aspiration for the mysterious sacrament which is to
make her a wife and mother. So, at the very source
of Hfe, in this laboratory of our earth's chemistry,
we find the same allurement and aspiration. Who
shall say these molecules are unconscious in the supreme moment of chemical union ! · That their bliss
·
is relativly less than ours!
Step by step, from that first nuptial hour when
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chaos began to round itself in the womb of the morning, we see harmonious attractions in sea and earth ;
the voiceless loves of the first plants and animals,
these aborigines in my basin; the sportiv delight of
bee and butterfly, bird and beast, the joy of human
bride and bridegroom, the e.cstasy of motherhood.
Love, the primal and eternal sacrament; the mother
of religion, self-sacrifice, duty, virtue-this, too, is an
unalterable law. One inherent love made all that is
loveliest in atom or star, all that is loveliest in the
human soul. Shall it not awak~ in us, then, in another stage or cycle of existence, like the potential
energy of the interrupted crystal1 Shall not the
opal of a higher reunion be the reward of kindred
souls that hav gone through the crucible of tears and
fire?
What are we ? We, the youngest born of creatures! We are not merely the slime of the earth
converted into bone and flesh. I, myself, I built this
house I l.iv in, I made the frown that disfigures my
forehead; I made the cynical lines that destroy the
beauty of my mouth. You made the house you liv
1n ; your sweetness, your patience, your wisdom gave
to your brow its perfect calm, to your lips their
friendly smile, to your voice its winning pathos. As
faithfully as the crystal you hav adjusted yourself to
your environments, you bav corresponded to the
agencies that make all things divine. I hav deflected
from them; I am therefore abortiv, unsightly, repulsiv.
In the midst of the dissonances, the tumults, the
conflicts physical, mental, and spiritual, which harass
us on every side, we hear voices no logic can silence.
They come from regions no mathematician can define.
They call us forth from cities, from the strifes of men,
to the primeval woods, to the seashore, to the mountain tops ; they arouse desires and longings no
earthly love can satisfy. Listening to them the uproar which confounded us is resolved into the concordia discors. There is one harmony from within
and from without ; it tells us that in every discord
there are the elements of concord. It tells us that
rleath is but another name for peace. Let that deep
sleep continue for a longer time than the earth has
existed; let that new body be angel, opal, crystal, or
one of the infinitesimal particles that form the periphery of a soap-bubble, we shall awake; we shall be
rehabilitated ; we shall know even as also we are
known.

A Mo(lest Request.
At its closing session in Indianapolis, Ind., September 18th, the convention, in, mass meeting, discussed " how best to promote the interest of the
Baptist church," and the following resolutions were
adopted:
WHEREAs, This body, the National Baptist Convention, regards itself as the representativ body of all the colored people of the United States of America, as we are under commission from God to teach all men, and,
WHEREAs, Onr political leaders are few, and even those we
hav cannot reach the people, therefore it becomes our duty
to speak out upon all questions that affect our people, socially and economically, as well as religious, and,
WHEREAS, God has always in all ages instructed and ruled
the people through his own chosen agents called men, there·
Resolved, First, That this convention believes that the tru-
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est interests of our people are in their acceptance of Horace
Greeley's doctrin of" Young man, go West," whence they
may obtain lands and grow up with the country.
Second, That poor and oppressed people who hav migrated Westward where they could get land in new countries
hav grown up with them and become the great men of
these coun1ries.
Third That we ask the president of the United States to
recomm~nd to the United States Congress an appropriation
of $100,000,000 to aid the colored people to leave the South.
A committee was appointed to wait upon the president and
lay the resolutions before him.

Does not this look as if the various Christian
churches intend to make the most of their opportunity while a ChrisMan man is at the head of our
government, and get the earth and all tbe~ein ." to
promote the interest" eac~ o! his own den.omm.ati.on?
Will the mass of non-Chnst1ans and ant1-Chr1st1ans
awake from their lethargy, or still sleep on until this
republic becomes a theocracy beyond redemption T
Volumes might be said on these resolutions and
this movement, but I forbear.
ELLA E. GIBSON.

Thomas Jefferson's Last Words.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 28, 1889, in a footnote to an article on "Death," "Burr" says that the
last words of Thomas Jefferson were: " I bav done
for my country and for mankind all that I could do,
and I now resign my soul without fear to God, my
daughter to my country."
I saw the same alleged last words in another
paper some months ago, and thinkin~ tha~ it carried
internal evidence of the usual ghouhsb he on dead
unbelievers, I investigated it, and found that Jefferson's last words and the circumstances of his death
were as follows :
Jefferson knew he was dying, and he wanted to die_on the
Fourth of July. As the time wore on toward ~ornmg, he
said to Mr. Trist: "This is the Fourth." Mr. Tnst nodded.
"Ahl" murmured Jefferson with an expression of satisfaction. Then he sank into unconsciousness.

Sanford, Fla.

JEROME LYNCH.
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The sea of theology had been stagnant centuries ago
had not the great Fteethinkers of the past, at the
peril of their lives, put some salt of reason into it.
Society does not as yet recognize that we make sacR. B. WESTBROOK, President,
rifices to serve it.
OTTO WETTI'ITEIN, Treas.,
• •
•
• •
Rochelle, Ill.
· Mlle. Mario Chelago Loewy spoke for Poland.
E. B. FooTE, JB., Chair. Ex. Coill., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
Dr. Voelkel, delegate of msny German societies, was
well received, and M. Mario!, of Barcelona, for Spain.
Thirteenth Annual Congress of the American
This ardent Spaniard gave a long and fiery discourse,
Secular Union.
in which he professed himself a partisan of the
OFFICIAL CALL.
method of Voltaire to kill superstition by ridicule.
The next Annual Congress of the American Secular
Mr. Wheeler put in a letter 1·eceived from Sweden,
Union will be held in Philadelphia on Friday, Satur-.
stating that Mr. Lennstrand was again on trial durday, and Sunday, October 25, ~6, and. 27, 1889. It
ing the sitting cf t.be confere!lce. A telegram of
is deemed expedient to hold th1s meet.1ng where our
sympathy was voted by acclamation. Commissions
eociety was organized in 1876, and where the eoof business were appointed to regulate the proceedcalled "Nationai Reform Association" has its headings oi the conference.
quarters and has recently held an important convenAt the evening sitting M. Schachre gave an exceltion, and for many historic and other reasons.
lent address on the necessity of showing the world
The general object of our Association not being
we had philosophical principles. Dr. Regnard gave
well understood, it is therefore often misrepresented.
the resume of R learned paper which he had prepared
It is deemed proper to here make a brief statement
on
the origin and evolution of religions.
of its leading principles. While our federal and The Intemational }'reethought Congress at
M011day
was to hav been the day for the reception
state constitutions are formed on the assumption of
Paris.
by tho Paris municipal council, but that being postthe total separation of church and state, yet both the
We condense the report of this congress from· the poned, the day was occupied by visits to the Pr~ntheon
general and state governments maintain numerous
practical connections of the state with the church. London Freethinker, the editors of which, Messrs. and the statues of Voltaire, Rousseau, Dolet, and
Diderot.
·
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influential organiza- Foote and Wheeler, were delegatee.
At the Monday sitting Ft·an Hedwig Henrich Wiltion exists, having for its avowed object the amend- . As f:ir as the representation of nationalities was
ment of our federal and state constitutions, so as to concerned, the Paris congress must be pronounced a helmi, from America, presided, assisted by M. Fourrecognize and enforce by law certain forme of relig- great success. All the world and his wife desired to nemont, of Brussels, and M. Odou de Buen, of Las
ious belief and observances, and certain acts of legis- Bee the Centennial Exposition, and although this and Dominicales, Madrid. Mr. Truelove placed at the
lation hav actually been proposed and discussed in the other attractions of Paris prevented mauy dele- ~ervice of the congr€SB a fine bust and likeness of
the United States Senate for virtuaily establishing a gatee, notably the foreign ones, from giving their Thomas Paine, which he intends to giv to the city of
form of sectarian religion, especially in our public constant attention to every sitting, there was always Paris. M. Odin said that the bust of Paine, who had
a good representation of the principal European fought ior Freetboug-ht and repubJicanit1m in Engschools.
Against these innovations and perversions we are countries, though the representative were by no land, America, and France, was a sign of tht} interorganized to protest, and to this end we advocate means alwavs tbe same. If much real work was not nat-ional fratt>rnization of peopies.
The subject of the l"vening sitting was the influence
the equitable taxation of church property; the total done, there" was at least a good deal of acquaintance
of the Revolution of 1789 on Freethought, and valuable
discontinuance of religious insiruction and worship m11de and fraternal feeling exchanged.
The first sitting of the congress was almost en- historical discourses were delivered by Citizens Fourin the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessa- tirely taken up by M. Pasquier calling the roll of the nemont and Odou de Buen, of which more anon.
The question of the rights of women at a later
tion of all appropriations of the public funds for societies who were represented and who sent adhe·
sions.
Citoyen
Okecki,
a
refugee
Pole,
wss
called
to
session
brought up a whole crowd of able speakers.
religious institutions; . the abolition of state-paid
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation preside. On the commission of the press Mr. Wheeler The chair was taken by M. Navez, the report was
under the paine and penalties of perjury for th~ was nominated, together with Dr. De Paepe, M. read by Mme. Barbarousse, who affirmed the absolute
equality of the two sexes, and demanded for women
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious iasts, Schacre, and four others.
It
was
s
"''cllewhat
unfortunate
that
the
congress
both civil and political right.s. This was supported
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the prac·
tical establishment of simple morality and intel- was held so near the time of the elections, as it pre- by Mr. Knut Wicksell, the Swedish delegate, and by
ligence as the basis of purely Secular government vented the French papers from giving it the publicity Frau Hedwig Henrich Wilhelmi, who denied men's
and the adequate guarantee of public order, pros- desired. Moreover, as political feeling runs very rights to fix women's duties. One l!'rench delegate,
perity, and righteousness; and whatever other meas· high among the Freethinking groups, as well as else- a Socialist, affirmed the superiority of woman and
ure!! or principles may be necessary to the total where, there is no doubt the congress would hav demanded "the abolition of the tyranny of marriage."
received more attention in quieter times. The best Dr. Wiet (Belgium) wanted to know, if women were
separation of church and state.
To this Congress we cordially invite all true thanks of the party are due to M. M. Clemetshaw superior, how it was that they were the great suppatriots without regard to their individual religious and P&squier for their hard work to make it a suc- porters of the church. In the end, a. resolution was
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the cess. The fine hall of the Syndical chambers of the passed, affirming that to bring woman out of the
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil tenth arrondissement of Paris was handsomely deco- power of the priests, she must be granted equality of
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacer- rated with the banners of the Freethought groups, rights.
It was not till Thursday evening, when M. J ule!l
dotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their and there was a suite of rooms for thlil convenience of
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy the delegates. Mr. Truelove brought over a bust Lemaitre, of L:ege, presided, that the application of
the mental and moral liberty of the free citizens of and portrait of Paine which he intends presenting to Freethought principles to the questions of education
and legislativ reform were arrived at. The report on
this most successful of ali Secular civil governments the municipal council of Paris.
Our Belgian friends, who are the center of the the sixth question, which demanded the separation
in ancient or modern times.
· ·
All Charter and Life Members, aU Vice-presidents, international movement, mustered in strong force. of church and state, and the suppression of all religall Chairmen of State Executiv Committees, and all Altogether about a hundred were present. The Ger- ious teaching in schools, was succinctly read by M.
duly accredited deiegates from Local Secular Societies man Freethinkers sent Dr. Voelkel, of Magdeburg, Jules Allix, and a formula to that effect, moved by
are entitled to seats and votes in this Congress. and Otto ;Friederi<>li, of Berlin. Sweden sent Mr. Cit-izen Schacre, was eventually adopted.
On the seventh question, dealing with the legisla·
Each Local Society is entitled to send its President, Knut Wicksell, and also asked· Messrs. Foote and
tiv and social reforms, the report of the Belgian
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annual Mem- Wheeler to represent them.
M. Adolphe Deluc, of Brussels, formally opened societies affirmed that the wealth of the clergy was a
bers by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
Particulars as to the place of meeting, speakers, ·ihe congress on Sunday afternoon, and reminded the danger to society, and demanded the abolition of the
and their subjects, etc., will be announced hereafter. meeting of the great events of the Revolution, when convents.
Bishop Gobel and other church dignitaries publicly
Dr. De Paepe epoke to the point upon cremation
R. B. WEsTBROOK, President.
renounced religion, and gave their adhesion to the and the laicieation of hospitals. He pointed out that
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary.
principles of the republic. Freethought was spread- the Freethinkers of Lege had themselvs taken the
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
ing to da:v. In Italy the statue to Bruno, in France initiativ of action, and provided for the civil funerals
MATTIE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.
those to Voltaire, Diderot, and Dolet, were signs of of their members. He advocates the formation of a
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.
progress. The peoples were now fraternizing at the corps of secular nurses who would both attend to
Exhibition on the Champs de Mars. They must aim the sick in hospitals, and also go out to their homes.
The Coming Congress.
The prospects are good for a large attendance now at what had been called "holy equality." Laws M. Hy. Vaudemont, of Charenton, remarked that in
in favor of religion must be repealed, and the people Paris they were behind the Belgians in the matter of
from all parts of the country, and we intend to do work out their own salvation without God or master. funerals. Freethinkers were forced to pay just as
something besides talk. Let all who hav anything to
M. Dduc wa.s then chosen to preside, with Herr much to the church at funerals as if their friends
say, come and say it, "or forever hereafter hold their Friederici to represent Germany, and Mr. Holyoake were buried by the priests, an iniquity against which
peace." The meetings will be held in Industrial for England. Madam Tessier was also called to the the meeting was emphatic in its protest.
On the question of statist.ics M. Scham·e gave an
Hall, on Broad street, west aide, between Wood and platform. M. Pasquier was then elected general
Vine streets-a very central location. The building secretary, Dr. Voelkel secretary for England, M. account of the French budget des cultes, which be
Clemetshaw_Cilwa for France, M. Okecki for Poland, affirmed was something enormous, and in itself a
contains rooms of different sizes, so we can use
an~ M. ~~d1era for Spain. Representative of various cause of poverty. Messrs. Foote and Robertson
smaller or larger ones, as occasion may require. nat10naht1es then spoke of the condition of Free· spoke as to the revenues of the Church of England,
The first meeting will be held on Friday evening, thought.
and similar information was supplied from the deleOctober 25th, at 8 o'clock, and will· be devoted to
M. Fournemont, for Belgium, in a very able gates of other countries. It was decided that furpreliminary business, and probably the president's speech, declared that Freethought was making great ther information should be gathered in order to
opening address will be delivered. On Saturday progress. Like the priests, they were paying atten- make ns complete and as exact as possible the inmorning, at 10 o'clock, a general conference will be tion to the children. They looked forward to a formation in the CO!npte rendus, or report, which it
Socialist solution of economic problems. M. Odin was decided at the outset of ihe proct;edings should
held, and the regular business of the Congress trans- then made an energetic and eloquent speech for be publishe~.
acted. Saturday afternoon will be devoted to visit- F~ance, which was much al?.plauded. Mr. Holyoake
On Friday afternoon, M. Furnemont presided, and
ing Independence Hall, Girard College, and other s:ud he cal?e from the cr;operativ congress to this this being the la!jt sitt.ing the discussion was of 11
places of interest, unless it shall be found necessary o_ne of th~ Independent thmksrs who made coopera· very miscellaneous character. A crowd of othet
to hold an afternoon session. · On Saturday night twn possible. Freethought was a condition of the matter p~evented suffici~nt _attention being given to
and Sunday afternoon and evening public meetings proll'rees of nations. Where would science be but. the questiOn of mutualmd m persecui.ion. Several
fo~ Frcethou!5ht•. its nursing mother? Theology is French da!egates spoke in favor of the substitution
wil~ be held, and addresses delivered by able speakdymg of medtocr1ty. The miracle bubbles which the of the Republican calendar for the Christian ~:ora, and
ers, to be announced as soon as the program is com- Jews blew in the air of wonder two thousand years for the institution of civil festivals to replace those
plete. No arrangements hav been made for reduced ago still delight the childhood of churches to-day. of the church, and the substitution "of commercial

l[l(e Jmerican

~tcular

IJnion.

fares, or hotel rates. The Girard House,
Chestnut and Ninth l!treets, charges $3 per day, and
the Bingham House, :Market and Eleventh streets,
and the Washington House, Chestnut and Seventh
streets, charge $2.50 per day, and the latter will
make some reduction of rates if several persons come
together. I recommend the Washington House as
the rendezvous of the Liberal clans. We shall probably hav five or six public piatform speeches, and
several volunteer addx·esees. Let all our fl'iends, and
enemies, if we hav any, come prepared to speak.
Let our friends send forward their contributions
toward paying expenses, at once, or write me what
to depend upon. We hav received less than $100
since September 1st, and the treasury was empty
then. " A word to the wise," etc.
R. B. WESTBROOK, Pres. American Secular Union.
1707 Oxford strP.et, Philadelphia, Pa.
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halls, schools, and museums in the place of churches· Freethought. .We noticed that the sentiment was the center of the sidereal system-which are now the common
The general council of the federation was ne!ected, done full.justice to in large glasses of champagne.
property of all mankind, and are not. ~isputed h:v any intelliM
''
•
·
gent persons, not even by the authont1es of the Roman Cat h.
and its headquarters fix11d at Brussels, aP. beforr. A
.
olic church, and the murder of Bruno was, therefore, an act
· GUIME~ s MUS~E DES RELIGIONS.
committee residing at Paris was also 1.1ppointed to
~ne of th~ most mterestwg features o( the English entirely indefensible upon any theory consistent with the
supr;rvise the publication of the report of the pro- delegates' tnp to Paris, was the visit paid, in common progress of humanity, and ia, therefore, shocking to any per.
ceedings of the congress.
with the other delegates from various parts of the son whose conscience is not manacled by the shackles of the
On the motion of Senor Maglia y Galvifl, seconded world to the Museum of Religions fo nd d by M most wicked ecclesi~stical tyranny the world has ever wit. '
.
.
u e
· nes,ed, therefore be 1t
by Senor Odou de Buen, a recommendation was Gmmet, of Lyons, and whwh he mtends, as soon as
Resolved, That these official utterances of the Roman Oathaddressed to the general council at Brussels that the all arrangements are complete, to throw open to the olic authorities upon the occasion of the unveiling of the
next congress should ba held at Mp,drid, where the people of Paris and visitors. to the gay metropolis.
statue to the.illustrious mart:yr _to human progress, Giordano
delegates are promised a handsome recaption.
It was gratifying says Mr. Wheeler for Free- Brunot furmsh ~not~er stnkmg proof that the Rom_an
. k
b
· '
.
'· .
Cathohc church 1s sllll the same brutal ·enemy of humamty
The proceedings terminated, as they had begun, t h lD
era to e received by the Paris muDIClpal conn- and freedom which the pages of history show it has always
wit.h short speeches from representativs of various oil and to be welcomed and congratulated by the been.
nationalities.
president of that council, and by one of its most inReBolved, That. this occurr~nce toward th.e _close of _the nineVISITING THE MONUMENTS.
1luential members M. J offrin. It was still more tee~th century 1s s~ shocking to the spmt of th1s age. of
. •t
p . h
. enlightenment, that 1t should nerve every lover of humamty
Those English delegates who went off from the g'ratifyin g .t o fi na' th at VISI
ors to ariS av placed to renewed exertions to spread the gospel of individual
Hotel de Vtlle without accompanying the others to before their eyes fine monuments erectEd to great thought among mankind, so that the time may be hastened
see the statues, missed one of the most characteristic Freethinkers like Dolet, Voltaire, Rousseau, Diderot, when no man shall feel under obligation for his opinions to
aud distinctly French features of the proceedings. and Gambetta. Yet to students of religions who any other man or set of men; and ~urther ~e it
.
ht
Resolved, That the Manhatta:n Ltberal Olub of the. m~y of
is the triumph of F-eAthou
The delegates all wore the pansy, which in the French see how inevitable
1
•
•
•
•
•
•
~
g ' New York congratulates the Liberals of It.aly, and espeCially
language of 1lowers signifies "la pensee" (thought), when once ChristmDity IS seen m 1ts due place as but of the city of Rome, upon the successful inauguration of the
and which is adopted as the badge of Freethinkers one of the many cults that hav engaged the faith and monument to Giordano Bruno, which will ever stand in the
in Fnnce, Belgium, Italy, and Spain. At each of devotion of mankind, perhaps the most gratifying street~ of. the imper!a.J cit.y as a perpetual re~inder to the
the monuments-those of Dolet, Rousseau, Diderot, thing of all is the fact that there is at Paris a par- . eccles1aahcal aut_hont1e~ ~f the Roman Catholu; church that
·
.
the days of theu domm1on over the human mtellect hav
. . .
.
.
and Voltaire-we gathered round, uncovered, put manent mstitutwn
which Will serve a~ ~n ob~ect l~s- passed away forever, and that their sole remaining influence,
some children (sometimes mere gamins looking on) son of Freethought-a museum of rehgwns, m wlinch political or religious, is among the vile, the ignorant, and the
in the center, and Citizens Scbacre, Odin, and, at the the growth, evolution, and decay of gods can be yicious of the nat!ons most steeped in superstition, pauper1sm, and degradatiOn.
.
statue of Voltaire, Dr. Voelkel, pronounced an oration studied exactly as any other phenomena.
R 1· ·
·
h
. .
Resolved, That .a copy of these resolutiOns be sent to the
, d
of eulogium. These proceedings attracted a great . Tb e M ?Eea
es e IgiOns IB a andsome but1dmg daily journals of the city of New York and to the secretaries
deal of attention, and in each case a sergeant de ville situated m the avenue de Jena, not far from the of the Liberal societies of America and Europe.
came forward to learn the nature of the gathering Champ de Mars. We were received at the entrance
·
and duly enter it in his notebook.
by M. Emile Guimet in person, who accompanied us
Injustice.
On the following day the most Socialistic among round and explained the most salient objects of inAt Chambersburg, Pa., Benjamin Wilson, a colored
the delegates went to Pore la Chaise to place a fine terest. M. Guimet is not only a man of wealth, but
monumental wreath on the graves of those who fell of erudition ; a wide traveler, full of the bonhomie man, has been sentenced by an alderman to imprisduring the Commune, and visited the new cremato- which springs from sympathy with all sorts and con- onment eighty-five days for swearing, one day for
each oath. The Jaw under which he was e;entenced
rium and the tombs of the many notables who were ditions of men.
buried in that famous cemetery.
His explanation of tbe objects of interest with was passed April 22, 1794, and reads:
THE RECEPTION IN THE HOTEL DE VILLE.
which his large museum abounds, was all that could
"If any person of the age of sixteen years or upward
While awaiting the convenience of the council we be desired, and couve:yed in a most genial form a shall profanely curse or swear by the name of God, Christ
remained in the luxurious salon of the Hotel de Ville, deal of information, often bearing on the origin of Jesus, or the Holy Ghost, every person so offending, being
thereof convicted, shall forfeit and pay the sum of sixtywhich, with the single exception of the painted Christianity. We took notes of many items of which seven
cents for every suclJ. profane curse or oath ; snd in
ceilings, which are not yet done, is fully as magnifi- we may hav something to eay on a fut.ure occasion, case he or she shall refuse or neglect to pay the said forfeitcent as in the days of the empire. Introduced into but which space will not permit us to enter into at ure, or goods or chattels cannot be found whereof to levy
the municipal chamber, M. Joffrin, the vice-president, present. Suffice it to eay M. Guimet has made a the same by distress, he or she shall be sent to the house of
in the temporary absence of the president, said : unique collection which will be a permanent source correction to serve one day for each oath."
"L11dies and gentlemen, we welcome you into this of instruction on the gubject of comparativ religions.
This is wrong. If the man's swearing amounted
THE BANQUET.
Hotel de Ville, where Liberty, and with her, Freeto disorderly conduct, he should hav been tried on
A goodly company of ladies and gentlemen sat that charge and punished for that offense. Whether
thought, has sometimes been banished, but where
liberty has so often bsen proclaimed that she · has down to the banquet on Friday evening at the Salons in his talk he used the names of pagan deities, or
fini 11 hed at last by triumphing. H is here that our Bon valet.
Mohammedan deities, or Christian deities, or any
The chair was taken by M. Adolphe Daluc, of the kind of deities, is a thing with which civil governpre('.ursors, making no difference of rnce or of pecple,
received, at the time of the greet revolution, the Council General of the International Federation. ment has nothing to do. Peopla say, "By Jove!"
Fredhinksrs Anarcbsrsis Cloots and the American M. Okecki acted as toast-mastH. After justice had and there is no objection. Why is there no objec_ Thomas Paine, both Frenchmen and foreigners hav- been done to the repast, M. Daluc spoke of the fra- tion T Simply because the people that believed the
ing no other aim than the fraternization of all the ternal nature of the gathering and proposed a toast, Jove myth hav paseed away. The god Jove is as
peoples. The members of the municipai council of "The abolition of war." Mr. J. M. Robertson, in alive now as ever he was. What right hav the auParis are, in a very large majority, themselvs Free- the name of the gentlemen of the press, presented a thorities now to discriminate between Jove and
thinkers, and we believe with you, in the absolute haudsome bouquet to Mlle. Marie Veron, a charming Jehovah! Do they not know that when the people
necessity of ending with the religious idea which young lady who acted as official reporter of the con- now punishin~ irreverent use of Jehovah's name hav
makes both slaves and maAtera. We especially ap· gress. A succession of toasts and speeches ,followed. passed away, Jehovah will be in the same position as
plaud the efforts of foreign Freethinkers, since every In France, where the highest political posts are open Jove now! This tendency to exhume old Blue lawa
Freethinker is naturally inclim•d to republicanism, to free competition, and where a great career is pos- muf:!t be repressed.
and a friend of France." M. J oftrin desired that all sible to the popular orator, it was no marvel to find
foreigners should tske away a pleasant souvenir of a number of able and 1luent speakers. The other
Lectures and Meetings.
Paris, and of France and the republic, so often countries having usually sent their orators, there was
JoHN
R.
CHARLESWORTH,
the young English lecturer living
a continuous volley of rapid speeches, usually in
calumniated.
in
this
city,
h~s
changed
his
address to G05 East 83d street.
Dr. De Paepe returned thanks to the council. French, bnt with a mingling of Spanish, Swedish,
Mr. Charlesworth is well liked by those who hav had the
Paris, and France, he declared, had been apostles of Garman, and other tongues. Mr. Foote spoke both pleasure of attending his lectures, and societies within a few
humanity. He spoke of t.hose who had come to the in FrE>nch and in English for the benefit of the Eng- hundred miles of New York might do well to correspond
country of Voltair<i'l from various parts of the world, lish present, who longed to hear a little of their own
and pointed to Mr. Truelove as among the early language. He referred to the influence of English with him.
W. F. JAMIESON and Rev. G. F. Devoe will hold a debate
founders of Secularism Daring Dr. De Paepa's Freethinkers on Voltaire, and quoted the words of
speech, to which he gave a somewhat Socialist turn, Paine, "The world is my country, and to do good is in Clarksville, Ia., for a week every evening, commencing
M. Chautemps, the president. of the municipal council, my religion." Mr. Wheeler also fired off a little Monday evening, October 21st, at 7 o'clock, on two propoarrived and stood with the other councillors unt.il Dt. speech in French, quoting the words of President sitions: 1. Jesus the Christ is the son of God. 2. Modern
Carnot, tb!tt "every man had two countries, his own civilization is more indebted to skepticism and Infidelity
De Pat>pe had finish~d.
than to the Christian religion. There will be music in the
Dr. Chautemps then, from the presidential chair, and then France."
The centennial of the Revolution and the immi- air. Address Mr. Jamieson at Clarksville, Ia.
agfiin welcomed us to Paris. He particularly adTHE Brooklyn Philosophical Association began its twelfth
dressed himself to the ladies, of whom there was a nence of the French elections naturally gave a somelarge number present, as hsving in their capacity of what political cast to msny of the speeches, and season on the 6th inst. with a lecture ou Bruno. Next i:3unteachers of youth the future of Freethought in their much was said of the hopes of foreigners for the day Prof. D. De Leon will speak on " Nationalism," to be
hands.· In bringing so many women to our ranb maintenance of the republic and the fraternization followed on successiv Sundays by Mr. Z. S. Sampson on the
French Revolution, and Mr ..H. Powers on" Socialism Not
we had done the most precious work for the emanci- of peoples.
M. Guimet, who was present, had his health drunk Adapted to Our Times and People." These lectures are all
pation of the huml\u spirit and the future of humanity. The present congress was particularly marked with great enthu§iasm. The procsedings were pro- foEowed by discussions. The Association meets at Fraterout as continuing the movement of emancipation tracted to a late hour, and when we left many were nity rooms, Bedford avenue
_.,. and South Second street,
begun in France in 1789. The revolution, it was preparing to make it still later by joining in the mazy Brooklyn, E. D.
necessary to feel, had indeed only commenced, and dance.
Wltat They Hav to Endure.
those who would complete it had to fight in every
Resolutions on the Roman Church.
F 1•01 n secu;m· Thought.
country against t,be same implacable adversary. The
What the new editorial .staff of the Bost?n In'Vestigator
spirit of superstition was always_ and everywher~ at
At a meeting· of the Manhattan Liberal Club held may
be expected to do wlth some theologiCal doctrinsthe setvice of the party of reactwn. By combatwg at the Garman Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street, in wash, burn, and mend 'em.
superstit.ion you not only serve ~our own coun~ry the city of New York, on Oct. 4, 1889, the following
------~~-----but you hasten mutual understandmg and fratermty resolutions were duly adopted:
Science Wanted for Everything.
among all the members of the human family.
WHEREAS, The recent erection in the city of Rome, Italy,
F1·orn the ,ltelbourne, A u"·• Libf1·ato1·.
Dt•. Voelkel, on behalf of the foreign Freethinkers, of a statue in commemoration of the martvrdom of the illusIt seems to us that we Eadly need a science_of marriage in
said it was their mission to unite in a common bond trious apostle of Freethought, Giordano Bruno, in that city order to arrive at rational views on tlle ~ub.Jwt. We ntocd
"ld
f h
t f "I 0 f h
•t
M on Feb. 17, 1600, has furnished the occasion for a frenzied to do as has been done in langu_age-:gather ~1p all known
8 11 t h e Cb I ren O t e grea
ami Y
umani Y·
• shriek of anger on the part of the ecclesia~ticalauthorities of
forms of marriage or ~ex relatiOnshipS, anment, modern,
Schaore spoke of the eervices of Paris to the cause of the Roman C>lt.holic church, inspired by the pope, and,
barbarous, and so-called civilized .. No case, no scrap
liberty, and Dl". Chautempa, in replying, said that
WmmEAS, In these addresEes by the bishops the most au- savage,
of information should be ne~lected. These should all be
the presence of so many delegates from abroad dacious calumnies hav manifested an tltter contempt for the carefully
studied ; and so should the results. And then we
roved that. Paris was not alone _in taking strid_es in progress of civilization, the freedom of the human mind, and should be prepared to draw deductions from them ~f a
P
the
advancement
of
scientific
discovery,
and,
the domai!l o~. F reet h oug h t an d 1Iberty of consmence.
WHEHEAB, The burning of Giordano Bruno at the stake by purely and stricdy scientific n~tur~ ; an~ th?se deductions
He then lilVtted the whole of the delegates to an the Roman Catholic church was for the declaration of prin- would be our most unerring gmdl) }n leg1sl~tmg upon mar,
·
adjoining salon to drink a toast to·· the future of . ciples of astronomical truth-such as that tbe e~Uth is not riage, diTorce, etp.

___ _____
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~ommunicatwns.
Authenticity of' the Bible.-Concluded.
Is it not surprising that among the multitude of
ancient authors and ancient books written upon all
subjects covering a period of about one thousand
years before the advent of Jesus, not one of. them
mentions the Bible or refers to it in any way ! If
such a book, or even a part of it, had been in existence any time during the period, it certainly would
hav been noticed by some writer. Nor is there a
word about the God of this book, or is his name even
mentioned.
The following quotations from a few of the most
widely known authors that wrote about the first century A.D., are enough to convince any reasonable person that the Bible was not in existence at that time,
or they certainly would hav mentioned it.
Pliny, a writer of hundreds of volumes on all subjects, was born A D. 62, and died A.D. 116. · He was a
hi~h official under the emperor Trajan. In his
official capacity he wrote to the emperor that he had
arrested some persons for professing Christianity.
They affirmed that all their guilt or error was that
they met on a certain day before it was light, and
addressed themselvs in the form of a prayer to
Christ as to some God, binding themselvs by a solemn
oath never to commit any fraud, theft, or adultery,
after which they would depart. Pliny says he could
discover nothing more in this than an absurd and excessiv superstition. The church harps on this from
Pliny and says it is corroborativ testimony of early
Christianity, etc. It is not denied that Christianity
existed at that time (about A.D. 100). It began about
fifty years after the death of Christ by a few people
forming themselvs into a society for benevolent purposes. These people belonged to the lower class
and lived in Smyrna. This letter of Pliny's shows
that excessiv superstition commenced early in the
church. From a volume of Plutarch's, another
writer of many works who wrote about the same time
as Pliny, I quote the following preface:
Plutarch was born A.D. 40, and died A.D. 120, and resided
at different periods at Rome, Athens, Delphi, and Alexandria.
He wrote on all subjects of political, social, and religious in.
terest. In all his numerous writings he has not left us the
slighest trace of Christianity or the Christian religion. Nor
is there any reason to think that Plutarch had any acquaintance with the Jewish scriptures. He shows a knowledge of
the Jews and of some of 1heir peculiar rites and opinions
and at the same time displays so much gross ignorance of
their belief, religion, and history that it is imJ?ossible to believe that he could hav seen their sacred writmgs. He says
in €>ne place, however, that the Jewish abhorrence of swine
amounted to veneration, and that the Jews worshiped this
animal as their God.

This shows that at that day this nation was but
little further advanced in civilization than the Indiana
of this country, and that their God and their sacred
writing, if they had any, were no batter known to the
civilized nations that surrounded them than the great
spirit and religious ceremonies of the Indians of the
Western plains are to the people of this·country today, or this great writer would not hav said, though
possibly it might be true, that they worshiped the
hog as their God.
Josephus, the Jewish historian, flourished about
the same time as the other ancient authors I hav
quoted from. As there were no schools among these
tribes of wandering barbarians (the Jews) Josephus
obtained his education at Rome, Athens,' and other
civilized cities. His writings bear all the earmarks
of having been written from legends and traditions.
. The style and manner of the writings of Josephus
and the five books of Moses are similar in almost
every respect. Both commence new and important
subjects in an abrupt and disjointed way; both leave
important statem~nts and histories in the same abrupt
manner; both write of. wonderful and unnatural occurr~nces t~at took :place some four thousand years
pre VI :ms Without telhng where they get the information, without referring to any authority or giving
any proof or even date. Josephus merely, in one or
two instances, says something about the eacred
writings of the Jews (not the Bible), but refers to no
chapter, page, or the name of the writer. In one instance in particular, in his narrativ of the Israelites
crossing the Red sea, he sP.ys the reader can use his
own judgment about believing the story, or words to
that effect, which shows he knew himself that he was
not writing authenticated -facts-simply legends.
Josephus, like the Bible writers, as I said before, give
no reference and no proof of wonderful events related.
~e does not mention the Bible, which is proof positiv to any unprejudiced mind that it was not written
at that day. If it was, it would be a difficult matter
to decide whether the writings of Josephus were
origin~! or copied from the Old Testament, as they
seem m many respects to be almost identical. As
there is no positiv proof of the Bible being written
before the time of Josephus, all that part of the book
up to Job woul~ appear to hav bsen founded upon
the works of this nuthor. The reasonable and ratio~al conclusion then would be that Josephus wrote
a history of the legends and traditions that had existed among the Jewish nation for about four thou-

sand years, tracing their origin back to Adam and
Eve, the first parents of this nation. And as they
wanted to be entil·ely exclusiv (Jewlike) in their
traditions, they originated in a miraculous way and
knew no other nations or people only to plunder and
rob them.
Then a reasonable history of the origin of Christianity would be that a part of the Bible was founded
upon the works of Josephus. That Jesus instigated
and preached a new religion assisted. by h. elva fishermen, afterward called· the apostles or disciples;
that after his death and the death of the apostles
(which could not hav exceeded twenty-five years
after the death of Jesus), this nsw religion Ianguished for about twenty-five or fifty years. It was
then revised by an association of persons in Smyrna
who formed a lilociety and adopted Christianity as
their religion. After a century or so had elapsed this
association adopted the Jewish Bible (which had been
written in the mean time from works of Josephus) as
the bock of their reliaion. Then it became neces.
sary to hav a life of Jesus and the apostles, which
was written from tradition between the third and
fourth centuries A.D. And in this Nsw Testament
the Old was made to appear to bav been written before the time of Jesus, and the events that had already occurred when the New Testament was written
was made to fit into prophecies made in the Old with
a dovetailed exactnesl!!.
That story o~ the version of the Bible called the
Septuagint is disposed of by Chambers in this way:
"The fact upon which this legend of the Septuagint rested is utterly rc,jected now as a piece of
history. Its origin is shrouded in the greatest obscurity."
I challenge the pulpit to prove from the writings
of ancient authors that wrote from 500 B o. t.o the
close of the first century A.D., the existence of the
O!d or New Testament, or the Jmowledge of the God
they worship, excepting the legenda and traditions
written by Josephus, which seem to hav been the
origin and basis of the Bible up to the book of Job.
The time of writing the New Testament, and who
wrote it, are as uncertain and doubtful as of the Old.
The very least reliable authority does not put it
earlier than the second century, while many writers
Qan find no authentic traces of its existence earlier
t~an the fourth century.
I quote from a sermon delivered by Rev. Mr. Millstead, Chicago : " Paul must hav been largely gifted
with the grace of God, for we must remember he
had never seen Jesus, and he only knew his teachings
by the word of mouth. The New Testament was not
in existence at that time. Not a word of the gospel
had yet been written." Paul ended his preaching
about sixty-fi c-e years after the death of Christ; there
was no New Testament at that t.ime. Josephus
wrote about one hundred years afte1' Christ. Not a
word did he say about the New Testament. Plutarch and Pliny wrote about the sama time; not
a word did they say about the New Testament.
Consequently it was not in existence one hunched
years after the death of Christ.
The time, then, in which the New Testament was
written, like the_ Old, is not known wit~ any degree
of certainty. Referring again to Chambers's Encyclopedia, we find the following: "Among roost critics
the manuscript is not traced back f11rther than the
fourth century. The fathers of the church bad but
little or anything to aay about the apostles. Their
reticence in this respect was singular. In the second half of the second century distinct refe,rence to
the gospel is found, but none of these authors name
the authors from whom they quote. There was great
diversity of opinion on the authenticity of the New
Testament. One of the church fathers doubted the
authenticity of Hebrews, James, Jude, 2 Peter, and
2 and 3 John. Father Eusebiue and Origen also
doubted these books, and the Acts of Paul was almost universally rejected. Barnabas, and some other
books, were considered absurd and heretical. The
most probable supposition, then, is that the gospel
sprang out of a common oral tradition."
About four hundred years after the events recorded in the gospel happened, according to this
reliable authority, a history of them is written by no
one knows who. For the men the pulpit Bay wrote
them .mu~t hav been dead for centuries. Assuming
-whiCh IS surely not unreasonable-that at the time
of Christ the apostles were from twent.y-:five to fifty
years of age, at the time Paul quit preaching, if
a~y of them were alive, they would hav been from
n_mety to one hundred and fifteen years old. At the
t1roe of Josephus and the other ancient writers I hav
quoted they would hav been from one hundred and
twenty-eight to one hundred and fifty vears of age.
And at the shortest period of Ch2mber~ they wonld
hav been from two hundred nnd. twenty-five to two
hundred and fifty years old. ATid at nm.1a of these
periods was there reliable evidence o.f H;e New TeBtament being in exiatence,
It is generally co!lceded by tho church that none
of the apostl~s were a!ive thirty-three y3ars after the
death of Ohrist. It 10 supposed th0;y v.,ll met their
death from violence. A sen:Jathnt'>l p:·er~chm· in N aw
York, Talmsge, BI\YB St. Matthaw h~d bi.s lif'!l dashed

out with a halbert, St. Mark was dragged to death
through the streets, and he mentioned several others
that met death by violence.. These facts are surely
enough to convince any reasonable person t.hat the
length of time between the death of the apostles and
the appearance of the New Testament was too great
for them ever to hav written a word of it.. Bu~
again, the Rev. George E. Merrill, in his history of
the manuscripts, says, "That every one of the New
Testament writings was destroyed at an early day,
and what we hav are only copies. Not only bav the
autographs of the New Testament scriptures been
lost, but also the copies of them during the years of
Christianity hav thus far eluded the most thorough
search."
This reverend gentleman makes an assertion that
there were originals of these copies without any
proof whatever-merely says tlley were destroyed.
Characteristic of the pulpit, isn't it! He says further that a library of ancient books was unearthed at
Pompeii about 1770 A.D. These books were the only
undoubted specimens of books contemporaneously
with the writings of the apostles. These books were
buried in the ruins of Pompeii A.D. 79." Not a remnant, copy, 01' fragment of the gospel was found
among them." This is very good proof that these
originals he talks of never existed, and the only goapels ever written are what were written about the
fourth century or later. Thorne, another writer and
standard authority in the church on this subject,
after twisting and distorting, assuming and making
assertions without aDy proof whatever, the very best
he could do, left a gap of over one hundred. years
between the death of the apostles and the appearance of the New Testament. This makes it certain
that none of the apostles ever wrote a word of them,
any more than Jesus Christ did.
I suppose it would be unreasonable to expect this
God to write, as the other did not. But while he
was masquerading on earth as a child, a boy, a carpenter, and a man, a few words written by his own
hand would hav been gratl'!fully rEceived by a. fallen
world. If this being was a man, the votes of men
could not make him a God. Neither could they
make him a man if he actually was a God. Therefore the Council of Nicea, that decided the divinity of
Christ by a majority vote, simply assumed the impious authority to adjust questions that belong only
to deity.
Gibbon spoke truthfuily when he said : '' The prerogativs of the king of heaven were settled, changed,
or modified by kings on earth."
Then the best evidence and authority attainable
shows these gospels were written about the fourth
century, and originated from common oral tradition.
How else could they originate when they were written four hundred years after the death of Christ and
at least three hundred and fifty after the death of
the apostles~ And even after these books were
written from hearsay and tradition, they were in the
hands of unknown men to put in interpolations and
changes to fit prophecies of events that bad already
occurred, for over twelve hundred years before they
were printed.
In the history of the chut"ch, religion, and the
Bible, where everything should be beyond the
shadow of a doubt, where there should be no room
for skepticism, where the basis should be as solid as
a rock, we hav instead uncertainties, vague and shadowy statements, unreliable histories, anonymons
authors, and wild and visionary prophecies. The
church itself furnishes the proof of these statements
in her. many creeds, sects, and denominations; in her
schisms,· disputes, and disagreements; in the innumerable councils that hav been called to settle disputed dogmas that had existed ever since the Christian era, and in the repeated revisions of the Bible.
On account of these dissensions and quarrels, trouble
is continually arising in the church. Disputes hav
been up ever since Christianity began, and will continue. Like Banquo's ghost, they won't down.
Chicago.
JOHN lRwrN.

I

Cowardice of' Public Men.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Considerable discussion bas been had, and yet very much
more remains to be said, upon the live question
of universal taxation. That the property of certain
societies is exempt from paying just taxes is to
me inexplicably absurd, to say the least.
During the session of the twelfth legislativ assembly of the territory of Arizona the writer was a
member of the lower house, and at that session
introduced a measure providing for the assessment
and collection of taxes upon all church property
in this territory. I proved to the complete satisfaction of the house that the Roman Catholic church
at the city of 'fucson owned a large property which
th!llt institution annually rented to parties to be used
as saloons and for other business, and upon which no
tarceB were ever paid, simply and solely because the
property belonged to the church of Rome. The
measure passed the house, but unfortunately it was
killed in the upper branch of the legislature, Certain m9mbers of the upper house, in explaining
to me why tb.ey opposed the measure, said: "The
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proposition to tax this class of property is undoubtedly just and proper, but the time is not propitious,
and it is ahead of the times." In other word!i, they
lacked the courage of their conscientious convictions,
.~nd consequently they voted to kill the measure.
In this age of hypocritical toadyism, it requires con·
siderable moral courage to advocate such a radical
measure in the legislativ halls of either nation, state,
or territory. Notwithstanding the tribe of sycophants, I firmly believe that such legislation must
inevitably come sooner or later, and I for one shall at
all times and places vote for and advocate the enactment of such a law, as one being truly and honestly
fair to all the people.
I cannot see any goocl reason why millions upon
millions of the world's wealth should be uselessly
tied up in unproductiv non-taxpaying property. I
sincerely hope to see the day, and that too in the
near future, when every and all such properties are
converted into public schools a d colleges, and only
thereby rightly and justly exempt from the taxgatherer; but, until that time shall come, let all
church properties pay their just proportion of taxes
toward the support of the·government which givs to
thtlm ils protection.
Ar..BERT F. BANTA.
St. Jolms, Ariz.

The Second Chapter of Matthew.
This chapter is unique both in style and matter,
and it is coubtful if in the whole realm of religious
literature there can be found a greater mass of inconsistencies and contradictions crammed ·together in
such a short space. A careful and candid reader is
forcsd to the conclusion that this portion of "holy
writ" is a labored attempt to identify a person called
Jesus with a vague and intangible personality whom
enthusiastic Hebrews were constantly speaking
of and fondly hoping would arise and permanently
establish "·the throne of David." The work, however, has been miserably done, and the trick of the
whole scheme is too transparent to deceive anybody
but. prejudiced and unwary persons.
The chapter is short, but the events narrated are
prodigious. The lovers of the marvelous may here be
satisfied, and the most imaginativ of men will find their
highest flights far transcended. Passing over the interesting spectacle of certain " wise men" from the
east pursuing a star (shining, no doubt, during the
day as well as the night) and the ordinary and commonplace facts connected with the various excursions
-of the "angel of the Lord," it will be interesting to
examin bri~:fly the so·called prophecies and their
alleged fulfillment. This work has been ably performed by many "Infidels," but as Christians are
never tired of calling attention to the numerous
proofs of the infallibility of the scripture, it becomes
the duty of Liberals to state and restate the grounds
of their objections until men and women indignantly
reject the whole scheme of Christian Theism.
Four prophecies are said to be fulfilled in this one
chapter. The first bas reference to the place where
Jesus should be born (verse 6) : " And thou Bethlehem, in the land of Judea, art not the least among
the princes of J uda; for out of thee shall come a
governor, that shall rule my peopla Israel."
Micah, one of the mi~or prophets, is supposed to
hav uttered this prophecy. It is very evident, however, that if Micah referred to anybody at all it was
a military gentleman, for in Micah v, 5, 6, be speaks
of wasting the land, treading palaces, and delivering
the Israelites from the Assyrian when be cometh into
their land, and when be treadeth within their borders.
Admitting for the moment that Micah v, 2, is a
prophecy, can it be said with any degree of truth that
Christ answers, in any one particular, the description
of Micah's governor? Was Christ a governor'
Did he rule "my people Israel'" Th(l two persons bav nothing in common save the fact of their
being born in "Bethlehem of Judea." If this be
all, then the prophecy would apply, with equal force,
to any other child born in Bethlehem.
The second prophecy is mentioned in the fifteenth verse, "Out of Egypt bav I called my son."
The flight of Joseph and Mary, with "their infant
child Jfilsus," suggests many interesting ideas, and
givs strong support to the theory that Jesus was
born of Egyptian parents, and that Christianity is
only a modification of the more ancient religions.
Now this calling of "my son out of Egypt" is only
mentioned by Hosea xi, 1 (another minor singer of
Israel), and is clearly retl"ospectiv-and not prophetic.
The second and third verses of Hosea xi are meaningless if verse i refers to Christ. "As they called
them so they went from them : they sacrificed unto
Baalim and burnt incense to graven images. I
taught Ephraim also to go, taking thero by t-heir
arms, but tMy knew not that I healed them." It is
difficult to imagin how even a religion maker could
expect to palm off such s barefaced fabrication as a
proof of the divine origin of his scheme.
The third prophecy is given in verse 18 : " In
Rama was there a voice beard, lamentation and weeping and great mourning, Rachel weeping for her
children and would not be comforted because they are
not." Words very similar to thesemayl,:lefound inJer.

xxxi, 15, but they cannot be regarded as prophetic.
What is more common than to see parents mourn
the death of their children? Jeremiah does not say
that Herod would put to death all the children under two years old. The main feature is not mentioned, and, what is still more amusing, the very thing
which everybody could say, is regarded as a marvelous instance of divine wisdom and foresight.. The
verse under consideration is merely a quotation.
. ~n read~ng this thirty-first chapter of Jeremiah it
1s 1mposa1ble to see what connection the assumed
prophetic verse has with the other parts of the chapter. The chapter itself is not a regularly connected
story, but an ingenious collection of "Thus sa\th the
Lords."
·
The fourth and last prophecy is stated iu verse
23: "And he came and dwelt in a city calla l Nazareth, that ih might be fulfilled which was spoken by
the prophets, he shall be ciiolled a Nazarene."
If Matthew is to be ·believed, his prophecy was
fulfilled by tha disobedience of Joseph. The Lord
appeared unto Joseph in a dream, and told him that
he might return into the land of Israel, as those who
sought the young child's life were dead. Joseph
departed for the land of ·Israel, but during his journey he heard that Archelaus did reign in J udell in
the place of his father, so he turned aside into the
parts of Galilee, "notwithstanding being warned of
God in a dream." Thus it is clear that Jem~
became a Nazarene because Joseph fancied be knew
better than God where he might find a safe asylum
for his child. But where are the words "spoken by
the prophet" to be found, and what do they mean
when read by themselvs ~ In Judges xiii, 5, it is
written : "For the child shall be called a N azarite
unto God from his birth." Now, was Jesus a Nazarite from his birth 1 He was born in Bethlehem, so
says verse 6 of Matthew ii, and only managed to get
to Nazareth by a mere accident of circumstances.
The story told in Judges is too ridiculous to be truP,
but the N aza.rite mentioned in verse 5 is certainly
Samson, for " no razor shall come on his head."
And, as a sort of fulfillment of the fifth verse, the
chapter closes with these words: "And the woman
bare a son and called his name Samson. And the
child grew and the Lord blessed him. And the spirit
of the Lord began to move him at times in the camp
of Dan between Zorah Eshtaol."
Thus are prophecies fulfilled, religions founded,
myths perpetuated, and the minds of men enslaved
throughout the al!es.
HENRY RowLEY.
BrookJyn, N. Y.
--------4H~--------

'l1he Dwellers in the Tenements.
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grounds on which they should base their c'aims.
The grounds would be that at the foundation of this
government it was declared as a fundamental principle of the government that all men were created
free and equal, with the same rights to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of bappinese, and that the government was of the people, by the people, and for the
people. · They, being a portion of the people, were
therefore justified in demanding these inborn rights
which they did not then possess. They might add,
furthermore, that they were daily in the pursuit of
happiness, but that in their case the attempt to reach
it was worse than following a will-o'-tbe-wisp, because
the long hours they were obliged to work, when they
had work, and the continuous uncertainty as to bow
long the employment might last, would prevent them
from enjoying the comforLs of a home, even if the
rookeries they were compelled to occupy were worth
calling homes. Moraovar, the low position they held
in the society of which they formed a part prevented
them irom having any influence with the men who
bad been hired to make the laws by which their con- .
dition was to be improved or made worse.
. I think no man could interview those people and
examin the places in which they liv and their modeu
of living without coming to the conclusion that the
fact that s·o many of them remain decent., industrious,
and honest, is proof positiv of the falsity of the theological doctrin of original sin, and shows furthermore
that if natural opportunities were opened to those
who perform the labor, this world would soon be
better and more beautiful than any heaven t.hat was
ever pictured either by mythology or theology. In
this happy event the survival of the fittest, so far as
human beings are concerned, would cease to be a
question; for if the wealth which is ·produced by
those who labor were distributed with any sense of
justice or fairness, we should soon cease to hear of
either millionaires or paupers, as they hold to each
other the relation of cause to effect. And if the
cause were done away with, the Effect would naturally cease.
Ru·.rH BRET'rELL.
Rocheste1·,N.
__.__Y_. ___._...________
A National Religion.
From the A >noi·ican Hebrew.

Judaism is not more alien to Catholicism or any oi
the branches of Protestantism 'than are these to one
another. If the majority succeeded in stamping the
United States officially as a Christian country, would
the majority of the Christians be satisfied until it
were labeled a Protestant Christian country ? And
when that had been accomplished, none of the principal branches of Protestantism would rest content
until it had been decided whether it should be a
Protestant Episcopal Christian country, a Congregationalist Christian country, or a Methodist Episcopal
Christian country.
·
This is not the whole difficulty, however. Even if
some satisfactory arrangement could be effected as to
the association of Christianity with the national government, the real danger would present itself when
the same principle is logically applied to local government. Here we would hav to face the worst menace
to our republican institutions.
If the Protestant· majority is to dominate our
national affairs, what is to prevent the Catholics
laying hold of the administration of affairs in those
municipalities where they are in the majority? It
needs no elaboration to form a conception of the terrible results that await us if such a condition of
things should ever come to pass.
The only safeguard against such a consummation
that is to be devoutly deplored, lies in the absolute
and unconditional alienation of the state from any
sectarian association. This is what the founders of
our country had in view when they embodied in the
Constitution the provision that "Congress should
make no law respecting an establishment of religion."
The only functions of government in this country,
its states and cities, are ~egislativ, ad!llinistrativ, aud
judicial. None of these require for their exercise
any association with religious bodies. Those that
are engaged in them may be-nay, should be-animated by religious impulses. Ti:lis, however! ~>nly
implies their individual affiliation .with rehg10ua
bodies and does not at all ·necessitate any such
relatio~sbip between the church and the state.

In my last letter upon the "Destruction of the
Poor by Poverty," I asserted that it was impossible
that the children born in the tenement-houses of
New York, could do otherwise than suffer in consequence of the incessant exertion and the narrow circumstances of their parents. The injuries which
occur prior to the birth of these children, however,
are unhappily not the only thing from which they
suffer ; for as the same causes continue in force, the
injury likewise continues. In those locations, for
instance, the child has no room for play, and none of
the privileges required for healthful exercise, hut is
restricted in every way. In order to modify to some
extent these bad effects, charitable people hav established the fresh air fund for the purpose of furnishing country excursions for these unfortunates, but
alas ! the poor children bav to be brought back to
the same wretched homes again. According to my
view, the best thing accomplished by the underLaking is, that such an excursion will necessarily make
the children dissatisfied with their condition and de;
sirous of obtaining something better. Contentment
with things as they are is the curse of the world,
and is equivalent to a species of fatalism.
The questions which men who rent ·houses of the
sort referred to, are obliged to ask of themselvs, are
not whether the places are such ae they would like
to liv in, or whether the neighbors among whom they
will be thrown, are agreeable or disagreeable, but
whether the places are such as they can endure to liv
in and will be able to pay the rent for. If sickness
overtakes them or employment fails, they are in a
bad state indeed. Their condition may well be c )mpared to that of persons living in the vicinity of a
THREE priests hav been arrested in the state of Guanajua\o
volcano, or standing on the brink of a precipice from
which they may at any. time be burled. The impor- for preaching sedition. They wish to o.verthrow ~he_ govern
tant question presents itself, Is it right, proper, or ment because it will not let them run 1t. Thns It Is everynecessary that at this stage of the world's history, where, priests making trouble for the government.
with all the improvements in existence, human beings
A PHYSIOIAN in Chicago is quoted as sayin~ i!l a s"peecb :
should liv in such a condition?
" If they arc going to close the saloons, we msist that the
In an essay of Mr. Ruskin's which I read long ago1 churches shall be closed on. Sunday." A p~per remarks that
he said, among other things, addreseing just such "this is certainly a new 1dea." A n_ew 1dea, because the
people as those described: "Claim your crumbs from superstitious masses bav always foothcked th~ churc~n;en
the table if you will, but claim them as men not as and allowed them to claim. whatever monst~·ons1.v unfair Ill:lth
· ht b h 1
f t munities they pleased. I~ IS nevertheles~ a JUSt 1_tiea. It IS
·
d ogs; b u t cla1m
ra er your r1g to a o y, per ec", 80 clearly and manifestly JUSt, and anythJDg else 13 so clearly
and manifestly unjust, that only the veriest extreme of beand pare."
Suppose that any of the men now prominent in the guilcment and delusion coulrl hav kept the people from
world of reform should call together all those bringing it up before now. Nothing coul<_l ~e clearer than
· tb 32 390 t
t
f
dt
d k that it is the only fair arrangement, and It I~ one tnat •
d weII ers m
e ,
enemen s re erre o, an as must put into practice right away. Equ~l pnv1le!!es to R.l!,
them why they did not put forth the claims men- is the American idea, and we must carry It o:Jt. We Sr outioned by Mr. Ruskin. The poor creatures, f!O long larists intend that g ~ball not be half eo new ten yeare from
voiceless, would be likely to ask advice as to the. now as it is now.
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The Clergy.
The picture which Mr. Heston furnishes for the
first page of this isliue of TBE TRUTH SEEKER· is a
strong one. Possibly some will consider the words
attributed to the clergy as too strong, and not exactly
in accord with fact; but this opinion is erroneous,
and we hav but to reflect a moment to find that Mr.
Heston bas only bluntly stated truths which the progressiv world knows absolutely, and which the unprogressiv or Christian world would be the better
for knowing. ·
Jesus Christ called the priests of his time liars,
ravening wolves, blind leaders, whited sepulchers,
children of the devil, and other names more forcible,
and probably true, than polite. All of the clergy of
the present day are not as bad as those of Christ's
time, but the orthodox portion of them hav undoubtedly been guilty of all the conduct charged to them
in our cartoon. They hav poohpoohed the discoveries of science, denied its conclusions, and anathematized its investigators. Astronomy, chemistry,
medicin, geology, political economy, evolution, and
even geography, the simplest elementary doctrin of
the earth's shape and surface, hav all been opposed
by the clergy, their students denounced _as Infidelswhich most of them were-and damned to fire in this
world whether God followed the example in the next
or not. Reason the Romish church hal!! never wanted,
and all argument against her doctrine bas been
promptly suppressed wherever she bas bad the
power. It is not a month since the archbishon of the
largest Catholic diocese in this country, in foilowing
the pope's lead in fulminating against the builders of
the Bruno statue, devoted a lengthy pait of his address to showing that reason is an insecure dependence and a bad thing to cultivate. And it is not over
two months ago that another Romish archbishop
forced a Catholic editor to retract opinions which
were oppoliled to his own. The Protestant clergy
pretend to favor reason, but their practice of this
theory ends when a man has been made a Protestant. They hav no use for reason after that.
In this country the pulpit is certainly the refuge
of the intellectually timid. In it a minister will say
about a man what he would not dare to utter on the
street. Who does not know of innumerable cases
where a clergyman, taking advantage of the superstitious regard for his office which makes him a privileged cparacter, has preached at individual neighbors, or at a class, abusing them personally, belying
their sentiments, slandering their characters, and in"
suiting the better sense of the whole community by
an unreasonable diatribe! They hav protected themselva by law, for if a man should throw their lies and
insinuations back in their faces, he is, forsooth, arrested under special laws protecting " religious worship." The policeman's club is at the service of the
clergy to protect them from possible unpleasant consequences of their arrogant assumption of superiority, and no man dares to defend his character before
the same congregation which hears the minister's
attack upon it. In the colonial days of our country
tbe !WniiJter was also the masistrate, the big man of

the community, and he never hesitated to use his
temporal power to enforce his spiritual pretensions.
In those days, as in Catholic countries new, the people did literally cringe and grovel before the mighty
man of God. And if the Sabbath Union, the God-inthe-Constitution party, and the Women's Christian
Temperance Union obtain the national and state legislation they are so pertinaciously seeking, the clergy
will be to a great extent reinstated in power, and
woe betide those who disobey their mandates.
The reason of and fault of this spiritual tyranny
lies not so much with the individuals composing the
clerical class as with the people who hav made the
system and subscribed themselvs its devoted slaves.
Many of them liv all their lives unconscious of their
bondage. They never stop and ask themselvB why
they should submit to a minister, believing his every
word and ascribing to him a wisdom, virtue, and
character they would certainly not giv to any other
human being without careful investigation. They
go it blind on the preach~r, as though a license
to preach removed all fallibility and liability to lapse
from virtue and honesty, and made of its holder
a being almost" divine." No followers are quite'so
abject in their slavery as those who voluntarily
renounce their own womanhood and manhood and
depend ou some one else to furnish them with
brains. This bas been the evil resulting fJ:"Om the
inculcation of Christianity. It has given us a class
of priests to take advantage of the people, and made
the people only too willing to be taken advantage of.
The clergy are, perhaps, as sincere in their belief
that they are doing a good work as kings are in
maintaining their own possession of divine right. It
remains, therefore, for those who see the iniquitous
monstrosity of the clerical system-the evils resulting from a sincere or designing tyranny and the
unconscious submission thereto-to rouse the people
with tongue and pen and pencil from ~heir slavish
lethargy.

The Secular Union Congress.
Intending visitors and delegates to the Secular
Union Congress at Philadelphia on the 25th, 26th,
and 27th of this month will do wall to out President
West brook's communication out as a guide to the
hall and hotel. No doubt they will adopt his suggestion as to making one hotel a headquarters for the
gathered clanr:1.
We hope that the Congress will be numerously
attended, even though no great amount of noise has
been made about it, owing to the retirement of its
hustling secretary. There never was a time when concerted and organized action by the Freethinkers was
more imperativly demanded. The National Reform
AssociaMon is extraordinarily !lctiv, and owing to
the mistake of the New Hampshire legislature in
sending Blair to the national senate; the selection of
a rigid Presbyterian, who will favor the church in all
possible ways, as president, and the elevation of
Philadelphia's Holy John to a cabinet position
where he can by his Sunday fanaticism inconvenience
hundreds of thousands of people, the Christian effort
to make the people subservient to the church is bearing practical fruit. Aside from this, the war in the
four new states is by no means ended. We hav not yet
obtained copies of the constitutions adopted by
Washington, the two Dakotas, and Montana, but it
is very certain that many of the questions relevant to
the Nine Demands hav been left to the legislatures
just elected. There is enough practical and hopeful
work for the Union there to tax the best energies
of the best board of directors that caD be chosen.
We certainly trust that the Union will put itself in
communication with the leading men and Freethinkers of these states with the idea of preventing the
Christianizing of their laws. An ounce of this prevention will be worth a ton of expostulation when
the mischief shall hav been done. By petitions,
individual appeals to lawmakers, and speeches before
legislativ committees, the enactment of laws can be
stopped when twice the effort could not secure their
repeal if once put on the statute books. There is,
too, the suit in Chicago against the St. Mary's
Training School and the commissioners of Cook
county to restrain them from using public funds to
support the school, which is but a nursery for Roman
Catholicism, and affords a glaring example in its
use of public funds of how constitutions are violated
in the interests of the various sects of the dominant
religion. The appellate court bas refused to decide
the case on the ground that as a constitutional quea..

tion is involved it must be taken to the supreme
court. The issue is plain between the practice of
the Cook county commissioners of giving money
to the school and the Illinois constitution, wbi(lh the
greatest of Freethinkers helped to frame; and the .
defendant school has admitted by its demurrer all
the facts alleged by the plaintiffs. The Secular
Union should certainly push this suit to victory, for
it means much to the great state of Illinois, and as
an example for the rest of the country.
The project of a Manual of Ethics bas been pushed
successfully so far; the money for the prize is on
hand, and the matter is in charge of . a competent
person. Perhaps before another Congress the manuscript will be in the bands of the committee. It is a
royal prize, and many thinkers will no doubt strive
to earn it. We shall then possess a scientific method
of teaching our children morality without the religious encumbrance which the present writers on the
subject bav not been ingenuous enough to avoid.
It will be seen, therefore, that there is abundance
of labor ahead of Freethinkers if they will but assume
the burden. Every Freethinker in the country who
can should be at Philadelphia on the 25th instant.
There will be a plenty of speeches, and good ones ;
a plenty of opportunity to meet old friends and make
new ones; and the routine business will no doubt be
lively, as several h:idividuals are anxiously endeavoring to grasp the vacant secretaryship. Personal
ambition, however, must be kept in abeyance and
subordination to the work demanded of the Liberals
of the country, or the Union's power for good will
be gone..
Go to the Congress, one a~d all !

New Mexico.
We hav most excellent news to report from this
state, or coming state. Secular schools hav triumphed there. The state contains many men of
sound and acute minds, and they hav done nobly.
The opposition from the Romanists was unexpectedly
feeble. The priests found it impossible to rouse
their followers into efficient action. Their followers
seem to be getting sick of them just as the followers of the priests in Mexico and Italy are getting
sick of their once loved leaders there.
Before the education article came up Archbishop
Salpointe, of Santa Fe, published a letter denouncing the public schools. Ex-Gov. S. B. Axtell
replied as follows :
"The state has no right to provide for religious institutions, however strong the argument may be that religion is
absolutely indispensable to the welfare of the people. The
state can neither provide for its teaching nor its rupport.
The fact that a very large majority of the people of this territory are Catholics ought not to hav any weight in the settlement of the question of common schools. The right of
every individual to worship or not to worship must be left
to the dictates of his own conscience, not to the opinions of
a majority of his neighbors. I do not know that anybody
seriously disputes the rights of even an ignorant and bigoted
parent to shape the religious convictions of his child, but I
do most seriously and earnestly dispute the right of the state
to Interfere by any system of religious schools. • • • The
letter, while ostensibly written to instruct the constitutional
convention, is mainly directed against the American system
of education. It eulogizes Canada, and several European
countries, but has not one word of commendation for the
great, liberal, progressiv, and intdligent ~eople of the United
States. Why can Canada be favorably compared to the
United States? Is there any European country where the
condition of all the people is so favorable to the pursuits of
life, liberty, and happiness? Non-sectarian schools will
never stand in the way of religious instructions either in the
family, the Sabbath-school, or the church, but in the interest
of harmony, of intelligence, and of progress, do not attempt
to teach the dogmas or tenets of any church in the common
schools."

The educational article was adoplied by the constitutional convention. It provides for the establishment and maintenance of a uniform system of public
schools, which shall be open to and sufficient for the
education of all the children in the state, and shall
be under the absolute control of the state and free
from sectarian or church control, and no other or
different scboolE! shall ever receive any aid or support
from public funds. No sectarian tenet, creed, or
church doctrin shall be taught in the public schools.
No part of such funds, or of any other fund created
or authorized by law for educational purposes shall
ever bo applied toward the maintenance, support, or
aid of any school or other institution in the management of which any religious or other sect bas any
part, or which is not. under the absolute control of
the state.
'l'he provisions of this and the preceding seotioo
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are declared to be irrevocable without the consent of
Congress and the people of the state.
Ample provision is made for raising funds which
shall be used for common school purposes throughout the state in proportion to the number of children
of school age.
.
The article also sets forth that provisions shall be
made by law for teaching the principles of the constitutions of the United States and the state in the
common schools. No religious tests shall ever be
required of any person as condition of admission into
any public educational institution of the state either
as teacher or student, and no teacher or stu den~ of
any such institution shall ever be required to attend
or participate in any religious service whatever.
It was decided to first submit the proposed constitution to Congress, and if that body should rass an
enabling act, then the constitution is to be voted
upon by the people within ninety days thereafter,
but should Congress refuse to act, then the constitution is to be voted upon at the next general election
for delegates in Congress. The convention memorialized Congress for an extra grant of public domain
for school purposes, and appointed a committee of
one from each county to prepare an address to the
people, and also one to Congress urging upon them
the necessity for the admission of New Mexico as a
state.

So says the World. We would rather put the
sentiment in this way : The Christian religion is the
most dangerous of all forms of quackery either
·
ancient or modern.

The Persecuted Spiritualists.
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where Catholics obtain a majority, or even a minority
sufficient to hold the balance of power. In Canada
the constitution allows the endowment of religious
orders from the public funds; the right of the church
to exact tithes and other taxes; the right of Catholic
bishops to create parishes which shall, ipso facto, be
municipalities, and the right of the church to control the public schools. In every district in this republic in which Catholics become numerous, they
secure everything of this sort tha.t they can possibly
grasp. By book or crook they secure all the immunities, privileges, donations, offices, and perquisite
that our city governments can possibly support. In
iesser towns they do the same, and in addition are
continually taking possession here and there of- one
after another of our public schools.

The trial of Dr. W. E. Reid, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., for differing with Postmaster-general Wanamaker in belief as to our state after death, comes off
this month. We continue, as we started, to feel
sympathy for the persecuted Spiritualists, to brand
the arrest as an act of despotism that no American
should stand by and witness, and to solicit to it the
attention of Liberals of every shade of belief.
Dr. Reid has made the rounds of all the Spiritualist camp-meetings, including such well-known resorts
as Lake Pleasant, Onset, Niantic, Parkland, Queen
A Christian Error,
City P.uk, lEbna, Sunapie Lake, Cassadaga, VicksMentioning the arrest by the order of "Holy
burg, Haslett Park, and others. At each of these
plaees he spoke, describing his sufferings at the John" Wanamaker of a Western medium for asserthands of John Wanamaker, and always called forth a ing that he obtains communications from the "other
·
resolution denouncing the man who runs the mails world," the Christian Statesman says:
" The Spiritualists are holding indignation meetings, and
in the interests of the Christian trust in religious
are raising the cry of 1 religious
belief. He has succeeded in raising a robust defense the Freethought journals
1
and
invasion
natural rights,' as they did
persecution'
fund for use in employing eminent counsel. The when D. M. Bennett was castofinto
jail for circulating obscene
Spiritualists speak of the prosecution as a step books through the mails."
toward a theocratic government, an effort to put
We wish the Statesman would observe accuracy in
God in the O'onstitution. If, they say, there is to be its statements. A jury browbeaten by a furious prosany religion in the immortal doaument, they prefer ecution and bigoted judge, allowed themselvs to be
Faith Cure.
not to take it from Philadelphia. They say they can compelled to say that the book Mr. Bennett mailed
We will describe another death among the many rouse a feeling that may compel the removal of the was obscene. Several scores of other men, however,
postmaster who knows all about the next life and knows prominent and intelligent-men of national reputaunceasingly being caused by the Christian religion.
Amia McKee, one of the prettiest young ladies of just which party should be licensed to sell informa- tion like Charles Devens, then Attorney-General of
Cape Vincent, New York, was employed as dress- tion about it. It is certain that signs of such a feel- the United States, 0. B. Frothingham, Elizur Wright,
maker in Redpath's establishment in New York city. ing are appearing. The New York World says:
·Parker Pillsbury, and even Mr. Hayes himself, then
"We are inclined to agree with Dr. Reid in his opinion president of the United States, said the book was
A few weeks ago she left this city to visit friends.
While in Cape Vincent she stopped at the residence that individual liberty has been attacked 1't1 his person. The not obscene. And the jury, according to the pubdoctor inay be a fool, but if so he has an unalienable right to
of Emma Ingalls, a spinster, who thinks she has be so, and if his clients choose to pay him for the exercise of lished statement of one of them, would never hav
been cured of innumerable ills through the medium a skill which he does not possess, the case is no worse than rendered such a verdict had they been left to conof one Mrs. A. J. McConnell, who is chief among a that of people who pay quack doctors who profess ability to strue the law. The Statesrnan should understand
small band of Christian scientists. A few days ago cure consumption, corns, epilepsy, bad breath, sciatica, the case before allowing itseif to slander a dead man.
Miss McKee was taken ill with gastritis. Mrs. Me· freckles, and the like. Within limits every American citi- We trust it will hav the honesty to make the corzen has a right to be cheated out of his money, just as he has
Connell and Miss Ingalls took full charge of her an unquestionable right to be a crank or to believe that two rection.
case. They did not send for a physician, but told and two make thirteen. If Dr. Reid's offense consists only
Editorial Notes.
the girl that God would be angry with her if she dis- in the untruth of his beliefs with respect to his converse with
A
FAMIN
prevails
throughout Tigre, a province of Abystrusted him to that extent. They advised her that if the spirit world, his arrest is an outrage, inasmuch as there sinia. Bands of starving
peasants are ravaging the country.
is
nobody
in
this
country
authorized
to
decide
what
beliefs
she kept right on trusting and praying she would
is
odd,
in
view
of
the
fact
that Christianity produced civIt
respecting spiritual things are true and what untrue."
get well. Miss McKee did not b~lieve in Christian
ilization and its powers, that the countries where we hear of
Prof. J os. Rodes Buchanan, editor of the Jmtrnal famins most are the eminently Christian ones of Ireland and
science, but she was powerless. When at last she
of
Man, recently expressed himself on the matter Abyssinia.
in
the
most
terrible
agony,
the
only
comfort
or
lay
help she got was an exhortation to be faithful and to a newspaper correspondent in language so sensi- " 1 WEar;~ building our soboo!s,• says the Catholic Review, 1 which
somG .daY the state willsnp;Jort.• We hope so, as unseotaria.n free
pray. Three days before Miss McKee's death Miss ble that we will quote it :
schoole.-Independent."
"I
believed
we
were
living
in
a
republic,"
he
says,
"but
Libbie Iselin and Mrs. E. Stala heard how ill she
Christians are building their churches, which they hope
since his Calvinistic majesty, John Wanamaker, issued his
was, and went to the house. They were denied last edict against the freedom of the pen, in his prosecution the state will continue to support.. We hope so, as temples
admittance by Miss Ingalls, but pushed the spinster of Dr. Reid, I think it is a debatable question. Solon's defi-. for instruction in science and morals, worship of the true
aside and reached the sick girl's bedside. They sent nition of a republic was a community in which an injury to and the good.
Tm: Personal Liberty League uf Cincinnati continues its
for Dr. Masson, but when the physician arrived he the humblest citizen was felt by the whole community. Dr.
was unable to do anything to save the girl's life. Reid has done what others hav done and what we would all denunciation of the Sabbath laws. The FreiseP1•.sse justifies
do if we could, and if he is condemned then we are all conealoonkeepers in their original resolution to resist and
Miss McKee died next day. The physician believes demned for the new crime of holding intercourse with the the
defy the law. It says: "To oppuse laws against liberty is
that if he had been called in time he could hav saved angel world. It is a crime because John Wanamaker says it not o·nly the right, but the duty, of every thinking and libher life. The people of the town are very indignant cannot be done ! And this is the principle of the prosecu- eral-minded man."
tion, if it has any principle, that whenever the great postover the affair.
PRoF. E. E. WHITE, superintendent of public schools of
master-general
does not believe in anything he can order the Cincinnati, spoke at the Wome'l's Christian Temperance
If the people of the town who are indignant over
prosecution of those who do believe and who do the thing
the affair would like to hav such practices stopped, ttat he condemn~. The Reid case is a test case. to see if Union School uf Methods at Bay View, the Michigan Chau
we will inform them that the only way to do so is to Spiritualism cannot be put down by law whenever Spiritual- tauqua, this ye~r, on the "Duty of the Hour." He spoke
for the Blair bill, and eaid that there wa~ but one vote against
throw away that book that they keep in town and ists make use of the post-office. If the principle is sustained it in the one thousand at the rec!!nt national teachers' convenit
is
the
most
gigantic
usurpation
that
hBs
been
attempted
think is divine truth. If that book teaches anything
tion at Nashville. "The family, c:mrch, and state," said he,
at all, it teaches faith cure. If it does not teach since the federal government was formed and would giv our "should in a holy alliance gather about the cradle."
national postmaster the powers in some respects of a Russian
faith cure, it does not teach anything.
despot. Spiritual papers do the same thing for which he is
THE Episcopalians in council in this city hav been wrang.
The practice of faith cure is a practice that waxes prosecuting Dr. Reid-they send out communications from ling over the retention of the Nicene Creed in their faith,
and wanes precisely in proportion as belief in Chris- spirits through the post. office and are paid for it, and if he is and the conservativ party hav won. The chief opposition
tianity waxes and wanes. When one increased, the. right in his new usurpation it is his right and duty to punish was to one clause which asserts that the Holy Ghost proceeds
other increased; when one was at its bight, the other the editors and suppress the papers by excluding them from from the son as well as the father. It was a typical church
the post-office, and the best thing that editors and homeo- wrangle-grave and learned tnen discussing a most absurd
was at its bight; now that one is declining, the other pathic doctors could do would be to hav a private conference eubject
without the thought once· occurring to them that they
is declining. Whenever and wherever Christianity with our master John and find out what he believes in and were making tbemselvs ridiculous in arguing about some.
becomes strongly believed, then and there faith cure what he will permit, for on this new principle he is danger- thing of which they knew and can know nothing. What
ous to all men whose brains are activ enough to originate does anybody know about a holy ghost, or a Christian deity,
must necessarily rise into prevalence.
or its alleged son l
There are several other things that follow Chris- anything that Postmaster John does not understand."
· THE Lord must be on the warpath against the heretics
tianity's rises and falls in just the same way. WitchCatholics Conquer.
about this time. Charles Watts has been down with a bad
burning, torture of dissenters, antagonism to science,
A fight between Protestants and Catholics has case of blood poisoning, and ~Carthage paper of the 2d in.
suppression of free thinking, and faith cure-these
stant had this: "Watson Heston had an alarming attack of
things we may conveniently take all together as been going on in the province of Manitoba. It has heart disease this morning and for a short time it was
uniformly and with mathematical exactness attending resulted in the victory of the Catholics. It waa de- thought he could not survive. He grew easier, however, to.
Christianity's power and disappearing with its disap- cided that this sect should hav separate public ward noon, and is resting comfortably this evening." We
pearance. If we ever allow Christianity to reacquire schools. It was also decided that the French lan- learn from Secular Thought, however, that Mr. Watts was
its former influence, witchburning, torture of dis- guage should be recognized equally with the Eng- rapidly improving and expected to lecture last Sunday, and
Watwn Heston writes on the 4th that he was able to sit up
senters, antagonism to science; suppression of free lish. As there are not more than ten per cent of at that date, and Dr. Trenckler cheered him with the infor_
th nking, and faith cure must inevitably reacquire French-speaking people there, and an equal number mation that he would be all right in a few days. We hav a
of Garman, there is no reason why the German lan- piece of sympathy as big as a barrel for both of these distheir former influence.
guage
should not be given equal privilege with the tinguished gentlemen, wbose e:(forts for Freethou~ht cannot
u Faith cure is tM w.o~t dan~eroqs form of moqern
French. These things always follow in every place be spared.
qj!ackery ."
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l,tlttrs. protl( Jlritnds.
PoRT ToWNSEND, W.ASH., Sept. 15, 18.89.

MR. EDITOR: I hav just finished " Yone Santo: A Child of

Japan." It is a fine story of Japanese !if~ and customs, and
exposes those superstitious missionary thieves. It ought ;o
be read by all. We hav a good supply of gospel-shops m
thls little town, and they are still wasting good !';Imber for
superstition and ignorance. Those that cannot raise money
enough to build a new church and be up with the times are
whining around like dogs with sore heads.
.
.
1 m going to do my utmost to attend the great conventiOn
at P~rtland, Ore., on October 12th, 13th, and 14th. I think
there will be a grand, successful time. I am glad to see Mr.
B. Reynolds advocating it with such eloquent letters
through the Liberal press. I wish Mr. Reynolds or so~e
other eloquent lecturer would giv us a call and treat us wi~h
a course of lectures. I think we would hav no trouble m
getting a suitable hall and meeting all expenses.. There is a
good Liberal element here, but they seem to be a little afraid
of Mrs. Grundy. They need a good shaking up.
Hoping soon again to hav the mental treat of hearing a
great exponent of the Nine Demands, I am,
Yours for Univerml Mental Liberty,
ARTHUR VENN.

c:

BANTA FE, N. M., Sept. 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Of course you know that I am a subscriber
to your paper, with which I am greatly pleased. I am not
agreed, however, with the course of our writers and lecturers
in their violent attacks upon the Catholic church. They
ought to know that all our laws of religious intolerance emanate from Protestant sources, and that the Protestants use
the Catholic people merely as a catspaw to assist them in
their schemes of religious oppression. Here in New Mexico
we had no Sunday laws until the American Protestant came
in. And certainly the Catholics do not send the· Blairs and
Comstocks to offices of public trust. To look also beyond
· our own country, we see how Catholic France and Italy are
bravely c0ming to the front, and even poor despised Mexico
boasts perhaps to-day of more religious freedom than our
own country. The fact is, our people are fighting the Catholic church of two hundred years ago, and do not see that
things hav taken a mighty change since that time. Let the
Catholics alone. They mind their own business and do not
bother us. That church cannot liv among educated people,
and we cannot afford to waste our efforts in that direction
while the Protestants are gradually taking away our personal
liberty.
LEWIS 80HORMOYER.
DAYTON, 0., Sept. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose this extract from the report of the
Mormon commission clipped from to-day's Dayton JoU?·nal:
The commission, in view of the present condition of the territory as regards polygamy. does not think_ th_at Utah ~hould be
e.dmitted as a state. Should it be, the commission saYs : It would
not be long before the gentile element, with its advanced oiv~liza
tion, its trade and its traffic, would be driven from the territory
and the Mormon theocracY be made supreme." In regard to prohibition of immigration the report saYs : "While we forbid the
immigration of the non.proselyting,IJeace:loving, ~ocil Ohin~se because we fearful ure danger from hid commg; while we forbid the
landing on our shores of contract laborers because they cheapen
the wages of America.n-born citizens; and paupers because they
become a burden, there is far greater reason for closing our doors
89 a nation and -forbidding citizenship to hordes who are brought
here to swell th6 ranks of an organized body which teaches them
in advance to hate our government, denominates its ex~out~v, ~aw
makers judges, and prosecutors as persecutors, and mstlis mto
every U::ind the constant teac~ing that their pretended revelations
are more binding than the highest and best laws of the land, and
that resistance to auoh laws is virtue and rendering obedience to
God."
It appears to me that the arguments used against admitting Mormon immigrants applied ~ith tenfold force t_o t?e
Roman Catholics, for what orgamzed body teaches m Its
parochial schools to the children more treasonable doctrine
than they do, by instilling into their min~s that the pope and
his priest's commands must be obeyed m preference to the
laws of the land wherever they conflict, and resistance to
such laws is virtue and rendering obedience to God? In my
opinion parochial schools should be forbidden by law.
JoHN DowNEs.
PuRDY's STATION, N.Y., Sept. 29, 289.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTH BEEKER of September 28th
Mr. Franklin Steiner proposes that a statue should. be erected
to Thomas Paine in Philadelphia, on the same spot where he
toiled and labored for the independence of America. There
can be no doubt that no man deserves our esteem and thanks
more than Thomas Paine. There is no word in the hrman
language greater than liberty, and consequentlythe greatest
thing a man can do in the world is to work for liberty. Personally I do not think that a statue is of great consequence.
In my opinion, the greatest monument that can be built to
Paine Is to continue his work, to defend the rights of men,
to stand by everyone whose rights are trampled under the
feet of the oppressor-in short, to labor for the happiness of
mankind. 'l'o erect a statue to Paine and to be idle ourselvs
would be ii. mockery. In this respect I share the opinion of
Dobrolooboff, the second person in the trinity of the Russian
critical literature (the other two are Belinsky and Pisareff).
When Belinsky died in 1848 he left a host of admirers, who
determined to celebrate annually the birthday of their great
teacher, as they called Belinsky. These festivals were of the
ordinary kind, with the usual speeches and toasts. Dobrolooboff used to take part in them, until he became dissatisfied with this mode of honoring the memory of Belinsky,
when he asked indignantly : " Is this all that can be done?
DO we adv&nce the ideas of Belinsky by making a. trivia.!
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speech on his birthday?" But so long as great men are
honored with statues, surely Paine deserves one. Perhaps no
man has ever done more for libeTty than he did; no man ever
was truer to his principles than he was. He was a man of
whom the human race should be proud. His memory ought
to be in the heart of every liberty-loving ma,n and woman.
But whe·re are the people who will erect a statue .to him?
Should it be done by a handful of· Freethinkers? The American people do not remember his great deeds; they do not
appreciate his work for the independence they now enjoy.
They despise him because he was honest, because he expressed his real thoughts on the subject of religion. It
seems that the world can stand anything but truth told
in plain language. Had Paine lived the lite of a hyP.ocrit,
had he said that the Bible is the word of God and Jesus
Christ is the savior of the world, how popular his name
would hav been to-day! But he had courage enough to
deny the authority of the Bible, and for this reason he Is
denounced as a monster. How long will it be so? Will tile
masses never become elevated? Will supe.-stition drag its
victims forever? Will intellectual honesty forever be considered a disgrace?
Let us hope that this order of things will change. The
people will come to the conclusion that a man ought not to be
slandered for being honest, and then they will honor Paine as
one of the greatest benefactors of the human race. But
when will this dream be realized? It may happen in the far
future. We shall not see this blessed time, but we should
not despair. The stars are far away from us, but still they
are stars. Meanwhile, let us do our best to hasten the time
when no chains will disfigure the bodies or minds of men,
and if it is possible to erect a monument to Paine, let it be
done. Let us honor ourselvs by honoring him.
·
CLEMENS P. BRRYLBON.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 22, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Civilization does not brutalize. It is opposed
to brutality in all its forms of manifestation. When it is said
that man has become civilized in spite of Christianity, may
it not with equal truth be said that man gets well in spite of
medicin? Do not both statements indicate too much generalization, and, therefore, are they not misleading, not to
say untrue?
Suppose we say man has become civilized in spite of the
Christianity taught by some men calling themselvs Christians,
and men get well in spite of medicin prescribed by some men
calling themselvs doctors. Quacks are found in other pro.
fessions than the medical, and butchers almost everywhere.
When our brother Peck gets '' on the warpath" it is hardly
necessary for him to label his pictY.Te. The "blood in his
eye" is so very apparent it is no wonder that "the blighting
influences of Christianity" are the only kind observable. He
raves as though, had he every Christian neck ln a halter, he
holding the other end, the only reason he would not pull it
and strangle them all, would be lack of the necessary
strength.
Men who think will not lose sight of the fact that to aecomplish desired results brutal natures most naturally resort
to brutal measures, which humane men most naturally do
not.
The parent beholding the sufferings of a beloved child
whose leg it is necessary to amputate, has his choice between
two physicians equal- in skill, strength of nerve, and will.
One is kind and gentle in manner, the other coarse and brutal.
Think you the latter would be preferred?
In many cases it is unjust to judge a man by his beliefs.
Yet many do, and think a man's belief governs his conduct
and makes him what he is, and yet at the same time declare
him to be good in spite of his belief, just as they say a Christian is good in spite of his Christianity: No doubt Brother
Peck is good in spite of his belief.
Any careful and observant reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER
for the past six or seven years who has contrasted the temper
manifested by writers on Materialism and Spiritualism, can
not hav failed to observe that the former seem to prefer the
eye for an eye and tooth for a toqth way of treating their
opponents, while the latter avoid harsh names and ridicule,
preferring gentleness and kindly reason. He must be blind
indeed who cannot see which is farthest advanced in the scale
of civilization, whether belief has anything to do with it or
not. The man who is gentle, kind, and considerate of the
feelings and prejudices of his fellows is infinitly preferable
as a companion to him who is the reverse. They who left
the church because of too much hell-fire for comfort, to say
nothing of their objection to the kind of spirit evinced in the
creation of hell by the God who designed it, are not likely to
embrace any doctrin advocated by men who manifest a spirit
of vindictivness toward those yet sitting in mental darkness.
Such conduct too closely imitates the so-called Christians'
God to be attractiv.
R. M. RoBINSON.
PORTSMOUTH, 0., Sept. 22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I find much interest in perusing the communications of John Peck, of Naples, N. Y., a quill-pusher, a
literary man, of the right sort. He is not too sarcastic, and
his words do not shock, as some say. His language, his expressions on Jehovah and the Christian religion, are all right.
His indictment and arraignment of heaven's demons aud their
earthly lieutenants and followers is eminently correct, and
that's what hurts. John Peck is a brave man. He is a benefactor, Is true and noble, and has been endowed with nature's best gifts-appreciating the loving, the good, and the
kind, battling for the highest possible standard of life, for
the intellectual freedom of the human race. " The world is
his country, and to do good is his religion."
The most extreme opposit to John Peck is the preacher.
He is enlisted in the army of ignorance, Ue is fighti~ what

I Calvinistic barbarians and Methodist

pirates call the "good
fight." A fight which in fact brands the mind as property
and engraves upon it the pictures of 11 heaven with a few
crowned and bloodthirsty villains, and a hell crowded with
their innocent and honest victims, which so changes the intellect that virtue seems a vice, and vice becomes virtue;
which robs the cradle of Its joys, which makes of happy
childhood a gloomy period, and which clothes the coffin in
that damnable drapery called fear; which makes of happiness
an exile, and of life a barren desert waste. A sky-pilot is !Ike
the quivering leaf of a tree-he is driven in all directions before the wind. He is found with the crowd who supply
him with .silver and with gold, and with that crowd he
hallooes the loudest and slanders the fastest. He fights I he
"good fight" to the bitter end. His face is long drawn, his
eyes are set in the direction of the sky (except in cases when
they turn to wink at a female member of the choir), and his
ears are always wide open to catch a call from on high to
elope to Canada or to anotller pulpit to hie. The other day
an old gentleman from Meigs count.y, this state, came to
Portsmouth to soli8it aid for the Presbyterian flock in his
neighborhood. I believe the real object is to erect a Godhouse. Of course he called on John G. Peebles, Esq., a Pres.
byterian deacon, and a very rich man, for assistance, and I
am informed was promised aid. Peebles always give to the
church. He is their right-hand financial bower in this section. To an Ashland, Ky., church I am told he gave the
cornerstone and a money consideration. The stone was
taken from a quarry owned by him, and as placed in the
church edifice.bears his advertisment, a free" ad," as it were,
under the seal and signature of his unknown and unseen
friend, Jehovah. The minister of the church which Mr.
Peebles attends is Rev. J.D. Blackburn. He was invited by
the old gentleman from Meigs to go up and preach several
begging sermons in the neighborhood, and he has since been
inquiring around how the residents in that part of Ohio axe
fixed, financially speaking, and if liberal or not. You see, to
preach a eermon and pray for money, and then no' money
come in, would be a hard blow for Presbyterianism. It
would cause some one to shout, "You hav no power,"
"Heaven is deaf and dumb to your pleadings.•~ I would
not giv one man of honest conviction for ten thousand men
of opinions.
The colored Allen Methodist Episcopal church of this city
has been all torn up of late over the way some of the brethren
hav been acting. It seems they hav been hugging and kissIng certain sisters in the dark places of the "highways and
hedgeE." One. brother, a class leader, as a punishment has
had his class taken from him. The justice in this I cannot
see. The poor fellow was. simply following in the footsteps
of David of old, and David was "a man after God's own
heart."
WILL 8. ANDRES.

PAULINE, ARK., Sept. 28, 289.
MR. EDITOR: They hav had a religious revival. It was
near Pauline, Ark., and under a brush arbor. They hav had
what they call a good time. They sung and prayed and
laughed and shouted. Three or four girls "came through,"
i.e., got religion, and several others are mourning, mourning, mourning, no one know.s what for, except because the
parson tells them to. Those girls, those dear mournin~t
girls, whose ages range !rom twelve to eighteen, are as innocent as sunshine, as harmless as doves, and as pure as purity
itself. I said to a Christian friend, "What are those girls
mourning about? What hav they done that they should be
down on their knees imploring divine mercy? What crime
hav they committed? Hav they murdered anybody ?'•
"No," said he, "they could not bear to murder even a kitten." "Hav they told lies about tlleir neighbors?" "No,
they hav done nothing of the kind. The very thought of
bearing false witness would cause them to shudder and blush
with shame." "Well, then, what hllv they done that would
soil the soul or tarnish the fair name of woman?" "Nothing," says he, "absolutely nothing that would lower the dignity, decrease the virtue, or lessen the happiness of the
human race." "Then, if they hav done nothing, why hav
them mourn? Why wet the cheeks witll tears-cheeks that
ought to be smiling with I,ove and joy? Why bring sobs and
moans from a heart that ought to rejoice for the good it has
done? Why break a young and tender heart that ought to
be strengthened and encouraged by the strong bands of kindness, sympathy, and love? Why murder the joys of life?
Why pollute the understanding, the intelligence, the souls of
the pure and good, by telling them that they ought to be
damned to eternal fire?" "Oh," said he, " their soul's salva.
tion is worth more and of more importance to them than all ·
the joys of this life." " Stuff t· nonsense l Foolish nonsense l Are they trying to get forgivness for something
that you or the preaelter has done? Do I not see your
daughter among the mourners?" "Yes," said he. "She
was thirteen years old last Sunday, and I am truly glad to
see her seeking the Lord .so early in: life, and I pray God that
he will convert her."
I became so filled with emotions of sympathy tor the poor
misguided mourners that tears began to trickle down my
cheeks. At this my friend remarked : " I perceive that God
is working upon you. May he convert you to his cause
before this meeting closes." I made no reply but kept on
thinking. My country"! My country l When, oh, when
will these bigoted, superstitious, egotistical spiders quit
weaving their deceitful webs to catch the innocent flies of
youth?
Think of a Methodist, a Baptist, a Presbyterian, or any
other kind of preacher leaving his family at home dependent
upon the charities of others for meat and bread l Think of
that preacher under a brush arbor, telling girls and young
ladies whose pure lives are just beginning to bud and blossom into womanhood to "Come now e.nd moun1 tn4 g~t
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good, as I am-good, as I am." Think of that, he who can
without b.lushing for our boasted civilization.· "A just and
merciful God will roast you forever in a burning hell." But
this picture is too gloomy to dwell upon any longer.
I said to my friend as I started to leave him: " If you
would weave your webs so as to catch only the bad, wicked,
cruel, monstrous files, how much better it would be !"
And the whole thirig that troubles me is that I am powerless to right the wrong. Argument will not reach such
inteliects. All we can do is to work on, and sadly and sorrowfully, yet patiently, wait for evolution to do its work.
R. HENRY HAWKINS. .
POOAHONTA8 1 ILL., June 25, 1889.
Mu. EDITOU : I beg your indulgence to allow me to make
known my gratitude to others who are engaged in the propaganda of Liberalism, and to speak a few words of encouragement. A few days since I was in a village and got into a
controversy with a young man about religion, and in .order
to try to dumfound me he said very irrelevantly that Colonel
Ingersoll acknowledged at his brother's grave that there is a
God. I bet him $10 that it was not so, and offered to put
~:p the money, but he would not. I embarrassed him by
repeating many vicious, immoral commands from the Bible.
He was very iNdignant and insulting, but I kept after him
until he left the story. One day last week I was at another
village and was assured that the Methodist pulpit-pounder
was a gentleman, and was advised by an intimate friend to
call on him, but not finding him at home I inquired for him
on the street, and having him pointed out I went where he
was seated, surrounded by the town roughs and Methodist
bref.hren. I told him I had heard he was a gentleman and a
scholar; that I did not believe the Bible to be the word of
God and I thought he might enlighten me upon the subject,
whereupon he flew into convulsions, villifying me in a most
shocking manner. I told him I supposed he expected a star
in his crown when he got to glory for his tirade of abuse. I
told the crowd who assisted him in ridiculing me that that
was the common stock in trade of the Christian; and for all
he was so vindictiv he finally.abandoned the field and entered
the store of his Methodist brother. If this letter appears in
THE TRUTH BEEKER I'll try to get the gentle lamb of God to
read it, that he may know that he is becoming notorious. As
for arguments, he advanced none; and as for his excuses for
the biblical mistakes, they were so vague that they refuted
themselvs. As for his lies, they were too glaring and too
numerous to need any answer.
I hav just returned from the post-office, and what a load
of literature I received from George J. Remsburg and from
the FreetMnkel's' Maga~i11.e! I hav disppsed of almost all, as
they are what I hav read previously. Oh, how it thrills me
with joy to find so many so deeply in earnest in the matters
of reform, and especially in the Infidel propaganda ! I am
working with a Liberal, Brown by name, and nearly every
night giv a sermon full of satire on the church or Bible; or a
lecture on phrenology, showing the impossibility of that science and the Bible both being true ; or a lecture on the
advantages of Liberalism over Christianity, thus molding the
minds of all who come under my influence to discard the
Bible and accept science.
I ha.v just finished reading " Christian Absurdities,"
"Bible Morals," "Divinity of Jesus Christ," and" Studies
on Theology." The last, by Shaw, caps the climax.
If the Infidels are as diligent the next five years ss they
hav been the last twelve months, may we not get public
opinion on our side, so that Robert G. Ingersoll can be president of the United States?
Ex-REv. JosEPH N. MAXEY.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Sept. 29, 289.
MR. EDITOR : At the conclusion of my long-delayed response to a request that special attention should be paid to
science in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I offered a few remarks on
Spiritism that were incidentally suggested to my mind by the
facts brought to view in my discussion of matter, motion, and
planetary formation. But I never had a thought of making
the discussion of Spiritism a specialty, nor the main question
in connection with some other. Nevertheless, if M.r. J. K.
Perry, or any other satirist, desires to provoke a wrangle with
me on the subject, he will probably find that I hav an obliging disposition and am inclined to giv as good as I get and a
liberal rate of interest.
I had no suspicion that my suggestions on Spiritism had
force enough to knock any Spiritist so entirely off his base
that he has not sense enough to perceive the plain, logical
import of my propositions, nor even to restate correctly. My
first proposition assumes that "science is knowledge; hence,
unless theories are the logical import of known facts, they
are evidently not science, but vagaries." Judging popular
theories by that definition, I lost confidence in them in early
youth, and hav not found it yet. An intelligent sane person
would infer from that proposition that I hav simply lost confidence, or never had any, in popular theories that hav the
evidence of being but vagaries. But Mr. Perry evidently
mistakes popular vagaries for science, and jumps to the conclusiou that I reject science. That being the method by
which all his conclusions are reached, further comment is
unnecessary except to note the unimportant fact that he has
expended an 11nnecessary amount of labor to m~ke himself
ridiculous for the amusement or disgust of your intelligent
readers. Half the effort would hav served reasonably well.
Mr. Perry inquires how I know that there is no scientific
reason that I can perceive, etc. It being obvious that any
person, though a fool, should know what he can or cannot
perceive, his question is suggestiv of idiocy or insanity. His
misquoting my propositions should not excuse him from that
imputation, for his misquotations being evidently not the re.llUlt of ignorance o~ accident, we should charitabll}" impute

them to idiocy or insanity. He has not criticised any of my
propositions, but his own misquotations and perversions of
them, and misquotations and perversions are usually open to
both criticism and censure.
Everybody knows that organic formations are effected by
the gradual' assimilation of their constituents; but planets
are conglomerations of inorganic matter; and they could
.not possibly hav been formed except by the well-known
rapid procesa of gravitation. The matter, or formations of
matter, that compose our planet could not hav gravitated
until it had acquired a· gravitating ponderosity by its formation; and, when m"tter had acquired a gravitating ponderosity, expanded matter could not sustain its weight and
gravitation became an absolute necessity. Hence it is obvious that the various substances that compose our planet,
and their gravitation, was necessarily simultaneous; and
they were evidently plastic when deposited and became solidified by chemical assimilation after the planet was formed.
Mr. Perry desires to know what difference I hav discov~red between attraction and gravitation.
I answer
simply this-and it is not a new discovery that attraction is
not a known but a supposed fact that is continually becoming more questionable-a few years ago the needle of the
mariner's compass was supposed to be polarized by attraction,
but is now reasonably well known to· be polarized by the
passage of electricity that is continually passing from the
equator to the poles. Gravitation is a positivly known and
indisputable fact, and is obviously caused by the ponderosity
of matter; no other cause is provable. I think that difference between attraction and gravitation should be broad
enough 11nd clear enough for even a Spiritualist to perceive
and comprehend it. There being no evidence of, or necessity
for, such a property in nature as attraction, especially not as
a cause of motion, which appears to be the only purpose it
.is supposed to serve, the theory of attraction as the cause of
gravitation is obviously a delusion; and the attraction. of
gravitation being insusceptible of proof by any· known facts
in nature, it is obviously a myth; acknowledged facts in
pseudo science to the contrary notwithstanding. I am not
p~epared to accept the opinions and theories of Professors
Tom, Dick, and Harry, as unimpeachable authority, except
to the extent that they are indorsed by known facts.
Mr. Perry correctly states my proposition that my physical
senses and imagination are liable to deceive me unless subjected to strict supervision of reason, but parverts the import ; for it implies that I will not accept the evidence of my
physical senses and imagination if reason rejects; and I hav
yet to meet an intelligent sane person who will; but Mr.
Perry seems to think that we should, in deference to Spiriti~m, and I think it obvious that we must, or reject Spiritism.
For the facts that hav been thus far presented simply prove
that so.called spirit manifestations are produced through the
agency, or the mediumship, of living physical organisms.
That fact is suggestiv that the manifestations are produced
by living physical organisms, and that there is probably no
other agency that is capable of producing or presenting
them. We should not permit our view of that fact to be
obscured, nor our attention to be diverted from it, by any
amount of their silly and absurd sophistry. When I hav
witnessed spirit manifestations that are evidently presented
by spirits, without the intervention of living, physical organisms, I shall hav evidence of intelligent spirit existence
outside and independent of living physical organisms that
reason will accept, notwithstanding my preconceived notions,
or the impressions that the evidence thus far presented has
made upon my intellectual organs.
Mr. Perry having been preeminently successful in his late
effort to make himself ridiculous, I will cordially invite him
to try again, and will suggest the expediency of his endeavoring to learn the truth intelligently and to present it clearly,
instead of endeavoring to pervert and obscure the truth with
misquotations, misrepresentation, and exaggerations.
J. A. TUTTLE.
DETROIT, MioH., Sept. 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: My friends, 0. 8. Barrett and C. L. James,
seem to be so much struck with my last letter as to hav
nothing to say but "•Tain't so." Mr. Barrett, in THE TRUTH
BEEKER of May 18th, says : "Very truly C. L. James's plan
of issuing. money would be of no value. Each could repudiate his neighbor's or Ilia own." I heartily indorse J. H.
Wood's plan. Let government do all the furnishing money.
In place of national banks substitute subtreasuries. Loan
money at one per cent. Hold a paper dollar at par, no fluctuations in money values. In THE TRUTH BEEKER of July
13th Mr. Barrett says: "Mr. Wood and C. L. James both
want the Constitution revised to suit their crowd. One
claims Anarchy is the medicin that will heal the nation's
wounds· the other thinks the promis to pay of every jackass is g~od enough," and then remarks, "What a consistent
condition of government would be realized did things conform
to their liking!" Now, as I hav never thought of any Tom,
Dick, or even a jackass ever issuing any promises to pay, or
anybody but the government of a country, I am at a loss to
know the necessity of his words. Both Mr. James and Mr.
Wood at least hav a strong desire to be free and see their
fellow-creatures enjoy liberty. We do not find fault with
the Editor for giving space for Socialists, Anarchists, Harman
and company, or even orthodoxy. We believe in liberty a~d
advocate those acts and proceedings which we believe wil:
produce the effect of freedom for all. In the last issue of
THE TRUTH SEEKER Mr. Barrett says that I intimate that his
lmowledge of. financl.al history is lacking, and say? that "it
does not take a. very profound financier to determrn the fallacy of the promis to pay and issuance the gentleman advocates." As I hav never advocated any promise to pay to be
issued, I must think that Mr. Barrett is a little off somehow.
He says;" Theone peroentinteJ;esthel:lJscoitsatanda.ttemJ_>ta
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to ·show its insignificance. {This is not so. I believe that
any interest is needless and wrong.] It needs no criticismanyone can understand it-that an attempt to run a govern
ment without a basis on the Anarchist order would be an
indiscriminate tooth-and-nail fight. The wolf would eat the
kid. He may hav a foundation to base his system on, but
he does not formulate a reasonable one." But all this is simply incoherent. No one can disentangle Mr. Barrett's talk.
I hav no theory of government to giv. When people are
free they are not governed, and when people are governed
they are not, can not, be free. I hav no basis for money
except the same that greenbacks are based upon, the government or head of the nation. It has proved the best and
truest that the world has ever used, despite the efforts and
labors of the moneylenders to destroy it. I hope Mr. Barrett will read over his past letters and try to make a little
order out of the chaos. It will help him to better arrange
letters in future, so as not to get more than half a dozen sub.
jects mixed in as many sentences. And now Mr. James
comes at me to say that I may hav a financial theory
straight, though he is unable to make out what it is. Well,
my financial theory is not a theory, but a practical fact that
has been with the people for twenty-five years past. I want
the greenbacks and nothing else. I want enough of them to
enable every person to pay every dollar they owe. That is
the whole of my financial theory. Can you understand it
now, Mr. James? If there were sufficient legal tender (or
lawful) money in circulation, so that every person could pay
cash in every transaction or exchange, there would be no
more interest, usury, or debt. No bank could hav an existence, as no one would borrow and pay interest. You say
the wildcat banks were a fraud because they pretended that
they would redeem in specie. No. That was not the fr!.ud
of the system. The fraud was in the government, who
alone had the power, and whose duty it was to make money
and issue it to the people, but who, refusing to do their duty,
gave a license to anyone who could get a little specie to issue
his notes, a counterfeit of real money. I had actual experience of wildcat counterfeit money, and yet our government
protected this fraud, and punished people for imitating the
counterfeit fraud that they had put upon· the people at the
bidding of the moneylenders.
·
You say that the expenses of mutual banking would not
come from interest but from clerical fees. Now, where do
the clerical fees come from? It must be from interest or
from taxation. Greenback expenses come from the whole
people as a part of the expenses of government. If government paid out greenbacks for all public expenses and all
taxation were abolished, ninety-nme per cent of the cost of
government would soon vanish away and every other evil go
with it. You say as to my assertion that government paper
never depreciates, you would like to know what I call it
when $1 in gold would fetch $2 85. My friend, not $2.00.
You say that the high price of all commodities in greenbacks
at the same time showed that it was not gold, that had risen
in value, but greenbacks which had fallen. Now, if you had
taken pains to look over the history of the battles anti daily
reports of the war you would not hav made such an assertion. I will read you from the report of Mr. Fessenden,
secretary of the treasury, 1864. He said; "The experience
of the last few months [December, 1864], cannot ha'v failed
to convince the most careless observer that., whatever may be
the effect of a redundant currency upon the price of coin,
other causes hav exercised a greater and more deleterious
influence. In the course of a few days the price of this art!~
cle rose from $1.50 to $2.85 in paper for $1 in specie, ·and
subsequently fell in as short a period to $1.87, and then rose
again as rapidly to $2.50, and all without any assignable
cause, traceable to an increase or decrease of circulation of
paper money, or an expansion or contraction of credit or
other similar influence on the market. It is quite apparent
that the solution of the problem may be found in the unpatriotic and criminal efforts of speculation and probably of
secret enemies to raise the price of coin [not depreciate the
value of greenbacks], regardless of the injury inflicted upon
the country or desiring to infiict it."
In 1864, when 25 8 grains of gold were worth $2 SIJ In
greenbacks, $6 30 of the latter would buy a barrel of flouror in other words, in 1864 a trifle over $2 in gold would buy
a barrel of flour. Do you, does anyone, pretend that when
a great war was upon us flour had depreciated from $5 25
in 1860 to $2 30 in 1864 ? If when gold was $2.85 greenbacks
had depreciated to thirty-five cents on the dollar, as the hard
money press claim, then all the products of American labor
had depreciated in a corresponding ratio. For with all the
ups and downs of gold and greenbacks, debts and labor kept
comparativly even pace. My reductio ad absurdum is true;
all history, all experience will prove it, if you will examin it.
The state savings bank of this city, in a little paper issued
monthly, says that money is the necessaries of life packed in
convenient form. If you are hungry money will buy food.
If you are naked money will buy clothes. If you are sick
money will buy medicin. You work day after day for that
which you need to make you comfortable, and you receive
it in the form of money. Now, every person knows that this
is literally and practically true. While it is true that no one
is ever compelled by any law to part with his goods for
money, it is equally true that money would at once relieve
every case of want, privation, and misery in this land, and
every other. But it must be money, and nothing else, the fiat
of all the people through the government or head of the
nation. Now let us hav no more myths to prove fallacies
true. ·I assert that if our government will issue ten thousand
millions of legal tender money and cease to tax the people or
to license banks or brokers, every evil that anyone complains of in this country will cease to be, and universal prosperity such as never was known on earth will surely follow.
Fraternally,
J, H. Wc:10:p.
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and improve on ourselvs-to overcome all
that would bring us to harm, and to develop
and cultivate that which wiJI lift us morally
and
intellectually. If we disobey the laws of
.IIdit6d l;J; .Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Jf'alZ
RiflW, Mas~~., to tJJlwm all oommunicatiof!,B/0'1' nature-her true and simple laws, not abnormal rules-we shall suffer, but when we
this 0orn8'1" Blio'Uld OB 8Bn.t.
observe her laws, we experience happiness
and feel justly rewarded. Now, as we part
" Between the dark and the dayligM,
for this time, let us each and all resolve to liv
When the night is beginning to lower,
pure, healthful, and noble lives, as free from
Oomes a. pause in the dii.Y'S oooupa.tions
That is known as the Children's Hour."
wrong and impurity as possible, and strive
as we go on the journey of life to make the
world a little better than it was when we
Mothel'less.
came upon the stage of action. S. H. W.
Two small rosebuds whipped in the wind,
Deary me;
s~d little rosebuds ling•ring behind,
Unlucky Sayings.
Lost birds at sea.
A
child
may
often be expected to put his
Gone are the sisters, fled with the others,
heedless little foot into his mouth. For inAlone in the wet gras~, where are the mothers?
Beautiful mothers, bloom in!<' and fair,
stance, a youngster one day begged an invitaCharming the very birds out of the air
tion to dinner at the house of a little friend
And cheering rue.
with whom he had ieen playing. At the
I saw their mates brief whiles ago
table his hostess anxiously inquired:
Waving red,
"Charley, can you cut your own meat?"
While cool, sweet winds came sighing low
"Humph!" said the youngster, who was sawAbout my bead,
And over the ta.ll gras·s, deep in the hedges,
ing away, "can't I? I've cut up quite as
Where the yellow primrose leaved in the sedges, . tough meat as this at home." People who
There the listening pea.ch a.ud plum trees heard,
are destitute of tact might take warning from
And told the neighbors every word
such juvenil rnalapropos, but such does not
That Was said.
often appear to be the case, judging by the
But not one of them there that day
Cried, " Come in I
numerous examples to'the contrary.
Lone little orpnaus cast away
"I never open my mouth but I put my
From your kin,"
foot in it," was the curious complaint of some
Till one poor withered thing beside her garden
Hearing mach of musty creeds and pions burden• unlucky wight who might hav received conSaid," Hither, little lost bnds of the plain,
solation had he reflected on the number that
Here's shelter from the fierce heat and the rain,
daily keep him company. The guardsman's
I· hav left of love and room a bit to spare,
remark to the English nobleman who was in
And gladly would your fragrant memories bear
the habit of affably conversing with soldiers:
My heart within."
''I like you, my lord; there's nothing of the
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
Frenchtown, Neb.; Sept.. 13, 289.
gentleman about you," offers sn example of
the kind, says Gharnbers's Journal. "How
A. H•lJlllY Lunch Party.
many deaths?" asked a hospital physician.
''Now, pussy, le\ rue l;ie your bib,
"Nine." "Why, I ordered medicin for ten."
And make it nic~ and neat,
"Yes, but one would not take it," was the
And you shall bav some !nnoh with us,
startling reply. "Hillo! where are you goI'm sure •twiil be a treat.
ing at this time of the night?" said a gentle"Now, Puss, you mustn't rnn and mew,
man to his servant. " You are after no good,
But sit right here by me,
I'll warrant." "Please, sir, mistress sent me
And try to be as ladylike
As ever you can be ..
for you, sir," was the response. A gentle"Come, sit up on the table now,
man sa d to the W!l-iter of his club : '' Michael,
And l.o1d Y<•Ur hea.d up. There!
if I should die, would you attend my fuWe ha7 a dish of bread-and·milk,
neral?" "Willingly, sir," was the hasty anAnd yon sha.ll ha.v your share.
swer. "Well, Michael, that is not very com"I•m sure yon mu~t be very tired
plimentary." "No, sir, I didn't mane that,
01 e11.tin<l' only mice,
sir; I wouldn't be seen there, sir," was t·he
With noi'f aud then a scrap of meat,
Or something not so nice."
waiter's consolatory reply.
And Pni!BY meetdy shuts her eYes,
And sheathes her pointed claws
Correspondence.
Beneath the padded onshion
OAK MILLS, KAN., Sept. 13, 1889.
Of her dainty velvet paws.
DEAR Miss WixoN: The news of Horace
And though she feels a little strange,
Seaver's death was so sad to me. I read
And somewhat basbfnl, too,
your beautiful arid touching tribute with tears
She takes her share of bread-and-milk
in my eyes. Colonel Ingersoll's funeral oraWithout a single "mew.''
tion was a grand thrill of eloquence. He
-Belen Whitney Clark.
paid an able tribute to the memory of his
dead friend.
I conduct a little magazine called Golden
In Our Own Corner.
Dawn, devoted to the interests of Freethought
Here we are, little ones and big, in our own and all true reforms. The magazine is de.
cosy Corner, ready for a chat upon any topic Pigned and ext:>cuted by myself with pen and
that presents. We can readily talk about pencil. The September number of my mag.
what we know, and by inquiring, we can find azine is a memorial to Horace Seaver. The
first page is adorned with a portrait of Mr.
out much that we do not know.
Seaver, around which clusters a wreath of
This is a big world that we liv in, and if vines and flowers, and at his side is a picture
life could be prolonged here for a thousand of a pen and the Boston In'Desti,qatrn-, and
years, at the end of that time there would over the portrait are the words, "In Memory
undoubtedly be a grPat deal of useful infor- of Horace Seaver." The pages are all draped
in mourning. It is my humble tribute to the
mation still unlearned.
memory of the great, good, and noble Horace
It is quite certain that among the many Seaver.
I hav been running the magazine
vari· d subjects presented to the student of for over a year. The size is about 5x7 inches.
nature, not one is more interesting and impor- It generally contains about ten pages, with
tant than the life and well· being of human- l:wo columns to the page. I .print them just
for amusement. and distribute them among
ity.
my friend~. I like to do such work, and beTake a little child, just born into the world ·'lides
I think it is benefi<Jial to myself and in-how much there is before it! Experienced teresting tO my friends, as I huv received
people, that is, parents, teacheril, and thought- many letters of thanks from them. I am
ful persons, tremhle almost at the contem- glad they appreciate my humble efforts.
plated career of a child, not knowing how it Every copy contains Freethought news.
A beautiful monument to the. memory of
will be shaped, or whither it may tend. We Gen. U. S. Gra.nt was unveiled in Fort Leavalways hope for the best, but none can exactly en worth on Saturday, September 14ch. I
foretell the future.
-;vas there and enjnyed myself very highly.
Now, everybody has a great deal to con. I ha~l the pleasur~ of listening to an elnquent
0rat10n
by Amenca's great Agnostic states.
tend with, you know, in life, and one needs
man. Hon. John J. Ingalls
the United
to be well equipped with all the virtues, to Stateij
Senate. He is undoubtedly one of the
meet the foes that lurk in aw bush on every ablest men that ever sat in the Unite::l States
side, whose work is to injure and destr0y.
:::lenate. He is a fine figure on the platform
Here arc bodies to be cared for. We want -tall and commanding, with a fine voice that
them to be clean and healthful. There are rings out the grandest peals of eloquence.
passions, too, to be ruled and subdued. Ruled Be starts out in a slow, quiet manner, but as
he proceeds he _grows more forcible, and his
by what? By the intellect-the front brain. sentences, so logically expressed, overflow
Reason tells us when we are right and when with the richest streams of eloquence. I hav
we are wrong. Let us try to make Reason heard him several times and I do not regret
it, but I do regret that I cannot bear him
king, and obey that sovereign.
These bodies of ours are like houses that oftener. Amor.g the other speakers of the
occasion were Hon. Geo. Peck, General
we liv in. We must try and keep them pure Blair, General Merrit, and others. The mon.
and undefiled, unsullied by even a vile um6nt, standing on a little knoll, was sur.
thought. We should Jearn all about them, rounded by a large platform, and on this sat
the office and use of every part of our being; many prominent men, including the speakers.
we should seek to know all the laws that When the monument was unveiled it was a
sad scene, and tears came to the eyes of many
goverJ:!. and control us, and strive to obey of the old veterans standing around. The
t4ose lq,:ws as bel!t we can. We ought to try monument WRf!JllOunted with a bro~ecs(4tue

of

of General Grant, representing him at the
capture of Fort Donelson, and the figure appeared very natural. The monument is a
fine one and appropriate. There were thousands of people present and the day will long
be remembered by them all.
I had a few other things to w:rite, but I will
drop them for the next time, as this letter is
getting long. Please excuse all mistakes, as I
am writing in a hurry. With best wishes,
. I am,
Ever your friend,: · ::-~,.. GEORGE J. REMSBURG. :
[Many thanks for the above interesting letter. Our friend George is doing brave and
good work for Freethought, and give fair
promis of much future usefulness. Success
to his efforts.-En. C. C.]

A Little

Mi~chief.

Who dug up the corn when it was just
sprouted P The crow? No. Who then?
Why, the rabbit. Who gnawed the bark off
the pear-tree ? · 'fhe same animal. He should
be called then, the Little Mischief. But is he
not pretty? How soft and flue Is his fur, and
look at his round, bright pink eyes, and his
long ears laid back on his shoulders. His
family name is Hare, and in Europe he is
known as Mr. Conev, while in France they
call him Monsieur Lapin. We know him in
this country as that little rogue, the rabbit.
He cimnot run very fast, .so he does not
venture out much by daylight, but takes his
rambles after dark. His home is called a
burrow, because it is burrowed or dug in the
ground.
When rabbits are six months old they be.
gin to be papas and mammas, and their children are very numerous indeed. If nobody
interfered, one pair of rabbits would, it is
said, in four years become the progenitors of
more t:lian one million two hundred and fifty
thousand children I Now, you can see th"t

we should soon be, at this rate of increase,
overrun by rabbits, did not the hunters with
their dogs, besides other animals, as the fox,
woodchuck, and weasel, come in to stem this
tide, by mercifully cutting short this reckless
spread of rabbit life. Rabbits are of various
colors, black and white being the most prev.
alent. They are killed for their beautiful
fur, and their flesh makes a delicate and
nutritious food. Their little nests are soft
and cosy, and lined with their own fur.
Their babies come into the world naked and
blind like kittens, but they grow rapidly;
and their average life whe11 let alone ~:eaches
nine or ten years.
The gray rabbit is more like the real hare,
and can run swiftly, but it cannot be made
ta~e as can the other rabbits.
In Mexico there is a kind of rabbit known
as the sage, and in Texas there is a long-eared
fellow which is called the jackass rabbit,
probably on account of his very long ears.
Rabbits are sociable with each other, and
it is quite common among them to transmit
their burrows or dwelling-places to their
descendants, so that some can boast of living
in the home of their great-great-great-greatgrandfather.
Of course you can all repeat the dear old
nursery rhyme :
Bye low, Baby Buntin~~:,
DaddY's gone a hunting,
To get a little rabbit skin
To wraP the baby Bunting in.
S.H.W.
QuESTIONs.-Name a misehievous animal. DeRonbe the rabbit. Wh~t is his family name T
What is he called in En rope T in France T in America. T At wb&t time does he come from his home
mostly T Why is his home called a barrow T At
what age do rabbits bPcome parentBT How fast
do tbo.y multiply T H"W is thiS incn ..•e prevented T For what are rabbits valnabie T Describe
the rabbits• nest: t.heiryoung. Whatlsthe length
of their livesT What C»n you ~ay of the gray
rabbit T tbe sage T the Texan rabbitT Are rabbit&
sociR.ble in their hanit• T Do they transmit their
homes to their children T Repeat the nursery
rhyme.

GLOVES
Direct To You.
I have decided to place my gloves
(the hest made) within the reach of
every purchaser, no matter where he
or she may live. Yon pn rchase
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER,
get better gloves fot· the money, say.
ing intermediate expenses of traveling salesmen, wholesale and retail
l\ly gloves are made from
skins suitable for different
grades of service and are made with the best skill
by the .most experienced operators. They are
perfect m sty Ie and fit and the most serviceable
gloves that can be made. lVIy gloves are warranted and if not as represented you can return
them and receive back yolll' money.
Twenty-seven Years Before the Public.
offer my glo,·es for ladies and
with assorted colors. real dog
skm! ktd, chcYerette, and fur. SEND stamp
for Illustr~te? bo~k ab?ut gloves giving
full descnptwn Wtth pnces of over fifty
patterns, simple guide for self measurement; thus enabling you to order by mail
as safely as if measured in our1o5tore.
I

ge!'ltlc~en,

fi(ln

REMEMBER, :Perfect fit c"zd satt:ifacgttarantecd.

Refer to Johnstown Bank, American Ex.
press Co., or Postmaster, all of Johnstown, or
Commercial Agencies.

JOHN C. HUTCHINSON,
JOHNSTOWN, N.Y.
OBSERVE. I send a good glove measure
above book to tltose who tnention this paper
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12mo, 300pp., $1.50.
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BY
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Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
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COMPILED ·BY
Mythology,"" The Oareer of Jesus Ohnst."
A concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and
L. K. 'VASHB1JRN.
of all the Prominent Religions
The fool hath said in hfs.heart, There!& no God.
before and since Ohris·
-rPs. xiv, 1.
PBIOK,
$1.50.
tianity.
Ohildren and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
AddreBS THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. •
With elaborate index.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
·
28 Lafayette Place, New Yo~ h.
By HALSEY R. STBVKNS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
with many apt quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere Alse oan so much knowl- The Liberty of Printing, and Rep1y.
"The "Jews and their God stood on the lowest
edge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
BY HUBLBUT and WAKEMAl!i.
plane."
in such compact form.-[Literary Review.
Price, lO cents.
Price, 10 oenti.
Extra.oloth,12m.o, 441 P.P·• $1,50.

Similar advertisments from unreliable prao
tioners hav been frequently assailed and expose
by the press, hut Dr. Fellows st11nds foremost i
his profe•sio!l, and it is safe to trust him. Beiqg
a iltanoh LIBERAL is fur lber PlOOf of his reliabi

ity.-Nattanal VifM.
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A Foolish Text.
"Love thy neighbor as thyself?"
What a. foolish preacher I
Thou art dearer than myself.
Neighbor, sweetheart, tea.ohor.
None is eqna.l to thyself,
Thon art far above me,
And I dare not a11k myself,
Would she stoop to love me 1
None I love except thyselfKneel in awe before theeAnd I only hate myself
That I'm all unworthy.
" Love thy neilrhbor as thyselU"
Parson's lost his labor,
Fool I'd be to love mYself
As I love my neighbor.
-Wtll1nm K. Wels7t in Life.

Literary Notices.

haps equal interest and timelin~ss is dealt
with by Dr. Henry C. McCook-" Can the
.
,
,
Musketo be Exterminated? Dr. McOook
thinks that, while the pest cannot be wholly
wiped out, it can be greatly mitigated by the
draining of swampP etc. and by the props.
' , '
.
gat10n of the musketo B natural enemies, the
dragon-fly and the spider. Besides Lord
Wolseley's fourth chapter of "An Eng)ish
View of the Civil War" there are contribu.
'
.
twns from two other ~ell-known Eoghshmen. Canon Farrar giVB the reasons why
he is an Episcopalian, R!i!d in "The Transformation of Paris" Frederic Harrison, Esq.,
.
.
contrasts the Paris of 17811, a medieval town,
with the gay, bright, fascinating city as we
know it to-day. Gen. John Pope has a striking paper on "Common-Sense and Civil-Service Reform,"
appointments
try should be
gress, and he

in which he urges that the
to offices throughout the counmade by the members of Conwould hold them responsible

The Gold.en PM'h'Lp8 is the title assumed by
for the good or bad character of the officials
a paper just started at Denver, Col. The
appointed. The Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge,
paper is a Freethought one, and we wish it of Massachusetts, discusses some of the imsuccess in its work. Dr. C. W. McCormick portant questions that will be taken up by
is editor and proprietor. Subscription, $2.
''The Coming Congress." In "Nurseries of
" Social Ethics," is the title of an anti- Crime," Inspector Byrnes, of the New York
Prohibition book by E. H. Heywood. He police department, points out the Pvils that
lays stress on the benefits of developing that flow from the unregulated lodging-house sys-

strength of individual character that enables tem of the city.
a man to decline intoxicants. He thinks that
The article in the October Popula-r Science
we should not be protected outside, but
Monthly that will attract the most attention
rather made strong inside. Price, 15 cents.
is the one that heads the list, '' Pensions for
"Vortrage von Hedwig Henrich-Wilhel- All." The writer, Gen. M. M. Trumbull, is
mini." With pleasure we call the attention anxious that the "pension temptation" shall
of our German-speaking friends to this little not bring dishonor upon the Grand Army,
volume of Freethought lectures, a study of and he reproves treasury raiders. The numwhich will repay even the veteran Free- ber is marked by the great variety of its conthinker. In the lectures, twelve in number, tents. Dr. M, Allen Starr has an illustrated
Frau Henrich-Wilhelmini touches all those article on "The Old and the New Phrenolquestions which at the present time engage ogy," showing what has been really ascerthe mind of every thoughtful person, not tained about the location of the faculties in
alone the whence? why? and whilher? but the brain. A lively picture of "Evolution as
pagan and Christian antiquities, woman's Taught in a Theological Seminary," is given
rights, etc. She shows us the inconsisten- by Rollo Ogden, a seminary in New York
cies, immoralities, and cruelties of the Chris- being the institution criticised. There is an
tian religion and church; the superiority of entertaining sketch of "Life at the OamFreethought and science. She pictures off eroons," by Robert Mi.i.ller, :&I.D. Dr. Robthe "Joy of Life," brings us face to face with son Roose writes on the " The Art of Prolong"Death," and closes her series with an essay ing Life," giving advice as to the care of
on "Cremation." The language is plain, but body and mind, and telling what length of
logical and convincing, and it is evident that days may be expected. The article on '' Eduthe authoress knows not alone what she is cation in Ancient Egypt," by F. C. H. Wenspeaking about, but believes it herself, and del, will surprise many, who would not
intends her readers shall do the same. We suppose so much information on the subject
seek in vain for witty remarks, for funny was obtainable. Mr. W. H. Larrabee conanecdotes, yes, even for sarcasm, but we do tributes a second illustrated article on the
find a love for mankind and for everything antiquities of Sweden, this one dealing with
true and good. Now and then she indulges the "Bronze Age." In "Anthropology at
in lofty scorn, but always in an appeal to Washington," Prof. J. Howard Gore describes
every-day, good common sense, and it is the the organization and methods of the governlast trait, we think, which wlll make'the little ment scientific bureaus engaged in investiwork an excellent one to present or lend to gating the customs and history of the Indians
your German Christian friends ; and we do and mound-builders. Prof. Wesley Mills connot see how the latter, after a careful perusal tributes a·popular account of" Digestion and
of its pages and a little subsequent thinking, Related Functions." W. Bernhardt, writing
can fail to exclaim with David Strauss, "We of "The Chemist as a Constructor," give
are Christians no longer." The volume, cases in which almost creativ power has been
which containR a likeness of the authoress, attained by man through science. " The
and a short introduction by Herr C. Herman- Origin of Some General Errors " is pointed
Boppe, is printed in large, clear type, on out by S. Exner. P. Souriaou describes
good paper, and is published by Der Frei- " The Pleasures of Motion." There are edidenker Publishing Co.,. Milwaukee, Wis. torials on " The Domain of Science " and
1112 pp., price 50 cents. Can be obtained, " The American Association." Miscellaneous
like any other book reviewed in this paper, topics are treated more briefly in the departments. New York: D. Appleton & Co. 50
through the office of THII: TRUTH SEEKER.
cents a number, $5 a year.
The September number of the North Amm·We especially commend to our readers a
ican Re11iew contains the very interesting
announcemPnt that the entire control has book just written by Arthur B. }'loss. We
been purchased by the Hon. Lloyd Bryce, to may assert positivly that they will not be
whom a controling interest in the Re'l!iew was disappointed in it. It will be found plain,
Its title is
bequeathed by the late Mr. Rice, and that entertaining, and instructiv.
his purpose is to conduct it as a magazine of ''Lectures and Essays," and it is a collection
the times, on the lines laid down and fol- of thirteen of the best productions of the
lowed by his predecessor with such remark- writer. There is prefixed a life of Mr. Moss,
able success. The present issue fully bears with a portrait. The binding is showy and
out the announcement made by the new brilliant, being red cloth. The first treatis
editor and proprietor. Three of the upper- is entitled, Two Revelations. The second is
most topics of the day are treated by men of on Design and Natural Selection. Mr. Moss
acknowledged authority on the subjects on asserts, in regard to the noted watch illustrawhich they w.Tite. "The Value of Inter- tion, that '' a savage, seeing a watch for the
national Exhibitions " is discussed by Senator first time, would be. very unlikely to think
Hawley; Dr. Brown-Sequard's " Elixir of that it had been made. Why? Because he
Life" by Dr. William A. Hammond, and has had no experience of watchmakers."
" Capital Punishment by Electricity" by El- Thus the only reason why on seeing a watch
bridge T. Gerry, Esq. Senator Hawley's fa- a person would infer from It a watchmaker,
miliarity with previous expositions makes his would be that he had had experience of
contribution of especial timeliness and value, watches being made by watchmakers. Other
particularly in view of the lively interest thoughts on design are :
aroused by the efforts of New York and
But, if a wa.toh is made, the maker is not lllso
other cities to secure the World's Fair of the manufacturer of the materials out of which
manipulates it. Those are already at hand ;
1892. Dr. Hammond declares that it is un- he
his design, or con trivanoe, consists merely in
scientific to deny that there can be such skilfully arranging certain parts io produce a
a thing as an elixir of life, and thinks that certain result. In this case, therefore, there is no
valuable results may follow Dr. Brown- analogy between the maker of a watch and the
Bl!quard's discovery. Another topic of per- maker of a universe. According to all Theists,
God is also the maker of the materials from which

Ihehas produces
so many designs. Now, while man
some
of watchmakers, he has

Jesus; The Old Faith and the New; Health,
Wealth, and Happiness; Christianity a Deabsolutely none of nmverse-makers, and therefore grading Religion ; Natural Man. The plice
he cannot say that the universe was made.
Nothing i~ more common than to see persons or of this interesting volume is 75 cents.
animals with defeotiv eyesight, and any imperfeo~
tion in vision _resultin~ from ~n inherent qna.~ity THE SPIRIT oF TRUTH : Being an Expositi<m
of the orga.n IB an ev1denoe e1ther of bad design
of Infidelity or Religious Unbelief. By
or of an absence of design altogether. To allege
Thomas Hertel!. Boston: J.P. Mendum,
that an imperfect organ oa.n be the work of an all·
In'l!e.9t~qator office. Price, 25 cents.
wise and all· powerful deity supposes that a. perfect
This book is a very good one, and one that
beinll' can produce a failure. Nor oonl~ a perfect
organ, deBill'ned by an almighty God, get out of we can recommend. It is, as it is entitled,
orde1•, for it is a positiv evidence of imperfect
workmanship that an organ or instrument be· an exposition of religious unbelief. It goes
comes impaired or rendered v8.J.neless by use. over about all the ground of religious unbeThonaa~ds of persons born into the world are lief, and in addition to being thus comprehenborn With eyes out.of which they cannot see. As siv is sound and sensible in reasoning. The
Tom Hood in one f his satirical posms, says of
printing and binding is very neat. The head"Tim Tnr~in," wh~ was gravel-blind:
ings of the sixteen chapters are : " Ignorance
And ne're had seen the skies;
the Mother of Devotion ; Religious InqnisiFor Nature, when his head was made,
Forgot to dot his eyes.
tien in Protestant Countries; Persecution ;
Bnt in thiR case the deficiency would be chargeChurch and State; Ignorance the Source of
able against deity; for Nature, being neither
intelligent nor good, cannot be considered as Moral Evil; A Humble Mechanic. Began the
Reformation in the Jewish Hierarchy; What
answerable for her im Jerfect productions.
When, instead of Jndividnal objects being taken Infidelity is, and who Infidels are ; The True
separately, we take the working of nature as a
God; What God is ; Miracles ; False Prewhole, we find that all animated matter is in con.
stant warfare-tho insect against the vegetable, tenses; False Gods Easily Known ; Faith no
and birds against the insects, the lower animals Proof of any God; When Cause Ceases to
against birds, and man against them all. And so Exist, Effect Ceases to Operate; What Infiterrible is this struggle that, if the design argnment were really true, many of the designs are delity is, Who Infidels are, and Who are even
of so destrnotiv and horrible a character as to Worse than Infidels ; All Christian Sec~ are
refiect anything but credit upon the wisdom or Unbelievers ; If Faith be the Gift of God,
goodness of the deity who is the alleged an thor.
then Who Gave Faith to All Other than the
Man, assuming in his vanity that everything Christian Sect?" Here are passages that are
was made especially for him, has arrogantly declared that everything in the universe was not unprofitable reading :
arranged so as to snbBe! ve his benefit.
All existing religions are but fashionable superstitions, and all exploded superstitions are religThen the evolutionary doctrin, natural se- ions out of fashion.
·
lection, is set forth in place of design. In
But in truth, other than superstition, there is
respect of the evolution of the human race, no snob thing as " religion " as a. Botmae. Exist·
'' sexual selection, or the selection by the ing as well as "exploded religions " are all alike
based on ~he assumption (not knowledge) that
fitt es1 males of the fittest females, would add man knows the source or cause of the existence of
com iderably to the advancement of man." the universe, or the "being, architect, or power"
What are called " rudimentary organs" are which oreatert and sustains it. Man not being
explained by our principle of natural selec- possessed of the truth on that subject, his relill'ion
is reared not on his knowledge, but on his ignotion, butrance of the source and organization of matter,
Rudimentary organs would be extremely difficult life, and mind.
to understand on the principle of design. In the
Nor oan the moral precepts which are extracted
human ear there are several muscles in a rudi- from pagan systems of religion, and sparingly
mentary condition which are absolutely useless. sprinkled and mixed with those of an adver~e
For what purpose wa.s the mammte of all male character in the Ohristia.n Bible, relieve the
quadrupeds designed T It is in a rudimentary Ohristia.n religion from the force of animadverooodition and serves no useful purpose. Or of Sion.
wha.t use are the incisor teeth of ruminants that
In Christianity's practical operation, when in
never out through the gums T There are in man, the possession and exercise of unrestrained human
also, various muscles which are of no utility to power and infinenoe, its worst doctrins were carhim, but which are highly developed in some of ried out, its true character developed, and itR e~il
the :J,.ower animals. A horse and oow, for instance, tendency illustrated by a total disregard on the
twitoh their skin when annoyed by fiies; and, part of its advocates, teachers, and professors of
though man possesses remnants of the muscle by its moral precepts of charity, forbea~ance, good
which this movement is effected (the vanntculus will to men, and the principles of equal rights and
cm'l!osus), it is, for the most part, useless to him. re:liprocal justice, and in· truth, also by the ignoSome men, it is true, oan contract the muscles of rance, fanaticism, and human debasement and·
their scalps, move their ears, ot• perform other misery which accompanied its establishment, fol·
extraordinary movements; but, in the large ma· lowed its progresP, and marked its way in
jority of human beings, these muscles are in an blood, w.u, and devastation ; and in fine, by the
altogether rudimentary condition.
destrnctioL of more millions of human victims
sacrificed at the shrine of its " evil spirit" of inThe conclusion is thattolerance and persecution during the "Dark
In the face of the facts of evolution the design Ages" of unrestrained ecclesiastic Power, than
argument is no longer tenable. It has been slain fell by the combined curses of plague, pestilence,
alike by science and common sense, and in a few and famin.
years will be consigned to that oblivion in which
.The reformation in the Obistian ohnroh wa.s
older and more ·pernicious errors ha.v found a not the effect of any moral infinence in the domiwell-deserved and final resting-place.
nant faith and practice, or of the voluntary exer" Man and the Lower Animals u is the next cise of the power of the church militant in aid of
its own improvement. On the oontra~y, it was
treatis. The author says :
Infidelity, that is, unbelief in its doctrins and
A true pereeption of man's close relationship to dogmas, and opposition to the secular power of
those fellow-creatures he has hitherto so despised the established or dominant ohnroh which ultiwill clear his mind of a vast amount of ignorant mated in its present altered and partially impride and pernicious vanity, and will make him proved" faith and practice." It was unbelief in
regard inferior beings with more kind and sympa- the divine origin and infallibility of the dominant
thetic feelings than hitherto.
ohnroh; unbelief of its dootrins, dogmata, and
In all nations of the earth the delusion appears superstitions; a want of faith in the piety, hll·
to prevail that man is a special creation: that he ma.nity, and integrity of its ministers and advo·
differs altogether from the lower animals. Even cates, wMoh excited resistance to its despotic
the nsked, unclean, nnveracions savage, with no nower, evil spirit, and immoral infinence; it was
idea of justice, and cruel to the last degt·ee, vainly Infidelity to reigning ecolesia.stioal power, and
imagins himself immeasurably superior to the successful opposition to the dominant and deq.
highest among the Bo·ealled brute creation. What potic infiuenoe of the Christian church in the
these creatures think of him we hav no means of Dark AgeE, which led to the revival of letterP, to
knowing. They hav not yet betaken themselvs to the renewed pursuit of literature, to the cultivathe task of writing books, but if some of their tion of the arts and sciences, to the increased
facial expressions may be taken as indicating knowledge of the rights and power of man, ancl to
their views, I should be inclined to think that the consequent intellectual and moral improvetheir opinions of him were not altogether favor- ment and melioration of the condition of the
able or complimentary. • .•
Christian world.
If, however, the reader supposes that in this
When the ignorant, the credulous, and the timid
essay there is an attempt to degrade man to "the Mnld be persuaded or commanded to profess belevel of the brute," he is much mistaken. Man is lief in the religions dogmata of the militant
in many respects greatly superior to the highest ohnroh, they were deemed to hav religions faith.
among the lower animals, His· intelligence, When by such means they could be induced to
though the same in kind, as I hav shown, is acknowledge the church to be infallible, and the
immensely superior to that of other mammals. opinions of the priests no less so-that "kings
As a moral creature he stands on an elevation far reign by divine appointment," that they" could
above all other animals. He alone oan fully rec- do no wrong," that their vilest acts of cruelty
ognize that his conduct has reference to the well· and despotism were works of clemency and mercy,
being of the community. He cannot sin against and that the life and reign of the ruling tyrant
his fellow-man without injuring himself. The were the greatest public blessings conferred by
happiness of the individual is thus inextricably God on man, they were estimated as true relig.
bound up with the happiness of the community ions believers and good loyal subjects I
in which he !iva. Man therefore stands at the
And further, were human testimony admissible
head of the animated kingdom. This does not for the purpose of obtaining a knowledge of the
seem to me a degrading view of man's place in true God, true miracles, or true faith, the proofs
nature, but a true view. Man is not degraded to and allegations of each· seot for its own, are
the level of the lower animals, but the lower ani- counteracted and destroyed by the opuoait
mals are elevated -from a false position, and placed and overwhelming testimony of all others. Thus
in that relation to the highest animal which a oonolnsiv proofs are exhibited that they all atani!
profound study of biology reveal& to be true.
on the same ground, all rest on the same or the
like human authority, and that the greott balance
We can, unfortunately, spare no more room or nearly the whole weight of human testimony
for the good thoughts of the " Lectures and goes to prove that the true Gnd, the inscrutable
Essays." The remaining subjects are: "Fic- and incomprehenoible source of all being, is not
be found among the nnmereus gods which are
titious Gods ; Bible Saints and Siimers ; The to
known to man.
Bible God and ·His Favorite ; Bible Horrors,
And it is equally evident that whatever merit
or True Blasphemy ; Socrates, Buddha, and any religions system may rightfully claim to pos·
experienc~
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sess must be measured by the morl!ol principles
and precepts it contains; that the amount of its
utility must be ascertained by the extent to which
it induces the moral uondnot of its believers, and
that its futility is unequivoo•llY determined when
its advocates manifest by their conduct a want of
charity, liberalitY, kindness, and good will toward
mankind, and traduce, proscribe, and persecute
anY of their fellow-men as Infidels, meaning by
that word immoral and bad men, merely for a difference in opinion on subjects ·ou which all men
are equally in the dark.
.ARGUMENTS in Support of Demurrer to the
Indictment of M. Harman, E. C. Walker,
and Geo. Harman, under the Comstock
law, by C. C. Clemens and David Overmyer. Also Judge Foster's Decision overruling the demurrer. Valley Falls, Kan.;
Lucifer Publishing Co. Price, 25 cents.
It is with feelings of seriousness and concern that we turn our mind to this pamphlet
among our pile of books. This is no laughing matter. It is no matter of speculation,
but one of immediate practical import. It is
no matter that will wait, but one that must
be attended to at once. It is a matter the
most serious of any on earth-a case for the
maintenance of Liberty. We would be glad
to hav readers get this book and look into the
matter in detail.
The pleadings of tb.e
counsel present the arguments for the side of
freedom quite ably and instructivly. We .will
reprint a passage. The counsel pleads forthe freedom for which Wendell Phillips so ear·
neatly and so eloquently pleaded: "No matter
whose the lips that would speak. they must be free
and nngagged. Let us believe that the whole of
truth oau never do harm to the whole of virtue;
and remember, that, in order to get the whole of
truth, you must allow every man, right or wrong,
freely to utter his conscience, and protect him in
ao doing. Entire, unshackled freedom for everY
man's life, no matter what his dootrin-tbe safetY
of free discussion no matter bow wide its ra.nge.
The community which dares not protect its bumblest and most bated member in the free utterance of his opinions, no matter bow false or hateful,· is onlY a ganll' of slaves."
Let us check the beginnings. Liberty dies with
fearful rapidity when the bloom of health does
but once pale on her cheek.
·

THE

THE STRUGGLE

Religious and P~litioa] Libertv. The Secret of the East,
In which the anthorshows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqUire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very fonndation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
!ength upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailmg the account of slavery in this country, calls
the .attentwn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
th!l work is replete with astounding facts an~
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
BY THEO. 0. BPENOER.
Olotb, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafalette Place, New York.

-----

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEEN'fH OENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread ts the st.ory or two young
!{iris and a younger brother who were left parenttess, with little money, fa1r educattonhanli much
Jonrage, to make their way through t e world by
~oing to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin.
rhe narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workmg girl•slifeand experience in tbeoityof Chicago
~mong bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
a.nd dJsrepntable hypoorits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel lngerwll to be-interested in; and whatever he admires
a.nd appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 211 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGBAPHIOAL SiRTOHES AND EssAYS.
BY 0IUBLES BBADLA.UGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp .• $1.21>.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00'.
iS LafaYette Pl•• NewYork.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

An ExPos tion of the Trne Meanin& of this Ohar·
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythol~
ogy."
Paper, svo, 25 cents.

The Modern Science fssayist,

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A

OOHPBNIJIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.

By WINWOOD READE.
It ls really a remarkable book, in which aniver·
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
lou turn over hispagea with a fascination sim·
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
lrving.-[lnter-Ooean.
His history bas a oontinuit_r., a rash, a carrying
~[Nwer.J.. which reminds ns strikingly of Gibbon.ew Haven Palladium.
The sketoh of early Egyptian history, in the
fint chapter, Ia a masterpiece of historical writ·
in g. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra olo~b, 12mo, 543pp. ,st.75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

NEW EDITION.

Ten Oents Each.
1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and

Philo•o'llhy.

THOHP~ON.

By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF

2. CHARLES ROBER l' DARWIN :His life, works,
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Rise and Decline•
-BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
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Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
For the benefit of our readera who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binderl
made for the purpose, ana
with the heading of THE
TRUTH BEEKER printed in
gold letters on the outside.
I'his binder allows the openllljl_ or tne papers perfectly fiat. It. also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail,_post~aid, for 11.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
tf
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.
-

'l'eachings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peeoles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The " Banner of Light,"
"Beligio-Philosophical Jonrnal,"and manr Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
.
Extra Oloih, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
of th6 American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents:
Address THill TRUTH BEEKER OoHPANY.

B~ersta'l'1/

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.

Col. Kelso's Works."
h.ammer Logic unsurpassed."
Bilk cloth, $3.

~unday and the Sabbath. " A law
regnlating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian ohnroh are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop-

pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Oolorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

claims for the e'listenoe of the Bible Deity,
and an examination in ·verse of the charges
generally brought against his Satanic majesty.
Ylmo, 486pp., $1.50.

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, a.U
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. M.uxus HEIGHTON, Bee.

The l.o anhattan Liberal Club, N. Y
Meets every Friday eveninlt, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot
nresand discussions. The public cordially invited

Akron, 0., Freethou;-ht Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets even
Sunday evening in the Hall of Oramer's Block
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

The Minneapolis Secular Union

Brcokll n Plailosophlcal Assoda
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at a P.M., evary
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
leoinres.

Elizur

IN THE

Seculal' IJnlon

days of each month at Independent Church, a
10 30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal snbjaots.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and InvesttR. G.I:!MITH, Oor. Bee.
gator are solicited.

DIAMONDS.
Unprecedented offer. No other bonae so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportnnitr to e:~amin, test 1
and compare my goods and prJCes with those 0 I
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi•oe of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract tbst
cash in fnll will be refnndea any time Within one
yeo.r from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None will sell as cheap. Oarrying a 1arge stoek,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business
on smallest possible expense, yon wlll positlVIY
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and EardrQps, worth $600, lor
$400; P!DB, Rtngs, l!.ardrops, Studs, Hair Orna.mentB, Pendants, worth $3rO, for 1200; do., worth
S200, for $140; do., worth 1150. for $110; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $ti0; do., worth
$60, for $4~; do., worth $40. for $80; do., worth $80,
for S22; do , worth f20, for $15. Yon oan wear these
goods daily for one year. It will not cost yon a
cent. If in the mean t1me yon are not satidied
that the goods aw better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your ca~h in full.
Selections sent to responsible _parties on ap. ·
proval; to any banking-lionse or o.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l'be "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finelY adjusted to beat and cold,
patent regulator, Brequet hair-B'Ilrinll', beautiful
double-paneled dial, and all modern improvements. Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it! In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce coin silver case;$23.t0; five-ounce, $25; six.onnce1 $27. In
open face. be•t filled gold case, $27; hunting, $33;
do., Louis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat solid gold,
$50 to St50. Bent prepaid, and cash refunded·.
not satisfa.ctor:l'._
OTTO WEiTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill,
Established 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie} and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. teo pp., 25 ots. The Mirror of Free·
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Tl'ntbs. U
cts. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 ots. Bible Makers. 5 ots.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 ots. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. BocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 ots. Ohristianity a Degraaing Beljgion. 5 cte.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ots. Natural Ml!cn. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 ots • .Hrnno and
Bpinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favorita,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 ots. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness. 5 ots. The Brain and the Bonl.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 ots. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Animals. r. ots.
. Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oonrt,
E.O,, London; En~r.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

ANTICHRIST.

FOB

BLASPHEMY,"

Wri~;;ht

Ol Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun

ROVING oonclusivly that there was no Ohrl&t·
crucified nnder Pontius Pilate, but that the
real Jesus, the illel!"itimate son of Mary by Joseph
At Morristown, New Jersey.
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
ana revtsea bl/ the au- 75 years n.o. Cloth, 446 pa)les, wit.h full Index.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work Stenographtoall!l reportea,
t110r.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at thil
gQes not ~o far·to sustain Spiritualism as to Handsome svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. office.
show that Ohristians are inconsistent in deny.
Price,
cloth,
50
cents:
paper,
25 cents, or
ing the allel!"d truths of that philosophy.
$2 per dozen.
Oloth, 12mo, 24lSpp., $1.
Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
LIFE OF
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00;
28 Lafayette Pl.,l!l'ew York

AN EXPOS1l:
Of the perversion of StePhen Girard'smagnifioent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
churches and Yonnll' Men's
·
Ohristian Association.
BJ Edward Bellamy,
By RIOH. B, WESTBBOOKt D.D., LL.D.
Author of" Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc.
Price Sl.
Address THE TRUTH 8EEKBB
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
SING, BROTHERS, BING.
free ~o rlloeiye new lill'ht will find in it satisfaction
and msp1ratlon.-[New York Tribune.
USB TRB
The api;Jeal is always made to a man's reason,
and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his selfishness. -[Boston Post.
IntYour meetings, to make them lively and interBUI!"gestion of a really practiQ~~.bla and feasi·es lng. THE LIBEIUL H'ni:N·BOOK contains songS bleA social
state greatly in advance of the present
b y ~he best Poets, adapted to well-known tunes. The romantiq
P.!irratlv is rich in its forecast of
1t IS hlll'.!!lf reoommende<l by Messrs. Wakeman, actual possibilitJes.-[Boston
Traveler.
Parton\.Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
limo, cloth, $1.50; Paper, 50o.
and, inaeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
:Ill oen\1.
Addre88 To TaUTH BBBUB 0o
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

LOOKING BACKWARD

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

Ar,;umeut by R. G. In,;ersoll

8vo, 833pp.,

Universe Analyzed and the Devii's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

The Secular Society of' Kent,

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Essence of Religion.

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

2~1'

Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 P.m:., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Ea&tman block, Minneapolis,
A Versified. Annotated Narrativ of his Life and Minn. J, F. MAOOMBEBo Pres.; 0HAS. LoWNn,Beo.

ROMAN ISM,

THE NEW GOD.

Philadelphia Liberal League

meets every Bun day in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social qnestiOnti
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beekerpnblioations alwaYs on hand at cheap rates.

8AKYA BUDDHA.

and influence. By Rev. JoHN W. CIUDWioK. l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
3. BOLA.R AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
•· ow •nns and worlds come into being. By Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Mr. GA.BRET P. BERVISB.
Price, 5 cents.
·
4. EVOLUTION OF THF. EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEwis G. JANES.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
begins. By Mr. WILLLU! POTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order Was Jesus Insane!
Price, 10 cents.
of zoological evolution. By D '. RosSITER
RAYMOND.
The Pnblic Schools and the Catholic
7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiqChurch. Price, 5 cents.
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
8 EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and develnnment. By Dr. llOBERT G. EooLEs.
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
9. EVOLUTION 01!' BOOIEl'Y. ByJAli!EsA.SKiLTnN.
..
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY Tlte Bible-What Is It? A pamTHE
SAMPSON.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH :
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
28 Lafayette Place, ltew l:ork.
TREIB
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies
in Theolo~;;y. A clear exposiCrimes and Perseeutions.
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologicallY denominated "the
avo, 1,119pp. Oloth, sa; leather, $4; morocco,
fall." Price, 10 cents.
ll'ilt edges, $4.50.
OR
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
BY D. M. BENNEl'T.
• negativ and affirmativ stand~oint, showing
DANCER AHEAD.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.
BY
B}' L • .F.EUERBACH.
BJ' A. S. GROVER.
A NATIVE" TAR HEEL."
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
50 ots.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
The
truth-teller
is
ill-mannered, therefore imAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
moral.-.lh:traot.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.

Ingersoll and the Deist.

The Forum.
Ohioago Secular Union meets every Bnnda:v
evening at 7:80 P.H., at 558 West Madiso". street.
Lectures and debateiJ. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

u

HISTORY
01.'

THill

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN1'

P

Joshua Davidson
MODE:aN lMI'I'A'l'ION OF CHRIS'l',

Of' Europe.

As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.

Revised Edition-2 Tols-Prioe, ••·
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in 01'fle1· or
ereatum.
- 75 Cents.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., -

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
26 cents.
Price,

Er Tltis book was tJUPP'I"essed by t'h6 first Amm·ican publisher•..D
THE TRUTH .SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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WOR.LD'~

JJiws of th~

Tmt proposed revival
of monastic orders in the
Church of England is
causing excitement.
JAPAN has had fresh
disasters of
volcanic
eruptions and flood, destroying thousands.
A RIOH marquis who
lately died in Spain left
$100,000 to the priests
for masses for himself.
TH!I: population of the
United States will be
nearly seventy millions
at the Exposition year.
ON the 3d the Mississippi steamer Corona had
a boiler explosion that
killed forty-six persons.
To keep Christians and
Mohammedans at peace
in Crete thirty thousand
troops and several warships will remain there.
THE Veterans' Association of Ministers of the
Genesee Methodist conference, N. Y., has censured the removal of
Tanner.
THE referendum, or
vote on each important
bill directly by the people, is recommended in
England by Mr. Stead
and the Speetator.

TIUNI{ERS~

COD S AND

REFOR~ERS~
. IANCIENT
Biographies of 800 of the Leadmg Philosophers, ·
.
_AND

PosTMASTER-GENERAL WANAMAKER has SO
modified the postal laws and regulations as
to allow postmasters, when neceHsary, to defer their weekly returns of money orders
from Saturday to Monday night, so as to
cause no extra work on Sunday to prepare
the returns.
NEW YoRK and Chicago continue to contend
for the Exposition.

SAGES,

Teaoher 8 , Skeptics. Innovators. Founders of
N"w Schools of Thought, Eminent Soientists, eto. (who were not Ohristians),
from the time of Menu to the present
svo 1 075pp , cloth $3"
leather, $4; 'mor.," g. e., u:w. '
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafaye~te Place, N. Y.

RELIC~ONS

~~ms of ~honnht.

0

AND MODERN TIMES.

Vol. I, G1vs a Full Aooonnt of all· the Gods, inolndtng Jehov&q, ~a tan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus.Ohnst, Vugm Mary, ~nd the Bible.
Svo, 835p)? .. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Relunous Syatems of the World.
Bvo, 957pp. Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; rooroooo, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

IN the moral world, as in the physical world,
nothillg is anomalous; nothing is unnatural;
nothing is strange. All is order, symmetry, and
law. There are opposits, but there are no contradiction~. In thfl oharaoter of a nation inconsistency is impossiblfl. Such, however, is still the
backward condition of the human mind, and with
so evil and jaundiced an eye do we approach the
greatest problems, that not
only common writer~, but
even men from whom better
things might be hoped, are
on this point involved· in
constant confusion, per·
plaxmg themseivs and th~ir
readers by speaking of in·
consistency, as if it were a
" quality belonging to the
subject which they investigate, instead of baing, as it
reallY is, a measure of their
own ignorance. It is the
business of the historian to
l'emova this ignorance, by
showing that the movements of nations are perfectly regular, and that,
like all other movements,
they are solely determined
by their antecedents. If he
cannot do this, he is no his·
toria.n. He may be an annalist, or a biographer, or a
chronicler, but higher than
that he cannoh rise, unless
he is imbued with that spirit
of science which teaches, as
an a.rtiole of faith, the doo·
trin of uniform Sfquence;
iu other words, the dootrin
that certain events having
already happened, certain
other events corresponding
to them will also happen
To seize this idea with firmness, aud to aoply it on al
occasions, without li11tening
to any exo~pti.ons, is ex·
tremely difficult, but it
must be done by whoever
wishes to elevate the study
of history from its present
crude and Informal state,
and to do what be may
GIDEON IS CONVINCED THAT HE SEES AN ANGEL.
toward placing it in its
proper rank as the head
Then the angel of the Lord put forth the end of the staff that was in his hand, and touched the flesh and the unleavand Chief of all the soiened cakes; and there rose up fire out of the rock, and consumed the flesh and the unleavened cakes. Then the angel of
ences.-B.,cli:7e's Hislol"l/ of
the Lord departed out of his sight. And when Gideon perceived that he was an angel of the Lord, Gideon said, Alas, 0
Civilizatton.
Lord God! for because I hav seen an angel of the Lord face to face.-Judges vi, 21, 22.

THE National Charities Conference at San
Francisco considered kindergarten work for
needy children as a preventiv of crime.

fdtls aqd 6nds.

AT the Sunday Observance Congress at
THE man who won't go to chnroh in the summer
Paris on the 25th ult. letters were read from because it is too bot stays home in the winter
beoanse it is too oold. The we>tther he will enPresident Harrison and Mr. Gladstone.
counter after death doesn't seem to bother him.THE Chicago superintendent of police says Herald.
he will not allow Soclalists and Anarchists to
SoHoOLTEA.CIIEB (to boy at head of class, the lesparade with red flags and display of mottoes son being pbilosopl!y):" How many kinds of force
adverse to law and order.
are there?" Boy: "Three, sir." "Name them."
... Bodily force, mental force, and the police force."
DELEGATES from all the American E.ations ornalla world.

preparations which usually precede the terrible
ordeal which !.le knew was to make him the laughing stock of his playmates, he remarked :
"Mamma, I'm not going to hav my hair cut to
dr..y." "Wi:Jat do yon mean, Jobxmie T" ' 1 I can
not allow it, ma.. I'm really afraid. I &'s dangerous." "What on earth are you afraid of. child T"
"Why, mamma," said the precocion~ JOUngater,
backing 1nto a corner, "I am surprised ft.t yon.
Didn't Yon ever hear what happened to Samson
because he let a woman out his hair 7" His mother
was so thoroughly astonished that he made his
escape to the street before she could say another
word •
KNOW THYSELF,
11
What are we here forT"
11
Are you satisfied with yourself T"
11
Do you pay your way 1"
"Are you in demand?"
11
Are Yon in debt?"
"Where are yon going T"
11
Are Yon a fool T"
11
What do yon think of yonrse!fT"
Thege are a few of the questions asked by 11 The
Quiet Observer" of the Pittsburgh Commm·cial

hav arrived at the Pan-American congress,
A CHILD who had just mastered her catechism
and started on a tour of the country under confessed heraelf disappointed, because, she said,
the care of Secretary Blaine.
"Though I obey the fifth commandment, and
honor my papa. and mamma, yet my many days
THE Utah commission is slowly diminish- are not a bit longer in the land, because I a.m still
ing the practice ot polygamy, but as the Mor- put to bed at 7 o'clock."
mon church will not formally renounce it, the
"BR'ER TANBARK, what am yo' notion erbotit
territory is still refused admittance to the •gagin' dis new parson, de Beberen• Zebra Olamsopper T" "Ter be sqnar' wid yer, Br'er Rassel·
Union.
'
razer, l's 'posed ter de genterman on economical
THE earl of Galloway, brother.in-law of gronn•s." "DaB soT Wharfo T" '"Oase de genter- Gazette.
Lord Salisbury, has been indicted for assault- man am six feet seben inches in de ol'ar. De hen
ERRORS OORREOTED.
ing a child. The child tells of the lord's bru- rooa's er dis congergation hain't lifted outer dat
In reply to a young lady in a recent issue we
tality in pathetic terms, but no doubt he will range, Br'er Raaselrazer."-Yonkera Gazette.
wrote, "Always marry for wealth," and the blundering printer set it up: "Always marry for
escape punishment.
A MAN may be forgiven for lying,
worth "-a clear perversion of our meai<ing. To
For atealing he often goes free,
THE king of Siam presented to the Amerimake the matter worse the young lady followed
Even murder repented when dying,
can Presbyterian Mission a royal palace, with
our advice, as printed, and has thus been renThe good Lord condones, we'll agree;
extensiv grounds and buildings. Probably
dered wretched for life. It will be some consola·
But with the man who prints private letters,
tion for her to know the printer has been disThe devil should hav his own say.
he has heard how useful Christianity has been
charged from our employ.
And if he doesn't make it hot for him
to European despots.
In our >tCconnt of the Snodgrass-Dobson nnp·
He ought to be docked on his pay.
tials the sentence, the bride made her appearance
ON the 2d Daniel Dobson, of New York,
- "BRo' TUC!!ER, it grieved yer ole pastor's heart wearing a" to-let entire" should be changed to
shot his wife as she came from church and ter heah dat one ob his flock was cot~hed stealin'
read "toilet en train''
then killed himseif. They had long quarreled chickens last night." "Pabson Butler, dem chickIn our account of the graduating exercises at
through jealousy and religious difference, he ens wuz fer yerself, kase I knowed yer·d bin poo'ly. the Young Ladies' Seminary for the headline
I 'clar ter goodneas, Pahson, I couldn't sleep las' "Ignorance and Foi!y," read "Innocence in
beiug a Presbyterian and she a Catholic.
night fer thinkin' ob yer bein' eick an' h~<bin' no Tulle."
ter eat. So I 'lowed l"d run de risk jess
Owing to the absenoe of the editor, the report of
• THE Adventisto, in advertising a meeting chickens
at Screamervi!Je, Va., to meet the Lord, whom fer yer sake." .. Oh, den dat alters de CR8e. n wuz last lilnnday's sermon made Revt>rend Slowboy
er mission ob mercy, brudder, an' Yer ·~erve great ~ay the celeB! ial oity was starved and cold. For
they expect to return between October 5th credit. I hates dese niggers dat's alluz thin kin'
the three last words read "paved with gold."
aod October 22d, announce railroad tickets •bout deyself an' never looks arter other folks. I
Our apologieil are due the new minister. We
"from Ftedericksburg to Screamerville and wnz bet·y Poo'ly, sah, an• am still poo'ly. Duz yer referred to him as "a later Spurgeon," and did
contemplate
gwine
out
ergin
soon,
Bro•
Tucker
1"
retu1·n."
not di~oover until too late that the printer had set
it up ''a. better splurger."- World.
Co ':NI!OTIOUT has given a majority of beTHE keen, fresh air and the sunlight sweet
Dispel eaoh weary, feverish mood;
,
OCTOBER-A PARODY.
tween 20,000 end 30,000 against P rohibition.
With gladsome heart and footstep fleet
How sweet to watch the feline oat
The secret b!lllot system, for the first time
The pastor, treading the sunny street,
When canine dogs decline to bark,
used in that state, gave great satisfaction,
Murmurs with unction," God is good."
The rodent squirrel redly dark,
and, it is confidently thought, will prevent a
But the tramp, as he leaves his haystack bed,
Rhinoceros and queer wombat,
great deal of electioneering corr;,ption.
And feels the hunger within him swell,
The hippopotamns fat,
Goes through his clothes wtthont finding a red,
And other mammals in the parkA PETITION, signed by eight hundred per- Solemnly waggles his shaggy head,
What comfort in tll.e proof these mark
sons in Maddd, including archbishops, bishAnd mutters sadly, "It"s cold as sheol !"
Of perfect wisdom, love, all that I
opg, and patriarchs, has been sent to the pope
-Cllicayo Mail,
But why;wheu all good Ohristians take
asking him to honor Christopher Columbus
JoHNNY's mother was rather proud of her skill
To praising one they never saw,
with the title of ''venerable." It is not men. in the haircutting line, and was very fond of showWho made the earth, without a flaw,
tioned that this church opposed Columbus ing it, much to Johnny's disgust. Being nine
From naught, •tis said-astounding fake I
' I years old he was disposed to patronize the barber.
Why is it that the slimy snake
denying the earth's roundness.
The other day when his mother was making the •
Will eat the rabbit raw T
SI SLOKUX,

.
!

THI!Ul! is no room in the
mind of man for providence or chance. The facts and forces governing
thought are as absolute as those governing the
motions of the planets. A pobm is prodiloed by
the forces of nature, and is as necessarily and
naturally produced as mountains and se9.s. Yon
will seek in vain for a thought in man's brain
without its ~fficient cause. Every mental opera·
tion is the necessary result of certain f"'cts and
conditions. Mental phenomsna are considered
more complicated than those of matter, and conB€quently more mysterious. B·Jing more myst~ri
one, they tlra considered better evidence of the
existence of a god. No one infers a god from ·the
simple, from the known, from what is understood,
but from the compl~x. from the unknown, and
incompreh~nsible. Our ignorance is God; what
we know is scienoe.-Ingersou.
WHY are we to giv this church credit, when she
tells us that those book• are genuin in every part•
any more than we giv hei· credit for everything
else ~he has told ns; or for the miracles she says
she has perform'ld 1 That she could fabricate
writings is certain, because she could write; and
the composition of the writings in qne~tion is of
tl·at kind that anybody might do it; and that she
did fabricate them is not more inconsistent with
probab,lity than that she could tell us, as she has
done, that she could and did work miraoles.T/Iomas Pa.ine,

THE writinl!'S of Paine f&.irly glitter with simple.
oompact,Jogical statement~, that carry conviction
to the dullest and most prejudiced. He httd the
happiest possible waY of putting the case; in asking questions in such a way tllat they answer
tbemselvs, and in st9.ting his premises SCI clearly
that the deduction could not be avoided.-Jnqarso!l
THOJIUB PAINE was a theological artilleryman.
He invented shells before tbe da.ys of Or•ini, and
threw th~m into the camps of the monarchy and
the church with fatal Effect. He produced great
alarm, but be a!Bo effected gre"'t destruction. His
" Oommon Sense" cha)]ged the destiny of America. No book against theological and biblical
errors ever excited ~o muoh clerical consternation
as his ''Ag-e of Reason," and, despite many fanlts
of dogmati~m. of imputation, and want of taste in
treatment, it is still a model of animated reasoning, of perspicuous statement, of luminous style.
The title of tho book is no mianomer. Paine could
reason: He was a master of vi~oron~ words and
vigorous thought. His ide<\~ are commanding in
their impressivness, hiH figure~ of speech are inventions in rhetoric. Ebenezer Elliot.t, the great
Oorn law rhymer, himself no mean judge, told me
that Paine was the greatest master of metaphor
he ever read. None but a self-taught man, w,th
powerful fanulties, could ever hav interested the
reader as Paine does. He throws nature and·
experience into all b~ AayR. He is nevar tame and
never weak. No conventional beliEver oan read
the "Age of Reason" and rise up without having
his eyes openeil as they never were before, .and
without impressions wbi~h he will never forget.
It is this. fact which has led orthodoxy so to dre10d
this book. No writer of the t.ime of Paine ever
had the art of interesting the common people in
what he wrote as he did. He may be wrong in
what he says, but he always means something,
and the reader feels it.-Gem·ue JaooiJ Holvoake,
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utte claims that the story was published in
its columns in 1880--81 as the narrativ of Vera
Zarovitch, and extracts are given to prove a
clean steal. Alas, exclaims the World, whose
0&:& faction to a Romanist parish war in
literary reputation is safe in these days?
Minnesota has burnt the church. There are
Even Eli Perkins is suspected.
some crimes still committed in the name of
IN his report just filed for the decade endrellgion.-Buffalo Express.
Sur JoNEs's convuted stenographer is in ing in 1887, National Commissioner of Educatrouble again. While in San Francisco Lee tion Dawson shows that the system has exstole an overcoat, and served sixty days for panded during that period, and that its growth
it. He then went to Honolulu, where he is is due entirely to the progress of the public
schools in the two Southern sections, where
a waiting trial for stealing a watch.
. the increase of enrolment shows an excess
ARoHDEA<JON FARRAR's scheme for estab- over the increase of population probably
lishing celibate brotherhoods inside the estab- never before paralleled in a country so long
lished church promises soon to be a topic of settled.
heated general debate. The London Times
DR. BROWN-SEQUARD expresses himself as
attacks the plan energetically, and seems
astonished and disgusted with the manner in
to hav distinctly the better of the argument.
which his theory regarding the elixir of youth
THE postal card was twenty years old on has been received in this country and Engthe 1st of this month. Austria has the credit land. He claims that he should not be held
of first adopting tite invention, though it was re~ponsible for the misapplications of his
first advocated by the German postmaster- reasoning made by sensationalists. The bunggeneral, Dr. Stephen. On Oct. 1, 1869, a ling of charlatans he especially regrets. 11 Ep" Correspondenz Karte " first burst on the icurus was not an Epicurean, Plato was net
astonished continental world.
a Platonist, Aristotle was not an Aristotelian,
A <JONGRRBB of Spiritualists hav just ad- Dr. Pusey was not a Puseyite," says Brownjourned at Paris. The meeting wa!! attended Sequard, who hopes he is not a Brown.Seby many enthusiastic delegates, who related quardist.
some startling manifestations of spirits. It
HENRY A. CooK, of Leominster, Mass., has
was agreed that show Spiritualists were doing di8played an originality as a politician which
much to destroy belief in Spiritualism, and a places him in the ranks of American geniuses.
movement was inaugurated to stamp out the He wants to go to the Bay State legislature.
practice of demanding or accepting fees by A few nights ago he held a meeting in a pubmediums.
lic hall, nominated himself for office, and
EDWARD BELLAMY, putativ author of asserted that he had been a hostler, a ped"Looking Backward," is now accused of dler, a tramp, a grocer, a chairmaker, a combplagiarism. The Cincinnati Commercial Ga- maker, a carpenter, a blacksmith, a stable.
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man, a gambler, a thief, a manufacturer, a
large real-estate dealer, a detectiv, and finally
a candidate for representativ. It is said that
he will be elected.
PERHAPS many tourists to the Holy Land,
says the Bun, will not be enthusiastic over
the excellent prospects that a steam route all
the way to Jerusalem will before a great
while be open to travelers. Jogging slowly
along on the backs of camels or donkeys is an
interesting novelty to most visitors, and is far
more in keeping with the historic surroundings than the prospect of being whisked
behind a puffing locomotiv from Jaffa to
Jerusalem in a couple of hours. Sentimental
considerations, however, won't retard the
railroad enterprise, and enginxers are already
picking out a route for the road. The sultan
has granted a concession, and a company
composed of French and English capitalists
will supply the funds.
CoLoNEL 0L<JOTT, now preaching his creed
in England, give this explanation of the ultimate state: "The spirit is sexless. Sex is
the result of the 'fall into generation.' The
differentiation of sex is the result of the materialization of the functions of the androgynous original soul. But for this fall, due to
the attempt to multiply the race by material
means, man would hav continued to be mindborn. All progress is toward the extinction
of the evil result of the fall. In the future
existence Buddhists believe we pass through
a state in which the passions survive; then
to a second stage, where the bodies exist
without the passions; and it is not until we
pass into the third stage, when the bodily
organs disappear, that the results of the fall
are worked out."

RoMisH priests and editors are busy trying
to make it appear that this is a Christian
nation, also the Protestants who are clamoring for Congress to enact a Sunday observance
law. Will some one tell us how a state, a
corporation without a soul, can be Christian?
We can readily understand how the people
of a nation can call themselvs Christian, but
suppose all the people of the United States
were believers in Christ, would that make the
state, which has neither entity, soul, or conscience, Christian? The state is the community formed for the protection of its cili.
zens in their civil rights, to prevent crime, and
afford all equal rights.- Western American.
IN the Detroit evening N(!'/.1)8 an editorial
entitled, 11 The Underlying Principles," lately
appeared, in which the present political situation was reviewed and discussed. The statement was made that 11 the logic of Democracy
is Anarchism, and the logic of Republicanism
is state Socialism or Communism," and accordingly all Prohibitionists and protectionists were advised to go over to the Republicans and assume the name that properly
belongs to them, while Democrats were admonished to mistrust the law and renew their
old.time pledge to vigilantly guard their liberties. That no blame for these extraordinary
sentiments attaches to any of the political
penny-a-liners of Detroit is certain; and the
finger of suspicion points to the one man in
that city who~e reputation for cranky notions
of this sort has long since become established.
But is it not astonishing to hav such revolutionary sentences stare at you from the .editorial columns of a daily newspaper? The
bewilderment of the respectable reader is
easier fancied than described.-Liberty.
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Mr. Lincoln received a book from Dr. Smith on Infidelity. wards and Mr. Brooks are .incorrect. If Mr. Brooks
He placed it on our law table. He never .opened it-never has stated the truth, both Mr. Edwards and Dr.
read it to my knowledge.
Smith ho.v stated falsehoods.
If Dr. Smith had converted Lincoln, as claimed, is
The testimony of these witnesses does •not
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian!
it not reasonable to suppose that he would hav joined strengthen Reed's case, but weakens it. The testiCHAPTER III.
Dr. Smith's church! Had he been converted would mony of two of them is self-evidently false, and this
REVIEW OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY.-REED AND HIS the clergy of Springfield hav denounced him as an is a sufficient reason for doubting the truthfulness of
WITNESSES.
Infidel in 1860? Again, if Dr. Smith's book was so the third. Had the evidence of neither Edwards nor
Reed- Smith-Edwards- Lewis- Brooks- Statements of effectiv as to convert from Infidelity to Christianity Smith been invalidated by the evidence of the others,
t
· d
L" I
b h
t h d
Edwards Smith and Brooks, Compared-Sunderland
-Miner~Gurley-Failure of Reed''-to Establish his as grea a mm as
mco n, W Y av we no ear the fact that Lincoln is so generally conceded to hav
Claims.
more of it! Why has it not been used to convert been an unbeliever up to the time that he became
Of the twenty Christian witnesses whose testimony other Infidels? Was its vitali_ty as an evangelizer president, would render it unworthy of consideration. The testimony of Brooks alone demands
is given in Chapter I, ten admit that, during a part exhausted in converting Lincoln!
of his life, Lincoln was an unbeliever, or Infidel. . Of
Mr. Reed was a trifle more successful than Dr. notice. Did Lincoln change his belief after he left
the remaining ten, not one denies the fact. It is Holland in obtaining witnesses; for while Holland Springfield and went to Washington! The evidence
conceded, then, that he was once an Infidel. Now, was able to secure but one witness in Illinois, Reed upon this point is decisiv.
The man who stood nearest to President Lincoln
it is 8 rule of law that when a certain state or condi- was able to summon two-Minian Edwards and
at Washington-nearer than any clergyman or newstion of things is once proven to exist, that state or Thomas Lewis.
condition is presumed to continue to exist until the
The testimony of Mr. Edwards, providing that he paper correspondent-was his private secretary, Col.
contrary is proven. If Lincoln was, at one time, an was the author of the letter accredited to him, c~n John G. Nicolay. In a letter dated May 27, 1865,
Infidel, it is fai:r to assume that he remained an In- only be accounted for on the following supposition. Colonel Nicolay says :
fidel, unless it can be shown that he changed his be- Being a believer in Christianity himself, he considered
Mr. Lincoln did not, to my knowledge, in any way change
lief and became a Christian. This Dr. Reed essays Lincoln's Infidelity a grave defect in his character, his religious ideas, opinions, or beliefs from the time he left
to do.
and was vexed to see that this controversy had given Springfield to the day of his death.
His lecture, under the caption of '·' The Later Life it such wide publicity. To assist in removing this
In a letter to his old friend, Judge Wakefield,
and Religious Sentiments of Abraham Lincoln," will stain, as he regarded it, from his kinsman's name, he written after Willie's death, he declared that his
be found in Scribner's Monthly for July, 1873. The allowed to be published over his signature a state- earlier views of the unsoundness of the Christian
evidence presented by Lamon had placed Dr. Hoi- ment which, unless his memory was very treacherous, scheme of salvation, and the human origin of the
land in a most unenviable light. As Reed's lecture he must hav known was untrue.
scriptures, had become clearer and stronger with adreaffirmed the claim made by Holland, and brought
It may be that Lincoln did change hts views in vancing years, and he did not think he should ever
forward fresh evidence to substantiate the claim, .it regard to some historical or doctrinal point connected change them.
.
was naturally regarded by many Christians as a vin- with Christianity, and informed Mr. Edwards and
Aiter his assassination Mrs. Lincoln said : " Mr.
dication of Holland's position, especially by those other friends at_ the time of the fact. He might hav Lincoln had no hope and no faith in the usual acceptwho had not read Lamon's work. Holland was par- changed his opinions on a hundred theological ques- ance ol these words.'' His lifelong friend and exticularly pleased at its opportune appearance, and tiona without having in the least changed his views ecutor, Judge David Davis, affirmed the same : "He
in relation to the main or fundamental doctrine of had no faith in the Christian senl!e of the term." His
cheerfully gave it a place in his magazine.
Reed's individual testimony proves nothing. He Christianity. An admission concerning some trivial biographer, Colonel Lamon, intimately acquainted
does not profess to know, from personal knowledge, question_ connected with Christianity has been tor- with him in Illinois, and with him during all the
what Lincoln's religious views were. The object of tured to convey the ide.\ that he accepted the whole years that he lived in Washington, says: "Never in
all that time did he let fall from his lips or his pen
his lecture was to invalidate, if possible, the testi- system.
mony of those who affirmed that he died an Infidel,
A prominent and respected citizen of Springfield, an expression which remotely implied the slightest
and to present, in addition to what had already been a gentleman whose name has, as yet, not been men- faith in Jesus as the son of God and the savior of
presented by Holland, the testimony of those who tioned in connection with this controversy, had a men.''
affirmed that during the last years of his life he was conversation with Mr. Edwards relativ to this subWhy do the statements of these witnesses, Smith,
a Christian. To answer his witnesses is to answer ject, soon after Reed's lecture was published, and, as Edwards, and Brooks, not agree respecting the date
his lecture.
the result of that conversation, he writes as follows : of Lincoln's conversion? When their testimony was
The Rev. Dr. Smith affirms that he converted Lin- "Mr. Edwards was not as good a witness on "oral ex- given Smith was iri Scotland, Edwards was in Illinois,
coin to a belief in " the divine authority and inspi- amination as he was in print."
and Brooks was in New York.
The letter of Mr. Edwards is dated Dec. 24, ·1872.
ration of the scriptures." It ·was imperativ that he
If he :was converted, why was the fact not revealed
should, for, said he, "It was my honor to place be- On Jan. 6, 1873, the letter of Thomas Lewis was before his death 1 Why did these men wait until he
fore Mr. Lincoln arguments designed to prove the written. After two weeks of arduous labor, Reed, it died to make these statements to the world? Simply
divine authority and inspiration of the scriptures." seems, succeeded in finding one witness in Spring- because the dead can make no reply.
As a matter of course, "the result was the announce- field who was prepared to corroborate the testimony
Had Lincoln been converted, the news would hav
ment by himself that the arguments in favor of the of Edwards-Thomas LewiB.
been wafted on the wings of lightning from one end
divine authority and inspiration of the seriptures
In his lecture on Lincoln which appeared in the· of the continent to the other. It would hav been
were unanswerable." Consequently, "Mr. Lincoln did State Register, of Springfield, Mr. Herndon disposed published in every newspaper; it would hav been
avow his belief in the divine authority and inspira- of this witness as follows:
proclaimed from every pulpit ; it would hav been a
Mr. Lewis's veracity and integrity in 1his community need topic of conversation at every fireside. When Henry
tion of the scriptures."
Impressed with a deep sense of the gravity and no comment. I hav heard good men say they would not be" Wilson, a man of far less note than Lincoln, was conimportance of his work, he declares that "It is a lieve his word under any circumstances, especially if he were verted to Christianity, the fact was heralded all over
tt
f th 1 t ·
t
1 t h
interested. I hate to state this of Tom, but if he will obma er o
e as lmpor ance not on y o t e present, trude himself in this discussion, I cannot help but say a word the land
Lincoln's home was twice visited by death during
but to all future generations of the Great _Republic, in self-defense. Mr. Lincoln detested this man, I know.
and to all advocates of civil and religious liberty The idea that Mr. Lincoln would go to Tom Lewis and re- his lifetime, and both occasions hav been seized upon
throughout the world that this avowal on his part, veal to him his religious convictions, is to me, and to all who to assert that he experienced a change of heart. The
. . . should be made known to the public," know Mi·. Lincoln and Tom Lewis, too absurd.
death of a beloved child is no common sorrow, and
The introduction of this Lewis as a 'witness dam- the womanly tenderness of Lincoln's heart made it
coupled with the more important fact, of course,
that it was Dr. Smith who did it. It is to be re- onstrates the paucity of evidence to be obtained on doubly poignant to him. "When death entered his
gretted that his waiting until after Lincoln's death this side of the question among Lincoln's neighbors. household," says his friend George W. Julian, "his
to announce it, prevented the convert's Christian Reed, living in a city of twenty thousand inhabitants, sorrow was so consuming that it could only be measfriends from tendering their congratulations and ex- many of them the personal friends of Abraham Lin- ured by the singular depth and intensity of his love.''
tending the hand of fellowship. It is possible that coin, after a vigorous search for evidence, is able only That Mr. Edwards and Mr. Brooks did each observe
he counseled Dr. Smith not to divulge the secret for to present this pitiable apology.
a change in the demeanor of the grief-stricken father,
fear it might injure his political prospects. Certain
I bav reason to believe that the letters of Edwards following the sad events referred to, is not improbit is, his neighbors were ignorant of this remarkable and Lewis were drafted, not by the persons whose able. But a manifestation of sorrow is no proof of a
change. When Holland canvassed Springfield, in signatures they bear, but by the Rev. J. A: Reed.
theological change.
We come next to the testimony of Noah Brooks..
1865, eager to obtain a morsel of evidence upon
Three of Reed's witnesses remain-three clergywhich to base his claim that Lincoln was a Christian, Mr. Edwards, supported by Mr. Lewis, states that men-Dr. Sunderland, Dr. Miner, and Dr. Gurley.
he failed to catch even the faintest whisner regarding Lincoln was converted soon after Dr. Smith located Dr. Sunderland is a man of distinction.· He has had
•
at Springfield, and about the time of his son Eddie's the honor of praying for thEl United States Senate
this alleged conversion.
When Dr. Smith's letter was made public, the death. ·Dr. Smith came to Springfield in 18481 and and officiating at the marriage of a president. Yet,
Christians of Springfield generally smiled, but said Eddie died toward the close of the same year. Dr. distinction is not always the badge of honesty. Mr.
nothing; while unbelievers laughed outright and Smith, in his letter, does not state when Lincoln's W. H. Burr, a literary gentleman, of Washington,
pronounced it the acme of absurdity. Dr. Reed read conversion took place, but it is uQderstood from writing to a Boston paper in 1880, paid the following
it to his audience and tried to look serious.
.
other sources that he claimed that it occurred about tribute to Dr. Sunderland's veracity: "He can probConcerning this claim, Lincoln's biographer, Colo- Ithe year 1858. Mr. Brooks, in his letter. to Dr. Reed, ably put more falsehood and calumny in a page of
nel Lamon, says:
says: "Speaking to me of the change which had foolscap than any priest out of prison."
The abilities of this gentleman to discuss such a topic to come upon him, he said, while he could not fix any
Mr. Sunderland called upon the president in 1862.
the edification of a man like Mr. Lincoln seem to hav been definit time, yet it was after he came here [Washing- In his letter to Reed he says : " For one half hour
rather slender; but the chance of converting so distinguished ton], and I am very positiv that in his own mind he [beJ poured forth a volume of the deepest Christian
inspired
himofwith
a zeal which
might
not hav
afeltperson
for the
salvation
an obscurer
soul.he Mr.
Lincoln
lis- identl"fied 1·t with about the tl"me of Wl"lll"e's death." philosophy I ever heard.'' Notwiths-tanding ten
tened to pis exhortations. in silence_, apparently respectful,
Willie's death occurred in February, 18621 nearly years had elapsed since that visit, he proceeded
and occaswnally sat out his sermons m church with as much fourteen years after the death of Eddie, and four to giv from memory a verbatim report of Lincoln's
pa~e!lce as othe~ people. Finding these oral appeals un- years after Smith claimed to hav converted Lincoln. remarks. The report is too long to reproduce in
availing, Mr. Sm1th composed a heavy tract out of his own Th
head to suit the particular case. c The preparation of that
us it will be seen that these witnesses nullify each this work, and even if correct, would add but little
work,' says he, 'cost me long and arduous labor·' but it other. The testimony of each is contradicted and to the weight of Christian evidence already predoes not appear to hav been read. Mr. Lincoln took the refuted by the testimony of the other two. Mr. sented. It is merely an ethical discourse, and aside
'work' to his office, laid it down without writing his name Edwards says that Lincoln was converted in 1848. from a few indirect admissions in favor of Christianon it, and never took it up again to the knowledge of a man Tb" ·
t d" t d b th t t•
fb
S "th ity for which. Sunderland doubtless drew upon his
who inhabited the office with him and who saw it lying
lB lB con ra lC e
Y e es 1mony o oth m1
the same spot every day for mo~ths. Subsequently
and Brooks. According to Dr. Smith his conversion imagination, there is nothing that Paine or any other
Smith drew from Mr. Lincoln an acknowledgment that his happened about 1858. This is contradicted by the Deist might not with propriety bav uttered. Those
argument ":as unanswerab~e-not .a very high compliment· testimony of both Edwards and Brooks. Mr. Brooks who wish to peruse Mr. Sunderland's letter will find
is quite positiv that it took place about the time of it in Scribner's .Monthly for July, 1873.
under the Circumstances CL1fe of Lmcoln, P· 498).
The. g.entleman w~om Co~onel Lamon refers to as Willie's death, in 1862. This, in turn, is contradicted
Dr. Miner, like Dr. Sunderland, had a quiet chat
testtfymg th.at Lmcoln d1d not read Dr. Smith's by the testimony of both Edwards and Smith. If with the president, and what was said he assures us
book was ~u~coln's, part~e~, ru;~. Herndon. In his Mr. Edwards is right, both Dr. Smith and Mr. Brooks is too deeply -engraved on his memory ever to. be
lecture on Lmcoln s Rehgwn, Mr. Herndon says: are wrong. !f Dr. Smith ia correct, both :Mr. Ed- effaced, :f3ut1 unlike D.r. Su,~l](lrl~nd Ql:l qoe~ PQt
1
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favor us with a transcript of it. He does not repeat
a word -that was uttered. He states, however, that,
" If Mr. Lincoln was not really an .experimental
Christian, he was acting like one." B11t how does an
experimental Christian act? If he behaves himself,
if he is intelligent and honest, his actions are not
materially different from those of a good Freethinker.
Dr. Miner did not believe that Lincoln was an experimental Christian, and in his article there is an
impl~ed admission that he knew nothing about his
religion.
He says that, " Like the immortal Washington, he
believed in the efficacy of prayer." The comparison
is happily drawn. Lincoln probably did believe as
much in the efficacy of prayer as Washington ; that
is to say, he did not believe in it at all, in the evangelical sense. There is no evidence that Washington believed in prayer, no proof that he ever uttered
a prayer. That story about his praying at Valley
Forge is as truly a myth as the story about the.
hatchet. The Rev. E. D. Neill, an eminent Episcopal minister, and a relativ of the person who is
reported to hav seen Washington engaged in prayer,
pronounces it a fiction.
Dr. Gurley is represented as saying: "I considered him sound not only on the truth of the
Christian religion, but on all its fundamental doctrine and teachings." This, remember, is from a·
Calvinistic standpoint. Lincoln, then, not only
accepted Christianity, but its most. ultra varietyCa.lvinism. He believed in original sin, predestination, including infant damnation, particular redemption, irresistible grace, and perseverance of the
saints. Beclluse·he sometimes went with his wife to
the Presbyterian church, of which she was an adherent, the priests of this denomination hav the contemptible assurance to assert that he was a rigid
Calvinist!
When he died Dr. Gurley, being Mr11. Lincoln's
pastor, deiivered the funeral oration in Washington.
In that oration Dr. Gurley did not affirm that Lincoln was a Christian, a thing he would not hav failed
to do had it been true. Long after Lincoln's death,
Dr. Gurley, if Reed has correctly reported him,
makes a statement that he had not the courage to
make over his dead body.
A reputable Christian gentleman, of Springfield,
who desires to bav his name withheld from the
public, declares that Dr. Gurley knew and. admitted
that Lincoln was a disbeliever in Christianity.
It is quite probable that Gurley did not state
in full what Reed reports him to hav stated. A man
who can take uo his pen and at one sitting indite a
score of falseho.ods and misrepresentations, as Reed,
on a subsequent occasion, is shown to hav done, can
not be relied upon for accuracy as a reporter. .
The reader has doubtless not failed to notice the
introduction of a claim by Reed to the effect that
Lincoln at the time of his assassination was intending to unite with the church. That the idea was
suggested by Reed is shown by the fact that no less
than three of .these witnesses, including Reed, allude
to it. Reed says : _"While it is to be regretted that
Mr. Lincoln was not spared to indicate his religious
sentiments by a profession of his faith in accordance
with the institutions of the Christian religion, yet it
is very clear that he had this step in view." Dr.
Gurley is made to say: "It was his intention soon
to make a profession of religion." Mr. Brooks says :
"I absorbed [the porosity of some of these witnesses is remarkable] the firm conviction that Mr.
Lincoln .
. was seriously considering the step
which wouid formally connect him with the visible
church on earth."
'l'his dernier resort of an argument has been
repeated respecting nearly every notable person who
has died outside of the church. Soon after the publiclltion of Reed's lecture, the New·York World contained the following pertinent answer to this stale
fabrication :
tt is admitted by Mr. Reed and everybody else that Mr.
Lincoln was a working Infidel up to a very late period of his
life that he wrote a book and labored earnestly to make
pro~elytes to his own views, that he never publicly recanted,
and that he never joined the church. Upon those who, in
the face of these tremendous facts, allege that he was nevertheless a Christian lies the burden of proof. Let them produce it or forever hold their peace. In the mean time it is a
sad and pueril subterfuge to argue that he would hav been a
Ohristian if he had lived long enough, and to lament that he
was not "spared" for that purpose. He had been spared
fifty-six years and surrounded by every circumstance that
might soften his heart and every influence that might elevate
his faith. · If he was at that late, that fatal hour standing
thus gloomily without the pale, what reason hav we to suppose that he intended ever to enter ?

Reed speaks of "the poverty of his early religious
instruction," apparently forgetting that he was raised
by Christian parents. His father was a church-member, his mother was a church-member, and his stepmother was a church-member. Reed states, also,
that the books he read were all of an anti-religious
character. Holland, on the contrary, declares that
better books than those he read could not hav been
chosen from the richest library. The fact is, Abra~am Lincoln did not become an Infidel to Christian~~r fro~ a l~c~ of knowledge respecting its Qlaims.

.

He thoroughly examined its claims, and rejected
them because he found them untenable.
One important feature of this subject Reed has
either inadvertently omitted or purposely ignored,
and that is in regard to the validity of the Bateman
story. As the result of previous controversy this
evidence had been rendered valueless. Lincoln's
partner had declared it to be false, had asserted that
Mr. Bateman in private conversations acknowledged
it to be in part untrue, and announced his readiness
to substantiate his assertions if Mr. Bateman cotfld
be prevailed upon to permit the publication of his
. notes of these conversations taken at the time. If
Mr. Herndon's affirmations were true, it destroyed
the testimony of HollRnd and .Bateman; if untrue, it
challenged Mr. Bateman to reaffirm the statements
recorded by Holland, and allow the seal of privacy to
be removed from his conversations on the subject.
Why did Mr. Reed not rehabilitate ·this damaged
evidence T Did he forget it T No, it is plainly evi- ·
dent that he did not dare to attempt it.
•
In reviewing this Calvinistic coterie of witnesses
(they are nearly all Presbyterians), one is struck
with the formidable display of theological appendages. What an imposing array of D. D.'s! Rev. J. A.
Reed, D.D.; Rev. James Smith, D.D.; Rev. Byron
Sunderland, D.D.; Rev. Mr. Miner, D.D.; Rev. Mr.
Gurley, D.D.! It was a desperate case-divinity
was sick and needed doctoring. The doctors of
divinity were accordingly called in, and prescribed
"The Later Life and Religious Sentiments of Abraham Lincoln," after which it was supposed that
divinity would recover. He. may be better, but it is
painfully apparent that some of these D.D.'s are
themselvs-sadly in need of a doctor.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Secular Atavisms.
Our " Pericles" is not the only type of Secular
writers, who, after renouncing ·church-membership
and denouncing the orthodox doctrine, cast back a
longing eye to antiquated sanctities. With " Pericles," it is the tine arts, which the church . haB laid
under tribute, and the organization of power in the
sacerdotal hierarchy, which move his esthetic and
aristocratic sympathies. With another class, of
whom T. E. Longshore is typical, it is the primitiv
tradition of Jesus. Mr. Longshore, whose essays in
TuE TRUTH SEEKER I commend to the critical analysis of more learned contributors, who can consult the
authors most competent, bases himself on the revised
edition of the New Testament, and states that its
translators in their " Companion" to this work, with
a candor judged by them as making demands on
rationality greater than the Christian public could
bear, hav found no reliable authority for the supernatural pretensions of the gospels, whether as regards
the personality of Jesus, or his doc trins. He is left
thus simply a teacher of ethics. Mr. Longshore expresses for him, under this limitation, an unqualified
admiration, without analytic study; but in the name
of sinceritywe would ask Mr. Longshore whether he
is a Communist, as we cannot conceive of a primitiv
Ch!'istian, either at Jerusalem or at Pella, otherwise ;
not to mention a stronger dose of Anarchism than
we wot of in the highly respectable position occupied
by Mr. Longshore.
Neither personal acquaintance nor familiarity with
the authors cited by Mr. Longshore, enable me to
overlook his position, the impregnability of which I
doubt, without attacking.
He maintains that the remnant of Judaic Christians at Pella, who did not return to Jerusalem, were
tl:le sole representative of Jesus, unalloyed with
Gnosticism and miracles, or of the body of Christian
doctrine antecedent to Jesus, as well as the subse:
quent monkish interpolations. This seems to simplify matters; but is it possible, supposing this a
correct statement, to find what was and what was
n<l't believed by the :!;>ella Christians 1 And were
this known, what is the actual importance of it?
Communism, non-resistance, and other features of
Jesus's transcendental moralism can at best influence
the practicl\l life of a sect and be respectable only in
segregation. The gospels do not pretend that their
esoterism can extend beyond the elect. Within such
·limitations of character, errors in ethics would need
no other criticism than experience ; it is the pretension to universality, to the domination of mankind,
that lends to proselytism its virulence, or renders
dupes the prey of knaves, under pretext of solicitude
for their salvation. It ia expedient, therefore, to
keep before the public eye the fallacies of Christian
ethics, no less than the falsehood of its thaumatut·gy
or dynamic supernaturalism, as in what assumes the
name of "Christian Science."
The particular hobby-horse that Mr. Longshore
has baptized with his own Christianity is peace, i.e.,
the cessation of international wars, to be attained as
a result of moral suasion, and this Christian faith
suffices to blind him to the economic falsehoods in
the relations of capital with labor, and the political
falsehoods in the relations of peoples with governments, which determin wars an~ overr'Qle the moral
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convictions and benevolent sentiments of statesmen.
Just nOw, for instance, the function and sine qua non
of viability for European governments is to open or
keep open markets. Besides, hardly any one of
them could afford to 4eep at home its discontented
ambitions, which find in foreign wars their employment and distraction.
Industrial cooperation, by fusing the separate
interests of capital and labor, is the only possible
solution of either foreign or civil wars; but this is
not found in the primitiv Christian tradition; it
looks to wealth as its object, while Christianity
caresses poverty, and thus by opposition to the
spirit of the age, engenders only hypocrisy, while
leaving antagonism untouched.
Since the times of. David Hume, Voltaire, and
Paine, who girdled the tree of superstition, their
reason and their ridicule hav compelled the clerical
mind to work at eliminating the grosser absurdities
of its faith, and to modify the lesser to a semblance
of rationality. Now only the ignorant, fanatical, and
stupid believe in supernaturalisms; but Christianity
is upheld by unbelievers because of its associations
with ethics, and their notion of its salutary effects
and moral influence over the vulgar. Thus Voltaire
is quoted as saying: "Si .Dieu n'existait pas, il
faudrait l'inventer"-If God did not exist, we
should hav to invent him. This sort of secular
superstition :Mr. Longshore probably shares. Protestant and Secular citizens, who personally repudiate
Catholicism, approve it for their servants, because
the priest at the confessional will order restitution of
stolen goods, and this without asking whether the
pa;.ty robbed was not a robber on a larger scale, an
economic problem on which the priest is prudently
agnostic.
I do not insist on the demoralizing character of
certain Christian doctrine, such as vicarious &tonement, or the substitution of faith for good works, or
even the general discount which this life undergoes
by celestial abstractions and the occasional persecutions for opinion by some locally dominant sect. I
know that to a great extent and for most professing
Christians, Jews, etc.,. their creeds are but as foreign
bodies in the flesh, rendered harmless by encystment
in membranous sheaths. It is, however, a consequence of this passivly approving mass of false
believers, that the virulent aggressors, as Blair, are
enabled to subject the whole people to tribute and
curtail their personal liberties for the maintenance
of church establishments. This wholesale swindle
and this encroaching tyranny, fraught with inquisitorial venom, are the valid motive for exposing the
fallacies of Christian ethics and sending them to keep
company with the miracles among Shakers and
monks.
ScRUTATOR.

A Theosophical Romance.
Colonel Olcott is in London at present, arid recently lectured at South Place Institute. Some of
the matter of his discourse was astonishing. He
told, says Saladin in the Agnostic Journal, " quite
as quietly and inornately as if he were having a tetea tete with a lady in a drawing-room, how he had
seen a Yogi take a long bamboo pole, steady it with
his hand, the one end being on the ground, the other
pointing straight up to the sky, while, in the presence
of several hundred spectators, a boy climbed up the
pole. Arrived at the top of the pole, the urchin sat
for a minute or so in all his corporeal solidity, and
then, in the presence of the spectators, melted and
vanished in thin air. ' Where has the boy gone 1'
cried a voice from the crowd. ' He has gone to
heaven to tight Indra,' replied the Yogi. Thereupon
a tremendous commotion took place in the heavens
overhead-crashings and roarings and thunderings.
The boy was fighting Indra, and the clangor of the
tight was terrible. But, valiant though the boy was,
he must hav come off second-best. Down from the
clouds his arm came hurling, and fell on the earth
with a thud; then one leg, then another, then his
truncated and gory body, then the youthful ~ea_d,
with its dissevered and bloody neck. The Yogt collected the disjecta membra of this valorous boy,
threw them into a heap, and placed a white sheet
over them. Presently the sheet was removed, and
the youth who, only a minute or so before, had lain
hashed up like meat for hounds rose and walked off
as if nothing out of the way had occurred."
Colonel Olcott explained all this by making the
Yogi a powerful hypnotizer. It is, however, a traveler's tale often told of the jugglers of India, but
until Colonel Olcott's serious recital no one was
expected to credit it. We fancy, too, that the colonel's reputation for veracit! will not be ~nh~nced by
its repetition. But what 1s more astomshmg. than
the tale itself is the fact that there were people m the
audience who believed the lecturer. Such extravagant
stories hav no place outside of some sacred scripture,
wherein the miraculous is the ordinary ~nd regular
thing.
THE first great consequence of the decline· of
priestly influence was the rise of toleration. . . .
I suspect that the impolicy of persecution was per~
ceiveq be~ore ~ts wic~edness.-.Puckle.
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The Coming Congress.
Addresses will be d31ivered as follows :
SATURDAY

EVEJ\'TNG,

OcToBER 26TH,

tral until it was pretty clear that the doc~ labor.ers
would get the best of it, are now endeavormg t.o Im·
prove the occasion, and, as usual, reap the ~arvest
that others hav sown. The Roman C~>t.hohcs a?d
S&lvation Army cut in during the Rtdke, ~nd now tne
Church of England and the Noncc,nformlst part.y are
te.kiuo- a turn. The last named hav so far contented
them~elvs with passing resolutions of sympathy with
··
· gomg
· a s t op f urchurch iB
the laborers, but the state
ther. Archdeacon Farrar wants to start a Brotherhood of the Poor. •ren brethren are to be university
man, pledged to poverty, celibacy, and o_bedience to
the ehurch, and to occupy single rooms m the slums
instead of having a monastery all to themselvs. But
as Sllch a lifa would be iikely to prove distasteful
after the craze was over, they need only pledge
themselvs for five years. The object of this is to
bring to bear on the poor "the personal influence of
bi'O'h-minded fait.hful, and educated men." Quite a
be~utiful ide~. Of course no efforts will be made to
bring proAelytes to the church for tha purpose of
plunder, not by any means. But these delightful
modern monks will scarcely find the game worth the
candle; what money they are able to extort from the
cli\8S they are to mix with wil! not. pay expe~ses, a?-d.
if the scheme ever matures, it wlll soon d1e of mauition. 'rhe very poor want the opportunity of
work even if their total earnings only furnish them
with ~ bare subsistence, tmd hav neither time, money,
nor inclination for tracts, and vague promises of a
blissful hereafter. The " old, old story" is about
plaved out and all these old dodges dressed in new
clothes wili avail nothing. Protestantism will hav to
go, and leave the fight between Romanism and
A.rheiem. It will be a tough fight, and scarcely
likely to be settled in one bat~le. Atheism 'Yill. hav
to meet\ with many repulses, though there iS httle
doubt but it or something akin to it will eventually

Mrs. Wilson, should hav met with a h11tnds~me recaption from the elect of New York on the arrtval of the
"S!l.rdinian." If Da.vid was a man after God's own
heart, surely Bonfield should h11v credit for doing hie
best to follow 80 good an eumple. I wait to .bear
thr.t he has been invited to a good rusto:·ate. Such
talents as his should not be overlooked.
J. D.
S .. 30 188 o
ap~.
' -"·- - - - - - - - -

'l'he Discovery

or .America.

I hav been utterly astonished to llOtice occasionally
DU.. ED WAU.i) JicG LYNN.
your favoring the oelehratior; of tha disoovery of this
continent by Christopher Columbus. I supposed
SuB.JECT: " Our Common Schools and 1'heir
that Freethinkers inN ew York pretty well knew that
E'11emies."
the said Columbus never seb bis foot on North America and never said while living that there was such a
SuNDAY AFTERNooN, OcTOBER 27TH,
co~tinent. In fact, mi his second voyage in 1494,
REV. MINO'r J. SAVAGE.
when on the coast of Cuba, he compeiled everyone
under his authority to take oath before anotary that
SuB.JECT: "Religious Instruction in 01w Public
the laud they saw was the co.ntiuent of Asia, and that
Schools."
whoever should contradict this, if an offioar, should
pay a pena1ty of ten thousand m!l.ravedis; if a shipSuNDAY EvENING, OcTOBER 27TH,
boy, or person of like rank, he should l'ec,eiv~ a_ hunT. B. WAKEli.A.N, .Esq.
dred lashes and hav his tongue CUt OUt. rhiS IS de·
tailed in Irving's ''Life of Columbu~," and also in
SuB.rECT: " The Nine JJemands.''
Goodrich's "Ltfe of Columbus," page 2±3. Whoever
mher speakers will be beard.
has not read this last book knows but little of the
real fll.cte in the case. On the oontmry, Americus
R. B. WESTBROOK.
Vespucci sailed on his first voyage of discovery early
iu 1497, and from his description of the bay of VeneZilela that province took its !:lame. In that year
Thirteenth Annual Uongress of the American
Americus saiied along the coast of N ortb America
Secular Union.
from Honduras to Chesapeake bay, and when he bad
OFFICIAL CALL.
got back to Europe he decl~red th_at he had disc~v
The next Annual Congrees of the A.nHlriiJan Secular
ered "not islands but a contment hke Europe, Asia,
Union will be held in P.l:lilade"lphia on Friday, s~tur
and A.frioa.'' He was the first to spaak of the uew
day, and Sundfly, Oetobar 25, 26, and 27, 1889, at Inworld as "a eontiuent.," and A piano, w-ho wrote almost
dustrial Hall, Broad shreet, between Wood and Vine win.
contemporaneous with Coh~mb?-s and Vo3pncci, ma~es
streets. It is deemed expedient to hold this meeting
The bishop!! hav the one idea that· the only thing no mflntion of the former m h1s cb.apter on Amerw:o,
where our society was organize,} in 1876, and where to improve the condition of the people is to hav yet but states that this "fourth pii.rt of the world received
the so-called "National Reform Association" has its more bishops-only get enough of these gent.ry, and its mune from Amari go V espucci, discoverer of the
headquarters and has recently held an important England will be Elysium. The new bishop of Ox- ,;ame. . . . in 1497, by order of the king of
convention, and for many historio and other reasons. ford opened the diocesan conference last week, and Spain.'' Viscount Santarem, in a life of Vespucci,
The general object of our Association not being told the peop!e that. he would ha.v taken an easier job which evinces extreme hostility to the latter, and
well understood, it is therefore often misrepresented. if it bad been cffared, but his principles would not unbounded partiality to the causa of Columbus, seeks
It is deemed proper to here make a brief statement allow him to shrink back when the call came to the to llCcount for the naming of the coutinent from the
of its leading principles. While our federal and harder one. But in consequence of the terribly hard fact that "a host of eminent gilographers and bisto·
state constitutions are formed on the assum.ption of work to which he was called, he had been allowed a rians who wrote during the lifetime or immediately
the total separation of church and state, yet both the deputy who of course will hav to do the "work," after' the death of Columbus, ar;cribe the discovery of
general and state governments maintain numerous such
it is, and giv his principal leisure to giv and the new world to Amerigo, and name it after him in
practical connections of the state with the church. attend feeding-matches. The bishop of St. Albans is their histories, geographies, and mapa." H'3 adds:
Moreover, a large, wealthy, and influential organiza- very much concerned about the spiritual welfare of "Which name A. pian, V adianus, and C~mers hav
tion exists, having for its avowed object the amend- the laborers at Beekton gas-works. As these men <-inca widely spread through Strasburg, F.riburg, and
ment of our federal and state constitutions, so as to are none too well paid, and overworked, it would not Vienna, while the prodigious celebrity of the little
recognize and enforce by law certain forms of relig- be very surprising if they struck for some imp~ove book of Apian has propagated the evil by innumerious belief and observances, and certain acts of legis- ment in their condition, and so I presume the direct- able editions published .in Holland and elsewhera.''
lation hav actually been proposed and discussed in ors of the gas company hav induced said bisho]? to
Americus lived on friendly terms with Columbus
the United States Senate for virtually establishing a put his finger in the pie. I should not be surprxsed for more than seven years. after th:a former had
form of sectarian religion, especially in our public to hear he was a shareholder, as his appeal is to the claimed to hav discovered the continent which was
schools.
_
shareholders in the concern. One of these pious in- named America, while at no time before he died, in
Against these innovations and perversions we are dividuals is quite in love with the idea, only he does 1506, did Columbus ever claim to hav made such a
organized to protest, and to ibis end we advocate not see his way to find any of the necessary fun?s, discovery.
the equitable taxation of church property; the total but has happily suggested that one o~ the 01ty
Columbus in 1492 did not sail on a voyage of disdiscontinuance of religious instruction and worship churches be pulled down and the site disposed of, covery, but sailed by a chart. which show~d what are
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws enforcing proceeds of same to be applied to paying missioners now called the West India Ish:.nds. Th1s chart he
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; the cessa- to convert the erring gas-laborer from the error of obtained from a pilot and fonr of his men who Cotion of all appropriations of the public funds for his ways, and induce him to be content with s~o~ lumbus says "happened to die in his hou'.le." A'l
religious institutions; the abolition of state-paid things as he has, for the glory of God, and the diVi- Columbus bad lived the life of a pirate, and cared
chaplaincies; the substitution of simple affirmation dend of the shareholders.
little for human life, he probably murdered them for
under the pains and penalties of perjury for the
The Baptists are starting a new movement. The the sake of the chart. This chart he referred to in
judicial oath; the non-appointment of religious fasts, object is to nobble young men and _women. in t~e his logbook as follows: •· Sept. 25, 1492.-Martin
festivals, and holidays by public authority; the prac- city and induce them to spend the1r evenmgs m Alonzo conferred with the admiral on the charh in
tical establishment of simple morality and intel- psalm-singing and kindred amusements. Also to which lands were laid down, as the ships were then
ligence as the basis of purely Secular government make a house-to-house visitation of the poor, and iu their neighborhood, and had been for three days,
a-:~d the adftquate guarantee of public order, pros- while seeking to relieve their bodily necessities, en- in which the admiral agreed; but as the ships had
perity, and righteousness; and whatever other meas- deavor to induce them to come to the mission, which not seen them, it was considered they had been
ures or principles may ba necessary to the total means, no mission, nofood. Dr. Leach censured his drifted northward by the current.
The
separation of church and state.
brethren for estimating the value of their churches admiral directed the course to be altere.d to the southTo this Congress we cordially invite all true by the number of rich men that attended them. He west. · Oct. 3, 1492 -The admiral considered the
patriots without regard to their individual religious said, "No wonder that workingmen had asked the ships were to the westward of the islands marked on
belief or disbelief, who are willing to work for the worth of their religion when they had seen beautiful tbe chart."
maintenance of the Secular principle in our civil stained-glass windows put into their churches, while
The· change, of courso, was shown on the triai of
government, and to oppose the machinations of sacer- professed Christians had been dumb dogs when the Columbus
the Crowr:. One witness testified that
dotalists, whether Catholic or Protestant, in their landlord had allowed brown paper to be stuffed in "Me.rtin Alonzo,". who went as chief captain, had
schemes to gain ecclesiastical supremacy, and destroy the windows of their houses without Christian pro- "many times told the admiral that they were not
the mental and moral liberty of the free citizens of test.'; On the other baud, Dr. Clifford thought their going right, but that they should tack to the souththis most successful of all Secular civil governments business was to hunt up wealthy men and get their weBt and that they Bhould then find the land.'' A
in ancient or modern times.
money, or as much of it as possible, so that the need few days after this change of course directed by
AU Charter and Life Members, all Vice-president~, of new developments, like the present, might be met. Martin Alonzo, the island of Guanahani was reached.
~u Chairmen of State Ex:ecutiv Committees, and all
The one absorbing inquiry was, How should they To this fifteen witneRBeR testified. "Purchae's Pilduly accredited delegates from Local Secular Societies bring the forces of the church into immediate appli- grimage," edition of 1625, spe!lks of the "pilot that
at<: entitled to seats and votes in this Congref:ls. cation to the wants of the people'?
discovered the Indie~," and says "all agree that he
Each Local Society is entitled to send its President,
All these sectaries are fond of talking of the "wants died in the house of Christopher Columbus.'' " It is
Secretary, and three other delegates. Annue.l Mem- of the people," as if people wanted their confounded most likely at Madeira.'' ExLracts from old writers
bers by payment of one dollar are entitled to seats.
interference. Workers hav something else to do than about this dead pilot would fill a volume.
Particulars as to the place of meeting, speakers, listen to the rival sects with their endless bickerings,
Captain Galardi, secretery of the duke of V ernquas,
and their-subjeci;s, etc., will be announced hereafter. and would much prefer being let alone during their in a dediciltion d"ted 1G66, iu an aut.horize.d hrnily
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
leisure time, and because they show this, they are version on the personal history of Columbus, conE. A.. STEVENS, Secretary.
reproached wit.h their gross ingratitude and low firms this story of a pilot who discovered the islands
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
moral status. I only wonder that some of these previous to Columbus (Goodrich's Columbus, p. 169).
MATTIE A.. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.
prying preachers do not get well kicked occasionally, The entrance of Columbus into Barcelona, emblaOTTO WETTSTEIN, Treasurer.
and it speaks well for the patience of the poor that zoned in bas-relievo on a great door at the national
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Capitol at Washington, never happened, and the further you trace it back the more the account of it
dwindles till you get back · to . Peter Martyr, who
says, under date of Feb. 1, 1494: " The king and
queen, on the return of Columbus to Barcelona from
his honorable enterprise, appointed him admiral o~
the ocean seas, and caused him on account of his
illustrious deeds to be seated in their presence." But
nothing is said of any procession in his honor. The
next w1·i.ter, Fernando, the son of Columbus, enlarged
a little. Herrera did a little more, and so on, until
the accounts of a gorgeous procession in honor of
Columbus, as given by Irving and Prescott, are
ren.ched.
In the spring of 1844 George Sumner, brother of
OiHulea Sumner, went to Spain to consnlt the archives
of Aragon, and also those of the city of Barcelona,
for some notice of this great procession, but without
any success. He says: "The Dietaria, or daybook
of Barcelona, notices the arrivRl of embassadors, the
movements of the king and queen, and even records
incidents of ss trifling note as those which in our
day serve to fill the columns of a court journal, yet
not a word appears in regard to Columbus."
Columbus was thought but little of in his day.
He was imprisoned for his great crimes, and when
he died it was without honors, and without any stone·
or inscriptio~ to mark his grave. Two hundred years
after his death no stone had yet been placed to mark
his burial. The details of his enormous crimes ; his
sending of Indians to Spain to be kept as Rlaves,
and the refusal to receive them as such by Queen
Ieabella, are given at great length in Goodrich's
History, which may be consulted by those who want
to know the truth of the matter. There is but one
oicture of Americus, the original of which wae taken
during his life. But of Columbus there are many
imaginary ones, but there is no valid picture extant.
Each nation makes a picture of him to suit itself according to the imagination of the' special artist in
suc.h case. It might be well, if you are able to get
the plates without expense, except such as you are
willing to pay, to procure the electrotypes of several of these curious imaginary pictures of Columbus and print from them in THE TRUTH SEEKER to
illu~trate the matter. To fully write about this controversy would make a longer article than I would
be willing to write, or than you would be willing to
publish.
HENRY N. SToNE.

Boston, Mass.

Is the " Warpath" the Right Road 1
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Having read the essay referred to above with much
interest and attention, as I always do everything that
comes to me from the pen of the author, I respectfully ask the privilege of presenting to the readers of
your paper a few thoughts suggested by that article.
And I wish all who may read or bear what is
written in this connection to know and remember
that no personal ill-will is felt toward Brother Peck.
On the contrary, although not personally acquainted,
from his writings and information derived from those
who know him, I believe him to be a good citizen of
sterling integrity, who hoes his own row physically
and intellectually in the way be honestly thinks best
for himself and others. And in writing this I hav no
wish to say a word tending to induce a controversy
with him or anyone.
.
But to the subject: Is the "warpath" the better
way! Will a continuance in that old hard path best
promote the acceptance and advance the cause of
Liberal Freetbougbt? I fear it will not, and will
try in a short, small way to present a few reasons
why, in my opinion, it will not.
In the :first place, it seems too nearly in accord
with the manner proclaimed in the Bible and practiced by many orthodox Christian teachers, which
Liberals condemn. It is too nearly akin to the style
of Sam Small, Clark Braden, and many other ~oto
rious men recognized as leaders by orthodox Christians. It partakes largely of, and the tendency is to
promote, a spirit like that manifested in the Bible by
its "God of war," the great infinit creator of the
universe, who, in that blessed inspired book that
Christians venerate and love, is represented as a God
of fury, wrath, vengeance, anger, and much more
that might be nsmed in the same connection, "who
bath mercy on whom be will bav mercy, and whom be
will be bardeneth "-a great and so-called all-wise
creator, who, in order to consummate his plana,
resorted to, countenanced, and condoned lying,
deception, fraud, murder, intemperance, obscenity,
and many other bad things.
When we refer 'to these things, our Christian
friends often say, Ob, that is in the Old Testamant;
it is the old law given to a rude imd barbarous peOple, but that is done away ; we now look to Christ's
teachings as our guide. We Liberals are willing to
concede that in the Old and New Testament we find
many things or teachings that are wise, benevolent,
and good ; that may be. practiced by all with pleasure and profit. But we would impress upon all the
idea that the book called God's inspired word is not
pr sho'!ll~ not pe coP!!W.ered like other mere ma~t·

made boob. Men may and do fail in judgment;
their abilities are mora or less imperfect-the best of
mankind are imperfect and liable to mistakes. Not
so with the Bible. If it really is what it ia claimed
to be, it must all be good and perfect.
Although the New Testament, contains less of the
objectionable reading than the Old, it is far from perfect in that respect. It is said that at the birth of
Christ the angels sang, "Peace on earth and good
will to men;" but he said he came not to bring peace,
but a sword ; to set the father against the mother,
the· son against the daughter, etc. For more of the
same kind see THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 21, 1889,
page 595, or the Bible in many places. And what is
of more importance than all else, be is the author of
the chief corner-stone of Christian faith, eternal
punishment; a doctrin that at this day, although the
creeds teach it., comparativly few Christians really
believe, and evidently really wish they were well rid
of. The Old Testament nowhere definitly teaches
immortality or eternal punishment. The latter
dogma, with all its horrible features, originated with
the "blessed savior."
This train of thought in reference to the horrib1e
features of the Bible warpath, might be pursued indefinitly. It is merely alluded to that Liberals may
see and avoid falling into the same style of reasoning
to prove their position and illustrate their theory;
because their chief arguments are based on the idea
that better and less sarcastic language should be
used, and will be more effectual in winning people to
a true and better way.
Much_ baa been said and sung about Christian
warfare. The old hymn has it :
We must fight if we would win;
. Increase our courage, Lord.
I believe Liberals can do bat tar than follow in that
path. The question is often asked, Whence came all
the evil that affiicts humanity ' Christians may find
what to them should be a concise, dt=dinit, ann final
answer to this question in Isa. xlv, 7. The English
language is seldom made to express an idea more
plain and definit. It reads thus : " I form the light,
and create darkness ; I make peace, and create evil :
I the Lord do all these things." It may be well to
notice that light and peaee are only formed and made,
while darkness and evil are cre&ted. Why did the
good Lord do such a bad act of creation?
So much from the rough old theological path, to
illustrate bow bad it is, and the danger if Liberals
fall into the same ruts.
. Now for an effort to show that Freathought may
teach, and its advocates should practice, a better way
for the happiness of mankind. And I believe it is
true that we may persu.ade people to do the right
easier than we can compel them to.
Our teachings and -acts should correspond ; we
should be governed by the best and highest pdnciples of morality. And what is morality~ M:v definition may be embraced in a single sentence : Say and
do that which is most conduciv to legitimate human
happiness at all times.
.
Inculcate those principles that will produce the
greatest amount of industry, economy, temperance,
charity, and hearty good-will in all the business and
social relations of life. Cease to do evil, and learn to
do well, everywhere and all the time. Avoid hypocrisy-be what you seem to be, and seem to be what
you are-but try to be right always.
To illustrate, I will giv a few. lines from the pen of
A. H. Stoddard, of Kalamazoo, one of nature's poets,
a Freethinker and good man, who acts as he talks :
There is so much of false pretense,
So hollow, so deceiving,
We need a life's experience
To learn the art of living.
Among the many faiths and creeds
That seek our acceptation,
His creed is best whose daily deeds
Merit our approbation.
Another mnxim let me giv,
Well worthy of our trying,
He who is best prepared to liv
Is best prepared for dying.
And if all, while here, liv in such a way that this
life is productiv of the most good for all, much
will be gained for a life that we really know something of, and should there prove to be a future eter·nal life, if any creativ power controls that life with
justice, each person will start as much better there
as good deeds done here entitle him to.
Then let us avoid everything that creates contention and strife, freely concede to others the right
to their opinions religiously, politically, and socially,
showing by our acta, what we may not be able to do
by words, that we really believe there is a true and
better mode of life than theology bas yet taught ;
proclaim, keep in view, and practice all the time the
Freethinkers' motto, which is as follows :
Bound by no priesthood, to no creed confined,
The world's our home, our brothers, all maukind;
Do good, love truth, be just and true to all,
Exalt the right, though every ism fall.
By our writing, publishing; and acting these sentiments, our Christian friends will in a great measure
become disarmed of their strongest war weapons;
will not 'bE:! ~~oble ~o i~d\lQe people to Qontemptuously
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rejech Freethougbt teachings, or shun those who
advocate them.
It is very desirable that the Free~hought cause be
so conducted as to secure more honorable adherents,
composed of that class whose standing is aueb, as
intelligent, honest men and women, that they will
add strength over and above the mere force of numbers.
need to win those who stand high in the
estimation of all classes, whose opinions aJ;e respected,
be they what they mv.y, because of their intelligence
and moral worth,· wherever known.
Our orthodox religious friends hav the advantage,
because the popular currant is in their favor.
For this re'l.son, they may say and do things against
Freethinkers with impu:aity that will be accepted by
the masses as just and proper, for it is true that
many people of good standing, the way the world
goee, ar<J moral cowards, especially politicians.
The mass of the people giv these things hub little
honest thought. They are policy folks, and in
matters pertaining to religious opinions, hav no
settled convictiolls. Most of that class are really
good people, and if approached in a friendly way,
with arguments sensible and kindly spoken, may be
induced to he&r and believe that Freethinkers are
not the monsters they hav bean pictured, and the
fog with which priesteraft has so long blinded them
may be removed and they will dare to think carefully
and honestly of these things. Then when Christians,
as is their custom, endeavor to hold them by contemptuously disparaging all who are not of their
way of thinking, and using no sound arguments,
many will begin to see that the old creeds are mere
sounding brass and tinkling cymbals, and t.bey can
do better than accept them.
CoNVERSE CLoSE.

We

Grattan, Mich.
Bible Myths.
Alaslor in Seaular Tnou.Qht.

Mr. C. P. Somerby assures me that in a very short time
the Truth Seeker Company will publish a new edition of that
very remarkable and able book, "Bible Myths." It has been
out of print for several years-and conseq•wntly has been very
difficult to procure, yet the demand for it has been constantly on the increa~e. "Bible Myths," it seems, was the
work of a young Bostonian, since dead, who published it
anonymously. The book became decidedly popular although
issued at a high price. The reason for this popular favor
may be accounted for in the peculiar way the author adopted
to show that Christian dogmas were merely rehashed pagan
superstitions decked out in new habiliments. He placed the
pagan and the Christian forms in parallel columns, and
allowed the reader to judge for himself. In this way it
readily becomes apparent that Christ is merely a reflection
in comparativly modern times of the eastern Buddha, etc.
The lives of the two great founders of religion are almost
identical, every important event down to the slaughtering of
the little children being common to each biography. There
is only one way to account for this remarkable and close
parallelism. One must of necessity be a copy of the other.
·Which, then, is the original? As Buddha is the older in
point of time it can hardly be consistently claimed that
Christ furnished the original. There are other important
matters treated of in " Bible Myths" which the reader can
not find in the same fullness anywhere else. A new edition
will therefore satisfy a real necessity, and I hope the enterprising publishers will sell out the whole issue.
FortllCominlr Religious Works.
FI'Om the Lonaon Freethinlce,·.

Among new theological publications we expect to see:
"My Spare Rib; or How I Fell." By Adam Gardener.
"Jehovah's Dander." By the author of the "Lord's Passion."
"A Defense of Marriage with a Sister under Aggravating
Circumstances." By Mrs. Kain.
"Details of the Cost of Construction of the Tower of
Babel," discovered in Babylon, written on the. skin of one of
the unicorns spoken of by the Prophet Isaiah. Published
by the Christian Evidence Manufacturing Society.
"Treatis on the Art of Finding Things that Do Not
Exist." Translated from the Hebrew by M. Aresnest. Same
publishers.
"Explanation of the Conformity of the Wall-papers found
in Babylon with the Tenth Cha:pter of Ezekiel." Ibid.
"The Mysteries of Lion Tammg." By Dan Yell.
"Our Experiences as Fire Kings." By Shadrach, Mesha!'h, and Abednego.
"Travels in the Interior Qf W(h)ales." By Jo. Nah.
"The Art of Walki.ng on Water, with Lessons in Levitation." By J. C.
" Hints to Hotel-keepers : How to Feed Multitudes, and
the Whole Art of Turning Water into Wine." By the same
author.
"An Afternoon in the Third Heaven." By Saul us Pan!.
''How to Mesmerize Aprons and Handkerchiefs." By
Simon Peter Cephas.
Discouraged.
From the Ha.•tings, Miol>.. , Plainaeaze,·.

We are almost discouraged in our Suuday-school effort, for
we see that two little girls, at Cambria City, Ind., were
struck by lightning while at Sunday-school, the lightning
coming down through the roof, killing these two, and stunning the others present, and that, at Granville, Wis., several
young girls hav told their parents that a priest named
Seeley had been conducting himself improperly toward them,
he then having to jump the town to escape being tarred and
feathered. Then, just as we had concluded to make this
Sunday-school business a matter of earnest prayer, we read
that William Gooderham, a millionaire philanthropist of
Toronto, fell dead while he, at a prayer-meeting, was
addressing the throne of grace, and we don't dare to pray
while it is so dangerous. So you see that we are in a fix
regarding this matter, but we conclude that to avoid danger
you had better keep entirely away from Sunday-school and
shun prayer as you would a rattlesnake, spending your Sundays safely and, pleasantly in playing ball or pedro or going
fishin&· ·
·
·
·
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~ommunications.
The Origin of' Christianity.
Marcion claimed to represent Paul's belief accurately, having his ten epi~tles, befo;e there ~ould hav ·
been any suspicion of their corrupt10n, for_ bra authority; and it .is certa_i~ly the strongest possible corroborativ evidence of ms truthfulness, when we find the
Paulicians-disciples of Paul as late as the seventh
century-exhibiting that same detestation of Jehovah
that caused Paul and Marcion to be hated and
denounced as heretics, by the Romisb church for
nearly a thousand y~ars after. its destruction ?f th_e
primitiv faith, nam.ely, the faith ~f the Gn?stic Asiatic church, recogmzed ·by Mosheim, of which Marcion's father was bishop, and Paul was a member,
though be probably preceded Marcion by two centuries. Now we are told that all accounts of early
Christianity show that it was, at first, "a form of
Judaism." I admit that all the accounts of what is
called early Christianity, that hav corne cloum to us,
were expressiy prepared to establish that belief, and
that is precisely the reason why I cannot believe it,
especially when it is acknowledged that the early
Christians destroyed all books and records from
which the truth might be learned !
The early Christians wished to conceal the origin
of Christianity; sufficient reason, one would think,
why they should be discredited, and its origin, ii
possible, exposed. But there are those who think
that, .through the aid of Constantine, they accomplished their purpose so effectually that all further
investigation is useless, or, in other words, that the
controversy is obsolete. I do not think so. There
was a time when Colenso believed all the absurdities
and impossibilities of the Pentateuch; and but for
the question of an ignorant nativ of Natal he would
hav died in their belief. But instead of telling the
nativ, as he would bav told an Englishman, to shut
his mouth, he opened his own eyes; and the resuU
was that exhaustiv examination and condemnation of
the books of Moses.
· Now, when we are told that all accounts of early
Christianity show that it was, at first, a form of
Judaism, we must ask and answer two questions, the
first of which is, "What is meant by early Christianity?" and the second is, "What are its doctrins, and
when were they first pl'Oclaimad to the worl4 f' And
we briefly answer these questions by the statement
that the sum and substance of this early Christianity
is the doctrin that Jesus Christ, the son of J ehovab,
came into the world and died to save sinners; and
this doctrin was first proclaimed to tlte world in the
third century. This, we admit, may be called a form
of Judaism, because, as a sacrifice for sin, it substitutes a semi-divine being for an animal.
This story of Jesus, we repeat, was first made
known to the world in the third century. Then our
gospels appeared, written not in Hebrew or Aramaic
-the language of the people where the events were
located-but in Greek; and in them· it was related
that, about two hundred years before, in the obscure
town of Jerusalem, a son was born to J·ehovah, who,
after working at the trade of a c&rpenter till he was
about thirty years old, first attracted the notice of
his townspeople by turning water into wine at a
marriage feast; and, soon after, selecting twelve
disciples, mainly fishermen, devoted a year to working miracles and preaching, when be was accused of
blasphemy, betrayed, arrested, tried, condemned, and
crucified. It appears, also, from a subsequent statement, that the party who betrayed him was bishop
of the church which be had founded, though there
is no other intimation in the gospels that he bad
founded a church, and· his followers, to this day, bav
never recognized the fact.
Now when I say that not a single event recorded
in those gospels ever happened, or could hav happened, in Jerusalem or anywhere else ; that they are
fiction from beginning to end-from the appearance
of the angel to Joseph, in Matthew i (and please
remember that this marvelous occurrence was in a
dream) to the breakfast of fish, which Jesus broiled
over a charcoal fire (see the revised version) and ate
with his disciples on the shore of the sea of Tiberias,
in the last chapter of John-it should not be necessary to cite any authority in support of what I say.
But I refer to this statement of the late president,
John Quincy Adams, in his diary, that, " almost
everything that is related of Jesus is a violation of
natural laws." After such an admission I read, with
surprise, a reference, by an Infidel writer, to " Jesus
and the original apostles."
I also cite the significant silence of Philo Judams,
of Alexandria. As what was known as a New Platonist, he searched the Old Testament, and fancied
that be found indications of a mediator between God
and man ; and the opening of the book of John is a
conception of Philo. " In the beginning was the
Word [the Logos]," etc. He was born twenty years
before Jesus, and survived him by as many, but never
beard of him. Had his " mediator between God and
man " preached a year, in Jerusalem, be could not
hav failed to learn and record the fact. Those
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gosp:;]s at·o filled with the supematural, and the
eupernatural is the impossible. And all those "early
apostles" are names, and nothing more; as unsubstantial as the angel of Joseph's dream, or the
biahopl"ic of Judas lscariot, or those twelve legions
of angels "his" father might hav sent to reseue
him and didn't, or the hundred pounds of mynh and
aloes, with which be was embalmed, which it must bav
taken that young angel all of one night, at least, to
scour off him, that he might be presentable to the
two Marys, on their morning call. I look in vain
among this mass of supernatural nonsense for something that looks like a fact, and here, at last, is one.
I admit that it is exceedingly appropriate, and I
could not hav done better bad I invented it myself.
"He rides into Jerusalem in triumph on two jackasses" (please illustrate this~ Mr. Editor, on your
first page). But there is no' certainty that even this
happened ; for we read that it was done " that the
prediction of a prophet might be fulfilled I" Still, I
hope I may ba allowed to suggest that the jackass
grade of intellect has always been, and is essential to
the triumph of Christianity.
I hav given t.he definition of what is generally
known as early Christianit.y, the Christianity of the
third century. But what I recognize as early Christianity is older by several centuries. It was the
religion of that one of the Gnostic churches, which
in their organization and belief showed their Buddhist origin, to whicb, according to Mosheim, the church
historian, Marcion belonged. And there were more
than one of these churches, Egyptian, as well as
Asiatic. And each one h.ad its· savior, but not a
m·ucified savior. They had knowledge of the Hebrew
scriptures, that were then recent productions, and
given to the world in the time of Ptolemy; but they
repudiated tham. They took nothing from Judaism.
The only salvation known to Judaism was through a
human being or an animal slain. Its expected
messiah waB a military chief, but the savior of
Buddhism was a divine teacher. And a divine
teacher, !\ purely spiritual being, the son of the beneficent supreme God, or the " good principle " of the
Persians, was the only savior known to the Asiatic
church. This teacher, because he was rerial, or
spiritual, could not be injured or destroyed by
Jehovah, who was his enemy, and was detested and
denounced by more than one of the Asiatic and
Egyptian churches, as a low order of deity, cruel,
treacherous, brutal. Such is his character as given
in the Old Testament. Bet!ides, he acknowledges
the existence of other gods, and claims jurisdiction
over the Hebrews only. Marcion givs him an infamous character, and no man, in ancient or modern
times, bas criticised him more fearlessly and justly.
And here I must say something further concerning
the belief of this Asiatic church, as I think I hav not
made myself understood. My friend Holland speaks
of the attempt of Marcion, and other Gnostics, " to
Jree J ehovab from the sins of which he was guilty,
according to the Old Testament." Marcion had no
such desire. In his opinion, Jehovah was the enemy
of the supreme God, and of man. This belief was a
part of the faith of the church of which his father
was bishop, and be and Paul were members, but not
contemporarie". It held, further, that man erred
and suffered through ignorance, and not in consequence of a depraved nature and a hatred of God and
the right. It knew nothing of any "fall of man," or
any vindictiv punishment for error; and there was
no bell in its future, but ultimate happiness for all.
It was a rational faith; an outgrowth, not from Judaism, but from Buddhism.
And now with r~gard to Paul's actual place in
history, not the place falsely assigned him by Christians. When, after nearly three centuries of controversy, commencing in the lifetime of Paul, and continuing till after the death of Marcion, this Asiatic
church bad adopted the Hebrew scriptures, substituted the infamous Jehovah for its beneficent God, a
crucified Jesus for its spiritual savior, and a bell of
torment for multitudes, instead of the final salvation
of all men, it, at first, denounced Paul as a heretic,
though be had adhered to the original faith of the
church and his opponents were the heretics. But
Paul had written ten epistles, of which Marcion bad
copies; and these had been Marcion's support in
this same controversy, to which he had devoted his
life. There could not bav been many copies of these
epistles in existeJ:ce, and, after Marcion's ·death, it
was charged that he bad corrupted them, and misrepresented . Paul. But, fortunately for Marcion's
reputation, they had previously denounced Paul as a
heretic, the best possible evidence that Marcion bad
not corrupted th13m. Then, according to Manes, who
was a believer in Paul, they were corrupted in the
third century; and as they were at that time quoted
by Tertullian, who bad been Marcion's most bitter
opponent, substantially as we hav them, the probability is that Tertullian was the author of the change;
for they were made to favor the very measures that
Paul had opposed. But the work was so imperfectly
done that, whenever critically examined, their genuinness. is questioned. I hav shown, in a former
article, how flatly the twenty-eighth chapter of Acts
and the Epistle to the Romans contradict each other.

After Paul has, by latter, congrat,ulated the church
at Rome on their world-wide reputation for piety,
telling them that salvation was for the Jew, first, be
goes there, and not a solitary Jew convert does be
find! Whom shall we believe, Marcion, who went
from Pontus to Rome in the year 140, and for
twenty years protested against the proposed change
of faith in the Asiatic church, or his opponents in the
third century with their false gospels and spurious
epistles-inconsistent in themselvs, and contradicting one another in almost every ch!lpter!
The Paul of Mareion was a believer in a divine and
purely spiritual teacher and savior, the worshiper of
a beneficent God, and the consistent, able, and lifelong defender of a tational faith. He could not hav
been the persecutor of a church holding such tenets,
for there was nothing in them to provoke persecution;
he could not bav founded it, for it must hav been established by Buddhist missionaries, long before his
day. Nor could be hav known anything of the third
century story of the crucified Jesus, end the original
apostles, who could not swear to ."him" onl~ th:ee
or four days after his death, and mstead of ' gomg
into all the world to preach the gospel," returned to
their original occupation of fishing; while "he," instand of keeping his promis to the penitent th!ef
crucified with him, that be should, that day, be wrt.h
him in paradise, kept the poor fellow waiting forty
days, with both legs broken, too, and then was so
mean or, perhaps, forgetful, as to go up without hill1;
nor could he bav beard the absurd story of the stoning of Stephen, to whose death, happening when he
must hav been two centuries under the sod, he is
made to plead guilty; or hav referred, in one of his
epistles, to another ridiculous third century fabrication, the second coming of Christ, which was to happen in that generation, and for some unexplained
reason did not come off according to promis, but to
my certain knowledge has ·been only about six months
ahead of us for the last seventy years.
Marcion did not believe in the inspiration of any
gospels, epistles, or men ; and his eminent regard
for Paul, and the detestation in which Paul was held
by the Christians of the third century, satisfy me
that it is not to theit· gospels, sots, or epistles that
we are to look for the character of Paul, or the origin
S. PALMER.
of Christianity.

Jesus and His Apostles.
Jesus and his apostles did liv, but not contem·
porary with Tiberius, Cresar, or Pontius Pilate. The
Babylonian Gemara O'almud) tells us that on the
day before the Passover and the Sabbath J eshu was
stoned to death because he practiced evil, led the
Israelites astray and provoked them to schism.
Jeshu bad said," I am heir to the kingdom." Jesbu
was ·the son of Stada and Pandira. Jeshu's mother
Stada was the wife of Paphos, son of Jehuda. She
went astray (S'tath-da) from her husband and bad a
son by Pandira, a servant of Papbos. Miriam
(Mary), the mother of Pandira, used to dress Stada's
hair.
This is substantially the way in which the passage
is translated by the Rev. S. Baring-Gould; but Dr.
Lardner renders the part about the genealogy thus:
"The son of Stada is the son of Pandiri-his
mother was Stada. She was Mary the plaiter of
women's hair; as we say in Pombedita, she departed
from her husband."
And Lightfoot's translation is as follows :
Now this son of Stada was the son of Pandira. Indeed,
Rabbi Chasda said the husband [of his mother] was Stada,
her husband was Pandira, her husband was Papus (Paphos),
the son of Juda. But yet I say his motber was Stada,
namely, Mary, a plaiter of women's hair; as they say in
Pompeditha, she departed from her husband.

There is manifestly some ambiguity in the original
Hebrew, which is frequently almost untranslatable.
"In several other places of these Talmudic writers,"
says Dr. Lardner, "Mary is called a plaiter of
women's hair, as may be seen in Lightfoot."
The To! doth J eshu story describes the mother of
Jesus as Miriam (i. e., Mary), and adds that mention
is several times made of her in the Talmud as a
dresser of women's hair. Her seducer was Joseph
Pandira, who went to her bouse at night, pretending
to be her betrothed Jochanan.
The Babylonian Gemara has a curious passage
concerning the five disciples of Jeshu Ben Stada, i.e,
Jesus the son of Stada. The names of these discipleF; were Matthai, Nakai, Netzer, Boni, and Thoqa.
Matthew and Thaddeus are easily recognized among
these five. They all suffered death.
The name of Simon Kepha seems not to be recorded in the Talmud, but in the Toldoth Jeshu he
is described as a rabbi who, long after the death of
Jesbu, became a convert to the new faith, and ended
his days on a tower built expressly for him. And
the writer adds:
Afterward they devised a most abominable fraud, and at
this very time that tower is to be seen at Rome, and they
call it Peter-that is, the name of a stone, because he sat on
a stone even to the day of his death.

Paul in his epistles to the Corinthians and Gala·
tians mentions Kepha as a leading disciple of Jesus.
Kepba in the vernacular of Palestine, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Cbaldea meant stone; and the translation
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of it into the Greek equivalent Petros was a Romish·
fraud.
The prominent leaders. in the primitiv church as
recognized by Paul were Apollos, Kepha, Barnabas,
James, Timotheua, Titus, and J obn. Of these only
two or three at most can be identified as apostles,
viz., Kepha, Jamea, and John. Paul treats none of
the rest as apostles, except by loose implication. He
egotistically puts himself at the bead of the trio,
. Paul, Apollos, and Kepha. And he eats up a remarkable claim as a perquisit of apostleship in the
following passage :
Hav we not power to lead about a sister, a wife, as well
as other apostles, and as the brethren of the Lord and
Cephas?
·
In the revised translation this passage is slightly
changed so as to read :
Hav we no right to lead about a wife that is a believer '! etc.
But the true inwardness of the passage is to be
seen in Dr. Murdock's translation of the ancient
Syriac version, to wit :
Huv we not authority to carry about with us a sister as a
wife; just as the other leg•ltes, und the brothers of our Lord,
and as Kepha ?
From this it would appear that the apostles were
free lovers.
Only one other apostle d0es Paul recognize by
name, to wit, Epepbroditus. But be speaks of false
apostles as deceitful workers, and leaves us to infer
that the number of apostles, both real and false,
was considerable. He himself was self-ordained.
With all this evidence in regard to Jesus and his
followers-and much more might be added-is it not
folly to assert that "Jesus and his apostles never
lived!"
ANTICHRIST.

To the King of Sweden.
Our readers will remember that some time ago it
was stated in these columns that the Swedish Freethinker, Mr. Victor E. Lennstrand, was for a lecture
on " God" sentenced by Svea Hofratt to three
months' imprisonment. This judgment bas called
forth a letter from Mr. Lennstrand to the king,
in which he in a manly language states his case and
demauds repeal of the sentence rendered. We giv
below a translation of this letter as published in
Fritiinkaren of Sept. 1, 1889:
1 o the King : When I hereby in all respect solicit
the repeal of sentence pronounced over me by Svea
Hofrii tt, in virtue of which I was sentenced to three
months' imprisonment for blasphemy, it is done not
alone to cause one, according to my opinion, unjust
sentence to be overruled, but also to prevent that
the judgment which in our days is rendered by the
educated world over religious persecutions shall not,
through the conduct of subordinate judiciaries, be
applicable to our country and our legal institutions.
Ever since the time of that accusation in which
Jesus of Nazareth was declared guilty of blasphemy
·· against God (Matt. xxvi, 65; Mark xiv, 64), and down
to the heretic persecution's last days, it is those who
officially represent the flower of the country's mental
and religious culture whom the honor or shame
of these judgments reaches before it is fastened on
their contemporaries.
I hav, after earnest religious studies and medita·
tions, become convinced that the with us officially
recognized teachings regarding what are called life's
greatest questions are untruthful and destructiv;
that they are a result born from a lower stage of
culture, and as such prevent the free developmei,~t of
that higher morality and greater happiness of mankind for which I am hoping.
It is for this reason I do now and in the future
will continue to do what I can to diffuse the knowledge of what I in these questions regard as right
and truth, and to destroy those obstacles, which that
which in my eyes is wrong and untruthful, places in
our nation's road of progress.
I bav, in a survey of the history of religions,
pointed out that a religion was always an expression
of the nation's ideas during the time of the religion's
birth and development, and that the God idea was a
reflection of its own spil'itual self. Such is even the
Christian's idea of a God, who rather than forgiv
the sins of mankind demands t\ie pains and death of
his own son, a product of an earlier stage of civilization with an inferior moral sense. And just as this
idea is not in accordance with the teachings of Jesus,
so far as we know these, so it is likewise impossible
to unite it with that higher morality, the representativ of which Jesus, in our own times, is attempted to
be made, and which at least in our own days is the
morality of civilized mankind.
It is for such expression I hav been sentenced to
imprisonment.
·
Our statutes no longer remain on the st$ndpoint that they make punishable investigations,
and expressions of belief, which do not agree
with the dogmas of the Lutheran church. The historical truth of the Christ dogma is heretically treated
in books which, from day to day, are sold in every
bookstore, and yet to treat its moral character in a
non-Lutheran way is blasphemy. I know very well
there are persons wh::~ think it ought t~ be so. The

theoretical side of the question may be treated, they
say; the results of modern historical researches must
not be .suppressed in Sweden-inasmuch as they are
found m large books that are within reach of the
higher classes only-but the practical, the moral side
of the same subject must not ·be made known as it
hurts the religious te~chings. They who say ~o are
either fools or scoundrels. They are fools who do
not un~erstand that, in and by the ?emonstration of
the fals1ty of an opinion, also the moral idea, which
was born and nourished by this opinion, is condamned; who do not understand that, when in and
by the proof that a supposed historical event is
n.othing but a product of a former time's imaginabon, thereby, also, the exposure is made to our moral
as well as historical judgment. But those gentlemen are scoundrels who, understanding this, yet.
insist that such views must not be stated · that it is;
permissible to publish in scientific treatises the re- ·
suits of modern criticism regarding the origin of the:
church's oldest legends and accepted dogmas, but;
that such knowledge shall be confined to the initiated,
and that the great body of the nation must notreceive the benefits of investigations on the subject.
I am justified in claiming that such persons ought
not to be represented among my judges. But I bav
good reasons to suppose they are. In accordance
with the decision of Svea Hofratt, did the supreme
court-Messrs. Knut Olivercrona, Frans Hues, Carl
Svedelius, and August Ostergren-sentenca me last
year to the highest punishment which the law allows
this court to inflict, because I denied the truth of
some of the church's teachings T Those men did
violate that regard for· truthfulness and honesty
which is expected of upright judges. Although
in our free press law is found a prohibition of a denial of the existence of God, a future life, and of the
pure evangelical teachings (the Lutheran theology in
its S~edis~ f~rm), yet they cannot, as many believe,
explam this m an orthodox manner without consciously attacking their own and the nation's idea of
what is right. They bav not made themselvs guilty
in making Jesuitic distinctions between what is theoretically defensible, and what are the moral results
therefrom. When the result of modern researches
brings a view of the Lutheran dogmas, a life after
this, and the God idea which is in contradiction
with the one accepted by us, then they sentence the
proclaimer of this to the highest punishment they
can inflict; They do not believe, like myself, that
since the old ideas are not believed in any longer,
they bav, of necessity, become obsolete, and that
although absolute certainty stands not at the service
of man, yet everyone ought to be at liberty, not
alone to form his own convictions according to what
his reason and consciousness dictate to him but also
to labor for what he considers rigb t ; they, on the
other band, believe that the officially settled dogmas
ought, under all circumstances, to be protected,
It is for this reason that I am just as convinced of
being found guilty by my judges in this suit, as I am
that the supreme court will declare me innocent.
Then there are paragraphs in the law, pertaining to
freedom of speech, which indicate, what the press
laws do not, that denial of dogmas is permissible, inasmuch as these paragraphs are founded upon the
supposition that free inquiries into this subject, as
well as into all others, ought to be allowed. Therefore, since this is the only right I desire, I do
expect to be declared guiltless in this suit.
Not wishing it tc be understood-what is far
from my object-that it is my intention to annoy the
courts of our country, who of late hav bad to deal
with many indictments for so-called blasphemy, and
thereby with interpretation of cbrresponding laws, it
is perhaps my duty to giv an explanation of how I
regard the motiv for their judgments, so that t.hey
may not be considered as included in that opinion
above given of those who through foolishness or illwill are partakers in all heretic persecutions. The
explanation can no doubt be found in the fact that
the education of these judges is almost wholly pertaining to legal matters. Only a superficial knowledge of the results of modflrn inquiry is possessed
by them, and what theology regards. Then their
information is in most cases confined to what the
Lutheran school-books contain. Endowed with a
pract cal sense, they, as officers of the state, soon
perceive that for those who wish promotion, studies
and sympathies which extend beyond the line of
dogmas are a hindrance, while piety in Lutheran
garb pays well. They hav, therefore, even if time
bad permitted it, not received outward encouragement to undertake individual studies in the history
of religion. We can therefore suppose that they are
simple, believing Christians. But in viewing the
case from this standpoint we find we are met by an
important religious contradiction. Just as natural as
it is that a Mohammedan should consider it blasphemy for anyone to insist upon Jesus's being the
son of Allah, or that pagans should regard Christian
missionaries, who declare their gods to be false, as
blasphemers, and punish them according to their
prevailing customs; just as natural as it is that Giordano Bruno and John Russ should bav been by the
courts o£ their times condemned as heretics-just so
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natural is it that I and so many others are found
guilty by the Sweden of our time. The opinion of
our forefathers at the time when Christianity was
first preacb'ed here, that the new teaching ought to
be given publicity, so that they from its progress
could judge of its truth, is very uncommon among
mankind, and it is, so far as I can judge from my
religious researches, even unchristian, and likewise
not in accordance with the newer Swedish opinion of
religion.
I bav tried to make clear to your royal majesty the
reason which, in spite of the action of our courts,
induces me to continue my work in the service of
those ideas which I cherish. I bav tried, as far as it
regards myself, to giv all information which might
prove useful to a court judging in the suit. Hereby
I deliver the matter into your hands, urging soquit tal.
There is even another point to which I should wish
to call the attention of the supreme court. The persecution which has broken out in our country against
the Freethinkers stands without parallel in the civilized.world. Nor has there in this whole century been,
in our country, so many heretical persecutions as
during the last two years. What regards myself,
every time an informer bas called a jury the latter
bas rendered a decision of acquittal. Can one from
this fact not draw the conclusion that the educated
public, even if it does not adopt my views, at least
regards me as working for its own good in a way
which ought to be allow.ed T That my ideas hav not
caused that public .indignation which the law demands before a breach is proven, can at the very
least be deducted herefrom. The courts hav only·
poor insight in these questions, and perhaps still les&
independence. Is it not about time for the supreme
court to pronounce its " Stop " to these foolish proceedings, showing thereby that not even in our conn~ry is .it right alw~ys to h~d~ the. pre.senc~ of new
Ideas m the domam of rehgion With Imprisonment
and finesT I bav not enumerated how many years
of imprisonment bav been given, all in all, to various
persons for Atheism, blasphemy, or whatever one
pleases to call this resurrected child, but they are
already numerous enough to prove sufficient even
for the shepherds of Swedish Christendom.
The courts hav even sentenced me to fines because
! hav stated that the accusers w.ere but !Darione~s
In a more powerful hand. In t):us. assertiOn I did
not at all intend any harm. .It md10ates J?artly that
the accusers would not acqmt me on their own responsi.bility-whic~ a.cc~rding to m~ opinion is a
comphment to t?e~r Insight an~ log10-p~rtly that
they obeyed, w!thm the d~~am of ~heir ~ffiee,
the orders of higher autboritieS-:-a. thmg whiCh I
thought was their duty. The comCidence between
that bigotry well under~tood to exist. ~n the higher
~lasses, and the acc~ser~ sudden amb1ti?n to pose as
mfor~ants of heretics, IS merely an acmdent, and at
least It is n~t on the a~cuse.r the shame falls. Hence
I urge acqmttal even ID thiS case.
VIOTOB E. LENNSTBAND.
Stockholm, July 25, 1889.
Christian Missions in China a Failure.
Lieutenant Wood of our naVIJ in the Denve1· Republican.

"It is not extravagant to say that the work of missionaries
in China and Corea has been absolutely without result,
except to hold them up to the tidicule of the nutivs. It has
been stated, and I concur, that there is not a Chinese
convert to Christianity of sound mind within the extent of
China. The converts we hear of in this country are merely
the menials employed about the quarters of the missionaries,
who, for a salary of $4 a month, become converts, but w_hen
discharged there is no further evidence of a change ~f mmd.
Missionaries do not mix with the nativs to any considerable
extent, and many of the meetings are not on_Iy in English,
but with the missionaries themselvs as the aud1ence. As for
a nobleman of Corea or a mandarin of China ever acknowledging the Christian faith, such a thing was never heard of."
" How do missionaries bring themselvs into ridicule?"
"As a matter of fact, they are looked upon about as is the
Salvation Army in America, only to a degree ten times as
great. The Chinaman, for instance, has a.. respect for. his
language which amounts to reverence. Even a stray pmce
of paper covered with Chinese characters would be picked
up by them and burnt. You _will unders~and with. ":hat
feelings they regard the translatiOn of the Bible th~ ~Iss.JOn
aries prepared for them, when you k_now that this IS II? a
lingo which stands in the same relatiOn to the m~ndanan
tongue or classical language of the country used m conrt
and as the official language all over the country that the
obscure negro dialect of .Louisiana stands with c~assical English. Only educated Chmese are able to use this language.
They all hav the same respect for it, and it is in it that the
precepts of Confucius are given to the people."
" How· did it happen that this mistake was made?"
"Simply because when the missionaries located in Foo
Chow they learned .the language of t~at ~ocality,, and could
use no other either m speech or to wnte m makmg a translation. There is a gradual change in the lin~o of China
which is seen distinctly in a distance of fifty miles, but the
tongue of the m!\ndarins is universally used by the educated
and reverenced by everyone."

Religion in Government.
Rev. F. M. WIUlllburn ·in the Clrrtltian &tatesman.

Our government seems to invite Sabbath-breaking by setting the example. For instance, in the military department
the Sabbath has been the high day for reviews, parades, and
all kinds of extra labor. It is refreshing; though, that the
new secretary of war has the fear of God before his eyes
sufficiently to prohibit such unnecessary work during his
term of office.
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With Our Friends the Enemy.

~Rev.

The executiv committee of the National Reform Association
held a meeting in the Young Men's Christian
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
Association parlors at Pittsburgh, on the 1st instant.
Editor. This association is the direct opponent of the AmerE. M. MAoDONALD;
Business
Manager.
ican Secular Union, and is endeavoring to do exactly
0. P. SoMXBBY,
PUBLISHED BY
what the Secular Union is endeavoring to prevent
THE 'I RlFl H SEEKER OOMPANY. being done. The preamble to its constitution recites
the reason for its existence as follows :
28 LAEAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
" Believing that almighty God is the source of all power
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. and authority in civil government,· that the Lord Jesus Christ
is the ruler of nations, and that the revealed will of God is of
Addr6sa all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER supreme authority in civil affairs;
" Remembering that this country was settled by Christian
OOMP ANY. .Make all Drafts, CJheeks, Post-ojfroe and Ex.
press .MfYli,6'J/ Orders payable to CHARLES P. SOMERB Y. men, with Christian ends in view, and that they gave a distinctly Christian character to the institutions which they
established;
·
OCTOBER 19, 1889.
" Perceiving the subtle and persevering attempts which
SATURDAY,
are made to prohibit the reading of the Bible in our public
schools, to overthrow our Sabbath laws, to corrupt the famSUBSCRil'TION RATES.
ily, to abolish the oath, prayer in our national and state
Single subscnption in advance ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , . 00 legislatures, days of fasting and thanksgiving and other
i 00 Christian features of our institutions, and so to divorce the
One subscription two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
i 00 American government from all connection with the Christian
Two new subscribers .•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onerei 00 religion;
mittance ••••.•.•••••.••••••••.•••.••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••
" Viewing with grave apprehension the corruption of our
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
7 00 politics, the legal sanction of the liquor traffic, and the disremittance •••••••.•.••••••••••••.••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••
regard of moral and religious character bl those who are
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 60 exalted to high places in the nation;
remittance ..••••.•••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
" Believing that a written constitution ought to contain
remittance .................................................... . 10 00
explicit evidence of the Christian character and purpose of
.Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
the nation which frames it, and perceiving that the silence of
with one remittance.
the Constitution of the United States in this respect is used
as an argument against all that is Christian in the usage and
administration of our government;
"We, citizens of the United States, do associate ourselvs
under the following articles, and pledge ourselvs to God,
By D. D. BENNETT.
and to one another, to labor, through wise and lawful means,
To our older readers what a familiar look that " By D. M. for the ends herein set forth."
Bennett " has! It revives old memories and old times, and
The second article catalogs the objects of the
touches a tender chord in the heart.
society:
Looking over some p!!.pers wi.th the dust of nearly a dec11 The object of this society shall be to maintain existing
ade upon them, we found a long article with this heading. Christian features in the American government; to promote
Recollection carried back recalls it as a lecture prepared by needed reforms in the action of the government touching the
Mr. Bennett, but never delivered. The opportunity was lost Sabbath, the institution of the family, the religious element
through press of business, a year of martytdom, and journey- in education, the oath, and public morality as affected by the
ing in Europe and around the world during the three years liquor traffic and other kindred evils ; and to s~cure such an
preceding his death. It is, we think, the only paper by Mr. amendment to the Constitution of the United States as will declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus Christ and its acceptance
Bennett that has not appeared in Tm: TRUTH SKBKER. We of the moral laws of the Christian religion, and so indicate that
shall print it in the next two issues.
this is a Christian nation, and place all the Christian law~,
The lecture is written in his familiar style, easy, thorough, institutions; and usages of our government on an undeniable
copious, irrefutable. Reading it brings back to us his image, legal basis in the fundamental law of the land."
and we can almost see him at his desk, with a worn-Out lead
This association is no paper organization, but a
pencil in his hand, preparing it. He never used any but
practical working force, well officered, well directed,
worn-out pencils. Where he got them we don't know, but
and well supported. Almost every minister in the
they were probably the stubs thrown away by the clerks.
country is a sort of agent to distribute its publications
There are one hundred and twenty-four pages of it, enough
and organize meetings for the propagation of its
for three pages of THK TRUTH SKKKKR. It is in the main a
on-American principles. Its secretaries are welcomed
review of the Bible, its absurdities, inconsistencies, errors,
in
Sunday-schools and are afforded opportunities to
and mistakes, as he would say. He give us thirty cataloged
address
the congregations at week-day meetings.
reasons why the Bible should not be used in the common
Already
the
results of its work are apparent in state
schools, and then goes on to giv a hundred or two more.
"You can't make it too strong," he used to say when writ: and national legislation, and it was the Pittsburgh
ing against the Bible. For years he had been a devout be- members of this organization who, under the name
liever in the inspiration and absolute truth of the book, and of a law and order society, proposed to arrest the
he was angry at the deception he had imposed upon himself. lecturers at the Secular Union Congress, and prevent
Paine's " Age of Reason" first induced him to investigate the meeting, in that city last year.
The methodical and careful character of its work
the volume, and placed him on the road to Rationalism.
To Mr. Bennett's friends, the undelivered lecture will may be inferred fr<?m a synopsis of the proceedings
bring back alike pleasant and sad memories. Those who of the executiv committee. The corresponding secdid not know him will find that the Founder of THK TRUTH retary reported as a result of a conference with
special secretaries in charge of various departments
SKKKKR wrote with no timorous hand.

The Bible in Common Schoob.

A BOOK that ought to be a thousand times more widely
read in this country by the Ltberals is Professor Ludwig
Bl1chner's "Force and Matter." It is an annihilation, on
scientific grounds, of the Christian scheme, as the " Age of
Reason" is on historical and common.sense grounds. Eng.
lish Freethinkers regard" Force and Matter" as a text-book,
and the Germans value it so highly that it has gone through
fifteen editions. The price is a little high, as it has to be imported, but we hav obtained a limited supply of the translation from the last German edition, and we can forward it for
$3. We do not believe, however, that anyone will regret
the expenditure of that sum after reading the book.
WK hav published for William Hart, of Kirksville, Mo., a
volume which he calls, "The Candle From Under the
Bushel." It consists of thirteen hundred and six "questions
to the clergy, and for the consideration of others." The
work is a good deal like D. M. Bennett's "Interrogatories to
Jehovah." The questions, it is safe to say, will never be
answered by the clergy. They cannot do it, and for that
reason they will never make the attempt. The book is something like a dictionary to read, being from the nature of the
esse slightly disconnected in style, but as 110 many of the
questions carry their own answers the volume is an excellent
one to hav handy in the house. It will help Liberals in
!lrgumentation wonqerfull;r. frice 1 50 cents.

of work these things : " The Rev. Dr. Morrow accepts
the secretaryship relating to our immigrant population. The Rev. Irwin P. McCurdy, D.i>., accepts
the department of the press. The Rev. S. L. Baldwin, D.D., of New York, accepts w:ork on the Chinese
question. President Chas. A. Blanchard accepts the
labor question as a special department of work. The
Rev. I. N. Hays, D.D., accepts the department on
the acknowledgment of Christ in Thanksgiving proclamations." From these, and they are but a few of
the many ramifications of the society, the scope of
the association is learned. The immigrants are to be
besieged to vote for God and Christ, the press is to
be pestered to say a good w.ord for the society, the
laborers are to be labored with, and even the Chinese
are not to be exempt from importunities to advocate
the claims of" C'list" (which means the ministers) to
be ruler over us. Governors and president are to be
labored with to acknowledge Jesus, instead of the
people, as their sovereign, and if they are found sufficiently pious or demagogic to yield to the solicitation,
the Thanksgiving proclamations this fall will be
brief statements of church doctrine, with two indivi<luals to thank instead of one. We suggest to the
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Hays that he include the Apostles', Athanasian, and Nicene creeds in his department. A!l
long as we are to be loaded down with religion,
it will be well to know just what we are expected to
believe.
A special object just now, as it appears from the
report of this meeting, is a " reformation " of the
marriage laws, under the guise of subserving "public
morality." That 25,535 divorces were gnnted in·
this conntry in 1886, while only 6,000 were granted
in England and Wales and an equal number in the
German empire; that almost one-third of a million
divorces (328, 716) hav been granted in our states and
territories in twenty years, and that while our pop·
ulation increased 66 per cent, divorces increased 156
per cent, disturbs these self constituted guardians of
other people greatly, and the press, both religious
and secular, the ministers, legislators, and citiz~;~ns
generally, are to be appealed to to urge Congress to
take steps for the enactment of a national marriage
law which shall be "carefully conformed to the moral
laws of the Christian religion." A public meeting to
push this project will be held in Pittsburgh this
month, and the committee believes it can get a thousand dollars in that city for that object alone.
This National Reform Association last year united
with the American Sabbath Union, and both used
the women and children of the Women's Christ.ian
Temperance Union to further the success of the
Blair Sunday and Education bills. The three organ·
izations are practically one in the results aimed at,
and to oppose them there are but the American
Secular Union, and a handful (barely 25,000) of Seventh Day Adventists. The secular press, while largely
with the Liberals in sentiment, dare not or will not
oppose the church, and it will not be at all astonishing if the three organizations attain a good degree of
success. The National Reform Association and the
Sabbath Union were behind all the attempts to incorporate Christianity into the constitutions of the
four new Western states, and though the conclusion
of that fight may be regarded as a draw, these Christians are ready to renew it, while we fear that without some strong agitation the Liberals will allow
their efforts to slacken.
The delegates to the Secular Union congress at
Philadelphia next week may well study the methods,
emulate the zeal, and copy the well-directed efforts
of their friends the enemy.

The Roman Catholic Church.
If anyone doubts that the Roman Catholics are
increasing in strength and boldness of operations,
he should make a study of the daily papers for a
month and note the news recorded. In the West,
from Chicago to Denver, through Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and Kansas ; on the Pacific coast in
California, and on the Atlantic coast from Boston to
Florida, the Romish church has built parochial
schools and is taking part in secular administrativ
affairs with a rapidity and openness which shows her
consciousness of power.
Two instances-one showing how contemptuously
she treats her enslaved people and the other how she
regards her own statutes as superior to civil lawhav recently been detailed in the papers of this city.
The first is in Brooklyn. A pastor of one parish has
built a parochial school and driTen eleven or twelve
hundred of his people's children into it. The
parents of ten children, however, preferred to send
them to the public schools, alleging a desire to
hav the youngsters learn something besides the
catechism. This contumacious conduct was denounced by the priest, and he informed the parents
that unless their ehildren attended the parochial
school they need not come to his. Sunday-school. In
the parents' eyes this deprivation of religious instruction imperiled the salvation of the children's souls,
and they remonstrated. They were curtly told by
the priest that they could look after the children's
salvation themselvs. He should not, and strongly
intimated that the infants could go to hell if they did
not go to his parochial school. .
The other case, showing how little the church regards the government that protects her, is that of a
New Jersey priest named Butler. When Mr. Butler
took orders he made to his church a solemn vow of
chastity. This ~e violated by marrying Miss Brady,
a young Cathohc woman. The marriage ceremony
was duly performed by a civil magistrate. After
livin$' with hia wtft~ four ye~r11 But~e~ broke tbE:~ n:uu·.
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ital vow he had made, abandoned his wife and child I tion is not the result of a too sanguin temperament.
and ret.urned 8 suppliant to the Catholic church. He
And if the cardinal's chuckle ia the natural expresbas been taken back and will be required to do pen- sion of a man tolerably sure of hia facts, so is the
anoe for his sin, after which he will be again a priest. Protestant preacher's lament the utterance of a man
A reporter asked Bishop Wigger of Newark how, who has cause for grief. It must be app:1rent to
when Butler was again a priest, his marriage to Miss everybody that Protestantism, in its oreeda and be·
Brady would be regarded-whether the church would liefs, is slowly going to pieces. The convention behav 8 married priest at work for her, or whether Mr. fore which this sermon was given has under considButler would get a div01·ce, and on what grounds, as era.tion the revision of ths prayer-book and the EpisButler bad deserted his wife and she had violated copal creed. The Presbyterians Bet tha example.
none of her marital obligations! Bishop Wigger Even Pl'inoeton orthodoxy is assimilating the evolureplied:
tion theory. Congregationalism long since be~ame
"The church never recognized the marriage, Father Butler the refuge of the doctrinally unsound. Methodism
had made a solemn vow of chastity, and his marriage was -a church we do not expect to find very intellectnot valid. There was no marriage to be annulled.''
ually acute-is cautious about preaching hell. There
Thif.l is the view of marriage held by the Romish are a good many Protest!\nts who did not stop r.eachurch, and ia a distinct announcement by that insti- soning whan they joined the church, and these are
tution that her own rules are superior to the laws of dragging Christianity along. Doctrinally, we find
the country. According to this a priest might marry that the very churches whose fanatical membe~s are
forty women, and a penance would be the only pen- doing their utmost to restore Puritanism to our
alty, unless the state should peremptorily upset the statutes hav all grown away from the stern theology
theory of the church. But Butler's vow was no legal of their ancestors, an unquestioning belie{ in which
bar to his marriage. Both parties were legally free to was the bedrock on which the puritanical legislation
malTy, and their marriage is valid by the law of the was founded.
The " scoffs " of Celsus and Julian, too, bav never
land, and no churchmen in the whole world can annul it. To refuse to recognize it is to defy the law been answered; nor can the church reconcile scienof the land. The church can enforce its own rules tific discoveries with any existing creed. To preserve
against its own members-giv them penances to per- her integrity she must retreat like the Catholic
form if they are willing to submit to them, and expel churc~ into the citadel of faith and refuse to be enthem if H chooses, but it cannot use physical force to ticed into the open fields of argument and investigacompel a penance, nor can it disregard the state's tion. To investigate is to find errore in all her
laws.
assumed authorities; and when men reason they reWithin the next decade or two the Roman Catho- ject her dogmas. The "intellectual criticism of
lie church will be a good deal bigger institution in divine revelation" has stripped the reve!stion of ita
this land, or a good deal smaller.
divinity, and deprived divinity of any revelation.
Concretely, abstractly, doctrinally, and in every other
Two or Three Views.
way but temporally-and in the last considerablyThe New Ym:k Sun calls attention to two views of Protestant Christianity in this country has gone to
the progress of the church, much more widely diver- pieces in the last hundred years, and there is theregent than the creeds of the two men who hold them. fore very solid reason. for. the dejection of the clergyThe first is the view of Cardinal Gibbons, given in man quoted. The most sanguin of men, if truthful,
the pastoral making the announcement of the cele- must agree with the statements made in the first half
bration at Baltimore on the lOth proximo of the one- of the paragraph quoted. The statements in the last
hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the half are the usual doleful lament of the clergy, and
Catholic hierarchy in the United States, and is as are in the nature of a storekeeper's bewailing the lack
of custom. The people pass by our clergyman's store,
follows:
" B'rt while we rejoice in the numerical strength of the and he accuses them of being impure and criminal.
Catholic religion, we rejoice still more that, far from betray- If the lines between the church and the world are
ing any symptoms of religious torpor, still less of decay and dim it is because of the " worldliness" of the prodissolution, the church exhibits an organic vitality, an fessing Christian, who makes a business of religion.
exuberant spirit, a vigorous activity, and a sturdy growth
which afford a well-founded hope of unlimited expansion in And it is possible, too, that our clergyman's surprise
th,at Anarchy has raised its head in a country where
the future."
The second is that of the clergyman who preached "all men are equal before the law " would be dithe opening sermon of the Episcopal General Con- minished if he set about making it a practieal as well
as theoretical truth that all men are equal before the
vention just held in this city. He said:
law.
"We are perplexed ·by the unbelief and sin of our time·.
Christianity is going up and it is going down.
The Christian faith is assailed not only with scoffs as old as
Oelsus and Julian, but also with the keenest intellectual The branch that is going up has a history at which
criticism of divine revelation, the opposition of alleged men shudder. The branch that is going down has
scientific facts, and a Corinthian worldliness whose motto is been as cruel as its power permitted, and nothing
'Eat and drink, for to-morrow we die.' In many places about it is so well calculated to benefit humanity as
Christian homes are dying out. Crime and impurity are its decline.
coming in as a flood, and Anarchy raises its hated form in the
land where a I meu are equal before the law. Tne lines heMr. Parsons of San Jose.
tween the church and the world are dim. Never did greater
problems confront a council of the church.''
We heartily wish there were in this country a millOur luminous contemporary makes this brief com- ion Freethinkers like aged S!\mos Parsons, of San
ment upon the foregoing, but it sheds little light Jose, Cal. He believes in doing as well as talking,
upon the matter. H says: "The difference between and having by prudent and hard work accumulated
these two views of the progress of Christianity is a fortune sufficient for his needs, though inadequate
noteworthy, but it may be due to a difference of to his generosity, he is helping the cause along by
spreading his wealth around among the needy. He
individual temperament only."
sends
us a list of his September benefactions:
The fact is that both clergymen are right. CatholS.
PARSONS'S DONATIONS FOR SEPTEMBER, 1889.
icism is unquestionably gaining ground in this country, not by convincing the American intellect that To our Home Society in San Jose ............................ $10 00
To aid Putnam's paper in San Francisco ................... 10 00
the Catholic church is right, but by immigration of To American Secular Union .................................... 10 00
ignorant Catholics from Europe, and by the solidity To THE TnmH SEEKER, N. Y.................................. 5 00
H. L. Green, Buffalo......................................... 5 00
of the church and its devotion to one principle, To
To J. P. Mendum, Mass......................................... 5 00
namely, her own supremacy. It is this solidity and To J. R. l\'[onroe, Ind............................................. 5 00
To J.D. Shaw, Texas............................................ 5 00
control maintained over the individual Catholic To
E. C. Walker, Kan... ......................................... 5 00
which enables the Romish church to open state and To Ella E. Gibson, Mass ................................. :....... 5 00
county and town treasuries to her subsidy grabbers, To L. K. Washburn, Mass...................................... 5 00
To Nellie Booth Simmons....................................... 5 00
and to acquire and hold exempt ft'om taxation mill- To Elmina D. Hlenker............................................ 5 00
ions of dollars' worth _of the most valuable property To Jeremiah Hacker, N.J..................................... 5 00
Thomas Winter, Cincinnati, 0........................... 5 00
in the country."' By the control of hundreds of thou- To
To Hannibal, Mo., Moralists.................................... 5 00
sands of votes she obtains parochial schools and
Total.,_ ............................................. $95 00
whatever else she desires in those localities where
Mr. Parsons had no idea that we should make this
she has colonized her members, or where natural
causes bav forced them to settle in large numbers. list public, but as we like to giv a man credit for his
This sharpness in politics and the foreign immigra- good acts while he is alive, we venture to print it.
. tion hav certainly enabled the Romish church to In his letter accompanying he makes a suggestion of
bow 1\ wonderful ~ain. Cardinal Gibbons's e:x:ulta- which we cordially approve, He says;
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"There ought to be a Fuod established at every Freethought office for sending free and broadcast all over the
land books, pamphlets, and specimen papers, as suggested
in a late issue of the In'1Jestigato1•, That plan suits me, an<l
I would contribute to the Fund all I am able. Our enemies
spread their lies and delusions on this plan, and we should
spread the antidote."
The list we print, which he calls "miteR" sent to
show his friendship and appreciation of the labors of
the recipients, demonstrates Mr. P~rsons's earnestness
and belief in h.is own t\d vice. We are quite willing,
and undoubtedly all the other Freethought offices
are equally willing, to l'eeeive money and use it for
circulating Freethought literature. We gua.rantee
that none would be wasted, and that a greab big
dollar's worth would be distributed for every dollar
received.
Another paragraph of Mr. Parsons's letter we can
as completely indorse as the foregoing. It is this:
" I hope the Freethinkers will do their dnty and sustain
the lecturers and publishers all over the country. I hope
the Secular meeting at Philadelphia will be a success, and
that the officials and leading men will meet in harmony, and
not quarrel as they did in times past."
Those are worthy hopes; may they be fulfilleiJ.
A blessing for Horace Seaver's memory follows this,
again indorsed by us, and than THE TRUTH SEEKER is
exhorted:
"Wanamaker has got the medium Reid in his talons-say
a good word_ for Reid. Also for Harman and Wa!ker. Explain ghost-raising and slate-writing if you can. That is a
wonderful phenomenon. It puzzles me."
The first part of this exhortation has been already
attended to. The Messrs. Reid, and Harman and
Walker, hav had many good words in -THE TRUTH
SEEKER, for we do not need to be reminded of the
duty of speaking good words, and speaking them
forcibly, for the victims of bigoted religious oppression. To say these words, however, i11 much easiel'
than explaining ghost-raising. We hav had no experience with ghosts. Bat this may be a good place
to say that we intend to shortly publish-::~ither in
these columns or in the TRUTH SEEKER .A~NUAL for
1890-a full and truthful account of our investigation of slate-writing. A part of the story has been
told by Mr. McArthur, but he did not sea all that the
Editor saw, nor hav the subsequent events been related. Slate-writing is certainly a curious phenomenon.
Long life and happy days to Mr. Parsons ! His
big heart and serene temper entitle him to the
choicest blessings to be drawn from the glorious
climate of California.

Our Suuday-Scbool Administration.
Mr. A. J. Brown, a subscriber to THE TnuTH
SEEKER at Ipswick, South Dakota, writeq:
·
"I feel the inconvenience of the Sunday-school administration's manipulation of the mails, depriving me of the
usual reading of your paper on the Sunday after its publication-it reaching me now Monday morning, whereas before
the pious Wanamaker's aqcession to office it always reached
me Sunday morning."
This is the practical result of having a man in office
who places his church above the government. If
Holy John would confine his hypocritical piety to
his Philadelphia Sunday-school, no one would
find fault with his pretensions to sanctity. But
when he uses his power as a United States official to
fasten a theocracy upon the peopls ol the country, it
is time to protest, though we suppose that until he
is ridiculed. out of office we must submit, as he is
backed up by another churchman higher in power
than himself. At present Puritanism is in the ascendant at Washington.
LIBERAL HALL, at Waco, Texas, was destroyerl by fire on
the 5th instant. The loss falls chiefly upon Mr. Shaw, as the
insurance does not nearly cover the value. Tbe building
was erected in 1882 by the Religious and Benevolent .Association of Waco, aided by Liberals from other placeP. .About
a year ago Mr. Shaw acquired control, by purchase, of the
stock, and so virtually owned it, The loss is a severe one to
him, but he will not forsake his post, and intends to rebuild
in brick. He means to stand by the cause, and conthme his
work, in spite of the barning of the hall wherein for seven
years he has talked to the Liberals of Texas. He thinks
there are, he told a D(ly reporter, enough Liberals in tLe
stale to co(iperate with him in the work and rual1e Liberal
Hall, as heretofore, a place where Freethought and ethical
culture can be taught. or discussed, without Jet or hindrance,
for all time to come, and without disturbing anybody else or
interfering with anybody's rights or pursuit of happiness,
And Liberals from other states are not debarred fnrn lending
a hnnrl if they feel so disposed. Liberals everywhere will
sympathize with the t~limted and courageous worker fo
menta! liberty.
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CINCINNATI, 0., Sept. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to make this appeal. American fellow citizens, will you suffer yourselvs to be ruled by a fore~gn
despot, a crafty and plotting priest of Rome, who Is seekmg
the destruction of this great and free republic and the enslavement of its people, who hav enjoyed human liberty, bequeathed to us by the fathers of this grand nation ? Oh,
shall it ever be accomplished ? I think I hear the grand and
mighty multitude, millions and millions in number, with a
roar of voices crying, "No, no, no, never, never!" The
miserable traitor who seeks the extinction of the bloodbought liberties of this republic must and shall be repelled
by any and every force that free men can and will use
against so tyrannical a foe.
T. WINTER.
D118 MoiNEs, IA., Sept. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $7.50. There is a fourth
p!lrty who promises to giv a yearly subscription soon, probably within a month, and I will see this gets to you as soon
as he gets around to it. There is occasionally something
found in the " old book " that has a practical application,
and one passage, notably, is, '' The whole need not a physL
cian, but the sick." This is the case with those who take a
Liberal paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER, because its contents
are in accord with their convictions. They read and are interested because they are Liberal already. The case makes no
new convert to Liberalism ; it merely gratifies an old one ;
while if, after reading THE TRUTH SEEKER, the reader would
inclose it to some one who is still in " the gall of bitterness
and bond of iniquity" of antiquated error, he might prove
a veritable missionary to some practical and desiderated
effect. If Liberalism is not aggressiv, it will make slow
progress. Its tenets must be put in the way of those of .a
present different belief, and if examined, it will weaken the
old and may ultimately lead into higher and clearer percep.
tiona of truth.
V. C. TAYLOR.
SoDm.r, 0., Sept. 25, 289.
MR. EDITOR : I would like to hear from some good Materialist, one that is able and willing to speak at the funerals
of deceased Liberals at this place when called upon. There
are only four Liberals in this part of the country, and if
death comes upon any one of us, we would like to hav some
Liberal friend speak at the funeral, as none of us would like
to hav a long-faced hell-fire pedler speak over us when we
are dead. Of course they would like the job, or rather, the
$10, to preach over an Infidel, as they call us. But we are
not going to let them do it, because it hurts the advance of
Freethought. I am sorry to say it does not advance very
fast around here; there are too many people who will not
reason. As soon as one speaks against the Bible they leave
his company, with the remark, " I am afraid to be where
you are for fear that the almighty will strike you dead."
Then they tell their beloved pastor what was said, and he
pulls him over the coals the next Sunday; but he takes
good care to keep out of the way for some time. We want
to show Christians that we are not afraid to die. That is
the reason I would like to hear from some Liberal.
R. A. WEBB.

very much respected friends," re the chief postmaster. It is
also an article that inspires confidence in a representatlv
medium of Freeth ought principles.
I notice that one cr two of your correspondents advise how
THE TRUTH SEEKER should be conducted. With all due respect for their well meant intentions, It is yet very evident
that such a course would end In pleasing none ; it would be
a decided case of the old man and his donkey.
Yours fraternally,
THoMAs HARWOOD.
UPPER MATTOLE, CAL., Sept. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In a late issue of your paper, under the date
of August lOth, on the subject of "Total Church Exemptions," I see you hav made an error in stating that church
property to the amount of $7,404,235 is exempt from taxation in California. I think that since this state has been admitted into the Union churches hav always been taxed.
California has been under two state constitutions consecutivly, the one beginning in 1849 and continuing till 1879, and
the other beginning at the ending of the former, and continuing "to the present.
The old constitution, which was adopted in 1849, has in
section 13, article xi, of the Miscellaneous Provisions, the
following:
Taxation shall be equal and uniform throughout the state. All
property in this state shall be taxed in proportion to its value, to
be ascertained as directed by law; but assessors. and <Jollectors of
town, county, and state taxes shall be elected by the qualified
electors of the district, countY, or town in which the property
taxed for state, county, or town purposes is situated •.
This is all I can see concerning this subject in the old constitution, and from it I can glean nothing to make me think
that church property was exempted.
The new constitution, dating at the ending of the old, has
the .following enactment under the head of Revenue and
Taxation, article xiii, section 1 :
All property in the state not exempt under the laws of the United
States, shall be taxed in proportion.to its value, to be ascertained
as provided by law. The word" property," as used in· this article
and section, is hereby deelared to include moneys, credits, bonds,
stocks, dues, franchises, and all other matters and thing•, real, personal, and mixed, capable of private ownership; proviaea, that
growing crops, property used exclusivly for public schools, and
such as may belong to the United States, thie state, or to any
county or municipal corporation within this state, shall be exempt
from taxation. The legislature may provide, except in case of
credits secured by mortgage or trust deed, !or a deduction from
credits of debts due to bona /lae residents of this state.
California takes the lead of other states in liberty, equality,
learning, and advancement, and no other people in the world
are more law-abiding. No state in the Union or no municipality in the world has ever made the advancement California
has in a few years. Church property is taxed! and we hav
no Sunday laws!
W. T. S. H.
fThe list used was compiled before Ca!ifornia adopted her
new constitution. That state should not be included, though
church property is still partly exempt in the state, as the
assessors in some places value only the ground the building
stands on, and not the building itself. It is a characteristic
Christian swindle and should be taken into the courts wherever it occurs.-ED. T. !:!.]

CoLUMBus, KAN., Oct. 2, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : For fifty years I hav been an advocate of the
rights of labor and the equitable distribution of its products.
I hav lived in this county nearly twenty years, and I hope
DAVENPORT, WAsH., Sept. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER that my labors with hands, tongue, and pen hav been a blessfor about a year. Liberalism has got a start here and is pro- ing to it. I hav many faults, but no one who knows me can
gresstng. The first Freethought lectures at Davenport were say, truthfully, that I am a liar or a hypocrit. I hav tried to
given by 1:!. P. Putnam last November, nearly a year ago, at deal justly and honestly with my fellow-men. I want to
which half a dozen clergymen attended, thinking to lay the know the truth and liv it as far as I caB. I stand with
Infidel speaker out flat so that he would be forever squelched. Thomas Jefferson for the rights of man, religiomly as well
But they were unable to sustain a single argument or point. as politically. A human belief or opinion is not necessarily
This year we hav had three Liberal lecturers here. First, Mrs. true and good because it is old and popular; it is not necesF. C. Reynolds delivered a course of three lectures in June, sarily false and bad because new and unpopular, either in
whic.h were much appreciated by all who heard her. Then the physical or mental world. I hav always advocated,
S. P. Putnam came next, and gave us three of his excellent often to my great cost, and I always shall advocate, what I
lectures. The clergy who fought him a year ago did not believe to be true and for human good, if I stand alone and
come out to hear him at any of the lectures this time, which suffer persecution and misrepresentation as I always hav.
evidently shows that they were defeated in their attempt to "I would rather be right than be president," as Henry Clay
use up Mr. Putnam last year. Yesterday W. S. Bell left us, said.
As far as I understand the purposes of the Farmers' Alliafter having given us a course of three lectures. He made
a profound impression, although he is very mucil. given to ance I am with them, i. e., in obtaining a just compensation
making his· audience laugh. Mr.· Bell is a grand, good for the products of their labor. When they interfere with
speaker, and will be welcomed here again whenever he can and question me as to my private opinions, and make them
a test for my admission to their order, I protest. If I should
make it convenient to visit Davenport.
H. L. WILBON.
make application for membership I could not be admitted.
Why? They would first ask me if I ''believe in a supreme
being." I should hav to say no, most conscientiously and
MOTUPIPI, GOLDEN BAY, NRLBON,}
NEw ZEALAND, Sept. 1, 1889.
sincerely. In the name of our boasted liberty, in the name
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKERS for July to hand. The of my natural and individual rights, in the name of that right
number for the 20th contains an article entitled, "The Lady and freedom of conscience given me in the Constitution of
of the Club," by Helen H. Gardener. I was so pleased with the United States, what right has the Farmers' Alliance, a
it that I cannot refrain from tendering my thanks and un- secular and material order, to ask me that question? What
qualified satisfaction for the masterly and able manner in right hav they to play the inquisitor and debar me from
which the writer has laid bare the gulf that separates wealth membership because I do not with them believe what to me
from poverty. Such an exposition of the extreme selfishness is an impossibility and absurdity? With as much sense and
of wealth on the one hand, and of devoted and sublime at- justice might a club of ballplayers refuse me membership
tachment on the other, cannot but inspire the hope that the because I do not see causes and effects in this great infinit
keynote has been struck that will ultimately lead up to the all as they do. Is there any need of it? Hav I not the same
destruction of those social barriers that divide wealth and right to ask them questions which hav nothing to do with
poverty; and also awaken the intelligent wealth of the nation the purposes of their order ? What if they still believe in
to the fact that they are their brothers' keepers and proteC- the popular but, to me, absurd and impossible theory of a
tors. The cries of humanity will yet urge with stinging personal God and creation, while I, with many noble men
force the brotherhood of man and social dependence of all. and women, believe in evolution, and that space, matter, and
The heroin of the story is a typical character and ennobles motion never had a beginning, are self sustaining and perher sex.
petuating by their inherent and eternal forces, and will never
In the number for July 6th Is an editorial, "We Giv the cease ; that only forms and organisms change and come to
Devil His Due." Your subscribers should be more than sat- an end? All this, facts and science are more and more provIsfied with this clear, concise, and and incisiv reply to "two, ing •. Is it necessary to believe in inhuman absurdities to be

good and honest? Hav Infidels no rights that Christians
are liound t<i respect? They never hav had their natural
and political rights. Yet Washington, Adams, Jefferson,
Franklin, Paine, and other founders of our godless Constitution were Deists and Atheists. I would not be allowed my
testimony in the Arkansas courts and those of many other .
states because I am not orthodox. A man's abstract belief
in some old myth or dogma, creed or assumption, is of more
importance to the sectarian bigot than his truthful and honest life. Ninety-five per cent of all our criminals believe in
supreme being. A great effort is now being made to ge
God into the Constitution, pass a national Sunday law, and
other laws subversiv of human rights and liberty and the
Constitution. General Washington in his treaty with Tripoli, said, "Our government is not founded upon religion."
He and his noble compatriots designed and desired that
church and state should be kept apart. They well knew the
dark and bloody history of the past, and that one hundred
millions of men, women, and children had been sacrificed
and put to death in the name of God and religion. It is a
lamentable fact that church and state are more and more
courting each other; priests and politicians playing into each
other's hands, the former to get money and the latter to get
votes, and I fear that between them they will " kill the goose
to get the golden egg," and that we shall hav to say a.s Dr.
Franklin said in the darkest hour of the American Revolution, ''The sun of liberty is set."
0 Liberty l thou wast undone ;
Wast from thy nativ country driven,
When tyranny eclipsed the sun,
And blotted out the stars of heaven.
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
CoAL VALLEY, W.VA., Sept. 25, 1889.
To THE MosT REv. JAMES GmBoNs, AROHBIBHOP OF BALTIMORE: In the twenty-fourth edition of your book, "The
Faith of Our Fathers," I find the following lines, concerning
which I wish to giv you my ideas through the columns of
TH:s: TRUTH SEEKER. In the first part of the ninth chapter,
"The Primacy of Peter," you say, "I may state that in the
old law the high priest appointed by almighty God filled an
office analogous to that of pope in the new law. In the Jewish church there were priests and Levites ordained to minister at the altar; and there was also a supreme ecclesiastical
tribunal, with the high priest at its head. All matters of
religious controversy were referred to this tribunal, and in
the last resort, to the high priest, whose decision was enforced
under pain of death." And a little further on "in the same
chapter you say: "We must, therefore, find in the church
of Christ a spiritual judge, exercising the same supreme
authority as the high priest wielded in the old law. For, if
a supreme pontiff was necessary in the Mosaic dispensation to
maintain purity and uniformity of worship, the same dignitary is equally necessary now to preserve unity of faith."
Now, if I rightly understand, this is the pith and core of
your doctrin concerning church government. And do not
you think it barbarous? Do not you think that, if the pope
should condemn a man or woman to be killed because they
would not accept his decisions on religion, he would be
rather cruel, to say the least? Now, I shall not in this letter
ask you any questions concerning the past deeds of the
Roman Catholic church. But, by way of illustration, we
will suppose that there has been a Protestant church whose
origin dates back some ten thousand years ago, whose doetrin was and is that if any person or persons raise any
dispute, or begin to teach any other doctrin than the doctrin
of this church, they should be brought before the highest bishop of the church, who "'ould tell them what to
believe and what to teach, and if they did not accept the
bishop's decision death would be their lot. Would you
not cry out, "Oh, that murderous bishop?" Mr. Gibbons,
would you not call me a murderer if I should say that you
ought to be put to death because you do not believe as I do?
Now, then, turn back and study what you and your church
are teaching, and tell me and the world if it is not murder.
You are making an idol of your church, and you would like
to make everyone kneel under pain of death at the feet
of that idol. Is this what you call religious liberty-the liberty to be a Roman Catholic and liv, or to die if you
advocate any other religious doctrins? Mr. Gibbons, you
trace your religious doctrine back to the ancient barbarians,
and claim that they were" appointed by almighty God."
God never has " appointed" or inspired one tribe of barbarians to murder an individual or another tribe because of
a difference on the subject of religion or any other subject.
This doctrin of yours and your church, Mr. Gibbons, is not
an American idea. It is not a common-sense idea, and it is
not a scientific i:lea, but it is a brutal, barbarous, and fiendish idea. It is not the spirit of God, but the spirit of the
devil, who leads you and the pope to teach that men should
be put " under pain of death" to make them accept your
creed. You know that any man who cannot argue on the
subject of religion without getting mad is a mean and illmannerly man, much less than. to advocate· the idea that
God has" appointed" a few, or even one man, to dictate to
all the rest on religion, and force them " under pain of
death" to accept his decisions. Do you think that the
sensible and thinking Americans will accept such doctrin?
Do you think that the American people will accept such
idolatry? You idolize your church, then tell us that God
has " appointed" the pope to murder people if they will not
worship that idol. Do you comprehend what a grand traitor
this doctrin makes you, standing on the American soil, enjoying the extreme religious liberty which the American people
hav given you, while you are demanding them to yield up
their government, their civil and religious liberty, and lay
them all down at the feet of the pope? You cannot be loyal
to the American government, Mr. Gibbons, and advocate
Roman Catholicism. Now, Mr. Gibbons, while I am freely
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discussing this point of religion, remember that I am intending no personal insult, because .it is not. a personal question,
Now, while I hope the good Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER
will giv me space, I hope he will also giv you epace for your
reply to me, which I hope you will giv at your very earliest
opportunity.
Very kindly yours,
JoEL B. SMITH.

PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Sept. 28, 1889.
MR. EmToR: Old thoughts are dying and new ones are
constantly being born. The cemetery of the past is crowded
with, and the burying-plot of the present contains a few of,
the ideas of the barbaric and superstitious. It is the thoughts
of the great fighters of life's army, those who prefer intellectual freedom to that impossible conception of being •· born
again ;" who accept the good wherever found and reject the
bad; who favor the temple of learning, the school-house,
to the cathedral, filled with "graven images" and subjects
who bow to the" powers that be;" who practice the religion
of doing right; who believe in the bathtub gospel, whose
immersion is cleanliness, health, and life-their thoughts it is
that are eternal, that are the assassins of the church's cruel
lies. They are steam-engin, hose-reel, and pipe-man-they
are a great big fire company, so to speak, who hav stretched
their lines of hose, and turned their sprays upon that fiery
patent, called hell, upon the lurid face of which is written
the names of patentee and general distributing agent, the
former the Christian's God, commonly called" Jehovah,"
and the latter his s~tanic majesty, autographically written
''Old Satan." According to the evidence, this pair of eternal patent-right individuals hav been working jointly, you
might say, for about six thousand years, and the evidence of
which I speak is claimed to hav been written or dictated by
the senior member of the firm, the inventor and maker of all
that is. Satan, the junior member, has never written a word.
He has put in his time distributing the patent named hell,
that is, the manufacturer of the same finds the buyer, picks
him out, and Satan sees to it that a bargain is made. As a
result, the really good, the innocent of <!arth, hav been the
purchasers, and they form a vast majority of mankind.
The proprietor of bloodhounds that tracked the fleeing slave,
the polygamous, the seducers, the vile and vicious, the murderers and wife. beaters, these hav been" born again," given
a keen perception as to the trickery and cheating devices
made use of by the great Jehovah, thus steering clear of
purchasing a right to hell, and instead, stealing a crown and
harp, and taking a seat in the big game on high, where all
are of a kind, and where they follow suit to the letter. A
careful consideration of the evidence shows me that, of the
two, Jehovah and the devil, the latter is the best. The
former has murdered, made promises that were never fulfilled, scattered broadcast the seeds of discord, and starved
mothers and babes. He is an eternal tyrant, who gloats
over the frailties of the human race, of whom the evidence
says he is the creator.
In the sweet silence of the night we look
Up to the open sky, and there we see
The mYriad stars from out our nook
Of earth; for more it does not seem to be
Within the apace of great infinity.
One of the many of the worlds in air ;
Its voyage making, ever sailing free
Around its nourisher, the sun; and fair
Is all and beautiful; and what are we
But passengers in voyage to eternity 1
True it is, "life is but a vale between the barren peaks of
two eternities." The world is a wondrous ship, and we are
its passengers. The ship is safe enough. Nature is in command and
Does not let it swerve or dip
From out its course, nor other let intrude ;
Hut safely on, through vast infinitude,
far from the tracks of others in the same, the old ship
plows its way, heedless alike of storms and sunshine, of
billows and of the placid calm, anchoring for each and every
one in that harbor of dreamless and sweet rest, the grave. ·
Before concluding, I desire to say that Moses Schloss, one
of God's chosen people, who keeps a grocery in this city, a
decent, orderly place, as much so as the synagog, the cathedral, or the church, has been arrested for keeping his business
going on the first day of the week, commonly called Sunday,
and has been fined $10 and costs. This honest old Jew, true
to his own religious belief, closes his doors on what he believes to be the Sabbath, viz., Saturday, and sells on Sunday,
the day on which hypocrite bury their faces in cushioned se~ts,
and the preachers say ''amen" to godly lies and psalms, and
for so doing he is drawn up before Portsmouth's mayor,
George A. Waller, decided by him a guilty man, and punished. The justice of this I cannot see. Mayor Waller, being an Episcopalian with one lung, might. observe it, but as
for me I cannot.
The sky-pilots of this city are acquainted with me
and my belief. . I am convinced from the cool manner in
which several recognize me as we pass by that they really
and truly hate me. By their little stingy nods that won't bear
interest, they display a Christian spirit similar to the individual who, when clothed as a divine one, said unto his
mother: "Woman, do not touch me!" Right here let me
say that for Jesus Christ regarded in the light of reason, as a
man, as flesh and blood, I hav respect and words of praise.
So regarded, his last words, " My God ! why hast thou forsaken me?" excite the pity of mankind. They hav a meaning vast, and touch deep into the hearts of men. As for the
advocates of the Christian religion, spoken of above, who
make use of pomp aml popish title, they hav my sympathy.
The good, if any they do, I admire, and I feel for them
when, to suit their congregation, they are compelled to express an untruth. If I was poor and starving, would they
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help me? Would they extend the hand of charity? Would
they place the cup to my parched and heated lips? Would
they feed me? These are questions I hav often thought
about. Were they to be deserted, cast aside, and trampled
u'pon, I would not hesitate a moment to assist and do all in
my power to help them rise again. I like to see a man on
his feet, upright, fearless, and courageous. Let the hand go
fort.h to the drunkard in the gutter, let him feel friendship's
warm grasp, assist him to his feet and spread before him the
splendid possibilities of the future. Turn not your back
upon any who are fallen, who lie by the wayside. Remember that eact and every one is some mother's darling. Perhaps the mother may· be sleeping in the cemetery. Let your
mind revert, picture that mother in life, a living, breathing
soul, with a heart of love, and do exactly for her darling as
she would do.
It was not many months ago, when a
young man was turned out of the Ohio penitentiary. His
health had been broken by the confinement, and he walked
forth a free man an object of pity: As he took his departure
from the institution the parting words of the chaplain (to
his lasting credit be it said) were: "Lead an honest life ;
don't go crooked." And this chaplain gave the young fellow
a letter Clf introduction to· one of the ministers of this city.
He came on to Portsmouth and called at the parson's house.
He rang the door bell, and the minister came to the door in
person. The letter of introduction was handed him. He
read it and immediately slammed the door in the face of his
caller, an insult which showed the blackness of his interior.
The young man was afterward picked up by several Liberals
and provided for, and to-day I understand he is in the
northern . part of the state making an honest living and expressing his honest thoughts.
WILLS. ANDRES.
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back three hundred years earlier, or seventeen hundrei and
fifty years before Christ, and hav found recorded in the thirtyeighth chapter of Genesis-please read ii-the record of a
good man; Juda by name, who was a noted sheep-shearer in
his time. This excellent man Juda was a man of note, a
man of command, a man who in a peculiar matJner, not
elevating, became the father of two sons who had a scarlet
string, a ring, and a staff associated with their birth. The
mother in the case was sister to her own children. These
children, born in this wicked manner, were better than their
father or grandfather Jacob. These two boys, Zerah and
Pharez, grew to manhood and became the head of two great
houses. The house of Pharez was eminently distinguished
in the reign of David. Who was this man Juda, the mighty
shearer of sheep? He was the fourth son of Jacob by Leah.
If Laban had not played the trick on Jacob, we would not
hav had a Juda-Jacob the deceiver being the son of Isaac
and Rebekah, and Isaac being the son of Abraham, who told
a fib and gave his wife to another man to save his own head.
Here we hav a chain running from ABraham to Christ and
from Christ back to Abraham, every link being welded in
blood and crime, the most heinous crimes which hav ever
been perpetrated upon an ignorant, superstitious people.
Then what wonder that we find some of the greatest, gentler
minds condemning the book and coming over on the side of
reason and common sense?
The lives of such men as the best Bible characters are degrading ~nd contaminating to a pure man or woman.
How can any possessed of reason expect progression
while they hold such lewd and cruel men up as models?
Why, the average citizen at the present time is superior in
virtue and morals to the very best' at that time. The only
thing worthy of note in all that cruel, barbarous-yea, horrid-history is that Christ according to the report was better
IPAvA, ILL., Oct. 1, 1889.
than his ancestry. This givs encouragement to go on.
That ridiculous old book should be laid upon the highest
Mn. EDITOR: I noticed the question asked in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, No. 39, "Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?" A shelf in the lihrary for boys and girls to read when they hav
man cannot be a Christian unless he believes the Bible to be grown to manhood and womanhood; for no other purpose
the word of God, not the work of men ; and to believe the than to show them the evolution of the mind, the great
Bible one would hav to believe in slavery. The Eman- change in custom, the much-needed development in morality
cipation proclamation proves to the world that Lincoln did and virtue. To teach that such an obscene and unphilosophnot believe in slavery. Therefore he did not believe the ical book emanated from God would hav a tendency to lead
Bible and conld not hav been a Christian. "Uncle Abe" tvery good man and woman, if they were reasonable, to hate
was no doubt a "loving pantheist." I will here quote from God-if there is a God. Any system of religion that shocks
the mind of a child cannot be a true system. Any belief or
Carpenter's " Inner Life of Abraham Lincoln;" page 192:
religious system that teaches repentance for crin:.e is unjust
At the time of the nomination at Chicago (1860) Mr. Newton
Bateman, superintendent of public instruction for the state of and false. Any man or woman that will labor to inculcate
Illinois, occupied a room adjoining and opening into the executiv into the mind of a child a religion that has a golden crown
chamber at Springfield. Frequently his door was open during for the repenter and a Ia ke of fire for the moralist is a proMr. Lincoln'g receptions, and through the seven months or more mnlgator of crime. To teach that crime can be forgiven is a
of his occupation he saw him every day. Often when Mr.Lincoln
was tired he closed the door against all intrusion, an,d called Mr. crime within itself, leading people to seek revenge and then
Bateman into his room for a quiet talk. On one of. these occasions their savior. "He that believeth and is b!!.ptized shall be
Mr. Lincoln took up a 'book containing a careful canvass of the. saved, but he that believeth not shall be damned." "Think
city of Springfield in which he lived, showing the candidate for not that I am come to send peace on earth. I come not to
whom each citizen had declared it his intention to vote in the
approaching election. Mr. Lincoln's friends had, doubtless at his send peace, but a sword. For I am come to set a man
own request, placed the result of the canvass in his hands. This at variance against his father and the daughter against her
was toward the close of October and only a few days before elec- mother. If any man come to me and hate not his father and
tion. Calling Mr. Bateman to a seat by his side. having previously mother and wife and sisters, yea, and Lis own life also,
locked all the doors, he said: "Let us look over this book; I wish
particularly to see how the ministers of Springfield are going to he cannot be my disciple." If Christ said the above, he was
vote." The leaves were turned, one by one, and as the names were not a good man. I do not believe he said all things recorded
examined Mr. Lincoln frequently asks if this one and that were of him. He was better than the historians made him. He
not a minister or an elder or a member of such church, and sadly was betrayed and crucified by the followers of God.
expressed his surprige on receiving an affi.rmativ answer. In that
In Ex. xxiv we read that "Moses and Aaron and seventy
manner they went through the book, RDd then he closed it and sat
silentlY for some minutes, regarding a memorandum in pencil of the elders of Israel saw the God of Israel." Then we read
which lay before him. At length he turned to Mr. Bateman with a in John iv, "No man has seen God at any time." Now,
face full of sadness, and said: "Here are twenty-three ministers what do we learn by two such statements in the book said
of different denominations, and all of them are against me but
three, and here are a great many prominent members of the to be the word of God? It is either a Bible fabrication, a
churches, a verY large majoritY are against me. Mr. Bateman, I cunningly devised fable, or else Moses, Aaron, and seventy
am not a Christian, God knows I would be one; but I hav carefully of the elders of Israel were not men. Now, taking into conread the Bible, and I do not understand this book," and he drew sideration many of the sayings reported to hav been the say.
forth a pocket New Testament. "These men well know," he continued, "that I am for freedom in the territories, freedom every- ings of Christ, the savior eternal, and the chain of evidence
where as far as the Constitution and the laws will permit, and that relativ to his ancestry, the scarlet string of Pharez and the
my opponents are for slavery. They know this, and yet, with this scarlet rag of Rahab, we surely came very nearly being
book in their hands, in the light of which human bondage cannot minus a savior, the lion of the tribe of Juda.
liv a moment, they are going to vote against me. I do not underTo know that there are millions of dollars paid out yearly
stand it all." Here Mr. Lincoln paused, paused for long minutes,
to hav this chain of blood and crime held up before a guilthis features surcharged with emotion.
less people is galling, to say the least.
Here we hav Mr. Lincoln's own statement that he was not
There is money enough paid for repeating those awful
a Christian, and according to all reports concerning his lov- deeds to educate every poor boy and girl in the laud.
ing nature, he was, as Mr. Field so truthfully said of Col.
It is simply awful to contemplate the chicanery practiced
R. G. Ingersoll, too kindhearted to be a Christian. Some upon a misguided and too credulous people. Any man or
children grow larger than their parents, so Mr. Lincoln grew woman preaching sucjJ. a system is as a p!l.rasite feasting
larger than the Bible Ged. As the eagle soars above the upon the hard earnings of the honest poor. There are
little field mouse, so Lincoln was above the preachers in no class of people who giv so little for the money paid them
Springfield.
as the gospel-pounders. Many men and women stint their
I am fully convinced that there should be a Liberal polit- children in food arid raiment to keep their credit good with
ical party formed by the next presidential campaign to test the "reverend" and be popular with the church. This is
the strength of the number who are for mental liberty, who wrong. But there is a great light breaking in on the intelare for humanity. While we havhad many good men in the lect of mankind. It is shining brighter every day. "Reason
presidential chair, history points to Jefferson and Lincoln as is the supreme test." The brain is better than the cross.
being equal or superior to the best. I would like to see Colonel The greatest question now is, How can the people univerIngersoll chief magistrate before he falls into his long sleep. sally be taught to see clearly? The question, Is the Bible
He has done more to civilize the world than any one living the word of God? does not giv us the least concern. But
man, and it would be simple justice to make him president how to brush the "cobwebs of superstition" from the eyes
of the greatest country under the sun.
of the credulous is a study within itself to be answered in the
I will also say here a few words further on another future. It does not seem that any man or woman capable of
matter. See in Vol. XVI, No. 22, June 1, 1889, a brief reasoning, capable of connecting the chain of history, could
article on Heston's cartoons and the fall of Jericho, by believe the Bible to be other than the work of man. If
Ella E. Gibson. In that article she traces the genealogy of there is one individual associated with the book that we feel
Christ to Rahab the harlot, who was saved from the. great more sorry for, that we pity more than another, it is John
horn disaster at Jericho. So much, so good. Miss Gibson the Revelator. We hav often wondered what he ate or drank
has given a correct statement of factl!l which are new to many that made him hav such spells. We hav known men who
·readers. Such facts taken from history are hard for the saw snakes, but John saw the whole animal kingdom.
credulous to contend with. Rahab was a bad woman, if
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the scientific writers and assoreports concerning her are true. Rahab married Salmon and ciations are doing a wonderful work. Let the wave move
became the mother of Boaz, who married Ruth the gleaner. on until it becomes gigantic, crowning every brow with the
Ella Gibson could hav gone back further and not found any. most beautiful wreath, Reason l May philosophy and reason
thing that would elevate one's opinion of Jesus Christ's ever stand as a monumental warning to the credulous and a
C. S . .RANDOLPH.
ancestry, or any of the Bible characters. She could hav gone beacon light to the thoughtful!
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Correspondence.
Bdit<Jd by Mms SuSAN H. WIXoN, Fall
llifiM", Mass., to whom all tJommunkationsfor
this Owner should ba sent.

Between tl:ta dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a P•tnse in the dar's occupations
That iH knowD &s the Ohildren•s Hour."

Old Jones is Dead.
I sat in my window, high overhead,
And heard them say, below in the street :
"I snppo~e you know that old Jones is dead?"
'l'hen tho spe,.kers passed Mid I heard their feet
Hcedleesly walking their onward way.
"Dead!" What more could there be to say?
Bnt I sl\t and pon•lsred.what it might mean
Tbns to be dead while the world went by.
Did Jones see fa,rtber than we hav seen 1
Was be one with the stars in the watching sky 1
Or down there under the growing grass
Did be hear the feat of the daylight pass 1
Were day-time and nigbt.time a.s one to him.now,
And grieving and hoping a. tale that is told 1
A kiss on hia lips, or a hand on his brow,

Oonld he feel them under the churchYard mold,
As be surely had felt them his whole life long,
Though t.heY passed with his youthtime hot and
strong 1

They called him ''Old Jones" when at last he
died;
" Old Jones" he. had been for manY a. year;
Yet hi~ faithful memory time defied,
And d "'elt in the days so distant and dear,
When flr~t he h:td found that love was sweet,
And rea~ed not the speed of its hurrying feet.
Does be brood in t.he !on~ night nuder the sod
On the joya and ~o"rows he used to know;
Or far in som~ wonderful world of God,
Where the shining seraphs stand, row on row,
Does he wake like a child at the daylight's gleam,
And know that the past was a. short night's
dream?
Is he deait, and a clo;l th~re down below,
Or dead and wiser tha,n any aliveWhich 1 Au, who of us a!! may know,
Or who can say how the dead folk thrive 1
Bat the summer morninu is cool and sweet,
And I hear the live folk laugh on the street.

-sezectea.

Notiee.
TWO PRJZE8 OF FIVE DOLLARS EAOH.
Through the kindness of a friend and
Patron of the Children's Corner the editor is
enabled to make the following offers:
Five dollars for the best 8Cientific essay,
and
dollar" for the beat Liberal story,
Fl·~e
•
"
which shall be founded upon some local
event, in which, however, the words God,
Chrl'st, Devil, or Religion, shall not occur.
Essay and story shall each contain not less
than fifteen hundred and not more than two
thousand words.
Competi~ors must be under eighteen years
of age.
Manuscripts are to be sent in by the 1st of
January, 1890.
All communications must be forwarded
direct to the editor of the Corner, whose
address is at the top of the first column of
this page.
--------~.--------

Something to Re.member.
" If you were to stop up all the sewers of a
great city, what would be the result ?" was
the question asked recently by an eminent
physician in his lecture before a class in
medicin.
'Foul gases, chills, fever, and death would
result," responded one of the students.
'Yon are right," responded the doctor.
" Therefore, look after your own body and
the bodies of your patients. Keep the sewer
traps of the body-the liver and kidneyswide open, especially during the summer.
Many a life has been saved by the purchase
of three compound cathartic pills and the use
of them."
There is a gold mine of health in that
simple proposition. Let the reader paste
this in his hat and chisel it deep in his
memory_·--------~~-----------

No Flies on Him.
A lady opposed to corporal punishment
v1sited a school, not in a fashionable part of
the city, just as a boy was being flogged.
Before going away she spoke to the culprit,
and asked him to come and see her on a
certain evening, promising to make it pleasant for him. At the appointed hour a boy,
dressed in his best, came, and for an hour
and more the lady and her daughter laid
themselvs out to amuse him. Then the lady
began to speak of the importance of good
behavior and obedience to rules, when the
boy interrupted her: "Oh, I ain't that feller I
He ~i'me tf)n cents to come instider him,"

WARREN, 0., Oct. 7, 1889.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: You will no doubt see
t.hat the writer is a stranger in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, or Children's Corner. Yet I hav felt
for a long time that I would like to write a
letter for your paper. I hav the privilege of
reading it each week. Mr. Thomas Douglas,
of our city, brings it and the Investigator
here for me to read. He is a man seventysix years old, and a dear, good old soul, too.
I was not raised by Christian parents, as
my mother is a Radical Spiritualist, and so is
my grandmother.
My mother and myself liv with my grandparents. My grandpa's name is Royal
Rogers. He is not a Christian either, but I
don't know what to call him, because he
doesn't express himself; so a person can't
determin what to call him, but I do know
that he never goes to church, and was never
known to giv any wealth to the church's
benefit.
. I am thirteen years old, and I go to school,
and also take lessons on the violin, and my
teacher said I was doing nicely.
I hav a piece of poetry which is or ginal.
I will send it to you, and if you consider it
good enough t<;> publish in the Children s
Corner, yon may do so.
As this is my first letter to you, I will not
write a very long one, but will close it. At
some future time I expect to write another.
So, my friend, good-bye.
Yours for truth
BIRD C. RussELL.
A GIRL'S TASKS.
My girl friends, I must to you explain
This thought, which before me many days has
lain;
'Tis this-that boys hav easy work,
And not one place can we girls shirk.
The first thing is our breakfast to get;
During this time we must our table set.
When all is ready, we must call the boy
Who nothing doeB, so he can this enjoy.
Now. in the pla.oe of" we," I use the letter "I,''
For I don•t want to cause anY little friend to sigh.
1\lethinks I hear you say, "There is one or two, I
know,
That play as much a.s boys, and stand as good a.
show."
Next come those dreadful dishes I must clean;
I meditate, and on my elbow lean,
And wonder why boys don't do indoors work,
Where the sha.nces would be slim for them to
shirk.
I find that sitting still won't do this work,
So I make things get around here in a jerk.
Dishes washed and a.ll put in order,
PantrY shelvs paper-trimmed with scalloped borderOh, dear ! that sweeping must be done !
I wish I could in the meadows run !
BoYS can enjoy this fine air
Playing ball, which girls would love to share.
Beds to make 1 Yes, every day;
No time for this girl to plaYIt's nothing but work, work, work,
While boys can shirk, shirk, shirk.
Now the canary birds must be fed;
Just look I this floor, the feathers they hav shed I
I wish that all t.he birds were free,
TheY would feel much better, and make less work
forme.
There go the boYs with all their toys,
A.nd here I am with household joys;
It makes me turn my nose with spite
And almost feel I'll take my flight.
Now girls may dig from morn till nightDoes anybody think it right
To see a girl tied up so close
With something that she never chose 1
It•s crimping this, or ironing that,
Or trimming up a new street hatSeldom an hour she gets to read,
It makes 110 difference ir she plead.
While boys hav any time to read,
Or the horses they maY speed;
Now, I can't aee why this is always thus,
Oa.n't some one help me make a fuss 1
Oa.use the boys to work indoors awhile,
I'll venture they will hardly smile;
Giv them the work the girls are taking,
If not done right, giv them a shaking.
Giv them the chance the cake to make,
And just the same the bread to bake,
And don't forget to sweep the rooms,
Furnish theni with brand-new brooms ;
Sorimp them not of soap and wa.ter1 expect they would the dishes slaughterBut the time would come when they would learn
The wheel of housework well to turn.
I feel the chances are poor ; a.t least, I see
From household duties I cannot flee,
But while a.t work my brain does whirl,
AU because I a.m a girl.
I learn there is no other wa.Y,
For girls must work, and boys must plaYMust be content, for that's my lot.
I•ll scrub and dig, Yes, every spot.
A consolation now, I see quite Plain
Where boys o'er girls ha.v a. little gain,
When they want your company, tbey must ask!
It must for them be a.n awful task I
How manY times they get badly smitten
And they feel as meek as any kitten !
So I must feel consoled, for this is my fa.te,
And settle down to work, because it's getting
lateWater must be brought, and dinner must be got,
So I'll giv way to only solid thought.

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp'},S1.ftO.
.!.pules of uold. And Other Stories
for J39.1s and Girls. 12mo, 8B3pp,, $1.25
.
Story Honr. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti.
tion, for Children and Youth. 'I'be Only Free.
thinkers' Ohildren's Story-Book evf)r issued.
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, !124pp., boards, S1.
Address THl!l TRl]l'JI SEEKER 00.,

ltitntt Q!olumn.
Steam.,
Water at all temperatures givs off vapor,
and steam is the vapor of water. The surface
particles or drops of water are changerl to
steam, slowly or quickly, according to the
temperature of the body or bulk of water,
and the surrounding atmosphere. If you heat
water in an Opin or uncovered vessel, the
vapor arising combines with the air at once.
When it begins to boil !.he pressure of the
vapor is equal to the pressure of the atmosphere. Air is pushed aside, and the steam
arises and floats away in r, mass.
Steam when it is quite free from particles
of water is dry, and cannot be seen with the
naked eye. Real steam is a gas.
Steam is a powerful ur tl wonderful agent.
The evaporation of a cubic inch of water at
212° is said to be almost equal to that of
raising a ton a foot. Tne application ·of
steam is now in all parts of the civilized
world, and it would seem that we could
hardly get along without it. It propels railway cars, heats houses and public buildings,
keeps machinery in motion in large shops
and factories, and sends great ships across
the ocean.
The steam engin is a mighty invention,
and the thought of many minds has brought
it to its present great beauty, ingenuity, and
usefulness.
Hero, who lived 250 B.o., had a crude idea
of the steam engin, but the time of its very
first application to practical work is not definitly known.
The name of James Watt is associated with
the modern application of steam to real uses.
This man was born in Greenock, Scotland, in
1736. He always had great love for scientific
pursuits, and early developed inventiv genius.
He was but fourteen when he made an electrical machine, and then he began to show
a natural taste for the making of mathematical instruments, which was the trade he
followed.
•
He was always studious, and was looked.
upon when a boy as a '' dreamer." He
would sit for hours silent and thoughtful.
The Scotch people are very practical, and the
friends of young Watt could see little good in
the boy who would go" mooning around," as
they said, from morn till night. His aunt,
Mrs. Muirhead, is reported to hav said to
him upon one occasion: "James Watt! I
never saw such an idle boy. Take a book, or
employ yourself usefully. For the last half
hour you hav not spoken a word, but taken
off the lid of that kettle and put it on again,
holding now a cup and now a silver spoon
over the steam, watching how it rises from
the spout, and catching and connecting the
drops of hot water it falls into. Are you not
ashamed of spending your time in this way?"
James Watt was then fifteen. How little
did the aunt dream that she was talking to
one of the greatest inventors of the age-the
wonderful engineer who was to startle the
world by his discoveries, and open a new era
to civilization!
S. H. W.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 5 cents.

·-·----------.AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. S. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.
By A. S. de Pellegrini.
Paper,
•
15 cents.

PHILOSOPHY of SPIRI'rUA.tiSM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
By F. II. Marvin, M.D.
Oloth,
50 contG •

POCKET TI1EOLOG Y
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, aud sarcastic definitions of theological terms.
Price, 25 cents.

PRIESTLY
CELIBACY FXPOSED
By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
15 cents.
PRO AND CON OF

8'upernatural Religion.
Have Wa a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous
lleligion 1
By F.. E. GUILD.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 3~ cents.

PYRAJYIID OF GIZEH.
Ancient Egyptian Oiviliz~Uon and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodm.
By VAN BUREN DENIILOW, LL.D.
Price, 15 cents.

QUESTION SETTLED.
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALil:lM,
By MOSES HULL.
Price, 60 cents.

Rational Communism.
THE PRESENT AND FUTURE R.EPUBLIO OF
NORTH AMERIOA.
Advocates a.Psocia.te life and emPloyment as a preventive of vice, crime, poverty, eto.
By A 0APITALIBT.
Paper, 49Spp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
BY A. O. LYALL.
Price, 10 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
BY Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Oharles Bri!dla.ugh
and Annie Besa.nt.
25 cent.s.

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. KingsleY. 10 cents.

POVERTY: Its Cause and Cnre.
Bow the Poor M~y Attain Oomfort and Independ·
ence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.

R4kligion of Inhumanity.
With a. Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FBEDERIO HARRISON.
Price, 15 centa.

RELIGION:
QuESTIONS.-What iR steam 1 How is water
changed to steam 1 What is the condition of
steam freed from water? Can we see it? What
is real steam 1 Say something of the power of
steam and Its application. What of tbe steam
enl!'in 1 Describe the principal Parts of an engin.
Did Hero know about enains 7 When did he liv 1
Tell what You know of James Watt. What did hi•
aunt say to him 1 Would she hav said that had
she known to whom she was BPea.king 1

Giordano Bruno.
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Portrait, and Monument.
With a complete list of the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LOOKING BACKWARD
B;r Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoft~s Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfa.otion
and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune.
The aPpeal is always made to a. man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel.
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a re11.lly practicable and fea.si.
ble social state greatlr in advance of the Present.
The romantic na.rrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.110; paper, 110o.
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The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted.
By George T. Bondies.
With

Exce.. tions to the Cha1'aCtt'r of
Chrht as a 4.0cntleman.
By W. T. Purviance.
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IMAGE BREAKER
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Six Lectures.
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By SECULARIST·
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GODS AND
BIBLE.

THB

Includinst Allah, Jehovah, Satan, Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohrist, Vi• gin Mary, Bible.
By D. M. BENNETT.
(From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
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BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful PrecePts and brave and
noble words whioh maY become deeds.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
This book shows that· manY Christ.ians migb t
learn much from these ancient heathen.-Amert·
can Booll:•eller.
.
One of the most valuable helps for those who
would understand the character of human progress in all a.ges.-National Quarterll/ Review.
The author has shown himself a diligent stu·
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the moat remarkable monuments of ancient thinking.-New Yorll: TriiJUne.
Beadmg this book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Ctnctnnati Commerctal.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The purest
and gentlest spint of all the pagan world." M:erivale says : "Of all the line the noblest and deareBt." Taine BaYs : "'l'he noblest soul that ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
through life not only the most unblemished jus·
tice, but the tenderest heart."
Extra Cloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
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BY F. R.

MARVIN.
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5 cents.
Pf!rtinent a.nd interesting.-FreetltOugr.t.
Will be handed to my Christian friends that
t.heY may, by finding the garden of Eden, get the
$5,000 reward.-Eaito•· Sequachee Times.
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This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver during the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
pa.per, bound in oloth, and contains
A Key to Bible Investi~tion. oream-white
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Containing 148 ProQ_ositionB' )
Investigator.
EverY Liberal should hav this book
With References to the most Plain and Striking in his home. It
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Self-Contradictions of the SO·Oalled
Inspired Scriptures.
Price, $1.00.
BY A. JACOBSON.
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Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
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As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
the most effectiv Ioonoola.st ever published.
Prioe only 25 oents.
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A work that treats of ba•ic principlea, and
should be read oare!nlly by all Liberal and social
reform thinkerB.
It is t>i~~:hly commended by Sa.muel P. Putnam,
Henry George, Hugh Pentecost, Herbert Spencer,
and other men of note.
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and contributions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity congregation.
It is the only so· called" Liberal "paper that advocates radical social regeneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free disonssion of all religious and economic theories.
SixtPen pages. Issued weekly. Annnalsubscription, $2. Rr Sample Copies Ji'ree. All subscribers
will receive a copy of Mr. Pentecost's book," What
I Believe." Address '
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For $50 worth of " Cold Facts " boiled down in a·
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Relief Prlntln;; Plates
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS,
TRR
We oan recommend the three processes operated
A very oritioal analysis of both Protestantism
by this Comjlany.
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for oheaP and coarse and Catholicism, from the vanta_ge-ground of an
newspaper work, and their 1\1081:1-TYPE prooess, intimate pell!onal experience wlth the two sYSby Whioh ena:ravings are made dire~t from pboto- tems. It deale the most trenchant blows whioh
A OOLLEOTION OF
graQhs as well as tneir MOSS PROCESS OF pure logio is capable of infiioting.-[Oritioal RePHOT\'>-ENGI:tAVING, are all suPerior to any view.
Cloth, 12mo, S1. 75.
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Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
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of all ~be Prominent Religions
L. K. WASHBURN.
The fool hath sa.id in his heart, There is no God.
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-[Ps. xiv, J.
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$1.150.
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Children and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
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Address
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Paper, 12mo, 10 oents.
· es Ls.fa.yette Pla.oe. New York.
By HALSEY R. STRVBNS.
AddTess THE TRUTH SEEKER.
A popnla.rized a.ooount of Oriental religions,
with ma.ny apt_quotations from the sacred books The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
of the E11.st. Nowhere else oan so mnoh knowl"The Jews a.nd their God stood on the lowest
edge of what is general!¥ unknown be obtained
BY HURLBUT and WAXEMAN.
in snob oompaot form.-[L<iterarY Review.
plane."
Pri" 10 oents.
Price,
10
oents.
Extra cloth, 12mo, «1 pp,, $1.511,

Similar advertisments from unreliable practitioners hav been frequently assailed Rnd exposed
by the press, but Dr. Fellows stand• foreruos~ in
h1s profe~sion, and it is safe to trnst him. ~all} I!
a 1ta.nch LIBERAL is furlher proof of h1s rehabllity.-National View.
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The Reverend Simon Magus.
A rioh advowson highly prized,
For private sale was advertised;
And many a parson made a bid;
The Reverend Simon Magus did.
He sought the agent's: "Agent, I
Hav come prepared at once to buy,
If your demand is not to<> big,
The cure of Otinm-cnm-Digge."
" Ah !"said the agent, "there's a berthThe snuggest vicara11e on earth;
No sort of duty, so I hear,
And fifteen hundred pounds a year !
" If on the price we should agree,
The living soon will vacant be ;
The good incumbent's ninety-five,
And cannot very long snrvi ve.
"See-here's his photograph-yon see,
He's in his dotage." "Ah, dear me I
Poor son!!" said Simon. "His decease
Would be a merciful release !"
The agent laughed, the agent blinked,
The agent blew his nose and winked,
And poked the parson's ribs in playIt was that agent's vulgar way.
The Reverand Simon frowned : " I grieve
This light demeanor to perceive;
It's scarcely comm~ il raut, I think;
Now-pray oblige me-do not wink.
"Don't dig my waistcoat into holesYour mission is to sell the souls
Of human sheep and human kids
To that divine who highest bids.
"Do well in this, and on your head
Unnumbered honors will be shed."
The a~rent said: "Well, truth to tell,
I i'lll-u been doing VAry well."
"Yon should," said Simon," at your age;
Bnt now about the parsonage.
How many rooms does it contain 1
Show me the photograph again.
" A poor apostle's humble house
Must not be too luxurious;
No stately halls with oaken floorIt should be decent and no more.
"No billiard-rooms, no stately trees,
No croquet-grounds, or pineries."
" Ah !" sighed the agent, " very true ;
This property won't do for yon."
" All these about the house you'll find."
"Well," said the parson, "never mind;
I'll manage to submit to these
Luxurious superfluities.
"A cle!·gyman who does not shirk
The various calls of Christian work,
Will hav no leisure to employ
These' common forms' of worldly joy.
"To preach three times on Sabbath·days;
To wean the lost from wicked ways;
The sick to soothe; the sane to wed ;
The poor to feed with meat and bread.
" These are the various wholesome ways
In which I'll spend my nights and days;
MY zeal will ha v no time to cool
At croquet, archery, or pool.~'
The agent said: "From what I hear,
This living will not snit, I fearThere are no poor, no sick at all;
For services there is no odl."
The reverend gent looked grave: ''Dear me!
Then there is no 'society?'
I mean, of course, no sinners there
Whose souls will be my special care 1"
The cunning agent shook his head,
"No, none except," the agent said,
" The Duke of A,, the Earl of B.,
The Marquis C., and Viscount D.
" But yon will not be quite alone,
For though they've chaplains of their own,
Of course this noble, well· bred clan
Receive the parish clergyman."
" Oh, silence, sir !" said Simon M.,
"Dukes-earls! What should !care for them T
These worldly ranks I scorn and flout !"
"Of course," the ag!Ont said, "no doubt!"
"Yet I might show these men of birth
The hollowness of rank on earth."
The agent answered, "Very true,
But I should not, if I were yon."
"Who sells this rich advowson, praY?"
The agent winked-it was his way" His name is Hart; 'twixt me and yon,
He is, I'm grieved to say, a Jew!"
"A Jew 1·" said Simon, "happy find!
I purchase this advowson, mind.
My life shall be devoted to
Converting that unhappy Jew !·•
- W.

s. Gilbe1't.

Literary Notices.
Fowler & Wells Co. are printing a new
edition, the seventy-fifth thousand, of" Heads
and Faces, and how to Study Them," which
is having a remarkable sale,
"Human Magnetism," by H. S. Drayton,
is in press by Fowler and Wells Co, 775
Broadway, for early publication. It considers the latest phases of the subject.
We hav received the Fourth Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor, 1888.
The subject dealt with is Working Women in
J~arge Cities. The statistics will be useful to
investigators.
lf anyone wishes to study botany

recomme~q to

. ' W.~ can
mm Hw wor~ (l!ltltl,ed!
Rot-

any," written by Annie Chambers Ketchum, tigers· in the arena, or broiled on beds of iron,
A.M., and published by J. B. Lippincott Co. rather than renounce their holy faith 1 Does the
bishop really mean to say that thtlre is to be no
It is full and accurate.
resurrection of .the bodies of Archbishop Cranmer
and Bishops Latimer and Ridley who went to
"The 8ubstantial Theology," by Mahlon heaven in chariots of fire 1
Ross, Virden, Ill., is not a very large book
for its price, which is 20 cents. But the
Charles Watts has written another pamstyle in which it is written is simple and
phlet in his clear style and sensible way of
clear, and the reasoning good.
reasoning. It is, " The Superstition of the
Mrs. J. M. Kellogg has published at San Christian Sunday.: A Plea for Liberty and
Diego, Cal., a pamphlet setting forth Free- ·Justice." We are disposed to giv our readers
thought principles. But t.he title, "We Are the benefit and pleasure of reading some of
All Here," is odd and injudicious. It conveys its best passages:
What is Snporstit.ion 1 Woroester defines it as
no information as to the nature of the work.
worshiping a false object, the observance of unAn article from the F1·eethinkers• Magazine, necessary rites and practices. Sunday is a "false
entitled ''A Diagnosis," has been reprinted in object,·• inasmnoh as it is put forward by the orthodox clergy as a divinely appointed day, which
pamphlet form. It is a diagnosis of the ill- it is net. It is an" unnecessary observance," beness and decline of orthodoxy. An editorial cause regarding the day as the churches do, parfrom the same periodical, commenting on the ticularly in Ontario, with its theological assooia·
tions, is not sanctioned by the Bible, and is not
article, is appended.
required by the interests either of true religion or
of morality; moreover, such forced observance is
"The Senses, Five or Seven," is a good de!truotiv of the principle of all gennin freedom.
pamphlet by Dr. Wm. M. McLaury, New
What hav the Sabbatarians left ns 1 Tne street
York city. The writer asks whether we hav cars are not running, trains are stopped, cab servioe
is suspended, libraries are closed, theaters
not two senses besides the five commonly
looked up, museums barred, and piotnre-gallerie8
recognized. He treats of clairvoyance and (if we h~d them) know ns not. The cry is for
kindred phenomena.
more Sabbat.h observance, and it is gathering
power daY by day. It is fostered and accelerated
Fowler & Wells Co. will publish this fall a by the clergy for one purpose alone, and that
volume by Geo. J. Manson on the Choice of purpose they will tell ns of presently. If carried
Occupation by young men, under the title of out in its entirety as in Scotland, it means the
complete domination of the clergy in all matters
"Ready for Business," in which will be of human life, involving the abridgment of indishown the advantages afforded by a dozen or vidual libertY to an extent little dreamed of as
yet. The probable course the party will takr; if
more professions, trades, and occupations.
left unchecked, can onlY be left to conjecture.
"Right Selection in Wedlock," forms No. They will no doubt advocate the stoppage of the
Sunday milk supply, the hiring of any vehicle for
8 of the Human Nature Library, published Sunday travel, then will follow the peremptory
by Fowler and Wells Co. The book is illus- demand that all persons shall attend church.
If the fanatical Sabbatarians were consistent in
trated, and the matter is readable. It makes
one smile to see, in one chapter, that subject their professed reversnoe for the Sabbath, they
would accept the day as it is appointed in the
of so mllny jokes, the mother-in-law, scien- Bible, with its demands and penalties. But do
tifically considered-which, however, is they do this? Certainly not, for in every particular those believers viob.te the "inspired " comright. Price, 10 cents.
mand, and pEtyno heed whatever to its threatened
A novel, "A Hopeless Case," has been penalties. In the Hebrew Sabbath means" rest,"
written by Luther H. Bickford, and published hence we rt ad : " On the seventh day thou shalt
rest; that thine ox and thine ass may rest, and
by Charles H. Kerr&. Co. We hav no time the son of thy handmaid, and the stranger, may
to read it. It may be got,d. But the author be refreshed" <Ex. xxiii, 12); also it is recorded
has just previously written a "reconciliation that God rested on the seventh day" and was re.
_of religion and science," and if his novel is freshed" <Ex. x:ui, 17). The injunctions upon this
point are verY exolicit : "These are the words
no better than its predecessor, we fear it is which the Lord hath commanded, that ye should
in more than name a Hopeless Case.
do them. Six days shall work be done, but on the
seventh day there shall be to yon an holy day, a
English Freethought produces and sends sabbath. ·of rest to the Lord: whosoever doeth
us "The Case for Agnosticism," by B. Rus- work therein shall be put to death. Ye shall
kindle no fire throughout your habitations npon
sell. This useful pamphlet bears as motto the Sabbath day" <Ex. xxxv, 1-3). The seventh
the quotation from Huxley :
day "is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God; in it
Agnosticism is not a creed but a method, the thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son,
eeeence of which lies in. the Ijgorons application nor thy daughter, thy man-servant, nor thy maidof a single principle. • . • Positivly, the prin- servant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is
ciple may be expressed: In matters of the intel- within thy gates" <Ex. xx, 10). Now, with what
lect, follow your reason as far as it will take yon, consistency can a Christian minister preach a day
without regard to any other oolisideration. And of rest on Sunday, when he himself does the
negativly: In matters of the intellect, do not pre- heaviest and hardest part of his labors on that
tend that conclusions are certain which are n·ot very day-labors for which he receives almost his
entire income T True, he may urge that the work
demonstrated or demonstrable.
" It appears," says the writer, " to be gen- in which he is engaged is a work of necessity.
Bnt that is entirely a matter of opinion. Besides,
.erally admitted that the mental attitude of even if it were a necessity, the Mosaic law made
suspended judgment is gaining ground.'' no provision for such labor, and hence he is
·violating the commandment which forms the
The price of the book is 15 cents.
foundation of all his Sabbatarian superstructure.
A very able writer in Scotland, whose name is
Rev. Frank L. Phalen, pastor of the Uniunknown to fame, wrote, a pamphlet upon the
tarian church at Brattleboro, Vt., sees "Sabbath " a few years ago from which we take
"Rocks Ahead in Our Social Life," and the followiBg snggestiv passage: ''When we rewrites a pamphlet on them. He starts off cently read the observation of one of the bishops
from the text, "·Blessed is the nation whose in the Honse of Lords (in England), that, 'as a
Christian prelate, he exulted in the number of
God is the Lord.'' We should say that this petitions that had baen presented for the better
God himself is the greatest rock ahead in our observance of the Sabbath,' we could not but ask
social life. " When indifference and skepti- onrselvs what would ha v been the fate of this very
cism wink and sneer at loyalty and law andre- prelate if he had lived three thousand years ago,
and had then, like the man who gathered sticks
ligion," says the author, "then the state is in on
the Sabbath day, been called upon to answer
danger and the church is called upon to press before Moses and Aaron for his present opinions
home the divine commands." When an au- and practice in regard to the observance of this
thor winks and sneers at the great habit of institution 1 lmagin the acBneation and sentence
mind which has lifted us all out of black bar- of the judges. 'Here is a man who teaches that
the seventh day is not to be kept as a Sabbath,
barity, Skepticism, then we feel called upon neither as a memorial of God's resting on that
to press home the criticism that the book he day, nor of the Exodus from Egypt; but that
has sent us is not worth a fig.
another day should be observed instead·. 'Slone
him to aeath.' 'This man declares that the Sab·
Cremation hae received an exposition from bath is no~ to be" a perpetual covenant" between
the hands of John M. Peacocke, :1\-I.D., God and Israel; but that the seventh day is to be
changed for the first, in honor of " another
Brooklyn, N. Y. The work is published in prophet like unto Moses;" although he can propamphlet form. The title is, " The Disposal dnce no authority to that effect.' 'Stone him co
of the Dead." One passage reads:
aeat11.' 'This man was found breaking the comThe three chief impediments that obstruct the maud that no fire should be kindled on the ~ab
advance of cremation are the sentimental, the bath day (Ex. xxxv, 3), and partaking of a snmptnreligiom, and the medico-legal. • • . Many dis- ons entertainment, prepared, not the day before,
tinllnished men among the clergy are opposed to but on the Sstbbath day, for himself and friends!'
cremation on religions grounds. The bishop of 'Stone him to aeath.' '1'his man, because he is
Lincoln, in Westminster .Abbey, July 5, 1874, wealth:v, is driven in his chariot, with horses, and
denounced incineration as barbarous and nnnat. coachmen, and footman, in all the apparel of
ural, and said:" One of its first fruits would be to state; and these horses, and coachmen, and footundermine the faith of mankind in the dootrin of men, he employs in his service, even when he atthe resurrection of the body." His lordship has tends public worship; forgetful of the command
been pertinently asked: "Can it be SD!'POsed to that his man-servant, and his maid-servant, and
be less possible or less easy for the all-knowing his ox and his ass, should rest on the Sabbath
and almighty God to gather and revivify the day.' 'Slone him to aeath.' We leave the Sabbatamateri~l atoms after they hav been oxidized and rian in the dilemma in which his creed has placed
scattered by the agency of the incinerator than him." If the fourth Commandment be, indeed, a
after precisely the same result ha.s been aocom· law of the Christians, it is too certain that all
plished by combustion in the earth.'' And if, as Christians deliberately break it; but if it be a law
the bishop of Lincoln seems to asanme, it is of the Jews only, then all the scandal is charge.
impooeible for God to raise nt> the bodies of those able upon those who, professing to hav the " diwho ho.v been burnt, what, it is asked, is to become yine truth" in their keeping, mete this law as if
of the many of the noble army of martyrs who 1t were a part of the Sermon on the 1\Ionl!t, Snob
' w~ra l)q~u~ ~~t ~M ,t~~.~e, or qevoqreq by !~on~ alHl . C,J<I!ld'tlot can be only sher>r hypocrisy.

The price of." The Superstition of the
Christian Sunday," is 10 cents.
LrviNG MATTER: Its Cycle of Growth and
Decline in Animal Organisms. By C. A.
Stephens. Norway Lalte, Me.: The Laboratory Co. Price, $1.
The subject is· one that we recommend·
Freethinkers to read about. Christians often
demand to know if we can explain what they
call the mystery of life, and if we cannot tell
them something about.it claim that it must
proceed from their God. There are now
books written on our side that do tell something about it. This is one of them. We
think it not a bad or an unprofitable book to
read. There are, however, some inaccuracies
of diction.
THE BIBLE OF NATURE j OR, 'fHE PBINOIPLEB
OF SEOtrLARIBM. A Contribution to the
Religion of the Future. By .Fe_lix L. Oswald. 16mo, pp. 240. Truth Seeker Company, New York. $1.
Dr. Oswald is one of our prophets in the
sphere of hygienic reform, and he is inclined
in discussing a topic, whatever it may be, to
point to those principles of hygiene and phys.
iology that are fundamental to true development in human affairs; So in the discussion
of the subject included in this title we find
him dwelling upon Health, Strength, Chastity, 'femperance, and proceeding further, he
discusses Knowledge, Independence, Free~
thought, Justice, Humanity, and so on. He
believes that there can be no true progress in
mental ·or moral excellence without due regard to those principles that relate to the
physical nature in the origin and growth of
human beings.
Society and individuals are not to be converted by mere pulpit or platform exhortation, but by obedience to the laws of n!!ture
and conformity to the canons of truth and
duty. Important questions now agitate the
~hinking world. Labor, Society, Prohibition,
come in for their share in this agitation. Dr.
Oswald wields a trenchant pen. With a
sharp criticism, founded on deep conviction,
he strikes at the very core of the social outrages and abuses that prevail in American
life-the abuses that are tolerated by church
and state receive no quarter, and their promoters and abettors are dissected with little allowance.-Phrenological JoU1·nal.
CHURoH HISTORY.
By Professor Johann
Heinrich Kurtz, D.D., Germany. Translation from latest revised edition by Rev.
John MacPherson, M.A. In three volumes. Vol. II now ready. Cloth, 12mo,
496 pages. Price, per volume, $2. New
Y0rk: Funk & Wagnalls.
·
This work has now reached its tenth edition.
The second volume covers nearly
seven hundred years-from the beginning of
the tenth to the close of the sixteenth century .
It treats at length such topics as the following : Missionary enterprises as conducted for
three hundred years in sixteen different fields;
the crusades of the eleventh, twelfth, and
thirteenth centuries; the hierarchy, the clergy,
and the monks, theological science and its
controversies; the Germano-Romanic church;
the papacy and its claims; monastic orders
and societies; national literature; worship
and art; church disciplin; corruptions and
indulgences; inquisition and persecution;
the Reformation; Luther and his coworkers;
perils and martyrdom; divisions and fanaticism ; councils and creeds ; victories and
defeats. As we said of the preceding volume,
so we say of this, that it is useful to anyone
wanting to get a late and 'full presentation of
the church view on the subjects treated. -It is
useful to one who wishes to inform himself
fully on what his opponent's position really
is, so that he can combat that position intelligently. But this is not saying much for a
book. In just the same way we inform ourselva on the nature of the lunatic or the criminal as fully as possible in order best to doctor or punish him. So to say what we hav
said is to rank the thought of the writer of
this book no higher than the thought of
the lunatic or criminal. And it can hardly be
held to deserve a much higher place. As a
matter of fact, nearly all the statements of the
work are untrustworthy. It delivers as truths
old legendary accounts and absurd mythological fables that we hav no good reason to
think true, but every reason to think false.
Of course, much in this later volume may be
true, but in the earlier volume treating of the
first few centuries of Christianity, it is not to
be supposed that more than one assertion in
twenty has any ground. It is but a work
of fiction, a novel, when all is done. The
only books. on these matters really WQftq
reading tltf«; t4os(:l of fre!)t]ltn4ef!l,
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EVERY LADY·

WANTS

A SILK DRESS

This is your opportunity. A ne-w deSILKS di-

rect
turers to you.
Our reduced prices
bring the best goods
within reach of all.
We are the only
manufacturers in
the U. S. selling

direct to con•

You
take no riak. We
warrant every
piece of goods as
represented, or
mone;y: refund: ed. See our references. We
are the oldest
Silk Manufacturers in· the
U.S. Established in 1838, with
over 50 years' experience.
We
guarantee the
CHAFFEE

New Edition, Revise~ find Enlar~red.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. The Secret of the East,
BY HELEN H. C:ARDENER,
Introduction by
BOBEBJI' G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Pa.per, 50 'lents.
The Trade Supplied. at tJpedal Discuunts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 La.fayette Pla.oe, New York.
Photo-engra.vin.~rs of Mis11 Ga.rdener are for sale
a~ this office. Pnce, 40o.; 'lrlth autouaph, 50 cta.

su~ner8.

DRESS
SILKS.
for richness of
color, superior
finish and wearqualities, to

THE STRUGGLE
J'OB

'Religious and Political Liberty.
In which the a.nthor shows the repeated a.ttem_Pts
•of men of every age to a.oqnire grea.ter political
liberty ; a.lso vigorously a.tta.oks the very f<?Unda.'tion of the religion of evecy age; dwelling at
'length upon the wron_gs of Irela.nd, and, in deta.il·
dng the a.cconnt of slavery in this conntry 1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
'position of womankind.in America. •. Throughout)
the work is replete With a.stounding facts a.no
weighty a.rgnments which cannot fail to interest
'the minds of this a.ge.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La.fa~ette Pla.ce, New York.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

unexcelled
any~nake

Black

in the

._...n-.-lld.
We
offer these Dress Silks in
Grains,
Satins, Surahs, Faille Francaise and Aida
Cloths, in Blacks only.
Send us a 2c.-stamp ( t6 pay postage) and
we will forward you samples of all our
styles free with prices, and you can see
for yourselves.

O. S. CHAFFEE & SON,
Mansfield Centre, Conn.

vlf~~'iiadi~,ftY~:i'dr~~~k.~i~~r~~v!f:;~o:l?:~k~Wfi:

8(L0ll( Lry

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread ls the st<lry or two young
girls a.nd a. younger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fair educatlon1 and much
conra.ge, to make their wa.y through tne world by
g_oing to Ch_icag~. The au~horis Jl.lBo the heroin.
The narra.tiV is. m the ma.m, a. history of a working; girl'slife and experience in the city of Chicago
amon~J blnft' business men, kind hearted folks,
a.nd disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a. stcry
of hnma.n life a.s we shonld expect Colonel In~rer
soll to be interested in; a.nd wha.tever he a.dmires
and a.ppreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

llmantic Savings Institute, of Willimantic, Conn.

p

~1 ~Jin~a~oh"~r:,~ts~~tt~~J'\~~

{'~~~;nJe,~~~gb~W~~a;;vJ~~~~~g
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to bind bottom of

THE GOODS :liec~;~;,~;~~~r1~~ PREPAID
THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

An Expos tion of the True Mea.nine of this Oha.r·
a.cter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew li:Inhology."
Paper, Bvo, 25 cents.

The Modern Science fssaJist.
Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
,llbilo@ophy, By Mr. DANIEL· GREENLEAF
THOJIIP@ON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and influence. By Rev, JOHN W. CHADWICK.
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
.-ow suns a.nd worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By .Mr. WILLIAM POTTS·
.
6. EVOLUTIO!{ OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zootogica.l evolution. By D . RossxTEB
RAYMOND
'I' THE DEBOENT OF MAN : His origin, antiq.
nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. COPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Jt.s nature and development. By Dr. .I:<OBEBT G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION 0~ SOCIETY. By JAMEsA.SKIL-

It is really a. rema.rka.ble book, in which universal history is " boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
Yon turn over his pages with a. fa.scination sim·
ila.r to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lnter-Ocean.
.
His hist<?ry has~ continnitx •. a rmsh, a f?&rrymg
power..!..which remmds ns stnkmgly of Gibbon.[New 11a.ven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptia.n history, in the
first cha.pter, is a. ma.sterpiece of historica.l writing, He ha.s a. style that reminds ns of Ma.oa.ulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, M3pp.,$1.75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl .• New York.
10.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR

Crimes and Persecutions.
8vo. 1,1l9pp. Cloth, $3; lea.ther, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La.fayette Pla.oe, New York.

Ingersoll and the Deist.
BY
A NATIVE" TAR HEEL,"

Paper, 50 Cents.

Price,

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Seoretarv of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER OOIIPANY.

GIRARD'S
WILL
AND

The Forum.

NEW EDITION.

Et~~UTION OF THEOLOGY.

By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pla.ce, !!lew "llork.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

OB,

Chicago Becnla.r Union meets every Sunday
evening a.t 7:80 P.ll., at 558 West Ma.diso.- street,
Lectures a.nd deba.tes. Btra.ngers from abroad
a.re welcome.

The Origin of the Christian Religion Philadelphia Liberal Leaiifue 2:)'f
and the ·Significance. of its
meets every Sunday in lnduatria.l Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., a.t 2:80 a.nd 7 :80 P.ll. for lectures a.nd
Rise and Decline.
free discussions on religions and socia.l question&
Able &pea.kers interest tbe audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beekerpnblica.tions a.lwa.ys on ha.nda.tchea.p ra.tes.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this oflice.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

m

Tbe Secular Society of Kent,

For the benefit of onr readers who Preserve their pa.per&
we offer a. new style of binder,
ma.de for the purpose, a.nd
with the heading of THE
TBUTH SEEKl!:B printed in
g_old letters on the outside.
This binder allows the openmgof the pa.pers perfectly fta.t. It a.lso allows. the
taking ont a.nd replacing of one or more pa.pers
from a.ny pa.rt of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail,__Postl!_ai<!! for 11.
Address THE TRUT.ti SEEKERi
tf
28 La.fa.yette P ,, New York.

8AKYA BUDDHA.

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday eveninl!', a.t 8 o'clock, a.t Ger·
ma.n Ma.sonic Temple, 220 Ea.st llith street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Akron, 0., Freetbou;;ht Union.
The Akron Freethanght Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Ha.U of Cra.mer•s Block,
South Howa.rd street, a.t 7 o'clock.

The lllinneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday a.t 7:80P.M., a.t 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms12 a.nd 14, Eastman· block, MinneaPOlis,
Minn. J, F. MAcoMBEn., Pres.; CHAS. LoWNn.Bec.

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.
BrookiJ n Pltilosopblral Associa·

tlon
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Meets a.t Fraternity rooms, Bedford a.venne a.nd
Virtue."

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take plea.snre in speaking in pra.ise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
·
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Beligio-Philosophioal J onmal,''a.nd many Spiritualist papers a.nd lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Cloth. 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 La.fa.Yette Pl., New York.

South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3P.nr., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
leclnref.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bnnda.ys of ea.oh month a.t Independent Church, at
10.30 A.M. Free discussion on a.ll Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEE:KEil and Investiuatm· a.re solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Beo.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
13unday and the Sabbath. " A law
regulatin~

hnma.n conduct on the Ba.bba.th is
a.n impertinence." Price,lO cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church a.re thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's pra.ying God to kill gra.sshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. crnsade of one a.ga.inst the Colora.do
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

}'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents •

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
The Blble-Wbat Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight cha.pterJ! in ~efut~t~on
of the a.smmption t ha.t the Bible IB a. divme
book of pure thought. a.nd correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies in Tbeolo;;y. A clear exposi-

tion of the biblical story of ma.n's crea.tion
a.nd curse, theologically denomina.ted "the
fa.ll." Price, 10 oen ts.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a

DDAMONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order tc giv my Libera.! friends thronghont
tbe United States an opportunity to examin, test,
a.nd compare my goods and prices with those of
other diamond mercha.nts, I will sell any pi< ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompa.nied by contract thst
cash in full will be refunded any time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely sa.tisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None will sell a.s cheap. Ca.rrYing a la.rge stock,
being a.n expert, close bnrer, a.nd doing business
on sma.llest possible expense, yon will poaitivlY
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Dia.mond Pins and Eardrqps, worth $600, !or
1400; Pms, Rmga, Jtardrops, Btnds, Ha.ir Ornaments, Pendants, worth $3()0, for S200; do., worth
$200, for $140; do., worth $150,for $110; do., worth
$100, for $70; do .• worth $80, for seo; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth f40, for $80 ; do., wort.h $30,
for $22; do., worth !20, for $15. "llon can wea.r these
goods daily for one year, It will not cost yon a.
cent. H in tbe mea.n time yon are not sa.tiBfied
that the goods are better and cheaper tha.n sold
elsewhere return and get your Ca@h in fnll.
Selections sent to responBible parties on a.pproval; to a.ny banking-bonae or C.O.D., privilege
of e:mmina.tion.

'l'be "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finely a.djnsted to heat a.nd cold,
pa.tent reg'llla.tcr 1 Brequet hair-sPring, bea.utifnl
double-pa.neled aia.l, a.nd all modern improvements. Perfect, aDd no wa.tch will compete with
it I In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce coin silver case, $21UO; five-ounce, $25; six· ounce, $27. In
open fa.Qe, beot :tilled _gold case, $27; bunting, $liS( ;
do., Louis XIV., $35. In fourteen carat solid god,
$50 to $150. Bent prepa.id, a.nd ca.sh refundedl
not sa.tisfa.otccYfTo WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, m.
Esta.blished 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

nega.tiv and affirmativ. s~a.ndjlo~nt, showing
Wa.s J esns a.n Impostor 1 A deba.te between the
wha.t it is not a.nd what It lB. Price, 5 cents.
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, a.nd Arthnr
DANCER AHEAD.
tf
B. Moss. The best conducted deba.te of moderk
times. 190 pp., 25 · cts. The Mirror of Freethought.· 50 cts. The Bible a.nd Da.rwinism.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
25
cts. Biblical Errors a.nd Secnlar Truths. ll~
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
cts. Two Revelations. li cts. Bible Horrors; or,
this Republic.
Bea.l Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Ma.kers. 5 cts.
By L. FEUERBACH.
Bible Sa.ints-Nos. 1~-.2, and s. Ea.ch 5 cts. Moses
vs. Da.rwin. ~ cts. ~:~ocra.tesJ Buddha, and Jeans.
Tra.nsla.ted
from the Germa.n. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.; 5 cts. Christia.nitY a Degra.aing Beljgion. 5 cts.
B:r A.~. GROVER.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Na.tnra.l Ma.n. 5 cts.
50 cts.
The Old Fa.ith a.nd the New. 5 cts. Bruno a.nd
Price, paper, 25 cents.
The trnth-teller is ill-ma.nnered, therefore im- Bpinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God a.nd His Fa.vorits,
5 cts. Mira.cle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
mora.l.-Bzt!'act.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
and H!!-PPiness. 5 ots. The Bra.in and the Soul.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB Co.
5 cts. Na.ture and the Gods. 5 ots. Desig_n a.nd
Na.tnra.l Selection. 5 cts. Ma.n a.nd the Lower
Animals. li cts.
Ar;;ument by R. G. ln;-~rsoll
Address Wa.tta and Oo., 17 Johnson's Conr~.
The Bible· Analyzed. " For SledgeIN THE
E. c.. London, Ensr.
hammer Logic unsurpassed." Bvo, 833pp.,
silk cloth. $3.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
FOB
.ANTICHRIST.
goes not w far to snsta.in Spiri tnalism as to
ROVING conolnsivly that there wa.s no Christ
show that Ohristians are inconsistent in deny"BLASPHEMY,"
crucified uuder Pontius Pilate, bnt t·ha.t the
ing the alleged truths of tha.t philosophy.
real Jeans. the illegitima.te son of Mary by JoBeph
At Morristown, New Jersey.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Panders., wall stoned and hanged for sorcery a.bont
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
stenOf}raplltoallv reported. and ret11.8ed bl/ the au- 75 yea.rs B.c. Cloth, 44~ pa.ges, with fnll lnde;.
t110r.
Price. $1.50. Former pr1ce, $2.00. For sa.le a.t th1B
THE
Handsome Bvo, 86 pp., bea.utifnl type, fine pa.per. office.
Price, cloth, 50 cents; Pa.Per, 25 cents, or
$2 per dozen.
Addre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2~ Lafa.YeUe Pl .. New York

Essence of Religion.

Col. Kelso's Works.

TRiAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

P

Girard College Theology. UNIVERSE ANALYZED
AN EXPOBt
Of the perversion of Stephen Gira.rd's ma.gni1lcent
bequest to Phila.delphia by the Christia.n
churches a.nd Young lllen•s
Christia.n Associa.tion.
By BIOH. Bo WESTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKBB,

BING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively a.nd interesting. THE LIBERAL HYIIIN·BOOK conta.inB songs
by the best poets, a.dapted to well-known tnnee.
It is hi@ly recommended by Messrs. Wakema.n,
Pa.rtcn. W~ight, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
a.nd, indeed, by all who ha.v exa.mined it. Price,
~ otlDt8,
M<Jress 'l\H!Jl TJiu~ S:u;:u;qa ~· .

o.,

Meets semi-monthlY, first a.nd third Sundays, atll
P.M., a.t the town hall. .All friends of human
cultivation a.re invited. !IIABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Bla.sphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., eto.
The la.test and best work of a.n a.nalytic thinker,
who is gifted with those ra.re powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. Tbe book conta.ins ma.ny ideas
that will be new to the world a.ud prodnctiv of
good in fnrnishin~~: food for thoullht. We trust it
will hav the immeBse distribution it so richtv
merits.-[The America.n Idea.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.

LIFE OF

HISTORY
OJ' TH•

Joshua Davidson:

Of Europe.

MODE:BN IMITATION OF CRRIS'l',
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.

Revised Edition-2 Tols-Prioe, fl.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .• LL.D.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and 'a. Plea," in 01·aer o~
Creatton.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:'
A Compand of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
frice,

~

centl,

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
Eir

- 75 Cents.

This book Wall suppressed by the first Ame?·ican publisher.s

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
~Lafayette Place, New York,

·------Tu& qz>J.r is visiting the German emperor at
Berlin.
AT Northeast, Md., there was a fatal railway accident on the 12th.
DisA.STRous floods prevail in the department of the Jura, France.
A RA.ILWAY collision at Bridgeport, 0., on
the 11th, had fatal results.
TALMAGE'S church in Brooklyn was destroyed by fire last Sunday.
THE Wyoming constitutional convention
has granted woman suffrage.
SoME Chinese still come in from Cuba with
passports as Spanish citizens.
DrsoovERY has been made of extensiv and
powerful attempts to bribe jurymen in the
Cronin case.
THERE is trouble over the color line in the
national council of Congregationalists at Worcester, Mass.
THE forest fires which hav been burning in
Idaho, Washington, and Montana are still
raging in the latter.
SURVIVORS of Chickamauga, from North
and South, will purchase the battlefield and
turn it into a national park.
SoME traveling commercial men are getting
to carry rolls of Confederate money to deliver
to train robbers, to save their real currency.
DURING a late religious festival at Rohtak,
India, Mussulmans and Hindoos became involved in religious disputes which led to
rioting.
A CrrARLE~ Mrx county, Dak., Presbyterian
church does double duty by being occupied
for school purposes during the week. All
churches should be.
STATISTIOS taken of
tiary of Pennsylvania
a large percentage of
learning every youth a

the Eastern penitenseem to indicate that
crime is due to not
trade.

THE Rmsian government is about to organize a military administration for the railroads of western Russia which will replace
the civil officials in case of war.
GKRMAN Socialists assail the governmental
insurance to provide for all disabled or aged
workmen, as a pretended Socialistic measure
to divert attention from the real ones.
MARY E. WELOH was taken from St. Gabriel's church, New York, one morning recently,
where she was singing and shouting, and
committed as suffering from religious mania.
TrrE French government had hard work
at the recent eleotion to repress the interference of the clergy, who continually influence toward rebellion, conservatism, or monarchy.
BoULANGER is endeavoring to excite patriotic enthusiasm in his favor by circulating
in the army circulars hinting that France
should put him at her head to recover Alsace.
Lorraine,
THE government of Madrid, Spain, has got
in trouble for committing enormous robberies
of the citi1.ens. The municipalities of Spanish
Catholic Spain and Irish Catholic New York
are the two most corrupt known.
Mxss HATTIE BARTLETT, of West Pittston,
Pa., has been removed to the insane asylum.
About a month previous EvangelistYatman
had opened meetings, and. she soon manfested
a desire to climb tall trees, and get in the
attics of high houses, to "get nearer heaven."
TmmE is excitement over the case of a
widow named Mrs. Portingall, of New York.
She is dying, and a Freethinker friend of hers
named Wallace has been named guardian of
her children in her will, but the priest refuses
her absolution and communion unless she revokes it.
SEVERAL injuries and deaths hav occurred
from electric light wirea in New York. In
the last case a man caught in the wires was
exposed several minutes before a crowd of
some thousands, fire and smoke issuing
from his mouth, ears, and eyes. The wires
will now be fully insulated, or buried.

STUDY to a profound theoioHian co!J"ists in
puzzling hi• brains and filling bis pate witll words
to which neither himself nor anyono else .
can attach any reaeonaule sense.- Volia'f1·p,
'l HEOLOGIOAL professors hav the power of stat.
ing the most absurd PrOP08itions with f"'ces as
solemn as stupidity touched by fear.-Ingersoll.
INSTEAD of aspiring to sanctity and virtue,
which alone can render men acceptable to the
great author of order and of excellence, theY imagined that theY satisfied every obligation of duty
by a scrupulous observance of externltl ceremonies. . . • All the religious maxims and
practices of the Dark Ages are a proof of this. I
shall produce one remarkable testimony in confirmation of it, from a.n author canonized by the
church of Rome, St. Eloy or Egidius, bishop of
Noyon, in the seventh century. "He is a good
Christian who comes frequently to church;
who presents the oblation which is offered to God
upon the altar ; who doth not taste of the fruits
of his own industry until he has consecrated a
part of them to tJ.od; who, when the holy festivals
approach, livs Ohl\llteiY even with his own wife
during several days, that with a safe conscience
he may draw near the altar of God, and who, in
the last place, can repeat the creed and the Lord's
Prayer. Redeem then your souls from destruction, while You hav the means in your power;
ofi'er presents and tithes to churchmen; come
more frequently to church; humbly implore the
pat1·onage of th3 saints; for, if you observe these
things, ron may come with security in the day of
retribution to the tribunal of· the eternal judge,
and say, 'Giv to us, 0 Lord, for we hav given
unto thee'" (Daoherii Spicelegium Vet. Script.
v. ii, p. 94). The learned and illdioions tranalator
of Dr. 1\Ioilheim's Ecclesiastical History, to one of
whose additional notes I am indebted for my
knowledge of this paasage, subjoins a very proper
rtfiection: "We see here "' large and ample description '.lf a good Christian,.in which tbore is
not the lEast mention of the love of God, resignation to his will, obedience to his laws, or of juatice,
benevolence, and charity toward mon."-Robert.
son's sw·vw or tll.e State of Europe.
LET it be understood, or;ce for all, tllat Christ
had but little to do wHh Christianity. The people became convinced-being ignorant, stupid,
and credulous-that the church beld the hers of
heaven and bell. The fnundation for the most
terrible mental tYranoy that has existed among
men was in this way laid.-Ingersoll.
As Catholicism was based upon the infallibility
of the church, so Protestantism has been based
npon the infallibility of the creed.-"'lfo1·ews Hts.
!0'1'1/ or PltilOSOPlt!/,
THE O..tbolics hav a pope. Protestants laugh
at them, and yet the pope is cap•ble of intellectual advancement. In addition to this the pope is
mortal, and the church cannot ba afflicted with
the same idiot forever. The Proteotants hav a
book for their pope. The book cannot advance.
Year after :rear, and century after century, the
book remains as ignorant as ever. It is only
made better by those who believe in its inspiration giving better meanings to the words than
their ancestors did. In this way it may be said
that the Bible grows a little better.-Inge1·soll.
IF some people devoted half the time to steering
in this world that they do to seeking a good land·
ing ill the next., there would be less wild sailing
and fewer aocidents.-Germantown Inaepenctent.
THEY made this world a helL But if cathedrals
had baen universities-if dungeons of the Inquisition had been laboratories-if Christians had believed in character instead of oreed-1f they had
taken from the Bible all the good and thrown
away the wicked and absurd-if domes of temples
had been observatories-if priests had been philosophers-if missionaries had taught the useful
arts-if astrology had been e.stronomy-if the
black art had been chemistry-if superstition had
been science-if religion had been humanity-it
would hav been a heaven filled with love, with
liberty, and joy.-Ingereoll.
WHATEVER religion may be in the ascendant,
the infl.uence of its ministers is invariably
strengthened by a long and dangerous war, the
uncertainties of which perplex the minds of men,
and induce them, when natural resources are fail·
ing, to call on the supernatural for help. On such
occasions, the clergy rise in imPortance; the
churches are more than usually filled, and the
priest, putting himself forward as the exponent of
the wishes of God, assumes the language of au·
thority, and either comforts the people under
their losses in a righteous cause, or else explains
to them that those loeses are sent as a visitation
for their sins, and as a warning that they h~v not
been sufficiently attentivto their religious duties:
in other words, that they hav neglected rites and
ceremonies in the performance of which the priest
himself haa a personal intarest.-Buckle's Riston;
or Ctvilizatton.
THOUGH peace upon earth was at first proclaimed
as a main object of Christianity, and though for
~>bout three centuries the Christian disciples dis.
played unwearied zeal and amazing heroism in
advocating it, the sublime conception of a moral
unity gradually faded away before the conception
of a unity of ecclesiastical organization, and for
centuries theologians were·so far from contributing to the suppression of war, that they may be
justly regarded as ita chief fomenters.-Lecku's

Hislo?'Y or Rationalism.

ARE the Christian nations patterns of charity
BROOKLYN has been the scene of the death
and forbearance 1 On the contrary, their prinfrom faith cure of a Norwegian girl named cipal business is to destroy each other. More
Olsen-no relativ of the preceding victim. -A than five millions of Ohristie.ns aro tmined, eduphysician diagnosed her case as bilious fever, cated, and drilled to murder their fel!ow.Cbrisand left drugs, saying she would recover, but tiam. Ev~ry nation is groaning under a vast
debt incurred in carrying on war against other
faith cme people with whom she had asso- Christians.-Inue1·sozz.
ciated called and reproached her for aposWE must regard all the children of the earth as
tasy, and persuaded her not to take her members
of the human family. All war is nothing
medicin.
more than civil war.-Chas. sumner.

-------------------·

SHE: ;,This is Minerva." He: "Waa she married?" Elhe : "No, she was the goddess of wis·
dom.'' -Life.

Price.

10 cents.

COMMON SENSE

GUIDE TO 'cORREC1., F-NGLJSH.

THE papers hav been discussing the man with a
By ,T. L. BARKEB.
mission. They would handle the man without a
Address this office.
mission, but that they fear to exasperate Elliot F • Price, 85 cents.
Shepard.-Puck.
INFLUENCE OF
"l\IARRIAGEB are made in heaven," quoth M.ss
Antique. "Then there is some chance for yon
yet," wa~ the cruel responeeof her younger sister.
-Harpe1·'s Bazar.
By B. F. UND:I!JRWOOD.
BxssiE: "Do you read the departments devottd
Prloe, 25 cents.
to women in the Sunday papers?" Jennie: "No,
my dear. Those Rrtioles are only lit for men to
JNGEilC.SOLL I" CANAD£.,
read."-,lfunseu's Weelel!/.
Reply to Archbishop Lynch.
By A. PBmGLE. ·
MIKE: "What's the matter, Bill? Yer looking
PrioP.,
15 cents.
pale." Bill: ''Too much head. work, Mike. I had
ter sleep all night Tvid me head agin a knot bole
ter keep th• muskeeters out o' the barn."-7'ime.
"THERE is ice in Greenland six thousand feet
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
thick," read 1\Ir. Mumble in his evening paper.
"That's just the way," commented his wife, "I With Speech of HON. FREDERICK DOUGLAS3.
suppose it's so cool there they don't need it.,
Price, 10 cents.
eitb.er."-Puck.
NO MONEY IN IT.
Smartte : "Rullo, Shar-pe l How's Ohristian ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS BY EDITOR OF San
science gittin' along 1"
F1·anciscan.
Sharpe: "Oh, I've giv up Christian science, an'
Price, 3 cents; per doz., 30 oente.
gone back to plain bunco."-Pucle.
ALICE : "I•ve just been reading a newspaper LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
discusHlOn on 'When Women Should Marry,'
Discussion between
Miss Elder. When do you think a girl should COL. R. il. INCERSOLL, Hon. Frederio R.
Ooudert,
and
JJ:x-Gvv. l:ltewart L. Woodm&rr:n" hli•~ Elder (emllhatioallYl : '' J u;t as
ford. Before thA Nineteen~h
soon as she has a Proposal."-Munsev's Weeki~.
Century Club.
Price,
lO cents.
CRITIC: "What does that fashionably attired
yClung man with wings represent?" Cartoonist:
"The angel of style " Critic : "Who ever s ,w an
angel wear a silk hat and a suit of clothes?" Cartoonist : " Who ever saw one that didn't 1 '-L> re.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
WoULD BE poet: "And, my den.r doctor, I hav
Price, 10 eents; per dozen, one dollar.
taken snell delight in all the gre&t poems t.hat I
am sure that poetry is my vocation." Eminent INTELLEOTUAL DEVELOP MEN
By G. F. RINEHART.
litterateur: "And-ah-my dear young lady-You
2~ Mnts.
-ah-hav read' Romeo-ah-and Juliet."' Wouldbe poet: "Well, I havn•t read Juliet yet, but I
LAST
WILL
AND 'fESTAMENT
think R~meo ia g!orwus."-Boston Comm~rclal

CHRISTIAIITY ON CIVIliZATION

Civil Rights Speeoh
Ingersoll Catecbised.

ORTHODOXY.

r.

Bullqtin.

"I'D like to excllange this yard of ribbon ; it is
soiled in one place,'' said i\Ire. Sbopingl:Y to one of
the clerks at Silk and flat tin's. "I'm uot the ladY
yon bought it of," replied the sales-duchess in
attendance; "I've just retumed from my ~eason
in the country, and some other lady must hav
sold it to you. Here, Maggie, did you sell this
person a yard of orange ribbon 'l No? W~II, see
wbieh o.f the ladies in our department die% @ell it,
th~n."-Time.

Bo.A.~rMAN : "Sail a boat 1
W!~y, it'a easy aa
swimmin'. Jest grasp the main sheet with one
hand, an' the t.il!er with the other, an' if e fL>w
~trikes, ease up or bring 'er to. an' loose the halyards: but look out fer the gaff an' boom, or the
hull thing·!l be in the water, an• ye'll be upsot;
but it the wi:Jd is steadY y'r all right, onleas y•r
too slow in luffiu' too; 'cause then Y'll be npsot
sure. Jump right in an' try it; but, remember,
whatever ye do, don't jibe."-New Yorl: Weekly,

DIFFERING VIEWS.
Young Gibbon's wit was verY light,
B11t heavy his conceit;
He fancied he a charmer was
With whom none could compete.~
" Behold Yon pretty girl ahead,
A stranger quite," quoth he,
"But that already I hav turned
Her head, you can't but see:•
" I must confess," his friend rePlied,
" That what you say is true ;
Her head is turned. beyond a doubtIt's turned-away from you!" -Puck.

OF

JEAN Abstract
MESLIER.
of.
·
Paper, price, 25 cents.

LOVE VE!iJURES
Of TOM, DICK, AND HARRY.
A Novel With an A.jfiaavit.

"And they were naked and not ashamed" (Gen.
ii, 25).
16 full-page French ·Art Illuatrations. Beautifully
Illustrated Covers.
12mo, 2<6 pages, pwer, 23 cents; boards, 50.

ltlA.NN !, Our Forefathers' Ideas of Hell.
Price, 5 cents.

MARI~A.

MONK.

GONVEN1' MY81'ERIE8.

MONKS ana' :IHEI.R MAIDENS.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

Modern Thinker, No.2.
The Most Advanced Speculations in Philosophy,
Science, Sociology, and Religion.
160pp ., pap., 150 cents.

MOTHER of HARLOTS.

POPERY DISSEC1'.ED.
QUESTIONS IN INDUCTIV PHILOSOPHY.
By w~r. HoGAN (25 years a confessing priest).
A young lady went: into a store and asked for
Paper, 5U cents; cloth, ''5
number eleven shoes. In what large Western
city did abe liv 1
D. Stump, of Burnt Cabin, York county, Pa.,
can put a l~1·ge goose. egg in his mouth o.nd close
hiB lip~ without crushing the shell. What ia the
AND THE PEOPLE UP THERE.
color of D. Stump's cuticle?
A HUMOROUS LECTURE.
A foreign gentleman addressed a nativ the other
BY Geo. E. Macdonald.
day in these words: "No obeokee, no shirte.e."
Price,
10 cents.
In what country was the foreign gentleman born 1
In a certain bar-room a man arose and ma<iH NIBBLE AT JOHN FISKE'S CRUMB FOR
this remark: "Oo!onel, will you· take a drink 7"
TJIE MODERN SYltiPOSIU.lU.
Every man in the room rose, sa.ying: "Thanks!
Price, 10 cents.·
Don't c9,re if I do." In what state did this take
place 1-Lite.
ORIGIN OF
DRESSING THE BOY.
"Elijah, dear, will you dress Willie this mornBy 0. B. WHITFORD.
ing? I'm in suah a hurry, and it won't take you
Price, 25 cents.
but a minute or two.''
"Certainly," replied Mr. Bixby, cheerfully, The OUTCAST. Freethought Story.
"I'd just as soon dress the little cha.p as not.
By WINWOOD READE.
Here, my little man, come and let papa dress you.
2~ cents.
I'll bav you as neat as a pin in a jiffy."
W1l!ie, aged four, comes reluctantly from his OUTLINES OF PHRENOLOGY.
playthings, and Bixby begins:
By F. E. ASPINWALL, M.D.
''Now, let's off with yonrnighty.gown and-keep
Pap., 25J.
still, dear, or I can't unbutton it. Tbere now,
we'll-Hit still, child. What makes you squirm
around like an eel7 Where's your little shirt.y 1
.A.h, here it is, and -sit still! Put up your arm-no,
By THOIJf.AS PAINE.
the other one and-can't you keep still half a second? Put up your other a.rm and stop hauling A.nswer to Burke's Attack on the French
Revolution.
and pulling so! Now,. let's-come here, boY !
Wb~.t under heaven do you mean by racing off
Paper, 40 cents; oloth, 7; cents.
------ -· - like that with nothing on but your shirt 1 Now
you come llere and let me put the rest of your PAINE 'PHE POLITICAL and
duds on. Stand st1ll, I saY! Put your leg in here!
RELIGIOUS REFORllfER.
Not tll.at leg 1 There you go squirming around
BY J3. F. UNDERWOOD.
like an angle.worm. Now, if you don't keep still,
Price,
10 cents,
young man, !'11-stop pulling at that chain, andFor all of the above books address
her€, Mar:v Ellen, you'll hav to dress this wriggling animal Yourself. I couldn't do it in ten
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
years. Go to your mother, sir !"-Time.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York,
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'[H_t.= CHRISTl AN G.O S Jn I_,

IHE LAW Of 'CHRISTIANS=

''IS ANY AMONG YOtJ SICK?
lET HIY\1 CALL FOR THE UDERS
OfiHE CHURCH;ANl>LETTHEilli
PRAY ovER HIM, ANbrNTING

"n IS

rnmiii!itrimmJI

HIM WITH Oil IN~ f'./1\ME OF
THE LORI:J; ANti THE PRAYI:R
OF FAITH SHALl SAVE HIM

ALL .RIGHT·
TO BEJ.l
EY£
.
_,\-.

13UT DON'T YOU DA~E PRACTIC£ WHAT YOU 13ELI£VE. OR

Y<_>U ARE LfABLE T£1 BE
AR.RES.TED AI\ID PUNISHED

Fon

THAT IS SICk -ANt> THE l-OI=tiJ
SHAll RAISE ~IM Up."
Ci.T>'I-TI1F.S

V. 14":)

THE

LAW

Jjlolts and flippinns.
THE Catholic churches of this country
number 7,424 as against 6,829 one year ago,
and there are 7,996 clergy as against 7,596 in
1880.
A PORTION of the Salvation Army is about
to invade the Argentine Republic. That devoted land, hitherto blessed, may soon find
itself annoyed by faith cure cranks, Second
Adventists, and Mormons.- World.
WALT WHITMAN, the good gray poet, has a
boy about twelve years of age to drive him
around. The boy is clever. He recently
said: "I think a great deal of W. W. I
keep a note-book and I put down all he says
into the note-book, and after he's dead I'm
going to go round lecturing about him."
A SERVIAN law has been passed through
the influence of Archbishop Michael which
compels all shopkeepers and tradeemen to
close their places of business not only on
Sundays but on all holy days of the orthodox
church. Hence the Servians will observe
one hundred and eighty holidays during the
year.
A TOTAL eclipse of the sun will take place
on December 21st. The line of totality will
not touch North America at all; it will sk.rt
the northern shores of a portion of 8outh
America and thence proceed across the south
Atlantic ocean to St. Paul de Loando, in the
state of Angola, about two hundred miles
south of the Congo river, on the west coast
of Africa, at which point the American expedition, for which the last Congress appropriated $5,000, will take observations.

AND THE

GOSPEL

IN

THE Italians of this city propose to erect a
$20,000 statue to Christopher Columbus. It
will be placed at the Battery, and already
over $3,000 toward the project hav been
raised. According to Mr. Stone, of Boston,
the statue should hav the features of Amerigo
Vespucci, better known under his Latinized
name of Americu8 Vespucius.
BAYS the Concordia Blade: "John E.
Remsburg has undertaken the extremely hard
task of proving that Abraham Lincoln was
not a Christian. Several reverend gentlemen
hav proved that he was. Having given their
evidence in THE TRUTH SEEKER, he will now
produce his evidence to sustain his position.
He has spent a great deal of time and money
in hunting for evidence, which wUI make his
article worth reading."
PROFESSOR TYNDALL has returned to England much improved by his sojourn among
the Alps. He has suffered greatly from insomnia. Professor Tyndall is a pretty lively
cliw ber for a man of his years. He is in his
seventieth year. His first exploration of the
Swiss glaciers was made thirty-three years
ago, but not for love of adventure; it was
for love of science. His object was to determin glacier motion, .and he found, as he
expected, that it was on the move-in fact,
very fast.
IMPORTANT news in: the World: "It has
been learned that Postmaster-General Wanamaker is the administration official who is to
take a Bible class in the church of the Cove.
nant, Washington. He is about to giv up his
Bethany Bible class, over which he has presided for a great many years, The strain of
leaving Washington and going to Philadelphia every l:laturday was too much for him.

BROOKLYNI-NOT THE SAME.

His family will soon be located at the capital,
and if he left them every Sunday he would
find little time in which to enjoy their society.
Bethany Sunday-school will miss Wanamaker
greatly."
THE German purists are still continuing
their campaign against the French element in
the language of the Fatherland, Finding
that they cannot enjoy their cigar under that
name, they hav had some difficulty in finding
a suitable German term to take its place.
The cigar manufacturers of Di.isseldorff, however, recently offered a prize for the best
Teutonic substitute for the obnoxious foreign
vocable, and their choice has fallen on a coinage of Pastor Zeller of Waiblingen-" Rauchrolle."
THE Rev. Dr. Alden has just reported to
the American board of commissioners for
foreign missions, now in session in this city,
that Japan is now almost ready to adopt
Christianity as a national religion; that the
board has forty-five missionaries there, and
that more of them are urgently called for.
The Sun comments upon this astonishing
news: "Yet it is a fact that, after many years
of missionary labor in Japan, the number of
converts to Christianity there is small, and it
is not probable that the national religion
would be changed without the consent of the
Japanese people and the conversion of the
mikado."
RAILROAD accidents, electric-wire fatalitieS,
and other casualties peculiar to the times lead
a great many people, says the World, to the
conviction that they were born a century too
late. They feel that the dangerd begotten by
science hav been greater than the benefits de-

rived therefrom. But the fact is that the
average length of human life is on the increase. Science is responsible for this. Our
great-grandfathers rode in stage-coaches and
were in but slight peril from electricity.
But they were bled when sick by surgeons
and received physic when they needed tonics.
Houses were badly ventilated and a thousand
evils unknown at present were in activ existence. Science can prevent all dangers begotten by science.
THE sons of men seem all to be tarred with
the same stick, says the Commercial Advt1'tiser. As Christmas approaches, with its
present-laden tree, the boys and girls begin
to repair to the Sunday.schools in flocks that
chirrup in unison shrill praises of that beneficial institution, not unaccompanied with
vociferous longings to be an angel and with
the angels stand. So we are not surprised to
learn that the missionaries In New Guinea
are sure of immense congregations if they let
the fact leak out that a large invoice of tobacco has come to hand. This remind~ us
·again of the report-slanderous, no doubtthat a cerkin revivalist of the broad, howling, and wooly West (not far from the aite of
the semi-millennia! fair of 1992) whose exhortations attained a phenomenal success
after a sly hint that each convert might count
on a chromo. Another potent device of the
missionaries is to take their guns along.
The barbecued game draws vast crowds of
repentant native. But a scarcity of game has
been observed to be coincident with a thinly
populated mourners' bench. There would
seem, therefore, to be very much of a muchness about the men of New Guinea-and elsewhere.
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~ommnnications.
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian!
CHAPTER IV.
REVIE\1" OF CHRISTIAN TESTIMONY.-ABNOLD AND OTHER
WITNESSES.

Arnold's "Life of Lincoln "-Claims Respecting Lincoln's
Religious Belief-Address to NPgroes of BaltimoreCarpenter- Hawley- W~Jletts- Pu:us Nurse -Illinois
Clergyman-Barrows-Simpson-V mton- Robert Lmcolo.
With the Christian masses whose minds hav become warped by the bigoted teachings of their clerical leaderEt, nothing affects the reputation of a man
so much as his religious belief. Public men who are
disbelievers are fully cognizant of this, and genHally
refrain from expressing sentiments that would tend
to alienate those upon whom the retention of their
positions depends. Biographers understand this,
too, and are likewise aware that a dead Infidel is as
cordially hated as a live one. They know that a
cold reception awaits their works unless they are
able to clothe the characters of their subjects in the
robes of popular superstition. Mr. Arnold realiz~d
this when he wrote his "Life of Lincoln." He had
been most forcibly reminded of the f.;ct by the fate
of two biographies of his own subject which had
already appeared-Holland's and L"mon's. Holland's work by catering to popular prejudice, rE~gard
!ess of truth, had been financially a success; Lamon's
work by adbering to truth, regardless of popular
pn•judice, had been financially a failure.
Determined to profit by these examples, and intimidated by the threats and entreaties of those who
had resolved to secure for Christianity the iidluence
of the Great Emancipator's name, Arnold dare not
giv the facts regarding Lincoln's religious belief.
Nor ie it to be presumed that he desired to. Ht~ bad
previously appeared as a special plead~:r for the popular faith.
He affirms that "No more reverent Christian than
Lincoln ever sat in the ~XtJCutiv chair, not excepting
Washington." The fact is, when Arnold wrote bit~
biography of Lincoln, no very reverent Christian ever
had occupied the executiv chai.r. Previous to the installation of the present incumbent, no real orthodox
Christian communicant had held the cffice of president.
If Mr. Arnold knew no more about Lincoln's
religion than he appears to hav known about Washington's, a more charitable reason than those ltnggested might be aPsigned for his statements concerning the former. Washington, like Lincoln, has been
claimed by the church; yet, WasLington, like Lincoln, was a Deist. This is admitted even by the
leading churchmen of his day. T.llree of the most
eminent divines of his age, and the three to whom he
was most intimately related in a social way, wFre
Bishop White, Rev. Dr. Abercrombie, and Rav. Dr.
Ashbel Green. Bishop White, the father of the
Episcopal church in America, declares tqat Washing
ton was not a communicant, as claimed by some, atJd
intimates that he was a disbeliever. The Rllv. Dr.
Abercrombie, whose church he attended while he
v. as president, said: "Washington was a Deist.''
The Rtv. Dr. Ashbel Green, cbaplain to Congress
during his administration, said: "Like nearly all the
founders of the republic, he was not a Christian, but
a Deist.''
Arnold presents the following as the basis of Lincoln's religion, and proofs of his Christianity: •• (1)
Belief in the f'Xistence of God, (2) in the immcrtallty
of the soul, (3) in the Bible as the revelation of God
to man, (4) m the ~fficacy and duty of prayer, (5) in
reverence toward the almighty, and (6) in love and
charity to man."
1. "Belief in the existence of God." This does
not prove a belief in Christianity. The Jew believes
in the existence of God; the Mohammedan believes
in the existence of God; the Dtlistic Infidel believes jn
the existence of God.
2 " Belief in the immortality of the soul.'' That
he believed in the immortality of the soul is a claim
that cannot be clearly established; and even if it
could, would not confirm the B!!sumption that he was
a Christian. Deists, many of them, believe in the
doctrin of imn.,ortality. Paine believed in immortalit.y ; Voltaire believed in immortality.
3 '·Belief in the B ble as the revelation of God to
man." This, if true, would be evidence of his Christianity; but, unfortunately for Mr. Arnold's claim,
Lincoln did not entertain this belief.
~ •: Belief in the efficacy and duty of prayer."
Thu•, m the orthodox sense of these terms is not
truE'; and if it were, would not furnish c~nclusiv
ev;dence that he was a Christian. Jews pra:v · Mohammedans pray; Buddhists proy · some ·Deists
pray. Frankhn bfllitved in the fffic;cy- and duty of
prayer, and FraLk·in was an InfideL
5. "Belief in reverence to the Almighty." This
does not demoiJstrate a belief in Cilristtanity for all
Deists believe in reverence to the almighty. '
6. " Belief in love and charity to man." When it
can be shown that only Christi&nlil believe in love and

charity, then will it be time to affirm that Lincoln
was a Christian.
Arnold confounds Christianity with D<lism. In
the following words be admits that Lmcoln was
simply a Deii:!t: "Not orthodox, not a man of creeds,
he was a mau of s1mple trust in God."
When the subject; of Lincoln's belief was once
mentioned to Mr. Arnold, he said : •· Lincoln was a
ratioual Christian because he behaved m morality."
Wnh E:qual propriety, one might say of an upright
Christian, " He 1s a rational Freethinker because he
believes in morality."
" H1s reply to the negroes of Baltimore," he says,
"ought to sileuce forever those who charge him w1th
unbelit>f." This alleged reply of Lincoln was as
follows:
In rt gard to the great bJok I hav only to say that it is the
best gill which God has given to man. All the good from
the savior of the world is commumc!lted to us tbrougll 1h1s
book. But for this book we could not know right from
wrnng. A(. U.ose tbings desirahle to man are contained in
it (Liucoln Memorial Album, p. 340).
The writer of this was in Washington when the
colored deputation from Baltimore presented the
president w1th a $500 Btble. The papers mentioned
the fact at the time, but no such speech as Lincoln is
t~aid to bav made appeared in the reports. About
two months later, th1s apocryphal version of h1s remarks on the occasion referred to, made its appearance.
The first two sentences contained in this speech
Lincoln, if a Christian, might bav uttered. They are
words that any intelligent Christian might, from his
standpoint, with propriety affirm. We are f11miliar
with these claims. We are also familiar with the
claims embodied in the last two sentences. They
are repeatedly made. But they are made only by
very ignorant persons, or by clerical hypocrits who
try to impose upon the. ignorance and cr~d~lity of
their hearers. Had Lmcoln been a Chnst111n he
would not hav used these words, because he was too
intelligent to believe them, and too honest to pretend
to behave them.
Concerning this speech, Lincoln's partner, Mr.
Herndon, thus vigorously yet truthfully remarks :
I am aware of the fraud committed on Mr. Lincoln in
rr·poning s•me insane remarks supposed to hav been made
by him, in 1864 on the presentation of a Btble to him by the
colored people of Balumore. No sane man ever uttered
such folly, 11nd no sane man will ever believe it. In that
speech Mr. Lincoln is m11de to say: ·• But for this book we
could no~ know right from wrong." Dves any human being
believe that Lincoln ever uttere1 this? What rlid the whole
race of man do to &now right from wrong during the countless years that passed before 'his book was given to the
world? How dtd the struggling race of man butld up its
grand civthzatioos in the world before this book was given
1o mankind? What do the millions of people now livitJg,
who never heard of this boiJk. do to know how to <listinguihh
right from wrong? Was Lincoln a fool, an ass, a h} pocrit,
or a Chmbination of thto-m all? or is this speech-this supposed-this fraudulent bpeech-a lie?
Arnold would hav his readers believe that this
speech is genuin. And ~et it is plainly evident that
he himself does not believe it. He mutilates it by
omitting the more orthodox portion of it-the very
portion he "o!lld hav retained had he believed it to
be genuin. The first part would suffice to serve his
purpose ; the remainder he knew was too incredible
for belitf and would stamp the whole as a fraud.
Arnold says : "The veil between him and the supernatural was very thin.'' Yes, so thin that he saw
through it· and recognized the greater part of it to be
a sham.
" His faith in a divine providence began at his
mother's knee, and ran through all the changes of
his life.'' I do not desire to charge Mr. Arnold with
plagiarism, but the foregoing recalls the following
much admired passage to be found in Holland:
"This unwavering fauh in a divine providence began
at his mother's knee, and ran like a thread of gold
t brough all the inner experiences of his life" (Life of
Liocoln, pp. 61. 62).
Thtore 1s much m Arnold's biography, aside from
the above, to suggest that Holland's w01k formed
the basis and model of his own. While more accurate in the main than Holland's Life, Arnold's Life is
in eome respects t q ually unreliable, and less readable.
Adverting to the many fraudulent stories that hav
been circulated concerning Lincoln, in an address
deliTered in London, he says: " The newspapers in
America bav always been full of Lincoln stories and
anecdotes. some true and many fabulous." Unfortunately for the cause of truth, Mr. Arnold bas himself recorded some of these fabulous stories, not because he dFemed them authentic, but because they
agreed with his preconceived prejudices, or the prej
udices of those whom he wished to please.
Mr. Carpenter sa~s: "I would scarcely hav called
Mr. Lincoln a religioul!l man, and yet I believe him to
hav been a sincer& Christian.''
In a letter, Mr. Herndon makes the following correction in regard to his frit-nd Carpenter's statement:
Mr. Carpenter has not expressed his own idPa~ correctly.
To ~ay that a man is a Christian and yet. not a religions man
is 11bPurd. Rdidon IR the geoerir. t..rm Including all forms
of religion; Vhmtianity is a PpPcific t..rm rl'presentintz one
form of rt>ligion. Olirpt:nter mt-ans to Pay that Mr. Vnco'n
was a religious man but not a Christian, and this is the truth.

It is unfortunate that while in many cases we hav
several words to express the same idea, the same
word in many cases 1s employed to express difforent
ideas. Ideas thus btcome confused. Il the terms
morality, religion, and Christianity were always
used in their legltlmate sense-m;ed to npress the
ideas of which they were the original fligns-much
trouble and ambiguity would be avoided. As it is,
they are promiscuously U!!fd as interchangeable
terms. Many use the word religion and even Christianity when thf'y mf'an mnr&ltty. Mr. Carpenter
uses tne word religious in its proper sense, and the
word Christian to wean a morrtl wan. The following examples w!ll serve to iliustrate the various forma
employed to express the thought now under consideration:
I would scarcely hav called Mr. Lincoln a religious man,
and yet I believe him to hav been a sincere Cbristian.-Uarpenter.
I would scarcely hav called Mr. Lincoln a Christian, and
yet I believe him to hav been a truly religious man.-llerndon.

I would scarl'ely hav called Mr. Lincoln a religious
msn, and yet I believe h1m to hav been a truly moral
man.-Author.
We all desire to express substantially the same
thought. I do not wish to dictate to Mr. Carpenter
and Mr. Herndon what words they· shall employ to
convey an idea, but this explanation is essential to a
proper understanding "of the question in dispute, and
will help to reconcile much of the apparently codhcting testimony presented in this work.
As Lincoln was in a certain sense a Deist, the religious element was not entirely wanting in him, and
hence the statement of Mr. Herndon that he was a
religious man is, in a degree, true.
Mr. Hawley professed to believe that Lincoln was
a Christian, but he bad no personal knowledge of the
fact, although his neighbor for many ~ear1.1. The
only reasons he was able to adduce upon which to
predicate his belid were the Bateman story and his
farewell speech on leaving Springfield. The former
baR been exploded, the latter proves nothing.
During all the later years of his life Lmcoln generally nfrained from expressing his ant1-Cnristian
opinions, except to friends who shared his views.
This silence, in connection witp his sterling moral
character, miJZht lead some of his Christian neighbors to suppose that be was a behever, the more
especially as Christians are generally ignorant of the
extent of unbelief, and are loth to behave that a
person, unless he openly avows his disbelief, can be
an Ir.fidel.
According to Mr. Willets, Lincoln, during the war,
had an attack of what he thought might be a "change
ot heart.'' He consulted a ptous lady in rE>gard to
it and rfquested her to d.,scnbe to hiw the ~ymrtoms
attending this theological disease. She dtfi.LJed "a
true religious experience" as •· a conviction of one's
own sinfulness and weakness, and personal nfed of
the savior for strength a1.1d support." She said that
"when one was really brought to feel his need of
divine help, and to snk the a1d of the holy spirit for
strength and guidance, it was satisfactory evidence
of his having been born again." Lincoln rFplied
that if what abe had told him was" a correct view of
this great subj!1ct," be hoped be was a Christian. But
was this a correct view of itT I was not aware that
conviction constituted conversion. We hav bFen
taught that conviction is but a preliminory step toward conversion. If L:ncoln rehed upon this as a
true exposition of this doctrin, the genuinness of his
conversion may well be questioned.
It is to be rPgretted that Mr. Willets did not giv
the name of his informant. As it iP, we do not know
whether to credit "a lady arq·1aintance of his," or
him ..elf, with the invention of a first.. class fi<~tion.
In regard to the story of tbe •· Pwus N ursa," we
hav not even a clergyman to vouch for its autbFnticity. We do not know the name of this witness; we
do not know whom she comn.,unicated the story to;
we do not know when nor where it made its first appearance. We only know that for yearR it has been
floating through the .columns of the religious press,
a companion-pi,..ce to Washington's devotional exercise at Valley Frrge.
An "Illinois Clergy!llan "reports Lincoln as saying
that when he left Sprtngfield he was not a Christian
t.hat when his son Willie died he was not a Christian'
bat that when he visited the battlt~ fidd of Gettys:
burg he gave his heart to Christ. Christians etta the
testimony of tbis anonymous witness, seemingly unconscious of the fact that if true it refutes the testimony of every other Christian witness. If this
st.atement be true what bPcomes of the testimony of
Holland and Bateman T What be!'omes of the testimony of Reed's witnesses T The testimony of
Brooks invalidated the testimony of every other witnePfil; the testimony of this Illinois clergyman invalidates the testimony of Brooks itself.
Reed did not present this evidence, doubtless
aware that his lecture already container) a sufficient
numb .. r of discrepancies. H" was thou~bt.ful enou~h
bowe!er, t~ anticipat~ it. He had Dr. Gurley refe;
to Lmcoln s con v"rs1on as taking place ·• after the
death of his son Willie and his visit to the battle-
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field of Gettysburg." These events are referred to
as if they occurred in close p;oximity. to each other;
whereas the death of Willie occurred during the first
year of his administration, his visit to Gettysburg
less than seventeen months before his assassination.
The passage quoted from Dr. Barrows contains six
specific affirmatwns.
1. In the anxiou~ uncertaintieR of the great war, he gradually rose to the bights where Jehovab. became to him the
sublimest of realities, the rulH of nations.
Collect all the utterances of Abraham Lincoln, all
the letters he ever wrote, all the speeches he ever
delivered, all the state papers he gave to the public ·
and from this full store of words that fell from hi~
lips and flowed from his pen, I challenge Dr. Barrows to produM one word expressing a recognition
of J ebovah. J ehovab was to him, not "the sublimest of realities," not ''the ruler. of nations,'' but a
hideous phantom. He recognized a God, but his
God was not Jehovah, the God of Dr. Barrows.
2. When be wrote his immortal proclamRtion, he invoked
upon it not only "the considerate judgment of mankind,"
but '• the gracious favor of almighty God."
When he wrote his immortal proclamation, be did
not invoke " the gracious favor of almighty God."
This instrument, as drafted by Lincoln, contained no
aliusion to God. The paragraph containing the
words quoted was drafted by Secretary Cb se and
inserted in the proclamation at .his urgent request
after it was printed and ready for delivery.
3. When darkness gathered over the brave armies fighting
for the nation's life, this strong man, in the early morning,
knelt ann wrestled in prayer with him who holds in his hand
the fate of empires.
A "Christian lady from Massachusetts" (name unknown), and a Caristian gentleman from New York
(Noah Brooks). declare that Lincoln was accustomed
to pray. Tbis declaration is echoed by Arnold, and
reeJhoed by Barrows. If true, is it not strange that
a hospital nurse and a newspaper reporter were in
possesr;.ion of the fact wbile his most intimate friends
were entirely ignorant of itT
4. When the clouds lifted above the carnage of Gettysburg, he gave his heart to the Lord Jesus Christ.
This is the fiEth time that Lincoln gave his heart
to Christ. The above statement is the vital one in
Dr. Barrows's testimony-the keystone in the aroh
comprising "the religious aspects" of Lincoln's
presidential career. The others, even if true, only
prove a Theist.ic belief. This statement affirms that
he became a Christian-a statement evidently based
upon the anonymous story of the "Illinois cler~y
man." Between the original presented by the "Illinois clergyman" at large, and that presented by the
Illinois clergyman from Caicago, however, a grave
discrepancy appears. From the time that "the
clouds lifted above the carnage of Gettysburg" to
the time that Lincoln visited its cemetery, a period
of twenty weeks had elapsed. Now, did Lincoln l!'iv
his heart to Christ when the batt.le ended on the 3d
of July, 8B stated by the one, or not until he stood
upon the battle field on the 19th of November, as
asserted by the other~ This is a question that we
leave for the Illinois clergymen themselvs to decide.
5. When he pronounced his matchless oration on the chief
battle-field of the war, he gave expression to the resolve tbat
" this nation, under God, should hav a new birth of freedom."
This simple Deistic phrase, "under God," is the
only utterance of a religious character to be found in
that oration. When this speech was delivered, Lincoln, it is claimed, had experienced a change of heart,
and consecrated himself to Cnrist. This address
furnishes an overwhelming refutation of the claim.
At the dedication of a cemet>'ry, surrounded by
thousan~s of graves, he ignores Christianity and even
the doctrin of immortality.
6. And when he wrote his last inaugural address, he gave
to it the lofty tone of an old Hebrew psalm.
This is true; and it is likewise true that. in that
document he made no more reference to Christianity
than did the Hebrew psalmist wbo lived and wrote a
thousand years before it had its birth.
The "Lincoln Memorial Album," in which Dr.
Barrows's article appears, contains the offerings of
two hundred contributors, twentv of them divine!!,
and among them Lrman Abbott, Dr. Bellows, ThPO·
dore L Ouyler, R.lbert Collyer, Bishop Coxe, Dr.
Crosby, Bishop Haven, Philip Schaaf, and Bishop
Simpson. The work is prefaced with a biographical
sketch of Lincoln, written by Isaac N. Arnold, in
which he makes substantially the same statements
regardinf! Lincoln's belief as those made in his
" Life of Lincoln." Aside from this, Dr. Barrows is
tbo only one of these two· hundred memorialists who
ventures to affirm that Lincoln was a Christian.
Bishop Simpson's remarks hav been presented, not
because they furnish any proofs of Lincoln's reputed
Christianity. but because be was one of the clergy·
men who offioia.ted at Lincoln's funeral, and because
his words on that occasion hav been cited in support
of this claim. But he does not assert that Lincoln
was a Christian. He simply testifies to his belief
and trust in God-to his Dclistic faith-nothing
more.
I am aware that in some of the published reports

?f his address there hav been intPrpolated words
mtended to convey the idea that Lincoln accepted
Ohrist. Bishop Simpson, I am sure. never autho·
riz?d the insertion of these words. They express a
cla1m he nE>ver mad~-a claim he certainly did not
make on the day of Lincoln's interment.
. In his funeral addr~ss at Washington, Dr. Gurley
d1d not affirm that Lmcoln was a Christian or that
h~ was intending to make a profession of 'religion.
B1shop ~impson, in his oration at Sprin~field, made
n~ mentwn of these claims, and Dr. Gurley and
Bishop Stmpson are known to hav held a consultation
before that oration was delivered.
This silence is conclusiv evidence that these men
knew that Lincoln was an unbeliever. Commenting
on this notable omission, Mr. Herndon says: •
Bishop Simpson delivered the funeral oration, and in that
oration there was not one word about Mr. Linco·•n's Christianity_. Bi~hop Simp~on wa~ Lincoln's friend; Dr. Gurley
was Lmcoln s pastor in Washmgton. Now theFe men knew,
or had reaAon to krraw. Lincoln's religion. and the world
would hav heard of his Christianity on tile day of his burial
if it had been known. But S mpson and Gurley are silentdumb before the Uhristi>~on world.
One of the moet beautiful and exhaustiv tributes
ever paid to Lincoln, aside from the matchless tribute
paid by Colonel Ingersoll, is that from the pen of
Bishop Simpson which appears in ~he "Lincoln
Memorial Album." In this tribute be does not makE<
eve.n the remotest allusion to Lincoln's religious
behef. He appears to hav heeded the advice tendered by a less discreet Christian writer, and recognized
tbe fact that, from his standpoint, the less r;.aid about,
the Pul>j~ct the bett.er. Had all Christians act.ed ae~
w_isely and ~s honorabiy in this matter as Bishop
Simpson, thts controversy about Lincoln's religion
would never bav al'isHu_
The story of Dr. Vinton, too absurd to demand
serious consideration-apparently too incredible for
belief-is yet believed by thousands. When such
fabulous tales are told by men who are looked unon
8S the exponents of morality, and published in papers
and periodicals that are presumed to be the repoe~
itories only of truth, it is not stranrre that, such
stories as Washington's Praying at. V<1lley Forga,
Ethan Allen avd His Daughter, D•m't U achain the
Tiger, Paine's Rscant.ing, and a t.housand and one
other pious fictions of a similar character hav gained
popular credence. To read the fabrications of this
class pertaining to Lincoln alone, one would suppose
that this astute statesman, this chief magistrate of a
great nation, this commander-in-chief of two millionR
of soldiers, engaged in the most stupendous civil
con.tlict the world has known, occupied the greater
portion of his time in studying the scriptures, poring
over doctrinal sermons, participating in prayer
meetings led by pious nurses, and weeping upon the
narks of clerical visitors.
Robert Lincoln denies that his father wrote a book
on Infidelity. But his denial is evasiv. To be hyper·
critical, he did not write a book; it was a booklet-a
mere brochure or .pamphlet. That he wrote a small
book or pamphlet against Christianity, however, it is
useless to deny. His biographer, Colonel Ls.mon,
savs that he wrote one ; his partner, Mr. Herndon,
affirms that he wrote one; his political manager,
Colonel Matht>nv, asserts that he wrote one; his
friend, Judge N elsou, declares that he wrote one ;
his friend, Mr. Jeffrey, avers that be wrote one;
Chambers's Encyclopedia states that he wrote one;
even Dr. Holland admits that he wrote one.
The history of this affa.ir is as follows: Lincoln,
even in his youth, was skeptical, and dispoe~ed to
rebel against the teachings of the church. I u his
early manhood, and while he resided at New S11lem,
be read and thought a great deal upon this su~'jl3ct.,
and finally became convinced that Christianity is
false. In the fervor of h s enthusiasm to rid the
world of a debasing superstition, he wrote a little
book, in which be maintained, first, that the Bible i~
not the word of God; and, secondly, that J eAUB
Christ was not the son of God. Those who saw the
work pronounced it a logical assault against the popular faith. It was his intention to hav it published,
but an unforeseen circum~tance prevented biro from
doing it. Mr. Stlmuel Hill, his friend and employer,
saw in Lincoln a rising man, and alt.hough he was
himself a skeptic, and did not particularly dissent.
from t.be opinions ex pre~> sed in the work, he yet
recognized the popular prF-j udice that existed against.
Infidellit.erature, and believing its publicatinn would
hopelessly ruin the political prospects of L'ncoln,
took the manuscript and consigned it to the fl~mes
He then prevailed upon Lincoln to drop tbeolog-v
and devote his energies to law and politics. His
action lost Freetbought an able champion, but gained
for American statesmanship its br•ghtest ornament.
Rubert had most certainly been apprised of all
this. But whether he had or not, his stlltement concerning a transaction that occurrerl long anterior to
his birth is of little value when opposed to the testimony of those who were then living and conversant
with the facts.
I hav now reviewed the testimony of theRe witnesses. Tested in the crucible of honest criticism,
little remains of their statements save the dross of
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falsehood and error. I may be charged with uojust
severit.y toward these witnessee~, nearly all of whom
are men of recognized respectability and distinction.
But a majority of them hav test1fied to what they
know to be false, and against those who knowingly
bear false witness no censure can be too severe.
Thouaands of Christian men and women, mi~>led by
this false testimopy, honestly believe and contend
that Lincoln was a Christian. Against these I hav
not an unkind word to offer. But I am resolved to
disabuse their minds of this erroneous belief. Painful as the birth of an unwelcome idE>& is, they shall
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
know the truth.
(TO BE CONTINUED )

Lincolu's Neigh bl)rs' Opinions.
No publication of recent date has interested me
more than the chapters now going through THE
TRUTH SEEKER press concerning the religion of Abraham Lincoln, written by John E. Remeburg. It is
not a matter of much import.mce as to just what
A.brabam Lincoln did belh:ve concerning God, tbe
B1ble, or the man Jesus, but when we discover an
earnest, pet"sistent, mean, and wicked attElmpt by
l:ying and deceitful men to pervert the truth in this
matter, in order that, their "holy religion" shall
profit by their lies, th~ matter does become of some
importance, and I am glad that Mr. Remsburg has
taken hold of this subject with that zeal and earnestness which usually characterize his great ability, and
from what I know in this matter I can assure all
whom it may concern that by the time Mr. Ramsburg
is through with the subject it will be deemed settled
that Mr. Lincoln was not a bypocrit, neither was be
a believer in the monstrous and superstitious doctrine
of the Christian church.
I had the honor of a limited acquaintance with Mr.
Lincoln prior to his election to the presidency, and
although we never discussed or allllded to religious
mat.tt·rs as such, nevertheless I bav always been
fully persuaded in my own mind that it would hav
been utterly impossible for a man possessing that
intuitiv wisdom, keenness of logic, and discernment
of truth, which were the mark~:d characteristics of
Mr. Lincoln's mind, ever to bav subscribed to the
atrocious doctrine of tbe Christian church. He was
developed far above it, and although making no war
upon the church, he did not hesitate to speak bis
mind freely upon these subj:3cts upon all proper
occasions. I lived in Springfield among his old
neighbors for many years, and I bav talked with
many of them, and to those who bad good opportunity to know his views touching religious matters.
All, without exception, classed him among the skeptics. It was not until after his death that he was
claimt>d as a Ohri~tian.
I am sorry for N <Jwton Blteman. He has placed
himself in a most awkward predicament by trying to
keep out of one. As already indicated in tbe chapters by Mr. Ramsburg, Mr. Bateman bas an aversion
to unplt>asant notoriety. He was for several terms
superintendent of public instruction in Iilinois, and
euj 1yed great popularity. He permitted Mr. Holland to mrculate an atrocio•Js falsehood in bis " Life
of Lincoln" rather than incur" unpleasant notoriety"
by a firm and courageous denial. Although I am not
an admirer of Grover Cleveland, I am an admirer cf
t.hat sentiment ascribed to him, ''Tell the truth."
Eoough is now known, even from the pfln of Mr.
B."teman himself, to refute every word of Halland's
forgery and f~~olsehood.
I am Jed to inq•1ire, Why is it that the church is
so anxious to chnm as its own men of distinction
who ·hav secured popular favor? It was so with
G~orge Washington. My father was born aud raised
in the neighborhood where Washington had bis
headq•1arters, and he t.alked and discussed Washiogton In bis early d~~oys wit.h hundreds of people who
had been associates of W ashiogton, and I hav hearcl
my father say mllny times that there was not a man
in the whole army wiio could mak'l the air more blue
with prof~~onity than could George Washington. And
yet he was a prayin~ man, they say. If so, it was
not to his cr~dit. Now, I am in politics a. Republican. I was a supporter of Benj>lmin H<lrriRon for
the presidency. He is publicly known as Presbyterian. Now, if any reliableinform!ltion should re,ch
me that President Hurison awav down in the bottom
of bis heart was a Liberal or Freethinker, I would
denounce him as a hypocrit and would support him
no longer. I am broad enough anil L beral_enough
to fraterniz'l with Cil>tholics or Presbyterians on
matters of common ground, but I bate a sneak, a
hypocrit, a lying. deceitfui man, who is. al~ things to
all men. H11d Mr. Lincoln been a Obr1stian, as Mr.
H<lrrison is, I can conceive of no reason why I, being
a Freethink~r, should attempt to claim Mr. Lincoln
as one. A~ I S)lid at the outset, the simple fact of
whether Mr. Lincoln was or wat~ not a Christian, is
of no importance. It is of some imp1rtance, however, to know whether he was a hypocrit, or whether
certain men now living, and some dead, sre or were
liars and hypocrite. Truth, when dis out· d, b"comes
JAMES K. MAGIE.
imp,.,rtaut..
Washington, JJ. C.
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articles of faith wholly unsubstantial and at variance
with sense and reason which were and are now impoaed upon its subjects. It seized upon, ~y unn.atural agencies ~nd associations, nat~re's eth10s,. wh1ch
are the foundation of all goodness m human hfe and
oarriage, in order, as it should se~m, to underrate
and crowd out their virbues by placmg them very far
below in importance the clerical ratings of the unsound dogmas whjch constitute all that should go to
the make-up of existing religion. It assumed t~ fill
all space with an infinit; godhead, creator of ~11 thmgs
and director of all events, thereby chargmg upon
him the responsibility for all evils and crimes that
ever existed or shall ever exist. While the very fact
of his assumed form and station obviously denied to
him his alleged infinity.
.
In the matter of" Waste" to which we hav referred a few presentments relating to social and
econo:Oic conditions should, in closing, invite our attention. The endeavor, in general, will be to show
what grand results would hav followed had the
thoughts and energies of the race, from earliest times
down, been devoted to Secular education to the exclusion of religion. The debastlment of the race WHS
caused by the ad vent of superstition, fostered by
craft and temporal power, history painfully informs
DR. EDWARD .McGLYNN.
us. The natural growth of this condition tended to
A Great and Serious Waste.
universal subserviency; on the side of l?o~er to
SUBJECT: " Our Gornrnon Schools and Their
It is not within the mental power of man to calcu- tyranny, claimed to hav emanated from d1vme auEnemies."
late the extent and the evil consequences which hav thority, and so accepted. The measure of the results
SUNDA.Y AFTERNOON, OcTOBER 27TH,
fallen upon the h~~an race by _the introduction ~~d of these evils can never be made. They were fatally
propagation of rehgwn, embramng all forms of relig- entailed upon the generations for all time.
REV. MINOT J. SAVAGE.
Maxirns.-To make an endeavor to countermand
SUBJECT: "Religious Instruction in Our Public ion brought down to present time. The best and
mo~t that can be Effected in this direction is to con- the order of nature is to insure an evil and a wal!te.
Schools."
trast the natural workings of pure ethics in society, l'o propagate error and untruth is also an evil and a
put forth by philosophers in all ages, free from relig- waste; and to build ponderous theories upon air and
SuNDA.Y EvENING, OcTOBER 27TH,
ious
bias, with the workings of religious sentiments spiritual conceits, ditto, as to human thought.
T. B. WAKEllAN, Esq.
Educational Problems.-We appeal to reason and
ilnd organizations throughout the world. I~ is to be
SUBJECT: " 'l'he Nine .Demands."
understood, of course, that the .never-endmg con- common sense. Had Secular education been first,
tests between the numerous-said now to be one continuously and universally planted to the exclusion
0 hher epe&kers will be beard.
thousand-sects of religion are to be taken into ac- of religion, and pressed forward on a purely rational
R. B. WESTBROOK.
basis, would not the unity of the populace hav been
count in the comparison.
The goal of ethics is truth-notbiog else. Cast assured against brutalities, persecution!!, and wars~
Old Immortalfty Jealous of' His Spiritual Jun- abroad in society ethical culture will ever implant, bas Would not the whole race, centuries ago, hav obior(l).
ever implanted, th_e seeds of social goo~ joined to _all tained a high state of enlightenment if the energies
Ftom the Independent Pulpit.
of the kindred VIrtues, and upon th1s foundatiOn and the moneys expended for the propagation of reThis old gentlem'ln of Idealaho, represented by alone. Whatever of greatest good bas fallen upon ligion had been, instead, expended in the interest of
the equally respectable Postmaster-general John our race one may safely credit the same to the work- Secular education ! Is there room for doubt !
It remains only to invite a comparison of this
Wanamaker, is credited with ordering the arrest of ings of ~thical culture, attended by its natural outproblematic case to the veritably known case of the
W. E R9id, president of the Michigan State Asso- growth of higher enlightenment.
cie.tion of Spiritualists. This is interpreted by the
True in this close of the nineteenth century a vast world's pcpulace from the beginning until now.
D.
Grand R~pids Association as preparing "to perse- amount of ignorance, international and social antagcute hundreds of mediums," because the charge onism and wide-spread error abound. From whence
state> that said Reid "knowingly and wrongfully came the cause T Certainly not from ethical sources,
Intimations of' Modern Science.
advertised, in the Banner of Light, to secure com- for these are inimical to all such invasions.
A GA.S BUBBLE.
munications from spirit land to order" (accompanied
Candidly considered, the case will be easily reThis mimic world in our basin looks as fresh and
with cash, you may bet with security).
solved. There has been and is but one great cause :
A writer in the Montreal Witness suggests that The accepted domination of clerical power every- charming this morning as it looked yesterday, conthis is a cute way of recommencing persecution for where; sectarian antagonisms on all sides, in all tinues Mrs. Chambers-Ketchum in her scientific series
witchcraft. I suppose he refers to tho witch of localities; irrational religious dogmas sought to be in the Home Jmwnal. But a tiny bubble here and
Endor, who raised the prophet Samuel's (not Uncle enforced upon the people everywhere upon pain of there about the limbs of our little colony warns us
Sam's) ghost. He thinks, too, that if this experiment endless torment, by an alleged merciful God, in case there is no time to lose. Those silent, omnipotent
succeeds, as a test case, against the Spiritists for of refusal ; to which may be added a general purpose forces with which none of us can contend, to which
" raising the wind " under false pretenses, our Post- to socially berate and legally punish such intelligent all of us are subject, will soon reduce this sea and its
master and Master of Purification might be tempted citizens as by the dicta of their reasoning Jaculties inhabitants to a putrescent mass; we must save the
to logical prosecution of priests who take fees for hav been led to entertain Liberal ideas, having the dead bodies of our friends. Carefully slipping this
praying souls out of purgatory. The New York manhood or womanhood to publicly express them.
smooth but bibulous paper beneath them, we lift it
TRUTH SEEKER, reigning belle among refractory milkFor a change, let us suppose what a primitivly with its precious freight of passengers and lay it on
maids of the Bible land, and hitherto on terms of inducted race, having no thought or inclination as to the marble slab of the table. How lovely they look
simple courtesy with her Spiritist admirers, now religious matters, would naturally do on the earth -yet how sad-these drowned children, their hair
warmly espouses their cause against the common relating to private and public intercourse. Surely and limbo; and garments dripping in disorder. Revenemy. Where to begin the divine petrifaction of there would be no discussion of gods, angels, spirits, ere:g~we'get them into JSbape again ; using our
conservatism is, indeed, but a question of policy devils, or bell-fires. They would be kind to each best skill to giv to them, on this flat surface, the semwith the powers that be, and there may be sagacity other, with a prime regardfornature's first rule, self- blance of roundness, grace, and perspectiv which
in taking trouble by the forelock, especially when preservation, and, being by natural endowment gre- enchanted us a moment ago. By the help of pin
one is drum-beater, as·well as truth seeker. "Sim- garious, each and all would quickly hav found it ad- and bodkin, gentle manipulation and patience, the
ilia similiabus curantur," in moral homeopathy, visable to maintain to all a kindly social intercourse, duty is done; they lie ready for embalmment in the
must be credited with the fact that modern Spiritism and this sort of life would by natural transmission folds of one of these missals on the shelvs yonderhas done more in one generation to deauthoritize the confirm to the following generations like qualities, missals illuminated by nature herself with the bodies
Bible by its commonplace miracles, and humdrum but more and more firmly grounded. Qaery: Would of her children.
revelations, than reason and ridicule combined had such a case hav dawned upon the world if any form
We cannot separate the sea-firs from the tangles
achieved during centuria!!, aided by the fagot and or theories of religion had first engrafted themselvs without mutilating both. But there is another
the torture chamber.
upon the thoughts of these primitiv ones! Not to reason why we leave them as they grew, and place
Our postmaster is a matador that takes the bull be even supposed.
them together in the first volume of our flower-misby the horns, anr1 the game will be lively in one of
So far as history informs, the latter case was per- sal. These tangles-what a poem they write about
the supreme courts with such a test case, if, as is mitted to, or rather assumed to, serve the worst color and light ! These sea-firs-what a sermon is
supposed, W. E. Reid is but a fair exemplar of his ends. Religion gathered all to itself. It made haste preached to the dwellers in cities, to the rulers of
class. To be making a fortune by swindling is no to seize the power over all to the death, reaching to nations, by these citizens living in peace and order
more than thousR.nds of financial and political re- farthest lands. H transmitted cruel dispositions on a shred of weed in the wild Atlantic.
spectabilities are doing, but if his clients depose that thr :mgh the veins of the following generations, not
There is another theme for a meditation. The
they are satisfied with his communications, and still eliminated, as a whole, even now. Yet modern en- elements which compose them are the same : carbon,
he is not acquitted, then it will be, sure enough, a lightenment, by the growth in Liberal sentiment, has nitrogen, and water; or to put it in more scholarly
prosecution of faith by faith. Neither money nor in a large degree reversed the scale.
terms, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen.
talent are lacking on the side of the defendants, and
0 ar headline calls for an explanation of " waste." Here then we reach tbe btlrderland between minerals
the telegraph and telephone operators from both We shall make no reference to pecuniary gains or and living things. We hav seen that the opal is combanks of the mysterious Styx will muster strong.
losses, for pecuniary matters are sordid. We aim at posed of silicon, oxygen, and hydrogen. The chemIn as far as the mails are concerned, exclusion of more important ends. It is the waste of true human istry of the fiery underworld is the chemistry of
medium advertisments would not prevent Spiritists greatness in all tending to happiness, independence, silicon ; the chemistry of the newer world of organic
from establishing a postal service of their own, for and manhood that we would speak of-thus: Edu- life is the chemistry of carbon. Yet the two elements
which unbelievers would not, as at present be indis- cation stands first in the line of necessity; yet, dur- are closely allied. Though carbon forms nearly oneo ·iminately taxed.
'
ing scores of centuries religious dicta chose to sup- half of the vegetal kingdom, silicon is taken up also
The supreme court's decision could be second only press enlightenment solely because it was inimical to by many plants. The grains and grasses build it
to majority vote in determining what sort of immor- religion. This enforcement extended to personal into their hollow stems, to which it givs uprightness
tality American citizens shall enjoy. The postmaster tortures, death, and wars of extermination.
and flexibility. The pottery-trees of South America
and his illustrious friends go in for the building
Religion chose to subvert manhood to mental and take it up in such quantities that their bark, powwith the devil's kitchen in the basement, and the phyEical slavery throughout the world. It caused dered and mixed with clay, is molded into shape

music hall above without seats, angels being usually
upon the wing, for it doss not 1\ppear from. cathed·r~l
~meritan
paintings that they really hav wherewith to s1t
down.
R. B. WESTBROOK, President,
Spiritists prefer the modern improvements by
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
• •
•
•
•
Rochelle, IU. electiv affiuity, etc, considering with Sweden borg
E. B. FooTE, Ji. .• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave •• New York.
that if the wicked need hell they are perfectly competent to make it, or any number of hells, without
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER
assistance.
. .
Secularists generally seem to prefer the conbnmty
Next week will contain a full report of the doings of the
of life by races, and do not speculate in or upon souls,
American Secular Union, the Secretary's report, and as much
though they do not all believe that " at the end of
of the speeches as space permits.
their line they are at the bottom of tho ocean," nor
deny the possibility of occult sci~nce. Fair discussion over a test case ought to SUlt us all, even the
truth seekers; but if paternal government is going
to undertake the general protection of the dupes
WILL BE HELD AT
from the knaves it will hav its hands full, and no
INDUSTRIAL HALL.
time left for the fleecing of its own political dupes.
BROAD S rREE1',
Among ·the knaves, patent medicin advertisers
Between Wood and Vine Streets, PHIL!DELPHU, PA.., make fortunes more scandalously than mediums, but
they do not effect a. p~acti.,al censorship o~ .t~e preOctobE~r 25th, 26Gb, and 27th.
tensions of schols.stiC 1gnorance, as the Spmt1st meAddresses will be delivered as follows :
diums do upon orthodox priestcraft. Free competition then by all means.
M. E. L.
SATURDAY EvENING, OcTOBER 26TH,
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Jtcular IJnion.
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and baked, making durable and beautiful household J thrown off in wheeling .fiery bubbles of molten min- composition of vegetal matter; we saw it in little
vessel!'.
eralB; each cooling into an outer cmBt as our earth bubbles among our sea-tangles.
Wishing to secure a safe anchorage for his boat in has done; this crust then thrust up by the internal
Diamond is pure carbon in a crystallized state. It
stormy weather, some long-forgotten sailor invented .fires into mountain chains or headlands · these then is the ·hardest of known substances; it can be cut
a method of discovering the character of the sea- furrowed by tremendous seas and flood~ and .fiords only by its own dust. It will burn only at a very
bottom: he fastened a bit ::~f wease to the sounding- to which we of to-day know no parallel. Whali forces high temperature, in an oxygen flame, and then it
lead. Like the farmer and mmer, he thus opened a were at work in that ocean whose dominant waters vanishes, leaving no trace; it has become chokeschool. Following this hint, Lieutenant Brooke, of swathed the globe on every side!
damp, which is colorless, inodorous, and transparent.
_the United States navy, invented, a machine to be
We are taught that geologic time has four periods,
From choke-damp to diamond, through the slow
attached to the lead and used .at any depth. In 1853 each period being named from the fossil remains processes of chemical and physical interaction behe brought up mud from the bed of the North found in the rocks that form this crust. Beginning tween four ethereal ghosts out of whom and through
Atlantic, where the ocean was more than two miles with the lowest formations, these periods are called whom the whole fabric of the world is built.
deep. This mud was sent to Professor Bailey, of Azoic (sometimes Archrean), or Lifeless time, with- Whence came this virgin queen, this morning star of
West Point, the pioneer of microscopic research in out organic remains; Palreozoic or Old-life time, gema? From the .fire cf some unutterably fierce
America-whose beautiful life and early death make with remains of plants and animals foreshadowing, crucible, or from the embrace of some silent omniphis memory sacred to all who love science. Pro- but unlike, our present types; Mesozoic or Middle- otent pressure-before either of which thought stagfeasor Bailey found that this mud consists of the life time, with types more like our own; and Caino- gers?
,
skelet.ons of myriads of microscopic living animals, zoic or Modern-life, in which present types .first
No one can answer-no one knows her birthplace.
identical with the fossils that make the white chalk appear. We are further taught that each of these She is found in the beds of rivers, in waste places,
of the old world.
,
periods represents millions of year~J, and that the in unsightly bogs, though she was evidently born in
Soundings ordered by the British admiralty, when first, or Azoic period, is by far the longest. The the grand empire of the metamorphic rocks. Yet;
the laying of the telegraph cable was. undertaken, Azoic or Arcbre!l.n rocks of Canada are more than exiled as she is, her clear eyes tell us she has kept
were made solely in the interests of .finance; that thirty thousand feet thick. Below these there must her integrity. No matter how low the conditions to
rope w;B too expensiv to be lightly risked in the maw be others which make the inner side of the crust, but which aha has been reduced, whether as coal or peat
of such a monster as the Atlantic. But the scientist we know very little about them. The entire cruet of or choke-damp or marsh gas; no matter how coarse
made this his opportunity, and the result we know. the earth is, in proportion, no thicker than the shell the garb she has had to wear, no matter how humble
The bad of the North Atlantic is one of the broadest of a hen's egg.
the task she has had to do, she has yielded to no
snd most even plains in the world. We might jog
The waves of that encompassing primal ocean temptation from within or without. Et qui vicerit,
along comfortably in a coach all the way from Trinity gnawed the surface .first formed wherever they could dabo illi stellam matutinam.
bay, Newfoundland, to Valentia, in Ireland, if the reach it; they deposited sand, pebbles, and clay.
water were let off. The whole of this ocean floor is Thus the Archrean rocks were made. These .first apCHRISTIAN civilization in the twentieth century of
covered with ooze or mud, which dried is a soft peared in Scandinavia, Scotland, Bohemia, C<anada, its existence, degrades its women to labor .fit only for
grayish-white substance resembling chalk. Under making the nuclei of future continents. The rest of beasts of the .field; harnessing them with dogs to do
chemical tests it is found to be composed of carbon- tha world was still submerged, with the probable ex- the most menial labors; it drags them below even this,
ate of lime almost entirely; under the microscope H ception of a spot here and there. No terrestrial life holding their womanhood up to sale, putting both
is resolved into myriads of animals simpler instruct- wa~ possible. What life existed in that mother sea 1 church and state sanction upon their moral death ;
ure than the sea-firs. Each little creature is a mere
The rocks tell us. No plant skeletons hav been which, in some places, as in the city of Berliu, so far
atom of jelly without <le.fi.ned organs, sending out found, but their record is left in the graphite of recognizes the sale of woman's bodies for the vilest
filaments which serve as arms or legs, and which it which our common black.Jead pencils are made. It purposes as part of Christian r£;ligion, that license
retracts at wilL Yet it is able to feed, grow, and is concluded that graphite is of vegetal origin be- for this life is refused until they hav partaken of
reproduce its kind, to choose from the teeming cause it baa been formed in later times from charcoaJ, the sacrament; and demllnds of the '' 10,000 licensed
bosom of our mother ocean such pabulum as it needs, and this we know is made only from plants. It 1s women of the town" of the city of Hamburg certifito separate the carbonate of lime out of which it concluded also that these plants were seaweede, be- cates showing that they regularly attend church and
builds Hs exquisit shell after its own pattern. Theae cause no higher types are found in ·the overlying partake of the sacrament.- Gage.
shells hav one or many openings through which the rocks of the next (Pe.looozoic) period. The limestone
.filaments are thrust in search of food; scientists hav beds indicate that the primal types of both plant and
Lectures and Meetings.
therefore given to the animals the name foraminifera, animal life existed then; for nearly alllimeetones are
W.
F.
JAMIESON
held two meetings before good audiences
which we of the laity may call hole-bearers.
organic in origin. But we hav a surer witness. In
Des Moines, Ia., Sunday, October 13th. He has decided
Associated with them are the diBtoms, those beau- the Canadian rocks (called Laurentian from the river in
to make that city his headquarters for the winter. Address
tiful f3iries that puzzled us so long with the~ queer St. Lawrence) the Eve of our lovely little foraminif- him at Des Moines, Ja.
frolic motions and their flinty structure-how could era has been found, according to the general consent
ATTENTION is called to the Sunday evening meetings of the
these living jewels be plants? Yet so they are. Tbe , of the modern s·ummi magistri; _she ~as therefore Chicago Secular Union at Princess Opera House, 558 West
~tarch stored up in their fossil remains for thousands been christened Child of the Dawn, nat1v of Canada. Madison street. The Union also givs a ball each month
of years is the mountain meal which the Norwegian Ths.t is a free translation of her scientific name- which it would amuse the dancing heretics to attend. These
affairs are dignified by the names of "Secular Ball," "Free
mixes with his rye flour in time of dearth to make the Eozoon canadense.
. .
Ball" etc. Next month the Union will ~iva "Sunloaf last longer. Their marvelous coats of mail are
We hav reached the border land. But IB 1t a School
day Newspaper Ball." Liberals in or visiting ChiCago should
made of silicon, which they choose too from the border land 1 - Ah, mothers, sist~rs, of th.at. '!ondr?us not forget the meetings of the Union.
motherly water and .fit outside their bodies as no dawn, we salute you. There IS no d1v1dmg hne.
knight could .fit them. Betide what will, they are We are one..
Some New Reading.
safe in this crystal armor. And how wonderful its
And pardon us, we beg, my lords and gentlemen.
THE Freethinkers' Magazine for November will be an excarvings! Who is the wizard artificer inside? Only You yourselvs hav taught us how modern you are. traordinarily good one. A portion of the contents will be as
another atom like her comrade the hole-bearer, but The sexes are two-decidedly two-in the higher follows: "Giordano Bruno," by Robert G. Ingersoll; ''Why
an atom of starch instead of je1ly. They make im- classes, "the upper crust" of our terrestrial society was Bruno Mnrdered ?" by George Ho1voake; "The Source
Economic Law "by Prof. Thomas Da.vidson; " Only One
manse fossil deposits. One near Monterey, Cal., is to-day. We women folk-huma~ or beast. worm or of
World after all !~That Infinit," by T. B. Wakeman; "The
.fifty feet thick; another near Richmond, Va., is weed-are content. We are tr~mg to work ou~ our Bruno Celebration and the Papal Allocution," by Edward
thirty feet thick; still another in Bohemia is fourteen destiny as best we may accordmg to our envl.l'On- Montgomery, M.D.; "How to be Good though Godless," by
feet thick. This last furnishes the tripoli, or polish- menta; we ask no rights that are you:s. ~ut '!e Hugh 0. Pentecost· "Giordano Bruno," a poem, by Emma
Rood Tuttle· also 'a "fine Likeness and Life Sketch" of
ing.slate of commerce. Ehrenberg has estimated smile when you try to rob these our pr1mordral ~m John
E. Re~sburg, and much other interesting matter.
that this slate contains forty-one millions of diatoms of the indestructible right of womanhood. We smile Price, 20 cents. For sale at THE TEUTH SKEKER office.
to the cubic inch.
to hear you speak of a time when sex was born (by
WM HART the author of the "Candle from Under the
The ·hole-bearers, though often microscopic, are which you mean to say when a male sex wa.s .born). Bushei,n
ask~ in the Demo~·at, of Kirksville, these ~ert.inet;It
not so minute. They can easily be got from the and to hear you class as neuters all t_he rmlhons of questions of a local preacher who asserte~ that Pilate .dtd
ehakings of sponges or from sands alo~g the sea- living cre~tures antecedent to that t1me, ~reature,s wrong and lost his soul when he gave ~hnst to t?e so.ldters
shore in warm climates. Plancus found s1x thousand whose una1ded motherhood peopled tbewor1d. You to be crucified: 1. Was not the commf( of Chnst, his betrayal and crucifixion, of God's fore9rdamed plan for ~her~
specimens in an ounce of sand taken from the explain the potential energy of coal and c?rn, of the demption
of man? 2. Woul~ almig~ty pow;er and mp.mt
Adriatic. D'Orbigny estimated that an ounce of voltaic battery. :What about ~he potentu~l woman- wisdom inaugurate a ~lan wh1ch req?tred evil proc~edmgs
sand from the Caribbean sea contained between three hood of the workmg bee who IS called a neuter, yet to accomplish? 3. If It was :vrong m Juda~ and Ptla~e to
and four millions. Other microscopiQal genera are who invariably puts forth the prac~ical ?nergy of a consummate the plan was It not wrong m God to mauthe plan? 4. B.v condemning Judas and Pilate in t~e
found in immense numbers in the sandstone of Bar- queen and a mother when state. exigenCies de~and gurate
matter, do you not condemn the most effectual par~ of Gods
badoes. The stone of which Paris is built consists her higher service. But we forgtv you. You budded plan for the redemption of man? 5. Judas and. Pll~te havof myriads of these tiny things. The beautiful n~m- better t~an you knew wh~n yo~ gave the holy na~e ing consummated "the great scheme of salvation, should
mulites or flattened fossils of the early tert1ary of matr1x to the couch m wh1ch even a crystal IB they not be considered as benefactors to the human race ?
period, 'are foraminifera (minute animals of the pro- formed. What is this. carbon, throu~h "!hose agency "Men and brethren, this scripture must needs h!lv been
which the Holy Ghost by the mouth of David spake
tozoan period) of much larger growth. They get the complicated ~acbmery. of orge.m~ ~1fe has been fulfilled
before doncernin~~: Judas, which was guide to them that took
their name frcm their resemblance to a coin, and are developed? It 1s found. m three ?1shnct forms- Jesus" (Acts i, 16).
about the size of an English shilling. Herodotus amorphous carbon, graph1te, ~nd ~1a~ond. Amor------~~.-------To Methuselah!
noticed them in the stone of which the Egyptian phous carbon is non-crystalline; 1t mcludes peat,
pyramids are built. This stone stretches from charcoal, coal, coke, gas-carbon, lamp- black, bon?0 Great Methuselah! so great in years,
France to China; it is largely developed in the Alps, black, ivory-bla<;_k, and soot. All these are allotropiC
In number near a thousand, round and stout l
0 tell if all those centuries, in tiers,
-capable of bemg chal!ged so as to hav new propand attains a thickness of several thousand feet.
Were purely lengthened sweetne~s long drawn out?
The sponges are amongst those primitiv types. erties without the sh~htest. change of element:
Great feeder at the festiv b9ard of time,
They, too, choose silex for building; and what build- Charcoal becomes graph1te; du>mond ~ecom~s coke,
Unconscionable gormandizer, glutton,
era they are what models for om architects and mineral becomes gas-carbon. All umte w1th the
Consuming centuries as one do~s mutton 1
About what age were you when m Y?ur p_rime?
health office;s are those imperishable glass cities same invariable quantity of oxyg:en, and form OM
How old when buying thy last weddi;ng _rm~?
with their wonderful houses, their more wonderful identical compound,~ gas from whtch the carbon cap.
When had the sere and yellow lea~ Its ml!m~?
waterways, the busy, harmonious industry of all again be reclaiiD;ed m th~ form of charcoal. . It .18
Ah! when had second childhood Its begm_mng,
their citizens for the common good! What structure this gas-carbon1? a~hydr1de,_known as carbomc a01d
And thou sans eyes, sans teeth, sans everythmg?
Didst mope old man, a broken reed for years,
ever built by mnn will compare with Venus' a flower- -which is the bmldmg mater1al ?ho~en by ~he pl~ts
beers?"
basket of the Philippine seas, a goblet woven of and animals we hav been c~ns1dermg; wtth wh1ch
Or ' with th~ boys ' straight through, "set up the
Sr SWKUM.
glass threads spun from the body of the weaver; for they hav helped to make the hm~s~one, marble, magnesia, a~d cha_lk of the worl~; giVIng to these rocks
Dn. E. B. FooTx, JR., the genial president of the Manb!lthere the flesh even is furnishe~ with flint.
Natura non facit saltus, sa1d the great Swede, the half their we1ght, an~ addmg one-~e':enth to the tan Liberal Club, is pleased with Rem~burg's work on ..Lr~
poet-prophet of science. We cannot attempt to de- thickness of the earths crust. Yet 1t lB the deadly coln now appearing in THE TRUTH SEEKER. He .says_: His
~ipher the calendar of these measureless reons. which choke-damp of the miner, which results from the work on Lincoln p_romi.ses to be of permanent historic value
transpired during the embryogeny of our visible uni- combustion of .fire-damp or m_arsh gas, another car- as well as of transient mtere~t, 1t i3 in his ~sual systematic
verse; the sht~oping of chaos into onr sun; its planet~(! bonic compound. Marsh gal:! ~Ll t9~n:!e\l from th~ <JE!- - ~trle. lt s~~ts ~~~·~
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DfCesl'arily occupies. but a li~ited portion of the the claims usually set up by it~ sdmilfrs ~re tenable,
un1vene at a given time; who IS supposed to hav a whether the statements made ID the anonymous comwbue throne a httle way above the clouds, sur· pilation are worthy ( f or~dencf\ or wbethtr they oomroundt-d by courtiers and worshipers; who looks port with' human e~per~enoe, I pr?pose merely to
The llible in t;ommon ~thools.
with partiali.ty upon 1.10me of his children, grant· make a cursory fxanunatlon ?f the fitn.ess of the volAmorg the many questi?ns which bav agitated mg t1em all sorts of favors and emoluments, while ume as a school-book. It will_be admitted by ev~ry
the pecplc cf Ibis couiJtry, 1!>: Shall the Je~Ish liLd hat.iLg and dePpising the far larger share of his candid person th~t the e~ucat1on of the young JB a
Christisn scriptures be rtltained as a readmg and df pring, cur£ling tLt-m with disea~>e, pestilence, and matter of the highest Importance, and that . such
lnmlD; who :fights the wars and battles of his favor- means should be·employe~ and such books furmsbed
class beck in our common schools?
A large pHcentag~ oi the p~ople of Americ~, from It~ al.ld sends destruction massacres bloodshed and as are best calculated to 1mpart correct sud usdul
'
'
. the le~st pos~Ible
.
various points d VIew, COilHiltJrg of Cathohcs, Is- d~ath
upon tho~e \\hom ' be does not
regard 'with information With
amo_unt, ~ f er~or.
raelites Quskfrs, Ratioralists, tkfptics, unbelievers, favor. Jt is quite right, I Ray, for every person to We know ~ell that .the 1mp~ese10~s receiver m ch~ld
Spiritu~h~tl?, Materislit;ts, '!heists, Pantheists, Athe- believe in tLie kind of a God who thinks he has hood remain :fixed m the mwd ttll tbe close of hfe.
ists, advanced thinkers, moderate doubt£-rs, anti- ~cod reason to do so, and t_~ believe him :fickle, We know by bitter experience bow d;:fficult it is to
theologians, lovns of ecie~ce, devotees of mental changeab:e, revengeful, passionate, merciless, and eradicate from our minds the effects of early educal1berty, orp('sers of sectarum dogmas and crefd~>, muel, if they really hav grounds to think be is that tion and bow lessons that we learned when young
and mauy v.ho are regarded as were or le!!s bt>tero- ~ort of a bting ; and the believer should be allowed remain engraved on t~e memory ":hen thousands ~f
dox are not in fa>or of the B ble b~:ing placed in our to bow down to his Gcd and worship and adore him incidents through. which we pass m later years fltt
com'mon Echools; while another large portion of thf' to his heart's content; and his perfect right to do so from our recollectiOn and are utterly !orgotten. How
public, comistirg mainly of members of the ortho- t?hould not be ir:tt-rfered with by those who dissent importan~, then, that the lessons Imparted t.o t~e
dox Protestant churches of the country, are not only !rom him. But there are hundreds of thousands in young mmds should be free from that which IB
in favor of the Bible being med as a school- book b) our hmd who· do not btlieve in such a God who do mythical, that which is fabulous, that which is sectheir own children, but also insist that the children not beheve that a person who has eyes, ear~, a nose, tarian, everything_ which i~ ti~cture.d with !luperRticf the unbelieving membHs of the community shall a mouth, hands, legs, and feet; who indulges in tion, and everytbmg that IB misleadm~ and harmful.
be OC'mpelled to acquiesce in its use whether they queer whims and conceits; who knowingly sets a The mind of cbildh?od i.s a olean, unwntten pag~, an_d
choose to or not.
trap for his ignorant and unsophisticated children nothing should be mscr.Jbed there save th~t wbteh 1s
The Christian public take this position mainly be· to fall into and then for doing so empowers true and useful ; nothmg should be wr1tten there
cause they believe the Jewish scriptures are the word a big, furio~s d£>vil to torment t.bem t~ tlie latest that in after years must he eradicated at an expense
of the creator of heaven and earth, either written b~ moments of eternity, is the supreme power of the of toil and sorrow.
himself, or by certain anon:ymous wriiers in anoieni univHse. I repeat, it is right for as many to believe
Much bas_:yet to be lf•arn~d of t~e true sy~tem of
times delegated to place th£m upon parchment, and m this kind of a God as are able to convince them- early education; much that IS mythical and mistaken,
that in either case they are equally his word and wilL selvs that be exists· but in the name of all justice much that is uncertain and untrue, touching the
This Christian portion of the community seem to and fquiiy, I denoun'ce it ~sa gross E>pecies of oppres- dogmas of theology has to be replaced w~th the wellbe under the impression that it is a bent :fit or an sion and tyranny that you and I shall be compelled attested truths of nature as they are vHJ:fi<:d by the
honor to their God to bep his book, or his "great to worship such a deity; that we shall be forced to investigations of s~ience an? absol~te de.mon.stra~io~.
letter to mankind," prominently before the rising pay bixes upon his property to support his numerous T~e universe, or that por~Ion of 1t w~1ob IB Within
generation. They are not ccntent, as I said, that tbt- pnests and chaplains, ar:d that contrary to our the reach of o~~ own co~n1zanoe, _con tams enoug~ of
Bible 8hall be used by their own children, 1:-ut insist "'i~bes he ~hall be placed in our national Constitu- tpe g~and realities
existence w_It_bout there . bemg
that the children of all other olas~es, whether thPJ t.ic n, by which process we !'hall be forced to pay the shgbt~st. necestnty for ~he rlBl_ng generat~on to
tacitly admit its divinity, or doubt it in toto, allegiance to his court, to acknowledge his priests spend t~etr ti!De and energies delvmg, s!umblmg, or
fbsll also be ccmpellfd to use it, and read it, and admirers as our superiors and entitled to per- flou_ndermg . I~ the dark an~ unoe~tam realm of
and study it, and by the system of public taxation, qiJisits and emolumt-nts at our expense; that they anOit!n~ mystiCism and theological OOI•J~'C!ur.... When
shall be m11de to pay for the enforcfd privileged 8hall be preferred to ourselvs in :filling places of there IB so much tmtb to be learned It IB utterly
doing so. Million!< of copies of the B1ble hav been honer ar:d prc.:fit, and that unless we bow our beads useless to etore the infantil minds with pernicious
used as a propagandizing agPnt fer makir.g proFelytes a1>d worsh1p thE-ir God, we shall be considered aa errors. Let us consider some of the rc:>asons why
to the Cbristian rehgion, and it is supposfd to weavf c utlaws li-nd alien~.>, having no rights which they are the Bible is un:fitte_d for. a school· book.
.
an influence arour:·d the tender minds of the youvg bcund to resp~ct. I raise my voice in earne~t pro1. Its language IB antique, and many o~ Its forms
that can with d fficultv be rfmcved in after ve!.'rs. test against the irjustice of compelling me to pay of expression are obscure and obsole~e. It ~s therefore
For this reason the Bible worshipers are to p;rsist- allc:>giarce to & kind of deit.y I cannot believe in, and ill adapted to the present style of Impartmg knowl·
ent that the volume shall be retained in our public of. tabooing and proscribing me if I cannot con- edge. .
. .
.
schools. Had they been educated in the belid that ~>< 1 ntku•dy do so.
2. It 1s too composit m character, bemg a comthe InstitutE's of Mt'nu, the sncimt Hindoo Vedas,
It :s the r1ght and privilege of people who want . pound of domestic narrativ, genfalogy, romance,
the teachings of Z ro!lster, the maxims of Confu chaplains aLd p1iests to talk to them and tell them poetry, and accounts of wars and bloodshed.
cius, the sublime bf.'~!itudes of Buddha, or the latH abr ut the gnat fact of total depravity-that man
3. It abounds in bard and unpronoun~eable na~es
writings of Mcbammed were the word of Gcd, they was made pure alld pelfeot in the beginning, but of persons and places, dJ:ffioult of readmg, puzzlmg
would doubtlees hav had the same amount of lfVer- !lat within the :first twenty four hours or •hereabouts, to the mind, and not of the slightest value as infer·
ence for them, and would hav insisted, with £qual by a httle Jr.ck cf foresiebt and good management mation.
earnestness, that they should be lll'ed in our schoo!El. 1 n the :pllrt of the creator and considerable shrewd4 It abounds in obscenity and vulgarity, and acts
IndeEd, to many minds it is difficult to unden,tard Df'SB aLd tact r·n the part cf the devil, the grand of incest,, rape, adultery, and amorousLess wholly
why the rising f!eneraiion of the present day t:bould schur:e d peopling this earth with a race of upright, unfit to feed to juvenil minds.
be compelled to use the sacred writ·ngs cf the Jewi~h faultlesl', happy ptoople, and of its being a perfect
5. It abounds in tales of horror, slaughter, massenation any more than tbe sacred writ_inge of en~ paradis£>, wa8, in the lru::gua~e of printers, completely crP, bloodshed, carnage, and death which 'lie a very
other ancient nations v.ho hav held that they :receivfd •· kmcked into pi," the devil winning the first trick pernicious species of pabulum to the youthful inthrough their prcphftt: and in~.<pirfd prie~;ts, law"' and in the grend gBme, and being able to hold the best tellect.
inl:ltructions direct frcm heaven. While they all con- r'aJ ds evtr since-it is, I say, the right and privilege
6. It represents the supreme power of the universe
tain some sublime sentiments, and grand spfcimenl' ( f people who want this kind of talk, to bav it.
in a most unfavorable light, making him changeable,
of antique poetry, they also all contain cHtain fU
Instruction upon the oone.ist~ncy of one being three paso~>ionate, revengeful, and cruel.
perstiticns, mythical lfgends, etc., t.hat can be of and tbne being ore; of a son being as old as his
7. It teaches theories of cosmogony, espeoia1ly
little or no benefit to the young minds of the present fntl er, and, in fact, being his own father, and all relating to the age of this planet, diametrically opage.
t.bat sort of thing with which those who frequently posed to the clearest revelations of science and obThat class of the American r.ublio who aremopt Jis' • n to the teachings of this privileged class are servation. It inculcates on the young mind much
zealous and persistent that the Bible shall be med in ~ufficiently femiliar-all the many beauties and that has to be unlearned and discarded in succeeding
our common l.'cbools, are thfl same who are in favor consistt'DOifs which they hand out to the people- years.
of placing tbe Jewieh Gcd, Jehovah, in our national I do not obj~ct, I say, to those who want this kind
8. It sets up falsehood for the truth, in a thousand
Constitution; who dfmand that Sur· day shall bP kfpt d inRhuction having all they can make a good use ways which are not specified in these briff counts.
as a holy day by the people of all shade!' of belief or cf, ncr do I object to their paying for it evPry cent It givs as facts statements which children themselvs
unbelief; that a union of church and state shall bf' 1t is wm th; but I do ot jeot to being made to pay for know to be UL true.
maintained; that churchf'B and rburcb property shall it myself. I l1av no UEe for that kind of dootrin, and
9. It recognizPs witchcraft, a vagary which belongs
not be Eul:j~ct to taxation; tl;at chsplains ftall be It is vPry much against my inclinations to help kot only to barbari~>m and has been the cause of great
maintained at pubiic expeDFe in our armies and the bills incurred in the propagandism of 8UOb viE>ws. cruelty and outrage upon men, women, and children.
navies, in our prif<ons and in our ballR of Jel'islation. They possel:'s no value to me, and I very much ol.ject
10. It is a supporter of kingcraft and tyranny, upand that all grades of unbelifVers in the p0pular sys- to being forced to pay for them. Lt-t those who boldmg the rule of one man over the many, and is
tEm of religion 8ball be corr pt>llfd. nolens 1•ohns, t0 w11nt gorgeous churchs be willing to pay for them; com:equently opposed to a republican or democratic
help pay its expenses and keep the machine1y in et thoFe who want splendid carriages pay for them; form of government, which we believe to be the
good running order.
let these who wish liveried servants to wait upon them most equitable systfm that bas yet be9n devised.
A spirit of defp irjustire rules in all this. It it> be willirg to foot the bills themselvs; let those who
11. It is an advocate of priestcraft, upholding a
perfectly right for t ho~<e who believe in a cHtain su- want diamonds and precious stones to decorate their species of rule that has fettered the mind of man,
ttm of religion to hav the privilege of er j r.yir g ·it. per~;ons be willing to pay their cost; let those who made him an abject slave, and proved itself a. curse
and having er jnyed it, it is only ju~'<t that thPy !'hould covet gewgaws and worthless ornamentations not to the human race.
pay for the pleasure PO enjoyfd. It is not jmt thet olject to meeting the expense which is entailed upon
12. It nquires a belief in supernaturalism, an
those w~o do not bPlieve in it ~.<ra!J be compelled to tht-m; let those who want priests and chaplains be abPurdity that has proved more mischievous to bupay for 1t. Equal tsxation is t1ne of the fairPst prin- ~illing to p11y for thfm. Let them not ask us to manity than any other one, in support of which not
ciples t~at. was.ever incorporatfd into a gover{)mPnt; pay for them who bav no use for them, and who a particle of real proof can be adduced.
but t_o distmgmp.b the property of a country, aPSPFE'iTlfl need not their services.
13. It casts a slur upon human industry. Accordheavily farms, bouFes, manufactories, merchandiFe.
The same with the Bible as a book to be used in ing to its four:dation story, labor was imposed upon
etc., and lett.ing another class of property, which jp the eduration of the young. Those who prdt-r it man as a punishment, and the idea is presented that
plentiful throughout the land, ent1rely FscapP, i~ 11hould be allowed to nee it without molestation or if a man had never done wrong, be would never bav
palpab~y ~nfqual .and urjust. Is there any jneticP biiJdrance, but in equal fairne.,s they shou'd not bad to toil nor to bring the sweat from his brow, but,
or eqmty 1D unbehevers being compelled t.o pay kr insist tbPt our children shall also be compelled to like the birds of the air and the lilies of the :field, be
the privileges which belit?Vers erjoy, and hPing madf me the same hock; that we shall be forced to pay would never nel'd to take t bought as to what be
to help keep UJ:l their ruvning expemes T Wben for their childrf'n using it, or that it Fhall enter into should eat, drink, or wfar. Wben it is considered
churo.h property IS al!ow~d to 'pay nc;> taxes to help ibe list of reading-books or ola.,s books in our com- bow much industry has done toward educating, oivsuatam the government, It amounts JUst to that and mon schools, to help mold the early opinions of the ilizing, and elevating the human race, the mischief
nothing else.
rising gem·ration. "Let justice ever be done."
that bas been caused by stigmatizing labor can easily
It is perfEctly allowable for every man and wcman
Without arguing much the question whet.ber be imagined. Labor has emphatically been man's
to believe in a personal, anthropomorphic God, who the Bible is a divinely inspired volume, and whether savior.

~tliforial.
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14 Its self-contradictions are so numerous and
fl tljlrant as to gr~atly detract from its value as an
authority in educ·ating the juvf'nil mind.
15. lt.s writers WPre too unlearned and too unsci·
entHie to constitute them good teachers for others.
It was writt6n long ago, when little progress bad
been made in the nat ural science!!, and when the
knowltod~e of nature and art was far Jess than at the
present time. The world has traveled far away
from it.
16. Its literary ability is not so great, when taken
in connection with its want of scic•n•ific knowledge
as to giv it spf'cial merit a a a text- book.
'
17. The tenor of the JessonR in it are not of a practical character, especially for the present age of the
world. If it wa!l of value to the nation of the Jews
three thousand years ago, it has ceased now to posse~s much practical importance to mankind.
18 The Bible teRCht's that the earth bas been peopled less than six thousand years, while geology and
other sciences unmistakably prove that man bas ex·
isted on the globe more .than one hundred thousand
years.
19. The Bible says nothing about the upheavals or
internal commotions which are plainly seen to hav
occurrf'd on the globe in the past.
20. It says nothing about the great glacial period
which num£:rous proofs clearly show exi'lted for a
long time on the earth.
21. The Bible teaches that the consequences of
wrong doing can be obviated and set aside by repentance, and wearing sackcloth a11d ashes, as well as by
offering sacrifices-placing the face in the dust, and
all that sort of thing-while nature's truth and rea
son clearly show that there can be no forgivness for
a wrong act once committed. A sin once done can
not. be undone by penance, prayer, or confession.
22. The Bible has caused untold wretchedness in
the minds of men b:v pictures of the torments of hell
and eternal misery for fallible unfort.unate man, who
falls naturally into the state of suffering so elaborately pr1-pared for him. It is not. pleasant reading ;
not. a cheerful study for children to pt.rsue.
23. The Bible has done much toward the degradation of woman, and in subji>cting her to the l'Ule and
dominion of the opposit SfX. In this regard it testifies to the barbarous age in which it was written, and is not in keeping with the more pro.
gressiv sentiments touching woman's ~'quality with
man which rule at the present time. In according
to woman her true position in the journey of life, the
sentiment of the prPsent hour stands far in advance
of the ethicR of the B1blf'.
24. The Btble recognizes human slavery, one of
the greatest curses that the world baR f'ver knowna svstem of outrage, oppression, and wrong.
25. The Btble recognizes pol;y~amy, one of the
twin relics of barbarism. Some of the highest. dignitaries of the book, and many of the greatest f&vorits which the volume names, were men who indulged
in a plurality of wives, some of them going to an ex·
travagant f'xcess in this dirf>Ction. Instance, Solomon with his seven hundred wives and three hundred
concu binf' s.
26. The Bible sanctions the taking of human life.
The approval which is found there for murder, wars,
and blood~hed is quite suffieient to make it an uLfit
monitor to inexpenenced and il;mocent minds.
27. The B.ble f'Xhibits great. partiality toward dif
ferent portions of the family of man. It favors the
Jewish nation, and showers favors and blessings
upon them, while curses and imprecations are poured
upon the heads of g~>ntiles. P~~olpable inequality.
28. It is a warm advocate of the barbarous custom
of slaying innocent animals and offt1ring them up as
a propitiation, and as a sweet-smelling savor in his
nostrill•, to the dt-ity who rules on high. Human
sacrifices were also sometimes approved. The whole
thing is necessarily abhorrent to the tender, sympa·
thPt-ic instincts of a child.
29. The tfachings of the Bible are calculated to
stifle and destroy providence, foresight, and enterprise. If some of its tPachings were carried out.
mankind would be little bett~r than a race of pitiable
mendicants.
30 Tbe Bible upholds and teaches the principles
of punishing the iuno<·ent for the acts of the guilty,
and of the undesenit1g b~>ing made eternally happy
because of the good deeds of a single individual.
This is opposed to every elemeut of just,ice, and
should never be impre~sed upon the brains of artless
and simple minded and justice-loving children.
I hav t.hus shown many reasons why the Bible is
not fitted for a school-book for the use of children,
but the category might still be largely increased.
There are numerous other reasons why it should not
be admitted into our schoolP, and more especially
why all children should not be rfq11ired to read it,
and why the parents of all should not be compelled
to pay for the f'Xpense. Many of the points of objection that hav been merit.ioned might be enlarged
upon, and the strength of the objection could be
made still more apparent.
Think for a moment of the erroneous ideas that
are taught in tbe Bible, whioh the investigations and

ob~erva~ions of Pcie11titi.c men bav proved to l:e
wrong m toto. The cor<mogony of the Bible, as I
satd,_ lS utte~ly at fault. Tbe age of this planet, accordwg ~o 1ts teachings, is less than six thousand
years, whlle the clearest proofs are found that it must
nav existed for millions of years. It speaks of the
division of light from darkness as though they were
formHly blended together-truly an unscientific ab:
surdl~Y· It teaches. about the eXiRtence of days,
mormngs, and eventngs before the sun, moon, or
stars wtore brought into exiRtence · how all kinds of
vegetation, including herbs, plant:, grasses, shrubs,
and trees, grew and came to perfection, bearing flowers, fruits, and seeds, before there was a sun to send
forth 11 ray of light, or a drop of rain had ever fallen
upon the earth. But it is now well known that this
could not bav possibly b"en the case. The sun is as
old as the earth and probably was the parent of ali
the planets that form the solar system, and the indentations ~aused by drops of falling rain are found
Imprinted 1n the old red sandstone made when in a
plastic state, and must hav occur;ed hundreds of
thousands, and probably miliions, of years ago. It
shows the bight of ignorance to talk about trees and
vegetables growing, and producing fruits and seeds
without the influence of the sun, and without th~
moistening and rf-j llVFnating properties of rain and
dew. Equally absurd is the legend about the division of the waters and the making of the firmament,
whose office was claimed to be to divide the waters
above it from those below it, and to keep them sep.
arated. What a crude, clumsy appreciation the
writer of that tradition had of the true state of the
case! The "firmament ' 1 is nothing but spaclil, and
would be totally incapable of sustaining a body of
water in the upper atmosphere even were such a
body there to be enstained. The merest tyro in
physical science can easily comprehend tbA fallacy of
the Bible story.
D. M. BENNETT.
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)

Not a Ghouli!!h Lie.
I quoted from Rayner's "Life of Jefferson," publh,bed in 1832 the last words of the dying statesman.
On July 3, 1826, J,ff,rson expressed a f.:;rvPnt de..
sire to liv till the next day that he might "breathe
the air of the fiftieth anniver11ary, when he would
joyfully .sing, Nunc .Dimittas .Domine.''
When the morning of that day came be appeared to be
thoroughly impressed, as if preternaturally, that he should
not liv through it, and only expressed a <lesire that he might
st~r~Ive nnti_l mijrlay. He seemed perfectly at rase, being
willing to dte. When the doctor entPred his room he said :
'' Wt-11, doctor, you see I am here yet." . . . On a mem.
ber of his family observing that he was better, and that the
doctor thought so, he listt-DPd with evident impat.ience snd
said, "Do not im"g;n that I feel the smallest soliciturle as to
the result." Be thea calmly gave dir.-ctions for his funeral
t>Xpressly forbirldiop: all pomp and parade, when, being an:
swered by a hope that it would be lOD!!; ere the occasion
would nquire their observance. he asked with a smile, "D,,
yon think I fear to rlie ?'' A few moments afttr, he cal fed
his family and friends around his b1-dside and utter• d distinctly the following sentence: "I bav done for my country,
and for all mankind, all that I could do, and I now resign
my soul without fear to my God, my daughter to my coun.
try." These were the last words be articulated-his last
solrmn drclaratinn to the world-h1s flying will aorl testament, bPqneathi· g his most precious gtf-s to his Gnd and to
his country. All that was beard fwm him aft.erwards, was
a hurried repetition. in indiFtinct and scarcely aurltble aecentP, of his favoritPj~culat.ion, Nunc l.JimiUas Domine. Be
sunlt away imperceptibly, and breatberl his last, without a
struggle or a murmur, at ten minutes before one o'clock on
the !!teat jnbil<>e of American liberty-the day a11d hour, too,
on which the Declaration of Independence received its fiosl
reading, and the day and hour on which he praytd to heaven
that he might he permitted to depart.
Aud now a gentleman from Florida att.~>mpts to
discredit the fact of these last words of J• ff rson because he bas found another account of the last words
and circumstances of his death, to wit:
J~fferson knew btl was dying, and he wanted to die on the
Fourth of July. As time wore on toward morniPg. he said
to Mr. Trist: "Tbi~ is the Fourth?" Mr. Triat DPdrled.
"Ah I" murmured J dferson, with an expression of sati8faction. Then he sallk in~o unconeciou,ness.
This incident occurrf!d 1'\&rly in the morning, but
before noon J~<fferson revived and spoke again. He
believed in a God and could thFrefnre «~onsistently
uttE-r the words, Nunc .Dimittas .Domine. What.
foundation, therefor~>, is there for tte accusation by
the gentleman from F.orida that J,ff.,.rson's biogra
pbl!r has told a u ghoulish Jie" about tbP nying
DAiBt!
EuRR.

Was George Wasbinsrton or Abraham Lincoln
a Cbrlstian1
For along time I hav rFgarded Mr. John E. Remsburg as heine- one of our most able and indefattgable
champions of. Rationali11m-not of Freethought., for
we all are but poor, frail creatures of cir<lumRtances,
environments, knowing that which we do know by
and through circumstances, compulsion. Bv and
through compulsion we believe all that we believP
and do all that we do. The organs of the brain in
the cranium are developed by, through, and under
circumstances over which we hav no control, and
extending back to our remotest ancestry. The cauee11
are now established that must inevitably work out
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all the causes and 6ft'ects that ever can occur. WhatHer is to be will. by and tbJoJgh cause and £-ffect, be.
Now, how was it with Washington and Lincoln 1
We hav two evidences that Washington was s Christian; one of which was that he bad a hundr10d and
twenty five black Christian spots upon hie character,
in the form of so many mulatto and neJirO slavel!l.
The Constitution of the United States, by the word
"j,tstice" in the preamble, and the word" people"
m the fourth Amendment, of that great, though
often outraged, document., from the very foundation
of this republic prohibited slavery. In violation
thereof, Washington held and bought and sold slaves,
and he had no other. authority or law by which to be
guidt-d iu regard thereto t,ban that of the Christian's
·• holy Btble" (Ex. xxi, 6, 21; Deut. xxv, 44-46). He
also made whisky and grew tobacco, and sold them.
He neglectPrl to draw his salary when he was president of the Unit.Pd States, but gave it to the ricb, the
government. Ail governments are the rich, while
the people are the poor. Had Washington been a
thorough and veritable Rationalist, be would hav
drawn that salary and distributed it among the poor
people. But we hav overwhelming evidenoe that
Washington was not a Christian. By Christianity
(Rom. xiii, 1, 2; 1 Pet. ii, 13) Washington was commanded to submit to George III. of England under
the penalty of damnation. He knew this, and heeded
it not. Therefore he could not hav been a Christian.
Since be ''could not tell a lie," he could- not hav been
one of the ·average Christians that are now as common as pig-tracks around a country barnyard, and of
whom we read in 1 John ii, 4.
As for Lincoln, be was a kind of dish-rag. He was
friend to his enemies, and enemy to his friends, in
conformity wit.b Christianity (Matt. xix, 29; v, 44,
and Luke xiv, 26). He pardoned, patted, and pampered the rebeluous "enemies" of our government,
of our people, and of decency, while they were yet in
the act of murdering our best citizen!! by thousands.
For a person t.o believe that section 3 of article iii
of our federal Constitution should be held to imply
that the Mnfi~catPd property of a rebel convicted of
treason, 11hould, after the death of that rebel, re-vert
to his heirs, is the manifestation of a distorted condition of intPllect that is very little above the point
d idiocy. Nevertheless, that was the way in which
Mr. Lincoln twisted our Constitution about.
When we read Judge Und£rwood's logical and
lucid remarks upon that subject, when rendering a
d6cision touching that matter in the United States
district court down in Virginia, and compare them
with those of Mr. Lincoln, upon the same subject, in
one of his me-sages to Con~resfl, Mr. Lincoln withers
to the condition of a distorted-minded shyster. His
logic was like unto that of a Talmage, or a Roman
Catholic priest.
Just at the close of the slavemot~gers' rebellion, I
chaDCPd to pass hy the gat"' of a United States milItary priROD at Wheeling, W. V 11., and when I saw·
our boys in hlue serving terms of three and four.
years of confinement there for having committed
some slight breach of military disciplin while fightiDg rebels, while, at the same time, those rebels were
f!nj.Jying liberty, outraging freedom and the loyal
people ttll over tbe Southern states, I thought, surely
G. N.
Abe Lincoln must, be a Christian !
FEMALE voices are never heard in the Russian
churcnes; their place is supplied by boys; women do
not yet stand high enough in the estimation of the
churches . . . to be permitted to sing the praises
of God in the presence of men.-Kohl.
'fhe Men of God.
At Chicago, J osrph Mopant, a Roman Catholic priest,
bas elopfd with the wife of Mr. M. C. McDonalrl. The husband eays: "He was her cnnfe~•or. and my little boy used
to go to the~chool attacherl to the church. Jnst think of it!
The rr•an ....-bo ate my food and hle~s~rl my table. to com~
into my own home and stPal th~ affections of my wife!
Why, he user! to h~<v my little hovs get down on their knees
bef.tre him till he'd hle~s them and pat them on their heads.
He w11s a rlirtv, greasy. glu•tonou~ Frenchman. Poor woman,
I fe~l Aorry fnr .. h<>r I suppose ~he was weak and he took
advantage of her io the confesRional.
"It. waR two VPBrR ago last, Jnlv that she first met. him.
Fe waR thPn a cnrate at this little church of Notre Dame. I
don't know bow she berame acqttainterl with him, but I presume it was at the confessional. One evening she came
home a•·rl told me that. there was a poor priest down at the
Notre Dame church, and shp aFkPrl me for permission to
bring him up to the bouRe and giv him something to eat.
"I tolrl her ye•, why certainly to hrin!!." him np and feed
him. His shoeR were out at the toes. and he did not even
hav a bandkPrchief to his name. That visit be blessed my
foorl anrl a•kPd Gorl to wRtch over me and my family. After
that h" viRited the houRe g11ite freqnently.
" He used to go t.o t.he Grand Pacific hotel, the Palmer and
Rherman HonBP, aorl regi~ter as F<J.ther Moysant, and then my
wife wonld call on him in the '!arb of a nun, and, of course,
tlole hotel people thoup:ht nothing of it.
'' But that isn't the worRt.. 'rhis treacherous scoundrel
has been trying to get my wife to poison me. He circula.terl
the st.ory aroun«l the pariRh that I had heart disease, and
t.hat there would be a funeral at Poppv Mac's house one of
these ilays. HP UPe•l to always call me Poppv M11c and my
wife Mammv Mac. YouRee, he tried to induce her top i!lOn me, and I would hav taken anvthing fr m her hands at
the darkeRt hour of night. But her h~>art failed her; sae
couldn't do that. I'd !Ziv all the money I've got in the world
to just lay eyes on him for one second."
~
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The Plight of the Church.
The Sun of this city doesn't seem to hav very consistent notions regarding the progress or decline of
Christianity. A few days ago, as we noted last week,
it thought that the lamentation of a preacher at the
Episcopal convention over the falling off from the
church was the result of a pessimistic or dyspeptic
disposition, while it now holds that the similar views
of another preacher hav an exceedingly substantial
foundation. " One of the most striking addresses
before the general convention of the Episcopalians,"
it says, " was delivered by Bishop Johnson, the missionary bishop of western Texas. It was a call upon
the church to consolidate its ranks and rekindle its
enthusiasm to resist the advances of the skepticism
of the period. ' The very citadel of our Christianity,'
declared the earnest bishop, ' is being assailed by a
scientific apparatus of destruction never equaled
since Christianity was fi!.·st preached to the world;
and this apparatus ie in the hands of the most subtle
.reasoners that the human race has ever produced.'
The assault, too, is coming not merely from without.
' There are many things to indicate,' he proceeded,
' that there is a sapping going on from the inside that
is almost as dangerous.' " This situation the Sun
regards as correctly described, and adds that the
bishop from Texas has not exaggerated its dangers.
The writer then goes on to consider the necessity
for the bishop's Wl\rning. These words he thinks
may well come from a sincere believer in 'the doctrine'
which he preaches, for it is true that never before, in
the whole history of Christianity, were the very foundations of religious faith so powerfully assailed as
now. The attack is not on any particular religious
system, ?~ristian or pagan, but against all supernatural rehg1on whatsoever. It is not conducted in
enmity to any, but simply and coolly in the interests
of scientific truth. It therefore· differs radically
from the bitter Infidelity of the past. It analyzes,
testa, and examine the bases of religious faith as dis·
passionately as the chemist or the physicist conducts
his invea.tigationa. Its purpose is not to destroy,
but to du!cover. It conducts no violent controversy
~ith. t?eology, but simply presents the results of its
mqum.es.. It does not deny, but merely says that
th
t fi
e amen 1 C grounds for belief are lacking. It does
not doubt, but only declares that it does not know
and that the theological premises are irreconcilabl~
with reason, with fact, and with common sense.
A foe like that, the writer considers a very danger•t
.fi
0 us tenemy,
It d f or 1 sacr1 ces nothing to mere sentim~n ·
oes not even get on any common ground
With theology, ao that a battle between the two may
take place. Theology may make war on it but it refuses to join the issue. Theology must c~me to its
ground and meat its argumeds of fact and reason
•th like arguments if there is to be a contest. That

control and direction of human affairs, which Agnosticism does not reject. It treats them as mere assumptions, poetical imaginings of which there is and
can be no proof. It will giv no more serious heed to
them than it would giv to the dreams of the uninstructed poet as to the laws of science.
This attitude of scientific skepticism, it is thought,
is all the more dangerous because it is an enemy
which refuses to fight, and yet goes on with its work
of undermining the foundations of supernatural religion. It may alarm the defenders of faith, but it
does not incite them to war and fill them with the
enthusiasm of battle by violent attack. It is at work
quietly and patiently to remove stone by stone the
pillars upon which their faith rests.
If the Sun will let its rays illumin the country
across the channel from France, its editors may
observe that the Episcopalian clergy and their supporters there hav been incited to fight this sort of
skepticism. Dr. Wace, the bishop of P.;terborough,
Mr. Gladstone, and others less prominent hav been
trying to controvert Professor Huxley, as the exponent of scientific Agnosticism, while the Dr. Gibson
and the Christian Evidence Society hav been endeavoring to refute what the Sun calls "the bitter Infidelity" of Mr. Bradlaugh and his colaborers in the
Secular vineyard. The church in England is awake
to the crisis, if the American church authorities are
still slumbering peacefully with the Thirty-nine Articles, Nicene creed, and an unrevised prayer-book
under their heads.
The church's enemy within her folds, says the
Sun, are "those who are trying to perform the
impossible task of making faith jibe with their
Agnostic convictions or desires; who pretend to
preach faith while they are really leading their hearers into Agnosticism." This is precisely the opinion
of the "bitter Infidelity " of the present, whatever
the view of the "bitter Infidelity " of the past may
hav been, and we are glad to see so pious a journal
as the pope's secular ally in this country acknowledge
its validity. Heber Newton and preachers of his
stamp are really Infidels, and a very few hundred
years ago they would ha.v been burnt at the stake by
Episcop&lians and Roman Catholics alike. There
can be no reconciliation of the essential Christian
dcctrins with reason and common sense more than
there can be between biblical co3mology and the
theories of the evolutionists. To be a Christian
necessitates faith, which, says Dr. Newman, "is the
power of saying you believe things which are incredible." Agnostic convictions can never be squared
with faith, which before all things else is imperativ
upon the upholders of all supernatural religions.
Therefore, if the worJs of the editorial writer in the
Sun are true, Protestant Christianity is in sore
straits, and the lamentations of the preachers are
not the product of pessimisti~ dispositions, or a personal failure to induce people to join the Episcopalian
church.

Bigotry Beating the Devil Around a Stump.

In the Christian Advocate last week a subscriber
asks if Methodists shall keep their promis made
when soliciting funds with which to erect a church,
the promis being that the church should never be
closed to anyone for funeral purposes, and the case
in point being that the trustees had ailowed Spiritualists to use the building for that purpose.
The omniscient editor answers the query in this
way :
" It depends upon whether the common understanding at
the time the promis was made related to the funeral services
of some branch of the Christian church; if it did, the Spiritualists hav no claim. Is it to be supposed that, if Mormons
wanted the church, these trustees would hav felt bound to
giv it? Under a general statement of that kind we think
not.. But. i.f th~y would deny Mormons, why would they
admit Spmtuahsts? If an Infidel had died, and it was
understood that Ingersoll was to speak, would they hav surrendered the church for that purpose ? If the Spiritualists
had no organization in the town at the time, and were not on
s~c h tenns .with Christian denominations as to be recog~Ize~, we thm_k the trustees would be authorized in stating:
This ~hu~ch ~s open to Christian services without respect to
denom.mat10n. They had no right to compromise other sub?crib.ers .by making a promis that went beyond a general
ImplicatiOn. It was undoubtedly a bid to outsiders to help
them,bu~ was not intended to be understood as selling out
the sanctity of God's house, nor the principles which govern
IS, supernaturalism must be abandoned altogether Christian churches. Everyone knows that if a minister of
What is demonstrable C!l.n alone penetrate the other'~ the Methodist Episcopal church had been expelled for immoarmor. There is no premia of theology, the person- ra.lity, and some one who stood by him should die, and the
ality of God, revelation inspiration supern t
friends of t~at person should ask for the church for the
'
•
a ura1 . funeral serVIces, intending to hav the expelled Methodist
Wl.

1~~9.

minister enter it to make the funeral address, he could not
be admitted under such a general prom!a as they made.
Christianly conducted funerals must hav been meant."
The query and answer, particularly the answer, is
not without interest to Freethinkers. Hardly o.
report of a lecturer of his experiences comes to
notice that does nob tell of aid given to churches by
Liberals and Spiritualists of generous naturae, who
are assured that if they desire to use the buifding
they can do so. This is usually in smllll towns
where only one public building is praotioable, and to
the credit of the Christiane, let us record that the
promis is sometimes kept, und the church walls
occasionally resound to the oratory of a F::aethinker.
We think all of the Liberal lecturers hav on occasions spoken in Christinn churches. But if the
morality of Mr. Buckley is to prevail those church
buildings the ownership of which is vested in Methodist hands will henceforth be closed to non-Christians, though their money aided in its er8'.ltion. He
takes refuge in the Jeeuit doctrin of mentai reservation, and though the building was never to be closed
against any one for that special use, he would make
with the prom is the reservation "who is a Christian.''
That is Jesuitry pure and t;irople.
We hav nev~r thought well of the practice of some
Liberals who giv to churches, even to boom a village.
It is nursing a viper, the best that can be made of it.
But there are in Libaraliem no conferences, nor
bishops, nor editors to lay down rules for individual
action, nor to prescribe penalties for their violations.
The money a man earns is his, and he ctln do with it
as he pleases. He can bestow it for churches or
'
whatsoever his soul lusteth after, but we look upon
such bestowal as we do upon the Lord's command to
buy strong drink. It is apt to cause subsequent
trouble. And no better proof of that is needed than
the Jesuitical and immoral tergiversation of the
bigoted Dr. Buckley, Methodist organ-grinder.
P.S.-As if to specially illustrate and enforce the
foregoing remarks, comes the experience of S. P.
Putnam, at Fossil, Ore., where he had a lecture engagement. He tells the story thus in his glowing
News and Notes, in Freethought:
" The church was built by all the citizens of the place with
the understanding that it was for general use, but the Christiana in control absolutely refused it for Liberal lectures.
The school-house was also refused, and the Masons not
kno:W~g ?ut ~hat ! h~d horns a.nd hoofs, and was real!~ the
devilm disgmse, d1dn t want I should lecture in their hall
until they had seen and heard me, and found out how harmless I might be, or otherwise. There was nothing to do but
to make a hall for the occasion, and so the lumber was procured, and in a little while Watson's store became Watson's
Hall."
The Christians of Fossil are brethren after Dr.
Buckley's own heart. They took the Infidel's money
to help build the church, and now shut the doors in
t~e heretics: faces. Honesty and reiigion are pretty
w1de apart., m Oregon as well as in New York.

Justice and Fair Play Demanded.
A Michigan grand jury hav indicted W. E. Reid
the Spiritualist medium, for using the mail for awin:
dling purposes, and hav, he writes, not ponfined their
presentment to individual concerns, but hav taken
a wide scope "so that in reality mediumship and not
~eid ia ~n trial." If this is true, the matter grows
mterestmg, and the communication which we copy
from the Independent Pulpit wiil be a pretty fair
statement of the pros and cons of the case.
By this prosecution it is evident that tha " old
gentleman of Idealaho," otherwise the Lord, represented by Holy John, of Philadelphia, and helped by
nearly two score Michiganders, proposes to find out
whether his patent on revelation will protect him
from competition by presumptuous men. If not, if
the professed mediums of communication between
this world and his and the devil's can keep revelations
on tap; if men regard these revelations above those
made in the book called the Bible, it needs no very
keen observer to discover that great inj tny will be
done the old gentleman's church-meaning the old
gentleman's self·constituted representativs-and
credit which should go to him will be given to other
parties. T.o protect himself, therefore, the old g 1mtleman has ratsed up Holy John to be his prophet and
defender.
If the indictment is what Mr. Reid alleges, it is an
attempt on the part of the Christians to suppress the
religion of a class of American citizens, and is ae the
Pulpit writer says, a pro.secution of a faith b; a faith
-a revival of the time, with modern methods, when
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sect warred with sects, and the stronger put the
weaker in prison or the grave. For a decade, now,
the Christians hav been jealous of the Spiritualists,
who go beyond them in exhibiting the joys of the
other world, and conli!equently become dangerous
rivals in a buainess which of all other businesses can
never endure rivalry without the loss of temper by
those engaged in it. There is no other way of looking at it, if wa credit the Christians with sincerity.
Unbelievers in either revealed religion or Spiritualism can with some show of logic deny intercourse
with spirits, but these unbelievers would never resort
to force to prevent people anxious to pay money for
being decsived from having the opportunity to pay
it. Unbelievers do not regard themselva as keepers
of their brothers to that edent. They would allow
Christians to support their priests and be swindled
to theh· hearts' content. But Christians hav no show
of logic whatever in their attempted suppr~ssion of
other-world intercourse. They believe in another
world; they belisvo that God and. spirits hav aommunicated and can still communicate with the inhabitants of thif!, and a very large proportion of them
hold that their mediums can by incantations and
prayers-and cash-considerably reduce, if not at
once end, the detention of souls in a place where,
to put it mildly, things are not altogether lovely.
They believe in miracles beside which Mr. Reid's
performances are insignificant. Why, then, we ask,
shall they persecute a sect which instead of leaving
heaven away off in the misty realms of somewhere,
and their dead friends in some uncertain place, brings
heaven around us, and produces our friends at call to
assure us that they are comfortably off, in a moderate
climate, and with a rational method of lile, instead of
playing on harps forever and singing songs which
hav no end! The only answer that can be made is
that the stronger body is angry at the weaker, and
resorts to force for the same reason that it once forcibly suppressed minority sects within its own ranks.
The minority are always bad folks, and it is the duty
of the majority to disciplin them.
We shall not, of course, see our [postJMaster of
Purificu.tion attempt to reinaugurate prosecutions for
witchcraft, or of the mediums of the Ohristian church
who expedite the passage of souls through purgatory.
The majority nowadays do not believe in witchcraft,
and the sect beh1nd the allayers of purgatorial torments are just a little too numerous to render their
prosecution an eaay a.ff!"ir. Holy John must therefore appease the ire of the old gentleman of Idealaho
by putting the Spiritualist revealers into prison. If
the court shall do this, it will furnish a creed on immortality for the American people, and save them
much trouble in ds(liding by which route they shall
attain eternal blia9. The legal route would be the
only one to travel. We should then hav an established religion, which is the greatest of all blessings
to people without brains, and Mr. Wanamaker and
his fellow church-members would be satisfied.
Whether the " reigning belle among refractory
milkmaids of the B'ible land " prefers to go to heaven
by one of these routes or tqe other, or whether she
prefers to go by neither, is not at present under consideration. Like other belles, she chooses to hav her
own way, and she is willing to allow to others the
same desirable, if sometimes ruinous, privilege.
This prosecution is also a persecution, and a very
one-sided affair. If the Spiritualists are not to be
allowed their media, why should the Christians be
allowed their priests? Every dollar solicitsd for
church work by the religious organs is as much a
swindle as Mr. Reid's advel'tisment of spirit communicafOI\S. The promis is held out by church
beggars that souls will be saved by the aid of the
money given; let us now see that statement proven,
or the solicitors prosecuted for swindling.

Another Occasion for Papal Gl'ief.
If the pope has thought to frighten the government of Italy by his allocutions, quasi "bulls," and
demands for temporal sovereignty from his followers
in the church, he must giv up that hope as long as
Prime Minister Crispi retains office. At a banquet
given him on the evening of the 14th at Palermo, at
which forty-nine senators and one hundred and forty
members of the Chamber of Daputies were present,
Signor Crispi made a speech which ought to send Lao
XIII. into another three days' spell of prayer. The
Herald summarizes it as follows:
"He declared that it was necessary to combat all persons,
high or low, w)+o w!l~e ~eeldng to qn(lermine the political

edifice of _Italy. The temporal power of the pope, although
i~ had extsted for centuries, had been only a transition pertod. Rome existed before it and would continue to exist
without it. Complaints or threats, either from home or
abroad, would hav no effect. He declared unassailable the
utterance of King Humbert that Rome forms an integral
part of Italy just as law forms a part of the modern world.
After asserting that the pope possessed perfect religious liberty, a~d was only restricted, .and less harshly than in ?ther
Cathohc states, from encroachmg upon the sphere of national
right, which is the right of reason, Signor Crispi exclaimed:
, Let the church, which is now free, not endeavor to frighten
Pl'Ometheus with the thunderbolts of heaven. Our task is to
fight in the cause of reason.'
" ~e next to~ched upon the subject of Anarchism, which,
he satd, was eas1er to combat than the church. He appealed
to all men of advanced but reasonable ideas to separate
openly from the creators of disorder, national discord, and
social disorganization who were pretending to represent the
ideas of Mazzini and Garibaldi."
It is pretty evident from this that Signor Crispi
is a Rationalist, and, if he were a citizen of the
United Statee, would subscribe unreservedly to the
Nine Demands of Liberalism. He does not propose
to hav a little monarchy disturbing the internal arrangements of Italy, but he does propose to make all
citizens amenable to the general laws. The pope can
abandon his hope of the restoration of temporal 11overeignty and complete his arrangements for leaving
Italy, as his followers hav often threatened he would
do, but probably will not.
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Iresentativ
· And whaton shall
the workingman think of his repthe state board of arbitration-a board

Political Immorality.
A Sunday newspaper in this city has obtainedprobably through the junkman-the letters of a large
number of the men who bav applied to the New
York Central railroad for passes. The list comprises
about all the senators and assemblymen of this state,
a state commissioner representing Labor, several
tax assessors, and a few ministers. The passes in a
majority of instances were granted.
It is na~ur&l, of course, for the politicians and
ministers to deadhead it over railroads. The ministers eonaider themselvs a privileged class, and the
legislators hav laws to make financially affecting
railroads. Their votes are influenced by the passes,
and it is a cheap way for the railroad to buy legislation. But when the tax assessors take to selling
their judgments of the value of property for a pass
it is time the people knew of it. The extent to
which the interests of the people hav been thus sacrificed may be learned from a short summary of the
tax assessors' applications. Mr. C. J. Todd, assessor
of Hyde Park, asks for and receives free passes for
himself and his two sons, and says to Mr. Depew :
"I hope under the circumstances you are pleased
with your assessment this yeal". If you want to see
me, please say so, and I will call on you when I am
down in New York." L. D. Wilder, J.D. Ames, snd
James W. Conolly, of the New York tax office, ssk
for free passes to Auburn and Niagara Falls for
themselvs and their friends, and their applications
are indorsed on the corporation's books, "Granted
on account. of the tax office, New York city." Mayor
A. Bleecker Banks, of Albany, forwards to Mr.
Depew a request for free passes for tax assessors of
Greenbush, and says, "I think it would be good
policy ii you should send passes." Henry J. Boyle,
an Albany assessor, writes to Mr. E. D. Worcester, a
high officer of the railroad direction, for a yearly
deadheading over the Central and Hudson River
railroads, and Mr. Worcester makes this comment to
Mr. Depew's secretary:
" Dea1· Si1·: In view of our peculiar relations to the Albany assessors I would recommend this. We are liabfe there
to local tax on capital stock, and by special ~rrangements
succeed in paying nothing.
E. D. WoROESTEB, Sec."
F. F. Wendell, another officer of Mr. Depew's corporation, suggests the renewal of a yearly pass fqr
Assassor W. N. Johnson, and givs his reasons as follows:
''Since the pass was issued Mr. Johnson has done what I
expected from him iu helping me break the combination
formed against the West Shore by the supervisors and assessors of Montgomery county to assess it at the rate of $10,000 per mile, and which resulted in an assessment of only
$6,000 per mile. He is ready and willing and able also to
giv you some valuable aid in your assessments in Palatine
Bridge village, and the town of Palatine. I feel it my duty
to the company not only to requite Mr. Johnson for what he
has done, but to make sure of his aid in the future-to recommend a renewal of this favor.
F. F. WENDELJ,."
It is as plain as day from these letters that in consideration of personal favors to themselvs the taxes
of the railroad hav been lowered. It is direct selling
and buying official action, and is disgraceful and outrageoqs to the e~tr.~me, if pot criminal.

.
.
.
.
constituted ex~ressly to dect?e d1sputes between railroad corporations and thmr employees-when he
reads F. F. Donavan's letter soliciting free passes for
his wife and daughter over the road, when on the next
day Mr. Donavan may be called upon to act as judge
in an arbitration in a dispute between the corporation
.
.
.
.
and 1ts workmgmen. It remmds us of an ant1-monopoly and all-around ·reformer who was sent to the assembly some years ago, and of whom a friend said,
He is the cheapest man in the legislature. His vote
goes for $200 when the others ask $400.
.
It IS very wel.1 known that many of the country
members of the legislature come down to this city on
Friday night, remaining till Sunday night encarmining the neighborhood of Madison Equare, and then
return to Albany and introduce virtuous legislation
reciting how wicked the city is. It is safe to s~y
that these people know more of the dark places of New
York than those who hav lived here all their lives.
It now transpires thst all the travel of these virtuous
gentlemen between here ~nd Albany is done on free
passes. If the Central would refuse them fa.v9rs New
York would probably not lose any of its reputableness. We notice among those who hold these session
passes Mr. G. Z. Erwin, the north country. pietist,
who would not allow the assembly judiciary committee to report on a bill to tax church property. He
is rom's pious than righteous.
The people ought to giv their representative and
tax assessors salaries sufficiently large to enable them
to be honest during their terms of office at least. It
is pretty expansiv to reduce a valuation on a railroad
to the extent of $4,000 a mile in return for a tax
asaessor's ticket over the road.

The Devil and the Other One.
The editor of the Unitarian organ, Unity, says:
" The end of religion is not faith in certain human
propositions, but is obedience to divine requisitions
wtitten on the tablets of the human heart."
Now will the editor kindly inform us what those
requisitions are, where they may be found, what
divinity is, how we are to know that the requisitions
when found are divine, and how they are to be
written on a human heart? To a man who pays
attention to the meaning of words he writes, Unity's
statement as to the end of religion sounds much like
jargon-which the dictionaries describe as confused,
unintelligible talk or language-gabble-gibberish.
Another loose averment of the same editor is this:
" Th<Ere was but one Satan in the old theology, and
he was no Atheist, but his moral character was
not much to speak of." Can the theologians of
Unity point out a single mean action of Satan that
ha wasn't put up to by Jehovah T Ministers are
apt to judge of Satan by th~ hard things said about
him, and not by what he did. But if actions were to
be the basis for judgment, Jehovah is a million times
more immoral than Satan. And the Jehovah of the
J ewR, the "Father" of Jesus, is the Unitarian's God.
MR. E. C. WALKER says in Fair Play, winding up with arequest to THE TRUTH BEEKER to copy, that
"RecentlY the Boston Inve;ttqatm• and THE TRUTH SEEKER, of
New York, hs.v published without credit poems by Mary Baird
Finch, which first aopeared in Fai1" Pla'IJ."

Only one poem by the lady uamed has ever appeared in
these columns that was n0t received direct from its author
in manuscript as originaL The exception was a poem printed
in another paper than ll'air Play, a.nd the author requested
us to use it as original._----THE Rev. Jonathan Edwards, D.D., has been appointed a
special secretary of the National Reform Association on" The
Oath, and the Suppression of Profanity." The Association
has 11lso ''resolved" to take steps to protest against the
openiog of the World's Fair in 1892, on Sundays. Inasmuch
as this fair will probably be held in New York, Chicago, or
St. Louis, we doubt if it will be closed on Sundays, though
the :New York pietists will work hard, and with some pros.
pect of success, to close it. Public sentiment in either Chicago or St. Louis would, we feel certain, hold the doors
open, while if the fair were held in Washington, the Christians would probably hav their way. Like every patriotic
New Yorker, we hope to see it held here (whether Columbus
discovered America or not), and in that event we should do
our level best to hav the doors opened on Sundays. But it
it is not to be in New York, it ought to go to some city
where public sentiment will not crouch to Christian tyranny.
We should rather that New York lost the fair than that the
Sunday policy of the managers of the Philadelphia exposition be repeated: But the outlook is, however, that the newspapers of New York, backed by the protests of the public,
would defeat the Christians in their attempts to deprive
hundreds of thousands of people of their beet opportunity to
visit the fair.
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Jigbtenment from any quarter. The Christian belief, as I
unders·and it, deals with resurrection of a perfect body in
fnm. There are to be no cripples or deformed persons.
ThP. man who is blown up in a powder factory will be all
0 K., along with all others. About the color question I can
not speak with so much certainty. Some of the negroes confidentially assert they are all going to be white. Let us hope
that with a perfer.tly constituted body there will be a mind
to malch, for as St. Paul bas left the door open to all persons
of fet-ble intellect and unsound mind. it wou'd be pitiful to
see
the kingdom of heaven turned into a lunatic asylum on
sailing
around
the
Ohristian
systE>m
thl"y
bav
got
it
Into
their
HARWIOH, Sept. 22, 1889.
J.a.MEB FoRGEY.
beads that I was asPalling Christianity, confour dir'g Chris- a large scale.
MR. EDITOR: I send a new subscrtber.
For onE>, I am well pleaB!'d with THE TRUTH S:KBKRR, whoPe tianity with the Christian church. 'lbe ChriPtlan B)-Biem iR
bf"lmsman and contributors cannot be beat. - Editorials, not Obristianity. nor the truthful exponent of Christianity,
DonaK CITY, Sept. 23, 1889.
Peck'"• Si Slokum's. and all the articles and the pictures are and this Is what I expect to be able to show." "C·•nfound.
MR. EDITOR: Always being a trutll seeker myself, and
dnlrg wonders in showing up the absurdities of Christianity lng Christianity with the Christian cburrb I" "The Cbrl~ Rrein!! newspaper accounts of an individual at Rockford, IlL,
and the BiblE' nonsE>nse-looseningtheir hold upon the minds tian system is not Christianity I'' A WE>stern scboolhoy one~' being considt-red Christ In his fecond advent, and· wishing
said to his teacher, "If s-o-x don't epell sockR, what the hell ro know from the man, or being, or god, himself the main
of the devoTE>es of supE>rstition.
Get the people to think-get the thin E>dge of the entering- does It spell, then?" I" admit that tnis comparison Jacks !acts in the case, I addressed a letter of inquiry, not on the
WE'djl:e of investigation into operation, and honesty will do somewhat, though it will do to start on. Now, if neither the sweet-hour-of-prayer plan, but on paper in tolerably fair
church nor the Christ-ian system, which are the ~ame, are
the rest.
B. F. RoBBINS.
chirography, as follows:
not Christianity, then may I not safely a~k, like the boy,
G. J. SOHWEINFURTH, RBIIfrPnd Sir: Seeing nE-wspaper aooonntB
what
the
hell
are
they,
then
?
ADRIAN, MIOH., Oct. 18. 1889.
afloat •hat :ron are m>n•ider•d as are incarnation of Jean• Onrist
(]hristna claims to be Liberal, yet this miserable sophistry, and are being wor•hiped aB ancb by a morA or Ieos numerons fulMR. EDITOR: Allow me brief space for reply to J. H.
this newfangled nonsense about assailing Christianity and lowiDI!• and not wiBhlng to dtsobey tbe rlivine command," If an:v
Wood's article of October 12rh. He is much mistaken in
confounding it with the Christian church, seems to me a ' an 8 av unto you, Lo I here is Ohrlat, or, Lo I he is there, believe
many of his a~sertions. He has finally come down to a green
kind of Liberalism that all partie!< can ea~>ily dispPnse with. him not," without due inveatilratio~, I tKktl the liberty of asking
back basis, which does not accord with his former plan of
von direct: Do :ron b~lieve Yourself to he tile JesnR Ohrlst of
individual scrip aR money. Mr. Wood t~bould confine himself no matter what the editor of Chrb.tna expects to be able to scrip•nr.,, at>d tf so, what proof b&v you within yourself that you
are, and abo. what proof c.-an be addu~ed to show to others that
to facts, and abridge his assertions. His heretofore vague. show.
The editor knows as well as the most crafty scoundrel t.bat von are what ig said to be ohtimed for your being snob. AR t.hese
undefined elucidation of the subject puzzles me, and prob.
ever mauled the word of God for a living. that there is no ~re mom eo taus and vital questions, I hope for a direct and con·
ably himself: The controversy will benefit nobody. Such
vincing reply at your convenience.
record of this jZhoulish monstrosity t'o be found anywbt-rf"
Very rfspeotfully,
J. 0. BAI'ID,
bickering discussion does not alter matters. The situation is
outside the church or the Bible. So his only resource is to
In reply I bav the following, waich marks Mr. Scbweina reality. A unpractical idea Is nonsensical. The·ballot and
ransack the Holy Qneer from end to end in ordt-r to enlighten furth as no Christ at al1, but a fence-corner pretender of the
urging of legitimate legislation, is the only remedy. I am
intenPely Joyal to couiitry and friends, down on priests. Christendom anent this most astounding myth, Christianity. "cavorting" school, and shows that the command, "If any
Superstition and all such fooliPhness should be abated. Now let Christna scratch around and find Christianity, crop man ~a:v unto you, Lo I here Is Christ I believe him not," is
All so-called exp(lsltion of the book called the Christian its wings, tie its legs, and nail it np in a box for future gen- still good:
erations to peep at at $1 a peep. Doubtless it will turn out
RoCKFORD. ILL., s~nt.. 6. 1889.
Bible, and its doctrine, should be consigned to oblivi(ln. Au
J. O.lbnm. Dod~re Oity, Kan., M11 Jnqu1rinu Friena: Gud hath
a more lucrativ business than that of the pulpit shark or the
re~~uir, Friend Wood; I take leave of the financial subject.
Christian sciE>ntist, whose choicest virtues are adultery, fan at. oot made it n•cesaar:r for me to h<'ar wun••• unto m:rself, for he
0. s. B.a.RRE"fT.
~im•elf, ha.t.h bor11P w·tneos thronRh t-he works of reden:;ption aDd
icism, and falsehood Nevertheless, 0 Christnfl./ we bum. deliveranoA which I hav dnne in his name and tbrom~:b h1s own
bly beseech thee that in the day thou findest this Christian t..stimon:v given to t-he heart and con ciomnfBS of my bleas~d peoK~~:NToN, 0., Oct. 11, 1889.
plr, and thron11h th!' oonlhmatloll and corroboration of the f cript·
MR. EDITOR: The Cincinnati Enquirer of the lOth inst. vampire that bas sucked the blood of millions of the human nr<'s
of truth which I hav unto their understanding open• d and
describes an action of Father Kelly, pastor of St. Patrick's race, bas slain other millions with the sword that Christianity's illnminatPd.
sent
on
the
earth,
bas
tortured,
bangeil,
and
burnt
founder
church of Oneida, N. Y., while celebrating mass yesterday
Ir. is all t-he while true that no man can come unto me exc•pt the
morning. It seems be washed it down with the blood of the still other millions, and drenched the earth for centuries and fa.tber which bath nnt me draw him. I hav no aavin111 work to
wb~>m the fa the• does not draw. M:r father
perform
lamb, commonly called wine by the vulp:ar borde, and it for Christ's sake with the blood of wiser mPn than thou r.rt, batb sentnpon-thOPP
me, and I &m come to glorifybim. to make his jndllments
0
Chris
na
!-yea,
verily,
we
implore
thee
to
save
thy
repuproved to be a case of blood poisoning. The blood or wine
known. and to gal her tl'getber in one"'" saints, his holY people.
be indulgf'd in seems to 1av contained arsenic. He soon felt iation and bury this ghostly Christian fraud deE>p down into God himself is making my mission to prosPer. Amen.
G. J. SOIIWEINFUBTH,
a burning St'DU.tion in his stomach, and sent at once for an the bowels of the earth, where henceforth it may know no
By the wav, it may be noted that our country is unusually
emetic, .!!Uppo~~g that be had been poisoned. Dr. B,!.IJey resurrE>ction forever, but sleep In everlasting innocuous des.
was I!U!Dmcmed. and administered antidotes for arsenical uetude with its vicious old prototype, heathen mythology. prolifir. of Cbril'ots this year, as we hav no less than three, one
Yours truly,
NELSON HuNT.
in Illinois, one in North Carolina, ard one in Mis,.issippi.
poison~. !twas D'ear night bdore Father Kelly's condition
The only jl:enuin original will bav to look out for his tradebegan to imp,roTe. This ,story either givs the Bible the lie.
GALENA, KAN., Oct. 7, 1889.
mark, and his agents will bav to issue flaming posters warnor provt'tl that Father Kelly is an in postor. Turn to Mark
MR. EDITOR : There are a number of the dnctrins of Chrising the dear people to be~are of base imitations put up in
xvi, 1~18:
tianity which, resembling some badly constructed outw-orkP
He that believeth and is bap'ized shall be saved; but he that to a fortified position, cannot be ab11ndonecl with impunit\ similar packRges, and to see that thE> b~neficent motto, "Bebelientb not abllll be damned. And tbe~e sillnR Ph all f•l ow thPm
lieve or be damned," is blown into the glass of each bottle.
that belif've : Tn mv namf' &ball they caRt ont devil&; theY ahall or even successfully ilefended by tbem•eln. One of the
J. c. BAIRD.
speak wttb new ton~rne~; they shall take up serpents; and if they weakest of these is the belief in the rePurrection of the bodv.
drink anY deadly tbin~r, it •ball not hurt them; they shall lay Any intelligent person who givs the matter a moment'"
handP on the Pick, and they shall recover.
SAN DntGo, CAL., Sept. 28, 1889.
thought will wonder at its acceptance. The early fathers of
Now, if the Ecripture 1 bav quoted is true, Father Kelly the Christian church could bav understood v• ry little of thP
MR. EmTOR: T•l th'lse friends wh'l h~v written me condoes not rrsct.ice what be preaches, or he would not hav sent ~ubjf!ct when they preached this doctrin, or they would hav cerniug the LibPral cnlony of which I wrote ia THE TRUTH
for a doctor. The cbanre~ are that the doctor be sent for invented some subterfuge eaPier to n:plain or defend. Mt-rely BHEKER of F~bruary 23rl, I will say that the company failed
did not believe in the B1ble, or be would hav USE'd the faith an article of belief, they might bav taught somE>thing elsP. to develop, (lr store up water sufficient to irrigate the land.
cure. In the first place, If Father Kelly is a bt-Jiever in tbt- Perhaps it was taken to test the credulity of tl'eir followers The government, in taking the matter of irrigation out of
name of the Lord. be could not be po!Eoned; and if he was There was no need of even that, for people could be found thP. handR of private corporation~, ordered all filings for
sick, be co11ld be cured ~the laying on l f .hands. But it who would believe anything.
homestead, prE'emption, or desert claims, on irrigable lands
seems be bad more faith In an M.D. than In the Lord, or btWhen a tPnet of church doctrin remains unq11.eetioned it i~ belonging to the government, made since Oct. 2, 1888, to be
would bav made no attempt to save his life, but would bav ~afe, but Jet the Eacril..gious band of Fc'entiflc inquiry drag canceled.
gone to his blesstd VIrgin and received his golnen numpet. it into light, and lo! w bat a sorry PpE>ctacle it presents.
This, as all can see, knocks the bottom out of the scheme
G!i:ORGE BAKER.
The present direction of enligh·ened tbnugbt is toward the to establish a Liberal colony on ~overnment land which rebelief that" the law of nat• re is the law of G·•d,"and in what. q•tires irrigation. until the "circumlocution (lffice" gets
ST. JosBPH. Mo., Oct. 12, 289.
ever point orthodoxy conflicts with a well.d~fined ratural around to that part of its ponderous duties, which may not
Mn. EDITOR: Ho Mr. GlfeBoll, In his address at the opening law, it must succumb. This Is very bard on the teachers of be 110on. We had thought that the San Fillpi Grant, which
of the coll~IZe at 011kland, Ca.I., said that InfideliTy was making Christianity, for after many vain defenses and explanations belongs to a private corporation, would not require irrigagr• at Ptrides tbrC'ugb this naTion. Now, if his bearers are of there will be the inevit11ble surrender of their doctrln, piece tion, but this point is di11puted bv some who profess to una thinking claPs, it will cause them to think and consider the by piE>ce, until nothing is left.
dersTand the nature of the soil better than we do.
reason, and they must c< me to the conclusion that it must
If the principles advocated by Nationalists, as set forth
If the belief in the rePurrection of the boily could be ac.
be best suited to the pe(lple or 1bpy would not adopt it. The ceptPd by itself, it would be a simple matter, but tbe contin· in E•iward Bellamy's'' Lo,•king B01ck ward," continue to gain
rest of hiR aildress was in praise of the Roman C-.tbolic ued t-Xil!ter·ce of the body in a future life would DfC!·ssarily in popular favor, as they hav within the last. six months, we
church, and, of coursE>, like the rest of the parsons. be claim~ PDtail the continuance of those FUrrounclings which are eBBf'n. bope to see such ch~~ongeq in land laws as will enable people,
certain ref(lrms on behalf of the church. But the few re. r.ial ~o our well-being In this life. I '' ll1 britfly illu~trate my who are honest. and industrious, t.o get homes on PaBier terms
marks you made through the address would soon convince meanivg in one particular. For instance, tbP mmcles of our than those which originated in semi-b11rharous aQ;es. Tbis
anyone to the cont.rarv.
legs and back hav sufifc'ent strength to Fupport us in an s•ems to me the only feasible and practical method of inI noticed .in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 21st that erect position, and to propel the body in any desirt'd dirt-c. augurating "liberty, equality, and fraternity" on this
Dr. Tiffany gave a lecture on theocracy, in which be sa)~ •ion. Tbey support what iR called the weight of the bndy. planet. B .. ing the outcome of absolute necessity, there is a
that the m(luntains and bills in the B•ble mean greater anil Tbis so-called wt-igbt is the resistance to the attraction of prospect that it will crystallize into Jiving realities. All
smalll'r kinl!doms. It Eeems srrange that the revisers did gravitation. In a larger planet than ours, of an t q•t~<l denp. claRPes of people are steing this DI'Cf'f!Sity, which is a pracnot find it (lUt. The next tbinjl:, we shall hear that Jonah was ity, It would be greater. If it were greater, our bod!~s would tical Hpplication of the principle of equal ju~tice for all.
not thue days and nights in the whale's belly, but the whale hav to be diffc-rtntly constituted or the muPc)t'B larger and
The first club of our Jitt.le cl y is only ab,,ut a month uld,
was three days and nights in the btlly d Jonah. It is stronger. This is only one point, but there are many. There and yet 011r numbPrs exceed one hundred and thirty, among
strange how the parsons do twist the Btble around. I is no doubt that the world we inhabit would not be large whom we find many of the rich, the learued, and the gifted,
wondl'r what be would Pay if his man bitched the cow to enough to conta.in all the g~nerations of mankind which bav as well RB honest toilers for daily bread. This Is a hopeful
the cart when be was told to b ing the horse and buJZgy? existed in the past, and prnbably will ~xist irt the future, sign. Reforms, to be of lasting bentofit, must be carried out
He could say cow and cart meant borRe and buggy if moun- even allowing Satan a vtory large pHcentage. In the resur. by the thinkers of the ages. Tbis is eminently the case in
tains and bills meant greater and smaller kingdoms.
rection of the body we bav something utterly at variance the present N~tionali•t movement. Here polit.tcal parties,
It seems if any more Christa come around now they shut with the nqui•ements of a future txistt-nce. It limits the and even religiou9 pr•judice, is yielding to the grander nPeds
them up as lunatics. I don't know what doctrine these condition of a btavenly existence, which Is to be eternal, a of humanity. We ki1ow, however, that our hardest fight
modern CbriRts teach, but they certainly could not teach a requirement impossible to our pnsent state, to a mere repe. will be with the church. Human liberty does not affiliate
more absurd dcctrin than the Christ of eighteen hundred titlon of our livEs, or r~quires a succession of miracles to sus- with church supremacy, and the wi•e ones among them will
years ago-viz., take no thought for to-morrow, and what- tain it under altend circumstances. What is the Christian not be slow to see that the tendt-ncy of this movement will not
ever you want pray for through blm and it will be all O.K. to do? Is be to rl'jPct the resurrection of the body, or will be hf"altby for church domination. But there may be more
This city is named after the Joseph to whom the pope be believe that the body, being perfectly adapted to our short, Ml Glynns ready for the combat.
has made the prayer to be c ff~red this month. The city earthly lives, and unfitted in every way for an everlasting
R~v. Mr. Crafts spouted his crafty attacks on liberty in
directory give the number of forty.ftve churches here, ln. one under different conditions, will resolve into its original our city quite recently. It was a "low-down, crafty" e1fort;
eluding separate churches for the colored people. Of course elements after death and remain so? I bav never beard any an\! this reminds me that I hav over a hundred DIIJn\flB :re1!4f
white and colored Christians could not sit together. I don't sufticient explanation whatever, and ebaH be llappy for e!;l- to l;le sent you against his insidious Blair bill,
know how they will get on when they get to heaven ; but
they will be washed in the blood of the lamb, then it will be
all ri!!:ht·
I bav bE>en here only three months and don't know if there
PoRTVILLR, Oct. 8, 1889.
are any Freethinkers here; if eo, I would like to bear from
lb. EDITOR: I bav been a subRcrlber for THE TRUTH
them.
RAYMOND CoLE.
SEEKER sinl·e the days of D. M. Bennett's unpleagantness
with Oomst(lck, and hav always paid In advance, a practice
NATIONAL SoLDIERs' HoMR, Wrs., Oct. 6. 289.
I Jn•end to kE>ep np, tor it fills a place in my homPhold that
MR. EDITOR: James Vincent, S.R., erlit.or of the Christna.
nothing else could.
J. L. BaooKs.
says: '' Peop'e bav often been mistakf'D in mt-, and when

l,etters Jro"' Jlrientls.

TH..E TRUTH. SEEKER, OCTOBER 26, 1889.
Let us all be up and doling, for the enemy to our liberties church or the Methodist Book Concern one iota. Instead,
is indeed crafty and industrious.
MARY A. WBITB:.
Slutz wittily replied that there was no use of my having
a copy, as I never read it. " Don't I?" said I to him.
"Well, if you think I don't, the first time you make a pasBRooKr.vN, N. Y., Oct. 13, 1889.
toral call at my home [~ou see, my parents are Methodist~].
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of July 20ih, we find an elabo. haul the big parlor B,b]e down from its resting-place anrl
rate rlescription of" poverty with love," to which Mr. Clem- upon its pages you will notice contradictions marked. If
ens P. Benison adds some pertinent remarks in your issue you can stand it, commit them to memory, and al•o memoof .Septemb~r 21st, and inqnlres, "Is there any rPm!:'dy ?" rize the fact that I read the Bible to so mark it." As yet he
I think it pertin<-nt to inquire, why does not Mr. DeryiFon has not called and gone through the book, the latch-string
think a remedy? Or betttr, why dof'B be not think a came? of which is always found on the outside.
For a knowl~dge of the cause shoulrl Pngp:est the only remedy
As I look back over my past life I often think of "how I
that bas in it a rtlihhle promis of efficiency. Many assumed came t.o be an unbeliever." I had been brought up to becames are urged npc n our attention with more or less per- lieve that God and heaven were somewhere above, and Satan
sis'ency, and aT! quisit amount of audacity. I will invite and hell somewhere below. I was raised a Methodist, and
especial attention to one of them.
when a small boy, on the eve of going to bed would say:
A Cf1rrespondent recently ssserted that selfishness is mean
Here I laY me down to sleep.
and contemptiblE; Miss Gardener and Mr. Berylson associat{'
I pray the Lord my soul to keep,
sdlil-hness with inhumanity; and I hav beard people who
And if I die before I wakP,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.
bav the rt>putation of being intelligent ar-d well informed
charge selfiPhness with bf'ing innate hel'ishness and the cause
I was always afraid when night came. I imagined when
of man's inhumanity to man ; and I shall admit that it haF the mantle of darkness dropped about, old Satan and his antbat appearance to a superficial view. Nevertheless, selfish- gels got out on the warpath in search for bad little boys. In
ness is a !f'gical s1 quer•ce of self-love; and that is a nl'ces. fact, I was taught it, and nights of my childhood, which
sary ircentlv to st·lf.prt-st>rvation; and that is univer~all} •hould hav been to me happiness and joy, were clouded and
recognized to be the first law of nature. Then selfishness i~ made hideous by the Methodistic hell~fire doctrin. I always
essential, if not a n~cessity, to human existence and Wl'll- welcomed the dawn; when daylight came I seemed "born
being. Thertfore, if se!fiehnePs,.rer 8e, is'' innate hellishnl'BS. . again" sure enough. From a little fellow who played marand the cause of man's inhumanity to man," there is no hies for keeps, and ball in the streets to annoy the policeman,
reasonable hope that the world can be-reformed except b)· [ paseed on to a time (nine years old) when I was taken to a
exterminating the human race. Being influenced by tht' revival. Conversion was talked to me night after. night;
instioct of se!r.preservation, I shall propose to reason the heaven and hell were pictured before me in vivid, damnable
question rather than advocate that method pf social reform. colors. I was finally led to the mourners' bench, and they
I perceive. that ownership makes it expedient for everyone· got me so 11 bumfuzzled" that I imagined I could see heaven
to look out for himself, "and let the devi~ take the hind. about six inches away from my eyes. I told the Methodi~t
most;" to fold bimqelf, as it were, within himself, and care zPalots around me, and this they said was a token that my
for none but himself. I think it pertinent to inquire, Is that sins wtre washed away, that I was forgiven, and that I could
a Christian civilization? Is it an Infidel civilization? Is it arise and claim salvation, which I did. I attended the public
a Fcientific civilization? To my view, it is systematized ~cbool and soon found myself in the scientific department.
barbarism that we call civilization because we hav no other The Dible had been rearl in all the lower grades, and wa~
use for the tt>rm. Theref•Jre, and notwithstanding the sup. not missing in this. It was articulated immediately after
posed contemptible meanness and hellishness of seifishness, roll-call, and in a half hour afterward we received a glimpse
unless we were instinctivly far better than artificial environ- of science. This opened my eyes. It, and the Bible, I saw
ment tends to make us, we would hav no regard at all for did not agree. Tbe Bible said Eve was made from a bone,
the well-being of our fellow-men. Hence it is obviously not and that another female was turned into a pillar of salt, and
One must be
selfi~hness but ownership that is unmitigable hellishness and ~cience said both feats were impossible.
the cause of man's inhumanity to man. If ownership was wrong, and I accepted ~cience as the truth. Short.ly after
abolished, our instinct of self-preservation would naturally this splendid change I made the acquaintance of Colonel
and necessarily become an incentiv to mutual preservation Wharton, who now sleeps beneath the weeping willows of
through cooperation by an for the mutual benefit of all; and Greenlllwn. He was a magnificent specimen of manhood.
selfishness, being an incentiv to acquiring the means of self- He was fearless and brave. His honest thoughts were alpreservation, would become the most beneficial instinct that ways expressed. When he bad anything to say, he said it
nature bestowed upon man. But ownership compels cooper- like a man. Through his efforts the public library of our
ation by all for the special benefit of a few, and makes selfish- city was established, and he was its first librarian. While
in this position be took from the library shelve a book written
ness a universally admitted curse.
11
Having freq•{ently heard vigorous protestations against by Kersey Graves and entitled The Bible of Bibles," and
it
to
me.
I
read
it,
and
it did me good. I loanPd
banded
the monopoly of wealth, and against the demoralizing influ.
ence of large accumulations of wealth in the hands of a few, it to others, and in this way Liberalism got a pretty stiff
The book opened the eves of
not only uprm those who possess it, but al11o upon legisla- breeze in this locality.
tion, tb.e j•1diciary, and the people generallv, I will suggest some who had been swimming around in the pools of ignothat all the potency of wealtb. f.Jr evil is derived from owuer. rancefor years. I·s presence in the library became town-Talk,
ship. Therefore if ownership is abolished, wealth wtll be Members of the church took action to hav it discarded, but
dives~ed of its potency for evil, and its potPnny for good wirl brave Colonel Wbarton contendfd that it should remain, and
be correspondingly augmented. Hence, I think it should it did duriniZ his life. Upon his death, and the appointment
appear unaccountably strange to intelligent and observing of a. Mh-s Newton in his place, the book disappeared, and
people that those who protest the mo~t vigorou~ly against from that date to this Freethought literature has been an
the evil that ownership inflicts upon suffering humanity, are outcast from the so-called public library of Portsmouth, 0.
WILLS. ANDREs.
the most persistent advocates and upholders of ownership;
and insist that the evil it causes csn and must be remeditd
by some other methfld than removing the cause. Where
WILKESBARRE, PA., Ont. 11. 1889.
such inconsistency is the result of ignorance, I shall prescribe
MR. EDITOR: In reading over THE TRUTH BEEKER I find
the schoolmaster; but where it is the resulr of hypocrisy, I myself highly complimented by Mr. Tuttle, whom I took the
shall prescribe nothing; for hypocrisy is a constitutional liberty a month or so ago to criticise about his scientific
disease, whose vicr.ims lack the courage or honesty of their notions concerning attraction and gravitation, and his stateconvictio11s and must be further evoluted before any good ment that he would not believe the evidence of his own
can reasonably be expected of them.
J. A. TUTTLE.
senses on the subj ..ct of Spiritual phenomena. He gave his
reasons why he would not, and 1 shall not refer to that matter again, only to ~ay that it was quite apparent to any ordiPoRTBMOUTH, 0 , Oct. 6, 18R9.
nary mind that his main reason was pr~judice. Any man
MR. EmToR: As the year is fast drawing to a l'lo~e the who cannot belit've the evidence of his own senses is a
questions arise, How stand the Freethoue:ht hosts? What mighty poor teacher to depend on:
is doing, and what bas been done? Has each and every one
TbE>n he starts out like a tempest in a teapot, thinking no
tried to improve each moment? Hav all extended the hand doubt to bulldoze me into silence by his audacious stateof charit.v to the needy? Has the hungry been fPd, the poor mente and accu@ations. He charges me with misquotations
clothed, and the ignorant taught? These, and like queries. nnd misre~resentations. and calls me in~ane and idiotic, and
demand anRwer at the threshold of every Liberal home. by such easy slang and bluster thinks he has presented argu.
They should be replied to in an emphatic affirmativ. But menta on science.
are they? Is" Y.,s" the honest answer to these questions?
He fails, however, to state one miEquotation, and of course
It has always been my aim to help the poor. And I never his calling me f•lo], crazy, and idiotic I do not mind, as our
pass a neerly one by without giving my mite- ;vhat I call the readers will probably know how much confidence to place in
''Infidel's" missionary contribution. When the chutch asks ~uch unb~coming talk. My dearly beloved and brotherly
alms I shake my head, and also say "No" for fear they do friend Tuttle, you should not use such rough language nor so
not understand the ·• nodding alphabet.;, Several months many threats of what you can do in the way of "paying me
ago. one Rhoden, with a 1 ' Reverend" prefix, who preaches 0ff with interest." And if we should say anything sensible
to the natin, skunks, and Holy Ghosts in the back woods of enough to be read by the intelliJ!,ent truth seekers, it might
Kentul'ky, approached me to sell a copy of the holy novel as well hav the appearance of decency and respect for comthat some call t.he B ble or tbe word of God. Be was Pelling mon mages.
them at twenty-five cent.R apiece. I told this Rhoden that inNow to the subject. Mr. Tuttle asserts that gravitation
stead of purchasing a Bible. I would giv him the price ask.,d exists; he says "it is a poPitivly known and indisputable
with which to purchase five loa.,.es of bread for some poor fact.," but here he interjP.cts a bold statement, one of his
one. Be didn't accept my kind offer, not a bit of it, nor scientific asPertions, which I dispute in toto. He says, "Gravneither did one Slutz, who was hy Rhoden's side, and wbo itation is obviously cauPed by the ponderosity of matter; no
is a pulpit orator at the Bigelow Methodist Episcopal church other <'ause is provable."
in the Sabbath-school of which I was once planted as you
Science, which is ascertained fact, says that gravitating
wonk! set a rost out. How we little liars userl to about the means, "Being attracted, or tending or going toward another
" psalms" and say the 11 amensl" As I pay, neither one of body, according to the law of gravitation," and "every parthese preachers offered to take the money, buy bread, and tion of matter attracts and is attracted directly as the Pquare
fill 1/oP.- .empty stom!lch. To do tllt~ot W.?lM !!Ot help tbe Qf th~ g1~~c,;e !\Ill,! Ule quantity Qf ttl! m~~Jtter." Tllis is one
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Iof the great laws discover_ed by the illustrious Kepler, and
founded by the immortal Newton's law of the attraction of
gravitation. The above definition is given by Professor
Olmsted.
It would appear, then, that the cause of gravitation is
attraction. Matter moves toward matter by attraction, which
is a uuiversal law. This my friend disputes, and therefore
butts the density of his scientific cranium against the bulwarks of Ecience, and sets himself against all the great lights
of the scientific world to.day. My comment on such conduc~
is simply thia: The man who does it is not well informed on
the common laws of science, and I do not envy him his
theories.
·
He says that gravitation is caused by the weight of matter; that is, by ponderosity. Ht:re he stumbles again, for
weight has nothing to do with the passage of falling bodies.
A light body will fall with the same velocity as a heavy one;
an ounce will fall exactly as fast as a ton, and in a perfect
vacuum a feather wlll fall as quickly as a bar of iron of a ton
weight. Now, if the weight of bodies had anything to do
with causing the fall, t~ heavy body should gravitate faster
than a lighter one toward the earth.
Again: If we take a bar of iron of one hundred pounds
weight on the earth's surface, and convey it out into the air
and away from the earth to the distance of seven miles, its
weight will be diminished to about twenty-five pounds; and
if we could carry it away far enough from the earth's attraction so as to bring it into the attraction of some other body
in space, it would lose all its weight, and remain suspended
in space or take on a very gradual motion as it might be
attracted by some one or more bodies in space around it.
That weight diminishes according to the distance of the
body from the earth any schoolboy knowl!, and consequently
weight is not a property of matter, but depends on its densit.y and its nearness to other matter. Gravitation, therefore,
is not caused by ponderosity, but by the law of attraction,
which is as the square of the distance of the relativ bodies,
their density and bulk.
Why do two bodies in vacuo fall with equal velocity?
For two reasons: First, because the law of attraction acts on
every atom of every body with eq•Ial force at equal distances; and, secondly, because the vast amount of matter
contained in the earth cannot be appreciably aff~cted by any
body of ordinary magnitude falling upon its surface. If,
however, a planetary body of greater magnitude than the
earth should come into close contact with it, then the earth
itself would becllme the falling body, and it would gravitate
toward and ultimately rest upon such body by the same law
of attraction.
But my scientific friend, Mr. Tuttle, says that" no other
cause than ponderosity of matter is provable." He says that
' 1 gravitation is caused by the ponderosity of matter," and 11 I
think," savs he, "that the difference between attraction and
gravitation should be broad enough and clear enough for
even a BpiritualiRt to comprehend it." I must confess, and
I may as well do it at once, that I cann!lt comprehend such
unscientific and absurd statements. He admits that the
mariner's compass a few years ago was supposed to be polariztd by attraction, but now thinks it points in that direction
' 1 on account of certain currents of electricity passing from
the eq•1ator toward the poles." Now, the last statement
would be pre ty plausible if it were not for one fact, that
these currents are passing in a spiral form from the north
pole to the south pole of the earth, and the reverse, as well as
other terrestrial currents which pass at right angles to the
first named; but, alas! why is it that the needle dips the
nearer it gets toward the north pole?
But I must not get away from the text. He says, 11 Attraction aside from weight cannot be proved." Now, if he will
place a few pieces of cork upon the water in a basin, and
remove thereby all their weight, practically, by allowing
them to fl•Jat upon its surface, he will find that they will be
attracted toward each other, and exactly in accordance with
their size and distances, the smaller bodies traveling faster
than the larger ones in the proportion of size, etc.
Therefore, as the weights of these bodies are eliminated
from the problem by floating on the water, it must be that
attraction is acting indepe"dently of their weight and only
on their bulk and relativ distances, else it were utterly
impossible that floating bodies should approach each other,
the smaller one of half the bulk (not weight) with just twice
the velocity of the larger one, and this is proof that attraction
acts upon every atom of all bodies, and th.t they are drawn
together or torn asunder or drawn apart by the operation
of attraction or repulsion as the case may be. Tbis does
not, however, explain magnetic force, which is brought on bv
frictional processes, but has reference to the common law of
attraction of gravitation. My genteel friend asserts that
"there is no necessity in nature for such a thing as attrac.
tion, especially not as a cause of motion." Wben, therefore,
he is moved toward an object, it is owing to his ponderosity,
and not because he has been attracted. When he goes to an
entertainment to see and be edified, it is owing to the weight of
his body, and not his mind. So when a lady and gentlem n
are drawn toward each other (as is often the case), and we
say they are attracted, it is all 111rong; we should know and
comprehend that it is the ponderosity of their minds which
has thrown them together. Verily, the usual modes of
speech and the facts of Mr. Tuttle's science must all be
changed, as we are only beginning to learn what a set of
theorizing numskulls our Nswtons, Keplers, Humboldts,
and the like hav been. "Pseudo scientists, to be sure!"
Alas, for the "mith" of a'traction I So far as a discussion
of the phenomena of Spiritualism goes, it were wasted time
and patience to argue with a man like Mr. Tuttle, who would
Ignore his senses on prejudice. If he has the presumption
to deny the well-established facts of science, what impression could touch him on that subject?
J. R. I'BBBY.
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It is the old tradition of an ancient poetic
and imaginary people, which may hav, once
upon a time, had some foundation in reality.
Old myths are easily recast and adapted to
Jldited. by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall modern historical events, and in this way,
Rifler, .Mass., to whom all OommunfMtion,sfor much of a wholly fictitious nature has been
this Corner should ~ 86nt.
believed by the credulous, and those who
would not take the trouble to look up facts,
" Between the dark and the daylight,
as the solemn truth.
When the night is beginning to lower,
We should not accept all the old stories we
Comes a pause in the day's oconpatione
hear as truth, until we hav "looked them
That is known as the Children's Hour."
up," and many times we should be astonished
at the mythological origin of eome of them,
The Truth in Rhyme.
and the ready credence given them by otherA ohild of the world and its number,
wise sensible persons.
As fair as the lily·s white dress,
Don't believe all you hear.
S. H. W.
Is rocked on the deeps of the ocean,
And olose to the cliffs of di~tress.
Origin of Punch and Judy.
The signal of danger may beckon,
In anguish and sorrow maY wave,
Where did Punch and Judy come from ?
And yet from the bights of the oity
Who devised that popular show, and set up
There comes not an offer to save~
that grotesque and quarrelsome couple for
The pomp and the riches, hard-hearted,
the amusement of people ? Wtde Awake anAre deaf to the sorrowing wail ;
swers the above queries as follows:
The lowlY of Pluth and its number
Are destined to perish and fail.
Punch can be traced directly to the Italian
Punchinello, and he dates away back, two
The earth with its tronb!e may shudder,
May tremble with famin and need,
hundred years at least-a creature who was
And up from the valleY their eohoea
a sort of clown, with rustic manners and
Plead not to the purses of greed.
roguish tricks ; who was shrewd and said
The statues of glorY malestio,
smart things, like a court jester. He usually
The emblems of manhood and worth,
had a hooked nose, or a mask with one, wore
So great in their infl.nit grandeur,
Giv joy to no suffering heartb.
a countryman's frock and a peaked hat.
Punchinello came from Italy into France,
The glitter and glare of the city,
Its mansions of splendor and show,
where he made great sport at court, and had
The grandeur of feasting and living,
license to say things that nobody else might
Speak not to the children of woe.
dare without the risk of losing his head.
And stately cathedrals of worship
Thence he was taken over to England after
Seem naught but deception's own snare,
the restoration of Charles IL, and there he
To gild with the virtue of ages
began to be called" Punch," and was always
The shams of a century's glare.
a little, dumpy man, an odd, grotesque flgAnd charitY seems but a mockery,
Designed by the rich to make pure
ure; by and by the showman had a wife for
The deeds of a· life of wrongdoing,
him and they called her "Joan" or "Judy,"
And not for the pains we endure.
and Punch became quarrelsome and it was
.Rtcl>lana, S.D.
LoUIS N. CRILL, JR.
Judy he quarreled with; and next a dog
seemed necessary, and so " Toby" was intrODaddy Longlegs.
duced.
Some little children, one summer day,
In Queen Anne's time they made great acSaw a daddy long legs stalking away.
"What is itT What is it1 11 oried little Goldhead; count of puppet shows, even trying to hav a
" •Tis a spider on stilts," the Bilklooks said.
performance of "Whittington and His Cat,"
Along oame a whistling country lad;
with real rats, but had to giv up the rats;
A merrY and careless wal' he had.
they also had live birds on the stage, but
"If I hold him up this way, yon see,
their sparrows and chaffinches would not do
He'll point where I tell him to," said he.
as they were expected to-would not alight
Then he said grufilY, "Show me true
on the trees, but instead would go d~shing
Where are my cows, or-1'11 kill yon !"
And daddY longlegs did his best;
about and put out the candles. However,
He waved to the east and waved to the west.
they had Punch and a pig dance a minuet tO" Now let him go," begged little Goldhead;
gether, and the pig was so well disciplined
11 For he won't hurt anyone," Silklocks said.
that these two did best of all.
11 He's only a spider that after all
Is trying to make us Ihink he's tall!"
-Liltle Men ana Women.

Story of William 'fell.
In the Aryan myths are many fascinating
and really beautiful legends. Among them
is the story of William Tell, with which all
are familiar. Tell is represented:as a hunter
in Switzerland. Hie wife, it is said, was a
daughter of Walter Flirst, who, with others,
led the conspiracy of the GrtHh in 1307,
which gave rise to Swiss independence.
GeBBler was the Austrian bailiff, and one
day he caused his hat to be placed on a pole
in the market-place, and then commanded all
the people to bow before it.
William Tell said: "No, I will not bow before the cap of a tyrant like Gessler." For
this he was arrested, locked up in a cell, and
sentenced to death. He was very skilful
with the bow and arrow, and Gessler consented to spare his life if he would shoot an
apple from the head of his own little boy.
It. was a very trying ordeal, but the brave
hunter accomplished the feat successfully.
But just before he sent the arrow he had
hastily concealed another arrow in his bosom.
"Why did you do it?" Rsked Gessler.
"To shoot you," said Tell, " had I harmed
my son."
Then he was again arrested, and put in
chains, but he managed to escape, and afterward he killed the cruel Gessler, shooting him
with an arrow.
This is the story, but investigation shows
that it is not a " truly story," as the children
say, but an old tradition handed down from
a long-ago time.
Ferided-Din Attar is the name of a Persian
poet who lived in, or about, the year 1175.
In one of his poems he tells of a king who
shoots an apple from the" head of his favorit.
Another story. teller, before that time, relates how Toko shot an apple off the head
of his son by the order of King Harold
Bluetooth. The name Tell is supposed to
come from the Latin telum, which means arrow. The German definition of the same
word means "half-witted."
While the Swiss story is not real history,
neither is it altogether "made up."

Teach Your Boys

To run.
To swim.
To carve.
To be neat.
To be honest.
To make a fire.
To be punctual.
To sew a button.
To do an errand.
To cut kindlings.
To sing, if they can.
To hang up their hat.
To respect their teacher.
To hold their heads erect.
To read aloud when requested.
To cultivate a cheerful temper.
To wipe their boots on the mat.
To button their mother's boots.
To help their mother and sister.
To learn to sew on their buttons.
To speak pleasantly to an old woman.
To help the boy smaller than themselvs.
To remove their hats upon entering a
house.
To put every garment in its own proper
place.
To keep their finger nails from wearing
mourning.
To be as kind and helpful to their sisters as
to other boys' sisters.
To take pride in having their mother and
sisters for their best friends.
To close the door quietly, especially when
there is a sick person in the house.
To treat their mother as politely as if she
were a strange lady who did not spend her
life in their service.
If they do anything, to take their mother
into their confl.dence, and, above all, never to
lie about anything they hav done.
When their play is over for the day, to
wash their faces and hands, brush their hair,
and spend the evening in the house.
Not to take the easiest chair in the room
and put it directly in front of the fl.re, and
forget to offer it to their mother when she
comes in to sit down.
To make up their minds not to learn to
swear, smoke, chew, or drink, remembering

these things are not easily unlearned, and
that they are terrible drawbacks to good men.
Not to grumble or refuse when asked to do
some errand which must be done, and which
would otherwise take the time of some one
who has more to do than themselvs.

PIONEER
PITH.
THE GIST LECTURES ON R&TlON.\LieM.
U'

By OAPT. B. 0. AD&MB, President of Montreal
Pioneer Freethonght Club ; author of
.. Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason,"
and
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence."
See.liing Fon on a Rainy Day.
A compendium of soientifto and oritioal lorP.
handbook for introducing the general
Did you ever, I wonder, try to draw a pig Best
reader to the principles and data on whioh Ra.with both of your eyes closed? If not, do tionalism is bailed.
Paper, 12mo, 100pp., 25 oents.
make the experiment some rainy day when
you and your companions hav exhausted
other pleasant pastimes, and you will be reThree leotnres by PRoF. Tnos. H. HuxLEY.
warded with a wonderful collection that will
Paper, 10 oents.
cause many a hearty laugh.
Provide a large sheet of paper and a lead Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIB T.E STORIES,
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
pencil, then invite your friends, one at a time,
By D. M. BENNETr.
to draw a pig with their eyes closed, and conPap., 700pp., 75 cents.
clude the exercises by drawing one yourself.
Of couree. you begin with the head, draw BBNNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
ears, eyes, legs, back, and tail in quick suc- "Jesus the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and
Earth."
cession, flattering yourself, meanwhile, that
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. MB. TEED.
you are getting each part in exactly its proper
Paper, 80 oents.
position. You open your eyes and behold a
confused mass, consisting of four perpendicular lines representing the legs, ears somewhere on top of the pig's back, the tail, alBETWEEN
ways artistically curled, placed probably
ANNIE BEBANT AND REV. A. HATOHA.RD
under the pig's snout I You see in what you
ON
had supposed to be a grave, decorous pig, Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the
Influence
of
ChristianitY.
a wild, rampant beast, with an expression
Prioe, 25 oents.
perhaps crafty and cunning, sometimes complacent, occasionally imbecil.

EVOLUTION THEORY.

~tSANT-HATCH~RO OtBATf.

BIBLE BALANCED.

Comparing the Bible's Beet Teachings and Sayings with those of Philosophers who
Mrs. Travis : "Ah, Johnnie! I hav caught
Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
you with a fl.sh-pole over your shoulder I I
By G. 0. DARLING.
shall go right and tell your father. Where is
PaPer,
50 oents.
he ?" Johnny Dumpsey : '' Down at the foot
of the garden diggin' the bait."
Uncle: "Bobby, don't you hear your
mother calling you?" Bobby: "Yes'r."
Errors Exposed.
Uncle: '' Well, why don't you hasten to her?"
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Bobby: "Why, ma has heart disease, and
Prior, 15 cent~.
she'd be surprised most to death if I answered
the fl.rst time she called me."
"What you want, my boy, is push. You'll
win a fortune with that." "That depends,"
"On what?" "What you push. The pay TWENTY CRIMES and VICES
for pushing a lawn-mower or go-cart is very
Sanctioned by Scripture.
small."
By J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, ~~~ cents.
Teacher : " If a man has two hundred
pounds of ice in his wagon and one-fourth of
it is lost by melting, how many pounds do CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.
his customers pay for?" Boy (whose father
By M. E. BILLINGS.
is in the business) : " Three thousand
Prioe,
25 oents.
pounds."
"Aren't you ashamed to be seen fighting
with that brutal Jenkins boy on the street?"
By M&x MULLER, M.A.
asked Johnnie's irate mother. "Ashamed?
Price, 10 cents.
No, why should I be? I licked him."
Johnny (watching his big brother dig angle- GOLDEN :MEA.N in Temperance
worms for bait): " I say, Bob, if a worm
and Religion.
will catch a little fish, wouldn't a snake catch
By JOHN E. BURTON.
a whopper?"
Prioe, 10 cents.

Wl1at the Little Ones Are Saying.

Bml~ FABHICATiUMS REfUTED.

BIBLE MORALS.

BUDDHIST NIHILISM.

~-------4~~---------

Chinese Wonders.

INSPIRATION OF BIBLES.

Of works of art, the great wall of China
may truthfully be said to be the most elaborate and extensiv on the globe. It was built
about the year 200 n.o., to protect China from
the annual incursions of the Tartars. It is
1,500 miles long and, where still intact, 30
feet high and broad enough to allow of six
horsemen riding abreast on its top.
The Imperial canal, also a Chinese work, is
something over 900 miles long. A vast army
of from 30,000 to 40,000 men are said to hav
been employed for a period of fifty years in
its construction.

By JNo. E. BURToN.
Price, 10 cen tB.

Correspondence.

ChristianitJ and Materialism.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Prioe, 15 cents.

CHRIS TI.AN ITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME.
By

o. B. WHITFORD,

M.D.

Prioe, 10 oents.

CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
HISTORICAL STANDPOIN1'.

By W. N. MoL&REN.
RICHLAND, S.D., Oct. 6, 1889.
Paper, 50 cents.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: I inclose a short
poem which, if you rleem it suitable for the
Chronicles of Simon Christianns.
Children's Corner, you are at liberty to use.
in the Land
Make any corrections you deem necessary, of Cosmos. Adventures
New Boriptnre (evidently inspired).
and I will profit by them. I am reading "All
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. RooK.
In a Lifetime," and consider it a very worthy
Prioe, 25 cents.
book, and sincerely wish it could be placed
in every library. I remain,
Yours very respectfully,
Lome W. CHILL, JR.
By THOMAS PAINE.
[Accept our thanks for the kindly apprecia- Written during the American Revolution, and by
order of General Washington read
tion of "All In a Llfetirr:.e." We would be
to the armY.
Paper, 40 oents ; oloth, 75.
glad to close out the remaining copies on
hand this fall, in order that we may hav
funds to go on with other work under contemplation. Always thankful for past and
present patronage, we respectfully solicit a
ITS BEL.I.TIONB TO
continuance of the same.-ED. C. C.]
RKLIGIOUB PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING.
By A. B. CooPER.
THE
Paper, 200.; flexible olo., 35.

THE CRISIS.

CULTIVATION OF )RT.

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR

I'HE DA.RWINS. A Domestic Rad-

Crimes and Persecutions.

ical Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50o.; olo., 75.

svo, 1,119PP. Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocoo,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNE'IT.
'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
~ !Aaf~yette fl., ~ew ~OJ;'~.
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LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.
By

F. R.

MARVIN.

Price,
5 cents.
Pertinent and interesting.-Fi·eet;•ouglt!.
Will be handed to my Christian friends that
the:v may, by finding the l!':arden of Eden, get the
$5,000 reward.-E!lilor Sequac11ee Times.
Raises the devil with tne gard&n of Eden yan.
-Hasttngr, M'ic11., Platnaealer,

89

91

The Nine Demands of Liberalism,
Ingersoll and Shakspere.

WHAT KIND OF A MAN CLARH
BRADEN IS.
F.

BY B.

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
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Price, 10 cents.
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BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE.
By

NEW YORK:

Price, 10 cents.

Natural Rights, Natural Liberty,
and Natural Law !
PJ:UCE, 26 CENTS.
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onslaughts on Christianity.
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OOMPII.ED BY

L. K. W.ASHBUBN.

BIBLE INQUIRER;

This volume ·comprises some of the abl\)st and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver durm~r the
past forty-five years. It ~s neatlY printed on
paper, bound 1n cloth, and contams
A Key to Bible Investigation. acream-white
fine Jikenel!!!. of the venerable editor of the
Containing 148 Proi!_osi~ions
. .
Investtgator.
Liberal should hav this book
With References to the most Plam and Btrikine in his home. l!lverY
It is now ready for delivery.
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
Price, $1.00.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Third edition, carefullY revised and enlarged.
EverY Liberal needs a COIJ.Y for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian ~riends, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price onlY 25 cents.
OR,

AN INQUIBY INTO THE CAUSES OF SOCIAL
MALADJUSTMENTS. THE RATIONAL,
JUST 1 AND ADEQUATE
BEMEDY.

A work that treats of basic princit>les, and
should be rel!.d carefully by all Liberal and social
reform thinkers.
It i! hi~~:hly commended by Samuel P. Putnam,
Henry George, Hugh Pentecost, Herbert Spencer,
and other men of note.
Price, 25 cents.
Addrees, F. Q. STUART. Editor the Arbttrator.
16~8 Blake St., Denver, Col.

Twentieth Century.
DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and Social

negeneration.

HUGH 0, PENTECOST, EDITOR.
It contains. besides crisp and pointed editorials
and contributions from a corps of able '!.,riters, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity congregation.
It is the onlY so-called "Liberal "paper that advocates radical social regeneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free discussion of all religious and economic theories.
Sixteen pages. Issued weekly. Annual subscripA POCKET CYCLOPEDIA, · tion,$~. nr Sample Copies Free. All subscribers
will receive a copy of Mr. Pentecost·s book," What
CONTAINING
I Believe." Address :
TWENTillTH CENTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, .and Hisl!or:lcal
No.4 WARREN BT .• NEw YoRx.
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechamcs, Mach1msts,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Generally, with

POINTERS:

SOCIAL WEALTH,

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street, I'M 8o~ Factma and Exact Ratios in the
London.
..ioquirsm6nt and Apportionment.
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., London, E. c.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams
AUSTRALIA.
Price,
Cloth,
$1.00.
Illustratinl{
some of the more ImPOrtant OomparMrs. J, Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
ativ Statistics of the World.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
More Information for Less Money than has
NBW ZBALAND.
Wan~anui.

ROME~

REASON

ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of 11 Cold Facta" boiled do'IVII in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-OhristianExpeAs a Means for the Production of
rience.
Relief Printing Plates
By NATHANIEL RAJII:SAY WATEBB.
THB
We can recommend the three procesaes operated
A very criti~al analysis of both Protestantism
by this Com]lai!J".
and
Catholicism,
from
the
vantage-ground
of
an
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for cheM» and coarse
newspaper work, and their MOSH-TYPE process, intimate personal experience with the two B)'ll·
by which enKravings are made direJt from l!hoto- tems. It deall the most trenchant blows which
A COLLECTION OF
graphs as well as their MOSS PROCESS OF pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critical ~e
PHOTO-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any view.
Oloth, 12mo, S!.7~.
Original and Selected Hymns
other like metbods.
Address
MOBS ENGRAVING CO.
Address 'rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
(Words and Music)
58~ Pearl St., New York.

A. D. Willis,

Cosmian Hymn Book,

FAITH

REASON.

ON THE WORD GOD.
By Milton Wooll~, M.D., Author of 11 Hebrew
Mythology," 11 The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There il no God.

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home.

VINELAND~:N.J.

COMPILED BY
A concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
K. WASHBURN.
L.
before and since Chris-[l's. :riv, 1·
$1.50.
Similar a.dvertiaments from unreliable practitianity,
PmoB,
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
tioners hav been frequently assailed and exposed
With elaborate index.
· A.ddreiB THE TRU'l'H BEEKER CO.,
bf
the press, but Dr. Fellows stands f!Jremos~ in
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
·
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
his profession, and it is aafe to trust h11U• ~mg
By HALSEY R. STBVBNS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
a iltanch LmEBAL is furlher proof of his reliablh
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quotations from the sacred books
THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD. ity.-Nattonal Vtew.
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowl- The Liberty of Printing, and Reply.
"The Jews aJld their God stood on the lowest THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
edge of what is generall;r unknown be obtained
BY HURLBUT and WAKE!IU.N,
in Inch compact form.-[Literary Review.
plane."
l'rio \0 cents
·
Price, 25 Cents.
l'rioe,
10
cents.
·
Extra oloth, 12mo, 441 pp,, $1.50.
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1/oetrg.
The Rnerend )licah Sowls.
The Jleverend M1cab Bowls,
He sbout~,and yell•, and bowls,
He 8creama. be moutbp, be bumps,
He foam@, te rants, he thumps.
His armor he has buckled on to Walle
The regulation war a~rainst the sta~re;
And warns his congregation all to ehun
" The prerenoe chamber of the evil one."
Tbe subject's Pad enough
To make him rant and puff,
And fortunately, too,
His bi•hoP'd in a pew.
So ReverE>nd M•cah claps on extra steam,
H1s eyes art' ft ..•hing with superior gleam,
He is ener~reti1c as can be,
For there are fatter livings in that see.
The bishop, when it's o'er,
Goes through the vestrY door
Where M•cab, v•rY red,
Is moppmg of Ilia head.
" Pardon, my lord, your Bowls's excesaiv zeal,
It is a theme on which I strongly feel."
<The SPrmon somebodY had s1mt him down
From London, at a charge of half a crown.)
The bishop bowed his head,
And acqnleBClDII'• said:
"I'Ve hll ..rd your well-meant rage
AJI'ainst the modern ssage.
" A modern theater, as I beard yon say,
Bows seeds or evil broadcast : well, 1t maYBnt let me ask yon, my resp~Wt6d son,
PraY, hav Yon t>Ver ventn1ed into one 7"
"M:v lord," said Micah, " No !
I never, never go 1
W.bat 1 Go and bee a pla;n
My goodness Jl'r&eions, naY 1"
The worthy bishop said : "lib friend, no doubt
The otag., ma.y be the pl..ce yon make it out;
But if, my .Reverend Bowls, you n"ver go.
I don't qmte understand how You're to know."
"Well, really," Micah aald,
" I'Ve often heard and read,
Bnt never li'O-do yon 7"
The btshop said, 'I do."
"That proves me wrong,~ said Micah, in a trice;
" I thought it all frivolitY and vice.''
The bishop hand~d him a counter plain ;
"JUBt take this Biall and go to Drury Lane."
The bishop took his leave,
R·joicing ID biB sleeve.
The n~JU ensniog day
Suwls went and beard a play.
He saw a dreary penon on the sta~re,
Who mouthed and mDJI'JI'ed in simulated ra~re
Who growled and spluttered in a mode absurd,
And spoke an EDgltah dowllt had never heard.
For" gaunt" wut epoken "ll'arnt,"
And "banu t" traneformed to '' harnt,"
And'· wrath n pronounced as" ratb,"
And "death" wu cha1.1aed to "dath."
For hours and hour• that d1smal actor walked
And talked, and talked, and ta.l!.ed. and tallied,
Till lethargy upon t be parson crept,
And sleepy Micah Sowle MereneJY Blept.
He slept away until
The farce tbat closed the bill
Had warnE:d him not to stay,
And then be wens away.
I tbou~rht.'' •aid he, " I was a dreary thing,
I tbongbt mv vo1oe q'llte deMtitute of nng,
I thoUght mv rantiiJg could di~•ract the brain.
But, ob 1 I hadn't bet>n to DrurY Lane.
"Forll'iv mP, Drury Lane,
Tnon penitential f.. ne,
Where sinners bhonld be cast
'l'o mourn their wicud past."

- w. s. Gtlbert.
Mt'xiro.
Jl'rom t1>1l NH.O Orlean• Dailll states.

Edilors Daily .Stutes: If Spain, anywhere
in the wide world, has ever added one element of civilization conduciv to the happiness of mankind, or to the enlightenment of
any of the many peoples she decimattd, then
conquered, and finally corraled in vast droves
to be, at the muzzle of arqut-buses, baptized
in the name of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost, it is not here, in Mexico, that
one may find the fainte~;t glimmer of it.
It proves f ver a pitiful study to trace back
the cause of Spain's blighting influence wherever her Conquistadores set foot on this continent, marking every step in their advance
with churcnes erected on spots made holy by
the blood of the so-called heathen native,
massacred, naked as they were, and in the
brnad light of God's sun, by pious heroes all
accoutered in iron and armed cap a pk, thus
obliterating civilizations which, it not more
advanced, certainly were inflnitly less cruel
and not more superstitious than her own.
At home, the Spaniards, led by their bishopwarriors, swept away very nearly the last vea.
tige of the marvelous civilization which the
Arabs had planted within their border, to
fall, in the fifteenth century, under the stifling
influence of religious intolerance and the
moral asphyxia of priestcraft, where duubt
might never enter the souls of men, and
where progress was ever crushed on the rack
and wheel of the Inquisition. To this day,
however, the best there is in Spain, is not

Spanish; the best is that which the Moors established in contbcated convents, while his nf'l Kel~o·s half section, we find, besides the
inclo~ures embractd in the gardens,
left there, which neither the armies led by soul is free from 1he sensuous mockery on severlll
groves, lawn, and s•ock lots, that the plac,. is
bishop.warriors could destroy, nor the lrqui- Christianity, in the pra<tice of which his dtvided into three large fields. There is an
sition fostered by the popes of Rome obliter- ancestors were wont to set-k heavenly sur- eHBtern ~lnpe thlit terwinatPs at a branch of
ate. Indeed, even the wondrous black eyes cease from pain in their cruel days of tem- living wa•er which leaves 90 odd acres. on
thP. opposit side from the .bouse and about
of the women of Andalusia, and the pompous poral slavery.
dignity and legendary chivalry of the hldalTn·e life of Benito JuarPZ was Ppent in 230 on the west, w bleb is the part that is un- ·
der cultivation, the 90 acres constituting
goes, are of Moorish inheritance. The blood heroic efforts against besotted clericalism and a pasture with acce~A to t.he water mentioned.
of the Moor, whatever the S;>anish grandee against the so-called aristocr11cy of Mexico, The slope of these 230 acres i • just sufficient
may prate of his aangre atul. lends nearly all which mea~ures its own purity in inverse to favfJr irrigation, with a minimum of wash,
there is of female beauty in Spain, and what- ratio to the quan.tity of Aztec blood and in a point of the first importance in Colorado
ever of chivalry Cervantes has not laughed direct ratio to the qnantlty of Spanish blood f>nmivg. Attaching to the place there is some
$3 000 wnrth of stock in the bighland ditch
away resides now in hearts which pulsate coursing in its veinP. It was the union of at.d JD t.he Oligarchy, which in any orrlinary
with much of Moorish blood.
the MPxican clergy with this ridiculous mnn- season furnishes a supply sufficient not only for
In Mexico, the Spanish invaders swept grel, this ineffably contemptible aristocracy, the porrion now cultivated, but for the ninety
away all they could of the Aztec civilization, which made the ephemeral Maximilian em- acrPs of past.ure, which may be reached and
watered whenever it is deemed advisable to
and for three hundred years, with the sword pire possible even for a Phort while. Juarez, do ao. The field crops of this brm the preq.
in one hand and the crucifix in the other, the pure-blooded Indian boy, first rebelling ent season wt>re wheat., 6'i acre~; barley, 65
they strove to build a New Spain over the against the priestly education attempted to be llCrt>B; oats, 15Mcres; potatoes. 7acres; alfalfa,
bloody ruins of superior dominions, and to given him. by dint of inborn genius educated 60 acres. It would not be an PXIIggerated
foster a Spani~h civilization in the souls of himself even to the standard of the greatest estimate to put t.he gross proceeds of the
whole crop at $2'i an acre, which would
better men. Yet, for all that, to.day, what- and most virtuous statesmen of our day. giv $5 300 The ~<lfalfa will find its market
ever is most repulsiv in Mexico, is Spanish; Juarez overcame Maximilian and had him mainly IU the growth nf stock and in the form
whatever is contemptibly vain and boastful, condignly shot to death, while he cru~hed the of returns from the Longmont creamery, in
whatever is sacrilegiously pious, if I may so MPxican clergy, confiscated tht ir vast estates, which the Kelsoe hav an intere~t. It would
express it, is Spanish. It was a Spanish and, turning some of their convents into pub- be interesting. in connect.ion with the gross
estimate, to giv a fair idea of the running
monk who first called a Mexican town, lic schools, caused the others to be sold for expenses
nPces~ary to produce the result; but
"Body of Christ," and another town the conversion into public inns or into livery- there was not an opportunity to reach that
"True Cross," and even a back-of-town alhy, stables.
conclminn in more than general terms. As
Verily, to.day in Mexico all that is beauti- Colond Kelso and his Judy are engaged in
" Stret:t of the Holy Ghost."
pursuits and do not giv or intt-nd to
It was a Spanish bishop who first corraled ful, all that is full of hope, whatever is pro- literary
~riv their farm full and close personal service,
and then baptized an innocent and idol-fear- gressiv, whatever looks like an hone8t ambi- figures ba~ed upon the case in hand would
ing family of Aztecs, imposing "with apos- tion to move on abreast of modern civiliza- nut hav general applicition. The matter of
cost was considered, and the conclusion,
tolic blows and knocks" upon the miserable tion, is AztPc-is pure Indian.
Portlrio Diaz, the actual president, as doubtles~ approximately correct, is that under
father the awfully bla~phemous name of "Incarnation," upon the trembling mother that evPry bndy knows, is pure Indian, like Juari'Z, usual circumstances in which the owner and
his wife giv their labor to the farm, the labor
of'' Conception," and upon the mewling and and if he, like Juarez, maintains Mexico as a bill for hired help to prodnt1P. and handle
puking infant that of" Jesus." Oh! for the r!'public in name only, while both in reality such a crop would be about $700 in addition
sickening sense of fathomless abhorrence, not hav made of it a military oligarchy, it is be- to cost of board, which would add about
of the poor Aztec himself, but of the Spanish cause of the very nature of things Mexican. $400 more, After d~ductiog intt-rest on investment and all other lPgi1imate charges,
priest who baptized him, when one must, as With military grades, gaudy uniforms, and there
wonld remain a fair showing to"reward
pinchbPck
decorations,
he,
like
Juarez,
can
I hav to do every day, here, in the capital
the year's work. The I.'X'lCt results in a case
always
bribe
the
so-called
aristocracy
away
city of Mexico, call upon the Indian bell-boy,
of the kind are not easily attainable and call
in the language of the Cid, saying: "Jesus, from the church party, while he fills the rank for data that are found in the books of very
get me a cocktail, and, my good man, please and file of his standing army with pure In- few farmers. A fact pertinent to the present
dians, to whom a soldier's life is one of ease problem, and one thllt has force and expresempty the slops 1"
and extrt>me luxury comp~red to that which sion, Is that one season when this farm was
To say that even after Fuch hideous blasthey must otherwise lead as beasts of burden, rented the owner received the sum of $1,200
net fur the one-third rental. The pl!iCe is
phemy, this ecstasy of sacrilegious fanaticism,
as full six millions of their kind are even to well stocked, including nine ~rond workthere was still a lower depth for Spanish
this day forced to lead. It will not be within horPe9 and something over forty head of
priesthood and Spain's chivalry to reach. may
our day, nor indet>d befo'e many such ~n graded shorthorns, the herd beiu~ under the
be hard, but it is true nevertheless. There
lightened Indians as Presidt>nt. Diaz shall hav supervi"ion of a pure-bred HolsttJIJ bull. An
were no less than three millions, out of a total
more or lfBB pncefully mccreded Pacb other, abundance of lee, obtained from a pond in
the neighborhood, and coupled with the deep
of perhaps five millions, of unwarlike, quite
that the·seven millions r.f Indians in Mt>xico can setting in tank~, give the best re~ults in
civilized, and extraordinarily intelligent and
laborious Aztecs thus thrust by neck and shall emerge from the horrible condition in cream witll the least f'Xpenditure ,,f house
which the Spaniards hav left them after three labor. Good coal is sold at frnm $2 to $2.50
crop into the Spanish Catholic church every
hundred years of slavery and dense igno- per ton at the banks. with on y a short disone of whom was a living monument to the
tance to haul. Longmont, with its farmers'
rance.
violation of the second Commandment, which
mill, cnamery, and canning factory-a beauThe length of this homily, perhaps even tiful and live bu~iness place-furnishes a cash
solemnly enjoins : "Thou shalt not call tht
more trite than long. admoniRhes me against market for the product~ of all the rich farmname of God in vain," and every one of theEe,
wearing out the pR.tience of such unwary ing country that is tributary to it. Close obdespite the awful. name bestowed upon him
rPaders as it may capture, be it only you, my servers hav estima'ed that the present season's
in holy baptiPm, was ca~t into the most cruel
friends of the States. To say the truth, I can grain shiprnPnt.~ from that busy point will
slavery when he was converted into a b~aFt
aggregate UiOO,OOO bu&hels ..
but laugh when I thiQk that I Fat down to
of burden, there to nmain, himself snd his
There you hav it-a paradise and a mine of
write a letter of humorous comments on the
progeny, from generation to generation for
funny Mexican types and tbe still more amus- wealth. Step up and buy, and don't forget
three hundred yt>ars, tranFmitting as sole ining customs which I hav met with; but my to mentinn Ta:a: TRUTII Ss!!KER, so we can
heritance to his children his own sacrilegious
Mexican bell-boy, "Jesus," breaking upon get the printing to do, and the Liberal public
name, his enforced ignorance; and a harrow.
me jnst tl en knocked all the fun out of me, can get another of Colonel Kelso's valuable
ing mixture of blind superstition, of imageand, like the dyspeptic Carlyle, I could see books. ,
worship, and of false Christian faith which
but the "tragedy of it all." I may be funny
the Spanish padre instilled in his always
if ever I write again ; and if I do, be sure I
tender soul just far enough to render him a
shall not touch on Spain nor on things SpanThe Biblf\ Analyzed. "For Slt"dgedouble adscrlp till glebae in a country where
G. W. D.
ish. J/asta luego.
h><mmer Lngio un.urpa.saed." Svo, 883pp.,
the church for all that time held in 7TW'J'tmain
Bilk cloth. $3.
Mtxico, SPpt. 19, 1889.
two-thirds of the lanr's.
~piritnalism Sosfaint>d. This work
When I said above, "Whatever in Mexico
!lOB~ not >O far to ~u~taio Spiritnali•m as to
A }'arm f41r ~al~.
abuw rhat. Ohnstians •re inoonsibtent in deny1s repulsiv" is Spanish, my Aztec bell-boy,
in~r the all•I!'Prl tru·hs of that philosophy.
Who wants a farn, ? Col. John R Kelso,
Jesus, by name, had just left my room,
Oloth, 12mo. 245Pr .. $!.
whither he had come to bid me in the sono- of Longmont, Colorado, author of" Deity AnAddres~; THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
rous Castilian tongue that I might suffer him alyzed," "Bible Analyz~d." "Universe Anto carry off my soiled linen to be washed, al) zed," and other valuable things, desires to W. S. B E L L 'H P A. M PH LETS.
after he himself had blacked my boots. That devote his time to literature, and.his wife de.
LlJUUtTY AN IJ M0 KALITY.
boy ls of pure Aztec blood, with complexion sires to occupy her~elf with less laborious
PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
not much, if at all, darker than my own; duties than those incident to a housewife, atJd
Accept my thank~; for your excellent and useful
their
big
farm
is
for
sale.
Colonel
Kel~o
asks
..:.J
ami»
Part.on.
discourse
.
perhaps of the complexion of the native of
I am much ple>teed witb your address, and will
the south of France, indeed very much like us to help him find a buyer, in return for noticl'
Uln Ma••.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pn.mphlet of 86 pages. It is a verY
that of the Creoles of southwestern L 'Uisiana. which he will giv us some printing to do.
!i.ble
paper,
and deserveswidedissemination.-The
This
printing
wlll
benefit
us,
and
the
book~
Although bearing such a terrible name, desAge.
pite the f11ct that he never had an ancestor, will benefit those who read them. Hence this
ANTI PROHIBITION.
since the Spanish conquest, who ever wore ad vertillmf'nt.
PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The farm is a big one and very valuable.
shoes, or slept in a bed, or could either read
The nllmber of bead~ nuder which you bav
or write, or who ever clearly understood the T' e price is $25,001l-$l0.000 cash, balance, divtded the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the conc1se manner in which tbe pomt Is disawful difference between his own son, whom if so desired by the purcha~er, on long time. cussed,
~honld be highl;r commended. Therefore
the blindly venerated padre had christened This price covers a" clt>an up." and includes I take ~··eat pleasure 111 recommending "AntiProhibJtlOn
"to the consideration of every person
"Jesus," and our savior; despite all that, I besides the 320 acres with buildings, $3 000 of wbo is interested,
not onlY in the cause of temperditch
stock,
$275
mi'l
stcck,
•50
creamery
ance~J>ut
m
the principles of self-~overPment.
say, that boy, born about the time Benito
J.
J.
ru.ci.Jabe.
Juarez, himself a pure Indian, was upon the stock, 9 horses, about 40 cows and heifers, a
'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
political stage of Mexico, fighting what re- thoroughbred Holstein bull, 200 hens (if no
preachers
visit
him
bPfore
the
sale),
a
full
outmained of the Spanish power, which hal!
been crushed in the revolution of 1819, and tit of farming implements, wagons, feed,
the power· of the Hispano-Mexican church, seed, canned fruits, first-class furniture for a
DEVIL~
AND
which, still unimpaired, was then in league fourteen-room house,large library. paintings,
with all that was left of Spain's partisans tO- and so forth, and so forth, as the auCtion bill OTHER BroGRA.PHIOAL BKBTOHBs AND EssAYs.
gether with Spain's moral influence resulting recites. A good idea of the ranch is obtained
BY 0JIABLES BBADLAUGJI.
from a three centuries' continuous rule-that from a disintt-rested (except in a gent>ral way
With Portrait and Antobiograpby.
boy has now got to blush at his ~acrilegious to boom the conn•r~) description by the editor
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo1
260 pp,, $1.26.
cognomen; he has learned to read and write of the Rocky MtYUntain Ne'IJJB:
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
in the public schools which President Juarez
Returning to a closer consideration of Colo·
18 Lafayette Pl., MewYorlt.

Col. Kelso's Works.
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Revls~'ii,Uld

New Edition.
Enlarced.
NEW .EDITioN.
MATER IAll SMAI 0 CRIMf. MEN,
WOMElJ & GODS. The Secret of the East,
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _P_r__ic__e_.C_i~_e:::n=ta:.:.·_ _ _ _ __

BY HELEN H. t.. -'RDENER,
Introdnoth u by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lllnts..

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUl:lES AND RESULTS.

B11 W. 8. BELL.
Paper, 1llmo, ll5 cents.

---------- - - - - - - - -

'I'M Tratk Bupplie<i. at I:Jpecial Diacuunt8.

PIULOSOPBY of

Religious and Political Libertv.

AND TamATM!NT oF MEDioliU.NIA..
By F. R. Mll.rvin, M.D.
Cloth,
511 cents.

POCI\~ET

THEOLOGY.

By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, aud

saro~~o~tio definitions of theological tPrm~.
Price, Slli cents.

PRIESTLY C~IIB \r.Y rXPOSED.
BY R:mv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
111 cents.

-----------PRO Al\D

THE STRUGGLE
I'OB

~PIRll'UA.LISJl

In which the authorshowa the repeated attemptt
of men of every age to &CQUlre greater politlca,
liberty ; also vigorously· attacks the very ft;~unda
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling &1
length upon the wrongs of I~el&nq, and, in detailing the account of slavery m th1s conntry1 oallt
the attention of thinking men and women to tho
ooaition of womankind in America. Throughout
f.be work is replete with astoundi~g facts an<'
.veighty argom~>nta which cannot fail io interest
r.he ininda of this age.
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Cloth, 1llmo.• 188tJp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,_
28 L~~ofa.~Pt.t... PIA.Oe. New Vnrlt.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

------~----

CON OF

~upernat.ural

Beli,don.

Have We a Bnpematnral, Inspired, Mlracnlona
Religion 1
.
BY E. E. GuiLD.
Paper, !10 cents ; cloth, 8J cents.

P YR.AMID 0 F GIZEH.
Ancient EgYptian Olvillz~~otion and II~ brew Narrative in G~ne~1S &r.d Exodo•.
By VAN BUBEl{ DENSLOW, LL.D.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _Pr_i-:_e,_1_5c_·e~ts._- - - - - -

QUESTION

A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface b:v R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her DailY Bread IS the swry or two young
girls and &_younger brother who were len/arenttesa, with little money, fau educatlonhan much
courage, to make their way through t e world b)
g_oing to Ohioago. The autnor is also the berotn.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of &work
ing girl'Blife and experience in the city of Chicago
..moog bluff business men, kind hearted folia,
&od disreputable hypooritB. It islnat snob a &tor-s
of human life &B we ~hould expect Colonel lnllersoll to be interested in; and whatever be admirep
a.nd appreciates is sure to be worth the attentior
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
AddreBB THE TRUTH SEEKER.

fil~TTL'ED.

BIBLICAL and MODERN 8PIRITUALISM.
BY MosEs HuLL.
Price, 60 cents.

The Career of Jt>sus Ubri8t.

An Expo• tion of the True lfpaninll' of this Char.
acter as deacrib~>d in thE' New Te•tam~>nt. By Mil
ton Woolley, M.D., author of ''Hebrew Mnhol·
OII'V "
p,.p .. r. svo. 2~ cents

Rational Communism. ROMAN ISM,
THE

PRESENT

AND

FUTURE

REPUBLIC

OF

OB

NoRTH AM&RIOA.
Advocates aeaociat" life and flmployment as a preventive of VlOtl, crimP, poverty, eto.
By A CAPITALH'l'.
Paper, 493pP.,Iil r.to.: clo., $1.

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic. ·

Relation of llitcbcraft to Religion.
By A. C •. LYALL.
Pdoe. 10 cents.

Bs

POPULATION QUESTION.
and Allme Btaa.hf.
2li CI'DtB.

~I.'RU'I'H. A Poem.
ley. 10 cent•.

By E. N. Kmgs-

Jt~oj t'ause and fure.
How the Poor M~Y Attain Comfort and lndepend.

POVERTY:

f'Dre.

ByM.G H.

Price,

B~ligion

A.~.

GROVER.

Price, paper, 25 cents.

I'ruLts of Pnilosr.phy.
By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Uharlea Br&dlangh

.A.ddreBP Tl'IE TRUTH REEKER 00.

The Modern Science fssaJ st.
Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT SPE~OER: B;• lifP, wntini!'P, alld
pbilo·ollb:V. By Mr. DA~IEL GREENLEAF
'fBOJIIP•'Oll.
2. OHARLJ!S llOBEBr DARWIN: Hi•lifP,worb,
and lLtl••t-uce. B' RH. 'NUl W. CsADWI lt.
8. BOLA.R AND PLANE 'AllY . EVOLUTION:
ow "nn-. and. wurlrf8 f•ome Into btJlDg. .I:SY

10 cents.

of Inhumanity.

W1th a Glance at thP Bellgbn of Hnmanity.
BY FREDERIC HARRISON.
PticP, 15 cents.

R.EL•GUtN:
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonatitnted.
By Go~orge T. Bondie1.
W•th

The Origin of the Christian Religion Pblladelpbia Liberal Lea~ue ~6'7
and the Signiftcance of its
meets every Sunday in Indnatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood ate., at 11:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
Rise and Decline.

Addreaa THE TRUTH BEEKER,
ll8 LafaYette Place, New York.
Photo-engravinJI'B of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
ai this oftioe. Price, 40o.i ·nth autograph, 110 ot&

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
IM!lORTALITY oF hs ELEMENTS.
By A. B. de Pellegrini.
Paper.
Jli cents.

OB,

M•. GARRET P SERVISS
4. EVOLUTION OF 'lH"" E!RTH: The story of
I!"!JUlogy BJ- DJ.LRWIB G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION ow VtGI!.'f!IL LlF~t: How life
bPg;DM. By Mr. WILLIAM ~-'OTTI!o
6. EVOLUTION OF AfSlM.iL LIFE: The order
of z >olo1d0al evolnuon. B.Y D • Boi!8ITaB
RAYMONDT TilE Dh'SC:EN'l' OF MAN: H;a ori ..in, antiq.
mty, growth B) Prof. It:. D. CoPE.
8 EVOLt TI• N OF MIND: I•s nature and de·
vAI"nruPnt
B< D• • OBEBT G. FooLEs
9. E.VOLUl'!O!> 0 •' EOCIE! Y. B) JAMEs_A.E'JUL-

free disonaaiona on rel.igions and social Q.oeatione
~ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~rnth
Seeker publications always on band at cheap ratu.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, Sl.OO.

For sale at this oftlce.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKEB

m

For the beBefit of our readera who preserve their paper~
we oft'er a new style of binder1
made for the purpose, ana
with the heading of THE
TBU'l'H dEEK'IIlB printed in
g_o•d lettera on the outside
Th1a bmder allows the openmg of the papers perfeotll fiat. It a.lBo allows the
ta.klng out and replacing of one or more paper~
from any part of the file without disturbing th"
other parts •
Bent by m&iltllostp~ for •1.
Address THE TRU·nt SEEKER1
tf
28 Lafayeue PL. New York.

8AKYA BUDDHA.

IMAGE BREAKER.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Six Lectures.

Decline of F11itb.
Protestant Intolerance.
Washington an Unbeliever.
Jefi'erson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.
Each, 5 cents; bound, pap., llli cents; per doz., 40.

8ABBATJf BREA K••c.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Prii'P, ll~ nen t~.

St. Matrhtw Htfora tne Court
FoR

THE

Price,

SEMJTIO

CRrMK oF FoRGERY.

By SECULARIST.
10 cents.

GODR

BIBLE.

AND THE

Allah, J~t-nvab, S~~otao, Hol:r Ghost,
Jeaua cn.-•s•, y, llin Mary, Bible.
B:v D. M. BESNETT.
<From V ll. II. ·• G •rls &ud B~llgions.")
831pp., pan • B·l '".; clo., $1.

11. EVOLlJTIO~ OF MOR!L:l.

12.

,a

G. J~NI'8
P"UUF"~ OF
~'-A.>I'JIALL.

By DB. LEWI'

By NEl-SON C'.

l!.VoLU lOS AR l:i'FL!l'TD TOR LlGluUS
1 HOUGli'r. B. Joq)f 'A l.l>Auw.ox
"4 lHII.O .. PBY OF .b.VOLUliON. l>Y STABB
bo,YT NtOHoLH.
Ad4rllsb THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
~ l... ~fR.v~t.t.f\ PIR.Cf-1. """'• ~ork.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "D~ity Analyzed," 11 The B1ble Analyzed,"" rbe Real llia•uhemera," "Spir·
1tuallsm Sastatned," etc., etc.
The latest and beat work of an analytic thinker,
who is g1fted with those rare pow..rs that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy propHtY of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ide&ll
that will be new to the world and prodncttv of
good in fnrnishiDll' food for thought. We tru.t it
will hav tho immeu11e di•tribntion it so riohJ.v
merits.-{The Amer\can Idea.
Cloth, lllmo, $1.

Inolndln~t

For all of the above bMks address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
~8 LafaYette p,,, New York.

EVOLU'l'ION.

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER.

WRl I'E 1'0 ELlfiNA.
FriPnd• who want gootl Knitti•·g-yarn, Bl~~onket~.
or o~her Wuulen GooclP, or Ltbual
Boob, will plea•e •tond "'' ~~'" fur "'rnnlB•H and
priOA·liBts.
ELMINA. DltAKI!: SLENKER,
<li
S..oWYILL& \J:'ululu Oo.), VA.
Oalstmer~B.

Tbe 8ecular

!!Jo~leiJ

of liene,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 8
l'.M., at tbe town hall. All friends of human
cwtivation are invited. MABIUS IIEIOHTOJJ, Bec,

The ..... aubatean Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets everY Friday avenin&, at 8 o'Clock. at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East llith Btreet. Lectures and discussions. Tne public cordially invited.

Akron, o., l''reelhou;-bt IJntoo.•
The Akron Freetbonght Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Hall of Oramer•a Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

The Jnh.neatpohs

~ec:ular

Union

Meets every SundaY at 7 :80 P.M , at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Booma 12 and 14. Eastman block, M1nneapolia,
Minn. J. F. MACOII!Bir.Bo Pres.; CliAll. LoWNo.Sec.

A Versl.fled, AJIJI.otated Narrativ of his Life and
'l'eachiJlga.
Brookl)n Pllilosophltal Assocla·

ltOD
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford !\Venne and
Virtue."

BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book b.aa been introduced into Buddhist
~ohoola in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
11
Belilrlo-PhiloPophical Jonmal,"and man1 Spiritaa.liat papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
.
Extra Ololh. 1711 pD .• SJ.
Addre1s TBE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
18 Lafayette Pl .• New York.

Hunth ~d Mtreet, Brooklyn, E D .. at 8 P.K , ev<>ry
Sunday. Admis~10n free. D.oou8810nd follow
1~0 ore•.

Ellzur Wri;-hl Secu •ar Union
Ot .Alliance, 0 .. mtJctB the first and fi•Urth Son-

days of eaub month at I.udepend~nt Church, at
l.O 80 A.M. Free d1acn•~ion on all Ltberalsobj,ct&.
Sub.criptioDs to THE TBUTB SERXER &"d lnvestt•
gator are solicited.
R. G. t.MITH, Cor. tklo.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
~unday

and the l"abbatb. "A law

regnl&tinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
an imperttn~>nce." Prtoe,tO cents.

The }~alse Tt>achin~ of" the Chris·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Art1clea of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishnt'SS of Prayl'r. "Think

of a minister'B prayina God to kill grasshopor tryu1g to induce the Deity to t~Dder
take a crusade of one ag&inat the Oolorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Per&•

}'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact!
Pnoe, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Je~n~~ Insane! Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Cbureh. Price, 5 cents.

DDAMONOS.
Unprecedented Oft't>r. No other hon•e so fair
In ••rder to g1v mi Libt>r&l fr1ends throughout
the United St.. tlliiiOD opportunity tu eXMmm, tes t1
and compare my guud. and pr1ce1 wltb thollfl 0 I
other diamond mercbanta. I wlll sell any pi-e& of
Di•mond Jewelry, accOJLP&IIitod by contraot thst
"aab in full will be refundeo any time wtthlD one
year from date of pnrcb•aing if guod• are not
entirely ~atiotactnry. No other dealer Wlll do it.
None "111 sell &B cheap. t arrJ'lD& a •&rile atook,
bt>ing an expert, close buyer. and doing bru.1ne••
on •malle•t po~•1ble exp~n•e, y,.u w11l PD•itlvly
•ave twenty to thirt} per cent by purcba...ing of
me. DtiOIDOtJd Pms and EardroP•• worth S600. tor
f4rO; P.ns. 1t ng., }! artlrn~s. Stud~, Bt<ir Orna~~'""t", P~nd11htB, wotth $3· 0, for s.oo: do .. worth
c20n, f,,r $:40; do., worth ol50. f• r fllO; du., "'orth
noo for 5'0; do., worth ssu, for SoO . du•• worth
f61•, fnr $4· ; do., wor• h S40 tor f&l: 110 , ,.orth $80,
tot $ 2; do , worth fOO fur $15. ~ uo can wear 'he118
good• daily fur one yeHr. It will not coat yon a
cent. It lD the mo-an t.me yun are not sati61led
that the good• ate b~otter and cb~aPI'r than sold
eJ•pwbtre return and get yon· c&•b in full.
St-le ·t10na sent tu reBIJOn•lble pRrties on &Ppronl; to any banking-hon•e or 0. O.D , pnvilege
of examination.

'l'r e

" Ctto Wettstein '' Watch,

A pam-

sixteen jewl'la, flue'" arijtultl'd to heat and oofld 1
patent r~gulatorl BrEQ.Oct h ..ir-~PMDIII• neant1 Ul
donble-pRD~led 01&1· 1t1Jd all modHn improve•
nwnio Perfect, &t•d '"'watch wtll compete with
it I In siiV<HIDt' ca•h U9; iJ. funr·OULce ooin Bil·
ver c•se, t23 0: fiv~-cnLce, $~5; •'" <·OtlCfl, t27. In
oppn face h~· 1 1111· d l!'old case. $27; hnntilillo tu;
rl<•., Lon•• XIV., f8S. lo fonrte~u cat at wlid gold,
$50 tu S 50. l:l~nt prepaid, and c&•h r ..fund~dl
not satltilaoto6¥ro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Est&bl.iahea 1S!i7.

Llberal•sm. Treating the subject from a

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

J. D. SllA. W'S P.A.MPHLETS.
Til,. Blble-Wbal 18 IU

phlet con taming 1.-igbt cbaPtl'r8 in refntat10n
of the assumpt10n bat the Btble is a divme
bouk of pure tbonl!'ht. and correct in all ita
utter.. ncP&. Pr1ce. 15 can ta.
Studle!l In 'I lu:o.olo;u. A clear exposition of the biblir&l ~torY of man's creat1on
and en rae. tb ..uloglcally denow1.uated •· the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
neg&tiV and affirmativ Bt&ndjlomt, .showing
what 1t is not and what it is. Price, 5 cenu..
if

Essence of Religion.

B)' L. FEUERB~t:H.
ExceJlltlons f.o lhe Cha•acltr of 10. Ef0LUTION OF THFOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
()brht as a uent ~mao.
R•llll'8,N.
l'r&nslated from the German. Oloth. 12mo, 7lipp.;
By W. T. Purviance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2:1 cents.

'Ibe Forum.
Ohio&go Secular Union meets everr SundaY
evening at 7:80 P.11•• at 558 West 1rladiao~ IUeet.
Lectures and debatel. Strangera from. &broad
are welcome.

50 eta.
The truth-teller is Ill-mannered," therefore lmmoral.-.Bztt·act.
AddreBB Tm: TBUTll BEEKEB Co.

Argument b)' B. G.ln;r. rsoll
IN TBB

Was Jesus an Impos~r1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B Moss. The best conducted debate of madera
timea. 1~0 pp., 116 ots. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cta. The Bible and DarwiniBJD.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. ll5
cta. Two Revelations. 5 cts. B1bll' Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. li cts.
B1ble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
tJB. Darwin. 5 eta. Bocrates1 Buddha, and Jeana.
5 cts. Christianity a Dell'r&aing Beljgion. 5 cte.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural llan. 5 eta.
The Old Faith &Dd the New. li cta. Bruno and
Spinoza. li cta. Tbt Bible God and Hia Favoritl,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 cta. Health. Wealth.
a.nd H~ppineaa. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ots. Nature and the Gods. li cta. Deail[tl &nd
Natural Selectlon. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. li cts.
Addresa Watts and Oo •• 17 Johneon•a Oonrt.
E.O .• Lon Jon. Enll.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

.NTtCHRIST.

FOR

u

Bl.Af PH£MY,"

ROVING conolnslvly that there was no Christ
o•ucitl.d Dl•lll'r Pontin• Pile•~. bot that the
real Je.us, the illel!'ltim~tf •c•n l•f Mary bl JoPI'ph
At Morristown, New Jersey.
Pand~ra, wnotonl'd and hai·(l~d f<'r •Orr~ry about
Stenooraphwallv rtiZJO'"rPa. ana revtsea bli the au- 75 year~ B.c. Cloth, 446 PBil*'"• with full Index.
e~wr.
Price. $1.50. Former Price, $2.00. For sale &t thil
Handsome svo, 88 op. be .. ntifnl t;vpf', fine pRper. office.
Pcioe, cloth, 5o cent.' paper, 115 cents, or
$2 p~r dozen.
AddrBII THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e Laf&YeUe Pl•• R11w York

P

LIFE OF

HISTORY
OF TH.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPDN'I
Of Europe.
Reviled Edltion-8 vol.I-Prlce, 11.
By JOHN WILLIAM DB.A.P'EB. M D LL.D.
Addr611a THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ECONOMIC "EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
Price,

25cenu.

Joshua Davidson:
MODEBN IKITA'l'ION OF CHJUS'l',
As to his Life on Earth and his Comm'lmiam.

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of 11 A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer of
Creatton.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

-

- 75 Cents:.

!IF This book tDIU B'Utypreuetl bg the flrat Amer•
ican publislulr•.JB

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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AND0 FRELitUONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,

===========/ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

AND RE},ORMERS.

Biographies of 300 of the Leading Pllilo~ophel's,
"ll f N
York Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inTeachers. Skeptic\!.>. Innovators. Founders of
0 ~ the 1 6th G overnor H I o. ew
eluding Jehoval!, ~atan, the Holy Q-host,
N~w Schools- of ·t·hought, Eminent Soien1
received a great ovation at the Pwdmon~ ex-~Jesus Ohr1st, V1rgm Mary, 1!-Dd the Btble.
tists, etc. (~ho were not Christians),
. .
.
Svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Descnbes Fully all
from the time of Menu to the presposition, Georgia.
the Religious SYstems of the World.
ent. Svo, 11075pp., cloth, $8;
.
svo, 957pP. O!oth, $8 per vol.; the
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
THE czar had to be closely guarded durmg
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moBY D. M. BENNETT.
the whole of his visit in Germany to protect I
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
f
N"hil"
I
BY
D.
M.
BENNETT.
.
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER 00.,
h tm rom I Ists.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 LafaYette Place, N.Y.
BARNUM is taking his
show to Europf;l.
Co.u.MINEBS hav won
a strike in France.
NATURAL gas has been
found at Salem, S.D.

=======-=--c:c=::.==-·---.
.

T.BE word of God IS the oreatton we beho!d :

and 1t is in this word, which no human iuventio'l
I oan connterfeit or alter, that God speaketh uni.
versally to ma.n,-Pame.
IF there is 1(God, it is rea.sonably certain that
he made the world, but it is by no me~ns cert!lin
that he is the author of the Bible. Wily then
should we not 'place greater confidence in nature
than in a book 7-lnge?\•Oll.

GoD is a pure apirit, but
neverthelqas he h>ts an eye
to the temnoral blea8ings
of this world", without which
his spiritu!l.i ministers oould
not subsist.- Voltaire.
IN all these countries it
was a crime to fail to divide
:vour substance with the
lazy hy).loorits who managed your affairs in the
next world uPOn condition
that you would support
them in this.-Inqersoll.

BoTH New York and
Chicago are raising funds
for the fair.
ON the 19th there was
fatal railway accident
near Confluence, Pa.

a

THE duty of a philosopher
is clear. His path lies
straight before him. He
must take every pains to
ascertain the truth ; and,
having arrived at a oonoln·
sion, he, instead of shrinkON the 16th a rail way
ing from it because it is
unpalatable, or because it
collision at Gibso 1, near
seems dangerous, should,
Omaha, Neb., injured
on that very account, cling
fifty persons.
the closer to it, should uphold it in bad repute, more
BURNS, the Socialist
zealously thau he would
leader who headed the
hav done in good repute;
London strike, is standshould noise it abroad far
and wide, utterly regardless
ing for Parliament
of what opinions he shooks,
THE color question
or what interests he im],leri!s; should, on its bemade great di3turb:<nce
court hostility and
half,
in the Independent Bapdespise contempt, being;
tists' convention at Balwell assured, taat, if it is
not true, it will die, but
timore.
that, if it; is true, it must
WEsLEY ELKINS, the
produce ultimnte benefit,
eleven-year-old Iowa boy
albeit unsuited for practical adoption by the &ge or
who was suspected of
country in which it is first
murdering his parents
prapounderl.-Bttckl•'s His·
last July, has confessed.
GIDEON WANT8 SOME PROOF THAT GOD 18 ON filS ~IDE.
tor!J of Cit ilization.
No simplicity of mind, no
And Gideon said unto God, Let not thine anger be hot against me, and I will speak but t1is once; Let me prove I pray thee
lNQUIBY into the plot
obscurity of station, can
but this once with the fleece; let it now be dry only up:>n the fleece, and upon all the ground let there be dew.-Judges vi, 39.
to bribe the Cronin jurors
escape the universal dut.y
is disclosing information
of questioning all that we
li!R. SMART (as the churchg~er8 p tFS) : "I'm sur· believe.-Cli.ffo?"ll'B Sotentifl,c Baa is of Momls.
upon the original crime of the murder.
prised that Miss Soveet permits Bodworth to aoTHE truth cannot be burnt, beheaded, or cruciDoTHEN, Ala., on the 14th had a fight becompe.ny her. He's about the fr.>shest young
tween Farmers' Alliance men and local merfeltow I know. ' llirP. Smart : "Parhaps tbat·s the fied. A lie on the throne is a lie still; and truth
in
a dungeon is truth still; and a lie on the tbron '
THE eagle is dear to the American heart; but reason why •he lets him c~rry her Psalter."-Bos- is on the wa.Y to defeat, and truth in the dungc o ,
chants that resulted in several deaths.
lon Time.•.
the double-eagle is twice as dear. -Pu.cli:.
is on the way to viotory.-.A.non.
THE Vatican has collected the document9
YoUTHFUL skeptic: "Say, Edna, do you believe
relating to what it calls the government's con- Mn. ToP HEAVY: "Will you share my lot, Penel- that story about Adam and Eve and the snake CoURAGE yet ! my brother or my sister !
ope T" P.:neloPe: "Yes, if there is a brown-stone
tinual violation of its rights, and, if the pope front on it."-Life.
a.nd the garden of Eden?" "WhY, Agnes! of Keep on ! Liberty is to be subserved, wha.teve
occurs;
course I do." "Well, I don't! And nothing will
approves, will publish them as an appeal to
Pnoun mother:" Oh, John, the baby oan walk]" ever make me believe that God made women wear That is nothing, that is quelled by one or two fail·
the world.
Orne! father : " Good I He can walk the floor with clothes as a punishment."-Boslon Beacon.
ures, or any number of failures,
ONE party in the Protestant Episcopal con- himself at night then."-Detroit News.
" I WOULD hav you remember, brethren;" con· Or by the indifference or ingratitude of the people,
or by any unfaithfulness,
vention urges that as their church is "the
AN Indiana man read a newspaper headline, tinned the preacher," the same master hand that
one· Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church of. "The Situation at Washington," and he tele- contrived the celestial system fashioned the least Or the show of the tushes of Power, soldiers, can.
non, peBalstatutes.
Christ" its name should be changed to that graphed to Harrison for it at once.-Texas S!ft- of earthly atoms as well; the superb architect of Revolt ! and still revolt l revolt I
tnas.
arranged
the
minute
threads
of
the
mountains
designation.
What we believe in waits latent forever through
AL : "Mary is a rea.! nice girl-what a pity she gold wit~ln them; and, remember, friends, the
all the continents, and all the islands and
AT Meriden, Kan., a farmer named Cook, drinke." Ed: "She 1 Never."· "Yes, I saw her God who made me made a da.iBY·"-Life.
archipelagos of the sea;
drink
four
goblets
of
ice-water.
It'll
this
morning
seven of whose children hav been bitten by a
A PRETTY HOW-D"YE-DO.
What we believe in invites no one, promises noth·
kill
her."-Time.
ing, sits in calmness and light, is Positiv a.nd
mad dog and one of whom has been seized
When maidens greet
"JoE, I've begun to think my wife doesn't tell
composed, knows no discouragement,
Upon the street,
with hydrophobia, refuses medical assistance,
Waiting patiently, waiting its t.ime.
Exchanging love and kisses, too,
the truth." "Why so, Bill?" "Well, she threat·
saying that if it is the will of God that his sns
everY week to go back to her mother, but she
You must admit,
-Walt Whitman.
children die no human power can save their never goes."-Epoch.
At sight of it,
HEBE'S freedom to him that wad rEad,
Now" Here's a pretty how-d'ye-do."
lives.
SrMERAL: "Are .Jones and Briggs friends?"
Here'd freedom to him that wad write I
-Philadelphia Press.
There's na.ne ever feared that the truth should be
MAYOR CBEGIEB of Chicago says of the ac- Grimsby: "Friends! No, inde~d! They couldn't
heard,
MINISTER (to boy with a long pole): "I hope
tion of Socialists at their convention: " When hate eaoh other more if they sang in the same
church choir."-Time.
you are not going fishing in the creek on this Bnt they wham the truth wonld indite.-Burns.
any organized body will hiss at an American
Mn. IaAAc3: "Vat for, Mr. Solomon, hav you beautiful Sabbath day?" Boy (emphatically):
IF all will admit that all hav an equal right to
flag unfolded in their presence and grow very
got dotlrish vet nurse T" Mr. Solomon : "Peoause, "No, sir, I am not." "That's right-you're a good think, then the question is forever settled.enthusiastic in their applause when the bloody Mr. Isaacs, I vant my leetle poy, Jacob, to pegin boy. Here's a nickel." (After the minister's de- Ingersozz.
colors of a red flag are unfolded, I think it early.in life to make his living off dose shentiles.'' parture) : "Golly l If he'd asked me wuz I goin'
WHEN men hav come to regard a certain class of
fishing in the mill·pond he'd bad me sure."time some action was taken, and prompt acKIND son!: "My husband is such a dear, sympa- Ttlne.
their fellow-creatures as doomed by the almightY
tion at that."
thiz!Dg creature l When I am chopping a pile of
to eternal and excruciating agonies, and when
REV. 0ALLEB : "Your congregation seems to be their theology directs their minds with intense
out in the yard, he'll sit half a day before
THE American board of Foreign Missions firewood
the fire and weep at my having to work so hard!" very attentiv and devout, Mr. Sorimper." Rev. and realizing earnestness to the contemplation of
Sorimper: "Yes, they ehow it in their contribu- such agonies, the result will be an indifference to
at its late meeting reported that Japan misFmsT Boston girl : "G lt any pickles in your
sions had been extremely successful, while pocket 7'' Second Boston girl: "Yes, and some tions." Rev. Oaller: "Ah, I am glad to hear that the suffering of·those whom they deem the enethey are Iibera.!." Rev. Scrimper: "They are not
those of Turkey, though they expended gum." First Boston girl: "That's all right. I've liberal, they are devout. You ought to see the mies of their God, as absolute as it is perhaps pos.
$200.000, had accomplished very little. The got some cold beans and two slatepencil~. Let's number of religious two-oent pieces with' In God sible for human nature to attain.-Leck?/B IU.•torv
of Raltonalism.
South Sea Islanders were reported to be as lunch."
We Trust' that I take ill every Sunday !"-Life.
OmusTIANITY cannot liv in pea.oe with any other
REV. DR. PsiJ\IBOSE: "I had a. most pleasant
obstinate a9 ever. The total outlay was
"I REALLY don't know for certain whether he's form of faith. If that religion be true, there is
time
in
Paris
this
summer,
but
it
didn't
rest
me
as
married
or
not,"
said
Johnson,"
but
the
other
day
$635,000. The Zulus cost $31,000, and the
but one savior, one inspired book, and but one
much as I t-hought." Merritt: "Yet it ahould be
rest of the Africans $17,000. The secretary some consolation to yon to know that your con· I saw him wheeling a perambulator down the little narrow erass·~~:rown path that leads to
street with two squalling infants in it. And be· heaven. Snob a religion is necessarily unoompropredicted that the total income would soon gregation got the rest."- Lt(e.
hind him '\\ere two females, and the Younger of mising.-Inuersozz.
reach $1,000,000.
THERE is a time for everything. After you hav them was saying to him, 'Yon wretch! you've
TnE doctrine of the Galilean Buddhist, Jesus
THE party of Pan-American delegates mak- weighed your neighbor in the balances, drop the been like th&.t twice this week-you know You Ohrist,
hav burdened the record of human misery
I' And then tho other fema.le pleasantly re·
ing a tour of the country in a specially luxu- nickel of fairness into the slot of self-examination. hav
with
thousands of devastating wars. Hav theY
and ascertain your own moral avoirdupois.-Bos. marked, 'Matilda, if you don·t make him insure
rious Pullman train is made up as follows : ton Courier.
his life for another thousand before his liver's ever added one millet-seed to the sum of human
happinesS! Did the apostle of Nazareth ever
·Delegates who are the nation's guests, 15;
ETHEL : " Oh, how you frightened me when you altogether gone, you're no daughter of mine.• speak one word in favor of industry, of rational
United States delegates, 2; secretaries of del- came up behind me and put your a.rm around my This looks like marriage, anyhow! Don't it, old education, the cause of health, the love and study
mant"
egates, who are the nation's guests, 17 ; at- waist l I thought you were a man." Laura : "I
of nature, of physical and intellectual culture 1
IT was in a grocer's window
Not one. Has he promoted our Progresg in the
taches, etc., accompanying delegates who are thought you thought I was a man. You did not
try to get away until I spoke."-Exchanue.
That she saw a simple sign,
Pl\ths of science and freedom? Not one etep.the nation's guests, 7; consul-general of a
And she stopped and slowly read it,
Pror. Fel'lx L. Oswal<l 'in The Secret or the East.
South American government, 1 ., valet of the
" Mas. MULLIGAN," said Mrs. Ginty, "it is well
While her blue eyes seemed to shine.
yer falin' the day?" "Yie, very well." "An'
As ministers become more civilized, they will
secretary of a South American delegate, 1; shtrong '" "Yis, quite shtrong."' "Then, P'r'aps
Then with scornful lips she murmured,
wish to know what we shall do with our criminals
secretaries and attaches, etc., of the United it's able ye'd be to bring back the two washtubs
As she tossed her pretty hat :
instead of what God will do with his-how we
" How I wish that men were labeled
States delegates, 8; representativ of the yez borried last Monda.y.'' -M~1·chant Travfl'r.
shall do away with beggary and W'1nt-with crime
a
good
plain
sign,
like
that
l"
With
and misery-with prostitution, disease, and famin
Spanish-American Commercial Union, 1 ; his "WHAT'S the matter, Eddie?" "Willie Thomas
So when she had passed, I ventured
-with tYranny in all its cmel forms-with prisons
secretary, 1· representativ of the Pennsyl. has gone and moved ont of this street, boo, boo."
Near that favored grocer's shop,
and scaffolds, and how we shall reward the honest
·
il '
"Well, don't cry; there are plenty of other little
vama r~ road, 1; newspaper correspondents) boys in the neighborhood to play with." "Y-e-s,
And espied this simPle legend:
workers, and fill the world with happy homes l:and artists, 11.
b-u-t he's the o-n-1-Y one I could 1-i-c-k."-Lite.
"This Oorn Warranted to Pop." -Puck. 1l'!I(JersoU,
CHOLBBA. is raging in
Persia, and it is feared
that it will penetrate
Europe.

fldds aqd finds.
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IJlolts and lflippinns.
ONE Agnofi!tic rabbi does more injury to
· Judaism than ten missionaries.-Jtwislt 1'imes.
SAM JoNES is laying up treasure in heaven,
and iB doing a local trade of $25,000 a year.Ilerald.
THE Oatltolic Telegraph is discu~sing 11 The
Insecurity of Protestantism " It had better
discuss the insecurity of Catholic editors and
.publishers when there is an angry archbishop
about.-Independent.
THE Argentine government has instructed
its agent in Paris to offer facilities for emigration to the Jews who are being expelled
from Russia. Several thousand of these people, who are under orders to quit Bessarabia,
hav accepted engagements to go and colonize
lands on the Argentine territory. A shipful
of the emigrants will start in a few days from
Ismailia.
IN Ecuador there is a church, it is said, for
·every hundred and fifty inhabitants, and ten
per cent of the population are priests, monks,
or nuns. The priests control the government
in all its branches, and two hundred and
seventy-two days of the year are observed as
feast or fast days. One-fourth of all the
property belongs to the church. Seventyfive per cent of the people can neither read
nor wl'ite.
THil: Roman Catholic primate of all Ireland,
the Rev. Dr. Logue, said the other day in the
cathedral at Armagh, in reference to the pope
seeking possibly some other asylum than
Italy, that the Irish people are losing their
original simplicity of faith and gradually

failing in devotion to the holy see. Irish
Catholic politicians were holding up to contempt the opinions of the pope and his counselora.
A BAND of brigands has been terrorizing
Mae~donia, which upon capture was found
to contain several priests, a Greek Archimandrate, and the superior of a convent.-Trutlt
Seeker. A band of sky-pilots hav also been
terrorizing and robbing weak-minded people
in Hastings, Mich., and, by dire threats of
endless torment, hav made very many stand
aLd cleliver. They should be captured and
made to dig 'taters, or set at some other honest labor.-Hastings, Miclt., Plaindeale~·.
THE monument to the forefathers recently
erected at Plymouth by the aid of Mr. Ames,
the state of Massachusetts, and the United
Stales, is an argument against the public
schools. There is Mr. Ames's statue of faith,
that means religion : '' Without faith it is impossible to please God." There is a statue of
''Morality" under Faith, and evidently
guarded by religion. Law and freedom depend on these. There is no statue of public
schoolism, and therefore it was not that idea
that could or should be embodied there. All
honor to the Pilgrim fathers.-.American
Catholic News.
THB late Andrew J. Geiger, of Philadelphia, left aa estate valued at $250,000. His
will provides for the erection of an obelisk
over his grave. The panel on the east side is
to contain his name, age, and date of death.
The north panel will bear this inscription :
" Traveled sixty thousand miles in America,
Europe, Asia, and Africa." The south panel
is to read: "Young man, stop and think.
o::lee what has been the reward for honesty,

industry, and economy. In 1841) I worked
on Robert Martin's farm near Jersey shore for
twenty-five cents a day. No fortune left to
me." The west panel will say: "Lived and
died in the faith of the immutable and unchangeable and Nature's God. Believed in
the Gospel of Peace, Right, and Justice."

THE true scientific attitude of the day, as
expressed by the president of the British
Association, Professor Flower, is "a suspended judgment." Professor Flower indorses Sir John Lubbock's idea that the field
of inquiry is limitless, and that there may be
" fifty other senses as different from ours as
sound is from sight; and even within the
boundaries of our own senses there may be
endless sounds which we cannot hear, aud
colors as different as red from green of which
we hav no conception. These and a thousand
other questions remain for solution. The
familiar world which surrounds us may be
a totally different place to oth~r animals. 'l'o
them it may be full of music which we can
not hear, of color which we cannot see, of
sensations which we cannot conceive."

IN a village in the canton of Lucerne,
Switzerland, there is a society of old maids.
It numbers eighty members, and, queer
enough, it is under the patronage of the St.
Catharine matrimonial agency. They perform acts of charity, and are highly esteemed
in their neighborhood. The municipal council lately presented them with a banner, on
which there is the following startling inscription: "Women are an evil, but they are also
a blessing. They remind us of the onions
CoRRESPONDBNOE from Russia declares that
that make us weep, but that we love all the
the clergy of the Greek Catholic church there
same."
stand low in the respect of the people. The
CHicAGo is again suffering from an out- priest possesses absolutely no authority or inbreak of the most offensiv foreignism. An fluence, and no one would ever dream of apattempt has been made to enforce the Sun- plying to him for advice. How is it possible
day-Closing law against the saloons, and the to expect anything else, when the peasant
Personal Rights League has seen fit to pro- sees in his pope a confirmed drunkard, a
test against the enforcement of the Jaw. One public vagabond and tramp, who often does
of the spet~kers at a meeting of the League not put in an appearance at his church for
said : " If they are going to close the saloons weeks together? How can the moujik do
we insist that the churches also be closed, otherwise than despise a priest whose amorand that they shall net be allow€d to continue ous intrigues are of the most flagrant and debusiness at the old stand." The idea of com- based nature, and who, instead of seeking to
paring the whisky shop-the nursery of crime maintain the virtue of the fairer members of
and disorder-with the churches is outrage- his flock, seeks by every means in his power
ous. It ought to be enough to arouse public to bring them to disgrace and shame. " I
sentiment on the subject and to force Sunday called him in to say prayers at the bedside of
closing. Such offensiv language is a disgrace my dying wife," complained a poor peasant
to Chicago, and cannot be squelched too the other day, "and he has taken advantage
of the fact to lead my only daughter t" ruin."
soon.- Cleveland Leader.
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I became acquainted with Mr. Lincoln in 1834, and I think
I knew him well to the day of his death. His mind, when a
boy in Kentucky, showed a certain gloom, an unsocial nature, a peculiar abstractedness, a bold and daring skepticism.
In Indiana, from 1817 to 1830, it manifested the same quali.
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian t
ties or attributes as in Kentucky : it only intensified, developed itself, along those Jines in Indiana. He came to lilinois
CHAPTER V.
in 1880, and, after some little roving, settled in New Salem,
now in Menard county and state of Illinois. This village
TEsTIMONY oF HoN. WM. H. HERNDON.-PuBLISHED
lies about twenty miles northwest of this city. It was here
TESTIMONY.
that Mr. Lincoln became acquaiuted with a class of men the
Statement of Lincoln's Freethought opinions-Herndon's
world never saw the like of before or since. They were
Association with Lincoln-Character-Writings-Comlarge men-large in body and large in mind; hard to whip
petency as a. Witness-The Abbott Letter-Contribution
and never to be fooled. They were a bold, daring,-and reckto the Libeml Age-Article in THE TRUTH SE:SKER.
less sort of men; they were men of their own minds...,..believed what was demonstrable; were men of great common
Having presented and reviewed the evidence in besense. With these men Mr. Lincoln was thrown; with them
half of the affirmativ of this question, the evidence in
he lived, and with them he moved and almost had his being.
support of the negativ will next be given.
They were skeptics all-scoffers some. These scoffers wereThe following is a brief statement of the theologgood men, and their scoffs were protests against theologyical opinions of Abraham Lincoln as understood by
Chief among them was Owen Lovejoy; and second to him, if loud protests against the follies of Christianity. They had
those who deny that be was a Christian :
second to any, was ·william H. Herndon. :But the position never heard of Theism and the newer and better religious
thoughts of this age. Hence, being natural skeptics, and
1. In regard to a supreme being he entertained at of this latter gentleman was one of singular embarrassment. being
bold, brave men, they uttered their thoughts freely.
According
to
himself,
he
was
an
Abolitionist
"some
time
betimes Agnostic and even Atheistic opinions. During
fore he was born," and hitherto he had made his " calling They declared that Jesus was an illegitimate child. They
the latter years of his life, however, he professed a and election sure" by every word and act of a life devoted to were on all occasions, when opportunity offered, debating
sort of Deistic belief, but be did not accept the Chris- political philanthropy and disinterested political labors. the various questions of Christianity among themselvs. They
While the two great national parties divided the suffrages of took their stand on common sense and on their own souls;
tian or anthropomorphic conception of a deity.
and, though their arguments were rude and rough, no man
2. So far as the doctrin of immortality is concerned, the people, North and South, everything in his eyes was could overthrow their homely logic. They riddled all divines,
dead. He detested the bargains bv which those parties were
he was an Agnostic.
in the habit of composing sectional troubles, and sacrificing and not unfrequently made tbem skeptics, disbelievers as bad
3. He did not believe in the Christian doctrin of the principle of freedom. When the Whig party paid its as themselvs. They were a jovial, healthful, generous, sothe inspiration of the scriptures. He believed that breath to time, he looked upon its last agonies as but another cial, true, and manly set of people.
It was here and among these people that Mr. Lincoln was
Burns and Paine were as much inspired as David instance of divine retribution. He bad no patience with thrown.
About the year 1834 he chanced to come across
poltime-servers,
and
regarded
with
indignant
contempt
the
and Paul.
icy which would postpone the natural ri$hts of an enslaved Volney's '' Ruins" and some of Paine's theological works.
4. He did not believe in the doctrin of Christ's race to the success of parties and politiCians. He stood by He at once seized hold of them, and assimilated them into.
divinity. He affirmed that Jesus was either the son at the sacrifice of the Whig party in Illinois with the spirit his own being. Volney and Paine became a part of Mr. Linfrom 1834 to the end of his life.
of Joseph and Mary, or the illegitimate son of Mary. of Paul when he held the clothes of them that stormed coln
In 1835 he wrote out a small work on Infidelity, and
5. He did not believe in the doctrin of a special Stephen. He believed it was for the best, and hoped to see intended to hav it published. This book was an attack upon
a new party rise in its place, great in the fervor of its faith,
creation.
and animated by the spirit of Wilberforce, Garrison, and the the whole grounds of Christianity, and especially was it an
6. He believed in the theory of evolution, so far as Lovejoys. He was a fierce zealot, and gloried proudly in attack upon the idea that Jesus was the Christ, the true and
this theory had been developed in his time.
his title of '' fanatic;" for it was his conviction that fanatics only-begotten son of God, as the Chlistian world contends.
Lincoln was at that time in New Salem, keeping store
7. He did not believe in miracles and special prov- were at all times the salt of the earth, with power to save it Mr.
the blight that follows the wickedness of men. He for Mr. Samuel Hill, a merchant and postmaster of that place.
idences. He believed that all things are governed from
believed in a God, but it was the god of nature-the god of Lincoln and Hill were very friendly. Hill, I think, was a
by immutable laws, and that miracles and special Socrates and Plato, as well as the god of Jacob. He be-. skeptic at this time. LiEcoln, one day after the book was
providences, in the evangelical sense of these terms, lieved in a Bible, but it was the open scroll of the universe; finished, read it to Mr. Hill, his good friend. Hill tried to
and in a religion clear and well defined; but it was a religion persuade him not to make it public, not to publish it. Hill
are impossible.
at that time saw in Mr. Lincoln a rising man, and wished
8. He rejected the doch'in of total or inherent de- that scorned what he deemed the narrow slavery of verbal him success. Lincoln refused to destroy it-said it should
inspiration. Hot-blooded, impulsiv, brave, morally and
pravity.
physically, careless of consequences when moved by a sense be published. Hill swore it should never see light of day.
9. He repudiated the doctrin of vicarious atone- of individual duty, he was the very man to receive into his He had an eye to Lincoln's popularity-his present and
future success; and believinj!; that if the book was pubinmost heart the precepts of Mr. Seward's" higher Jaw."
ment.
lished it would kill Lincoln forever, he snatched it from·
10. He condemned the doctrin of forgivness for
His literary abilities, both as a ~peaker and as a Lincoln's hand when Lincoln was not expecting it, and ran
sin.
writer, are of a high order. He .bas written a meri- it into an old-fashioned tinplate stove, heated as hot as a
11. He opposed the doctrin of future rewards and torious work on mental philosophy, and a "Life of furnace; and so Lincoln's book went up to the clouds in
smoke. It is confessed by all who heard parts of it that it
punis:Oments.
Lincoln," which is now in press. In addition to nu- was at once able and eloquent ; and, if I may judge of it
12. He denied the doctrin of the freedom of the merous addresses upon historical, economical, and from
Mr. Lincoln's subsequent ideas and opinions, often
will.
other subjects, be has prepared and delivered several expressed to me and to others in my presence, it was able,
13. He did not believe in the efficacy of prayer as able and interesting lectures on Lincoln: "Abraham strong, plain, and fair. His argument· was grounded on the
internal mistakes of the Old and New Testaments, and on
understood by orthodox Christians.
Lincoln and Ann Rutledge," a beautiful and touching
and on the experiences and observations of men. The
14. He indorsed, for the most part, the criticisms presentation of that pathetic and romantic love epi- reason
criticisms from internal defects were sharp, strong, and
of Thomas Paine on the Bible and Christianity, and sode which forme one of the saddest chapters in manly.
accepted, to a great extent, the theological and hu- Lincoln's history; "The Analysis of Lincoln's CharMr. Lincoln moved to this city in 1837, and here became
acquainted with various men of his own way of thinking.
manitarian views of Theodore Parker.
acter," which appears in the "Lincoln Memorial Al- At
that time they called themselvs Freethinkers or free
15. He wrote a book (which was suppressed) bum," and " Lincoln's Religion," which was pubthinking men. I remember all these things distinctly; .
against the Bible and Christianity.
lished in the State Register.
for I was with them, heard them, and was one of them. Mr.
16. Hia connection with public affairs prevented
Carpenter, and in fact nearly every writer on Lincoln here found other works-Hume, Gibbon, and others
him from giving prominence to his religious opinions Lincoln, has made free use of Herndon's writings. -and drank them in. He made no secret of his views; no
during the later years of his life, but his earlier views Both Holland and Lamon acknowletilge that they concealment of his religion. He boldly avowed himself an
fidel.
concerning the unsoundness of the Christian system were more deeply indebted to him in the preparation PI When
Mr. Lincoln was a candidate for our legislature, he
of religion never underwent any material change, and of their respectiv works than to any other person. was accused of being an Infidel and of having said that
he died, as he had lived, an unbeliever.
The Petersburg .Democrat, published in Menard Jesus Christ was an illegitimate child. He never denied his
In consideration of his long and intimate associa- county, where Lincoln spent the first years of his opinions nor flinched from his religious views. He was a.
tion with Lincoln, and the character and comprehen- manhood, saye; : "Mr. Herndon was the law partner tnie man, and yet it may be truthfully said that in 1837 hi&
was low indeed. In his moments of gloom he
sivness of his testimony, the :first to testify will be of Mr. Lincoln from 1843 to 1860, and knew his in- religion
would doubt, if he did not sometimes deny, God.
Ron. Wm. H. Herndon, of Springfield, Ill.
Mr. Lincoln ran for Congress against the Rev. Peter Cartner life better than any other man." The Sangamon
In 1843, Lincoln formed a partnership with Mr. county Monitor, of Springfield, where Lincoln lived wright in the year 1846. In that contest he was accused of
Herndon in the law business, which existed for a for s quarter of a century, says: " Herndon knew being an Infidel. if not an Atheist. He never denied the
charge-would not-" would die first.'' In the first place,
period of twenty-two years, and was only dissolved Lincoln's views better than any man in America." became
he knew it could and would be proved on him; and
by the bullet of the assassin. The strong attach- Judge David Davis, the lifelong friend of Lincoln, in the second place, he was too true to his own convictions,
ment that these men had for each other i'il illustrated in whose c~:urt both Lincoln and Herndon practiced to his own soul, to deny it.
When Mr. Lincoln leffthis city for Washington, I knew he
in the foil owing touching incident, related in " The for years, declared that Herndon knew more about
had undergone no change in his religious opinions or views.
Every Day Life of Lincoln:"
Lincoln's religion than any other man.
He held many of the Christian ideas in abhorrence, and
When he was about to leave for Washington he went to
In this chapter will be reproduced the evidence of among them there was this one, namely, that God would
the dingy little law office which had sheltered' his saddest Mr. Herndon that bas already been made public.
forgiv the sinner for a violation of his laws. Lincoln mainhours. He sat down on the couch and said to his lawtained that God could not forgiv; that punishment has to
The first elaborate exposition of Lincoln's Free- follow
partner, Herndon, "Billy, you and I hav been together more
tbe sin ; that Christianity was wrong in teaching forthan twenty years, and hav never' passed a word.' Will thought views was made in 1870, in what is known givn€SS.
you let my name stay on the old sign till I come back from as the "Abbott Letter," an article which Mr. HernFrom what I know of Mr. Lincoln, and from what I hav
Washington?" The tears started to Mr. Herndon's eyes. don by request . contributed to the Inde~, a paper heard and verily be;ieve, I can say, first, that he did not beHe put out his hand. "Mr. Lincoln," said he, "I will never
lieve in a special creation, his idea being that all creation
hav any other partner while you liv," and to the day of the published at Toledo, 0., and edited by Francis E. was an evolution under law; secondly, that he did not
assassination all the doings of the firm were in the name of Abbott. The article was extensivly copied and com- believe that the Bible was a special revelation from God, as
" Lincoln & Herndon" (Every Day Life of Lincoln, p. 377). mented upon, and produced a profound sensation in the Christian world contends; thirdly, he did not believe in
miracles as understood by Christians; fourthly, he believed
Though younger than his illustrious partner, Mr. the religious world, which, to a great extent, bad been in
universal inspiration and miracles under law; fifthly, he
misled
by
such
writers
as
Holland.
The
first
and
Herndon is now well advanced in years. He has redid not believe that Jesus was the Christ, the son of God, as
tired from the activ practice of law, and resides at more important part of Mr. Herndon's article will the Christian church contends; sixthly, he believed that all
things, both matter and mind, were governed by laws, unihis country home near Springfield. He is noted for now be presented :
Mr. Abbott: Some time since I promised you that I would versal, absolute, and eternal. All his speeches and remarks
his rugged honesty, for his broad philanthropy, and
send a letter in relation to Mr. Lincoln's religion. I do so in Washington conclusivly prove this. Law was to Lincoln
for his strong and original mental qualities. He was !low.
:Before en~ering on that question, one or two prelim- everything, and special interferences shams and delusions.
one of the pioneers in the antislavery movement, and m~ry remarks. will help us to understand why he disagreed
In 1874 Mr. Herndon delivered in Springfield a
one of the founders of the Republican party. He With the Chnstian world in its principles, as well as in its
was the Republican nominee for presidential elector theology. In the first place, Mr. Lincolu's mind was a lecture on " Lincoln's Religion." It was a reply to
logical mind; secondly, Mr. Lincoln was a purely Reed's lecture, and was published in the State
of the Springfield district when the first Republican purely
practiCal ~an. He had no f~ncy or imagination, and not
ticket, Fremont and Dayton, was placed in the field. much emotiOn. .f!"e .was a realist as opposed to an idealist. Register of Springfield. In this lectur11 be reaffirms
Governor Bissell, Governor Yates, and Governor As a general. ru!e, It IS true t~at a purely logical mind bas not the statements made in the "Abbott Letter,'' supOglesby successivly appointed him bank commis- much _hope, If It ever has fatth in the unseen and unknown. ports them with substantial arguments and proofs,
sioner of Illinois. His talents were recognized and ~r. LII!coln had not m~ch hope and no faith in things that and completely overthrows the claims advanced by
out~Ide of the domam of demonstration· he was so con- Reed.
From it I quote the following:
his friendship sought by many of the most eminent he
s~ituted, so orga!lized, that he ?ould believe' nothing unless
mtn in the nation. Garrison stopped for weeks at his senses or logic could reach It. I hav often read to him a
It is a curious fact that when any man by his genius, good
his home ; Theodore Parker was his guest · Horace law point, a decision, or something I fancied. He could not fortune, or otherwise rises to public notice and to fame,
Greeley was his devoted friend, and Charle~ Sumner understand _it until h_e took the book out of my hand, and it does not make much difference what life he has led, that
read ~he thmg for himself. He was terribly, vexatiously the whole Christian world claims him as a Christian, to be
was his friend and correspondent.
skeptiCal. He could scarcely understand any thing unless forever held up to view as a hero and a saint during all the
When Lincoln and Herndon were first thrown into he had time and place fixed in hie mind.
'
coming ages, just as if religion would die out of the soul of

l!ommnnications.

each other's society, Lincoln's mind was dwelling, for
the most part, in the theological (or rather anti-theological) world, while ;Herndon's found a most congenial habitation in the world of politics. They were
destined to exercise an important influence in molding each other's characters. Herndon is indebted
chiefly to Lincoln for the religious views he entertains, while Lincoln was indebted mainly to Herndon
for the politica1 principles which be finally espoused.
Colonel Lamon, in his "Life of Lincoln," givs the
following truthful sketch of the character of the man
whom Lincoln made a Deist, and who in turn made
an Abolitionist of Lincoln. Alluding to the Abolitionisti! of Illinois, as they appeared in 1854, when
Lincoln took his stand on the eide of freedom, Lamon says:

~r.H...I:fl TRu-~·.a.
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man unless the great dead be canonized as a model Christian.jloving, and loveable son, now dead, moldering to ashes in may believe our au~hor, "false Jewish Christians
This is a species of hero or saint worship. Lincoln they are the silent tomb l This charge is barbarous. To make Lin- had falsified his epistles,'' and by this means ultidetermined to enthrone among the saints, to be forever wor- coin a lover of Jesus, whom he once ridiculed, this minister
shiped ~s such.
.
.
. .
make~ him a .savag_e.
.
.
. mately gained the a~cendency. It was then that
I believe that Mr. Lmcoln did not late m life become a · I wish to g1v an IllustratiOn of the uncertamty and unreh. Marcion went to R )me, not, as his opponents say,
firm believer in the Christi!ln religion. Wha~ l M~. Lincoln ability of those loose things that fi:oat around in.the newspa. the promulgator of a new faith, but appealing openly
discard his logical faculties and reason with his beart? pers of the day, and how liable thmgs are to be Inaccurate- to the whole Christian world for the reformation of
What l Mr. Lincoln believe that Jesus was the Christ of so made even by the best of men. Mr. Lincoln on the morn-. Christendom-for the restoration of the Pauline conGod, the true and only begotten son of him, as the Christian ing he started for Washington to take the oath of office, and
c1·eed contends? What I Mr. Lincoln believe that the New be inaugurated president of this great republic, gave a short ception of the gospel as taught in the epistles~· Paul
Testament is of special divine authority, and fully and infal- farewell address to his old friends. It was eloquent and being, as he declared, the only apostle who underlibly inspired, as the Christian contends? What l Mr. Lin- touching. That speech is copied in Holland's "Life of Lin- s~ood Christianity. True, his opponents denounced
coln -abandon his lifelong ideas of universal, eternal, and coin," in Arnold's" Lincoln and Slavery," and in Lamon'a him and Paul as heretics; but we know, from Moabsolute laws and contend that the New Testament is ally "Life of Lincoln," and no two are exactly alike. If it is
more inspired than Bomer's poems, than Milton's "Paradise hard to get the exact truth on such an occasion as this, how sheim, that they held to the primitiv faith of the
Lost" than Shakspere, than his own eloquent and inspired impossible is it to get at Mr. Lincoln's sayings which hav Asiatic church; to the supreme God and the spiritual
ora don at Gettysburg? What I Mr. Lincoln believe that the been written out by men weeks and months after what he savior, instead of Jehovah and the Hebrew scriptgreat creator had connection through the form and instru- did say hav passed by! All these loose and foolish things urea; for neither the crucified Jesus nor our gospels
mentality of a shadow with a Jewish girl? Blasphemy I that Mr. Lincoln is supposed to hav said are like the cords of had been then imagined. Marcion knew nothing of
These thin~s must be believed and acknowledged in order to driftwood, floating on the bosom of the great Mississippi,
them. But though there was, after his death, a
be a Christian.
down to the great gulf of-Forgetfulness. Let them go.
majority in Rome against the reform which he com·
<?~e wor!l concer~lnp; tbis discl!ssio~ about Mr. Lincol~'s
JoHN E. REMSBURG.
rehgwus views. It IS Important m this: l. It settles a his(
)
menced, he had the support of many churches there,
TO BE CONTINUED.
toric fact. 2. It makes it possible to write a true history of
and in the eas~ern and western empire, and for many
a man free from t ·e fear of fire and stake. 3. It assures the
yearJ expected to be successful; but, for nearly s
reading public that the life of Mr. Lincoln will be truly writA Direct Statement by .Mr. Herndon.
century after his death, h.is followers were formidable
ten. 4. It wlll be a warning forever to all untrue men, that
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Feb. 3, 1885.
the life they hav lived will be held up to view. 5. It should
to the Catholic churches, and were not extinct till
MR.
CoziNs,
My
Dear
Sir:
Your
letter,
dated
the
25th
ult.,
convince the Christian pulpit and press .that it is impossible making inquiries about Mr. Lincoln's religion, was duly the seventh century, when th~y were known as the
in this day and generation, at le!l.st in America, to daub up received; and in answer to which let me say that Mr. Lin- Paulicians.
sin, and make a hero out of a fool, a knave, or a villain,
was an Infidel. He did write a little work on Infidelity
And yet our author, from whom we gather these
which Mr. Lincoln was not. Some true spirit will drag the coln
1835-6, and never recanted. He was an out-and-out facts, while proving Paul and Marcion a unit in befraud and lie out to the light of day. 6. Its tendency will be in
and
about
this
there
is
no
mistake.
Infidel,
to arrest and put a stop to romantic biographies. And now
lief, tells us that Marcion was the only Christian in
W. H. H:a:RNDON.
Respectfully,
let it be written in history, and on Mr. Lincoln's tomb: "He
the second century who took the trouble to try to
died an unbeliever."
understand Paul, and still misunderstood him I
The
Origin
of
Christianity.
In January, 1883, Mr. Herndon· contributed an
After admitting that false Jewish Christians had falarticle on " Lincoln's Religion" to the Liberal Age,
From an article in the Encyclopedia Britannica we sified Paul's epistles, he cannot accept Marcion's
of Milwaukee. From this article the following ex- learn that as early as the year 130 there were many statement of Paul's faith, although it is based on his
tracts are taken and submitted:
religious sects in Rome, with creeds, constitutions, genuin epistles. Pray, who else, in that century,
In 1837, Mr. Lincoln moved to the city of Springfield, and and churches, and these churches were spread should hav understood Paul, if Me.rcion, the only
there came across many people of his own belief. They throughout the eastern and western empires, or, as one to try, did not 1 Then, after describing their
called themselvs at that time Freethinkers. Some of these they would hav said, through the world. Whence savior, the· son of the supreme God, as a purely
men were hi~hly educated and polished gentlemen. Mr.
Lincoln read m this city Hume, Gibbon, and other Liberal came so many religious sects, so widely diffused, at spiritual baing, with a visionsry body, who Mme
books. He was in this city from 1837 to 1861, an Infidel- so early a period' We are not informed. But down to preach at Capernaum, he would persuade
Freethinker-Liberal-Free Religionist-of the radical type. Christians would hav us believe that the disciples of us that those who put their trust in the crucified son
In his philosophy, he was a realist, as opposed to an ideal- the fabulous Jesus, in obedience to his dying injunc· shall be saved, as though that had been Paul's beist; he was a sensationalist, as opposed to an intuitionalist; tion, to "go into all the world and preach the goslief, while Marcion, so late as the middle of the secand was a Materialist as opposed to a Spiritualist.
Some good men and women say that Mr. Lincoln was a pel," had, by the aid of miraculous endowments, ond century, two centuries after the time of Paul,
Christian, because he was a moral man. They say that he accomplished these results. Unfortunately for this had never heard of a crucified Jesus. As the spiritwas a rational Christian, because he loved morality. Do theory, the story of the crucifixion was the fabrica- ual Jesus had raised up Paul, who had opposed the
not other people, who are not Christians, love morality ? tion of a later period. Marcion, the son of the bishop Judaizing of Christianity, we read that the good God
Morality is not the test of Christianity, by any means. If it of Pontus, had not heard of it when he went to R')me
-not Jehovah-raised up Marcion to proclaim, once
is the teet then all moral men, Atheist~, Agnostics, Infidels,
Mohamm~dans, Buddhists, Mormons, and the rest, are Chris- in the year 140, although he had preached in Asia more, the true gospel, and it was Marcion who retians. A rational Christian is an anomaly, an impossibility_; Minor and could not hav been ignorant of an event stored the true temt of the Pauline epistles. This
because when reason is left free, it demands proofs-It so marvelous hs.d it ever happened as related. A true version is unfortunately lost, and we hav only
relies on experience, observation, logic, nature, laws. Why doubt, even, has been expressed in these co1umns of
not call Mr. Lincoln a rational Buddbiet, a rational Moham- the existence of Marcion, but from the encyc1opedia the falsified version, which bas been, and must ever
be, a subject of controversy till Christians, adopting
medan, a rational Confucian, a rational Mormon, for all
we learn that nearly every eminent chur0hman the primitiv faith as taught by Paul and Marcior:,
these if true to their faith, love morality.
Did Mr. Lincoln believe in prayer as a means of moving noticed him-the names of seven are given-while repudiate it. Manes, in the third century, repudiated
God? It is said to me by Christians, touching his religion : many wrote extensiv treatises against him.
the historical J tlSus. If there had been any founda•• Did not he, in his parting speech in Springfield, in 1861,
Therefore we must record him as having li veJ, for tion for our gospel story, he could not hav been
say "I hope you, my friends, will pray that I may receive,"
etc.', am! to which I say, yes. In his last inaugural he said: the records of the early Christians cannot spare so ianorant of it. He regarded the church-after its
" Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray." These ex- eminent a man.
a"doption the Ca~.holic ohurch-as a devilish error,
pressions are merely conventional. They do not prove that
Marcion was a member oi the largest of the R )ffi~n bub considered M11rcion's teachings· as valuable and
Mr. Lincoln believed that prayer is a means of moving God. churches-the Asiatic, of which Paul had been a
. . . He believed, as I understood him, that human member, afterward· known as the R::~man C 1tholic. sound, and held Paul in the highest estimation. He
;vas a man of eminent ability, the founder of a religprayer did the prayer good ; that prayer was but a drum beat
-the taps of the spirit on the living human soul, arousing it to This church was the fruit of the preaching of Buddhist ious sect which existed till the fifteenth century, and
acts of repentance for bad deeds done, or to inspire it to a missionaries. It recognized as the supreme G::~d the hs lived near encugh to the origin of Christianity to
loftier and a higher effort for a nobler and a grander life.
personification of the good principle of the Pdraians,
J'id Mr. Lincoln, in his said inaugural, say: " Both re~d whose worship had been established in Western A~ia know the history of the period.
Why should not Protestants, especially Unitarians
the same word of God!" No, because that would be admittino- revelation. He said: "Both read the same Bibl~." -a being to b1 loved, not feared, and his son, a and Univeraalists, who are ashamed of Jehovah, and
Did Mr. Lincoln say; "Yet if God wills that it [the war] spirit-ual savior and teacher. H held that men erred the devil and hell, and who believe in enlightening
continue till all the wealth piled by the b:mdm~n·s two hun- through ignorance. There was no hell in itB system. men, and in appealing to their ]ova of the right, aud
dred and fifty years of unrequited toil shall be sunk, and Men were not to be punished, but infltructed. H. to their self-respect rather than their fears, abandon
until every drop of blood drawn by the lash shall be paid was a rational fai'.h. It was while Paul was a memwhat Mt~.nes calls the devilish error founded on the
with another drawn by the sword, as was said by God three
thousand years ago?" He did not ; he was cautious, and ber of this church that it was proposed to adop~ the falsified epistles, and return to what we hav prove<i
said: "As was said three thousand years ago." Jove never Hebrew scriptures, then a recent c·ompilation, aad to was the faith of Paul as well as Marcion-that ranodo .
substitute the Jehovah revealed in them-then a new tional faith of which no man need be ashamed?
. A little later,· Mr. Herndon wrote an arGicle enti- and inferior deity-for the beneficant God they had
S. P.
tled, "Abraham Lincoln's Religious Belief," which hitherto worshiped.
The author of the article !n the encyolopedia ad
Brother Shaw's Calamity.
appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York. F.rom
mits the resemblance between this church and the
th;s article I quote the following passages:
Disasters upon disasters follow each other in our
In 1842 I heard Mr. Lincoln deliver a speech before the Gnostic systems, but shows an entire ignorance of Freethought ranks. I hav just received a letter
Washingtonian Temperance Society, of this city. . . . the character of its God in the remark that "when from our good brother Shaw of the Independent
He scored the Christians for the position they had tt<ketl. it is denied that the God of redemption is at the same Pulpit Waco, Tex., that his lecturing hall has been
He said in that lecture this : "If they [the Christians] time the almighty Lord of heaven and eart.b, the
destro~ed by fire. The loss is a personal one, all he
helieve as they profess-that omnipotence condescended to
take o~ himself the form of sinful man," etc. This was gospel is turned upside down." Now by the God of had bought up the stock. and assumed its indebtedspoken with energy. He scornfully and contemptuously redemption the author means Jehovah, who, accnrd- ness to save the hall from debt. What can be done
emphasized the words as they profess. The rebuke was as ing to the Bible, is not the almighty Lard of heaven for Brother Shaw! 0 that I was a millionaire so
much in the manner of utterance as in the substance of what and earth, or the creator of the world even. Had that when such C!BeB occur I could ma.ke good the
was said. I heard the criticisms of some of the Christians the author known that the first chapter of Genesis,
that night. They said the speech was an insult and an out- and the second chapter, from the beginning of the loss, and bid the sufferer go on rejoicing. Mr. Shaw
adds: "Bu~ I will not forsake my work or abate my
rage.
It is my opinion that no man ever heard Mr. Lincoln pray, fourth verse to the end of the chapter, were the pro- zeal foi· the cause of Liberalism." Good ! Again I
in the true evangelical sense of that word. His philosophy ductions of different writers-that, in the first chapter, inquire, what can be done for Brother Shaw 1
is against all human prayer, as a means of reversing God's the God.~ create the world and man, leaving nothing
Barre, Mass., Oct. 17, 1889.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
decrees.
He has told me often that there was no freedom in the for the God, or rather the Lord God, or Jehovah, of
human will, and no punishment beyond this world.. He the plagiarist of the second chapter to do, and that
A Noble Prophet of Science.
denied God's higher law, and wrote on the margin of a news- the creed of the Asiatic church Wtl.EI prob!lbly estabSix~een years ago John W. Draper prophesied so
paper to his friends in the Chicago convention in 1860, this: lished before the Hebrew manuscripts were collected
" Lincoln agreeR with Seward in his irrepressible-confiict for Ptolemy, he would hardly hav set~led the God distinctly, ullfquivocally, definitly, what bas si.nce
idea· but be is opposed to Seward's ltiglte~~• law." This paper question so hastily or so posi.tivly. And it would be taken place that it serves to show the value of BClenwas handed t<> Judge Davis, Judge Logan, and other friends.
Mr. Lincoln and a minister, whose name is kept in the well for Christians in ·our day, of all denominations, tifia prophecy. Where is there a biblical prophecy
dark, had a conversation about religion. It appears that Mr. if instead of accepting so readily the Jehovah adopted that can match it in precision! Here is his proph·
Lincoln said that when his son-bone of his bone, flesh of by the Catholic church with all its theological conse- ecy: " Perhaps the day approachss when posterity
his flesh, and blood of his own heart-died, though a severe quences, they would practice the right of which they will offar an expiation for this great ecclesiastiaal
affliction, it did not arouse him to think of Christ; but when
he saw the graves of so many soldiers-strangers to him- boast so loudly, of interpreting the Bible for them- crime and a statue of Bruno be unveiled under the
W. F. JAMIESON.
. • . that sad sight aroused him to love Jesus. . . . selva. They might discover a more rational faith, a dome' of St. Peter's at Rome."
It is·a fine thing for the reputation of the "Illinois Clergy. more humane religion.
.Des Moines, Ia.
man" that his name is to the world unknown. It is a most
According to Marcion, Paul had spent the greater
heartless thing, this· supposed conversation of Lincoln with
HELP yourselvs, for heaven will not help you.- .
the Illinois clergyman. What I Lincoln feel more for the part of his life in opposing the contemplated change
graves of strangers than for the death of his once living, of faith by his church. · But after his death, if we Oscar Beck.
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of his friend@, kr when the President called for
nominations for pro tem secretary be was promptly
!Jr~~ Jfm~ritan ~~tnlar
put fer-ward. OHu·r delegates, howev_er, ha.d an idea
that nfithflr of the gentlemen Fer:kmg the honer
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
would be just the man for the place, and they ac.
BoARD oF DraEOTons.
.
, .
it. B; WESTBROOK· President, 1707 Oxfo~d erreet, Pbtlade JJhia, ?a.. cepted the challenge implied by Mr. Hoover's nomE~ B; FooTE, Ja., Vice-Pre~ident.120 _L<xmgton ave., lllew York C!IY.
T. B. WAKEMAN, Vice-Presi_dent, 9~ Na~sau street, New Ynrk Clly. ination and named E. W. Chamberlain for temporary
,L E. REMSBUBO, Vice-President,. •
•
• · O_ak 1\hlls, Kan. recorder of the congressional proceedings. A viva
JULIET H. SEVERANCE, Vice-Pre~rdent,
,
.
M1lwan1e~, WIS.
IDA c CRADDOCI{, Secretary, 1707 Oxford street, Ph!ladelpb!a, Pa. voce vote was taken, but the lungs of both parties
F. c. MENDE, 'Treasurer, • 1814 Greene street, Philadelphia, Pa. were equal, and the Ohair couldn't tell much about it,
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY, Ida 0. Craddock, 1707 Oxford street, as he labored under the disadvantage of a temporary
Philadelohia. Pa.
·
1 b' p
TREASURER, F. o. Mende, • 1814 Greene street, Ph1!ade P Ia, a. deafness. A rising vote showed this :

lJnion.

E. W. Chamberlain ...................................................... 12

TI1e Thirteenth Annual Congress of the Amer- H. Hoover .................................................................. 9
And Mr. Chamberlain took a vacant chair at the
ican Secular Union.
The Thirteenth Annual Congress of the American
Secular Union was a small but interesting and important meeting. Only twenty-seven votiug members were present, though the attendance of annual
members and unaffiliated friends of state Secularization brought the number of activ workfrs in the
cause up to about fifty. The local attendance at the
public lectures was large, probably a thousand persons listening to Dr. McGlynn on Saturday night.
The Rev. Mr. Savage's audience Sunday sfterneon
\vas nearly as numerous, and T. B. Wakeman on
Sunday night was greeted by hosts of interested
friends. The Congress was held too far east to
insure a large delegate attendance, as traveling expenses are too great. Next year the meeting should
be beld several hundred miles farther West. That
would be fairer toward the people and better for the
Union. Among those present whose names do not
appear in the list of delegates were, Louis Welles
and H. H. Bohda, of Martinsburg, W. Vn.; John
Downes, Pittsburgh; S. W. Devenbaugb, Brimfield,
Ind.; Jeremiah Hacker, Berlin, N.J.; Mrs. Tillotsov,
Vineland, N. J ; Susan Wixon and sister, Fall River,
Mass.; Voltairine Dt:Oleyre, Pittsburgh, and Marius
Heighton, Kent, Ohio.
The result of the Congress has been a still further
simplification of the Constitution of the Union, making it a non-partisan organization, and transferring
irom the Secretary to the President the activ management of its affairs. If things don't go right now
we can disciplin the President instead of cussing the
Secretary. To enable the President to perform the
work of the organization he has been given a corresponding Secretary at a salary of $1,000 and
expenses from her home to Philadelphia. As she is
a constitutional officer also she will find her position
one of responsibility and rewarded with as much censure as cooperation. Selecting a woman for an executiv office is a new proceeding for the Union, but
if she doesn't do more and better work for the
cause of state secularization for a thousand dollars
than any two men would for three times t.hat amount
Dr. Westbrook says he is going to foot the bills.
With the President, Secretary, and Treasurer in one
town and the other executiv officers within easy
reach, there h; no reason why the Union, if supported
by the Secularizationists, should not in the coming
year accomplish more good to liberty than has ever
before been secured in a twelvemonth. The result
of the Congress may therefore ba summed up as follows:
1. Simplification of the constitution, so that all in
favor of state secularization may join the Union,
whether Agnostics, Materialists, Spiritualists, evangelical Christians, Free Religionists, Universalists,
Unitarians, or Catholic rebels from church authority.
2. A transferral of the activ management of the
Union from the Secretary to the President.
3. Election of oal.cers who can reach one another
for consultation and official action a~ a moment's
notice.
The way it was done is as follows:
The Congress was held in Industrial Hall, a rambling structure full of neat little halls and an untidy
big one. The big one has a circus attachment just
back of the platform, and orators with an ear for
music can hav their periods set to a brass band accompnniment free of charge. This advantage, however,
was not appreciated by Dr. McGlynn, whose earnest
denunciation of his church's attempts to run this
country was somewhat interfered with by the noise.
In one of the nest little balls, before about a hundred people, of whom only some two dozen were
delegates, Dr. Westbrook called the Congress to
order at 8 o'clock on Friday evening, October 25th.
The first thing in order, he said, was to elect a pro
te?n secretary, as Secretary Stevens had rfsigned.
That statement started an earnest but quiet row that
was not settled till the election of officers on Saturday
afternoon. It was known ihat Mr. Hoover of Pittsburgh intended to renew his ffforts to reach the
secretaryship of the Union, and he had been boomed
by Tntth of that city. It was underatood, also, that
Mr. Milleson of the Chicago Secular Union bad aspirations in the same direction, and the Investigator
bad helped him by an editorial recommendation.
The other Freethought papers had no candidates.
Mr. Milleson did not materialize at the Congress,
and Chicago was unrepresented. But Mr. Hoover
was on hand, and evidently ve1y much in the hands

reporter's del'k. Dr. Westbrook than read his opening ·address, in which he sketched this slightly discouraging picture:

Ladies and Gentlemen, Members and Friends oftlte American Seculm· Union : About one year ago, late one Sunday
night I found under my door a telegram announcing that I
had beP.n elected president of the American Secular Union,
and demandinu an immediate answer. My wife said" Don't,''
and I said "I ;,on't," and then set about thinking the matter over. In about one hoar I had settled the matter by a
provisional acceptance in the following words: 11 Regarding
the American Secular Union as an organization for the protection and promotion of the principle implied in its name,
and not for the advancement of any dogma of religious belief
or disbelief, I cordially accept the presidency, unanimously
tendered me, and publicly pledge myself to resist all encroachm~Cnts of sacerdotalism, whether papal or puritan."
This I telegraphed to the Congn ss. In a formal acceptance,
a short time after, I repeated these words, and "promised
the utmost firmness and diligence in maintaining the Demands of Liberalism, and an honest conformity to the Sec.
ular principle upon which our government was founded."
This I hav done according to the best of my ability and as
circumstances gave me opportunity, aLd come now to lay
the trust I received from you at your feet.
In reviewing the coll§titution of this societ.y I do not find
one single word at variance with the largest catholicity, one
single word that an honest Presbyterian, Methodist, or Episcopalian might not accept, and yet the members of this
society are almost exclusivly classed as Freethinkers. This
has led me to propose an amendment to our constitution, so
that there could be no doubt on this subject.
I favor the adoption of only five of the Nine Demands,
holding that if these are made the only ones the other four
will follow as a matter of course. I would hav Article III
read thus:
.
.
" As means for the accomplishment of this purpoEe, the
specific work of this society shall be to advocate,
11 1. The equitable taxation of church property in common
with other property.
·• 2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction and
worship in the public schools, and especially the reading of
any Bible.
·• 3. The repeal of all laws enforcing the observance of
Sunday as a religious institution, rather than an economic
one, justified by physiological and other secular reasons.
11
4. The cessation of all appropriations of the public funds
for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian
character.
11
5. The substitution of a. solemn affirmation, under the
pains and penalties of perjury, in the courts and in all other
departments of the government, in place of the common
forms of a judicial oath."
The following non-partisan article has been introduced in
the proposed amendments to show that we mean just what
we say:
11
NON--PARTISAN.
11
ARTIOLK IV. The American Secular Union is strictly unsectarian and non-partisan in both religion and politics. It is
not either publicly or privately committed to the advancement of any system of religious belief or disbelief, but honestly welcomes all persons of whatever faith. or party to its
membership, on the basis of' no union of church and state.'
The word Secular is here used in the broadest sense, as
applied to the state, and not to any system of religion or
philosophy."
After the adoption of this article there could be no doubt
as regards the unsectarian character of the society we represent.
Several classes of Liberals should be activly engaged in
promoting these Demands. The Spiritualists are probably
the most numerous class of Liberals in the world, and would
all favor secular government if properly treated. So with
the Free Religionists, the Unitarians, Universalists, Hicksite
Quakers, progressiv Jews, the various German societies and
labor reform associations, and last, but not least, the ethical
societies. It remains to be seen whether we are wise enough
to enlist all these reformers. Indeed, there is no reason why
we should not enroll in the ranks of state secularization
multitudes of Catholics and orthodox Protestants. As individuals we may hold and work for our own peculiar views,
but as an organization we must stick to the one object of a
complete separation of church and state. This and this only
must be our creed.
Our local auxiliary societies may adopt whatever course
they may deem most expedient, without let or hindrance
from the parent society, as they are absolutely free and independent in the administration of their affairs. The only
effect of their charters is simply to unite them in cordial
fellowship and efficient cooperation with the parent society,
in the one principle of the entire separation of church and
state. It is upon this prinCiple alone that we say that the
national society shall not be held responsible fo'r the acts
and utterances of local auxiliaries.
If we are indeed a society for the promotion of certain
forms of Secularism, a sort of hybrid of Materialism and
positivism, then let us say so in so many words throw off
all disguises and appear in our true character', and not
atte!Dpt to ~asquerade under the disguise of State Secularization. This common honesty requires, and nothing short
of this will satisfy the intelligent and honest friends of truth.
Moreover, if the classes of Liberals already mentioned, the
great and increasing numbers of the non-evangelical, the U\1counted numbers who call themselvs by no particular name,
cannot be enrolled in our ranks on this basis, then are we
"reckoning without our host." We should at once take our
position as a band of Freethinkers, haul down the flag of" no
union <!f. c!Iurch and state," as a specialty, and go on our
way reJOicmg.
It was a long wkile before I got a copy of our constitution

and learned the duties of the presidtnt. This I found to b·
11 to preside at the annual congress and other conventions,
and at the meetings of the board of directors, and to counter.
sign all orders upon the treasury duly drawn by the secretary." Here I was dumfounded, at finding myself a mere .... i
figurehead, with nothing to d?· No annual congress until
the close of the year, no meetmg of the board, and no other·
conventions over which to preside. But how about counter.. ·
signing all orders drawn upon the treasury by the secretary?'
I was told by this officer that 11 this had never been done,"·
and was not expected. Moreover, it would be impossible·
for the president to do so, residing in an eastern city, with
the secretary residing in Chicago, and the treasurer living:
another hundred miles further west. It could not be done.
We hav had no use for anybody but the secretary, ann nom-·
inally for the treasurer. The money has been paid mainly to·
the secretary, and by him transferred to the treasurer, andt
by him re-transferred to the secretary I What use therefore•
to hav a president? The natural remedy for .all this irregu•.
larity, and want of conformity to the requirements of busi-ness principles, is to hav their officers located in the same•
vicinity, so that they could confer t?gether, and transact.
their business. We hav had no meetmgs of the board the·
-last year and I hav only seen one D:\ember except the secretary. !~deed we hav no board in the .strictness o~ language,.
as two of the directors are such in virtue of their offices a-''
chairmen of committees, and we hav no committee.
Members of the American Secular Union, I stand before
you to. day as an acknowledged culprit, not having authority
to do one single thing that I hav done I I throw myself upon
your clemency as a usurper, and only ask your grace on the
ground that there was no other course to pursue. Necessity
knows no law, it is said, and it became necessary to do just
what I hav done. When the office of secretary became
vacant September 1st, and the chairman of the finance committee resigned her position as a member of the board, the
three remaining members did not feel that they ought to fill
the vacant office of secretary, for two short months, and thl
duties of secretary bav been performed by th(l president, at
great sacrifice. Neither did they think it expedient. to elect.
a successor of the chairman of the finance committee, as W<
hav no such committee. We now occupy the position of::...
society with three officers, one in New York, one in Rochelle.
Ill., Rnd one in Philadelphia. The great mistake has been i\:~
makiDJ!; the secretary the one great officer of the society, anc;t
re@]uinng him to keep the accounts, write the letters, act as
treasurer in fact, and, in short, to be tlte society. It is worthy
of_ notice that the secretary succeeded by dint of begging,·
and publishing a •• roll of honor," to collect just about enough
money to pay his own salary (about $1,000) and to hav a
little left to commence, in Chicago, an action at law, which
might just as well hav been commenced in any other city.
This is the sum total of our doings for the year about to
close, and we might just as well look matters squarely in
the face and determin whether we shall wind up the concern,
or whether we shall attempt to reorganize on a business
basis, defining each officer's duties, and holding him to a
strict accountability. This is the alternativ that faces us.
The work of the last thirteen years has been mainly the
work of one man, who has been able to collect his own sa~
ary, pay his own expenses, and to get up a Congress each
year, to which hav been invited the principal professional
lecturers, who hav spread themselvs on their fav<ilrit subjects
whether relating to the object of the Congress or not. All
this should be remedied in future meetings.
We are happy to announce, however, that some extra work
has been commenced the past year with which you are all,
ac~uainted. I refer to the $1,000 Prize Manual on "how to.
teach the purest principles of morality without teaching religious dogma in our public schools." This has received the. ·
greatest attention from the public press, and great interest is,
manifested by those who propose writing for the prize. Our·
friends are entitled to great credit for their liberality in con-_
tributing the money necessary for this purpose.
.
I know that I haT drawn a dark picture for your contem-. -plation, but I trust that you will not be disheartened, but
meet the situation as it deserves to be met, by devising wise,
measures for the future. I recommend that the society pur-sue the following course :
1. That an application be made to the courts for a charter·
for our organization. This will, of course, require a careful[
pruning of our constitution so that no objection can be:
made. This is a matter of great importance, as I know men
to.day who are anxious to leave their money to us, but do
not know that we will exist as a society to the close of the
year I Our society did come very near losing its very existence this year by the simple resignation of two of its
officers.
2. I recommend that we take up our constitution item by
item and so construct it as to meet the requirements ol the
case. I do not here go into details, as these must come before the body in due form. I recommend the appointment
of aa efficient board of directors, a majority of whom shall
reside so near together as to make frequent meetings possible,
with a corresponding secretary, whose duties shall be under
the direction of the president, and the whole under the supervision of the board. I would hav the president, corresponding secretary, and treasurer reside in the same city.
No one would think of running a bank or a railroad with
the officers living thousands of miles apart J In addition to
the corresponding secretary I would recommend the appointment of several field or district secretaries, who shall go out
and organize auxiliary societies, and generally promote the
interests of the association. No one man can look after the·
whole country. The National Reform Associa.tion hav, at
the present time, seven district secretaries, and we should hav·
at least one-half of this number to begin with. These field
secretaries I would hav appointed by the board of directors,
as it is impossible to assigll them their fields and arrange all:
the details of their work at a public meeting.
And now, dear friends, I hav in this hasty sketch placed!
before you my plans for your consideration. I know that;
they are crude and need revision, but they are the best I hav
to giv you. We had better giv up and own that we are not
capable of running such an institution, than to go forward,
as we hav done, in a limping, hesitating manner. You may
say we hav not the means to carry out these plans. No-and
we never shall hav until we do something, or show that
something is to be done. It would require about $1,000 for
salary of the corresponding secretary-rent of office, and
other expenses, would amount, say, to $500 more. Can we
raise thfs amount? Can we raise a similar amount for a
field secretary-amounting in all to about $3,000? If we
cannot, we hav'no business to be here. Let us look the
whole matter square in the face, and firmly resolve -that we
will do it, or let us disband and giv up the ship.
I hav thus placed before you the real situation of things
aud the way to meet them, and I hav not fal.led to speak
plainly to you because I resolved more than two months ago
to retire from the presidency at the close of this, my first
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·.' term, and ask you to choose another in my place. This con- elusion has been reached mainly for three reasons : (1)" I
hav a large amount of unfinished literary work on hand,
which can_not safely be delayed much longer. (2) The labor
of ~xploitmg our prize Manual, until the work is completely
fimshed, and to which I am fully committed, involves an
amount of work, which alone must occupy a great share of
my time next year. (3) The Girard College perversion
must be brought in the courts, and in this I must be the
working counsel.- These, and other reasons, compel me to
ask you to provide another person to preside over your society another year.

There was no ·applause over these remarks, and
Chair asked for instruction as to further proceedmgs. E. B. Foote moved that the Chair appoint a
committee of five on Credentials. Carried. Dr.
Westbrook named these:
~he

Leonard Geiger. Mrs. A. C. Macdonald. Harry Hoover.
J. Heron Foster.
Jay Chaapel.

While this committee were making up the roll of
, delegates, Dr. Foote read the retiring Secretary's re, rJ>Ort, which bad been forwarded to him :

Your secretary was invited to speak on the Blair bills at
places of the earth," the long-contemplated, longed for monument to the sage, hero, martyr to scientific truth,_ and victim five mass meetings arranged by the German Freethinkers in
to the cruelty and malevolence of priestcraft Giordano and around Chicago, and also was sent for to speak for the
Frei _Gemeintle, of St. Louis, on the same subject. Wherever
Bruno, .has become at length, au fuit accompli.
'
I~ th!s truly cosmopolitan testimonial, in the erection and this mfamous measure is ventilated a victory for Secularism
dedication of which nearly all the civilized nations of the is gaine~. This the!ll!l.should not be allowed to ~est as long
world participated, the honor of representing the United as the slightest possibility of the passage of ti(e bill remains.
As your secretary I hav had some correspondence with the
States of America devolved upon the American Secular
U~ion, whose members responded so nobly to the appeal. secretary of the interior department relativto the advisability
~tIs m~ch to be regretted that a personal representation was of. i~cludin~ !n the next census questions relativ to the
Impossible. However, I sent a communication to be read at rehgwus opm10ns of the people, and the comparativ value
of exempt property.
the dedicatory services.
I wrote various prominent individuals of influence to urge
Some attempt bas been made to carry out our demand relat~v tp the taxati_on _of church property in the legislatures of this on the secretary. That your secretary's efforts were not
Michigan and lllmms. It should be one of our chief aims to wasted is evident from the circular sent out by Robert P.
see that such bills are introduced, read, and discussed in the Porter, superintendent of the eleventh census, asking volunlegislatures of eYery state in the Union. The American Sec- tary cooperation in this work from the heads of ecclesiastical
ular UnioJ? sl.wuld not be satisfied with simply acting upon organizations and religious editors (among whom he somethe defens1v m the hand-to-hand combat in which it is en- what erroneously included the Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER
gaged with its ecclesiastical antagonists. It must become from whom I obtain my information). The regular enumer~
aggressiv and carry the war into Africa, or Rome, as the at?rs are, .says Mr: Porter, fully burdened, and the appropricase may be, and since the Blair bill is now the rallying cry atiOn available Will not allow the appointment of special
of the orthodox party, let Secularists make theirs church enumerators. The work must therefore be done by volunproperty taxation. Long before the new states co~sidered teers; and Dr. H. K. Carroll, of the Independent, of New
the question of adopting constitutions, your secretary for- York, has been appointed chief collector of such information.
warded almost all the available leaflets and pamphlets to be Of the plan of the work Mr. Porter says: "The inquiry will
scattered by our friends in Dakota, Montana, and Washing. be broad enough in scope to embrace every religious body,
ton, and do!lbtless this see~ was sown in good soil, as quite a of whatever name or creed, however few or many its
demonstratiOn was made m behalf of Secular principles in churches and members, and it will be conducted with the uteach of those conventions. It was my intention and desire most fairness and impartiality. The information sought will
to hav personally appeared before these several constitutional be arranged under five heads: (1) Organizations or societies·
conventions, and although there were no funds for that pur. (2) Church edifices; (3) Seating capaeity; (4) Value of
pose 1 I should hav gone had I been in a condition of health church property ; (5) Communicants. This is as much in
capaole of accomplishing any good. It is a matter of con- my judgment, as it will be wise to undertake in this di~ec
gratulation that the constitutions of those new states breathe tion for the eleventh census." It is to be hoped that Dr.
so broad and liberal a spirit, in spite of the most strenuous Carroll will also take cognizance of the organized Freoefforts of the orthodox to engraft in them provisions funda- thougat of the country.
There can be no question but that a decided ad vance haQ
mentally at variance with secular justice. Though the
church· party evidently left no stone unturned in its fanatical been made during the year, and, as ever, the vice-presidents
attempts to identify the church with the state, it has not had and life members hav borne the brunt of the battle, and bm.
everything its own way. One of the members of the conven- for their generous aid the work could not hav been carried
tion of the state of Washington, a Mr. Godman, notwith- on, as will be seen by consulting the financial reports
standing the fact that deity and humanity had been so in · A towering oak-a stalwart figure amid this noble band of
dissolvably linked in his own peculiar cognomen, objected s~lf-sacrificing soldiers-a brave and earnest lifelong chamnevertheless in unmeasured terms to anything that would· piOn of truth-Horace Beaver-is no more. May his life~ven appear to favor the union of church and state. There- work be the guiding-star for many others to emulate, and
fore, he is entirely opposed to the exemption of church prop- may this Congress express, in a befitting memorial, its aperty from taxation. It is quite evident that Mr. Godman is preciation of his services and sense of the loss that has fallen
a wise man, and it is much to be regretted that his fellow. upon it.
"The world moves," but let it not be forgotten that such
legislators were riot all equally wise. They will probably be
compelled to earn their wisdom, paying dearly for it in the organizations as the American Secular Union are composed of
hard coin • f experience. It is possible that the Washington world-movers, and if Freethinkers desire to accelerate its
state legislature may yet indorse the amendment offered by ·momentum, they must, as THE TRUl'II SliKKEn admonishes
Mr. Godman regarding the taxation of church property. In do all in their power to assist in the dissemination of Secula;
any case, Secularism cannot complain that its interests hav literature.
Shall we whose lamps are lighted
suffered severely in this new state, for in spite of the fact
From reason's altar high,
that the constitution recognizes " a supreme ruler of the uniShall we to ruen benighted
The light of life deny 7
verse," the provisions in the matter of affirmation in lieu of
the judicial oath in all cases where the latter has previously Perish the thought I May the American Secular Union push
been insisted upon; the prohibition of public ap;{lropriations forward more di'igently to the task before it, inspired with
in support of religious institutions, and the explicit declara. the proud consciousness that, as Secularists, they are the
tion that no religious qualifications shall be demanded of any torchbearers or humanity, whose mission it is to illume the
candidate for official positions-all these show that the new world's deepest recesses and fiood with light the pathways
state of Washington recognizes the importance of keeping which even now re-echo the yet distant footfalls of the comthe " flag above the cross."
ing race.
To our president, to Dr. Foote and Treasurer Wettstein
South Dakota has also declared herself grandly for religions liberty and the right of free speech. Let us venture to for their good will and truly Liberal spirit I owe my heart~
indulge a hope that no scheming politicians of the ecclesias- felt thanks; but to none more thau my earnest friend, E. M.
tic<'ll stripe will hav power to defeat any one of its liberal Macdonald, for the space he has so generously devoted to
provisions and that every attempt shall signally fail, and that the American Secular Union in the columns of THE TRUTH
the example set by Washington and South Dakota will be SEEKER.
To one and all my numerous friends, with a heart full of
cheerfully followed by the other sister states.
One of the most gratifying victories yet acnieved by Secu- gratitude for their many evidences of esteem, I bid a
larism in the United States is that embodied in the recent de- fond farewell, and rest assured that though I- may be denied
cision of Judge Dixon, of New Jersey, concerning the right the privilege of activ participation in the American Secular
'of a witness to testify even though he does not accept the Union's deliberations, my passiv support will most probably
theory of punishn;ent after death for the crime of perjuu. be welcome.
To one and all, good-bye.
E. A. Bl'&VBNS,
It is substantially a victory even though the matter is to be
Ex-Secretary Ameriean Secular Union.
referred to the Supreme Court of the United States for final
adjudication, because, but a few years ago, such a judicial
Action on the report was, on motion, postponed to
decision could not hav been obtained in any court in the
Saturday,
but this decision was afterward reversed,
land.
A word in reference to the prize Moral Manual. It is a and the report accepted.
matter for rejoicing that the funds are now in hand which
Pending the report of the Committee on Credenwarrant the undertaking of this most important task. It is tials Mr. John Kirschner assumed the floor. Htl
more gratifying still to find that the suggestions of our hon- wanted to say that in his opinion the Liberals thea.
ored executiv, upon this point, hav met with so prompt and
cheerful response on the part of members of our Union. rizei too much and worked too little. While LiberalThey evidently appreciate an ethical manual for the _pub- ism is apreading very fast, it lacks practical effort to
lic schools, the aim of which should be t0 quicken the moral giv it effect. The government is drifting into the
sense of a child and to teach him how to apply to moral bands of the church because of the latter's strong
problems the rational process employed in the solution of
those of a purely mental or scientific character. The advan- organization, and as a result all legislation is colored
tages of a work of this kind are obvious. The time has been by religion. The Christians hav stolen a march upon
when Liberals were known only as destructiv iconoclasts. us and stolen all the plums. Liberals must think
They are now begiiming to realize the fact that their work is less- and work more.
The question is how we can
twofold-constructiv as well as destructiv. While there is get a strong orgllnization, without which we cannot
doubtless need for much destructiv work, the constructiv
features should no longer be delayed. Constructiv Lib- prevent the domination of religion· in our schools,
eralism necessarily presupposes clear and definit ethics, but nor enforce equitable taxation of property. Men of
this is not intended to be the formulation of a set of moral action, saidMr. Kirschner, are scarce. We must hav
dogmas, but simply the recognition of "duty" to self and system, method. The essential thing for Liberalism
others, and also the importance of harmonizing or properly
adjusting conflicting claims with each other. The selec- is to ally itself with the workingmen's cause and prop·
.
tion of those manuscripts will be awaited with much anx- aganda.
iety by all Liberal thinkers, and it is hoped that they may be
Mr. Kirschner was cut off in the middle of a sen ·
readily apprehended by the children of even less than ordi- tence on the importance of this last move by the
nary capacity, and giv general satisfaction.
Another matter which should engage the attention of this return of the Committee on Credentials. The roll,
Congress is the arrest and indictment of Dr. Heed, of Grand as then read and afterward amended, was as f(,iiows :
LIS1' 01!' DELEGATES.
Rapids, Mich., by and through the efforts of Postmaster
Philadelphia. Lucy N. Colman, Syracuse,
Wanamaker, who, it appears, proposes to .use the machinery J. B. Beane,
11
N. Y.
of the government for the purposes of religious persecution. J. B. Elliot,
"
Dr. G. F. A. de Lespinasse,
The American Secular Union should look well into this E. R. Carl (Mrs.),
"
Ia.
Geo. Longford,
matter.
"
Leonard Geiger, Hudson,
To our able chairman of the executiv board-that tireless J. H. Foster,
11
N. Y.
champion of freedom, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.-the Union, as Jacob Duerr,
"
Margaret Geiger, Hudson,
well as every Freethinker, owes hearty thanks for his prompt Julius Fraelich,
"
N.Y.
selection of so brilliant a representativ as J. B. Wolff* to de- Jas. Eidelman,
"
B. D. Moore, Adrian, Mich.
fend the Secular cause against Jesuitical adversaries at the John Kirschner,
"
D. H. Smith, Alliance, 0 .
Jas. Engle,
national capital.
The masterly argument of Brother Wolff, the wealth ot E. M. Mt!cdonald, New York. John Downes, Pittsburgh, Pa.
11
Barry Hoover,
"
historical data he displayed, the logic, and knowledge of the Mrs. A. C. :Macdonald, "
John R. Charlesworth, NewConstitution and law, he showed before the Senate committee Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., "
ark, N.J.
on the Blair bills, who had been listening for days to ecclesi- E. W. Chamberlain, "
"
A. L. Rawson, New York.
astical intriguers, made a profound impression, and scored a T. B. Wakeman,
Thos. Monahan,
"
splendid point for the American Secular Union.

To THE 0l!'FIOKRS AND MKMBKRS OF THill THIRTKKNTH ANNUAL Col1GRKSS.
Ladies and Ge!"tlemen : At the last Congress the walls
resounded with triUmphant cheers for the noble decision by
the supreme court of Illinois, sustaining the constitution
relativ to a systematic robbery on the part of the Romish
church. It becomes my duty to point out what progress the
American Secular Union has made since that occasion.
Nearly all the Liberal lecturers showed their sympathy
with the purpose of the Union by signing the agreement
.,adopted in open Congress one year ago. Experience has
jproved that such agreements carry but little ft!lrce for the
' .'practical purposes of our organization.
-. A pleasant memory will always remain of my visit to
President Westbrook, officially informing him of his election,
_the conference we held on future action, etc. A slight
'description of that work and those impressions was given
~m a brief sketch of our honored executiv in the columns of
:THE TRUTH SEEKER, ln'IJestigator, and Freethought.
' At the same time I felt it my duty as your representativ to
endeavor to prevent a judicial outrage being perpetrated on
. Moses Stern, a Russian Freethinker, who had been denied
his second citizenship papers by the decision of Judge Wilson, in the court of common pleas, in the City of Brotherly
Love. My efforts were not successful; not on account of
the law, but owing to an illegal practice which prevails in
the courts of Pennsylvania relativ to the swearing of persons
about to make depositions. To succeed, however, would
necessitate a contest in the higher courts, which I thought
inadvisable, owing to an injudicious reply Moses Stern made
to a question by the judge.
.
In 'Troy, N.Y., a similar straining or perversion of the
law was made by Judge Fursman, because the applicant's
religious views did not accord with those of the court.
The insolent interference with the political rights of E. M.
Macdonald-, by the ignorant and bigoted election inspectors
of New York city, was very properly resented by the Editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We hope to hear that many others
will vindicate their o_pinions in a similar manner. Still,
those who are so very sure we hav no church and state
in this country bad better examin these and similar cases
constantly recurring, all tending to show that religious bigotry is "not dead," nor even "speechless," but. is activ and
alert, and only waits for a favorable opportunity to become
as bloody and relentless a persecutor as of yore. It is the
special work of the American Secular Union to "nip" all
such opportunities in the bud, and jealously guard the Constitution from the attacks of zealous Christian fanatics.
The injunction sought to restrain the county board of
Cook county, Ill., from paying over money to the St. Mary's
Training l:khool, otherwise known as Feehanville, thereby
giving state aid to a sectarian institution, a course which is
by our constitution both illegal and unwarrantable, was dissolved in the lower or circuit court, but the appellate court,
out of consideration for their senior judge, who happens to
wear a cross on his back, decided that it was not for them to
decide. The case has been entered for the supreme court
to act upon, and, if victorious, Judge Russell should be well
rewarded for his vigilance and pertinacity in this cause. I
earnestly hope that this Congress will bestow more than
passing attention upon this most important matter, and that
lack of financial encouragement will not prevent the proper
legal representation before the state tribunal. The issues
involved are not of mere local significance, but are far: reaching in the realm of Secular progress. If a correct
interpretation of the law can be obtained in this case, an
important precedent may thus be established for future
judicial rulings, so that its importance can scarcely be overestimated. I hope the American Secular Union will be the
David prepared to do battle with this formidable Goliath of
Romanism, and that a rousing response will be made to any
financial appeal.
·
Doubtless you are familiar with the agitation which has
been going on in Boston and other cities where Romanism
threatened to subvert the public schools. That agitation can
be traced to the influence of our Secular organs, which are
the leaven destined to ferment the whole continent. All
honor to our Boston friends for the zeal and enthusiasm they
hav employed to such good purpose. The matter of public
Secular education is the one which, above all others, should
engage the watchful attention of every Freethinker. If we
would, indeed, Secularize the state, we must first Secularize
the school-room, for the public school and a free republic
are Siamese twins, of whom it may be said:
They rise or fall together,
Dwarfed or godlike, bond or free.
Within the past year Beveral new societies hav received
charters, in Fairmount, Minn.; West Union, 0.; Rine River,
Col.; Dorr, Mich.; Des Moines, Ia., and Minneapolis, Minn.
Des Moines and Minneapolis, situated at the door of the
legislature, should hav plenty of Secular work to occupy
their attenti@n. The reports from there are, in the main,
favorable, justifying the prediction that, with proper leader.
ship, they will become veritable strongholds of Secularism.
Pursuant to resolutions of the last Congress the Board.of
. .Directors urged that action be taken in reference to Girard
College, but after counseling with .President Westbrook
who is more familiar with that institution than possibly any
other person, and whose legal acumen is unquestioned, a
passiv policy was, for the time being, adopted. That ques.
tion will doubtless receive due consideration at your hands.
Thanks to the unparalleled efforts of Freethinkers of the
pivilized world, and to that rapidly advancing wave of Lib• Mr. Wolff, the delegates were pained to hear from Dr. Foote,
!lralism which is destined to yet submerge even the " dcrk l:la4 si110e been removed from the ranks o! Freethongbt by death,
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never since! Was ever so great a work performed times inquire where the manufactory is located in
for so base a purpose 1 When, to get people over which that chariot was got up, and where the horses
the difficulty of believing this marvelou11 statement, were raised? Are yon certain that children will alwhich even children find so hard to believe, they are ways be credulous enough to believe these stories!
'fhe Bible in Common Schools.--Conclnded. told all things "are possible with God "-which is Like some grown people, will they not take the libThe account of the setting of the stars in the the convenient solution for all the big stories which erty to question the validity of some of these imfirmament· of the phort job of makiEg the countless the Bible contains-what must they think when they probable statements ! When our children read about
millions of anne, stars, systems, and constellations, read in Judges xix, these words: "But he [God] the forty-two other children that were torn to pieces
as described in the five short words, "He made the could not drive out the inhabitants of the valley on the highway by two she bears at the instance of
stars also" shows how inadequate was the conception because they bad chariots of iron?" This confession the good prophet Elisha because they alluded to his
of the writer of the number, magnitude, and distance decidedly places a limit upon almighty power, and it loss of hair and failed to recommend to him some
of the heavenly orbs. And it is easy to see how un- would secure that he found his match once, if never modern wonderful hair restorers, will they hav full
likely it was if it required five days to manufacture before nor since.· Is the marvelous story of Samson confidence in the kindness of the being who sent
this small globe, nearly eight thousand miles in and his astonishing feats of strength the best kind of around those bears to tear those helpless children?
diameter, that the sun, a million times larger than matter for our children to study ? Can we wonder Will they easily believe that that man Elisha could
the earth, larger than the entire orbit of the moon ; at all if they do not believe the big stories reported restore life to the dead, that he could manufacture
the planets of our own system, in the aggregate hun- of the Jewish Hercules-of his slaying a lion with oil from air, th&t he could part the waters of the
dreds of thousands or times larger than our globe; his naked hands; of his dextrous feat of catching rapid Jordan with a mantle, that he could make iron
with the thousands of other suns and systems, many three hundred foxes, tying their tails together with a rise and swim upon the surface of the river, and that
of which are much more immense than our system, firebrand attached to the tails of every pair of foxes? he could perform other similar remarkable feats, and
could all be turned out in a single day. If children Those who bav ever joined in a regular old-fashioned that even the touch of his bones after his death was
· are compelled to re:ad such details of the origin of fox-chase, where a score of men, and as many swift sufficient to reanimate the bodies of men who had
the systems and constellations, they cannot fail to horses, with a whole pack of dogs yelping as they long been dead and in their graves! Will they never
go, spend the better part of a day in riding pellmell doubt these tales ? And if they can always continue
sea the absurdity of it.
They can see, too, how imperfect was the concep· over twenty farms, jumping fences and hedges, leap- to believe them, can they not as easily believe the
tion of the writers of the Bible when they talked ing ditches and streams, coursing over meadows and tales of Baron Munchausen and of the Arabian
about the "corners," "ends," " pillars," and "foun- pastures, through thicket and woodland, and feeling Nights ! Will the children readily believe the fish
dations" of the earth, and how utterly ignorant they that it is glory enough after keeping up this race story connected wth another prophet, Mr. Jonah,
were of the fact that the earth is a round ball that for hours, exerting every muscle of human flesh, who was induced to embark on a vessel at Joppa,
unceasingly whirls in the blue vault of space, turning horse flesh, and dog flesh, to be "in at the death" of and from fatigue or long watching wf'nt into a sound
on its axis daily toward the sun, and making a jour- one poor, exhausted fox, can realize how far the sleep in the side of the ship, though a fearful storm
ney every three hundred and sixty-five days round mighty Samson transcended all this kind of business. was raging without, whereupon the sailors came to
that brilliant luminary. The Bible placed "ends" He found no trouble in catching three hundred of the conclusion that a gale could not take place at sea
and "corners " to the earth, hut science unceremoni- these shy, cunning, swift-footed animals, and tying unless some one on board the ship had been guilty of
ously knocked them off. Copernicus two hundred their tails together in pairs with a firebrand attached some offense, and that the way to determin the
and fifty years ago proved the utter fallacy of the to each pair. He then let them go through · the offender consisted in the accurate plan of drawing
Bible theory, and effectually knocked theology into a Philistines' fields of standing corn, setting it all on lots or throwing dice T Will children, young or old,
cocked bat. When it is duly realized bow little Bible fire, of course, whether green or dry. What a chase always continue to believe with facility that upon
writers knew of the simple laws of nature, it must poor Samson must hav had in running down and Jonah's being thrown into the sea the tempest
be seen how totally unfit is the Bible as a factor in catching those three hundred foxes ! And a little was immediately assuaged, and that a big fish which
curiosity might be excited on the part of the chil- God " had prepared" for the purpose took the travthe education of the young.
How crude and fallacious was the conception of dren as to how he disposed of the first two hundred eler in out of the wet and housed him for the term
the writer of the book of Genesis in reference to the a, d fifty foxes while be was running down the last of three days~ Will it always be easy for them to
phenomenon of rain ! He thought it was produced fifty. Perhaps they were very accommodating foxes, believe that a man like Jonah could liv three days in
by the windows of heaven (probably in the floor of that stood still while being caught, and were willing the confines of a fish's stomach in the water of the
· heaven or the firmament) being opened and the to stand still after they were caught. It might oc- ocean, where it would be an utter impossibility to
waters falling through . the same to the earth. The cur to the young minds that the foxes in that Phil- get a breath of air, or to procure anything to eat?
theory made no provision for the return of the water istine country must hav been very different from the If the fish was " prepared " for the purpose, might
into heaven. Yes, how ignorant that writer was of foxes that bav existed in Europe and America. It not the question arise in their minds whether Jonah
the simple process of rain falling. to the earth and might strike them that tbe land of the Philistines was would not also need to be " prepared" to be able to
rising again in the form of vapor, the operation to be a pretty good place in which to engage in the fox withstand for three long days and nights the strong
· repeated thousands upon thousands of times. Is it culture, and in fox-bunting, and that Samson was as digestiv powers, the gastric juices, of that fish's
desirable that the rising generation should continue fleet as be was strong, to be able to catch such num- stomach? Will it be unnatural if children suspect
to be taught these incorrect and absurd thecries? bers in ; o short a time. Perhaps it was his long that the whole story is decidedly fishy! Will the
Shall they continue to read and believe the incred- hair tLlit. carried him triumphantly through the fox- statement about the three young men being thrown
ible story about the flood of waters pouring through chase, s.EI it did on another occasion in slaying one into a superheated furnace, made seven times hotter
the windows of heaven until all the hills and mount- thou~ and men with the jaw bone of an ass; in breaking than ever before, seem any more credible to them,
ains were covered, the tallest of which reached the the strongest ropes and wilhes ; in carrying off those and can they easily understand that the human organaltitude of five miles! Shall they continue to read heavy gates, and finally in pulling down the vast temple ization by any process can be made so successfully to
of and believe the possibility of such a quantity of upon his own head and the beads of thousands of withstand the destructiv effects of such intense heat
water coming from the atmosphere and of its finding the poor Philistines. There was a power in that that not a thread of their garments ·was scorched,
a place to go to after the rain was over and . the Samsonian hair that was never possessed by hair be- and that they had not even " the smell of fire upon
waters were assuaged? Shall they ever continue to be fore nor since. And how curious, too, that strength them !" If they can easily believe stories of this
taught that Noah was able to gather some millions superior to any muscular strength that was ever character, need their credulity be balked at anything !
of beasts, birds, reptile, insects, and worms from all heard of elsewhere should be produced by the hair It is probably unnecessary to allude to the hundreds
parts of the globe in a single vessel and in that air- of the head ! How unlike the experience of all other of other improbable and impossible stories and statetight ark, in an atmosphere that must bav been foul human beings! But th6 gay Delilah was too much ments which the Bibie givs upon various subjects.
enough to stifle a bat in fifteen minutes, to keep all for the foxy Samson at last; she bewitched him with They are scattered all through the book. They rethat wide range of animal life for the space of thir- her charms and then while be was taking a siesta, quire a great amount of credul ty to accept them
teen months, and without such food as they required ? his bead reclining in her lap, she sheared off his curly without a question. These statements hav long been
Has not man in later times produced far better locks;. whereupon be at once became weak like other accepted with hardly a doubt, but in this day of
mental pabulum for miniature men and women? men, when his foes had no difficulty in capturing skepticism, and unbelief in the mysterious and unWould it not be far better to giv them real truths, him, in gouging out his eyes, and in confining him in natural, as I said, the reason requires to be convinced,
devoid of monstrosities, fables, and errors 1 Shall prison.
and miracles and impossibilities are not passing a'!
they ever continue to be told that two men, Moses
Has it ever occurred to you, my friends, that even current as in the times gone by. People at"e becomand Aaron, were able to change rods into serpents, school-children might doubt the truthfulness of these ing less confiding and gullible, and children are parto produce frogs enough to fill an extensiv country, remarkable stories about Samson and his wonder- taking of the same feeling, and books which .contain
to change dust into lice, to produce locusts in infini- ful exploits ? Or did you expect they would believe such big stories and such marvelous incidents hav
. tude, to convert all the water in Egypt, including them always with the flame ease and facility with ceased to be fit ·for the purposes of educational
the river Nile, into blood, to kill the horses and cattle which their parents and Christians generally are able culture.
of the country two and three times 'over; that the to receive everything of that nature!
The vulgarity and obscenity of the Bible has been
waters of a sea divided in the center and walled up
Young people are now becoming very inquisitiv, mentioned, and all who are familiar with its contentl:!
on either aide, like mason-work, leaving a dry road- and are searching around for proofs more industri- cannot entertain a doubt of the truthfuhiess of the
way over which two million of people were able to ously than was formerly the case. It seems to be charge. If any good soul has a beginning doubt
· pass drysbod, to say nothing of horse& and herds of the spirit of the age. The tendency toward demand- upon this point, he .bas only to peruse the story of
cattle and sheep T Are these the highest truths that ing demonstration and proof seems to be infectious, the faithful Abraham e.nd his treatment toward his
our children can acquire-that a nation of people and doubt is felt on the part of many who were once handmaiden or concubine Hagar, who bore him a
were kept forty years in the performance of a jour- perfectly credulous and unquestioning believers.
son, and how he turned her and her child out into
nay through a wilderneEs that could easily hav been
Do you expect children will always believe that the the wilderness to perish with hunger and thirst;
made in forty days? That during this forty years man Elijah was able to prevent rain and dew from about the incest committed by his cousin Lot while
they were daily fed by showers of manna sent from falling upon the earth for more than three years, at in a state of intoxication, with his two daughters;
heaven, by fast time, for their special benefit? That the expiration of which term he was able to produce about the worse than beastly crimes of the inhabitduring that long, tedious journey neither their shoes a most profuse and refreshing rain! That he was ants of Sodom; about the adultery of Zimri and
nor their clothing wore out ? Shall they still able to create oil and meal from the surrounding at- Cozbi, of Dinah and Shechem, of Reuben and his
continue to read how General Joshua, unable in mosphere; that be was able to restore life to a dead father's concubine Bilbab, of Judah and Tamar, of
a given time to slay as many of his fellow-beings carcass; that he could call down fire from heaven Onan, of Joseph and Mrs. Potipbar, of the Levite
as he desired, and being llnxious to continue the and burn up the bodies of animals, the stones of an and his concubint>rof Ruth snd Bosz, of D~vid and
slaughter twelve or fifteen hours longer, by a altar, twelve barrels of water. and more than a hun- Bathsheba, of Amnon a~ad Tamar, of Absalom and
mere freak of his will, or with a little aid froni. dred men, and finally, when he got tired of this life his father's concubine on the housetop in the eyes of
the one on high, was able to stop both the sun on the earth, that a heavenly chario~ and horses were all the people of the city, of Solomon the wise man
and the moon in their courses and to make one sent around for him, in which he took an aerial ride and his seven hundred wives and three hundred
day nearly as long as two ordinary days? Shall bodily up into the upper ether, where scientists tell concubines-Solomon, to whose authorship is attribthey continue to believe that the kind father of all us there is not oxygen enough to sustain life for a uted a very amorous composition called the Song of
mankind was so anxious that a few hundred more of moment, and where the intense cold is 500° below Solomon, which for broad, indelicate allusions has
his children should be slaughtere.d that he performed zero, and where it would be utterly impossible for a been surpassf d by very few compositions that hav
that astounding fept, never performed before and man to liv a minute? Will not the children some· ever been written.
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I will not detain you by further allusions to other
vulgarities and indecencies of the Bible, for it is- an
infliction that I do not care to make. I hav pointed
out but a few of the large number that are to be
found there. I deem them quite sufficient to prove
to you, if proof were necessary, that the Jewish Bible
is unfit to bav a place in our common schools as
a text-book or as a reading-book The priesthood
may find it to their interest to continue to bold up
the volume before the eyes of the people and declare
it to be the inspired word of God, and they may see
that, their influence over the masses is perpetuated
by their enjoining upon them the necessity of their
revering the antique volume, and by making them
believe that every word the book contains, though it
is confessedly full of errors and mistranslations, must
be accepted as the true and infallible voice from
heaven.
This class of men well understand the advantages
to be gained to their system by early enlisting the
aympatbies of the young in favor of their objects and
. aims. With this view Sunday-schools were organized, and for this reason are sectarians so intent
upon retaining the Bible in our common schools, that
it may be kept constantly before the rising portion of
our population. It may not be strange, as the Christian system of theology is founded upon the Bible,
and as priestcraft is sustained by it, that sectarians
should be earnest in continuing its rule and that
young children should be required to turn to it daily
as the source of truth and knowledge. But when its
defects are made apparent and its total unfitness as a
school-book is realized, a large portion of the American people must be opposed to the children of those
who do not believe in the divinity of the Bible and
its super-excellence being compelled to use it daily in
our common schools and to their being taxed to pay
others for using it. I would not curtail the right of
any parents to read the book to their children and to
enjoin it upon them to read it at home, but in the
name of justice I again protest against its being
forcibly kept iri our public schools where everybody's
children are compelled to use it whether they choose
to or not. This question should not be suffered to
rest until justice in the matter is accorded to the
entire American people, unbelieveA·s as well as believers. Much stress is aimed to be laid upon the
Bible on the ground of its superior morality, but like
its divinity, its morality will hardly bear the test of
close scrutiny. It is held up as the sourc~ of virtue,
-civilization, liberty, and intelligence. It is pointed
out to us as the grand palladium of all that we hold
near and dear, but this claim, like the others that
ate made in its favor, does not possess truth. If the
countries where the Bible circulates freely enjoy a
higher degree of civilization than is found in other
lands, the Bible is by no means the cause of such
superiority. There are other causes to be considered
aside from the prevalence of the custom of reading
the Jewish scriptures. The Abyssinians are a Christian nation, and they bav. bad the Jewish Bible in
their possession twice as long as hav England and
America, and yet they remain in barbarism. How
much did the Bible accomplish for the inhabitants of
Syria and Asia Minor T It was easily superseded by
the Koran. Mohammedanism has proved itself more
potent in subduing the savages of Africa and Asia to
coinparativ civilization than Christianity · has ever
been, though it repeatedly made the trial. The
Greeks and Romans were as far in advance of surrounding ·nations as we are to-day, or as we claim to
be. Was it the Jewish Bible that elevated them and
inspired them with the talent that made their poets,
painters, sculptors, and orators, many of whom the
world has never since equaled? The Chinese and
Hindoos bav for thousands of years been far advanced in some phases of civilization, and they certainly did not owe it to the influence of the Bible.
They were farther in advance of some of the pagan
tribes than we are in advance of the Turks to·day.
If we could regard the Bible, only, as the means of
·· our advancement in civilization, we should doubtlesa
bav the fairness to accord it all due credit, but there
bav been numerous instrumentalities that bav contributed their share to place us where we are. The
civilized world owes far lees to the influence of the
Bible than it does to what it has received from pagan
nationll. From India, from Egypt, from ancient
Greece and Rome, bas the civilized world obtained
much of its literature, its philosophy, its laws, and
.··its glory. When the literature and religion of Greece
and Rome were superseded by the Bible and its
religion, there certainly was made no advance in culture and civilization. Under Bible and Christian rule
a night of mental darkness spread over those countries, and from them extended over a large part of
the world, and it required many centuries of skepticism for them to emerge from the long, dark night
of gloom thus engendered. The art of prin~ng shed
the first ray of light across this vast pall of darkness
and night, and much bas it done to usher in the
bright, cheerful day of intelligence and learning.
'The growth of science has been largely due to the
art of printing, coupled with the lessening of the in- fluence of superstition. It is to science we are to
look for further advances in the direction to which

the world bas been tending. From this ·we bav
much to expect, but we cannot expect much aid from
the Bible. Truthfully, as Professor Denton said,
" When a people are much lower than the Bible
plane, it may tend to elevate them but when they
are above it, its in:fluence is degrading."
Our common school system is the foundation of
our literature, our mental culture, and our civiliz!ltion. We should giv it ail the aid possible in the
facilities that promote mental liberty and general intelligence. Every science and every department of
study to elevate the mind should be placed within it.
But mythology, theology, sectarianism, mysticism,
and superstition should ever be guarded against and
firmly repelled. The Bible is largely made up of
these qualities, and I again repeat, It should not hav
a place in the schools of the American people.
'Tis coming up the steep of time,
And this old world is growing brighter I
We may not see its dawn sublime,
Yet high hopes make the beart throb lighter.
We may be sleeping in the p;round,
When it awakes the world in wonder ;
But we hav felt it gathering round,
And heard it3 voice of living thunder.
'Tis coming ! yes, 'tis coming !
'Tis coming now, the glorious time,
Foretold by seers, and sung in story·
For which, wh€n thinking was a crim~,
Souls leaped to heaven from scaffolds gory!
They pass'd, nor see the work they wrought,
Now the crowned hopes of centuries blossom I
But the live lightning of their thought
And daring deeds, doth pulse earth's bosom.
'Tis coming I yes, 'tis coming !
Creeds, en pires, systems, rot with age,
But the great people's ever youthful!
And it shall write the future's page,
To our humanity more truthful!
The gnarliest heart hath tender chords,
To waken at the name of "brother;"
And time comes when brain-scorpion words
We shall not speak to sting each other.
'Tis coming! yes, 'tis coming I
Out of the light, ye priests, nor fting
Your dark, cold shadows on us longer!
Aside! thou world-wide curse, called king!
The people's step is quicker, stronger.
There's a divinity within
That makes men great, 1'hene'er they will it.
God works with all who dare to win,
And the time cometh to reveal it.
'Tis coming! yes, 'tis coming!
Freedom I the tyrants kill thy b~aves,
Yet in our memories li v the sleepers ;
And, though doomed millions feed the graves,
· Dug by death's fierce, red-handed reapers,
The world shall not forever bow
'fo things which mock God's own endeavor;
''fis nearer than they wot of now,
When flowers shall wreathe the.sword forever.
'Tis coming ! yes, 'tis coming!
Fraternity! love's other name !
Dear, heaven-connecting link of being 1
Then shall we grasp thy golden dream,
As souls, full.statured, grow far.seeing.
Thou shalt unfold our better part,
And in our life-cup yield more honey;
Light up with joy the-poor man's heart,
And love's own world with smiles more sunny.
'Tis coming ! yes, 'tis coming I
Ay, it must come I The tyrant's throne
Is crumbling, with our hot tea·s rusted;
The sword earth's mighty hav leant on
Is cankered, with our heart's blood crusted.
Room I for the men of mind make way!
Ye robber rulers, pause no longer;
Ye cannot stay the opening day :
The world rolls on, the light grows strongerThe people's advent's coming!
D. M. BENNETT.

Tertullian and Marcion.
If the four volumes of Tertullian are forgeries of
the fifteenth century, then what we know of Marcion
is next to nothing.
There was and is no such word in Latin as christus.
The Greek word christos meant "anointed," and the
Latin equivalent is unctus, which is the word that
would hav been used in the second or third century,
when Tertullian is supposed to hav lived. Ghristos,
in Greek, was not a proper name for Jesus-only an
epithet, which is imperfect without the definit article
prefixed-ho christos, " the anointed," from the
Hebrew ha mashiach. The omission of the definit
article sometimes in the Greek gospels and frequently
in libe epistles is a manifest corruption .
Tertullian's works were discovered in the fifteenth
century by Poggio Bracciolini, the forger of the
Annals of Tacitus. The latter task was so difficult in
a literary point of view that he wanted to abandon it
after it was begun. But to forge the works of Tertullian was an easy task for such a scholar as Poggio.
"Tertullian against Marcion" is a volume of four
hundred and seventy-eight pages in English. It is
so full of false quotations and manifest misrepresentations of Marcion's alleged gospel that the question
arises whether the author evtlr saw it in any shape
whatever. Not less than four times does Tertullian
charge Marcion with erasing from Luke a passage
that exists only in Matthew. And repeatedly he
makes similar false charges in regard to other
erasures.
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Marcion's gospel is nameless, but the infereuce
from Tertullian is that it was a corruption of Luke.
Attempts bav been made to recom~truct it by eliminations from the third gospel, with here and there a
chango of text; but the result is not satisfactorv.
See chapter on Marcion in "Supernatural Roligion.''
Tertullian not only falsifies quotations from the
New Testament, but from the Old. He frequently
interpolates important words which are not found
either in the Hebrew or the Septuagint. For Hample:
_
Come now, when you read in the words of David how
that "the Lord reigneth from the t·ree," I want to know
what you ·understand by it. Perhaps yon think some
wooden king of the Jews is meant-and not Christ ( Oh1•istus
w~o overcame death by his suffering on the cross, and thence
reigned.
In regard to "the words of David" the translator
makes this note :
Ps. xcvi, 10, with a Zigno added.
Tertullian attempts to tell us when Marcion came
to Rome. Taking the fifteenth year of Tiberiua as
the ~ime when, according to Marcion's gospel,
"Christ ·Jesus vouchsafed to come down from
heaven, as the spirit of saving health," he proceeds:
. I cared not to inquire, indeed, in what particular year of
the elder Antoninus, he who had so gracious a purpose did
rather, like a pestilential sirocco, exhale this health or salvation, which Marcion teaches from his Pontus. Of this teacher
there is no doubt that he is a here1 ic of the Antonine period
impious under the pious. Now, from Tiberius to Antoniou~
Pius there llre about one hundred and fifteen years and six
and one-half months. Just such an interval do they place
between Christ and Marcion.
The reign of Tiberius was from Aug. 19, A.D. 14,
to March 7, A.D. 37. And the crucifixion is dated by
Tertullian elsewhere March 25, A.D. 29-whicb by
the way, is manifestly false, because that was one
week after the full moon in March, A.D. 29; and
furthermore, although the full moon, March 18, A.D.
29, was on Friday, the alleged day of the crucifixion,
the next full moon, when the Passover wae celebrated
was not on Friday.
'
But how does Tertullian figure out his dutes with
regard to the advent of Marcion at Rome? From
the bf'ginning of the reign of Tiberius to that of
Antoninus Pius, July, A D. 138, is one hundred and
twenty-three years and eleven months. From Tertullian's date of the crucifixion, March 25, A.D. 29, to
the reign of Antonine is one hundred and nine years
and three months. Fron;t the end of the reign of
Tiberius to the beginning of that of Antonine is one
hundred and one years and three months. From the
fifteenth year of Tiberius, A D. 29, if we add one hundred and fifteen years and a halt, it brings us to the
year 144 or 145, which would seem to be the nearest
approach to the intended result of Tertullian's calculation. But, the date generally assigned for Marcion'a
arrival at Rome is 138-142. See "Supernatural
Religion," chap. vii, "Marcion," where in a note the
author says: "The accounts of the fathers are careless and conflicting."
The critics dat.e the composition of Tertullian
against Marcion A.D. 207 or 208; and the author tells
ue that it ie a new work in lieu of an old one,
hurriedly composed, intended to be superseded by a
fuller treatis, and now lost by the fraud of a Chris·
tian who afterward became an apostate.
Our own judgment is that Tertullian of Carthage
is a myth; and that if the rest of the evidence in
regard to the alleged heresiarch of the second century
is no more authentic than that ~ivan by pseudo
Tertullian, it is quite likely that Marcion is a myth
also.
ANTICHRIST.
TnE narrow range of their sympathies [the clergy's],
and the intellectual servitude thEy biiv accepted, render them peculiarly unfitted for the office of educating
the young, which they so persistently claim, and
which, to the gr?at misfortune of the world, they
were long permitted to monopolize. . . . The almost complete omission from female education of
those studies which most dieciplin and streng~·hen the
intellect, increases the difference, while at the same
time it has been usually been a main object to imbue
them with a passionate faith in traditional· opinions,
and to preserve them from all contact with opposing
views. But contractt.d knowledge and imperfect
sympathy are not the sole fruits of thia education.
It has always been thfl peculiarity of a certain kind of
theological teaching, that it inverts all the normal
principles of judgment and absolutely destroys intel·
lectual diffidence. Oa other subjects we find, if not
a respect for honest conviction, at least some sense
of the amount of knowledge that is requisit to entitle
men to express an opinion on grave controversies. A
complete ignorance of the subject-matter of a dispute
restrains the confidence of dogmatism; and an ignorant person who is aware that, by much reading and
thinking in spheres of which he bas himself no knowl·
edge, his educated neighbor bas modified or rejecterl
opinions which that ignorant person bad been taught,
will, at least if be is a man of sense or modesty, abstain from compassionating the benighted condition
of his more instructed friend. But on theological
questions this hsa never been so.-Lecky,
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(6) The discontinuance of the practice of the appointment tion of a local auxiliary Union; and the committee in their
discretion in special cases may issue a charter on application
signed by ten or more names unaccompanied by the money
in advance, but promised in the future. Auxiliary societies
should adopt constitutions substantially similar to this conpains and penalties of perjury in the courts and in all other stitution, but adapted to local wants. Local auxiliaries shall
departments of the government, in place of the common be absolutely independent in the administration of their
affairs. The effect of their charters shall be simply to unite
forms of a judicial oath.
(8) The defense through the courts of any American citi- them in cordial fellowship and efficient cooperation of the
zen whose equal religious and political ri~hts are denied, or freest kind with the American Secular Union and with other
who is oppressed on account of any opmions he may hav local Unions. Neither shall the national society be responsible for the acts or utterances of local auxiliaries.
held or expressed on the subject of religion.
ARTIOLK XIII. Every local auxiliary society organized in
(9) The promulgation by all peaceable and orderly means
of the great principles of religious liberty and equal rights, accordance with the provisions of this constitution shall be
devotion to truth for its own sake, and universal brotherhood entit ed to send its President and Secretary and three other
on the ground of a common humanity·; to secure the state members as delegates to the Annual Congress, who shall hav
from the encroachments of the church, and to foster the de- the right to speak and vote.
ARTIOLB XlV. Amendments to this constitution may be
velopment of intelligence and morality, which constitute the
made at any Annual Congress of the American Secular Union
all-sufficient basis of Secular government.
by a three-fourths vote of the qualified members present. But
Article IV, herewith subjoined as finally amended, no amendment shall be made unless the proposed alteration
elicited a good deal of discussion. Mr. Wakeman shall hav been published one month previpus to the meeting.

and referred to an auditing committee composed of by the president of the United States and the governors of
the several states, and other civil public officers, of religious
Leonard Geiger, John Downes, and F. 0. Mende. festivals
and fasts.
The summary is as follows :
(7) The substitution of a solemn affirmation under the
REPORT OF OTTO WKTTSTBIN, TRKASUBBR AMKRIOAN SKOULAR
UNION, FROM OOT. 1, 1888, TO OOT. 20, 1889.
Dr.
Cr.
Receipts,
$1,408.39 Expenditures,
$1,31i7.58
Bal. in treasury,
50.81
1,408.39

Bal. brought forward, 50.81
BRUNO MONUMENT.
Receipts.
150.00 Remitted to com.,

1,408.39
150.00

The President also reported that there were in the
possession of Charles Eckhardt, the previous treasurer, some forty dollars or so, which he had been unable to obtain. He himself had been Treasurer, Secretary, and President during September and October,
and his account was submitted separately. When objected to limiting the scope of the organization.
the present Treasurer gets the matter into under- Dr. Westbrook wanted the scope limited so as to
standable shape he will giv it to the public.
broaden the work, and get aid from other organizations which would not work with the Union under a
SATURDAY MORNING.
In the morning the delegates assembled in the hall constitution which embraced all sorts of reforms.
habitually used by the Friendship Liberal League of Mr. Ootton interjected the remark tbat the Nine DePhiladelphia. It is an exceedingly pretty and com- mands were Articles of Faith. Dr. Foote bad symfortable place, and no doubt its attractivness helps to pathies with both Mr. Wakeman and Dr. Westbrook.
swell the large audiences the League is favored with But the time had not come for Mr. Wakeman's ideas
regularly every Sunday. After the reading of the to become practical. He, like Dr. West brook, wanted
minutes the amendments to the constitution pro- the aid of other organizations, and thought tht!.t in
posed by Dr. Westbrook were taken up. The view of the failure in the past to keep local Unions
amendments were practically a substitution of a new alive and activ the new article should be adopted.
for the old constitution, and great interest was Mr. Wakeman then withdrew his objections, Mrs.
aroused, though the new one, as published in THE Oolman spoke on Dr. Westbrook's side, and the
TRUTH SEEKER of September 28th, was regarded article stands thus :
ARTIOLB IV- The American Secul'lr Union is strictly unfavorably, as being less cumbersome than the old.
The Chair read the new preamble. He had strlcken sectarian and non-partisan in both religion and politics, but
will use any and all honorable means to secure its objects as
out, he said, the clause in reference to the treaty with above stated. It is not either publicly or privately comTripoli (in 1796) as special pleading. Mrs. E. R. mitted to the advancement of any system of religious belief
Oarl arose. She had evidently determined to reply or disbelief, but honestly welcomes all persons of whatevtr
to Mr. Kirschner's speech of the preceding evening, faith or party to its membership on the basis of "no union of
church and state." The word secular is here used in the
and calmly proceeded to discuss that, ignoring the broadest
sense, as applied to the state, and not to any system
question under consideration. Mr. S. D. Moore, of of religion or philosophy.
·
Adrian, Mich., followed her. He objected to elimiArticle V, after a discussion, was adopted as
nating the clause. A. L. Rawson moved to retain the follows:
clause and amend it by adding " or any other reAnTIOLE V. Any person who shall pay $1 into the treasury
ligion." Dr. Foote showed the impracticability of shall
be entitled to a certificate, signed by the President and
this proposition, as it in effect amended the treaty Secretary, as an annual member of the American Secular
with Tripoli, which was beyond the jurisdiction of Union, and shall be entitled to a vote in all meetings of the
the Union. A man from Vineland, afterward ascer- society, providing they shall hav been members for three
months immediately preceding, and if the Congress shall
tained to be Mr. A. 0. Ootton, editor during its ex- so
permit by a two-thirds vote. Any person who shall pay
istence of the .Rostrum, told of the time when he and $25 or more into the treasury at once shall be entitled to a
Dr. Joseph Treat, one of Victoria Woodhull's friends similar certificate, and shall hav a vote without regard to the
and enemies, now deceased, knew of the continuity of date of membership. All life members of the National Libthe soul. He desired the preamble to be so broad eral League, formed in 1876, shall be life members of the
that he could be in touch with the universe. He had American Secular Union.
Article VI was adopted without discussion or
just paid a dollar for an annual membership in the
Uniov, and he could talk though he could not vote. amendment, and read thus:
After he had used this privilege ten or fifteen minARTJOLB VI. The annual Congress of the American Secular
utes a motion to limit speeches to three minutes was Union shall be held at such time and place and with such
sessions as the Board of Directors may announce, and public
carried. Jay Ohaapel said religion meant to hold notice
of the Congress shall be given at least one month preback, and he didn't want to do that. Mr. Wakeman vious. Other conventions of the Union may be held at such
then presented an amendment to the new amend- place and time as the Board of Directors shall appoint.
ment and the preamble was finally adopted as folArticle VII was verbally amended, and the others
lows:
adopted as proposed by Dr. West brook. They are:
WnBRBAS, The Constitution of the United States, in spirit
and in letter, is framed in accordance with the principle of
the total separation of church and state; and the Constitution
~nd 11o.vernment of the United States, from beginning to end,
In spmt and letter, were not formed on any religion but were
f~amed in accordance with the principle of the total separation of church Bnd state; and the treaty of Tripoli, signed by
George Washington as a part of the supreme law of the land.
declares emphatically that " the government of the United
States is not in any' sense founded on the Christian religio.1"
and,
'
WHKIIB~B, Notwithstanding these facts, the administration
of the national government, and the administration and conslitutionR of the several state governments, maintain numerous practical connections of the state with the church
thereby violating the spirit of the United States Constitution ~
and,
'
WHEREAS, The welfare and peace of the republic the
equal religious rights and liberties of its citizens requir~ that
all the political and educational institutions of the nation
which are supported by taxation should be faithfully conformed to the spirit of the fundamental law· we hereby
~ssociate ourselvs together and adopt the following constitutiOn.

The Ohair proceeded to read the amendments and
under the three-minute rule and Mr. Wake~an's
leadership the work proceeded more rapidly. Article
I retains the name, and Articles II and III were
adopted in this shape :
ARTIOLK II. The general object of the association shall be
to secure the total separation of church and state, to the end
that equal rights in religion, genuin morality in politics and
freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established, prote~ted
and perpetuated.
'
ARTIOLB III. As means for the accomplishment of this
purpose the sp.ecific work .of this society shall be to ad vocate :
.C1) The eqmtable taxatiOn of church property in common
With other property.
(2) The total discontinuance of religious instruction and
worship in the public schools, and especially the reading of
any Bible.
(3) The repeal of all laws enforcing the observance of Sunday as a religious institution, rather than an economic one
'
justified by physiological and other secular reasons.
·(4) The cessation of all appropriations of the public funds
for educational and charitable institutions of a sectarian
character.
·
(5) The abolition of ecclesiastical chaplaincies paid out of
the public treasury.

vn.

ARTIOLE
The officers of the American Secular Union
shall be a President, four Vice-presidents,* a Corresponding
Secretary, and a Treasurer, who together shall constitute a
Board of Directors and shall hold their office one year or
until others are elected. Four of these seven officers on due
not.ice to the .whole, shall con.stitute a quorum for the transaction of busmess. The President, Corresponding Secretary
and Treasurer shall constitute an Executlv Committee, to act
under the authority of the Board. One or more Field Secretaries, Lecturers, or Organizers may be appointed by the
Directors to promote the general objects of the Union. Men
and women shall be equally eligible to these offices.
AR;riOLE VIII. The. P.resident shall preside at the public
meetmgs of the assoCiation and at the meetings of the Board
of Directors and the Executiv Committee, and shall hav the
general direction and supervision of all business under
authority of the Board.
'
ARTIOLK IX. The Corresponding Secretary's duty shall be
to keep the records and complete lists of life and annual
mem~ers, and also full minutes of the meetings of the Board
of Dir~ctors and of the Executiv Committee, prepare and
tran~mit to the newspapers of the country items of interest
relatmg to the work of state secularization keep a full list of
a~xili~ry societies, a~d conduct such corr~spondence, under
directiOn of the President, as usually pertains to such office
and sh~ll make a condensed annual report to the society of
the busmess of the year. His or her salary and the location
of the office shall be settled by the Board of Directors.
ARTIOLB X. The Treasurer shall receive and hold all funds
of the Union subject to orders duly drawn by the Secretary
and countersigned by the President. He shall report the
state of the finance.s of the Union at every Annual Congress,
and oftener if reqmred by the Board of Directors or Executiv
Committee ; and upon the election of a successor he shall
deliver to him all the property of the Union that he may
hold.
AnnoLE XI. The Board of Directors herein provided shall
be ~ntrusted wit~ the direction and management of the
aff~Irs o~ the somety, and shall make a condensed report of
their domgs to the An!lual Congress. All appropriations
from the treasury outside of fixed charges and ordinary
expenses shall be by vote of the Board of Directors.
AnTioLll: XII. The Executiv Committee shall hav authority
as often as they receive a wiitten applicati:>n signed by
twenty or more l!ersons and accompanied by $10 (or ten
persons accompamed by $5), to issue a charter for the forma-

When the new constitution had been happily disposed of, Dr. Foote moved that the Ohair appoint a
Committee on Nominations. The motion was opposed
by several, and Mr. Wakeman moved that the Oongrees resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole
on Nominations. The motion was carried, and after
various schemes for making the choice of the delegates known had been suggested and rejected, John
Downes moved that the Congress adjourn for lunch,·
and in that interval write the names of their candidates on slips of paper and band them to the Secretary on the reassembling of the Oongresa. Carried,
and the Congress adjourned.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

This was the interesting session of the Congress.
As soon aa they reached Philadelphia the delegates
begun asking each other the question, Who are you
going to make Secretary T The Pittsburgh Union and
the Friendship League delegates invariably replied,
Harry Hoover. The other delegates didn't know.
They were perfectly willing to elect anybody who
could press the objects of the Union, and who would
work harmoniously with President Westbrook on the
new plan, for his reelection was early settl,ed, provided the consent of himself and wife could be
obtained ; for be it known that Dr. Westbrook is a
devoted husband, and his wife was solicitous that he
should not take upon himself too much worlr. Mr.
Hoover had high hopes, as he afterward confessed.
He desired the place, and desired it badly. But the
majority of the delegates and life members present
didn't desire that he should hav it, an:i they cast
about for an eligible party. One of them expreesed
the situation thus: Those that want it we don't
want; those we want, don't want it. Mrs. Westbrook
solved the problem by saying that if the Union
fancied her husband for its President, the Union
must provide a Secretary who would do the clerical
work and the rushing around. Dr. Westbrook had
the prize Manual on his hands; he must be working
counsel in the suit against the Girard College
trustees when it was begun, and he was engaged in
writing a Radical book. That was enough for him
to do. She suggested for Secret&ry Miss Ida 0.
Craddock, a young lady of beauty and understanding, a Freethinker of Freethinkers, a theologian and
dialectician of skill, a woman suffragist, and one
altogether lovely.
The first officer to be elected was the President.
The delegates handed in slips mentioning their choice
for all the offices, and nominated for the presidency
R. B. Westbrook, T. B. Wakeman, and Leonard
Geiger. Mr. Wakeman wouldn't run. Neither
would Mr. Geiger. The vote when taken stood:
R. B. Westbrook .......................................................... 24
T. B. Wakeman........................................................... 1

The election was made unanimous. Then, out of
its regular order-perhaps owing to the desire of the
delegates to see what the result would be-the nomi,
nations for Secretary were read. They were:
Miss Ida Craddock.
Harry Hoover.

John R. Charlesworth.
;E. W. Chamberlain.

Mr. Chamberlain withdrew. Mr. Charlesworth
was going to vote for Miss Craddock. Mr. Hoover's
friends were very much surprised at the introduction
of Miss Craddock's name. Mrs. Oolman, ever on
the alert to push women ahead, took the floor to
second her nomination. Dr. Westbrook followed.
He made the views of his estimable wife his own,
and would, he said, hav to decline the honor tendered himself unless a Secretary was chosen who
would liv in Philadelphia and do the work. He
could never be a figurehead to an organization, and
if he accepted the presidency he should accept its
responsibilities. He thought he could serve the
U~ion better with Miss Craddock as Secretary than
w1th uny other. He would rather not be President.
He had no object in taking it except to further the
cause of state Secularization. He was in his seventieth year,_and had retired from business on an income considerably exceeding his needs, and could
well afford to take life easy, though he expected to
work for Freethought for at least another ten years.
As for Miss Craddock, she is a Greek and Latin
th• A~he next session this article was amended to include among scholar, and a capital speaker. She is the beat theoe o oe~s as many Honorary Vioe-nresidents as the Annual Oon- logian he knew.
She would serve the Union for
~E~s.e~ ~~ght eleot, or delega.te the Boa.rd of Direotora to aPPoint.
$1,000 and far~ from San Francisco, and he would
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guarantee that she would do better than any two
men he knew of at $3,000. If f!he didn't, he would
foot the bill.
Dr. Westbrook's speech settled the matter, and
when the vote was announced it stood thus:
Ida C. Craddock ..........................................................17
Harry Hoover .................................... , ......................... 9

not thoroughly understand the retiring Treasurer's
report and desired to pass it over to the new Treasurer, which was permitted. The President's account
for September and October was correct and explieit.
About $285 were in the treasury.
Mr. A. 0. Ootton said he hoped the Committee oil
Resolutions would say something severe about Holy
John Wanamaker, who was running his department
according to church ideas. As for himself, he had
circulated petitions in Vineland asking for the removal of the postmaster-general. Mr. Charlesworth
took the floor and urged those present, when they
went home, to stir up things and make this Oongreaa
an epoch in human affairs. Mr. Oharlesworth'a
oratory is somewhat like that of Charles W atta. So
far his labors for Freethought in this country hav
been principally in Newark, N.J., where he is very
highly regarded. Mr. Hoover wanted to make a
personal explanation. He was born with a hatred of
wrong. He had permitted his name to be used as
candidate for Secretary by his friends. He had
hoped for election till he heard President Weat brook's
speech. He was defeated because his opponent was
a lady. But he never retreats, and eo had met the
enemy, and he was hera. Defeat, under the circumstances, was sweet. Mr. J. Eidelman wanted to
know if these meetings were to be continued, and
Dr. Westbrook replied that he proposed to hold a
great many more meetings in the city of a Secular
nature. Adjourned.

A little more information concerning Miss Oraddock will- probably be appreciated by the public.
She is a nativ of Philadelphia, about thirty years old,
and may be called an educated woman in the best
senefl of the word. She made the fight for opening
the University of Pennsylvania to women singlehanded and alone. She passed her examination in
Greek, Latin, and was recommended by the facuHy
for admission, but was rejected by the trustees. She
was te~acher of stenography and typewriting in Girard College for a number of years, and held the position of curator in the Wagner Free Institute of
Science, until abe voluntarily resigned that position
. two years ago to visit Oalifor.nia, Oregon, and Alaska.
She is an expert correspondent in abort-hand and
typewriting, and bas special qualifications as an organizer and business manager. She baa a knowledge
of German and French, and can correspond in those
languages, and is a " Liberal of Liberals," though
prudent and politic. She can work her way among
people of all classes. She will accept the office of
Secretary and return immediately to Philadelphia,
where her mother resides.
The names handed in as candidates for Treasurer
SATURDAY EVENING.
were F. 0. Mende, of Philadelphia; Ohto Wettstein,
E. B. Foote, Jr., L. Geiger. Messrs. Fo:.lte and
In the evening the large hall with the circus
Geigeit:declined to keep their nainea before the Con- attachment was crowded. Mr. Chamberlain congress. Mr. Wettstein was in Rochelle, Ill. Tile ducted Dr. McGlynn to the hall, and hearty applause
greeted the rebellious priest as he walked down the
vote resulted as follows :
F. C. Mende ............................................................... 24 aisle. Evidently excommunication does not physicOtto Wettstein............................................................ 1 ally disagree with him. He looks well fed and prosMr. Mende was called for. He is a retired Phila- perous and in a wrestling match could giv Leo XIII.
delphia merchant of wealth and responsibility, with the under hold and throw him. He was again
German antecedents, and is an earnest and Liberal cheered . aa he took the platform. " Our Public
Freethinker, though, in his younger days, educated Schools and Their Enemies," was his subject, and he
for the ministry. In accepting the office he thanked talked for an hour and a half, and this is part of
the members of the Oongreaa for the honor paid him, what he said :
and said he should take in aU the cash he could get,
At the outset it occurs to me that some people m~y think
and under direction of the Directors spend it judi- it strange that our public schools should hav any enemies,
yet there are enemies to the common schools. It may be
ciously. .
well to show how proper it is that there should be con:.mon
The new constitution adopted provides for four schools. To begin with, it is proper in order that we should
actiT Vice-presidents, who shall be members of the hav anything like an approach to the proper exercise of the
Board of Directors. A ballot was taken for these suffrage-that the sovereigns who exercise that right
should be able to read their ballots. [Applause.] In some
four,- resulting as follows:
E. B. Foote, Jr ...............
Otto Wettstein...............
T. B. Wakeman .............
J. E. Remsburg..............
Lucy N. Colman .............
John Kirschner...............
J. Eidelman... ................
J. H. Foster...................

15
6
21
6
2
6

Leonard Geiger ...............
Juliet H. Severance.........
R. G. Ingersoll...............
S. P. Putnam.................
John Downes.................
Mrs. E. R. Carl...............
1 Harry Hoover................
2

11
7
4
4
1

7
3

The ballot elected these candidates: T. B. Wakeman, E. B. Foote, Jr., and Leonard Geiger. Mr.
Geiger withdrew, leaving third place tied between
Mrs. Severance and Mrs. Oarl. Mrs. Oarl withdrew,
and Dr. Severance was declared elected. Mr. Kirschner withdrew, and J. E. Remsburg and Otto Wettstein were tied. Another ballot was taken, with this
result:
J. E. Remshurg .......................................................... 18
Otto Wettstein. . . . . . . .. . .. .• . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . •... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4

The activ Vice-presidents, members of the Board
of Directors, are, therefore, Thaddeus B. Wakeman
and E. B. Foote, Jr., of New York; Juliet H. Severance, of Milwaukee, Wis., and J. E. Remsburg, of
Oak Mills, Kan. Mr.. Wakeman suggested that it
would be well to elect the prominent Freethinkers of
the country to be honorary Vice-presidents. Dr.
Westbrook moved ta amend the section of the constitution relating to that office so as to allow of such
election. The motion prevailed, and the old list was
unanimously reelected, substituting the name of
L. K. Washburn-for that of Horace Seaver, deceased,
and ai!ding Otto Wettstein. The list is:
Col. R. G. Ingersoll.
Samuel P. Putnam.
T. B. Wakeman.
James Parton.
Charles Watts.
A. B. Bradford.
Otto Wettstein.
Lucy N. Colman.
James Wardwell.
J. A. Smith.
Wm. Redfield.
M. M. Secor.
W. L. Willis.
A. J. Truss.
Photius Fisk.

L. K. Washburn.
H. P. Mason.
Mattie P. Krekel.
E. B. Foote.
Leonard Geiger.
N. D. Goodell.
Dr. B.S. McLeod.
Daniel· Aerl.
Romvn Staley.
H. L. Boyes.
J. H. Burnham.
Maj. W. W. Forward.
Joseph Sedgebeer.
Dr. G. F. A. de Lespinasse.

Wm. Redfield, whose name is included in the list,
died a few days ago, after a brief illness. Mr. Redfield was a sterling citizen of Stanley, Ia., a noble and
generous Liberal, and his death is indeed a great
loss to the cause of liberty.
··
A Committee on Resolutions was then- appointed
by the Ohair, comprising :
E. B. Foote, Jr. ·
J. H. Foster.
T. B. Wakeman.
Prof. A. L. Rawson.

J. R. Charlesworth.
R. B. Westbrook.
E. M. Macdonald.

The Auditing Committee re:ported that they could

of our states the law requires that the voters should know
how to read. In the state of New York, where I come
from, there is on the part of some people a very tender regard for illiterate voters. It should not be enough that the
voter may be able to read his ballot. It is desirable that
every facility be given for the spread of knowledge among
the common people. In a perfect commonwealth it is eminently desirable that there should be culture and knowledge. It is impossible that liberty should be preserved if
those who are called upon to be the guardians of our liberties
through the right of suffrage should not be intelligent. Ignorance is not bliss, and rarely, if ever, is it folly to be wise.
I would not neglect the education of the body. We
should not retrograde and be less high. minded. than. the ancient Greeks and Romans. Therefore we rejoice in the revival of athletic training in our schools and colleges. We
old fogies who cannot play baseball should not sneer at the
interest that is manifested in that game. [Laughter and applause.]
The commonwealth that has citizens who are barbarous is
a commonwealth in which liberty must soon decay. There
are certain enemies of public education, because they are
enemies of freedom. You will find them more frequently in
the Old World than in tlJe New. In countries in the Old
World there are people who openly say that all that is
needed is bread and the catechism. An able ecclesiastic in
Italy wrote an elaborate work to show the ab~urdity of a
representativ government. These clever Italian writers
time and time again tried to show that the mass of the people did not want education ; that it was a bad thing for
them. They were hostil to the liberties of their_ nativ country. One reason they were opposed to education w;as because educated young men would not be ~laves. Right l_n
Italy good religious men argued for the mamtenanceof thiS
order of things. They said they would throw in something
besides bread-they would throw in the catechism. It is a
degradation of human nature to say that y~u !Jan keep the
body of men in order only by keeping them m Ignorance.
Other enemies to the common echools are those who agree
with what I hav said, but they would make the schools not
common, by keeping up in them the teaching of religion.
These people are mostly Protestants, who actually say that
this is a Protestant country and that the Bible should be in
the schools as a part of the religion of the country. Is not
this a commonwealth composed of all stripes of belief? Is
there any reason why there should be in the common schools
anything to offend Hebrews, Cathollcs, Agnostics, or Atheists? You are setting a bad example, for the time may come
when the Hebrews or the Catholics may be in the majority in
some city or state, and then they might make the schools
Hebrew or Catholic. If you want to hav common schools,
they must be common in those things that are commol?.
Other enemies of the common schools are those bishops
and priests of the Catholic church who insist on the establishment of parochial s0hools, and in many cases refuse the
sacrament to parents and children where the latter were sent
to public schools, there being parish schools close by. The
teaching in the parochial schools is usually poor. The priest
is often obliged to start a school or else be removed. He
would incur a heavy debt and then would get cheap teachers because he did not want to go into any more expense
tha'n he could help. "Poor pay, poor teach." The Catholic German church tries to keep its congregations strictly
German and to prevent its people from speaking the English language as much as possible. The same policy is pursued toward the Irish, and they are kept always Irish.

Dr. McGlynn was given a vote of thanks, and he

6$)7

left the hall to catch a train for New York. A collection was taken up, and Mrs. Oolman responded to
loud calla. She spoke but briefly, as abe is not
strong. Miss Susan Wixon was then called for, but
excused herself. Mr. Hoover said that when he was
trampled upon and knew it he fought back. Mr.
Wakeman called attention to the Liberal papers, and
asked the audience to buy Mr. Longford's stock ou~'.
The audience was then peraiiltted to retire.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

A violent rainstorm diminished the attendance tJ
hear the Rev. Minot J. Savage, Unitarian minister of
Boston, discourse on " Religion in Our Pub1ic
Schools," but he was greeted by seven or eigl:t
hundred people. Before introducing him, Dr. Westbrook explained the objects of the American SeculRr
Union. Mr. Savage's address was considerably like
that of Dr. McGlynn. He is a Theist, though as he
explained his conception of God he pretty clearly
defined Pantheism. But he was at one with the
Union in ita work, and knew many orthodox people
who also agreed with it. Like a good many other
folks, · Mr. Savage sees the things of this world
clearly, but is so anxious to know the affairs of
another that he loses his logical faculties and becomes
mystical. He pat more theology into his apeecb
than Dr. McGlynn did, which was not very well liked
by the audience. But where his discourse bore on
the subject under consideration it was admirable in
matter and argument, and was fully appreciated by
the heretics present.
At the conclusion of Mr. Savage's address, Dr.
Foote read the resolutions composed by his committee. They were ae follows :
The Committee appointed to frame resolutions far the
action of this meeting, report for your consideration and
approval the following:
1. Resol'Ded, That the American Secular Union, in this its
Thirteenth Annual Congress, meeting in the city of Philadelphia, October 27, 1889, remembers with gratitude the men
who organized this movement in this city in 18~ and all
the efficient officers, activ members, and generous supporters
who hav continued the work; that though the Union has not
been successful in effec;:ting any constitutional reforms, nevertheless it has been successful in repelling efforts toward constitutional deform, and the enactment of any more laws or
devices saddling the state with riders of the church; that we
hav seen with great satisfaction the spreading and acceptance
of our principles, as recently made manifest in the stubborn
and largely successful resistance to infusion of religious dogmas in the work of the constitutional conventions of our
newly organized Western states.
2. RetJol'Ded, That we send fraternal greetings to our allies
in the North and West, the newly formed Canadian Secular
Union and the Oregon State Secular Union, in both of which
we see ptomis of great service in promoting our mutual
objects; with these and all similar organizations we desire
to cooperate in all possible ways.
3; RetJo1ioed, That we hav especial cause for congratulating
all Freethinkers at home and abroad upon the erection of a
monument in Rome to Giordano Bruno, a martyr to church
domination of secular government, and we take pleasure in
the remembrance that from this Union and its friends came
the support to that great event from this country.
4. Resol'Ded, That we regret the death of Horace Beaver,
the veteran Freethought leader, wh<U!e fifty years' service as
editor of the Boston In'DetJtigatoT rendered him dear to the
hearts of all Secularists, and that we regard his death as our
greatest loss to the Union during the past year.
5. Resol'Ded, That this Congress hears with regret of the
serious illness of that fearless champion of human rights,
Charles Bradlaugh, and we hereby tender our sympathy and
express our hopes of his speedy recovery.
6. Resol'Ded, 'fhat we denounce the attempts being made
by the various religious bodies throughout the country to
force through the national legislature two measures, known
as the Blair Sunday bill and the Blair Educational bill-the
first to enforce a complete inactivity on Sunday, and to compel its observance as a religious institution ; the second
pledging the national government to guarantee the maintenance by the states of public schools in which the principles of
the Christian religion shall be taught ; and
RetJol'Ded, That the American Secular Union, through its
officers, will use every legitimate and honorable means to
prevent the passage of these bllls by Congress.
7 Resol'Ded That we strenuously oppose the perversion of
the· states' p~nal laws by tyrannical and bigoted. officials
belonging to dominant religious sects, t~ de~troy their critics
and religious opponents, as such !lCtiOn IS conspicuously
illustrated in the prosecutions directed against Messrs. Harman & Walker, of Valley Falls, Kan., and W. E. Reid, of
Grand Rapids, Mich.-that both these cas~s be~r evidence of
being the results of malicious personal ammos1ties and contemptible religious antipathieQ, which make it a diQgrace for
the state to lend its powers to the use of the church.
8. Resol'Dul, That the impartial and equal adminis~ration
of justice demands that there be no discriml'riation m t_he
application of the laws between the letters said to be Inspired by spirits and the Revelation alleged to be derived
from the same source, or between the medium who takes
money for establishing communications from tbe souls of the
dead to their living friends and the priest who takes money
for the performance of masses to relieve the souls of the
dead from the torments of purgatory; that as the whole
matter rests in the realm of faith it is entirely beyond t.he
scope of legal enactment, and that for this reason we regard
the prosecution of Walter E. Reid, of Gra~d Rapids, Mich.,
as an assumption of governmental power v10l.ativ of the Constitution of the United States, and dangerous to the religious
liberty of the citizen and which should be sternly rebuked.
9. RetJolf!(R-, That ~e condemn the action of Post~aater
General John Wanamaker in discontinuing mail serviCe on
Sunday on star or minor routes, which is a practical union
of church and state that deprives the people, for religious
reasons of one-seventh of their mail service, which is a hardship a~d is contrary to the letter and spirit of the Constitution 'or the United States aud the policy of the general go!ernment during the past century, and we recommend his
removal from office.
(Oontinued on page 701.)
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Jttltrs Jrott( Jlritnds.
RIVERSIDE, CAL., Oct. 12, 1889.
MR. Em ToR : Inclosed find· $3, for which please continue
to send THE TRUTH SKKKKR. I don't want to miss one
number.
Respectfully yours,
C. NEWTON Ross.
KENToN, 0., Oct. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR I will send you an account of a miracle from
Madison, Ind. Joseph Schafer, of the tribe of Indians,
claims he has a chicken nineteen years old. And we are
sending missionaries to China and Africa. When it comes
to pass that this Christian land cannot furnish preachers
enough to eat the chickens before they get to be nineteen
years old, we had better leave our measure at the tailor's for
a suit of imported sackcloth. Brethren, keep your lamps
trimmed and your hands on your pocketbook.
GKO. BAKER.
ATLANTIC, lA., Oct. 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I ctmld not do without your valuable paper.
I read all it contains. I am at home but little except on
·sunday of each week, being a commercial traveler. I would
like very much to help organize a Union in Council Bluffs or
in Omaha across the river. The work of a Union is very
much needed in these cities, and one would hav a strong following in a very short time. Will you be so kind as to print
this, and then if it is noticed by any who would like to take
up the work in this direction, I wish they would address me
a letter and I will call on them, and in a short time activ
work may be begun. May every Freethinker in the two
cities who sees this respond.
H. G. BLINN.
CINCINNATI, 0., Oct. 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The front-page cartoon in your last issue is a
magnificent hit! A better illustration of the pulpit could
not hav been wrought. I was so wildly delighted with the
grand idea that I at once showed it around to the fellowartists at the Strobridge lithographing establishment, the place
of my employment. It created no little merriment, and it
roused enthusiasm out of even the most unconcerned person.
I want to see it posted in a conspicuous place nearest to every
church in every city and town, in order that people in passing
on the way to worship may notice it. Let the reproductions
of this illustration be much larger and of sufficient size for the
weak-eyed sky-pilots and gospel-twisters to discern it at a
single glance. Couldn't it be done? Wouldn't that be a good
scheme? Our artistic friend Mr. Watson Heston has my most
heartfelt congratulations for his ingenious idea. May he liv
long in his useful work.
A. FRANTZ.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., Oct. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I suggest that the" Bible Morals" of John
E. Remsburg be printed in pamphlet form, that is to say,
each crime or vice sanctioned to be separate, and about the
size of those Christian tracts published by the Bible Society,
so we could buy them by the thousand for distribution free
to all who would read them, and hand to our friends and
neighbors. We hav in this country thousands of people who
are indifferent on· the subject. of religion, aRd even thousands
who are outspoken Freethinkers and Infidels and yet are seen
at church, not for the sake of religion, but for society and
fashion, and the lack of a, suitable society of Freethinkers.
We must hav a society, with all the attractions equal to that.
of the best society of the best churches. If we could attack
the church with Remsburg or Reynolds, or, if possible, if the
great and only R. G. Ingersoll could come here and lecture,
what a storm would be created in the camps of Jesus Christ
and his followers!
The tracts l speak of would of course make the prepara. tion for such an event. Each tract would hav the signature
of John E. Remsburg and the address of THE TRUTH BEKKER,
where anyone would be able to get a supply of them. They
should also be numbered, and some might contain two or
more crimes.
CHRIS. BATHMAN.
ToRONTo, ONT., Oct. 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It is simply astounding, the countless number of people who hav been reared under the banner of
theology, who hav tried for eighteen hundred years to
unra..-el the mysteries of the Christian church, whose mental
forces hav been scattered and intellectual faculties undeveloped, who hav been daily whirled into oblivion through the
inconsistent teachings of the Bible, who, had they come
under the scope of philosophical training, would hav devel.
oped some of the noblest types of humanity and been orna.
menta to society and the world.
It is a moral offense against human justice, and ought to
be a hateful insult to the honor and dignity of mankind, that
such a deplorable condition of things exists, but there is
a rift appearing in the cloud of misery and discord, and, as
Abraham Lincoln once said in a speech made before the
breaking out of the war, "The time is coming when this
Union will be all slave or all free," so the time is coming
when this world will be, not all slave, but all free from the
galling influences of theCllogy, free from the chafing manacles
of bigotry, free from the clanking chains of superstition and
despair-yes, free from the ruthless, agonizing, terrorizing
grasp of Christian despotism.
J. B. VAIL.
IPSWICH, S.DAK., Oct. 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I hav taken THE TRUTH BEKKER from
its foundation by the venerated D. M. Bennett, and every
year find it more valuable and indispensable.
Three years ago I commenced pioneering in the direction
of Freethought in this community, and in spite of hailstorms
of Christian persecution, I still continue, and ever shall, to
hold the flag above the cross. I am happy to say that there
is a sensible diminution of bigotry and prejudice against our

I cause since the beginning

of my residence here, and think I
can promis you an addition to your subscribers from this
part of the world when we get free from the drouth that has
stricken us this year.
I feel the inconvenience of this Sunday-school administration's manipulation of the mails, depriving me of the usual
Sunday reading of your paper immediately after its publication-it reaching me now Monday morning whereas before
the pious Wanamaker's accession to offi.ce it always reached
me Sunday morning.
I am also able and happy to say that in spite of the supposed unpopularity of such opinions as mine, my busi.
ness has steadily and constantly improved. Wishing you
every success in the great cause of truth against error which
you so ably advocate, I am, Fraternally, A. J. BRowN.

unincumbered, as security to the government for the payment of the sum borrowed. Let the government charge not
exceeding one per cent per annum for the use of the loan ;
and so long as the interest is paid promptly in advance,
never demand tlie principal. The government can afford to
lend to individuals, not bankers, at as cheap a rate as it does
to the present bankers.. And the citizens who are not bankers do as much toward the maintenance of the government
as those who are now monopolizing the banking business.
Paying off the state and national debts will throw plenty of
money into circulation to transact all business of the country.
And if parties can get money at one per cent ·from the government, capitalists will hav to go into some more legitimate
business than robbbg labor with usury in order to make
their wealth pay dividends, or it will remain idle in their
vaults. They will build railroads, factories, furnaces, and
other improvements with it, giving employment to the thousands of idle hands, rather than let it lie idle and bring them
in no returns. Under our present laws they can rob labor! speak advisedly; it is nothing but legal robbery-while
their capital is locked up and kept out of circulation.
I will say to our Liberal friends that my neighbors are
getting a little more friendly toward me. I lend THE. TRUTH
BEKKER to a few that I think can appreciate a good thing.
And I think it is bearing fruit. I hav scattered all the tracts
sent me by Liberals among the sky-pilots and their followers
in such a way that they do not know who to look to
for receiving them. How the preachers do rant! The
brethren are not so obstreperous as they used to be.
I am not able to purchase Liberal literature, but I can
hand it round. If all who hav tracts to spare, will send
them to me, I will. take pleasure in putting them where they
will either bear fruit or raise Cain among the sJ.ry.pilots'
flocks of lambs and suckers. THE TRUTH BEKKER and
Heston get better with every issue.
AMos L. GRIFFITH.

OBITUARY.
ELMORE, ILL., Oct. 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I send this obituary : Died, 'fuesday, Oct.
1, 1889, Frank Osmen Morris, aged 22 years 11 months 3
days, at the residence of his father, Dennis Morris, in Mill.
brook township, Peoria county, DL, where he was born and
lived the greater part of his life. He leaves an aged father
and mother, and three brothers and one sister, and numerous
friends and relative, to mourn his ioss. His death was caused
by a complication of diseases. He has been a sufferer for
the last eight years. He has borne his suffering with
patience and fortitude, always cheerful and happy while in
presence of friends. He was truthful and honest in perform.
ing the duties assigned to him, and always tried to do right,
which was his religion. He believed iri Universal Mental
Liberty to alL He was a member of the Hawthorn Grange,
No. 1,637, of Stark county, Ill. Living as we are in a priest.
ridden country we could not obtain a suitable place to con.
duct the funeral services, therefore we had no services except the reading of a poem by Mr. Robert Lang, a neighbor
and friend. The poem will be found in "The Truth Seeker
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Oct. 10, 1889.
Collection," on page 240, "The Slumber of Death." The
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find clipping from Mail and
poem was read at the grave.
DKNNlB MoRRIS.
Express editorial, September 24th. I suppose this is Elliott
Shepard's own. No wonder the commodore said he had a
BARRE, MAss., Oct. 16, 1889.
J. BARRY.
damned fool in the family.
MR. EDITOR: Many thanks to C. 8. Randolph, of Ipava,
SHE DIED NOT AS A FOOL DIETH.
Ill., for his excellent letter in THE TRUTH BEKKER of October
With her pastor and two ministering spirits as attendants on her
19th, wherein he calls attention to the reputed genealogy of departure, Miss Elizabeth McOormick went to heaven, on the best
Jesus Christ in my article of June 1, 1889, in which it was day of all the week, from one of the open streets of this great city,
shown that the son of God was indebted to "Rahab the hearing the testimony that
There is a fountain filled with blood,
harlot" for his earthly· existence. Mr. Randolph adds,
Drawn from Immanuel's veins,
"Ella Gibson could hav gone further back . . . three
And sinners plunged beneath that flood,
Lose all their guilty stains.
hundred years earlier .
. and hav found recorded in
And saying:
Gen. xxxviii-please read it," etc.
Jesu@,lover of my soul,
Let me to thy bosom fly.
Please let me inform your worthy correspondent that
And as if already conscious of the ha.ppiness a.nd security a.fforded
"Ella Gibson did go farther back" in "The Ungodly
Women of the Bible," where" she traces the genealogy of by the immediate answer to her Prayer, she exclaimed," fhis is the
"Rock of Ages."
Christ " not only to Rahab the harlot, but to the very beginForever consecrated will he the spot-the sidewalk in West Fortyning, to Abraham's wife, Sarah, in order to prove that God's
street-where she was, in good health, instantaneously transson was born of vile women as well as vile men. Alas for fifth
lated from music here to the heavenly choir.
his pedigree ! It smells of the slums of holy incest, polyg.
The effect on the Rev. Dr. D. Parker Morgan will be to hurry np
amy, and deceit! (Bee Godly Women of the Bible, pages his saving of souls, for his time, as is everybody's, is short; and to
make him more earnest than ever in preaching his last words to
233-249.)
"The precious blood of J esns clean seth us from all sin;" and
Perhaps it would be well to add that Mr. Bennett pub- her,
to tinge his whole life with the refrains that will come to him conlished this volume anonymously by the request of its un- tinually from the" Gates Aiar," as his faithful parishioners joined
godly author, and that it previously appeared in THE TRUTH the company of Asaph, Jednthun, Heman, Wat•s, Heber, Handel,
BEKKER as a serial during the two years preceding his death. P. P. Bliss, Mnhlenbnrg, Brown, OowPer, and Bradbury,
In the land that is fairer than da.y,
The book .is still for sale by the Truth Seeker Company, and
Would that the reeking, tipsy, hlaaphemonl mass of disconsolate
is " a correct statement of facts which are new to most
readers," as Mr. Randolph affirms of the Ungodly Woman's humanity which is madly rushing the wa.y of King Saul to suicide
here and perdition hereafter, which •· dies as the fool dieth," might
article of June 1, 1889.
ELLA E. GIBsoN.
see the magnificent figure of Miss McOormick, full of light and
EDEN, ALA., Oct. 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRuTH BEKKER of October 12th J. H.
Wood tries to explain the cause of the depreciation in value
of greenbacks in 1864. I think he is ~ron g. I will tell your
readers what I think caused their depreciation. If you will
take the trouble to examin the reports of finance and trade
from the first issue of legal tender notes, in 1862, till the
close of tue war in 1865, and till the act of resumption of
specie payment was paBB!ld by Congress, you will see that
the first paper money issued by the government in 1862
never was the thousandth part of a mill under par with gold,
and the reason is obvious. The government said it would
receive it in payment of its dues. This arrangement did not
suit capitalists of Europe, and of Wall street, New York, so
they combined and brought such a pressure to bear on Congress that they got an exception added to the next issue of
currency by the government. That exception read about
this way (as I hav no bill at hand to copy from, I quote from
memory) : "This is a legal tender for all dues and demands,
both public and private, except for the interest on the public
debt and for import and export dues." Now note the result.
Uncle Sam said he would not take his own private note for
debts owing to him. As a matter of course, no one else
wanted it. He might just as well hav sent one-legged and
one-armed soldiers to do his fighting, as to hav sent a currency depreciated by his own act to pay for it. It would
hav taken a great many more one-legged men to hav whipped
the rebels than it did men with all their limbs intact. But all
those events are passed. The present and future are what
we are working for. Let the government issue legal tender
notes suffi.cient to pay off our present national debt, or bonded
debt, principal and interest. Then let the government
strike a sufficient quantity of legal tender notes to loan
to each state sufficient to pay off their several debts,
charging the states not exceeding one per cent per annum
interest for the use of the money, and so long as the
interest is promptly paid annually when due, never demand the princip<ll. Then let the government establish one or more post..offi.ce banks, at the principal business cities in each state, where the peopla can borrow money
of the government equal to one-third the value of real estate

beauty as a stained-glass catheilral window, rising up before them,
and hear her skilful hand as she plays
Bide me, 0 my savior! hide,
Till the storms of life be past;
Safe into the haven guide,
0 receive my soul at last!
and would make the same prayers while they are still in the flesh,
and then suicide would cease from among men !

BuTTE CITY, MoNT., Oct. 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I was reading in the last number of THE
TRUTH BEKKER of the Prize Manual, and a rrference to the
manual to be used in the public schools and Girard College.
A thought came to me in regard to a school at my old hom~
in Youngstown, 0., that has a history somewhat similar to
Girard College; and thinking that the Secular Union may
hav a chance to do some good work, I will state what I know
of it. Judge Rayne, of Youngstown, was an Infidel, and in
his will he bequeathed a large sum of money to build a school
for the orphans of the poor of Youngstown, and his will
clearly states that there shall be no religion taught in it.
The school was built, and has been in operation for quite a
number of years, as long as I can remember ; and I can say
as a positiv fact· that the orphans of Youngstown do not receive any benefit at all from it, and I feel safe in saying that
religion has been practiced in it, and I think is to this day.
The trustees of the sohool were all psalm-singers, and A. B.
Cornell was one of them, a Presbyterian, now of Youngs.
town, and is yet if I am not mistaken. The school is run on
the following plan, It is a high school. When any scholar
has completed a course in the public school, he gets a certificate from the superintendent of public schoole entitling him
to go to the Rayne school, where all the higher branches are
taught. So you see it practically does not benefit the ones
for whom it was intended. Every man's child can go to th t
school providing his or her parents can afford to send him to
school long enough to be qualified. And I know it for a fact
that the poor or orphans of Youngstown do not get any
benefit from it, for when they get old enough to work they
hav to leave school to earn their own living. And I was one
of the many that can testify to that fact. And if the Secular
Union will investigate the matter, I will do all I can to help
them, ·and will subscribe to 11 fund to carry on a prosecution 1
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for I would like to see justice done to a man that tried to do
good and benefit the poor.
C. A. LINDSAY.

dele behind the bars of the nearest jail. I fear, Mr. Editor,
that I hav made my communication too long. If so, my
only excuse must be that a certain person who obtained conBRooKLYN, N. Y., Oct. 10, 1889.
siderable cheap notoriety some years ago commanded us to
MR. EDITOR : God has bee~ at his old tricks again in this never weary of well doing, and I am obeying his word.
city, and destroyed his most famous temple by fire. I refer
Fratemally yours in U. M. L.,
EnwARDB RoussEAU.
to the burning of De Wittless Talmage's Tabernacle last Sunday mqrping. One would naturally think that God would
hav too much respect for the Sabbath day to do anything of AN OPEN LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF THB OHRIBTIAN B'I,'ATEBMAN.
tkat sort thereon, causing so much extra labor to the police
MAKANDA, ILL., Oct. 20, 1889.
and fire departments on the day which he hallowed and comDea/1' Bir: I hav carefully read the copy of your paper
manded should be kept holy, that is to say, idle. But as which you sent me, and I wish to say a few words with re
John Peck truly says, "God has always been a little freak- gard to some of the subjects in which it takes a special inish, and never could be depended upon." If God wishes terest. I am pleased to recognize in your paper ability, with
the Sabbath day to be kept holy by his children, he should apparent fairness and honesty of purpose. It is, however,
set a good example before them, and refrain from starting entirely beyond my comprehension why men and women, so
fires on that day. But "God works in a mysterious [and intelligent, cultured, and refined, should wish to hav their
idiotic] way his wonders to perform," and we poor, totally sons and daughters compelled to read the Bible in our
depraved worms of the earth hav no right to criticise his ac- schools. When I think of multitudes of passages containing
tions, for doth not the inspired volume tell us that " He intensified filth, found in the Bible, such as the story of
doeth all things well?" Verily, verily, I say unto thee, it Jacob and his wives and concubines; Lot and his daughters;
doth. Although the trustees of the church trusted him, they D11.vid's talk with Abigail, and his and Solomon's abomiapparently wtre not prep&red to go it blind on this very un- nable adulteries, and vile, lecherous conduct generally,
reliable person, and so they had the gospel-mill insured to your position in the premises is truly strange to me. Were
its full value. Notwithstanding this, they are out with an scenes to transpire in our courts requiring such a record, our
appeal to the "dear public" for funds with which to re- magazines would refuse to publish it, and characterize it as
build. They touchingly say : " That we bow in humble sub- matter. so filthy as to be unfit for publication. And any pamission to the providence which this morning removed our per that did publish it, would do it, not to gratify the wishes
beloved church, and while we cannot understand the mean- and tastes of the pure and refined members of society, but
ing of that providence, we hav faith that there is kindness in to pander to the depraved appetites of its lowest and most
the blow." Of course they hav faith. I! they had less faith depraved classes. And if you saw your children, of choice,
and more common sense they would let this great super- perusing such literature in any paper, or in any other book
national What-is-it? take care of himself. But what would than the Bible, you would be shocked, and filled with sad
Talmage do then, poor thing? The trustees further remark apprehension at the indication it gave of their depraved
that if "God and the people help," they will erect something taste. And yet you would compel them to read this ob"worthy of the cause of God." Are we to understand that scene, vulgar trash publicly in school! And not only so,
the old structure was not worthy of that cause? If so, Tal- but you would compel your neighbors' children, who justly
mage and his crowd of Christian lunatics hav not been hon- look upon the whole performance with disgust and abhorest with the dear people to whom they so confidently appeal rence, to read it also, and tax their parents to support the
for assistance. And if God is omnipotent, why is the help reading of it into the bargain. Is that your idea of justice
of the peeple needed? Can finite beings help an infinit be- and the Golden Rule? What possible good cau our children
ing? And why should the people repair the mischief God derive from having constantly paraded before them the libiddoes? Again I ask, Does he not do all things well? And inous, beastly practices of these semi~barbarous Old Testa-.
such being the case, is it not blasphemy for this Brooklyn ment saints? Neither can I see any advanta!!,e in· having
scripture-slugger and his Christ-crazy followers to put up our children read, every day, about the cruel, aggressiv, and
another God-house, when it is plainly God's will that he does inhuman wars waged by Joshua, David, and the rest, in the
not want it? This is the second time Jehovah has visited name, an:l by the command, of Jehovah. Thus, by his
his fierce wrath on Talmage's Home for the Moderately In- command, perish all the males of Midian, both old and
sane, and it is fully time for this clerical mountebank to take young, and all the married women-the exhausted mother
a tumble to himself, if I may be permitted to use such and her new-born infant son perish together, and thirty-two
world)y-minded language in speaking of one of God's partie thousand innocent girls are handed over to be the victims of
-riJarpets=-In-a sermouhe delivered some years ago (in the the lust of the bloody, brutal soldiers, who hav just murwinter of 1886, if I remember rightly) this lover'"of Jesus and dered their fathers, mothers, and brothers. Such reading
ba'er of honest unbelievers made use of the following lan- must either demoralize our children, and blot from their
gu»g~: " Oh, it would hav been the grandest drama ever minds every proper conception of justice and mercy, or else
cnnc ed on the stage of the Brooklyn theater if my friend, cause them to utterly despise and abhor the God who comPatrick Campbell, chief uE police, who believed in God and manded and approved such atrocities. Look also at the
Jesus Christ, had walked on the platform, followed by a bloody massacres perpetrated by David. When he fled to
platoon of officers, and had put his hand on the shoulders of Ackish, king of Gath, for protection from Saul, which Acthat blasphemous lecturer and had said : ' In the nan:.e of kish kindly gave him, he was no sooner settled in his new
the common law, in the name of the state of New York, in· quarters, thap he took the six hundred outlaws who had
the name of the city of Brooklyn, this blasphemy must stop, joined him, and went forth against the towns of his protectand stop here and stop now!'" Who was the bJ..sphemer he or's country, and perpetrated one of the most infamous,
referred to, and what were the blasphemous remarks that so murderous raids that history, ancient or modern, records.
shocked poor Talmage's sensitiv nature? The man whom He, without the slightest provocation, plundered and burnt
this Christ-crazy bigot wanted to hav thrown into prison the towns that lay in his way, and murdered all the inhabwas none other than the intellectual idol of the Freethinkers itants-men, women, and children. And for what reason?
of America, Robert G. lngeraoll, whose shoes the" Rev." Had they injured him in thought, word, or deed? Not at
Talmage is not fit to brush. Colonel lnger8oll said of this all. What, then, is the reason? "Lest they tell on us."
mythical person generally called Jesus, that '' when he was He deemed the piratical principle that '' dead men tell no
here he was forgiving and half human, but now he is God, tales," his only safety, and therefore he butchers the innoand. instead of saying, 'Father, forgiv them, they know not cent women and children. One other example: David, bewhat they do,' he sends them to eternal fire. It is wonder~ cause the king of Ammon had insulted his messengers, sends
.ful the difference office makes with some people." Well, an army and plunders and destroys all the cities of Ammon,
is not that perfectly true? And how can the truth be blas- and br;mghtout the people that were in them, and cut them
phemy? If Talmage is so easily shocked, he should retire with saws and harrows of iron, and with axes, and caused
to a mon~stery. I am confident that the doughty colonel has them to pass tbrough the brick-kiln. And then our children
no more admiration for Talmage's sermons than that theo- read, in connection with this, that " David did that which
logical clown has for the colonel's "blasphemy," but does was right in the eyes of the Lord, and turned not aside from
" Our Bob" yell for the chief of police, a platoon of officers, doing anything that he commanded him, .all the days of his
and three different sets of laws to gag the doctor's honest life, s~ve only in the matter of Uriah the Hittite." Think of
thought? When will these New Jerusalem pilgrims ever it ; all of his treachery, polygamy, adultery, and concubinage
learn that others hav exactly the same rights and privileges is indorsed by God as right (except the murder of Uriah to
that they possess? If it is a crime for Infidels to giv expres- escape the consequences.of his adultery with Bathsheba, his
sion to their opinions, is it a virtue for the followers of the wife), though the grossness and enormity of his lust and
blood~stained lamb to do the same thing? Who ever heard lewdness would bring the blush of shame to the cheek of a
of a Liberal calling on the chief of police to arrest a Christian Mormon. His cruel, exterminating raids, also, are all apfor giving utterance to sentiments the LiberBI did not approve proved of God, though they were incomparably more atroof? And yet would it not be just as consistent, just as fair- cious than the Mountain Meadow massacre of Mormon hisminded, as Talmage's action? Why did not this great Brook- tory. Is it strange that such reading produces "Infidels?"
lyn hell-herder hav our beloved leader arrested ? Because, That intelligent young men and women should turn from it
thanks to the noble martyrs of Freethought, he lacked the with disgust, and not only reject its inspiration, but deny the
power. And it is the duty of all Infidels in this country to existence of its God? I once heard the Rev. Mr. Bruce, one
see to it that he and his kind will henceforth and forever lack of your ministers, in a sermon he preached at New Bedford,
that _power. And there is but one way to keep these ecclesi- Pa , defend some of the most cruel atrocities of the Mexican
astical hyenas within bounds, and that is by unity of action war by a reference to the still greater outrages perpetrated
and the whole-souled, enthusiastic support of Liberal jour- by David on the Ammonites, with God's full approval.
Do you imagin that, when you hav overthrown the Amernals. THE TRUTH SEEKER has struck many a valiant blow
for the cause of Univers~l Mental Liberty since the days ican principle of civil government, viz., that all just powers
when its great-minded founder was cast into a dungeon, a·e derived from the consent of the people, &lid established
compelled to don the garb of a felon, and treated as an out- the old Russian doctrin that they come from God, and put
cast from society, a moral leper, for the infamous crime of your creed with regard to God and the divinity of Christ
displeasing St. Anthony Comstock, who apparently runs this into the Constitution, with the right to supplement all with
''land of the free." When the Infidels of this country get appropriate legislation, and made the word of God (Bible)
together and, regardless of the particular "ism" upon which the supreme law of the land, your church will interpret
they may dote, resolve that their motto shall ever be, "One that law, or dictate that appropriate legislation? You are
for all and all for one," then, and only then, will our land be laying out work for the Catholics; The Catholic church is
freed from the clutches of the Bible fanatics who are conspir- the growing ecclesiastical power i~ this country, and If you
ing day ap{l pi~ht to put God in tht:l {Jopf!tjtgUoJJ. !'nd lnfi- succeed in your retrograde scheme, and tlme secure a union
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of church and state, and church dictation in our politics, and
the enforcement of religious dogmas by conRtitution and law,
the Catholic church will dictate and enforce that legislation,
and when that day comes, if all history is not a lie and the
unchangeable church changed, the .Auto-da.fe will be revived
again, and you and your paper may be among the victims.
If you hav the right, regardless of the protests and rights of
the minority, to put your creed into the Constitution, because you deem it true and hav the power, the Catholics will
hav the same right when they get the power. Our Constitution will then read that tl:.e Catholic is the only true church.
The Catholic Bible will be read in our schools. Catholic
teachers will interpret it, and Catholic rites and ceremonies
will lie taught instead of science, and these vile mummeries
will be called the "Christian religion." And your money
and mine will pay these Catholic teachers for instilling these
degrading absurdities into the minds of our children. Do
you think such a catastrophe improbable? Look at the
rapidity of the Catholic increase. Since the organization of
our government, that church has increased from les~ than
one per cent of our population to fourteen per cent, their
present claim. And their present increase, by hirth8 and
immigration, amounts to perhaps over half a million annually.
How long will it be, under such conditions, until they will
control our state and national elections, and dictate the legislation of the country? That church controls many of our
cities and some of our rural districts now, and wherever she
has the power, she supplants our common by her parochial
schools, and supports them by the public funds.
Bu•. suppose the late Dr. Ewer is correct, when he says in
his work eutitled, "Protestantism a Failure," that before
thirty years the Freethinkers will control this government.
And, by the way, their ascendency is our salvation from
Catholic supremacy. You and your friends are cheek by
jowl with them now, cooperating like Pilate and Herod to
advance your tyrannical "reform," and crush out the religious and civil liberties of the people. You cannot deny that
the trend of the times is toward Freethought supremll.cy.
The change of public sentiment in that direction, in recent
years, is remarkable. The increase of ably edited Freethought newspapers, books, and tr!l.cts, is quite so; while
able lecturers are expounding Freethought principles to
intelligent, thoughtful audiences all over the country. And
a very important and ominous fact, in connection with these
lecturers, is that their challenges and invitations to the
church party to defend the orthodox principles are seldom
accepted, which is a practical admission of conscious weakness. Should Freethought triumph, then our government
will be thoroughly secularized. There would be no compulsory Sabbath. You would" swear not at all."
We would legislate 11.nd fight without chaplains. The filth
of neither the Catholic nor the Protestant Bible would be
read in our schools. Nor would any of your sectarian
schools or institutions receive any money from the public
treasury. The rhn•, unscrupulous, designing hypocrite
would hav to retire frum Giranl College, and your chur~hes
would pay their just share of the taxes, and preuchers would,
probably, eventually cease to be deadheads, and would pay as
much for a ride on the cars as the poor widow. Should they
go further, and, in imitation of your example, put their
creed into the Constitution, then it might read that the Jehovah of the Jews was a tyrant and a myth; Jesus Christ was
no more God than the rest of us; that to worship him was
idolatry, and that he had no right to rule in this or any other
country unless he was duly elected by the people. Then
you would begin to feel that the "other ox was gored."
And if we followed your example still further, and when
you complained of our injustice should tell you that, if our
Constitution and laws did not suit you, yon could bless the
country by leaving it, you might begin to realize the impudent, ungentlemanly, not to say brutal, utterances of some of
your own pious Christian orators.
Now, honor bright, do you really think it desirable to
make the Bible the supreme law of the land? Our rights
and liberties would then be very uncertain quantities, and
depend on which of the numberless sects had the power and
were the interpreters of it. The Bible teaches the Catholic
to torture and murder heretics. It taught your pious and
illustrious Presbyterian predecessors in Scotland and elsewhere to drown, hang, and burn witches, and it might teach
their children to do it again. To the Mormon it sanctions
polygamy and the most beastly lust. It sanctifies slavery to
the slaveholder. It justifies war to the Christian nations,
and teaches non-resistance to the Peace Society, etc., ad in.
jinitum. Surely a book of such diversified and opposit interpretation is utterly unfit to be the supreme law of any land.
Were it our 11Jpreme law, then look at some of our statutes:
"If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or thy
daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which is
as thy own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go and
serve other gods, thou shalt not consent unto him ; neither
shall thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou spare, neither
shalt thou conceal him, but thou shalt surely kill him." This
accords with Catholic faith and practice, and they would no
doubt gladly execute it. Another statute would read thus :
'' Ye shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself: thou &halt
giv it to the stranger that is in thy gates, that he may eat it,
or thou mayest sell it unto an alien ;" and would not that be
a capital dose for the immigrant Irishman when he lands?
Another law would reau: "And thou shalt bestow that
money [money procured by selling wine, etc- J for whatsoever
thy soul lusteth after, for oxen, or for sheep, or for wine, or
for strong drink." Would not that make a magnificent plank
for your Prohibition platform? But why add? Now, dear
sir, permit me to urge you to reconsider your position, join
with us, and help to secularize our government, so as to
rescue it from the evil designs of the anti-republican, Chris.
tian plottere who would overthrow our free institutions.
Very truly,
W. W. WALKER,
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Bible Advocacy of Prohibition and Woman
Suffrage.
The following queer letter was received last
month:

First, as to prohibition of wine drinking. On this,
as on the doctrine obtained from the Bible, the book
has divers things to say. In about a dozen plaoea it
condemns liquor drinking, while in other equally authoritativ passages it orders liquor to be drank,
approves and defends its uee. We must judge ita
intent, therefore, by the preponderant evidence and
by the general tenor of the chapters wherein the
subject is mentioned. Against the paltry dozen of
condemnations of wine there are seventy or eighty
commands to use it, and mentions of ita use without
condemnation. In these instances, and in others
where ita use is condemned only on certain occasions,
holy writ not only recorda its drinking as an ordinary
and beneficent thing, but it absolutely orders itB
use. Wine is even blessed by the Lord and drank
by him, if Moses was his authorized spokesman (see
Deut. vii, 13; Judges ix, 13). Hall Mrs. Prather
read also these passages T
"That I will giv you the rain of your land in his due
season, the first rain and the latter rain, that thou mayest
gilther in thy corn, and thy wine, and thy oil" (Deut. xi, 14).
"And thou shalt bestow that· money for whatsoever thy
soul lusteth after, for oxen, or for sheep, or for wine, or for
strong drink, or for whatsoever thy soul desireth ; and thou
shalt eat there before the Lord thy God, and thou shalt rejoice, thou, and thine household" (Deut. xiv, 26).
"Thou shalt furnish him liberally out of thy flock, and
out of thy ftoor, and out of thy wine-press" (Deut. xv, 14).
"And he dealt among all the people, even amon,; the whole
multitude of Israel, as well to the women as men, to every
one a cake of bread, and a good piece of flesh, and a flagon
of wine" (2 Sam. vi, 19).
" For the children of Israel and the children of Levi sh-:.ll
bring the offering of the corn, of the new wine, and the oil,
and we will not forsake the house of our God" (Neb. x, 39).
"And wine that maketh glad the heart of man, and oil to
make his face to shine, and bread which strengtheneth man's
heart" (Pa. civ, 15).
H Giv strong drink unto him that is ready to perish, amd
wine unto the9e that be of heavy heart. Let him drink and
forget his poverty, and remember his misery no more"
(Prov. xxxi, 6, 7).
"Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine
with a merry heart; for God now accepteth thy works"
(Eccl. ix, 7).
" Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth; for thy
love is better than wine " (Bong of Sol. i, 2).
"In that day sing ye unto her, a vineyard of red wine.· I
the Lord do keep it ; I will water it every moment ; lest any
hurt it, I will keep it night and day'' (Isa. xxvii, j, 3).
"Thus saith the Lord, As the new wine is found in the
cluster, and one saith, Destroy it not, for a blessing is in it,
so I will do for my servants' sake, that I may not destroy
them all" (lsa. lxv, 8).
"And when they wanted wine, the mother of Jesus sa.ith
unto him, They hav no wine. Jesus saith unto her, Woman,
what hav I to do with thee? Mine hour is not yet come.
His mother saith unto the servants, Whatsoever he saith
unto you, do it. And there were set there six water. pots of
stone, after the manner of the purifying of the Jews, containing two or three firkins apiece. Jesus saith unto them,
Fill the water-pots with water. And they filled them up to
the brim. And he sa\th unto them, Draw out now, and
bear unto the governor of the feast. A.nd they bare it.
When the ruler of the feast had tasted the water that was
was made win<>, and knew not where it was (but
the servant~ which drew the water knew), the governor
of the feast called the bridegroom, and saith unto him,
Every man at the beginning doth set forth good wine; and
when men hav well drunk, then that which is worse; but
thou hast kept the good wine until now" (John ii, 3-11).
"Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for thy
stomach's sake and thine often infirmities" (1 'rim. v, 23).

"OLYMPIA, W. T., Sept. 7, 1889.
" EDITOR OF THE TRuTn BEKKER: Hav received TnK TRUTH
(?) SKKKKR for six months. I never ordered it or sent money
for it, although you sent card acknowledging receipt of
$1.50 in payment for the paper. I know nothing about it.
Probably some friend (?) ordered it for me. Do not want
the paper. Please stop it at once. While your attack on
the churches is not without ample grounds, your attack on
the religion of Christ, per se, is outrageous and unwarranted,
and you strive to bring the genuin article into disrepute. I
do not wish a paper that spealqj against my best friend and
Redeemer.
" Stop THE TRuTn (?) BKRKKR.
" P.B.-Of course the Roman church is the beast of blasphemy, and Rome the horrible whore of Revelation, and
true Christians claim nothing else. It is from fear arising
from the fact of its great power that shuts mincing, clerical
mouths on that as well as all other questions. It is undermining our American lnstitutions, and the Powers that be
are 1 fools, and blind,' and cot/lards that' Strain at a gnat and
swallow a camel.' The Bible, the Bible, is the great remedy
for all. It does not teach intemperance-it forbids it. It is
for Prohibition and Woman Suffrage from Genesis to Revelations, and those who say it is not will not 'sewroh and look'
to ascertain.
1 THE TRUTH (?)BEKKER is a misnomer.
Old Satan lied,
'
mixing truth with the same, from the beginning, and has
thus destroyed thousands of souls and bodies in Hell. Notwithstanding you picture him alongside of the Almighty
(screened) and accuse the latter of cruelty, at the same time
excusing the former from the same, though guilty of the
blood of ·souls and bodies. 'And ye sh!l.ll know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free.' 'I am the way, the
·truth, and the life,' Jesus said. Praise God! Although all
the existing churches should go out in darkness, I fear nothing for the great invisible church which shall rise phenixllke from their ashes-Christ's true, pure religion, consisting
of' every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.'
May the Holy Ghost open your blind eyes blinded by the
God of this world to the truth of his word and the lost conHere we see that God regulated the weather to
dition of your souls and the falsity of your teachings.
"Yours truly,
AGNES W. PRATHER,
suit winemakera; that he commanded his people
(or) MRs. T. PRATHER."

2, 1889.

clear to those who "look and search." Woman suffrage is a movement to giv to woman the right to
help choose her rulers. We are loth to think that
Mrs. Prather does not know how the church ha'!
regarded this movement. There cannot be an issue
raised about it. ·The church in all lands, in all times,
has been determinedly opposed to woman's taking
any part in the government of either church or state.
The opponents of woman suffrage to-day are the
orthodox; ita advocates, the Infidels. This Mrs.
Prather will probably admit, so we may turn once
more to holy writ and see what that has to say about
allowing woman to choose her rulers.
In Genesis-from which book to Revelation Mrs.
Prather says the Bible teaches woman suffragewoman is told,
" Thy desire shall be to thy husband and he shall rule over
thee."

This, it seems to us, does not ·effectivly support
Mrl!. Prather's statement. If the husband shall rule
over his wife, the choice of rulers would appear to bs
settled, and she need not vex her heart about it. In
Exodus we are further told that
" If a man sell his daughter • • • [and] if she please
not her master, then shall he let her be redeemed."

Does the daughter hav any choice in selecting her
ruler in this instance? In Deuteronomy, we find' the
Lord's command,
" When thou comest nigh unto a city, • • • and when
the Lord thy God hath delivered it into thy hands • • •
the women thou shalt take unto thyself."

Anything about letting them choose their own
rulers in that?
"And David took him more concubines and wives out of
Jerusalem."

Did those ladies hav a chance to "pop the question" and pick out the husband to rule over them ?
In Numbers the law for woman is laid down by a
"Thus saith the Lord" to the effect that
r
"Every vow, and every binding oath to afilict the soul,
her husband may establish it, or her husband may make it
void."

Would a married lady, when that law was in force,
possess much independence of thought T In the
second book of Samuel there is another " Thus saith
the Lord." It reads:
" Thus saith the Lord, Behold, • • • I will take thy
wives before thy eyes and giv them unto thy neighbors."

A neighborly act, truly, but the germ of the
woman suffrage movement is not to be found in that
threat. Turping to the New Testament, we find in
some booka preceding the nightmare of Revelation
this advocacy of the movement :

"Wives, submit yourselvs to your own husbands" (Col.
iii, 18).
" As the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be
to their own husbands in everything" (Eph. v, 24).
" Let your women keep silence in the churches, for it is
not permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded
to be under obedience, as also saith the law. And if they
will learn anything, let them ask their husbands at home ;
for it is a shame for a woman to speak in the church" (1 Cor.
xiv, 34, 35).
"Ye wives, be in subjection to your own husbands. • •
For after this manner in the old time the holy women also,
who trusted in God, adorned themselvs, being In subjection
to their own husbands; even as Sarah obeyed Ab'raham,
calling him lord" (1 Pet. iii, 1-6).
" Let woman learn in' silence with all subjection. But I
suffer not a WOJnl!,D to teach, nor to usurp authority over the
to buy strong drink when they desired it; that the man, but to be in silence. For Adam was first formed, then
Mrs. Prather need not worry about the financial slave set tree in the seventh year should be liber- Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being
part of our six months' acquaintance, and she need ally furnished with wine (Deut. xv, 12-14); that deceived was in the transgression" (1 Tim. U, 11-14). ·

not hav Tnx TRUTH SEEKER if she does not want it.
We do not know whether Rome and the Roman
church are all that she alleges or not. Concerning
Old Satan's veracity we are also in doubt, though in
holy writ we find that he usually told the truth and
the other fellow the lies, as see Genesis, in which it
is recorded that God said that if Adam ate the apple
he should die while Satan reversed the edict. Perhaps, however, the Lord has reformed and Satan
gone to the bad. We cannot believe, though, that
he has destroyed all the souls our fair but wrathy
correspondent credits him with doing, for God, as we
understand it, is responsible for the creation of hell
and its Ohina-like plethora of population. Altogether,
Mrs. Prather knows so many things toward which
we are forced to assume an Agnostic attitude, that
we wonder she should be so completely ignorant of
•he Bible's position on · the prohibition and woman
suffrage questions. For her benefit, and perhaps
the benefit of others, we will consider the two matters briedy :

David, a king whom God valued highly, distributed
wine to the women by :flagonaful; that God accepted
offerings of wine as graciously as offerings of oil and
:flesh ; that the wisest man advocates drunkenness in
order to forget poverty; that a man may drink wine
with a merry heart when God has accepted his
works; that wine is a measure with which to compare kisses ; that the Lord himself promises to keep
a vineyard; that the first miracle that Jesus ever
performed was to make wine, and that Exhorter
Timothy urged the use of wine in moderation.
These quotations from the Bible-that "great remedy for all"-could be largely extended, and whole
chapters quoted which plainly prove that drinking
wine was common among the Lord's people and
prophets and regarded by them and the Lord as a
wholesome and necessary indulgence. In addition
to what we hav written, we commend to Mrs.
Prather's studious attention a little pamphlet published at this office callell, "Bible Temperance."
Respecting woman suffrage the Bible is equally

These are but a few of the hundreds of passages
in the " great remedy for aU," showing how woman
is viewed by the Lord, whose " every word that
proceedeth out of his mouth " is regarded by Mrs.
Prather as the "true, pure religion of Christ." Had
we room, Mrs. Prather could be overwhelmed with
passages discoverable by a very brief " search and
look." Her failure to find them herself is remarkable in a person who can see thousands of souls and
bodies in hell.
We fear that Mrs. P. is a good woman who feels
much more than she reasons, and concludes from
prejudices rather than from facts.

The Ministers Don't Want .to Be Righteous.
Perhaps the atteinpt~d revision of .religiO.uB standards that will moat sensibly commend itself to the
publio is that of the Episcopal Prayer-book, made by
the general convention last week. The proposed
amendment was in the gymnastic exercises of the
morning and evenin~ prayer, at the tqi~t~ell:~ll 8J:1C\
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'twenty-fifth pages of the big print (the manufacturers of our Prayer-book forgot to page it), following a prayer composed of lines from the Apostles',
Athan~sian, and Nicene creeds, to be said by the
minister and the people standing. After this, as our
Episcopalian readers know, they all kneel, devoutly,
and the minister says:
" The Lord be with you.
Answer. And with thy spirit.
Minister.. Let us ·pray.
0 Lord, show thy mercy upon us.
Answer. And grant us thy salvation.
MiniBttr. 0 God, make clean our hearts within us.
AnBtDtn'. And take not thy Holy Spirit from us."
Between the answer, "And grant us thy salvation,"
and the versicle, or little verse, following, the re"\'isers wanted to put in several things for the minister and people to say, the important addition being
this, addressed to the Lord by the minister:
" Endue thy ministers witlt righteousness."
It is a great pity that the measure fell through by
a nagativ vote of 152 to 129, and that the church
must continue to struggle along without the help of
the Lord to keep its ministers in the straight and
narrow path. It was a good and needed amendment.

(Oontinuedjrompage 697.)
10. Resolved, Th~t we oppose the Na1ional Reform Association in Its attempt to enact national marriage and divorce
laws conformed to the principles of the Christian religion;
that as marriage is a civil contract t!w assumption of ecclesiastical supervision therefore is an impertinence to be repelled.
11. Resolved, That as the life work of Secularists is frequently belied at death by burial with ecclesiastical rites, we
recommend all who would avoid this kind of misrepresentation, after they are powerless to prevent it, to compel observance of their wishes by testamentary provision making
inheritance depend upon cumpliance with and respect for
their wishes.
12. Re8ol'lled, That after various experiments in devisin•g
methods for promoting our objects, we hav by the action o1
thiS' Congress endeavored to put the Union on a practical,
business basis, in shape for continued effectiv work, and we
therefore invite the earnest cooperation of all Liberal or Secular persons and societies, and contributions to the treasury
which shall make it possible to forward all our projects expeditiously.
Mr. Savage, who sat on the platform, kept his right
foot beating subdued approbation of most of the
resolutions as they were read. Dr. Westbrook
added to these a resolution thanking TaE TRUTH
SEEKER particularly, and the Investigato'l', Freethought, and T'l'uth, for the space they hav devoted to
the work of the Union. The resolutions were then
voted on and carried. At the conclusion of the proceedings several persons joined the Union as annual
members.

Spiritualism Not Insanity.

SUNDAY EVENING.
The lecture Sunday evening was by T. B. Wakeman, of New York, on" Our Nine Demands-a Plea
for Simple Justice, Nothing More." He pointed out
that the great gift of America to the world, and for
which its discovery and settlement should be celebrated throughout the centuries, was not Indian
corn, nor the potato, nor the turkey, but the practical gift of the idea that all "just powers " of government rested upon "the consent of the governed"
-that this is the cornerstone of all American republics, and completely retires from politics all gods,
popes, priests, and kings. That idea made the great
difference between the Old World, Europe, and
America, the New-between authority and consent,
" subjects " and citizens, obedience and cooperation,
tyranny and freedom, ignorance and education. The
Declaration inspired by Paine and written by J efferson was the greatest document, for this reason, ever
written. To this new foundation of consent the
Secularists only are practically and consistently true.
On this their Nine Demands rest ; by it they insist
that the unjust powers of government, by which they
are by indirect taxation compelled to support
churches and sectarian charities, pay for chaplains,
hav Bibles read in schools, and are compelled to take
religious oaths, and observe religious fasts and festivals, and the religious Sabbath, etc., are all infractions of the American idea of government, and of the
Declaration of Independence, and of the ConBtitution
of the United States.
The present attempts of the reiigious National Reform Association to put God and Christ and the Bible
into our state and national constitutions and laws
compel us to examin the truth and value of that
Bible and those conceptions for which we are compelled to pay. in so doing it is not our fault if the
sawdust falls out of the idols or dolls, because they
cannot stand scientific examination.
Mr. Wakeman then took up the theological conceptions of God, Christ, the Bible, etc., and insisted
that their advocates were not at all agreed upon
what they were, or their age or locality, and that
they were names used by their worshipers only as a
means of retaining and obtaining money and power
by unjust powers "not resting upon the consent of
the governed."
Christians of the United States: you differ as to
everything in theology; do you really agree in anything except this robbery and tyranny over those
who differ from you! Can you not ha.v the simple,
American justice to cease to use these unjust powers
which do not rest upon the consent of the governed!
Before you make us pay more money to worship
your God, you must giv us some accurate description
or definition of him by legislativ authority. You
ought not to make us take a God like a pig in a poke.
How does money exacted for him do us any good T
Was it for want of money or praise that he stayed
not the earthquake at Charleston or the waters at
Johnstown! All this attempt to change the order of
nature in this scientific age is merely a. blasphemous
fraud. But sometimes it ha.~ a ludicrous side in its
grim irony. A few weeks ago a stroke of lightning
burnt up Dr. Talmage's Tabernacle in Brooklyn.
Why 1 Was it to escape the blasphemy of that morning's "se1·vice !" Why not! Yet the doctor at once
moves into a more appropriate theater and informs
the world that God burnt his church because it was
too small, and as a hint to beg money to build a
larger one. But may he not be wrong in this T May
not the logic of the traditional Pennsylvania Dutchman be nearer the truth T He had contributed
largely to build a church which had been destroyed
by lightning. When asked to re-subscribe he said :
"You say God knows everything 1" "YeJJ.'' 11 Well,

Our Spiritualistic readers and friends will undoubtedly be greatly gratified to Jearn that the New Jersey
Prerogativ court has decided that a belief in Spiritualism is not insanity. The question came up as to
whether a believer in that other-world philosophy
could make a valid will, and the august Prerogativ
court has decided that he can. The case was that of
Middleditch vs. Williams, and the court said :
" The testator's belief in Spiritu"lism was not a morbid
fancy, but a conviction produced by evidence. The proofs
show that when he first commenced attending what are
called 'seances' he was inclined to be skeptical. Afterward
his mind seemed to be in an unstable condition; he sometimes believed and at others doubted, and it was not until
the spirits gave an extraordinary exhibition of their power
by printing or painting on a pin worn by his mother-in-law
on her neck, in brilliant letters which sparkled like diamonds,
the word 'DiCkie,' a pet name ol his dead wife, that his last
doubts U.s to the-reality of the manifestations were removed.
Believing, as I do, that these manifestations were correctly
described by Vice-Chancellor Gifford in Lyon vs. Home,
L. R., 6 Eq. 655-681, when he called them ' mischievous
nonsense, well calculated on the one hand to delude the
vain, the weak, the foolish; and the superstitious, and on the
other to assist the projects of the needy and of the adventurer,' still it seems to me to be entirely claar that it cannot
be said that a person who does believe in their reality is, because of such belief, of unsound mind or subject to an insane
delusion. No court has yet so held. No cases on this subject were cited on the argument. Those which I hav examined uniformly hold that a bellef in Spiritualism is not
insanity. The court, in Robinson vs. Adams, 62 Me. 369,
said: 'Belief in 8piritualism is not insanity, nor an insane
delusion. The term ''delusion," as applied to insanity, is
not a mere mistake of fact, or the being misled by false testi.
mony or statements to believe that a fact exists which does
not exist.' And in Brown 'lUI. Ward, 53 Md. 876, it was said:
''fhecourtcannot say, ail matter of law, that a person is insane
because he holds the belief that he can communicate with
spirits [of the dead], and can be and is advised and directed
by them in his business transactions and in the disposal of
his property.' Substantially the same view was expressed
in Otto 'ilS. Doty, 61 Iowa, 28, and also in the matter of
Smith's will, 52 Wis. 543. The utmost length to which any
court has gone on this subject is to declare that a belief in
Spiritualism may justify the setting aside of a will, when it
is shown that the testator, through fear, dread, or reverence
of the spirit with which he believed himself w be in communication, allowed his will and judgment to be overpowered, and in disposing of his property followed implicitly
the directions which he believed the spirit gave him, but in
such case the will is set aside, not on the ground of insanity,
l;mt of undue Influence."
"For all the favors which we hav received and are
about to receive, make us, 0 Lord, truly thankful."
THE well-known comic paper Pwk has often given cartoons representing the evil acts of the Catholic churchmen,
:and exposed these acts in its letter-press as well. The Irish
Catholics of our cities hav raged against it long, and hav now
started a boycott against it. Fan.atical young Irishmen go
about to the saloons and barber-shops where that paper is
kept, and threaten the proprietors with loss of custom. A
·Freethinker friend of ours was in· a barber-shop the other
day when one of the papist agents walked in, picked up a
Puck, glanced angrily at the first-page cartoon representing
a villainous-faced priest dragging American children out of
our publlc schools, and said: "Let me tell you, if you don't
stop taking t!J.is paper all your customers will be taken away
and you will hav to shut· your shop. If you don't stop it I'll
never come here again I" Our friend spoke up : "I'll never
come here again if you do stop." So the poor barber was in
a sorry quandary. As the larger part of the population of
his neighborhood is Catholic, he will probably stop.
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then, if he don't know enough not to thunder on his
own house, he ought to go wHhout one!"
The speaker then took up each of the other theological conceptions, as Christ, devil, heaven, hell,
Sabbath, Bible, etc., and pointed out that in the light
of modern science it was the simplest kind of rob·
bery to go on exacting money and oaths and time
and worship by public authority, when everybody
knew that the old notions in regard to the meaning
of these words had been exploded forever.
He then took up the religious National Reform
Association founded on the idea that " God is the
source of all power and authority in civil government
and that the Lord Jesus Christ is the ruler of na- ·
tiona, and that the revealed will of God is of supreme
authority in civil affairs." He showed that the clergy
of the country were largely committed to these notions which were directly in the teeth of the Declaration of Independence, and the new era of consent of
the governed; that their advocates had captured the
woman suffrage and the Prohibition parties ; that
they had crushed out Liberal Leagues, Liberal editorE, and that they now dictated to the postal department of the United States the service it should
render the people on Sunday, and the Liberals and
Spiritualists it should persecute under United States
laws really enacted at its behest. Things hav gone
so f~~or in· the revival of this old 1·eligious authority
as the basis of government, that an instant rebuke
must be made by the people.
The Liberal and sffectiv means of doing this is to
revive the Liberal Leagues and Sscular Unions
throughout every state of the Union, and hav them
express their vie'Ys to the public authorities at Washington, the state capitals, through the press, private
letters, and by every means poasible. Mr. Wakema.B
spoke with great earnestness for over an hour, and
was warmly approved by the audience.
Mrs. Lucy N. Colman than made a short address
showing how the God in-the Constitution clergy had
captured the woman's rights movement. But liberty
was priceless and above all. If necessary, the women
and the temperance reformers must wait unt.il their
good objects can be attained wHhout violating the
fundamental principles of American liberty.
Then Miss Susan Wixon read an admirable address
on the influence of true Liberalism on the home and
family. It would drop· authority out of the home as
it had out of the government, and replace it by a.
noble love and cooperation in which each would fin.d
his and her happiness in devotion to the welfare and
happiness of all its members. She followed out this
idea with illustrations which pleased the audience
immensely.
P1·esident Dr. Westbrook then said it was so late,
and the last paper was so good, that nothing should
be allowed to break the spell and good influence it
must hav cast over all, and he declared this most
successful and harmonious Congress adjourned.
J. E. REMSBURG's Eastern appointments :
Savanna, Ill ........................................... Mon., October 28.
Polo, Dl. ................................... _........................ Tues., 29.

~~~fn~to~~tf~J~~·.·.·.·.:::'.:.~~::.!.~~~-:.'.~.~~-.:.~~:.~.~:.~~~~$~~ k

Crescent City, lll ..................................... Sun., Mon., 3, 4.
Scircleville, Ind ...................... Tues., Wed., Thurs., 5, ll, 7.
South Bend, Ind ...~............................................... Fri., 8.
Wayland, Mich ..................................................... Sat., 9.
Hopkins, ?tlich ................................................... Sun., 10.
Dorr, Mlch ......................................................... Sun., 10.
Grand Rapids, Mich ....................................... :... Mon., 11.
Scotts, Mich ...................................................... Tues., 12.
Port Huron, Mich .............................................. Wed., 13.
Tipton, Mich, .................................................. Thurs., 14.
Fremont, O......................................................... Fri., 15.
Toledo, O............................................................ Sat., 16.
North Baltimore, O............................................. Sun., 17.
Quincy, O......................................................... Mon., 18.
Bucyrus, O....................................................... Tues., 10.
Greenwich, O...................... Wed., Thurs., Fri., 20, 21, 22.
Granger, O............................................ Sat., Sun., 23, 24.
Hinckley, O........................................ Mon., Tues., 25, 26.
Warren, Pa....................................................... Wed., 27.
Kinzna, Pa ...................................................... Thurs., 28.
East Randolph, N.Y ........... :...... ;........................ Fri., 20.
Newark, N.Y ..................................................... Sat., 30.
Lyons, N.Y ......................................... Sun., December 1.
Utica, N. Y...................................... :.................. l'tlon., 2.
Schenevus, N. Y................................................. 1'ucs., 3.
Worcester, N.Y ................................................. Wed., 4.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.......................................... Thurs., 5.
New York, N. Y................................................... Fri., 0.
New London, Conn ................................................ Bat., 7.
Brooklyn, N. Y..... :.............................................. Suu., 8.
Pine Grove, Pa .................................................... Mon., 0.
Coalport, Pa ....................................... Tues., Wf.d., 10, 11.
Greensburg, Pa ................................................ Thurs., 12.
Wheeling, W. Va ................................................. Fri., 13.
Millersburg, 0 ....................................... 8at., Sun., 14, 15.
Boston, Ina ........................................ Mon., Tues., 16, 17.
Strasburg. 111. ••.•..•..•........••..•..•....•..•.....•.••.•...... Wed., 18.
Newton, lll ........................................ Thurs., Fri.,1D, 20.
Olney, lll.. .......................................................... Sat., 21.
Centralia, III.. .................................................... Bun., 22.
St. Louis, Mo .................................................... Mon., 23.
Mr. Remsburg was obliged to omit the following towns
from his program, either because they failed to notify him in
time, or because particular dates were requested which he
was unable to grant: Alliance, 0.; Vineland, N. J.; Bradford, Pa; Portsmouth, 0.; Sturgis, Mich.; Angola, Ind.;
Ekin, Ind.; Cairo, Ill.; New Castle, 0.; Bladensburg, 0.;
Ithaca, N. Y.; Watkins, N. Y.; Garr€ttsviJle, 0.; Knightstown, Ind.; Sr>iceland, Ind.; Yonkers, N. Y.; Yates City,
Ill.; Renfrew, Pa.; Sing Sing, N. Y.; Martinsburg, W.Va.
Philadelphia, Pa..; Doylestown, Pa.: Pomeroy, 0.
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EVOLUTION:
.A SU..J-IMAR Y OF EVIDENCE.

DID MAN FALI?

~URGESS-UNDfRWOOD DfBATf
ON CHRISTIANITY.

I

BY CAPr. R. C. ADAMS.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD an,d ?rof. Q A. Bur- ,
gess. Pres. of N. W. Chnst1an Umv.
1
" One of the cheapest and best books on the subPaper, 18Spp., 50 ots.; olo., so.
ject."
Paper, 111 cents.

Advancement 'a Science
The Belfast Address.
BY PROF. JOHN

TYNDALL.

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp,, 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69pp. 10 cents.

AGE OF REASON.
OF
I~VESriGATlO:I

TRUE AND FA llULOPS THEOLOGY.
BIJ '1'110.!/AS PAINE.

Paper. Bra, 1~2 pag28. ~5 ca .. t"; 6 copies, $1.
With ExnnNAT!ON OF TUE Pn PUECIES 1 pap, 40C.

By THOMAS PAINE.
Price,

Written in 1776.
15 cents.

ALAMONTADA,
By J. H. D. ZSCHOKKE,
11
A philosoPhical romance.''
Paper, 2l cents.

I)IFE OF JESUS.
His CHARACTER AND DooTRIN.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD•
Pri ~e. 10 cents.

IS AMERICA. THE NEW WORLm
By L. L. DAWSON.
Price,
10 cents.

.

DEACON SKIDMORE'S

LETTER~.

ECCE DIABOLUS.
Jehovah-WorshiP and Devil-WorshiP Identical-

i.e., Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings.
By the Very Rev. Evan Da.vies, Arch-Druid of
Great Britain.
Price,
25 cents.

RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM;
oR, PosiTIVIST CAL1!.NDAB. Brief Exposition of
the Comtean System.
Paper. 25 cents; cloth, 50.

11

Analysis of Religibus Belief."
By VISCOUNr AMBERLEY.
PaPer, 8vo, 170pp., 25 cents.

---·

Answe\s to Cnlis\lan Questions
and Arguments.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 146pp., 25 cents.

I - 8:i,OOO REwARD.
GROH, Author of "Is the God
II By ISRAELofW.lirael
the True God t"
PaPer, 10 cents.

The Candle From Under the Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or;

Crimes and Cruelties of
Christianity.

<Zion Hill BaPtist.) His Evolution out of
Christianity. By D. M. BENNETT. Paper, 50
cents ; cloth, 75.

THE GALLEY SLAVE.

Being a chaPter from

COMMON SENSE

The Location and Topography of the Garden of Eden f> Fact.
HE GARDEN ALSO A FACT?
IS T

Eight

Sci~ntific

Tracts.·

EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, etc.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD and others.
Price, 20 cents.

EPIDEMIC

DELUSIONS.

By F. R. MARVIN, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

Essay on Miracles.

1,306 Qnestions· to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

Price.

- - - -

SELF-CONTRADICTION8
OF

BIBLE.

THE

144 tprioal,
PROPOSITION'S, Theological, Moral, .His.
and Speculative, each proved af.

-

DANIEL THE DREAMER.
BY A. HoLYvAKE.
Price,
10 cents.

Esther.

Specimen of The Bible.

BY A. HoLYOA.KE.
Price,
10 cents.

Acts of The Apostles.

A Farce.

BY A. HoLYOA.KJ!.
Price,
10 cents.

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity.
Prioe,

BY A. HoLYo.AKE.
10 oents.

-

LIBERTY AND JJfOR.ALITY.
BY M. D. CONWAY.
Price,
5 cents.

. - -

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD.

ESSAYS AND LEOTURES

THE NEW AGE.
BY w. s. BELL.
. - 10 cents.
Price,

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

If You Take Away My RPligion
What Will You Give Me Instead1

r «;;;rr, 50 cents;

cloth, 75.

G HOST OF ST. JOHNS.
By M. BA:r;o. OK.

p rice, 15 cents.

By T. E. LoNGSHORE.

lie., ~oc. per doz., 25 for $1.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.

RELIGION OF HUMANITY

By PRoF. JoaN FISKE.
Price, 10 cents.

better than

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABCOCK.

p rice, 10 cents.

GOTTLIEB: HIS L. FE.

ROA~\IG l\ON ON 1RE 1RACK.
By 1\1. BABCOCK,
Price, 10 cents.

"

SUPERSTITION :
RELIGION

01'

"BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."
By M. BABCOCK,
Price, 15 cents.

Why Don't God Kill t~e Devil~
By M. BABCOCK.
Price, 25 cents.

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIMS.
A LIBERAL STORY. ByMrs.J.E. Ball.
Price, 2B cents.

JESUS CHRIST:
His LIFE,
TEACHINGS, and IMPERFECTIONS.
By W. B. BELL.
Price, i5 cents.

RESURRECTION of JESUS:
CONTRADICTIONS Involved In.
By W. B. BELL,
p rice, 10 cents.
FIRST EPISTLE of

BENNE1'T, Apostle, to TRUTH SEEKERS.
p rice, 10 cents.

By D. M. BENNErT.

GODS OF SUPERSTITION.
p rice, 8 cents.

By ANNIE BESANT.
Price. 10 oentP.

By D. M:. BENNETT.

For all of the above books addreas
THE 'J'RUTH I:IEEKER 00,,
28 Lafayette PI •• New York.

A. Romance of Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
· By B. P. PUTNAM.
Price, 25 cents.

Heathens of the Heath.
RA.DICAL

ROMANCE.

By WM. McDoNNELL.
paper, 80 cents.

~OOpp.,

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED,
The passages unfit for family reading.
Pap., SJc.; olo., 50.
THE

LOGIC OF DEATII,
OR 1
WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR TO DIE?
By J. G. HoLYOAKE.
Plioe, 5 cents.
THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,
DEDUCED FROM
Tm: PRINCIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT.
By G. J. HoLYOA.KE.
Price, 6 cents.

BY A. L. RAWSON.
. 10 cents.
Price,

-

Price, -

BY MA11TIN.
. ;0 cents.

-

POSiriVlST CALENDAR.

Each day and month of the year beintr name d
after the great benefactors of the race,
whose fulrtraits are given. Insti uted by Aug. Comte.
Carda, 11x14: printed on both sides, 25 cents: 'ln
two oardB, 85 cents.

FALSE CLAIM s
OF THE OHUROTI.
J. E. Rl!HSBUBG.
Price, 10 cents: per dozen, 75 cents.

BIBLE TEMPEBANCE.

Liq~~or-Drinking

fended,

A PLEA FOR ATHEISM
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
Price. 10 cents.

Dialogue Between a Christian Mis·
sionary and a Chinese Mandarin.
Piice, 10 cents.
Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian.
Price, 10 cents.

Commended, De
Enjoined by
the Bible.
and

c.

By E.
WALKER.
10 cents.

ECONOMIC EQUITIEB,;
A

OoliiPEND OF THE NATURAL LAws o F
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND
ExcHANGE.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, 25 oen ts.

Science and Theology.
ANCIENT AND MODERN.
Price,

By J. A. FROUDE.
• oente.

Ingersoll on McGlynn
ac., SOc. per dozen, $2 per J 00.

LAY SERMON
On the Labor Question.

By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, II cents ; 50 cents Per doz.; $1 for 25 •

ROBT. G, INGERSOLL'S
OPIINING BP.EEOH TO THJI JU.B
in the suit of the
Bankera' and Merchants' Tele
I(I'Rpb Company
against the
Western Un'on Telegraph Oompan 11
· Price, 10 cents.

--

THE STAGE AHD THE PULPIT.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, 3 cents; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100.

THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, 3 cents; 30 cents Per dozen; $2 per UO.

Men,Women,and Gods, Is the God of Israel the True God .
And Other Lectures.
BY HELEN H. GABDENEBt
With a-. Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.
Paper, 69 cents; cloth, $1.

WOMAN:
Her Past and l'resent: Her ·Rights and
Wrongs,
By' B. F. UNDEBWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.

Narrative of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua,
Judges, and the New Testament.
Price, 25 cents.

Masonic Vindication of Right.
PROTEST AGAINST PERSECUTION.
ByO.B. WHITFORDtM.D.
Price, 15 cents.

MIRACLES
AND

MATERIALISM:
ITs HISTORY AND ITs l.mrLUENOB UPON
BoomTY.
BY DB. LoUIS BUOHNEBt Author of " Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
PaPer, 12mo, 111 cents.

MIRACLE- WORKERS.
By JOHN P EOK.
Price,

.

10 cents •
!l'IIIf

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DIBOUBBION BETWEEN

Secular Resl)onsibility Christian Absurdities.
By G. J. ~OLYOA.KE.
Price, II cents.

As 'tO NEW HALL CONVENT.
And a Few Words on Aurionlar Confession.
Price, 10 oen ts.

firmativ .ly and negativelY by q notations from
scripture. without comment; ~mbudying the most
palpable and strikin~· self-oontradictiona of the
so-called Inspired wor of God.
By W. H. BUBB. 72 pages. Price, 15 cents.

MARIA MONK,

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Paper, 800pp., €0 cents; cloth, $1.

HER AWFUL DISCLOSURES.

BY WILLIAM HART.
50 cents.

By DAVID HUME.

UONVEN1' MY81'ERIEB.

Al'!D

Insflructi-oe, InteretJting, and Looghable.

AWFUL DISOLOSURES OF

Price, 10 cents.

SISTER LUCY

BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.
On the ConJI.iot between Genesis and Geology.
12mo, 178 pages, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 711 eents.

''Onr Father in Heaven."

GEIVESIS I, II:

Confessional: Romish and Anglican.

BffiLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION.
By A. R. GRoTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 711.

An Expose.
BY SALADIN.
Price, SO cents.

By C!IAS. STEPHENSON,
1 cent; 50 cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand.

Did Jesus Christ Rise From the
Dead 1

PERSONAL EXISTENCE
AFTER DEATH IMPROB4,BLJJJ.

Godly Women of the ~ible.
A History of
ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BmLE.

BY

Price,

BY SALADIN.
25 Cents.

- - -

An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Century,
Pap., 50o.; oJo., 711.

WILL THE COMING :MAN WORSHIP GOD1
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
•
•
• 10 cents.

For all of the above books address
TilE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette PL, New York.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

By L. R EmTll.
10 cents.

WIJAT LIBERALISM OFFERS U"
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
118 La.f'al'ette Pl., ~ew York.
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MATER IALl SMAI 0 CRIMfi
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, II cents.

New Edition, Revis8i L"Uld :EnlarJred.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. Tbe Secret of tbe East,
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBEBi' G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 llAnts.

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
. ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
. Bg W. 8. BELL.

The Trade Buppliea at J:Jpedal Diacuunu.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
Photo-engravings of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
a~ this oftl.oe. Price, 40c.; 'rith a.ntona.ph, 50 eta.

Paper, 12mo, 211 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

THE STRUGGLE
J'OB

By A. B. de Pellegrini.·
Paper,
111 cents.

Religious and Political Libertv.

POCKET TElEOLOGY.

.PRIESTLY CELIB ~CY fXPOSEO.
By R111v. G. T. Fox, M.A.
111 cents.

FOR HER D.A.ILY BREAD.

PRO AND CON OF

A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

Supernatural Religion.
Have We a Bnpema.tnra.l1 Inspired, Miraculous
Religion 1
By E. E. GUILD.
Paper, iO cents; cloth, 80 cents.

P YR.AMID 0 F GIZEH.
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodnli.
By VAN BUBEN DENSLoW, LL.D.
Price, 15 cents.

QUESTION SETTLED.
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
By MoBEB HuLL.
Price, 60 cents.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL·
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
girls and a r.onnger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Ohicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narra.tiv is, in the main, a. history of a. work-.
ing girl'S life and experience in the city of Ohioa.go
among bluff business men, kind~hea.rted folks,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just such a. story
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the a.ttentio:v
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.

OR

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a llilod Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. O. LYALL.
Price, 10 cents.

B;F A. J. GROVER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Oha.rlea Bra.dla.ngh

and Annie Beaa.nt..
liCi cents.

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kingsley. 10 cents.

POVERTY : Its Cause and Cure.
How the Poor M~y Attain Oomfort and Independence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.

Religion of Inhumanity.
With a. Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FREDERIO HARBISON.
Price, 15 cents.

RELIGION:
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Constituted.
By George T. Bon dies.
With

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,

Tho Modern Science fssaJist,

IMAGE BREAKER.
Bg JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Six Lectures.

Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolerance.
Washington an Unbeliever.
Je:fferson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.

Bg JOHN E, REMSBURG.
Price, 25 oen ts.

St. Matthew Defore the Couri
FoB THE CBI!IIE oF FoRGERY.

Price,

SEMITIC

By SECULARIST.
10 cents.

GODS .AND THE
BIBLE.

lnoludlnsr Allah, Jehovah, Sa.ta.n, Ho)Jr Ghost,
Jesus Ohrist, Vi,gin Mary, Bible.
By D. M. BENNETT. ,
(From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
8S3pp., pap., 60 "·; olo., $1.
l'or all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
llB LafaYette Pl., New Y01·k.

m

For the beBefit of onl" readers who preserve their pa.peri
we offer a. new style of binderJ
made for the purpose, ana
with the heading of THE
TBUTH SEEKEB printed in
g_old letters on the outside.
This binder &llows the opening of the papers perfectly fta.t. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
~
Bent by mail, postpJLi!h for tl.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

8AKYA BUDDHA.

Tlw Forum.
Ohioa.go Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:30P.M., at 558 West Ma.disor street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2li'7
meets every SundaY in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers inte!'est the audience. N.B.-'.:.'rnth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent,

o,,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, e.tll
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MAliiUS HEIGHToN, Bee

The lt1auhat1an Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday evenin~t 1 at 8 o'clock, at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 200 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Akron, 0., Freethougllt lJnioD.
The Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

Tl1e Minneapolis ScculaJ· Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
a.ve.,Booms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J. F. MAcoMBER, Pres.: 0HAB. LowNn,Beo.

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.
BrcokiJ n Pltilosoplli('aa A!Osocia·
tlon
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Virtue."

South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at S P.nr., every
BY E. D. BOOT.
Sunday. Admission free. Discussion~ follow
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this lectures.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
Ellzur Wright Secular lJniou
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophioal Journal," and man¥ Spirit- Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sunualist papers and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of days of ea.oh month at Independent Ohuroh, at
the book.
10.30 A.M. Free discussion on all Libera.lsnbjeots.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH BEEKEB and InvestiAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
gator are solicited.
R. G. tlMITH, Oor. Bee
Z8 Lafayette Pl., New York.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
tian Church.

" The Thirty-nine

Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a. minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Oolora.do
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Islt a Faith or a Fact t
Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

DBA MONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other hon~e so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to exam in, t.es ti
and comPare my goods and prices with those 0 r
other diamond merchants, I will sell anY Pi'ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract t.hst
cash in full will be refunded any time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None will sell as cheap. Oa.rrying a la.nze stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing busineau
on smallest possible exponAe, you will poaitivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and ERrdrops, worth $600. !or
$400; Pms, Rmgs, l!a.rdrops, Studs, Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
SliOO, for $140; do., worth $160, for $110; do., worth
$100. for $70 ; do., wort.h $80, for $60: do., worth
$60, for $45; do,, worth $40, for $80; ao., worth $30,
for $22; do., worth fliO, for $15. You can wear these
goods daily for one Year. It will not cost you a.
cent. If in the mean time you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your cash in full.
Selections sent to responsible _parties on approval; to any banking-house or U.O.D.,privilege
of examination.

'l'he "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finely adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regnla.torl.Breqnet hair-sPriDih beautiful
double-paneled aia.l. and all modern improve.
menta. Perfect, and no w&tch will compete with
it I In silverine case, $19; in four. ounce coin silver case, $23.~0; five-ounce, $25; six. ounce, $27. In
open face. be•t fill•d l!old case, $27; hunting, $ll3
.d:,
do., Louis XIV., $35. In fourteen carat flolid g 01
$50 to $!50. Bent prepaid, and cash refunded;.
not sa.ti&fa.otory.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moder11
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 ots. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 ots.
By L. FEUERBACII •.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Ea.oh 5 ots. Mosea
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates. Buddha., and Jesus.
Et<rr:UTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
Translated
from
the
German.
Oloth,
12mo,
75pp.;
5
cts. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 cts.
SAMPSoN.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ots. Natural Man. 5 cts.
50 eta.
EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
The
Old Faith and the New. 5 ots. Bruno and
G. JANES.
('
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im- Bpinoza.. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Fa.vorit11,
PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN .
5
ots.
Miracle-Workers. 5 ots. Health, Wealth.
mora.l.-&t?·act.
PABBHALL.
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Bon!.
EVOLU'l'ION AS RELA.TFD TO RI!:LIGIOUS
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB Oo.
5
ots.
Nature
and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
'!'ROUGHT. By JOHN w. 0BADWIOK.
Natural Selection. ,5 ots. Man and the Lower
FHILO.~OPHY OF E.VOLUTION. lly BTABB
Animals.
6
ots.
•rgument by R. G. In;-ersoll
HoYT NIOHOLB.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oonrt,
THE EF"'EOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
IN THE
E.O., Lon.1on, Enll'.
COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J.
!:lAVAGE.
Address THE TRU'rH BEEKER 00.,
28 LRfa.yette Place. J'lbw York.
FOB
ANTICHRIST.

Essence of Religion.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15

'

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

.AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
BY

Each, II cents; bound, pap., 25 cents; per doz., 40.

SABBATH BREAKINC.

For sale at this oftice.

Price, $1.00.

Ten Oents Each.
J. D. SHA.W'S P A.IPHLETS.
1 HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and
•
J>.hilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
The Bible-What 18 IU A pamphlet conta.inin¥ eight chapters in refutation
2. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
of the assumptiOn that the Bible is a divine
and inftnence. By Rev. JoHN W. 0HADWioK.
book of pure thought, and correct in a.ll its
3 BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
·
•~ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GABBET P. SERVISS.
Studies in Theology. A clear exposi4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The story of
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
.
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM .PoTTS.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
negativ and affirma.tiv sta.nd}1oint, showing
of zoological evolution. By D . RoBSITEB
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
RAYMOND
tf
'I' THE DEBOENT OF MAN : His origin, a.ntiq.
nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its na.t.nre and develoPment By Dr. JloBEBT G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION OF BOOIE'l'Y. ByJAMESA.BKIL-

Exceptions to the Charach~r of 10.
Chrht as a Gentleman.
By W. T. Purviance.
23 cents.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

OF

Advocates associate life and employment as a. preventive of vice, crime, poverty, etc.
By A 0APITALIBT.
P~a,per, 498pp., 50 eta.: olo., $1.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signiftcance of its
Rise and Decline.
·

An Expos tion of the True Mea.ninll of this Ohar. ~unday and the Sabbath. " A law
regula. tin~{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
a.oteL&B described in the New Testament. By Mil·
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology."
Pe.per, 8vo, 25 cents.
The False Teaching of the Chris-

Rational Communism. ROMAN ISM,
PBEBBNT AND FUTURE REPUBLIC
NORTH AMERIOA.

01! 1

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

bnlOBTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.

In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to a.Gquire greater political
PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM ,liberty
; also vigorously attacks the very foundaAND TBEATMENT OF MmDioMANIA,
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
By F. R. Marvin, M.D.
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of slavery in this conntry1 oa.lls
Cloth,
50 cents.
the attention of thinking· men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
the work is replete with astounding fa.ots ano
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
By VOLTAIRE.
the minds of this age.
By THEO. 0. BPENOER.
Terse, witty, aud sa.roa.stio definitions of theological terms.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp,, price 75 cents.
Price, ill cen ta.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.\
28 La.fa.Jette Place. New Yor.a: .

THE

NEW EDITION.

703

D. M.

BENIIETT.

10 cents.

PriCA.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana·
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of
good in fnrnishin~ food for thought. We trust it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richLv
merits.-[The American Idea..
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
Addreil THE TRUTH BEEKER.

"BLASPHEMY,"
At Morristown. New Jersey.

ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Ohrist
crucified ti11der Pontius Pllate, but that the
P
real Jeans, the illegit.imate son of Mary by Joseph

Pa.ndera, was stoned and han !led for porcery about
stenO{Jraphtca!ll/ reportea, ana revtsea bV the au- 75 years n.c. Oloth, 446 pages, with full Index.
thor.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
Handsome 8vo, 86 pp .. beautiful type, fine p<pe~. office.
Price, cloth. 60 centa: paper, $ centf, or
$2 per dozen.
Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2~ La.fa.yeUe Pl .. l!iew York •

LIFE OF

HISTORY
OJ!' TH.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Joshua Davidson:
MODEBN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF CHBIS'l',

Of Europe.

As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.

Revised Edition-21'oli-Prioe, sa.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• LL.D.
Addres& THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY MBB. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a. Plea.," in Oraer or

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
Price•

-

-

ll5 cents.

Oreat ton.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

-

- 75 Cents.

llir This book WaB BUppressed lzy the first .American publislter.-8

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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IJltws of lht lfttlc.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 1 CODS AND RELICIONS
AND REFOR~ERS:
IANCIENT AND 0HODERN TIMES.

Biographies of BOO of the Leading Phliodophers,
.
f
t
G d ·
A LARGE number of Socialist publications Teachers, Skeptics Innovators, Founders of
Vol, I: G1vs a Full Account o a11 ho o s, m·
New
Schools
of
Thought,
Eminent
Bolen1 eluding Jehoval!, ~a tan, the Holy ~boat,
hav been seized just as they were being
t"ats
etc {who were no' Christians),
Jeans Olmst, V1rg1n Mary, IJ.nd the B1ble.
1
!rom the time of Menti · io the pressvo, 835PJ:l.. Vol. II. Desor1~es Fully all
brought across the frontier into Russia.
ent svo 11076pp cloth, $8'
the Rellg10ns S.rstem• of tne World.
THE recent French citizenship law in effect
leatber,$4; mor.,·g. e.,$4.50.'
Svo,957pp. <?loth,f3perv_?l.; the
2 vola., $5, leather, $7, mowould make a Frenchman's son born in the j
BY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
United States a citizen of France, which conBY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
flicts with our Constitution.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafaye~te Place, N. Y.
MEXIOO has had an extensiv earthquake.
BY refusal of tithes in
Wales many clergy hav
been brought to the verge
of starvation.

UIJlms of flhonnht.
CERTAIN feelingS there are of our oommon nature, w)Jieh , ven the slavish loyalty of the Spanish
' cannot e , d .oat~, and which, from time to time,
urge them to reoist injns~ice. Snob instincts are
happily the inalienable lot of humanity, which we
cannot forfeit, if we would, and which f!re too
often tho laHt resource against the extravagances
of tyranny.-Buoltle 1B Historv of Citilizatton.
How lucky it is for us all
that it is somewhat unnat·
ural for a human being to
obey !-Ingersoll.
AoNoSTIOIBM asserts that
it is wrong for a man to
saY that he is certain of the
objectiv truth of any proP.
oaition unless ·he can pro·
duoe evidence which logic·
ally justifies that.oertaintY.

THE private bank of
the Rev. J. W. Powell
at Fostoria, 0., has sus}!lended payment.

-HUXlel/.

OuR great trouble is that
most teachers are diuhonest. They teach a.s certain ties those thinlls con·
oerning which theY entertain doubts. They do not
say," We think· this is so,"
but" We lmoto. this is so."-

LONDON is threatened
with a strike of bakers,
who work very long
hours in exceedingly hot
rooms.
Nxw YoRK regiments
in their drills practice
subduing riots with the
new Gatling guns devised
for such purposes~

In(Je?•soll.

AT Greenbush, Minn.,
Mrs. Hiram Whittier has
been burnt to death while
h elpiu.g save property
from prairie fires.
THE Canadian government will send a steamer
to the Labrador coast to
rt:lieve the hundreds of
starving fishermen.
THE forty thousand
Second Adventists of this
country were grievously
disappointed on the 2oth
ult., the day set for the
end of the world.

·

IF a man, holding a belief
which he was taught in
childhood or persuaded of
afterward, keePs down and
pu~hes away. any doubts
which ari~e about it in his
mind, purposelY avoids tbo
reading of books and the
oompany of men that call
in question or dis<luss it,
and regards as impious
thoee questions which. can
no~ easily be asked without
disturbing h-the life of
that man is one long sin
against mankind.- Wm•
Kingd.on CliJ[ora in Tlte
Sclentifla Ba~i8 of .3fomls.

AN INSPIRED DREAM.
And when Gideon was come, behold, there was a man that told a dream unto his fellow, and sai(l, Behoid, I dreamed !l.
dream, and, lo, a cake of barley-bread tumbled into the host of Midian, and came unto a tent, and omote it that it fell, and
overturned it, that the tent lay along.-J udges vii, 13.

HEBBBRT 8PBNOER1Sautobiography, written up
to date, bas been put in type, and will be
published at his death on both sides of the
Atlantic simultaneously.
ON the 2oth ult., at Kokomo, Incl., three
men were burnt to death in a railway accident
caused by train-wreckers who hav long been
making attenipts.
WrsooN'srN, Minnesota, and North Dakota
hav suffered with prairie and forest fires.
The village of Menoken, N.D., near BiB·
marck, was totally destroyed.
THE pope recently addressed a party of
French pilgrims, advising the formation of a
Catholic association to benefit labor. It is to
be hoped that our trouble!! will not be increased by any such body.
. THE old link.and-pin car coupling, which
brakemen hav petitioned Congress to replace
by an automatic apparatus, caused the death
or injury of 325 men in l'owa last year, which
Is at the rate of 6,000 for the whole country.

A. MA.N may be a heretic
in the truth; and if hf' believe tbings only because
his pastor says so. ot· the
assembly so determin, with,
out knowing other reason·
though his belief be true,
vet tbe very truth he holds
beGpllleB his hereay.-.Jfil·
ton;·

fdds nqd

~nds.

A.l!'TER THE WHIPPING,
•· Pa, why am I like Jonah T''
"I'm banged if I know. I'll hav to giv it up."
"Because I've just been whaled."

EvxRY mind should be true to itself-should
thiok, invesligate, and conclude for itself. This
is a duty incumbent alika·upon pauper amd prince.
-InueriOll.

GooD dogs, when they die, go t.o tl;:e happy land
WoMEN govern ns-Iet ns render them perfect;
nA.LL DRESSES.
of canine, of course.
Mr. MacDuff:" You've baen over an boor dress- the more theY are enlightened, so much the more
WREN he bas a cold in his head is the only time ing and you said it wouldn't tale yon over twenty shaH we be. On the cultivation of the mind of
woman depends the wisdom of man. It is bY
Colonel Ingersoll is on his sneeze.-Texas Siftings. minutes!"
women that nature writes on the hearts of men.ONE could fire a gun into that crowd of Advent- Mrs. MacDuff: "Now, don't eay a word I I Sheridan.
ists and kill a fool witllont taking aim.-Neto Haven thought I &hould neve!' get into this new gown."
Mr. MacDuff: "Well, judging from appearPallallium.
MAN's wild force, in constant motion,
ances, yon hav not more than half snoceed€d."
Spurns the bounds by truth assigned;
IT is understood that we are to hav an open winAnd, on passion's stormy ocean,
THE parish priest
ter. The ground hogs are not wearing sealskin
To and fro is tossed his mind.
Of Austerity
sacqnes.-NBW Orlians Picai/Une.
Peace his bosom visits never,
Climbed up in a high ohnroh steeple.
MINIBTBB.: "JohnnY, is YOUr father a ChrisAs he heaps np scheme on Boheme,
To be nearer God
tian T" Johnny: "Not since last week, air. He
And through space pursues forever
So
that
he
might
hand
has bought him a cheap typewriter."-BurZington
Each vain phantom of biB dream.
His word down to his people.
J.l'ree Press.
Bnt with her sweet look, so soft and enchaining,
the
sun
was
high,
When
"Do yon believe in the faith onre T" asked a
Woman, the fngitiv gently restraining,
When the 11nn was low,
Washinllton man of an office-seeker. 11 No," re·
Summons him back to tae regions of earth;
The good man sat unheeding
plied the latter," I believe in the sineoure."-Pttts•
The daughter of nature, with meekness unSublunary things,
burul'l Chronicle.
shaken,
From trall.soendenoy
LAWYER; "Do yon understand the nature of an
The home of her mother has never forsakenWas he forever readinfl.
oath, madam T" Witness: "Well, I should say I
Has ever been true to the place of her birth.
And in sermon script
did. My husband took off the screens yesterday,
-Schiller.
He dailY wrote
WHILE Prince William of Wurtemburg was and is putting np the stovepipes to· day,"
What he thought was sent from heaven
As
I
see
my
soul
reflected
in
Nature.
driving to church at Ludwigsburg on Sun·
A MISUNDIIIBSTANDING.
And he dropped this down
As I see through the mist one with ineXPressible
day, the 20th ult., he was fired at by a man "And I want to say, 'To my husband,• in an ap·
On his people's heads
completeness, sanity, and beauty,
proprlate
place,"
said
the
widow,
in
conclusion,
to
Two
times
one
day
1n
seven.
named Klaiber, w.b.o exclaimed : " It is high
I see the bent head and arms folded on the
Blab,
the
a-ravestone
man.
"Yessnm,"
said
Blab,
breast·
time Wurtemburg had a Catholic king I" The
And now and again,
" To my husband, in an appropriate plaoe."-ChiThe female form I see.
would-be assassin is supposed to be deranged. oauo Liar.
When he heard the creak
-Walt Whitman,
Of the weather vane a-turning,
AT the Protestant Episcopal convention "the Ma. BMA.B.T (as the ohnroh-goers pass) : "I am
He closed his eyes
WILL
anyone,
save
the
most
bigoted, contend
Rev. Paulus Moort, colored, of Cape Palmas, surprised that Miss Sweet permits Bodworth to
And said, 11 Of a truth
tbat it is not certain gain to humanity to spread
accompanY
her.
He's
about
the
fresb&st
.young
From
God
I
now
am
learning."
Africa, in soliciting attention to the labor
unbelief in the terrible doctrin that eternal torfellow I know." Mrs. Smart: "Perhaps that's the
ment is the p1·obable fate of the g1·eat majority of
problem, said: "If the church had taken a reason why she lets him carry her Psalter." -Bosthe human family1-Bradlauuh.
more activ and decided part regarding the ton Times.
·
suppression of slavery it would hav obviated VISITOR: "You don't mean to say that yon do
Is it not enough to fill the brain with a happiness unspeakable to know that the words, "De·
the shedding of so much human blood, for sewing Sundays T How can yon do such a wicked
part from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fl: e,"
thing T" Lady of the house : " Oh, but yon know
the war would hav been unnecessary."
will never be spoken to one of the children of
I always sit at the back window." Visitor:" Oh,
P?W!'FS!!!fS'!'.
THE death is announced of Joule, the scien- well, that's a different thing, of oonrse."-Boston
men ?-Inuersoll.
Is the finest lamp tn the ~n1'l1l. It
tist who made the discoveries, among the Transcrtvt.
give!'j n put•e, !'Oft, b1•illtant
IF religion were necessarY to all, it ought to be
white lightofS"c~!ntlle power.
greatest of the century, of the conservation "YouNG man," said a minister to a member of
J->urer and bnghtcr th:tn l!flS intelligible to all.-D'Holbaah.
light; softer than elect rie ~ight,
his
congregation,
"
do
you
know
what
relations
of energy and the mechanical equivalence of
-more cheerful than <>It her.
A .:llarvelou.q light {rom ordinary
You may reply: God knew that his book would
heat. He illustrates the saying that the yon sustain in this world T" "Well, just at present
]u;1·osene oil/
•
the only relation I am sustaining in this world is
be understood differently by each one, and inworld knows nothing of its greatest men, for, my father·in·law, but you can just gamble on it I
Seeing is 'Be1ievmg. tended that it should b~ understood aa it is underA "woncterful Jnmp" it is
while he is ranked by men of science with am not going to sustain him very long," was the
indeed. Ne,·cr needs tl'imm· stood by each. If this is eo, then mY understandinA". never smokes nor""brenk:~ ing of the Bible is the real revelation to me. If
Darwin and Newton, the public knows noth- reply.-Texas Siftin(Ji.
chimnl.!ys, never ... smells ot
the oil;" no rrummmg up, no tbis is so, I hav no right to take the understand·
ing of him, but thinks its great men are TnE Hight of Cruelty: Professor (in the history
)ealt..s, no spntiel'ing. no climb- ing of another. I must take the revelation made
class)
:
"Mr.
Fizzier,
what
was
the
torture
on
the
preachers and politicians.
ing: oftlw flame, no nnnoyance
of nny kinO, and cn.nuot to me through my understanding, and by that
wheel as practiced in the Inquisition T" Fizzier
explode. And besides all revelation I must stand. Suppose, then, that I
GRAAFSOHAP, Mich., peopled by Dutch, (who has not the faintest idee.): "I reckon they
tlll'~e ach·nntagi'S tt g1ves a.
clear, white li!JIIt. :J.O to 20 read this Bible honestly, fairly, and ·when I get
attributes several late sicknesses to some con- made a fellow ride a bicYcle, when they found he'd
times the ~ize fllHl bnlllancr of through am compelled to say, "The book is not
never been on a machine."
any ordinary house lamp/ ~~msh
cealed witch. Pillows and feather beds are
ed in either Urass, NICkel, true." If this is the honest result, then you are
l!IBW Pli.OVEB.BIAL PHILOSOPHY.
Gold or Antique Bronze. Also compelled to say, either that God has made no
opened and carefully examined. The bunches
It is an ill wind that blows about itself.
The Gladstone Extension Study Lamp, revelation to me, or that the revelation that it is
·formed inside in time are called crowns,
There is no fool like a young dude.
for Clergymen. Editors, College students, Teachers, Pro• not true is the revelation made to me, and by
wreaths, chickens, or any imaginable thing.
Pat a beggar on horseback and he will ask, fessors, Physician; and other professio"al men.
which I am bound. If the book a11d my brain are
The "feather devils," as they are called, are "What'll the matter with the family carriage T"
The Glatlstone Banquet Lam_Ps.
both the work of the same infinit God, whose
Wine
is
a
mocker
at
a
fifty
cent
t~~oble
d'hote
'l'he
Gh•dstoue
I••auo
Lamps.
burnt. In some cases live chickens hav been
fault is it that the book and brain do not
e
'
Send foTprlce list. Single lamps n.t mh<>lesn1e prire. 1}0Xed
di
DD r.
and sent by express. Xl@"""Get our prices. "Seein,q is believing.'' agree T Either God should hav written a book to
put in kettles and slowly boiled to death, in
Answer a fool according to his folly, but don't
GLADSTONE LAMP co.
fit my brain, or should haY made my brain to fit
order to counteract or repel the evil one.
vote the Prohibition ticket with him,
10 East l<lth St., N~w York. his book.-lngersoll.
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THE GENII

J)Jotts and flippinns.
THE old report that Mr. Gladstone has
secretly gone over to the Roman Catholic
church is again in circulation to a certain
limited extent. It comes from Roman Catholic sources.
THE bishop of St. Asaph's, in Wales, appeals to Engliah churchmen to aid the clergy
of his diocese, whose resources hav been
nearly cut off by the tithe agitation. "Starvation," he says, "is an ugly word, but it
represents the condition to which several of
the Welsh clergy hav been reduced."
PRESIDENT CARNOT of France is an enthusiastic Shakspel'ian scholar. He has piles of
manuscript containing his notes on the Shaksperian plays, and he has translated into
French "Macbeth," "Romeo and Juliet,"
and "A Winter's Tale." C&rnot is not a
BaconiaP, but is willing to acknowledge that
Shakspere was a magnificent plagiarist.
Os October 15th, the day of the holy St.
Theresa, the patron saint of the Carmelite
order, the latter was the ret:ipient of the
hunting-castle Mayerling, where the pious
Don Juan, Crown-prince Rudolph of Austria,
was killed by an enraged husband. The
castle, a gift of the imperial family, is to be
converted into a cloister for the Carmelite
order.
A GENTLEMAN who died recently near Berlin desired to hav his tombstone decorated
by the following legend : '' I believe in one
savior-in him everybody must believe, of
whatever religion he may be-and he is

WHO

PRESIDE OVER THE

Death, for he releases us from all our troubles." This has been done, and now the
parish authorities hav requested the heirs to
remove the gravestone.
AT the Universalist convention in Lynn,
Mass., this resolution was accepted without
demur: "Resol'/Jed, That the Universalist
church of America, in general convention assembled, reaffirms the position which it has
consistently held from the beginning, to wit,
that it rests on'and believes in the historical
veracity of the New Testament records of the
life and words and works of our Lord Jesus
Christ." The Universalist church believes a
good deal on very little evidence !
THE Jews are not very good Sabbath keepers. The Hebrew Journal says: " The mass
of Hebrews of this city go no further in Sabbath support than in offering decided opposition to a Sunday movement. They do not
observe the seventh day, or rather the majority do not; they make it a chief business day,
but, nevertheless, they are always anxious to
'support' it in argument. Whatever words
c::m do to support the Sabbath they are willing to supply in generous quantity, but when
it comes to deeds, they beg to be excused."
HITHERTO it has been supposed that English miners in the middle of the eighteenth
century first utilized parallel rails, like the
modern railway tracks, in the transportation
of burdens. In a" Description of the World,"
by Sebastian Mll.nster, 1541, a woodcut has
been found containing a representation of a
little four-wheeled car loaded with ore, and
with a man behind shoving it along parallel
rR-ils. The scene of the woodcut is an Alsatian mine of the first part of the sixteenth
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century. MUnster calls the car in question nearly 40; Telugu, with 17; Mahrattl, also
insflrumentum tractorum, and mentions that 17; Punjabi, 16; Tamil, 18; Gazrati, Canarese, Oorlya, Malayalum, Sindi, Burmese,
its four ~heels were of iron.
Hindi, Assamese, Kol, Southali, and Gondi,
THE Washington correspondent of the Chi come next in order. Next to Calcutta, Bomcago Herald writes home: "The Lord did it." bay, and Madras, Hyderabad is the most
That is what the president of the United populous city in , India, Luck now coming
States said the other day concerning the tn- next.
fluences which brought about his nomination
THE Marlboro, Mass., Timd8 is a heretical
and election. " The Lord willed it and it had
sheet. It pokes fun at the Nicene creed,
to be so. Nothing could hav stopped it.
saying: "At the Episcopal convention in
The will of the Lord has always prevailed."
New York, after a long and exciting debate,
So says Mr. Harrison. He has said as much
it was voted by a large majority to require
with different forms of expression to half a
the Nicene creed to be recited In all the
dozen or a dozen prominent politicians. He
churches in public worship not less than five
is in earnest about it, too. He has really led
times in each year. The part of that creed
himself into tho faith that he is one of the
which relates to the late lamented Lord Jesul
chosen of the almighty, and that the Lord
Christ is as follows hereinafter: ' I believe
had a hand in the can;1paign.
in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten
THE new census of India give the popula- son of God. begotten of his father before all
tion in March, 1888, as 269,477,728, of which worlds; God of God, Light of Light, very
60,684,878 belonged to the nativ states. Dis.. God of very God, begotten, not made, being
tributed according to religion, in round num- of one substance with tbe Father, by whom
bers, the Hindoo population, in millions, is all things were made.' If any adherent of
about 190; the Mohammedans, 81; "aborig- that faith, either lay or clerical, thinks he
inals," 6~; Buddhists, 8~; Christiane, nearly knows what the above extract means, we
2; Sikhs, nearly 2; Jains, It; while Parsees, should like to hav him or her furnish us with
Jews, and others are comparativly very few. an understandable exegesis. or course, if
The Church of England has nearly 860,000 the belief above outlined is founded on fact,
members; other Episcopalian churches, 20,- it leaves the late Mrs. Joseph, the reputed
000; the church of Scotland, the same num virgin mother of Christ, in a very unpleasant
ber; " other Protestants," 188,000; Roman predicament, because she couldn't possibly
Catholics, nearly 1,000,000; and Syrians, hav been alive 'before all worlds;' and then,
Armenians, and Greeks, over800,000. About too, it is claimed that her son was the result
106,000,000 males and 111,000,000 females of an overshadowing by the Holy Ghost.
are neither under instruction nor able to read But perhaps the Lord Jesus Christ above
or write. Details are given of 109 different referred to is not the Judean gentleman of
languages spoken. Hindustani comes first that na~e. There hav been a great many
with over 82 millions ; then Bengali, with Christa."
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If Mr. Lincoln changed his religious views he owed it to
the people of the North, and so he f?hose f~r his . cabinet
me t() warn me, as he above all other men caused me to be
officers
his
opponents
for
the
presidential
candidacy
m
order
~ommnnications.
and as .a means of creating a united ~orth. He let a}l an unbeliever. Be said nothing to me, intimated nothing to
parties, professions, and callings hav the1r way where the~r me, either directly or indirectly. He· owed this debt to
wishes did not cut across his own. He was apparently ph- many young men whom he had led astray, if astray the
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian t
ant and supple. He ruled men when men thought. t~ey Christian calls it. I know of two young men· of promis,
were ruling him. Be often said to me t~at the Chnst1~n now dead and gone-gone into endless misery, according to
OHAPTER VI.
religion was 9: dangerous e!eme~t to deal~ 1•~ when aroused. the evangelical creed-'-caused by Mr. Lincoln's teachings. I
_know some ofthe living here, men in prominent positions of
''l'EsTIMONY oF BoN. WiLLIAM H. HEIUiDON. UNPUB He saw.in the Kansas.affarrs-m the whole hJstory of sJav~:ry life, who were made utioelievers by him.
in fact-its rigor and encroachments, that Chdstianity was
LISHED TESTIMONY.
One by one, these apocryphal stories go by the board.
aroused. It must be controled, and that in the right direcand remorseless criticism will wipe out all these
Extracts from Herndon's Letters-The Books Lincoln Re~d tion. Hence he bent to it, fed it, and kept it within bounds, Courageous
-His Philosophy-His Infidelity-Refutation of Chn~ well knowing that it would crush his administration to things. There will not be a vestige of them in fifty years to
t!an Claims-Attempts to Invalidate Herndon's Testi- atoms unless appeased. His oft and oft invocations of God, laugh at or to weep at.
his conversations with Christians, his apparent respect for
mony-Reed's Cr.luronies-Vindication.
:Mr. Herndon's testimony, 6Ven in the absence of
Christianity, etc., were all means to. an end. And yet someall other evidence; is conclusiv. This was recognized
In the preceding chapte-r has been submitted the times be showed that he hated its nasal whims.
·evidence of :Mr. Herndon that has already b€fD pub
A gentleman of veracity in Washington told me this story by the Ohristian claimants after tho appearance of
lisbed. In this chapter will be P!esentf>d some and vouched for its truthfulness: "A tall saddle-faced roan," his "Abbott Letter." They employed various "meassaid he, "came to Washington to pray with Lincoln, having ures to break the.force of his testimony by trying .to
hitherto unpublished testimony.
•
declared this to be his intention at the hotel. About 10 induce him either to retract or modify his .statements.
The writer has corresponded w1th Mr. Herndon o'clock
A .• M. the bloodle~s man, dressed in black with white
for many years. . Much of this correspondence has cravat, went to the White House, sent in his card, and was But they were not successful. He was not to be
related to Abraham Lincoln, and no inconsiderable admitted. Lincoln glanced at the man and knew his mo. coaxed, he was not to be purchased, he was not to be
portion of it to the subject under consideration. tivs in an instant. He said to him angrily: 'What, bav .intimidated. He had stated the truth and by t.he
Permission has been granted by Mr. Herndon to use· you, too, come to torment me with your prayers?' __ The man truth he propose~ to stand. Foiled in these efforts,
was squelched-said, 'No, Mr. Lincoln '-lied out and out.
such parts of this correspondence as may be deemed Lincoln
their ]sst res-ort was to destroy his credibility as a
spoiled those prayers." · .
of value. The limits of this work preclude the
Mr. Lincoln was thought to be understood by the mob, witnePs by destroying his character. The most
presentation of much that is really interesting, but But what a delusion l He was one of the most reticent men brazen falsehoods were invented and the most cruel
no apology is needed f~r devoting- space to the _fol- thl:!t ever lived. All of. us-Stuart, Speed,' Logan, Matheny, calumnies circulated in order to crush him. Some of
·lowirig extracts from. h1s letters, wntten at vanous myself, and others, bad to guess at much of. the man. He these stated that he was a drunka1·d, otheJ,"S that he
was a mystery to the world-a sphinx to most men. One
intervals betwee.n 1880 and 1889:
.
peculiarity of Mr. Lincoln was his irritability when anyone was a pauper, and still others that he had become
I was the personal friend of Mr. Lincoln from 1834 to the tried to peep into his own mind's laboratory. Considering insanP.
day of his death. In 1843 we entered into a partnership all this, what can be thought of the stories about what he is
These defamatory statements were usually first
which was never formally dissolved. When he became un- said to hav confided to strangers in regard to his religion?
noticed in some religious paper or periodical. From
Not
one
of
Lincoln's
old
acqusintances
in
this
city
ever
popular in this congressional district because of his speecbts
on the Mexican war, I was faithful to hiin. When be heard of his conversion to Christianity by Dr. Smith or any- this they were 1atural1y copied into the secular
espomed the antislavery cause and in the eyes of most men one else. It was never suggested nor thought of here until papers and sen_t \::raadcast over the land. Journalists
had hopelessly ruined his political prospects, I stood by biro, after his death. ·
who had once kw>H.i Jllr•• Herndon, either personally
I never saw him read a second of time in Dr. Smith's book or by reputation, were surprised and shocked at the
and through the press defended his course. In theEe dark
hours, by our unity of sentiment and by political ostracism on Infidelity. He threw it down upon our table-spit upon announcement!', and wrote articles like the following
we were driven to a close snd enduring friendship, You it as it were-and never opened it to my knowledge.
My opinion is, from what I bav heard and know, that these which appeared in a Kansas paper :
should take It for granted, then, that I knew Mr. Lincoln
well. During all this time, from 1834 to 1862, when I last men-Gurley and Simpson-refueed to be a party to a fraud
Bill Herndon is a pauper in Springfield, Ill. He was once
saw him, he never intimated to roe, either directly or in- on the public touching Lincoln's religion. I think that they worth considerable property. His mind was the most argudirectly, that he bad changed his religious opinions. ·Bad he understood ej!.Ch other the day that the rtmains of Lincoln mentativ of any of ·the old lawyers in t.he stat.e, and his
done so-bad he let drop one word or look in that direction, were put to rest;
memory was extraordinary. For several years before LinHolland came into my office, in 1~65, and aFked roe this coln was nominated fer the presidency, Herndon was in some
I should hav detected it.
I bad an excellent private library, probably the best in the question: "What about Mr. Lincoln's Christianity?" To respects the most activ member of the firm, preparing the
city for admired books. To this library Mr. Lincoln bad, as this, I replied: "'fhe less said about it the better." Bolland greatest number of cases for trial and making elaborate argua matter of course, full and free access at all times. I pur- then said to me, "Oh, never mind, I'll fix that," and went ments in their behalf. It is 6aid that be worked hard with
Lincoln in preparing the memorable speec es delivered by
chased sue);} books as Locke, Kant, Fichte. Lewes; Sir Wm. over to Bateman and bad it fixed.
Lincoln never revealed to Judge Davis, Judge Mstheny, the mam who afterward became president, during the debates
Hamilton's" Discussions on Pbilosopby ;" SpencE-r's "First
Principles," "Social Statics," etc.; Buckle's "History of Joshua F. Speed, Joseph Gillespie nor myself, that he was between Lincoln and Douglas in 1858, and in constructing
Civilization," and Lecky's" History of Rationalism." I also a Christian, or that he. had a change of heart, or anything the Cooper Institute addreEs delivered by Lincoln a short
possessed the works of Parker, Paine, Emerson; and Strauss; like it, at any time. Now, taking into consideration the fact time before the war. Herndon, with all his attainments,
Gregg's "Creed of Christendom," McNaught on Inspiration, that he was one of the most non.coromunicativ of men- was a man who now and then w~nt on a spree. This habit
Volney's "Ruins," Feuerbach's "Essence of Christianity," that Batfman was, as it wcre,-a mere stranger to him-that became worse after Lincoln's death, and, like poor Dick
and other works on Infidelity. Mr. Lincoln read BPme of Bateman was frightened, excited, conscience-smitten when Yates, be went down step by step till his old friends and
these works. About the year 1843 he borrowed "The Ves- I approached him on the subject, and that in after years he associates point to him as a common drunkard.
tiges of Creation" of Mr. Jas. W. Keyes, of this city, and confessed to me that his notes in Holland's " Life of LinI was in Springfield the very week that this article
read it carefully. He subsequently read the sixth edition of coln" were colored-taking all this into consideration, I say,
was published, and passed a day with Mr. Herndon
this wcrk, which I loaned him. Mr. Lincoln had always can you believe Bateman's story to be true?
I see quoted frequently a supposed speech made by Mr. at his home. I was prepared to testify, as all his
den!ed special creation, but from his want of education he
did not know just what to believe. He adopted the pro- Lincoln to the colored people of Baltimore, on the presenta- neighbors were, that the charges it contained, togressiv and development theory as taught more or Jess tion of a Bible to him. This supposed speech cor, tains the
directly in that work. He despised speculation, especially following: "All the good from the savior of the world is geUIH with others that were being circulated, were
in the metaphysical world. He was purely a practical man. communicated to us through this book." This idea is false false. I knew that he still poasea11ed a sound and
He adopted Locke's notions as his system of mental philoso- and foolish. What becomes of nine-tenths of the life of vigorous intell£ct; I knew that he was in comfortable
phy, with some modifications to suit his own views. He J!lBUB of which we hav no history-nine-tenths of the great circumstances financially ; I knew that he was an
held that reason drew her inferences as to law, etc., from facts of this grand man's life not recorded in ttis book? earnest advocate of temperance, and that he pracobservation, experience, and reflection on the facts and phe- Mr. Lincoln W} s full and exact in his ·language. He never
nomena of nature. He was a pure seneationalist, except as . used the word savior, unless in a conventional sense; in ticed what he preached; in short, I knew him to be
above. Be was a II'aterialist in his philosophy. He denied fact, he never used the word at alL Again, he is made to a man of pure morals and exemplary character. At
say : "But for this book we could not know right from the very time that he was declared to be an inmate
dualism, and at times immortality in any sense.
Before I wrote my Abbott Jetter I diligently searched wrong." The lowest organized life, I was about to say, of the insane asylum, the Old Sett.lers' Society selected
throuj!,h Lincoln's letters, speeches, state papers, etc., to find knows right from wrong in its particular sphere. Every
the word immortality, and I could not find it anywhere ex- good dog that comes into possession of a bone, knows that him to examin and report upon the correctness of the
cept in his letter to his father. The word immortality ap- that bone belongs to him, and he knows that it is wrong for ''History of Sangamon Oounty," which, as it included
another dog to rob him of it. Be protes1s with bristling hair a history of the capital of the state where, at one
pears but once in his writings.
· If be bad been asked the plain question, "Do you knvw and glistening teeth. against such dog robbery. It requires time or another, had resided a majority of Illinois's
t:llat a God exists?" be would ha.v eaid : " I do not knOUJ that no revelation. to teach him right from wrong in the dog most gifted sons, was an important work, and one
world; yet it requires a special revelation from God to teach
a God exists."
At one moment of his life I know that he was an Atheist. us right from wrong in the human world. According to whose revision would not likely be intrusted to a
I was preparing a speech on Kama~, and in it, like nearly all this speech, the dog bas the advantage. But Mr. Lincoln lunatic. At the very time that he was said to be a
reformers, I invoked God. Be made me wipe out that word never uttered such nonsense.
pauper in the count.y poorhouse, he was entertaining
I do think that anyone who knew Mr. Lincoln-his his- such distinguished guests as William Lloyd Garand substitute the word Maker, affirming that said Maker
was a principle of the universe. When he went toW ashing- tory-his philosophy-his opinions-and stm asserts that he
ton he did the same to a friend there.
was a Christian, is an unbounded falsifier. I hate to speak rison. At the very time that he was reported to be
a common drm:kard, his neighbors had just appointed
Mr. Lincoln told roe, over and over, that man has no free- thus plainly, but I caEnot respect an untruthful man.
dom of will, or, as he termed It, "No man bas a freedom of
Let me ask the Christian claimant a few questions. Do him guardian of the educational interests of their
·mind." He was In one sense a fatalist, and so died. He you mean to say, when you assert that Mr. Li11coln was a children.
believed that he was under the thumb of providence (which Christian, that he believed that Jesus was the Cbrist of God,
All efforts to trace these slanders to their sour~
to him was but another name for fate). 'lhe longer be lived as the evangelical world conttnds? If so, where do you get
the more firmly he believed it, and hence his oft invocations your information? Do you mean to say that Mr. Lincoln and discover their author proved futil until 1880,
of God. But these invocations are no evidence to a rational was a converted man and that he so declared? If so, where, when the writer of this saw in an Ohio paper an
mind that he adopted the blasphemy that God seduced his when, and before whom did he declare or rtveal it? Do you artic1e on Linco1n, in which was quoted a portion of
own daughter, begat a son on purpose to bav mankind kill mean to say that Mr. Lincoln joined a church? If eo, what
him, in order that l:.e, God, might become reconciled to his church did he join, and when did be join it? Do you mean a letter which the contributor of the article stated
own mistakes, according to the Christian view.
to say that Mr. Lincoln was a secret Christian, acting under bad just been received from the ·Rev J. A. Reed, of
Lincoln would wait patiently on the flow and Jngic of the cloak of the devil to advance Christianity? If so, what Springfield. It re1ated wholly to Mr. Herndon, and
events. Be believed that conditions make the man and not is your authority? If you will tell me when it was that the did not contain one fair, truthful stto>..tement. In
man the conditions. Under his own hand he says: "I at- creator caught with his almighty arm~, Abraham, and held thirty brief Jines were concentrated, in addition to
tempt no compliment to my own sagacity. I claim not to him fast while he poured the oil of grace on his rebellious
hav controled events, but confess plainly that events hav con- soul, then I will know when It was that. he was converted Eeveral statements calculated and intended to deceive,
no less than sixteen deliberate falsehoods, some. of
troled me." He believed in the supreme reign of law. from his Infidel views to Christianity.
This law fated things, as he would express it. Now, how
The best evidence this side of Lincoln's own written state- them of the most cruel and infamous character that
could a man be a Christian-could believe that Jesus Christ ment that he was an Infidel, if not an Atheist, as claimed by it is possible for the mind of man to conceive. It
was God-could believe in the efficacy of prayer-and enter- some, is the fact that he never mentions the name of Jesus.
.
tain such a belief?
If he was a Christian it could be proved by his letters and was evident that Reed had intended that the subBe did not believe in the efficacy of prayer, although he speeches. That man is a poor defender of a principle, of a stance of his letter should be given to the public
need that conventional language. He said In Wa•hington, person, or of a thing, wLo never mentions that principle,. without disclosing its authorship. But, thanks to
"God has his own purposes." If God has his own pur- person, or thing. I hav never seen the name of Jesus men- the innocent credulity and indiscreetness of the friend
poses. the prayer will not change God's purposes.
. tioned by Mr. Lincoln.
I hav often said to you, and now repeat it, that Lincoln
Mr. Lincoln never mentioned the name of Christ in his to whom it was sent, the defamer was discovered
was a scientific Materialist, i. e., that this was his tendency letters and ~peecbes as s Christian. I hav searched for such and exposed. And this sneaking, cowardly assassin
as opposed to the spiritualistic idea. Lincoln always con- evidence, but could not find it. I hav bad others search, but was the " defender of Lincoln's Ohristian faith !"
tended that genE>ral and universal laws ruled the universe- th;ey cou.ld not find it.. This dead silence on the part of Mr. Could the inanimate remains of Abraham Lincoln
always did-do now-and ever will. He was an Agnostic Lmcoln IS overwhelmmg proof that he was an unbeliever.
hav been revivified when this exposure was made, he
generally, sometimes an Atheist.
While Lincoln frequently, in a conventional way, apThat. Mr. Lincoln was an Infidel from 1834 to 1861, I know, peals to God, he never appeals to Christ nor mentions him. would hav arisen from his mausoleum at Oak Ridge,
and that he remained one to the day of his death, I honestly I know that he at first maintained that Jesus was a bas- he.v come into tbe city, and hav kicked this pretended
believe. I always understood that be was an Infidel, some- tard, and later that he was the son of Joseph and not of God. "ddender," this base calumniator of his beloved
times bordering on Atheism. I never saw any change in the
Lincoln was not. a Christian in any sense other than that friend and associate, out of Springfield.
·
·
man, and the change could not hav escaped my observation he lived a good life and was a noble man. If a good life
The
cause
of
all
the
vituperation
which
for
years
had it happened.
constitutes one a Christian, then Mill and a million other men
Lincoln's task was a terrible one. When he took the oath who repudiated and denied Christianity were Christians for had been heaped upon Mr. Herndon was now apparof office his soul was bent on securing harmony ainong all they lived good and noble lives.
'
ent. He had replied to Reed's lecture, and openly,
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honestly, and courteously, but effectivly, refuted it;
and because the latter could not come forward with
a successful rejoinder, he was thus heartlessly and
covertly plunging a dagger into the reputation of his
chivalrous opponent.
The intercession of friends secured for the culprit
immunity from arrest for libel, but in the newspapers
of his city he received such a castigation as he will
not soon forget. The Daily Monitor, in an editorial
replying to the slanders that were being circulated
concerning Mr. Herndon, said:
Mr. Herndon is not a pauper, is not a drunkard; whisky
did not ruin him, and, in a word, the whole tl.ing is a lie.
Mr. Herndon Iivs on his farm near this city. He is :.t great
admirer of nature, loves flowers, and spends his whole time
on the farm, except when doing his trading, or coming into
the city to see his children and grandchildren. He don't
drink, he don't chew tobacco, he don't gamble, he is honorable and truthful, and he is highly respected by his fellowcitizens. He is a great reader, a great thinker, loves his
neighbors, and his neighbors love him. He has a great, big,
kind heart for his fellow-man in distress, and, while never
worth "considerable property," he has always bad enough
for his generous purposes. Just why this thing should be
allowed we are at a loss to know, and hav waited to see if
some of those whn profess so much of the Christ-like in their
composition would not hav enough of the man-li.ke to be
men, and not allow a good and true man as Mr. Herndon is
to be thus infamously maligned and belied by those whose
works in the salvation of men would hav more effect if more
akin to Christ in practice.
After a life of honest toil, much of it in behalf of
the poor and the weak, without reward and without
the expectation of reward, to be in hie old age thus
shamefully robbed of his good name, was an outrage
almost without a parallel, save in the treatment received by Thomas Paine. That Mr. Herndon was
keenly sensitiv to this great wrong is disclosed by
the tone of hie letters written at the time. In one
he says : "I hav done nothing in the spirit of selflaudation. I prefer moving down the grooves of
time unnoticed and unknown, except to friends. I
hav no ambition for fame or money. My ambition is
to try to do good. I spent ten or more years of my
best life for the negro, libedy, and union, not forgetting Kansas and her brave people. But let it all go;
I make no complaint. I try to liv a moral and a
manly life, love my fellow-man, love freedom, love
justice, an<t would die for the eternal right.''
As an index of public sentiment in the community
where the defamed and the defamer resided, I will
state two facts. On a pleasant September evening,.
in 1882, I attended Dr. Reed's church in Springfield.
In that commodious edifice, built to accommodate an
audience of nearly one thousand, I found assembled
to listen to this renowned "defender ol Lincoln's
Christian faith," an audience of forty-four persons.
About the same time, in the published report of a
public meeting held near Springfield, appeared the
following: "Five thousand people hovered around
the speaker's stand fer the purpose of listening to
the able, eloquent, and well-known Hon. W. H.
Herndon."
It has aeen charged that Mr. Herndon's statements
concerning Lincoln's unbelief were inspired by a.
spirit of rev~nge in.cons~quence of Lin.coln's not ha'!"ing recogmzed him With an appomtment. This
charge and this assumption are both false. There is
now on file at Washington and at Springfield a talegram from Lincoln tendering him a judgeship, which
he declined.
To know Lincoln was to love him. None knew
him better than Mr. Herndon, and none entertains a
deeper affection for hie memory. In a letter to me,
dated Nov. 4, 1881, he pays this tribute to his dead
friend:
Some people say that Mr. Lincoln was an ungrateful man.
This is not true, aud especially when applied to myself. He
was always kind, tender, and grateful to me-clung to me
with hooks of steel. I know that I was true to him. It is
said that no man is great to his valet. If I was Mr. Lincoln's
valet, the rule does not apply in this case, for my opinion of
him is too well known. His was a grand, noble, true, and
manly life. He dreamed dreams of glory and glory was
justly his. He was growing and expanding to the day of his
death. He was slow in his development, but strong and
big when ~e did come. The last letter which I ever received
from him concluded thus : "God bless you, says your
friend.-A. Lincoln." He felt what he expressed, and in
return I say, God bless you, Lincoln.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Was Abraham Lt:ncolu a Christian 1
This question repeated conspicuously in these columns induces me-for I well knew biro at the bsr,
from 1836 till his inauguration in 1860, and then bis
administration.-to answer briefly. Attending a Pnsbyterian meeting in the winter of 1837-1838, on my
return to Brushville, T. L. Dickey, my law partner, advised me of our engagement to defend a bad steamboat
deck·hand of eighteen years for killing a German.
Their names were Fraim and Neathammer. At the
preliminary examination I found the case hopeless,
inexcusable murder. Being then a Presbyterian and
·trying to keep a conscience void of offense, I declined
to argue the case before the traverse jury, and Mr.
Lincoln was engaged to take my place. At court be
interviewed me, said he pitied the poor neglected
youth, and suggested that I argue the question of
law on his trial, that my influence by a square back-

out m~ght not bs construed against him, while he
~nd Dickey wou!d take the witneas and go to the
Jury. Under th1s arrangement the case W!B taken up
the next morning, and finished the same 6Vening at
10-or 11-o'clock, with a verdict of guilty. The
n?xt day Mr. Lincoln expressed dissatisfaction over
his efforts, arid the deepest regret over the impending
fate of the poor culprit. I reminded him that from
the first I had seen, and to him said, the case is hope
leas, and that he must hav expected to work a miracle
to save the !!.ccused. He answered, that I did him
injus~ice, since he had no faith in miracles, but was
mortt~ed at the hasty finding of the jury, as though
Mr. Dwkey and he had said nothing worthy of their.
consideration.
·
Afterward, in taking the part of a young lady
against General Shields, he had to meet and accept a
challenge. Some of my special friends and brethren
in the church hastened to remonstrate, telling hiru
to decline as he should, like a Christian-his honor
would not suffer. He told them, as they told me,
that he was not, nor could be, a Christian. He di,j
not believe, nor had been baptized. General Shieldtt
in the code of honor demanded the combat &nd he
reluctantly, to vindicate their mutual honor: had to
giv it. A<~ is known just before the fiYht the matter was settled. Ska~ge that the lack of self-respect
in Christiana will try to gulp down the absurdity,.no
less than a camel that Abraham Lincoln was a believer iii the B.ibie ~f Christianity! He never che.nged
a. sentiment on the subject up to his final sleep.
W. PERKINS.
______._.._____
.Mr. Thomas Lewis.
In reference to the pious Tom Lawis, of Springfield, Ill., who testifies to the conversion of Mr.
L1ncoln. to Christianity, I relate this incident., the
truth of which will not be questioned. Prior to 1874
there had not been an honest letting of state contracts
for many years at Springfield. A syndicate bad been
formed of all professed bidders, Bnd leading ones of
the syndicate would "buy the bids" of the lesser ones.
Tom L9wis, who was then an insurance agent, and
not one of the syndicate, happened to coma upon the
scene just at the critical moment of the closing of the
bide. He wae carrying a large envelope, and one of the
syndicate, supposing that he had come to put in a bid,
asked him what he would take for his bid. T11king
in the situation at a glance, he replied, "$500." "I
will giv you $300, " replied the leader of the syndicate,
the bargain was struck, and Tom walked off with
$300 in exchange for a large envelope, containing
some unimportant insurance papers. I heard these
facts brought out in an investigation by the legislature,
and they are a matter of record. Of course Tom
kept his $300. It was a ftaud all around, but it
never disturbed Tom's conscience or impaired his
JAMES K. MAGIE.
standing in the church.
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That "Blessed Book."
The papers say that there is a fatal disease among
the cattle in theWest-that many of them are dying.
This is bad for Infidels and others who desire to liv
honest lives and do to others as they would he.v
others do to them; but rogues and those ignorant
enough to accept the Bible as an inspired book need
not lose by the cattle plague ; for· that blessed old
book-that strange piece of men's crazy patchwork,
to which and its artificial God each writer gave a
patch of hie own character-will tell the pious owners
of the diseased meat what to do with it, and here it
is : "Thou shalt not eat of the flesh of the animal
that diath of itself, but mayest sell it to the stranger
within thy gates, or to the heathen round about thee "
-a very handy way to dispose of it. Doubtless the
pious railroad and steamship owners would rejoice at
the privilege of carrying such freight to Europe.
And then the blessed book tells them what they may
do with the money they get for such meat: " With
thy money thou mayest buy bondmen and bondwomen of the strangers within thy gates, or the
heathen round about thee;" and " if thou beat thy
bondman that he die," nevertheless if he liv a day or
two after beating it is nobody's business, "for he is
thy money."
What a blessed book to be written by the inspiration of a being supreme in power, wisdom, justice,
impartiality, love, and marcy !
.
Again : " With thy money thou may est buy wme
or strong drink, or whatsoever thy soullusteth after."
What more liberty could the greatest drunkard,
libertin, debauchee, or harlot ask for 1
"Wine cheereth the heart of God and man."
"Drink thy wine with a merry head, for God now
accepteth thy works." "Giv strong drink to him
that is ready to perish. Lst him drink and forget
his poverty." "Drink, yea, drink abundantly, 0
believers." How was it possible for such a book to
ba palmed off on rational beings capable of thinking
as the inspired words of a supreme being! And how
has it been possible for priests to so deceive the peo·
pie for thousands of years, as to still keep such a
book in existence-a book that has caused many
millions of the best people of their time to be put to
death by the most excruciating tortures that the in-

genuity of men could devise? Who can answer? A
book that is still dividing the world into contending
sects and parties and causing ill-will and enmity
between members of the same family. A book that
has caused more suffering and sorrow than any other
ever publiehed. Who can answer!
J. HACKER.
Be1·lin N. J.
'

The Discovery of America.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Octobsr 19th an article
appe~red signed, Hen~y Stone, o~ Boston, M !~s.,. on
the discovery of Amerwa, sla~dermg, from begmnmg
to e~d, the memory of Christopher Columbus, and
praismg Martin Alonso, who, as the whole world
knows,. was not onl;y a traitc:r to Columbus but
somethmg . else besides. While on the coast of
Santo Dommgo,he sep~rated from the oi:.her ves~els,
we~t to H_ayti, obtame~ ~old from the camque
(chief) of s1ud country, distributed half among the
crew of his vessel the Pinta, and kept for himself the
other half. After doing th~s, he started for Spain,
but ~or reasons not explamed, he had t.o r~turn,
meetmg the other two vessels, the Sanh Mana and
t~e Nina, opposit _Monte C~risty. As excuse. for
his s:range proceedmgs, he s1ud that contrary wmds
had compelled him tog? eastwar~.. Thi_s, of cours>',
~as not. true, as the wmd prevatlw~ there at _tbe
time was from the east, but to avmd a contentwn,
~nd perhaps mutin~, Columbus, bein~ t~e only It~tlIan on board, abstamed from remone"rlhmg or making Martin Alc.nso understand that his intentions in
separating from the ether vessels were known. Columbus nevertheless advised him to put on shore
iour females and two men whom Martin Alonso
intt'nded to carry to Spain as prisoners.
It is also a well-known fact that after they had
taken possession of the land in the name of Quel'n
Isabella, both Las Casas and Columbus had frequent
discussions with some of the Spaniards, to provent
the latter from ill-treating the Indians. By thif:l,
llll readers of the p11per will perceive that what·
ever may be said to the contrary is a mere fabrication of falsehoods, for the sole purpose of slandering names which bav already passed into history
without stain.
A true Freethinker should not hav written the
article to which I refer, as by doing so he bafl not
only committed a gross slander, but also is apt to
sunul the enthusiasm of the whole country for th!:l
Exposition of 1892, which, as every impartial mind
will readily understand, cannot but do good in every
sense to this republic.
What happened to Christopher Columbus after
the discovery of Ameriea only shows the iHgratitude
of some people to a person after he had undergone
so much suffering, and was not a punishment for his
great crimes, as Messrs. Stone, Yure, and Goodrich
allege.
JOSEPH FELIX GoNZ.\LEs.
IN the fourth century there arose monachism, and
in the sixth century the Christians succeeded in cut·
ting off the last ray of knowledge, and shutting up
the schools of Greece. Then followed a long period
of theology, ignorance, and vice.-Buclcle.
'The Brutal Alllerican Hierarchy.
F1·om the. A rfjonaut.

Pope Leo the Thirteenth has been deeply grieved that the
goven!ment of Italy has permitted the people of It11ly to erect
a mouument of marble to the memory of Giordano Bruno,
an Italian philosopher of the 11ixteenth century, a monk of
the Dominican order-which order he ab11ndoncd by reason of
h.ie skcptici8m-a lecturer against the phile>sophy of Aristotle,
a friPnd of Sir Philip !:lidney, a lecturer on mathematics in
the Universities at Magdeburg, Prague, Helmstead, and
Frankfort· arrested by the Inquisition, imprisoned for seven
years at R;me, tried, degraded, excornmunicafl•d, Eentenced
to death, tortured, and bnrnt. at the stake in Rome, February 17th. in tbe year 1600. He was a profound scholar, a
learned philosopher ami thinlter. He believed in the existence of God,* and did not believe that the pope or the church
of Rome had any other, or higlwr, or more divine authority
than was conferred upon any o·hcr intellectual or morn!
earthly power. When Pope Pius the Ninth was driven from
Rome and became a priwner in the Vatican; wbcu the
AOVereignty of"the Papal States was taken from the papal
power and conferred on tbe king of ltRly; when Leo the
Thirteenth succeeded to the spiritual and nnt civil jurisdiction
of the city of Ron,e and its little p11tch of adjoining campagna
~:~nd salt-marsh; when emancipatcd Italy resolved to honor
the philosopher and Freethinker, whom Rome bad tortured,
imprisoned and murdered by burning at the stake-Leo
XIll. su 1ked, and fasted, and prayed through three days,, while
the students of the universities of free Italy and emanctpated
intelligence rejoiced that the m~mory of Bruno ~11;8 lifted
from the dishonored grave where 1gnorance, superstJtton, and
priestly malice had ignominiously buried it. And no_nr
comes his holiness the vicegerent. of God, the repreEentatJv
of the meek and lowly Jesus, with an attack upon the memory
of the dead Bruno, and Cardinal Gibbons, of Baltimore, an
American by hirtlt, issues this pa~toralletter-to be read in
all his pulpits-whlch we copy from the New York World,
and which the World styles "forceful and dignified," but
which in our opinion, is blasphemous, brutal, and black.
guardi'y, and altogether unwnrt~y of the Ameri_can ~ource
from which it comes. The sentiments expres~ed 1n th1s pa~
toral communication could be endured coming from Italy,
but as the expression of the American hierarchy, are contemptible exhibitions of cowardice and malignity, utterly
unworthy of an American.

ryho
Aroonaut is miatakPn in thinking t.~?a~ B_rnno believed in
"God," as the word is defined by any rehglomst. Bruno was a
Pantheist.
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The .American Secnlar Union.
DEAR MR. MACDONALD : You gave us a most
admirable report of the congress l!u;t week, and it is
a wonder to all of us how you could prepare and
publish so much. matter in so short a time. You are
certainly entitled to our thaDks and hearty commendation.
The congress was a good one, and from the first
meant business. I hav hardly yet recovered from
the surprise at finding myself in the presidential
chair again, with a secretary and treasurer of my
own selection.
I telegraphed Miss Craddock at San Francisco,
and she is now en route for Philadelphia, while Mr.
Mende, our new treasurer, drives around to my
home almost every morning to know what is to be
done about an office, that we may organize our campaign. We shall select one this week, of which due
notice will be given. Perhaps it is not generally
known that Philadelphia was a "port in a storm" in
the matter of the late congress, as we had selected
Minneapolis as the place oi meeting, and the officiai
call for that place was already in print, when, owing
to some local difficulty, the in~itation to meet there
was withdrawn. We had been coquetting with Daa
Moines and sev<;ral other W estero places until it had
become too late to do anything else but meet in
Philadelphia. 'rhen it was known to some of us, in
July, that Secretary Stevens would hav to resign,
and so without a secretary and with an empty treasury and general distrust throughout our ranks, ali
the work of getting up the congress had to be dona
in leas than two months. The result of the congress
is now known, and we hav reason to be satisfied with
the result. Here are some of the figures:
m:to Wettstein, Esq., reports receipts for the
Union, $1,508.39. To this amount must be added
$150 for the Bruno monument and $1,100 for the
Prize Manual, making the RUm total of our contributions to September let, $2,758.39. To this must be
added $372 32, collected and received from September 1st until October 26th, making $3,130. 71. Did
the Society ever do more in one year! But this
does not satisfy us. We must hav twice this amount
this next year, and we shall show you how to get it!
Meanwhile let us not forget that November is passing. Who will be among our liberal contributors
for the first month of the coming year T
The" Unitarian and other Christian churches" hav
just closed a large conference held in this city immediately after ours. They said many Liberal things.
I rather like the Unitarians, particularly of the Chadwick, Savage. and Clifford stripe. They do not know
what is the matter with them. They hav too much
Bible, and an orthodox Bible, too. The Bible found
in 1 heir pulpits teaches the trinity, the fall of man, the
incarnation of Jesus, vicarious atonement eternal
punishment, etc., and they do not believe ~ word of
these dogmas. They take just as much of the Bible
as they think ought to be true, and no more. Why
not reg~d the Bi~le as a historical record (more or
less fanciful) showmg what men said and did and believed at certain periods, and thus use it as a sorb of
·gui_de-as men use fossils in the examination of geoJogwal strata T Some of the preachers feel this dreadfully, and are looking where to jump. But let us be
. patient with them, as they cannot get along with the
Bible much lobger. Many go in for the religion of
nature already.
R. 13. WESTBRooK,
Pres. American Secular Union.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 1, 1889.

- - - - - - - - - - -------------a Scotchman who was desirous of cultivating the
trade of the Germar:. residents. Although· this business wna n different one from that to which he was
brought up, a short time sufficed to make Mr. Mende
quite an expert in seliivg dry goode, and as he was
especially qualifitd to attend to the wa~ts of Germa_n
customers, his services were appreciated and h1s
salary was soon increased.
Wbile in Boston Mr. Mende had made tbe acquaintance of a pianoforte ·manufacturer, which proved
indirectly the stepping-atone to his advancement in
iife, This gentleman, about six months later, made
him &11 offer of a situation in his establishment, which
was readiiy accepted. In this new employment Mr.
Mende's first dutiEs were in the counting-house, but
a taste for music, and likewise bis aptitude as a salesman, led to a change in his occup&tion, and he
evidently found more congenial work in the exhibition
and Eale of pianos.
We therefore find him on a southern plantation
essaying to add to the ordinary bill of fare by the
addiJ.ion of- cheese to tbe pl!mtEr'tJ dessert. Years
sfter this, when an opportunity presc=nted itself in
Pbiladelphia, Mr. Mende turned his attention again
to amateur cheese-making.
Repeated experiments were tried in the making,
curing, and packing of the cheese, the old system
being entirely al:Jandoned and a new one r;ubstituted,
based on scient.ifi0 principles. With this. appliauce
cheese could be made at the rate Gf six thousand per
hour, and soon the demands of the growing business
warranted the erection of a large factory in which all
the operations of cheese-making could be carried on,
the machinery for the purpose being driven by a
si.eam-engin of twenty horse power. With all these
facilities for t.he business, the Messrs. Mende can
turn out as many as four thousand boxel", or about
sixty-five thousand poundi', of cheese per week; utilJzing the product of from five to six thons!!.ud cows.
Mr. Mende is a gentleman rst,ber under the medium bight, and his manner bespeaks the mergy of
which his career is. a proof. He is a shrewd business
man, exceedingly afl'r1ble in his conver!'ation, and conveying at once the impression of large acquaint.ance
with the world and itll ways. His personal contact
with men in many countries has imbued him with
broad and liberal views, and his love of individual
liberty and toleration is moat marked. The abundant
means which he now possesses enable him to enjoy
not only the comforts but the elegances of .life,
which he does to the full, and a friend recently
remarked to ua that no equipage makes its appearance in Fairmount park more complete in its appointments or more satisfying to the eye of a connoisseur
than Mr. Mende's.
* * *

The Oregon Uonvention.

The First Annual Convention of the Oregon state
Secular Union met at Masonic Hall, Portland, Satur·
day, October 12ch, at 10 A.M. The meeting was
called to order by President C. Baal, and music was
rendered by Roose and Hodgson's orchestra. As a
preliminary measure Mr. George H. Dawes moved
the appointment of a Committee on Resolutions,
which motion was carried, and the following committee was chosen:
Committee on Resolutions.-Geo. H. Dawes, M. Fitzgerell, Robert Laughlin, Mrs. Jennie Vose Graham, and G.
W. Tiffany.
Upon motion of Dr. J. W. McClure, of Silverton,
the Convention appointed the following :
Committee on Nominations.-Dr. J. W. McClure, S. P.
Putnam, ~Irs. S.C. Todd, B. F. Hyland, and H. Arnold.
Music by the orchestra ensued, and then Mrs.
Mattie P. Krekel, of Kansas City, Mo., was introduced, nnd gave the opening address. After thanking the Convention for the honor of being the first
speaker, Mrs. Krekel proceeded to giv a definition
of Secularism, to point out its necessity and the
causes which had brought a Secular party into exietence, and finally to present an exposition of its ob·
ject. In closing she said, "In our deliberations of
how most successfully to advance Secular work, let
us be temperate, practical, and conscientious. Let
us remember, as the French convention declared, that
'one man's right ceases where another's begins.' Let
us devise some method, adopt some system, through
The New 'l'reasurer.
which we can utilize means, energy, and ability
Mr. F. C. Mende, of the Mende Brothers German toward accomplishing work in the interests of which
Cheese Company, recently elected treasurer of the this convention is called."
American Secular Union, of Philadelphia, was born
After this appropriate, eloquent address, which
in Prussia in the year 1821. He is not one of those was frequently and heartily applauded, a banner was
who, early in life, had to contend with poverty and presented to the Oregon state Secular Union by Miss
the disadvantages of a restricted education, being a Mattie Blaisdell. The banner was elegantly em·
son of a farmer in easy circumstances and having broidered with gold on a dark background-the
attended school from childhood up to fifteen years eagle with the stars-and those noble names of Freeof age.
thought, Hypatia, Bruno, Paine, and Ingersoll, with
Mr. Mende's early training abroad was in the the ltgen_d "Universal Mental Liberty," about the
grocery business. He subsequently was engaged for spread Wl!l~~ of. the eagle. Below is blazing the
some time as a commercial traveler, making business torch of Clv1hzat10n, and underneath this flilme are
trips in Poland, Prussia, Austria, and Russia. In the word~ "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity." On the
the year 1849 he set out for America and arrived in reverse s1de of the banner the stars and stripes float
New York possessed of some means, but knowing above the prostrate cross.
little of the English language. In New York, after
President Baal accepted the banner in behalf of
many applications, Mr. Mende finally succeeded in the Oregon Union with a characteristic address.
obtaining employment in a dry goods store kept by
The presentation and acceptance of the banner

were the signal for loud and prolonged cheers. Mrs.
Seip next g&vA a thrilling recitation, and repeating
"A Thousand Years, My Own Columbia," that noble
bymn was sung by the whole Vll!lt audience, with
accompaniment by the orchestra.
Mrl!. Lois Waisbrooker followed in a fine address
to a most appreciativ audience. The following letter
f;:om B. F. Undtorwood was read:
ON THE CE~TRAL PAOIF!O, Oct. 4, 1889.
DEAR MR. BEAL: I write, as you requested before I left
Portland, a few suggestions to be read at the convention.
Those that now occur to me are the following:
Since the clearly stated object of the Oregon Secular Union
is to secure the total separation of church and state, and
~ince in this work the cooperation of all, irrespectiv of religious belief, is invited, see that the speeches, discussions, and
the action taken are confined to this purpose.
After declaring in its constitution and in its public announcements that the sole purpose of the Union is to secularize the state-that is, to remove all vestiges of the union of
church and state, and to resist !ill legislation inconsistent
with secular government, and asking all in favor of this purpose to join the Union, it would be clearly inconsistent and
even dishonorable to make the convention an occasion for
advocating or assailing theological belief and institutions, as
such. Whether the Christian, Jewish, Buddhistic, or other
religions are true or not, whether Materialism or Spiritualism
is the correct philosophy, whether Saturday or Sunday is
more sacred than other davs and should be so observed as a
religious duty-these are qnestions beyond the province of
the Union to decide. The object of the Union is to oppose
governmental indorsement or discrimination in favor of any
religious systems or dogmas, and to maintain that the function of the government in regard to religion is to hav nothing whatever to do with it one way or the other, except to
·defend all in the expression of their views, and in their right
to worship (or not to worship) as they see fit.
Some persons do not distinguish between state secularization and Secularism. One means the separation of the
church and the state-making the state entirely secular in
its character, leaving_ all religions to the voluntary support
of their adherents. The other means_a system of philosophy
and ethics, which it is not necessary to accept in order to be
in sympathy with sta_te secularization.
The discusBion of ~ecularism comes no more within the
8Cope of the Union than the discussion of Spiritualism or
Ualvinism-that is, considered as systems.
The provisions for work during the coming year should be
limited to such as is required to advance the cause of state
Eecularization. The officers should be selected with reference to their qualifications for this work. To select men
merely because they· are zealous opponents of theological
beliefs would be in violation of the spirit of t}le constitution
of the Union. Most of the members are probably Freethinkers (in the common meaning of that word), but opposition to Christianity or Judaism is no part of the work of the
organization. Christian and non-Christian are alike eligible
to office.
The office of secretary is an important one. The person
elected to this position should be unpartisan and fair-minded,
one who knows the difference between the movement for
secularizing the state and the work of merely attacking
theological creeds. To elect to this office a man who -w:ould
make it serve his purpose of securing opportunities for himself and others to lecture for or against religious beliefs
would be- a great mistake. To make any particular paper
the official organ of the Union unless that paper is devoted
enthely an:l exclusivly to state secularization would not,
think, be wise.
My own convictions on religious subjects are radical anu
pronounced. but I should not think of advocating or adva?;~c
ing them if I were to be present at the convention. An exposition of Adventism by Mr. Jones would be just as appropriate.
We cannot bring together people of different views on
various subjects for a specific purpose, and expect harmony
and success, unless the discussions and proceedings are confined to the purpose announced in the call.
There is a strong sentiment in Oregon in favor of secularizing the state, especially in favor of taxing church property,
maintaining secular schools, and O{>posing restrictiv Sunday
laws. I hope the convention will serve to strengthen this
sentiment, organize it, and make it powerfully felt in the
legislation of the state. Very trnly yours,
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
The convention met at 2 P.M., Saturday, October
12th, pursuant to adjournment. A motion by J.
Henry Schroeder, of Coos county, that Messrs. Reynolds, Putnam, and Bell be appointed a committee
on introduction, was adopted. A telegram was then
read from Moses Hull, sending greetings to the convention. Geo. H. Dawes was then introduced and
gave an address on " The Principles of American
Liberty.'' C. B. Reynolds, being introduced, gave
an animated and eloquent speech emphasizing the
positions taken by the previous speakers, and defending the principles and acts of Liberals. The convention then adjourned to evening.
The evening session, Saturday, was opened ~y an
address by Rabbi Block. After the address of the
rabbi, W. S. Bell gave his lecture on "Liberty and
Morality," the convention adjourning to Sunday.
The meeting was called to order Sunday morning
at 9:30 by President Baal. Music was furnished by
the band. Short speeches were made by members
of the convention. Dr. A. K. Olds, of McMinnville,
spoke enthusiastic words of encouragement and
urged persistent action. The doctor is seventyeight years old, and has been for many years a pronounced Freethinker. T. S. Derrick, of Benton,
made a short address on practical work. J. Henry
Schroeder spoke of the necessity of Liberal organization. He urged that efforts be directed solely in
the line of state secularization, and that all elements
be organized in harmony with this prime object.
Professor Seymour spoke of the strength and growth
of Liberalism upon the Pacific coast, and urged
vigilance in the protection of our public school system
from the blight of ecclesiasticism. The president
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read a letter from W. H. Breese, of Talent, Ore., on
the work of the convention. Mr. Priestly, of MilwaJ.Ikee, spoke of the business and social tyranny of
the churches. Mr. Elliott, of Portland, spoke of the
distinction won by Liberiils in the defense of the
Union. Dr. Olds said that he had been on Infidel
ever since Hacker published the Pleasure Boat.
Mr. Rawson, of Olympia, said: " I stand before you
an ex-preacher now sixty years of age. I spent forty
years preaching Methodism." He gave an extended
history of his experience, and of the work he had
done since he espoused Liberalism. B. F. Hyland,
of Corvallis, spoke of the results he attained by
investigation of the Bible itself. Dr. A. D. Martis,
of Ohio, said: "After organiz~tion what are we
going to do! To a certain extent churches do a
good work. The Liberals must educate in truth and
morality." Mr. Fuller, of McMinnvilie, said: "I
a~ree in everything with my Liberal friend, Dr.
Olds, except as to a future life. He says he doesn't
know. I say, I do know.· But in questions of ri~ht,
of duty, of justice, we are one." Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, being called upon, made an impromptu speech
setting forth clearly and forcibly the situation and
the demands of the hour. Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds,
being introduced, gave the address of the morning
upon the objects of the convention.
At 2 o'clock Sunday afternoon the ball was crowded
to its utmost capacity, and the great audience, with
frequent bursts of applause, listened to a masterly
exposition of state secularization, from Rev. Alonzo
T. Jones, of the Advent Christian· church. He spoke
for two hours, and it was a remarkable address, coming from a Christian clet•gyman. Following is an
abstract:
True Christianity, as represented by Jesus, does not resort
to force, but to persuasion. A union of church and state is
destructiv of its very principles. If the Bible is a divine
book, it does not need any official recognition. Such a
recognition degrades it. A government is for natural rights.
It is only for this world. No state will survive and flourish
in heaven. It is for the affairs of life as it now is. The nat.
ural rights of the non-Christian are equal to those of the
Christian. No amount of belief in or attainment of the
supernatural can alter natural rights. They exist with the
man himself and are not the product of any faith. Governmeut cannot distinguish between citizens on account of
religion. It cannot go to the intentions of a man. It can
on)y treat of actions. ·To the government, actions are neither
religious or non-religious, moral or immoral, but simply civil
and uncivil. The state can restrain uncivil action, but nothing else. It can prevent that which is an infringement upon
the rights of any individual. It must therefore solel:v deal
with the action. This is open and can be witnessed. Bul, if
government is to deal with intention?, with the heart and.
head, as well as the doing of a deed, it must resort to the
Inquisition and by torture wring from a man his secret
thoughts and then punish or acquit as these secret thoughts
are judged to be good or bad. Can this be done? It is impossible, and if it could be done tyranny of the most cruel
kind would be !he result. God rules in righteousness, but
he does not rule by the actions and opinions of men
who profess to be his representative. God rules, but
he does not require the sword of state. These men, these
Christians who are for the union of church and state, claim
to stand for God. Their will is the will of God. They wish
to judge and condemn, as if they sat upon the throne of the
universe. The Demands of Liberalism are just. They are
measures of self-defense. They are not aggressions upon
the Christian religion. They formulate justice between
citizen and citizen. They are impartial.
I am a Christian. I believe in Christianity. I believe it is
a divine and. supernatural religion, but it must win by per.
suasion and by no other means. I grant the right of every
man to differ from me. If·I take away his right to disbelieve,
then I logically take away my right to believe. If I take the
right to punish one for non-belief, then I surrender my own
right to protest when he gets the power and punishes me for
belief. To maintain my right as a Christian I must equally
maintain the right of the non-Christian. Rights are universal, and if denied to one are denied to all. To maintain my
Christian liberty, therefore, I must maintain the liberty of
all. If I use the sword against the Infidel, by that act I say
to the Infidel, You can use the sword on me when you get a
chance.
·
Justice is universal. It is not for one or for a part, but
for all. Christilmity can survive by justice and without destroying the rights of a single individual. Christianity that
resorts to force is a human invention, and so. imperfect and
tyrannical. It professes to represent God by acts of des.
potism. This is not Christianity. The Christianity of Jesus
is peace and good will. If one can be persuaded to become
a Christian that is right, but to force one to be a Christian,
or to act in any way publicly or privately as if he were a
Christian, is an infringement of human rights and therefore
wrong, and according to the teachings of Ute New Testa.
ment anti-Christian. The demands of Liberalism are as
much for the protection of genuin Christianity as for the
protection of Infidelity. They are for the protection of the
rights of conscience. They are for the protection of religious belief. Christianity must accept these demands in order
to be true to its own divine mission.
Sunday evening the ball was also crowded, there
being scarcely any standing-room. Mrs. Krekel gave
an able exposition of the principles of natural morality, the only basis of human legislation. Mr. S. P.
Putnam followed with an address upon "The American Republic."
The Convention then adjourned untU Monday.
The Convention was called to order at 10 o'clock
Monday morning by President Beal, and motion was
made by Dr. Calder, of Walla Walla, to receive the
report of the joint committee appointed by the in·
formal caucus of Friday afternoon.
After some
opposition the motion was ruled to be in order by
the president. The motion being put, it was unani·
~ouslpesolved nQt to ;receive the re_port of t}!e CQ~-

mittee. Geo. H. Dawes, chairman of the committee
on resolutions, made a report. A special committee
of three-Mr. Bucher, Mrs. S. C. Todd, and L. Ames
-was appointed to consider the report. Professor
Seymour, being called upon, nude a brief speech
against religious legislation; epoke of the dangers
of the encroachments upon the freedom of the mails ·
of the persecutions of D. M. Bennett, Dr. E. B:
Foote, Mrs. Slenker, Harman and Walker, and others.
After Professor Seymour's address the special committee on resolutions reported, and, after some discussion, the following we1·e "dopted :
1. Resolved. That the rights and dignity of labor are necessary for the perpetuity of the American republic, and this
convention recognizes the great importance of all reforms
the purposes of which are for the advancement of the working people. But the power of the government cannot be
made conduclv to the success of these measures until all
Christian and ecclesiastical usurpations in the state are successfully resisted, and civil and religious liberty are secured
to all. regardless of religious belief or non-belief.
2. Resolved, That the subjection of woman by the Christian and all other religion bas been a gross injustice to her,
and has hindered in countless ways the civilization of mankind, 'and therefore we, as lovers of liberty and equality,
recognize woman to be the equal of man in all the relation6
of life ; not only as a matter of justice t(} her as an individual, but as neceesary for social purity and the further elevation of the human race and the establishment of equal rights
and Secular principles in our republic.
3. Resol'IJed, That this Convention urges upon all Liberals
the importance of organizing local societies, the building of
Freethought halls, the establishing of libraries and readingrooms, for the purpose of disseminating l:!ecular principles
and the advancement of natural morality, equal rights, and
impartial liberty. And also urges the generous support of
Freetlwught and Secular papers and lecturers.
4. Resolved, That while this C0nvention recognizes the importance of working for all the demands of sta' e secularization, it would advise that special efforts be made to secure
the taxation of church property, and instructs the board of
directors to provide, from the funds of the Union, petitions
to be circulated amo;;g the people of Oregon for their signatures, asking the legislature of Oregon to repeal the law
exempting church property from taxation. And it also asks
the board of directors to outline for the next convention a
plan of work by which the influence of the Secularists may
be concentrated for legislativ action at the next session of
the state legislation, and continue the efforts already made in
this direction.
.
5. Resol'IJed, That this convention pass a resolution of sym.
pathy with the relative and friends of, aud respect to, him
who was a thinker of pure thoughts; the doer of good !leeds;
wh0 was tor more than half a century the intrepid torchbearer of liberty; who was one of nature's noblest sons;
whose genius has moved the intellect of two hemispheres;
whose heart and sympathies were with the poor and the
oppressed; who always sided with the weak against the
strong; whose purity of mind and nobleness of character hav
given peace and joy to thousvnds of human hearts; whose
memory will be cherished and revered as long as there are
men and women who love the truth and battle for the right
-tbe lamented Horace Seaver.
I" was voted that the board of directors be authorized to employ a special reporter for the use of the
convention at .the next annual meeting in order to
furnish complete reports for the papers.
The committee on nominations reported. The report was received, and the following were elected
offioars of the Oregon state Secular Union for the
ensuing year:
Treasurer: A. F. Neunert, Portland.
Secretary: J .. K. Sears, McCoy; assistant secretary, Elva
Davidson, Oswego.
Executiv committee: Lee Laughlin, North Yamhill; R.
Wright, Molalla; B. W. Huffman, La Grande; Gertrude
Vose Meserve, Ranier; J. K. OJds, Lafayette.
Finance committee: L. Ames, Silverton; 0. Jeldness,
Portland; Mrs. M. J. Olds, McMinnville.
A motion to pay the assistant secretary out of the
funds of the Union for work at the discretion of the
board of directors was adopted. A partial report of
receipts and expenses was made. Receipts, about
$500; expenees, about $200. Full report wili be
published in Freethought. The following motion
of S. B. Huston, of Hillsboro, after some discussion,
was adopted:
Wmm:a:As, The Liberals of Washington territory in gener.
osity hav contributed a large amount of money to the funds
now in the treasury of this organization. And whereas,
there are probable grounds for believing that some of it was
contributed under the belief that a joint organization would
be effected, and the same has not been done; and
Wa:a:RKAB, It is the desire of this convention to avoid all
grounds for offense or ill.feeling, and to display to our frieDfls
the same liberal spirit that they hav shown, and which should
and does characterize Liberals everywhere; therefore be it
Re~ol'IJed by this convention, That the tre&surer of this
organization be authorized to refund all money received from
Washington Liberals who so desire, and that the secretary be
instructed to notify them of this resolution.
Professor SBymour's re'solution of sympathy with
Harman and Walker was laid upon the table, action in
this case not lying within the demands of Liberalism
as understood by the convention. It was voted that
the board of directors be authorized to fix the time
for the next convention. A motion by J. Henry
Schroeder that the convention resolve itself into a
committee of the whole for the purpose of receiving
·the report of joint committee appointe~ by informal
caucus of Friday afternoon was earned, J. Henry
Schroeder being called to the chair. The report of
the committee was called for. Mr. Bncber, chairman,
reported that the committee was practically adjourned
without date and be bad no report to present. A
general discussion ensued, and a motion that the
comiPittee of the whole now rise was carried. The
col}vention. tben adjourned. During the proceedings
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the fol1owing resolutions of thanks were unanimously
passed:
Resol'IJed, That this convention tender its sincere thanks to
Miss Mattie Blaisdell :or her generous and beautiful gift to
the Oregon state Secular Union of the Freethought banner.
Resolved, That the thanks of this convention be tendered to
the officers of the Union, eRpecially to our worthy president,
C. Beal, for his untiring efforts to make the convention a success; and also to all the speakers.
Resol'IJed, That this convention extends its th&nks to the
press of the city for the full and fair reports of the speeches
and proceedings of the convention.
Resolved, That the thanks of the convention be tendered to
Decker Bros. for their generosity in giving the free use of a
fine piano for our meetings.
The convention closed with a concert and ball.
The following is from the Oregonian :
CONCERT AND BAI,L.
Last night Masonic Hall was again well filled for the concert and grand ball which closed the Secul11.r convention.
The first number on the program was an overture by the
Aerial orchestra.
Messrs. Haehlen aud Turk followed with a beautiful zither
duet entitled "Echo im Thai," by Conrad. These melodious
instruments were handled in a masterly manner, and the
sweet, soft no • s made such music as could be appreciated
by the most critical listener.
Mrs. Reynolds, of Wall& Walla, recited "The Tramp
Soldier" with feeling and effect, and then Mr. Louis Dammasch sang" When the Quiet l'tloon is Beaming," Schondorff. Mr. Dammasch's rich tenor voice was displayed to
the best advantage in this selection, and his efforts received
the enthusiastic applause of the audience.
Professor Joseph Stebinger next stepped upon the stage
with his violin, and in his own magterly manner he favored
the audience with a composition by Henri Wieniawsky,
entitled' "Legende." He, too, received well-deserved applau~e.

Mrs. Seip recited a poem entitled" Questions," and S. P.
Putnam closed the literary exerciaes wlth a recitation entitled "Why Don't Be Lend a Hand?"
The chairs were then removed from the center of the hall
and the orchestra struck up the grand march. A waltz followed, and polk1.1s, lancers, schottisches, mazourkas, and
quadrils followed in quick succession.
The dancing-program consisted of twenty.four numbers,
and the evenin~J; was pleasantly anrl happily spent. Lunch
was served at 'rurn Halle from 11:30 to 1 o'clock.
The floor committee consisted of Dr. Paul Semler, Captain
Charles DuBois, Mrs. Dr. Semler, and Mrs. McCann.
On the whole the Secular convention has been a success.
Considerable interest has been awakened in the principles of
Secularism and more activ work in the cause will follow.
Local Unions will be organized throughout the state, and a
more largely attended convention will be expected next
year.
S. P. Putnam lectured on Tuesday evening to a
large audience. At the close of the lecture the Portland Liberal Association was organized for the purpose of local effort in union with the state work.
Great interest was manifested, and without doubt
the Liberals of Portland will keep up an activ
campaign through tho wintor.-.8. P. P. in Free-

thought.

·

Lectures and Meetings.
CHARLES WATTS will lecture iu Shenandoah, Ia., on the
27th and 28th of this month.
Tn:a: Chicago Secular Union will be addressed on the lOth
instant by W. F. Furry. Subject, "Orthodoxy." On the
17th Henry D. Loyd, of the Chicago 7'ribune staff, will speak
upon the Labor Movement. The U aion meets Sunday even.
ings at 8 o'clock in Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison
street.
W. F. JAMI.!!SON and Rev. G. F. Devol closed their six
nights' debate in Clarksville, Ia., October 26th. The attendance from first to last was very large; on the closing night the
audience filied the aisle, and all standing-room was fully occupied. Many from surrounding towns were present. The
people are certainly on the side of these debates in spite of
old. fogy ministers who denounce them as "faith-unsettling."
The Christians, it was learnc(l, expected that the Infidel
would indulge in coarse abuse, and their surprise was general
to find that the Freethinker, while discussing, most pointedly,
their sacred convictions, treated them, and his opponent,
with courtesy throughout. The debate was an event in
Clarksville history. The decorum of the listeners was excellent, and the comrnuoity in general is gratified with the
manner in which the earnest controversy was conducted.
At the close, Mr. Jamieson was immediately called to giv
two lectures in Greene, Ia. He writes: "In Greene, in a
Rplendid hall, I gave two lectures, 'What Will You Giv in
Place of Christianit.y ?' an<l 'Thomas Paine, Religious Reformer and American Patriot.' Both lectures called out
large audiences. I am getting a more favorable opinion ,,f
Iowa the more I become acquainted with lt. I would hav
liked to make the Clarksville debate ten sessions instead of
six. From here I go to Perry, Ia., where I am to giv two
leclures on Sunday, November lOth. Friends may address
me at Des Moines, Ia. The Clarksville debate created a
commotion. Some Freethinkers think I was not caustic
enough in my debate with Rev. Devol. Some others reported before my visit that I was abusiv, etc. Well, I
always feel it my duty, which I owe the public, to deal with
all questions pointedly, plainly, but to treat my fellow-men
with courtesy. A joke: The last evening of the debate, I
think it was, when Rev. Devol finished a speech a lady
remarked, 'That is good.' When your correspondent spoke
his piece, she exclaimed, 'That is good, too.' Tapping a
lady on the shoulder, she inquired, 'Will you tell me which
is the Infidel?' I hardly know whether the joke is on
Brother Devol or myself. It is not the first time I hav been
taken for a preacher! But. if I mistake not, it will not be
the l~st time Rev. Devol will be judged an Infidel."
·
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state and that, no matter what happened, the may be said that the woman is free to go, and that
state sbo~ld be preserved. yv e hav ~ow more light. the courts will protect her from the brutality of the
Question (1) . .Do you believe in the principle oj And standing upon this lummous p01~t th~t we call man who promised to be her protector; but where
shall the woman go ? She may hav no friends ; or
divorce under any circumstances .fl
the pre~eut, ~et me answe~ your questiOns.
The world for the most part is ruled by the tomb,
Marru~ge Is the most ~mportant, the most sacred, they may be poor; her kindred may be dead. Has
and the Jiving sre tyrannized over by the de~d. Old contract that h~man bemgs can make. No matter she no right to build another home? Must this
ides8 long after the conditions under which they whether we call1t a contract, or a sacrament, or both, woman, full of kindness, affection, health, be tied and
were 'produced hav passed away, often persist in sur- it remains precisely . the same.. A~d no matter chained to this living corpse T Is there no fut.ure for
viving. Many are disposed ~o wors~ip t~~ ancient- whetbe~ this contrac~ Is e_nt':red mto m the presence her 1 Must she be an outcast forever....::..deceived and
to follow the old paths, without mqmrmg where of mag1st~ate ?r priest, It Is exactly the same. A betrayed for her whole life? Can she never sit by
they lead and without knowing exactly where they true marru&ge 1s a natural concord and agreement of her own hearth, with the arms of her children about
wish to go themselvs.
souls, a harmony in which discord is not even im- her neck, and with a husband who loves and protects
Opinions on the subject of divorce hav been for agined; it is a mingling so perfect that only one her! Is slle to become a social pariah, and is this
t~e most part inherited from the early Christians. seems to exist; all other considerations are lost; the for the benefit of society! or is it for the sake of
They hav come down to us through theological and present seems to be eternal. In this supreme roo- the wretch who destroyed her life?
priestly channels. The early Christians believed ment there is no shadow-or the shadow is as lumiThe ground has been taken that woman would lose
that the world was about to be dHJtroyed. or that it nous as light. And when two beings thus love, thus her dignity if marriage could be annulled. Is it
was to be purified by fire ; that all the wicked were unite, this is the true marriage of soul and soul. necessary to lose :your liberty in order to retain your
to perish, and that the good were to be caught up That which is said before the altar, or minister, or moral character-in order ·to be pure and womanly?
in the air to meet their Lord-to remain there, in all magistrate, or in the presence of witnesses, is only Must a woman, in order to retain her virtue, become
probabiiity, until the earth was prepared as a habits- the outward evidence of that which has already a slave, a serf, with a beast for a master, or with
tion for the blessed. With this thought or belief in happened within; it simply testifies to a union that society for a master, or with a phantom for a master!
their minds, the things of this world were of com- has already taken place-to the uniting of two mornIf an infinit being is one of the parties to the conparativly no importance. The man who built larger ings that hope to reach the night together. Each tract, js it not the duty of this being to see to it that
barns in which to store his grain was regarded as a has found the ideal: the man has found the one the contract is carried out? What consideration
foolish· farmer, who had forgotten, in his greed for woman of ail the world-the impersonation of affec- does the infinit being giv? What consideration does
gain, the value of his own soul. They regarded tion, purity, passion, love, beauty, and grace ; and he receive? If a wife owes no duty to her husband
prosperous people as the children of Mammon, and the woman bas found the one man of all the world, because the husband has violated the contract, and
the unfortunate, the wretched, and diseased, as the her ideal, and all that she knows of romance, of art, has even assaulted her life, is it possible for her to
favorite of God. They discouraged all worldly pur- courage, heroism, honesty, is realized in him. The feel toward him any real thrill of affection ! If she
suits, except the soliciting of alms. There- was no idea of contract is lost. Duty and obligation are does not, what is there left of marriage! What part
time to marry or to be given in marriage; no time instantly changed into desire and joy, and two lives, of this contract or sacrament remains in living force?
to build homes and hav families. All their thoughts like uniting streams, flQw on as one. Nothing can She cannot sustain· the relation of wife, because she
were centered upon the heaven they expected to add to the sacredness of this marriage, to the obliga- abhors him; she cannot remain under the same roof,
inherit. Business, love, all secular things, fell into tion and duty o·f eac:ih to each. There is nothing in for fear that she may be killed. They sustain, then,
disrepute.
.
the ceremony ·except the desire on the part of the only the relations of hunter and hunted-of tyrant
Nothing is said in the Testament about the families man and woman that the whole world should know and victim. Is it desirable that this relation should
of the apostles ; nothing of family life, of the sacred- that they are really married and that their souls hav last through life, and that it should be rendered
ness of home; nothing about the necessity of edu- been united.
sacred by the ceremony of a church?
cation, the improvement and development of the
Every marriage, for a thousand reasons, should be
Again I ask, Is it desirable to hav families raised
mind. These things were forgotten, for the reason public, should be recorded, should be known ; but., undu such circumstances T Are we in need of chil
that nothing, in the presence of the expected event, above all, to the end that the purity of the union dren born of such parents 1 Can the virtue of others
was considered of any importance, except to be should appear. These ceremonies are not only for be preserved only by this destruction of happiness,
ready when the son of man should come. Such was the good and for the protection of the married, but by this perpetual imprisonment?
the feeling, that rewards were offered by Christ him- also for the protection of their children, and of
A marriage without love is bad enough, and a maraelf to those who would desert their wives and chil- society as welL Bat, after all, the marriage remains riage for wealth or position is low enough ; but what
dren. Human love was spoken of with contempt. a contract of the highest possible character-a con- shall we say of a marriage where the parties actually
" Let the dead bury their dead. What is that to tract in which each givs and receives a heart.
abhor each other? Is there any morality in this!
thee 1 Follow thou me." They not ollly believed
The question then arises, Should this marriage, any virtue in this ! Is there virtue in retaining the
these things, but acted in accordance with them; and, under any circumstances, be dissolved? It is easy name of wife, or husband, without the real and true
as a consequence, all the relations of life were denied to understand the position taken by the various relation T Will any good man say, wiil any good
or avoided, and their obligations disregarded. Mar- churches; but back of theological opinions is the woman declare, that a true, loving woman should be
riage was discouraged. It was regarded as only one question of contract.
compelled to be the mother of children whose father
degree above open and unbridled vice, and was
In this contract of marriage, the man agrees to she detests! Is there a good woman in the world
allowed only in consideration of human weakness. protect and cherish his wife. Suppose that he re- who would not shrink from this herself? and is there
It was ~bought far better not to marry-that it was fuses to proi:.ect; that he abuses, assaults, and a woman so heartless and so immoral that she would
somethmg grander for a man to love God than to tramples upon the woman be wed. What is her force another to bear that from which she would
love woman. The exceedingly godly, the really redress? Is she under any obligation to him? He shudderingly and shriekingly shrink?
spiritual, believed in celibacy, and held the opposit bas violated the contract. He has failed to protect,
Marriages are made by men and women; not by
sex in a kind of pious abhorrence. And yet, with and in addition, he has assaulted her like a wild society; not by the state; not by the church; not by
that inconsistency so characteristic of theologians, bea~t. Is she under any obligation to him! Is she supernatural beings. By this time we should know
m~rriage was held to be_ a sacrament. The prie~t bound by the contract he has broken T If so, what that nothing is moral that does not tend to the wellsaid to the man. who ma_med: " Remember that you is the consideraticn for this obligation! Must she baing of sentient beings; that notW.ng is virtuous the
are caught for hfe. Th1s door opens but once. Be- liv with him for his sake~ or, if she leaves him to result of which is not good. We know now, if we
fore this den of matrimony the tracks are all one preserve her life, must she remain his wife for his know anything, that all the reasons for doing right,
waY:." This .was in the natur~ of a punishment for sake! No intelligent man will answer these ques- and all the reasons against doing wrong, are here in
havmg marned. The theologian felt that the con- tiona in the affirmativ.
this world. We should hav imagination enough to
tract of marriage, if not contrary to God's command,
If, then, she is not bound to remain his wife for put ourselvs in the place of another. Let a man
was at least contrary to his advice, and that the mar- the husband's sake is she bound to remain his wife suppose himself a helpless woman beaten by a brutal
r~ed ought to suffer in some way, as a matter of jus- because the marriage was a sacrament? Is there husband-would he advocate divorces then?
tiCe. The fact that there could be no divorce, that any obligat,ion on the part of the wife to remain with
Few people hav an adequate idea of the sufferings
a mis.take could not be corrected, was held up as a the brutal husband for the sake of God? Can her of women and children, of the number of wives who
warmng. _At every wedding feast this skeleton conduct affect in any way the happiness of an infinit tremble when they hear the footsteps of a returning
stretched Its fleshless finger toward bride and being? Is it possible for a human being to increase husband, of the number of children who hide when
groom.
.
.
or diminish the well-being of the infinit.
they hear the voice of a father. Few people know
~early all m~e1hgent people hav given up the idea
The next question is as to the right of society in the number of blows that fall on the flesh of the
tha~ the wor~d Is about to come to an end. They do this matter. It must be admitted that the peace of helpless every day, and few know the .nights of terror
n~t now believe that prosperity is a certain sign of society will be promoted by the separation of such passed by mothers who hold babes to their breasts.
Wickedn~ss, or tha~ poverty and wretchedness are people. Certainly society c&nnot insist upon a wife Compared with these, all the hardships of poverty
sure c~>~tdicates of vutue. They are hardly convinced remaining with a husband who bruises and manglss borne by those who love each other are as nothing.
th~t D1!es should hav been sent to bell simply for her flesh. Even married women hav a right to per- Men and women truly married bear the sufferings
~amg riCh, or that _Lazarus was entitled to eternal sonal security. They do not lose, either by contract and misfortunes of poverty together. They console
JOY on account of biB poverty. We now know that or sacrament, the right of self-preservation; this each other. In the dnkest night they see the radiprosperous people may be good, and that unfortu- they share in common, to say the least of it, with the ance of a star, and their affection givs to the heart of
n.ate people may be. bad. ~ e hav reached the conclu- lowest living creatures.
each perpetual sunshine.
s10n that t~e practiCe of VIr.tue ~ends in the direction
This will probably be admitted by most of the
The good home is the unit of the good governof prosperi~y, and _that a v~olat10n of the condi~ions enemies of divorce; but they will insist that while ment. The hearthstone is the corner-stone of civilof well-bemg bri~gs, With absolute certamty, the wife has the right to flee from her husband's roof ization. Society is not interested in the preservation
. .
and seek protection of kindred or friends, the mar- of hateful homes, of homes where husbands and
wretchedness an.d m1Bf01·t~ne.
The~e '_V~S a hme w~e~ It was beheve~ that the sin riage-:-the sacrament-must remain unbroken. Is it wives are selfish, cold, and cruel. It is r.:.ot to the
of~ mdividual w~s VlBlted_upou the tnbe, the com- to the interest of society that those who despisfil each interest of society that good women should be enmumty, or the nah~n to which he belonged. It was other should Iiv together' Ought the world to be slaved, that they should liv· in fear, or that they
then thought that If a n;'an or woman had made a peopled by the children of hatred or disgust, the should become mothers by husbands whom they
v~w to Go_d, and ha? failed to. keep the vow! God children of lust and loathing, or by the welcome hate. Homes should be filled with kind and genermight ~umsh the ent1re com!Dumty; ther~fore It was babes of mutual love' Is it possible that an infinitly ous fathers, with true and loving mothers; and when
the busmess of the co!llmumty to see to It that the wise and compassionate God insists that a helpless they are so filled, the world will be civilized. ·Inteltow was kept. Th~t Idea has b':en ~~andoned. As woman shall remain the wife of a cruel wretch T Can ligence will rock the cradle; justice will sit in the
w~ progress, t.he rights of !he. md1v.1dual ar~ per- this add to the joy of paradise, or tend to keep one courts ; wisdom in the legislativ halls ; and above all
ce1ved, and we are. now ~egmnmg dimly to discern harp in tune! Can anything be more infamous than and over all, like the dome of heaven, will be the
~ha~ ~here are no nghts h1g~er than the rights of the for a government to compel a woman to remain the spirit of liberty.
.
I~dlVld_ual. There ~as a time when nearly all be- wife of a man she hates-of one whom she justly
Although marriage is the most important and the
heved ID the reformmg power of punishment-in the holds in abhorrence? Does any decent man wish the moat sacred contract that human beings can makl:',
~eneficence of brute _force. But the world is ~h_a?g- assistance of a constable, a sheriff, a judge, or a still when that contract has been violated, courts
mg. It was. at one t1m_e th~ught that the Inqu~s1t10n church, ~o keep his wife in his house? Is it possible should hav the power to declare it null and void
was th? savior of soCiety>. that the persecutiOn of to conceive of a more contemptible human being than upon such conditions as may be just.
t~e philosopher was requiSit to the preservation~of a man who would app~>al to force in such a case! It
A.s a rule, the woman dowers the husban<l witq q~:r

Is Divorce Wrong 1

From a Discussion in the No1·tr. Amertoan RevtetO.
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youth, her beauty, her love-with all she ball; and
. from this contract certainly the husband should never
be released, unless the wife has broken the conditions
of that contract. Divorces should be granted publicly, precisely as the marriage should bs solemnized.
Every marriage should be known, and there should
be witnesser;~, to the end that the character of the
contract entered into should be understood ; the
record should be open and public. And the same is
true. of divorces. The conditions should be determined, the property should be divided by a court of
equity, and the custody of the children given under
regulations prescribed.
Men and women are not virtuous by law. Law
does not of itself create virtue, nor is it the foundation or fountain of love. Law should protect virtue,
and law should protect the wife, if she has ·kept her
contract, and the. husband, if he has fulfilled his.
But the death of love is the end of marriage. Love
is natural. Back of all ceremony burna and will forever burn the sacred flame. There has been no time
in the world's history when that torch was exiinguiahed. In all agei'!, in all climes, among all people,
there baa been true, pure, and unselfish love. Long
before a ceremony was thought of, long before a
priest existed, there were true and perfect marriageE'.
Back of public opinion is natural modesty, the affections of the heart; and in spite of all law, there is
and forever will be the realm of choice. Wherever
love is, it is pure; and everywhere, and at all times,
the ceremony of marriage testifies to that which baa
happened within the temple of the human heart.

Question (2). Ought divm<Jed people to be allowed
to marry ~tnder any circumstances?
This depends upon whether marriage is a crime. If
it ia not a crime, why should any penalty be attached 1
Can anyone conceive of any reason why a woman ob
taining a divorce, without fault on her part, should
be compelled as a puuishment to remain forever
single? Why should she be punished for the dishonesty or brutality of ·another~ Why should a
man who faithfully kept his contract of marriage,
and who was deserted by 1ui unfaithful wife, be punished for the benefic of society T Why should he be
doomed to liv without a home!
There is still another view. W a must remember
that human passions aro the same after as bElfore di. vorce. -To prevent remarriage is to giv excuse for
vice.
Question (3). ·What is the effect of divorce upon
the integrity of the family?
The real marriage is back of the ceremony, and
the real divorce is back of the decree. When love is
dead, when husband and wife abhor each other, they
are divorced. The decree recorda in a judicial way
what bas really taken place, j uat as the ceremony of
marriage attests a contract already made.
'
The true family is the result of the true marriage,
·and the institution of ·the family should above all
things be preserved. What becomes of the sacredness of the home, if the law compels those who abhor
each other to sit at the same hearth T This lowers
the standard, and changes the happy haven of home
into the prison-cell. If we wish to preserve the integrity of the family, we must preserve the democracy of the fireside, the republicanism of the home,
the absolute and perfect equality of husband and
wife. There must be no exhibition of force, no
specter of fear. The mother must not remain
through an order of court, or the command of a
priest, or by virtue of the tyranny of society; abe
must sit in absolute freedom, the queen of herself,
the· sovereign of her own soul and of her own body.
Real homes can never be preserved th1·ough force,
through slavery, or superstition. Nothing can be
more sacred than a home, no altar purer than the
hearth.
Qnestion (4). .Does the absolute prohibition of
divorce where it exists contribute to the moral purity
of society ?
.
We must define our terms. What is moral purity?
The intelligent of this world seek the well-being of
themselvs and others. They know that happiness is
the only good; and· this they strive to attain. To
liv in accordance with the conditions of well· being is
moral in the highest sense. To use the beat instrumentalities to attain the highest ends is our highest
conception of the moral. In other words, morality
is the melody or the perfection of conduct. A man
is not moral because he is obedient through fear or
ignorance. Morality liva in the realm of perceived
obligation, and where a being acta in accordance with
perceived obligation, that being is moral. Morality
is not the child of slavery. Ignorance is not the
corner-stone of virtue.
The first duty of a human being is to himself. He
must see to it that he does not become a burden
upon others. To be self-respecting, he must
endeavor to l:te self-sustaining. If by his industry
and intelligence he accumulat€ls a margin, then he·ia
under obligation to do with that margin all the good
he can. He who livs to the ideal does the best he
Ql\~. In true marriage men and women giv not only

t-heir bodies, but their soule. This is the ideal marriage; this _is moral. They who giv their bodies, but
not their souls, are uot married, whatever the ceremony may be ; this is immoral.
If· this be true, upon what principle can a woman
continue to sustain the relation of wife after love is
dead' Ia there some other consideration that can
take the place of genuin affection? Can abe be
bribed with money, or a home, or position, or by
public opinion, and still remain a virtuous woman !
Is it for the good of society that virtue· should be
thus crucified between church and state? Can it be
eaid that this contributes to the moral purity of the
human race?
Is there a higher atand&rd of virtue in countries
where divorce is prohibited than in those where it ifj
granted' Where husbands and wives who hav
ceased to love cannot be divorced, there are mistresses
and lovers.
The sacramental view of marriage is the shield of
vice. The world looks at the wife who baa been
abused, who hae been driven from the home of her
husband, and. the world nitiea; and when this wife
is lo.ved by some other mAan, the world excuses. So,
too, the husband who cannot liv in peace, who leaves
his home, is pitied and excuse·d.
Is it possible to conceive of anything more immoral
than for a husband to insist on living with a wife who
bas no love for him T Is not this. a perpfltual crime T
Is the wife to lose her personality ? Has she no
right of choice T Ia her modesty the property of
another? Ia the man abe hates the lord of her
desire? Has she no right to guard the jewels of
her soul ! Is there a depth below this? And is this
the foundation of morality? this the corner-stone of
society T this the arch that anppoJJ.ta the dome of
civilization' Is this pathetic sacrifice on the one
hand, this sacrilege on the other, pleasing in the
sight of heaven T
To me, the tenderest word in our language, the
most pathetic fact within our knowledge, is maternity. Around this sacred word cluster the joys and
sorrows, and agonies and ecstasies, of the human
race. The mother walks in the shadow of death that
she may giv another life. Upon the altar of love
abe puts her own life in pawn. When the world is
civilized, no wife will become a mother against her
will. Man will then know that to enslave another is
to imprison himself.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL .
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gat"ion, only so far as wisdom and experience shall
establish the beat method!! of practicing these moral
virtues. If we are not good enough for the commune, are we afraid to trust our posterity with the
experiment! Is it dangerous for us to accept these
simple but sublime ethics, or to commend them to
others, lest they should lead to Communism, or to an
abandonment of all ware, and to a happy adj uatment
of the conflict between capital and labor, and to harmonious cooperation!
If "Scru.tator" will look into this subject, with the
aida and light of modern scholarship, and probe it to
the bottom, instead of commending it "to the critical
analysis of more learned contributors, " we might
infer, he would bav a better title to his name, and the
investigat-ion might possibly enable him "to overlook
the position the· impregnability of which he doubts
without attacking."
In view of the great interest, the vast expenditure
of energy and wealth, in maintaining and propagating
Christianity. it becomes a subject in which we are all
involved. Embracing as it does the future of civilization, the destiny of free government, and the
stability of liber<~.l institutions, it is well for those
who are dissatisfied, and are denouncing it, to know
precisely what to do, and how to do it the best, to
correct or expose what is false and erroneous, and not
condemn the good with the evil.
The gospels as such hav no authority, nor had
they for the first three centuries; for then they were
without date or known authorship, as they really are
now.· They are neither historical nor authentir.
The practical, ethical truth they contain has been
their chief value in the past, and should be their
only value and authority now.
There can bs nothing gained by us turning monks
or priests, and building up doctrine and creeds,
theories and schemes, out of the miserable arrangement of words that writers, copyists, or translators
hav seen fit to offer to the superstitious, the ignorant, .
and credulous. We can use only the pure and
rational ethics they teach for a "hobby-horae," on
which individuals and nations can ride out of the
brutal and bloody habit of butchering one another,
and see their interest and the wisest economy consists in settling their differences amicably instead of
by the savagery of \'l'holesale slaughter. When men
use their reasoning faculties and moral sanae instead
of passion, muscle, and brute force, " the economic
falsehoods in the relations of .capital with labor, and
the political falsehoods in the relations of peoples
Pe~simistic Atavism.
It is a characteristic peculiarity of some types of with governments, which determin wars," will not
the genua homo, to be able to see, to appreciate and exist.
We may cavil, contend, and vituperate over these
assimilate, the things that are congenial to their
tasteP, their prejudices and habits; and not to see, minor evils that oppress and threaten the stability of
or to ignore or underrate, that which does not bar- institutions and governments, but they can never be
moniza with their partisan notion£~, their aelfi~h pro- eradicated or corrected, nor should they be, while we
clivitiae, their bigoted or· fixed opinions. Our glorify or tolerate human butchery and the people
religion, called Christianity, according to history giv it their sanction. Yes, my "hobby-horse" has
bas Hs bright aide as well as its dark or black carried me to this conclusion.
" Scrutator" will pardon me for saying his style of
one. If there had been nothing bright, attractiv,
and inspiring in it, it never would hav taken such reasoning and methods of discussing this subject are
a hold of the affections, the tenderest feelings and rather too flippant and superficial; his innuendoes,
sublimest interests, of such a large portion of the inferences, and groundless suspicions are all gratuitous and impertinent. His time would hav been
best of the human family.
That character or personification of .virtue and un- better spent in examining his subject! in com_pil~ng
selfish devotion to conviction that stood firm to a and collating the facts of h story, and 1D acquamtmg
sense of duty in the face of death; that love and himself with the discoveries and conclusions of
tenderness for the poor and erring, that spirit of for· modern scholarship. He then might hav given us
givnesa and self-sacrifice for friend and foe, that something to rely on as instructiv and edifying.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
enthusiasm for humanity, which is represented in the
name J oehua or Jesus, could not fail to exercise a
Slaves in a Free Country.
power over the human mind in the direction of what
Front the Cltvelana News ana Berala.
the world calla goodness.
The last number of Puck contains an admirable cartoon on
Taking the record of this character as we find it in
the gospels, it is .not perfect nor as consistent as the contest between the parochial and the public schools. In
the background P.t the left is a large dingy-looking building,
we would expect, but this is largely owing to corrupt- surmounted bythreecrossesand lah.eled, "Parochial School.s."
ing manipulation in the intereet of creed and craft., of At the right is a large, airy, well-hghted e:lJfice, over which
gentile barbarism, of literary pride, disregard of the stars and stripes are flying, t~e words ''Public Bcliools"
accuracy and partisan interests of uninformed and being painted in large letters In the front above a complayground. In the f_oregrou_nd is a Cath<;>lic woman
bigoted translators. Read commentary, revised modious
with her two children and beside her Is an Irish bishop, with
New Testament.
hair on his teeth cross and beads dangling fror;n his neck, an
It was the ethics of these Judean lessons, so far as excommunieatio~ held in the left band, while the right hand
they were or are pure, that bas enamored good peo- points to the parochial school. Under the cartoon are the
"No freedom for Catholic parents in a free count~y."
ple, and riveted them with almost an infatuation to words:
Nothing could more forcibly illustrate the cruel ~e~pot1sm
the teacher. It is on this account, and for this rea- exercised in this free country by the Roman Catholic. church.
son, not wisest and beat to discard the teacher and It is the parochial school or exco~munication; depnv~ your
his lessons and to denounce them as a fraudulent im- children of the inestimable blesamgs of our free pubhc eduposition, when the facts of history and the discover- cation· giv from your meager earnmgs to support parochial
school~ or accept the tortures of bell-fire hereafter. '!houies of critical scholarship are defied and outraged by sands of Catholic citizens would like to send !heir children
so doing. Such pessimistic blindness and intoler- to the public schools if they were not restramed from so
ance will never succeed in enlightening, reforming, doing by the terrors of the chu~cb. w_e k~ow. per~onally of
and aavin~ the world. Why not take the good with an instance where a poor old Irishman In th1s City lived upon
the charity of Prot&stants while paying to keep his children
the qualification"' and limitations that such high in
a parochial school. When asked why he did it. he ~n
critical authority grants and. justifies, and keep with swered that " the priests made such a damned row With h1m
the better classes of the people in our work, rather that he couldn't help it." 'fhe teachers in our public schools
than make ourselva hoatil and hated by our dis- report that the Catholic children are withdrawn and sent to
the parochial schools a few years, and when they come back
honest and gratuitous antagonisms?
again they hav forgotten nearly all they hav previously
The dangers and threats of Communism, or any learned. Some Catholic parents hav the courag6 and indeother ism, hav no terror in them. ·If some of the pendence 'to brave the terrors of the <;hurch and to keep
semi-barbarians of Judea were good enough to liv their children permanently in our public schools. Unforthappily in a commune, or if they were miserable from unately this class is not numerous. The great mass of
Catholic parents are frightened into obedience by the priests.
want of adaptation to such a 1ife then, or if those who While
having no freedom in this free country, they are trysome time in the future attempt it should fail in the ex- ing to giv freedom to Ireland; and in this state they belong,
periment, that has nothing to do with the question of as a rule, to that party which is howling to the winds iq
ethics as a guide to conduct in aggregation or segre- favor of home rule in politi~AI~
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Secular Effort in Washington.
A committee of the Walla Walla Liberal Club has
gone to work in the right way to affect the action of
the legislature of that state now in session. The
constitution of Washington leaves the taxation of
church property in the hands of the legislature. The
Walla Walla Liberal Club desires to see justice done
to all taxpayers, and issues a circular to the Freethinkers of the state, reciting :
"Our legislature will convene November 6th, and we hav
every reason to anticipate the church organizations will be
on hand and combine in exerting their utmost power and inlluence to induce the legislature to exempt church property
from taxation, and secure enactment for rigid Sunday ob.
senance.
" To counteract the nefarious schemes of the various powerful combinations of fanatics, whenever they shall attempt
to influence legislation, will you help, by inducing every
Liberal, and every liberal-minded voter in your neighborhood, to write urgent letters to their members of the legislature to oppose such schemes ?
"The Walla Walla Liberal Club-so as to lighten your
labors in accomplishing this work-will furnish you with a
number of copies of letters, so that when you cannot induce
persons to write letters of their own composition, you can
offer them a form of letter to copy; and those who plead
lack of time to do so you can giv a letter ready written, only
needing their signature, of which letters we will furnish you
a supply, upon request to A. W. Calder, box 696, Walla
Walla, Wash.
"Urge all Liberals to persuade their friends and neighbors
to send similar letters.
11
The receipt of such letters, from so many voters of their
own election district, will certainly insure favorable action
on the part of the legislature, for every member will be in
receipt of a large number of such letters.
"This is, beyond doubt, the surest and most effectiv
method to check the designs of the enemy until our organization is accomplished.
" Insidious, vigilant, urged by fanaticism, with unlimited
means, the powerful church organizations, united for mutual
help, will assuredly succeed unless the Liberals of our state
arouse to action."
. ~his is business, and the people of Washington
ought to respond heartily and zealously for the sake
of their own pockets if for no nobler reason. There
is no justice and no sense in exempting church property from taxation. The injustice of it is apparent
to anyone who considers robbery to be wrong, for
every dollar's worth of exempt property adds to the
tax to be borne by the rest, and such excess, wrenched
from the citizen against his will, is as much a theft as
the act of the highwaymiUl who "holds him up" and
relieves him of his money. It is simply a robbery by
the state of one citizen for the benefit of another too
mean· to pay his own religious bills. There is no
sense in exempting churches, because there is no ben--efit to be derived from it. Churches add nothing to
the industrial wealth of a town, and the claim that
they conserve morality has long ago been exploded.
Who ever heard of a reduction in a police force or the
curtailing of penal resources or the razing of foundling asylums because a new minister had come to town,
or a revival started, or a new church had been built?
It is not the least encouraging sign for the Washington Liberals that in one locality the election of a
member of the legislature hinged upon the Sunday
observance <!uestion, ~4 tbftt tbe uo-Sqnday-law

candidate won. Mr. A. K. Clark, of Rockford,
Spokane county, was nominated by the Republicans,
but because of his broad views upon Sunday observance was opposed by the church-members of his
party, and gained the election by the suffrages of
Democrats wh<> shared his opinions and voted for
him because of those opinions. He is pledged to
oppose the puritans, and the Liberals of his state
should uphold him and other legislativ advocates of
no Sunday laws in all possible ways. we urge upon
everyone in Washington who believes that church
and state should be separate the duty of making his
opinion known to his representative in both houses
of the legislature and to the governor. Let the impolicy and injustice of exempting church property
and of passing Sunday laws be made so manifest
that the Christians will not be able to trade off concessions in other things for these two measures.
At the same time, the Walla Walla Club has taken
the initiativ in forming a state organization, and the
Liberals of t:he state are requested to inform Mr.
A. w. Calder, secretary of the club, of their views
upon the advisability of holding a state convention
at Seattle on Paine's birthday, January 29, 1890.
The attendance and success of the Oregon convention justifies the Washington Liberals in thinking
that they, too, can effect a permanent organization
which shall be a strong influence in achieving state
secularization. Oregon already pcssesses its state
constitution and laws, but Washington's laws are
now to be made, and the work is urgent. If the
Liberals of Washington do not make a great effort
this winter, they deserve to be forced to support the
churches and to be bound by Sunday laws. It is
almost infinitly easier to prevent the passage of a law
than to repeal one. Secular sentiment was strong
enough to compel the constitutional convention to
leave these matters to the legislature, and there is
now more than a good fighting chance to defeat the
enactment of these unjust laws.

One of the best, because most just, provisions of
this proposed constitution for the proposed new state
is this:
"The rights of citizens of the state of Wyoming to vote
and hold oftice shall not be denied or abridged on account of
sex. Both male and female citizens of this state shall equally
enjoy all civil, political, and religious rights and privileges,"
Though this clause will probably prevent any
revision of the constitution so as to secure equality
of taxation, yet the Liberals will welcome it, for it
is better to submit to injustice than to perpetrate it.
_And perhaps poor woman will not forever be the
slave and dupe of the church, giving it strength that
she may be kept weak, keeping it alive that it may
kill her aspirations to be something besides a dressmaker's model and a plaything for man. Into
whatever religious excesses woman may rush, or
howe"er weak she may be in practical affairs, there
is as much injustice in ruling her without her
consent as there was in King George's attempt to
rule male Americans against their will.
On the whole there is a vast difference between
such a constitution as that proposed for Wyoming
in 1889 and that adopted one hundred years ago,
say by New J_er_s_e.:.y_l_ _-...._ _ __

Direct or Indirect.

In the late strike in London, Cardinal Manning.
offered b.is services in mediation between the strikers
and the employers. He managed to make himself
quite a prominent figure on the side of the workmen
throughout the whole affair. He has long been conspicuous in charities to the poor of London. His
church will claim much credit for all this, and will
receive much from the unthinking masses. But
it deserves none. The cardinal's actions represent
direct methods as distinct from indirect methods.
Things may be done by two me~hods, direct or indirect. The .church has always employed direct ;
Rationalists and all men of brain hav always agitated
for employment of indirect. Small brains, capable of
Wyoming's Proposed Constitution.
grasping only one idea at a time, can use only direct;
larger brains, taking in at once and holding in one
Wyoming will knock at the door of the Union this comprehensiv grasp a numerous and complex collecwinter, and ask to be admitted as a full-grown state. tion of ideas, expedients, designs, use the indirect.
To hasten her admission she prepared in September A dog seeing meat before him can run straight fora Constitution, and submitted it to her people last ward toward it; that is, is capable of simple direct
Tuesday, with what result we had not learned when action; but he cannot grasp and put into action
Tmc TnuTB SEEKER went to press.
varied indirect means of getting at the meat if it is a
Of course the Christians were busy in the conven- little removed from hiin, as for instance, unlatching
tion ~hich ~rame_d thi~ ~rganic instrument,. an~ their doors, setting traps to kill game, or raising stock.
handiwork IS plamly VISible. If the constitution be Taking a second stage, the inferior class of humans
adopted churches and chore~ land3 an~ parsona~es . can strike out blindly when oppressed too far, as we
will pay no taxes and the legi~l~ture wdl be allowed see them in revolutions, by which means, though hitto exempt as much other religious ~J:operty. as t~e ting friend as often as foe, they sometimes do chance
church c~ influence the members to mclude 10 their to deliver themselvs temporarily from the evil. They
exempt hsts. The schools, too, can be used as a can when endangered by pestilence, beg relief of a
means ~f famili~riz~g child~en ~ith C?ristian tenets, su~posed supernatural helper. They can, when
fo~ w?IIe sectarian. I?str~ction IS. forbidde~, ~he con-. members of their societies do wrong, visit on them
stit?tiOn allpws religious mstruct10ns, prondm~ only extreme penalties, which to some extent check that
ag~mst compulsory atte~dance t?ereon. With. a doing wrong. They can, when they hav ignorantly
strict Sunday law, the cnurch will hav Wyommg allowed things to be so badly managed that able men
pretty well under _her thumb. . .
.
are out of work and suffering, somewhat alleviate that
0? the othe~ ~Ide, the constitut1~n contams some suffering by charity. They can, when employers are
admirable proviSions, the best of which are these.:
too hard, strike and to some extent better their con" No money of the state shall ever be given or appropriated dition. But all tbese are simple direct methods.
to any sectarian or religious society or institution."
All these are about as simple and single and direct
Good as far as it goes, but the prohibition shquld as tbose of the dog or other brutes. Larger minds,
hav been extended to counties and towns and cities. capable of holding more than one idea, of penetrating
The use, however, of the word religious will bother behind appearances, of holding and glancing over
the churches when they apply to the Wyoming and manipulating a large number of the elements of
legislature for aid.
the situation, endeavor to hav adopted schemes of
greater complexity, of greater indirectness, of more
Another good clause is section 18:
11
The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession difficulty to administer certainly but giving results
and worship without discrimination or preference shall be incomparably superior. They endeavor to hav
forever guaranteed in this state ; and no person shall be ren- adopted indirect methods in place of direct. In
dered incompetent to hold any oftice of trust or profit, or to
serve as a wjtness or juror, because of his opinion on any place of letting oppression reach its brutalizing and
matter of religious belief whatever."
intolerable limit, and then throwing it off with vioUnless the legislature shall elect some asinine lance and bloodshed, they endeavor to hav adopted
laws on the matter of oaths, that clause will put citi- indirect preventiv methods of having the people
zens on an equality. Religious persecution of one civilized, enlightened, and informed so that they can
sect by another, such as the Christians of Massachu- keep the government just all the time. In place of
setts used to indulge in, is prohibited.
praying for abatement of a pestilence, they endeavor
" Section 2 [Ordinances]. Perfect toleration of religious to hav adppted indirect preventiv methods of sciensentiment shall be secured, and no inhabitant of this state tific investigation of the causes of pestilence, and
shall ever be molested in person or property on account of their removal. Instead of the imperfect expedient of
his or her mode of religi.ous worship."
deterring criminals by threats of fierce punishments,
Freedom of speech is also guaranteed, and every th"Y endeavor to hav adopted indit·ect preventiv
person may speak, write, and publish on all subjects. methods of investigating scientifically the causes of
Heresy, therefore, will hav free swing in Wyoming crime and removing them, such as ignorance, poverty,
unless the legislature adopts some old code contain- the example set by the state in wars, and the atoneing blasphemyl!'WS,
me~t beUet. In place of tbe wasteful !lP.~ desrad~i'
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administering of charity, they endeavor to hav I affirmed with his hat on and both hands th~ust deep first are always the ones that get the blame and the
adopted indirech preventiv methods of scientifically into his trousers pockets. Next year, if the police pain, and they are never adequately thanked. What
investigating to the end of discovering some method commissioners shall appoint gentlemen in the place we hav done for Bruno is not half of what he deof opening employment to all able men. In place of of N usa et al, the relator will use them with respect, serves. A statue to Thomas Paine in every town in
the wasteful industrial wars call~d strikes, they en- as he did in the first instance before they denied him the United States would not be half what we owe
deavor to hav adopted indirect preventiv methods the right to register because he refused to tell what that noble pioneer. Paine's memory comes down to
of scientifically investigating the proper distribution be belie.ved about "God."
us blackened, and his fame is diminished, his name
of the products of labor, ·and appor~ioning those
Mr. Harrington should respectfully but firmly kept out of school-books, and his service ignored
products on the basis of equity revealed by thus maintain his right to affirm without any religious in our commemorations, because he said a century
investigating.
demonstration, and, if refused, resort to the courts. ago what Mr. Barnum says to-day.
In placs of ignorance, these Rationalists, these
Charles Bradlaugh.
Editorial Notes.
men of sense of whatever belief, would substitute
THE
trial
of
the
Messrs.
Harman and Mr. Walker has been
Just
before
the
Secular
Union
Oongress,
telegrams
knowledge. In place of cure, they would substitute
postponed till April. We hope that then the district attorannouncing
the
serious
if
not
fatal
illness
of
Oharles
prevention. In place of blindness, they would sub
ney will hav the goodness and sense to discontinue the prosstitute foresight. In plaee of neglect, they wou!J Bradlaugh were received at the daily newspaper ecution entirely.
substitute provision. In place of violence, they offices in this country. On the 27th another cableMR. VroToR LENNBTRAND, of Stockholm, Sweden, seems
would substitute reasoning. In place of in'!tinct, gram brought the good news that he was again on bound to wear his prosecutors out. The most recent ad vices,
simple and single perception, they would st~bi!titute his feet. However, the brief but severe attack of via London, inform us that he is still at liberty and working
wider and profounder comprehension and capacity. lung congef!tion served one good purpose: it called as energetically as ever for Freethought. An accusation
In pl!Vle of emotion, they would substitute j •1dgment. forth from the member of Parliament who sends was delivered against the September number of F'ritanlcaren
In place of impulse, they would substitute delibera- letters to a syndicate of daily papers in the large for its containing a parody on one of the Psalms, but the
accusation was unheeded by the authorities.
tion. To retain tb~ phrase with which we com· cities here, this tribute to Mr. Bradlaugh:
MR. WATTS's Litera,ry Guide, of London, has found another
" I am far enough from agreeing with many of the opinmenced, in place of direct methods they would subcandidate for the honor of writing "Supernatural Religion."
ions
on
social
and
religious
questions
held
by
Mr.
Bradlaugh,
stitute indirect.
but as a politician I do not believe there is a more upright It believes the author to be Mr. Walter Richard Cassel, a
All these direct methods are supposed by most to or more conscientious man alive to-day. I hav often seen nephew of Dr. Pusey. Whether this is authentic or not, the
do good. Most would be surprised if told that they him take up a course which was directly opposed to his own book stands as a monument of scholarship and research, and
do not do good, but harm. But this is the truth. interests, but I hav never seen him do any underhand or un- its conclusions as to the meagerness of support Christianity
They do do harm. Oharity, for instance, has long fair thing. His word is absolutely to be trusted, and· he will can derive from history are not likely to be overthrown.
been judged by the best thinkers to do as much take no part in the discreditable tactics of parliamentary obTHE London Freetltinke1· records that Kristopher Janson,
struction or mean intrigue. More than once I hav known him
the Norwegian poet and Unitarian divine, has translated
harm as good, perh~pa more barin than good. An- to
incur great unpopularity with his party, simply by adherother of the practices spoken of, severe and cruel ing honestly to an understanding he had made with the gov- Remsburg's "Bible Morals" into the Norwegian language.
punishmsnt, is beginning to be seen to do harm. At ernment on some detail of business. He cannot be cajoled J. C. Forsberg, a Swedish Freethinker, is translating the
same work into the Swedish language. Mr. Foote adds,
th3 time wlieu punishment Will! most severe and cruel, or bullied into doing what he believes to be a dishonorable "Mr. Remsburg has a son who, from his contributions to
or
even
unfair
act.
He
is
perfectly
candid,
straightforward,
crimes most abounded. As punishment is mitigated,
the ' Children's Corners' of THE TRUTH SEEKER and Boston
>\nd aboveboard in all his transactions.
Investigat01·, is evidently a chip of the old block."
crime dllcreases. The reason perhaps is, that bar·
"Of how many leading men in Parliament, whose pretenbawus punishmsnts familiarize ,the people with bar- sions and standing are much greater than llr. Bradlaugh's,
An_ouT six weeks ago the editor of the Elmira Telegram
barity. The taking of a life by law, even the life of could as much as this be truthfully said? I should be sorry attacked what he was pleased to designate the Ingersollian
e murderer, breaks a sentiment which should be en- to hav to reckon them up. I hav served on committees with philosophy. He was, however, fair enough to insert in
com·aged, the sentiment of the sacrednesP. and inviola- Mr. Bradlaugh, and hav never failed to remark not only the refutation a communication from L. Dewitt Griswold, and
bility, under ali circumstances, of human life. But great acuteness he displayed in sifting facts, but the immense Mr. Griswold's letter called out over thirty screeds from minindustry he brings to bear upon the investigation of any sub- isters, laymen, and bishops, The Telegram editor now wants
still we bav not given the chief reaaon why direct ject to which he addresses himself. That is one secret of to order a halt. Mr. Griswold writes with a big pen and
methods do harm, ss we said they do. That chief his success with the House of Commons. He rarely speaks both hands, and us he has one of the best collection of Freereason ia that they prevent the adoption of indirect without having thoroughly mastered a question. He never thought books in the country to draw upon, he is a particular
1
methods. The case in which they prevent the adop- wastes the time of the House. Thus it has come to pass object of wrath to the Christians in his neighborhood.
tion of indirect methods in the most striking manner, that many who had a bitter prejudice against him on account
THE Herald, of this city, on the 1st instant printed these
of some passages in his career, which did not look well from
is that of the use of prayer against pestilence, instead the outside at any rate, now hav a genuin respect for his editorial para;:;raphs:
of scienaa. For centuries ~be dupes of priests, character as well as for his abilities."
"Yon wnnldn•t think it poasible, but 1\lary Baron was driven
crazy by 1ba want of food. She was Yesterday taken to Bellevue
though dying like :tlies under their pestilences, ays·
Hospital.
Only a few days previous to tho receipt of the
tematically burnt every physician -who in defiance of news of his illness we received a letter from Mr.
•• New York-nineteenth century-five hundred churches-noththe ecclesiastics dared to suggest those physical pre- Brad laugh promising an article for the TnuTH SEEKER ing to eat."
What hav the churches to do with it? Their business Is
ventions and remedies that now are steadily approach- ANNUAL now being prepared.
The latest news to feed folks on the bread of life-which is an unsubstantial
ing the elimination of such diseases. While this is enables us to hope that · the promis can be kept. food for another world. But if the city had all the money
the most striking case, the other cases on a little American Freethinkers are about as proud of their the church has swindled from our treasury it could feed all
thought will disclose equal harm done in prevention champion in England as they could be if they them- the Mary Barons likely to appear within the next million
years.
of the adoption of successful indirect methods.
selva benefited from his successes; and in sending to
THE general synod of the Dutch Reformed church has
So Oardinal Manning is doing harm to all those peo- him its resolution of sympathy the Secular Union
presented an address to President Harrison, following the
ple who think be is doing them good. For his prospoke for tens of thousand!:'.
example of the same synod which one hundred years ago
fessions of friendship will warm many hearts toward
impertinently attempted to wring from President Washinghis church, and that church is the chief of all powers
P. T. Barnum on God.
ton some expression which could be construed into a promis
tending to the perpetuation of the unsuccessful
At Stamford, Oonn., a few weeks before he left that he would run his administration in the interest of Chrisdirect methods and the repression of the successful for Europe Phineas T. Barnum made an addref!s tianity. The present synod has distinguished itself by this
indirect one!!.
on religion before the state convention of the remark in its address: " The people and government alike
must render willing submission to the wholesome restraints
One Right Secured iu New York State.
Universalist church. Mr. Barnum said that Ohris· and directions of the religion of the Bible." The statement
Mr. William Harrington, of Frankfort, N. Y., tians had a different way of thinking about God means, when its honest purpose is got at, that the church
queries :
now from that of fifty years ago. " When I first must be allowed to make the laws of the country. Every
"How am I to become an American citizen without beard of the doctrin of the Universalists," said bigot calls his tyranny "wholesome restraint."
proving false to my present convictions, which are Atheistic?
Will the authorities require me to swear by that insane petrifaction of Jewism, which is most decidedly contrary to my
honest conceptions?"
·
Mr. Harrington is informed that as he livs in New
York state be can affirm in these words: "I do
solemnly and sincerely declare and affirm," and he
need not hold up his band, bow his head, or do any
other thing of a superstitious or degrading nature.
But he may hav to go to law to obtain his right!!, as
officials and judges sometimes think tbemselvs
gifted with omniscience and bound to maintain the
alleged sovereignty of a" Supreme Being." Judge
Barrett of the supreme court decided this question
last year in the ca~o of "The Peopl~ ex ~~~l Macdonald vs. N uss et almspMtors of elect10n, lD the 34th
election district of the 20th assembly district of the
city of New York. The judge said:
"The inspectors had no right to require the relator to
atnrm with the uplifted hand, nor was it within ~heir province to exact a religious test. Indeed, their interrogation
upon the subject of the relator's belief in the existence of a
deity was an impertinence to which no citizen in the absence
of any suspicion of his truthfulness should be subjected."
And that relator this year visited the same place of
registration, with i)le sa.me ~usa c;>n the· l)Of:u·d, and

he, "I felt so utterly astonished that I thought
I'd drop dead in my boots. The orthodox faith
painted God as so revengeful a being that you
could hardly distinguish the difference between God
and the devil.. If I bad almighty power and could
take a pebble and giv it life, knowing beforehand
that fifty-nine seconds out of every sixty would be
extreme misery, I would be a monster. Yet this is
how God was described, and people talk about loving
such a being."
This is strong sense and good, true feeling. It is
the strong sense ·and good, true feeling of Thomas
Paine and Oolonel Ingersoll: It is tl:e sense and the
feeling that we Freethinkers hav been beating into the
people of this country for one hundred years, and at
last they hav got beaten in so extensivly that a man can
express Freethought opinions and not be cedain always of lositJg his public patronage and perhaps his
libert.y too. Few will revile Mr. Barnum now for
saying this, but those who were first in the path of
reform, those who said it a few generations ago,

THE Horace Seaver Memorial Volume is a handsome book
with large pages, wide margins, big type, and fine paper. It
contains a portrait of Mr. Seaver, his biography by Ernest
Mendum, the Eulogy by Colonel Ingersoll, the resolutions
passed by the Chicago and Boston societies, a sketch of his
work by L. K. Washburn, tributes from the press, and letters of condolence received at the In-vestigator office. The
book makes his friends better acquainted with Mr. Seaver
dead than they were with Mr. Seaver living-so modestly did
he keep himself from public view-and in preparing this
volume Mr. Mendum has enabled the admirers of his lifelong companion to obtain a souvenir which t4ey will undoubtedly value highly. The book can be had for one
dollar.
THK New York Bun agrees with the American Secular
Union that Mr. Wanamaker is slightly out of place in his
present position. He is confessedly a failure in the cabinet,
says the Bun, and confessedly a success as a Sunday.school
superintendent, inasmuch as "it was in his capacity as a
Sunday.school manager and instructor, and not in his secular
aspect as a successful collector of the sinews of war or as an
eminent Philadelphia literary man, that he is closest to the
business and bosom of General Harrison." Therefore the
logical conclusion is that "Mr. Wanamaker is the right man
for Bethany Sunday-school, and some other man is the right ·
those who said it when no one else dared, are the man for the postma~ter generalship." We agree thoroughly
ones that suffered. They suffered then, that Mr. and heartily with our daily contemporary. Let Holy John
Barnum and all might say it now. Had it not been go back to his Sunday-school and let a man be appointeq
for them 1 we could not say what we sa~ now, The postmaster-~enera.J,,
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!,tlltrs tro"l Jlriends.
BALTIMORE, Oct. 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3, for which you will
please send your ever so dear paper to me f?r one year . . I
hope the time will come that your paper w1ll be found In
every house, for it is the most truthful paper on earth. It
shines like the evening star between dark clouds: Keep on
with your noble mission. Humanity can be proud of you,
as long as you keep an open field for every mind to express
itself openly. Every person, under any flag, religion, or
nationality, under the name "man," is with you, for your
fundamental principle is reaaon and truth.
D. TrroRNR.
CoALTON, KY., Oct. 20, E.M. 289.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money to pay for Ingersoll's Debate with Field. I am indeed sorry that Liberals
hav not established an American tract society for the circulation of Liberal literature. I would be in fa-vor of making
THE TRUTH SEEKER headquarters, and establishing a fund
for that purpose. There are· many people who would like to
read our literature, but are waiting for the necessary funds
to purchase it. This tract society would hasten the dawn of
Liberal light. Let us be up and doing. Any person wishing to send Liberal literature to me will please address it to
Newcomb, Tenn.
S. P. HERRON.
AURORA, lA., Oct. 17,·1889.
MR. EorroR: Wm. Redfield died on the 8th instant, being
sick only three days, of pneumonia. His desire wag to be
cremated, but he would not believe that he was sick unto
death, hence we buried him at West Union for the present.
He was all ready to go to the convention, and was busy
building a library-probably the cause of his being sick. He
was the seventh white man that made settlement in this
couuty, and rose from a journeyman painter to be one of the
first merchants in West Union, then a builder and mill-owner,
and last a farmer, where he died, in the midst of the finest
collection of Freethought books and ancient coins. He was
honest, truthful, and just.
ALEX RrsK.
ELMIRA, N. Y., Oct. 22, 1889.
MR. EoiTOI~: This day my sub3cription for the noble
TRUTH SEEKEI! expires. I hasten to renew for another year.
The only fault that c m be found with it is that it contains
too very much, especially for those who bav continual pressing business matters, as is the case with ourselvs. It contains so much that is too good and instructiv to be lost, that
in order to read it with a purpose to understand and remember it in its entirety it actually requires more time than. business men hav to devote, especially one like myself who
sorely regrets to let any good thing pass unread, unlearned.
It is a great imtructor, and should bav a circulation of several hundred thousand. My home would be incomplete
without it. I will continue it so long as I continue to liv.
It is accomplishing a mighty revolutionary work.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
CINCINNATI, 0., Oct. 29, 1889. ·
MR. EDITOR : There are a great many phases to religion,
but only one great truth; and the powers of reason and the
most modern and advanced scientific philosophy, together
with the most solid arguments, point directly to that truth,
which is Materialism. There is nothing that bas eo firm a
basis to rest on as this intellectual and sure foundation.
Where, oh, where, I ask, can any one thing be discovered
which is not material? The most attenuated atom is as
much material as an article of large bulk. There are many
things invisible to the sight, that yet are material. There is
no vacuum in the whole of nature. In a word, what is not
material is nothing. Sir, as time rolls round and the minds
of the great multitudes of people become more and more
enlightened this grand truth will triumph over supernaturalism in all i•s qneer and meaningless nothings. Sir, antiMaterialism bas driven vast numbers insane. It is time to
stop it. It is not rational, but full of errors.
THoMAS WINTEH.
SAN ANTONio, T&x., Oct. 15, 1889.

MR. EmTou: The Italians of our town press themselvs

You announce in THE TRUTH SEEKER a book, "How· to
Strengthen the Memory; or, Natural and Scientific Methods
of Never Forgetting, Keeping our Memories in Good Working Order." Price by mail, $1. Please find within $1, and
mail the book to me, and to my address. and oblige,
Yourd truly,
CARL E. KREISCHER.
NroK&RsoN, KAN., Oct. 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Being somewhat a traveler, I was wanting
THE TRUTH BEEKER for good, solid reading. Not having
seen much of the paper since Bennett's time, and not wanting to subscribe for a year, I got the news-agent here to get
it for me, which has been done nearly a year, costing me ten
cents a week. I would offer this as a suggestion to all those
wanting the paper, that they order it through their newsagent. Of course it costs more for the year, but one will not
feel ten cents as much as $3. Besides, the interest on the $3
will nearly balance up, anyway; that is, if paid in advance.
I am taking the only Liberal paper I know of in this town,
of any kind, that is strictly so. But five hundred names
were obtained for the remonstrance petition to the Blair bill
by Mr. Hendry, a Seventh Day Adventist. Ollt of the three
ministers he got one, the Methodi>t. He also got the Baptist, but after two days' reflection be had his name erased.
Heap_ brave, as the India 'I would h!lv it. Please send by
mail" Giordano Bruno: His Life, Workq, Worth, Martyrdom, Portrait, and Monument." I plaoe all my papers after
reading in other hands, where I think the most good may be
accomplished.
L. WELTY.
VAN BuR&~, ARK., Oct. 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad that you are going to publish that
lecture of Mr. Bennett's on "The Bible in the Public
Schools." I know it will be a treat to us old-time subscribers who read the paper through Mr. Bennett's management
of it. I don't say it to disparage your management of the
paper, but I don't think it has ever hit such bard blows since
his time as it did during the time he was at the bead. He
not only handled things without gloves, but seemed to hav
his whole arms naked to the shoulders. I think he could
say more with fewer words than any other writer I ever read.
He was one of the few writers whose lectures I could read
'"nd not grow tired.
Though I hav written the above, I still think THE TRUTH
SEEKER the best paper published, and I never want to be
without it as long as I am able to pay for it. •
I must speak a word for Mr. Heston. I don't see how he
can find subjects for so many funny and telling pictures. He
seems to be ready every week with something new and to
the point in the way of p:ctures. As I wrote once before, I
still think the cartoons admirable.
Wiahing THE TRUTH Sn:&KRE and all connected with it
great success, I remain,
Yours truly,
J AS. R. NEAL.
KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Oct. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The editor of Ne1JJ Tlwugltt, in his notice of
the book, "The Candle from Under the Bushel," winds up
by saying, "Our criticism then, is that the book is defiled
with Bible filth." I believe the best way to rid the country
of legalized obscenity, or that which is tolerated or permitted, as found in the Bible, is to stir up the tilth until the
people become disgusted with its stench, and until by law
the m!!tter is condemned, or until it is by another revision
entirely expunged from the "word of God." Is the effect
of reading the matter outside of the Bible, any worse than
that of reading it in the Bible? How can popular opinion be
brought to bear against an evil without showing the evil up,
or showing that the evil' exists? D. M. Bennett did something in the direction of eradicating the evil in question by
publishing'' The Bible Abridged" and showing the evil up.
The matter touched upon in the book of questions extends
along from one end of the Bible to the other, and but few
questions are founded upon the obscenities of the book.
The position of the editor of New Tlwugltt is to let the filth
of the Bible alone. This is just what the clergy want.
Would not the editof of New Tltougltt do well to handle the
stuff with gloves, as be is not inclined to handle it "without
gloves?"
WM. HART.
PuRDY's STATioN, N.Y., Oct. 27, 289
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Remsburg, in his review of Christian·
testimony concerning the religious belief of Abraham Lincoln, says that Chambers'd Encyclopedia states that Lincoln
wrote a pamphlet against Christianity. In Belford, Clarke
& Company's edition of Chambers's Encyclopedia, printed
in 1885, I can find no such statement. Will Mr. Remsburg
be k nd enough to tell us where it is to be found? With regard to the general character of his papers I must say that
they please me very much. They promis to be of gre!l.t interest. As Mr. Remsburg writes nothing which cannot be
proved by facts, hia present work wilr surely be exhaustiv.
Mr. Tuttle seems to think that I associate selfishness with
inhumanity. He is mistaken. In my letter to Miss Gardener I said nothing of that kind, and in another article I
insisted that egoism, far from being an absolute evil, is the
cause of all our good worb. I am of the opinion that the
egoism of the uncivilized man is of no benefit to humanity,
but the egoism of the civilized man is a blessing. I agree
with Mr. Tuttle that if selfishness is the cause of man's in·humanity to man, the human race must be exterminated,
which is by no means desirable. A.s to the question, How
to do a way with poverty? I leave it to people more competent than I am.
CLEMENS P. ll&RYLBON.

forward more prominently than any other nationalities in
San Antonio. Their members of the cosmopolitan population here are bent on celebrating something. If they cannot
celebrate the capture of the Eternal City, they will celebrate
the landing of Christopher Columbus on the American shore
on October 12th, the 397th anniversary of America's birthday.
The Italian organizations, in conjunction with some Mexicans, paraded imposingly through some of the streets, escorted by military bands of music, and marched to the park
and San Pedro Springs. A sainte of twenty-one guns was
fired by the United States artillery.
Orator Hon. John Copeland was introduced by Mr. D.
Q•1asso, master of ceremonies. The orator bad it that Rome
was the center of learning. Their republic swayed the then
known world. Christopher was deeply impressed that westward must lie a continent. He asked for money and help at
courts of Italy, France, and England in vain, but was
assisted by the court of Spain, and received there $20,000,
which sum was great nt thRt time. The event of the discovery of the American continent cannot be comprehended
nor properly understood, even by our best philosophers,
FRANKFORT, N.Y., Oct. 27, 1889.
while its grandeur, its glory, will be revealed in a hundred
MR. EDITOR: I am sorely disappointed at not receiving a
years from now.
copy of THE TRUTH S&l'KER for last week, bllt being a new

~889.

subscriber I suppose I must expect to be forgotten once in a
while. If it was not for the great interest I take in the
efforts of the small band of brave and noble hearts, who are
endeavoring, with brain and nerve, to exterminate man's
most gigantic foe, I would patiently wait without sending
you a reminder, but to be deprived of THE TRUTH Sn:&KEE
for one week is, to me, too cruel a sacrifice, especially when
it can be so easily prevented. This reminds me of the old
song," You never miss the water," etc., and this time with
a reality that is somewhat uncomfortable.
I take great pleasure in reading occasional sketches of
Mr. Ingersoll's writings in some of the weekly papers, and I
think his words are grander ;and sublimer, and his sentiments loftier and nobler-because they are true and genuinthan all the sermons and harangs gobbled up by these papers
to fill up vacant advertising space, and, alas I vacant orthodox heads. Surely a few more such grand displays of brain
and heart, such eloquent appeals to pathos and intellect, will
awaken the slumbering reason of many to inquire deeper, to
investigate, and, if they are but once led to investigate, truth,
with its sunlit face of honesty, will perform the rest.
Yours fraternally,
WILL HARRINGTON.
N&w CAMBRIA, KAN., Oct. 20, 289.
MR. EDITOR: It is amusing, and also an encouraging-sign
of the times~ to bear old Rome howl. The feelings of the
"vicar of Christ" are sensitiv, and badly burt over the
Bruno statue at Rome. Once they had it all their own way,
and to keep it so and not hurt the feelings of their opponents,
or those who differed with them, they just, by the application of a little fire, took the feeling out of their bodies and
sent their souls to tire eternal. So I say it is an encouraging
sign of the times when they can no longer exercise power
over those who differ with them-when all they can tlo is to
howl. Let them do it, and continue to giv them opportunity. If Liberals were having no effect, there would be no
outcry.
It seems
me that some of our " Liberal "'men are very
orthodox to oppose woman suffrage. I think they sboul:l
vote to kill our catering, hypocritical politicians. Woman
suffrage is doing that here in Kansas, and is experiment
enough to show what the outcome would be. Many women
are getting disfa'i~fied with the churches, because the bard
work is all the privilege they get, outside of sociability, and
that does not depend on the church. And if Liberalism does
not mean equal rights regardless of sex, it does not mean
anything. And if we are not to enjoy the full privileges of
Liberalism many women will remain in the church for the
want of a more attractiv field. Something in the place of
the cbmch and the position she offers socially must be forthcoming. Few will consent to be socially ostracized for a
few Liberal opinions.
Mns. FLoRA A. ABBOTT.

to

BRISTOL, CoNN., Oct. 23, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: I cheerfully send you $3 toward my subscription, and $2 for bo:,ks. You may look for the same
amount every year as long as THE TRUTH SEEKER and I liv.
The last time I wrote I was living be3ide the broad blue lake,
Ontario. This year finds me back among the old bills of
New England, breathing again the delicious air of the best
climate under the sun. I come home to find the advocates
of Prohibition in all their political grandeur, their arrogant
assumption, their insipid ignorance, their piouS! prejudice,
and their total disregard for facts. Their campaign has been
the usual abusiv, slanderous crusade. The result shows how
many are in favor of temperance and the number of hypocrite
that are" agin" Prohibition. Twenty-seven thousand is the
figure the Nutmeg state rolls up against the ruling of priestcraft. The bated Infidel, who heard the niany prayers that
were offered to their God, wonders where be was all the
time, and why he failed to count the votes, as our Postmaster-general Wanamaker said he would. I think Mr.
Wanamaker made a mistake. It looks as if these sacred
loafers will bav to ride into power on some other hobby than
Prohibition. Will Mr. De Witt Talmage please explain?
If I remember right, his shop bas been burnt down twice.
If it was a dancehouse you would bear him shout against
the immoral stage, but now we bear a pitiful whine for
funds to build a new jossbouse. It looks to me as if it was
a waste of money. However, the ashes of the Tabernacle
will make the grass grow, and the reverend gentleman bad
better take along some with him in his intended visit to
Palestine to sow upon the barren fields of .Judea. I was
sorry to learn that the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER had
been sick, and happy to learn that he is well once more.
Good wishes to all.
Yours truly,
. J. E.·Coy.
ONoNDAGo HILL, N.Y., Oct. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: All kinds of epithets by both Freethinkers
and Christians are showered upon the beads of hypocrite.
Most people object to being called hypocrite with much the
same feeling as when called liars.
Now, if there is a man l!POn this earth who is not to a certain extent a hypocrit, I would like to see him. A man's
circumstances and situation in life largely regulate hypocrisy.
It is not as easy for a Freethinker to obtain or retain a
situation in the employ of others as it is for a Christian to do
the same. Therefore should we heap our condemnations
upon a man who bas a family dependent upon his earnings,
if he does not go on the warpath against Christianity, even if
at heart be is an Atheist?
From the time I was ien years of age until now I hav constantly been in bot water, just because I am an Atheist.
Even at eight years of age I was the black sheep in a B'\ptist
Sunday-school class, because I possessed a natural admiration for his satanic majesty. I never had read or beard a
word against t~e Christi~n r!Jligion befor(l twel"ve years olq,
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yet ever since I can remember I felt as much antipathy
toward it as a bovine entertains toward a scarlet vestment.
Now, this was not conduciv at all to my success, as has
always been plainly evident to me, and I hav tried in vain to
cultivate a little hypocrisy for policy's sake, yet to no avail.
I hav envied my companions the art which they possessed of
concealing their views, which were often like mine. I had
the will to be. the hypocrit, but I lacked the art. I hav a
certain measure of respect for the man who can play the
part of the Christian, and play it well enough to accomplish
what is called success by it. Such a man certainly has some
intellect which can hardly be credited to the man who has
received a fair education, yet at th6l same time blindly believes and worships. The men who sell the Christian humbugs are no such fools as some people are inclined to think.
They know their merchandise is a sham if they hav as much
as a high school education. To argue with them is like
arguing with a man who is. trying to sell a brass ring for one
of gold. He never will quit his business until it becomes
legally unsafe, or until it is regarded with contempt by the
multitude.
·
Freethought needs more artists like Heston and writers
like John Peck. Christian fakirs laugh at us in their sleeves
when we treat them as though we regarded them as sincere.
"This world is a stage and the people its actors," and this is
particularly true of the pulpit men. Hypocrisy is a factor of
the human character. A man may hav too much of it, or,
like myself, too little of it, but he should hav a certain amount
for the sake of self-protection.
C. E. BoYNToN, B.S., M.D.

ington was commanded to submit to George III. of England,
under penalty of damnation. He knew this and heeded it
not." Now, in the foregoing, let us in imagination sub3titute Jeff. Davis for Washington, and Lincoln for George
III. of England, and see how it would work. Does " G.
N." notsee that the thing depends on whose ox is gored?
He talks of "confiscated property" of rebels very much in
the way we would expect of some South-hating Christian.
He slanders the beloved and good Lincoln for "pardoning
and pampering and patting" our brave and loyal people who
were at his mercy. I suppose ' G. N." would, Christianlike, hav burnt them at the stake. "His logic is like unto a
Talmage or a Roman Catholic priest." Is it not high time
that people who claim to be Rationalists stop this abuse of
our section simply because we happen to differ in opinion?
·'G. N.," and all other South-haters, should remember that
the young South will be all right if let alone, and also that
even an Infidel journal is sometimes read down South. But
if this spirit of abu~e and· slander and vilification is to be
kept up, how in the name of common sense can we be expected to " fall in ranks?" Whenever I ask a friend or
neighbor 'to subocribe to our paper he refers me to some
piece like" G. N.'s" that he has seen in some copy that I ha.v,
by dint of persuasion, induced him to read. Stop calling us
murderers and thieves and "enemies of decency," and all
such Christian arguments, gentlemen, and we will some day
boom our cause down South, but keep it up and Infidelity
will ever ·remain North. And now, as to whether Lincoln
was or was not a Christian, I do not care. I know he was
one of the world's best men, and in my heart to-day he is
second to none of our great men but'· Oar Bob "-not even
toR. E. Lee. We down South can see, now that the smoke
of battle has been swept away for a quarter of a century, that
the old scabby.heads of both sec\ions will hav to die of scabhead, or something as loathsome, before true peace can be
restored. Stop abuse, especially in our paper. Leave the
South alone until you know she is doing some wrong. Don't
look at some political paper for what we are doing down
here. I sometimes meet with a Northern man who has been
down here for a few years and he tells me invariably that
the "Southern people are misrepresented up North. That
we do allow the negro to vote, and, what is more, allow his
vote to be counted; that we even let negroes sit lB judges of
elections," etc. It is a shame that sensible people should be ..
lieve these absurd things simply because they are alleged to
hav happened" down South."
G. W. BARNEs.

STEUBENVILLE, 0 , Oct. 28, 289.
MR. EorToR : On reading the first issue of the American
JvurnaZ, in Steubenville, 0., I addressed the inclosed letter
to the editor. To. day they returned it to me, saying th.ey
could not publish it, as it was directly opposed to the principles of their order, one of which was the support of Biblereading in the public schools-although they profess at the
same time to believe in keeping the schools non-se.ctarian.
I used all the logic I was master of to show them the inconsistency. They are both strong Methodists, and they
could not see how reading the Bible in the schools could be
called sectarianism. Blind leaders of the blind!
JoHN DowNES.
THE LETTER.

Mn. EDITOR: I accidentally came across a copy of yonr first issue
of the .Amertoan Journal, and was pleased to see that the paople's
attention was being called to the imminent danger of onr republic
throngh the attacks of the Roman Oatholius a.nd others on onr
pnblio schools. That church espe11ially has organized sectarian
schools with the avowedobieot of breaking down onr pnblic school
system all over the conn try, from Maine to California. Now, if
they trained the children of their schools to be good and loyal
citizens, who would object? Bnt instead, they train them to
believe and to act in opposition to what all right-thinking men
believe to be the very bulwark of onr liberties, onr llnblic school
system. And not only that, bnt they teach that the decrees of the
pope and the teaching of the priest are paramount and must be
obeyed, whenever they< onftict with the laws of the land. What is
this bnt treason 1 And I believe that your organiz!l.tion mnst insist on the abolishment of the parochial school system as a. treason·
able institution. The Oatholios are coming into this conn try by
thousands from all the Oatholic oonntries, ignorant even of onr
language, we foolishly allowing them to vote at the bidding of the
priest. And they are raising their children in their schools to be
as mnch aliena as themselvs. What folly inns to spend millions of
money to keep np nnsecta.rian schools so we ma.y hav an ititelligent
constituency and at the same time giv these ignorant aliens a vote
to overwhelm the votes of onr intelligent citizens! I believe yon
cannot get to the· root of the evil until the naturalization laws are
repealed, and a law is pa83ed that the children of these aliens
shall not vote unless they hav passed through the nnsectarian
public school. Indeed, it should be made compulsory on all. And
this brings to mind one thing I notice in the Ftfth Motiv yon giv
for your organization, which is, to snsta.in the public schools and
to prevent sectarian inftnence therewith, and uphold the reading
of ~he Bible therein. Now, how yon are to prevent sectarianism
and nphold the reading of the Bibla in the schools is beyond my
comprehensio.n. What Btble do yon suppose won ld satisfy all the
people who pay the school tax? The Catholic wonld want his, the
Protestant his, the Jew his, and so on through the whole list of
·isms. No, my friend, once establish that and yonr. whole 'school
system goes to pieces. Keep the schools free of the semblance of
sectarianism or yon may ll'iv them over to the sects altogether.
J.D.
.
GooDWYNBVILLE, VA., Oct. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I notice in your issue of October 26th a communication from" G. N." containing about as much vindictiv spleen to the line as could be found in any production of
any orthodox in the land. What sense can there be, twentyfive years after peace,· in opening anew the cruel wounds of
war? Can good will and fellowship between the two sectiona of our great country grow under such unnecessary and
unmanly treatment of the victim by the victor? I often see
in Northern journals, especially political journals, these
fl"
mgs at the "rebel enemies of our government." Now we,
the rising generation of the South, can see that slavery is
wrong, that it is cruel and heartless, but when it comes to a
persecuted people wanting to secede from their persecutors,
·
d
it 18 quite a ifferent matter. Were we not rebels when we
carried on the war of the Revolution? Were not Washington and all the host of those great and good men, including
Thomas Paine, rebels? Were not all of the first settlers of
this country rebels? After all, is it not a matter of opinion?
If "G. N." had been born south of the Mason and Dixon
line, in all probability he, too, would hav been a "rebel."
Is it not somewhat of a geographical question after all?
After all, '' we all are but poor, frail creatures of circumstances, environments, knowing that which we do know by
and through circumstances, compulsion. By and through
compulsion we believe all that. we do believe, and do all that
we do." Are we not all, then, " dishrags" in the hands of
circumstances? "Had Washington beim a thorough and
veritable Rationalist he would hav drawn that salary and
distributed it among the poor people." This seems more
"B:y Christianity Was~Christie.n thai!. ~atiqaa.l to a. r~bel.

JAOKBONVILLE, FLA., Oct. 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you an editorial taken from
a recent issue of the St. Louis Republic. When a great daily,
which has for years upheld the church as the one thing
sacred above all others, becomes alarmed at the aggressions
of God's servants, it is certainly time for us, the avowed
champions of equal rights, to assume the offensiv.
In his essay on "The Policy of the Ma.3~achnsetts Colonists
Toward Quakers and Other Dissenters," Mr. Henry L. Southwick
of Bo~ton states, with the precision of a lover of historical trut.h,
facts that will never cease to hav a C)ntemporaneons interest
while there ram.\ins a possi biiHy of oppression through public
opinio'l ex:>ress3d in legislativ ena~tment. These facts hav been
often ex'l.mined. It is well enough known that very soon after
landing on Plymonth Rock the "Pilgrims" banished John and
I.rael Brown for being Episcopalians: that they drove ont Roger
Williams, elder of Salem church, for declaring" the new and d •n·
gerons doctrin" that" the magistrates should restrain crimes and
not control opinions;" that MrP. Hutchinson was also banished for
a similar offense of dissent; that when the Baptists proclaimed
that "Christians ought to tolerate Ohri~tians," Obadiah Holmes
was whipped for the heresy; that O!ark, Crandall, Gorten, and
many others we·e fined or banished; that under the general acts
against Qnakers they were to be arrested on their entrance to the
colony; "committed to the house of correction;" " severely
whipped;" "kept coDstantly at work and nolle suffered to converse or S!'lealt with them during their imprisonment:" that under
a still severer law, every Q11aker retnrnihg from b~ni•hment
should "for the first offense snffer the loss of one ear; for the
second offense the loss of the other ear, and for the thitd offense
h~v his tongue bored through with a hot iron;" and that nnder
these and similar laws Mary Dyer, William Robinson, M'l.rmadnke
Stevenson, and William Leddra were hanged, while others, men
and women, were whipped, branded, and maimed.
The impartial ~xamination of this record shows that the question
back of it was the difference between "liberty of conscience" and
"license." The· political principle asserted was the absolutism of
the ms.jority to decide where liberty ends and license begins. This
principle is still practically asserted in onr politics-even in onr
constitutions made for the express Purpose of denying the existence of absolute or inherent right in the majority. Aud it is
cnrions that these expressions wherever fonnd relate to matters of
religion. The constitutions adopted during the first fifty years of
the Union tend more and more toward that of Virginia, in which
there is no qn(Lliftcation whatever of Roger Williams'd o:!eclaration
that it is the dnty of magistrates to restr!tin crimes, not to control
opinions. The rise of Mormonism in the West checked this tendency and caused a reaction toward the opinion that the majority
is absolnte judge of what is or what is not religions licenFe. This
opinion is expressed in the constitutional qualification tha.t "lib
erty of conscience shall not be 110 construed as to excuse acts or
Iicentionsness, nor to justify practices inconsistent with the good
order, peace, or safety of the state."
This limitation is inserted in American conetitntions of most
recent adoption. It may, therefore, be called the more modern
view of religions liberty in distinction from the nnqnalified dec·
laration of the old Virginia bill of ri~hts, bnt it mnst not be forgotten that it is precisely the vie<V for the practical asser•ion of
which the Pnritans hav been so generally condemned. It makes
the pnblic opinion of the majority the judge of what constitutes
"licentiousness" and endangers society. The Puritans thought
that it endangered society for the Quakers to be "moved by the
spirit" to speak from the benches in chnrch. They considered all
acts inconsistent with their own views of liberty as nothing more
than Iicentionsne•s, dangerous to civil peace and religions order.
While we retain their theory, it is inconsistent to condemn their
practioe. It is unwise because it is nntrnthfnl t~ assert that we
hav outgrown their theory when we revive it and embody it in onr
constitutions and bills of rights, where 'it iH only innocuous for
lack of an issne to vivify it with the strength of a persecuting
pnblic opinion.
j The above is respectfully referred to the weak-kneed
Infl,dels who object to anything that is calculated to "hurt
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the feelings" of the pious snivelers and holy Pharisees who
are howling for Sunday laws and whining because they can
not hav everything their own way.
Yours for aggressiv action,
S. G. MoRGAN.
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Oct. 13, 1889.
l\1R. EDITOR: As you notice, I always pen my letters on
Sunday. In this respect, as in many others, I am unlike the
Christian God, who, they chim, rests on the seventh chy.
Poor fellow ! He should not be blamed for taking a rest;
the company he is surrounded with-the Davids, and the
Abrahams, and the Jeremiahs, and the Lots, the Jonahs, the
Jobs, and the Noahs, and that portioll of Canada's population which fied from under the patriotic folds of America's
flag in a hurry-is enough to make almost anybody tired,
very tired. Oh, what a horrible time the good angels hav
in such a crowd-the females with a close watch on their
virtue, and the males with hands on their pocketbook! Perhaps a good plan would be for Jehovah to discontin•te the
manufacture of souls for hell, and put in the time exclusivly
improving the police regulations of his so-called holy city.
Perhaps a better move would be for him to resign, and, with
his host.R.of heaven, turn into that out of which he made life
and worlds; that which one sees with eyes closed tightsimply "nothing," that and nothing more.
·Passing to my next memorandum I find the question, Why
did God turn his spinal column to Moses? Why did he
show him only .his back parts? Did his back ha.v the power
of reflection? Was it done for the sole purpose of showiog
Moses what he really was? Just how Moses felt on this
occasion, I know not. Had it been myself I would hav used
my boot with vim and vigor.
My next note speaks of a colored professor we hav in our
midst. His name is Robert Hurd, and he came originally
from Kentucky. He poses as a great religious specimen, a
sort of reformer as it were. He is head officer of the colored
Knights of Pythias, and, at the same time, is not what I
would call a true soldier in the fight for "friendship, cll!l.rity, and benevolence," the tenets of that order. A saying,
and a true one, is, "that common sense without a.n education is better than an education without the common sense."
Hurd has neither. He is as dumb as an oyster. Yet., n•twithstanding this lack of brains and reason, he is employed
by Portsmouth's Christian board of education to teach the
young ideas how to read and write in the colored school.
Having what I call an empty skull, a head, as it were, with
pump-handle attachments, he is brutal and cruel. He whips
the scholars under him with a ratan. He recently punished
Jim:l.y Carter, son of a poor colored washerwoman, for a
trivial offense. The blows he applied were heard distinctly
in an upper room of the building, and also by a lady some
distance away. After the dismissal of the school, Hurd
pranced about in the vicinity of the school building, shaking
his fist in the air, and raving like a madman because some
humane person had reprimanded him for his harsh use of the
lash-a stamp, so to speak, that scarred the backs of his
race for years in payment for honest toll. The mother of
the punished boy reported to Officer McA.Ieer, of the H•1mane
Society, and they in turn applied to Mayor Waller, who is an
Episcopalian, and therefore an old fool, for a warrant for
Hurd's arrest. Waller said the Humane Society had no
jurisdiction. As for himself, he flatly refused to issue a
warrant. A city magistrate, also an Episcopalian, would
not giv the poor colored woman law, and as a result her boy
is out oi" school, cut off entirely from the advantages of a
public and free B:!hooling. Hurd continues to teach, and
treat his wife meanly, if what is said can be believed. 8ome
hav reported that he has whipped her.
While I am reporting and displaying" behind the scenes,"
I migh~ as well drop in a few words relativ to Mrs. Sarah
Peters, a colored neighbor of mine, who excels the New
Jersey scold recently ducked in a puddle of water because
of a too free use of her tongue This Mrs. Peters calls me a
wicked Infidel, and has made herself offensiv, not only to
me, but to almost everyone in the neighborhood, by her heathenish talk. She goes to church regularly and used to beat
her children unmercifully. She quit the latter business after
I had warned her to desist under threat to prosecute her if
she continued her parental barbarity. As Gabriel sings the
" old, old story," I imagin he would break down in the
middle of the verse if called upon to tally a merit mark for
Mrs. Sarah Peters, of Portsmouth, 0. ·
Yesterday afternoon Judge Dever in the court of common
pleas sentenced the following "believers" to the Ohio penitentiary for crimes committed: Job Gross, forgery, ten
years; John Jaminson, burglary (two cases), five years in
each; Charlie Miller, burglary and larceny, eight years;
Lafayette McGraw, perjury, five years; Sallie Webb, bigamy, one year; Firmin Webb, burglary and larceny, seven
yearB. His two sons, who were connected with his crooked
work, were sentenced to the reform farm. Firmin Webb is
the first and rightful husband of Sallie Webb, and the two
boys above mentioned are the fruit of that union. She will
enter the state's prison with a six-months-old baby boy in
her arms, whose name is John Sullivan McGraw, his father
being Sallie Webb's second husband, L11fayette McGraw,
sentenced above for perjury. This is what might appropriately be called a family matter. It is the first case on record
where a wife with two husbands and three children were in
jail together, and all under sentence to prison. And all this
lawlessness, this breaking of the statutes, has occurred in
Christian Scioto coun1;y, a territory bedecked with churches
and a few fanatical Prohibitionists. With a Libnal society
organized here, and a lecture by that talented and able orator of the West, J. E. Remsburg, I think the light would
begin to fall briskly in the dark places, made hideous and
frightful by religious fears and superstitions.
Yours Liberally, etc.,
· WILLS. ANDREs.
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supposed sin. Whlle. the servant was absent
from the room, the little girl noticed there
was no butter on her small pink dish.
She didn't mind holding her tongue, but
lldit6d b1J Miss Sos.lll H. Waos, Fall to eat bread without butter-that would
. Ri1er, Ma88., to t~~hom all (JorMnlUi!lkatio'•h/fW never do. She took a survey of the table
this OOMUr slwuZd b~ unt.
and Io and behold, the butter-dish was directly in front of the preacher. Wistfully
"Between the dark and the daylight,
she gazed at both for a few sEconds. Never
When the night is beginning to lower,
in her brief existence did she appear so penOomes a pause in the day's ooctlpations
siv. Then gathering all her courage and
That is known as the Obl\dren•s Hour."
clearing her throat she said: 11 Dear pastor,
won't you please, for Christ's sake, pass the
A Houseket>ping Song.
butter?"
FOB LITTLE liOUBEKEEPEJIS,
The Rev. Mr. l::ltowe never received such
Ob 1 bav yon beard the housekeeping song T
a shock. He leaned over in his chair to
For, if you've not, we won't be long;
pick up his napkin, which, of course, had
It te!IR the right way from the wrong
or keeping the bonoe in good order.
not fallen. Mrs. Boardman must at that
Brooms and brushes, dust-cloths, too,
moment arrange a window curtain, and the
AU these we hav, and so must yon;
other guests were troubled with a friendly
Dust, dirt, and cobwebs, yon know, will not do
cough.
When keeping a hon@e in good order.
Little Mabel, self-satisfied that she had
Don't make your bed as soon as yon rise,
•Tie neither nice nor very wiRe;
done the proper caper, was the only one at
Fres'l air and ann,hine yon won't despise
the table who could positivly prove that she
When keeping the bonae in good order.
was alive.
Sheets and blankets neatly spread,
---------4~~--------Coverlet, too, for every bed,
Correspondence.
Bol•ters and pillows, of course, for the head
When keeping the bonae in ~~:ood order.
SHANE's CRosSING, 0., Oct. 19, E.ll!. 289.
Though very plain your food. perhaps, be,
DEAR Miss WJXON: I take pen in hand to
Tbe table set most carefully;
let my little friends know that I hav not forFor better taste the toast and tea
gotten: the old and reliable TRUTH S.E'l!'Kl!'R,
In a bonae that is kept in good or<ler.
but there is one vacancy in the Children's
Table cloth and napkins white,
Corner letters. and I think it is our fault for
Plates, saucers, cups, glasses all bright,
not writing. Now, I am going to write every
KniVeP, forks, and spoons -you will lay them just month a letter to the Corner, and I want to
right
read some letters from the wise little heads
In a. bouse that is kept in good order.
every week. I am home from the fair
And when the table yon wisl:l to clear,
grounds and going to school. Professor
Obey the rnles. nor ever f~ar
Johnson gave three lectures here on "PreBut von will yet do well, my dear,
historic Man," 11 Evolution," and" Science."
With keeping a house in good order.
They were heartily embraced by those living
Dishpans, towels, soapsuds hot,
in sunshine, and condemned by those standWater for rinsing never forgot;
ing in the way of progress. Mr. Johnson
"Wash cle<~.nest things first," and then yon will handed me a book entitled " Origin of
not
Species," by Charles Darwin. I wish some
Mi~s keeping your house in good order.
of my little friends would read this book and
Oh! don•t yon think it is pleasant to know
tell me through our column what they think
About the daily work just so,
of it. I hav just received a pricelist from
And what's the way we all must go
the Franklin Publishing Company of a book
When keeping a house in good 01 der T
entitled" The Story of Man." If my friends
Heads and hearts are houses, too.
hav read it, tell me if it is a good investment.
(May they be wise, may they be true !)
Wishing all truth-seeking friends health and
Let each one try the best we can do
prosperity, I remain,
Toward keeping these houses in order.
Yours truly,
SoLoMON P. KING.
-Pnmv.
[An excellent catalog of books can be obtained from the Truth Seeker Publishing
Par1icular :Notite.
Company. Liberals should patronize Liberal
As it may be difficult for some who would publishing companies before others.-ED.
like to contest for the prize essay alluded to C. C.]
in the last Issue of THE TRUTH SEEKI!'R to
select a suitable thesis, we will offer the folOAK MILLS, KAN., Oct. 16, 289 E.M.
Miss WixoN, Dear Friend: Among the
lowing: "What is Morality? Is it sufficient
as a guide for conduct in human affairs?"- books that I hav lately read are Putnam's
•·Glory oflnfidelity," which I regard as one of
ED. c. c.
the best Freethought works in our language,
and H. L. Green's Bruno pamphlet, which
Practical.
I found very interesting, and I advise everyCertain over-delicate sensibilities may well body to get a copy of it. I also hav just finbe shocked by brutally practical suggestions. Ished reading "The History of the Johnstown
Mrs. Cook had been superintending her Flood.·~ It is very interesting.
We hav just subscribed for two more good
poodle's bath, and, after the operation was papers, Freethought and the American Senconcluded, sat down in the back yard to rest. tinel. The latter is doing valuable work in
'' I can't help thinking Elise is careless with the Secular field, and Freetlwught is working
dear Fido," she said to the washerwoman, a ardently in the interests of all true reforms.
Sunday, September 22d, was my eighteenth
broad-shouldered, good-natured creature, who
birthday. I arose from my bed on that
was hanging out the clothes.
bright Sunday morning and watched t'e sun
" Elise makes him nervous every time she in its majestic glory sloV\ Iy creep over the
does anything with him. I begin to think I eastern hill and cast its glorious rays into the
shall hav to trust his bath to some one else. window where I was standing; and it was
H ow would you like to undertake it, Mrs. while standing there in solitary delight that I
realized that another year had just been
\1. cLean?"
added to my term of existence. Whether or
The washerwoman shook her head.
not those eighteen years hav reaped anything
"Beggin' yer pardon, mum, I ain't hanker- that will help to shape my future destiny, I
cannot tell, but I hav tried to do my duty; I
in' afther that kind of a job."
"No, but really," said Mrs. Cook, bending hav tried t:> do the best I know how to do.
Col. John A. Martin, ex-governor of Kanforward in interested consideration, " let us
saR and proprietor of the Atchison Champion,
think it over. Now, how would you begin died lately. He was an honest, upright man,
to giv Fido his bath?"
and in his death the state has lost one of its
The washerwoman thought it over, as she best citizens. I hav had the pleasure of
was requested to do. Then she smiled meeting him several times and I was favorably
impressed with the manner in which he bore
broadly.
himself. The funeral was one of the largest
" If 'twas left to me, mum," she announced, in the history of the state.
'I think I'd put him a-soak over night, an'
I send best wishes to all the Cornerites, and
then run him through the wringer!"
remain,
Your friend,
··
Gl!'o. J. RIDlBBURG.
And, strange to say, she was never asked
o perform the operation.
[We extend congratulations to our friend
on his eighteenth birthday. Before those
Rev. Chas. E. Stowe Astonished.
years are doubled we incline to think the
Harriet Beecher Stowe's son, the Rev. world will hear from our friend George in a
Charles E. Stowe, of Hartford, Conn., met tangible and progressiv way. We shall watch
with an experience recently which com- his career· with interest. Success and many
pletely nonplussed him. One evening quite bright years to him.-:ED. C. C.]
recently he dined with Mrs. J. W. Boardman,
proprietress of the Hotel Woodruff. Visiting Mrs. Boardman is a 'cute little nirce
about five years of age. She is a regular All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
chatterbox, and makes many bright remarks
12mo, 800pp., S1.ft0,
during a day. Fearing lest the child would ApDlPs of' Gold. And Other Stories
for B,!l}'S and Girls. 12mo, 883pp,, S1.25
astonish the preacher by some outlandish saying, her aunt warned her to keep mum dur- Story Hoar. An Exceptionally Hands!>me and II!teresting Book, Without Snperstiing the dinner.
tlOn, for Ohlldren and Yonr.h 'rhe Only Freethinkers' Ohtldren's Story-Book ever leaned
The admonition wa~ listened to with Rwe,
66 fnll-pl\ge illustrations and llllsmaller: large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad marltina, illusand at the table the little one scarcely dared
trated
covers ; 4to, ll24pp., boards, 11.
loo~ at Mr, Stowe, not wishing to co~mit ~
4ddree' 'fHE 'fBUf:Q QQ:p~ OQ.!

tlhildrtn' s

~tJtntr.

Miss Wixon's Works.

~titnct ~olumn.
·'fhe Desert Ship.
A strange creatur.e indeed is the camel,
with his long neck and legs, two toes, calloused knees, his hind legs seemingly quite
out of proportion in length, and two humps
on his back.
He is one of the most curious among mammals. Note how gently and softly he steps.
He is not a nativ of our part of the world,
but is common in Arabia, Persia, India, ·and
Africa.
Let us take a peep in that hump on his
back. Some species hav two humps, others
but one. Just look at the grain and hay
tucked away in the hump. Why, it's a regular pantry. Now, what is that food put
there for?
You must know.that the camel is used to
traveling long distances over sandy deserts
and could not always find a ".tavern" at meal
times; so he puts away considerable food at
a time, in bis hump; and on a long march he
can absorb his food from his hump store at
his leisure. Othuwise, he might starve to
death. In the first stomach there exists a
partition wall, which by a muscular contraction can be closed at will. The walls of the
stomach contain several cavities, in which the
camel can carry water enough to last him a
whole week. Sometimes, when his master,
who is not so well provided for, is almost
ready to perish with thirst, and· no water is
near, he is obliged to take the life of his camel
in order to refresh himself with water from
this internal well.
The clumsy foot of the camel is especially
adapted for travel in sand, and his nostrils he
closes when the wind drives the sand in
clouds over the desert. It would be difficult
to cross the deserts were it not for this useful
creature. Did you observe the hard spots on
his breast and knees? These indicate the
points he rests upon when he, with great
politeness, kneels, as he always does, to receive his burdens.
Because he is so strong, can hold out for so
long a time, can carry such heavy loads (from
six hundred to one thousand pounds, but
about three hundred and fifty pounds when
going long distances), Is so sure and steady,
the camel is justly termed 11 the ship of the
desert."
The camel is naturally gentle and intelligent. Treat him well, and he will treat you
well; but treat him unkindly, and he will
show you that he knows how to bite and to
kick. So useful a being should be treated
with great kindness. He walks with a swiilg
and a jerk, and you would think his rider
would be thrown to the ground at every step.
The milk of the camel is said to be good, and
the flesh resembles beef and is used for food.
The hair of the camel is used for blankets,
shawls, and other fabrics, while the skin is
tanned for boots and shoes.
S. H. W.
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hi~ nrofesalon, and it Is Hafe to trnst h1p:1. ~eln g
a 11t&nch LIBERAL ie fnrlher proof of h1s rehab!!·
ity .--No.ttonnl Vtfw.

'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Price, 25 Cents.
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The Humboldt llbraiJ of Science.
In this s•ries are w•ll represented tbe writinJrS of
DARWIN. SFEIIOFB, HUXLEY, TYNDALL• PBOCTOB,
OLIFI!'OBD a.o<l. otner Je,.cters of thou11bt in our
time, at 50 to 75 per cent. lower than usual prices.
We have the LibrarY bound in Oomplete Sets, as
follows:
OLD STYLE.-In this stYle the volumes average
Ma pages Bvo, and are arranged thus:
Vol.

" n·I
" nr:

"
"

No~. 1-12/Vol.

..
"

IV.
V.

"
"

tB-24
2o-36.
87 48
49-59.

VI.
vrr.

"
" VIII.
"
IX.
"
X.

Nos. 60-70.

"
"

71-80.

81-91.

" 9 '-lOa

" 104-111.

Oloth plain edge·, f2 V(,]. <s•varat<!u or in set.<.)
Half ieal, marb!e eaged, $2.7 i vol. (In sets onlt/.)
NEwST'!!LE.-Noe.l to 111 inclusive, are bound in
18 vo.t., averaging 492 pages each, Svo, thus:
Olotb, extra, red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22 75 per set.
Half seal, plain edges, 2. ~5
"
29 25 "
"
12.50 "
Haltseal, marble e•lge•, >1 50
Blf Mor., marble edges, 2.75
"
33 75 "
In set• onW.

All of the following aro oDtavo, cloth :
WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY.
Man's Place in Nature. Numerous ill.; &
The Origin of Speci~s. 2 books in 1 vol. .75
ThePhysicallfasls of Lire & other Essays.
Lectu1·es on Evolution. Illustruted.
2 books in 1 vol. •
•
•
•
. . 75
Animal Automatism, and other Essays.
Tec]HJical Education, and other Essays.
2 books in 1 vol.
. 75
WORKS BY OH~RL"ES D 1RWIN.
Origin of Species by .Means of Natural
:Selection; or, the Preservation of
Favored Races in the Struggle for Life.
New editiOn f, om the latest Eng. edition,
wi:h addit•ons and correctione.
•
1.25
Descent or Man, and Selection in Rela
tion to !'!ex W.th illustratione. New edition revisecl •nd angmtJn•ed.
•
• l.W
Formation of Yegetabl~ Mold Through
the Action of Worm~, with Observations on tbeirHabits. With illustration~ . . 75
Cbarles Darwin: His Life and Work.
By Grant Ai'en.
.75
SELECT WORKS BY GRl:.'l"T ALLEN.
'file Evolutionist at Large;
lignet tes f1·om Nature; and
Fore~ and Energy : A Theory of Dynamics 3 books in 1 vol.
1.00
WATFR, ELECTRIOil'Y, AND LIGHT. BY
PfiOFESSOR TYND.!LL.
Forms of Water in Clouds and Riv r~,
Icd and GI~.Ciers 19 JllU< 1·r~tl<lnS,
Lesson' in Electricity. 60 illustrations.
Six Lectures ou Light. Illustrated.
a bcoks in 1 vol. •
1.0a
WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER.
The nata of Hhics.
•
•
.
. .50
:tducation: Intellectual, Moral, and Physical; and
Progress : Its Law and Cause. With
or.ner Dt•quisition8. 2 books in 1 vol.
.75
'~\he Genesis of Science.
file Factors of Organic Evolution.
2 books in 1 vol. •
. 75
Bli'LEOT WORKS OF RIOHA.RD A.. PROCTOR,
F.R.l.S.
light Science i'or Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
ttereditary 'lraits, and other Essays.
llliscellaneous Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthqual!es, with 14 miscellaneous Essavs.
6 books 1 u 1 vol. .
1.50
SELECT WOBK~ OF WM. KINGDON OLIF·
FORD, F.R A.:!.
. Seeing and 'l'hinkin~.
· 'l'he Scientific llas1s of Morals, and
'tl•'-"•"

t•

Hlf\Yf.

Conditions of Mental Development, and
or.h~·- J(~t!A:VP.

~he Un!Oeen ·universe, and the Philoso~Jh·' u( t.lJp

PnreSOiP11Cet'.

Cosmic Fmotion: .Also the Teachings
of Science.
5 books in 1 vol.
1.25
SEL"EOT WORKS OF EDW. OLODD, F.R A.B.
The Childhood of lteligion.
The Hirth and Growth of ''Yth.
~l'he Childhood of the World.
ll book• Ill 1 vol.
. 1.00
S:ELlWr WORKS OF TH. RIBOT,
Translated. trom t118 F'renah. /;y J. F'ttzuerala, M.A.
'Ute Diseases of Memory.
'lhe Uiseases of the " ill.
~he lJiseases of Personality.
a l>o~l!.o iu ·1 vol.
1.00
THE MILKY WAY.
'l'he Womlers of the Heavens. 32 illus.
By o~m\IIH Flammarioo.
'file Romance of Astl.'onomy. By R.
K"-lley M1ller, M.A.
The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena,
ita uondition. By Nathan T. Oar1, LL.D.
8 books in 1 vol.
•
•
.
• 1.00
POLITIOAL BOIENOE.
l'hysics and Politics. An application
·of the principles of Natural ~oience to
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot,
author of "The En~t. OonRtit.nt.ion," and
History ol the Science of Politics. By
.Fre<terick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol.
• .?5
THE L!ND QUESTION.
The History of I and1IOltling in Eng•
land. By Joseph Fisher,F.R. a.S.;and
Historical Sketch of the .li istiibution
of Land in J!:ngland. By William
Lloyd lltrbecJr, M.A.. 2 books in 1 vol. • . 75
MISOELuANEOUB.
The .Mystery of Matter, and The PhiJosophy of I'(no-•-ncH; ann
The Essential Nature of Religion. By
J. ·\tlan ... u P•cton. 2 books iu 1 vol.
• ,75
Science and Crime; and
Science and Poetry, with other Essays.
BY Andrew Wilson, .F.R.B.E.
2 books in 1 vol.
•75
(Continued. in nezt oolumn.l

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY (Conttnuea).
Current Discussions in Science; and
Scientific Aspect of Some Familiar
~l'hings. By W. M. Williams, F.C.S.
2 buoks i'l 1 vol. .
• •
• .
, .711
The Dlack Death. An Account of the
Gr~at PAslil•n<'e of the 14th c .. ntury; and
'fhe Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages.
Bv J. F. O. H~cker. llllJ. 2 books in I vol. ,75
The ·Naturalist on the River Amazon.
A Record of Adventure•, Habits of
Animals. Sketches of Br•ziliaP ,. nd Indian
Life and Aspects of Nature Under the
Equator, dunng Eleven Yeau of Travel,
by Henry Walter B!ltes. F.L.S., Asl!is. Sec.
to the Royal Geographical Society of
En£rland.
.
.
• .
•
• • .76
The Rise and Early Constitution of Uni·
versities, wiLl! a Survey of Medieval
Education. By S. B. La uri~, LL.D.,
,..rofessor.ofthe Inet.itutes and History f
Edu"ation in the UPiversit:vof Edinburl!'h . .75·
T1te Ueligions of the Ancient World,
includ!ug .l£gypt, A••rria anti Babylonia,
Persia, India, Phwnlcia, Etruria, Greece,
Rome. By George liawlinson. M.A.,
Oamden Professor of Ancient HistorY,
Oxford'/ c.nd Oanon of Oanterbury, au·
thor o "'l'he Origin of Nations," "The
F1ve Great Monarchies," etc.
• • • .75
Fetichism : A Contribution to Anthropololi:Y and the History of Religion. By
l<'ritz S"hultze. Translated from the .
German hv J. l'itzger•-ld, M A.
.
• 75
.Moue y and the JUechanism of Exchange.
By W.l:l Rnley Jevon., M.a., F.R.I:l., Professor of LogiC >md Political Economy in
tt•" OwAns Oell€1£rl'. Ma,.,chester. • • .75
On the Study of Words. By Richard
Ollenevix 'l'rench, D.D., Archbishop of
Dublin.
•
.
• • •
• • . .75
The .Uawn of History: An Introduction
t.o Pre-B.l~torio Study. Edited by C.
F. Kear:v, 1\I. A., of the British Museum.
.75
Geological Sketches at Home and
A broad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D.,
F R.S ,Director-General of the Geological
HurveYB of Great BritaiB and Ireland. • .75
Illusions : A Psychological Study. By
James l:lnllY, Author of "Sensation and
Intuition," u P~aRimism," etc.
.
. . .75
The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J
Bv Sir Jobn Lnbhock, B•rt. 2parts in 1. .75
English Past and Present. (Parts I.
"ud II.l By Rtchar<l O.lien.,vix Trench
2 n~trts in 1, ()omnlete.
.
• • · .
75
'file Story of Creation. A Plain Account
of Evolution. By Edward Olodd, F.R.A.S.
.75
Over 8~ Illus.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New Yotli

IN

THE SELECTION OF

A CHOICE CIFT
For Pastor, Parent, Teacher, Child, or
Friend, both elegance and usefulness will be found
combined in a copy of Webster's Unabridged.

Besideslll&nY other valuable features,

contains

Giordano Bruno. GIRARD'S WILL
AND

His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Portrait, and Monument.
With a complete list of the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.

AN EXPOSE
Of the Perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
churches and Young 1\len•s
Ohristian Association.
By BIOH. B. WEBTBBOOX, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEXBB.

BY
GEORGE JACOB HOLY0AKE1
THOMAS DAVIDSON,
THADDEUS B. W AKEMAN1
KARL BLIND,
LYDIA R. CHASE.

Single copies 15 cents; ten copies for a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

LOOKING BA.CKWA.RD Ingersoll a~~ the Deist.
B;r Edward Bellamy,

1

A NATIVE "TAR HEEL."

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
It is a thought. breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new li~~:htwill find in it satisfaction Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
and inMpiratio?.-[New York Tribune.
1
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
The appeal 1s always made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
.
· ·
ble socialsta,te ll'reatl;r i~ aqvan!Je qf the present.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM
The romant1c narrat1v 18 ncb m 1ts forecast of
•
' •
actual possibilities.-[Bost.on Traveler.
8ecreta'I'1J of the Amencan Secular Umon.
1
12mo, cloth, $1.50: paper, 50o.
'j
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER 00.
Address THB TRUTH SEEXEB OoHPAI!IY.

THE NEw GOD.

IF YOU WANTTOKNOW

All about t"M human bod.y in "Marth ana disease, natu1'e's secrets1'evealed,

How lifei3 perpetuatccl,heaUhm-aintainecl, disease induced, death delayed.
How to marry your own •mate, and transmit wealth oflteatth to posterity.

cheapest, best popular medical book in English or German.
READ Dr. Foote's "Plain Howe Talk and :Medical Common Sense.
Writ In PLAIN langnagelnastyle that Is pleasing to all classes,
Alima de
by 200 wood cuts and Gl>lates of fine lithographs.
Shonld be in every HOME In the landh say its enthuaiastlo readers.
fiai~ ~~~y~e:t plain life bfot:;~nt;;/ ~~dd~~ ~~ te~fha¥geo;~;~::
Necessary & important TALK for everyone. married or single.
The work Is priceless in valneAND calcnlaterl to _regenerate society,
Says Dr. Eadon, of Scotland,
so say editors and olergymen.
Orlglnalldeas of disease and its MEDICAL treatment at home.
By aprosperonsphyslclan oflarge
practice for 30 years.
Treats of lung, heart, liver._ and all chronic COMMON allme!1ts.
Eopec!allyblood & nervous aerangements &
debil1 ty.
500.000 oold; probably a mlllion readers among people of SENSE
1888 edition has new "Origin ot Life," in 21 chromogral'lls
. ,
Great discounts to AGENTS A. K. Bryan.t, Barre, vt.i ordering
110 writes "Took78
orders in 7 dil.yii: sold 71n '<!hours."
'stimdard,$8.25; Popular, $1.50; (difference !sin binding).
PRICES Both PclitionReltlt-h bonurl. Clrcnll\rS & ""mnlepage•FRRR.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING CO., 129 B. 28th St., N.Y.
HUMA.K FACRS; how to read obaractAr. I>Y Dr. J. Simms, 250 pages, 225 IllustrationR, 50 cents.
NEW Dr. Foote's Hand Book ot Health Hint.s ani\ Ready Recipes, 128 page pamphlet., 25 cents.
"UB MP.ntcAt.
BRNBE and Nonoenof'. Try t.he Langh C!nre. 96 pogeo. 50 Ulnst.ratlona,!Ocents.
r
G'l.N'P.:COLOGY, or Disea.Re8 of \Vomen. 49 pages. $10 worth ot floctors advlc~ fnr 10 cents.
All !onr of these paper cover books with Popular Edition of "Plain Home Talk" for $2.00.

.- - - - - - - - - - - ,

GLOVES
Direct To You.
I have decided to place my gloves
(the hest made) within the reach of
every purchase1·, no matter where he
o~ she may live.
You purchase
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER,
get better gloves for the money, saving intermediate expenses of traveling salesmen, wholesale and retail
ealers. My gloves are made from
skins suitable for d
grades of service and are made with the best skill
by the most experienced operat01·s. Thev are
perfect in style apd fit and the most servi~eable
gloves that can be made. My gloves are warranted and if not as represented you can return
them and receive back your money.

A Dictionary
of 118 000 Words, 3000 Engravings,
A Gazetteer of· the World
locating and describing 25,000 Places,
A Biographical Dictionary
of nearly 10,000 Noted Persona;
A Dictionary of Fiction
.
found only m Webster,
All in One Book.
1

3000 more Words and nearly 2000 more Illus•
tratione than any other American Dictionary.
,~ Sold by all Booksellers. Pamphlet free.
G. & C. MERRIAM I. CO., Pnb'rs, Springfield, Maaa.
--- ----·-·---

"JUST LET ME SHOW

Girard College Theology.

YOU"

DR_ :FOOTE'S

Rand-Book of Health Hints

Twenty-seven Years Before the Public.

AND READY REOIPES.

I offer my gloves for ladies and
gentlemen, with ass01·ted colors. real dog
skin, kid, cheverette, and fur. SEND stamp
for illustrated book about gloves giving
full description with prices of over fifty
patterns, simple guide for self measurement; thus enabling you to order by mail
as safely as if measured in our"ltltore.

Worth $25. Cost 25a
Dy t~o nuthor o!
"PLAIN HoME TALK" AND "MEDxc.u.
·
Co~oN SENsE."

lmente;
~ S ~!r~~cr:e~\~:;ccu~~:; c?oa~~!a~A~
a valuable Book ofRefercnco for every

Family. Only 25 cents.
Tho Handbook con tnins chapters nn Hygiene
Cotnmon Senao on Common
Curative Measures, How to
Children, Knacks Worth
Bn.tbin on Nursing th&
cle11, Hint: for Pregnnnt

REMEMBER, je1ject fit {l'lll satisfaction guaranteed.-

with Bomo of the Prtvnto

other phys1eiana
Cor

Refer to Johnstown Bnnl\, Amcrh·an Express Co., or Postmaster, all of Johns!own, or
Commercial Agencies.

prepl\rln~

WAtlTED.

comnanv,

NEWYORKC!TY,N. Y.

''The Gladstone''
L.A.JY.CP
is the

flne't

JOHN C. HUTCHINSON,
JOHNSTOWN, N.Y.
ODSER VE. I send .a good glove 111easure
above book to those who 111ention this paper

fREE of'
Charge 'With
'When 'Writing.

lamp h> the worlrl. H

~vhi i~~~~:;~Jr8°l~~L~Ji!1t~(~~~~

Purer and brighter thnn Jrn.':i

light; softer than electric li~ht,
-more cheerful than either,
.Marvelous light from ordi11ary

oil!

Seeing is Believing,

A

u

wonderful lamp" it is

inrlecd. Never needs trimm·
tug, never smokes nor breaks

chimneys, never .. smells or

the 011;" no gumming up, no
leaks. no sputterin~. no climb·
ing of the flame. no nnnoyance

of nn'' kind, and cannot
cxplo(le. And beside,; all
these tt<h·antnges it gi\·('s a
c:lt!fu". white light. tO to~O
times the ~ize nne\ brill!anc\' or

Fin.ished in either .Bras~. Nickel,
Gold or Antique Bronze. Also

any m·dinf1'1'!J house lmnpl

The Gladstone Extension Study Lamp,
for CJerg-ymPn, Erlitors. Cnllc~e ~tudents. Teachers, Pro•
fcssors, l'hysidan::J a.ud other professio11almen.

The Gladstone Rlln~tnet Lamps.
The Glndstonc Piano Lamps.
Send for price list. Single lnf!lps nt wh()lesn.Tf! pria. hoxed
and sent by express. ~Get our prices. ··Seeing is belil'r:i11g."

GLA.DSTONE LA.MP CO.,
10 East l-ith St., New York.

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,

./vo•

1_

FACTORY

sso

Cor. 87th St.

&

WAREROOMS,

0'

'\)--\).-

T hlr
. d :h-~e
·
Ne-yv

York.

TH~

THE

New Edition. RevisetLUld Enlarired.

Btble of Nature,
OR,

TliE

Principles of Secularism.

BY HELEN H. C.\RDENER,
Introduotio.n by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lAnts.
The Trail6 Supplied at l:ipedal Diswunt8.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
a.~ this oftioe. Price, 40o.; 'll:ith a.utovaph, 50 eta.

THE STRUGGLE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Religious and Political Liberty.

Address THE TRUTH SElmER CO.

l!'OB
.In which the author shows the repeated attempt~
of men of every age to ac;qnire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this countrY, call•
the attention of thinking men and women to th<
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the work is replete with astonndin_g facts an<'
weighty arguments which cannot fail to in teres•
the minds of this age,
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa]ette Pln.ce. New York

THE

l'HAMPIONS OF 11 HE CHURCH:
THEIR

.

Crimes and Persecutions.
vo, 1,119PP. Oloth, $3; leather, $4 ;· morocco,
gilt edges, M.50.
BY D. M. BENNEI'T.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
2R Lafn.vAt.t.A Pl>tCA. NPw York

FOR·· HER DAILY BREAD.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.

Bl' A. J. GROVER.

USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
15 cents.
Address T.HE TRUTH SEEJJ:Im Co

EVERY LADY·

WANTS

A SILK DRESS

This is your opportunity. A ne'v departure. SILKS direct from the manufacturers to you.
Our rcc1nced prices
bring the best goods
within reach of all.
We are the only
manufactqrers in
the U. S. selling

direct to con•
suJners.
You
take no ris!{. we
warrant every
piece of goods as
represented, or
money refunded. See our references. We
are the oldest
Silk Manufacturers in the
U.S. Established in 1838, with
over 50 years' experience.
We
guarantee the
CHAFFEE

DRESS
SILKS,
for richness of
color, superior
finish and wearqualities, to
unexcelled

anyJnake
Black
in the
We
offer these Dress Silks in Gras Grains,
Satins, Sm·ahs, Faille Francaise and Aida
Cloths, in Blacks only.
·
Send us a 2c.-stamp (to pay postage) and
we will forward you samples of all our
styles free with prices, and you can see
for yourselves.

O. S. CHAFFEE & SON,
Mansfield Centre, Conn.

w~~~'h'"an~~.Rf~~~~~gk,~ix~~r~~v1':i~oR:h~W~:

l!mantic Savings Institute, of Willimnntlc, Conn.

[1,
[L~'l ~!~~:1af~:~~~~~~;~)1~lo~&
8[rOll[

YardsSewingSilk,andenough
-.;;.;;.;;;.;;;;;;,;;;;.;;~~~~~~ Braid to bind bottom of

8

THE GOODS :~~ec~~~~~~e~~~r~~~ PREPAID

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signiftcance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OBWALD.
Price, $1.00.

Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address TRE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Modern .Science fssaJist,

Chicago Secular Union meets ovary Sundu;
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 Weat Madisor sLreet.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from. abroad
&ro welcome.

PJiiladelphia Liberal Lea~ue 2:>7
meets every SundaY in Indugtrial Hall, Broad antl
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures ax,o
free discussions on religions and social question~
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-':::'rutt
Beekerpublioationsalways on hand o.toheap rat.~.
'.l'lie Secular Society of' Kent, 0.,

For sale a.t this office •

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

m

For the be&efit of our readers who preserve their P.apers
we offer a new s.tyle of limderJ
m.ade for the J!UrPose, ana
With the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKEB printed in
gold letters on the outside.
This binder allows the openIll~ ot the papers perfectly fta t. It also allows the
taking out and r.eplaoing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail.>..Postll_ai<1J for -1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

SAKYA BUDDHA.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of humau
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHToN, Sec.

The JJA anhalt an Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Germ"n Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discUBAion~. Tbe public cordially invited.

Akt'on,

L. K. Washburn's Works.

~Sunday and the ~abbath. " A law
regula tin~ human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertmenoe." Price~ 10 cents.

The False Teaching· of the Chris·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Cht•istiau church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 oen ts.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
.Was Jemq Insanel Price, 10 cents.
The Pnblir Schools and the Catholic
Cbnrch. Price, 5 cents.

Ten Cents Each.
J.D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writing~, and
philo•onhy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMP80N.
Til~ BJblc-Wbat Is IU
A pam2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
and 'influence. BY Rev •.JOHN W. 0HADWIOK.
of the assumption that tho Bible is a divine
hook of pure thought, and correct in all its
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
• ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
Studies in 'IIIeolo;-y. A clear exposi4, EVOLUTION OF THl<: EARTH: The story of
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
and onrse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
negativ. and aftirmativ. s~and.J?o!nt, showing
of zoological evolution. By D . RossiTER
what it 18 not and what 1t lS. Pnoe, 5 cents.
RAYMOND.
tf
r. THE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiquity, growth By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: It-o nature and develonment By Dr. .I< OBERT G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION 0 F SOCIETY. BY JAMES A. SKILBy L. FEUEKBACH.
ToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSoN.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DR. LEWis
50 ots.
G. JANES
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im.12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELsoN C.
PARSHALL
moral.-Exwact.
,3. EVOLU I'ION AS RF.LA.TFD 'fO RRLIGIOUS
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.
'l'HOUGB.T. By JOHN W. CBADWICK.
·4 l:'HILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. HY STARR
BoYT NICHOLS.
Argument by R. G.In;-t.rsoll
15. THE EF~>ECTS OF EVOLUTION 0.._ THE
IN THB:
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Place. tii6W York,
FOR

Essence of Religion.

BY D. M. B:a:N!ill:TT.
10 cents.

Price.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc. ·
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and produotiv of
good in furnishin~r food for thought. We trust it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richl.v
m.erits.-[The American Idea.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
A.ddresl THE TRUTH SEEKER.

IFreethou,.ht UntoJJ,

Tl1e Minneapolis Secular Union
Me&ts every SundaY at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
avo.,Rooms ~2 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J. F. MACoMBER, Pres.; CHAS. LowNn, Sec

tlon

u

BLASPHEMY,"

Elizur \V ri,.ht Secular Unlon
or Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth San.
days of· eaoh month at Independent Church, at
10 3o·A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subi.criptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Invest'!·
gaiOI' ere solicited.
R. G. ::lMn'H, Cor. t:!eo.

DDAMONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In <•nler to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, test,
aLd rompa.re my goodH and prices with those of
01 Ler dianl(Jnd merchants, I w1ll sell any pi•ce of
Di•mond Jewelry, accompanied by contract thst
c•asL in full will he refunded any time w1thin one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None wtll sell as cheap. Oarrymg a larl!o stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing bn&iutss
on smallest possible expense, yuu will positlvly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardrops, worth $600. !or
$400; Pms, ltmgs, l!:arilrops, Studs, Hair Ornn.mentA, P~ndants, worth $3~0, for $200; do., worth
S200, fur $140; do., v.orth $150. fN' $110; do., worth
flOO for $70; do., worth $80, for $ti0; do., worth
t60, for $45; do., worth i40. for f8U; <lo., worth $80,
for $~2; do., worth 120. for $15. Yon can wear these
goods daily for one year. It will not cost you a
cent. If in the mean t1me you nre not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your ca>h in full.
Seleotions sent to respon~1ble parties on approval: to any banking-haute or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l're "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finelY adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regulatort Breqnet hair-suring, beautiful
double-paneled aial. and all modern improve·
menta Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it I In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce coin silver Cbse, $23.10; five-ounce, $25; six ounce, $27. 1 n
open face. he•t filled gold case, $27; huntmg, $~3;
do., Louis X.IV., $35. In fourteen carat solid gold,
$50 to $ 50. Sent prepaid, and cash refundedi
not satt&faotor:v.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between thfl
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderlt
times. teo pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Free.
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and )2arwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
ots. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1ble Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. MoseR
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Reljgion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Brnno aud
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorit~,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Son!.
5 ots. Nature and the Gods. 5 ots. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 ots.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Conrt,
E. C•• Lon ion. Enll.
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Handsome 8vo, 86 pp .. beautiful type, fine paper.
-Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, 95 cents, or
$2 per dozen.
AddreBt THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2e Lafayette Pl., New York

HISTORY
011'

THI!I

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of' Europe.
Bevieed Edition-2 Tola-l'rioe, ''·
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Excha.nge.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
Price,
25 oentB.

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conclusivly that th~re was no Christ
crucifi~d nuder Pontius Pilate, bnt that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of Mary by Jo~eph
Pandera, was stoned and hang~d for eorcery about
75 yeare n.o. Oioth, 446 pages, with full Index.
Price. $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
oftioe.

P

At Morristown, New Jersey.
seenographtcalZV

·

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford n.venue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., evdry
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
leo urep,

TRiAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.

o.,

The Akron Freethonght Union meets even
SundaY evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
'l'eachiDgs.
BrCJoklJn PltilosoplliCal Associa·

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
BY E. D. ROOT.
For Her Daily Bread is tne st.ory or two young
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
girla and a younger brother·who were left parent· work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
less, with little money, fau education, and much
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
courage, to make their way through the world by schools
in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
going to Chicago. The autnoris also tbe heroin. "Religio-Philosophical
Journal," and many SpiritThe narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work ualist papers and lecturers
hav spoken highly of
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago the book.
among bluff business men, kind ht-arted folks,
Extra
Cloth,
175
PP .• $1.
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a stnr:>
of human life as we should exPect Colc>nel lnl!'erAddr~ss THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
wll to be intereated in; a.nd whatever liP admire•
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
and appreciates is sure to be worth t.he attentior
,f the rest of the world Price 25 cenl •.
AddreSP THE TRUTH AEEKRl!
e\n Expos tion of the True Meaning of this Cha1·
P.cter as desoribPd in the New Te,tt>mf nt. Br Mi:
r..·n Woolley. M.D., author of '' Elt-br•w 1\hthol"'Y·"
Paner, Bvo. 25 cent •.

Steei engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, suitable for frn.ming, sent poslpaiil,
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH I:<EEKER
tf

bB,

A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT.

The Forum.

NEW EDITION.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. The Secret of the East,

.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of tlUJ FUTURE.
Author of "The Secret or the East, or the Origin·
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat
ure•' "Household Rsmedies," "Tho
Poison Problem, or tho Cause
· and the Cure of Intemperance," e~o., etc.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
writer- on scientific and social subjects.-[Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
Cloth, 19mo, 240pp., $1.
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LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:
MODEBN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer or
Creatton.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.

a" This b()()k was suppressed by the first American publislte'l'. B

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBEH 9, 1888.
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CODS AND RELJCIONS! WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,

Jltws of fht flleth,

oF

1

AND RE.I!'ORll.ERS.

========:=======::. ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

Biographies or soo or the Leading Philosophers,
Vol 1 Givs a Fnll Account of all the Gods, in'l'eachers, l:lkepdcd, Innovator•, .l!'oundera of
RELIGION counteracts morality and nnivaraal
ANOTHER deadly battle between the Hateluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, I
N<'W Schools of 1'huught, Eminent. Scien1 Phll~ntbropy in Sl> fa.r as it seta mBn a.ga.inat each
Jesus
Obnst
Virgin
Mary,
and
the
Bible,
tists, etc. (who were no\ Chnstians),
field and the McCoy f11ctions has taken plnce
8vo 835pp.' Vol. II. Describes Fnl!y all
from the t•mt of liletnt 10 the presother b; fliveratt.Y of dootrins and theories of be·
the Relidous Systems of the World.
ent. svo. 1,075<'P·• "Joth, $3;
in Lincoln county,
va.
lief, thus fostering and non•ishing the worst imsvo,957pp, Oloth,$3pervol.; the
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
pulses of human nature.-Buchner.
2 vola., $6; )eather, ~; moBY D. M. BENNE'l'T.
HEBBERT SPENOER is in better health, and 1
rocco, gllt edges, $8.
WHAT effect has thiil religion had upon the nawill resume work on his great exposition of :
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
tions of the earth? What hav the nations been
evolution, the "Synthetic Philosophy."
28
LafayeUe
Place,
N.
Y.
fighting about? What wa~ the Thirty Years• War
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
in Europe for 1 What was
EMPEROR WILLIAM is
the war in Holland fon
visiting the sultan.
Why was it that England
persecuted Scotland 1 Why
Doos: laborers at Antis it thllt England persewerp struck last Batur.
cu !es Ireland eveR to ·this
day 1 At the bottom of
day.
every one of t.h9Be conflicts
NoRTH AND SoUTH DAyou will find a religious
question. Tne religron of
KOTA were declared states
Jean<
C H"i3', as preached
on the 2d.
by his cburch, causes war,
ToHERNYOBBWSKY, aubloodsb~d. hatred, and all
u n c h "' r i t a: blen·ess ; - and
thor of " What's to be
wb.y? Doc,me they say a
Done?'' is dead.
certain belief is nPces:ary
to salvatioo.-lnrm·soll.
IN the Cronin trial eviTHE growth of physical
dence is being developed
science is not an exclusiv
that shows Burke to be
prerog~ttiv of the present
guilty.
agf. l!B pn~ent strength
and volume merely indicate
LONDON bakers will
the higheot level of a stream
strike on tbe 14th unless
which took its rise, alongside of the primal founts of
t h e i r demands a r e
philosoph,-, iitRrature, and,
granted.
art, in ancient Greece; and,
after beioll' dammed up for
A SLIGHT earthquake
a thousand years, once
was felt in southern Illimore began to flow three
nois, southern Missouri,
centuries ago.-H·uxley.
and Ktntucky.
WE hav to expl<tin the·apparent anomaly or two
AT Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
epochs of comparativ ea.n•
on the 31st ult., railroad
ity and civiliz>ttion sep.
laborers had a fight in
arated by the disejlse and
delirium of ttifi 'Oatholio
which twelve were inepiaode.-Proi'ossor dzt.ffora:
jured, four it is thought
THE found>ttions of our
fatally.
,civiJiz,ttion were laid centuries before Ohristianity
AT Danbury, Conn., on
was hno"·n. The intellithe 2d, a bank of sand
gence of courage, of selfcaved in upon workmen
gove~nment, of energy, ·of
·
industry, that uniting made
who were digging sew.
J E PH T H A H V 0 WET H A V 0 W ·
the civilization of this centers, and killed one and
Then it shall be, that whatsoever cometh forth of the doors of my house to meet me,_ when I return. in peace from
ury, <lid not come alone
injured two.
the children of Ammon, shallt urely be the Lord's, and I will offer it up for a burnt-offermg.-Judges XI, 31.
~r~~~~~~~~ ~~~i~~~w~vr~~~

w.

I

-=======-=-=-=-=-=-================~==================:;=====:====I THEY who cro.uch to-Ingersoll.
those who are a.bove them,

AT Glssgow on the 1st
1
the wall of a building
~~
that was being erecte d beside a carpet f actcry,
/lff
!J.
blew over and crushed through the factory '
•f
roof, killing forty or fifty girls.
1·::·:::-================

fJ dds

J

nd

I GATHE:B
there
a pie,
And herehere
andand
there
a biscuit;

I snatch a spoon when no om>'s by,

It ~tlwaya pays to risk it.

AT Paesaic, N. J., two buildings being! THE orator is m'lde, but the poet ie borne with.
I ~~e~o~!:eo~~ew!:~~;::::r~ow
erected fell and seriously injured eight work- -Life.
For men may come ~tnd men may go,
men. Examination showed that the mortar
THE monkey goes to the sunny side of the tree
But 1 go on all summer.
when he wants a warmer climb.-Merohant
was little better than pure mud, and the tim- Travfler.
I ride beneath the rushing freight
From Boston to Cllkago; ·
ber and foundations worthless.
AFrER the heathen are converted, it might be
I watch each chance to desecrate
well
to
bring
them
over
to
do
a
little
missionary
Westphalia, Germany, the scene of the
The box of Wells and Fargo.
work in our cities.-Puc~.
I sing and whi•t'e as I gostrikes, the manufacturers and mining
AN old· maid said she wished she was an auc·
November'll ftod me lonely,
companies
now blacklisting troublesome tion<er,
for then it would be perfectly proper to
FJr in November falls the snowhands, boycott!, ·· publicans who rent rooms say, "Make me an offer."-T~;.;as S!f£inf13,
1 walk in summer only.
-Exchange.
for workmen's meetings, and asking the gov.
JoHNNIE: "Is God 11-ish ?" Sunday-school
IT is understood that the following letter has
emment to suppress the meetings altogether. teacher : " Wby, no, my dear. Why do you ask been received by the president of the Senate :
such a question'" Johnnie: "Ooz, he always
SAN FRANOISoo, Sept. 15, 1889.
LATELY, at Coaticooke, Can., the sup- says' ye.'"
To the Pres. or the &natl',
.
posed corpse of Auguste Archambault was
I
see
bi
the
oaypers
that _the Be!late IS a milyun
FoND mother (with ugly child): "Well, Dr. air·s club. Now I wood_hke
to
Jme,
for
being lowered into the grave when a groan Baxter, what do you think of that for a baby?" milyun air. P!ees hev mi na_me proposedl a~amthea
from the coffiu Jed to its being opened and its The Rev. Dr. Baxter (who bas his own ideas of next meeting and see that 1t goze thru 1 am
milyun and mA.de it myself, too.
tenant being found alive. Bis disease had beauty, but is consoientious) : "Well, that is a wurth moran aYours
trooly, RIOH. B. GoLDBAG.
been typhoid fever, and physicians hope to bab:v."-Life.
I
GRANT
we
wandered
off alone,
'Tis very true th' electric sparks will kill
save bin;
And stayed until the falling dew;
An upright, tender lineman sure enough,
But, dear, I only went because
MBROIER, the premier of Quebec, accomBnt may not adeqnlltely fill the bill
I fancied that she looked like you.
When tried on criminals of llber tougk.
panied by Mgr. Labelle, a deputy minister of
I grant my arm around her waist
-Life,
the Quebec government and Catholic clergyUnwisely strayed. What could I do?
MABEL (to Jack, who is a.bout to drink her health
man, will soon start in a special car to attend
I had to draw her close to see
·
for
the
ninth
time)
:
''
Oh,
I
wouldn't,
Jaok.
the Catholic convention at Baltimore, Md. • Drink to me OBly with thine eyes' instead."
If, in the dusk, she looked like you.
-The object is to gain favor for the Catholic Jack: "All rigll.t. Well-er-here's looking at
I grant upon her cheek I pressed
A single kiss-no more 1 well-two.
cause in Canada.
you."-BarDara Lampoon.
You never were content with one,
LADY of the house : "No, I make it a principle
THE Catholics of Axtell, Kan., created con- never to giv away money a\ the door." Tramp :
And she-she looked so muoh like you.
-Ben!le.ll Pauker.
siderable disturbance at a late lecture by a "Very w~l, madam, if you hav any feeling about
!U.BY'S LITTLE LAMB-NEW VEBSION.
Presbyterian minister," Priestcraft Exposed." it; I am perfectly willing that you should hand it
Mary had a little lamb,
'fhe mayor received reports that the Cath- to me out of the window."-Yale Rtcora.
•Tis called the lamb of God,
OLoGSEY: "How with such a perfect show
olics threatened violence, and telegraphed for
You must believe this priestly sham
You should let that heiress go,
troops, but Adjutant-general Roberts on
Or feel the avenging rod.
I don't know."
arriving found that the militia were not reHe ran against a fool one day,
Grogsey : " I'll tell you how I missed her ;
quired.
Who said he was possessed
I merely stooped and kissed herOf all the devils on t of hell
Younger siste.r.•• -Town To;pica.
THE men that we hav elected to perform
And imps, till he couldn't rest.
FmsT citizen: "What hav they arrested the
qertain civil duties, ha v, as is usual at this Chinaman for?" J:leoond citizen : "Oh, some
And so this teacher turned •em out,
season, stepped outside their legitimate boys smashed his windows and he shook his fist
But still they lingered near,
And roamed impatiently about
spheres and enjoined observance of the fes- at them." "And they arrested him f" "Oertainly.
These
moon-eyed
Mongolian•
must
be
Till the imps •• got ou their ear."
tival of a particular religion. November 28th taught that they cannot shake their fists at our
On Grampian hills a frugal swain
is the day on which we are directed to " as- American boys."-Boston Courier.
Was herding swine close by,
semble in places of worship and giv thanks to
" A STATEBM~N'B heart lies in his head 1"
Ohrist let these devils in to them,
God."
Or so tbe great Napoleon said;
•Twas then "root hog or die."
Bnt hearts which in the head reside,
TEx earl of Galloway was tried recently at
He wandered through a field of grain,
Just like the skull, grow ossified,
This meek &.ud lowly lamb,
Dumfries, Scotland, for criminal conduct to.
And thus Napoleon's chilly heart
When reminded •twas the Sa-bbath day,
w~rd a little girl, whose testimony was cor.
Grew hard in snob a BJny-parte.
Said he didn't care a-oent.
-Pittoburgh Bulll-ttn.
roborated by several witnesses. Lord GalloHe
sent hili pals to steal a.n a.:s,
ST.
PETII:B:
"Havn•t
I
heard
your
name
be
foro
T"
way does not even seem to hav put in an
or course, •twas against the rule,
Western boomer: "Of course you hav. Every.
appearance, but contented himself with subBut hence the saying came to Pass,
body has heard of the founder of Hustlerville,
"John Morgan, here's your mule l"
mitting a written declaration asserting that Dali.ota." St. Peter: "You can come io, Mr.
his offense had been " unintentional." It is Boomer, but you mustn't write any pamphlets
• What makes the Jews hate Jesus so'"
The eager Ohristians cry,
scarcely necessary to add that the court about this place. You re liable to make statements that the attractiOns won't wa.rrant."-Mun"Wby, Jesus damned the Jews, you know,"
hastened to acquit the millionaire peer,
seii'B weelell/.
The preacher makes reply.
Kn.PosY.

always trample on those who are below them.Buckl•'JJ Bi.-torv or Civtlization.
As a rule, arrogance and liumillty go together.
He who in power c~mpels biB fellow·mi!.u to kneel,
will himself kn.eel when weal;. The tyr~tnt is a
c1·inger in power; a. cringer is a tyrant out of
power,-Jnge1'ooll.
IT has often been repeatPd that the abolition of
slavery among modern people is entirely due to
Ohristians. That, I think, is saying too mnrh.
Shtvery existed for a lovg period in the heart of
Christian society, "ithout ih being particularly
astomRhed or 1rritated. A multitude of causes,
and a greR.t ilevelopmet~t in other ideas and p•inciples of civiliz,.tion, were necessary for the abolit.ion of this iniquity of all iniquities.-Guizot's
Histor!l or Oillilizatton.
I AM unaware of any religion in t.he world which
in the past forbade slavery. The profeesora of
Ohristianity for ages supported it; the Old Testament repeatedly sanctioned it by special laws; the
New Testament has no repealing declaration. It
is impossible for any well· informed Christie.n to
deny that the abolition movement in North
America was most steadily and bitterly opposed
by the religious bodies in the various sta.tes.Charles Braa1auo11.
IF the devil had written upon the subject of
slavery, which Bide would he hav taken T Let
every minister answer. If you knew the devil bad
written a book on human slavery, in your judgment would he uphold slavery, or denounce it 1
Would you regard it as any evidence that be ever
wrote it, if it upheld slavery 1 And yet, here you
hav a work upholding slavery, and you say it was
written by an infinitly good God ! If the devil
upheld polygamy, would you be •urprised 1 If the
devil wanted to kill men for differing with him,
would you be astonished? If !·he devil told a man
to kill his wife, would you be shocked? And yet,
you say, that is exactly what God did. If there
be a God, then that creed is blasphemy. That
creed is a libel upon him who sits Oil. heaven's
throne. If there be a God, I ask him to write in
the book in which my account is kept, that I
denied these lies for him.-Inr~ersoll.
GoD is infinitly good, but it has been found expedient to make him more wicked and vicious
than the devil himself. With a too lenient God,
the priests would do but a. sorry trade.- Voltatre.
IF there is no hell, fr<!m what arf' we saved?
To what purpose is the atonement ?-Ingersoll.
MANKIND bestows more Rpplauae on her destroyers than her benefq,ctors.-Gi~bon.
To-DAY we are not honoring some butcher called
a soldier-some wilY politician called a statesman
-some robber called a li.ing-nor some nialicinus
metaphysician called a saint. We are 'honoring
the great Humboldt, whose victories were all
achieved in the arena of thought.-Inr~er/011.
MoTION, heat, light, magnetism, oleotrioity,
ohemicalaffinity, pass one into the other; they are
only different modes of one and the same original
energy, and each, if not directly, can yet indi·
reot1y be converted baok again into the old form
out of which it has been evoked.-Du Prel.
\
OuT of nothing no energy oan arise.-Ltebtq.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
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OLD TIGER AND

IJlolts and erippinns.
A WESTERN newspaper humorist, being
desirous of starting his column in the Sunday
issue with a verse appropriate both to day
and column, asked the religious editor to furnish him "l!lomething funny about God."
THE contin11ed exposition of the unharmonious sentiments in the English church, says
the .Sun, cannot filii of h~viog considerable
influence upon its status, disestablishment being a fi Ja) result which even within the pale
of the institution itself is contemplated with
eq11aoimity.
THE Chicago Times devotes four columns
to a description of the spread of Anarchy in
that city. It says that the Anarchists are
twice as numerous as they were in 1886, and
that they are fully armed. ''There is no
doubt," says the article," that there is a great
deal of dynamite concealed in 'Little Hell.' •r
MB. TALMAGE seems to hav been a little
tricky in· his begging for cash to rebuild his
tabernacle. He wrote to men in Omaha, St.
Louis, and K~osas City offering to each to
name the new building after some dead relativ providing he would giv a hundred thousand dollars. It is ftJrtuoate that none responded, or the Brooklyn preacher would hav
been slightly embllrrassed.
THE soul, says Dr. A. H. Stevens, of Philadelphia. is located in the corpus callosum,
a little spongy body situatt'd at the base of the
brain, which has d.,lled the efforts of physicians in their eudeavors to ascertain its uses
in the human anatomy. "The corpus cal-·
losum," said the doctor, "is the seat of the
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imperishable mind, and is the great reservoir
and storehouse of electricity, wl:lich is abstracted from the blood in the arteries, and
conveyed through the nerves up the spinal
cord to the corpus callosum."
THE Rome correspondent of the London
Standard writes: "There is much preoccupation iu the Vatican respecting· the future
conclave, and the pope, who was for some
time averse to taking any ant.icipatory meas
ures, has consented to let the following q•lestions be examined: 1. Whether, in the
present state of things, it is expedient to take
measures now so that the c 1rdinals may flud
the ground prepared for them if they should
wieh to bold the conclave out of Rome. 2
Whether any step shall now be taken to obtain assurances from thij. powers that the c"rdinals shall hav absolute liberty of choice in
this matter. 3. Whether it would be possible
to hav the conclave safeguarded by the other
powers if held in Rome."
THE Christian Advocate says : "PoPsibly it
will be answer enough to the argument in
favor of relieving Catholics who support
parochial schools of the tax for public schools,
that they need the public school as an iocentiv and an example. We might feel a good
deal more like listening to their arguments,
did we not know that education by the Catholic church bas proved a complete failure.
We onlyhav need to ask the Catholic nations
of the world their experience. Every independent nation in the two Americas, except
ours, is Catholic; and with one insignificant
exception, they hav all been compelled to
remove education from the church and giv it
to the state. It is so equally in Europe.
When we read an argument to prove that
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arithmetic and grammar must be taught in a
specially Catholic way, that all the five
school-days in the week must be devoted to
teaching C"tbol ic virtue, then we feel inclined
to bid our cr_itins leave us alone and first
convert their own people in Italy and France
and Mexico anct Brazil and the Argentine
R~public.''

THE Eaglish.bisbop of Peterborough, pTesiding at a diocesan conference, in summing
up a discussion on Socialism, said: Christianity m~de no claim to rearrange the economic relations of men in the state and in
society, and he hoped he would be understood when he said plainly that it was his
firm belief that any Christian state carrying
out in all it• relations the Sermon on the
Mount could not exist for a week. It was
perfectly clear that a state could not coo.
tioue to Pxist upon what were commonly
called Christian principles, and it was a mistake. to attempt to turn Christ's kingdom into
one of this world. To introduce the principles of Christianity into the laws of. the state
would lead to absolute intolerance.
THE HebreAJJ Journal says: "Sir Julian
Goldsmid; one of England's Jewish philanthropists, has j•Ist been visiting America, and
it was naturally deemed fitting to tender him
a reception in New York as a mark of esteem
from his transatlantic brethren. All the leaders of our charitable institutions, of our public organiz"tioos, and all eminent Hebrews in
large fields of usefulness were invited. But
the Jewish ministers were conspicuously
omitted. Why? The indifferent attitude of
the prominent Hebrews of this city toward
their clergy bas be·en painfully noticeable for

some time. It has given rise to much unpleasant experience. It compels certain pertinent questions. Are the ministers worthy of
social recognition and general esteem 7 If
not, then they should not hav been selected
in their various positions. But they were
selected, and by the very people who ignore
and slight them. Then • there is something
rotten in the state of Denmark.' "
A WRITER in a daily paper says : " When
we reflect that but a few years ago the church
was the power which held everything in subjection in Mexico-land, people, and govern.
meot alike in the hollow of her band-and
that the entire population of Mexico were in
fact what they are in name to-day, Catholics,
it seems a change too great to be credited,
even in this land of changes. How has it
been possible to shut the church out from all
temporal power, to degrade her from her
high estate, to disgrace her priests below the
level of a common citizenship, and all this in
the plain view and in the very midst of a people overwbelminglyCat.holic? Fancy an edict
that should strip the QLI.aker of Philadelphia
of his garb and citizenship, despoil the low.
liest church iu our land of ita real estate and
other possessions, or deny to any religious
denomination, however small a minority iL
might be of our people, the legal validity of
the marriage sacrament, even in the face of a
popular demand for such exclusion, if need
be, and then turn the imagination loose tn
picture out the revolution which would be
sure to follow. But in Mexico not a drop (•f
blood has been shed over the separation or
church and state, nor in the displaceme::Jt
and degradation_ of church sovereignty iu
political and civil affairs.''
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fommunications.
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian 1
CHAPTER VII.
TESTIMONY oF

CoL. WABD H.

LAMON.

Lamon's" Life of Lincoln "-Lincoln's Early SkepticismHis Inv~stigations at New 8ul~m- H1s Book on Infidelity
·
-His ReligiOU8 Opinions Remain Uncbangfd-Hollanrl's
c.mderunation of L"mon's Work-Holland's and Lamon's Works Comp><red.
In 1872 seven veara after the president's assassination, appeared "'the "Life of Abraham Lincoln,"
written by Col. Ward H. Lamon. As a faithful
record of the hfe of one of the most sublime characters in the world's history, this work stands un. rivaled.
More accomplished writers bav written
biography-hav written the biography of Lincoln.
But no writer has ever been more thoroughly in·
formed respecting his subject, and no writer has ever
made a more conscientious use of the information in
his possession than baa Colonel Lamon in his "Life
of Lincoln." In Illinois he was the friend and confidant of Lincoln. When the time approached for
L·ncoln to take the executiv chair. and the journey
from Springfield toW ashington was deemed a dangerous undert~kin/l, to Colonel Lamon was intrusted the
respnnsible duty of conducting him to the national
capital.
During the eventful years that followed,
be remaint>d at the presid~nt's side, holding an important offi.,ial position in the District of Columbia.
The following extract, from the preface to his work,
shows what an inexhaustible mine cf materials l:.e
had w th which to prepare a full and authentic record
of L!Dcoln's hfe and character:
At the time of Mr Lincoln's death, I determined to write
his history, as I had· in my possession much valuable material f0r such a purpose. . . . Early in 1869, Mr. Hernd·m placed at my di,.posal his remarkuble collection of materials-the r1ch<'st, rarest, and fullest collection it was
pnsBible to conceive. . . . Mr. Herndon had bP.en the
partner in business and the irctimate personal associate of
_Mr. Lit colo for somethin~ like a quarter of a century; and
Mr L>n.coln had lived familiarly with several members of
hts family long before thi'ir individual acq•1aintance began.
New Su!em, Sprin!!field, the old judicial mrcuit, the habits
and friends of Mr. Lmcoln. W• re as wl:'ll known to Mr.
Herndon as to himself. Whh these advantag~s, and from
the number less facts and hints which had dropped from Mr.
Lin~ola durin~ the confidential iQtP.rcrmrse of an 0rdinary
1Ifeume, Mr. H.rndon was ab'c to institute a thorough sys!em of inq•tiry fo~ every nott·worthy circumstance and every
mmdent uf value m Mr. Lincoln's career. The fruits of Mr.
Herndon's lRb •rs are garnt:red in three enormous volumes of
original manuscripts and a mass of unartang<'d letters and
pijpers. Toey comprise tbe rtcollections of Mr. Lincoln's
n~<>r .. at !riPnds; of. the surviving memb~rs of. his family and
h1• family connections; of the men snll livmg who knew
him and his p~r~nts in Kentucky; of his schoolfellows
neighbor•. and ac q•laintan('es in tndiana; of the better part
or the whole p<liJulatiPn of New Salem; of his associates
a!ld relattvs at Springfield ; and ·of lawyers, j 11dges, politiCians, and statesmen everywhere, who had anything of in.
terest or moment to relate. Tbey were collected at vast expense of time, labor, and money, involving the employment
of many agentR, long j mrneys. tedious ex»minations and
vol_uminous correspondenc... Upon the value c.f the~e' matertals t would be Impossible to place an estimate. That I
hav used them consctentiouiily and justly is the only merit
to which I lay claim.
Lamon's evidence concerning Lincoln's unbelief is
complete and unanswerable. He did not present it
· because he was himself an unbeliever and wished to
support his views with the prestige of Lincoln's
gr~at ~ame. Whi!e ~he Freethinker regards Linooln's·
rt-J'l?tlO~ of ChrtstJanit.y afil in the highest degree
~erJtorJ?us-a proof of his strong logical acumen,
h1s sterlmg co~mon s~nse, and his bread humanity
-L tmon con~tdered 1t a grave defect in his character. He states the fact because it is a fact and
because the purpose of his work is to disclos~ and
not conceal the facts of Lincoln's life. If he devotes
cons}derable space _to. the mbject, and exhibits a
speC1a~ earnestn~ss m 1ts presentat.ion, the misrepre.
sent~t10ns of Lmcoln's Christian biographers hav
furmshed a reasonablf.l pretext for it.
In the pages immediately following will be given
'he individual testimony of Colonel Lamon:
AnY: analy~is of Mr .. Lincoln's character would be dpfectiv
tbat d1d not mclnde hiH rehgious opini0ns. On such matters
lie thought deeply; .and his 0pinions were positiv. But perhll:ps no phase of biB cllaracrer bas been more persistently
~Isrep:e~ented ~nd variouR!y misrmderRtood, than this of
1\Is rehgto~Is .bE"~It:f- Not t_hat the conclusiv testimony of
JiD!ln~ uf h1s mttmate _assoctates relativ to his frtquent ex.
presswns O!l such SUbJects haR ever been wanting; but his
~reat promm~nce In tile world's history, and his ideutificatlo,n W!th some .of the great qnestions of our time, whicb,
?Y their moral Import, were hdd to be eminently religious
~n t~en; charuct~r, hav led many good pPople to trace in his
n:wn~s and actions similar convictiOns to those held by themselva. H1s extremely genl:'ral expressions of religious faith
ra,l!ed f<?rth by the_ grave exigetJct~s of his public life. or inc;luiged. ID on occas~ons. of private condnli'nce, hav too often
l;leen diAtorte~ out of .r~latton to their r~al sigmficance or
xpean>ng to _suit the op1u10ns or ticlde the fancie~ of individv.als or partt~B.
Mr. ~incoln was. n.e~er a member of any church, not· did
he behtve_ln ~he divinity of Christ, or the inspiration of the
sc~rptures _In tne sen"" understood by evangdwal Chris ians
(Ltfe of LILC 1ln, p. 486).
Holland and other Christian biographers hav represented Lmcoln. as a youth of PXtrt>me piety, whose
con~tant compamon _was the Bible. The concurrent
testimony of the fnAnds of his boyhood compels
Colonel Lamon to affirm that the reverse of this is

true-that L~ncoln, at an early age, was noted for
his skepticism. He says :
When a boy, he showed DO sign or tbat piety which his
many biographers ascribe to his manhood. • • • When
he went to church at all. he went to mock, and came away
to mimic (Ibid, pp. 486. 487).
At an early age he b~gan to attend the "preachings"
roundabout, but principally at the Pigeon Cr~ek church,
with a view to catching whatever might be ludicrous in the
preacher's air or matter, and making it the snbjPct of mimICry as soon as he could collect an audience of idle boys and
men to hear him. A pious stranger, passing t.hat way on a
8unday morning, was invited to preac3 for the Pigeon Creek
congr~gation; but he banged the boards of the old pulpit.
and bellowed and groaned so wonderfully. that Abe could
hardly contain his mirth. This m~morable .ermon was a
great favorit with him; aud he frequently reproduced it with
na~al tones, rolling eyeR, and all manner of drollag~ravations,
to the great delight of Nat Grigsby and the wild fellows whom
Nat .was able to assemble (Ib , p. 55).
His chronicles were many, and on a great variety of subjects. They were written, as his early admirerR love to tell
us. "in the scriptural style;" but thoFe we hav betray a very
limited acquaintance with the model (lb., p. 63).
Of his Freethought reading and theological investigations at New Salem, and of his book on Infidelity,
Lamon says:
When he came to New Salem, he consorted with Freethinkers, joined with t.h<'m in deriding .the gospel history of
Jesus, read Volney and Puine, and tben wrote a deliberate
and labored essay, wherein he reached conclusions similar
to theirs. The essay was burnt, but he nev~r denied or
regretted its composition. On the contrary, he made it the
subject of free and freqnent conversat.ions with his friends at
Sprinj!field, and stated, wit.h much particularity and preciRinn,
the origin, arguments, ·and objects of the work (Ib • p. 487).
The community in whiCh he lived was pre eminently a
c0mmunity of Freetoinkers in matters of religion; and it was
tb~n no Recret, nor has it been a secret since, that Mr. Lin.
coln agretd with the maj•1rity of his associates in denying to
the l\tble the authority of divine revelation. It was his
honest belief, a belief which it. was no reproach to hold at
New Salem, Anno Dvmini 1834, and one which he never
tbonght of concealing It was no distinctirJD, either goo:l or
bad, no honor, and no shame. But he had made himself
thoroughly familiar with the writings of Paine and Volneythe •· Ruins" by the one, and "The Age of Reason" by the
other. His mind was full of the subject, and he fdt ,. n
itching to writ.e. He did write, and the result was a little
book. It was probably merPly an extended essay, but it is
am bitiouRly spokeu of as "a book" by himself and by the
persons who were made arquainted with its contents. In
this work he intended to demonstrare"First, that the B ble was not God's revel11tion;
"8econdly, that Jesus was not the son of God."
No leaf of this little volume has survived. Mr. Lincoln
carried it in manuscript to the store of Mr. Samnel Hill,
where it was read and dhcussed. Hill wa• him~elf an un.
believer, but his son considered this book" infamous." Ir.
is more ttan probable that Hill, being a warm personal
friend of L1ncoln, f~ared that the publication of the essay
would some day interfere with the puliticaladvancement of
his favorit. At all events, he snatcned it· out of his hand.
and thrust it into the fire, from which not a shred escaped
(lb., pp. 157, 158).
•
C olonel Limon 1S confident that while Lincoln
finally ceased to openly promulgate his Fceetho~aht
opinions, he never abandoned them. He says: "'
As he grew older, he grew more cautious; and as his New
Bal~m associates, and the aggressiv Ddsts with whom he
originally uni!ed. at Springfield, gradually dispersed, or fell
.away _from his stde, he appreciatt:d more and more keenly
the VIOlence and extent of the religwus prt-judtces whtch
freedom in discussion from his standpoint would be sure to
arouse against him. He ~aw the immense and augmenting
.
power of. t h e c h u_rc bes, and in times past had pracr.ically felt.
~t. The Imputation of Infidelity had seriously injur,d him
ID several of ~is earlier P'>litical contests; and, sobered by
a_ge and exp~n.ence, ~e was resolved that that same imputauon should lDJUre him no more. Aspiring to lead religious
communities, he foresaw that he must not appear as an
enemy within their gates; aRpiring to public honors under
the auspices of a political party which persistently summoned
religious people to aaBiBt m tile ~xtirpation of that which is
denounced as the ,, nation's sin," he foresaw that he could
not ask their suffrages whilst aspersing their faith. He perceive? no reason for changing his convictions, but he did
percetve many good and cogent reasons for not making them
public (It>., pp. 497, 498).
B~t he never told anyone that he accepted Jesus as the
Chrtst, or performed a single one of the acts which
necessarily follow upon snch a conviction. At- Springfield
an_d at Washington he was b~set on the one hand by political
pnests, and on the other by honest and praverful Cbristians
He despised the former, re@pfcted the latter, and had use fo~
both. He said with characteristic irreverence that he would
not undertake to "run the churches by military authority·"
but he was, nevertheless, alive to the impor1ance of letti~g
the chu_rches " run" tbl'msP]VR in the interest of ·his party.
lndt fimt expre~sions ab:)ut "Divine Providence," the ·• Jus.
tice _of Go~,"" th~ fav~r of the Most High," were easy, and
!lot mcon~Jatent w1th h1s religious notions. In this, accordmgly, he mdulged fretly; but never in all that tilile did he
!et f~ll from h_islips or _his pen an exprtssion which remotely
Implied the sl}l!'htest fatth in Jesus as the son of God and the
savior of men (lb., P· 502).
Lllmon was Lincoln's intiW:ate and trusted friend
a~ Washington, and had he changed his belief, his
bwgrapher, as well as Noah Brooks and the Illinois
clergyman, would hav been in possession of the fact.
In 1851 Lincoln wrote a letter of consolation to
his dying father, in which he counseled him to ''con
fid~ in our great and good and merciful maker."
TbJB letter was given to the public by Mr. Herndon,
a~d has been cite~ by the orthodox to prove that
Lmcoln was a behever. Adverting to this letter
L'!.mon says:
If ever there was a moment when Mr. Lincoln might bav
~eehn expl'cted tfo expr~ss his fairh in the atonement, his tru~t
tnt e merna o a ltvmg redeemer, it was when he under.
took to send a composin,. aud
f .
d .
.,
com ortmg meRsage to a Vl!lg
man.. . . • But he omitted it wholly. He did not even I'
II!e?tlon the na'!le of Jesus, or intim'!te the m"st distant sus.
p1mon of the existence of a Christ (Ibid., p. 497).

Lincoln's mind was not entirely free from superstition, but though born and reared in Christendom,
the superstitious element in his nature was not
essentially Christian. His fatalistic ideas, so characteristic of the faith of Islam, bav already be_en ment~oned by Mr. Herndon, and are thus referred to by
Colonel Lamon :
Mr. Lincoln was by no means free from a kind of belief in
the supernatural. • • • He lived constantly in the serious
conviction that he was himself the subject of a special decree,
made by some unknown and mysterious power, for which
he had DO name (Ibid., P- 503).
His mind was tilled with gloomy forebodings and strong
apprehensions of impending evil, mingled with extravagant
visions of personal grandeur and power. His imagination
painted a ~ocene just beyond the veil of the immediate future,
gilded with glory yet tarnished wit-h blood. It was his "destiny "-splendid but dreadful, fascinating but terrible. His
case bore little resemblance to those ·of religious enthusiasts
like Bunyan, Cowper, and otae_rs, His waq more like the
delusion of the ·r!l.talist conscious of his star (Ibid , p. 475).
Wnen Lamon's work appeared, Holland, backed by
the Christian element generally, fell upon it like a
eoavage and sought, as far as possible, to suppress it.
Lamon bad committed an unpardonable offonse. He
bad declared to the world that Lincoln died a disbeliever, and, what was worse, he had proved it. Holland's attack wa6 made in an eight-column review of
Lamon's" Life," which was published in Scribner's
Monthly for August,l872. In order to giv an air
of candor and judicial fatrnees to his venomous criticism, he opens with this flattering recognition of its
merits:
It is not difficult to see how Colonel Lamon, who during
Mr. Lincoln's presidency r·eld an office in the District of
Columbia, which must hav brought him into somewhat frequent intercourse with the president, and who, indeed, had
cvme with him from Springfield to the capital, should feel
that there rested on him a certain biographical duty. And
certainly he was in possession of a mass of material so voluminous. so original, and so fresh that in this re~pPct at least
his fitness for the work was remarkably complete. More•
over, Mr. W. H. Herndon, who was Mr. Lincoln's partner
in the practice of the law at Springfield, and was, of course,
closely imimate with his partner in a business wfly, . . .
added to C.olonel Lamon's material the valuable documents
which he had himself collected, and the memoranda which,
with painstaking and lawyer-like ability, he had recorded
from rbe oral testimony of living witnesses.
Aq far as the story of Mr. Lincoln's cbildhood and early
life is cor.ct:rned. d,Jwn to the. time when his political life
began, it has never bePn told so fully, with such spirit and
zest, and wit~!- such evident accuracy, as by Colonel Lamon.
Nearly the entire review is devoted to a denuncia·
f L
•
·
L
1
tlOD o
amon s expos1tion of
inco n's religious
opinions. He repeatedly pronounces this "an outrage on decency," and characterizes Lincoln's Freethought companions as" heathen," "barbarians," and
"savages." The review concludes· as follows:
The violent and reckless pujudice, and the utter want of
delicucy and even of decency by whicll the book is characterJzed, in such instances as 1his, will more than counterbalance the value of i•s new material,-its fresh and vigorous
pictures of w~stern life and manners, and its famihar know ledge of the •· iuside politics ' of Mr. Lincoln's administrar.ion, and will even make its publication (by the famous publishers whose imprint imparts to it a prestige and authority
which its authorsb.ip would fail to giv) something lrke a nationa! misfortune. In some qnartt:rs it will be readily received as the standard life of the ?;Ood pre~ident. It is all
the more desirable that the criticism upon it should be
prompt and unsparing.
Cl.lristianhy must hav the support of Lincoin•s
great name. To secure it Holland is willing to misrepresent the honest convictions of Lincoln's lifetime,
d
h
h
•
to tra nee t e c aracters of h1s dearest friends, and
to rob a brother author and s publisher of their just
reward.
L~mon states that during the last years of Lincoln• a
rf h
d t
1.
.
I e e ceastc
o proc ll.lm h1s Infidel opinions because
they were unpopular. Referring to this statement,
Holland says: " The eagerness with which this valume strives to cover Mr. Lincoln~s memory with an
imp.ut_a.tion so d. etestable is one of the most pitiable
b
exh1 1tlons whiCh we hav lately witnessed."
This· outburst of righteous indignation, coming
from the source it does, is peculiarly refreshing. To
appreciate it, we hav only to open Holland's work,
d
d
h
an rea sue passages as the following: "I am
obliged to appear ddfarent to them." "It was one
of tbe pecuharities of Mr. Lincoln to hide these
religious [Christiall J experiences from the eyes of the
world." •• Who had never in their whole Jives beard
from his lips one word of all tbe 3 e rel 1·g1·0 ua conv1·0 •
"
tiona and experiences." "They [his friendsl did not
regard him as a religious man." "All this department of his life he had kept carefully bidden from
them." " There was much in his conduct that was
simply a cover to thefle thoughts-an ~:ffort. to conceal them" (Holland's Life of Lincoln, pp. 239, 240).
Consummate hypocrisy in a Cnristian is all right
with this moralist; but for a Freethink6r to withhold
his views from an intolerant religious world is a detestable crime.
.
As a biographer of Lincoln, Holland possessed
many advantages over Lllmon. His work was written and published immediately after the awful tragedy, whe'l almost the entire reading public was
deeply interested in everything that pertained to
Lincoln's life. So far as Lincoln's religious views
d b
d
d
·
are concerne ' e a vocate the popular 81de of the
t'
f
h'l th
'd
ques ~on; or w 1 e
ose outs1 a the church cared
but httle about the matter, the church desired the
ir.fluence of his great name, and was ready to reward
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those who assisted her in obtaining it. Holland had of souls, a harmony in which discord is not even leave him; she does not want to cause him any grief;
an established reputation as an author-had nearly imagined. When two beings thus love, thus unite, she accuses herself of being ungrateful to the man
aa larg--e a class of readers as any writer in this coun- this is the true marriage of soul and soul. . . . who loves her with all his heart. Her mind teaches
try. Hie name alone was sufficient to guarantee a The death of love is the end of marriage. Upon her a lesson of obedience and duty, but the heart
large circulation to any book he might produce. what principle can a woman continue to sustain the does not listen; it rebels, and recognizes no laws. _
Lamon, .on the other band, possessed but a single relation of w1fe after love is dead! Is there some Let us now suppose that she gets acquainted with a ··
advantage over hie rival, that oi having the truth o.a other consideration that eBn take the place of genuin man whose nature is a duplicate of her own. She
hie side. · Aod while "truth is mighty" and will in affection? Can she be bribed with money, or a home, makes a comparison between her husband and her
the end prevail, yet how often 1e it "crushed to or position, or by pu blio opinion, and still remain a new acquaintance and feels that the latter has found
earth" and for the time ob•c.ured. In view of all virtuous woman T" Grander words than these hav a warmer place in her heart than the former; she
this, it is not strange that the public should be eo probably never been written. What a difference be- feels that she loves him. This feeling give her pleasslow to rf j ect the fictions of Holland and accept the tween the Agnostic and the champions of the church! ure and pain. The thought of separation from her
facts of Lamon.
Cardinal G!bbonl!l and Bishop Potter are slaves to husband seems terrible to her. She earnestly wants
That Lamon's "Life of Lincoln" is wholly unde- their creeds; they hav no right to express their own to be happy with the man with whom she lived so
serving of adverse criticism, it is not Q]aimed. He opinions ; like parrots they must repeat the teach- long, and maka him happy. She struggles against
has, perhaps, given undue prominence to some mat- ings of their churches and say, Amen. But the the impulses of her heart, but in vain; she cannot
ters connected with Lincoln's private affairs which Agnostic speaks for himself; he allows no one to resist. What is she to do T Is not separation the
might with propriety hav been consigned to oblivion. control his mind; he claims liberty for himself and best means to solve this problem! The persons
A larger manifestation of ch&rity, too, for the imper- hie fellow-men.
concerned in this affair are her husband and herself.
fections of those with whom Lincoln mingled, espeThe church tells us that marriage cannot be dis- No one else has any right to interfere and tell them
cially in the humbler walks of life, would not hav solved. If a man and a woman were once united, what to do. The only person who may suffer a little
. detracted from its merit. And yet, those who desire they must liv together all their life, whether they from the effects of separation is her husband. But
to know Lin~oln as be really was, should rearl Lflmon can do it or not. But where did the church, or if be is a man in the true sense of this word, be will
rather than Holland. In Lflmon's work, Lincoln's the state, or society get the right to control the gladly giv his consent. Surely be cannot liv with
character is a rugged oak towering above its ff.lllowr> passions d one's heart? Who can compel me to liv her and be happy, while she is unhappy. I ask, Is
and clothed in nature's livery; in Holland's work, it with a woman for whom I hsv no real affection 1 there anytbin~ bad in this separation 1 Does it
is a dead tree with the bark taken off, the knots Who has a right to compel a woman to be my wife, affect the well-being of society!
planed down, and varnished.
1f she does not love me 'l Love is beyond our conIt may be said that the happiness of children is
In the New York World appeared the following trol. No one can love a woman simply because he &ffccted by the separation of their parents. But
just estimate of these two biographies:
is told that be must love her. There are no duties, what happiness may children expect to find in a
Mr. Ward H. Lstmoo is the author of one" Life of Lin- no obligations, in love; Why should. it be a crime for family where love is absent T And if the conflict
cdo," and Dr. J. G. Holland is the author of another. Mr. e man to love several women during his life, and whJ' between the parents comes to such a degrfle that
Lamon was the intimate personRl aod political friend of Mr. should it be a virtue to love only one T Suppose that hatred takes the place of love, will it not make the
Lincoln, trusting and trusted, from the time of their joint
pract.JCe in the Illinois quarter sessions to the moment of a young man loves a young woman. She shares his children miserable T
We know that perfectly honest men change their
Mr. Lincoln's death at Washington. Dr. Holland was ooth- feelings. They are both happy. Everything in
inl!: to Mr. Lincoln-neither known oar knowing. Dr. Hol- nature looks beautiful to . them; everything speaks opinions on various subjects. One may be a Republand rushed his " Life" from tbe press before the di~fie:ured of love and joy. It seems impossible that their love lican and then a Democrat, and afterward a Socialist
corp•e was fairly out of sight, wnile the public mind lin- could ever cease. But time rolls on, and their love or a follower of Henry George. He may be a Oathgert:d whh horror over the details of the tragedy, aod, excited
by morbid curiosity, was willing to pay for its gratification. loses its heat by degrees. They know each other olio and then a Protestant, and finally become an
Mr. Lamon waited maoy years, until all adventinous interest better than they did before, they anal~ze their char- Agnostic or a Positivist. Will any sensible person
had subsided, and then with incredible labor and pains, pro- acters, they penetrate the depths of their souls, and say that be is dishonest or immoral on account of it?
duced a volume founded upoo materials which for their ful- become convinced that their love was a mietilke. Is there a rational being in the universe who insists
oess, variety, aod seeminl! authenticity a;e unrivaled io the They know now that they cannot make each other that a man bas no moral right to change his political
history of biographies. Dr. Holland's sin~le volume proh~~:ppy, and so they separate and remain friends. creed or religious views! If one was a Republican
fes~ed to cover the whole of Mr. Liscoln's career. Mr.
Lamon's single volume was modestly confined to a part of ir. Will anyone accuse them of being immoral wretches 1 in his youth, is be bound to support the Republican
Dr. Holland's was an ea~y, graceful, off-haorl performance, Will anyone say that their separation injures the party all his life? If he becomes satiEfied that the
having- but the ooe slight demerit of being in all essential moral purity of sooi~ety? Now, suppose that tbeJ' Republican party will not lead the people to
particulars untrue from b~ginning to eod. Mr. Lamon's was
a labored, cautious, aod carefully verified oarrativ which were married and tben they separated. What of the promised land ·of material prosperity, is it
seems to hav beeo accepted by disinterested critics as entirely it? Does the ceremony of marriage make any still his duty to vote the Republican t.il·ket? If
aurhentic.
·
changes in their natures T Can they really love each he is a protectionist and after a careful study becomes
Dr. Holland would probably be very much shocked if any- other forever simply because, on a certain occasion, convinced that free trade is just in principle and
body should· ask him to bear false witness in favor of his
neighbor io a courr of justice, but he takes up his pen to they promised . to do eo? When they made that profitable in practice, must he still rally for protecmake a record which he hopes and· ioteods shall endure for. promis they were sincere ; they thought that the tion T In other words, must a man act in accordance
ever, and io that record deliberately bears false witness in fature cannot be different from the present, they with hie honest conv ctions, or is it hie duty to be a
favor of a public man wnom he happened to admire, with oo believed that their love is not a dream which van- hypocrit T Does he lose the respect of society by
kiod of offense to his Fereoe and "cultured" conFcience. If ishes together with the darkness of night, but a being honest 1
.
this were all-if Dr. Holland merely a~serted his own right to
Suppose that one is a sincere Catholic. He excompose and publish elaborate fictions on his•orical sub- splendid reality, the bright dawn itself. They were
jects-we might comfort ourselvs with the reflection that mistaken. Is it a crime to make a mistake!· Should amine the claims of the Catholic church and comes
such literature is likely to be as tvaneweot as it is dishonest, they be punished for it! Is it in the interest of so- to the conclueion that they are without foundation.
aod let him pass in silence. But this is oot all. He main- ciety that they should liv together and be miserable? What should he do? Must he still declare that the
tains that it is everybody's duty to help him to deceive the Will it add to tht'! l appiness of mankind!
Catholic church is the only true church and the pope
public and to write · dowo his more conscieot.ious comThere are a certain class of people who are not op- is the real representativ of Jesus Christ? Will any
petitor. He turns up the nose of" culture" and curls the
lip of" art" at Mr. Lamon's homely oarrat.iv of facts, aod pot~ed to divorce, but they think that divorce is right intelligent person denounce him as immoral, if be
gravely insists that all other noses and all other lips shall be only when the husband and the wif<l quarrel and fight becomes a Protestant? Now let us suppose that
turned up aod curled because his are. He implores the pub- sud actually bate each other, or when one d tbfl even P;oteetantiem does not satisfy hie mind. He
lic, which he insulted aod gulled with his owo book, to
damn ·Mr. Lamon's, aod he puts his nq•1est oo the very married party is cruel or unfaithful. They also in- reads the scriptures carefully, and his mind tells him
groun£1 that Mr. Lamon has stupidly gone aod narrated no- sist that the causa of divorce should be made public. that they are not the works of God. He abandons
deniable truths, whereby he has demolished an empty shrine But if so, why should not the cause of marriage be Protestantism and becomes an Agnostic. Any crime,
that was prPfitable to many, and broken a painted idol that kno~n also? Will anyone demand that a man, any immorality, in this T Certainly not. He was
might bav served for a god.
The names of Holland aod Lamon are oot of themselvs while going through the oHemony of marriage, must honest when he was a Republican, and eo he remained
and by thems<-lvs illustrations; but starting from the title: tell whether be marries the woman who stands by his when his political opinions were changed. He was
pages of the two Lives of Liocolo, aod representing, as they side for her beauty and kindness, or wisdom and sincere while being a Catholic, and when he became
do, the two schools of biography writers, the ooe stands for learning-, or simply because he bad to marry some an Agnostic hie sincerity did not part with him. On
a principle and the other for the waot of it.
one? Must society know whether Miss A. marries the other hand we know that many good, honest
J OBN E. REMSBURG.
Mr. B. on account of love or for wealth and position! men preserve the religious, social, and political
(TO BE CONTINUED )
I deny the right of society to catechize me about my opinions which they bav ~ormulated in ~heir ~o~th
feelinJZS. It may be admitted that it is desirable that t.ill their last day. But 1s there 1lDy vutue m 1t 1
The D1vorce Problem.
t.he fact of marriage or divorce should b'l known. Do they desene more respect than those whose
In the November numbsr of the North American But as tc the cause, it is a private affair, and society opinions Wflnt through several stages of development 1
Now let me ask, cannot the same be truthfully
Review is a discussion on the question, "Is Divorce bas no right to take a look at on~'s private life.
My opinion is that if a woman wants to leave her said with regard to our relatione to the opposit sex!
Wrong!" It is very interesting to compare the views
of Colonel Ingersoll with those of the R Jmsn Catho- husband because he is cruel .or does not support her, Cannot a man be as honest., noble, and faithful when
lic ch~rch and the Protestant Episcopal church, as she ought to be protected by society, whether the he loves Agnes as when he loved Eva 1 Cannot a
set forth by Cardinal G.bbons and Bishop Potter. husband wants her to leave his house or not. Hu- woman love John with the same purity with which
The former breathe the spirit of the living present, manity cannot afford to see tyranny triumphant, and she once loved George? DoeB her purity diminish
of liberty and humsnit.y; the latter are voices from stand still with folded arms. The rights of the vic- because abe finds out that John's nature is in grPster
the grave. The church has no respect for the rights tim must be defended. I also think that if the bus harmony with hera than George's nature is T Does
of men and women. It knows that divorce is abso- band and wife voluntarily agree to separate, it is she retain self-respect oniy by loeing ber individulutely wrong, and its first and last and beat reason their right to do eo. No matter how good and kind ality T Why should she sacrifice her happiness for
is this, "Thus saith the Lord." According to the they both might be, if for some reason or another the benefit of no one! Surely, no civilized man
Catholic church, divorce can be granted only on so- they cannot enjoy mutual happiQeas, they should sep- wants to keep a woman unless she truly loves him ;
count of adultery, but with no right to either party arate, if such is their desire. Society has nothing to no honest man wants to accept love in the way of
to marry another. Nothing can be more inhuman do with it. It has no right to demand the reason charity, and no truly humane man desires that the
than this. Why should an honest man be deprived why they hav done so. The cause that led to separa- woman he loves should suffer the least pain for his
sake.
of the pleasures of love, because his wife was un- tion is their private matter.
The question whether divorce is right or wrong is
Lat us take a case. A young couple liv together
faithful T Why should a good woman be induced to
liv a single life, because bel" husband was immoral 1 under the contract of marriage for several years. a question of civilization. The real question is,
Why should she suffer the consequences of his acts T Their life seems to be a perfect harmony. But it whether men and women ought to hav freedom or be
But this dootrin, monstrous as it is, is still consistent does not last long. They grew older, their charac- bound in chains of slavery. There can be only one
with the fundamental teaching of the Christian ters got developed, and the conflict came. Their answer. I stand for liberty, and in resuming this
church. If a man can justly be rewarded with an natures diffllr, and further harmony is impossible. subject let me quote the words of Colonel Ingersoll:
eternity of joy through the merits of another being, The wife does not hate her husband. On the con- "When the world is civilized, no wife will become a
why cannot be justly be punished for the crime of trary she has the highest respect for him. She mother against her will. Man will then know that
another T Compare with this inhuman and anti- thinks that a nobler man baa never existed on the to enslave another is to imprison himself."
CLEMENS P. BERYLSON.
natural view the sentiments of Colonel Ingersoll : face of the earth. She knows that be is worth her
Purdy's Station, N. Y., Nov. 3, 289.
"A tine marriage is a natural concord and agreement love, but her heart is silent. She does not .want to
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as many, I will ~enture to Bliy, as there will be Lib- i Unfortunately, moat people bav the impre~sion
erals dr•ven out of it by their diBtsste for the r,..lig- that phrenology is simply a method of resdiug charious bash dished out to them by the clergy who will, acter by meaeurmg hillt'l and hollows upon the tkull j
of course, be invtted to lead in the meetivgs.
and, excepting the ii fl. ,enos of superstition, tb1s
R. B. WESTBROOK. President.
Louk at the change in the third demaud. What absurd" bumpological." idea has done more than any'""
BoARD oF Dnuwrons.
.
,
R. B. wERTB"nox. l>resrden~. 1707 oxr .. rd • reet., Ph~ade pbl~<, -pa. difference does it mttke to the individual whether his thing else to retard t.be progress of the science. We
F.. B. FooTE. J<>. V•ce-PreordPDto JiO L•xwgton av~.. ~w York CitY. hbllrty is abridged on Sunday because of a decree of do not estimate the development of the brain centers
T B." AKUU.N. V•ce-Presrdent, 9~ N.-ssau street, New Ynr~K"''Y·
J, E. RE:M~BURG, v.~ ... P-esideut, •
•
•
• Oak llhlls, a.n. the church, or by any other power, or for any other by the size of the cranial protUberance!', but by the
JUI.IET tl. ·'EVEUNCE, Vtce PrP•;~Pnt,
•
,
Mrlwonl!e~. "''"'
expansion of the bead from the ears, or by di"'meters,
IDA a 0J<AJJDuOK. l:looretary, 1707 Oxford street, Pbrladelpbra. pp., reason ?
F, o. MENDE, Treasurer, , 1814 Greene street, Pmladelphra, • •
If my right to do as I please a. seventh part of the taking into account the temperament, condition of
OoBBE•POI'DING flEOBETABY, Id;Q. Oraddock, 1707 Oxford street, time is to be denied mto, what do I care what the the cranial integuments, etc.
Poih•d~•<>bia. Pa.
t
Ph'! d J h' p
In reading the character of individuals, phrenology
TBBABUBEB, F. o. Mende, • 1814 Greene s reet,
1 a e P ra, a. pretense may be upon which such denial is based!
Wneth"r it be religious or "physiological," my right is an estimativ science, much like the practice of
•s invad~d, and if I possess a spirit of independence medicin, and the accuracy of the phrenologist in this
Subscriptions ltf'~iwd
respect will be dett!rmined by his nRtural aptitude
FOB THB .AJIIBRIO'N Bl!OULAR UNION FROM SRPl'. 1 TO OOT. 31, I will rt!stst such invasion.
Just imagin a meeting of such a union as proposed .. and a<q•Iired skill. And as in the case of the pbysi1889 BY R. B. W.&STBKOOK.
M. Reiman, New York...... :.................................... $ 5 0' 1 Ohristiana and l11fidels all agreed upon no union of cian or surgeon, mista.kes are liable to occur in JndgRobert Stein, Washington, D C.............................. 1 00 church and state. A Cnristian gets up and tells t.hf' ing the form of the brain. But it is not only in the
John A. Smith, Hud•on N.Y ................................. 50 OU convention what God designs his children to do; sense of an art that the discovery of G<~ll is of great
Alexander Cochran, Franklin, Pa ............................ 15 OU
John Enl!:strom, A9pen. Col.................................... 5 no hat GJd governs and controls the universe, etc. value. By determining the numbllr and nature of
John K. Mcintyre. Greensburgh, Pa........................ 5 011 rhey are sure to do it. Will, or ought, those that the Alemc.>ntary mental faculties, pbrenolo~y givs us
Herman B••hda, Martinsburg, W Va....................... 1 UO believe all the de~potil'lm and BnperBtition of thE- a model of human nature more Bpt'cific, defioit, scien- ·
Louis Wolfes, Martin~bnrg, W.Va.......................... 1 00 world ia baaed upon the God idea, keep silent and rific, and complete than the character of Ch1'i~t, or
JosPp' Stab), Stanton, Neb..................................... 3 Oo
1my other Btandal'd to which we can refer. And it is
C. M. Burk, East Milton, Mas~............................... 1 00 ·• take their medicin" hke little men?
But I am reminded the union is neither reli~iou~ in this sense that I wish especially to recommend it
Leonard Geiger, Hudson, N. Y............................... 50 UIJ
Wm. H Tyree, L~xington, Kv............................... 5 00 nor irreligious. Can two classes unite in any society here.
Georl!e E. Andrews, Plea~an• Prairie, Wis................ 5 110 when one believes all knowledge and authority i~o
Httherto, our systems of philosophy, religions,
Mrs. Elizabeth Kredel, Pme Grove, Pa..................... 5 00
I. F. Wernty, PrnP Grove, Pa.................................. 5 00 from God anti all should be subj ction thereto, and thE> et.bical codes, social institutions, in fi word our civilW. J. Haldeman, Ptne Grove, l'a......................... ... 5 OU othE-r disclaims all evidence of any such being, and izationR, bav been founded simply upon the fragF. C. Mende, Philadelpt.lia, Pa................................ 5 00 declares reason is the highest authority in the uni- menta of human nature which 'from time to time bav
Richard MuellPr, Denver, CoL................................. 5 00 verse, and should be the sole at bttllr of human de 11. protrud"d from the characters of angular individuals
John Turner, Phih•dt-lpbia. Pa ................................ 20 OIJ tiny 1 Can harmony llXist in any poss!ble way ~xcept ~uch as MoBes, JeEus, MohAmmed, LuthAr,and others.
Mr~. L. P. L<wgley, Santa Barbara. Cal...................
5 •0
C. Putnam. G1bhon's Roller Mills, Gtbbon, Neb ....... , 1 00 by the utter and complete subjugation of one or the These great teachers all became popular because they
John Maxfield, Boonton, N.J................................. 1 00 other? Can an amalgam be made between those re>preaented or defended som.e angle or angles, some
L. R. Titus, San Jose, Cal. ............. ,....................... 2 UO who believe in authority and those who believe in part or fragment of philosophy with which a portion
BamoP Parsons, Ban Jose, Cal. ................................. 10 00
N. F Griswold, Meriden, Conn ............................... 25 00 liberty and logic! I think not. I can listen with of the people, Equally and similarly angular, could
G. G. Beck, Rockport, Mo..................................... 1 00 patience to any viewfl, no matter bow absurd they sympathize.
Tne great work before us to-day is to establish a
W. A. Fisher, Fresno, Cal....................................... 5 00 may appear to me, if I am allowed a chance "to talk
Joseph Bedgebeer, Painesville, 0............................. 5 00 back." I believe in free diflCUBsion. B•1t what. civilization, not upon some one isolated factor in
R. H. Scott, Scott's Mrlls, Ore.................................. 5 .GO would ba.v been the feelings of Dr. McGlynn and the human thought and hope; not upon some single
Thomas l::lcott., Bcott.'s Mills, Ore.............................. 2 00 Rev. Mr. Savage bad some one got up and asked whim or caprice.of an individual; not upon thenarPittsburgh Secular Union, by Harry Hoover............. 25 00
Miss CuttsalJ......................................................... 5 00 r.hem to furnish evidence that such a P~"rson or power row philo&opby of the Jehovah who instituted slavGerman Secular l::lociety, Philadelphia, Pa................ 5 00 as they had been talking ab•,ut existed T They ery, or the N <iZ~rene who, ignoring the illfl.uence of
Cleveland 8ecu1Rr Union, by F. S. Dean ................... 10 • 0 would hav felt inBulted, of coursE', and I Bhould hav his (?) l~&w of heredity, tempPrament.s, and F-pPcial
M. Risk, Ma~nard, Ia........ .............................. ....... 5 00 felt msulted to hav been obliged to sit in silence and brain developmE>nt, commanded the whole world to
E. Frost, Maynard, Ia ........................................... , 5 00
Carl Newman, Locust Dale, Pa ................ ;.............. 10 00 hear from our platform docuins J, for years, bav think one thought, and to believe one crefd; not
Joseph Sedgebeer, Painesville, 0 .... ""'"""""""""'. 5 UO been laboring, as best I could, t.o educate out of peo- upon the vagaries of any one-sided enthusiast,
Mrs. E J. Harker, Philadelphia, Pa........................ 1 00 ple, and to hear this with no word of protest from whether in Palestine, Italy, or U tab; but upon the
Zenas Kent, Ithaca, N.Y....................................... 1 00 anyone being in order.
needs of the whole nature of man.
James 8. Stevens, M.D , Philadelphia, Pa............ .... 1 00
Why
do
we
want
a
separation
of
church
and
state?
We do not guess at the constitution of the body,
Collections at Anniversary ..................................... 51 32
To rid us of being complllled to observe rites and for we hav a science of physiolo~y. And we should
Total .......................................... $378 32 ceremonies we do not beliE-ve in, or pay others for no longer theorizs and dreilm about the f&culties of
doing so. Could Christians unite witb us for Secu. the mind ; for in 'Phrenology we bsv a ~<ystem of
OONTRilHTTIOI'S TO THE PRIZE MANUAL.
larizition,
which they will not do, and wh£<n in our mental science wllicb, though not a key to the mysR. B. Westbrook, Philadd~hia, Pa .................... .. $100 00
George E. Swan, Beaver Dam, Wts .................... . lOU 00 meetings leave out all religious idf'&s (which wou'd tery of the abBolute, will help us greatly in developJoseph 8edgebeer. PainesVIlle, 0 ...................... .. 100 00 leave them bankrupt in the commumt)) we might ing a true, rational, and prActical philo11ophy of life.
W. H. Forwood, U. 8. A.................................. .. 100 00 uet along to work in a society together. But they
Cincinnati, 0. Oct. 18 1889. EnG.\R 0 . .BEALL.
W. H. Pepper, Petaluma, Cal ........................... .
100 00 will not-cannot-do it, and I f 1r one do not propo11e
Almond Owen, Milwaukee, Wts ....................... .. lOU 00
Concerning ttw Early Gu~pPis.
N. F. Griswold, Mertden, Conn .......................... . 100 00 to be Btuffed v.ith the tft'ete ortbod(x pabulum they
Leonard Geiger, Hudson, N.Y ......................... .. 100 00 would d1sh out, even if it bas a little of the savor of
The author of '' Supernatural. R ,Jigion" proves
Leonard GeigPr, Hudson, N.Y ......................... ..
50 00 "separation of church and state" mixed in to make that there is no distinct trace of the existence of any
F C. Mende, Phlllldelphia, Pa ............. ~ ............. .
25 00 unscpbiaticated Libf'ra)s swallow it.
one of the three .~;ynoptic .go!lpels prior to the recogGeor~~:e 81 epuens, Moline, Ill ............................. ..
25 00
The Union, if it ~urvives, will soon become, as bas nition of the ''four gospeiB" by I ret m-.1s about the
0 Uhilds, Moline, Ill ....................................... ..
25 00
R Butterfield, 8acramento, Cal. ........................ ..
2·'> 00 the once Infidel woman suffroge movement, a Chris- year 190. B11t be fiodB that TbeophiJus of Antioch,
W. D. Fishl'r, Att.leboro Falls, Mass .... ~ .............. ..
25 uo tian dl".1ir-be opPnE-d with prayfl• and clo•ed with about AD. 180, quotes the first verse of the fourth
·William Rmith Geneva, N.Y ............................. .
25 00 the Doxology. Why not T If we should any· of us gospel.
Burgt·~s Monroe, St. Pll.ul, Minn ........................ ..
25 00 ol j act it might drive our orthodox friends, we hav
The third volume of " Supernatural Religion" was
E B F.JOte, New York .................................. ..
25 ou
John D. Powers, Woodstock, Vt........................ .
2-'l 00 sacrtficed Bo mu"b to gain, away-" hurt the cause." issued after five editionR of the fi•st two hai been
Pnotius Ftsk, Boar.on, Mass ............................... ..
20 00 I am sick unto death of all thiR truckling to the rul- published; and in the "Pro:face to the S.xth London
C. W. Banders, Purtland, Ore ........................... ..
5 00 ing powers, whether of church or society. I bad Edition" the author says:
---rather truBt to the beneficent results of a dozen honThe SPCond point tQ which I desire to rf'fer is a statement
Total ............................ ."........ $1,100 00
est., earneBt, intelligent persons who Wf\Uld " stand which baR fr•qnPntly been made rbat, in rhe second and
. If any omissions bav been made we should be very by the truth t.bough the heavens fall," than all the tbtrd parts, I endeavor to prove that tbe f.mr canonical
happy to be informed.
R. B. WESTBRooK,
tru('kling namby pamby L beral orthodox or ortho- gnFpels were not writt<·n until the end of tbe St'Cond cent. . . Ir.Is difficult ro unner~tRnd bow anyone who
PrPI!. American Secular Uu10n
dox L berals that could be maRsed t.o~et bl'r by any ury.
h~<d taken the sligbtPSt trouble ro a~certain tbe narure of the
Philadelphia, Pa, Nov, 8, 1889.
'
poR~ible means.
JULIET H SEVERANCE, M.,P.
argument, and to state it fairly, c•mld bav fa;len in•o it.
~lilwaukee, Wis., N v. 4 1R89.
.
The fuct is that no attempt. is made to prove anyth ng with
· Mrs. Sewrance'M Vigorow~ly-ISLated ViewS~.
regard to the gospels. The evidence for them iR merely
eXHmined, and it h found that, so far from tht'ir Mfi •rding
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Being
1'be Pl'ize Book.
sufficient testimony to warrant belief in the actual nccurrence
\lnable to a.t~eud the Secular U oion Congress, as was
I feel such a deep interel!t in the success of the of miracles declar~d to he antec€dttntly incredrble, r.here is
my expectat~on, I watched anxiously for the outcome, proposed Manual of Natural Morality, that I should not a_certain trace even of the existence of the go~pt·ls for a
and am paJDed to see one more retrogresBiv move like to cffer a suggest:ion to those who expect to com- century aud a half after those miracles are alleged to hav
. . .
ment ; one more bending of the knee to popular pete for the priz,., As a stud .. nt of mental science occurred.
It haR been argued that, even if there be no evidence for
opinion theologically.
for many years, I hav had abundant opportunities to our special go8pPls, I admit that gospels very s•milar must
At C~ssa~aga the_ grievous mistake was made of test the truth aud value of phrenology as a scientific early hav been in existence, and that theRe ~>q•1allv represent
tbe ~arne prevailing belief as the canonic11l go•pels. conserenouncmg Its allegiance to the principles of mental
basis for a complete syBtem of moral philosophy; quPntly that I merelv chanj!:e, without sbakrpg, the witlibe~ty by st fl.~g it.s voice that had been raised
and 1 hope that all of our friends will examin thiB n..sses. Tlwse who 11dvance this argum~nt, however, totallv
agmnst church InvaslO~ of the rights of the peopl.,
sutj "'-:t before submitting their manuscripts to the overlook the fact that it is not the reality of the superstiti·•us
to the .safe, sure. tran.slt ?f the matter deposited iD corumlttee.
belief which is in question, but the reality of the miracles
~be mads.
It d1d th1s w1th the hope of winning to
As. to tbe substantial correctness of the G11llian and the sufficiency of the witnesses to establish them.
1ts support those who bad deserted the ranks, be
Not only does the author disclaim any attempt t6
ca}lse, forsooth, the church and Mother Grundy doctrin of the mental constitution, I will Bimply say ~how that there were no gospels prior to the Je!Ar
that the facts upon which it rests are as solid as the
m1ght call them names if they demanded the repeal
180, but t.be. very first verse of the third gospel is
of the iniquitous ComBtock Jaws. How many did roek of G.braltar. The chur11h haB been the greatest prima facie proof that there were many.
~nemy o~ this s_cience, and FreAtbinkers who oppose
this bid bnng back? Not one that I know of. Now,
And yet we continue to reed dogmatic B!ISArtions
1t comm.tt a aenous mistake; for when rightly interw~at has been done! and for what purpose! The
preted, 1t _may be made a ·powerful weapon in our like t.he following in THE TRUTH SEEKER of NovemNme Demands, that hav always been considered conwar for hberty, and especially in our constructiv ber 2 t:
servativ enough so that all Secularists could unite
w.ork. It demonstrates this ~rest truth: that in the
NeithPr the crucified JesuA nor our gospels bad been then
on them, hav been changed, and a resolution declarhtghest t.ype of the human brain-that i11 the form (A D. 140-160) imagined. Marcion knew nothing of them.
ing we are not "di~believers," adopted, for the
Admir ting that the earliest distinot quotations
alleged purpose of uniting Christians with us in the which may properly be considered the Btan'dard-tbe
seats of the moral faculties are supreme in position from the four canonical goepels arA by tne trio of·
work of Secularization. The Union always wa8
and infl.uevce. Thus we bav here an unanBwerable
ready to receive any person who could subscribe to argument t.o prove that morality is simply obedience contemporary fathers, lreumLts of Lyons, Clement of
Alexandria, and Tertullian of Cartbage, in the latter
the Nine Demands.
to a law of our nature, and of course independent of part of the eecond century and beginning of the third,
How many Christians will join the Union? Not the supernatural.
it is nevertheless conceded that freq !lent quotations
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were made by the earlier fathers from gospels very
similar to the priPst>nt four.
·
But now, in ti:J.e light of Father Hardouin'a assertion and partial proof that the writings of all these
fat.hera are modern forgAries, the question arises,
What do we know about Ohriatianity in the first four
or five centuries?
.
The earliest "Ecclesiastical History," purport.ine
to be written in Greek by Easebius about AD 324
is believed by recent critics to be a later fabricatwo.
If so, we hav little doubt that it was forged after thf
rn:v.il of learning. Oo. this eut j ~ct we may, pr~>part
a brid article for THE TRUTH SEEKER. ANTICHRIST.

pended from ( ffiQiating for twelve monthP. If a man
is to be punisht-d for carrying out the dogmas of his
church, it is a decidF>d premium on hypocrisy; this
is indeed an age of humbug. The patent who calls
in an elder and uses prayer and the laying on of
hands to cure a sick child, is found guilty of man
slaughter if the child dies, and the parson who faithfully acts up to his ordination oaths is inhibitrd,
while he who takes pay for preaching doctrine which
he asserts to be false is speedily marked out for
prPferment.
.
The archbishop of Oanterbury is of opinion that
oresent social dangers are great, and it will pPrhaps
be as well that wealth devotes some portion of itself
r.o a religious solution of the probl~>ms, which, if ldt
Our London Letter.
·o them1:1elvs, can be solved only in whatever might
The illness with which Obarlea Bradlaugh ha~ 11a the natural outcome uf dt>spair. He is Hidently
been attacked has been indeed a severe one, but bt n fear tbnt, unless he can get some one else to throw
bas, thanks to a good constitution and careful ours 1 sop to Oerberus, there is a riP.k that his palaces may
ing, at la~t turned the corner, and unless anythin~ 'Je loot.ed, and he may hav to disgorge some of his
unforeAeen happens, will pull through all right. H• 11-gotten wealth.
J. D.
has worked far too hard for a long time pa~t-no
man harder-and will bav to study himself more tbat
Fata1 Efted of' 1 ht'! Papal UlAssing.
he has hitherto done. Hi" death would .bav been felt af
T1'amla!PC! fi'Om the ·spon·sh oj El ComOato, bll E • .A. StevP.n•.
severe loss to others than the Freethought party
He1e are a few inst.anc.. s, in Europe and America,
and his parliamentary constituents would hav founc .vhere the papal benediction bas bad anything but a
it v.ery d1fficult, if not impossible, to get such anothl:'l •slutary result, BDd, if thoroughly comprehended,
member. But it is to be hoped h~ will be sparer' 'llight ,.hange the current of 10uperstition, so that the
many more years to c~>,rry on the work he has at ))ope's blessing may be considered more in the light
much at heart.
Jf a curBe.
The N <~tional Secular Society organization, ol
It will be remembered that the pope gave his
which G. W. Foote is <:hairman, is activly engaged i:>leesina to Maximilian, as emperor of M ..xico, and in
in stirring up the party, whi•·h appears to hav beer ' short timf' thereaftt-r he, the blessed one, was shot
somewhat drowsy of late. Eff;;te branches are to b• to deal h at Q'.lPretaro.
renovated, or if they are past that operation, will bf
His empress Ot\rlotta was received with grl'at condissolved; fresh life will be put into the concerll, so 3ideration in R1me, where she was granted his
that we may t-XPfCt soon to see a well organ•z><O oenediction by t.he pope in person, but before she
army of militant Freethinkers. The British Secui1~1 teft the V <~.t.ican she was hopeieeely imane.
Societv is in the same inert state as ever apparently,
Isab.ella II. of Spain was showered with papal
and only exists in name, so that the N 11tional Secnla1 blessings, and inside a month after the most imposing
Society has no rivalry to encounter. Perhaps thert ceremony she was dethroned.
.
is no one better quahfie~ than Mr. Foote to carry ou ·
The pope blessl'd Fraucis Joseph, l'mpAror of
the work he has taken in hand.
Austria, and a few days afterward be, and "his bleesI regret to hear the Radical has been allowed to ~d" army, were comp:etely routed at the battle of
drop, but I expect Geo. Standring has his hands tor< Slltiowa.
full to be able to devote the attention he consider~
N<~.poleon III. rPceivPd the papal blePsing j•1st in
necPRs>rv to giv to a paper. He is ably seconding time to hav the Prul:lsians gobble up hiR army, and
G. W. Foote and is also otherwise engaged in lit r.ske him a pri~>oner at SPdan. As a means d salvaerary work. I see ht> has commencfd a series of ar- tion the pope's blAesing is immense.
ticlPs in the National Reformer entitled," An At:heist
For "a pious daughter of the church" none reat Ohurch." Hta first article describes a vi~it to n "eived more fnqueot blessings than the empress
R ~~an O~Atholic chapel, one whiC~h I attended pretty Eugenia, and it IS claim~>d, with C'lnsiderable 1orcP,
frequently some years ago, so I ~Jan guarantee tht- ~h&t she, at the rl'qUA8t of the Jesuits, fomented
correctness l f his description. I can well call to r.he war which left her without a throne and an
mind, while reading his account, the impression ex1le in Eogland.
made upon myst-;f, and I can quite understand wh~
An Eaglish steamer, the Santa Maria, having on
a Oathohc would never be Jik,.Jy to be induced to board a cargo uf Sish"r,. of Oharity, en route for
attend a Protestant church in preference to his own. Montevid~?o, which in 1870 was blessfld by the hol:v
If he should perchance fiod out. the fallacy of Ohris tat.her, burnt to the wnter's edge, and all on board
perished, all on account of the pope's benediction.
tianity, he must become an Atheist.
Mrs. Beeant's pamphlet, '' Why I Became a Theos- - The fbating palace which sailed between Monteophist," is S:lmewhat disappointing, as it does not video and Buenos A~ reP, the steamer AmeriRa.
appear to me to giv any clear and· sufficient reason received the blessing of St.. PF<tPr's IZilN'",."Or, and
for becoming one. The chief point stems to be tha· WPnt down with all on board on D"c. 24 1871.
Upon the formal inauguration of the gr.,,.t houR~:>
there are other incarnations for all human beings, and
therefore 1t will be as well to be as carfful as posaiblP of the J.,suit order in B,IPDOS Ayres, in 1875 the
as to on.,'s acts in the present stated existence for papal benediction wa" a leading card at the CPr.. mony.
fear of being born into a lower sphere next time but in Jess than e. week thereafter it took fire, a(ld
Tne impulses to act according to the generally the tffect of the holy father's bli'St!dng was so rPmarkaccepted ideas of i ight are therefore Pimply induced able that the more water was thrown on the burning
and carried out through fear of pudshment here building the more it blazed and the fast.er it was conafter, which is the same principle thst actuates the sumed. It was aft.erward discoverl'd that the water
professing Ohristian, making h~>ll and reincarnation which had been reserved fer purposeR of I'Xt.inguishpractically convert1ble terms. Mr. Foote's rPjoinder in~ fireR waR no more or Jess than petroll'um.
O:d Pw Nono blessed the empress of Brazil and it
bas in my estimation· fullv answered the arguments
put forward in favor of Taeosophy. Mrs. Besant's broke her leg four days afterward.
The pope blessed thf' princet'S of Brezil in her con·
art cle oa this doctrin is not written with the same
force and con.viction as her "Path to Atheism." It finement before her delivery, and the child when
is claimed that A• htoists can as well become JDemberP born wBR deformed.
In 1870 the F• ench army rl'ceived the papal blessw thout altering their opinions as a n ember of any
of the religious sects, but moat Freetl inkers fail to iog, and in less than s year it was ut.tE<rly routed by
see how thiS can be, and would certainly require its hereditary enemy, the German legions. The
much more information on the subject before becom French army at the present time puts little faith in
ing converts. Madam Blavatsky certainly does not holy boluses.
That poor devil, the offspring of an inglorious sire,
show a very good record, and her works are scarcely
Prince N 11poleon, received the pope's blessing only
-likely to be takf'D as tt-Xt· books of faith.
Tne candor of the bishop of Petersborough must. to meet a horrible dea1h by Zt~lull, who bad no
hav startled his bearers somewhat. At t.be diocesan rePpect for " a .boly son " of the church any more
conference at Leicester the otht-r day, he is reported than for a "son of a {!Un."
Tbe pope blessed the emprl'sa of Austria, who, of
to hav affirmed that no state could exist, for a weE-k
if it acted on . the teachings of " the SHrmon on the course, l:ke Oarlotta, bP!'ame demented.
Mount," and that the principles of ObriEt, if applied · He blessed Prince Rudolf, and he, shortly after,
to legislation, would lead to absolute intolerance. committed suicide on the strellgth of it.
D Jn Alfonso, of Spain, received the papal blessing,
True enough, no doubt, but where is the man's
honesty, if he still keeps hie post and draws a large but he dtl'd all the ssme.
Q 1een MercedeFl received the unctuous benediction
salary from public money while repudiating the doc·
trine he has engaged to teach 1 It is most hkely that and it killed her in a few days.
The pope blessed the archbishops of Para and
the vast moj Jrity of well· read clergymen think as be
does, thougn they hav not the courage to state their Pernambuca, and in one month thHeafter they were
opinions, but this only shows what an organized aentencf'd to prison with hard labor in R o Janeiro.
He blessed the archbishop of Peru and be drank
hypocrisy the whole system has become, and proves
the necesAity for lilpeedy disestablishment. Toe a deadly poison from the sscr"'d chalice at the altar,
vicar of Hoo S'-. Werbergb, near Rochester, has so it is uncertain whether it was a case of murder or
more honest.y. He rffused to administer the "holy suicide.
Senor J. J. Terrazas, of Mexico, far his assistance
communion" to a parh:.hioner because she attended a
Wesleyan chapel, and in consequence bas been sus- to the papal propaganda, received the benediction,
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but now that individual is insulted by all the bishops
in Mexico.
0,.. the other band, the pope excommunicated Victor Emanuel, who shortly thereafter formally occupied the city of Rome against the papal troops and
declared the ' E .ernal Oity " the capital of Italy.
To-day, Humbert, son of the excommunicated
Victor, is king of Italy with a reaal residence in
Rome, and his sister is queen of Portugal. Humbert is im advanced Freethinker, and ·his prime
minister, Senor Orispi, is one of the most radical of
Europe's reformerl". Humbert's substantial reforms
for the welfare of Italy show that one king, at least,
baR proved a blessing. This son of an outcast from
the church makes ''the prisoner of the Vatican" toe
the mark in temporal matters.
The pope Pxcommunicated Enaland and all her
colonies, but England and the United States (the
latter being nominally a secular government, which,
according to the pope, is an Atheistic government)
are the most powerfnl nat.iona on the globe.
The pope blessed the Republic of Oolombia, and
it. is the most unfortunate country on the face of the
earth.
Ireland bas ever been blessed by the pnpe, but it
will never know peace as long as two Romanists
remain and one of thl'm is a priest.
The bead of the holy R1man church and vicar of
Ohrist excommunicated Garibaldi, and now he shines
the moat revered and illustrious of any soldier or
statesman of modern Italy. This excommunicated
hero was elected as' a deput.y to the first assembly,
and now a grand monument is prrj•cted to the
Italian liberator in the city of Rome. What a fortunate circumstance an excommunication may become,
even in l1aly!
The pope excommunicated all who favored the
reform laws in Mfx'co, fltill thm~e Jaws are in nperation in spite of all the Romish opposition. Mtxico
is beginning to feel that a papal curse is preferable
to a papal blessing.

----.----

IN England (1840) a distrust and contempt for reason prevaiJs amongst religious circles to a wide extent;
many Ohristians think it almost a matter of duty to
decry tbe huJllaD faculties as poor, mean, and almost
worthless; and thoR s~Pk to Halt. p;.,t,y at the expPnae
of intelligence.-Morell's Hist. of Speculative Phil.
What the Peo}lle Will and Won't.
Prom tM Jewt•ll. TimP-s ona. Ob•wvw.

There Is a conflict of opinifln in thi~ country as to whether
the Snnilay eprmon, or the Sunday newspaper. is t.he most
cnnduciv to the mPntal hPalth of thP pub•ic. and RS to which
in the <'nd wlll illustrate the inexorRble law of "the ~urvival
of the fittest." The sermon of the average dominie is, I am
told, a ralher dnll attPmpt to indnce a peaceful slePp on the
part of I he cnngrPgat.ion, and for thi• reasnn I think the Sunilav npwppqpers are more stimulating mentally. Ae to the
onrvivall~atnres nf lhe q•w~tion, I think I he sermon and the
Sundav newspapers are here to stay, at least so long as In
Pit.ber caPe the thing is &. paying speculation. The ~erious
phane of lhe •nhj~ct is that the preucherR are at.tempting to
~nppreFS the Snnrlay papH on purelv rt>ligions grounclR. that
is. that its publication is an enemy of the Christian Sabbath,
bPcame thousands find plPasure in l'Pading the Sunday editi"nR instrarl of going to church. Tue editors of the PI cular
prPPA think they bav a• much right to dPliver their pijpers
on Sunday as I he preHChPrs hav to dPlivPr their sermons.
This is ~ mat.tPr nf greater importance. to all clnspes, anrl all
RPCtR. lhan it. ~"ems on itR fuC'e, for the rraRon I hat if the
mini~lers Fbnuld FUccerrl in supprPssing the Sunday newspapers I he Rnppresnion of other j!reat public nr Ct'SSities would
follow,' as, for instanC'e. the strept r.;ars, cRble lines, ferry
bnats etc. The public want no Pnrllan Sabbath, but they
will hav their Sunday elixir-the Sunday newspaper.
The Jd~a (lf God Must Go.
J!'rom a L•r.t••1'e by H. 0. PenfA'<·o•t.
I think it is t>ot a gond thing for people to belleve iu God.
I think it is a bad thing f"r them to do so. I think the
beliPf in God is one of the things that is helping very strongly
to keep knaves In power and honest people in weaknes~; it
tS one of the things that is prev~nting the people from
thinking for themselvs and helping themselvs. The human
mind will npver be perfPctly frPP, and pea~ants and mechanic!! and day labnrprs will never be perftctly fairly treated in
this world, until the church is utterly dPstroyed. I do not
want to fee the church reformed. I want to Sl'e her ut.terly
de~troyed bPrame as long as Phe exists the ruling classes in
~ociety will always hav in her a falt.hfnl ally to help them
carry on t.beir infernal Fchemes of pillage. I do not want
people to hav a better idea of God or an idea of a better God.
I want the idea of God entirely ronted out. of the mind,
because I know that as long as any idea of G •d remains in
t.he min'!, the priest and the politician will hav somr-thing to
work upon, and this world will never be free BBd happy until
the pritst and tbe politician are gnne.
Oue man will 'ell you that God is a Roman Catholic,
another that heiR a Presbyterian, another that he is a Baptist,
and so on. One man will •ay that he is a RPpnblican, another
that be is a single taxer, another that be is a Socialist, and so
on. Wh11t we must CPme to Fee is, that nothing is done in
human s"ciety tbat is not done by men. Poverty must be
destroyed, not because it is G<~d'A will that it should be, but
because it is best for the human race that it shoulrl be. And
l!eneral wealth must be achieved. not because it is God's will
that it should be, bnt because it is best for the human race
that it should be. Beware of thoPe mr·n who ttll you what
is nr what is not the will of God. In every cane you will
find a person who is intellectually asleep, or half asleep, or
mentally disbonPst, or else you will finrl-and this is more
likely-a priest or a pol tician, a pers• n who wan•s to get you
to nnt think about what he is teaching you. We hav been
dragged through enough mire nnd blood and darkness doing
things according to the will of God. It is now time W()
began to think. things out tor ourselvs.
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~ommunications.
Respects to lt. M. Robinson.
Thy name and purpoae, Saxon.
A man may make a good anchor who cannot
polish a needle. The man who takes the rough stone
from the quarry may be as useful as the- man who
flhapes th~ marble. That which is. easy _to one may
be impossible to another. What IB sUited to one
man's taste may be abhorrent to the taste of another.
He even C!llls us different ways, on these bestows
Some proper gift, another grants to those.
I do not claim that I hav a better brain than
Friend R Jbinson, or that he is not a more effectual
worker. I only claim that I cannot see things through
his spectacles as be sees them. "I am not built that
way." I can (IDly write thoughts as they are manufactured in my brain.
It would be a wonderful brain indeed that could
grind out thoughts to please everybody, and in imitation of ~overybody. It should not make one feel
uneasy if many d;ffar from him, especially if it is an
honest and innocent difference. To mold every mind
after our own pattern is an old Christian idea, and
the inspiring motiv in all the persecution~.
Every man may fill some niche and be useful, bu~
he is generally a failure if he gets into the wrong
niche. .l!'or some purposes the,ass may be as useful
as the horae, but it is all folly to attempt to convert
the one into the other. Whenever the experiment
bas been tried a mule has been the result. I never
had a very high notion of hybrids all the way
from saviors down.
In a moral as well as in a political revolution difff'rent men are fitted to play difft>rent parts. The
bitter denunciations of Thomas Paine against the
British government were just as necessary to arouse
the colonists to a sense of their situation as the
sword of Washington in achieving their independence.
The love and kindness, the gentieness and forbearance, which Friend Robinson talks so much about,
are well enough when properly directed. They are
. nice things to hav lying around loose in a family or
among ont.'s friends, but it doesn't do to deal them out
too lavishly on our enemies, as the supply might run
short. " Love your enemies," said a preacher to a
lawyer. "Love my enemies?'' exclaimed the lawyer.
"I Jove my frienrls, and I hate my enemies. D11mn
'em. I am inclined to thiLk that where there is a
great deal of love professed for enemies there is an
abundant store of hypocrisy. Love and gentleness
to friends are about as far as they can be made to go
without stretching. I do not like even my 'neighbor' as myself, and if I should say that I love my
enE>mies I should be guilty of falsehood."
I do not mean to giv to any j o1st cause to be my enemies, and I cannot see bow I am bound to show
kindness and gentleness to those who sustain that
relation to me. I do not believe that kindness and
gentleness toward enemies can always be made a
Buccees. I am sura it was sufficiently tried by the
colonists, and the mother country would hav been
well pleased if other and more potent measurea had
not been adopted. Combativness and destructivness
a1e Eltill necessary to our well-baing. The time may
come whPn they need not be called into exercise, but
I fear it is far in the future. Thf're are times when
all the latent fire in one's disposition is aroused·
when all the energies of mind and body are bent to~
single purpose; when the most tender nat.ures are
wrought up to such a pitch that they seem like a
coDBuming fire, and one would be led to think tbllt
there was nothing but combativness and destructivness in their natures. So my feelings hav been
wrought up in reading about the burnings and tortures and murders of the church.
To think of houses being set on fire and fleeing
women with their children thro.wn back into the
:!limes still t.ingles to the ends of my fingers. The
man who ta1ks about" gent.leness and kindly reason"
for such human tigers, ought to be shot for treason
to his kind.
It may be that I bav studied the history of the
Christian religion more closely than many others
and this no doubt sometimes prompts me to us~
language not warranted by discussion. For there
is no crime in the calendar that the bloody old
church bas not been t:ruilty of.
I tell you, Friend Robinson, these good Christians
that you are so very tender of hav destroyed libraries-they bav altered or dest-royed valuable books
which would shed great light on .the world if we had
them to day.
They hav abolished schools of learning· they bav
been t~e enemies of science; they sb;ouded all
Europe 1D mental darkness for more than a thousand
years.
They hav sent out into the world hundreds of
commissioned robbers and murderers to plunder and
enslav~ the people. Some of the most populous
countnes hav been reduced to a desolation by these
Christian marauders. Cortez, Pizarro, Albuquerque,

and many others were simply Christian robbers and
plunderers. They were attended by their priests,
and were sent out under sanction of the church, and
bad regard for neither age, sex, or condition.
Every man who bad a band in banging a woman
as a witch was a Christian murderer. Every
man who laid a lash on the shoulders of a woman in
colonial times on account of her belit~f was a Christian beast. Every man who had a band in punishing
man or woman for not attending church, or for a
violation of the S!lbbath, was a Christian tyrant.
Yes, Friend Robinson, these Christians whose
"feelings" and "prf j 1dices" you so much regard,
who were never right by system and rarely right by
chance, hav torn out the tongues, burnt or bored out
the eyes, disemboweled, roasted, racked, imprisoned,
starved, stoned, whipped, and otherwise tortured
countless thousands of human beings, when there
were none to pity or to defend.
·
I bav anything but soft words for the Christian
fiends who burnt the house and library, the apparatus and valuable papers, of Dr. Priestly. And what
is worse, they intended that he should perish in the
fbmes. Is it any wonder that such outrag-es on humanity should put "fire" in a man's "eye," if he has
a place in the scale of being above that of a mol·
lusk!
If calling things sharply by their right names, and
using strong language against such barbaric practices,
is a mark of "brutality," then I am willing to be
classed with the four-footed beasts of the field. If
denouncing a system so utterly at war with human
interests and so terrible in its consequences, shows a
lack of "civilization,'' banish me from civilized
society.
Now I want to show you, Friend Robinson, that
there are some who bav gone before, the latchet of
whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose, who showed
the same "coarseness" and lack of "civilization"
which you complain of in me, and from whom perhaps I received a part of the " fire " which you hav
seen in my "eye."
All of my age and older will remember the burning, blistering words of William Lloyd Garrison,
Samuel R. Ward, Frederick Douglass, and man-y
others, in old. antislavery· times.
Man~stealers,
woman-whippers, baby- thieves, were names frequently applied to slaveholders. Garrison, in allud
ing to the AmEorican flag, said, "Its blood red s.tripss
are emblematical of our slave-driving cruelty." He
told the slaveowners that they were " thieves and
robbers-robbing the cradles and selling their own
uncles, aunts, nephews, nieces, yea, their own children, into bondage."
At ·first theee truths made the people mad, and
they offered a bounty for his head. Ultimately the
truth found lodgment in the hearts of the peoplP, as
truth always will. Humanity triumphed, and Garrison lived to see the last slave emancipated.
It took these terrible denunciations and this " fire
in the eye" to wake up the people to. the abominations of slavery. Nobody believes to-day that these
men were "coarse" or ''brutal," or that they lacked
"civilization."
On the contrary, it was their tender natures and
their innate love of justice which made the awful
wrongs of slavery rise up like mountains before t.hem,
and caused them to pour out their torrents of invec·
tiv against the authors and abettors of these tremendous wrongs.
Because a man shows "fire in the eye" when his
rights are invaded, or when humanity is trampled in
the dust, it does not do to say that he is "brutal," or
that be la!.lks civilization. In such cases, talk about
"gentleness and kindly reason" is suicidal nonsense.
Your plan would work on a slimy, designing old
Jesuit just about as fresh eggs would work in breaking up a nest of young skunks.
The way to do away with these pious pests is "to
up and at 'em.'' and giv them no quarter. Let them
understand at once and for all time that their profession is an imPosition-like a disease, something to
be got rid of. Kinrlness to a public enemy is wicked;
to giv them aid and comfort is treason.
Say, Friend Robinson, when you were talking
about "gentleness and kindly reason.'' didn't yoll
get in a little too much " sweetenin' ?" You oug-ht to
be more guarded in your expressions, because if you
should hav a pair of wings aprout out on your
shoulders, you might be bothered to get your shirt
on.
It may be that I bav too much mettle and not
quite enough putty in my composition, but I would
rather hav too much mettle than too much putty. I
do not think that there is much real good stuff in
me to make angels of, but I do not believe that I am
the hangman that you take me to be. If I bad a
"halter around every Christian neck," the first thing
I would do would be to take it off again. The army
of priests and ministers costs this count.ry untold
millions of money; and they know that I know that
they do no good. Yet, if I had the power J would
not silence one of them by force, much less' would I
"strangle" them.
You may hav heard of a man who once said "The
world is my country, to do good my religion_.,' Dur-

ing the French R'lvolution the people clamored for
the king's head. He said: "Save the king, but behead the system."
Though Garrison and his compeers bad "blood in
their eyes," as most earnest men do, and although
the slaveholders had offered a bounty for Garrison's
bead, yet it is doubtful if any slaveholder would hav
been "strangled" if they had had a halter around
every slaveholder's neck.
I would "strangle" the system which bas enslaved
the people and held them down in ignorance so long,
but ·I am not much on the "strangle" when Christians or anybody else are in the play.
I might '·strangle" a few ministers and priests
who are entirely too good to liv in this world, and
who are anxious to take the" rope route" to the New
Jerusalem, or, in other words, who pine to be jerked
to Jesus, and are in too big a hurry to take tlle old
route across the river Jordan.
Though I would be kind and gentle to most animals, I would wage a war of extermination upon
those which E>ndanger human happiness, health, or
life. And I would spply the same rule to priestcraft, kingcraft, and every system which is detrimental to human well-being.
Though space and law the stag we lend
'Ere hound we slip or bow we bend,
Who ever reeked where, how, or when
The prowling fox was trapped or slain?
I hav no rwft words for designing priests and no
excuse for the system they promulgate, but I suppose Friend Robinson can be as " gentle" and '' considerate" of their "feelings and prejudices" as he
pleases. It has been said that if a man make a sheep
of himself the wolves will devour him.· Now, Friend
Robinson, if you don't get gobbled up, you will
probably slip through the world as slick as an eel
through soft mud.
I am naturally a high kicker, and when anything
comes in the way of human progress it is liable to
get lifted out of the way ~ the toe of my No. 10
boot. And it is not a mark of brutality, either.
Neither is it an indication of "civilization" to
stand 1\dmiring the beautiful colors of the anaconda
until we are crushed in its folds. There is every
indication that in a few years the very life will be
cruRhed out of our free institutions by the anaconda
of R::~manism. I do not propose to warm into life a
serpent which will one day sting me to death.
Where is the sense in talking about "gentleness
and kindly reason," when Blair, Wanamaker, and
CJmstock stand with raised lash over the backs of
the people, and Ta;mage and Sam Jones and the
Women's Christian Temperance Union, and hundred"' of other go-betweens and cajolers sre counseling the people to submit with "kindness and gentleness," above all to avoid "harsh names" and bow
down under the yoke aubmissivly! The times are
sadly out of joint when men counsel gentle means
when a tiger is ready to spring upon them.
Away with all such nonsense. Giv me the jolts
and j .rs and Tough and tumble of life, even the
white foam of the tornado of revolution, rather than
the stagnant waters of the dead sea of quiet submission. L~t me be out in front, on the cow-catcher of
the car of progress, breathing the pure air of freedom, rather than be a bound slave in the cushioned
palace car.
I do not propose to exchange "an eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth" with a common enemy.
My plan is to deal out such sturdy Saxon blows as
will paralyze him and leave him stone blind with the
last tooth down his throat. If an enemy is to be
killed and not scotched, it is an act of kindness to
dispatch him in the quickest way possible.
I hav no doubt, when I represented God leaning
back in his big chair and smoking his old meerschaum, that men so ''gentle" and "considerate" as
Friend RJbinson were greatly shocked. But I did
not make him as ridiculous as the B1ble makes him.
If anyone can conceive anything more ridiculous
than a God putting his " back parts" on exhibition,
he bas a more fertil imagination than I hav been
blessed with. No doubt he had a right to exhibit
his most presentable parts. But it is likely that, like.
old Noah, he bad taken " one" too much.
If a man ma.rch up and down the streets in calico
pants and a coat of many colors, and with a feather
in hifil cap, singing "Jack and Jill went up the bill,"
am I bound to treat him with gravity and even awe?
Nobody would take me to task for ridiculing the
old bull god of Egypt. And yet everyone who has
studied the sul:ject knows that the Bible God is not
entitled to more respectful consideration. The whole
Christian scheme is too ridiculoua to merit anything
but a horse-laugh..
Coming down from the ancient Cushites, through
Babylonia, Pbrenicia, Greece, and Rome, how many
gods and systems of religion hav swayed the minds
of men and then died out, to say nothing of the
thousand and one systems with their good and bad
gods or spirits now in vogue !
·
Tbe sun, planetfl, and nearly every beast and reptil, hav been worshiped. So, too, hundreds of men
bav had divine honors paid to them. We know
to-day that all of these gods were myths. We know
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that all of these systems of religion wfre founded in
superstition, and not in truth or reason.
In spite of these lessons, the Christian is sure that
his religion is the genuin. Of all the bibles which
hav ever been written, the Cnristian knows that he
has the only one which God has ever written. Of
all the saviors and go-betweens which hav had divine
honors paid to them, the carpenter's son is the only
one that can take the foul spots out of a Christian's
garments and make it a success.
As all the old systems of religion hav passed away,
so must every system of supernatural religion perish.
There is nothing above or beyond nature. Nature
is the giv all, the do all, and the mother of all, and
the "all in all." And to this complexion sooner or
later all mu'lt come.
The trur.h is, we were all rocked in the cradle of
superstition, and in spite of ourselvs the old slime
sticks to us yet and shapes our minds and warps our
judgments. As we are lifted out of the mire of
superstition, the old religioas notions will appear
more and more ridiculous to our minds. The reason
why anyone is shocked when the Bible Gad is ridi
culed is because he or she is still influenced by the
old myths.
I hav no way of judging Friend Robinson only by
his letter. He intimates that I am low in the scale
of "civilization." He makes the "brutality" burst
out of me hke the rottenness from a pear. I am a
quack and a butcher, with "blood in my eye." I
hav a "brutal nature " and resort to " brutal meas·
ures," making use of "ridicule" and calling ''harsh
names." Moreover, I am a general hangman, and
" rave" because I cannot get "every Christian's neck
in a halter," so that I might "strangle" them all at
one time. According to his showing I bav not risen
above an " eye for an eye and a tooth for a. tooth"
way of treating_ my opponents. If these terms do
not apply to me, then I cannot see to whom they can
be made to apply. Are not these terms quite as
"harsh" as any which I hav applied to my "opponents'"
His "gentleness and kindly reason" are not conspicuous when dealing with those who oppose Christians and the Christian religion. By the epithets
which he has applied to me has he shown "gentleness and kindly reason and considerateness of my
feelings and pre.judices !''
Oh, no. It is only when he deals with the church
and Christians and their religion that his " gentleness and kindly reason" are made apparent.
If my way is the wrong way and Friend Robinson
has the right way, let him send out his apostleR of
" gentleness " and convert the world. It will afford
me infinit pleasure to bear of his succeE!s.
.
I hav the satisfaction of knowing that I am doing
a little good, if one-half the reports are true. From
diffdrent p!irts of ·the country I am informed that
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing my articles
are circulated in dtfft:~rent neighborhoods until they
are entirely worn out. That they are talked about
and discussed for a long time after the articles
appear.
The truth is, I bay been on the " war-path," and
the Christian religion got a poke in the "wame."
And Friend Robinson drools and blubbers over it like
a child cutting teeth.
There is a paragraph in Friend RJbinson's letter to
which I wish to call particular attention. It is in
effect that the statement "that man has become civiliz:Jd in spite of Christianity is misleading, not to
say untrue."
Here is the key to the whole matter. And it
shows plainly enough that his most precious' jewels
and most nostly robes are still in the keepin~ of the
church, while he has flung his old C!lst-off rags to the
Liberals.
Now, Friend Robinson, in all seriousness I would
like to ask you if you believe that God ever wrote a
book 1 DJ you believe that God, hke all the rest of
the gods. is anything more than a creation of tb"'
brain-? DJ you believe that be ever begat a son 1
that the son was as old as the father 1 Do you
. believe that a ghost or spirit could be the fathAr of
blood, fl~sh, and bones~ Do you believe th'lt a man
ever stopped the planets or caused them to vary in
their courses the hundredth part of a seoond? That
a giant ever loRt his strength by having his hair cut?
That solid walls of masonry were ever blown down
with rams' horns T That all the waters of a great
country like Egypt were ever turned to blood? That
a man was ever enveloped in the gastric juice of a
big fish's stomach for three days and three nights,
and came out in a good state of preservation! That
a man ever lived who could foretell future events?
That a woman ever turned to a pillar of salt? That
God ever put his " back parts" on exhibition? That
human beings ever went througll a superheated
furnace without being scorched T That God ever
brought a child into existence only to consign it to
everlasting torments? That the giff of speech was
ever bestowed upon a snake or an ass! That one
man can justly suffer for the crimes of another!
That a vas~ multitude can be fed and bav mure provisions left after the feast than before it commenced!
That God ever comma!lded children to be murdered?

and mo~bers to be ripped up alive ! In short, do
you behave that God ever wrote a book containing
barbaric nonsense?
.
Then why take me to task for exposing in the
severest terms a system that enchains the mind of
man and makes him a slave to such superstition and
folly ! Why blame me for holding up to scorn and
contempt a class of men who liv by teaching absurd
ities so glaring and ridiculous? Why attempt to
bring down upon my back the lash of public censure
because I do not treat this holy balderdash with
gravity and "kindly reason?"
Can anyone doubt that I am earnestly striving to
do away with this superstition, and to turn the minds
of men from an imaginary heaven ruled by a tyrannical and imagioa.ry God, to the interests of mankind,
where their t-ffJrts mav be crowned with some measure of success !
I do not ask Friend R:Jbinson to work in my way,
cr with my tools. If be thinks a soothing poultice
will bring lunatics to their normal condition, and
turn.idiots into sensible men, and convert designing
knaves to honest men, let him apply it. Let him put
one on every priest and bishop and archbishop and
cardinal, and the biggest kind of a poultice on the
old pope, and if it proves a succesll, I'll go into the
poultice business.
But I am inclined to think that he will find out
that the most that Christians, the clergy in particular,
B;"k is just such soothing poultices, and "gentleness
and kindly reason and considerateness of their feelings and prejudices."
The "War Path" put the church and the clergy in
the same predicament that the Datchman was in
when arraigned before the court for knocking a man
down.
" Did you strike him?"
"y "lB, I dit."
" Why did you strike him?"
"Veil den, he calt me von tam rascal-be calt me
von tam liar-he calt me von tam tief-he calt .me
everytings- shust vot I b!!."
And that's what hurt Friend Robinson.
It·is time to bring the exercises to a close. Arise,
Friend Robinson, and receive the benediction.
N JW may the love and grace of the Holy Whangdoodle be and abide with us now and evermore.
Amen..
JoHN PEcK.

Eminent Women.
HARRIET MARTINEAU-CONCLUDED.

There is so much to say about this noble woman,
that the q•1estion is what to select so as not to be too
lengthy.
The Chicago Journal said of her : "Probably no
living English writer has been more activ or more
effioient in molding British opinion, and o~>rtainly
none bas been more beneficent in lifelong influence.
Engl<.md would be less humane and enlightened
than she is to-day, if the brave and wise heart of
Harriet M~rtineau had not for nearly fifty years
helped to push forward the great cause of popular
progress."
In one of her letters to Atkinson, shs shows the
highest and best rule of action. She says, '' Oh, what
an insult it is to our bast moral faculties, to hold
over us the promises and threats of heaven and hell,
as if there was nothing in us higher than selfish hope
and fear."
T ne world is only just beginning to fully appreciate
her best work for humanity, and work she did while
waiting for death.
Ttlere were two ac•R of Parliament-one pa~sed in
1866, the othe'\o in 1869-called the Contagious D.s~:~ases acts. These actt! were in force in some of the
garrison towns and some of the large districts around
the.m. U alike all other laws for the repression of
contagious diseases, to which both men and women
are liable, these two apply to women only, men being
wholly exempt from their penalties. This law is
ostensibly formed for a certain class of women, bm
in order to reach these, all the women residing in the
districts where it is in force, are brought undtr the
provisions of these acts.
.
.
Any woman can be brought mto court and req uxred ·
to prove that abe is not a common prostitute.
·
Tile magistrate can condemn her, if a policeman
swears, only, that he has good cause to believe her to
be one. The accused has to rebut, not positiv evi·
dencq, but the ~tate of mind of 'her accuser.
Now in all reforms there must be some noble, farseeing, self-sacrificing individuills, who will throw
tnemselvs into the work, and become pioneers if not
martyrs to the cause.
These dt~voted workers open and bloze away, fo!"
the public press and other powerful agencies to take
up the cause and push it on ward without much dllnger or loss of prestige to themselv.s.
.
.
Ia this great war for moral purtty, H~&rrxet Martineau was one of the first, as well as the most activ, in
her fff Jrts and her labors.
In writing to Mrs. Chapman she says : "Day by
day information reaches me ~hich satisfies me that
this question of national purity plunges U;J into the
most fearful moral crisis the country was. ever in,
involving our primary personal liberties, and the very
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flXistence, except in name, of the home and family.
It struck me (and I was so cowardly as to almost
wish it had not) t,hat ~ome letters in the .Daily News,
explaining the state of the case, and the grounds
of the protest of the women of Ellgland, against t.he
acts, would do more to rouse the country to ir quire
and act, than any amount of agitation by inmviduals. It was sickening to think of such work; but
who should do it if not an old woman, dying, and in
seclusion? I felt that I should hav no more peace of
mind, if I did not obey the inward witneBR; flO I did
it laot week-wrote four letters signed the English
Woman, and sent them to Mr. Walker, who still
manages the editing of the .Daily News, till the proprietors deoide how to fill the t ffice for which alone
he seems fit. He was ill in bed when the packet
arrived, and his wife read the letters to him. He
says, 'At first she was horrified, but she ended by
demanding the instant publication of every word d
them' [uere we see a woman's brain and a woman's
will no doubt carried the day as to the printing of
the!!e valuable !etten].
·
''One of the proprietors was dead ogainst the insertion of any part of them; but Mr. Walker writes, that
he approves them so strongly that be cannot but
print them, but be doubts being able to support
them by any leader. Scill, I shall not be surprised if
be manages it when the ol'posing proprietor has seen
the letters tlemselvs. I could not hav undertaken in
my sick condition to write them, and thoullh done
under impulse, they cost a dreadful t ff )rt. Hsppily
I thought of Godiva, and that helped me through.
I -knew it was the right thing to do,
and that it is the fault of the other side, if modesty
in others and myself is out.raged, yet it turns me chill
in the night, to think what things I hav written, and
put in pdnt."
In 1871 she wrot~ thus rPjoic.ngly of the work:
''The conspiracy of silence lB broken up and the
L:Jndon papers hav burst out. Our main point now
is to secure every variety of judgment, inside and
outside of tho commission. Toe Daily News came
out clearly and strongly on the right Bid~>, before any
other London paper broke the silencE>. Toe satisfaction to us all is immense to see the paper uphold its
high character-the very highest-in this hour of
crisiB. I feel unusually ill in conefquence of heart
failure, but I must make you know something of
what you shall know more of hereafter. . . . Silmuel J. May ! How well I remember that snowy day
he came over t.o Hiogbam to open the cause to me."
Again in 1871 she writes: ''I must tell you-though
so feeble to-day-that our cause is, for this tim~>, safe.
The packed commission, supplied with pack~d E~Vi
dence, came out thirteen to six in our favor. The
eon versions under every disadvantage are astonishing.
Huxley's delights me. He and two others-Sir W alter James, milit.ary, and Admiral Collinson, navalmade speeches on t.bR commission, dechuing that
they had verily believed in the good of the CJntagious
Dtaeases acts, but they hav been comp1d ed to see
that they are thoroughly mischievout>. We never
could hav dreamed of such a victory. Ag victory no
matter. But. what a proPoect is opeoed for the whole
sex in Old E agland! For the stronger aod safer
sort of women will be elevated in proportion as the
helpless or exposed arfl protected."
She wrote to Mrs. Butler, ''Nearly two years ago I
saw and felt the first stir-~aw the first steps taken
in the wrong direction to suppr!!BB the evils of prootitution. . . . The few dark years that are past,
will be remembered ae a warning when the nct.s that
diflgraced them are rPpealed. 0 cJCe undtrstood, such
le~islation can nf.ver be renewed."
This noble woman died at Ambleside Jdn. 27,
1876. The world well may mourn
The lo~s of her whose noblest pangs
Were all devoted to the comm >n good.
'ELMINA D HLENKElt
TJw Cllnrch SntJeri •r

to

the Sta!c.

Pr un 1.11.~ SlJr·i·I[Jil~lrt RP.JJUb lean

A singular battle is now 1n p·ob(res~ in the crmrtq of
Montreal, where church !l.'ld state are 1111;>1in flg"'ting for !"e
mRR'('ry. The Vdle Marie bank havlDII; brought. an aCIInn
a~~;ainst. the hotel Dteu. it br·co1me necessary to obrain r,errain
evidence from nuns of the conve"t. Bnt the nrchbi~hop
refu~ecl t.o allow t.heir nppe>lra<Jce. Tbdr CO'I"Rel prP>-ented
an ~m iavit bv Rister B "'neau. oqoerior,.ss. ~to~.t.inl! that ~be
bad tormallv a• kerl -\ rcbh1shop Fabre's pqrm·ssion to atr.e, d
court and giv evidence, but had beeo n f,J~erl on the ero•md
of her bei•·g a cloistr·rerl nun; that the appearance at court
of such nuns would he a violation of th.-ir coosritution.
Their counsel argued that the hntt'l Dii'U waq a cnrpnrat.io~,
existing at the 1ime Canad>1 was ceded to ~ngland. and ttJe!r
by-laws were establisht-d bv the pope; It barl bPen thPtr
privilege, moreover, to e:iv rheir evuJence by • x~n;tinalion. i11
the c<·nvent. and that right was not to be c~ll· d 10 qll~'Rilon
at this l>~.te day. Tne oppnsing counsel filed 11n sffi,t,.vir •h>1t
to his own person><) knr>wlerlge the nun~ of the l~<>tel DrPll
didlt>ave rhe•r cloister to visitvari ms pl>tr.es. incluri•D!! J_ B.
Rnllanrl & S ms' paper factorv ar. B ·. Jer<~me. He pertinently argued that if they could !Pave tbeirclois erto in•p~c;t
a paper mill. tb.ey_ might appear in court, and as to t.b..•·Jr
ev1dence given within the conveot. ir. Wll~ not to be relied
on; that he had tak,.n such evidence when be v.as oblig•"d
to threaten a discontinuance of the case on acc•·unt of their
agent contiou11lly prompr.ing the nun under • xamination.
Toe decision of the court hllR not yet bPen hand•·d d•>wn, but
it will be looked for with gre!lt ,nr .. reRt.. 1 he qnestinn
resolves irRelf into this sirnple proposition: Bball the cb.urch
be allowed to disobey al!d defy the statutes of tl e state?

---
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A. Fund for the Distribution of Literature.
Mr. H. H. Bohda, of Martinsburg, W.Va., met the
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER at the late Oongrees of
the Secular Union, and through him made a donation
to the Union which was duly handed over to the new
treasurer. When the memorandum recording this
transaction had been made, Mr. Bohda selected a tendollar bill from an ample roll, and passed it over
with the remark that he wanted it used where, in the
Editor's judgment, it would do the most good. The
Editor put it in his pocket and said it should
to
the enlightenment of the heathen.
Several people, since reading Mr. Parsons's letter
in a recent TnuTH SEEKER, hav spoken to us so earnestly in favor of a fund to distribute Liberal literature that we hav concluded to afford those who like
the scheme the opportunity to gratify their desires.
Mr. Bohda's $10 hav gone to the credit of that
fund, and their value in pamphlet and papers will be
distributed where such literature will exercise a good
influence. And there is no lack of opportunity to
use Liberal literature with good effect. Especially
should documents bearing on the taxation of church
property, the Sunday question, and other issues in·
eluded in the Nine Demands of Liberalism, be scattered broadcast. Eve1·y man who has anything to
do with making laws for any state should be given
and asked to read such pamphlets as John Remsburg's
" Sabbath Breaking," the "Plea for Impartial Tau
tion" by Messrs. Duryea, Wakeman, and Hawes, L.
K. Washburn's pamphlets, E. A. Stevens's" God and
the State," and innumerable other documents of
the same description. Secretaries of Freethought
societies and individuals could also use tracts and
papers of a Liberal character, scattering them at
meetings and around the neighborhoods where they
reside. There are not many men like Dr. Owen, of
Joplin, Mo., who can afford to print ten thousand antisabbatarian circulars and storm the town with them.
Scores of people are willing to do missionary work
if they can be supplied with the means, and a good
many people hav the means and desire the work to
be done who do not feel like doing it themselvs.
THE TRUTH SEEKER will be the middleman for these
parties. Donations will be recorded in these columns, and the use made of them stated. The account stands :
Samoa Parsons, San Jose, Cal .................................. $ 5 00
H. H. Bohda, Martinsburg, W.Va........................... 10 00

go

What the Presbyterians are Doing.
A report mede last month to the Presbyterian
synod at New York by a committee appointed at a
previous meeting reveals some facts of as much interest to Freethi11kers as to Christiane. The committee was on "Religion and Public Education," and
it is the working-hand of the Presbyterian synod in
its attempts to make our public schools Protestant
Ohristian in character. The instructions of the synod
under which the committee performed its labors
during the past year were to report at last October
meeting 11 the full legal status of the question before
them, in the state of New York, and the actual prac·
tice of its schools in· the chief cities and towns."
That is, to tabulate the plunder already in hand, and
so prepare for further raids upon the. liberties of the
people.
There are 81,726 public school teachers in this state,
indicating the existence of over thirty thousand
schools-the precise number of schools is nowhere
stated-not including nine normal scho:tls, seven
Indian reservation schoc:.ls, seven deaf and dumb institutions, one blind institution, and one nautical
school. Of the teachers, 9108 are empioyed in cities
and 22,618 in towns. The city schools are each
under a superintendent of public instruction; the.
town schools are governed by school commissioners.
The state Superintendent of Public Instruction, who
has an dfice at kbany, has general superviaion of
the whole.
The synod committee prt-pared a circular bristling
with interrogations directed to each of the city superintendents and town commissioners. Twentytwoof the twenty-five city amperintendents responded,
and in the schools under their charge the status of
religion is as follows :
In the schools of fourteen cities the Bible is read
daily; in two occasionally. In the schools of nine
cities prayer is cffdred daily; in two, occasionally.
The Lord's Prayer is the common form. In the
schools of six cities Ohristian hymns are sung daily;
in three, occasionally.. In three cities 11 positiv religious teaching" is required. In seven cities the
teachers are expected to giv occasional religious
teaching.
On the other side, in the schools of five cities the
use of the Btble is forbidden ; in nine, prayer is never
heard; in eleven, Ohristian hyn:ms are not sung; in
fifteen, 11 positiv religious teaching " is forbidden, and
in the same number no religious instruction is
given.
In the town schools, the report includes replies received from sixty-eight of the one hundred and fourteen commissioners to one or more of the questions.
Thirty-one commission-ere report that the Bible is
read in the schools under their care; twenty-three,
that it is read occa~ionally. Thirteen commissioners
reply that prayer is cff.;red in at least two- thirds of
their schools; twelve, that it is offered daily; thirtyone, that it is Gft'tlred occasionally. Twelve commie.
sionera report that in their schools Ohrietian hymns
are sung daily; six, occasionally. Positiv religious
teaching is allowed by forty-three commiosionere; two
require such teaching, while the rest pfactically leave
it to the teacher, neither forbidding nor commanding
it. Oommissiont-r Suydam, of Queens county, says:
11
As a subject it should hav no place in the public
school. As a means to petfect public teaching, re
ligioua instruction should be brought into use judiciously whenenr occasion arises. Every teacher
should be a Obristian, so as to teach by example as
wt>ll as by prect>pt." Another commissioner writes:
"Whenever an opportunity is c:ft'ered, it is seized
upon." J. Thyne, of Fulton county, says that "positiv religious instruction in encouraged and urged."
Per contra: Of those who report that the B1ble is
read in fewer than two-thirds of their schools, many
add, "In a few," 11 in one-fourth," 11 six per cent,"
"four out of one hundred and seventy-four," "ten
out of eighty-nine," etc. It is evident that in the
larger part of the town schools religious instruction
is not considered necessary, and not practiced. Oom.
missioner J~Ared SandfJrd, of Westchester, says:
"Religious instruction is excluded. It is manifestly
impracticable and impossible under our public school
system," and 11 cannot be properly nquired undeJ'
the rulings of the state department, tnade by such
men as General D;x, John 0. Spencer, Randall, Ruga
glee," etc. Four commissioners prohibit 11 positiv
religious teaching " in 11 a few" of their schools.
Daily prayer does not obtain in more than half the

schools, probably in less. The singing of Ohristian
hymns is not a general habit.
Commissioner Sandford iii a politician of Westchester, and his exclusion of the Bible and religious
exercises is because of his subserviency to the RJmish
politicians of the Westchester Oatholic Protectory.·
It is about the only case we ever heard of where
Roman influence worked for good; and the motiv in
this case is not a worthy one, but arises from the
fact that the Romish church is not strong enough to
control the curriculum of the school, but is strong
enough to prevent the Protestants from doing . so.
No better illustration of the truth of the adage about
quarreling rogues can be found. The decisions
referred to by Commissioner Sandford are the ones
in the cases of several Brooklyn parties who jointly
appealed to the state department from the edtcts of
the trustees of a ward school wherein religious exercises and Bible-reading formed a part of the school
education, and an appeal from a Board of Education
which controled a school in the interior of the state~
The decisions were made by State Superintendents
Abram B. Weaver and W. B. Ruggles. They are,
the present state superintendent, A. S. Draper, assures ue, the decisions "in accord with the holdings
of various superintendents from General Dix (in
1837 8) down to the present time. Mr. Weaver said,
June 5, 1872 :
" The question presented by these cases is not a new one
in the history of the public schools of this state. The claim
by trustees, of the right to enforce the attendance of pupils
in the public schools upon religious exercises therein, has
been frequently passed upon in this department by my pre.
decessors in office and by myself, and it has uniformly been
held that no such right legally existed.
" The following observations in a former decision rendered
by me are equally applicable here: 1 The object of the common school system of this state is to aff,lrd means of secular
instruction to all children over five and under twenty.one
years of age, resident therein. For their religious training
the state does not provide, and with it dors not interfere.
The advantages of the schools are to be free to them all
alike. No distinction is to be made between Christians,
whether Protestants or Romanists, and the consciences of
none can be legally violated. There is no authority in the
Ia w to use, as a matter of right, any portion of the regular
school hours in conducting any religious exercise, at which
the attendance of the scholars is msde compulsory. Oa the
other hand, there is nothing to prevent the reading of the
scriptures or the.performance of other religious exercises by
the teacher in the presence of such of the scholars as may
attend voluntarily, or by the direction of their parents or
guardians, if it be done before the hour fixed for the opening of the school or after the dismissal of the school. These
principles were set forth by Secretary Spencer more than
thirty years ago. In a decision made by tl:t::.t able officer in
the year 1839, in which he sustained the action of the trustees of a school district in permitting a teacher to hav prayers
in the school, on condition that th~y should be had .erevious
to school hours, the following remarks occur : Botn parties
hav rights; the one to bring up the~r children in the practice
of publicly thanking their creator for his protection, and invoke his bleseing; the other, of declining, in behalf of their
children, the religious services of any person in whose creed
they may not con!'ur, or for other reasons satisfactory to
themselvs. These rights are reciprocal, and should be protected equally, and neither should interfere with the other.
Those who desire that their children should engage in public
prayer hav no right to compel other children to unite in the
exercises against the wishes of their parents.
11 1
Neither the common school sy ..tem, nor any other social
system can be maintained, unless the conscientious views of
all are equally respected. The simple rule, so to exerci~e
your own rights as not to infringe on those of others, will
preserve rqual justice among all, promote harmony, and insure success to our echools; (Code of Public Instruction, p.
355). The same view of this subject waR expressed by my
immediate predecessor. The late Bon. V. M. Rice. in a decisiun rendered by him 1!'eb. 5, 1866, said: 1 A teacher has
no right to consume any portion of the regular school hours
in conducting religious exercises, especially where objection
is raised. Tne principle is this : Common schools are suppor;ed and established for the purpose of imparting instruction in the common Eoglish branches; religious instruction
forms no part of the course. The proper places in which to
receive such instruction are churches and l::lunday-schools, of
which there is usually a sufficient number in every distnct.
The money to support schools comes from the people at
large, irrespectiv of sect or denomination. Constquently,
instruction of a sectarian or religious denominational char.
acter must be avoided, and teachers must confine themselvs,
during ·school hours, to their legitimate and proper duties'
(Code of Public Instruction, p. 3411)."
Mr. Ruggles said on this question, under date of
May 27, 1884, in the case of the Board of Education
of Union Free School District No.4, of Orangetown,
Rockland coun~y :
·
" This application represents that the above-named board
of education 1 wi~h to move unerringly, but firmly in the
matter of sustaining the reading of scripture and prayer as a
part of the exercises in opening the daily sessions of our pub.
lie school;' that the board has 1 not requirod the children of
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non-Prote~tant

families to participate in repeating f!Cripture
or the Lorri's prayer, but havsimplv required tnem to behave
with decmum ;'that a number of Catholic families • ask that
their children be all9wt>d to remain outside unul the devotional exercises are conclucled,' and. that 'this interference
causes much disorder outside of the room, and· the subse- quent entrance of these pupils causes a loss of time and disturbance to class work.'
"By the constitution of this state all people, in resprct to
the free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and
worship, stand upon a footing of absolute equality. Interference therewith, in the way of discrimination or preference, even by lPgislativ enactment, is, by the express words
of that instrument, prohibited.
" Under our public school systt>m, within the legal limitations of age and residence, instruction is free. The material
resources necessary for the maintenance {lf this·immense and
complicated system are draw~:~ at large from a population
characterized by dissimilar religious bellefs, observanceR,
modt>s of wor.hip, and preferences. With such a public
furnishing the money to support the schools, supplying them
with the children in attendance, and having equal rights to
the full and equal enjoyment of all the be11efirs of Lbe scb.ools,
if it were possible to devise some limited measure of religious instruction for adoption in the schools, upon which all
these diverse classes and sects could harmonize, it would be
a gratifying result.
"But this is manifestly impracticable and. impossible.
The only alternativ, therefore, to preserve the benefits of tb.e
constitutional guarantees, in letter and spirit, and to secure
to all absolute equality of right in mattrrs of religious pre.
dilection, must be, however reluctantly the conclusion is
arrived at, to exclude religious instruction and exercises
from the public schools during school hours."

there is a future state where rewards and punishments are meted out. To teach such dogmas to
children is, therefore, absurd. But even if they are
all trut>, so long as the teachers can only believe but
not demonstrate them, they must be kept out of the
curriculum. They ebould not be taught even as
theories, for he who fanatically accepts a theory
always teaches it as a fact. The only true and just
course is to instruct the children only in what is
known.
We feel obliged to the eynod committee for revealing the object cf their investigation. What it wants
is what the Protestant church generally wants; and
it is just what those who believe in a secular government should see that it doE's not get.

.Mr. llradlaugh's Ulness.
Mr. Bradlaugh's illness is likely to prove more
@erious than the cable news a week ago would lead
us to think. The National Reformer of the 3 1
instant contains sickroom reports· from Mrs. Besant
and Mrs. Bonner, Mr. Bradlaugh's d!lughter. The
disAase is congestion of the lungs and kidneys, with
fever carrying his temperature at t mes to 104. 2°, a
dangeronA altitude, as the normai human temperatur<>
is about 98°. The patient is secluded, and d course
can concern himself in no sff,.irs, quiet and rest being
absolutely necessary. However, the doctors hope
for a 11peedy convalescence, when Mr. Bradlaugh will,
by their direction, take a sea voyage. It is probable
that he will go to Bombay to the Indian National
Oongrf'BB, j'lurnt>ying by water.
Mr. Bradlaugh is consideTed by the native of India
their special champion against the misrule of tt e
Obristians, and since he was stricken ill the Hindoos
bav been praying for him. Mrs. BJnner prints an
extract from a letter from an Indian gentleman in
L11ndon: "Some of us at this temple hav prayed in
private for Mr. Bradlaugh's recovery-in the interests
of Iodia-aod, God willing, be will be restored to
health." Mrlil. BJnner also received a telegram from
Simla: "India sorrowing: universal prayer father's recovery;" and later another from Poona to Mr. :Bradlaugh: '· P<.Jona Suvsjanik S11bha profoundly grieved
hearing your illness ; prays speedy recovery-Chairman." The London correspondent of the Times of
this city reports also that the clergy of N ortbamptcn
united in prayer for the restoration to health of t.heir
representativ in Parliament. If prayers, heathen or
Obristian, are of any avail, Mr. Bradlaugh is in little
danger. It is needless to add here that Mr. Bradlaugh continues to hav the sympathy and love of all
Americans who admire integrity of character and
reverence justice between and for all races, creeds,
and conditions of men.

Returning to the synod committee's report, we
find that supplementary to the questions as to the
pract.ice of the &chools in teaching religion, the committee asked :
"Would public sentiment within the bounds of your jurisdiction favor habitual instruction in the following truths as
an es8ential part of the curricnlum, viz :
" The existence of a personal God;
" The responRibility of each soul to God;
'' Tlte immortality of tRe soul;
" The reality of a future state of rewards and punishment"'; and " The authority of the Ten Commandments and of the
Sermon on the Mount?"
·
In these questions is seen the drift of the move.:ment, and what our children would hav to learn in
school should the Protestant church obtain its objects.
These are considered common Ohristian
tenet11, and their teaching would be considered unsectarian. Senator Blair's Education b1ll would
compel the states to teach these dogmas to all
scholars.
Six city superintendents return an affirmativ
answer to this question ; five a nPgativ one; four
don't know. Twenty-nine town commissioners say
Yes; eleven say No ; seventeen think it would in
portions of their districts, and eleven say nothine.
All agree that the opposition would come chidlJ
from the Roman Oatholics.
As to moral teaching, the schools generaUy are
officially without it.
In answering the q testion
bearing on this some commissioners consp.cuously
show their unfitness for the positions they hold by
defining moral teaching as instructions in " a proper
observance of the Sabbath," and similar Obristian
peculiarities. But in the larger part of the schools,
the teachers are expected to giv such teaching, and
it is probably done ; though, of course, such instruc·
tion is incomplete and partial.
The conclusions of the committee, from the facts
gathered, are such as might be expected, and their
remedy is also not d'ffillult to guess. The committeE>
holds that the children are " disgracefully" neglected
on the spiritual side, and recommends the passage of
a law '' suitably providing for the incorporation with
the school curriculum as an estiential part of it, of
those theistic truths" npressed in the questions
regarding a personal deity, ''and of those moral
virtues which legitimately spring out of them." This
would include Btble reading, daily prayer, and Ohris·
tian hymns in all our schools. In regard to this, it
is. unnecessary t o state t h at common sense, justice,
and general decency in the conduct of man to man
forbid any such religious law. Theism is as much a
sectarianism as Methodism, and to a large part of the
people of this country these "theistic truths" are no
truths at all; and to any one they can be only
N
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Editorinl Notes.
THE Rev, Samurl Jones recently remarkrd in one of his
Permons: "J,1b.n the Bupt.ist was the brJ.vest type of Ohri~.
tisn 1 know of, He j1t•t jnmped on Herod and pawed his
feathers out." P,>o· Herod I But he was fortunate compared wi!h the people of tb.iscountrywho hav to endure such
Cnristian revivalists as Mr. Jones.
TaB Sunday cra'lks of Boston hav been snubbed by another
jndicial opinion. In a c se brought to test the legalir.y of
towing on Sunday, Judge Thompson, in the superior court.
held that "vesstl~ coming to the port of Boston hav a right
to come to docks on Sunday, and that it is a work of necessity to bring the vessel ia whetb.er by the sailors on board or
bv those in another boat towing her.'' The prosecUtion was
instituted by religious fanalics of the Elliot :;hepard kind.
THE Adventists are about to remove the American Bmtinel
from O<iklar.d, Cat., to this city. This paper and the Advent
cb.urcb.es are doing heroic work in opposing Sunday legis.
lation, having adopted St>cular instead of sectarian principles,
and instead of a•kin~ exemption from penalties for •• Sub
bath" violation of all who observe S<iturdav, they demand
that no special Sundav laws shall be passed. In opposing
the Blair "Sabb<itlt Rest bill" they will be a great help
·
indeed to the Secular U11ion.
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with one pb,slcal wife, whatever theory the:v may choose to hold
cotulerning spiritu ..l wives."
It is to. be hopt>d that no Mormon wUl see this statement,
for he m1ght make our James uncomfortable by a•kin~ why
the government, at tb.e instigation of tb.e Christian ~ects,
confiscated the prnperty of the Mormon church. Wilen
that was done it looked very mncb as though the Christians
had animosities against the Mormons as well as against
polygamists.
IN dt>ciding that drug stores must be registered the court
of appeals of this state •aid:
" 1'he public safety must. be reorardad as ~UpPr!Ol.' to a.uv Pl'ivate
ria:bt.•, and hi• business must yield to tbe necessities re0ognized by
proper Jegisl!l.tion.''
There can be little objection to the particular app'ication
of this principle in this instance, but our dogmatizing j1trlsts
may well remember that it waq nuder the plea. for public
•Rfetv that Ca.t.holics burnt. Protestants; that the Puritans of
New E·,gland hanger! and banished obnoxious hereticq, and
in our own times the New Jersey courts tined C. B. Reynolds $25 and costs for talking heresy. Public Slifety, wb.en
that saf"tY is to be defined by a mRj'"lrity, Is a vrry unsafe
criterion by which to meaRure hnman rights. Better let
private rights alone until the individual injures, or is
indubitably about to iujure, some one.

"AND they shall become a prey and a spoil to all their
enemiPs." The Catholicq and ProtestantR are Rgain by the
ears over the ''Indian problem.'' It will be renollt>cled that
a few yeal's ago the United Stlftes government ~rave the
churcbeR license to go among t.he rt>d mrn sod drive them into
religions schools and make Christians of them. Tb.e Catholics, bv virtue of their RllpPrior organization, captnrt>d the
most of the spoil, and the Protestants are wroth. They hav
now deviRed a device, and propose to operate it tbrougb the
bead of tbe Indian bureau. The device Is to establish day
8Chools. primary Pchools, gramm11.r 8Cbools, anrl high schools
so relatpd that promotions can be made from grade to grade
and from Fchools of a low order to those of a higher. It Is
to be non.partisan and non-Rrctarian. and teacherR al'e to be
Pmp1oyed and dismissed Solely On the basiS Of eftlcieOCV·Of
inefficiency. Tt>at at lrast is the program, but the " nnnFectarian "pnrt mf'anR nnrlonbtedly that the schools are to be
evangPiical Christian school~, nnrl only non-RectRrlnn ~o far
!l~ the churches in the AHinnce are concernecl. Thll (JathoUc
N• WR, of Washington, charges that t.he Rev. Dr. D·,rcb.Pster,
the snp•·rintendent. of Indian schools, repre•ente a ~plrlt so
bostil tn Cntholic thought thlit he Is unable tn do jtiRtlce to
the Calholic Indians. Commi•sloner M·lrl!an, it is aRserted,
has prwed rq·ta11v as bigoted a~ the snperinteodeot, and
nppears I'Q'Ially anxionR to ex..,lnrle Catholics from the
Indian Pchools. Tbe Nems chargPs also that the present
management of the Indian scb.ool iR sectarian, and that
rrcently Pleven out of the fourteen Cath 'lic teac1lerR were
disehargPd. Tb.is specific charg~ ha~ been supoorted by
Senator Plumb, and t.b.P,re is no donbt that the Prote~tants
are aR anxious as the Cat.h'llics to oht11.io excluo\ v j 'I ri~d ;ction
over the ln<iiaos. Tne anx:iety of h<lt.b. Rects is exp'alned by
the fact that for every Io•llao ~~;nt.hered into theRe sch'"lols the
covernment pave a large reward in the ·shape of cash and
lands. Hence the zeal to convert pJor LJ. But it's tough
on the Indian I
LecturPs and li.P4'tings.
A DT'Sf'llEss mt>Pting- of the Cb.icago S··cnlar U~lon was
called N•wem ber 31 for the pnrpose of elect.\ng oftl1ers for
the en~uin~r term. An rxtra large attendnnce of Interested
members filled the room when the pre~ident, Mrs. M. A.
Freeman. called the meeting to orrler, announcing the purpose for which it was Mlled. Two candidates wflre nomina•ed for pre•idPnt-Prof. JameR 1\-Iilleson and Elliot N.
Get>r-t.heconlest. bPing 11 hrartv, gond nat.nred one, and a full
vote being polled. ProfeRqor Mii!Pson l!'ai.,ing the roftl1e with
four maj1r\ty. MrR. AngnRia A Hnlmes was narnerl for secretary, and was r• e'Pcted by acc'amatton. Vice.pre~idPnts
were nominated In thll folio win!!' order: J 1hn M. At. \lea, first
vice. pres; dent; MrR. M"ttie A- Freeman, Elliot N. Geer, Jqhn
F. Geeting, J,..hu Bilrr. eJpcted by acclarna.t.ion, as were the
fqllowing oftlcers: Mrs. Carrie Piper, financial Recretary;
Leopold Hoerp'e, treasurer; execntiv b >ard, AlbPrt Schaffner, Snelson. J. J. Harrison. Secretary instructed to notify
Secular papers.
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Chri~tian
Lortnon ll'rPPUdniCIW.

The Swedish Victim of the
l!'rorn

f.hP.

Church.

We rrgret to llnn,mnce that Mr. V•c•or Leon<~traod's appeal to tbe king of Nor\li·ay and S .veden hM prover! fruitless.
He Is now immured in prison, being committed on two
proPecut.ions for three months each, and he expects sentences
on three more accusationR, whtch are only too likely to terminate in an additional three months for each case, making
fifteen months in all. Mr. Lennstrand is as undaunted as
ever. He lectured on Oct. 27th, the day before his imprisonment, and will, we are glad to hear, be able to edit the
f'ritdnkaren from his pr\Ron. His address is Ltl.ngholmens,
Kronob.akte, Stockholm, Sweden, and he will, we believe,
be able to receive letters.

" TuE TllUTH S:nK'!:ll of 8eptember 28 ;h has scatter~d ovet• its
columns r~petit!Ons of the qnesuou, w..s Abrahaw Lincoln a.
Onri•tian 1 Tne answer to tbis qnerY may be found in Mr.
Wneelei'• BiograpbiP-al Dictionary or Freetuinkers, and is fo1nd
more at foil in tba • L·vee of Ltnooln,• W"•tten by L~m<>n and also
by bis frieud and par Goer w. Herndon.-London P!·eethtntcer."
A VERY much more complete answer will be found in Mr.
The Almighty 1 hree.
Remsburg's consideration of the question. Mr. Remsburg
Prom tlo• MtlbournP, Au•., LtiM'afOI'.
is going to settle the q11Pstion, for no mao has given the time
The Rev. W. D. Gray has pre .. cued a fllrewell Perm on in
and labor to it that the K~nsas Freethinker has.
Fitzroy, 1n the c >Urse of wuich he refers feelin~lv to the
'' almlgntv three-" We may be wrong, but we snpoose he
means £. s. d. We do not know anv other three that are
TaE ?hristtan ..dd'Docat6, Methodist organ, Dr. Buckley almlgb.t . If it refers to Branm .. , Vt8bnn, and IS•va; to
chief grmdtr, says 1
O,irts, fats. and Horus; to Qjm, Viti. and Ve, or to I': •• ber,
"If the Mormons obeY the [-\ntf.polygamYl law, theY hav the Son, and Holy Gbo~t, we are sure they are not al~1ghtv;
same rigbt to be MJrwons in ttus country tbat we bav ro be Obrh· they are as weak as the poor pope in face of G10rd"no
tiN-11 aud tbeir trol!_bles will end the moment tne:v will be content , Bruno'~ statue.
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contain four or five different subjects, and are a sum in frac- his investigation of the phenomena of slate-writing. I can
tions to separate. Next time you put your hoe in between afford and am ready to hear pro and con on all subjects.
two other workmen you had better read the question of St. With ardent wiRhes for progress in all true reforms, I am,
Fraternally yours,
WM. A. THOMPSON.
Peter to the eunuch as they rode together. Perhaps you
WALNUT GRovE, KAN., Oct. 28, 1889 •
.MR. EDITOR : THII: TRUTH SKEKKE has become the one ~xt may think better of it.
LKXINGTON, KY., Oct. 26, 1889.
With the best wishes for your conversion to truth ·and
ure of our establishment we think that we cannot do withMR. EDITOR: In Asia before the time of Christ, as well as
out It just suits me, and I lend my papers to my neigh- honesty, I will imitate you and say, so long, Mr. Barrett.
in America at the present period, nearly every expounder
J. H. Wooo.
bor~ to read. They like to read them and I hope to be able
of a new doctrin could soon boast of a "respectable congreto get some of them to subscribe.
W. H. NoAH.
gation." There is no end to Christs, opinions, and variaDANBURY, CoNN., Oct. 28, 1889.
tions of the same. The tenets of the Essenes were soon
W~ARRE, PA., Nov. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot possibly allow my subscription to modified, by Greek and Roman culture. The prayers adMR. EDITOR: 1 find on reading n>y article in re~ly to Mr. THE TxuTH SKBKER to expire, so I hasten to renew it. THE
dres~ed to the Sun.god, in Persia, had a Presbyterian flavor.
Tuttle, that 1 said, "To convey a bar of iron out mto space TRUTH SEEKER has now become an old friend, whose weekly
Mr. Blair worPhips the Sunday .God with the same fervor.
,., would diminish to about twenty-five
. ,
t arrival is hailed with delight. The articles in it are sound, Cardinal Gibbons hints that the holy spirit should not be
seve n miles its weiuht
pounds." I intended say "about twenty-one m1 1es, or o based on good common sense. The cartoons by Heston are
worshiped-that is, all alone by himself. Heraclitus the
about half the depth of our atmosphere.
J. R. PERRY.
excellent. They show the absurdity of the old Bible stories philosopher liked the idea of a trinity, and this taste ruled
at a glance, and the abuses introduced by the Christian bigots the council of Nice. The etherealisms of the Buddhists were
CINOINNATI, 0., Oct. 28, 1889.
of the present day. This town (or city now) has always retained by Basilides, a leader of a Gnostic sect, who believed
MR. EDITOR : There seems to be a call for some fearless
been a strict Christian community. They are divided now that Christ was not really crucified ; while, according to
and honest-minded Materialist to utter a few words o~er. t~e
into two classes, the activ and the indifferent. The latter Gibbon, the Paulicians permitted only a shadowy species of
dead bodies of genuin Infidels. I claim to be Matenahst1c
are called by the formrr Infidels, because they do not attend
baptism.
·
through and through, and hav been for sixty. nine years, and
church, and do play cards, attend horseraces, and go to
But for the worship of Cottyta in Germany in the four1 hav performed such duties by request, and should I liv, 1
balls. But these so..called Infidels are no Infidels at all, for teenth century, we should never hav heard of immersion.
can do so again. And I hope some noble brother will do the
when trouble, or sickness, or death comes they are the first Where would be the chants of the Episcopal church but for
same for me when I fall into the eternal sleep. I am a strong
ones to send for the minister, and hav him deal out to them the worship of Isis, in Egypt, mentioned by Taylor in his
cremationist. It is the proper method of disposing of the dead.
a little piece of dry bread and a swallow of grape.juice- '' Diegesis "-a noble and fascinating book? .Where wo?ld
Uncle Sam would better wake up quick or he may find
called by courtesy wine, for the Christian churches hav be the'' power" of the Methodists but for the msane rantmg
himself in the grasp of a cruel tyrant whose only object is to
become so much better than their founder that good wine is of the Druids, or the dance at Ephesus around the statues of
rule or ruin. L t all true patriots be on guar~.
no longer dealt out to the faithful, but a little thick grape- Serapis, Venus, or Adonis? Old deacons, in those days,
T. WINTKR.
juice boiled down almost to a jelly, insipid and sweet, now descanted upon the charms of two of these deities, atld proanswers for the blood of the lamb. But of late I hav found nounced sacred the lovely timidity of Daphne pursued by
SEDALIA, Mo., Oct. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I did not get my TRUTH SEEKER last week. a few who are free, who are Infidels from conviction, who Apollo. When romance and grace ruled the hour, there was
Please send it, as I cannot get along very well unless I hav it. never bow the knee to any God or man. These men stand some hope for the world, for cruelty is always out of taste.
I hav read the paper since 1887, and h~v made many converts erect, and looking into the faces of the cringing, hypocritical
Some writers suppose that God holds a lens in his hand
to our faith. When I came here, in 1877, there was only Christians, declare to them the bold principles of Freethought, and magnifies the least holy wish of the soul which has been
one man in the town who dared say that he differed with the based on reason; and when I meet such men, I can almost taught to obey him. The next thing is a proselyte.
church. He was a doctor, and was starved to death. But believe the golden age of reason, desired so much by the
Bolingbroke says that rude shocks from without produce
now I can easily find a hundred that would stand up and noble son of liberty, Thomas Paine, is about to be ushered the soul in full power, and the ancients suppos~d that as
say they are prond of not believing any of the church hum. in. And to the lovers of humanity everywhere I would say, soon as it was created some god took possession of this gem
bug. If we had a lecturer here for a week, we could hav a Let us work while the day lasts-your day and mine. Work -or magnetized it, we should say. Strange that in all
Secular Union sure. The churches here are simply immense with tongue and pen and brain for freedom of thought and religions there is a powerful, supernatural influence, which
Fpeech, until the sun of liberty shall burst forth w~tli tropical is able to take the soul captiv I
in their power, and they run the whole thing.
J. C. JOHNSON.
splendor and the dark shadows of bigotry and mtolerance
We are told to abase ourselvs, to lean upon God. Our
shall creep away until they are lost. Then shall the hosts of nativ powers are cast into the shade, which operation tends
MrLWAUKKE, Wrs., Oct. 28, 289.
Freethought rejoice, and sing with new meaning the song of to weaken them. We must be perfectly submissi vat the feet
MR. EDITOR: There hav been times when I hav thought humanity, "Peace on earth, good will to men." And as the of a divinity-that is, helpless in the hands of a holy priest.
of giving up THE TRUTH SEEKER, but either I hav grown to wind of freedom wafts the song along from peak to peak, it The obedience required by Francis D'Assisi, Calvin, and
properly appreciate it or the paper has developed wonder- shall echo and re.echo from continent to continent until the Knox; the African fire of St. Augustine-what hav they
fully. I feel quite dependent upon it now and should miss whole earth shall join in the grand chorus, and the sons of made of the human being? In many instances, almost s
it very much if it were stopped. It seems to me that the men shall be forever free.
C. HAWTHORNE HoYT.
raving maniac. How glorious in construction must be the
paper has altered somewhat since I first saw it-that it has
mind of man, which has s• rvived this tampering with its
become more dignified in its war on superstition and superSr. JoHNs, ILL., Oct. 24, 1889.
natural constitution, and retains so many marks of splendor
stitious bellers. At all events, I like it very much and beMn. EDITOR: After a lapse of some time, and considerable even in its ruin and decay I For centuries human beings ha v
lieve it is doing a great work, if only in preparing Freethink- affliction, I write a few words to the grand old TRUTH
lived under the supposition that the holy spirit was pouring
ing people for contro-..ersy with the blindly faithful.
SEEKKR and its noble band of correspondents and readers. a steady stream upon the brain, which has occasionally
I am much interested in Mr. Remsburg's articles on the When I read the issue of the 19th of October, how rereduced it to the condition of a mill-wheel, and still man
belief of Lincoln, and wish my memory were a little better joiced I was in the anticipation of the forthcoming artiretains the semblance of an intellect, with reasoning powers
that I might add something to the testimony. Two years cles on the topic of "The Bible in the Common Schools," the
not wholly obscured and destroyed. We might as well say
ago I was associated with Major Geo. li. Norris, a wealthy product of a mind, I think, not excelled in any age for sound
that we were inspired by the moon or the Nort.h pole. What
orane;e-grower of Florida, in that state, and was in a degree common sense-of one whose writings reached the masses of
gentleman would wi~h to obtrude a secret infl•1ence upon our
his oor-fid'l.nt. In earlier years, while a lawyer in Illinois, thinkers-whose physical hand lies cold in the gravP, no
experience? None but an undermining, long.headed sneak.
Major Norris (he was at one time mayor of Ottawa, Ill.) was doubt prematurely hastened there by tlle persecutions of
The great majority of our opinions rest upon a basis of falseqnite closely associated with Mr. Lincoln, and he gave me to pious hypocrite who are a disgrace to the nineteenth century.
hood and uncertainty, calling into exercise a credulity which
understand that Mr. Lincoln was an extreme skeptic. They But all true Liberals are rejoiced to know that the thought
would not keep us out of the poorhouse one day. As to
were thrown together a good deal at Springfield, where they from that grand old philosopher's hand is like Bllnquo's
Spiritualists, we cannot deny that the creeping of electricity
were trying ca@es before the supreme court, I believe, and ghost-it" won't down at the bidding." And again, I was
slept together often on a ftoor in a building in that place, very much pleased with the promis from our esteemed Editor attends every sensation and every movement in the moral
Siephen A. Douglass bting of the number. Lincoln would of his experience in the slate. writing phenomenon. In giv- or physical world, causing a powerful and suggestiv inner
frequently keep them from sleep by his stories and argu- ing this he will at least gratify a very strong desire I hav life, which seems to connect them with a superior world,
ments, and frequently spoke of religious matters in a way bad through several anxious months of waiting to hear more and enables them in a happy way to advance our civilization.
ALHAZA;
that showed he was convinced of the delusion of faith. Major fully explained what knowledge he and Mr. McArthur
Norris was in later years an unbeliever, although in no sense gained in their investigations. I hardly think it selfishness
FoRl!BT GRovE, ORE., Oct. 27, 1889.
aggressiv on that point. I wish I could quote the msjor's in me to be possessed of this solicitude, for I am persuaded
MR. EDITOR: You will doubtless be deluged with letters,
words as to Lincoln's remarks on religion, but will not there are a vast number of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER by far abler pens than mine, describing our grand convenventure to frame them, as this is a subject that demands as anxious as myself. I greatly regret that we hav in tho:: . tion in Portland, but nevertheless I shall giv your numerous
truth and exactness.
ranks of Freethinkers so many, probably otherwise good readers a brief sketch, and shall try not to occupy too much
With best wishes for the success of THE TRUTH SKEKER, Liberals, who pose as critics, that will hav recourse to such of your valuable space.
I am,
Sincerely, · FRKDERIOK HEATH.
harsh unreasonable replies as Mr. Baker indulged in with
Liberalism, you must know, has come out here to stay and
our Editor and Mr. McArthur. It is our duty to investigate, "grow up with the country." People are finding out that·
DETROIT, MroH., Oct. 31, 1889.
when we hav the opportunity, any and every phenomenon. it is really respectable to be Liberals. Consequently we
MR. EDITOR: My friend 0. S. Barrett has sent me his And it is best to giv credit only to those things that are were treated handsomely while in Portland.
Au re'llvir, after making another false statement which I can within the domain of reason, for certain it is that reason · The Masonic fraternity gave the free use of their commo·
not let pass.
should be our guiding star. But there is a limit to criticism, dious hall, on the corner of Third and Alder streets, for the
I would like to believe that Mr. Barrett is a man of truth and it is possible to become hypercritical. Now for the rea- u~e of the convention-both for the lectures and the ball on
and honesty, but unless he corrects his statement he must sons that those two forthcoming articles will so appr0priately Monday night, which was a brilliant affair.
stand convicted. Mr. Barrett in the last TRUTH SEEKER says meet my requirements. First, in regard to the one on "The
Kohler & Chase furnished f!. valuable piano free, for the
that I hav finally come down to a Greenback basis, which Bible in the Public Schools " I was elected as one of the di- entire time, and I understood Turn Hall was also-free for
does not accord with (biB) my former plan of individual rectors here last spring. We hav two schools here at St." the use of Mrs. Carrie Haight and the other Liberal ladies of
scrip as money. Now, Mr. Barrett, you either know that Johns-one white, requiring a principal and an assistant; Portland and East Portland, who spread an appetizing and
this statement Is false, or your memory and intelligence are also a colored school. Our colored teacher uses the Bible in bountiful supper free for all who attended the ball. Music
unfit for any controversy. I told you in my last letter that I his school. I protested agl!inst its use. Hi!! excuse is that was furnished by Roose & Hodgson's band, and was very
.had no other. basis for money but the government or head of some of the patrons of the school requested him to use it • fine. There were over three hundr, d delegates from the
the nation, and now I challenge you or anyone else to find an I hav asked him to get those who wish the Rble read in the different Unions in this state, and our sister state, Washingexpression in any of my letters in favor of individual scrip school to meet me at the school.house anrl discuss this mat- ton, Fent a splendid delegation of her best and noblest s~ns
as money or any other kind of scrip. Ever since I saw the ter. Our deceased Brother Bennett's philosophical disserta- and daughters to assist in our deliberations and help to make
first greenback money issued by the government I hav always tion on this (at the present time) very important subject, no our first convention a success.
held that there should never be anything else allowed in cir. doubt will aid me in my efforts to keep our schools on a SecThere was a proposition to reorganize as the Northwestculation, and neither in writing nor in Rpeech hav I ever ular basis. And, last but not least; I am a Materialist, or ern Liberal Assrciation, but as we were already organized as
favored auything else. In my last letter I said the same in Agnostic, or whatever any choose to term one who opposes the Oregon state Secular Union the proposition was almost
answer to your previous false statement that I was in favor orthodox Christianity. But I am in reality an investigator; unanimously voted down, and our Washington friends
of the promis of every jackass to pay, to be used as money. a seeker of truth regardless of where it is found; one who kindly and strongly urged to organize as the Washington
Now, either act the manly part and acknowledge that you occupies his thoughts to some extent on the subject of so- state Secular Union, which they will certainly do, being far
hav never seen any such talk in my letters, or else tell where called· Spiritual philosophy, for I feel that I cannot do jus- stronger than we are, financially and in numbers.· We look
it was. I hav every letter I bav written at hand, and tice to my mental requirements to ignore or treat with con- for grand work in our sister s~ate before our next annual
know that you. never saw the least intimation in favor of tempt any doctrin or ism. I am unfortunately, or fort- convention. And we will not be disappointed, either, for as
anything to be used as money but the issue or government. unately, as the case may be, so constructed as to feel myself long as such grand workers as Prof. C. B. Reynolds and
You do not seem to be able to understand what you read, incompetent to condemn a proposition until I hav given it wife, and others equally able and determined to keep the
nor remember either what you read or write, beyond one or a thorough investigation. Consequently I am very anxious good work advancing, are ihere among our frien'ds, they are
two sentences, and they are so jumbled together that they to peruse our worthy and esteemed Editor's experience in sure of success. Among the many friends· I met in conven-

l,tlltrs Jrotl( IJritnds.
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tion who will always hold a place in niy heart is Mrs. Jennie
Vose Graham, who writes such sweet letters for the " Children's Corner," and has such "dear babies" to write about.
I think-her youngest has the sweetest brown eyes, the loveliest face, and the finest head I hav ever seen a "four-yearold" blessed. with. Miss Mary Forward, of Silverton, is a
lovely girl 7 is the great, great, great, granddaughter of
Jonathan Edwards, ot the old times of witch-burnings Blld
whipping-post fame. The young lady has got too far away
from "the old man" mentally to be scared at any of the
"blue flames" or." caustic potash" that used to be dealt out
impartially to all but the "elect." And she is proud and
glad to be one of our vice-presidents, and a noble worker in
the Liberal ranks.
Miss Mattie Blaisdell, of Portland, who presented us with
that Pplendid banner, is a very bright, sweet, intelligent girl,
an ardent Liberal, as might be known by her present. I despair of giving a good description of that beautiful and
expensiv banner, so that your many readers will appreciate
it. One side is of dark Nile green silk plush, with the American eagle and stars embroidered in gold ; the grand slid
noble names of Hypatia, Bruno, Paine, and Ingersoll, with
the legend,." Universal Mental Liberty," about the spread
wings of the eagle. Below is the torch of reason, copied
from our Freethought badge ; beneath this are the words,
"Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity," and as the banner was
presented each name was received with a round of applause.
The work on this side is very fine Kensington embroidery in
bright-colored silks. But the enthusiasm rellched its bight
when Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, our finest lady orator, in her
most impassioned manner presented with words of highest
praise, the reverse side of the banner, which was composed
of fine cream satin, with the American flag floating above
the prostrate cross. The cheers were deafening. This work
was hand-painted and excellently done.
Miss Elva Davidson, our youngest vice-president, also
elected assistant-secretary of our state Secular Uniou, is a
splendid girl, and one we Liberals will hav good reason to be
proud of in the near future. Silverton sent a tine delegation.
Dr. J. W. McClure, the president of the Union, is a finelooking and intelligent physician, not afraid to giv his time
and influence on the side of advanced Freethought; Mr. L.
Ames, on our finance committee, is another young, strong
mind enlisted in the good cause; in fact, we are very proud
of Silverton Secular Union. With its one hundred and fifty
members, it is the banner Union in the state.
Next year I hope every Union in the state will meet in
convention with 8 banner to represent their Liberal sentiments. Our county will hav one, but our initials are rather
bad for a banner. You see, W. C. B. U. is very similar to
W. C. T. U., and we would not be" caught dead" with that
crowd. Among others I met was my oldest brother G. J.
Trullinger, of Molalla Secular Union (Union Mills). He is
the oldest and I ttle youngest of a minister's family of tim
children. B. P. Putnam made a rather pleasant allusion to our
advancerl position in Free thought, for which he has our thanks.
It is impossible to mention all the friendly faces tLat
gree+ed me .there. Oae dear old lady shook hands and kissed
me, and said: "I don't need to be introduced to you. I hav
heard· your name so often that I feel I know you." I did not
find out her name, but would be ~lad to know who she was.
We were in love with Mrs. Krekel. She is a splendid
speaker and a warm-hearted, loving woman. We hope to
hav her lecture for us if sha is in the state next summer.
Mrs. Seip is a very fine speaker and a beautiful woman, with
a crown of p)lre golden hair, dark blue eyes, and lovely complexion. We had fine lectures from all our speakers, and a
time of "refreshing" from the fountain of wisdom.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
SARAH C. TODD,
Sec. Washington Co., Secular Union.
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Oct. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In as .brief sp!lce as possible I desire to touch
on the newspaper war which is being waged in our midst
with vim and vigor. Viewed from a religious standpeint it
becomes deeply interesting. ·The principals in the battle are
J. E Valjean. editor and publisher of the Portsmouth Daily
and Wedklg BZadlJ, and Nelson Wyllie Evans, the mainspring
and wishbone of an alleged paper called the Portsmouth
Press. Valjean is a man of Liberal views. He loves his
fellow-beings, and believes i.n them. Some eighteen years
ago he landed here poor and penniless. He had a wife and
family of little ones. Their daily bill of fare for months consisted mllinly of cJrn bread. Poverty was staring him in
the face.. But he looked strongly forward and pressed up.
ward to the hills of hope. From the moment he touched
Portsmouth's shores he set out to win for wife and child a
home and the comforts thereof. Thus he energetically
forged his way. He enjoyed the present and gathered the
rosebud3 along his path. He was happy and. hopeful, and
in 8 few years was enabled to found and start upon its mission the Purtsmouth Wdeklg Blade, and three years ago the
Portsmouth hail!/ BZarU!. Hiving an intense, almost a passionate, sympathy with humanity, he has a strong hold upon
the hearts of his readers and all those who know him. As
the saying goes, "heart-throbs beat within his brain." Such
a man as this-one who believes that God never made a poor
investment, who discards the ide!l of a burning hell filled
with innocence, put'ity, and virtue, and who believes that on
the morning of the resurrection every mother's son will be
saved-such a man, I say, this fellow, Nelson Wyllie Evans
seeks to ruin and drive away. The. question now conies up:
Who is Evans? I will tell you. It will not take long, as
he is " little" both in deed and stature. Be patient and
mark every word upon memory's page. To begin with, he
is a shyster lawyer. He ls a fungus growth. He is a hlimm
fog. Discontent mars his face, despondency spoils the.music
of his tones. He makes the Press a dreary sheet to comers
and goers, and worse to households. He is assisted by two

believers, viz., B11rlow and Mann, the former an alleged idiot,
and the latter a goody-goody who, they pay, wears corsets,
goes to church, and plays poker behind the scenes. Evans
himself is a regular attendant at church. He goes to the All
Saints Episcopal God-house, and is therefore a " mugwump
Catholic." He is of the anti-Bruno order, and would burn
Infidels, no doubt, if he could. He is a " Great I A.m" with
the brothers and sisters; none can play the hypocrit better
than he. In the Press's efforts (of which paper Evans has
the controling stock) to ifljure and chase awav this Liberal
editor, J. E. Va.ljean, who ill fearless alike of king, pope,
priest, and preacher, occasion has been taken to go to the
resting. place of his mother and over her grave, as it were,
place the charge of dishonor. .Of this, and Chancellor
Evans, as he is sometimes called, Mr. V a! jean has this to say:
The above is intended as a retlaotion upon a. sainted mother,
whose life and ohuaoter was aR pu•e as that of an angel. D 1 the
stockholders in the organ of N W. Evans in1orse itT We de
nounoe the writer of it and those connected with the P<lPBr who
snbscribe to the sentiment hefe uttered-well. there is no epithet
in the English langn~l!'e that will expreas our abhorrence and oon.
tempt far them. Snpposin~r it ware true, who but a low-down, ill
born, ill-bred, unmanly, m"nfl'Y our would ever allnde to itT Yet
thiR fellow pretends to be a Christian. Go to the Episoopll.l ohurob
on Court street next Hunday and Yon will see this putrid, loath
some, bald headed leper a.nd slanderer of a pure Ohri•tian mother.
dead in her-grave forty-eight, Yeal:'s ago on the 14\h of t\ie present.
month-father and mother-both in the same 11rave-p~~sing a
contribution-box for alm~ for the heathen. Look narrowly int.o
the fa.oe of the fellow as be pa.s•eg down the ai•le and Yon will hav
no trouble in discovering why it is this fellow digs into the grave
of a woman who never did him harm, who never did harm to any
living being, to charge her with dishonor. You o"u dig down into
the grave of a pure womll.n, chancellor, R.nd dull' her t~ the lil!'ht
for the pnrpo~e of blackening her l!'ood n"m•. That .of ihelf
stamps :von a vagabond. Thll.t of itself iA justification for nailing
you an ill-bred hound. That of itself, if there was no other evi.
dance, would convict you among all honorable men of being a.
mao unfitted to a•sooiate with gentlemen.

In this fight Valjean is backed by the thinking people
both in and outside the citv. A few nobodies are promptinl!
the chancellor. In short, V aljean is cheery and comfortable,
carrying a halo of sunshine about him. He knows how to
make the best of things-how to boil one's peas.
Look not mournfully into the past,

says Longfellow. This is all very well, but if a fellow doe9
peep that way with tears in his eves, and has h\s weeping
changed to merry laug;hing, i~ he not better off in havinl!'
looked back? I answer yes, and will endeavor to prove it
by an incident which occurred when I was q•1i.te a boy.
Let a mourning mortal approach. I talk to him and carry
him back to the time of Judge William Reed, who sleepg to.
night in Greenlawn. He was an able jurist and at times wa~
quite funny. To one of his witty saving~ I desire to intro.
duce him who mourns, in order that his eyes maybe dried and
his sides tickled, as it were, instead. Judge Reerl.'s wife was
a great Christian; she was one of the workers of the church,
taking p!l.rt in all the celebrationg and crusades; she was a
liberal giver and did not confine donations to her own
denomination. One dav she started on a tonr of "giving to
the church." To the Bigelow Methorlist EpiPcopal she gave
$50; to the Sixth street Methodist Episcopal. $25, and to the
Presbyterian church, $15. The amounts were to be collected
from her husband. In a few days the Bigelow Methodist
Episcopal bill for $50 was presented, and J•1dge Reed paid
the half hundred without a mul:'mur. Shortly after that in
came the Sixth street Methodist Episcopal bill and also that
of the Presbyterian church. It was more than the judgP
could stand, and he refused to pay, saying that the churches
would break him up. The matter was rep'lrted to MrR
Reed, who at once dressed herself and went to her husband's
law office to seek the reason why. The jurlge was at his
desk wrestling with sorue knotty legal question, when Mrs.
Reed entered.
"Judge Reed," said she, "you ought to be a~hamed of
yourself for not paying tho~e bills. Don't you know that
the L1rd owns everything. He owns the churches, he owns
the cattle on the hills. he - "
Up jumped the judge, cuttin~ his wife short with, "MrR
Reed, you stop right there. You j•1st go tell the Lord to sell
some of his da.mned old bulls and pay his rlebts "
·
WILLs. ANDRES.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Oct. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Perry notes thll.t I gave a reason for not
accepting the evidence of my physical eenses wh6n rea~oo
rejects; but he r~>jects the reason I gave, and substitutes an.
other that he thinks wilJ serve his purpose better. The
ponderosity of matter being the only ce.nse of gravitation
that is perceptible to or conceivable through our physical
senses, he obviously rejects the evidence of his physical
senses when he denies that ponderosity is the cause of gravi.
tation; and there being no other positivly known C'\use, he
has not the pretense that reason rejects the evidence of his
physical senses. Consistency is a jewel that Mr. Perry has
evidently not yet discovered.
If attraction is the cau~e of gravitation, it is obviously the
cause of all motion, and all motion is attraction. Hence, attraction, gravitation, and motion are synonyms. That ap.
pears to be Mr. Perry's theory as nearly as I can make it out,
and, assuming th::tt attracti-on is the cause of gravitation, I
shall admit that it is perfectly logical. Therefore, wlen he
moves toward an object he supposes himself to be attracted;
by what? When he gl)eB to an entertainment to see and be
edified, he supposes himself to be moved by attraction.
When a lady and gentleman desire to be nearer to each other,
" we say they are attracted." Having had some personal experience in such matters I know how it is myself, but I never
had a suspicion that I was influenced by attraction, unless
perchance desire is attraction, or a synonym of attraction.
Not being regarded as good authority on sucli questions, I
shall not offer an opinion, nor sllould there be any occasion
for my doing so.
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When a boy I was walking along a road in the country on
a bright, moonlight evening, and hearing a rustling of the
leaves by the fence that inclosed a piece of woodland. I directed my attention to the spot with a view to ascertaining
the cause. I presently perceived a small quadruped who has
the reputation of dispensing unpleasant odors. Thinking
discretion the better part of valor, I hurried away from him.
Mr. Perry and his popular theory of gravitation will suggest
that I was attracted by the dirty, stinking brute. A few
years later, when I had grown to manhood, I was returning
home on a bright, starlight night over a double-track road
through the woods. Oae track was sand of a light color,
the other was loam on which I preferred to travel. Perceiving a dark object apparently moving along the sandy roadway in the direction I was going, I halted; so did the other
fellow. Having a desire to know what kind of company I
was in at that time of night, or morning, I went for it, and
that apparently came for me. I braced myself for a collision
just in time to get a slap in my face by a bunch of cedar
leaves that were on the top of an otherwise- leafless sapling
that was growing between the tracks. Mr. Perry and his
popular theory of gravitation will suggest that I was attracted
by a cedar bush.
It is generally supposed that the motion of a ball when projected from a cannon is caused by the expansion of explod.
ing gunpowder, but that theory is virtually denounced by
M.r. Perry and his popular theory of gravitation, who virtually assert that all motion is caused by attraction. Whew l
I ha v managed to get over the afore. mentioned minor absurdities with but little difficulty, but am now confront<!d by an
absurdity of greater magnitude than I can surmount, or my
credulity can take in, sud I shall not offer to go around it,
for I can never get there. But I hav a suspicion that Mr.
Perry has himself demonstrated that his popular theory of
gravitation is one of the most ridiculous absurdities that imagination could be capable of conceiving or credulity of accepting, his "illustrious Kepler and immortal Newton" and
a host of "lesser" lights to the contrary notwithstanding~
Therefore, I shall award him the merit of instructing us in a
knowledge of " what a set of theorizing numskulls our Newtons, Keplers, Humboldts, and the like hav been," and I
trust he will duly appreciate the honor that his peculiar talent and persevering industry has accidentally won, for it is
obvious that he has built better than he knew, or would hav
done if he knew, and has evidently presented a more cogent
reason than he suspected for exclll.iming, "Alas for the myth
of attraction !"-inadvertently slain by a friend and advocate. Peace to its ashes ! His method of defending his
theory is suggestiv of Esop's bear who crushed the head of
his sleeping master with a boulder in a vain attempt to kill
a fly that annoyed him. Mr. Perry being more dangerous
to friends than to foes, I hav cause for congratulation that
he is not on my side. Moreover, he has served my side of
the question satisfactorily by reasoning from the other. He
could not do otherwise.
Having" knocked" Mr. Perry "out the first round" on
the spirit question, I shall claim the merit of being a more
proficient "slugger" than he gave me credit for. He ha9
not answered my questions, or even noted but one of them,
viz : "Spiritology involves the question of whether facts
•hat are known to exist in nature, or facts that are known to
be manufactured by art, are the more reliable authority on
questions of natural phenomena?" He responds thusly:
·• Here is a gentleman who claims to understand science and
to be so thoroughly attached to it that he is willing to ignore
nis own senses of hearing, seeing, and feeling when he meets
with phenomena which he has reason to think are not sup.
ported by his notions of science, which is an admission that
be is not competent to investigate anything outside of his
preconceived notions; while, 88 above shown, he ignores
11!most every acknowledged fact in science, and sets up ppec.
ulations and theories about attraction, gravitation, and planetary formation of his own." If anybody can see in that
rigmarole a logical answer to the qnestion that is made the
pretense for offering it, he will confer a favor if he will point
it out and m'lke it intelligible, for I cannot.
He entirely ignores my other q•1estion, notwithqtanding
its importance to the discuRsion of Spiritism. Without a
clear and correct understanding of whether spirit is an or,.anic and personal individuality independent of physical
~atter, or an inorganic and universal property of physical
matter, the diFcussion of Spiritism will be more absurd and
incomprehensible than the play of " Hamlet" with the part
of Hamlet left out. If spirit is an organic and personal individuality, the Christian God is evidently not a myth, and
we had best jilin the church, go to heaven, and sit down to~ether in the father's kingdom, as I was recently exhorted by
one of the Methodist brotherhood to do. But on my suggest.
ing that it will be more convenient to hav the father's king.
dom right here on this planet, where we are enjoined to pray
in faith and hope that it shall be, the deceitful old hypocrit
got away from me as fast as he could. He probably suspected me of being one of "those wicked Socialists" who do
not appear to be in good repute with either Christians or Infidels, but are prepared to· "hold the fort" against both and
wish them joy with their being in perfect accord on the most
important fundamental principle of Bible philosophy. If
spirit is an inorganic and universal property of matter, there
can be no spirit ore:anisms, an.i pretended spirit manifestations are necessarily caused by living physical organisms.
Unless Spiritists decide which horn of the dilemma they will
hang upon, I shall agree with Mr. Perry th~t further discussion of the subject will be a waste of time. And it being
probable that Mr. Perry needs rest and good nursing after
his laborious and successful effort to win glory and renown
in the field of science, I will commend him to the tender care
of the spirits, ~nd with good wishes and kind regards bid
him and the spirits and Spiritism, adieu.
J. A. TUTTLK.
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word in tbe whole dictionary, and there is no
earthly reason for it, either. People say they
• consider of' and • approve of' and ' accept
of • and • admit of' all sorts of things. Then
lldiUd btl Miss SuiW!I El. Waol!l, Fall they ~ay, 'All of us' and 'both of them' and
llWilf', A[(J81J,, to whom all Oomrmmica«onsfor • first of all,' and tell about 'looking out of'
!hill 00f'nllf' Blwuld. be qnt.
the window, or cur.ting a piece of bread 'off
of' the loaf, until I am utterly tired out."
11 Pshaw!" said the word Up, 11 I am not
" Between the dark and the da:vliJil'M,
When the night Ia beginning to lower,
much
bigg;er than you, and I do twice as
Comes a pause in the daY's ooonpationB
much work, and a good deal of it needlessly.
That is known &II the Obildren'a Hour."
too. People ' wake up' in the morning, and
• get up • &nd 'shake up' their beds, and
Jlillie't~ Babies.
• dress up • and • wash up' and ' draw up ' to
· Six little tim iii kfttPns,
the table, and 'eat up' and 'drink up' their
01t In the ~old Blone,
breakfast. Then they • jump up' from the
Their mntb~r i• slw~tya II'Rdilim~ about,
Anil hrini!'R trem not. ev•n a bone;
table and 'hurry up • to • go up' to the corner,
SlJe'R off >n thP mornfnR" early,
where the street-car driver • pulls up' his
Pbe's off t•IJ latp ...t nil!'ht;
horses and the paPsengers ' ascend up' the
A ml•chiPvono, SPifl•h old un••>•
That never tJo•s anytb ·ng rlll'ht.
steps and ' go up • into the front seats, and
Tbe kit.tena ar,. B'w ya bnnl!'ry,
the conduct or ' takes up' the· tickets. All
They're too timid to oo.tch a IJ'OUoe,
this
is done even before people • get up'
Ar>il t-heir motbpr is >ncb an old I!" adder,
town and 'take up' their day's work. From
They won't keep her in any honoe.
'B 1e nev~r pPt.ted nor played with them,
that time until they • put up' their books and
'filor w•shed them nice and clean,
• shut up' their offices I do morP. work than
Socb s1x little dirty f•c•s
any two words in this book; and even after
I"m onrP I hav never seen;
business hours I am worked until people
Six httle ~ail, oa.d kittens,
All aiUinl!' in a. row,
• lock up' their houPrs and 'go up' to bed
. Onld and bnng~y and dirty,
and 'cover themselvs up' and 'shut up •
From tip of Paoh nose t.o Paoh toe.
their eyes for the night. It would take a
Twelve little ear• and •ix little tails
week to tell what I hav to ' put up' with in
HBnglng and dronoinl!" low,
So ont on t.he at•P• I found them,
a day, and I am a good deal 'worked up'
Bf•tfnl!" all in a row.
over it."
And Millie bPJrl!"floi hard to kPep them,
I I I aj!:ree that both Up and or are very
And fed them and washed tbPm so clean,
Sorb a!x bri~rbt, conning kittens
much overworked," said the word Stated,
I"m sure I h•v DPVPr oPen.
''but I think I myself deserve a little sym.
The boys Janl!"hed a_t. MilliP'B br.bieR,
pathy. I am doing not only my own legitiBbe cared not- a. whit, would :von 1
mate work, but alflo that which ought to be
If ~h~ badn"t adoiJted t-boae kittens,
What in the world wool<! t-hP:V do?
done by my friend Said. Nobody' says' any-Jr. P'. Nnl •n in .'i ·•·o· l r n~ Home.
thing- no wad a} s, he always • states' it."
"Yes," chipped in the funny little word
Angry VI" ords.
Pun, 11 these are very 'statPly' times "
Amtr:v words Rre lightlY spoken
Some of the words laughed at this, but
In a rash arod t.hon~rhtles• hour;
Humor said: "Pun is a simpleton"
Bdllhteot Jinks o' hfe are broken
11
Bv tbt-ir dPPT', inal<lfon• po .. Pr.
No,'' said Wit; 11 he is a fellow of duH•·artA inPt>ired by warmest fl"•liog,
plicities"
N~ 1 Pr tot fore by aJ·JI'Pr ohrred,
" He makes me tired," 11aid Slang.
Oft are went potst bnma.n bea.llnlil'
Then the diPCUPPion was rePumed.
B:v a sing)., anR'•Y word.
11
I do a great deal of needless work," said
Pol•on-dropa • f ca~e ancl sorrow,
the word But. 11 People say they hav no
8!•1-Pr pni•on-clrora are tt-ey,
W•avinR' for the cnminll' morrow
donbt 'but that' it will rain, and that they
Stl<lde"' memnrles of to dav.
shouldn't wonder 'but what' it would snow,
, , Alll!"r:V wortls. ob, Jet thPm n•v~r
until I don't know 'but' I shall strik-e."
From the tonllne nubri<ll•d slip;
11
What I hav most to complain about."said
M~Y tbe heart'" b•at Impulse ever
Oheck them ere they W!l tbe lip.
the word As, 11 is that I am forced to aPsociate
L"ve is mnob ton pure and holy,
so much with the W"rd Eqnally. 0 •ly yes.
Friendshlo Ia too sacred far
terday a man ~aid he c<>uld 'see £q•llllly as
Fnr a. mom~nt·s rPC.IPBR folly
Wl"ll as' another man. I don't see what busiTan• t1> iiA•ol•te and mar.
ness Eqnally had in that sentence.;'
An~rry words &rtl lilrhtiY apo'l"en,
11
Bitterest tbonehta ate ra•bly stirred,
Well," retorted Eq•tally." men every dav
.Briothte8t li"k in llftt ar" broken
say that something- is 'tq•ta1ly as good' as
B.v a aini!"IP &"I!"" wnrcl.
something elPe, and I don't see what business
As has in that sentence."
11 I
1'h~ Tabl" }'or k.
think," 11aid Propriety, 11 you two
It hardly seems possible that there waR should be divorced by mutu"al consent."
ever a time in civilization when f01 ks were
There was a fluttering sound and a clamor
no• in use. Yet such is the fnct. Before the. of voices.
11 We, too, ought to bE> granted divorce,"
fifteenth century, nobody thought of conveying fond to the mou1h by m .. ans of a f,rk. was the substance of what they Paid, and
In fact, there were no forks. They v.ere first among the voices I recognized those of the
med in l'aly, but they creatf'd a great storm following- named couples: Cover Over, Enof indigratinn. Ministers preacbt-d against ter In, Frnm Thence, G' Fetch. Hav Got,
their U@e, and warned their bearer~ not to b" Latter End, Continue 01, Converse Tognilty nf so great a sin as to use a f •rk in eat. l!ether, New Beginner, Return Back, Ri@e
ing, for hadn't the Lord made fingers to eat Up, Sink Down, They Both, Try And,
with? It was thougllt to be tiying- in the face \tore Perfect, Seldom Ever, Almost Never,
of divinity to employ a fork at the table. In Fet-1 Btdly, United Together, Two Fir~t. An
Franre, the monks ~plit into two different One, Over Again, Repeat Again, and many
factions, all on account of the fork, and there others.
was a great war of words on that theme.
When quietude had been restored the word
Thus the fork may be considered one of the Rest said : " You words all talk of being
early weapons uPed agtLinst tcclesiasticism. overworked, as if that were the worst thing
The battle was waged long. but the fork con- rhat could happen to a fellow, but I tell you
quered, and now it would be flying in the it is much wor~e to be cut out of your own
face of good manners and good taste to de- work. Now, look at me. Here I am ready
cline a fork at the table, whereas once it was and willing to perform my part in the ~peech
con~idtred wickt-d, or else a mark of weak- ,f the day, but aJm,st everybody passes me
ness, to use a fork at all. Thus customs hy and employs my awkward friend Balance.
change, the useful obtains, humanity im. It is the commonest thif'g in the world to
proves, morals and manners e:ain ground, and hear people say they will pay the 'balance •
the "- orld gradually grows wiser and beth:r. of a debt, or will sleep the ' balance • of the
S. H. W.
night."
_ _ _ _ _.....,_____
•· I suffer considerably from the same kind
War Among Wo•·ds..
of nrglect.'' said the word Deem. "Nobody
I was awakened in tbe mirld!e of the night ever 'deems' a thing beautiful any more; it
by a disturbance in the library, writes a is always 'considered' beautiful, when, in
Washington Post correspondent. It did not fact, it is not considered at all."
seem to be the noise of burglars. It was
"It is no worse," said the word Fewer,
more like the murmuring sound of many "than to hav people say there were • less •
tongues engaged in Epirited debate. I list- men in one army than in another."
ened closely and concluded that it must be
"No," added More Than, "and· no worse
some sort a discussion being held by the than to hav them say there were • over • one
words in my big unabridg~d d ctionary. uundred thousand men."
Creeping softly to the door I stood and list"It seems to me," said the word Likely,
en< d. 11 I don't care,'' said the little word ·'that nobody has more rea<on for complaint
Of," I may not be very big, but that is no than I hav. My friend Liable is doing nearly
reason why ever) body should take advantage all my work. They say a man is' Jiab'e • to
of me. I am the most mercilessly overworked be sick, or 'liable' to be out of town, when

llhildrtn' s

~orntt.

the q•testion of liability doe& not enter into
the matter at all."
•· You're no wor8e cff than I am," said the
little word So; "that fellow S•JCh is doing
all my work. P.:ople say there never was
'such' a glorious country as this, when, • f
course, they mean there never was • so' glori.
ous a country elsewhere."
I saw there was likely to be no end to this
discussion, since half the words in the dictionary were making efforts to put in. their
complaints, so I returned to my couch, and I
will leave it to any prrson who has read this
nccount to say wherher I had not already
heard enough to make n:.e or anybody else
sleepy.

''The Gladstone''
L.A¥l?
Is the flne•t lamp
f!

\'f''"

n

put·e,

fR the

£~oft,

,..orlrl. It

brilliant

Whitell~ht of 8fl~ tlH.llc 1•1m·er..

l'"l11er auU bngl•tt·r thau J!nS

light; Fofler than Clf'ctrle light,
-more rhcr>rtnl thun r>il her•
.A JI•trvelou.'llight from ordi11ury
kerosene oil/

Seeing is 'Believing;

A "wondHrful lamp'' it is
inrlecd. Never neetls t•·lmm ..
in~.

11cver sn;okes nnt• breaks

chhnn~y"',

never u. !=me:ls of
o.1;" no gcunmm!..{ un. no
hfllts no snuttP.I'itlg no climb·
th~

.ng orthP. tl<tm~. no 1tuno~·1tnce

of

fl'lV

ltiud, and

explode.

cannot

And be»<ie- Hil
th<..'-ltJ vrl nnht:ZPs it ~i\•es e.
clenr. whiteli_qh!. 10 to 20
timr>s the ""1ze and hrill:anev of

---------------~~----------~

anuordinnrll how~e lamp/ J~~nlsh
ed in f>ither Bras"· l'i:Jf·kcl,
Gold or An:iqne 1Honze. Also

A Strong "~riter.

"Stephen," Paid t1.e colonel, Ppeaking to The Gladstone Extension Study Lnmp,
an old negro who had come to cut the grass for CtergymPn, F>lltors. f'o'lE>ge !='ht<ieTJt~. Teachers, Professors~ PllysieinnJ •~ud other profes::HO . .~<d men.
in the yard, "I am told that you intend to The Gladstone :Banquet LamJlS,
'l'be Gladstone J>IttllO Lampf!lo
giv your son a good educat-ion."
Send fot• price Jist. F"i!l~le lnmn.c; nt wh()7e.~n.1e ?)rirt!. h:'XC::!"Dat's what I does, sah. I knows what it andaent
by express. ~Get Otll'lJnces. ··see!l!ff1S bc!levwg.
is ter &!TUggle erlong widout l'arnin', an' I is
GLADSTONE LAUP CO.,
10 .E..st 14th St., New York.
'rermined dat my son shan't travel b'arfllot
ober de same flint rock road dat I d!d."
•• A nob"e resolution, Stephen. There is
something beautiful in the uncultivated mind
that has a revt-rence for knowledge. Is your
PURCHASE FROM THE MANUFACTURER; get
boy learning rapidly?"
BETTER GLOVES and
"Ez fast tZ er boss ken trot, sah. W'y last
SAVE lUONEV,
My
gloves :<re made
week he writer letter ter his aunt dat Jibes
from selected skins,
mo' den twenty miles frum yere, an' atter
with the best skill,
by tlu· must experiwhile he gwine write ter his udder aunt dat
enced operators.
Jibes fifty miles erway."
They are ptrfect in
sty
Je and fit, the most
"Why dofsrt't he write to her now?''
serYict·nble gloves
"Oh, he kain't write so fur )it. He ken
mnde~ are warr.:.mted
and it not as rt:pJ·e ..
write twenty miles fnst rate, but I tole him
s:enterl you can return
them ~md receive back
not ter try ter write fifr.y miles till he got
your mon''Y•
stronger wid his pPn. Bolt he ~rwine ter git
A s_jlc11did Holiday or complime11dar, I tell you. Won't be mo'n er year fo'
tary present.
dat boy ken set down atone eend o' de guber.
27 YEARS
ment an' write er letter cl'ar ter de udder
Before the Public
eend."

Bible or No Jib!e.
Rosy, reading in her B1ble. came across the
passage, ''Love your enemies," and inquirec
of her grandpa its meaning.
" Why, it means," said the old gentleman,
" that if any of your ltttle schoolmatEis treat
you badly and hurt you, you must love them
the same a~ if they were I!OOd to you "
11
Tbt>n,' Faid Rosy, '• I must love K'l.tie R.
and Mamie B., who hav treated me meanly·S that it?''
"Yes," responded the grandpa.
11 Well, now, look here," and Rosy's eyes
bPg'in to snap and fl!ish. "'1 can't love Mamie
B. and Kitie R , a!Jd l'm not goir.g to make
believe that I do- B,ble or no Btble. There."

I offer my gloves
for Ladies and Gen·
tlemen. with nsEorted colors, real dog
skin. kid 1 cheverc;:ttc
at;d ft1rg:lovesmadc
to order if desired.
SEND "t"mp fer
illustrated book
"About GloveR."'
giving full description. with prices of O\'Cr tifly
patterns, simple g-nide for !-elf-measurement; tht1s
enabling ynu to order by mail as safelv as if
measured in our store, and as perfect fit and
satisfaction are guaranteed

YOU TAKE NO RISKS.
Refer to Johnstown Bank,
American Express. Co., or
Postmaster, all of Johnstown, or Com'l Agencies.

JOHN C. HUTCHINSON,
Johnstown, N. "1:.

~

I send a good glove
measure Freeofcliarge
w1th above book to those
who mention this paper
when ··writing.

M.iss Wixon's Works.
All in a T.ifflfim.-. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., fl. 50.

FAITH

REASON.

account of the Ohriatian Religion, and.
of all ~be Prominent Religions
for Boys and GlrJB. 12mo, 8S3ot>.• $1 25
before and sir ce Ohristia.mty. ·
Stor)' Unur. An Except1unally HandWith elaborate index.
tome and Interesting B·•nk, With••nt. 1\np~rati
tiun. for Oblldren a.~od Yuo•h "h• Only Free
By HALSBY R. STBVBNS.
tbwkera• Obtldnm'8 SJOrY·Bnok PVer t•snad.
66 foil P"ll'" lllnstraunn8 and 116 gma.IJer: larg•
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
type, bl'a.Vy, tonPII pRper, broad mar~tins, illn~ with many apt_quot•tiona from the oa.or<>d books
tra.ted covers: 4tu. lllhPP. hnar<ls. $1.
of tbe E<tat Nowhere else can so much knowledge of wbat is generally unknown be obtained
AddreRB THE TltUTB SI!:Eh..l!lR 00.,
n snob oomoBct- form.-[Literary Rev'ew.
ETtranloth.ll!mo. 441 DD .• lt.liO.
A.(IIW'M

ot Uuld. And Other

Storie~

~concise

The Agnos ti o Annual

The neign. of the Stoics~

FOR 1890.

THEIR

Woo Was Moo.,•? .• B. J. H•rd<OiCkP, M.D~. F.R. C.<l.
The Oomft,rt of Al={r'u"'iot"'m ••••. E. L· uu L'uruu

With Oitatwns of Authors Quoted from on
Mach Pa.qe.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read tbe pbilo•oPh<>rs, and le~trn bow to mate
life ba.DpY, s~•kml!" n•efol precepts RDd brave a.nd
noble words wbioh mo.y b•oome rleeds.-:-Seneca.
OPINIO!<S OF THE PRESS.
Thill book shows that many Obrtstians mill'ht
learn much from these ancient heatben.-.Amertcan Boolc>PllPr,
Ooe of tbe mo~t valno.ble helps for tboa• who
wonld nnderBtBnd th• charaotPr of bnman progr•B• in allagea.-NalionaZ Q;/Jarterl!l RPvfRUJ.
Tl>e a.ntbor bas sloown btm•elf a d1lilr~nt atndPnt, a.n ardent a<lm!rer, aiJd a faithful interpret-er. of ~om" of the moot r•mo.rkai>J" monu.
m&nt8 of a.noiPnt, tbinking.-Ne•.o York Trilm?<e
R.. admg th a book, WP flud t.he doot.rJOA nf the·
StoJO• to be Blmoat, idl'ntica.J wttb the views held
bv the bro•ileot a.n<l moat Pnllght~nPd minds of
the present day.-f'inrt,mali Cou•mPrc•al.
L~rky aaya of M~ron• AnreliDB: "Tbe purest
and gentleat P]Jittt of all t-he pagan world." Meri·
vale •av•: •• Of all t.be line t,be nobl•at a.nrl deare·t •1" Taine ~av~ : "Tbe nobleot B' nl that f'VPr
ltv• d."' John Stuart Mill Sa:Vil : "Be presPrved
throua-h life not onlY the most nnblemisked jus.
tice, but t-he tenderest I> earl."
Extra. Oloth, 12mo. 248 po .• $t .21>.
Address THE TRUTH tiEEKER 00.,

History, Religion. Philosophy, and
Edited by CHARLES W.!lTS.
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCONTENTS.
Culture, Benevolence,
AllnoAt'oiam anil ImmortalitY ...... B•mnel L'linv.
and Justice.
A. S ,nn ... t •.•••••••.•.••.••••••••••••••. J .. ,.ptt Elli ..·•

a.re M1ra.oles Oredlhle? •.. Conotatce • W. N•d<'n.
The Oonteat .Between Agnu•tio1•iu a.nrt l'u.,olr>gy,
Johl' Wl•')D."'l.~.
Abov~>: A Poem ................... w. Scawart Russ.
r"e Evoluuon of the agno·•i~ ld•"'·
B. B1theJI, B Be •. Ph D.
rhe New Fa.ta.li•m •....•................. B R•t••al •
De•c.,rte~·s Proof u! the EXiB :enoe of • A d.
F.J. Gould.
A. l>oPm ........•.................. W. Q, "''"'',.otuart.
l'be Free 'Exp•eoaiuu of Opimous .. G F. U uderhill.
Fl"agweut•···· ..............•...•. Vl'liJIHul Maccall.
Price, Hi cent•· l!'or sale at this t.ffioe.

Situation ""anted.
GABDE!<E't, Blled 2i l~llnootir), just Brriveol from
Jtn,oo , ~J'b ten Yt7'"r"' f-Xper.attu• « from SwPfif'JJ
Deuma.rk. England. Fra.Lo~,and Germany. Firot
,,l&•B rtferPncoa, Write MOOD to "HortnlaiJD••'"
SbOrtbtllo, N J.

BLA.SPHF:MY AND 'f'HE BIBLE.
BY

c.

B.

RBYNOI~IJS.

"Pnoe, 5 OtDtB,

9!1

f,pla"',::~+tP

~"'

•

,:._, v .. "\r

ICHA.BOD CRANE PAPERS. 'l'HE JB'Wti AND THEIR GOD.
Daringly witty and inexp• e~aibly langl111.ble
onalanf hta on OhriatiaDlt:V.
Price, 10 cents.

"The Jews and then God stood on the lowest
plane."
Prire, 10 cents.

'l.'HE 'l."RU'l"H.. SEEKER. NOVEMBER 16, 1889.
Agents for the l'r11th 8eeke.r.
OA.L!lrO.BNU.,

j

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
_
I
J. _C. Scot~22 l'nird st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose. _Ua.l

<f>HIS $AN

Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., SaL
Francisco.
Hichardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San :Fran
cisco. ·
OANADA.

·r. c. Allen & co., 124 Granville

st., Halifax,

N. tJ.

W. H-. uooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wb.eeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George aud Granville st., Halifax, .N. 8.
OOLOBADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe

st., Denver.

B'LORlDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bar st., Jacksonville.
IDA.HO,

A. Erwin, Murray.
lLLlNOJS,

Post-ofilce News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago
E. A. d~evens,5J8 West Madison st., Roow. 1,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentan(
Eros •. Chir.a~o.
•
J. W. How:e, 56 8. Halstead
. C:!:!~ag'>.
lNDlA.J.\IAo

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
.

LOUISIANA.

.

AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans
II.At&tt.&.tltl DtU£T"l'b.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph M.arsn, Northampton.
Johnson Bro•s 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
IIOOHitU.N,

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 13tHt Division8t.,Grand Rapids
f:\wan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave .. Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
llllSIIOUBl.

Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., 8t. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
.NBW YOBK,

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York •.
Burn ton & Cc., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler. cor. Es8ex&Grand sts., .New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
~1orris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Ed1uger, 124iJ rnird av-e., .New York.
L. Jonas, Astor l:luuse, .New Y urk:.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and .Nassau. st,
New York..
J.Vanden Broeck,397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York: News Co., 20 Beekman st., .New
York.
·
S. J. Kwg. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
OHIO.
John Jacques, Akron.
N. liexter, sua tiupenor street, Cleveland.
Van Epps & Co •. 1!59 Superior st .. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
.

. OBBGOIII,

B. F. Hvland, Corvalli11.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNSYLVANU.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Lonltford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade. 8.706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
TBNNBSSBB.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. U.b.erry st., Nashville.
·D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBXA.S,

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Tb.eo. Colwick. Norse.
H. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.

ASTONISHED THE WHOLE WORLD by the marvelous
sagacity with which he conducted his early campaigns; he was
criticised by military geniuses all over Europe because he departed from laid-out rules of war, and adopted methods of his own.
He could well afford to laugh at the criticisms of others, since in
those same campaigns he was uniformly successful.
.·
Our departure from the usual methods of selling Soap astonishes everybody, the prescribed rule being that soap mut>t
reach families through the different drug and grocery stores with
all the colossal expenses attached thereto. Now we have cut
right off from all of this, and sell direct from the factory to the
family and for a limited time, give away as an advertisement all
the profits and savings which are usual~y lost or expended in sel"ling through the wholesale and retail stores.

Send us your name and address on a postal card, and we will send you, :freight pre•
paid, a large box oC "Sweet Home" Soap-xoo CAKES. The Box also contains:
washingdishe9, dair)' utensils, removing i'ireneo •rot• or stains from carpeto,otc.,
SIX BOXES
BORAXINE•-Forcleaningwoodwork,
.
or general
Saves half the labor of wnsh1ng; a blesslll:.;" to
house-keeper who uses it.
hous~cleaning.

C\'~ry

One-fourth Dozen Ocean Bath Toilet .~oap.
One-fourth Dozen Artistic Toilet Soap.
One-fourth Dozen Creme Toilet Soap.
One-fourth Dozen Elite Toilet Soap.

One-fourth Dozen Modjeska Complexion Soap.
One Bottle Modjeska Perfume.
One Bottle Modjeska Tooth Powder.
One Stick Napoleon Shaving Soap.

We hereby promise that in addition to the 100 Cakes of Laundry Soap and all the fine assortment of Toilet Articl<'R given above, to
include in the box everything named below to every reader of this paper who will send us instmctions to forward a triul box of
"SWEET HOME" Soap, and don't forget that you are under no obligations to keep the Soap if, when you ~~ro the box und its contents, it
does not in every way meet your entire expectation. . We know the great value of our articles, as wo make them ourselves, and are willing to put them to the severest kind of a test, hence will send you the box on thirty days' trial, and if you nre not fully satisfied with it,
send us word and we will remove it at our own ex:pense. If there is anything more W" can do to convince you of the honesty of our motives as well as the liberality of our methods of domg business, let us know.
Yours truly,
J.D. LARKIN & CO., Bu1fQlo1 N, Y.
ltUSCELLA.NEO VS ARTICLES,
One Package Pins.
One Spool Black Silk Thread.
One Japanese Silk Handkerchief.
One Gentleman's Hnncllccrchicf, large.
One Lady's Handkerchief.
One Child's Lettered Handkerchief,
One Biscuit Cutter.
One Cake Cutter.

SILVER-WARE,
One fine Silver-plated Sugar Spoon,
One fine Silver-plated Child's Spoon.
One fine Silver-plated Butter Knife.
· One fine Silver-plated Individual Butter Plate.
One fine Sil ver-r.lated Button Hook.
One Lady's Cel uloid Pen Holder (very best).
One Arabesque Mat.
One Turkish Towel.
One Wash Cloth.
Oue Glove Buttoner.
PICTURES, ETC.,
One Package Assorted Scrap Pictures.
Two Celluloid Collar Buttons, (patented).
Twenty-three Photo-eng-raved Pictures of the
Presidents of the United States.
Twenty-four Pictures..,.-Many of which are
Copperplate Engravings,· suitable for fra-

One Douo-hnnt Cntter.

One Hmt'asome Scrap Book or Portfo!lrt.
GIVEN AWAY.
Doe's Head.
The Dnrlin~rs.
·
Morning in the Highlands. Evangeline.
Evening in the Highlands.·La Petite Bab~ttl!,
A Faithful Friend.
The Maid of Orleans.
Marguerite.
-After the Storm.
Sunshine and Shadow. Love's Youug Dream.
JockeX Joe.
Futurity.
"!lkye J'errier.
The Intervie\v.
Phunny Fellows.
On the Sands.
The Monkeys,
Yachting.

ming, and are handsome decorabous for the

parlor, entitled:

De!=demona.

Our Boys.

Owl'd Lang Syne.
Our Pets.

OUR PRICE FOR THE CREAT BARCAIN BOX IS ONLY SIX DOLLARS.
IT COSTS ONLV ONE CENT to buv a postal card on which to write your name and post.office address, mentioning tlus paper, and
secure our Great Bargain Box, 4tll freight charg-es p-aid. Writ~ your name and addrcs~ plainly on a postal card, mail same to ns, and a case of these
goods will be delivered at your house on thirty days' trial. We J>UY freight only to points In the United States cast of the Roclty Mountaino.

J. D. LARKIN & CO.,

659, 66I, 663, 665 and 667
SENECA STREET,

I

HOW .TO

Strengthen the Memory,
OB.
NATURAL AND BotE 'lt'l"FIO M:E-rHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The Boston Post aays : "TbiB book a.otua.lll
<bows. us bow to keep our memori811 in good working condition and repa.lr them wheu out of order.'
Prioe by mall11.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

TwentiP1b Century.

We hav on hand a. large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S P&IIlPh ets, which
will be disposed of a.t cost, as fol ows:

Secular Religion and Social 1? egeneration.

-o--

Catecl&itJed:

I

BNGLA..ND.

SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY

The Troth of Dlstorr.

AND HYGIENE, or. THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
(J,.r.,Inlly r .. vised edJ.tJOD. Wlth 111 tlln•tra.tJOUB.
The must perf..et book for men and women evet
pnbhsned. 50.000 dold. Prioe S2, by mall. runs.
tra.ted oa.ta.log free.

This is a comment by_ Colonel Ingersoll upmn
the religious lie~ that ha.v been told about himself, and first made its appearance In these columns. Price 8 oents; 80 oents per dozen; •~ per
hundred.

AUSTRALIA.

s. w.

Marriage and Pa.ren tage.

In Their Sanitary and Pbytiololfl.ea.l Relations
NBW ZBALAND.
and in Their Bea.rlng on tbe Produomg
of Children of Piner Health and
A. D. Willis, Wanjl,'&nui.
Grea.tAr Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
--Aia Means for the Production of
Relief Prhit1nc; Plates
The Sctenwlo .f,m.erwan says : " This work if
We can recommend the three procesBes operated •ci3utitlo. •i>ber, olean. and worthy of oonooJPnttous
oonsi<tera.tian by every P<•ssible Parent, and
by tbis 0omJ!"I!J7·
Their ZINC ETCHINGS tor obea.p and ooars~ p:utioularlY by tb• yonu~t." 11.
newspaper work,_ and their MO:i.,·TYPE process,
E,\. TI~G FQR ST&ENGTH;
by wblob ens:raVlugs are m~trlA <lire t from plt"t ••
gral!ll•J. a• "'"II A.s tneir MO~S PROCEtiS OF
OR•
l'fLOl'u-ENG~AV[NG. are ·a.u suPeriOr to any FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WOBK.
other like flit~thod•.
A<ldrP•A
The New York B•rt~lll. aa.y~: "Dr. Holbrook'•
.
.MOSa ENG!l~ VING CO.
book io ttmOnll tb~ V"rY h•••· of its k~t.d.·•
58b PeA.rt St. N'~wYo,.ll:.
The B m~.a·a Ooram ~a}&: ''As·udy of thiP
book W1li eua.hle &t•Y iutf'lligent r~~<dar t.o mHke a
Wund~>rfut Sf'i.,ntiflc Notice.
nbotoe of food wbtob m.. y a.ve the O"stof the book
THE BuOK OF B0.1K~.
every dRY in provithng for a fa.mtl:v. bPsidPS in
Truthful inatrnot10ns for onrtuar all ili~e~PP~ orea.omg hea.ltb, streugGb, and lon~tevitl'." $1.
that man or bt~aat is snt.j •ct to, wit.bon' medioin
Address TBE TBUTB 8Bt:li:EB 0o:1
All onrable disea.oes oa.n and hBV been onred bv
118 L.. r..:veite Pl...,,., New York.
this method, for ov.. r twenty years tl'•ttd by tbe
a.ntbor, and tbon•Bnds of -oth•rs bav oU••d thPm·
'"IVB bv t.he inatrn<'tton• of thiS book ot boob
B ·eake off fever., oold. oonllho, rhpum .. tio tron· LllERA.TUitE OF THE INSA~E.
ble•• ma.la.ria.. and dtolttherhl. Ev~ry family should
BY F. R. MARVIN.
ha,v a copy. PrioP. 85 OPntA, hv m ..IJ.
Prloe,
li cent~.
A.ddre•• N. N" PTFROE, Phtlmo... t, N. V.
p,.rt,i,.,ent a.nr1 fnterestinl!'.-ll'r~P.t•·ough.t.
WHAT KIN I) IW A MAN CJ..A.H.Ii Will b" ha.n<lPd to mv c .. riHti•n r.-t.... ds tha.t
thf>v ml!·y,-by ftnilinJl thP ra•ilen f Eilen, get tile
JUtADfr.N IS.
SS.OOJ rPward,-Bat'or ~qunniiPe 'l'tmPA,
BY B. F. UNDRRWOOD.
R..i~e· tb11 fiovu wtt.lt tn~ "arden of Eden yarn.
Price, 10 cents.
-RtUdfl(IBo Jlfoh,,Pla~.

----------------------

DEVOTED TO

HUGH 0. PENTECOST, EDITOB.
It contains. besidf'A onsp and pointed editorials
a.nd oontrihUtJOn• from a corp• of "ble writers, the
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro- Bnnda.y a.ddreij•as of the edttor before UnttY oon~unded by th~ Editor of the "Sa~ Franciscan;" grft2i~tl~~·ooly 80 oa.Ued u L!bPral ''paper iba.t adsmgly, 3 cents, per dozen, 80 cents, per hundred, 1vooatea 1-adioa.l 8 ocil•l rel{eJteranon.
$2.00.
Itij columns are open to the aboolut.ply free disORTHODOXY.
ono•ion or a.ll_rehgtoUB and enonom10 theorieS.
·
B•xt· t!l' Plllles. I••U~d w""kly. A.Duual ~nhsorip..
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed la.rRe 12mo tlon, $11. pr Sam pi~ Oopl~s Free • .A1l anb.onbers
pages,10oents; fifteeu, $1; and$6per hundred.
will re•·etve a.onpyof Mr.l:'ent..costs book," What
BY M. L. HoLBBOOII:, M.D.
I BPiif'vp,'' Addre•~ '
Qodl'!ll'& La.dfi'B Bool: 8&)'8: "We giv our cordial
Civil Bj')hts l'peech.
TWENTIETH CFNTURY PUBLISHING CO.,
"'oproba.~JOn to tht• work. The informatlUn 11
htcluding
the
address
of
Frederick
D
·nglass.fiftyNo. 4 WABB~~;N ST.• NEw YoBK.
contains is most im_portant. and. we are ful.ly con
vinoed, reliable.'' Prioe by mall, $1.
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; 1llteen
for $1 ; a4d $6 per hundred.
~ngersull

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street.
London.
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., London, .E. C.
Mrs. J. Hadfi.eld, P!\rk st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

ll:ir Some people prefer to send cash with order ; we do not ask
REMEMBER "Sweet Home" lt'amily Soap IS an extra fine, pure
it but in such. cases we place one extra present of value in the box soap, made from refined tallow and vegetable oils. On account
a~d shin the same day the order is received, freight prepaid; all\ of Its firmness and purity e~Wh cake will do doul?le the work of
other OI;ders being- filled in their turn.
.
the co=on cheap soaps usuallv sold from g-rocerJPs.

Parturiti9n Without Pain.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost,-Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
W A.BHINGTON TBRBITOBY.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, .Montesano.
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BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "t:!ecula.r ReVIew." Price 8 oents; 80
cents per doz., or P per hundred.

ISGERSOLL ON lUcGLVSN.
Being the comments and opinious of Jlir.luger·
eoll upon the fight In the Catholic church bet.weeL
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 oents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quanti·
ties, and given away to Christian•• and 1t is mth
that not unreasons. ole exp, ctation that the prices
ha.'f been placed so low.
.Ailil~ess THE TRUTH SEEKER CO .•
118 La. a.Yette Pl.. New 1 ork.
Similar ar1vertt~~ment& from unrPlfable Pr~Wtl•
tfonen bav bA~>n fl'eouentiY AR~ollPil and eXJlOII•d
by the ol'e&~. but Dr. Fellows ~tAn II~ foremn•t tJl
hf• Pl'OfP~oinr•, and It- Is Rafe to trnRt btm. BPfnrr
AN INQUIRY IliiTO THE OAUBEB OF BOOIAL a etan,.h t.mll'RAL Is fur mer proof of his reHabfl•

Natural

Rigttt<~, Natural Liberty,
and Natural Law_!

IIIALADJUBTllriENTB.

THE RATIONAL,

ft.y.,-Nt71U"mn1 V1.Ptn.

JUST, AND ADEQUATE
BBJiriBDY,

A wol'k that treats of b,.P'o principles, and
ehonld be read oa.retullY bv all Liberal Bnd soola.l
r11form tbinlrer•.
It Ia "illhlY oon:tm~nded by Bamu.. J P. Pntram,
""n"- floortrP. """h Pentecost, Herbert Spencer,
and other men of uote.
Price, llli cents.
Addrelllt J'. Q. Stu•wr li'dttol' tb" Arbtt.rato...
.
11$8 Blake St., Dennr, Ool.

The Liberty of Printin~. and Reply.
BY Btrnt BUT and WAKEMAN.
PriM. tO RAnta.

THE TRUTH ~EEKER A.NNU AL
Price, 26 Cents.

THE TRUTH .SEEKER, NOVEMBER :16, 1889.
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rete took home more evide'"ces of saintly
than any other boy in the school.-

dill,~tAnce

..1tchison, Kan., Globe.

The Humboldt library of Science.

A correspondent of the English Churchman
In this s•ries are w•ll rp.presented the writings of
furnishes the followine; statistics copied from DAllWII'It
8PENOFR, HUXLEY, 'IYNDALL, PROOTOBt
And God divided the waters wbiob were under a papal source, viz.: L' Amico di Ca8a ..1lman- CLIFI!'o"RD a•·tl otQer le,.rtt~r8 of thou .. ht 1n our
· tim.,, at 50 to 75 per .cent. lower tllan uoual prlces.
the firmament from tb" waters whtoh were above ico Populare, published at Turin: ·
the firmament (Gen. i, 7).
BillTHB.
We have the Library bound in Oo~plete Beta, as
LouH. IllAO'H. follows:
B9low an ocean in the skY
London ................................ 7a 097
3 207
OLD STYLE.-In this style th13 volumes average
Bebold the firmament on high,
Paris ................................... 19 921
9 707 640 p,.g.,b 8 m. and are arranged thus :
Wherein the sun and moon are whirled
Brussels................................ 3 4!8
1,833 V••l.
I.
Nos. 1-U 'Vol. VI.
Nos. t!0-'/'0.
Above a fiat, four-cornered world;
"
II.
" 13-24
" VH;
"
71-80.
Monaco ................................. ll:l54
1.760
That firmament the stars. too, sprinkle,
" nr.
" 2c-H6. " VIII.
" H-91.
For man on purpofe made to twinkle.
Vtenna .................................. 8.82t 10 3;,o
"
IV.
" 87 48 · "
IX.
" 9 -loa
That ocean from, the ram is sent
" v.
" 49-59. " x.
.. 104-111.
Rome .................................... 1,2l5
3 160
Olotb, plain edge., $2 vol. (S."paratflv or tn sets.)
Through windows in •be firmament,
Rome therefore, as regards the standard
Half eeal, marb:e tlllged, i2. 71 vot. (ln ..ets onll/.)
And once through them a fi 10d God hurled
of illegiiimacy, is six: times worse than Paris,
To drown the people of the world;
ST"!!LE.-NoP. 1 to 111 inclnsiv"• are bound in
and sixty-six times worse than London. In ~8NEw
vo.s., a vet aging 492 paged eaoh, Bvo, thua:
He m!lde his pretty rainbow then
relation to murders the statistics are equally Ciotb, extra, red edges. $1.75 per vol. $22 75 per set.
As sten he'd not drown them again.
11
unfavorable. Here they are, taken from the H&lf seal, plain edges, 2 ~5
29 25
"
Although that theory is wild
H ..Ir Aaal, marble erlge@, ~50
"
)2.51}
"
same source :
Hlf
Mor
.,
marble
edges,
2.75
"
33
75
·
"
As the ideas of anY child
MURDERS.
·
In
eet:~ onll/.
UPon it founded is the church,
England has 1 in 171! 000 people.
All of tbe following are ootavo, cloth:
We find wben we" the soripttire! search,
Holland has 1 in 163.000 people.
WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY.
Which are as true Bll truth oan be,
Prussia has 1 in 100 000 people.
Declares the sapient D. D.
Man's Place inN ature. Numerous ill.; &
Austria has 1 in 77.000 people.
The Origill of l"pPci• s. 2 books in 1 vol. .75
Spain has 1 in 4.113 people.
None could aUribnte a book worse
Tn.-Physical f!asts ofLire&other Essays.
To one who made the universe ;
Naples has 1 in 2,750 people.
Lecturl'S on Evolution. Illustrated.
It must bav been some bungling clerk
Roman States has 1 in 750 people.
2 bonks in 1 vol. •
•
•
•
• •7&
Or journeyman helPed plan the work,
Comment is needless, unless it be to say Animal
Automatism, and other E9says.
Or Moses. God's amannen•is,
that two-thirds of the murders which occur Techoieal Education, and other Essays.
And other scribes who'd lost their sen1!es,
in Great Britain are committed bv professed
2 books in 1 vol.
•
•
.
. .'11
For priests are nearly every &liB
Catholics.-Buchanan's Jmrnal oj Man, Bos.
Oompelled to tinker up its pa~te,
WORKS BY OH&RL'ES D lRWIN.
ton,
March,
18-9.
G&o.
J.
R&HbBURG.
To twist. explain, or retranslate
Origin of Species by Means of Natural
Oak Mills, Kan., Oct. 30, 1889.
Mncb of i; tbat gets" out of date,"
:Selection; or, the Preservation of
As truthful science H o•erthrows
F&vored R~ces in the Struggle for Life.
Or common sense its nonsense shows.
New edhwn fwm the latest Eng. editton,
wi•-nadd1••nns and corrections.
•
1.25
It is a pitiful thing to see
Descent
or Man, and Selection in Rela.
Some new work on geology,
AND
tion to ~ex W1th illnstrationF. New ediFrom D&wson, say, or Dnke Argyll,
_tion revtseil PUd &njrn•.,D' ed. •
. 1.&0
Within wbicb. either halts oftwhile
Formation of Yl'gPtabl ~ lllold Through
To reAcne from it• sliruy pit
tbe
Action of \VormQ with Observa.AN EXPOS~
That Jewisb fossil, holy writ,
tions on tneir Habits. With illnstra~ions. .76
And with ha•d fact try to pquare it,
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
Charles
Darwin : His Life and Work.
bequest
to
Philadelphia
by
the
Ohristian
For in the muck 'tis bald so fast,
churches and Young Men's
By Grant Al·en.
•
.75
By irrAverent science overcast,
Ohristian Associa8ELE01' WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN.
In their attempts to lift it higher
tion.
A.h, how theY fiounder in the mire l
The Evolu 'ionlst at Large;
By RICE. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Theee men profound in Bible Fcience,
Price S1.
Address TilE TBUTR BEEKER. l iguettes ft•onl Nature; and
}'ore~ and Ent-rgy: A Theory of DyOn whom the church does place reliance,
namiCs. 3 books in 1 vol.
1.00
Bad best e!IB&Y an explanation
Ot that queer naut1cal nar1 ation
WATER, ELECTRIOI"Y, AND LIGHT. BY
Concerning Jonab and th·e fish,
PhOFESSOR TYNDALL.
BY
And other tales Jllunchansenish,
Forms of Water in Clouds and Rinrs,
A NATIVE "TAR HEEL."
Say God's creating b1s fcro.•imile,
lo• anrl G• •.c1ers 19 tlln••r .. tloDB.
The first one of the human famtly,
L.-sson ~ iu Electricity. 60 illustrations.
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
AU perfeot, yet far less to know
Mx LPctures on Light. Illustrated.
The serpent than his deadly foe.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
:l books in 1 vol. • .
• 1.00
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
The feats of Samson, whose great strength
WORKS BY HERBERT BPENOER.
Lay in his hair, when of great lengthThe Tlata of • t.hics.
•
•
•
• .oo
He Rave his foes a dea.dlY tussle
t tlucation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys.
Wtth small exPenditure of muscle)nit I: a.ud
Once k11led a thousand men alone
Progress: Its Law and Cause. With
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
His weapon just an Bile's jaw-bone !
,, "'~r D qni•i•ion•. 2 books in 1 vol.
• .75
S6M'etaf'1/ of the American SeculM Union,
But ob, the blandishments of women
· he Genesis of Science.
H•v cauMed men tears enough to swim in l
l'lte Factors of Organic Evolution.
Price 10 cents.
Even Samson loved not wise, though well,
2 ouokd iu 1 Vol.
•
•75
Address TRB TBUTR 8EEKEB Oolln'Al!IY.
And, worse for him than A.<t&m, fell;
S"FLEOT WORKS OF RIOHutD A.. PROOI'OR,
For, after false D•lilah'R fioec•ng him,
F.R.A..S.
The gentiles swallowed without greasins: him.
1 igl1t Science for Leisure Hours.
Then there's the holy episode
His Life, Works, Wort", Martyrdom, Por- Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Ot "B&laam and the Bllo "he rode;
'l ereditary ·~ raits, and other Essays.
trait, and .Monument. ·
A miracle ! exclaims the priest,
~lhcellaneous Essays.
M"'n's lanaraage spoken by a beast!
With a complete list of the .A.merican subscribers Illusions of the Senses,.andother Essays.
P•haw l •us not strange these days at all
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
Notes 011 t.:arthquar.es, with 14 miscelThat talk sboald such an animal,
lanHoua E•sa<~.
BY
6 b •oksl n 1 vol. •
,
• 1.00
For ma11y a speaking ass I ve seen
GEORGE
JACOB
HOLYOAKE
THO!IAS
DAVIDSON,
1
The desk o•er of a pulpit lean;
SELECT WORK~ OF WM. KINGDON OLIFTHADDEUS
B.
WAKEMAN,
KARL
BLIND,
Yea, on it with bis forefeet drum,
FORD, F.R.A.:I.
LYDIA R. CHASE.
His hearer•' slumber• to "'ArP-ome. SABUKA.
Seeing and 1'hinkin~.
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies for a dollar. The Scientific Jiasis of Morals, and
J, fo/fot8,t"l'o
Gems DiscoverPd by Master Rems·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Conditions of Mental Development, and
burg.

Bible ISeience.

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

Ingersoll and the Deist.

THE NEW

GOD~

Giordano Bruno.

Portland, Conn.

Isn't it about time we were awakening
from our indifference to combat with the
powers that will employ their etaftiest devices toward securing us in the bonds of religious slavery ? Freedom of con~clence is
our constitutional and God-given right. Shall
we surrendPr without a struggle our hardearned liberty, and become the ~laves of a
corrnpt relie:ious deapotism ?-Moral and
Boientiflc Companion, Florence, Ariz., June,
1889.
There is nothing quite so much needPd in
religion sA a little reason.-The New Ideal
'
Duluth, Minn., May,1888.
It seems that the faith cure works both
ways. A Georgia woman prayed that her
husband might fall sirk and die, and away he
went with tvphns fever in less than four
weeks.-Detroit Free Press.
There was considerable excitement in an
Atchison !:labbath-school last Sunday, when
the teacher dl8covered one of her real good
boys trading olf his reward of merit cards
for cigaret pictures. Investigation revealed
the fact that the bad boy who smokes clga-

W. S. BELL'S P A..MPHLETS.
LIBERTY AND MORALiTY.
PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse •...:..James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a verY
sble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 OENTB.
The number of heads und.er which you bav
divided the subject matter. of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in whioh tbe pomt is discuased, should be highlf commended. Therefore
I take ~reat pleasure 10 recommending "AntiProhibitiOn "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-~ovemnient.
J. J. MoOabe.
'f'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ROME~

REASON

A. Memoir of Ohristian and Extra-Ohristian Experience;
By NATRA.l'IIEL RAli!BAY WATEBS.
A very oritical analysis of both Protestantism
~nd Oatholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
on1~•· .f'~PtUiVP.
intimate peraonal experience with the two ~ys.
THB
tems. It deal• the most trenchant blows which
1lte Un~een lJniverse, and the Philollopure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Oritical Reub" ot r,h,., P""" Sci~uceP.
view.
Cosmic Fmotion : .also the Teachings
Olotb, 12mo, 11.75.
of Science.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
5 bookd 1u 1 vol.
• 1.!5
A OOLLEOTION OF
B"ELlWT WORKS OF EDW'. OLODD, F.R.A.B.
Original and SelectPd Hymns
The Childhood of Religion.
(Words and Music)
'J he Uirth and Growth of ll yth,
By Milton WoolleY, Jll.D., Atithor of ''Hebrew
For Llb«>ral and Ethical Societies, 'lhe Chitdhood of the World.
Mythology,"" The Oareer of Jesns Ohrist." ·
1.00
•
~
uool!.•
111
1
vul.
,
For Schools and the Home.
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
SEL'ECI' WORKS OF TH. RIBOT,
-[Ps. xiv, 1.
~
Traruzatect rrom tile Pren~11. btl J. Ptt2ueraza, M •.A.
Ohildren and fools speak the trutb.-[Old Saw.
OOMPILE;D BY
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
'Jhe Diseases of Memory.
L. K. WASHBIJRN.
'I lte JJiseases of the ~\ill.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
PRIOB 1
$1.50.
•
1lte IHseases of Personality.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
THJ!l
1.00
8 boulld 111 1 vol.
28 Lafayette Plaoe. Naw York.
THE MILK'< WAY.
MARTYRDOM
OF MAN.
Tlte Wonders of the Heavens. 32 i!ius.
A (JOMPENIJIUM OF UNIVERSAL
r

MR. EDITOR : Before me lies a large. b1mdle
of magazines and papers, and looking over
them I find the following items :
There is not a fashionable church in any
city of our land that has not within gunshot
of its door great masses of starving, sinful,
poverty-stricken humanity.-Belford's Mag.
atlne, Jan., 1889.
The present generation of men in all Chrisian nationR is rairlv steeped in Materialism.
Farmers• Voice, Chicago. Jan •. 19, 1889.
A bigot has declared that the Juhnstown
flood was a visitation of providence. He de.
serves to be tarred and sprinkled with a buz.
zard's feathers. What about the idle men
who owned the dam? Has providence said
anything to them ?-The Ymng American,

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY <ronttnuect).
Current Discussions in Science; and
Scientillc Aspect of Some Familiar
i'hings. :By W. M. ~ iihams, F.U 1:!.
2 lloollB 1., 1 -.ol. • • • • ; ; ,711
The Black lleath. An Account of the
Gr~at P<>~tii~TJrP of t.hA lith ()Fntury; and
The Dancing Mania of the Midd e ages.
B< J. F. 0 'i~• k~r.JVI IJ. 2 bflnk~ in 1 vul, , 75
The Nllturalist on the }liver Amazon.
A Record oC Aav .. ntnre•, HHblt~ of
Anima.ls. Sketches or Br>< zlliar ,. nd 1JJ di11.n
L1fe and ASpects or Nature U oder 1be
"Equator, during EleveD Year. of Travel,
by Henrv Walter B•tes F.L.S .• A• BIB. Seo.
to the 'R!lyal Geograpu.cal SocietY of
Enuland.
.
.
• .
• • • .7a
The RiseandEarlyConstitutionofUni~
versities, wiLu a l::!urvey of .M• dicval
Education. By S. 8. Laurp, L L.D,,.
,..rufessoroftbe Jnst.itutes and H1•tory f
Edn •atlnn tn tbA U• i"ersit:v ot F.d;nbur<>h. .75
The Religions of the Ancient W m·ld,
inclnwug J!;gypt, AdoYria ana .H•bvlollla,
Persia, lndla, Phwotcia, Et~nna, Grl'ece,
Rome. ·l!Y George Rawlinson, M..a..,
Oamden Professor of Aument History,
Oxford nnd Canon of Canterbury, author of"The Origin of Nations," "The
F1ve Great Monarchies," etc.
• • • .75
Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology and the History of Religion. By
Fritz S<lhultze. Translated from tbe
German hv J. ~·itzgl'r•.Jd. M A.
•
•
.75
Money and the lllec:ttanism of Exchange.
By W.l:l A-DleY Jevous,M a .• F.u ;:~., .b.o·
fesRor of Logic and Political EconomY 1n
th" OwonM Oal!Pg~.l\I"'' chester.
• • .71J
On tlte Study of "\\' ords. By Richard
Obenevtx 'J.'renob, D.D., Archbishop of
Dublin. • • • • • • • • .75
The Dawn of History: An Introduction
to Pre-liiRtorill Stnd:v. Ed1ted by 0.
F. KMrv, :M 1\., of the British l'du@eUm.
.75
Geological Sketclles at .Home and
Abroad. By ArchibaldGeikie, LL.D.,
F R.tJ ,l>irPotor-General of the Geological
~nrve:vs of Great Britain and Ireland. • .75
Illusions: A Psychological Study. By
J .. mes Sullv, Ao.thor of "Stnsat10n and
Int.nition," .. P<>P•imism," etc.
• . • .75
The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and Il.J
B" 81r J onn Ln b•·or· k. B rt 2 parts in 1. .75
English Past and Present. (P~rts I.
Bull IJ.l By R•ohard CueneVJX Trench.
2 no.rts in 1. Oomnlete.
. • • •
.75
The Story of Creation. A PlainAccoun t
or Evo[ution. By .l!;dward Cloda, F.B.A.S.
Over BJ lllus.
•
•
.75
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

t~u.t"

Cosmian Hymn Book,

ON THE WORD GOD.

LOOKING BACKWARD
BF Edward Bellamy,

Author of "Dr. Heidenholf's Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light w11l find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The aPI?eal is always made to a man's reason,
and to h1s noblest sentiments : never to his sel.
lishness.-[Boston Post.
A. suggestion of a r!'ally practicable and feasi·
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND
0THBR BIDGRAPIDOAL 8KBTOHRS AND ESSAYS.
BY 0HABLES BBADLAUGR,
With Portrait and Autobiography,
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
18 Lafayette Pl •• NewYorll.

llv

O>itmlll ...

F.a.mmannr•.

HISTORY.
The Romance of .Astronomy. By R.
By WINWOOD READE.
K '·""Y M1ller, M A.
The Sun; its Constitution, its Phenomena,
It is really a remarkable book, in which univeriU • Jondition. By Nathan T. Oar,, LL.D.
sal history is "boiled down" with snrpnsing
3 books in 1 vol.
•
•
,
• 1,00 ·akill.-[Literary World.
Yon turn over his pages with a fBilcination sim·
POLITIOAL BOIENOE,
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Physics and Politics. An application
Irving.-[lnter-Ooean.
,,r the prtnciptes of Natural 13uience to
l!'is history has a oontinnitx. a nsh, a carrying
Polmcal Society. By Walt"er Bagehot,
power.!.which ""minds ns stnkingly of Gibbon.An thor nf •· ThA Eul7. O·.·•nMt,jt.nhon," and
[New .tt.aven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
History of the Science of Po)ities. By
.Ftederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol.
• .711 first chapter, is a mBI!terpiece of historical. writ·
inl!'. He has a style that reininda us of Macaulay.
THE L!ND QUERI'ION.
-[Penn Monthly.
The Jlistory of I andholding in Eng·
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 543pp., $1. 75.
land. ByJosephFtsher,F.H..H.S ;and
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
Historical Sketch of the J• istribution
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.
of Land in .t.ngland. By WLlliam
Lloyd .Hlrbec.ll:, M.A.. 2 oooks in 1 vol.
.711
MISJELLANEOUS.
The .Bible .Analyzed. " For Sled~eThe Mystery of Matter, and The Philosnphv ,,r 1-(n'l ·A.nc ... ; Ftth~
hammer Logic umurpassed." Svo, B33pp.,
silk cloth. $3.
The t:ssential Nature of Religion. By
J ...,ll.,n•·"• ~>;or.un. 2 bookd tul vol.
• .'15 Spiritualism Sustained. This work
Science and Crime; and
I!'OEiB not P"o far to austain SpiritnaliRm AB tc
Science and Poetry, with other Essays.
show that Obrlstians stre inconsistent in deny.
ing the all!'l!'"d trn•ha of that philosophy.
Bt Auar"w W1t•on, .F.R.B.E.
Cloth, 1llmo, 1!45pp., St.
2 books in 1 vol.
• • •
[Conttnued in ne:tt oozumn.l
Address .THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,

Col. Kelso's Works.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 16.

THE

Bi~lo

of Nature,
OR,

Tllll:

Principles of Secularism.

New Edition, BeTisei nnd Enlalyed.
8Y HELEN H. 4!.\RDENER,

A CONTRIBUTION W the RELIOION
of the FUTURE.

THE STRUGGLE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Religious and Political Liberty.

I'OB

Author of "The Secret of the East, or tne Origin
In which the author shows the repeated a.tt.e!J!:Pt~
of the Christian Relieion a.nd the 81gnifica.nce
of men of every age to aequire greater political
ofits Rise a.nd Decline," "Physical Eduliberty ; a.Iso vigorously a.tta.oks the very foundacation, or the Hea.lth-La.ws of Na.t·
tion of the religion of ever:r age; dw!llling !1-t
nre, ' "Hons!lhold Rem~dies," "The
length upon the wrongs. of Ireland, and, m detail·
Poison Problem, or the Cause
ing the a.ooonnt of slavery in this country, calli
a.nd the Cure of Intell)perthe attention of thinking men and women to tht
ance," etc., etc.
position of womankind in America. Thronghontl
work. is replete with astoundin.g fa.qts ano
Felix L. Oii....ald is a. well-known and vigorous the
weighty arguments which cannot fail io mteresi
writer on scientific a.nd social snbjects.-[Cin. the
minds
of this age.
·
Com. Gazette.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth; lllmo, 24.0pp., $1.
Oloth, 1llmo•• 138Pp., price 75 cents.
Address THE '!'RUTH SEEKEB CO.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La.fa1ette Place. New York..

THE
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

TREIB

A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.

Crimes and Persecutions.
svo. 1,119PP. Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, !4.~0.
BYD. M BENNEr'!'.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
1!8 La.fa:vette Pla.ce. New York.

Pre:tace by R. G. INGERSOLL·

For Her Daily Bread 18 the story or two young
and a younger brother who were left parenttess. with little money, fa.u education, and mucb
<IOUra.ge, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The antboris also the heroin.
rhe narrativ is, in the main, a. hist9ry of a work
ina girl's life a.nd experience in the city of Chicago
-~.mong bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
..nd disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a. story
of bnma.n life as we !lhould expect Colonel lnl!'er.
Steel en~rra.Yin~rs of this celebrated naturalist. <Oll to be interested m; a.nd whatever he admire@
~nd appreciates is sure to be worth the a.ttentior
ll:r.1~ inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid
"f the rest of the world Price 9& cents.
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH liiEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
if
~iris

AlEXA:NOER VON HUMBOLDT.
BING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In vonr meetinl'fs, to ma.ke them livelY a.nd !mer
eating. THE LIBERAL HYMN·BOOK contains songe
by the best poets. adapted to well-known tunes
It is hil!'bly recommAnd{'d by Messrs. Wakeman
Parton Wngbt, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Bl~>nker
and, indeed, by a.ll who ha.v Pxa.min~d it. Pnce
1!5 cents.
Address 'r.RE TBtrTR BEEKEB 0o

NOW READY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.

The Career of Jesus Ch,rist.

OR

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
.
this Republic.

BJ' A • .J. GROTER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address TJ!E TBUTH BEEKER CO.

COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.

OR,

The Modern Science hsaJist.

Ohlca.go Secular Union meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80 P.lt., at 1158 Welt ltladisor street.
Lectures and debates. Strang;ers from abroad
are welcome.

The Origin of the Christian Religion Philadelphia Liberal Lea~ue 267
and the Significance of its
meets every SundaY in Indn11trial Hall, Broad and
Wood ats •• at· I! :80 and 7 :80 P.lll. for lectures and
Rise and Decline.
free discussions on religions and social question!.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, SUIO.

For sale at this office.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

·
r I; ~ ~1

For the beneftt of our rea.d.ers who preserve their pa.pen
weoffera.newstyleofbinder,
,
made for the purpose, a.nd
with the heading of THE
~~ TBUTR SEEX11:B printed in
'11iJ!§I~~iif gold letters on the outside.
- !!!
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fta.t. It also allows the
taking out a.nd replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by malh_postl!!tid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKERl
tf
28 L&fa.yeite P ,, New York.

..J:
~1"..,~·1,

8AKYA BUDDHA.

Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beek.erpnblica.tionsa.Iwa.:vson hand at cheap ra.tu.

The Seeular Society oC .Kent,

The .ll.. anbat1 an Liberal Club, N.Y •
Meets every Friday eveninll, at 8 o'clock., at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures a.nd discussions. The public cordially invited.
Akron, 0.,

BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book. has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philo~ophica.l Journal," and ma.pf Spiritna.list papers and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
·
Extra Cloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
18 La.fa.:vette Pl.. New York.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
The False Teaching of the Chris·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church a.re thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a. minister's pra.;ring God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

l!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problt>ms. Price, 10 cents.
Was Je10nR Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Essence of Religion.

AND

BY

BTJ

A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

10 centR.

THE

0. B. PROTHINGHAM,

POINTERS:

BBN!IBTT.

PrioA.

TWBLVR 0THBR DIBOOUR8B8 OF RBASON.

Extra cloth, 1llmo, 238PP., $1.
Address
THE TRUTH liiEEKER CO.

D. M.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY

JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir·
itna.lism Snsta.ined," etc., etc.

CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, a.ud Historical
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
Sketches, for Farmers, Mecba.nics. Machinists,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener. who is gifted with those· ra.re powers that render
·the subtlest conceptions the ea.sy property of the
ally, with
mind. The book contains many idea.11
Numerous lr!a.ps, Illustrations, a.nd Diagra.mE ordinary
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of
Illustra.tinll some of the more Important Compa.r· good iu furnishing food for thought. We tr.nPt it
ativ Statistics of the World.
·Will hav the immense distribution it so rlchl,v
MorA Information for Less Money than hali merits.-[The American Idea.
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY·FIVE CENTS
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
For $50 worth of "Cold F~tcts" hoi!('d oown In a
Nutshell.
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Addrea.l 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

Union.

Tl1e .Minneapolis Se«!ular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7 :80 P.lt., at 4111 Nicollet
a.ve.,Boomsll!and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J, F. IIIAcoMBEBo Pres.: CIIAll. LoWNo,Sec.

!:Iouth 2d street, Brooklyn, E D .. a.t 3 P.M., every
Bnnda.y, Admission free. DLsousalond follow
lec•ures.

Ellzur Wrl&ht Secutar Union
Of Alliance, 0 .. me.,ts the first and fourth Suuda.n of ea.oh month at Independent Church, at
10 30 A.M. Free d1acussion on all Liberal anbjeots.
Subscriptions to THII: TRUTH 8EEKEB and lnvestt·
gator are solicited.
R. G. bMITH, Cor.l:leo.

DDAMONDS.
Unprecedented offer. No otber hon•e so fair
In order to g1v. my Liberal frtends throughout
tbe United States an opportunity to eumlll, test1
and compare my goods a.nd prices with those or
other diamond merchants. I wtll sell any pi· ce of
DiBmond Jewelry, a.ocoJIJpanied by contract thst
cash in full will be refnndea any time w1thm one
year from date of purchasing if goods a.r., not
entirely sa.tiHiactor:v. No other dealer w11I do it
None wtll sell as cheap. Va.rrnng a. •a.r11e ato~:k,
being an expert., olose bUYer. and doing bn•lneu
on smalle•t po~s1ble expenae, Y•·U will PG•Itlvlyf
save twenty to thirty per cent by pnrcha..inll o
me. Dia.mo1od Pins and Ea.rdr®•• worth $1100, tor
$400; Pms, R.ngH, l!.ar~ro~s. Btudo, Bair Orna.
wenb, Pfndants, worth $810, for liiOO; do .. worth
t200, for $!40; do., worth U50. f• r fllO; do., worth
UOO for $70; do., worl h $80, for SbO; do .. worth
$60, for $4~; do., wort b S40 for $80; ao., worth $80,
tor $>2; do, worth f20. for $15. )ou can w~a.r tbe•e
goods daily for one yellr. It will not cost you a.
cent. If in the m~an t.me yon are not aa.ti~tied
tbat the goods a.1e better a.nd cb~a.per •han sold
elsewbtre return and get your ca.~b in full.
Seleot1ons sent to responsible pa.rt.ies on a.p
prova.l; to any ba.nking-hou•e or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l'r e "Otto Wettstein" Wa.tch,
sixteen jewels, finelv adjusted to hea.t and coldl
patent regula.tort Dnqu~t ha.ir-sPrtnt~• bea.ut1fn
donble-patJel~d ata.l. and all mod~rn improve·
men1s Perfect, a.r>d no watch wiiJ compete with
it ! In silv~nne case, $1D; ir> fonr·OULCb coin Hllver c~se, f23.' O; fiv~·OUIJCe, $25; Hl <unca, $27. In
open fa.oe. hP• t. Jllt• d llOid case. $27; hnnling, $ll3,
dn., Loni• XIV., $85, In fourte~ll carat ~ohd gold,
$50 to $ 50. lilen\ prepaid, and ca.•h rbfundtd!
not satlofa.ctoB'fTo WETTSTEIN, Bochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Wa.s J esns an Impostor 1 A debate between thfl
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moderll
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Free.
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Trnths. 2~
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1ble llla.kers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints--Nos. 1\..2, and 8. Ea.oh &cts. llloses
vs. Darwin. 6 eta. "ocrates1 Buddha. and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Dearaaing ReJ!gion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural ltla.n. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Brnno a.nd
Bpinoza.. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favoritil,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 6 cts. Health, Wea.lth.
a.nd Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain a.nd tl;le Soul.
5 cts. Nature and th!l Gods. &cts. Desll[D and
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Animals. r. cts.
Address Wa.tta and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C.• Lon.ion. Enll.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

THE SAFEST CREED,

Freetbou~rht

The Akron Freethonght Union meets eveu
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block.,
South Howard street, at 7 o'clock.

tton
With Citations from Buddha's •' Path of
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Virtue."

This volume comprises some of the ablest a.nd
best editona.1s written by Mr. Seaver durmll tbf
Ten Cents Each.
pa.st fortY-five years. It i& neatly printed Oil
J. D. SBAW'S P AM.PHLETS.
cream-white paper, bound in olotb. and conta.m> 1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, wrltinR"~. and
a. fine likeness of the venerable eduor of tht
philo•oPhy, By Mr. DANIEL GBEitNLEAI!'
Investigator. Every Liberal should l!av this boo1
'fHOMP•ON.
The Blble-Wbat Is IU A pamin his home. It is now ready for delivery.
2. CHARLES ROBERl' DARWIN: His lift>, works,
phlet containing t.ight chapters in refutation
and
infinPnce.
BY
Rev.
'oRN
W.
CHADWicK.
of the assumption • ha.t the B1ble is a. divme
Price, $1.00.
book of pure thonllht. and correct in all itB
3. SOLAR AND PLaNETARY EVOLUTION:
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
utterances. Price. 2~ cents.
.
ow •nu• a.nrl worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
Studies In 'I heolo~;y. A clear exposi4, EVOLUTION OF 'l'H~ EARTH: Tbe story of
tion of t~ibllca.l story of man's creation
geologY. BY Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
BIBLE INQUIRER;
and curse, th .. ologica.Jly denominated "the
fa.ll." Price, 10 cents.
5 EVOLUTION OF' VI!.GE1'AL LIFE: How life
oB,
.
bPgins. By Mr. WILLIAM Po•rTS.
Treating the subject from a
A Key to Bible Investigation. 6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order Llberaltsm.
nega.t1v. a.nd affirma.tiv. s~a.ndj)oJDt, showing
Containing 148 ProQ_ositions
of Z•IOI"I:ical evolution. By D • RosSITEB
wha.t it 18 not a.nd what 1t IS. Price, 5 cents.
With References to the most PlaiD and Striking
RAYMOND
tf
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
'r. TBE DESCENT OF MAN: His oriain, antiq.
Inspired Scriptures.
nity, growth BY Prof. E. D. CoPE.
BY A. JACOBSON.
8. EVOLrTII N-OF MIND: I+s nature and deThird edition, ca.refulJ:v revised a.nd enlarged.
velnnwent By Dr. ~OB!i:BT G. EcCLES.
Every L1be1 a.l needs a. cO:(!Y f?r ready .refere!JC!l. 9. EVOLUTiON O~'SOCIElY. BYJAMEsA.Sxn,.
TciN
By L. FElJERBA.CH.
As a. pamphlet to loa.n to Ohrtstian fr1enda, It IB
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
the most effectiv Iconocla.st ever published.
RAMPBuN.
Translated
from the German •. Cloth, 12mo. 75pp.;
Price only 25 cents.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWis
50 cts.
G. Jo\NES
.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im12. PhOOF~ OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON 0.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
PAhRRALL
mora.l.-.B'Ztt·act.
13. EVOLU •ION AR llFL.ATFD 'fO R~LIGIOUS
Address THE TB11TR 8EEXEB Co.
Th~ Sol~ Footora and Erxoot Ratios in tlle
THOUGHT. B.v Jo«!l' W CFADWLCK.
14. I'HILO ·OPHY O.F .I!.YOLUTION• .tly BTABB
Acquirsment and Apportionment.
llnYT NICHOLS.
Ar;-nment by R. G. lnJrtrsoll
15. TBFl EF EO 1'8 OF EVOLUTION 0"ij THR
By J. K. INGALLS.
IN TBK
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
BAVA<tE.
Prtee, (}loth,
tiOO.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.,
23 La.fa.yette Place. New ~ork..
FOB

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, ftrst and third Sundays, aU
P.H., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. IIIABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

AVenifled, Annotated Narrativ of his Life a.nd
'l'ea.chings.
BrooklJ n Pbllo8ophle!al Assocla·

An Expos tioJ! of-t,!J.e True Mllaninll' of this Cha,r ~unday and the ~abbath. " A law
a.oter as descr1bed m the· New Testament. By Mll
reg.n)a.tinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
ton Woolley, !II.D., author .of "Hebrew M:rthol·
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
rut:v "
Paper. Svo, 2& cents.

ROMAN ISM,

The Forum.

NEW EDITION.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. The Secret of the East,
IntroduotW.u by
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 I)Anta.
TM Trade Supplied at I:Jpedal Diacounts.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER,
·1!8 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engra.!!n,gs of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; with autonapb., 50 eta.

735

~889.

ANTICHRIST.

ROVING conclusivly that there was no Christ
"BLASPHEMY,"
crucified DJoder Pontius Pllat.e) but that the
real Jesus, the ille11itimste Pon of mary by Jopeph
At Morristown, New Jersey.
Panders., was stoned and hanged for Forcery about
Stenouraphtcall!l reportea. ana revtsea 1111 the au- 75 years B o. Olotb, 446 PSI!'P~, wi1 h full Index,
thOr.
Price, $1.50·. Former price, $2.CO. For sale at thi1
Handsome Bvo, 86 pp .. beautiful type, fine psper. office.
Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, ll5 cents. or
$2 per dozen.
Addreu THE TRUTH SEEKER.
21! La.fa:veite Pl.. New York
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Joshua Davidson:
MODEllN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Ea.rth and his Communism.

BY MBS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Revised Edition-2 YolB-Price, sa.
By JOHN WILLIAIII DRAPER, !II.D .. LL.D. Author of "A Protest a.nd a Plea.," in Orl!er
Creatton.
A.ddreu THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
Price,

•

-.

2li cents.

Cloth, 12m.o, 279 pp.,

-

or

- 75 Cents.

a" This book tolU BUppreasM. by the fl;rat American publi8Mr•.J8

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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CATHOLICS in the province of Q·1ebl>c recently bought New Testamrnts of a traveling
Bible society agent, against the command ot
their priest, whereupon he collected the books
'to the number of hundreds and burnt them
on the square before his church.

,WORLD'~ SAHES, THINKERS,
R.Ef4'0RllER~.
IBiographiesAND
of 800 of the Leading PhiloliOphers,
Te 11oher•· Skeptics, Innov .. tors, F ..unders of
N· w School~ of 1'hooght, Eminent Scien•
tiJlts. pte. {who Wl'rt- not Christians),
from the t•me of Mann to the Present. Bvo. 1,0751Jp,, cloth, $8;
leather. S4: mor .• ll· e,,$4.50.
By D • M · BENNETT•
THE TRUTH BEF.KER CO..
28 Lafaye~te Place, N.Y.

A aE~BRAL assembly of
the Knigbts ot Labor
opened at Atlanta on the
12th.

COOS AND

RELJC~ONS

OF

ANCIENT AND MOOFRN TillES.

I

Vol. 1 Gtvs a FnH Acconu~ of ..,n the Guds, in·
clndiug JHbov•h, 8at.,n, the HolY Ghost,
Je"llll OttnMt, Vir\fin M"ry, and the Bible.
Svo. S:l5pp. Vol. II. D(l•cribe@ Fnlb all
the R.. IH!'ion~ SY•t,em• of tb .. World.
Svt•.957po. Olotb,$3pl'rvol.; the
2 voos .• S5; .l!iatner, $7; mo.
ror.co. tnlt erlaAs, ss.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH Sll:EKER CO.

THERE i• b11t one protection ag~tinst the tyranny
of any class; and tb ..t is, to Jriv that cli<•s very
littie Power. Wha!.ever the pretensions of any
bndy of men may be, howevAr smooth thE!ir la.n•
gna.g~, and however plausible their claim•, thf'Y
are •Ure to abuse power, if mnoh of it is conferred
on them. Tne entire history of the world • fforda
no instance to the contrarY.-B•wkl6's Bi~Cortl of
otvilizatton.
PHILOSOl'HEB9, having no
pa.rtioutar interest, can only
SPe<k in favor of re&s9n,
Pnrl of the public good.VoUatre.

----
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LouDON county, Va., is
threatent d with a race
conflict.
TaB region about ReadiniZ, Pa., is terrorized by
bands of tramps.

IGN

•BAN om is not bliss.-

Dr. MoGl11nn.

IGNORANCE iB not the COr•
ner-stone of virtue.-Ingersoll.

WYOMI~G

baa adopted
the constitution on which
we commented last week.

THEBE han, indeed, come
into the Middle Ages an
inberitaoc~
of scient.itio
thongnt. The ideas of HiP·
KING CARLos I. of Por.
po~rate~. O•lins \nretianus,
tugali• becoming anxious
Gden, and their followers,
to modernize his counwere from time to time
revived; the "ra.bian phy•
try.
simans, the school of SaP. T. BARNUM attended
le no, such writers as Sali·
cetus, G~yde IJhaulia. '• and
the banquet at the inauev m some of the religious
guration of the new lord
orders, d1d someth•n~r to
mayor of London.
keep soientitio dootrius
alive; but the tide of theoLABonadvocatescharge
logical tbongbt wa.s too
Commis~ioner Wright's
strong-it became d•mger·
ous even to seem to name
national industrial statispossible limitR t • dillbolioa.l
tics with perver&ion.
power. To den:v Sat m wa.s
Atheism; and perhaps noth·
THE $400,000 that was
ing did so much to fasten
awarded the church in
the epithet" Atheist" upon
Canada by the J• suitEsthe merUcal prof~sRion as
tates bill has finally bten
the su~ptcion th~tt it did cot
fullS' acknowledge diabolPaid over.
ical interfH·enoe in mental
" KNRBL wlt.h me and
disease. Of tbi .. feeling we
pray," said a well. dresse(l
hav a monnme1>t in the
medieval proverb, "Where
man to Policeman Boutthere are three phystdaos
heimer in a New York
JEPHTHAH SEETH THE FOLLY OF MAKING FOOLISH PROMISES TO GOD.
tberA are two Atheists."
street on the night of the
And Jephthah came to Mizpah unto his house, and, behold, his daughter came out to meet him with timbrels and
Followinll' in the lines of the
9th. He was taken from
with dt~!JCt!B. • • Aud it ct~me to pass, when he saw ber he • • said, Alas, my daughter, thnu hast brougb.t me
earlier fathers, 8>,. Amelm •
Abel~trd, St.. Thomas Aquivery low,
for I hav opened mv mourh unto the Lnrd, and I cannot go back.-Juclges xii. 34 35.
his knees and conveyed
nas, V10ceot de Be•nvais.
to the asylum.
all the great doctors in the
would be pleased, moreover, to hav the young medieval cbnrcb. somA of them in spite of occa.
ON the 8t.h fifteen convicts attempted to
.n.. n who id now staudin~ ont•ide the door come ~ional q~isgivings, upheld the idea. that insanit.y
eacapefrom the Huntsville, Tex., pPnitentiary,
1n and make certain whether sne is here or uo>. is la.rgelv or mainly dein~niaoal posse~sion, b~tsing
but were prevented, one being k11led and
rnat would be a great deal better than opening their beliff steadtly on the sacred scriptures; and
three wounded.
THE "private entranoe,•i A1gArnon, is privah ·.be door half an inch and ell posing the people in •his belief was f"llowed np in everY quarter by
A NINE days' storm, with snow, hM just i only_on biX da:Vd of the week. Oa Sundays it i• '·"e l"'t row or sea.td to a drangh~. "-Frankfurter more and mo-e constant citation of th& text, '' Ye
sball not suffer a witch to liv." No oth~r t~>xt of
ZeU?JnQ.
ceased in New Mexico. Twenty thousand ·public.
"GRANDMOTBEU, YOU look quite Pprnee to day," aoripture-•aVA, perbap•, one-bas CAUBPd the
sheep and hundreds of cattle with several
BaE: "What do you suppose supports the vast
the vooog ladv. Tnere was DO ra•pon•e. •hAnding or so much' innocent blood,-'-Pi'Of, A. D.
cowboyP 1 perished. The storm' extended into a• <•ll of tb• neave~• '" He: "Tbe moonbeams, I •··emark~d
Wlla.t
are
yon thinking of, grandmother 1' Tbe Wloire.
d T
gnead."-Low•ll Ctt~z,n.
l' VERY pbi!osoPber. every mathematician. every
t xas.
K ansae an
•ld !&dy came nut of her dreamy reverie for a
"Ir will be better for me in the long·rnn,'' re moment, aud inq•tire·t: "W ...sn't-waan t M•ge1e naturalist, h•rl to keep the secret of his di•cover·
AT the trial of a Frenchm<~n named L<~b!!.die m8l·ked the o•shier, a.s be bumped hlmdt>li for tht ~lttunell married ,.gam the otner day, my eh1 d 1' 11'18• if he wlsbed ~o keeP biB bead. The nilrht of
at Franklin, Mass., on the 9 b, for assault on Dumluion.-:K<a n~!l E1lterprt,6.
'She was, graodmamma. Wn .. t of it?'' •·Nuth· the J\1 dolle Ages w..s not the natural blindness of
his daughter, the j•trlge said, '' Tb.is is a matter
A llhN doesn't look at a salary as he does at a ng, child, notb1n11'.'' BJ.t the go >d o1d grand- onenli«hten•d barbarians. but an unnatural darknee•, maintained bv an Al.borateR:vst-em of spiritbeyond my jurisdiction." ''Mine, too," ex- wbeeJbo~.rrow. H• t•Hnks it ought to be drawn in rnotuer looked pla,tdly at ber•e'f iq the gladS and ual despotism.-Frof. Felix L. Omnola.
KllPt on dream mg. -Cnwago 7'rl1Jun3.
claim~d Libadie, and drawing a pocket-knife adv"'nue.-Bur!ing(on Free Pl'ess.
WAR is harvest to governments, however rninhe severed his jugular vein and died.
THE Mormon men are innocent enough, The;
TEN Years a a-n, while passing through Stratford· nns it maY be to a nation. Ir. serves to keep np
wunid ueVdr hd.V more tha.u oue t111f1e apiece if i1 "n Avon, M ·,Toole, th~ English comedian, s .. w a deceitful
ex.oeotRtionP, wbinh prevent people from
. ON the lO,h, in commemoration of the were not for the women.-N w Orleans Pteal/Une.
ruol,iC ~lHing on a 'eue~. •• rha.~·d Sllak•pere's looking into the il~f•ots and abn~e• of ll"Vern•
Anarchist execution, Nov. 11. 18~7, Lucv
h'l't tt?" b• agked, p'lioting to tbe hntld ment. It iR the zo hPre 1 and the lo there I that
noose,
A ooNVEYANOI£ of real estate signed on Sunday i•
Parsons hu•'g a red ft~g from her wiudow in not leg .. J, aud Yet we were always tan.cht to be tog. "Y :'8 J' "'Ever beeu t.hert17'' "N·J " "' Ho~ .. mn•es and che'\ts the multitnde.-1'<•-ine.
1
Chicago, ln dtliance of the police prohibition. ileve t b"' "the better the day, the better tbt tOnl!' ha• he bePn dead 7 "D·Ju't know '' "Bronorb>
TBE fi~ure of a. mn~derer is not chan~red be·
up here?' •· Y .so'' "Dti ne Wrlte anything like
detd,''-Yonter•
State>mon.
A policeman was sent 10 order its removal, to
he Famil~ He.rala, or a.nytbiu~ of that sort?' o«nPe, inst-ead of a !!'allows caP. tberA is placed
whom s~e said, '' Tnis i~ a free country.
tMITB: "Wrll,J<lnes,boware yon !l:Pttingon. • 0:~, Ye•, be wnto'' "Wnat was It?'' "Wd I' upon his head an emPerot'd crown.- VUJtor llugo,
Bur inrlopendently of the infingnCtl of the O.d
Why c»n't I wave the tl~g of my dnctrin ?'' old I~iluW 7" Juu~d: "Poorly -lo•~ $W.-0J YIOSt~'r· Htd the rud&io, "I taink he wro~·e tor the Blllk·'
l'e•ta.ment teachings, the Christ• an system makes
The officer remov"d it. Oo the 11th the dA]; ·" •· H.nv Wt&.d th&f. T'' •· BY fin:. M4-ria'c -Stuge.
r .. tner firtd me."-Minneapolt• T.me~.
inevitable in proportion ><S the BYS•
. HE (durin!!' the ballet): "Yea, I think mPn are n~>rsecutton
commemoration was observtd with meetings.
1s believPd. Intolerance and perdecntlon are
"WHAT 1 Is the widuw Brown going to be led more cons,der.. te than women.'' Sh~: ·• Wn .. t. !.em
ON the· 8th two widely known politic'am, to the attar for the third t1we 1" "No, I gne•• makes you tbinlr so?'' HH: "Well. :von see thltl a natural result of the doctrin that certain religColonel Goodloe and Colonel BwopP, met in not. S Jtl ougut to be a•>le to .tiud her w..y tn~rt coon.c l>tdY in frout of n•? Sne wears a h1gh ion• op;n;n,.s involve moral guilt. The B.ble
rleclar~>s," He that believeth and is b ...ntized sha.ll
orown~d hat, and the mao behtlld her can't see
a post-(.ffice corridor at Louisv1l e, Ky., and ll!llr•e1f bJI thld ttme.''-.F!ieget.de Blatotr.
be saved : he t.hA.t be ieveth not shall be damned."
ov~r ir.'' Slle: "Well ? 1' He:" Now s~e the man
having long had political animosities.attacked
J.ENKINB: "The loss of your wife must hav beeo 1n front of her who is"" e .. rne~tly wat.chiug tht l'hi• m"kes nnbehef and heresy 11. crime, and nn•
each other, one with a revolver and the other a h .... u blOW to yun, B JUkd, bot wh:v do you "''"u pretty girlm ti~ht81' 1 S >e: "Ye•·" He: "H" iP belil'vera and heretics criminals. It makes it \he
with a knife. Swope was instantly killed. •noll."' w1de monruJug-baud ou your bat? Woou oo cons derate of those b~htnd J,iru tbat be doe. •·eligiona dutY of C~ristiaus to legislate for the
eXt.trp'l.tion of the former and the punishment of
The other murderer, surviving a day or two, you tak<l u off ~lle ha> Will b<~ spoiled." Buuils uot even wear h18 hair, le~ alone his bat."-Bo•ton tbe t.. t.tHr. Oau m~n treat with cbar1tv and kind·
( •doi.IIY) : ''All, J dllKIU6, 1t 18 Wllt~h it, it is WOrtiJ BUJ(Jet
on being told at last that he must die, ex. u."-Ltfd.
ness those with whom they believe God is dispressed a desire immediately to become a
"'SouB"l me," be said, as he lflaned across the pleaaerl-tho<e who are sprBoding dootriros that
''I M an io~nrance man, oir." "What do you
aisle uf the car," bot J. tHPonme you are read 1n 11 "r" reg•riled as plainly an offense to Gold 7-B. F.
commuoicant of the Episcnpal church;
wau~ ~.>OW 1 Y ·U ve mad" me inonre my llfe, 1u·
1
eure
th"
tHle
to
wy
re
..
J
estate,
lridDttl
ruy pl,.r.t ohA mor.nmll P•Per ?" ''Yes, sir, replied the Untl. r.vooa.
IN the elections J,,wa and OiJ.io, formerly
ToE trnt.b i•, Ohristiani>.ybasnotmarlefriende;
l:.&.ti.t!M, tLLd ~Vu1ytu..n.g tihll-t I o...vo.'' .. T1Utj, tUJ, vther. '' Pubh~hed here in tile City?" •· Y •s, sir.•
Republican, were carried, the former D~mo. but Lhe ntxt tDJUg lu get msurt:d IS • onr poll"Y ul ·• Will yon hav the kindness to tell me if ~on bav it )la• madA enemi• s. It is not, as tau~tht, the
as yet onme aorn•a Jtu article head,d: • '\ D •tiD relil!'ion •·f peace, it i• the religion of war, Why
cratic as to governor and Republican as to luHUranoJtl. n-8uvt~tl/.
llUhbed V,•itor to Ddtroit, Toe Hou. B thmin •hnnlrl "c~ristian he•it~tte to Hll a.man that his
legislature and the latter wholly Ddmocratic.
SnurnEBB: "When I make a promis and fail to P~rktns 10 Towv. L•t Uo Du tbJB F .. woo" .,, an all God id w~Jtiv g to t!amn 7 WhY should a Obristian
In Nebraska, Massachusetts, and Pennsyl- ke.,v tt 1 .~ worrie• mH ever afterward.'' Wither•: Honor?'" •· No, nlr, I navn't, 11 "S •we uveroutn·, :.nt rlest.roy 11.n Intidelwho is trying to assassinate
vania the result was Rt'publicao. Iu New " W~ll. I m<£<Je a promJ• once s.nd I!.&P~ it, and It'• probably, Probablybeiutomorrow. •rnatsal', hisson'? Wbysbould aObristia.n pityan unbe•
me uv.,rsJD~~." l:!mJ~Ilers: '' Wbat Muon ob1Jll~d. 11 And be settled l:.ll£ok, buttoned np liever-one who ha• r• iect•d the Bible-when he
Jersey, mixed, but mainly Democratic. In boen worrytull
It 1' 1 Wit hers : ·• To JDti.rrY the woman woo is Ill• tllreadbare overlloat, and realiZed that tbJT- knows the,t God Wlll be pitiless !orever?-Inger.
was
Virginia and Maryland a close contest with my wile. 1-Mun,t;Ji s Weeklu.
teen pas•engers were siztng him up and w1shmg •oll.
Republicans ended in Democratic victory.
TaEoLllGY bll.e a marked tendeno:v to conoen.
t,l'!Rll' of groat Physician (in the other th ..t fame would al~o come to them.-DotrotG .Fr~e
New York state was carried by the Demotrate the attention Upon conduct which llffects,
Wortu): ·•o.t Ou! Ohl Ouch! o~ol WnaL Pre>s.
crats, and this city by Tammany.
"SEE this coat?" he q'leried ae he enterPd a or is •uppo•ed to affect, the God alonfl, ani! which
OJd )on kick we toa~w.. y fun Oacb I' U ukoown
IN Canada the English province ·of Ontario form : "1 aw Nature, .. nd, •eeiug you t1red aud Michigan avenue clotbmg store Ye•terday. "Ye•, is nsele•s to onr fellow-creamree.-Jo>.n Jlil•on.
TnrNK of the ROhools that bav been founded for
1 thuUIIUt I would a••l•t you alouK tile l see d·>t coat. Vaas sometings wrong?" "l
demands that the French language sb•ill be weary,
•llonld remark l Sje huw it IB all abrnull. np 1' 1 "I tbA mor··' cenAral d ffusion of UBP!ess knowledge I
way yuu used to a.•dJBt me. '-PUck.
abolished, and that the church suall be de•"e. How du1 •11& come'" ·• [ ~~:or. caugut out in l'bink of the coi!Ag~B wherein men are t~tUilht tbat
BETWEEN clerks in a big Qonnting-honae: "Did tbe rain."' " Ox»Ml v. D ,d I •ell you dut coat for it i• r!&nl!'eron• to think. and that the:v mu.t Dever
prived of all its ancient privileges in Q•Jeb~:c.
You
t.et.r
tne
uew",
G
..
orge
7"
•·
Nu;
wllat
is
n,
Tbe agitation has spread ev~:n to the .Nurrh- B.IIY 1'' .. file ca•ll•et· haS •k!pped to o.. nada Wltu w.. terproof ?" "N•J, bu·. tt hadu'tonght to shrlnk n•e their b ·aino except in tbeaot. of faith I Think
we ..t, and there the Eo,zlish are demanding tllret> hundred thonoand dollar• belouging 10 the up like thio." ·• DJt may b , but ~uppo•e dot oo1tt of the mil•ions and billions or dollars that hav
oweJl ont nnd vh11B so b1g dot ~u., vua• worth f2 been exp-ndeol in churches, in templeR, anrl in
the totl\l abolition d the French largusge and bosd." ·• Woll, w.. u; pretty smart, am't it 1 ' more-wnnld yon PM' m., extra 1' 1 "0( cuuro" cathedr~tl• I Think of t.l'e t.hous..nds and thoU·
of the R•Jman Ca1holic separa•e schools. So "And he al•O touk awa• yuur •llk nmbr~lia ron lJOt.'' •. ox .. ctty. Sne vhaB even. It sb .. •brJ1J88 Bft.DOS of men wbn<lf>PADd for th~ir livinllTIPOD the
hPre Y•dLerd,.,y." .. o. . nfvnnd tile ra.scai.''- yon doau' 01ame m•; 1f she sw~lls ;on doao' pay iornorance of mankind I Think of thoPe who grow
bilter has the ft:eling bt come til at m~:~ny of the l·f•·
New Yorl(; lJ..m.
auy more. Pleas" doat.' b•ook oop d>r •htore, my riob on credoltty and who fatten on faith l-Inger.
more far-seei•g of the population are lookmg
Ill a •mall town in B"den a minister closed his freiJdo-die vnad my body d,.y, 11-.Dtlrott Free Boll.
to annexation as the only prtventiv of war.
sermon the other day with these worcb: "We PreBs.
·
THoUGHT is a motion of matter.-Mo!eBOhott.
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Jlolts and flippinns.
LORD RANDOLPH CHUROHILL has become one
of the foremost champions of the eight-hour
movement in England.
TBB return of land grants made in western
Australia shows that one man owns and controls nearly 4,000,000 acres.
A PAMPHLET has been published at St.
Petersburg and largely circulated, recommending reunion with the holy see as the only
means of saving Russia from revolution and
ruin.
A WESTERN rabbi once prayed : " 0 Lord,
we thank thee for the goodly number here tonight to listen to our Friday lecture, and that
thou also art here notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather."
THK Catholic church still ·endeavors to
incite Italians to hostility to their government by denouncing its heavy taxes, while
the necessity of defense against that church
itself is in great part the cause of the taxes.
KATE FIELD, writing somewhat adversely
against woman suffrage, charges against
women that they hav already, without votes,
committed the misdeeds of inciting the
Southern rebellion, instigating Mormon insubordination, and instituting despotic Prohibition.
A RussiAN archbishop has been speaking
his mind very plainly concerning his countrymen. "You never see," he said. "an intoxicated Jew or German, while Hussians will
fall over the gin-cask rather than not drain it
to its dregs. They are strong in times of war
and great excitement, but in peace they sink

AND

into helplessness and instability of mind and
morals, and instead of being above they are
below the other people of Europe." These
remarks hav been received with much disfavor in influential quarters.
CREM~TION is coming more and more into
vogue in Germany, in spite of the expense
and certain legal difficulties which render its
performance in some parts almost an impossibility. At Gotha no fewer than one hundred bodies hav been cremated during the
present year.
THE Mexican secretary of the interior has
issued a circular to the state governors urging
them to enforce all the provisions of law
which require the suppression of monastic
orders or secret religious associations that require the temporary or permanent seclusion
of their members from society.
CARDINAL GIBBONS has just issued a book
in which he says that although " our government and legislation are permeated and fortified by divine revelation and Christian traditions," we are assailed by unbelief, and evils
among which is "an imperfect and vicious
system of education, which undermines the
religion of our youth."
ON the lOth Charles Thibaut said in a
speecb at Montreal that the French Canadians
were God's people; that it was the design of
providence 'that they should build up a new
France upon this continent. The French
Oanadians were in the majority in five cities
in New England. They would soon be in a
majority in the whole of New England. They
would control Catholicism in the United
States. Protestantism in the United States
to-day-was a negation, a house divided-against
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itself, which must fall. Catholicism was
growing all the time in a solid body, which,
he continued, would soon control the continent.
THE New York commissioner of labor
statistics reports for that state during 1888
716 strikes, of which 253 resulted in an increase of wages, and 41 in a decrease, while
422 are reported as without change. But in
many cases " no change" means a maintenance of the old rate, the strike having been
against an attempted reduction. Wages lost,
$1,083,653.
ARoBBISHOP CLEARY, of Montreal, has excommunicated a divorced woman who married again. In denouncing her from the pulpit, he said : '' She bas offered as a pretext of
justification a bill of divorce from her husband, procured in some court of the United
States. There is no such thing as divorce
under the Christian law. God has peremptorily laid it down that Christian marriage can
exist only between ' one man and one
woman,' and he excludes all right and power
of any state or any government on this
earth to dissolve the matrimonial bond on,
any pretense. It follows that not all the
judges and juries in the United States, nor all
the senates and courts, parliaments and governments, or crowned monarchs, were tbey
all to combine together, hav the power to
sever the bond of wedlock between this
woman and her husband any more than they
hav the power to pull down the sun, moon,
and stars from the firmament."
SENATOR WADE HAMPTON of South Carolina
has written a letter to Holy John Wanamaker,
postmaster-general of these United States.

It is a comment upon the removal of Mr.
Gibbs from the postmastership of Charleston,
and the appointmeDt of Mr. Clayton. Senator
Hampton says: "Hon. John Wanamalur:
The inclosed extract from a South Carolina
paper has caused me great surprise. Perhaps you may remember, if your memory is
not treacherous, your assurance to me a few
days ago that Mr. Gibbs should not be removed until the expiration of his term in
February next. Not only did you do this,
but you voluntarily assured me that inasmuch
as Columbia-was my post-office you would,
when a successor to Mr. Gibbs was to be appointed, consult me. It is a matter of small
importance to me who takes the place of Mr.
Gibbs, but as I informed him in passing
through Columbia of the promis you had
made, you may perhaps understand how your
action has placed me in a false position. But
it is fortunate for me .that Mr. Gibbs will
know that! at least told him the truth, though
I was grievously deceived in believing what
was said to me. I shall know better in future
what reliance to place on statements emanating from the same source. The newspapers
state that besides managing the great department over which you preside you are running
a Sunday-school in Philadelphia, and it occurs
to me that you might with profit to yourself
select as the most appropriate subject of a
lecture to you·r pupils the instructiv story of
Ananias and Sapphira. This would giv you
a fine field for your eloquence in explaining
to your young charges the importance of
confining themselvs to the truth-except
when some fancied advantage might be obtained over a political opponent. I am,
Your obedient servant, WADE HAMPToN."
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print. 1 was once intervievved on. the J!ubject of Mr. Lip- bearing upon the case. But they served an· a.dmi~
coln's religious C>pinions, and d9ubtless,,sa1d that ¥r. Lin- :aple purpose in enabling_ Reed to say. th~t the· tes~1coln was in the earlier part of his life an. Infidel. ·I col!ld ·_mony adduced by La_ilion was "abrtdged and dtsnot hav said that "Dr. Smith tried to convert Lincolu from
~;;:~~·~"~==~~==s=~======~==========~=====
'Infid• llty so late as 1853, and couldn't do it.". In relation to -torted."
·
f •t > • I d'
.;_ )~3gi Abrahafu Lincoln. Christian l
that. point I stated, in the same conversatiOn, some f!l:cts ._ Shuart's disclai1ller, then, divested o .1 s ~18 ea mg
_.;;·-J'
) .
_::~J.IIAPTER VIII.
_
which are omitted in that statement, and which. I ~il! briefly verbiage, 'contains htit two points. In, th~·fi,r~t pla_ce,
repeat. That Eddie, a child of Mr. Lincoln, d1~d m 1848 or he says: "I co"Qld not hav said that 'Dr. Sm1th. trted
~r
~
TxsTIMoN'Y oF LAMo~·s WITNEesxs. _
1849. and that he and his wife were in deep gr,ef on tbe !-LC· to convert Lincoln -from Infidelity so late as 1858,
-:r;;{i~~~Y -~f H~n: John T. Stuart-Testimony of Col. count That Dr. Smith, then pastor of the F1rst Presbyterian
, . ··t,,, Th"
t
rk
th"
.
James H. Matheny-S uarr!s Disclaimer-M~tbe~y's church of Springfield, at the s~gge•tion of a lady friend_ ~f ' and. ~ouldn t do_1 ··. .
1~ sen en~e, l e every Ing
Disclaimer-Examination and Autho_rship of DJsclalm- theirs. called upon Mr. and Mrs; Lincoln. and that first v1s1t else m thesa dtsclatmers, 18 cunnwgly worded and
ers, Including the Edwards and Lew1s Letters.
re&ulted in great intimflcy and friendship between them, last- intended to deceive. One would naturally suppose
. ,,_ .Besides. his own testimony coDcening Lin colD's ing till the death of Mr. Lincoln, and cont.inuiug with Mrs. the idea he intends to convey is that he never de· unbelief Colonel Lamon cites .the testimony of ten Lincoln till t?e death of Dr: Smith. I st_ated that I had 1 d that Dr Smith tried to·convert Lincoln and
Leard at the time that Dr. Sm1th and Mr. Lmcoln had much c are
. ·
. .
.
..
.
'addition'a1 witnesses: Hon. Wm. H. Herndon, Hon. diecussion
in relation to the truth of the Ubristian religion, .:,ouldn't do 1t. Thts, 1t has bl!en Bl!lcertamed, ~B not
John T. Stuart, Col. James H. Matheny, Dr. C. H. and that Dr. Smith had furnished Mr. Lincoln ~ith books to his meaning. What he means is this: "I could not
Ray, Wm. H. Hannah, E~q., Mr. J aP. W. Keys, Hon. read on that subject, and among others one which had been hav said that • Dr. Smith tried to convert Lincoln
Jesse W. Fell, Col. John G. Nicolay, Hon. David written by ?imEel!, sometime prev!o~s, on. In~delity; a~d from Infidelity so late as 1858 and couldn't do it.'"
that Dr. Smith claimed that after th1s 1nvesl!gatwn Mr. Lm.
. . '
. "bbl
'b t d t
H d'd
Davis, and Mrs. Mary Lincoln. The testimony of coin
had changed his opinions, and became a believer in the H1s demal 18 a ~ere qm e ~ ou a a e.
e _1
·Mr. Herndon having already been presented, the truth of the Christian religion ; that Mr. Lincoln and myself undoubtedly say JUSt what he 18 reported to hav B!'ld.
testimony of Mr. Stuart and Colonel Matheny will never conversed up?n-that subject, and I J:a~ no personal But admitting a doubt, and giving him the benefit of
next be given. This te.stimony wa~ procured by Mr. knowledge as _to h1s alle~ed change of optmon~ ~ stated, this doubt by throwing out the disputed datP, the
.'
t l
d
·
th
't as befor .
He~don for the purpose of refut1ng the erroneous however, that 1t was cerunnly true that up to that ttme Mr.
Lincoln had never regularly attended any place of reli!lious paPsage ~8 no. ess amsgmg. an 1 W
•e·
·statements of Dr. Holland.
worship, but that after that time he rented a pew in the First "Dr. Sm1th tried to convert Lmcoln from In~dehty,
· Hon. John T. Stuart, who was for a time a member Presbyterian church, and with his family constantly attended and couldn't do it." But let us omit the enhre senCongress from Illinois, was the first law partner the :vorship ,in ~hat church. until he ~ent to Washington as tence, and the tf)stimony of Mr. Stuart that remains,
president. fhl~ ~uch I satd at the time, and I .can now add bo t hich there is no diBpute-that portion of his
of Lincoln. He says :
that the Hon. N1man W. Edwards, the brother-m-law of Mr. 8 ';1 W
•
•
.
f l
Lincoln went further against ChrisUan beliefs and doctrine Lincoln, has, within a few days, informed me that when Mr. test1mony whtch he adm1ts to be corFect, 18 as oand principles than any man .I ever ~card: he shocked m~. Lincoln commenced attending the First Presbyterian church lows:
I don't remember the exact !me of h1s argument-suppose 1t he admitted to him _that his views had undergone the chan_ge
Lincoln went further against Christian beliefs and doctrine
was against the inherent defects, so called, of the Bible, and claimed by Dr. Smith: . I would further s_ay that Dr. Smith and
principles than any map 1 ever heard; he shocked me.
on grounds of reason. Lincoln always denied that Jesus was a m_an of great ab1hty,_and on·theologtcal and metaphys- I don't
remember the exact line of his argument; suppose
was the Christ of God,-denied that JeRus was the ~on of 1cal sul>Jects had fe:v supen~r~and not.many,equals. 'I ruth- it was against
inherent defects, so call· d, of the Btble,
God. as understood and maintained by the Christian church.· fulness was a_prom1~ent trait lD .M~- Lmcol_u s cttarac.ter, Rnd and on groundsthe
rea~on. Lincolu alwnys denied that Jesus
The Rev. Dr. Smith, who wr' te a Jetter, tried to convtrt Lin- 1t would be 1mpos~Ible for any l'?llma~e fnend -o.f h1s to be- was the Christ of
of God-denied that Jesus was the Son of
coln from In fide lily so late 88 1858, and couldn't do it heve that he ever a1m~rl to deceive, e1ther by h1s words or God as understood
and maintained by the Christian church.
(Lamon's Life of Lincoln, p. 488).
his conduct.
Yours truly,
JoHN T. STUART.
I,n th e secon d p1ace, Mr. St uar
- t complBIDS
. th a t th e
Col. James H. Matheny was one of Lincoln's most
Colonel
Mathen:y's
disclaimer
is
as
follows:
rumors
concerning
Dr.
Smith's
attempted
conversion
intimate frieJJds, and was for many years his chief
l:lPRirsGFIELD,
Dec.
16,
1872.
of
Lincoln
which
he
had
mentioned
to
Mr.
Herndon
political manager. He testifies as follows :
at the time of giving his testimony, were omitted.
I knew Mr. Lincoln as early as 1884-7; know he was an In- Rxv. J. A. Rno,
Dear S·r: The language attributed to me in Lamon's book They were; and very properly, too. ·Mr. Stuart, or
fidel. He and w, D. Herndon used to talk Infidelity in the
clerk's office in this city, about thE years 1887-40 Lincoln at- is not from my pen. I did not write it, and it does not ex- any other ·good lawyer, would hav omitted them.
of Mr. Lincoln's entire life and charMr. Herndon desired him to testify about what he
tacked the Bible and the New Testament on two grounds: first, press mvIt sentiments
is a mere collection of sayings gathered from
from the inherent or apparent contradictions undt·r its lids; acter.
private
conversationR
that
were
only
true
of
Mr.
Lincoln's
kneto
and not about what be had heard, especially
second, from the grounds of reason. Sometimes he ridiculed
the'Bible and New Testament, sometimes seemed to scoff it, earlier life. I would not hav allowed such an article to be ash~ was going to headquarters in regard ·to these
. though I .shall not use that word in its full and literal sense. prin1ed over my signature as covering my opinion of Mr. rumors. He wrote to Dr. Smith himself about them,
life and religious sentiments. While I do believe received his testimony, and gave it to the public.
I never heard that Lincoln chanp;Pd ·his views, though his Lincoln's
Mr. Lincoln to hav been an Infidel in his former life, when
personal and political friend from 1884 to 1860. Sometimes his
mind
was
as yet unformed, and his associations principally
Stuart affects to believe that this story, which
;Lincoln bordered on Atheism. He went far that way and with rough and
skeptical men, yet I believe he was a very Minian Edwards is dragged ·around by Reed to
sbocked me. I was then a you11g m~tn, and believed what
· 'my good mother told me. l:ltuart and Lincoln's office was in different man in later life, and that after associating with a verify, may possibly hav been true. But in the same
what was called Hoffman's Row, on. North Fifth street, near different class of men, and investigating the subject, he was sentence, he refutes this idea, and refutes the claim
Christian religion.
1k
the public square. It was in the same building as tile clerk's a firm believer in the Yours
truly,
JAs. H. MATHENY.
itself, by saying: "I had no persona nowledge as
office, and on the same floor. Lincoln would come into the
to his alleged change of opinion." Stuart was a
clerk)s office, where I and some young men-Evan Butler,
This disclosure startles you, my dear reader. But family connection of Lincoln, and if' Lincoln had
Newton: Francis, and others-were writing or staying, and
would bring the Bible with him; would read a chapter; be patient. I will show you that this apparently been converted, he, as well as every other person in
argue against it. Lincoln then had a smattering of geology, mortal thrust. of Dr. Reed's was made, not with a Springfield, would hav known it.
.if I recollect it. Lincoln often, if not wholly, was an Atheist; lance, but with a boomerang.
He states that Dr. Smith's first visit to Lincoln
at least, bordered on it. Lincoln was enthusiastic in his
When
Reed
made
his
assault
upon
L!lmon's
witwas
"at the suggestion of a lady friend.'' To bav
Infidelity. As he grew older, he grew more discreet, didn't
talk much before strangers about his religion; but to friends, neeses, all stood firm but two-two old Springfield avoided another glaring contradiction in the evidence
close and bosom ones, he was always open and avowed, fair politicians whose political aPpirations had not yet be- of his witnesses, Reed should hav had Major Stuart
and honest; but to strangers, he held them off from policy. come extinct-John T. Stuart and James H. Math- state that this "lady friend" was Thomas Lewis.
Lincoln used to quote Burns. Burns helped Lincoln to be
an Infidel, as I think; at least he found in Burns·a like eny. These men had been among the first to testify As it is, the account given b:y Stuart of Dr. Smith's
in regard to Lincoln's unbelitf. Hi~;~ Christian biog- first visit and acquaintance with Lincoln is ent-irely
thinker and feeler.
.
From what I know of Mr. Lincoln and his views of Chris- raphers had mi~;represented his religious views; they at variance with the account given by Mr. Lewis in
tianity, and from what I know as honest, well-founded believed that the fraud ought to be exposed, and they his letter, quoted in chapter I.
·rumor; from what I hav heard his best friends say and Wf:J;e willipg ~nil ready to ~id in the work. Their
Mr. Stuart evidently entel'tained no very kind
·regret for years; from what he never denied when -accu9ed,
and from what Lincoln has hinted and intimated, to sav no testimony exhibits a frankness that is truly commend- opinion of Colonel Lamon's work, and this made
. ·.·more, he did write a little book on lnfid~litv, at or near New able. They knew that lying was a vice, but they did biro all the more disposed to accede t~ Reed's de·
· Salem, in Menard county, about the year 1834 or 1885 I 1 av not know that truth-telling was a crime. They haC: mands. His position on the slavery question, for a
stated these things to you often. Judge ,Logan, John T.
Stuart, yourself, know what I know, and sqme of you more. yet to learn that the church tolerates murder more time, was one. which, in the light of subsequent
Mr. Herndon,you insist on knowing something which you readily than the promulgation of a truth that is an- events, he had no reason to be proud of, and Lamon
know I possess, and got as a secret-, and that is, about Lin- tagonistic to her creed. But this fa~t they were in narrating the acts of Lincoln's life found it necescoln's little book on lnfidellty. Mr. Lincoln did tell me that destined to learn., Lamon's work had scarcely been sary frequently to 1·efer to this. Such passages as
he did write a Uttle book on lnfideUty. This statement I hav issued from the press before he was anathematized the following were calculated not only to make him
avoided heretofore; but, as you strongly insist upon itprobably to defend yourself against charges of misrepresen- and his book proscribed. The merciless attack that offended at Lamon, but jealous of Herndon: "John
. tations-1 giv it to you as I got it from Lincoln's mouth (Life had already been commenced upon Her~don por- T. Stuart was keeping his eye on Lincoln, with the
·of Lincoln, pp. 487, 488).
tended danger to them. Nor had they long to wait. view of keeping him on his side-the totally-dead
The evidence of Stuart and Matheny, as recorded In December, 1872, they were approached by Reed conservativ side." " Mr. Li.ncoln was beset by warm
in Lamon's work, having been presented, it is now and his coadjutors. They were informed that the friends and by old coadjutors, and besought to pause
proper to state that this evidence has, in a measure, idol which their ruthless iconoclasm had helped to in his anti-slavery course while there was yet time.
';'been repudiated by them: Dr. Reed, in his lecture, break must be repaired.: They were given to under- Among these there was none more earnest or per·produced letters from them disclaiming in part or stand that if they repented of the part they had per- suasiv than John T. Stuart, who was but the type of
But Mr. Herndon was more than a
modifying the statements imputed to them. Dr. formed and recanted; that peace would be their por- a class.
'Reed says : ''I hav been amazed to find tliat the tioli here and endless bliss hereafter; but that if they match for the full array against· him. An earnest
'principal persons whose testimony is given in this did not, endless misery would begin on Jan. 1, A.D. man, instant in season and out of season, he spoke
· book to prove that their old friend lived and died an 1873.
with the eloquence of apparent truth and of real
·,~Infidel, never wrote a word of it, and never gave it
The situation was critical. They did not like to personal love" (Life of Lincoln, pp. 374, 352).
.: :as their opinion or a11owed it to be published as tell the world that they had borne false witness
Colonel Matheny was not prepared to deny the
.' ~overing their estimate of Mr. Lincoln's 'life and against the dead, nor did they, anymore than Gali- correctness of a single statement in l:.is testimony,
· ;'religious views." Alluding to Stuart's evidence, he leo, wish to wear a martyr's crown. A compromise but· waS~ forced to modify its bearing as a whole. He
It was incidentally ascertained was made to say : "It does not express my senti'"'say~: "Mr. Lamon h~s attr~buted to Mr. SLuart was finally effected
-.Ultest1m~ny th~e most d1sparsgmg ~n~ damaging to by Reed that their evidence as p~Psented by Lamon menta of Mr. Lincoln's entire life and character."
"'·Mr. Lmcoln s character and opmwns-testimony was not originally given in the shape of a letter or a Now, anyone who reads his evidence cannot fail to
· ;',which Mr. Stuart utterly repudiates, both as to written statement, but orally. A happy thought observe that he did intend to cover Lincoln's entire
~.Jan~uage and sentiment." Regarding Matheny's suggested itself-one worthy of the unscrupulous life and character.
There is not in it the slightest
;:,}estlmony, he says: " Mr. Matheny testifies that he theological pettifogger that he is. Tne thought was intimation that he referred merely to a part of his
~,nnever wrote a word of what is attributed to him· this : "Say to the public, or rather let me say it for life. Indeed there is one statement in his evidence
~' ·;that it is not a fair representation of either his Jan~ you, that you did not write a word of the testimony which utterly precludes such an assumption. He
. ~ 0 guage or his opinions, and that be never would bav attributed to you.'' Just as a witness in court might expressly says: "I never heard that Lincoln changed
·w;~&llowed such an article to be published as covering point to the stenographer's report of his testimony his views, though his personal and political friend
;;;())lis estimate of Mr. Lincoln's life and character."
and say, "I did not write a word of that."
from 1834 to 1860." But Reed must bav a sufficient
The following is the disclaimer of Mr. Stuart:
In addition to this, Mr. Stuart, in endeavoring to portion of his life reserved in which to inject the
explain away, as far as possible, the obnoxious char- story of his alleged c.onversion; and so Matheny's
BPRINGFIKLD, Dec. 17, 1872.
,.:_:REv. J. A. REED,
acter of his testimony, declared that some things offense was condoned on the condition that he retain
:" Dear Sir: My attention has been called to a statement in which he did say at the time his testimony was given the ear liar part of Lincoln's life for his testimony to
· ·relation to the religious opinions of Mr. Liucoln purporting
to hav been made by me, and published in Lamo~'s " Life of had been omitted; while something he did not say rest upon, and concede the remainder to Reed· for
Lincoln." Tl).e language of that statement is not mine· it was inserted. They were both trivial matters, hardly "The later life and religious sentiments of Lincoln.''
was not written by me, and I did not see it until it wa~ in worthy of notice, even if true, and having no especial
(oHAPTEB coNCLUDED NEXT WEEK.) ·
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Giordano Bruno•.
From the Freethinkers' .Jrauaz!ne.
THOSE

WHO

OB.TEOT

TO

THE MONUMENT
MURDER.

JUSTIFY

THE

Roman myths; that there is no such thing as special
provid.enca ; that prayer is useleE!s; that liberty and
necesstty are the same, and that good and evil are
but relativ.
He was the first real martyr-neither frightened
by perdition, nor bribed by heaven. He was the
first of all the world who died for truth without expectation of reward; He did not anticipate a crown
of glory. His imagination had not peopled the heav.
ens with angels waiting for his soul. He had not
been promised an eternity of joy if he stood firm, nor
bad he been threatened with the fires of bell if be
recanted. He expected as his reward an eternal
notb~ng. Death was to hitn an everlasting endoothtng beyond but a sleep without a dream, a night
without a star, without a dawn-nothing but extinction, blank, utt.er, and eternal. No crown, no palm,
no "Well done, good and faithful servant," no shout
of welcome, no song of praise, no smile of God, no
kiss of Christ, no mansion in the fair skies-not even
a grave within the earth-nothing but ashes, windblown and priest-scattered, mixed with the earth and
trampled beneath the feet of men and beasts.
The murder of this man will never be completely
and perfeotly avenged until from Rome shall be
swept every vestige of priest and pope, until over the
shapeless ruin ·of St. Peter's, the crumbled Vatican,
and the fallen cross, shall rise another monument to
Bruno-the thinker, philosopher, philanthropist,
P;mtheist, and martyr.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.

The night of the Middle Ages lasted for a thousand years. The first star that enriched the horizon
of this universal gloom was Giordano Bruno. He
was the herald of the dawn.
He was born in 1550, was educated for a priest,
became a Dominican friar. At last his reason revolted against the doctrin of transubstantiation. He
could not believe that the entire trinity was in a
wafer, or in a swallow of wine. He could not believe
that a man could devour the creator of the universe
by eating a piece of bread. This led him to investigate other dogmas of the Catholic church, and in
every direction he found the same contradictions and
impossibilities supported, not by reason, but by
faith.
·
.
Those who love their enemies threatened his life.
He was obliged to flee from his nativ land, and ·be
became a vagabond in nearly every nation or Europe.
He declared that he fought not what prieets believed,
but what they pretended to believe. He was driven
from his nativ country because of his astronomical
opinions. He had lost confidence in the Bible as a
scientific work. He was in danger because he .had
discovered a truth.
He fled to England. He gave some lectures at
Oxford. He found that institution controled by·the
priests. He found that they were teaching nothing
Rome in .America.
of importance-only the impossible and .hurtful.
From t?~ immigrants neither national patriotism nor a
He called Oxford " the widow of true learning." sense of civic duty can as yet be expected; the pity is that
There were in England at that time two men who they hav been allowed civic power. Political opinions tlo!ey
knew more than tile rest of the world. Shakspere can hardly be said to possess, for they hav not had time
to learn to know the institutions of their new country. Such
was then alive. ·
.
of
them as are Roman Catholics are ready to stand by whatBruno was driven from England. He was regarded ever
party may obtain the favor, or be ready to serve the
as a dangerous man-he had opinions, he inquired interests, of their church.-P1•o(. James B171ce, M.P., in the
after reasons, be expressed confidence in facts. He American Commonwealth, vol. iii, p. 72.
fled to France. H~ was not allowed to remain in
The plea that onlookers sometimes see more of the
that GIOuntry. He discuss!ld things-that was game than the players must be. my excuse, says J. M.
enough. The church said, "Move on." He went to Wheeler, one of the editors of the London FreeGermany. He wc.s not a believer-:he was an inves- thinkm·, for uttering a word of warning to our Amertigator. The Germans wanted believers ; they re· ican friends on the growth of the Catholic church in
garded the whole Christian system as settled; they their country. On any question of party politics or
wanted witnesses; they wanted men who would personal rivalries it might be imperti~:~ant to offer an
asgert. So he was driven from Germany.
opinion. Every country has its own difficulties with
He returned at last to his nativ land. He found which it is itself fittest to deal. On such important
himself without friends, because he. had been true, questions as Mormonism, the Cbmese immigrants,·
not only t() himself, but to the human race. But the negro illiteracy and superstition, laws of marriage
world was false to him because he refused to crucify and divorce, our views, though definit, would be exthe Christ of his own soul between the two thieves pressed to Americans with some reserve. :But in the
of hypocrisy and bigotry.~ He was arrested for teach- case of the Roman Catholic church in America we are
ing that there are other worlds than this; that many dealing with a great religion, whose principles are
of the stars are suns around which other worlds re- clearly defined, hav often been manifested in history,
volve; that nature did not exhaust all her energies and are in blank opposition to those principles upon
on this grain of sand called the earth. He believed which the Constitution of the great republic of the
in a plurality of worlds, in the rotation of ·this, in the West has been founded. No sincere admirer of the
heliocentric theory. For these crimes, and for these republic can regard with unconcern the·growth within
alone, he was. imprisoned for six. years. He was her midst of an enemy who, if etrong enough, must
kept in solitary confinemen~. He was allowed no inevitably destroy her, nor should the proverbial senbooks, no friends, rio visitors. He was denied pen sitivness of our transatlantic friends prevent us from
and paper. In the darkness, in the loneliness, he bad asking them not to disregard with apathetic indiffertime to examin the grest questions of origin, of ex- enclil the lessoll$ gained by the experience of older
istence, of destiny. He put to the test what is called countries. The danger may not be imminent. That
the goodness of God. He found that he could is but the more reason for looking at it in time. A
neither depend. upon man nor upon any deity. At few figures will show that it is growin~.
In 1776 the total population of the United Shtes
last the Inquisition demanded him. He waa tried,
condemned, excommunicated, and sentenced to be was 3,000,000, and the Roman Catholic population
2.500, or 1120hh. In 1800 total population 5,300,burnt.
According to Professor Draper, he believed that 000, Catholic 100.000 or 1 53rd. In 1830 population
this world is animated by an intelligent soul-the had increased to 13,000 000, Catholic 600,000, or
cause of forms, but not of matter; that it livs in all 1 21st. In 1876 with 40,000 000 the Catholics were
things, even in such as seem n~t to liv; that ever:y- 6,500 000, or 1 6th, and they now claim a population
thing is ready to become orgamzed; that matter 1s of over 7,000,000. In 1840 they had but 18 bishops,
the mother of forms, and then their grave ; that they now hav 85, Increase of population and emimatter and the soul of things together constitute gration is everywhere encouraged by the Catholic
God. He was a Pantheist-that is to say, an Athe- priests with a view of overwhelming by sheer force
ist. He was a lover of nature-a reaetion from the of numbers the heretics, who restrain their populaasceticism of the church. He loved the fields, the tion, and America is the great dumping ground of
woods, the streams. He said to his brother priests : what must, with all deference, be considered the
Come out of your cells, out of your dungeons; come scum of Europe. •
In 1883 there were, according to the official report,
into the air and light. Throw away your beads and
your crosses. Gather flowers; mingle with your 6;546 fully ordained Romanist priests in the United
fellow-men; hav wives and children; scatter the States, but the seminaries at Baltlmore, Milwaukee,
seeds "of joy; throw away the thorns and nettles of Woodstock, Cincinnati, etc., are turning them out so
fast that the number must now approach 8 000.
your creeds; enjoy the perpetual miracle of life.
On the seventeenth of February, in the year of Thera are also in Ellrope, American colleges at R-Jme
~race 1600, by the triumphant beast, the church of and at Louvain for the purpose of preparing candiRome, this philosopher. this great and splendid man, dat-es for the United States. Many are aleo sent
was burnt. He was o.ffllred his liberty if he would from the Missionary College of All Hallows, Drumrecant. There was no God to be offended by his re- condra, Ireland. All these are virtually an army of
cantation, and yet, as an apostle of what he believed occupation under orders from Rome, and owning
to be the truth, he refused this offer. To those who allegiance by no means to the land of their residence,
passed the sentence upon him he said : " It is with but to the pope at Rome.
The United States is considered not as a Christian
greater fear that ye pass this sentence upon me than
I receive it." This man, greater than any naturalist but as a heathen land to be missionized. Hence
of his day, grander than the martyr of any religion, the whole of the affairs of the Catholic church are
died willingly in defense of what he belieTed to be legally conducted at Rome through the Congregation
the sacred truth. He was great enough to know .De Propaganda Fide. No parishes hav been canonthat real religion will not destroy the joy of life on
* Mr. Dexter A. Hawkins, of the New York bar, give figearth'; great enough to know tbilt investigation is
· not 8 crime-that the really useful is not bidden in ures showing that a child trained by Catholics is three and a
half times as likely to become a pauper, and more than three
the mysteries of_ faith. He knew that the Jewish and a quarter times as likely to get into jail, as a child
records were below the level of the Greek and · trained in the free public American schools.
·
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ically instituted as in Canada and Mexico, and consequently there are, save in few instances, no parish
priests properly so-called. The priests are ordained
sub titulo missionis, and are bound in obedience
only to the bishops, who, in their turn, are bound to
Rome. They are citizens of the American reoublic
in no other sense than that they dwell there to~propagate their master's power. To this end they use
.
without scruple the Roman Catholic vote.
Now the Roman Catholic voter is a factor in politics, which those who most dislike him cannot afford
to leave out of account, He is a power to be courted
and dreaded. His name is Legion. He votes en
masse, and his vote can never be surely counted on
until Sunday mass before the election, when the word
is passed round" so and so is the man "-under penalty of spiritual censures. The man, of course, is
the one who has privately engaged to procure the
largest subsidy for the institutions of the church.
Wherever the Catholic vote is a power there is polit-·
ical corruption. When the Tweed ring in New York
was exposed, its managers were politely invited to
subscribe to the Catholic cathedral. The invitation
brought nearly $200,000, and, to the astonishment of
good cWzens, Tweed was, despite his exposure,
reelected to the state senate. The city contractors
under Tweed obtained double prices from the public
treasury for their work; but before they secured a
contract they were invited to subscribe large sums to
Roman Catholic institutions and did so. The condition of the Catholic vote is always the same-aid to
the church; grants of real estate and donations from
the public funds to its schools and charities, many of
which hav been instituted with the express purpose
of subaerving the interests of the church under pre texts of benevolence. In New York alone in one
year the Roman Catholic church obtained more than
$400,000, or £80,000, from the public treasury, and
throughout New England (which might now as appropriately be called New Ireland) the same practice of
virtually establishing and endowing a sect ex.tensivly
prevails.
·
The continual acquisition of real estate by the
church, or indeed by any corporation, is a serious
matter. Priests having no heirs among whom to divide the wealth, often gained by threatening the
aged and sick with the terrors of the next world,* it
accumulates in a rate altogether disproportionate
with that of the rest of the community. AU the old
countries hav experienced this. In England before
the stringent statutes of mortmain the church had
got possession of one- third of the property of the
kingdom, and Blackstone says that but for these
statutes ecclesiastical corporations would hav engulfed the whole real estate of the country. Once
allow a church the right to acquire, hold, and use
property without taxation and without limit, and
resort must finally be had to confiscation to preserve
something for the people. The Catholic countries,
Italy, Spain, and Mexico, hav found this, and hav
been forced in their need to fall b~ck on the stores
accumulated by their black armies of non-producing
priests, monks, and nuns.
An equally serious matter is the recognition of
sectfl in the matter of public education, and the division of the public funds a~ong sectarian schools.
To this end all the efforts of the Catholic authorities
in America are· now being directed. The motto of
the republic has been Free Religion, a Free State,
and· Free Schools. Break .down the last and the
former may soon follow. Here again America should
heed the experience of Europe. Wherever the
Catholic church has had the power it has permitted
no schools to exist, and allowed no one to teach unless approved by ecclesiastical authorities. Indeed
in all things it places ecclesiastical laws above civil
ones, and anathematizes all who say the state has any
authority over the church. On the all-important
question of marriage it declares that no true union
can ba contracted without t.he participation of the
church. Civil law holds it bigamy for a man to hav
two wives. The church holds that if the first wife is
not a Catholic,· and the first marriage not performed
by the church, there has been no true marriage, and
consequently no true bigamy. The first allegiance
of the Clltholic must ever be paid to his church.
His duties as ~ citizen hav a secondary and wholly
subordinate position, as inferior indeed as man is
suppo10ed to be to God. It is just because Catholicism is the most consistent in its pl'etensions that it
is the most dangerous of religions.
The church of Rome in America is, indeed, an
imperium in imperio. Difference of reHgious belief
holds the Catholics together and makes them retain
a body of separate opinion able to resist the solvent
power of its American environment. The proof is
in the Catholic journals, which, for instance, when
recently the Americ~n legation at Rome intervened
to prevent the sale of the American Colle'l'e by the
Italian government, boasted that Signor Criapi had
been ·ordered to halt under threat of war, and de-

I

*The instructions given in the secret manual of the Jesuits,
are to be on the watch for aged people of large estates who
hav no children; or if they hav children, then to excite
prejudice against them, and obtain wills, if possible, giving
their estates to the institutions of the church.
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clared that the concession was but a p~elude to a
crusade which would restore the pope h1s temporal
power.
Oar friends in the United States should note what
the Jesuits bav been doing in Canada. The recent
act, by which $400,000 ~av been paid. out of the
public funds to the So01ety of Jesus, 1s, as Prof.
Goldwin Smith points out in the curren~ number of
Macmillan's Magazine, but one of a_ series of step!Cl,
having for their object the establishment of . the
Catholic church, with the pope as the reoogmzed
head. The act, indeed, by submitting th~ eettle_ment
to the pope for sanction, formally recogmzes h1s authority in Oanadian legislation, and no government
is strong enough to exercise its ve~o against t~:li~. innovation. Protestants and Freethwkers are d1V1ded
or apathetic, but the church, which knc;>ws what il
wants, can, barring its illiterates, show 1ts power at
the polls to the very last man.
.
.
I hav c~Ued this a note of warmng. It 1s not on,.
of fear. America has the strength of youth. Let it
but heed the experience of age, and it will soon
grapple with and overthro~ the power that threat~ns
to nullify its grand experiment of a self-governmg
people.
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simply _to unite them in cordial fellowship and efficient oooperatio~ of the fr~est kind with the.A'?le~~
ioan Secular Umon and w1th other local soc1etles.
If Spiritualists, or Unitarians, or Jews, or even
orthodox Christians see proper to organize a Secular
society, let them do so, without giving up any of
their peculia~ be~iefs; an.d so long. as they ~o for
state Secularzzatzon we will fellowship them, Wlthout
accepting their doctrinal tenets. Indeed, there can
be no hope of Secularizing the st~te unless "!e c&n
enlist those who are far from acceptmg Seculansm as
a religion and philosophy, as they are a very large
maj~rity, while those who do accept it are ~s but
one m a .thousand. W~y take ~uch a narrow v1ew of
this subJect, and pract1~ally rum a great mov~ment,
for the sake !->f tb.at wh10h we ar_e ~t perfect hber~y
LO hold as mdiVldual local so01et1es!
Already, m
t,he city of _Pi:uladelphia, we b_av as an ~u~iliary a
Gt>rman society, who own their own bUildmg, and
who hnv two· thousa ,d children in their Liberai
Sunday· school ! Instead of having one Secular
•ooiety, we _hav _two! and shall hav .ten .I La~ others
go and do hkew~se, mstead of sulkmg ID the1r tents,
or openly throwmg stones.
. .
So~e other ~mendments w_ere adopted, all. tendmg
to umfy and g:1v greater e:ffic~en~y to our society, and
to none of whiCh bav any obJect10ns been made.
We hav a great wor~ before us. The Blair bills
wiU soon come up agam, and we must be prepared
to "beard ~h~ lion in his den:" .The N a~io?al Reform Assomatwn, ha~ s.ev?n dtetr1ot secretar~es, and
even the Women e. Cnn.shan Tem~,eranoe. U mo~ h~s
recently resolved 1n ChiCago that God m Christ IB
the kin~ of nations, and as such s~ould be acknowledged m our government, and h1s word made -the
basis d ou.r laws." If we ORt;J-DOt ~et ~he American
Secular Umon out of the rut m wh10h 1t has acoomplished little or nothing for the last several years, we
might as well giv up. We had two or three hundred
auxiliary societies a few years ago. Now we hav
only a dozen or two that are alive-and doing nothing.
.
1 did not desire the presidency of the society, as is
well known, and Mias C1·addock can command several hundred dollars more than we hav agreed to giv
her. Giv us a fair trial, and if we do not do something you need not turn us out nr-xt year, but we
will go out. I think it very unfai~ to criticise Dr.
McGlynn and Rev. M. J. Savage, ·as they both
planted themselva upon our. platform, fair and squa-rA.
Our congress did not cost us much more than $100,
and our collections amounted to nearly one-half of
this sum. Mr. Washburn was invited to speak with
Mr. Wakeman, but was prevented by sickness from
accepting.
R. B. WESTBROOK,
Pres. American S•oular Union.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 16, 1889.

Whnt are the .l<'acts1
Several persons seem to hnv misapprehended the
real action of the Oongress of the American Secular
Union, recently held in Philadelphia; and I desire to
set them right.
1. The preamble to the Constitution was 1t0t
changed, save to affirm that the government and
Constitution of the U aited States are founned upon
"no religion"-least of all upon the Chr1stian
religion. No fault, can be found with this.
2. Articles I and II are precisely as in the old
, constitution, except that'' American Secular Union" is
substituted for "N ~tiona] Liberal League."
3. Article III was only changed so as to make the
"Nine Demands" more emphatic, at! regards the
~~not reading of any Bible" in the public schools: and
considering Sunday not as a religious, but as an
economic institution, for which many "physiological
and other secular reasons can be given." How any
Washington Liberals to Organize.
one can suppose that this can infringe upon the
rights of a man to do just what he pleases on Sunday,
FRIEND MAcDONALD: Your kind latter of Olltober
provided he does not interfere with the rights of 30th is to hand, and in behalf of the Walla Walla Liberal Club and the Liberals of Washington allow me to
otherP, I cannot imagin.
4. But Article IV seems to be the great stumbling- thank you fer your interest and efforts in our behalf.
The Liberals of the Northwest are ·awaking to the
block, and needs to be examined very carefully.
The whole article reads thus:
fact that organization is a necessity if we would
"Article lV. The American Secular Union is preserve our liberties as guaranteed by the United
strictly unseohrian and non-partisan in both politics States Constitution.
and religion, but will use any and all honorable
The domination of the church party in many of
means to secure its objects as above stated. It is not the Eastern states, culminating in the passage of laws
either publicly or privately committed to the advance- inimical to our liberties as citizens of free America,
ment of any system of religious belief or disbelief, has taught us of the Pacific coast what to expect if
but honestly welcomes all persons, of whatever faith we fail to assert and maintain our constitutional
or party, to its membership, on the basis of 'no birthright of freedom. And we intend to profit by
union of church and state.' The word secular is your sad experience.
here used in its broadest sense, as applied to the
A call has been issued by a committee appointed
state, and not to any system of religion or philosophy." by the Walla Walia Liberal Olub, to all the Liberals
Oertainly this is true. Are we sectarian or par- of Washington, to meet on the anniversary of Paine's
tisan, and are we in any way committed to a creed ? birthday, in 1890, at Seattle, to there form a state
Do we not welcome all persons, on the one oondi- Secular U uion, on a sound, practical, business basis.
From the many repliei!!, all promising financial aid
tion of "no union of church and state?" But the
objector's difflculty with this article lies in. the olos- and cooperation, we hav every reason to hope that
ing pang.raph. Let ~s look at this. .Please to point our efforts at organization will be a· success.
out one smgle word m the old const1tution at variWe expect a grand rally of Liberals at Seattle.
ance wi~b this statement. Is not the whole object of
We are under obligations to Mr. R. B. Westbrook,
our so01ety state Secularization! I said this at first president of the American. Secular Union, for the
in accepting the presidency; and no man for a whol~ valuable information he has given us in his last
year has made any ol1jeotion. There is not a word annual report to the Union.
·
from. beginnin~ to end regarding Secularism as a
We wish every Liberal in our state of Washington
relig10n or philosophy in our constitution, old or to get THE TRuTII SEEKER of November 2d, in which
new.
this report can be found, and giv the suggestions
If by Secularism we mean a system of religion or phi- and proposed methode of Mr. Westbrook their
losophy, why not sa;v so in so many words, and not at- earnEst consideration.
tempt to say one thmg while we mean another? Let
The American Secular Union, Mr. Westbrook says,
there be no disguises, no clo~kin_g of our real faith by was not the success it should hav been, because it
false pretense. I ~av no obJe~t~ons to make to those was not run on strioHy bu«iness principles. His outwho ~egard Seoulanem as a religiOn and a philosophy; lines of the duties of the Union are just what Unions
but, lD the ~att~r of the D"mands of Liberalism for are fmmed to do.
state SE!llul~rizati~n, ~e cannot. insist upon eve_rybody
The duties of the corresponding secretary are
else aoce~tmg thts VI ·,w. pro~1d"? they are nght on , clearly dtfined, and meet our hearty approval.
the questiOn of state ·~ecu!anzatwn.
·
And we a~k the Liberals of Washington to avail
I ~ee no compromise lD tbus acting-no "retro- themse.vs of the valuable practic.al suggest.ions of
gresslV movement" n?r "bowing of the knee." the worthy president of the American Secular Union.
Moreov.er, those who w1sh O!\~ ha_v all ?f Secularism
We are pleased t,hat your·valuable paper has such
~sa. philosophy that they derm,~, In their lo~al organ- a wide-spread circulation in our state, and again
t ·
IZatlons, as these are declared · absolutely mdepend- thank you for your k" d · t
t" d
th " fii
.
1 A. W. CALDER, Sse.
m m eres m our success.
en •, an as
e e eot of their charters shall be
Walla Walla Liberal Club.
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Do They Believe in }.,t·ee Speech~

The clergy, with comparativly few exceptions, denounoe debate on the ground that it begets ill-will.
On this account they profess to look upon it with
disfavor.
That much of the debating which Christians hav
conducted among themselvs, and against Antiohris-.
tians was and is ill-natured no one who has care-.
fully' studied ecciesiastical history wil.l deny. The:
newspapers report that the late Women's Christiaill
Temperance Union national convention, assembled
in Chicago composed of refined-yes refined-Christian wome~, was characterized by v~ry uncharitable>
proceedings. "Women and mothers, professing te:
be Ohristian and temperance workers, in a large, pub~
lie hall, hissing to the echo a public spirited womaDl
of their ranks because she with thousands of others,
differed in her opinion, ~bout the best method of
work from the convention "-this is the descriotion
of th~ Des Moines Register.
•
Why could they not treat that lady respectfully, at
least! 1 will tell you why. Because Christians are
not instruct~d in the basic principles of mental liberty. Had they understood the meaning of free
speech those ladies would hav abstained from those
disgraceful hisses which will cover them :With ~hame
before the nation for he or she who behaves lD free,
iilpeech can never ~onsistently hiss a speaker, or other-.
wise misbehave in public or private assemblies.
. 1 would sugg~st to those ladies that they spendt
less time in "worshiping" God and study Hed~e'e
,, Rules of Logic," Rev. Dr. B~ck on Oontrovers1e~,
and Jam1eson's "The B1ble m Favor of Dabate.'
This last-mentioned tract will be sentjree to all who
choose to send to me for it. Address1 ·
.Des MoinP.s, Ia.
W. F. JAMIESON.
· ----------Senselessness of Theology.
True, in all things pertaining to crested and creating existences embracing matter, form, and force,
nature bas stood and stands alone supreme, infinit,
everlasting, invariable, and never wrong. Its functional . ways as marked on every side giv to philosophy and science the pathway to occult cosmic existences which otherwise would hav. remained in
obscurity, to the serious obstruction of mans general
enlightenment. Its manifest works alone diPplay its
faithful onaracter, the stay and director of the universe ; and, above all, it among other essential gifts
gave and givs to all sensate organisms the faculty of
reason, wherewith their lines of life might be chosen
for the attainment of truth and highest happiness as
well as for the benefit of society at large. Still the
channels of perversity were left open, soon to be
filled by the votaries of emperstition and of baseless
religwn. We hold religion to be but a form of worship pnt to use by impulses of fear or favor irrespectiv of gods or men, and naturally having no
relationship to the beneficent dicta of nature's ethics.
The organisms of alleged piety sustained by God,
however, hav ever claimed all and sought the ·control
of aU, too successfully it should be noted.
Let us traverse this case a bit. It has been long
noted that its outer presentments hav studiously. put
on to view the show and mood, though "meek and
lowly," of the armored attractions of God's commissioned crusaders, having also the bharge of Jesus.
There are two or more considered important institutions besides, which are held by them to the same
responsibility. These are the peopling of heaven
and enlarging the torments of hell. Either of three,
even as a myth, is a model of irrationalism. Not one
fquare foot of support could be found for either
among the props of reason or science; yet they hav
long served to help on the perversions, in the minds
of countless millions of our race, relating to the affairs
of religion.
What, then, may fairly be said touching the inner aims
t.nd motive amid these works spoken of as a whole?
T.he nature and force of man's regard for his own interests is too well .known to call for a fresh measure
of it now. It may simply be said that, as a rule, it
flushes all. Deacons, priests, bishops, cardinals, and
popes are and hav ever been in this same category.
Mammon, power, and private grandeur must con!>titute the prime factors of the whole range of their
undertakings. These firat, souls to be saved next to
be considered. N.B.-They add, when brought
under clerical domination, in some degree to the
enlargement of the first desire. The examples and
admonitions of the alleged Jesus pale now, shadowed
by mammon. No gospel crusader at this stage will
allow himself, like his alleged Jesus, to liv in poverty
and but barely covered, depending upon corn and
fish not in part his own for susienanca; and should
this state of the case be now enforced generally by
rule against the Christian propagandists, at least,
surely its whole fabric w0uld soon fall.
D.

MR. F. NEWMAN, who looks on tolerat.ion as the
result of intellectual progress, says: N ~verth<~less,
not only does the Old Testament justify bloody
persecution, but the New teaches that God will visit
men with fiery vengeance for holding an erroneous
creed.-Buckle.
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Priest-Ridden Quebec.
Ever since the circumstances attending the Jesuits'
estates legislation by the National party of the province of Qaebec, by which $400,000 from the public
funds was conferred upon a secret order of the
church, were made public, the keenest inquiry, says a
correspondent of the ~'imes of this city, bas been
made into the workings and organization of that
system which is able for its own endowment to lay
hands upon the revenues of the country in defiance
of the constitution, which is alleged to guarantee
equal rights to all. Attention bas lately been centered upon the extent and ramifications of the operations of the church, and every means has been used
to obtain an exact est.imste of its numerical and
financial strength. Its own organs are endeavoring
to show that the ecclesiastical establishment, with its
tithes and fabrique t.axes, is not a burden upon the
people; that the habitant is living under an easy
,yoke, and that he regards these impositions witb a
large measure of .satisfaction.
·The same view waB put forward by the ecclesiastics
<of France prior to t.he Revolution, when the popula'tion was 27,000 000. There were then, according to
'Taine and Delbos, in the Gallican church 18 archlbishops and 113 bishops; 28 reli!zious communities,
:inhabiting 24,089 convents; 60,000 members of the
regular clergy and 70,000 of the secular clergy.
'This gave 1 cleric to every 200 persons in those
halcyon days of clericalism; but in Quebec now
there is 1 for every 130 persons, or for every 26
families. This conclusion is arrived at after a careful study of a variety of sources, but no outsider can
ascertain the exact . figures, for the obvious reason
that the church is at pains to keep them to herself;
and though the church collects her t~thes and as~es~
mentli and is allowed to handle, directly and Indirectly, one-fifth of the revenue of the province,
and to h~~ov absolute control of public education,
it is not permitted to· inquire what disposition is
made of the money or to learn anything of her financial affairs.
While the anti-Jesuit controversy was at its bight,
the Rev. Pr2ncipal MacVicar made a computation of
the value of the property held by the church, and his
fiauree are corroborated by a prominent Fronch
C~nadian lawyer who has had much to do with cler:
ical investments. From the most reHable sources it
appears that the holdings of the church and her
orders, including sacred edifices, priests' houses,
bishops' residences, convents, seminaries, hospitals,
the real estate attached to these structures, and in
the form of farm, town, and citv property, is worth
in the aggregate between $90,000,000 and $110,000,000. By the same calculation it is estimated that
the revenue from all sources, including tithes, fabrique taxes, sacramental fees, ordinary dues, pew
rents, revenue from real property, from mortgages,
and 11eneral investments, amounts to not less than
$10 000,000, and probably more than $12,000 000.
The property of the church in France just before the
Revolution amounted to four milliards of francs and the
annualrevenueto200 000 OOOf.,or$41,000 000. There
was a population of 27,000 000 to support the burden
by payinE;{ $1.50 apiece, while in Quebec it is borne by
1,000 000 persons, who are obliged .to _pay from $10
to $12 each. It is impossible to obtam by ordinary
methods an exact estimate of the numerical strength
of the church, but the following statement, as far as it
goes, is a correct enum·eration:
The priesthood is divided into two classes ; in one
are included the secular or parish clergy, who are
subordinate to the bishops and archbishops; in the
other are the members of orders who owe allegiance
only to their superior, and through him to the pope.
Over them the bishops hav no control. Indeed, in
Quebec the bishops are comparativly unimportant,
for they exercise no functions whatever. Where t.he
orders are established one order is adapted for :rarisb
work, as the Sulpicians, and by the mildness of their
rule they are usually in high regard among their people. For instance, the church. of Notre Dame in
Montreal, one of the finest edifices in America, is
merely a parish church, and not a cathedral, for it
contains no cathedra or bishop's chair, and the bishops hav no control over its adherents. The Troppis~s
are more adapted for frontier work and for undertak
ing the pioneer work of the church. The power of
the church in Quebec rests in the orders and not
among the secular clergy, as in the United States.
These ordet:s differ from each other merely in disciplio. The Sulpicians are comparativly bon vi.11ants,
bale fellows, going in and out among thair .flock,
while the Trappists are very severe in their lives.
They rise at 2 o'clock, sfter sleeping on an uncovered
board, and spend twelve hours of the day in devotional exercises, and six hours in manual labor,
usually in the fields; and when the brethren meet
they hav little or no conversation with each other.
except the usual formula as they pass, Memento
mori, remember death.
·
The Jesuits are less strict and devote their lives to
the political work of the church. Each order has its
own specialty and does the work to which it is best
suited. Of male communities and orders in Quebec
there are 15, including 1,267 members.

The female religious communities, including superiors, professed nuns, novices, and 1>ostullmts, number 27, with 4, 723 members.
There are, according to the above statement, in
Quebec 37 religious communities of females, with
4,723 professed nuns, novices, and postulante. Th s
brings the whole number of male and female communities to 42, with a membership of 5,900, as far as
returns can be obtained, but it is certain the number
is much greater. Most of these orders and commu
nities are in charge of convent!', hospital!!, asylums,
colleges, seminaries, and clerical aeademie!l, of which
the following is a return as complete as can be made.
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problems in the way of finance and taxation which confront
it, without helping to regulate the private affairs of the people. A little more of Sunday-school and Presbyterianism,
of Prohibition and protection 1 and the Democrats will hav
a walk-away in 1892.
------~~------

Pleasant Words.

Prom the London P'reetllinlcer.

THE TRUTH S:a::a:x:a:R of New York may claim to be the
largest and most influential of American Freeth ought organs.
Established by the late D. M. Bennett in 1876, his persecution gave an impetus to its sale, and his "Letter from Albany Penitentiary," and after his liberation nis "Voyage
Round the World," put it in the front rank. Mr. Bennett
had the good fortune to be as~isted by the brothers Macdonald, Eugene and. George; the former the present Editor
DiooPSe.
Conv<tnts. Hosnitals. Seminaries, etc. of the paper. and the lmter editor of f1'1•eetltought of San
Quebec .....•..................... 65
11
4
Francisco. Both broth~rs 'lre men of dtcided journalistic
Three Rivers ................... 11
3
4
talent. The former has a ready pen. and hits straight and
Rimouski ....................... 6
1
2
hard at rl'ligious shams; the latttr has a q•1aint, frolicsome
Chicoutimi...... .....•.......... 5
1
2
hnmnr which plaCt>s him beside Dod Gnle anrl Artt'mus
Nicolet .......................... 18
3
2
Ward. As" The Man with the Badge Pin," George MacJl.lontreal. .. .. . .•. . . . . . . ... . .. . . . 84
27
9
donald's reports of the proceedings of the New York Liberal
St. Hyacinthe .................. 21
7
14
Olub made that body followed with interest on both sides of
Sherbrooke ....................... .
1
2
the Atlantic. TH:a: TRUTH S:a::a:x:a:R, it should be said·, was the
Ottawa ........................... 12
2
2
first journal to follow in ti;te wake of the Freethinker in inPontiac ..•....................... 13
3
troducing religious cartoons and comic Bible sketches. Mr.
Watson Heston is the artist, and his productions are always
Total.. ...................... 225
62
41
quaint in their humor and pointed in conception, and in
In the second class came the parish clergy, who their execution he has steadily improved.

hav no connection with the orders, and it may be
well to giv their numbers with the churches which
they own:
Diooeee.
Priests. Chnrobes.
Quebec .....................................•..•.....•.... 358
184
Three Rivers........................................... 70
33
Rimouski.. .•... .•.••. ....•. .. . . . ... ... .. . ... . .. .. . . . ... 92
95
Chicoutimi............................................ . 55
44
Nicolet................................................... 85
50
Prefecture of the Gulf.............................. 11
23
Montreal . . . . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 553
310
Sherbrooke.............. ..............•................ 69
55
Ottawa................................................... 81
89
Vicariat of Pontiac.................................. 29
14
St. Hyacinthe .....................•..................• 156
Total. ......••........•............................ 1,55.9
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In the diocese of St. Hyacint.be there are 68 par-.
iehes, which will giv about 1.00 churches and bring
th~ number of church edifices in the province up to
1;000. The total number of pariflbes, exclusiv of
those in the diocese of Ot.tawa, is 671, and for that
district no returns are ani 111ble. Add now the number of pari~h priests, 1.559; the regular clergy in
orders 1267 · the members of the femllle communities, '6 25.d a total is obtained of 9,076 persons
directly engaged in the service of the church, without
including the bishops, and depending for the main·
tenance of themselvs and their institutions upon the
Roman Catholic population of the province. This
give 1 cleric for every 130 persons, when in France
even in t.be pre-revolutionary dc.ys it never extJeeded
1 for 200. According to the same proportion it
would require to look aftH the ep\ritual interests of
the people of the United States 461,538 members of
the clergy. With such an army it would be· strange
if t.he Catholic church did not make its in1luence felt
in the political life of Canada.

A Heretical Republican Wail.
The Concordia, Kan., Blade is a Republican paper
edited by a Freethinker, and the editor is angry
elear through at the result of the recent elections.
Hear him:
"Leavenworth county gone Democratic _by a large majority." '' Sedgewick county gone Democratic by a large ';llajority." "Ford county gone Democratic by a large maJority."
.
The above are nice reports to go forth to the world.
Fan'lticism is a nice thing when it gets in its fine work.
When the Prohis get the Democratic party installed in all
parts of the country, what will they do next?
When you undertake to decide by law what people shall
eat, drink, and wear, you are ''looking backward" worse
than Bellamy.
Well Prohi cranks, bow do you Iil<e it? The Blade has
been tehing you all along what you miJ!\ht expect, but you
were joined to your idols and refused to hsten. The Republican party has alwayR claimed to be a party of progress.
But when it tries in Kansas. or anywhere else, to carry a
principle of retrogress!on on its back1 ~tis doomed to defeat.
The world is progressmg and no politiCal party can hoi?e to
stay that progress. The Prohibition Jaw is un-Amencan,
and totally contrary to the basic principles of our gov~rn
ment. It is engineered by a. set of men who are unpractiCal
and visionary, and many of them only seek after power and
aggrandizement. They do not care two straws whether
whisky is sold or .not. Their aim is to open the way for the
enactment of laws that will inure to their own personal benefit, and keep the people in ignorance and servility. Unable
longer to cope with the unbel!ef of the age, they cast about
them for some mode of silencing their opponents by force.
The National R~form Association that seeks .to incorporat_e
the Jewish Jehovah and hiR alleged " word" m the Constitution and secnre a more strict observance of the _Sunday of
the b~tcher Constantine, furnishes the inspiratiOn of the
Prohibition 'party. They want religions liberty for the.mselvs, but they are not willing that everybody else may enJOY
liberty. This is the animus of the whole rot~en ~cb~me, a!Jd
this is whv people who appreciate American mstnutwns rise
in rebellion against them. . Unfortunate!y the present aa.
ministration is largelv dominated bv thiS element. Joh_n
Wanamaker bought his way into the cabinet and one O! h~s
first acts is to try to prevent Sunday mail~. If your Wife IS
sick or in trouble in your absence. and wntes to you, should
the Jetter be in transit when the '' holy" Sabbath comes,
you must wait an additional twenty-four hours to hear from
your loved ones. This to pleaee the God that Mr. Wanamaker thinks you ought to serve.
If the Republican party attempts to carry all the hypocrisy and cant of the present age it will surely sink under the
burden. It has enough to do to settle the great economic

Lectures and .Meetings.
W. F. JAMIKSON gave five lectures in Ryan, Ia. One evening the lecture was disturbed by some Roman Catholics.
Jamieson was advised to discontinue his lectures because of
the excitement among the Catholics, which, it WI!S feared
by some, might lead to violence. Mr. Jamieson, before commencing his next evening's lecture, took the pope's bull by
the horns, and plainly, but kindly, told the audience that he
was an American citizen, and had exercised his inalienable
right as such for thirty years to speak his honest convictions,
and if any did not like them they were not compelled to be
present. ·" I will not surrender this right if I drop dead in
my tracks. When the time comes that I cannot hav free
t<peech I do not want life." He was not further interfered
with in the two lectures which followed. He will deliver
three lectures in New Hampton, Ia., November 28th, 29th,
and 30th. Address, Des .Moines, Ia.
ON Friday, the 1st of November, a debate was held at the
Liberal LPague Hall, Newark, N. J., between John R.
Charlesworth, of New York, and James Caffrey, of Newark. The subject under discussion was the "Genius of
Christianity, and the Inconsistencies of Infidelity." Mr.
Caffrey was in the affirmativ, being a Roman Catholic, and
Mr. Charlesworth in the negativ side of the question; each
speaker was to speak three times in a speech of twenty minutes' duration. The debate was the outcome of a long correspondence in the local newspapers, and con~equently a
great interest was awakened among the people who came in
crowds to hear it. By 8 o'clock the hall was well filled, and
when Mr. J. G. Hunter, the president of the Newark Liberal
League, who occupied the chair, called for order, there was
scarcely standing-room to be obtained. Among the audience
were several ladies who seemed deeply interested in the
proceedings. One noticeable feature during the meeting
wa~ the presence of the police, who had been applied for by
Mr. Caffrey" to preserve order," althouf.!.h their services
were not needed, still the Liberals did not object, because they were "Irish Catholics," and as they were compelled to stay and listen to Mr. Charlesworth as well as Mr.
Caffrey, they probably heard something which they had
never heard before, and which might possibly set them pondering and thinking. The drbate was a one-sided aft'air
throughout, for Mr. Caffrey bad no other object in view than
to " waste his allotted time," and this he carried on to such
an extent that he wearied the audience, and, indeed, they
seemed to gladly welcome the end of his remarks, for he
never advanced an argument, nor even attempted to meet
one of the many put before him by Mr. Charlesworth. Once,
during his remarks, Mr. Caffrey grew so grossly personal to
his opponent that the audience interrupted him with cries
of "Look out there l" " Stop that!" and it was only when
th~ chairman was compelled to interpose that he desisted.
He gave as a reason for indulging in personalities that Mr.
Charlesworth was an Englishman and lie was an Irishman,
and he looked upon this debate as a continuation of the
old fights that took place between the Saxon and the Celt.
However, Mr. Charlesworth talked on as best he could under the circumstances, and severely rebuked him for introducing race hatreds and prejudices during that discussion.
However, Mr. Charlesworth found plenty to say, and gave
Mr. Caffrey such a conglomeration of Infidel arguments t~at,
if he endeavors to investigate th~m, he will hav suffiCient
work before him to last him a lifetime. At the conclusion
of tbe discussion large crowds rushed up to the platform to
congratulate Mr. Charlesworth upon his success. Although
the reporters were present, still the local papers did not
publish what could be called an impartial_ report, for they
attributed sayings to Mr. Charlesworth which he never uttered, or omitted to publish what he really did say. Among;
the company present were a few Roman Catholics, and one
of them, an old lady, would frequen:ly giv vent to the remark "May God forgiv you!" whenever Mr. Charlesworth
said ~nything that sounded to them like blasphemy. The
result was an overwhelming success for the Liberals, who
were highly pleased with Mr. Charlesworth's part of the debate and they hope that the effect will be to keep Mr. Caffrey' quiet in tae future, for he had previously been very
offensiv in his remarks toward them, rushing into print at
the least thing, and challenging all Infidels to a de bat~. At
last he got one to meet him, and was literally vanqmshed.
Mr. Charlesworth now proposes to issue a challenge to an;r
OhriBt\il!J \J1 New~rk that may be willing to meet him,
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~ommunications.
The World's }'air and the Discovery of .America.

I demonstrated to be a robber and

a fraud, all the expositions possible in his favor could only· do harm to
the republic, while only a small exposition in 1497 in
honor of Americus the real discoverer w.ould do a
reat deal of good.
g It may be proper for Mr. Gonzales, who, from his
name, is probably a Spaniard, and may probably also
be a papist, to follow the lead of the Spanish born
pope, Alexander VI., but why" Freethinkers" should
follow the same lead does not fully appear.
We can properly criticise Christopher the bogus
discoverer, who sailed by a chart and went west, or
Polo the longbow-man, who is said to hav gone east,
whose memoirs, though dated back to the thirteenth
century, were first published soon a!t.e~ the d?ath of
Celumbus, as properly as we may cnt,101 seChrtst and
Paul, of the Syrians, Castor and Pollux, of the L!l.tins,
Bacchus and Apollo, of the.Greeks, or Crishna and
K>lpila, of the Hindoos, or any other public charactars, whether mythological or real. A Freethinker
in America need not follow the lead of the Spanish
Inquisition. As for me, I will not.
Boston Mass. Nov. 12 1889. HENRY N. STONE.
'
'
'

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 9 Gh, John
Felix Gonzales charges me with slandering Christopher Columbus and unduly praising Martin Alonzo,
in my article which was published October 19th. He
does not specify in what I hav slandered Columbus,
but devotes the most of his article to abusing Martin
Alonzo, whom he calls a " traitor to Columbus," etc.
Now, the fact is, that I bav told nothing but the
truth, which is bad enough, about Columbus. He
started, probably, as a murderer of the pilot, and the
others who he says "happened to die in his house,"
and then continued as a robber of the reputation of
the dead pilot, whose name he concealed, while using
~he knowledge obtained from his chart to trade on
and to sail by. No historian says that Columbus
ever claimed to hav discovered a continent. No one
says that he ever visited North America. All the
early historians out of Spain say that be sailed by a
chart to the West Indies. He always insisted, until
be died in the year 1506, that the islands be bad
.More Testimony Concerning Lincoln.
visited were a part of India in Asia. He called the
native of the islands "Indians," who retained the
By chance I was banded a TRUTH SEEKER of Octoname, which was afterward extended to the native of ber ·26th. The first thing I met on opening the
the continent upon its discovery by Americus. In paper was," Was Abraham Lincoln a CtJ_ris~ian ?"chapSpain the Inquisition bad full control, and would ter iv, by John E. Remsburg. In the sprmg of 1859
not allow any accounts to be published of new lands we moved into Livingston county, Mo., near Chillivisited by voyagers until after its approval. The cotbe. We at once became acquainted with a man
"History of Columbus" by Fernando, the illegiti- by the name of William Jeeter. Mr. Jeeter was a
mate son of Columbus, was called by Irving ''the nativ of Kentucky, and, if I mistake not, was born
corner.stone of the American continent." From this and raised in the same part of the country that Mr.
history came many of the fil3titious stories about Lincoln was, but about that I s,m not sure. Mr.
Columbus that infest our school geographies. Fer- J eeter told me that Lincoln and himself settled in
nando was biased to glorify his father as much as Illinois when they were young men, and boarded and
roomed together for a number of years. He said he
possible, and so much so as to be unreliable.
Alexander VI., who was then pope, and a Span- knew every act of Lineoln's life up to the time he
iard by birth, granted to Spain, after the first (Jeeter) left Illinois, a few years before Mr. Lincoln's
voyage of Columbus, all the lands that he should nomination for the presidency. I was helping J eater
conquer, 'which, perhaps, a pope who was born in build a house for himself when we received the· news
some other country would not hav done.
of Mr. Lincoln's nomination ; that is why we came to
As to Martin Alonzo, I did not particularly praise speak so particularly about him. Mr. J eeter told me
him, but merely quoted from the logbook of Colum- that Mr. Lincoln was not a believer in the Christian
bus his recorded words about the chart by which religion; that is, he did not believe the Bible was an
he sailed, and the advice given him by his chief, Cap· inspired work, nor that Jesus Christ wa.1.. the son of
tain Martin Alonzo, and also what numerous wit- God. "Nevertbejess," said Mr. Jeeter, - e was one
neeses testified about his having the course changed of tle most honest men I ever knew. If I bad a
to the southwest to reac.!.\ the lands down on the million dollars I wouldn't be afraid to trust it to
chart.
Lincoln without the scratch of a pen, I know the
The story coined by Fernando about the queen of man so well." Mr. Jeeter was a strong believer in
Spain offering to pledge her jewels to defray the ex- the Christian religion and a member of the Cumberpense of the expedition, was ridiculous on the face laud Presbyterian church, and a very fine and reliof it. "The treasury of the queen had received an able man. I be.v never heard from Mr. Jeeter since
extraordinary increase from her perfidious conduct the war. If be is still living be is quite an old man,
toward the Moors of Malaga, from whom she had ,as he was several years my senior, and I am sixtyobtained millions, holding out the hope of ransom, ·four. He also told me a number of anecdotes about
who, when they bad given up all the treasure they Mr. Lincoln, some of which I still remember. If Mr.
possessed, were sold into slavery." The expense of Jeeter is still living, from what I learned of him, I do
the expedition was first levied upon the iittle town not think there is a man in the United States that is
of Palos by a royal order dated April 30, 1492, to better posted concel'Ding the early life of Mr. Lincoln
provide "two caravels, at your own expense, for the than he is. In conclusion, if Mr. Remsburg or any"
space of twelve months," etc. These two vessels one else wishes to know of my reliability concerning
were soon scuttled by some of the populace who had this matter, if they will write to me at Santa Ana,
no confidence in Columbus. Then Martin Alonzo Orange county, Cal, I will refer them to reliable
Pinzon and Vincent Yanez Pinzon, honorable citizens parties living in Leavenworth and Leavenworth
of the town, came forward and equipped a somewhat county, Kan., that bav been acquainted with me
larger vessel, the St. Mary, in which Columbus him- between twenty and thirty years, that, I think, will
WILLIAM BISSETT.
self went as "admiral," while the two Pinzons went satisfy them.
in the smaller vessels, one Martin Alonzo as captain
Santa Ana, Nov. 4, 1889.
of the Pinta, and the other, Vincent Alonzo as
captain of the Nina. But during the voyage' the
The Name "Jesus."
Pinta and Nin~ always went ahead, while Columbus,
who was a poor nav-igator, and in his various voyages
THE TRUTH SEEKER for Oct. 26, 1889, publishes an
usually lost the vessel he was in, followed after them al'ticle "from the New Orleans .Daily States," written
as best he could, for his logbook frequently states bv one " G. W. D.," dated at " Mexico, Sept. 19,
that the other vessels had to " lie by for the admiral.'' 1889." The burden of the whole song as sung by
Land was first discovered from the "Pinta being " G. W. D." seems to be the implied sacrilegious
far ahead," by a sailor usually called " Roder'igo de blasphemy in the words, "Jesus, get me a cocktail.''
Triana," who was defrauded of his justly e~rned The name "Jesus," in Spanish, is pronounced aR
pe!lsion of thirty ?rowns a year, which was yearly though spelled Hay-soos, the accent on the second
patd to Oolumbus m the shambles of Seville becau 6 e syllable, and the first syllable pronounced short.
be said that be had seen about 10 o'clock on the "G. W. D.'' goes off into holy fits, or sanctimonious
previous evening a ligl:lt. He, however, said nothing spasms, simply because his Indian mozo was very
about it until the next morning after the sailor had properly named Jesus de Git-over-the·Fence; and in
seen the land. From the rate they were sailing and giving vent to his horror at this specimen of sacrias his vessel was "far in the rear," the St. Mary lege " G. W. D." calls it " such hideous blasphemy."
must then bav been at least .fifty miles from the flat Will "G. W. D.," or some one else, please explain
shores of San Salvador, the first land reached.
why this is " hideous blasphemy!" Had his copperThe light that be said be saw, his son Fernando colored mozo been named John, James, or Joshua,
explained was a "spiritual light," due to his Christ- would this fact, too, bav been '' hideous blasphemy ?"
bearing character, which his name, Christopher was The name Jesus is just as common as is either James,
especially taken on to indicate.
'
John, or Joshua, and if "hideous blasphemy" in one
. Christopher was made a saint in the Roman Cath- case, it is the same in all three cases. To tell the unolic church in the year 1525, usually stated to be varnished truth, " though the heavens fall," " G. W.
some other " Christ bearer," but when the crimes of D." simply shows to the public his utter ignorance of
Columbus shall be forgotten, ·if ever, the church will a very plain and simple fact. At the time that the
say it was always intended for him.
alleged " Jesus " of the Christians was on earth, and
Mr. Gonzales also finds fault with me because be hundreds of years prior thereto, as also up to the
says what I hav written " is apt to annul the enthu- present time, there were then and are now many
siasm of the whole country for the exposition of persons bearing the name Jesus ; many of the~e were
1892," which be says "cannot but do good in every of su:ffi!lient importance, politically and religiously,
sense to this republic."
to deserve mention of Josephus, in his history .of
On the contrary, I think that as Columbus has been the Jewish nation. Are we then to infer that "G.

I W. D." is s.o ignorant of these l.'imple historical facts

that h~ behaves there w~s only one Jesus, and that
one "his Lord .~nd sa:r~~~·". and for anyone el~,e to
bear t~a~" holy name IB ,h1deous blasphemy! If
not thts, what ,th~n, pl_eas~:
.
,
In Jo~~-p~us s' A?hqutttea of tne Jew;~· book 18,
chapter m, m ~he ~htrd verse, he s~ys: Now, ther~
was, about this time, J esua, a wtse IJ?-an, . . .
However, the .whole of chapter three, w~t~ the excep·
tion of the third verse, treats of a s.editlOn amongst
t~e Jews; the sec?,nd verse of this chapter ends
WI~h the.s~ W?,rds : And thus an end was. put to
thiS seditlO~.
.The fourth ver,~e of this same
c~apter bagms With these ~ords : About t?e sa~e
time a.~so another sad calamity put the Jews mto dt~order~
'Jlhe language of the whole cbapter,_exclustv.
of. the tbtrd verse, goes ~o prove. conclust~ly and
wtt~10ut dou~t, that the. tbtrd verse IB un9.uestwnably
an mterpola~10n; as nettb~r th~ precedm~, nor the
verse followmg, hav any mtelhge.nt r~lat10n to the
third verse ; and, furth~rmore, thts thtrd vers.e <:an
be left out in toto, leavmg the sense· and contmu~~!
of the ob~pter complete: In book 15, cbap~er m,
the followmg language IS used: "It was Antioch us
Epiphanes who first brake that law, and deprived
Jesus, r.nd made his brother Onias high priest in his
stead." This Antiochus Epipbanes was a Syrian
monarch, by many considered the God of the prophet
Ezekiel, who made war against the Jews, overcoming
them in battle, captured their capital city Jerusalem,
plundered the temple; and, in a word, made himself
superlativly obnoxious to the circumcised. The "law"
referred to by the distinguished author, which was
"first brake" by the Syrian monarch, was the Jewish
ecclesiastical law, which denies the authority of the
secular powers to interfere with the rites and ceremonies of the church; in other words, tb~ right to
remove the high priest and to substitute another.
The author says this was done by "Antiochus Epipbanes who first brake that law." In book 6, chapter
v, !<Wars of the Jews," after first speaking of the
many curious and remarkable phenomena which
occurred at various times, for a period of several
years prior to the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and .
during the procuratorship of Albinus, amongst other
matters be says: "But, what is still more terrible,
there was one Jesus, the son of Ananue:, a plebeian
and a husbandman, who, four years before the war
began, and at e. time when the city was in very great
peace and prosperity, came to that feast whereon it
is our custom for everyone to make tabernacles to
God in the temple, bPgan on a sudden to cry aloud,
'A voice from the east, a voice from the west, a voice
from the four winds, a voice against J erusale!Il and
the holy house, a voice against the bridegrooms and
the brides, and a voice against this· whole people.' "
However, certain of the populace becoming tired of
this ominous yell, they caught the crazy fellow, and
gave him severe whippings, but all to no purpose,
for the crank continued his warning cry. " Hereupon," says the author, "our rulers, supposing, as
the case proved to be, that this was a sort of divine
fury in the man, brought him to the Roman procurator, where be was whipped till his bones were laid
bare." Finally, "Albinus took him to be a madman,
and dismissed him." In the twelfth book of "Antiquities," chapter v, which relates principally of the expedition of Antiochus against Jerusalem, the author
says : "About this time, upon the death of Onias the
high priest, they gave the high priesthood to Jesus,
his brother. But this Jesus, who was the brother of
Onias, "\Vas deprived of the high priesthood by the
king, who was angry with him, and gave it to his
younger brother, whose name also was Onias.'' In
book 2, chapter xx, we find another Jesus, son of .
Sappbias, who was made a general of the Jewish
army. Again, in book 20, chapter ix, the historian
says : " Festus was now dead, and Albinus was but
upon the road. Ananus the high priest assembled the
Sanbedrim of judges, and brought before them the
brother of Jesus, whose name was James, and some
others, and when be bad framed an accusation against
them as breakers of the law, be delivered them to be
stoned to death.'' In book 4, chapter v, we ·find
mention of another "Jesus, the eldest of the high
priests," who makes a speech to the seditious. Notwithstanding this barang, it eeems the seditious element overcame the priest party j "for they," says
the author (Jesus and others)," were cast out naked,
and seen to be the food of dogs and wild beasts.
And this at last was the end of Ananus and Jesus."
Thet'e was.also a Jesus of Gamala. Josephus also
givs an account of a" Jesus, son of Shaphat, who
was the principal bead of a band of robbers." This
robber Jesus bad a band of eight hundred men, but
all of these were finally subdued or killed by Vespasian, who afterward became emperor of Rome, and
whose son Titus, as general, destroyed the city of
Jerusalem.
The name J esbua was the original root of the
name Jesus, but this was afterward changed into
J osbua, and finally into plain Jesus. The name
"Jesus" is just as common a name to-day, in all the
Llltin countries, as is the name of John or James
amongst the Anglo-Saxon people. Our esteemed
friend, "G. W. D.," must needs bunt up somttlliug
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else besides edmple ''Jesus" if he expects to raise a
"hue and cry" of "hideous blasphemy."
All of the foregoing facls are so well known t~at
it does seem superflaous on my vart to make mentiOn
of them and, in truth, I really am ashamed to do so j
but pre~uming there ~re others as ignerant of these
matters as ~·G. W. D." wr~tes himself to be, must be
my only excuse to the public.
ALBERT F. BANTA.

Bt. Johns, Ariz.

.

Of the Heart and of the Simi.

such persons and that such spirits would know of the contenrs of SBid .sealed envelope and giv intelligent and direct
answers thereto, which should \le of value as information anrl
advice to the pPrsons applying thPrefor; and a part of said
unlawful scheme was to, by means of such pretenses, induce
various persons throu!!'hont the United States to forward and
fend to said Walter E Reid the sum of one dollar as a fee
for procuring such spirit communication and answers to
such questions so ·to be placed jn sealed envelopes in case
said envelope was sealed inthe ordin-.ry way, t.hat is, without wax or eewing; and to forward for such pretended
answers to questions that should be inclosed in an envelope
sewed or sealed with wax the sum of five dollars ; that said
Walter E. Reid. having devised said echeme, then and there,
at to. \Vit, the city of Grand Rapids, in the Southern Division
of the Western District of Michigan aforesaid, caused to be
printed and caused to be circulated bv means of the Post
Office establishment of the United States a certain publica.
tion or newspaper called the Banner of Life, and in said publication published an article in furtherance of said scheme to
so defraud persons out of said sums of one dollar and five
dollars respectivly, as above set forth, and which said article
so published is substantially liS follows :
"DR. W. E. R:a:m, SPniiT PosT-MAsT:a:R,
OR
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orations were entirely composed of palms and La·
France roses. Tile bride came downstairs leaning
on bH fat.htr's arm, he remaining by her during the
whole ceremony and giving her away.
Justice George 0. Barrett., cf the mpreme court,
who has for many years been a personal friend of
Colonel Ingersoll's, officiated, and his address was so
beautiful and impressiv that .one of the family remarked that it would hav done credit to the colonel
himself. Only twelve people, members of the immediate familief!, witne~sed the ceremony. These
were Mr.o. B. W. Parker, t.he mother of Mrs. Ingersoll; Colonel and Mrs. R')bert G. Ingersoll; Miss
Maud R. Ingersoll; Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Farrell j
Miss Eva I. Farrell; Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Brown;
Mr. Herbert Brown j Miss Augusta Brown, and
another younger brother of Mr. Brown. After the
ceremony, which took place at 9 o'clock, a wedding
breakfast was enjoyed.
Mr. Brown is not only well known as head of the
banking firm of Willston H. Brown & Brothers, but
he has been prominent as the moving spirit of the
big contracting firm of Brown, Howard & Co.
This firm had big aqueduct contracts, and they are
now in litigation with the city for large amounts
claimed by them. ·
The newly married couple left for. the West in a
private car on the New York Central road. They
will make quite an extensiv trip, lasting for several
weeks, and on their return will liv with the bride's
parents. Colonel Ingersoll, as everyone knows, is
devoted to his family, and enjoys nothing more than
listening of an evening to his daughters' singing or
playing. They are both accomplished musicians.
Colonel Ingersoll bas always eaid that his girls
should marry whom they loved, with the condition,
however, that they should afterward come home, ·as
he was willing to gain two sons, but not to lose two
daughters. They, in their turn, laughingly would
say that he should pick out their husbande.

Strangely, in the light of so much intelligence as
exists, the human heart, by almost universal accaptance, is held to be the source, the receptacle, and the
dispensatory of the qualities which go to the makeup of one's individu111ity, mentally considered.
Writers, statesmen, gospel expounders, all refer to
the heart when a point of dncerity is thought to be
in demand to make good their arguments. Are there
rational grounds for this! We think not! Let us
see. The heart hafi, but one function, which is the How TO OBTAIN A. SBALED L:a:TTKR FROM YouR SPIRIT
FRIKNDS.
distribution of the vital :ftuid-blood-'-throughout
" Irn the first place, take a moment's time to understand
the system. Its function suspended, death ensues.
fully what a. sealed letter consists of. If you are troubled
There are those educated into daep thought who about financial matters, sickness of any description, family
hold to the opinion that animal life is dependent· trouble, or are undecided what to do about aJ;ly special
upon an electrical action passing from the stomach matter, think your matters over carefully and then follow
t.be directions given below explicitly, and you will .receive
to the heart, cre11ted by the mastication of food con- prompt
attention.
nected with the attendant natural fluids which in- . "l>~t. Write the full name of your spirit friends on the
variably t.ake part in the process. This idea must hay slips of paper.
" 2d. Address by the terms of relationship or friendship.
come from a knowledge of the fact that, so far as is
"3d. Ask your question.
known, electricity is caused by the dissolution of solid
" 4r.h. 8ign your own name in full.
substances, caused by destructiv processes. And,
" When this is done place your questions in an ordinary
as to t"he theories pertaining to the mental powers of envelope and seal it. Write a few lines OI). another slip of
the heart, it is safe to say that dissection shows not paper, giving instructions to whom the reply should be sent,
a vestige of an organism of this kind in anywise and place your sealed letter and note of instructions in .a
larger one and address, Dr. W. E. Reid, 28 Cans~ street,
connected therewith. They are marvelously grouped Grand· Rapids. Personal in one corner.
within the surroundings of the skull.
" Dr. Reid has answered several thousand letters during
Of the soul..,-Passing what the lexicographers may the past two years and has been uniformly successful. Of
hav said in this connection, who hav ever leaned to course there are cases when nothing can be obtained, and
the money will be refunded ·if no answer can be
religious sentiments il! the discharge· of their vo~a invariably
given.
.
.
tion, we are now compelled to treat of a presumptiv,
... Fees for answering sealed letter, $1, if above directions
UNFALTERING belief being taught as the first of duphantom conception. To say that the phrase" soul" are followed, and six cents extra for postage.
ties,
and all doubt being usually stigmatize~ as crim"If
sewed
in
any
manner,
$5.
is a common reference implying the existence of such
inal or damnable, a state of mind is formed to which
"If sealed with wax, $5."
a thing, mental attachment or what not, is known to
That in fnrther pursuance of his said scheme to defraud
all · but to say that there is or ever was substantial the said Walter E Reid caused to be deposited in the Post we find no parallel in other field!'. Many men and
pr~of of such an existence, cannot truly be said by Office at Grand Rapids, l\Iichigan, for transmission by the moat women, though completely ignorant of the very
anyone. True, constructivly, it is commonly joined Post Office establishment of the"United States to the persons rudiments of biblical criticism, historical research, or
to Spiritualism by gospel association, but this joint- to whom they were directed, said publication called the scientific discoveries, though they hav never read a
Banner of Life containing said above described article, with single page, or understood a single proposition of the
ure adds no strength to the case, for the reason that intent
to defraud the persons to whom said Banner oj Life
Spiritualism is also of phantom ?rigin. No ona,has Rhould be so mailed out of 8aid sums of llne dollar and five writings of those whom they condemn, and hav abseen a soulj no one .hal!! consmonely been wa·ted dollars each in the manner above described, and cBused said solutely no rational knowle!)ge either qf the arguaway by the fans of Spiritualism, and, indeed, there Banner of Life to be sent by means of the Post Office estab- ments by which their faith is defended, or of those by
lishment of the United States to the following uamed persons which it has been impugned, will nevertheless adjudihas never been one, there will never be one, capable at
the addresses named, as follows, to-wit.: C. Grove, Peof rstionally defining the forms and functions of these wamo, Mich; Charles D. Fisher, rooms 72 and 78 Court cate with the utmost confidence upon every polemical
alleged existences. · Aberrations of mind and imag- Block, St. Paul, Minn ; Mrs. J. E.· Davidson, St. Paul, question, denounce, hate, pity, or pray for the conver..ion of all who dissent from what they hav been
inations run wild hav in countless numbers filled Minn.; Henry !~hoff, 244 Main street, room B. Buffalo, N.
taught, assume, as a matter beyond the faintest possiY.
·
Mercy
M.
Parkhurst,
Nunica,
Mich.;
Fannie
B.
Arthur,
the ears of superstitious ones with observed vagaries Three Rivers, Mich.; Julius Chaffee, Flint, Mich.; H. H.
bility of doubt, that the opinions they hav received
of these kinds, but these instances . were ila nearly Deane, Edmore, Mich.; Nathias Joseph, Barnston, Gage
without inquiry must be true, and that the opinions
every case chargea'tle. to ill founded religious senti- county, Neb.; J. H. Wade, Cleveland, 0.; Pinckney Dodge, which others hav arrived at by inquiry must be false,
ment. Oh, indeed ! it is pitiful beyond measure to Washington, D. C.; John Rutledge, Montague, Mich.;
and make it a main object of their lives to assail what
look back over the miseries which hav been imposed Amanda Coffman, Pentwater, Mich.; Dewitt C. CurtiRs, they call heresy in evPry way in their power, except by
·Dowagiac, Mich.; R. C. Walpole, Kansas City, Mo.; E. R.
upon humanity from. earl.iest times ~u~til now by Il!is- Cumings, Muskegon, Mich.; James Vincent, Tabor, Ia.
examining the grounds on which it rests. It is possible
led and selfish men, mspired byre1Jg10us phantasies.
And a large number of other persons within the United that the great majority of voices that swell the clamor
Recurring to the soul. Is the soul endowed with States whose names are to the grand ~urors unknown. That aaainst every bJok which is regarded as heretical, are
form T No, so far as known. Is it endowed with by mean~;~ of the Post Office establishment of the United tbe voices of those who would deem it criminal even
States the said publication containing the said article above
independent will and action? No e~iden!'~· . Its ac- :set
forth, was conveyed to and reached each of the above- to open that book, or to enter into any raal, searching,
tivities are credited to phantomatic spmtual con- named parties, and the other persons to the grand jurors and impartial investigation of the subject to which it
cepts by the superstitious; it is not recognized by unknown, as aforesaid. And they further find that each of relates. Innumerable pulpits support this tone of
science. · Well then, fortunately, there is the book of the said persons above named forwarded; in accordance with thought, and :represent, with .a fe~vid. rhetoric well
the invitation in said article so published in the Banner of
nature ever open to all, which ever guides to truth ·Life,
to said Walter E. Reid, at Grand Rapids, Michigan, a fitted to excite the nerves and Imagmat10ns of women,
and is ever stable. Let .us resort to it for knowledge sum of money in ainouut to correspond with the amount re- the deplorable condition of all who deviate from a
of the soul. It informs us that in every form of life ,quested in said publication; and the said Walter E. Reid certain type of opinions or emotions; a blind pr~pa
there is provided visible organisms which act upon 'received the said answers, together with the money inclosed gandism or a secret wretc~edness penetrates .~~to
and facilitate severally the functionary workings of in said envelopes, by means of the Post Office of the United countless households, poisonmg the peace of famihes,
and did not, as proposed therein, return to said pereach and every part of the form to which they are States;
sons or any one of them any such communication from the chilling the mental confidence of husband and wife,
attached, save the induction of life itself. This lapse spirits of any departed persons, as hP. alleged in his Paid ar- adding immeasurably to the difficulties w~ich. every
ticle EO published in the Banner of Uje. but falsely and know- searcher into truth has to encounter, and dlffusmg far
has so far withheld science.
In closing the argument there only remains to be ingly represented that he could procure such anMwers for the and wide intellectual timidity, disingenuousness, and
purpose of defrauding the said person" out of their
said that nature has developed no form or present- express
said money, Rnd with intent to use the Post Office establish- hypocrisy.-Lec!cy.
ment in any way related to the phantomistic soul or ment·of the United S·ates in furtherance of and to carry Otlt
------~~.-------to Spiritu,alism~
D.
his ~aid scheme to defraud. That to each of said persons
WE are continually told that civilization and Chrisnamed, and those persons to the granil jurors unknown. said
Walter E. Reed forwarded said Banner of l.ife containing tianity hav restored to woman her just rights. MeanIndictment of W. E. Reid, Second Connt.
said article above S!'t forth, by means of the Post Office while the wife is the actual bond-servant of her husAnd the grand jurors afore8aid upon their oaths aforesaid establishment of the United States in the form of a packet band · no less so, as far as legal obligation goes, than
further present, that heretofore, to-wit: On the first day of and in the form it is usual to forward newspapers through slave~ commonly so called. She vows a lifelong obeJanuary, in th!l year of ou: Lord o!le thousand, ei~h~ h~ the mails of the United States; all of which is contrary to dience to him at the altar, and is held to it all thro!!gh
dred eighty-nme,_ ~t, to-wit: the c1ty o~ G!and Ra~;nd~, m the form, force, and effect of the act of Congress, in such her life by law. Casuists may sa~ t_hat ~he o.bliga!Jon
the Southern DiviSIOn of the Western District of MIChigan cases made and provided, and against the peace and dignity
of obedience stops short of participatwn ID crime,
aforesaid, within the jurisdiction of this court, Walter E. of the United States of America.
Reid. late of said city, had concei-red and devised u~lawfully
but it certainly extends to everything else. She can
and feloniously a scheme and artifice to defraud vanous perMiss Eva R. Ingersoll's Wedding.
do no act whatever but by his permission, at least
sons to the jurors unknown, which said scheme was to
tacit. She can acquire no property but for him; the
There
was
intense
curiosity
and
interest
among
be effected and carried out by opening correspondence and
instant
it becomes hers even if by inheritance, it becommunication with divers persons to· the grand jurors un- the numerous friends of the Ingersoll and Brown
known throughout the United States bymeans of the Post families, says the World, relativ to the marriage of comes ipso facto his. 'In this respect the 'W~fe's poOffice establishment of the United States; said scheme and
sition under the common law of England IS worse
device being as follows, to-wit: That said Walter E. Reid Walston Hill Brown and Miss Eva Ingersoll. than that of slaves in the ·laws of many countries j by
Colonel
Ingersoll
himself
and
all
his
family
hav
an
falsely pretended that he was able to secure communications
from the spirit land and from the spirits of persons who had intense dislike to any publicity; and as in addition to the Roman law, for example, a slave might hav pecuthe law guaranteed
before that time died, from the spirits of the deceased this Mr. W. H. Brown, who is the head of the well- lium , which ' to a certain extent,
111.'
friends of any person who should apply to him and pay him known firm of W. H. Brown & Brothers, has recently him for
his exclusiv use.-m.zll.
for such pretended services of procuring spirit communications with the spirits of such deceased persons; and ff!Z~eZy lost his mother, no pains were ·spared to keep the
The clergy, with a few honorable exceptions!. haT
·
pretended that he could procure answers from the. spirits of wedding strictly private.
such persons who were deceased and from the spirit land, to
The handsome drawing-rooms of the Ingersoll in all modern countries been the avowed enemies of
questions that should be sent to him in sealed envelope!! and home at No. 400 Fifth avenue wore that air early on the diffusion of knowledge, the danger of which to
without opening said envelopes or causing the sam~ to be
and without inspecting the contents of the same, thus {ILZ&eZy the morning of the 13th that is sure to pervade on their own profession they, hv a certain instinct, seem
The deo- always to b3v ferce!ved.--!Juckle,
prete~din~ that !!.~ could communicate with the spirit!! ot the occasion of an approawbing feetivity.
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The Catholic Lay Congress.
The Oatholic lay congress which met in Baltimore
last week is represented by the daily papers to hav
been a large and enthusiastic assemblage, and to hav
aroused Baltimore as the city has not been aroused
since :Northe~ soldiers marched through it to Washington at the beginning of the late war. Of course the
laymen could do nothing practical in church affairs, as
only the clergy are allowed to direct church policy
and plans, but the laymen showed themselvs willing
and subservient tools to the general purposes of the
hierarchy. And as all speeches made were first submitted in writing to a committee of ecclesiastics, their
purport may be taken as indorsed by the church.
There was a great deal said about the pope's temporal sovereignty, and various heated demands were.
made upon secular governments to guarantee it, but
the resolutions epitomizing the sentiment of the
Oongress and calling out the greatest applause were
those on education, Sunday observance, and labor.
" With the church we condemn Nihilism, Socialism, and
Communism, and we equally condemn the heartless greed
of capital. The remedy must be sought in the mediation of
the church through her action on the individual conscience
and thereby on society, teaching each its respectlv duties as
well as rights, and in such civil enactments as hav been
rendered necessary by these altered conditions. As stated
by his eminence Cardinal Gibbons : ' Labor has its sacred
rights as well as Its dignity. Paramount among the rights
of the laboring classes is their privilege to organize or to
form themselvs intQ societies for their mutual protection and
benefit. In honoring and upholding labor the nation is
strengthening its own hands as well as paying a tribute to
woJ;th, for a contented and happy working class are the best
safeguard of the republic.'"
Simmered down, and allowing for the inability of
the laymen to equal the clergy in Jesuitical adroitness of expression, this means just what we hav
shown, in the editorial on " Oharity as an Economic
Remedy~' the pope meant in his addrllBB to the
French workingmen, namely, that the laborer must
be content with the position in which God has placed
him, obey the church, raise more Oatholics, and not
aspire to positions above his station in life. The
tin-pail brigade of laborers, obedient, careless, happy
in poverty, earning just enough to coarsely feed and
indifferently clothe the family, with a few dollars
over each month for church needs, is ~hat the Oath.
olios· mean in this resolution. Oharity, guided by
the church, will do the rest. . The right to organize

is the right to organize under the church's domina"To giv to the toiler a more efficacious encouragement,
tion. It means the guilds of the Middle Ages, when Christ added to his teaching his example. Hence it is that,
in the words of Tertullian, the rich man who would imitate
the trades had each its separate guild, but all prac- Christ, has been created to be God's treasurer on earth.
tically run by the priests. Let the workingmen
" But even that did not suffi.ce. It was needful to bring
organize in any other way, and they would stay in together the two extreme social classes-the rich and the
the church about as long as Oardinal Taschereau poor. This labor Christ Intrusted to Charity, and Charity
allowed the Knights of Labor to flourish in Quebec. soon found remedies for all social evils, consolation for every
grief, creating for that purpose good works and institutions
On Sabbath observance the congress declared:
without number, and enkindling the zeal of all in favor
"There are many Christian issues at which Catholics of the unfortunate.
could come together with non-Catholics and shape civil leg" Thus Charity could alone solve the social problem. In
islation for the public weal. In spite of rebuff and injustice, former ages her mission was acknowledged and accepted
and overlooking zealotry, we should seek alliance with non- by all."
·
Catholics for proper Sunday observance. Without going
over to the Judaic Sabbath we can bring the masses over to
The burden of this song is, Oharity! The workthe moderation of the Christian Sunday."
ingman must be content with what the charity of the
The congress also maintained-and this will not rich, the powerful who hav robbed him, will giv and
be disputed, we think-that the Oatholic church is do to ameliorate his condition. He should not strive
especially interested in criminals and paupers, and for himself, for those appointed by God will look
that it should, therefore, take a share in the manage- after him and dole out charity ul~Qer the guidance of
ment of the prisons and charity hospitals controled the church ! That is, they will in the good time
by the state. Inasmuch as the.- majority of the in- coming when the church is restored to her former
mates of these institutions are Oatholics, those who position in the world.
oppose this must necessarily do so on the ground
The time that the pope sighs for was when the
that the church, having reduced the inmates, by keep- church owned about one-half of all the land, and the
ing them ignorant, to their present condition, has kings and robber barons and earls and dukes owned
already done them sufficient harm, and may well be the rest. The laboring man then was a serf or
prevented from proceeding farther with its work. peasant, the former owned by the church or lord
And we are not prepared to say that the opposers whose land he was employed in tilling, the latter a
are not right.
tenant of the church or nobles. He was indeed an
But the great emphasis of the congress was placed object of charity, and was cared for as slaveholders
on the education of the children. This was the sub- usually care for their slaves. He was given a cell to
ject which the orators found mosli congenial, and the sleep in, coarse bread to eat, and muddy ale to drink.
auditors most heartily applauded when the Oatholic To keep him alive and to fill her coffers the church
idea was advanced. The sentiment of the congress appointed a large number of holidays:-sainte' dayswas to the effect that the Oatholics believe in public when the serfs and peasants could dance on the
education; they wish the state to enfo:r;ce it; they piece of ground which the church or the lord allowed
are not willing to intrust the performance of so for common use, drink deep draughts of the ale pro·
great a matter to the free will of parents or the vided free, and giv any money he might be possessed
moral influence of the clergy, but they wish the of to the priests. Both peasants and serfs were
schools to be denominational, with an equitable taught to be content with the station in life in which
distribution of the school fund among the several God had placed them; taught to labor hard, liv on
denominations. As an alternativ to this they would almost nothing, giv everything to the servants of the
do away with all taxation for school purposes, and church, raise children to take their places when
leave the providing of the means of education to the death should take them, and dying, giv anything of
piety and zeal of the denominations and the worldly value they might hav withheld in their li:ves to the
wisdom of unbelievers. That is, they want to un- church to get them through purgatory and along
reservedly tum the children over ta the sects to into paradise. The church also ruled the nobles-·
educate. Only one. delegate spoke in favor of retain- when she was not fighting them to prevent coning the public schools, and he thought the public fiscation of the vast properties she had stolen-and
schools could be made to answer their intended pretended to be a divine arbiter between them
object by the addition to their curriculum of relig- and their serfs. It was here that the "charity" of
ions teaching framed upon a classification of the com- the church came in, for, to gain popularity with the
munity into Oatholics, Protestants, Israelites, and masses, the church would occasionally take the part
Agnostics. That would necessitate at least four · of the people; but this interference always ended by
schools for every one now established, and the tax- a substitution of rulers-the church in place of the
payers would certainly rebel, even if the scheme secular tyrant. The people were a spoil and a prey
were not absurd and futil on its face. There are to both : the one ruling by force of arms, the other
sects without number within Protestantism; the by a pretended divine right. And it is this state of
Jews are divided into orthodox and reform bodies; society that the pope has in mind when he recalls
and the Agnostics could unite on philosophical the time that the church "created good works and
schools only when the schools did not teach religious institutions without number."
.
philosophy at all, or taught equally all shades of
In a true civilization there is no place for charity.
religious speculations-a most useless waste of time One man's right to wring from the earth the means
for the great body of scholars.
of subsistence is just as good as another's. If the
It is, however, well to hav such explicit statements pope has ever heard the word Justice, he will find in
of the intentions and desires of the Romanists it the only permanent solution of the labor question.
regarding our public schools. We hav found out The kingly and divine robbers hav at last been made
from Senator Blair and the Presbyterian synod of to giv up part of their spoil, and now the laborer is
this state just what the Protestants are after, and clamoring for justice in its distribution. Oharity he
therefore we now know what we hav to expect from repudiates; justice he demands. And in abolishing
both branches of the great iniquitous religious the slavery of pre-Ohristian and feudal days Ohrist
system which is striving to make the American peo- and the church hav had no part. The doctrine of
pie Ohristian by statute.
Jesus are the doctrine by which the church kept the
serfs in subjection ; had they not been Ohristians
Charity as an Economic Remedy.
they would hav been rebels ages sooner, and such
Recently the pope received a deputation of French uprisings as the French Revolution would hav been
workingmen, and talked to them concerning the scattered all throogh the centuries. The church
struggles between them and their employers, the never opposed slavery. until it had been abolished.
capitalists. Here is his solution of the labor Indeed, in Mexico, to-day, the Oatholic church holds
problem:
lands and peon slaves just as six hundred years ago
"I am persuaded that the salvation of the laboring classes she held lands and their peasant cultivators in
is to be the work of the church, whose teachings will be held Europe and England. The talk of the pope about
up to the respect of all in our modern society·
Ohrist's "efficacious encouragement of the toiler"
" Paganism of old undertook to solve the social problem and the church's improvement of his condition by
by confiscating the rights of a portion of the human race-by
introducing slavery. Christ came down on earth to teach "charity " is simple rot. What the workingman
that the entire human family, nobles and plebeians alike, is needs to-day is not faith in the church, but faith in
called to a share in his divine inheritance; proclaiming that science, in the ability of the human being to find
all men are on the same ground the children of his heavenly a way of life, a social condition, in which nine-tenths
father, and that all hav been redeemed by the same price.
of the people will not be kept miserable that the
" This same Christ, our Lord, has taught that to work Is
the natural condition of man here below; that this condition other tenth may riot ix. luxury. Justice, justice, jusmust be accepted courageously and held in honor, and that tice, must be his cry; not the pitiful whine of
to decline to labor is to betray one's duty.
"charity, good masters." And it is notable that the
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poorest and most degraded of the laboring class are
now those who accept the doctrine that the pope
taught the French· workingman-the Roman and
Greek Catholics. They are the ones who are content with their station in life, with dirty houses,
insufficient food, and rags for clothing. Given
plenty of whisky and priests, and such human rubbish ·as follows the pope would set the world back
ten centuries. A man who believes and is satisfied
that it should be so-that God made him to be
a poor, slothful, hand-to-mouth creature, mentally
dependent upon another for the very thoughts he
thinks, is not" good material out of which to make
world-movers. What the world wants is doubt,
struggle, discontent, heresy, effort, experiment.
These will bring knowledge and wisdom, and out
of a social condition wherein one part are robbers
and the other part the robbed-a heritage from savagery and religion-man may at last evolve _a system
of society in which Justice shall be absolute and no
man shall take to himself that which belongs equally
to all. The labor question will never be settled by
faith and charity, and never. be very near settlement
of any kind until religion is laid aside; and man
is free from the influence of the "other world." The
French workingmen went to exactly the wrong place
for advice.

The Medium Reid's Case.
We print elsewhere the second count of the indictment against W. E. Reid, the medium who alleges
that he is a spirit postmaster and can obtain and
transmit messages from and to the alleged spirit
world. About the time this is being read Mr. Reid
. will be on trial for using the mail of the United States
to advertise his capacity to send and receive such
communications, the claim of the postal authoritieA
being that such use of the mails constitutes a fraud,
as Mr. Raid can do, and knows he can do, no such
thing. Tl\e other counts in the indictment are like
unto the one we print, but not quite so strongly
worded.
We believe that the maxim of the law is that all
accused persons are held to be innocent until proven
guilty, and therefore it devolves upon the prosecution
to prove that Mr. Reid· cannot do what he advertises.
The prosecution, being Christian, must believe in
spirits, must believe that spirits hav communicated
with meD, and that it is possible for them to do so
again. The assumption by Mr. Raid's lawyer that
the defendant is required to prove the genuinness of
his letters is not, it seems to us, in accord with the
spirit of the common law. The indictment alleges
that he falsely pretended to obtain letters from the
dead; the prosecutio~should therefore show that
such pretension is false; for if not false, no fraud is
committed. If there are spirits, and they ever hav
communicated with living men, who shall say that
they cannot do so now ? and who shall determin
what Is spurious and what is genuin of that which
comes from the spirit world?
On the Christian ground, then, Mr. Reid's business
is between himself and the believers in mediumship,
as paying money for masses is between the humbug
priests a~d the believers .in the effi.cacy of incantations. If :M:r. James Vincent, Senior-himself a
Spiritualist and author of a book fully as fraudulent
in its other-world pretensions as any act of Mr. Reid's
can l:e-is not satisfied with what he got for his dollar, he has only himself to blame for the loss of the
money. Mr. Reid's letters from the other world are
undoubtedly as genuin as Mr. Vincent's revelations
from his dead wife. H Mr. Reid is a fraud, so is
Vincent. But what would Mr. Vincent think of a
prosecution of himself for "falsely pretending" that
his booJt is the result of. inspiration from spirits!
Yet if Reid is convicted what is to stop prosecutions
of all Spiritualist authors who claim to hav received
their words from ghoetland? What is to prevent
the p'rosecution of our good old friend Luther Colby
for printing in the Banner of Light a "Message
Department," in which it is distinctly claimed that
the messages are from spirits?
The fact is, all these matters are in the rea'im of
faith, as the Secular Union resolution puts it, and
government can rightfully and constitutionally bav
nothing to do with them. In our own minds we may
hav no doubt that Mr. Reid opens the letters received, and writes the answers from his own knowledge of their contents, or tl:at Mrs. ShelhamerLongley delivers the spirit.messages printed in the
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Banner of Light from her own inner consciousness,
and according to knowledge she has acquired in this
world, but if the folks who pay for these things are
satisfied, the government has no business to intervene. Spiritualism is a faith founded on what Spiritualists deem incontestable facts, precisely as Christianity is a faith founded on alleged facts, and people
hav an inalienable right to hold any faith they please,
no matter how absurd, grotesque, or false it may
seem to others. Mr. Raid may be an unlo't'ely pet:son, with curious notions of honesty and fair dealing, as Mr. Colby insinuates in the Banner of Light/
and ?llrs. Shelhamer-Longley may be pretending to
giv as spiritual messages what she evolves from her
own mind, as we hav heard many people allege, but
they are not frauds to the hundreds who do believe
in them, and these people hav the same right to their
mode of religion that the Christian, or the Mohammedan, or the Mormon, or any other person who
accepts a faith based on supernatural occurrences,
has to his. To deny this is to lay the foundation for
religious tyranny-to subvert our Constitution-to
obliterate the distinctiv American principles for
which our forefather,& contended-and to go back to the
horrible blackness of medieval Christianity, when the
church of Christ was the foulest oppressor of any organization known in the annals of man. The man
who, when with the majority, draws the sword of
persecution, justifies his own murder by his victims
when they shall become the majority.
We may· discourage the credulity of those who
send a dollar to .a man, _expecting in return a letter
from the other world ; we may point out how in:.probable it is that such a thing can occur, and we
may cite absence of any affirmativ proof by religious
sects, and various exposures of pretended mediums as
grounds for denying s.piritual existence and communication with human beings, but for all that the legal
status of Spiritualism and mediumehip is unaffected.
To submit to a jury the question whether the belief
of any person is based on fraud or reality is absurd.
The answer would always be according to the jury's
own belief and not its knowledge, for on these things
no one po3sesses positiv knowledge sufficient to
demonstrate it to everyone. A jury of Spiritualists
would say, reality; a jury of Materialists, fraud; a
jury of Christians would answer according to the
teaching of their priests, who know nothing at all
about it. The only fair way, therefore, is for the
government to let all religions alone, and hav nothing whatever to do with their support or destruction.
For these reasons we hope to see Mr. Reid discharged from custody. To imprison him is to commit an outrage upon a number of citizens, and an
outrage upon even one man should be resented by
all who love liberty and demand equal rights for all.

The Burning of Liberal Hall at Waco, Texas.
The November number of the Independent Pulpit
giv;s fuller particulars concerning the loss by fire of
the Liberal Hall in Waco, Texas, than we hav been
able to heretofore make public. The structure was
burnt on the morning of October 5th. During the
past year the Liberals had used it but little, as the
Liberal Association had become weakened by death
and removal so that it was unable to meet the
expenses of regular lectures, though the popular Mr.
Shaw never lacked for hearers. The building was
rented to a congregation of orthodox Jews, who used
it on the evening previous to its destruction for an
atonement service. The flames were discovered a
little before daylight, and efforts were made tc. put
them out, but being a ·wooden structure it lias
impossible to save it.
The hall was built in the latter part of 1883, and
occupied first in January, 1884. During the summer
of 1883 the directors of the Religious and Benevolent Association bought and paid for the ground on
which the building was afterward erected. To secure
the means necessary for its completion, certificates of
stock were issued in shares of ten dollars each, making the holders joint owners of the house, which was
to be used by the association as a lecture hall. It
cost a little over three thousand dollars, and was
neatly fitted up with lights, a rostrum, tables, bookcases, five or six hundred books, and seated with
chairs. Last summer most of the shares were presented to or purchased by Mr. Shaw, and he had
arranged to use the building for the double purpose
of a lecture hall and publishing office for the Pulpit.
The remodeling was well under way when· the fire
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occurred. There was an insurance of fifteen
hundred dollars on the building, but nothing on the
contents, and after paying off a few hundred dollars
of indebtedness there will be something left toward
rebuilding.
As usual, in affairs of this kind, the Christians are
rejoicing at the loss. Early in the history of Mr.
Shaw's Liberal lecturing, one old lady charitably
said that she would burn the building in a minute if
she were not afraid to, a~d on hearing of the fire
another Christian lady greeted a neighbor with," Oh!
I hav some good news for you. Liberal Hall was
burnt this morning, and I just wish Shaw had been
in the middle of it." Still another good Christian,
but of the other sex, exclaimed on being told of the
fire, "I am glad of it ! In all probability some Christian father burnt it to save his children; and if it
could be proved upon: him no Christian jury would
punish him for it." These expressions show very
plainly how the gospel affects its believers.
Mr. Shaw's purpose now is to rebuild in brick if
he can secure the needed aid, and he asks those who
can and will help to signify the amount each will giv
and when it may be expected. It is his object to
found a lecture hall and publishing house that shall
be a home and center of activity for Southern Liberalism. He feels, he says, that let what will happen,
the Liberals of the country will sustain him so long
as he is devoting all his time, energy, and meanJS to
the work of emancipating the minds of the race from
theological bondage.
Mr. Shaw is a brave, patient, earnest laborer, and
everybody who knows him must love and sympathize
with him. Away off in one corner of the countrywhere a few years ago the only Infidel in one town
was taken out in the woods in the night and flogged
because of his belief-Mr. Shaw bas labored undauntedly for the new faith he a<'quired when compelled to renounce his position as Christian preacher,
and has succeeded in civilizing the state of Texas so
that now it contains hundreds of Freethinkers, who
express ~heir sentiments without fear of midnight
visits from zealous defenders of the Christian religion. He has already done a splendid work; he will
do still more and better if he is helped in this
emergency.

For Horace Seaver's Monument.
John E. Remsburg will lecture before the Manhattan Liberal Olub of this city for the fifth time on
Friday evening, December 6th. The subject will be
Thomas Paine, selected because when Mr. Saav.er
presided on the occasion of its delivery before the
Boston society six years ago he admired it above all
other of Mr. Remsburg's addresses.
There will be a collection taken at this lecture, all
of which will be given by Mr. Remsburg and the
club to the monument fund being raised by Mr.
Mendum, some $450 being already in hand. Monuments are costly-the one erected to the Founder of
THE TRUTH SEEKER costing nearly $2,000-and much
more is needed. Mr. !Seaver deserves a splendid
shaft, both for his own bravery and virtues and to
show the world that Infidels are not forgotten by
their friends. Mr. Seaver had many admirers in this
great city, and they should all attend Mr. Ramsburg's
lecture with as big a greenback ready for the bat aa
they can spue.
A handsome sum ought to be raised for the monument at this meeting.

Editorial Notes.
CHABLI!S BBADLAUGH is steadily improving, according to
the latest issues of the English papers, ami since their publication the cable has brought no news, which is good news.
Mr. Bradlaugh has, however, a long convalescence in prospect, and will sail for Bombay, India, as soon as his strength
permits.
WB coagratulate Mr. Walston Hill Brown upon his marriage to Miss Eva Robert Ingersoll, eldest daughter of
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll. His wife ie one of the most
charming young ladies that ever lived, and in. winning her
Mr. Brown is the luckiest man . in the world except the one
who shall win his wife's sister.
THB following, credit and all, is from the last Investigator:
"Thoma.IJ Paine lived a Ion&', laborious, and uMful life. Tbe
world is better for his having lived. For the sake of truth he accepted hatred and reproach for his portion. Be ate the bitter
bread of eorrow. His life is what the world calls failure, and what
history calls succeee.-The Better Wav."

We advise dearly beloved Mr. Washburn to read Colonel
Ingersoll's lecture on Thomas Paine, and then the bad
Spiritualist papers can't impose on him again in the same

way.

.

.
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Jttltrs #ront Jlritnds.
LEXINGTON, Mo., Nov. 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: One of your contributors lately referred to
the "slavemongers' rebellion." I will not take up, analyze,
and criticiEe his expression, but will only suggest that THE
TRUTH BEEKER's columns are not the place for such language. This paper is devoted to another purpose. Its
Southern readers could hurl quite as choice a selection of
epithets at Northern peop1e as its Northern readers can at us,
if it is to be a billingsgate match. We do not propose that
Liberal people North and South be kept apart like Northern
and Southern Presbyterians until we settle whether Flaveholding was a sin or not. That is not what we arc here for.
In order to free ourselvs from the slavery of ecclesiasticism
and others from the slavery of superstition, we need exAfrican "slavemongers" and everyone else who will work
for our common object. Our own rebellion against the
tyrannies named in the Nine Demands is what concerns us,
and in it we need all who can help us, whether they were in
any other "rebellion or not."
W.
JoPLIN, Mo., Oct. 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents, for which
please send me the" Bible Inquirer." I want it for pocket
artillery. I am the only Freethought physician in the city
of Joplin. The clergy are all dead-set against me. Inclosed
1 send you my compliment to the preachers and priests of
the city of Joplin. I borrowed some from THE TRUTH
SEEKER, some from Mr. Remsburg, and added a few of my
own pleasant words for the clergy, and had ten thousand
copies of this printed over my own signature, as you see, and
billed the town with them. I sent every preacher and priest
in the town one through the post-office. You can imagin.
how the town boiled with religious indignation a few days
after the distribution of these Sunday-school tracts. I was
informed that the preachers got together and held war
council, and after due deliberation concluded that Dr. Owen
was a skunk and should be shunned by the holy people who
had themselvs washed white in the blood of the lamb. The
appearance of this sheet in the dooryards of tl. e Christians
was an unexpected bombshell, and an unwelcome visitor in
the Christian camp.
DR. F. D. OwEN.
LoUISPORT, KY., Nov. 3, 1889.
MR. Em TOR: I must thank you for sending me your paper of August 17th. It came a few days ago as a sample
copy. I will try and get some of my friends to subscribe.
Your cartoon of the sayings of Solomon will get one of my
neighbors, and I hope for several. 1 am taking several Liberal papers. If I can get some of my friends to take yours
it will giv us a greater variety. I want you to send me
twenty-five cents' worth of your late numbers.
But, my friend, if there were no laws to collect debts and
never had been, the state of society would not make THE
TRUTH BEEKER an absolute necessity now. And besides, if our
federal government and the states had left off the senates,
and every Jaw had been referred to the people for their
adoption or rejection for at least two years, the country
would hav been free of superstition, poorhouses, priests,
pr{lachers, and lawyers of the kind we hav.
The Bible good will is hell on earth.
If the church was compelled to liv by direct means, it
would soon die even now.
The opinions I now entertain are the same I hav had as far
back as I can recollect, though I was seventy-four last March.
· GEo. B:MITH.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Oct. 30, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I am happy to say that I am well pleased
with your paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been reading it for some time. I borrowed a copy or two from
Mr. A. B. Goss, and you may be sure that, being a Freethinker all my life, I could not help liking the paper, so I
went. to the news-stand and had the paper ordered, and I intend to read it as long as I am able to pay for it. It is a
splendid paper.
I bav had some experience among different kinds of people in my time, and, being a workingman, know something
about the selfishness and badness of many kinds of men and
women, so I would eay to Mr. Tuttle that he is wrong in his
statement that ownership is the cause of man's inhumanity
to man; and I would ask Mr. Tuttle, how is it that man is
inhuman in his conduct toward woman?
If any of the readers uf THE TRUTH BEKKER hav ever read
Rider Haggard's novel, "She," I will ask them for the benefit
of this scb.ool question, viz., the Bible in public .schools, to
compare Rider Haggard's " She" with the Bible and giv us
their candid opinion through THE TRUTH SEEKER which
they would prefer to be forced into the schoolroom. I
would prefer" She." If anyone wishes it, I can giv good
reasons for my preference.
JoaN R. KNEELAND.

The press and the people are beginning to see the two
theological money-grabbers and evangelists, Bam Jones and
R. G. Pearson, in their true light, money being their God.
In Raleigh (says a Raleigh paper) out of four hundred of
the Rev. R. G. Pearson's converts of eighteen months ago,
.three hundred and ninety-eight hav gone back to the world
and their sim as the sow to her wallowing.
Yours outside of the Lord J. C.,
J. W. MEHAFFEY..
EAST RANDOLPH, N.Y., Nov. 3, 1889,
MR. EDITOR: All day long I hav read your last paper-an
intellectual treat, I can assure you. Your letter-writers-the
expressions many of them used, the grand and uplifting
thoughts they penned so freely-had a peculiar charm, and
were as refreshing to my soul as cheerful words and pleasant
greeting smiles of those we love.
"Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?" I carefully read
every word of it, and think Mr. Remsburg showed up how
absurd the Christians are in claiming the grandest president
of the United States as belonging to their flock. Mr. Remsburg will lecture here Friday night, Nov. 29, 1889, and I
hope all who are interested in the truth will giv this eloquent
and able apostle of the truth a large hearing.
The report of the thirteenth annual congress of the
American Secular Union was simply immense.
"The Bible in Common Schools," on pages 694 and 695,
was replete in good arguments, and established beyond
doubt the sound judgment of one whose stainless life casts a
gleam of purity and brightness around the world. D. M.
Bennett's sacred dust rests in Greenwood cemetery, Brooklyn.
He has left us a wealth of noble thoughts, and deeds of
charity and kindness~the memory of a brave, intellectually
honest man, who battledwith tongue and pen for the rights
and liberty of all.
The kind advice, Mr. Editor, you gave Mrs. Prather, of
Olympia,. W. T., was all in order, and it seems• to me she
ought to appreciate it. As you say, "We fear that Mrs.
Prather is a good woman who feels much more than she
re-asons, and concludes from prejudices rather than frol)l
facts." But, Mr. Editor, this woman is not alone in this way
of thinking. I often pity her compeers more than I can
blame them. Born as they are from wombs of prejudice,
nursed upon fear, can you wonder that these mental slav!:JS
act as they do ? Deep down in my heart I pity them, one
and all.
R. R. JoNES.

gineer a slick financial scheme for get!ing money to convert
the poor heathen. The librarian will yet. be the head of a
Methodist book concern. The architect will plan God's
houses. The three undecided ones will strike some soft snap
in the Lord's vineyard. While the doctor and the chemist
will-probably drift along with the wicked world .
These young men all hav the powerful influence of the
Methodist church to back them. They will be successful,
for the Methodist brethren will say the Lord is on their side.
These twenty-eight young men hav all given their hearts to
Christ-a very good business investment for them.
When I graduated from the medical department of the
Syracuse University my college mates knew that I was an
Atheist. They often urged me to go with them on the road
to success by joining the Methotlist Episcopal phurch and the
Young Men's Christian ;_\ssociation.
To be an Atheist seemed to them to be inviting ruin upon
myself. They did not think my logic poor, but they deemed
my policy unwise, nay, reckless. Any means that only involved profession of belief to them seemed to be justified by the
ends-success, wealth, a gentlemanly occupation, and popularity. Well, I struck a good appointment the day after
graduating. My merits were only iny class standing. I hav
i-etained the same for seventeen months. Now I am looking
for something more· remunerativ where I can come more in
contact with Liberals. Does any reader of THE TRUTH
BE~KER know a good place for a doctor to locate. If so, will
he kindly infprm me of the same ? One thing I will guar"
antee, that I shall never doctor the ills of divinity and expect.
mankind to pay the bills. CRAB. E. BoYNToN, B.S., M.D.

·CLARKSVILLE, lA., Nov. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The debate, as announced in THE TRUTH
BEEKER, with the Rev. G. F. Devol and W.·F. Jamieson as
disputants, came off as appointed, and was an immense sue"
cess. The first proposition, Jesus the Christ is the Son of
God, Devol affirmed. Early in the discussion of this ques;
tion it was narrowed down by the indisposition of Mr.
Jamieson to follow his opponent into an examination of the
evidence produced by his opponent as to what the followers
of Christ taught or said of him, as a waste of valuable time to
no purpose. Such testimony as one could produce from that
source was without value and could prove nothing. In this
way the question was narrowed down to what Christ himself
taught, and his claims to godship. The Reverend Devol
rested his case on Christ's superior wisdom and intelligence
above all other men, and the purity of his life and teaching.
On this line the battle was fought. But little if any stress
was laid on the miracles or on his miraculous birth, but all
was laid on his immense superiority in intelligence and wisdom. W. F. Jamieson paralleled every maxim or important
:teaching of -value by Christ, and in many things proved
:rather a lack of wisdom than otherwise; ·and of course the
Reverend Devol did not prove the proposition.
W. F. Jamieson affirmed the second question. The second proposition was more closely contested. It reads thus:
Modern civilization is more indebte-d to skepticism and in' fidelity than to the Christian religion. An exhaustiv examination and comparison between Christian and non-Christian
. nations was made-.:.·the influences of their religions on the
character of the people, their modes of life, their industries
and arts, their education and morals; It was assumed by
; the negativ that all we hav that distinguishes us as a pro!gressiv nation is the direct result of Christianity. The affirm; ativ showed that Christianity as such had obstructed every
:discovery and every advance made in science, and that when
'backed by the civil power it did not hesitate to use the
thumbscrews and fagot. Still the negativ claimed, notwith: standing the efforts of Antichrist and all his powers, that the
great central truths of Christianity keep alive righteousness,
l humility, and. love. The affirmativ showed them to rest on
' an altogether different basis, and that really and truly Christianity and its teaching had caused more misery and mischief than all other causes combined. The interest in the
· debate was kept up to the last, and it was orderly and conducted in the best of spirit, and much good will flow from
E. FowLE.
it.

CoNOORD, N.C., Nov. 7, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I am alone here as an open, outspokt:n Liberal. There are others, but they do not show the flag of
Liberalism as I do. Yet they are fond of reading my literature. In sen:ling for the herein named book, I want and
expect to get information to meet and silence these broadcloth, white-chokered, lazy, do nothing sky-pilots (only seven
here), who fleece poor ignorant p,eople out of money they
should spend for good literature that will enlighten them and
do them service now and always. When I get in argument
with any of these long-faced, pious frauds, who kneel down
and pray to the mythical God through Mary's bastard son
Jesus, I ask them to read carefully Genesis xxxviii, and ask
their pastor to preach a sermon to his congregation from the
ninth verse. I want to be enlightened and at the same time
be possessed of convip.cing and clinching arguments.

ONoNDAGA HILL, N.Y., Nov. 12, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Of the twenty-eight young men who, this
year, graduated from the Syracuse College of Liberal Arts,
twelve hav declared their intention of becoming pulpitpounders; five, Ia wyers ; two, teachers ; one a scientist ;
one a chemist; one a librarian; one a doctor ; one a: cashier;
one a surveyor, and one an architect; three are undecided.
To observe the development froni the tadpole freshman to
the pulpit frog is an interesting biological study, but it
would not be a wise policy for our Christian universities to
turn out not_hing but ministers. The five lawyers of the class
of 1889 wiU be five politicians working in the interest of
church legislation. The two teachers will see that our public schools retain the Holy Queer as a text-book. The one
scientist will strive to Biblei2;e science. '!'he ooshier will en-

MARTENBBURG, W.VA., Oct. 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In the great controversy between Christianity
and skepticism, what is the evidence produced by either side
in all the pa•t up to this time? The hidden truth of life and
death has not been revealed. The mystery cannot be solved
by either side. Life is thrust upon all. We find ourselvs in
real existence in a world material and natural. We are
born; some reach old age, some die in their infancy, others
in youth or middle age. The inexorable law of the fittest
surviving is here demonstrated. Natural selection is also
shown. This universal law of nature, the fittest surviving;
is everywhere manifested. The Bible claims to be the word
and gospel of God and that all must conform to its teachings
or be lost in eternal punishment. Its assumption is that God
made all things as the Bible records ; that there is a heaven
to gain and a hell to escape; that there is no appeal outside
of the Christian religion. Faith only is requited, even
though- based on nothing. An unconditional surrender of
reason, common sense, and individuality is demanded of all
who want to'inherit eternal life. This is Christianity. This
assumption, though, is not as powerful as it has been in the
misty past of religious tyranny and superstition. Honest
skepticiRm, born of honest inquiry and doubt, is bravely and
boldly disputing this Christian assumption which has held
millions in mental slavery. I understand clearly that the
churches are opposed to liberty. The right of private judgment and individual sovereignty they deny. The Freethinker is the onJy·person actually free-as far as it is possible to be in these days. Independent thinking is the only
safety. Christianity says the Bible is all the evidence required of the supernatural; that it is an inspired book of
God, who rules the destinies of men and nations; that God
is the only refuge ; that he that believeth on him shall not
perish but hav everlasting life. As I said, we all come into
existence; we ·either die early otl' survive in a world "of inequality-cruel and unjust conditions. If God made men and
is no respecter of persons, why did he make them so unequal
in strength, looks, disposition, shape, and mental .ability?
This inequality, with many other cruel and evil conditions
in life, is constantly shown. All desire, no doubt, to liv a
future life after death. If there is such a place as heaven it
is worth while to sacrifice all in this life, for millions liv
whose lives are failures. There is hell enough in this world
for many, while many are enjoying heaven as far as wealth
and influence go. How came these cruel and unjust inequalities? The only answer is-by unjust conditions, circumstances, influence, snd mental"superiority ; the powers that
be; might making right. This life is nothing if not full of
inequalities, imperfections, and incompleteness. .Faith in a
future life is based on not~ing. It is simply belief. Unbelief is based on something-on negativ testimony from an
that is revealed so far as man can go. The rational thinker
sees no evidence to support the popularly accepted idea of
God. As life and death is a mystery, tli.en one man or
woman knows as much about the unknown as all the world,
and the truth is that all die absolutely ignorant about the
supernaturaL The only honest doctrin is Agnosticism, which
neither affirms nor denies. All must agree to liv to do right.
Pure morality is the best code to liv by. Experience is the
best teacher. Folly is sin; wisdom is goodness. It.is simply
a question of profit and loss. Knowledge is power, and he
or she who happens to hav the most wisdom has the most
power. All that is sensible is right; all that is folly is wrong.
With caution, prudence, and calculation upon results of
words and actions, is the safe way to liv.
THoMAS A. CoNNERS.
WHEELING, W.VA., Nov. 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please allow me space, and I will answer
Dr. Boynton's and Wm. Johnson's articles, which appeared
in your issue of September 28th.
Gentlemen, you will please pardon my long silence. I am
a creature of circumstances, and cannot do as I wish. I hav
now an ample opportunity for writing, and am willing to
pursue this argument with you or any other J\olaterialist, as
long as it will prove interesting and instructiv.
I am emphatically a Liberal. I am not at war with ·any
individual, for his or 4er belief, t feel it m;r duty to use my
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pen and tongue against false doctrine, and to defend what to
me is· true. I do not claim what I write to be evidence to
anyone of a continued state of existence; but if I can induce
one person to step out of the ruts of bigotry, and giv Spiritualism a fair investigation aad pursue it until evidence of
life beyond the grave be obtained, I shall feel amply paid for
my time and labor.
Well; doctor, you no doubt knew my meaning when I
asked if there were any full-fledged, intelligent Spiritualists
in the asylums. I mean this, Do you know of a single
person who had accepted Spiritualism, who was considered
intelligent, and became insane on account of becoming a
Spiri~ualist? Just mention one if you can. You say : " In
my judgment, more than fifty per cent of the insane hear and
see things awake." Then you go on to speak of "subjectiv
sensations," "excited nerve," " the victim of narcotization
believes his sensations reaL" You say: "Alcohol, morphia,
nicotine, belladonna, or hasheesh, may induce the subjectiv
action of nerve tissue," "every subjectiv process is pathological," etc. What has all this to do with Spiritualism?
Why all this beating around the bush with a lot of jaw.
breaking words that not one in ten will understand? I do
not know what you are driving at by all this stuff, unless you
wish to convey the idea that those who hav witn:Jssed ani!
accepted Spiritual manifestations t9.ke alcohol, morphia,
nicotine, belladonna, etc. DCJ you think we do? Do you
think we are victims of narcotization? Do you think we
are·eubject to excited nerves, more than others? Now, doctor, this won't do. I shall pass it by without further notice.
I asked you to please tell me how you know Spiritualism
to be a fallacy, and here is your answer : " Observe the
equation that expresses, in mathematical language, the law
that the potential energy expended is equal to the kinetic
force de'V'eloped, and remember that any discussion of the
action of force upon matter must be founded on this equation. By measurements .show if you can that the ' forces' to
which the·Spiritualist refers conform. to this formula. Until
you, or some one else, do this, 'spirit force' must stand as a
fallacy in the light of mathematical physics." Do you really
call this an answer to my question? What hav equations,
potential energy expended and kinetic energy developed,
or mathematical physics to do with spiritual manifestations,
pray tell? The fact is, doctor, when you said Spi.ritualism
is a fallacy, you said what you can in nowise prove; hence
you hav talked about '' energy expended," " energy developed," mathematics, and equations. It won't do. I hope
every Materialist in the land will read your answer to my
question. I still hold you to the question. Please tell me how
you know Spiritualism to be a fallacy, and a base illusion.
Don't-beat around, and use so many tall words, but tell me
in plain English, how you know.
Why does death end individual existence? Your answ~r
in part is this: "Because the potential energy of the organ.
ism reaches .an equi. potential with inanimate matter when
death occurs." This is about as clear as mud. If it is
satisfactory to Materialists, all right.
I must now notice some remarks and inquiries by Wm.
Johnson in the same issue. What I mean by full fledged is
this-anyone who has investigated, studied, and understands the philosophy of Spiritualism. Mention one of this
kind, if you min, who became insane simply by understanding and accepting Spiritualism. Please mention one if you
can. There is not anything in Spiritualism to drive one
mad, but to the 80ntrary. It takes away the terrors of the
grave. It teaches there is no death. It assures us that our
friends, so.called dead, stillliv, and that all will meet on the
other shore. Anything about it to produce insanity? I
think not.
No, sir, Friend Johnson, Spiritualism is not a belief. It is
knowledge. I hope our Materialistic friends will do us the
justice to cease speaking of it as a belief. We are just that
much ahead of our Matl!rialistic and orthodox friends. We
hav a demonstrated fact, while you believe the grave ends
all, and the Christian believes he will liv hereafter. Yes, if
I know a thing, I can tell how and why I know it. A
person must hav immartality demonstrated to him in order
to become a Spiritualist. I do not claim to know more than
other Spiritualists on the one point of a continued existence.
I am not at all chagrb:ied at your flying to the doctor's
assistance. If he needs you to bolster him up, all right.
You ask me to show my smartness by al\swering a question or two. I do not know why you should hav alluded to
me in such an uncourteous manner; however, I will answer
to the best of my ability.
I do say that Spiritualism is a science, and has demonstrated itself to millions of intelligent people in this country.
You ask: ''Why, then, are Spiritualists unable to giv this
one demonstration, and prove the fact that the grave does
not end all?"
Certainly none come back from the grave, for the man,
the soul, does not go into the grave; only the outside covering goes there.
I wish you Materialists would remember one thing. You
assert that the grave ends all. Ingersoll said : " Countless
millions hav listened in vain for a whisper from the other
shore." How does he know this? How do you know the
grave ends all? If you would giv it as your opinion, no one
would object. You cannot tell how you know it. It can
not be told. It is undemonstrable, and you know it. You
Materialists want facts. Yes, you say, " Giv us solid facts."
You don't know one thing about the grave ending all, yet
you keep asserting it. Can you discern the difference? I
ask you how you know the grave ends all. Can you say it
has be611 demonstrated to you'? Ah, no, you are up a stump
and you know it, and I know you know it. You ask me
how I know Spiritualism to be true. I can say it has been
.demonstrated to me. I hav seen, heard, and felt those who
once lived !n ~oss, ph!s~t:a.! l}od!es 1 l)gt 31"6 now denizeus
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of another sphere. Can you say I hav not? I hav been told
many times that I never had any evidence; I never talked
with those from the other shore, etc. When I am told this,
I wonder how our Materialistic and orthodox friends came
in possession of such a remarkable degree of wisdom as to
know what Spiritualists hav or hav not experienced. Please
tell me, Friend Johnson, how you know that I never heard,
saw, felt, or talked with those whose gross bodies hav been
buried. Come now, you wished me to show my smartness,
now I wish you to show your smartness in telling me how
you know I hav not had evidence of a continuation of life.
Now you are treed. You say: "Giv the readers a good,
square answer." I hav told you plainly, and squarely, how
I know. I nevei" promised to demonstrate it to you. The
fact of a continued existence all must find out for themselvs,
if they wish to know.
You !ay: "The simple assertion of your saying, 'We
know our friends liv in the spirit world,' does not suffice."
I am aware my saying it is no evidence to you. Spiritualism
is not hearsay evidence. We hav the right to assert a fact
which has been demonstrated to us, and when you say it has
not, you giv the lie to millions of investigating, thinking,
intelligent people. You say.you love the truth. If you do,
quit sneering at Spiritualists for having a fact you hav not
got, and go to investigating for yourself. The evidence can
be had, if you will but seek it.
As to your liberal offer of $500 to the Secular Union, and
$100 for my trouble, for producing a sealed or open letterI will not say from the dead-from anyone having passed to
the higher life, I may try it. I hav no control over the
spirit world; hence, do not know what can be done for you.
Before closing I must once more allude to. the doctor's
closing sentence.· Well, doctor, you seem to think my
remarks a little more personal than necessary. You Materialists seem to be quite sensitiv, quite tender-footed. I,
as a Spiritualist, must be very careful how I speak, but you
hav conveyed the idea that I take drugs-a victim of narcot- ·
ization-and hav subjectiv sensations. You speak of Spiritual phenomena as induced somnambulism, human imagination, etc. By these assertions you giv me the lie, when I
say I hav had evidence of a continued existence. THE TRUTH
SBBKBR and Boston In'l!estigawr very frequently contain
articles calling Spiritualists" poor deluded dupes,"" cranks,"
"troubled with softening of the brain," "running after a
delusion," etc. All this is quite well enough on your part.
It makes quite a difference as to whose ox is being gored.
I claim to be rather good-natured in an argument, but I
do not relish being called crack-brained, credulous dupe
every week in the year. I hav investigated for thirty-seven
years, at a cost of over $300. I made an honest, earnest
effort to get the truth, and, doctor, I hav got it so far as
a continuation of life is concerned. If I don't know that, I
don't know anything, and what I know I know as well as
anybody. You Materialists admire THE TRUTH SEEKER.
You admire its· founder. The name of D. M. Bennett is
dear to you-as well as .to Spiritualists-yet you use the
paper he founded to ridicule Spiritualism, while he himself
was a Spiritualist. I will conclude ·by again insisting upon
your telling me just how you know Spiritualism to be a delusion. All your talk about potential energy, kinetic energy,
equations, equipotentiality, mathematics, somnambulism,
mesmerism, alcohol, belladonna, hasheesh, narcotization,
"pickled," old, worn-out men, or burnt-out flames of gas,
did not answer the question. No, it won't do. Giv us
something more direct, more pointed. There is too much
gas in your answer. Back up your assertion, or hoist the
white flag. Let us hear from you.
A. ALLEN NoB.
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Nov. 3, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The past two months hav been unusually interesting as regards my reportorial duties •. The Ohio Military Academy has started upon its mission, and has been
visited by Rev. C. L. Work, pulpit orator at the Second
Presbyterian church, and by him pronounced good; Dr. J.
F. Clarke, a Catholic veterinary surgeon of New York state,
charged with horse-stealing, has secured his freedom, and
Patrick Gleason, a local Catholic, has been jailed for committing a rape on his granddaughter; Fathers Boniface and
Timothy, of Hoboken, N. J., hav held a" mission" at the
church of the Holy Redeemer; Rev. W. W. Mix has arrived
with his family from Missouri, and he has assumed the rectorship of Christ Episcopal church; Bigelow Methodist
Episcopal church has had a '' fiddling" exhibition, and
"Zozo " has come and gone.
Goilig back sixty days I find the Ohio Military Academy
(mentioned first in my list of occurrences and curious incidents) being elegantly furnished and fitted by a fine-appearing stranger, who came into the city like a Christ. He put
up at the finest hotel, and at once set about to make Portsmouth the West Point of Ohio. He registered Major Burgess, and claimed to hail from Virginia. The Old Dominion
accent was with him, and served him to advantage. He was
a charmer, a church attendant, and a drinker of good
liquors. The ladies got sweet on him, and, 'tis said, severa
became his, Solomonistically speaking;. He never missed
going to church, and could say Amen as loud as any other
hypocrit. His presence at the Godhouses enabled him to
win the confidence of the sanctified ones, and his moving
amoDg saloon men and gamblers made him a shining light
with the sporting frattrnity. He played his cards well, and
raked in chips from all sides of the table, around which were
seated the deacon and the crusade sister, the faro king and
the bawdy-house queen. He purchased furniture on credit,
and likewise the finest of Brussels carpets. He also bought
on tick a brand-new major's uniform, attired in which he rode
horseback throu.e:h the principal streets of this Christian
city. This of itself was an offense against the government,
he being no commissioned officer of the regular service. A
story he freqmmtly told, however, was that he was formerly
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In Uncle Sam's army, and was sent by the United States gov.
renment to South America te establish a military school,
which he did, and with great success. Such tales as these
led the good people to smell a mouse, but not until Burgess
had borrowed money from prominent citizens, barkeepers,
and hotel clerks. When the mist was cleared from their
eyes and they could see, Burgess left the city between the
going down and the rising of the sun. He tied to other and
unknown parts to worship other and unknown gods. Creditors appeared on the banks of the Christian sea of inquiry,
and listened to the whisperings of the wild gospel waves.
Soon after Burgess's sudden departure Captain A. L.
Bressler, a young German graduate of a European military
academy, appeared in our midst and proposed to take hold
of our West Point and make it a go. To do this he assumed
the debts contracted by Burgess, and paid the same. He
could well afford to do it, as his father, who resides in Detroit, Mich., is rated at $800,000. Among the numerous
debts cashed by Bressler was one which came through the
post-office in a letter addressed to Burgess. Bressler lifted
this, opened it, and read. It demanded that Mr. Burgess
pay $12.50 due for services rendered. The letter bore the
signature of Lillie Hayward, who is a believer in God, and
who inhabits a West Eleventh street bagnio. Bressler did
not know this, and seeincr the feminin signature exclaimed:
'' Oh, mine Got! Didn't he pay the. typewriter either?"
Bressler recently married an Italian miss of New York
city. He is very Christian, and keeps the Bible in the class
rooms of his scbool. Rev. C. L. Work, in a recent visit to
the institution, pronounced it good, and distributed invita.
tiona to come .tear him talk about Calvin first a&d God next.
That is the order in which the average Presbyterian wor.
ships., The first order posted at the military school was
warning the boys not to pluck apples from the trees on the
academy grounds. 'l'his Work saw, and on his departure
from the place remarked to his company, "I could not see
the sense in that apple order." And so Liberals everywhere
regard the Eden order. They are thankful that the ''breathing dust," alias Adam, and the "moving, walking bone,"
alias Eve, did taste the forbidden pippin. Ever since pippins
hav been masticable and digestible.
My next subject is the Catholic veterinary, Dr. J. F.
Clark~ He came here, was drugged and robbed by gamblers,
and in this delirious condition rode a horse not his own away.
He was arrested for horse-stealing, was tried and convicted.
A new trial, however, was granted him, and subsequently
the case was nollied. Being a Catholic he wears a charm
about his neck, and carries on his person thirty prayers warranted to do wonderful things. He sayB he would never hav
escaped but for the charm and the thirty parables. Before
leaving the prison he provided the remaining jailbirds with
a charm and a copy of the superstitious prayers, informing
them they would get clear if they were only faithful in the
use of the same.
·
Patrick Gleason, spoken of above, is a devout Catholic,
according to the purgatorial creed, and a veritable demon
and brute according to the American way of putting things.
He would not eat meat on Friday, but on the same day he
would take his granddaughter, aged thirteen years, and rape
her. He was caught in the act by Officer Flannigan, who
was informed by reliable people of what was going on-peo.
pie who were watching the man of God through a hole
made in a partition wall of the house that he lived in.
The Catholic "mission" held by Fathers Timothy and
Boniface lasted one week. Catholics poured in from all directions, and many old sinners like Gleason were claimed
to be made pure through the prayers and foolishness of the
Hoboken priests. I hav often thought how glorious it would
be if all the priests and preachers of the world could be mummified, and· in their stead be given the people in the pyramids, who for three thousand years hav been awaiting the
call of Gabriel's trumpet. Such a change would benefit
mankind ; the mummies alive and doing would be a blessing
to the cursed teachers of theology and ignorance.
Rev. W. W. Mix, the new rector of Christ Episcopal
church, is away ahead of the teachings of his creed. He is
grand enough and broad enough to believe in diminishing
instead of increasing the tears and groans of mankind. For
this he will be invited in the course of several months to take
a walk. That is our prediction. The bigots and brainless
leaders of that church are not in favor of making a heaven
of this dull, dreary life; they ~elish long faces, having no
sympathy for barbers and hairdressers. Misery here and
happiness hereafter is what they want preached. They emphatically believe in a God without "body, passions, or
parts," and a devil of the Catholic pattern.
A few evenings eince Bigelow Methodist Episcopal church
had a few musicians of the Christian stripe on exhibition.
They charged a fee to get into this " fiddling" affair. It
was, so they said, for the benefit of •be poor heathen. I
wasn't there, and I don't know whether the proceeds hav
been shipped a way yet or not. If not, a part might be ap.
propriated to John Dungen, a poor, dying colored man in
the back part of the city, who is sadly in need of something
to eat and hide his nakedness. Dungen has prayed for both,
but as yet his prayers hav wafted in no bread, no ham, and
the Lord hr;gn't come around to sew even "fig-leaves ·• about
his body. Unfortunately for starving John Dungen, the day
of miracles is over, and Jehovah does not dabble in the
affairs of men.
'' Zozo" is a great spectacular play. It was presented
here to a large audience notwithstanding the churches' oppo.
sition. Among the performers of the '' Zozo " company are
J. Leon and Tommy O'Brien, both friends of mine, and both
disbelievers in miracles, devils, and Gods. The first named
is an old veteran to the show world. He has traveled· the
globe over, and in his opinion this is a splendid country to
reside in. In fact, he says he would like to stay here always •
And so would I.
W~ S. 4N.P~!!.
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The new city building for public offices is and cheerful as a song-bird, was in the happy
on a scale of grandeur and· beauty seldom company. She is the mother of the Editor of
surpassed by any city in a similar work. The THE TRUTH BEEKER, aud G. E. M., also, the
view from its tower, which, however, I did editor of Freethought and a poet, is her son.
Edited b1J MISs SuSAN H. Wn:oN, Fall
not take, is said to be very fine. Our party You would think her more a sister than a
Rifler, Maas., to t.~~hom aU Oommu:niMtJonsfot'
was passing along Chestnut street immedi- mother of such brave men. She is strong
this Owner should be sent.
ately on our arrival, when we noticed many and self-reliant, and inspires love and conpeople entering a large building. "What is fidence at once. The Editor of THE TRUTH
'-'Between the dark and the daylight,
going on in there?" we questioned of a BEEKER, cf·course, was with the others, quiet,
When the night is beginning to lower,
not talking much, but thinking a great deal
passer-by.
Comes a pa.use in the day's occupations
all the time. And Mr. Charlesworth, too,
''United States mint," was the reply.
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
Another traveler, overhearing the answer, was with him, bright and sparkling, and findsaid : " This is the hour for visitors, now's ing his way all about the city without a pilot.
Going West.
your chance, go right in, free to everybody." Indeed, he was pilot himself, although never
Onr father harnessed Nell and Fan,
B. H. W.
Thinking this was our opportunity, in we before in the city.
In year~ so long ago,
( OONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)
went. In the vestibule stood a number of
An'l drew tte wa~ron-cover white
Upon eac:1 bended bow;
ushers or porters. Thrusting our satchels
The Eastern farms were small and poor
Correspondence.
and handbags under a settee, we inquired,
And men for mon~y pressed,
"
Will
they
be
safe
there?"
The
man
looked
AusTIN, NEv., Oct. 27, 1889 •
.Ar;d he would take his girls and boys
DEAR Miss WIXON: I like to read THE
at me as much as to say, "Aren't you in
And haBten to the West.
TRUTH BEEKER. Papa has taken it for many
Uncle Bam's building?"
Fir•t g~ttbering up a store of books,
years. I read the Children's Corner. I will
"
Go
on,"
said
Bethia
;
"
course
they're
JI:Ty father's only pride,
send you a piece about a funny mule and a
A ~ivilization there to plant
safe in here."
negro. I think the piece about the girls'
Upon the prairies wide;
I thought of numerous official steals in tasks is nice. I am a boy ten years old, and
A school-house reared from linden logs,
Washington and of things the Indians in the I study geography, grammar, spelling, writor treasures far the bestWest had lost, of land-grabbers, etc., andre- ing, reading, arithmetic, and singing. I hav
Then sang we our farewell to friends,
And started to the West.
marked, humbly, " I don't know anything a cat and a little baby one year and eleven
mon~hs old. I guess I will close.
about
these folks, and I don't want to lose
The neighbors soon would be as proud
HARRY Moss.
As people in the town ;
my night-gown or my new waterproof."
We <Jould not bear their haughty ways,
The day· was fine and the crowd dense, so,
GoLDENDALE, WAsH., Oct. 28. 1889.
Nor liv beneath their frown;
"d
h
h"
·
d t d"
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
So mother spun through summer days,
ami muc pus mg, Equeezmg, an rea mg write a letter to the Corner for the first time.
And me in Iinsey dressed.
upon toes, we made our way along, staring I am ten years of age. I go to school, but it
We'd never known what freedom was
at the tons and tons of silver bricks lying is closed this week because diphtheria is in
Till traveling to the West.
around as plenty as Globe street ra~lway town. I hav four sisters and one brother,
Our woolen shawls were warm and bright,
paving-stones. It was il silver day, i.e., the and he is one month old to-day. We hav not
Of blue and crimwn plaid,
day on which silver is worked, and such cart- named him yet; mamma wants to name him
Wrought by a dear and loving hand.
"Wixon." Papa attended the Secular conYet we, so wild and bH.d,
loads and cartloads of silver dollars, half . vention at Portland, Ore. Papa takes THE.
Would often pain htr tender heart,
dollars, quarters, and ten-cent pieces I never TRUTH BEEKER; we all like it very much.
And I with all the rest
saw before. How the coins were tumbled Will quote a few lines at the close. Hoping
Was frantic with such mad delight
out like buttons-silver dollars rolling out all to see this in print, I remain,
That we were going West.
stamped and ready for use at the rate of
Your Freethinker friend,
Could you hov beard the merry din
JESSIE M. PARROT.
eighty per minute. Within reach of my
As twilight fell apqce,
from contentions of evil desirzn;
And father spread the tent's white wings
h an d s Iay $17 ,000 ,000 , a tr1"fie over fif ty.one Refrain
In bettering conditwns hew close t.o the line;
Upon a grassy place,
thou~and pounds.
I did think what lots of Avoid superstition and a paralyzed mind;
Ycu mmt hav tbonght that joy had come
good might be done with it all, but it is not Promote all aetions for the good of mankind.
From islands of the bleat,
of much account just to keep. It is a pretty
J. M.P.
And care would nev. r find us more
sight to see the boiling silver, clear and
Now we were meving West.
XENIA, 0., Oct. 29, 1889.
white, and then to watch it being rolled out
We fashioned tents and camp-fires, too,
DEAR Miss WixoN: My father, who is a
Like tLoae built by the folks,
like yards of ribbon to be cut and fashioned very strong Liberal, takes THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Unheeding that the night-wind sighed
by_ nimble fingers, by several processes, into and, as I was looking at it, I thought you
In all the branching oaks.
coin for use. Anna Dickinson once worked would like to hav a new correspondent, so I
Brown nuts and berries in the wood
sit right down and write you a Jetter. My
in this mint, trying to get money to send her father does his best to enlighten the people
We gathered with a zest,
And life was such sweet make. believe
brother to college. There are a number of who do not think that the earth is round, but
While hurrying to the West.
bright girls employed in this mint, and you that it has four corners, such as the Bible
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
think, probably, as they work just as many teaches. There are three men here that I
hours as the men that they get just the same know of, that think as my father.
I hope that you will continue n health, and
A Visit to Philadtlphia.
wages, do you? No, they don't. Uncle to edit the Children's Corner, as it enlightens
You know I hav been to the City of Bam, with his pockets bulging with money, the boys' and girls' minds.
I like to read the letters that the boys and
Brotherly Love, and presuming you would cannot afford to compensate his faithful, enlike to hear about the trip, if you will gather ergetic girls for their work exactly the same girls write. I go to school, and am thirteen
as he does the boys. Shame on you, Uncle years old. M.y teacher's name is Mrs. Lizzie
up close I'll tell you all about it.
Thomas.
"City of Brotherly Love!" Is not a fine Bam l You are not quite up to the fair prinWell, as I hav written about enough, I will
thought contained in the sentence? How it ciple of equal rights yet.
close, wishing all the children who write for
fills and thrills our human. hearts to the
Sputtering away my indignation, we fol- the Corner good health. FRED FisHERING.
center l How it softens and shades the hard, lowed the crowd upstairs to the museum.
FRENCHTOWN, NEB., Nov. 21, 1889.
cold, rough ways of life, making a beacon- There were cases of medals, all the different
DEAR Miss WixoN: My nieces Lottie and
light .that charms and allures at every step ! kinds in the world, ancient and modern.
were very much pleased with the poem
What a millennium it would be if all men Cabinets of coins, curious and queer, old as Stella
of " Motherless." I inclose another written
could think of each other as brothers I the hills, and representing all grades of in- from the memory of the time when my father
Wouldn't it? Tt e great-souled Wm. Penn telligence and wisdom, were here and there, started from Ohio to the West, in 1843, when
realized the meaning of that word-brothers all about the rooms. There were specimens I was six years of a~~;e. To travel in a
two hundred years ago, when he planted of wampum, Indian money, just as good as covered wagon, to sleep in a tent as our
older brothers told us the Arabs did, made
any for barter, if one has a mind to think so; such
be reedling of a ·new city.
a bright spot in our lives it can never
The Indians who lived about there in the shells and beads; coins of Siam; a shekel that fade. To enhance our joy there was another
region where Philadelphia now stands, we read of in scripture, worth about forty family with us with the same number of boys
swayed by the modest, gentle bearing of thlJ cents of our money, and a "widow's mite," and girls (six) that there were of us. The
genial Qual•er, declared they would liv in of pathetic history. Only a hard-hearted man younger members, being too small for work,
had but to play and" fashion tents and camplove forever with Wm. Penn and his children. could take such a piece from a poor widow fires," etc. If children could only realize
'We meet," said t-he great man, Penn, to who, no doubt, needed it for bread. The their happiness!
the children of the forest, "on the broad oldest coin was an odd-looking piece, said to
I am glad to hear all that has been said in
pathway of good faith and good "ill ; no be in use sixty-seven hundred years before reference to the death of our noble Seaver.
advantage shall be taken on either side, but Christ. It was of some sort of dark metal, He may be said to be the _father of Freethought in America. And now his labor is
all shall be openness and love. The friend. with a tortoise rudely stamped upon it, show- done
and he has gone to rest. The· Investi.
ing
the
idea
of
worship
of
that
period.
Some
hip between .you and me I will not compare
gator has fallen into good hands, that will
o a chain; for that the rains might rust, or numismatologists dispute the antiquity of this keep the fiag of Freethought still far above
he falling tree might break. We are the coin, but, although in use at a later period of the cross of superstition. Peace to the memarne as if one man's body were to be divided the world's history, there ie no doubt of its ory of Horace Seaver I
Your story of the rabbits was very enterinto two parts ; we are all one ficsh and great age, although it may clash somewhat
taining. There were some things you told in
with
the
biblic'll
theory
of
creation.
blood."
regard to them I had not known before. We
A monument marks the spot where these
We came away from the money-making hav many jack-rabbits here, and it seems
memorable, these grandly eloquent, .words machinery, found our luggage, and went on almost like seeing a fiyin·g creat'!lre to see
were spoken. and, as you may know, this to the Washington Hotel. Here we met them run, they leap so far.
Yours fraternally, MARY BAIRD FINOH.
treaty that Penn made with the red men is handsome Lucy Colman, who wears her
he only one never sworn to, and the only years with the superb grace of a queen,
one in connection with the Indians never strong, brave, and self-reliant. She is full of
broken. And I must say that the same memories, incidents of stirring times, and
sweet spirit of good faith and good will seems charms everybody by her wonderful and
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
to linger like a benediction upon the city and happy conversational powers. Here also
12mo, 300pp.,_,S1.50.
ts people. It is apparent in the beauty, arch- were Leonard Geiger, a bluff, hearty, honest ApplPS of ttoJd. And Other Stories
for ll?JB and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1.25.
itectur(•, and magnificence of its public man, as good as gold, and of whom you
buildings, in the cleanly, well-kept streets, would say at once, "His word is as good as Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting Book, Without Superstiand, more than all, in the courtesy and cult- his bond." And dear Mrs. Geiger was there,
tion, for Children and Your.h ~-he Only Freethinkers'
Children's Story-Book ever issued.
ure of those with whom the stranger comes too. Her kind and lovely influence draws
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
in contact. If there are dividing lines of one like sun.rays, and instinctivly you feel
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to. 224PP •• boartls. $1.
sect; or birth, or position, they are so hidden like cuddling close to her and laying your
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 .•
and concealed by the sweet blossoms of nat- head on her motherly bosom, to be caressed
ural k1ndness and hospitality as not to be and blessed by her sweet sympathy and kind- THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
app1uent.
ness. Mr5. Macdonald, bright, wide-awake,
Price, 25 Cents.

Miss Wixon's Works.

The Reign of the Stoics.
THEIR

HistorY, Religion. Philosophy, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With OitaUons of .Authws Quoted from on
Each Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
This book shows that many Christians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-Amertcan Booksell~r.
·
One of the most valuable helps for thos6 who
would understand t.b~ charact~r of human progress in all agea.-Nattonal Qum•tel'l!l R~vtew.
The author baa aLown bim•elf a dili£(ent student, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most. remarkR-hiP monuments of ancient thinking.-Neto York Trtaune.
Reading th•s book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the bt·oadeat and most ~n hgbtened minds of
the present day.-ctnctnnatt Commercial.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius:'' Tbe purest
and gentlest ~pirtt of all the pagan world." Merivale san: "Of all the line tbe noblest and dearest." Taine BI!YB: "The noblest B"Ul that ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says : "He _preserved
through life not only the most unblemished justice, but the tenderest heart."
Extra Oioth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.i15.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PlaM. NAw_Ycrk.

ROME~

REASON

~Memoir

of Christian and Extra-Christian Expe•
rience.
BY NATIIANIEL RAMSAY WATEB!l.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
ADd Catholicism. from the vanta_lfe.ground of an
intimate personal experience w1th the two systems. It dea.la the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critical Review.
Oloth, 12mo, !1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ON THE WORD GOD.
B.v Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.

-[Ps. xiv, 1.

Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper,12mo, 10 cents.
AddrAsR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS..
.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-JamesParton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
!Lble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you .hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which tbe point is discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take !{!"eat pleasure in recommending" AntiProhibttlOn "to the consideration of every person
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The Infidel's Catechism.

/loti11J.

Question. What is God?
."
Answer. "The vital force [electriCity]•
which pervades the universe is what the illitChastity.
erate call God" (J. W. Draper).
I heard a little voice say,
Q. What is the trinity of paganism and
Keep me pure.
Christianity ?
Amid the louder soundiJ of vice
A. It is either the three great vitalizing
The voice seemed low,
Yet through tbe rauka of immorality
•
forces of nature, heat, light, and electricity,
The grand request passed safelY through.
or it is nothing.
We may hav trials and troubles
Q. What is Christ?
On our waY·
A. A pagan myth, an allegctry of the sun,
We will meet sorrow, care, and strife;
or the heat and light emanating from the
The darkness that so closely follows day
sun.
Olouda half our life.
And yet through light and gloom alike
Q. What is theology?
Our souls can always be
.
the science of
A. Talk about no th mg, or
B!!.nt from the grosser world apart
nothing.
In the chamber of Ohaatity.
Q. What is religion ?
JoSIE HAMMOND.
A. It is our ideas. about something which
we do not understand.
Tribute ~o a Friend.
Q. What is superstition?
To Mrs. King, of Monte Vista, Oo!., these linea
A. It is faith without any fact in nature to
are fraternallY inscribed by the wnter :
stand upon.
0 for a pen from some white wing
Q. What is a preacher ?
To tell of friendship's offering,
-And bear the charm of all sweet words,
A. It is one who pretends to teach others
Gentle and low as ainginl! birds,
what he does not understand himself.
To one who came a. friend in need,
Q. What does D D. signify?
Moved by her own unwritten creed,
A. D.D. as a caudal appendage to a man's
And ga.ve sweet love and sympathY
To one sad soul out on the seaname signifies in ecclesiastical parlance doeA weary, heartaiok little daughtertor of divinity; in common English, doctor
Where friendly hands hnma.nelY sought her,
of duplicity; in profane English, damned deAnd won her back to life and me,
ceiver.
Thus blea~ing all hnma.nity.
Q What is the Bible ?
Ma.y all sweet words their magic lend
A. It is the minister's saddle to ride asses
To sing thy worth, my unknown friend;
ThY mountain home and sunny vales,
with?
That whisper such enchanting tales.
Q. What is sacred or holy?
Ma.y onlY flowers thy pa.thwa.Y know,
A.
Anything which cannot stand the test of
Pree from the Pain of frost and woe,
free investigation and criticism.
S\rewn with the pearls of morning dew,
Q. What is blasphemy?
With rosy beams soft shining through;
And fragrant a.rms of evergreen
A. An argument which tbe doctors of duTo clasp thee round with emerald sheen,
P. F. SHUMAKER.
plicity cannot answer.
And fairest winds of A.\'aby
To wa.ft thee o'er life's evening sea.
• The brackets are mine.
Frenchtown, Neb.
MARY BAIRD FlNOH.

Mrs. Eliza B. Bnrnz.
Dange1· to tile

Am~l"ican

Gove~·nmeut

From the New Yorle Pre.s.

The great increase in stenographic work in
this country is ·partly due to the efforts of a
I [name]. now in the presence of almighty woman who for years has been " hiding her
God, the blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed light under a bushel." This modest though
Michael the archangel, the blessed St. John able woman is Mrs. Eliza B. Burnz, the only
the Baptist ; the holy apostles Peter and Paul female author of a system of shorthand in the
and the saints and sacred hosts of heaven, world. Seventeen years ago Mrs. Burnz foreand to you, my ghostly father, do declare saw that shorthand would ultimately be comfrom my heart, without mental reservation, monly used, and with the courage of her conthe pope (N.) is Christ's vicar-general and is victions went to the late Peter Cooper and
the true and only head of the universal laid her plans before him. Mr. Cooper offered
church throughout the earth, and that, by ·her a furnished class-room in the Cooper
virtue of the keys of binding and loosing, Union free, on condition that she would also
given to his holiness by Jesus Christ, he hath giv the instruction gratuitously. This she at
power to depose all heretical kings, princes, once agreed to do, and ever since that time
states, commonwealths, governments, all be- has taught the evening classes in stenography
ing illegal without his sacred confirmation, at the institute. Miss Emma Parish, a pupil
that they may be safely destroyed, therPfore of hers, tea(:hes the day classes. Mrs Burnz
to the utmost of my power I will defend this herself instructs a similar class at the Young
doctrin and his holiness's rights and customs Women's Christian Association. She has
against all usurpers of the heretical and held the position at the association for nine
Protestant authority whatsoever, especially years.
against the now pretended authority of the
Mrs. Burnz has probably fitted more young
Church of England and all adherents, In re- men and .women for business than any other
gard that they be usurped and heretic, oppos- one teacher. tier success in that particular
ing the sacred mother church of Rome. I has been remarkable. The Phonographic
do renounce and disown all allegiance as due World ranks her foremost among women ento any heretical king, prince, or state named gaged and interested in the cause of shortProtestant or obedience to any of their in- hand. The " Burnz method" is the one used
ferior magistrates or officers. I do further at all the schools over which Mrs. Burnz has
declare the doctrin of the Church of England, jurisdiction.
of the Calvinists, Huguenots, and other ProtMrs. Burnz was born in England, but came
estants, to be damnable and those to be here at the early age of thirteen. She is
damned who will not forsake the same. I do intensely American in all her ideas, and is
further declare that I will help, assist, and ad- nothing if net original. She is a thorough
vise all or any of his holiness's agents in any advocate of phonetic spelling, preferring
place wherever I shall be and do my utmost "Burnz" to "Burns," "helth" to "health."
to extirpate the heretical Protestants• doctrin also, wil, shal, hav, and giv to Webster's
and to destroy all their pretended power, old style. Although over sixty-five years of
legal or otherwise. I do further promis and age, she devotes her time to the study of Voldeclare that, notwithstanding I am dispensed apuk, the proposed international language,
with to assume any religion heretical for the whose spellil!lg is said to be strictly phonetic.
propagation of the mother church's interest, While not a pronounced vegetarian she is a
to keep secret and private all her agents' rigid hygeist, an ardent advocate of the balcounsels as they entrust me, and not to di- lot for women, and a strong believer in crevulge, directly or indirectly, by word, writ- mation. She is a stockholner in the Mt.
ing, or circumstances whatsoever, but to ex- Olivet Crematory at Fresh Pond, L. I. In
ecute all which shall be proposed, given in character she is hi11;h-minded, unselfish, and
charge, or discovered unto me by you, my anxious to do good as opportunity presents
ghostly father, or by anyClne of this convent. itself.
All of which I do swear by the holy trinity
Mrs. Burnz is a delicate-appearing woman,
and blessed sacrament, which I am now to with the lofty aims of her life imprinted on
receive, to pertorm and on my part to keep her countenance.
inviolably, and do call all the heavenly and
glorious host of heaven to witness my real
intentions to keep this my oath. In testimony hereof I take his most holy and blessed The Bible .A.naJyzed. ·"For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed." Bvo, 833pp.,
sacrament, of the Eucharist, and witness the
silk cloth. $8.
same further with my hand and seal in the
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
face of this holy convent.
goes not FO far to sustain Spiritualism as ta
The above oath comes into my hands from
show that Ohrlatiana are inconsistent in deny.
ing
the allegPd truths of that philosophy.
an ex-Jesuit father.
J. H. RHODES, M.D.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
722 Spring Garden at., Philadelphia, Pa.
Addre&B THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Jesuits' Oath.

Vol. Kelso's Works.

GIRARD'S
.
AND
WILL MATERIALISM AID CRIM~.
Girard College Theology.
AN EXPOS~
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Christian
churches and Young Men's
Ohriatian Association.
By RIO.H. B- WESTBROOK, D.D •• LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price St.

A FEW WORDS

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 5 cents.

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. B. BBLL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMJJ:NTB.
By A. B. de Pellegrini.
~
15 cents.
Paper,

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTRKR :BtOGRAPHIOAL SKBTOHRS

AND

EssAYS.

BY 0.HA.BLE8 BRADLA.UGH.
With Portraitand Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp .• $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette PI.. NewYork.

Ing~r8oll

and the Deist.

BY
A NATIVE "TAR HEEL."
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE NEW

PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITU.A.LISH
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOJIIANIA..
By F. B. Marvin, M.D.
Oloth,
50 cents.

POOI{ET TI-JEOLOGY.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, aud sarcastic defin{tiona of theological tArma.
Price, ll~ cents.

PRIESTLY
CELIB \CY FXPOSED.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
15 cents.

PRO AND CON OF

Supernatural Religion
GOD. Have
We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
B~etary

Religion T
By E. E. GUILD.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 8~ cents.

of tM American Secular Union.

Price 10 cents.
Address THB TRUTH SEEKER- Ool![PANY.

PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrative in Genea1a and Exodn11.
By Vur BURE~ DENSLoW, LL.D.
His Life, W()rks, Wortll, Martyrdom, PorPri ~e. 15 cents.

Giordano Bruno.
trait, and Monument.

QUESTION SETTLED.

With a complete list of the American subscribers BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
to the fund for the erection of. the monument.
By MosES HULL.
BY
Price, 60 cents.
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THmlAS DAVIDSON,
THAilDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies for a dollar. THE PBEBBNT AND FUTURE REPUBLIO OF
NORTH AMERIOA.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Advocates associate life and emploYment as a preventive of vice, crime, poverty, eto.
THl!.
By A OAPITA.LIBT.
Pa.per, 493pp., 50 eta.; clo., $1.

Rational Communism.

Cosmian Hymn .B00k,

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
By A. C. LYALL.
Price, 10 cents.

A OOLLEOTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
(Words and Muaia)

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Scllools and the Home.
OO:MPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlangh
and Annie Beaant.•
25 cents.

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-

PBIOB,
•
•
$1.50.
Addreos THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

POVERTY: Its Cause and Cure.

LOOKING BACKWARD

How the Poor M9.YAttain Oomfort and Independ·
ence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.

Bt Edward Bellamy,

leY. 10 cents.

R.-ligion of Inhumanity.

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
free to receive new light will find in it aatiafa.ction
BY FREDERIC HARRISON.
and inapira.tion.-[New York Tribune.
Price, 15 cents.
'Phe appeal is alwaYs made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his ael·
RELIGION:
fishneas.-[Boaton Post.
A suggestion of a re"llY practicable and feaai· The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonatitnted.
By George T. Bondies.
bla social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in ita forecast of
W1th
a.ctual poaaibilitiea.-[Boston Traveler.
Exceptions to tile Chal'actt r of
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50c.
Chrht a8 a Gentleman.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
By W. T. Purviance.
2:1 cents.

FAITH

REASON. IMAGE BREAKER.

A concise a.ccount of the Ohriatian Religion, and
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
of all ~he Prominent Religions
before and since OhrisSix Lectures.
tianity.
Decline of Faith.
With elaborate index.
Protestant Intolerance.
By HALBl!.Y R. STEVENS.
Washington an Unbeliever.
A popularized account of Oriental religions, Jefferson an Unbeliever.
with many apt~qnot"tiona from the ~acred books
Paine an.d Wesley.
.
of tbe East. Nowhere else can so much knowlChristian Sabbath.
edge of what is generally unknown be obtained
Each, 5 cents; bound, pap., 25 cents ; per doz., 40.
n such comPact form.-[Literary Review.
Extra oloth,I2mo. 441 pp., 11.50.

SABBATH BREAKINC,;

Tillll

By JOHN E. REJlBBURG.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

Price, 25 cents.

A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which u.niver·
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising

St.

Matl~t w Before

the Court

Fox THE CRIME OF FoRGERY.
By SEOULABIBT·
Price,
10 cent8.

akill.-[Literary World.
ion turn over his pa.gea with a fascination sim- SEMITIC
GODS 4ND THE
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
BIBLE.
Bia history has a. continuitx, a rllah, a carrying
Alll!.h• Jebovah, Satan, Hol:r Ghost,
powerJ.which ~eminds us atnkingly of Gibbon.- Includin2
Jesus Uhriat, Vi•gin Mary, Bible.
[New J:l.aven Palladium.
By D. M. BENNETT.
The aketoh of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ<From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
ing. He ha.a a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
838pp ., pap., 60 "·; clo., $1.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo, MSpp.,$1.75. Por all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York,
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THE

Bi~lo

of Naturo,
OB,

TBR

NewEdltlon,Rertset~mdEDlarzed,

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

~

Trade Supplied, at ~l DiscuuntB.

Principles of Secularism.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
Photo-engravings of Mia& Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; "'rith autonaph, 110 c)tl,

.A OONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

THE STRUGGLE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Religious and Political Libertv.

I'OB

Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin · In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of the Christian Reli~ion and t.he Significance
of men of every age to aequire greater political
of its Rise ·aod Decline," "Physical Eduliberty ; also vigorously attacks the very fl;mnda.cation, or the Health-Laws of Nattion of the religion of ever}" age; dwelling at
ure,·' "Household Remedies," "The
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailPoison Problem, or the Cause
ing the account of slavery in this country1 callE
and the Cure of Intemperthe attention of thinking men and women ~o th£
ance," etc., etc.
llOBition of womankind in America.. Throughout,
work is replete with astounding faots ano
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous the
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interesf
writer on scientific and social subjeqts.-[Cin. the
minds
of this age.
Oom. Gazette.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 1.2mo, 1140pp., $1.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Addreu THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La.fa~ette Place. New York

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEm

Crimes and Persecutions.
svo, 1,119pp. Oloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.110.
BY D. M BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CE:t."TURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread ls the st.ory ot two young
girls and a. r,ounger brother who were left ]l)arenttess, with httle money, fan education, and mucb
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The author ia ~lso the heroln.
The na.rrativ is, in the ma.ip, a history of a. working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
il.nd disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a. story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger·
Steel en~rravines of this oelllbrated naturalist wll to be interested in; and wha.te.ver he a.dmireP
iixl& inches, euitable for framing, sent postpaid. and appreciates ts sure to be worth the attentior
nf the rest of the wnrld. Price 25 cents.
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
u

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter·
eating. THE LmEBAL HYMN-BOoK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It ia hifl!!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker.
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
I& cents.
Address 'l1BE TBUTH BEEKER Co

NOW KEAD'I".
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBUBN.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

Thl'l Forum.

NEW EDITION.

MEN, WOHEN & GODS. The Secret of the East,
Introdnoti® by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pries, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 110 'lAnte.

751

~889.

OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, •u10.

For sale at this office.

BINDER for THE TRUTH. SEEKER

m

For the benefit of our readers wh. o preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
TRUTH BEEKll:B printed in
g_old letters on the outside.
•This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by ml!!h_postp_ai~ for •1.
Address THE TBUT.tt BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.

8AKYA BUDDhA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrat.iv of his Life and
Teachings.

Ohioago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madiso~ street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

2~7

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts •• at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social question e.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, a.t2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARros HEIGHTON, Bee.

ThellJanhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday avenin~~;, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leotureund discussions. The public cordially invited.

Akron,

o., Freethou;-ht

Union.

The Akron Freethought Union meets everY
Sunday evening in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 3 o'clock.

Tile Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Booms 12 and 14, Ea.stman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J. F. MACOMBER, Pres.; CBAs. LoWNn,Beo.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of BrookiJ n Pllilosophlt-al Assocla·

Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleaeure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
aohools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
" Religio-Philosophical Journal," and man:y Bpiritaa.liBt papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER CO ••
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

L. K. Washburn's Work.s.

Fraternity~~:!,

Meets at
Bedford avenue and
t!outh 2d street, Brooklyn, E D .. at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Dtsoussions follow
leoiures.

Ellzur Wrl;-llt Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0 .. me~ts the first and fourth Bundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10 80 A.M. Free discuseiun on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH SEEKER and lnvesttgatm· are solicited.
R. G.l::lMITH• Oor. Sea.

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club

Meets every Sunday at 2 r.M. in Grand Army
ball, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
An Expos tion of the True Mea.nine of this Char· ~unday and the ~abbath. "A la~ Boience Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Onginal
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil
regulatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath 1s and BelPcted Reading~ and Poems. A large val~on Woolley, M.D., a.tithor of "Hebrew M:rthol·
an impertlllenoe." Price, 10 cents.
uable library IH a.& tbe service of members and
ogy."
Paper; 8vo, 25 cents.
1.'he False Teaching of the Chris- friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pre•.; A. W. CALDER, Bee.

ROMA,N ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By

A.~.

GROVER.

Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Modern· Science fssaJist,

tian Church. . "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a. minillter's praYing God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a. crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cent11.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problt>ms. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insanel Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

This volume comprises some of the ablest and
beet editorials written by Mr. Beaver durmg the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
Ten Cents Each.
J. D. SHAW'S P AMPRLETS.
oream~white paper, bound in cloth, and con tamP
SPENCER: His life, writing~, and
a. :fine likeness of the venerable ed1tor gf th f 1. HERBERT
philo•ouhy.
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
In~sttgator. Every Liberal should hav thlB boo11
THOMP~ON.
The Blble-Wbat Is IU A pamin hili home. It is now ready for delivery.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DAB WIN :His life, works,
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
and lnfinPnce. By Rev. JoHN W. CHADWicK.
Price, $1.00.
·of the assumptiOn that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
3
BOLAR
AND
PLANETARY
EVOLUTION:
Adilress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
·
ow oun• and worlds come into being. By
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Mr. GA.«BET P. BEBvisB.
Studies in 'IIIeolo;-y. A clear exposi4. EVOLUTION OF THF. EARTH: The story of
tion of the biblical story of ma.n•a creation
BIBLE INQUIRER;
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
and curse, theologically denominated "the
OBt
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
fall." Price, 10 cents.
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS·
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
A Key to Bible Investigation. 6. EVOLUTION
OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
negativ and affirmativ. s~andJ>O)nt, showing
Containing 148 Propositions
of zoological evolution. By D • RosSITER
what it is not and what 1t lB. Pr1oe, 5 cents.
With References to the most Plain and Striking
RAYMOND
tf
Belf-Oontradiotions of the so-called
7.
TBE
DESCENT
OF
MAN:
His
ori~tin, antiqInspired Scriptures.
uity, g~owth BY Prof. E. D. CoPE.
BY A. JACOBSON.
8. EVOL'f.TION OF MIND: Its nature and deThird edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
veloument By Dr. l<OBEBT G. EccLES.
Every Liberal needs a. OOJ2Y for ready reference. 9. EVOLUTION OF BOCIE'J:Y. ByJAMEsA.B:KILAs a. pamphlet to Ioa.n to Ohristia.u friends, it is
By L. FEUERBA.CH.
the most effeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
10. E~(Ji;UTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
Price only · 25 cents.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
110 ots.
G. JANES
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im12.
PllOOFd
OF
EVOLUTION.
By
NELSoN
O.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
PAllS HALL
moral.-.B':I:t7·act.
I'ION AS BFLATED 'IO RliLIGIOUS
TA• Bou F'ootiJf'a and Ea!act Ratios in tl~e 13 · EVOLU
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.
'!'BOUGHT. BY JoHN W. 0BADWICK.
.A~irM~Unt and .Apportionment.
·4. PHILO•OPHY OF .I!.VOLUTION. lly BTABB
HoYT NICHOLS.
Ar;-ument by B. G. Incersoll
15. THE EF" ECTB OF EVOLUTION 0.._ THE
By J. K. INGALLS.
IN THE
COM1NG CIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J.
Pl'lee, Cloth,
81 oo.
BAVAOE.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 L&fayette Place. NllW York.
FOB

Essence of Religion.

DDAMONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, test1
and compare my good~ and prices with tho•e or
other diamond merchants, I Will sell any pi•oe of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contraot th!lt
cash in full will be refundea any time Within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are. not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it
None wlll sell as cheap. Oarrymg a large stock,
being an expert, oloae buyer. and doing business
on smallest possible expenMe, you will po•itlvlyf
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing o
me. Diamond Pins and EardrQPB, wortb $600, for
$400; Pms, Rtngs, l!.a.rdroJ>B, Studs, Hair Ornaments, Penda.nts, worth $800, for $200; do., worth
f200, for $140; do., worth i150. f<'r $110; do., worth
!100 for $70; do., worth $80, for $ti0; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth 140. for $80; ao., worth $80,
for $>2; do , worth 120, for $15. 'llou can wear these
goods daily for one year. It will not cost :~~ou a
cent. It in the mean t1me you are not satlofied
that the goods a1 e better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your oa•h in full.
Beleotiona sent to respon•1ble _part.ies on approval; to any banking-hon•e or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

Tr e "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, linelv adjusted to heat and ooludl
11atent regulator 1 Br£quet hair-surin11• l!eautif
double-paneled aiaJ. and all modern Improve·
men is Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it! In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce coin silver case, $28.r 0; ftve-ouiJce; $25; ~ix ounce, $27. In
open face. be•t ftlltd gold case, $27; hun tine, $811;
do., Louis XIV., $35. In fourteen carat sobd gofd,
$50 to $.110. Bent prepaid, and cash refunded!
not satisfaoto0¥To WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established 1857.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Was Jesus an llhpostor t A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Aenes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moden
times. 190 pp., 25 ots. The Mirror of Free·
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. l!~
cts. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. r; ots. B1ble Makers. 5 ots.
Bible Saint-Nos. 11 2, and 8. Eaoh 5 ots. Moses
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JxFFBRSON DAVIS is critically ill at
Orleans.
I
SoM:a: German employers are serving free·
coffee and light beer to their men to keep
them from drinking brandy.

OF course the opinions and habits belonging in
common to the masses of mankind aTe to a great
extent the results of sound judgment and praetical
wisdom. But to a great extent it is not so.-Eaw.
B. Ttllor, F'.B..S.

WE do not yet know how far we are beneath the
Hottentots in certain mattara.-Voltatre.

Tn:a: law prohibiting the importation of!
contract laborers is usually evaded, but occa-1
sionally a gang of contract men is sent back.

WHEN the church obtained the direction of the
civil power, she soon modified or abandoned the
tolerant maxims she had formerly inculcated.-

MANY cities hav abandoned corporal punishment in the schools, but Boston continues
the practice, and had eighteen thousand cases
laat year.
VAsT amounts of money and time are being
wasted in pilgrimages to the shrine at Lourdes,
France, which the clergy advertise as working
miraculous cures.
N:a:w YoRK aldermen, to secure the votes of
a musicians' union, hav forbid street bands
and hand-organs, which the poor declare is
tyrannical and wrong.
OF the many boys and girls under legal
working age that are in Newark, N.J., factories, a few hav been looked up by oflicers ,
and ordered to school.
!

Leclev.

As long as their own necks were in danger, the
clerics of the early Ohristian church inveighed
against tyranny and intolerance; but as soon as
that danger was past the doctrin of passiv submission to injustice bore its natu_ral fruit, and the lot
of the Europe•n peaRantry became infinitlv worse
than that of the so-called staves of the Grecian
empire and the Roman republics.-Prof. Feliz L.
Oswald.

A MoNTRR.lL paper, L•JCtendard, says:
"Despite Great Britain's protest the French
Canadians would send 5,000 zouaves to fight
for the pope against Italy."
Tn:a: Mormons who hav settled in the CanadianN orth west are reported to ha v announced
their intention to continue polygamy, and the
authorities are preparing to prevent them.
PoLISH Roman Catholic soldiers in the
Russian army complain that various underhand meuns are taken to induce them to
receive the ministrations of Greek Catholic
priests.
Tn:a: last week has been one of very unusual agitation of Socialism in England. A
cable says that many of the middle class or
merchants. Parliamentary parties, and men
of the high•st eminence seem to be embracing the new doclrin. Spencer is writing letters against it to the London Times.
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ANOTHER ANGEL ASCENDETH.
Tn:a: Catholic centennial opened at Baltimore on the lOth with imposing ceremonials
For it came to pass, when the 1lame went up toward heaven from off the altar, that
and adornments, among which were inter- . the angel of the Lord ascended in the 1lame of the altar: and Manoah and his wife looked
mingled papal and American flags. Arch- on it, and fell on their faces to the ground.-Judges xiii, 20.
bishop Ryan said the Catholics had here
9,000.000 population, 8,000 priests, 10,500
to !u'nish de camel, an' de rich man's gwine to
churches and chapels, and 650 colleges and
stick.
"You sinnahs ob •Possum Bottom ain't gwine to
academies.
scoot troo dat eye ob de Lo'd'B needle like a haiah
AT the Episcopal convention a member
troo a bodkin-lettin'on yo' too poo' fo' to match
A MAN may be as bold aa a lion,
said that two men, one an ecclesiastic and the
wid the camel. Yo' gwine to stick right wha' dat
But how sheepish he will look
money's bulgin' out yo' pockets, dat you ought to
other an unbeliever, had remarked to him:
If his wife comes into the kitchen
gib yo' preachah fo' greasin' you wid fac's, an'
"The Protestant Episcopal church will never
And catches him kiaaing the cook !
'ilin' you wid p'ints dat 'ill beat the camel an• gib
•
-.Argonaut.
take up the cause of labor; she is too deeply
you a show fo• de kingdom.
compromised with wealth."
" Ef de perspicity ob dis tex' am not cleah
CoNJUGAL scene between lllonaieur and Madam
de Bondamaous!e : "Why," aaid the husband, •nough fo' to make you ondahstand dat de collecA REVOLUTION in Brazil has abolished the "do yon put the hair of another woman on your tion dis very mo'nin• 's got to git de bulgin' out ob
empire and instituted a republic. Emperor head 1" "Why,'' retorted his better half, "do yo• pockets fo' to pay dat fo' dollahs dat you owe
. Dom Pedro was warned to leave in twenty- you wear the skin of another calf on your hands 7'' me, I kin make it mo' perspicitous•
"De fust time dat I rose in de_ pulpit fo' to
four hours, and sailed for Europe. He will -Le Voltaire.
preach, I w~s so ekead dat I ro·got de wo·ds ob de
be given an allowance for support. Almost
I:!HE : "Ashburton 0'Donohue, it is in vain you tex•. Dey was de very same wo'ds dat I hab
no bloodshed has occurred. However, some plead. I never kin be your'n. I am told you hav oh'iced fo' dis mo'nin'. De camel bein' a new cntmay take place, as there are about 500,000 seven dollars and a half in the savings bank, and tah to me, I couldn't fotch its name nohow. Dar
my fren's will say I married yer fer yer money. I I stood afo' a whole sanctua'y full of sinnabs,
loosely organized militia in tbe empire, and am sorry yer wuzzent poor, for then-but no mat IHqui'min' an' a.-wrestlin' wid a dumb spi'it dat
it is rumored that they will assemble in some tar-depart and ~ro-leave me l" (He does so to had me by de tongue. I had de mean in' o b de tex'
provinces that are said to be loyal. The reg- the slow music of a barrel organ plaved outside.) an' de kingdom, but de crittah an' de needle was
·
furder. I saw de sin ob lebity creepin' into de
ular army is for the revolution, and possesses -Lue.
~auctna'Y. Dat riled me an' downed de dumb
the capital and all important points. The
Mn. BIZNH : " Whew l but I'm tired out I" Mrs. dpi'it. So sez I: 'Fellow sinnahs an' sco'na.hs, it
crown in the old flag has•been replaced by a B1zois: ·• What is t.he matter?" Mr. Biznis : am easiah fo' a cow to climb a tree an' hatch her
Phrygian cap. The imperfect news does not "The second bookkeeper asked me for a half-day cal! in a bird·s nest, den it am fo' a pusson to git
off to attend his aunt's funeral, and like a smart
enable us to discern the true motiv at the Aleck I said I would go with him." Mrs. Biznis: mto de kingdom wid money a-bulgin• him.' And
so it am."-Tobe Hodge in Puole.
bottom of the rlRing. It is true that some of "Was it a very good game 1 What was the score?" THE HEAVENWARD HOLD Ul'-AN ARIZONA HAIL AND
the best minds there were for republicanism, Mr. Biznis: "That's just where I got fooled my.
FAREWELL.
Throw Ull my han's 1 Why, sartin, pard!
but this revolution seems to hav arisen not self. He was really going to his aunt's funeral.''
-Terre Haute Express.
Anything
f'r
accommudash'n
I
from their action so much as from conservativ
Don't tickle them triggers quite so hardEXTBAOT
FBOM
A
BEBMON
OF
THE
BEV.
SIM
GOOSE·
and landholding quarters. The new presi~
Buckshot 'n me ain'~ no relash'n I
BEBB'!~, 'l'OSSUlii BOTTOM, W. VA.
dent is an army officer who was incensed at
I ain't hun tin' no long-lost Bud,
"I hab ch'iced dese wo'ds for de tex': • n am
a recent correction given him. The army is easiah fo' a camel to go troo de eye ob a needle
Strawb'ry-marked in ~he lef~-band bar'ell
corrupt, and has evinced resentment at re- dan fo• a rich man to entah into de kingdom.'
Don't keer to change my name to MudDurn eight ruther we wudn't quar'el.
bukes of the press. The old slaveholders, An' dey am mighty onoouragin'for de rich man.
" I don't reckon it's likely dat any ob you brudwho by emancipation were left at once withI hain't got much etnff 'n my clo'es,
dahs an• sis tabs sittln' afo' me ebber seed a camel,
Only a span o' big iron dollars. ·
out support and occupation, and aggrieved 'less
you been to de ci•cus on de sly, an• hain't llib
In course yo're welc'me, pard, to thoseand unquiet, are engaged in the revolutionary it in in yo' •sperience in de class meetin'.
Et's Jim-Orow luok us miners follers I
party. And while many persons were dis" Dar am nothin• 'bout a camel .dat you kin put
All I got 1 Yep! Sorry, 01' Socks I
a
p'int
on.
Ef
yo'd
sta•t
wid
de
tail
ob
a
camel
fo'
posed against the princess who was to sucLook 'n see, ef yo're jubous 'bout et.
thread a b"an do' wid, yo"d git fotched up wid a
ceed Dom Pedro, because she was under the to
Say, now I Don·t smpe thet little boxknot afo' you got two foot. Ef yo"d sta•t wid the
1 cain't git on nohow without et I ·
thumb of the priests and Jesuits, yet these head fo' to pull him troo, you wouldn't git nowhar.
objectors do not seem to be the instigators You might lea• ez well try fo' to bore a hole in a
Shet up my jaw 1 Oh, abet et goes/
Only I hate to hev' yo' take et. ·
of the movement. Dom Pedro was a liberal bundle ob wool wid an augah. Dat am de kind ob
you'd hab puttin• a camel troo de eye ob a
Don't go spile et under my noseemperor, and traveled several years in Europe job
needle.
Won Yo're tak'n a rock to break et 1 I 1 ! I
and America gathering inventions, and ideas,
"All dem dat's reslin' in der ca'nal secu'ity on [l'o various aspiring fragments of highwayme.n.l
and men of practical skill, for introduction dar piles ob money had bettah be a loosenin' de
Oh, wal, good-bye, ef yo•re dispersed I
in his own land. His monarchy was consti- strings ob dar money-bags, an' gittin' de knots ob
Didu·t '!low yo s 'n no. sech hurry I
am
out
ob
demselvs,
an'
rubbin'
down
de
humps
tutional, not despotic. There was envy and ob onriKhteousness, an' Eque~zin' in dar big teet
'F I·d thought, I might 'a told yo' first,
Thet dynymite's fr'm J1m's stun.quirrY I
dissatisfaction among those who failed to be ob wickedness, an' glttin' de crook ob pride out ob
chosen in his conferral of distinctionR or no- d!<r necks, an' p'intm• dar tails ob contempoity fo'
BY the way, ef yo're comin' down,
Fetch my boodle 'n that thar doublebility. So it is not yet certain that the revo- to Kit ready fo' de threadin' match wid dat camel
Bar'el-they'd spile 'n yo'r new town,
lution is not a conservativ move under a lib- on de great day ob judgment; or de camel's
gwine to beat •em threadin', shoo. De Lo'd's
But I c'n use 'm •thout no trouble !
eral disguise.
swine to fu'niah de needle, an• de debbie's gwine
-C/Ias. F'. Lummis in Life.
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ADMITTING, for the sake of a case, that something has been revealed to a certain person, and
not revealed to any other person, it is revelation
to that person only. When he tells it to a second
person, a second to a third, a third to a fourth,
and so on, it ceasss to be a revelation to all those
perwns. It is revelation to the first person only,
and hearsay to every other, and, consequently,
they are not obliged to believe it.-Paine.
WHAT should I obey? Another man's oracle?
Shall I take another man's word-not what he
thinks, but what he says some God has said to
him?- Inqersoll.
EvERY new truth, which has ever been propounded, has, for a time, caused mischief; it has
produced discomfort, and often unhappiness,
sometimes by disturbing social or religious arrangements, and sometimes merely by the disruption- of old and cherished associations. of
thought. It is only after a certain interval, and
when the framework of affairs has adjusted itself
to the new truth. that its good effects preponderate; and·tbe preponderance continueli to increase,
until, at length, the truth causes nothing but
good. But, at the outset, there is always harm:
And, if the truth is very great, as well as very
new, the harm is serious. Men are made uneasy;
they flinch; they c_annot bear the sudden light; a
general restlessness supervenes; ·the face of society is disturbed, or perhaps convulsed; old interests, and old beliefs, are destroy@d,. before new
ones hav been created. These symptoms are the
precursors of revolution; they hav preceded all
the great changes through wbioh the world has
paesed.-Buc/cle's Historv of C1•ilization.
IT is the sense of power attached to a sense of
knowledge that makes men desirous of believing,
and afraid of doubting.-Prof. Willtam Kingdon
CliJ!ar<l •

THE present generation will probably behave
just as badly if another D!trwin should arise and
ivfiict upon them that which the generality of
mankind most hate-the necessity of revising
their convictions.-Hu::clel/.
THE only common people are they who refuse to
be Jed out of their own habit, notion, prejudice,
willfulness, into higher, larger, better wayto.John H. CliJ!'artZ.

THE pretension of P~il~?sophers to explain phys.
ical phenomena by phyPICal causes, or to predict
their occurrence, was, up_ to a very late Period of
palytheism, regarded as a sacrilegious insult to
the gods. Anaxagoras was banished for it, Aristotle had to fly for his life, and the mne un.
founded suspil'oion of it contributed grea.tly to the
condemnation of Socrates. We are too well acquainted with this form of the religious sentiment
eveB now, to hav any diflbulty in comprehendinl!1
what must hav been its violence then.-John
S!um·t !ftll.

WoMEN were taught by the church and state
alike that the feudal lord or seigneur had a
right to them, not only against themselvs
but as against any claim of husband or fa:
ther. The law known as Marchetta, or Marquette,
compelled newly married women to a most dishonorable servitude. They were regarded as the
rightful prey of the fe!Jdal lord from one to three
days after their marriage, and from this custom
the Pldest son of the serf was held as the son of
the lord, "as perchance it was he who begat
bim."-Gage's Woman, Church, an!t Slate.

IF you ree.Ily wish to know the Bible estimation
of woman, turn to the fourth and fifth verses of
the twelfth chapter of Leviticus, in which a
woman, for the crime of having borne a son is
unfit to touch a hallowed thing, or to come in ihe
holy sanctuary for thirty-three days; but if a
woman was the mother of a girl, then she became
totally unfit to enter the s~nctuary, or Pollute with
her touch a hallowed_ thmg, for sixty-six days.
The pallution was tw1c~ as f;l'reat when she had
borne a dau~.:hter. It IB a little difficult to see
why it is a greater crime to giv birth to a daugh·
ter than to a son. Surely, a law like that did not
tend to the elevation of woman. You will also
find in the same chapter. that a woman had to
offer a pigeon, _or a tnrtl~·dove, e.s a sin offering,
in order to expiate tho cnme of having become a
mother. By tbe L9vitical law, ·a mother was unclean. The priest bad to make an atonement for
her. If there is, beneath the stars, a figure of
complete and perfect purity, it is a mother hold·
ing in her arms her child. The laws respecting
women, given bv commandment of Jehovah to
the Jews, were born cf barbarism, and in tbis day
and age should be regardtd only with deteatation
and contempt. 'The twentieth and twenty.first
verses of the nineteenth chapter of Leviticus
show that the same punishment was not meted
to men and women guilty of the same crime. The
real explanation of what we find in the Old Testament degr~ding to woman, lies in the fact, that
the overflow of Love's mysterious Nile-the sacred
source of life-was, by its savage anthon, deemecl
unclean .-Ingersoll.
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that there are in the religious world two in.
clined planes-one leads toward Atheism, the
other toward Rome.'' Dr. Parkhurst is
"KNEEL and pray with me," said a man to right. Rome or Heason are the only logical
a New York policeman yesterday. Of course, alternative. Protestantism has no rational
comments the Sun, he was at once spotted as standing-ground.
a lunatic.
A QUESTION that has been agitating a portion
RELIGION sometimes attacks young chi!- of the community : How did Peter lose his
dren as well as older ones. A dispatch from hat ?-.Marlb01'o Star. If you mean the Peter
Chattanooga, Tenn., says: "Johnny Wal- who lied and swore so vehemently in a Jeruters, aged twelve, has gone insane on relig- salem bar-room that he set the roosters to
ious subj(i)cts. He expects to be translated crowing, he probably never had one. At any
like Elijah."
rate, all the photographs of the tramps, of
THERE is no moral in this story, says the whom he was one, represent them as being
Lewiston Jou 1·nal, but it is said that the bareheaded as well as barefooted.-.Ma1·lboro
Saco woman who had written several hun- Times.
dred scandalous anonymous letters was finally
THE gentlemen who hav given us a new
detected by her writing on an envelope version hav not helped matters a particle. If
dropped into the church contribution-box.
they would only hunt around and find a
l!odex in which the Lord's prayer would
MR. WILLIAM RADOLIFII'B writes to the
read, "Forgiv us our debts, and help us
Twentieth Century that Dr. McGlynn spoke collect what is owed to us," they would
in Youngstown on November 13th, and spent mark a very decided epoch in the progress of
that night with Mr. Lemming, priest of the . mankind, and put that prayer into such a
Catholic church of Hazelton, near Youngs- ~hape that most men could say it.-New Y01'k
town ; and he says he wants to know what Herald . .
the propaganda will do about it.
A RETURNED missionary, who has been
CHIEF-JusTIOE BEASLEY, of New Jersey, de- many years in Japan, has just been showing
cides that Henry George shall hav the $10,000 some curious effects of culture in that counbequeathed to him with which to circulate try. It seems that the Japanese hav seized
"Progress and Poverty.'' It will be remem- upon the idea of secular education with great
bered that Chancellor Bird decided otherwise avidity. While only seven thousand children
upon the ground that Mr. George's works go to school where religious knowledge ilil a
were subversiv of established law, and thus part of the curriculum, over three million atwon from Mr. George the title of an '' im- tend where the teaching is purely Agnostic.
mortal ass."
The young men develop a keen love for metTHE Buffalo Christian Advocate says: "We aphyskal doctrin and research, but their
heard Dr. Parkhurst, one of the most thought- favorit authors are Mill, Spencer, D11rwin,
tql men of the New York pulpit, say, recently, and Huxley.

IJofts and f!lippings.
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SAYS the Sunday Mercury: '' The Christian
Union is probably too pious to mention the
name of a live secular paper like the .Me1·cury,
but it is not too honest to steal from the
Mercury's columns and palm off the proceeds
of its theft on its Christian readers as its own.
It published last week a couple of columns of
the Depew deadhead letters, and did some
hypocritical moralizing. The religious paper
is, generally speaking, the sneak-thief of
journalism."

Tm: St. Louis Republic has found out what
the Japanese believe about hell. It says:
"The Japanese language has no equivalent
for our word 'hell,' but has the word
'jigoku' instead. Jigoku consists of (1)
eight immense hot hells, ranging one beneath
the other in tiers. Each of theFe hells has
sixteen additional hells outside its gates, like
so many ante-chambers, so that there are in
all 136 hot hells. (2) 'fhere are eight large
cold hells, each with its sixteen ante-hells,
making the same number of cold that there
are of hot hells. Besides these 272 hot and
cold hells for offenders of the common sort,
the wily Jape hav arranged for twenty mammoth hells of utter darkness, into which will
be consigned the lost spirits of children who
take the name of Dai Butsa, or Great Buddha,
in vain."

MR. GLADSTONE wrote a letter to the late socalled Sabbath congress in Paris advocating
Sunday observance and laws for its enforcement, but he is as hypocritical in his advocacy as our own sniveling Shepard. This is
shown by the fact that on the Sunday preceding the congress Mr. Gladstone, who was
in Paris, after attending church in the morn.
I SAw a pregnant example of orthodox piety
ing, drove with a party of friends in the Boisde-Boulogne, and in the evening visited the last Sunday, says one of the editors of the
New York Truth. It was after early mass,
great Exposition.
at St. Patrick's in Mott street. The grocery
PATROLMAN AuGUSTUS M. DENYSE, of the store on the corner was open for the convenWest Thirtieth street police station, New ience of those who had been too happy on
York, died two weeks ago. He was forty- Saturday night to lay in their Sunday stores
two years old, and had been on the New -a barrel of potatoes was on the sidewalk,
York police force for many years. He was open and full of tempting tubers. An old
an Agnostic, and when he was near death woman came out of the church blear-eyed
one of his friends, Sergeant Crocker, asked I and toothless. Her gaze was fascinated by
him if he did not wish to make his peace with the spuds. She approached the barrel, with
God. "No, John," said Denyse, "this is no one hand she spread her ragged shawl over
time for hypocrisy.'' He was afflicted with it, with the other she crossed herself piously,
heart disease, and had calmly made all his then looking around, to make sure that no
preparations for death. His obsequies were profane eye observed her, she quietly abpresided over by a police sergeant. It is in- stracted a dozen or so, and toddled off. She
teresting to know that some time there has had "made her sow!," her moral slate was
been one man on th.e police force who was clean, and she lost no time in beginning ~
not a truckling tool ol the RomiRh churcb. I fr!ls4 spore.
·
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fiommnnications.
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian l
CHAPTER

VII!.-CONOLUDED.

TESTIMONY OF LAMON's wITNESSES.

. This division of Lincoln's life is quite indefinit,

~but Reed would hav us believe that Colonel Ma-

theny's evidence r~>lates wholly to ~bat portion of his·
life anterior to 1848, when Dr. Sm1th began the task
of Christianizing him. Mjlotbenv's diselaimer is dated
Dec. 16, 1872. On Dec. 9, 1873, he made the following explanation, which was published in a Springfield paper:
· What I mean, in my Reed letter, by Mr. Lincoln's earlier
life is his whole life and history in Illinois. In Illinois, and
up 'to the time he lt>ft fnr W~t•bington, he waR. as I under. stand it, a confirmed Infidel. What I mean by Mr. Lincoln's
'later life, is bis Washington life, where he associa·ed with
religious people, when and where I believe he thought he
became a Christian. I told Mr. Reed all this just before
signing the letter spoken of. I knew nothing of Mr. Lincoln's investigation into the subject of Christianity.
He says that his evidence "is a mere collection of
sayings gathered from private conversations." It is
doubtless true that he had many private conversations with Mr. Herndon on this subject; but his
published testimony was all given at one sitting, and
more, he signed that testimony. Every word attributed to him in Lamon's work, and repeated in this
chapter, originally appeared above his signature. .
The concluding words of his disclaimer are as
follows:
While I do believe Mr. Lincoln to hav been an Infidel in
his former life, when his mind was as yet unformed, and his
associations principally with rough and skeptic11.l men, yet I
believe he was a very different ma.u in later life; and that
after associating with a different class of men, and inves.
tigating the subject, he was a firm believer in the Christian
religion.
These words, as. modified by the following, constitute a most remarkable statement:
In Illinois, and up to tbe time he left. for Washington, he
was, as I understand it, a confirmerl Infidel. What I mean
by Mr. Lincoln's later life, is his Washington life, where he
associated with religious people.
C<Jlonel Matheny confines Lincoln's Infidelity to
that portion of his life." when his mind was as yet
unformed," and affirms that this portion comprised
all the years preceding his removal to W ashingtun in
1861. Thus during the first fifty-two years of Lincoln's life, "his mind was as yet unformed." His
enviable reputation as one of the foremost lawyers of
Illinois was achieved while "his mind was as yet unformed;" when his friends sent him to Oongress,
"his mind was as yet unformed;" when he made his
Bloomington speech, "his mind was as yet unformed;" when he delivered his famous Springfield
speech, "his mind was as yet unformed;" when be
conducted his masterly debates with Stephen A.
Douglas, "his mind was as yet unformed;" when he
prepared and delivered that model of political addresses, the Cooper Institute address, "his ·mind
was as yet unformed;" when at the Chicago convention he outstripped in the race for presidential nominee such eminent leaders as Seward and Chase, "his
mind was as yet unformed;" when he was elected
chief magistrate of this great nation, " his mind was
as yet unformed."
·
It was only by leaving Illinois and going to Washington that he was thrown into religious society.
Washington politicians are noted for their piety, you
know. According to Matheny et al., New Salem was
a second Sodom, Springfield a second Gomorrah, and
Washington a sort of New Jerusalem, inhabited
chiefly by saints.
Neither in Matheny's letter, nor in his interpretation of this letter, is there a word to indicate that be
recognized the facb that Lincoln went to Washington
to assume the office and·perform the duties of president. On the contrary, the whole tenor of his remarks is to the effect that he believed the people sent
him there on account of his wickedness and while
"his mind was as yet unformed," to atte~d a reform
school, and that subsequently he entered a theological
seminary, and there died.
. The most ~m~sing fe~ture of Matheny's letter
1s that he unw1ttmgly certifies that his own character
was not good. He declares that Lincoln was an
Infidel be~ause his .~ssociations were " with rough
and ~kept10al men; but that after removing to
Washmgton and "associating with a different class of
men" he became a Christian. Now, it is well known
that one of the most conspicuous of his "rough and
skeptical" associates in Illinois was James H. Ma·
tbeny.
.
Colonel Matheny in his explanatory remarks says:
"I believe he thought he became n. Christian ·" and in
almost the ne.rt breath says, "I knew nothin'g of Mr.
~i~~oln's investi~ation into the subject of Christian
1ty. Can snythmg be more unreasonable than this 1
Colonel Matheny knowing that Lincoln was a confirmed Infidel-an Infidel when he went to Washington-knowing nothing about his having afterward
investigated Christianity-knowing that he had no
time for such an investigation, and yet believing that
Lincoln thought~.he became,la Christian! Why did

attainments of the writer, but solely with a view of
discovering his identity. These are mo~tly o~ a
trivial character confined to marks of punctuatiOn,
etc.· and it is ~recognized fact that a majority of
edu~ated persons, including many professional
writers are more or less deficient in the art of
punctu~tion. In proof of the common authorship of
these four letters the following reasons are submitted.
I. In all of them we recognize a stiff formality-a
studied effort to conform to one ideal standard.
2. All of them were written at Springfield, and all
omit the name of the state.
3. In each of them, the day of the month is followed by the suffix '' th." Thie, if not wholly improper, is not common usage. Had these letters
been written by the four persons to whom they are
ascribed at least three of them would hav omitted it.
4. Jn 'all, but one, the address is "Rev. J. A.
Reed '' and in the exception the writer merely sub' "Jas." for "J.''
stitutes
5. In each of them the address is followed by a
colon instead of a comma, the proper mark to use.
Had they been written by four persons, it is possible
that· a. part, or even all, would bav made. an error,
but couldn't do it."
but it is highly improbable that all would bav made
Any charitably disposed person, knowing the gen- the same error.
6. In these letters, the introductory words are
eral good character of both men, instead· of ·Crying
"Fraud," as Reed has done, will readily conclude uniformly" Dear Sir"-the most common form of
that Mr. Herndon was mistaken, or that Mr. Stuart introduction, and the one that a writer, in drafting a
had forgotten just what he did say, and is it not letter addressed to himself, would most naturally
more reasonable to suppose that the latter gentle- employ.
7. In every instance, the introduction is followed
man, in the lapse of six years, should hav forgotten
some things he· said, than that Mr. Herndon, who by a dash instead of a colon-a uniformity of error,
recorded them the moment they were uttered, should again.
8. In the subscription, the term, "Yours truly," is
be mietaken 1
Alluding to Colonel Matheny's evidence, in the invariably used, except in the Lewis letter, which
concludes with "Yours, etc."
same lecture, Mr. Herndon says:
9. The Edwaros letter and the Lewis letter begin
The next gentleman introduced by Mr. Reed is Coi. James
H. Matheny. He is made to say, in a letter addressed to Mr. with the same ides, expressed in nearly the same
Reed, that he did not write the statement in Lamon's "Life words. Edwards is made to say, "A short time after
of Lincoln." I do not claim that he did. I wrote it in the the Rav. Dr. Smith," etc.; and Lewis, "Not long
court house-this bali-in Mr. Matheny's presence, and at after Dr. Smith."
his dictation. I read it over to him and he approved it. I
10. Omitting the introductory sentence in the
wrote it all at once as he ~poke it to me: it is not made up
of Fcraps -"a mere collection of sayings gathered from Stuart letter, which is merely the expansion of an
private conversations, that were only true or Mr. Lincoln's idea used in writing the Matheny letter on the preearlier life." I say that tbis Rlatement was written all at one ceding day, the Stvart and Matheny letters begin
time and place, and not at different times and places. Let
any critic. any man of common sense, read it and he will with the same idea. Stuart says: " The language of
say: " This was all written at once." I appeal to the that statement is not mine; it was not written by
manner-the close connection of words and ideas in which it me." Matheny saye: "The language attributed to
runs-worrl with word, sentence with sentence, and· idea me . . . is not from my pen. I did not write
with idea, for the proof that it waR made at one sitting. Mr. it." Reed himself uses substantially the same lanMatheny has often told me that Mr. Lincoln was an Infidel. guage that is ascribed to them. Had their stateHe admits this in his letter to Mr. Reed. He never intimated
in that or any other conversation with me that he believed ments, as published in Lamon's work, been forgeries,
or grossly inaccurate, they.might hav used the lanthat Mr. Lincoln in his later life became a Christian.
In a letter dated Sept. 14, 1887, Mr. Herndon guage quoted above. Under the circumstances they
would not hav used it. Major Stuart and Colonel
writes:
·
Matheny were lawyers, not pettifoggers.
I acted in this matter honestly, and I will always abide by
II. These prefatory sentences of Stuart and Mamy notes taken down at the time. I was cautious-very
careful of what I did, because I knew that the church would theny both begin with the same words-" the Iandamn me and prove me f~~olse if it could. I stood on the guage."
exactness of truth squarely.
12. In both the Edwards and Lewis letters, refer! bav thus far assumed that Stuart and Matheny ence is made to a theological work which Dr. Smith
really wrote the letters of disclaimer addressed to is said to hav written. The writer of neither letter
Reed. Mr. Reed states that he is "amazed to find'' is able to state the name of the book; Dr. Reed is
that they did not write the statements attributed to unable to st11.te the name of it; Dr. Smith himself
them by Lamon.- The reader is by this time su:ffi- does not mention the name of it; but he does plainly
ciently familiar with this reverend gentleman's state that it was a work on the Bible. For "the
methods that he will not be "amazed to find" that business he had on hand," however, it ·suited Reed's
Stuart and Matheny did not write these disclaimers. purpm;e better to giv a semi-erroneous impression of
I now affirm that James H. M~~otheny did not write its character, and so he affirms that it was a work on
a word of the letter purporting to hav been written " the evidences of Christianity." Curiously enough,
by him. It teas written by the .Rev. J. A . .Reed I in the Edwards letter and again in the Lewis letter,
We hav not the expressed declaration of Mr. Stuart the book is described as a work on" the evidences of
that this is true of the letter imputed to him, but Christianity."
.
13. The Edwards letter reports Lincoln as saying :
there is other evidence which makes it· clearly· apparent that this letter was also written by Mr. Reed. ''I hav been reading a worlc of Dr. Bmith on the
Nor is this all. I shall now endeavor to shew evidences of Christianity." The Lewis letter reprethat the greater part of the evidence presented by sents him as saying that " He had seen and partially
Reed, in his lecture, was composed and written by read a toorlc of Dr. Smith on the evidences of Chrishimself. Let us take the four letters credited tianity." Here are ten consecutiv words in the two
respectivly to Edwards, Lewis, Stuart, and Matheny. letters ident.ical.
I shall attempt to demonstrate the common origin of_. 14. Mr. Reid, in his lecture, never once uses the
these letters, first, by their form; secondly, by the word " Christianity," except as above noticed to describe Dr. Smith's book; he always uses the words
language of their contents.
The different forms employed in epistolary corre- "the Christian religion "-employing this term no
spondence are numerous, far more numerous than less than seven times. This usage is not common.
generally supposed. To illustrate: four hundred An examination of various theological writings shows
letters, written by as many different persons, and all that "Christianity" is used twenty times where "the
addressEd to the same person, were, without examina- Christian religion" is used once. Yet in these letters
tion, divided into one hundred parcels of four'letters the word "Christianity" is not to be found, except
each.· They were then examined in regard to the in the same sense as used by Dr. Reed, while "the
form employed by the writer. The beading, the ad- Chris~ian religion" occurs in each of the four letdress, the introduction, and the subsllription were tars.
noted-no attention being paid to the body of the
15. " The truth of the Christian religion" is a
letter, or the signature. In not one of these one favorit phrase with Reed, occurring three times in
hundred parcels were found four letters having the his lecture. This phrase also occurs three times in
same form. The heading of these letters exhibitf!d these letters-once in the Edwards letter, and twice
nine d1fferent forms; the address, fourteen; the in the Smart letter.
16. Reed bas much to say about Lincoln's "life
introduction, eight; and the subscription, eleven.
Again, nearly every writer employs certain idioms and religious sentimf!nts ;" in fact, his lecture is
of language that are peculiar to him, and which entitled, "The L11.ter Life and Religious Sentiments
reve~~ol his identity, even though be tries to conceal it. of Abraham Lincoln." In the Matheny letter, too,
Let us now institute a brief analysis of the four we find "Mr. Lincoln's life and religious sentiments."
letters under consideration. Errors will be noticed,
17. The words "earlier" and "later" are frequently
not for the purpose of reflecting upon the literary used by Reed in connection with Lincoln's life. The
he not mention this when he gave his testimony?
The fact is, he did not believe that Lincoln became a
Christian; but with an orthodox club raised above
his head, he found it very convenient to profess to
believe it.
As Mr. Reed has endeavored to p!ove that Lamon
and Herndon did not faithfully report the evidence
of Stuart and Matheny, it is but just that Mr. Herndon, who took down their testimony, be permitted to
speak in his own defense. In his Springfield lecture,
delivered in Major Stuart's town, if not in his presence, referring to Stuart's testimony, he says:
Mr. Stuart did not write the note and no one ever said he
did. What is there stated was the substance of a conversation between 11-lr. .Stuart and myself about Mr. Lincoln's
uligion. I took do;.vn in a note in his office and in his pres.
~>nce his words and ideas as I did in other cases. The conversat-ion spoken of took place in Mr. Stuart.'s office, and in
tbc east room. Mr. Stuart does not deny that the note is
Hubatantially correct. He simply says he could not bav said
that Dr. Smith tried to convert Mr. Lincoln, and couldn't do
it. I well remember that he .did use this laDguage. It
~eemed to do him good to say it. . . . It seems that Mr.
Stuart had heard that Mr. Lincoln and Dr. Smith had mnch
discussion about Christianity, but he failed to hear of Mr.
Lincoln's conversion, or anything like it, and well might he
Aay, as he did, that "Dr. Smith tried to convert Mr. Lincoln,
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same words are used in· the Stuart and Matheny Jetterp, and in the same connection.
18. The Stuart letter is, for the most part, dHofed
to the narration of " some facts" which Mr. Stuart is
said to h~v presented to Mr. Herndon, beginning
with this: "That Eddie, a child of Mr. Lincoln, died
in 18.48 or 1849," etc. Now, Mr. Stuart well knew
that, during all this time, Mr. Herndon was the
intimate associate of Lincoln and thoroughly familiar
with every event in hie history. The "facts" given
in this letter are not such as Mr. Stuart would hav
eommunicated to Mr. Herndon, but they are such as
Mr. Reed would naturally desire to place before the
public.
19. Nothing in Dr. Reed's career has excited hie
vanity more than the fact that he was pastor of the
First Presbyterian church of Springfield-the church
which Lincoln once attenred. Consequently, the
"'First Presbyterian church" is a conspicuous object
in his lecture, and nowhere ie it more conspicuous
1than in these letters. In the Stuart letter it appears
three times, ond the writer never fails to state that it,
was the" First Presbyterian cburch"-the church of
which Dr. Reed was pastor.
20. According to the principle of accretion, if two
:articles or letters are .written on the same s1,1bject, the·
:aecond will usually be .longer than the first. This is
true of ~hese letters. The Lewis letter, relating to
:Smith's reputed conversion of Lincoln, was written
after the Edwards letter relativ to the same subject,
i\nd ie longer. The Stuart disclaimer, which is the
longer of the two, was written after the Matheny disclaimer.
From t.he foregoing, is it not clearly evident that
these four letters were all written by the same person T If eo, then knowing that Dr. Reed wrote one
of them, the Matheny letter, does it not necessarily
· follow that he wrote them all 1
In the Gurley testimony, eueli expressions as "the
Christian religion" and "the truth of the Christian
religion," together with the Reed story concerning
Lincoln's intention of making a profession of religion, reveal the authorllbip cf tbiR te~timf'DY a1Po.
J OBN E. REMSBURG.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

An EnglisJt Estimate of" Ingersoll.

Le bonteur appartient a qui fait des heureux.-Deliele. .
Das Geriicht i!lt Kostlichler, den grosser Reichthum, und
Gunst, denn Silber and Gold.-Die Spruolle.

Among Freethought leaders of this centur'/ ncne
are entitled to greater honor than Colonel Robert
Ingersoll, writes Mr. W. Irving in Saladin's Agnostic
Journal. His writings and lectures are so well
known in America and the United Kingdom that his
name has become a household word. It would be
difficult to over-estimate the impetus that he bas
imparted to Rationalism. That he has given orthodoxy a severe shaking, from which it is impossible
for it to recover, may be gathered from the significant fact that the views of which he is eo accomplished an advocate hav been deemed worthy of attempted refutation at the hands of distinguished
ecclesiastical dignitaries versed in the subtleties and
sophistries of theological polemics. Men respected
on account of their scholastic attainments, political
eminence, cultivated controversial skill, or literary
fame, hav crossed swords with him in the dialectical
arena. Out of every contest he has emerged radiant
with triumph. He hae not only parried the blows of
·his opponents, but returned their thrusts with interest. Exposed to the ceaseless play of hie battery of
eloquence, wit, sarcasm, pathos, and logic, the arguments of his critics hav been completely disintegrated
and annihilated. Even those whose interests and
prejudices predispo~e them to regard Colonel Ingersoll's principles with undisguised disfavor are fain
to pay tributes to the marvelous ability and judgment with which he has for years conducted his
·advocacy of Freetbought views. They admit that
he is an intellectual colossus, the coruscations of
whose genius hav served to stimulate thought, illuminate the highways of knowledge, and place the
principle of freedom of discussion on a surer foundation. While vigorously combating the arguments he
adduces in favor of his position as a Freethought
propagandist, they e~mnot but acknowledge his
transparent sincerity, purity of motiv, and the
grandeur of his unique personality. Ingersoll ie unquestionably a king among men.
The enormous sale that Colonel Ingersoll's lectures
hav had in this country and on the American continent are a striking proof of the popularity that he
enjoys. This popularity has been won by the judicious employment of a rare combination of mental
gifts. His Freethought orations are read by members of every class. A variety of causes hav cooperated to gain for Colonel Ingersoll's published speeches
a wide and nried audience. He is a consummate
master of the English language. He speaks and
writes in a style perfectly intelligible to any grade of
intellect. There ie no possibility of misunderstanding his meaning. For directness, incieivness, and
lucidity of expression he has no living sup~rior. His
sentences are. like deftly-cut diamonds, polished and
plire, but retaining their nativ brilliance IUld iptrm·
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sic worth. Possessed of an almost inexhaustible the Bible, and the barbarity of endeavoring to stifle
flow of language, he finds no difficulty in investing freedom of thought and speech. The pricele~e value
his ~<ubjects with the charm of perennial interest. of liberty is painted in glowing colore. The right of
Though an iconoclast of the most uncompromising one man to dictate the opinions of another is point·
type, he has the faculty, in an extraordinary degree, edly challenged. The dominance of eccleeief.tical
of vindicating his cause without giving unnecessary tyr&nny is demonstrated to be incompatible with a
offense. The chastity of his language is beyond com- progressiv civilization, and mental freedom is proved
mendation. There is not one of his published lect~ to be essential, not only to the welfare of the i:cdividures but might safely be put into the hands of the ual, but to the solidity, prosperity, and happiness of
most delicate and sensitiv-minded man, woman, or the communit.y.
The phenomenal popularity of Colonel Inger~:oll's
child. His speeches are redolent of common sense,
pointed wit, good-natured humor, flashes of appro- lectures and writings has induced some e:xcfeding!y
priate sarcasm, tear-movin~ pathos, and invincible dist.inguished men to ~ubject his views to the test of
reasoning. Henry Ward Beecher might well say, on hostil criticism. His discmeion with Dr. Field is
a memorable occasion, that Colonel Ingersoll was well known. Mr. Gladstone has ventured to pit his
the greatest living speaker on the globe. Hjs skill ae a dialectician against Colonel IngE>rsolJ.
lectures are the efforts of a man of intense feeling. There may possibly be some differ~;nce of opinion ae
He is inspired with a passionate desire for the wel- to wl:o got the beet of the encounter. Religious
fare and upward evolution of humanity. His hat.red training and prejudices distort the vision of judgr f priestcraft is but equaled, if not overshadowed, ment. To an impartial obEervEr, Mr. Gladstone -wae
by his pronounced humanitarian instincts. He not only completel:y defeated, but bia argumr:nta were
delights in seeing and making his less favorably annihilated. Ingersoll throughout the whole dissituated fellow·creatures, happy. The spectacle of cussion had him at his mercy. Ingersoll's reply to
wrong siirs him to indignation; sights of misers Cardinal Manning is a withering indictment of the
~nd wretchednees melt him to tears ; ignorance, in Romsn Catholic church. He shows t.bat it has a
its helples&ness, arouses his pity, and despotism in history of blood, and hae been a curse to the world.
Ingersoll is an honor to the land of his eirtb.
any shape hae in him an unwavering foe. These
characteristics find their reflection in his numerous Freethinkers should be and are proud c•f such a
lectures, and, in combination with other qualities, leader. He has woa an imperishable renown as a
afford ail.· explanation of the almost unparalleled fa- &uperbly accomplished leader of men and molder of
thought. He has made a nama in history that time
vor he has found in public esteem.
As a platform speaker Colonel Ingersoll, by the will never Efface. The record of hie life is beJond
W. IRviNG.
verdict of competent judges, has no superior among praise.
his contemporaries.. That his lect.ures read well Heryone knows who has enjoyed the pleasure of their
Giordano Bruno's Martyl'dom.
perusal; but to listen to Ingersoll, as he pncee the
As the pope has carefully removed the records cf
rostrum, is an intellectual and rhetorical treat. He
possesses, to the fullest degree, those qualities of the Inquisition from the Holy Office to the Vt.tican,
body and mind without which a reputation as a probably with the view that they eball never be used
great orator cannot be attained. His personality is save in the papal interest, and some Protestant pu.pE~re
strangely magnetic. Power, kindness, good. nature, here bav fallen into the Jesuit trap of Eeying it is
and llympathy l!le indelibly stamped on his features. not quite certain that Bruno was burnt to dE:ath, it
Hie very appeUTance, before he has spoken a word, n:ay be well, SBJS the London .F'?·eethiulccr, to preirresistibly aitracte and conciliates his audience. serve the following summary of evidence given by
Hie bearers instinctivly recognize in him the posses- Mr. C. E. Plumtre in the Antiquary for April. He
sion of those ethical qualifications which endEar a man points out that the evidences for the execution are
to his fellows. He is not only a magnificent orator, the following:
capable, by the magic of his elcquence, of touching
1. A letter from Scioppiu, giving a full and detailed acmen's hearts, playing dextrously on their Emotions, count of the exrcution of Bruno, which took place on Thursand molding their convictions; but he is eEsentially day, Feb. 17, 1600, in 1he presence of Scioppius himself.
letter having been condusivly proved to be genuln
a great man, endowed with catholic sympathies and This
from internal evidence by Mr. R. C. C.bristie.
an inexhaustible fund of humanity. He believes and
2. Mer~enne's mention of Bruno as un atlwe b1'uUe en Jtalie
ft els what he says. He has a mission to perform, in a work printed in 1624.
3. The imperial embassador, Wacker, residing at Rome in
and to its accomplishment he brings the trained
n Eources of a mental giant's strength. He displays a 1600, informing Kepler of the event.
4. The full detail of the trial and sentence contained in the
ihorough grasp of every subject he takes in hand. archives
of the Jnqnisition.
The masses love him for the ~ympathy be displays
5. The .Avvisi di Roma (contained in the manuscripts of
for them in their woes, vicissitudes, and aspirations. the Vatican, a sort of new, paper in those days) of Feb. 19,
They respect his evident determination to devote the 1600, recor~s the execution of Bruno as having taken place
previous Thursday, 1h~ 17th..
. .
power of his mighty brain to .the rectification of on6;theThe
archives of San GzO'Vanm Decollato, contammg a
anomalies, and the dissipation of the virus of super- notice of the execution of Bruno, given in all its details,
stition. The learned and well-to·do admire hie The day of the wPek is said to be ThurEday; the day of the
ability, applaud his courage, and eagerly seize the month, February 16th; the year, 1600.
opportunities presented to them to listen to hie
Against this there is only the fact that t~e lastflights of polished and passionate rhetoric. The mentioned archives giv the date as the 16th, mstead
results of his well-timed efforts are everywhere of the 17th, of February, a mistake that might hav
apparent. The clergy hav long given up the idea of easily occurred tbrou~?h a miPprint., or from Cflreless
neutralizing his influence by the preservation of writing or copying. Yet., on eo slight a foundat.ion
an appearance of carefully assumed contemptuous as this, the apologists of Rome endeavor to explain
silence. They hav tried and failed to check hie away this instBLce of her iniamy.
triumphant career by an appeal to the tactics of
spasmodic vituperation. They hav attempted to confute him by having resort to the armory of reason ;
A Saul-like Conversion.
and here again they hav been signally worsted. In
From a private correspondent thEl "Man of Sin"
spite of slander, misrepresentation, and abuse, Ingersoll hae gone steadily on. He has never relaxed his ie informed that, some years ago, a Western journalist and lawyer bought a copy of "Antichrist." He
~;fforts. He has besieged and stormed the citadel of
was eo shocked by it that one day, while crossing the
superstition, and on its battlements he hae placed bridge spanning the Missouri river, he flung the book
the standard of Freethought.
into the water. But now he repents of the foolish
As a forensic advocate, Ingersoll enjoys a first-rate act and is himself engaged in writing a book which
reputation. His fame ae a lawyer ie equal to hie will take quite se extreme a position as
celebrity as a platform speaker. As a consequence,
ANTICHRIST.
hie services are frequently called into requisition.
His name has been identified with the conduct of
EVEN the extraordinary diversity of many religions
some of the most important trials in America-trials
involving vital and far-reaching consequences. It ie, diffused over the surface of the earth, suffices to show
however, in criminal trials, where the questions of that they can stand in no necessary connection with
life and liberty or death are at stake, that Ingersoll morals ae it ie well known that wherever tolerably
preeminently shines. His powers of persuasion over well-o;dered politieal and social conditions exist, the
the minds of a jury are proverbially remarkable. moral precepts in their eeeenti~l. principles ar? the
Conscientious to tbe highest degree, he t.hrowe the same whilst when such conditiOns are wantm~?", a
whole of his energies into every case for which he wild' and irregular confusion, or even an entire defiholds a brief. Every nerve ie strained, not a point ciency of moral n_otione ie m~t.with. Histo~y also
overlooked, witnesses submitted to crucial erose- ehowe incontrovertibly that rehg1on and morahty tav
examination, and his client's interests scrupulously by no means gone band in hand in strength and deobserved, to gain a favorable verdict. Ingersoll's velopment, but even contrariwise the most religious
defense of Mr. Reynolds, charged with blasphemy, at times and countries hav produced the greatest
Morristown, N. J., in 1887, must hav proved a con- number of crimes and sine against the laws of wogenial task to him, for in such a case he would be in rality, and indeed, ae ?aily experience teac?e.e, sti.ll
his element. The speech for the defense ie one of produce them. The history of nearly all rehgwne 1s
Ingersoll's most masterly efforts, the peroration filled with such horrible abominations, maeeacree,
being particularly impressiv. In it we are presented and boundless wickednesees of every kind, that at
with a vivid picture of t.he manifold evils that owe the mere recollection of them, the heart of philan.
their origin to superstition, the cruelties that hav thropiet seems to stand still, and we t11rn with
been perpetrated through the operation of the spirit diegulilt and horror from a mental aberrat.~op. whi(}b
ot persecutioP1 the abl!urdities PPQ immoralitie6 of could prQduce f,!p{lb gf3e<ts,-J1·Uchner.
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~ommnnieations.
Lucy Colman Speaks.
I hardly know whether Dr. Severance's ~rotest requ,ires an answer, as the thing is done to wbtcb she objects and cannot be abrogated for at least one year.
But ~s one cf the members of the Secular Union, voting cordially for all to which she objects, I beg. the
readers' patience while I, in as few words as poas1ble,
say why I feel tha~ t~e broaden~ng the conatitu~ion,
so as to admit Ohr1et1ans, was r1ght. The work emphatically before us at the present time is the tan.
tion of church property, and the making the public
schools entirely sEcular. If, when we shall bav succeeded in these two things, we hav any time left, we
will go into the Sabbath question, and make the day
Sunday.
There are many religious bodies that are with us
in the first two Demands; why shall we not accept
their help T A.s to listenin~ to opening prayers, a
respectable number of the Unitarians do not pray
much in their own churches, but when they do their
nrayers are less obnoxious to me than the Spiritualists offer at the opening of their services. W a bad
Spiritualists at the annual congress, and some speaking of that sort. I believe in " eternal vigilance,"
and am as displeased with the doings of our woman's
rights people in allowing themselvs to be swallowed
up by the Christian Union as is Dr. Severance, but
while the doctor and myself are working members of
the Secular Union, it will not fall into the church.
Perhaps we could bav saved the woman's party if we
bad done our duty-" one shall chase a thousand and
two put ten thousand to flight." I am very sorry to
find a disposition in some quarters to find fault. We
bav new offieers, let us giv them our hearty support,
and if they fail to accomplish what we hope they wiil
succeed in doing, it will be time then to try some
other way.
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
Syracuse, N. Y., Nov. 19~h.

:Mr. Burnham on the Union.
Those who for years fought the battle for Universal Mental Liberty can only feel deeply humiliated
in the contemplation of the diRgraceful attitude· of
the so-called American Secular Union congress in its
recent session in Philadelphia. Behold its humiliation. Sacerdotalism on the rostrum-clergymen engaged to do the speaking. Can anyone imagin a
deeper disgrace than to hav the cause which the
Union was intended to represent forced into such an
attitude T
Think of the heroism of our honored dead and of
the ideas for which they lived and fought-Elizur
Wright, D. M. Bennett, T. L. Brown, and T. C. Leland. Think of the men in their graves, and. many
like them living-and then of the last congress.
Imagin those that are now dust sitting therein to
witness the cowardly transformation of the old
national Liberal League, in which these men work~d,
into an " Irish wake," with clet:ical dignitaries there
by special invitation to celebrate the obsequies of
the apologetical concern. Witness the bowing and
cringing at the feet of clerical impudence. Then
think of a call, formulated in the terms of distress,
inviting the Christian world to come in and see this
congress in its disgraceful position begging for help
-founded upon the implication that these ecclesiastics
are easily duped. Come, all ye soldiers of the cross,
and help us " lay ye out" ready to be sacrificed upon
the altar of liberty. Come, ye children of the Mother
of Harlots, and giv us support. Come, ye children
whose ancestors burnt Bruno, and help this new
transformation to tax your churches and all of your
sacred property-all of the places where you confess
your sins and where the mother of God meets you.
Oome and help down your supernaturalism, and place
Secularism in its place.
It is true your church is old-even as the Christbut though you are the best organized ecclesiastical
power in the world, you can see by the invitation
that you are deemed supremely stupid, so much so
that you will take the sop thrown out to you with
tbanbgiving. How kind it is to be invited by the
transformed Secular Union to assist at your own
funeral!
Of course it is presumed that you will not see
through the plot and accept the kind invitation to
come and help the Union turn you out-doors. We
are safe, we think, in saying that such will be the
inevitable result if Secularism succeeds. If it succeeds, it will be the death of supernaturalism. A.nd
then to think that the devotees of supernaturalism
will turn in and lend a helping band-what a monstrous absurdity ! Men on our rostrum, who through
prayer talk with the supernatural, to be coworkers
with us-it is beyond rational belief. How a man's
lack of wit bas misled him when it allows him to
indulge in such a stupid recreation l To imagin
that the Christian church will assist in the overthrow
of its supernaturalism is an intolerable imagination.
The church must look with pity upon such credulity.
The followers of John Calvin, John Wesley, John
Knox, apd Martin Luther coming forward to dese-
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crate the dust and cast burning discredit and disgrace upon their memory by rendering aid in sup·
planting that supernaturalism which was the soul of
their faith-life! Its retirement is the foundation of
Secularism, and this is what it means in the mind of
ninety-nine hundredths of the Freethinkers of this
country. It means a human providence instead of a
divine providence. It means human aid and help
and not divine aid and help. It means the divorcement of the supernatural from every phase of thought
and action. Hence Secularism means a conflict. It
means a war for a hundred years, and if need be for
a thousand of them, between-the ecclesiastical and
Secular forces-between a dominant divine religion
and human foresight and care for the welfare of the
race. It means a conflict between a divinely appointed priesthood and its citadels of superstition,
and free schools, free thought, and homes consecrated
to the truth, all under a human providence. I can
conceive of nothing more humiliating and degrading
than hypocrisy and deceit in an honorable con:tlict.
I scorn the man that will take the advantage of
another in any way whatever. To try to fool or
deceive a Christian devotee to pull an oar in our
craft when by doing so he sinks his own, is unpardonable treachery. But they are not easily hoodwinked by the enemy. · I imagin that they indulged
in several smiles when they read the formulated
invitation in the transformed Secular Union proclamation to attend and help the Secularists turn out
their supernaturalism. This new Secular Union may
be assured that the Christian church is in no danger by
such an invitation. There is honor in conflict, honor
in war-or at least there ougb t to be.
The difference between Christianity and Secularism is as wide as the world. If one succeed~;~, the
other cannot. The church must understand that
real Secularism antagonizes it upon a fundamental
principle. And it must go down finally, or Secularism must go down. It is a con:tlict which is fundamental. It is a trinity of God, Christ, and Bible, or
it is toe human trinity, man, woman, and child. It
is a divine guidan(le, or it is a human guidance. It is
home here and now, mansions for the millions of our
race, or it is an angry God and devil, a heaven and
bell.
Secularism is on the side of the human alone, on
the side of men, women, and children; while the
church is on the side of God, Ohrist, Bible, heaven,
and hell. True Seculatism claims as its aim and object the raising of children so good and moral that
they will not need to be born again, while the churchman bas a corrupt babyhood, having been conceived
and born in sin, and hence is only good and moral
by being born again. The church bas no good men,
women, or children properly, only through regeneration by the power of the supernatural. Secularism,
then, is in conflict with Christian'ity on fundamental
grounds. It must strive to make of this earth a
paradise, a home for the highest type of virtue, love,
and goodness. The church makes no paradise here.
Its paradise is in heaven. We bav no desire to deceive the church. We want it to understand that
between Secularism and cburchism there is a con:tlict, and there are no terms of peace. It is the success of one or the other. Both cannot be successful.
One or the other must ultimately succeed. The
churches hav for a long time ruled the world, but
their reign is drawing to a close-at any rate, among
the most enlightened people of the world. I bav
spoken the sentiment of the Freethinkers of the
world. Our con:tlict with the church must ever be
honorable. A.n open warfare only is admissible. No
concealed weapons in this campaign; no advantage
taken. A.n open, square fight, founded upon a fundamental d1fference in principles; stating the principle~
of each other truthfully, with the understanding that
the success of Secularism is the downfall of ecclesiasticism, and the continued ascendancy of ecclesiasticism the suppression and the downfall of mental
freedom and civilization.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
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Mr. Wismer's Opinion.
I notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 16th
an attack on the new Demands as embodied in the
platform or constitution and by-laws of the American
Secular Union. I think that was a move in the right
direction. I do not believe that Mrs. Juliet H.
Severance is more radical than I am, or is more
opposed to the church and clergy and all classes
of religion generally, but I believe that the time has
come to make an entirely Secular movement. It
should be neither Christian nor unchristian. A.s far
as the yearly congress is concerned, and the meetings
of the local organizations, religion and all matters
not pertaining to the movement should be prohibited or discouraged. It should be political, Secular.
It is pure folly for Mrs. Severance to imply that
a party could not be organized, embodying the principles of the American Secular U oion, containing
Catholics and ProteFitants, Jews, Spiritualists, Deists,
Hindoos, Quakers, Freethinkers, etc. But what we
principally need is the cooperation of the large number of people that are neither inside nor outside
of the church, who will not attend the meetings of a
society that does nothing in the main but attack the

popular creeds which they approve in their principal
features.
De> not the Republican and Democratic parties
contain all cla!lses and faiths T We should learn
from other and older parties and movements. Take
the Republican and Democratic parties. Tb~e. is
really only one issue between them, the one_ of tar1ffs
and revenues, which is no issue at all. Other parties
in power would not materially change those matters.
lt would necessarily hav to be left out of a new
movement. Take the Revolution of our forefathers.
They all fought for freedom, and arranged their selfgovernment thereafter.
The only argument in the Abolition movement
was for the freedom of the slave. It gained in
power until the Republican party adopted it and
made one strong stride in sdvo.nce, and now the
Democratic party bas adopted the principle and
is ready for something new, suffieiently just and
advanced to place it in power, or vice versa. With
new men and material we should make only one
move; the rest will necPsstuily follow, or can be
taken up by the future pioneers. Take equal taxation; compile all the statistics of exempt proper hies ;
place it in all the different views and connections
possible; deliver lectures and address.es on it in all
the citieil, towns, and hamlets; make it the unive1sal
cry of the poor; show the exemption of property in
all its different forms of robbery and injustice. It is
waste of time and a destruction of vital power to
spread your forces so thin that they will not be
noticed. It will never do to spread out your ~fforts
on equal taxation, abolition of chaplains in the army,
etc., cessation of religious· exercises in the public
.schools, abolition of Sunday laws and legislation,
etc. Concentrate all your efforts on one object; hav
one universal cry and hurrah for equal taxation and
no exemotion.
D. C. WISMER.
Quak;rtown, Pa.

C. B. Reynolds's\Tour of Washington.
Under the auspices of the Wall a Walla Liberal
Olub, I bav agreed to make a tour of the new-born
giant state to awake honest hearts to investigation
of the reasons of their "faith and hope," and more
especially to arouse the Liberals to the pressing need .
of practical organiz~~otion, and elect delegates to the
great Liberal convention to be held at Seattle for
that purpose.
I left dear wife, end the generous, true friends of
Walla Walla, who were all working with enthusiasm
to insure a grand success of the complimentary lecture benefit., tendered to Mrs. Reynolds, to take place
at the Opera House there the ensuing Sunday.
Duty c~~olled and, not without reluctance, I dPparted
and took the train for SEattle.
One reads of the terrible fires in cities like those
of Seattle, Eilensburgh, Spokane, and Vancouver, so
vividly described in the newspapers, but the best
description utterly fails to convey to the mind the
stern, startling reality.
When in Seattle, a year ago last May, I was astounded at the push, the activ enterprise, that everywhere prevailed. In all directions buildings were in
course of erection-renteil almost before the foundation was laid. Streets were being graded. E~~oger,
hurrying crowds thronged the streets. Eilcb day
came a stream of new arrivals, who all imbibed the
spirit of speculation, and added to the irre~>istible
momentum of progress and improvement. A.nd yet
that was " sleepy hollow " stillness compated to the
Seattle energy and bustle of to,day.
A. fine harbor; the terminus of greet railroads;
proximity to iron mines; vast coal deposits; immense
forests; unsurpassed fertil agricultural region, and
abundant manufacturing facilities, combine to make
Seattle the queen city of the Pacific coast.
There is hardly a steamer on the waters of Puget
sound which does not make Seattle a trading center.
Steamers,. which hav their headquarters at Seattle,
now penetrate to every portion of the intricate waterways of Puget sound, and :find their way up the
numerous tributary streams, carrying supplies from
and bringing the products of an immense and wondrously fertil state back to ita queen city. Steamships and sailing vessels from Seattle :find their way
to every part of the world. There is absolutely no
limit to the capacity of this, the safest harbor of the
world.
On the 6bh of June last the fire fiend, in a few
hours, destroyed buildings and property to the
amount of $20 000 000, on which the total insurance
wasless than $3,000 000.
The burnt district included forty blocks, or over
eighty acres, exclusiv of the water front comprising
eighteen blocks, making the total devastation one
hundred and sixteen acres. In this vast area not a
single building escaped destruction. The loss, however, was confined entirely to the business portion of
the city. Before the great fire had ceased to burn,
meetings of the citizens were held, and the rebuilding of the city upon a scale of magnificence worthy
of her proud preeminence as the queen city of the
Northwest was decided on. A.nd never was decision
of public meeting more fully and faithfully carried
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out. From arrangements already made buildings will
hav been erected, within one year from the date of
the firs, amounting to $10,000,000. This is simply
unprecedented by any city of its size.
Seattle, to-day, presents a marvelous, a moat bewildering, appearance. The black and charred ruins
are yet in many places discernible, despite the, at
first sight, seeming indiscriminate jumble of new
buildings and canvas " makeshifts." Bricks by the
hundreds of thousands, lumber of all lengths,
breadths, and thickness, immense masses of buildingstone, barrels of lime, cement, and heaps of mortar,
are everywhere. Grand, imposing structures are
in every stage of-construction.
The business of a great city is carried on mainly
under canvas. In many of the tents half a dozen
separate and distinct concerns are carried on. Every
foot of space is economized. Yet to speak of the
cotton-covered business places as tents give a mistaken idea. I saw no center-poles, but a countless
number of rough slat frames covered with heavy
canvas, of every conceivable size. Rest,aurants,
dining-room, kitch'ln, and private rooms, are all of
canvas. L·odging-houses, barber shops, and dry
goods stores, hard ware and drug stores, are all ·of
duck.
Very many brick buildings are completed, and
every week adds to the number of happy merchants
who desert their cotton makeshifts for the handsome;
commodious brick building.
There is a very large force of men and teams engaged in grading the streets, an improveme:nt which
has resulted in leaving some buildings-houses outside of the burnt district-so high up from the new
sidewalk that the earth has been dug out, and large
stores built under quite a number of houses -so
situated.
The building work is not confined to the one hundred and si:rteen acres comprising the burnt district.
Go back where you will, for over three miles in any
direction from the water front, and the eye rests on
handsome dwellings in process of erection.
Ladies go shopping, dodging from sidewalk to
street, in and out, up and down, around great piles
of brick, barrels of lime, huge stones, mortar-boxes,
galvanized iron cornices, .:o.nd the dense throng of
earnest, hurrying busines·s men, as serenely as if upon
the p"vement qf Broadway, New York. While the
sounds of the many hundreds of hammers, axes, and
tools of iron make loud, prophetic music, the overture to the great chorus of clerks and customers soon
to be heard in each of the business palaces being
hastened to completion.
Those desiring information in regard to business
opportunities, investments in real estate, or starting
any industrial enterprise in Seattle, will do well to
write to that earnest, self-sacrificing worker for
Liberalism, and energetic young business man, R. J.
Wilson, Horton Block, corner of Third and Cherry
streets, Seattle, W s.sh.
Freethought is well represented here. The best,
most highly cultured and influential citizens of
Seattle are Liberals. The fire broke up the very
interesting and successful course of lectures by Dr.
York. The Liberal friends are now arranging for
me to lecture at the Turners' Hall on each Sunday
evening during the winter.
I shall make Seattle my headquarters. I expect
to visit all sections of the state in the interests of
practical organization. When the distance renders
it necessary for me to be absent over Sunday, Mrs.
Reynolds will lecture at Seattle in my stead.
The Liberals of Seattle, despite the great tax on
their time and energies resulting from the rebuilding
of the city, are quite enthusiastiC over the proposed
convention on Paine's birthday, to effect organization.
There is only one rival to Seattle-Port Townsend.
I will giv an account of my visit there, and state her
claims to commercial and F.reethought supremacy,
next week.
Please address all communications for me to
Seattle, Wash.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

be reduced, and, indeed, intimating that it should be
suspended altogether if he should take that course.
But they reckoned without their host. Smith's reply was, " That he was yet convinced of the truth of
his charges, though he had been unable to prove
them to the satisfaction of court or jury. That he
believed time would vindic&te him. He would sooner
suffer imprisonment than put himself in such a false
position." The judge said he still thou·ght that Mr.
Smith might say, "That when he heard the explanations of the defense his opinion had changed." Mr.
Smith's reply was, "I could not do so conscientiously." Now, mark how the plot develops at this
point. Mr. White, who represented the ComstockGraham interests, finding that Smith would not re.tract, rose and asked the court to read the files of tbe
Herald, and see how persistent Smith had been in
maligning his client, not only in the articles for
which action had been taken, but for a long period
before and since. No one ,:possessed of less cheek
than Comstock could hav, at such a moment, made
so astounding and disgraceful a move. Having failed
in coaxing Smith into a retraction, Comstock's
ghoulish Christianity shows itself in an effort, not
only to punish him for that of which in law he had
been found guiJI;y, but, trusting to the easy good
nature of the judge, proposes to get even for tbe
thousand and one attacks for which he had not dared
bring legal action. I ask THE TRUTH SEEKER to mark
my words, that the imprisonment of this father of
two motherless little ones will yet prove the worst
day's work ever done by this vice manufacturing society and its infamous agent. Smith, with no legal
knowledge, opposed by three shrewd Philadelphia
lawyers, proved himself no mean opponent, and by
his manly bearing has made himself hosts of friends
who :will, at no distant day, be proud to see him vindicate his honor and honesty from the unjust aspersions sought to be put upon it by these professing
Christians. So might it be.
JoHN A. WILBON.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 23, 1889.
·

Evolution Disproved-God Demonstrated.
A very original idea. was propounded during the
discussion r.t the regular meeting of the Manhat.tan
Liberal Club on Friday evening last. An Irish
gentleman ~;aid, "I don't believe in evolution; I believe in creation. Geologists tell us that it takes fifty
thousand years to form a strata (sic) of coal. How
then could the world bav been niade in six days, as
the Bible states' E!lsy enough. Don't scientists
also tell us that the world was originally much
smaller than it is now ? Then it follows that if God
couldn't make a big world, he could, at any rate,
make a little one. If he couldn't make a world as
big as this, be could, I am sure, make one as big as a
house. I believe in creation.''

George Chainey's New Fad.
Salattin in the Lontton .Agnostic Journal.

Lnm Smith in Prison.
The great trial of Comstock vs. Lum Smith, with
its succession of farce and tragedy, is over at
last. I take it for granted some abler pen than
mine kept you informed of the progress of the trial
which culminated yesterday in the sentencing of L.
Lum Smith to six months' imprisonment in the
county prison. During those six days that intervened between the close of the trial, and the sentenca, a report became wide-spread that sentence
would be suspended, but on Thursday newspaper
reporters interviewed the judge and district attorney
and they disclaimed any such possibility. Notwithstanding, however, when the eventful Friday came
around, not only was Mr. Smith promptly on hand,
but "the modern inquisitor-general" as well. It
soon became apparent that he was present, as was
also D1strict Attorney Grab am, in order to rE-joice
over an expected apology from Mr. Smith. '!'he
judge tried his utmost to get Smith to publicly apologize, promising positivly that his sentence should
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George Chainey, of America, the mildest visionary
that ever saw visions and dreamt dreams, called upon
me again the other day. He bas a coffee-colored
face, and great black eyes like a gaze), ~nd his kingdom is not of this world. Ha poses as a Christ, and
is the most unruffied sort of Christ imaginable.
When reviled he revileth not again. He gets into no
scrapes with scribes or Pharisees, and is so far removed above human emotions and passions that he
cares not a jot should some Judas betray him every
hour of the day. I do not think that, if he were
being even crucified, he would make any fuss about
the matter whatever. Such is the advantage or disadvantage of living in the clouds.
Mr. George Chainey is engaged in producing a
book to be called "Shusan "-not Susan, mark you,
for George is now away a thousand miles over the
heads of all mere Susans, although popular report
l:!~tl.l it that he was not always so. This Shusa~ of
his is the name of some old palace mentioned in the
Bible, and which, being translated, according to
George, meaneth roses and eat's whiskers. This
book, George assures me, is being composed principally in his sleep. Whether revealed to him by the
Lord, or quite the other party, he saith not; I hav
to keep very wide awake when I am writing my
books, such as they are; but it is quite otherwise
with George. It was revealed to him in his sleep tbat
the Bible has an esoteric meaning never dreamt of
by Jehovah or the Holy Ghost when they wrote it.
But then Jehovah and the Holy Ghost are poor benighted creatures when compared with George.
It is surely a grand thing to be able to go mooning
about all day in vegetarian dining-places, :md hav
your work donE! for you in your sleep. I feel impstient to see what kind of work is done, or can be
done, under such comatose auspices. Santa Claus is
good enough to fill a child's stocking while the child
sleeps; but just fancy some sort of literary Santa
Claus filling our George's bead, not hilil stonking.
One book inspired in sleep I hav read-Anna Kingsford's "Clothed with the Sun." There is mullh in
that volume which arrested and interested me; still,
it did OC(lut to me that tte work, upon . the whole,
owed more to the moon than to the sun.
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I could draw a glowing picture of the mystic muse
inspiring Anna Kingsford as her graceful head lay
upon her snow-white pillow, one rounded arm and
the swell of one lily breast half revealed, and her
panting breath blowing to and fro a stray ringlet of
her hair. But fancy the mystic muse inspiring in
his sleep a coffee-colored and obese gentleman lik
our George to find new meanings in the holy scriptures, and to write an occult work on· the subjed of
roses and eat's whiskel'S ! Fancy the mystic mus~
kissing the ruby, fine, full lips of George. But
after all, why not ? The most remarkable kiss on
record is that which was given by Queen Margaret
to Alain Chartier more than four hundred years ago.
He was a poet, but the ugliest man in France. During his lifetime he enjoyed a wonderful reputation,
but after his death he was forgotten. He is now
chiefly remembered on account of the kiss which the
queen pressed upon his dreaming lips one day as
she found him sleeping, saying to her m&id as she
did so : "I kiss not the man; I kiss tbe soul that
Rings." And somehow thus it may be as regards
George.
George tells me he has called on Madam Blavatsky
to impress upon her the necessity of her undertaking
the sublime task of digging profound esoteric truth
out of a mixed mass of more or less illiterate and
archaic drivels and bombasts. I must call upon the
Arhat of the West and warn her to hav nothing to
do with George, and not by any means to kiss his
ruby lips, whether he be asleep or awake. I should
not like to see Lucifer, at the dictatim:: of the author
of "Shusan," devoted to finding hidden and awful
meanings in ram's horn's, the blood of heifers,
fringes, ephods, snuffers thereof, and the terrible
seven candlesticks of APia.

.Mr. W. E. Reid's Offense.
The Banner of Light requests us to copy the
following:
"BIGOTRY IN 0FFIO&.-Indiana Spiritualists, in state convention, hav unanimou8ly passed a very bitter resolution
denouncing Postmaster-General Wanamaker for denying
postal privileges to the Banner of Ligltt and other publications of the Society."-Excltange.
The above statement is going the rounils of the secular
press. It is false in every particular, in so far as this paper
is concerned. We so stated in these columns some weeks
ago under the heading •• Answers to Correspon.-lents." The
paragraph was first started from a telegtaph office in Iudianapolis, under date of Sept. 28th. The resolution passed at
the Indiana state convention was in the interest of a medium
calling himself Dr. W. E. Reid, located at Grand Rapids,
Mich. It seems that this man published there a small
monthly advertising sheet, and unquestionably designedly
named it Tlte Banner of Life, giving the title or this
paper as nearly as possible without actually infringing upon
our copyright.
This Dr. Reid, it appears, sent out in his paper an advertisment offering to send spirit messages from deceased
friends to anyone who would remit a dollar to his address.
Some one who did not get a satisfactory answer entered
complaint, the advertiser was indicted for what the government attorney considered a case of false pretense, and the
paper was refused. admission through the mails.
Then the doctor started a paper which he called Tltd
Spiritual Instructor. Under the heading: "A Shameful
Outrage," this sheet said that three Spiritualist Societies of
Grand Rapids hav given official indorsement to the cause of
Dr.R.
Now, the doctor may, or he may not, be guilty of fraud;
but we do emphatically object to his dragging the Banneror endeavoring to-Into his tight with a post-office inspector
in Michigan. Why we especially object is, in the first place,
from the fact of his naming his Initial paper so near our own
title as to deceive the public; second, that in the first
" Wltereas" to the resolutions the said convention pa~sed,
the true title of our paper is inserted; to wit: ''that he [Dr.
Reid] did, in a paper called the Banner of Ligltt, .' k~ow
ingly and wrongfully propose to secur~ ~ommumcatwns
from spirit-land to order,"' etc. Does t.hts tns~rt!on of our
title instead of his own, as published by Dr. Reid in his new
paper the l'piritual Instructor, look like honest and fair
dealin'g on the part of himself and his friends? If it does,
then a precious few mortals know right from wrong.
A Secular Organization.
w. Va., Bunaav Register.
Wheeling is· to hav a local society, organized under a
charter from the American Secular Union, the national headquarters of which Is located at Philadelphia, with R. B.
Westbrook, LL.D., presi<le_nt. Mr. J?. G. C!ow, of this
city who has taken a promment part m effectmg an organization here, has furnished the Register with the news of the
local organization, and transmits the following list of members: T. A. Morris, J. Hutchings, Wm. Shields, Joseph
Aultinger, Jacob Schaub\ Robert Erp, D. G. Crow, 0. C.
Miller Wm. Bussey, Chris. Beck, J. 0. Broslck, Charles
Bussey, George Robinson, Allen Noe, B. Dovene~, and Mr.
Elison. As interpreted by Mr. Crow, the Seculansts "hold
to various shades of belief with regard to the future of man,
a large majority of whom occupy a ground between the two
extremes called Agnosticism, all, h<?wev~r, _uni~ing on. the
one purpose, i.e., to defend our Amencan mstttutwns agamst
religious encroachments, and to encourage a system of moral
and mental culture, free from ancient superstition and modern dogmatism. 'l'hey inv:it~ candi~, independent thi~kers,
whatever may be their reltgwus behef, who favor a liberal
system, to join them in their labor for love, truth, and
justice."
From the Wheeling,

JoHN P. GUILD is to speak in Evangelist Hall, State street,
Springfield, Mass., December 8th, 5 o'clock. Subject:
Woman's Place in History.
J. E. REMSBURG will spPak before the Manhattan Liberal
Club, Friday night, December 6th; before the Brooklyn
Philosophical Society, Sunday afternoon, and before the
Philadelphia Liberal League, Sunday night, December 8th.
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~ommnuications.
Egoism ..
Tnere are certain theories and doctrine which to
the majority of mankind look chimerical and even
dangerous and monstrous? and yet if . the people
could only be induced to g1v these doctnns a car~ful
examination they would find out that the. thmg
which frightened them so much was the1r own
shadow. They shut their eyes, and then they see
monsters and horrible images. But let them open
their eyes, and they will ~av _to c~nfe~s that the monsters lived only in tb~1r. 1magmatw':l. Take? . for
instance the words Soe~ahsm, Anarch1sm, N 1h1hsm.
To men'tion these terms is enough to make some
people lose their heads, as if_ in every letter of. the~t>
words is hidden a demon w1th a keen sword m hu;
hand ready to stab them. . But if they will get rid of
their fear and study the hterature devoted to these
theories and what is still more important, get acq 'lain ted with the people who profess to be S~cialist~
ot Anarchists, they may yet learn that there lB nothing frightful about them. 0! course, there are eome
people for whom arguments do not exist. These
people are called by Tchernycheweky "readers with
penetrating eyes." You ~ann~t convince them that
they aro ignorant of certatn thmgs, because they do
not want to get convinced. As Pisareff said: "The
simple reader· when he finds in a book a new idea
may agree or disagree with it; but the reade~ wi~h
the penetrating eye can by no means agree w1tb. 1t,
and the reason is because the idea is not his own."
With him progress is impossible. He thinks that all
the knowledge worth knowing is stored in hia head,
and whatever cannot be found there is of no value to
the world. Happily, the readers with penetrating
eyes do not constitute the whole human race. Many
are not ashamed to acknowledge their ignorance and
are willing to learn; and often they find out to their
great surprise that the horrible beasts from whom
they wanted to keep at a far distance are harmless
and, in some cases, even beneficent creatures.
Among the words which so terrify the world egoism is very conspicuous. It is denounced as the
cause of our miseries, as a hideous thing which we
should bury deep in the ground. It is egoism (so
they say) tbat turns your heart into a stone in the
very presence of want and suffering. It is egoism
that induces you to liv in wealth and luxury while
others are starving for want of bread. Good, charitable people who help others are declared to be free
from egoism. To tell such a man that he is an egoist
seems almost ridicnlous. Still, I think that the word
egoism is misrepresented and misunderstood. In my
opinion, every man is sn egoist, whether he is good,
bad, or indifferent. To say that a man has no egoism at all is to say that he has no individuality.
When Tchernychewsky's romance, "What Is To
Be Done 1" was published in the Sovrernennilc, most of
the Russian magazines and papers raised such ·a
noise, as if the whole world was to be ruined o:n
account of it. The heroes of this rema1·kable novel
claim to be egoists ; they think and work only for
themeelvs, and yet their deeds are grand and noble.
Why, then, hav they been so condemned and denounced as monsters ? Hav their critics been superior to them ? Hav they ever acted more nobly and
wisely T Did they hav greater esteem for the rights
of others! I doubt it. Why, then, was such a cry!
It W&S because thfl word egoism frightened the reviewers of TchernyuhewskY.'B work. I can find no
other reason.
Let us look for a while at the theory of egoism.
We know that civilization, if it means anything,
means happiness for all. A country where the people
are unhappy cannot be called a civilized land. We
know that a truly civilized man live not only for himself, but also for his fellow-men. He does everything
to the extent of his power to increase the happiness
of- mankind. He knows that human rights are the
most sacred things in the world. He knows that
I.:ature has provided aU wHh equal rights, and no
excuse can be found just enough to deprive anyone
of his or her right to enjoy" life, liberty, and pursuit
of happiness." Some people may exceed others in
many qualiliee. They may be superior in beauty,
strength, wisdom, and knowledge. But the ci-viliz'3d
man knows that physical deformity is not a crime for
which a man can justly be punished. Weakoesp
ought to be protected more than strength, for
strength is ab:e to take care of itself, and those who
Jtand low on the ladder of intellectual development
are entitled to all the rights which we receive from
the hands of nature just as much as those whose
heads reach the clouds.
A civilized man has sympathy for the weak and
oppressed of all nations and races. He helps the
poor to make the burden of life easier. He inspires
the rich to pay more attention to the needs of the
poor. He fights for liberty, enlightenment, and prog·
ress. He is an enemy of slavery, no matter in what
form it may exist. He hates mental slavery no Jess
than physical slavery. He does not want to see the
body in chains and the mind set free, nor the mind

in ·chains and the body free. He demands equal liberty for the mind and body, liberty to express any
idea even if the whole world is opposed to it; liberty
to a~t as one pleases provided that he does not interfere with the rights of others. In the view of a civilzed man limitation of one's liberty is justifiable only
in one case, and that is when the liberty of another
man is affected. In short, he believes that "happiness is the only good," and in his effort to do good
he often robs himself of many comforts of life in
order to help others to better their condition, to
break the chains of tyranny, to rise above the prejudices of their time, .to rise higher on the scale of
intellectual growth.
Now let us see v. bat are the motive of his actions.
Why should he labor and suffer and sacrifice his own
pleasures for the sake of others T Is he moved by
ohe spirit of soccalled self-denial, or does he gratify
nis egoi<m T In otter words, are his good deeds
calculated to add something to the. sum of his own
nappiness, or is his desire to make others happy
without taking a thought of himself? A great deal
uas been written in praise of self-denial. It is re:l:arded as heroism, as the greatest virtue ever pra.c·
~ice~ by men ; it is recommended as a remedy
<1gainst the evils of selfishness. But I think that selfdenial does not and cannot exist. It is an impossibility. No one is good, virtuous, and benevolent because it is fair to be so, but because he cannot be
otherwise, and no one can benefit others without
benefiting himself-without increasing his own happiness. Egoism is denounced as the world's curse,
and yet it is the ioundation of all our noble works.
If you do not love yourself, you cannot love otherf,l.
If you do not claim any rights for yourself,. you can
not respect the rights of others. You cannot labor
for humanity unless you regard yourself as a part ~f
it. When you struggle for the freedom of others, 1t
is because you desire to hav liberty for ycursdf.
·When you plead for mental freedom, it is because
you want no one to control your mind, or, to use a
favorit expression of ·our most popular orator, you
want no one to kill the children of ycur brain. You
cannot be free yourself, unless the whole human·race
is free. If the natural rights of a aivgle person C.in
be violated, the rights of everyone may hav the same
fate.
A thoughtful physician, a lover of his profession,
sitting hour after hour at the patient's side, watching
the progress of the disease and using all his efforts to
restore the sick person to heaUh, is moved not by
tbe spirit of self-denial, but of egoism, of his own
interest. He wants to add to the store of his knowledge; he wants to solve some problem in the science
of medicin.
Such a man was Kirsanoff. The first time when
Vera Pavlovna, his sweetheart, was in his house, two
medical students entered the room and said: "Alexander Matveitcb, an interesting subject, an extremely
rare and very curious subject, has just been brought
in, and aiq is needed immediately. Every half hour
is precious." Vera Pavlovna hurried him to go and
requested that from the hospital he should come to
her, which he promised to do. But he did not come
as soon as he expected. He remained all the night
at the hospital, and succeeded in saving the life of
the sick man. Kirsanoff was fond of saying that he
loved no one but himself, and certainly he had no
particular affection for the patient, whc.. was an entire
stranger to him. Just at that moment he was at
the zenith of his happiness-Vera Pavlovna told him
that she could not liv without him. Still he left her
and went to the hospital. Nothing kept him from
doing what he considered his duty. And why?
What duty did he owe to the patient 1 An answer
to this question can be found in his own words.
"The case was very difficult and interesting," he explained to Vera Pavlovna. This was his reason. He
benefited himself by benefiting the sick person.
A philanthropist, going. to the but of misery,
Estening to the sad tale of poverty, learning the
causes of crime and degradation, and using his time
and money to help the unfortunate and to correct
the criminal, is also working for his own sake. For
as Colonel Ingersoll says, A perfectly civilized man
cannot be happy while there is one unhappy being in
the universe. And besides, he finds satisfaction in
the thought that he helped to solve some social
question.
Giordano Bruno lived a noble life and died the
death of a hero. Had he renounced his opinions, he
would hav saved himself. Why did he prefer to
suffer a terrible death at the stake? It was because
he loved himself, because he had too much respect
for himself to be a coward and tell a lie. Had he
recanted, he would hav despised himself. There
would hav been a stain on his conscience. Life
bought at such a price had no value to him. Death
had more attractions than such a life.
I venture to say that honest egoism is superior to
self.denial, even if the latter had been possible.
When in doing some benevolent act a man thinks
that he is practicing self-denial, he prizes, or may
prize, himself very highly, thus putting the one who
was benefited by his act under obligation to him.
"Am I not great T Am I not noble 1 Am I not

entitled to the thanks of my fellow-men!"' Such aro
his thoughts. But the egoist thinks nothing of
this kind, no.matter what great work he might hav
done. "It is true," he says, "that but for me A
wonld hav starved to death, B would hav sunk
down in the pit of filth, 0 would not bav gained
victory over his appetite, D would not hav his
dreams realized. But why should they be thankful
to me 1 What hav I done for them 1 Did I help·
them simply because I love them T N 0, I love myself; I seek my own pleasure. I do good because it;
pleases me to do so. I want the world to be happy·
to the end that I may be happy'myself."
.
Such a man was Loponkhoff. In order to deliver·
Vera Pavlovna from her cellar, as she called the•
house of her parents, he had to renounce a brilliant;
career. Life became to Vera unbearable. Her·
mother looked upon her as a profitable thing for.·
sale and wanted to sell her to a certain Storechnikoff;.
an unworthy man, who dreamed of having her as a·,
mistress. "Daughters hav only to obey," such waet
the rule of Vera's mother. Storechnikoff, however;.
was informed that Vera should not be his mistress,,
and he determined to marry her. It mattered very/
little to him by what title he should hav her, so long:
as ·he could possess her. '' To possess !" exclaims•
Tcbernychewsk,r. " One may possess a pair . of.'
slippers, a dressing-gown, but who dares to possess:
a human being T" Indeed, human degradation can1
not go lower than this. Where did a man get the,
right to possess another man T But is not Storech...
nikoff a common type T Is he not to be found in1
every land? Doesn't he imagin that he really has:
Ltle right to possess a woman! Doesn't he think
that once he marries a woman she is obliged to sta:w
with him all her lifetime, even if she becomes con'vincad that her union with him was a mistaket
Does he hav any respect for her individuality T No;.
he has not and cannot hav any, because he is a1
"reader with the penetrating eye."
Vera Pa,·lovna happened to get acquainted witli1
Loponkhoff, a young medical student, and fall in love•
with him. She could liv no longer with her parents..
A day was to her an age of agony. The air in the•
"cellar " seemed to her more polluted than ever;.
Loponkhoff saw at once that he must take her awayr
from the cellar and deliver her from suffering. "We1
ought not to leave in slavery one to whom we haw
shown liberty," be said. If she could hav remained!
in the cellar only two months longer, he would havr
at least finished his studies in the academy of medi:..
cin. .But it was impossible. Now what were his'
thoughts? Did he think much of his goodness 11
Not the least. So far as he was concerned, he didl
not care whether he got a diploma or not. He wae:
only afraid that he could not get out of her bead thE!l
word "sacrifice." "Are you [meaning Vera Pavlovna] under any obligation to me?" he said to him'self. "If in so doing I labored f-or my own happ~
ness, I delivered myself. And do you believe that I
we uld do it, if I did not prefer to! Yes, I hav
delivered myself; I wish to liv, I wish to love, do
you understand 1 It is in my own interest that I
always act."
Perhaps the greatest act of so-called heroism in
Loponkhoff's life was when he left his country in
order that Vera Pavlovna may liv with his friend
Kirsanoff. But he did not call it heroism. When he•
suspected that she was not quite happy with him
even before she had realized 1t herself, he began t~
analyza attentivly her character and manner of life
and became convinced that their union could n~
longer be harmonious. He was willing to violate his·
nature to put himself in greater harmony with her
but it was above his power. So when he discovered
that the one whom abe loved was Kirsanoff, a man
entirely worthy of her, he was thoroughly happy. He
loved her with all his heart and wanted to see her
perfectly happy.· He did not want her to suffer the
least pain. "How did we define love the first time.
that we spoke of. it?" he said to her. .: To rejoice.
in whatever is good for the loved one, to take pleas-.
ure in doing everything necessary to make the loved!
one happier. ·whatever is best for you, rejoices me..
Seek this best. Why be sorrowful? If no misfortune has come to you, what misfortune can hav comE!l
to me! .
. You know my way of looking alt
these things. Do you expect to deceive me 1 Will
you cease to esteem me? I might ask further: Will
your feelings toward me, in changing their character
grow weaker T Will they not, on the contrary be:
come strengthened. by this fact-that you ha~ not
found an enemy in me!" How grand, how noble !
One must possess a great deal of solid humanity to
speak and act so. But Loponkhoff never thought for
a moment that he was practicivg self-denial. Whatever he has done, he always kept in view his own interest. A real harmonious life with Vera Pavlovna
was impossible. She struggled hard against her
feelings, but could not conquer them. Loponkhoff
concluded that separation was the only remedy and
rejoiced that the man who WBA to replace him at her
side was his friend Kirsanoff, whom be greatly esteemed. Separation meant happiness to her and
freedom to him. His individuality was saved. He,
did not hav to violate his nature.
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Loponkhoff is an egoist; he was proc~aimed an
apostle of egoism. But let us ask in all candor, is
not such egoism better than self-denial? Is it not
nobler to make the cause of your fellow-man your
own, than to make him feel th&t, but for your goodness, be would not bav enjoyed the sunshine of life!
I do not know whether the reader agrees with me
or not. -But I am convinced that egoism is the true
motiv of our works. However, some objections may
be raised. It may be asked: Is egoism really the
savior of the world 1 Can we trust the savage or
any uncivilized man T Is not his egoism dangerous!
I admit this. But my intention was to show that
the civilized man is no less an egoist than the savage.
True, his egoism is of the most beneficent kind, but
· still it is egoism. When one acts nobly because be
cannot act otherwise without injuring himself, his
conduct should not be called self-denial.
CLEMENS P. BERYLBON.
Purely's Station, N. Y., Oct. 18, 289.

An Optimistic View.
I notice that a great many Qf our Liberal writers
are too Radical in their views when criticising the
course pursued by our very zealous orthodox friends.
No doubt the proposed unison of church and shte
now being agitated by old grannies like Sena'or
Blair has much to do in arousing their indignati )D.
There seems to me no great cause for fear in this
direction, for these reasons: The better-informed
citizens of this great republic, even tlmong the clergy,
are bitterly opposed to any legislation that would
tend to a uniting of church and state. In reviewing
the past history of this progressiv nation every Freethinker should take in consideration the great truths
brought to light through the aid of scientific research.
There exists to-day an impassable gulf between
Puritan superstition and present reaiities.. It is true
that a great many persons yet bold to the old mythhistory, and claim to bav had a second birth and to
be chockful of a. Holy Ghost religion, but Materialists certainly bav no .Ci!euse to fear this class.
The most laughable thing I bav ever witnes'led was
a backwoods preacher exploding the Darwinian
theory. It was a regular circus to see him saw the
air and quote from holy writ.
Our friends undoubtedly take an extreme view of
these matters when they speak of that old emblem of
Catholicism, the cross, being placed above the
stars and J!ltripes. Such predictions as these would
lead us to believe that we are retrograding bad we
not conclusiv evidence to the contrary. The thinking people of to-day exert too great an influence
abroad in the land, which leads men to reasoning instead of swallowing every nonsensical assertion of
sltallow-minded so-called heralds of the. gospel. Let
all who would make their work effectiv aid in keeping before the eyes of the rising generation the
inconsistencies recorded in· that old book of fables
called the Bible.
It is not an impossibility, but an easy matter, to
take a class of beginners in mathematics and teach
them that two plus two equal five, because they bav
confidence in me as their instructor, and the young
minds will never for a moment think that I am
deceiving them; but they soon find out my deception,
my influence is utterly destroyed, and my word no
longer taken as authority. Now, this. but illustrates
what the narrow-minded preacher of to-day is doing.
He can for a time make an impression on the young,
for they will not at first question the genuinness of
Jonah and the whale, the little problem that three
are one and one is three, the snake story, and a
thousand other things equally as absurd; but as
they become thinkers a great many of them will
reason from a sensible standpoint and openly express
their contempt for the slush which they once accepted as something divine.
A little extract from the New York Inclepe1~dent
attracted my attention by its ridiculous admonition:
It charged everyone in reading the Bible to be exceedingly careful to seek its true and exact meaning,
and then be content with that meaning. The truth
in the matter is, that a great portion of that book is
meaningless, and we are perfectly content with the
parts which hav a meaning, but fail to see anything
divine about it. We cannot help seeing that old
theological ideas are losing ground; that the wave of
enlightenment is fast sweeping over the old rotten
craft of superstition, and on the banner of intellectual
liberty we see the inscription: Seek for truths. The
words skeptic, Atheist, and Infidel no bnger carry
with them an unpleasant significance, but a free
speech and a free press are the only weapons needed
to carry the day, and victory is ours in the end.
There is no p~rso:n entitled to more respect and confidence than the intellectual, conscientious man who
is doing what he can toward the elevation of man·
kind. Long and happy may. he liv, and when he
passes from this earth be will be at rest.. No God
will ever damn him for making the world better by
his having lived in it. There are a great many whose
narrow hearts are as mean as their hissillg, lying
tongues. They growl and scowl at everything that

gets in their way, and would ruin and destroy every
scientific fact that conflicts with their silly doctrin,
were it in their power to do so, but we find that this
class of men are gifted with a very low order of intelligence, and lack the mental fiber to accomplish their
vile purposes.
Men who desire their sons to enter the ministry
dare not educate them beyond a little surface work.
Giv them a thorough education, and nine times in
ten they will renounce all affiliation with the believers
in old-time traditions. Certainly, our national lawmakers will never enact laws which would place state
subordinate to the church and her hypocritical followers..
When this is done we must bid farewell to free
America, and with closed mouths and fettered hands
bow to the will of fanatical bigotl'l. We hav every
reason to believe that the Blair Education bill now
pending in Congress will receive its death-blow when
it comes to a vote. So let us not borrow trouble,
but trust to the intelligence of the land for protection.
H. F. DrcKEY.
Hunt Oity, Ill., Nov. 8, 1889.
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orthodoxy. Yet I h~.v learned that a large proportion of witnesses ·prefer affirmation to the ludicrous
and senseless practice of kissing the lids of a soiled
book! What solemnity and validity can the act of
kissing any book giv to the deposition or evidence
of anyone! I pause for a reply.
·
·
Orange, N. J.
SERENO E. ToDD.

What Think Ye, 0 Liberals, of The~e Things 1
Oil November 13th, in Washington city, the dedication ceremonies of a Roman Catholic University
were graced by the presence of our president., vicepresident and wife, Blaine, our secretary of state,
Secretaries Rusk, Tracy, Noble, and Windom, and
Attorney. General Miller.
The first toast was, His holiness Pope Lao XIII.
One of the toasts fo1lowing, so the dispatch says, was,
Our country and her president, which was responded
to by Secretary Blaine. He said: " I come to represent the United States, not in any political sense,
much less in any partisan sense, nor in connection
with any church or sect, but to speak for all and the
great freedom which we enjoy. . . . I am glad
of every college that is endowed. Every institution
The· Judicial Oath In New Jersey.
of learning increases the culture which I believe will
It is not· known generally, even by many lawyers build up the government of this great country of
and judg~s of different courts, that the law regulat- ours, under which we are all free and equal."
ing judicial oaths in the state of New Jersey (which
I think Secretary Blaine was not authorized to
was e1:1acted but recently) was drawn and manipu state, "I come to represent the United States." I
Jated through the legislature by stanch L\berals. think he went there to misrepresent it.
On page 904 of the Revised Statutes we can read the
George Washington, iQ his message to Congress
following: "I __ do solemnly, sincerely, and truly in 1796, on the treaty of Tripoli, said: "The governdeclare and affirm," etc. This form is called affirma- ment of the United Stales is not in any sense founded
tion. If a witness, who is about to be sworn, says, on the Christian religion."
"I prefer to affirm," the foregoing words are rrBlaine must know, as any intelligent reader of
peated without placing the band on a Bible or kiss- hist.ory knows, that sectarian colleges are not wholeing it. But if a person says," I prefer to declare," the sale incubators for the perennial hatching-out of
following form is employed: "I __ do declare, in patriots and freemen. They are institutions for the
the p:fesence of almighty God, the witness of the forging of chains, fetters, and collars for dupes. The
bondage of the Roman Catholic peoples is as :fixed,
truth of what I say." Either of which forms (the their vassalage as abject, as any slavery that ever dis·
d
law states) shall be as good and effectual in Jaw as
an path taken in the usual form, in which affirmation grace the jungles of Africa. How can freemen be
or declaration, the words, " So help me God," at the evolved from such an institution designed to perpetuate human slavery!.
clo!le of the oath, shall be omitted.
The thing is ridiculous, and I for one say that
"Every person who is, or shall be empowered, or Blaine does not represent the United States in that
required to tender, or administer an oath, in the throng of aliens-aliecs to our country-foes to
usual form, shall be, and hereby is required and em- every institution American, and would-be destroyers
powered to tender, or administer the affirmation or of Mery germ of manhood in the nation.
Our worthy president on his arrival at the banquet
declaration aforesaid, when requested to do 80 by
the person who is to affirm or declare."
was accorded a seat at the left hand of Cardinal GibRsaders residing in other states beside New bona, who presided, but the right-band side-tbe
Jersey, can, doubtless, bav access to a copy of the seat of honor-was occupied by Monsignor Satolli,
Revised Statutes of New Jersey in the most public who represented the pope. How do you like this,
libraries in large cities. In New Jersey, the county 0 Americans 1
clerk, and surrogate, and courts of every county are
The president had exacted as a condition to his
provided with copies of the Revised Statutes of New gracing the bar.quet with his presence that he would
Jersey, which are accessible by any citizen hi the not be a8ked to express himself in any way, but the
county. Many justices of the peace own each a copy wily priests, with their trained dupes, sought by a
of the Revised Statutes. Yet there are not a few clamorous call to compel him to commit himself, but
justices of the pea.ce who discard entirely the; use of be had eaten humble pie-be had been given the lefta copy of the Revtsed Statutes. Reoontly, m con- band seat-and he d1d not think he had anything to
V€rsation with a justice of the peace of the county in talk about. And I think so, too. So he did not say
which I reside (Essex), be remarked: "I did bav a anything.
copy of the Revised Statutes, but I couldn't tell anyI do not tbink President Harrison is congratulatthing by it, whether I was proceeding according to ing himself on the exalted position he occupied during the "imposing ceremonies" of that dedication.
law or not. So I sold the darned thing."
Jonathan Dixon, a resident of Jersey City, and one "Imposing" is a good word, and fits here excellently
of the judges of the supreme court, allows a person well. I would like to ask the American people,
A. w. CALDER.
to affirm, in lieu of the usual judicial oath, whether What next !
he is an Atheist, Deist, Infidel, Agnostic, or whether
•
he entertains any opinions at all concerning God,
JN this tendency [t.o depreciate extremely the charheaven, hell, or any of the dogmas of the orthodox acter and position of woman J we may detect in part
church. Yet, in most cases, every witness is sworn the influence of the earlier Jewish writings, in which
according to the long.time oath, by placing his right it is probable that most impartial observers will dehand on the Bible and kissing it, after he has invoked teet evident traces of the common oriental depreciation
of woman. The custom of money-purchase to the faGod to help him.
The writer recently received a commission from ther of the bride was admitted. Polygamy was authe governor of New Jersey vesting him with legal thorized, and practiced by th~ wisest men on an enorand criminal jurisdiction coextensiv with E~Rex mons scale. A woman was regarded as the origln of
county, in which there are over one hundred and fifty human ills. A period of purJ:fi.cation was appointed
thousand inhabitants, to open court in any township, after the birth of every child; but., by a very signifivillage, hamlet, borough, city,, or. ward; an? when cant provision, it was twice as long in the case of a
complainants, prosecutors, plamitffs, and wttnesses female as of a male child (Lev. xii, 1-5). The badare to be sworn, my practi.ce is, and bas been from ness of men, a J ewisb writer emphatically declare.d,
the. commencement of my official duties, to ask if is b tter than the goodness of women (Ecclesiasticus
they will affirm, declare, or be sworn; and in every xlii, 14) The types of female excellence exhibitfd
instance but one, deponents preferred to affirm, in the early period of Jewish history are in general of
without 'any appeal to God, and without the use of a a low order, and certainly far inffrior to those of
Bible. I hav taken the Bible from the shelf only Roman history, or Greek poetry; and the warmest
once in open court, and it was employed, at that eulogy of a woman in the Old Testament is probably
time, to administer the oath to a man whom I know that which was bestowed upon her who, with circumto be as dishonest as it is possible for a man to be, stances of the most exaggerated treachery, had murand who, I know from long personal intercourse in dered the sleeping fugitiv who had ~aken refuge
legal transactions, will lie as unblushingly as if be under her roof.-Lecky, European llforals, Vol. I, p.
were a darling son of the father of lies. Yet he is 357.
a vestryman.
.
.
d
t ·
·
Many Liberals, when sworn, instead of affirming, . CERTAIN. beliefs bav .be?n .mculcate , cer am crtroes
fall in with the miserable and detestable practice of mvented, m order to mhmtdate the masses.. Hence
kissing the dirty, greasy, and begrimed l!ds of so~e · t?e ch~~cb m.adfl !ree thought the worst of .ems, and
book (not knowing whether it is the Btble or mty t.ne spmt of wqm~y the worst of blasphe~1es. . ..
directory) simply because they were not aware that As late as the t1me of ~unyan the ~htef doclnn
there is a better and more intelligent mode of giving inculcated from the pulptt was obe?1ence to the
testimony.
.
te!Dporal ~ower. . . . . All these m~uencee fell
Reader, the next time you are reqmred to swear, wttb crusbmg we1gbt on woman.-llfattlda Joslyn
say, "I will affirm." I am located in a hot-bed of Gage.

I
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To the Subscribers fn Arrears.
There are upon our regular subscription list some
hundreds who hav not paid a cent for THE TRUTH
BEEKER they hav been receiving and reading for the
past year. E!lch one of these persons is earnest-ly
asked to immediately remit the amount owed. The
money is sorely needed. The tab on the wrapper of
your paper shows·when your subscription expired,
and if that date is past a renewal is in order. Especially do we appeal to those whose time expired
several months ago. They hav been trusted,
and should reciprocate the courtesy by immediate
response to this solicitation.

Truth Seeker Annual for 1890
When a man grows from orthodoxy to the most radical
Intldelity within two years, leaving a five thousand dollar
pulpit to preach to an audience which pays him only twentyfive dollars 11 week, the mental process by which he finds his
error, and the facts which convinced him, are worth knowing;
neither can his sincerity be questioned.

MR. H. 0. PENTECOST,
Editor oj the Ttoentieth Century, and Lecturer of the Independent Con{fl'egation of New York, Newark, and Brooklyn,
!llill gi'IJ U8 in tlte Trutlt Seeker Annual aUld~ reasons fiYI' such
a course, whlclt l!e entitles,

WHY I LEFT THE CHURCH.
In renewing your subscription to 'l'ILe Truth Seeker
Inclose 21> cents and tile Annual will be forwarded as
soon as issued.

The Brazilian Revolution.
The peaceful change just made by Brazil from an
empire to a republic is one of the wonders of the
decade, and shows very plainly the beneficent induence of civilized heresy. The change of government was made without bloodshed because the
republicans who took possession were civilized heretics and not barbarous Roman Catholics. If the
latter should by force regain the throne and place
Dom Pedro's daughter thereon we should undoubtedly hear of wholesale executions.
The state of affairs in Brazil appears to be about
as follows. The country is nominally Roman Catholic, being originally settled by Portuguese, and that
religion is upheld by the state. Untill811 no other
religion was tolerated, and since then until very
recently the toleration was legal but scarcely actual.
The right of assemblage to other religious bodies
was granted only a few months ago. Slavery was a
legal institution up to about the same time. But lis
in France and Italy, and even in Spain, the educated
clas&les, the statesmen and men of large affairs, grew
gradually away from the church, and naturally imbibed republican ideas. The emperor Dam Pedro
was one of this class. He has been known for years
as a man of learning and of Lib!lral thought, a philosopher and humanitarian. The abol:tion of slavery
was due to his humanitarian principles, and he was

aided by the very people who hav now esta.blish~d Sabbath Union, and Frances Willard's association of
the republic. He granted the people representat1v hobbledehoys and begowned and betrousered old
government, a senate and assembly to make the laws, women.
The bloodless revolution in Brazil is a triumph of
retaining to himself only the headship. He was as
much of a republican as an emperor could be, and it civilization over barbarism, of Freethought over
is very generally believed, and is probably true, that superstition, of liberty over despotism. We believe
he was himself the prime mover in his own depo- with Castelar that its influence will be far-reaching
and beneficent.
sition.
On the other side were the Roman Catholic church
and Dom Pedro's daughter Isabella, the crown prinA Word About Our Pictures.
cess, married to a most truculent tool of the church
When we began the printing each week of the illusand hater of popular rights. Dom Pedro is nearing trations in THE TRUTH SEEKER we explained to our
the end of his life and his dr~ughter must hav sueceeded him. Isabella, like her husband, is completely family at large that H meant a greatly increased .
under the control of the pope, and the Liberal peo- expense of publication, which could not be borne withpie dreaded her accession to power. When the gov- out, also, a greatly increased subecription list. THE
ernment recently passed a liberal bill for free relig- TRUTH SEEKER is so large, requiring so much typeion, Isabella presented a petition, signed by fourteen setting, presswork, etc., that every copy sent out for
thousand Catholic women, against the passage of the a year actually costs very nearly the annual subscripbill, and by this action increased tenfold the opposi- tion price of $3, and deducting losses by delinquents
tion to her. Ht~r husba.J?d was also intensely aotiv (for it grieves us to state that there are some Infidels
sgainst the anticleric~l party.
· The fanatical actions of these two, inspired by the so deficient in honesty that they never pay the
church, helped the republicans to win over the peo- amounts we hav trusted them), papers printed but
pie. Another powerful force cooperating with the unsold, etc., the production of t.he paper consumes
new party was the works of Bocayura, the most pop- every cent we receive for it. For a few months after
ular writer in Brazil, a Freethinker, who has for five the introduction of the pictures our friends obtained
years been advocating civil and religious liberty. a sufficient number of new subscribers to pay the
Dom Pedro was fully aware of the strength of the increased cost of theh· publication, but since then
movement in favor of a republic, and sympathized their dforts hav slackened, and the pictures hav been
with it. He felt, it is now said, that if he should
outliv the republican advance his daughter would be an additional burden upon the paper.
unable to cope wi\h it, more particularly under the
We regret to be obliged to say that this condition
pernicious guidance of her husband and the church cannot continue. The paper is unable to bear the
of Rome. He, therefore, like a wise and philosophic· burden, and unless at least five hundred new yearly
monarch, anticipated the inevitable, and thus at least subscribers are found at once, the next volume wil~
saved the prospectiv bloodshed which he felt would h~v to go without the pictures. We should regret
hav come with resistance, if not in his time, certainly
in that. of his successor.. Hence his easy and calm ac- exceedingly to see this. Mr. Heston's conceptions
ceptance of the situation, and the celerity with which form a powerful weapon against the church; they
he submitted to dethronement bears out the charge speak plainer than words; and while they may
made by the royalists that he and the republican occasionally offend, they also impress, and command
leaders had arranged the program beforehand. If the running wayfarer's attention, by exciting curiosso, it is all to his credit.
ity and so compelling thought. To sum it up, they
From these facts it is seen that Brazil ha10 started are a splendid ally in the crusade against religious
on the path traveled by France and Italy, ·which superstition and injustice, and we do not want to
leads from Rome to Reason, from a practical theoc- discontinue them.
racy to a secular government. It is another blow
This matter, however, rests with our friends.
to the pope-the serving of papers on him in proceedings of absolute divorce between the Vatican and They can do more than we can; though we are
Brazil. It is also another step forward to that time doing all possible to increase the list. If each one
when kings shall be no more. Spain, perhaps, will will try to get a new subscriber, surely five hundred
be the next nation to move. Castelar, the great out of the thousands on the list will succeed. And
republican and Freethinker of that country, proph- supposing each one should succeed, what a lift to
esies that not only Spain but all of Europe will
soon be free, and thinks that the people of Spain Freethought it would be, and what a splendid paper
would revolt at once were the government not of its that would enable us to lay before our readers each
own accord approaching a point where republicanism week !
will assert itself as a matter of course by the uniAside from this limited and somewhat personal
versal consent of the people. Of the rest of the object, there is need for a revival in Liberalism.
European continent he says: "The sway of autocl'Bcy For two or three years a great part of the Liberal
on this old continent is nearly over. If there is any public hav been somewhat apathetic, and hav not,
one thing I believe with all my heart, it is that before fifty years Europe will be republican from end therefore, accomp1ished all that might hav been done
to end, ll.nd I believe the change will be brought with more unanimous and emphatic action. We
about without the horrors of war, as easily as it has really believe that had the Liberals displayed the
just been brought about in Brazil; as naturaUy as a enthusiasm they did when defending D. M. Bennett
man lays aside one coat- and puts on another, because from his cowardly and bigoted enemies, the Chrishe likes the other better. The peoples of Europe tiaris would never hav gotten their God into the
are growing wiser every year and seeing better what constitutions of the new states in any shape, and
are their real interests. They will one day say to
their kings, queens, emperors, and princes : ' We' are would never hav had their jose-houses exempted
masters here. After all, this country is ours, not from paying a just share of the public burdens.
yours. There is the door. Go !' And then kings, The work done by a few Liberals points to what
queen!!, emperors, and princes will go, and it will be mighthavbeenaccomplishedbythemany. Letushav
a beautiful sight."
a revival, and let the stricken in conscience go forth
That is what the people of this country, led by and get THE TRUTH SEEKER a new subscriber as eviFreethinkers, told George the Third of England, and dance of hie or her contrition and new birth.
they also served notice on the " kings of the air " at.
the same time. Ghosts wer~ retired from politics, as
By doing this, it will enable us not alone to mainColonel Ingersoll puts it, at the same time the king tain the pictures, but to aid the Liberals everywhere
of England was shown the door. France and Italy in resisting ecclesiastical encroachments upon the
did the same, and Brazil has followed on. The ex- people's rights. We are willing to do the work and
ample of America seems to hav been contagious-it bear the Christian's contumely if proper support
was Colonel Ingersoll's test of world-improvement be given, but we cannot continue the pictorial war
applied-good health catching instead of disease. altogether upon our own charges. We hope to hear.
There are, however, indications that the priestly disease is returning to infect the people here, though from the friends at once, for it is a matter that needs
we hope they will awake to a knowledge of this fact prompt action. We hav put off saying this for
pretty soon, and quarantine such plague-spreaders as months, expecting better times, but it will bear postWanamaker, the National Reform Association, the ponement no longer. Friends, let us hear from you.
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The Literature Fund.

olic religion. The acquittal has led to denunciation of the
jury in the senate by a Carlist peer and a Romish bishop.
They also expressed fear that the Brazilian revolution would
soon find imitators in Spain, unless the government or the
and Bohda to a fund to be used in disseminating
regency made a severer penal code to protect the state
There are a good many good men in England to church. Perhaps these relics of medievalism would like
Freethought literature. Mr. B. Sugenheimer, of
take Mr. Bradlaugh's place, but nevertheless his to hav the Inquisition revived also to execute this severer
Winnsboro, S. 0., has added $2 to the fund, which is
resignation will be a strain upon the Secular organi- penal code!

in deploring the great loss that must be entailed by his resIn THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 16th we ac- ignation.
" (2) That a meeting of the members be convened early
knowledged the contributions of Messrs. Parsons in February to receive the president's statement."

very welcome, for we hav used up considerable more
than the amounts then acknowledged.
In South Dakota, as in all the other new states,
the Sunday law is, or will be at once, under consideration by the legislatures. The Ohristians are on·
hand, endeavorii!g to procure the enactment of such
laws as shall effectually deprive the people of the use
for recreation of one-seventh of their time, and make
a practical union of church and state by compelling
an acknowledgment by law of the church's holy
day. We hav procured through courtesy of A. H.
Risdon, of Huron, a list of the members of the South
Dakota legislature, and sent to each senator and assemblyman· a copy of J. E. Remsburg's "Sabbath
Breaking." There were one hundred and :fifty-five of
them, and we hav furnished that number of copies of
the book, wrapped them, and paid the postage, for just
one-half of the retail price. This is doing better
than we promised, but the needs of the case were
great, and THE TRUTH SEEKER has sacrificed all the
profit and a little of the cost of these pamphlets in
order to do some practical good. The account
stands:

zation, so nearly synonymous hav been the names of
the society aud Mr. Bre.dlaugh. As a leader he is
just the man for. the members of the society, though
occasionally he and his prominent assistants would
" fall out," chiefly upon personal grounds. But if he
shall still be willing to advise the party, and to devote some portion of his talents to its welfare-which
it would be a reflection upon him to doubt-it will
get along all right and still be an effectiv opponent
to ecclesiastical misrule.
It is probable, from the position he now occupies
in the Society and before the Secular public, that G.
W. Foote, of the Freethinker, will be selected to
succeed Mr. Bradlaugh. Mr. Foote· is a practical
man, a hard-working and very able editor, and a brilliant orator. He has, we believe, the affection of the
masses of the party as has no other but Mr. Bradlaugh. If he " is in the hands of his friends," he
will probably be chosen, and the choice will be wise.

If.
If the people hav regard for Sunday, they will

To 155 copies "Sabbath Breaking," ~ott 12! cts......... 19 50 observe it. If it is not observed by the · great
majority of the people, the fact shows what they
By cash acknowledged .................................. $17 00
Balance due TRUTH SEEKER........................... 2 50
think of it.

We hope the friends of state Secularization will
make up the amount which we hav expended for the
benefit of the people of South Dakota, and that in
the other new states the Liberals will forward us the
money to do the same thing. In North Dakota some
Liberal workers hav promised to do it, but ac~iv and
prompt; work is imperativly needed in Montana and
Washington. lu the latter state the legislators
should also be labored with as to exempting church
property from taxation. This work has been undertaken by t!J_e Walla Walla Liberal Olub, and we shall
aid them i~· every way possible. If this Literature
fund is ad~quately increased, great good will undoubtedly be ·~ccomplished. In addit.ion to all this,
every Liberal in each of the four new states should
at once writ~ ~O··-bis state senator and representativ,
protesting agaUist the enactment of any Sunday law ;
and in Washington, protests should also be made
against any law exempting church property from
taxation.
Besides this political work, there is much to be
done in spreading the ideas of Freethinkers on religious subjects. One man writes us from the West:
" Never were. people BO anxious and willing to read
Liberal mather as now. But with the loss of two
crops, people are hard up." That this is so is proved
by the fact that almost every person in the neighborhood from which this comes signed the anti-Suudaylaw petition. People willing to read our literatu;·e,
and who will work for the cause of liberty, should
somehow be supplied with books and papers, and
afforded the opportunity to do something.
Will subscribers in Washington and Montana send
us the names and addresses of their state senators
and representative T

No man can be made to think well of anything by
statute.
Tha Sabbath Union fanatics should think of this,
if they possess anything to think with.

Editorial Notes.
WE extend to Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McCabe, of Albany,
hearty congratulations upon the accomplishment of twentyfive years of married life and a united desire to celebrate it,
which they did on November 23d. May peace still be with
them, lo these many years!
THE New York Herald says:
" The grea.t majority of Americana believe tha.t the Jess onr
churches ha.v to do with aecnla.r a.ffa.ira the better it is for the community a.t la.rge."
We earnestly wish that the great majority of Americans
would act' on their belief.
L. K. WASHBURN's good-looking physiognomy will be
reflected by means of the ·engraver's art in the December
number of the Freetltinkera' Magazine, and a sketch of his
life will make us. more fully acquainted with the new editor
of the Investigator. It is to be hoped that the sketch will be
complete in detail, for he is as good as he is beautiful.
THE report that the Catholic church, at the Baltimore congress, had removed the ban upon secret societies, except the
Freemasons, is not correct. The ban can only be removed
by the archbishops, and this they hav no notion to do. The
priests of Rome can tolerate no association of their followers
which hides its action from them. They claim the right to
rule in all things.
TALMAGE's begging appeal for $100,000 to help rebuild the
Tabernacle has not met with general approval even in his
own denomination. A Presbyterian clergyman in the Presbyterian Banner reminds him that he and his congregation
hav been rather stingy in giving to church work, and evidently thinks that his appeal .under the circumstances is not
a little cheeky. Thus do the brethren exchange amenities.

WE notice by a letter from Lyman C. Howe in the
Spiritual Inatruotor that Medium Reid obtains messages on
slates from the other world as well as answers to letters.
And if Mr. Howe is to be believed Mr. Reid is a phenomenal
slate-writer, for he says that all Mr. Reid's demonstrations
given in public are under" absolute fraud-proof conditions,"
and that to private sitters he says, "Bring your own slates,
privately marked and fastened as you like, screwed, nailed,
riveted, or tied a11 strongly as you please, and keep them in
your own hands, and under these conditions the slates are
filled with messages." If Mr. Reid can do all that Mr.
Howe claims for him, the next time he comes east we should
like to hav him giv Mr. McArthur and the Editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER a sitting.
A OONFLIOT of religions is on in Manitoba. It is over the
attempt of the English Protestants to abolish separate schools
(controled by the churches) and the official use of the French
language. Secret meetings are being held almost daily in the
Catholic village of St. Boniface. If the local government
passes the measures which it says it will, an appeal will be
made by the Catholics to the French government to step in
and protect the rights granted to the French when Canada
was ceded to the British. A desperate fight will be made
before the French submit to hav their schools and language
done away with. Should Sir John Macdonald disallow the
acts of the Manitoba government in this matter he will lose
the support of English-speaking Canada, and if he does not
he will lose French Quebec. It is feared that the approaching crisis will break up the confederation of provinces.
Archbishop Tache has received assurances from Sir John
Macdonald that if the local government persists in its pro.
posed legislation he will ask the British government to suspend the Manitoba act, which would leave the province
without a constitution. · Simmered down, the controversy is
between French Canadian Roman Cathol'ics and English
Protestants, and explains plainer than words the impossibility of allowing churches to influence legislation and preserving peace. A purely secular government with public
schools in which religion is ignored is the Rolution of the
problem.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH has recovered sufficient strength to
greet his friends through the National Reformer, though with
but a few words. It was understood when the last English
papers went to press that he was to sail for Bombay on the
28th inst., remaining there about two weeks, and then
returning to England. As usual during the illness of prom.
inent Infidels, statements hav been circulated that Mr.
Bradlaugh had evinced some desire to "recant." Concerning these stories he says: "I am informed that several persons hav circulated statements implying that some change
has taken place in n;y opinions on questions of theology.
There is not the shadow of foundation or excuse for any
such statement. It would be ill-becoming to boast, but I
may 8ay that my convictions and teachings hav not been
with me subject of doubt or uncertainty. I note that the
B1·itialt Weekly states that 'on one occasinn, he [Mr. Bradlaugh] said that he had almost been persuaded by a sermon
of the Rev. Arthur Mursell.' There is no foundation whatever for this declaration." At one time during his illness
Mr. Bradlaugh was pretty near the end of his life, but he
never, he says, lost the desire to liv. He is still very weak,
but is surely returning to health. May the eea voyage he is
on do all for him that his most hopeful friend can desire I

THE Lorain Exponent, of Lorain county, Ohio, prints this
paragraph :
Oharles Bradlaugh has announced that on return- "The way to ma.ke grea.t men is to pnt free whisky in their wa.y.

A Crisis With the English Secular Society.

ing from his voyage to India he will resign the presidency of the National Secular Society. The intimation was conveyed in a letter to the Executiv
Oommittee of the Society. He desired a special
meeting of the members of the Society to be called
in February to receive the formal resignation and to
listen to a statement of his reasons for his course,
which are, it is believed by his close friends, to be
that he has practically to make a choice between
political and Secular work, and he chooses the
former.
At the meeting of the Ex:ecutiv Oommittee at
which this notice was received, after some friendly
discussion, the following resolutions were adopted,
as expressing the feelings of the Secularists so far as
they had considered the matter:

~

-Rev. Dr. Bob Inaersoll oJ the Devtl's church."

The Exponent is an expositor not to be trusted. The man
who wrote that sentence and put Colonel Ingersoll's name to
it is a deliberate falsifier of facts a!!d a Christian.
THE London Freethinker asks Freethinkers to remember
their Swedish brother in prison, and to send him cheer. Mr.
Lennstrand is allowed to read and to write, and as he reads
English, he will be glad to receive English and American
papers. We suggest that our heretical contemporaries put
him on the X list, addressing Victor Lennstrand, Langholmens, Kronohakte, Stockholm, Sweden. Two.cent postage
is required on each paper.

THE Liberals of Salt Lake City are making things uncomfortable for tthe Saints who desire naturalization in order
that they miy vote. Objection is being made to the admission to citizenship of those who accept the Mormon tenets.
The contention is that no Mormon who has taken the Endowment House oath can be a good citizen, because such person
must necessarily hold his allegiance to the church above his
allegiance to the state. In regard to the nature of this oath,
John Bond swore he went through the Endowment House
in 1868, and was required to take an oath which compelled
him to obey every obligation of the church, especially in
opposition to the United States, under penalty of his lite.
He was also required to take oath to avenge the blood of
Joseph Smith on this nation, and to teach this to his children
and children's children to the latest generation. Martin B.
Wardwell took a similar oath about the same time, and said
he was told that it he revealed any secrets his throat would
be cut and his bowels torn out. He saw the death penalty
enforced on a man named Green a number of years ago, and
when some of the members of the band murmured John W.
Young said that if. they did not shut up they
would be served the same way. Andrew · Cahoon, a
former subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKBR, swore to the same
obligations, and said that he took an oath that the highest
allegiance was to the Mormon church. Polygamy was the
command of God, and all must indorse it or be damned.
The general teaching of the church is in hostility to the
laws of the land. Brother Cahoon has heard leaders of the
church party argue in favor of the overthrow of the United
States government. It is common for Wilford Woodruff,
the present head of the church, to do this. All the witneeses spoke of the murders they had either seen or heard of

A FELLOW sends this query to a Christian Prohibition
journal:
"I a.m a. traveling salesman, a.nd da.y a.fter da.y see intoxicated persons step np to the ba.r, a.sk for rnm, a.nd generally receive it, contrary to the la.w. Is it my dnty to notify snob rnmsellers of their
violation 7"
•' (1) The Executiv Committee of the National Secular Society
What in the world is that Christian Prohibitionist doing
receives the notice of Mr. Bradlaugh's intention to resign the in the barrooms where he sees such sights?
presidency with the deepest regret. It feels itself to be exA MADRID, Spain, jury has acquitted two journalists who in consequence of these oaths. What was the result of this
pressing the universal sentiment of the Freethought pa,,rty in
heartily thanking him for his many years of leadership, and were prosecuted for publishing articles attacking the Oath- opposition to Mormonism we ha,v not learned.

j
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Jimagination can conceive.

The same can be said of 8pain., Baptist journal. He has Paine's "Age of Reason," with the
South American republics, and many other countries, of Obseroer•s blasphemy against Paine's character pasted in the
which priesthood, being properly organized, has taken pos- book. The moral is this-the religious and the party press
session. The United States are in danger of the same re- do not, and will not, giv such current news, because they are
BALTIMORE, Mn., Nov. 2, 1889.
in the interest of the monopolies of church and state. They
JosEPH FELIX GoNZALES.
MR. EDITOR: As m<my hav given their opinion of the good sult.
do pull together. The rich delight to see the poor looking to
done by friend Heston's illustrations, and 'Dice 'Dersa, I sugWHEELING, W.VA., Nov. 4, 1889.
the Gods for support and comforts. They are like the clergy
gest that your subscribers vote for or against their continMR. EDITOR : I hav had the opportunity of attending in Ireland. They like to keep up a disturbance with the
uance. In my opinion ·there is a stamp of vile vulgaTity
Christian science parlor )lleetjngs of late, and I wish to relate English government and landlords, which keeps their
about them, injurious to the cause and to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
some of the ideas taught there.
hands off the throats of the priests, and they know it.
Wishing you every success, I remain,
One evening while the lady who conducts the meeting was Whenever the people are about to win, the pope interferes.
Very truly yours,
E. R. SHEGOGUE.
trying to make it clear to our minds that there is no such He wins on two sides. God made the world, and made man
thing as disease, that all disease is merely a false belief, a .-an all-wise God. Still the people are paying perhaps five
NEoLA, h., Nov. 12, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I want to say that we had Mr. W. F. Jamie- gentleman present propounded the following question : hundred thousand preachers, and countless strikes, to patch
son here a short time ago to lecture. He gave us seven " Suppose one man should ·throw a piece of iron at another his perfections. I almost despair of a republic for my chillectures, which were all splendid. He is the most sound and knock one of his eyes clear out of his head. Now," dren. Jobbery, jobbery l Our revivals of religion are
man and the best posted upon Liberalism I hav ever heard. said he, "would it be a real fact that that man's eye was out, disastrous to societ.y, to morals. Adultery and fornication
I can safely say that anyone wishing to hav lectures will or would it merely be a false belief?" The lady answered, are common. Then some good Christian doctor produces
· abortions, to cover a shame. 0 poor woman l Often I tell
never regret getting Mr. Jamieson. No one can take any "It would merely be a false belief."
I am so constituted that I cannot help believing that what the Christians they feed the preachers too much; they should
offense at what he says, no matter what they believe. He
certainly ought to be kept busy, and at a good salary. I see and feel is substantial and real, and I cannot for the compel them to work, and they would be out of mischief,
sake of me conceive of a state that enables one to so com- and besides we should hav less taxes. The study of theology
Everyone that listened to him was well pleased.
Yours respectfully,
D. W. WHITNEY,
pletely contradict the plainest evidences of the senses.
G~~:o. SMITH.
as a trade, is a -crime.
The lady furthermore claims that nothing tile senses take
CINOINNATI, 0., Nov. 12, 1889.
cognizance of ha-s a real existence. I suggested that probFRxsNo, CAL., Oct. 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: This morning I received a very pleaPan t let- ably she meant that notiling has a permanent existence, but
MR. EDITOR: I wish to make a few remarks on the subter from Brother Downes, of the town of Steubenville, 0., she insisted that she was right in using the word "real."
ject of the prize Moral Manual from my point of view. It
one of your subscribers, and he states that he is greatly We may wake up some time in the indefinit somewhere to
does not seem fair or wise for any one essay to win tbe
delighted on seeing the name of Thomas Winter once again find this life a dream-" a fleeting show for man's illusion
prize of $1,000, to the exclusion of all others who may
on the page of THE TRUTH SEEKER, November 9th, and the given." But when we remember all the false and foolish
fearless words there uttered thrill him with joy, inasmuch as things believed in by the children of men, and what a big compete for it.
Besides, this work is to be gems of truth in the science of
they cover the whole ground as a rebuff and positiv repulse and uncertain world fancy has to revel in when it soars beagainst every phase of Spiritualistic theory or craziness. · I· yond the real and tangible, it is wisest and best to "keep morals, which need to be reflected from all sides, like the
objects in a kaleidoscope, from different points, requiring
hope there may be deep thought and reflection on all these pretty close to the grass" if we wou 1d reap true knowledge.
expression
and presentation from many minds.
speculations of a perpetual existence, by which millions of
CHAB. BURBEE.
Let me suggest that all who hav such gems of thought giv
people are delu<led in the worst manner possible. By the
them out in the form of proverbs or the wise sayinas of
law of nature we exist, and by the same law we cease to
LEADVILLE, CoL., Nov. 15, 1889.
sages. Such are easy to remember, and make deepest
exist, and this is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
MR. EDITOR: An incident occurred here in Leadville a
impressions. Let the committee select and appropriate the
the truth. All theologies, in their tricks, cranks, and decep- short time ago which may be interesting to the readers of
best manuscript contributed, and the $1,000 be distributed
tions, are so many swindles on human credulity. Before we THE TRUTH SEEKER. A few weeks ago, one of our leading.
existed, we knew nothing; so also will it be when we cease clergymen went around soliciting funds with which to build according to the merits of the selections.
No one mind can perceive the many-sided perfection of
to exist.
THOMAS WINTER.
a new church. One lady donated $50 and paid $25 down,
truth;
and while some may be able only to see the one side
and agreed to pay the balance in sixty days. At the expiraas presented to his or her view, others may see differentlyWATERVILLE, MINN., Nov. 11, 1889.
tion of thirty days this clergyman called on her again for the
MR. EDITOR: I send with my renewal three new sub- balance, when she told him that she would not pay it until as the travelers approaching from different directions a
scribers. Freetilought is slowly gaining here. Yet the in- the time came that she had agreed to do so. She had two or sign painted in various colors will contend for their own
difference for the cause is a great drawback. It seems to me three five-dollar bills in her hand at the time, and the disciple limited observations, when the whole truth d(lmands the
that Liberals might with safety take courage and move ahead of God, seeing them, asked her what she .was going to do recognition of the fractional truths from each.
Many would be willing, no doubt, to ·send in some of
when they !ee God's children making such frantic efforts to with them. She replied that she was going to giv them to a
keep their lamp trimmed and burning. Only think of the sick, destitute widow, who was in want of the necessaries of their best ideas and aphorisms, to be embalmed in the
numerous schemes they devise to raise the pastor'g salary, life, when this brute in human shape said, "Giv me that hearts and lives of coming generations, with no other coneven to the throwing open of their church doors to negro money for my church. God will take care of that widow." sideration than that they can thus be instrumental in leaving
minstrel troupes if the troupe will agree to divide the gate- It is needless to say that he did not receive it. " God will their footprints on the sands of time. As it is now proposed
money. This has taken place here in the godly village of take care of that widow." Yes, but in what way? The few will care to compete in so great an intellectual contest,
Waterville. We had Remsburg here for one lecture in Sep- answer is seen every day, in the .Pitiful condition of our desti- to say nothing of how, few are really competent to do so.
The morality of the Bible and churches needs to be
tember. He set the priests all to frothing at the mouth. tute and starving people. The answer is heard on all sides,
One in particular has dug up all the old stale lies that he can In the agonized cry of starving unfortunates.. Why does not reviewed by the light of reason and scitmce, and the true
recollect, stirred in a few new ones of his own manufacture, God put food in the mouths of famishing, priest-ridden .Irish- relations of man to the universe made plain, instead of the
myths Clf religious teachings ii;, the past.
L. HuTOHIBoN ..
and served them up to his congregation as a new ·dish ..
men in the Emerald Isle, and then allow the funds which are
What shall we say to Heston for his noble work? Go on, raised to relieve this distress and suffering to be put into
KENTON, 0., Nov. 4, 18°9.
Heston, go on to glory, honor, and immortality.
houses of worship for him? No 'Wonder that the church is
MR. EDITOR: I want to call your attention to some inspiLong liv the glorious old TRUTH SEEKER, is my prayer.
growing weaker, and that Freethought and Infidelity are
ration that won't wash. I will take for my text the four
Fraternally yours,
ORANGE DuRAND.
increasing in strength every day, when such cormorants as
star apostles on the crucifixion of Christ. I will begin with
this one are allowed to hav their undisputed sway, bleeding
Matthew xxvii, 32-37. He says they made· Simon bear his
WEST WINFIELD, N.Y., Nov. 16, 1889.
A SuBBORIBER.
the people in every way which they can.
cross; they gave him vinegar to drink-vinegar mingled
MR. EDITOR: I send this obituary: Passed away from his
with gail-and set up over his head the accusation, "This is
LE MooRE, CAL., Oct. 28, 1889.
home in West Winfield, Oct. 29, 1889, after an illness of only
MR. EDITOR: We hav had during the past year some fine Jesus the king of the Jews." Now we will hear Mark's testwenty-two hours, Dr. E. F. Beals, aged seventy-two years.
. Those who knew him best say a good man has gone. Father treats, of which you hav probably been informed. Mr. Put- timony, Mark xv, 21-26. He agrees with Matthew that
was a subscriber to your paper from its start, and was a nam came last spring through invitation, giving of his great Simon bore the cross, but he says they gave him to driuk
friend of D. M. Bennett. He began the investigation of wealth of inspiration and poetic life, awakening general aC- wine mingled with myrrh. Note the difference in the superSpiritualism at its earliest modern advent, and promulgated tivity in the minds of the Liberal and Spiritual departments scription written over him-" The king of the Jews." Mr.
its doctrine till he said he outgrew them, and considered in our village, to suppress further encroachment of theolog- Mark, will you take the stand ? The two former witnesEes
himself much in advance of them for several years. He was ical institutions in the state or nation. There is a strong do the crucifying at Golgotha, but Luke performs the operafor several years president of the Central New York Asso- Liberal sentiment in this community, doing brave work for tion at Calvary, and give him just plain vinegar to drink.
ciation of Spiritualists, and was well and widely known the Secular cause. However, church interests are in full And the superscription is as follows, " This is the king of
among the lecture fraternity. He had been a resident of working order for tile support and up building of dogmas and the Jews." Now we will take John's testimony, beginning
this village for thirty years, and wiU be missed by a large creed. In the month of September Mr. B. F. Underwood xix, 17-19. John says he bore his own cross. Matthew,
circle of friends. He leaves two daughters to mourn his de- delivered three lectures here to appreciativ audiences. The Mark, and Luke say Simon was made to bear it for him.
parture, his wife having pa.s.sed on eighteen years ago. For evolution of religious ideas and kindred subjects were topics And the title on. the erose was," Jesus of Nazareth the king
several years he had been in poor health and wa.s obliged to of discourse. We are highly gratified to hear all speakers of of the Jews." John says nothing about giving Christ anygiv over his dental practice to younger hands. His death this particular school of thought. There is no prejudice in thing to drink. One of the others says they gave him vinewas from heart failure, induced by a complication of dis- our mind toward any class, whatever their ideal platform, gar and gall. The next one says they gave him win'e and
eases. The funeral was held Nov. 1, 1889, from his home, whether Christian or strictly Secular, as all are natural re- myrrh. The third one says they gave him vinegar. Three
Rev. 0. B. Beals, of New York city, an old friend of the sults of evolutionary principles and laws. Thus I see no of these witnesses say Simon bore the cross. One says he
family, officiating.
M.RI!. Z. I. DowNING.
ground for real antagonism. But all true wisdom and bore the cross himself. Now, will the good people who preknowledge are sustaining powers, and the Liberal.minded tend to believe that this was written by inspiration please
NEw YoRK, Nov. 9, 1889.
seek to furnish a natural and spiritual basis on which to raise explain to us why the four witnesses I hav just named did
MB. EDITOR: Many thanks for the publication of my letter
justice and hope. Supernatural tenets do not accord with not tell this story just alike? If you know tli.e meaning of
defending the memory of Columbus.
scientific method. Work of this school and character lies the word inspiration, you must know that you are not honest
In order to crush the nefarious power of priesthood and
outside of material service, having no real part with planet- when you say that this conflicting evidence came through
church, especially of the Catholic church, it is absolutely
ary progTess. Having in early years been one passing inspired witnesses. If you believe every word of this innecessary that Freethinkers of all nations be united in a
through this same series of blind instruction, I think we spired book called the Bible, as every good Christian must
body, and the most enlightened and moral gentleman apknow, and can giv, probable reasons in what we assert, by do, just practice its teachings right through and see how
pointed as the head of the society. The same system must
GEo. BAKER.
virtue of experimental and personal experience. As a rule soon you will land in the penitentiary.
be followed as the one employed by religious organizations;
we see no proper method but to agitate, to educate, and in
otilerwise all that is done, spoken, or written, is entirely
OsHKOSH, Wis., Nov. 3, 1889.
our desire for knowledge and defined progress there appears
useless. Who ignores to-day that unity makes strength?
MR. EDITOR : I cannot go without THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to us a marked need as an additional complement of force
There are thousands of Freethinkers scattered all over the
It is the best paper in the world, and I hav never read such
above and beyond the sensuous objectiv reign.
world, who are the most enlightened gentlemen and ladies,
a paper before, w.b.ich made me understand the Bible as
SARAH G. Fox.
but entirely powerless, for want of unity, against church
this one does. I could not understand ·till Mr. Hare ex-.
and priests, because these last flock together the same on
LEWISPORT, KY., Oct. 5, 1889.
plained to me, and let me hav this valuable paper. I can
earth as in the sky.
MR. Ei>ITOR : I hav had a conversation with a minister who not thank him enough for it.
How many of the other religious creeds, and other soci- is supposed to be well informed. He has a. large library of
I think you will remember who I am. I wrote a letter
etiea, would soon join that of Freethinkers, with the most books, and is quite a debater on theological dogma. I am on before, about a year ago, that I was crippled in my hands
enlightened gentleman or lady at its head, is to be easily better terms with him that:: any other preacher at this time. I and feet, and that I hav never been to school in my life. It
conceived. I can safely say that the majority of the native asked him if he had an account of the unveiling of a monu- is very hard for me to write, or else I would write a big
of Cuba and Porto Rico, both male and female, are Free- ment to Bruno, in June last. He hed seen only a notice, piece about the Bible and what I think about it.
tbinl!;ers, but, for lack of a recognized head, are under the and could not tell me what
had seen it in. I believe he
What is all the religion? Is it not all a pack of hum bug?
clutches of tile most ignora~ and immoral priesthood that told me a story, though he IS a reader of more than one , If not, why do not the ministers do according to their
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declaration that if a person prays to God in faith, he gets his
stomach filled without work. If so, why do they lay up
treasure on earth, and build such a big bouse to liv in?
'They did not get it through praying. Oh, no, they got it
•Out of the poor folks' pocket-those that hav no bread in the
house for the little ones, and no ·clothing. Is. that not
·dreadful?
And another question I ask. Why don't they do as the
:Bible says in this : If any person is sick let him go and call
the elders of the church and let .them lay their hands on him
:and anoint him with oil, and he shall recover? Why don't
they do so?. Hav they not faith enough to do it? Why,
how can they blame the other folks for not believing what
they preach? I am glad that I hav my eyes opened and can
see: The song comes true, "Once I was blind, but now
I can see." While I believed all this, I rlid not make any
money with my crocheting, but since I quit believing such
nonsense I hav earned a little. That shows what God cares
about his children, doesn't it?
I hav prayed night and day for my getting well, but I hav
no answer yet, and I don't expect I ever shall.
My folks just caJ;De home from church and told me that
in Lamiro the lightning struck the church and burnt it
down, and that the church-members hav to pay next Sunday.
That is a nice father. He cannot take care of his own
house.
Yours truly,
HELEN H. DAHLE.
RooHESTER, N.Y., Nov. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed ye>u will find money order for D.
M. Bennett's 11 World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers,"
who were not Christians. Now, while thinking about who
were and were not Christians, a perplexing doubt as to what
a Christian-as the word goes-is, has presented itself. I
was thrown into this train of thought by reading in this
morning's Rochester ]Jemocrat and Ohroniols the following
editorial item:
Oolonel Ingersoll mast look to his la.nrels. Polioe-Sea.rgent
Tims, of New York city, has delivered a. funeral oration over the
body of Pa.irolma.n Denyse, that compared well. with tbe colonel's
best efforts. Sea.rgent Tims's effort is not so ornate as the colonel's oratory, bat is still eloquent and impressiv. Mr. Deny~e was
an honest man -a. Ohristia.n, in fa.ot, although he refused to be
reckoned one.
It seems to me that a Christian is one who has full belief

acquire an unmerited reputation of being a friend and advocate of suffering humanity, it cannot in the least tend to
-abate their suffering. Having become surfeited and disgusted with such exhibitions of a pretense of sympathy for
the unfortunate victims of a barbarous institution-a sympathy that if really felt is widely misdirected-! hav thought
it expedient and apropos to invite special ati.ention to the
cause of the outrage that is justly complained of and deservedly protested against. I take it for granted that Mr.
Berylson did not propound his question in mockery, but
with an honest and sincere desire that it shall be satisfactorily
answered. Probably, with a few suggestions from himself
occasionally, we shall be able to answer his question to his
entire satisfaction.
J. A. TUTTLE.
MT. WASHINGTON, MD., Nov. 10, 1889.

MR, EDITOR: I hav twenty-five cents to my credit with
you, I believe. For it please send me the best book you can
for the money-one that will be the_ most help in asking and
answering such questions a~ you may suppose would occur
from the following. About three years ago I first came to
this place. I was then a very feeble Freethinker, and am
not much better now-\leing but twenty-three years of age,
having to work nearly all my life, and being raised almost in
the shadow of three churches, receiving but fifteen months'
schooling in a district log school-house. Well, shortly after
my arrival here, having by sociability and a little musical
talent earned some notice, I was invited by the ladies of the
Methodist Episcopal choir to join them. I refused on the
ground of not being a church-member. Then the pastor,
several leadirag members of the church, and finally the
leader of the choir, insisted that I should join. To all of
them I gave the same answer, thinking that to join that
ch~ir would not be consistent with my belief or disbelief.
Yet, being, as I hav said, of social nature, and there being
no other Freethinkers near here, and not wishing to be hift
entirely alone, I finally consented and joined the choir-not
the church. I did not try to hide my views, nor yet publicly
make them known. Over a year ago I left here .and was
g<me quite a while. During my absence some of my opinions became public, and I did not expect to be invited to
take part again in t)le choir, yet such was the case, and
everything was quiet until, a few weeks ago, one rainy day,
the devil was raised and I hav been socially ostracised. On
the day -in question I plainly avowed my disbelief in a hell,
in the presence of an "elder," who, as only a Christian can,
with the greatest complacency consigned me to that region
-not ·for crimes that I had done, but for the heinous crime
of unbelief. This Christian elder has gone forth in "the
strength of the Lord" to annihilate me, and yet, strange to
say, there is no visible mark of " God's displeasure" on me.
The pastor, a few Sundays ago, said that of all the crimes
in the sight of God the most heinous was or is the crime of
unbelief. So murder, rape, lying, deceit, and all other
crimes are nothing in the sight of the " gracious Lord "compared with unbelief, whether honest or otherwise. Hence
my unbelief has branded me among the damned.
I may soon tell whether I may be allowed to stay here or
not. I am told that my general qualifications and influence
would make me a shining light in the" service of the Lord."
Yours for liberty,
J. W. SLAYTON.

in the divinity and doctrine of Christ. Now, the only conclusion that can be reasonably arrived at is that the Cll_rj8 0
tians who are honest ue so scarce that it is necessary to
claim for Christianity anyone who live an honest and respectable life.
I attended the People's Mission in this place the other
night, and found quite a little in the proceedings to interest
and amuse, of which, however, I shall mention only one
thing. Col. H. H. Hadley; of St. Bartholomew Mission in
New York city, has been here for some time, and was in
charge of the meeting. In the course of his remarks, after
descanting on the beauty and blessedness of religion, he
said (I quote as exactly as memory will permit) : 11 And if
you do not believe and accept this blessed redeemer you
know the results, and just think of the awfulness of an
eternal existence spent in the consequences of sin. If a bird
were to light on the earth and carry away a grain of sand
every thousand years, at the time it had the world all
dropped out into space it would be scarce but the break of
the davin the morning of eternity, and your suffering would
NEWOOMB, TENN., Nov. 10, 1889.
hav ju"st begun." I suppose this had a very marked effect
MR. EDITOR: The mind of man is an intricate piece of
on tb.e believers of the ... word of God." But as for me, it machinery. I hav some curious experience with my thoughts.
was the cause of my companion asking, 11 What are you Sometimes they hav been inexpressible either by word or
gesture. Yes, I hav had thoughts that I was satisfied could
laughing at ?"
HARRY G. RUFF.
not be told by anyone, no matter what command of language
he might hav. Perhaps many people hav had the same expeBROOKLYN, N.Y., Nov. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: My reference to Mr. Berylson's letter was rience. I h,av no doubt that the inability to express their
made from memory ; if incorrect, I shall accept his correc- thoughts has been the cause of the insanity of many people.
tion with thanks. The terms, "-Brutality and selfishness of Such, no doubt, is the case with that class of people who beman," occur in Miss Gardener's letter, and I hav the impres.. come deranged on the subject of the Christian religion. I
sion that they are repeated by Mr. Berylson and supplemented believe that many become deranged through inability to reawith remarks on selfishness that are creditable to their son out to the satisfaction of their own minds the cause for
author. It being obvious that the world is indebted to the the faith that is within -them, and to reason out the relation
egoism of uncivilized man for the institution of ownership, I between Christ and God, the spiritual and the natural man.
shall agree with Mr. Berylson that "the egoism of uncivil. The Christian holds a belief that man has a kind of double
ized man is of no benefit to humanity;" and will add the sug- life, a something more than a body of fiesh; that when he
gest\on that the unanimity with which the worst mistakes of dies it does not die; that a part of him live after death
ignorant barbarians are fostered and perpetuated is an ·indi- called the spirit, or soul. When they begin to think they
cation that our civilization is not morally an improvement are, thP.y think, possessed of the spirit, and moved by the
-,upon or a step in advance of their bsrbarism, but is the same spirit and not by the operations of their mind upon the
. old devil in another disguise, and rechristened a Christian body. Then it is that their sanity is becoming endangered.
, civilization. Therefore, I think it questionable if the egoism Everyone who claims he is born of the spirit and has had the
' of "our average civilized man is a blessing that should inspire second birth must feel a little at times that he has a supernatural power about himself that he did not possess previous
·,us with gratitude or confidence.
If }lr. Berylson thinks that 11 How do a way with poverty" to this second birth. He must feel that there is some myste'is the question at issue, he has made a more serious and im- rious thing about himself too wonderful to be explained, and
jportant mistake than he charges me with ; for I hav heard he cannot understand it. If he tries to reason it out he is
mo complaint of the world being poverty-stricken, nor do I getting on dangerous ground. He cannot explain it satis]believe he has ; per contra, over-production and a super- factorily to his own mind, and the more he dwells on the
:abundance of all things needful, causing enforced idleness in subject the worse it will be for him. I hav traveled on that
ilarge numbers of those who are compelled by ownership to road, and if I had not come to the conclusion that I was fog;gain their daily bread by daily labor for the enrichment of bound, I might hav been where this same religion has sent
•others rather than themselvs, is the complaint that comes to its thousands of others, in the insane asylum. Some men
ms from every side.. How to effect a distribution of the say we cannot control our thoughts. That is an argument
-world's wealth that will best promote the well-being of the hard to refute or combat. It is something like the fore.
-world's population and not impair the abundance, is the ordination and predestination doctrin. I may say, "Well, I
question that confronts us and urgently demands a solution. ·am going to take this pistol and blow my brains out," and I
Can it be effected without abolishing ownership ? If so, put the pistol up to my head, but fail to fire, and then
Jhow? If not, then what? Has ownership effected an equi- take it away. Then the believer in the doctrin of foretable and satisfactory distribution of the world's lands? Is ordination can say to me, "You were not foreordained to
ownership a necessity to an abundant production and equi- shoot yourself," nnd 'IJioe 'l!ersa, if I had shot myself he could
say, "Well, you were foreordained to do so." How can
table distribution of wealth ?
Though blubbering and scolding about the outrageous and you beat his argument? And so it is with the man who will
cruel wrongs that are suffered by the most useful and inof- claim you cannot help thinking. If you think a thought and
fensiv of the human race, carefully avoiding even a eistant pen it down, he can say," Well, you could not help thinking
allusion to or a mild rebuke of the cause, may serve to what you did." How can you beat his argument? _My ex-
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perience leads me to think that man can to some extent control his thoughts and guide them in a direct way, although
he cannot stop thinking. The mind thinks without ·our consent. It is in perpetual motion and goes whether we wish it
to or not. And yet we can guide it. If not, how could we
obtain an education? Mr. Ingersoll says to Mr. Field," The
truth is, no one can be held responsible for his thoughts." I
am inclined to think that the civil law of this country holds
us responsible for our thoughts. For when we commit a
crime, which is only the fruit of our thoughts, we are punished. But if. a man controls his thoughts and· does not
commit the crime which he has thought of doing, what right
hav we to punish that man for what he thought? Yet Christ
made the thought equal to doing the deed (Matt. v, 28). So
then we are held responsible by the civil law of our country
for thoughts that lead us to the commission of crime. " The
brain thinks without our consent." That is true, but if we
could not control our thoughts we would be insane. So,
then, we can will, not to think whatever we please, but on
whatever subjtct we wish. If it is otherwise, how do we
obtain knowledge through experience?
The Christian says, ''I will not think of anything that will
lead me to doubt my Bible. I will not reason with myself,
nor suffer anyone else to do so, to the opposit of my belief."
A.nd he closes his mind against doubt and against reason.
He locks the door and throws the key away, and incloses
his mind in his own narrow cell of credulity and belief.
Safe he is in his own little fort. How can he be reached ?
Can he help his thoughts? He could, but he will not. Such
is the working of the mind of one that is born of the spirit.
No, no, you cannot tell whence his mind comes, nor whither
it goeth. I once occupied that most enviable position, and
know whereof I speak. If a friend would come to me and
say anything that would lead me to thinking, or to doubting
that precious holy book, I would immediately lock the door
and.say, "Get thee behind me, Satan." Then I could carry
it to the Lord in prayer. Then you will wonder how I was
ever approached and reasoned with so that I became an
Agnostic. I will tell you how the scales fell from my eyes.
In trying to reason out the cause for my faith, and taking
the scriptures to mean what they said, I tried to practice its
teachings, and be what I thought it took to be a Christian.
I undertook to practice that which I am now sure was and
is an impracticable thing, for me at least. And we all know
that it exists more in theory than practice. In other words,
the church is full of the most abominable hypocrite. Who is
he that has a sane mind and can carry out this simple command, "Pray without ceasing ?" I tried it. I prayed when
at my work, and whatever I undertook I carried it to the
Lord in prayer. And I was not long in making the h~ppy
discovery of where such a state of mind would lead to. The
mind is not capable of performing such a task as riveting
itself on any one subject so constantly. Yet you know we
are serving a jealous God, and we must love him with an
our soul, power, mind, and strength. The Christians tell me
I was not required to do as I hav said, and that God does not
require of me or any other man impossible tasks. Yet it is
said in the Bible that he will judge us for every vain and Idle
thought we may hav had. Consequently we must guard our
thoughts by putting them on him and asking him to keep us
from thinking;
In my experience with this religion I never found a limit
to the requests and tyrannies of this spirit government. And
I am inclined to think that this is the experience of all men
who try to practice what they preach. You will hear
them complaining of the weight of the cross continually.
Poor saints! poor sinners! I am thankful that I threw away
the paganish mythical rule and am able to stand in the light
of reason and judge, without fear of gods or devils, witches
or wizards, the course I shall pursue for the remainder of
my life. I shall hold myself accountable to nothing except
humanity.
Now let us see how this idea of the spiritual man leads us
into error and many bad things. 1 Cor. ii, 14, says : " But
the natural man receiveth not the things of the spirit of God,
for t"hey are as foo_Iishness unto him; neither can he know
them, because they are spiritually discerned." Now, as we
are all at first natural men, how do we obtain the things of
the spirit, or the spirit, since we cannot know them because
they are spiritually discerned?
Now let us see what idea of morality some of those spiritually-minded gentlemen had. Rom. vii, 4, says, "Wherefore,
my brethren, ye also are become dead tQ the law by the body
of Christ." Is that possible, that God so licensed men to do
crime becmse of Christ's death ? The fifteenth verse says,
"For that which I do, I allow not; for what I would, that
do I not; but what I hate that do 1." The sixteenth, " If
then I do that which I would not, I consent unto the law
that it is good." The seventeenth verse, ''Now then it is no
more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me." The eighteenth verse, "For I know that in me (that is, in my fiesh)
dwelleth no good thing, for to will is present with me, but
how to perform that which is good I find not." The nineteenth verse, "For the good that I would do, I do not, but
the evils which I would not, that do 1." Hear this spiritual
man accounting for his misdeeds and excusing himself in the
following verse, "Now if I do that I would not, it is no
more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me." He does not
seem to think that the Christian religion will cause him to
stop sinning, but that it is to save him from the effects of his
sins. The eighth chapter, verse thirty-third, says, "Who
shall lay anything to charge of God's elect? It is God that
justifieth." Please emphasize that "no more I that do it,
but sin that dwelleth in me." Do you see that the double
man, the body of fiesh, and the pretension to be in the pos.
session of the epirit, which was to elevate him to a higher
moral plane, is instead only licensing him to commit crime ?
Ah, Jesus paid it all, and I am saved if I only believe. By
faith ye are saved, and not by works.
S. P. HERRON.
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lld.itM. by Miss BusAI!I H. WIXolll, Fall
flRIW' 1 JltJBB., to tJJhom· Gll UomiMJniciJtlone for
thia Uornw should ~ unt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night Is beginning to lower,
oOmes a pause in the day's oooupatlons
That Is known 1111 the Ohildren•s Hour."

How It Pays.
Said Tom to Diok and Harry,
"The wind is sh&rp, to·de.Y;
Bnnpose we hav a whisky-straight,
To keep the cold awaY 7' 7
"AU right "-the cheerful answer" That's just the talk for me !"
And the Amiling landlord mixed the drinks
And pocketed his fee.
Another day, the comrades
Met at his door aea.in ;
And now •twas heat, instead of cold,
That made them all complain.
"Thermometer at ninety,
And snob a blazing sun I
Let's hav a drink to oool us off"No sooner said th'!.n done.
There stood the smilin~ landlordIn his but.ton-hole a flower;
He mixed for Tom '!. "whisky.straigbt,"
F<'r Diok, a " whisky-sour."
And when he found that Harry
Preferred a·" brandy-smash,"
He mixed it with as good a graceAnd Pocketed the oash.
A boy looked on, and wondered
(A boy that was no fool)
How drink could warm men up one day,
And one day make them cool.
" It doesn •t stand to reason
The thing oan work both ways."
The smiling landlord answered him,
" No matter, if it payP."
"The whole thino: in a nutshellWhen peoPle want to drink,
It warms them up, or cools them off,
Just as they choose to think.
It pays-that•a all t oare for."
The boy tbon!lht," Yes, that's so;
But how It pays the other folks,
Is what I want to know.•·
•Twas easy to discover,
For the downward road is quick
To men that drink for heat and oold,
Like Harry, Tom, and Dick.
Their business went to ruin,
And they to want and shame;
But the landlord mixed his liquors,
And sold them all the same.
And so the boy learned wisdom.
"He shan't grow rich on me;
For I'll qnenoh my thirPt with water,
Nature's free gift !"-thought he,
He kept his word and prospered,
In honeijt, sober ways ;
And, rich in health and happiness,
His life shows "how it pays,"
-Marv E. Bradle!l in the Young Reaper,

A. ViHit to Philadelphia.-Continned,
That evening we Wfnt to the meeting of the
American Secular· Union-you know it was
holding its annual convention at that time in
Philadelphia. Edward McGlynn, the advanced Catholic priest, lectured on " The
Enemies of our Public Schools." Dr. McGlynn is a brave thinker, a good and honest
man, and eharmed everybody by his fair
judgment and calm, straightforward way of
putting his arguments. He is a man of splendid physique and fine perceptions. He loves
the public schools and would shield them
from injury ; believes them good enough for
any and all children, as they are, and somehow you hate to hear him say he is a Catholic. I don't see how he can be, consistently.
-Be is better than Catholicism-a man of whom
America may feel proud. After the lecture
we had a pleasant half hour with many new
old friends, whom we had known long but
had. never met personally before. Mr. Clark,
of Worcester; Horace and Sada Bailey
Fowler; Mrs. Carl; E. W. Chamberlain, the
good lawyer who stands for good causes.
Dr. and Mrs. G. F. A. de Leepinasse, wh~
came all the way from Iowa to attend the
Congress, and whose son is one of our dear
children of the Corner. .Then there were
Harry Hoover, Dr. James Stevens, Mr.
Carter, and a handsome young man named
Kline, who has read the Corner ever since it
was started in Ta:a: TRUTH B:a::a:x:a:R. But I
, cannot begin to tell you half the number that
I was glad to see, and who were glad to meet
us all. The next day was Sunday, and Mr.
(I don't like that word "Rev.") M. J. Savage
(I guess he will pardon me for omitting the
title-he's better off without it) gave a splendid discourse on the school question. It was
a fine fffort, and just what was expected
from so good a scholar and gentleman as Mr.
Savage. We all smiled a little when Lucy
Colman said, in her calm, wise way, with her
fine _eyes fixed searchingly upon the eloquent
preacher: "Mr. Savage, do you pray?"

" It would take me some time to answer
that question," he smilingly replied.
"It is answered," said Mrs. Colman.
In the evening Mr. T. B. Wakeman gave
his glowing lecture on the Nine Demands, and
carried the audience by storm. The hall was
well packed, too, as it was on the other occasions. Liberals may feel proud of their
workers ; they are, as one said in the audience, " of good mettle." Did I see Mr. Westbrook? Why, certainly. And you want me
to tell you about him ? His presence is fine,
and the cast of his face and head indicates
goodness and benevolence. He is the worthy
president of the American Secular Union,
and will do good service. And Mrs. Westbrook? well, you would feel like falling in
Jove with her at once, her ways are so gentle
and amiable.
Would you like me to tell you about my
visit to Girard College? This, as you are
aware, is a college for orphan boys, a magnificent gift from Stt'phen Girard, a wellknown Freethinker who died in 1831. The
college is said to be the finest specimen of
Grecian architecture in the world. It is after
the form of a Corinthian temple, and is surrounded by a portico or piazza of thirty-four
columns, each being fifty-five feet in hight
and eighteen feet in circumference. It is
built of white marble, and is encompassed by
a wall ten feet high. The inclosure contains
forty-one acres-grass plots, play-ground,
gardens-and besides the main building
there are.five or six other buildings for the
use of the pupils, including achapelin which,
it is said, devotional exercises are held. This
does not belong there, and is perverting the
intention of Mr. Girard. The good president
of the American Secular Union has written a
book concerning the perversion of this property in one single direction, and will use
every effort to restore it to its original uses.
In the main vestibule of the college there
stands a marble statue of the great philanthrOpist, beneath which rest his remains.
In a room above are the Girard relics, consisting of his household furniture, simple and
modest. His old desks, pictures, wearing
apparel, nautical instruments, and several
boxes fil!ed to the top with his correspondence
and business papers, all fill quite a space, inclosed by an iron fence to keep off vandals.
The carriage he used to drive around in is
very noticeable, a "one-horse shay," and
makes a striking contrast to the elegant vehicles of the present.
Girard arose from tbe ranks, a poor boy
who, by care, industry, and good luck, accumulated a great fortune, which he left to be
a blessing to many a fatherless lad, who has
been, !!oDd will continue to be in the future,
started on the road to good citizenship, the
go11l of all true education. At present there
are about fourteen hundred orphan boys in
the college between the ages of six and
eighteen years, instructed by a corps of over
fifty teachers, all of them, with fow- or five
exceptions, being ladies.
The buildings cost three million dollars, and
the endowment fund of three millions has increased to eight millions. It is all managed
by a board of twelve trustees selected by the
judges o! the probate court. Bcthia and Mr.
A. accompanied me to the college, and as we
entered the porter's lodge Mr. A., who has a
venerable and ministerial air, was challenged
by the porter. " Are you a clergyman, sir?"
By the terms of Mr. Girard's will, no clergy.
man is permitted to enter the college.
Mr. A. said, with great dignity: "I am a
Garrisonum Abolitionist, at your service."
"A what?'' inquired the astonished porter.
" Garrisonian Abolitionist."
" Where from ?"
"Massachusetts."
The porter hesitated somewhat, but per.
mit ted him to pass, seemingly half inclined to
believe Mr. A. the pastor of some new faith
or other.
B. H. W.
( OONTINUB:D NRXT WBB:K.)

Tlle Battle of Wilson Creek-General
Lyon.

''The Gladstone''

tory of that stupendous struggle in which he
fell gallantly fighting for his country.
Gen. Nathaniel Lyon took an activ part in
the war In Missouri. This state was largely
Union. The convention refused to pass an
Is tho fineet lamp IR the worl~. It
ordinance of secession, but Governor Jack;;;.~~~~~:~r:rJrr;3§~,!\~Ji!1,~~~~
urer and bnghtc-r than f!'l\~
son made a strong effort " to preserve, at
light; softer than electric liuht,
least, an armed neutrality." Lyon defeated
-more cheerful tha.n <>it her.
..4 Jlarvelous light {rom ordinary
this attempt by breaking up Camp Jackson,
kerosene oil I
Seeing is :Believing;
saving the United States arsenal at St. Louis,
A "wonderful lamp" it ts
and by defeating Colonel Marmaduke at
indeed. Nev"cr needs trimming, never smokes nor breaks
Booneville, June, 1861. General Sigel was
chimneys, never u smells of
1
defeated by the Confederates at Carthage on
/~:k0s1. J~ s~~tf~~~~~~1~ ~fb~~
~ng ofth~ flnme. no anncjfance
July 5, 1861, and General Lyon was conof nnv kind, and cannot
explo<le, And besides all
vinced that he must either fight the large
these .ndntntnges it ~i\·es a.
clcnr, white l(qht, 10 to ~0
armies of Generals McCulloch and Price, or
times the f'ize nnd brill!mic)• of
else giv up that part of the state. Although
any onlinflry hom;elampl Finished in either Hr&S!;, Nickel,
the forces of McCulloch and Price were supeGold or Antique Bronze. Also
rior to his own, he decided to meet them in The Gladstone Extension Stn1ly Lnmp,
Clergymen, Erlitors. f'nllege ~turlents. Teachers, Probattle. His army numbered about six thou- for
fessors, Physician.:; aud other profess10nal men.
sand men, but he met twice that number at Tbe Gladstone Bn.nquet Lamps.
The Gl<ldstone Piano Lamps.
Wilson Creek, and he fell while bravely fightSend for price list. Fin!!le ]amp~ A.t w1tfJ1esn1e prire, boxed
ing. His men were defeated.
and sent by express. 9"-Uet onr prices. ··&eing is believi11g."
GLADSTONE I •.4.1'1P CO.,
In looking over a few historical works I
10 .East l4tb St., New York.
find the following in praise of Lyon :
" At the head of about five thousand he
THB:
attacked more than twice that number at
Wilson Creek. He fell, gallantly leading a
bayonet charge" (Barnes's United States History).
A COLLECTION OF
" Lyon was sturdily battling against enorOriginal
and Selected Hymns
mous odds on the extreme right, and was
(W<n'ds and Music)
frequently wounded. • • • General Lyon,
For Ltb.-rel and Ethical Societies,
bleeding from wounds on the leg and head,
For Schools and the Home.
dashed to the front to lead on the Kansas
troops, wllen a rifl.e-ball pierced his heart"
COMPILED BY
(Popular History of the Civil War).
L. K. WA.SHB1JRN.
" General Lyon fell in the conflict, much
PRro::a:,
$1.50.
lamented " (Tuttle's History of Kansas).
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
I could giv many more such notices, but
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
space will not parmit. The G. A. R. has
erected a beautiful monument to the memory
THE
of General Lyon.
G:s:o. J. R:a:MSBURG.

LA.JY.t:P

Cosmian Hymn Book,

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

Correspondence.
WHEELING, W.VA., Oct. 30, 1889.
D:a:AB Miss WIXON: It has been several
weeks since I wrote for the Corner, and I feel
as if I bad neglected my duty. We young
folks can never become writers unless we
begin. I do not hav much time to read and
write, for I hav to keep house for my pa,
brother, and little sister. I do all the work
except the washing. I like housework. We
little folks must think, and write, so as to expand our minds. Our ~rea test writers had to
one day make a beginnmg. We can only become writers by practice. I wish the Liberals
here would start a lyceum- I should like to
hav some place to go to, but I do not want to
go to church and hear them preach me into a
lake of fire and brimstone.
I hope more of the children will write for
the Corner, for I like to read their letters. I
will take the liberty to ask some of the
Liberal girls to write to me, and I will answer.
EMMA AD:a:tu: No:s:.
Good bye,

Miss Wixon's Works.
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800PP:,t.,S1.50.
Apples of uold. And Other Stories

.A .COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.

By WINWOOD READE.
It is rea.l\y a. remarkable book, in which '9.1Jiver·
sa.! history is " boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
!on turn over his page! with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Wa.shington
Irvini!.-[Inter-Ooean.
Pis history has a. continuity. a. rash,· a oarryjng
power.~., which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of earlY Egyptian history, in the
first chapter. is a. masterpiece of historical writing, He has a. style that reminds us of Ma.ca.ula.y.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE

DEVIL~

AND

0THEB BmGBA!'moAL SKBTOIIES AND EssAYS.
BY 0HA.BLES BBADLAUGH,

With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
18 Lafayette Pl .. NewYork.

for Boys and Girls. 12mOo 383pp,, $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- W. S. BELL'S P A:M:PHLETS.
some and Interesting Book\ Without Snpersti·
ti<!n, for Obi~dren and Yontn. The Only Freethmkers' Ob1ldren•s Story-Book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller: large
t~heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to. 224PP·• boards, S1.
AddreRR
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

LOOKING BACKWARD
BJ Edward Bellamy,

LIBERTY AND MORALITY~
PBIOE, 15 OENTS.
.Aooept my thanks for Your excellent and useful

discourse.~a.mes Parton,

I !'Dl .m:nch pleased with your address, and will
not1ce 1t 1n Man.-T. B. Wakeman,
·
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 p_ages. It is a verY
sble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.~Th

Age,

Author of "Dr. Beidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
free ~o rl!oeiye new li~rht will find in it sa.tlsfaotion
and miipua.tlon.-[New York Tribune.
The appeal is always made to a. man's reason,
a.nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his selfishneBB.-[;Boston Post.
A suggestion of a. re~~olly practicable a.nd fea.si·
ble sooia.l state ~rreatlf in advance of the pre11ent.
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
11lmo, cloth, $1.50; Paper, liOo.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

FAITH

~

REASON.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PBIOE, 20 OENTB.
.~e number of heads under which you ha.v
diVIded the subjeo.t matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which the pmnt is discussed, should be higbl;r commended, Therefore
I take jp·eat pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibltlon ".to the consideration of ever_y Person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper·
a.noeJJ>ut in the principles of self-government,.T.J.m.oOabe.
'fHE TRU:rH BEEKER CO.

ON THE WORD GOD.

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
MYthology," "The Oa.reer of Jesus Ohrist."
A. oonoise a.ooount of the Ohristla.n Religion, and
of all ~he Prominent Religions
The f<?Ol hath said in his· heart, There ill no God.
before and since Chris-[Ps. :nv, 1·
tianity,
Children and fool& speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
With elaborate index.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
By BALSBY R. BTBVBNS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
A popularized account of Orienta.! religions,
with many apt_quotations from the saored oooks
of the East. _Nowhere else can so muoh knowlANTICHRIST.
edge of what lS genera.ll;r unknown be obtained
n such compaot form.-[Literary Revtew.
ROVING eonclnsivlY that there was no Ohriet
Extraoloth, 12moo 441 pp,, Sl.50.
crucified UIHier Pont.lus Pilate but that the
real Jeans, the illegitimate son of Mary by Joseph
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
75 .Years B.c. Oloth, 44~ pages, whh full Index.
Pr10e, $1.50. Former pr1ce, $2.00. For sale a.t this
BY
office.

I suppose most of the young folks hav
read about the great fight that occurred at
Wilson Creek, Mo., during the first part of
the civil war, and the brave General Lyon
who fell gallantly fighting in that bloody
battle. But how many of you are aware that
this noble hero was a Freethinker? He was,
and was also a subscriber to the Boston
Investigator. The Freethinkers of America
should do all within their power to honor
A NATIVE "TAR HEEL.••
this noble soldier. Although not one of the
Price,
Paper, 50 Cents.
greatest, General Lyon was one of the bravest
and truest officers in the Union army, and Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
his name will ever be associated with the his28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Ingersoll and the Deist.

WHAT KIND OF A MAN CLAR.K
BRADEN IS.
BY B. F. UNDBRWOOD.
Price, 10 oentll.
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As a Means for the Production of
Relief' Prlntlnlf Plates
We can recommend the three prooesaea operated
by this C01!}_l)anY.
Their ZINO ETCHINGS for cheap and coarse
newspaper work, and their .MOBS-TYPE process,
by which enltravings are made dire~t from "Qhoto.
g:rapbs.t. a.s well as their MOSS PROCESS OF
PHOTu-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
other like methods.
Address
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MOSti ENGRAVING 00.
53~ Pearl St., New York.

The Individualist.
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land happiness." The poetry reads smoothly,
lis felicitously strung together, and has a good
'moral on about every page. The sentiment
is radical. Price of the book, $1.25.

Unle&s othM'WiB6 specified, all publications
noticed here can be had of TaB TBUTH SBBKKB
Mr. John Campbell, founder of the "TitaColiiPANY, at the prices named.
pathic system," has sent us a book on" Life:
Physical and Spiritual," in which he exMr. David Overmeyer's speech at Topeka, pound'S and advertises his "syetem," and
Kan., on Labor day (September 2d), has been deals with Spiritualism and its phenomena,
put in" pamphlet form, and can be bad of M. denying the last and ascribing to " Vita" all
the performances usually credited to spirits.
Harman, Valley Falls, Kan., for 10 cents.
This explanation of materialization and other
phenomena,
however, is a little less satisfaC"Optimism, or the Bright Side of Life," is
what a writer under the nom de plume of tory than the old style, and his book adds
"Aurelius" calls a 25.cent book published nothing to the knowledge of the world.
by the Bright Side Publishing Co. at 362 "Vitapathy" appears to be a " cure all " for
West .Madison street, Chicago. The book is physical diseases, and the book is largely an
filled with sermonic platitudes of the Theistic advertisment of what most people will regard
order, and is valueless for all practical pur- as a "system" about as unsubstantial as
Christian faith cure. The price of the book
poses.
is $1, and it is sold by Mr. Campbell at Fair'' Hypnotism : Its History and Present De- mount, 0.
• velopment," is number 113 of the Humboldt
The papers by Henry Wace, Profe!!SOr
Library (price. 30 cents). The book is writ.
ten by Frederik Bjornstrom, M.D., and trans- Huxley, W. C. Magee (bishop of Peterlated from the Swedish by Baron Nils Posse, borough), W. H. Mallock, and Mrs. Humdirector of the Boston School of Gymnastics. phrey Ward on "Agnosticism," which hav
The translation is excellently well performed, appeared during the past year in the Nineand all interested in the subject of hypnotism teentlt Oentm·y hav been collected by the
Huinboldt Publishing Co., and given to the
will find the book a good one to assimilate.
American public as number 114 of that
Walter Hague has solved the mysteries of Library (price, 30 cents). The book is not
life and death, and found that" Death Ends quite complete in detail, as Frederic HarriAll." Our old friend Roman Staley, 315 son's paper on ''The Future of Agnosticism,"
Wood street, Pittsburgh, Pa., has printed the tramferred from the F'o·rtnightly RIJ'Ditw to
finding in a little pamphlet, which ought to THB TRUTH S:a::a:xER of March 20th, is omitted,
sell for 10 cents. Materialists will like the though Professor Huxley's reply is printed.
book-though they must be a little cautious There was, too, no particular call to include
in accepting all of .Mr. Hague's dicta-and Mallock and Mrs. Ward in the collection, but
Spiritualists will dispute his conclusions from their contributions to the controversy are interesting, from a Jesuitical and •• liberal
· the facts given.
Christian" standpoint, and the book will,
The .Agnostic Annual for 1890, the full altogether. afford much polemical instruction,
contents of which will be found in the ad- and Freethinkers generally.will desire to add
·
vertisment elsewhere, is a good number, the it to their libraries.
papers therein being much above the average
magazine collection of writers. They are of
" The New Cagliostro" is an open letter to
that character which brings them under the Madam Blavatskv by G. W. Foots, editor of
head of standard literature in Agnostic the London Freethinker. It deals with the
thought, and students in Agnosticism and madam's Theosophical notions, her absurd
material philosophy will gather new ide~s in historical and scientific statements, and what
.Mr. Foote evidently thinks are her imposiperusing them. Price, 25 cents.
tionq by trickery upon the public. Opposers
Dentists will be interested in Dr• .M. L. of Theosophy will like the little pamphlet,
Rhein's consideration of chloride of methyl which may be obtained for 40 cents of the
as a medicament with which to relieve the Progressiv Publishing Co., 28 Stonecutter
pain of patien! s undergoing dental operations. street, E C., Lrmdon. Mr. Foote has also
Dr. Rhein give his experience with it, and written a reply to Mrs. Besant's pamphlet on
concludes-that it is a valuable Hddition to the Theosophy in which he compar~s that lady's
dentist's therapeutic armamentarium. Dr. present mental position with the one she ocRhein's address is104 East Fifty. eighth street, cupied when a Freethinker and Atheist. The
this city, where he practices dentistry in part- pamphlet is bright and sharp, but as Mrs.
nership with C. L. Andrews, the son of Ste- Besant did not send us her pamphlet we can
phen Pearl Andrews.
not judge impartially of Mr. Foote's. We
think, though, that Mr. Foote occupies the
Among the Agnostic writers of England more impregnable and rational position.
F. J. Gould's name stands high on the list. Ltke the other, this may be had at 28 StoneHe has now contributed to the fourth num. cutter street, and for the same price.
ber of Watts & Co:•s ·• Stepping Stones to
Agnosticism" (a series of tracts) a paper
"The Spirit of the Matterhorn," is the
called "The Immortal Bible." It is a review marquis of Queensberry's poetical attempt to
of the history of the books of the Old and show what he believes about God, and to
New Testament, setting forth the facts known convince the public that the Scottish peers
about them, and giving the probabilities as to did lJ.im a great injustice when depriving him
the date of their production. It is a useful of his seat among them because of the allega.
little pamphlet, though Mr. Gould has erred tion that he had denied the existence Qf God,
in assigning to the gospels a probable earlier and held as a negation all that his brother
date than most competent scholars assign peers regarded as most sacred •. Certainly,
them. The price of the pamphlet is 10 cents. from the preface to t.he poem oBe would
never mistrust that, technically, the marquis
Accompanying a little red-covered book is an Atheist, though: Christians would so
entitled, "Am I Jew or Christian?" pub- term him, as his conception of " God "lished by G. H. Coffin, 49 John street, is a which he calls the Inscrutable-differs from
circular add reseed to editors saying, "As the theirs. The marquis has a different definiwork is intended to correct an error vital to tion of the soul, also, from orthodox folkR.
all readers of the English Bible, and is a and we think that the Calvinistic peers of
proof of the divinity of Christ, I think you Scotland would prefer to grapple with pure
would be pleased to giv publicity to the fact Atheism and Materialism rather than with the
of the existence of such a work." We sho•1ld, mystical conceptions the marquis now sets
indeed, hail such a work as that as worthy of forth. The book is published by Watts &
extended notice. But when we find that the Co., 17 Johnson's court, Fleet street, London,
book is only another attempt to retranslate for about 50 cents.
the Bible, and at the most is only based on
verbal quibbles, we cannot think that it is all
The Popular Science Monthly for this month
the author's fancy paints it, or worthy of is an entertaining as well as useful number.
much space in refutation. Price, 25 cents.
The "Art of Cooking" is discussed by Mr.
Edward Atkinson, who also desj::ribes and ilNims & Knight, of Troy, hav published a lustrates a cooker and oven which he has inwork called, " Aryan Sun.Myths the Origin of vented, in which, along with other marked
Religions," by an anonymous writer, vouched advantages, the ordinary waste in the prepfor by Charles Morris, of Boston, who fur- aration of food is avoided. In " The Decadnishes an introduction. The book is just ence of Farming," Mr. Joel Benton accepts
what its title indicates, and is the best work the fact as a serious one, and seeks for the
of its size yet published on the .subject. The cause in inequitable taxation. Prof. W. Le
Christian religion is found to be no exception, Conte Stevens givs an account of experiments
and the authorities cited show very conclu- by Prof. Le Conte, Lord Rayleigh, and himsivly that .pagan sun-worship is in a large self, upon "Sensitiv Flames and Sound.
degree responsible for many rites now found Shadows," which, resulting in the production
in the various religions of the world. In- of diffraction phenomena, go to establish the
deed, the very backbone of Christianity-the analo~y between the phenomena of sound
crucified savior-is found in Aryan mythol- and hght. Col. Garrick Mallery's address,
ogy. · The book adds considerable authority delivered at the American Association, of
t<r the sun-myth theory, and will be greatly which the first part is given, on "Israelite
valued by the holders of that theory. Price, and Indian," relates to the existence of simi$1.25.
larities in beliefs and customs at corresponding st»ges in their civilization between these
Callib S. Weeks, the poet of the Liberal two peoples. The other articles are equally
Club, has given to the world a new book good. 50 cents a number, $5 a year.
entitled, "Human Life; or, The Course of
Time, as Seen in the Open Ligh't." Dr.
An excellent little publication is the ''Frei.
Weeks puts this work before the world" be- denker Almanack" for 1890, published by
cause he believes that a great poem, of a the Freidenker Publishing Co., Milwaukee.
former ~eneration, calls f0r a truer presenta- It has evidently been the aim of its editor to
tion of Its subject, and that the rhythmical satisfy the palate of everybody, and it must
style of that poem is most appropriate for be admitted he has succeeded admirably;
that purpose." His chief purpose is " to pre- then besides an excellent calendar, the most
.sent the order of human history-to show the noteworthy feature of which is a rubric for
formativ laws in their relation to our race, memorable events, the almanac contains sevp.nd how they unfold humanity into true life eral good poems, among which we must meli-

tion Hr. Andriessen's "Dedication" and E.
A: ZO.ndt's "Giordano Bruno." J. Lucas
favors us with a short article on "The Ideal
and Reality;" SchO.nemann.Pott has a philosophical paper on" Truth," and the reader of
"Nationalistic" tendencies is served with a
critical exposition of Bellamy's '' Future
Dream." Yet the palm for pros£-writing we
must award to Messrs. H. H. Fisk and C.
Herman-Boppe on their respectlv papers on
the "Dance of the Dead" and the ·• Declaration of Human Rights." Numerous selections from the writings of eminent poets and
philosophers are distributed through the volume, and on the whole we can but recommend the alinanac to the attention of our
German-speaking friends. 120 pp ; price,
25 cents.

in· this direction hav not been extensiv, but
we are free to admit that we hav received
proofs of an intelligence, disconnected with
physical bodies, which we cannot ignore, and
until some more rational theory explaining
this class of phenomena is ac:Ivanced, we are
compelled to believe in a continued existence
after death. We would not discourage those
from investigating the proofs of a future life
and the various forms of spirit phenomena,
who feel an inclination to do so, but we believe a great waste of time, labor, and treasure has been and is being made in that direction. Our motto is, One world at a time.
While we are in this state of existence, our
duties are here. Here is ample scope and
need for all our efforts, all our talents, and
all our aspirations."
Now he writes, " through our medium,
Mrs. J . .M. 'Kellogg:"
" Our Spiritualistic friends know their
former companions and friends who hav departed from their sight, are able and do communicate with them by means of natural
laws, forces, a.nd conditions. Thousands of
persons, and especially the most brilliant
minds of all ages, hav given great study and
attention to the subject of spirit return, and
communication with mortals; that all human
beings hav a continued conscious, individual
existence they are fully sati~fied.
This
spiritual unfoldment and communion that is
being established between mortals and immortals of angelic spheres, is an aristocracy
of intellect, knowledge, and education.
While all the isms of the world are founded
upon spirit visitation and communication,
yet, the self-same advocates deny the truth
we put forth confirming the same. Such inconsistency is only calculated to deceive and
should be dethroned. To better conditions
it should be made clear to the conception of
all, that we li.v in the presence of all whoreside in the vicinity with ourselvs, and they
see, and know all we do, and we should be
governed accordingly."
There is, too, another thing he said on the
subject which he does not repeat "through
0ur medium, Mrs. J. M. Kellogg." We subjoin it for the information of those who may
not recollect it:
" We by no means accept all the claims set
forth by those styling themselvs spiritual mediums. A large proportion-c-perhaps nineteen twentieths of them-are charlatans and
frauds, wholly unworthy 0ur confidence."
Far be it from us to say that the existence
of Mrs. Kellogg's book proves the truth of
t.his remark by Mr. Bennett; but some people
will undoubtedly hold that it at least corroboratts his opinion. To such we .hav no objections to urge. But we cannot comply with
Mrs.Kellogg's request (per spirit JohnBrown,
Sen.) to copy her book entire, as all the good
portions of it hav previously appeared in
these columns. The price of" We Are All
Here" is not given, but we will sell the original lecture, which is a great deal better, for
10 cents, and can recommend it highly.

Of William Hart's" Candle from Under the
Bushel," published by the Truth Seeker Company (price 50 cents), Mrs. Blenker writes :
•· If anyone can read two pages of Mr. Hart's
book bearing the above title and still believe
in the old Jew Bible and its multifarious God,
their reason must be n en e:~t indeed. It contains 1,306 questions all ten~ing to show the
absurdity, ridiculousness, and nflnBense Of
the 'Holy Queer,' and . the dogmas and
creeds growing out of a belief in its divine
origin. It is a book that will furnish texts
for thousands of arguments with pious believers-texts they will find it impossible to
reconcile with reason, science, or common
sense. It utterly destroys the power of omniscience ~nd omnipresence in the Bible
deity and shows from inward evidence the
impossibility of its author's all powerfulnes9,
and indeed it makes him out to be pueril,
childish, fooli~h, wicked, cruel, malicious,
and revengeful. He asks: 'If a man is mor.tal (Job iv, 17), how can he be immortal (2
Tim. i, 10)? God having sons, who was his
wife? or were his children illegitimate?
Under the command to love vour enemies
and pray for them (Matt. v, 44), must you
not love the devil and pray for him? A bastard shall not enter into the congregation of
the Lord, even to his tenth generation (Deut.
xxiii, 2). Why do you not observe this law?
And the women kneaded their dough, to
make cakes to the queen of heaven (Jer. vii,
18). Was this queen of heaven the wife and
companion of the Lord God? As an ear-ring
of gold and an ornament of fine gold, so 'is a
wise reprover upon an obedient ear (Prov.
xxv, 12). I hav put a jewel on thy forehead
and ear-rings in thine ear (Ezek. xvi, 11-12) '
Are not the pleasures of dress here commended? You will find the book full of
meat, and most excellent for reference in
debating theological absurdities."
Mr. Green says in hie magazine: "One
hundred thousand copies of 'The Candle from
Under the Bushel' book ought to be circulated among the people. It is an orthodox
eye.opener. Nothing like it has appeared for
a long time. Here is Mr. Hart's ' Preface'
in full : ' Search the scriptures' was a command of Christ. The writer, while a sincere
church-member, obeyed the command by
making the • search,' which 'search' led to
Prof Loisettc:,'s
the propounding C>f these questions. The
God herein alluded to, under his vario.us ap.
pellations, is none other than the Jewish, or
Christian's, triune God, Father, Son, and
Ghost. We shall hav more to say of this
DISCOVERY AND '!'RAINING ME'l'ROD.
most valuable work in the December Maga.
nne. In the mean time we ask each of our In spite of adulterated imitations which miss
the theory, a:md practical results of the Original,
readers to send to this office for a copy."
in spite of the grossest· misrepresentations by envious would-be competitors, and in spite of "base
A book that we can safely call good, is one attempts to rob" him of the fruit of his labors
with the title, "We are all Here," by Mrs. J. (all of which demonstrate the incomparable superiority and popularity of his teaching), Prof.
M. Kellogg, of Ensenada, Lower California, Loisette•s
&rt of Never Forgetting is reco~nized
which has safely arrived at this office, together to.doy in both Hemispheres as marking an Epoch
with a letter urging us to copy its contents in Memory Oulture. His Prospectus {sent post
givs ooinions of people in all parts of the
entire. It is a Freethought book, and the free)
globe who hav actually studied his System by corauthor's name is signed to it-" D . .M. Ben- respondence, showing that his System is UBPa on!!l
nett through our medium, .Mrs. J. M. Kel- wM!e lJetno •tuaiea, not atcerwaras ; that anv book
can lJe !earne.a in a Single readHIQ, minct-wanaertno
logg." It is a book, like all of .Mr. Bennett's. cured,
etc., For Prospectus, Terms, and Teatimothat ought to be widely circulated-and, as a nials, address
.
·
matter of fact, it has been. That it came PBoF. A. LOISErTE'S, 237 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.
from .Mr. Bennett's pen there is no doubt,
though he is in the grave. We recognize Mr.
Bennett's style, his peculiarities of expresAND.
sion, his copious citation of"facts arid general
line of argument-with all of which we are
thoroughly familiar. In fact, the present
.Editor of THE TRUTH S:a:EKKB saw .Mr. BenAN'EXPOSt
nett write a good share of the book under
consideration, and he also read the proof, Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagni1lcent
· bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
locked it up in the forms of THE TRUTH
churches and Young Men's
S:a::a:KER, made it into pamphlet pages, and
·
Ohristian Associasent it to the electrotypers. The title-page
tion.
then read, " Truth Seeker Tract No. 32 The
By BIOll. B, WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Gods of Superstition and the God of the Uni- Price $1.
Address THE"TBUTll BEEKEB.
verse. Bv D . .M. Bennett. (Delivered before the New York Liberal Club, July 23,
1875.) " The only difference between the two
versions is that since his advent into the other
life Mr. Bennett has learned eight lines of His Life, Works, Wort", Martyrdom, Porpoetry and changed his sentiment!! somewhat
trait, and Monument.
in regard to Spiritualism. He seems to know
With
a
complete
list of tile .American subscribers
now what then he only believed and hoped
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
for. When writing this lecture he said :
·BY
" Our 1::\piritualistic friends believe our
former companions whq hav departed from GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
our sight are able to return to us, to see us, THADDEUS B. W AKE:MAN,
KARL BLIND1
and hold communication with us by means of
LYDIA R. CHASE.
natural laws and forces. Thousands of per- Single copies 15 cents; ten copies for a dollar.
sons, and among them some of the most brilAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
liant minds of the age, hav been paying great
attention to this subject, a.nd hav become
fully satisfied that all human beings hav a
continued, conscious, individual existence.
Men of science· hav devoted years of patient,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
earnest investigation to this subject, and feel
8«Yr6taf'11 of t'M .Amllrican Bemdar UnWn. •
as thoroughly convinced that we hav a spiritual existence as that we hav a physical. Our
Prille 10 aenta.
own personal opportunities for investigation
Adclress Tit11 rr.UTJI BEEJ:U 00¥?4JIT.

MEMORY

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

Giordano Bruno.

THE NEW GOD.
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THE

Bible of Nature,
OR, THE

Principles of Seoularism.

NewEdltion,BevisatL.\Dd:Enlarired.

MEN, WODN · & .GODS. The. Secret of the East,
BY HELEN H. C·ARDENER,
In trodnctio.u by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 '31\nts.
TM Trad6 Supplied at I:Jp6dal Diswunts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
liB LafaYette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin,gs of Misa Garde11er are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with anto~h, 50 eta.

A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIUION
of the FUTURE.

THESTRlJGGLE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Religious and Political Liberty.

I'OB

Author of ".T~e Beorf)t ~f the East, <!r t~e Origin . In which the an thor Bhows the repeated attempt~
of the Ohr1stum Rehg1on and t.he Blgnificance
of men of every age to aeqnire greater 110litioa.l
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical EdulibertY ; aleo vig0 ronsly attacks the very foundacation, or the Health·Litws of Nat.
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
ure,·• "Household Remedies," "The
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
Poison Problem, or the Oanse
ing
the aooonnt of slavery in this conn try, callE
and the Onre of Intemperthe attention of thinking men and women to the
ance," e~c., etc.
~osttion of womankind in America. ThronghontJ
Felix L. Os..,.ald is a well-knoWn and vigorous Ghe work is replete with astounding facts ano
writer on scientific and social snbjects.-[Oin. weight:Y'argnments which cannot fail to interesl
~he n:iinds of this age.
Oom. Gazette.
By THEO. 0. BPENOER.
Oloth, llkno, :UOpp,, $1,
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIB

Crimes and Persecntions.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread 1B the st.ory or two young
girls and a 1,onnger brother who were lett parentleas, with httle money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
rcoing to Ohioago. The antnoris also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main. a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Ohicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is inst snoh a story
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Inlt'erSteel engravings of this celebrated naturalist. soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
2xl5 inches, suitable for fra.ming, sent postpaid and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentior
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address THE Tl,\UTH BEEKER
tf

8Vo, 1,119pp, Oloth, $3 ;, leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50,
BY D. M:. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa:vette Place, New York.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT,
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them hvelY and inter·
eating. THE LIBERAL HYMN·BooK contains songe
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hilr!!ly recommPnded by.Meosrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker.
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
115cents.
Address 'r.HE TBUTK BEEKER 0o .

The Career of J esns Christ.

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILRD BY

L. K. WASHBURN.

AND
TWBLVB 0THBR DIBOOURBBB OF RBABON.
Btl O.. B. PROTHINGH.A.M,
Extra cloth, 12mo, 288pp., $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER UO.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For sale at this office.

Price, $1.00.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
For the benefit of onr readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binderJ
made for the purpose, ana
· ~~h the beading of THE
j~A.tJTH SEEKER printed in
lk!~~~~~~!!!!~IJ·gold letters on the outside.
~
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly flat. It alao allows the
taking ont and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail!.l>ostp_ai!!J for 11,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
.
tf
28 Lafayeite Pi., New York.

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
'l'eachings.

Philadelphia Liberal Leai(ue 267'
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts .• at ll :80 and 7 :30 l'.H. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social Q.nestionr.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'rnth
Beeker publications always on hanq at cheap ratu.

The Secular Society o1' Kent~

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at II
l'.lll., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Bee.

The ltl anhattan Liberal Club, N.Y •
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Akron,

o., Freetbought 1Jnlon.

The Akron Freethonght Union meets everY
Bnnday afternoon in the Hall of Oramer•s Block,
Bonth Howard street, at 8 o'clock.

The lJJlnneapolis Secular 1Jnlon
Meets every Bnnday at 7 :30 l'.lll., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms12 and 14, Eaitman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J, F. MACOMBEBo Pres.; 0HA8. LoWND,Beo.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of BrookiJn Pllilosophlcal Assocla•
tlon
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles . .
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophioal J onrnal," and man~ Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
thebook. ·
Extra Oloth, 175 pp .. $1.
Addre&B THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at Sl'.lll., every
Bnnday. Admission free. Discussions follow
leo;nres.

Ellzur Wrlgllt Secular 1Jnlon
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bnndays of eaoh month at Independent Ohnroh, at
10.30 A.M •. Free discu'ssilm on all LiberalsnbjeotB.
Bnbeoriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKEB and lnvestt•
gator are solicited.
R. G.llllliTH, Oor. Bee.

L. K. Washburn's Work.s.

The Walla Walla I.lb•ral Club

ROMAN ISM,

B)"

A.~.

GROVER.

Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.

The Modern Science hsaJist.

This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials· written by Mr. Beaver dnrinlt' th~
past forty-five years. It ie neatly printed on
Ten Oents Each.
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and oontaim
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the 1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writinlttr. and
I>.hilo•ollhy,
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
Investtgator. Every Liberal should hav this booli
THOMP~ON.
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.
2. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
Price, $1.00.
and infln~>nce. BY Rev •.loHN W. 0HADWicK.
3.
BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Ad1lress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
• ow suns and worlds come into being. B7
Mr. GABBET P. BEBvrBB.
4. EVOLUTION OF THlil EARTH : The story of
BIBLE INQUIRER;
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
OB,
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
A Key to Bible Investigation. 6. EVOLUTION
OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
. Containing 148 Propositions
of zoological evolution. By D ·• RosSITER
With References to the most Plain and Striking
RAYMOND
'
Belf-Oontradiotions of the so-called
7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN : His origin, antiqInspirtld Scriptures.
·
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. Ool'E.
BY A. JAOOBBON.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and deThird edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
veloPment BY Dr. lioBEBT G. EccLES.
Every Liberal needs a COI!Y for ready reference. 9, EVOLUTION OF BOOIETY. ByJA'MEBA.BKILAs a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
ToN.
the most effeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
Price only 25 cents.
BA'Ml'BON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS, By DB. LEwrs
G. JANES
12.
PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON 0.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
PABBHALL.
Th~ Bole Factors and Exact Ratios in tlle 13. EVOLUTION AS BFLATFD TO Rl!LIGIOUB
'!'BOUGHT. By JoHN W. 0BADWICK.
Aoguir6mllnt and Apportionment.
14. FHILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. :By BTABB
BoYT NICHOLS.
By J. K. INGALLS.
15. THE EFWEOTB OF EVOLUTION 0'11 THE
COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J.
Price, Cloth,
•• oo.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place. New 'York.

THE SAFEST CREED,

OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signiftcance of its
.Rise and Decline.

Ohicago Beonlar Union meets every Bnnday
evening at 7:80 l'.H., at 558 West Madisor street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Meets every Bnnday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
An Expos tion of the Troe Meaning of this Ohar Sunday and the ~abbath. " A law hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
regnlatin~ human conduct on the Sabbath is Science Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Original
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mytholan impertmenoe." Price,.lOcents.
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val">llY "
Paper, Bvo, 25 cents.
The False Teachin~ of the Chris- uable library is at the service of members and
friends.
a. B. Rll.YNOLDB. Pre~.; A. w. 0ALDEB, Bee.
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine.poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.'
Tile Newark Liberal League
OR
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think Meets every Bnnday afternaon at 3 o'clock at
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop- Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
DANCER AHEAD.
pers, m· trying to induce the Deity to undertake a orosade of one against the Colorado st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discnssionB on
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
religions and social question~. Beats free and
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. everybody welcome.

this Republic.

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

The Forum.

NEW EDITION.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a },act 1
Price, 5 oen ts.

DDAMONOS.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane! . Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church.· Price, 5 cents.

Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
tbe United States an opportnnit;v to eumln, test1
and compare my goods and pnces with those or
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi•oe of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract thst
cash in fnll will be refunded any time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None wlll sell as cheap. Oarrying a larJie stock,
being an expert, close buyer. and doinf business
on smallest possible eltpenfte, yon wil poeitlvly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardr~s, worth $600, tor
$400; Pms, Rtngs, J!.ardroos, Btnds. Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $300, for 1200; do., worth
1200, for $140; dl>., worth $150, fc r $110; do., worth
$100, for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth $40, for $80; ao., worth $80,
tor $~2; do., worth fl!O, for $15. Yon can wear these
goods daily for one year. It will not ·cost you a
cent. If in the mean t1me yon are not satisfied
that the goods ale better and Oh9aper than sold
~lsewhere return and get your oa~h in full.
Sele~tions sent t.o responsible parties on approval; to any banking·honse or O.O.D.,privilege
of examination.

J. D. SHA.W'S PAMPHLETS.
The Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assnmption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought. and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies in Tlleolor.;y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a

negativ and sffirmativ stand]lmnt, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf

'l'lle "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

Essence of Religion.

Bixteen jewele, finely adjusted to heat and ooldl
patent regnlator 1 Breqnet hair-spring, beantifn
double-paneled aial. and all modern improve.
menta Perfect, and no watch will compete with
BJ' L. FElJERB&CH.
it I In silverlne case, $11; in fonr.onnoe ooln silTranslated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,; ver case, $23.1.0; five-ounce, $25; six onnoe1 $27. In
open
face. he•t flll•d gold case, $27; hnntmg, $lla;
50 ots.
do., Louis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat solid gofd,
$50
to
$!50. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded if
The troth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immora.l.-Bxtt·act,
not satlsfaoto6ho WETTSTEIN, Boohelle, DL
A.ddreBB THE TBUTH BEEKU Oo.
Established 1857.

Argument by R. G. In;-ersoll
IN

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

THB

TRIAL Of C.FORB. REYNOLDS

WasJesnsanlmpostorT Adebatebetweenthe
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modera
U BLASPHEMY,"
times leO pp., 25 ots. The Mirror of FreeAN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
thought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
At Morristown, New Jersey.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Troths. 25
BY D. M. BBNBBTT.
eta. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or,
to cents
PriOA.
8t8nographtoa!ZV reported, ana revtsea bl/ the au- Real Blasphemy. 5 ots. Bible Maker&. 5 ots.
thOr.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2. and 8. Each 5 ots. Moses
Darwin. 5 ots. Boorat.es,,Bnddh~, !'Dd Jeans.
THE
HandBome svo, 86 pp,, beautiful type, fine paper. 5vs.ots.
Christianity a Degrad1ng Bel!glon. 5 eta.
Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, ~ cents, or
Fictitious Gods. 5 ots. Natural Man. 5 ots.
·
$2 per dozen.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 ots. Brnno and
AddreSI THE TBUTH BEEKER.
Bpinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favoritll
5 ots Miracle-Workers. 5 ots. Health, Wealth.
2P LafaYetie Pl.. New York
and 'HILPPiness. 5 ots. The Brain and t~e Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Des1g_n and
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
HISTORY
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible AnaAnimale. r. ots.
OF TH.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oonrt
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "SpirINTELLECTUAL DEVELOP:MENT 'E.O., Lon.lon, En~r.
itualism Bnstaimid," etc., etc.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechanics. Machinists,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener- who is gifted with those rare powers that render
ally, with
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
Dlnsttating some of the more Important Oompar- that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of
good in fnrnishin~r food for thought. We troet it
ativ Statistics of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has will hav tho immense distribution it sa richlv
merits.-[The American Idea.
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY·FIVE OENTB
Oloth, lllmo, $1.
For $50 worth of" Oold F•ots ''boiled down in a
Nutshell,
4ddres~
Tl'Qll TIHJTH BEEKER.
~~(!re!'l ~ TBUTH BEEKER.

Of' Europe.

Col. Kelso's Works.

'Revised Edition-2 ~ola-Prioe, P.
BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D.
Addre•• THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic nnenrpassed."
silk cloth. $8.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: Spiritualism Sustained.
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
Price,

•

25 cents.

\

8vo, 833pp,,

This work

goes not fO far to sustain Spiritualism as ta
show that Christians are inoonsisten~ in deny•
ing the alleged troth& of that Philosophy.
Oloth, lllmo. 245pp., $1.
Address 'fHE T:&UTH Bl!lE:a:ER OQ.
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: CODS ·AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
0
I ANCIENT AND IODERN TIMES.
AND ·REFORMERS.
=T=H=n=N=a=ti'=o=n=al=I.=st=Cl=u=b=o=f=B=o=s=t=o=n=w=il=l=w=o=r=k Yo!. I, Givs a. Fnll Account of all the Gods, in- Biograi>hies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
~
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Tea.ohers. Skeptics. Innovators, Founders of
Jeans Ohrist, Virgin Mary, ~nd the Bible.
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Soienavo, 88!\pn, Vol. 11. Descnbes Fully all
tists, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
the Reliftious Systems of the World,
from the time of Menu to the pres957P
01 th $3
1 th
ent. SVo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $8;
8
GoVERNOR FIFER of Illinois on the 23d lis- 1
"~'vols.~'$6; ?eathe~e~.ff
e
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
tened to a petition for the pardon of Anarchrocco, gilt edges, $8,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
ist Neebe but has not given his decision.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
'
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
28 Lafayette PlacP, N.Y.
JEFF!IRsoN DAVIS is
better.
to secure municipal administration of the .
.
.
h
1
street raJ 1ways t ere.
1

4o-

fuBBIET BE:S:OHER
STOWE has become de·
mented.
THBBE is a dispute in
Montana over the validity of the election of the
legislature.

----

·----

=-~---~--- ___:: - - - - · ---=-~

I

-Jolin Wilson, M.A.

TRANSLATED into plain
speech, ·the foundation·
principle of our [present
Ohristianl system of ethics
is this : that all natural
things, eSPecially our nat·
ural instincts, are essen·
tially evil, avd that salva·
tion depends upon mysterious, anti-natural, and even
snpPrna.tural remedies.Prof. Felix L. Oswald..

MORMONS and gentiles
continue to contend over
the government of Salt
Lake City.

•

WJJATEVEB else a man maY lack, if he has faith,
he will be saved; the greatest sin, on the other
band, being what theologians call free thought.
Experience proves that it is on these and such-like
things that the theological mind tends to concentrate itself. Yet all this pious conduct is not only
sociallY useless, but some of it is most injurioue.

LovE, faithfulness, gratitude, the sense of duty,
piety, conscientiousness,
friendship, and love of one's
neighbor, omnpa.ssion and
self.a.bnegation, the feeling
THB Rev. Martin Horof right and wrong, na.Y
ensen, of Council Dluifs,
even pride, jealousy, hatred,
Ia., committed suicide
craftiness, treachery, vindiotivnrss, and inquisitiv·
on the 23d.
ness are as well to be found
THB evidence against
among animals as premed!·
tation, sagacity, the high•
Burke, Coughlin, and
est degree of cunning, foreBeggs in the Cronin trial
sight, thought for the fut
strengthens.
ure, and so on; na.y, the
animal shares with man
T H B movement in
even the oa.vaoity for progEngland to reconstruct
r~ss which is thought to
or abolish the House of
b9long to man only. It
knows
and practices even
Lords is growing.
the institutes· or principles
of political and social life,
A RAILWAY accident at
of slavery and precedence,
Pittsburgh, Pa., on the
of domestic and rural econ18th, injured eight peromy, of eduoa.tion, nurs·
sons, some fatally.
ing of the sick and mediein; it puts up the most
IN Germany each elec.
wonderful fabrics in the
shape of houses, caves,
tion exhibits a gain in the
nests, roads, and bridges;
Socialistic-called Social
animals hold even meetings
Democratic:....party.
a.nd joint deliberations, and
SAMSON GETTETH MASHED.
initiate trials of criminals
THB first cemetery in
and culprits; they consult
Lima, Peru, not under
And Samson went down to Timnath, and saw a woman in Timnath of the daughters of the Philistines. And
on definit plans and proj.
he
came
up
and
told
his
father
and
his
mother;
and
said,
I
hav
seen
a
woman
in
Timnath
of
the
daughters
of
the
Philiscontrol of the Catholic
acts by the aid of a well·
tines; now, therefore, get her for me to wife.~Judges xiv, 1, 2.
developed langua.ge, con ·
church, has been opened.
sisting of sounds, signs,
THE czar's unintermit1
and .llestures ; they fully
out !" "Hang the blag'ya.rd I" the quiet citizen I remember the past; they are taught by experitent fear of assassination has so shattered his
put
on
his
hat,
iumped
out
of
the
nearest
window,
ence
and
are,
in
a
word,
as much and even more
nerves that for days together he is not reand abandoned politics forever.-Ofltcago Tri1JUne highly endowed beings than most men know or
sponsible for his actions.
(Rep.),
even dream of.-Buchner tn Force ana Matter.
IT is reported that Africans hav massacred "WELL, how a.re you getting along in your Pro- THEBE are thrifty sons of Erin in Newton High- THE capacities of animals differ from the human
Dr. Peters, the German explorer, and all his fession 1" "First rate. I began as a policeman, lands. One recently bought a. lot of land for $500 race only in degree, not in kind. Voltaire justly
then I got to be night watchman, and now I'm and built thereon a two·thousand·dollar house .. remarks that anima.ls possess sensation, concepmen but two.
breaking into banks on my own a.ooount."-Lije. Then he went to get it insured. "I want a policy tion, memory, a.nd on the other hand desire and
PENNSYLVANIA Wants $3,000,000 from the
"BY·O·MY baby- by.o.my-" ·"Look here, for $2,500," said he to the a.gent. "But the house motion, even a.s we; and yet tha.t nobody dreams
. national government in compensation for mother," said the baby; "don't sing to me. only cost $2,00J," was the reply. "Faith, but I of ascribing to them an immaterial aoul. Why
That keeps me awake. Read the editorial I>age want all my money protected. I'll hav $2,500 in· should we, therefore, require it, because we eEjoy
losses by rebel invasion during the war.
of the Mall ana Bxvress to me if you really want surance or nothing." "Hum!" said the agent, an insiMnificant increase of those faculties and
pausing. "I'll tell you what I'll do, though. I'll energies 1 True, this Something superadded to
AT Honolulu on the 16th Aeronant Van me to go to sleep."-.Puclc.
put $2,000 on the house, and $500 on the land." ma.n is not as insignificant as Voltaire, rhetoricTassel in descending from his balloon with a
WHEN old Oolumbus with his ships
"Begorra, and you're a gintleman, sir I"-Boston ally belittling it, would hav us suppose; on the
parachute landed in the water, and was eaten
About America. hovered,
Ttmts,
contrary, it is enormous, but nevertneless only an
Each Indian maid with sprightly grace
increase of something-not something elae.by sharks.
DISCoRD
prevails
in
the
African
Methodist
Epis·
Skipped from the surfy bathing, place
oopa.l church of Fairview, Oumberla.nd county, N. Slrauss.
PRBMIBR CRISP! announces that sillce his
And cried, with wonder· stricken face,
J, Deacon Moore hea.rd a noise in his hennery a
IT is wrong, alwa.ys, evenwhere, and for any"Great hea.vens! we're discovered."
accessio11 to power there hav been organized
night or two ago, Instinct told him what it one, to believe a.nnhing upon insufficient evi-Argonaut.
in Italy 4 colleges, 14 lyceums, 44 gymnasimea.nt. Seizing the loose leg of a three cornered dence.-lVm. Ki?'lgt!on CliJJord..
THEY sa.y-we don't know who they are, but stool he marched boldly out. T.llis ex lamation
ums, and 3, 780 elementary schools.
INFIDELITY says to the whole world : It is dan·
whatever they say goes-they say every shot of startled the night: "Brcr Tappey. l'se amazed.
THE Knights of Labor in their convention one of Krupp's newest guns costs $1,500. That is Don't 'pear to me possible dat you, a dea.con in de gerong not to think. It is dangerous not to be
did not pledge cooperation with the Federa. to say, it costs this much at one end of the shot. chnr!lh -·• "Why, bress yo' heart, Brer Moo'," honest. It is dangerous not to investigate. It is
danJlerous not to follow where your reason lea.ds.
tion of Labor in bringing about the eight. What it costs at the other end depends on how broke in the trembling figure that crouched in -lnr;erBoll.
much the thing it hits is worth and what it will the henhouse, "I done cum in heah onten de
hour workday, as heartily as was wished.
cost to remove the debris.- WaBhington Post.
rain - " •· Git out niggah, l'se done clean mad
IN the ordinary aff<Lirs of life, a. person bearing
IT was rumored that the recent death of HE (reading from a popular American roma.noe) : (kerwhack !). You, a. deacon in de church (whack!), testimony or acting a.s a witness is e1peoted to be
comin'
ronn'
a
brudder's
hennery
(bang),
Git
enlightened, sensible, and disinterested. In
Car!linal Schratllno, a probable candidate for "She gazed at him with sparkling eyes ; her lips
out I" Deacon Tappey'@ face looked like a gerrythe papal chair, who was supposed to hav curled cornerwise into a smile, a.nd her breath mandered assembly ·distriot map when Deacon religion, those on the word of whom we are
required to believe incredible things are pious
came in ragged uneven kni<ikerbockers; she
Liberal tendencies, was caused by poison, fancied-" She: "Oh, Robert, what nonsense I Moore got through with him. There is now a. di· ignoramuses and fanatical prophets.-Voltatre,
vision
in
the
church.-Philaaelphia
Recora.
but the church denies it.
knickerbookers I" He : "I was trying to improve
OF the three fa.thers who contributed most to
upon the text, my dear. The book sa.ya, • Her
SUBLIME the thought., to "mortal man,"
the growth of the canon, Irehaeus was credulous
THB church will probably excommunicate breat.h came in raga:ed uneven pants.• "-PiCk·JJfe.
As
taught
by
ancient
fable,
and blundering; Tertullian passiona.te and onethe priest that said mass over the body of Up.
or heaven's .lllorious singing band
sided; and Olement of Alexandria, imbued with
WHERE BE GOES.
Theresa Kelly, who was excluded from CalLed by the a.ngel Gabriel.
the treasures of Greek wisdom, was mainly
The man who, in life's arduous school,
vary cemetery for associating with Dr. Meoccupied with eoclasia.stioal ethics. Their asserHow bright to think the souls of men
Does all his days observe the Golden Rulo,
tions show both ignorance and exaggeration.Glynn and his Anti-p0verty Society.
Will soar in everlasting space,
Must die some time, and then go-where?
Proressor Daviason.
How dear to hope a syren glen
Why, there:
CARDINAL GIBBONS suggests that "the
Is waiting in that wondrous I>lace.
READ the book of Revelation, and you will agree
remedy for the defects of our educational
~.
with me that nothing that ever emanated from a
But tell us of the eouls of men
system would be supplied if the denomina.
While he who !iva but to be mean and small,
ma.dhouse can more than equal it for inGoherWhat are they, mind or matter 1
tiona! system, such as now obtains in Canada,
Who robs and cheata, and lies to one and all,
ence. Most of the writings of the early fathers
What is there of this clayey den
Where will he go when buried out of sight?
are of the same kind.-Ingersoll,
Tha.t we should liv hereafter T
were applied to our public schools."
Why, there, and serve him right:
If matter, then it is of earth,
THE only remedy for superstition is knowledge,
THBRE is some indignation at the aldermen
And oaBnot for a.n instant leave;
Nothing else oa.n wipe out that plague-spot of the
~ ~ -Shoe
~ Recoraer.
of Long Island City, N. Y., voting to the
If not, then •tis of no great worth
human mind. Without it, the leper remains nn·
As it must to all nothing cleave.
Catholic organization that owns Calvary 'PIII.t~H 1.t~Ba([ '?Nwashed, and the slave unfreed. I~ is to a knowl·
edge
of the la.ws and relations of things, that
cemetery the gift of a large street that now
Are not all men in da.rkness left
European
civilization is owing; but it is precisely
oaas •..rno1lX:i[
AB to the powers this part contains T
runs through it, the closing up of which will
this in which Spain has always been deficient.
•n11m
aJUU
napJOf>
And
a.re
our
hearts
not
sad
bereft
seriously incommode the public.
And until that" deficiency is remedied, until
aq~ s11 noJ~OaJ!P amas aq~ 1I! o» n,aq pu11-spt11
When searching where this sonl remains T
science, with her bold a.nd inquisitiv spirit, has
Pouo:a: SBRGBANT TIMS upon gaining noto. au no punoJ11 ..!:11<~~. Jl'aq paun~ s11q q~J11a pJo
Some
say
•tis
breath,
some
say
•tis
mind,
established her right to inve<tigate all subjects,
pGoiJ BJq~ JHUU-Jal11( BJnoq aA(a<~~.~ mun ~!11.11.
And others fancy va.rious things,
riety by his Liberal funeral address was in- WJq ~a! ~sur •saop <~~.oJlaJ Jaq~o gq~ am!~ am11s
after her own fashion, and according to her own
But
each
in
turn
produces
kind.
method, we may be assur~d thBt, in Spain, neither
terviewed by a reporter, and expressed aq~ ~11 l!OO J11jJOW BJq-j lJO .BUJJIJUqs lO p11a~BU!
Now
what
produces
angel's
wings
1
literature, nor universities, nor legislators, nor
: ~na:
Socialistic views. His superiors in the police
reformers of any kind, will Elver be able to rescue
•saJp aq uall01 J11jnOJ~J11<1 ~on S! puy
Why should we thus in sorrow dwell
proceeded to investigate his beliefs, saying "it
the people from that helpless and benighted-con•as]<~~. ~on B! aq J! 11!.11. aq aunoo JO
Why giv our hearts to thoughts of evil T
would not do to tolerate Socialism in the
dition
into which the course of affairs ha.B plunged
Discard the tea.ohings of a. hell.
"GENTLI!:MEN," said the quiet citizen, who was
them.-Buclcle's History of Ctvtltzat·tcm.
police force," and" his.oath of office does not
Did God create this horrid devil?
a.ttendinli; his first political canons, "in rising to
permit him to entertain views and advocate nominate Mr. Simpson for this office, I wish to say
If soul is thougkt, and mind, or a.ir,
IN Spain the priests, tbe highwaymen, the
principles not in accord with law and order." that I know him to be well qualified and in every
bishops, and thieves, are equally true believers,
Then light must be those bea.uteous wings
Oa which they soar to glories fair,
The man who takes your purse-on .the highway.
At his examination he retracted or denied way worthy. He is not a man of ma.ny words, it
is true. He is a plain, unassuming American-"
And tell us of these heavenly things.
and the priest who forgivs th\l robl;)er, are a.~ike
his Socialistic utterances.
·
And amid wild yells of "Down wid 'im I" " P-qt ·~
-4. B, McClure tn IntlaeZ Monthl/1, o~~hodoJ~;,-Ingersoll.
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AN

UNWELCOME

PILGRIMAGE.

LEo XIII.-Thou canst not say I did it: never shake thy gory locks at me!

IJlot~s

and

~lippinns.

THE French Canadians claim that New
England will some day be called "New
France."
IT is said that the Australian legislature
has passed a law taxing all married couples
living with their mothers-in-law-$900 if residing with the husband's mother-in-law, and
$120 if with the wife's.
THE convent of Trappists at Mo.nt des Cats,
near Lille, France, has been suppressed by
the government, and those of its inmates who
are aliens hav been ordered to leave the country within twenty-four houri!
NBI.SoN Ross, of Montezuma, Onondaga
county," sinned against the Lord." Then,
in the manner of certain religious fanatica, he
procee4ed to expiate his fault by the crime of
arson. When he swore that on another occasion he had atoned for a crime by a similar
crime, the sheriff's jury declared him a
lunatic.
THE spirit of revalt from overbearing
church autocracy has pervaded some of
the Episcopalian congregations in Canada.
One of them, at Ottawa, has voted that the
rector's salary shall not exceed $1 in lieu of
$1,500, because the appointed man is not
persona grata. In another, at .Toronto, and
for the same reason, Sir William Ritchie, the
chief justice of the place, headed a proces.
aion out of church and locked all the doors

from the outside in retiring, thus making
prisoners the parson and his rare supporters,
who had to wait quite a while to regain their
freedom.
THE Naples correspondent of the London
daily News writes: "Signor Mariotti, state
secretary to the minister of public instruction, has found a document proving that
Giordano Bruno was stripped naked, bound
to a pole, and burnt alive, and that he bore
his martyrdom with great fortitude. The
document is to be published o!ficially."
SENATOR BLAIR, of New Hampshire, made
an address on his Educational bill before the
Republican Club of this city a few days ago.
He incidentally touched on every subject
from the tariff to log school-houses and from
anCient history to the late civil war. In concluding he said: "I hav been a crank on this
thing for ten years. We hav never been able
to rescue the bill from the jaws of Democratic
committees, but we are bound to put it
through this time."
FROM the report of the English Bible Society, Annie Besant learns, as to Spain, that
" the third and last enemy of the. society's
work is the now activ and very extended
opposition to Christianity in any shape, and,
of course, to the Christian book. Irony and
sarcasm and flippant jest are doing far more
disastrous work among the Spaniards to-day
than priestly excommunications ; and the
ribald profanities of Tom Paine and Ingersoll
are eagerly read all over the country.'' Bays
Mrs. ;Besant: "We congratulate our Spanish

co-workers on the results they are evidently
obtaining in Spain. 'Ribald profanities' is
not an attractiv phrase; but no one will be
the worse for reading the solid and simple
arguments of Thomas Paine, or the racy
periods of the American colonel."
A SENSATION was created at the regular
weekly meeting of the Methodist Preachers'
Association in Philadelphia by a complaint
made by Rev. Dr. Roche, of Brooklyn, that
Methodism is declining in New York city and
Brooklyn. "Try as we may," said he," and
use every endeavor, it is impossible to get a
congregation. This state of affairs is not the
fault of the ministers engaged in the work,
for I hav filled my pulpit with the most able
preachers, and the body of the church has
not been half filled. There is no use tryingemploy every device, you cannot secure a
congregation."
THE Republican triumphs at the recent
French elections hav greatly disgusted the
Catholic clergy, who fought for the reactionlet candidates. The abbot of the monastery
of Bolesmes writes to the Uni'DerB, admitting
that the clericals hav had a bad beating, but
calling on them to resist the torrent of impiety which has been let loose over the land
He deplores that Gambetta and his followers
hav carried out the program of 1789. The
rights of God hav been trampled upon by the
Rights of Man. The deity has been hunted
from civil society. His name was never uttered during the progress of the great Exhibition, and he is ignored by the president and

his ministers. In short, there is the devil to
pay, and nothing to pay him with. The poor
abbot winds up by calling upon the clergy to
bear their persecution like the martyrs of old,
overlooki~g the rather important fact, says
the London Freethinker, that their "persecu.
tion" only consists in being prevented from
interfering with other people's business.
A JEw has been sent to jail in Oakland,
Cal., for refusing tq remove his hat when
taking an oath in court. He said that his
religion forbade him to remove his hat, for
according to the religion of the orthodox Jew
it would be sacrilege for him to approach his
God except with covered head. The word of
God is, "You shall be unto me a kingdom
of prie~ts," and by that is meant that all Jews
shall be pure and priestly, and observe the
forms and doctrine of their religion. A Jewish rabbi of San Francisco further explained
the matter. The high priest in Jerusalem, he
said, "laid down and prescribed the habit
and clothing of priests and of all orthodox
Jews, and one of the prominent features of
the prescribed form was that no one should
approach his God, address him, or take an
oath with uncovered head. That was one
of the great distinctions made between his
relations with his God and with human beings. No sincere and devout orthodox Jew
will hke an oath with uncovered head, and I
should hav little faith in the oath of one who
would do so. This is not only a matter of
religion, but it is also an old oriental custom,
which is a matter of common usage in the
orient to-day."
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fkommunicafions.
.: Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian~
CHAPTER IX
.TESTIMONY oF LAMON's WITNESBEs.-CoNOLUDED

;D"

c·

H. Ray...:...wm. H. Hannah, Esq.-Jas. W. Keys:•· H~n. Jesse w. Fell-Col. John G. Nicolay-Uon. Dav1d
Davis-Mrs. Mary Lincoln.
Seven of Lamon's witnessee-R~y, Hannah, ~eys,
~ F<Jll, Nicolay, DllviB, and Mrs. LJ~coln-rel?am to
test_ify. The testimony of these witnessed w1ll now
be presented.
Dr. C. If. lla,·.
• ·:· :E>r.··Ray, editor of tho _C:hicag_o Tribune, a prcu.i: nent flgure in Illinois poh.hcs th1rt:r y~arB _ago! llll d 8
personal friend and admuer of Lmcoln, testifies as
follows:. ·
· . You knew Mr. Lincoln far better than I did, though I
k-new' him well· and you hav served up his leading cbaraet.:ristics in a w~y that I ~hould despair of doing, if I ~hould
try. _- I ha v only one thing to as~ : th~t you do not. g1v 9alvinistic theology a chance to cla1m hJm as one of Its sam~s
and martyrs. He went to the Oid Scho?l Church; but, m
spite of that outward assent to the hornble dogmas of the
sect I· hav reason from himself to know that his ''vital
purity," if that mea~s belie~ ln the impossible, was of a nega..
tiv sort (Lamon's L1fe of Lmcoln, pp. 489, 490).
Dr. Ray states that Lincoin held substantially
the ~arne theological opinions as those held by Theodore Parker.
William H. Ilannuh.
·A leading member of the Bloomington bar, when
h
W
H H
h H
Lincoln practiced t ere, was
m.
· anna ·
e
·was an'honeet, truthful man, and knew Lincoln well.
Concerning Lincoln's views on the doctrin of endless
·punishment, :Mr. Hannah says:
Since 1856 Mr. Linc6ln told me that he was a kind of immortalist · ·but that ne never could bring himself to believe in
eternal p~nishment ·, that
but a little while here,
. man lived
and 1bat, if eternal pumsbmeot
were man's doom, he sh ou ld
. !1g1
. "I a11 t . ancl cease1ess pre para t"10n by
epen d that. I"1ttle l'f
1 e 1n
never.ending prayer (L1fe of Lmcoln, p. 480).
James W. Kef•·
Mr. Jas. :w. Keys, an old and respected citizen of
Springfield, who became acquainted with Lincoln
I, soon llfter his removal there, and who bad many conl versat.ions with him on the subject of theology, says:
i As to the Christian theory, that Christ is God, or £qual to
r. tbe Creator, he said that it bad better be taken for granted;
~ for, by the test of reason, we might become Infidels on that
~ subject., for evidence of Christ's divinity came to us in a some~ what doubtful sbape (Life of Lincoln, p. 490).
,
lion. Jcsw w. Fell.
Jesse W. Fell, who died at Bloomington in the
.•~ spring of 1837, was one of the best known and most
~.' highly respected citizens of Illinois.
He was eecretary,.of the Republican State Cent1·al Committee duri illg .the memorable Liucoln·Douglas campaian, and
"'
'~- was largelyinstrumental in bringing Lincoln forward

t

.i
l_

,

~- as a candidate for the presidency in 1860 ·

It was
that Lincoln wrote an autobiographical
his life, which formed the basis of his campaign biogr.aphies, the fac-simile of which '~~>ppears
' in ·Lamon's "Life of Lincoln," and in the ,, Lincoln
. Memorial Album." Mr. Fell was a Christian of the
Unitarian denomination, and there were few men for
whom Lincoln had a more profound respect. The
. tes t"1mony :
following is h IB
..J.'l10ugh everything relating to the character of this extraor·
dinary personage is of interest, and should be fairly stated
,,. to the world, I enter upon the performance of this duty-for
, so I regard it-with some rductance, arising from the fact
:. that., .in stating my convictions on the subject, I must neces' sarily place myEelf in opposition to quite a number who hav
written on this t0pic before me, and whose views largely
.: pre occupy the public mind. This latter fact, whilst contributing to my embarrassment on this subject, is, perhaps,
. the strongest nafOn, however, why the trutn in this matter
·· should be fully rlisclosed; and I therefore yield to your re.
quest. If there were any traits of character that stood out
in·bold relief in the person of Mr. Lincoln, they were those
·r of truth and candor. He was utterly incapable of insinceri1y,
. ·or profeseinl! views on this or any other subject he did not
~ entertain. Knowing such to be hiB true character, that insincerity, much more duplicity, were traits wholly foreign to
_.,. l:iie nature, many of his old friends were not a little surprised
• at qnding, in eome. of the biographies of this great man,
statements concerning his religious opinions so utterly at
variance with his known sentiments. True, he may hav
I changed or modified those sentiments after his rernovai from
alnong us, though this is hardly reconcilable with the history
of the man, and his entire devotion to public matters during
his tour years' residence at the national capital. It is possible. however, that this may be the proper solution of this
conflict of opinions; or, it. may he, that., with no intention
on the part of anyone to mislead the public mind, those who
bav repreEent~d him as believing in the popular theological
views of the times may bav misapprehended him, aR ex peri1 ence shows to be quite r.ommon where no special 1 ffort has
' been made to attain critical accuracy on a subject of this
· 'nature. This is the more probable from the welJ.known
' fact that Mr. Lincoln seldom communicated 10 anyone his
views on this subject. But., be thi~ as it may, I hav no hesitatiou whatever in saying tbat, whilst be held many opinions
in common with the grfat mass of Christian beiievers he
d:d not believe in what are regarded as the orthodox' or
evangelical views of Christianily.
. On the innate dPpravity of man, the character and rflke
of the gn•at, head of the r.hurcb. the at.onenwnt the infalli' bility of the written_revelation, the performance'or miracles,
the nature and ·destgn of present anrl future rewards and
punishments (as they are popularly called). and many other
subjPcts, he held opinions utterly at variance with what artJ
usuall_v tR.ll!!ht in the church. I should say that his expressed views on theEe and kindred topics were such as, in

him
kl' for
sketch of

.
t

the estimation of most believers, would place him entirely
outside the Christian pale. Yet, to my mind, f.~ch was. not
the true position, since his principles and practiCes .and the
spirit of his whole life were of the very kmd we umversally
agree to call Christian; and I think this conclusion is in no
wise uffected by the circumstance that he never attached
himself to any religious society whatever.
His religious views were eminently. practi?B;l, and are
summed up as I think in these two proposltlons: "the
fatl:.erhood 0'r God, imd the brolherbood of man." He fully
believed in a superintending and overruling providence thut
guides and contr0ls the operations of the world, but main.
tained that Jaw and order, and not their violation or suspension, are th~; appointed means by which this providence is
exercised.
I w111 not attemp' any &pedfiration of either his Qelief' or
disbelief on various religious topics, as derived from converFations wilh him H.t different times during a considerable
period; but, as conveying a general view o_f his religious. or.
tbeological opinions, Will st_ate the ~ollowmg !acts.. So';De
eight or ten :years prior to b1s death, .m conversJDg with h1m
on this subject, the writer took occasion to rder, in terms of
approbation, to the FerrnO!lt\ and writings generally of Dr.
W. E. Channing; and, fi oding tw was cnnsirlerably interested
iu t be statemeut I made of th. opinions held by that author,
I propooed to prest:nt him a copy of Channing's entire works,
which I soon after did.

SnbHqnently, the·contents of these.

volumes, together with the writings of Theodore Parker,
furnished him, as he informed me, by his friend. and Jawpartner, Mr. Herndon, became naturally the topics of convereation wilh us; and though far from believing there was
an entire harmony of views on his part with either of those
authors, yet they vrHe generally much admired and approved

byJ~~~ligious views with him seemed to find any fav~r, except of the practical and rationalistic order; and if, from my
recollections on this subject, I was called upon to designate
an aU\ her whose views most nearly represented Mr. Lincoln's
on this subj€ct, I would say that author was Theodore
Parker.
As you hav asked from me a candid statement of my
n collections on this topic, I hav thus bri< fly given them,
with 1 be hope that they may be of some service in rightly
settling a que>tion about which-as I bav good reason tu
believe-the public mind has b€en greatly misled. Not
doubting that they will accord, substantially, with your own
rer.ollections, and that of his other intm ate and _confidential
·
d
11
hiend~, and wi•h the popular ver .ict afttr this matter sba
I
d I b · h (L"f f L' 1
hav been proper
y canvasoe ' su mlt t em 1 eo mco n,
)
pp. 490- 492 ·
Mr. Fell's testimony is full and EXplicit. He
affirms that Lincoln n-jected nearly all the leading
tenets of orthodox Christianity: the inspiration of
the scriptures, the divinity of Cbris.t, the. innate
depravity of man, the atonemen~, the performance of
miracles, and future rewards and puniJ?hments.
''His expressed views on these and kindred topics,"
Mr. Fell Eays, "were such as, in the estimation of
most believers, would place him entirely outside the
Ch · t"
1 , M F 11 b"
If
ot a"
ed
ns Ian pa e.
r. e , 1mse • was n
lspos
to wit.hhold from Lincoln the appellation of Christian,
but it was only because he stood upon the broad
L'b
1 Ch r1stum,
· ·
· t"Ian, P1aif orm
1 era·
or ra tb er non- Cb na
b" h
"tt d h"m 'o
welcome a The1"st like
1
w ·lC perm1 -e
I
·,
Parker; a Pantheist, like Emerson; or even an
A
t" l'k
In
r
oll
gnos Ic, 1 e ge 8 • ,..... ....
Col. John "'• L-.icolay.
The nExt witness introduced by Lamon, is Col.
•
b
1 ,
John G. Nicolay, Linco,n a private secretary at t. e
White House. Nicolay's relations with the president
were more intimate than those of any other man.
To quote the words of Lincoln's part-ner, "Mr. Lincoln loved him and trusted him." His testimony is
among the moBt important that this controversy has
elicited. 1 It proves· beyond the
· shadow
L'
1of• a doubt
d
that all these stones concermng mco n s allege
·
t W h" t
f 1 th t h d"d
t
converslOn a
as mg on are 8 se, a
e 1 no
change his belief, tbat he died. as he bad alwavs
lived-an Infidel. In a letter wntten May 27, 1865,
just six weeks after Lincoln's death, Colonel Nicolay.
says:
Mr. Lincoln did not, to my knowl~dge, in any ~ay, change
his religious ideas, opinio~s, or beliefs, from the tiiJ?e he left
Spnngfield to the day. of h1s death: I do n.ot know Jyst wh!l-t
they were, never bavmg heard h1m explam them m detall,
but I am very sure he gave no outward indications of his
mind having undergone auy change in that regard while
here (Life of Lincoln, p. 492).
lion. Dln'id Davis.
One of the most import~nt, and in some respects
h
t e most eminent witness summoned to testify in
regard to this question, is the Ron. David Davis. In
moral character he stood above reproach, in intel1ec t ua.1 8 bTt
)
t WI"th ou t a peer. E very Bt.ep m
·
11 .y, amos
his career was· marked by unswerving integrity and
freedom from prejudice. His rulings and decisions
in t.he lower courts of Iliivois, and on the bench of
the Supreme Court of the United States, commanded
universal respect. As a iegislator, his love of truth
and justice prevented him from being a political
partisan. As United States senator and vice-president of the United States, the party that elected him
could obtain his support for no measure that be
deemed unjust. R~ferring to his aequaintance with
Lincoln, J uage D~vis Jays: "I enjoyed for over
twenty years the personal friendship of Mr. Lincoln.
We were admitted to the bar about the same time,
and tra-velf'd for manv years w.bat is known in
Illinois as the Etghth Judicial Circuit. In 1848, when
I first went on the bPnch. tho circuit emhraced
fourteen counties, and Mr. Lincoln went with the
t t
" A
cour o eve~y county. ' large portion of this time
~hey passed m each otbet B company. They often rode
m the same vehicle, generally ate at the l!lame table,
imd not infrequently slept together in the same bed.
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The closest intimacy existed between them ail l~~g·
as Lincoln lived, and when he died, Mr. · Da;vis.
became his executor. Judge Davis would notdnteptionally hav misrepresented the ppinions of an enemy.
much Jess the opinions of his dear dead friend.
Brkfly, yet clearly, he defines the theological vi_ews of
Lincoln:
He had no faith, in the Christian sense of the term-had
faith in laws, principles, couses, and effects-philosophically
(Life of Lincoln, p. 489).
Speaking of the many stories that had been circulated concerning Lincoln's. religious belief, e:uch as the
Bateman and Vinton interviews, together with: the
various pious speeches he is reported to hav made to
religions committees and delegations that visited him,
such 118 his TPputed· speech ·to the negroes of --Ba,lti,J d D ..
. :;
more, u ge "VlB says:
.
The idea tbat Lincoln talked to a stranger about his
religion or religious vie-~s, or n;tade such speeches, J;emilrk~,
&c., about it. as are published, IS to me abo.urd. I· !mew tb~
man so well. He· was the most reticent, secretiv man I ever
saw, or expect to see (Ibid).
·
lll•s. Ma.. y Lincoln.
. .6
·
·
th · "f 'f·
. But one of Lamon's witnesses remam- e WI e·o
the martyred president.. Her testimony ought c:>f'
itself to put this matter at rest forever. Mr~.
Lincoln says:
us·ua'1.,
Mr. Lincoln bad no hope, and no faith, in _the
acceptation of those words (Life of Lincoln, p. :489).·
.
In addition to what Colonel Lamon has presented~
Mrl!. Lincoln also stated the following:

Mr. Lincolil;s maxim aud philosophy were, "What is ~0'
be, will be, and no prayers of ours can arrest the decree;"
He never joined any church. He was a religious man lflways, as I think, but was not a technical Christian .. · ·, .. !
It may be (3harged that Mrs. Lincoln subseqi:ientjy
repudiated a p· ortion of this testimony; In ranticipa_tion of such a charge I will here state a few facti!.
This testimony was given bv. Mn'. Lilicoln. in 1865.
When 1·t was giv_ en, while h 6 r heart was_ Ylinced
by
rthe ponrrs
oreot
.. .., of ber ,..
.. gr!:ef, her =~-l·'"·d
"' W"B
"' Eou·n"".
..,
About Jan. 1, 1874, a brief articiP, purporting to
come frcm her pen, appeared, in whi<·h the testimopy
attributed to her was in part denied, At the- time
this denial was written, Mrl!. Lincoln had bfen for
more than two years insane. The chi&f cause ill dethroning her reason wss the death d her univenaHy
beloved Tad (Thomas), which occurnd on July 15,
1871. Referring to this sad SVE:llt, Mr. Arnold, .01:\e
of the principal witnesses on the Christian side of
th_is controver!!v, says: "F.rom this time Mrs. LinJ
coin, in the jud~Zment of her most intim!lte friends,
was never entirllly responsible for her cor; duct" (Life
f L"
,
·
)
439 ·
0
mco.n,
·
'
The
only P·
effect of
this denial
on the minds of those
acquainted with the ci_rcumstances, was to excite a
mingled feeling of pity and disgust-pity for this
unfortunate woman, and disgust for t.he contemptibl_ e
methods of those who would take advantage of her
demented condition and make her contradict the
·
honest statements of her rational life.
Before dismissing this witness, I wish .to adve-rt
to a subject with which many of my readers are.familiar. For years, both before and after Lincoln's
death, the reliRious press of this country was continually abusing Mrs. Lincoln. If a ball was held at the
White House, she became at onca the recipient of
unlimited abuse. li Lincoln attended the theater,
d
she was accused of having reggEd him there against
his will. It was almost uniformly asserted t~at he
would not hav gone to the tb('ater on that fatal night
had it not been for her, and in not a few instances it
· f
h
d h t h
·
f h
was lD smous!y inte t a 8 e was cogmzant o t e
plQt to murder him. But even the Rf>V. Dr. Miner,
who was acquainted with the fact<~, is willing to vindicate her from theee imputations. He ~aye: .; It
h b
· th t M
L'
1
d h h b
as een said
a ·. rs. _mco n. urg:e
er. -u.s and
to go to the theater agamst his will. This IB :110t
true. On the contrary, she tried to persul,lde him
not to go."
_
.
Lincoln's biographers hav, for the most part, en· ·
b
deavond to do his wife Jtlstlce, and &V rebuked t.he
insults showered upon her. Mr. Herndon says:
''-All that I know ennobles both." Colonel Lamon
·
Mr. L"ncol
·
says: "AImos t ever smce
1
n 's de a th a portion of the preils has never tired of heaping brutal
reproaches upon his wife and widow, whilst a certain
class of his friends thought they were honoring his
memory by multiplying outrages and indignities
upon her at the 'very moment when. she was broken
by wan~ and sorrow, defamed, defenseless, in the
bands of thieves, and at the mercy of spies." Mr.
Arnold says: "There is nothing in American history
so unmanly, so devoid of every chivalric impulse,··as
the treatment of this poor, broken-hearted woman."
The evidence of Colonel Lamon's ten witnesses
has now beE-n presente<f. This t:vidence includes, in
addition to the testimony of other intimat.e friende,
t.he testimony of his wife, the testimony of his first
hw·p!lrtnel', Hon. Jobn T. Stuart., the testimony of
his last law partner, Ron. Wm. H. Herndon, the testimony of his friend and political adviser, Col. James
H. Mat.heny, the testimony of his private Recretary,
Col. John G. Nicolay, and the testimony of his lifelong friend and executor after death, Judge David

T.H..E TRUTH. SEEKER, DECEMBE:R 7, 1889.
Davie. NJ one can read t.his evidence and then
honeatlv affirm that Abrahsm Lincoln was a Christian. Tnis is the evidence, the perusal of which so
thoroughly enraged that good Christian biographer,
Dr. J. G. Holland; this is the evidence, the truthfulness of which the Rev. J. A. Reed, unmindful of the
fat~ of Ananias, attempted to deny.
Al3 a full and just answGr to this attempted refutation of L1mon's witnesses by Reed, I quote from the
N ~w York lVorld the following:
This individual testimony is clear and overwhelming, without the documentary and other evidence scattered profusely
through the rest of the volume. How does Mr. Reed underfake to refute it? In the first place, firstly, he pronounces
it a " libel," and in the second place, secondly, he is
" amazed to find "-and he says he has found-that the
principal witnesses take exception to Mr. Lam0n's report of
their evidence. This might hav been trne uf many or all of
Mr. Lamon's witnesses without exciting the wonder of a ra.
tiona! man. Few per&ons, indeed, are willing to endure reproach merely for the truth's sake, and popular opmion in
the Republican party of SpringfiPid, Ill., is prob<>bly very
much against Mr. Lamon. It would, therefore, be quite in
the natural order if some of his witnesses who fino them.
selvs unexpPctedly in print should succumb to the social and
political terrorism of their place and time, and attempt to
modify or explain their testimony. 'fhey zealously assisted
Mr. Herndon in ascertaining the truth, and while they
wanted him to tell it in full they were prudently resolved to
keep their own names snugly out of sight. But Mr. Reed's
statement is not true, and his amazement is entirely simulated. Two only out of the ten witnesses hav gratified him
by inditing, at his request, weak and guarded complaints of
unfair treatment. These are John T. Stuart, a relativ of the
Lincolns and Edwardses, and Jim Matheny, both of Springfield, whom Mr. Lincoln taught his peculiar doctrins, but
who may by this time be deacons in Mr. Reed's church.
Neither of them helps Mr. Reed's case a particle. Their
epistles open, as if by concert, in form. and words almost
identical. They say they did not write the language attributed to them. The denial is wholly unneces>ary, for nobody
affirms that they did write it. 'fhey talked and Mr. Herndon
wrote. His notes were made when the conversation occurred, and probably in their presence. At all even·s, they
are both so conscious of the general accuracy of his report
that they do not venture to deny a single word of it, but
content themselvs with lamenting that something else, which
they did not say, was excluded from it. They both, however, in these very letters repeat emphatically the material
part of the statements made by them to Mr. Herndon,
namely, that Mr .. Lincoln was to their certain knowledge,
until a very late period of his life, an "Infidel," and neither
of them is able to tell when he ceased to be an Infidel and
when be beg·n to be a Christian. And this is all A'lr. Reed
makes by his re examination of the two persons whom he is
pleased to exalt as Mr. Lamon's "principal witnesses."
They are but two out of the ten. What of the other eight?
They hav no doubt been tried and plied by Mr. Reed and
his friends to no purpose; they etand fast by the record.
But Mr. Reed is to be shamed neither by their speech nor
their silence.
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of an infinit personality. From out the words ere- superstition were sown in the brain of man. The
ator, preserver, and providence, all meaning falls.
savage believed, and thoroughly believed, that everyThe mind of man pursues the path of least resist- thing happened in reference to him, that he by his
ance, and the conclusions arrived at by the individual actions could excite the anger, or by his worship
depend upon the nature and structure of his mind, placate the wrath, of the unseen. He resorted to
on his experience, on hereditary drifts and tendencies, flattery and prayer. To the best of his ability he·
and on the countless things that comtitute the dif- put in stone, or rudely carved in wood, his idea of
ference in minds. One man, finding himself in the this god. For this idol he built a hut, a hovel, ari"d
midst of mysterious phenomena, comes to the con- at last a cathedral. Before these images he bowed,
elusion that all is the result of design; that back of and at these shrines, whereon be lavished .his· wealth,
~II t~ings is an infinit personality-that is to say, an he sought protection for himself and for the ones be
mfimt man; and he accounts for all that is by simply loved. The few took advantage of the ignorant
saying that the universe was created and set in mo- many. They pretended to hav received messages
tion by this infinit personality, and that it is mira.cu- from the Unknown. They stood between the belplously and supernaturally governed and preserved. lee,. multitude and the gods. They were the carriers
This man sees with perfect clearness that matte1 of fl igs of truce. A~ the court of heaven they pre·
could not create itself~ and therefore be imaoina a Rent.ed t,he cause of man, and upon the labor of the
creator of matter. H~ is perfectly sati~fi,.a"' that .deceived they lived.
there is design in the world, and that consf'q,Jently ·.The Christian of to-day .wonders at the savage
there mu~t hav been a designer. It does not occur who bowed bdore his idol; and yet it must be conto him that it is necessary to account for the exisr- feased that the god of atone answered prayer arid
ence of an infinit personality. He is perfectly cer- protect.ed his worshipers precisely as the Christian's
tain that there can be no design without a designer, God answers prayer and protects his worshipers toand be is equally certain that there can be 8 de- day.
signer who was not designed. The absurdity beMy mind is so that it is forced to the conclusion
comes so great that it takes the place of a demon- that substance is eternal; that the universe was
stration. He takes it for granted· that matter was without beginning and will be without end ; that it
created and that its creator was not. He assumes is the one eternal existence; that relations are tran·
that a creator existed from e~ernity, without causa, sient and evanescent; that organisms are produced
and crl'ated what is called matter out of nothing; &nd vanish; that forms change-but that the subor, whereas there was nothing, this creator made the etance of things is from eternity to eternit.y. It
something that we call substance.
may be that planets are born and die, that conatellaIa it possible for the human mind to conceive of an tions will fade frorif the in fin it apscea, that count leBa
infinit personality 1 Can it, imagin a beginningless suns will be quenched-but the substance will remain.
being, infioitly powerful and intelligent T .If such s
The questions of origin and destiny seem to be
baing existed, then there must hav been an eternity beyond the powers of the human mind.
during which nothing did exist except this being ·
Heredity is on the side of superstition. AU our
because, if the universe was created, there must, hs; ignorance pleads for the old. In most men there is
been a time when it was not, and back of that there a feeling that their ancestors were exceedingly good
must bav been an dernity during which nothing but and brave and wise, and that in all things pertaining
an infinit personality existed. Is it possible to to religion their conclusions should be followed.
imsgin an infinit intelligence dwelling for an eternity They believe that their f~~othera and mothers were of
in infinit nothing 1 How could such a being bP tbe best, and that that which satisfied them should
intelligent? What was there to be intelligent about~ satisfy their children. With a feeling of reverence
There was but one thing to know, namely, that there they aay that the religion of their moth~r is good
was nothing except this being. How could such a enough and pure enough and reasonable enough for
being be powerful? ·There was nothing to exercise them. In this way t.he love of parents and tbe rev-·
force upon. There was nothing in the universe to erenoe. for ancestors hav unconsciously bribed the
suggest an idea. Ralationa could not exist-except, reason and put out, or rendered exceedingly dim, the
the relation between infinit intelligence and iLfinit eyes of the mind.
nothing.
There is a kind of longing in the heart of the old
The next great difficulty is the act of creation. My to liv and die where their parents lived and died-a
mind is so that I cannot conceive of something being tendency to go back to the homes of their youth.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
created out of nothing. Neither can I conceive of Around the old oak of manhood grow and cling these
(TO BE CONTINUED )
anything being created without a cause. Let me go vines. Yet it will hardly do to say that the religion
one step further. It is just as difficult to imagin of my mother is good enough for me, any more than
Why Am I An Agnostic1
something being created with, as without, a cause. to say the geology, or the astronomy, or the philosPJ·om tn.e No!'th American Review.
To postulate a cause does not in the least lessen the ophy of my mother is good enough for me. Every
With thoughts beyond the reaches of our souls.
difficulty. In spite of all, this lever remains without human being is entitled to the beat he can obtain;
The same rules or laws of probability must govern a fulcrum .. We cannot conceive of the destruct,ion and if t.here has been the slightest improvement on
in religious questions as in others. There is no sub- ·of substance. The stone can be crushed to powder, t.he religion of the mother, the son is entitled to thp,t
ject:_and can be none-concerning which any human and the powder can be ground to such a fineness improvement, and be should not deprive himself of
being is under any obligation to believe without evi- that the atoms can only be distinguished by the moat that advantage by the mistaken idea that be owes it
dance. Neither is there any intelligent being who powerful microscope, and we can then imagin these to his mother to perpetuate, in a reverential way, her
can, by any possibility, be flattered by the exercise atoms being divided and subdivided again and again ignorant mistakes.
of ignorant credulity. The man who, without prej- and again; but it is impossible for us to couceive of
If we are to follow the religion of our fathers and
udice, reads and understands the Old and New Tea- the annihilation of the least possible imaginable frsg. mothers, our fathers and mo hers should hav foltamenta will cease to be an orthodox Christian. The ment of the least atom of which we can think. Con- lowed the religion of theirs Had this been done,
intelligent man who investigates the religion of any BPquently the mind can imagin neither creation nm· t.here could hav been no improvement in the world of
country without fear and without prejudice will not destruction. From this point it is very easy to reach thought. The first religioL would hav been the last,
and cannot be a believer.
the generalization that the indestructible could not and. the child would hav died as ignorant as the
Most people, after arriving at the conclu'!lion that bav been created.
mother. Progress would bav been impossible, and
Jeho·vah is not God, that the Bible is not an inspired
These questions, however, will be answered by on the graves of ancestors would hav been sacrificed
book, and that the Christian religion, like other re- each individual according to· the strulltu:·e of his the intelligence of mankind.
We know, too, that there bas been the religion of
ligions, is the creation of man, usually say: "There mind, accm·ding to his experience, according to his
must be a supreme being, but Jehovah is not his habits of thought, and according to his intelligence the tribe, of the community, and of the nation, and
n"me, and the Bible is not his word. There must or his ignorance, his prejudice or his genius.
that there 1 as beau a feeling that it was the duty of
be somewhere an over-ruling providence or power."
Probably a very large majority of mankind believe every member of the. tribe or community, and of
This position is jus~ as untenable as the other. in the existence of supernatural beings, and a major~ every citizen of the nation, to insist upon it that the
He who cannot harmonize the crueities of the Bible ity of what are known as the civilized nations, in an religion of that tribe, of that community, of that
with the goodness of Jehovah, canuot harmonize the infinit personality. In the realm of thought major· nation, was baUer than that of any other. We know
cruelties of nature with the goodness and wisdom of ities do not determin. Each brain is a kingdom, each that all the pnjudicea against other religion8, 11nd all
the egotism of nation and tribe, were in favor of the
a supposed deity. He will find it impossible to ac- mind is a sovereign.
count for pestilence and famin, for earthquake and
The universality of a belief does not even tend to local superstition. Each citizen was patriotic enough
storm, for slavery, for the triumph of the strong over prove its truth. A large majority of mtmkind ha.v to denounce the religions of other nations and to
the weak, for the countless victories of injustice. balieved in what is known as God, and an equally stand firmly by his own. And there is this peculiarHe will fiud it impossible to account for martyrs- large majority hav as impiicitly believed in what is ity about mau: he can see the absurdities of other
for the burning of the good, the noble, the loving, known as the devil. These beings hav been inferred religions while blinded to those of his ovvn. The
by the ignorant, the malicious, and the infamous.
from phenomena. They were produced for the most Christian csn see clearly enough that Mohammed
How can the Deist satisfactorily account for the part by ignorance, by fear, and by seifishness. Man was an impostor. He is sure of it, because the peasufferings of women and children? In what way in all ages has endeavored to account for the mys- pie of Mecca. who were acquainted with him deciared
will he. justify religious persecution-the flame and teries of life and death, of substance, of force, for the that he was no prophet; and this declaration is
sword of r.eligious hatred Y Why did his God sit ebb and flow of things, for earth and star. The aav- received by Christians as a demonstration that Moidly on his throne and allow his enemies to wet their age, ,dwelling in his Cjl.Ve, subsisting on roots and hammed wafl not im•pired. Yet these same Chrisswords in the blood of his friends T Why did he not reptile, or on beasts that could be slain with club and tians admit that the people of Jerusalem who were
answer the prayers of the impri.soned, of the help- stone, surrounded by countless obj flCts of terror, acquainted with Christ rejEcted him; and this rejecleas Y And when be heard the lash upon the naked standing by rivers, so far as be koew, without source tion thev take 8B proof positiv that Christ was the
back of the slave, why did he not· also bear the or end, by seas with but one shore, the prey of beasts son of God.
prayer of the slave? And when children were sold mightier than himself, of dieeaseR strange and ti~>rce,
Tbe average man sd~p~s the re~igion of his counfrom the breasts of mothers, why was he deaf to the trembling at the voice of thunder, blinded by thA t.ry, or. rather, t~e rehgwn of hts ~ountry adopts
mother's cry T
•
lightning, feeling the earth Rbake beneath bim, BPe him. He is dorumated by the Pgotrsm of race, the
It seems to me that the man who knows the Jimi- ing the sky lurid with the volcano's glllre, fflll proa-l arrogance of nation, and the pn judice called patriottations of the mind, who givs the proper value to trate and begged for the protection of tbe unknown. ism. He does not reason-he feels. He _d~es not
human testimony, is necessarily an Agnostic. He
In the long night of savagery, in the midst of · inv€stigate-he believes. To h_im the rehgwna ~f
givs up the hope of ascertaining first or final·causes, pestilence and famin, through the long and dreary other nations are nbaurd and mfamous, and their
of comprehending the supernatural, or of conceiving I winters, crouched in dens of darkness, the seeds of gods monsters of ignorance and cruelty. In every
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We fiud now that the prosperity of nations bas
By the unceasing persecution the scanty means of
counh·y this average man is taught, first, that there
. is a supreme being; second, that be has made known depended, not upon their religion, not upon the Mr. Lannstrand hav been exhausted, and to replenish
his wilt ; third, that he will reward the true believer; goodness or providence of some god, but on soil and him the Society for Religious Liberty at Stockholm
fourth, that be will punish the unbeliever, the scoffer, clin:ato and commerce, upon the ingenuity, industry, is trying an appeal to the· public, signed by eight
and the blasphemer; fifth, that certain ceremonies and courage of the people, upon the development of names of political and social reputation, in order to
are pleasing to this god; sixth, that ~e bas eata~- the mind, on the spread of educ&tion, on the liberty be able to minimize the suff<l:tings of a prison for
. liabed a church; and seventh, that priests are h1s of thought and action; and that in this mighty Mr. Lannstrand .
The only means now to uphold the Freetbougbt
representative on eart~.. And the average ~an. ~as panorama of national life reason has built and superpropaganda is Sweden is Fritankaren, edited by Mr.
no difficulty in determm1ng that the god of h1s nat10n stition bas destroyed.
Being satisfied that all believe precisely as they Lsnnstrand and its business affairs conducted by me.
is the true God; that the will of this true God is contained in the sacred scriptures of his nation; that he must, .and that religions bav been naturally produced, We need what help we can get to be able to conis one of the true believers, and that the people of I bav neither praise nor blame for any man. Good tinue. I wrote the 1st instant to Colonel Ingersoll,
other nations-that is, believing other religions-are men bav bad bad creeds, and bad men hav had good New York, and asked him to rscommend our. paper
scoffers; that the only true church is the one to ones. Some of the noblest of the human race bav to our many countrymen in America, and I shall be
which be belongs; and that the priests of his coun- fought and died for the wrong. The brain of man very obliged if you find proper to do the same, and
try are the only ones who bav had or ever will hav has been the trysting-place of contradictions. Pas- appeal in THE TRUTH SEEKER to the Freethinkers of
the slightest influence with this true God. AU these sion often masters reason, and "the state of man, the Unil£d States to sustain their persecuted, strugabaurdit.ies to the average man seem self-evident like to a little kingdom, suffers then the nature of an gling brother Freethinkers in Sweden. The pecuprc.posithms; and so he holds all other creeds in insurrection."
niary result may be what it will, but it would certainly
scorn, and congratulates himse1f that b& is a favorit
In the discu3sicn of theological or religious ques- giv a great moral assistance to Freethought here, for
of the one true God.
tiona, w~ bav almost passed the personal phase, and the Swedish nation is very weak, and BP.nsitiv to
If the avt-r&ge Christian bad been b9rn in Turkey, we are now weighing arguments instead of exchang- opinion abroad. In c&se anything appears in the
he would hav beon a MohammEdan; and if the a vel' ing epit.hets and curses. They who really seek for columns of THE TRUTH SEEKEB and you send a copy
age Mohammedan had been born in Naw Eogland truth must be the best of friends. Each knows to Dagena Nybeter, Stockholm, it is sure to be pub.· nnd educated at Andover, he would hav regarded the that his desire cen nEver take the place of fact, and lished for Swedish readers.
damnation of the heathen as the " tidings of great that, next to finding truth, the greatEst honor must
A Mr. Henry V. Berghell lectures now at Stockjoy."
be won in honest search.
·
holm, and bas been received with applause. 'rhe
We see that many ships are driven in many ways Freethougbt platform has not been empty by the
Nations hav eccentricities, peculiarities, and balluclnations, and these find Hpression in their laws by.the same wind. So men, reading the same book, capti~ity of Lennst.rand, and I hope it will never be
customs, ceremonies, morals, and religionP. ·And wnte many creeds atnd lay out many roads to heaven. wantmg courageous speakers for Freethought. I
tbfse are in great part determined by soil, climate To the best of my ability, I hav examined the relig- trust that thus the persecutors will be b8ffied in
and the countless circumstarcfs that mold and ions of many coantrie11 and the creeds of many sects. their endeavors to stifla truth. This is the status of
dominate the lives and habits of insecl·ll, individuals They are much alike, and the testimony by which Freetbougbt and liberty of comcience in Sweden
and nations. The average man believet:~ implicitly i~ they are substantiated is of such a character that to under the reign of the most enlightened monarch of
the religion of his country, because be knows noth- these who be-lieve is promised an eternal reward. In Europe and his bigoted, detestable queen.
Whatever you can do, be certain of the gratitude
ing of any other and bas no desire to know. It fits all the sacred books there are some truths some
him because be has been deformed to fit it and he rays of light, eome words of love and hope~ The of your battling comrades in Swede!!.
Your never-flinching adherent, OTTo THOMWN,
regards this fact of fit as an t.vidence of its' inspired face of savag~ry is sometimes softened by a smiiethe human triumphs, and the heart breaks into song.
Stockholm, Sweden.
truth.
----------~~B a map phe right to e.ramin, to investig3.te, the But in these books are also found the worde of feat
American Secular Union.
rehg10n of h1s own country-the religion of his and bate, ·and from their pages crawl serpents that
father and mother T Christians admit tllat the citi- coil and hiss in all the paths of men.
The following sums hav been . re<'eived by the
For my p~rt, I prefer ~he books that inspiration treasurer of the American Secular Union, up to
zens of all countries not Christian, hav not only this
right, but that it is their solemn duty. Thousands has not cla1med. Such 1s the nature of my brain Nov. 30, 1889 :
of missionaries are sent to heathen countries to per- that Shakspere give me greater joy than all the Balance from Otto Wettstein, ex-treasurer ............. $ 50 81
suade the believers in other religions not only to prophets of the ancient world. There are thoughts
"
'' R. B. Westbrook ............................ 125 87
1 00
examin their superstitions, but to renounce them that satisfy the hunger of the mind. I am convinced A. C. Cadel. ..................................... ,.................
G. A. F. de Le~pinas>e. Iowa .......................
1 00
and to adopt those of the missionaries. It is th~ that Humboldt knew more of geology than the au- Mrs.
John R. Charhsworth, New York.........................
1 00
duty of a heathen to disregard the religion of his thor of Genesis; that Da.rwin was a greater natural- Dr. Wm. Ekwurzel..............................................
1 00
ist
~ban
he
who
told
the
story
of
the
flood;
that
country, and to hold in contempt the creed of his
Mabel M. Tarbel. ................ ,. .............. ...............
5 00
1 00
father and of his mctber. If the citizens of heathen Laplace was better acquainted with the habits of the R. M. Robinson, Philadelphia...............................
5 00
nations bav the right to examin the foundations of sun and moon than Joshua could hav been, and that Electa Curtis, Brighton, N.Y...............................
H. H. Bohda, Martinsburg, W.Va........................
2 00
their religion, it would seem that the citizens of Haeckel, Huxley, and Tyndall know more about the Lucy
N. Colman, Syracuse, N.Y..........................
5 00
Christian nations haT the same right. Christians, earth and stare, about the history of man the phi- John Simmons....................................................
1 00
however, go farther than this ; they say to the losophy of life-more that is of use ten 'thousand Jacob Tausig, Harrisburg..................................... 10 00
John Downes, SteubenviilP, 0, (annual)................
2 00
heathen: You must examin your religion and not times-than all the writers of the sac;ed books.
1 00
~ believe Jn the religion of reason-the gospel of Theodore H. Norbe, Philadelphia.........................
on.ly s~, but ~ou m?~t reject it; and unle;s you do
William B. Clark, Worc~st<"r, MaRs........................
1 00
reJect It, and m add1t10n to such rejection adopt ourp th1s world; m the development of the mind in the Elijah Hoffman, PhilacJelpbia........................ ......
1 00
you will be eternally damned. Then these sam~ accumulation of intellectual wealth, to the e~d that Cb~irles H. Shepard, Brooklyn, N.Y.....................
1 00
1 00
Christians say to the inhabitants of a Cbristi"an coun- man may free himself from superstitious fear to the Eli Fayette, Philadelpb'a.....................................
1 00
try: You must not examin; you must not investi- end that be may take Rdvantsge of the fo~ces of Robert Adams, Fall River, :Mass...........................
Susan H. Wixon,
"
" -------------------------·1 00
gate; but whether you examin or not you must nature to feed and clothe tbe world.
Bertha M. Wixon,
"
" ...........................
1 00
believe, or you will be eternally damned. '
Let us be honest with onrselvs. In the presence B. M. ~evenbaugh, Brimfield, Ind........................
1 00
If there be one true religion, how is it possible to of countless mysteries; standing beneath the bound- Dr. Juhus Fehr, Hoboken, N. J. Ciife member) ...... 25 00
5 00
ascerta.in which of aU the religions the true one is ? less heaven, ~own thick with constellations; knowing Walter C. Wright, Medford, Mass.........................
M. de Lespinasse, Orange City, Ia. (life mem.
There ~s but one way. We must impartially examin that each gram_ofsand, eallh leaf, eacb blade of grass, Sarah ber)
......................................................... .
the cla1ms of all. The right to examin involves the asks of ev~ry mmd th~ answer less question; knowing Josephine Duane, New York ...... ------------------------. 255 00
00
necessity to accept or reject. Understand me that the s~mplest thmg ~efies solution; feeling that Linesville, Pa , Liberal League, by Wm. J. D.wis .. . 25 00
not the right to accept or reject, but the necessity' we deal w1th the superfimal and the relativ, nnd that F. C. Mende, Philadelphia ................................... .
5 00
5 00
From this conclusion there is no possible escape: we are forever eluded by the real, the absolute -let San Jose Secular Union, by R. H. Schwartz ........... .
1!, then, we bav the right to examin, we hav the us admit the limitations of our minde, and let de bav
TotaL ................................................... $315 68
· r1ght to tell the conclusion reached. Obristians hav the courage and the candor to say: We do not know.
Mr. Obto Wettstein desires that the following
examined other religions somewhat, and they bav
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
acknowledgments, not heretofore made, be published:
expreesed their opinion with the utmost freedomJames ~afferty................. .................................... $5 00
that is to say, they bav denounced them all as false
From Sweden.
C. E. Nu?odemus.................................................. 5 00
and fraudulent; bav called their gods idols and
B. F. Grigsby....................................................... 5 00
1\;fn.
E.
M.
MACDONALD,
.Dea1'
Sir:
I
am
greatly
'
myths, an~ t~eir priests, impostors.
Otto Wettstein...................................................... 10 00
The Chris ban does not deem it worth while to read obl~g~d to you for your writing to me, and for the
Aug. 3,~o8~~:-····--·- ... \...................................... --$25 00
the Koran. Probably not one Christian in a thou- act1v mterest. and sympathy you giv your persecuted
fellow· champiOns for Freetbougbt and liberty of consan~ ~ver saw a copy of that book. And yet all science in Sweden.
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer.
Christians are perfectly l.latil!fied that the Koran is
Philadelphia, Nov. 30, 1889.
Our
young,
valorous
chief,
Victor
Le:nnstrand
is
~be work o_f an ~mpostor. No Pn:sbyterian thinks it
IB "':ortb h1s while to examin the religious systems of now again in prison, and bas been since October '2d
In a Nutshell.
India; be knows that the Brahmans are mistaken as a common felon, sentenced to six months' impris~
an? that all their miracles are falsehoods. N 0 Meth~ onment on two urosecutions for blasphemy and
1_.
The
American
Sec~la_r Union is a purely Secular
0~1st cares t? r~ad the life of Buddha, and no Baptist t~ree remai~ing prosecutions for the same offense s~Ciety. . ~t has no re~1g10n, and has nothing to do
wdl.w~ste his t1me studying the ethics of Confucius. wlll . ~oat hkely res ':lit in nine months' prolonged w~th ~ehg10n. The~·e 1s no~bing in the original conOhnsbans ?f every sort and kind take it for granted captivity. The reachon!4ry, fanatical monkeys think stitutiOn of the NatiOnal .L1beral League, or in the
that ther~ I~ o~ly one true religion, and that all ex- ~o stem the Freetbought movement by incarcerating amendments of the American Secular Union to show
cept Ohristlamty are absolutely without foundation 1ts leader, .bu~ I hope they will be frustrated. Lib- ~o the contrary. Its objects bav been su~marized
The_ Christian world b3lieves that all the prayers of erals of .d1ffer~nt p~rsuasion~ should join now and 1n ~hat has come to be known as the Nine Demands.
lnd1a are unanswered ; that all the sacrifices upon take a hve!y part_ m opposmg and making public These are purely Secular. There is not one word in
the cou~tless altars of EJ?ypt, of Greece, and of Rome d~mo~stratlon agamst their common enemy, and the t~em about Christianity, snpernaturalism, or the
w~re w1th~ut e:ff~ct. . They believe that aU these VIOlatiOns of ~he laws for free utterance and right of B~ble, except to assume that they hav nothing to do
m1~bty ~at10ns worshiped their gods in vain; that assembly, whiCh hav been totally disregarded and w1th the state. The object of our society is not to
theu pr~ests were .deceivsrs or deceived; that their overlooked in the case of Lennstrand.
the church, on!y as it encroaches upon the
By the pressure of the authorities every place is antagonize
state.
ceremomes were w1eked or meaningless· that their
shut
for
~reetbougbt
lectures
in
the
count.ry.
In
the
temples were built ~y ignorance and fra~d, and that
2. Our local auxiliary societies may go just as far
no G?d be~rd the1r songs of praise, their cries of metropolis, Stoekholm, they dare not openly binder as they ple~se in oppo~ing the church, or they may
bu~
_
tt:ey
do
what
they
can
by
private
interference:
despa1~, the~r .words of th.ankfulness; that on account
d~f.end It, In wbole_~r ~n part. We claim no superof theu rebg10n no pestilence was stayed · that the Uhhsheka.Samfundet, the Udlitarian Society, baa its v_lslon over our_ auxlllal'les. If one society is Atbeisown
hall
m
Stockholm,
and
there
Mr.
Lennstrand
ear~hquake and volcano, the flood and stor~ went on
t~c, or Agnostic, or Materialist.ic, it bas a perfect
.thEnr ways of death-while the real God looked on lectured fearlessly to t.he vf'ry last moment the 27th r1ght to ~e. If anot.her society is Christian orthoand laughed at their calamities and mocked at their of October, and established a Sunday-echo~! for sec- dox, or L1~eral, or Spiritualistic, it has a right to be,
ular teaching, and so ehildren were enrolled The
fears.
so long as 1t supports the Nine Demands. .It is not
school is upheld by interested persons.
·
contemplated that these several societies should ac~
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together, only in regard to the Secularizi\tion of the
state. We might hav several societies in one place
only agreeing on the Nine Dema~ds.
.
. 3. ~he con&'ress of the Amert~an Secular ~~ton
m P~da~elp~1a m~de no a_lterat10n of ~he ongmal
conetttut10n mcons~ste~t Wlth ~hese pomts. Who
dare to affirm that 1t dtd, and .'~IV us the pro~f? I
app~al to the law ar.d the t~st1mon! 8B found m the
orlgmal documents. Let tbts be trted on
4: T~~ Rev. _M. J. Savage was a vic~- president of
the ortgmal L1beral League formed m 1876, and
whether he was an officer or not, be had a perfect
right to speak at our congress, and did it well,
agreeing with us in our Secular schemes. Dr. Edward McGlynn was opposed to the Roman Oatholic
theory of schools before our organization in 1876,
and eloquently advocated our Secular views of education, and had a right on our platform. Moreover,
it woul~ hav cost more to pay tbe expenses of one
professiOnal lecturer from the West, than we paid
for all our speeches.
. 5. If the movement for Secularizing the state
IS kept on. the narrow basis advocated by some of
our friends, it would take ten thousand years. Let
us seek help from the large majority, so long as we
do not giv away our Liberalism.
R. B. WESTBROOK. Pres. American Secular Union.
Philadelphia, .Pa., nee. 1, 1889.
T he New Constitution

of the American Secu1ar
Union.

Those who took part in the last congress of the
Secular Union accepted the new Atticle No. 4 with
so little debate that few probably anticipated that it
would giv snob serious offense to many who· were not
present to express their views then and there. It is
not too late for a general expression of opinion on
this subject, and no one is a more earnest and persistent friend of debate than myself. I believe that
all interested should frankly state their views so that
if a mistake has been made it can be rectified next
time we meet ; but while enjoying plain speaking or
sharp, strong talk, right to the point, no matter how
hard I am hit, I am free to say that the criticism
offered in the last TRUTH SEEKER by Mr. J. H. Burnham strikes me as an exhibition of pernicious partisanship with an unnecessarily strong flavor of vituperation. I regretted the appearance of Mrs. Severa nee's "vigorously stated views," becam1e I thought
them rather too hastily formed, but the reply in the
next. TRUTH SEEKER by President Westbrook was so
well put that it seemed fortunate that Mrs. Severance's statement had appeared as an incantiv for Mr.
Westbrook's reply. Probably Mr. Burnham's article
was written .before he had an opportunity to see Mr.
Westbrook's; at least a true Liberal would hope so.
What I object to in the Burnham criticism is the
imputation of base motive to those who voted for
Article 4. It is unseemly enough to start out with
calling it "the disgraceful attitude of the so-called
American Secular Union congress," and to speak of.
it as a " cowardly transformation," when there is no
good reason to attribute either disgrace or cowardlin~ss to this action ; but to. impute hypocrisy and
deceit, or an attempt to deceive the orthodox party,
a" plot" to" fool Ohristian devotees," is as ridiculous
as it is false and stupid. To afford any basis for his
chargE's he should show that the American Secular
Union, or the Liberal League, was organized to bring
about " the downfall of ecclesiasticism," that it was
in the beginning ~n iconoclastic society for the destruction of all orthodox or church institutions,
whereas he canne>t quote one line from any Article
that ever was in its constitution to indicate such a
purpose. It always has been, according to its preamble and constitution, an organization whose
whole busim.ess was and is to hold our governments
to the spirit and letter of the Oonstitution of the
United States in matters relating to separation of
church and state, and to reform various abuses or
:aeglects of this principle which hav crept into practical administration. I will not deny that some of
the congresses hav been so conducted that the ordinary visitor might easily suppose 'that the objects of
the Union were quite different, indeed that its purpose was, in the words of Mr. Burnham, to "down
supern111tnralism ;" but however true it may be that
this is one of the favorit occupations of many of its
activ members, nevertheless if we want to put this
Union on a business basis, and work it according to
business principles, the logical, fair, and necessary
reAult will be the holding of congresses after the plan
of the late one of Philadelphia, or, in other words,
let it mind its own business as indicated by its articles
of constitution.
It may be that many will say, well, if that is so,
we want a new society to push Secularism as a religion or creed instead of as a polity of state government. There is no objection to the organization of
such a society, and, indeed, there is need of a good
deal more organization among Liberals ; though, untortunately, there is great _difficulty in getting enough
of them agreeing upon one or more things, ideas, or
principles, to form a stable, useful organization.
The American Secular Union. does not limit the ob-

Ljects of its branch organizations, and now stands
ready to accept the aid of any society, of any creed
or n:•tionality, that i_s w~lling to help in effecting complate st~te. Secula~JzatiDn. Most of. the branch or
local so_c1ettes are h~ely to be co~posed of ~iberale,
Agnosttc.:J, . and ant1-supernaturahsts, an? m their
home-meetmge they can. do as much IConoclastic
work 85! they please, but, m ge?-eral, annual meet~ngs
are called to promote the obJects of the AmeriCan
Secular Union. All_deleg~tes stould be truly Liberal
and ready to assoClate wtth any man or woman who
attends the meeting with an honest and earnest wish
to promote these objects. Mrs. Severance acknowledges that ahe is Liberal enough to be able to listen
with patience to any views, no matter how absurd
they may be, if she be allowed to talk back, but as
the Oongresses of the Ameriean Secular Union are
not called for debate of all sorts of isms we must
learn to be Liberal enough to attend them without
talking back or rebutting every ism that finds incidental expression, and all speakers should be instructed, so far as possible, to hold to the questions
of the occasion, and not try to make such congresses
opportunities for the promulgation of their favori~
hobbies. I remember, yesrs ago, at a convention
held somewhere in New York state, a number of
Spiritualists were complaining that the meeting was
being controled by the Materialists, and that their
views did not hav a fair chance for expression, while
they would, no doubt, hav been glad, had they had
the control, to hav constituted the meeting a Spiritualists' camp-meeting; but they had a good exouse
for so feeling, inasmuch as the meeting was being
run by the majority in a way to disgust those of the
minority who could not get a chance to talk back.
I ba.v presided enough at the Liberal Olub meetings
in New York to know how very difficult it is to get
speakers to mind the business of the occasion, to
hold to the question, to avoid lugging in their special
crotchets, to avoid going out of their way to lash
some other fellow's hobby. But if we profess to be
rational, Liberal, advanced, social, and organizable
beings, we should learn to associate in practical
work without splitting all to pieces on side is~uea;
learn to attend to one kind of business at a time ;
learn to tolerate, even to enjoy, reasonable opposition or criticism, but we ought not to be compelled
to. listen to inexcusable aspersions of our motive;
charges of "indulging in such a stupid recreation"
as attempting to dupe the Ohristian churches into
aiding in the overthrow of !IUpernaturalism. I am
even willing to admit that Mr. Burnham may hav
had only a good motiv in writing this pungent criticbm of the congrese, but this presupposes that he
is intoxicated with the exuberance of his own esti·
mate of the immediate necessity and importance of
committing any and every union of Freethinkers to
the demolition of supernaturalism. In the same
number of THE TRUTH SEEKER Mr. D. 0. Wismer well
s'lys that "what we principally need is the cooperation of the large number of people that a~e neither inside nor outside of the church, but who wlll not attend
the meetings of a society that does nothing in the
main but attack the popular creeds which they approve in their principal features."
I need not use my time or THE TRUTH SEEKER's
space to prove that there is a large number of Ohristians who believe that the church is better off when
totally separated from state, and to show that they
hav plenty of history to sustain them in this view,
and whether they are right in so believing or not,
whether we believe with them or not, we should not
object to all the h?lp we can ge~ fro~ them in
furthering our Amertcan Secular UmonobJects. We
might as well refuse to vote the Republican tieket
because the majority who vote it are Protestant, or
the Democratic because most of its voters are Oatholio.
Now that Mr. Burnham is reminded of the real
constitutional purposes of the American Secular
U n\on he will at once know whether he is for them
or not and he· can soon decide whether he considers
it worth while for him to giv any time or service to
promoting them. If he should conclude that he
would like to do so, his energies will be directed in a
way to assist the officials now in charge instt>ad of
obstructing their efforts; but should he only feel
that he is rendering Secularism service when carrying on activ warfare against .ecclesiasticism, demolisbing supernaturalism, and routing their devotees
tooth and nail, he will let the American Secular Union
pursue its own course and methods while he loses no
time in establishing another organization, under
some such title as the 01erical Ku Klux Klan, the
Anti Superstition Zouaves, the Secular Up-And-At'Em Oohorts, and after the manner of the Salvation
Army, he can hav all the fun and opan warfare he
wants.
If he choose the latter method he will be likely to
get more aid than criticism from me, for I am often
in the ·mood to agree very enthusiastically with all
he says of " true Secularism" as opposed to orthodox Ohristian churcbism, and hav long bean enlisted
in the " open warfare" he advocates, but I can see
the utility of a society limiting its operations to the
political aspects of Secularism, and I wish Mr. Burn-
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ham might join with us in so thinking. It is well
to understand that there are a good many good
movements worth sustaining, and that in promoting
any particular cause there may be several methods or
plans worthy of triaL In the history of the Liberal
League many ideas and experiments hav been tried,
many hav proved useful, some impractic!lble, but
from what I know of its history I am certain that
much useful work has been accomplished, and it has
been worth all it cost. We might hav done better
had we been wiser. We hav made mistakes as a
society and our officials hav no doubt been conscious
too oft~n of their own deficiencies and often enough
they bav been reproved for negligence; but those of
us who hav any wish to see an organization maintained among Liberals hav cause to be thankful that
the American Secular Union has been bpt alive, still
Jivs, and promises to do better in the future.
Some years ago with tried and true men at the
head, and no limitations as to scope of its work, an
effort was made to make the organization a broadgage propaganda of what Mr. Burnham calls "true
Secularism," but the "true Secularists" did not appreciate the effort and sustain it. So there was no
permanent up-building in this direction. At one time
Socialism was or came near being tacked on the
Union, but we learned the error of this in time to
avoid being swamped by it. We are learning, or beginning to believe, whether it be true or not, that to
make a useful, practical organization, it must be like
recent corporations, "limited" in its scope and responsibilities, and not undertake to do too many
good things at once. The Union has in the last five
years tacked about in various ways in search for its
proper abiding course, but if the route has been zigzig it bas, I think, been mainly in one and the right
direction, and now we are off on another tack which
at least has the merit of being bttsinesslike, and the
advantage of being piloted by officers who hav made
a success of other afftlirs in this world, and the leisure to giv a large share of their time and attention
to engineering the work of the Union. Let us encour11ge them with our support, offer suggestions,
"good points," and not forget the one thing needful
in all such work, financial aid to the extent of our
ability.
E. B. FooTE1 JR.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAIUEBON has just completed three lectures in Father
Chapman's neighborhood near New Hartford, Ia. From
there he goes to New Hampton, Ia., to deliver Bcourse of
lectures. Address at Des Moines, lB.
MR. JOHN P. Gurr.n writes: '' The address I was to giv in
Springfield, December 8th, has been postponed, as I hav
been asked to speak in Paine Memorial, Boston, on that
day at 2:30P.M. Subject, 'Cosii!iBn Philosophy.'"
TH:s: Brooklyn Philosophical Association's card for Decem.
ber is as follows: Sunday, December 1st-Mr. .Edward
King. Subject: "The Revolution of the Educated Classes."
Sunday, December Sth-Mr. J. E. Remsburg. Subject:
"False Claims." Sunday, December 15th-Mr. T. B. Wakeman. Subject: " Bruno, the Pope, and Roman ism in America." Sunday, December 22d-Mr. T. B. Wakeman. Subject: "The Way out of Hell." Sunday, December 29thMr. Wm. Potts. Subject: "Cooperativ Stores and Coi.iperativ Labor." These lectures occur at 3 P.M., and are
followed by diecussion. The meeting-place is Bedford avenue and South "Second street.
THE Newark Press-Register of the 25th ult. thus reports
the meeting of the Newark Liberal League of the day
before: '' ' Standing-room only' was the order at Liberal
League Hall yesterday to those who had gone to listen to
John R. Charlesworth, of New York, lecture on 'Looking
for God. • In opening he spoke of the attempts man has
made in search of his origin and of tha end of the same in
forming an originator from his imagination, as he termed the
belief in God. He gave B description of the various ' gods'
that hav been found by different sects in their attempts to
formulate a god from their ideas. ' The ancient idolators, in
their worship of the sun and moon,' he said, 'did so because
they desired the light of the one and the warmth of the
other. And it is the same of the Christian worshipers
to-day. They pray for what they want of an unseen and
unknown thing. So, are they not the same as the uncivilized nation of India? The search for God is becoming
plainer and plainer every day, and at this rate the belief in
God will pass away the same as the b?li~f in idol-worship
and sun-worship passed away. The Chnsttans of to-dayhav
only an idea of God. They hav never seen God, and consequently are only worshiping an idea. What proof hav we
that this God of later years is any more of a reality than the
gods of former years? In deftnin~ God as a spirit, they tell
you nothing, for they ~efine the unknown in t~e much more
unknown.' In concluston. he said: 'I proclaim myself to
be without God, because I hav no idea what God is.• Mr.
Charlesworth is a convincing speaker, and was listened to
with interest by the !urge assemblage present."
Religion in Gov~>rnm~nt.
Bell. P. H. Washburn in the Chrtsltan Statesman.
Congress and our various state legislatures ~onvene in
extra sessions on the Sabbath, whenever they W!Bh to gain
time as if they were higher in authority than even the divine
com:Oand. Public officials hav become so accustomed to
disregard the Sabbath that it produces B sensation, and is
telegraphed all over the country, that the present chief magistrate refuses to do business upon God's holy day. All
honor to him· and may hfl receive the cordial support of all
Christian pedple in his heroic efforts to begin the reform in
high places.
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unknown, and especially to such a one as taught by
~ommunications.
1Moses. They believe that each was bor~ free and
equai, with right to think and act for btmself, and
not to pay tril.mte to a _mythical fiend who seeks to
Idolatry.
prey upon the weakness of his creation.
The women and children are the feeders of the
For hundreds of years past, the great cry of idolatry has been heard from every denominational pul- churches of to-day. Being innocent and of tender
pit in our land. E'l'ery preacher has bel~ up before minds, they are the willing clay in the hands of th~
the Christian world the fearful robes, stnpped from wily who mold them to their wishes. And untll
the scarred and disfigured phiz of the idols of ancient wo~an can have the advantages due her, to enable
worshipers and has deplored the terrible condition her to free herself from the baneful influence of menof idolatry' as the most barbarous of the barbarian tal' slavery, idolatry will be seen on every hand.
customs and yet these same decryera of idolatry are Look at the to- be-pit.ied followers of Catholicism,
practici~g the aa~e thing they h~v decl~red to be so who need the sympathy of everyone of more cultured
mischievously Wtcked, and call 1t the ' holy of the intelligence; born in the slume of priest-ridden povarty, throttled at birth by priestly hands, and made
holies."
There have been idol worshipers in every ]and and to pay tribute to those in authority, who force upon
every nation; undu every government from the them the worst forms of idolatry known to man,
earliest record of time to the present. No matter ohildren are watched with an eye of faar, lest they
what the name, the form of worship, where located, learn the truth and rise above the control of the seror where the abode of the deified personage, whether pants that coil around their homes to steal the nestin the heavens over our heads, in the waters at our· lings as they come forth to bask in the sunlight of
feet; whether worshiping the glittering rays of the development. Do they not deserve our pity T And
sun that spreads the beautiful splendor over the iace should not our bands be raised in their defense?
of nature, or the rdlvery moonbeams as they cast a
Slavery is the same in ·all cases, and a curse to both
halo of softening light over the slumbering waves, in master and slave-a hindrance to civilization. No
which are born and live the hideous monsters of the menial slavery oau rqual that of the mental. And
deep; whether the twinkling beauties of the Great man could never have risen to his present state of
Dipper, or the far off Milky Way, or the supposed intellectual worth had he at all times listened to the
angel of mercy who sits upon a throne of peace, the cunningly devised schemes of salvation, when there
club of Hercules, or the thundering power of Vol can, was none needed.
each baa had its worshipers, who with an eye of faith
How long will it be _that idolatrous error must be
have beheld from afar off the mighty God, and, with the dominant factor in the ruling of men, and that
fear and trembling, prostl'ated themselves in the dust from the hands of unprincipled knaves who ha'l'e
at his feet.
deg-raded the very souls of those from whom they
The worshipers of the present day are no excep- set>k to obtain their Jiving?
tion: From the Polytheist to the Trini-or Unitarian
Well do I know the trying ordeal of the mind of
-each has his God or Gods to whom be, in his euper- those who have nursed from the breast of superstitious fear, yields his manhood, and before whom stition the milk of idolatrous worship; .those who
he crouches as an idolator to defend the creed he so are taught that it is but a step from earth to heaven,
much believes.
where Christ reigns supreme at the right band of the
From the granite base to the gilded spire can be father, who sits on a throne of everlasting glory. I
seen the relics of prolonged barbarism. On every well remember the soul-stirring songs of the evanstreet, at every turn is made conspicuous the form of gelists and the pleadings to giv my soul to Jesul.'1,
some supposed God, goddess, or virgin of some but age and study have taught me that the Jesus
fabled origin, caned into the hardest forma.ted rock, Rtory was but one of many that emanated from the.
at the expense of talent and chisel. High over the minds of the more cun!ling who sought to take
altar of worship can be seen the form of some rep- advantage of the weaker, and ere this the story
resentative of ·mythology, pictured in the finest of would have been buried in the dark vale of forgetiulprint, that has consumed the time and skill of tb .. ness hBd it ·not been for the same desire of a few to
artist for years. Still higher, as our eyes look live from. the larders of the many.
toward the mother of light, can be seen the gold b~
In all ages there have been those who believed in
decked cross, revealin~ to the world the prolonged the story taught by some supposed sacrf!d writings,
days of ignorance. Underneath it swings the great and who would have and have sacrificed their Jives
bell to call its devotees to submission. What is the in defense of its tr~thfulness: The Koran of the
difference whether they fall to the ground at i.ts peal Mobarumsdaus, the Five Kings of the Chinese, the
to worship Allah with the endearing cry, "There is no Tri Pitikes of the Buddhists the three Vedas of the
God but Allah," or whether the deep tones of Hindoos, the Zsndavesta of 'the Parsess, the scriptthe chimes call together the. batter-dressed and sup- ures of the Christians etc. each have told a different
posedly more civilized followers of the j;;Bme idol story, and each was b~liev~d to be the only original
superstition, to prostrate themselves at the golden and true one, but science, and a knowledge of the
shrine of an ecclesiasticaJ God? The intent and laws of nature, has long since torn the black cap of
idolatrous worship is the same, although in a differ- fear and despair from the honest thinkers of nature's
ent language, uttered by different tongues; the same noblemen, and p~anted the seeds of peace and hapimagined idol is kissed by the same quivering lips of pint~ss. through a respect and trusting knowledge
fear, with the same end to gain, the same supposed in the great first cause of all things, as ruled by
deity to please, the same adversary of souls to shun, ~orce and laws that sustain the mighty universe in
the same human desire and ambition to satisfy. Both which we live. The same that spreads the carpet of
superstition and idolatry are the same in all cases green at our feet, that shadows our beads with the
and under all circumstances. Yet the clergy cc.n- flowering foliage of the magnolia, and fi!Is our nostinue to admonish their hearers to shun idolatry, and trils with its beautiful fragrance until consolation
at the same time will administer to them the body aud admiration fiJi our very souls with love for. the
and blood of the lamb of God to cleanse their idol· god of nature, who bas designed that roan shall live,
atrous souls from sin.
not for himself alone, but to· unite with his fellowTo-day can be seen in the show-window of one of men in utilizing all the benefits that it is possible for
our ecclesiastical dispensing stores of holy goods, on us to enjoy. Such god does not ask that we make
Wabash avenue in this great city of Chicaao, dozens ourselves miserable here that we may enjoy a happy
of different images of gods, supposed vi~gins, etc., future.
cast from metal and terra-cotta, giving such expresWhat thinking man or woman can ascribe to deity
sions of countenance as the idol-makers could best such debasing attributes of character as are given
imagine as most probable, and which will naturally Jehovah by the murderer Moses? According to the
wring from the blind and ignorant devotees the most suripturea, the God of our existence is a liar, a thief,
tears and sighs of devotion, and bring themselves the murderer, a seducer of virgins, and full of jealousy,
most financial. remuneration. Is this idolatry T envy, wrath, vengeance, fear, etc. Where can ba
Why, no; noth1ng of the kind. It is only depict.ing found such blasphemy against the author of this
before man the real God and the mother of Jesus grand universe, as is forged over the signatures of
whom we are in duty bound to worship, and which those who claimed to be the vicegerents of God~
God has said, " Thou shalt have no other God but And where can be found more baneful teachings than
me." Have not other gods said the same? The in the holy scriptm·es? We there learn that God
Mohammedan, with his heart filled with devotion has madf.l a failure of creation, that while he is said
cries, "There is no god but Allah !" The Christia~ to bs both omniscient and omnipotent, he has failed
devotee, with his soul filled with the love of God in both, as such powers have not been found in him
cries, "There is no God but Jehovah !" The sam; alone, but an opponent, in the form of a devil bas
idolatrous devotion that ruled supreme in the days of b.een, and is now, fruBtrating every good work' that
our ancestors is rampant to-day.
Jehovah has undert&ken to do, and after his children
Why not, when much the same ignorant fear is· had fallen, the only plan Jehovah could devise to
inherent in a~d is being taught ta-day as of yore. redeem them satisfactory to himself was to crucify
and the only stgn of advancement to be seen is in the his only son, who had to suffer pain and sorrow to
lesser proportions of the terrified 1 A few have please hie father, and then, after heralding th6 story
learned the truth of demonstrated Bllience have read for nearly two thousand years, his disobedient chilthe history of the past, learned the f.allaci:s of priest- dren, who were made by himself and after his own
craft, and have separated the noonday of truth from pattern, will not believe the story of salvation, provthe mi~night of error. How few. there are among ing still another failure in God's omniscience. Where
our phtlosophers, astronomers, SCientists, even our on earth can be tound another such a libel upon the
lawyers and doctors, and all classes of educated name of deity T
thinkers, who care to acknowledge obedience to an
And yet the i bl worshipers of this cruel God are

seeking to decry. t~e more-to-be-belie_ved, but still
equally f~lse, tbeor_1e~ of oth~r worsbtpers, and by
the sac_n,fice of mtll~ona of hves, money, armE', an_d
ammum~wn ara try1ng to force them from the1r
bosom tdols, only to supply another much wo~se.
Less than a century ago the perfume of burntng
heretical flesh could ha~~ been breathed _in t~is free
la~d of ours; the ?anghng fo~ms of priest-Jadged,
wttch-polilsessed chlldren of a Just God could have
been seen swinging ~e~ween heaven and E>arth. ~nly
to appease the stuptdtty of depraved superstttwn,
and to-day is felt the power ~f the law made to conform to the same damnable 1gn_orance that has. been
~he curse of ma~ f~om the earhest stage of hts ex1stence. All th1s lD the beat country on earth,, the
land where the people are suppo?_ed to have the nght
to Freetho~ght and free ~xpress10o. Wby does man
seek an ObJect of worship? The answer, Fea~, resounds back f;om. the. w~l.ls of tb~ te~.ple of Ignoranee. Man, 1D h1s p11m1t1v state, lB bu11t up of fear,
wo?der, and spsculati?n, ~nd seeks to. ~now that
whwh h~ ~annot le~rn tn h1s fee~le condthon, and at
once falls m love w1th the beaut1e~ of natu~e. . Why
should be not' He feel!! that bts adoratwn lB due
its author, an~ seeks the same in the sun, moon,
waves of the mtghty deep, or perhaps forms a speculative opinion that some mysterious monster is sitting
upon the _peak of. some far-?ff cloud ready ~o
hurl upon hts head etther sunshlDe or thunder at h1s
?'Yn iDfinita pleas~re. He sees t~at whic~ is terr.or1zmg and starts wtth fear, and at 1ts first 1mpresswn
upon his mind he seeks ~o divert its terrors by pr~yer.
He knows not of the btdden laws of force, nettber
can he reason from cause to effect; and as he wonders at results, he ~ails upon his kne.es to adoro the
author of the good m hopes t_o be shtelded from the
consequences of the bad. Thts alone would be well
enough, as ~t pacifies his soul and ~rin~s consolation
to soothe his fears, but others of 1ess 1nnoce~ce ~nd
more degrad.ed have _taken advantage ?f the sttu~twn
that they mtght thrive from off the mnocent tgnoranee of the •"!eaker, and have taug~t the most
damn~ble doc.rmes snd creeds to ~e mau_gurated,
and htstory alone tells the story of 1ts terrible consequences.
. T~ere is but tJne zemedy, one destroyer, ':'nd that
1s be~ng mAt by_the battle ax of the theologta:O as ~e
Sf'e.s 1t. from a dtstance? and he seeks to decapthte 1t
as It approacl:les. Hats setkmg to waylay and throw
discredit on all scientific truths that do not corroborate his views and teachings of. fallacious dogmas;
but the desolflted J?Rst .h~s ~eft 1ts record eo _deeply
engraved b;y the ,lDqmsttortal fh~es of ecelestashcal
fm·y, that bme will never erase 1t, and already the
beautiful flowers of scientific investigation are growing more b~autiful off the religious phosphat~&
of the past, whtch have become a stench to the nostrils
of the more enlightened and ho~e.st investigators
who love truth better than superst1t1un.
_What are we to ?o? Will we allow idolatry to
still rule our la~d tnumphant, to seduce the da:ngh·
ters of ~~ucatwn and lay waste the field of vutue
t~at rebgtous creeds and do~mas ~ay abound, or
wdl we stand by the great dtscov.enes made by the
persecuted dead, a~d fro~ their v1rtuo~s dust make
grow such other dumovenes of natures wonders as
the world has never yet seen? We have the field
before us, the r?sources to draw fr?m· We need not
longer. be hel_d m the grasp ?f _!)Ur tdolatrous tyrants,
but wtth energy and ~evotwn to the truth, we can
soon see perched on httlh the eagle of victory. The
laws of our being command us to press forward undismayed, and _although our time on earth is short,
we can-and wlll we net ?-leave a legacy of worth to
our children that they may not be enfolded in the
pythonic coils of idolatrous superstition.
Thou anti- idolators, show your hand; stand fast
to your colors, and the battle will be ours.
A. D. SwAN.

Consecrating a Church in Siberia.
Sunday morning, November 29th, writes George
Kennan, describing his adventures in Siberia for the
Century, we left. N erchinsk in a sleigh for Chiti
(Cheetah), the capital of the Trans-Baikal.
The icicles that hung from the nostrils of our
frost-whitened horses, the sharp metallic creaking
of the crisp snow under our sledge runners, the
bluish, opalescent tints of the distant mountains,
and the high, slender columns of smoke that stood,
without waver or tremble, over the chimneys of the
houses, were all evidences of a very low, if not an
arctic, temperature; and I was not surprised, when I
looked at our thermometer, to find the mercury eta.:
tionary at twenty-seven degrees below zero. As
night came on, the intensity of the cold_ increased
until it was all that we could do to endure it from
one post station to another. We drank three or four
tumblers of hot tea every time we stopped to change
horses; but in the long, lonely hours between midnight and morning, when we could get no warm food
and when all our vital powers were usually at their
lowest ebb, we suffered very severely. We had no
difficulty in getting post horses until just before dark
Monday evening, when we reached the station of
(Too-rb:t·a-po-vo·roten-h-yah),
Turinopovorotnaya
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about fifty miles from Ohita, ~nd ~ou~d the w~ole whe? we had almos~bandoned the hope of ever progress of astronomical inquiry when he said that
village i!l ~ state of hilarious mtoxwallon. Sle1~hs ge~tmg away, a really sober man in a ragged sheep- he preferred to believe the lloly Ghost rather than
. fi!led with y~ung m_en a:J?-d ·boys were careermg skm ~oat en;terged from the darkness and reported in Newton; yet Newton was absolutely right and the
luther and th1ther w1th wlld whoops and halloos; a busmess-hke manner to the station-master that the Puritan divine was hopelessly wrong.
·
long lines of. peasant girls in bright-colored calico horses were ready for us. The drunken and irate
Thousands of pulpits fulminated anathemas against
dresse_s. were unsteadily promenading back and forth official, who seemed desirous of vindicating his dig- the early geologists; and one religious controversialin the streets with their arms around one another nity and authority in some way overwhelmsd the ist-with the exquisit culture and suavity which
all;q sin~ing khomvod so~gs; the station,ho~se was u::lfortunate driver with abuse, a~d ended by fining marks tha ordinary language of self-sufficient bigots
~l!ed w1th :flushed and exc1~ed people from ~e~gh~or- hu~ fifty kopecks-whether for being sober or for :-satisfied himself that during the ages which pre~n~ settleme~ts who had e_v1dently been part1c1pat!ng havmg the horses ready, I do not know. We piled ceded the creation, "God had been preparing a hell
liD a cel~brat10n of some klli? and were about startmg our baggage into the sleigh, climbed in upon it, and for the geologists." Yet, before thirty years had
for tbe1r homes; the statiOn-master, who perhaps rode out of .the intoxicated settlement with thankful elapsed, the reject,ion of the truths whioh paleontolbad not finished his celebration, was nowhere to be hearts. A.s the last faint sounds of revelry died ogy had revealed would hav been regarded- as the
ifound; there \YllS not a driver about the stables; away in the distance behind us, I said to the. driver: mark of an idiot. The men of science quietly adand the "starosta" (st.abro stah)* a abort, fat old "What's the matter with everybody in this village! vanced in their sacred task of deciphe1·ing the letters
man,, who looked like a burgher from Amsterdam, The whole population seems to be drunk."
which God had inscribed upon the rocky tablets of
was ·so drunk, that _even. with the aid _of a cane he
"T~ey've been consecrating a new church," said the earth, leaving the theologians to square their
could hardly srand on h1s feet. In vam we tried to the dr1yer, soberly.
biblical objections with the new revelation as best
ascertain the reasons for t,his surprising epidemic of
"Oonsecratinoo a church !" I exclaimed in amaze· they could. In our own time, to giv but one instance.
inebriation. Nobody was sober enough to ..xplain to ment. "Is that the way you consecrate churches~, more, we hav heard from preachers, and sometimes
us what had happened. From the excited 1md more
"I don't know," he replied. "Sometimes they from men who could barely scrape through· the
or less i~coberent _conversation of the intoxicated drink. After the services they had a gulainia [a matriculation examination of a tenth-rate college, the
t~avelers ~n the statiOn-house, I learned that even the sort of holiday promenadfl with music snd spirituous most furious denunciations of Darwinism and the
village pnest was so drunk that he had to be taken refreshments], and some of them crooked their doctrin of evolution. Darwin himself opposed· to
home in a sleigh by the soberest of his parishioners. elbowg too often." " Some of them !" I repeated. these tirades the silence of a magnanimity too noble
If the station-master, the st<trosta, the village priest, "All of them, you mean. You're the only sober man even for the indulgence of private disdain. A.nd
the dri':ers, ~_nd all of the inhabitttnts were drunk, I've .seen in the place. How does it happen that already not a few leading theologians adopt the
theory of evolution as one which ean be applied in
there was evidently no prospect of our being able to you're not drunk~··
. .
.
get horses. In fact we could not find anybody who
"I'm not a Ohristian," he rE!plied, with quiet sim- even wider regions than those of 'physics. Let the
modern preaoher learn a little wisdom, a little modseemed sober enough to know the ddl'erence between plicity. "I'm a Buriat."*
·
A.s a Christian-if not a member of the Holy Or- esty, a little suspension of judgment from the disasa horse and his harness. We therefore brought our
baggage into the crowded station-house and sat down thodox·church-I was silenced by the unconscious trous annals of the past. His curses, like chickens,
in an unoccupied corner to study intoxicated human- irony of the reply. The only sober man in a will only come home to roost.
Again, there has been an undoubted advance in
ity and await further developments. Every person village of three.or four,bundred inhabitants proved
i~ the house was drunk, except ourselvs and one to ba a pagan, and he had just been fined fifty the domain of biblical knowledge. A. preacher who
small baby in arms. The father of this baby, a good- kopecks by a Christian o:ffioiai for not getting drunk relies only on our authorized version will preach on
looking young Russian officer in full uniform, w.-.n with the othe.r good citizsns and· thu" Ahowiog- hi~ scores of texts which an instructed hearer knows to
dered unsteadily about the room, anima~edapparently respect for the newly consenrated Adifice and his be mistranslated or to hav a meaning quite other
by a hazy idea that he ought to be collecting his appreciation of the benign influence of the Holy than the one attached to them. What must an educated listener think of a man who insists on the
scattered baggage so as to be in readiness for a start; Orthodox faith !
miracle of the angel troubling the water; or defends
l;>Ut the things that he picked up in one place he
dropped feebly in another, and every minute or two
*The native in Siberia known a~ Buriats are nearly all the doctrin of the trinity by the text about the three
. Lamaists.
·
heavenly witnesses ; or who r_ests the whole strength
he would suspend operations to exchange with his
of the doctrin of the resurrection of the :flesh on the
intoxicated companions fragmentary reminiscences of
llodern Claims Upon the Pulpit.
well-known passage of Job, without showing any
the-day's festivity. Finally be· seemed to be struck
by~ happy thought, and making his way in a devious
Nothing is mor~ offensiv in the modern preachPr, consciousness of the real megning of those passages
conrse to one corner of the room he took up his says Archdeacon Farrar in the Forum, especially as developed by criticism T Thera is SOD;Iething
sal:ler, which was leaning against the wall, and carry- · when he is young and raw and ignorant, than th~ almost appalling in the extent to which doctrins bav
~ng it to his intoxicatEd wife committed it solemnly assumption of any right to lay dowJ;J. the law on dis- been made to depend on " proof texts" which· the
to her care with directions to take it. out to the puted topics. He should rather endeavor to con- context shows to be f'ntirely irrelennt, and which
sleigh. She was sober enough to rema1 k, with some vince, and to illustrate, and to persuade, and to win. sometimes imply almost the reverse of what they hav
asperity, that as she had a young baby in her arms, The pulpit i11 no longer a coward's castle. Thfl been quoted to support.
Again, the science of biblical criticism has made an
and as the temperature out of doors was twenty preacher can be answered, if anyone thinks him of
degrees below zero, he bad better take the saber to sufficient importance to make it worth while to do so. immense advance in the last fifty years. The fact
the sleigh himself. A.t this. he clasped the sheathed His most self-important assertions will be taken only that a man is a clergyman give him no right whatweapon dramatically to his breast, rolled his eyes in for what they are worth. Exposure will sooner or ever to pronounce an opinion on such questions as
a fine frenzy upward, and declared with emotion later await his incompetence. His most aggressivly the dales of various psalms, or the autllentici~y of
that the saber was his first bridE!, that he never ignorant dogme.tism will be listened to with a smile, Daniel, or the time at which this or that prophet
would forsake it, and that, in view of all the circum- and will be taken as a measure, not of his authority, wrote, or whether the whole books of Isaiah and
stances, he would take it out to the sleigh himseH. but of his conceit. Nothing will tell more power- Zechariah were written by sin~le authors, or the
A. moment iater, however, he dl"opped it, and but for fully and more deservedly against the modern Mosaic origin of the book of Deuteronomy, or tbe
the supervision of his second bride would ht~.v forgot- preacher than for him to ~iv himself the airs of the genuinness of the Second Epistle of St. Peter, or of
the last twelve verses of St. Mark. If he has wellten it altogether.
.
medieval inquisitor or the domineering priest.
.A,bout 8 o'clock, after watching for an hour or two · The articles of the English church teach us that matured opinions on these subjects, based upon
sucb performances as these, I succeeded in capturing great churches hav erred, and that councils hav thorough inquiry and not upon the supposed sacredth'e ·atarosta, ·and addressing to him some very ener- Hred, and that any particular church may err. A. ness of a tradition which in hundreds of instances has
getic remarks I sobered ·him sufficiently to make him preacher becomes absolutely intolerabie-he alien- been proyed to be not only fallible but even absurd,
understand that we'· :tnust bav horses at once or ates every instructed mind and every cultivated tern- by all means let him say his say. But even then he
there would be trouble.. While I stood over him perament among ·his bearers-when, instead of is bound to do so with modesty, and with the frank
with .a verb:!! club, he entered us in the stationchouse speaking the truth in modesty and love, he teaches admission that many who know ten times more of
book as . "Mr. Kennan and companion, citizens· of what they know to be error with all the airs of sacer- the subject than himself hav come to concl usiona
different from his own .
NeighboJ:ing States ;"t and then going out on the dotal pretension and usurped infallibility.
. front. steps be shouted, as every sleigh load of
There are two great departments of knowledge
IF it is urged in vindication of religion, that it has
·drunken men went past, "Andre ! Nikolai! Loshedei which preachf'rs are constantly tempted to invade,
sei- -chas !" · [''Horses this moment!"] The only with no better equipment than that of a traditional advanced and elevated human civilization, even this
~;e.plies that he received.. were wild howls of derision. and uninstructed opinion, which has remained un- merit appears very doubtful in presence o{ the factB'of
A.t every such outburst of hilarious. contempt for changed in the midllt of progress, and which is often history, and at least, as very rarely or isolatedly the
authority, he w.ould raise his shaking hands as high rendered still more offensiv by being ornamented case. In general, however, it cannot be denied that
as his head. with a feeble and comical gesture of help- with a smattering of impossible apologetics. They most systems of religion hav proved rather inimical
lessness and despair, and exclaim in maudlin tones : are the domains of science and of biblical criticism. than friendly to civilization. For religion, as already
'' Fsei p~ auni! Shto! prika:z:htie dye\et? Chisto In bot,h domains numberless priests, and even whole stated, tolerates no doubt, no discussion, no contranaka;zania-!'' L"They're all drunk! What do you generations of priests and religious teachers, hav diction, no investigations, those eternal pioneers· of
order done! . It's a regular punishme:qt !''].
maintained and enforced views which are entirely the future of science and intellect ! Even the simple
. .A.-8out nine o'clock the noise, tumult, and shouting false. The beacon light of progress over every such circumstance that our present state of culture has alin _the village streets began to subside; the station- sunken reef of persecuting ignorance should serve as ready long since left far behind it all, and even the
master, whose intoxication had taken the form of a warning to the modern teacher to avoid the arro- highest, intellectual ideals established and eleborated
severe· cffi\iial d'ignHy, suddenly appeared, and in 11 ganes of a nescience which takes itself for knowledge by former religions, may show how little intellectual
progress is influenced by religion. Mankind is per•tone of stern menace wanted to know where the post and denounces what it cannot understand.
drivers were and what all this disorder meant; the
There is no more deplorable fact than the hostility petually being thrown to and fro between science
Russian officer, who by this time had reached the to science which has been displayed century after and religion, but it advances more intellectually,
affectionate stage of inebriation, kissed·all the women. century by the immense majority of the church's morally, and physically in proportion as it turns
in the room, cro!!sing himself devoutly, and mean-. representative. Not a few indeed of tha martyrs of away from religioD, 11nd to scif!DC .-Baclwer.
dered out to the sleigh, followed by his wife with the science hav themselvs been priests-among them
THE Protestantism which followed was as in tolerbaby and the saber; two intoxicated priests in long Roger Bacon; one of the greatest of them all; but
gowns, and high, cylindrical, brimless hats draped this bas not saved them from years of anguish and ant as the mother church; more so, perhaps, for it
.. with black crape, alighted from a droshky in front of persecution, inflicted upon them by the inflated and had the intolerance of youth, and as it broke and
·the door, allowed their hands to be reverently kissed ignorant intolerance of their brethren. No ens who scattered into countless creeds, each of the brood,
. by the inebriated young officer and his friends, and is acquainted with the history of science, and bas save the Quakers, arrogated to Hself the right_ to
then rode off in.a post sleigh driven by a peasant who snfficiant honesty to accept facts, can possibly deny persecute and destroy. To Luther, persecution
could }J.ardly keep his se~t on the box; and. finally, that scarcely a single truth of capital importance in seemed not only lawful but necessary. Oalvin, who
science has ever been enunciated without having to ·was as intolerant as the Inquisition and every whit
strnggle for life against the fury of theological dog- aR fanatical, made it a prop of his ·church. A.n'd
~A" starosta," or elder, is the head of a Siberian village~
matists. In every instance the dogmatists hav heen Knox, to whom one mass was more frightful than
tThe Ru~!iial1 words fnr "neighboring" and "united"
bear a superficial resemblance to each other, and the poor ignominiously defeated. The world moved, as Gali- ten thousand insurgents, declared that. an idolator
. intoxicated .starosta ·bad_ never heard, evidently, ot such a leo said it did, in spite of the Inquisition. A. great merited nothing. lees thaq ge~th.-:-E'dgar Saltu~ 1
c<mntry as the United S~ates, . . ._.
•
,
Puritan divi~~ thonsht tbat be had checked the · Anatom'/1 of lfevatio~.
0
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To the Subscribers fn Arrears.
There are upon our regular subscription list some
hundreds who hav not paid a cent for THE TnuTn
SnxEB they hav been receiving and reading for the
past year. Each one of these persons is earnestly
asked to immediately remit the amount owed. The
money ia sorely needed. The tab on the wrapper of
your paper shows when y~ur subscription expired,
and if that date is past a renewal is in order. Especially . do we appeal to those whose time expired
several months ago. They hav been trusted,
and should reciprocate the courtesy by immediate
response to this solicitation.
FOR THE

Truth Seeker Annual for 1890
HON. T. B. WAKEMAN
BAS WRITTEN AN ABTIQLB ENTITLED

The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
It will be the fullest and best report of the occurrence,
epitomizing the history of the event from its incept.ion to its
triumphant completion. The article will be prefaced by a
full. page illustration (dl.fierent from the one given in this paper) of
THE BlJRNING OF BRUNO.

In renewing your subscription to 'l'he Truth Seeker
Inclose 21) cents and the Annual will be forwarded as
soon as lssned,
--------~~-------

Depravity, Sin, and Redemption.
A Christian paper published in this city printed
this call to the clergy on Thanksgiving day :
"Brethren of tlt8 Minist'l'1/, with all earnestness we beseech
you, do not postpone the beginning of special services l All
lodications point to the coming winter as one of unusual dissipation, marked by more and greater e:lforts to lead the
young into worldliness. Preach the great truths of depravIty, sin, and redemption, 'manifesting the truth to every
man's conscience in the sight of God.' This done with solemnity and tenderness, and this alone, will stem the earthward tide and stir the soul to longing desires for pardon and
renewing love. May every church receive a time of refreshing from the presence of the Lord !''
What a ary to hear these days I The "great
truth " of depravity-what is it T Only this, that all
men are by nature, through the sin of Adam, totally
corrupt, very far gone from original righteousness,
and of their own natures continually inclined to evil.
That is not much, if said quickly, and we doubt if
one in a thousand hearing it from the pulpit has
ever dreamed of the hideous doctrin and monstrous
untruth concealed in the statement. The doctrin, of
aoUl'8e, is founded on the mythical fall of man in the
garden of Eden, in which, according to the theologians, there was the greatest Infidelity, the most prodigious pride, the most horrid ingratitude, a visible
aontempt of God's majesty and justice, unaccountable folly, and the greatest cruelty to the race, for
beeause of it is man made miserable for all earthly
time, and eternally so unless ~e shall repent and be

redeemed. Such a conception of the world and man
is as childish as a nursery tale and as superstitious as
the old wives' fables of the days of witchcraft. If
the garden of Eden incident were a fact instead of a
myth the fault would not be man's but God's, because God made the conditions, made the man, and
knew just what the man would do. The scheme
must hav been all worked out in God's mind from
the begi~ning (else does he lack the attribute of omniscience), and he had no intention of letting man be
ot.her than he is (else does he lack the attribute of
omnipotence), and he is now looking after the man
just as much ali he did t.hen (else does he lack the
attributes of omnipresence and eternal being) ; so
God is the one wholly to blame for the indi~ations
that the coming winter is to be one of unusual dissipation. And to hold that he knowingly made men
wicked, and knowingly made the eternal hell in which
to eternally burn them for being just as he made
them, is a most hideous doctrin. If such is a God,
what would a devil beT
What is sin T According to the church, it is all
"vain and irrational diversions," and a refusal to
obey the commands of theologians. It is universal,
general, awful, and hateful to God. The latter individual permitted it, however, because.he is a" God
of truth," and because it will " tend to his own
glory." Sin is divided into numerous parts, which
are all to be preached against. There is original sin,
which aomes from Adam, and is co11veyed from parent
to child, wholly corrupting all natures; there is actual sin, which is a violation of God's laws-formulated, of course, by the theologians; then we hav
sins of om_ission and commission, sins of infirmity
of the :flesh, secret sins, presumptuous sins, and unpardonable sins, the latter being the denial of the
truth of the gospel, or, what is the same thing, the
denial of the rightfulness of the rule of the clergy
and the refusal to support them. All other sins are
trivial compared with the unpardonable sin, and the
preaching against them is merely that the people
shall not commit this one. A presumptuous sin is
pretty bad, for that is doing something " boldly
against light and conviction "-in other words, occasionally disobeying the preacher-but the unpardonable sin is simply awful, and he who commits it can
never be forgiven, " not because of any want of sufficiency in the blood of Christ, but because such as
commit it never repent of it." The condemnation
of this sin will undoubtedly be very \'igorous.
Redemption, in theological parlance, denotes the
recovery from sin, and a willingness to allow the
church of God-which is the clergy-to rule our
lives. Redemption is the currency of another world,
with which preachers pay for their support in this.
It being redeemable only in another world, they are
safe in passing it, for no one can come back to report
the insolvent condition of the bank of issue. The
clergy are always willing to swap oft' treasures in
heaven for cash down, as Colonel Ingersoll said, and
a revival meeting is their place of exchange. Hence,
redemption is preached unweariedly. The moving
cause of redemption, the clergy pretend, is " the love
of God," but what kind of love is that which made
man need redemption, when God could just as well
hav prevented his fall from the perfect and sinless
condition in which we are assured he created him T
The procuring cause of redemption is alleged to be
Christ, but if God had not willed that man should
l!in and suft'er and burn therefor he could hav dispensed with Jesus, and the world would hav been
much better oft', for at the best but few people comparativly use the blood of Christ to buy oft' the eternity in hell. Most of them are not "saved."
What a vast difference between the conceptions of
theology and the teachings of science! In the one we
are but the playthings of a big god, made to be
damned for his pleasure, and a few only rescued from
their fate through the cruel sacrifice of another god.
Theologically conceived, the race is wicked, corrupt,
with ne good in H, and only fit for fuel for hell.
Scientifically conceived, the race " began at zero and
has been rising ever since." It was never perfect,
and never fell. It is not perfect to-day, but is better
than ever before. There is no one wholly corrupt,
no one without good in him. Sin is not a denial
of a book, but an act that entails unhappiness upon
the race. It is not a transgression of "God's" law,
but a transgression of those natural laws which work
for health. There is no sin in dancing, if one doesn't
dance too long and sit in a draft after it. Man is

not naturally inclined to evil, but the reverse. Cruelty in man is a survival from his savage state, before
his moral qualities were developed by experience and
when he contended with savage brutes for a subsistence. He has been coming up all the time-is rising
now-and one of the obstacles to his progress he has
partly overcome is the belief in supernatural creation
and subsequent fall fz:om perfection and just such
foolish assumption as theologians make in this appeal to the ministers to preach depravity, sin, and
redemption. Man was once partially depraved-in a
human sense-but he is outgrowing it. He has committed many real sins, causing him great misery, but
he never committed a sin against any God, and he is
fast learning better than to commit them against
himself. He has no need to redeem himself from
anything but his own folly in believing priests and
the doing of injustice toward his fellows. That redemption, however, he must work out himself, with
experience and not supernaturalism for a guide.

Breaking Down the " Sabbath."
Zanesville, Ohio, has been affiicted with a God-inthe-Constitution convention, at which prayers were
made thanking God "for the authority and dominion
which hav been vested in our lord and savior Jesus
Christ," and hymns sung " melodiously cursing God
and enduring him forever," and much other dangerous nonsense was indulged in.
One of the most " telling points" was made by the
Rev. James P. Mills, district secretary of the National
Reform Association, who addressed the convention
on the subject 'of the "Sabbath Reform Movement."
The telling point was this: At a late Sabbath convention, a Presbyterian minister told. how on a recent
visit to Chicago he had interviewed some of the leading members of the American Secular Union and
other Infidel organizations. As there was nothing
distinctivly clerical.in his appearance [so says the
report] they conversed with the greater freedom.
"I understand," said he, "that you propose to organize for the promotion of your views. What do you
propose to doT" "We propose to wipe out t:he
superstition known as faith in God." "Well, yoti
hav a large contract. How do you propose to accomplish it 1" " In many ways, but first and chie:fly by
breaking down the institution of the Sabbath, changing it into a day of pleasure and recreation, a day for
parades and games and popular assemblies."
Then he went· to see a leading Anarchist. This
Tuckerite philosopher "frankly avowed" that the
Anarchists " were organized to remove and overturn
all civil government, and declared that, among other
means, and most important of all, they recognize the
bre&king down of the general Christian observance
of the Sabbath, 'for the Sabbath upholds the church,
and the church is the mother of tyranny.'"
The conclusion to be drawn from this alleged
similarity of opinion is not plainly stated in the
report of the convention, but the inference is, that
because an Anarchist agrees with a member of a Secular Union, the member of the Union should be
hanged, or at least imprisoned. Such is Christian
logic generally, and the speakers of the National
Reform Association are logicians of a peculiarly
Christian sort.
We doubt, however, that any member of the American Secular· Union ever told a Presbyterian clergyman that that organization proposed to " wipe out
the superstition known as faith in God.'J If any
Presbyterian .clergyman ever conversed with any
member of the Union he may hav been told thatt ..that
particular member proposed to do it, or wanted to
see it done, but any member who should assert that
such wiping out is a part of the UnionJs work would
show little familiarity with the old or new constitution of the Union. The Union is not an antiTheistic body, but endeavors to in:fluence public
opinion on matters purely human and secular, and
mainly governmental. The Union is an organized
protest against the incorporation of ecclesiastical
demands in our constitutions and stal;utes. "Wiping
out the superstition known as faith in God " is good
work, though, and a great many members of the
Union are privately and publicly engaged in it. But
they do not usually uee the language of the rowdy
to define their work, and we may be allowed to doubt
that any Liberal ever used the words attributed to
the Chicago citizen. In order to make the most of
its opportunities the human race has got to giv up the
idea of supernatural interference in human aft'airs,.
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and work out its own salvation from poverty and
misery by, of, and through itself. Faith in God is a
hindrance to development and advancement, because
it induces people to rely on something besides themselva.
The Chicago Secularist's idea of the Union's attitude toward the day known as Sunday is mainly
correct,- though, coming through the mouth of a
Presbyterian clergyman, it is, almost necessarily,
coarsely stated. The true statement of the Freethinker's plan for Sunday (it is not a Sabbath) is that on that
day every person shall be allowed to do that wh ch
seems to him good-to parade, or play games, or
assemble with other citizens, to take pleasure and to
recreate as he chooses. In other words, to remove from
Sunday the religious character and religious restrictions with which religious tyranny has burdened it.
It is not proposed to force anyone to da these things,
but it is proposed to prevent the pieti~;ts from forcing
the people to stay in their houses or go to church
which is the effect of the laws now on many stat;
statute books. It is a monstrous invasion of human
equality when a parcel of fanatics can imprison men
for sawing a stick of wood on Sunday.
A. Commercial Barba-rian.
The conclusion of a long consideration of the educational question by the Journal ·of Commerce is
this : 11 When the state cannot establish schools that
will train the pupils in the fear of God and in th~
fundamental doctrine of the Christian religion (and
it is conceded that it cannot under our Constitution),
we hold that it has no right to appropriate money
for their support from the pockets of Christian
people."
·This is the most foolish utterance yet upon the
school question. It puts the fanatical Christians
themselvs into a ridiculous position. If they cannot
hav their children educated " in the fear of God"
and the Christian principles which hav grown out of
that btar, they will :r;tot hav them educated at all !
What nonsense !
The idea of the Journal of Co~merce is to
abolish all sta~e schools and place the education of
the children in the hands of the seets, because 11 the
common school outgrew its, usefulness, and its right
to exist at the public expense, at the moment it
ceased to giv the young committed to it a training in
the fear of God. When the teachers could not carry
on this, the very highest part of all proper education,
the schools should hav been left as the churches
were, to the voluntary support of the people." There
is, perhaps, little use in reasoning with a man holding such opinions on education; it is giving medicin
to the dead. But we may point out that state schools
are voluntarily supported by the people. There are
certain things which everyone but the editor of the
Journal oj Commerce regards as of rital importance
to be taught to children-such as a knowledge of
reading, writing, arithmetic, the· proper use of
language, a knowledge of the earth's form,
To educate the children in
products, etc.
these, the people established common schools. A
Jot of fanatical pietists saw in these schools a good
medium through which to spread. their own notions
and force them upon others. So they burdened the
schools with religion and intolerantly claimed the
right to do so because a "fear of God is the highest
part of all proper education." Mark the use of the
word proper, for it is the path of 1·etreat for the
fanatics when driven into a corner by those who
- object to paying for education that is not useful; the
fanatics holding that education without religion is
not proper. But why do the fanatics insist upon
having their religion taught in the schools ! Are
they afraid that the teaching of arithmetic will undo
the doctrin of the trinity unless the young mind
acquires both at once! Will the geography that upsets the biblical teaching of a :flat earth lead to a
rejection of the whole Christian religion unless the
scho_lar is trained in that religion at a time when he

religion to go along with secular education is a most
damaging admission on the part of Christians. It
proclaims as plainly as can be stated, that acquirement of knowledge is fatal to acquirement of
religion.
To say, also, as does the Journal of Commerce,
that a Christian derives no benefit from schools in
which his religion is not taught, is either to utter a
very plain lie, or to advance the peculiarly foolish
and barbaric opinion that Secular education is worthless. The man who can hold such an opinion,
in the face of all the facts and experience of the race,
is one between whom and the nineteenth century
there is nothing in common; for the whole bent of
this age is toward the acquisition of purely scientific
and therefore secular knowledge. How many repetitions of the Lord's prayer, for instance, would enable a man to engineer the- building of a bridge~
How much "fear of God " would it take to survey a
railroad route! How many of the 11 fundamental
doctrine of Christianity " go to the construction of a
steamship!
And why should not a Christian take advantage of
.a secular school for his child, supplementing the instruction therein by as much teaching of religion as
he pleases! There is no other practicable way, for
if common schools be discontinued every parent must
educate his children himself, and he must immediately
combine with other parents to establish other schools
for thei_r children in which should be taught those
things the parents held in common. If the parents
turned . their children over to the sects, there would
hav to be a school for each sect, and among Protestant Christians alone there are some one hundred
and eighty of these religious sub-divisions, each
holding different conceptions as to the" fundamental
doctrine of Christianity." Of course the children of
parents belonging to one sect could not attend the
schools wherein a different sectarianism was taught,
and so those parents belonging to sects unable to
maintain schools would hav no place at which to Clducate their children. The Journal of Commerce
plan would practically abolish all but a few schools,
until the great mass of people who possess common
sense but not religion should arouse themselvs and
establish secular schools over again.
There is only one practicable way of educating all
the children, and that is for the public to maintain
thoroughly secular schools, leaving the question of
religion with each parent. Such schools cannot be
maintained as religious schools, for such a course is
admittedly unjust, neither can they be abolished, for
that would leave the large majority of chiloren with
no place in which to obtain an education. That
would be going back to medieval barbarism, when
the whole world was Christian and as ignorant as
the brute.

called for February 16th, when he will state the
reasons for his course more in detail. His health is
steadily improving.
--~-----~~.----------------

Slightly Discouraging.

One of the earliest responses to our appeal for
funds to continue is this letter from one whose opinion and person are esteemed very highly indeed in
this office-Mr. James Parton. He writes:
" DEAR

''NEwBURYPORT, MABB., Nov. 27, 1889.
Bm : I inclose a check for $6 to pay up my sub-

scription to TBB TRUTH BEKKER.
" My impression is : The pictures repel more than they
attract. People who like them ought to be religious. They
are capable of nothing better. Very truly yours,
"JAMBS PARTON."

We shall never forget, and can never adequately
acknowledge, the service to Freethought and to Tm:
TRUTH SEEKER rendered by Mr. Parton in those dismal days when D. M. Bennett was in a prison at
Albany,· and his enemies were using all the methods
known to unprincipled men to ruin him. Mr. Parton's chivalric action then well became his noble nature, and it aided Mr. Bennett immeasurably. We
like to hav THE TRUTH SEEKER suit him.
Let us hav an expression of opinion on the subject; and we do sincerely hope that an, whether they
do or do not like the pictures, will follow Mr. Parton's example as expressed in the first paragraph of
his letter.

M.r• .Remsburg's Lecture.
The Free~hinkers of this city should not forget
that John E. Remsburg lecLures before the Manhattan Liberal Club, at 220 East Fifteenth street, on
Friday. evening, December 6th.
A collection will be taken up for the benefit of the
Horace Seaver Monument Fund, now being raised by
Mr. Mendum. All money contributed on the occasion will be donated to the fund by Mr. Remsburg
and the Club.
The presence of Mr. Remsburg and the object of
the collection should assure a large audience with
generous impulses.
At the close, instead of the usual discussion, the
audience will be expected to make the acquaintance
of the new officers of the American Secular Union.
The president, Dr. Westbrook, with his wife; Miss
Craddock, the new secretary ; Mr. Mende, the treasurer; the vice-presidents, Hon. T. B. Wakeman, Dr.
Foote, Ex-Supt. Public Instruction J. E. Remsburg,
and last but by no means least, iconoclastic Juliet
Severance, are all expected to be in town then, as the
new Board of Directors of the Union. will hold its
first session on the following day.
It will be a great night for New York.

Prison Conversions.
What a confession it is that the Chriatian Advocate inadvertently makes in commenting upon the
conversion of some eighty or ninety "leading" burglare, forgers, counterfeiters, and pickpockets in the
Kingston, Ontario, penitentiary! It says:
" Revivals in the penitentiaries are proverbially transient.
The vices and crimes which brought the inmates there are
beyond their power while in the institution ; their exciumenta

.Mr. Reid's J nry Disagreed.
The prosecution of Mr. W. S. Reid, at Grand
Rapids, Mich., for fraudulent use of the mails in
advertising to obtain communications from spirits
has resulted in a disagreement of the jury. Mr.
Reid's main defense, he telegraphs us,. was overruled.
It was, we presume, that the trial was virtually a
trial of a certain religion.
We shall· probably hav a fuller account of the
matter next week. Whether the United States will
press the matter further depends upon the vindictivness of the prosecution, and how much Holy John
thinks he can add to the glory of God by shutting
up the priests cf another faith. In the mean time Mr.
Reid is under bail, and will probably do a greatly increased business among those who. believe that men
hav spirits and that said spirits can communicate
with mortals

are few, their nervous sysums more or ltJBs unstrung."

Because of lack of other excitement and unstrung
nerves-the consequences of incarceration-criminals
can be eaaily converted. It must be a humiliating
thought to Christiane generally that men with unstrung nerves are particul~rly good material for the
revivalist, and that h1ck of other excitement is a potent
factor in leading men to Christ. How much are
such people worth to any cause! And what is a
cause worth which apl>-_eals especially to people of
that sort?

Editorial Notes.

------~~------

In England.

It seems that the information obtained from the
b: it is not too much trouble to our correspondents, we
London Freethinker a'! to the cause of Mr. Brad- wish they would condense their articles a little more. Last
week as the paper was going to press it was found that
laugh's resignation of the presidency of the National another contribution could be printed if it did not exceed a
Secular Society, namely, that Mr. Bradlaugh was column and a half in length. But out of a great big drawer
forced to make a selection between a Parliamentary full of contributed articles there was not one within that
. accurate. Mr. bound. An hour or two spent in revising and condensing an
can readily believe falsehoods ! Will a knowledge of and a F reet h ought career, is not qUite
as
ronomy
prove
a
shield
against
a
knowledge
of
t
h
Bradlaugh states in the National Reformer of article is time well used.
:.:.;_______
eaven unless the child is mystified with religious N ovem ber Lh
h
"'"B
said last w.eek that Mr. L. K. Washburn is as good as
~ , t at,
n
24
he is beautiful. We desire now, since seeing hls picture in
d ogmas at the same time he is enlightened with
truths! Is it possible that the Christian parent
"I giv up my ·weekly political and Freeth.ought lectur~g the Freethinkers' Magazine, and to avoiti a libel suit from Mr.
.
because I cannot continue the work they mvolve and hv.
.
.
.
.
•
tary career w1.11 .Washburn,
to say that he
knows he cannot teach his rehgion successfully to a Wh et her or not I can contmue
my p au11amen
.
· tsk better
· than
· heh' Isf beautiful; for
·
boy with a common school education and must depend on whether I can support myselt with my pen. My If hts character were In eepmg With IS eatures therein
portrayed, the In'DtJBtigator editor would probably be in jail
the.refore ~1th ever! healthful faet h~v adm1mste~ed Freethought record ~ust be for history to judge." .
awaiting trial for murder, instead of directing the destiny of
a little pOison, as 1t were, to keep him from bemg
Mr. Bra!)ls.ugh JS now on the way to lnd1a. He the oldest Freethought journal in the world. The delineation
too well! This ~onstantl;r reit~rated demand for 1will return in time to greet his friends at a meeting: of his mustache, however, ls very fine.

·

' ·•

I
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MoN'fG.OMERY, ALA., Nov. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Orthodoxy is so rampant and universal here
that I shoi.Iid suffocate without a weekly dose of Liberalism.
Heston's cartoons are a great feature of the paper. The
Christian religion seems so ridiculous to me that I can never
treat the subject seriously, and ridicule seems the most
effectiv weapon with which to combat it. JEBBE HooKER.
CARROLL, !A., Nov. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal note to renew my subscription to the best Freethought paper in the country. It
has got to be a household necessity with me. 1f everyone
could be induced to read Freethought and reform papers
and publications of all kinds and get the spirit of investigation thoroughly aroused so they could see the church and
government in their true light, the most imaginativ_mind
could not predict the change that would take place m th(•
next fifty years. For lack of investigation is the only found>J.tion they hav to rest "on. There are many that nphold aud
support them for no other reason than because they alwayP
hav, and because their parents did-" and I am no better
than they were; if it was good enough for them, it ought to
be for me."
Any governme11t that will allow or uphold such a mon.
strous crime as the hanging of .those Anarcbist8 in Chicago
has lived long enough-hanged by capital and law for no other
reason only they were agitators. The 11th of November,
1887, left a stain on the record of this, the best country en
earth, .that time will never erase as long as a true sense of
justice exists, and Chicago willliv to see a monument erected
to their memory when those that murdered them will hav
passed away and been forgotten. But a monument of cold
marble a hundred years from now is very poor consolation
to the wife and children-shoved back by brutality and authority, and denied a farewell word and kiss with husband
and father on the very morning he was led to the s!aughter.
RIOHARD CoNWAY.
VINELAND, N.J., Nov. 21, 1889.
Mx. EDITOR: As I hav removed from Berlin, N. J., to
Vineland, N.J., to spend the little remnant of my lire, I
wish you to change the direction of THE TRuTH S.EEKER accordingly, ttnd permit me to request all publishers and friends
who rend me papers or letters to· address me here, for I am
too fe~ble to write to them all.
Being as deaf as a stone, the Liberal papers and. letters I
bav received are about all the company I hav had since lbe
death of my beloved companion who walked firmly by my
side forty. four years, in the path of Infidelity to the manmade Bible and its man-made God, and bore from the
bogus churches almost everything but death becau~e we
c.ould not play the hypocrit for the sake of popularity, pretending tn believe what was impossible. Will other papers
please copy this? As I am now among a more intelligent
people I will circulate all the Liberal papers that are sent
me, and try to obtain new subscribers.
As our nation is now being ruled by the Bible-that absurd
and cruel piece of ignorant and wicked men's crazy patchwork-I see more and more the need of a more aggressiv
spirit in the Liberal papers.
Awake, 0 men and women,
Down with the rotten church;
·Leave not a ~ine!'le fragment
On whirh the buzzards perch.
They hav tortured many millionl
With every sort of pain,
And if they gain the power
WUI dn it o'er again.
Yours, etc.,
JEl!RM!AH HAOKER.

safety of our republican governm!lnt, the purity of its laws,
the justice of their administration, our civil and eccle;.iastical and, in fact, all the natural rights and privileges we·
enjoy, are due to the strength of Infidelity. And ·as it
increases our freedom and prosperity, ease and comforts, will.
increase. And consequently, no matter whose religious, or
rather superstitious, corns vre tread, our dnt.y impels ns for.
ward.
Ex.Rav. Josxrn N. MAX&Y.
GEORGIA VILLE, R. 1., Nov. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please tell me. when and where and
by whom was the Bible written, and how long will men be
made fools of by it? Is it divine or human? We read in
Ex. xxxiii, 20: "And he said, Thou canst not see my face,
for there shall no man see me and liv;" then again we read :
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God." I
was raised up among the Shakers in Enfield, Conn.; and b)
the way, that belief is the nearest nothing of any. Their
creed is founded upon the Bible and ignorance. They preach
that no married man can enter the kingdom of heavrn, becauE·e
Christ did not marry. Those that do marry are not followers
of Christ. That faith or doctrin breeds ignorance and crime
of the worst form, such as secret vice, as they are not allowed
to speak to a woman. "l::ltay on your own side of the house,"
is often told the young men. And to sing and dance and
work and confess your sins to the elder is about all there is
to that faith. Read the Bible, believe in something that you
know nothing about. Priest, minister, pope, bishop-away
with trash of that stamp. In Georgia ville there is one Oath.
olic, one Baptist, one Universalist church. Nothing but
orthodoxy and Roman ignorance reigns. There are but two
Infidels in the whole town, myself and another man by the
name of Monroe. He is a subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKRR.
He receives the paper through a newsdealer. The Baptist
pope of the village every now and then give Ingersoll a going
over. When will the tinie come when their sneers. will
cease:--po soning the minds of youth with their stuff that
benefits nobody ? They are trying to hav the Bible read .in
the public schools of the ~own, but it does not _work worth a
cent.
No minister, no pope, no bishop, rio church, no God in the
government of the United States, and then a happy people
we wi!I be.
WILLIAM A. BENNETT.
MT. VERNoN, 0NT., Nov. 17, 1889.
Mn. Em TOR: I would not think of getting along without
THE TRUTH SEBKER. It is victuals and drink, and a lot of
fun thrown in, for me, on Sundays as well as the rest of the
week. I would take it for the pictures alone, for my six
children. All are anxious after th~m when it coines. Picture-writing is ancient but picture-reading is easy and modern.
The children take the pictur<'s all in. Ridicule and ridiculous pictures are the very best sort of battering-rams ·to attack the old monstrous mud-walls. of Christianity in particular, and religion in ceneral, with.
This country next to Spain is under the thumb of the pope
and the Catholic church. Quebec is the proper place for the
old pope to come tci when Italy becomes too hot for him.
Pope Leo XIII. and several of his successors could liv cozily
here for years. All political parties bow and scrape to the
Catholic church, and it is disgusting to s.ee our leading poli.
ticians licking the great toe of the pope, so to speak. We
hav in Ontario separate schools for. the Catholics and public
schools for the other believers. The Catholic bishops hav a
lot to say in the running of the public schools as well as their
own.
Schools are opened and closed here with prayer and Biblereading-which, by the way; is one· of the main things we
Liberals should kick against night and day, and keep· on
kicking until we kick the dirty old Bible and all its belongings out of our Echools. Why should we be insulted in our
families by such impudence as forcing our children to listen
to the worst of nonsense, prayer and Bible reading? Our
school readers liTe here well interlarded with religious twaddle of the orthodox type. Thanks to Mr. Charles·Watts,
editor of 8ecular Tl!ougl!t, who is doing much to lift the
cloud of the Dark Ages off this pious land, .we shall soon
hav churches and th~:ir bdongiugs taxed. Next will come
public scbools for all (no separate schools), free from all religious taint. Wishing you every success, I remain,
Yours truly,
JAMRB !::l. PALMER.

Nov. 8, E.M. 289.
MR. EDITOR: A few days ago I gave a friend of mine
"The Glory of Infidelity," by Putnam, and he informed me
the book disappeared, and as his hired girl had threatened
to burn it, he EUpposes she has done so. · The full glory of
Infidelity has never been nor can it be published, although
J'llr. Putnam has given some good hints.
In the last· TRUTH SEEKER I saw an account of Lady
Prather, who has been a recipient of THE TRUTH SEEKRR six
months and wants it stopped. She says she wants no paper
that assails her best friends and redeemer. Had I sent THE
THUTII SEBKER n couple of times to anyone, and she fail~>d
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., Nov. 17,1889.
to appreciate its style and indorse its spirit, I would, in the
. EDITOR: Liberal friends, enlisted as we are in the
language of the Holy Queer, say, She is joined to her idols, gr.n, Freeth ought movcmeut for Universal Mental Liberty,
and turn my attention to some one possessed of more integ- I desire, in common with your noble tfforts, tQ do all I can
rity. For there is scarcely an article in the grand old TRuTH by my honest conviction to secure to all who are willing to
SEEKER touching t~e Bible or religion but is so full of logical receive the delightful luxury of mental liberty, which the
facts as to send hoJlle conviction to the dullest mind. And Christian and nominal believer do not dream of. The first
as Mrs. Prather ~howe a good deal of mental acumen, there thing in order to secure this liberty is the ability to doubt,
is no alternativ only dishonesty, though it be prompted by and is intellectual bravery. We as Freethinkers must speak
· reverence for the antiquated or present veneration. Such a for our.selvs. We are fighting for individual sovereignty: pereon nee:ls a host of redeemers and saviors-unless she has the complete liberty of man from superstition and religious
an opportunity to become intimately acquainted with R. G. delusions. Reform is our motto-revolution in thought.
· Ingersoll. He alone might do.
One thing is settled, and that is, Christianity cannot prove
· People are constantly saying to us, if we should happen to what it teaches to be true. 'It is universally admitted by
be wrong and the orthodox right, what an awful thing it scientific and rational thir.kers, and even many Christians,
· would bel etc., and that upon these grounds we hav no that it is impossible to prove there is a God, heaven; and
·right to teach others and especially others' children. Why hell. Therefore, there is nothing but faith to go by. This
do not they make the same objections in other matters? is sufficient for millions who will liv and die in mental slavThere are divers opinions on matters of a secular nature. cry, but the brave minority of independent thinking men and
Why do not they 11<ant their children to accept these all upon women in this and other countries believe only by the evifaith and not examin their claims? On the contrary, doubt dence that is revealed in their every-day life, and not by
·and investigation are not harmful, and are taught to be ancient sayings of irresponsible men of things and events so
. so only by religion,
far back that they cannot concern modern life. When we
'fhe :Jnpdels 38 a fUle are !!OnSCiOUB of th~ f&l}t that tP,.e , Jook. back into the p&~t it i~ nothin~ but mi~_t &n"d un9ertain.ty.

The truth cannot be found in that direction. The only safe
and wise course is to look forward to the future. Science
and Freethought are nobly investigating, as far as they can
penetrate, the hidden secret of life and death.· We must go·
·by the evidence as rational beings, and not by faith, which
is more characteristic of the savage than of inteliigent, ra.tional minds. The only. thing not needing evidence is myth.
When the hidden truth cannot be seen, the only sensible way
is to go by the evidence as it is shown-that testimony we see,
feel, ·and understand. And like an impartial jury, we must
likewise giv the popularly accepted belief in God and Christianity a fair, impartial trial. Such has been done for hundreds of years, but the Christian claims of a heaven and hell .
are entirely unsupported by proof. The greatest amount or
,testimony is against the belief of any other life. Nature
seems to be all in all. The· process of life and death goes on
unexplained. ·The real truth, which alone can make us free,
cannot be revealed. It is known, and that by experience,
that we are obliged to be our own savior; that the God so
long believed in cannot be found. Thousands perished at
Johnstown last summer because fate was stronger than the
savior of myth. Christianity teaches and admonishes man
that unless he trusts in God he will fail in all his efforts.
Failure will result if he does not pray and ask God's aid.
This claim is false. l know by experience and observation
Lhat if we all possess knowledge, prudence,.and self-reliance,
and pursue certain courses in life, happiness and success
must result. It is only the unsuspecting and unwary-who.
fall into so-called temptation. Individual reformMion is of
experience and not of God's grace. Happiness is purely a
natural quality, and is not born of belief or unbelief. The
subject of praying is the great prop of Christianity. In all
the calamities and· sorrow in this world not one prayer has
ever been proved to hav been answered. The united prayers
of all Christians in this nation could not save the life of President Garfield from his fatal wounds. Just simply because
we exist and ·see the wonders of nature is not evidence that
there is a God. That will do l'or the savage; but not for the·
rational, analytical mind. I hav lived to see the day that I
sincerely believe the sooner sensible people dismiss this unproved idea in a futuce life the better it will be for humanity~:
·
TBos. J. CoNNERS.
BALTIMORE, MD., Nov. 16, 1S89 •.
MR. EDITOR: You will pardon me for intruding upon youi:.
time with the following lines, but I deem the present occasion a fit one to forward you a scrap of information as to
some of the interesting remarks made by the very prominent
prelates of the Catholic church at· the oile-hmidredt.li anni.
versary of the Catholic hierarchy, which has. just about
come to a close, having been in session-for about three days.
in this city. The occasion has been watched, of course, by
the entire secular and non-secular populace throughout the
globe. I forward you only a few clippings from the address
made' by Archbishop Ireland, in which he says: "Our·worlf·
ia to make America Catholic. If we love the church; td
mention the work suffices. Our cry shall be, God .wilts,,it,
and our hearts shall leap with Crusader enthusiasm. We
know.the church is the sole owner of the truths and graces
of salvation. The Catholic church will confirm and preserve
as no human power or human church can the liberties of the
republic." Also from ·Rt. Rev. R. Gilmour, bishop of
Cleveland, at. the dedication of the University on We'dnesday,
Nov. 13, 1889: "As Catholics, poverty and limited numbers
left us crippled, and the terrific struggle to provide lodging
and religious attendance for the immigrant estopped the poSsibility of higher education. Added to this the organization
of the, public schools, which Catholics could riot in conscience
use,. thu·a imposing upon them the unjust burden of building for themselvs and supporting separate ~chools, whilst
they are taxed for the public schools. Catholics h&v no contention with the public schools because they are public
schools, nor because they are state schools, nor do Catholics
seek to destroy the public school. On the contrary, Catholics are willing to accept the public schools in America, as
they hav done in Europe and elsewhere, on condition that an
arrangement be made by which the child shall be taught
religion and the laws of morality."
As I' know there are many able minds who contribute to
your-paper, and who perhaps hav not noticed the details of
this congress, I venture to giv you this bit of inform&tion,
for some one on the side of progress t.o comment upon
0HAS. MEBLGARTEN.
0

/

WILKEBBARRE, PA., Nov. 18, 188f).
MR. EDITOR: My. literary and scientific friend, J. A. ~uttle,
of Brooklyn, N.-Y., has paid me another of his compliments
in your issue of the 16th inst., and suggests that as "Mr.
Perry needs rest and good nursing after his laborious and
successful efforts to win glory and renown in the fields of
science, I will commend him to the tender care of the
spirits," etc.
Now, my dear sir, do not be in so much of a hurry. You
seem anxious to get rid of me when I am only upon . the
threshold of the temple of science. I was in hopes I could
induce you to enter in and study a few of the subjects that
you say yon neglected from boyhood.
Mr. Tuttle is one of those fortunate persons who cannot be
cornered. He is like one of the species of animals who feel
their way by means of projecting nerve tentacles. The
moment he blindly encounters anything, he becomes frighteiled and immediately retreats into less dangerous quarters.
You could no more catch him than you could put your finger
on the Irishman's flea-" When you put your finger on bim,
he isn't there." Then he has a fashion of saying things, ·or
putting them into my mouth, which I never said or thought
'· of .. He says ; ..''If attraction is the cause of ~ravitation 1 it is
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obviously the cause of all motion, and all motion is attraetion. Hence attraction, gravitation, and motion are synony.
moue." I do not think that any man could put more abso.
lute nonsense into that many words than is done by the
above, and yet this man has the Jumbonian cheek to assert
that " this is what Mr. Perry's theory is, as nearly as I can
understand it." Now, either his comprehension is decidedly
limited, or he is devilishly tricky' to build up such a man of
straw, which _he then proceeds to batter down, and after the
great feat proclaims himself a "great slugger." To attempt
to argue that because attraction is the cause of motion there.
fore it must be the only cause of motion, is too simple to littempt dispute upon, whtlD any schooiboy must know that
there are millions of causes which produce motion-yes, and
in the department of chemistry alone they are innumerable,
beyond computation.
·
, But Mr. Tuttle tries to show an inconsistency in mt>, because I show a different cause for gravitation than ·pondo'osity of matter. He says in substance: To the sen~e~, matter
seems- to hav weight, and therefore if Mr. Perry VI ill prove
that ponderosity is not the cause of gravitation, he is at the
same time denying the evidence of hia senses, hPnce the incc>nsistency! Now, my dear Mr. Tuttle, thi~ ~hows me that
y0u do not understand evidence, and 1 will try to explain
what the evidence of a man's senses is, and show also that
some men's senses are very limited, while those of others are
much enlarged. If you look at ·the savage, you find his
senses in a very low and crude state, and his knowledge
correspondingly limited, simply because he has. not brought
all of them into play in the observation of facts and the
acquisition of truth. No'w to illustrate, if a savage puts a
straight stick into the water, where the li'ght can shine upon
its surface, the stick from the surface under the water will
appear to be bent into an angle, and 80 it will appear to any.
body, if only the _one sense of sight is brought into play.
But if another sense is brought into the account, that of feel. the wafer, he can
ing, and if he will run his hand beneath
not feel any bend in the stick. So we find that the surface
of the water and the sun's rays, or daylight, cast upon the
surface of the water, will account for the apparent diecrepancy of the se:nses of sight and feeling.

The resultant is of

cou~se what we term knowledge, and thereby we are taught

not to deny the evidences of our sense of sight but to bring
into the investigation of every subject as many, or all, of our
senses as we can, in order to gain truth. So I might say iri
reg!lrd to the rising of the sun, it does appear to rise. But
by the observation of tlie. stars and planets, and the variability o.f their motions, as they diminish until we reach the
North star, it proves to us that our earth is revolving instead
of the sun, as we might supposg at first sight. But here, as
before, we are not to deny the evidence of our sense of sight,
for we use the same organs of vision in different directions
to prove that we are-moving instead· of the sun, by establishiug the facts of observation as we approach the North star,
noting the motions as we go along-which also proves the
rotundity of this earth. The law is, not to dfny the evidence
of any one sense, but to bring them all into play in order
to discover truth and establish scientific knowledge. And
science means the classification of facts, which can be estab.
lished only by the evidences and comparison of our senses,
·
or reasonings and
inferences therefrom. The bent stick is
just as truthful a fact as any other, showing that the rays of
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the particles of an explosion ultimately descend toward the ,I will show that Jesus rose from the dead. After he was
earth.
dead three days and three nights h.e again appeared (or at
There is one point, however, which I desire to explain in least they·say he did), like modern spirits and ghosts, among
reference to matter within the· earth's attraction, and I think his disciples.· He was with them forty days. He, however,
this will take the gas out of Friend Tuttle's explosion, to took care not to be seen by the unbelieving Jews, as they
which he refers." It a man took scales and attached them to ·would do.ubtless hav killed him. Our Lord thought it better
a bar of iron weighing one thousand pounds, and then lifted to .showhhriself in dark places only, and at night, when the
nine hundred and ninety-nine pounds and fifteen' ounces, he eyes are of .little use. They could not be deceived, for he
would yet fail to lift the-weight, or break the contact of the told them to handle him and to thrust their hands into his
bar to the earth, as he would still lack one ounce of doing it. side. · Y'ou must not doubt this miracle, seeing it is recorded
So it proves that no matter what force may be applied by .in our sacred books, and this (i.e., the Testament) is sumway of attraction operating upon our earth, unless it is greater cient. authority to prove anything. Now, as I hav overthan the whole earth in force, it cannot move it at all. But whelu.Ing)y established the resurrection of the savior, or at
as the attracliv force.of tbe sun is greatcr than all its planets least. shown that the Bible says he rose, you will certainly
it produces motion, and all bodies would. in time be drawn not be amazed when I ask you also to grant his ascen6ion up
upon it but for the fac,t that at the same time we are moving into h~ven after the forty dayP.
toward the sun. The sun is also in constant motion, which
Jesus was the mes6iah. Proof-a series of wonderful
is in turn governed by the laws of universal ·motion and prophe.cies were either literally or allegorically fulfilled in
rquilibrium. Weight, or ponderosity, is therefore not a him. It is quite !rue the Jews maintail'1 that the passages
property of matter. It is the magnetic force usident in the claimed by us as being prophecies of our savior hav no refermagnet which draws the bar of iron to its surface wh~n ihat ence to him, but this only shows that !hey are enemies of
bar is brought wiihin the magnetic sphere, as in the horse.. Christ our savior and that they will not under any circumshoe magnet or as in !he telegraphic. instrument. The fact ·stances admit him to be the messiah. Besides, Whiston, an
that a bar of iron can become magnetized or demagnetized Infidel himself, has proved that the Jews altered the Old
instantly by contact :with the battery is evidence. of what I Testament so as to make the prophecies hav no reference to
hav been stating, Mr. Tuttle and his scientific speculations our savior.
and his sense-evidence ideas to the contrary not withJesus did miracles. Proof-look into the New Testament.
standing.
•
You will· learn that angels and devils had almost taken
And now, if Mr. Tuttle can rest peacefully under his exclusiv· possession of Judea simply for the purpose of showeviden"t defeat, ~nd not feel ashamed of himself for exposing ing our savior's power in subduing them. If the Jews and
his breast to the shafts of common sense and accepted truth,. the heathens in that count! y did not see these devils and
I am content to remain in the care of the FpiritR to whom he these angels :which then walked the streets of Jerusalem,
has recommended me.
J. R .. PaRRY.
this .must not be attributed to the fact that there were no
such devils or such angels as are said to hav hopped about in
th~ Neiv Testament, but rather to a supernatural blindness.
CnwrNNATI, 0., Nov .. 17, 1889:
The faqt that our savior raised several from the dead in pubMR. EDITOR: Although not a subscriber, I hav been road!I"c before enem1"es showA that he was no fraud ·
"
ing you. r excellent paper for more than two years, and am·
He was·
born o~L a vi"rgi"n (see ·lea• vi"I" • 14 • fulfilled I"n New
·
convinced that you are a learned scholar and honest man,· Testament). Why, is there anything incredible in this?
and that you really try to make the world better. Thus Were notChristna, Buddha, and others born of virgins? Did
much for my opinion of yourself and TBK TRUTH SEEKER. ·I·
t the G d 0 f this universe send an angel (Gabriel) to Mary
hav now· to_say· ·somethi·n·g of myself an·d o·.r my convers1'on to· no
· _o
·l.d
h
d th
h h ld h
_
to tell her he wou marry er an
at s e s ou
av a
the holy Catholic faith. When I began to entertain the opin. chi"ld by· h·I·m? Read the New Testament ' first chapter ·
ions on .theologf which you hold at present I suppoeed
Wit& respect to the Old Testament I will only say that it is
Infidelity was something wholly different from what I qow even better authenticated than ·the New, if possible. There
know it to be. Although Freethougl. t must be crediterl we find the infi.nit spirit condescending to speak to a small
his
with h. aving made kind and good husbands out of worthless tr 1"be ·o· f Eg,·pti"an savages called Jews ' and al•o
" giving
·
sots, and although the Infidels I know are more. honest and se r v ant M"oses laws whereby to govern hi"" herd of wt"ld men
kind and hav more sympathy with the ·poor and oppressed The creator of all worlds manifested himself to the Jews
th
.· ti"· ans ..,_ av, st'll
· ' ly He freqtient y pe rf orme d m1rac
.
• th · b h If
d
· an mo st c·h r1s
1 your sys t em h as one grea t da
1es m e1r e a ' an
1
1 ·
defect-it has no divine authoritativ teaching. I hav dis. often led 'them on to battle. There could be no deception,
d that as
- def cti th t "t . 1 d
d h
h d ...,
t "t t ·
f
h th
covere
re on I 8
e v, . a I mls ea s, an
av since they a su..... c1ent oppor um y o mves lga 1e w e e.r
therefore selected the holy Catholic church, wh1"ch teac·hes what th·ey saw was true · If further ev1'dence for the truth
by divine authority,- to be my guide and· to do all my think- of holy c·c·r1"pture I· a needed ' I can amply supply you with it •
ing (at_ least on relfgious questions) for me: Bow did I dis- That God a·ppeared· to Moses and his little tribe of chosen
cover that reason cannot be depended upon·? Why, just this Hebrews can, I believe, hardly be doubted-at least, not by
way: I observed that there could be no consciousness or such as receive the holy scriptures as authority. For inthinking when there was no blood coursing through the stance, tl!'e infinit showed his back parts to Moses and
brain, and taking J. S. · Mill's axt"om of 1'nduct1"v log1'c,. Moses ·spoke to hi"m face t·o face at one time · Moses and
''Whatever antecedents cannot be excluded without pre" Aaron· and Nadab and another Hebrew scholar saw the God
venting the phenomena are the cauEe or part of the cause of of Israel ' ··and they d1'd eat and drink · Here we find that the
the phenomena," as true, I arriverl at the ·conclusion that Jews had ocular demonstration, and it is therefore our duty
death. ends all. You certainly will admit that this con. to believe in divine revelation.
0

•
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In the study of subjects or" scientific import, all the evi.. natural beings come to us in dark rooms through the agency the men· called " scientists" (falsely so called). I hav obdences. of the senses lD-USt be considere~ and compa_red. of mediums, you must conclude our reason is wrong and· served, sir,·in the books written on geology by" scientific"
For t?1s reason. so many persons, otherwise well q~a.hfied leads astray. I warn you not to place any confidence in this Infidels that they are always devising new schemes of interand disposed, fall to understand the ph£nomena of Spmtua_l- faculty. It is of the devil, and it might not be quite pleasant preting so as to giv authority to their false theories. For
ism. They .bring only one, or sometimes two, of their · for you when on your· deathbed (there you will ere long be) instance, these men do not take scripture as it stands and as
senses into play in its investigation, and hence nearly always to think that you hav rejected the divine authoritativ teach~ the writers meant, but they impose on Moses a meaning that
fail io get truthful results. For instance, I might see two inp;s of the holy .Catholic church.
was never in his mind. For instance, the word •• day" is
I write to warn you and your readers that the penalty for made to mean a· long period-though Moses expressly states
slates moved about upon a wooden table, and thump~d
around, as I hav, without the least contact with any human rejecting the authority of God or his priests is eternal dam- that the flays he has reference to were ordinary days of twentyforce which I could see, and conclude that the force must be nation. · I should indeed be sorry to see such a wise and foi 1r hours each, for he says they had an evening and a
akin to electricity or. some hidden mechanical. device, but if good man as you perish, for want of faith. Faith, d£ar morni~g. God says in the Ten Commandments that we (or
on opening those slates I found an intelligent message pur- Editor, is the gift of God. He give to whom he will, but if -rather the Jews) are to keep the. Sabbath holy, for, says the
porting to come from my dead son, with his full signature, you hav not faith our offenrled maker will surely not hold text, in six days the Lord made heaven and earth and on
and such characteristic knowledge as I knew he possessed, you guiltless. Youwill perhaps answ~r that since faith is the seventh day he rested and was refreshed. For in six
that would be a subject, or a phase, to demand my most ·the gift of God, 'it would be unjmt to punish you for not days he made heaven and the earth and all that in them is
earnest attention, especially if I were a total stranger to the having what it was necessary for him to giv to you ere you and rested from his work and hallowed it. This is as plain
medium or person through whom these phenomena took could hav it. To this I reply, that divine.justice is. quite dif- as language can make it. God distinctly declares he worked
place. It is no more the mere motions that I am studying, ferent from human justice. God is not bound to show us six days and therefore the Jews should. He says he rested
but the intelligence they hav imparted. And this should be eithei" goodness or mercy, for he is all-powerful. What he the Sabbath day and :jlallowed it; therefore they were to do
the touchstone of all our efforts, Hav the phenomena any shall do with us after death does not depend upon works, for so likewise.
.
intelligence? There is no subject in this world which re. only faith is pleasing to him; it depends upon his caprice, and
It is useless for you Freethinkers to torture scripture to
quires a more candid mind, or a more intelligent one, or good works are not rewarded. 1 will now treat of dogmas support you, since any Christian can expose the folly of it.
1 verily believe, sir (and if no evidence is brought forward by
which Is of so much importance to the present life, as the of holy church.
study of Spiritualism, and the person who writes merely
1. It.is undeniable that the pope is infallible, for our Lord you 1 shall continue to suppose), that this earth is only six
for the purpose of sneering or quibbling, or for the purpose said," Peter, thou art the rock. Satan has desired thee that thousand years old. Moreover, I do not believe it is round
of vanity, is unqualified to do so, and it were a waste of he might sift yeas wheat." Holy church asPerts by divine at all, since scripture, which is the highest authority on all
effort to attempt to argue such a question with him. And liut.horlty _·that our Lord conferred the privilege of being matters it treats of, plainly avers the earth is fiat. It is usefor this reason, also, some of the p;reatest minds to. be found infallible on all the popes when he said that although private less to say Columbus went around the world, since that is
in some branches of learning are so prejudiced that they are interpreters do not draw that conclusion, nor think the text rather begging the question. You must prove its rotundity
before you can get me to believe in it. With respect to the
entirely unfitted to tackle it. The best way in those cases is can be made to mean that;
to let suchpersons ripen out until they are in a better frame. . 2.. It is ·undeniable that the holy Catholic church teaches age of this · • globe" (so called), I say ~hat geologists cann.ot
of ·mind .to study or talk upon such a subject, and as the by divine authority, for our savior said, "He wlio does not prove it. They merely make assumptiOns. The deluge, BIT,
spirits are not at all anxious to convert such ones to a belief hear the Church let him be to you a publican and sinner," is a fact. There is evidence that there was just such a flood
in a future state of existence they usually address themselvs etc.
·
·
as is described in the Bible (s€e Bagster, Comprehensiv
to those who are of an inquiring mind and not so pompous
3. It is <ijndeniable that there is such a place as purj!atory, Bible). He (Bagster) shows that the evidence of its univerbut that they may be instructed. For this reason I never for our Lord said, "·The sin against th.e Holy Ghost shall sality is moat incontestable. The moGse deer, for instance, a
attempt to argue with one represented by the characteristics never ·be forgiven." Therefore all other sins will be for- nativ of America, has been found burled in Ireland. Eleshown by our friend, J. A. Tuttle. This is my reason.
given,· arid ail holy church has decreed that to her alone has phants hav been fGund in the Arctic ocean on the coast
In writing about attraction it is well understood that' I ;beim'given tiie:power of getting souls out of -purgatory, and of Siberia. Explain how this could be if there were no
meant it as a cause of planetary motion, and as the law per- as her authority is of divine origin, we her children do not flood. I ask for light. I am no bigot, sir, and would be
tains to bodies in contiguity to our earth. And I think any hesitate to obey and .follow her;
very glad to rPceive a reply to this in next week's TRUTH
1>rdinary milui, w.ho read my illustrations, should see that I
1 might go tin in thi.s- wri.y to prove the truth of every other BEKKER. I trust we can differ in opinion without hating
hav clearly· established the fact of attraction being the cause. doctrin.of the holy Oatholic church, but. space forbids.
·each other. If I hav made l}ny e:rrors, please expose them in
ot motion on all bodi{)s ~!!ovin~ rel~t~og to tbjs earth! f?f ~ye.q
w~ !l~~ ~~Y a llttltl .&~1>\lt tl!~ ~yt~ellticity of the Bib.\e, Tll1S T:R"QTR SEEKER,
J AMI!S BIRD.
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I went to church last Tuesday night just
"Everything has a scent of its own, even
the snow, If you can detect It," and when for amtteement. The preacher put in his
Mr. Whitman came in, walking feebly, with time vilifying the Infidels, and he said that
no young man would ever amount to any.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
lldJUd 111! Miss Sus.ur H. WIXo&, Jt'all two canes, the gentleman shone through his thing unless he had " faith in Christ." He
Price, 5 cents.
RVHt-, JllJIJI., to t11Tiom ali 00'fMMJ,'IlluJNo,.R/ui' intlrmities, and we felt we were in the pres- gave Ingersol) as an example, saying that
ence of one of the interpreters of nature's when he ran for Congress he was defeated
ltM Oornet' should ~ unt.
.AN OUTLINE OF THE
moods and expreBBions. But he is more the because he lacked one necessary quslificstioB
and
that
was
faith
in
Christ.
I
would
like
to
poet of the future than of the present, and
"Between the dark and ~he daylight.
this haughty minister if such men as
When the night is beginning ~o lower.
coming generations will wonder why he was ask
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
Humboldt, Bacon, Copernicus, Gslileil,
Comes a. pause in the daY's oooupatione
left to su1fer in pain and want while the Bruno, Shakspere, Newton, Voltaire, FrankBy W. B. BELL.
That is known as the Ohi!dren•s Hour."
world of nature of which he sang so well had lin, Paine, Hume, Rousseau, Diderot, FredPaper, 12mo, 1!5 cents.
enough and to spare. The appearance of erick the Great, Washington, Jefferson, GibSolid Counsel.
Walt Whitman ts most striking. Tall, square- bon, Goethe, Girard, Volney, Burns, Comte,
shouldered, with a large head, mild, grayish Carlyle, Lincoln, Hugo, Emerson, Garrison,
IN A BoY'S ALBUM.
lM¥ORTALITY oF ITs ELEMENTS.
Garibaldi, Huxley, Spencer, Tyndall, and
eyes, in which the light is soft and mellowed others, possessed this so-called 11 necessary
Many men are sbameless sharpers,
By A. S. de Pellegrini.
Anrl will rob you of yonr labors ;
Paper,
•
15 cents.
like the twilight, long white hair, and a qualification." I suppose he would hsv the
Be cantions of ail Yonr harpers,
white flowing beard, he reminds one of the "brass" to claim them, but he cannot prove
Trnst not too mnoh in neighbors.
Nevertheleas, PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM:
casts of heads of the old Roman emperors. that they were religious men.
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
In whatever path you move
if Colonel Ingersoll's lack of 11 faith in Christ"
Our
interview
with
the
great
poet
will
aJ.
Do what yonr thongbt can best approve,
By F. B. Marvin, M.D.
does prevent him from standing in the halls
ways
be
a
memorable
epoch
in
our
lives.
Oloth,
Keeping even with the throng,
50 cents.
of Congress, I challenge this minister to find
Take your pay as you go along.
Such a ILBn, as Thoreau says, "it takes ages a better, abler, and more honest man than
to make and ages to understand." We pur- Colonel Ingersoll is. But even if Ingersoll
, . Ne'er in heaven be Yonr debit,
Too long is her doubtful credit;
chased some of his books, as he depends now was not elected Congressman, has he not
By VOLTAIRE.
Do not mind tbe parson's racket,
for his sustenance upon their sale. He is made his mark in this world? Lack of Terse, witty, and sarcastic deftnitiona of theolog
Find Jour heaven beneath yonr hcket.
"faith in Christ" did not prevent him from
·
ical tArms.
seventy years old, infirm and feeble ; he Is being the greatest and most eloquent orator
Price, 115 cents.
Love Your friends, look out for foer,
wasting slowlyaway,and is ready to go when of the age. If Ingersoll is never elected to
There is no &rgnment in blows.
the time shall come, feeling that his work is Congress his oratorical ability will entitle him
L9arn to know and act the trnth,
~CY
n'ow about completed. As we came away, to tlie highest renown.
And ever keep the cheer of youth.
BY REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
I was sorry to hear of the Bon. Charles
he gave to each of our party a photogr~~ph of
JoHN PRI!BOOTT GUILD.
Sprtngtl•lf!, Mass.
15 cents.
Bradlaugh's serious illness, but my heart was
himself, a souvenir of our visit which we soon gladdened by the report that he is betPRO A.l\ID CON OF
-A. Visit to Philadelphia.-Continued.
shall all treasure as long as we liv. When ter, and I hope the next report will be:
11
Charles Bradlaugh has recovered." Eugene
Returning from Girard College, in a rain- we nquested 'his autograph in the books we
Macdonald
truly says : 11 American Free- Have We a Snpernatural, Inspired, Miraonlou
storm, in making connection with another purchased, he said, smilingly," Why, yes, of
thinkers are about as proud of their chamReligion 1
car the attention of our party was called to a course, if you wish it. Where's the pen?" pion in England, as they could be if they
By E. E. GuiLD.
couple of angry boy 11 who were exercisiJig As he sat writing, the picture he presented themselvs benefited from his successes," etc.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
their muscles in pugilistic style, to the great was 8 fiDe one. He wears the wide, .Byronic
Hoping you will accept this humble contri·
P YR.AJ.111D 0 F GIZEH.
delight of a grinning crowd of men and boys. collar edged witk lace, unfastened at the bution, I remain,
Your true friend,
Ancient Egyptian CtvtbzaolOn and Hebrew NarraOh, how fierce and brutal they appeared! throat, and wide, loose cuffs are folded back
tive in Genesis and Exodus.
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
Like two wild beasts they fiew at each other, from his wrists. His gentle but dignified
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
tearing, scratching, and kicking at a furious manner, the expression of his countenance,
Price, 15 cents.
rate. Could they hsv seen themselvs as they his whole bearing; ind\cates vigor of thought,
QUESTION SETTLED.
appeared to the calm beholder, they would independence of character, decision, firmness,
certainly hsv been ashamed of themselvs, and a great love for universal mental liberty. All in a LUetime. A Liberal Romance. BIBLICAL <>nd MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
BY MosEs HULL.
and their conduct.
(OONTINUBJ) NBXT WEEK.)
12mo, 3001!P:,~.Il.GO.
Price, 60 cents.
A..pvles Of tKOid. And Other Stories
The next day, Bethis and I visited the
for Bg,11 and Girls. lllmo, 883pp., $1.25What the Littl~ «:JneiJ Are Saying.
Academy of Fine Arts, which was founded
H.our. An Exceptionally Handin 1805. It is a perpetual feast to look upor>
Officer 8ociety for ;rreventing Cruelty to Story
some and Interesting Book, Withont Superstithe wonderful and beautiful creations upon Children: " I am hun\ing for a family who,
tion, for Obildren and Youth. The Onlr Free- THE PRESENT AND FuTURE REPUBLIO OF
thinkers' Children'S Story-Book ever liBUed.
NoR<rH AMEBIOA.
-·
the walls of the galleries in this building.
I am told, are compelling a three-year-old
86 full-page illlllltrations and 15 smaller ; large Advocates .associat~ life aJ;td em ploYIIlent as a pre11
type,
heavr, toned paper, broad margins, illusHere wns a conception of
Ariadne " child to learn the Russian language." Reelof
VIce,
crime,
poverty,
eta.
v:mtive
trated covers; 4to, ll24pp., boards. $1.
asleep on a mossy bank, so lifelike that one dent (Slum court): 11 I know 'em. They liv
By A CAPITALIST.
Address' THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 ••
Paper, 49Spp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.
almost thinks she breathes, while on another in room 68." Officer (wrathfully): 11 The
wall is "Hero and Leander," by Kockart, brutes! What is their name?" Resident:
Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
holding the gBze by its mute, heavenly "Kuoskiwoskivitz. They are Rus&ian.a."
By A. C. LYALL.
B:r Edward Bellamy,
beauty. The 11 Festival of Song," by Brewer, Officer': 11 Oh I Um-er-very fine weather
Prica, 10 cen Is.
11
Author of Dr. Heidenho:II's Process," etc.
seemed aglow with animation, and the pict- we're having."
ure of 11 Mentor," a dog who saved a man
A little boy in a Milford school received his It il a thought-breeding book, and all wh~ are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
from drowning, calls for appreciation of the first day's instruction last week. Before night and
inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
POPULATION QUESTION.
noble in the animal. 11 Orestes pursued by he had learned to recognize and spell one The ap1_1e&l is &lwaYB made to a man's reason,
11
to biB noblest sentiments : never to his sel· BY Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlaugb
Now," said the teacher," you can and
the Furies" is full of passion and pain, and word.
and Annie Besa.nt.
ftahnesa.-[Boato.n Post.
the life-size pictures of the 11 Cllrist Rejected," tell your grandmother to-night how to spell' A IUI(Il"estion of a really practicable and feasi25 cents.
by that great artist, Benjamin West, and the 'ox.'" "My grandmother knows how to ble aoc1al state greatly in a.dvance of the present
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast o:i TRUTH. A Poem. By E, N. Kingssame after the deEcent from the cross, by llpell it," indignantly replied the loyal little actll&l poasibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
leY. 10 cents.
lllmo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Thomas, is full of expression. The scene .fellow ; ~ 1 she's teached school."
11
POVERTY : Its Cause and Cure.
Addre88 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
from the massacre in Paris in 1792 is terribly
Mamma : Bobby, I notice that your little
How the Poor M~Y Atta.in Comfort and Independ·
impressiv. The story of it is that Sembruil, sister took the smaller.apple. Did you let her
ence.
an aristocrat, is condemnt d to die. llis hav her choice, as I told you to?" Bobby :
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.
daughter rushes in and implores that her "Yes, I told her she could hav the little one
A. ooncille aooount of the Christian Religion, and
_father's life be spared. Her wish is granted or none, and she cho~e the little one."
of all 'he Prominent Religions
R~ligion
only by her consent to wetting her lips in the
Mrs. Sadfsce to Ttnnmy (who had stolen a
before and since ChrisWith a Glance at the Religion of Humanity,
tianity.
blood of the murdered aristocrats.
.jar of prese"es): 11 My boy, I know you are
BY FBEDERIO HABBIBON,
With elaborate index.
From the galleries our party went into the ·sorry· I see it in yo'ilr face." Tommy (mediPrice, 15 cents.
By HALBBY R. STEVENS.
11
School of Art and Design. A recitation was tativly): Yes, mamma, I am. Thtre was A popularized account of Oriental religions,
RELIGION:
going on, and a pupil came in dressed in a a bigger jar on th'e shelf that I couldn't wi~h manY apt_quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so mnch knowl- The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Constituted.
costume after one of Oecsr Wilde's esthetic reach."
By George T. Bondies.
edge of what is generally unknown be obtained
n Inch compact form.-[Literary Review.
fancies, and posed while the class made
-----~----Wtth
Extr~~ocloth,tllmo, 441 pp .• $1.50.
Exceptions ~o tho Chal'acter of
sketches of her. The drawings showed
Correspondence.
Cbrbt It~ a Gentaemau.
remarkable quickness and comprehension of
GBANTFOBK, ILL., Nov. 8, 1889.
BY W. T. Purviance.the ides.
D:sAB Miss WIXON: It has been some time
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2l cents.
OnedaywewentovertoCamden,justacross since I wrote a letter to the Corner, BO I
BY
thought I would write a few lines.
the Delaware river, to see the 11 good gray
There are four Freethinker families in
A NATIVE "TAR HEEL."
poet," Walt Whitman. Camden is a curious Grantfork. Pa takes TH:s TRUTH SEEKBB
Price,
By JOHN E. REJlSBURG
Paper, 50 Cents.
old town, with fine wide streets and many and I like to read the Corner. My littl~
Six Lectures.
•
old-fashioned houses. In one of these plain- slater has a kitten; its name is Eva; it has AddreBB THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Decline of Faith.
f
1
•
d
d
two
black
ears.
We
liv
on
the
corner
of
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Protestant Intolers!!::e.
est 0 P BID homes, surroun e not by the School and Main str,eets. My mother died
Washington an Unbeliever.
emblems or wealth, but stern poverty, dwells seven years ago. My eldest sister keeps
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
the great poet. The front door is narrow, house for us. I think the boys and girls of
THB
Paine and Wesley.
and the paper is torn in places off the walls the Corner ought to write more and make
Christian Sabbath.
of the small entry-way. We were ushered the Corner more interesting.
Each, 5 cents; bound, pa;:>:• 25 cents ; per doz., 40.
into the little sitting-room by Mrs. Davis, a
We take the Freethinkers• Magazine. I like
pleasant lady, who keeps the house and has ~ineclo!~\ fa!~~~~ it very good. Well, I
A COLLECTION OF
SABBATH BREAKINC.
charge of the poet, who is Bll invalid, Bll
A true Liberal friend,
Bg JOHN E. REMSB(T]JG.
Original and Selected Hymns
you may know. The furniture is eimple
EDWABD R. MAXEY.
Price, 25 cents.
(Word& and Music)
and unostentatious, consisting of a stove, a
For
Liberal
and
Ethical
Societies,
OAK MILts, KAN., Nov. 10, 1889.
table, a sofa, and a few chairs. The mantel
For Schoolll and the Home.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, lloteemed Frimd: I
over the fireplace is filled with photographs, extend to you many thanks for your kind
and some are of distinguished PfrBOnll. word11, which I indeed appreciate. The last
FOB THE CRIME OF FORGERY.
OOKPILED BY
By SECULARIST.
Above his armchair on the wall are paint- TRUTH S:s:sKBB was a valuable one. Mr.
L. K. WA.SHBIJRN.
Price,
10 cents.
ings of Mr. Whitman's father and mother. Eugene Macdonald is just the man to edit
PBIOB,
•
_
$1.50.
•
•
9
Opposit is an unframed portrait of himself by the grand old journal~ What keen and logSEMITIC
A.ddreaa
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
co.,
GODS
.AND
THE
ical articles he writes! My father is a great
Millet, a plaster cast of his own head by admirer of Mr. Macdonald, and I hav often
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
BIBLE.
S. H. Morse, the great sculptor, and statuets heard him refer to the genial editor as a man
Includincr Allah, Jebovah, Satan, Hol:r Ghost
of Grant and Garfield. A sewing-machine of many ~ood qualities. Mr. Macdonald's
'
Jeans Christ, Virgin Mary, Bible.
ANTICHRIST.
By D. M. BENNETT.
tells that sometimes Mrs. Davis comes in to last editonals were excellent. The articles
BO~G
conclusivly
tl;lat
there
was
no
Christ
<From
Vol.
II.
"Gods
and
Religions.'"}
J.
Hacker,
W.
Perkins
by
Colonel
Ingersoll,
eew, and-maybe I shall tell tales out of
833pp., pap., 60 o.; clo., $1.
James K. Magie, Joseph Felix Gonzales, T: P crucified under Pontms Pilat_e_, but that the
school, but a long-stemmed pipe on the E. Longshore, and others, make the last copy real Jeans, the illegitimate son of JU&ry by Joseph
Pander&,
wantoned
and
ha.nged
for
sorcery
about
For
all
of
the
a.bove books address •
window-Bill indicates that the poet ill B of THB TRUTH BDKBB an exceedingly inter- 711 nan n.o. Cloth, 44~ pages, with full Index.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Prioe, It .GO. Former pnce, $2.00. For sale at this
1moker as well as a rhymer.
esting one.
ol!loe.
28 LafaYette P!., New YO~k.
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education is necessary, and how it can be ob- title, is in favor of letting one of the peoples 1 good, and youn~ men and young women
tained, the opportunities for employment and f!O; of course, that one being the negro. 1 should _st.udy the b~ok thor_oughly .. He treats
Prof Loisett""'s
the chances for success. He does not at1 empt The plain proposition is t.0 in. duce the negroes \ of_ Indt.VI~ual D!l~tes, Soc!al .Dulles, ~n?us.
to indicate what is the best line to follow, but to go back to Africa and the mulattoes to 1 tnal. Duties, _Pol!ucal D'?t1~s, and Rehg!ous
rather to show what is to be done and how to some other pl~ce-say one of the Antilles. Duties. . A?Iarchis.ts, Somahsts, Comm"?nists,
do Jt., to enter upon any one life-pursuit, so T!J.e government would hav to help them, 1 and Chrtshans Will find no s_upport .m the
that when a young man has the matter under certainly, . and· the good Christian whites V<?iume: The thre!-l first-~entiOned, mdee.d,
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consideration he may know what he has to could stU! patronize them with missionaries , ~ill cla1m that !Ie IB "?nf"'tr to them. Chrt~
contend w~th, or to do in ?rder to succeed in It is not proposed-that is, just now-to use\ t!Bns ~annot clat~ this, however, as there .1s In spite of adulterated imitations wpich miss .
that to whi~h he. feels he IS the beg~ adapted force to send the colored men and brothers, httle m common m th_ought between Mr. ~It the theory, and practical results of the Original,
spite of the grossest misrepresentations by enaf~er stu?ymg himself and the vanous pur- 8.nd si.sters 8. way, but, if they wouldn. 't go, I. tell, and the the.ologians, the latter ba~mg in
vious would-be competitors, and in· spite of" base
smts of hfe carefully. Price, 75 cents.
why, some of tb·e inducements to remain the!r moral structure upon supernaturahsm, attempts to rob" bim of the fruit of his ·labors
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could be withdrawn, a.l!d in that way the aii- whi]e the a~ thor, of "A Co';}e of Mor.als" lall of whicb demonstrate the incomparable suPeriority and popularity of biB teaching),. Prof.
. Ev_ery.Da~ Btography, IB a collectiOn of tlior, expects the "mgger, could be got demes the. existence of t.~,e b~sis. Mr: Hittell Loisette's
"-rt of ·Never Forgettmg is recog_niz•d
bnef biog~aphtes arranged by the days of. the rid of, and the white church-goers of the /s~ms up h1s book t~us: If It was evtden~ to to-d~y in botb
H~mispberes as marking an Epoch
year, and mdexed by names, so that one c!'-n South would also hav their race problem Ctcero, . Seneca, Epict~tus, Mar<:us Aurelius, in Memory Oultnre. His Prospectus (sent poet
givs ooinions of people in all parts of tLe
find th~ persons ~rltten of an~ also read~ly settled; for it is just 8 little inconvenient to , and thetr contemp?ranes, that vtrt!le '_VBS tbe freP)
globe who ha.v actually studied his System by cor~etermm whose btrthday ~ny give';'; date Is. hav the supposititiously un-Christian attitude only roa? to the .highest pleas!l~e In h!e, the respondence,
showing 1bat h1s System is uRPa onltl
Would y~~ know, for Instance, s~y the of the churches which refuse fellowship to 11 proof, W:Ith the Bid_ of the additiOnal hght of whilP. IJeiny •tuttiea. not a(lerworas; that on11 book
publishers, what pers• -ns of eminence were the blacks thrown up to them by scoffers who ! mtervemng centun~~' should b~ !'- h~ndred can IJe lParn•a in a single reaama, min<t-wanaP.rtr.g
etc., Fvr Prospectus, Terrus, and Testimobo~ on the 20th of May, turn to the rage on want to know if a soul in B black body isn't fold clearer t~ us.
All _of WDIC~ 18 true curea,
nials, addre•s
whiCh that d~te occurs; and you wlll find 88 . good· 88 one in 8 white body, and what enough, but st1ll th~ questiOn ~emaJDS u_nan- l'RoF. A. LOISErTE'B, 237 Fifth ,Avenue, N.Y.
Henry Pe~cy ( HotRp~r ), Dorothea P. M~d- Jesus would hav thought of the haughty swered, What Is Vtrtue? This ~r. Bittel!
!son, _David Dudley F1eld, John Stuart .Mlil, course of the Presbyterian and Methodist has not t~ld us, though he tells plam!Y enough
LIFE OF
Antomette Brown Blackwell, Rose .Haw- churches, South. That 8 good many South. how to bv what the worl? calls virtuously.
thorne Lathr?P·. ea!Jh of these hBVlD!-1" B ern people besides some 'Northern Christians But w.e hav kno_wn verr VIrtuous men to _be
short s~etc~, I~~1cat1ng t~e nature of his or woiild like this settlement of the so-called very Immoral, If, .as .Is. the case, JI?-Orahty
. her dlstmchon.
To Which we may ad~, problem is evident by the kindness with s~ould be based_ on mdivtdual B?Id raCial hap
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birth, turn to.the mdex and the page on.which Southern journals; but that such sentiment . An?ther manu~, ":Ith mor~ P,~etentto!ls de- As to his Life on Earth and. his Communism.
he appears IS before you. The people of is_ gen~ral is certainly not expected by the s1gn, IS ~r. Austm ~,Ierbo~er s. The yutues
"Yhom ~hese sketche.s treat are those who ha.v publishers of the book, 88 they send along and -~hetr Reaa?ns.
It .Is wntten with the
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
lived m modern times, and the book IB with it a circular beseeching· for it at least a ambitiOn that It may divulge 8 system of Author of ''A Protest and a. l'lea," in Oraer o~
therefore a very useful cornpilr.tion, so f9:r as reading. Ii looks, therefore, 88 if the book ethi~s for society and schools. With the ':xOreatton.
it goes, for t.he student, teacher. !"nd wnter. was not written to supply 8 long-felt want, cept10n ?f. to? frequent re!erence ~o Chnst
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ican publisher ...lBJ
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the author declares, 'is to encourage all honest efforts to start enterprises of· emigration and mankl!ld IB true morality, b~t really pr?and earnest desire in the young to carry out colonization by colored men and thus the nouncmg for the latter by eaymg that It IB
their loftiest ambitions and to seek to rise probability of their willingne~s to go; modes " ~n?ugh to 0.bserve that, whate~er men's ~Memoir of Christian and Extra.-ChristianExpe&bove the mere commonplace drift of every- of inducing them, and methods of helping oplmons touchin~ the _ground. of r1ght, they .
rience.
day life.' The family consists of a mother, them-these and many other things, as the all deem those thmgs r!ght which are thought
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBS. .
811
three daughters, and two son9, each of them circular recites, are t oucbed upon and some ~est fo! men_, ~ consider that cours~ moralA very critical analysis of both l'rotesta.ntiilm
bright and Intelligent enough to make 8 way discussed with elaborate care and citation. of lty which Wl_ll b~l~g th~m most h~ppm~ss."
a.nd Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
In the world. One son is an Episcopal clergy·. facts and statistics. But the scheme looks to
Th.e, boo_k Is dtvid':d mto a consideratiOn of intimate personal experience with the two s:vs.
llr
the Duties regardmg othe s hi fi "
d tems. It deal1 the most trenchant blows which
man. The outhne of several sermons is given us i e one to benefit the pious politicians ·
"
..
·
.
r c . € Yi, an PJlre logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critica.l Rein the book, showing him to be a man of bet- who will handle the funds to move the negro, the
Duties regard!ng self chiefly. . In v1ew.
,
ter and broader views than the church he and the pious church authorities who claim the first h~ deals With the usual subJec.ts,
Oloth, 12mo, $1.75.
represents. The oldest daughter Is a physi- the moral guardianship of the negro, and sue~ as Ktn~ness, :rruth~ Honesty, Family
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER co.
clan, and not only wins her own way, ·but who .when they hav settled him in Africa will ~u~I~s, Pubhc ~uttes, with nu~ero~s subhelps others to rise also. The trend of the oeet'einallybegging the government andpeo- diVISions concernmg Love-famliy, ~nenrlly,
story Is toward a more liberal religious faith pi~ for funds with which to go over and con. and. sexual_; Beneficenc~---;generostty and
is mild in tone, and in sentiment will un~ vert him, when the painful fact is that he a!. chanty; VICes Antap:omstic-hate, envy,
AND
doubtedly please Reformed Episcopalians, ready possesses too much religion and too anger, cruelty, etc. In the second, Self- C! •
Unive~sa!ists, ~piritualists, B~d the followers !ittle-bo~esty, ~nd his_revivals being orgies of Development, Industry, Self-Support, ~.elf- ulr~r
of Chr1st1an sctence. May th1s venture prove Immorality. Ltke Blatr's educational scheme, Contro,, ~eml?erance, Self.Respect, Pun~y,
:f!l
so successful that the author will feel encour-~ there is more to it than appears on the sur. and _Co.nsme?Itiousness are treated also w1th
AN ~XPOB
aged to "Yrite a sequel to the fortunes of the face, imd besides making the government the speci~I subdivision~. Like Mr.. Hittell'a, the Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
Esty family very soon.'' Price, $1.
keeper of a colossal poorhouse, it would in- book_ Is crow~ed With good advtce, and subbeques~~~r~~a~:!f¥:u~gt~e~~rilltian .
-volve the country in almost endless complies- stantiated Wit~ reaSO!JB ,geniral~y soul!d,
Christian Associa." Progresslv Essays 011 Popular T . ' f tions. Toe price of the book is $1.
though ?ogmatic teachmg Is occasionsllr In·
tion.
Our Age " by Prof H M K ttl opiC_s o ... - ,
' dulged ID and erroneous reasons sometimes
BY BIOH. B- WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
·
· : · . q · nger, IB a
, .
: given for right actions, due probably to a
book of 328 pages, not m.cludmg the Errata.
Morality and rehgion hav mostly been thread of Christian authoritativness left in :rice $1.
Address THE TRUTH BBBKBR.
T~e essays .":re on Publ!c Schoo}s, Natural taught together. But they should not be Mr. Bierbower, and to his dee but mistaken
~tence, P~htJCal and Sc:Clal Questions, Rclig- taught together. They should not be mingled respect for Christ 88 8 morll teacher-the
IOn, and History and Bio~rapby. The book a_nd co!lfounded. They are two totally dis- fault of early trainin and 8 lack of clearness
Is what our esteelJ!ed rehgtous contemporary, ~IU!Jt thmgs. Mor_slit.Y is one thing. Religion in his analytical reas~ning. He fails to meet His Life, Works, Worth, Martyrdom, Porthe Indtpendent, If h!l knew ho~ tQ spell the IS another .. ~or~lity·Is our duty to our fellow- in his references to Jesus, even the common~
trait, and Monument.
word, "Yould call galhmaufry, o~ as !3hakspere men. Rehgion IB our. supposed duty to sup- est of the objections to that alleged individ- '!fOte It, ga!Jy.mawfry, a medl~y of !neon- pose~ supernatural bemgs. Morality aims at uai's teachings. And some of his pronounce- With a complete list of the A-merican subscribers
_J!~ ststent·materlals. -.Why Mr. Kottmger should mak!ng others happy. Religion aims at mente 88 to ri ht action are totall wro
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
;! ;' hav given us funeral. addresses, a~'?o!lnts of makmg one's self h_app,rby securing entrance owing to fault~ conceptions of the ~i htsn~f
BY
... tripe to t~e Hot Bpr~ngs, and cnt.ICisms of to heaven. Morality IS unselfish. Religion the individual and his dutv to others g But GEORGE JACOB HoLYOAKE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
.,",McGuffey s Readers In a book of general Is selfish.
on the whole Mr B" bo · , b k · ·
., THADDEus B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
· no t P1am.
·
p er h aps I't 111
· b ecause
A s re 1·1gion
•
•
,
•and
Ierfar wer
s oo IBtheas we
1s now wamng,
p n'nc 1' P1es IS
and leaving said 8 good one
su erior
n
LYDIA R. CHASE.
10
he wrote them. The desigD; o~ th~ book is yacant its. pla~e in human attention, morality era!' teaching of so-calledp moralists ff;h; Single copies 15 cents; ten copies for a dollar.
, not e:t once apparent, and !t I~ difficult to 1s ext~n';}Ing ItE~if ~ver that vacant p'ace.
price is $1 50.
·
1
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
.,_,perce1.ve the class ?f re~ders It. will appeal to. Thus It Is ~oubhng Itself. ~n doing this it
The third book of what is intended to be
But,. lik~ Mr. Kottm~er s previous works, the bas to furnish codes of .unmixed morality in moral teachin is John Lord Peck's "Kin _
matter I,B of th~ plam comm.on.sense ?rder, place of those ~odes-which were half religion dom of the U~selfish.'' It ls not 8 manua'i, THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
and the mstruction imparted lB useful, If not and half morality-or supposed morality. Of but rather 8 consideration of man's social
Price, 25 Cent!!,
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THE

BiOla of Natura,
OR, TJi:E

Principles of Secularism.

New Edition, ReTisei l\nd Enlar&'6d.
BY HELEN H. eARDENER,
ln.trodn.ctic..Jl· by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
l'riee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 I)Ants.
Th6 Triul., gupplieti, at lipec€al Diacuunta.
A.dd,resa THE TRUTH BEEKER,
.·
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
Photo-6ngravfugs of Mis11 Gardener are for sa.Ia
a.Hhis office. l'rioe, 4lle.; "l"ith autonaph, 50 eta.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Religious and Political Liberty.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR

Crimes and Persecutions.
vo, 1,ll9pp, Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4. 50.
BY D. M. BENNEI'T.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
ll8 Lafayette Place, New York.

JrOB
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every·age to a.equire greater political
l~berty; alsovigor!JtiBly attacks the very fqundahon of the religiOn of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of It:elanq, and, in detailmg the account of slavery m thJB country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Througbout1
the work is replete with astoundin_g facts ano
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
·
By THEO. c. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., prjce 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa:sette Pla.oe, New York.

FOR HER DAILY. BREAD.
A. NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread· 1B the st.ory ot two young
girls and a younger brother who were lett parent·
lilss,.with little money, ·fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
g_oing to Chicago. The author is also the berotn.
The narrativ is, iii. the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and. disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of· human life as we should expect Colonel IngerSteel enera'rines of this· celebrated naturalist. soll to be iuterested in; and whatever h!l admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the atten tioiJ
2x1G inches, suitable for. framing, sent postpaid, ·of
the rest· of the world. Price 25 cents.
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
· ·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT,
tf

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
'USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them hvely and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN-Boox contains songe
by the beat poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is highly· recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker.
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
IIi oents.
Address '11HE TRuTH BBEIDIIB Oo

. -The Career of Jesus Christ.

An Expos tion of the Tme MeaniU:K of this Char
acter as described .in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew
<>I!Y·"
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.

~ythol-

ROMA.N I.S ¥,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Rea11on. Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a. Good Citizen of
this Republic.

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED BY

L. K. W.ASHBUBN.

B:F A. • .Y. GROVER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
&ddreas TE:E TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Modern Scirnce fssaJlst.

This volume comprises some of the abl~st and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver dnrmg the
· Ten Cents Each.
past forty-five years. It ~s- neatly printed .on
cream-white paper, bound m cloth, and oontams
SPENCER: His life, writing~, and
a fine likeness of the venerable edttor of the 1. HKRBERT
philo•oohy.
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
Investtyator. Every Liberal should ~av thia bool!
THOMP~ON.
in his home. It is now readY for delivery.
2. OHARLE.B ROiJERl' DARWIN : His life, works,
and infin.Pnce. BY Rev .. JoHN W. CHADWIOK.
Price, $1.00.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Ac!!lresa THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
·· ow •uns and worlds come into being .. BY
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION -OF .THW. EARTH : The story of
BIBLE INQUIRER;
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
OB,
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGE'rAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS•
A Key to Bible Investigation. 6. EVOLUTION·OF
ANIMAL LIFE: The order
Containing 143 Propositions
of zoological evolution. By D • RoBBITJUI
With References to the most Plain and Striking
RAYMOND
Self-Contradictions of the so:oalled
'i'. TBE DEBOENT OF MAN: His orildn, antiq·Inspired Scriptures.
uity, growth BY Prof. E. D, CoPE.
BY A. JACOBSON.
s EVOLtTiu.N OF .MIND: Its .nature and de'Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
vel<>nment BY Dr.. hOBEBT G. ECCLES.
Every Liberal needs a copy for ready reference. 9 EVOLUTlONO~'SOCIETY. ByJA.MEsA.SXILTnN.
A.s a pamphlet to -loan to Christian friends, it is
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
the most effeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
SAMPSON.
Price only 25 cents.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. ·By DB. LEWiij
G. JANES
12. PltOOFd OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON C.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
PAI!SHALL .
13 EVOLU t'ION AS R:F.LA.TED TO RI!.LIGIOUEI
Th~ 8o1.6 F(M)torB and .Ect(M)t RatiOs in tlie
THOUGHT. By Jo!IN W. CHADWICK.
14 f HILO~OPHY O.F 'EVOLUTION. By STABB
.Acquirem~nt and .Apportionment.
f!OYT NIOHOL8. .
15. THE EF • EO TEl OF EVOLUTION O'il THR
By J. K. INGALLS.
COMING OIVILIZA'fiON. BY liiiNOT J.
$1.00.
SAVAGE.··
Price, Cloth,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
1!8 L,.fayette .Plac~. NflW York.

THE SAFEST CijEED,

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
BY D.

M.

BENNETT.

AND

10 cents.

TWELVE OTHER DISCOUBSEB OF REASON.

Bi1 0. B. PROTHlNfJHAM.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 23Bpp,, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

THE

UNIVEBSE·ANALYZED
BY

OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00•

THE STRUGGLE

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Th(.'J Forum.

MEN,_WO¥EN k GODS. The Secret of the East,

.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
ofthe FUTURE.
Author of "The Secret of tho East, or the Origin
of tbe Christian Religion and rhe Significance
of ita Rise and Decline," "Physical Edu•
cation, or the Health-Laws of Nature,•."Houaehold RAID!'.dies,"·"The
Polson J;>roblem, or tne Cause
and the Cure of Intemperance," e·,c., etc.
·
Felix. L. 02vald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subjeots.-[Cin..
Com. Gazette.
Cloth, 1llmo, 940pp., $1.

N£ W EDITION.

JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.

CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, .and His~o"ioal
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
Sketches, for Farmers, Meohamoa, Machtmats,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener- who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conception.s the easy property of the
ally, with
mind. The· book contains many ideas
Numerous Maps, Illustrations,. and Diagrams ordinary
that will be new to the world and producttv of
Dlustrating some of the more Important Compar- good in furnishing foed for thought•. We truet it
ativ Statistics of the World.
will hav tho immense distribution it so rich].v
More Information for Less Money ihan has merits.-[The American Idea.
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
Cloth;12mo, $1.
For $50 worth of " Cold Facts " boile<J •'lown in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Addrea1 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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For sale at this omce.
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BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

,
:j
r<<..J ·
n~
>'W!vt,li~ .

Chicago Secular UIii on meets every Bun du
evening at 7:80P.M., at 558 West Madiso- street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome;

Philadelphia Liberal

Lea~ue

267

meets every Sunday in lndu&trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts •• at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questionr.
Able speakers interest the a.udienoe. N.B.-'!'ruth
Beekerpnblioationsalwa:non hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society or Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, aU
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are in'rited. :MABms Hj!:IGHToN, Bee.

For the benefit of our read.ers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binderJ The.lf.ianhauan Liberal Club, N.Y.
;!
1~~~e t~: ~~j~~o:r, ~E Meets every Friday evenina-, at· 8 o'clock, at Ger·
II ·~
J TRUT.H SEBRtm printed in man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. LectI'
~
.• • .-:gold letters on the outside. ures and discussions. The public Qordiallyinvited.
·
,____,_,.This binder allows the opening of thePiPers perfectly flat. It al!o allows the
Akron,
Freetbou;-ht Union.
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
other parts.
Sunday afternoon in the Hall of Cramer's Block
Bent by mail, post~aitb for Sl.
South Howard street, at 3 o'olook.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
t.f
28Lafayeite Pl•• New York.
.

· ;:--

o.,

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his I.Ue and
'l'eachings.

The Minneapolis Secmlar Union
Meets every Bun day at 7:80P.M., at' 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J. F. MACOMBER, Pres.; CHAS. LoWND,Beo.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of BrooklJ n Plsilosopllieal Associ&·
Virtue."
tlon

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
" Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
t-he book.
·
Extra Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

I.. K. Washburn's Work.s.

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Dlsoassions follow
lectures.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth San·
days of ea.oh month at Independent Church, at
10.30 A.M. Free discussiun on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBU~'H BEEKER and lnVIJBtt·
gator are solicited.
R. G. l:!MITJI, Cor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club

~abbath. " A law Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
regula.tin~ human conduct on the Sabbath is hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leotures.-Free Discusaions.-Original
an impertinence." Prioe, 10cents.
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val·
The False Teaching of the Chris- uable
is at tbe service of members and
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine friends;library
0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. CALDER, Bee.
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

~nnday

and the

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10· cents.
Spiritm\lism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

The Newark l..ibcral League

Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Cleveland, 0.,

~ecular

Union

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

meets every Sunday evening at 7:80, at room 211,
Oity Hall, for lectures and free discussions on religious and eocial subjects. The public cordially
invited.

----------~-------·----------

Unprecedented offer. No otber house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, testl
and compare my goods and prices with tbose o
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi<oe of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract that
oash in full will be refunded any time within one
yea.r from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirelY satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None wlll sell as cheap. OarrYing a large stock,
being an expert., close buyer, and doing business
on smallest Possible expen11e, you will positivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardropa, wortb $600, for
$400; Pms, ltmga, l!.ardrova, Studs, Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $3!10, for !200; do., worth
i200, for $140; do., worth M50.f<•r $110; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., wot·t h $80, for $tiO; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth $40, for $80; ao., worth $30,
for $«2; do., worth f20, for $15. Yon can wear these
goods daily for one year, It will not cost you a
cent. If in the Ulean ttme you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your cash in full.
Beleotiona sent to responsible _parties on approval; to any banking-house or O.O.D.,pri'rilege
of examination.

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.

Tlte Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies in Tbeolot.;J'. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

Liberalism" Treating the subject from a

. negatiV. and affirmativ. B~andj)O)nt, showing
what it lB not and what 1t lB. Price, 5 cents.
tf

Essence of Religion.
BJ' L. FEUERBACH.

DDAMONOS.

Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 ots.
'lle "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imt~ixteen jewels, finely adjusted to heat and ooldi
moral.-Jl,'.ctf·act.
patent regulatorl Brequet ha.ir-sprin"' beautifu
double-paneled aial, and all modern improve
Address THE TRU'I'H BEEKEB Co.
menta. Perfect, avd no watch will com pet~ with
it ! In silverine case, $19; in four·ounce com silArgument bJ' B. G. ln;-ersoll
ver case, $2JUO; five-ounce, $25; six- ounce, $27. In
open face. be"t fill•d gold case, $27; huntipg, ~;
IN THB
do., Louis XIV., $35. In fourteen carat sobd gold.
$50 to $150. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded if
not satidaoto6¥:ro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
FOR
Established 1857.

tRiAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
"BLASPHEMY,"

At Morristown, New Jersey.
stenographtcall!l reportea, ana remsea bl/ the author.

WORKS BY .ARTHUR B. MOSS

Was Jesus an Impostor% A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted de"\Jate of moden
times. 1eo pp., 25 eta. 'l;he M1rror of . :JJ:ree
thought. 50 ots. The B1ble and Darmn1sm
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Bec.ular Tmtha. 2
ots. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Btble Horrors ; or
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1ble Makers. 5 cts
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 ots. Mose
HISTORY
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Bocrates,_Buddhi!o• !'nd Jesus
01' THB
5 eta. Christianity a Degradmg Rel!g!On. 5 eta
Fictitious Gods. 5 ots. Natural Man. 5 cts
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT The
Old Faith and th!l. New. 5 ots•.Bl1lllo ~~:nd
Bpinoza. 5 ots. The B1ble God and H1s Favontll
Of' Europe.
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth
Revised Edition-2 Yola-I'rioe, p.
and Happiness. 5 ots. The Brain and t~e Bould.
cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Des1g_n an
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D. 5Natural
Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
A.ddresa THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Animals. 5 ots.
Addre811 Watts and Co., 17 John!on•s Conr~
E.O., Lon.lon. En~t •.
Handsome avo, 86 pp .. beautiful type, fine paper.
Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
$2 per dozen.
Addreer THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e LafaieUe Pl.,l!lew York

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
Price.

25 oen~s.

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD

"The Jews a.nd th~ir God stood on the lowes
plane."
Pri~'e, 10 oentP.
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CODS AND RELICION8 WO.RLD'H MAGEM,
OJ!'

A.NOmNT AND JIODERN TIJIES.
I
=================
·Vol I Givs a. J!'ull Acooun~ of
~he Gods, inGREBNWALD, the murderer who is to be oJizdfng Jehovah, Batao, the Holy Ghost,
1

banged at New York next Friday has entered 1
'
the Roman Catholic faith. He was baptized 1·
on the 29th ult by Father O'Hara and when
•
'
1
the ceremony was concluded held a long conference with him.
I

all

Jesus Ohrist, VirlrinllMDa.r:v, ~bend ~J!'hulle B~~l&·
8vo Sll5pp. Vol. I . eson s
ll ....
tbe Belilrio11s Systems of the World.
svo,957pp. Oloth,S8Pervol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; roorocoo. gilt edges. S8.
BY D. M. BENNET!'.
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.

itms of lfhonght.

'l'Hl.N.KER~,

AND REFORMERS.

I

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophera,
Tea.ohers. Skeptics. mnovatoril, J!'onnders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Boien- ·
tfpts, eto. (who wPre not Ohristians),
from ~he time of Menu to the present. svo. 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
Iea~er, S4; mor;, g. e•• $4..150.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
liS Lafa:vette Pla.oe, N. Y.

WHATEVER WilY IDl/ days detlline! .
I felt and-feel, though len alone, .
His bei)lg working in mine own,
Tbe footstepa of hiillife iB mine.
-Tenn?JBon.

MAN's body is dust,
.
But his sonllivs in his works.-Voss.
. IT is impossible to leave
the history of wi tohoraft ·
without reflecting how vast
au amount of suffering has,
in at least this respect, been
removed by tbe progress
of a Ra.tionali11 tic oi viliza.
tion. • • • We hav to conceive, above all; the awful
sha.dow that the dread of ·
accusation· must hav
t.hrown no the enfefbled
f.<Oillties. of age, and the
bitterness it must ha v
addad to desertion and to
solitude. All these snffarwere the result of a. sinllle
superstition, which the
spirit of R'l.tionalisin has
deatrr>yed.-LP.ck!J'B Hl> tori/

ALL the provinces of
Brazil hav signified their
· adherence to the EeW
government.
Two hundred and fifty
miners that were entombed in Westphalia
hav been rescued.
TBB Minneapolis Trib
bull ding was bumt
on the 80th ult., and ten to
twenty lives were lost.
'Urn!

l:MMIGRATlON for the
first ten months of 1889
was878,140, against478172 for the same period

of Rntfcmallsm.

'1'ARE the farther gain to
humanity oonseqn~nt on
1he unbelief, or rat~er dis·
CuB'- has had riotsari~belief, in witchcraft and
1ng from diJierecces bew:z,.rdrY. Apart from t.he
tween aldermen, and bebru•a.lity by Ohristia.ns
toward those suspected of
tween military and civil
-.--.
witohora.ft, the hindrance
authorities.
to soientifl.o initiativ or ex~-.
FoRTY per cent of the
periment was inoalonlably
great so long as belief in
population of St. Petersmagic obtained. The inburg, including the czar
ventions of the past two
and czarina, are suffering
centuries, and especially
· those of thit nineteenth
from influenza.
century, mieht hav b•ne. Al!CBBISBOP LABISTIDE,
fl.ted mankind much earlier
.and mnob more largely but
of !!exico, has sent to
for the foolish belief in
Spain for five hundred
witchcraft and the shockpriests, as though he
ing ferocity exhibited tothought the nativ ones
ward those suspected ·of
necromanol/.-Brai!Zauah.
useless.
TBE most powerfnl conA COIIIVBNTION Of Bap.
sideration with a . trl!lll
tist preachers at New
SAMSON ASKETH A FAVOR 01!' HIS PARENTS.
benevolent man, if he be a
York on the 21Jth ult. disOhriatiav, for the extirpaAnd
he
came
up
and
told
his
father
and
his
mother,
and
said,
I
hav
seen
a
woman
in
Timnath
of
the.
daughters
tion of heresy by force, is
cussed the Catholic conof the Philistines; now, therefore, get her for me to wife.-Judges xiv, 2.
the belief that its unfortn•
gress with sentiments so
nate victims will suffer unfriendly to Catholicism as
ending torments in hell,
to occasion remark.
:
Not
for
a
few
days,
not
for a few years must they
In rain or shine,
. ~snft'sr,. but.f()l'ever.. Under the-·bnrdeB'1lf--snch,&n'
. If~registrars were ladies •.
·· AT Burlington, Ia., on the 24th ult., Arthur
awf11l thought can the sincere, kind-hearted Ohris.
-Columbus Disvawli.
tia.n fold his arms and look calmly upon the efforts
Bosler became insane from a religious exciteJosHUA BARNETT was a wag and a religious o~ of men who are· spreading unbelief or heresy in
ment that had been growing upon him since
GATHERING CHESTNUTS.
ator, and poaseased a prodigious memory. Unc~e every direction, who are not only going to hell
a late revival.
Josh, as he was generally called, had an appoint· themselv.s, but are taking with them thousands
The funny man sits a.t his desk all day,
ment to preach one S11nday at an out.of-tbe-w.alv of their fellow-men 7 Is it not natural that the
And works in a. silent, industrious way;
ON the 27th ult. a lin ow storm commenced
log school-house in his neighborhood, and twb sincere Obristian, having the power, should ~up
And out in the woods the ,qnirrellight
noted lights of a rival denomina.tion attended the press snob opinions 1-B. II'. unaerwooa.
Is gathering chestnuts from morn till night.
at Montreal that was the hardest for fifteen
-Waslttngton Cavttol.
meeting for the purpose of criticising the sermon.
years, and from there extended into the
NEITHER the Austrians nor the frngal•Bpaniards
One· wa.s na.med Jones, the oth,e~ Warman. Uncle
United States.
A XY. CUBTOlll.
Josh, who, it appears, was aware of their inten· are by nature a bloodthirsty race. But the doema
of
exclnsiv sa.lvation left th£ m no choice. It made
Wall down in the state of Kentucky,
tiona, concluded to checkmate them, and instea.d
RsPUBLICANS in Portugal poqrpose to imitate
AJar where the Onmberland rolls,
of preaching a. sermon he commenced repeatinll the suppression of unbelief a sa.ored duty; for, if
The people select,
Brazilians and overthrow their monarchy.
from memory and without any comment wh;~.tever the propagation of erroneons dootrins could doom
The social elect,
one of the epistles of St. Paul. J!'or. nearly ail thousands to an eternity of unspeakable, incomThey are said to hav 17,000 members and 97
Serve Rye in the Finhour chapter after chapter fell from his lips ao· parable, and hopeless tortures, the objections
activ committees.
Ger
companied by a grave and decorous gesture and founded upon snob scruples as compassion with
Bowls. -Lir~.
intonation. Brother Jones at the end of some the short sufferings of a condemned heretic must
IN the French chamber of deputies a Radithirty minutes arose with grave disapproval writ- h_ay assumed an appearance of almost idiotb fuBoME good, religious folk, says the Tribune, are ten a.11 over his face and retired from the hon11e, ·tllity.-PrQf'. F'eZix. L. Oswal~, M.D., tn The Secret
cal has moved that a grant of 750,000 francs
so
intensely
solemn
that
they
oan•t
realize
how
be given the striking miners, and amnesty
funny they sometimes are. H9re is a Bnnday- and took a. seat in. the yard upon a barkless an,d of the Bast.
for strike oft'enses be declared.
THEOLOGY is a science profound, superna.tur.al,
sohool leaflet whose topic is Ohrist's triumphant prostrate tree, which was ~sed aa a horse-block.
entry into Jernsa.lem, in which a great deal is Brother Warman atood 1t some _ten minutes and divine, which teaches us to reason on that
KANB.U newspapers are endeavoring to made of the statement in the narrativ that the loneer, when he, too, arose and· jomed Brother which we don't understand and to get our ideas
compel the Missouti Pacific railroad to pub- Lord had need of ao ass. And then the ·Jesson Jones. "Well, Brother War~an, what do :v~n mixed up on that wbiob we do.- Voltaire.
think of such a sermon 7" sa1d Brother Jones.
lish its reports as enjoined by law. Kansas ends with this remarkable appeal: "If the Lord "Think7" said Brother Warman," why, I think MINISTERS He, for the most part, engaged in
had
need
of
a.n
ass,
do
:von
not
think
he
ha.s
need
railroad commlssiCiners seem to hav connived
if the good Lord will forgiv me this time for lis· poisoning the JDinds of the young, prejudicing
of l/OD 7"
tenin g to snob rotten doctrin, I will never be children against science, teaching the astronomy
in their suppression.
WHAT WONDER7
gnilty aeain."-Je!ico News.
and geology of the Bible, and ind11oing all to de.
Young Digby went to Vassar
sert the sublime standard of reason.-Inuersou,
ON the 28th ult. Boston suft'ered one of the
lllELIBBA's
llliBADVENTUBB.
To leot11re to the girls ;
moat destructiv fires of late years. A conSciENCE ascribes to natural causes, what theolAnd there, in fine orations, showered
Melissa Melinda MoOann
siderable extent of grop.nd in the business
ogy a.soribes to supernatural ones.-BuokZB's
A wealth of wisdom's pearls.
Projected a laudable plan
Hiatot'fl or Ci?Jiluation.
district was burnt over, with a loss of $5,000,To reform woman's dress
But saon his oonraee faltered,
000. Firemen and others received a number
On a standard no less
EvERY religion has for its foundation a misconAnd went into eclipse,
Than the models e.ft'eoted by man.
ception of the cause of phenomena.-Inuersozz.
of injuries, some fatal.
What wonder, when five hundred girls
Were "hanging on his liPB7"
-7'/nl.e.
She invented remarkable ways
I DO not believe that any two men, on what are
To the Jesuit organs now in existenceOf belaying her garments, End praise
called doctrinal points, think alike who think at
THE
BIGGEST
ONE.
Was distinctly her due,
all. It is only those who hav not thought that apamong the chief of which are the Month of
I oan11ht a string of beauties
J!'or the neighbors she threw
pear to agree.-Patne.
London, the L1/IJtJIJI1n and the Irish Montltly
Up on the North J!'ork to-day,
Into constant and breathless amaze.
TBE ohnroh that does not allow investi&'a.tion,
of Dublin, and the Messengtr of the B(UJ'}'ed
The finest trout that were e'er palled outthat teaches that all doubts are wicked, attains
. Unmindful how Some might deride,
But the Biggest One Got Away!
Heart of Philadelphia-a new one called the
unity through tyranny, that is, monotony by.re·
She determined her skirt to divide;
· Monthlg Re'IJietO will be added by the Jesuit
And down in the mill pond meadow,
pression. 'l'he boast of unity is the confession of
No change wa.s too radioalThe boys that were making hay,
fathers in America next month.
tyrannY.-Inqersol!. ·
Transient-nomadioalWith forks and rakes kill8,0to snakesEa.oh idea new shonld be tried.
EccLESIASTICS likewise claimed and exercised
But the Biggest One Got Away!
LYNN, M.ass., on the 26th ult. had its busiAll draping she wholly abhorredtbe right of private war. • , , 011 many occaness portion destroyed by fire. There were
And so I hav heard of liars
Her vials of wrath she.outpoured
sions, the martial ideas to which eoolesiastios of
Binoe Ananias•s day,
burnt 42 brick blocks and 112 wooden blocks.
Upon tailors and dressmakers,
noble birth were aoonstomed, made them forget
There
are
just
a
few
that
receive
their
dueOalline them messma.ll;ers,
Among the buildings destroyed were the
the ptt.oiflo ;pirit of their profession, and led them
But the Biggest One Gets Away!
Banded in fiendish accord.
into the field in person at the head of their vauals•
.central railroad station, four banks, three
-C. II'. Lummtl.
The dignified eoolesiastios • , • bore arms, led
newspaper oftlces, one chutch, and 120 facPoint ae Ventse was as badtheir va.ssals to the field, and fought at their head
THE LADIES AT ELECTION TIME.
Never a trimming she had ;
tories-the loss of which latter throws 8,000
in battle. Among them the priesthood was
If registrars were ladies,
J!'or her no chimerical, .
men out of employment.
soarooly a separate profession; the military aoWith eyes as blaok as hades,
Oheap, millinerioal,
oomphshments ·Which they thought essential to
Passementerioal fad.
J!'a.ir and petite,
them 11.1 gentlemen were cultivated; the theolog·
AccUSATION has been made against a large
Witli laughter sweet,
And so she elected to go
ioal sciencP, and pa.oifl.o virtues suitable to their
number of aristocrats and military otlicers in
As many a B11okeye maid is,
Unadorned from her crown to her toe;
spiritual function, were Df,gleoted and despised.
London that they hav been meeting at a house
A strong, common-aensibleA simple invitation
-~obertfon'B {JUrtJ6fl or the State Qf' BurOJ}B.
for Bhoekingly immoral purposes. Among
To come for registration
Qilite indefwaible.
BisHoPs were concerned in assassinations, poiWonld bring all men
J!'11nny old feminiu "row I
the accused are Prince Albert Victor, Lord
soningl, adulteries, blindines, riots, treasons,
With ink and pen
These were the thanks that she got :
civil war.-Ingllf"IO!!,
Arthur Somerset, and the earl of Euston.
With trifling hesitation,
I!'rom naughty newspapers, hot shot;
The radical party and press will push the
OuTSIDE man is no salvation.-.Feuerllaoh.
J!'rom her friends, levityWha.te'er the vot~r'a trade is,
charges, as aidant in their work of ridding
WHEN man has been helped, man has done it.Hints of loneevityOr his compleXion's shade is,
England of its nobility.
IngersolZ.
Traeical, quite, wa.s i~ not7 -BIJilflinu sun.
He'd 110 and sign,
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OF COLUMBUS.

conduct still m~re remarkable, it thinks, is
THE Ohri.tian .Advocate (Methodist) says: that possibly are even beyond the egotism
the fact that the objectionable discourses " It is not often in our day that ministers are and conceit of a Talmage.'' It would indeed
must ha v been delivered principally to women, found objecting to an increase of salary, but be hard to locate the place occupied by
THE pastor and elders of the First Baptist for Frenchmen, as a rule, rarely go to church. we report a veritable case-a noble exception. Jesus while delivering hh most celebrated
It occurred in Connecticut some years ago. sermons. The fact that it is more than llh!y
church at Babylon, N.Y., hav been unable
THE Jews as well as the Methodists are
The worthy pastor declined the advance in that he never preached them at all may hBv
to allay their quarrels by mear:s of the spirit,
having difficulty in getting their religious
and hav had to fall back upon the despised houses filled. At a meeting in On;aha thf. his salary for the three following substantial something to do with this.
reasons : ' 1. Said he, because you can't afford
worldly means of the supreme court.
BY far the most important event of the
other day, called to organize a literary soCoL. RoBERT G. INGERsOLL bas accepted ciety, a rabbi stated that religious indifference to giv more than $300. 2. Because my series of sittings of the Edinburgh Art Con.
the invitation of the State Bar Association to among the Jewish people was becoming more preaching isn't worth more than that. 8. Be• gress, writes a correspondent of the National
deliver the annual address before that body apparent every day, and that some means of cause I hav to collect my salary, which here- Reformer, was the great public meeting at
in the assembly chamber at Albany on Jan- creating an interest tn religious work must be tofore has been the hardest part of my labors which the Sunday opening of museums, pictuary 13th. " The Imperfections of the Com- devised. He thought a literary society would, among you. If I hav to collect an additional ure-galleries, etc., formed the leading subject
of discussion. Principal Cunningham of St.
mon Law" will be the subject of the address. in a measure, accomplish this, and hoped hundred, it will kill me.'"
Andrews,
who, by his outspoken advocacy of
THE World tells this one on the great AgTwo men were hanged in this neigh- that all his people would manifest an interest
a freer Sunday, has more than once scandalnostic:
Col.
Robert
G.
Ingersoll
is
one
of
the
in
the
society.
At
this
rate
it
will
not
be
long
borhood last week, one in Brooklyn, one
ized the" elect," was the chief speaker, and
in this city. Both were nominal Catho- before a chromo goes with every conversion, happiest-looking men in the city. His smile argued vigorously in favor of the opening of
lics, and before swinging off formally em- and free lunches are established to entice the is as sunny as a successful comedian's and his museums and picture-galleries on Sundays.
braced the Roman Catholic faith and were wayfarer. The children are already bribed bonltomie is as pronounced as ever. He "Instead of it being a sin to open such
wears a cape coat of generous dimensions
admitted, through baptism, into the church. by prizes to attend Sunday-school.
places, he considered it a sin to keep them
and where he stands he attracts the gaze of
They are now in heaven.
shut." The prevailing notion that the Jewish
THE progress of schisms in the English
admirio·g
men.
He
was
conversing
with
a
How did the Florida Times. Union find these church continues. The Sun lately chronicled
Sabbath was a day of solemn religious observsad facts? "Adam sleeps his last sleep on the suspension, by order of the civil court, of friend in a hotel corridor a few days ago ance, was totally erroneous. In reality they
when.
a
mutual
acquaintance
joined
them.
the island of Ceylon in the Indian ocean, the vicar of Hoo, for declining to administer
kept it as a festival day, a day of merrywhile Eve is buried on the shores of the Red the communion to a parishioner who refused "Has-- been in?'' asked the new-comer. ma~ing and rel11x11tion. '' It was a day for fun
sea, several thousand miles away. Their to repent for attending a Wesleyan service. "I don't know," answered Colonel Ingersoll. and feasting amon~ the Jews On the Sabdescendants should chip in and move the re- The notice containing the order of suspension "Of course you don't," returned the ques- bath day tbe Jew invited his friends to dine
mains of the former back nearer home and was fastened on the church door, and the tioner. "I forgot, for the moment, you are with hlm-c'lld victuals of course, which
bury the two side by side.'' Perhaps the bishop of tbe diocese, in compliance with the an Agnostic."
were not so bad in a warm country. He also
aforesaid descendants would hav trouble in order of tbe court, sent a curate to officiate.
THE Cincinnati Times-Sta1' says : " Tal- went to the theater on the Sabbath, If there
identifying the remains, and it's always well The regular vicar said that it was his "duty mage would hav shown more sense and was a theater, and enjnyed himself thoroughly
to be sure in these things.
to God" not to recognize any such priest; discretion if he had stood down at the bottom in every way." Principal Cunningham did
THE Philadelphia Inquirer thinks that the that when "a temporal judge, sitting in a of Mars Hill to deliver his open-air sermon not say in so many words that his compatriFrench pulpit cannot be as sensitiv about temporal court, without a shadow of spiritual instead of hunting out the place where Paul ots should imitate the example cited ; but it
handling political topics as is the American, authority, presumed to deprive a priest of his preached. We suppose that as Mr. Talmage is perhaps enough in the mean time that a
if it may judge by the report that fifty-five spiritual powers, he would refuse to recog- continues his journey eastward, he will go man who is a leader of thought in the Estabpriests hav been temporarily deprived of their nize the usurped right of a court set up down into the Holy Land and endeavor to lished church, and the principal of one of its
stipends for preaching on subjects connected merely by the authority of Parliament to locate the spot where Christ delivered his colleges, should make so liberal a concesSermon on the Mount. Still, there are things sion.
with the recent election. What makes their judge spiritual questions."
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~ommunications.
Was Abraham Linroln a Christian f
CHAPTEH X.
TxsTIMoNY oF LINCOLN's RELA'f!Vs AND INTIMATE AssoCIATES.
Mrs. Sarah Lincolo-Dennis F. flanks-Mr•. Matilda. Moore
-Jolin Hali-Wm. JlkNc-ely-,"dr. Lyntt.n-Wm. G.
Green-J..,soua F !;jpetd- JtJhn Decurop-Grt-en (;a.
rulhe•s-l:lquue Perkwo-Hiln Jo~t-pll Glllesple-Jas.
Gorley-Dr. Wm. Juyues-Hoo. JesEe K Dubui~-Judge
Stephen T. Logan-Ron. Leonard S"'eLt.
Were I to rest my case here, the evidence already
adduced is sufficient, I thi1.k, to convince any unprt-judiced mivd that Lincoln was not a Cllnstian.
Bu~ I do not propose to rest here.
I hav presented
the testimony of half a score of witne<ses; before I
lay down my pen I shaH present the testimony of
seven times as many more.
In this chapter will be given the testimony _of
. some d the relative and intimate associates of Lm
coin. The testimony of his relative coLfirms thtclaim that he was not religious in his youth; the
others testify to his unbelief while a resident of New
Salem and Springfield.
ltlrs. Sarah Lincoln.
If there was one person to whom Lincoln was
more indebted than to any other, it watl his step
mother, Sally L1ncoln, a beautiful woman-beautiful
not only in face and form, but possessed of a mol!!
lovely character. Sne was not h1ghly educated, but
abe loved knowledge, and inspired in htr step son a
love for books. Stle wus a Christian, but she
attached more importance .to deed than to crsed.
She loved Lincoln. After his death, sbe said : " He
was dutiful to me always. I think he loved me truly.
I bad a son, John, who was rs1s .. d with Ab~. Botb
were good boys; but I must say, both now bewg dead,
that Abe was the best boy I ~over saw, or tcxpect to
see." Lincoln was too good and l;oo great not to appreciate this woman's rare and bfi',wtion. Said he
(alluding to her and not, as popularly supposed, to
his own wothH, who died while he was yet a mer~>
child), "All that I am and all that I hope to be, I
owe to my mother."
When Lhe materials for Lincoln's biography were
being collected, Mrs. Lincoln waR considered the
·most reliab.e source from which to obtain the facts
pertaining to his boyhood. Her re~ollPctions of him
were recorded with the utmor.t care. His Christian
biographers, in order to make a Sunday-school hero
of him, hav declared him to be a youth remarkable
for his Christian piety and his love of the Btbl£>.
The statements of Mrs. Lincoln disprove this claim.
Tile substance of her test1mony, as g1ven by Lamon,
is as follows :
His step-mother-bPrs«>lf a Chri~tian, anrl longing for the
.least sign of failh in him-could remembPr no circum8tRncte
that supported h.-r h•·pe. Oo the contrary, she rtcullec•£>d
very well that he n"ver weut' fi iuto a. corner, a.s hBS bet•n
said, to ponder the •acn;d "n•IDI!P, ~tnd to wet the l""l!:e
with his tears of p••nit~::nce (Lrfe nf Lmcoln, pp. 4::l6, 487).
The H1biP, acconling to Mrs Lincoln, was uot Ot•e of hts
stutlies; "he sought more congeUJal books." At that time
he neither ta.lkPd nor read upon rdigious suhjects. If be
·.had any opinions about them, he kept tl<em to himself
(Ibid, p. 38).
Dennis F. Ilauks
The next witness i~ Lincoln's cout<in, Dannis Hanks.
Mr. Hanks held "the pulpy, red, little Lincoln" in
his arms before he was" twenty-four hours old," and
remained his conshnt companion during all the years
that he lived in Kllntucky and Indiana. He lived
for a p!lrt of the time in the Lincoln fsmily, and
·married one of Lincoln's step-sibters. Although he
was born in the last century he still survives. I met
him recently at Charleston, IIi. With evident de.light he rehearsed the story of Lincoln's boyhood,
and reaffirmed the truthfulness of the following
statements attributed to him by Lincoln's biographers:
Abe wasn't in early life ::1. religious roan. Be was a moral
man strictly. . . . In after life he became more n-ligiouA; but t.be Bihle p11zzl('d him, e~ptciully th~ miracles
(Every.Da.y Ltfe of Lit•COin, p. 54).
"Rehj!'ious songs did not. ~<pp~ar to suit him a.t all," tta.~s
Denn1s Hank~; hut ••f profane balltt.ds and amorous ditties
he knew the words of a vast number.
Another was :
Hail Columbia, happy land I
It you ain't drunk, l'JI be damned,& song which Dennis thinks should be :-arhled only in the
"fields;" and •ells us tbey koe w and er•j-•vPd "all such
Bongs as this" (L~mon's Life of Lincoln, pp. 58, 59).
The fitness of the abcve uoarse travesty to be
warbled, even in the fields, may well be doubted.
Lamon would hardly hav reoord~d it, and I certainly
should not quote it, but for the fact that it strikingly
illustrates one phase of Lincoln's "youthful piety."
Among the many Christian hymns which Lincoln
parodied, Mr. Hanks recalls the following :
How tediouR and tasteless the hours.
When I can read roy title clear.
Oh I to grace how great a debtor I
Come, thou fount of every blessing.

Mrl!l. Matilda Moorf!.
Mrs. Lincoln's first husband wa11 named Johnston.
By J:lim she had three children, a son and two da~gh
ters. Tne latter, hko tbtir mother, developed 1nto
noble specimens cf womanhood; and both lov"d
Ltncoln as teDderly as though he had been their own
brother. ThA elder was married to Dennis Hanks;
the :younger, Matilda, married LincolD's cousin, L<:~vi
Hall, and, after his death, a genLleman named Moore.
L~mon says th&t Lmcoln in h1s youth made s
mockdy of the popular religion; not from any lack
of reverence for what he believed to be good, but because ''be t.hought that a person had better be without it." That he was accustomed to turn so-called
sacred sut·jects into ridicule is attested by his stepsister, Mrs. Moore. She says:
When father and mother would go to church, Abe would
take down the B1ble, read a. ver~e. giv out a byron, and we
would sing. Abe v.a.s about fifteen years of age. He
preached and we would do the crying (Every-D"y Life of
Lincoln, p. 71).
.John llall.
On the 28>h of April, 1888, the writer, in company
with Mr. O.narles B1ggs, of Westfield, Ill., visited the
old Lrncoln homestead, near F11rmington, ItJ. Wt
dined with Mr. John Hali, a sun of Lincoln's step
~ister Matilda, in the old Jog-house built by Lincoh.'~
father nearly sixty years ago, and in which his father
&!Jd stt-p-mot.her d1ed. Mr. Hall, who owns tht
h· mestead &lid presuves with zealous care ~h1~
venerable relic is 1m intelligent farmer nearly sut~
years of llge. 'He greatly rt:Veres the memo~y of h1"
tllustri·::us uncle and loves to dwell on bts many
noble traits of character. He stated t.bat the family
tradition is that while Abe was a most honest ano
humane boy he was not religious. Be rderred to the
moc:k sermons he is said to hav preached. "At these
meetings," said Mr. Hall, "my mother wo~id lead in
the singing while Uncle Abe would lead m prayer.
Among his numerous supplications, he prayed God
to put stockings on the cbwkenb' feet in winter."
Willtum

l.Ue~

eel)'.

William McNeely, of Peterl>burg, Ill., who bPcame
acquainted witb Lmcoln m 1831, when be arrived at
N.,w Salem on a fl-.tboat, says:
Lincoln said he did not believe in total depravity, and,
ahtJOugh it was not popular to bel>eve it, it was easier to do
rigbt than wrong; that the first thought was: what was
r1ght? and the stcond-wbat was wro!lg? Ttwrefore it was
easi~r to do right than wrong, aud eas1~r to t11ke care of, as
it would take care of itself. lt took an ~ff,,rt to do wrong,
and a still greater t ffort to take care of it; but do right and it
would take care of itself.

.

.

I was ac-quainted with. him a long time, and 1 never knPw
him to do a wrong act (Lincoln Memonal Album, pp. 393-395).
ltl.r. Ll'J!an.
In 1880 at Bismarck Grove, Kl).n., the writer of
this deuv~red a lecture entitl~d, '' F JUr Ameriean
Infidels," a portion lJf which was devoted to a pre·
tleJ.tatwn of Lmcoln'H rel•gious vif'ws. In its report
of the lectur.., the L>~.wtence Standard, edited by
Hon. E G Ross, formerly Unued Stat~>s senator
from K.nsas, and at present governor of New Mexico, Balu:
In regard to Abraham Lincoln being an Infirlel, the evidence adduced was overwhelming, and was confirmed by a
gentleman pre~ent, Mr. Lynan, who ha:l known biro intimarely for 1hmy y~ars. Mr. Lynan d~clared that none but
pljrsona.l acquaiutance could enable one to realize the nobility and punty of Lincoln's character. but that he waR heyontl
doubt or question a· thorough di~behever in the CariRtian
scheme of 'alvation to the end of his life (La. wrence 1:3tandard,
Sept. 4, 1880).
'Villlam G. Green.
One of Lincoln's early companions at New Salem
was William G. Green. He and Lincoln clerked in
the same store and slept together on the same cot.
The testimony of Mr. Green has not been preserved.
We hav simply an observation of his, incidentally
made, the substance of which is thus presented by
Lamon:
Lincoln's incesPant reading of Bhakspere and Burns bad
much to do in g1viug to his roin•1 the "shpticRI" t.end~ncy
so fully Jevelop"d by the labors of his pen m 1834-5, ana m
social conversa<ions durir g many years of h1s residtnce
at Springlield ( Ltfe of Lincoln, p. 145).
Mr. Green'tl conclusion, el'pecially in regard to
B<.~rnl', is qmte generally sbsre::d by Lincoln's friends.
Burns's satirical poems were gre::stly admired by
Ltnco1n. "Holy W1H1e's Praybr," one of the most
w1thering satires on orthodox Christianity e"VH
pt!nned, was memorized by h1m. Every one of its
SIXteen stanz~~os, beginning with the following, was
an Infidel sbaft which he delighted to hurl at the
headtl of his Christian opponents:
0 thou, wha in the heavens dost dwell,
Wha, as 1t pleases best thysel',
Sends ane to heaven and ten to hell,
A' for thy glory,
And no fur ony guid or ill
They've done afore thee I
.Joshua F. Speed.
One of Vncolu'tJ earliest and best friends was
Joshua F. Speed. When he was licensed as a lawyer and entered upon his professional career at
Springfield without a client and without a dollar,
Speed assisted him to get a start. W. H. Herndon
was clerkmg for Speed at the time, and for more

than a year Lincoln, Herndon,_ and Speed roomed
together. Ror.,rrmg to thl:l rt-hgwus v1ews held by
LILcoln at tllat tliDe, Me. Spt-td, rn alt:mure, t>ays:
I hav often been a~ked wuat were Mr. Lincoln's reli~~:ious
opinwus Wbe11 I ku.,w biro, in tarly lit~, he ~as a skep1ic.
lie had tried hard to be a believer, but 111M reason could not
gra~p and solve the gna, problem ot redempuon a8 taught.
Tnis is the tesumouy oi an orthodox Ohril!tian,
and a church-member. Mr. Spet>d, dUrliJg tbe .ft&rs
that he was acquamted With L1ncoiD, was not a
membllr of any cLurcll; bu~ late in 111? h? united
With the Mlltb.odist cburch. As "the wu>h IB father
t.o the thought," Mr. Speed professed to believe that
Lmcoln btfJre his a~arb. mod fbd, to some extent,
Lhe radiCal views of h1s early manhood.
.John Deca111p.
Another of Vncoln's WO>lt Intimate Springfield
friends was John D<lcamp, Mr. Decamp was interVIewed by Mr. H•rndon regardmg LincoliJ.'~ religious
views m July, 1887. His statement was bnef, but to
the point. He says:
Lincoln was an lnlidel.
tArccn Carut11ers •
Soon after Lincoln removed to Springfield he became acquainted with Mr. Green Caruthers and
r.,mained on iiJ.timate terms with him during all the
o~ui:Jst q uent ;years of Lis life.
Mr. Carutber~ still
nvs 1u Springfield, and is a qulet,unlJbtrUslv old
gentleman, umv~:>rsally re~p~?cted by those who know
t:Jim. The Bl.ib~tance of b1s testuuony lB as follows:
Lincoln, Bledsoe, the metaphysician, and mys~lf, boarded
at tne G•ube hulel in wis ·eny. Bt a~oe t.,naed toward
IJhnstiaui•y, if he wa~ not a Onr1stiau .. L1ucoln was ~lw ..ys
1hrowiug out nis Infidelity to Bledsoe, nd,cuhug Cnrlbtlamty,
und esptetally the dtvwuy ot IJnn"tSquhe p,rk•ns.
· A few years ago there d1ed near Atchison, Kiln.,
an old geLtlewan named Ptorkms. Be was poo1, but
honest, and a bright man mtt-llectually. He was a
~on of M~<jor p.,rkins who was kllled in the Black
Hawk war. Lincoln after the fi~ht di~cJvered the
scalp of Major p.,jkms,-"'hich his ~>avage asr.aesm had
taken but llJst. H1s first 1mpuh.e was to kef:'p it and
take it home to the family ot the dead soldier. Then
realizing that it would only tend to inttlDBify their
grief he opent-d the grave and d~>posited it with the
body. Tnis incident Jtd to an intimate acquaintance
between Lincoln and the younger Peikins. In June,
1880, Mr. Perkins made the followxng statement
1elativ to LincolD's religious belief:
Durin~r all tbe time that I was arq·rainted with Abraham
Lincoln I know ti:Jat he was what the ctmrcn c~>lls an Infidel.
1 do not believe tba.t hP t:ver cuang• d his op,nions. When
C. >ifax was in Atcbis11n I had a talk wrth him ubout Lincoln.
Among otb~r thme:s, 1 aok~ll llim tf Lmcoln bud ev.r been
couverttd to Chri@tiaui•y. lie told me t.UaL he bad not. .
Don • .Jo•• ph •·HI SJ»ie.
Judge Gillt-sple, •1 EJwsrd~;ville, I.l, one of LincoiL's most va111~d fneLd~, wrltf'B as tollows:
Mr. Lincoln sddnm said anything on the snbject of religion. lie baid m ce to me w .. r. he ••ever could rtconctle the
preocience of •iei•y wilb the unc.. r•amry of ev.,uttl.
.. lt v.as d flieult," •ayR J ude;e G.lle~pl~, .. for him to believe without uemonstraliou."
.Jumc8 Gorley.
Mr. Gorley, who w~&B the coLfidential friend of
L ncoln, and who ~pent much time with him, both at
home and abroad, made the following statement:
Lincoln belonged to no rt"!igious sect. Be was reli~rious
in his own way-not as otbets generally. 1 du not thiok he
ev~r had a c11a11ge of heart, rehgi.,usly spe~>king. Had he
ever had a char·g.; of heart he would h..v told me. He
could not hav ne!!l~cted 1t.
'Villlam .JaJne, M.D.
Dr. Jayne is one of the most prominent citizens
of Springfield, and was one of Lincoln's ablest and
most faithful political fri~>nds. He secured Lincoln's
nomination for the legislature once, and wat~ one of
the first to pit him agsiuAt DJuglas. In a letter to
me, dated August 18 1887, D··· J ,oyne says:
His general reputation among his neighbors and friends of
twl!nt.}-fi ve yt>arM' st..ndmg was that (Jf a disbeliever in the
arcPpt~d faitll of or·hod@X Coristians. His miud was purely
l<•g ctt.l in its consnuctwn ar·d ac<ion. He believed nothing
1-xcept what was ~uscept-b e of d.. roonstration. . . . H1s
most in•iroate friend!! htre, aud close to llim in tbe confident.ial rela•i••nS of lif.-, a•sert, in re11ard to •h .. se wbo cla:m for
Liocoln a fliJtb in the or•hod<•X Ohristiun btJlit:f, tha~ the
claim is a fmud and utter noneeuse.
llun .Je,.~e K. Dubois.
Jesse K. Dub ..att, for a time st~&te auditor of Illinois, a Dubie sod gifted man, and one whom Lincoln
dear,y loved, once ·related an an~cdote which shows
that If Lmcoln did bllheve in a t~upnme being, he
bad little revert>Lca for the God of Ctmstianity. In
company with Dubois, he was v1sitwg a family in or
near Springfield. I~ was summer, and while Dubois
was iu the house With the family, L.ncoln occupied a
seat in the yard with his feet fllBtmg against a tree,
as was his wont. The lady, who was a very zealous
Christian, called aUention to his appearance and
commented rather severely upon his ugliness. When
they returned home Dubois rl'ferred to the lady's remarks. Ltncoln was silent for a moment and then
s11id: "D..tbois, I know that I am ugly, but she worships a God who is uglit-r thsn I am."
.Judge Steplacn T. l.o;-an.
Lincoln was admitted to the bar in 1837, when he
was twenty-eight years of age, Judge Logan being

'l'.H...E THUT.H. S.E.E.K...H:lR, lJi:i CEMBEH 14, 18~9.
on the bench at the time. SJon after his admission
he formed a partnership with John T. Stuart which
existed nearly four years, or unul Mr. SGuart entered
Congress. He then beeame the partuer of Judge
L,e-an, and continued in business with him until
1843, when ~e united his practice with that of Mr.
Ht!rndon. The testimony of Mr. S uart and Mr.
Herndon has alrelldy been given. No formal statement of Judge L ~g"n concerning this q aestion ha,.
bePn preserved. All that 1 hav been ao1e to fi.,d Jl'
cnntainAd in a letter from Mr. Herndon dated D-<c
22, 1888. Mr. Herndon wrote in reJation to Linuoln'"
letter of consolation to his dying father. In Lm
coin's letter, while Christ and Christianity are whollJ
ignored, there is an implied recognition of immortal
ity and an expressed hope that he may meet hi~
father again. Lmcolu's friend.,, for the most part,
consider the letter merely conventional, not an ex
pression of his real sentiments, but simpiy an effort
to console his Christian fat.her whom he could never
meet again on earth. Mr. Herndon, how(;ver; is
inclinPd to believe that while the tone of the lettt-r i~
not enct.ly in accord~nce with the views generall)
held by L•ncoln, it is y~>t a sincere exprr·ssion of thtfaelings he antArtained at the time. R;ferring to
this letter, Mr. Herndon says:
I shrnvt-d the Jet.ter to L·>g>\n, Stu11rt, et al. Lflgan
laughed in my f>J.ce. as much aH to Sliv: H.-rndnn, are yoJJ sn
gr~en asl.o believe that ~etter to be Line• ·ln s r~al id~as? I
cannot giv the eX!lCt word~ of Logan but he in substance
said: "Lincoln was an Infidel ot tne mo"t radical type."
Ho11. Lt>OnRrd !liw.-u.

I close this division of my evidence with the testimony of that glft.ed lawyer and honored citiz.,n d
Illinois, Lllonard S ovett. Prevtuus to his removal to
Chicago, in 1865 Mr. Swett restded in Bioomington,
and for a dozt,n years travtled the old E ghtb j •d10ial
circuit with Lmcoln. F<:~w men k ew Ll!lcoln better
than did Swett, and none was held in b1gher esteem
by Lincoln than he. It was he who pla~Jed L'ncr>ln
in nomination for the presidency at Cnicago in 1860.
I quote from a letter written by Mr. S..vett in 1H6o:
You ask me whether he (Lincoln] changed his relhdous
opinions toward tlie close ot nis !if.,. l tllink not. A• lie
became involved in matters of the greatest iropnrr.ance, full
of great responsibility and gre('t doubt, a fe~ltnl! of rehginus
reverence, a helief in Gud and hiR juRtice and overruling
providence increased witn him. He was always full of nlitural religion. He belleved in God a~ much as tlie most.
approved church. member, yet he judged of him by the same
S) stem of generaliz~tion ~s he judged evervthing else.
He
had very little faith in ceremonials or forms. In fact he
cared nothing for the form of anytlimg. . . . If his religion were to be j tdged by the iine• and rules of cnurch
creeds, he vrould r"ll far short of tne standard.
JooN E. REMSBURG.
(TO

BE

CON'l'INUED )

.Mr8. Hd81UIL'8

Libd Suit.

What was in m~ny respects onA of the most singular trials that evtr took place in Eo.,Jand, writes the
L'lndon c01respondent of tb .. N •W Y 1rk Su,n, ended
here four days ago (N JV. 15 , ) It was the. hbel
action brought _by M..a Aullle Besant, the famous
Freethinker and CO· worker with Cnarlea Brad au~ b.
against the R ·v. E 1 wyn Ho~kyns, the rector of
Stepney, Tower H11mlets. Towtlr H11mlets is a
suburb of L mdon, and represents a d. vision of the
L<Jndon Suhool board. At the Sl)hool Board Alection
Mrs. B .. sant was a candidate for the Tower H~mlets
seat. D.uing the election Rw. Mr. Hoskws, who
was greatly opposed to Mrs. Beaant, issued and
circulated a handbill declanng that the outcome of
Mre. Besant's teaching was that chastity was a crime
and unbridled sensuality was a virtue. Mrs. Bes!.mt
sued for de.mages, in a nominal sum, from the libel.
The case was brought to a trial, lastin~ four days, in
the Q teen's Bench D.vision before Buon Huddleston and a special jury. Mr. Ho~k.vns pleaded
justification and privtlege. The solicitor-g-.. neral,
l:)ir Edward ClarkA, Q C, and Mr. J. Lawson Walton
appeared for the d f ,ndaot. Mrs. Bdsant conducted
her own case in person, and right well did she do it.
Nevertheless the spectacle in a grave Eaglish court
was ·a strange one.
Toe trial, from the very peculiar charact.er of the
evidence adduced, has been tne taik of all London
Mrs. Be.an!J'It was .. x .. mioed at length as to· her
radical views of marriage and other social relations
The jury wa~ out a long time, and were finally
discharged, as they could not come to a verdict.
Mrs. B ·sant, in opening her case, said that she had
been invited to come forward as a Ciindidate in the
school board election by a large number of working
men's clubs and associations, and she stood on the
program of " free, compulsory, technical, and ~ecular
education." Mr. Hoskyns was a clergyman who dis-.
tinguished himself throughout the course of the alec·
tion by the extreme violenc~> of hiA oponAit.ion. The
election was on Monday, N·JV. 26, 1888. On the
previous day a certain anonymous haudbill, whicb
she afterward traced to the defendaL t, was distributed. The handbill contained, amang other things,
these words: "A Freethink ·r thus dA~>cribes the
practical outcome of her teaching-' Chast.ity is a
crime; unbridled senrmalit.y is virtue.' Sa!?h teach
ing is earthly, sensual, devilish. Christian voters do
your duty." That was the libel she now complained
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of. She maintained that at no time and in no place was aimed at real marriage-at the faithful and durhad she ever written or spoken one solitary word able union of two iLdivJduals of the opposit seXf'Bwhich by the utmost maiignancy could be twisted a union originatinfl in and maintained by love al~me.
into the phrases which had been put into hH mouth. Mr. Bradlaugh and hPrself bad ever taught that
0 a the appearance of this libel she instructed her faithful love between one man and one woman was
solicitors to write a letter to the defendant calling the highest ideal of human love, but that marriage
attention to the libelous circular, demanding an without love was a form of prostitut-ion.
•
apology and withdrawal of the defamatory st.ateS1r E.Jward C1a1ke in opening the case for the
mt>nts, and the payment of £50 to the Loadon Hos- Rev. Mr. Hoskyn'!, said he should not shrink from
pital wit 'I costs. To that there was no ·reply.
tbe fullest isf!ue with which it would be nece~sary to
Mrs. Besant testified to these facts in the witness- deal in th1s case. The defendant was rector of one
hox. Sne said she was a partner in the Freethought of the largest parishes in the East Eod of London,
Publishing Co., and was already senior mamb,.r of having a population of twenty five thomand.
t.he school board for the Tower Hamlets division.
The Rev. Mr. Hotlkyns in the witness box declared
On her cross-e1amination she again d"'oied that sht- that he behaved the passage quoted in the ha11dbill
'1ad taught anything so gross as the Rev. Mr. Hos truly rPpresented the outcome of Mrs. Besant's
kyns had represented. She gave a history of her teachinQ"s.
;ife. It was true that when the libel was written shtStr Elward Clarke summed up for the Rev. Mr.
did not believe in God. She would now rath .. r call HoskJnB. It might be, be said,. ttJat the plaint.Iff
11ereelf a P~ntheist than an Atheh•t. In 1874 shf' could not be fairly held re@ponsible for the teal"hing
met Mr. Brad! a ugh and j )illed the National l:iecular m "The E,ements of Social Science," but even then
~ Jciety. Slle lectured in connection with that so It might be that her own books did by their teaching
ciPtV in 1875. She had written under the name of tend to the same·result. Mrs. Be11ant guardt-d ber·• Aj~x" 'fhe phrase, "Malthusian in social econ- oelf by saying that slle referred constantly to maromy," referred t.o the f~ct that population had a ten- riage, but wbat she called marriage waR not marriage
dency to increase faster than the means of subsist >lt. all. She taught doctrine subvtlrSIV of all doctrine
•mce, and to the prevention of this by abstinenct- f marriage known to them, and held up as her ideal
from marriage or limitation of the family. Sh .. of ruarnage an adulterous intercourse which was
~aught that it was a crime for people tc hav more well known to hav taken place between two persons
children than they could support. Q1.1estioned as to whose 01imes she cruelly mentioned in her book. He
r.he trial of Mr. Bradlaugh and herself at. Westminster said that a woman who, because a judgment of a.
for the pubhcation of "The Fruits of Pnilosophy," court of law had gone against her, could with diliwhich the jury found calculat~d to d.-prave pubd!' gence collect from the Bible the references to all the
moral~, she said the lord chief justice (Cockburr) passages which she could ~uggest to be obsct>ne
,;vould bav let them off from being sent to prison it m their character and gather them into a penny
they would h•v promised not to sell the work any pamphlet under the title, " Is the Btble Indictable!"
more, but that they declined to giv any such under- by which persons of prurient tastes might hunt out
taking, and the conviction was eventually quashed, from the venerable volume all tbose passages, did
although she admitted it was quashed on a technical not deserve consideration to be shown t.o her.
point-namely, on the point that the passage comMrs. Besant, in replying upon the whole case, said
plained of in the book bad not been copied o1,1t in that she was really upon her trial, and tbe line which
the indictment. Tiley did not now sell the bnok. bad been taken by tne defense was one which made
They continued to sell it until the government re- tt absolutely neces~ary for her, as the representativ
fused to prosecute farth~r, ond then t.hey ceased of a great constituency in London's educational par(hmghter.) "The L<.&w of Population" was pub- liament, to wipe away some of the fi1th thrown at her
lished by her in place of •• The Fruit.s of Philosophy." by the solicitor-geueral. She dtd not blame the
It was true that after the trial Mr. Bradlaugh and learned counsel, for she knew that such pleadmg was
herself gathered together in a little pamphlet all the an advocate's duty to his client, and he had been enpassages in the Btble which they could suggest to be gaged to do th s special work and to save a minister
obscene, and a~ ked whether the Bible was indictabte. of the Church of England from the chastisement
She denitd that she had ever taught that the pol'lition which his conduct deserved. He was, ther .. fore,
of the mistress was better than the position of the bound to use all the power of a ~kiJJ.,d tongue and
wife.
able brain in order to distort and misrepresent the
She recommended a durable contract between man doctrine which she had taught and was not ashamed
and woman, \\ ithout any religious ceremony.
of. But she confessed she found herself unable to
S,r Edward Clarke cross-~x<.&mined Mrs. Besant rPcognize those doctrms in the frightful imputationsalmost. a whole day wilh regard to a book koown as and the scandalous statements to which she had been
'· Tne Elements of SJcial Science," published bv Mrs. list.ening for the last two hours.
Pr.. judice had been introduc~>d about her religious
Besant's firm and advocating free love. Mr11. Besant
said that she did not agree with those doe~riLS. She opinions, but they had nothiDg to do with the case.
repudiated them whenevf'r pos~;~ible by her writings Sne 10hould not press for vindicr.iv damages, but she
and otherwise. Her book on "The L•w of Popula did a~>k for substantial damages after the hne which
tion" was written in part with a view to the redemp- bad been taken by the defense. Sne bad the ~Jour
tion of the masses, and she wa" happy to ""'v that it age of the opinions she held upon theological matbad to some extent had t.he f'ffect. In 1877, when tHe, and had no desire to esc11pe from any con>~e
she was indicted with Mr. Bradiaugh, she m11de s quAn!'eB which might follow from them; but she
thought it was scarcely within an advocatt!'s province
spPech contained in a book produced.
S be had said that. the •· E .aments" was a book to rat~e theological preJudices and bitter religious
which no one had had the courage to attack in court. controversies in an issue as to the truth or falseness
As to the pamphlet containing the obscene passages of a libel su.ch as this. She had brou@"ht this action
from the B1ble, and known as "Is the Bible Indict- not for her own sakA, for she could aff..1rd to treat
able!'' that was written, as its title indicated, to in- with the contempt it deserved the slander of the
vite the police authorities to show their sense of j lB· clergy of the bdser sort, but she brought it for the
tice by prosecuting the people who circulated the sake of the constituency which honored her, for the .
B ble as well as the people who circulated the sake of those who sat with her on the board, and for
the sake of the women who worked for her election,
"Fruits of Philosophy."
On her r• eumination, which consisted s;mply in and who blllieved in the usefulness of the work which
Mrs. Besant talking from the witness-box without. she did. Notwithstanding the fact that she had from
prompting or assistance of any kind, Mrs. Besant an early period of her hfe been without th~ prot.ecwent over the whole ground again and showed Ruch tion of a home, not one word had bAeD sa1d whiCh
readiness of memory, energy of purpose, as well as would touch her honor-not one word which would
such careful study and appreciation of the leg11l sujlgest that that which it was said she t~ught had
pomts of her ca•.e, that B.~ron Huddleston twice soiled her life in any way. She held that 1t was only
complimented her warmly. Mrs. Besant said that by limitation of the family that society could be
the man who first printed the ·• F.-uits of Poiloso- made pure. L\\st year forty-three thousand children
phy" pleaded gutlty to it.s being an immoral book, and c~&me to the schools whicn Hhe suoerJUtend~<d starv•hat. then she became her own printer and publisher. ing and dropped on the floor. Would the j arv tell
She believed that the doctrin of the limi a.tion of her' that if she went to the mothers and sairl, •· Don't
family within the means of the parents was a doctri•• mcrease the multitnde of these starving b~bes, who
of vital importance to society.. Tb,.. book W<~B repub fill the churchyard after they ate callt~d into life,"
lished as a test of the right to publish it at a price 'lhA was preachmg that chastity was a crime and unwhich would giv the information to those who re- bridled sensuality a virtue? She was a mAmber of a
q•Iired it. The witness read s larl!e portion of her c'lmmittee to help these people, sitting side by side
own autobiography to show that this was the CII.Re, with t.he president of the council at•d the wife of
and defending her action. A~ leaders of the Free L1rd G. Hamilton, and she a~ked the jary to remove
thought. movement, Mr. Bradlaugh and herself tbe stain which had been cast upon hH.
Baron Huddleston, in summing up. _sAid the questhought it their duty to mske the s:.crifice involved
in the publication of the book, as in questions aff,.ct- tion for the jary was whetller, looking at these
ing the p~<ople the fullest light of trea di~cusRion pamphlets and books that were befort~ the rHerend
should be maintained at all hazards. She said she g ..ntleman he might f~~oirly adopt that which the
believed that early marriages destroyed prostitution, Freethink~r had stated-and conscientiously, fairly,
and limitation of the family destroyed pauperism and honestly st.atf'il-ttlat in his opinwn tbat was
If this meant unbridled sensualit,y on the part of the result of plaint·ff • teaching T He held that the
men and women; the law was at liberty to makll the ocMsion was privileged.
R~ading the passages from the "EtemAnts of
most of it. Referring to her book on matriage, Mrs.
Beaant said tnat in it there was not one word which Social Science," upon which S1r Elward Clarke relied
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as justifying the libel, the learned judge said the
suggest.ion in them was that chastity was dangerous
and abstinence was far from being a virtue. But
the plaintiff said they were not her d?ctrins, and
that she had repudiated them. That might be the
case; but the question was whether, if she chose to
laud the person who wrote that book as an honest,
well-meaning man, and if she chose to sell tha~ ~ook,
a person in the position of the defend~&nt, soliCitous
for the welfare of his parish, might not reasonably
assume that they were her doetrins.
Quoting passages from the " Law of Population "
his Jordsbip said he could not believe it possible
that husband and wife would sit down to discuss
such matters, or that any pure·minded or modest
woman would hav resort to such practices. He
could not imagin anything more disgusting, and
when one of the jury called his attention to the fact
that there were 'Women present, he merely repeated
the phrase of a celebrated judge. It was, howevEr,
a question of taste, and it was not a savory subject.
Mrs. Besant said that when she wrote her book upon
marriage she was smarting under the unjust state of
the Jaws relating to the position of man and wife.
She was entitled to that explanation, but she did
not giv it in her book, and all that the defendant bad
before him when be wrote the alleged libel was what
she had written on the subject, and on this only
could he judge of her opinwns. In her book on
marriage Bile Said that, looktng at the poeition Oj
woman, both as wife and mother, it was quite evident
that wturtage was a disadvantage, and described, a~
the keynote of the moral marriage, the case d
She!Jey (naving a wife liVID{!) Jiving with anotbeJ
woman, and of Geor!Se Henry Lewea and Geo• gt:
Eliot (Mtss EvanE), who Hved together, although
MrEI. Lewes was livwg.
Baron Huddleston reprobated in the stronf!ellt
manner the collection which had been made, be said
with perverse industry, of chapters and verses of th:
B1ble which Mrs. Besant considered obscene, and
their publication under the title of " Is the B1ble
Indictable T"
.Biiron Huddleston's charge was an interesting
example of the great difference between Eoglisb and
American judges in charging juries. The baron
discussed the whole case just as If be were himself a
juror, and virtu~&lly directed the jury to find against
Mrs. Bes~t. .The jury were out four hours, and
then, comlllg mto court, declared that they nould
not agree, and that they were not likely to agree.
In aLswer to Baron· Huddleston's question the foreman of the jury said that they bad a~reed that there
was publication of a libel and that Mr. Hoskyns was
responsible for it, but tha.t they could not agree as
,to the truth of the libel. Sir EJward Olarke hinted
at the feasibility of taking the verdict of the major
ity, but Mrs. Besant shrewdly said that if she d1..t so
she should prevent herself from going to a higher
court to complain of the exclusion of evidence. The
jury were then discharged.
TbA sentiment of those who watched the triaf war.
that Mrs. Besant would bav won her case but for the
judge's charge. The ability with which Mrs. Btsant
managed her case was the marvel of judge, jury, and
.spectators.

M.r. Remsburg

811d

the S•·cular Union Officers

in New York.
A large and friendly audience greeted Mr. Remsburg at the hall of the Manhattan Liberal Oiub on
the evening of the 6th. Several years had elapsed
since the Kansas comet passed through New York's
sky, and his reappearance was gladly welcomed by
the cosmopolitans. The audience of the Liberal
Olub is about the same in personality that used to
attend and listen to the speakers and wonder what
the Man with the Badge Pin would mako their utterances read like in THE TRUTH SEEKER. The Man
with the Badge Pin was always accurate in hie
reports, of course, but somehow the audience thought
the words of the orators appeared differently in
print from the way they sounded when spoken.
The impro!ement, they confessed, was marked. But
a few old-t1me attendants were missed. Young Dr
Foote's only rival in length, sed11te Mr. VanDeusen;
was not there. He says he misses too many of the
old speak~rs to feel at home in the German Temple.
The Pythias to the Secular Union ex treasurer's
Damon held a chair down alone in the LOrtbwest
corner of the r~om. · The l'X treasurer has gone after
strange Anarchial gods. Pious Mr. Shook, oombativ
Ecc!es, and the German gentleman with SocialIStic wh1sker~ were absent. The V-sbaped southern
exposure wh10b used to warm the hearts of the
gent!ei_Den who admiringly gazed on the mother
of Ltl!Ian Rus.sell added no attractions to the scene
o~ this occas1on. But Dr. Weeks was there, with
h1s book of poems, and Mr. King's white skull twin
kled away dow~ between two stately ladies. Mr.
W ake.ma.n, p~tr1archal and Positivistic; Dr. Gunn,
who, 1t 1s whispered, bas fallen into bad company.
Treasure~ Sutherland, gathering in the nimble niclrels:
and gettmg. a ~ocketful-these were all there and
s~emE!d to hke 1t Mr. Leonard Geiger, with his
wife and daughter, came all the way down from

!Jr:

Hudson; Mr. Hunter, chief stirrer-up of the Jersey
heretics; Mr. Oharluworth, a small English edition
of Obarles Watts, who attracts to the N t~wark Liberal League bigger audiences than the League can
accommodate; Mr. Ohamb<>rlain, whom his envious
contemporaries designate by the indefinit articlet..hese ana many more came out to do honor to themBtllvs and the occasion. But Dr. St~verance, who
wouldn't. take the mayoralty of Milwaukee but who
w1H work for the Unwn, could not come. She fell
down Thanksgiving day, senously injuring her arm.
Her absence lt~ft. more applau1:1e for the ball~once
of the Union's officers, which they received
calmly. President Westbrook's wife and the
l::lecrt7tary occupied front seats, and his white
nead WllB also in the forefront like the plume cf
Navarre. h was a cheerful and notable gathering.
Mr. Remsburg's defense of Paine, made on this
occas1on because Mr. Seaver liked it so well, is
known to most of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers as one
of his worthiest efforts. He iikl:ltchea the life of
Paine, his services to the United States, to France,
and liberty; and finds that the malignity with which
the church pursues his memory is due to her inabil~~y to answer the ''Age of Reason." The audience
!lked tbe lecture and the lecturer, and made their
appreciation known.
At the conclusiOn, Mr. Remsburg said of Horace
Seaver as Jackson sa1d of Pame: He needs no monu.went buut by hands, but as monuments were the
tasnion, Horace Seaver sbou1d hav a splend1d shaf,
Lo comwt:morate his service to the wor1d of Ltbera,
tbou~ht. D. M. Bennett, loved of all who kne\\
1um, .had betln so honored; and Gi<.rdano B.-uno.
v.ctuu vl Rvllll:l 1! bale aiJd cruelty, h11d a statue cost
•tJg " fbW UUJUsand doilars, but cbeap had it cost as
mliuy muaona, so great has been the f.ff;,ct of it~
erecuon upun tne world. He wanted New York to
.. dtquattlly remen.ber Horae~:~ Seaver.
Four Late weDt arouiJd, and, in t€sponse to Mr.
R.,m~:~burg's appt:al, their owners found therein tht
.. uw of $35.12, wb10b the chairman said was a gen·
~::roue CO!ltll.lt.ton for the Ltberal Olub.
After ~h1s, Dr. Foote stooped a little so the folk•
cou1d hear h1m, a11d made the motion that the Olut
1eL down the bars (Jf debate, and not pursue its usual
course of insisting that the discussion which alway~
tO!lows a lecture be strictly confined to the sutject of
~he discourse. The (Jfficers of the American StlculaJ
U UlOD Were with U81 80 he said, and he should, if tbt:
audience ptlrmitted, allow the subsequent remarks tL
take Wide range, and he suegested that Paine, Seaver,
and the prinmples of the U awn be commented upon.
ADd It was done that the Lord bad spoken.
Dr. We~:~tbrook was caUed to the platform. H•
sa1d that. though be is president of the Secular Union
ne lB not !1ke tlle Bapu~t preacher who cou1dn'~ talk
abou~ anythmg but baptism, and challenged anyont
to fiud a ti:!Xt. m the B1ble that did not support th.
doctrw. Toe preacher was cited the li11e, "Tb•
vo1ce of the turtle is heard in the land." He didn'•
know tna~ the turtle meant was a turtle-dove, ano
n1s exegesis was m this wise: When you walk
t.nrougb the floJwery fid1ds down to the water edge,
tWd fiud a turtle sunning himself on a log, and lifting
up his voice m praise ot Gud, the sound 1s, " Immer·
sion, imme1sion, immertnon," and then the turtle
dives into the water. That, affirmed the preacher
proves the B1ble to be all through in support oi
baptism. Dr. West brook theugbt be could talk
about something else than the Union. When he was
a theological student he had been obliged to study
the numerous replies to Paine's "Age of Reason"
and imagined be could refute him at a momentls
notice, but be preached twenty years before he read
the " Age of Reason." Then he found that the time
spent in reading the Replies bad been wasted. One
of the things be desired done was to rescue the
statue of Paine, now in a lawyer's office in Philadelphia because the authorities would not allow it to be
placed in a public place, and place it either in old
Independence Hall or .i~ Fairmount park; and he
swore by the Thanksg1vmg picture in THE TRUTH
SEEKER that it should be done.
Then the doctor got back to the subject of baptism.
The present policy of the Union, be said was to
sdck to a few of the demands of Liberalism and
press them vigorously. Taxation of church property
was one point to be pressed. Hts letter to the
Pennsylvania legislature last year bad brought the
Union many supporters, among them the presiding
judge of o~e of Pbil!'delpbia's courts. Dr. McGlynn
bad told h1m that Within a few years twenty millions
of dollars' wor~b of prop~rty had been given to the
Roman Oatholic chutch m New York city. Again,
the schools ought to be secularized for we were
bound by every principle of honor t~ see that the
rights of no child were invaded. The Union's president here referred to the Prize Manual. He was receiving about twent.y-five letters a week on the subject, fr?m school. teachers, college professors, and
peopl~ mterested m education. The professors said
moral1ty .could be taught without religion, the others
wanted 1t done, and be assured 11111 that it would
be done. In every way the policy of the Union was
Liberal, and though it bad been criticised by some,
1

he had received scores of letters indorsing it. The
office was now established a• 930 N or~h 17 &h street,
PJuladtJ1phia, where M1es Ora<1dock was ma.kmg the
type-wrner click meruly.
When Pres1dent West.brook finished Dr. Foote
stooped agam and informtld t.lle audience that Mtss
Ora<1dock was in the room; th"ti be behaved her to
be possetised of woman's ch1ef weapon, to wit, a
tongue, aud that he moved sne be invited to the piatfo!m. It; was done. The new secretary said she had
a cold, and didn't. want to apt<ak for vanous reasons.
~.he was m a new te1r1tory for her; after she bad
gotten the lay of the school house, as it were, she
wou1d hke to lecture in Now Yo1k. She complimented tbe presiuent, and t.hen.s1nd that as she had
no speech rtlady t~he would reCite one of Edwin
Arno!a's poews, "The Legend of the Rajpoot
Nurse," Wh1c.h she d.d t:ffeuuvJy. The members of
~ne Union around NtlW York bav long burnt with a
great. des1re to become acquainted with their new
~:~ecretary, and they watchea her closely. She stood
the scrutmy spiendldJy, and made everybody her
1nend. Sne is ev1dent.1y a tramed speaker, with a
~:~t.rong, clear VOice, magnetic personallty, masculin
v1gor, and healthy, handsome presence. 'fhe· opinion
was exprt:SBI:ld t.ba~ wh~;n she gets used to bemg an
lufide1, ana finds that. convictions held may be safely
SJ:Oken, slle w1H make one of the be~:~t of lecturers. Sue is no were cle1k, but an ornamental and
us~;ful ~>CqUlsUJon to the working force of Ltberalism,
"1.1a ougn• liO go 111to ~he fitl1d, w.here, If her pertorm<>llCe 11:1 t:qUil! LO her prowls, s.be w1H cau~;e tne o~her
•.,u~ute111 to c.ue1Uil~ gua1a t.belllau.~eis. Aud wnen
.,ue guet! ~uuuwg 10.1: tDIB tl:!porter be wu1 ~ake t.o
.....e woua...
.M.r. \\ aaeman was next called for. He responded,
oa~wg t.t.l~»li as aa tbe UJ.110n'a dficers were on ex~
uUJlLloiJ ht1 n.ngl.l~ as weu snow .l:nwself. He con:.ldered lli a ltd-letter d ..y for the Oiub when the
U.uwn'~:~ drrec~o.t11 cawe llere to wm the Otub's enoouratgement. 1'he trouble wnn L.1bc1·8J~:~ generally
.111 l.llali tney won't bav leaders, a11d const:quent.ly
!ltt.!e 18 dune. Tne ast~aU!t.B Pres1dent W~;Jnbrook
tJIOpostld to make wou1d demorailze the enemy.
Ol.l~t~ baLtle was enough to fig.ht at one time, and
.noug.ll ewphas1s ~:~hou1d be p1aced on t.\\0 or three
aewauda, tnat by no means m~;ant that the others
a.llUU.Id be dropped. Advanta~e should be taken of
a11 opporLunmos, and when you hav gotten your
oecu.~-r goveruwent., ;vou shOuld get your secular
J:l.lll.lobopny, 1:1ecu1ar mura1lty, or rengion, whicnever
you cuuu~:~e to caJl it. Pa111e was the first man to use
•ue wuraa Rtul~IOn of Huwamty, so far as he could
fiud out. ·~·ne U.u1on should organize local Umons,
aua so 1Jul1<1 up Ltberallsm. More organizations are
uct:d.,d. 1':ue <11ftorence between a cau1:1e Wlth and
.v1t.uout. 01 gantzatlODB Wl~.ht. be seen 1n the resu1ts
.. ! Vv.taut>'tl tuta Wesie)'s W(llk. Vu1ta1re had the
.vuOltl euuuat.eu world Wltb h1w in t.hought, but he
uau 110 o1ga.u1zauu.us. Wesley, on the other .b.and,
.t~L.i.e lnBlgt..ficauL Wes.ey, Wt~llL over Euglalld organ.z.ng llt.~.e cuurclle,;, aJJd h11:1 faith li:l nuw spread
~nr~.~ugn E ... gltWd aud Amer1ca, and the Method1st
C.uUUlu. 11:1 uu.e ot ~he most powerful agenCieS in the
wvrlu. He was gllld tbat New York was honored by
~ue first Wt>eLing of tht> D.rtcturs of the U uion, and
ne s.uou.1d do wuat he could to help the organ1za.tion.
.H.e nad received a lettf:lr from Dr. Sl:lveral.ICe saying
~nat ~.llough she could not be ntre, she should concur
m whatever was done.
Mr. K1ng was called for, but he shook his glistenmg pou m declination. Mrs. Donnelly ascended the
platlorm, and sa1d that as the secretary of the Olub
uad owitted in the minutes of the previous meeting
.M.r. K111g's name from the list of speakers he probabJy d1a11't. care to apeak when be would get no
crt:d1t. She further added that her friend Mrs.
Lew1s Matquerier was the first woman to write a
communication for the Boston Investigator. Mr.
KLDg was again called for, and yielded t.o the voz
populi, as Dr. Foote remarked casually. Mr. Kwg
sa1d he didn't like to be put on exhibition, though
there was considerably less of him to exhibit than
there is of Mr. Wakeman. Mr. Kwg recurred to the
d1scourse of the evening. Thomas Paine was what
we now regard as a cc-no~ervativ in relfkton, and the
churches were very glad when they could find a young
minis~er who believed as much as Paine d1d.
G1v
the churches a show, pleaded Mr. Kmg; let them
down easy ; and it's astonishing how far down they
will go. But Liberals do1.1't usually let folks down
easy. The Omb held the same 1deas now that it did
twenty years ago, when great changep; bav in fact
taken place. There is room now for action, and the
L1berals should "let up." Mr. Kmg believed in the
pope, astonishing as the statement was, and desired
to giv him a chance, and help him out of the bole he
is in. Here Mr. Kmg mixed his metaphors, saying
that if the pope in a hole only bad things made easier
for him, be would probably come down many pegs.
People, be thought, desired morality, but the Union's
pub!lcation of a Pr1ze M~~.nual is calculated to throw
susp1cion on the scheme for morality without religion.
However, be thought the Union would be successful.
Mr. Remsburg closed the proceedings with a few
remarks to the effect that though his labors for Liberal-
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i~m must ~eceP~Brily be outside of org~nizatione, be
pledgt'd htmself to push, wherever posstble, the work
of the Union He symp"tbizf'ld with it as he dtd
•
• •
•
•
.
Wtth all or~ramz,.tiOns. He sympathized also Wttb
i!s critics, for he did ~ot be~ieve the battle for
hberty would be won while a stngle man wore the
Jivery of a priPst. He was glad to see organiz,tions
for secular political work, and was pleased that thts one
is broad enough for all to join. He wanted to utilize
· •s S un d ay
L 1'bera1'tem wh erever 1't can b e foun d . Blau
bill is a . dangerous prt>cedent, and Liberals must
·
A
·
oppose tt.
t present nmety per cent of the work
a~ainst it is bein~ done by Christians-the Seventh
Day Adventists. He wished that Liberals would
work as hard as Christians, and that all Liberals
would work as energetically as a few are doin~.
Mr. Remsbnrg added his cordial thanks for the
. f or H orace S eaver' s monument, an d t h e
generous gtft
meeting came to an end at a I ... te hour. The next
day the Board of Directors met at Dr. Foote's cffi.Je.
Mr. RamRburg sddressed a N~w L'lndon, Oonn., audi·
ence on Sll.turday evening, the Newark, N J., League
Sunday morning, the Brooklyn, N Y., Philosophical
Association Sunday afternoon, and Friendship League
in Philadelphia, Pa., Sunday evening.
·
Saturday evening a reception to the o:ffi.Mrs of tbP
Union was held at the residenP.Iil of Dr, Foote, 120
Lexington ave., at which some seventy heretics pur
in an appearance, crowding the doctor's large par
lore. It. was a very pleasant meeting, and enabled
many Freethinkers to form new acquaintances.
There were speechlets and songs and recitations
and general festivity, including a spr~=~ad provided
by the doctor's queenly mother. The Union officers
think, taking things by and large, that the New
Yorkers used them pretty well.

A Nugget.
In vol. i, p. 191, Rllllin tells of a treaty of peace
between the king of Macedon and the Oarthaginians,
whifh shows the superstition of these ancient people
and also gin us a glimpse of their theology. It is
as follows: "This treaty was concluded in the presence of Jupiter, Juno, and Apollo; in the presence
of the demon or genius of the Oarthaginians; in the
presence of Hercnleq and lolas ; in the presence of
Mars, Triton, and Neptune; in the presence of all
the confederate gods of the Oarthaginians, and of
the sun, the moon, and the earth; in the presence of
the gods of the rivers, the meads, and waters; and
in the presence of all those gods who possess Oar..
thage." And then he adds, "What should we now
say of an instrument of this kind?"
We can now see clearly enough that these gods bad
nothing to do with the Oarthaginians or with their
treaty, for the good reason that no such gods were
in existence, and that their treaty of peace would hav
been ef equq,l force with the gods left out. Woulo
riot one of those heathen gods answer just as well in
the Constitution as the God which the Christians are
trying to hQv recognized!
The Christians' God is of no more consequence
and is just as unreal as the gods of the ancient
heathens. We shall see that these gods are always
getting us into trouble, and that the less we bav to
do with them the better.
For, on the next page, Rollin tells us that the
kings. of Tyre sacrificed their own sons to appease
the anger of their gods. And then he goes on to
say that private persons to avoid great calamities
took the same method, and such as had no children
of their own purchased them of the poor that they
might not be deprived of the merit of such sacrifiP.e.
Mothers made it a merit and a part of their religion
to view this barbarous spectacle with dry eyes and
without a groan. And if a tear or a sigh stole from
them, the sacrifice was less acceptable to the deity,
and the effent. was entirely lost.
On page 193 he tells of a great battle which lasted
from morning till night, and during the whole engagement the general was perpetually throwing men in
grest numbers on a fhming pile. And he further
states that when Agathocles was going to besiege
Oarthage the children of the poor were sacrificed in
great nu~bers; and when the tide· of battle seemed
to be turning against the Oarthaginians, they th~ught
the gods were displeased because they had sacrificed
poor children only. and so they burnt two hundred
children from the highest families, besides three hundred cit1zans who voluntarily sacrific~d themselvs.
As long as there is a belief in a God sacrifices of
some kind will be made. Every dollar given for socalled missionary purposes, every dollar given to
build churches or for any religious purpose, is of the
nature of a sacrifice. It is so much taken away from
the n!Jleds of humanity and sacrificed on the altar of
superstition and can do the God or gods (one or
. three) no m~re good than the burning of the innocent children did to the heathen gods.
If a God can be pleased, be t~an be displeased ; if
he c11on be displeased, he can suffer; if he can suff~r,
~Mnd~
.
The superstitious barbll.rism of the Ohris~ian r?ligion should engage the Rttention of every phtlau$bropigt. Is it DQt barb~rQqiJ tor 1 sioi o.bild to Ue

1 twe~t,~

four hours without anything to eat, because a
Ohrtstum mother was eo filed with superstition that
she was afraid God would get angry a 0 d kill h r
• e
•
.
.
'
child 1f she kmdled a fire on Sunday to make a httlft
gruel! ~uch a God had bet~er be kept out of th.*'
Oonstltuhon and out of the mmds of the people untl'
he is forgotten entirely.
There is a passage of scripture which deelaree that
all the nations shall be damned that forget God.
B u t· h as not a b e1te
· those p h an toms o f the s k y
. f m
invariably had a tendency to damn the people! Has
t
h b
f
no sue
elie produced ten curses where it has
brought one blessing?
There is no such God as there was two hundred
years ago. There is no such God enthroned in the
minds o f t h e people. Is not the change a great
blessing? .As civilization advances the Gods Jose
· t h e f uture a 11 t h e G od !I wi1l
power. At some d ay lD
be regarded as we now regard the godet of the
ancients.
People can see the superstition in other systems of
religion, but fail to see it in their own when it is
t>qually glaring. Christians can see how superstition
in the ancient religions Jed to such horrible sacrifices;
at. the same time they believe that a man was sacrificed for their sins two thousand years before they
bad committed any. They eat bread and believe it
to be his b:>dy; they drink wine and believe it to be
his blood, and are unable to see any superstition in
such de~rading folly.
JoHN PECK.
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an.d a diPcip!e ~f Auguste Comte. In 1871 be founded
the Brazthan
!Jiub. All the. young lficers of .the
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Colonel Ingersoll's Philosophy.
The annual Alection and dinner of the Goethe
Society took place Monday evening, December 9~h,
st the Hotel Brunswick. Parke Godwin, the former
president, had resigned on account of ill health, and
Mr. A. M. Palmer was eleuted president. Ool. Robert
Ingersoll and Mrs. Ingersoll were elected to activ
membership.
Dr. Ruppaner, who had visited Weimar this .summer, being· called upon to speak as the first president
of the society, which is twelve years old, related incidents of his visit to the Goethe house and to seeing
the manuscript of "Werther" and the stage and
puppets where Goethe practiced his dramatic poems
while writing them, to see that the parts fitted togather harmoniously.
Oolonel Ingersoll's toast was a quotation from one
of his speeches: " Happiness is the only possible
e;ood, and all that tends to the happiness of man is
right, and is of value." He was frt>quently iQterrupted by applause. Some of the things he said in
a running commentary on his own text are these
aphorisms:
" I believe the only reason or excuse for our existence is that. the result shall bs happiness. If the
result of life is not happiness then back of life is a
fiend and not a being that is God.
"I know it is human to fail. I've failed myself.
But I don't believe there is any use in entering a
business unless there is at least six per cent profit,
therefore unless the average life is a happy one it is
a failure.
" The place to be happy is here, and the time to
be happy is now. Thousands of men spend their
lives in heaping up money, and so destroy the faculty
of being happy.
"There's every kind of insanity here, but the man
who owns forty million neckties and gets up at 4 AM.
to slave to get another necktie is insane. It makes
no difference whether it.'s dollars or neckt.il"e.
"Nearly all the joy of this earth is by the firesi~e
with the ones we really and t.rnly love, and not m
official state on top of a greased pole. I tell you,
you hav got to be close to the grass to be happy.
"I like you Germans who can be happy with a
glass of beer and good mustard on your sandwichand a band. An American is never so bappy as when
he is getting something he ·can't pay for.
"If there be a God, and you know I don't know
much about that subject. I be1i~ve he bad rather hav
his creat.ures laugh than cry. By laughing and be
ing happy I don't mean feeding. It is to be selfdenying, to liv up to your highest thought, and so
t.o put a wreath on your own brow. In my judgment
there will be no worse world than this. Let's make
it better so that we can truthfully say that we bav
reached the democracy of the republic-the republicaniflm of thE~ heart "
William Winter spoke to the toast, "The Poet's
Mission," and Mr. Oharles R. Miller to " The Relation of the Pres;; to Literature." Mr. Miller said
newspapers never bad been and never could be literature. The newspapers liv an hour, whereas a book
sometimes livs s week.

Forf'ign ItemR flf Interest.
· From the Lonlfon Jl'reetMnt•r.

At Petroszenz, in Hun~tary, a Gr ek priest called a meetin~t of his con!l.'reg-ation, and turned up with a drawn dag~er
io his hand. Flourishing this elegant symbol of Christian
charity, be exhorted them to surpri@e and exterminate ~e
Jews. The pnpula1inn was so excited that military asstsl.ance was telegraphed for.
Freet.hon~ht has maile considerable headway in Brazil.
Que of ~e RepublicllQ lll~d.efs, .Bevjam~ QQDil~nt, ts a pro.

P•>s~tiVIst

arm_y hsv heen hts p~ptls and are enttrely devoted to htm.
He IS now fifry.three. 1s cool and prudent, and has a. reputation for stainless integrity.
M. Fl(1quet has been elected nresident of the French
chamber of deputies, receiving 383 out of the 400 votes rec9rded. M Flnquetisanardent Republican and Freethinker.
Ltke other Frenchmen, he has fought his duds, and the
woun.d hfl gave General Boul~01~er did a good deal toward
burstmg that bladdery reputatiOn.
There is a row among the London Jews. Lord Mayor
Isaacs rode instead of walking in the 9th of November show,
and his co-religionists are down upon him for breaking the
Judaic law. "What," says the Jewish Btandard, "must be
the effect upon our children if called upon to receive prizes
from the hands of one who has publicly desecrated the
Sabbath?"
A letter from Stockholm prison from Mr. Victor E. Lennstrand
us that however
long
may be
he will,assures
upon liberation,
take up
hishework
of incarcerated
propaga·ing
and organizing Freethought where he left it nff. He is convinced that the Freethought organization in Sweden will, in
a few years, be strong enough to render any further prosecutions impossible.
Las Dominicales del Libre Pensamunto, of Madrid, insert•
a letter written from theE ffel Tower by A. de Maglia, who,
as our readers are aware, was sentenced to Rix years' impris.
onment for an article attackinlt the pope and bishops at the
time of the Bruno feRtival. Las Dominl'Mles laments that a
gentleman of Signor Maglia's ability should be in exile simply
for expressing his opinions.
According tn the Vatican documents it appears that Bruno
was granted eight davs in which to m11ke hiR peace wir.h the
church, but he remained ~~on e1·etic·1 imp-nitente, and so was
taken to the Campo dei Fiori and burnt alive. The Rev.
Padre de Martinis also relates that at the stake a crucifix
was presented him to kisA. but Brunn with a disilainfullook
turned his head away. He also mentions that he was ~agged
in order to prevent him uttering his fearful blasphemies.
As long asl.t was possible the church endeavored to throw
doubt upon Bruno's martyrdom, and books and articles were
written to that end. Since the announcement that Signor
Mariotti would publish official documents proviniZ that
Giordano Bruno was stripped naked and burnt, the Observato'l'e Romano, the principal Cathoiic journal of Rome, fairly
owns up. and endeavors to take the wind nut of Signor
Mariotti's sails by publishing an account of Bruno's death
on documents published by the Rev. Padre de Martinis of
the Sacred Congregation of the Index.
Miss Emma Hardin~te Britten, the editress of the Spiritist
paper, the Two w01·!ds, states In that journal that the first
meetings of the Theoeophical Aoclety took place at her house
in New York. "Nearly all the parties connected with the
society, including the lady and gentleman now univerRally
recognized and named as founders ani! chiefs of the Tbeosophical Society, were reputed to be Spiritualists, acknowledged as such, and supposed by their writ.lng-R and te,.chings
to be such." Miss Britten has challenp;ed Colonel Olcott to
meet her in debate on the inReparable lines of demarkation
between Spiritualism and Theosopby. The gallant colonel
has respectfully, and we believe wisely, declined the encounter.

Lectures and Meetings.
THK secretary of the Chicago Secular Society writes: "On
the eve of the 1st instant this society, with hundreds of
guests, listened to one of Mr. Chas. Watts's most telling
lectures, a discourse made up of such penetrating logic that
no one of his hearers could hav gone away uncnnvinced of
the advantages of Secular teaching and Secular liviDg. For
an hour and a half this world-renowned Secular teacher held
the breathless attention of his large audience, and at the close
was given such deafening applause as is rarely heard in that
Opera House. We await his return with eagernes,, and
particularly so as he promised to bring his talented wife with
him."
W. F. JAMIESON delivered four lectures in New Hampton,
Ia., commencing with" Secularization of Our Schools," and
closing with "Thomas Paine, the Great Misrepresented,"
with increasing audiences. The Christians imported an
"evangelist" to keep the" sheep" away from the "wolf."
The fold was right across the road, a fine-looking- Congrega.
tiona! church. Jami~>son disp<>nsed his own I!;OBpel, and disposed of the other man's, in a lar~~;e brick court-house. Mr.
Jamieson is enp;aged to deliver three lectures in Charles City,
and three in FrederickRhurg, Ia., speaking every night.
Libera!R in Nebraska desirin~t his"lecture courses should address him, without delay, at Des Moines, Ia.
ON Sunday, December S•h, J. E. Remsburg eclipsed his
previous phenomenal rPcord as the Eli of American lecturers
by delivering four addre~ses before four reg1!1ar societies in
four different states within twenty.four hours, a feat that no
professional lecturer baR probably ever performed before.
After lecturing in the G~>rman Masonic Temple in this city
Friday night and attending a meeting of the board of directors of the American Secular Union on Saturday, he proceeded
to New Loni!on, Conn., where hA!ectured for the National
Progres>iv Union of that city Saturday night, beginning his
lecture a little before 9 o'clock. Sunoay morning he took a.
train, ~raversed the entire length of the state nf Connecticut,
crossed New York state, and proceeded to Newark, N.J.,
where he spoke for the Newark Liberal Society at 11 A.M
In the afternoon he returned to New York, and went over to
Brooklyn, where he addressed the Brooklyn Philosophical
Society at 3 p M. Leaving the Philosophical Society's platform at 4 P.M., he passed out of Brooklyn, crossed the
Williamsbur~ ferry, passed throu~th New York, crossed the
Desbrosses street ferry, took a train at Jersey City, crossed
the state of New Jersey, a journey of nearly one hundred
miles and reached Philadelphia, whem an audience of one
thou:and people had assembled tn welcome him. Here he
spoke for an hour, closin~~: his address at the same moment
thllt he commenceq hi!! l!l~tqr~ op the previo~s ev~nin~ ~~
New ~ondon:
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~ommnnitations.
Freethou~bt

in On'gon.

There baa probably been more Freethough~ work
done in On•gon, dnTing the past yPar, than JD any
01 hPr state in tl:ie U c~inn.
Less than a year a!!O Mr.
U oderwood came t;o Oregon to enl't"age Clark Br8dPn
in debate, and remained in this state a~"d Washmgton
until about two m'>nths ago. Mr. U odArwooil de·
livered the 4:'.h of July oration here in N<lrth Y;,mhlll where our national day was celebrat.Ad without
religious ceremonies. Then, right in Mr. Under.
wood's W<lke, came Mr. BAll. I did not arrive in
0 ·pgon in time to meet Mr. U uderwood, but met
Mt. Bell at the Portland convention. Tbe poAt·
president of the C"lifornia S~cular U oion, Mr. S P.
Putnam, bas ju"t ended his customary raid tbrnugb
thiR country. HH gave three lectures in N.Jrth Y•rn·
hill that were given in his usual eloquAnt style. Mr.
Putoam is full of enthusiasm and earnf'stnes" for th•
cause of L beralism. I entertained Mr. Putnam.
and was very sorry when the time came for him to
depart, for a jolly, happy companion like Mr. Put
nam is a great comfort,er when one is worn out with
the drudg.-ry of the school room.
Mrs. Krekel hBF! also beAn with us and given teo
lectures. Mrs Krekel is a clear reasoner, a logical
thmker, and an eloquent speaker; her language i~
pure a!}d inspiring. I think her lectures hav giver·
as good satisfact.ion as any of the lectures that hav
been given by any of the speakers yet visiting thEcoast. I hope she will meet with the success that
she merits.
All yet I hav given no lect.ures in N Jrt.h Y imbill.
as I am teaching here and it is feared that I might
raise the 1re of the Christians and so injure the
school.
_
Woile this is a very Vberal community, and every·
. one knows my attitude toward orthodoxy, everything
passes off smoothly so long as I giv no personal
offense
Freethought tea"t era are not altogether
safA wht=>TA the least virus of ort.hodoxy remains.
N mh Y .mhill is another place where the L'berals
conr.ributed to the building of a church, with the underatanding that the Liberals should be allowed to
use it. But, as in every such instancf', the money
and the entire manag~<ment of the church was given
into the hands of tht! pious, so no" blasphemous
speeches" hav been bAard within its "sacred walls."
It is hoped that the Freethi[Jkers will soon learn to
quit such nonsense, and just contribute a little to
the building of halls for themselvs.
Toough I hav not yet lectured in North Yl&mhill,
I go once a month to our neighboring town of Forest
Grove, 11nd once a month to McMinnville.
The Liberals of Forest Grove and Hillsboro are
doing nobly. They hav organized a county Secular
U a ion. and hav monthly meetinus. wnen you' corre
spondent. in his hurnbie way "breab the bread of life
to them." TIJe L bArals of Fvrest Grove bav an advantage that tba Liberals of but few towns bav.
Tiley h~~ov a fine large hall of th~>ir own, that wa~
built by money given for the purpose by the deceased
Fr~>ncb FrAethinker. Mr. V tlrt. The hall is known
· as V tlrt's L beral H<~ll. When at the Grove I am
generally eLt.ertained by our enthusiastic Spiritual
istio friend, T. M. Hmes, and also by om· energetic
pr«sident, D C. Stewart. Mr. Stewart live about.
four miles from town and it is a very pleasant ride
from town out to his splendid farm and happy home,
where the Liberal preacher whiles aw~~oy an evening
beside an old faRhionAd, cheerful fireplace. Our
secretary iR Mrs. S. 0. Todd-a noble woman who is
in earnest in the work for humanit.y. As is char&ctflristic of her sH, she acc~>pts without a murmur the
drudgery that is imposAd upon her.
Thn L•ber11ls of the Grnve are going to eel• brate
the ancient ll"~an feRtival day, Christmas. with a
ball, and the 29Gb. of Janu11ry, tb.e author-hero's birthday, will bs Ctllebrated. F,m'lst Grove is one of the
prettiest little towns in the W eat. It is really a pict·
ure of beauty, nestled among tbe foothills of the
Coast R,}nge mountains. From the Grove thert>
may be seen four grand snowcapped mountains lift·
ing their grand and st.ately peaks above the surrounding hills-Mounts St. Helens and A<Jams of
Washington, and Mounts Hood and J,ff"rsor:, of
Oregon.
Toere are some good L'hArals in MoMinnville,
John and W. T. Booth, A. K 0 ds, Mrs. 01ds, Mrs.
Booth. Our friends of McMtniJVille are considerably
discouragt>d. As in many such places, there are
scores of Freethinkers. but of the kind that are no
help to the cause of Liberalism. They can see no
reason why there is any use workivg and spending
monAy for any such purpose. Tb.en Mother Grundy
frowns so when L berals of wealth and of political
aspirations attend L bersl lecturt>s. What a terrible
thing it is for some people to brave popular opinion,
even when that popular opinion may be nothing but
popular folly. It is a very serious thing to be considArrd unpopular.
Many people "ho hav grown out of orthodoxy and
beartily approve the work Lb"t a few ~e doing, yet

from selfish motive or from cowardice will giv their
idl11ence and fiuancial support to a syst;3m of religion
they in their hearts utterly de!!pise. I waut to btl
free and honest. Shackles co~nnot' ba put upon ,my
brain eithH by priests or Mother Grundy. I would
rather go alor.e tnrough Jif.,'s journey, feeliog tbat I
was honest and earnest, than to go with company
that I could not kAt>p without the bmsh of h}pocrisy
mantling my cbet:ks. If I bt~d opmions that I were
ashamed of, I would try and reason myself out of
them.
I find this to be very much the state of affo~irs at
McMinnville as well as 1n almost every place. But, in
sp1te of these adverse circumstances, I thiLk the
iuture is bright, and hope that the work will be con.inned, for it is steady, earnest effort that accomplishes great works. Tile f11lling of one drvp of
vvater on a rock mak~>s no perceptible impression;
out a constant falling of the drops, drop ~after drop,
Jay after day, weafs away the solid stone.
I would like to say to the Ltberals of Oregon and
[daho that my school will close in March, !1-nd I shall
oe glad to answer calls to lecture aurin!'!" the !<pring
<ind summPr.
Gxo. H. DAWES.

North Yamhill, Ore.
Booming Rt'al

E~tat·e

in Wal'lhiugton.

nal slumber, whiie her wide-awake citizens hav inde• d aruU>~t-d to most ener~etic action.
Port Townsend is situat.ed at the head of the
etratts of S~~on Juan de Fuca, and commands the
entrance to the whole sound country. It is one of
the finest harbors in the known world.
Port To~nseLd bay bas an anchorage area of about
fifty E>quare miles, in which t.he water is from three
to eleven fathoms detop. V tlSsels from the ocean,
bJund to any of the sound ports, sail in as far as
Port Townsend, needing no pilot. The navigator
does not even need· a chart during daylight, for it is
perfectly safe for the largest vessel to sail in any
part of the bay, so long as she il~ kept twice her
lf'ngth fr<.m the shore. Tbe situation is one that
impresses every visitor, for Port Towns~nd holds the
kt~ys to a system of inland navigation reaching into
a vaRt and fertil rt>gion rich in natural as well as
seq u1red wealth, which is tri~utary to this briR"ht
and prosperous city. It i~ ninety miles from Port
Townsend to the ocean, while Seattle lies forty miles
southeast, and Victoria thirty m1les northwebt. Port
Townsend is the nt>areRt port of l:!ntry in the United
States for the tr&ffic of Japan, Chiu, India, Australia,
and Alat-ka. Steamers sail to Alaska every two
weeks from Pnrt Townsend. During the first six
months of 1888 the custom house report shows
Ala.. ka frl:'ight, 4 634 tons, valued at nigh two million
dollars. Havwg tleen Relt-cted by the government as
the headquartHs of its customs service on the sound,
all t.he commerce of the great coal and iron fields,
the fruit and wheat farms, of the inland empire
drained by Puget sound, and the va-t. Rystem of rail
and water centering here, must pay tr1bute to Port
Townsend, j ·1st as all t.he incoming tonnage from
forei~n hmn~ must do Jikewiee. Congress appropri·
at .. d $240 000 to build the custom bouse and post.
'ffit~e, a11ci the buildmg is under headway, sud will
be hurried to complotion. Iu will seem incredible,
yet it is strictly true that with the exception of New
York alone, more tonnage is registered f\t, Port TownRend tbsn·at any other port in the Uruted States.
The ' fiLial report of the businesR transact~>d at the
cuRtom bouse from Dtlcember, 1887, to NovembAr,
1888, give the r.umhAr of vessels cleared as 1,046,
total tonnagP. 966 356 ; number c f vessels entered,
DdcembH. 1887. to N,;vember, 1888, 1 039, total
tonnage, 1 049 094. The report for 1889 wiH greatly
exceed this.
The city is built to the westward of Point Hudson,
and faces the southeast. At the point the low land
PXtends back half a doz~>n blocks or more, but the
fl,t grows rapidly nRrrower to westward, ,until the
b.uff comes out flush to the water's edge. In the
busmess par of the town the streets t-Xtt>nding back
from the b&y are interrupted by the bluff about three
blocks from the water, but those running parallel
with the shore ascend to the bights by eaRv gradel!.
0 u the hill the land is rol1ing enougb to bft' ,rd perfect drainage, and to parm1t, from the various elevations, an unobstructed view of tile magnificent scenery
that ehallenges ont?s admiration in every dtrection.
The view from the bights of Port Townsend is one
of the t:rrandest and most fascinating imaginable,
the tranquil waters of the inlet specked with sail and
steam crafr., the Indian canoe and the sea birds occupying the foreground. In the east the long cragged
crest of the Cascade range sweeps across the landscape wher~ Mt. Baker thrusts his hoary, snowclad
summit boldly to the fky. To the south and west
are the Olympic mountams, in the midst of. which
the grim qld sentinel 0 ympus stands. The view
from the top of the new Tourist;,' Hotel is probably
one of the grandest in the world.
For general farming, fruit- raising, and dairying,
and for dt>ligbtful summer resorts, and building sites, .
there is an ex.tf'n,iv and most attractiv field around
Port TownsPnd, both on the mainland and on the
Islands and peninsulas that are numerous in the
vicinity.
The fishing industry is assuming large proportions.
A number of V61SBels are engaged m fhhin~ for halibut,
sturgeon, cod, and salmon, all of which abound in
tbe waters from Port Towm•end to the shores of
Ala~ka. The succ.. ss attending this industry has
r<-sulted in negotiations for toix hundr .. d fito~hing- boats
and schoonArs to be sent. h~>re frc,m Glouce~ter, Mass.
Among the most profitable and succeRE>ful industries of the cit.y is thP Port Townsend Foundry and
Machine Company; D. W. Smith, president. Mr.
Smith is also prt~sidtlnt of the state bank of W,;sbington, and to his energy, enterprise, and public spirit
t.be cit.y is greatly indebted for its wondrous progress.
D. W. Smith was a good soldier, is an able lawyer, a
c ear beaded, practical business man, and a genuin
Liberal.
·
The Machine Companv has just completed another
splendid steamer, the D.scovery. Port Townsend
may well be proud of her. · H1-r engine are of the
very best de~<ign and workman11<hip, &Ld gain the
highest encomiums of E-Xperienced engineers and
machiniRts, who pronounce her unsurpassed by anything afloat.
The company turn out everything in their line, from
a tailor's goose to a donkey engin. Tbe t:Xcellence

Washington is number forty-two. Tbe giant state
i101 born, and takes her place up:m the starry banner.
ffer great natural advantages insure her succesRfur
competition wit.h any of her o!d.-r sister J for first
place, as the A No, 1 state of the U uion. Her haroors, her lake&, her rivers, her ports, her .fbherieR,
her mines, her -vast and ft:rtil agricu,tural valleys,
ller railroads, her thriving ctties, htor public spirited,
energetic citiZens, are unexcelled. Washington is an
empue of her!!elf, a.nd bas within her own boundaries
every resource requis1t for the upbuilding of the
grandest commonwealth. Within her boundaries
are forty-five million acres. Sb.e has four times the
combined area of Vermont aud New H .. mpshire, is
twice as large as either Oaio or New YJrk. Her
magnifioent and inexhaustible forests of fir, sprucf',
and cedar will prove a prolific source of revenue for
the next three generations.
Puget sound timber has been famout! the world
over for ship-building purposes. Tile general impression has been that even ordinary oak was stronger
than the best fir; rec.,.nt timber tests at the shops of
the NJrthern P11c1fic R•ilroad Co. prove that yellow
fir is actually one-third stronger than the very best
E ~ostern white oak, and more tl'lan half stronger than
E.stern white pine. Puget sound fir will henceforth
btl in demand for railrnad trestle bridges on every
road in the U aited States. Trees eight feet in
diameter at the stump, and over two hundred feet in
length, are q 11ite common in the immense forest~:~
which skirt P uget sound.
Coal is found in many parts of the state both east
and west. It is computed that there is not Jess than
one hundred and eigil.ty thousand acres of coal in
western Washington. The annual output of coal in
the Puget sound country is over a million and· a
q aarter tons; and it is constantly increasing, as new
mines are opened up and better transportation
faetlities afforded.
The iron mines of Washington excel those of the
famous M10higan peninsula; the very low percentage
of phosphorus making the ore espeetally valuable for
be~semer stAel products.
With the steadily increas·
ing stream of capital which is pouring into the state,
it will in a few years excel even Pennsylvania as a
great iron-producer.
. ·
Puget sound has the finest hsrbors in the world.
Tbe d1fferent ports are nearly aU land looked and
aft' 1rd a safe anchOl'"ge for the largest ocean going
vessels. Taking it all in all, it is beyond q 1estio!!
the most magnificent, pictureeque body of s~:u~ water
on the globe.
Washington is exempt from cyclones or blizzuds.
People in the E~ost hav been deceived into a notion
that the wm•ers in the sound country are one con
tinual rainfall. The signal service record of the
weather for the last eleven years give: Yearly avera g ...
of snowy dayR, eleven; rainy days, nmety St!Ven;
clear da}S, one huiJdred and fifty six, and cluudJ'
days, one hundred and one. Tbe warmt>st day lD
eleven years was eighty nive d!>grees, and the coldest
day six degrees, above zero. The average for sprmg
18 fifty three degrees; for summer, sixty-seven de·
grees; for autumn, fifty degrees. The days are
pleasantly warm, and the nights are always cool in
summer.
Io my last I gave a brief description of Saattle in
her phenix transition stat.e. The only rival of that
wondrously progressiv Q 1een City of Puget snund
i~ Port Townsend. Wntln I first visited this place, a
Jl:!ar ago in May, its people were e1 j 1ying a drowsy
sleep. I had but a very short time to visit there,
but rapid as was my survey I was vl'ry deeply im·
pressed with its great and grand possibilities.
Purt Townsend is now wide a.wab, and I doubt if
she is ever again caught napping. What a magical,
glorious tre.usfot m'ltion, since my first visit! Some
of the old mossb~cks deepened their do:1ting to t~ter· of tb.eir work has

resulted W. auob more•se o~ b\lli·
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that they bav ~ad to remove their plant to a
th~rty- acre plot of t1do1 w_ater lands, wh1ch they hav
splled and convert.-d mto handsome d >cks, on
tbe s~ore end erectmg a m0nster foundry, and
.
.
.
machme_ sh~ps.
.T_ne mt_y Is well supplied with _pubhc schoo!R, and
rFJll~es m a normal. college, with very handsome
bu1ldiDgs and ground~. There is a full corps. of
professors!. and an _at.~ndance _of seventy pupils.
But what Is of _espemal Interest IB the following tX·
tra"t from the IDcorporatf.l papers of the Purt Town·
send and N orthwest!'rn N orfual C >liege:
ART:OLE V. _Every brilnch ,.f knowled~e necesRary or con~uctv to t~e h•goest development of !llin.d or b 0 dy, !nclndmg the prmmples of morallty, t.rutll. JU•uce, and patnottsm,
and the rights, dudes, and d•gnity ol Amencan citizensllip;
but no b•>Ok, truct, paper, cat.enht•m, or other publicll.tion of
a parti~a~ or denominational cb!lrt~crer shall be used or ~is
tnbut:ed In the scbonl_; D£?r shall any. parttsan or sec!anan
d,Jctr!n be taught ther.-m; H ~em~ tile mtentton or the mcorporatwn tl:tat only s~cular suhJ ·ct.R shall be taugllt and that
all religion~ aod anti religious ~ubjects shall be relegated to
the home and chnrches.
It was through the zqaJ and persistency of Gen.
D. W. Smith and his Liberal colleagues that this
wise provision was made, and what else had been a
sectarian became a.secular college.
Tbe price of real estate israpid1y advancing. There
is danger of its by and by t-Xceedmg value, and a
gambling "peculation would keep out the actual
settler. The business men who hav labored so faithfully and wisely in promoting the b.,st interf'BtB of
the city will need to keep sharp lookout and prevent
any such calamity. Alt posFible should be done to
encourage home buildiog and the es•ablishment of
manufaetories. The c-. .. t. nf build mil a good fiveroom cottage is from $100 to $1 500, according to
interior fimsh. A rnorl.ern t.wo-.. ·ory •rame resid.mce
will cost from $1 800 to $2 500. Rllnts vary from
$15 to $40 fnr dw,.t•tng-hout~es. Wllge'1 are: Carpenters, $3 50 to $5; P'""h•rers, $5; machinists,
$4 50. bouse painte1 8 $3 50 . labOJers. $2. mill
bands: $50 per month; flirm 'laborers, $25 t~ $30
per month. And for good, burden·be~~ormg birea
girls, and women cooks, and nurses, thiR !lection, an.y
part of Puget sound, is a bonauz". $5 to $7 per
week would be gl"dly paid to real A No. 1 help all
the year round. FJr l11<>k of good girls some families
are paying $30 and $40 per month to heathen
Cninese.
·
F£eethought holds its own, yet for lack of organiz'ltion the church and Mrs. Grundy exert undue
infL1ence and church and fashion fro .vn on science
and com~on a mse. I delivered four lectures at the
court house to stPilcitly incrt>a•ing interest and attendance. Arthur V dDD, a yonng artiB>ln of push and
ability, an earnest, tborough L,beral. t.cok the inititl
tiv and most of tbe burden, secnnd"d by the Methodist E.Jiscop!ll church. G,m. D. W S nitll and his
estimable wife exrended to me the gPnerolis hoRpi·
tality of their happy, cosy home. At the last lecture
the following gontlemen were unanimously el<>cted
by the L btirals of Port Townsend as delegates to
the great Seattle convention to be h"ld the last of
January next, for the purpose of ~ffecting practical
organiution of the Vberals of Wa.,hingt· n. Gen
D W Smith Art bur Venn John Efll 0 Ha~ilto~
K.:lele~, and H. E' Morgan. '
· '
The friends are anticipating lectures from Mrs.
Reynolds, and if arrangements· can be ~:ff.-cted. it
cannot .fail to greatly popularize Ltberalism with the
ladies. U atil we enlist the wives atd mothers we
can.aot fairly hope for the triumph of r ... ason, right,
and truth over ancient superstition and bigotry.
With their aid victory is near and we C'lon "kA~>p the
.flag above the cross."
c B. REYNOLDS.

Ou1· t•ula·y.

i

ion. It arrogates unto its&Jf pro e:ninencP, and visits
with supreme contempt ali other rtoligious creeds.
Its pre10umption is of a character ULknown to any
other _creed. It holds that all witbm its pale are
traveling on the road to t<alvation, and looks upon
tbo~e wttbout as already bearing the mork
of et'rnal
..
~
d>lmnation upon their devoted foreheads. From the
cradle to the grave its adherents are rfq,1ired to
regulate all theu thoughts and actions m strict
accordance with its ir j .1nctions, an.d it claims every
moment of their lives to be devoted to the furtherance of its glory and exaltation. With tb'se facts
•
before us, it is d1fficult to imagin bow any honest
Christian can sincerely unite with Secularists in a
mon
f f
1·
I
c0 m
course 0 ac IOn, ~r one ~o~mon po Icy. . t
does seem to me an utter Impossibility. Secutansm
bei~g _eseenti!llly a~tagonistlC to all rt>ligions, the
Christian, who considers religion to be the best and
fairest oift of providence naturally regards the Sec. "'
.' .
.
ularist as an em•my to his kmd, and looks upon him
as one who wickedly or unwittingly designs to depr~ve his fellow-m.en of all hope and consolation in
this world and tbeu chances of salvation in the world
t~ come. There!ore the ~hristian; instead of uniting
With the ~ecu~ar1st, m~~t In the very nature of things
regar~ bu~ With suspiciOn and. distrast. The?, is it
no~ high time that the ab~urd_ Idea of attemptmg to
umte two such extraordinarily heterogeneous elementa should be abandoned T It would be as ridiculous. to expect the wolf and the lamb to liv together
on f~Iendty terms _as to B~ppose tha~ Christians can
or wtll ac_t harreon10usly With Seculansts. The great
est good of the one seems the profoundest evil of the
?ther. The one delights to see the progress of religton, and would use every meanP, honest or dishonest,
to compel_ the s_tate to ~uooor the cburc?; while the
other strams his energies and exerts b1s powers to
undermine and uproot it.. Tbe one erie~ for more
~hu~ch~s and_ chapels; while the othe~ VIews these
mstitutiOns with dt~gust because he behaves them to
be the greatest obstacles in the way of pract:ical
reform among the people. Now, for the s~k~ of
~rgument.let us suppose that a num~er of Christians
J?ID the Secular U mon, upo~ the basiS of the separatiOn of church a~ d. state; bemg members, they would
possess equal privil_eges, and would of course _hav the
same chance of bemg elected ·on the committee of
man11gement as the rest. Let us suppose, tl:ie committee at their delib~r~tions, and consis.ting of an
equal number ~f ChriStians and Saculansts, !1' Secular member rises to propose that a portiOn of
the U oion's funds shall be employed for the extension. of Secularism, and as a m~ans to such end
lle advis~s t_o. send about the _Umt~d States wellqual1fi?d md_IvtduP.ls, whose busmess It should be _to
d_o ~llm their po~er to expose the error~ of Carl~tiaDI~Y and establish t_be_ truths of Secularism. Is It
P?SSibl~ that ~Le Cnnst1an members could or ':V~ul~
giv th.eu sanctiOn and support to such a propos1t1_on.
Certamly not, unless they are content to sacrifice
princi_pl~ for courtesy.. Oa the other band! suppose
a Chr~s~Ian ~ember r1ses. to propose that _masmuch
as religious Ideas are entertamed and cber~ehed by a
large number of our fellow-men, and as the generality deem it an insult to their feelings to bear these
ideas publiclr challenge~, it would_ be well, and .in
accordance with t~e opm10ns ~nd wishes of a cons1d·
erabl~ number o. m~mbers, If for the f';lture. the
Americall: ~ecular ~mon abandoned all discussio~s
upon religiOus topics. ~ould no~ e~ery Seculay1st
!a~gb at. BUCb a propositiOn, ~d IDd1gnantly IeJe~t
It. . Saemg, the~, that the v~ews of tb.e res~ect1v
partie~ Of:l ~uch I_mportant pm~ts are diametriC~lly
oppos1t, tneu. um~n and cohesiOn fo~ any pra~t1~al
purpose seems qUite out of the questiOn. It IB mdeed an obvious delusion to suppose that for one
moment they can act harmoniously together, while
each of them is sincerely anxious to promu1gate what
they bt>lieve to be true and of the grf'atest importance.
It would certainly occupy more space than could be
conveniently given to an .article of this kind to compare Secular principii's with those of Christianity in
f'aJtP.nBo.
Thert>fore, I hope that sufficient has bfoen
said to makA thoroughly clear the antagonism, and to
.-xhihit the absurdi y in the constitution of the present U aion wh ch admits "all" persons, cf any faith
or creed whatever, as b"ing eligible to become members, since no honest Caristian can cnnscientiously
"agree" with its principles or its obj9cts. I trust
that enough bas been said, both here and elst>wbere,
to disabuse the minds of those who bold the affirmaLiv of this question, and those who are not convinced
by the foregoing I would bt>g to reconsider the
sul:j "Ct, and I hav no doubt that by so doing tbt>y
will discover that the attempt to unite with persons
holding religious views, in order to obtain thf'ir cooperation iu our work, has been the "rock" upon
which tb& Union bas been gradually sinkiog, and by
admitting the semi religious and !lUperstitious, instead of a well-directed anti-religious, crusade, shall
we not sink lower and lower until the bark will
founder altogether?
We must, of a necessity, hav a distinctiv, welldirected, antaSfonistic policy to all religions. I know
that many entertain the idea that wt> bav been pull-

Nothin!!' is more usul)l, or natural, than that men
should d.ff~rin opinion as to the right metllod for condacting a p!lrty or an orgaaiz 'tion. Tue word "policy," when applied to a puoliu ohj ~ct, may perhaps bat'
ad tr~rent m"l)oing- than when appliad to a private
adventure. We (l now speak of tht> Uoion) must hav
a dtstinctiv po!Icy oecause we bav a dominant enemy
to overthrow. But what is the policy of the Amer
ican Secnlar U noa 1 According to Its constitution
and its N ,ne Ddmands it has but "apparently" one
policy, VIZ., the separation of cnurch and state, and
upon this basis all persons of all creeds and faiths
whatsoever are invited to m O,>tlrate with us in our
endeavors to bring thi!! to a practical issue. Should
this be o•u only policy 1 If yes, then the American
Sdcular U aion can dibband when they hav attained
their objects; for when the separatir1n of the church
from the state has been accomplished there is practically no further use for the U 11ion. Such a m~agt>r
policy is not suffi jient to enforce the succi:'BS of our
organiz~tion. We must go further; we must adopt
a more Ja&ting and antagonistic policy, if we wish
our t ff Jrts to become E:ffectiv for all purposes of
social reform, or for sweeping aside the religious
obRtructions that stand in the way of it.
Now, the question which presents itself before us
is, "Can a Cnristian retain his reli~ion and unite
with us in a nommon course of action T" Christianity
is ooosi4ered by ite advooates as the o.ply trQe reP.B· ing dowD long enough, aud

that the time has IU'rived
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to commence building 8 new struC!UrP; but let those
who thiiJk.~o bui·d Olle, if tney bav l:luffiment matt-rial.
To me, however, it Bef'mB that althcugn a great numher of fall 11 Cles hav been destroyert, still there is a
t d 1t b
1 h d
vas ea o e accomp IB e ' and we must first pull
down the old buildmg before we can erect a new
structure upon the old site. If Freetbinktrs are to
unite they must unite to fi,s-bt superstition at every
stt>p, and to destroy the ciJarge of sectarianism and
enable man to ba progressiv.
·
s 1 ·
ecu arism is a protest against all the theologies of
the day; it deems them all incomplete and uneatiefactory. If it finds a mind bound down with creeds
and Bibles, it endeavors to the utmost to sever the
bands_; if it finds men prostrating tbemselvs before
idols, it strives to pull them down though the
worshiper may polish the fragments. If it finds a
"rock of ages" in its path, it will break it. Then
bow can we expect even the most li'beral· mi"nded
Christian to unite and C( opet·ate with us in. such a
work! For along time to come our" policy" must
needs be iconoclastic, it must be aggressiv, it must
sound the challenge note of battlt>, for uprooting
the creed-erected barliers between man and man, and
st.ubbornly negate the idlaence ·of the priest.
Then again I ask, and this time with more emphasis,
" How can we expect the Christian to unite and cooperat.e with us in such a work!''
Our policy is to make every individual member of
tb~ U oion an ax-bearer, and a pioneH cutting down
this obstacle, and clearing away the dtbris. I respect
the sower who delights in the posit1v wmk of scatt.ering seed on the ground, but I fear that the weeds
. will destroy much of the fruit of his labors. I know
·that the present is perhaps a critical time for the
Union; and the present dissensions which permeate
the Union are to be deplored, but if the;, cannot be
avoided, yet our real work must not be lost sight of.
We must persevere steadily in the path before us,
.though i.t be a thorny one. At present Secularism
·seems apathetic, and more so just llOW, when it should
exert itself with redoubled vigor, when we find our
principles menaced, when we see our individual
liberty attacked, and threatened with encroachments
from all sides. Is it right t,bat so many should
indulge in listless apathy! The course of earnest
Freethinkers is clear enougb, and if any amount of
success is obtained, then every honest person would
naturally strive to adhere to it. Let us not shrink
from performing our duty for fear of being branded
wit.h the name of "Infidel," for it is a glory to be an
Infirlel to error.
We can be courteou!l, but we can aesert no compromise; we can show respect to the honest opinions
of our opponents, but we must not sacr:fice our own
to a decidedly deetructiv ~xpediency. Let us continue on in the work we bsv before us of establishing
the American Secular Union independent of all
religions, thereby necessarily making it antagonistic
to all religions. There is no middle ground for us
to take if we wish to make our Uuion a su«'cess.
Oar only wish should be to make man truly free, and
this we can only do by eradicating all religious ideas
from his brain. Oar purpose should be to promote
the happiness of our fellow-creRtures, and by so doing
we shall increase cur own. And man can never be
happy until he is f1 ee-free in body and free in mind,
free in thought and free in utterance, free from
crowns and free from creeds, free from priest and
free from king, free from the cramping customs
created by the influences surrounding him, and which
hav taught him to bow to a robber, and frown upon
a beggar. This is the task we hav to accomplish,
even if it is to be done Ringle-banded. We cannot
Hpect that any sincere Christians would assist us in
such a policy, eo suicidal to tbemselvs, so antagonistic to all they hold sacrt>d and dear, and which they
cherish eo fondly. And an organization which opens
it,s doors to all opinions cannot· hav a "polio)'" of its
own, and Ci.mnot unrestrainedly teach to otbus that
which it so strongly desire!'. Therdnre I sincerely
hope, as a well-wh•her to the A'IIerican S "cular Ullion,
that in its future cour!!e it w1ll bA guicif'd by the f:Xperience of the pa8t.
JOHN R CHARL!l.SWORTH.

r

THE Roman pagar. J religion was esfentially domfBttc, aLd it Wt~H a mt~m ot j ·ct of the legislator to
surround marriage with every c:rcumstance of dignity
and solemnity. Monogamy was, from the earliest
times. strictly enjoined, and it was one of the great
hentfits tb!lt hav resultfd from the expansion of
Roman power, that it made this t.ype dominant in
Europe. In the legends of early Rome we hav
ample evidence both of the high moral estimate of
women, and of tbeir prominevce in R Jman life. The
tragedies of Lucretia and of Vtrginia dio3play a delicacy of honor, a sense of the supreme excellence of
unsullied pnrit.y. which no Cbrir.tian nation could aurpass.-Leclcy, E~tropwn .A!orals, Vul. I, p. 316.
SPEAKING of self worship, which leads to brutality
toward otbers, Mtll sa:Js: "Cnristiaoit.y will never
practically teach it" (t,be f quality of human beings)
while it sanctions institution!! grounded c.n arbitrar1
' prefereDo~ to~ QPtl ~uw~u being ove:r IUlOther.
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Inventions of Selene?.~ Inventions of ChristianltJ
St. Polycarp remarked as to scientific instruments; "In all
these monstrous demons is seen an art hostil to God."

A Obri•tlan 11lventlon. -Giles Oorey bPing murdered with
weights by tb11 New England Pnrit.ans for d•fendin~r his w1fe from
the accusation of witchoraft.-Sae T. s. Annudl of 1890, p. 92.

In renewing your subscription to The Truth Seeker
inclose 25 cents and the Annual will be forwarded as
soon as issued.

A Change in Public Opinion.
Last week a trial in one of our courts had a peeu. liar beginning and a significant ending. It was a
libel suit brought by a "materializing medium," Mrs.
Wells, against the editor of a Western paper who
had charged her with being a humbug who" uses
trick cabinets and confederates to accomplish her
deceptions." Mrs. Wells was backed by H. J. Newton, of this city, and Lawyer Benne, of Brooklyn.
The peculiar beginning of the ease is that Mrs.
Welle was first exposed at the house of Mr. Newton,
and Mr. Newton came out in an article denouncing
her as a fraud. Then he recanted, took her under
his protection, and backed her with money in the
libel suit. When it was said in the Western newspaper that Mrs. Wells is a swindler, Mr. Newton
wrote the publisher, demanding to know what Mrs
Wells he meant, and if he meant Mrs. Eliza A·.
Wells, and if so, when would he be in New York.
The Western man promptly accepted service on his
attorney in Brooklyn, and it was announced that the
medium had sued for twenty thousand dollars damages.
When the ease was called for trial before Judge
Beach in the supreme court, Lawyer Benne desired
to ask the jurors certain questions, and if they
could not answer them affirmativly, he objected
to going on with the case. The questions were:
" Suppose it was proved on evidence that was not dis..
puted here that a form in human shape appeared all clothed
in white, and then dissolved into the air, would you believe
the evidence ?"
" No, I wouldn't."
" If you ~aw such a phenomenon yourself; if you passed
your hand through the form and found it was only vapor
would you then believe such a thing was possible?"
'
" No, sir; I do11't ~~lieve anything of the kind could
~a~fen.'!
'
·

1~~H~.

It ia a vast and a pleasing change in public opinion
; but how deep it buries the Christian religion,
" Suppose positiv evidence was produced here to prove
the
sole claim to acceptance of which is that it is
that a woman was locked in an iron case compe•ent to hold
truly
supernatural!
a tiger, and that she came out without the moving of the
iron bars or the unlocking of the door, would you believe
it?"
Our Congressional Nuisance.
" Who came out? the tiger?"
Twci chaplains log-rolling for the privilege of hold" No, the woman."
ing an nnconstitutional office, and incidentally earn"No, I wouldn't."
" Would you believe in the materialization of a spirit ing $900 a session, was the ungracious spectacle the
form if it was revealed here before your eyes?"
country beheld at the organization of the fifty-first
" No, sir. I would say there was some deception."
Congress last week.
Last session the House of Representative was
Judge Beach ruled that all such jurors were com·
patent, and that the disbelief of the jurors as ex- Democratic, and the blind 0haplain Milburn was
pressed was no more disqualifying than a disbelief chosen to direct the action of God so far as that
that the moon is made of pink paper. The issue to action related to the lower House. This year the
be determined, he said, was whether, as the defend· House is Republican by a small msjority, and the
int charged and offered to prove, a trick cabinet and Republicans selected for all its offices men of their
confederates had been used by the complainant, and own political faith. The Republican candidate for
the court did not propose that "the trial should chaplain was a relativ of Mrs. Harrison. By the
bolting of a few Republican members Mr. Milburn
wander over the domain of Spiritualism."
had
a good chance of election, and his friends worked
The plaintiff's attorneys argued that their client
for
him
strenuously. He was fintllY elected.
would hav no show if the jurors would not believe it.
There
isn't the shadow of a ghost of a shaving o
possible for anyone to do what she professed to hav
constitutional authority for swearing in a chaplain as
done, and withdrew the suit.
The positions assumed by the judge and jurymen a United States officer. In fact, it is forbidden; for
are significant of the change that has come about aP the prohibition against religious establishment is
to alleged supernatural occurrences. It is ev dent violated by such act. But some of the members
that the plaintiff proposed to bring forward witnesses of the House are pious, and of course are willing to
who had seen the things stated in the questions oc- violate not only a constitution but the rights of all
cur. But the jury plainly declared that they could other .citizens to get daily religion at soma one's else
not be made to believe anything of the sort, as it expense, and the rest of the members are afraid to
was beyond human experience ; and the judge evi- antagonize the churches. So the people hav to pay
dently took the same ground. Here, then, we hav for what about eight of every ten of the members·
a legal tribunal throwing out of court better testi- regard as a positiv nuisance. The Christian church
mony than can ever be obtained to the reality of the is a great bugaboo to most folks.
Christian religion and practically affirming that; huOur Pictures.
man testimony to supernatural events is of no value
We hope that our friends will not forget that in
at aU, because supernaturalism is beyond the bound
order to continue the pictures another year, it is imof probability and human experience.
When Greenleaf afllicted the world with his Testi- perativly necessary that we hav an addition of at
mony of the Evangelists, going over it, cross- least five hundred names to our list. Some of our
examining them, and summing up in legal shape, and friends are hoping that we will not get them, for
concluding that it answered all legal requirements to they do not like that style of warfare, but others
prove a case, the Christian world was delighted and think differently, as may be seen from the letters
scoffed at the heretic, saying There now 1 what do herewith printed in addition to those in the" Letters
you think of that? Of course Greenleaf has long from Friends." The first is from the treasurer of
ago been laid on the shelf, as his witnesses were the American Secular Union:
"PHILADELPmA, PA., Dec. 4, 1889.
found to be mythical men and their testimony to be
"
MR.
EDITOR:
The
reading of your exhortatory article
lhtly contradicted by facts, but the plaintiff in this
headed, 'A Word About Our Pictures,' made me at once
•
smt had a much stronger case than Greenleaf could hunt up the last wrapper, which was already consigned to
present. His witnesses were all dead; those for the waste-basket, to ascertain whether I was not one of the
Mrs. Wells were alive and in court. His witnesses delinquents in question. With a sort of joyful relief I made
contradicted each other; Mrs. Wells's would hav the discovery that I was not a debtor yet, but came very·
agreed as to what they saw. If Greenleaf could near to be, since the time for which the paper has been paid
make out a case from the disputed testimony of dead will run out on the 6th of December.
" In order, therefore, that my paper may not be stopped
men, written years after the events were said to hav I inclose $5 with the request to make the proper change o~
happened, and not even sworn to, subjected to all the th!lt ever reminding tab. I will try to get a new subscriber
mutation of intervening centuries and passing if possible, to help to make up the five hundred that th~
through the perils of translations and retranslations, pictures may be continued.
"Yours truly,
F. C. MENDE."
guesses, hypotheses, and alleged inspiration, how
Here is another from Philadelphia, from the Secremuch stronger would hav been the ease made out by
Mrs. Wells! She could bring men to testify that tary of the Liberal League, who does his share of
they had actually seen these occurrences; that they work in pushing the sale of THE TRUTH SEEKER and
had taken such precautions that the conjured shades our books at the League meetings. He says :
" I am sorry to hear complaints of the cartoons in THE
could not possibly be only human representations ·
TRUTH
SEEKER. As you desire us, one and all, to speak out
and instead of four she could hav brought dozens:
whose testimony was sworn to, whose reputations for and giv our opinions of them, I will say that, in my judgment, they are splendid object-lessons for children, and even
veracity are good, who saw the marvelous events grown-up people also. They hav a tendency tq refresh the
only the other day, who did not guess but knew by memory of what the Bible does really teach, without perusactual eyesight and contact, and who based all their ing it weeks and months, as the case may be. I will say that
hypotheses on experience. It would seem that if a my children know more about the olrl book through these
juryman could be impressed by human testimony hE< illustrations than they otherwise would. So I hope, for
one, they will be continued and also sustained.
ought to hav believed that Mrs. Wells did really and
"Yours,
GEo. LoNGFORD."
truly call up the dead. Certainly if th$y could be
The next letter is from one of the friends to whom
lieve it of a man who is said to hav lived nearly nineMr. Longford refers. This one does not like the
teen hundred years ago on the evidence of four unpictures (and another of the same mind will be found
known liars, they ought to believe it of a woman of
in the report of the Literature Fund) :
to day on the evidence of dozens of honest witnesses.
"LEOMINSTER, MAss., Dec. 9, 1889.
But the jury would hav none of it. Supernatural"MR. EDITOR: You ask for an expression of opinion on
ism, to them, was impossible and unbelievable. Yet the pictures. I am of the opinion that Mr. Parton has the
courts not so many decades ago executed witches on right' impression,' that 'the pictures repel more than they
a hundredth part of the testimony Mrs. Wells could attract.' I hav wished to hand my TRUTH SEEKER to my
adduce that she was a genuin medium. Juries then Christian neighbors to read, but was prevented from doing
believed that women could ride through the air, so on account of the pictures, which would hav been shockJ. FosTER."
ing to them.
Respectfully yours,
could send evil spirits into animals and persons, and
But
Mr.
C.
P.
Hosmer,
of
Belle
Plaines,
Ia., thinks
could not only c?njure up spirits of dead men, but
differently,
and
acts
wisely.
He
sends
$3
for a new
that the very dev1l himself often visited them and
subscriber and says :
made unholy bargains. Such belief was a part of
" This is my effort. One new subscriber to aid the pictures
the very religion held by the jurymen who now
i~ the ~ap'8r. Now, if the. other four hundred and ninetyrefuse to believe on direct human evidence th~t any nine w1ll each get a subscnber, we will hav the pictures.
qead persQ~ ~yfr came back t<> tbis world.
"Your& in hope of a free coqntry
Q• .r. RoS?411iB,''
Another juror was asked :

1
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An old Texas friend writes :
"DALLAS, TKx., Dec. 6, 1889.
"MR. EDITOR: By all means don't discontinue Heston's
cartoons. . I will send you some new subscribers before
long.
W. D. RoBINSON."
Mr. John R. Charlesworth has also handed us the
names o( two new subscribers to help continue the
pictures. There is no· doubt that eighty per cent of
the Freethinkers of the country are in favor of their
continuance; the question is, will they help us get
the necessary funds with which to pay for them '
We are not able to publish them without assistance
of a substantial kind, however much we may desire
to, for all good things in this world cost money.
And there ought to be no trouble at all in finding
the necessary additional number of subscribers if all
those who hav writt~n in favor of the pictures will
make a little effort.

The. Literature Fund.
The following letter is short and directly to the
point:
"SAVANNAH, G.&.., Dec. 7, 1889.
""MR. ErinR: Inclosed find $20-$10 for fund for distribution of li era ure, $10 for American Secular union-all from
a friend.
SILAS n. LATHAM."
The next is longer, and in some portions not quite
so good-but it is pretty good:
"RIDGEWOOD, N.Y., Dec. 9, 1889.
"MR. EDITOR: Your appeal in THK TRUTH SKKKKR of
November 30th, for additional subscribers to enable you to
continue the illustrations, prompts me to write a few lines
on the suhject. I think the way to increase the subscriptions to THK TRUTH BKKKKR would be to discontinue the
illustrations. They are a hindrance rather than an aid.
While extreme Radicals may enjoy the pictures, the class of
readers whom you especially desire to reach is repelled
rather· than attracted by them. The 'Literature Fund'
project is a wise one, in my opinion. As an earnest of my
approval I inclose $2 toward it.
R. B. JAOKBON."
The fund now stands :
Cash previously acknowledged ................... $17.00
BilaR Latham............................................ 10.00
R. B. Jackson....................................... 2 00 $29.00
Expended as per TRUTH BEKKER of Nov. 30,
$19.50
Leaving $9.50 on hand which we shall use as we
did the other, as soon as lists of legislators from
Washington and Montana are obtained.
The American Secular Union has authorized us to
forward at its expense to each national representativ
and senato:r a copy of Ramsburg's " Sabbath Breaking;" which will be done when Congress gets fairly
to work and Blair introduces his bill again.
We hope that every Liberal in the four new states
b11.s written to his state senator aud representativ
protesting against the enactment of Sunday laws,
and in Washington also against the exemption of
church property from taxation.
In the mean time, more donations to the Literature
Fund are needed. Let us keep up this war, and
show our lawmakers that there are Liberals alive as
well as Christians. It is just as easy to convert a
legislator as it is a private citizen, and it will do a
deal more good just now.

Aid for One of Senator Blair's Bills.

of a national grant in aid of education grows chiefly out of
the condition and needs of the emancipated slave and his
descendants, the relief should, as far as possible, while
necessaPily proceeding upon some general lines, be applied
to the need that suggested it. It is essential, if much good
is to be accomplished, that the sympathy and activ interest
of the people of the states should be enlisted, and that the
methods adopted should be such as to stimulate and not to
supplant local taxation for school purposes."

I because it would be unfair to damn them for not ba-

President Harrison does not, in this, go so far as
to urge an amendment to the Constitution commanding states· to maintain schools in which shall be
taught the fundamental principles of the Christian
religion, but he does worse, he· desires Congress to
violate that Constitution and vote money to do one
of those things which are by that instrument reserved to the state. There ia a vast difference between the United States disposing of its public land
and voting cold eash to establish schools. In the
one instance they are pursuing a constitutional course;
in the other they are interfering in a matter in which
they hav not a shadow of authority. Congress can
no more constitulionally authorize in Charlestown.
S. C., the establishment of schools for the colored
Citizens than it can authorize such schools for Irishmen in New York.
This presidential recommendation is without doubt
intended to help Mr. Blair get his educational bill
through Congress, for two or three years ago the
proposition was made in the Senate to appropriate
through a series of years some sixteen millions of
dollars to build schools in certain states which had a
great number of illiterate vote:.;s within their limits.
This was understood at the time to mean the Southern states. Mr. Harrison was then a senator, and he
and Senator Blair, if we recollect rightly, supported
the bill. The churches were strongly in favor of· the
measure, as certain church educational institutions
hoped to handle the funds and do the educating.
The scheme failed then, and Congress will probably
pay little attention to it now. Its revival by the
president, however, will help Mr. Blair's present educational bill, as his new measure has a stronger
church backing than the other.

An English Political Program.
The English political Liberals, under the leadership of Gladstone, hav announced their platform.
It is universal male suffrage, a shortening of the duration of Parliament, a reduction of the period of residence enabling a man to vote to three months, compulsory powers to acquire allotments, the abolition
of the duties on tea, coffee, and cocoa, a direct popular vote on the liquor traffic, and the disestablishment of the Church of England. The next Parliament will be strenuously urged to pass bills favoring
all these demands, and if it shall not do so, the
Liberals hope to soon elect a parliament that will.
It may be that it is to be able to take a very activ
part in this program that Mr. Bradlaugh has
resigned the activ leadership of the Freethought
party in England. He cannot do everything, and
possibly he considers that others can capably conduct the Freethought propaganda, and that he
can do more good as a politician working for reform
and disestablishment. Rumor in England, too, hath
it bruited shrewdly about that Mr. Bradlaugh, in
the event of Liberal success, has an eye on a cabinet
position, and in view of his past interests in Indian
affairs, and the present direction of hi~ convalescent
trip, it is a fair guess that the portfolio of secretary
of state for India would not be distasteful to him.
These are of course only rumors, but if they are
facts, the ambitions are truly honorable, legitimately
to be held. If Mr. Bradlaugh can better help to bring
about disestablishment by being untrammeled, the
good to be gained \\ill more than repay the Freethought party for making the sacrifice.
It is pretty evident that a change is about to take
place in the political affairs of our mother country,
and it is not very rash to predict that advantage
will thereby accrue to the Secularists and to their
intrepid leader.

Senator Blair has found a useful ally in his endeavor to pass his ;national educational bill-no less
a person 'than President Harrison, Presbyterian
elder. In his message to Congress the latter eminent Christian says:
" The interest of the general government in the education
of the · people found an early expression not only in the
thoughtful and sometimes warning utterances of our ablest
statesmen, but in liberal appropriations from the common
resources for the support of education in the new states.
No one will deny that it is of the gravest national concern
that those who hold the ultimate control of all public affairs
should hav the necessary intelligence wisely to direct and
determin them. National aid to education has heretofore
taken the form of land grants, and in that form the constitutional power of Congress to promote the education of the
people is not seriously questioned. I do not th\nk it can be
successfully questioned when the form is changed to that of
a direct grant of money from the public treasury.
"Such aid should be, as it always has been; suggested by
some exceptional conditions. The sudden emancipation of
the slaves of the South, the bestowal of the suffrage, which
The .Mistake of the Probationists.
soon followed, and the impairment of the ability of the
If
the
doctrin of probation after death be true,
states where these new citizens were chiefly found to adequately provide educational facilities, presented not only those Christians who are sending missionaries to the
exceptional but unexampled conditions. That the situation heathen are making an awful mistake.
has been much ameliorated the•e is no doubt. The ability
The essence of the doctrin is that if the light of the
and interest of the states hav happily incrt!ased.
" But a great work remains to be done, and I thi:llk the gospel be withheld from certain races, God's mercy
s.en.e~al governJUell~ s)loJM ~eg4 it!ilaid. 4-B t~~ su~~es~ioJ! win i:r:t ~:~ome way fiqd. rp~t}Jo4a t9 rec:leezp tgem1
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Having a scheme God never let them hear of.
-But it is an undisputed fact that but a very small
percentage of those who do know of the gospels take
advantage of their knowledge to obtain heavenly
mercy. The large majority of the Christian race
will be damned.
It is plainly to be seen, therefore, that it is a
cruelty to the heathen to carry the gospel to them,
for without it the probation doctrin will save them
all, while with it the perversity of the human racewhich will not believe all it is told-will unquestionably consign the major portion of them to sheol.
As fast, then, as the probation doctrin spreads
among the orthodox sects, they should disband
their missionary societies.

Editorial Notes.
MR .. THADDEUS B. W AKKMAN sends us this : "To THK
TRUTH SKKKKR and Friends in New York, Boston, and everywhere : Please to oblige me by not using the prefix ' Hon.'
before my name. To it I am in no way entitled, and never
hav been. Yours sincerely, T. B. WAKKMAN." But his
article for the ANNUAL is just as complete aad interesting
as though he could prefix and affix to his name all the titles
and letters known to the British peerage and the college
degrees.
UPON the school question, Charles C. Starbuck, in the
New Engl'lnde1·, makes the following remarks : "The basis

of our school system ought to be Protestant. We are in
fact, and ought to be by legal decision, a Protestant Christian country. We do not want schools in which we cannot
mention Luther and Knox and Calvin and Latimer with full
confidence and honor., not withholding it from St. Francis
de Bales and St. Charles Borromeo. A school in which our
children are not free to study Macaulay's History, is only
half a school." The only difference between the Protestants
of the Starbuck-Blair stripe and the Roman Catholics is that
they want to steal the schools for the Protestant church and
the Roman Catholics intend to steal them for the Roman
Catholic church. Both sects should be resisted to the utmost
extreme.
BINOK Mr. Bradlaugh's illne~s Mrs. Besant appears to hav
been editing the National Reformer. She says nothing about
Theosophy, and she makes the paper much livelier than it
has been of late, owing probably to the fact that she can giv
more time to it than could Mr. Bradlaugh. In her suit
against the London clergyman-a report of which we giv
elsewhere-she displayed much legal skill, wonderful ability
in argument, and not a little bravery in bearing the browbeating of court and opposing counsel. In dealing with the
affairs of the world she has lost none of her vigor and clearness through much Theosophical seeking after knowledge
of another. The disagreement of the jury renders it necessary that she carry the case higher, and the Rev. Edward
Hoskyns will find his future path unhappy unless he apologizes and makes reparation for the foul wrong done to the
ablest woman in England.
THB editor of TBK TRUTH SKKKKR's " Children's Corner"
has just been elected a member of the school board in Fall
River, Mass., over an Episcopal clergyman who was pitted
against her. It is a great triumph for our side and for the
cause of woman. Almost everything was said to hurt her
that could be ·thought of, but the arrows poisoned with
venom and spite fell harmless at her feet. The bitterness of
the hatred shown by the bigoted and superstitious was something marvelous in this age of enlightenment. Among other
deprecatory reasons urged, including Atheism and Anarchism, was this : " She will go into the schools and tell the
children that there is no hell!" But the vaters knew their
business. And the Australian ballot system was a great
help, for it prevented intimidation. Miss Wixon was elected
for three years, and her previous three years' service on the
board give her the right of seniority there. We congratulate
her and the citizens of Fall River, and are proud indeed that
the victory is ours. It is substantial encouragement for
TBK TRUTH SKKKKR when the voters of a great city choose
the editor of its children's department to superintend the
education of their children.
THB Spiritualists of Montreal hav placed the finance committee of that city in a quandary. The Spiritualist Society
petitioned for exemption from taxation on the ground that
the temple occupied by it is a church. When the petition
was presented the Ignorance of the committee upon Spiritualist affairs exhibited itself. In answer to the inquiry,
" What is that ?"-referring to the society-one said it was
''a sort of Free thought club;" another that it was not common sense to recognize a body as religious that didn't believe
in religion. The petition was finally referred to the city attorney for an opinion. There appears to be a feeling in the
minds of many of our Canadian neighbors, comments the
Banner of Light, that the exemption from taxation of church
property is a grievous wrong upon those whose property Is
in another form, and for that reason subject to assessment.
We venture to say that no such petition would hav emanated
from the Spiritualist Society, had not other societies not one
whit more " religious" than itself, been granted exemption;
but it very reasonably concluc! ed that from the nature of its
services, it is, in every sense of the term, a" religious society,"
or "church," and on that accoul!t is f_lntitJeg to ~ll the privi,
leges ~rantl)d ~o BUC?h bodies.
·
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J.ttltrs Jrottt Jlritnds.
BALTIMORE, MD , D;c. 2. 1889.
MR. EDITOR: 1 am sorry to see tbat one of the friP?ds ~f
Freethought and liberty from priestcraft and demagogts~, Is
against the i1h111 trat.ions of .Brother Heston. I for one_ thmk
that they are immen•e, and also add to the already prtcele~s
value of the grand old TRUTH SKRKER. I Sll.j, wit~ Durand,
in connection with R"m•burg th'l.t he makes th~ pnest~ froth
at the mouth. Long liv Heston to carry on his p!!.rt In Ute
work he is engaged in.
E. S. MoM.URRAY.
flPRI'1GFJRLD, MABs., Nov. 24, 289.
MR EDITOR: Heston's" ThankRgiving" is tip. top. I took

OMAHA, N11B , Nov. 23, 1889.
MR. EDIToR: I am happy to s~>od my money, for THE
TRUTH SEEKER is mental life to my very b~ing, and because
of its most intelligent subscribers. If ther"' Is any more
superstition in any of the cities of these United l:ltates than
in this I would like· you to point it out. Forty ministers just
met together in the Young Men's Christian Association's
rooms to see who could gas most about Sunday and Prohibition. And the Catholics are not slePping. Our mayor is
band and glove with the forty blind leaders of the blind. Is
it not strange the very men who hav such influence over the
people and ought to be the greatest saviors, dp not know
what slaves they are making of the people? Tney are doing
their level bE>st to destroy this beloved country of once
claimed freedom. They do not see that they are helping
t.be mother church to stamp its foot on the eagle. Mr.
Editor, hav you yet hopes? I think you are a brave soul, too.
:5upply us with such material as will build up manhood and
womanhood so that we can see nature's god fane to face.
L. GRAY.

•t to· church to d'ly-the ch•Jrch of the spirits-and the
clergyman, Rev. E B. F~irchild, was ~~~~sed to
read it, and it. pleaqed the peop e Immensely, ehcmng re.
eated applause. Be said he rpgretted that he had not seen
sooner so that he might bav taken it for a ~ext: How~ver,
the discourAe be did e;iv was eloq•Jent of radicahsm, a vtgor.
FoRu:BTPORT, N. Y., Dec 4. 1889.
ous conrlemnation of C'liD~Jrnmise &!J.d valiant assertion of the
MR. EDIToR: On the 2d of this month Mr. R~msburg, of
right and duty of following and proclaiming truth to its ut. O'!.k Mills, Kiln., delivered to a small but sekct audience,
most limit. I received orders for several copies of THE many of whom were ladies, his lecture on "Fa.lse Claims."
TRUTH SxnKiR from those who wanted to keep the praver.
rhe lecture, which took place in Arcanum Hall, U Lioa, and
JoHN P. GuiLD.
.vb'ch is one of Mr. R"msburg's best, was a decirled succe~s.
Every now and then the speaker was interrupted by a long
LUMBRRVILLE, PA., Nov. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Ag!l.in we h!lv the annual Thanksgiving !l.Dd hearty applause which rea()hed its culmination point
when he declared that this country will never hecome a
proclamations of pre•ident and g'lver?ors, who, in relation
republic. Let us sincerely pray that this predicChristian
to God and the gnvernmPnt of the untverse, seem to us to
possess no di•cerning power. We think with many others •ion may prove true! To enumerate all the good points of
that the issuing of such prnclama•ions is labor lost. How rhe lecture cannot be done; one must hear it himself to be
napable of judging. Authority after authority is cited; men
~ill such papers re<1rl before the close of the twentieth century, when it will be known that. no de~ice of man can in a_ny of sciecce, historians, theologians, all are called upon to giv
way change the rulinu; power of the umverse-that. no devtce their testimony, which invariably proves that the phrase,
can prevent a cyclone, earthq•Jake,. or fi >Od? And y~t to ·• F!!.lse Claims,"is true, and certainly no Christian can listen
fully combat these cherished theologtcal errors of ages It re- to this lecture of Remsburg without endangering the salvaquires a moral courage surpassing the military heroism of a tion of his soul. Liberals cannot serve our common cause
better than by engaginJZ Mr. Remsburg to deliver "False
ALBERT LIVEZEY.
Cresar, or a N!ipoleon.
Claims." Mr. Rae, of Utica, a Spiritualht, I believe, did
most of the work preparatory to the lecture, and to him and
CAsCADE Loo1rs, ORE., Nov. 20, 299.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot get along withou• the best paper in his fellow-workers of Utica is due the hearty thanks of the
America. So plpq,~e change my address from Orient, Ia., to audience. Our thanks are likewise due to both reporters and
Cascade Locks, O:e. Since last Julv I hav been looking at editors of the Utica Herald and the Dally Press, but esthe western part of the United Stat.es, and like Putnam. pecially to those of the latter for the liberal notice given;
think it is a great country. I notice a great many Liberals then it makes a Freethinker hopeful to see that not all of our
are coming to this coast-Reynolds, D!iwes, and now Mrs. newspapers are under the ecclesiastical thumb8crew, and
Krekel. And I notice the people are more Liberal than in that all editors are not so bigoted as the one who edits and
GusTAVE NBJ.BON.
fanatical Iowa. I notice in D,kota. where the L!lrd's people owns the Utica Ob,erver.
carried the d11.y and vot~>d for Prohibition, they are starving,
MoNTE VIsTA, CoL., Nov. 22, 1889.
and over in onr Rister state, Washington, where they nearly
MR. EDITOR: I will announce the death of C<Lpt. John W.
voted the L·•rd out of their constitution, the people are pros.
Culumber. It will be painful news to Profe11sor J~mie
perous. Trnly the ways of the L·,rd are p&Bt finding out.
son to know that poor •· J >lCk" was buried at Monte Vista
C. F. KuNATH.
Yours for Universal Mental Ltberty,
to-day. He was late captain of Co. D, Colorado National
N11w YoRK, Nov. 28. 1889.
Guards, a member of the Odd F dllows, late marsbal of
MR EDITOR: According to the latest news from Rome, a Monte Vtsta, d puty sheriff-a brave, tender, humane, and
republican revolutionary Aociety has bPf'D formed in said noble-hearted man. His merry laugh bas rang out often in
city under the D&'lles of Jesus Christ. Galileo, Bruno, Maz- hell-like tones, so loud toat everyone knew who the owner
zini, G nbaldi,·and others, with the ohj ct of egtablisbing of that laugh waij, because no one could laugh like Jack. I
the UniverB&l Republic and compelling all those who hav was with this noble spemmen of humanity constantly almost
immense fortunes, whether clergvmen or not, to return what every day for eighteen months, during which time he never
they bav stolen from the poor. This is very important"news spoke an unkind word to me, although pious folks called
for the Knights of L,bor and other sfJcieties in this country him a" holy terror." He was a pioneer, and widely known
which may bav the Slime ol·j~ct in view. The Catholic throughout Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico, and not a
clergy hav publicly dtclsred that " to be a Liberal" is one of crime stands against him in his eventful career. It was
the greatest crimes, worse than to be a murderer. When through my teaching that he was emancipated from the
reading tbe above about the new society formed in Rome, I cursed superstition of the age, and became an image. breaker.
suppose they will understand that the head of the Catholic When approached on the .ubject of Christianity be ofttn
church has been and is St. Peter, the traitor, and not Jesus drew from his pocket Mr. Billings's " Crimes of Preachers,"
Christ.
JosEPH F.u:ux GoNZALEZ.
and said, "Here's yqur damned scoundrels." Of course he
ueed the most forcible language to express his indignation,
TANEY, InA., Nov. 23, 1889.
because his nature, wild as it was, instantly r~-'volted at the
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER diabolical crimes recorded in that book. He was a dePpiEer
for some time, and not seeing any letters from this part, I of priestly carpet-baggers, and often told me that he wanted
thought a few hoes would not be amiss. There are quite a no priest to rant over his peaceful ashes, and in this he was
number of Liherals in theRe parts, but only a few outspoken. outspoken, and made it no secret. Yet after all, Elder
But what there are make it warm for the hell-pedlers. Brooks bad no more manhood than to read the meaningless
Every once in a while some go crazy and imagin they are words of the twelfth chapter of Ecclesiastes over his ddenoecaller! to preach. B11t they don't hav the success they used less body. 0 Christianity, where's thy shame?
to hav. Tbey played all last winter to full houses and never
JOHN TRUEBLOOD.
took a trick. We knockt·d a t:leventh-Day Adventis..t ou1
last winter, and the rest wou'd not debat.e They do a great
KENT, 0., Nov. 27, 1889.
deal of talking outside, but they won't d1scms. Kt!ep right
MR. EDITOR: As you do not seelll to fall In with us <Jhrison. Your pap.-r is doing great good. Ahhough only a few
take it \n this part, it is read by a great many. Tne pictureB tians in giving thanks for heavenly blessing, I thought I
are what take a great many at first. They won't read but :vould send you something of "this world'~ goods" as an
will look at the p1cmres, but in a short time they want to >iCC•Jmpanirnent with ·• tb.e turkey." I forwarded to your
address, by American Express, prepaid, some of my new
THoMAS WBAV.KR.
read as well as look at the p ctures.
celery," Barmcott's GLilden." Ir it should happen ti.Jat you
Gu:oRGIAVILLE, R. I, Nov. 21, 1889.
do not use this gracious nervine, you will hav no d1fficulty
MR. ·EDITOR: This day I received a pt)Stal card and books in finding some who do. This is not sent to get a "puff."
from you-all in good order and worth their weight in gold. but it is a superior article; and, as I like to snare all good
The ''Age of R ·ason" is a book that theology cannot shake tb.ings with mauly and womanly characters, I hav sent it as
to pieces. H<Ld Thomas Pdine lived in our day, what a a token of respec·, and a r~cognition of your fearless opposisplendtd cannon for the,lngy I And the "Crisis" is a book tion to church. and state. I am not, however, an Infidel in
that every American should read. " Crimlls of Preachers" the common acceptation of the term. I hav never severed
-wonder if !hose pious divines thought of their angry G.Jd myself from the church, nor do I intend to, unless they "cut
when they were committing such crimes. F<>r my part, de- me o:ff," believing I can accomplish more good by remaining
liver me from all Curistianity. The holy B.ble is full of where I can be heard. I know many R~dicals do not apignorance. I can remember the name of D. M. Bennett, prove of this policy, but observation satieties me I can ac.
when at the Soakers' in E dl ,ld, Conn., when a small boy not complish more by this method.
in my teens. Mr. D. M. B~nnett lived at Lebanon, N. Y.
I send you one of my little pamphlets, "The Uuion and
He was too wise a man for the Shaker elders. He put ton its Ftag." I should be pleased If you could introduce it to
many questions to them. Tney dtd not want him longer your readers. My Liberal friends her.:-i.ll, 60me of them
there. That is orthnd••xy. When a man will express his ~thougb.t, at first, that I had made a great mist11ke in shadl.onest thoughts he is not wanted there.
ing it with Christianity, using the terms, "Jesus ol N ..za.l wUl try my level bt-st to get you all the subscribers I can. reth," ''Millennia! glory," etc. I told them it was used as a
"foqr!l ~ql!'t
W1of.. 4· UuN&;r,
~~·to iet li~r~ 04riet~B \Q r~d. Tile purposfj is accom·

~fficiating

ft

1

w.

plisbed. All classes of Christians rP&d it, and, apparently,
it is having a L•beralizlne: and an Americanizing ~:If ct. It
will certainly hurt no Inflrlel to get a JZlimp~e of how church
and state operate in beautiful but oppresstd E:Jgland.
I ht-artily indorse the fourth &mt>ndment of your constitution at your !at~ convention. I shall express my approval in
writing .for THE TRUTH BEEKER as soon as I hav a Ppare
hour. Yours in love of country, and in pleading for human
rights,
JoaN DAVEY.
(~r. Davey's celery was received in good shape and eaten
voraciously, and Mr. Dney was thanked heartily. If all
t.hat he raises is as good, he can hav a certificate from all in
the office for the " Bumcott's Golden" and the new bleaching.process.-ED. T. S.]
B1o SPRINGs, TEX., Nov. 18, 1889.
11'1. EDIToR: The Liberals of this community hav just en-

jnyPd a floe treat in the form of three excellent lect.ures by
J.D. Shaw, of the lnd pendent Pulpit, at Waco. Hi• subjects were, first, "LiberaliBm ;" seCilDd, " The Objects and
Aims of Liberalism;" third, ''The Causes of Ctvilization."
Mr. Shaw is a thorough scholar, and an intelligent and
logical ~peaker. He had the largest audiences during his
lectures that ever assembled at this place to hear either
speaking or preaching of any kind, and everybody was
delighted with him except the extreme religious fanatics.
His supportPrs were all the county officers, our leading
merchants, and the most subRtant.ial and best citizens of the
community. This is a decidedly Liberal town, anyway.
The church people placed a full ticket in t.he field at the last
election, and endeavored to do the Infidels up, but we are
still in office by very handsome majorit.ii'B. If we could
sPcure a good lecturer now and then we would comrensate
him or her handsomely and enjoy it very much. We are
very much pleased, however, to say that" orthodoxy is mad,
and that we are glad," and that we "hope to see Mr. Shaw
again soon.
G. W. WALTHALL.
EAsT RANDorPH, N. Y., Dec. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: 'I he lecture of Prof. J. E Rem11burg, "Bible
Morals," delivered in the Union church last Frid!!.y night to
a fair-sizt>d andience, composed of lawyers, doctors, and
Rev. Mr. F,m]ke, of the Methodist Episr.opal church-a few
church-members and Liberals of this place and of Randolph
who came out in the snow and storm t.o hear the truth and
who contributed frPely in the way of dollars to the advancement of truth and justice-was appreciated. RemRburg did
himself honor in the masterly way he struck: sledgehammer
blows at the inconsistent, disrespectful, abRnrd, and fiendish
language and commands of the Bible. We think, Vl'ith a
mnj ,rity of his audience, that he gave good and valid reasons
for the conclusions he arrived at, ''that the B1ble contains
much that is interesting and beautiful, noble and uplifting,
but more that would cause the blush of shame to crimson
the cheek of virtue to read " Si ce the lecture people hav
been reading the Bible &R nevtr before, and some churchmembers claimed in H. Dixon's store S!lturday niJZht that
Remsburg did not quote the B1ble c'orrectly; that Mr.
Ginader and Mr. Fuulk took notes of lecture, and pas~ages
referred to could not be found. Mr. H 0. Burt • :fft:red to
bet anyone who made the claim $100 that every chapter and
verse Mr. Remsburg quoted was in tbe B1ble and that he
quoted it correctly. That put a quietus on the blatherskites
for a few moments, whose knowledge of the Bible is meager
compared with Rem~burg's, To think correctly is a noble
thin::. To be honest inve~tigators, truth seekers, and giv to
the world the knowledge obtained by study and experience,
adds a charm to the soul-life of those who do so.
The good, the true, in all human hearts and brains can
never die, and defeats in the good cause are only restingplaces on the road to victory at last.
R. R. JoNES.
SANAOO CRBI!K, IDA., Nov. 22. 1889.
MR. EDITOR: HPston does noblY., br1t he seems delicate
about the best old patriarch of all, David. I suggested a
long time since his giving the SCf'ne of h's ballroom attire.
But I suppose Anthony is wa•ching him too closely.
And right here occurs a thought. Officials, hungry people, men in idleness, men planning and scbPming-what
shall be done in the future to prevent poverty and idleness
and crime, to prevent the poor from becoming poorer and
the rich from becoming richer? Solution: Why, just turn
out from our prisons and &Rylnms those who hav been put
there by " put. up l•hR" and deserve their liberty, and commence putting in officials who ought to be there. Tben
there will be de~and enough for all unPmployed men enlarging and building new buildings of iron and stone. and
not only would many •·ffiaials be crowded but a good Rprinkling among them would be found to come from among the
secret orders that exi t from one end of this nation to the
other. Note just one jot. or tittle coming to light-Dr.
Cronin. Is it not about time for good men, whether members of societies which were organized for good and wise
purposes or not, to stop · ucb w· rk? Tb.e Clan-na-Goiels are
not the only order which. has such material as dealt with Dr.
Cronin, to my certain knowledge. I hope the trial of his
murderers will be an eye-opener to many who slumber and
sleep too often to &:ffairs going on before their very eyes, or
if they even open one eye they close it again, saying mentally, ''Well, if I don't see their doings, I guess they will let
me alone;" or, "I can run my business better, or I'Jl be
more likely to get an office;" or if he is a member of a secret
society, cowardice shuts his eyes and locks his tongue, etc.
To hell with all such manhood, for no man has to die but
<1nce.
In hiiste,
A. G. CBUROEJ.
N&w Y oRx, DPc. 1, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Point your read~ra to Col. R G. logersoll's
copqeQat:41 Iate~t, and b.eat eaaa1
t4e Nvrth 4m•rlo4n .R,_
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t1i811J, December, 1889 [reprinted in TH& TRUTH S&KXKB of
December 7"b]. Puint t.o the epitome of human wbdom in
the concluding four words. All o~ the subject is therein
found. Nnw here is a letter I picked up. If you like to
print it, as far as I judge it may amuse your regular readers,
and I am one of them :
TrMBUOToo, Dated all fools' day, year 6000.
D&AB Bon: You aak.ed me. What is astronomy P As far
as l know astronomy is the trying, by the parasite man, to
understand where the being on which be livs is going, and
what the other beinl!"s are doing by which it is surrounded.
Astronomy is the name they giv their Pmployment when tbey
put their tapelines round the being on which they liv, and in
imagination measure the other fellows out yonder, who are
walking round like gentlemen with nothing else to do but
shine around. Astronomy they call it when a r.onclave of
parasites sit on this bein~~: and puzzle out bow much like and
unlike the other fellows are. and what they all mean by what
they are doing. ARtronomy Peems to really mean something
when she attempts the problem, with how much safety the
parasite may depend that tbepe Mars and Jupiter and sucb
like fellows w11l not play football with one another. At
present astronomy says they seem a vtcry wtll-to-do, peace.
able, growing lot, going on their own way with their !itt!..
families without meddling-at least, those in our immecliattneigbborbood of a few blocks off-none seeming lying in
wait to sandbag the other. or appropriate the astronomers of
the other fellowR, But astror_.omy as explaiued by som1
two or three cranks ventures to adtlress the parasitic
world and say tbat as all astronomy's accumulated wisdom, observation, and experience has been gathered up
through a period of the big fellows' lives that may be estimated as within the fraction of a Pecond of time merPly, and
as tbinl!"s point now, notwithgtanding their peaceable.Q·t&kerish, sober attitude in a general funeral walk-round, as1ron.
omy cannot possibly say what hanky.panky tricks and cancan dances they may not hav had in t.he past when tbey were
frisky, nr bav in the future if they feel like it, nor does as.
tronomy feel certain that during a waltz in the past, when in
friendly and loving contact, snme black parasite has not
fallen from the trepses of the lovely Venus to the short, curly
locks of the manly earth fellow, and 'Dice 'l!ersa; the one faltine: on the earth calling it in after days in tones of regret a
banishment from Eden with fl11ming swords. Astronom}
when &Rked if a Babel tongue was the resuh of the nativs nf
two stars meetin~: on the same stage, says she dr>esn't know
but thinks some little parasite may hav dreamed it when the
light went out.
F.L.M.
GoLDTHwAITE, TEx., Nov. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Alex. McP.berson requests me to say for
him that he hopes and has been trying to get at least one
other subscriber for your truly valuable pi!.per, and that for
himself he cannot do without it, and that his family had
rather forego some of the physical comforts of life than miss
the expected weekly visits of the good old Radical di~penser
of light, truth, and common sense. He says that with it he
feels fully Pqnipped for the fray with superstitious hosts.
We hav a few subsnrihers here to the Int1estigat0'1' and a
few to the Independent Pulpit. The most of us feel it to be
our duty to sustam Brother Bllaw and his excellent periodical.
He is a good and very strong man. He bas been unfortunate
in the matter of having his hall at Waco destroyed by file.
We hav quite a number of Ltberals in our county. The
most of them are conservativ, as I think, to a fault. There
are a few of us who are so radical in the cause that we are
ever ready to let slip the dogs of war, and giv our earnest
heed to the destruction of the old rotten hulk of supert~titiGn.
I am charged with be~ng a little too ultra by even some of
my Liberal :!riends. For instance, a few days ago I was in
company with a couple of Liberals. One of them was an
old physician and a man of research, well educated in the
myths and superstitions of the churches, having been a mem.
ber of one of them a number of years. The other was a lawyer
of distinction in our state, of fine intellectual attainments and
force. I remarked that when I met with an intelligent
orthodox ·preacher-one who had posted himself, and had
kept abreast with modern thought and orthodox biblical
criticism and 'DU6 'Dersa-I could not from my standpoint help
associating his work and pulpit declarations alongside with
a hypocritical canting for popularity and bread and butter.
One of those gentlemen asked me a few clays later if I could
honestly charge hypocrisy upon a number of the popular
divines of the day, and e~pecially uprm the great English
premier and statesmat;J, Gladstone. My answer was about
this : " Mr Gladstone had been raised under the influence of
the political and religious tenets of a past age, and had been
so completely immersed In the dogmas of Episcop!!cy that
the probabi!it.y is that he could not perceive nor feel the force
of the unanswerable arguments of Huxley, nor the complete
annihilation of the dngmatic theology nf orthodoxy by our
greater and more modern lngical giant, Colonel Ingersoll."
We hav had Remsburg with us in three lectures, and ~haw
in three. Now, if I could hav the good fortune of hearing
the immoral "Bc·b." Put am, and Washbnrn, I think I
could say wit'J. old Simeon, "Now lettest thou thy servant
depart in p~ace, for mine eyes hav seen and ears hav heard"
the salvati•m of the world from the foul pollutions of ignorance and superstitions, of ecclesiasticism and priestcraft.
H. s. THOMAS.
HAMILTON, Dec. 1, 1889.
MR. EoiTOB: I notice in 'l'H& TRUTH BKKKKR of November
30th that Mr. Shegogue, of Bahimore, objects to the pictures
of Mr. Heston in TH& TRUTH S&&KKR that " there is a stamp
of vile vulgarity about them,injuriou• to Ta& TRUTH SsxKKR."
I cannot agree with the Baltimore gentleman that Hes on's
pictures are vile, or that they injure the paper in which they
appear. If there is anything vile, immodest, or obscene, the
ob,cenity is in the subject the pictures so represent. Mr.
Sllegogue must charge the vileness of those sceneli to the
Bible, that publisheR them as literal truths, and allegeli their
nsJ>ir~tion, 4-n!l w~ !lre ~ 90~~P!lt:!l to ~~li~v~ t!J.e!P? on
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back the dirt they are trying to fliog. Our motto is, In
truth we trust. With uo no good cau~e is a failure and no
evil cause a success. Trutb appeals to conscience and justice, and recognizes only the personal character of its repre.
sentatlvs. benet! those whose conduct conforms to the high.
est standard deserve the highest honor. Truth does not
appeal to blind faith, but to manhood and womanhood, and
tt-acbes that principle molds the life forever. It is better
always to set a good example than to follow a b!l.d one. We
invite all on a fr .. e platform, and respectfully rc:q•1est a free
and open investigation on all subjects of life. No one can
claim the proud title of freeman until liberty of conscience
rules the mind. Little good can ever be expected from
cbur< hes whose teachings are founded on prophets, parables,
and B,b!es full of obscene and bloodthirsty passages. Truth
is unchangeable and will outweigh and outliv all error to the
end of time.
THK TRUTH S&&KKB meets with a hearty welcome in our
home. It is watched for as eagerly by our nine-year-old son,
Burt Ingersoll Sch war' z, as by us. He is the first to tear off
'be wrapper that he may look at the pictures and hav them
-xplained to him. He in turn explains them to his play.
·nates. . Pictures impress tbemselvs on the mind where
"'ords would fail to make an impression. Those in TH&
fRUTH S&&KKR ~peak louder than words. Long liv THK
rRUTH BKKKHB. It ~hould find a welcome in every home
>\'here liberty and freedom dwell.·
R. H. Sof!WARTZ,
President San Jose Secular Union.

the penalty of eternal pains. Now, if this is so, what impropriety is there in Mr. Heston picturing the~e scenes in a
modest, truthful manner, as he stems to do P It those pictures are vile, vulgar, or immodest, the fa•llt is in the story
and acts recorde,~ in the Bible. True pictures of the scenes
of those sacred records ought not to be harmful, nor are they
so considered by Bible lovers and Btble believers.
In the last issue of Tn& TRUTH S&&KKR Is a forcible and
striking rPpresentation of the human f..mily-a very large
portion of them-from the hand of their creator to the cradle,
and on their way to hell, while but a small portion are on the
way to heaven on angels' wings. Now, is there anything
vile or improper in this faithful representation of the foundation of the Christian religion P I cannot see th, t there is. If
there is anything abhorrent about it, it is the doctrin emphasized by this picture, and not the picture itself. It ts a C.}mmon thing to picturP. in Sunday-school books the person of
Christ, also the devil, and in picturing his Satanic majest)
hey even excel Mr. Heston, picturing him in every conceiv>~ble shape and condition, so that the picture of the devil and
'·he teaching of the Sunday.school teachers impress on th•
vouthful an impression that is intended to be lasting. In tb•
picture of Samson making love to a Philistine woman, wha·
IB there in the picture that is vile or obscene, or even immodest P It is pictured just as described in the Bible. Tiltwhole history of Samson is a vile, obscene, and shamefn
'!lory to be in any book. Yet we find it in God's holy word
and no apologies for its immorality. And is Heston doing a
vile act, or doing wrong, in picturing Samson's courtship r
In my family Bible is a large picture covering a whole page
in which Samson is rPpresented as sitting on the floor with
his head between the koees of the half-dressed harlot Delila.
he being fast asleep, and she with a btg pair of shears cut.
ting off his hair. If there is anything vulgar or vile to b~
•een in any picture, it is in this picture. And if a moden•
picture of a modern transaction like this one, were to pastthrough the United States mails from one person to another,
and Mr. Comstock were to know of it, he would be delighted
in trying to punish the parties. This picture of Samson i~
to be found on page 176 of Phinney's edition. Nor is this
the only picture of a vulgar nature in this edition. There
are others; look for yourselvs. I know Heston's pictures
are unwelcome sights to some who think the Bible is all right.
but they interest those who see them, and people draw their
own conclusions as to the merits of the thing represented by
Mr. Heston. Nor are his pictures "cartoons." They represent the thing just as it reads, and if those pictures are an
additional expense to TH& TRUTH S&&KER, which I am told
.they are, its readers, for whose benefit they are, ought to
pay their cost, as they a1ld largely to the interest and edification of its readers. For but few of the common people, who
seldom read the Bible, are aware such things as are pictured
out are in the Btble or in any other book, or that such
wondc:rful stories ever found people of common sense that
could believe them.
CARLTON Rro&.

LEXINGTON, KY., Nov. 2G, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The spirit of tyranny should find no rest on
earth. As Charles I- wandered despairingly over England, Cromwell's army was gradually imb•1ed with the free
QDd forceful ideas of the lndep1ndents, which were not so
much Anarchical as aimed at breakin~~; up the cruel and big.
oted spirit of tl:.e ancient r!J,ime. If they worshiped a God,
before they knelt they fash•oned him accorrling to their
progressiv creed. Tiley dtd well for their period. What
shall be accomplished for ours, in which free principles are
lost amid the low tricks of mnnop >iy-raisin~ of prices,
factories making and selling adulterated articles not fit for
use, for which ungPnero11~ theft they should be indicted and
punished accordingly. You p'ly a good price for provisions
and shoes, but get nothing for il b11t vile articles. You hear
of a tea or some other "company," and rejoice that you are
duly warned.
A favored few know how to obtain the genuin square
meal so much talked of but the abj 1Ct p lOr feed from the
slop barrel and the ash-heap. As I turned a corner the other
day, a hollow-eyed woman whispered to me,'' Do you think
ttere is any G >d ?'' "N c>," said 1. smiling; "come with me,
perhaps we can find something better than a careless, angry
God."
c>ur daily news is a record of murder and violence; un.
checked by a weak and lux•1rious priesthood. Our p•llpits
are remarkable only for assertions which make God worse
BAN Jos&, CAL., Nov. 18, 1889.
than a C&'Jnibal; brim~t.one ex1alations, with the slau~~;hter
MR. EDITOR: I find by observation and experience that of an innocent Christ, being depended on to pay the board
there is too much contention and lack of harmrmy in our of a needy clergy. The false and insane ideas about these
ranks. Liberals should cultivate more toleration and phi- butcheries would dise:race the creed of Samuel, who hacked
lantbropy. Sowing good seeds will produce harmony, fel- a prince to pieces before tbe Llrd for some brutal whim.
lowship, and c<.operation in our Freethought and Liberal Our progressiv literature would disgrace tbe days of the
ranks. A large per cent of the so-CI~olled Liberals-or would. Sophists. Many writers on evolution forget that G >d must
be Liberals-do not understand or realize that all true sons be banished from the universe before tllere could be one
and daughters of intellectual liberty are reaching out into the healthy throb of protop\agm-before we could be individrealms of the highest possibilities of man. Within the last uals, independent of God, man, or angel.
lf God and his branches are the only life in the creation,
year I hav been forced to realize this fact more than ever. I
hav given considerable of my time and what I could spare of from whence spring the qualities ann powers distinctly
means in aiding Mr. N. F. Ravlin, who has come out of the traceable, one would thiuk, to intelligent exertion, which
Baptist ministry a free man. Having had the courage to makes us all that we are, or can be P Deep thought induces
state his convictions, he sacrificed position and a good salary ma~neti>m, and produces the mental force, which is confor manhood and liberty. He started a church of humanity stantly figbting the Tir.ao, necessity.
The evolutionists in q•Iestion hav lately thrown the soul
here, having a good hold on the people of !;an Jose. He
drew out many to hear him that could not be reached by our into the arms of faith, wbich is so ready to bound into the
Freetb.ought speakers gPnerally. He was a thorough go. future-which Is a nepenthe that can prod•lCe more dreams
ahead man, and as fast as he grasped ideas and grew he had of the future, than plans which will light up the p-1th of pothe courage to state his honest thought. He held principle litical economy. BBtter than visionary faith, surely, would
above profit, and I almost felt assured at flrst he would sue- it be fur the rough and rich chaos of the present age to
ceed in making the church of humanity which he organized change into use and beauty, which really bring results withhere a success. But as time rolled on I found the great out so great a waste of material.
In ancient days. the air was beavv with the voices of saints
drawbAck was in our own ranks. Those that should hav
stood firm would not support him. They could not cast and ane:elH. Then ethics were a combmatlon of gorgeous
their little bickerings and pr~judices aside. Again, otherP dduBions born of that fanciful relation between the seen and
withdrew their support. It would make my letter too long unseen. B:1t the hollow voices of prophet, saint, and
to state the many worthies~ q•1ibbles and excuses constantly dreamer hav 11:iven place to the calm elucidations of the
brought against the gond work. All acknowledged that he \ruthful investigat.or.
Multitudes of mind; awoke from slumber in the days of
was· doing a good work, and also that he could reach more
people here than anyone else had been able to reach; that he CromwelL Independents, like Socialists, ran into grave
was making more converts to Freethought than any ot~er errors of r·pioion, made many mistakes, insisting upon views
man ever bad in San Juse. Mr. R"vlin did not receive suffi and theories either too nsrrow or too extreme, advocating
ment financial aid, so he has gone Edst for the present, trying tmpossible reforms, ill planned and imprndent; perpet.rat.
other fields. I wish him success and hope he will soon ing evil, perhaps with good intention. But above all this
return and resume the good work to final success.
arose the serene splendor of the pure idea. of freedom of
Yet in spite of all drawbacks, those who ketp up with the thought, speech, and action, leading men to govern them.
times can see that we are gaining ground. Our iiJfiuence is selvs by principles of jnstice and good will to all. Aud if
being felt. We are fast changing wrong customs into right such principles are c 1rrup•ed, the only step forward, the
action. I hav noticed a great change in San Jose, as well as only advance, is to cast off corruption. When the masses
throughout the entire continent. Some eight to ten years rule themselvs, tbous>~nrls are dragged up from the loathago the cler~y of San J >se were terribly on the warpath some ditch of slaviRh obedience and placed upon a throne.
against Freethinkers and Infidelity. At present ove h<-ar but If Cromwell had spent his time persecuting Spiritualists and
very little against our cause. When they bav aoy;hing to forcing people to keep a Puritan Sabbath, nothing would
say they touch the matter very lightly. Formerly at various ' hav prospered in his hands. Oue controling mind, like his,
times we hav called mPetings and in many ioslances we bav is too ap1. to rule by brute force, at the best. An aggregate
put speakers in the field in answer to their foul accusation~, of minds m•1st shape the bra·n and heart of this age-minds
and hurled their lies back, and so turned the channel against of right-minded, reasonable men. If they do not arouse
them. Thus we bav intimidated and silenced them, and tbem11elvs, the spirit of the old and new firm of Calvin,
&hould any be bold enough in the future to make an attaclt Blair, Hturison, and Wanamaker will sen<\ US to church,
OJlllBr we '"'~ fe&d,y tor t!WXR• We wm ma~~ ~ll~ tl\k.e I sagged, at the pomt ot t4e ba¥OUet\
~'
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Declaration of American Independence, that three; drawing, seventy-eight; dE>portment,
means so much, and seems yet to throb with eighty five; punctuality, one hundred; atthe warm blood of its framers l ,Oo the old tendance, sixty. I had to stay out of school
over a week becauFe I was sick.
lldU«<. btl Miss Busu H. WIXolll, ./.l'all bell is inscribed these words : "Proclaim libI am the only little Liberal boy in this
Ri'Uf', JC488., to wllom an aommumeatlon.Bjor !)rty throughout all the land unto all the town. Mamma told me about meeting you
inhabitants thereof." How the old bellman when she was in Philadelphia, and about
thu UOI"'f&W Bltould f1l unt.
waited the announcement of the good, glad your parrot biting the kitten's ear. I would
news! How the hours seemed to drag as he Uke to see them.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
I am ten years old. I like to read the
When the night i8 beginning to lower,
mournfully said, "They will never do it." Children's
Corner and see the pictures in THE
Comes s. panse in the dey's oooupatlona
Suddenly his heart leaped with joy, as his TRUTH SBRXER. Well, I must close.
That is known as the Ohildren's Honr."
little boy came running to his side, exclaimYours, . FRll:DDIR DK LESPINASSK.
ing eagerly: " Ring, gran<lpa, ring l ·'Tis
CORRRSPONDK~TS will please be patient.
Who Savf'd the Trains1
done l 'Tis done l Ring l ring! ring!"
Two trains came spePdin~ alon~ the traokHow the old bell sang out the joyful tid- Their communications wi.ll appear as room
(•Twas a bitter cold nilth t in winter time)
ings, how its clang, clang, clang echoed and can be made for them.-Eo. C. C.
And the switchman nodded over his fire
re-echoed, and how every steeple sent back its
With never a thought of orime.
joyous and triumphant tones l
'Twas a bitter nil!'bt, and the snow was thick,
0 liberty, may thy children never prove
The fire w~s warm and he nodded Ion~.
recreant to the meanin~ that those peans
His aensea benumbed by fatigue and cold,
But never Intending wrong.
sounded on that great day of American IndeThe trains came rusbing,laden with livespendence I
Is the fineot lamp IR the ... orld. It
Alas! for them, with no guard at the switch I
Inside the hall is a beautiful Sevres vase,
~ '"c" a pn re, soft, brilliant
For the swit.chman'slever Is mighty to save
Wltite lil-!ht uf8ric1llldlc JIUWef.
presented
by
the
French
government
to
the
l"urer and brtghter 1hnn trns
Or destroy, and this night •twonld be-which T
llght; softer than electric li~:tht,
city of Philadelphia. Upon one side is a
-more chePrfnl th~n f'lther.
His Newfonndl>tnd doll' laY close to his feet,
A Jfrtrt~elou.rt light /rum ordinary
medallion
porrrait
of
Washington
and
copies
With sl'ken ears all alert to hear,
.
kernsene oil I
of various scenes in his life, and the whole
And brl~ht eves steadf..stlY keeping watch
Seeing is Believinrr.
A "wonderful lamp "it is
For p~ssible danger near:
surmounted by an exact duplicate copy of
indeed. Never needs trimmtmr, never smokes nor breaks
the old liberty bell.
A distant rumblini smote bis ear,
chimney~ never ·~. ~mells of
And swift as a fia•h to his feet he spran~r,
The very same straight- backed chair and
tb" Oll;" no gummmg up. no
J~aks. no sputtering. no climb·
Ea~erlY pnllin~ his master's ooat,
plain table used by the president of the first
.ng of the flame, no annoyance
And loudlY his sharp bark rang.
of anv kind, and cannot
Congress, not very luxurious or costly, but
explode.
And beSide, all
The switchman ro~e to his feet In haste,
thel'·m tHh nntngPs it gtves a.
full of interest on account of their associaclew-. white light. :!-~to 20
And saw. throu~h the heavilY fall1ng snow,
timPsthe P.ize nml br1ll:ancy of
tions of the past, stand there in mute conThe howltn~ winds. and bitter night,
any ordinnry house lamp/ F!nish·
ed in Pither Bras~, Nt<'ke1,
Two fiery headlights' glow I
demnation of the extravagance of modern
Gold or Antique lironze. Also
days. In another room are many curious and The Gladstone
He sprang to his duty. The trains swept by,
Stncly Lamp,
Laden with precious humanity
antique relics-the old sofa and other furni- for Ctei-gymPn. EditOTS. College ~t~rlents. Teachers, Pro ..
fessors, Physicians and other professtoual men.
PeacefullY sleeping, not knowing how near
uire said to hav belonged to Washington's
The Gladstone Banquet Lamps.
They bad been to eternity !
parlor, the silver inkstand that once held the
The Gladstone Piano Lamps.
-Trav,z•rs• Rerm·a.
for price Jist. Rlnl!le lamps R.t whole..'ialeprire: b?XC~
ink that made the Declaration of Independ- andSend
sent by express. Q""'Get our prices. •·seei11,q ts bellerang.
ence plain to all the people. Garments of a
GLA.DSTONE LAMP (JO ••
A. Visit to Philadelpllia.-Continued.
10 East 14th St., New York.
hundred years ago hang in.glass cases, their
After seeing Walt Whitman, we called on owners long since changed to dust. The
Robert Purvis, a well known reformer in first baby clothes worn by John Quincy
Philadelphia. His home, unlike that of the Adams, made by Abigail Adams, his proud
poet, is the abode of wealth, luxury, and re- and happy mother, are here.
A.U in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
finement. Both are great men, bot.h represent
12mo, SOOpp;;.$1.50.
Among the many portraits we saw one of
the broadest humanitarian principles, yet Thomas Paine, but it was not placed in either A.poiPS of uold. And Other Stories
for Bo:vs and Girls. 12m'l, 883pp., $1.25
fortune or fate has been kinder to one than a good light or good position, but his memory
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handthe other.
is kept green in many hearts, and he will yet
some and Interesting Book, Without SuperstiAs you enter the drawing-room of Mr. receive the gratitude of the world when it
tion. for Children and Yout.h 'l'he Only Free.
thinkers' Ohildren'S Story-Book ever issued.
Purvis's residence, the eyes rest upon a fine shall hav become enlightened enough to un66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
portrait of Wendell Phillips, who is the ideal derstand and appreciate the value of such a
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards. $1.
of :Mr. Purvis. Charles Sumner was also his grand and noble man.
S. H. W.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
friend, of whom he said: "He (Sumner) was
(OONT!!<iURD Nl!XT WEKK)
always conscious of Sumner, while Phillips
never seemed to remember Phillips," and,
Correspondence.
consequently, he admired the latter most.
BJ Edward Bellamy,
WEsT
EATON, N Y., Nov. 24, 1889.
Mr. Purvis is abounding in reminiscence, and
Author of " Dr. Heidenhoff•s Process," etc.
DBAR
Miss
WixON:
Papa
takes
THE
TRUTH
it is most instructiv and interesting to listen
It is a thougbt-breeding book, and all who are
S!IEKEB. I like to look at the pictures. I
to him as he relates the stories of the stirring hav some rabbits; the old cat killed most of free to receive new light will find in itliatisfaotion
and in~piration.-[New York Tribune.
times of other years.
them. I hav one little white rabbit. I hav a The apJ:Nlal is always made to a man's reason,
He was himself mobbed out of the city in little brother Floyd; he is six years old, and and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his sel.
Post.
1842 on account of his antislavery senti- I am nine years old. We both go to school fishness.-[Bosto-n
A suggestion of a rE>ll.llY practicable and feasievery·day.
We
hav
a
good
teacher.
We
hav
ments, but, full of energy and determination,
ble social state greatly in advance of tbe present.
dog; lie's full of fun. We hav a little calf, The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
he built a hail in the village where he re- atoo.
Well, as I hav written about enough, actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
moved, and carried on his work for oppreseed I will close, wishing all the children who
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
humanity. He, like many others, has arisen write for the Corner good health.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
JAMRS
DABROW.
from the ranks by industry and tact, and is
now very comfortably situated as to this
Nxw YORK, Nov. 22, 1889.
lng~rsoll
world's goods, as well as having a mind well
DBAB Miss WIXON: I thought I would
BY
stored with information. In his time he has
A NATIVE "TAR HEEL."
been the trusted friend of presidents, Con- write a few lines to the Children's Corner.
My father is a strong Liberal, and has taken I
Price
Paper, 50 Cents.
gressmen, philosophers, and reformers of THB
TRUTH SBBKBR for many years. I like to
'
nearly all nations. Now, in his eightieth read the Children's Corner, and also the let- A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
year, he is just as full of fire and enthusiasm ters which the boys and girls write to the
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
for all right and just measures, as ever. In Corner.
I am eleven years old. I go to school and
personal appearance he is tall, dignified, and
study arithmetic, history, geography, suffixes,
THE
handsome.
Mrs. Purvis is a. lovely lady, prefixes, spelling, reading, grammar, writing,
whose time is occupied in writing and seeing
brothers and one sister. I think
that everything is in order in the beautiful ant
and attractiv home. His daughter is pleasing I will close now. Hoping to see this in print,
A COLLECTION OF
Your Freethinker friend,
and intelligent, with eyes whose depths seem I remain,
Original
and Selectt>d Hymns
ABRAHAM M. WATTENBBHG.
to haunt one Uke the memory of a sweet
(Words and .Music)
1
picture.
SH•NK S CROSSINGS.
For Llb.,.ral and 1. thl~al Societies,
Mr. Purvis is a most ardent advocate of
Nov 29, EM. 289.
For Schools and the Dome.
DEAR MisS WIXON: I hav been waiting till
woman suffrage. Said he, in parting, ''Depend upon it, when women hold the purse- after Thanksgiving day, so I could tell my
COMPILED BY
little friends how my school observed the
strings, pantaloons will behave themselvsl" day. F•rst we had reading of select pieces,
L. K. WASHB11RN.
He is very proud of a copy of the declara- then arl.thmeth·, and next we all marched to
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tion of sentiments issued by the American the long table, seated ourselvs, w1th knife
Address
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Antislavery Society upon its formation. He and fork in hand; with eyes fixed on Mr.
28 Lafayette Place. New York,
said, with pathos, "Only two of the signers Turkey. Well, then, they all chose me to
of that document survive-John G. Whittier carve the fowls. Well, I had a rather large
THE
contract, but I did the best I could, so we all
and myself."
got a piece. After dinner we read promisYou ask if we went to see Independence cuous pieces, and I and one of my friends MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
Hall. Bethia eaid she would not go home read Bennett's "Bible in Public Schools," A OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
until she had seen the old historic building, which was ~aid by the directors to be tile best
full of all sorts of Revolutionary and pre-Revo- they ever heard on the subject. Well, I will
By WINWOOD READE.
quit writing, hoping all had a merry Thanks.
lutionary relics. It would take too much giving day.
It is really a remarkable book, in whioh aniver·
space to go into detail of all that is to be seen
sal hiatocy is "boiled down" with surprising
I send my love to alL
skill.-[Literary
World.
there, but, looking upward to the old bell
SoLOMoN PBAROK Knm.
lou tum over his pages with a fascination similar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
suspended in the vestibule-the same old bell
Irvln~.-rlnter-Ocean.
ORANGE CITY, IA., Nov. 28, 1889.
that rang so vigorously for Uberty 0n the 8th
PiB histor:v has ,. continuity, a rllsho a carr:vin11
DEAR MISS WixoN : I thought I would wwer-'-whicb
•Aminds us strikingly of Gibbon.of July, 1776-the mind speeds back to the write to the Children's Corner. I go to
[New Haven Palladium.
old time of great events of a never-to-be- school. We hav six rooms in our schnol. I
The sketos of earlY EgYJitian history, in th•
forgotten period. How the people, with am in the third room and in the A class. first chapter, ia a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaula:;.
anxious, bea ing hearts, thronged the streets Every month we hav examinations. My last -[Penn .MonthlY
month's
report
was:
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Fragmente ........................ , Wliilam Maooall.
Price, ~o cents. For sale at this office.

TRY•SQUARE;
on,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
ohuroh without aupel'8tition, and its suooelll'.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human oonoern, religions, pelitioal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. T"nere ia just suftl.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is beine brought
to his mind.
For aale at this oftloe. Price. 11.00.

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS.
Daringly witty and lnexpreAsibly lan~rhable
onalanphts on Christianity.
Price, 10 cents.

Twentif'tb Century.
DJ:VOTED TO

Secular Religion ad Social l!egeneration.
HUGH 0, PENTEOOST, EDITOR.
It contains. besides CriSP and Pointed editorialB
and contributions from a oorpa of able writers, the
Sunday a.ddresaes of the editor before Unity congregation,
I~ ia the onlY BO· called "LibAral "paper that ad·
vooates radioalllooia.l r-e~~:eneranon.
Ita columns are open to the absolutely free discussion of all religious and eoonomia.theones .
. SixtPen pa~rea. bsned ~eakly. Annual snbaortp.
t10n, sa. ..-Sample Oop1ea Free. Allanbsorihers
will reueive a copy of Mr.l'enteoost·s book," What
I Believe." Addre~a :
TWENTIETH OENTURY PUBLISHING 00.,
No. 4 WA.BREN ST., Nsw YoRK.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foot.e. In one hand·
some 1llmo volume of near.!:v I 1!JOO pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in Engnsh or German.
A new oheru> edJ.tion at only 1.5ll.
I:IOIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Bol'_Dootor, and Sponaie, the ·nonbleaome Monkey,
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $II
per set; or five volumes in one for 12.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages illustrated and oloth bound. (The fifth
volume or1 ••Science in Story.") 50uents.
BAND-BOOK of Health Hmta and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 paees.
BY Dr, Foote. 26 cepts.
SANITARY-SCIEWE SERIES <Dime Pam·
phleta). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
in their Relation to Diseaae,"repreaentin.~rthegerm
theory, advocating personal and ..Pnblio hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam!" considerinE the blue-glass onre-of value
to BIOK and well. By mail, 10 ceDts each;
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "TheLaw
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pages1 cloth
bound, flli "Heredity!" by Loring_.Mooay, 159
(l,agea, clotn1 75cents; • The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Marso., 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HumanTemperaments1" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents;. • Generat10n before ReFeneration/' by Dr. E • .u. Foote, Jr. 1 _10 cents; • Re·
ports OI Oonventiona and Parlor w.eetintrs during
1882,'' 10 oents; "Third Annual Oonvent1on of the
lnnitnte of Heredity,l'd&r_29, 1888,'' 10 cents.
Addre11
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

REASON.

-~GIRARD'S

WILL

Girard Colll'ge Theology.

VINELAND. N.J.
Similar &flvertiBJDents from nnreH&ble practitioners bav been frequently asaailed and exposed
by the press, but Dr. Fellows atands forem~st in
his profe~aion, and it is aafe to trust bim. Beinf,
a atanoh LIBERAL iB fur iller proof of his reliabi ·
ity.-Nattonal VfetD,

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply
BY HtiBLBUT and W.&.KBlllANe
l'rioe, 10 oent1.
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Obituary.

his country faithfully as a soldier, and was
well known as one of its veterans. As a
trsdesman and farmer he was a thorough
bu8iness man, and. gained the respect and
confidence of all for his industry >.nd honesty. His widow and nine living children
wrvive him, and a more beloved and honor1·d husband and father it would be impos•ible to fhtd. The funeral was held on
Monday. November 18th, at the house of
his son in the city at 325 East 10/'ir,h street,
and the houseful of children and p;randchildren made a most interesting and affectionate
as~embly of mourners. Most, if not all of
them, share the Liberal sentiments of the
father. He had been for all his life a decided
Liberal, a reader of TaB TRUTH BEKKER for
many years, and had often expressed a wish
that there Ehould be no clergy or theology at
his funeral. The family, therefore, requested
Mr. T. B. Wakeman to make an address at
the funeral, which was done and was evidt'ntly sincerely appreciated by the family
and friends present. The remains will
be interred at Woodlawn. The world has
now to find, if possible, and hard it will be
to find it, a sturdy, honest, uoeful, intelhgent
Liberal to take the place of this veteran,
Would there were more like him I
__
A NOBr.E llERRTIO's F!TNERAL.

At about half past 8 Saturday morning,
November 9th, a sad and fatal accident occurred at Williamsville sta~ion, on the BrattJe.
boro and Whitehall division of the Central
Vermont railroad, by which Mr. A. L Frisbie for more than thirty years a trusted, well
:kn~wn, and well-liked employee, lost his life
oy falling from a trestle a distance of twentyfive feet, killing him instantly.
Mr. Frisbie waR born in the town of Milton,
Vt., Aug. 14, 1832, and <'onstquentJy was a
few months past the age of fif•y-seven when
he was so suddenly and unexpectedly killed
He first entered the service of the olrl original
Vermont Central Riilroad Co., in 1858, and
with the exception of one year or 80 had
been continually in the employ of the same
ever since. He held the responsible position
of bridgemaRter, and was always considered
a safe and reliable man by hiR superiordH.cers
As a promillent railroad official remarked the
day of his deatt, ,, He, n aR a good man and
it will be hard to replace him," a sentiment
which all will voice who knew him.
He was a snbscriber to THII: TRUTH BEKKER
and In'Destigator, and warmly and openly
espotlsed the principles advocated by them
He was a great admirer of Horace Beaver
and Colonel Ingersoll. He believed with
them that no man knows aught concernir· g a
Jl'rom tl.e Sanfo• a, fi'l•t , Dailu Journal.
life bevond this. He honestly believed with
The budy of Mrs Nannie Remine Lynch
Panetious that "the soul always dies with was interred in t.he Belair cemetery yesterday
the body, became it is born with ihe bndy." afternoon at 3.30 o'clock. The family, the
He conscientiously believed with Seneca that pall-bearers, and a nuwber of. friends fol" there is nothing after death, and death lowed the body in carriages from the real.
itself is nothing but an eternal sleep." He dence to the burial-grounds. A special train
believed in the liberty of every man, woman, was tendered through the kindnePB ·of Mr J.
and child. He believed in truth and justice. E. Ingraham, president, and Mr. B. R
He believed whatever looked reasonable and Swoope, supt>rintendent of the South Florida
consistent; whatever appeared otherwise to railroad, to accommodate the large number
him be rejected. He believed in doing right of friends that desired to pay their last rebecause it was right, and not from fear or spects to this noble woman. At the gr&Vfil,
policy. He was frank and outspoken at all after the body had been lowered, the palltimes and in all places. He hated Rhame and bearers, Messrs. A. 0. Martin, J. M. Pdrdespised hypocrisy. He abhorred deceit in ham, F H. Lyman, J. H. Ferguscn,
either man or Wf)man. Convinced of an error, C. R Walker, and Cruse Barnes, with the
he acknowledged it like a man. He was friends of the family, stood a•ound.tbe grave
a prRctical, common-sense man in everything. wllile Mr. C. D. Kellog read the following
He was a thorOUfZhly honest man. He was a lines: "K•nd friends of this bereaved houseman of generous impulses and a warm heart. hold, weare assembled to pay the last sad .rite
He lived for others as well as himself. There of respect and love to the memory of a noble
was not a selfish trait about him. Of a genial woman. There will not be what is generally
nature, he easily formed and retained the called a religious burial servif'e, because r,hiR
friendship of those he came in contact with. wife nor her husband did not belong to any
It is not known "that he had an ent'my in the religious organization. Bbe did not be ieve
world. His domestic relations wue of the in what is called revealed religion. Bbe wa ·
most ext>mplary kind. A stro11g attachment not a Christian, and it was her and hPr buRexisted between him and his family, and all band's wish as a ncognition of her truth an l
his old friends and neighbors cordially testify conRistency that no Christian minister officiat~
to his kindness and devotion as a husband at hH funeral; but she intimated at the s.m ·
and father. To know him was to love him. time the kmdeRt regard of feeling and re.
He was not afraid to die. He had said so spect for the beliefs of all. She was a true
frequently. The wish so often txpressed by friend, a loving wife and mother. and a noble
him to the writer, that he might dit> quickly woman. To do good was her religion; to do
when the time came for him to go, was right because it was right, was her idea of
granted him, althoufZh, perhaps, sooner and • the highest earthly duty. She neither praved
in a difft'rent way than he had anticipated, nor ft'&red, but Blood between two etPrnitiPB
but he was ready. He met death bravely and with the glorious trust that to do good is the
without a murmur.
alpba and omega of virtue. About the inTenderly cared for by gentle hands and trieste and disputed dogmas, the bel.ief of
loving hearts, he is now at rest. Life's fitful which bring so much of bloodshed and misery
struggle is over. All that was is not. Peace- on earth, she simply said she did not know.
fully he slumbers in the bosom of mother She loved and enj, 1yed a life of making others
earth, from whence he came. To her he happy. She died without fear of the future,
returned content. Bummer's bref'zes and believing that if she awoke in another life she
winte~'s winds disturb him not. He sleeps would there hav an opportunity of continuthe sleep that knows no waking. 'Twere a ing the rectitude of the life begun here, and
pity, however, that he could not at last,. that if she and hers should meet again they
"sitting by the holy hearth of home, as even- would 'smile indeed.'. These are the feelings
ing's embers change from red to gray, hav that hav actuated this family thus far
fallen asleep in the arms of her he wor~hlped through life; on these feelings they leaned in
and adored, feeling upon his pallid lips love's all the hours of the past, when their great
last &l!d holiest kiss." But it was not to be. inexpressible lovejoinad them together, when
Farewell, my friend, farewell!
in its continuity the sweet off•pring of that
Tbe funeral Efirvices were held from his love cemented their hearts more closely to.
late residence at Milton at 1 o'clrck the fol- gether-and they will still aff·1rd consolation
lowing Monday af1ernoon, Rev. F. W. Whip. in the vast abyss of sorrow in which the bepen, U nlver~alist, officia• ing. There was a reaved ones hav been thrown by the untimely
large attendance, the bridge department of death of the noble friend, wife, and mother."
the Central V~::rmont railroad being well rep- Tnen cr.veri' g her grave with the beautiful
resented by many of his old- time friendt~ and fi•ral off.,rings, they left her in the " ail eat
associates. His wife and only child, a young city of the de ,d."
man of twenty-four, hav the sympathy of .all
Mrs. Lynch was born in Greenville, Tenn.,
in their bP.reavement.
M. 8RVRRANOE.
Feb. 21, 1856, and was' in her thirty-third
Bmttltboro, Vt., Nov. 12, 1889
year, just in the prime of life, with a kind
-and loving husband, fond and loving chil.ANOTHER VErERAN GONE.
dren, and a happy home. The heart-broken
John E. Krahmer, the father of a well- husband and the sweet little motherless chil.. known family of Liberals, was suddenly dren hav the sympathy of the entire comkilled on Saturday last by being run over by munity.
a train on. the railroad near his farm at
_ _ _ _ _.....__ _ _ __
'The InfHel's Catechism.
Bloomingdale, N. J. Mr. Krahmer had
reached the ripe age of seventy-three years,
What is Christianity?
but his stalwart <>onstitution yet promised
Answer. P .. gan mythology engrafted upon
many years of evjoyable life. He was of Jurlaism.
German parentage, but a thorough AmeriCan., ·What is pagan mythology?
When the Mexican war broke out he served
Ana. Science in allegory. The worShip of

I

nature (fetichism) under a veil of allegory.
What is allegory P
Ana. A writing, or a discourse, which says
one thing and means another.
.•
The Cbristi··n go8pel has a literal, apparent
meaning, and a hidden philosophical mean.
ing, which cannot be perceived by the uninitia ed.
The first is a written sense, the second a
tradi ional sense transmitted orally to the
initiated. The so.called sacred scriptures
hav an exoteric interpretation, and an esoteric
interpretation. Many of the primitiv Christians were called Gnostic!!; they held that the
scriptures were to be interpreted by philosophy.
Origen says: "To the carnal-minded we
preach the gospel in a literal way, Jesus &Ld
him crucified, but to those further advanced
and inPpired with a holy desire for divine.
celestial wi11dom we communicate the logos."
What is Infidelity P
Ana. It is the negativ of allegorical religion.
In China it is the negativ of Buddhism. In
India it is the nep;ativ of Brahmanism. In
Turkey and Arabia it is the negativ of Mohammedanism. In Europe and America it is
the negativ of Christianity. It has one universal characteristic, and that is opposition
to shams and delusions.What is a saint P
Ans. A dead ~inner. One who while living
was a religious crank and committed crime~
against Golf's children thinking that he wa~
doing God's service. The religious fanatic
who was most cranky while living is regarded
as being the most saintly after death.
Wbat is the blood of the lamb, which
clean seth from all sin?
Ana. Wine. Intoxicatibg liquor. "He
poured out the wine and passed it round,
saying, Thi~ is my blood, drink ye all of it."
What is the purpose of a Sunday-school P
Aus. To educate children in the duty of
Rupportinp; the minister, and to train their
brains to fit into a sectarian creed.
Flat Creek, La.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
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Bstween B. F Ul!IDERW·tOD !lnd ."r~f. 0 A. Bur
geHe, Pree • t N•. W Onrlll'lan Uu1v.
p.,per, 189J)p., 50 ctd.: clo., 8J,

CO)I~IO~ SENSE,
By THOMAS PAINE.
Wnuen 1u 1776
Price,

15 cent~.

Crimes and Cruelties
ClniM1ianify.
By B. F. U.!!DEBWOOD•
Pri_oe_, 10 c•.::e::n:.::ts::.·------------

IS AMERICA THE NEW WORLD~
By L. L. DAWSON.
•
• 0 MOtA.

Price,

DEA.CO~

SHIOD.UR F.'S LET1 ER~.

<z,ou Hill Bantipt. ) Hh Evnlu~ion ont of
OJr1stianitv. Rv D. l\1. BEI!!l!IETT. P.oper,50
CPnt.• : clot.'h, 75.

ECCE DIABOLUS

Jebnvab-WorAhlp '"'" Devii-Wor•hin ll~ntical
t.P., Boody B-t.Crili:ed a.n•l Burn~ Offermgs.
By tne V11ry Bev Evan D ~v1ee, Arch Dru d of

G ·ea~ B··it in.

_ z_~_e_n_ts_,- - - -

Price,

BELIGIOU~ POSITI~ISU:;
·on, PoBITivr.. r 0ALWl!ID~B. Brit>f Exposition of
the OomGe ..n System
Paper, 25 cents; cl.>th 50

Ehrh t Sci -·nti Oc Tracts.
EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, etc.
By B. F. Ul!IDEBwooD and othere.
Price, 20 cents.

EPIDEMIC

DRLUSIO~S.

By F. R M.\BVINo M.D.
Prioe, 10 c•eurs.

Essay on Mh·acles.
By DAVID HUME.
Price, 10 cents.

Prof. Loisette's

~IE~IORY
DISCOV !R'l AND TRAINING METHOD,

DSSAY~

AND 1 EOTURES

By B. F. UND'Ii'RWOOD.
Pap~r. 80JtJp. tO c n•s; clcu.b, $1.

Father, f'lon, a!ad Uol;r Ghost

By T. E. LOl!IGBHOBE.
5c•• W •• per d• -z .. ~~~ for $1.
lo spite of adnlterated imitations .which miBP
the t.beory, a"lld practlcal re.ult.s of the Or!giDHJ,
to spite of the ~trossest misrepresent .. twns ~Yen
viou~ "'ould-be competitors. and 1n Bplte ~f ba••
~~>ttemota to rob" b1m of the fru•t nf his labor.
l:Sy PR F. JoHN FJSKE.
\~11 uf which d-mon.trate r.he_ mcomparable BU·
Price, 10 cents.
o~riortty .. nd vopUI&rltY of biB teach1n9), Prot.
L 1\oetre•s ut of N"ver .Furgettmg is recogDJz.o
t; d"Y m both H~miapberes as ma·kin!r an Evocl·
GOSPEL OF ATHEISMin Memory f1utture Hi• Pr'!spectu• (<ent Post
By Al!ll!IIE BEBANT.
fre~) ~~:i•B o<>inionB of PEOPle 111 ali Parts of tb~
Price. 10 .-.,nt>.
globe who hav actually •t-udied biB S>Btem by cnr
re•n"n""""e· •bOwing that h1B Svst•m Is u••a onl•
tnJ,il~~ b~-tna · t.nni.-a nor o (l.f-rtnor l~> ; that ontt tlnu~.<
Ge>TTLIEB: HIS L FE.
r.o.-rl bP-l~-orn- n. 'ln u. :.'lnoz~ r~'aa,nq, m'lnct,..w~·,..w-rt fl
cur~a, ~tc., F Jr Proopectu., T.,rUJ,., and :reaLlm"- A Romance of E~rth, Heaven, and Hell.uiH.JJol, a.ddf"t-.. 14
. _ • ·~
By l:i. P. PUTNAH.
PBoF. A. LOISErTE S, 237 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.
Price, 2~ cents.

THE UNSEEN·WORLD.

RO~lE ~ REASO~ He~:~;~~Lof:~!A~~~th.
~

Memoir of Ohristian. and Extra.-OhriBtian Expe.
nence.
By NATHANIEL RAHBAY WATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
i.nd Oatbolieism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two I!YB·
terns. It deal1 the most _trepc~ant blo'\'1'~ whiCh
pure logic is capable of m1lictmg.-[Ont1cal Re·
view.
Oloth, 12mo, 11.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:
MODEllN IMITATION OF CHltlS'l',
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer o'
Creation.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

-

- 75 Cents.

W This book was suppressed by the first Amer.
ican publisher•.e
THE TRUTR BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Bv WH. MoDo"Nlf.ELL.
IICOpp., llllllt>r, 80 ctniB.

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED.
The paasag&~ uof't for f-m•ly re&d.mg.
Pap., 3Jc.; clo., ~o.

THE

LOGIC OF DEATJI

OR,
SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR To Dm P
By J G. HoLYuAKE.
P ice, 5 cents.

THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,
DEDUCED FROH

PRINOlPLIC OF FREETBOUGHT.
By G. J. Bot YOAXE.
PrlcG, 5 cents.

Secular Resl)onsibility
By G. J . ..JOLYOAXE.
Pdce. 5 c~nu.

GG .rEsn l. ll:
BffiLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION.
By A. R. GbOTE, A.M.
Pa:;~er,

Giordano Bruno.

50 cents; cloth, 75.

Godly Women of the Dible •

His Life, Works, Worth, Martyrdom, Portrait, and .Monument.
A History of
With a complete list of the American subscribers ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BmLB:.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
An UngodlY Woman of the XTXtli Oentury.
BY
Pap., 50J.; o.o., 'lli.
GEORGE JACOB "HOLYOAKE1 THOMAS DAVIDSON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
For all of the above books addrns
LYDIA R. CHASE.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Single copies 15 eents; ten copies for a dollar.
118 Lafayette PJ., New York,
AddreBB THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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THE

Bi~le

of Nature,

MEN, WOIIE:i & GODS. The Secret of the East,
BY HELEN H.

t"~ARDENER,

lntroductil .II by
BOBER'!' G. INtlERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lflllt&.

TM Trad8 8uppliea at !jpeclal [Jiscqunts.

OB, Tmt .

Principles of Secularism.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
118 LafaYe~e Place, New York,
Photo-engravings of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
aUhill ofll.ce. Price, 40c.; 1"\th autonaph, 50 ot&

.A OONTRIBUTION to ths RELIOION
of ths FUTURE.

THE STRUGGLE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Religious and Politica 1Liberty.

Author of ''.The Saor~ot of the East, or tae Orilrin
of the Ohristlan Helieion and 1he Blgnifi"ance
of ih Rise &I:d Decline." "Physical Edn·
cation, or the Health-LII.WII of Nature, • "Household RAm.-dies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and tbe Cure of Intemper-

ance,". e.c.. etc.

Felix L. -Oa,.ald is a well-known and vigorous
wnter on scientific and social snbjeots.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette.
Cloth, 11lmo, 940pp., $1.
A.ddreu THE TBUTB SEEKER CO.

J'OB
In which the author shows the repeated attempt~

>f men of every age to S£qmre greater politica,
.iberty ; a.IBo vigorously attacks the very founda

Gion of the religion of every age; dwelling a1
c'engtb upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in det.ailtng the aooonnt of slavery in this country, calli
'be attention of thinking men and women to thE
JOsition of womankind in America. Throughout.
•he work is replete with astounding facts anr
veighty argnmf'DtB wh1ch cannot fail to interes·
'he minds of this age.
BY THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth. 1l!mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa\At.t.A Plaoe. New York

THE

CHAllPIONS OF TilE CHURCH:
TBII!IB

Crimes and PerRecutions.

FOR HER DAII.Y BREAD
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

vo, 1,119pp. Cloth. $3: leather, $4; moroooo,
For Her Daily Bread 1s the st.ory or two young
gilt edges, 14.50.
· nrls and "~younger brother who were left parentBY D. M BENNEl'T.
ass, with little money, fau education, and mocb
·ourage, to make their way through the world by
THE TBUTH SEEKER CO.,
!Oing to Chicago. The antnoris also the herotn
Ill LafaYet.te Place. New York.
rhe narrativ is. in the main. a history of a work
ue girl's life and experience in the CitY of Cbicag<
•mong bluff business men. kind hearted folks.
. od d!srepntable bypocrits. It is lust snob a story
•f bnmao life aa we Rhonld expect Colonel In~rer
·oll to be interested in ; and whatever be admire~
Steel eneravin&B of thiB celebrated natnralisl
,nd
appreoia.t.es is sure to be worth the attentior
2x1D inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaif
·f the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
for 1!5 oente. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address THE 1'RUTH REEKER

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT
u

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USB TB:&

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your m"etiruis. to make them hvely and inter
esting. TB:& LIBERAL HYMN BooK oontaiDB song!
by the best. pu.,r.~. adapt"d to a.e1J-known tonee
It is highly te<JommendPd by Messrs. Wakeman
Parton Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Sl.. nker
and. indeed, by all who hav 1-xaminf'd it. Pr10tl
Ill cent&.
Addretl8 '1\B:& TBUTB Su:UB Oo .

NOW R.IRADY.

The Career of Jtosus Christ.

Oll'

OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signiftcance of its
·Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price. 81.00.

For sale at this offiCE>.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKE:B

1tl

m

For the benefit of our read!Brs WhO preserve their l?apero
~
.1 ·weofferanewstyleofbmder,
made for the P.Urpoae, and
".
with the beading of TBll
TBUTB I:IEEII:EB printed iD
·
· g_old letters on the outside.
· ..
Th11 bmder ailQWB the open·
. ·
mg_ of the papers perfeotl; flat. It &lao allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more paper~
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail.._postt>_~ for •1.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
26 Lafayette Pl •• New York.
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SAK Y A BUDDHA.

Thet<e nr.t;ces are for the berujit (If Liberals
whu m·•Y be 'Di•iting the places Wltere 1ltelliJ bocieL.c t ~·culwr U1do·•8 and
' reelk ught ,o;odctils me li1<.Q re,qularly 1an
hafl ill fir pniltfring• od'DI"rti., d ltth free by forwarding tlte ?teC&•acy i·t·jlrnna_tion.

t eR a1e luca ed.

The1hanbat•an Llberat.Ciub,N.Y.Meets every Friday eveninfl, at 8 o•olock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 F&ll1· 15th street. Lectures and disoo1111ionH. Tbe pnbhcoordialls invited.

Bruokl) n

Plo ilol!inpa. It al

As!locla·

t10n
Meets at Fraternity roomo, Bedford A.Venne and
l'lontb ~d btreet. Brooklyn, E D.. at 8 P.M, evary
Sunday. Admission free. DtdOOSSIOnd follow
lee nre•.

'lhc Nt-Wurk t.io.,rul League
Meets every 811nday Hfternoon at 8 o'clock at
L bfral League Ball, 177 Haleey st., oo•. Market
ot. N.,wark. N.J. Leccores and dl•cn•sions on
religions and ~ocial qautions. Soa'B free and
everybody Wtloome.

Philadelphia Liberal

Lea~ue 2~'7

meets ovary Sunday in Indn~trial Hall. Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :80 and 7 :80 P.lll. for lectures and
free diBouSIIions on religious a.nd dOOial question£.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of Able speakers Interest the a.ndienoe. N.B.-~rntb
Seekerpnblioationsalwayson handatcheaprates.
Virtue."

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ ofhia Life and
Teachings.

BY E. D. BOOT.
I .take pleasure in speaking in Praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
·
The hook has been introduced into Buddhist
•chools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosopbical Jonrnal,"and many Spiritllalist papers and lecturers hav spoken highlY of
t.hebook .
Extra Cloth. 175 P'P .• $1.
Addre11 TBE TRUTH REEKER 00.
!18 LafaYette Pl .• New York.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

ln;-erl!loll !ot'cuiHr f!lodct)', Bo!ilon,
MePts every Sunday (from October to June) at
2: -i5 P.M., at Pame lliemurial .Building, AIJpleton
Gtftbt.

t.ltieugo

~t'Clllar

Union

Meets everY l:lnodul evening at 7:80 P.lll., at
Princess OPera H~.>nse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debatea. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Seculur Society of li.enl,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, ftrst and third Sundays, at 2
\n Expo• tion of the True Meaninfl of this Char ~nnday and the l'labbath. "A law P.M., at the town ball. All frirnds of human
..oter as described in the New Testament. By Mi!
reguJS,tin~ human conduct on the Sabbath ia coltiva.tion are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.
on Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mnholan impertmence." Price, 10 cents.
!!'V "
P•'Per. 8vo, 2~ OPDtA.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.

The False Teachin~?: of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Akron,

o.,

Freet11ough1. Union.,

The Akron Freetbongbt Union meets every
Articles of the Christian ohnroh are thirty. Sunday afternoon in the Ball of Oramer'B Block
nine poor. broken-down opinions." 10 cents. Booth Howard ~treat, at 3 u'clock.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grushOP·
pere, or trYing to induce the Deity to under- Tl1e IDI11neupolls !iie•·ulur Union
take a crusade of one against the Colorado Meets every Sunday at. 7 :80 P.lll , at 412 Nicollet
l'he Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
ave.,Roomsl2 and 14, East.mau block, MmneapoJie,
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
}'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Minn. J. F. MACOMBER, Pres.: CaAs. LoWND, Seo.

this Republic.

A VOLUME OF TH£ WRITINCS

NEW EDITION.

8~

A. ;J. GROVER.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Ellzur Wright Se«'u•er Union

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jet~n~ Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Of Alliance, 0 .. me~ots the first a.nd fourth Son
da.YB of each month at hdepeod1-ut Church, at
10 80 A.M. Free d1scn•shln on alfLtheralsobjecte.
Snb•Criptions to THE TBUTH REEKEa a••d lnvesti·
gator are solicited.
R. G.I:!MITB, Cor.l:leo.

Ten Cents Each.
J. D. SHAW'S P A.M.PliLE'IS.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His l!fe. wr;tinllP, and
pbilo-m>hy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
- 'ruoMP•ON.
The Blble-Wbat Is IU A pam.
2. CHARLES ROBER1'DARWIN: Hi8lifP,workB,
pblet containing t-Ight cbapt~rs in refutation
and IDfillf'nce. BY Rev. '<>HN W. CnADWI• K.
•
Prh•e, $1.00.
of the aasnmPtlon • hat the B1ble iB a divine
3. SOLAR AND PLANE"'"ARY EVOLUTION:
book of pure thoo~rbt. and correct in all its
Al!llress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
ow •no• anti worlds come into bein·g. By
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Mr. GA"BET P. S.EBVIBB.
Studies lu 'I lteolo;-)'. A clear exposi4. EVOLUTION OF TH'!i! EARTH: The story of
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
BIBLE INQUIRER;
lleolOJ!Y. Bs Dr. LEwis G. JANEs.
and onrae, thPologically denominated '"the
OB,
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGE'I'AL LlFI!l: How life
fall." Price, 10 cents.
begins. ·By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
Llberallsm. Treating the subject from a
A Key to Bible Investigation. 6. FVOLUTIO'il
OF ANIMAL LIFE: Tbe order
negatiV and affirmativ stand_pomt, showing
Containing 148 Proposit.ions
of z >olou:ioa.l evolution. By D • Ro&BIT.I!.B
what 1t is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
With R~ferenoes to the most Plam and Striking
RAYMOND
.
tf
Self-Oont•adiotions of the so-called
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His ori2in, antiqInsp1r"d ~oriptnree.
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. COPE.
BY A.. JACOBSON.
8 EVOLT TI< N OF MIND: Its nature and deThird edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
velnnmf'nt By Dr ~OBERT G. FCOLE8
EverY L1ber al needs a COllY for ready _referepO!'· 9. EVOLUTlO~O~BOCIE'lY. BYJA:M.EsA.SXILAs a pamphl"t to loan to Obrlstian friends, 1t lb
T•'N
B~ L. FEUERB.t.CH.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
the most effeot1v Iconoclast ever PUblished.
fiAMPSc·N.
.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
Price only 25 cents.
11. EVOLuTIOX OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIIl
50 ote.
G. JANES
12. PhOOF~ OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON 0.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered. therefore imSOCIAL WEALTH,
PA~~RALL
moral.-E:t:tt·aot.
,3, EVOLU ION AR RFLA.TFD TOR~ LIGIOUS
Tlw 8ou Footnra and Blract Ratios in th~
Address TBB TRUTH 8E:&KEB Oo.
·1 HOUGI:l1'. Bv Jo"s W 01-ADW!CK
.AcguirMMnt and. .ApportionmMt.
"4 FHILO oPBY OF .l!.VOLUfiON. JSy STARR

Meets ev• ry Bon day at. 2 P.M. In Grand Army
ball, Main street, Walla Walla., Wa•~ington.
Science Leotnrf'P.-Free Diocooswns.-Origioa
and SelFCted Readmgs aud Poems. A large val
nabla library i• &L tbe •ervice of members and
friends. 0. B. RuNoLDS, Pre •. ; A W. CALDER, Seo

HORACE SEAVER.

Price, paper, 25 cents.
Addri!RP THE TRUTH REEKEB 00.

OOMPII.ED BY

L. K. W.d.l'JHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest ani
best. editona•s wriuen by Mr. Seriver durmg th•
past forty-five yea.rB. It IB neatlY prmted 01
oream-wbite PllPer, bound in cloth, and contain•
a fine •ikeness of the venerable edt tor of th•
In.ve~ttgaror. Every Liberal should hav this bocl
in his .!lome. It is now ready fnr delivery.

fho Modern Science hsatst.

'lhe Walla Walla l.lb,ral Club

Cleveland, 0., !ieculnr Union
meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 at room 29
01tY Hall, for lectures and free dl•cas•ions on re
iigions and social snbieots. Xhe public cordially
invited.

DeAMON08.

Unprecedented offer. No otber hou•e Bo fair
In <•rcler to g1v Wl Liberal frJeoda throughout
tbe Uuited Btcote~ ..n opportunity to eu.mm, test1
and compare my guod• aud priCilB With those or
other diamond w~orcbants. I w1ll sell any pi oe of
D111mond J~owelry. accon.paul"d by contract tils.t
uasb in full will be rernndeo anY time wtthm one
year from date of PU• ch•oiug if gu<Jd~ are not
entirely •atiotactory. No other dealbr w1ll do it
None .,.Ill aell as obeap. Ca.rrYiug a. •a.r11e stock,
b~oing an expert, close buyer. and domg bnoin~oss
on amalleot pos~lble expen•e• Y• n Will Po•itiVlyf
oave twenty to \hlrty l>•r c~out by vnrcba"tog o
me. Dntwot•d P1ns and EardrQP•• wnrtb.IIIJOO. lor
. J;, Y'r NmaoLs.
J4tl(l; P~a. It ug~. loart111••·8• Mtnd•• ~ ..1r Orne.Argument by R. G. lnl(t:rsoll
n.,..nto, l'Pndbute, worth $3' 0. for J<!lO, do., worth
15. TRR F.F EO t·s OF EVOLUTION OV THli!
IN THE
f200, f.,r 11140; do., "ortL tl50. f• r $110; do., worth
COM1NG CIVILlZA'l'lON. BY lliiNoT J.
flOO for f70 ; do., worl b fSll, for $o0 . do •• worth
l:lAVAO:.:&.
$61•, fur $4;; au., worr h 140 lor $110; do., .. orlh $30,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
lor $ 2; do , worth f20. fur $11'>. k on can w~ar tL~ose
211 La.fav<>tt.A Plo.C'f\. N«w ~nrk.
I'OB
good• daily for 011e YBHr. It will not cost yon a
cent. If in the m ..an t me yon are not satlofitld
AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
that the good• a1~o b1-tter and cb•a'!Ar •ban sold
d•ewhtre t~torn and 11et yuo· Oa•L lh .full.
BY D. M.. BBNa.J!.TT.
At Morristown. New Jersey.
s~le ·tiODB •ent to rt:BIJ<>n••hl~ P•<rt·l6• on ap
pro val: to any banking-hon.e or C.O.D., Privilege
10 MntA.
StenograJ)htooll!l r•:porlfll. ana rt: tea IJV tM.au- of
examinatiOn.
tlwr.

Essence of Religion.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Prlee,, Cloth,

•• oo.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND

TWBLVB 0THBB DIBOOUBSBB Oll' REASON.

lhJ

0. B. ll'ROTHINGH.AM.

Extra cloth. 1l!mo. 238pp., 111.
Address
THE TRUTH liEEKEB 00.

POLNTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
"BLAI PHEMY ,"

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The B1ble Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" Spiritualism Saetained," etc., eto.

CONTAINING
Tables, Roles, 'Practical Hints, and Historical
The latest and best work of an analYtic thinker,
Sketches. for Farmers, Mechanics. M~Wbiniat&,
M.. rcha.nts, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener- who is gifted with those rare powerd that render
the subtlest conception B the easy propttt y of the
ally, with
mind. The book contains many ideaa
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams ordinary
that will be new to the world and protincttv of
ntuatratio~ aome of the more Important Oompar- good in fnrnisbin~: food for thonght. We trort it
a.tiv StatistiCs of the World.
will hav 1ho immenRB di•tribntion it Be riohlv
MorA Information for Less Money than hu merits.-[The American Idea.
ever been offllred.
ONLY TWENTY FIVE CENTS
Oloth, 1llmo, $1.
For $50 worth of " Oold F•cts "boilfld fiowu in a
NutBhelL
Addreea THE TRUTH SEEKER.
A.dcbeu· THE TBUTB SEEKEB.

Handsome Svo, 86 t>p •. beautiful typP, fine poper.
Pdoe, cloth. 50 cent.: Paper, 25 cents, or
·
$~ per doz .. n.
·
Addre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2P LafueUe Pl•• l!iew York

HISTORY
OJ' TB•

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPllEN1"
. Of Europe.
BevlBed Edition-noll-Price. sa.
By .JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. liJ D LL.D.
Addresa THE TRUTH BFEKEB.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus.
trial Product-ion and Exchange.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
Price.

•

26 cents.

Tr e "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

sixteen jewelA. fineh· arlln•ted to beat and oold
patent rt>Jinlator, Brtqn~t h .. lr-Hllrlnll• beant1fn
donble-par.elt>d d1a1. a~>d all wodt>rn 1mproye
lbi-Dh Perfect. ar d roo warch w1l1 compete w1th
it I In silvf'rJDe rasp, S1ll; h· f(<Dt· OULCll co;n eil
ver oo•e, 123. 0: fi.VP-<•Dl>CI-, $~5; •n 1 n11ce 1 127. In
open fao 6 bfo· t fil•· d ~told case. $27: hnn11ng, $23 •
t111 Lon to XIV., $3~- lu fonrtetu carat Mild gotd.
$50., to s 50. l:lt>Dt prepaid, and cash refunded if
not B&ti.Of&etoi)¥ro WETTSTEIN, Bochelle, Ill.
Establiahea 186'7.

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
plane."

Ll11ERATUHE 01<' THE INSA~E.
BY- F. R. MARVIN.
Price,

6 oents.

BOO

RELICJONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
CODS AND
. OF
AND REI'ORMEBS.
ANCIENT AND .MODERN TIMES. Biographies of 800 of the. Leading Philosophers,

Vol. 1. Givs a Fnll 'Account of all the Gods, in·
olnding Jehovah, ~atan, the Holy ~host,
JesllB Ohnst, Virgm Mary, and the B1ble.
svo, S35pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Belijtions Systems of the World.
TBB Rev Mr Pettit formerly of Sawnee
Svo,957pP. Oloth,$3per voL; the
•
•
'
2 vola., S5; leather, $7; rooMound, Ind., has been arrested on the charge
rocco, gilt edjtes, $8.
of poisoning his wife.
BY D. M.BENNETT.
THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00.
JEFFERSON DAVIS died
at New Orleans at 12:45
A.M. on the 6th.
ITALY has felt slight earthquake shocks
and Mt. Vesuvius is in eruption.

Teachers1 Skeptics, Innovators. Founders of
New Sonools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, eto. (who were not Ohristians),
from the time of Menu to the present. svo, 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TBUTB; BEEKER 00.,
liB 'Iafaye\te Place, N.Y.

'I
j

THE Buffalo, N. Y.,
presbytery has voted to
change Calvin's creed.
IT continues uncertain
whether New York, Chicago, or St. Louis will
obtain the World's Fair.
BY the burning of a
house in Philadelphia on
the night of the 1st seven
lives were lost.

~~ms

of

~hought.

TilE more terrible phenomena. of nature were
• • , invariably attribntPd to supernatural
interposition. In every nation it has been believed, at an early period, that pestilences, famins,
comets, rainbows, eclipses, and other rare and
startling phenomena, were effected, not by the
ordinary Bfqnenoe of natural laws, but by the
direct intervention of spirits. • • • The clergy
hav frequently identified
·these phenomena with acts
of rebellion toward themselva. The old Oatholio
priests were consummate
masters of these artl, and
every rare 'llatnral event
was in the Middle Ages, an
occasion for the most in·
tense terrorhm. Thus, in
the eighth century, a fearful famin afflicted France,
and was generally represented as a consequence of
the repugnance wt<ioh the
French people manifested
to the payment of tithes.-

I

Leole!J'B HUtory of Ratfonaltsm.

AT the burning of a
dock at New York city
on the 7th four men were·
killed and several badly
injured.

1\IAN finally ascertained
that there could be no possible connection between an
unusually severe winter and
hi~ failure to gi v a sheep to
a priest.-Inaersoll.

A BROOKLYN believer in
faith cure named Edwin
Larsen has been arraigned
for refusing medicin to
his four-year-old child
ill of diphtheria.

A GROUND frequently
taken by Ohristian theologians is that tne progress
and civilizatiOn of the world
are due to Christianity, and
the di•cnsaion is oompli·
oated by the fact that mans
eminent servants of humanitY hav been nominal
Ohristians of one or other
of the sects. My allegation
will be that the speoialaerv·
ioe rendered ·to human
progress by these exceptional men has not been in
oonsEqUenoe of their ad·
hesion to Christianity, but
in spite of it; avd that the
specific points of advantage
to human kind hav been in
ratio of their direct opposi·
tion to precise biblical en
aotments •.:..lira4lauoh.

AT Ellicott City, Md.,
a darkey named Henry
Roberts bas made a neat
sum of money out of the
religiously inclined of his
race, by representing himself to be a prophet. He
has been arrested.

~,,\W,

~~:~~l~·~~~(iW(rfrr,

JOBNJANSE!il', of Brook-

lyn, N. Y., a faith cure

SAMSON RENDETH A LION.
Then went Samson down, and his father and his mother, to Timnath, and came to the vineyards of Timnath: and, behold, a young lion roared against him. And the spirit of the Lord came mightily upon him, and he rent him as he would
hav rent a kid, and he had nothing in his hand : but he told not his father or his mother what he had done -Judges xiv, 5, 6.

leader, whose wife and
child were removed to
the hospital on the 7th
becau!e he refused to
furnish them with the medicin prescribed
by a physician, was arrested last Sunday
by Dr. Callaghan, a health inspector. His
daughter has scarlet fever, and he had
been warned by the health authorities not to
go o~t till the quarantine on his house had
been removed, but he rep;ardlessly went out
to a meeting of his sect. Maria Peterson and
Anna Jansen were arrested for similar offenses.
At the faith cure services the speakers said
that as long as the Lord was on their side
jails had no terrors for them.

Ex-EMPEROR DoM PEDRO has arrived at
Lisbon. He has refused to abdicate, or to
receive the annuity offered to him by the
republic. It is complained by some, with
what justice it cannot be decided, that the
provisional government has already evinced
a tyrannical disposition by the arbitrary appointment of governors for the provinces. It
is held that they shoulll be elected by the
provinces, as the governors of our states are
by the states, and not appointed by the central power. The franchise is given to all
that can read and write. News has reached
us that the revolution was attended with
bloodshed at the town of Maranhas, four or
.11.ve being killed.
PRESIDENT HARRISON'S message recommends that the national government appropriate money for education in the states;
that our steamship lines be subsidized by liberal pay for mail service; that builders of
ships be paid for building them with reference to the conversion of the vessels into
cruisers in case of need; that pensions be
given all men who served in the war and are
now, while dependent on their labor, disabled, whether their disability be traceable to
the service or not ; that coast defenBeB be
increased; that "naturalization laws should
be so revised as to make the inquiry into the
moral character and good disposition toward
our government of the persons applying for
citizenship more thorough," while "those
who are the avowed eEemies of social order
• should not only be denied citizenship
but a domicil ; " that steps be taken to remedy
the withholding from the negroes of " their
political rights and many of their civil
rights;" that the tariff be reduced, yet not in
the way of abandonment of the protectiv
principle; that the tax on tobacco, and that
on spirits used in the arts and manufactures,
be removed.

fdds ·aqd 6nds.
SHoRT· SIGHTED gentleman chooses a pair of
spectacles. •• These glasses," he says, "are not
•trong enough for me." "But. sir; they are No.
2. ' "What bav you next to No. 2 7" "No. 1.'
·• And after that 7" ''After No.1, sir, yon will want
a dog 1"-Le Voltaire.
IT is told -that Senator Vest was once playing
ooker when he had on a new and particularly
handsmpe tl~nnel "outing "shirt. He had beeJ,
losing steadily, and his olliPII were nearlY gone,
wllen one of the other players remarked : "Than
a mighty handsome shirt you're wearing, V~st.'
'That settles it,"exolaimed the statesman, jump
ine up; "blessed if I'm goine to play in a game
where they cast lots for a fellow's garments."
IT was Elder Buzzell, declares the .lltrcuru, who
called on a worthy deacon to open a meeting with
prayer, and was surprised when the good mau
began his pet1tion with: "Oil, thou great, insig·
mfioant God." " Ommpotent, brother; you mean
omnipotent God," whispered the horrified pastor
"Hub. I" ejaculated the surprised supplicant.
"What's that yon say?" The preacher repeated
the correction, wherenp.:m the deacon continued
his prayer to a great Ieneth, and oonolnded ..a
follows: "Ftnally, Lord, bless our eddicated par
son. Stuff him with rehgion as well as words;
break h1m of the habit of fanlt-findin', 1f possible,
and at the 'leventh hour gather h1m with the
saints in thy kingdom."
LITTLE WILLIE (to the minister at the dinner
table) : "Was that your carriage yon came her•
in?" Bev. Mr. Frontpew: "Why, yes, Willie.•
Little Willie: "There, papa; he drove two horsee,
and yon said he was a one-horse preacher."
ON the old gray terrace where we had parted,
W1th vows, a.nd pledges, and many a Blgh,
Where the Bnnligh' slept and the swallows darted,
I met her-my sweetneart of days gone by.
Twas the ghost of a tonrtesey, silken, stately,
That she dropped as she passed, and turned
from me
·
To the grand milord she has wedded lately,
The gouty, tyrannical, rich mat quia.
But I smiled to myself in oynio fashion,
All I watched the bloom on her proud cheek
fade,
And the stir of a long. forgotten paesion
That tlu~tered her bodice of gold brocade.
Oh, the fickle world I • • • All the boughs are
budded,
There are tlocka of sails on the glancing sea,
And my heart with an April joy is tlooded,
Though Dolly il married, and not to me I
-M. E. W. in Life.

THE two young men had called almostsimnltane
onsly. George sat on the sofa; Albert on the little
reception-chair with the gilt legs. Between them,
in the great arm.ohair, sat t~e fair girl whom they
had aBBldnonsly courted dnrtng the whole summer
at the Balubrlons resort of Squill ville Springs.
The two young men ~rlared at each other, and

TilE Priests of each nation
hav aooonnt•d for the proseach stole. fnrtiv g!anoes at the lovely GladYs., parity of that nation by its religion.-Inqersoll.
Oonversat10n langntshed. A pall of gloom had
EVERY enjoyment by which no one ia·injnred, is
se.ttled do"!n upon the stately parlor,. crowded . innocent; and every innocent enjoyment is praiseWith Inxnnons fnrmtn~e and ra~e b~to·a·bra:o.l worthy, because it assists in dtffn•ing that spirit
At last Gla.d~s spoke, wtt~ resolll:tlon.. m .her .sil· of content and of satisfaction which is favorable
very tones.
Gentlemen, ~he sat~;. thiS thmg to the practice of benevolence toward others.
has gone !ar e~ongh. Bn•t~ess, 1t tB generally The theologians, however, for reasons which I hav
oonct>ded, 18 bnsmess. Am I m error J~ assummg already stated, cultivate an opposit spirit, and,
that.eaoh ~f yo:n bas called here to-mght 'l_'tth a whenever they hav possessed power, they hav
speotal obJect lD vtew, and I am that speotal ob- al
b'b'
b
f 1
bl
ieot ?" "Miss Onderdonk- Gladye-'' began both
w:ays pro 1 tted a 1arge nnm er o P e~sura e
&he young men at once. "1.'hat will do 1, inter" aotwn.s, on the g.ronnd that such actwns are
rnpted the falr girl; .. that is the nsnal formula. offens~v to the detty. That t~ey ha:V no w~rra~t
L ;t us waste no more time. If son hav any prop- for thtB, and that they are BtmJ?lY mdn gtng. m
oBttions to make and specifications to submit, you pPr_emptory &Fsertlons on s:nbJ 'OtB ~esp~otmg
mtght just as well do it while the furnace. fire whtch we hav no trnstw:orthy t.nformatton. ~swell
ooids out to burn. It ill as fair for one as for the known t? thos~ who, lmpa.rtlally •. ~nd Without
other. May 1 suggest that the arbitrament of a preoonoetved b1as, ha'! stndted thetr argument~,
coin, heads or tails, might appropriately decide and the evtdenoe whtoh they addnce.-Buckle s
who is to hav the initial innings'" "Will yon Htstorv or Civilization.
match me?" mqnired Gaorge, covering w1th his
THE misery of the Middle Ages was due not to
band the quarter which be had laid upon his knee. the supernatural. but to the an!inaNral tendency
''I will, now or any time," responded Albert, of the Ohristian religion. According to the gospel
liercely, as he flattened his palm over a half-dime of the G<hlean Buddhists [Ohrist and his followWlth a bole in it. Tbey lifted their hands. Albert ersl, earth, with all its joys and desires, with all
nad not matched. "Gladys," began George, with its visible and invisible habitants, is wholly evil;
a hightened color, "I love yon. Whatever the renunciation of temporal blessings is the first
wealth oan do to make you happy shall be yours. condition of e~ernal welfare, and deat,h the only
If I were the lowest, the humblest, the most hope- gate of true life.-PrQf'. Felix L. Oswalt! in The
less of all your suitors, I would not be more your Seoret of the East.
slave." "Do you mean that,,. queried the girl, WERE half the power that fills the world with
with downoast eyes. "Indeed I do)" cried the
terror,
young man, w1th vehemence; '• if I were-why, if Were half the wealth bestowed on camps and
I were William Bliven, that poor devil you used to
courts,
snub so at the springs, I could not be more at Given to redeem the human mind from error,
your mercy." "And you,•· inquired the lovely There were no need of arsenals nor forts.
Gladys, turning toward Albert, whose heels were The warrior's name would be a name abhorred,
working nervously and rubbing all the gilt off the And every nation that should hft again
legs of the reception chair ; "what hav you to Its hand again&t a brother, on its forehead
say;, "Gladys,'' he began, "I cannot dazzle Would wear forevermore the curse of O~in.
you with visions of wealth and splendor. I am
-Long,ellaw.
not rich-" "Yon are not,'' interrupted George;
"you and William Bliven might just pair up on .OAN we possibly suppose that if government had
wealth, and then, maybe, you'd be able to buy originated in a right principle, and h'ad not an
one beer between yon.' "I m ~Y not be Mr. interest in pursuing a wrong one, tnat the world
Bliven's superior in worldly goods," retorted oonld hav been in the wretched and quarr;;lsome
albert, tlnshing proudly; "but I certainly am in condition we h"v seen it? What inducement has
manners, and I wish I could say as mnob lor 1/0U.'' the farmer, w11ile following the plow, to lay
"Indeed 7" returned tile young pluto·orat, snper- aside his peao~fnl pursuits and go to war with the
oilionsly; "I always supposed that you and Bhven farmer of another country 1 Or what inducement
got your manners togetner, in the same place that has the manufacturer 1 What is dominion to
yon got your clothes. They always struck me as them, or to any class of men in a. nation 1 Does
bemg ready-made." "Yon appear to know more it add an acre to any man's estate, or raise its
about Mr. Bliven than I do," was Albert's ioy re· value? Are not conquest and defeat eaoh of the
sponse; "your taste for low a&sooiates was well same price, and taxes the never-failing conseknown at the springs. But, as I was laying, quence 1 Though this reasoning may be good to
Gladys, while I hav not material wealth, if the a nation, it is not so to a government. War is the
devotion of a heart that is wholly yours-·• faro- table of governments, and nations the dupes
"Sa.y no more, gentlemen," said Gladys, rising of the eame.-Patne.
and smiling sweetly; "it is but yesterday that Mr.
How many millions of Ohristians are now armed
William Bliven wrote me, askin~r me for my hand. and equipped to destroy their ff llow Ohristians 1
I had just written my aoceptanoa of his proposal, Who are the men in Europe crying against war 1
when yon arrived, and I thought it was only just Who wishes to hav the nations disarmed? Is it
to giv yon both a chance. ·Yun hav had it. Here's the ohnroh 1 No: the men who do not believe in
the letter. Will one of yon gentlemen do me the what they call this religion of peace. When there
kindness to mail it? If Mr. Bliven lB not here by is a war, and when they make a few thousand
9 o'olook to-morrow, I shall hav reason to doubt widows and orphans; when they strew the plain
the affection you hav so eloquently expressed. with dead patricts, Ohr1stians ossemble in their
Good evemng, gentlemen." And as the fair young ohnrohes and sing Te Drum Lauaamus. Why 1
girl swept gracefully from the room, the fire in Because he has enabled a few of his children to
the fnrna..:le collapsed with a chilly thnd.-Puck.
kill some others of his ohildren.-Ingerwu.
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WHEN

WOMANHOOD AWAKES-A

NEW SHAKSPERIAN CIPHER.

Womanhood as Titania: My Oberon I what visions hav I seen I Methought I was enamored of an ass!
Manhood as Oberon: There lies your love I
.
Titania: H0w came these things to pass ? 0 how mine eyes do loathe his visage now !-Midsummer Nigltf!s Dream.

iJolts and

~lippinns.

THE New York presbytery of the Presbyterian church has reported the changes it
wished in the Westminster Confession, minimizing damnation.
HoLY JoHN is advertising angels at ten
cents each over his angel counter. Church
people ought to lay in a supply. It's all the
chance most of them will get to ha.v anything
to do with angels, wax or otherwise.
DR. SHEARER, president of Davidson College; N.C., at a. synod on the 13th denounced
the common school system because it fails to
instruct children in the religion of their
fathers, and advises that Presbyterians ha.v
their children educated in schools fostered by
the church.
THE German Reichsta.g, by a. large majority, approved the motion to repeal the law of
1874, which givs the government authority to
expel from the country any clergyman who,
ha. ving been officially deprived of his clerical
charge, yet persists in the performance of his
clerical duties.
A WEsTERN actress has aroused the ire of
the church people by using the a.lleged portrait of " Mary Ma.gdalina. " as an advertising
card with the actress's name attached. A
correspondent of the Dramatic Mirror calls
it a. "flagrant example of sacrilege." But
who is harmed? Who knows anything about
" Mary Ma.gda.lina. ?" .

PRESIDENT HARRISON indorses the Blair
educational bill-that is to say he recommends
legislatioJl of the sort proposed by that bill,
on the theory that the states are not able to
take care of their own scholastic population.
The Galveston N6'1J)s is inquiring if the president's recommendation will hav the effect of
making the Blair bill a Republican party
measure?
SENOR CA.sTELAR said in an interview that
the events in Brazil had been no surprise to
him. He believes that the example will be
followed in Portugal sooner or later, but not in
Spain, because in Spain the regent during
the king's minority keeps liberal ministers in
office., and has a.llowed Sa.gasta. to establish
universal suffrage. He thinks the Brazilian
republic is stable.
"WHAT magazine writer seems most popular among the contributors of the great heavy
magazines ?" was asked recently at one of the
news-stands in a. Boston depot. " Pagan
Bob," came the quick reply; "and," continued the newsdealer, "to illustrate the fact,
we usually sell fifteen or .sixteen North American Rt'Di6'1J)s a. month; when Mr. Ingersoll
writes, we sell from fifty to a hundred, and
one month last winter when he contributed
we sold one hundred and sixty copies over
this counter."
HIGH art in prayer I The St. Louis Po8t
JJi8patch says: " Chaplain Milburn proved by
his prayer yesterday that if he were not a.
Demof!,ra.tic chaplain of a. Republican House
he would hold a high place in the diplomatic

service. A man who can sympathize with
the South, compliment the North, refer feelingly to the death of Jefferson Davis, and
preach a. sermon on a. text taken from the
mouth of Abraham Lincoln, is fitted to shine
in diplomacy. The chaplain's mental vision
is evidently in a. high state of perfection."
THAT fearful and wonderful statesman
Senator Blair, of New Hampshire, begins his
career this session by proposing an· amendment to the Constitution which shall giv the
District of Columbia. a. senator and a. representa.tiv in Congress, and " as many electors
for president anti vice-president as it has
members of Congress." He should devote
the whole session to this work, says the Sun;
it would be less costly than tempering the
waters of Hudson bay with the Gulf Stream,
or distributing the treasury funds in dependent pensions and Southern educational
schemes.
THE St. Louis Preibyterian is greatly
shocked because Professor Briggs has declared the story of Adam a. poem, and Professor Curtis, of Chicago, has said that the
book of Job is not a. collection of facts, but
likewise a. poem. The Chicago people ha.v
not much patience with ideas emanating from
St. Louis, and the Interior (also Presbyterian)
thus scourges its esteemed contemporary :
" This thing of raising a. cry of heresy at
every supposed new discovery of truth relating to the scriptures is worse than ridiculous.
It is slanderous and shameful. It is the outcome of stolid ignorance with a. large infusion

of malice." If the church organs continue in
this way, ~hey will soon adopt Agnosticism
as the only sound ortlwdoxy. If the story of
Adam is only a. poem, what becomes of the
doctrin of the fall of man, upon which all
subsequent Christian theology is irretrievably
based? If there was no Eden why was there
a. Calvary?
A TYPIOAL Christian congregation is thus
described by the Mt. Desert Herald: "At the
Maine state prison, on Sunday mornings, the
convicts all assemble in the chapel for devotional services. The Thomaston clergymen
alternate in preaching there. Music for this
service is furnished by a. choir made up from
among the prisoners, one of whom is J. C.
Chandler, sentenced for forgery in Bangor,
who is organist and leader. Chandler is a.
fine musician, and claims that he was organist at one time in Dr. Chapin's church, New
York city. The choir has rendered several
anthems of his composing which are very
meritorious. One time Chandler for some
misdemeanor was shut up "in solitary" and
amused himself the while composing sacred
music for the Sunday service. "He is not all
right in the upper story," say the prison
officials. The rest of the choir is made up of
Wm. E. Gould, the Portland bank cashier;
Thomas J. Libby, of Scarboro, in prison for
life for murder ; James McCarty, of Saco, in
for breaking and entering ; Edwin Chase, of
Gardiner, who killed a. woman in Portland's
streets, and Geo. F. Dutton, of Farmington,
serving a. sentence for murder."
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fiommunieations.
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian !
CHAPTER XI.
TESTIMONY

oF

FRIENDS AND AcQUAINTANCES
WHo KNEW Hm IN ILLINOis.

oF

LINCOLN

Hon. W. H. T. Wakefield-Bon. D. W. Wilder-Dr. B. F.
Gardner-Bon. J. K. Vandemark-A. Jeffrey-Dr.
Arch. E. McNeal-Charles McGrew-J. L. Morr~ll
:Mahlon Ross-L. Wilson-W. Perkins-H. K. MagieHon James Tuttle-Col. F. S. Rutherford-Leonard W.
Yolk-Bon. E. B. Washburne-Hon. E. M. Haines.
I will next present the evidence t~at I hav gl_eaned
from the lips or pens of J?ereon_!ll fr_Iends _of _Lmcoln
who were !lCquai.nted with hu~ ID Ilhn01s. The
relatione of -these persons to Lmcoln were, for the
most part., less intimate than were those of the persons named in the preceding chapter; but all of
them enjoyed in no small degree his confidence and
esteem.
Hon. W. D. T. Wakefield.
Mr. Wakefield, our :first wit.ness, is a son of the
first chief justice of. K&naa_s, Judge J. A. Wake~eld.
He is "' prominent JOUrnalist, and was the nom1nee
of the United Labor party for vice-president, in the
last presidential contest. In a letter to the author,
dated Lawrence, Kan., Sept. 28, 1880, Mr. Wakefield
says:
My father, the late Judge J. A. Wakefield, was a life-long
friend of Lincoln's, they having. served through the Black
Hawk war together and bee_n in _the Illinois legi~Jattire
together, during.whic~ latter time Lmcoln board~d w1th my
father in Vandalia, which was then the stat~ capital. I remember of his visiting my father at Galena, m 1844, or 1845.
They continued to corre!pond until Lincoln's death.
My father was a member of the Methodist church and
frequently spoke of and lamented Li.E;coln's Infidelity, and
refPrre.d to the many arguments between them on the
su~jb~ct~oted minister, Peter Cartwright, boarded with my
father at the same time that Lincoln did, and my father and
mother told me of the many theological and philosophical
arguments indulgPd in by Lincoln and Cartwright, end of
the fact that they always attracted many interested listeners
and usually ended by Cartwright's getting very angry and the
spectators being convulsed with laughter at Lincoln's dry
wit. and humorous comparisons.
Lincolr.'s legislativ career at Vandalia extended
from 1834 to 1837. It was about the beginning of
this period that he wrote his book again~t Chri~tia~ity. He was thoroughly informed and enthus1asttc
in his Infidel views, and it is not to be wondered at
that on theological questions, he was able to vanquish
in debate even 80 eminent 8 theologian. as Peter
·
Cartwright. Ten years later, Lincoln was the Wh Ig,
and CartwJ:ight the Democratic, candidate for Congress. In this campaign a determined effort was
made by the church to defeat Lincoln on account of
his Infidelity. But his popularity, his reputation for
honesty, his recognized ability, and his transcendent
powers on the stump, carried him successflilly
through, and he was triumphantly elected.
Don. D. W. Wilder.
For thirty years General Wilder has enjoyed the
reputation of being one of the most gifted and honorable of Western journalists. He was surveyor general of Kllnsas before it was admitted into the Union,
ancl after it became a state, he held tlle office of
· slate auditor. Many years ago General Wilder wrote
and published an editorial on Lincoln's religious views
in which he affirmed that Lincoln was a disbeliever in
Christianity. The article excited the wrath of the
clergy, among them the Rev. D. P. Mitchell, the
leading Methodist divine of Kansas, who replied with
much warmth, but without refuting the statements
of General Wilder. Some of my Western readers
will recail the orHcle and the controversy it provoked.
1 hav been unable to procure a copy of it, but in its
place I present the following extract from a letter
received from General Wilder, dated St. Joseph, Mo.,
Dec. 29, 1881 :
Lincoln believed in God, but not in the divinity of Christ.
At first, like Franklin, he was probably an Atheist. Although
a "forgiving" man himself, he did not believe that any
amount of " penitence" could affect the logical effects of
violated Jaw. He has a remarkable passage on that theme.
Concerning Lincoln's partner, Mr. Herndon, with
whom he was acquainted, General Wilder says:
Write to Wm. H. Herndon, a noble man, Springfield, Ill.
Send him your book ["Life of Paine"]. He will reply.
The stories told about him are lies.
B. F. Gardner, M.D
Dr. Gardner, sn old and respected resident of
AManta, Ill., in March, 1887, made the following
statement in regard to Lincoln's views:
I knew Lincoln from 1854 up to the time he left Springfield.
He was an Infidel. He did not change his belief. Herndon
told the truth in his lecture. Lincoln did not believe that
prayer moved God. When he requested the prayers of his
neighbors on leaving Springfield for Washington, he saw
lhat a storm was coming and that he must hav the support
10 the church.
These words of Lincoln in his farewell speech
requesting tl:e prayers of his friends, though used
merely in a conventional way, hav been cited by
Holland, Arnold, and others, to prove that he believed
in the f,fficacy of prayer. That no such import was
attached to them at the time is admitted by Holland
himself. He says : "This parting address was

telegraphed to. every part of the country, and was
strangely misinterpreted. · So little was the man's
character understood that his simple and earnest request that his neighbors should pray for him was
received by many as an evidence both of his weakness and his hypocrisy. No president had ever be·
fore asked the people, in a public address, to· P:'ay
for him. It sounded like the cant of the conventicle
to ears unaccustomed to the language of piety from
the lips of politicians. The request wa,s t~ssed
about as a joke-' old Abe's last'" (Hollands L1fe of
Lincoln, p. 254:).
Hon. J. K. Vandemark.
J. K. Vandemark, a member of the Nebraska
state senate, who formerly resided near Springfield,
Ill , and who was well acquainted with Lincoln, on
the 13th of October, 1887, at Valparaiso, Neb;, testi.
fied as follows :
· I met Lincoln often-had many conversations witli him in
his office. To assert that he was a believer in Christiimity is
absurd. He had no faith in the dogmas of the church.
A ..Jeffrey.
Mr. Jeffcey, who has resided uear Waynesviile, Ill.,
for a period of fifty years, and who was in the habit
of attending court with Lincoln, year after year, in
an interview on the 1st of March, 1887, made the
following statement :
Lincoln was decidedly Liberal. He admitted that he wrote
. a book against Christianity. In later years he seldom talked
on this subject, but he did not change his belief. A thrust
at the doctrin of endless punishment always pleased him.
This doctrin he abhorred.
IJr. Arcl1. E. l.UcNeaH.
Dr. McNeal1, an old physician of Bowen, Ill., who
h
was a delegate to the Decatur Convention wbic
brought Lincoln forward as a candidate for the presidency, says:
I met Lincoln often during our .political ·campaigns, and
was quite well acquainted with him.. I know that he was
a Liberal thinker.
Charles McGrew.
Dr. McGrew is a resident of Coles oounty, Ill.the ·county in which nearly all of Lincoln's relative
hav resided for sixty years. He is a cousin of Hon.
Allen G. Thurman, and is a man of sterling character.
He was for a time related to Lincoln, in a business
way, and met him frequently. I met Dr. _McGrew
in 1888, and when I propounded the questiOn, Was
Lincoln a Christian? he replied:
Lincoln was not a Christian. He was cautious and reserved and seldom said anything about religion excPpt wh!Jn
·he was alone with a few companions whose opinions were
similarhistounbelief.
his. On such occasions he did not hesitate to express
.'J. L. Morrell.
Mr. J. L. Morrell, a worthy citizen of Virden, Ill.,
who came to Illinois soon after Lincoln did, settled
in the adjoining county to him, and like him followed
for .a time the avocation of surveyor, in a conversation with the writer, on the 8th of February, 1889,
made the following statement :
I knew Lincoln well-met him often. His religion wasthe religion ot common sense. He went into this subject as
deep as any man. He did not believe the inconsistencies of
theology. He was not a. Christian.
Mahlon Ross, Esq.
Squire Ross, another old citizen of Virden, Ill.,
says:
I was acquainted with Lincoln, but never talked with him
on religion. He did not belong to church, and his friends
say that he W8S not a Cbrietian.
Lusk Wilson.
Mr. Lusk Wilson, a prominent and respectable
citizen of Litchfield, Ill., says :·
I was acquainted with Abraham Lincoln, but never heard
him giv his views on the subject of religion. His partner,
Herndon, and other friends, state that he was not a believer
in Christianity.
W. Perkins.
Mr. Perkins, an old lawyer and journalist of Illinois, who was acquainted with Lincoln for upward
of twenty years, and who was his associate counsel
in an important murder case, writing from Belleview,
Fla., under date of Aug. 22, 1887, says:
The unfair efforts that Christians hav been putting forth
to drag Lincoln into their waning faith betray a pitiable imbecility. Were it possible for them to get the world to believe that Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln, all prayed,
had faith, and were washed in the blood of the lamb, would
that prove the inspiration of their Bible, harmonize its contradictions, put a ray of reason in its gross absurdities, or
humanize the first one of its numerous bloodv barbarities?
I knew Mr. Lincoln from the spring of 1838 till his death.
Like Archibald Williams, our contemporary, an able Lord
Coke lawyer, he no more believed in the inspiration of the
Bible than Hume, Paine, or Ingersoll. Less inclined openly
to denounce its absurdities and cruelties, or to antagonize
the well-meaning credulous professors, than was Williams,
Mr. Lincoln had no faith whatever in the first miracle of the
Bible, or the scheme of bloody redemption it teaches. To
attribute such sentiments to him, is to tarnish his well-earned
reputation for common sense, and to impair the estimation
of his countrymen and the world of his high sense of humanity, justice, and honor.
Two of my Presbyterian friends at Indian Point, near
Petersburg, told me that they had interviewed Mr. Lincoln
to prevent his impending duel with Shields-claiming that it
was contrary to the Bible and Christianity. He admitted
that the dueling code was barbarous and regretted much to
find himself in its toils, but said he, ''The Bible is not my
book, nor Christianity my profession."

11. Ji, Ms~ic.
Mr. Magie formerly lived in Illinois, and.was f?r a
time connected with the state department at Sprmf(field. Writing from Brooklyn, N. Y., March 19,
1888, he says:
My acquaintance with Mr. Li.ncoln was limited, as I did
not reside in Springfield during his residence _there. ~ met
liim during his campaign with Douglas at different ~Imes,
and was witb him once for three days. . . . Mr. Lmcoln
was a Freethinker of the Thomas Paine type. There hav
been picked up some of Mr. ~\ncoln's 1_1tterances abo'!t
"providence," "God," and the hke, on which an attempt_ IS
made to make him out a Christitm. Those who knew him
intimately agree in the statement that he was a pronounced
·
skeptic.
Mr. Maaie also refers to the Infidel pamphlet
written by"Lincoln. His knowledge regarding this,
however, was derived, not from Lincoin himself, but
from his friends. He eays :
At one time he wrote a criticism of the New Testament
which he proposed to publish and which his frie!lds succeeded in having suppressed, solely because of their regard
for his political future.
Don. James Tnttle.
.
Two miles east of Atlanta, Ill., resides one of the
pioneers of Illinois, James Tuttle, now over eighty
years of age. He was a member of . the Constitutional Convention of 1847, and is a man universally
esteemed for his love of truth and honesty. Mr.
Tuttle'a residence is situated on the state road
leading from Springfield to Bloomington. In going
from Springfield to Bloomington, to attend coud,
and in returning home again, Lincoln always sto~ped
over night with Mr. Tuttle. Theological questions
were favorit topics with both of. them, and the
evening hours were usually spent in conversations of
this character. Mr. Tuttle accordingly became well
acquainted with Lincoln's religious views. Feb. 26,
1887, at Minier, 111., he made the following statement
relativ to them:
Mr. Lincoln did not believe in Christianity. He denounced.
it unsparingly. He had the greatest contempt for religious
revivals, and called those who took part in them a set of
ignoramuses. He was one of the most ardent admirers of
Thomas Paine I ever met. He was continually quoting
from the '' Age of Reason." Said he,'' I never tire of reading
Paine."
Mr. Tuttle is confident that Lincoln always
remained a Freethinker, and believes that those who
claim to hav evidence from him to the contrary,
willfully affirm what they know to be false.
Col. F. S. Rutherf"ord
The foregoing testimony was u.ll given direct to
the writer, either by letter or orally, and he hereby
certifies to its faithful transcription. This testimony is from men whose characters as witnesses can
not be impeached, and it is hardly possible that one
of them will ever ft.vor the other side with a disclaimer. I wish now to record a statement from
Colonel Rutherford, a well-known citizen and soldier
of Illinois. ~t was not m!lde to the writer, but was
made during the war to Mr. W. W. Fraser, a member
of his regiment, and a man of unquestionable veracity.
I will let Mr.· Frazer present it. together with the
circumstances which called it out I quote from a
letter dated Ohtawa, Kan., Dec. 16 1881:
During the siege of Vicksburg our colonel, F. B. Rutherford, colonel of the 97th Ill. Vol. Inft., was about to leave
us, and I went to see him about talring a small package to
Alton-his home and mine. He had been sick and quite unc
able to do activ service. During our conversation I said
that many of the Alton boys did not like to be left under the
command of - - - - . Colonel Rutherford then said :
" If my life is worth anything I owe it as much to my family
as my country, and it will be worthless to either if I stay
much longer in camp, but I bate to leave the boys." Colonel
Rutherford said that he had stumped his district for Mr.
Lincoln, and had expected, fr< m Mr. Lincoln's promises,
something better than a colonelcy. I told Colonel Rutherford that I was sorr.v to hear that, as I had always thought
so well of Mr. Lincoln. · Mr. Rutherford then said : "What
more could you expect of an Infidel?" I said, " Why, colo-·
nel, doesn't Lincoln believe in a God?' He replied: 'Well,
he may believe in God, but he doesn't believe in the Bible
nor Christ. I know it, for I hav heard him make fun of
them and· say that Christ was a bastard if Joseph was not
hia father, and I hav some sheets of paper now at home that
he wrote, making fun of the Bible."
·
Leonard W. Voll~.:.
In the spring of 1860, just before Lincoln was
nominated for the presidency, the celebrated sculptor
Volk made a bust of bim. He anent a week in Chicago and made daily sittings in~ the artist's studio.
Mr. Volk relates the following incident, which hardly
accords with the tales told about Lincoln's reverenc&
for the Sabbath, and his love for church services:
He entered my studio on Sunday morning, remarking that
a friend at the hotel had invited him to go to church.
"But," said Mr. Lincoln, "I thought I'd rather eome and
sit for the bust, 'fhe fact is," he continued, "I don't like to
hear cut-and-dried sermons."
Don. Elihu B. \Va.sbburne.
It is difficult for orthodox Christians to reconcile
Lincoln's fondness for the play and dancing with his
reputed piety. That his last act was a visit to the
the~ter is a fact that stands out in ghastly prominence to them. To break its force they offer various
explanations. Some say that he went to avoid the
office seekers; others that Mrs. Lincoln compelled
him to go; and still others that he was led there by
fate. The truth is he was a frequent attendant at
the theater. He went there much oftener than he
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went to church. The visit of a clergyman annoyed
him, but the society of actors he enjoyed. He greatly
admired the acting of Edwin Booth. He sent a note
to the actor Hackett praising him for his fiue presentation of Falstaff. He called John McCulloch to his
box one night and congratulated him on hia successful rendition of the part he was playing.
The be.ll-room, too, bad its attractions for him.
Some years ago Hon. E. B. Washburn contributed to
t~e .North Ame1·ican. Review a lengthy article on
L~ncoln. When. Pre~tdsnt ~aylor was inaugurated,
Lmcoln W!Ul servmg h1s term m Congress. Alluding
to the inaugural ball, ·Mr. Washburn says :
A small number of mutual friends-including Mr. Lincoln
-made up a party to attend the inauguration ball· together.
It was by faT the most brilliant inauguration ball ever given.
. . . We did not take our departure until three or four
o'clock in the morning (Reminiscences of Lincoln, p. 19).

Uon, Elhha JJI.

Hain~s.

In February, 1859, Goveruor Bissell gave a recep·
tion in Springfield which Lincoln attended. Hon. E.
M. Haines, then a member of the legislature and one
.
' s supporter!:! for the Senate referring
'
ofL mcoln
to
the affair, says :
'
Da?J-ci~g was going on in the adjacent rooms, and Mr. LinC?ln mvlted my wife to join him in the dancing, which she
d1d, and he apparently took much pleasure in the recreation
(Every.Day Life of Lincoln, p. 308).

Early in January, 1863, President and Mrs. Lincoln gave a reception and ball at the White House.
This was a severe shock to the Christians of the
country, and pro'ioked a storm of censure from the
religious press.
According to Ninian Edwards, Lincohi .io converted
to Christianity about 1848. In March, 1849, he attends the inauguration ball and "Won't go home till
morning." According to Dr. Smith, he is converted
in 1858. In Februury, 1859, he attends and participates in a ball at Springfield. According to Noah
Bro~ks, he is co.nvertsd in 1862. In January, 1863,
be give a ball h1mself. In every instaBce he retires
from the altar only to enter the ball-room.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Notes on " Was Lincoln a 'Christian~"
1. The Editor, compositor, or proof-reader of THE
TRUTH SEEKER having corrected the punctuation, etc.,
of the Edwards, Lewis, Stuart, and Matheny letters,
the force of the third, fifth, and seventh arguments
in the discussion of their authorship is to a great extent impaired. Those having access to Scribner's
Monthly for 1873 can see the letters as they were
origin11.lly presented by Reed and as I desired to hav
them presented in this work. With this explanation
the corrections made by THE TRUTH SEEKER only
emphasize the arguments referred to.
2. In answer to an inquiry recently made by Mr.
C. P. Bet·ylson, I will state that the edition of Chambers's Encyclopedia cited was the popular American
edition issued by Alden, more copies of which were
probably sold in this country than of all other edi·
tions combined.
3. The name .of Lincoln's brother-in-law whose
testimony has been quoted was not Minian but
.Ninian W. Edwards.
J. E. REllfSBURG.

Eusebius's Ecclesiastical Hi§tory--Is It a Modern Forgery 1
Eusebius, the :first and only historian of the church
bordering on primitiv times, begins his "Ecclesiastical History" with the birth of Jesus and ends it apparently about the year 3·25. In that year the famous
Nicene council was held in which it appears that
Eusebius ·took a prominent part, being selected by
its presiding officer, Constantine, to deliver the opening address. But though our historian lived many
years longer, during which time, sa his biographers
and commentators concede, he not only continued to
write, but must hav finished his "Ecclesiastical History," be makes no allusion to the council of Nice in
that work. This omission, as the annotator Valesius
remarks, is very singular, and we might add that it
is quite unaccountable except upon the hypothesis
that the "Ecclesiastical History" is a forgery. .A.
like· omission is noticed by Valeaius in Eusebius's
" Chronological Canons," another work which comes
down to the same date, A D. 325. And though in the
same author's "Chronicon" there is a suspicious
passage concerning the Nicene council, Valesius says,
" It is sufficiently evident that these words were not
written by Eusebius, but by St. Jerome, who in the
chronicle inserted many passages of his own."
The "Chronicon" was first published in a complete
state at Milan in 1818, from an Armenian version
discovered at Constantinople in that year. Jerome,
whose bidh is dated about the time of Eusebius's
death, is cradited with the translation of the Old and
New Testaments into Latin, known as the "Vulgate."
Other works of Eusebius appeared as follows:
" Preparatio Evangelica," Latin, in 1480; Greek
text in 1544.
"Demonstratio Evangelica," Latin, in 1498; Greek
text in 1544.
"Ecclesiastical History," Latin, in 1474, purporting

~o be a translation from the Greek by Rufinus, who
IS supposed to hav been born about A.D. 350; Greek
text in 1549.
The learned. Jesuit Hardouin (A D. 164G-1729) says
that the .earliest of the succession of Benedictine
forgeries were in Latin, because it was some time
after the revival of learning before scholars mastered
the Greek; and he suspects that most of the Greek
books were fi_rst written in Latin, pretending to be
early translations. Such appears to be the case in
regard to Euaebius's works.
The date of the birth of Eusebius and of his death
can only be approximately ascertai~ed. The same i~
true in regard to every . Christian father, every
apostle, and even Jesus Christ himself.
" ~usebi_us says _in his "Ecclesiastical HiBtory" that
Dtonysms obtamed the episcopate of Alexandria in
our day;" that is to say, in the historian's own life·
time <?ook ·iii, chap. 28).
~gam he. tells ua ~hat Dionysius succeeded to the
episcopate m the third year of the reign of Philip
(book vi, chap. 35). That was A D. 246 or 247.
Again he says that Dionysius died in the twelfth
year of the reign of Gallienus, having presided over
the church ~f .A.lexandl'ia seventeen years. In· tha
same ~onnec~10n ~e say~ that Gallien us reigned fifteen
years m all, ~.e., mcludmg two years jointly with his
father Valerian (book vii, chap. 28). The. twelfth
year of Gallienus was therefore A.D. 26o or 267.
From these data it would appear that Eusebius
was born before A.D. 247, and was consequently at
least seve!lty-ei~ht years of age in the year 325 when
the council of NICe was held, and not less than ninetythree years of age in the year 340, about which time
he is supposed to hav died.
·
· But the authorities are ·constrained to make him
out a much younger man; they guess that he was
born about ~.D. 264:, which w~uld m~ke him sixtyone at the time of the counml of NICe and about
seventy-five when he died.
'
Prefixed to the English edition of the " Ecclesiastical History" is a translation of the "Annotations
?f Va~esiu~ on the L~fe and Writings of Eusebius,"
m wh1ch either V alesms or the translator has falsified
t~e tex.t of Eusebius by making him say that ''Dionysms, bishop of Alexandria, lived in his own age."
The passage reads, "Dionysius obtained the episco.
pate of Alexandria in our day/' and what does that
mean but that the writer was living before A.D. 24H
.A. scholarly monk of the fifteenth century engaged
in fabricating ancient codices, would be careful about
giving an exact clue to the date of the birth of the
pretended author..
The first translation of the "Ecclesiastical History" into English was made in 1584:. There was
perhaps no Greek text in existence then; the first
publication of the Greek text was many years later
by Valesius, who was born in 1603. The English
transl.ato;, of t~e ~' accurate Greek ~ext published by
V alesms apologizes .for the ambiguous and otherwise defectiv style of Eueebius, being very different
from that which prevailed three centuries before.
Father Hardouin would say, fifteen hundred years
before. "Why is it," says Hardouin, "that not one
of the Greek fathers wrote good Greek? In the
Gallic language there hav been many changes in five
hundred years; in the Greek no change appears in
fifteen hundred years ; all the pretended fathers and
historians use the same dialect and the same syntax."
Eusebius makes much use of the Jewish historian
Josephus. The spurious passage in the "Antiquities " concerning the crucifixion of Jesus Christ by
order of Pontius Pilate first appeared in two works
of Eusebius, namely, '' Demonstratio Evangelica,"
and ci Ecclesiastical History." In the latter work
the false quotation is followed by this audacious
comment:
When such testimony as this is transmitted to us by an
historian who sprung from the Hebrews themselvs, both respeiJting John the Baptist and our savior, what subterfuge
can be left to prevent those from being convicted destitute of
all shame who hav forged the Acts against them (Book i,
chap. 11)?

The" Acts" referred to are subsequently e:rplained
to be the "Acts of Pilate," forged by Theotecnus of
Antioch in the author's own time (b. ix, cb. 2). And
in a chapter preceding the above quotation the author
attempts to disprove the date of the crucifixion
alleged in the" Spurious Acts against our Savior," to
wit, in the seventh year of the. reign of Tiberi us,
which would be A.D. 22, some. three or four years
before Pilate was appointed procurator of Judea
(b. i, cb. 9).
The false quotation from Josephus concerning the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ is preceded by another
concerning John the Baptist, which is also conceded
to be spurious.
Eusebius quotes at length an alleged account of
the death of "James the brother of the Lord," by
Hegessippus, who, he says, "flourished nearest the
days of the apostles." This James, to whom Eusebius tells us " the episcopal seat at Jerusalem was
committed by the apostles," he identifies as "James
the brother of Jesus," who was stoned to death with
other alleged lawbreakers by order of the high priest
.A.nanus at Jerusalem, A.D. 62 (Jos. Ant. xx 9 § 1).
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The account, as quoted from Hegessippus by Eusebius, ends as follows :
Thus he suffered martyrdom, and they buried him on the
spot where his tombstone is. still remaining ·by the temple.
He became a faithful witness both to the J~ws and Greeks
that Jesus is the Christ. Immediately after this Vespasian
iuvaded and took Judea. ·

The death of "James the brother of Jesus " was
62; and tht\ invasion of Judea by V espasian was
66.
Eusebius then proceeds:

A D.
A.D.

So admirable a man' indeed was James and so celebrated
among ail for his justice, that even the' wiser part of the
Jews were of the opinion that this was the cause of the
immediate siege of Jerusalem [A.D. 68-70], which happened
to them for no other reason than the crime against him.
Josephus also has not hesitated to superadd this testimony
in his works: "These things," says he, "happened to the
Jews to avenge James the Just who was the brother of him
that is called Christ, and whom' the Jews bad slain notwith·'
standing his preeminent justice."

No such passage is to be found in Josephus. The
is a verbatim repetition of a
passage m Origen s "Commentaries on Matthew"
supposed to hav been written about a hundred yea;s
~efore Eusebius flourished. Origen professes to find
m the 20th .book of the Jewish Antiquities, where
the death of James is reaorded, a reference to the
miseries which the Jews suffered when their holy
tem_ple was demolished, and he quotes Josephus as
saymg:
pretende~ quo~ati~n

These things befel them by the anger of God, on account
of what they had dared to do to James the brother of Jesus
who was called Christ.
'

Here,_ then, is the passage which Eusebius repeats,
pur.portmg to be quoted by Origen a hundred years
earher, but probably not written before the fifteenth
century.
Eusebius follows this false quotation with a true
one from the 20th book of the Antiquities describing
the death of "James the brother of Jesus " but the
succeeding words, "who was called Chri~t," are an
acknowledged interpolation. "The manner of the
death of James," says Dr. Lardner, "was not known
to the early Christians;" and he doubts the genuinness of the reference to Christ, while Dr. Whiston in
a note on the passage says :
Of this condemnation of James the Just and the causes 1 as
also that he did not die till long after, see "Primitiv Ch ristianity Revived."

Josephus says that James and some others being
accused, .A.nanus the high priest "delivered them to be
stoned," and the presumption iB that the sentence was
executed. If not, then the James who escaped death
A.D. 62, and "did not die till long after," was not the
brother of the Lord and first bishop of Jerusalem,
whose death is described by Hegessippus, as quoted
by Eusebius.
And indeed how is it possible to identify the
brother of the Lord with the James mentioned by
Josephus~ We read in the " Book of the Blessed
Mary and the Infancy of the Savior, Written in
Hebrew by the Blessed Evangelist Matthew and
translated into Latin by the Blessed Presbyter
Jerome," that when Joseph was chosen by lot to
take care of the Virgin Mary be bashfully protested,·
saying, "I am an old man and hav children; why do
you hand over to me this infant who is younger than
my grandsons ?" Mary was twelve years old, or
fourteen, as. stated another copy of "Pseudo-Matthew." And we are told in another apocryphal
gospel that Joseph was a widower at eighty-nine,
with four sons and two daughters; and that he died
at the age of one hundred and eleven when Jesus
was nineteen years old. With the great disparity
between the age of Jesus and that of his half-brother
James, how is iL possible to believe that James wa·s
even living as late as A.D. 62, much less that he " did
not die till long after?"
Eusebius professes to copy the account of the
death of James from Hegessippus and to confirm it
by a passage from Clement. Neither of the two
testimonies is extant except as given· by Eusebius.
He not only makes Hegessippus say that " immediately after this Vespasian invaded and took Judea,"
but subsequently be himself affirms that "after the
martyrdom of James and the capture of Jerusalem,
which immediately followed," the surviving apostles
and disciples elected Simeon the sen of Cleophas as
the successor of James in the episcopal see of Jerusalem. Eusebius therefore places the death of James
just before the capture of Jerusalem, which wus A D.
70, and not as Hegessippus has it, just before the
invasion of Judea by Vespasian, which was A D. 66.
But the date of the death or condemnation of the
James mentioned by Josephus was certainly A.D. 62.
Had Eusebius ·been more careful to ascertain the
exact date in Josephus, would he bav quoted Hegessippus as saying that immediately after the death of
James Vespasian invaded and took Judea? and
would he himself hav said that the capture of J ernsalem immediately followed T
Further reasons for discrediting the authenticity
of Eusebius's "E(lclesiastical History" will be given
in another article.
ANTICHRIST.
THE clergy hav ruined Italy.-Brougham .
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'l'he American Secular Union.
OFFIOIA.L ANNOUNCEMENT.
The first meeting of the directors cf the American
Secular Union was held in New York on December
7 1889 at which all the members of the board
~ere p;esent except Dr. Juliet H. Severance, who
was detained by an accident. After a free discussion
the following policy was adopted, and is hereby sub·
witted to the members and friends of the society, in
the hope of securing their prompt and activ cooperation:
.
We recognize the fa.c~ that " there is a tide in the
affairs of men" which should be "taken at the flood."
There are certain subjects which are now uppermost
in the public mind, and to these we call attention,
viz.: church taxation, ~6cular public schools, and no
Sabbath laws as such. To these three demands of
Secularism we propose to give special attention,
without abandoning the other Bix.
In pursuance of our work, the methods proposed
are as follows:
1. To giv earnest attention to organization. Many
of our local auxiliary societies-which at one time
numbered nearly three hundred or more-hav become inactiv and indifferent, while the National
Reform Association and the American Sabbath Union
are unusually activ, having their agents at work
everywhere, holding public meetings and subsidizing
the press. We must counteract this influence by a
more complete organization of our forces,
The records of such locai societies as we hav are
incomplete and unreliable. We therefore call upon
all who are interested in this subject to send us as
soon as possible the names of all local societies,
whether auxiliary to the American Secular Union or
not, with the names of their officers, and the names
of all persons who would be likely to be interested in
this matter. We want to prepare a perfect inventory
of all organizations and persons who are likely to
work in our cause. We call for help in this regard.
If your local society is alive, or half dead and inactiv,
or if you hav no local society, a:ad hav only five persons who desire to be organized, let us kuow at once.
Especially let the auxiliaries of the old national Liberal League now come to our assistance. We invite
the cooperation of all persons and societies, whether
they agree with us in other matters or not, to unite
with us in promoting some, if not all, of the "·Nine
Demands."
2. We invoke the assistance of all traveling lecturers and organizers in forming new societies; and
in return, we will aid them by maintaining a "bureau
of information" regarding Liberal societies and activ
workers in the cause throughout the United States.
3. Especially do we invite the conespondence of
all volunteer agents residing in the cities where state
legislatures meet, and in every important center
where local issues may arise, or where new legislation
may be proposed; and we ask for information regarding the abuse of any exiatir:g laws involving the Secular principle of our government. We propose to
look after Secular interes'ts through our auxiliaries,
through local representative, arid through other competent agents, wherever these interests are endangered.
4. We propose that our treasurer shall keep accounts of a special fund for the free distribution of
pamphlets and Liberal literature generally, selecting
the matter in accordance with the wishes of contributors. We hope to organize this work so as to
make it a propaganda which shall be widely E.fficient,
with the least possible waste and expense. We
already hav frequent calls for publications of this
kind, and hope to be promptly supplied with monev
•
for this purpose.
5. We urge life members and annual members to
help our secretary to compile correct lists, in order
that we may know how many there are in our ranks,
or interested in our cause, or able or willing to aid it.
6. We urge all who hav time, capacity, or inclination to act as local volunteer reporters, agents, or
pickets to make themselvs known to us, and to say
· what they can and will do in such practical work as
circulating petitions, distributing docliments, or attending and reporting the proceedings of public
meetings, and especially of legis:lativ bodies.
7. We urge all who can to subscribe money for
the work of the Union, and, upon receipt of this
announcement, to promptly send to the treasurer,
Mr. F. C. Mende, 930 North Seventeenth street,
Philadelphia, either some actual subscription, or
some pledge of what they can do during the year, so

that the extent of our work may be planned accordingly, and its execution insured.
8. We invite further suggestions as to the work to
be done 'and the means for accomplishing it; but
especially do we ask that those who are willing to
land a hand in any way should communicate with us
at once, as above suggested. Let each member and
every Liberal wake up to the fact that it is his duty
to answer to the roll.:-call, and to inform us where he
may be found, what he can do, and how much he will
contribute. We are now prepared for a large amount
of activ, systematic work; but our plans presuppose
the existence of live members and local branehes;
and our success will necessarily be proportionate to
our support.
9. We hav taken an offiae at No. 930 North Seventeenth street, Philadelphia, as our headquarters,
where our secretary is at work early and late, and
where our ·president and treasurer make daily calls,
to see that the battle for freedom is wisely directed.
Write at once, and let us know what to depend upon.
R. R WESTBROoK, President.
IDA C. CRADDOCK, Cor. Sec'y.
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer.
930 North Seventeenth street, Philadelphia, Dec. 11,
1889.

The Secular Union and Mr. Burnham.
The American Secular Union should hav no ism,-J.
H. Bm·nltam in letter of October 30tlt.

If that be true, wherein is the recent American Seculal' U11ion Congress blameworthy in dropping Secularism and inviting the cooperation of all Christians
who will work with us for the equitable taxation of
all property and the complete· Secularization of our
public schools! The Kent Secular Union invites
Christians to join it and work for state Secularization.
Christians hav been received into our society and no
one seemed to think the proceeding disgraceful. Is
it not the p&rt of wisdom to concentrate our efforts
to accomplish practicable aims rather than scatter
our efforts in aid of every reform or deform that impracticables may chance to advocate ~ Looked at
from such standpoint may it not be possible that
President West brook ia not guilty of treachery, and
that to charge him with the practice of dishonesty is
uncalled for ! Why not giv him the benefit of the
doubt and time to prove the new move a wise step ?
We who staid away from the Congress should be
careful how we criticise those who attended and did
the· best they could. In the ·words of our good
b~·other Burnham, spoken at the Pittsburgh Congress, referring to organization, "If the majority
will not come to us let us go to them." What if the
Nine Demands hav been changed! Like the Christian, are we sure that in them we had, or hav, a finality 1 Is it not possible that they hav been improved,
even if the covert free love decl!lration of the former
eighth Demand has been knocked out, or do our free
love allies expect the American Secular Union to get
their chestnuts out of the fire! Is that a Liberal
spirit which chafes because it might hav to listen to
a Deist's prayer? Do we deserve the credit of being
tolerant when we cannot endure the thought of a
Deist in office working for our common objects? On
the other hand, we hav men in our ranks who will
hav it that an ex-reverend is of necessity either a
fool or knave, hence should be kept out of all offices
of trust.
With our liberties endangered by the encroachments of the church, would it not be wiser to put
aside all such petty prejudices and work shoulder to
shoulder for the new Demands ?
Kent, 0.
MARIUS HEIGHTON.

Immortality.•
. LAW OFFICE ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, }
45 WALL ST, NEw YoRK, June 25, 1889.
E. R. JoHNES, Es<i., My :Dear Sir: Accept my
thanks for your essay on "Immortality." It is very
beautifully written, and you hav brought forward in
support of your doctrin all the argument there is,
and you ha:v stated your case with much force and
clearness.
In addition to this you hav abandoned many positions that cannot, in this age of the world, be maintained. You admit that the hope of immortality can
not., with safety, rest upon the inspiration of the Old
and New Testament, or upon any form of superstition. If we admit the existence of a God of infinit
wisdom and compassion, we may say that there must
be a world better than this; but how do we account
for one worse than that-that is to say, for this ? If
injustice triumphs here, why not there? If honesty
goes without bread in this world, why not in another!
Certainly, God will be no better then than now.
Still, it may be possible that a God of infinit love
and compassion will so reward those who suffer-.
through suffering itself-that all that happens will
be consistent with wisdom and compassion.
I do not see any evidence in this world that it was
created by either wisdom or compassion. Neither
*A letter to E. R. Johnes, author of "Circumstantial
Evidence of a Future Existence." M. L. Williams, publisher, 275 Pearl street, New York.
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do I see what right we hav to say that man has
spiritual body, any more than trees hav. Tba tree
springs from a seed, so does man. The trees produce others and then perish from the earth; tha
same is true of the human race. You hav had the
courage to accept the logic of your position and giv
to all life the immortality that Christians giv to man.
I hardly know the meaning of the words "spiritualist," and c: materialist." I do not Eee that it
makes the slightest difference with the argument to
admit that everything is "spiritual," Ol' to 11ssert that
everything is " material." He who asserts that all
is "spiritual," admits the existence of everything that
another calls "material;" and he who insists that all
is "material," admits the existence of everything
that is by the other called "spiritual." Call it what
you will, it remains beyond the grasp of our mind.
The weakest parts of your essay are the quotations
from others. What Greenleaf says upon the subject
seems to me a non sequitur. If man had believed
only in his own experience, why could the world "be
neither governed nor improved !" The :first man obtained something by experience which he could convey to another, to which the other might sdd by his
own exertions, his own experience-and so on, froru
generation to generation, until there would be a vast
and splendid capital of human experience. So,
what Mt·. Drummond has to say, may be more ingenious but is equally without foundation. Of all
the man who hav written upon this subject, I know
of no one so shallow and insincere as Dr. Young.
I congratulate you on what you bav said concerning the " wax figures" of Milton. If anyone is open
to the charge of barren Materialism, it is Milton.
His "heaven" was simply another England-with a
government somewhat worse. You hav endeavored
to establish your doctrin by reason-by something
universal-and you hav wisely left out the provincialismst the prejudices, and the puerilities of Christianity. Love and hopa are universal. As long as men
love and as long as they hope there will probably be
in heart and brain the splendid dream of immortality.
It may be that we liv no niore-that we go back to
the unconscious dust, and yet the heart will always
say, " Perhaps there is another life." But whether
there is or not let us all paint on the canvas of the
future the pictures that delight and satisfy the soul.
We know that in this world after joy comes grief, as
after day comes night; and it may be there is some
world where after grief comes joy, as after night
comes day.
Thanking you again for your beautiful and poetical
essay, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
[Signed]
R. G. INGERSOLL.

Our London Letter.
It is a cause of rejoicing to all his friends that Mr.
Bradlaugh has recovered from his severe illness sufficiently to enable him to start on his Indian trip, and
it is to be hoped that the voyage will thoroughly
build him up again that he may hav health and
strength to carry on the work· on which he has been
so heartily engaged nearly all his life. His letters
from abroad will be expected and read with deep interest, and he will, on his return, be in a still better
position to expose the abuses of Indian government
and plead for the reform which is so much needed.
. The case of Besant vs. Hoskyns has closed its first
chapter in a very unsatisfactory manner, and will hav
to be gone through once more. It is stated that the
majority of the jury were in favor of the plaintiff,
and this in the face of the bias displayed by the
judge. Mrs. Besant has become so well known to
the public of late years that but little attention is
paid to slanders against her, and it is pretty evident that the handbill forming the cause of action
was but little regarded, as it made no difference to
her being elected. It seems almost a pity to bring
the scurrilous Hoskyns from the obscurity in which
he groveled. Before this action, it is a question if
he was known outside his parish, and now he is posing as a martyr, a West End parson having taken him
in hand, and issued an appeal to all true believers to
subscribe sufficient funds to pay his law expenses.
The opinion of the judge that a libel, no matter how
base or unfounded, if believed in by the libeler, is
perfectly justifiable, is rather a novel rendering of tl.:e
law, and if the jury had found for defendant, this
would hav been an interesting point to raise for the
consideration of another court.
The consideration shown by judges for the clergy
is further illustrated by the case of the vicar of Hoo,
who has been cited before Lord Pengauer for disobeying an order of the courts to administer the
sacrament to a female parishioner who had committed
the terrible sin of schism by occasionally visiting a
Wesleyan chapel. The parson would not carry out
the order and an application was made for his committal, but the judge was anxious to giv him another
chance and postponed the matter for a fortnight, so
that the bishop in the interval might see whah he
could do to persuade the recalcitrant vicar to spare
a trifle of bread and wine for a hungering and thirsting suppliant at the throne of grace.
The good Dr. Barnardo is in trouble again. He
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has handed over a boy to an unknown person, who
was recommended by a person he did not know, and
the boy has been taken he knows not where. He has
been ordered to produce the boy within three months,
but by that time no doubt the case will be forgotten
and the affair blown over, to the glory of the doctor
and the .discomfiture of his enemies. It is curious
that some of his boys appear to disappear without
leaving the slightest trace of their whereabouts.
The Salvation Army had a powerful awakening today. Their headquarters in the city caught fire and
a considerable amount of dam~ge was done before
the flames were suppressed. A quantity of clothing
and other stores were destroyed, so it is likely to be
a heavy loss to Booth unless he is insured, which no
doubt he is, being a very knowing old bird, and one
who would prefer trusting to the solvency of an insurance office than in the oversight and protection of
hie deity.
A certain amount of religious liberty has been
granted in Finland, which though it does not go
very far is, at all events, a welcome instalment. It
only at present givs professing Christians of any
sect the right to educate their own children, though
not those belonging to members of the state church.
Marriages contracted by members of acknowledged
sects will in future be legal. Different views of
Christianity will no longer make any difference in the
privileges and duties of the citizen, and these prerogative are extended so far as to giv Christians of
any sect the right of entering government service.
Religious demonstrations and processions are, however, prohibited, and as the Salvation Army has
gained a footing in the country, no doubt they will
soon come into collision with the authorities on that
point. The government ha.s undertaken to examin
into the doctrine and beliefs of every dissenting sect,
and also to keep a close account of them; it has cut
a nice tar;k out for itself and it remains to be seen
how the plan will work. It appears that any members of the community not professing some form of
Christianity ara still to be debarred the rights of
citizenship, nor are they allowed to form organized
communities or educate their children. Altogether
the countries of the far north are not very desirable
places of residence for Freethinkers.
Salisbury is in the curious position of possessing a
school-board but no board school, and now that the
two national schools hav been closed the clergy are
doing their utmost to prevent the erection of a public school, desiring to get the government grant
applied to their own schools. The non-churchgoers
are strongly opposed to this pleasant little arrangement, and threaten if the parsons succeed to avail
themselvs of the conscience clause, and keep their
children free from the, to them, pernicious religious
teaching of the church party, How dearly the different sects of the Protestant church love one
another!
J. D.

by the government to maintain denominational schools
one can hardly write with composure. It makes the
blood boil to think that instead of this money being
applied by the government for the substantial improvement and advancement of the people, it is frittered away among ·a number of rapacious fanatics
intent upon teaching the rising generation of the
colony the tenets of a religion which has over and
over again been proved to be reared on the triple
bases of fiction, fraud, and hypocrisy. But retournons anos moutons. Last year the government gare
the Roman Catholics $13,550 and the Anglicans
$5,815 for the upkeep of their respectiv scholastic
establishments. The government also pays for four
exhibitions or scholarships of $750 each per annum,
tenable for three years. And boys from the Roman
Catholic College of· the Immaculate Conception are
permitted to compete for and obtain these scholarships. In addition to this, the government contributes $5.000 a year toward the support of this C~th
olic College. We next find that the sum of about
$17,500 a year is paid from the public treasury toward the maintenance of the Church of England in
Trinidad, and $30,000 to the Romaniste to preach
" Christ and him crucified" to the colonists. I may
here state that the Catholic establishment is run by
an archbishop, a small army of sleek, red-cheeked,
overfed Dominican friars, and a number of blackrobed priests ; while the Anglican Ghurch has its
bishop and a full complement of deans, vicars, and
priests, who strut along in the heyday of contentment, basking, as these worthies all do, in the golden
sunlight of governmental favors, and in the silvery
beams of the bright shillings cunningly extracted
from their all-too-credulous parishioners. And what
has been the result of all this pampering by the government of the religious bodies? Has it achieved
any good! Why, right here I£say, "No," emphatically.
The lower classes are as ruffianly and blackguard
a lo,t as any country was ever e:tllicted with. Concubinage is general, and only twenty-six per cent of
the births are legitimate. Thrift is almost unknown.
Prostitution and vice are rampant, especially among
the younger females. Gambling in its worst form is
the order of the day. Burglaries hav been of late
very prevalent.
And yet there is not one of these people who is
not an adept at making the sign of the cross, and
who cannot reel off" Hail Mary's" and "Pater Nostars" by the ell. The young girls, after making what
is known as their first communion, lapse into dreadful profligacy.
,
But the superstition of these people, pandered to
and encouraged by their priests, is one of the most
lamentable features of their condition. There are
in this small island no less than five shrines of the
Virgin and other so-called saints to which the people
make pilgrimages, prayers, and adorations, this
"racket" of course bringing money to the coffers of
Priestcraft in the West Indies.
the church. For the information, and perhaps
I propose laying before the readers of THE TRUTH amusement of your readers, I will briefly relate the
SEEKER in a series of letters a picture of the miserable story of one of these shame which the poor deluded
condition of the people of this far-off picturesque people here so firmly believe in.
·
western isle of Trinidad, "the pearl of the Antilles,"
Many miles away from Port-of-Spain, in the
as it has been very appropriately named, under the heart of the Siparia woods, is a chapel with the image
despotic ecclesiastical government of the see of of the Virgin Mary, believed by the Catholics to be
Rome, whose priests here revel in a saturnalia of endowed with extraordinary virtues. This image is
bigotry, fanaticism, and greed. If ever there was a called "La Divina Pastora," and is very richly
religiously enslaved, priest-ridden country, that place dressed and bedecked with valuable jewelry, the
is Trinidad. Even the broad fertil acres of the coun- offerings of the many pilgrims who hav from time to
try; so astonishingly prolific that one may almost time visited this shrine. These visits are to pray for
regard them as chosen spots over which the goddess the restoration to health of those sick and diseased.
of fecundity had elected to brood, producing almost In the case of a pilgrim suffer;ng from a diseased
spontaneously the richest products of mother earth, limb, a model in miniature of the limb is made of
are made to yield their precious crops of cacao to pure gold and presented to the image. Masses, well
further swell the already plethoric money-bags of the paid for by E!Ome dupe, are occasionally said here,
church of Rome, the authorities of this church here and the fete of La Divina Pastora is annually held,
being actually engaged in the usurious trade of lend- when J:!.umbers of people attend. But the most
ing out their surplus cash to impecunious planters ludicrous part of the whole thing is the accepted
on a mortgage security of their cacao plantations at origin of this shrine. It is said that the image was
a heavy rate of interest. Why, the auri sacra fames picked up by the Spaniards, in whose possession the
of these ecclesiastics is not surpassed by the most island once was, in the depth of the forest. It
wretched miser in the world.
remained there for some time, and was then removed
Port-of-Spain, the chief town of the island, has, to a chapel eight miles down.
It made no stay there, however, f01: on the morning
with its suburbs, a popul~tion of about forty thousand souls. It is well laid out. and contains many after its arrival it was found to hav mysteriously disfine and costly buildings. The dwelling-houses are appeared during the night, and on search being
all well constructed and very comfortable, and the instituted, it was discovered in the precise spot of
suburban cottages lately erected after the American the forest where it had first appeared. To the superrural style of architecture are really very pretty. In stitious Spaniards this was clearly a sign from heaven.
these latter dwell the haut ton. The stores and Accordingly in 1758 a church was erected on the spot
shops are all well appointed. The streets, laid with to receive the image, and a mission set on foot, conasphalt, are splendid specimens of road-making and ducted by the Capuchin fathers. And this is the
are kept very clean. The sidewalks and concrete same image which is being worshiped in the ninewater tables or surface drains are perfect. So far so teenth century by the people of the island under the
good. But it will surprise the readers of THE TRUTH enlightened temporal rule of her most gracious majSEEKER to hear that there is not a single theater, esty Victoria, queen of Great Britain and Ireland
music hall, or place of healthy amusement. I want and empress of India, and under the spiritual governthis fact remembered, as I shall hav occasion to touch ment of his holiness Leo XIII., sovereign pontiff of
on it later on. And now for the churches. There Rome !
are in Port- of-Spain and its suburbs fourteen Roman
At a place called Deigo Martin, a priest, some years
Catholic, three Anglican, and five Protestant ago, erected a statue and called it " Our Lady of
churches. There are also nine Roman 0atholic Lourdes." Rooks and sea-shells form the base on
schools and five Anglican assisted by the govern- which the image is placed, and there is .provided
ment. On the question of public money being paid . a small basin filled with water, the curativ properties
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of which are believed to be miraculous. A number
of people go there to get cured of various complaintfl.
Some time since a French tinsmith skilfully constructed an image which was promptly named " Our
Lady of Laventille," and placed in a chspel picturesquely situated on a hill a mile or two out of
Port-of-Spain. There the priests make intercession
to " Our Lady" on payment of a sum of money.
Devout Catholics lighten theh· pockets frequently at
this shrine. A sort of duplicate of the image of
La Divina Pastora at Siparia, above referred to, has
been erected in one of the submbs of this town, so
that those who are unable to travel to Siparia to suplicate the genuin image, may, upon the payment of a
small sum, offllr their prayers to h&r duplicate here.
But the limits of this letter hav now been reached,
and I must therefore reserve further revelations for
another communication.
E. S.
Port-of-Spain, T1·inidad, B1'itislt West Indies, Nov. 20, 1880.

Tlle .Church Scall(lal.
[Yot.mg Mrs. ·Jones hears that the minister has been removed because of his want of orthodoxy.]

Not orthodox? What's that? I'm sure
He's just as nice as nice can be;
He spoke so kindly of the poorHe sends his compliments to me.
" Not sound," they say, oh, dear, oh, dEar!
· I'm sure he looked quite bright and strong.
What are these curious things I hear?
What is it in the man that's wrong ?
They say he sneers at Jonah's whale,
And gourd that withered in a night;
And has his doubts about the tale
Of Samson and the lion's fight.
But what of that? At such small things
What inconceivable distress I
How well he showed at christenings I
What perfect pastoral tenderness I
Not orthodox! So out ancl. down
He goes, for thus the deacons vote';
I worked him up a dressing-gown,
I've got his tender, perfumed note.
He praised my muffins-kissed my child,
He has such sweet, entrancing ways;
I feel I can be reconciled
To life's vexations when he prays.
Now for his doctrine, doubts, and all,
I do not care a rush-that's flat;
They say his learning made him fallTheirs never will-I'm sure of that.
I gave him heavy wraps and shawls,
I knit him caps and woolen socks;
I'll miss his ministerial callsHe's not a horrid orthodox !
-J. D. Miller in Time.

1 he Brotherhood of Moralists.
The following is a report of the work don~ by the pr?paganda committee of the Brotherhood of Moralists at Hanmbal,
Mo., in the month of November, 1889:
SEORETARY1S REPORT.

Number of membership at last report ........................... 726
Enrolled since last rep or~........................................... 59
'fotal.. ....................................... ., ................. 785
Those enrolled this month represent fifteen different states.
Our membership now extends into nearly every state and
territory of the United States and Canada.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
TREASURER'S REPORT.

Balance from last report ........................................ $12 45
REOE!l'TS.

H. p, Marsh, New York......................................
Jas. Forgey, Kansas...............................................
F. F. Gallardo, Nevada..........................................
Mrs. Schofield, Californi~...... .................................
Mrs. Campbell Wisconsm. ....................................
G. w. Watson; District of Columbia.......................

25
10
25
10
50
5 00

Total. ...................................................... $18 65
ll:XPENDED.

Paid Wise! Atkins for printing applications, certificates, circulars, etc .......................................... $10 00
Mailing constitutions, etc....................................... 2 20
Total. ...................................................... $12 20
Balance in treasury . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . ....
6 4G
A. R. AYRES, Treasurer.

..

--------~

~-------

PERHAPS it is to the spirit of Puritanism that we
owe the little influence of women, and the consequent
inferiority of their education.-.Buckle.
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to herself, became the life and leader of the Girondists,
the party of impetus at that time, but afterward,
under . Robespierrean rule, the party of mod eration."
State Organization
Many people insinuated that Madam· Roland was
Of the LiberalB of WaBhington at Seattle, January
minister and not the husband. It is true she was
28th, 29th, 30th.
" the power behind the throne." She wrote for and
The Walla Walla Liberal Club and over eight hunwith her husband. Sometimes both would write and
dred Liberals from all parts of the state of Washthen conjoin the best into.one document which went
ington earnestly desire that a real, practical organout as M. Roland's, though it really was hers as much
ization should be formed, that shall not alone secure
as his; but " 'twas ever thus." The man has the
the secularization of at least our state gGvernment
honor and the woman is content to be " the silent
and advance the cause of Liberalism by distribution
partner."
.
of literature, by lectures, and the formation of local
She married without love but was a good, true
Liberal societies, but shall also be a real benefit to
wife to him, and he loved her wit.h hie whole heart.
every member, affording security and protection, so
Roland resigned his office in 1793, but too late to
bhat if any wrong, injury, or injustice is done to any
save them from prosecution. M. Roland, at his wife's
Liberal in any part of the state the whole force and
earnest request, finally went into concealment, but
power of the united Liberals of the entire state shall
she herself refused to do so or to betray her husband's
place of refuge. She was imprisoned for five months,
be brought to bear in defending, securing, and maintaining his or her rights; and if the powerful church
and "although surrounded by e.ll the horrors of the
organizations attempt undue influence of the legisrevolution, and though tortured by her anxiety in
lature or to carry out their avowed intention to
regard to her husband and child, she kept up before
secure the exemption of church property from taxaher fellow-prisoners a dignified, courag€ous deporttion, the enforcement of rigid Sunday laws, the subment, cheering and comforting the faint-hearted and
sidizing sectarian institutions, or the employment of
despairing with care, serenity, and hf!roic calmness."
chaplains to make prayers to be paid for out of the.
· The 8~h of November, 1793, was the day set for
public money, our organization can counteract their
her execution. She met her fate with heroic bravery,
nefarious schemes and defeat their evil purposes.
at the age of thirty-nino. She died for liberty and
Of course the secretary must keep an open office,
left behind her one of the purest and noblest of
which office will be the headquarters of the organrecorda.
ization, and this office must be in some city easy of
When M. Roland heard of her execution he was
access from all parts of the state; and it will be
unable to endure his grief and killed himself with :his
absolutely necessary to hav the members of the
sword, declaring he no longer wished to liv in a
board of directors, or a working majority of them,
world so polluted by crime.
·
reside in that se.me city, so that they can at sho;rtest
In 1795 the memoirs of Me dam Roland were pubnotice be convened, and can frequently meet for
lished in two volumes and sold for the benefit of her
daughter Eudora by the friend who had the care of
counsel and transaction of business. Wherever the
office may be located, it will per necessity be a" long
Eminent Women.
the child.
way off" from some parts of the state; yet all and
In ·1800 her works were published in three volumes
MARIE JEANNE PHILIPEN ROLAND.
-"An Appeal to Impartial Posterity," "Works of
every section and every member can and must hav
equal voice, and be equally represented, with
Among the grand and z:.oted women of the. past Leisure Hours sud Vr.rious Reflections," and "A
rights equally protected.
none stand more conspicuously for purity, morality, . Journey to Sans Souci aud Travels in Switzerland."
The Walla Walla Liberal Club has sent out letters bravery, and intelligence, than Marie Jeanne Philipen
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
to all places in the state whe:t;e there are any number Roland, or Madam Roland, as she is more familiarly
of Liberals, asking them to elect delegates from the called.
The Sunday Law a Factor :in Ohio's Election.
most able and influential of their number to attend
She is a mother-made woman, too.
the convention to be held at Seattle, January 28th,
"Her father, Gratien Philipen, by trade an enI hav been watching your columns for comments
29th, and 30th, and has met very general approval graver, was an ambitious, frivolous, and discontented upon the recent election in this state, but so far I
and prompt compliance. These delegates will form man. Her mother, a pure-minded, large-hearted hav seen no mention of it. I hav been a Republican
the convention proper, and they will consider, discuss, .woman, possessing rare worth and intelligence, early since the time when I cast my first vote, but there
and by their votes decide all matters pertaining to the instilled into the mind of her child those principles has never been a Democratic suMese with which I
constitution, the plan of organization, methods of of conscientious virtue which afterward added such was better satisfied than that of November last.
carrying on the work, etc.
.
luster to the genius of that child-which made hPr Two years ago the Republican plurality was thirtyThis must not be construed as excluding Liberals strong and brave in the face of a terrible death, and one thousand; this year it is ten thousand the other
who are not delegates; on the contrary, all the Lib- which made hers the purest public character developed way.
erals of the state and of other states are cordially by the revolution of 1793."
The agencies by which this change was brought
invited to attend the convention. But the business
At eighteen she was well versed in history, philos- about, are certainly of great interest to Liberals
of the convention will be transacted by the regular ophy, chemistry, the languages, and mathematics, everywhere. There was certsinly some opposition to
delegates, elected or appointed by the Liberals of and the graceful accomplishments of her sex, and a third term for the governor, but it was too intheir own precincts especially for that work.
·
could also· ply her father's art of engraving.
significant to hav changed the governorship, and
In every precinct where there are five or more
Her favorit reading was history, and at nine years would hav little or no effect upon the legislature.
Liberals, it is proposed they elect from their own of age she read Plutarch's" Lives," and imbibed from It was the Sunday laws that" did the business."
number a vice· president, who shall be the· executiv them her first strong admiration of republican prinThe Republican party of this state certainly deofficer and representativ of the state society in that ciples.
served. a good beating. The Republican legislature ·
·precinct. And the vice-presidents so elected shall
Her life was happy and joyous till in 1775, when hav received a well-merited rebuke.
constitute the vice-presidents of the state society.
the death of her mother brought to her the first real
Their defeat was brought about by the fanatics,
H shall be the duty of each of the vice-presidents sorrow, and prostrated her on a bed of sickness and the goodycgoodies, the people who want to control
to ascertain the name and address of the Liberals almost robbed her of reason and life.
other people's morals and dictate the private doings
residing in the precinct; as far as possible cultivate
Soon after this she made the acquaintance of M. of everybody, people who hav no more idea of pertheir acquaintance, and induce them to join the state Roland, who sought her in marriage, but was con- sonal liberty th~n so many sheep.
.
organization; to send list of their names and post- temptuously refused by her father, who had become
Democratic papers talk about the increased sentioffice address to the state secretary, and on the first a harsh, improvident, dissipated man, and was rapidly ment favoring tariff reform. That is all bosh and
Sunday of each month report to the secretary any wasting the fortune left her by her mother. Finally nonsense. The trend of Ohio is not that way, and
additions, removals, or deaths (blanks to be furniJhed she had to leave home and hire rooms in a convent, if it were, such a revolution would not be accomby the secretary on which to make these reports), where she lived alone for six months, when M. plished in o:ne year. Others charge the result to the
and send with the report suggestions as to what is Roland again sought her out and she consented to liquor element entireiy. That the saloons contribmost needed to advance the cause in that precinct, and marry him-in 1779, she then being twenty-five and uted to the success of the Democratic ticket is not
to encourage formation of local Liberal societies, and, he forty-seven years of age.
to be doubted by any reasonable person, but they
w~en possible, establish science-schools on Sunday
They bad one child, Eudora.
are merely a factor, as most of the ealoonkeepers
w1th~ut a teacher, and, whenever practical, to urge
In 1789 the ferment preceding the revolution in wue already Democratic. One ward in Cincinnati,
?n Lt~e~als of the precinct the advisability of form· France commenced, and among the first to indorse which was previously among the most strongly Remg a JOint stock company to purchase a lot and build the idea of a new and republican government were publican, and which contained the fewest saloons of
a Liberal hall, with stores and offices, so as to make M. a·nd Madam Roland. Madam Roland wrote the any ward in the city, showed the greatest Demoit a profitable investment and afford a hall free for most enthusiastic and radical of political letters from cratic gains. One gentleman of this ward says that
Liberal uses, our great difficulty being to secure the Lyons to Paris journals, H thus helping to kindle the he knows twenty-five Republicans who voted the
earnest cooperation of women, on account of their blaze that lit her own funeral pyre." She said," We straight Democratic ticket and who were not interunwillingness to read Liberal publications; to urge must be ready for everything-even to die, without ested in saloons.
all Liberals of ability in the precinct to write short regret. . . . If we do not die for liberty, we
I consider theater-going people, and those who
articles and items on the Nine Demands-our prin- shall soon hav nothing left to do but to weep for her. patronize baseball and other Sunday amusements, a
ciples, our aims and objects, etc.-for the local news- Do you say we dare no longer speak? Be it so, we much more powerful political element than the
papers, and to cultivate influence so as to be able to must thunder thsn. . . . The insolence o£ the saloon-men. The latter alone could not possibly hav
ins';lre the publication in local newspapers of items rich and the misery of the people excite my hatred brought about this result; they hav tried it several
of mterest furnished, from time to time, by the state against injustice and oppression, and I no longer ask times. •
secretary; to keep close watch on the public schools for anything but the triumph of truth and the sueThousands of people who were confined to their
of his precinct, !Wd insist on. t~eir conforming to the cess of the Revolution. . . . I am glad there is offices, or were otherwise prevented from attending
law, and see to It that no rehg10us or se<ltarian teach- danger. I see nothing else capable of goading you amusements during the week, were deprived of their
~ng, prayers, or Bibles are used. In case of any dif- on. It is impossible to rise to freedom from the only opportunity to enjoy their favorit recreation on
ficulty to report the facts to the state secretary he midst of corruption without strong convulsions. Sunday.
shall immediately lay the matter before the board of They are the salutary crisis of a serious disease."
Every person who was arrested for violation of
directors. In any case of favoritism on the part of
These are noble thoughts and sentiments, and we these infamous Sunday laws, felt indignant and outthe assessors in_reduced or false valuation of church of to-day find them as ~ppropriate to all reforms as raged, and every such person bad at least one friend
in full sympathy with him.
property; in any case of religious persecution of any they were in her day and age.
~el?ber. of th;e .society, to promptly i:t;tvestigate, and,
"Quiet, modest, but quick-thoughted and energetic,
The tide has turned. People be.v determined that
1f lD biB opm1on necessary or adv1sable, to s~nd led on by the deep interest she felt in the affairs of they will not endure such cppnssion, and when any
statement of facts to the secretary to be, by him, : the nation, Madam R0 1 and soon, almost unconscic.usly I political party undertakes t'.> rF.<Jrict the libt:rtiee of

~ommnnieations.

promptly laid before the board of directors for action and in all cases such vice-president shall be, de
fact~, a member of the boar~ of d_ir~ctors, and hav
full and equal voice and vote m deCidmg on what action shall be taken by the organization in regard to
such matter.
When the religious bigots shall
attempt to sway the legislature, and se~ur~ ~nactmenta in the interest of the church, pre]ud1c1al to
the common good, the vice-presiden~ shall ~rge! not
alone the avowed Liberals, but all L1berally mchned,
to write letters, or, failing in that, then to copy or
sign those furnished by the state secretary, and send
to their members of the legislature urging opposition
to all such enactments; to select able Liberalsthree when possible-who, in case of the death of
any Liberal in the precinct, could deliver or read oration and conduct funeral services (blank oratlons and
funeral services to be furnished by the state secretary); to advise secretary in regard . to _per~ons to
whom to send Liberal leaflets for d1stnbut10n; to
advise board of directors in cases where there is demaud for lectures, and the Liberals of the precinct too
few to meet the entire expense, so that the board can
act justly and discreetly in supplying lecturer and_
paying part of the cost.
It must be distinctly understood these are suggestiona only, and to be so regarded: The decision will
rest with the convention when assembled. But as
the time of the C(Jnvention is so very limited, I earneatly request the delegates to the convention to
take these matters into immediate consideration and
help insure success and harmony by the interchange
of opinions, and by stating objections and suggesting amendments and additions through the columns
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Certain it is every true Liberal desires only "the greatest good to the greatest
number."
C. B. REYNOLDs.
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Ohio's citizens in their amusements and other natural with Die whether I was unconscious six hours or an
rights, that party is going to be defeated.
eternity?
Civilization is advancing.
CHAS. 0. HAYS.
If there is a thing or soul which never dies it
Locust Corners, 0.
must hav been in existence before I was born, and I
hav tried to throw my mind back and bring it in con•ro Any Spiritualist.
nection with that immortal thing, or make it throw
I do not know whether Spiritualism is founded on s~me shadow forward that the mind might take cogtruth or error, but the central ideas of Spiritualism mzance of. The best I can do, the mind reaches back
are grand enough to make every· good man wish to a certain period ; beyond all is blank and dark.
Now, if there was no relation between me and this
them true.
·
The idea of living on indefinitly with the power of thing or soul, before I was born, what relation will
doing good and getting good makes me desire to there be after I am dead? That part of eternity
hav the Spiritual philosophy true. But there has which passed away before my birth to me was all a
always been the devil of doubt in my mind IUJ to the blank. Will not that part which follows my death
be a blank also!
possibility of it being true.
·
If during my unconscious state my head had been cut
If there is something in me or about me which will
Iiv after I am dead, I want some Spiritualist to tell off, when would this thing, or soul,.or immortal part,
hav waked up, and become conscious eo as to continue
me what that something is.
If a.ny man or woman bas positiv knowledge that the identity of and represent John Peck T To me
there lB a part of man which never dies, he or she there is but one rational conclusion, and that is that
ought to be able to so describe it as to giv one if my head had been cut off, that unconscious state
a ~e!in~t idea of what that part or thing or soul or would hav bsen eternal.
Without the. brain we can neither see, hear, smell,
spmt lB. Not knowing anything about this part
which never dies, I can do no better than to call it a taste, or feel. Ana when from any cause the brain
becomes paralyzed so that it cannot perform its functhing. It is either a thing or it is nothing.
If it is a thing, it can be described like any other tions, the eye cannot see, the ear cannot hear, neither
thing, so that we may get a definit knowledge of it. can the nose smell, the pa1ate taste, or the body feel.
.
If it is a thit.ig, it must be somewhere and occupy And this is an unconscious state.
Now
how
can
a
man
hav
any
sense
of a sonl, or
space and hav the properties of other things.
Where is it located~ In the brain or nerves or immortal part, when the brain, the source of all sense,
heart or stomach T It must be somewhere about goes to " rot ?" When the brain ceases to act, there
is no sense of time, space, light, or heat, or anything
a person. Tell me where to find it.
·
If man possesses this soul or thing, whence did it else. The millions of years which will pass away
come ? From fllther or mother, or both, or from after our death will be the same to us as the millions
some other source ? When did he receive it? Aft('r of years before we were born. There is an eternal
conception and before birth, or after he was born? blank each side of this life. . So I hav reasoned. If
We ought to be able to feel it, or see it, or hear it or I am in error, I ask to hav the error pointed out.
Naples, N. Y.
JOHN PECK.
taste it, or smell it, or we ought to be tolerably s~re
that no such thing exists.
Foolish Preaching.
. If no definit idea or description of this thing or
Immortal part can be given, tell me why. To say it
In the various towns visited, I attend church
is a soul conveys no idea, unless you can tell what a services, chiefly to listen to the music· seldom heard
soul is. To say that it is the mind, is to say that in Liberal meetings. The church appears to hav a
idiots and lunatics and newbor:a babes hav no souls. monopoly of music.
It is to say, further, that no one whil.e asleep or in an
Incidentally I listen to the sermon, and wonder
unconscious state has any soul.
that sermons hav not long ago palled upon the people.
Look into a medical work and see how minutely What is it that induces people to part with their
and distinctly the brain, eye, ear, heart, and stomach money for such performances? There are few
are described. Then look into your dictionary and churches even in the smallest villages which do not
cyclopedia for a description of God, devil, soul, cost the overtaxed people a thousand dollars a year,
heaven, and hell, and tell me what you hav learned. including the preacher's salary. What do they get
Whence comes this difference ? In the :first case for itT.
there is positiv knowledge; in the other there is no
I heard a Methodist preacher at Clarksville, Iowa,
knowledge. Ia the one ca-se the author deals with relate a story of how an idiot converted an Infidel
realities; in the other he deals with myths.
banker to Christianity, by accosting the banker with
One cannot impart knowledge to another which he " Why don't you love Jesus '" By the idiot's
does not himself possess. On the other hand, where repeated inquiry whenever he met the Infidel, the
latter was at last seized with convulsions-excuse
there is knowledge, it can be imparted to another,
Is this thing or immortal part born with the child, me-conviction, and seriously asked himself, why
and is it developed as the brain is developed and don't I love Jesus? The result was, he became a
matlired as the mind is matured?
worker for Christ. Some idiots regularly ordained
If there is an immortal part which never dies, do not hav that poor fellow's success.
it must be eternal, and what is eternal was never
In a revival in the Congregational church in New
born, never created. If it is without end, it must be Hampton, Ia., t~e " evangelist " made a fling at the
good time, ornamented with a little merriment on the
wit~out beginning.
In the next hundred years millions of human part of my audiences, which we had at our antibeings will be ushered into existence. Where is t.he divine services. "Ah," said he, "Infidels may laugh
thing .or soul or immortal part to-day which each one at these things; but I want to tell them that he
of these unborn beings is to receive 1 Cannot some- laughs best who laughs last. God will laugh at their
·
body show me one ? Cannot somebody describe one calamity."
The reverend said this as if he was full of joy.
or giv some general idea of one ~
I never saw a bundle of souls, "put up.for family The ease with which he demolished our Infidelity
use," lying around loose. Pray, tell me where they commands our unfeigned admiration. Here is the
way he did it: "A man expects to reach heaven by
come from and by whom they are furnished.
People remain unconscious for long perio~s of his l's. 'I will do the best I can and know how,
time. Where is the soul or immortal part during and I know I shall come out all right.' Four l's and
the interval ! It cannot be in heaven, for there is no no Jesus. Now, I hav a better religion than that."
If thirty states of this Union would devote as
sense of enjoyment; it cannot be in hell, for it can
not suffer. If while one is unconscious he should be much each to sustain Freethought literature and
touched witQ a hot iron and the body would feel no lectures as the smallest Christian sect in a small village does to uphold such foolishness, we would sweep
pain, would the soul be burnt?
If it is. a thing or baing separate and distinct from the country with mental freedom.
I hav just come from the sanctuary across the
myself, and of which or whom I hav no knowledge,
I can no more be interested in it than I can be in a road in Fredericksburg, Ia., in company with Brother
H. B. Carpenter. The Lord's servant remarked, "It
supposed inhabitant of Mars or Jupiter.
I hav had some experience in these matters and is not necessary to criticise the pastor in his remarks.
know whereof I affirm. I was kicked by a horse, and The devil is always on the alert. The very worst
for a certain period of time I was dead-to all inter- people in the community will tell you what is right
ests and purposes, dead. Whether a half hour or a and wrong, and they will come to us and say, ' We
hundred years, from my own experience I could not do not believe in conducting meetings on this line.'
.tell. I knew nothing, felt nothing, saw nothing, Some of the best members of the church do not
heard nothing. It was a perfect blank-so much agree with these methods.'' One recently said, "I
cut out of my existence. Where did this important can easily refute .all the evidences of Christianity;
part flee to? If it remained in my body, it did me but when I see the revival, and how the intemperate
ri.o good-neither did it get any good from me, to are reformed, there "is something in this that I cannot
understand. Skepticism in the church, as well as
my knowledge, or that of anyone else.
Now, suppose my head had been cut off, or my out of the church, is overcome by revivals.''
These gems of wisdom were by the Methodist parheart torn out, I would not hav realized it any more
than a mummy. Suppose I was unconscious six son, who receives a better salary than the average
hours, and at the end of five hours my head had school- teacher.
In Charles City, Ia., the Advocate announced,
been cut off. It is evident that there never would
hav been any further connection between my body "The subject of Elder Mueller's discourse next Sunand soul. When would the soul hav left tl~.e body- day evening will be on the objections of Infidelity to
when I first became unconscious, or when my head the Christian religion." As this reverend heard my
. w~s C\lt off? And wh~t::diffarence (,lO'Q~d ~t ~ake lectl11'~ QU " Objectious to freethought Refqtedt he
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doubtless will giv a common.sense diseouree-in the
quotations.
W. F. JAMIESON.
Osceola, Neb.

..--------

-------~

Is An Infinit Being Conceivable to Man ?
Why should man attempt an intelligent conception
of an infinit being? Strange as it may Befm,
every Thanksgiving proclamation, prayer, or invocation, however impossible, is an effort in that direc·
tion. A being independent of conditions, sustaining
no perceivable relationship to, and bnving no aspirations in common with, man-under what possible obligation can man be to him ? How can man be nndH
obligations to a being of whom he can form no ra.
tional conception? If a being is independent of and
above conditions, will it not follow a.a a logical sequence that he must be without organs either mentnl
or physical? The .functions of those organs implying OOnditiODB subjECt to the laws Of necessity, can
it be logically assumed that a be~ng may be hampered
by the laws of necessity and still be infinit 1 Would
he not be amenable to those Jaws, and, therefore, not
infinit! A finite being possesses certain organs and
attributes because it is absolutely necessary he should
hav them for purposes of self-preservation. Nature
having been so economical in her distribution of them
in animal structures that they barely hav enough to
conserve a limited existence. She bas even been
so niggardly in her dispensation that EOme of the
most essential contributiong to a successful existence
bav been ignored. And, worse still, man can actually
improve upon the organs nature bas so grudgingly
given us. Yet man has no organ or faculty unessential
to him in his struggle for existence, each and every
one having been developed through a long and tedious pressure of necessity-a law to which he is inexorably bound.
Now, what can we say of an infinit being ? Is he
in possession of organs and attributes 1 Were they
developed through the laws of necessity~ Are they
indispensable to him? Why should he hav them ~
Even admitting that he is without body or parts,
which I suppose means that he· is without physical
development, a condition which I presume would
come under the law of necessity, the question will
follow that notwithstanding. the absence of the
physical organs of sense, is he in possession of the
inherent property or quality of those organs as they
exist in finite beings? In other words, does he bear,
see, etc.? If eo, why? Is it a necessity that be
should hear to know ? This would imply a necessity,
and he at once becomes a next·door neighbor by
coming down to the level of the finite. He is now
within the realm of conditione, and amenable to the
laws of necessity. His knowledge is made to depend upon the laws of sound. But were it demonstrable that he is not amenable to the Jaws of sound,
the question still remains, Why does he hear at all?
why does he see, etc.? Must he bav even immaterial
properties or inherent qualities that he may realize,
may know ? Going a step farther may we not reasonably inquire, Why should he even know~ Must
he hav knowledge upon which to predicate an act.ion ~
It follows that even in this there is the implication.
of a necessity incompatible with any rational idea of
an infinit being. When contemplating an infinit
being how are we to know which would take precedence, knowledge or action ? However, in either
alternativ, the necessity of the antecedent will be
implied.
The question seems to resolve itself into about
this: A being endowed with attributes, qualities,
etc., is a creature of conditions, and under and amenable to the laws of necessity, and, therefore, cannot
be infinit. Then, if without physical development,
also without inherent qualities, no knowledge, and
without action, in what does he consist ! I presume
it not necessary that the f~rces of nature shou~d
hear, see, think, know, etc., and thereby be placed 1n
the awkward position of having these perplexing suTHOMAS BunK.
perfluities to account for.
Bozeman, Mont., Nov. 25, 1889.
THE writers of the Middle Ages are full of accounts
of nunneries that were like brothel!'. . . . Th3
inveterate prevalence of incest among the clergy
rendered it necessary again and again to issue the most
stringent enactments that priests should not be permitted to liv with their mothers or sisters. . . .
An Italian bishop of the tenth century epigrammatically described the morals of his time, when he
declared that if he were to enforce the canons
against ~nchaste people administering ecclesiastical
rites, no one would be left in the chureh except the
boys.-Lecky.
------~~.--------

TAUGHT that education for her was indelicate, and
irreligious, she has been kept in such gross ignorance
as to fall a prey to superstition, and to glory in her
own degradation. . . • Such was the prejudice
against a liberal education for woman, that. tbe first
public examination of a girl in geometry (1829) created as bitter a storm of ridicule as has sinc!l assailed
women who hav entered the law, the pulpit, or the
medical profese~<?~·=-.l!fati!da Josl'/Jn Gage.
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A GOOD many of our delinquent subscribers seem
to think that when we asked them for what is due
us we were joking, and did not really want the money.
Let us assure them that that beseeching call for
funds is the most serious paragraph which ever appeared in print. THE TRUTH SEEXER has no other
source of revenue than its subscription list and book
sales, and when its readers do not pay their subscriptions we cannot pay the bills incurred in furnishing them the paper. The money is needed, is needed
sorely, and is needed now. We-hope we shall not be
obliged to say this again.
IN THE

Truth Seeker Annual for 1890
WILL BE FOUND AN ARTICLE BY

E. M• MACDONALD,
WHICH HE CALLS,

--------~~------

The Sabbath Union and the Sunday War.
The American Sabbath Union held in this city last
week its first anniversary meeting. Elliott Fast-in·
the-Faith Shepard, as the Sun ironically calls him, is
the president, and Wilbur F. Crafts the secretary of
the Union. Congressman Nelson Dingley, of Maine,
and Senator Hawley, of Connecticut, the fellow who
kept the Philadelphia Centennial closed on Sundays,
are also among the officers.
The meeting was devoted to abusing the world for
not observing Sunday, and to concocting schemes to
enforce such observance. The president offered
e'ome resolutions to the effect that the day of the inauguration of the president of the United States
should be upon the first Wednesday of March, instead of upon the fourth day of that month. The
reason for the change, as set forth in the resolutions,
is that it would do away with the desecration of the
Sabbath by enabling persons east of the Mississippi,
and those living even farther away, to leave their
homes on Monday, attend the inauguration cere·
monies, and return home by Saturday of the same
week. This, says the resolution, would prevent their
11
dishonoring the Lord's day for the purpose of honoring the president of the country.'' The resolutions
were passed after the Rev. Dr. T. A. Fernley, of Philadelphia, had denounced the scenes attending the
last inauguration as 11 a disgrace to civilization, and
a carnival of debauchery, licentiousness, and dis·
graceful cond,uct." Field Secretary Crafts said he
thought the union should take official cognizance of
the fact that one baseball organization refuses to
play on the Sabbath. 11 The other two principal
baseball associations," he said, 11 were simply organized bands of criminals, who go about the country
breaking the Sunday laws and getting well paid for
it. They are simply outdoor actors in an outdoor
theater, and, like all other theaters, their place of
amusement should be closed on Sunday." A resolution was passed commending the League. Another
resolution, and perhaps the most hypocritical of any,
was this:

"Resol!o&l, That the American Sabbath Union heartily indorse the policy of the Fifth Avenue Transportation Company of New York city in not running their 'stages on the
Being an account of what he saw and heard and read when Sabbath, an example in the great metropolis of our country
attempting to obtain " independent slate-writing" from· the of prop~r reverence for sacred time, a.nd of what may be
other world, in company with our well-known Spiritualist done to diminish unnecessary labor."
contributor Mr. McArthur, and also at his expense. Proofs
The union did not resolve anything about the
ot the article were sent to Mr. McArthur and he promptly stages that Shepard's company run in Central park
replies that he shall come to New York and see the writer,
on Sunday, which is the most profitable of all the
who will probably be out at that time.

IN SEARCH OF A SPIRIT

days of the week; nor did the Philadelphia clergy-

In renewing your subscription to 'l'he Truth Seeker man and Mr. Crafts afterward apologize for their
inclose 25 cents and the Annual will be forwarded as dishonest and shameful description of those who
soon as issued.
took pait in Harrison's inauguration and of the base------~~.--------

IN selecting Christmas and New Year's presents
our readers should remember that books are very
useful and appropriate gifts. We hav some on hand
which, in their fine bindings, will make very beautiful
and valuable gifts. Mr. Bennett's Around the
World, four volumes in morocco covers, with gilt
edges, is a very handsome set of works, at $10.50.
Colonel Ingersoll's Lectures in one volume, half calf
binding, at $5, is a volume to be proud of, and his
Prose Poems-$2.50 in cloth, $4.50 in half calf, $5
in half morocco, and $7.50 in Turkey morocco-is
just the book for this season. Paine's Complete
Works, for $3 in cloth, $4 in leather, tinted edges,
and $4.50 in morocco and gilt edges, is another
beautiful and valuable present to make. Still other
books, with fine binding, are Mr. Bennett's Ancient
Gods and Religions,· two volumes, at $5 in cloth,
$7.50 in leather, and $8.50 in morocco; Supernatural
Religion, in cloth $4, leather $5, morocco $5.50;
Champions of the Church, cloth $3, leather $4, morocco
$4.50; World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers, at
the same prices as Champions; The Story Hour, by
Miss Wixon, at $1 ; Mrs. Blenker's Little Lessons, at
40 cents (these last two for the children); Miss
Wixon's All in a Lifetime, $1.50; Apples of Gold,
$1.25; Martyrdom of Man, $1.75; Men, Women,

ball men who play games on Sunday.
The most important statement made at this anniversary meeting was one by Mr. Crafts, who said
that he thought the present Congress would pass a
law compelling Sunday observance in the District of
Columbia. President Harrison and PostmasterGeneral Wanamaker were in favor of it, and it would
hav an able advocate in Congressman W. C. P.
Breckinridge, who would be the sponsor for the
measure in the House.·
This is a matter in which the whole nation is interested, as well as the inhabitants of the District. The
District of ColumBia belongs to the whole people; it
is United States soil and is governed by Congress.
Everybody is interested in that spot, lor we all own
it, and when the Christians convert it into a little
theocracy every citizen's rights are invaded.. President Harrison, Holy John, and Mr. Crafts ought to
meet with some vigorous opposition to their scheme.
The Sunday observance agitation has also received
a humble contribution from the ministers of Xenia,
Ohio. These devout men desire the people of that
town-so a public address to the 11 Dear Brethren
and sisters" states-to stop desecrating the blessed
Sabbath by refraining from burying the dead on that
day, going to the post-office, reading secular papers,
compelling servants to do household work, and traveling on Sunday, especially by railroad. These clergymen, of course, hav no scruples against laboring
themselvs on Sunday, nor against the people travel-

ing to church; but everything which does not bring
grist to their mill is, in their minds, wicked. In
their address they say also that there is a divine law
forbidding labor on Sunday. We would like to know
if there is one of the twelve clergymen who signed
the address who thinks he can prove the assertion 1
If so, we offer him space in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
we will also find some one to show him how awfully
'
mistaken he is. ·
AU over the Christian world, it seems, this question
of Sunday observance is being pressed at the present
time by the fanatics of the Christian church. They
held a Sunday observance congress in Paris last
summer ; in England, the church is laboring to hold
its monopoly of the day, and in this country every
reader of TBE TRUTH SEEKER knows how zealoNsly
the Sabbatarians are seeking to force their religious
day upon all the people. And now from Australia
comes the news that the Sabbath supporters are at
the front in the gevernment. In the Melbourne
Liberator is an account of a meeting called to help
retake Sunday for the use of the people, at which
Joseph Symes spoke, and in the same paper he
details the subservience of the government and business men to the church. There is not a case, he
says, 11 in which train extension crops up in Victoria,
but what fanatical Sabbatarianism is to the front to
prevent desecration of the Lord's day ! This insane
cry is raised with all the innocence and fury of a
Middle Age cry of heresy, or a Puritan scream of
witchcraft. In Melbourne the railway rulers make
fish of one suburb and fowl of another, they run a
train to one township but positivly refuse it to
another four miles farther on; and ail in obedience
to the Sabbath superstition. There is nothing else.
Government officials are afraid of the fanatics, are
held in terror by the parsons. The opening of the
library, art gallery, and museum on Sundays is prevented by the same fanaticism. A member of Parliament hardly dares to open his mouth on the
subject for fear of Sabbatarians. The same class of
people are incessantly clamoring to hav the Bible and
religious instruction taught at the expense of the
state, and the Catholics are clamoring for a separate
grant for teaching their infernal nonsense. Not long
since, in Sydney, a Sunday newspaper was practically
outlawed even by the supreme court, which decided
that advertisers in such a journAl could not be compelled to pay their debts to the proprietor ! And
why? Merely because priestly law prevails or is
supposed to prevail in the colonies-ay, and to an
extent unknown in the old country ! I suppose this
must be a remnant of the old convict sentiment.
And now the government, or the attorney-general,
has brought in a bill to prevent Sunday newspapers
being circulated, and inflicting the most atrocious
penalties, £5, £10, £100, seizure of plant on the authority of two justices; and giving any pious brute
the right to set the law in motion !"
These are strong but wholesome words. And
what is true in Australia is practically true in England and the United States. Many railroads are
run by the Sabbath fanatics, and these fellows are
endeavoring to still further dominate the aciions of
railroad men. Most of our museums and art galleries are closed by the influence of the same fanaticism. The clamorers for the Bible in the schools are
with us, and hav succeeded in thousands upon thousands of schools. We hav the Catholics asking for
the division of the school money. We hav Sunday
laws in almost all the states, which if enforced would
prevent Sunday newspapers, and we hav the fanatics
striving to enforce them; and we see the pitiable
spectacle of alleged statesmen helping them, while
other alleged statesmen dare not oppose them for fear
of the church vote. In addition, we hav a Presbyterian elder for president, a Presbyterian Sundayschool teacher for postmaster-general, shutting up
post-offices on Sunday, holding q~.ails from Saturday
night to Monday morning to ,Prevent desecration of
the Lord's day! and both of these officers are willing
to use their individual influence and official power to
force still more stringent Sunday laws upon the territories and District which the United States govern
entirely. To use .a homely but very forcible expression, the church has already jumped on the people
with both feet, and she is now preparing to tread
around and make the situation still more uncomfortable for the prostrate burden-bearer.
If our liberties are not to be all taken from us,
somebod:r has got to make some effort tc. prevent it.

~'HE
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Get Rid of Ecclesiastics.
A Catholic journal publishes an account of the
whipping and maltreatment of Roman Catholics in
Russia to compel them to apply for membership in
the orthodox or Greek Catholic church, which is the
establish~d church of the empire, and a part of the
government. This the journal rightfully calls persecution, and protests against.
But this protest would carry greater weight as a
matter of principle if it were accompanied by a small
expression of regret that the Roman Catholic church
herself has been the worst of persecutors, and whipping and maltreatment the slightest of her punishments. Death by torture in every concreivable form
has been the portion she has given to dissenters irom
her dogmas, by adjudging them heretics and passing
them over to the civil arm of government-an arm
very firmly attached to her own body.
Greek Catholicism in Russia to-day is what Roman
Catholicism once was to western E '1rope; what
Episcopalianism once was to England; and what
Puritanism once was to New Engbnd. Every religious sect has persecuted to the extent that it had the
power, and will do.so again when it can. In Catholic countries, persecution of Protestants and Infidels
is still carried on ; and in the Southern portion of
our own country Protestants are persecuting the
members of a weaker sect who will not keep their
own" holy" day. Indeed, right here in New York,
only two weeks ago, six men were arrested for laying
a cellar wall on Sunday, and innumerable Jews hav
been dragged to jail in our city for working on the
first day of the week. These are all persecutions of
religions by religions; And the Jews, in the ancient
days, were not a whit behind the modern off~hoots of
their brut~l theology. They and their God were as
zealous in persecution as the Roman Catholics, before their race became the football of fate, the pariahs
and Ishmaels of all Christendom.
This persecution by all the religious sects basing
their faith on the Bible, teaches plainer than words
the stupendoua · folly of allowing priests to govern
people. Put a beggar on horseback and he will ride
to the devil, it is said. But put a priest in power,
and he will fall to persecuting much faster than ever
beggar rode. The Roman Catholics of Russia are
getting but a very mild dose of their own medicina medicin they are still administering to Protestants
in Spain, and which Protestants are forcing upon the
heretical sects of their own church. OI course, the
Greek Catholic church is a beastly organization, and
its priests, from the czar up to the meanest parish
drudge, are bru~es, but the conduct complained of is
only one of many proofs that man will never enjoy
liberty until he gets rid of ecclesiastic&

The Pictures.

Onward march be our watchword and guiding star. So speak
out, friends, and say what you will do and don't wait for
somebody else to speak. Speak yourself, and say at once if
you are willing to pay fifty cents a year to hav the pictures
continued. And in addition to this let every reader of THE
TRUTH SKKKKR do his level best to increase the circulation of
the paper, and perhaps by another year an additional subscription will be unnecessary.
"Yours for progress and Freethought;
A. BKilu!:R."
Mr. R. A. Smiley, of Austin, Tex., takes a gloomy
view of the matter. He says:
" I am no prophet, nor a son of a prophet, but I predict
this : That nine-tenths of those who subscribed for the paper
with the cartoons, will not renew if the pictures are taken
out. Who would not rather study the lesson contained il.'i a
cartoon, than read Berylson's egoism? No genuin Liberal wants the cartoons withdrawn."
Thomas Knight, Ceresco, Mich., is equally convinced of the value of the pictures. They are, he
says, "Just bully. You can't put anything in their
place that will amount to shucks compared to them,
and don't you forget it." Friend Knight also forgot
the new subscriber. Mr. Ernst Platz would put the
pictures in a supplement, though individually he indorses them; but he did not send any new subscriber
to help pay for that supplement. Richard Conway,
Carroll, Iowa, thinks the pictures are worth almost
as much as the paper, and is willing to pay an extra
dollar a year ·to hav them continued. Robert C.
Adams, president of the Canadian Secular Union,
votes to continue the first-page pictures and discontinue the last-page ones. James Foster, also of
Canada, regards the pictures as " very effectiv in the
battle agai:11st the monstrous fraud," but there seem
to be no possible new subscribers either in his town
or Mr. Adams's city. The following letter is from a
friend who givs Mr. Parton a dig in the ribs :
" WESTFIELD, N.J., Dec. 11, 1889.
" DEAR SIR : I notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER of DecepJ.ber
7th a letter fro·m James Parton, wherein he expresses his dislike of the illustrations published in the paper. I cannot follow the example of Mr. Parton as to sending a check for
past dues, because I believe my accounts with THE TRUTH
BEKKER are square. But I will do something to show that
your labors are appreciated, and therefore inclose herein six
dollars; three dollars to pay for my renewal for 1890, and
three dollars to pay for THE TRUTH SKKKKR to be sent to
some worthy person you may know who is unable to pay for
it. Also find twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
" My observations may not be as extensiv as Mr. Parton's,
yet I travel a great many thousand miles each year, and so
far as I am a judge the pictures in THE TRUTH SKKKKR are a
decided success, and are what is first examined and discussed upon the receipt of the paper each week. And I
know of a number of people who were first induced to rea.d
THE TRUTH SKKKKR through the influence of the pictures.
Keep the pictures, by all means, say I.
M. L. NIOHOLS."
•: Very truly yours,
And here is another aimed at the Newburyport
philosopher:
"DAYTON, 0., Dec. 10, 1889.
" EDITOR TRUTH SKKKKR: Inclosed find note for subscription for one year. You ask the opinions of subscribers as to
the propriety of continuing the illustrations. Mr. James
Parton has replied, in about as terse terms as need be, for
Mr. Parton.
" There are those of our fellow-mortals, however, that are
just as anxious to arrive at the truth, who may require a
different line of argument, a different analysis or illustration.
Just how far the Editor of THE THUTH SKKKKR should cater
to this class should be decided by the circumstances known
to the Editor himself.
" Whether it is better to use direct rather than indirect
means to bring mankind out of the slough of Christianity,
is a debatable question. The question may well be asked :
'Had man ought to be a Christian ' or had he ought to be a
man ?
J. 8. BRADLEY."
There is no danger that Mr. Parton will be
offended by these frank expressions. If Liberalism
could thereby be substantially advanced, he would
be willing, we know, to submit to innumerable
thrusts.
We bav received a great many more votes, some
accompanied, and some unaccompanied by cash.
They will be found in the "Letters from Friends"
·next week. In the mean time, let us hav more, but
ple&se remember that a favorable vote I!Upported by
a new subscriber counts many more than one without such favor.

The vote on the pictures is going to reach high up
in number, but so far the chief orator of the occasion,
Mr. Cash, has shown himself but infrequently. The
advocates of illustration should remember that the
· only reason why this question is raised is that the
pictures add a good many hundreds of dollars per
year to the expenses of the paper. With another
five hundred subscribers this can be borne; without
them,· it cannot.
The most encouraging letter received during the
past week is from F. 0. Hellstrom, Bond, Kansas.
Mr. Hellstrom sends five new subscribers, and
renewals for himself and another, and says:
" I hope that every subscriber will appoint himself a committee of one to obtain other subscribers. I am satisfied
that the result would be a thousand new subscribers within
thirty days. We cannot do without the pictures in THE
TRUTH S:&:KKKR."
Mr. J. A. Walthall, of Paris, Ill., thinks the pictures
attract more than they repel; but Mr. Walthall did
not inclose the money for a new subscriber. Mr. B.
Greenwood, of Chattanooga, Tenn., sends two subscriptions, with two solid votes fot the pictures. Mr.
Moffatt, of Orillia, Can., will forward one or two
within a few days. Mel Pierce, New Hartford, Iowa,
desires the pictures, but forgot to get the necessary
----4HI..----new subscriber.· Mr. A. Beamer writes :
The Methodist Chuckle.
"CoLvrLLK, Ky., Dec. 8, 1889.
Writing upon the result of the trial of Lum Smith
"MR. EDITOR : I am not willing for the pictures to stop for· for libeling Anthony Comstock, Jim Buckley, chief
the want ·of financial aid. I propose to the subscribers of THE
TRuTH SKKKKR that I will be one of·one thousand or fifteen grinder of the Fifth avenue Methodist organ, says:
hundred subscribers who will pay fifty cents in addition to
"Ever since Anthony Comstock began his career we hav
our regular subscription to hav the pictures continued. I done what we could personally and in this paper to hold up
don't want to see Liberalism take any back steps. We his hands. He has had enemies without number. In 1877
ought not to allow ourselvs to slip back the thousandth part an attempt was made by the Freethinkers to secure the
of an inch. Let us hold all we hav and gain all we can. Let , repeal of the act of Congress under which the mails are pro-
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tected from the infamous creatures who would use them to
corrupt the youth of the land. Then another organization
was formed for the same purpose, whose mouthpiece was
D. M. Bennett, whose conviction and imprisonment for
blasphemy and obscenity Mr. Comstock had secured."
If James has stopped a moment to think about
this matter, it should hav occurred to him to ask
why Comstock has made so many enemies? And if
he were honest with himself, the answer would hav
been at once forthcoming, Because he bas abused the
power given him by law. The case of D. M. Bennett
is perhaps the most flagrant of all Comstock's many
misdoings, and it alone has made him enemies who
will be sincerely glad when his labors in this world
are over. No one with his vicious instincts can be
found to succeed him. And while he and his enemies
liv, they will never cease to oppose his nefarious
schemes.
D. M. Bennett never sold an obscene book in his
life; obscenity was only the excuse to punish him for
blasphemy, and this Buckley practically admits in
the paragraph quoted. Comstock, in this persecution,
was the tool of the Christian church, and the Christian church is morally responsible for the infamous
wrong done Mr. Bennett. The Methodists may
chuckle all they please over the imprisonment of
that blasphemer; one of these days they will feel as
the pope does over the burning of Bruno, and as
ashamed of it as a Bostonian now does over the imprisonment of Abner Kneeland. It was an outrageous crime, and the man who can glory in it and uphold the tool through whom it was accomplished is
not a fit representativ of any decent society-not even
of a Methodist Qburch.
------~~.--------

Colonel Ingersoll's Views Unchanged.
We print elsewhere (page 804) the full ted of the
letter written by Colonel Ingersoll to Mr. E. R.
Johnes and printed in Mr. Johnes's pamphlet on
"Immortality." This is the letter which some sensational newspaper correspondent has made the basis
for the assertion that Colonel Ingersoll is II backing
down in the rigor of his skepticism."
The assertion is absurd and is made purely as a
sensation for the newspapers. There is no evidence
to support it. Colonel Ingersoll has never at any
time in any of his speeches or writings denied the
possibility of a future life. But there was no basis
of fact for the story the Spiritualists used to tell
about bis silent adherence to their views, and there
is no proof in this letter that he now believes in
either God or a future life. He simply doesn't know
and says so; he admits a possibility which none
can logically deny, any more than they can deny that
Jupiter is inhabited by ten-headed men. There is no
evidence on the subject pro ot· con.
This letter to Mr. Johnes was written last June.
Since then Colonel Ingersoll has written several articles, and if .there is any backing down in the vigor
of his skep~icism it has not been found and mentioned by any of his readers. His latest is, Why Am
I An Agnostic? and in that he speaks with no uncertain sound. His reasoning all through is that of the
Atheist, though he calls it Agnostic.
Some months ago the same rumor was traveling
through the press-with the addition that the "backing down" was induced by sickness. The colonel's
attention was called to the matter and he said: "I
see no particular difference in myself except this :
that my hatred of superstition becomes a little more
and more intense ; on the other hand, I see more
clearly that all superstitions were naturally produced,
and I am now satisfied that every man does as he
must, including priests and editors of religious papers." Undoubtedly, that would still be his answer
to these assertions that he is " backing down ;" and
it would also probably be his comment on the
sensation-monger who sent the report out as well as
upon religious editors.

·---------

THE Plaindealer at Hastings, Mich., is not a 'very large
journal, but the editor ha.s a big heart. He advertises : " We
desire that the New York TRUTH SKKKKR should be well circulated here, and to that end we will send it, direct from its
office of publication, and the Plaindealer, both postpaid by
mail each week for one year, for $3, the regular price of
THE' TRUTH SKKKKR alone. Those who hav already paid
their subscription to the Plaindealer can hav THE TRUTH
SKKKKR by paying us the difference between that sum and
$3." His readers should all take advantage of his generous
offer·.
W. F. JAMIRSON has gone to Nebraska, where he will giv
lectures, and additional lectures later in Iowa. Address,
Osceola, Neb.
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His church was justly torn down, and he was compelled to
leave the place.
These are a few of the things which Mr. Lee tells me, and
I think it time for carpet-baggers to stop telling their dupes
QoALA, FLA., Dec. 7, 1889.
that all nations and tribes believe in a hereafter.
MR. EDITOR: I see in your paper of November 30th a call
JouN TRUEBLOOD.
for.more subscribers to keep the pictures going. I like that
feature of the paper, and think it should be supported, and·
KBYTBBVILLB, Mo., Nov. 16, 1889.
will aid what I can. Send me some back numbers, and I
MR. EDITOR: During the Dark Ages of antiquity the do~
will try and get a few subscribers for you. If you charge trin of eternal damnation was the faith of those whose ignofor them, state how much, or if you desire postage remitted, rance God is said to hav winked at. It was then the
I will remit it.
Yours truly,
G. B. TYLER.
populace of the inhabited world were destitute of the necessary astronomical apparatuses and chemical conveniences to
QurNoY, ILL., Dec. 6, 289.
MR. EDITOR: You will please send me the copy of your aid them in the great solution of the problems then conpaper under date November 16th, also your ALMANAC for cealed in the dark domains of nature. It was not until the
290. My family and I enjoyed the pictures in one ALMANAc, sixteenth century that the people began to read and think for
especially, "Where was Moses when the light went out?" themselvs, when the. walls of superstition and ignorance
My daughter has had many a hearty laugh over that piece of began to crumble and melt into a state of utter confusion
artistic work. I would also say that " The voice in the before the batteries of truth and science.
If there be a God, the creator of the heavens and the earth,
garden of Eden" speaks more than words.
and he was pleased with his handiwork when creation was
Yours truly,
JouN L. MooRE.
completed, why was it necessary to institute a plan by which
that handiwork was to be made better?
ALLEGHENY, PA., Dec. a, 1889.
Not long since we heard a so-called distinguished clergyMR. EDITOR : Apropos of an article on " Giordano Bruno's
Martyrdom," in last weeks paper, the gist of which is that man, in attempting to illustrate the proneness of man to
he was burnt on Thursday, Feb. 17, 1600, I hav an "Excel- cleave to the evil practices that demoralize his being, state
sior Perpetual Almanac" which says that the 1'7th day of that in ancient times it was the custom of tb.e Romans
February, 1600, was Sunday. The Thursdays of that month to bind their prisoners to dead human bodies as a means
were the 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th. It would hardly seem of persecution to those who were regarded treacherous to
probable that the "church" would select Sunday as the day their law, and in many instances they would express a likefor work of that horrible sort, even lusting for blood as she ness and love for their putrefied and decomposed companion.
By this he attempted to prove that man would cleave to all
then did.
of the corruptible tendencies of his nature denominated
Can you not throw some light on this subject?
in the scriptures as the body of sin and death. Can it be
Yours,
W. E. BRowN.
possible that intelligent men can be so blinded with metaJARDOBBVILLB, Mo., Nov. 20, 1889.
phors and figures so unnatural, as to think that man, created
MR. EDITOR: By accident I saw one of the copies of TuB in the image of God, could be so debased as to cleave to such
TRUTH SBBKRR. Please send a sample copy. I hav been unnatural things with such tenacity P
seeking this Methodist church religion for over fifty years,
Through the process of time, by the ingenu~ty of man,
from childhood. I hav seen many converted, and hav been judging the future by the past, man, by his own peculiar
a true seeker. I think it strange not to feel this forgivne2s penetration of thought and skill-man alone will reveal the
of sins. They tell me to believe, hav faith. I do use all my hidden secrets in the unexplored realms of science and art.
energies to hav faith, but cannot feel the forgivness of my
What has become of the doctrin of eternal damnation
sins. I hav no evidence of it. I want evidence of it. This among our theologians? Where are the realms once believed
faith is beyond my conception. They then tell me I am lost, to be above and below? From whence come the uprisings
yet none can tell me that their religion is in the heart. None of Freethought? We answer, from candid, honest, and
can tell me anything but faith-believe-which is beyond thinking minds who walk not after the. flesh but after
my comprehension. I want the evidence of it. If it does demonstrated facts.
not forgiv wrongdoing, it may satisfy many weak minds. A
I am a new subscriber, but a lover of truth, and am highly
good, honest heart, a conscientious mind, is true religion. pleased with m:y paper, that finds me every week waiting its
The <me who has this will not rob his Christian neighbor, but arrival.
Very respectfully,
T. J. SuANiiB.
will help him. The influence, faith, by which one is raised
will follow him through life, often against his better judgONONDAGA HILL, N.Y., Dec. 1, 289.
MR. EDITOR: There are many problems in nature that apment.
This was a slaveholding county, and the children of pear to be of- easy solution, yet which are, in reality, exthose slaveholders inherit the principle of their ancestry. tremely difficult. The answers which. suggest themselvs to
Only think-this beautiful, soft, alluvial, natura!, under- some of these problems appear to be self-evident, but these
drained, peach, wheat, corn, and grazing land, only seventy apparent answers, in reality, may be extremely incomplete
miles from Baltimore, is yet unknown, though thousands or absolutely false. Without doubt many men hav seemed
can get homes for a trifle, say $5 and upward per acre. to see, while awake and apparently in their right mind, the
Those religious, slaveholding fanatics are the cause. The form of one that has been dead. At once they solve the
oyster grows in four months fit for table use, and all other problem to their own satisfaction by calling it a living spirit.
luxuries are in abundance, but all is spoiled by those cliurch To consider such a conclusion scientific is simply a piracy
people who worked and reared tle slave at the cost of his upon the word science.
•
dinner and no coat.
I will here giv a few mathematical examples that many
I am a Freethinker, and cannot part with good judgment, people unskilled in mathematics would judge to be of easy
or believe earth-born Adam was placed in the garden of solution, yet the fact is that no one but a skilled mathema· Eden and tempted to eat the apple. One church person tician can solve them completely and correctly:
said, "We don't understand it, ·but believe it." God
1. Find the primary value of the logarithm of the Ef!.u&re
tempted him to eat for the sake of having him to punish- root of minus one.
what folly I Mind is limited in many things, but honest
2. Let i represent the square root of minus one, what then
judgment is what we want. We need facts, not faith.
will be the i'th root of i '!
Yours very truly,
GBORGB W. FIBB.
3. Find the sixth roots of one.
4. Find the fourth roots of minus one.
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., Dec. 4, B.M. 289.
5. Find the cube roots of the square root of minus one.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of the 30th ult. you giv a.
6. Show how zero raised to the zero'th power may be
paragraph from the St. Louis Republic concerning the equal to one.
7. Show how infinity divided by infinity, or zero divided
Japanese hell. If the Japanese and Chinese religions are the
same, I rather think the Republic has obtained its information by zero, may equul a finite number.
·
from some Christian pagan who does not care to part with
All around us there are people pretending to investigate a
his consolation. In Monte Vista live an oriental whose name science called Spiritual by scientific methods and "tests."
is Bam Lee. He is well educated, reads English, has made
When in the year 1842 Dr. Mayer introduced into science
several trips across the Pacific, and is very intelligent and the expression, "Mechanical equivalent of heat," ac.d gave
social. He tells me that in China they hav no rewards, no thereupon a method by which it could be calculated mathpunishments, no immortality. He further says that if a per- em!ltically, he suggested that great truth that embraces the
son live a virtuous, honest life, his corpse will be hauled whole of physical science, namely, the correlation and conthrough the most honorable gates, and buried in a nice servation of forces. Anyone who comprehends this law
place, while a bad-lived person gets the opposit. He says ought to see that creation, annihilation, and force or life
they go to the joss-house to pray for good luck, and to wish apart from matter, arc as impossible as perpetual motion
for it does just RA well. But, continues he, "I don't say confined to a machine of fixed form. The immortality craze
that any consequences come from such actions, any more is only the perpetual motion lunacy in a different dress.
thanfromthehocue-pocusheldbythegambleroverhiscards." When absurdity is very absurd, people accept it without
He says they think that by the power of evolution the good question. After a young man gets out of school or college
and noble Confucius may hav attained to immortality, and he reads plenty of plain print, yet the men are rare that inexerts a powerful influence over the living for good.· How- vestigate science at her very fountains. They read the reever, he says, they are by no means certain of his influence, hash reduced and simplified, for they do not like to do hard
save the lasting memory of the actions, and noble precepts, head-work. How many men in this country keep up with
and sublime and faultless philosophy and morals given by the latest developments of mathematics? How many ever
that great man. In the latter sense, we certainly feel the review their Euclids or algebras, to say nothing of higher
immortality of Confucius, as we do of our own beloved branches? Yet it is higher mathematics to-day that is deIngersoll. I hav had many interviews with Mr. Lee con- veloping science and perfecting invention. In our public
cerning this oriental religion, and I am greatly surprised schools children are actually overtasked in the elementary
how such matters are misrepresented. One more incident branches of real science ; when out of school and men grown
whi~h. he r~la_tes I will giv, _and
am do?~·. A ~ertain they read to be entertained, and never get far beyond the
Chrtsttan miSSIOnary, by the hberahty and ctvthty of these scientific pap of childhood days, and in many cases this is
humane pagans, was allowed to build a church in one of too diluted to even keep the facts of their school physiologies
their cities. He conducted a Sunday-school for young girls and philosophies fresh in their recollection.
and succeeded in drugging those girls with love powders., If men do not do thinking, they will be slaves 1 and if they
One girl OI!- which this did ):!Ot take effect g~ve him ~way. , are willing tQ Jet every sciepti~(} Qook th!}t re quires deep
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thinking remain unopened, they may dream that they are
scientific by viewirg science at a distance and watching a
few other men work; but their dreams are the dreams of
sluggards, and the less·hard head-work they do the tighter
the bonds of slavery will fix themselvs upon the race, while
the moss of superstition gathers up.on their intellects.
CuAs. E. BoYNTON, B.S., M.D.

RoouBBTBR, MINN., Nov. 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: It seems impossible that W. E. Reid can be
convicted of unlawful use of the mails in sending purported
meseages from spirit friends. No doubt he can brin~ evidence _that the greater number who received them were fully
satisfied as to their gen11inness. But the Bible, in which are
purported messages from spirits and even God himself, is
sent through the mails on the double-quick, and by the
thousands. Is the "peace and dignity" of the United
States disturbed over it P No, but it ought to be, and had it
been, there would never be occasion for the Reid trial, as we
could hav read our titles clear.
Spiritualism needs no masks, but it needs and must hav
mediums who can demonstrate the fact of immortality to
" bloody Christians" and " don't-know " Agnostics. Shall
we kill off, legally, all mediums, because,_ perchance, they
love money more than honesty? Were that the case, even
Mr. Vincent could not escape, for he claims to get messages
from his decarnated wife-but still persecutes Reid. How
is that?
Spiritualism is a demonstrable fact, or it is nothing. Then
why accept all its enemies say of it, and never honestly and,
thoroughly investigate for ourselvs? Yes, why? When
one of the oldest reform journals will close its columns to a
worthy woman contributor of thirty-two years' standing,
simply for opinion's salte, I begin to lose all hope that investigators will multiply fast enough to save the " peace and
dignity and respectability" of our much-boasted free
America. I trust THE TRUTH SBBKBR will not follow suit.
I heartily indorse your persistent exposures of Catholicism. In some of our country schools here the catechism is
required to be taught,· by order of a Catholic board. It
might not be lawful, but it is done.
Philadelphia, the City of Brotherly Love and " Cradle of
Liberty," closed out its stock in trade on November 11th, by
refusing the use of Odd Fellows' Hall for an address upon
"The Crime of the Eleventh of November," by Hugh 0.
Pentecost. Free speech had no rights, while three hundr€d
police were round about. However, Mr. Pentecost gave the
same address in your city. And a meeting was held at
Cooper Union to commemorate the Chicago Anarchists' ignoble fate, and the police were forbidden to interfere.
Query : Which city has the bigger " cradle " now?
Sister women, let us all aid Lucifer. Send for a remonstrance and petition, get signers, and send to Judge Foster,
and let him know that we are beginning to pr€empt our
inalienable rights Of. OWnership OVer OUr bodies and 80Ul8 1
and we ha-v a hankering for more knowledge and freedom.
Success be yours.
FLORA W. Fox.
PURDY'S STATION, N.Y., Dec. 1, 289.
MR. EDITOR: In my letter to Miss Helen H. Gardener I
uaed the following language: " It is impossible to read it
[ 1 The Lady of the Club'] without dropping a tear of pity for
the poor woman who died of the brutality and selfishness of
man-and poverty with love," the words" the brutality and
selfishness of man " being a quotation from " The Lady of
the Club." •This led Mr. Tuttle to think that I associate
selfishness with inhumanity, which is not the case. I hav
only quoted t)le words of Miss Gardener, but made no remarks on them whatever. It is not necessary for me at
present to say anything on this subject, as it has been discussed at length in an article printed in TuB TRUTH SBBKBR
of November 30th. The next thing Mr. Tuttle tells me is
that the question, "How to do away with poverty?" is incorrect~ What, then, is the question? Certainly Mr. Tuttle
does not mean to say that there is no such thing as poverty
in the world. Perhaps my question was not complete. It
should read: How to do away with the poverty, or how to
increase the wealth, of one class of people? Some reformers
tell us that in order to accomplish this it is necessary to decrease the wealth of another class. Of course, I did not propound this question in mockery. Jokes are out of place in
this case. If I hav not suggested any remedy, it was because
I hav not found one which would be satisfactory, at least, to
myself. If I ever find one, I shall not hesitate to express my
views.
The discussion on the question of divorce is continued in
the December number of the North .Am!YI'lcan Review. I hav
read carefully the opinions of the Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone,
and came to the conclusion that his answers to the questions
propounded by the editor of the North American Review are
wrongly labeled, 1 1 An Anglican Statesman's View." They
should be called ·the views of an Anglican theologian. I
don't mean to deny that Mr. ~ladstone is a great statesman,
but in my opinion his views on the divorce question are not
a statesman's, but a theologian's. A statesman is supposed
to hav some views of his own. But Mr. Gladstone does not
favor us with his own opinions. He shakes hands with
Cardinal Gibbons, he reaffirms his views-that is to say, the
views of the Catholic church-and in support of these views
he quotes scripture. He informs us that divorce is wrong
and can be granted only in one case, and even then neither
of the divorced parties should be allowed to marry again,
and his main reason is because a certain writer of the Bible
said so. One would think that the leader of the Liberal
political party of England ought to know that the dust of
the past ages cannot control the present. Why a certain
thing should be good or bad because the Bible is for or
against it, is a matter which I cannot understand. I don't
. ~~li~v~ th~t Mr: ~l~d~tone would b.~.v ~ustifi,ed mu_rder and,
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theft had the Bible been in favor of them. Why, then,
should he use the Bible as an authority in discussing the
question of divorce? Why should he bend his knee to the
barbarism of the past? Divorce may be right or wrong.
It is a question upon the solution of which people disagree. I am s~tisfied that divorce is right. But whether
right or wrong, it is so from a modern standpoint of view,
but not because some ancient writer who lived sixteen or
seventeen centuries ago commended or denounced it.
CLEMENS P. BERYLBON.
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Dec. 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The proposition that antagonism is the universal cause and law of motion, is based on the @elf-evident
fact that there can be no motion without antagonism. Motion
per te is antagonistic. Hence, all formations are necessarily
effected by the antagonistic properties of vitalized matter ;
and ponderosity, though necessarily an inherent property of
matter, is incidentally brought out by the compound formations of matter, and makes centripetal motion and planetary
formation an absolute necessity. Those who advocate the
attraction theory of gravitation admit that centripetal pressure
is ponderosity, but assume that it is caused by attraction.
That is the rock upon which we split, and upon which their
theory is wrecke.d and lost. For if attraction is the cause of
ponderosity, it should logically follow that the weight of
ponderous matter should decrease in the ratio of atmospheric
pressure as it recedes from the center or sea level, and advocates of attraction assert that it does. Nevertheless, the
motion of every balloon that has yet ascended demonstrates
that it does not. Unless the centrifugal force of expanded
matter in the balloon is greater than the centripetal pressure
of the ponderous matter attached to it, the balloon cannot
rise at all; therefore, if the balloon is inflated so that it can
rise to any distance, and the weight of ponderable matter
attached to it decreases in the ratio of atmospheric pressure,
there should be the same difference between the centrifugal
force of expanded matter in the balloon, and the centripetal
pressure of ponderous matter attached to it, that there was
at the start, until the weight of the ponderous matter is
reduced to naught and the limit of atmospheric pressure is
reached, from ·whence the balloon should never return or
proceed farther. For the centrifugal force of the expanded
matter being caused by atmospheric pressiue, it should
necessarily decrease in the ratio of atmO@pheric pressure and
be reduced to naught when the limit of atmospheric pressure
is:reached. But a balloon invariably reaches a point of equilibrium before it has proceeded to one-fourth of that altitude, and will not rise farther unless a portion of its. ponderous matter is detached, which should obviously not be
necessary if its weight decreases in the r&.tio of atmospheric
pressure on being elevated above sea-level. Hence, the
attraction theory of gravitation is demonstrated ·by the logic
of positivly known facts to be false.
If the advocates .of attraction are not satisfied with the
above demonstration, they may build a tower seven miles in
bight, and adjust a scale-beam across the top of the tower
and attach a rope to one end of the beam that will extend to
sea-level and be strong enough to sustain its own and twentyfive pounds additional weight, and balance the rope with a
corresponding weight attached to the other end of the beam.
For the purpose of illustration, I will suppose that atmosphere loses one-half its pressure at that altitude. Therefore
they should attach twenty-five pounds to the lower end of
the rope, and place a body of ponderous matter upon the
other end of the beam that will weigh fifty pounds, at sealevel. If the twenty-five pounds causes the fifty pounds to
"kick the beam," their theory will be demonstrated correct.
But if the fifty pounds elevates the other end of the beam to
the sharpest rectangle that the obstructions will admit, as it
obviously will do, their theory will be demonstrated false.
Therefore they should build a vault into the base of their
tower to receive the remains of their theory ; and should
inscribe in large letters upon a tablet over the entrance,
"Sacred to the memory of attraction of gravitation, of whom
nothing remains but the memory." They should afford to
place a statue of attraction upon the top of their tower. It
will cost nothing, for nothing will be required.
.
J. A. TUTTLE.
DETROIT, MroH., Dec. 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : There seems to be serious discord among the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, if not others, concerning the
things done at the Secular Congress in Philadelphia, yet not
one of the fault-finders has anything better to offer. Not
one of them has as yet found what the real evil is that must
be destroyed. Each has a sore spot to heal, but none of
them realize that religious people are all of them seeking to
reform some evil which, to them, is as great and important as are any or all of the demands of the Secularists.
Lucy N. Colman seems to be wakening in the path of freedom from slavery after sleeping in the belief for thirty years
that she had helped to wipe slavery off the face of this
country-:& false and silly belief. Our brother Burnham also
is thoroughly aroused over the truckling actions of the
Union. Yet Brother Burnham has nothing to offer that can
be more effectiv. Mr. D. C. Wisman speaks the truth, and
is the only one to see it, so far as the best methods for the
success of the best interest of Liberalism. It is some years
now since I said the same in THE TRUTH SEEKER, as Mr.
Wisman says in the last issue-only by political actions will
the demands of Liberals ever be gained. Mr. Wisman makes
one simple but serious mistake in saying that our forefathers
fought for freedom. This has been stated so often in the
past history that it still helps to delude Liberals and all
others. Our forefathers fought against the right of the government to tax: the people, and the question has nev~r been
settled. The time has come now to settle that question (the
most important question on the eartb to this day) in the neg- ,
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ativ. Upon this depend all of the demands of every reform terial. If he acknowledges the fact that all real tldngs are
movement in the world to-day, as they always hav do11.e in the material, he admits that nothing is immaterial, consequently
past history.
·
nothing is spiritual, and finally he cannot be a spiritualist.
The whole trouble, and it is fatal, is, that Liberals, in
There are,.we all admit, a class of Antichristians, Liberals,
common with all Christians, believed that they lived in a Rationalists, etc., that claim that the universe contains imfree country and are already free. If this is true, what material or spiritual agents as well as material.
nonsense it is to labor for the Nine Demands, the very subIf a man possesses the mental attributes that enable him to
stance of which must be already enjoyed by everyone l Here stand out against the most popular superstition of his age
is the lame pedestal which, with all that Secularism demands and nation, he is mentally, in many respects, s_uperior to the
resting upon it, is always tottering and ready to fall. All average of mankind.
The superstition of Antichristian Spiritualists l:s by no
talk about Universal Mental Liberty, free speech, free press,
free land, free love, and forty-eleven other expressions about means as gross as that of Protestant or Catholic Christians,
people's false ideas of freedom, are common among all therefore, assuming that religious enthusiasm may be a cause
c1a~ses of people in this land of falsehood and hypocrisy.
of insanity, we may safely conclude that Antichristian SpiritThe manifest uneasiness and diss~tisfaction that has, from ualism is less liable to cause insanity than is Christian spirittime to time, been published by the ever fair and open TRUTH ualism. As my own limited observation of insanity could
SEEKER, ought to awaken truth seekers to the fact that they be no criterion whereby to make a scientific comparison behav not yet learned the ultimate truth of Liberalism. The tween the number of insane Antichristian Spiritualists, and
first and most important truth to be accepted and believed the insane of other isms, I will not, at present, attempt such
ie., that the liberty for which the patriots fought in the first a task, neither would I affirm that no Spiritualist, or no Mawar with Great Britain has never been received or accepted .terialist, for that matter, has ever become insane. If Mr.
by the people of this country. We are still living in. the Noe thinks that in Spiritualism he has a prophylactic
same state of slavery that the rebellion against Great Britain against insanity, as his question implies, he should stop and
found our anceston ; buried under the same forms of taxa- think that his Spiritualism is, in part, an anti-spiritualism,
tion· against which they rebelled ; intensified by the accumu- for he has thrown away the evangelical part; perhaps his
lated power of over one hundred years of a false constitu- prophylactic would work better still if the other part was
tion and a false government that has increased the burdens thrown away also.
Suppose I could collect several hundred cases of Spiritof debt and taxation a thousand fold. The Secular Union
has been following an ignis fatuus just like the various labor ualists that hav become insane, what wde.ld it prove? No
organizations all over the country and all over the earth ; advantage at all to the view of l:lpiritualism that I take.
My aim was in my first letter, and my previous letter in
never searching back and down to get at and remove the
first and real cause, but digging and scratching at some little reply to Brother Noe, not to prove that any one form of
sore spot on the surface. They only serve to help each other spiritualism, like the variety that Mr. Noe defends, is more
to make the whole matter worse. Taxation and want (or productiv of mental aberration or insanity. I merely claimed
deprivation) of money in circulation has always been, is that any enthusiasm tending to bring about the subjectiv acnow, and always will be until abolished, the cause of all tion of nerve matter is detrimental to the organism.
The question as to the sensations experienced by the Spiritevil. Taxation, interest, and all money-lending must be forever abolished. The Liberals must awake to the fact that ualist being subjectiv or objectiv, is the real question at issue
the cause of labor is one with the cause of liberty, and that between us.
In speaking of certain excitants of subjectiv sensations,
Liberalism means liberty, nothing less. There can never
come a more propitious opportunity for the cause of liberty narcotics, etc., I was m':ch surprised to note that Mr. Noe
than the present. The laborers' unions and Farmers' Alliance made a personal application of my words, for I certainly hav
are both very strong, numbering at least four or five millions too much respect for THE TRUTH SEEKER to wish to make it
of voters. They each hav published a creed of what they a medium for insulting personalities toward its readers.
The greatest errors into which mankind has fallen hav redesire, and, like the Nine Demands, having no purpose that
can appeal to reason for support, and giving no tangible sulted from the unqualified acceptance of the dictum of the
means to obtain their wishes. They need some one to put senses.
Science goes deeper than the superficial images of things
the truth before them, and show them the path to universal
liberty and lead them to adopt it. Let Liberals drop their upon the retina, or the records of touch and hearing.
present form of work and adopt and publish to the world
Bare observation plays a second role
To algebra in all philosophy ;
the following: "We, the people of the United States, deThe sa.vage sees and swea.rs upon his soul
mand of our senators and representative in Congress that all
It is the sky tha.t moves aronnd, not he.
taxation shall cease, and that an amendment to the ConstituNo
man
has
a right to say that he has investigated a question shall be presented to the people for their votes, prohibittion
scientifically
when he has only observed and not formuing Congress from laying any taxes for any purpose whatsoever. And we demand that Congress shall, in place of all lated.
Mr. Noe wanted scientific answers to his questions. I
taxes, issue and pay to the people a full legal tender greenback money for all debts, dues, and expenses .within the tried to oblige him. He may call them gas, and, doubtless,
United States, an:l that said money shall be, at all times and· if I had sent him the algebraic and geometric interpretation
places, receivable for all debts and dues public and private, of my words, he would hav called that gas also.
I wish some Spiritualist would explain how it is possible
and shall be the only lawful money (gold and silver excepted)
that shall be recognized, licensed, or author1zed by Con- for a part of a man to liv after he is dead. Every function
gress, and Congress sh::>.ll, at all timeR, provide that a suffi- of that complex organism called man has a particular mecient amount of money shall be issued and in circulation to chanism of cells that, during their activ state, known as life,
prevent the least necessity of credit or debt, or the possibil- perform those functions. When the cells die the organism
ity of any person being obliged to borrow money upon credit. dies, and that is the end of the functions for that individual.
And we warn our senators and representative that we will Take away a few cells from an organ, and you take away a
hold them strictly and immediately accountable for the part of its function. Wil! the Spiritualist inform me if the
prompt and full accomplishment and fulfillment of these de- immaterial soul, belonging to the subtracted cells, flutters
round loose waiting for the rest of the man to die so that the
mands."
spirit
or soul can be complete in the spirit world?
I fully and plainly agree with our friends, Dr. Severance
Suppose a plug of clotted blood shuts up a small artery in
and Mr. Burnham, that the bars are let down for our enemies to enter and destroy the Union if they see them. It the brain, and the portion of the brain to which the artery
would be just as sensible to put fire and water together as belongs dies, and the functions of the brain are crippled, is
Christianity and Liberalism. Christianity has destroyed the s~irit crippled also ? If Spiritualism is true, it is very
everything else on earth that it has taken hold of, and will strange that the spirit in life is changed in character when·
do the same in future. Masonry, Oddfellowship, and every ever the brain is changed in structure.
I am glad I am not a Spiritualist; and glad, also, that
other secret beneficial association that were instituted to
there is no life for me but this. 'fhe immortality hope and
get out of the clutches of superstition and tyranny, hav each
longing is, from its very nature, a mental narcotic-a mental
been overcome and their truth and beauty destroyed by the
poison. Life is too short for even .our practical dut.ies of
spying traitor Christians that hav entered their circle only
this world, whic4 consist in comprehending, not merely ob.
to destroy them. They will do the same for every other
serving, the phenomena of the universe.
project that they can get into. The Liberals are wasting
The man who uses formulas, with the scales and yardstick,
their time and opportunities. They must join with the
comprehends phenomena. The savage looks; he sees; he
whole people, and make common cause in the demand for
does not weigh, measure, and formulate, he merely obfreedom from a common fate. There is no other path worth
serves, and he calls the result of his observation knowledge.
a fig. There is not a single leader of any party, or of any
What does the Spiritualist do at the circle? He sees and
reform movement, past or present, that scarcely pretends to
hears, as any otller hypnotized subject may, certain phenomgiv any sure knowledge of what is the came of the evils that
ena that hav either never occurred at all, or are simply conpeople complain of, or of the remedy that will remove the
jured tricks performed, perhaps unconsciously, by the conevils, and yet I assert that th.'e true cause is as plain as any
piece of common history, and the remedy is also simple and jurer.
The subject of hypnotism has not yet been thoroughly inas sure as the changes of the season. Will the truth seekers
vestigated; yet, to say that there is an immaterial personage
listen to the truth and accept the position? J. H. WooD.
back of its phenomena, is like asserting that it takes a God
to make grass grow, and to observe that a swallow falls
ONONDAGA HILL, N.Y., Nov. 27, 1880.
MR. EDITOR: In reply to the letter of A. Allen Noe in properly according to the laws of gravitation.
Mr. Noe only exercised a war-dance around my answers
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 23, 289, I would first reply to
the question, " Do you know of a single person who had ac. to his questions. Parrot-like, he picked up my words, but
cepted Spiritualism and became insane on account of becom- ventured to make no analysis of the principles they repreing a Spiritualist?" Answer.-As to the word Spiritualist, sented. If, when he asked me what "energy expended "
what does it mean? The word has been applied to the and "energy developed," had to do with Spiritualism, he
theories of Berkeley and Fichte, which held everything meant to imply that they had nothing at all, in his judgment,
real to be immaterial or spirit. This form of spiritualism to do with Spiritualism, then the energy of spirit-force being
has had few advocates and, furthermore, has never been zero would make out spirits to be without force as well as
without matter, or, in other words, nothing.
proved or disproved.
I would advise Mr. Noe to be cautious how he plays with
Now, if anyone purporting to be a spiritualist admits that
some real things are materi~l, he inevitably makes himself the language of dynamics, or he may place himself in a
inconsi~tent if ~e does I!ot admit th11t all real thin~s are m11- rather ludicrous diil;rpma, Orv,s, E. BoYNTON, u.s., M.n.
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in the province. It once stood on the governor's lot on Letitia street, and was removed
here in 1883." Horace Wemyss Smith, that is
Bdtt«l. '1111 Miss BusJ.l'l H. WaoN, J:l'all the gentleman who gave us a lot of informaRwsr, Mass., to whom all 0011VITVIJ//Jkationsfor tion about almost everything. He seemed
like an animated encyclopedia. After bringhis 00f'nw should be unt.
ing us a drink of water from the well close
by, which was refreshing, as B.ethia said,
" Between the dark and the daylight,
after so much of the "Schuylkill punch," as
When the night is beginning to lower.
Comes a. pause in the dey's occupations
they called it, we examined the old-fashioned
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
piano and made it yield a tune as sweetly as
one of Chickering's grand instruments. Mr.
Smith then invited us into his sky-parlor,
A. December BUzzard.
where he does much literary work, and is
The sky assumes a. grayish hue:
authority to historians and journalists everyA oold northwestern wind prevails;
All nature's robed In winter's garb,
where. The walls of his den are covered
Yet fiercer blow the piercing gales.
with packages and envelopes of literary matThe trees are tipped with sparkling frost ;
ter. It was pleasant to meet a man who had
Beneath the ioe the brooklet flows;
seen and talked with Tom Moore, as has Mr.
The ground is frozen, yet the air
Smith. Mrs. Smith is a pleasant and engagStill heavier and still colder grows.
ing lady, and we were loth to leave the cosy
A sheet of snow enshrouds it all.
home, and the feast of literature up above.
It makes a scene sublimely grand,
Yet with it showing boldlY forth,
We wandered along past the children's
Grim Peril takes his chosen stand.
play-ground until we were likely to get lost,
Out in the storm a. traveler tired
and made inquiries of a lady in a carriage as
Faces the chilling, bitter storm.
to our whereabouts. "Get in," she said,
- Plodding his way to his distant home,
smilingly, " I'll take you as far as HorticultHoping to find it safe and warm.
ural Hall," stopping her horse. This kind
The cryatal snowflakes fast descend,
lady, a stranger, was Mrs. Gillingham, conTo add moryorror to the scene,
Yet to the weary traveler's joy
nected with the state board of charities, and
A distant light is plainly seen.
she had two children with her, a boy and a
He pushes onward toward the light,
girl, from " the Home," that she was taking
Facing the cold and cruel blast,
to ride.
Though danger ~tands on every side
In the Hall we felt we were in the tropics,
To crush the hopes that cannot last.
surrounded as we were by tree ferns, palms,
His hopes that all at home were safe
and many tropical plants. My mind flashed
Were crushed on entering the door;
He found his dear ones stiff and cold
back to the great centennial exhibition. The
In death upon the cabin floor.
locality all became familiar in an instant.
The lamp upon the mantel shelf
Thirteen years ago we walked over the same
Was dimly burning o•er the scene,
ground. But now, we were as tired as we
And all was dreary-oh, how Bad!ever were in the centennial times, hungry,
For silence reigned o'er all supreme.
too, and were glad to take the first car to our
Before their cold, stiff forms he bent,
hotel, without having seen more than a bit of
While from his eyes the tearcrops start,
And there alone, o'erwhelmed with grief,
the beautiful Fairmount park.
S. H. W.
A father died of broken heart.
( OONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)
GEO. J. REMSBURG.

An Ant Lesson.
A. Visit to Philadelphia.-Continned,
Of course we went to Fairmount park.
This is the largest pleasure-ground in America, containing three thousand acres, and
more than thirty miles of beautiful driveways.
There is but one other park larger than this,
and that is across the water.
We entered Fairmount at the Spring Garden
entrance. The scenery here is very beautiful.
The water-works that supply the city with
the water used by the people, are located here,
and the river goes dashing along, unmindful
that it carries the germs of ill-health upon its
sparkling surface. But it does all the same,
as Bethia and I found out to our sorrow before we had been long in the Quaker city.
As we strolled along through the lovely
park, a lad overtook us and joined our company. His name, he said, was Auguste Hugg,
and he was errand-boy in a store. He had
. been given a couple of hours from work, and
thought he would come to the park.
We inspected the :fine group of statuary
the Tam O'Shanter scene-and watched
the lively squirrels run in and out among the
leaves over the rustic bridges and under the
walls and rocky slopes. " Do you see the
dam yonder?" said Auguste. '' Lots of boys
and men hav been drowned there·. They go
out in boats, and venture too near that dam.
No use to warn them, they think they know
better'n anybody."
So we chatted, and admired the way, every
step. "The vine-covered boat. houses are
pretty, ain't they?" and Auguste looked at
them with his head on one side. "Aren't you
glad you came in this way? It's :fine," said
Auguste. John Dolan, who married Alice, a
pretty girl from Fall River, told us this was
the best side to enter the park, " and you'll
not mind the long walk," said he.
At the bridge, Auguste remarked that his
time was up, and he would hav to leave. So
we said good-bye and parted. Whether we
shall ever meet that pleasant boy again, we
know not. The chance is we shall not, but
still we may.
The bridge is 1,000 feet long, and 100 feet
wide. Its· ultimate strength is 65,000 tons.
It has 7 lines of trusses, 23 feet deep, and
is 52 feet above water. It cost $1,486,00G.
You see it is quite a bridge. It commenced
to drizzle and we had to put up our umbrellas. Bethia bought apples at the little stand
just beyond the bridge, but, although red
and pretty on the outside, they were not good
for much. We went into the queer little
brick cottage just across the way.
They said Wm. Penn once lived in .it.
"No such thing," said the chatty man who
now occupies the building. "I'll tell you,"
said he. " It was the first state house built

DEAR CHILDREN OF THE TRUTH SEEKER
CoRNER: I hav thought for a long time that
I would like to address you a short letter. I
am a great lover of children, and when they
are good, kind, and patient I would prefer
their company to that of the angels who, it is
said, lodged with Lot. Now I want to tell you
of something which I hav seen, but before I
do that I want to tell you of a text or verse
in the Bible. "Oh," you say, "Pa and ma
don't want us to believe in that book." Did
your pas and mas tell you t_hat? I don't think
there is any Liberal father or mother who
ever told their children that there were no
good things to be found in the Bible. The
verse which I wish to refer to is found in the
writings of Solomon, chapter vi, verse 6:
"Go to the ant thou sluggard, consider h~r
ways and be wise." Now, then, I'll tell you
what I saw a few years ago while alone in the
hills of east Kentucky. I was traveling a
road that was not used a great deal, and to
my surprise I saw a large gang of ants crossing the ro:~d before me. I ·suppose there
must hav been thousands of them, because
they covered the ground for a space some.
thing like a circle of fifteen feet. They were
marching in an orderly way like an army.
Of course the sight was out of the common
to me, so I followed just a pace or two behind them to see, if possible, the object of
their march. They did not go far till they
came to a little stump which they surrounded
in an orderly way. Then I saw the object of
their march. When they went down into a
little hole and began their work of robbery,
out came another species of ants and went
helter-skelter down the hill like an army
routed. After the freebooters got what they
went for, namely, the store of the other ants
they returned to their own home some dis:
tance away. Now, what has always puzzled
me is this, how did they organize that army
for the purpose of robbery if they did not
hav a language to communicate thoughts
with ? Some one, or perhaps a dozen of their
number, may hav discovered this weak colony of ants and communicated it to the others,
whereupon they organized their whole forces
and started on their march. Now, as they
hav power to communicate thoughts to one
another, the question arises, How far does
that power extend? and how much of
thought do they ha v to communicate? Well,
there was a great lesson in this little incident
which I am relating to you; it shows to me
the power of unity and organization. The
human family is short of that power to a
great extent-at least there are great divisions
among us. But I hear you say, "Holy horror I you don't want us to do as the ants did
band ourselvs together for the purpose of

despoiling others of our race?" Oh, no, dear WHAT KIND OF A. :MAN CLARK
BRADEN IS.
children I but for the opposit-band yourselvs
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
t9gether in one bond of love and friendship,
Price, 10 cents.
then you will be able to resist those who
would despoil you or any of your number.
COMMON SENSE
What a great pity that the human family has
not learned this lesson long ago I As the GUIDE TO- CORRECT ENGLISH,
By J. L. BAI\KEB.
governments of mankind exist now, they are
Address this office,
not superior to the ant families, which rob Price, 85 cents.
and prey upon· each other-the stronger
INFLUENCE OF
despoiling the weak. Hoping that each
youthful reader will draw a good lesson out
of that which I hav told you, I bid you goodBy B. F. UNDERWOOD.
S. P. HERRON.
bye.
Price, 25 cents.
N/J1JJcomb, Tenn.
INGERSOLL l'i CANADA.,
Correspondence.
Reply to Archbishop Lynch.
By A. PRINGLE.
WoROESTER, MAss., Dec. 8, 1889.
PricP.,
15 cents.
DEAR MISS WIXON: I do not see as many
letters from the children latelv as there used
to be, and so I thought I woUld write again.
Mr. J. P. Guild stopped with us over light
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
last week.
·
There are two Salvation Armies here, and With Speech of HON. FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
Price, l o cents.
they come out every Sunday with drums and
tambourines, singing as loud as they can,
trying to see which can bolla the loudest.
My little baby sister has just commenced to ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS BY EDITOR OF San
walk alone, and is very cunning; she is :flf.
Franciscan.
teen months o!d and has no name yet, and
Price,
3 cents ; per doz., 80 cents.
mamma says she wishes you would send a
name for her. My papa said he saw you in LUliTA.TIONS OF TOLERATION
Philadelphia. If you ever come to W orcesDiscussion between
ter we would like to hav you come and see COL. R, ~. INCERSOLL, Hon. Frederic R.
us.
Your little friend,
Ooudert, and Ex-Gov. l:!tewart L. Wood·
ford. Before the Nineteenth
MABEL M. CLARK.
CenturY Olub.
[Fifteen months old and no name! WealPrice,
10 cents.
ways admired the name of Frances Wright,
and it belonged to a noble woman who was a
true friend of humanity. But, if we cannot
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
find a name for the baby, we shall hav to let
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, one dollar.
her grow up and name herself. If ever we
come to Worcester to stop long enough, we INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
By G. F. RINEHART,
will not go away till we hav seen Mabel and
2~ oents.
the rest of the family, including the sweet
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
little baby that hasn't any name.-ED. 0. C.]
OF
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LIBERTY. AND liii"ORA.LITY.
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PRIOE, 15 OENTB.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, a.nd will
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
· A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a. very
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NEW ENGLAND
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The number of heads under which you ba.v
divided the subJect matter of the pamphlet, and AND THE PEOPLE UP THERE.
A HUMOROUS LEOTURE.
the concise manner in which the point is discussed, should be highlr commended. Therefore
BY Geo. E. Macdonald.
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10 cents.
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By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
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~~~cents.
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A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

NUllmROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Heathtn illustration qfthe Temptation.]

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the_la_w; t~ be ~ure !~ their thou~hts, pure in their speecl_1,
pme m the1r act1ons. ·But an ev1l demon came to them 111
the form of a Serpe;zt, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
~nd gave .them fru~t ?f ~ w~nderfnl tree, which imparted
tmmortal1ty. Evil mcltnabons then entered their hearts
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Conse:
quently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin o( the Hebrew
story.
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This is the history of an attempt to fonnd a
ohnroh without superstition, and its suooess.
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guage, and easily understood. There is just snffi·
oient narrativ abont it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the trnth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
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HUGH 0. PENTEOOBT, EDITOR.
It contains. )>asides crisp and pointed editorials
and oontrtbnttonsfrom a corps of able writers, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity oon·
gregation.
It is the only so-called "Liberal "paper that ad·
vocates radical social regeneration •
. Its. columns are open to the absolutely free disousston of all reliRious and economic theories.
Sixteen PalleB. !Paned weekly. Annnal subsoriP·
tion, $2. lw- Sample Oopies Free. Alliiubsoribers
will t:eoeive aoopyof Mr.Penteoost"s book, "What
I Behave." AddreRB :
TWENTmTH OENTURY PUBLISHING 00.,
No. 4 WA.BREN BT., NEW YoRK.

NATURAL AND somNTIFIO METHODS OF
AN EXPOS:~£
NEVER FORGETTING.
BOOKS ON :MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Of the perversion of Bte_phen Girard's magnificent The Boston Post says : "This book aotnall~
SUBJECTS:
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
shows ns how to keep onr memories in 1100d work·
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOM·
ohnrohes and Yonng lllen•s
ing
condition
and
repair
them
when
ont
of
order.•
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
Ohristian AssociaPrice by mall $1.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 1 000 pages, fully
tion.
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in Engllsh or German.
BY RicH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
A new cheap edition at only 1.511.
BOmNOE IN STORY; ou Sammy Tubbs, the
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
BY M. L. HoLBBOOJ:, M.D.
Boy Doctor, IIJ)d Sponsie, the ·~·ronblesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. .l!'oote. Five volumes, at$1 eaoh, or $5
Goaev•s Laav•s Booll: says: "We giv onr cordial per set; or five volumes in one for $2,
THE
approbation to this work. The information it
PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
contains is most im_l)ortant,.and, wearefullyoon· 250SEXUAL
pages, illustrated and cloth bonnd. (The fifth
MARTYRDOM OF MAN. vinoed, reliable." l'rioe by mail, $1.
volume of "Science in Btoty. ") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReA OOMPJGNDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY cipes.
A valuable reference pamPhlet of 128 pages.
HISTORY.
BY
Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
AND HYGmNE, or, THE MYBTERmB OF MAN.
BANITARY-BOIENOE BERmS (Dime Pam·
Oarefnlly revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
By ~OOD READE.
The most pet•fect book for men and women ever phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
in their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
published.
50,000
sold.
Price
$2,
by
mail.
Illns.
It is really a remarkable book, in which "llniver·
theory, advocating personal and _pnblio hygiene
sal history is "boiled down" with surprising trated catalog free.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bnn·
skill.-[Literary World.
beam1" oonsiderin_g the blue-glass onr~f valne
"ion tnrn over his pages with a fascination simto sioK and well. By mail, 10 ceBts eaoh.
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington In Their Sanitary and Physiolofrtoal Relations
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Irving.-[lnter-Ooean.
of
Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 pa_ges1 cloth
and
in
Their
Bearing
on
the
Prodnoing
His history has a oontinnit>.:, a rllsh, a carrying
$2'h "Heredityt" by Loring Mooay, 159
bonnd,
of
Ohildren
of
Finer
Health
and
power..!. which reminds us strtkingly of Gibbon.(!_ages, olot 1 75 cents; • The Law of Heredity," by
Greater
Ability.
[New .t:Laven Palladium~
F.
H.
Maran,
10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
The sketch of earlY Egyptian history, in the
Br M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
E.
B.
Foote,
10
oentB.l'
Generation before ReFenThe
Sotentttlo
.Amertcan
says
:
"This
work
is
ing, He has a style that reminds ns of Macaulay.
soientifio, sober, olean, and worthy of oonsoien· eration/' by Dr. E • .u. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ' Re.
-[Penn Monthly.
tious oonsideratien by every possible parent, and ports or Oonventions and Parlor m.eetin!(B dnring
1882/' 10 cents; "Third Annnal Oonventton of the
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 548pp,,$1. 75. pa.rtioularly by the yonng." $1.
tns~itnte of Heredity,Ma:r_29, 1883," 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Addres1 .
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
EA.TING FOR STRENGTH;
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.

Parturition Without Pain.

Marriag_e and Parentage.

OR 1

THE

Cosmian Hymn Book,
A OOLLEOTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
(Words and Music)

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home.
COMPILED BY

Reller Prlntln;- Plates

The Individualist.

CONTENTS.
Ag_nostioism and Immortality.·...•• Bamnel Lainv.
A Bonnet .............................. Joseph Elli~.
Who Was Moses? .. H.J. Hardwioke, M.D., F.lt.O.S.
The Oomfort of Agnosticism ..... E. Lynn Linton.
Are Miracles Oredible ?.,.Oonstanoe 0. W. Naden.
The Oontest Between Agnosticism and Theology,
John Wilson, M.A.
Above: A Poem ................... W. Stewart Ross.
The Evolution of the Agnostic Idea,
R. Bithell, B.Bo .. Ph.D.
The New Fatalism ........................ B. Rnssell •
Descartes's Proof of the Existence of a God,
·
F. J. Gonld.
A Poem ........................... w. B. McTaggart.
The Free Expression of Opinions .. G. F. Underhill.
Fragments ......................... William Maocall.
Price, ~5 cents. For sale at this office.

on,
The Church of Practical Religion.

As a Means for the Production of
We 011-n reoom.mend the three processes operated
by thts Oom_Ral!}'".
Their ZINO ETOHINGB for ohel!oll and ooar&e
newspaper work, and their MOBS-TYPE process,
by whloh en~rravings are made direot from l!hotographsJ.. as well as tbeir MOBS PROOEBB OF
l'HOTu-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
other like methods.
Address
MOBS ENGRAVING 00.
58b Pearl St., New YQrk.
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Edited by CHARLES WA'l'TS.
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A

tiumparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and .l!liraeles with thos()
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 8. Division St., Grand Rapids.
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Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
B. J • .King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
OHIO.
John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
ORBGON.
B. F. l!Yland, Corvallia.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNSYLVANU,
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Lon.ldord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
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J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
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Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
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L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. -Colwick, Norse.
H. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH,
James Ashman, Salt Lake City,
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBRBITORY;
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNEI:LAND.
Watts & Co.-, 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
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J. E. Clark, ·Los Angeles.
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J. 0. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
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L. K. WASHBlJRN.
$1.50.

PmoB,
~Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

LOOKING BACKWARD
BJ" Edward Hellam,-,
Author of'' Dr. Heidenhoff>s Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
fr6e to receive new lhrht will find in it satisf&Otlon
and inapiration.-[New York Tribune.
The aP).leal is always made to a man's reason,
and to hts noblest sentiments: never to his sal.
fishness,-[Boston Post.
A sn~rgestion of a really practicable and feasi·
ble sootal state greatly in advance of the :Present.
The romantic narrattv is rioh in its forecast of
aotnal ?;loBsibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.150; paper, 50o.
A.ddreaa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoRK.
The New York Heraza says : "Dr. Holbrook's
book is amon~r the very best of its kind."
The Bome ana Garaen says: "A stndy of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
every day in providing for a family, besides in·
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo~~
28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York.

FAITH

~

REASON·

A oonoise aooonnt of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Ohristianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSBY R. BTBVBNS.
A popularized aoconnt of Oriental religions,
with many apt_qnota.tions from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so mnch know!"
edge of what is generally nnknown be obtained
n suoh oompaot form.-[Literary Revie:w.
Extraoloth, 12mo, 441 pp,, $1,50.

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conolnsivly that there was no Ohrist
crnoified nuder Pontius Pllat_q, bnt that the
real Jeans, the illegitimate son of m.ary by Joseph
Pander a, was stoned and hanged for sorcerY" abont
75 years B.c. Oloth, 446 page~1 with full lnde~.
Price. $1.50. Former price, $2.1111. For sale at thts
office.

P

Similar advertisments from unreliable praoti·
tioners hav been frequently assailed and exposed
by the press, bnt Dr. Fellows stands foremost in
hts profession, and it is safe to trnst him. Beinjl
a atanoh LtBERAL is furlher proof of his reliabil·
ity.-Nattonat Vtew.

BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE. The Liberty of Printing, and Reply.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Price, ~ cents.

BY HUBLBUT and WA.ll&HAJio
Prioe, 10 oenta.
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MATER IALl SMAI 0 CRIMf. Self-Contradictmns

Bo each sect of Protestants has originated
by some Christian's brain growing large
enough and strong enough to fracture the
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
clamp, when a larger clamp was made to fit
.Man's Life.
Price, 5 cents.
his
brain
and
.b.e
became
the
founder
of
a
A poem of t.he sixth century, found in an Irish
. manuscript, Trinity Oollege, Dahlin.
.AN
OUTLINE
OF THE
sec• a little more enlightened than the one
Like a damask rose you see,
that he broke loose from.
Or like a. blossom on a. tree,
At what stage of development is the clamp
Or like the dainty flower in Ma.Y,
ITB CAUSES AND RESULTS.
usually fixed upo~ the brain ?
Or like 1he morning to the daY,
By W. S. BELL.
Or like the sun, or like the shade,
Ans. The Catholics, Methodists, and some
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Or like the gourd which Jonah ma<ie,
other sects fix the clamp upon the brain in
Even such is man, whose thread is spun,
infancy, with the consent of the partnts.
DraWn out, and out, and so is done.
The Baptiste and some other sects wait until
The rose withers, the bloBsom blasteth,
IMMORTALITY OF hs ELEMENTS.
The flower fades, the morning ha.steth,
the lirain is nearly large enough to fill their
The sun.sets, the shadow flies,
BY A. S. de Pellegrini.
clamp, then they hav to resort to many exThe gourd consumes, the man he dies.
Paper.
~
1~ cents.
pedients to get a chance to put the clamp on.
Like the grass that's newlY sprung,
They usually conceal the clamp and say noth- PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM:
0 r like tale that's new begun,
ing about it until they get the youths fast in
Or like bird that's here to day,
AND TREATMENT OF JliEDIOMANIA;
the web of the church, then they snap the
Or like the pear led dew in Ma.Y,
By F. R. Marvin, M.D.
Or like a.n hour, or like a. span,
50 cents.
Oloth,
clamp upon their brains.
Or like the singing of the swan,
What is a sect ?
Even such is man, who live by breath,
Ans. A band of Christians wearing the
Is here, now there, in life or death.
By VOLTAIRE.
The grass withers, the tale is ended,
same clamp on their brains.
The bird is flown, the dew descended,
Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theologWhat is a heretic ?
The hour is short, the span not long,
ical tArms.
Ans. One whose brain has fractured the
The swan's near death, ma.n'B life is done.
Price, 2~ cents.
clamp.
Like to the bubble in the brook,
What is an Infidel ?
Or in a ~tlasa moat like a. look,
~CY FX~OSED.
Ans. One whose brain is too large for Lny
Or. like the shuttle in weaver's hand,
By. REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
Or like the writing on the sand,
15 cents.
sectarian clamp to hold it.
Ot•like a thought, or like a. dream,
What
is
a
Freethinker?
PRO
AND
~ON OF
Or like the gliding of the stream,
Ans. One who refuses to hav a clamp
Even sucb is man, who live by breath,
Is here, now there, in life or death.
fastened upon his brain. P. F. BHUJUKRR.
The bubble's out, the look forgot,
Have We a. Supernatural, Inspired, Mira.onlous
Religion?
The shuttJe·s tlang, the writing blot,
Obituary.
The thought is past, the dream is gone,
By E. E. GUILD.
The waters glide, man's life is done.
Paper, ~o cents; cloth, 80 canto.
DIRD.-Laet Sunday morning, in this city, at
•he ripe age of sixty-six years, George
Like a.n arrow from a. bow,
PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
Edmonds, a nativ of Brooklyn, N.Y.
Or like a. swift course of water flow,
Or hke the tide •twixt flow and ebb,
Mr. E:imonde was one of the most advanced Ancient Egyptian o,,:hza•:.on and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodu•.
Or like the spider's tender web,
Freethinkers in this section of the country,
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
Or like a. race, or like a goal,
and
was
never
afraid
to
giv
hie
ideas
on
Price, 15 cents.
Ot•Iike the dealing of a. dole,
religion, no matter where or when the occaEven such ia man, whose brittle ate.te
QUESTION
SETTLED.
Is always subject unto fate.
sion was.
BIBLICAL
und
MODERN
SPIRITUALISM.
The arrow shot, the tlood.soon apen ~.
He was never eo happy as when assisting
The time no time, the web soon rent,
BY MQBEB HuLL.
some
worthy
person,
and·
there
are
a
number
The race soon run, the goal soon won,
Price, 60 cents.
'-------The dole soon dealt, man'S life soon done. here who can testify to hie charitableness.
To do good was hie religion, and he lived
;Like the lightning from the sky,
fully up to it.
Or like a post that quick doth hie,
Or like a. quaver in a. song,
His death was painless, he passing away THE PRxsxNT AND FuTURE RxPUBLio oF
Or like a journey three daYa long,
NoR:rH AMERIOA.
like a babe going to sleep in its mother's
Or like snow when summer·s come,
Advocates a.psociate life and emploYment a.s a. prearms.
Or like a. pear, or like a. plum,
V3ntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc.
His funeral was very simple, hie friends,
Even such is wan, who heaps up sorrow,
BY A OA.PITALIBT.
Raper, 49Spp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.
Liva but this day, and dies to-morrow.
after taking a last look at hie well-loved face,
The lightning nast, the post must go,
following him to the grave, where he was laid
The song is short, the iourney so,
Relation of Witchcrart to Religion.
to hie eternal rest on the evening of Dec. 2,
The pear doth rot, the plum doth fall,
BY A. O. LYALL.
The snow dissolves, and B<J must all.
1889.
Prica, 10 cents.

French Revolution

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

POCKET THEOLOGY.

PRIESTLY CELIB

Supernatural Religion.

Rational Communism.

The Infidel's Catechism.
What is prayer?
Answer. A useless agitation of the air.
A presumption of dictation to the almighty.
An essay to influence the action of the vital
force that pervades the universe.
What is a sermon ?
Ans. A string of word> hung together by
grammatical hooks and eyes in such a manner as to express much feeling and no
thought.
What is sanctification ?
Ans. Affected holiness.
What is a doctrin ?
Ans. A end of mental food already
chewed.
What are doctrine used for ?
Ana. To stuff the people's heads with before they cut their mental molars.
What is a creed ?
Ans. A clamp to put upon the brain to
stop its development, and to limit its size.
Who made the creed>?
Ans. Victor, Constantine & Co., manufactured one which the Catholic clergymen wear.
The Catholic clergy manufactured another
one for the laymen to wear to prevent the
laymen from ever becoming wise enough to
criticise their priests.
When the Catholic· church had the power
the clamp was fastened upon the brain, in infancy, of all who were bJrn within the dominion of the church, and if anyone's brain
fractured the clamp, or if any tore the clamp
off, he was killed. And where the church
was extending her dominion by conquest, if
anyone was found with a brain too large for
the clamp he was killed.
Martin Luther's brain fractured the Catholic clamp, and he modified it so as to make it
fit his own brain, and all of hie disciples now
wear it, so that none of them can become
wise enough ~o criticise Luther.
John Calvin's brain fractured the Catholic
clamp and he tore it off and manufactured a
new one to fit his own brain, and put five
sharp pointe in it to prick the brain when it
grew large enough to press against the clamp.
The Presbyterian church puts Calvin's clamp
upon the brain of her members to prevent
them from becoming wise enough to criticise
John Calvin.

ROME~

REASON

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.

of

i~e ~1blr

144 MoRAL, THROLOGIOAL, HisTORlOAL, AND
SP.KOULATIVR PROPOSITIONS.
Price, 15 cents •

SEPHER TOLDOTH JESHU.
Book of the Generation of Je~:.us. Fil·st Trans
from the Hebrew Original Story ot Jesus.
Price, 15 cents.

SHELLEY AS A PHILOSO\"HER AND
REFORMER.
By c. BOTHEBAN.
Paper, Svo, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

--------~~~------~--~--------

SHORT
LESSON IN HISTORY
FOR CHRISTIANS.
A CARTOON
From The Truth Beeker, JulY 11, 1885.
17x24 in. 6 for 80c., 12 for 50c., 25 for $1, 100 for

$8
0

JOHN'S W A.Y.

Radical Domestic

StorY. 15 cents. B:v Mrs. E. D. Blenker.

LITTLE LESSONS
FOR

LIT!By LE
FOLKS
Mns. E. D. BLENKER.
Boards, 40 cents.

SOUL PROBLEM::-;_
WITH THEOLOGICAL AMENDMENT AND STATE PEil
·soNALITY.
By Joseph E. Peck.
Pap., 115c.

SPIRITUALISM

FROM .A MA1'ERI.ALISTIO S1·.AND
POINT.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents,

Religion Not History.
:illxa.mina.tion of the Morals and HiBtory of the New
Testament.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price, 25 cents.

RELIGION of COMMON SENSE.
BY Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent~.

PAINE VINDICATED.
Reply to N. Y.

O)~ervm·.

By . R. G. INGERSOLL.
With "ROMA.N CA.THOLIO O.A.NABD."
I

I

Prioe,llicents.

So1entlfio Materialism:

By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Oha.rles Bra.dla.ugb
~Memoir of Christian and Extra.-Ohristia.nExpeand Annie Besant.
ITS MEANING and TENDENOY.
rienoe.
25 cents.
BYB. F. UNDERWOOD.
BY NATHANIEL BA.MBAY WATEBS.
Price,
10 cents.
TRU'fH.
A
Poem.
E.
N.
KingsA very oritioa.l analysis of both Protestantism
a.nd Ca.thQlicism, from the vantage-ground of !).n
intimate personal experience with the two sysCause and Cure.
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of intlioting.-[Critioa.l Be- How the PoorM~Y Attain Comfort and lndepend· Vole. I, II, III, IV, V, IBmo, 525 pages in ea.oh vol.
view.
ence.
Per vol, pap., 60o.
•
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
ByM. G. H.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
• P~oe,
IOcents. •

PO~~R;;~ts.Its

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:
:MODEB.N IMITATION OF CHRIS'l',
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism

By

TRU rH s~~o!~,R TRACTS.

RP-hglOn of Inhumanity.
With a. Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FRE~ERIO HARBISON.
Pr10e, 15 cents.

RELIGION:
'l'he Gibraltar of the World, a.s Now Constitnted.
By George T. Bondies.
With

TWELVE TRACTS.
Bible Worship.
Darwinism.
Design Argument.
Evolution.

Jesus Not Perfect.
,.
Underwood's Prayer.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
2l cents.

BY MBB. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a. Plea.," in Order or Excet•tions 1.o the Clunact€r of
TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES.
Chrht Kl!l a Gentleman.
Oreatton.
For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
By W. T. Purviance.
75
Cents.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., BY E. D. Blakeman.
2~ cents.
25 cents.
Ei1" This book was suppressed by the first .Ammoioan publi&lter•.JB
TWO LIT'I'LE RED Jlli'TENS.
A Story of the Bightwa.y Almshouse. By Jennie
By JOHN·E, REMSBURG.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Butler Browne. 5 cents.
Six Lecturea.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolera~::e.
Washington an Unbeliever.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
ON THR Ex:rsTENOE OF A PERSONAL GoD AND
Paine and Wesley.
INSPIRATION oF BomPTURRB.
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, PorChristian Sabbath. Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev. J. Mar
trait, and Monument.
Ea.oh, 5 oentll; bound, pa..,., 115 cents ; per doz., 40.
pies.
With a complete list of the American subscribers
Paper, 35 cents ; cloth, 60.
SABBATH BREAKINC.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
By JOHN B. REM.SBf!J?G.
BY
Price, 25 cants.
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE1 THOliAS DAVIDSON,
Memoirs.
THADDEUS B. W AKEMAN 1
KARL BLIND,
His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
LYDIA R. CHASE.
And Unpublished Correspondence With M01e. du
·
Cha.telet.
Single eopies 15 cents; ten copies fn a dollar.
By B. GASTINEAU.
FoR THB CRIME oF FoRGERY.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
By BEOULABIBT.
W liFS A.ND W A.NDERINGS.
Price,
10 cents.
A L'bera.l Novel.
SEMITIC "GODS .AND THE
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
Pap., 5°c.; clo., $1.
DEVIL~
BIBLE.

IMAGE BREAKER.

UIO[RWOOO-MARPLES DERATE

Giordano Bruno.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE.

St.

Matf~ew ~eforo

the Court

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE
AND

lnoludlna: Allah, .Jehova)?, Ba.ta.n, Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohr1st, V1rgm Mary, Bible.
0THBR BmGRAPmoAL BKBTOHBS AND EssAYS.
By D. M. BEl!NETT
BY CHA.BLEB BBADLAUGK.
<From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
With Portrait and Autobiography.
333pp., pap., 60 ('.; clo., $1.
Extra. cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
For
all
of
the
above books address
260 pp., $1.211.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
18 La.fayeUe Pl., NewYort.
0

------------BIBLE IDOLATHY.
-·

By R. G. INGERSOLL.

Price, 8 cents ; per dozen, sa cents ; per lOa, fll.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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THE

Bi~lo

New Edition, Rertsd road EnlarJred.

of Nature,
on,

THE

Principles of Secularism.

liEN, WOMEN & GODS •.The Secret of the East,
BY HELEN H. CARDENER.
Introduction by
ROBEBil' G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 tJAnta.
TM TradB Supplied at tJpedal DiBcounu.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
· 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
&~this o111.ce. l'rice, 40c.; with autonaph, 50 ott.

A OONTRIBUTION to tlw RELIGION
of tlw FUTURE.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Ohristian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure•' "Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Oause
and the Oure of Intemperance," eic.. etc.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subjects.-[Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
<Jloth, 19mo, 240pp,, $1,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEB

Crimes and Persecutions.
8 ro, 1,119pp, Oloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
liS LafaYette Place, New York.

N.BW .EDITION.

Price, $1.00.

LIBERAL· HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LmEBAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hill!!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
15 oente.
Addresa T.mi: TRUTH BEEKBB 0o.

NOW READY.

of men of ever:v age to aequire greater I>Olitical
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the ver:v foundation of the religion of evezy age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of slavery in this country1 callB
the attention of thinking men and women lo the
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding faots ano
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. 0. BPENOER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaJette Place, New York.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

An Expos tion of the True Meaning of this Ohar.
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology.".
Paper, svo, 25 cents •.

Ol!'

HORAC:f] SEAVER.
COMPILED BY

SAKYA BUDDHA.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'f

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in spea.king in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introdueed into Buddhist
sohools .in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light "
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and many Bpiriiualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highlY of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

BTl 0. B. J.I'R.OTHINGHAM,

Extra oloth, 12mo, 2ll8pp,, Sl.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER UO.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

The Newark. Liberal Lear,:ue

Inr,:ersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets everY Sunday (from October to June) at
2 :45 P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.
~hicar,:o

Secular Union

Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera House. 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
regulatin!{ human conduct on the Sabbath is cUltivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.
an impertinence.'' Price, 10 cents.

'Sunday and the· Sa"t,bath. " A law

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Akron,

o., Freetlaought

Union.

The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Articles of the Ohrietian church are thirty- SundaY afternoon in the Hall of Oramer'B Block
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. South Howard street, at a o'clock.

OB

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

DANCER AHEAD.

of a minister's pra:ving God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- Tbe Minneapolis Secular Union
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB,Pres.; LEROY BERRIER, Sec.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

BJT A • .J". GROTEB.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Price, paper, 25 cents •.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

• •. oo.

A:Nl>
TWELVE OTHER DISCOURSES Ol!' REASON,

Meets at Fraternity. rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

meets every Sunday in Induatrial Hall. Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 e.nd 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of ~ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beekerpublicationsalways on hand at cheap rates.
Virtue."

ROMAN ISM,

This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver d~ri.nlr the
past forty-five years. It is neatly pnnted on
Ten Cents Eaoh.
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains 1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
l!hilo~ophy.
By Mr. DANIEL GBEENLEAII'
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book
THOMPSON,
in his home. It is now r:eady for delivery,
2. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
Price, $1.00.
and infiuence. BY Rev •.JoHN W. 0HADWIOK.
3.
BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Ad1lress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
.. ow suns and worlds come into being. BY
Mr. GABBET P, BEBVIBB.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The story of
BIBLE INQUIRER;
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES,
OBt
5, EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS·
A Key to Bible. Investigation. 6. EVOLUTION
OF ANIMAL LIFE: .The order
Containing 148 Pro~ositions
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER
With References to the most Plain and Striking
RAYMOND
Belf-Oontradictions of the so-oalled
7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq· Inspired Scriptures.
uity, growth ·By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
BY A. JAOOBBON.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature -and deThird edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
veloPment. By Dr. l!oBEBT G. EccLES.
EverY Liberal needs a copy for ready reference. 9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BY JAli!EsA.BKILAs a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
ToN.
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
Price onlY 25 cents.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. BY NELBON O.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
PARSHALL.
18. EVOLUTION AS RELA.TED TO RELIGIOUS
Th~ Bo"' Factora and Jl'MOt Ratios in tlle
THOUGHT. BY JOHN w. 0HADWIOK.
.Aoguir~nt and .Apportionment.
14. PHILO~OPHY O.F EVOLUTION. By BTARB
HOYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EF~<'EOTB OF EVOLUTION 0~ THE
B7 J. K. INGALLS.
OOMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J.
Price, <lloth, ·.
.SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
1!8 Lafa:vette Place. New York.

THE SAFEST CREED,

r .

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
'l'eachings.

The Modern Science ~ssayist.

L. K. WASHBURN.

BrookiJn Pllilosopllll'al Assocla·
tlon

Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 HalseY st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybodY welcome.

A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

1

~

Meets every Friday avenine;, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordiallY invited.

For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
~l"..e
weofferanewstyleofbinder,
· lb.!<~<rt ;
(made for the pul'pose, and
1 •·
·
f with the heading of THE
. •
TRUTH BEEKER printed in
g_old letters on the outside.
. · -- ·
·This binder allows the openmg_of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the 11.le without disturping the
other parts.
Bent by mail.._post11._ai!k for tl,
Address THE TRUT.tt. BEEKER,
.
tf
28 Lafayeite Pl., New York.

this Republle.

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS

For sale at this office.

W
9

These notices are {01· the benefit of Liberals
wlw may be vuiting tlte places wh81·e these societies are located. Lce1l Secular Unions and
Jfreethougltt Societies meeting regularly tan
hav thei1· gatherings advertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

Thellianhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.

BINDER for·THE TRUTH SEEKER

I!'OB

Religious and Political Libertv. r
In which theauthorshows the repeated attempts .

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT,

USE THE

BY FELIX L. OBWALD.

THE STRUGGLE

For Her Daily Bread IS the ator:v or two young
girls and a younger brother who. were lett Parentless, with little money, fair educattonhand much
courage, to make their way through t e world by
going to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work·
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Ohicago
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a stor:v
of human life as we should expect Oolonel IngerSteel engravin~rs of this celebrated naturalist. soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid, and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentior
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
for 25 cents. .Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
tf

BING, BROTHERS, BING.

OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and .the SigniO.canc& of its
Rise and Decline.

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
BY D. M. BENJIIETT.
Price.

10 cents.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

J.D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
The Bible-What Is IU

A pam.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of eaoh month at Independent Ohurch, at
10.30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptiona to THE TRUTH BEEKER and lnvesttgator are solicited.
R. G.llMITH, Oor. Sec.

{)lcveland, 0., Seeular Union
meets everY Sunday evening at 7:30, at room 2U,
Oity Hall, for lectures and free discussions on re
ligious and social subjects. The public cordiallY
invited.

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine The Walla Walla Liberal {)lub
book of pure thought, and correct in all its Meets everY Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
utterances. Price, 25 cents•
hall, Main slroet, Walla Walla, Washington
Studies in Theolor,:)'. A clear exposi- Science
Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Orlgina
tion of the biblical stor:v of man's creation and Selected
Readinga and Poems. A large val
and curse, theologically denominated "the
uable librarY is at the s~rvice of members and
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pre11.; A. W. 0ALDEn, Sec
negativ and affirmativ stand_point, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf
DIAMONDS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
tbe United States an opportunity to examtn, test1
and compare my goods and prices with those or
By L. F.BUERBA<lH.
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi•ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract that
Translated from the German. Oloth, 1Smo, 75pp.; cash in full will be refunded any time within onet
year from date of purchasing if goods are no
50 cts.
entirelY satisfactorY. No other dealer will do it.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im- None w1ll sell as cheap. OarrYing a large stock,
being an expert, close b•yer, a11<l doing business
moral.-B:!:tt·act.
on smallest possible expen11e. you will positivlyf
AddreBI THE TBUTI! BEEXEB Oo.
save twentY to thirty per cent by purchasing o
me. Diamond Pins and EardrQPB• worth $60!), tor
$400;
Pms, Rmgs, Eardrops, lltuds, Hair OrnaArgument b)' R. G.Ina-ersoll
ments. Pendants, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
1200, for $140; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
IN THE
$100, for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth $40. for $80; ao., worth $80,
for $22; do., worth $20, for $15. You can wear these
l!'OB
goode daily for one year, It will not coBt ~ou a
cent. If in the mean t1me you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
UBLA8PHEMY ,"
elsewhere return and get your cash in .full.
Selections sent to responsible parties on ap
At Morristown. New Jersey.
proval: to any banking-houae or O.O.D.,privilege
Srenogra:phtca!!!l re:porcea, ana revtsea b/1 the au- of examination.
thor.

Essence of Religion.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

Handsome svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper.
Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, IMl cents, or
·
$2 per dozen. ·
Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER.
- 2~ Lafayette Pl., l!l"ew York

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,

HISTORY

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Bastained," etc., etc.

OJ!'

THB

'l'lle "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

sixteen jewels, .finelv adjuete(\ to ~eat and cold
patent regulatorl.Brequet hair·BPrmg, J?eautlfu
double-paneled Ulal. and all m.odern 1mproye
menta Perfect, and no Wl!-tch w11l compett;~ w1~h
it 1 In silverine case, SID; 1n four-ounce com sll
ver case, $23.tO; five-ounce. $25; six-ounce, $27. In
open face. bePt filled gold case, $27; hunt1~g, $Jlll,
do , Louis XIV., $35. In fourteen oarat solid gofdf,
$50. to $150. Bent prepaid, and cash refunded i
not satisfaoto6ho WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, TIL
•
Established 1857.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
CONTAINING
Of Europe.
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechanics. Machinists,
Revised
Edition-a
't'Ol8-Price, P.
Merchants. Housekeepl!rB, and the Public Gener- who is gifted with those rare powers that render
ally, with
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D. THE JEWS .ANIJ THEIR GOIJ
Addre111 THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
mind. The book contains many ideas
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowes
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams ordinary
that
will
be
new
to
the
world
and
productiv
of
plane."
Illustrating some of the more Important Oompar- good in furnishin!l' food for thought. We trust it
Pri~e, \0 centP.
ativ Statistics of the World.
will hav the immense distribution it sa richlY
Mora Information for Less Money than has merits.-[The
American Idee,.
I A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus- LI'l'ERATURE OF THE INSA:NR
ever been offered.
trial Production and Exchange.
f
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE OENTS
BY F. R. M.ABVIN.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
BY J. K. INGALLS.
For $50 worth of" Oold Faots "boiled down in a
5 cents.
Price.
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
25 cents.
l'rice,
Addresl THE TRUTH BEEKER
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CODS AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,:
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES. BwgraJlhleB
.
.AND
REFOR~ERS~
of 300 of. the Leadmg Philosophers, . ======.=========.=====

I

THE Pan-American congress proposes that
all America adopt a common coin. In the
construction of the contemplated railroad to
and through South America, the most difficult tracts will be Ecuador, Colombia, and
parts of Peru.
ROBERT BROWNING, the
poet, died on the 12th.
IN Morton county,
Kan., 250 families hav
had to hav supplies sent
them to keep them from
starving.
THE influenza that hae
passed from· St. Petersburg through Europe is
expected here. It is not
dangerous.

Vol. I, Givs a Full Aooount of all the Gods, inoludmg Jehoval:!, ~atan, the Holy <;lhost,
Jeans Ohnst, V1rgm M!U'Y, and the B1ble.
svo, 835pJ?•. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Reli~nons Systems of the World.
8vo,957pp. Oloth,$3pervol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; mo· roooo, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Teachers. Bkeptioh.lnnovators1 Fonnd(\rs of / I REPEAT, without the slightest fear o.f refuta.New Bohools of 'J:nonght, Emme,nt. Bo1ention that the four gospels· as they hav oome to
tilts, eto. (who were not Ohnstlans),
from the time of Menu to the presus, are t~e work of unknown wr1ters.-Huz1ev.
.ent. svo, 1,075pp,, oloth, $8;
THE New Testament is filled with contradictions
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
Th
d
th t
f.
, e gospe1s o not even agree upon e erma o
BY D. M. BENNETT.
salva'tion. They do not even agree as to the
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
gospel of Ohrist, as to the mission of Ohrist.
28 LafayeUe Plaoe, N.Y.
They do not tell the same story regarding the
betrayal, the orneifixion,
the resurrection, or the
uoension of Ohrist. John
is the only one that ever
beard of being "born
again." The evangelists do
not giv the same account of
the same miracles, and the
miracles are not given in
the same order. They do
not agree even in the genealogy of Ohrist.-Inoer-

I '

' ··

so!l.

WHAT, in truth, are the
conditions necessary to constitute a reli~~:ion' There
must be a oreed, or oonvioON the 11th at Johnst ion, claiming authority
town, Pa., twelve were
over the whole of human
killed and thirty-five hurt
life; a belief, or set of beliefs, deliberately adopted,
in a causeless fire panic
respecting human destiny
at a theater.
/ and duty, to which the believer iawardly acknowlIN a quarrel between
edges that all his actions
two Salvation Army men
ought to be subordinate.
at Wilkesbarre, Pa., on
Moreover, there must be a
the 12th, one killed the
sentiment connected with
this oreed, or capable of be.
other with a poker.
ing invoked by it, suffi.
AT Hackensack, N.J.,
oiently powerful to giv it,
on the 14th a coal train
in faot, the authority over
human conduct to whiolol it
plunged into an open
lays claim in theory. It is
draw at Overpeck creek
a great advantage (though
and three men were
not absolutely indispensakilled.
ble) that this sentiment
s h on 1 d crystallize, as it
ANOTHER employee of
were, round a oonorete oban electric light company
ject; if possible, a rea.lly
existing one, though, in all
at New York was killed
the more important oases,
by a shock on the 14th.
only ideally present. Bnoh
ln obedience to public
an object Theism and Chrisfeeling, the wires are
tianity offer to the believer :
SAMSON ROBBETH A BUMBLE-BEE'S NEST.
but the condition may be
being taken down by
And after a time he returned to take her, and he turned aside to see the carcass of the lion; and, behold, there was
fulfilled, if not in a manner
the authorities, despite
a swarm of bees and honey in the carcass of the lion. And he took thereof in his hands, and we11t on eating, and came
strictly equivalent, by anprotests from the com.
to his father and mother, and he gave them, and they did eat: but he told not them that he had taken the honey out of
other object. It has been
panics, and the city is in
the carcass of the lion.-Judges xiv, 8, 9.
said that whoever believes
darkness except for the
in "the Infinit nature of
Duty," even if he believes
1
insufficient gas lights.
DURING the recent Paris Exposition there was a in nothing else, is religious. M. Oomte believes in
little railroad, five miles in length, running around· what is meant by the· infinit nature of duty, but
THE Second Baptist church, colored, of
the grounds. The track ran in and out among he ref<;lrB the obligations of duty, as w~ll as all
Long Branch, N.J., warns the public against
the trees and buildings, and so near them that a sentiments of devotion, to a concrete object, at
its former pastor, George Washington Jones,
Ool': "I arrest you, Mister Abrams, on a charge passenger's head or arm thrust out of window once ideal and real; the Human Race, conceived
who collects money for it and then keeps it.
of arson." Hibernian :"Ain't yer got a mishtake, was in danger of being knocked off. To prevent as a continuous whole, including the past, the
and the future. This great colleotiv
IN the Cronin trial Burke, Coughlin, and mein frendt' My name vosn•t Abrams ; it's accidents of this sort, warnings were printed on present,
large posters and tacked up at intervals of a few existence, this "Grand Etre" [Grand Being], as
O'Sullivan hav been found guilty of murder O•Dnffy, nnt I'm an Irisher. Don't you tell it yards along the entire traok. They were printed he terms it, though the feelings it can excite are
from my oxoent?"-Life.
and will be imprisoned for life; Kunze rein almost every known language, including Asiatic necessarily very different from those which direct
"AccoRDING to my father's rules, Mr. Ohapkins, and African tongues, shorthand and Volatmk. themselvs toward an ideally perfect Being, has, as
ceives three years for manslaughter. Beggs
we always adjourn here at twelve. It is now one But there was one omission, and a very important he forcibly urges, this advantage in respect to us,
was discharged.
minute of." "Ab, indeed! Well, in accordance one. Not a single word of warning was printed that it really needs our services, which OmnipoTH:a: extent of the exodus from Canada into with leldslativ custom, Miss Barrows, theJ:e being in German ! Some one said to the manager of the tence cannot, in any genuin sense of the term, be
to do: and M. Oomte says, that assuming
the United States is shown by the discovery some unfinished business before the house, I will road : "It looks as though you didn't care supposed
turn back the olook." Engagement announced whether the Germans got their heads and arms the existence of a Supreme Providence (which he
at the late election in Rimouski county, Ot- next day.-Eimira Echoes.
knocked off or not." He smiled a quiet smile and is as far from denying as from affirming) the best,
tawa, that 350 heads of families hav emiand even the only, way in which we oan rightly
replied," It does look that way, sure enough."
MR.
BATCHELDER:
"I
am
twenty-six
now,
Miss
worship or serve Him, is by doing our utmost to
grated to this country thence since 1886.
A
FISH,
A
l'ROl'HET,
AND
A
GOD.
Van Wrinkle, and unless some girl smiles on me
love and serve that other Great Being, whose
"
Breathes
there
a
man
with
soul
so
dead,"
Dou PEDRO says he will return if asked. soon I fear I am doomed to celibacy." Miss Van
inferior Providence has bestowed on us all the
Who will not weep when he has read
Wrinkle: "Never mind, Mr. Batchelder, I hav a
benefits that we owe to the labors and virtues of
He says : " I do not think the Brazilian peo- pretty little sister who will be making her ael/Ut
How Jonah from his God had fled,
former generations.-Jo7m stuart Mill.
ple hav reached that stage of civilization and soon. I'd like to hav you in the family, yon know,
How Jonah strove to get away,
I BELIEVE in the religion of humanity. It is far
political development which is necessary for so you must wait for her." Mr. Batchelder: "If
How Jonah's God would hav him stay,
it's
a
family
affair,
my
dear
Miss
Van
Wrinkle,
better to love our fellow-men than to love God.
How with a fish God barr'd his way'
the safe working of an absolutely free govWe can help them. We cannot help him.-Inoerwouldn't it be just as well for vou to wait for me'"
ernment." However, Liberal thinkers be- -Ltre.
"0 fish !"cried God, "hold Jonah down,
soll.
The indolent, disobedient olown,
lieve the republic stable. He refuses the
NATioNs, like individuals who hav .!eng been
And bring him back, not far from town."
large gratuity voted him and will accept only DINER : "Yon hav waited upon me very acceptenemies, without knowing eaoh other, or knowing
ably
and
I
hav
enjoyed
my
meal
thoroughly.
You
Bo
back
he
comes;
oh,
sad
to
see
I
the sum allowed by law. It is rumored that
why, become better friends when they discover
hav behaved like a gentleman, and a gentleman
A sicker fish there could not be,
errors and impositions under whioh they had
Portugal will discountenance the revolution you certainly are, notwithstanding your humble
I wot none ever swam the sea.
aoted.-Paine.
by dismissing the Brazilian minister there.
occupation." Waiter: "I hope, sir, that I am a
gentleman. I always try to be one." Diner: "It "Thou fish," roared God, "heave Jonah out!"
To understand all is to pardon all.-Mme. ae
JEFFERSON DAVIS was buried at New Or- is as I suspected. And, being a gentleman, I shall " I must," queth fish, "beyond a doubt;"
Stael.
Where'pon
the
whale
began
to
spout.
leans on the 7th. There were present at the not insult you by offering you money. Perhaps at
EVERY system of religion the world has yet seen,
"Aha," quoth God, "you're back, I see;
services 30,000 people, including the bishops some time I may be able to reciprocate Your oourtrecognizes faith as an indispensable duty; but to
Now skin out straight for Nineveh;
eay. Till then, farewell."-:-Bo~ton Transcript.
every system of science it is a hindrance, instead
of Louisiana and Mississippi, the governors
And don't run off and go to sea.
of a duty, inasmuch as it discourages those inof the Southern states, and the surviving
FIBBT young lady : "Did you hear about Maude'
"Yon lazy, worthless, roving clown,
quisitiv and innovating habits on which all intelConfederate generals. The procession was Wasn't it too bad,,, Second young ladY: "No!
Ory out like mad through all the town
lectual progress depends.-Buckle's Historv of CiV·
What
T
Where'
Do
tell
me.
I'm
just
dying
to
led by ten surpliced Episcopal clergymen,
ilization.
That you and God will burn it down.
know." First young lady : "Why, you know she
followed by clergy of all denominations. was going to be married next month, and had her " Sure pop, old man, now git, I say;
IT is wrong to believe on unworthy evidenoe.The religious services were of the Episcopal trousseau half done, when her dressmaker, the
Yon surely ought to find the way;
C!iJ[ora.
·
Bo
don't
yoU:
dare
to
go
astray."
church, in which Mr. Davis had lived, and only one in town who oan giv her a good fit, had
THE repugnance of men to believe miraculous
Bo Jonah got, as git he must,
whose last offices he desired. In the address to go and die. Wasn't it provoking T Maude
narrativs is in direct proportion to the progress of
God scarce oould see him for the dust;
the bishop of Louisiana said : " This man, as nearly cried her eyes out." Second ditto: "The
civilization and the diffusion of knowledge.horrible old thing ! Poor Maude ! How I feel for
He sped as though his gall he'd bust.
Leckv.
a Christian and a churchman, was a lover of her !"-Utica Ol'itic.
And Jonah cried his false alarm,
all high and righteous things.'' The funeral
WE demand a new miraQle, and we demand it
Not doubting God would make it warm
JUDGE BLUEOLAY : "Sheriff, convene the co•t,
was a military one. The deceased wore gray.
now. L&t the church furnish at least one, or for·
For Nineveh in a fiery storm.
Where
is
the
jury?"
Sheriff
:
"Back
in
the
jail
ever
after hold her peace.-Inaersoll.
Among the floral offerings were the Confed- yard, your honah. We happened to get three
He bawled, he yelled, his Thus God saith ;
erate colors, and in the procession several Frenohes and a couple of Eversoles on it, an'
MEN will alwayR deceive themselvs while they
He raved and stormed till out of breath,
abandon experience for systems hli.tched up by
Confederate banners were carried. But no they're fightin• it out, if it please the oo't." Judge:
And soared some Ninnies half to death.
superstition.
Man is the work of nature, he exists
houses bore other than the United States " Where is the prisoner in this horse-stealing "Yet forty days," great Jonah cries,
in nature, he is subject to its laws, he cannot free
case?" Sheriff: "The Barnard boys got him out
colors, and those was the prevailing .ones last avenin' while I was at supper and hanged
"We'll bake you up in brimstone pies,
himself, he can never even rid himself of them in
On Jonah's God you'll find no flies."
everywhere. Soldiery of several states were him." Judge: "Strike off the case, Mr. Olerk.
thought; vainly does his spirit seek to penetrate
The forty days their course had run,
beyond the boundaries of the visible world; he
in the procession. Grand Army men joined, Are the parties to the Salt Lick road case ready to
Still Jonah sweltering in the ann;
must ever return to it.-D'Holbach.
but not as a body, and they wore veteran in- proceed'" Sheriff : " It was. settled early this
"Alas!" quoth he, "where•s all the fun'"
morning; they're gittin• the defendant ready for
A NEW world has been discovered by the microstead of. G. A. R. badges. Negroes scrupu- burial now." J ndge : "Well, then, if the district
In this sad fix Jonah went to bed,
scope; everywhere has been found the infinit; in
lously refused to participate, and even to attorney is ready, we will proceed with the State
Growled about God, and finally said :
every direction man has investigated and explored
attend, very few being seen in the streets. vs. Hiram Garrard.'' Sheriff: "If it please the
" Darn all Nineveh ! I wish I was dead !''
and nowhere, in earth or stars, has been found
Bo thns he died, and has gone to sleep
In the Southern cities business was suspended, oo•t, the district attorney is not ready. Garrard's
the footstep of any being superior to or independcarved him with a bowie-knife right after
With his father and mother. Oh, weep,
ent of nature. Nowhere has been discovered the
buildings were draped, bells tolled, guns fired, counsel
breakfast." Judge (wearily): "Adjourn the oo•t."
All ye who would God's vigil keep !
slightest evidence of any interference from with·
processions held, and orations made.
-Brookl!Jn Eagle.
NELSON HUNT.
out.-IngerBoll,

fdds attd .fnds.
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THE SITUATION AT THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR.

Jlolts and

~lippinas.

IT is said that the Portuguese are not so ex~
fensivly imbued with resolve to imitate the
Brazilians· as was reported, being kept down
by the aristocracy and priests.
" I NEVER had the honor of voting for a
blind chaplain," remarked Col. Thomas P.
Ochiltree, ex-me.mber of Congress from Texas,
" but if ever I am reelooted to Congress I will
cheerfully vote for a deaf and dumb one."
THE Rev. J. M. Duran, a Methodist minister, was tried and acquitted lately in the
Chambers county circuit court of Birmingham, Ala., on a charge of passing counterfeit
money. He proved that the money was
found in the contribution box of one of his
churches. There were $8 in the box after
the usual Sunday collection, and $7 of these
were counterfeit.
A HERD of buffaloes has been shipped from
Manitoba to Utah. Utah's endeavor to preserve the buffalo is praiseworthy, says the
World, but she might better turn her attention to getting rid of the Mormons. Can the
World giv any good reason why the Mormons
are not as much entitled to enjoy their relig.
ion as any other Christian sect? Perhaps,
though, the World meant polygamists.
RELIGIOUS moralizing by the World: "Edward Larsen, the faith-cure monomaniac, in
Brooklyn, has been fined $500. This may
serve as a warning to those dangerous law.
breakers, as Justice Tighe hoped, but it
strikes us that something more is necessary
to compel them to giv up their dangerous
humbug. The practice of their teachings not

only endangers the lives of their immediate
victims, but may spread contagious disease
throughout the community. At the same
time, may not these poor fanatics be as honest in their beliefs as any other followers of a
faith?"
BAYS the Bun: "The following description
of the attractiv outside page of an esteemed
contemporary must be corrected in one small
but not unimportant particular; 'Elliott F.
Shepard brushes his hair back behind his ears
and wears his eyeglasses all the year round.'
Except on Sunday. Of a Sunday Colonel
Shepard give his hairbrush and his binocle a
rest."
AT Embsay a drunken farmer lost his life
the other da.y by tumbling into a quarry.
He was a churchman, but his wife was a
Methodist, so before the funeral the vicar
called upon her and informed her that he intended to omit certain portions of the burial
service, including that referring to the "sure
and certain hope." At the funeral the vicar
haranged her on the wickedness of schism,
informing her that it was a worse sin than
drunkenness.
"BAY, here's a bill to be sworn to," said a
young man, rushing into a busy merchant's
ofllce in the wholesale district yesterday.
The merchant began to fume about loss of
time, "But the young man cut him short with,
"That's all right; there's Mr. - - , he's a
notary, at that window right across the
street, and he says all you'll hav to do will be
to shake the paper and hold up your hand,
and he'll know what you mean and put on
his seal.'' 'fhe merchant went to the window
and held up his hand according to orders, a
young man across the street nodded and

smiled, and the oath was recorded here be- Van Buren's chief fugleman, Benjamin F.
low, whether the recording angel got track of Butler, was addressing the delegates on be·
half of his friend. He gave an animated and
it or not.
picturesque description of a visit he had re·
THE Oatholio Union and Times says : "The cently made him at his house in Kinderhook.
pope's bank has beaten the record. It was As he was describing the almost boyish activscarcely hatched out in the inventiv brain of ity with which Van Buren went over his
the sensational New York Herald, when its farm, and the pride he took ill his fields of
hundred. million-s faded into thin air, like grain, and cabbage, and turnips, a tall, gaunt
fairy gold, leaving its creditors (of the story) delegate from Ohio, named Brinkerhoff,
tocrytothemoon for their money." Exactly. slowly and spirally elevating himself like a
And that's where the millions went, too, that jackscrew, shrieked put, in shrill, piercing
Archbishop Purcell swindled out of the poor tones: "Damn his cabbage and turnips!
Catholics of his diocese. Mr. Purcell's cred- What does he say about the abolition of
itors hav been crying to the moon for their slavery in the Deestrick of Columby"?" This
money for several years.
was a thunderclap. Silence reigned, but not
long. The committee spontaneously burst
A NEW Anti-Semite book, called " Le Mys- into a roar of mingled laughter and cheers.
tere du Sang chez lee Juits," has come out in
"IT is a curious fact," says the Bun," that
Paris, the author being M. Henri Desportes.
Edouard Dumont contributes a preface. The while even the reformed Jews of New York
object of the book is to perpetuate the notion are averse to changing their Sabbath from
current in the Middle Ages against the Jews, Saturday to Sunday, those in smaller cities
that the blood of murdered Christian chil- throughout the country hav come to a point
dren was necessary for the performance of where they are seriously considering the subtheir rites, by making the astounding asser- ject. A Jewish newspaper of character and
tion that these rites are still continued. It standing in the interior of this state is chameven includes a letter from Cardinal Ramp<>- pioning such a change and advancing argulia, saying : " His holiness was rejoiced at ments, drawn from the Bible itself, to prove
your filial homage (the presentation of the its position. The main point put forth by it
book), and orders me to thank you in his and the other champions of the change is that
name, and to say that he sends you with his the observance of Saturday as a Sabbath is
whole heart his apostolical benediction, for certain to become almost obsolete in this
his holiness greatly approves of your work country, and that unless the Jews want to
on the horrible custom of the rabbinical see their religion gradually fade away, they
Jews." The pope evidently desires his peo- should take into consideration the drift of
ple to still believe these yarns about the Jews. modem opinions and the ways of the modern
man." We should like to see the argument
AT the Buffalo Free Soil conveation, which drawn from the J:ewish scriptures which susnominated Van Buren for president, a com- tains a change of day for the Jewish Sabbath.
mittee on nominations was in session, and It must be unique if nothing more.
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Donn Platt.
The· distinouished lawyer, soldier, and J. ournalist,
~
~
Donn Piatt, who knew Lincoln iu Illinois, and who
Was
met him often in Washington, writes:
I soon discovered that this strange and strangely gifted
CHAPTER XII.
man, while not a.t a.ll cynical, was a. skeptic. His view of
human nature-was low, but good-natured. I could not coli
TEsTIMONY OF FRIENr:s AND AcQUAINTANCES OF L INOOLN it suspicious, but he believed only~ what he saw (Reminis~
WHo KNEW HIM IN WASHINGTON.
cences of Lincoln, p. 4.80).
Hon. George W. Julian-Hon. John B. Altey-Hon. Hugh
Th~
d'
L
.
, Piatt-Hon. Sch uy Ier Colfax-Hon.
ose who are lBposed to be11eve that incoln's
McCulloch-Donn
Geo. B. Boutwell-Ron. Wm. D. Kelley-E. H. Wood Christian biographers hav observed an inflexible ad- Dr. J. J. Thompson_:Rev. James Shrigley-Hon. herence to t!'uth in their statements concerning hia
John Covode-Jas. E. Murdoch-M. B. Field-Harriet religious belief would do well to ponder the followBeecher Stowe-Ron. J.P. Usher-Frederick. D::mglas 1"ng words of Mr· p 1·..att :
-Warren hase-Hon. A. J. Grover--Judge Jas. M.
Nelson. C
History is, after all, the crystallization of popular beliefs.
As a pleasant fiction is more acceptable than a naked fact,
The evidence of more than forkv witnea,aes bas and as the historian shapes his wares, like any other dealer,
already been adduced to prove that Linco]n wa,s not', to snit his customers, <>ne can readily see that our chronicles
a Christian in Illinois. Those who at first were so are only a duller sort of fiction than the popular novels so
forward to claim that he was, hav generally recog- eagerly read; not that they are true, but that they deal in what
l
we lnPg to h!!.v-the truth. Popular beliefs, in time, come
..
nizs d the f utility of the c aim. They bav abandoned to be superstitions, and create gods and devils. Thus Washit, and content themselvs with affirming t.ba.t. he be- iogtnn iB deified into an impossible man, and Aaron Burr has
came a Christian after he went t.o Washington. passed into a hke impo•sible monster. Through the same
These claimants, being for the most part rigid sec- process Abraham Lincoln, one of our truly great, has almost
t~ians themselvs, endeavor to convince the world gone from human knowledge (Ibid, P· 478 ).
that he not only became a Christian, but an orthodox
Hon Schuyler Colfax.
Christian, and a sectarian; that even from a CalvinIn 8 lecture delivert·d in Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1886,
ietic standpoint, he was "sound not only on the Mr. Coifax stated that Lincoln was not a Christian
truth of the Christian religion but on all its fund a- in the t vangelical sense. To a gentleman who visited
mental doctrine and teachings" The testimony of him at his home in South Bend, Ind., he declared
Color.el Lamon, Judge Davis, Mrs. Lincoln, aJJd that Lincoln was not a believf'r in orthodox Chris~
Colonel Nicolay, not only refutes this claim, but tianity. Again at Atchison, Kan., he informed Mr.
shows that he was not in any just sense of the term Perkins that Lincoln had never been converted to
a Christian when he died. Id addition to 'this evi- Christianity, as claimed.
dance, I will now present the testimony of nearly a
Previous to the war no class of persons werf'
score of other witnesses who knew him in Washington. louder in their denunciation of Abolitionism than the
These witnesses do not all affirm that he was a total clergy of the North. When at last it became evidisbeliever in Christianity; but a part of them do, dent that the institution of slavery was doomed, in
while the testimony of the remainder is to the effEct their eegHne~s to be found on the popular side, they
that he was not orthodox as claimed.
were equa1ly loud in their demands for its immediate
Don. Geor;-c w . .Yulian.
extirpation. In September, 1862, a deputation of
Our first witness is Geo. W. Julian, of Indiana. Chicago clergymen waited upon the president for the
d . C
purpose of Urging him to proclaim the freedom of
.
f
M r. J u l1an was
or manyd"d
years
af 1ea ·er m · ongress,
h
1
N 0 t WI"th stan mg he had matured his
"sl
t
t
·
was th e A n t 1 avery can 1 a e or VIce-pres1 en , m t 1e B ave.d
d
1852, and one of the founders of the party that Pans an was rea Y to issue his proclamation, he
gave them no intimation of his intention. In con· n WI"th th etr
· VISit,
· · C olfax relates the following~:
elected Lincoln to the presidency. He was one of nect1o.
Lincoln's warmest person1d friends and intimately
One of these ministers felt it his duty to make a more
acquainted with him at Washington. Writing to me searching appeal to the president's conscience. Just as they
from Santa Fe, N. M., under date of March 13, 1888, were retiring, he turned, and said to Mr. Lincoln, "What
Mr. Julian says:
you hav said to us, Mr. President, compels me to say to you
I knew
well, and I know .that he was not a in
reply, that
it is a messageyou,
to you
our divine
masterof'
· · him [Lincoln]
ld
through
me, commanding
sir,from
to op·en
the doors
Chnstian in auy o -fashioned orthodox sense or the word
but only a religious Theist. He was, substantially, such ~ bondage that the slave may go free!" Mr. Lincoln replied
Christian as Jefferson, Franklin, Washington, . and John instantly, "That may be, sir, for I hav studied this question'
Adams; and it is perfectly idle to assert the contrary.
by night and by day, for weeks and for months, but ir it is a~
you say, a message from your divine master, is it not ~dd
Hon • .YoJm B. Alley,
that the only channel he could send it by was that roundIn 1886, the publishers of the North American about route by that awfully wir.ked city of Chicago?" (RemReview issued one of the most unique, original and iniscences of Lincoln, pp. 334, 335).
interesting works on Lincoln that bas yet appe~edHon. William D. K~lley.
"Reminiscences of Abraham Lincoln." It was edited
William D. Kelley, for thirty years a member of
"k R"
d
.
. dd
Congress from Pennsylvani·a, relates an l·nci"dent SI"m· om d1 e ICe, 8J!. compnses, m a ition
b y All en Th
to a biographical sketch of Lincoln's life by the editor ilar to the above. A "Quaker preacher" called at
t~ir~y-t~ree articles on. Lincoln written by as JP.an; the White House to urge the president to proclaim
d1stmgu1shed men of h1s day. 0 ne of the best arti- at once the freedom of the slave. To illustrate her
t
d
h · h
cles in this volume is from the pen of one of Boston's argumen an emp ae1ze er plea, she cited the hismerchant princes, John B. Alley. Mr. Alley was for tory of Deborah.
eight years a member of Congress from Massachu"Having elaborated this biblical example," says
setts, serving in this capacity during all the years Mr. Kelley, "the speaker assumed ·that the president
that Lincoln was president. To his ability and was, as Deborah had been, the appointed minister of
integrity as a statesman this remarkable yet truthful the Lord, and proceeded to tell him that it was his
tribute has been paid: "No bill he ever reported duty to follow the example of Deborah and forthand no mea~ure ~e ever advo~ated during his long with abolish slavery, and establish freed~m through-·
term of serviCe failed to rece1ve the approbation of out the land, as the Lord had appointed him to do.
. d h"JS many s t erling
'''Has the Fri"end fini"shed '·' sai"d the pr"al"dent
as·
house. " L"moo ln recogmze
the ..
""
quahtles, and throughout the war his relations with she ceased to speak. Having received an affirm~tiv
the president were of the most intimate character. answer, be said: 'I hav neither time nor disposition
Mr. Alley is. one of the many who know that Lincoln to enter into discussion with the Friend, and end this
was not a Christian, and one of the few who bav the occasion by suggesting for her consideration the
courage to affirm it. He says:
question whether, if it be true that the Lord has
In his religious views Mr. Lincoln was very nearly what appointed me to do the work she has indicated, it is
we would ~ll. a Free~hinker. While he reflected a great not probable that he would hav communicated know!deal upon religious sub~ec;:ts be _coll?-municated his thoughts edge of the fact to me as well as to her'" (Remito a very few. Be had httle faith 1n the popular religion of niscences of Lincoln, pp. 284, 285).
the time!. He had a. broad c'!nception of the goodness and
power of an overruhng providence, and said to me one day
lion. GeorGe S. Bouhvell
that he felt assuredthe author of our bein~. whether called
A great many pious stories hav been circulated in
God or nature, it mattered little which, would deal very mer- regard to the Emancipation Proclamation. We are
cifully with poor erring humanity in the other, and he hoped t ld th t h
better, world. Be was as free aB possible from all sectarian o
a e made a" solemn vow to God" that if Lee
thought, .f~eling, or se~timent. No man was more tolerant ~a~ defeated at A!ltietam he would issue the preof the opiniOns and feelings of others in the direction of relig. hmmary proclamatiOn. And yet this document conious sentiment. or had less· faith in religious dogmas (Remi- tains no recog_ nition of God. He even completed
niscences of Lmcoln, pp. 590, 591).
t h e draft of It on what Christians are pleased to
In conclusion Mr. Alley says:
re_gard as God's holy day. Mr. Boutwell states that
While Mr. Li~coln was p~rfectly honest and upright and L ol
1 t d t h" h •
l~d a blamel~s~ hfe, he was m no sense what might be con- . me nonce re a ~ 0 Im t e Circumstances attend
sidered a rehgwus man (Ibid).
mg the promulgation of the instrument. He quotes
Ilon. Hugh McCullociJ.
the following as Lincoln's words :
Hon. Hugh McCulloch, a member of Lincoln's
The truth is just this: When Lee came over the river I
b"
made a resolution that if McClellan drove him back I wou'id
ca met, his last secretary of the treasury, writes:
send the proclamation after him. The battle of Antiet
Grave .and sedate in manner, he was full of kind and gen- was fougat Wednesday, and until Saturday I could not fiaod
tie. emotions. He was fond of po~try. Shakspere was his out whether we .had gained a victory or lost a battle. It was
dehght. Few men could read with equal expression the !·hen too l~te to Is~ue the proclamation that day, and the fact
P.iays of th~ grea.t d_ramatist. The theater had great attrac- ~s I fixe~ ~t up a ltttle Sunday, and Monday I let them hav
twns for him, but 1t was comedy, not tragedy, he went to It (Remm1scences of Lincoln, P· 123).
hear. He had great enjoyment of the plays that made him
laugh, ~o matt~r h~w absurd and gr.otesque; and he gave
M E H W dE· D. "\Vood ·
expression to hiB enJoyment by hearty and noisy applause
. r. · · oo. '.one 0~ Lincoln's old Springfield
Be w. as fa man ofd strong religious convictions, but he cored.
neighbors, who VISited h1m at Wa"hl"
·
~
" ng t on d urmg
nothmg or the ogmas of the churches and had little respect the w:ar, made the following statement to Mr. Bernfor their creeds (Reminiscences of Lincoln, pp. 412, 413).
don, m OCltober, 1881:

fkommnnications.
=====
Abraham. Lincoln a Christian~

·a

a·

1889.

I came from Auburn, N. Y.-knew Seward well~knew
Lincoln verv well-lived for three years just across the alley
from his residence. I had m!l.ny conversations with him on
pvlitics and religion as late as 1859 and '60. He was a broad
religionist-a Liberal. Lincoln told me Franklin's story.
Franklin and a particular friend made an agreement that
wlien the first one died he would come back and tell how
things went. Well, Franklio's friend died, but never came
bac 1r. "I tIS
· a dou btf u1 question,
·
" sa1"d L"mco1n, " wheth er
we get anywhere to get back." Lincoln said, "There is no
hell." He did not say much about heaven. I met him in
Woshm"
gton ond
sow
no chonge
I"n hi·m.
~
~
~
~
I hav given the testimony of two of Lincoln's nearest neighbors in Springfield, Isaac Hawley and E. H.
Wood. Mr. Hawlt>y believes that Lincoln was a
Chri"st1"an ,· Mr. Wood k•,ows
that
he was not. Mr.
"'"
'"
Hawley never heard Lincoln utter a word to support
b 1 f M W d bt · d b" k
1d
f
his e ie ;
r. oo o atne
lS now e ge rom
Lincoln himself. Mr. HawleJ's belief is of little
value compared with Mr. Wood's knowledge. Mr.
Hawley never heard Lincoln defend Christianity and
b bl
h
d h"
"t L"
1 k
pro a y never ear
1m oppose 1 .
moon new
that Mr. Hawley was a Christian-that be had no
sympathy with his Freethought views. He did not
desire to offend or antagonize him, and hence he
refrained from introducinl? a subject that he knew
was distasteful to him. Mr. Wood, on the other
hand, was a man of broad and Liberal ideas, and
Lincoln did not hesitate to express to him his views
with freedom.
J • .Y 'l"homtnon. M.D.
Dr. J. J. Thompson, an old resident of Illinois, now
in Colorado, in a letter, dated March 18, 1888, writes
as follows:
I knew Abraham Lincoln from my boyhood up to the time
of his death. I was in his law office many times and met him
several times in Washington. He was a Liberal, outspoken,
and seemed to feel proud of it.
''This great and good man," concludes Dr. Thompson, "claimed Humanity as his religion."
Rev . .Yames Slnigley.
Rev. Jas. Sbrigley, of Philadelphia, who was acquainted with President Lincoln in Washington, and
who received a bo~:>pital chaplaincy from him, says·.
Presi"dent LI"ncoln was ~oJso remarkably tolerant. He was
the friend of all, and never, to my knowledge, gave the infl.uence of his great name to encourage sectarianism in any of
· 1 Alb um, p. 335) •
I·ts names an d f orms cL·mco1n Memona
Ho11 • ..,"' 0 b n c ovo d e.
I n connec t"wn w1t
· h M r. Sh rig
· ley •s appointment,
the following anecdote is related. Mr. Shrigley was
not orthodox, and when it became known· that his
name h a d b een sen t t o t h e senate, a committee of
C
"Young hristians" waited upon the president for
the purpose of inducing him to withdraw the nomination. Hon. John Covode, of Pennsylvani.. was
..,
present during the interview and gave it to the press.
It is as follows :
~ "We hav called, Mr. President, to confer "l'lith you in regard to the appointment of M.r. Shrigley, of Philadelphia, as
hospital chaplain."
The president responded: "Oh, yes, gentlemen; I hav
sent his name to the Senate, and he will no doubt be confirn;ed at an early day."
~
On" of the young men replied: "We hav not come to ask
for the appointment, but to solicit you to withdraw the nomination.''
~ ·
"Ah," said Lincoln, "that alters the case; but on what
ground do you ask the nomination withdrawn?" ·
The answer was, "Mr. Shrigley is not sound in his theological opinions.''
Theunsound?''
president inquired: "On what question is the gentleman
E,esponse: " He does not believe in endless punishment;
not only so, sir, but he believes that even the rebels themselva will finally be saved."
''Is that so?" inquired the president.
, . YThese.•m' embers of the committee both responded, "Yes,"
"Well, gentlemen, if that be so, and there is· any way
under heaven whereby the rebels can be saved then, for
God's sake and their sakes, let the man be appointed" (L.
336 337
M. A., PP·
•
)·
And he was appointed.
.James E, .Murdoch.
It is claimed that few public men hav made greater
use of the Bible than Lincoln. This is true. He
was. con. tinually quoting scripture or alluding to
scnptural scenes and stories, sometimes to illustrate
or adorn a <serious speech, but more frequently to
point or emphasize 8 joke. The venerable actor and
I t" · t J
E M d h
h d
e ocu IODIS • ames · ur oc , who a met Lincoin, both in Springfield and W aahington. relates an
anecd~te of him while at Washington which serves to
illustrate this propensity :
One day a detachment of troops was marching along the
avenue singing the soul-stirring strain of" John Brown."
They were walled in on either side by throngs of citizens
and strangers, whose voices mingled in the roll of the mighty
war-song.. In the midst of this exciting scene, a man had
clam_bered mto a small tree, on the sidewalk, where be clung,
unmmdful of the jeers of the passin~ crowd, called forth by
the strange antics he was unconsCiously exhibiting in his
efforts to overcome the swaying motion~of the slight stem
which bent beneath his weight. Mr. Lincoln's attention was
attracted for a moment, and he paused in the serious conversation in which he was deeply interested and in an abstracted
manner, yet with a droll cast of the eye, and a nod of the
head in the direction of the man, be repeated, in his dry and
peculiar utterance, the following old-fashioned couplet:
And Zacoheons be did olimb a tree,
His lord and master for to see.
(L . M . A. pp. 349 , 350) .
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(CHAPTER TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
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EusebiuS'ti EcclesiastiMl History--Is It a .Mod- year of T~berius, it was A D. 29, at the passover full time these saintly church folks claim and exercise the
ern Forge1·y~
moon, whtch was about April 17th. Or if the cruci- right to inaugurate lotteries, raffias, and other games
The story .of Abgarus and J~sus Christ comes to fixion was in the sixteenth year of Tiberius it was in of chance wherein they dispose of, at exorbitant
us. in a translation by Eusebius of a Syriac document,
satd to hav been preserved in the archives of Edessa.
When Jesus was performing mighty works in Judea
and myriads came from remote countries to be cured
by_ him, ~ing ~bgar, ?earing of these things, and
bemg sffitcted wtth an mcurable disease, wrote a letter to Jesus inviting him to come and heal him. In
the letter he addresses Jesus as the good savior, who
must hav come down from heaven and may be the
son of God.
Jesus answers the letter as follows:
. Bless~d art thou, ~ A~gar~s, who without seeing has be.heved m me. For It IS wntten concerning me that they
who Lav seen me will not believe, that they wh'o hav not
see;'l may believe and liv. But in regard to what thou hast
written that I should come to thee it is necessary that I
should fulfill all things here for whi~h I hav been sent and
after this fulfillment thus to be received again by hii:n' that
3eJJt m~. And after I. h~v been received up, I will. st-ni! thee
a certam one of my dtEC1ples 1 that he may heal thy affliction
and giv life to thee and those who are with thee.
In this letter, which is the only copy of any writing by Jesus Christ that has come down to us, there
are two notable points, to wit: 1. He begins it with
a quotation purporting to be from holy scripture,
whtch_ has never yet been found in any scripture,
canomcal or apocryplal. 2. He discloses to a faroff heathen king what he studiously conceals from
his chosen disciples-that is to say, his ascension.
But our present purpose is not so much to discredit the silly story of Abgar and Jesus Christ, as te
find out what year Eusebius fixes for the crucifixion,
and then to prove that the event could not hav occurred in that year.
The document found by Eusebius in the archives
of Edessa, four hundred miles distant from J erusalem, and which he translates from the Syriac into
Greek, informs us that,· after the ascension of J esu!!
Judas, who is also called T,homas, sent to King Abga;
Thaddeus the apostle, who cured him of his disease
and converted him to Christianitv; and "these
tbings," Eusebius adds, apparently quoting from the
document itself, " were done in the three hundred
and fortieth year."
It is understood and conceded that this means the
three hundred and fortieth year of the kingdom of
the Greeks, the year beginning from the autumnal
equinox. In a note V alesius says :
The three hundred and fortieth year . . . falleth ~ith
the fifteenth year of Tiberius Cresar (A.D. 29), in which year,
as many of the ancients believed, our blessed savior suffered
and ascended. So that this account falls right, placing
Thaddeus's coming to Edessa and his curing ~ing Abgarus
in the same year in which our blessed savior suffered.
The letter of Jesus Christ to King Abgar used to
be hung up in a frame with a picture before it., in the
houses of the common people of England, and they
regarded it with as much devotion as they did the
holy scriptures. It was appended to the Lord's
prayer and the Apostles' creed, and was cherished as
a charm. Its genuinness was never questioned by
the Romish authorities, and many eminent Protestants hav expressed their belief in its authenticity.
In 1841, 1843, and 1847 some Syriac manuscripts
. were obtained from a monastery in Lower Egypt,
purporting to be about as old as Eusebius, and
among them was found this very story, agreeing .substantially with Eusebius's translation. At first we
considered the discovery as proof of its antiquity, but
knowing now that much, if not most, of the ancient
literature of the church ·was fabricated in modern
times, we suspect that these recently discovered
Syriac documents are also modern forgeries.
In regard to the date of the crucifixion these documents are unanimous in fixing it in the three hundred
and fortieth year of the kingdom of the Greeks,
which is A.D. 29. And Eusebius himself not only
accepts the date given in the Svriac document, but
subsequently tells us, speaking of the destruction of
Jerusalem, that providence deferred the punishment
of the J ewe " for forty years after their crimes against
Christ.'~ From A D. 33 to 70 would be only thirtyseven years; from A.D. 29 to 70 would be forty-one
years.
And this agrees substantially with what Clement
of Alexandria says in his principal work, " The Miscellanies," supposed to hav been written about A.D.
200. After quoting Luke in regard to the baptism
of Jesus by John ·in the fifteenth year of Tiberi us
Cresar, he says :
And that it was necessary for him to preach only a year,
this also is written : " He hath sent me to proclaim the
. acceptable year of the Lord." This both the prophet spake
and the gosptl!. Accordingly, in fifteen years of Tiberius
and fifteen years of Augustus, so were completed the thirty
years till the time he suffered. And from the time he· suffered till the destruction of Jerusalem are forty-two years
and three months. . . .
And they say it was the fifteenth year of Tiberius Cresar,
the fifteenth day of the month Tubi, and some that it was the
eleventh of the same month. And treating of his passion
with very great accuracy, some say that it took place in the
six-teenth year of Tiberius, on the twenty-fifth of Phamenothand others the twenty-fifth of Pharmuthi ; and others say
that on the nineteenth of Pharmuthi he suffered.
The reign of Tiberius began Aug. 9, A.D. 14; consequently, if the crucifixion took place in the fifteenth

the same month, A.D. 30.
'
. But the calculations of Clement are only approxtmat~ly_ correct. He says, for example, that from the
cruCifixton to the destruction of Jerusalem was fortytwo years and three months; and he·fixes the date of
the crucifixion either A.D. 29 or 30. From April 17
A.D. 29, to Sept.- 8, A.D. 70, is forty-one years and
nearly five months; and from April 7th, the time of
the Passover full moon in the year 30 to Sept 8
A.D. 70, is forty years and five months.
'
· '
~hese and numerous other miscalculations are
easily accounted for if the writer of Clement's "Miscellanies·: lived in the sixteenth century.
Tertulhan of Carthage, the earliest Latin father in
his_." Answer to the Jews," supposed to hav b~en
wr1tt~~ before the year 220, distinctly affirms in chapter vm that the crucifixion took place
pnder Tiberius Cresar, in the consulate of Rubellius Geml!lus and Fufius Geminus, in the month of March at the
tunes ~f the Passover, on the eighth day before the' calends
of Apnl, on the first day of unleavened bread, on which they
slew the lamb at even, just as had been enjoined by Moses.
The consulate of Rubellinus and Fufius Geminus
was A.D. 29; and the eighth day before the calends of
April was March 25th, as noted by the translator.
And that day was Friday ; but unfortunately it was
a whole week after the full moon in March, A.D. 29.
And ·the next full moon, when the Passover must
ha~ been celebrated in that year, did not fall on
Frtday, the day of the week on which the crucifixic.n
took place according to all accounts, but on Saturday
or Sunday.
If A D. 30 was the year of the crucifixion, then it is
probable that the Passover full moon fell on Friday
April 7th. But the Jews never celebrated the paschai
feast on Friday and never held a court or executed a
culprit on the great feast day.
·
The works of Tertullian were doubtless forged in
the fifteenth century; and it is therefore easy to
account for all these chronologic~lblunders.
·
Lactantius, another Latin father· sometimes called
the Christian Cicero, is supposed to hav died about
~.D. _325 at an advanced age. The following passage
m h1s works seems to hav been borrowed from Tertullian:
~n t.he latte~ days of the Emperor Tiberius, in the consulship of Rubenms Geminus and Fufius Geminus, and on the
tenth of the kalends of April, as I find it written Jesus
Christ was crucified by the Jews.
'
After the word "April" the traO:slator has inserted
in brackets "23d of March," which is correct. But
March 23, A :0. 29, was Wednesday, an:d five days
after the full moon in that month, to say nothing of
the fact that the Passover never occurred earlier
than March 26th. But Easter Sunday sometimes
occurs as early as March 22d, and this is said to hav
been regulated by the council of Nice, A.D. 325,
thong~ the true date of settlement may perhaps hav
been 1n 1582, when the Gregorian calendar was
introduced.
The first year of Tiberi us began Aug. 9, A.D. 14;
consequently the fifteenth year of his reign began
Aug. 9, A.D. 28, bringing the Passover of that year in
the spring of A.D. 29.
The calends were counted backward from the first
d_ay of the month, consequently March 25th was the
e1ghth day before the calends of April. See table in
Bullion's Latin Grammar, Appendix.
The unanimity of all these fathers of the church in
regard . to the year of the crucifixion is the more
remarkable in view of the fact that the event could
not h~v occurred in the year 29, nor inde~d in any
subsequent year. And the only apparent rational
solution of the matter is, th~t these writings of the
early fathers were all forged after the revival of
learning, of which further evidence will be presented
in a concluding article.
ANTIOHRIST.

Light Slowly Dawns.
In· the columns of your paper the special and exclusiv privileges enjoyed by the members of the
Christian church and denied to us worldlings hav
been frequently made subj acts of discussion and
that, too, with profit and interest to your ~any
readers. The genius of our civilization rests upon
the principle of equal rights to all and special privi·
leges to none, and yet, notwithstanding the general
acceptance of this principle by the Secular masses
they witness the open and :flagrant violation of thea~
self-evident axioms by the church without consolidating for a common defense, or even putting forth a
general protest. If a merchant not belonging to the
church offers and awards a prize to the one who
guesses nearest" the number of seeds contained in a
squash on exhibition in his window, he is at once
indicted, and the heaviest penalty of the law is merci-,
lessly visited on him by his pious persecutors. If a
poor wage-worker is reduced to want by sickness
and he raffias off his watch among his comrades to
make a little start again, the exquisit moral sense of
the church community becomes shocked at the
offense, and fine and imprisonment is unsparingly
meted out to the hapless offenders. In the mean

prices, watches, organs, sewing machines and other
articles, to raise money to put a little mo~e tinsel on
their church trappings, or buy their "beloved parB?D" a horse and phaeton. Little innocent boys and
gtrls, members of Sunday-schools, are thus constituted agents to sell lottery tickets, and unblushingiy
ply their nefarious trade on the street because they
are led to believe it is done under the Lord's sanction, and for sweet Jesus's sake. Sam Jones, in a
sermon preached in Chicago, declared without contradiction, that nine-tenths of the g~mblers were
raised in Christian families and trained in Sundayschools, but he failed to say anything about this
church lottery business as the cause. But I started
out to tell you that ·the church-gambling fraternity
h_as received a decided backset in this little city of
stxty-three churches. It came to pass that we hav
o~ our judicial bench a judge whose surname is
Rtdley, and the news came to the ears of this judge
that one Baxter, a man of wealth, had given to the
church a Shetland pony, and that this ponv had been
put on the regular list of the church lottery, and that
many little boyp, and girls, fired with a holy zeal
fresh from the altar, were patroling the streets and
disposing of lottery tickets at the charitable sum of
$1 each-all of course for Jesus's sweet sake. Now
this judge, who was a respecter of his o:fficiai
oath and the constitution and laws, informed the
secretary and president of this holy lottery that they
must desist from thus :flagrantly violating the principles
_right and the majesty of the law, or he
would v1s1t upon their devoted heads the full measure of punishment due the gambler under present
statutory enactments. The drawing never came o~
but the amount of holy wrath bottled up against this
impartial and righteous judge is terrific.
Would it not be a good idea to get up a fund to
prosecute church gamblers and break up the gambling dens located in the basements of our popular
church edifices? Nothing like forcing them to take
potent doses of their own medicin. Then action
should be vigorously instituted against their Biblepublishing houses for a violation of the laws against
the printing and circulating of obscene literature.
If these holy meddlers who are ever and anon sticking their dirty noses in honest people's business were
occasion&lly treated to an energetic application of
Lex talionis, you would soon ·see a marked change
in their attitude toward the secular world. We must
change our position from a defensiv to an offensiv
one. There is no compromise ground between orthodoxy and Liberalism, between truth and error,
science and superstition. We can never cure the
bigots of their spirit of cruelty and persecution by
gentle remedies. They hav, as a general thing, no
more conception or appreciation of justice and the
majesty of human rights than has a gorilla in the
forests of Borneo. They need a vigorous application
of heroic agencies, and whenever we can make an example of them by prosecuting them for their many
misdemeanors and offenses against justice and decency, let us do it. There are Liberals enough in
this church-polluted town to exert a strong moral
force if they were united, but three-fourths of them
are afraid to openly avow their skepticism ; and to
curry orthodox favor they giv a tacit indorsement to
its loathsome system of superstition, and by their
own choice are reduced to the moral status of driveling henchmen. My motto henceforth shall be, with
the enemies of truth and right, "My head or yours."
In recommending the application of heroi.c agencies
for the cure of orthodox bigotry I don't wish to be
understood as cherishing against these devotees of
superstition any spirit of revenge or hate, but would
uproot orthodox sentiment in the same spirit I would
grub up noxious vegetation when encumbering the
fertil soil of a beautiful field. Begotten by fathers
and conceived by and born of mothers who bav inherited and imbibed all of the unjust, cruel, vindictiv,
and barbarous sentiment of the orthodox faith, I
hold the devotee of church superstition simply in the
light of a victim of bad generation and bad education,
and I would no more blame or censure him for his
bigotry, selfishness, and cruelty than I would blame
foxglove or nightshade for shedding poisonous exhalations, but I would grub up, destroy, and annihilate
noxious vegetation, and cultivate the rose and syringia
with their welcome fragrance and healing balm in
their stead. I cherish hatred for the infernal church
system, but only pity for its blinded and Bibledeluded victims.
W. S.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 22, 1889.

o!

F. NEwMAN denies that Christianity has improved
the position of woman; and he observes that, "with
Paul, the sole reason for marriage is, that a man may,
without sin, vent his sensual desires. He teaches that,
but for this object, it would be better not to marry;''
and he takes no notice of the social pleasures of marriage. Newman eays: "In short, only in countries
where Germanic sentiment has taken root do we see
marks of any elevation of the female sex superior to
that of pagan antiquity." -Buclcle.
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powers of the government. There must be the legis- recognized in the Constitution of the United States?
lativ,
the judicial, and the executiv departments. If he had the supreme authority and neglected to
From the Arena.
All governments derive their just powers from the con- Those who make laws should not execute them. put himself in the Constitution, is not this, at least,
Those who execute Jaws should not hav the power prima facie evidence that he did not desire to be
sent of the governed.
In this country it is admitted that the power to of absolutely determining their meaning or their there!
For one, I am not in favor of the God who has
govern resides in the people themselvs; that they constitutionality. For these reasons, among others,
" ordained the powers that be." What hav we to
are the only rightful source of authority. For many a constitution was adopted.
This constitution also contained a declaration of say of Russia-of Siberia? What can we say of
centuries before the formation of our government,
before the promulgation of the Declaration of Inde- rights. It marked out the limitations of discretion, the persecuted and enslaved T What of the kings
pendence, the people had but little v~ce in the so that in the excitement of passion men shall not and nobles who liv on the stolen labors of others!
affairs of nations. The source of authortty was not go beyond the point designated in the calm moment What of the priest and cardinal and pope who wrest
even from the hand of poverty the single coin thrice
in this world ; kings were not crowned by their sub- of reason.
When man is unprejudiced, and his passions sub- earned?
jects and the soepter was not held by the consent
Is it possible to flatter the Infinit with a constituof the governed. The king sat on his throne by the ject to reason, it is weJl he should define the limits
will of God and for that reason was not accountable of power, so that the waves driven by the storm of tional amendment? The " Confederate States" acknowledged God in their constitution, and yet they
to the peo'ple for the exercise of his power. He passion shall not overbear the shore.
A constitution is for the government of man in were overwhelmed by a people in whose organic law no
cemmanded, and the people obeyed. He was lord
of their bodies, and his partner,. the priest, was lord this world. It is the chain the people put upon reference to God is made. All the kings of the earth
of their souls. The government of earth was pat- their servants as upon themselvs. It defines the acknowledge the existence of God, and God is their
ally; and this belief in God is used as a means to
terned after the kingdom on high. God was a limit of nower and the limit of obedience.
supreme autocrat in heaven, whose will was law, and
It follows, then, that nothing should be in a con- enslave and rob, to govern and degrade the people
.
the king was a supreme. autocrat on e~xth, _whose stitution thl\t cannot be enforced by the power of whom thE>y call their subjects.
The government of the United States is secular.
will was law. The God m heaven had mfer10r be- the state-that is, by the army and navy. Behind
ings to do his will, and the king on earth had csrtain every provision of the constitution should stand the It derives its power from the consent of man. . It is
favorite and officers to do his. These officers were force of the nation. Every sword, every bayonet, a government with which God has nothing whatever
to do-and all forms and customs, inconsistent with
accountable to him, and he was responsible to God. every cannon should be there.
The feudal system was supposed to be in accordSuppose, then, that we amend the Constitution the fundamental fact that the people are the source
. ance with the divine plan. The people were not and acknowledge the existence and supremacy of of authority, should be abandoned. In this country
governed by intelligence, but by threats and prom- God-what becomes of the supremacy of the people, there should be no oaths-no man should be sworn
ises, by rewards and punishments. No effort was and how is this amendment to be enforced' A con- to tell the truth and in no court should there be any
made to enlighten the common people ; no one stitution does not enforce itself. It must be carried appeal to any supreme being. A rascal by taking the
thought of educating a peasant-of developing the out by appropriate legislation. Will it be a crime to oath appears to go in partnership with God, and igmind of a laborer. The people were created to sup- deny the existenc·e of this Constitutional-God! Can norant jurors credit the firm instead of the man. A
port thrones and altars. Their destiny was to toil the offender be proceeded against in the criminal witness should tell his story, and if he speaks falsely
and obey-to work and WIUlt. They· were to be courts ? . Can his lips be closed by the power of the should be considered as guilty of perjury. Govsatisfied with huts and hovels, with ignorance and state T Would not this be the inauguration of relig- ernors and presidents should not issue religious
proclamatio&e. They should not call upon the peorags, and their children must expect no mci"re. In ious persecution!
the presence of the king they fell upon their knees,
And if there is to be an acknowledgment of God ple to thank God. It is no part of their official duty.
and before the priest they groveled in the very dust. in the Constitut~on, the question naturally arises as It is outside of and beyond the horizon of their auThe poor peasant divided his earnings with the state, to which God is to hav this honor. Shall we select thority. There is nothing in the Constitution of
because he imagined it protected his body; he di- the God of the Catholics-he who has established an the United States to justify this religious imperti·
vided his crust with the church, believing it protected infallible church presided over by an infallible pope, nence.
his soul. He was the prey of throne and altar-one and who is delighted with certain ceremonies and
For many years priests hav attempted to giv to.
deformed his body, the other his mind-and these two placated by prayers uttered in exceedingly common our government a religious form. Zealots hav sucvultures fed upon his toil. He was taught by the Latin! Is it the God of the Presbyterian, with the ceeded in putting. the legend upon our money: " In
king to hate the people of other nations, and by the Five Points of Calvinism, who is ingenious enough God We Trust f' and we hav chaplains in the army
priest to despise the believers in all other religions. to harmonize necessity &nd responl!ibility, and who and navy, and legislativ proceedings are usually
He was made the enemy of all people except his own. in some way justifies himself for damning most of opened with prayer. AU this is contrary to the
He had no sympathy with the peasants of other lands his own children ? Is it the God of the Puritan, the genius of the republic, contrary to the Declaration
enslaved and plundered like himself. He was kept enemy of joy-of the Baptist, who is great enough of Independence, and contrary really to the Constiin ignorance, because education is the enemy of to govern the universe, and small enough to allow tution of the United States. We hav taken the
superstition, and because education is the foe of that the destiny of a sou:l to depend on whether the body ground that the people can govern themselvs without
egotism often mistaken for patriotism.
the assistance of any superna~ural power. We hav
it inhabited was immersed or sprinkled!
The intelligent and good man holds in his affections
What God is it proposed to put in the Constitu- takep the position that the people are the real and
the good and true of every land-the boundaries of tion! Is it the God of the Old Testament, who was only rightful source of authority. We hav solemnly
countries are not the limitations of his sympathies. a believer in slavery and who justified polygamy! If declared that the people must determin what is poCaring nothing for race, or color, he loves those who slavery was right then, it is right now; and if Jeho- litically right and what is wrong, and that their
speak other languages and worship other gods. vah was right then, the Mormons are right now. legally expressed will is the supreme law. This
Between him and those that suffer, there is no Are we to hav the God who issued a commandment leaves no room for national superstition-no room
impassable gulf. He salutes the world, ·and extends against all art-who was the enemy of investigation for patriotic gods or supernatural beings-and this
the hand of friendship to the human race. He does and of free speech? Is it the God who commanded does away with the necessity for political prayers.
not bow aefore a provincial and patriotic God-~me the husband to stone his wife to death because she
The government of God has been tried. It was
who protects his tribe or nation, and abhors the differed with him on the subject of religion? Are tried in Palestine several thousand years ago, and
rest of mankind.
we to hav a God who will reenact the Mosaic code the God of the Jews was a monster of cruelty and
Through all the ages of superstition, each nation and punish hundreds of offensei! with death 1 What ignorance, and the people governed by this God lost
has insisted that it was the peculiar care of the true court, what tribunal of last resort, is to define this their nationality. Theocracy was tried through the
God, and that it alone had the true religion-that God, and who is to make known his will! In his Middle Ages. God was the governor-the pope was
the gods of other nations were false and fraudulent, presence laws passed by men will be of no value. his agent, and every priest and bishop and cardinal
and that other religions were wicked, ignorant, and The decisions of courts will be as nothing. But who was armed with credentials from the most high-and
absurd. In this way the seeds of hatred hav been is to make known the will of this supreme God T the result was that the noblest and best were in prissown, and in this way hav been kindled the :flames Will there be a supreme tribunal composed of ons, the greatest and grandest perished at the stake.
of war. Men hav had no sympathy with those of a priests'
The result was that vices were crowned with honor,
different complexion, with those that knelt at other
Of course all persons elected to office will either and virtues whipped naked through the streets. The
altars and expressed their thoughts in other words swear or affirm to support the Constitution. Men result was that hypocrisy swayed the scepter of au-and even a difference in gar~;nents placed them who do not believe in this God, cannot so swear or thority, while honesty languished in the dungeons of
beyond the sympathy__ of others. Every peculiarity affirm. Such men will not be allowed to hold any the Inquisitiqn.
was the food of prejudice and the excuse for hatred. office of trust or honor. · A God in the Constitution
The government of God was tried in Geneva when
The boundaries of nations were at last crossed by will not interfere with the oaths or affirmations of John Calvin was his representativ; and under this
commerce. People became somewhat acquainted, hypocrite. Such a provision will only exclude honest government of. God the flames climbed around the
and they found that the virtues and vices were quite and conscientious unbelievers. Intelligent people limbs· and blinded the eyes of Michael Servetus, beevenly distributed. At last subjects became some- know that no one knows whether there is a God or cause he dared to express an honest thought. This
what acquainted with kings-peasants had the pleas- not. The existence of such a being is merely a ~at government of God was tried in Scotland, and the
ure of gazing at princes, and it was dimly perceived ter of opinion. Men who believe in the liberty of seeds of theological hatred were sown that bore,
that the differences were mostly in rags and names. man, who are willing to die for the honor of their through hundreds of years, the fruit of massacre and
In 1776 ow· fathera endeavored to retire the g<.ods country, will be excluded from taking any part in assassination. This government of God was estabfrom politics. They declared that " all governments the administration of its affairs. Such a provision lished in New England, and the result was that
derive their just powers from the consent of the gov- would place the country under the feet of priests.
Quakers were hanged or burnt-the laws of Moses
erned." This was a contradiction of the then politTo recognize a deity in the organic law of . our reenacted and the "witch was not suffered to liv."
ical ideas of the world ; it was, as many believed, an country would be the destruction of religious lib- The result was that investigation was a crime, and
act of pure blasphemy-a renunciation of the deity. erty. The God in the Constitution would hav to be the expression of an honest thought a capital offense.
It was in fact a declaration of the independiOlnce of protected. There would be laws against blasphemy, This government of God was established in Spain,
the earth. It was a notice to all ehurches and priests laws against the publication of honest thoughts, laws and the Jews were expelled, the Moors were driven
that thereafter mankind would govern and protect against carrying books and papers in the mails, in out, Moriscoes were exterminated, and nothing left
themselvs. Politically it tore down every altar and which this constitutional God should be attacked. but the ignorant and bankrupt worshipers of this
denied the authority of every " sacred book," and Our land would be filled with theological spies, with monster. This government of God was tried in the
appealed from the providence of God to the Provi- religious eavesdroppers, and all the snakes and rep- United States, when slavery was regarded as a divine
dence of Man.
tile of the lowest natures, in this sunshine of relig- institution, when men and women were regarded-as
Those who promulgated the Declaration adopted ious authority, would uncoil and crawl.
criminals because they sought for liberty by flight,
a Constitution for the great Republic.
It is proposed to acknowledge a God who is the and when others were regarded as criminals because
What was the office or purpose of that Consti- lawful and rightful governor· of nations-the one they gave them food and shelter. The pulpit of
tution?
who ordained the powers that be. If this God is that day defended the buying and selling of women
Admitting that all power came froll\ the people, it really the governor of nations, it is not necessary to and babes, and the mouths of slave-traders were filled
was neoessary, first, that certain means be adopted acknowledge him in the Constitution. This would with passages of scripture defending and upholding
for the purpose of ascertaining the will of the people; not add to his power. If he governs all nations now, the traffic in human flesh.
and second, it was proper and convenient to desig- he has always controled the affairs of men. Having
We hav entered upon a new epoch. This is the
nate certain departments that should exercise certain this control, why did he not see to it that he was century of man. Every effort to really better the
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condition of mankind bas been opposed by the worshipers of some God. The church in all ages and
among all peoples has been the consistent enemy of
the human race. Everywhere and at all times, it
bas opposed the liberty of thought and expression.
It has been the sworn enemy of investigation and of
intellectualj development It has denied the existence of facts~ the tendency of which was to undermine its power. It bas ~~olways been carrying fagots
to the feet of Philosophy. It has erected the gallows
for Genius. It has built the dungeon for thinkers.
And to-day the orthodox church is as much opposed
as it ever was, to the mental freedom of the human
race.
OI course there is a distinction made between
churches and individual members. There hav baen
millions of Christians who bav been believers in liberty and the freedom of expnasion-milliona who
hav fought for the rights of man-but churches as
organizations, hav been on the other aide. It ia true
that churches ha.v fought churches-that Protestants
battled with the Catholics for what they were pleased
to call the freedom of conscience; and it is also true
that the moment these Protestam.ts obtained the civil
power, they denied this freedom of conscience to
others.
Let me ·show you the difference between the theo·
logical and the secular spirit. Nearly three hundred
years ago, one of the noblest of the human race,
Giordano Bruno, was burnt at Rome by the Catholic
church-that is to say by the "Triumphant Beast."
This man bad committed certain crimes-he bad
publicly stated that there were other worlds than
this-other constellations than ours. He had ventured the supposition that other planets might be
peopled. More than this, and worse than this, he
had asserted the heliocentric theory-that the earth
mBde its annual journey about the sun. He bad also
given it as his opinion that matter is eternal. For
these crimes he was fouad unworthy to liv, and about
his body were piled the fagots of the Catholic
church. This man, this genius, this pioneer of the
science of the nineteenth century, perished as
serenely as the sun sets. The Infidels of to-day find
excuses for his murderers. They take into consideration the ignorance and brutality of the timet~.
They remember that the world was governed by a
God who was then the source of all authority. This
is the charity of Infidelity-of philosophy. But the
church of to-day is so heartless, is still so cold and
cruel, that it can find no excuse for the murdered.
This is the difference between Theocracy and
Democracy-between God and· man.
If God is allowed in the Constitution, man must
abdicate. There is no room for both. If the people
of the great republic become superstitious enough
and ignorant enough to put God in the Constitution
of the United States, the experiment of self-government will bav faiied, and the great and splendid
declaration ths.t " all governments derive their just
powers from the consent of _the governed" will bav
been denied, and in its place will be found this : All
power comes from God; priests are his agents, and
the people are their slaves.
Religion is an individual matter, and each soul
should be left entirely free to form its own opinions
and to judge of its accountability to a supposed
supreme being. With religion, govern~ent bas nothing whatever to do. GovernmeJ}t is founded upon
force, and force should never interfere with the religious opinions of men. Laws should define the rights
of men and their duties toward each other, and these
laws should be for the benefit of man in this world.
A nation can neither be Christian nor Infidel-a
nation is incapable of having opinions ·upon these
subjects. If a nation is Christian, will all the citizens
go to heaven? If it is not, will they all be damned?
Of course it is admitted that the majority of citizens
composing a nation may believe or disbelieve, and
tbey may call the nation what they please. A nation
is a corporation. To repeat a familiar saying, "it
has no· soul." There can be no such thing as a
Christian Corporation. Several Christians may form
a corporation, but it can hardly be said that the corporation thus formed was included in the atonement.
For instance: seven Christians form a corporationthat is to say, there are seven natural persons and
one artificial-can it be said that there are eight
souls to be saved ~
No human being has brain enough, or knowledge
enough, or experience enough, to aay whether there
is, or is not, a God. Into this darkness science bas
not yet carried its torch. No human being bas gone
beyond the horizon of the natural. As to the existence of the supernatural, one man knows precisely as
much, and exactly as little as another. Upon this
question, chimpanzees and cardinals, apes and popes,
are upon exact equality. The smal~est insect. discernible only by the most powerful m1croscope, 1s as
familiar with this subject as the greatest genius that
bas been produced by the human race.
Governments and laws are for the preservation of
rights and the regulation of conduct. One man
should not be allowed to interfere with the liberty of
another. In the metaphysical world there should be
no interference whatever. The same ia true in the

~orld of art. Laws cannot regulate what is, or what
1s not, music-what is or what is not beautiful-and
constitutions cannot definitly settle and determin
the perfection of statues, the value of paintings, or
the glory and subtlety of thought. In spite of laws
and constitutions the brain will think. In every
direction consistent with the well-being and peace of
society, there should be freedom. No man should be
compelled to adopt the theology of another; neither
should a minority, however small, be forced to acquiesce in the opinions of a majority, however large.
If there be an infinit being, he does not need our
help-we need not waste our energies in his defense.
It is enough for us to giv to every other human
being the liberty we claim for ourselvs. There may
or may not be a supreme ruler of the universe-but
we are certain that man exists, and we believe that
freedom is the condition of progress, that it is the
sunshine of the mental and moral world, and that
without it man will go back to the den of savagery
and will become the fit associate of wild and ferociou·s
beasts.
We hav tried the government of priests, and we
know that" such governments are without mercy. In
the administration of theocracy, all the instruments
of torture bav been invented. If any man wishes to
hav God recognized in the Constit11tion of our country,
let him read the history of the Inquisition, and let
him remember that hundreds of millions of men,
women, and children bav been sacrificed to placate
the wrath or win the approbation of this God.
There bas been in our country a divorce of church
and state. This follows as a natural sequence of the
declaration that "governments derive their just
powers from the consent of the governed." The
priest was no longer a necessity. · His presence was
a contradiction of the principle on which the republic
was founded. He represented, not the authority
of the people, but of some " power from on high,"
and to recognize this other power was inconsistent
with free government. The founders of the republic
at that time parted company with the priests, and
said to them: "You may turn your attention to the
other world-we will attend to the affairs of this."
Equal liberty was given to all. But the ultra theologian is not satisfied with ·this-he wishes to destroy
the liberty of the people-he wishes a recognition of
his God as the source of authority, to the end that
the church may become the supreme power.
But the sun will not be turned backward; The
people of the United States are intelligent. They
no longer believe implicitly in supernatural religion.
They are losing confidence in the miracles and marvels of the Dark Ages. They know the value of the
free school. They appreciate the benefits of science.
They are believers in education, in the free play
of thought, and there is a suspicion that the priest,
the theologian, is destined to take his ·place with the
necromancer, the astrologer, the worker of magic,
and the professor of the black art.
We hav already compared the benefits of theology
and Science. When the theologian governed the
world, it was covered with huts and hovels for the
many, palaces and cathedrals for the few. To nearly
all the children of men reading and writing were
unknown arts. The poor were clad in rags and
skins-they devoured crusts, and gnawed bones.
The day of Science dawned, and the luxuries of a
century ago are the necessities of to-day. Men in
the middle ranks of life hav more of the conveniences
and elegancies than the princes and kings of the
theological times. But above and over all of this, is
the development of the mind. There is more of
value in the brain of an average man of to-day-of a
master-mechanic, of a chemist, of a naturalist, of an
inventor, than there was in the brain of the world
four hundred years ago.
Thess bleseings did not fall from the skies. These
benefits did not drop from the outstretched hands of
priests. They were not found in cathedrals or
behind altars-neither were they searched for with
holy candles. They were not discovered by the
closed eyes of prayer, nor did they come in answer
to superstitious supplication. They are the children
of freedom, the ~ifts of reason, observation, and
experience-and for them all man is indebted to
man.
Let us hold fast to the sublime declaration of
Lincoln : Let us insist that this,. the Republic, is "A
government of the people, by the people, and for the
people."
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.

'l'he Truth Seeker Said It Three Years Ago.
From the San Francisco Argonaut.

The recent decision of Judge Anderson, of the
United States district court, that aliens whose
churches hav paramount claims over them cannot
lawfully take the oath of allegiance to the United
States government, bas received the unqualified approval of the press. Even the Oall approves of it.
Readers of the Argonmet will be amazed on perusing
the following editorial from the Oall of December 4th :
It is not easy to determin the logical effect of the decision
of the federal court that American citizenship must be
denied to all aliens who hav assumed other obligations not
cons~stent with such citizenship. The decision is assumed ,
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to apply to Roman Catholics especially, but it includes as
well all others who hav undertaken similar obligations to
those which Roman Catholics are charged with holding to
their church. The English of the decision is that to American
citizens the United States government is the highest power
on earth. An oath to sustain that government is paramount
to every other on the conscience of the person taking it. The
decision does not recognize any revelation which absolves a
person from the obligation of this oath. If he has opinions
inconsistent with the discharge of all the duties the oath contemplates, be is not eligible to citizenship. The application
to Roman Catholics is made clear by the fact that members
of that church claim to hav received through their lenders
revelations which, in their opinion, hav a superior claim upon
their conscience over the fealty they hav sworn to the United
States government. In other words, if their leadera in the
Roman Catholic church should giv them au order in conflict
with one they hav received from the government, they
would obey their church leaders. The decision of Judge
Anderson excludes all aliens holding such views of their
obligation to the Roman Catholic church from American
citizenship. Our readers will bear in mind that this decision
does not deny the right of any man to hold such views as
may commend tbemselvs to his conscience. It simply
declares that aliens who consider that they owe a higher
fealty to another power than to the United States shall not
become citizens of the United States. They shall not take
an oath, with an intention of breaking it when the higher
power givs the word. The decision will not affect the civil
rights of Roman Catholics. The law will continue to protect them in life and property. They may do anything that
an alien may do, but they shall not be given the power to
betray the government. . . .

We will remove the amazement of our readers by
informing them that in the Gall editorial we bav
substituted "Roman Catholic" for " Mormon" wherever it occurred, just to see how it would sound.
Really, it sounds very well. This Mormon business
is exceedingly awkward. Whenever we level a law
at that frugal people, it turns out to be a boomerang,
and hits somebody else. Some years ago, the United
$tates paBB€d a federal law-leveled at polygamymaking "illegal cohabitation" a felony. Unfortunately, an officer in the navy, said to be a very nice
fellow, was arrested in Washington city under this
law for keeping as a mistress the daughter of a formH
friend. Federal law prevails in the District of Columbia. It was exceedingly disagreeable-the n_aval
officer came near going to the peniten tinry. But after
this little matter was fixed up, the federal officials
resumed their labors in Salt Lake City with renewed
zeal. Now a similar trouble is threatened in this
recen~ decision. How is a good Catholic to take the
oath of allegiance T
------~~.--------

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON writes: The edition of "Bible in Favor
of Debate," which I hav been sending free all over the country, is exhausted. Will notify you when I get another edition printed. I am lecturing in Nebraska now. My address
is Seward, Neb.
GEOEGE H. DAWES will take the platform in the spring,
when his school closes, and has already engagements for a
six nights' debate at McMinnville, Ore.; three nights each at
Corvallis, Prineville, Wilsonville, Mulino, and two nights nt
Amorsville. His address is North Yamhill, Ore.
MR. H. L. GREEN says in the December number of the
Freethinker's Magazine: "'Evolution-The God of Nature,'
is the title of a lecture that has recently been written by our
friend H. P. Marsh, of Palmyra, N.Y. We hav been permitted to read it and we can say truthfully that it is one of
the most valuable productions that we ever read. It is full
of just that kind of knowledge that tlte peop?e ought to know.
Mr. MaYsh is not an educated man, but is a reader and
thinker, and, being one of the' common people,' knows how
to address himself to their underRtanding. We hope Mr.
Marsh may be invited to deliver this lecture in many localities. There is more valuable matter in this one lecture than
could be culled from five barrels of Talmage's sermons.
Mr. Marsh will gladly deliver this lecture before any society
that will defray his necessary expenses." To which we may
add that Mr. Marsh intends to devote his time to lecturing
and desires engag;ements at once. Address, H. P. Marsh,
Palmyra, N. Y.
------~~.--------

THE .Arena, from which we copy the article on God in the
Constitution, by Colonel Ingersoll, is a n~w monthly publication similar in purpose, style, and prrce to the Nortlt
.American Review and Forum. It is edited by B. 0. Flower
and published in Boston. Besides Colonel Ingersoll, the
writers in the January number are H. 0. Pentecost, Laurence Gronlund, Henry George, Adirondack Murray, Joaquin Miller, and others less known to radical fame.
THE general assembly of the ·Church of Scotland has issued
a pastoral address on non-churchgoing and its causes, which
it asks to be read over the pulpits in all the churches on
a convenient Sabbath. It points out that in Glasgow, the
most populous city of Scotland, there are not fewer than one
hundred and twenty thousand persons who are aliena.ted
from public worship. It is further remarke~ that there rs a
similar and alarming proportion of people m other towns,
and even in rural parishes, who habitually absent themselvs
from church.
UNDER the head of '' Gaietes de Ia Semaine "-Amueements
of the Week-a Paris paper prints a leading article on the
Salvation Army. The writer says the singing was full of
" go " the chorus reminding bim of the Assassouans, only
the performers jumped up and gave an" experience" instead
of eating glass and cbewing scorpions. _Qne ~f the "s~pe~s"
said he had lived till the age of thirty-five wrthout thmkmg
of the Lord, but he had the luck to meet hiJ? one day on the
Quai Valmy, and ever since they. bad .be~n m_sepurablc. An
Austrian bad sought the Lord rn vam m his own country,
and the Lord had given him a rendezvous in France. The
writer asks, "Where does the money go?" and concludes by
hinting that Boulanger ought to take command of the army
o! the Lord,
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The church-members who visited ibis place could preciate the usefulness of the state-paid ec(llesiastics,
not be induced to go out sailing on Sunday, but they I lay before them the following picture in all its
would take a buckboard drive in the afternoon, hideousness, copied from a reliable standard work,
although it involved work to horses, driver, and recently published, on Trinidad: "Obea~is~ or
hostler. They probably exercised prudenoo in con- witchcraft is still practiced by many unprmmpled
The Secularization of th.e Church.
One of the most encouraging evidences of the sequence of the belief that God has a special delight ·individuals of both sexes. The professors of sorcery
turn the practice of witchcraft and charms to lucraprogress of Rationalism is the growing tbis-wm:ldli- in upsetting sailboats on his day.
Even the conservativ Roman Oatholio church is tiv account, pandering to. the worst passions of
ness of the church. A generation ago the puritanical spirit was predominant. in the ortbodo:~; c~urch ; adopting the most profanely secular means to secure degraded humanity, by the secret exercise of prebell fire salvation by Christ, and renunCiatton of money. The new St. Peter's cathedral, in Montreal, tended arts, and the performance of revolting cereworldly pleasures formed t~e staple of the preac~ing. was lately turned into " 8 gambling-hell." Wheels of monies. To seduce the affections of a .female, to
The church services and edifices were of the platnest fortune were placed at the doors, houses and .lands effect the separation between husband and wife, to ·
description, and sincerity and cons~stency marked. the were sold by lottery, and dice were thrown at every possess with a devil, to affect with sickness, to procure
profession of belief in the teacbmgs of the Bible. table. When a lady asked me " to shake dice for. 8 the ruin or the death of an enemy, such are the
Gradually the preaching lost its ~ower as the. en- chance of getting an infant Jesus," I thought the objects of obeahism in Trinidad. These practices
are vile and monEttrous to a degree, and there is an
lightened mind began to revolt agams~ the atrom?ua coming of the Lord might be imminent.
Pages could be filled with accounts of " '.lpinsters' actual belief in the efficacy of the incantations persacrificial theology. To secure drawmg attract1o~,
solo singing was introduced and m~r~ elaborate chotr and bachelors' socials," "pink parties," " oatmeal formed. Such efficacy results from the most nefamusic was rendered. On Thanksgtvmg day and fast soirees," "rainbow festivals," and so on, which are rious practices. Vegetable poison is administered to
days political themes were brought into the pulpit weekly held in the churches, .while in the country, in the party whom they wi~h to get rid of. The .healt~
and by degrees topics of the time were cautiously Canada, the social has been turned into a ball, where is destroyed and death may tnsue. If the obJect IS
alluded to on Sundays. The church social was insti- the young folks dance till morning. All this is good, the ruin of an enemy, poison is given to his fow lP,
tuted Sunday-school picnics and festivals became and we only complain that while the church is steal- his cow, and his donkey. Some pretend to curt.
frequ~nt; the magic lantern, lecture,. literary and ing our thunder it still pretends to :flash the divine diseases. They invariably declare that such diseasts
musical entertainment, were adopted, and young lightning. Let its members revolt from the creeds are produced by wicked practices, and, of courst>, can
people's associations became a nece.ss.ary adjunct of they no longer believe and from the services that are be cured only by the administration of medicine
the church. To-day the preaching of the gospel is only a mockery. A few old-fashioned ministers are aided by incantations, and such incantations are
relegated to the less civilized masses who follow the trying to stem the tide, but the demands of the peo- accordingly performed with the accompaniment of
drum of the Salvation Army, and the church ba.s ple are being generally heeded. Let them demand cabalistic words and signs. The medic·ns are prE·
all they want and it will be granted if the institution pared beforehand and administered in secr_et,_ som.ebeen transformed into a religious fun club.
On every hand we see the breaking down of ortho- can be preserved thereby. As an instance of conserv- times in a dark room, when the deluded VICtim wlll
dox belief. The exclusion of women from teaching atism the London Freethinker givs this item, " Don't be made to cast up centipedes, scorpions, spiderf',
in coasistency with Paul's commands has given way mix up religion and amusement, says the Rev. Dr. pins, etc., to the great amazement of thoEe present,
to the ordination of a woman as pastoress of a Con- Thomas of Liverpool." He "would rather see young and the entire satisfaction of the poor dupe. Some
gregational church. And the founder of the "Young men seeking amusement 'in places beset with the of the obeah-men hav a wide reputation, and pracPeople's Society for Christian Endeavor" publicly most dreadful temptations' than • provide games and tice extensivly. The black creoles in general, when
declares: "St. Paul did not prohibit women speak- amusements for them in connection with the house of sick, instead of employing a regular medical practiing in meeting. Study the words to the Corinthians God!" But the tide is all the other way and the tioner, prefer the assistance of a class of impostors
in the original Greek. He meant, 'Don't la-la-la- religion of Jesus ill being wounded in the house of who unite the practice of obeabism and quackery,
don't make a clatter, a disturbance in the churches."' his friends. This-worldliness is fast superseding and exact little from their patients. The people
here also believe that certain malevolent individuals
So it goes on. As fast as reason and common sense other-worldliness.
overthrow the practices enjoined by the Bible the
What is the duty of Liberals toward the church in in league with the devil, and called "soucouyans,"
ministers discover that "the Bible is to be read in a its changing attitude? Should they affiliate with it hav the power of casting off their skin. Divested of
new meaning in the light of to-day j' but they only and help it on by development from within? No 1 epidermis, ·they :fly through the air resembling at the
find it out when their cav.se is lost. Every advance As long as false doctrin is the standard of the church, time balls of fire. They then, vampire-like, suck the
has to be made against the opposition of "God's even if only in name, it should be shunned. There blood of those against whom they hav any animosity.
word." A wealthy gentleman who gave many thou- sboul4 be no countenancing of any belief in super- For overcoming or counteracting the machinations
sands annually to foreign missions lamented to me naturalism, and no affiliation with formal religious of. such an enemy there are two plans. One is to
that his money had been misplaced, because mission· worship. It is the protest from without that will sprinkle salt upon the cast-off skin if you should
ary societies were attending to edpcation instead of make those withi~ move the faster, and when the meet with it, or when you are expecting a visit from
the preaching of the gospel. The Young Men's church becomes avowedly the Ethical Society, it will the spirit strew the floor around your bed with rice.
Christian Associations hav found that Jesus and his be time enough to join it. If those within who are This the soucou.yan, by some mysterious law, will be
blood bav ceased to draw, and they supplement this unbelievers in miracles would leave it and those with- compelled to pick up grain by grain, thereby affordfading attraction with the gymnasium, bath, bowling- out would giv them something better to come to in ing- you an opportunity for slaying it.
alley, billiard-table, educational class, and social gath- the way of Sunday meetings, the church would soon
Now is it not sad to contemplate that notwithering. The Montreal Amateur Athletic Association be wholly secularized. This is 8 most important and standing the large sums of money spent by the govbas just reduced its limit of age by two years in pressing need for Liberals to supply. Nature's ernment in subsidizing two large religions bodies
dread of competition from the Young Men's Christian method of progression is-usually through the develop- who profess to teach and enlighten the poor· people,
Association, that is erecting a building with all the ment of existing forms. The social features of we find them to,day in such a lamentable condition
modern improvements.
churchgoing are too attractiv to be dispelled. Sun- of ignorance and superstition? The government
Some personal observations made thil;! summ~r in day entertainments should be provided that would speiJds a paltry $50,000 in maintaining unsectarian
a New England village will illustrate the growing giv all that is attractiv in the church service combined schools; can it be doubted that if the dollars it gave
tendency to abandon dogma for Secularism. An with instruction and sensible utterance. It is time to sectarian schools and the ecclesiastical establishinvitation was given to attend a "raspberry festival" that wealthy Liberals provided 8 substitute for the menta. had been expended in the education and trainin the church, and a charming young lady urged the church that would so successfully rival it that soon ing of the youth of the country in secular schools
matter so strenuously that it was hard to resist. I the -church buildings would be available . for secular where neither priest nor religions dogma was per· replied: "I am .a Freeth ought writer and lectur~r. purposes for seven days in the week. Freethought mitted to enter, and competent masters engaged, the
Your church is founded to teach the doctrin that is ,, the heir of the ages," and ere long will receive results would not hav been far· different! There
men like me are dam<J.ed. How can !contribute to t.he heritage that Christians are unconsciously pre- never existed a community, either in ancient or modits support and go there to eat raspberries and ice- paring for it.
RoBERT c. ADAMS.
ern times, in which priestcraft was rampant, and
cream and hav high jinks with you while I am on the
Montreal, Can, Dec. 16. 1889.
whose schools were run by religious fanatics, that
the members thereof were not steeped to the hilt in
brink of bell! How can you consistently hav fellowignorance, superstition, and bigotry. A people
ship with me whom your creed denounoos '" "Oh,"
Priestcraft in the West Indies.
whose very consciences are not in their own keeping ;
she said, " we none of us believe such things, and
In continuation of my communication to you on the sanctit;y of whose privatE>, domestic life is invaded
we think just as much of you, if you are a Freethinker. Of course the Bible says some such words, this subject, I propose now concluding my notice of by the intrusiv cure; whose almost every thought,
but they don't mean that." " Well," I said, "if it is the images of certain saints worshiped by the adher- word, and action is dependent for determination and
not belief in my eternal doom that makes you happy, ents of the Roman church here, with a reference to approval on the church !lnd its priests, is as humiliatwhat is it that comforts you in your religion T" After the negro saint, known as Benoit le Noir, canonized ing a spectacle as it is possible for one to witness.
a moment's hesitation she replied: "I can't tell you." by one of the popes, Gregory, for the performance of Out upon such wretched emasculation.
Quite recently the government of the colony, with
''And you allow ministers," I said, "to rope in pretty miracles iri Africa. He is represented as a woodgirls like you to act as decoys for an institution tb~~ot. cutter, and his image occupies a conspicuous place in the praiseworthy view of providing an asylum for the
bas no reason for existence, unless the need for the the kitchen of the convent here. Roman Catholics juvenil vagrants and criminals, proposed the estabsalvation of souls· is genuin ~" Soon au "apron sale" pray to him Contre malefice, or, in other words, he lishment of reformatory schools for these children.
was announced. It was the great event of the year- is supplicated to preserve his petitioners from the No sooner had the movement bee& initiated than the
an effort to help out the minister's salary by a jolly evils of witchcraft, and to restrain any person from Anglicans and Roman Catholics commenced a savage
gathering and sale of aprons and refreshments. It practicing the same against them. In a country contention for supremacy in the management and
was bard to resist the invitation, for it seemed churl- like Trinidad where, notwithstanding the surround- conduct of these reformatories, and on no account
ish to refuse to join in the chief social gathering of ing influence of civilization, the belief in sorcery and would these wretched fanatics listen to the proposal
the season. Being taken to task by the lady who witchcraft is generally and strongly entertained to make the schools undenominational. The governhad presided at the apron table and made the finan- amongst the lower classes, this license given by the ment, with unpardonable weakness, very nearly
cial success of the occasion, I made the excuses that Romish church to its followers to pray to one of its played into their hands by atteD;lpting the passage
had served me for the raspberry festival. "Oh," she saints Contre malefice seems to me to amount to a of a law authorizing the erection of buildings to be
said, "we none of us believe those old doctrine. I direct encouragement, if not actually to practice it, used by these two bodies as reformatories, when the
read the report of your lectures and tell my friends, certainly to believe in it. I should say that every Wesleyan Methodists presented a protest in which
'That's just what I beli~ve,' and my husband says effort should be made by the church to discourage they disapproved of the establishment of denominayou are level-beaded and put things about right." the belief in the efficacy of witchcraft, but such is tional reformatory schools for the colony, and urged
" Why do you go to church, then ?" I asked. She not the case. I am, however, bound to say that that considering the religious differences of the. comreplied: "Because the people who go there are try· there is a law in existence that provides for the munity, a large portion being neither Protestants nor
ing to be good." "But," I said, ''can you find no punishment by imprisonment and whipping of per- Roman Catholics, the government should establish
people who wish to be good who are not engaged in sons convicted of practicing witchcraft, but I do not and manage reformatory schools. To shut out all
telling lies and making hypocritical professions ? think that the religious bodies in the colony are a the other religious bodi~=s from .any claim upon the
Surely this is a poor means of being good, and if you bit to be thanked·for the creation of this ordinance. government to erect for them buildings to be used
will be sinoore and honest you will no longer sail In order that the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKEB may as reformatory schools after making grants for that
under false colors and aid in the promulgation of be informed of the true moral condition of the lower purpose to the Anglican and Catholic churches, was
opinions that you know to be untrue."
classes of Tdnidad, and for them also justly to ap- most unfair, and such proposal was most unsatisfac-
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tory to a large proportion of the community with a
population of East Indian immigrants numbering upward of sixty tl~ousand out of a total population of
one hundred and ninety thousand, arid with other
important rapidly increasing religious bodies who
may not be able to establish for themselvs reformatory schools, and praying that the government would
pause before passing the law. The upshot of all this
was that the proposal has been shelved for the present and the whole matter submitted to the colonial
minister in England for his decision and settlement.
When this will be, no one can tell-perhaps his lordship will relegate the arbitrament of the question to
the Greek Kalends. In the mean time, through the
wretched jealousies, bickerings, and obstruction of
these belligerent apostles of the (according to their
Bible in which they so much believ€-) meek and lowly
Jesus who said, "Suffer little children to come unto
me," the "little children" are sent to the common
prison to mix and associate with hardened adult criminals and thus become confirmed in crime, and help
to recruit the criminal ranks of the colony.
Again, at the educational board of the island, we
find the cloven hoof of the priest showing itself.
The members of this board charged with the important duty of controling snd regulating the educational machinery of the colony are pretty evenly
divided as to creed, about one-half being Anglicans
or dissenters, and the other half Roman Catholics.
But the chairman, the administrator of the government of the island, belongs to the latter denomination, and his casting vote generally determins a disputed question in favor of the Catholics. A month
or two since, a discussion arose at the board on the
proposal to establish a government undenominational
school at Tunapuna, in the interior of the i~hmd, A
Catholic priest residing in the same district prompt;y
wrote the board objecting to the. establishment of
the government school, and of course he was supported by all the Roman Catholic members. The
Protestant members supported the proposal, and one
of them, the attorney general, scathingly rebuked the
Romish fanatfcs. But all to no purpose, for on the
question being put to the vote, and a tie occurring,
the chairman gave his casting vote in favor of the
Catholic opposition. This school, if established,
would hav been undenominational, and, therefore, its
establishment was fiercely opposed by those intolerant and bigoted spirits who, like 6Vil genii, cast their
gruesome and blighting shadow over all tlu.y come
E. S.
in nach of.
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Puget sound. Rivers hav gouged great valleys into
the western slope of the range, and creeks and small
rivers hav dug other and smaller valleys from the
eternal snow to the main valleys, and in all valleys
an~ on all divides of less than five thousand feet elevat10n, fir and cedar and spruce trees stand thickly.
All along the western .slope of the mountaim, from
the boundary line to Olympia, the bays and arms of
Puget sound Htend inland. To the west of the
sound, and between it and the Pacific ocean, are the
Olympic mountains, fir and cedar clad, and wholly
unexplored save by wandering Indians and a few
white men who hav entered the forest to exainin the
timber. I hav not met a white man in the state who
possesses any trustworthy information relativ to this
region, that is seventy miles long and about thirty
miles wide. Such timber examiners as I hav talked
with tell me that the region is covered wit.h a dense
forest of gigantic trees; that fallen timber covers
the ground in !& jack-strawlike tangle, through or
over which no man can travel more than three or
four miles in one day.
Puget sound has a shore line of about sixteen hundred miles. It stretches southward into the heart of
what I believe is the most productiv portion of the
·continent, as Lake Michigan extends into the heart
of the stock and grain- producing region of the
central eastern portion of the continent. But
Lake Michigan is ice-bound for a large portion of
the year, and it does .not :flow directly into the sea,
that broad transportation line on which any man can
transport goods or produce to market free of tolls
levied te pay int~rest on the cost of construction;
The waters that twice .daily rush into and out ·of
Puget sound flow to and from the Pacific ocean,
where the long swells lazily rise and fall. A great
:fleet of steamboats-and the number is not sufficient
to accommodate the traffic-ply on these waters that
hav never been closed by ice aince the continent was
discovered. Ships from almost every country in
western Europe :float their :flags i11 the ports that
stand on the shores of these bays. There :floats the
ftsg of England, yonder the French flag waves, and
the American fl~g :floats high above many vessels.
As I write I see men unloading cargoes from Europe,
from China, and from N~w York. I see other ships
taking in cargoes of wheat that grew in the Palouse
region and in the Big Bend country, and timber at
the sawmills. This ship is loading sacked breadstuffs
for Liverpool ; that one timber for Australia ; that
one by the great mill where the saws ceaselessly hum
and where the air is heavily charged with the odor of
A Capable Boomer of Washington.
resin is to sail to Peru, and the dirty ship by the
coal chutes is for San Francisco.
.
For six weeks, writes Frank Wilkens to the J.'irnes,
What has made the older states of the Union
I hav traveled steadily over the plains and through wealthy? Pennsylvania's wealth is based on iron,
the forest-clad mountains and on the clear, cold water. coal, oil, and lumber. Pine and iron ore and copper
of this most promising state. Years ago I traveled supplied .the raw material on which the prosperity of
throughout the region in canoes, on horseback, and northern Michigan and Wisconsin and northeastern
on foot. Three years ago I traveled over much the Minn€sota was built Agriculture is the basis of the
same country in Pullman cars. To-day I think I prosperity of the Mississippi valley states. Gold,
know the state and its re-sources and its probable silver, and copper bearing ores, and coal and iron,
future. In the past I hav written but little on the and grazing is the solid foundation on which Colo.
resources of Washington because I believed that eo rado's prosperity is builded. And manufacturh:g is
long as there was vacant land which was alleged to the source from which the Atlantic seaboard states
be arable adjacent to the arid belt, the emigratory . hav drawn their enormous wealth. Washington has
agricultural people of the Mississippi valley, who are more lumber and better lumber than &ver stood on
wedded to cor~-producing land, would not cross the the soil of all the lake states put together. It has
desert that lies west of the one-hundredth meridian. more good iron ore than has as yet been discovered
The overland trails are long. They lead across in the region adjacent to Lake Superior. It has
alkaline wastes, they stretch for miles across grassy more coal than Pennsylvania. The Cascade mountdeseits, they wind through gloomy pine and crag ains are ribbed with leads of gold and silver and
shadowed mountain passes. The Mississippi valley copper and lead bearing ores. To-day I hav examined
agriculturists are of the stock of wagon people, argentiferous galena that assays ninety ounces of
They desire to migrate slowly, and with cattle follow- silver to the ton and sixty per cent galena. This ore
ing their wagons. They want to carefully inspect is from the Skazet pass, through which Nelson
the land they traverse. They are poor. Railroad Bennett's railroad is to run.: The gold· bearing quartz
fare, when it includes freight charges on their per- is of a character to cause Colorado miners to sadly
sonal 'property, represents more money than these shake their heads and mournfully murmur, "We hav
men possess. Their value as citizens to a new state. wasted our Jives in prospecting in Colorado and New
lies almost wholly in their willingness to work, and Mexican highlands."
in their superb confidence in themselvs. These
The agricultural land of Washington is the most
courageous men bav attempted agriculture in arid productiv cf the country. But the quality of the
lands; they hav toyed, to their financial discomfiture, wheat produced iR not as good as the famous" No. 1
with Oklahoma, to which red-dust land they :fled to Hard," nor is it as good as the winter wheats raised
esoape tilling mortgaged acres in a sun-baked but on virgin land in Kansas. For all other grains, save
grassy desert. Occasionally a man, whose farm .corn, and for the excellence of its fruits and vegetables
mortgage ceaselessly called in imperativ tones for this state stands at the head of the list. Washington
interest which he was unable to pay, strayed from has all the raw material, the natural resources, out of
western Kansas and Nebraska, or from eastern Col- which to create a prosperous and wealthy state by
orado, to Washington. At long intervals, he wrote developing a varied manufacturing industry that a
to his friends to describe the region he had found on group .of the most prosperous Eastern states had or
the Pacific coast. And when they sat on empty dry- bav, and the Pacific ocean rolls softly on her shores.
goods boxes and inverted nail kegs in country stores Beyond the Pacific lie the markets of the West. To
to listen to the letter read they shook their heads the south the treeless lands of Peru and Chili call
knowingly, and sorrowfully said one to the other: loudly for lumber. And the whole coast calls for
" James used to be a truthful man, but he has be- iron and steel, and the world demands gold and
come an awful liar since he arrived in Washington. silver. The waters of the state teem with food
There is no such desirable country as he describeP." fighes. Almost every tide :flat is paved with clams.
Washington is the last state to be developed. It Salmon crowd into the rivers in countless numbers
is the last, and, I am strongly tempted to write, the to spawn. The other day I saw them packed into a
b~st. It is a region of mountains which are clad small river, up which they were swimming to spawnwith an almost unbroken forest in comparison with ing beds, so thickly that a stone could not hav been
which the forPPts of Michigan and Wisconsin are as thrown into the water without striking a fish.
underbrush. The main highland range is the CasClimatically the state is divided into two wholly
C!lde1 whose :flanks jut into the cold, salt water of different regions by the Cascade mountains. West
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that snow capped range the land, as a whole,
slopes to the Pacific ocean, through .which a mighty
river, called the Japan stream, 1lows. The prevailing
wind is westerly. It sweeps day after day over the
large body of water, and becomes heavily charged
with moisture. Winter is on, and the air is cold on
the summits of the Cascade mountains. As the
moisture-laden air, pushed 11gainst the range by
stormy winds, ascends to attempt the frosty passage
it becomes colder and colder till precipitation begins,
and the water that was drawn from the_Gulf Ptream
of the Pacific is quickly frozen out of the aerial currents. This moisture falls on the highlands as snow
and on the land adjacent to the coast as rain. So the
winters of western Washington are· rainy and rather
gloomy, too. In the summer or in late spring the
air on the highlands becomes warmer as the 1,mn
courses northward, and then the westerly winds are
able to carry the moisture with which they are laden
across the mountain summits. Then summer, deJightful and with from sixteen to eighteen hours of
daylight, holds the land in sunshine.
East of the Cascade mountains is a .comparativly
dry land and of almost perpetual sunahine. Rain
seldom falls during the summer. But the air is not
as dry as it is on the eastern slope of the Rocky
mountains. Heavy dew falls almost nightly in the
summer. There is rain in the spring and fall, and
snow and intense cold in the winter. In eastern
Washington are immense areas of sandy, sage-brush.
land, seas of rolling hills that are covered wit·h grass,
extensiv areas where the lava that was thrown out
ages ago by volcanoes lies cloae to the surface of the
ground and makes the land undesirable, and other
large areas that lie close to the mountains consist of
hills on which spruce and pine of pure quality stand.
Large districts, such as the Palouse and Big Bend,
produce bountiful crops without irrigation, but other
large areas, as the region about Pasco, will remain
unproductiv till irrigation works are constructed.
The best fruit grown in Washington is raised in
the Walla Walla, the Yakama, and the Wenat~hee
valleys. In the quality and quantity, also, of hops,
wheat, rye, oats, and vegetables, the Puget sound
and coast regions far surpass the eastern portions of
the territory.
·
Practically there is no winter in the region west of
the Cascade mountains. In all the larger towns ice
manufactories hav been established, and the smaller
towns are supplied with ice from the factories. Ice
never forms on the lakes of sufficient thickness to cut
and pack a lis done in the East. To-day is a typical
winter's day. A heavy mist is flying; at short intervale rain falls. It is a decidedly nasty day. The
workingmen pay no attention to the weather. The
town resounds with the roar of industry. I hear
carpenters' hammers, at least a hundred of them,
driving nails. I. hear the sharp tap, tap, tap, of
stonedressers' hammers as they strike on granit and
sandstone blocks, and an army of workmen labor at
the wharves, on the streets, and around the mills.
The work year is twelve months long on Puget
sound, and that fact means a great deal to men who
hav followed agriculture in lands where blizzards and
arctic-like frost rigidly suspend work for many
months, during which time the farmer and his family
and stock eat and burn all he made or grew during
the working season. Here fuel is at the farmer's
band. He can find work for every day. But it is
true that to clear a farm and fit it for the plow
in this region of dense forest is a slow and very
costly operation. But it is also true that the farmer
who enters the forest to chop out a farm can readily
sell every log he cuts if he will haul it to the bank of
a river or adjacent to a railroad. When he has
cleared a few acres he can grow more food on them
'than he could on twice as much Mississippi valley
lan<t, and sell the produce fCJr JPOre money.
This year Washington first begins to feel the throb
of new blood injected into her commercial and induP.trial veins. A mighty stream of immigration is pouring into the state. They come in wagons, and secondclass cars, and in Pullman coaches. Daily long trains
that are heavily laden with passengers roll into the
state. They come from the South, from the East,
from the North-miners, mechanics, t~hopkeeperP,
capitalists, laborers, and agriculturists-a great army
of them enter the state every month, and but few of
them return to the East. The passenger cars of the
Canadian Pacific road hav been crowded with westbound passengers for months. Last summer when
I was in Ontario and Manitoba I wondered where all
the emigrants were going. I hav ceased to wonder.
By far the larger portion of those emigrants are today working around Puget sound. They traveled
over the Canadian Pacific railroad because that corporation carries passengers for leAs money than any
of the American railroads do.
This state is being settled with a rush. Towns
are springing into life as by the rubbing of the lamp.
The whole region resounds with the sound of ~l~ws
struck in creativ industry. It is th~ most str_Ikmg
spectacle that I hav seen on the contment. It IS the
migration .of a nation and the rapid building of a
great state that is soinS' on, and it is well worth qe,scribing.
.
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Still the Sunday War.
One of the most glaring instances of the hypocrisy of the church is the naming of the Wisconsin
body organized to enforce Sunday laws the " Civil
Sunday Association." This name was adopted to
catch "those classes whose interest in a civil Sunday
the association was endeavoring to obtain "-in oth.er
words, the working people are to be humbugged
with the notion that all the association is after is rest
for the toilers. To carry on the deception the papers
read at the convention in Milwaukee bore specially
upon the need of one day in seven as a rest day, without which the universe would fall into chaos ; and
which catastrophe would occur anyway if that rest
day was not Sunday, when the churches were open
and the preachers earning their salaries.
Two or three things about thi 3 matter the minis·
ters forget to tell the people. If one day in seven
is needed for rest-which is approximately truewhy will not any other day of the week do as well as
Sunday? Sunday workers now are given one day off
each week, and why should the clergy lament if all
they seek is a septenary rest day? Why, also, do
the clergy denounce the Sunday newspapers and
clamor for Monday editions, if they desire all work·
ers to hav a holiday on Sunday? Sunday papers
entail work on the week days, especially on Saturdays, while Monday papers compel the editors,
reporters, printers, and business managers and clerks
to labor Sundays. Again, if Sunday is a day on
which no one should toil, why do the clergymen
select that day on which to preach, breaking the
Sabbath themselvs, and compelling sextons and bellringers and singers and organists and car-drivers and
conductors and hundreds of others to violate the
fourth Commandment? Why do they not change
their meetings to one of the week days ? If Sunday
is a day of rest for one, it is for all; if there is an
obligation imposed upon one single worker to keep
it, the obligation is equally binding upon all.
What, then, are the preachers thinking about
when they babble of the civil Sunday? They are
thinking just this : That Sunday is a day set apart
by the church; that it is a " sacred day;" that it is
an institution without which the church cannot flour-

ish · that with its going will go .their holy and reverend selvs. That is what they are thinking of, and
all their efforts are directed toward preserving the
day for their own use, and consequently toward preserving themselvs as a class. To do this they are
willing to deceive, to do injustice, to invade human
rights, to be tyrants, to falsify history, to deny facts,
to distort and disobey their own "holy book," and to
be held in contempt by the intelligent and honest
world.
However, it is tolerably certain that the majority
of people nowadays know them and know the hypocrisy of their acts and the hollowness of their pretenses for the welfare of the toilers. The record of
the church is of itself sufficient to expose their pretenses. Argument to show that there is no sacred
day, that all days are alike, that Sunday is not the
Sabbath anyway, that the Puritan Sabbath has been
here and gone, and that the conceptions which maintained it while here were the arrogant assumpti!>DB of
bigots, that rest on one day is as healthful as rest on
any other day, that civilization cannot be stopped to
oblige the priests, that travel away from a church is
as rightful and much more sensible than toward one,
that no real rest can be had from ordinary vocations
without change of scene and occupation-such argu·
ment is not needed now so much as opposition to
clerical schemes for making Sunday a holy day and
imprisoning all those who will not observe it. This
opposition should center on town and municipal governments, on legislature!, state and national, through
public meetings, distribution of documents, and personal effort among neighbors and friend£1. The main
strength of the Sunday observance lies in the devotion of a class whose bread and butter depend in a
measure on their success, to whom victory means
power and a greatly increased business, and who can
use as a tool the most powerful of all incentive,
sentimental fanaticism. Against this there is public
opinion, which in most communities is opposed to
Sunday laws, if the people be not too hypocritical or
scared to express it ; one or two small religious sects
whose holy day is not the same as with other Christians ; some people who hav rejected all the essentials
of Christianity but cling to the name like the Unitarians, and the Freethinkers who love liberty for its
own sake, who are mentally broad enough to allow
everyone all the rights they claim for themselvs, and
who know that any union of church and state means
the subjugation of the latter and the dominion of
tlieocracy, which all through the world, in any country and of any creed, has been the great obstacle to
progress, the tyrannical oppressor of the people, and
a cruel and bloodthirsty ruler. Theocracy is truly
what our government was called by some of the
Abolitionists when it upheld slavery-an agreement
with Death and a league with Hell. These forces
opposed to this attempted theocracy hav a hard task
before them. There are no loaves and fishes for
them ; no power to be gained; no business to be
advanced; no fanaticism to aid them-they hav only
this to work for, human liberty-" more important
than food or clothes, more important than gold
or houses, more important than art or science." If
they can be made to realize this, the end is foreseen.

Something Accomplished in Milwaukee.
It is a sign of healthy progress when the school
board of a great city revises the Readers of its school
in favor of Seoular teaching. In the public schools,
where the children of Infidel, Jew, ChristianCatholic and Protestant-Atheist, Deist, Theist, Agnostic, and Liberal Christian are to be given an edu·
cation which shall fit them for something better than
hewers of wood and drawers of water, there can be
no proper place for sectarian teaching or instruction in
any religious dogmas. These must be left to the
parents, who can inoculate their offspring with any
tenets they please, and the child may retain them
till he finds out for himself whether they be reasonable or not. But to tell the child of an Atheist that
" God is the great creator and preserver of all things"
is to outrageously invade that parent's right, and to
teach the child of a Jew that Christ died to save sinners is no less outrageous. So we are glad to record
that, the Milwaukee school board has expurgated the
Readers in its schools in the interests of fair play
and justice.
The.books used are McGuffey's Readers, from the
first to the sixth grade, and it shows how badly the
Christians hav abused their power that out of five

hundred and fifty-eight lessons in the six books, one
hundred and fort:v-three, or over twenty-five per cent,
hav to be eliminated because of religious bias. The
character of the matter struck out may be gathered
from these lines :
" When the stars at set of sun
Watch you from on high,
When the morning has begun,
Think the Lord is nigh.
" AU you do and all you say
He can see and hear;
When you work and when you pray
Think the Lord is near •
" All your joys and griefs he knows,
Counts each falling tear,
When to him you tell your woes,
Know the Lord will hear.
" This birdie is content to sit
Unnoticed on the way,
And sweetly sing its maker's praise
From dawn to close of day.
" God knows best. He was somebody's love,
Some body's heart enshrined him there;
Somebody wafted his name above,
Night and morn on the wings of prayer."

Sensible people will wonder not that these songs
hav been eliminated, but that such Sunday-school
trash should ever hav cumbered a book intended to
teach children knowledge. As literature merely, the
first two extracts are slush pure and simple, and
could hav been incorporated into the book for no
other purpose than to befool the child into a belief
that there is a universal "Lord" whom even the
birdies praise. We should be strongly tempted to
shy a brick at any person who repeated such imbecility in the presence of a child related to us. The
la~t extract is a touching little bit, but if the children
are to hav that engraved on their memories, let them
also hav this one, which givs the real response to
that prayer :
" '0 father in heaven, protect my boy
From the wiles of folly, from sin's decoy;
From the snares of temptation in life's dark sea,
Guard 1im, and keep him pure for thee I'
So a mother prayed as her darling one
Went forth to battle the world aloneAlone, sa.ve the blessing his mother gave,
And that prayer to God to keep and save.

.
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" A murderer's gibbet, high in air,
Answered the trusting mother's prayer."

But what a hullabaioo the Christians would raise
if Stephenson's poem were put into a public school
reader ! These scraps of poetry hav been removed,
says the Milwaukee Sentinel, because " there are
many well-educated and refined people who regard
the God of the religionists as a myth which their
children ought to learn as little about as possible.
And while there are good Christian parents who do
not wish their little ones to be taught the principles
of Darwinism or the Spencerian doctrine until they
are well into their teens, and others harbor the gravest objections to the theories of Paine and Ingersoll, and would shudder to think that their offspring
should read the section upon religion in Reade's
'Martyrdom of Man,' still others there are who
entertain the strongest dislikes for anything appertaining to deity, and hav charming sons and daughters who regard prayers as senseless delusions. Colonel Ingersoll's children don't say prayers and are
none the less good and happy for all that. In recognition of this fact the school board of Milwaukee
very properly saw fit to erase the above little poems
from its course, and, though some church-going folks
will· hold up their hands in horror at the fact, the
board will nevertheless carry the balance of popular
sympathy." And the Sentinel humorously adds:
"Little birds may be very good Christians, but there
is nothing strong in nature to prove the fact; and
the lines may offend many who imagin that robins
evoluted from the same parent germ as oysters did,
and they do not know the difference between their.
maker and a brickbat anyhow, but whistle just because they are built that way."
Other expurgations are " Select Paragraphs from
the Bible," Channing's assertion that religion is the
only basis of society, and similar religious teaching
which once none disputed, because they did not
know any better, but which nowadays about everybody who knows anything at all knows to be untrue.
A good many eliminations are made on literary
grounds alone; some, perhaps, because of too conservativ political teaching-such as Blackstone on
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the origin of property; others because of the too
abstruse character of the selections and also teaching
which later philosophy has shown. to be not so
completely established as our forefathers imagined,
for the world is growing fast and is unlearning a
good deal that it ~nee thought was the absolute
truth.
The Milwaukee voters seem to hav elected some
pretty level-headed men upon their school board.
Mr. McGuffey was altogether too holy a man to prepare school books for this age.

Blasphemy.
0 ~r esteemed Oongregational contemporary, the
Independent, says:
"The one paper in this city which boasts of it~ Infidelity
and claims the name of Infidel, is Tm: TRUTH SEEKER.· It
is not a very intelligent journal and we judge not very prosperous. It publishes every week a couple of blasphemous
pictures, which monopolize the larger part of its interest. It
now tells its readers that they must bring in five hundred
new subscriptions or the paper will not be able to bear the
burden."

The Pictures.
A perusal of the "Letters from Friends" this
week will convince any impartial man that the great
majority of the Liberalt~ of the country hav found
the pictures published in THE TRUTH SEEKER a useful
and convincing ally in their work for mental liberty.
Another thing, and one especially gratifying, is
that the expressions of opinion on those pages, are
all from prompt-paying patrons whose promises of
new subscribers hav a cash value.
Still another thing is there to note, and this we
regret, which is that there is not a sufficient number
of new subscribers and promises to guarantee the
expense involved in the publication of the illustrations. This, perhaps, is due to the short space of
time which has elapsed since the subject was introduced, and to amend this situation, our columns are
still held open and further expression of opinion solicited, with the suggestion thrown in that a vote
with a new subscriber sent now counts two. The
pictures will not. be discontinued until the matter is
settled decisivly.
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hav become civilized since Christianity ruled-that the Protestants cannot crush the Catholics by arms. The civil government is so far ahead of the church.
Tm: Christian InteUig6nct1' makes this wonderful claim
for its religion :
" Not by any human evolution but by the power of a true and
free Christianity in the United States it has been brought to pa.ss
that the workingmen of this country are the best paid, best fed
and clothed, best housed workingmen the world has ever had upon
it, and the people, as a whole, hav more intelligence, more comfort,
more humanity, more enterprise, than any nation the earth has
ever maintained."
This is precisely the reverse of true. Civilization is the
result of the progrese of the race in mechanical invention,
general science, and art. The old-time prosperity of this
country was caused by the almost limitless opportunity it
afforded for human enterprise. As it fills up, becomes old,
conservativ, settled, the workingman is being gradually
reduced to the condition he is in in the old world. If two
rooms in a tenement house for a family of five or .,ix are
better and more civilized than a log cabin with plenty of
room, then the average workingman in the cities is better off
than he was here a hundred years ago. If not, not. It all
depends upon how one looks at it.

ITALY, says a writer in a religious journal, is a hard soil for
Protestantism to grow in. On'the one hand are the Romanists, upon whom no impression can be made, and upon the
other the Infidels, upon whom still less impressi0n is possible.
The Literature Fund.
Unbelief among the Italian men, he says, is general in Rome,
During the past week we hav forwarded to each and their absence from church is conspicuous. The testimember of the Washington legislature a copy of J. mony gathered from such as hav large opportunity for knowE. Remsburg's Sabbath Breaking. There are one ing and are entirely competent to giv intelligent judgment is
hundred and :five Solons in the legislature of the new that the men hav gone entirely over into unbelief ; that they
"believe nothing" in respect to Christianity. 'rhe relation
state, !'nd it took $13.13 to sand them copies of the of
the pope to the king upon the question of the pope's tempamphlet. The fund now stands :
poral power, aRd the evident purpose of the Italian people
to maintain the unity and integrity of the nation, tend to
Cash previously acknowledged .................. $29 00
T. R. Burrows........................................
75 $29 75 alienate such as are intelligent and loyal to the civil government from the Romish hierarchy. But in swinging away
Expended as per TRUTH BEEKER of Novemfrom the Romish church, comparativly few stop at Protestber 30, 1889.. .... .... .. .. ... ...... .... .. .... ...... 19 50
antism. The majority know little respecting it, and apparExpended for'' Sabbath Breaking" to Washington legislature ......... , ...................... 13 13 . 3.2 63 ently care as little about it. This, it seems to us, is an admirable state of mind for the Italians to preserve. In getLeaving due THE TRUTH SEEKER $2 88. We hope ting rid of the smallpox of Romanism, there is no need of
that the Liberals of the country will see to it that catching the yellow fever of Protestantism.

We are quite willing to admit that Ohri.stian bigotry may term blasphemous the pictures printed on
the last page of THE TRUTH SEEKER, inasmuch as
they do m"ke fun of sacred foolishness, but out of
what dictionary did the Independent get a definition
of blasphemy which will include the pictures on the
:first page!
Is it blasphemy to expose the hideousness
of the church's doctrine and reveal the infamy
of her career? Is it blasphemy to show how the
Ohristian religion has deceived womankind, or to recall to the minds of nineteenth century Roman Oatholios how their church has murdered unnumbered
heretic a? Is it blasphemy to unvail the cruelty of
the Presbyterian dogma of foreordination, or to disclose the hypocrisy of Thanksgiving proclamations !
Is it blasphemy to print a picture of the statue this fund does not languish, for there is a great deal
A NEw YoRK paper's Brazilian correspondent writes that
erected to one of Ohristianity's victims, and to paint. to be done. Blair's Sunday bill is again before Oon- some of the advantages soon to follow the establishment
the scene of his death by flame? Is it blasphemy to gress, and his Educational bill has been reported of the republic are civil marriage and separation of church
point ou bthat faith nowadays is not regarded as the best favorably by his Oommittee on Education and and state. In the province of Sao Paulo the law relating to
burial has recently been changed so that a priest's signature
remedy for disease, or that the Roman Oatholics are Labor. We hav in hand to print an argument on a burial certificate is no longer necessary, and .a religious
agains·t
this
Educational
bill
made
by
T.
W.
Smith,
stealing public money? Is it blasphemy to illustrate
service is optional with the friends of the deceased. This
how Ohristianity has opposed all science and slan- an American missionary to Tahiti, and propose that will keep a great deal ·of money from the church, and the
dered all scientists ? Is it blasphemy to uncover the the members of our national legislature shall hav a vicars and bishops are angry at the government in confoolishness of foreign missions, and to quote the chance to peruse it, as well as the reasons why a sequence. Rome does not like freedom of this sort; it wants
the secular arm to eaforce the demands of the priests upon
statement of a Ohristian archdeacon that for every Sunday law should not be enacted.
the purses of the faithful. They rightly look upon the new
convert Ohristianity has gained in India it has made
measure as an attempt to weaken the influence of the priests.
Editorial Notes.
For it Bettles the question that Catholics do not need to go
a hundred drunkards! Is it blasphemy to pictorially
DR. JuLIET SEVERANCE'S accident is more serious than was any more to the pries~s to hav their deceased friends or
remonstrate against sending converted murderers to
first reported. The radius bone of her right arm is broken relative buried; so that if anyone does not like to go first to
heaven and their unconverted victims to hell T Is it and the wrist is badly sprained. It will be at least three
church to hav tbe body sprinkled with holy water and the
blasphemy to unmask the villainy of priests who rob months before she can again attend to business and corre- prayers said for the dead, he can proceed at once to the
poor men and women on the pretense of saving the spondence. The doctor thinks it would be pleasanter, as cemetery and hav the body buried by simply showing the
soul of their friend ? Is it blasphemy to intimate well as more profitable, to attend some one else's fracture burial permit issued by the police. That means that they
need not giv money to the priest for services which they
that God paid little attention to the prayers of the than it is waiting for her own to heal.
would rather dispense with. Hence the change in burial
that
papacy
in
Italy
is
fast
Johnstown sufferers, or
THAT was a mean thing the policemen of Baltimore did to proceedings touches the clerical influence and the pockets of
collapsing ! Is it blasphemy to ask Ohristians to David Bernhardt last week. Mr. Bernhardt was singing a the "holy fathers." And when the marriage ceremony is
prove their faith and the truth of scripture by hand- hymn at a gospel temperance meeting-singing it with unc- taken from their exclusiv keeping they will lose much more
ling soma poisonous serpent and drinking some tion and deep religious feeling and moving the wicked au- influence and money.
deadly drug? Is it blasphemy to lay open the acts ditors to a sense of their depravity-when the law officers
SENATOR BLAIR in a letter to Elliot Shepard's paper reports
disturbed the sacred meeting by arresting the singer for
of the Ohristiaus in the Dark Ages, or to say it is bigamy. The arrest wounded Mr. Bernhardt's sensitiv re- these measures now before Congress : "Mrs. Mary. H. Hunt
possible that the foolish virgins lacked oil for their ligious na.ture so deeply that he fainted away in court when has spread before us four million petitions for the passage of
'lamps because they thought Ohrist meant it when he confronted with his wife number one. It certainly was real the Education bill. Mrs. Bittenbender for the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, the great temperance associasaid, " Take no thought for the morrow 1" Is it mean in the officers to thus injure the feelings of a saint.
tion of the land; the mighty religious organizations and the
blasphemy to impress upon the people that the lightMas. ELIZA BuRNZ, author of the Liberal Hymn Books innumerable multitudes of the sons of toil, cry out for statning is impartial in its effect, knowing no difference and a spelling reformer, writes us: "I hav had some Lib- utes and constitutions which shall deliver the now and the
between a church and an Infidel's building? Is it eral Hymn Books bound in cloth with name in gilt, and I hereafter from the curse of rum. Religion, philanthropy,
blasphemy to poke fun at a minister, or to inquire send you one as a specimen. Suppose you giv it to your boy capital, labor, all the great elements of society, demand the
which of the human races resembles God, in whose for a Christmas gift and hav him learn some of the good Sunday rest. The arousing nation begins to cry out for the
image one of them was made? Is it blasphemy to songs in it, and through THE TRUTH SEEKER advise other establishment of the public school upon foundations as strong
all the states and the nation can make them. These and
say that preachers are bores, and that church bells parents to do the same. The price of the bound volumes as
will be 50 cents'; the half bound 25 cents. The book is other vast interests, and all controling ideas, are at work,
disturb the neighbors ! Is it blasphemy to protest pretty." We think Mrs. Burnz's idea is a good one. The with constantly growing vigor, and with an inflexibility of
against Sunday laws by a picture, and to say that boy shall hav the book, and we are willing to supply all the purpose as fixed as the tendency of gravitation, and just as
sure to get there in the end. ' Ever the right comes upperparochial schools are inferior to the general average other boys in the country at the prices named.
most, ever is justice done,' although the gods drive a slow
of colleges! Is it blasphemy to liken Senator Blair
AT the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance in Toronto the horse." Mra. Hunt's four million petitions are, we presume,
to Oatli'line, and to say that the pope, the devil, and
other day, in discussing the best way to overcome Catholi- four million signatures, made up probably as tae signatures
· death are an unlovely trinity? In short, is it blas- cism
in the province of Quebec, the Rev. U. B. Oruchet, of to the Sunday Rest petition were, by representation, and
phemy to say anything that THE TRUTH SEEKER has Montreal, said: "I suppose that it is superfluous to remind counting each member o( the body represented four or five
said by its :first-page pictures T If it is, then we re- my hearers that we can no longer use such means as depor- times-as a church-member, as a member of the Women's
j oica in being a blasphemer. No institution in this tation, crushing by arms, confiscation of property, or depri- Christian Temperance Union, as a Knight of Labor or a memworld, and no system of superstition ever foisted vation of political rights. We must use commendable ber of the Locomotiv Brotherhood, as a Sunday-school
If we are citizens, we are also Christians." By such scholar, etc., etc., and then adding a few million Roman
upon a people, need to be exposed more than do means.
twisting as this do the clergy endeavor to make people think Catholics because Cardinal Gibbons was induced to write a
the Ohristian church and the Ohristian religion. that Christianity stands for goodness and justice. But Mr. letter conditionally favoring the scheme. Mrs. Bittenbender,
And because THE TRUTH SEEKER has done this does Cruchet got the cart ahead of the horse. He should hav as is usual with folks who think that they know what is good
said, "If we are Christians, we are also citizens." If Chris- for other people much better than the other people themthe Independent call it blasphemous.
tianity
were allowed to solve the problem, crushing by arms selva do, would like to regulate the diet of the Americans, and
Perhaps, however, if THE TRUTH SEEKER were less
would .be the first resort, and confiscation of property and the church desires to confiscate Sund11y, and pledge the
intelligent than it is-say down on the level of Presdeprivation of political rights the slightest punishment one national government to maintain schools wherein the princibyterian Oongregationalism-it would suit the Inde- sect would visit upon another if it had the power. It is ples of the Christian religion shall be taught. Of course, of
pendent better than it d()es no-vr,
because of _their .citizenship-in other words, because they course; giv the people to the church and hav done with it l
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ToLEDo, 0., Dec. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please .find express order for $1.75 for THE
TRUTH BEKKER for six montbs.and ANNUAL. Giv us the pictures as long as you can, as peopLe can read and understand
ORILLA, ONT., CAN., Dec. 9, 1889.
pictures when they cannot understand what they read any
MR. EDITOR : Do not drop the pictures. They are grand.
other way. It is a good thing for those Bible-lovers, as they
I will send you one or two more subscribers in a few days.
never know wllat the paper contains until they see it illusRespectfully,
8. D. MoFFATT.
trated. Heston is a genius, and I will help build him a monument when he dies. I am young yet and may outliv him.
GRAND LJIDGK, MIOH., Dec. 2, 289.
D. w. BATKSOT.E.
MR. EDITOR: I am very busy now, but will "do my best to
get you some subscribers soon, for I cannot do without the
PnovmKNOR, R I., Dec. 18, 1889.
pictures.
JAMKs·W. MoYER.
MR. EDITOR: As you wish an expression as regards ill us. trations .. I will say that I think Mr. Parton has about the
EvANSVILLE, Wis., Dec 11, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. James Parton's answer to your request right idea; that while some such as '' The World Still
about the pictures is what I indorse. I would rather try to Moves" do very well, there are others that had better be left
out and good reading-matter put in their place. You ought
circulate the papers here with them left out.
to be judge as to whether they hav increased your circulap. F. SPKNOKR.
tion or not. If not, I would suggest they be dropped. I
FoRT GARLAND, CoL., Dec. 12, 1889.
dare say nearly all your subscribers can tell you how to con
MR. EDil'OR : Please find inclosed $3.25 for subscription on duct a paper, but as you are in the business you should
the good old 'l'RUTH 8REKKR and the ANNUAL. W ou)d COD· know what is for your best interest and be guided accordtribute to the fund to keep the pictures going If I was able to ingly.
L. L NoRTHUP.
do so, as I think they are a strong argument at a glance.
C"DSTKR CITY, P A., Dec. 2, 289.
Fraternally,
B. L. SMITH.
MR. EDITOR : I heartily concur in the sentiments expre3sed
GRATTAN, Mroa., Dec. 15, 1889.
by the majority of writers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, most parMn. EDITOR: I would not say a word against Mr. Heston ticularly with E. R. Bhegogue, of Baltimore, Md. If you
as an artist or his pictures as delineators of the absurdities of wish and expect your paper to be a success, you should disorthodoxy, but I believe the money paid for them may be in continue Heston's illustrations ; they are vile, horrible, and
other ways more profit!lbly used in promoting the cause of most shocking to any refined or sensitiv person. Were it
Freethought.
CoNVERSE CLOSE.
not for them, I should never miss a number of T.IIK TRUTH
SKKKKR, but I dare not let my children see but few of the·
Bioux CITY, IA., Dec. 1, 1889.
pictures. On the first page of the 30th November number
Mn. EDITOR : THE TRUTH BKKKIIR has become 11 choice
is an lllustration alike offensiv to decency and taste. ·Let us
piece of furniture of the household, and cannot be dispensed
hav no more of them, for the sake of the great good your
with. Heston's cartoons please us as well as the children.
paper might otherwise do.
!IRs. LETTIE FusTKR. ·
Long life to him as well as the vener~ble paper.they adorn I
Fraternally yours,
JAsoN and GERTRUDE PAsSMORR.
PARis, !Lt., Dec. 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose twenty-five cents to· pay for the
HADDAM, KAN., Dec. 14, 1889.
TRUTH BEKKER ANNUAL; please send it as soon as you can.
MR. EDITOR: We do not wish the pictures discontinued. I
In my estimation the pictures attract more than they repel;
hav made an effort to get a few subscribers, and hav ob- on that account I like them. Perhaps I am only fit to be
tained one (find cash and name inclosed) and hav the promis religious-nothing better. Yet my numerous Christian
of another soon. Times are very dull just now and money friends here say I am irreligious. I like Parton, respect his
AnK PETERSON.
close, and it is hard to get subscribers.
opinions, and honor him for his noble services.
The new departure of the Secular UnioD. meets with my
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Dec. 15, 1889.
cordial approbation, and the character of its managers givs
Mn. EDITCJ!i: I herewith inclose stamps, for which please
send me the ANNUAL, and I also vote for the cartoons, not- promis of success. The " vigorous opponents " .will. all
withstanding Jas. Parton's severe criticism. I am sure that . come over soon and harmonious action prevail.
Very respectfully,
J. A ..WALTHALL.
Heston and his cartoons are doing more to destroy priestcraft than anything that is done by James Parton.
HENRY W ALKKR.
DELAVAN, MINN, Dec. 16, 1889.
Mn. EmTon: Would you do unto THE TRUTH BEEKER as
Samson did unto the lion, " rend it in twain?" I think any
one who sees the cartoon on the first page of THE TRUTH
BEKKER of December 14th will say, Long liv THE TRUTH
SKKKKR and Brother Heston, and do not forget the cartoons.
Yours fraternally,
W. L. Ho:RToN.

RosLYN, WAsH., Dec. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I for my part prefer to hav THE TRUTH
SKEKKR illustrated in the way that Mr. Heston is doing, but
I shall not cease to be a subscriber even if the illustrating is
stopped. It seems to me that it costs more to illustrate it
than it would to set the same space with type. Mr. Heston
is surely not doing his work for nothing. I think that Mr.
Heston would be givir:g the readers_ of THE TRUTH BEKKER
a tre·at if he would giv us a picture of himself. Mr. Heston
can hav $5 of my money if he will reprodu(,le all the pictures
of THE TRUTH BEEKER and put them in book form. He
should publish them in book form once a year.
.
Yours truly,
HENRY BKIOHLING.

NEw HARTFORD, !A.. , Dec. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to say I am very thankful to James
Parton for telling me I ought to be religious-being capable
of nothing better. I hsv had preachers tell me I ought to
FoRNEY, TEx., Dec. 14, 1889.
be religious, but they never insulted me by adding I was
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed post-office order for
capable of nothing better. Continue the pictures. I never
$9 for books.
tried it before, but, say, James, let us pray.
Relativ to the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I consider
MEL PIKROK.
them of great value. I hav shown ·them to many people.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., Dec. 8, 1889.
I hav no recollection of a single person failing to show interMR. EDITOR : I hav been a -constant reader of your paper est, and many hav exhibited the keenest delight. I hav
for two vears. I cannot do without it. Inclosed find $5 found many to look at the pictures that would not read the
for two s~bscriptions to THE TRUTH BEKKER, and we both paper. A Freethinker that could not enjoy the humor of
vote for t:Pe Heston illustrations to continue. I expect to liv one of the pictures, and hav his mind thrilled to increased
to see it enlarged, and the center as well as the outside illus- effort against religion by the other, could never occupy a
trated. Long.liv THE TRUTH BEKKER and Watson Heston.
high place in my estimation. I will agree to find you a new
Yours,
B. GREENWOOD.
subscriber withjn thirty days.
WM. BoNDIKS.
FoRT WoRTH, T~~:x., Dec. 12, 1889.
MR; EDITOR: I regret .to see Mr. James Parton objects to
the pictures in your paper. I was repelled by my first sight
of them, but I hav become used to them and hav learned to
appreciate them. I read them now with satisfaction and
profit. I consider them efficient educators, and I hope you
will continue them. I shall surely send you one or more
subscribers.
Respectfully,
B --.

NEw YoRK, N.Y., Dec. 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I hand you my check for subscription to Jan. 1, 1889. I hav not the slightest doubt that Mr.
Parton is right, the pictures do repel. In my opinion they
not only render TaB TRUTH SEEKER utterly repellent to the
refined and cultivated amongst the orthodox) but to every
person who is repelled by excessiv coarseness and vulgarity.
I should like to continue my subscription to THE TRUTH
BEEKER, for the valuable information I derive from it as to
"rBBT BRIGHTON, N.Y., Dec. 11, 1889.
the progress of intellectual liberty, in which, as a Freethinker,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my mite for the old TRUTH I am deeply interested. For this reason I regret to say that,
SEEKER, the best of papers.
if Mr. Heston's pictures are to continue, my subscription will
I see one writer proposes to take a vote on Heston's pict- cease on the 1st of January next.
ures. I think Heston will win every time. He makes lots
F.RKDKRIOK W. PEABODY.
Respectfully yours,
of fun, anyway. or course he cannot suit them all.
I like old Father T. Winter's views. . No superstition for
FILLMORE, N:EB., Dec. 11, 1889.
me. John Peck is a holy terror. He suits me.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEKKER of December 7th came
SAML. E. SKINNER.
to-day. Glancing ov... r it, the note of Friend Parton struck
me. I was struck, too. I had always supposed he thought
BuRToN CITY, o., Dec. 8, 1889.
otherwise in regard to the pictures. I always open it at the
MR. EDITOR : After reading THE TRUTH BEEKER of Decem- post-office, and when I find something short and sharp show
ber 7th, it appeared to me that I could address a card to you it, especially the pictures. The picture of " the ghosts of the
thanking you for the many able articles contained therein, unnumbered dead" in this last is worth framing. I showed
and especially for E. B. Foote's letter on the new constitu- it the first thing to the postmaster. He agreed it was splention, etc. It is able and to the point. I say amen to it. did, though he was one of those who quit on account of the
" Why Am I an Agnostic ?" by our colonel, should be com- pictures. Of course, some of them do not look: particularly
mitted to memory by our children and rendered as recita- striking to me. I do not expect them to suit my glas~es all
tions in literary societies. As to the pictures, I would say the time. Those that do not suit me will likely suit others.
that I like to see them, but I think I could get Christians to I get my money's worth. Please do not discontinue them.
read the paper sooner without the~,
;r. R. RoK"jlUOK.
Gxo. C. VKILK, l'rob!'1te Judge.

FRIENDSHIP, N.Y., Dec. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH BEKKER of the 7th lost. has
failed to ~ppear. As I read the paper closely, I do not wish
to miss a number. Please forward one of said date. I am
pleased and proud of the paper. I like the illustrations,
because I am not afraid to shock those who constantly vlllify
those who dare think and proclaim the truth. I cannot
secure any subscribers here; they will not eVI!'D read a paper
given them. Mrs. Grundy is quite supreme here. Catholicism seems to me the most dangerous factor within this
government. Romanism and Rationalism are soon to be the
contestants. Will Liberals awaken in time for the rescue?
With all my soul in the cause,
GRAOK L. PARKHURST.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Nov. 6, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Our Secular Society, of which I am secretary,
i~ getting. along nicely.· I shall subscribe for the paper soon ..
Mr. Maddock is stirring things up in these parts. Not long
since he and his three daughters, who do the singing, went
to Princetown, Minn., and conducted 8 funeral service. The
orthodox there were very much surprised and beaten, for
they wanted to see the grand old man, but " Infidel," as they
called him, go into the grave " like a dog." The best of it is
he left $15,000 to build a Freethinkers' hall, and we are in
hopes it may be built in Minneapolis.
·
Your Tnanksgiving cartoon was a good one. Some think
it was a little rough, but I do not.
LEROY BERRIER,
Secretary Secular Society, Minneapolis.
MouND CITY, MINN., Dec. 13, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Anent the pictures: Our folks hav never
slopped over on the subject of the pictUres, still I know a
number of very good Liberals-some who are capable of
much better things than being religious-who think them
of great value. I hav known a number of convers~~ions on
Freethought to hav taken place among children based on the
subject-matter of the pictures which would never hav taken
place unless they had seen the pictures. If they induce children to discuss the matter, they do more, in my opinion,
than some much more pretentious works hav done.
James Parton's screed on the subject has done me a serv·
ice. I ueed to be affiicted with a disease that some of my
Christian friends characterized as Partonolatry. I am better
now.
To end with I will say, Not a single caricature of them all
DR. SHuoK.
is as ugly as the subject it exposes.
MIDDLEFIELD, MroH., Dec. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I am sorry there ·are some of your subscribers
to THE TRUTH SKKKKR that. are opposed to the cartoons .
Now, I think every one of them preaches a sermon. But few
here will read the paper, but all will look at the pictures,
then go for the Bible and find everything correct as quoted,
which gets them to thinking, and finally to reading. I hav
got you "two subscribers, and am trying hard to get more.
This is the most orthodox place, perhaps, on the map of the
United States. Ten years ago there was not a man that dare
pipe Freethought; raow I count fifty in a. radius of five miles.
It is gaining finely. Mr. Remsburg has been here, and· gave
us two splendid lectures. All hail to the cartoons I
Giv the Spiritualists a corner-not that I am a believer, but
consider Spiritualism far superior to orthodoxy.
.
ANGUS -GRIFFIN.
WHEELING, W.VA., Dec. 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: The pictures were the greatest drawback to
my handling THE TRUTH SKKKKR. Not .because of the subjects they represent, but I must say chiefly from their lincou th
and unrefined arthtic work. There is a lack of fine art and
good taate displayed which many do not understand. To
the average eye they are shocking and repulsiv. A lady in
Seneca, Kan., told me she had to keep THE TRUTH BEEKER
covered up to keep her neighbors from seeing the pictures.
I would not expect the work to be so refined a.s to please
the orthodox Christians, yet it should reach a standard equal
at least to the dignity of the paper the pictures are meant to
illustrate.
I speak now because you ·hav brought the policy to an
issue, and I do it with the greatest respect for THE TRUTH
SKKKKR and its able man' gers If the illustrations are to be
continued let us hav a new artist.
D. G. CRoW.
RYAN, IA., Dec. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Six weeks ago I sent you my subscription,
and a few days later had the pleasure of reading the first
copy of THE TRUTH BEKKER I had ever seen.
I am very much pleased with your paper and particularly
enjoy the illustrations.
I was sorry to read two weeks ago, and again to-day, in
December 14th number, that you could not afford to continue
them longer unless your subscription list was increased.
I hav been trying to get a new subscriber ·but as yet hav
been unsuccessful. I hope I will soon succeed.
It seems to me the readers of T.IIK TRUTH BEEKER ·should
willingly contribute toward sustaining the pictures. I inclose
a draft for $1, which please use for that purpose. If every
subscriber would send even $1-and many will doubtless feel
able to contribute more-there would be no danger of losing the pictures. Yours for a good paper and the illustraARTHUR Fr.INT.
tions by all means,
HIGHLANDs, N.J., Dec. 17, 1889. .
MR. EDITOR: I will be in the city the last of this month,
and will renew my subscription for THE TRUTH BEEKER for
another year, and get the ANNUAL for this year. I don't
know as I can get a new subscriber, but if not I am going to
do all I can to keep the pictures on the paper with what
money I can spare. What would the good old TRUTH
BEEKER look like, now, without the pictures? It would look
to II!e ~s t9ough we were h&ulin~ down the J:lag & little,

cannot .see why any Freethinker should object to the pictures .. I think they are an ornament to the paper, and hope
Brother Heston will be able to continue them. If they don't
look so nice to the Christian's eye, who thinks. tte Bible all
right, they are very pleasing to us ungodly people who kno~
the Bible to be all wrong. So success and long life to Heston and the pictures, to THE TRUTH BEEKER and its Editor,
to Uncle John Peck and all Freethinkers.
CAPT. WM. L. JOHNSON.
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., Dec. 8,1889.
MR. EDITOR : I would like to say a few words with reference to the doings of the Secular Union on October 20th at
Philadelphia. Mr. Bohda and I were there with the sole
purpose to hear and see, and we indorse both Mr. Foote, Jr.,
and Dr. Westbrook's defense of the actions of the Congres~.
If we, the Liberals, want to accomplish anything we must
invite all honest people who see the danger of a mion of
church and state. I am as radical as Dr. Juliet s.,veraoce
and Mr. Burnham. While I acknowledge their superior
learning, I know that men and women without principle are
worthless. Too much writing on principle accomplishes
nothing. More practical work will accomplish the ends and
aims of the American Secular Union.
I do not agree with Mr. James Parton about the pictures.
I think they do a great deal of good and set the religious
people to thinking. Some would never read. the paper if
they did not see the pictures, especially those who a.re not
Lours WoLFEB.
advanced and enlightened.
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 5, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In my opinion Heston's cartoons are both a
help and a. hindrance to our cause. The pictures on the first
page are, as a rule, to be commended, and I would like to
hav ihem continued if you can see your way clear to do so.
But on the other hand, those on the last page are almost
always silly, and in many cases rather vulgar. For example,
take the last two issues, numberi!! forty-eight and forty-nine.
Nothing could be better than the leading cartoons, more
especially the one labeled, "An Unwelcome Pilgrimage."
But I fail to see anything particularJy·attractiv in the Samson
pictures. Clever they undoubtedly are, but I am inclined to
think they will repel more than they will attract. To my
way of thinking, the space they occupy could be used to
better advantage by changing the character of the pictures
or by adding more "Gems of Thought." But whether the
cartoons are continued or not, you can count on me as a
reader of your excellent paper, and one who buys it, not
borrows it, as some Liberals are prone to do. All of which
is respectfully submitted.
EowARDS RoussEAU.

tion of sixpence for the rope with which she was led. Christianity had been practiced eighteen hundred years and was
the state religion there and then. And they hav the audacity
to claim the civilization of this age. I hope Heston will
keep at work with the cartoons until they giv science her
dues.
J. K. DEARTH.
BT. JoHNS, ARiz., Dec. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The inclo!ed is my communication to the St.
Jobns Herald, published November 28th. The Herald is a
secular newspaper, non-religious in every particular; and I
for one think the :&ational element, i.e., Freethinkers, Agnostics, etc., should express tl).eir views, as far as possible, in
the secular press of the country, by which mean~ they may
be able to reach many people that otherwise would not see
or hear the truth.
A. F. BANTA.
NEw YoRK, Dec. 9, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTII BEEKER of December 7th
James Parton objects to the cartoons or illustrations of superstition, ancient and modern. They remind him, he says,
of the pictures in Christian books of former times. Exactly,
they do me. My Sabbath-school books were filled with
pictures of devils, black, with hoof and horn. The effect on
my youthful mind was wmewhat weakened by my being educated in a progressiv democratic family of the Jeffersonian
school._But not so with the generality of children with
whom I was surrounded, who had not my home advantages.
Yet I admit they were not without a certain effect.
The ridicule in which the superstition of the Christian,
handed d.>wn from barbarous ages, is thrown by THE TRUTH
SEEKER cartoons, is more effectiv than all its solid reading
matter. I am sorry it is so, but such is the fact. The cartoons are shots that ring the bell every time. The average
man cannot endure ridicule, neither will he read what he
terms prosy matter, but he grasps the cartoons and goes
a way thinking for the first time in his life. My practical experience with THE TRUTH BEEKER has convinced me of this
fact.
GEo . .M. DA.VENPORT.
NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, Wrs., Dec. 8, A.B. 289.
MR. EDI'IOR: Although I regret exceedingly to become
personal, yet in this case it seems indispensable. If our
semi-Liberal friend, E. R. Shegogue, of Baltimore, doesn't
like to see Heston's illustrations in THE TRUTH BEEKER, why
in the n!J,me of the fellow with the '' keys" doesn't he hide
his heaq in the bos'Jm of the church where he cannot see
'em? The Liberal who finds. himself in no way aggressiv,
.should never attempt to fight this mythical monstrosity, this
blighting scourge of civilization, old hell-fire Christianity.
Our " milk-and. water "frieud suggests that your subscribers vote for or against the continuance of. the illustrations.
What good would that do ? The veriest fool that ever said
in his heart, There is a God, knows that we would outvote
the Shegogue party a tho~sand to one. And yet, what good
would that do? It surely would not help the Editor to continue the pictures. Now the question remains to be answered,
Will Liberals who hav the means stand by and see the life
and heart cut out of our glorious old TRUTH BEEKER? When
the pictures are gone, half the paper is gone, and then, my
friends, who can vouch for the other half? Verily, Liberalism must be on the decline, when the Editor of the best
Liberal paper on earth is driven to the humiliating necessity
of, not only reducing his paper, but of asking repeatedly for
Yours for the pictures,
his honest does.
NELSON HUNT.
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the pictures in THE TRUTH SBBKBR, I take this opportunity
to giv mine. The. illustrations or cartoons on the first
page, where a good political or religious hit is often made or
a telling blow delivered at orthodoxy in its relation to some
prominent question of the hour, I do not object to but rather
like, and I know several of your readers that appreciate
them. But to those biblical illustrations on the last page
depicting the "good old patriarchs " in such outrageous
looks and styles, I do object. In. fact, I do not see any sense
in. them or how they can !'point a moral or· adorn a tale,"
except the monkey's that so often appears upon the scene.
These pictures, with the Irish.looking Hebrews, can only
excite laughter, nothing more, I see the London Freetllinker
bas abandoned its pictures, which were in the same line,
though much worse. In pictures as well as writ. ngs, our
endeavor should be to convince instead of repel. Those on
the first page, so long as they assume a not over-exaggerated
character, I hope to see continued. Watson Heston shows
great cleverness in some of these. Submitting the above in
all respect and wishing you, not a merry Christmas, but a
happy and prosperous New Year, I remain,
Yours truly,
A. W. BHATFOHD.

ALBION, IND., Dec. 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read your editorial about the pictures
contained in THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I will certainly hav to
prote·s~ against your discontinuing them. My knowledge of
the existence of any but Christian literature up to a few
years ago was very limited. And when I at last stumbled
onto Ingersoll's gems of thought, it opened to me a new
and grander life. My wife investigated with me, and we
together, step by step, left the mire of superstition behind us.
We hav two boys, one nine, the other twelve. And when, a
little less than a year ago, I heard for the first time, that I
remember of, of THB TRUTH SEEKER, I sent to you for a copy
and then concluded to try it for six months. We all liked it
very much, and the boys especially liked Mr. Heston's
caricatures. And before our time was up we concluded that
we could not do without THE TRUTH BEEKER. So I hav now
subscribed for two years. And when I did this I of course
KANBAB CITY, Mo., Dec. 15, 1889.
thought the pictures were to continue. And now we and
MR. Eor-roR : I see in your last TRUTH BEEKER that you
the boys especially protest against stopping this most valuwish opinions on Mr. Heston's pictures. WEill, I like them,
able and entertaining feature.
· J. D. BRRGER.
but I do not think, as Mr. Parton does, that I am capable of
nothing better than being a Christian just because I do like
CoLUMBUS, KAN., Dec. 14, 1889.
them. I like to see Mr. Heston's pictures because they tell
MR. EDITOR: I do hope you will keep the pictures
as much as a great many can tell with their pens; and,
running and doing their great work in THE TRUTH BEEKER.
as Mr. Heston perhaps makes a living by his pictures, I do
It would grieve me much should .they cease to make their
not believe he should be obliged to giv up his work just to
weekly appearance and do most effectiv and impressiv servplease a few, if they are great men. Another person saw
ice in the cause we all love. I think Mr. Heston's ability
something low and vulgar about those pictures. He is Mr.
to transfer his brain pictures, images, conceptions, compariE. R. Shegogue. Now, this man must hav a penetrating
sons, and contrasts to the outer eye and to teach by ocular
eye to see anything vulgar about Mr. Heston's pictures.
illustration is superior, and that he should be well supported
It is my opinion that the pictures are no drawback to the
and kept constantly at work. The true and natural method
paper. I am reading THE TRUTH SEEKER and paylilg for it,
of tea,ching in the school-room, and everywhere else, is by
and it was those same pictures that called my attention
pictures, outlines, and visible images of the brain, and
to the paper as I was passing Mr. A. B. Fox's store, and I
changing, if I may so speak, the subjectiv to the objectiv
am reading the paper ever since. In my opinion, Mr. Parton
anq thus showing the close and indissoluble relation between
has the wrong impression this time, and he should take a
them. I wish I was able to send $100 or even $1 for this
nap; perhaps he will think better of us people that like
most important purpose. Alas, I hav always been giving
pictures after he wakes up. I am a Liberal, and therefore
till I am now in want! 0 ye who are able, I hope you will
I wish Mr. Heston to hav a show to express his views in
be willing to send from $1 to $5, or more, to sustain noble
his pictures as well as others hav. with their pen. Do not
Watson Heston and his most desirable, efficient work. Do
think you are Liberals, my friends, unless you can listen to
not forget it. It is a great good.
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
everyone's arguments, whether they be in pictures or writing
or by word of mouth.
JASPER, ALA., Dec. 11, 1889.
Wishing success to THE TRUTH SEEKER and all other FreeMR. EDITOR: It seems to me if you hav the plates for thought papers and the Secular Union, I remain,
Heston's cartoons saved, if you would publish them in book
Your friend,
JoHN R. NIELAND.
form and giv one page of explanation for each, they would
sell, and be the means of aiding to continue the same.
HuBBARD's CovE, N. s., Dec. 15, 1889.
The Christians claim all the civilization of this age has
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find twenty-five cents for which
been brought about by them and mostly in the last one hundred years. Now if they will change the word " Christian" please send me the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890 when
to "science" they will be near the truth. In 1815 there issued. I would like to see Ingersoll's "Why Am I an
were thirty.nine wives exposed for public sale, like cattle, at Agnostic?" adorn its pages. This last from the noble colonel
Smithfield, England. In Shropshire a well-looking woman, is excellent. It puts almost " everything in a nutshell." I
wife of John Hall, to whom she had been married only one look forward to Saladin's article," Mostly Fools," with much
month, was brought by him in a halter, and sold at auction, relish.
A.s ro~ ask ~or ~n ~x,pression of opiqion on the subject of .
in the market, for two shillings and sixpence, with the addi-

NEw YoRK, Dec. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The terrible threat that you hold forth in
your numb~r dated December 14th, against suffering humanity, that you .will continue the cartoons it you get" insulted"
by five hundred new names on your list, prompts me to protest against such cold-blooded cruelty, and petition th!lt
mercy stay your hand. No one would more gladly see the
circulation of your paper increase, not only by five hundred,
but by five hundred fold, than myself, but I do not thluk
the cartoons help in any way to attain the desired end, the
reasons for this conviction being expressed in the following
gentle hints.
To begin with-and this holds throughout-the execution
of the drawings, from an artistic standpoint, is beneath crit.
icism; a competent artist, looking at any one of them, could
point out any·number of glaring errors.
The subjects chosen, although occa.sionally good and witty,
can only be repellent to Cluistians. When doing missionary
work among "Christian friends," I can only cut out the
articles I wish them to read. By so doing you miss the
chance opportunities of the rest of the paper. It is like firing a bullet instead of a storm of grape-shot. For Freethinkers and their children, as object-lessons, they are far
less effectiv than the, alas, too numerous living object.lessons
that command our commiseration and indignation.
L~st1y, it is a waste of 91.05 square iochell of valuable
space which could be filled up with something better, such,
for instance, as the lectures or Mr. Alexander Wilder, or Mr.
J. E. Remsburg, before the Manhattan Liberal Club, printer!
'IJerbatim. This would, to my mind, be far more to the benefit
of THE TRUTH BEEKER's circulation, and would not grate on
"THE WoRM THAT TURNS.
the tender nerves of
.Gmor,EY, KAN., Dec. 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just returned from church, a place to
which I hav not been before for years. The Methodist peo.
pie here are trying to move both heaven and earth to get a
revival under headway, and the pastor in the course of his
remarks said that once upon a time, when Colonel Robert
G. Ingersoll had returned to his home in Peoria, Ill., having
been absent on a lecturing tour, he met a brother lawyer by
the name of Loutz, and inquired of Loutz how he was getting
along with his Hunday.school in the country. Loutz's reply
was, "Very well." Then Ingersoll said, "Well, Brother
Loutz, what is your idea about hell, anyway?" Whereupon
Loutz said to Ingersoll, '' I will propound five questions
which you shall answer, and you may propound the same
number and I will answer." And Ingersoll said, "I will do
it." Lawyer Loutz said to Ingersoll, "Are you really coo.
scientious in your lecturing and talking against the church
and the Christian?" Ingersoll's reply was that he was not
conscientious in his writing, his lecturing, and talking
against the Christian. I once traveled a hundred and fifty
miles to hear Colonel Ingersoll deliver 'his lecture, " What
Must We Do to be Saved?" I hav heard him on several
other occasions, and hav read ev.ery book, so far as I hav
knowledge, that he has given the public, and must say that
I felt in my heart that if ever a man was in earnest or conscientious in his work, it is Ingersoll. What this Methodist
pastor said to-night is true or it is false. If it is the latter, I
desire to hav it denied by Mr. Iogeraoll, either through THE
TRUTH SEEKER or in any other way so it may reach me. You
can help me to the needed information. Do it in your own
best way. If I had the address of the colonel, I should hav
written him personally. At first I thought this may seem
"not worth the powder," as the saying goes; yet we must
not stand for what we do not believe; and the time to get
in our work is at times like this, and whenever opportunity
offers ftop their lying, slanderous mouths. If you expect
our cause to prosper, and hav the grand old TRUTH BEEKER
kept going, you must come to the help of, not the Lord, but
those who in their small way too are trying to fight the
battles of right and freedom.
I herewith send pay for the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for
1890.
I vote to keep the pictures going. They catch both young
and old, especially the former. I ca.n see nothing "vile "
about. them.
Fraternally,
C. H. CuBTENBORDER.
[We would not insult Colonel Ingersoll by asking him if
the preacher's story be true. He is an honorable man, and
we know that preachers do lie. It is a question therefore,
which is more probable-that an honorable man would be a
hypocrit or that a preacher would lie. 'J;'he story is unquestionably false.-ED. T. S.]
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Bethia and I could only look out of the win- my birthday, and never before seen sixtydows and watch the rain, the good-looking three years of age. Perhaps I ought to do
conductors on the elevated road, and the something unusual on such an occasion as
this, and possibly, too, it is my duty to bathe
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
lltl.iUd 1lf Miss BusAIII H. WIXolll, J.l'all workmen beneath repairing the street on in all the 'holy .rivers' I meet on my jour-·
Price, 5 cents.
Sunday.
ney around the world."
Raw, HtJ/Js., to t11hom all O~tMmsfor
The
horses
were
shy
of
the
place
where
On
November
28th
we
had
the
pleasure
of
thiB Oornw should bl Blmt.
.AN OUTLINE OF THE
the paving. stones were removed, and did not hearing Mr. J. E. Remsburg, the Liberal
a
lecture
on
the
"Sunday
speaker,
deliver
want to pass it. One cautious animal would
" Between the dark and the daYliltht•
jump the distance every time. Don't horses Question." His argument was undeniable,
When the night is beginning to lower,
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
and one that I shall not forget. Mr. RemsComes a. pause in the day's ooonpationl
know?
Bu W. B. BELL.
burg had a good audience considering the
That is known as the Ohildren'B Hour."
It was amusing to notice a pair of bony fact that there were two dances in town and
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
animals watch a span of fat, sleek bays. Thanksgiving services at three churches.
?rir. Remsburg is the first Liberal speaker that
They seemed to express by looks,
The Reign of ReJ!son.
I ever heard, but I hope he will not be the
As
yon
are
now,
so
once
were
we:
IMMORTALITY OF ITs ELEMENTS.
Booked in the treetops of fa.noy bY wavering
last one. I should be delighted to again hear
As we are now, so you must be.
By A. S. de Pellegrini.
breezes of doubt ;
Mr. Hemsburg under more favorable circumMr. Adams went out in the rain, but he stances. He set one Methodist to thinking,
Paper,
•
15 cents.
Dipped in the fount of Minerva, then embellished
has the advantage of wearing men's clothes and this is joy enough, surely, to emanate
and drifted about;
Bathed in the dew of the morning and made pure instead of petticoats, draggling and tangling from the first Liberal lecture in town.
PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM
by the Jigh t of the sun ;
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
Your Liberal friend,
around
his
ankles.
At
dinner
we
were
greatly
Past iS the reign of grim error and the epoch of
By F. B. Marvin, M.D.
FRANCES BuRNEY MoRRISON.
interested
in
a
family
of
five
children,
who
reason's begun.
Cloth,
50 cents.
Daughter of justice, draw nearer, sweetly play on had come all the way from Ireland with their
TAI.ENT, ORE., Nov. 5, E.M. 289.
mamma, and were going to join their papa· on
the strings of tby lyre;
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN: I want to tell you
Tuning the hopes and reflections and revealing a farm in Kansas. Their ages were from about my pets. I hav a dog by the name of
By VOLTAIRE.
the beauties so fair;
Wi_ggler; hie first name was Brave, but he
Charm with the strains of thy music all the good three to twelve, and they were so bright, wriggled so much when we petted him that Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theolog
wide-awake, and handsome, I could not keep
ical terms.
and the true of mankind,
we called him Wriggle. then Wrig, and then
Price, 211 cants.
Bing with tbe glory of ages for bold truth and the my eyes o:ff them, except when I stopped to Wig. Papa calls him Vig, because he, papa,
freedom of mind.
inspect an itinerant young cockroach and to is a German. We often call Wig Beauty, be.
Climbing the steeps of the future are the lovers of hasten his departure to the bourne from cause he is very homely. I hav a little harBy REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
virtue and right;
whence no traveling cocktoach .ever returns. ness and wagon. I hitch him up, and he
15 cents.
Lining the path to the summit are the roses of
pulls Jay Terrill and myself as fast as he can
The
next
morning
dawned
bright
and
freedom and light.
gallop. He will sit up. straight while we say
PRO
AND
CON OF
sunny,
and
we
went
out
to
the
Battery
to
Once on the summit of reason, far below are the
a prayer. He is very glad when "Jesus
clouds and the storms ;
see the ships come in. There were none in Christ, amen" comes, so you see he is no
All is perpetual sunshine, that the trouble of liv- sight, however, and we sauntered around Christian dog. :&ly aunt says she is teaching
ing transform!.
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous
Castle Garden, ·and watched the splashing him to pray, so he will not hav to go to jail
Religion T
Glittering lights of the gleaming from the sum- waves dash upon the "cold gray stones," as when the God people get God in the ConBy E. E. GUILD.
mit are shining at last;
stitution.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Records of ages are teemjng with the inftnit they sang, in their way, their own old songs.
I go after the mail with Wig. I dress him
wrongs of the past.
There were a number of men and boys in trousers, shirt, and coat for fear Comstock
PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
Liv for the good of the living, while the past may about, idlers lounging on the seats, and gaz- will be stepping off the train to see to .our
Ancient Egyptian Civilization and Hebrew Narrarevel with its own.
mails.
In
the
summer
I
often
only
put
his
tive in Genesis and Exodnfl.
Love, and be loved by the loving, and the essence ing listlessly on the water. Their dress trousers on. This is one of his prayers:
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
indicated
that
most
of
them
had
not
been
of living is known.
Price, 15 cents.
·
Th ey h a d goo d
The law
condemns
theoffman
woman
Rtol'llana. s. D.
Loms N. CnJLL, Jn. 1ong f rom th e 0 ld co•an t ries.
Who
steals
the goose
fromorthe
common,
_ _ _ _ _._._____
faces, and they were brothers. I felt so.
But lets the greater culprit loose
QUESTION SETTL"ED.
Then we went up Broad way. Everybody
Who steals the common from the goose.
BIBLICAL &nd MODERN SPIRITUALISM
A. Visit to l'biladelphia.-Conclnded,
Wig speaks· when we hold up some food,
hurries in New York, and, first thing you
By MosEs HuLL.
You've heard of Wanamaker's store. Well, know, the stranger is rushing on for dear life carries in wood, takes the food to the chickPrice, 60 cents.
it is a big store, and no mistake, occupying
ens, leads one of our horses, climbs up on top
what
the
f
•
bl
k
"th
h
t
t
s
too.
Bethia
said
she
appreciated
o papas ac sm1 s op, runs ca s up ree
0 ne whole square, and there you can buy anycountry woman said to her husband, when and follows them ir there is a little slant, sits
thing you want, from a pin to a parlor set.
passing down Broadway the first time: "Let's in the buggy seat and holds the lines, and
A little girl went there one day to buy a go in h~re, John, and wait till the procession sits in his little wagO!l-Beat and I haul him. I THE PRESENT Al>.'D FUTURE REPUBLIO OF
N OR<I'H AMERICA.
baby brother. The clerk supposed she wanted gets past." It would be a weary waiting, hav just measured him. He is twenty-two
associate life and employment as a pre
a doll, and directed her to the doll counter.
inches high, and thirty-nine inches from the Advocates
V3ntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc.
She was shown all sorts of dolls, little and big. for the tide of humanity seemed unceasing.
tip of his nose to the end of his tail. I guess
By A CAPITALIST .
. "But I waNt one that will cry and say, 'Ah,
We called at THE TauTH SEEKER office just I will stop about my dog, but I think you and
Paper, 498pp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.
a few brief minutes or two, and not near as the children will think as I do, that I hav
goo, goo I' and double up its fists and slat 1ong as we wante d t o stay, f or a h aIf d ozen a very amort
dog.
n
Relation of Witchcraft to Religion
round, and kick."
·
My
old
Cotsin
that I wrote to you about
By A. C. L·~ALL.
errands were before us. We only finished
"We don't keep that kind for sale," smiled
two years ago is five years old now. The
Prica, 10 cents.
the clerk.
our business soon enough to reach the relations .between my dog and cat are very
The little girl pouted. "They told me you splendid steamer Pilgrim in time to embark much like those between the Christian and
for Fall River.
wide-awake Infidel; you will know how
could buy everything at Wanall!aker's."
that 1·8.
On the boat we met several friends, and
POPULA1'ION QUESTION.
Wanamaker is our postmaster-general, a the evening passed very agreeably. When
Now 1 will tell you about my studies.
Edited by Charles Bradlangh
very rich man, but not rich enough in mind
.
When I wrote to you before I was not study- By Dr, Knowlton.
and Annie Besant.
to regard the rights of the whole people. we aw?ke in the mol"Illng we were at the' ing at all. Mamma and papa will not let me
21 cents.
h
f
th
d
. his b" dock; It was. not long thereafter before we go to the public school. 1 am going to start
T ere are our ousan ~mp1oyees m
Ig were at home and I, at this same desk,' at interest in Fish's Arithmetic No. 1 to-mor- TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings
leY. 10 cents.
..g \be fil"l!t on a neap of. letters that row. I practice writing thirty minutes every
store, and _he pays the girl clerks about half lllllSW·erin
the sum paid the. men, though they work ~he had aoeu:mulate'd in m abe,ence. We had a day, al?d sometimes more. ·I hav;been through
same hours and ]llBt as hard. Do you thwk · 1 .
.. -t B t:hi& y d
d
t
hlonte1th's Elementary Course In Geography POVERTY : Its Cause and Cure
811 1 1111
that's justice?
P easan.'1 VlBI ' ·e
•'
• me many once, and prettY near through again. I study How the Poor M!!.y Attain Oomfort and Independ
ence.
1
t t
it t t 11
b t
U dear fnends, but after all 18 aa1d and done, Swinton's and Watson's spellers and HenderByM.G.H.
m~s :~l om d ~ e yoFu a tu ourArca "There is no place like home." 8. H. W.
son's Test Words, and hav just started RidPrice,
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the Children's Corner every week in THE
street, where they make, by a new process,
pure and healthy b1ead. It is a great thing
TRUTH SEEKER, Chicago Express "Column
With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
to make nice light bread without yeast or
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for the Young," "Children's Department" in
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fermentation and that is what they do Sada
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Bailey ow cr. s a sweet an lov.ely lady who I would write, too. Papa has taken THE stories that I find are good. Well, I guess
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charms you with her radiant smile, and .says TRUTH SEEKER for a long time. We are you will be tired reading so much from one The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Constituted.
" thee," and ''thou," as a bird warbles love- about the only Freethinkers in Daleville. A little boy, but I would like to tell you about
By George T. Bon dies.
notes to his mate. She is a writer and a young girl came to our house the other day, the wheelbarrows, ~uns, knives, windmills,
With
thinker, you know, and where t!o you sup- and got to talking about Infidels, and we and lots o; o~her thmgs I .make. But good- Exceptions (o the Charact~r of
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Six Lectures.
way there, and there my lady can sit and part of it,
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Decline of Faith.
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Infidels won't dare to come around
Protestant Intoler&!!.::e.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
overhead, and serene silence all around;
Where the angels stand.
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12mo, 300pp., S1.50.
Washington an Unbeliever.
when she is tired she can swing in the !lam- And they also said,
.A.pvles ot Gold. And Other Stories Jefferson an Unbeliever .
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Ingersoll will not be there
mock, watch the clouds go sailing by, and
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Where the angels stand.
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some and Interesting Book Without Supersti- Each, 5 cents ; bound, pa;>., 25 cents ; per doz., 40
o. Horace is a work.er, too, as well as Sada,
As I hav not any more, I will close.
tion, for Ohildren and Yontb. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-Book ever 18sned.
Yours truly_,_ RosA REMSBURG.
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that those who composed the doctrine of Jesus
found in the synoptic gospels were plagiarists
from the Indian philosophers, and that Christianity is Panlism rather than Christism. AdAgnostic Philosophizing.
dress "Proprietor Vedantin, Saidapet (Ma.
[A.n AXtrMt from an unfinished poem, entitled. draB) India "
'
·.
__
" lily Ramblings Along the Boundary ef Human
K uow ledge ."1
"The Credibility of the Christian Relhdon,"
is a little pamphlet by Samuel Smith, M.P.,
Whatever may, or may not, be the lot
who thinks that as a buqiness man he can do
Of cons~ion~ being when the soul has fled I
the world good by spreading his arguments
What life is to the living death is not;
in favor of his religion. He tells us what
A.nd life seems not what death is to the dead.
God "had to bear in mind " when he wrote
Men reason much, and talk in learned ways,
the Bible, proves the stories in one portion of
Oo the ;,audition of what is to be;
the bool< by the assertions of another portion
And fix conclusions in their paraphrase
of
the work, and generally argues like an
Upon the nature of all mystery:
illogical. assertiv Christian who has read only
B<~t grant no limit, to our knowledge here,
orthodox authorities. The price of the book
Iu time and space relations, or in kind;
is not given, nor the place where it can be
Bat if increa.aed sufficiently, makes clear
obtained.
The total of all knowledge to the mind.
Thus men make angels, and the angels gods,
"The Myth of the Great Deluge," by
By adding "limited" to limitation ;
James M. McCann, first published in the
At last arriving at the "end of odd>,"
Jl'reetltinkers' Magazine and now reprinted in
Between ·~unlimited" and fixed relation.
neat pamphlet form, is one of the very best
Yet men will argue, and insist o~ showing
considerations of that sacred happening ever
Their power to grapple nHimate design;
given to the American public. It goes into
To know a part, at least, llf tu~ nnlrnowing,
the subject in detail and proves in something
And fix ali attributes of the l!ivine.
less than ten thousand ways that the story or
But knowledge snob as ours, l)ased on cognition, the Deluge is indeed nothing but a myth, and
Increased by any quantity we will,
not a very ingenious lie either. A copy of
Does no~ approa~h our limiting condition,
the book ought to be in the hands of every
Bat leaves the great unknown the unknown still. Freethinker, and he ought to loan it to every
one of his Christian· neighbors. Price, 15
L1fe, as we know it, seems to be dependent
•
Upon some fact not ch•nged by parting b ·e>th; cents ; ten copies, $1.
Some dna\ ·• entity," some great transcendent
"Embodiment,-• including life and death.
Mrs. Ottilie Bertron, of 3,929 L'lcust street,
The past and future are but dreams of" livinl! ;" Philadelphia. Pa., has written and published
a "Review of Col. R. G. Ingersoll's Attacks
Va!lne dreams t!lat hav no real facts to show;
Upon Christianity." The price is 35 cents.
The "present," only, that experience giving
That wa call life, from whence cognitions flow. The valuable character of Mrs. Bertron's
Oar thoughts, to u~, are fnnotions of the present, book is seen in this line : " C:1mmon ·sens.e
and logic are faculties unknown to the AtheAlbeit theY may center in the past;
ists." The rest of the book is just as good es
B~bind the interclnded state, pubescent,
that, and some of it better, for instance this:
Be something else to something else recait.
"Nature does hav a master, therefore the
B:>rn to the" present," from the state behind us, Bible is true." Altogether, the book is what
'l'hrongh int•rchanged relations from within ; we might call dogmatic idiocy, suitable for
'I' he functions of the Pa•t no longer bind us,
believers of the caliber of Sam Jones. No
Bat ce~se to hold as if ·thPY had not been.
rational Christian even would waste time in
And memory, through that interchanged" rela· reading it.
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tion,"

Has no specific knowledge to impart;
Bn•. va!lne presentiments, that from some station
Somewhere, and somehow, life has had a start.
0.1r "personality" seems carried over,
Not snbi~ct to the fluxions chanll'e creates;
While our "exPeri~nces" can only cover
The separate chanaes in the separate states.
The change behind us, and the ch .. nge before,
Show but the fact included in "to be;"
And separate states, including separate lore,
The nature of our " relativity."
ANoNYMous

U fl.les~ otherwise specified, aU publications
noticed here can be had of THE TRUTH SEBKBR
CoMPANY, at the prices nam~d.

The American Secular Union has printed
its Constitution and the Nine Demands in a
neat little blue-covered pamphlet which can
be had of the Correspond in!!: Secretary, at
930 N. 17th st., Philadelphia, Pa.
"The Legend of Gautama Buddha" will
interest all our readers. It is the story of
Buddha's miraculous conception, birth, and
life, and what the Buddhists believe of him.
No one can read it without feeling that he
knows the origin of the Christian parallel
myth. It is a splendid little tract to hand
around among believers. Price, 5 cents.
The North .American RI!'Diew for December
contains, besides Part I of Colonel Ingersoll's
" Why Am I An Agnostic?" articles on
Divorce by W. E. Gladstone, Judge Bradley
of the supreme court, and Senator Dolph of
Oregon. The other articles are by rqually
eminent writers on various topics, and the
Rtvitw amply fulfills the promises made by
the new management.
Certain newspap.erH are announcing a series
of articles on the Civil Warl by Lord Wolsrley, which it is said "wil appear in an
American magazine." They ha'll appeared.
They were begun in the May number of the
North American RI!'Diew, and are concluded
in the December number of that periodical.
l\lore than this, they hav been comprehensivly
Jeviewed by Gen. James B. Fry, in the same
magazine, and hav been noticed by almost
every paper in the country.
Herbert Spencer· was recently quoted in
the London Times as favoring the nationaliza.
lion of land, which drew out a letter from him
repudiating the doctrin as aEcribed to him.
This led to a lively discussion, in which Professor Huxley, Sir Louis Mallett, and .<-the.rs
took part, and a variety of views on the
general question were expressed. The correspondence will be printed in the January
Popular Science Monthly, under the title
of "Letters on the Land Question."
Theosophists and others interested in Indian
philosr·phy will find much to interest them in
the Vedantin, which is a journal of Advaita
doctrin, published for $1. 75, at Saidapet,
Madras, India. · The " Vedanta in Christ'a
'feachings" is a pamphlet (10 cents) showing

Agnostics who hold with Spencer that there
is an Unknowable, which makes for righteous.
ness, and from which all things proce• d, will
desire to possess R. Bithell's pamphlet, pub.
lished by Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
London, E. C., entitled" The Worship of the
Unknowable." Mr. Bithell admits that his
Unknowable is an abstraction, something like
Mrs. Grundy, but thinks there is no difficulty
in loving or hating it, any more tha'n is
encountered in submitting to Dame Grundy's
behests. People wanting a God, with modern
improvements, and with as few unobjectionable traits as possible, can apply 1or this
pamphlet. Price, 15 cents.
The Bruno Pamphlet No. 2 contains these
things : 1. A magnificent, perfect, full-page
photographic illustration of the Bruno monument as it stands in the city of Rome; 2.
" Giordano Bruno," by Robert G. Ingersoll ;
3. "Why Was Bruno Murdered?" by George
Jacob Holy.oake; 4. " Reason at Rome and
Romanism in America," by T. B. Wakeman;
5. "Professor Bovio's Address," traBslated
by Prof. Thomas Davidson; 6. "Italia," a
poem, by Hudson Tuttle; 7. "The Publisher's .Explanation," why this illustration of the
monument is different from the previous one
that appears in Bruno Pamphlet No. 1; 8. A
perfect corrected list of the American contributors to the monument fund. The price
of this pamphlet is 15 cents a single number,
ten numbers for $1.
-N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette place, pub.
lishes the "Popular Manual of V r:ical Physiology and Visible Speech," by Alexander
Melville Bell, price 50 cents. This work, says
the author, givs a complete view of the actions
of the vocal organa, and the resulting elements
of speech. The object of the work is to popularize a knowledge of vocal physiology and
visible speech, and to furnish a text-book by
means of which these subjects may be taught
in schools and colleges. The mastery of
epoken languages, the exact acquirement of
nativ or foreign pronunciation, and the correeLion or removal of defects and impediments
of utterance, will be accomplished by means
of the science of speech, as here expounded.
It may be doubted if a study of the book will
do all this, but that it will be useful to the
teacher and student is without question.
-When Mr. John Davey sent a box of
"Barmcott's Golden Celery" here, he ac.
companied it with a 10-cent pamphlet entitled, "The Union and Its Flag;" also with
a poem. The poetry is by no means as good
as the celery, but the address on the Union is
as patriotic as could be expected of a comparativly recently naturalized Britisber, and
a good deal more so than some nativ Americans would compose. Mr. Davey appreciates
the blessings of this great and g'orious and
free America to quite their full extent. He
also understands that education is the keystone to the republican arch, and that Roman
Catholicism and fanatical Protestantism of
the National Reform Association sort are the
pressing dangers to the country. For the
rest, the address is Mr. Davey's sentiments
and the book can be had of him at Kent, 0. '

"~v?lution an? Reproduction," design~d
prmctpa._lly, we Judge, ~o boo~ the .trade In
a~trologJC~l c~art;.makmg. His. clai!D th~t
his work I~ without a, parallel. m sCience IS
true, for smence doesn t deal with the. quackery of astrology; but his further claim that
" all thin~s pertaining to life are explained by
planetary influence," and that astrology is a
guide to the production of children with any
desired amount of intellectual ability, is humbug of the purest. kind. "Magnetic force,"
by which Mr. Graves explains a great deal
more than he really knows, is a term used to
delude the uneducated, and cover up his
own ignorance of the cause and method of
natural action. The book is not worth onequarter of the $2 asked for it, and the chart
given to each purchaser is worth still less
than the book. Mr. Graves does business at
921 Market street, San Francisco.

By looking over the long list of Liberal
papers and books advertised in your paper,
and considering tha.t comparativly few of
that class now in existence are listed therein,
one must come to the conclusion that Freethought has made considerable advancement
the last twenty-five or thirty years; for prior
to that time but few such books and papers
were known. Among the books advertised,
I hav read quite a number, and find them
superb ; and among them are the works of
that noble, persevering, and persecuted Liberal worker, Mrs. Blenker. I was so well
pleased with her books that I bought extra
copies and mailed them to relative. Some
people are too bigoted to investigate, and will
uot even read scripture if detached from their
old Jewish God-book. Others would investigate could Liberal matter be put into their
hands free of cost. I think every Liberal
who is able would do well to procure suitable
Liberal books and loan them to his Christian
neighbors.
WM. HART.
.Kirk;'Oille, Mo., Dec. 5, 1889.
F1ititnkaren, the official organ ·of our brethren in Sweden, is bright and spicy as ever.
Excellent translations from English and
American Freethinl!'-ers, pointed editorial remarks and articles showing the learning and
undoubted courage of Brother V. Lennstrand,
who even from his prison cell continues to
fight the battle against supersti .ion and tyranny, inspiring poetry, prose contributions of
real merit, and foreign Freethought newsall this, besides accounts of the doings of
Ulilistiska Samfundet8 (a Swedish Liberal
society), constitute the contents of the paper,
which we heartily recommend to the attention
of those of our subscribers who hail from
Scandinavia.
Let us not be like the Christians, but let us
extend a helping hand to our brethren whom
fate has placed in suet disagreeable environments, and who endure persecutions rather
than be false to their convictions.
Neither we nor Brother 1ennstrand can
promis you a heaven, but the personal satisfaction sure to be felt after doing a good deed
will reward. Let those who can read Swedish
aeod 75 cents for a year's subscription to
Captain Otto Thomson, Eskilstuna, Sweden.

GOOD WORDS FOR MRS. BLENKER'S BOOKS.
I. wish we had more books like Mrs. Bienker's "Little Lessons for the Young." We
all like it very much and it will interest the
older people too.- Gene Oh:ristopherson.
'' John's Way" is a splendid book for missionary work, suitable for both young and
oid. It shows the church up in its true
light, and for the ~ize and cost I know of
none better.-Henry Allen.
Mrs. B. and I hav read" John's Way" and
like it very much.-J. K. P. Baker.
The children take great pleasure in hearing
"Little Lessons" read. It is not only entertaining, but it abounds in knowledge which
they could get in rio other way.-0. W.
Rudisil.
"John's Way" is a good little book. It is
now going round the circle, and if it ever returns right side up I intend to read it the
second time. I read it several years ago and
hav never forgotten it. I think it one of the
best books I ever read. One man says it is
the cream of life, also that he intends to send
for a dozen.-Mrs. Nett Geer.
"Little Lessons for Little Folks." I hav
read it and like it very much. I am sure
that all y'oung people would be much bene.
tlted by reading it. Indeed, I hav learned
something from it myself and I am fifty years
old. It is very .instructiv and pleasant to
read. I think such books should be in all
schools.-D. Bteplumson.
I ha.v lent the book" Little Lessons," and
those who hav seen it think it very nice indeed for children, and ldo think it one of the
most instructiv little books that I ever saw.Eliza H. Fales.

A PRoTEST directed to James Cardinal Gibbons, archbishop of Baltimore, as the head
of the Roman Catholic Hierarchy in the
United States of North America, and as the
author of the recently published book,
"Our Christian Heritage." Seven letters
written in the spirit of "Hobert Elsmere,"
by Mich. De Gavarelle, P. V. N. Polytechnical News Company, 7 Pearl street,
near Ba.ttery place, publishers. Price, 50
cents.
Cardinal Archbishop James Gibbons of Baltimore issued a proclamation in book form
Mr. P. A. Graves, "professor of astrol- directed to the people of the United States
ogy," has written a book which he calls for the evident and outspoken purpose of

drawing them to the Roman Catholic church.
The book, "Protest," is written by a professional author well )mown under another
name. It is indeed a strong protest against
the purpose of the proclamation, in the first
instance based on the evident danger which
would threaten our free institutions were the
Roman Catholic church eventually to command a majority of voters in this republic.
But there is another peculiar interest aside
of its political tendency attached to the book.
The author is evidently one well posted on
the most intricate questions of Roman theol
ogy, while at the same time he sustains views
closely resembling those of Huxley, Tyndall
Draper, and other scientists of the pres en
age. His exposition as to the relation between
creeds and science is of the highest and most
intense interest to all educated readers,
whether ·.they be theologians, scientists, or
men of the world.
To many it will prove to be a clear, pre
cise, and final expression of what in their
own mind has been growing and shaping for
years as the result of advancing intellectual
training. The contents of the seven letters
are as follows:
First Letter.-To whom Cardinal Gibbons
directed His Book, "·Our Christian Heritage,"
and to whom not. Page 5.
Second Letter.-What may be Known and
Proved, and what not. Page 28.
Third Letter.-On Miracles Page 50.
Fourth Letter.-The Real Position of the
Rom!ln Catholic Church toward Agnosticism
in Contrast with Cardinal Gibbons's Attempt
to Prove the Supernatural. Page 56.
Fifth Letter.-Different Methods of Propa
gating the Roman Cat.holic Faith under Dif
ferent Circumstances. Page 59.
Sixth Letter -ThtiRoman Catholic Church
is a Serious Danger in Itself to the Institutions
of the United , States of North America
Page 69.
Seventh Letter.-What Creed the American
Citizen Should Select. Page 83.

ROl\tiE ~ REASON
! Memoir of Ohristian and Extra-Ohristian Expe

rience.
By NATHANIEL RutBAY WATEBB.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
;~.nd Oa.tbolicism, from the van tape-ground of an
intimate personal experience With the two sys
tams. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of in:fl.icting,-[Oritical Be
view.
Oloth, 12mo, !1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:
MODEBN IMITATION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order o~
Creation.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., - 75 Cents.
W This book was suppressed by tlte first .A mer
ican publisher•.a

THE TRUT,H SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL
AND

O~R

BroGRAPmoAL SKBTOHBB

AND

EssAYS

BY 0JIABLE8 BBA.DLAUGH,

With Portrait and Autobiography,
Extra cloth, gold b&<lk and Bide stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
118 LafaYette Pl., NewYor.ll:.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of moder~<
times. 190 pp,, 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 ots. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1t-.2, and 3. Each 5 cts. Moses
liB. Darwin. 5 cts. l:locrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 ots.. Ohristianity a Degrading Reijgion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith a.nd the New. 5 cts. Brllllo and
Spinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favoritll,
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and.
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 cts.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E.O .• Lon ton. En~~t,

Giordano Bruno.
His Life, Works, Wortll, Martyrdom, Por
trait, and Monument.
With a complete list of the American subscrioers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
GEORGE JACOB BOLYOAKE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fr ""t a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE TRUTH. SEEKER, DECEMBER 2S. ~889.
New Edition, Revlsei t\lld Enlareed.

THE

BiOla of Natnre,
OR,

Tllll:

Principles of Secularism.
.A CONTRIBUTION to tM RELIGION
of thd FUTURE.

THE STRUGGLE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

ReJigiousand PolitioaJ Libertv.

Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Christian Religion and t h~ Bigui.Dcanoe
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat.
ure,.•."Household Remedies,"" The
Pmsou Problem, or the Cause
and the Cure of Intemperance," etc., etc.
Felix L. OaYald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subjeots.-[Cin.
Com. Gazette.
Cloth, ll!mo, 940pp,, $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.

li'OB
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
-of men or every age to a.eqnire greater political
liberty; also vig!)rously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of slavery in· this country1 calli
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughoutl
the work is replete with astounciin,g facts ano
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
BY THEO. C. SPENCER.
moth, 12mo.,138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.~
28 Lafal ette :Place. New YorK.

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. .FOR HER DAILY . BREAD.
Steel
of this celebrated naturalist.
en~rravinKB

A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

llx15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tf

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
llB:& THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. TRE LIBERAL HYMN· BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hild!I:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price
16 oenta.
AddreBS T-HE TRUTH BBBUB Co

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory or two young
girls and a ;v:ounger brother who were left parentless, with little money, falr·educatlon, and much
oourage, to make their way through the world by
g_oing to Chicago. The autnor is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a. work·
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
a.mon~r bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
a.nd disreputable hypoorits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger·
soil to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentiol'
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
·Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

The Career of Jesus Christ.

NOW RFADY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS

NEW EDITION.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. rhe Secret of the East,
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
IntroductioD. by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
• Priee, moth, 1.00; Paper, 110 'lllnts.
'1.'M TMde 8uppliea at ~pec€al Diawunts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New YQrk.
Photo-engravin,gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; with antonaph, 110 ots.

831

OB1

rh~Origin of the

Christian Religion
and the Signitlcance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OBWALD.

Price, $1.00.

The .llanhattan Liberal Clnb,N.Y.

For sale at this ofllce.

rc t]11·

BIN,DER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
r

,..,.o!

·

1

made for the purpose, ana
with the heading of THE
~.
:
t T;BUTH BEEKER printed
in
J._.,,
r
K!)ld ll)tters on the outside.
'
· ...- . _ • 2 · ··,This bmder allows the opening of the papers perfectly :flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
frohm any part of the file without disturbing the
ot er parts.
Bent by mail,_postp_aicb for 11.
Address THE TBUT.1:1 BEEKER
·
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
~

iiS

Meets every Friday avenine:, at 8 o•oiook, at Ger·
man MRBonio Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

. . .-

we•••th·-····~
offer a new style of binder

·; .era who preserve the1.r papers

il ;:W....
.., ~· • .

Tl~ese notices are for the benefit of Libe1•als
who m'ly be 'Dibiting the places wltere these socie.
t.es m·e located. Local Secular Unions and
f.reethought Societies meeting regularly ran
ha'D their gatherings ad'Dertistd here free by forwarding the neeeBBary information.

Brookl) n Philosophical Associa·
ttou

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
leo lures.

'Jhe Newal'k Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
L!beral League Hall, 177 Halsey st., coT. Market
st., N.. wark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Lcaji;;ue 2~1'
8AKY A BUDDHA.
A. Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and meets every Sunday in lndulltrjal Hall, Broad and

Wood sts., at 2 :SO and 7 :SO P.m. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this Ingersoll Secular Society, Boston,
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
Meets every Sunday {from October to June) at
The book has been introduced into Buddhist 2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, A.ppleton
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of· Light," street.
"Beli1tio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
Chicago Secular Union
the book.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp:, $1.
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Princess Opera House, 558·West Madison street
28 Lafayette ·pi,, New York.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are· welcome.
·

Teachi-ngs.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
A.n Exposition of the True Meaning of this Char· ~nnday and the Sabbath. " A law P.m., at the town hall. All friends of human
a.oter as described in the New Testament. By Milregul8.tinjf human conduct on the Sabbath is cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Bee.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mytholan impertinence." 'Price, 10 cents.
~ll:V "
Paper, svo, 25 cents.•

OF

HORACE SEAVER. ROMAN ISM,
OR

COMPILED BY

DANC.ER AHEAD.

L. K. W ASHBUBN.

This volume comprises some of the abl~st and The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver durme: the
· Cannot be a G<lod Citizen of
past forty-five years. It ~e neatly printed .on
this Republic.
cream-white paper, bound lD cloth, apd con tams
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of . the
Investigator. Every Liberal should qa:v this book
BJ" A. S. GROVER.
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Akron, 0., Freethought Union.

The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Articles of the Christian church are thirty- Sunday afternoon in the Hall of Cramer's Block
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
South Howard street, at 3 o'clock.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- The M.luneapolls Secular Union
take a crusade of one against the Colorado Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.
ave.,Rooms 12and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
}'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB,Pres,; LEUOY BERBIER,Beo

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Ellzur Wright §ecular Union

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Religions Problems. Piice, 10 cents.
Was JesnR Insane~ Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Church, a
10:80 A.M. Free discussiDn on all Liberal subjects
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and lnvesti
oator are solicited.
R. G. l:lMITH, Cor. Beo.

Ten Cents Each.
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
J)bilO@Ophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
The Bible-What 18 IU A pam2. CHARLES ROBER'!' DARWIN: His life, works,
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
and in:fluence. By Rev •. JOHN W. CHADWICK.
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
3, BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
ow suns and worlds come into being. By
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Mr. GAllRET P. BEBVISS.
Studie!i In 'Iheolog)'. A clear exposi4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
and curse, theologically denominated "the
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
fall." Price, 10 cents.
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
SOCIAL WEALTH,
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
negativ and affirmativ stand.Point, showing
of zoological e.volution. By D • RosSITER
what it is not and what it is. l'rioe, 5 cents.
Th~ Sol~ Faotora and .EfJJaot Ratios in the
RAYMOND
tf
.A~MMnt and .Apportionment.
7 THE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiq•
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
By J. K. INGALLS.
8 EVOLllTIGN OF .MIND: Its nature and develooment By Dr. JlOBEBT G. ECCLES.
Price, Cloth,
$1.00. 9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. ByJuu:sA.BKIL-

meets every Sunday evening at 7:30, at room 29
OitY Hall, for lectures and free discussions on re
ligious and social subjects. The public cordially
invited.

Price, $1.00.

Price, paper, 25 cents.

Adtiress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
OB,

A Key to Bible Investigation.

Address Tl!E TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Modern Science fssaJist.

Containing 148 Pro~ositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third edition, oarefnlly revised and enlarged.
Every Libtir a! needs a copy for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
the .most effeotiv loonoolast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.

Cleveland, 0., Secular Union

The Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington
Science Leotilres.-Free Disoussions.-Origina
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the servioe.of members and
.friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Prell.; A. W. CALDER, Bee

DDAMONOS.

Essence of Religion.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
'fwBLVE 0THBR DISCOURSES OF RBASON.
Btl 0. B. PROTHINGH.A.M.
Extra cloth, lllmo, 238pp., $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER UO.

POlNTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
· CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Bketohes 1 for Farmers, Mechanics, Machinists,
Merohan~B, Housekeepers, and the Public Generally; with
·

Numerous :Maps, Illustrations,

at~d

Diagrams

10.

E~l)i;UTION OF THEOLOGY.

18.

Etcfr.BJ~tl)N AA llFlLATED 'IO RffiLIGIOUS

14.

I'HILO~OPHY

By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSoN.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN C.
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BY
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UNIVERSE ANALYZED

Illustrating some of the more Important Comparativ Statistics of the World.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" SpirONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $110 worth of " Cold Facts" boiled down in a
itualism Sustained," ek., etc.
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
The latest and best work of an a11alytio thinker,
THE
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. Th!l book contains many ideas
THEB
that will be new to the world and productiv of
Crimes and Persecutions.
good in furnishin~ food for thou~rht. We trust it
Bvo, t,ll9PJ>, Cloth, $3; leather, ·$4; moroooo, will hav the immense distribution it so richl,v
merits.-[The American Idea.
gilt edges, $4.110.
BY D. M. BENNE'l'T.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Addresl THE TRUTH BEEKER.
!18 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, test1
and compare my goods and prices with those or
B)' L. FEUERBACH.
other diamond merchants, I will sell any piece of
Diamond Jew!llry, accompanied b:~; oontrac.t ths.t
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.; cash in full Will be refundeq an:~; t1me w1thm one
50 ots.
year from !late of purohaBIDK 1f goods .are npt
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer Will do 1t.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im- None will sell as cheap. Carrying a .large stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and domg busmess
moral.-:o.N.ttt•act.
on smallest possible expenae, you will positivlyf
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER Co.
save twenty to thirty 'per cent by purchasing o
me. Diamond Pins and EardrQps, worth.$600, !or
$400; Pms, Bmgs, Eardrons, Studs, Hair OrnaArgument by B. G. In;-c:rsoll
ments, Pendants, worth $800, for $200; do., worth
IN THB
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that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
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At Morristown, New Jersey.
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proval;
to any banking·house or C.O.D.,pnvilege
Stenographtcall'U reporzea, ana revtsea bl/ the au- of examination.
thor.
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Price.

26 cents.
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Established 1857.
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CODS ·AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,

Jltws of tht f/ltth.

AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.! Biogrr.phies
of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,

ENGLAND and Portugal
are disputing over the
division of territory in
Africa.
TBB . better class in
Oklahoma City are al·
most intimidated by lawlessness there.

r

Vol. I. Givs a. Full Account of all the Gods, ineluding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, the Holy Ghost,
Jeans Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
svo, 835Pll· Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Religions Systems of the World.
svo,957pp. Oloth,$3pervol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moroooo, gilt edges, $3.
TH:Jfu.:i:B::::iif· 00.

Teachers, Skeptic~ Innovators! Fonnd!!rB of
New Schools of 'J.'nonght, Emme~t. Bo1entists, 11tc. (who were not Ohnst1ans),
from the time of Menu to the pres- •
ent. svo, 1,075pp., cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
BY D M BENNETT
THE TRUTH sEiKER 00., •
28 Lafa.yeUe Place. N. Y.

WRY may we not suppose, that the great father
· t fd
·
d h t
d 'th
a 11 18 P1ease Wl vane Y0 evotwn; a.n t a
the greatest offenee we can a.ot, is that by which
we seek to torment and render each other miserable? For my own part, I a.m fully satisfied that
what I a.m now doing, with a.n endeavor to oonoilia.te mankind, to render their condition happy, to
unite nations that ha.v hitherto been enemies,
------~~~~~~-;~~~~~~~::::~::~~~~~~=s~~~~~~r---_:--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ la.ndtoextirpatethe
break ·
practice of war, and horrid
the chains of slavery and
~_
oppression, is acceptable in
his sight, and. being the
tbest serviee I oa.n perform,
; ::I act it oheerfnlly.-Pa~ne.

THB Kansas City First· Baptist church,
colored, was the scene of a fight between
factions of the congregation last Sunday.
When the police arrived the fioor was covered j'
with Bibles, razors, and blood, and three
men lay disabled.

0f

~

LoviNG man is the only
Ptrne
way of living of God.
1
~ -Feuerbach.
·

~

IITBBimperialAcademy
of Arts at St. Petersburg
has decided to exclude
Jews from membership.

IT is the hight of folly to
deny intellectual capacities
to animals; they feel, think;.
judge, and compare ; they
· ~choose and deliberate, they
hav memories, they evince
love and hatred, g,nd their
r senses are often more deli; oa.te than our own.-D'Hol·
·bach.

Two men in New York
hav ·received three
months' imprisonment
for distributing boycott
circulars.
ON the 22d a part of
New Hampshire was visited by a terrific storm
bearing large hailstones
that killed some domestic
animals.
THBKB policemen had
to be called into . St.
Anthony's Polish church
at Jersey City, N. J.,
last Sunday, to preserve
the peace.
CANNIBALS of the Solomon islands recently eniiced three English sailors ashore and ate them.
A man-of-war was called
and shelled the cannibal
village.

il

THE best authorities on
physiology and on the subject of animal intelligence
are a.t the present time
fairly agreed in that the
:mind of brutes is not dis~
tingnishable in quality, but
'only in quantity or degree,
:from that of human beings.
-BUChnEr.

l
'

IT is an indubitable fact,
proved by a thonsand.ohemioal experiments, th'at no
ponderable bodies or elements can perish nor disappear, and equally that no
new ones can originate.
The propertY that cannot
perish in time cannot be
evolved ht time. That
which cannot be destroyed
cannot be originatl;d. It
A STORY ABOUT FOX-FIRE; OR, THE FIRST FOX-FIRE ON RECORD.
; follows that matter has exl ' isted from eternity, that it
And Samson went and caught three hundred foxes, and took firebrands, and turned tail to tail, and put a firebrand
: was neither created nor
in the mids~ between two tails. And when he had set the brands on fire, he let them go into the standing corn of the
evolved, that its totality
EFFORTS of the Spanish
Philistines, and burnt up both the shocks and also the standing corn, with the vineyards and olivs.-Judges xv, 4, 5.
; which is infinitly great oa.n
authorities to repress re'1 be neither increased nor
publican agitation hav
· diminished, and this· also
on the ground that the infinitly great cannot be
caused a riot in Gijon, in which the military
increased by the addition of the finite, and that
were cslled out, and one man was killed and
its characteristic of indestructibility includes that
two were wounded.
of non-oreation.-F. Mohr,
SAMUEL TBAGDON, Who was Serving a life
FBoM nothing nothing. Nothing that is can be
annihilated.-Democritus.
sentence in the Iowa penitentiary for killing
a man for cheering for Jeff Davis, has been
NATUBE cannot create, but she eterna.lly'transforms. There was no beginning, and there oa.n
pardoned by Governor Larrabee.
be no end.-InuerEoll.
THE Catholics of the Center faction in the
ALL things 1l.ow.-Heraklttus Of Ephesus.
German parliament hav formed a separate
ALL is dependent on Matter and Motion.-P. A.
political party demanding freedom for the

i

THE

Truth Seeker i\nnual

church, and denominational schools.
TBB Salt Lake City grand jury charges
county officers with having received great
sums for canals and like works, and having
nothing accomplished to show for them.

-AND-

~··e~thinkt~~' Jt\Imatt,at,

FBANORB W. ANDERSON, a faith cure believer, aged nineteen, died on the 16th, at
Brooklyn, of hasty consumption, having persistently refused to take medicin that would
at least hav prolonged her life. To remonstrators she replied, "Does not God say, I am
the great physician?"

1890.
CE. M. 2!il0.)

EDWARD LARSSBN has been found guilty in
refusing to giv medicin to his seven-year-old
son that had diphtheria. The justice said,
"It is a singular thing that in this nineleenth
century there are men who hav such a foolish
belief as you and your society hav ." Larssen
replied, "We only believe what God tells
us."
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Calendar for IBgo,
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Freethought in the United States, t88g, 17
Poem by J. E.

Faded Flowers.
Remsburg,

TBK provisional government of Brazil has
issued a decree suppressing Dom Pedro's
allowance, confiscating his imperial estates,
and forbidding his return for two years.
Opponents of the new order of things say
that when the provisional government submits the ~tause to election, as it will soon,
republican government will fail to receive
choice. The United States Senate has deferred ·recognition of the new government till
it can satisfy itself that it is honestly what it
professes.
THREE Brooklyn faith cure believers hav
bee;n sentenced. John Jansen, for refusing
medicin to his sick child, was awarded a fine
of $200 or 200 days. Maria Peterson, for
leaving an infected house against orders of
the h~alth inspector, was awarded a fine of
$100 or 100 days. Hannah Jansen, for leaving an infected house against orders of the
health inspector, was awarded a fine of $150
or 150 days. The latter, who had gone to a
faith cure meeting, said, "I knew that God
would not let the disease spread in his house."
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MATTEB possesses one inherent quality; it is
continual activitY.-Gerharat.
As a. continuation-a. second pa.rt, as it were-of
the Hebrew scriptures, the New Testament would
be utterly inexplicable. Perhaps· no other two
books ever published are more dissimilar in their
tendencies. Here, the chronicle of a brave and
simple-minded nation of shepherds a.nd husbandmen and the code of their manful law.giver, an
honest system of morals, rustic and somewhat
austere, but. with a realistic basis and"a practical
purpose; there, a compilation of contradictory
miracle-legends and anti-natural dogmas. Here,
an honest silence on the unknowable mysteries of
a future existence, a consistent avoidance of the
immortality tenet; there, a constant :petttw :J)rin·
ct:pti of that dogma; here, a. stern inonloa.tion, ·
there, a constant violation of the first commandment; here, health-laws, Samson traditions, and
pastoral poetry; there, indifference to health, to
manly strength, and the gifts of our mother
ea.rth. Here, nature, Agnostic candor, optimism
and realism; there, supernatural and an ti-na.tnrai
dogmas, mysticism, sophistry, and gnostic phan·
toms.-Oswaza.
THE Old Testament is filled with cruelty, but its
cruelty stops with this world, its malice ends with
death; wheneveritsviotim has reached the grave,
revenge is satisfied. Not so with the New Testament. It pursues it! victim forever. After death,
comes hell; after the grave, the worm that neverdies. Bo that, as a. matter of fa.ot, the New Testa.
mentis infinitly more orne! than the Old.-Ingersol!.
IF a man suppresses part of himself, he becomes
maimed and shorn. The proper limit to self·
indulgence is, that he shall neither hurt himself
nor hurt others. Short of this, everything is law·
fnl. It is more than lawful; it is necessary. He
who abstains from safe and moderate gratification
of the senses, lets some of his essential faculties
fall into abeyance, and must, on that a.ooonnt, be
deemed imperfect and nnfinished.-Buok!B'B H~s
torrJ

or Ctl!iUzatmn.

THIS prelate insists that celibacy is far better
than marriage. If the world could be indnoed.!to
·liv in accordance with the "highest state," this
generation would be the last. Why were men
and women created f Why did not the Oatholio
God commence with the sinless and sexless f The
cardinal ought to take the ground that to talk
well is good, but that to be dumb is the highest
condition ; that hearing is a pleasure, but that
deafness is ecstasy; and that to think, to reason,
is very well, but that to be a Oa.tholio is far better.
-Inaersozz.
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